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lr_^ __^. By Steve Rubin

^ ^ DB Staff Writer-

Students who are looking for-summer employment
will be happy to know that Orientation 72 is hiring

counselors, according to Bruce Barl>ee, director of

the program. Counselors will receive room and
board at a residence hall here (probably Sproul Hall)

and a salary in excess of several hundred dollars.

There are 18 positions available and the only

requirement is that students have completed pt least

one year of school here. ^'V:-. .^'^^

Potential interested applicants must attend one of

three informational meetings: 8 pm Tuesday in the

Kieber Hall Fireside Lounge; 3 pm Wednesday,
April 5. in the Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge, and
12::M) pm Thursday, April 6, in the Kerckhoff Hall

Upstairs Lounge. Applications will be distributed at

that time.

the largf' group is broken down into counselor groups
of about 10 students each — this is when the work of

the counselor begins. During the day counselors take
their gioups on tours on the campus. These, ac-

cording to Barbee, are not just show-and-tell jaunts
hut are designed to create an atmosphere for the new
student.

Some time during the day the first counseling
session is held and the counselor devotes about 30

minutes to each student. During this time the student
is informed of a basic plan and the other counseling
session is devoted to actually getting the student pre-

enrolled after he decides what he wants to take.

Seminars

INCOME TAX .1 »-.

SERVICE

up

•5
20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY

and STAFF -f •- 9 •*". -: iiscff"'*^^''

IFLESNER A COOK —Tiz?^^
Tax Conxultants

1072 Gayky. Suite 3 (Next to Safeway)

Weslwood .* 473-8127

.,>' ./

fj^ ftaiiQZu^uf'ni'C feats sehfe DESERT BREADS

t I

Made from ^ "

fresh, natural ^
> Ingredients ^
no preserva t Ives

no additives -

AVAILABLE BY THE LOAF AT CAMniS BOOKf^TORE^?

or call 838-A658 after 4 pn for delivery.

'/ Position _:^'

The job will last from June 19 to August 27,"

covering about 20 sessions of orientation for students

entering the University. The position combines the

functions of a camp counselor and an academic
counselor, according to Barbee. He added that

students who are hired for the job will receive an
intensive training course to show them fundamentals
of counseling, so they will be able to help the new
students in all facets of planning their programs. The
emphasis will be jOn Letters and Science (L&S)
counseling techniques; orientation students in other

fields will be referred to special counsetors who can
meet their needs, Barbee said.

"Being a counselor for Orientation '72 can be a

fascinating experience for thoee who like to work
with and get to know a lot of people, but it is also a lot

oi work. CounsekNTS begin their day at 8 in the

morning, and are involved with their students until

way after sunset. v^
_

\ ' .
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. - •• - •
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~7^ , '~"7^"j^sk pattern
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Th<^ 20 two-day sessions of Orientation '72 follow a

basic- pattern, according to Barbee. New students

check in at 8 am and are settled in their dorms. A
welcome assembly for all students is held and then

During the evcQing several informal seminars are

held, and, according to Barbee, these are usually the

-most important tothe new student. Personnel prob-
lems are discussed and ideas on goals and values are
1)rought foiwbrd to the discussion groups.

During the second day there is anotner assembly,
and t.iis year there will probably be a movie
depictmg a student's first view of the University. On
this day there will also be several seminars for

students going into law, pre-med and other fields

outside L&S.

Besides helping new students with academic and
informational problems^ counselors also will be
involved in recreational activities with their

respective groups. These include basketball games
at Pauley Pavilion, volleyball games at the Sunset
('anyo.1 Recreation Center and a barbecue the first

night.

Parent sesskms
Counselors will not only be working with new

students but also with parents. These parent sessions

will be hekl 11 times and will last one day each. Since
the work k>ad is rather heavy for the counselors, a
rotation system is being worked out to give each
counselor some free time. The ability to rdate with
other people is the basic characteristic, for Orien-
tation 72 counselors, according to Barbee. The
counselor is going to be around many different kinds
of people and those who are not friendly, honest and
•open will not make good counselors, he said.
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TRAM SCHEDULE:
fc March 29 - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

" n March 30 • 10 a.m. to 8 p.m;
«March 31 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
April 1 • 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
April 3 - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
April 4 - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

STORE HOURS:
On dates indicated -^

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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1002 Westv^oocf Boulevard (Westv^ood Village) 4778051

Academic calendar revised,

vacation extended

Wednesday. March 29, 1972

LOS ANGELES PREMIER^,

ROBERTO'

^^UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3

- ^ ;icademic calendar for 1972-73, which

'A
''^^'

f *r day break between winter and sprmg

features
a »tJ^»^

*J^^^ a month of vacation in

quarters
ana

.^jy adopted yesterday.

^^'"'^mmistratiWs original calendar called for

T^he ad"^»"'J^ ing bt-eak, but was revised after

(^lyone ^^y "
J^of student government protested.

various ^'"^'^^^^j, _ the product of consultations

^^^r t e ?S^trar's office, the Office of

between ^"5, .^^ Student Legislative Council

Academic
^er

.
'.

.5^.ative Intern Program and

Sl^^'^^'nlt^Ser^^^^^ Committee on Educational

jhfe
Academic ^enaie^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^
,,,.P) - includes three extra days off

J. winter quarter; tbe result of cutting thePolicy

!ination periods next year to five days

final
eXi>m»"3"""

y^i*yy
j^ ^^^ «.^«i„allv

from the six days which had been originally

^»:!t!f the administration doesn't like to give

^ n Saturday or Sunday for reUgious reasons,

^^'^'
1 .^ t^sbcth day of iinals on Monday. This

'^^^fthfJS^ and the Monday to be lost from

'^.^^UoiiriJi^^^^^ SLC general represen-

^'&ent doa't need to visit the computer before

nurtPf they can get five more days, so this

rrmne dajs of vacation if you work it right,"

llosen added.

The major objection to the new arrangement is

extra pressure on students caused by the condensed

examination period, but according to Bob Bernstein,

administrative intern in the registrar's office, the

problem should not be too much worse than at

present.
.

,,. .

"The probability of having two finals on the same
day increases when you shorten the exam period to

five days, but we have developed a new coding

system so that exams for classes given at popular

hours such as 9 am or 10 am will be matched with

classes that are given at less popular times," he said.

The net effect should be to make the chance of having

two exams on the same day about the same as it has

been in the past.

Fall quarter of 1972-73 begins Monday, September

18 with instruction beginning Monday, September 25.

The quarter ends Friday, December 8.

Winter quarter begins Wednesday, Jan. 3, 197a>

after a 25 day layoff, with instruction commencing

Monday, January 8. The quarter ends Friday, March

23.

Spring quarter is scheduled to begin Wednesday,

March 28, 1973, after a four-day break. Classes start

Monday, April 2 and the quarter ends Friday, June

15.
•
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•^ROSSELLINPSSOCRATES
HIS l8t FILM SINCE?THE RISE OF LOUIS 3{IV"

TONIGHT ONLY.'TiOO & 9:30 PM
^ \n.JJ 9(^'* _ :...:. -

. .i,

. '-

—

.^- - .-.T^-HM|"£'Jt*ll iif^——^-

THE FILM SOCIETY At THE EGG&THE EYE

5814 WILSHIRE BLVD. . L. A. 937-5544

(Paid Advertisement)
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D avis trill pos
SAN JOSK (XP) -Sessions of the

Angela I>avis trial were postponed

(odav liwause of an escape at-

tempt bv three inmates in a jail

.,v, leci from the courtroom

•IwiWing.

SherTfT's depijties shot and

Willed one prisoner and rescued

two hostages unharmed yesterday

-during an attempted escape from

Ihe Santa Clara county jail,

authorities said. - ^

rhree prisoners had hefd a male

put>lic defender and a woman
.secretary hostage for more thart^

iwo hours on the second floor of

ihe jail
""-'^^^'^

Alter a ^^unshot was heard from

inside the basement garage of the

building, a deputy shouted, **It'a

all over. It's over with! The

hostages are all right."

•the ones that are shot are the

prisoners — one of them," he said.

Before the gunfire, the inmates,

armed wUh knives, had

demanded a getaway car as they

negotiated with sheriff's Capt.

Wesley Johnson

Lt. Don Tamm said the inmates

wanted to exchange the hostages

for their freedom. Authorities

identified the dead man, who was

shot in the jail elevator, as Chuck

Williamson, a San Quentin prison

%scapee held also on an armed

ri^bbery charge.

\They said the two other in-

mates, Norman Lucas and Ted

- (;uerrero, and hostages Sue

Kawamoto, ^tt, and public

defender Alex Safonoff, 31, were

not injured.

Olficers said there was no ap-

parent connection between the

breSik attempt and Davis' trial.

Keporters and spectators were

locked inside the court security

area after the jaij break incident

began about 8 : 50 am •

Davis' lawyers nad been

scheduled to present opening

arguments Tuesday, but the start

of the day's session was delayed

by the jail break and then ^post-

poned. '
i
^-

llie prosecution said in its

opening statement Monday that

Davis, driven by passion to free

her imprisoned lover, engineered

a bloody escape attenipt from the

San Rafael courthouse.

HillEl ((MGiL SEDEII
—r'T

, , . r:- T^- -— _ ,— . .
. _* ^

March 30 7:00 p.ni. URC Auditoriom

$2.50 HJIIel members $3.50 faculty & non-members

HilM offic* elo»«d March 29 after 1 p.m. on^
ollday Mar«h30an<^^Aarch31 - f^

INCOME
SERVICE

up

j»5
20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS. FACULTY

and STAFF

;2fI-PSNER & COOK
•

/"
Tax Consultants „ ,.

imi t^ „i.„ Q..i»*. 1 (Next taSateway)
1072 dayley. Suite J ,, ^ 473-8P7

Westwood . •

I

One posifTon as copyreadi^r Is

now «prn on the Dally Bruin

staff. Kxperience Is preferred

hut is not necessary. Three

hours of work daily, from 2 pm
m : pm, are required, and

lopyrradcrs may be asked to

work later periodically. A trial

period is mandatory sfter

wliith one applicant will be

seieetrd and paid $50 per
month Apply at ihe Daily Bruin

office. Kerckhoff Hi. and ask
for Jill llardwick.

LUIS BUNUEL'S

Exterminatinji
An^el

and

Milky Way

wiih

oHho Dcsvrl

Andc\lusu\n L)ou

.1'

new vagabond

lie. J!

387 2171
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UESi emdron
^ ByDeborah Ashln .: ;

DBSUff Writer
The existing calm on this and most college campuses is

being interpreted as a shift from social concern to apathy,
from revolution to reticence.

While this may be true about many a^i^cts of student
involvement, it is not the case with environiiiental action—
particularly on this campus. ^*^ -* >

Scores of specifically oriented envirqfft^ental action
groups have been created to deal with j|^nite ecology
issues either University or community ortSted— but this

campus had also fostered a unique appi^ch to solving

environmental problems through the Office of En-
vironmental Studies (OES). • i- .,

Paul Silver, OES director, believew^^^^tuch of the
awareness and social concern cannot chaikg^the situation if

it merely deals with the symptoms, not the root of the
problem." It is Silver's contention that economic, not just

social, awareness will effect environmental change. This is

, the philosophy behind 0E3,
Describing OES as *'ah umbrella agency, the coordinntor

and clearing house to get people to work on comnion en-

vironmental issues which have long-range significance,'*

Silver said it is the ultimate goal of OES to focus on the need
to change fundamental governmental policy which ad-

versely affects the environment.

**U is unreasonable to condemn the University for failing

to become an environmental model when it is responding tp

city, state and federal policies. The only viable means of

cleaning up the University, the state and the nation ifl

through concerted efforts to change existing governmental
policies which threaten the environment,** Silver, also $i'

general representative to the Student Legislative CouncU
(SLC), said.

'

On Ihe way to achieving its goal, OES has exerted con-

siderable influence over environmental issues at thi^

campus, according to Silver, who in September, 1970, first

requested funding from SLC to finance OES.
:':•_

.

" " '^^'\ Funding

Originally funded$1.800 to function in a "clearing house"
capacity, OES's pervue includes investigation of alter-

natives to campus environmental problems and cirriculum

development geared to environmental studies. OES has
begun to concentrate on using University resources to

assist public policy makers on environmental issues. -^

„ This year, SLC funded OES $1,160 (out of the Community
^

Services Commission budget) and the Graduate Student;
Asfiotlation (GSA) allocated $540 from its budget. Silver
said this is one of the few programs jointly funded by un-
dergraduate and graduate student govemmfnts. . .

The decreased funding is not an mcication of lack of

support; Silver said they did not require as much student

-i-f-"

ffnancfal support because OES now draws on $15,000 ftm*

ding from other campus environmental programs.
While OES ultimately hopes to concentrate on statewide

and national issues, it has contributed to University en-

vironmental problems through some of the following

programs, according to Silver:

— Helping to establish the College of Letters and Science

Environmental Education Committee; instnmiental in

developing a committee on Environmental Operations as a
a result of a summer task force. ; /
~ Supplying student input to the Chancellor's Committee

on Environmental Studies. *^ v^ .i. • tN v. .

— Publishing a .document on "Alternatives to ^En-

vironmental Problems at UCLA" many of which have been

instituted since tha ^^^*4flHMHH[p^!^*>'l|ttg[ ^^^ P^^
of the $1 3,000- lltidly/ ^^^^^^ ^mu^.

Orlentatloii

Unlike most ecology programs,^a|^ does not have a

short-term approsiph to environmental pr«i|»lem8. It does

not concentrate with specific "grass-roots eftuses," ac-

cording to Silver, but rather deals with far-reach^g foals.

"Our main concern at the University is to determine how
campus resources can clarify the fundamental incentives

behind mistreatment and use of the enyironment.

AlthoMgh it is not overt University policy to be involved in

public policy making Silver said the Univer&ity can expand
use of its resources to advise state anidi national pdkry
makers in an official capacity. Relating that many
professors here sit as individuals on state and natl^nflil

environmental committees. Silver said the University Is

actively involved (through govememmental contracts)

with military research and it only seems logical that the

University potentially could emphasize work for the

government^ positive environmental issues.

Silver saidlliany people are surprised tl||| a student^run

program '

'does not make unreasonabli4RlAn«bi and has
kept a tight grasp on economic feariWlHy.**

Environmental protectiim W keei^tog ii4 eovlronment
from changing faster^tbininan ffiaawii^pl to those changes.

It is basically a matter of general survival," Silver said.

"Ultimately we are not against industrial progress, but the

environment should not be modified so mai)^cannot live

(without artificial life support systems) to enjoy the fruits

of his advancement,** he added. "*
' ^ '

J.

f

^^

I"

Therefore, Silver's primary concern is making OES a
^echanism to channel environmental interest here to

concentrate on dealing with fundamental problems of

environment. J
. ^ ~'

. ^ •

"Our main thfust is towards govemement liaison "work to

bridge the gaip between -University research and the in-

formation nee^s of policy makers (who tend to play with
s)(mptom$, not causes),'* he explained.

'^. He maintains it is not Industry's fault for contiouing to
^
exploit natural resources, if laws permit and encourage it.

"I don't believe they are basically malicious to takg ad-

vantage of policies and opportunities provided by the

governments. It is unreasonable to expect an oil industry

not to untilize tax breaks that save them $27.5 million for

every $100 million of tax on oil they drill."

OES, however, is not just rhetoric and Silver pointed out

several concrete actions which have resulted on the

campus from OES initiative. » :"^

When OES was established two and one-half years ago,

Silver's first project originally dealt with making campus
shuttl^uses ecologically sound. However, after much
research he discovered it would cost more to repair the old

buses than get new ones. Therefore, when the existing bus
contracts expired, Silver was able to establish certain
standards that each bidding bus company was forced to

^^eet. It is not campus policy that the buses be subject to

^ll^tain emission, noise and odor standards.

7* Phosphates? _ -

tn &|pther action, OE^S research revealed that low
phospll^ detergents are not necessarily harmful to

Southern l^alifomia coasts and, in fact, because little is

known abl||t the substances used as substitutes, it (s more
prudent to continue using phosphates. * ^ - —
OES helped establish environmental curriculum (in-

cluding the policy workshop which gives students credit for

doing «
|yonmental research); currently has $5,500 in

projectinPoing to establish a University environmental
information system; and is compiling a directory of all

faculty, teaching and researching in environmentally
oriented fields.

The original concept of OES as a clearing house for

campus environmental activites has flowered into a far-

reaching and complex organization which is^spreading
statewide.

Under the direction of Tim Burrell, a third year law
student here who will gradually be taking Silver's place,

OES' will have a slightly new x>rientation this quarter.

Because OES is now well established and its goals have
been clearly defined, it will begin to de-emphasize its

clearing house function and concentrate on existing

research programs. Silver is now searching for people who
are concerned with long-range environmental work.

:t "l^articularly, Fm looking for realistic people to help

direct the office's activity, , sonifeone who has the

sophistication to satisfy certain needs of OES." He believes

students with urban planning, economics, political science

or other social sciences orientations would be attracted by
the orientation of the office and asked interested people to

contact him at the OES office, Kerckhoff 409.

/f^U/

are a dull lot of little pebbles? That, for centuries, after
^

their discovery in India, they weren't much prized as -

"

jewels l^ecause they lacked color and sparkle? Then

it was found that — by rubbing one against another —
little planes could be cut on the surface. Light rays ^
entered, were "bent" and broken up in many colors

and the diamond seemed to glow. Then came the art

of cutting facets to reflect the light. Thus, beautiful

diamonds from little pebbles ^row. Isn't Nature wonderful?
Engogemcnf Ring .... S)595.
Wadding Ring ...... $ 450.

1, —

$110.

. • . . I. '

"
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.
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Ameriica
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See the student relations people at
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Chip Morrow
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Ceire Fox
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By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

s Legislative Assembly of the Academic Senate

^ faculty ^^^^ ^ resolution U> combat termpaper buyers and
unanii^ous y Plj;^^

meeting three weeks ago.

sellers
at hs

chairman of the ad hoc committee that prepared the

Amos
Norma

,^^ ^^^ committee) started with the basic assumption

...J

^ulion. sai
.

^^^ ^^ plagiarism , and that, if cheating is Widespread,

lliatstu*"*^
"

j^jj, jj^ University community and the general public

»ill be "''y
, directs the Senate chairman to study the feasibility of

Yl,e fe*"'" '"
j^t termpaper sellers and to examine the proposed and

l*'''*^",°akiation in this area. . • ,,-;• ' •

ecisling '^B'^ Benjamin Aaron said yesterday he had "no corn-

Senate ^^""^
!„„H„ations in the interim since the meeting, and added

menl" an •"* '"
^^thhoW comment until the April 10 meeting of the

(hat he would wiuiiw'"
^

Assembly
j„ubtfid that Aaron will be able to recommend or report

However, it isu
^.^^ proposed in the Legislature to prohibit the sale

very
much, as inc , defeated March 23 in the SUte Assembly by

((lermpaperstAB^/w-

J. J 21.28 vote.
.r,'tated- '

-''''

^! l^H^^Z who submite material prepared by
another &s his own is

'ifin an act of dishonesty ; anyone who has evidence of such an act

"*arrother actof dishonesty is morally obUgated to report it to the

"""u'^lhl^iierf teOTMiS« by faculty is a violation of faculty ethics;

"^"
! has evWenM rf such activity ... is morally obligated to

'"^"Ifiuo me appropriate Senate member (this is not explicitly stated in

"^ in faculty code of conduct); - -
"*
K'!fhp4^^s student weUare committee prepare for distribuUon

: o^me^ts standards for the conduct of examinations, definitions of

,0 departments
s^^

pertinent information; ,;:^-

^Che ZTJ^ Xwbute4o stud^ts and faculty 6n a regylar

fesifa copy of the University and campus regulations govemuig

^Itefthe student welfare committee inquire iiito present ^i^l^^
rXc^Jth regard to cheating, report on existmg practice, and give

'^
!r.^atiorl for improvement (this was added to the original

Son W owTng discuSion over Why apparenUy few faculty mem.

^ScS cases and no cheating cases have been reported to

the Student Conduct Committee for two years).

i Announcements I

•'
. '4

.
• •

Uni Camp, a summer camp
program for underprivileged and

diabetic children, will be holding

its annual fund raising drive here

April 10-14. Volunteers are needed

to make classroom and parking

tot collections and distribute in-

formation. Interested students

should call the Uni Camp office at

475-4460

IamAmikan FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICESBJ
WESTWOOD

MIRACLE MILE • HOLLYWOOti '• LOSANGELES

UThant receives

first Bunche award
In a special presentation

March ifi. U Thant, former

secretary general of the United

Nations, became the first

rocipienl of the Ralph J. Bunche

.\ward.

William B. Kecne, Superior

(ourl judge, presente^l the

award lo I Thant on the steps of

Bunche Mall. He had been

(hosen as the recipient because.

in the words inscribed on the

prpsenlalion, he is "the world

lilizen who best exemplifies the

spirit and ideals of Ralph

Bunche."

Speaking of Bunche, Thant

said, "He w&s a constant guide

and adviser (and) a true in-

(rrnalfonal civil servant. If

iWre cvrr was one wfio was
indispensable, he was one.**

-s..

The School of Education will

offer a four unit course in early

childhood development^^
(Education 423) in conjunction %

with the ASUCLA Child Care

Center this quarter. -^ ^
The course, to be teught by

Judith Ramirez, assistant

professor of education here, will

involve one seminar and four

hours of work per week at the

Child Care Center.
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1— You believe them for one
simple reason. They tell the

- truth. You can hear it i!o:^every

"note they play Now you can *
'

'.read it. In every issue of - - .

,

-WORDS & MUSIC, '-
.
/

the magazine that writes-
\

about music witho\^miS'-^—

spelling the truth. _ :.^ ;

'

• ^
,^i. .With honest interviews every

"^month with people like, Kris- ~
•

•---Kristofferson, Paul McCartney
--^lefferson Airplane, nandy -------

Newman,The GuessWho, .

George Harrison, Yes,
.

- Charlie Watts.'Everyone.
.

,, The title speaks for

' itself. You get a Special

Music Supplement v\nth

.•
. all the words and music,

to current hits.' ,; -
-^^^

V
There are special

monthly departments

Hke Blowin'In TheWind, where
you'll find the most cijrrent

news made. Not made up.

Musicians'Corner where both
amateur and pro can pick up-
helpful tips. And for sound

advice, Hi-Ei Today quickly ^

guides you through today Sii-'

electronic maze of complex
^

;

music systems. That's not aH. -

WORDS & MUSIC ;^:-..-^

features reviews of "
:

'

•

.

current records and newsf':::r'

about whats ahead. __j-V' •

'

• ^

i^\.Z*- '-»

And there's an outragedus

new section called Bip-OffOf^-
The Morith. Here's where you ^

,

can sound off, Warn.others :/""-".

and learn how to turri off some: ..:„.

of the bad vibrations that .

-"

are distorting today's -

music scene. /--

. WORDS & MUSIC
magazine. Now you can^ -.

'

believe what you read.

One dollar, once a
month, wherever
magazines are sold.

voce
8(MJSC
Ifyou believe in music,

Words & Music isyour magazine.
Words and Music, 909 3rd Avenue, N.Y.. NY. 10022

j^
V-^.

;

_ -r- . ^itofiais represent a majority opinion of the Daily Bruin
Uns»9'^^ ^^^^ jy^ Qajly Bruin Sounding Board columns are

^^'*°V*reso6nsible grlJups or individuals who wish to voice an
ope^^

contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. Ail other
^^^^^

cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

^****^"not n«>cessarily reflect the views of the editorial t)oard.

-.r^fc-:- -r#=.
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I ——JraDoed bvCatcb^52-—

^

- r

OBBdjtorial '-s>

NCAAi
.- #.

s

i

The Daily Bruin was refused a photo pass for the i

basketball tournament held last week at the Sports •

Arena After covering 26 UCLA basketball games
\

Jiroughout the season, the Bruin was told by the

NCAA that it had no right to have a photographer at

the national tournament. Seemingly established to

nromot^ and encourage college athletics, the NCAA
seemed more concerned about enhancing its

nnancial position than giving the college students,

who are responsible for its existence, any con-

sideration . :rr—'—
follege journalists have always had a great deal of

trouble when competing with the outside media for

coverage of general news events. But for all the

oLtacles which the student press faces, it is

generally acknowledged that where campus-related

pvents are concerned, the school newspaper has at

least as much Tight, if not more, to cover the event

than outside publications.

By not allowing campus paper photographers from

any of the schools competing in the tournament td

cover the event, the NCAA has shown its total

disregard for students and a misunderstanding of the

reasons for its existence.

s

:*

i

•-> »,-

The NCAA was formed for and because of student

athletics It exists to serve the students, not exploit

them^- though the few students who paid $20 to see,

the finals might take exception to this. T^e Los

Angeles Times had TWO photographers and Sports

Illustrated had three at the tournament. By not

giving student papers the same opportunity for

covering a student event as is given to outside pnvate

publications, theNCAA has shown it does not conduct

itself as a student-oriented organization.

Much of the revenue supporting the NCAA comes

from the television fees for broadcasting its tour-

nament. It is these financial considerations which

seem to govern the actions of the NCAA. The players

in these tournaments are students. They go through^

school on athletic scholarships which are funded

partially from student fees. To be forced to pay $20 to

watch a team whom you are financing through

college does not aooear to be in the best interest of

students.

I

•s

»

Today. I'm going to be a seinsh, provincial, mitlee work go unrewarde<t??? Shall the in-

elitist, bread-and butter unionist (Berne Game structional sUff at Uie University of California

«4.2) and talk about SICCTION 52 (also known as continue t# average 57 years, 8 months, 13 days

Doctor Guillotin's teatime neckchopper). and uikiMted minutes??? The answer, dear

Section 52 is «he keystone chapter in the fnends, fe > i::s. The spilling of ink, the puriUn

dynamic, breathtaking, vivid, romanUc yet elhic. serjtee pro bono publico - aU are vanity of

frankly adult saga published under the modestly vanitiesJipprentices come cheap, and do a heU of

deceptive title of Administrative Manual. The a lot of^. but they'd better look somewhere

ADMAN counsels, advises, instructs, aids (and else for tIjKB master's hat, and Uie chance to change

abets) chairmen, executive committees of the systow from within.

departments. Academic Senate committees. What .His happened to the steady-as you-go

administrators- in short,»J'HEM - in the matter iadder'> ^at. after all, have we been doing but

of dealing with the lesser breeds such as . . . well, following the seven-year carrot which, m tim^

shall we concentrate for ttie nonce on AssisUnt past, we actually had a fair chance to consume.

Professors? *'"» glad you asked, for I'm determined to tell you.

Once upon a time, when this world was still the You will of course undersUnd that what Vm
best of all possible worlds, and everyone knew his about to say must be read in light of the judgement

place, the WHITE MAN'S burden of university about the 'anxieUes of AssisUnt Professore

governance was carried on the capable shoulders expressed by Angus E. Taylor, Vice President for

of our forefathers, valiant knights all who, in Academic Affairs, in a communication addressed

defense of Academic Freedom, had invented the to the University Council AFT this January; we

TENURE SYSTEM. The TS (reallyj^ all these have "either innocenUy misconstrued the mtent of

acronyms are not my fault) was designcid to the proposed draft (of SecUon 52) <» • • •
haj[^

permit the lesser, breeds, by dint of hard work been misled about the intent by the

(publish, don't teach too much), sobriety (get misrepresentations which have been circulated,

drunk less than the full professors at the depart- Heady?
. . j • n

mental teas), and acculturation (say yes when it It is true that 1 am innocent <«<;«dem»cally

xounts, nay when you can afford to play the in- speaking); in my innocence, 1 had been led to

dependent, creative thinker), to enter the exalted believe that retention and step increases before

ranks of those who could not be dispossessed of tenure required promise and potential, and not

their post unless they sodomized a nubile but "superior acheivement and qualities as ttie first

underage student in the sculpture garden at high proposed revision of SecUon 52 would have had it.

noon (and then only if the price of admission was < Though they 11 never admit it, we -AFT -

loo high, their esthetic judgement faulty and ^ieir rather snipped that one, for the t»me being at

performance unsatisfactory).
^ " least, last Summer.) ^id our honorable ancestors

That was the game, buster, and if you didn't like turn out a m agnuni opus every six monUis on their

it you could always hit Uie sU-eets. A fair number arduous way to the Green Pastures? ^
of idealistic youngster, smeUing the butter onthe ^^^^^ Tr^'^ufiT? i ^ !LhSf^^
darksideof thebr^d(andwhoknows, maybe you the Big U -^^^^^^^^ ^,^^f^^^^^^^^ ^,^

could really do someUiing after a while, challenge aHow me to understand
^^l^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^

some ster^typed thinking, change the system UC budget
'f^^^J^'^^^^^^J^^^^

from within -Tv^e all know the bit) decided, ^r^;<>«^««NOto faculty salaries NO
^^^^

presumably of sound mind and body, to play Uie of faculty-student '^^'''^^^^^ ^^^'^^"^
game. They published. They^rved Uie university student financial aids programs among others^

and the com^munity. In exceptional cases. Uiey ^^^^/^ to administrative spendmg.p^^^^

even taught They said yes. They said no. They pf administrative posiUons, and the erection

s^^mtzTnS before 10 p'm. Alas, shall ;oops) of athleti^str^^^^

virtue and conlormity not have Uieir rewards??? from student fees /«« /« '"^'^^^^^
«J^^

-ShaU one book, two monograph, Uiree articles. ^^^r\'^'','';^ '^l^^f'^^^^
four book reviews, immeasurable lower^ivision sniffed oiit Uie poUUcal wmds).

courses, upper division courses, graduate courses, .1 -./-.
'

ir^ti„,^ ««?««»)
«nd rtepartmenUl »nd senate com- —i—-^ ===z=^ _ (CoBttottedoni-age*)
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Letter Tn The Eiiitor

—t"?

The NCAA runs its operations to suit itself and not

the college students which supply it with its income.

When contacted regarding their policy of not ac-

crediting college photographers, Jerry Miles,

director of publicity for the NCAA, said they had too

many requests for credentials and did not have room
to allow people from college papers. He went on to

add that the one photo ribbon given to the athletic

department here would have to do for the entire

University: (On this campus all jrtiotography for the

athletic department is done by professionals from

the campus studio, who then sell their pictures to a

captive market, i.e., the Daily Bruin.) _ __
Obviously the NCAA feels that having three

photographers from Sports Illustrated wiU better

serve their purposes, increasing revenue by ad-

ditional national publicity, than allowing th^ Daily

Brvun one. The NCAA does not appear to realize that

»t was UCLA which provided a basketball team on the

Sports Arena floor Saturday afternoon, not Sports

Illustrated.
t. i^ v^

Either the NCAA was formed to be, and should be,

a student-oriented association, in which case it is

sorely mismanaged and needs drastic redirection

-

or it makes no pretense to be for the benefit of the

studente who give it subsistence, and we should nave

nothing to do with it. Eittier way changes must oe

"^ade. Enough people are already profiting oil

students. We do not need Uie NCAA screwing U5, too-

KdiUN*:'

To you wine connoisseurs,

Charles Krug is a winery in

Northern California. To the DaUy

Bruin Editorial page in Tuesday's

Bruin. (Feb. 15), Charles Krug

was the author of a cohimn. He

states he's been around for ten

quarters. Doing what? The Dean's

Office says he's not a student. The

Employment Verification Office

says he doesn't work here. Yet,

Charles Krug wrote an article for

the Daily Bruin attacking Parking

Service. A safe Urget, sure.

Parking service deals with every

student and employee wanting a

place to park and is bound to

make mistakes.
.. -^^

Let's Ukc a look at "Charles

Krug's " cohimn. The "profit" he

finds is the myth in the article.

Looking at page two of the same

Daily Bruin issue we find the

$1,075,167.93 whittled down to 98

cenU. Some profit. Who should we

believe? The factual DB article,

or the ficticious "Charles Krug?"

The coluii.ii continues with a

comment about one "obscure"

student on the Parking Advisary

Board. The PAb is chaired by

Steve Halpern, Adminstrative

Vice-President of SLC. student

represi^nUtives are Ross Arbiter,

Larry Pierce, and Gary Starre,

and I am an ex-officio member.

Because of "Charles Krug's"

obvious misrepresentation of the

facts, I cannot accept the article. I

do suggest that if an article is to be

written and the author is not a

sUff member of the DaUy Bruin,

he should be required to be a

responsible individual or

represent a responsible group

which is required of people an-

swering in the Sounding Board.

Joe Mendelsohn

Student Intern.

Office of Auxiliary Service En-

terprises

Mitor:
(I

Having just read Charles Krug's

discussion of dormitory life in u'

today's l^ruin (Daily Bruin,

March 1), I feel compelled to
;

provide an opposite view to the

reader. I have lived in Hedrick

Hall for one quarter and during

that time 1 have very rarely en-

countered the types of problems

that he represents as being daily

occurrences in the dorms. I have

never gotten other than hot water

out of the shower, I have never

seen a toilet without ample supply

of toilet paper, I have always

received clean linen even at the

last moment, and 1 have found

that the shocking displays of

uncleanliness on the part of many
of the students are promptly

removed by an efficient cleaning

staff.

Furthermore, while 1 do n<^

regard dormitory food as

representative of the heights of

culinary art, I do feel that it si

generally quite edible and nor-

mally served at the right tem-

perature and color. Far from

having seen any rats, I would be

extremely surprized if onexould

find rodents anywhere in the

dormitory, and I think Mr. Krug

should be so kind as to back up his

rather serious charge in this

regard with facts. In general, it

has been my experience that any

unpleasantness associated with

dormitory life is due mainly to the

unpleasantness of dormitory

residents. -

Chet l^stgarten

^IliUsB^V K^

Graduate. Slavic LanKuages

Rip off
'•^--i,

. «i
Kditor:

Recently, I parked in Lot "A

after 2:30 pni at which time

anyone having a paricing permit is

allowed to park in most lots. I

have a permit in lot '8.) Un-

fortunately, it seems lot -A" was

not one of them. I am paying for

the ticket, because I do not have

time to go through all the red tape

down at court, but I find it very

difficult to understand why I got a

ticket when my supposedly "in-

valid" permit granted me ad-

•itiission into lot "A '. Is this just

another example of the parking

"i^rvice ripping off UCLA
students? Is the parking service in

cahoots with the police depart-

ment?
Name WtoMMM

, i„ X
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PERSONALIZEOJAX SERVICE
- $5.00/op- With this coupon 25% off

.
.- ^

tnstont Cash Refund Plan -Open 7 Days '
'. > .

1101 Goylay Ave.- Kleenco BIdg. -478-7440 & 479-6l 63

CLASS NOTES
<We have comprehensive notes on coofses offered cprrentfy

at UCLA. ' i>n6 ^.
\

1 off the bttre^awd

4

We hire T.A.'s and/or Grod students' iSrsit in on iOui'.ej» to

take and prepare comprehensive notet; which ore. then repro-

duced and are available for purchase to.be used as a study-

°'« 10851 LINPBROOK DR.
(I BLK. N. WIlSHIRe - 1% Wf, E. WESTWOOO) 478-928?

INCOME TAX
SI-RVICK

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY
73" and STAFF

^~

KH:SNLR&COOK
J ;i\ i'onsultuniN

\()72 ( ;avlc%^lRHtO~^^^^====^ CNc^vTTo Safi

WcMwomI 473-812

i

i

^r—--

FOOD TO GO - 478-0 T2S

If •>< . _- .

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE 80ULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF..

SPAGHETK & LASAGNA " .

^^Cocfcfa// lour\g<^ & Dm\(\g Room ^

. '•
I-

'T-.r

* ^.i*^-

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 ».m. 'til 2 a.m.

Kdiior: ^
In the wake of President Nixon's

trip to China, it struck me that to

the Chinese people, Dick and Pat

would be their only observation of

an American's behavior and
ideas. It would be unfortunate if

unfavorable opinions were drawn.

So that these unfavorable opinions

could not be drawn, the President

brought along others as to

neutralize the possible effects of

his behavior. It is not unlike the

conditions that fall upon this

campus.
Namely the impression that is

transmitted to visitors who attend

the basketball and football games
by a cast of characters known as

the UCLA. YeU Leaders^ --•'

Mainly because their behavior

is most observable to the public, it

seems important that the image
they transmit is not taken in-

correctly for their behavior te_a

reflection of the student ^rowd.

Then» what was it that they were

doing? It must be difficult to wear
a blue and gold sweater all year

without doing something. Are blue

and gold sweaters fun to wear? Or
were they trying to entertain the

crowd? Whatever their actions

were, how could they continue

them without approval frjC^m the

crowd? Was withdrawal their only

alternative?

But perhaps it is for one's

personal advantage to be seen and

not heard, or maybe, our struc-

ture-today encourages such
reclusive behavior. In reflection,

what was it that they were doing?
^ Spencer Butts

Junior
x-*-***

Jties

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••%
- •

HYPNOSIS Fll STUIENTS
I

• ••••

;
-^ * SOME APPLICATIONS: -^ :^

Better grcidM • Smoking . l;;

• Sp^^ch Problems •Tension

'i Ordt Ij • P^rtoool Gools ^il

HWrvefslty of Wisconsin Ph.D., U years teaching Speech.

Psychology and General Semontics. Private Instruction J

Wllllll L llltlff. riJ. :

1225 W^tfwood Boul^vord 477-2953 for oppointmMil S

Editor:

While there is now'a great furor

over getting students and faculty

to work for the various
presidential candidates, those
candidates for lesser offices also

deserve the^suuport of the
students and facMlty^

I am particularly speaking of

those who are running for the

state Assembly. Assemblymen
influence the community and the

University in diverse ways, and
have an immediate impact on this

University. Their actions touch

this campus more closely than

any presidential candidate. It is

the Assembly that must pass the

University budget. They decided

that the faculty were not to get

pay increases the last two years.

The Assembly also has the power
to deal with issues that concern

students, including welfare,

pollution, transportation systems
and education,

- With all this power that directly

affects students, how many
students even know who is the

Assemblyman that represents the

district encompassing UCLA? His
name is Paul Priolo, a true

Reafian Republican who
represents the monied interests of

Pacific Palisades. Suffice it to say

he does net represent the needs
and the desires of the students and
the faculty on this campus.

But we have a chance to change

all that. Roger Diamond is a

graduate of UCLA (J.D. 1967). He
is the legal advisor ef the Peoples

Lobby who are sponsoring the

Clean Environment Act. He has

brought suit against Standard Oil

for their false advertising of F-810.

He is a man who reflects the

desires and the interests of the

students and faculty here.

With the addition of the 18-year-

old vote and a new district^

boundarv. Roffer Diamond, with
our help, can beat Priolo. He ran

against him two years ago andj

spending only one tenth the

amount of money, came the

closest of all previous candidates

to beating Priolo.

Roger Diamond needs help in

registering voters in the district,

' and in all phases of his campaign.
By working in a local election, an
individual gets to know the can-

didate and put his or her ideas to

work. This type of input is lacking

in a national campaign. You can
make the difference.

I strongly urge all those who
want to work for Roger Diamond
to phone him at 454-1351.

'
. ' ^'»' "

."^ V* ' PaalBeechen
i- Graduate, Law

future system is called "THE
ULTIMATE SYSTEM" and I am
sure that one day (barring any
financial problems, heaven for

bid) we will be able to have it (I

affectionately refer to it as HAL)
scan the entire Grammar School

population of the U.S.A. (perhaps

the world), and determine which
little ones will be attending UCLA.

^ I have a question: Until the

•ULTIMATE SYSTEM* is in

stalled - how do we deal with the

everyday problems that are here

NOW? Such as inaccurate records

being kept and printed. Such as

keeping a fairly fluid interaction

flowing between students, faculty

and staff. Such as students being

dropped from classes without

initiating the action; records
being unavailable to student of-

fices and students - even though

the information is stored in the

system ; IBM tapes with changes
to student^ records being lost;

mistakes on holds to packets;

students being put on probation

who should not be on probation.

Perhaps if we devoted all that

energy expended on the glorious,

rosy future towards the problems
of today we could at long last

accomplish an accurate and ef-

ficient system that could serve us

: NameWiUiheld

ClBwer

y-i

OLE
• :;W'

1

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101 GAYIEY '^'''*^^*^'^"*^^'*^'

owpofM teo4
only on
incominp ^

<

eitlart ...

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
WHERE YOU HAVE AU THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

• PROFESSIONAL Dmr CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY
• COIN-OP DRY CLEANING • C0IN-OP LAUNDRY
• 8EAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH^ HKAITH SPA • KIYS MADf
• FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRV^ERVICE • SHOE REPAIR

• COPFH SHOP • XBROX COPY SOIVICi

HritoSar

QOOfl toe

limMod

Mm* only

• FAaOTUM

Wfi^

X: Ww«o
X^477.SSM

i

«•

fm

m laEENCO DRY CLEANING
ONf COUPON PiR PfRSON

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE 1
1 DAY SERVICE M

NO EXTRA CHARGE (Kcm M
;MBfc-KW:-::::W::::-:-:-::W:wx-:-:-:-:wx-:'<4

i KLEENCO COIN-OP LAUNDRY
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

This coupon •nftll«t b«or«r to

1 WASH LOAD

%I.v.

fc

RfOULARPRICi

on any Suede or Leotbec

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

•^

<••«••• I

FREE
(PUU 12 lA WASNH)

r« 4.12.72

1101 OAYLEY AVI

.^.^^
TMt coupon HMMt occompowy incoming ord^r ':^

IKLEENCO COIliOt» DRY CLEAN g^
Ihit coupon enfiHes beorer to

ONE 8 i^. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Clooning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON
For

Only

JJJIJ^
^-4.12.72

Pro* #oam finnhing

1101 OAYLEY AVE.

$1.50

...>i
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Editor:

On March 1, 1972 I attended an

"Open Meeting" of the University

Policies Commission and found

out about the future plans and

additions to the present and not

infallible On-Line Enrollment
System (affectionately referred to

as OLE - pronounced Olie). The

Editor: ' -
If one writes with feeling and

imagination, there are those who
will hide their dislike by calling

the writing unintelligible. Or
should I assume that Loren G. Lee
(Senior, English) would hav^
better understood my intent, if fd
aspired, in writing, to those

degrees of sameness which the^

precepts of Alan B. Hemingway,
ultimately espoused. '^[_ _

r Undoubtly, Loren MrlU teach,

since (he or she) could never

climb to the heights of artistry.

Therefore, if further

correspondence between myself

and Loren does ensue, I shall

simply write in the common word

of the most basic Nixonian

rhetoric.

Other than what I can assume
from your letter, I know you as I

^

tricky Loren G. Lee, -senior of ^

English at UCLA, and as the four-

year student who wrote the
pathetically small piece in the DB
which was neither constructive or

literary. Congratulations.

Wayne WiUiams

..^.'i:;.i

mimm mmm siheits

If yoa ore (1) at least 21 and (^) hove had outo Inturance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of cor. Being

a college student you also probably hove (3} a reasonable
driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rotes that overage 35% below stan-

dard prices.

And in caso you don't fit ttwt doicription, coll our locd office

onyway. Wo jutt tpont six yoort woHiing with tho outo inturanco
induth^ on boholf of coHogo ttudonH. Wo tltink wo con holp.

rilli: 4S113U

Cillili stunt lisiriici Serilce
726 Sonto Monka Blvd. (-202) Sonto Monko, Cdtf. 90401

•'—!^
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j^tiiiu*^ '^""Iver^ sufficiently well versed in sophist- shafl we change

L\9jsin^>^^^L RY*^ — to understand how it cgidd be said that **it is^

^0\% ^"\,^? anything in Section 52 is designed to make changes in

^ fiction
that

j' jj^,y vvhich are to the disadvantage of members of

]f^^''^'^a^rir(^ A.E. Taylor to Paul Goodman. President,

Letters to ffie Editor?^
^

Give thumbers that iift

»

r» ^ •«

f * - ,1

*"

faculty' ^
j» ACT January 31, 1972). Read the good old Section 52,

Council «>
' ^^ ^^^ f^lrtwino Additinn in fhp ^'RAanlar

t»f»
-ial

Series

'''^
1969-70.

*"^d then savor the following addition to the
*

'Regular

professorial
:^n

^^j^Qj^stration of individual qualifications, ap-

In
addition ^

gj^^ ^ this series, retention in this series*, and
intment or

^^^^^^ ^^^^ involve consideration of such factors
vancement maintenance of appropriate departmentol

..programmauc ^^ availabUity of funding.
lenure-non-tenuTc

_ . .

po«n

advan

as

Annual Call for Reviews for 1972-73

under signature of David S. Saxon,

the Vice Chancellor, October 29, 1971.
jv-.—

.

So
you're f

stinking genius, so youVe pubMshed a lot, taught

'^^1
^few enemies in your department and a lot of friends in the

^g made I

^^^^^^^ly, so the departmentol recommendation is

adpinistrativ
^^^ g^^jg^ Committee has nothing in particular against

iBianimous.
a ^ ^^ . disappears, the hidden need for an expen

I — but luniuiiB *» . _ • «. 4.^- «v»^ w^^^w^iw^^ *K« rrv...*u
y*''^,""'

nAl^cioning surfaces instonter, ahd becoming the fourth

in '""'!'^
f^cor in your department which struggles along with only 3

'^"'nvf.m would upset one kind of proper tenure-non-tenure ratio (•1/2

•'^th Span's wife on one of those -appointments without

„ ..
_,,ssed in a previous column) ; after all, there are only 35

*stant Professors^ale) and ifiLecturers Ueinale) in the depart-

^^\ x^ written reasons (see '^Minutes" of the Legislative Assembly
^^ v^ l^2)MviU not be hard to come by. They wiU be detailed,

j|,Xy wiU be written. Will they teU yw the real reasons why it was

OUT and not

Editor and people:

Mornings, we hitch to school on
Westwood Blvd. We clutch our
books and papers, so there cannot
be much mistaking of the fact that

we are students going to UCLA.
What amazes us is the fact that so
many people, also obviously
students, and with empty cars,

pass us by. If we looked
disheveled, filthy, and totally

insane, we would understand
people's reluctance to stop for us;

out we look clean, neat, and
practically normal.

If we were driving, we would
probably stop for every decent-

looking thumb that popped out at

us. We mean, as long as you're

going there, vou mav as well help

us, or any others not so fortunate

as yourself, get there too. Be cool

— give a hippie a ride. You might
even be glad you did.

Larry Kimmett

Radicals
UP? Your imagination is as good as miner"

—^bmitied by Lora Weinroth. President

Local 1990-AFT

Editor

:

— '— --

Only four out of the last fifty-two

issues of the radical weekly Por

Que? (the Mexican counterpart of

America's Ramoaris) are on file

at the UCLA Ubrary. A capimist

plot? Not hardly. My
perience at the Universi^ of

Texas at Austin has showii itie

that the more interest!

provocative a radical work is, the

more likely it is to be converted

from public to private property —
that is. ripped off — by some
psuedo-Marxist status seeking

dilettante so that he can add it to

his button collection ai)d poster

display. ^

As a revolutionary socialist, I

consider it inexcusable that

people who would like to call

themselves "comrades" will

deprive Marxist scholars of the

material with which to do their

research in order to have an at-

tractive work added Jto thdtr-

PRIVATE collection. The next

time you see public library

material permanently attached to

some ''radical's" private*

collection, it means just one thing

— that person is no revolutionist,

just as a frat rat with the stop

signs in his room is no traffic

engineer. 7/ r .

Both are nothing more than

perverted status seekers. They

are victims of the capitalist ethic

of acquiring status through the

possession of private wealth, and

both, in my opinion, belong in the

same camp Patrick O'Day

—•<

r
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"imm
while you Wait ^^:z^ - -

when possible •
'

• ?nd floor location-

nsures. low prices

University Mfg Jewelers

l007BroKton, Sto 34^

MIDVAUEY
COLLEGE OF LAW

OlvrtJpB of A»$ac'Mite^ le»ol Artt

TWO-YEAR AHORNEY'S
ASSISTANT PROGRAM
April Ovorter sU»ri% AjwM 7A

Ooy t {venifi^ ctossei

Write or phone?

15910 Venturo Bp«levor4

Suite A-2

fiKino. Colifornifl 913U
AnH»C<Mle:213 -986^7175

eRViromnenial

IHB
wsmii

SEE YOURSELF ON -J

"instant replay'
videotape

.LTD

12010 W PICO BLVD
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90C64

&iii«i«i^'ifi^i[K*a:i!m»Q

PHONE TODAY 1213)479 438^'

BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

Fo^info contact registrar

ParssDS ""

School ot Design
« West 12 St, New Yoffc 10011

This Ffidoy & Saturday

t.

V

XAMPUS CAMERA
By CharVar Consultants

^^
' 1065 Srorton Aw».

— WESTWOOO VILLAGE

Just So. oi R«a«nt ThMtre

$PRING
V

,

i4H>

»vT^-

f

$ELL-EBRATION
THE PRIME TIME FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS IS HWB
CHECK THESE VALUES AND MANY OTHERS IN OUR

STORE THEN COME ON DOWN TO FlU IN YOURr

NEQ)S.

_-.jj^_i:.i.^.

.•M

SPRlVlG CLEARANCE ON
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERAS

SAVE ^
ir» • » • • • • •.•.•-•••#

TRIPODS
SUCK SL67

Rog.

468"
Spl.

$51"

5 Rois Agfoctvom* O 16 11546 w/proc.

AO^ACOLOt 126-12 w/proc Kaeh , ..,u-

a AOFACMOME Sup*- 8 •»/ proe . .
.

.$19.95

. fa.99

. $7^

.-^.r.-

SUCK GOODMAN ACE

REG. SPL

$33.25 $21.95

JUST ARRIVEDI Argonta pottol and

motollk printing poport. 6 thimmoring

rvMtdllk eolort for bo«#titwl now (mods.

Excitingl All tixoi ovoiloblo.

• t. V

li

— T
f

1* --

^r ~ '•^

-4.1 ,

. jm.^^-Xu^.-WV..

'

V '

i;
, /•.
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BAUER SANKYO ZEISS

VIVITAR BEAUUEU NIZO

MINOLTA LEICINA

f-

CAMERA CASE-AU ALUMINUM

Foam iniort con bo cut to your n—d*

Hand or*.houldorcorry. BUY NOW!

« *w

»,'
if'

BAUER \
E-160 FLASH

Autoffiolic. r«charg«dbl«

uhraconnpMlON45

Rog. $84.

Our
»rico

#<*

SaU ends

April 8,

Rog. ^50.00

BAUER

E-200 FLASH

Vary small ligW^^Jo**

GN56 Umchcrgthh pc^^

R^. $104.95

Spaciol

$C095

$37.77

CASSEnE
SPECIAL 7

6 Pock AnfH>ox c^60

Uar Spl

$13.50 $5.99

Vh carry full lin# of

rocording topot at

spocial ttudoni

diicounttl

i»'i..r

I
I

FUU LINE

CHEMICALS
DAMtOOM
SUPPUES

DwcounI

Down Mm I

>TtMO»«r

SAVE$$
FOR LECTURE NOTES

Cmi^I«*« 1ln« of

r«oerrf«r« (Ponoeonk,

Sony. Concord. Craig)

Pricod to fH ovory

pockotbookbr
oHochocoto

' Bonlnmorkord
Motlorchargo

Iwbvdkkito,

"^.

1
9 am to 6 pm

I, thru Sat.

iUtt:i::' . -.s •v:if»ii'«*it*''.*^-
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OfieCADIN^ THIS

CAN 4AVE voa irc^^^w
1 V

] JOFFICES

V. INFORMATION

GElMERAl BOOKS

NO-PURCHASE EXIT

end with Zoology

=1 rzi

START HERE - EXTENSION
- ^K^t

—I n=]^ '-^

L

ENTRANCE r^~i

C

c

r^^TEXT
^>t DEPARTMENT^
] 1Z=Z1I±=3 J±=I], 3f

5^

..."^^

FRONT DOOR

START HERE - TEXTS begin with Anthropology

1 Extension Division p^-

s

—t.
BUY-BACK WINDOW

THEMAP ABOV€ SHOWS YOU HOW
TO AVOID GEHING HOPELESSLY
LOST WHILE SEEKING BOOKS.

^^^*k/W

•«^

*•/

If y<$uVe new here, you'll find this explanation

helpful. If you've been around for a while,

you 'l l notice some changes.

» .4

-\ —

•

... ,. « -^ ^ -•,••
Not in the book arrangements — in ttw get-

. tin9-in getting-out arrangements. But

more of that In ttie column to the right.

First: look for textbooks behind General

Books. (General kx>oks are colorckl red,

dtx>ve.) Texts are in alphabetical order, by
academic department. Then numerical

order by class. All books have shelf tags,

describing the subject and so forth.— -^

Departmeht ITsTlngslvTiidrarbwd tf^^^^

starting with Anthro and ending with
^ Zoology near ttie Information counter.

Extension Division books run around the edge
' of the department, starting near the office

"^-<cfieck that map again) and ending near
. the front door.

Jf you're confused, go to tt)e Informatlbn

counter. The student and career em-
ployees there can tell you what's going on
as to locale, condition and or delivery date

^^ of your needed book. Got It? Pax.

. tf* iimg qgoiitJbf i^ - r^gittrrfiim

and buying books. So the Asuclo is refieoting sonrifir^

helpful hints that can't oase the registration pdin, but

— definitely can help you through the Book Storiju
. _.

.^'^..•

"X
^ .,...-.

-.-J.-*-!^

>

THERE'S A NEWWAY OF GEHIN&IN AN
OUT OF H^RE AT A REASONABLY FAST CLIP.I

Right in front of the elevators is a thin9 that Jooks like

something left over from the making of Ben Hur. It's a
security guard tx>oth, manned by a helpful student. To
his left, two turnstiles, IN. To his right, one turnstile—
OUT. THIS IS THE NEW NaPURCHASE EXIT, so
you don't have to skinny through the cash register lines

when you didn't buy anything. Now, during the ru^h
period, this whole works is surrounded l>y 15 cash
registers, the Idea being that the Asuc la Isn't a Mrmr
freak, and knows few who are. Y6u can also enter

-^^ through ttie tyrnstiles under the School Supplies sign —
during rush. ^ :

;'

There are t>ounteous signs around to guide you, so keep
your head up, and it may diminish some confusion. For
a while.

rV . T,

THE ASUCLA TACKLES THE PILFERAGE PROBLEM EVEN TO GLOWING IN THE DARK.
The Asucia has instituted some new techniques in order to ttelp cut down tt>e pMferage

problem. In case you missed this vital announcement when It wai made about a
month ago, it goes like this:

Now, when you purchase a book, it will be stamped with a dated invisible Ink stamp.
(Why bother, if youican't even see it? Stick around— you'll find out.)

This is in addition to the receipt you'll get from the cash register, just like before.
KEEP THAT RECEIPTI Now — supposing you don't need the book after all. To
get a full cash refund, you bring It to the Buy- Back window outside the store a* 'he
Southend. WITH YOUR RECEIPT. As the book passes through the window, it goes
under black light which shows that aforementioned stamp. The date on It, and the
date on your receipt jibe, anda slip for CASH REFUND Is yours.

If one or the other is missing — or they don't match dates — don't rage— you stilt get
full refund — but in CREDIT. Credit toward the purchase of another book. All of
this may seem like a lot of extra hassle — but from the viewpoint of a pilferer, it

makes a lot of sense in a hurry.

In other words, if you rip off a book, all you get Is a chance to rip off another book. Not
a t shirt, not some candy bars — just another book. It's Incredible that all this
effort had to go into stopping the pilferage that's done by a tiny percentage ^
people. But it had to be. In essence, what this system is doing Is protecting tl^
honest folk, and trying to stop the dishonest ones.

One other thing. No more paper price tags. They had a nasty habit of wandering onto
the wrong books. Like the complete works of Andrew Wyeth for $1.25 — and a
paperback whodunit for $50.00 } Somebody's got to be kidding!

So there's a charcoal stamp inside the book, telling the price. So you have to actually
open the book to get the bad news. At least you can't say you didn't crack a book
before finals.

\/

DURING RUSH, THE ASUCLA WIU
HAVE A FREE MANNED^Y-A-HUMAN
CHECK STAND OUTSIDE THE STORE.

From AAarch 27 to April 7, you'll find a
new place to stash your valuables so . /^
you can have tvro free t«ands to

collect your tx>oks. (Bring only

bread with you ~ t)e it cash,
^

Bankaniericard, Master Ct>arge or /

4, _, check.) .-.
-*^

..«^ .You'll find the check stand outside tht„.

J front door, within Asucia helper,

who will take your stuff, give you a

Jittle tag for a receipt, and tt>en will

stay right ttwre to watch over It.

. Really — wtu) needs to lug around a
coat, a heavy bag and a wtH>le lot of

addenda, wt>en you're trying to

concentrate on finding texttx)oks?

This of course does not nr>ean ttie

' lockers in the store are not available
7*' — they /are. A dime or quarter buys \

you a locker while you're in the store

— and you get the coin back when
'l

you take your stuff out.

Appropriating a locker overnight Is •
no-no, however. Its unfair to all ttie '

others wtK) need to use tf>em. All are
emptied each night, and it's a bit of a
hassle to get your stuff back when
you're In a hurry the next day..

A WORD ABOUT OUR INSANE HOURS:

Tt>e store Is open more tiours during

registration and flrst-week-of-

clastes; If drives our student-

employees slightly up the wall but It

benefits ttie ma|orlty.

AAarch 27-30 (AAon. Thurs.) 7:45 a^n.-

8:30 p.m.

March 31 (FrI.) 7:45 a.m. -7:30 p.nri.

April 1 (Sat.) 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
April 3-6 (Mon. Thurs.) 7;45 a.m.-l:30

p.m.

April 7 (Fri.) 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
April 8 (Sat.) 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
After that— regular hours — weak-

days, 7;45 a.m.-7: 30 p.m.; Saturdays
10-3
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THIS IS A SHRFTAG.__^
HERE'S HOW TO READ rT:

The department, class number, protessor•«

instroctioos, ttie vwjrks are all on ttwe,

uoeA by a maclilne witti nice big type.

Study it, and save yourself some time.

T
.

IF THE SHELF IS EMPTY T~-^

morrorsi) No books,' no book order in-

^

Trmatlon, nothing. Don't faint. Go to the

., Book Information Counter. Student help

awaits.

u>Q Dosslble (we hope) there are copies in the/

stock room. If not, we'll special order or

Dhone the publisher for right-now delivery.

Sometimes we run out of books because

actual enrollment of class is larger than

anticipated. But In any event there almost

always is a solution, one way or another—
- so ask us I '^•,- —^

Department oniL
Class Number

iHibltsher
Enrollment/ indicated

toTfore^

jj<

SCCICLOGY 145 " (Holt 150) -r

CHRISTOFFEL: UP AGaINSLM AMERICAN MYTH

iEOUIRED
V. ^^V

I >

t~ ^v- '^V.'^' v' Nj'

Prof's instructions
about this text

Author: Title

Often there is a section number
following this—which means for

the section specified only.
> "^ .- *-ri

-,*; -

.^

THESE ARE NOT SHELF TAGS. HERE'S HOW TO USE THEM:
"

These are called Persons. They stand in front of a big wheel that has all books on card

files— and they also stand in front of stacks of computer print-outs that show what

books we've got, and where they are. The Persons shown here are only three of a

hard-working crew of student and career employees. Within a matter of minutes,

'

they can aim you at any of over 35,(X)0 titles — or. tell you whether or not it's

available — how soon — how much — and quite possibly, they'll tell you wHfether

they liked it or not. ~
. '.

i

They will special ord^r any book you want. If It's in print — anywhere — in any

language. Not that we've noticed a big run on Poems from the-Post Minoan \t\-

• teregnum, but If you want it, we'll get it for you.

;^%.
And not |ust texts, but the/ll help here, too. You could conceivably just want to read a

book for pleasure! Or, blending the bfest of both worlds, they'll find you non-texts

(called General Books) , that augment and enhance your studies. One of the nicest

things about Persons behind the Book Information counter is that they are living,

breathing human beings. After you've been strung out by computers and pages of

Sked Changes In t.he Bruin, a sympathetic face Is a true oasis. - .

-

There are lots of other Persons youti seldom see, but they work for you, too^Llalson

r- Persons who are iacontact with professors to make certain his required,books are

what you get. Other Persons who scout for good buys on used books, which are

'

Shelved right alongside the new ones. (Virginity, in the matter of books. Is less

imperative than legibility and appropriateness, right?) Come meet our Persons.^

They really can help you. . » -

THE ASUCLA IS PLANNING
TO SET ASIDE A SPECIAt-^
PLACE FOR BOOKS WRinEN
BY OUR FACULTY. -^

You won't find it for a while — IV^-

just in the planning stage now.

-But the Mucia feels the UCLA ^^^^

- taculty deserved a spedal nlch«-^

in the Book Store (While taking

no Sides in the publlsh-or-perlsh

argument.) Obviously, the group

of books you'll find here indicate

these individuals have hardly

perished. In fact, a lot of their

writing transcends the » liU—

^

formation-only text level (as vital

as that is), to become rattling

good reading for most any
layman. -._--^^-^^-

You may think our Faculty Section

something of ari ego trip. But
forgive us — we seldom can In-

dulge in one. Truth to tell, we
think you'll t>e as proud of ttiese

authors as we art. Ifs nice to

watch our local boys make good.

Incidentally~ you don't have to l)e a

member of the faculty to get your

book presented for tale here.

We'll promote any book by any
member of the UCLA com-
munity. All .you have to do
(besides write It) it let ut know.

>N CASE YOITRE STIU CURIOU!
(OR NEW AROUNP HERE),

WHArs AN ASUCLA?
I*') an incredible confiblnatlon of

UCLA's two student govtmn^ents, a
whole bunch of comn^erclal services
and student services. Among ott>er

hlngs, it runs the Students' Store.

•t's ruled by a studtnt-controlled
^rd of Control, and any surpluses
generated go right back to the
students In one form or another. And
>e Asucia Is doing everything
possible to make these plow-backs
•T^ore tangible — hopefully, better
things to come!

AMIDST THOSE TEXTOOOKS

ARE GENERAL BOOKS THAT

HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH

|

THEARAAY.

In the Book Store, you'll find a

rduallfy that seems to border on

schizophrenia — but there's a

. good reason. . .

Required books are TEXTS — and

in one section of the Store. Non-
" required books are called

General Books — and they

surround the texts, as is shown on

• the map. The textbook area will

be marked with hanging signs

describing the subject matter —
easily visible from all sides. They

are further differentiated by the

shelf tags which are color-coded

to each quarter. Pink for winter,

blue for spring, like that.

Now you can find non-texts drt the

same subjects, to augnient your

reading - and there are 60

, subject categories here, so you

can tell It's thorough.

Iniddition, in General Books, you'll

find NEW ARRIVALS and BEST

SELLER groupings, too^

Sometimes General Books become

Texts — and sometimes, the

opposite. We keep them to be sure

everything'* covered. You can

reserve general t>ooks --

sometimes a deposit is required,

sometimes not. That's life.

However, reservations for extt)00ks

are not taken during the first two

weeks of any quarter. It's a bit

too hectic at that time, as you

may have noticed if you've been

around during rush.

w

—

Jv-V

-^fl—

K

w

4^

-i-_

•r '

THE ASUCLA AHEMPTS TO EXPLAIN BOOK PRICES.

pur prices are not any higher than any other college bookstore offers. Or

• any lower. They're just the ^AME. For unbelievers, and we gather

there's quite a few of you, we hereby guarantee to you: IF YOU FIND

ANY COLLEGE STORE WITH BCX)K PRICES LOWER THAN OURS
' (NOTDUETOTHE PRICE FREEZE), WE'LLMATCHTHEM.

All our new books are sold at the publishers' established retail prices. We

have nothing to do with pricing them, as much as we'd like to.

We do attemiH^to ease the financial burden by providing you with used

books in good condition — and we do buy books back. The policy Is

complicated, but if you're persistent about finding out what it Is, ask at

any cash register for the book mark policy statement. Ifs all right

ttwre.

As for making sure we're buying back our own books, not ttw rlppSKf-off-

there-sold here numbers, read the saga In the lower left-hand corner.

Because It's basically for your protection, yOtT should know how It

..<works. " • '• ' .•- *~-^
:

.

"'"
'

YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED A MYSTERIOUS BADGE ON
AU THE EMPLOYEES IN THE STORE.

THIS EXPUINS IT.

^- "
- ,.

• ' „ .

The Asucia (that's him, upper left)

is a mild creature, as a rule,

disporting his spots In sylvan :

glades and generally going about

his many businesses at UCLA.

However, his spots were getting

ripped off In various areas, so he

got it together, and Instituted the

anti-pilferage program that

resulted In the handsome book

drops/display cases, the new

book stamp procedures and to

foHh.

Then, just to remind the employes in the organliatlon —
and anyone who happens to look at them - he got the badges out,

"Support Your Local Spots". They, along with the name tags, will help

you identify employes. And nudge the few who might be tempted to do

a little ripping off, that now It's very difficult.

^-- .Ji-.--r--_

i:

> — --»»j.~.. - ..-. .^. > «...

-^

*.•

, 1 '4-*
.

Thot't pr«tty much^h. .tory-brl«fly (1)—bout the Book Store.

You'll got by with a llttio help from your friendt-u«.

i-vir;

IBi.
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1^ ^ _ \ By Clark Conard
^ DB Sports Writer "

Tradition is playing a large role in keeping UCLA's non-conference

track meets from becoming dull exhibitions.

For instance, head coach Jim Bush had the foresight to schedule last

weekend's Tennessee meet in the Bruin Track Stadium on Sunday af-

ternoon (a year ahead of time) so as not to conflict with the basketball

team snow annual annexation of the NCAA basketball title, r ^ '

" Then Benny Brown, a freshman from Sunnyvale, and John Sm4ih, a

senior from Los Angeles, upbeW the amazing UCLA tradition of quarter-

mile running by electrifying the partisan crowd of 4,312 with sizzling one-

lap times. " _ ^

The defending NCAA champs were supposed to romp over the

Volunteers and did, 89-51, despite being "flat overall" according to Bush.

Tennessee was actually pointing for the meet while many of the Bruins

were somewhat out of shape due to examinations subsequent and a two

week layoff from outside competition.

Brown admitted he was disappointed that the Vols' Darwin Bond, who

has a 440 best of 45.9, scratched in the 440 event (he's recovering from a

foot injury). Although never pressed, Benny equaled his lifetime best of

46.4 Bush tried to console Brown and junior teammate Ron Gaddis'(a

transfer from Pierce who was clocked in 48.0) by explaining their times

were outstanding considering the headwind they ran into from the final

turn to the finish and it being so early in the season, etc.

Gaddis, who ran brilliantly in replacing the injured Gordon Peppars in

the 440 relay, acknowledged that, "Maybe I've been working myself too

hard. I usually come on in the latter part of April. If I run great now I

won't be around later in the year."

In the mile relay, the Bruins' bread-and-butter event the past few

seasons, Brown proved to any disbelievers that he's a great quarter-

miler now and Bush claimed it won't hurt the speedster later. Running

third after freshman Rory Kotinek put the Bruins over 50 yards behind

(52.9), Benny nearly made up the entire deficit in his astonishing frac-

tions of 44.7.

*We weren't trying to get that far behind," Bush clarified. "We're

trying to get Kotinek ready for the decathlon." As for Brown, the 1971

C^ach-of-the-year gushed, "He wants to run and loves to ruii. He's

something else. He reminds me of Lee Evans (the 1968 Olympic 400

meter gold medal winner). His attitude is so great. I love him."

Benny was as surprised as anyone. "I thought it was about 46 seconds,"

he toid reporters later. He added that he felt he could make the U.S.

Olympic leam^lre ran that well again. Teammate Smith, the world

record holder for the 440 at 44.5, was lavish in describing Brown's

potential. *'I don't want to put him on the spot," he emphasized, "But the

way 1 figure it, whatever you run on a relay leg this timeof the ye«r, you

-iihould be able to duplicate out of th« blocksby the national." L: 2
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Asked whether Benny was coming along too fa§t, Bush clarified that

the freshman is not due to the training base he already has behind him.

Still, both brown and Smith are probably coming along way too fast as

far as the opposition is concerned. ..-^

Smith, getting back into shape after a bout with hepatitis, originally

wasn'tgoing to debut until early May but was already in shape Sunday to

beginiiis comeback. He made up the remaining gap Brown had left in the

relay to anchor the UCLA win in a 46. 1 leg.

"I figured it was about 48," he beamed after hearing the time. "The

closeness of the race has to be a big factor in enabling someone to run a

good time," he Admitted, "But 1 had already made up my mind to go all

out regardless of the closeness. I wanted to See how far I'd come along in

training." '
,

' - -
. '

•
• ' f

John had been somewhat unsure of how loose he would be since he

hadn't run in the quarter earlier in the meet as he normally does. "My
legs didn't tire at all but I pumped my arms more," he explained. His

Iraining schedule now? "I'd like to run some 220's but I'll still be playing

it by ear for awhile."
**

•

Warren Edmonson, the senior from Oakland, was among the Bruins

who appeared to be in top form. He won the 100 in a wind-aided 9.3 and

then came back to take his first 220 sprint of the year in 20.8. He ajso

anchored the winning 440 yard relay team /The 220 time was into a slight

wind yet only two-tenths off his alltime best.

-- The 440 relay team of Reggie Echols, Steve Gibson, Gaddis and E«d^

monson regrsfe?ed a fine 40.0 clocking to set a meet record in their first

(Continued on Page 17

)

ByEdBurgart
DB Sports Writer

jThe Bruins hope the outcome of last week's

Riverside Intercollegiate Baseball Tournament isn't

a bad omen for the upcoming Pacific 8 season. .

While UCLA finished a respecUble third with a 5-2

record, SUnford took home all the marbles. In fact,

the Cardinals upset the nation's top-ranked

collegiate baseball team, Arizona SUte, 9-2, m last

Saturday's championship game to claim the

Riverside crown for the second consecutive year.

Overall, the Cardinals completed tourney action

with a 6-2 mark, indicating they will be stout con-

tenders in thePac-8 or more appropriately, the USC

conference. The Trojans will aim (or their third

successive NCAA championship. .

However, the Bruins were in it until the very last

day. "We just ran out of gas," said UCLA assistant

coach Glenn Mickens. The Bruins ch.Viked up five

straight victories before encounteririg powerhouses

Stanford and Arizona State on the last two days of the

tournament.
Before facing the two classy teams, UCLA gar-

nered victories against Santa Clara (5-2), Cornell

( 11-3), Tennessee (5-2), UC Riverside (8-3) and South
Carolina (10-4) w

^

Then, the Brii(iis canie upr against Stanford and

southpaw Bob DiPietro. Bob limited the Bruins,

hitting .296 as a team, to just seV.en hits in the Car-
;

dinals' 6-0 victory. It was only the second time UCLA
has been blanked this year.

So, with both Arizona State and UCLA spotting 5-1

. records, the big game was Saturday afternoon.

UCLA sent iU ace, Gary Robson, against the Sun

I/evils' Craig Swan, who later was voted pitcher of

The tournament. Gary survived thfe first three in-

nings but with runners on second and third and two

outs in the fourth, Arizona first baseman Rick

(Hazebrook lined a single up the middle, driving in

two runs. The Sun Dej/ils' proceeded to blitz the

Bruins' 12-1 and knocij^LA out of the cham-

pionship tilt. Swan heW UCLA to only five hits.

The Bruins were not denied their bright moments,

however. Third baseman Mike Gerakos made the

REBOUND TO WALTON — But ttiii timt. it's footballer Bruce on the

court rathtr ttian Bill. Htrt, Bruct grabs a rtbound for Warren's Soul on
Top In intramural championship game. Warren's Soul was upset by
GoBblo. 47-4}.

all-tournament teain via his tourney-leading .520

batting average. Bill Susa completed his second

cons^utive game, hurling the Bruins past Cornell.

Susa is now 4-0 for the year. And Earl Altshuler

continued his hot hitting, batting .387 in the tour-

nament and .443 overall^^ , [%.t^ : ^

Mlckeriis felt UCLA could have won it all. "We're

the kind of team that could have won everything. I

can't say I'm overiy disappointed. We played well

defensively. We got a maximum effort."

It should be pointed out that UCLA had not played

baseball for ten days prior to the tournament, due to

final examinations. Mickens also felt the layoff

might have hurt the Bruins. r^' V —
But the most frustrating moments of/ the tour-

nament to Mickens were the Stanford and Arizona

State games, when UCLA scored just one run in 18

innings Mick' didn't deny the fact that the Cardinals

ahd Sun Devils are fine teams. -—-—

~

'*It was a combination of both,*' he saidrreferririg

tothe two teams' excellence and UCLA's tiring at the

end. t V r., i .^.

So what floes lifickehsfhinkiabouf UCLA's chances

in the conference which gets underway April 7

. against California at Sawtelle Field?

'*WeYe really coming, along as a team," he said.

"We're right up^ there with any team. We're coming

on stVonger and stronger." The ^ruins have won 14 of

their last 17 games and are 20-10-1 this yeai*.

"I would also like another crack at DiPietro,"

Mickens stated>^ He admits Stanford is a good

ballclub but doesn't really think the Cardinals are

better than last season's Stanford club that edged

UCLA for second place in the Pac^B Southern division

with an 11-6 mark. -
] \_.

' There was a hint bf optimism in Micken's voice

,
when he recalled that UCLA finished third in the 1969

Riverside Tournament and went on to win the Pacific

8 and District 8,i qualifying for the nationals.

Will it be the same this year? **We're starting to

jcU," said Mickens. But it is a different story this

year. UCLA must play Stanford and USC six times

each. --,—. ,. . .,.
' --

Netters overcome

UC Irvine; look to Troy^ CarHs
By Charlie Mathews

7-: DB jjports Writer " ''^

After a two-week vacation,

UCLA's tennis squad returned to

action yesterday afternoon in a

match against defending NCAA
College Division champion UC
Irvine. The Bruins quickly chn-

ched the competition by capturing

five of six singles matches.

USC defeated the Anteaters

earlier this year, 8-1, so one rmght
think that the Bruins' shdwing
would give coach Glenn Bassett

reason for hope against
powerhouses like the Trojans and
Cardinals ( that's Stanford to those

of you who haven't kept up with

the recent attacks on the
nicknames of various professional

and collegiate teams). But such is

not th'd case. "I'm no more op-

timistic now than before about
lacing the big powers like USC
and Stanford. We'd have to have a

super effort to beat Stanford in our
first Pac-8 match of the season.

Koscoe Tanner is No. 1 at Stanford

and the best collegiate player iti

Ihe country." Tanner has been
runner-up in the singles final the

last two yeiars to Haroon Hahim
and Jimmy Connors, but both

former Bruins have turned pro.

In the feature first singles

match. Jeff Austin defeated Ir-

vine's Bob Chappell 6-4, 6-2.

(happen is defending NCAA
College Division singles champ
but he suffered a 10-minute lapae

of concentration and it cost him
two service breaks and the match;
Also Austin returned service
better as the match wore on. **In

the first set I was returning high
which left me always on the

defensive but then I started

returning lower and when I broke
serve it was downhill the rest of

the way."
Bob Kreiss, who lost his No. 1

slot in the Bruins' lineup to Austin
in a challenge match Last

Saturday, defeated Greg
.lablonski 6-2, 6-1. 'it was a pretty

easy ^atch. I was playing well

and he had trouble with my top-

spin strokes when I'm hitting

them well I can beat just about
anybody Coach is running us hard
every day in practice and my
conditioning is getting better. If a.,

player is not in shape, he often
tries to look good while really

wanting to just get off the court."
Brother Mike had an easy time

with Jim Ogle 6-1, 6-0. Mike

J

commented, "Ogle is a very in-

consistent player and he tries to

play a fla.shy style of game, but

that just doesn't work in a swirling

wind like this He never even held

his serve"
In fourth .singles, Hon Cornell,

captain and only senior on the,

UCLA squad, was a victor by a 7-6,

iW.\ count What did Ron do dif-

ferent in the second set? *i kept
more balls in play in the second,
.set. I was tight all the way. 1 knew

li tii * ^ >« »H mtm^^m^^'^l^i^'^mrm^i^ffifif

, . I, .

my opponent was an inconsistent

player atid I was waiting for him

to make errors instead of at-

tacking. I had some game points

in the first set I should've won.

I'm happy to win but I wasn t

pleased with my play."

Spencer Segura was the lone

Bruin to lose as he was defeated

by Charles Nachand 5-7, 2-6

Segura is the son of Pancho

Segura who captured three

consecutive NCAA Singles crowns

for the University of Miami back

in the 1940's. Spencer led 5-3 in

games and 40-15 in points in the

first set only to lose four straight

games, the set and the match '1

played poorly. He stinks. The guy

is so bad I didn't know what to do

vy:ith him.Tifnust have lost four \

straight points in the first set"

Coach Bassett was also disap-

pointed in Spencer's play and said

that, "We need better play from

that spot IR fact, no one played

surprisingly well for us." Al Kabe

of UCLA won 7'a, 6-3 to take the

final singles match.

UC Irvmp was 17-4 m dual meet

competition going into play

against the Bruins The Anteatere

have defeated a highly respecteo

I'niversity ol Utah, Washmgton

and Arizona SUte UCI JS ex^

pected to repeat as NCAA College

champs. Obviously, there is qui e

a large gap between Collegiate

and university play

UCLA c

.onlY ' ^ -"-'
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~^^ ADVCRTISINO OFFICES •.

K«rcklMff Hall 112
'

Clatsifi«d advartUing ratat
- - 1Swords-$I.M4av, Scoftsacwtiva —""

inMftiant - tS.OO

PayaMa in advanca
DEADLINE IO:Ma.m.
No talapteona ardars

THE Daily Bruin aivas full support ta tha
University of Calffomia's policy on non-
discrimination and tharafora classifiad
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wtto, in affording
bousinf to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,

religion, national arigin or ancestry. Neittier

ttie University nor the Datty Eruin tMS in-

vestigated any of ttie services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 125-

44«1;WomMtFj

yf Campus Announcemenis J

T

OIRLS NEEDED
TOHCLFHUNAEFI*
HOUSE OF HORRORS

i-

Meet the brothers of AEFi this Friday night
at Fre-MAROI ORAS Party fo be held at
AEPi, MS Gayley. If yau need a ride, call

•ill, 479-9444^ or 47t-9SS«. WE flEBD YOUR
IDEAS. --

i

« 4

I:

-^

1

1

V Campus Services .... 3

82-50611
"^^^

kerckhoff 12-,

Y Personal 5
1

1 . ._ ,

NEO-PRtMAL Therapy "Child of universe/
like stars, you have a right to be here."
Interested? Call Mike McLane, 2S4-4141, 2S4-
«»" (SAID

REPENT for the kingdom of Heaven is at
.hand. The Sermon on the Mount tells of the,
*Golden Rule; Do unto ottiers as you would
have them do untoyou. It also tells how to
pray to God in aecret. If you beliavt in Jasus
Christ as the Sofjt of God anifl are baptiiad,
yov.will be borrf again unto Light and New
Life and have Eternal Life in the end. Why
not receive God's free gift? ( S A 4)

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, Ut-
ilEkP. <SQTR)

yf Enferfainmenf ...... 6

WIN SIO. Write best QUESTION to follawing
answer: SPACE. Sand 2K, J. F., !«*• 1/2
Massachusetts, LA, Nt2S. Deadline, 4/1. (« A
4)

^Social Evenfs 7

JOIN estaMlshad Thursday Evening Group.
Encounter for fun and personal gro«vth.
Ifear Westwood. Wr—. You help wt. We help
you. 47t-7Slt. a PM. (7A4)

y/free

AEEYSINIAN hou^ cat • doclawod, spada, 2

yrs. old. Desperately needs home. Shy wRh
strangers. Needs pptlont owner. 474-

tlH. CFRA4)

^HetpWanfed...
%i PCR vtodf* • fMi fa
Kolton Ave. Mrs. smi¥Pii
M tt)

UN all

47I-I

apt.dir
-sy«i. (•

I 1

TELEPHONE Worfcars. S<9 PM, MonFrl.
S2 l.SO/hr., Eonus Plan. ItS-Mtl, after I PM,
Sande. (•A4)

NEED babysitter OKparlahcod with infants

to sit during the day. Mi«t drlva. Call 4$1-

>»U. (•A4)

GIRL naadad with wftgoMig P«^^"»X..!*
wwk aftarnaans In ahawroom, Eavarly Hills

area. «S7'4IM^ <»^*>

YOUNG man to loarn/a»»Ht in pool running

business. EKCoNant bppartunlty. Call evas

enly. i7a2»24. <*^*»

AL Eatata girl with sony talaphone voice,

licensed, paid weekly. Marlyn ^r«P^i«»'
inc.. 47i-0444, 24hrs. i9^*)

FIVE taK accauntants high earnings -

oKperlence necessarv, Wastwoad ar Vallay

.

471-tl27ar ••47471. Mr. Fleanar. HAW

WANTED: Girl sincaroly intarattad In

sailing eRtandad cruising. Plaasa ca" MJ-

IS47. (•MWI

CRUISING at "Ishing trips in o'c^^ytf *br

steady crew labor 9n baautlfirt 4« *bdf F*^
beat. 171-1194. (•Mlf)
^— - ^^^ ^^m ^^B ^BB fllB flB flHI flB B^^

NEED EXTRA D0U6H?

Help yovrsoN while hotping others.

Earn pp !• I^^. a manlh
ONmr pidama program.
47« WSI batwaan II P.M. and 7 P.M.

SUMMER Jobs: NatloNal Famt or camo
cowNseliNg salary A roam and baar^.

Services Unlimited, 47> till. (IMID

FART -time lobs - variety ol work West LA.

WMii M haurs or more. Services Unlimitod,

mifSll. <•**»»>

GIRLS-Guys, call now for tap part-tima

tatoi (Also bottom part time lobs). Sarvkas
UNllNlitad.47S-f»1. (SMll)

PART Time, IH wh.. up. Consumer
Orvanttatlon needs your help attracting

members. Call 441l«fy before 4 PM. (• A 4)

/ Help Wanted

GIRLS WANTED NOW FOR
HOUSEKEEPING AND CLEANING ¥IK>RK
WITH LOCAL FAMILIES. PICK THE
HOURS THAT ARE CONVENIENT FOR
YOU AS MANY OR AS FEW HOURS AS
VOU WANT. S1/H0UI|< NO FEE.
UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING. nS-
»*•• ._ (•A4)

8 J Services OHered .... 16 /Travel . 17 Jtravel ' ^1

GIVE trombone lessons in exchange for pop

plana and {vr) electric bass lessons. CaM pi-

WRITERS Wanted to ceil^abo^ate for a baok.
Some writing backoround necessary -

samples. After 7 PM, call Biby, 3t2-9)^0.(«M
It)

GIRL Friday. Sharp. Part-time. Needed by
professor. Grad student or senior preferred.
EXS-423S.< (•M2t)

SITTER 7:4S AM thru 1:0«PM. SI per hour.
t7S-3l24. (•A4)

LONG distance t«lephone sales, part/full

time, also summer, drawing account
against generous commission. Flexible hrs,

S:30 AM - t:00 PM, olso Sat. Mr. Douglas,
770 0024. (•A4)

y/for RenI 12

TWO
tuner.

pianos lor

440-4S14.

rent at^10 each. Piano
(l2M2t)

S40 MONTH incl. utilities, studio space,

approx. 300 sq. ft, large sink, toilet, concrete
floor. At rear of seldom -open store,

separated b/a partition. High ceiling, good
light, suitable craftsman or an artist who
9rks small, itt-ist, Vanict. ( 12 A 4)

^ Rides Offered . . 13

RIDER needed to NY. Share gas A driving.

Leaving April I. Call/leave message. Shan,
•370111. ___ ^IIIAII

yfFor Sale .......... 15

3-4' EXECUTIVE desk in walnut and for-

mica, t33 $t4i, 42i« Wilshira Blvd, Suite

200. (iSA4)

MATTRESSES - Vallay State markttini
grad can save you 40-S0% on all qualities, all

siie sets. Also, access /Spanish and modeni
bidroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt

••40400. (1S0TR)

AR 3 speakers, S12S each. AR ampllflor In

cirton, »1S«. Tandbarg 1441k. SIIS. Rofi. «>\-

li7t. I'SMITl

PENTAX Spotmatic F/t.4, hjrvor wmM,
super-mvin-coatad lens, caao. •"•**' "^;
Private party. lt7-5S7t ,

t"^*>

WHOLESALE booK buyer* fvlda tall*«^«
to buy ton* •! thoN*ond« of book*,

magatlnas, and diractarias 9t •ytyr
Gtsd-iption! Upta •$% #l*coPNti AlMhowM
*all books by mall. Only SJ. Mary lUidiaN*,

nit Eoachwood Dr.,#2«l, LA, Calll.,
^^^^j

PIONEER speakers CS-44, Sll^/pr., dual

urntable/Shuro Art., %m. A"
•«««»'«7J

:ond..days,S2S-7^>7;av*.>l»^14. (IS A 4)

G.E. f>ortable stereo with stand, twin,

detachable r' speaker*. Great cendltlon,

S2S. •t3-H24 after 4. (IJMlt)

STUDENTS. Improve your grades with a

study da«k (2t by St in). Indestructible, Jaw
price, pvt. party. 471-S3M. <»^<>

BALDWIN professional bass amp, 11*'
J*"

speakers. »2S0. 3t3-SS44, after S PM. ( IS A 4)

INDEX Card Mimeo machine, S12. Visible

tiles, hold 1«^« 4x4 card*, ts each. DIctatlan

equipment, blanks, t2S. Rex-Ratary
Dupllcatar, Its. Gestetnor Electric
Silkscreen mln»oor -color change, S22S.

Olivetti D-24 printing calculatar, S2S^. 471-

•111. (ISMlt)

VW Bus camper badal Comploto with

mattress, cover, fitted shoot, storage
cabinet, installad,S1^^.1t4-^7««. (IS A 4)

MARANTZ 11 - itoreo receiver, ins. Own
ttie best. Fully warranted. Private party.
Day*, SSMl4l,evo*,HMUl, Fred. A 4)

' TEAC A401d taoe dock; Sahtul 4«^0 AM^
tuner amp; Sansui nn turntable; mt
Sansui Mm spaqkors. Every place Ilka brapd
naw. Contact (111) W1-4B41. (1IA4)

BACH. Strad. ax. cond., loattiar case w/tock,
gold tip bach. Reb after !:•• PM 471-4S4S. ( IS

A 4)

AUCTION OF
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY

Public notice is hereby given tliat certain
merchandise which has been in ttie custody
ef the UCLA Lost and Feund Deportment,
Los Angeles. California. t00l4, far more than
six (4) months wittiout being claimed by ttie

owners will be sold at public auctlan for cash
only. The auctian will be held • April 1t72, at
00:00 AM. The Receiving Department. 741
Circle Drive South. Los Angeles. Callfarnia,
toty^

"""flHH^HIIHHBH^^I

V Services Offered .... 16

LEATHER caats and iackets relined and
altered. Expert tailaring. Campus Cleaners,
|1«t34Weyburn. (14M2t)

RECENT high school graduate desires

summer position in LA area, as live-in

mottier's helper. Experienced, handle uato 1

children. Far resume, write; Michele BIONh,
4702 Saginaw Circle. Balto, Maryland
llWt. (14A4)

ONE sweater cleaned free/minimum dry
cleaning order, tl. Export tailoring. Campus
Cleaners, 1tl4 Weyburn. (ly^llt)

SKI ciathes, cleaned and altered and
waterproofed. Fast servlca. special
discount. Campus Cleaners, 1ttl4
Weyburn. (14Mlt)

RSNT-A-TV, ftit MO. STRRBO/HIFI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. DELIVERY TO
t:»S.47S-lS7«.llSl WESTWOOD. (* QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
iMUTORCYCLI
INtURANCI

REFUSED? TOO HIGH||
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
lt4-lllS ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

{^EVOLUTIONARY $49
""""^ SPEAKER SYSTEM

outperforms ANY »FV'**l.JJ''l!!!I
anywhere near its price, incredible bass

response, yat compact slie. Exclusive

ier!!SniT;ation of COUASOUND • •« H«.ry

Radio, 1124a W. Olympic Blvd. 477-47«l.^

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and fvno trip student Night*.
Inexpensive student camping tour*
throughout West and Bast Europe, tncludlNf
Ru**ia. SOFA AgoNt for iNtor-EuropoaN
Uudent charter Right*. Contact ISCA, 1l4t>
.an Vicente Blvd.^ Suite #4, LA. Calif, '

Tel
:

( 2 1 1 ) •24-S44t, •24-dtSS

MAKE and play a Hute all day Easter

Sunday, M.S». 73S7 Franklin Ave. T«l. •74-

•tISl. - (14M1^)
•' •'- *

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rata*.

RCA madel*. Wf delivery. Wr— service. 1*

V. phone. 174.ti It. (1*0TR>

CARS IN EUROPE
'^ V R^NTORBUY

IFICIAL REDUCTIONS TO^
•

' TEACHERS A STUDENTS
FR^E CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

^ __. EUROCARS
tt«o SuNsot Blvd., LA tggat 171-4344

ISRAEL and Europe Groups itow iormi*.
for S'7a eight and eleven weeks ciS2!
E.I.T.tg4.141l, nTSi^l

^"**°'!£:^ •*'*^ ••*• »»»mmir'~~r
regimented program, 4 wks. Euros* 1 J^'i
Israel. D.g. Kubbuti, plenty freeSS, JJ*in Travelling. yj4 l 1 n* 0/,*^

tlh ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM^Xlt ROUND TRIP

•JAPAN: FROMSMt ROUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 17l.«tn, •lt-3401

r^Cavttm n7 0Ti

RICHARD'S DOLL HOUSE ..

Newest Head Shop

Come and see the top halrcutters aiMJ

syyiists for you guys and girl*. Latest in

shags A gypsy cuts and ttie brand new
process called singeing for split ends. Comd-

, see us. - -

'

Open 7 Dby* A Night

473-Slt^-47^-t14S '*'

DOCTORAL Candidates • Dissertation
editing can be as necessary as typing. Ex-
perienced editor, English Ph.D. 44S-t11S. (14
A 4)

PRE -Mods, Practical guide helps prepare
you for competition in applying to medical
schools. $1.7$, Medical College Admissions
Handbook, lSl-2^ Willets Pt. Blvd.,
Whitestone, N.Y. (14 A 4)

AUTO and Metarcycle Insurance far
students and employeo*. Call Allah Sobel,
7ai-ss27.aru«ii« Pv*«.7as.iiat. (uotr)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rata* fqr students
or employees. Robert Rhee, tlt-727^ or •?••
77t3or4S4-2S44. (14QTR^

^Travel . ^ • v !7

SPRING QUARTER SPECIAL
LA-London(RT)
March 30 - June IS

LALondondwayl
March 30 — Mlf

EUROPE this summer? Un regimentn
programs 4 or • weeks. Experiments »
Traveling, t^4-241l. (17QTR)

IF you're into Itiking, Camping, Skindivin.

•-"•.i VJL*" "••' *** remote parts oi theworld, then call 2ll-747-iasi ar writ* e7

•1140 for Brochure LB. (17 M»)

Flite Chairman: (113) •lt-14«1
4144 Overland Ave., Dept. A

Culver City, Ca.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe. S. America. Africa, etc.

All professions, occupations. $700 - $3,009

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-

seeing. Free info write Jobs Overseas,
Dept. P4, P.O. Box 1S071, San Diego, CA.
tins. (17A2S)

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

Charter fllflhf"

operation .

i^uthorized and
apprived by the .^ ^
University of , __
California - >.- :

on all campuses^ 7-^
"«..

BOAC & Caiedonlari
707'$..

allfirstclass ^
service.

la-lond6n/london-la

Fit. 0»». Rat. Days Prie*

K</>!« loroest-);

Hj

X
I
11

rioe

n:

I ) THf INTdtNATfONAl
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your po$sporf to the

world ol stuHont dis-

counls.

:e

I L ..j~ir

r

4/1t •/2t 71 $242

4/21 •/14 54 $242

4/» •/IS 54 $242

4/M 9/4 72 $242

4/25 »/13 •0 $275

4/27 1/25 59 $242

4/2t f/t 73 $242

4/21 9/14 •1 $275

4/2f 1/29 41 %uk
7/1 1/27 57 $242

7/4 9/2 ttt $242

7/1 •/17 40 $242

7/n t/io 30 $242
7/12 1/31 50 $242
1/12 9/U 33 $252

I

Available only to bonafide members of the
University of CalifarQia including students,
faculty, staff, and their inunodiata tamiNes
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

chMldr fHfhlg

Merchkhoff Hall MS D
Between • a.m. A s p.m

•lS-1111

G TRANSATLANTIC
youth/student fliglils.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
aiOHTS

GOING TO THE
CONTINENT?
Just tell us wl^n aiNl

;
we'll take you there

For anyone \if)Aw 24

$342 Round trip

from Los Angeles

( Hur-ry - Before 4/1 price increase)

• AIR FRANCE

424-4141 •24-1201

mzx
CE

a EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Ununited travel for up to

two months in 1 3 f oro-

pean countries on a
100,000 mile rail notv^ork.

/fuformg rrr: TT . ... ;8

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive'
language, study, translation, literature Call
lormer UCLA teachor for results, •m
*^**- <HQTH)

FRENCH Lesson* . private - S3 an hour, «ati
t*S-^«M for info, before 11PM. niA4)

FRENCH/SPAN4SH/ITALIAN: Ex
aerlowcod Univ. Prof. Positive results any
ixam. Easy conversatioiMl mettiod (trial).
nt-imu _ MsoTo»

jv —
ORE, LSAT, oMior toft proparatlan. In-

dividual and smafl group instruction.
Academ ic Ouidanco Svct. •» So. Robertson.
•Sl-OM. " (IS QTR)

y/ Typing /9

CAMPUS vicinity (1 Mocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. ,Fast, ac.

curate. Tom, 473-oa3l. (itOTlt)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
thests, difsortations. Editing. Weekdays, t-

*: ^arbie.^lH3aS; Moe,3t4S1M. (It AIR)

TYPING and editing - term paper-
s/dissertations, etc. ReasonaMe rates. Fait
service, call •IS-aMf . ( it A 44)

TYPIftO
Coll lfO-1491

In ttm homo. Experienced.
(1tA4)

TVPING-Froo editing, MPors, disser-
tations, etc. Low pricos, fast service. Cair

(ltA4)

r

n 1

n

"T
T T

I

HW U ll i»

L

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 1ia4l
Wilshi^re Elvd., LA HflS. 47^-«a44. (17 0TR)
" — - 1^, — — —

ESCAPE INSAJA, MEXICO
Permanent camps

Instroction Iih Boating A Nav.. Scuba
Diving. Arts « Cral^. Fishing
Phatography. Marine Eialogy, Musical
instruments. Ceramics, and Organic
Oardofting, etc. , , y.

< All Trans.. Food, 4 Equipment Furn.)
1. 1, or 3 Month Trips until Sept.

(sm,ssM,siw)
AJA TOURS CO. 471.44SI

RUTH, thooo*/ diaaartations, term papers,
manuscripts. RollaMo. EKperienced. Call

m-1Ul. (IfOTR)

TYPIST • tlwsas . diasartatlanft, baoks. term
PMors. Specialty math and technical typinf

.

QUALITY typing. Term papers, letters

ra««HRaa. ttatiaMcs. Oaarantood resuHs.
Evot after S;1>; woakand*. Sharan. tM-— uiaiw
TYFlNOEdlttng. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Seloctric. Exocotlvo. Nancy, *n'*}n:'K»y.

-7471. t^»"

/Wanfed 20

SIMPLE meladlas/lyrlcs. Latin rock troup.

Send cassattoa to »l Sa. Falm Dr., •^•^•V

Hills. m^*)

R«LIAELE cavplo want* to sit your home,

•-11 mos. XInt roH. ITT-SMI, 4 ^M. l«»-«'»»

otters. (n^i)

yj^Aph Furnished 21

ENJOY Spring in large clean
'^•«'"**J|*|y

singles ar one bdrms. Some air conM^^-
Mock compus. Fool, sundocks, f*"^***;

*"

MlLandlAlr «90.«ao« lllA*»j

H

10Q56 weyburn A».

WfeSTwoOD

633 GAYLEY
Walk to Campus

S70 Singlts/Sharad Apt.

Haattd Pool-Sun Oackt-Parkingj

473^12

1 EXTRA largo bdrms. Fifteen mins from

ichoM. SMt-lls. ••• N. EocalyptMS Aye./

Ingiewood. 11' ^ *>
]

LAROE bacholora, SM up. Mtfios, WU.
icross from Oykstra. Ml Oayloy, OR l-'J";
3R l-aSM, Mr*. Kay. (11 OTR)|
*

SINGLES, bachelors, l bdrm, »»«»«•'''',
Mth, POM, 1 Mk*. campus. ^UH ^^'^'^^A
:Hllfard).GRS-SSM. (IIOTRM

LAROB atfrvctivo ana-Nrm apM in Santa"vctivo ana-ym aptt ih Mmt
Manica, SIM dp. Fadl# sdPtorroiwan garagoi

otavator, ocean view, walk ta beach, noar

Santa Monico frooway. S»«S Faurtb St., SM<
ifi-sssa. stv-saaa. (Iiotr)

- <• »-«. < ^i i ,.

.«-. *.

-r-^
• • •

'."•".".*.^\".".N-

N Recreation Schedtfle

• • • "^ • •-•.•-•. •.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•^.•••.•.•.•.S*.S*.V.*.*.Vi'.*.'.*.*»».V*,'

/•

Cultural and Recreational Affairs offers certain recreation Instruction to UCLA
students with current reglstraWon cards and faculty/staff with RecreatS^ P^ivi|,ii
Cards. Enrollment Is llmltMl. Spouses with membership cardTmav hi i?
commodated<V^hen space permits; however, no other dependent members Tre
eligible (except for Art and Dance classes offered fo^ children at the Sunset Cany^
Recreation Center- SCRC). No academic credit is given for these classes.

ENROLLMENT: Wednesday, AAarch 29, at 12 noon to 1 pm In Women's Gym 200

INSTRUCTION BEGlN'S: Monday, April 3

INSTRUCTION ENDS: Friday, June 2
: • . 1

.

,

^iTT' i »
.. • "-- • -

AQUATICS
Water Safety Instruction

Senior Lifesaving

Begin'g Swimming
Intermediate Swimming

•i^

1-?^. -A-zL-— r,~

.•«(.«'..*«?

.~ I

ll..»».

MWF
TuTh
MWF
MWF

11 am-12 nc>on

n am 12 noon
1-2 pm
2-3 pm •

ART, DANCE & NEEDLEWORK

BODY CONDITIONING, Men

Women's Gym Pool
Women's Gym Pool
Men's Gym Pool

Men's Gym Pool

I

•*-—' Diana Dann

FOR DETAILS CALL 53671

Sec. I

Sec. II

FFERS GOLF — Staff Only*
- ^.

DU

EXERCISE FOR WOI^EN^ jj

isotonics
*^

Isotonics ^ ^ _
'

Slim 'n' Trim _
. —

^

GYMNASTrCS & TRAMPOLINE
Sec. I

• ^^ - ^ ^
Sec. II ' / • •

'

J

•^Th
TuTh

MWTh

MWF
MWF
MTuWTh

MWF
MWF

12 noon-1 pm -

12 pm

12 noon-1 pm /

11 am-12 noon
12 noon-1 pm
12 noon-1 pm

12 noon-l pm
1-2 pm

SCRC

I ,'- -

MAC'S" 115^

MAC "B" 115

North Field

Doris Curran
S

i

T 3^ >^-

A^n'sGym lOS

MAC "B" 115

Women's Gym 200

^»-

r***

SCUBA**

Sec. I

Sec. II

TENNIS

1

Tiies

Tues

-'iil^«.

3-6 pm
V8 pm

Men's Gym 200A
Men's Gym 200A

;. t^j.*.!

SCRC
SCRC

***

(Sigrrup^nd orientation meeting at SCRC, Thiirsdj^y* March 30 at 5 pm

)

Soung-Ji Cho

Norm Duncan

t
Sharon McAlexander

LanI F Istar

Sharon McAlexander
.

•
__ j^_ •

?* . ArtShurlock

- • 1 ,
•

^ "
,
" ^"~ \

« , Staff

Staff

«•. ''^

_*

- s\

M-Th
Fri

M-Th

10 am-3 pm
9 ami pm
5-6:30 pmFaculty/Staff only

Golf instruction Is offered to registered students liy the Department of Physical

tlon. / .'• •
.

'

fee

South Courts

South Courts

South Courts

•'1

...:,..„J.

Staff

Staff

Staff

Education.' tducaiion. ,

* -
: ^.u

** $20.00 equipment fee Is charged for scuba classes.
*** Each person will sign up for one vS^kiylwehty-flve minute dual lesson. A M*W ^.

,

is charged for the purchase of tennis balls. -
. ^-^i.,

--''.''
• '' - '''''

. .

.

. • '
''.',_•

• . •

\.
.V.V»!»5555s;

DAILY
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^Apfs Furnished 21
^^^pis^oShare.'' 23 /Hou^hSlKire..»Ji.t 27 / Room for Renf . .... .31 ^Aufos for Sale . . ... .33

Mi IT YOU'LL LIKE IT. SllS, ac-

UCLA, 70S Oayley Ave., apt U. 4^.tSM. (21

RINT too high? Consider shared housing.

RoonrMata Finders, list Westwood, 47S-

•431, fee SIS. (23An)

irll « »«»»eiors . Singlet, IH vp. across
rom Oykstra. SOI Oaylay. Oil 3.»S24. OR S.
'^M, Mrs. Kay. vt (il QTR>

«ALK UCLA -Hearay.- Stac«w» •«• Mhn;
Lr2"!« !*"""' »••»«'•»' 9«raga rantalsv
*CR »$0 Landtair. 477.S4W. (11 A 11)

FIMALC roommate wanted I Share 2-bdrm

garden apt, partially furnished, pool, dish-

washar, Sunsat-Barrington, S132.S0, call 472-

7»13,3W3«12, altar 4 PM. (23 A 4)

SHARE 4 bdrm house Paid utilities, phone,

newspaper, good company and more. SSS.

Cra ig, »33 1126. <27A4)

LARGE House- Santa Monica Canyon, n9»r

beach, beams, fireplace, yard. Could work
part organic. 4S40491. (27 A 4)

BLOCK campus large upstairs two-room
suite, separate entrance, ideal medical,
iaculty, graduate, SIOO one; S12S two • men,
marrieds. GR4 74S]. (31 A 4)

COOP house, block from campus, SSO per
month, bed A facilities. Call 473 4404 or 47t-
22». (31M39)

'49 TR-4 Excellent cond.. low mileage, new
painf,w. wheels. Best offer. •3^«9S). (33M
30)

'49 CAMARO V-« Rally Spart Convertible.

34,400 miles, (jreat cond.. S172S. Day: •'IS-

4531 x210, eves, 474 4314. (33 A 4)

m.

•^aMALC reammata, 1/2, 2-lMirm, 2 p«tb

apt. untilJune 20, SISO/mo. 473-911*, after

S m A 4)

FEMALE free bdrm, bath, utilities, for

Household chores wftt» »g«ys- lag«» Pawns.

•31 $391 (27 A 4)

w
.

»un d«ck, parking, «33 Oaylay. 47J-
(110TR)

Ml]

JJ!!.?)-"
Bachelors, peal, large patia, J

Htlfard OR S $514. (21 QTR)

ROOMMATES Needed • 433 Oayley
Pleasant singles, S«S. Kitchen, sun decks,

poal. garage , 473-4412. (MQTR)

OIRL share large bdrm in sfiiall beach

house. Prefer 21 plus. Must like cats,
$4J.

399-

474$

/ Housing Needed .... 28

(33 A 4)

NEED roommate female over 21, neat,

friendly, responsible, S«nt» Monica. Call:

Barbara, day. 747-4211; 395 4404, (23 A 4)Sly MiJlSi:* :!*' •'••'••• No pets, adults
JJ^J^^JMorm^UO^^^ (2rA4)

^^pis Unfurnished . . .^ 22
_;^^L A no pets, 39S-S4^2. (22 A 4)

P*t^ in'Ll. "'•* P*'"- ***na''«'nlc view,wTjo, privacy, one guy. After SI », 257-

*_____ (22A4)

«nven?e„ro.^'"cT,»' \ »»•»'•• *•» modern
^honc Jf?„ *"» •' 5004 Pac.fic AVe.——--—" > (22 A 4)

'"tllifm *r ?°'^':» "" •V''** «»«»'«' cHarm,
»«nflech uii." "'•P'*«« («'ood), seaview,^"ecK ui,i,t,„. 4,9 Ocean Aye.. S.M. 394-

^-„_ (22 A 4)

SJL';;:Vk ^^o"!* © S2S Landfalr.

»«n<kck» «//• ^•'•r^-
••«•« campus, pool,"* '••^«9*.479.S404. (22 A 4)

'«'*7*eir2 V*"*^*' »»«»««o apt - stave, COMFORTABLE 1 -bdrm. house. Rt^ur

Ml *"P. drapes, firepface. WLA, Jfl-^ (22A4)

M0U5E/»pt to rent for June A July by new
faculty member, femily of S, write Or.

Jerome Hershman, 3440 Crcstside Rd..

Birmmqham, Ala 3S223. (2«A4)

MALI to Share w/3. large 2-bdrm apt.

w/balcony. 2 biks campus, SSS/mo. 47»-

9U3. (23 A 4)

HOME to rent wanted by physician's f»rni\)f

starting July 1972. 3 bdrm near UCLA. Ph

(213) 32$-444J. '- ^4)

/For Sub-Lease 24

*i«o SUBLEASE. 2bdrm». furnished, Santa

Monica, No. Wllshire, two blocks to beach.

39$-4«70, 3910711, x2592 (Qeorga). (24 A 4;

2 BDRM, furnished luxury apt, a/c, built-lns.

wet-bar, pool. Close to UCLA * beach.

Professor/couples only, t2S0. 473-»SS». (24 A

LARGE onp bdrm furnished apt. Fireplace,

$ aim to UCLA. S2J0 477 >••• '''
'•f:

/ Room & Board

FEMALE boarder wanted, «H'^";«' *"<•:

food if desired. Call 931-707«. fW>^^>

LOVILY Beverly Hills home. Oirl with car.

SH>SJH^ tMA41

ROOMS now available at La Mancha for

Spring Quarter. Call 475 8^31. (31 A 11)

ROOM - Laurel Canyon, ••$ to older music or

art ma lor. 4S4-2^44eves. (»<^<>

LOVILY ideal room, female grad aniy.

Kitchen, laundry priv. Close transportatlan,

S40/mo. 47S-442S. (31 A 4)

MALI, Student, guiet. non-smoker. 10 min
campus, lite kitchen privileges, garage, S4«.
•34-4730. (31 A 4)

y/Aufos for Sale . . . 4 » .33

''U MOB
condition

low mileage, radials, OKcellent.
myst sell, bestoffer. Days. 459-

3^01;^v«;»«.4t77, ; 133A4)

'4S LUSSO Ferrari. New
Stereo S-track silver/black.
Michael, 27 l-4a3^.

eRhausti tires.

Best after. Call
(33A4)

SSCORVAIR-Mortiaconv, auto trans. R/H,
low miles, 132S, eiteellent cond., call Sandy,
39SS230, (33 A 4)

/Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
9rices, lOspd from t77. French. Austrian.
American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (35
QTR)

CHRISTIAN living group. Claan rooms

excellent food. Male students, »'W/<»"«'^*r:

FOR Sale, '43 yw Bus,
or best offer i40-3S47.

condition, S5S0
(33 A4)

515 Landfair, 4774351. (RBA4)

MALE dorm contracts, Sproul and Reiber

Halls Call 479-9703, ask for Scott. Big

discounts. (RBA4)

FEMALE boarder, live with young family.
Large room, bath, entrance, meals. Close to

bus sno month. •2012^5. (RBSA4)

LA Mancha dorm contract • male/female,

eny type room available immediately at

discount. 474Hi0.«2»-34S4. (RBA4)

TRANSPORTATION cars
American Kadiak In Santa
Santa Monica Vlvd. •2r74^9.

S99 and u|,.

Monica. M2«
(33 QTR)

ycles, Scoofers

For Sale, ••••••••*••. 36

A-1

^Home for Henf

.

25
MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,

walk school pool tv. garage Reasonable.

400 S^l«lllt»^73-4;34_, ( R B A 1 1)

r<Ril LOAN CARS
FRIITOWINO

••••MtM
Warranty

VOLKtWAOiN CAR SIRVICI
Discounted ielaw Daalors Frica

A-IAUTOflRVlCI
79S7 Van Nuys aivd.

across from O.M. Plant
Call ••4-797S • 24 Haort

'71 HONDA CL350, low mileage, excelleiit
cond . 477 2^43. (34 A 4)

TRIUMPH 4S0CC, completely rebuilt, ex-
cellent cond , S550. 47t 4754 or 477-22^0. (34 A
4)

SUZUKI i:o '49, excellent cond., lo miles,
i250 Grig owner 474-5410, priced to sell. (34
A 4)

^

4-
•J

; , CABANA, bath, pnvste •"'"«•
complete kitchen, »h.lttrtd Patio, ''""d^j

fllCitit.es, pool, female. 279 2530, 4477127. (»
Room & Board

FAIRLY hidious looking '43 Dodge Dart
w/good heart, lew mileage, personality! A
steal* S375 Rich, 47«ni2. 499 tits. (33 A 4/

COMFORTABLE 1-bdrm. ""V* .LT-r.
nishad, »i27/mo., one adult <>««V

,^«;«^J _
Ave, WLA. OL 1-40^4.

*"**'
nt

r L t^ u I 9/\ '43 VW Sguareback, goad mechanical cand..
txcnange for neip . . ou sso« or best offer. •74.9434. (33A4>

"f^li h Share .

HOii";*** «•" '^ona, •25-44«f (days); rl-
' (24*4)

23 / House for Sale .. . . . 26

ORIENTAL itudent
^''''•^y^l},)'^*''^!^^-

liuo wMith verv congenial middle ag« lady.

L g'ntCusew^rk look
f-^y^'^ii^^^Tl

like small poodle dog Call 2792442 (30 a 4)

5 BORM. Beverly Oltn Park • 10
^*J*\i{^i^

pool, tennis courts, recraafian clu», »"'f7:
2713404 (ia«*»

pkMALE with car •»•
.'•••'J'^"''?'

"•?*

housokccping exchange for P^»^*««
^••"J.'

bath, »20v.cek, 271 9774 (>0A4)

'49 VW Bug, rebuilt enaine, aaed cond.,
S1100. leaving country. Call 473-4771. (33 A 4)

'4S HONDA 30SCC. Rebuilt engine, gaad
cond . S275 or best offer. Call 933-7«31 af-
ternaons, Nanry. (33 A 4)

'49 FIAT •!• caupe. clean, low miles, S97> f
best affar. BPchy Ofaaan, 477-SM1, MR, 9.

S. (S2M2f)
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JAM 88^W v8 uV^SSi
AliMoyt Tti« Unutuol • Priced Low

SUSIE SPEGM ANTIQUE JEWEUERT'
l19e4Wilthir«Blvd. W.LA. EX4.7922

I (Paid AdvertiMment)

. -i.

..J
TIICfllCHIHN

Sopliittic«t«d Chiiwsc ExerciM for Physical and Mairtal Haaltti
and UnK|u« Self -Defense Techniques

Learnfromagreat master of authentic TAI CHI CHUAN

MASTER Kill YIN6 TUNG
N«w s«riM storfi W«d. Apr. 5, 7:3a9:00 pm

u Unitorion Community Church

,
1260 18»h St. Santa Monica

FOR INFO CALL : Ml 4MM or A24-S047 after «

Spectrum Productions 1 Moliere's

AMPHITRYON
A new licentious English

translation by OSCAR MANDEL
West Coast f>remiere pi one of

Moliere's funniest concoctions.

Thurs., Fri. - March 3a, 31 - 8:30 P.M.

Ramo Auditorium, Caltech^Pasadena

Q.A. $3.00 - Students $2.00
On sale at Caltech. 332 S. Michigan,

and all Mutual, Liberty & TICKETROU
Agencies. Free Parking^793'7043.

:j

I

I i 1 -J,

.

BARGAIN HOUSING
For the CHEAPEST ROOM and BOARD just off-caiy^pus,

live at the CO-OP this spring. *^

20 nDeals/week, Including quarter breaks and holidays!
cost/quarter: only $23S«$260 and about 4 hours of chores
each week. The Friendliness is preel

HURRY FOR RESKVAHONSI CALL 479-1835 or write:

Monager, UCHA, 488 Landfolr. LA. 90024
»

Spontorad by UCHA

'7

1'

1'

uKdio Advertisemenr*

"THE TAX MAN
HATH ARRIVED ,,"

it's not too Idfe
j,

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE

478-5822 - 1093 Bro&fSn, St. 21

8

FREE Village movie tickets. FREE parking.

^

I to

(i
-

i n

j^

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:

Jim Allen

WALKER-BUERGE FORD
West Los Angeles ~ 820-263

1

For students and faculty

21 and over

Imw^ tm

>5

I Free PIdy Recreation

I

?:

The use of tactHttes Is contingent on other university commjtoents. Recreation facilities s
>rmally available for "free play" as noted below. ALL SCHEDULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANr c*normally

u

i

I

I

.V

V.

• •

•X

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Eligibility — The following persons are eligible for recreation services and facilities: currenti

enrolled students, with registration card; continuing students with Spring Recreation Card ($3. „)[

charge for family If spobse holds a card); faculty and staff with Recreation Privilege Car?
Recreation cards may be obtained at Men's Gym 118 or at Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, payable
by check or money order only.

Clothing and Lockers — Gym clothing, swimsult and towel are provided and laundered by th«
University. Clothing and locker may be obtained at the stockroom in the AAen's pr Women's Gvm ?
Faculty and staff must have their Recreation Privilege Card, and students must have thei i
registration card and an official UCLA lock In order to obtain a locker. UCLA locks are aval4dtole^^* i
the Cashier's Office In Murphy Hall for $1.25. " -'^^

|
Equipment— The stockroom at the AAen's and Women's Gymnasia will check out such equipment ^

as basketballs, footballs, handballs, gloves and badminton rackets. No golf, ski or tennis equipment
ic ^awAilAhJp fnr rprrf»Atinru)l use.

.V

• •

;?

is available for recreational use.

BADMINTON
AAon, Wed, FrI

Tues & Thurs

Tues

BASKETBALL -
AAon thru FrI

AAon thru FrI '

• -^Safisbn :v
Sat

Sun

-;S4 I

11 ami pm
12 noon-1 pm
7-9:30 pm

10 am 5 pm (4 baskets)
5-9 pm
10 am -5 pm "~ ~

10 am-5 pm *

12 noon-5 pm

AAen's Gym 200
Men's Gym 200
Women's^ Gym 200

S

Pauley Pavilion

'__ AAen's Gym 200

^ Pauley Pavilion

-^^ AAen's.,Gym 200
AAen's Gym 200

i

>t

i

i

«

BdDY CONDITIONING
(Coed)

^. 1 AAon thru FrI

AAon, Wed, FrI
Tues & Thurs
Sat & Sun

GOLF

AAon thru Thurs
FfH Sat, Sun—

—

-

'^rr-rr:

12 noon-6 pm
1 pm-2:M pm, 6-rt pm «

12 noon-2:30 pm, 610 pm
10. am-5 pm . «

- AAen's Gym 105

:^ AAAC B lis .

-AAAC B 115
7"

^AAAC B 115 " *

•x

g

g

,^•1

JJM^

8-9 am
^-l^anr

'm.-

:. JM?^

North Field
North Field

"1 ..

i
^..

•-'-, '

j
i»itr»t ,

HANDBALL

AAon thru FrI

»Sat & Sun
8 am-10 pm
10 am-5 pm

(Reservatrons at Men's Gym
Stockroom

)

)^K»*t i^^y^l "

AAAC B

«

, »-,—.. »••»

^-!?f-- -^
-A •

>,

'-T^^-it^

S JOGGING

S

I
V.

I

AAon thru FrI

Sat 8i Sun
¥ am-2 pm, 6 pm-dMsk^
10 am-5 pm

'•Xr^.-'

-, TracK *

• -r,

SQUASH
;w ,.,-•'-

-A-1

X.

f

AApn thru FrI T '

Sat & Sun

(Reservations at Men's
Gym Stockroom) .

'
.

'' . « •,

.

•Track team practiceYbo-6: 00 pm

8 am-10 pm
10 am-5 pm

'sGym
AAen's Gymv

'

r\
-.i* l:^.

>j-

ft^S*:*:::!:::!

/

8tiawHat
nzumuoc

>^.

OAF --call 57646

FUSSBALL

Le Chalet
;i0610 W.Pico

^'*'-..»

TGIF
^ Fridays 4:30-7

TAP BEER 15C

^ Kite
wnh any targepbza

at regujar price

People Pleasin' Pizza • Spaghetti
Salads • Sandwiches • Soft Drinks

l^glg-
OLD TIME MOVIES TOO?

LUIS BUNUEL'S

Exterminating
Anj^ol

.1 im\

t'luls 1 iK'sdav!

Milky Way

Kite
With -
arW

Large Pizza
at

regular price
O^rtM OOOO WHItlTNff SUPPLY LAtTt

In the village GAYLEY & WEYBURN
478-0788

01 1 he Desert

Andc\iusu\nDo^

nc»w vagabond
A ilshi i '

.^H7 2171

SSS>3S*'
^>.vm^sims»^^>:^^^'^'^>^^

Free Play i

Wednesday, AAarch 29, 1972
V' #-

{^CLA DAILY BRUIH IT

5V^|MMIH0

Mon thru FrI

l^/ton thni FrI

Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center

Park Pod
April 2 - AAay 1 '

iy/^y
1 - further notice

f-

Family Pool

April 2 - AAay 1

rfkiii^iriha

J'*.^

t—

•

12 noon-2 pm,
12 noon 1 pm. Women Only

11 ami pm (coed) '
•

Women's Pool

Men's Pgol -

• .'•

June 1

June IJ

AAay 1

June 1

June 13 - further notice

Daily 10 am-7 pm
Daily 10 am -8 pm

Mon thru ^rl

Sat, Sun. Holidays

AAon thru FrI

Sat, Sun, Holidays

Mon thru Fri

Sat, Sun, Holidays « .'

ft

"12 noon-5 pm
-10 am-5 pm
12 noon-6 pm
10 am -6 pm
12 noon-7 pm
10 an^Z^pm
10 am -8 pm

I

I

S
»

I

kPUIMENlS
We represent owners <A over

80.(X)0 units between our

two oHices.

We con find o place for you to

live by motching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee in our westside office

is $10, S5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service In our Valley office

is FREE.

^

55

^ i r

JTarn-DiisR

7-9:30 pm
16 am-3 pm

Sand- Courts

Women's Gym 200

Pauley Pavilion.

VOLLEYBALL

Daily

Mon ^

Mon thru Frl

^'^fSJds 'ri^^ used by iWunlverslty family only, sub|ect to sgch. dally activities that

may be scheduled by the facilities office.

11f41 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES CALIF 9002S
TELEPHONE (213) 477-1221

1&44S VENTUMA BOULEVARD
SHERMAN OAKS. CALIF 91403

TELEPHONE (213) t««-64q6^

LUIS BUNUEL'S

txterminatin^
An^el

tint!

Milky Wc\y

with

Simon
of the Desert

.iiul

AndalusiAnDoji

stciits lU'xt \\\»(l.!

at tlu'

ne^w vagabond
2r>()*) Wilsliire
(lu'iu W'lnuuit)

387 2171

I

,'«..

^SunllVand South Courts are ayajlable^for Recreation play during daylight hours with the

lollowing exceptions: " ^
i

T :
,

^r^lSlJlr'n reserved Aton thru Frt 3-6 prrii for team practice
.

South Courts:
, .i.r-''^'-'^'' '

"^*"^ - -C ''-..:.':"• -^'

1) URATennlsClubx Frl a-4pm, all courts __^. ^_^_. . „,,,^,^, ..-o.,-,,
Women's Team practice, Tuesdays (3 courfsTB. Wedensday W cburts as posted.

.J) S^ecreation Classes 10 am-3 pm* 5^:30 pm (courts #8, 9, «. JO)

BUILDINQ RECREATION AREAS MUST BE CLEARED 15 MINUTES PRIOR TO EVENING

• antique jewelry • contemporary jewelry • french bikinis -_

Brums ftp Tennessee
.- .

•. -

It ' *•

IContlnued from Page 11) w .

L together. Echols, who was second in the 100 (9.5) but pUJlrf up tome to

fc 2M, noted the quartet had "plenty of room for improv«n«rt.

[Edmonson felt, "There was a lot of fumblmg on tl^e handoff between

(?i^n, who was off slow in the 100 (9.8) and flni^^'^
'S^^^^,

*ind Warren (21.1). simply stated, "0^<^'* ?«':?]*> ^Z^„aS
ad

" Ronnie Welch, another possible member of the dash rday, made

bis bid for a berth with a 9.5 in the century. „n„.iM.mii«
Decathaloner KoUnek before getting his quarter mUe work in the mOe

elay, won the long jump with a wind^iided hfetime best ofJ*"' »^
rissed the javelin a commendable 199-2 (third place) ,

and posted a good

CTtime in his initial 120 yard high hurdles try. "He;s going to tiy tte

jfccathalon in our April 15 meet." Bush declared. "At first we weregoing

to have him try the high jump but he needed work in the quarter. He s

been looking awfully good in the high jump. He cleared 6-9 in practice the

lothcr d&v — T ,. .-. , .

In front of Rory in the high hurdles was teammateT^^Johmwri

finishing third in his best time ever- 14.3. Duane was satisfied but felt he

should have done better. "I think I was listening to too ^^ny^P^*®

"(luringlherace;;Mmentioned. "The last part of niy race is usuaUy the

b^t but that's where I lost it - about the seventh hurdle. 1 Just need to

|wbrk on it."* .

~
. ^^

Kxcept for Joe Balascoln the three mile, the disUnce runners seemed

to be feeling the effects of inconsistent practice and compeUtion since ine

quarter kjrealc. Balasco, running only his third three mile ever nearly

broke 14 minutes (14:00.6). ''I've got to work on my early pace - mat s

the key." said the senior from Ventura. '^I've been working hard and felt

strong on the final laps." *
. ^ i »« .«<k%for

Kuben Chap[*ins usually outkicks his opponents m the
»^"«^\J|®?^'^

got the chance Sunday. *i felt tight the whole way." h« reported, i lost

contact with the leader early and you can't do that in the mile. Me aiso

added that he hadn't pracUced much since finals-.
^ ,' . . .^

In the half mile both Paul Williams and Rich tschudln considered

themselves vicUms of a Tennessee slowdown strategy ^\ «nf™®^^®
[Vols to take one-two in moderate time. The Bruin with the »'«^'n«J^
»0 mark ( 1 : 49.2 ) , junior Bob Langston, was out after being vicUmizea oy

>recurrirtg asthnia attack that plagued him all last year.

@a•••••••••#•••••§
• PREPARATION FOR MAY

: MCAT
* NOW ENROLLING
^ • Prcp«fMton for <•»»% rtqoirtd tor •dmi»»ion to

^ PMV graduate %choo>&

• S-« >«%i*<K> couf»«« »m«M«t groups

^ •' Ur limit^Kl t*p« l9S%Of>« for rtv««W

• roiir<.p niAll>r i^r ('Of>St*ntlV up<f«f*d

^ • ' .1 prepared by »J«p»ft* •«••<:*» •••<*

X.,, l^ •

lA
X.-' ..:&:

BFA Programs
'

Ctrtificitt Programs

For info contKt rtgistrar

PirsNS
sclNi II DeslgR
6SWtttl2St.WwYorltl00lH

'Boutique Extraordin^re*

1093y2 BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWCX)D VILl^CE

"r ^^ CR 9-6204

9
- jewelry imports from france, morocco, Sweden, india, greece »

MAT. DAILY
11:45AM

SAYLE5 BROS. FAMILY THEATRES -AT BARGAIN PRKES

^WALT DISNEY'S

LADY & THE TRAMP
BOATNtKS

NOW
PLAYING

MAYFAIR
_ 4tl«M> -
[IM taMa Mentca]

•I IN*MM

TILL/PM

WALT DISNEY'S

LADY & THE TRAMP
BOATNIKS

ENDS TUES
HllUYWOdU
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Rolling Stone is avaUable at newstaAds and bookstores near campus.
If you don't see it, ask. If they don't carry it, nag. - ^ J^
If all else faUs, become a beloved subscriber. ^^ ^̂
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ars; these are the officUil

^ule changes as of March U^

« The abbreviations used arf

"follows: NC -no change; TBA

EROSPACE STUDIES

nffu AEKO ST 21C, iect I.

Kanged. time: W 3, exa| code:

Inc

fe, AERO ST 21C, lect 2, can-

leelled.

\m AERO ST 131C. 8cm, new

dTss time: TR 1-2:30, exam

Iwde- 20, units: 4.0. restrct: none,

instr
Stewart, W.. room: SocWel

21, title Growth and Develop-

Iment of Aerospace power.

ANATOMY
11695.

ANATOMY 253. sem, can-

celled.

11705. ANATOMYv 2$§Bv.|«^
|fan€«lU»d^^ —- '

"•" ' •" ~ " -'

11707 ANATOMY 255D, sem, new

class time:"TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0. restrct: none.

instr Sawyer, room: none, tiUe:

Seminar In Endocrinology.

0715, A>rATOMY 257, lifect. can-

celled

13044, ANTHRO IB. quii, 13.

cancelled. .^ '''.•: >

13045, ANTHRO IB. quiz. 14.

cancelled.

13046, ANTHRO 2, lect 1. new

class, time: M 2-5, exam code: 8,

units: 8.0. restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Baker, E., room: MS
3970. title: Freshman Program.

13047, ANTHRO 2, lect. 2. new

class, time: X 7-10 pm, exam

code: 22, units: 8.0, restrct:

consent of instr, iQ»tr: Fagen, D.,

room: Bunche A170.

13048, ANTHRO 2. lect. 3. new

class, time: T 2-5. exam code: 17,

units: 8.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Miller, P.. room: MS
5148.

13049, ANTHRO 2. lect, 4. new

class, time: T 9-12, exam code: 11,

units: 8.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Rust, V., room: MS
5217.

13050, ANTHRO 2, lect, 6, new

class, time: W 9-12, exam code: 2,

units: 8.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: §UMry. P„ room: Rolfe

13061, ANTHRO 2, lect, 6, *new

class, time: MW 10-12, exam

code: 3, units: 8.0, restrct: con-

sent of instr, instr: Zentner, J.,

room: HH 146.

13052, ANTHRO 2, disc, 1, new

class, time: TR tt-l. ca^pm code

consent of instr, instr: Udkoff, D.,

room: HH 144.

13062, ANTHRO 2, disc 11, new

class, time: W 6-10 pm, exam
code: none, units: 0.0, restrct:

consent of instr, instr: Werlin, L.,

room: GSM 4240.

13063, ANTHRe 2, disc 12. new

class, time: MW 2-4. exam code:

none, units: 0,0. restrct: consent

of instr. instr: Wilsop. room: FH
2288.

changed, time: W 1^3, exam code:

6, instr: NC, room: Rolfe 3127.

13914, ANTHRO 293, fid, cancelled.

ARCHAEOLOGY
( Interdepartmental

)

14000, ARCHBOL 200, lefct,

changed, time: T 2-4, exam code:

NC, instr: Buccellati. room:

Bunche A152.

T

M- V.

3«!*.-

*i>™.«sVW..^M...(i«'><f^?-.*iANTI IitOPOLOGV _^^ , ,.

13031. ANTHRO iB. lect. Changed."^

time: 19:30-10:45, exam code: 11,

units NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

13032. ANTHRO IB, quiz 1,

changed, time: R 9:30-10:45,

pm code: NC, units: NC,
iestrct: enroll in dept, room: Hff^

"ISA), instr: NC.

13033; ANTHRO IB, quiz 2.

changed, time: R 9:30-10:45,

[exam code: NC, units: NC,
restrct: enroll in dept, instr: NC,
room: HH 330

13034 ANTHRO IB. quiz. 3,

changed, time: R 9:30-10:45, exam
code NC, units: NC. restrct:

enroll in dept, instr: NC, room:

HH 39

13035. ANTHRO IB, ^U**. *»

changed, Ome: Rt:30-I0:45, exam
code: NC, units: NC. rwtrct:

enroll in dept, instr: NC» room:
SocWelf, 154. V^L_
13036. ANtHRtf IB, quit, I,

canceled.

13037. ANTHRO IB, quiz. 6.

cancelled.

13038. ANTHRO IB. quiz, 7.

cancelled. ' /

13039, ANTHRO IB, quiz. 8,

cancelled.

13040, ANTHRO IB, quiz. 9,

cancelled

•3041. ANTHRO IB, quiz, 10,

cancelled.

*«H2, ANTHRO IB, quiz, 11,

cancelled.

13043, ANTHRO IB, quiz. 12,

canceUed.

none, units: 0.0, restrct: consent

of instr, instr: Becker, M., room:

MS 7121. ^ . *

13063, ANTHRO 2. disc, f. OiW

class, time: TR 7-9 pm^ exam

,

code: none, units: 0.0. restrct?

consent of instr, instr: Carpenter.

M., room: HH 208.

13064. ANTHRO 2. disc. $, new

class, time: TR 1-3. exam code:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: consent

of instr. instr: Clark. IJ.i,
room:

Rolfe 3131.
^^ Jt

13055. ANTrfRO 2, disc 4/hew

class, time; M 2-4. W 24.^xam

code: none, units: 0.0, restrct:

consent of instr. instr: Edgerlcy,

L., room: Bunche. 3288. Rolfe

2216.

13066. ANTHRO 2. diae 5, new

dan. time: MW 7-9 pm. exam

code: none, unito: 0.0, reetrct:

cooMiit of instr, instr: Erskine,

B., room: HH 206.

13667. ANTHRO 2, disc 6, new

daflt. time: W 6-10 pm, exam

code: none, unito: 0.0. restrct:

cooMnt of instr, instr: Gale. P..

room: GSM 4240.

13068, ANTHRO 2, disc 7, new

class, time: T 7-9 pm, exam code:

nooe. unito: 0.0, restrct: conseirt

of instr, instr: Harris, C, room:

HH 210.

13060. ANTHRO 2. disc 9, new

class, time: T H-t. exam code:

nooe. unito: 0.0. restrct: consent

of Instr, instr: Sochat. B.. room:

HH 216.

- 13061. ANTHRO 2. disc 10. new

class, Ume: MW 10^12. exam

code: none, unito: 0.0. restrct:

3110. ANTHRO U, lect, changed,

lime: NC, exam code: 5.

13243, aMTHRO 108, lect, new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

nohe, units: 40, restrct: consent

of instr, instr: Miller, P., room:

none, title: Freshman Program

Seminar Leading.

13246, ANTHRO 109B, lect,

changed, time: MWF 11. exam

code: 4, instr: NC, room: HH 329.

.13357, ANTHRO 143. tiUe: The

Individual in Culture, instr:

Edgerton, R., time: TR 12:30-1:45,

room: HH 118, exam code: 15,

(this course was previously

numbered 120).

13415, ANTHRO 147. lect. new

class, Ume: TR 11-12:15. exam

code: 13. unite: 4.0. restrct:

consent of instr, instr: Rodgers,

W. room: HH 329, title:

Beliavioral Anthropology.

13527, ANTHRO 171B, lect, can-

celled. ^: .._^
13528, ANTHRO 171B, lab, can-

celled.

13565, ANTHRO 183. lect. new

class, time: MWF 12, examiiode:

6, imito: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Sackctt, J., room: Bunche 3175,

title: History of Archeology.

13598, ANTHRO 196, tutr 3, new

class, time: MWF 2, exam code:

7, unito: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Read, D., room: MS
5203, tiUe: Analytical Techniques

In Archaeology.

13706» ANTHRO 246, lect, new

cUss, time: MWF 11. exam code:

none, unite: 4.0. restrct:. none,

instr: Williams, B., room: HH 208,

title: Population Genetics of Man.

13707, ANTHRO M246C, lect.

cancelled.

13735, ANTHRO 256, sem,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

consent of instr.

13781, ANTHRO 265. sem.

changed, time: T 2-4, exam code:

NC, instr: Rodgers, W.. room:

Rolfe 2135.

13835, ANTHRO 276, sem,

changed, units: NC. restrct:

consent of instr.

13837. ANTHRO 277, lect. new

class, time: MWF 11. exam code:

none, unito: 4.0, restrct: nooe,

instr: Weisner; Read, room:

Bunche 3175, title: Social Net-

works.
13878, ANTHRO 289, sem,

changed, time: W 1-3. exam code:

6 initr: NC. room: Rolfe 3127.

13914, ANTHRO 293, fW, can-

celled

13695, ANTHRO »». sem,

ARCHITECTURE AND
URBAN PLANNING
Consult Arch 1U8 for Courses

offered in the Spring Quarter 1972.

ART
15213, ART 51, quiz 3, changed,

time: M 9, exam code: nc, instr:

nc, room: Dickson 4230

15214, ART 51, qtttz 4, changed,

time: T 11, exam code: nc, instr:

nc, room: Dickson 4260 -^ —
15217, ART 51, quiz 7, changed.

time: T 12. exam code: nc, instr:

nc. room: Dickson 4260

15218, ART 51, quiz 8, changed,

time: R 12, exam code: nc, instr:

nc, room: Dickson 4260.

ART 52, quiz 2, time: M 2.

15246, ART 53, lect changed, unite:

0.0, restrct: nc.

15247, ART 53, quiz 1, changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: nc.

15248, ART 53, quiz 2. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: nc.

time: nc. exam code: nc. unite:

4.0, restrct: nc. instr: nc, room:

nc, title: Tutorial Conferences.

15449, ART 125, lect 4, new class,

time: M 1-3, exam code: none,

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Kaplan, J., room:

Dickson 4260.

15475, ART 140, Ub 1. changed,

unite: nfc, i^estrct: (art).

ART 150. instr: Zammitt. N.r

time: 9-12. room: Dickson 5209.

exam code: 2.

155i20. ART 150B. lect changed^

instr: Salisbury. M.. room: nc.

15541. ART 153B. lab. changed.

15249, ART 53, quiz 3. changed,

time: F 2. exam code: nc, unite:

0.0. restrct: nc.

15250, ART 53. quiz 4. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: he.

15251, ART 53, qtnz 5, changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: nc. -

15252, ART 53, quiz 6. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: "« ^ . ;

15253, ART 53. quiz 7. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: nc.
'

15254, ART 53, quiz 8, changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: nc.

15255, ART 53, quiz 9, new class,

time: T 9, exam code: none, units:

0.0, restrct: none, instr: the staff,

room: Dickson 4230. title:

Baroque Art.

15256, ART 53, quiz 10. new class,

time: W 9, exam code: nooe,

unite: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

sUff. room: Dickffon 4230.

15257, ART 53. quiz U. new class,

time: R 9, exam code: none,

unito: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

stoff. room: Dickson 4230.

15258, ART 53, quiz 12, new class,

time: W 2. exam code: none,

unito: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

stoff. room: Dickson 3273.

ART 54. quiz 5. instr: Kaplan, J..

time: M 10. ^ _,
15209. ART 54, quiz 9. changed,

time: R 4, exam code: nc.

15341. ART 106A, lect, new cUss.

time: MWF 1. exam code: 6,

unito: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Klelnbauer, WE., room: Dickson

3273. title: Early Christian and

Byzantine Art.

15415. ART 115C, lect, changed,

unito: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15448. ART 125. lect 2, new class.

time: MW 1-5, exam code: nc.

instr: Zammitt, N., room:

Dickson 5269.

15543, ART 154A, lect. changed,

time: nc, exam code: 5.

15574, ART 161H, lect. cancelled.

15587. ART 164B, lect. changed,

instr: Hideko. Nishimura. room:

nc.

15640, ART 171A, lect, changed,

instr: Kester, J., room: nc. :^ -

15656, ART 192, sem 2, changed,

time: TR 1-2:30, exam code: nc,

instr: nc, room: Dickson 5209.

15658, ART 193B, sem, changed,

instr: nc, room: Dickson 1473.

15673, ART 193H, sem, changed,

time: MW 1-2:30, exam code: nc.

15700, ART 201, sem, changed,

time: T 9-11, exam code: nc, instr:

ng, room: Dickson 4260.

15733, ART 223, sem, changed,

time: R7-10.pm, exam code: nc,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr,

instr: nc, room: Dickson 4260. ^

15735, ART 225. sem 1, changed,

time: T 3-5, exam code: nc, instr:

nc, room: Dickson 3260C.

15736, ART 225, sem 2, new class,

time: R 1-3, exam code: none,

unite: 4.0, re8trq.t: c^sent of

instr, instr: Kleinbauer. W.E.,

room: Dickson 4260, title:

Medieval Art.

15750, ART 235, sem, changed,

unite: nc. restrct: consent of instr.

15790. ART 280. sem 1, changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15801. ART 263. sem. changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15822. ART 271, lab 3. changed,

unite: nc. restrct: consent of instr.

15824. ART 271. Lab 5. changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15825. ART 271, Ub 6. changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15861, ART 274. Ub 1, changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15873, ART 280, lab 3.^hanged,

time: to be arranged, exam code:

nc, instr: Moser. D.. room:

Dickson 6209.

15^4 ART 280. Ub 4. canceUed

_ -A

-^-r
'-

I

i

r*.

^•

»-.—4^-

,-^^

15882. ART 281. Ub 2, changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of instr.

15892, ART 282, Ub 2, changed,

unite: nc, restrct: consent of mstr.

15893. ART 282, Ub 3, changed,

Ume: tobe arranged, exam code,

nc, insUr: nc, room: nooe.

15i02, ART 283, Ub 2, new cU^.

•«^'^*^(cli»"i5^-»^-«*»>
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of instr, liwtr: M'aoekey, Alice,

room: none, title: Graduate

Costume Design.

15»12, ART,2^ tab 2. changed,

units: nc, reitrct: consent of instr.

15921, ART 287, lab 1, cancelled.

15922, ART 297, lab 2, changed,

instr: Kester, J., room: nc.

15941. ART 289. sem. changed,

time: to be arranged, exam code:

nc. instr: nc, room: none.
. .j,

16250. ART 161J, lect, new class,

time: TR 1-3, exam code: none,

units: 4.0. restrct: (art), instr:

t^Uoka. M., room: Dickson 4273,

TOe: Video Imagery. , J.

LUIS BUNUEL'S

ExtermirvAtinji
Angel

ctlUl

tall that's archangin
^ ^ ^

:/:

ASTRONOMY
17215. ASTR 204C, lee^ changed.

time: nc, exam code: 17.

17253, ASTR 227C, lect. changed.

instr: Plavec. M., room: nc.

17280, ASTR 260, sem. changed.

tftn^: M ^, exam code: nc.

ilAtTERlOLOGY
18100, BACTER lOOA, lect,

changed, iitne: MWF 10, exam

code: 3
"^ " -

18124, BACTER M107, disc 1.

"Changed, uniU: nc, restrct: enrl

M 1st mtng. ^ -^^^ -L^

18125, BACTER M107. disc 2,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng. f

18126, BACTER M107, disc 3,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.
^

18127, BACTER M107, disc 4,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

18128, BACTER M107, disc 5.

units: NC. restrct: consent of

instr, instr: NC, room: Bot 325.

18392, MICROB M241C, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

consent of instr.

18393, MICROB M241C, lab,

changed, units: NC. restrct:

consent of instr.

18450, MICRO M280, lict. new

class, time: M4-6 pm, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: HiWemann, room: Wthsci

43106, title: Immunology Forum

(same as Medical Microbiology

and Immunology M260).

i"
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387 2171

changed, units: NC. restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

18129, BACTER M107. disc 6.

changed, units; NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng. - ' ' J -

18130, BACTER M107, disc 7,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng. ' ^^JL
18131, BACTER Mj07, disc 8,

changedr units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

18132, BACTER M107. disc 9.

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

18133, BACTER M107. disc 10.

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

48165, BACTER 112B, lect,

changed, time: MWF 9. «tam

cod^: 2. instr: NC, roony Boelter

units: 0.0. restrct: NC.

196Q6. BIOL lA, lab 5. changed.

units: 0.0. restrct: NC.

19506, BIOL lA. tob 6, changed,

units: 0.0. restrct: NC.

19607, BIOL lA. Ub 7. changed.

units: 0.0. restrct: NC.

19508. BIOL lA, lab 8, changed,

units: 0.0. restrct: NC. -

19509, BIOL lA, Ub 9. changed,

units: 0.0. restrct: NC.

19^10. BIOL 1A. lab 10. changed,

unitsf 0.0, restrct: NC.

19511, BIOL lA, lab 11. instr: the

sUff. time: W fr-9 pm, LS 2317.

19612. BIOL lA, lab 12. instr: the

sUff, Ume: W 6^ Fwn. LS 2335.

19513. BIOL lA, lab IS. instr: the

sUff, time: Th 6-9 pm. LS 2317.

19614. BIOL lA. lab 14, instr: the

steff time: Th 6-9 pm, LS 2335.

19625. BIOL lA, lect 2. canceUed.

19545, BIOL IB. lect changed,

units: 0.0, restrct: enroll in lab.

19549, BIOL IB, lab 1, changed^

unite: 0.0. restrct: NC.

19620. BIOL 2. dem 16. chano^
instr: Nf^ room: Bot 306 ^
19625. BIOL 2. dem 21, cancriu.
19626, BIOL 2, dem 22, cancSj
19640, BIOL 17, lect, new c^m
time: MWF 8. exam codeT*
units: 4.0. restrct: none, ii^

titlii

Sjostrand, room: LS 2322,

Structural Design and FuncUoorf
the Human Body.

19660, BIOL 21, lect, new cW
time: MWF 9, exam code^
unite: 4.0. restrct: none, )^.
Waggon^, room: LS 4127, Ktu.

Fidd Biology.
^

19680, BIOL 181B, lect, changei
unite: NC. restrct: enroll in d^t
19681, BIOL 181B, disc, chan^
unite: NC. restrct: enroll in dot
19690. BIOL 370, lect, chan^
unite: NC, restrct: enroll in dept

BIOMATHEMATICS
20122. BlDMATli M2a7v 4m,
cancelled.

^

BOTANICAL SCIENCES

19550; BIOL IB. lab 2, Changed, 21106, BOT SCI Ml04, disc

.- i

^ -

BlOLOCilCAL CHEMISTRY
19244, BIOL CH 2200, tutr, can-

celled.

BIOLOGY
19495, BIOL lA, lect 1, changed.

unite: 0.0, restrct: enroll in lab.

instr: NC, room: W. Young 2250.

19601. BIOL lA, lab 1, changed.

unite: 0.0, restrct: NC.

19502, BIpL lAi lab 2. changed.

unite: 0.0. restrct: NC,_

MICROBIOLOGY^^ 19603. BIOL 1A. lab^

1*345, MICHO 213, lect, changed, unite: 0.0, restrct: NC.

time: MWRF 12. exam code: NC. 1?504. BIOL lAJab 4. changed,

,«>..•..
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unitev 0.0, restrct: NC
19551, BIOL IB, lab 3. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: NC. "*

19552, BIOL IB, lab 4, changed,

unis: 0.0, restrct: NC.

19553, BIOL IB, lab 5, changed,

unite: DO, restrct: NC.

19654, BIOL IB, lab 6, changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: NC.

19555, BIOL IB, lab 7, changed,

units: 0.0, restrct: NC.

19556, BIOL IB, lab 8,. changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: NC. t^^^—-—

19557, BIOL IB, lab 9, changed,

unite: 0.0, restrct: NC.

19558, BIOL IB, lab 10, changed,

unite: 0.0. restrct: NC.

49659. BIOL IB, lab 11, changed,

unite: 0,0, restrct: NC.

19740, BIOL IB, lab 12, instr: the

sUff. time: W 9-12. LS 2306.

19741. BIOL IB. Ub 13, Uistr: thc^

sUff. Ume: Th 6-9 pm. LS 2305.

19600, BIOL 2. lect, changed, in-

str: NC. room: W.Young 2224.

19611, BIOL 2. dem 7. canceled.

19612, BIOL 2^^^ 8. cancelled.

,, . — \r
changed, time: M 3, exam codei

NC, instr: NC, room: LS 4l27

21107, BOT SCI M104, disc 2, new

class, time: T 3. exam code: none,

unite: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

staff, room: LS 2322, title:

Evolutionary Biology (s^me ai

Zoology M104)

21108, BOT SCI M104, disc 3, new

class, time: W 3, exam code:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: I^ 2322.

21109, BOT SCI M104, disc 4, new

class, time^ R 3, exam code: none,

vmits: 0.0. restrct: none, instr: \ht

steff. room: LS 2322.

21129, BOT SCI M107, disc I,

changed, units: NC, restrct: end

at 1st mtng.

21130, BOT SCI M107, disc 2,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: end

at 1st mtng.

21131. BOT Sa M107, disc 3,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: end

at 1st mtng.

21132. BOT sa M107, disc 4,

<CeBtfaiiiedonPige2l)
vr,-' J

J.'S.' :.

:^:

^'

{l^iry

^tttm

...-..J

.i .

^ '!:
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(For UCLAN's only. Cut-a-cut-cut.)

Bring this coupon in for 41<t

off any Monday through

Thursday before April 7, 1972.
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•ri."
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MA triumphant success.An historic eyent99
-Nvwswwk. January 10. 1972
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v
Now you can experiesnce it,

hear it, live it as never before.

OUR COMPLETE
^.29 DINNER
3 finger lickin' good pieces of ctiicken.

mashed potatoes and gravy,

cote siaw and a tender roll

ALL
FOR

• yr^.

WITH
THIS COUPON

lair
GOOD

ONLY AT KentN^kii Fried Ckid(eH
922 GAYLEY
Westwood Village

THECONCERT FOR

l£ON RUSSEU.- RArt SKAMOO^ •RNGO STARR • KLAUS\0^^
oivMloiBADRNGK-fSSECM/fi-JMHORN -JMKBIfCR
CUMJaAltMARand CARL RADLf _

by 0»Mi NMvtoMi M^ nM 1—rttt T^dMOc^'

^.
J5 '•J5MIiil.ll!' -^^

MATKMM.

EXCLUSIVE ENQAOEMENT IJlutlOIUil ^*" ^^«f
^'®

|l|Q^ pU^YlllQ iMocHNorwKiMMNOHMnir for Sbowtimas
I479.SM4

^ f.
.,»..• *- ' «*- —*T
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believe the wtHde tuno

;

-* '^3*v
-k-

r^„,d. units: NC. rt^i-^
" ^ ""box sa M107. disc s^

b! "bot sa Mm. dbc 6.

l^^^^' ^^JniterNcTf«rtrct: enri

^, units: NC. restrct:
—

'

, toT sa MIOZ (til

^Jged, units: NC. restrct;

24428. CHEM tM, lab, changed,

time: W 1-6 pm, exam code: NC,

instr: Geisman. room: NC.

24515, CHEM 196, tutr, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

2460B, CHEM 218, sem, changed.

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24631. CHEM 228, sem, changed,

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24660, CHEM^ 238, sem, changed.

21136.

chang

at 1st mtng

121137,
BOT

aiirl

,
^^. SCI M107, disc 9

changed,
units: NC. restrct: «irl

t^ ^BOT SCI um di«c 10.

Se^ units: NC^m^t: enri

at 1st mtng~ Ki:i ii«. itiw. vt*»»»i

Bot,21157.
BOT SCI la lab. c&nged;

427 ' *' .

\m\ BOT SCI 199. tutr lA. new

iss time: TBA. exam code:

none'unitS' 2.0. restrct: enroUm

dept instr: the stoff. room: none.

me: Special Studies.

21305 BOT SCI 217. restrct: BOT

1S3 consent of instr, mstr:

Thompson, H.. time: TBA. title;

Advanced Plant Ecology

21347 BOT SCI 253C, sem. new

cla^! time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Bilderhack, D.. room: Bot

218, title: Seminar in Plant

Structure. _ .
. ,.,;._ /:..

[(HKMISTRV —4- '

'-..',
•.• ^- ^'\

23100, CHEM lA, lect. changed.

units; NC, restrct: enroU in dept.

23123, CHEM lA, lab 3* changed,

units; NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23l3rCHEM lA, lab 4. changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23138, CHEM lA, lab 6, Changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23167, CHEM lA, lab 7, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23173, CHEM lA, lab 8, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23195, CHEM lA, lab 10, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23230, CHEM lA, lab 14, changed.

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23264. CHEM IB, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room:- W.Young 2250.

23522, CWfiM iCtt, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23523, CHEM ICH, lab 4, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23524, CHEM iCH, lab 6. can-

called.

23525, CHEM itn, lab 7, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

23527. CHEM iCH, lab 8, changed.
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

24427, CHEM 134. lect, changed.
time: MWF*9, exam code: 2, in-

str: NC. roofti: Geol 4660. -

units: NC, restrct: 5. - '

24758, CHEM 278, sem, changed
units: NC. restrct: 5.

CLASSICS . -.—-_j_':

26016, CLASSICS 142, quiz 1, inst:

Austin, time: M 12, room: Bunche
3170.

26017. CLASSICS 142, quiz 2, inst:

Austin, time: M 3, room: RH 224.

26018, CLASSICS 142, quiz 3, inst:

Austin, time: W 12. roem: Bunche
3170.

26019. CLASSICS 142, quiz 4, inst:

Austin, Ume: W 1, room: RlTise.

GREEK
26245, GREEK 12, lect, changed,

time: TR 11-12:30, exam code: 14,

instr: NC, room: Bunche 3153.

LATIN
26615, LATIN 4, lect, changed,

time: MTWR 10, exam code: NC.

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
(interdepartmental)

27860, COM LIT 280, lect, can-

celled.

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24670, CHEM 247, sem, changed,

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24681, CHEM 248, sem, changed,

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24700, CHEM M255, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

24705, CHEM 258, sem, changed,

units: NC, restrct: 5.

24728, CHEM M267, lect, changed,
' units: NC. restrct: consent of

instr.

1731, CHEM 268, sem, changedr

LUIS BUNUELS

Extorminatinji

Milky Wc\y
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.t lui

AndAlusic\i\Do^

st.u 1-^ iH\i W't'd !
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Auto and Motorcycle

Insurance %'

. Jf L ,. » »

Refused? • Too High

Cancelled?
y

Low Monthly
Payments

Student Discount

Ask For.

AbeKoplon
396-2225

Ken Donoldspn

392-4181

DANCE
28056, DANCE llB, Creative

Dance, inst: Papgeorge, Ume: TR
12:30-1:30. F 12-1:30. room: WG
214. -^^

- ' .->^
: 1

28099, DANCE 36C, lect 2. new

class, time: TR 2-4, exam code:

17, units: 2.0, restrct: none, instr: .

Scott,^ room: WG 214, title:

Fundamentals ol Creative Dance.

28115. DANCE 37C. lect 2, can-

celled.

28122. DANCE 38B. lect. changed,

time: MW 12. exam cod^; $,^iQst;^:

NC, room: WG 214.

28301, DANCE 152B, lect,

changed, time: TR 1-4. exam

code: 16. "r ^ • r
;

28544. DANCE 327B. lect, tfff

class, time: MW 12-2, exam code:

5, units: 2.0, restrct: none, instr:

Leavitt, P., room: WG 208, UUe:

Princi^es of Teaching Dance.

ECONOMICS
29006, Ec6n 1, quiz 5, changed,

instr: NC, room: Socwelf 154.

29006. ECON 1, quiz 6, cancelled.

29007, ECON 1, quiz 7, changed,

instr: NC, room: GSM 4343B.

29065, ECON 2, quiz 5, changed,

instr: NC. .room: QSM 3357C,,

time: MTWR 8, exam code: 1.

instr: Ott, room: Bunche 3156.

29201, ECON 100, lect 1. cancelled.

29221. ECON lOlB, lect 1. changed,

instr: NC, room: Socwelf 146.

29223, ECON lOlB, lect 3, can-

celled "-""'

29238, ECON 104B, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: none.

29242, ECON 104E, lect, changed^

units: NC, restrct: noo^.

29262, ECON 109, lect, cancelled.

29277, ECON 122, sec 2, instr:

Amaden, Ume: TR 12:30-1:45,

room; Bunche 3155. exam code:

15.
'

29340. ECON 141, lect, changed,

time: TR 12:30-1:45. exam code:

15, instr: NC, room: Bunche 3157.

29385, ECON 152, lect. cancelled.

29580, ECON 231, lect. changed.

Ume: WF 9-11. exam code: 2.

instr: NC. room: GSM 4357C.

29610. ECON 249, lect, new class,

Ume: T 1-3:30, exam code: 15,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

McCall, room: Socwelf 50, UUe:

Econometrics III.

29635, ECON 261, lect, new class,

time: W 3-6 pm, exam code: none,

anits: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Thompson, room: Bunche 3143,

UUe: Monetary Economics I.

29640, ECON 262, lect, cancelled.

EDUCATION ;::__

31031, EDUC Mioe, lect 1, can-

celled

31032, M108, lect2, changed, units:

NC, restrct: 3

, 31275, EDUC 200C, lect, new class,

.-time: T 12-4, exam code: 15, units:

4.0, restrct: none, instr: Bradford,

Clarence, room: MH 344, UUe:

Research McUkkI in the Cultural

(Continued on Page 22)

Erfo«summerflibschool

i''

Summer sessions at the

University of California

offer college students and

teachers some of the best

choices of courses, lan-

guage institutes and spe-

cial programs for credit in

the nation.

Plus, they offer college

students and teachers the

\

California summer. With

its beaches. Us mountains.

Its lakes. Its perfect wea-

ther.

Summer sessions will be

held at Berkeley, Davis,

Irvine, Los Angeles, River-

side, San Diego, Santa Bar-

bara and Santa Cruz. All

of them start in mid-)une

but vary in length from

campus to campus. Fees

range from $90 to $200.

For an application and a

bulletin, inquire at your

campus summer session

office. For more detailed

information on the other

UC campuses, fill out this

coupon and mail it to us.

r^
S Please send me information about UC summer sessions.

I am a student or teacher at :.

I Namt

.JLi-^.

111

•
I
I
•

C^ st.u
.

Lil •

Mall to: 570 University Hall, Univ. of Cal.. Berkeley. Ca. 94720.

J
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Write for FREE Brochure

on our Purchase Scheme

Harvey Owen
THE B.S.A.AWUMPH CENTER

(Dept.20) 181 Walworth Rd.

London S.E. 17. England

01-703 0282

SSOCM
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SPECIAL GUEST STAR

ftonccRounD
JflCKIC lOlllAX

Added
Attraction

- /

FRI. MAR 31 8 PM SANTA MONICA CIVIC
All seats reserved at SS.SO. $4.50. $3.S0

_
. . ^.

—liekHs AvettoMe att All Ti«ii«UoA OiilUtar

Santa Monica Box Ofiice. Call 393-9961

Produrrd t)V ((>\< »KT ASSOCIATIS '• »

4- i
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THE BEVERLY HILLS

ACADEWIY OF MUSIC & DANCE
1 20 South Doheny Dr., Beverly Hills

,

New classes being formed in '^'

Classical Ballet '^
*' • -.-T

unA*^ th« direction of

J^OBERT ROSSELIAT^
Internationally recognized authority of Classical

Ballet. Graduate of British Ballet Organization

Normal School. Studied with Edouard Esplnosa

ond Ofgo Preobafenska. -.- --

Beginners Intermediate Advanced
Professional

Afternoon, Evening & Saturday classes

For furthw information call: 274-9401 or 276-4283

Foundations of Education

:

Analysis of Survey Data in

Education

31283. EDUC M20lt:, lect.

cfianged. time: R 6-10 pm, exam

code: 24, instr: ftaucti, Max,

room: MH 205.

31354, EDUC 216A, lect, ctianged,

time: R9-12, exam code: 12, instr;

NC, room: MH 221

31355, EDUC 216B, lect, cancelled.

31363, EDUC 225, sem, new class,

time: R 1:30-4, exam code: none,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Bradford, C, room: MH 205, title:

Seminar: . Special Topics in

measurement and research

design \
31409. EDUC 242C, lect, changed,

time: R 4-8 pm, exam code: NC,

instr: NC, room: MS 3915A.

31414, EDUC 245B, lect, cancelled.

31415, EDUC 246B, lect, cancelled.

31417, EDUC 247, sem 1, can-

celled.

31420, EDUC 249C, sem, • new
class, time: tl)a, exam code: none,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Pace, Rol)ert, room: none, title:

Seminars: Evaluation in Higher

Education. Special Evaluation

Projects. r :"'.• '

;) .

31423, EDUC 251B, sem, can-

celled.

31434, EDUC, 253A, sem 2,

changed, time: R 10-1, exam
code: NC. .——i-

31435, EDUC 253B, sem, changed,

time: T. ^0-1, exam code: NC,

instr^ NC;room: MH 301.

31440, EDUC 253E, sem, changed,

time: M 4:30-7:30 pm, exto code:

NC, instr: NC, room: MH 224.

31445, EDUC, 257, sem 1, changed,

time: F 9-12, exam cole: NC,

. instr: NC, room: MH 221.

31455, EDUC 260, sem, new class,

time: M 6-10 pm, exam code 21,

units: 4.0^ restrct: 5, instr: Mc-
Neil, room: MH 348, title:

Seminar: Principles of

Curriculum and Instruction.

31461, EDUC 261D, sem, changed,

instr: NC, room: off cam.
31488, EDUC 267, sem., new cUite,

time: R 10-1, exam code: 14,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Baker, Eva, room: MH 224, title:

Seminar: Educatioiiial
Technology.

'

31497, EDUC 270B, sem, new
class, time: W4-8 pm, exam code:

20, units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Alkin, Marvin, room: MH 145,

title: Seminars: Administrative

Studies. Educational Govern-
ment, r^ -^^~ V ^ '^"^—-~"

31513. EDUC 280B, sem, changed,
time: M 12-4, exam code: 5, instr:

NC, room: NPI 77149.

31579, EDUC 412C, lect, chang€id,

time: NC, exam code: 3, Instr:

Healy, C, room: NC.

31612, EDUC 415B, lect, can-
celled.

31640, EDUC 423, lect, new class,

time: TBA, exam code: none,
units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

liamirez, Judith, room: none,

title: Instructional Strategies for

Student Teachers.

31725, EDUC 446, lect. changed,

instr: Williams, R.C., room:'NC.

31781, EDUC 596, I^Utr lA, new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2-8, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,

title: Directed Independent Study.

31810, EDUC 253A, sem 4, new

class, time: R 2-5, exam code: 18,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr^'

Carnoy, Martin, room: HH 146,

Title: Seminar: Comparative
Education: Current Problem^ in

Comparative Education.
. _ ; ^ ^

ENGINEERING
33062, ENGR 10, lect 2, cancelled.

33074, PNGR 10, lect 8, cancelled.

33130, ENGR 20, lect 1, changed,

instr: Melkanoff,M.A.,room: NC.

33131, ENGR 20, lect 2, changed,

instr: Melkanoff,M.A.,room: NC.

33185, ENGR 100, lect 1, changed.

units: NC, restrct: enroll in
33340, ENGR 104D, lab 5 c
units: NC, restrct: enroll in
33351, ENGR 105A. le"
changed, ins|r: Youna w.
room: NC. *' ^^

33363. ENGR 105D lec
changed, instr: Landolt J
room: NC. ^' "

a^

T^

instr: Alexopoulo6,.^N., room: NC.
33191, ENGRtflOL, li^ I, changed,

units: 2.0, restrct: NC.
33192, ENGR lOOL, lab 2, changed,
units: 2.0, Restrct: NC.

33193, ENGR lOOL, lab 3, changed,
units: 2.0, restrct: NC.
33194, ENGR lOOL, lab 4, changed,
units: 2.0, restrct: NC.
33205, ENGR lOOB, l6ci 1, can-

celled. ~

33240, ENGR lOOD, lect 1,

changed, instr: Klinger, A., room:-- NC.

33415, ENGR 109A, sec 2 in«.j
-Pillsbury, Rosenstein, time T.
3, room :Boelter 5252. exam caJ
6. '

.;
^1

33423, ENGR M115A \A
changed, instr: Allen, F g' r^\
NC.

'^•'

33424'; ENGR 115B, lect, changfc.
instr: Pogorzelski, R., room- Sri

3343i ENGR 116B, lect, changril
instr: Cotter, G. T., room NC
33435, ENGR 116M, lab, changed.
ifigtr: Hatcher, J., room NC
33437, ENGR, 116C, lect, changed.
instr: Hatcher^ J.S., room NC
33438, ENGR 116N, lab, change!
instr: Hatcher. J., room NC
33449, ENGR 120B, lect, changed
instr: the staff, room: NC
33461, ENGR 123A, lect l

changed, instr: Allen, J.R., room-

NC.
. ^ '

33464, ENGR 123B, lect, changed,!

.inatr:, Krieger, M., room: NC.

J334iS6, ENGR 124A, lect
1,

changed, instr: Nilsen, R.N.'

room: NC.

_^ ^^^^470, ENGR 125A, lect
1,]

changed, instr: Bussell, B., room

NC.
33475, ENGR 125B, lect, changed,!

instr: Nilsen, R.N., room: NC
33478, ENGR 125L, lect l,|

changed, instr: Uzgalis, R. room:

NC.

33486, ENGR 126C, lect, changed,

instr: Muntz, R.R., room: NC.

33495, ENGR 129A, lect> changed;

instr: Mortensen, R.E., room:

NC.
33508, ENGR 134, lect, changed,

instr:, Penyie; Catton, ROOM:

NC. ^^

33527, ENGR M140A, lect,

changed, instr: Allen, F.G., room:

-, t

NC. ^
33241, ENGR lOOD, lect 2,

changed, instr: Miller, A.H.,
room: NC. :>

33251, ENGR lOlA, lect, changed,
instr: Levan, N., room: NC.
33304, ENGR 104B, rec, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

33321, ENGR 104C, lab 1, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

33322, ENGR 104C, lab 2, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroU in dept
33323, ENGR 104C, lab 3, changed,
units: NC. restrct: enroll in dept.

33324, ENGR 104C, lab 4, chang<

itfiits: NC, restrct: enro(l in de|

33325, ENGR 104C, lab 5, change
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

33336, ENGR 104D, lab 1, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

33337 ENgR 104D, lab 2, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

33338, ENGR 104D, lab 3, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enrdl in dept.

33339, ENGR 104D, lab 4, changed.

33542, ENGR 14l, rec, cancelled.

33543, gNGR 144, Lab, cancelled

33610, CNGR 165A, lect, changed,

instr: Duke, CM., room: NC.

33613; ENGR 165B, lect, changed,

instr: Hart, G.C., room: NC.

33623, ENGR 167B, lect, new ctess,

time: MWF 8, exam code: 1,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Matthiescn, ftB , room: Engr 1

4114, title: Design of Reinforced

Concrete StructiDres.

33624, ENGR 167B, rec, new class,

time: F 9-12, exam code: tione,

Uinits: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Matthiesen, R.B^ room: Engr I

4114.

33639, ENGR 174A, lect, changed,

instr: Mobasheri, F., room: NC.

time: MW 9-10:15, exam code: 2,

title: Fundamentals ^

Mechanical Design.

33660, ENGR 178B, lect, time: MW

9-15, exam code: 2, title: Fun-

(ConUini«<lonPagea)

\ :::

OPPORTUNITY AWAITS

Spring Quorter offers an Innovative course in the Psychology Department -

'Principles of the Psychological Counseling Relationship", Psychology 195, and
sponsored in conjunction with the Office of Drug Education.

^

The course consists of three segments: lectures, training groups and personal
growth groups. Lectures will deal with psychological issues and concepts related

to the counseling situation. Specific topics include drug and sex education

counseling, suiciae prevention, and crisis intervention. Training labs will provide
experience in person-to-person counseling in these and other related

areas. Personol growth groups will provide an opportunity for further self-

exploration.

A unk^ue feature of this course is^ihol it will be designed ond conducted by
faculty and advanced graduate students In clinical psychology.

Due to the increased demand for a course of this noture, enrollment is limited

to upper-division students.

For odditionol information, please contact the Office of Drug Education in 306
Kerckhoff Holl, Ext. 57261; or the Psychology Department Advising Offke.

Room 1 53 1 Franz Hall, Ext. 5273 1

.

Have Some Time?
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNINGS
OR AFTERNOONS? ^ ^^

-

.... be on el6n:)entary teaching assistant.
"*

one-to-one tutor, or Initiate an after-school

remedial or enrichment doss.

SATURDAY AFERNOONS?
.... Initiate or help out enrichment classes,

«uch as crofts, science,' and P.E.

All fhM« ocKvitiM UJkm ploc* in four
•••mMotary tehools in Vonico.
TranspoHofion will b# provided.

COME SEE US NOW.

ASUCLA Tutorial Project

ook what they've

» -
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pnSsTMechanical Design.

^'"ftNGR 178B, tob. changed.

p MW 10^30-12. exam code:

Ki ENGR 187D, lect, changed,

Z Hulbert. S.. room: NC.

'

ja ENGR 191A, lect, new class,

p' TR »-lO. exan* code: 11,

fc 4 restrct: none, instr: the

:^ ^r^m: Boelter 5273 UUe:

jpational ,and Transform

'"^"^'eNGR 192A, lect 1.

instr: Hicks, T.E.,3731,

ihanged,

*S ENGR 193, lect, changed.

,,me' NC. exam code: 22

ENGR 210D. lect. changed.

ir' Orchard; Golden, room:

133837.
ENGR 215D lect^hang^.

str
Messenger. G., room. Ni..

43 ENGR 216C. lect. changed.

[ime Tft 5-7 pm, exam code: 20.

Instr:
Diloreto. A.G., room:

elter5440.

I
ENGR 217C, lect. canceUed.

' ENGR 220G. lect. changed,

J- Rubin. I., room: NC.

Ji ENGR 22A. lect, changed,

sU-' thes(taff, room: NC.

I, ENGR 224A, lect, changed.

Hme: NC. exam code: 8.

I ENGR 225F, lect, new class,

dme: TR 1-3, exam code: 1^.

lits 4.0. restrct: none, instr:

jju, WW, room: Boelter 2760,

5tle: Communication of Data in

Computer Systems. -^.A:-^ ,

m\ ENGR 228J. lect, new class,

me: TR 3-5, exam code: ISunits:

restrct: none, instr: Greibach,

A., room: MS 5217, title:

_

eminar in Automata and

.jguages. - ......^

110, ENGR 229C,Tecf; cancelled.

14, ENGR 229L, lect, cancelled.

,
ENGR 232A, lect, changed,

lUe: Combustion Processes.

, ENGR 235C, lect. changed,

instr: Smith,' C.B., room: NC.

1, ENGR 236C, lect, changed,

InsU": Erdmann; Hichfi, foom:

[33958, ENGR 239D, sem, changed,

ime: MW3-5. exam code: 8,instr:

)krent, D; Erdmann, room: MS
J.- ''^V^ '

•

'

y ENGR 266B, lect, changed,

time: TR 5-7 pm, exam code: 20,

NC, room: Boelter 5273.

1126, ENGR 280B, lect, changed,

8tr Lym^n; O'Brien, room:

i^- - •• •-^-^
•

'

|34i4i. ENGR 284C, lect, duoiged,
Btr: Mobasheri, F., room: NC.
4173, ENGR 291C, lect, new class,

ime: MW 12-2, exam code: 5,

nits: 4.0. restrct: none, instr:

Imann, R.C., rooifl: Boelter
760, title: Integral Equations in

Engineering.

J4175, ENGR M292B, lect,

changed, time: TR M, exam
18, instr: NC, room: Boelter

249. • •rwjv^r--?^^

1176, ENGR 2KA, lect, changed,
str: Temes, G.C., room: NC.
4177, ENGR 296, sem 1, changed.

LUIS BUNUKL'S

time: Nf 1-3, exam code: 5, instr:

NC, room: Boelter 52M. -

34186, ENGR 296, sem 4, new
class, time: TR 7-9 pm, exam
code: 22. uiiits: 2-4, restrct: none,

instr: Sines, G. H. , room: Boelter

5252, title: Seminar in

Engineering: Design for Fatigue

Reliability.

34188, ENGR 298, sem 5, new
class, time: TR 3-5, exam code:

18, units: 2-4, restrct: none, instr:

Pearl; Rubinstein, room: Boelter

3760,title: Seminar in

Engineering: Problem Solving

and Decision Making, P.S. II.

34190, ENGR 298, sem 6, new
class, time: TR 11-1, exam code:

14,units: 2-4, restrct: none, instr:

Libby, L.M., room: Boelter 5514,

title: Seminar in Engineering:

Special Topics on Environmental

Engineering.

34215, ENGR 471C, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: Boelter 5264.

34290, ENGR 239E, sem, new
class, time: TBA, exam code: 20,

units: 4.0, restfct: none, instr:

Perrine, R.L., Room: none, title:

Seminar: Current Topics in
Chemical Engineering.

ENGLISH
35027, ENGL 1, lect 28, canceUed.

35029, ENGL 1, lect 30, cancelled.

35030, ENGL 1, lect 31, cancelled.

35075, ENGL 2, lect 6^ changed,

instr: Roper, room: NC.

35079, ENGL 2, lect 9, changed,

instr: Vorpahl, room: NC. -

35105, ENGL lOA, lect, changed.

ern\ii\c\tn\^

«)n<l

i'JUls 1 lH'S<i.>

Milky W.vy

Sinu>i\
v>fthr Dv^svMt

.iiwl

Ai\dc\liisu\i\lJo^

.«( tlu

new vai;abond

<IU'.

.''>H7 L'17!

]

CARTOON 23A, Kerckhoff 110,

'Solomon, cancelled.

n-^'

*\

instr: NC, room: ftH220. -

335107, ENGL lOA, disc 2,

changed, time: F 10, exam code:

NC.
35164, ENGL IOC, disc 4, changed,

time: W 1, exam code: NC.

36126, ENGL 103K, Phonetics for

Teachers of English as a Second

Language, inst: Murcia, C, time:

TR2-4, room: Bunche: 3211, exam

code: 17.

35319, ENGL 134C, lect, changed,

instr: Yenser, room: NC.

35337, ENGL 140. lyt 3, changed,
instr: Marshall, room: NC.
35340, ENGL 140, lect 6, cancelled.

35362, ENGL, 142B, lect 3,

changed, time: MTWR 11, exam
code: 4^ instr: NC, room: RH 162.

35495, ENGL 180, lect, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept..

35515, ENGL 184, lect 1, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

35516, ENGL 184, lect 2. changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

35520, ENGL 185, lect, changed,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

35525, ENGL 186, lect, changed,

time: W 9-12, exam code: NC,
units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept,

title: Specialized Studies in

twentieth-century British
Literature: Dylan Thomas, &
W.H. Auden.

35535, ENGL 188, lect, changied,

time: TBA, exam code: NC, units:

NC, restrct: enroll in dept, inttr:

NC, room: none.

35540, ENGL 189, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

'35715, ENGL 235, lect, changed,

time: R 9-12, exam code: NC.

35735, ENGL 241B. lect, cancelled.

35875, ENGL 271, lect , new class,

time: T 2-6 pm, exam code: 17,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Povey, room: RH 242, title:

Studies, of .African Literature in

English. •*.•,
,.-::::c,' ••-;.:.:';_

FOLKLORE AND MYTHOLOGY
(INTERDEPARTMENTAL) -^

37576, FLKLORE M129, lect.

changed, time: MF 1-3, exam
code: 6, instr: NC, room: Bunche
3165. _ _

37685, FLKLORE 201 A, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrict:

enroll in deipt.

37686, FLKLORE 201B, lect,

.. changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept.

37691. FLKLORE 202B, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept.

^"-^7705. FLKLORE 216, lect,

changed, time: NC, exam code: 8,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept,

instr: NC, room: GSM 3343C.

37757, FLKLORE M243B, lect.

Changed, units^ NC, restrct:

enroll in dept

•V. u .

'
,

FRENCH
38110, FRENCH 4G, lect, can-

celled.

38242. FRENCH 12A, lect 1,

changed, Ume: MWR 4, exam
code: 9, instr :_NC, room: Socwelf

178.

38244. F&ENCH 12A. lect 3,

cancelled. i* '
' -'^ ^*- —

38245, FRENCH 12B, lect 1,

cancell^.

38247, J'RENCH12B, lect S,

changed. Ume: MWR 3, exam

code: 8, instr: NC, room: HH 122.

38268, FRENCH 102, lect 1,

changed, instr: Kite, room: NC.

38290, FRENCH 108, lect 3, can-

celled.
'

38310. FRENCH 103^, lect il

changed, instr: Korol-ward,

room: NC. . ,, . .
j

38327, FRENCH 108, lect,

changed, time: MW 2; F 2-4vexam

code: NC.

-S»fc-

GEOGRAPHY -^
40000, GEOG lA, lect 1, changed,

tinie: NC, exam code: 4.^^
.

40010, GEOG lA, lect 2, changed,

instr: Thomas, room: NC. >

40285, GEOG 172, lect, changed,

instr: Thrower, room: NC.

40287, GEOG 174, lect, changed,

jtime: NC, exam code: 14.

, GEOG 176, lect, new class;

ime: MWF 11, exam code: 4,

Onits: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

•fJlark. W.. room: Bunche A170,

«^tle: Quantitive Analysis.

4l0357. GEOG 191, lect 2, new class,

time: TR 8-9:15, exam code: 11,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Logan, R., room: Bunche 1209B,

Title: California.

I
- i:, - .

""

GEOLOGY ^ _J

41295, GEOL M1307lect, changed,

title: Isotope Geochemistry

(same as Geophysics Ml30)v

38371, FRENCH 119C, lect,

changed, time: TR 12, exam code:

15, instr: NC, room: HH 144.

38381, FRENCH 121A, lect, new

class, time: T 12; R 1, exam code:

15, unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Ogike, room: HH 218, title:

Contemporary .
Literature of

French Expression: Franco-

African Literature.

38391, FRENCH 138, lect,

changed, time: TRl, exam co4e:

16, instr: NC, room: HH 122.

36425, FRENCH 158, lect, new

class, time: R il, exam code: 11,

unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Hoy, room: HH 122, title: Images

of Women in Modem French

Literature.

38497, FRENCH 216C, lect. can-

celled.

38501, FRENCH 216F, lect, new

class, time: M 12-2, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Atlas, room: HH 144, title:

The Renaissance: Montaigne.

38509. FRENCH 217D, lect, new

class, time: R 3-5. exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dens, room: HH 130, Utle:

The Seventeenth Century:

Moliere. - . , -
^^'^-^ •'•• •" ^.-^

'

,' '••
•

38585, FRENCH 250B, lect, new

cUss, time: TBA. exam code:

none, -unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Weinroth, room: none, title:

Studies in Medieval Uterature.

38700, FRENCH 372, Ub, changed,

inatr: NC. room: RH 270.

38710, FRENCH 495, lect,

changed, instr: NC, room: HH
110.

GEliMANIC LANGUAGES -
42006, GERMAN 1, lect 6, can-

celled ' "^—
,

42032, GERMAN 2, leCt 3,

changed, units: NC, restrctL

Enroll in Dept.

~~~^

42038, GERMAN 2, lect "9, can- -

42039, GERMAN 2, lect 10, can- ~

celled.

42059, GERMAN 3, lect 10, can-

celled; r

42101, GERMAN 6, lect 2. new

class, time: MTRF 12, exam

code: 5, unite: 4.0, restrct: none.^

instr: The Steff, room: GSM 1264,

title: Intermediate .German.

42210, GERMAN 103A, leCt,

changed, instr: NC, room: GSM
3343C.

42246, GERMAN 117, lect.

Changed, instr: NC, roona: GSM
1337.

42259, GERMAN 121D, lect, new

class, time: NC. exam code: NC. .

unite: 4.0, restrct: NC, instr: NC..,

room: NC, title: Modem German

Literature in Translation. .

42260, GERMAN 121E, lect,

changed, title: Special Problems

in Literature: German-Jewish
Literature in Translation. _ -

42263, GERMAN 123B,, leCt,

changed, instr: NC, room: GSM
4343C.

42265. GERMAN 124, lect,

changed, time: MWF 2, exam

IMde: 3, instr: Johnson, B., room:

Rolfe 2135.

42395, GERMAN 209B, lect,

changed, time: NC, exam code:

19.
"•

42440, GERMAN 232, lect,

changed, time: NC, exam code:

15; instr: NC, room: RH 166.

— ---" (CoBttaeed on Page 24)
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59 songs
your mother never taught you

T
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KH404 125-2131 'Sponsored by SlC

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Proiect

helps kids with mental and physical handicaps

l-to-ltufor. cloitroom olde$ creotlv. program.

ORIENTATION MEETING:

AAonday, April Skdkmrman Union 3564 noon

FIRST TUTOR TRAINING:

Wodnesdoy, April 5 Ackormon Union 356^

NEW TUTORS: 7:00 p.m.

ALL RETURNING TUTORS: 7:30 p.m.

coH 825-2066 lor iirformarton or come to KerefchoU Hdl 407

IbySlC

,.*Wn

^.(Srt.-.

There's more than one way to skin an eco-catastrophe.

As the shouting dies down let the singing rise up-from

the only book with a song for every disaster: war, radia-

tion, smog, overpopulation. DDT on the dinner plate.

Songs by Seeger, McLean, Reynolds, and Paxton (and

their peer8).WIth guitar chords and savage illustrations.

j
Only $4.95-Mother would approve.

The Sierra Club survival tongbook
Now at your campus bookstore.
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DUTCH-FLEMISH AND
AFklKAANS
42636, DUTCH 112. lect, changed,

time: TR 11-12:15, exam cocle: 14,

instr: Kooi], J., room: MS 3974.

'

f '^ '^>
'

- " ' '
. .1

HUNGARIAN «t . ,

42643, HUNGAR lOlC, lect,

changed, time: MF 11-1, exam
code: 4, instr: NC, room: SocWelf

154.

42646, HUNGAR M136, lect,

changed, time: MF 1-3, exam
code: 6, instr: NC, room: Bunche
3165.

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES
42690, SCAND, 13, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: Bunche 3161.

42967, SCAND, 251, lect, changed,

instr: liC, room: Rolfe 3115r

--!•'

.

1':
«.*

. . ..

.

»

•

•

-^^-
'

- •

*. *

M
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HISTORY
.

43550, HIST IB, disc 10, changed,

time: M 2-4, exam code: NC.

43556, HtST IB, disc 16, changed,

time: F 12-2, exam code: NC,

instr: NC, room: RH 166.

43597, HIST 1C, disc 16, changed,

time: F"2-4, exam code: NC, instr:

NC, room: Rolfe 3135.

43632, HIST 6B, lect, changed,

instr: Saxon, A.»_room: W.Yoyng
2224. •:^—^^-^-^^-— '-'-:--••:

436:r7, HIST 6B, disc 5, changed,

time: T 1-3, exam code: NC, instr:

NC, room: GSM 4343C.

,43644, HIST 6B, disc 12, changed,

time: F 1-3, exam cOde: NC, instr:

NC, ioom: GSM 4343C. •

43651, HIST 6B,discl9, new class,

time: R 9-11, exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: consent of

instr. instr: The Staff, room: GSM
4343C, title: History of the
American Peoples.

43751, HIST 8, disc 1, changed,

time: W 11, exam code: NC.

43781, HIST 9C, disc 1, new class,

time: M 3. exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Wilson, R., room: RH 150, title:

Introduction to Asian

'Civilizations: History of Japan.

43782, HIST 9C, disc 2, new class,

time: T 3, exam code: none, units:

0.0, restrct: none, instr: Wilson,

R , room: RH 150

43783, HIST 9C, disc 3, new class,

timp: W 3, exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Wilson, R , room: RH 224.

43784, HIST 9C, disc 4, new class,

time: R 3, exam code: none.

uniU: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Wilson, R., room: RH 150.

43795, HIST 99, lect 8, cancelled.

43801, HIST 100, lect, changed,

time: NC, exam code: 14.

43104, HIST 108, lect, changed,

tfane: NC, exam code: 12.

43918, HIST 128B, lect, changed,

instr: Kennedy, P, rodm: NC.

43952, HIST 139C, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: Soc Welf 175.

439t6, HIST t42D, lect, changed,

time: TR 2-3:15, exam code: 17.

44006, HIST 147A, lect, cancelled.

44158, HIST 181, lect, changed,

time: NC, exam code: 15.

44222, HIST 189B, lect, changed,

time: MW 2-3:30, exam code: 7,

instr: NC, room: HH 213.

44324, HIST 197, lect 7, cancelled.

44332, HIST 197, lect 15, new class,

time: W 4-7 pm, exam code: none,

units: 4.6, restrct: enroll in dept,

instr: Krekic, room: GSM 3343C,

title: Undergraduate Colloquia

44333, HIST 197, lect 16, new class,

time: F 2-3, exam code: none,

units: 4.0. restrct: enroll in dept,

instr: Huang, room: Bunche 1265.

44335, HIST 198A, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: Rolfe 2214. ^
44.346, HIST 198C, lect, changed;

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr:

44347, HIST 198C, disc 1, changed,

time:„T2-5, exam code: NC, units:

4.0. restrct: consent of instr, instr;

>JC, room: GSM 2278.

44348, HIST l9ec, disc 2, changedT
time: R 1-4, exam code: NC,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Mulligan, J., room:

GSM 2278.

44350, HIST 199, tutr 1, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

44351, HIST 199, tutr 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: enroll in dept.

EARNING
SKILLS
CENTER

Do you know when to stop studying for an

examination? —_:^/ - - '^

Do y<5u anticipate most questions on examina-

tions (essay or objective?) --(^

Do you delay undechning until you have com-

pletely read a chapter of a text? -

Are vou satisfied wj^th the way you express

your thoughts in writing?

Can you predict your grades on tests, papers,

reports, etc., accurately?

Can you derive mathematical formulas from

your understanding of the concepts?

Can you do all you^r reading and study assign-

ments In the time you have set aside for study?

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED ^*NO" TO ANY OF
{THE ABOVE QUESnONS, YOU AAAY FINDTHE
SEVERAL PROGRAMS OFFERED BYTHE LEARN-
ING SiULLS CENTER HELPFUL TO YOU.

Inquire at Social Wdfare 271. (82)5-7744

A itud^nf s«fvlc«. tr99 to r^gularty enrolled sfudmhfs.

44438, HIST 209B, lect, changed,

time: T 4:3(HJ:30 pm, exam code:

17, instr: NC, room: Rolfe 3131.

44472, HIST M215C, lect, changed,

time: R ft-10 pm, exam code: 24,

instr: Rauch, Max, room: MH 205.

44477, HIST 222B, l«ct, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. " '
*"

-^^ W
44492, HIST 228, lect. changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.-' ''-i '. '

' ^ J.'. •

44495, HIST 230 A, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44518, HIST 230F, lect, changed,

time: R 3-5, exam code: NC,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: NC, room: Bunche

A152.

44530, HIST 230H, lect 1, changed,

units: NC, restret: consent ot

instr.

44531, HIST 230H, lect 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44545, HIST 230L, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. ; /
44565, HIST 230N, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. ^
•

'.

44580, HIST 240A, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

Topics in |ii«tpry :
Eastern

Europe. -
^^'^ ' '-^-

44610, HIST 240G, lect 1, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44611, HIST 240G, lect 2, changed,

uniU: NC, restrct: consent of

44612, HIST 240H, lect 1, chwiged,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. ::i - .,V..
'„'

L:''

. i»

44585, HIST 240B, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent pf,

instr. _ L' .

44590, HIST 240C, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent^!

instr.

44595, HIST 240D, lect 1, changed,

units: NG, restrct: consent of

instr.

44596, HIST 240D, lect 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr ' V' ' i^C ;

^44598, HIST 240E, lect 1, Changed^^

units: NC, restrct: consent ot

instr.-
"

i

4459^ HIST 240E, lect ?, can-

celled.

44600, HIST 240E, lect 3; changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44601, HIST 240E, lect 4, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

ins^.

44^, HIST 240E, lect 5, changed,

.units: NC, restrct; consent of

instr.

44604, HIST 240F, lect, new class,

time: W 4-7 pm, exam code: none,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Krekic, room: GSM 3343C. title:

44613, HIST 240H, lect 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44614, HIST 240H, lect 3, changed,

Jime: M 10-12:30, exam code: NC,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: NC, room: GSM
4357C.

44615, HIST 240H, lect 4, changed,

units: NC, restrct: , consent of

instr.
'- "

-
^^

44616, HIST 240H, lect 5, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. ' if^ "
,

,

44618, HIST 240J, lect 1, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.
—''—

-
- -= -—-- --^"-^=^-''-,--

^4619, HIST 240J, lect 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr, -^
.

44620, HIST 240J, lect 3, cliartged,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.
^

44621, HIST 240J, lect 4, ctuinged,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr; instr: Khachab, room: NC.
44623, HIST 240K, lect, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent Of

instr.
.

44625, HIST 240L, lect, cancelled,

44630, HIST 240N, lect 1, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. i

44631, rilST 240N, lect 2, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

(Paid AdvertlMrmnt)

CJOOU 0)0. qS/L ix^iitJ&^eJ.

Scores: O'i) UfeiVuxcd'^iOlr

j»„.
instr.

44640. HIST 250B, seni. chan^
units: NC. restrct: consent^
instr. '"

44657, HIST 252C, sem, chanpM
units: NC, restrct: consent^
instr. ^

^

44666, HIST 253B. sem, changed
unite: NC, restrct: consent rf
instr. . .

"

44«». HIST 256B, sem, changed
umte: NC, restrct: consent^
instr.

^

44700, HIST 258B, sem, changed
unite: NC, restrct: consentof
instr-

44715, HIST 259B, sem changed
units: NC, restrct: consent of
instr.

44727, HIST 261B, sem, changed
unite: NC, restrct: tonsentoi
instr, ; . , .

44750, HIST 265B, sem, changed
unite: NC, restrct: consent of
instr.

44760, HIST 266B, sem, changed
unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. ' : V ' ; i

44765, HIST 2661^, sem, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent o!

instr.

44784, HIST 2e9B, sem, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

44790, HIST 270B, sem, changed,

u^nite: ^IC, restrct: consent of

TniBtr.

44802, HIST 272B, sem, changed,

unite; .NC, restrct: coivsent of.

instr. "
.

44880, HIST 28^, sem, changed,

.unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: NC, room: off cam.
' 44900, HIST 285B, sem, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr. .^^ ' '

;:^ 44926, filST 288B, sem, changed,

unite: • NC, restrct: consent of

instr. . -

HUMANITIES
46006, HUMANIT 1A, disc 6,

changed, time: M 1, exam code:

NC.

46007, HUMANIT lA, disc 7,

changedvjUme: W 1, exam code:

NC. '
• "

46008, HUMANIT lA, disc 8,

changed, time: F 1, exam code:

NC, instr: NC, room: Rolfe 2126

46010, HUMANIT lA, lect 2, ne*

class, time: MW 11, exam code: 4,

unite: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Shideler, room: RH 264, title:

World Literature: Antiquity to

Renaissance.

46011, HUMANITIA, quiz 2A, new

class, time: T 11; F H. units: 00,

restrct: none, instr: the staff,

room: Rolfe 2203.

46012, HUMANIT lA, quiz 2B, new

class, time: F 11, exam code:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the sUff, room: HH 146

46013, HUMANIT lA, quiz 2C, new

cUs8, time: F 11, exam code:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the stoff, room: HH 144.

(Continued OB Page 2S)
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l'uHUMANmA.qutt2D.new
*?«: time: R M\ F U. ««>

i.,1^ the sttff. room: Rotfe

"1 HUMANIT 10». .lect.

S'ed time: MWF J?, exam

^NC. instr: NC. t«om: GSM

S78.

50215, LIB SER 421, lect 2,

changed, instr: Brubaker, R.,

room: Powell 326.

50217. LIB SER 421, lect 4.

changed, instr: Eisenbach. E.,

room: Powell 900G.

50232, LIB SER 430, lect 2, new
class, time: MW IM, exam code:

4, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Rosenberg, room:
PoweU 326. Utle: Selection and

Calculus for Life Science
Students.

53301, MATH 3B, quiz 2A, new
class, time: T 9, exam code: none,
units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the
sUff, room: MS 5147.

53302, MATH 3B. quiz 2B, new
class, time: R9, exam code: none,
units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the
staff, room: MS 5147.

53350. MATH 3C, lect 3, new class,

^l^Mtr rvtirJ riches OT power >-how abou.^ 5otnr>e cWss^-s <
i»--

ITALIAN
,

47002, ITALIAN 1, leict "% CW-

CfUcd.

47060, ITALIAN 2A, Icct, changed,

Ume: MTWRF 10-12. exam C9de:

3, instr: Merino, room: NC.

47115. ITALL^N 5. lect. Changed.

instr: White, room: NC.

47130, ITALIAN 6, tect. changed.

Ume: MTWRF 12. exam code: 5,

instr: Dutschke. room: RH 340B.

47146, ITALIAN 8B. lect, new
class, time: MWF 12. exam code

5, uniU: 2.0, restr^: nopie. instr

Reynolds, room: " MR 184. title

Italian Conversation. m;

47147, ITALIAN 8B, sec 2, Instr:

Reynolds, time: MWF 9. room:
GSM 3343C, exam code: 2.

47151, ITALIAN 8C, lect. changed^

Ume: MWF 12, exam code: NC.
instr: Reynolds, room: NC.
47152, ITALIAN 8C, sec 2, instr:

Reynolds, Ume: MWF 9. room:
GSM 3343C, exam code: 2.

47188, ITALIAN lOlC. lect,

changed, time: MWF 11. exam
co^: 4. instr: NC, room: RH 354.

47215, ITALIAN IISC. lect.

changed, instr: Cecchetti. room:
NC.

47217, ITALIAN 114A. leCt,

changed, instr: Masciandaro,
room: NC. . ,j ^
47329. ITALIAN 2i6A. lect. new
class, time: R 3^. exam code:
none, units: 4.0. restrct: none,
instr: ChiappeUi. F.. room: RH
^. title: luiian Uterattire of the
Sixteenth Century: MachiaveUi.
47415, ITALIAN 259A, lect,
changed, time: T 3:30-5:30. exam
code: NC.

JOURNALISM
^70, JOURNAL 182A, lect.
changed, time: T 1-4, exam code:
15. instr: NC, room: MH 134.

*«090, JOURNAL 192, lect,
changed, units: NC, restrct:
"»n>ll in dept, instr: Pucha, room:
NC.

^lOO, JOURNAL 199. tutr, new
c»8i, time: TBA, exam code:

Jjw, units: M, restrct: enroll in

*Pt. instr: the staff, room: none.

J«w: Individual Studies.
«»10, JOURNAL 204, lect 1.

instr: Wilcox, room:

Acquisitian of Library Materials.

50240, LIB SER 431, lect. new
class, time: TR 11-1, exam code:

14, unitK: 4.0. restrct: enroll in

dcfit, instr: Evans, room: PoweU
300G, Utle: Special Problems in

the Selection ol Materials and

Evaluation of Collections.

50301. LIB SER 479, lect. can-

celled.

LINGUISTICS
51288. LING 215. lect. changed,

time: MW 2-4, exam code: 7. in-

str: NC. room: GSM 2278.

5132^, LING 225L, lect, new class,

time: R 1-4, exam code: none,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Anttila. F., room: Bunche 3175,

title: Linguistic Structures:

time: MWF 12, exam code: 5,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Spencer, J., room: MS 5200, title:

Calculus for L^fe Science

Students. -

53351, MATH 3C, quiz 3A, new

class, time: T 12. exam code:

none, unito: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: MS 5128.

53352, MATH 3C, quiz 3B. new

class, time: T 12, exam code:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: MS
5137.

53353, MATH 3C, quiz 3C, new

class, time: R 12. exam code:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: MS 5127.

53354, MATH 3C, quiz 3D, new

class, time: R 12, exam code:

55527, MED MIC 209, lect, time:

MW 9, exam code: 2, title: In-

droduction to Laboratory Re-

search in Immunology.
55528, MED MIC 209, lab,

changed, time: MW 10-1. exam
code: NC. ^< '"tf

55580, MED MIC M260, lect, new
class, time: M 4-6 pm, exam code:

none, units: 2,0, restrct: none,

instr: Hildemann. room: Hlthsci

43105, title: Inununology Fonim
(same as Bacteriology M2eO). -

METEOROLOGY '

56046, METEOR M3L, lab 6,

changed, time: R 3-5. instr:

Edinger, room: Boelter 9413.

56047, METEOR BiI3L, Ub 7.

changed, time: R 3-5. instr:

Edinger, room: Boelter 9413.

56225, METEOR 164. lab^

changed, time: TBA, exam code:

NC.
56230, METEOR 199, tutr, new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2-4, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: none, title:

Special Studies in Meteorology.

56370, METEOR 230, lect. new

class, time: TR 1-2:30, exam
code: 16, units: 4.0^ restrct: none,

instr: Thome, room: Boelter 9436.

title: Theory of Planetary At-

mospheres.

5*393, METEOR 247A, lect.

cancelled. ; ::,^ , :"
*'-

MUSIC - ^ .••.:' \v
•

57010, MUSIC 1, lect 2. changed,

units: NC. restrct: music.

57320, MUSIC 7lP, lect, new class,

time: TBA, exam code: none,

units: 2.0, restrct: enroll in dept,

instr: Morton, D., rodm: none.

title: Music and Dance of Sunda.

57381, MUSIC 106A, lect. changed,

time: TR 9:30-11, exam code: 12. ^
instir: NC, room: SH 1440. •

57526, MUSIC 135C. lect. changed,

time: MW 11-1", F 11, exam code: r-

NC. "^

57773, MUSIC 171P, led, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Morton, D., room:

none, title: Music and Dance of

Sunda.

57790, MUSIC 190A, a|em, can-

celled. ^
NAVAL SCIENCE
59150, NAV SCI 1Q2C. lect 1,

changed, time: TR 8, exam cbdet

NC.
'^*'-

59151, NAV iSa lose, lect 2,

changed, time: TR 9, exam code:

NC. . _
59152, NAY SCT 1(BC, Tecf 3. hew
class, time: TR 11. exam code: 20.

units: 2.0. restrct: none, instr: the

staff, room: MG 133, title:

Leadership and MiUtary Justice.

:

59153, NAV SCI 102C. lab 1. can-

celled

59154, NAV SCI 102C, lab 2. can-

celled.
'

NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES

i)

\

*r i . »

ARABIC ^,
60066, ARABIC tC, lect. changed,

Ume: MWF 8, TR 8-10. instr: NC.

room: Rolfe 2216. - -

HEBREW
60641, HEBREW 210B, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 4.0^ restrct: none,

instr: Leslau, room: none, title:

(GMtlMMd en Page 21)
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Finno-Ugric. '^?^^^^Tfone, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

513^, LING 225S, lect, canceUed. instr: the sUff, room: MS 5138

changed

^«165. JOURN/yL 282. sem,
^nged. instr: Diehl. room: NC.

[;[BHARY SERVICE
^^ LIB SER 205, lect, changed,
^^ NC, restrct: enroll in dept

2^. MB SER 412, time: MW 3-5.

51395, LING 235,> lect, cancelled.

51427, LING 250C, sem 3, new

class, time: MW 3-5, exam code:

8, unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Partee. B., room: Rolfe 2135, title:

Topics in Linguistics Theory.

Seminar.

INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES
OF LATIN AMERICA ^^ ^
51850, TN LANG iftB, Tect,

changed, Ume: MWF 9; T 10-12,

exam code: 2, instr: McClaran,

C. room: Rolfe 313123.

MANAGEMENT
A complete schedule of

management courses for the

Spring Quarter 1972 will be

available in GSM 3250.
'

MATHEMATICS
53109, MATH lA, lect 5, new class,

Ume: NC, exam code: NC, unite:

4.0, resUxt: NC, insU-: NC, room:

NC, UUe: Algebra.

53111, MATH IB, lect, new class,

time: MWRF 11, exam code: 4,

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Pollack, F, room: MS

5127, Utle: Pre-Calculus.

53126, MATH 2A, quiz IF, can-

celled.

53143. MATH 2A, quiz 2C,

changed, instr: NC, room: MS
6021.

53160, MATH 2B, lect, changed,

insU-: NC. room: Boelter 3400.

53200. MATH 2C. lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: MS 5200.

53290, MATH 3B, lect, changed,

insU-: Sanchez, D., room: NC
53300, MATH 3B, lect %, new class,

time: MWF 9, exam code: 2,

unite: 4.0. restrct: none, instr:

Weiner. J., t^rn MS «y. title:

53616, MATH llC, quiz 2F,

changed, time: T 9, instr: Uie

staff, room: MS 5137.

53710, MATH 12A, lect, changed,

Ittstr: Atzmon. A., room: NC.

53823. MATH 12C, quiz IC,

changed, insbr: NC, room: MS
3915D.

53996, MATH 20, led. changed,

instr: Rothschild. B.. roofn: NC.

54109. MATH lOlC, lect. changed. -

instr: NC, room: MS 3915A.

54114, MATH 102C, lect, changed,

insU-: NC, room: MS 3915A.

54146, MATH HOC, lect. changed,

Ume: MWRF 1. exam code: 6,

instr: NC, room: MS 5137.

54ltf8, MATH 130A. Icct 3.

changed, instr: McLaurin, J.,

room: MS 5127.

54220, MATH 132. lect 1. changed,

instr: NC, room: MS 5118.

54244, MAtH 140C, lect, changed,

time: MWRF 12, exam code: 5.

instr: NC, room: MS 5233.

54278, MATH 151, lect, changed,

time: MTWF 1, exam code: 6.

54509, MATH 226C, lect, changed.

instr: NC, room: MS 7808.

54568, MATH 246B, lect, changed,

time: NC, exam code: 4, instr:

NC, room: MS 5148.

54649, MATH 266C, lect, changed,

instr: Varadarajan, V., room:

NC.
54683, MATH M274B, lect,

changed, time: TR 3-5, exam

code: 18, instr: NC, room: Boelter

5249.

54716. MATH 285F, Changed.

Ume: MWF 11. exam code: 4.

instr: DeSaplo, R., room: MS
6627. Utle: Seminar in Topology.

VfKDIC AL MICROBIOIXKJY
AVn llif^yUNOLOGY

ACROSS
l.yery
warm

4. Jeweler's
weight

9. Vehicle
12. Blackbird
IS. Dwelling
14.— Khan
15. Adomer
17. NegaUve
18. Thing

(law)
19. Impudent

child
21. Knight

of the
-^ Round
Table

24.Pre-
Cambrian

27.atru8
dHnk

2S. Hfrden
St.Scdpe
81. Actress-

author
SS. Per-

formed
tS. Feminine

name
SCWlde ,

88. Through
4i. Habitual

drunkard
41. Succet-

sloni

4S.Calired
gems

48. Horse's
paee

48.False-
hood

41. Kimono
sash

49. Stopping
M.Card

gam^
55. Unaccom-

panied~''\
58. Female

deer
51. Spanish

tlUe
58. Remar-

ried
89. Be in debt

1.

2. Undi-
vided

8.Twltdi-

4. ranter's
marks

5. Embar-
rassed

€. Decay
1. Sun-dried

bridL
8. Fear
9. Chinese

dialect

19. Past
n.aub
18. NaUve

meUl
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; to prayer

21. Clothes
22. Idolise

2S. Turning

25. Eskimo
house 4

1

28. Irish.

Welsh,
etc.

29. Summit
S2.Hit

musical
S4. Refuse

81. East
Indian
cedar

39. Elevated
42. Stone

pillar
'

44. Joined
41 Aged
48. DMisive

somid
59. PUnt _
5L Interna^
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language

8S.At
present
time

82. "Turn
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History of the Hebrew Language.

60645, HEBREW 220, lect,

changed, time: T8-11, exam code:

NC, instr: NC,^ room: Rolfe 2210.

8EM1TICS " - TV
60977, Semitic 230, sem, changed,

instr: NC, room: Rolfe 3115.

TURKIC ^
61053, TURKIC 102A, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: none, title:

Intermediate Tukish.

61058, TURKIC 103A, lect, can-

celled.

61115, TURKIC 211, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: none.

•*
I;

NEUROSCIENCE^

—

;

( Interdepartmental

)

62018, NEUROSC 599, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept.

NtfRSINO"
vw^rw^rVrwrw^ciwrwrv^'WifVrVfvy*'

-~ • :x.-:y:_'M

^^

*4kXi«v
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i
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62033. NURSING 104B, lect,

changed, time: T9-12, exam code:

11.

62040, NURSING llOA, lect,

changed, units: NC, time: F 10-12,

exam code: 13, restrct: 4. .

62041, NURSING UOA, lab,

changed, units: NC, restrct: 4.

62042, NURSING, HOB, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct: 3.

62043, NURSING HOB, lab 1,

"changed, units : NC; restrct : 3.

62044, NUKbiNii llOB, lab 2,

changed, units: NC, restrct: 3.

62045, NURSING HOC, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct: 3.

62046, NURSING HOC, latf.

changed, units: NC, restrct: 3.

62075, NURSING 185, lect,

changed, insfr: Bullough, B.,

time: ^W 10-12, exam code: 3,

room: NC.
62305, NURSING 597, tutr,

< changed, instr: Young, R.J.,

room: NC. "

OHIKNTAL LANGUAGES
,63295. ORIEN L 109C, lect 2, new
class, time: MTWR 1, exam code:
6, units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

EPP. R., room- Rolfe 2222, title:

Intermediate Modem Japanese.
63271, ORIEN L M222A, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

consent of instr.

63290, ORIEN L 253, sem, new
class, time: TBA, exam code;

none, units: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Ashikaga, E., room: none,

lille: Seminar: Selected Topics ia

Inpanese Buddhism
;

PATHOLOGY
64500, PATH 235A, lect, new class,

time: TBA, exam code: none,

units: 2.0, restrct: enroU in dept,

instr: Gerschenson; Van Roy,

room: none, title: Regulation of

the Gene Expression in Mam-
malian Cells.

PHILOSOPHY
65315, PHILOS 106, lect, changed,

time: MTWF 12, exam code: 5,

instr: NC, room: SocWelf 167.

65325, PHILOS 107, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: SocWelf 167.

|5355, PHILOS 127A, lect, can-

celled

65357. PHILOS 127B, tect, new

class, time: MTWF 1, exam code:

6, units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Kripke, room: SocWelf 154, title:

Philosophy of Language.

65611, PHILOS 205, lect, new

class, time: MTWF 12, exam
code: 5, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

„instr: Landesman, room: SocWelf

167, title: Continental Ration-

alism.

65644, PHILOS 222B, lect,

changed, time: W 3-6 pm, exam
code: NC, instr: NC, room: Rolfe

2125..

65654, PHILOS 236, lect, can-

- celled.' .. • ^yf^:^:i^'

65718, PHILOS 277, sem. changed,

instr: NC, room: GSM 4343C.
,

65780, PH<LOS 596 A, tutr. new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 2-8, restrct: ennrfl in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,

titl6: Directed Individual Studies.

65786, PHILOS 596B, tutr, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unis: 2-8, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,

title: Directed Individual Studies.

65791, PHILOS 597, tutr, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 2-8, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,^

i-
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title: Preparation for Master**

Comprehensive or Doctoral

Qualifying Examinations.

65806, PHILOS 5WA, tutr, new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 2-8, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the sUff, room: none,

title: Research for Doctoral

Dissertation. » ~

65811, PHILOS 5WB, tutr, new

class, time: TBA, exam, code:

none, unite: 2-8, restrct: enroll in

dept., instr: the staff, room: none,

title: Research for Doctoral

Dissertation. ^

PHYSICAL
—

EDUCATION
66025, P E 1. ACT 26, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: Jione.

66112, P E 2M, ^CT changed,

unite: NC, re8toct:\P E.

66235, PE 15B, lab 2, new class,

time: TR 10-li, exam code: none,

unite: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Edgerton, V.R., room: LS 2226,

title: Introduction to Hum|an
Physiology.

66236, P E 15B, lab 3, new class,

time: TR 6-8 pm, exam code:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: Edgerton, V.R., room: LS
2226.

Kinsey 346.

69595, PHYSICS 221A, led.

changed, instr: NC, room: Kinsey

365

69625, PHYSICS 226B, lect,

changed, time: TR 2-3:30, exam

code: 17, instr: NC, room: Kinsey

230
;.-'"""- _^ •

'/

6%50, PHYSICS 232, lect,

changed, time: TR 11, exam code:

14, instr: NC, room: Knudsn

1220B. -

6%65, PHYSICS 241C, lect,

changed, time: MWF 11, exam

PHYSICS
69140, PHYSICS 7A, lect 1,

changed, unite: 0.0, restrct: enroll

in 4 day lee.

69141, PHYSICS 7A, lect lA,

changed, unite: 4.0, restrct; NC,

instr: Shepard, room: NC-
69142, PHYSICS 7A, lect IB,

changed, unite: M restrct: NC.

69143, PHYSICS 7A, lect IC,

changed, unite: 4.0, restrct: NC.

69144, PHYSICS 7A, lect ID,

changed, unite: 4.0, restrct: NC.

69145, PHYSICS 7A, lect IE,

changed, unite: 4.0, restrct: NC,

instf: the staff, room: NC.

69146, PHYSICS 7A, lect IF,

changed, unite: 4.0, restrct: NC,
^

instr: Davidov, room: NC. ' '..

69365, PHYSICS 112A, lect,

changed, time: TR 11:30-12:45,

exam code: NC.
69391, PHYSICS 116, lab, new
class, time: T 2-5, exam code:

none,, unite: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff , room : Kinsey 252,

title: Electronicsr- '

i \^
69505, PHYSICS 199, tutr. new
class, titQe: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 2-4, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: thesteff, room: none,

title: Special Studies in Physics.

69573, PHYSICS 213C, lect,

changed, time: TR 10*11:30, exam
code: NC, instr: NC, room:

'coder NC. '-

69675, PHYSICS 261. »em, new

class, time: MF 12-1:30, exam
code: 5, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

insir: 'Schwinger, J., room:

Kinsey 230, title: Seminar in

Special Problems in Theoretical

Physics. -t->i-

69714, PHYStCS 292, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Rudnick; Putterman,

room: none, title: Research
Tutorial in Spectroscopy, Low
Temperature and Solid State

Physics.

69716, PHYSICS 295, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Jackson, room: none, title:

Research Tutorial in Solid Earth

Physics. 'V-.: w.i ;.l>^ -^5;*,'

"

69718, PHYSICS 298, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: none, title:

Research Tutorial in Ex-
perimental Elementary Particle

Physics.

69720, PHYSICS 299, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4l0, restrct: none,

instr: Slaus, room: none, title:

Research Tutored in Nuclear

Physics. "^"~
* ^" "^'

"

TOSEIHER DOUBLE-BILL!

The original

full length version

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

2001:

42 MEMBER
COMMUNALTDUWNG COMWKNY

r

MADDOCSa.
EHCUSHHEH

N

> N,T

MOM GP

A

SPACE

ODYSSEY

FULL SOUND
TECHNICOLpR

FRI-SIT MIBNIGHT: adm: M.25

I • r

TI^-.--».

PHYSIOIXKS^
71060, PHYSIOL 102. le,,
changed, time: M 8-li, WRf i
exam code: NC, instr: Nc n^
HHhsci «3105.

^*^-

71061, PHYSIOL 102, lab i ne»
class, time: W 9-12, exam coT
none, unite: 0.0, restrct consm
of instr, instr: Tormey, j r^.
Hlthsci 53159, title: ReZ
Respiratory, and Gastronin
testinal Physiology.

71062, PHYSIOL 102, lab 2 net
class, time: R 9-12, exam code
none, unite: 0.0, restrct: consent
of instr, instr: Tormey, j , room
Hlthsci 53159.

71070, PHYSIOL 103, lect

changed, time: M li; M 1; T8 T
11, exam code: NC, instr: Nc
room:.Hlthsci 63105.

71071, PHYSIOL 103, lab 1, new

, class, Ume: TBA, exam code
none, unite: 0.0, restrct: consent

of mstr, instr: Btfchwald, j

room: Hlthsci 63150, title: Basi^

Neurology.

71072, PHYSIOL 103, lab 2, n|v
class, time: TBA, exam codt:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: consent

of instr, instr: Buchwald, J

room: Hlthsci 63159.

71090, PHYSIOL 199, tutr, new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 1-8, restrct: consent

of instr, instr: Langer; Eisenberg,

room: Hlthsci, title: Special

iStudifg,^ '

f

'

71123, PHYSIOL 203,

Neurophysiology, instr: Bucb-
^ waW, J., time: M 11, 1-5; T8-12; F

9-11, room: Hlthsci 63105, restrct:

majors only.

71125. PHYSIOL 204, lect, can-

ceUed. "^

,71145, PHYSIOL 210, lect,

changed, tii[n,e: F 3:30-5:30 pm,

exam code: NC, instr: NC, room:

off cam. . .

71153. PHYSIOL 211C, lect,

changed, unite: 2.0, restrct: NC,

instr: NC, room: off cam.

71158. PHYSIOL 212C, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

consent of instr.

71172, PHYSIOL 222, lect, units:

NC, restrct: consent of instr, title:

Gradviate Commentary:
Energetics and Metabolism.

71173, PHYSIOL 223, lect, units:

NC, restrct* consent of instr, title:

Graduate Commentary:.
Physiology of the Nervous

System.

74178, PHYSIOL 225, lect,

-changed, instr: Eisenman;

Hagiwara, room: NC.

71179, PHYSIOL 226, lect. new

class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: none,

instr: Szabo, G., room: none,

. title: Bilayer Membranes.

71195, PHYSIOL 251C, sem.
'

changed, time: T 4-5, exam code:

NC, instr: NC, room: Hlthsci

53106.

(ContlniiedoBPageSl)

LUIS BUNUEL'S
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Angel
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^
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Hundreds of Records from .99

Hundreds oiT-apes frpm 3.98

Complete Selection of Rock, PbfW, Blues, Jazz, Classical, Import..

Warner - Reprise

m MERICA HARVEST-NEIL YOUNG

Voungbloods ^ ,„:

Seals and Crofts

iini Kwe ski \i^: :__ ^

Ddddy Goer~
Curved Air ^^ ._ -„ .

Atlce Cooper
Sweetwater

"^^entangle

Stoneground ,

Jidn .

''verly Bros.

Peter Yarrow

Paul Stookey

/v^ory Trovers

Grateful Dead -^

Association

ntonio Carlos Jobim

Kod McKuen
an Dyke Parks

Bill Cosby
Mason Williams ~

Vince Guaraldi

Lric Anderson
Van Morrison ^^

^•'edd Foxx

Ooug Kershaw
1)1 1 1 Haley & Comets
Herbie Hancock

Tim Buckley

James Taylor -^

John Simon •

Faces

Deep Purple

BlackSabbath :

'

LittleFeo^ ..^^
Peter, Paul, Mary ';

Jackje Lornax

-»%>

r

^

-J. ,v

.€

Arip Guthrie :

Brook Benton.

Electric Prune

Fugs

RombLin Jack EHiott

1?a ndy N ewnpaa
"^

Fats DomiK^.,
Fomily

'

Neil Young
i^tchofd l^f^yef^

'
1 • '

^-—— y: -

—

^''
•

'4^ k '. / • . f!"

.
*

i. *

X -

'"---^

' 3

>

John Ha/tford

John Boldry

Paul Parrji^h

fiindred

Cp!c)S.eum.

John Stewart
"

Mothers of Invention ,

Frank Zappa

Jimi Hendrix

JethroTull

John Sebastian

Gordon Lightfoot

Joni Mitchell ..

Kenny Rodgers & First Edition

"Kinks . ;';-'V
''•

-'C-i' ^'-'1

IsAorgana King

Tom Lehrer

Miriam Makeba

Lenny Bruce

BertJansch 7
John^^enbourn

Theo Bikel

Ella Fitzger^ald .

" Peiarls Before Swine

Norman Greenbdum
Fleetwood"'Mdc 7,

'BeocK Boys ,.

Persuasions

"Mance Lipscomb

Little Richard .7

^ , Fanny
iovecraft

^ - Copt . fre^fheart

Nico

Mother/Earth'

Ohio Kpox

Peter Green
Savage Grace

Malo
Paul Williams

Ry Cooder
Crazy Horse *•

T. Rex
""

Tom Paxton

Moby Grape

...;4-.4

TWO STORE SALE
fS

ASUCLA Music Odyssey

Ackerman Union -p i^vel A
phone: 825-0623 U

You must
•••••••••'

present this ad for the Wilshire store!
^ inn ' '"^ fc-.Jiif f

^

Musk Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open lote eve^ night

;rrrT:Trrr»r»^^t

fcO. . .

,

.ts. »»-.
;£<scs:iiUiJi..«;

u<''**'
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Huncit yds of Records from ,99

-Hundreds of Tapes from 3.98

Cfc^^t^iplete
'-

^„' I
, Jion of Rock, Folk, Blues, Jazz, Clossic-al, linpart T >

'W''

"^ V

, Hundreds of Records~lrb.m .99

'_;i ' Hundreds of Tapes from 3.98 , .

Complete-Selection ofRock, Folk, Blues* Jazz, Classical, Import

.ArtBOii^-:

WWHig""""""

—rm- - T
t

. J"'

«

'— «-ii.« ' '"^*''

/' V

• ; 4'.

- \

* ..,.. y -^ ^:
t ,1

, ..w^ ,A

The Music People are the great artists

" ° on the Columbia 4nd Epic labels. \ ;^^^

Arid in this spectacular very specially priced

THREE-RECORD PACKAGE
youll get fo hear complete tracks from their newest albums.

At this pilce, noJbpdy should pass up "The Music People,'^.

p.

—-rr "

_

'— *

«
^

V

. n: _ _...

V

'
•

X. \ \ \ :

--- y•I

•r:'
_

>•.- —

k

> «

-;^=1F*,

" ^

HEAR THISI
» ,

*->
Vi

^^ BOB
* DYLAN'S
GREATEST

HITS

Including:

>yalcbingTh«
Riv«f Flow

Don t Thmli Twice,
It* AH Right

LayLcdyLay
Stuck Inaid* Of

Mob«««With
7MM«fnpfuB
BhwaAgatn

NNoTForVou

THE MUSIC PEOPLE
40GREATARTISTS

ON
THREE RECORDS ^

FORTHEUSUALPf^CEOF ONE,

BobDyhnBfnod.Svveaf Ateais- Snnfana
'Tif*n>feafs At<e^ *KM«rK4fSloWef s«>«

New Riders 0\ The Purple ^acje- Jeff Beck Group
T^| M.-ihnlTh<3 ByrdsTlw CIvirtibers Brothers

RedhoneE^qai Wmtei s White Trnsh- Chase
Poco- Jolvuiy Vytrlfet And-lt & A

Swe.ithdi) DnvidCl.iy''"y^*^
.^ ^% ^<*l ^>^

TheMonavtsnni i Orchestr /- J X OO
andi?C

!• Records

SpeoaRy Priced 4-Record Set

AtCamegiellall

Otoestions 67And 68fl'«n A Man/T

CotourMyWicxW/MW^eMeSnii' /..
Plus260aiers

4.

.;>/, "^^

.. .~
. Mi>|) mw.tmt, M».»,t)^^ ..

.

...j..„.:._

$6.77
Records

t

.BASF souHd-loop/

8

the world's finest 8-track cartridge .

wM\ the world's finest recording tape r

'.v';;"V e unrecorded tracks, ready to preserve your favorite selecUons

-_.; • Low noise for extra clarity and brilliance,; ;'_ '. ^ ,.1I.. ._

'• Lubncated tor years^of smooth_perfbrmance -;

~~"e '32, 64.o; 84 minutes playing time ; - ^^ -'
" t

T II ill . ' nW»V

Your best 8-track cartridge value . .

.

HEAR THIS!
(hi wtMid's finest recording tape products come Um BASF

i^../

C3X3UM

For thc^complete
• 3-record package!

KG 31120—A specialty priced

2record sel

Twenty-one songs that have
changed the course of music
forever. A 2-record set of

JH£ greatest hits. - --
.

«- . .- .-,

'""
- 7 > tVhite you're here for "The Music People"

save on Ih^se new releases by 1 he Columbia/ Epic

: ~C4X30M5—A Specially priced
4-record set

An incredible 4-record set taken

from their 6day live performanct
,- at Carnegie HalL /

vr

pacl^age;

Mus^c People:

y SAHTANA

ir

:*.- L^..

.« . "TK..

?:•«*'

«ASMtitt10'««ie

Tapes

• C»nsk»tent. superb

tfuility

• Many cicluthie leaTu'

Ptut FRf ( H««4fttilnc

plastic l^rma Store box

fo< lifetime ptotactioiiof yeuJ

l|wori»e ispei . _'

- . >,. - ,-; / 5
/'^

I l » i

• Hich-quality BASf
tape . , .

• low noise lor bigheit «

fidtlity

. 30. M. 90 and'
'

1?0 min 'p1ayl»»| '<"•

- tijnes
'-1

i.-Eiuf £RL£ gtijni-^ie
plastic mini t>oi tor lifetirtic

orotectipn of youi cassette

•ASF IHTipi -
• [rtra low nOfW •xi?^:

• k(tra-l))|ti output

PlUSfRft, handsorm
Perrha Store plasty i)oii to^

lifetime proWtttoo ai youi

tavdritetapn <

BASF Soundl^li
S I JtcV. uiu ft order)

Tapio C;«rtridi|«^ .

• •/S^let#^-tn>e
• Lfrw^oiae
• Lutiricatcd t Of lite

ir

'

- BllSf-^yourt€sttapevimnrs.

t

-n

^ %.

T
'L

^vX.,*
'.M

.1
.•-S;'

^., .-

».--' Get this plastic cassette swivel box

"
Klî '. i

-

Grand Opening ^•••-'••'-

RC 30S3S
There'^^re onfyittrw atoums in the

"yvorld that sound trtte this:

"S.int3na,*if 'S.intana Abraxas,'' -

and tins new one, teattirmg their

latest hits.

^SLsssoir
1 ii„(m

o.T...,,,,, ";™ I-

^^^ $2.99
each

HC 30750 ^^
The most important new album of

the 9«w wear. Paul Simon: with^

somf if tlie beit son^s he's ever
¥rritten. And with performances
to fnatch.

Kt 30S15
Native American music chants,

blues, R&B and most of all rock 'n

roll, and eicitemenl from this ^reat
Indian group.

Gonna fake
i a miracte

taura nyro
ondLabelte

.ntlud'og-

Oev'«« ' *

OASurxwr

KC 30987
Laura Nyro newly interprets sonrj
of the greatest hits Of Top-40 R&B.
Backed by Labelle.

KC 31144
Sweathog's latest album features
their smash hit "Hallelujah,'' some
new killer tunes and a few -:

surprises. High energy music
throughout.

KE 30986
Sly's most sensational collectroR.
Tf you've heard and loved tht
hit singles, get ready to be knocked
o^t by the whote album.

RSrSiSiiiisiwn^^^
«.mlolmMcLaiiBWIn

(Ttie innei Mounttwi
n«™«|

. .1^ cJITrVwIrSThe Noorwafd RK*
Meetmas ol the Spw« V^ilT^^ISuiointt

Ttoto^ on Irrsh Strearm,***"'*"^^

. — . --La .4

T j"

KC 30734
The soft and thoughtful sound that
made It's A Beautiful Day famous
is combined with a hard-rocking
side of the Sin Francisco group.

$2.99
_ Records

KG 31067
". . . the highest, most consciotts
music I've ever heard.'*

—Stephen Davis, The Phoenix

X.

-s

Cdssette

G-30 SK

C-60 SK

C-9bSK
C-120SK

each time

you buy BASF...

the world's finest

tape cassette

- J
'

«-.;•
,

-

ij

.*.-,l'SB

%4

Plu^, ALL the rest of our Columbia/Epk albun^ at these low prices!

^

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
AclcerrriQii Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

. 1
[Yog must present this ad lor the Wtlshtre store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wtlshire Blvd..

phone: 477-2523

open late every night

WITH BASF YOU GET..

• Consistent, syperb quality tor superior Round

reproduction »._ •

-^

"

• Low-noise tape for extra clarity and brillrance •

t 30. 60, 90 oj^O'fnmute playing time

PLUS at no extra cost. BASF's sturdy, decorator-,

'Styled ;Mastic Perma- Store mini-box for lifetime protec-

tion of your ca' t
*'

-
<

~

The swinging cassette for ttie swinging sound . ..

i*|W»«i

TWO STORE SALE

ASUCLA Music Odyssey

Ackermon Union - Level A

phone: 825^0623

Music Odyssey
11910 WilshireBlvd.

phone: 47772523

open late every night

You must present this od for the Wilshire storel

\
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Hundreds of Riecords from .99

Hundreds of Tapes from 3:98

-V-

• ^,«»1

_> ' _- . - .
~

,
1

Gomplete Selection of Rock, Folk, Blues, Jazz. Ciassicol; Import

Hof Tuncv-BURGERS
Evecly Brothers. STORiES WE COULD TB

HCT TUNA

j>>i*3U

/

r^l * .j_i._ J.-'

1 r

^ *

-—:'-

I
ft-.

"N.

I

Ik.

t
*»

SU

~fTa.ioa-4

rf,.,. ALL RCA LP's

, ess -Who, ROCK IN-

4.98 & 5.98 ^^-

buririg our

opening sale

LSP-462d

S" C- ~j:::^~-r-r'

the kinks;MUSWELL HILLBILLJES

nc/1 VICTOR

L 'm
m^'ii 'j

" Everly Bros. app^arinQ at,^" ''^^

Pqlamino Qub, April IS, 14 15
LSP-4644

i' -f^

_ •»<^l»t-.

ALL ...j.;^s——^.

« —

^

y -.--•' r-r

-tI.#.-'_U.. ij

per disc

ALL RCA RED SEAL ':i,'r:'^'

_:<-y -.^y $2.99 per disc

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

[You must present this cxl for the Wilshire stor3

Music Odyssey
11910 Witshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523
open Idle every night

« • » • • Tit, tititiii4aiuiiiiiiiiulM*mmmi
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After 2 quarters: Computer 487,
.-*^^- .

. .

.

,,,30 PHYSIOL 596. tutr.

'^Sged. units: NC. restrct:

Pl'lf PHYSIOL '597. tutr,

changed, units: NC. restrct:

S^ PHYSIOL 598. tutr.

changed, units: NC. restrct:

P^Lf PHYSIOL 599. tutr,

changed, units: NC. restrct:

Ketary and
cPACE SCIENCE

riM6. P S SCI M130. lect. can-

celled-

POLITICAL ,

SCIENCE .^ .

?M95.P0LSCI 101. lect, changed,

r^vNC, room; IWfe 1200

instr: Farrelly, D., room: NC. v

72300, POL SCI 149. lect 1. can-

celled. — ^a •«(«<»«v^* . »*•

^^POL SCI 101, disc 7, new

class, time: R 10, exam code:

none units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr- Gerstein. R,. rppm: Bunche

3150, title: introduction to

Political Theory. '

. ^
72103 POL SCI 101, disc 8. new

class! time: R 12, exam code:

none, unite: 0.0, restrct: pone,

instr: Gerstein, R.. room: Bunche

3178. --^^^\. ^
72104, POL SCI 101, disc 9, new

class, time: W 10, exam code:

none, finite; 0.0, restrct: none,

jnstr: Gerstein, R., room: Bunche

3157

72105, POL SCI 101. disc 10. time:

R 10, room: Bunche 3153, instrr

Gerstein, R.

72106, POL SCI 101. disc 11, time:

R 8, room: Bunche 3157, instr:

Gerstein, R. _^ __„::. j

72107, POL SCI 101, <»9C 12. ttmei

F 10, room: Bunche 31|§7. instr:

Gerstein, R.

72166, POL set 119. lect 2.

changed, time: MW IM. exam

code: NC.

72220, POL SCI ' 129. disc 7,

changed, time: F 11. exam code:

NC.

72250. POL SCI 139, lect 1.

changed, unite: NC, restrct: none.

72251, POL SCI 139. lect 2.

changed, time: M 1-4. exam code:

5, instr: NC. room: Rolfe 22J6.

72285. POL SCI 145, led, changed.

72302. POL SCI 149, lect 3,

changed, time: R 2-5, exam code:

18, instr: NC, room: Rolfe 2214.

72379, POL SCI 166C, lect,

changed, instr: NC, room: MS
5117.

72392, POL SCI 180, lect, new
class, time: W 1-3, exam code: 6,

units: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Wilson, D., room:
GSM 4343C, tiUe: Special Studies

in Comparative Government.

72447, POL SCI 175B. time: MT-
WR 8-10, room: Bunche 3153,

exam code: 1, restrct: studente

n^ust enroll in both 175A and 175B,

instr: Sherwood, F., title: In-

ternational Law
-72450, POL SCI 179, l^t, changed,

units: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

72500, POL SCI 186, lect, new
class, 4inie: NC, exam code: NC^
unite: 4.0, restrct: NC, instr: I>^C,

room: NC, title: National Policy

and Administratis.

72540, POL SCI 197A, sem 1,

changed, time: MW 3-6 pm, exam
code: NC.
72541, POL SCI 197A, sem 2,

changed, instr: NC. room:
Bunche 3117.

72547, POL SCI 197C, sem 2;

changed, time: MW 4^ pm, exam
code: 9, instr: NC^ room: Bunche
3153. v--^-.- ". -^..s- .

'• '{

72550, POL SCI 197D, sem 3, new

class, time: R 3-6 pm, exam code:

18, unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

inStr, instr: Gerberding, W.,

room: Bunche 3153, title: Un-

dergraduate Honors Proseminar:

Contemporary Problems in U.S.

Foreign Policy.

72640, POL sa 215, lect, changed,

tiine: M 1-4, exam code:. 6, instr:

NC, room: Bunche A170.

72680, POL SCI 225B, lect,

changed, time: R 1-4, exam code:

16, instr: NC, room: SocWelf 48.

72686, POL SCI 225G, lect,

changed, time: MW 4-6 pm, exam

code: 9, instr: NC, room: Bunche

3153.

72894, POL SCI 22BD,* lect, new
class.^e: R 1-4, exam code: 16,

unite: 4.0, restrct: none, Instr:

Rabinovitz, F^., room: Bunche
A170, tiUe: The National Ad-
ministrative System.
72706. POL SCI 231A, lect, new
class, time: R 3-6 pm, exam code:

18, unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Gerberding, W., room: Bunche
3153, title: Studies in International

Relations: Contemporary
Problems in United States
Foreign Policy.

72747, POL SCI 250E, sem,
changed, time: W 2-5, exam code:

NC, instr: NC, room: Rolfe 2222.

72800, POL SCI 262, sem, changed,
instr: NC, room: Bunche 3288.

Answer to

today^uzzle
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PSYCHOLOGY
75070, PSYCH 96, sem 1, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 2.

75071, PSYCH 95, sem 2. can-

celled.

75144, PSYCH 112p. sem,
changed, title: Motivation. -

75226, PSYCH 129B, sem,

changed, title: Personality

Dynamics,

75228, PSYCH 129D, time: TEA,
restrct: consent of instr, instr:

Friedman, M., title: Special

Topics in Personality.

75242, PSYCH 132B lab. Changed,

time: T 3-4:30, exam code: NC.

75245, PSYCH 133A, sem.

changed, title: Adolescence.

75247, PSYCH 133B, sem.

Changed, title: Exceptional
Children.

75253, PSYCH 133D, sem, unite:

NC, restrct: consent of instr. title:

Psychological Development of the

Minority Child. _^ ^ •
i

75255, PSYCH 134, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 3. ,

75278, PSYCH 137A, see 2, time:

TBA, restrct: consent of instr,

instr: Barthol, R.

75277, PSYCH 137D, lect. new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: consent

of instr, instr: Blener, Lois, room:
none, title: Special T^ics in

Social Psychology. 'ZTZ

75290, PSYCH 143, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

75310, PSYCH 149, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 3. - -

75330, PSYCH 170B, lect, changed.

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.

75372^PSYCH 195, lect 2, changed,

title: Current Issues in

Psychology: Drugs and Behavior.

75373, PSYCH 195, lect 3, new

class, time: T^^ 10-12. exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: 3, instr:

Bems; Ingham, room: MS 3915A.

title: Current Issues ^in

Psychology: Peer Counseling.^

75374, PSYCH 195. lect 4 nm^
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, unite: 4.0, restrct: consent

of instr. instr: Raven, B., room:

none, title: Current Issues in

Psychology: Practlcum in Irf-

teraction Process Analysis.

75375, PSYCH 195, lect S, new

class, time: TBA, exanfi code: 20,

units: 4.0, restrct i X^iMtr:
Henker, Barbara, room : none,

title: Current Issues in

Psychology: Principles of the

-iPsychological Counseling
Relationship.

75608, PSYCH 251B, tutr, changed.

unite: NC, restrct: 5 psych.

75678, PSYCH 273, lect, cancelled, v

75734. PSYCH 298. lect 2, changed,

instr: NC. room: FH 5461.

75744, PSYCH 296, lect 4, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

75831. PSYCH 596, sec 2, instr: the ^
sUff, Ume: TBA
PUBLIC HEALTH
77040, PUB HLT 44, lect 1,

chang^, Ume: MW 10^12, exam
code: 3. instr: NC, room: Pubhlth

16085.

77041, PUB HLT 44, lect 2,

changed, time: MW 1-3, exam
code: 6, instr: NC, room: Pubhlth

41268.

77060, PUB HLT 100, lect.

changed, time: NC. exam code:

16, instr: NC, room: Hlthsci 23105.

77104, PUR HLT 109, lect. can-

celled. .

77106. PUB HLT 110, lect,

changed, time: MW 8-1?), exam
code: NC, unite: 4.0, restrct: 4,

instr: NC, room: Pubhlth 61235. .

77108, PUB HLT 111, lect,' new
class, time: TR 2, exam code: 17.

unite: 2.0, restrct: prenurs, instr:

McGucken, F., room: Pubhlth^^

61235, title: Principles of Food and ^

Nutrition. ^^ *

,

77115. PUB HLT 113. lect. new
class, time: MWF 9. exam code:

2. unite: 4.0. restrct: consent oT
instrrinstr: Hunt, IsabeUe, room^-
Pubhlth 71257, title: Nutrition.

77121, PUB HLT 114C, lect, can-^

ceUed. -^ ~

77135, PUB HLT ISl.^RRrtF^

changed, time: MW 8-10, exam
code: 1, instr: Hunt, Isabelle,

i:oom: Pubhlth 21253.

772«i^ PUB HLT 160D, lect,

Changed, instr: NC, roomr
Pubhlth 41268.

77230, PUB HLT 161, lect. new
class, time: T^A. exam code: 20»._

unite: 4.0. restrct: none, instr:

(CoBtlBVcd OB Page 32)
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Dikncys Oisno W'lly Wonka
And Thf Chocolate Factory' it

adaptrd from Roald Dahl's Charlie

And The Chocolate Factory.'
"

'¥

'"'Live a tittle: A luscious

fummer treatifor kidt of

I all afes! A delirious concoction!'

-a.i •l«««..Cp.<»fo Trib»»n«

-NT N^Wtr"*****^

"Audiences and mo%ie exhibilora

hate been wkitinf for tnrr thirty

years (or a picture to equal

Witard Of Ot' and 1 think Willy

Wonka And The Chocolate

Factory" is the nearest we're

ICoinf to r*( «> >*
*

it's really for everyone and

carries a 'TG' ratinf—
- thank goodnes-s/"
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A ptychk »ploro1ioo - th«r« ore no boun-

dorlM - of o cornivol of hunMin beings,

featuring Iho doformod and deranged spe-

Clmens^of monkind - th^^ttic, hysteric,

compulsive, obsessive, porolyied - who

od out lh#ir distorted. Individual visions

of "reality. " These "motdtions" ore

"fugues in the humoq^ symphony. They

don't moke beouliful music, but its a score

you won't soon forget." - *

(Chicogo Sun Times)
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. (Contlniied from Page 31) „ ___
""Mickey. Jean, room: none, title:

Demography.
77232, PUB HLT lei, lab, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

-none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,
""

Instr: Mickey, Jean, room: none.

77317, PUB HLT 206, Je€t,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
hit biostat.

77318, PUB HLT 208, lect,

changed, titffe: MT 4-6 pm, exam
code: 8, instr: Silver, L., room:
NC.

k 77345, PUB HLT 212C, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
-4ilt biosUt.

77364. PUB HLT 216C, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
' hit biostat.

»" *

•1

77365, PUB HLT 216C, lab 1.

. changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
hit biostat.

___ 77366, PUB HLT 216C, lab 2, new
'^^^ class, time: TR 8-12, exam code:
~

none, units: 0.0, restrct: pub hit

V^ biostat, instr: Ash, L., room:
;::—^ Pubhlth 66051, title: Infectious

Diseases in Tropical Regions.

77402, PUB HLT 224B, lect,

changed, time: R 10-12, exam
- ^; code: 12, unfts: NC, restrct: pub
:3;i-: hit biostat, instr: Flowers, E.,

r^odm: Pubhlth 16071

I. •-
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77650. PUB HLT 284, sem,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub

hit biostat. instr: Alfin-Slater, R.,

room: NC. •*

77655, PUB HLT 285, sem, can-

celled.

77660, PUB HLT 286, lect,

changed, units: NC. restrct: pub

hit biostat. instr: Emerson, C.

room: NC.

77680, PUB HLT 290A, tutr,

cancelled.

7768:J. PUB HLT 290B. tutr 1,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub

hit biostat.

77684. PUB HLT 290B, tutr 2,

changed, units: NC< restrct: pub

hit biostat.

77692, PUB HLT 290E, tutr,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub

hit biostat. -— __,,,^,,^
77698, PUB HLT 2900/ tutr,

changed, time: M 2-4, exam code:

8, instr: NC, room: Pubhlth 61235.

22707. PUB HLT 290J, tutr,

cTianged,^ time: Rf 4:30-8 pm,

exam code: 20. units: NC, restrct:

pub hit biostat. instr: Moed, G.,

' room: Pubhlth 71257.

77714, PUB HLT 290L, tutr 2,

cancelled.

77715, JPUB HLT 290L, tutr 3,

cancelled.

77716, PUB HCT 290M, tutr.

changed, units: NC. restrct: pub

hit biostat.

77719, PUB HLT 290N, tutf,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub

hit biostat. ^
77728, POBwRLT 290Q, tutr,

changed, units: NCr^strct: pub

hit biostat. T^

-77731. PUB HLT 290R, tutr 1.

changed, time: M 3-5, exam code:

6, units: NC, restrct: comphlt pub

room: Pubhlth 41235 .

77732, PUB HLT 290R, tutr 2, new

class, time: M 9-12, exam code: 1,

units: 2-4, restrct: comphlt pub hit

.,r^

77432, PUB HLT 231, lect,

changed, time: TR 1, exam code:

NC. , » ^

77440; PUB rtLT 233, lect,:

changed, time: M 1-3, W 3-5, exam
code: 5, units: NC, restrct: pub hit

biostat, instr: NC, room: Pubhlth

21235.
^

77468, PUB HLT 2tlOC, lect,

changed, time: ,NC, exarh code:

none, instr: U0, room: Pubhlth
-li'u Bljnstr: Lubin,/; Clark,"V.,

61235. , — ^ =^
77477, PUB HLT 242B, lect,

change, time: MW 1, exam code:

NC r: _ - ^ .
'

' -

774i83, PUB HL 243C, lect, new
class, time: TBA, exam code: 20,

units: 2.0, restrct: consent of

instr. instrj Dunn, O., room: none,

title: Advanced Topics —
Statistical Genetics.

77487, PUB HLT 245B, led,

changed, uni^: NC, restrct: pub
hit biosUt. ' *

77499, PUB HLT 247B, lect.

changed, time: F 1-3, exam code:

'7, units: NC. restrct: pub hit

biostat. '

'

77507, PUB HLT M249B, lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
hit biostat.

77523, PUB HLT 251, sem,
changed, units: NC, restrct: pUb
hit biostat. '

^

77551, PUB HLT 263, sem,
changed, instr: Katz; Ifek-

wunigwe, room: NC.

77593, PUB HLT 274, sem,
changed, units: NC, restrct: pub
hit biostat, instr: the staff, room:

NC.
77645, PUB HLT 283, sem,
changed, instr: Reeder, L., room:

NC.

units: 2.0, restrct: none, instr:

Waites. room: Pubhlth 61235,

title: Contemporary Issues in

Hospital Management.

77757, PUB HLT 401C, lect 2, new

cjass. time: TBA, exam code: 20,

units: 2.0, restrct: none, instr: the

staff, room: none.

77771, PUB HLT 403A, Icct,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

comphlt.

77772, PUB HLT 403B, lect.

cancelled. .
*-»^.

77773, PUB HLT 403C. lect,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

comphlt. --^.

77775. PUB HLT 404, Icct.

changed, units: NC, restrct:

consent of instr.

77777, PUB HLT 410, lect,

changed, unite: NC. restrct: pub

hit biostat. —^ ^
77788. PUB HLT 421, l^ct.

changed, time: R 2-4, exam code:

18, instr: Sayre, S., room: NC.

77790, PUB HLT 430. lect.

changed, time: M 10^12; F 9:30-12, ^^,4^
exam code: 1, unite: NC, restrct: ^^Sov^
pub hit biostat. 7^

777^1, PUB HLT 430, lab, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: pub hit biostet.

77613, PUB HLfT 450B, Icct,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: pub

hit biosUt, instr: NC, room^
Ulthsci 13105^. ^ - r^
mi4, PUB HLT 450C, lect new
class, time: T 2-4, exam code: 15,

unite: 2.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Senn, C, room:

Pubhlth 16071, title: En-

vironmental Health Sciences.

fHJB HLT 453B, lect^-V

Changed, time; g J0'12» „ «^yP
code: 1

"'

77821, PUB HL 453B. lect 2.

cancelledr

BI, instr: Lubin, J., room:
Pubhlth 41235, title: Special Group
Studies: Public Health Ad-
ministration,

77735, PUB HLT 290S, lect,

changed, time: T9-11, exam code:

ir, unite: NC, restrct: none, instr:

Hada, E., room: Pubhlth 21253.

77755. PUB HLT 401C. lect 1, new
class, time: R9-11, exam code: 12,

r

more than IMNK)
eligible employees of

University of CalllJornla

pay Iheir auto Insurance

by iKiyroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a^o obllgatforr" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty

Stiarman Oaks Los AnqelAs Long B«ach
981-4000 e25 7?72 426 2186

rtUSSIAN
79428, RUSSIAN 120B, lect.

changed, time: TW 9, exam code:

NC, instr: NC, room: Socwelf 157.

79429, RUSSIAN 120B, disci, new

class, time: T 10-12. exam code:

none, units: 0.0, rc«trct: none,

instr: Hodgson. P., room: Rolfe

3131, title: Survey of Russian

Literature (Twentieth Century).

79430, RUSSIAN 120B. disc 2, new

class, time: T 10-12, exam code:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: Hodgson, room: GSM

"--*

4343B.

79431. RUSSIAN 120B; disc 3, new

class, time: T 10-12, exam code:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: Hodgson, room: GSM
4343B

•iM--
- --»•

ff"
—

'

79505, Russian 204, lect, changed,

time: M 10-12; W 10, exam code: 3,

instr: NC, room: Bunche 3117.

7^518. RUSSIAN 213, Iccf,

changed, time: T 10-12. exam
code: 11, instr: NC, room: HH 144.

4^7823, PUB HLt 455, lect,

changed, time: R 9-11. exam
code: 12, units: NC, restrct: pub
hit biostat, instr: Rada, E., room:
Pubhlth 21253.

77835, PUB HLT 471, JfCt.

changed, units: NC> restrct: 4.

77850, PUB HLT 479A, lect>

changed, time: T9-12, exam code:

11, units: NC, reStrct: pub hit

biostat, instr: Hofmann, P.,

room: Pubhlth 61235.
^

77860. PUB HLT 480, lect, can-
celled.

»' 77880, PUB HLT 5%. tutr.

changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept.

77885, PUB HLT 597, tutr.

changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept. «

'

77890, PUB HLT 598, tutr.

changed, units: NC, restrcJt:

enfoU in dept.

77895, PUB HLT 599, tutr,

changed, units: NC, restrct:

enroll in dept.

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
^
78800, RADIOL 4^1, lect, changed,

units: 1.0, restrct: NC,

SLAVIC LANGUAGES

POLISH •

^"^^

79715, POLISH 102F, lect,

changed, time: WF 11-1, exam
code: 4, instr; NC, room: BuDcte

A152. '
•

79732, POLISH 152B, lect.

changed, time: WF 2-4, exam
code: 7, instr: NC, room: RH 150.

'^ . * - '
'

SERBOCROATIAN >.
79905, SERBO 103C. lect, changed,

instr: Alexander, room: NC.
• .1

• ... »"
. ^ .• •

•

'

':',':

SOCIAL WELFARE
81030, SOC WEL 201C, lect 1.

changed, time: R 8-10, exam
code: NC, instr: Connery, room:

HH 213.

81049, SOC WEL 203, lect 5,

changed, time: W 9-11, exam
code: NC, instr: Horowitz, room:

MH 221.

81060, SOC WEL 203, lect 6, new
class, time: M 3-5. exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

. instr f Randell, room: Off Cam,
title: Integrative Theory and
Research in Human and Social

Behavior. ^^
:,

81070, SOC WEL 220, lect 1.

' changed, time: R 1-3, exam code:

'*NC. instr: Kitano, room: Bimche
2150.

. t.
81096, SOC WEL 227A. lect new
class, time: W 2-4. exam code
none, units: 4.0. restrct: none
instr: Howard, room: Socwelf 258
title: Comparative Social Welfare
Theories and Programs.

81156, SOC WEL 240C. lect 2
changed, time: R 10-12, exani
code: NC, instr: Miranda room
MS 5147.

81172, SOC WEL 245C, lect, new
class, time: F 9:30-11:30, exam
?ode: none, units: 4.0, restrct

none, instr: Studt. room: Socwelf
258, title: Development of Social
Work Practice Theory.

81250, SOC WEL 281C, lect l

changed, instr: Jacobson. room
NC.

81»1, SOC WEL-281C, lect 2, new
class, time: TBA, exam code

uoits: 2U^ restrct: nonei
instr: Cohen, N., room: none!

title: Advanced Social Welfare
?flesearch. "-——
^1252, SOC WEL 281C, lect 3, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Haggstrom, room: none

81253, SOC WEL 281Q lect 4, new
Class, time: TBA, exam code:

noi^e, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Cohen, J., room: none.

81254, SOC WEiL 281C, lect 5, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Giovannoni, room: none.

81255, SOCW WEL 281C, lect 6,

new class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Kitano, room: none.

"81254, SOC WEL 285C, lect, new

class, time: T 2-4, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: none,

iastr: Haggstrom, room: Socwelf

M, title: Rese^ch in Social

Welfare. '. :'' -^"">-

81373, SOC WEL 401C, lect 1,

changed, instr: Wihz, room: off

•earn.

81374, SOC WEL 401C. lect 2, new

class, time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

• dept, instr: Kurohara, room: off

cam, title: Practicum in Social

Work.
81375, SOC WEL 401C, lect 3, new

class, time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

**

dept, instr: Sandi, room: off cam.

81376, SOC WEL 401C, lect 4, new-

class, time: TWR 6-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Brockman, room: off

cam.
81377, SOC WEL 401C, lect 5, new

clan, Urae: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Koplin, room: off

cam.
8137*, SOC WEL 40IC, lect 6, new

class, time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Saxton, room: off

cam.
81379, SOC WEL 401C, lect 7. new

cUss, time: TWR 6-5, exam code:

(continued on page :13)
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A chang
code: 11, iiwtr: Orleans, "roooi:

Bunchy 3169.

82305. SOCIOL 194, sem 2,

changed, time: F 10-1, exam code:

NC. ^' ^ "

82306, SOCIOL 194. sem 3, new
class, time: W 2-^, exam code: 9.

84252, SPAN 121B, lect, changed,

instr: Williams, room: NC.
84393, SPAN 204A, lect, cancelled.

84394, SPAN a04B, lect, new class,

time: TR 4-5:30, exam co^e: 19,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Otero, C, room: Rolfe 3118, title:

units: 4.0, re&trct: consent or Transformational Grammar.
• ^ • A ^p^ A _ _ _ .

winind from pag« ^^

l^Hnfts: 4.0, restrct: «roU *«

Xpt. instr: Kolodzieiski, room:

off c^m.

SOC^

*^*^-^^^^ ''\ * /rtiaiiiwif, ^^MMm^BUmAiUm

Class, lime: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4 0. restirt: enroll m
dep^^str: Yearwood, rofWtt- off

rani" ^

"

81381 SOC WEL 401C, lect 9. new

class, time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll m
dept. instr: Bentley, room: off

cam. ^ , ^ .«,

81382 SOC WEL 40lC, Icct 10, new

class', time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, uniU: 4.0, restrct: enroll m
dept. instr: Moorp<r66m: off cam.

81383 SOC W^40lC, lect 11. new

class, time: TWR 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll m
dept. instr: Lujan, room: off cam.

81407, SOC ,W^L 402C, lect 1^

changed, instr: Kolodziejski,

room: off cam.

81408, SOC WEL 402C, lect 2. new

class, time: TRF 8-5, exam codeL

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Wiltz, room: off cam,

title: Advanced Practia|m
Social Work.

-"' '' '*

'

81409, SOC WEL 402C, lect 3, hew

class; time: TRF ,8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Koplin, room: off

cam. -• '"/*,'

81410, SOC WEL 402C, lect 4, new
class, time: TRF 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Smith, room: off cam,,^e

81411, SOC WEL 402C, lect 5, ne^
class, time: TRF 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Lujan. room: off cam.
81412, SOC WEL 402C, lect 6, new
class, time: TRF 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Moore, room: off cam.
81413, SOC WEL 402C, lect 7, new
class, time: TRF 8-5, exam code:

none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Bentley » n)g|n: off

cam.

81414, SOC WEL 402C, lect 8. new
class, time: TRF 8-5, exam code,
none, units: 4.0, restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: Brockman, room: off

cam. ,.

SOCIOLOGY
82011, SOCIOL 1, quiz 11, cteiiged,
instr: the sUff, room: NC.
82030. SOCIOL 1, lect 2, new cla«,
time: TR 2-3:15, exam code: 17,.

units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr:

Molstad, C, room: Rolfe 3135,
title: Introductory Sociology.
82035, SOCIOL 1, lect 3, new claaa,
time: MWF 8 am, exam code: 1,

wits: 0.0, restrct: none, inatr:

f'arriere, R.,room: RH 224.
82038, SOCIOL 1, lect 4, new claM,
t»me: TR 9:30-10:45, exam code:
RuniU: 0.0, restrct: none, l»tr:
Treas, J., room: MH 134.

*2117, SOCIOL HOB, lect.
Ranged, time: TR 2-3:15, exam
<^«le: 17, instr: NC. room: RH 248.

«2125, SOCIOL mr lect, changed,
"J'ts: NC, restrct: none.
K127. SOCIOL lis, lact. changed,
'^' NC, restrct: none.
«»5, SOCIOL 140, lect, new daae.
"»ne: TR 11-12:15. exam code: 14,
wite: 4.0, restrct: ndoe. instr:
rreiberg. T.. room: Socwelf 146,^ PoliUcal Sociology.

g6. SOCIOL 187. lect,

S? NC, room: Kinwy l«i.

JJ»«.
SOCIOL 191. tern 2.

instr, instr: Rabow, room: GSM
2284, title: Undergraduate Sem-
inar.

82311, SOaOL 196, tutr, canceUed.

82460, SOCIOL 255A, lect, cant.

ceUed.

82495, SOaOL 261, lect, changed,

time: W 10-12, exam code:
NC, units: NC, restrct: 5, instr:

NC, room: GSM 1256.

82636, SOCIOL 597, tutr lA, new
class, time: TBA, exam code:

none, units: 4.0. restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,

title: Individual Study for

Examinations.

82646. SOCIOL 599, tutr lA, new
class, time: TBA. exam code:

none, units: 4-8. restrct: enroll in

dept, instr: the staff, room: none,

title: Research in Sociology for

Ph.D. Degree Candidates.

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

84521, SPAN M251. lect, time: R 2-

4, exam code: NC, title: Studies in

Galegan-Portuguese and Old
Spanish (same as Portuguese

M251).

84580, SPAN 277, lect, cancelled.

84597, SPAN 280C, lect, new class,

time: W 3-5, exam code: none,

units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Crow, room: Rolfe 2131. title:

Studies in Contemporary Spanish

American Literature: Novel and

Short Story.

instr. inatr: Dixooi, ^., room: Geol.

4660. title: Cfemistiry.
''*"

93020, CED-MTH 99X. lect 2A, new
class, time: MW 1-3; F 1. exam
code: 6, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dixon, A., room: Campbell

1232, title: Intermediate Algebra

and Geometry.

93021

.

CED-MTH 99X, lect 2B, new
class, time: TR 9-11; F 10, exam
code: 12, units: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dixon, A., room: Campbel
1232.

93032, CED-MTH 99X, lect 3A, new
class, time: MW 9-11; F 9, eXam
code: 2, unis: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dixon, A., room: Campbel

1214, title: Advanced Algebra and —£:

Trigonometry.
"'

93033, CED-MTH 99X, lect 3B, new
class, time: TR 9-11; F 10, exam ,

code: 12, units: 2.0, restrct: none.

SPANISH
84000, SPAN 1, lect 1, changed,

instr: Driskell, room: NC. .

84001, SPAN 1, lect 2, changed,

instr: Brooks, room: NC.

84002, SPAN 1, lect 3, changed,

instr: Gavaldbn, room: Nt.

84003, SPAN 1, lect 4, changed,

instr: LeClair, room: NC,

84004, SPAN 1, lect. 5, chafiged,

instr: Smart, room: NC.

84005, SPAN 1. Ject 6, chabged,

inrtr: Kalter, roohi: NC.

84006, SPAN 1, lect 7, new clas6,

time: MTWRF 9, exam code: 2,

units: 4.0, r^trct: none, instr: the

staff, room: RH 248, title:

Elementary Spanish.

84041, SPAN 2, lect 1, changed,

instr: Shemo, room: NC.

84042, SPAN 2, lect 2, changed,

instr: Strand, room: NC.

84043, SPAN 2, lect 3, changed,

instr: Quevedo, room: NC.

84044, SPAN 2, lect 4. changed,

instr: Plann, room: NC.

84045, SPAN 2, lect 5, changed,

instr: Kottler,,room: NC.

84046, SPAN 2. lect 6, changed,

instr: Smith, room: Socwelf 162.

84047, SPAN 2, lect 7, changed,

instr: Pacheco, room: NC.

84048, SPAN 2, lect 8, changed,

instr: Windier, room: NC.

84060. SPAN 3, lect 1, changed,

instr: Villarreal, room: NC. •

84061, ^AN 3. lect 2. changed,

instr: Strozer, room: NC.

84062, SPAN 3, lect 3. changed,

instr: Dunzo. room: NC.

84063. SPAN 3, lect 4. changed,

instr: Navarro, room:,NC.

84064. SPAN 3, lect 5. changed,

instr: Cantu, room: NC.

84065, SPAN 3. lect 6. changed,

instr: Purcell, room: NC.

84080, SPAN 4, lect 1. changed,

instr: Gerli, room: NC.

84082, SPAN 4. lect 3, changed,

instr: Nader, room: NC.

84063, SPAN 4, lect 4, changed,

instr: Espejo-Saave*a. room:

84100, SPAN 5, lect 1, changed,

instr: Escudero, room: NC.

84101, SPAN 5, lect 2. changed,

instr: Fernandez, room: NC.

84102. SPAN 5. lect 3. changed,

instr: Robinson, room: NC.

84103. SPAN 5. lect 4, changed,

Inftr: Acuna, room: NC.

84120, SPAN 8A, lect 1. changed,

instr: Chiodi, room: NC.

81121, SPAN 8A, lect 2, changed,

instr: Chiodi, room: NC.

84122, SPAN 8A, lect 3, changed,

instr: Dealaiza, room: NC.

84130, SPAN .8B, lect, changed

instr: Dealal^, room: NC.

84152, SPAN 25, lect 3, changed,

instr: Goldfarb, room: N€.

84221, SPAN 109, lect 2, changed,

time: MTRF 9. exam code: 2.

instr: Voyt. G. r^^^^C^^^ .

M2S0. SPAN 121A. Isct, chw^*^'

PORTUGUESE i *,

84702, PORTGSE 1. lect 3, can-

celled.

84725, PORTGSE 8B, lect, new
class, time: MWF 10, exam code:

3, units! 2,0, restrct: none, instr:

Chamberlain, ropm: Rolfe 3119,

title: Portuguese Conversation.

84772, PORTGSE lOlB, lect,

changed, instr: Machado, room:

NC.

NC. instr :^NC, room: LS 4127.

90110, ZOOL M104, disc 2, new
class, time: T 3, exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

staff, room: LS 2322, title:

Evolutionary Biology (same as

botanical sciences M104).

90111, ZOOL M104, disc 3, new

class, Ume: W 3, exam coff^:

none, units: 0.0, restrct: none,

instr: the staff, room: LS 2322.

90112, ZOOL M104. disc 4, ndw

class, time: R 3. exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: none, instr: the

staff, room: LS 2322.

90140, ZOOL M107, disc 1,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90141, ZOOL M107, disc 2,

changed, uniU: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90142, ZOOL 'M107, disc 3,

changed, uniU: NC, restrct: enrl^ .instr:Dixon, A., room: Campbel

at 1st mtng.

90143, ZOOL M107, disc 4,

changed, units: NC. restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90144, ZOOL ^107. ' diSC 5,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90145, ZOOL M107^ disc 6,

changed, unite; r^C, restrct enrl

at 1st mtng.

90146, ZOOL M107, disc 7,

84811, PORTGSE 124, lect, changed, unite: NC, restrct: enrl

changed,. time: MTRF 1, exam at 1st mtng.

code: 6, instr: NC, room: Bunche

3170.

84815, PORTGSE 127, -feet, can-

celled.

84817, PORTGSE 128, lect,

changed, instr: Machado, room:

NC. ' ^
.

84866, PORTGSE 242C, lect,

cdficelled .

84872, ^^ORTGSE 243C, lect,

cancelled.

84874, PORT M251, lect, time: R 2-

4. exam code: NC, title: Studies in

Galegan-Portuguese and Old

Spanish (^same as Spanish M251).

84882, PORTGSE 252D, lect.

cancelled.

84887, PORTGSE 253C, lect,

cancelled.

SPEECH

90147, ZOOL M107, disc 8,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90148, ZOOL' M107, disc 9,

changed, units: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng.

90149, ZOOL M107, disc 10,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: enrl

at 1st mtng. _ _

90165, ZOOL 109, lab 5, time: W 1-

5, instr: the sUff, room: LS 3206.

90168, ZOOL 113, lect, changed,

unite: NC. restrct : consent of

instr. - _ ir:^=i~~7~'^~

90169, ZOOL 113, lab, changed,

unite: N, restrct: consent of instr.

90180, ZOOL 116, lect, changed,

instr: NC, room: LS 3218.

90234, ZOOL 127, lab, changed,

time: TBA, exam code: NC.

90235, ZOOL 129, lect, changed.

86100, SPEECH 113, lect, changsi^^^unitg'. nC, restrct: consent of

instr: Vandraegen, D., room: NC -^^^

86147, SPEECH 175, lect^changed.

unite: NC, restrct: 2.

86190, SPEECH 200, lect. changed,

unite: NC, time: T 9-12, exam

code: 11. restrct: 5, room: RH
vwY ,.=-...

''-' '-'••'^**^.-, —

86210, SPEECH 207, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5. .. ^

86250, SPEECH 239, lect, changed,

unite > NC, restrct: 5.

86255, SPEECH 241, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86258, SPEECH 247, lect, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86265, SPEECH 261, 8Cm,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86270, SPEECH 266, sem,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86310, SPEECH 596, tutr, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86315, ;^SPEECH 596X, tutr,

changed, unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86320, SPEECH 507, tutr, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

86325, SPEECH 599, tutr, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: 5.

SUBJECT A;

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
87003, SUBJECT A, lect 3, can-

celled.

87008, SUBJECT A. lect 8. can-

celled.

87010, SUBJECT A, lect 10, can-

celled.

87013, SUBJECT A, lect 13, can-

celled.

THEATER ARTS
Please check for last minute

changes on schedules posted by

the reception counter, Ist floor,

Macgowan Hall, and on bulletin

board in the Department Office,

2310 Macgowan Hall. The class

schedule for Motion Pic-

ture/Television courses of the

Department of Theater Arte is

posted in the Department.

ZOQUIGY
90109, ZOOL M104, disc 1.

90236, ZOOL 129, lab, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr.
'

90263, ZOOL 147, lect, changed,

time: T 10-12; exam code: NC.

9(»64, ZOOL 147, lab, changed,

time: T. 12-5, exam code: NC,

instr: Cascarano, J., room: NC.

90328, ZOOL 176, sem, changed,

unite: NC, restrct: consent of

instr

90335, ZOOL 185, sem, new class,

time: W 7-9 pm. exam code: none,

unite: 2.0, restrct: none, instr:

Brunk, room: LS 4127, UUe:

Seminar on Biology and Society.

90520, ZOOL 224, lect, changed,

time: MWF 11, exam code: 4,

instr: NC. room: LS 2302.

90530, ZOOL 227, lect, changed,

time: NC, exam codeT^.

90595, ZOOL 251, sem, new class,

time: TBA, exam code: none,

unite: ^2.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Merriam, room: LS

2322, title: Seminar in Genetics.

90606, ZOOL 253, sem, changed,

instr: Muscatine, room: NC.

90725, ZOOL 277, sem, changed,

instr: Simpson, room: NC.

1214. ^
93034, CED-MTH 99X, lect 3C, new
class, time: MW 1-3; F 1, exam
code: 6, unite: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dixon, A., room: Campbel -

1214.

93035, CED-MTH 99X, lect 3D, new
class, time: TR 1-3; F 2, exam
code: 16, unite: 2.0, restrct: none,

instr: Dixon, A., room: Campbel ^

1214. .
•

93040, CED 100, lect, new class,

time: TR 11:30-12:45, exam code:

14, unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of •

instr, instr: Grigsby, J.G., room:

Boelter 4277, title: The Ghetto:

Research Issues and Emerging
Directions.

93042, CED 101, lect, new class,

time: TR 3-5,' exam code: 18,

unite: 4-8, restrct: consent of

instr, ihstr:^Weiburger, roomi^

Bunche 2173, title: Environmental

Protection and Public Policy.

93044, CED 102, lect, new class,

time: M 6:10 pm, exam code: 21.

unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Anderson, C, room: Rolfe 3134,

title: Comparative Native

American Languages.

93046, CED 106, lect, new class,

time: MWRF 3, exam code: 8,

unite: ^0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Ichioka, Y., room:

Rolfe 2220, title: History of

Japanese-Americans

.

93048, CED 107, lect, new class. \

time: MW 3-5, exam code: gj-

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Warren, D., room:

Rolfe 3131, title: Women in

Literature and the Media. :

93060, CED 108, lect, new class,

time: MW 3-4:30, exam code: 8,

unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Bernstein, P., room: RH 152, title:

Women jn ^e Scientific Pro-

ffissions

93051, CED 109., time: TR 1, exam
code: 16, room: Bunche 1285.

instr: Freiberg, T., restrct:

consent of instr, title: Social

Philosophy and Social Move-

mente.

93062, CED 110, let, new class,

time: T 1-4, exam code: 15, unite:

4.0, restrct: consent of instr, instr:

Sifuentes, L., room: Rolfe 2126,

title: Chicana: A New Awareness.

93185, CED 160, lect. new class,

time: MWF 1, exam code? 6,

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Jackson, J., room:

Rolfe 3123, title: "Rational Ap-

proaches to Uncertainity and

Complexity".

93188. CED 162, lect, new clas.^.

time: T 10-12, exam code: 13,

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

!*

1

* -

-

,*~i.

? I

COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
CED
92597. CED 6, lect, new class, jnstr, instr: Cohen, N

,
room

time: TR 10-11:30, exam code: 13,

unite: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Hobday, M., room: Boelter 4277,

title: Four Hundred Years of

American Indian Speeches.

92599, CED 7. lect, new class,

time: W 6:30-10:30 pm, exam

code: 23, unite: 4,0, restrct:

consent of instr, instr: Lewis,

Deloria, room: Rolfe 3134, title:

Indian Treaties and the Future of

American Indians.

93900, CED-CHM 99X, lect, new

class, Ume: TR Ml, exam code:

12, units; 1.0. rftttrfl: conMit of

SocWelf 258, title: The Com-

munity as People.

93350, CED-ANT 115, lect, ne^

class, time: T 2-5, exam code: 17.

unite: 6.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Eisjer, R.. Toom.

Bunche 2160, title: Socio-Lcgal

Status of Women and Children.

93370, CED-HST 119. lect, ne"Ar

class, time: F 2-5. exam code: 20.

unite: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Odo, F., room: GSM
2333, title: Wartime Relocation ol

Japanese Americaiw.
usathi^e* m page Ml
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93380, CED-HST 164, lect. new
class, tinoe: R 2-4:30, exam code:

17. units: 4.0, restrct: none, instr:

Kaplan, T., room: GSM 1343, title:

Women and Capitalism.

93421, CED 107, lect, new class,

time: TR IM, exam code: 13,

units: 4.0, restrct: * consent of

instr, instr: Chun-Hoon, L., room:

SocWelf 170, title: Chinese-

American Identity

93422, CED 170, disc 1, new class,

time: R 1-3, exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: consent of

instr. instr: Chun-Hoon, L., room:

SocWelf 170.

93423, CED 170, disc 2. new class,

time: R 3-5, exam code: none,

units: 0.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Chun-Hoon, L., room;

SocWelf 170. -

93425, CED 8, lect, new class,

time: W 7:30-10 pm, exam code:

23, units: 4.0, restrct: consent of

instr, instr: Wong, Ho, room:

Campbel 1232, title: Directed

Studies in Asian American
Communities. _:.j£j:=^.B=:=tra-E^_^r^_

93426, CED 8, disc 1, time: W 11,

instr: Wong, room: RH 248.

:»450, CED 111, time: TR 1-3,

instr: Sabagh, room: Boelter 4277,

exam code: 16, title: In-

terdisciplinary Study of Aging.

93470. CED-Span & Port 125, time:

T 10, exam code: 13, restrct:

consent of instr, room: HH 216,

instr: Cervantes, \x\^e: Spanish

Language Arts and Culture for the

Oujuor^HighSpanish-Speakin,

SPECIAL COLLEGE
94000, INT DIS 147. sen,, ^class, time: TBA, exam coA^
none, un.U: 4-12. restrct: co>2j,
of instr, instr: Horton, rZ
Kinsey 440 tiUe: CommS
Based Cj5.1lective LeaS
Program. -.

—

i^ir
*

And now, heeeere's the extension

.31 ,

.

:V.

ife

— **Music and Customs of

Yugoslavia ." presenting the f<

traditions of Yugoslavia, music,

dance and regional costumes, will

be offered 7-9:30 pm, Tuesdays
through June 6, in Rolfe 2117.

^_^Anthony Shay, artistic director of

the Aman Folk Ensemble, will

conduct the course. The fee is $50.

Three units of credt may be
earned.—^=^^"*Elementary^""*Outch-
Flemish." is scheduled for

Mondays and Wednesdays, 7 pm
to 9:15 pm, through June 5. The
instructor will be Jan Kooij,

assistant professor of Dutch-
Flemish and Afrikaans. Fee: $65.

— /'Elementary Italian.V part
three, will meet Mondays and

:^ Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, through
' June 5, in Royce 246, with Mirella

Cheeseman Dottorato Universita

: as instructor. Fee: $65.

^ "Elementary German," part

three, will be held Mondays and
"Wednesdays, 7-9:15 pm through

June 5 in Royce 242, Hans Wagner,

A-
3

T

.1
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assistant professor of German,
instructing Fee: $65.

— "Elementary Modern
Welsh." with emphasis on the

.spoken language, will be offered

Tuesdays, 7-9: 15 pm in Rolfe 3127.

Patrick K. Ford, assistant
professor of English, will instruct

the course. Fee: $65. '

-^ "Elementary Swedish," part

two, will be offered Tuesdays and
Thursdays 7 pm to 9:15 pm in

Royce 242, Ross P. Shidel^r,

assistant |)rofesspr of Scan-
dinavian and comparative
literature, instructing. Fee: $65.

i
— "Elementary Hebrew,"^ is

scheduled for Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7: 15-9:30 pm, in Royce
224. The instructor will be Rivka
Dori. Fee: $65. ,

_-— "Structural Analysis and
Design for Architects K92," a
review for those returning to

architectural practice and those

preparing for licensing

examinations, will be offered

Tuesdi^s, 7-10 pm through June
13 in Moore 134. The fee for the

course is $80.

— "IVl^dical Terminology."
offered Wednesdays, 7-9:30 pm,
through June 14, Marion Davies
Children's Clinic Room A2-342.

Instructing the four-unit course

will be Millicent Jean Walsh. The
is $60.—-' — -

— "Fundamental Concepts of

Algebra and Geometry," Wed-

nesdays, 7-10 pm to June 14, MS
()201. Instructing will be John Vi^

IJndsay, associate professor of

mathematics at San Fernando

Valley State College. Fee for the

four-unit course is $80.
•

—^ ' 7*Metropolitan Area
^'.overnnient and Politics." 7-10

pm, Wednesdays in Bunche Hall.

Joel M. Fisher, associate

professor of political science at

California State College at

F'ullerton, will be the instructor.

Fee: $60. Four units of credit in

political science can be earned.

J

— "The American Paradox," 7-

10 pm. Thursdays in Bunche.

Philip Borden, assistant professor

of history at UCLA, is the in-

structor. Fee: $60. Four units of

credit In history can be earned.

For further information, call ext.

52041.

— "Biofeedback: Learning
Control of Bodily Processes," 7-10

pm. Thursdays, in Franz Hall.

Jackson Beatty, assistant

professor of psychology at UCLA,
will be the instructor. Fee: $60.

For further information, call ext.

52401.

— "Death and Suicide:

Psychological and $ociological

Aspects," 7 to 10 pm Tuesdays in

the Neuropsychiatric Institute

Auditorium. Dr. Edwin S.

Shneidman, professor of medical
psychology in the Department of

Psychiatry at UCLA is the in-

structor. Fee for the course is $60,

and four units of credit in either

sociology or psychology can be
earned.

— "Ethnic and Status Groups."
7-10 pm, Tuesdays iij the Down-
town Center, 1100 S. Grand Ave.
Fee for the course is $60, and four

units of credit in sociology can be
earned.

— "Drugs and Behavior," 7-10

pm Tuesdays, Franz I)all. Dr.

Brooks Carder, assistant
professor of psychology at UCLA
is the instructor. Fee for the class

is $60, and four units of credit in

psychology can be earned^ For
further information, call ext.

52401.

— "The World of the Zoo,*%
Tuesdays, to April 18, 7-10 pm and

Saturdays, April 29 and May 6. 9

am, in Life Sciences 2147. Series

coordinator is.Dr. Robert Barrett,

lecturer in the department of

zoology here and coordinator of

biological sciences and natural

environment for University

Extension. Fee for the series is

$35. The program is available as a

three-unit credit course at a fee of

$50. Single admission available at

the door, is $3.50 or $1.7Sii students

and members of the Los Angeles

Zoo Association. ,4 •

— "(Growth and Crisis of Late

Adulthood: Integrity vs Despair,"

9::t0 am - 12: 15 pm Tuesdays.

Fee for the course is $55.

"Retirement and Involvement
Counseling." 12:30 - 3:30 pnr
Wednesdays Fee for the course is

$65. Both classes will meet in the

Social Hall of the Village Lutheran

Church of Westwood, 343 Church
Lane. Instructing will be Dr.

Phyllis Liu, clinical psychologist

at UCLA's Student Counseling

Center. The two classes are

>r..

of an intensive 240-hour program,
'Counseling Specialist for

Adults," which trains para-
professionals to help fill' the

counseling void now existing in

human service organizatfons.
,

.

— ''Retirement and In-

volvement Counseling/' 12:30-

3:30 pm Wednesdays,. Fee for the
course is $65. Both classes will

meet in the Social Hall of the

Village Lutheran Church of

Westwood, 343 Church Lane.
Instructing will be Dr. Phyllis Liu,

clinical psychologist at UCLA's
Student Counseling Center. The
two classes are part of an in-

tensive 240-hour program,

"Counseling Specialist for

Adults," which trains para-
professionals to help fill the

counseling void now existing in

human service organizations.

Although the enrollment is open
tp,the.piiblic, preference will j)e

given to those in the Specialist

Program.
— "Chinese Government and

Politics," 7-10 pm Tuesdays, in

Bunche Hall. Associate Prof.
Richard Baum of UCLA, an
authority on China, wUl be the
instructor. Fee for the course is

$60, and four units of credit in

i>olitical science can be earned.

For further information call ext.

52401.

-^ "Polymers in Engineering/'

the course is last of a new three-

part sequence in industrial

plastics which need not be taken in

order. Instructors will be Peter

^eaum ont, UCLA lecturer ' in

engineering and applied science,

and Charles L. Hammermesh,
member of the technical staff and
principal scientist at Rocketdyne.

Fee: $80. -^
^— "Semiconductor JElec-

tronics." 7-10 pm Thursdays to

June 15, Boelter 5280. Instructing

will be James Holm-Kennedy,
assistant professor of engineering

and applied science.

— "Principles and AppUcatloBi,

Electro-Optical Engineering/'
Thrusdays 7-10 pm, Boelter 2444.

Instructor: Donald W. Fraser.

Fee fpr each four-unit course is

$80. * '

— *^*Design for Tatigue
Reliability/' 7-9 pm Tuesdays and
Thursdays, to JuneO, Boelter 5422.

tructing will be George H;
Sines, professor of engineering
and applied science at > UCLA.
Fee: ^. Further information is

available at ext. 53965 or ext.

54100.

— "Mathematical Logic for
Information Processing," y.jQ
pm, Mondays, to June 12 Math
Sciences 5128, with John L kuhns
senior staff scientist at Operating
Systems, Inc. Fee for the four-unit
class is $80.

— "Solid SUte Technology," 5.7

pm, Mondays and Wednesdays to
June 7, in Boelter 5514, with Alfred
S. Yue, professor of engineering
and applied science. Fee for the
four-unit class is $80.

..^ **Dynamics of Group In-

teraction." 7-10 pm Mondays in

Bunche Hall, with John F Glass,

assistant professor of sociology at

San Fernando Valley State

College. Fee for the four-unit

course is $60, For further in-

formation, call ext 52401.

— "Introduction to Minerals

and Rocks," 7-10 pm Mondays,
Geology 3656.

~"^^=^ "tenvlronmental Geology,"

Tuesdays, 7-10 pm, Geolo©^ 3656^

Initnicli^ will be Benjamin N.

Akpati, research fellow in en-

vironmental science and

engineering. ^The fee is $80 per

four-tmit course. ~^~

~ "Public Sector Laboi^.

ManagemenTHelations." 9 am to

noon, Saturdays, in the I>owntown
Center, 1100 S. Grand Avenue.
Williams Nevins of Los Angeles
County's Employee Relations'
Administration will be the in-

structor. Fee: $70. Four units of

certificate credit in business
administration can be earned. ' .

^-^ "Principles of Engineering
Economy." 7-10 pm, Mondays
through June 12,. with Robert C.

Waters, vice president of
Engineering and Management
Sciences Corporation, in Boelter
5273.

— "Economic Analysis of
Engineering InvestmeBt."
Mondays 7-10 pm. Boelter 527t/
with J, Morley English, professor
of engineering and applied science
here. Fee: $80.—

' "The Psychology of
Blackness." 7-10 pm, Mondays in

Franz Hall. Fee for the course is

$60, and four unite of credit in

psychology can be earned. For
further information. caU ext.

— ^'The^nSrllit and Society:

George Orwell. Prophet with

Honor." 7-10 pm Tuesdays in

Bunche. Arthur J. Slavin, history

professor, is the instructor. Fee

for the four-unit course is $60. For

further information, call ext.

52401. .. ,

" cj -;> V
<»1

52401.
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Do California's far-out fashions turn you on?
But your father always wanted you to be
in management?

Gal it oil togofh«r at Mocy't

Come and talk fo Mik« Houghton, P«rtonn«l R«cruit«r (or *

Mocy'^ California. H«'ll g've you on hontsi picture of th«

kir>d of career you con look forword to In one of the world's

largest retail operation!. Ai a porticipant in Mocy't Monoge-
m^t Trolning Program in the Son FranciKO store, you'H
loom the business from Adjustments to Zipper orders and
begin to focus on one of the many areas of merchandizing
Offtf management open to you In this mo|or retoll orgoni-

motion. And, as a bonus, you'll have one of the most desi-

roble cities - ond some of the most mognificent countryside -

In the States at your disposal after your day's through.

Now, really, what could be greoter than a solid job with

true growth potential In one of the world's most beoutiful

cities?

Whot Mike will be looking for while he's on campus Is

ef>erg«tic, Innovotive, well-orgoniied people who ore anxious

to ollgn themselves with a leoder in a business that never

stones still. Stop by ond see MU^e while hf'« here. He coulJ

be one of thehnost Importonl peorf > -,vi e^*". talk to obout

yoM' f.'tire.

Wkw« .UCLA Comijpus Piacemeni Center
WlMRt April )0, !972

Scorpio
-fOrtrJJ Nov. 22)

i^)l2 brin\fs yon ^(f/>/)V //'Mf/r/«f/ </<'.f/.v. I'sc your
sfU'ciiii {^ifts to irrofit front hohhics, protect your

\tiiiiis by nyiisnhin\i ilcsficr - Cooh iiiid iWoid
cciutoniic ililcinniiis.

INCOME TAX

'Introduction to

Biostatistics,** Tuesdays and

Thiursdays, 7-10 pm, School of

Public Health Al-241, Course

chairman is Dr. Virginia A. Clark,

associate professor and head of

the Biostatistics Division at th*

School of Public Health. In-

structing will be Dr. Stanley P

Azen, assistant professor of

medicine in the department of

electrical engineering and the

School of Medicine at the

University of Southern California

Fee for the four-unit course is $70.

— '^Classical GuiUr.*' an in

termediate class, will be Uught

by Theodore Norman, lecturer in

music, Thtnrsdays, 7 pm to 9 pm,

through May 25 in Schoenberg

1343. The fee for the class is $40.

LUIS BUNtEL'S
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$ Ci»P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS^ ^ FArill TV riii/l QTAPn
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^"Russia*" an Arm

'-—"Desart Dwtlltrs/' by
Richard F. Logan, professor of

geography, and Roger A.E. Goss,
graduate student In geography, 7-

10 pm. Social Welfare 147. Tickets
are $4.

Thursday/ ^Aar. 30

^ —"Man's Place in Nature/'
with Bernard Campbell, visiting

professor of anthropology, 7-10

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.50.

=^'Kafka and Marxism/' by
Eduard Goldstucker, former Vice
Rector and professor, Charles
University, Prague, 3 pm, Haines
118.

—"The Ciech-German

chaVf

Alpn'turVfllm, 8:30 pm, April 7,

S'o
Hall Auditorium Tickets

• $2 75, $2.25, and $1.50

.Aan\^) available from the

ff! Ticket Officer^ West^

"^^^'C^'ufornla Chambwr Sym-

i.,.nv " presents a concert

Jomm^niorating the 100th an-

nrersary of English composer

RaiDh Vaughn Williams, 8 pm.

An U 9 Royce Hall Auditorium.

K' are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75,

1 75 and $1.50 (studentsT,

Ivailable from the Central Ticket

ryfflce, 650 Westwood Plaza.

''Dietrich Flscher-Dltskau/' ^

K.T;tone 8 30 pm, April 15, Royce—^•l*tl«»«Wp In the Ciech National

^;,^^^A^^^^^^^^^^

Revival," by Eduard Gold-

fnr loeclal student tickets.) stucker, past president,

JS Faico Dance Com- Czechoslovak Union of Writers, 8

oany
" featuring original P"^> Haines 39.

Choreography ^•'•^^"fl_
holograms, laser beanis. and

taped voices, 8:30 pm, April 15,

RoYce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

—

ar^ $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(stldents), available from the-

Central Ticket Office, 650 West- -.

wood Plaza. i

_"Ali Akbar KJtM/' master of

thesarod (Indian lute) and "John

Handy," jazz saxophonist, 8:30

pm, Friday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Also appearing are

Shankar Ghosh, table, and the

East Inclian rock group "Shantl."
'

Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50,

and $1.75 (students), available

from the Central Ticket Office

Westwood Plaza*- r-^

—"EC Board Towhmetting
will take place from noon to 2 pm
every Tuesday In Acktrman
^Jnlon 3517."^^^^'

.

—"Car Rallye/' 7 pm, Friday,

beginning from the Westwood
Ward Parking Lot on Ohio Ave.

Cost Is $1 per participant, spon-

sored by the Latter-Day Saints

SUidents Association. ^ _

,

—"Exceptional Children's
Tutorial Project," noon, Monday,
Ackerman UfHoo 35<^.

—"Student artists" interested'

In exhibiting their works, or

student organizations wishing to

sponsor an art exhibit — contact

Deanna Norqulst, Campus
Programs and Activities Office,

161 Kerckhoff Hall, (ext. 57041) for

information on use of Kerckhoff

Hall 2nd Floor Gallery.

,/-

idj^a\ ^he La
»/ In Venice to

—"Tiitari^ Needed^

Causa Yoyttt CentejL
help students from Westchester

and Santa Monica High. If In-

terested, contact the EXPO Office

(Ke-rkhoff 176). '
^

'^ZLlZ

Exhihi&i
—"Twenflelti Century Scul

comprising of more than 7044

—"Tutors and Classroom
Aides" needed for Watts Area,

Elementary School, 199 Credit

available. Interested students

should meet from 3-5 pm, April 5,

In Bunche 2150. _ * "a "

—"Mortar Board,'* a women's
honor society for Seniors Is ac-

cepting applications through April

28, outside of Kerckhoff 304C^ .

_- -J, .JL!:

—"Private Tutoring Jobs,'^

available in reading, math.
Geometry, and other., sublects,

from the EXPO Office (Kerckhoff

176).

—"Tutors Needed" for grades

one thr;>ugh six, 1-5 hours per

week, at StoneK Ave. Elementary

School on Braddock Ave., 1/2 mile

west of the San Diego Freeway.

199 Credit avalrable, for further

Information contact Vice Prin-

cipal Marv Goldenson, 39Q-3396,

during school day. ^ ;-

works representing SO collections,

'^through April 14 In the UCLA Art

Galleries. Hours are Sunday
through Friday, 11 am to 5 pm,

' closed Saturdays. Admission Is $1

for the general public, free to

faculty, staff. Art Council

members, and all students with a
current ID card.

—"The Human Figure:

Pollaiuolo to Picasso," com-
prising primarily of prints from

the Grunvyald Foundation's own
collection, through April 14 In the

Grunwald Gallery. Hours art

Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission

is $1 for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

—"Designer Bookbinders," 52

examples of the best work of

creative English bookbinding of

recent years, through today In the

University Research Library.

-
1

—"Restriction and Modification

of DMA," by Matthew Meselson,
biological laboratories. Harvard
University, 4 pm. Young 2250.

Fr^ay, AAar. 31

"Hi-^"An analytical and Ex-

perimental Investigation of tlie

Sii;nple Pressure Source Model of

Jet Noise," by Terry Scharton,

manager, physical science

department. Bolt, Barenek and

Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, 4

-Boeltefh5264< ——^—

\

Concerts: Et cetera:

—"New Chamber MdSlc#'t^

composed by students Including

Dinn Ghezzo, Paul Heubner,

George Packer, Phillip Solomlta,

Phillip Springer, Mark Wilson,

and SandroZanlnovlch, 8:30 pm,

Saturday, Schoenberg HaJI

Auditorium. Tickets are $1 and

$.25 (students), available from^he

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza. '
. ^ 4'

,

^
.>'Pillpino-American Stu-

dents," interested in joining the

Piliplno-American Students Club

should come to Campbell 3329 or

contact Florante at ext, 52974 or

Jennifer at 824-1104

ft

-**,. >^~»<w, i. i,.i i|

'

t^tMi^lftrm^ ,J-> '--'-H -i -rf

Films

-"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes/'

(1953) with Marilyn Monroe and
Jane RuSsel, 5 pm, April 3,

AAelnitz 1409. Free.

©ViERm

Seminars

Wednesday, Mar. 29

-"Mies van der Rohe,"
discussed by designer Gralg
Elwood, 8-10 pm, - NPI
Auditorium. Tickets are $4.75 and
S2 (students).

LUIS BUNUEL'S

Extormii\i\tin>i
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LOWEST
JET FARES

TO EUROPE
Whatever your age, SAVE
money on lcelar>dic Airlines

jets from New Vork to Lux-

embourg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?-0ur round-trip

Youth Fares are $180 (win-

ter), $205 (spring, fall), and

$270 (summer), aijes IZ

ttiru 21. Also, exclysTve one-

way Youtti Fares.

OVER 21?-Stay overseas

46 days up to a year and

you'll SAVE $274 ttiis sunv

mer, $247 this spring and

fall against lowest compara-

ble fares of other scheduled

airlines. Great for teachers

and grad students. See your

travel agent for valid dates,

reservations.

/
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juniors - seniors - groduotM - get in on HI

Order you class ring now - It's a good start on making the

transition from college life to the great outside world.

You can specify what kind of stone you'd like - the

Insignia on It, if any - white or yellow gold (10k or 14k) —.

whatever. Norm Cutliff, John Roberts Ring Co. representative,

will be in the Students' Store Thursday, March 30, to

help you make your choice^ '

Andc\lusiA!\ Di>ti

»^ew vauahond

387 2171

To: Icelandic Alrllnys

630 Fifth Av«nue, N.Y. 10020

(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder ON on Lowest }•%

far«t to £urope.I

I

I Nanne.

as
uc

Students' store

^

street

—

City.

I

.Zip.

I

I

I

I State.

My travel dgefrtts

ICilMMOIC

rinas, b level, ocltemKin.iHiion, 825*7711, eid. 234

opTn mar. 29-30 7:45 a.m.-8:30 p.m.; frl.. 7:45-7:30: sot. 9:00^3:00

USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE
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THECOUNQIL EDUGAlTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Er^MfiH th« following courtot for tho spring auortor 1972. A
riof dotcription of ooch courto it protontod bolow togothor

with rogittrotlon infommtlon. CED coursM oro rogupir cr^lt

coursos, ond oro tokon for o grodo (or Pott/Not Pots with tho

consont of tho instructor). Furthor Informotlon obout coursos

moy bo obtolnod by contocting tho Instructor, or tho CED

socrotory, Corql Dovis, 2107 Murphy Holl, oxtonslon 55467.

V. ' >..

^.

~~~
rcED/Anthropology115 (6unlt$)

THE SOCIO-LEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Instructor: Riane Elsler (CEOr . r^

Examines the social status of women and children as enforced by law and embodied

In cultural myths. Approach is Interdisciplinary, including anthropology, history, law

and psychology, with particular attention to the contemporary American scene.

Combines cognitive learning with community research.

The class will meet on Tuesdays from 2 to 5 In Bunche 21*0 (ID 93350). Finals code:

(17) For enrollment information, please contact the CED scretary (ext» 55447).

Prerequisite : C onsent of instructor. Enrollmeniwill be limited to 25 students. ___

sound plans for the development of some soclogeographlc entity (county, state, nation

or Earth) and justify them in adversary hearings. ^

Th^ class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 to 5 in Bundle 2173 ( ID t3042)

Finals code: (18) Prerequisite: Consent of imtriiCt|M-,_^

CED 6 (4 units) :

FOUR HIMdRED years OF AMERJiCANJNDIAN
SPEECHES

Instructor: Sister A^ary Jose Hobday (American Indian

Cultural Center)

Allterafurecourse designed to rfead, dlscuss,'Jnd relate ffie spoecHos of Indian leaders

to white attitudes of the time, and to place the speeches In a historical context. From

Powhatan's (1609) to Vine Delorla.

The class will meet.on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 to 11:3 in Boelter 4277 (lo

92597). Finals code: (13) EnrollniMit will bo limited to 30 students.

CED 7 (4 units)

^.:.•

CED/Nist6ry119 (4units)

INDIAN TREATIES ANDTH£ FUTURE
OF AMERICAN INDIANS -<

WARTIME RELOCATION OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS
Instructor; Frank Odo.(Hjstory) :: 1 ^

Bxamrhatloh of the wartime relocatton of Japanese Amertcon^tiWW WW pwipiCllVB

of those interned — the Meljl background of the Immigrants; the hostile antF-

Japanese environn>ent of Arherica; prewar U.S. — Japan foreign policies;

psychological,"political, and social implications of the camp experience.

The cUss will meet on Fridays from 2 to S in GSM 2333 (10^3370). Enrollment will be

limited to 15 students. Finals code: (20) Prerequisite: previous course in Asian-

American studies or permission of instructor. —? —"-"-^-^^—.

• ,'

.
^^

mf^

Instructors: Rod Lewis andVine Delorla (American Indian

Cultural Center)
This course will be a survey of the relationship t>etween American Indians and white

i<^p.^.»^^»c If xA/iii a*ft<M|& the present status of Amtri£flnlj}d|ansJn contemporary

OS. society and wlfKdeyelop^riew potlcles^and diroc«)6niW Am«flean Indians,"fhtr

will be accomplished by a study of treaties which will afford students Insight into the

past state of Indian affairs as well as Indicate tt>e unused potential and significance of

treaties in asserting the rights of American Indians, ^^^^^^-^^^-vr-^

The class will meet on Wednesdays from 6:30 to 10:30 pm in Rolfe 3134 (ID 92599).

Finals Code: (23) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor..: . -y- '

')
-, ,

^ l .

rJX-;-

CED/History164 (4units) _
WOM^ ANDCAPITALISM

Instructor: Temma Kaplan Welner (History)

Deals with the problems of Industrialization under various political and economic

situations and focuses on the peculiar development of social relationships, especially

insofar as the affect women, under the socio-economic system called capitalism.

The class will meet on Thursdays from 2 to 4:30 in GSM 1343 (ID 93380). Finals code:

(17). Enrollment will be limited to 30 students. —r-

T-

CED 8 (4 units) ^

DIRECTED STUDIES IN ASIAN
AMERICAN COMMUNITIES

Instructors: Buck Wong & Laura.Ho
(Asian American Studies Center)

-
.
vi^.. '.^ — ..i- iT '/'-<> •

CED 170 (4 units)

CHINESE-AMERICAN IDENTITt ^"^'
" "^

rnstrbctor: Lowell Chun-Hoon (CED)
An attempt to fashion an Integrated, psycho-historical understanding of Chinese-

American Identity by studying Its relationship to 1) traditional Chinese society, 2)

traditional American society, 3) the history of Chinese Jn the U.S., 4)the emerging

whjte and black American countercultures, and 5) tt>e Maoist society of tt>e People's

Republic Itself.

The class will meet ^n Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 to 1 for lectures in Social

Welfare 170 (ID 93421), and Thursdays from l to 3 (section l, ID 93422), Thursdays
from 3 to 5 (section 2, ID 93423) in Social Welfare 170. Finals code: (13) Prorequisito:

Previous course in Asian or Asian American experience, or consent^ instructor.

A detailed examinatipaof life In Asian American communities through the discipline

of creating audio-visual projects In video-tape or through Individual social research

under faculty guidance. Students are urged to consult tho Asian American Studies

Center In advance of enrolling to discuss the foaslblllty of specific projects (extension

5^974).

The class will meet on Wednesday evenings from 7:30 to 10 in Campbell 1232 (ID

9342S), and Wednesday mornings from 11 to 12 in Royce H«U 240 (ID 93424). Finals

Code: (23) Prerequisite: Consent of instructors. -' |^ -^

-j«jV .-•^w-

(!»'lv"iiB-

..,>•..

,.A.;
CED 100 (4units)

THE GHETTO: RESEARCH ISSUES
& EMERGING DIRECTIONS

Instructors: Eugene Grlgsby (Architecture & Urban Plan-

nlng)y Karen Frye (Education)

The course will analyze the social pathology model for describing non-white behavior
patterns, and will survey the major research emphases In ghetto research. Following

a critical review of some exemplary studies, students and Instructors will develop a
small research project on topic of their choice, with a view toward demonstrating the
linlc between research and social policy.

The class will meet Tuesdjys and Thursdays from 11:30 to 12:45 in Boelter 4277 (ID
93040). Finals Code: (14) f^requisite: Consent of instructor.

CED 102 (4 units)

COMPARATIVE NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES
Instructor: Catherine Anderson

(American Indian Cultural Center)
The course Is designed to develop understanding of basic principles of historical and

descriptive linguistics. These principles will be applied to a comparative study of

selected Native American languages representing different laftguage families.

The class will meet on Mondays from 4 to 10 pm in Rolfe3134 (1093044). Finals Code:

(21) Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.

CED 106 (4 units)
- HISTORY OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS

Instructor: Yuji Ichioka (Asian American Studies Center)

A course providing a broad survey of ttte Japanese In An>erlca, spanning ttte origin

and causes of Japanese emigration, ttie early pttaso of Japonoso Immigration, the

development of Japanese communities and Insituttlons, ttio ttte decade of the 1930 s

down to the postwar period. The course format will be ttiot of a prosemlnar, com-

bining formal lectures, structured weekly discussions, and student presentations.

The class will meet Mondays, Wednesdays, Tliursdays and Fridays from 3 to 4 in

RoHe 2220(1093044). Finals Codo: (!) ff»roroquislte: Upper Division Status, and

Consent of instructor.

CED 101 (4 or 8 units)

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND PUBLIC POLICY
Instructors: Morris Nelburger (Meterology),

« Nathan Cohen (Social Welfare)

To study tt>e Interplay of technical Information, social and economic motivation and
political processes Involved, the students will attempt to produce environmentally

CEDia? (4 units)

WOMEN IN LITERATURE AND THE MEDIA
Instructor: Denlse Warren (French)

This course will focus on the study of the cultural representations of wonf>«n •"

literature and the media from an Interdisciplinary approach — analysis of the

onshlps beh^^^oon these representations and the socio-political sh-uctures
relation ^^^^ strong emphasis on discussion and creative projects.

^^"lass will meet on Mondays and WMnesdays from 3 to S in RoHe 3131 (ID 93041)

^^^crussion, and Tuesdiy evening from 7 to 9 for films in Moore Hall m. Finals

**!.! (8) Prerequlsitt: Consent of instructor. .
code. *•' ^_ _ ,^

CED 108 (4 units) -
: .

WOMEN IN THE SCIENTIFIC PROFESSIONS
Instructor: Paula Bernstein (CED)

course explores the role of the woman scientist In the context of woman's place In

temporary society. Sample topics Include: lifestyles of professional women, social

J Icwrholooical barriers to women In science, and the Implications of the new

^Im^^ ^
^ riass will meet on Mondays and VlMnesdays from 3 to 4:30 In Royce Hall 152 ( ID

JjJjjJI Pinals code : (8) Enrollment will be limited to 35 students.

CED 109 (4units)

SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL MOYEM|NTS^:
instructor: Terry Freiberg (Sociology)

attempt to relate social philosophy taken from philosophical.WllThe course

svchologlcal, and particularly sociological theories to the labor movement of

^esterday and the student movement of today. Phenomenological, existentialist,

Freudian. Marxist and neq-Marxlst theoretical approaches will be Investigated.

towards understanding these two social movements.

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 2 in ftunche 1245 (ID 93051).

Finals code: (I*)- Prerequisites: Upper Division Status, and Consent of instructor. To

contact the instructor, please come to 10273 Bunphe Hall on Tuesday, March 28 oir

Wednesday March 29 from 10 to 12 or 1 to 4. Sorry , no phone.

public and private rolos thoy will ploy. Thoy will dso bo

proporod to derive grootor utility from groduoto professional

education, should thoy choose to move In that direction. This

group of coursos represents a range of sublect matter and

opprooches that spans the conl^pt of the eventual full

curriculum. Some ore new courses^^eveloped specifically for

this program. Others ore graduate, level courses dpened to

selected undergraduates for the first time; undergraduates

with the consent of the Instructor may enroll In these courses

which will fulfill elective or general breadth requirements

towards the Bachelor's degree, but may not also apply at a

loter dote toward a higher degree. The rest are undergraduate

courses being offered on a compus-wlde basis for the first time.

All courses In this undergraduate progrohfi will be four-unit

coursesr^ortlctpotlon Ih the program will Involve rigorous

selection procedures. There will be q comprehensive

. evoluotion of this progrom under a grant from the U.S. Office of

Education to produce informotlon which will lead to subsequent

redesign of both the courses and the program; students taking

these courses should be prepared to hove their own per-

formance carefully reviewed and to participate thoughtfully In

. evaluating their oxperlences for the benefit of their successors.

(Further information may bo^ obftolned from the Program

Coordinator, Ms. Nancy Arnold, extension 54994.)

These courses span the academic year 1971-72; those which

will be offered in the spring quarter I972are:

"' M-fS-L^m ^CEDllO (4 units)
- CHICANA: A NEW AWARENESS

Jnstructor; Loretta Slfulntes (Chlcano Studies Center)

A critical anyalysis of the social, political and educational Issues which are related to

the development of the Chlcana. Strong emphasis will be placed on the factors which

have determined her roles, values and attitudes In the past; and an exposure of the

alternatives which are now emerging for the Chlcana.
. . ^ , .»

The class will meet on Tuesdays from 1 to 4 in RoMe 2124 (ID 93052). Finals code: (15)

Prerequisite I Cbnsent of Instructor^

Architecture 204 (4unmT
IMAGINGTHE FUTURE

.» V>J -{»-.

Instructor: AAarvIn Adelson (Architecture & Urban Planning)

Introduction to social and technological forecasflng. Including the Mature and

limitations of forecasting, examination of the Ideologies and values In forecasting,

review of techniques of Integrative forecasting, and the role of forecasting In en-

vironmental planning, design and management.
. ,r . ^^-

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from l :30 to 3:00 in ArcMtocture 22U

(ID 14190). Finatocode: (14) Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor. - ., ^ ^ . •

CED/Spanlsh & Portuguese 125 (4 units)

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS A CULTURE FOR THE 1^

JUNIOR HIGH SPANISH-SPEAKING STUDENT
Instructor: Alfonso Cervantes (Spanish & Portuguese)

students enrolled will tutor A^exlcan-Amerlcan speaking junior high school
»*5J<*^*»

in order to orient them toward University education. This floid work will begulded by

the director of the federally funded project. A seminar under the direction of

Professor Cervantes will review background readings on problems encountered by

the AAex lean-American community. ^-^—*^*^..,,«;^^«..^-...^_^^

The class will meet on Tuesdays from 10 to 11 in Haines 214 (ID 93470). Finals code:

(13) Prerequisites: Senior Status and Consent of instructor.

::ii.--
: nl

^iL:^l~'

^r-Mit

I

CED1M (4 units)

VISUAL THINKINO I \

^ \.

CED 111 (4 units)

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY OF AGING ^

Instructors: G. Sabagh, Sociology; I. Mensh, Psychiatry;

Y.P. Chen, Economics ^

The course wlil study the various economic, environmental, sociological and'

psychological aspects of aging. The students will discover their Interests unoer

faculty direction and pursue them In workshops. The student will arrive at poMcy

propi)sals based on the data collected In the workshops. This data will be shared ana

reviewed in advocacy proceedings at the end of the course.
\.,»^ nnt-uMl

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 3 In Boel^r 4277 (ID 93450).

Finals code: (14) f>rerequisite: Consent of instructor, mttrestid **^* *^^
contact Richard Norris at the Special Studies Workshop for Policy Proposals, 4e»

Kerckhoff Hall, ext. 52417. Enrollmtnt will be limited.

Instructor: Charies Rusch (Architecture «• Urban Planning)

Review of cognitive processes such as perception. Immediate experience, reflection,

reasoning, Imagery and visualization. Review of relevant brain research data. Ex-

ploratlons Into visual thinking and direct experience learning. Comparisons of sub-

•xuiturai AS well as cross-cuJtural dlfference|^_^__,^_ ^-^-^w*^
The class will meet on Tuesdays ond Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:00 In Architectui^ 224^

(ID93181). Finalscode: (10) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

CED 160 (4 units)

RATIONAL APPROACHES
TO UNCERTAINTY AND COMPLEXITY
instructor: James Jackson (Graduate

V. School of AAanagement) _^ i.

Concepts of uncertainty and approaches to the evaluation of unceHaIn results 6f

action Formulation and solution of complex but well -structured problems. Ap-

proaches to Ill-structured problems. Group problem solving. Emphasis Is on basic

ronceots and on practical use of conceptual foundatlons.o

T^ cto»s wUI mMt on Mowtay*, Wt<lnM<tay« and Frhtay. from 1 to 2 in RoHo 3«3 (ID

31M). Final* codo: (4) ProroqoWto: ContMt o« ln»tnictor.

PRE.PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING PROGRAM

Aelu,t», of court*! for undArgroduotos d«volop*d by w*™J**
h« grpduot* profonionol .ehool» at UCLA at*• ••^^ o» " "'^
turrtculum option In unhronHy odueatlon. Th» ^J^"*^
•>»••• cor. ooortot It to antura that ttodantt. through rigorout

""ultldltclpllnory ,|„dy rootwl In tha eontoxt of proWow

•olWng. will tubtoquMitly bo moro offoctlvo In tho varlout

CEDU2 (4 units)

THE COMMUNITY AS PEOPLE
Instructor: Nathan Cohen (Social Welfare)

Tvoes of problem* Inclodo *uch area* a» haalth, tducatlon, wolfare, raca relation*,

andemployment. Course work and field work. Student* will be given pro|ect» which

serve a* laboratory experiment*, and a* *^*^J'^/*^^ „._ ,„ , ,„-,,-,, -,„,,
The ela»* will meet on Tueiday* Irom 10 to 11 In Social WeHara 2M (IDtllW). Final*

code: (13) Prere<|ul*lte: Con*ant of ln*tructor.

^^^»- -^' -< i
/f^

.•****' r >

•^-:-
. 1

* CED Ul PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AS PROBLEM
SOLVING STRATEGY has been cancelled.
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UCLA policy workshop are infordiciprtnary c1os$e$. They ore da-

signed to attempt to solve the varPoos problems focing us. The

classes will result in proposals of public policy based on the

sf^denfs work and conclusions. The proposals will be forwarded

to interested decision makers for their consideration..

r
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The^problems we face today are for too complex to solve wi

fines of any one discipline. Policy workshops, it is hoped.

^<I|||**y«tv

^ V^

T
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- J
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will be a vanguard demonstrating the feosability and necessity

of interdisciplinary study.

Policy wprkshops wilj^allow the physical scientist to work with the

social scientist.
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Envimhmeni
;i*-

Instrudori -Morris Neiburger (Metereolojyjj

L-

Nathan Cohen (Social WeTFare)

4 to 8 units

i

II

To study the interplay of technical information, social & economic

motivation and political processes involved. The students will

attempt to produce environrfientalTy s^ouhd (DlaTTs for the cjpvelop-

ment of some sociographic entity (county, state, nation, or earth),

and justify them in adversary hearings. This quarter's topic:

THE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT ACT

> Meets Tu Th 3 to 5 Bunche 2173. Finals code 18.

Prerequisite - Consent Of Instructor ^-

Interdisciplinary Study of Aging-CED 111

Instructors - G. Sabagh (Sociology) I. Mensh tPsycJitdfry)

v;:^
'

-i^^'^^-'^-' '

\
' Y. P. Chen (Econonnlcs) ^

_ * TJT^.. .

"

,'.,•,•.•-..- ......... v ,» .
.

-

^^ 4 units

- The course will study the various economic, environmental, socio-

logical and psychological aspects of the aging process. The

students will discover their interests under faculty direction and

pursue them in workshops. Students will arrive at policy proposals

based on the data collected in the workshops - the data will be

shared and reviewed in advocacy proceedings at the end of the

course.

Class meets Tu Th 1 to 3 Boelter 4277. Finals code 16

Prerequisite — Consent of Instructor

Contact Rick Norris at KH 409 (Policy Workshops) ext. 52417.

Course ID 93450

I
Sponsored by SERC
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Psychotagy 195 - _,^ /
A nevv class pUns to provide people with the techniques needed to

become para-professional counselors. _ _

Psychology m, sponsored joinUy by the psycholcigy department and

the Office of Drug Education, plans to conduct "training labs that will

provide experience in person to person counseling," said Ross Arbiter,

Student Facilities Commissioner in charge of drug related programs on

campus. .. . , u 1,^., »»

"The course is designed by graduate students in clinical psychology,

he continued, "and this training can be used to go into counseling

organizations." «;«:„«
The class has been divided into three segments; lectures, training

groups, and personal growth groups. »

'"

, . . 4u^
"Lectures deal with psychological issues and concepts related to the

^counseling situation. Specific topics include "Drugs and Sex Education

Counseling," and "Suicide PrevenUon," explained Arbiter. _
The class itself is one of the efforts of the Drug Education Office, a

federally funded project devoted to the innovative education of the drug

problem People wishing to know more about the^ilass can conUqt Ross

Arbiter. Kerckhoff Hall 306. _ ^

Eroblem-sojying program continues
She added the nature of next

year-s program would probabl
be both m'jre expanded and

Political Science 129
L

u

i'

^ ^'
• ^,

*

1

-(»*.--—' ' :

The political science department here is offering a new class for next

<tuarter. Political Science 129, Regional International Politics.
.

.

To be team taught by professors Louis Cantori and Steven Spiegel, the

course will concentrate on five regions: West Europe, the Middle East,

West Africa, Southeast Asia, and l^atin America.-

The basic text for the course will be the professors* own work, The

InTernational Politics of Regions." Students will also be asked, to read

three books from a list of 150 by authors from countries under discussion.

—Students will also be asked to attend six Thursday evening sessions in

which feature length movies from regions will be screened.

PS 129 will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9:30 am to 10:45 am in

Moore Hall 100. Students should go through regular enrollment channels

to get into this class; ....,, - .r v; , ..^

k
French 158
h'rench 158. Images of Women in Modem French Literature

InstrUvto*- Mrs. Hoy . .

T. 10-11 HH 210"^

Th. 11-12 HH 122 ^ 7

Fronch

^
French 121 A. franco-African Literature

instructor Mr. Ogike '
^izrr

t' 12:0<0 HH 218 -.

^Th. 1:00 HH 21g -^ —

The experimenUl program in.

Creative Problem-Solving, called

a new approach to education" by

its organizers, will continue this

(|uarter by offering four new

undergraduate courses.

The program is being offered

through the Council on
' Educational Devetopment (CED)

and taught by various graduate

professional schools, with the idea

of equipping undergraduates with

a tolerance for ambiguity and

the techniques of problem-

solving." •
• 'r

The courses are:

_—Aichiiocture 204: Imaging the

Future; how the future affects the

present and the role of the future

as a decision-making tool. Tu-Th

I ::tO-3:()0, Architecture 2246.

—CKI) ISH: Visual Thinkingi

exploration into visual thinking,

cognitive processes, and direct

^experiience. Tu-Th 3:30-5:00,

Architecture 2246

—C'FI) 160: Ratio»«r-Apr

proai lies' lb Vncerllalnty and

Complexity; for those who wish to

investigate theory and practice of

large-risk decision-making The

course will serve as something of

a continuation of Engineering, 11,

and student projects will be

emphasized. M-W-F 1:00-2:00,

„_J<olfe 3123. ... - .:/'-:

—(El) l«2: TheTom rti unity as

INxiple; this will consist of

practical field experiences,

vs,orkiiig with a graduate student,

iii a social political or health

agency. Tu 10:00-12:00, Social

Welfare 258.

: Admission to the courses will be

arranged at the first class

meeting.

The four courses are part of an
^-^ U-course curriculum in problem-

^^=solvtng offered through seven of

ihe professional schools this year.

According to Nancy Arnold,

coordinator .)f the program, the

curriculum is the result of the

efforts of the various deans and

faculty 'They decided they

wanted undergraduates to be

given the sort of experiences that

would better prepare them to

solve complex ^iroblems and to

later assume professional roles,"

she

.,^ ._„. ...^.^ ^^p«..ucu ana more
mtegrated. "Ixased on what we've
found is beneficial to students"
Calling the program "an alter
native rather than a major "

she
said the program organizers hope
that it will eventuaUy evolve into
"an entire minor field of

phasis." T"
em-

groups organize
It is not always easy or convenient for Africans from different coun^

tries to get together, either in their countries or overseas. This campus is

fortunate to have a significant African population and many who love

Africa. So a npw group is taking advantage of this situation to latlnch
jf

new program on Africa whfeh is meant to be both friendly and in-

formative. What this group is planning tentatively is a core of a weekly

program which would represent a cross-section of countries and different

cultural activities. . ^ ^ ...^
, ^ ^

Based at the Internationa! Student Center (ISC), this group plans ^
organize and prepare a nationality dinner each week (it will be non-

profit), followed by a slide show, a movie and/or discussion Then, oc-

casionally, the indigenous dances from a particular country or region will

be taught. Guest speakers on Africa will also be invited. Of course this

does not exhaust other program possibilities

However, the more the merrier. So if you are African, (or even if you

are not) why donU you g^ive these people a caH: Michael O. Adeloye (479-

9141 ) or Alpha A. Diallo (472-8090) .
Your help and participation would be

fun. . . 4

pjiwwgwuyyyiMwwOuuwuiJu^iuwiiwuutfwuuy^^

Adult puppet plays now in Macgowan
* The puppot theater program here will present two Easter theme

plays in Macgowan Hall March 25 through April 1. Written by the

Belgian playwright Michel de Ghelderode for the adult puppet

theater audiences of Europe, "The Mystery of the Passion of Our

I^rd" and "The Women at the Tomb'* are being presented in the

traditional manner with puppeUr designed after those used in

Belgian theaters. The puppet plays for adult andieri^cs wW he

presented in the Little Theater of Macgowan Hall al UCLA March

25 through April I. Tickets on sale at Central andJ6^?khoff Ticket

Offices, or call H25-258I.
iyy||uyuuuuu«ppgg
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Buy^ur$1.29
and we'll it down free*
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Pick your potable, it*s on the house.

Sizzlefs giving away any beverage you want,

when you order our hearty steak sandwich

platter—and show the chefthis ad.

No trick at all. Get this ad into the

Sizzler, and everybody with you who orders our

regular $ 1 .29 steak sandwich, gets a free hot or

cold beverage. — -—-_-_^ -. : _-1-

It's a fabulous meat-dn-a-platter. Tender

juicy sirloin steak, served open face on a great

chunk of Sizzler cheese toast. Plus gobs of

golden french fries . . . With a peach on a lettuce

bed alongside. \

Don't miss the Sizzler fair-trade plan.

^ 1 .29 and your copy of this ad, for the Steak

Sandwich Special with beverage. Our $ 1 .49

value, for only $ 1 .29 complet^. ( And you skip

the tips at Sizzler.)

Sizzler
Family steak nQUS6S.«^:>mc. n;.

922 Gayley Ave. at Le Conte, Wcstwood Village

Free parking at the Safeway Lot on Gayley.

Offer good through April 7, 1 972
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Proposal to increase

medical , dental fees
, _ _^ ^

J

defeated by Regerits
B^S«si«HaU«a
DBSUff Writer ^^ j^

The I nivcfsit^ of Califoraia Regents finally ^^^l*^*^*^*'^
*

^^iroSeii iii«i«l«d daHal tuition at th«r test meeting. -
Re«rt Gtenii CampbeBs pni|«al to increase the educau^^

.kT^^^Wt*! »(I 1 I liifciiiiV by »4 per quarter was first introduced in

_ - - - . <J,

\

O^SbSto'^d^l^Aiing th* last half y««r the "jcreas* k

.iSTb^use CCmUcl «k1 dental tuitK« « k,»*r than most

TS'^'ifSSS^I «« m«i.ca._ and dental __school_^s.u<knts

STANDING ROOM OMLY - Tradttteii«ll» ptaQU^

ton, lines. st»d«rt. yesHnUyJja- ^T'lSui
ew minutes to ,.« th. """^J^J^^S
i..nno^ Associate Registrar Stanliy Cmn saia

::,t^„Us1S!;,»Sr^ from this time last

quarter and attrib«ltd tt»dec»na to

vacation. Chin said ho hop«

today and toinorrow and not wait until

he fears returning students will

minaK. >
^-'~

will

Bv Tom Humphreys
'J,

DB SUff Writer r

An economist here in testimony

before the Lob Angdes Police
'

[Commission yesterday denied

[that his research gave him

I knowledge about police officers

taking bribes from drug pushers

in Watts and East Los Angeles.

Paul Bullock said that comments

in his recent study on ghetto yOuth

in the labor market did not imply

corruption in the U» Angeles

Police Pepartrtient.

The study prepared with funds

trdm the U.S. Department of

Ubor was released last week by

the Manpower Research Center of

the. InstUute Pf Industrial

Kelations here. Its aim was to find

out how ghetto youth enter the

labor market. -*

The Police commission's in-

terest in the study stemmed from

a story in the Los Angeles Timeo

the following day.

The story quoted the rep«t as

saying, "The (illegal activities

are) probably the greatest single

source 6f income for young man in

Ihe Central City." The story

continued, "The study also coo-

tended that in addition to the

middlemen who bring in the drugs

to the community, *T1iere ""*

political, legal and law en

forccment represenUtives who

provide protection in return for a

direct or indirect share of the

profit?'"

Bullock, the study's author, was

asked yesterday by Michael Kohn,

Police Commission vice

president, to "teU me the names

and addresses of officers in-

volved, and the time and places

when there have been any payoffs

to officers." - "

Bullock answered, 'There are

none • When asked about the

apparent contradiction between

his testimony and the study,

Bullock explained that^ the

statement made in his report was

a gerteral one r^erring to a-

nationwide phenomenon. He later

added that the "Times" took the

statement out of context. •

"At no point in my research and

at no point in my report is there

any implication that a member of

the Los Angeles PoUce I>«P^
mcnt accciiied any hribea." he

said \

^ Bullock admitted he only did

interviewing in Watts and East

Los Angeles, but said his con-

clusions were based on in-

formation from nationwide

sources.

^Bullock was questioned for 25

minutes by commission members

who apparently felt that he had

discovered policecorruptioom his

interviews.
' ^^^

Bullock was asked three

separate times to give the names

of police officers who had ac-

cepted bribes. Each Ume he said

he had no knowledge of such

activity in the Los Ang^ area.

During the questioning. Em-

mett McGaughey, one com-

mission member, said the

repuUtion of the Uis Angeles

Police department was at stake

and then told Bullock, VYou have

done law enforcement a great

„...._J^rtS«eln6ri«rtliA'e pcsttJons wtach could mo««sUy

Norton Simon and ex officio Regents Charles J. Hilch, ChnsUan e..

mT.^* JrTosephA Moo«Jr..IU*ertMore.U^

Regeui^ vuti i^ (^ the increaw ««>X>mpteU. Edward y^^arter.

HnhortO Reynolds, WilUam French Smith and De«n A -wawms^^ RSTare not being quite honest to themselves that this

ip^,Tr^ a7oor« thTdoTto higher tuition," Hojh «>- m c^

^^^ inc^ase "In rffect.«ftre V>mMo±y!t!^J^^L}}^^
situation." he added.

'

™^ilh^lSfS«mi '-n* toul financial plight ot
Carter, '".support.^ the mcr«w^«Hi ^^ medical and

5«,U1 ^ educational fees," the president of Broadway-HaWr

rtment stores said.
. ,»^ •• tir

,dont think this is the Ume to increase any student fees, UG

ft^l^T^Z^^i^^^r-^^^^ made Known' lu^

^'rsSent Body Pmidents' Coun^J^^* "^^^^

T „ medical and dental schools. ^

I Passover+ class ^ conflict
Less acUvist than the JDL position was the^^

- .. n.ji^^i 7;/^«iict Alliance.

J- i

Muskie, Humphrey to speak hera

. If everythtaig gM. weB. weH have IS-IT *'>^^,,'*^'^r^J^.
quarter." Gab* raw. chairman W «fc* Aawdate* »m*^
Speaker* Program, said. ««.w»r Br#
AmMig uT speaker. .ch«li-ed '^J^^.J^^^^, l^

IT^WeWtlal c.nM.I«> Sen. Etawd S. M«.Ue «»-««^ "^

Hubert II. H-pbre, <D^I--.»J|-»^^J^^^^^SK
Durtag the seCMd week •! »ch«il. Ihree

"'2?f^"5JV17»,.kto«
areMb^Med. J^eph Heller. ••«**•» "C*^" "Ljl' "L^*;^
May I., and J«Jq*AlMP. • -Med VI^Mmg^m JornalW. wW be

speaking here aMneOMe d»rtag the quarter. ^^^^
Will be .Me^^ c«M««r advocate Balpb Nader.J^JT^
JackMi. aiHl Bin Bradley. New York Knick. all *ar forward, t*

•heir IM of ipeakert. ^ ..^ ii..-i_« ih» lait
Several .1 uTapeaker. .p«»»red by the AMT '"f^g ""i^

two qaarler. have been New York Mayar Jab- U»^^
•ieorge McGavem (M.D.). Dtek Gr*«ary. Mae Wert a»«

MMhzmmed All.
,

-: BySteveSacka
DBSurfReparter

Today marks the opening of sf^ni VJ^J"
instrucUoo and the first day of theJewoh hoMay

of P.««^ The fact that thM two ^te
coincide has drawn tharp comments from Jewish

spokesmen on campus.

No one is quite sure how this ?ch«jullng f^
slipped by unnoUced, biA tome felt that It jm
mSTim^t that students mtelng the firH

two days of clasaea not be penalized.

Kabbi David BenMr of the Hillel CouDdl sUted

that -while 1 don't know that the school can do

J?ythingaboutit,itistheschooi;sr«p^^^

«e that studenu are able to take^^^ .^Jf-^
:S$ despite missing the first days/' BfPffJfJ.^
I

wh5esituationisunfortuMte^eaddedti«ttho^
^

who are disadvanUged by the coinadingof the

two dates arc students who have to get »nto

claisea like labs, where there are more studcnU

who want the clMs than there are ptacet.

Sharply in contraat with Bcmer's opinion was

the statement of Irv Rubin West Cojurt coor-

dinator of the JewlA Defense League
<

f^^) .
who

iHitcd that the JDL "find? the situation Intolerable

if it contiiues, we will have to come on

campus to conlnmt the dean. " Rubin also com-

ment«i. 'We find it very shocking that they have
, _ „ *wwv

j^,,|^ Hi UCLA.
no coaaideration for 8,000

position of the Radical Zionist Alliance,

^eoresented by Jay HurviU Hurvltr said he was *

^^SSya^t the situation. That the university |
aldthte to happen after *«y«"8^,^*'.! |
happen proves the university (is) a b^'"«V ^
Hu^U himself did not really «»«

!
1** ^^ote |

thing doesnt bother me that much; Ifs not worth

|
^^"fs'rlSIIng new." Shery. B«o«. inteHm

|
editor of the newly organiied Jewish newspaper |
mW "We have been told to arrange with

|
professors t)eiorehand if were going to miss

|

Karen Porche. asri8t«t to Robert Kinsman.
|

dean of academic services noted "«» »W8 year s

|
schedule was set sUtewide and added 1 *» I

|
know how this got set up this way. N«t yw

|
.here will not be a conflict, Porche stated as m-

|
stniclion for spring quarter beguM AprU 2 ana »

Paawver and Easier both fall in the middle of the

"^Sr SUtewide respa-lbllity in the scheduling

mix up, Gloria Copland, assisUnt to AiVpM E_

Taylor, University vice president - »c«aT'^

affairs, felt that they have
«««»"»,"if^,«i;j'VP^,!!

possible with the campuiW. but t»«t «* ""
"^ «

Sates has not been able to observe all the religiow
|

holidays because of the separation of church and
|

state principle
..,:,s^J

-.• \

^5

ift^A

j»-i^t0**^".
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of summer

•:
1.

4.- -—

.!<

the center receives a -crush" of them in the weeks

immediately preceeding and following spnng finals.

-Its hard to deal with," he said. **it's too Ute,then

and the students don't have the degree of choice that

earlier students had."
. \; ->; »

. ..^,^:„^
Since January, the Placement CenterhM received

146 offers of jobs that are part-Ume now but will be

full-time during the summer. Conme ^^J^^
another of the Center's directors, has also hsted 28

full-time summer positions. mosUy In recreational

(summer camp^jpbs. The Center i« going to begm

TV and radio spot ads to interest employers infusing

the service to obtain their summer help. She is

confident that the office wiU be able to place many

students in summer jobs, because the number of

part-time jobs listed has generally been up this year.

The summer job group meetings, which are held

every day in the Placement Center, have been

helpful for the counselors in learning tiie types of

problems encountered in job searches. The average

-oTsix students per session has been ''really pretty

urged to begi
M 7J By Avrll Angevlne

--- — DBSta^f Writer r

StudenU looking for summer j#i^ should begin

their search soon, for time is rmm^ short, ac-

cording to the counselors in the nii<;^ent Center.

With two and one-half months lefl'^^fW the end of

•school, the Center is already helping-li find summer

employment, had summer job counseling meetings

all last quarter, and has had summer Job listings

since October, the Center reports.'l f> » T \ •

Ed Shaw, Uie dean of the Placement Center, said

his office receives about 150 new job listings a week,

and that special efforts are made before tiie

Christmas and summer vacations to canvass

community businesses in search of temporary

employment. ,
'

He claimed that the students who are most for-

tunate in their job search are those who can secure a

part-time job during the spring quarter that will

become full time when classes end.
~ Many of the companies that come on campus^ir .

^intPrview graduating students also talk to^v^ good," Freeman said.
. ^_ ^ '^1,^1

^ orosD^tWe fummer help Job opportunities of this As thousands of money-lflmgry Wgh ^^^oo^

l^^Tne^^y^n^^^^^ are listed ^ students
^^^f^t^Z^:"^^^^^^ are

-^*boird in the Placement Office. ^ ^^^ r'^l^"r.lTs^^^^^^^ ^ newspaper, ana supenu.

- About 11,000 students use the Placement Center eligible for
^^^e^^^f^^^^^^^^ are available for steff members

one or more times a year to find summer, part-time couraged to v»s»^.
I^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^ otyi^imng ^^ ^ience is necessary, and

or temporary jobs. Every year, according' to Shaw, a profitable position for the summer

Writing competition

promises $3MO prize
All currentiy enrolled UCLA students who have a writing

talent

are urged to enter the 18th Annual Samuel Goldwyn
Creative

Writing Competition. This contest. esUblished by motion
picture

producer Samuel Goldwyn to encourage creative writing among

UCLA students, offers a $3,000 first prize, a $1,000 second prize and

three $500 awards of recognition for the best prose fiction sub-

mitted by students. • .we- ...,_.,
Any form of prose fictionmay be entered, including short stories

novels, screen plays, teleplays aq^ either one-act or full length

stage plays.

Since the prizes are substantial, the judging wiU be top notch

including professional writers and faculty members here.

Students are urged to hurry since the deadline is 5 pm Monday

April 10. Interested students should turn their riftmuscripts into the

theatre arts department, Macgowan 1353. Winners wiU be an

. nounc^ in a campus ceremony May 17.
"

La Gente workers
La Gente. the Chicano student La Gente will conduct

newspaper here, currently needs photography classes and writing

reporters, photographers, fraii»- —«»S"«~ ^'^ «..^~.«*:

lators and artists, according to

Julio Romano, editor-in-chief.

Any student is welcome to work

the newspaper, and stipends

MJOFFICIAL NOTICES • '^.'jf,'

for Omdal ^Jotite8 In

TO: All Departments '

.

FROM: Campu8 Programs and Activities Omce
RE: omgjal Notices _^^ :

The procedure to follovPin submitting copy

as follows*

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AjjnMarleMeehan^ Campus ft^^

& Activities omce, 161 Kerkchoff Hall (Ext. 57041). DO NOT SEND
DifcECT TO THE BRUIN.

««n «f vour subslfltence paymentf ftroni <lie Veteran* Admlolatratioii.

NEW VET^lUN^^ DEPENDENTS m«rt prcent

VA CertlflcatCT prompUy to the OiBce 6f Special Services. -^
Thank you f<w your coopegation . u .

^r^-.;^:i^u^^^^
,•• t

]

|:::r *-

FBJOMi Dean of Students
^ ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

For yonr information we have Uited bsJowJhe varioi ^admli

-»--,

*»'

•»• > -

I

i

\-

2. Set typewriter margins for 55 Ijgew ptf line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.

4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice. . _

^

5. Copy deadline Is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to pub-

llcatlon date.
. ^ n_

Because Official Notices are funded by the Camput-^rograms

AcUvlttes Office, we request ihat you limit your NoUces toltems of an

OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising ), and

make them as brief as possible. The maximum number of Insertions

In the DaUy Bruin Is thr 2 Issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays

and Thursdays ONLY, liease do not send requests, therefore, for your

Notices to be run "every day" or "untU further notice.'*
, ,,. .

If you have any questions, please contact Mrs. Meehan At the above

address or tdephone number. j
-[ '

,
"

-
.'.-'- ..'.,.. . '

FROM: CoH«e of Fine Arts

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS /

OPEN APRIL 10-24 FOR FALL ld72

Major and CoUege transfer petitions wiU be avaUia>le in the CoUcge

of FUie Arts only, Room A333 Murphy HaU, April 10-24. -^
Departmcnto of Art and Theater Arts wffl request a portfolio; D*.

partments of Dance and Musk wiU request a personal interview.

Any. questions regarding the new ma|or should b^ r«lc^tea to tue

counsA>r of that department »^ \. . :
. .^

ART: Laurie Anderson, Dkkson Art Center

DANCE: Patricia TomUnson, Women's Gym - — -—
MUSIC: Linda Palmer, Schoenbsrg Hall

THEATER ARTSe Valerie West, Macgowan HaU
-r

•

FROM: The Financial Aids Department

CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP TUITION AND FEE CLAIM

Undergraduate recipients of CaUfomia State Scholarships must sign

the hiltion and fee claim by Monday, April 10, 1972 in Room A129H,

Murpliy HaU. FaUure to sign means loss of the scholarship.

FROBf: Financial Akis Office

SUMMER WOEK-STUDY PROGRAM
AppUcattons for the 1972 Summer Work-Shidy Program are now

aVaUable at the General Information window of the Financial Akis

f^llee. A-129 Mnrphy HalL
All stSentstoSrtstrf in Summer WoriL-Shidy. INCLUDING those

who have sabmltted forms for 72-73 Financial Aid. must apply before

June 30, 1972. Please bring a self-addressed, lUmped postcard.

To be diglble for the Snmmcr Program students must:

1) Show ffaiandal need (as dstcrmined by the Fhiandal Akto Office)

2) Be admitted to, and plan to attend UCLA as a hiU-time shident duf^

In the FaU 1972.

seminars for prospective stafi

members.-.
"We can use new staff members

to help La Gente communicate
with Chicanos on campus, tel

tliem about what's going on,

services available to them, and

expose injustices, Romano said.

''It also provides Chicanos oq

campus opportunities to express

themselves through creative

writing, and photography," he

said.

The first meeting for new staff

'members will be held tomorrow

at 4 pm in the La Gente office,

Kmsey 289, ext. 52106.

3.00

• • • « •.• •

*.• •

• «

• • • •

• • • •^ • J ^ •

•. • • • at

• • • •

• • •

• • • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

9.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

20.00
laoo
10.00
10.00
5.00
S.00
7.S0
3.00

(vary)
ft.00

4.00
6.00
1.00

trative fees* whkh have bsen InsUmtid by ^^J^^^̂ ^
Campus. These charges are made to cover admlnishrattve procMingj

^^^'
SERVICE CHARGES

Breakage (Charges wffl beasscMed by departmcnU based

ZHon actual rfljlacement costs)
, ^ . ^ . _^^ .

Changes hi Shidy List after Anndmiccd Date (each pdlttoa) •

Dnpllcale Registration and/or Other Cards from
Registration Packet (each petition) • . . • • • • •

Doplkatc Student UcntMlcatlon Card (each petition)

Late FHing of Announcement of Candidacy . vv* "j • • •

Late Filing of Prrferred Program Card (when accepted ) . .

Application Fee (Intcrcampus Transfer and Re-admlssion).

Late Payment of Fees ....••••••• •••
Laid Registration • • • • n • • •

Rclnstatcnicnt Feet •• , 4 • » • • • ^

Removal of (^ade I (each petition)

Bctnmcd Check CoUcdton
'Emergency Room Medical Center ....
Prescription Fee Shident Health Service

Library Fees ••..*.••••••••<
RMidcnce HaU Tranifer on Petition Fee
Failure to Meet SHS Appohttment . . , ,

Failure to Clear Gym Locker
Failure to Meet Student Teachfaig Assignment

FROM: Dean of Students

ENTRANCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS
Concerning Entrance Physical ^^Evaluations, please disregard pages

36 and 37 of the General Catalog. Personal appearance at the time of

entrance is NO LONGER REQUIRED except for a few special cate-

gories. Instead^ new and re-entering students wffl rsc#vc new tsstrucUons

and Physical Evaluation forms with their registration packets. Any-
one not receiving a pliyslcal evaluation form should request one by call-

hig (213) 325-2261, or by gofaig to thd Shident HealtL Service at

aS-143 Heahh Sciences Buikling.

FROBI: Dean of Studepls
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FROM: omce of Environmental Health and SafcAjr

UCLA Policy Rdailng to Dogs on Campus
Adopted February 17, 1970

The UCLA campus follows the hitent of the City of Los Angeles
**Leash Law** onUnance 77,000, section 53.06.2.:

1. Dogs may not be brought onto Campus accept when:

A. Secured to a leash or chain no more than six feet long, the other

end of which Is retained by a person, or

B. Securely confined in a vshkle.

2. Dogs may not be tetlMrcd on Campus.
3. Dogs are not permitted in any Campus Building even though leashed

except fon ,

A. Sedng-eye dogs serving their owners.

B. Animals Involved In authorised research, and

C. Special circumstances (if such circumstances exist, special appro-

val must be obtained through the Environmental Health and
gaiety Officer).

4. Dogs must have valid dog licenses as evidence of current rabies

VacdBatlons.
5. Uogs oh Campus In violation of this policy are subject to being

pickedup Slid turned over to the City Pound. Owners of such Impounded

dogs may make arrangements directly with the Pound for recovery of

tMr dogs,

FROM: omce of Special Services

VETFRANS AND VETERANS' DEPENDENTS PLEASE NOTF^ SJu-

dvntii uftdrr Fcxlera] nnd State of California tiubtiidy bllla ur« urned to

ioniplde Htudy llsln hi the Office of Special Services j»v vor,n nn «h.^-

know llxth prouram for the Spring Quarter. ri«HRe ven k

Quarter Frivirram In the Oflkc of Special 8crvlce»« Murphy Hint 1 ^>A.

Kail io so by April 21. 197> wHl-Tesu^< * delay .»v«rn»i>3_

Jmmimmmmtmit0ammimiBS=^ •
" ~^'^~"

"

'

' '—

A limited number of shident parking permits are available for com-
muter shidento hi Lot 32 Jtnd limited space In other numbered lots are

available for the Sprlng^Quartcr only on a lhrsl-com»fhrst serv ed baek.

These are available at the Cenhral Parking Service, room 2S0, Gayley-

Strathmore Structure. "•
'——

—

'—
_

I '
i

.
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FROM: Dean of Shidents

REDUCTION IN STUDENT HEi^LTH COVERAGE
HOSPITALIZATION bencflls provkled by the Shident Health Sci^

vice win be reduced to three (3) days cffecthre MARCH 27, 1072.
It has become economically hnpossflble for the Student Health Ser-

vice to continue to provide the cprrent (10 days) hospttallKation benrfk.

Charges for ho^ttallsatlon in excess of three (3) days wUl consequently

be the responslbUty of the individual student.

Students may ol>taln SPECIFIED Insurance protection for hospitali-

zation beyond three (3) days or other services not provided by Stu-

dent Health by:
a. Using appropriate Insurance of his/her parents (Bead coverage
' * avaflabilMy should be discussed with parents or broker), OR
b. Obtaining thdr own Independent Insurance policy forsuck niatters, OR
c Obtahilng supplemental coverage through the A8UCLA vphu^kary

health insurance plan. (Details are Included in the registration packet)

FROM: Dean of Shidents

NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

Because of severe budgetary restraints and Inflation, the health care
ervkes avaflable without charge through the Student Health Service

will be sharply curtailed firom those orlghially planned as dsscribed on
pages 87-60 of the 1971-72 UCLA General Catalog. Most services wffl

continue to be available, but some of them will be on a fee>for-serviee

basis. Students who make use of the UCLA Hospital Emergency Room
WiU be responsible for the first $7.50 of the fee, Instead of the first $5.00
as stated hi the Catalog.

FROM: Physical Plant

BICYCLES AND MOTORC^'CLES
Mhp» thftwlnx parkinp •» * f«>* ^*#ycles and motorcycles on cam-

pus, with the cnmpus reg. (ilriK operattoti ami parking of
(»Mn«, are uvalh^ Csrff)p»»*» Park) iK Service, Campun Police OlBcc
ami the l*hyf(tca) t-iam iMU •

BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

ParsiM

ttuoi II Desigi

66Wt$tl2SM|ewJ(oi!LlB

384-

svis foresees

^f
innocence; denounces

Ichauvinisf
incir (AP) — Angela Davis declared in court yesterday the

^^^
r n's evidence wUl reveal that she is "totally innocent" of

"^ l^rinao conspiracy charges brought against her by the state.

"^^^^IZrM formei UCLA phUosophy instructor. acUng as co-

'^
hpean delivering the defense's opening sUtement after all

'"""""^and alternates swore they would not be influenced by an abopte*

'''^'^^^'!^[^he SiJ^^uition's evideri^ wiU reveal that the charges

^'""''hr are" 'entirely without substance." Speaking deUberately. the

'^nTlndant declared that the prosecuUon's case would be one of

^ ; rp euesswork and speculation."

I '°"^f ^nme iury panelists told Superior Court Judge Richard E.

^'
thev had heard about the attempted jaU escape Tuesday, but

'^"^il was connected to Davis' case or would affect their judgment.
"^"^

oaiH the two crucial issues were whether she had pre-knowledge

LTh^'cnme with which she is charged or if she displayed intent to

^""Tu maT'te sure there wUl be no testimony that wiU prove the

t nn's claim that I had foreknowledge of the plan," she said.

iP^^c nid the iury yesterday that the prosecution is practicing male

Icht'lnism in trying to prove that she platted violence because of con-

""^Hf£^or would like to Uke advantage of the fact Uijit I am a_

ornan
' Davis said. "For in our society, women are supposed to act on

'""^tl^r^^^^^^^
of themale chauvinism in our society," she

n^vf.'^denied the prose<^i(m T!laim^ that she ptotted for the escape of

nfrlnrZ Jaclwon who they said was her lover. She said she fought

jXnwasoneo^ , ,

•The evidence will show that as the movement progressed, I developed

dS aff^tion for George Jackson," Davis f^d ^Ai^d I ateo fel a d«.p

oZssion and love for Fleeta Drumgo and John autchette.
^

I Et(^ calmly before a lectern and told jurors, "The evidence will

Ish^ thatTam toUilly imnx^ent of aU the charges against me. The

Ln^ntnr'^ pvidence will prove that his case is no case at all.^ , _„ ^ ^

rnuntv Civic Centerwhich left a judge and thr^ blacks dead.

'

She sS^ of one of those killed at Marin - George

lackson's 17-year-old brother Jonathan. * ^. ^ ^ ,. . .

SheTaid they were close friends, but contended this docs not link her

with the shootout. .; ^ ,. ,

'
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Got that helpless feeling? Call helpline 825-764a
'•^•-.
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SacraifMrintern position available

There is one opentag for a student to serve as an jntern hi

Sacramento this quarter, according to Fred WcUier. director of the

Student lx>bhy here. •

4. •u-. ««.
The program in the #late caplUl will give students ^tl^e op-

portunity to explore the realities of ""^^ RovenimenUI and

legislative svstem as advocates for the Assochited Students of the

Iniversity of California. Their activities will consist J)f
research.

following bills, meettog with legislator^ iknd staffi and other datty

legislative related duties, accordtaig to Wefaier.
^i u «

The intern wlU he allowed to choose an area of work which to-

lerests liim. The intern will receive 10 to 12 units of credit for the

quarter and a small stipend of $75 a month. Wehier said.

Applications can he picked up today hi Kerckhoff W. They wlU

he due IVIonday.

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
^^IIAC 1 LFNSES. SPECIACLF'^

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

r^*<^^»» »

juniors - seniors - graduates - gel in on it!

6rder you^class ring now - it's a goiod start on making the

transition from college life to the great outside world.

You can specify what kind of stone you d like -the

Insignia on It, If any -white or yellow gold (I Ok or 1 4k) -

whatever. Norm Cutllff, John Roberts Ring Co. representative,

will be la*e Students' Store Thursday, Marifh 30. to

help you make your choice.

For the CHEAPEST ROOM and BOARD just

off campus, live at the CO-OP this spring

quorter.

20 meals/week, Including quarter breaks

and holidays! Cost/quarter: only $235:260

and about 4 hours of chores each week. The

Friendliness is Free!

HURRY « FIRST COME-FIRST SERVE CALL

479-1835 or write: Manager, UCHA, 488

Landfair, LA. 90024
Spontorvd by UCHA

as
uc

students' store

rinaft b l«vel. ock^rmcm union, 825-771 1, •(!. 234

opTmor29-3* 7.45 o.m..8:30 p.m.; frl., 7:45-7:30; sat. 9:00-3:00

USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE

i«Mi
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^ aH editorials represent a ma|ority opinion of the Dally Bruin |
ynsignecu^

^^ The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are
Editorial

j'jij,^ groups or Individuals who wish to voice an
^" *°

''onJrary to a DaUy Bruin Editorial position. All other
opinion ^°"

. a„ji letters represent the opinion of the author

'°*T"not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.
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Dear Ronnie
"Power to the People"

^
T -**•_ -

(CditiN-'s note: Queslioos for Dear Ronnie sIkmiM be sent to tfce

Collegian. P.O. Box Ml. Qaremont. CaUfomU. AU questloM ikonid be

sigBfd wltb both i^amc and campnt.) .rr — —^ ,

pR Editorial
-•**•' -J ,-

Tok/n
The recently-released report of the National

.*
mission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse provides

ortditional reinforcement to what many students

!ireadv believe: that light op intemittent use of

mariiuana is apparentiy not dangerous and,

therefore, existing penalties on private use should be

^
In light of that recommendation, it seems logical

that government interference with the drug should be

reduced to a minimum. Yet government com-

missions sometimes don't operate on logic, so this

one went ahead and gave a strong recommendation

that there be a poUcy discouraging marijuana use.

This would be fine with us if what the commission

had in mind was the same sort of campaign bemg

waged against cigarette smoking and alcohol abus^e,

but what the commission wanted on one hand is to

legalize marijuana use and on the other to coirtinue

the ban on growing, deaUng and public use.

The commission justified maintaining the

^iSflfiesToFdealififoT^ the drugfe

long-term effects are uncertain and that heavy use of

marijuana has bad effects, tofepsycholggc^^^^^^

physiological. —. - -^ u io icT -r

Our reaction to these reasons is: so what? For ii

private use of marijuana can be justified, it follows

that Its production and marketing should be tegalized

because they are essential to private use.

We wish, to reiterate, then, our behef that the

question of marijuana use should be one of personal

morality, for its use presents no demonstrable threat

to the personal safety of a community (^nless we

include driving in tliat consideration).

As to the question of driving under the influence,

we advocate a single standard of penalties. This will

probably require a greater amount of law en-

forcement to be effective, yet an effort to keep botn

drunks and dopers off the road seems to be a much

more rational approach than the current practices. It

is time to end the waste of resources by courts and

police in trying to enforce the prohibitions on

marijuana use witii the senseless and repugnant

meddling^infd the personal lives of citizens ttiat has

resulted in recent years^ _

Questun. Why doe* California elect a p«re con-

si'r\ alive for GovenHK- and Iwo hardline UberaU as

senators? i../:,«-! » - •• • ^ .
-*» - ,•

Iteaga i: There we go with labels again. Seriously,

that's a very good question. I wish 1 had a very good

answer 1 ran for election on the expressed belief that

government was^too big, too costly, and nluch too

busy in everyone's private life; that we should try

and reduce its size and power by introducing Into

government the same common sen^e principles we

employ in our oersonal and business affairs.

tCvidently, a number of Califomians thought this

wasn't a bad idea. As a matter of fact, our two

Senators appeared to believe it was a good idea ...

at least while their campaigns lasted.

(Question: What do you think of campus radicals?

Keagan: As little and as seldom as possible. Now

since what I'm going to say in my reply and since

your question has something of a blanket indictment

Part two

Charles

of

lo^iTTTabeling again) lets acknowledge there are

exceptions and we are using the term "campus

radicals " to describe a trouble maker who probably

isn't a very "serious student" to begin with. Vve

ioumtsuCtX "radicals" to be toUlly insincere and

their resort to violence ISN'T because they are

! .strated in achieving a goal — violence is their

goal The "causes" they proclaim are excuses —
means to an end and the end is Uie club and torch.

Thank Heaven most young people are very

discerning with a keen nose for sniffing out phonies

and so the radicals are speaking for a dwindling few.

Question : If the Republican Party is the party of the

"little man", why IsnH the National Convention

selection process as open as the Democratic In

California? In addition, why were GOP dissenters

sOcr as Senator Chartes Ooodell purged and

Keprtsenlative Paul McCloskey invited to leave the

- <iOP"
—c

Keagan: Part one of your question: The Republican

l^arty convention selection process is actually more

open more responsive and more represeriUtive Uian

the widely heralded "grass roots" procedure of the

l^emocrats with all their fanfare, chest beating and

so-caUed open caucuses. In the first place, less than

one per cent of the Democrats participated m Uiose

get-togethers, and what most people don't seem to

realize is that whatever they decided, the candidate

can overrule them . . . anB HAS! Senator Muskie s

hand picked sUte chairman failed to get elected but

he's a delegate just the same. If you listen very

carefully, you can hear on the night wind, the cry of

"foul" — **caucus packing".

The Republican process involved conUcting or

being contacted by fully as many people as attended

their caucus meetings. A committee, including

elected party officials and recognized pa^y ac-

tivists, reviewed literally thousands of nanies which

had been proposed by voluntary groups, individuals,

county committees, etc These were computenzed to

meet the legal requirement of geographical

distribution, plus our own determination to have a

balance based on ettihic, racial, economic, age.^nd

male/female considerations. _ijj.4^
Finally, this delegation pledged W one candidate

has to run on the ballot against delegations similarly

selected and pledged to other candidates, or evento

no candidate. Then in free election and open

primary, the party wiU make lU choice.

your question: Former Senator

New York wasn't purged — the _

just walked away and elected

—w-^.w«-
i«*n he did a 180 degree turn as a

Senator from the things he subscribed to as a can-

didate. 4^n^rjM*Balist described his election loss as a

"purge aqc^hilfch journalist incest resulting in in-

,lellectuann-bllBding, the term has stuck.

-/ ! As for McCloskey, someone may have said "run

him out of the party" but that was an expression of

opinion, not official procedure. However, it would

seem that when a nvan finds he can no longer accept

the philosophy or principles of a political party and

he is unable to persuade that party to accept his, he

should affiliate wiUi a party more attuned to his own

thinking:

Question: How can you Justify your recent atUck on

Judge (iallagher. who only issued a temporary

restraining order until the state could present its

case, when you preach respect lor the law and

judicial system? If welfare recipients cannot go to

the courts to protect their rights, where would you

have them go?

Reagan : You're not alone in that you. too. don't have ^
the full fgicts in this case. To begin with, when a judge

issues a restraining order of this nature, he wiU

usually give the respondent due notice, in order that

the respondent may furnish arguments against the

issuance. In this particular case. Judge Gallagher

did not even^iave Uie courtesy to notify the Director

of the Department of Social Welfare (the defendant
^

in the suit) , that he was going to issue such an order.

As a matter of fact, it was days after he had actually

signed the restraining order that we learned of it.

This, by most sUndards, is an abuse of judicial

authority. If nothing else, it was highly discourteous. _.

You're right when you steted that 1 have always -

urged rcspoc4 for the law, and judicial system

^

Sometimes, though, it is rather xiifficult to ponder

some of the humans trying to manipulate Uie l^w and

judicial system towards their own personal

philosophies. But my urgings for respect f^r^aw and —
judicial system should not be interpreted as meaning

that we should be obsequious to all judicitil rulings or

genuflect at the sound of every word uttered by those

officials My argument is not wi^ the welfare
'

recipienU going to court. If Uiey feel they have a

legitimate complaint that cannot be solved ad-

ministratively, then Uiey should seek appropriate

relief in the courts. What is really disturbing is the

abitrary, prejudicial and discourteous handling of

such restraining orders by some judges, who, rather

than rule on a ease stiricUy on its own merite and the

law. allow their personal social and political,

philosophies to dominate their rulings.

(Question : Do you think politicians should be held In

contempt of court for making derogatory sUtements

outside the courtroom about persons standing trial —
such as your recent statement regarding Angela

Davis andthose of your good friend Evelle Younger?

Reagan: The rights of the First Amendment apply

equally to politicians, judges, defendants and con-

victs. Even to Governors, Attorney Generals, and

college students, too. My remark about Angela was

in answer to a question and was to the effect that it

was ridiculous to suggest that the accused could hire

six lawyers and bill the Uxpayers.

Jiv

. J-

I y I'^^fc'^
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{Letters to tha Editor9rs to tna taiior ^ ^— - ^ . - # ^^~

Time for campus to stop puttmg on the dog — •>-

lEditor:

Why isn't Uie "UCLA Policy

[Relating to Dogs on Campus,
Adopted February 17, 1970" as

published in a notice by En-

vironmental Health and Safety

1
enforced?

The number and quality of dogs

jninning loose, particularly in the

Sculpture Garden is getting to be
[quite annoying. They tend to form
into packs and run exuberantly all

over the place, demanding food

and generally running people

[*)wn Occasionally they have a

'ailing out and sUrt fighting. All

this IS not a bit conducive to the

P^ce and quiet of the garden.
l^^ring people constanUy call

their errant dogs at the top of their

lungs is annoying when one is

8<^ing some <|uiet time in the

"Middle of a harried day. Surely

some outdoor places should be left

quiet on this campus.

An excuse I have heard given

for bringing dogs on campus and

then ikting them run wild is that

this way they are -free and

"isn't it wonderful? Bah,

humbug!!! It isn't woiiderfiU,

dogs are not free people, they are

simply nice animals Also, you

hear the sad story that if they

were left alone in small apart-

ments they would tear up the

furniture and that they need the

exercise, aipeciallythe bigger

ones My heart bla«k for thenr

Actually, my answer is, the place

for a big dog is truly not in a smaU

apartment in the city. If one lives

in such a place, then he »houldnt

have the dog U isnot fair tothe

dognor tothepaoptewhodont

relish being run down and in-

timidated by them and rneir

owners all tlte time.

Just in case someone is won-

dering, 1 am not a dog hater. I like

them, but in tiieir pUces, please.

Campus is not their place whether

they are running free or tied up on

leashes and howling Please, if

UCLA is going to have a policy on

dogs, it should be enforced,

strictiy. „ ,

Karen van Boemel

Administrative AssltUnt

Department of Art

Young
Kditor:

Chancellor Young, super shoe

aaletman, in a recent article

noted that since the price ot slioai

had gone up and the demand was

down, 28 shoe salesmen would be

let off. He indicated that it was of

littie consequence as it wasn't the

constipated old sUff of shoe

salesmen who would get the sack

txit the off the street type for

whom the shoe company had no

feeling of responsibility.

Even among shoe salesmen this

is a disgusting form of callous

behavior and would lead people in

the trade to question the m^rit of

their employ. Perhaps the

sanitation department has more

respect for its employes. It is

small wonder that the image of

the shoe business has fallen so

low, when its very leaders, who

would surely have made better

policemen or accountants, have

such toUl disregard for thoaa

people who have given so much ot

themselves are not even mourned

by the contemptible boss for

whom they have given so much.

I regret not being able to sign

this, but in this kind of free open

society, it is obvious that the

Chancellors response to me Would

be less than sympathetic, wiy

problem is that I am one of thoae

salesmen in off the streets,

referred to by the chancellor as

being just lecturers or assisUnt

professors With men like Reagan

in Sacramento and Young at

UCLA there seems to be httlc^,

need to fear that education will

play any significant role in

reshaping our society

Signed Disheartened lecturer

Teaching only twenty cooUct

hoars a week.

';!
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of Psychology 10
>1 realistic look at POW's
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Bob, Boffy, and
Jadygetitall-

toifettier...for

everyone toned

in to today*s

(olk-rock culture

-f^-.
I

I

I

"z:^^-^^

AoipHvalfat

Bob
Dylan

$7»s

by Anthony Scadnto. A bloek-

buster biography of America's

most elusive culture hero. Se-

lected by The Book Find Club.

~Aa Alternate Selectioaiif The

-1
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Ei||t4N':

I read with interest the article

by Humberto Herrera in Mon-

day's DB concerning the Psych 10

issue. Once again the old beast of

high school debates proves its

usefulness in argument. I refer of

course to the Beast of the Out of

Context. And may I congratulate

Mr Herrera, et al., on the very

effective use of the Beast.

My literary '* bloodhound's

nose" first detected the scent of

said Beast when, after hearing the

LUC accusationsi, I pulled out my
copy of Elements of Psychology

and began looking up quotes I

found in Mr. Herrera's article. I

discovered many interesting

incongruities, of which I make a

^

I Book-of-the-Month Club.

I •Lillian Roxon. S.Y. Dally New$

When she sinss

of war, it Is with

power and fury.

..«When she
sings of love,

she is as fraglie

as a hummin^Mrd

f

4 I'

I

I

_TireBiiHy
Sainte-Marie

Songlwok
P«P«r$4f5

I

I
Sing and play 60 of Buflfy's |

U^^^

~-W

-it*-

f;

. mosTTamous songs, all wlih
I guitar chords, and piano ac-

4 companiment for 10 of her

I greatest hits. Plus the stories

I
behind her songs; lessons on

I
how to play the Indian bow, a

I
complete discography, over 50

I photos, and her own line draw-

] ings. A Buflfy bonanza!
T ^ •

^^ •
•

'"Mymosic
doetn*t come and.
go with elation or

sorrow; it Is

always there,

faithful In its way
as an old lover, or
overnight guest.**

partial lisTT

1. One ol'thc quotesTs preceded

by the words, "In that context

. . .", which refers the reader

t ""ba^ik to an earher discussion. I

was not astonished to find that the

earlier discussion served to

clarify the assertions of the quote.

2. Another of the quotes is

followed by the words, "On the

other hand, . '. .'The paragraph

which begins with these words

naturally presents a different

theory than the one presented in

the pft-quoted paragraph. Why,

then! since we find two differing

theories presented together, dott

the LUC consider one and not^the.

other? .

3. The paragraph that begins,

"One general finding was that

4. In reUUng the EP report of

the Tanser study, Mr. Herrera

concludes that EP "sides with

Tanser." In fact, Mr. Herrera

seems to have overlooked the

fairly strong statement that

follows the report in EP. That is,

"This study, however, ha3 been

subjected to cogent criticism,"

and refers to the "presumed

equivalence of environmental

factors for Negroes ..." — not

the actual existence of equahty.

But I encourage readers to lopk

for themselves (as I don't beUeve

the LUC would). The Beast can be

discovered hiding behind

parentheses, lurking before and

after commas, and generally

making a nuisance of himself.

before closing, I would like to

I

I

I

I

I

4

1

make a few comments on the

general tactics of LUC ia theh-

campaign against EP. Besides

jpverworking the Beast, they have

been guilty of making Loose

Definitions, Omitting Definitions,

Pleas for Sympathy, and other

such unprofessional tactics of

argument.
-*-

Quite frankly, I don't give a shit

about the book. I have an opinion

on the issue, and I'll be happy to

discuss it with any rational human
being who wishes to put literary

trickery aside and argue logically.

What motivates me to write this is

ihe general LUC campaign. I

Moti't ihind someoneirying to^tefr

(many died or committed suicide

before they got to the Und ci the

free), sold on auction blocks as

animals to do the bidding of white

people pretending to be gods. The

new Afro-Americans obviously

were not allowed to keep their

culture, yet were also denied

participation in America's

culture. Families were virtually

non-existont. slaves usually were

not allowed the decency of

marriage in a society where

bearing children out of wedlock

was something shameful. The

white male slaveowner was proud

when children bom to black

mothers looked like him. A black

person could lose his life very

easily if he were not completely

subservient to his white

"master."

to you, just listen, look around
you. Why are martyrs like MaZ
Luther King and Malcom X even
necessary? Why does AnseU
Davis even feel she has to fight for

T
I

I

I

I

I

'P4

_ The Judy

Collins Songbook

I 55 of the great songs Judy |

• ii

I

I

,
fmgs like no'one else, arranged

*

for guitar and piano. Included

:

I "Anathea," "The Bells of

I Rhymnie," and "Michael from

I Mountains," plus Judy's inti-

I

I

I

I

I

I

boys were more likely to gain in

intelligence and that girls were

more likely to lose.'* refers (when

Uken in context) to.a study made
of children ages sue to ten. This is

sexist? This is scraping the bot-

tom of the barrel. Further, how

can one presume todraw absolute

conclusions from a discussion

which contains, among other

phrases, the^ following:

"generally", ''fairly sum-

marized", "may be", "appea^s^

"somewhat". I would call these

words downright wishy-washy —
and I'm sure that only by

replacing them with "absolute

words" can one draw any absolute

conclusions.

me something, but I do mind

someone trying to create and

justify a cause at my expense —
and I say my expense because I'm

.

the one they're insulting. :_ V

Kelly Fogarty

Math-Computer Science

" '

. -

Editor:

This letter, provoked partly by

the Psych 10 controversy, is in-

tended for my fellow white people.

What does it take to open our eyes

to racism? Hunckeds of years ago,

people, men and women of rich

culture and tradition, were taken

from their African homes, family,

heritage, stripped naked to set sail

to America in stinking boats

Wit^ these prevailing conditions

it was very easy, apparently, for

white people to regard themselves

as "superior," though how their

own barbarism'was discounted or

rationalized seems incredible.

These types of attitudes of course

became part of all the major

institutions of the country —
churches, schools, government.

When "the slaves were freed," it

was a small step in the right

direction. However, ]J«ne were

people whose main occupation

had been farming, set "free"

without any land or monc^ to buy

land on which to grow food. Since

they hadJjeen denied education-

their only recourse was to find

low-paying jobs requiring little

training, in crowded cities. .-|

Progress is made, little by httle.

But still we white people r^ard
ourselves as somehow superior to

other people. Still our racism

continues. Why? I have written

the above paragraphs almost

despairingly, because any white

racist who wants \o can

rationalize and conclude nothing

is his fault or responsibility, and

every established institution of the

country will confirm this con-

clusion. Consider, we are so deep

in a racist culture, racism has

been so ingrained in us that we
don't even recognize it, but un-

ttiinkingly accept it as "truth."

If historical daU is meaningless

the liberty of her people? Why are
there black separatist groups?
These things are reactkms

to
existing conditions. People

all

around are telling us they are
(still) oppressed. Why don't we
listen? Why don't we do
something? Why don't we shed
our fcATi. be real, and hve free?

UisVlerk

..,-lu Junior, Mtt|ic

r '

'

Editor:

Since a major objection to the

^Tisr of Elements or Psychology

, (Krech, Crutchfieldr and Livson)

seems to be based on the

assumption that naive, malleable,

primarily middle class freshman

students will be instilled with

racist attitudes, it might be useful

and informative to test that

hypothesis. A test or poll could be

devised to compare attitudes and

opinions on race and intelligence

on the part of students who have

studied EP, students who have

used other Psychology (extboods,

and possibly students who have

tfken no. Psychology courses.

Such a ''test would show that the

textbook in fact tends to create

^C weU intentioned and well

ZiU laments d the many

k'i'Cupsare tiecommg an
•*

Kif^hed and remarkably
""

loned part of the

"^"ri n^ne It is almost

Itomable to me that this

te line of hogwash jnd

r" r^ihv has been sold to the

lenn public, wrapped in Old

K without any, real

discussion. ^ , f'

lust how do we justify the fact

Lhluhese men somehow d«erve

ter rUm? Do we bother to

Yourselves how many of th^

1 heroes are volunteers^^ h^
mtny are pilots, orworse yetJ^ow

Tany liked what they were doing

rmuchthat they volunteered

! er and over again? Do we

hl^er to ask ourselves whether

Clemen didn't or shouldn't have

realized that they were going to-

waee war on an almost defense-

less
population by flying scmie of

the most sophisticated and deadly

weapons of mass destruction that_

this world has ever seen? Who

forces these men to assume tius

role'' Are there any questions in

our minds as to whetiier Uiese

men aren't in fact paid.extremely

wen thai in fact prorftoUons and

decorations don't come fast based

on distinguished combat records

such as body counts and tonnage
-" '

, jif* I nul l 11

of bombs dropped? •

Should it make any difference to

us that when these POWs were

faced with a choice they willingly

push of a button at 30,000 feet?

Does it make any sense for us to

oppose the war and support the

willing and often professional

instruments of that war? Does it

surprise us that the North Viet-

namese are unwilling to release

prisoners who, upon their return

to the U.S., take up duties at the

Naval Flight School teaching
future pilots the best methods of

bombing North Vietnam? Do we
bother to ask whether the North
Vietnamese have requested that

released prisoners not be used

again in military activities that

directiy support the war for Asia?

Would such a request make sense

to you if the situations were
reversed and the planes were
bombing here instead of Hanoi?

And how would you feel if you cut

some guy loose (n\^ such a con-

dition and later found out that he

was working as an instructor in a

military flight school? Would you

be somewhat reluctant to talk

about releasing any more in-

nocent POWs?

racist attitudes. Uiat it has htUe | and knowirigly accepted Uie tol

of dispenser and defiverer of mass,,

death and violence through the

Another interesting aspect"tJf^

the POW issue is the role of

organized religion. Religious

groups light candles, sing and

pray for the POWs, but aside from

an irreverant minority does

organized religion bother to show

up downon the docks when the

giant attack carriers shove off

"i^roTti ^tm erican ports? What
relation does this have to the fact

that these churches are in Navy

towns and the collection plates

igst Navy hanViB? Do the

seek out the future pilots and
present them with the moral
issues involved in this type of

antiseptic and surgical assination

at high altitudes? Do these men of

the cloth ever talk atxmt con-

deming what the POWs have done
and asking the forgiveness of the

untold numbers who have suf-

fered as a result of our moral
shortcomings? Does anyone ever

question the logic of a policy of

continued air -involvement in

Southeast Asia even though it

necessitates more POWs as a

direct result of such a policy? If

we don't want Americans to

become POWs, we haveJo stop

flying airplanes over other

peoples countries with bombs and
rockets ready to kill those people.

U would seem that another step

toward a rational POW policy is to

admit to ourselves that what the

POWs did was WRONG and tiiat

we can not justify their actions in

any way. The intricate questions

of personal responsibility should

best be left to an international

-tribunal of justice. It is difficult to

sit back and imagine a career

pilot who talks eagerly of combat

as a source of promotions, pay

and prestige — it is difficult to

imagine such a man as the in--^

nocent dupe of Johnsonian policy

who merely follows orders when_
. he flys off each day to 'meet his

thunder ' Each man's case shoOldll

be looked at individually to-

determine the nature and extent

of his involvement and he should

be treated accordingly. - ^

open..r
at lastliibM
we've got it all "]'

.

together .'..the f\ '<f
apparel upstairs .*>? ^ <^
shoes n bags down-iugai

stairs. . .the way > fi^iri

to go! f fu «- •nluli>2U

1 ixclno3

/'•

lotsa layers for

the total look...
double knit, new
wide flare navy
pants . . . 24.00

navy nylon shirt

...14.00

and the cap
sleeve sweater
from italy in navy
and red stwpes
. . . 18.00

effect, or even that it tends to

enhghteh students on the issue of

race and intelligence. Although it

might be difficult -to devise and

carry out such a test, I hope the

idea would be welcomed, in

principle at lea$t, by all parties

involved.
MarkWetieU

^ • # .

Editor:

Are the same people who argue

against 'racism' being Uught in

Psych 10 also saying communists

should be able to teach because

,

studenU have enough inteUigence

to choose what they want to

beUeve?
UsIieNeff

black collared warriors of truth

and goodness bother to actively

BUI iHrahl

Student
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T^~^ Rejoice with u$ . .'. t ."^~'=

the Risen Christ

GOOD FRIDAY MARCH 30 7:30 PM .

Untque Chancel Drama by the Marionette

Theaterof the Word-

tASTER MORNING APRIL 2 1 0:00 am
•- Joyous Easter Service with Holy Communiqn

UNIVERSITY ttlTHERAN CHAPEL
• ]09I5 5»rolhmor«Driv«, Lo« AngdM. ColHornio90024. ,,. .-iv.

t' * AmcA. Schmidt. Pcwfor (213)478-9579

STving ihm compu* comnuinity ot th« Univriily c» Cdtfornio o« lo« Ang>lt.

(Paid Advertisement)!
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mate rccolicctions from child- i

hood on, photos, and the paint- t

ings of her friend, Hannah |

Stills. A magnificent volume! |

Send for these one-of-a-kind hooks \

today—great gifts for people
j

I you care about. !

1^ At your bookstore or |

I
mall ^b no-risk coupon NOW! 1

f ^^^ QROSSET S DUNLAP. INC. ,

APPLY NOW RJlTTHroSe-SOMMER
V. .A

I

I

I

I

I

^^
• N«1ION«l GINIOai COM'ANV

SI Madison Av«.. N«w York,

N.Y. 10010 D«pt. ESBBJ
I

I
Tklfl If My Mtfer fort

(qunntity) of BOB DYLAN at j

I
$7^93 each plus 6S<' for handling and
postage.

1uiJ^'' '^

.^ .. ... ^.

'
f * • " .

'
,

\
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Learn A Beautiful LanguageIf •

And Win A Scholarship!

plush navy
suede

stacked
wedge
sandal

with ankle
strap
12.99

(quantity) of^THE BUFFY I

LlNTE-MARIE ^ONOBOOK at I

,9S each phii ^SiC for handlimi and *

SA
$4
pontage

(quanUty) of THE JUDY COL-
LINS SONGBOOK at $4.95 each plus

S5C for handling and postafc.

K..-^ My payment of $_
understand that 1

is cncloMil. I

can examine each
booli for 10 dayt entirely al your risk.

If. at the end of that time, I am not

satiftfted. I will return the book<s) lo

you and-reccive a full refund.

Name
I

I
AddiieM

(please print)

I

auL

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I Slate Zip

'»-,

• Field explorations & investigation

9 Community Exposure

e Seminars with Urban proctioners

• Invlovement in a variety of life styles

• Innovative educational techniques

Areas of study include:

Education, Housing, Health systems, Transportation, the Environment, Leisure

time, Welfare, Urban Planning, MASSMedia, Communictitions, Police<ommunity
relations, System of Justice, Politics, etc, etc,

FOR APPLICATIONS AND FURTHER INFORMATION:
write or call Urban Semester Program, USC, Bruce Hall 407, Los Angeles, 90007

746-6101 746-2080

^ Th« DEPARTMENT OF ITALIAN at UCLA

will oHer a first set of fiv scholarships ol $100 eoch lor

students ol Elemontory Holion (I. II. HI). The •cholorsh.ps.

provided by the potron. ol holion Culture, will be oworded

to outstanding studenh in these courses during the Spring

Quarter of 1972. Students interested in leorn.ng Itol.on

ore encooroged to enroll and to compete for these awards.

For h,rther information students should contact the Depart-

ment of Mian, Royce Hall 340, UCLA.

soft kid

leather '.

stacked'*'

sandal In

navy
12.99

/IMVYIE-SHOES
C APRAREL

^OS'7 broxton avenue
westwood village, California

dally 10 to 7. monday and friday 10 to 9. Saturday 10 to 6
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Ih&Doctors Bag
i by Ronald M. Schwartz, M.D.

( Edtior s not* Oue»ti<^» for The Doctor s Bag should bo diroctod to Dr. Schw.rti. cro ol Stodont

Health Service.)

A direction in free schools
jn 'O"'') Tl A DAIl

by Ed Schumacher

Jl-

1"

question: I would like to know If one could take »ome
^^^^^^^J^^ ^^^

skin problems. My hands are dry^ wrinkled and I coiifUntJy am

applying hand lotion for dry skin Cithern

.

~-^ -*

Answer: There are certain disease* thit may cause one's skin to appear

dry. Among Ihem is hypothyroidismjirowever. these causes of dry skin

ar^ rather uncommon and will bl^Juded frowi this discussion. A

pkiysician should be consulted if thdHKome suspicion of a generalized

disease of that nature. .
• .. .. f.

For the usual problem of dry skin, tli^ is.no particular medication to

be taken. Dry skin is usually found fb be worse during winter nrionths and

is simply due to a lack of water within the tissues, not a lack of oil as one

might be led to suspect. Therefore, adding any amount of oil or creann to

the dry skin will have little effect. ( It seems to do wonders for that leaf on

the TV commercial but who wants hands like a greasy leaf .

)

If you follow the line of reasoning above it would appear that the wisest

thing to do would be to, first, hydrate the skin with water^This may be

accomplished by bathing or showering or placing your hands in water tor

a period of time. Following that, the skin may be covered with a hand

cream or lubricating oil or even plain petroleum jelly to seal in the water

It is not essential to spend large sums of money on very/ancily bottled

-and beautifully scented preparations, when all you need is somethmglo

act as a sealer. Of course, it would be your decision to choose between the

^utilitarian ^nd the aesthetic, and many would like to have both. Just

remember the important principle, water first and then a sealer. ~
"

(Question: Could you please tell me what I can do about varicose veliis. I

#7

la

^'

it

am only 22 and I am presently loshig weight, but la there some kind of

medication to heal or prevent them? t

Answer- First, it would be quite imporUnt to esUblish an appropnate
'

diagnosis There is a great deal of confusion and inappropriate comments

- regarding ''Varicose verfis". One must distinguish these from superficial

spidery veins. The latter are very small and narrow and cause no sym j>-

toms. There is no treatment available for this condition. It is most likely

J— that at your age this is the problem that you have. — -

... ;, True varicosities should be diagnosed by a physician, who will firet

exclude the possibility of certain underiying diseases. They tend to be

hereditary and aggravated by thins such as pregnancy, obesity, or oc-

. . cupations requiring long standing or sitting. . _ .^ ^
There is no medication to treat or prevent varicose veins. Elastic

stockings may be worn to reduce pressure within the veins but they wQl

r?

1

•*»-

not make the varicosities disappear. Their effect i^ limited to the time

during v^hich they are worn. Varioi» pbysiciah«r ih th^ niedical^oin-

munity will recommend various types of treatment f
of*

varicose veins.

Although injection of veins is still done by some, it seems that more often

ate will see "vein stripping". This is a surgical procedure and is done in a

hospital operating ro6m; U is usually reserved for well-developed,

symptomatic varicosities.

There is no gap between learning and hving. This is

one of the ideas behind SCHOLE.

SCHOLE is a residential ranch school with over

twenty faculty and ck»e to forty students. Moat of the

students board at the school and there is litcraUy no

difference between home and school w>»"«jjg^^*^
there Three hours away from Los Angeles, SCHOl^

lies 4500 feet up in the San Jacinto MounUms. The

fifty acres of land were donated by fold-singer Glenn

Yarborough for a place for students to study, Uve.

and work in harmony with all living organisms and

their environment.

Over half the staff has had experience m graduate

studies, leading in many cases to advanced degrees.

All have had substantial teaching and/or practical

experience. Some staff are volunteers; they work for

the value of the experience, room, and board.

SCHOLE is respected as a successful schoolby many

other schools because it is solvent, it has a good

program, and tiie people at ttie school are coming

together as a community. An incomplete list of

courses which grows as students' interests grow

includes: Algebra, Animal Husbandry, Archaeology,

Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer

Technology, Drama, Ecology, Driver Training; Food

Preparation, First Aid, Geodesic Dome BuiWingT^

Geometry, Journalism, Oceanography, PhUosophy,

Physics, Psychology. Self-Awareness, Sex

Education, Social Studies, Typing, VW Repair,

Welding, and Word Literature.

I have visited SCHOLE three times and have tried

to get into the learning environments as the students

and staff view them. There are many different kinds

of people there. A student can find a person on the

staff from almost every political, social, economic,

spiritual, and consciousness level. This

heterogeneity has caused problems in the operation

of the school. But the positive feeling I received is

that almost everyone is aware of the differences and

are open enough to be up front in struggling

with these problems. Mapy schools seem to push

them aside ks if they do not exist. At SCHOLE tiiere

is a focused effort to <ieal with problems and to ac-

cept human variations.

Art Hochberg is one of the staff at SCHOLE. He

'was an assistant professor for two years at St.

Mary's College (University of Notre Dame).

"It's no longer possible for me to teach academic

rational psychology.. Because I don't believe

psychology, as it now stands,deals with all the levels

of awareness which have to be taken into accoim
when you're dealing with human behavior.

"What I'm doing here at this place is trying tow
if it is feasiblt to teach people anything. TeaclS
people anything for me has to involve commit
This is a community. I want to see a return bl

communal kinds of learning. Today learning
is ^

fragmented. Learning in the classroom
is ^

recognized as living. Today you can learn about
Ecology in the classroom and then go out and biwi
$45,000 house in the hUls where they have cut up ttl

hills and destroyed the environment. You rationaliii

it because you've been to the University and you

know the words. You substitute words for the «.
perience." ^

I asked Art to freely associate to Uie words "good"
and "bad" with regard to the school:

"Good is clean air, clean water, good vibratiow

birds, a certain rightness, a certain harmony, good
flowing behavior from morning to night, stars, and

dark skies at night. That's good.

"Bad is lack of responsibility. Bad is treating the

woods as objects. Bad is boredom. Bad is loud music.

Bad is short trips, people being on short trips rather

than long term committments. That's bad."—iJack Sage is the director of SCHOLE and

Bachelors degree from UCLA; he received a

secondary teaching credential in 1955, went on to get

a Masters here, teach here in the PE department, TA

in the Education department, and receive an Ed.D.

in Sociology of Education. Prior to his appointment

as director of SCHOLE he taught at UC Riverside, m
theory and in practice, SCHOLE has gone through

many changes and now is in a place he identifies as

away from some free school philosophies.
,

"At the first of the year we adopted the philosophy

thati was not going to let any kid be up here and get

unhappy and bored and say he should direct himself.

It's getting away from one free school concept that

you wait for the kid to come to you. I'm just saying

that I'm going out to the kid who needs me and try to

help him and expose him to things."

Jack also freely associated with the words "good"

and "bad" with reference to SCHOLE.
"Bad is confusion, indecision, newness, kind of

general paranoia that, comes with heterogeniety.

You feel safest with people who are Uke you.

"Good is space, personal space, actual space .. .^

Free, ability to make personal choices, opportunitof

for kids to make responsibility." \

(Paid Adv«rtkMrn«nt)^
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SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL 1st

8:30 PM

STEPHEN S. WISE TEMPLE

The worlds, of Jewish music

A Patsov«r Concert

tung in H«br«w,

Yiddish, Lodino,

English and . . .

*

«»

•-

DIRECTIONS TO THE CONCERT

1

.

Son Di«go Freeway to Muihollond Drive oH romp
2. Turn left on Rimerton Rood to Muihollond Drive

3. Turn right on Muihollond Drive to Cosiono Drive

4. Turn right on Caiiono Drive - up hill to

Stephen S. Wise Drive «

TICKET PRICES

btudents $1 Non Students $2.50

Available at the Door or call

474-1531 or 879-2100
for advance retervatlont
office doted March 30 & 3 1

.

Fr#«

sponsored by rti#

J«with UnivcrtHy at UCLA.
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Be fitted by Experts

Bro Odd Girdl«

I Specialties

to

^.r

931 WESTW<

GR 7-1773

BANKAMEIICARO
fAASntt CHAIGE

VALIDATED PAWCING

WITH PURCHASE

VD., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

KKcllO

"THE TTOf MAN
HATHJiRRIVED . .

."

it's not too lat(S

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE

478-5822-1093 Broxton, St, 218

FREE Village movie tickets. FREE parking. I

- '^Tnformation and Referrals

i;„th cot.t.ol abo.t.o.v. v.noteal disease treatment

iubull<qat.oiis o /e. popuUifioi. lite, atui e A,
(is< (. Ir>n>if's

'OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER ^:

Monday and Thursday 10-2 Ackerman Union 241}.

5pon>f.red^y SIC ' Sfudeni run J
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Peter Bogdanovich has found

fame and fortune making pale

imitations of great old movies at a

time in film history when ev6n

pale imitations of what once was

look great compared to what is.

Because of the undeniable talent

exhibited in portions tit all his

films — in the careful precision of

the Tim O'KeUy sequences in

Targets, in the thoughtful and

deeply-felt delineation of

characters in The Last Picture

Show, in the beautifijl pacing and

comic timing in Whalt's Up. Doc?

— It is hard to explain satisfac-

torily the bad, bad teste that all of

these films leave in one's mouth.

Bogdanovich's "borrowings"

from his favorite American
• movies become closer to

plagiarism from film to film. In

his early work on such Roger

Gormaji pictures as The Wild

•V

r «

_*

s

\'.

Angels and Voyage to the Planet

of Prehistoric Women,
Bogdanovich was satisfied simply

to throw in a few lines from Rio

Bravo or Red River and let it go at

that Then in Targets we get a

reference to The Criminal Code

along with a slightly puerile plug

for Howard Hawks who **rcally

knows how to teU a story." By the

time we get to The Last Picture

Show, Bogdanovich is lifting

entire characters (Henry

Morgan's ''Billy" the retarded

boy in Frank Borzage's Moonrise)

bodily from lesser-known filibs,

and instead of "that Borzage

really knows how to teU a story"

we get only "Screenplay by Peter

Bogdanovich" in the credits.

What's Up.Doc?, Bogdanovich's

hilarious imitetion d a Hawks
screw-ball comedy, borrows from

every funny movie you can think

of, from Bringing up Batey to

Chuck Jones cartoons, with a tfw_
plagiarisms from non-comedies^^

(Richard Kiley being pulled down

a steircase, his chin hitting every

step from Pickup On South Street)

slipped in wherever possible. He
has Ryan O'Neal trying feeWy to

manage a Cary Grant imitetion,

Barbra Streisand doing Bugs

Bunny (complete with hair parted

over her ears to simulate Bugs'

long ears), lots of gags stolen

from Bringing up Baby, even May
Robson in a bit part. And yet all

this conjuring up of the great

movies serves only to point up the

superficiality of Bogdanovich's

own film. Much like htt film

criticism (exasperatingly
superficial interviews with Ford

and Lang, or sketchy one-

paragraph reviews of films in his

old column for Movie), his films

barely scratch the surface of the

themes and styles of the masterl
directors he emulates

wilremember how at the finish of all

the Hawks comedies the fUms J
terrifyingly black, our uni
controllable laughter suddenly
gagging in the throat as Hawks
lays bare his horrible vision of

contemporary American society 1

What's Up. Doc? carries none oj]

these more far-reaching im.

plications. It is light and super-.

ficial comedy employing strictly

cardboard characterizations.
Not

that there is anything necesSarilyJ

wrong with light comedy: jt

only in the climate of constL^

comparison with the great Hawkgl

films that Bogdanovich seems',

((Uite so shoddy, and that M
works of Hawks, Ford, et. al. are

somehow cheapened by!

association. - r --4

Visually, Bogddiiovich'S films

are without distinction. The!

dirsector in interview has claimed

"emtJatioh of the "classic " styl

of Ford, Hawks or Walsh,

eschewing fancy angles or

camera movements. Yet he hail

ignored completely both the!

compositional and photographic

facets of these directors' styles toi

the point where Bogdanovich's i

direction is simply the staging of I

action before his camera. Seldom

are any of Bogdanovich's points

made in visual terms. His concept

of a visual stetement is something

like deciding to shoot The LiHj

Picture Show in black and white.

(Is this only-adequately

photographed film — one of the'

last chances to work in black and

white — really the work of the]

Robert Surtees who lighted TV

Bad and the Beautiful?) What'i

Up. Doc? cries out for the harsh

(Continued on Page 11)

brought back by

popular demand!

1
•t *w

Those terrific India bedspreads you fan make Into clothes

(W even use as bedspreads!) — twin size cotton 4.50

KurtQ shifts, also from India, marvelously colorea 2.99

And for the Wally Beery ^ans, a special on his famed

long sleeved knit shirt style - cotton knit, reg. 8.00 4.99

as
uc

students' storo

^kjhe Cowboys"

sporttwoar, b lovol, ockormon union. 825-7711, «t. 234

opon mon-thurs. 7:45-8:30; fri. 7:45-7:30; $at. 9:00-3
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4.EARN IN G
SKILLS
CENTER

Do you Icnow when to stop studying for an

examination?

Do you anticipate most questions on examina-

tions (essay or objective?)

Do you delay underlining until you have com-

pletely read a chapter of a text?

Are you satisfied with the way you express
,^j

your thoughts in writing?

Can you predict your grades onlests, papers,

reports, etc., accurately?

Can you derive mathematical formulas from

your understanding of the concepts?

Can you do all your reading and study assign^

ments in the time you have set aside for study

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED ^'NO" TO ANY OF

THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, YOU MAY FINDTHt

SEVERAL PROGRAMS OFFERED BYTHELEARi>i-

ING SKILLS CENTER HELPFUL TO YOU.
Inquire at Social Welfare 271. (82)5-7744

indent service, hree to regularly enrolled stua^

Out of the Guns" of Bates

l)y Janey Place

, hn Wayne's latest picture,

Jfrowboys. directed by Mark

"^^Jlha^ more in common with

^^ntv Kramer's Bles. the

Sfand the Children than with

S mms in Wayne's career. I^

'Jt corning of age" movie but

niike the rash of similar fdms.

llitys in The Cowboys become ..^

men by brutally killing bad guys

father than through sexual

initiation.
-

.T

Bless the Beasts a^d the

rhildren uses unprofessional boys

theactors)to"seU" its message;

The Cowboys
does the same thmg.

This somehow seems
unfair to the

viewer The moral force in the

Western genre comes through the

strength and integrity of one man

1 the hero. This hero in The

rowboys is, of course, Wf/ne

who is killed because he will not

take the safe way and give up his

herd to rustlers when he is out-

numbered, out-gunned, and has

only boys on his side. His force of

character is then spread among

the boys, who carry out the

recovery of the cattie and the

bloody, sadistic retribution

against the outlaws. The theme in

.peration is that Wayne proved

himself as a ''father" to them,

now they want to prove them-

selves worthy to be his '*sons."

With all that sentiment going, it is

almost impossible not to be

carried along as the boys knife,

beat, shoot, and finally torture to

death the villains.

With its GP rating. The
Cowboys is one of the most

sadistically violent films to come
along in a long time. John

Wayne's death is a dirty, slow,

warped business. He is shot

through the arm, the leg, the other

leiiiiMvicii TT.
(Continued from Page 10)

day-glow colors Wallace Kelley

gets for Jerry Lewis or that

Hawks got on Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes and Red Line 7000, or

even just top-quality lighting from

Stanley Cortez,. Russ Harlan,

Milton krasner, or a dozen other

great cameramen who have

trouble even finding work these

days. But instead Bogdanovich

uses old-friend-from-the-Roger-

Corman-days Lazslo Kovacs, who
does one of his ugliest jobs of

arm, finally the l>ack, and then he

lives the night out to lay a few

words of wisdom on , the k»ys .

before finally dying. I guess the

sadism of the final blood bath had

to be matched in order to be

justified, Imt in the last analysis it

is more sick than morally

righteous. -

Robert Surtees (nominated
twice this year for k)est

\rinemetography, for Summer of

*42 and for The Last Picture Show

)

is not well suited to panoramic

outdoor photography, of which

almost all The Cowbtoys consists.

The Cowboys has very little to

recommend it, except the

presence of the Duke. In the^
days of anti-stars and
unglamorous heroes, there are

moments when that alone seems

enough.

grainy, documentary-style color

desaturation.'
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CLASS NOTES
UCLA.
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We hire T.A.'s and/or (Jificf ^wdenU fo sit fiv on couim's tjj^

take and prepare compreliensive notes which are thei^ i epro^

duced and are available foi purchase to be used as a study-

°^« 10851 UNDBROOKDR

Ironically, Bogdanovich's most

powerful visual statement

probably occurs in his

documentary Directed by John

Ford, when the camera incredibly

tracks back from a close-up of

Jimmy Stewart (reminiscing

about his days working for Ford)

to include the back of

Bogdanovich's head in the shot.

This shot more than any other

QpuLml:ik

DESERT BREADS

' ' V Made from
'

V .. fresh »natursl^
' ingredients.

un
no pr^seryatiives

no additives

AVAILABLE BX THE LOAF AT CAMPUS ROOK?TORE<^_^
expresses the one theme that is

4>V rail 838-4658 after A pm f<>r deliverv^.
Bogdanovich's very own, and Y ^^ ^^^^ "-* ^
which is becoming more and

more evident in his films. - - x^.-r^^.

ileal
1

John Lee Hooker
John Lee HookeFs latest release, Never Get Out of These B«»** *»«>

lABC X 736), in addition to being an excellent showcase
ff *««»*"•

home blues of the title artist, is also a classical example of the super-

group" as back up. Hooker's guiUr is augm.ented by such big n?m^ in

L/and blues as Charlie Musselwhite on harmonica Steve Miller on

Ua.v.Elvin Bishop on slide guiUr and Mel Browrn on bass all of whom

m^ performances. Van Morrison does his lazy-nasal Wuesy b«t

on the title song, a ten minute blues constructed in the "classical sense,

which equates the blues with the ills of the word and life itseir

The^ other cuts on the album cover a variety of topics, from dealmg

with women ("Bumblebee, Bumblebee") to the pain and n»«"T' <>'
^'"8

in a tuberculosis ward ("T.B. Sheets"), and just about everythmg m

between Hooker's deep blues vocals slide over many of the lyrics.

(Continued on Page 12)
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So Eof The Finest

1
•

]

•w« jti,.Mj^- .. .I*'.tv* »*-*»=•#-w^^^y-*»*^<-HpJ»

Dine Out Every

At la Mancha
Put a lmle~life in yo~uM^with Lo^ahcha's nev/ 20 meals for $29.00

good for the whofe quarter. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or oil

three if you like, any day of the week.
..

' '
'

Let a friend use your ipeal card, bring hin, with you and both use it.

butbetteryet^lteep it all for yourself.
. ; -

........4„

It works out to about $1.45 a meal, not bad for all you can eot,^ Ui
\

Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday night steoks will cost you only 50« extra at the door.

You ihr^ pick them up from the La Mancha business office, Room 206.

MANCHR
A COMMUNItV Of SIUOINIS

475-5831
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Hooker. .

.

(Continued from Paitetl) ^
'

slurring some words, but producing a toUl sound of authenticity,
as if

John Lee originated the blues and has smce been givii^ lessons
tj

everyone else.

Although this is a studio recording, the informality of a concert ner

lormance prevails as The Hook introduc^ the various artists as L
begin their solo work on the album^ 1^!."^.^"^*"^. ^^ '^'^^1^

BTOCie" theme with a cut appropnately titled Boogie With the Hook •Boogie" theme with a cut appropnaieiy uuea uoogie with the Hook "

arTup-beat, heavily rhythmic number with the lyrical content
un-

^For^hose fans who are uneasy about the album Utle, fret not John Lee

Hooker wiH find a way to get out of these blues alive. If necessary,
he u

boogie his way out.

^AndyUnsky

L

927 Westwood Blvd. Westwood Village 477-9560, 879-9616

^saijftii^ i F-25
• Inttani R*play
• Endamatic Shut-

off

• Automatic Laval

Control
• Tri Powar Option

UST $65.00

BEL AIR PRICE

^ii^i-iri<i'i<!<^^^
;::::::^%::%:::??i%^^

tT F-60
• Endafnatic Shiit-.pff

• Automatic LavaT
Control

• Tri Powar Option
.• Custom Carrying Caaa

LIST $75.00

AIR
PRICE

, j;.-rv,-:T.^ T-fi'^
'-.-'•=.

2 C90 Cassettes

2.38 value

99 cents with coupon

Cassette Head Cleaner
"/ liSvalue
98 cents each with coupon

I

I

I

I

I

I

3t.

it

•^ • •*« vr»— -
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When I do you drink malt hquor anyway;

Anyrime you feel lilce it. That Is. if if» BUDWEISER Malt Liquor.-

JBUDWEISER Malt Uquor is the first 100%-malt. malt liquor around (no other

grains added). It's the first malt liquor that really is I .
.
malt liquor.

r

^.li.
It- / II

.*;

1 .-(
.

»i

ANHtiJotH buotH. INc --oT lOUIS

1^ enough to be
called BUD^VEIS^^

v\\j- %;. -I

There is little doubt that Mflce ISetfle has the musical background and

experience(New Christy Minstrels, The First lEdiUon) ,
vocal ability, and

songwriting proficiency to do very well; he has the capability of

achieving a similar kind of commercial acceptance as Carole King.

However serious doubt does remain as to why his album, Mike Settle

(Uni 73i:a) almost completely fails in its effort to esUblish Settle as an

important new artist. It is difficult to stote exacUy where the fault lies,

but the blame must lie with Settle, his lack of artistic control, and hw

dependence on corrupt influences. -

., ,

Settle, performing for friends or on television with only a guitar for

accompaniment, is astonishingly good. His voice is me odically nuid and

agile when he holds a note, it has a unique blend of softness and in-

tensity, like velvet sandpaper, if such is possible. His songs express

simple sentiments and emotions clearly, and his lyrics and melodies are

perfectly united.
'^

. , » »k-

The Mike Settle one discovers on the album is a stranger Lost is the

unusual vocal quality - here, he phrases sloppily, and performs like a

cheap imitation of early Dylan. Lost is the fresh simplicity of his son^

due to the heavy arrangemente and female background voic^ which are

irretrievably damaging. The best of SetUe's songs. "Take it Easy on the

SnV' -sLetimes Lve is Better When It's Gone," ''The Nightsjrf

Your Life," "LoretU." and "But You Know I Love You' undergo th^

double torture of uncomplementery arrangements and lackadaisical

vocals, but hopefully the songs can be salvaged when .rejjfrjied by othen.

The fate of Mike Settle is uncerUin. What is cerUm is that he has all tne

possibilities. In the liner notes, SetUe writes. "To those who with th^

special talents, took my naked swigs and dressed them up ^ke decen

fo^; my joyous thanks and acknowledgment." One only wish^ that

Settle had kept the experience of Adam and Eve's faU from^
^^'f'^':

mind, and have chosen to leave his songs naked, natural, ana uneih

cumbered.
• L:._^.L_.^

'

-.Marsha Nechei«s

w

msB C4KL5 16

GUY^ Zl

^/^.

III!

^9

i A^ /
•^'••"••'

fy K, Mcttzct

Woo Woo Witicfiester
'

res this old flicko from

^d 1950 called Wtachester 'n

Cng Shelley Winters and

"Imv Stewart and maybe even

S Donlevy and was it ever .

Li compulsory sequence wnere

ZiT^L are about to atUck soS her to save that one last

^rin her eshooter to^wd

Sate worse than death should

XS savages somehow survive all

^ nther slugs and be standing

l^reTn&oths with eager

TZ awaiting insertion m her

Swhitepoon.UghBadmovie^

^^ob^ms\y the gun it's named

^ter can't be worth its weight m

""mt^o for -Winchester

cathedral," anything that couW

we all those bo^de^oh^

i^'t even fit for the goate. And

cathedrals . . . weU they're just

heinous and horrible. Hence

anybody who'd lend his name to

one is a dork (you ain't ever heanL

point, if these ain't cigar-eites

then my name is Ottawa Bar-

tholomew and you know it's not.

They got paper for the wrapper,

it's sure no leaf. So they can ad-

vertise 'em on TV and call 'em
cigaf^ good move on somebody's

part. Real good move 'cause it

was sure getting pretty bad
having to watch only the anti-

smoking ads for a year and a half

except of course for those ads for

Eriks, Omegas and Tijuana
Smalls.

All of them bad ads for bad
products. They're all ordinary

smokes for ordinary folks. But not

Winchesters, th^'re for guys who
are lucky enough to walk onte-a"

beach empty except for a honey

whose only ^oHlpSnion is no

competition at all, a fatso with a

sailor hat. Or step out onto a

deserted dirt road and spot a

sweetie in sffi injured vehicle with

a bewildered limey type driver

out of his element. Two situations

Fast, quick, rapid, greased
lightning, etc. : try one on a friend

next time he's on an acid trip and ,

see what it does to his sense of

time!
- ~- -^ -- -

_

What's another thing Win-
chesters are good for? Um. well

they're good for yoga breathing

_

exercises. That's 'cause there's so

much air in every smokeroo that ^
breathing can take place nor-

mally thru the ht cig without

interference with the natural flow

according to Krishna or whoever

governs these things. Is it a lack of

tobacco that makes for the

airiness? Weil I don't know
exactly — they sort of feel as full,

to the touch as any other fag on'tKe

market — so let's write it off as

magic because that's what it must
be. Maybe it's got something to do

with the message on the package

""to the effect that **these cigars are

predomitnmtly natural tobacco

with non-tobacco ingredients

added." It must be the nons

that're responsible and G-d bless

_. ...__.- , _v _. .. —— —

.

- - T»
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oneisaoorK ly
, . . . ^e common man never, never

of Stephen Stills Cathedral have
finds himself in, he (.like the cat in

First ofApril Supplement

So finally (finally) the name

Winchester has hooked up with

something on the worthwhUe side

of the fenee: WINCHESTER
LITTLE CIGARS. And worth-,

e is an understatement when

Winchester's price is invoTvetfT

how could any tobacco product for

just a quarter be anything but the

bee's knees? Only others that"

come to mind are Copenhagen

snuff unless that^s risen to 30e by

now and all those cheapies in the

snort department made by

Garrett ' -^ ^ , ^.
^

Well of course there're those

one-at-a-time cigars too, for a

nickel or a dime, but who can

smoke just one? Nobody, and with

Winchesters the question is who

can smoke just one pack, it's hard

as hell. I teU you. Smoke one

Winchester and you've gotta light

up a second, particularly if the

scientist in you is interested in

determining what these critters

actually Uste like. It escapes one

smoke. Sometimes it escapes

|. two. Or even three. But by about

the fourth or fifth your taste

buds'U know exactly what they're

up against: warm air.

Or if you will, warm smoke.
That's what they're up against

cause it sure ain't flavor. In other

words, no taste! Who needs one

anyway? Yeah, who ever said

cigarettes require taste at all, who
ever said? And that's just the

the TJ Smalls commercial) only

bumps into guys like B.B. King

and Mama Cass and the Johnny

Winter of two years ago. The

Winchester smoker is the coolest

tough mother going since the

-<:5amel Filters gent^ befora^ihe -

cigarette ban.

Okay, so much for fine smoke

-and even finer high adventtare,

what else is a Winchester good

for? You just name it Like how

about the filter? It's a good one.

a speckled tan thing with a gold

and white striped band to separate

~1| from the darker brown body of

the smokable portion. If you bite

down into it. it has plenty of give

and it's almost impossible to chew

off with, unsharpened incisors. It

tastes like real good paper should,

better quality licking than the rest

of the whatsit. Tastes about like—
yes — roUihg paper that they use

for those illegal '*funny cigaret-

tes"!
*

Then there's the speed of the

smoke. Winchesters have been

clocked at something under two

minutes for the whole show from

match to butt. Now that's

amazing speed in anyone's book

and speedy fires are always a

whole load of fun. They're fun on

fuses and they're fun on

television. But they're not so

much fun in a forcstiire in a forest

that you're in. Well they are fun on

and in a Winchester, great fires.

em!

And usually when you smoke
anything in large quantities the

room's so full of smoke you can't

really pin down a specific a^
tersmell because you can't do

anything but choke: But with

Winchesters there's a distinct

pleasant aroma of pipe tobacco

without the pipe (pipe's are so

expensive), even the butts

themselves are just great if you

stick 'em up your snoot, r

Also worth more than all the

coffee in Brazil is the fine em-

bossed W on the pack, it's classy

as hell. If your moniker is Walter

.^or Williams or Winnie you pan cut

them off— one on each side— and

glue them to fancy stationery or

use them to add a personal

sparkle to lackluster drinking

(Pj^df: .AfJv .^r *iscmen r >

University Catholic Center

840Hilgard 474-5015

HOI^ WEEK SERVICES
Thursday 8:00 pm Friday 8:00 pm

Ecumenical Service on Seven Last Words

. Friday, 12-3 pm

^INCOME

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS. FACULTY
and STAFF f -r '

.
'^; FLBSNER <& COOK

Tyx Consultants . ^ -.

1072 (laylcy. Suite 3 « • :. ^ <N^^
^^J^J^^^^

(Paid Advertiwment)

So it goes without saying Ujat

Winchesters are among the top

ten cigars in the world— httle^^
big — the others being Mario

Palominos, Karel I's, Epocha

Sevilles. and six more.

Plus you don't have to inhale

them.

ElElieitll SEDER
~^

March 30 7:00 p.mT URC Auditorium

^__^^^_^_^g^^ faculty & non-members

Hillel office doted March 2^ <iH«r 1 pm. and

all day WUirch 30 and Marclv?!

>'•

Create

.^

«• - r^

-.V

<
. r

'%.

Auto and Motorcycle
a •'-'*,

1 Insurance

Refused? . • . Too High
V

Cancelled?

I^w Monthly
Payments

Student Discount

*• *

.

^In
I .

Ask For:

Ab* Kaplon
39*6-2225

K*n Donaldson

392-4181

^ TSlvcSvieliRe pTtSons. but because people live if>

them and we design for people. n^,:„„ „,rt
We're a college called Parsons School of Design, part

of a University called The New School for Social Research.
°^

Our students and faculty worked with the city to design

the cell blocks in the new Women's House of Detention,

here in New York.
, _ j t^j « i i^iCr.

In fact, we have an entire program devoted toUrfcan

Design part of our Department of Environmental Design.

It's taught by professionals who are truly concerned with

social, cultural, and ecological design problems.

Our students have designed drug treatment centers,

mental hospitals, zoos, parole offices, slum renovation

oroiects and an awful lot of private homes.
^ , . .

We teach communication design, environmental design,

illustration, fashion design and the fine arts. If using your

vision to make ideas work interests you. Parsons is some-

thing for you to think about.

Thlf eouDon will gtt yoti • catalog and an applicatlpn.

criiU ^n ~mpt«f «•>•*' BFA d.grM in tvi» .ddition.1 V~r..

Pariom School of Dewgn
66 Wnt IZlh att-t. Hm York. Htw Vofk 10011

'T

^

Namt

•=W . *:.,

StrMt tnd NuCTt>«f_

Otv.Stattand Zip

*r

?—
flVp
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MOVIEGlliDE

Film Society 4 \

Dickson 2160
Sohirdoy NigM

,..-:::»>:*

PltSTSHOWAPtHa

">^^ REBECCA
Orvon WtM***

LADY FROM SHANGHAI

7^

What's a Nioe Girl like Yti

NBA/

119
1 5140 Sunsot Blvd.

Poc. Mitodot
454-5525

- •(*.

TtOJAN WOMEN

MAN FOR AU SEASONS

<
,_-_

^y I. T. Piige

vt vJ. ^

'^^J'-

. /

-», — --'
ij-i.

icoP it obligate* to tarorm lU readenhlp that —mt af i»e ataicrw -
article may be nctkmal.) E]

liiirlicaioi
205 North Canon DrivO

BovoHy Hills (of WilsKir*)

275-5244

HEUSTROM CHRONICLE

ON ANY SUNDAY

5 Acodamy Nominations

World PromJw-a Vonaato tadgrtfvaPACIFIC'S ^^^

lllirll nils MARY. QUEEN OF SCOTS jPG)
tAf I I.; -. M»U ^ r#MWM« Or Mon^ Toot., Thurr, Fn 7:00&?:3O p.m
Wilshlra «vd. a» Conon Dr.

y^,^ 200.700. 9 30 pm. ^
1 blk EosI ol Bovorly Dr. 5^ ^ Koridoyt 100. 4:30. 7:00. 930

271-1121 .Sun. 100, 5:00, 8:30.

iriitwool I

2524 Wilshiro

(of 26th St.)

Sonto Monica
829-3366 829-3367

- SUMMER OF '42

Jona Fondo in

_p KLUTE
Mfiinaaa doily:

"Willy Wonkd and fha Chocolola Fodor/'

iriitwiil II

2524 Wilshiro
(at 26th St)

Santo Monico
129-3366 829-«6^

aim Eoilwood in

biRTY HARRY

THE SKIN (7AME

•iX"y «

W^stwood Villoga

7-2487
—

2 Acodamy Aword Nominoliont •

_Gaorgo C. SeoH Baal Aelor _

HOSPITAL (OP)

2d5.4il5. 6:15, •:15; 10:13 —
Sol. MidnigM 12:15

ciurniiilf
Sunsot Moor Vino

Hollyvvood

466-3401

An IncrvdibU Spac* Adv»i*<r«l

SILENT RUNNING (GT

Doily 12:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

Pualin Hoffnton'

STRAW DOGS ;

CNtO

DESPERATE CHARAaERS
754 wUh fhia od, good on 1 tickat only

V .-.. -• -n..

Birdii
i.—

,

••**»-^

^4* 4A
KOTCH

^

ond

LaBr«a ot Moiroso ~ HAROLD and MAUD£
WE 4-2944

•.i.- !<.,. -1

Hllllfll
2139 Sunsol

LA.
3894746

Call Theatre

for Program
ALWAYS

4 Acodamy Aword Nominotiona

HllllVIOl PICIIIC /c'^Vot:;?

fJiir'^ilJIrgo A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

466-5211 I&M, tM. S:*0. 1:00. I»I0

Its FIIIZ
1822 N. VornM>nt

Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

**B«at Pidura of tko Yoor" John Mokonoy, Tko SloU

•'bhiioroting. A Joyovt WoHd" Poulino Koal

Uvit MoHo't

MURMUR OF THE HEART

Also Mourica lowol in U«*ia MoiaTt THE FNTE WITHIN

Miflilr
214 Sonto Monica Blvd.

Sonto Monica
451-0661

WoH Dltfuoy't

LADY AND THE TRAMP
plwf

BOATNIKS

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Stroat

Santa Monica
451-8686

Potfl Nawmon. Honry Fondo

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
aint Emtwood in

PLAY MISTY FOR ME
Starta Wad. "TKo Ual Pklura Shoi^'

yiiici 11

1332 2nd Stroat

Sonto Monico
451-8686

•no of tKo moat Spodocvlor Film* Evor Moda
Cacfl i DoMilla'i

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
BtaffB Wep.

iomoa Coborn in 'THo Coray Traotmanii"

•This is my best trip to the coast. When I was in San Francisco, I got

laid fo^ imLlTone Seek. That's more ««" Ive been la.d on any^^
trip to the coast. In fact, that's the most I've been taid m one weeK,

anywhere!'- . . .

'.

_R.Meltier''

Neither a strident male chauvinist nor a boastful adolescent. R.

McXIsVn'^w York rock music f"c who was mjjlmg^ver ^^
pleasant surpriseat the lengths to whjch some of his fen^ale readere were

wUline to Ko in order to express their admiration for his work. It s

::mewhat misleading to label these ladies "^'^^"'^J'^"^
individuals, not groups, but all the same. t»«^

«fJf^ '^^X ^^
curate descriotions. Of course, everyone who has been following roc«

mlt o^rT last three or four y-^^.^J^'^fH"^^
musicians' variety, that is) who, as frank Zappa put it, f^Y^"^
devotion to the music by giving their U«. *«

"«™X'w?^onlvti^
idea of eirls performing a similar function for the people who only write

SKu^icians is |oing to Uke a lot of getting used to. especially by

the writers themselves. -
^ - ''"

•1 wish Icould uik out of persoi^l experience," says a rock <f^chT

one oTtWs citTs underground papers, "but I "«* "^ ""^^^^^
nr mavbe I should say my editor blew it for me. I did an interview witn

Alvr£ anS'^coupfe ofV after it ran ^^f^^T^^^Z
asking how she could contect me. Or so I heard. I wasn t tnere ai ine

Ume but tL^^^ sure was. So when she tells him what she's there or,

hrstkrtstS al^ut all the musicians he knew, and how I was only a

l^e^UnceS starting out. Naturally, it was aU over before it

IrrteS" ' The^^^^^^^^ in offered only a smirk as his comtnent^n the story.

Most liaisons have not been so ill-fated. But ^"^^ l^^J^Z^"^
Tatter day Decameron, a few important questions about writers groupies

;& be^nswe";ed. First of al^xacUy who are they? Do.they bearany

similarities to musicians' groupies? What kind of P^'J^^^Jf^^J^
tracted to such a pursuit? For what reasons would she become « wnters

groupie? And why is it that the girls h^ve selected wnters, and why at

This particular time? To work through these questions m a sensible order,

we'llhave to begin with the lait one. Using a kind of smash-my-hea<l-

agai^st-the-wall-(because-it-feels-so-good-when-I-stop) lo«ic, one

writers' groupie, whd had also been a groupie for a prominent EngUsh

band, explained her affection for writers thusly :
"Like they say, if you re

a musicians' groupie you get the best dope and the b6st lays but that

didn't make up for being treated really badly someUmes - and I mean,

you know, physically badly ... One night when we were doing a concert

in New York, I just got fed up and I went over to a writer who was domg

some kind of interview and tasked him to Uke me home. I wouldn t

say he was such a great lay, and his dope wasn't that good either, but he

sure was grateful, and that was okay with me, because I was a UtUe tired

of having cigarets put out on my ass." - .

Writers may indeed be more gentlemanly than musicians, but if most

of the scandalous stories circulated about musicians are true, practically

everybody may be preferable to them. If this is so, then why is it that only

the rock writers are enjoying the benefits of groupies? There are a

number of interrelated reasons for this, but for them to be properly ex-

plained, an historical background is needed first.
^

Intelligent, serious people didn't stert writing regularly about rock

until the mid-sixties. Some people would maintoin that they never started

lit all, but be that as it may, rock CTltlcs didnt come into thdr own, as far

as prestige goes, until after the release of Sgt. Pepper. Thanks to the

burgeoning number of outlets for rock criticism in the late sixties, certain

writers were able to promote rock (and sometimes, themselves) to in-

tellectual heights undreamed of (and doubtless unwanted) in the days

wheiyrock was still just good old rock 'n' roll.

But whatever the reasons for rock's current affinity for intellectuals,

(Some writers claim to detest all pretension and they endorse raucous,

simplistic groups like Grand Funk Railroad and Black Sabbath. Such an

attitude is nothing more than self-conscious anti-intellectualism, and it

should not be confused with anything so precious as primal innocence),

the critics are becoming rather well respected, and some have even

received international recognition.

Recognition's not enough though. Money's nice too, but then again, so is

another of the fruits of success, sexual gratification. Clearly, a reputation

as a perceptive and intelligent critic isn't enough to insure fulfillment

with the groupies. In fact it's almost a strike against the writer.

Remember back to high school and recall how everyone felt about the

kids who could be described as "perceptive and intelligent". Since most

writers>ome from the ranks of such people, there's bound to be a certain

image problem . It hasn't been fully solved, except by the aforementioned

anti-intellectual writers. It's the kind of thing which changes slowly, as

the general public gradually realizes that these supposed effete in-

tellectuals are often lecherous drunks, just regular guys. Old stereotypes

just fade away.

The rock writing trade may be becoming more prestigious and

structured, but it's to the advantage of'writers who are interested in

groupies that the business is neither more nor less established than it is.

If it had less prestige, everyone would ignore the writers (especially

those would-be groupies who put a lot of stock in fame and reputation),

and if it had more, the writers would l>e put on a pedestal. Take for

example movie critics. They've been around for seventy years, and
today, there's a firm hierarchy of reviewers. At the top of this ladder are

the older critics who are universally highly respected, and who, because

of that fact, wouldn't l>e caught dead with a groupie. Sycophants, maybe.

'.'^-''
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-,^ ^mipies are. definitely

because some of those weD-i

wouldn't have much use for

But remember, very few rock

in their teens. In that age gmj

who've developed moral scnr

thatmatter),andyou'rerK)tgc

. So, there are these factors I

"^'f^pwipies: the writers' williD-

'

later), and the writers' nw

missing from this set of i^

Youth fares, communal dnv

to make this generation the 1

as thougb at least half the

Europe, and the other hall

probably after having seen

travel, while offering many I

and unrehable, while the m

pensive for writers, m viwf^

dollars for a record review i

teresting story comes to nunfl.

one freelancer, averaging"

perhaps already suffenng
'ni

stop even trying to make e

hZselfsUrvetodeathandiq

his morbid decision What W*^

determine how long he d»v_

day's meals and a mg^'^s

w^s'hospitality.So^^^^^^^^^^

were no douU afraid to a^^^^^^

unwarranted, for the wm,
would vigoously object tJ/»^

there's no ending to this

lately)

For most writers, the U^^^

however, unUl recently,
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opportunities for meeting fsroupies were limited. What would usually

happen would be this: a female admirer (a potential groupie, maybe?)
would meet a writer, and the two of them would start attending

business/social functions together. This business/social world is one

which is highly inbred, exclusive, and homogenious, that is to say that the

press lists compiled by the different record companies and public

relations firms are usually almost identical to one another. The

aforementioned couple would start going to concerts, clubs and press

parties together, and pretty soon everyone would consider them to be a

couple. Such recognition goes far to ehminate promiscuity, and it also

points out one of the problems in defining what a groupie is: when does a

girl stop being a groupie and become a girl friend, or even a wife?.

But such questions are becoming less important as writers become

more mobile — thanks to record companies and pubhc relations firms.

Ever wonder how your local tow-budget underground newspaper could

afford to send one of its writers all the way to New York, Texas, or even

San Francisco or Las Vega^ to interview some touring superstar? And

then pay the interviewer next to nothing for his story? Here's how it

works: the company that's li^ndling the superster's publicity calls the

newspapers and magazines which it considers to be potential source of

in-depth coverage, and it invites the publication to send a writer to do an '

interview — with the company, not the publicalion, paying for all of the

writers' expenses, which have in Ithe past consisted of, in addition to

travel expenses and room and board for the weekend, clothes, liquor,

dope, "trinkets ", and even prostitutes on occasion. All this to insure

ol)jective journalism. »
,

~
^; ^ • \

Now, it looks like record companies have ascribed enough importance

to writers to make it worthwhUe for them to fly writers to major concerts,

interview dates, and conventions. While some of the public maii\tainB that

they pay so little attention to critics that all the good reviews in the world

wouldn't sell one extra record, and a similar amount of unfavorable

reviews wouldn't dissuade one buyer from getting a cerUin album, other

people, including, most likely, record company executives, believe that

-4he public hs no Uste at all (that's different from bad Uste) and they just

ft*

Photo by Me»th«r Harris

for moral reasons^ and also _
ics are elderfy ladies who

^er thirty, and some are only
|oing to find too many people
kmiscuity (or much else for

many old women either. .

|to the existence o! writers'
i' willingness (more on this

But there was one thing
That factor was mobility.

ing have contributed much
in history. It often seems

^le one meets have been to
ridden across the country,
the inexpensive means of
are generally inefficient

^eans are prohibitively ex-
which pay as Fittie as five

»yment for months. (An in-

money. Rumor has that
^e of eightly dollars, and
Wnal problems, decided to

t, he was pre{kired to let
»t all his friends knew about
was allowing his friends to

fme through with at least a
>me allowed him several
^e generous acquaintances
'^

but their timidity proved
[hed to being alive that he

streets again. Sad to say

I'^n the writer in question

»'t that grave. Most were,
^>th this being the case,

have to be told what is good (that is, what they should buy), and Uieyll

buy it. It is because of this faith in the consumers that the record and P.R.

companies have given reviewers their wings. - -r-~ ~^;'—
These days, a writer can count on a press junket every month or two.

More freqent by far are individual assignments such as the aforemen-

tioned intei^iews. This kind of mobility has allowed to flourish die short-

^
term relationships which are so necessary for the existence of wnters

groupies. Or for that matter, any kind Of groupie. Imagine how few

musicians' groupies there would be if there were no touring rock ban^

Maybe they were just getUng old or something, but the Beatles stopped

touring, and now they're all ctoyingly domesUcated family men.

That kind of fate^ll only befall vniters when they become so jaded

that even the promise of a night to be shared with a groupie is not suf-

ficient motivationto go off on a junket. But as of now, this^"J^ iml^^^^

On a tvDical lunket the writers arrive in town and go tq their hotel. i!-ariy

fn the'e'venlrsome sort of cockuil party is held at whid, U^ evenrn^

oairinas are negotiated. Then the work has to be gotten out of the way.

X Hfr itconsfsts of attending a c«.cert or a club or doir*- 'nte^,

Afterwards back at the hotel, there are usually a number of small

J^rtS^to choS« from, and it is here that the rest 6f the evenmgs

arrangements are completed. — -.. '*•—
\^ v

" -
''

This seems to be the general picture for the half dozen iargwt citi« in

this country. In L:A.. however, the opport«p.t.«. ^f'J^^J'^^
groupies arent quite as plentUul. at least according to freelance writer

Jim Bickhart. a Los Angeles-based rock reviewer smce l«7.

'

"Giris m\.A. don't wanna know about sUnking poverty^^^^
writers. Theres so much gtamour around

hfjl!"
**

""f^'tSf-S^~~
tertainment industries that they can go for bigger game. And the giria

Inclined towards being groupies sure as heU do.
..,-t;

For instance?

»*Well, there are the obvious examples^- "^^^ [«. movie

-»V • .»*

MOVIEGUIDE

MISIC Hill MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
9036 WiHKir• Blvd. Sivto Swiiav • CkavU* Oi^fai In

B«v«rly Hills (o« DoK«ny)
274.6869 7^ V GITY UGHTS

have enough money, so they uu.. -•-;;j-" 7:^Z.^ri of business and
sort of an inverse correspondence ^^^"^^^^^^T^ you arc.

having glamour The more work you do the less gtamwffous you are.

E^l^aUy if you don't make much bread doing a lot of work.

What do you mean by glamour?

..Really base
-a'^n'llrti^tth'lSrTO^SEvir^^i^^

the hills, expens^e *P^^/^-J^^*"T^^^t a. handouts from the

^ch^"XaV:^fe.rnt'rn&eU,sq^^^
Women with rich Wood, dont give a shit for freebies.

But you think that's Just in LA.?

*S^-^4 •" S r^"!" •" "^"'~"~•"—"~'

SiE-and lastly, just what, or who. a writer.' groupie ».

I)

- »-v...L> I

»<i ' »•

lltlllll
Tki~>

10925 UndbrookDHve
479.2866 .

CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH (G)

12:15, 2:15. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15.__

10:15 Fri.& Sol. also 12:15
^ s

irliitil
7425 SMnt«l

8764>212

DwaHn

STRAWDOGS

CARRY ON CAMPING
$1 lor OM«p^rMiiw/Mibco«*pe« plus cwrrani UCLA rfl| corrf.

SofTy iMl 90«d Sokirdoy nigKl aH«r 5 p.m.

pii riciiic

PowINi

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION

STAR-SPANGLED GIRL7554 Baverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«0 Parking f1 lor o««p«rwiWHri« «oypoi»p»«i« a»rr««lUClA r«i card.

SofTY w«t goad SolMrdoy wigl* «<Nr 5 pjn.

^^^ -T :

— -^—

^

'
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PACIFIC'S

riiiiiis
Holly¥iK>od at Vino

469.7161

Noloro SiHkos Bodi

FROGS (PG)

CONQUEROR WORM
eooHoMOMtlroin 11:30 «oo«

PACIFIC'S

ricwiii
Pico Noar Wotlwood
272^239

I WANT WHAT I WANT (R)

ImARRY ME, MARRY ME (PGl:

Mo«.-FrL6J0&10KX>

%^. & Son. boHi cowJinyoM* Irom 1^30 woow

riizi
Woflwood Villago

Gie 74X)97

- a Aeodoojiy A««»ord NomliKiiom

VMorie do SkoTt

THE GAliDEN OF TH^
-FIN»- CONTINIS ^

TR 9 9077
^—jrl. & lol. Hm^tX Apra 1 Midi^gltf **TKoy Shoo* Hor«o« Do«1 Ttwi/r

lllllt
1045 BroKion .

WathMood VilloQa

BR 24)501

Yj.

THE SORROW AND THE PITY

^Tliyrt. iWv Svndoy 1 p.m. & >JO p.m.

Mondoy Ihrv Wod. 7:90 p.m. only

DolieMM

lull MINNIE and MOSKOWITZ

1 1 523 Santo Monica BUd. Co-W •Wlo* Formon'. Comody Ha

Watt Lot Angalot , TAKING OFF
^^"^^^^

Coming AprB 12 Cl-^ln in "Modom nmo«"
,»

Slllll Mllll
611 N. FdirfoK

OL 3-2389 — » . -

$1.00
,(

'

JOHN BARRYMORE
Mary Ailor.lrano nek

'"BEAU BRUMMEL"
ClwHi* ClM|>»n . Modi Sonnoll

-A*-

. J. - 1 *

111! LI irii

Lo Broa at Nintli

Wl 4.2342 "^^

^ .i ..J . ^ _^

*—*W - "J-'iJH-'^ -^**^ '

BATTLE OF OKINAWA
'-*»—.i^*' - -TTTTg.y -..

THE NEW

vninoii
2509 Wilthir*

DU 72171

ItfiaBomfofa

EXTERMINATING ANGEL

Vllllll
961 BroKlon

Watlwood
478-0576

isiirivi
8162 Md rot* Ava.

O13-2070

^ THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30, 12:40, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10

FrI. & Sal. edra lata thow 1:15 a.m.

ICLUBGUIDE ^
~tlin»$ondoy>

M«rdil

JOHN LEE HOOKER

JOHNNY SHINES

•^

<. _^

aizzirri's
9039 Suntat

013-6606

' TRAIN SWAY
CORDOVA ROCK GROOVE COMPANY

Synd«v'» OroovJn' Adm itsion FR11 M»ort » pm

rizzi riiici
In TK« Vtllooa

478-0788

LAMPERT
Mareh31tt&lttol April

|fym«moiri-&«*rteon»doy&f»it»r'

iriililiir
9081 Santa Monica

lA
276-6168

\

Blvd.
DONMcCLEAN
UI^DISFARME

N«id-J«hnKay

"^
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by HeafHer Harris

*, fi'

Th&Ts^Iir^ord review rocK-o-rama. fellow earthlings and emetic

nimiety fetishists, dedicated with infirm convulsion and carbolatea

petroleum vituperation to the lofty credo that if one bum album is bad

enough, then two would be Reality made Simple and more wotJd

promote ludicrous expenditure of time and Precio^sbramceUs: therein

shall we dwell. Our first entry is Bobby Whitlock by Bobby Whitlo^k,

(Dunhill DSX 50121). It stinks. Our next entry is Jim Pnce: KWs

Nowadays Aint Got No Shame (A&M SP4321) which. c3«pite the

adorable urchin depicted on iU cover, also stinks. But eno^^^^ of this

platter patter on the fey periphery of Today's new music and »ets con-

front the raucous raunch, powerhouse paunch, dnving range rhythms

and guts-and-entrails high-energy level of the acid i^^f^Vr/'^hi^'Kr
found on Ray Coniff's I'd Like To Teach The World To Sing <Co»";"b»« ^C

31220). fKis killer album, which features Ray on wah-wah muted tenor

tuba and the winsome Coniffettes on reds, foregoes the conventional 12-

song format and in its stead offers one continuaPend^ess boogie jam

with the odd if somewhat longwinded title of "Hey Girl Imagine I d Like

To Teach The World To Sing An Old Fashioned ^)^^^^^^^^J^l
Want You Brand New Key Cherish Gypsies Tramps And Thieves Theme

of Summer of '42 Go Away Little Girl." leaving you only to wish you could

,shimmy like your Sister Ray. „ _ _ .

Our next heavy handout is Bill Cosby Talks To Kids About Drugs (Uni

^ 73101 )-wherein a group of 5,6. and 7 year-old children calmly explain to a

'^

j

thunderstruck Co^y that shooting LSD -«»^^^ou »UU Peo^^^^

T """.^aSy SenT^faKilucl^Iaced oatmeal

cS ThVS'si;!|^Snn> reminder toCosbyar^

^iE^r^^a^rw?=:r^=£^^^
VtouTs .M Part. (Kama Sutra KSBS 20S4) wtuch would be. .^pec-

tiveh

fJtdes

i- -»_

Frog Arnold scurries across th*
set to his perch on top «* -
compadre. Cameras are

of hit

•| :.>
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TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Saldf

Formal Wear
11919 Wilshire Blvd.

W.LA. 477-0588

<300D F«IDA¥-
Lutheran S«rvic«i,of Holy Commonion

7:3Q o.m. - 7:50 a.m.

St, Afcan'«„Chap«l .

740 Hilgord af^W#ilHolm ^' 1

12 noon - 3 pm Service at 840 Hilgard

Monday & Thursday Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. Village Lutheran - Sepulvedo at Montana

Luth«rah Campui Minittry ALC-LCA

Karded as -a
"

fori* in American music'' by virtue "f his on^

h^JhfcSmed wiS the Left Banke. which a"tomat.cat.cally c«n-

Sh^t yoil^own cousin Wilbur from Dubuque could be considered

same. Small world.
" '

-

We«icounter the tragic misfortune of GenyaRavan,*el^^tUe^jM^^^

was forced to make her debut solo album
^^'fy',^'^^y*^^^

C31001 ) at either gunpoint or wits end, hopefully the former, for, bwidw

St n^ng- It betray' alMepth of understandng «"'«

«"J{Sfm?ml^^^
a nilP of soccv Kotex. Furthermore. ?he*s a terrible mimic, inose

ustsl S^^^ of vintage ^^onB^r^^Sor^^^
his prehensile proboscis, Wayne Newton or

P^^**«fJ^^^^^,^^^^
larvnx being punctured by thousands of vicious blunt toothplcKs, ana

Steven SUUs cradling down a hall during a coke bust JustjionH matchup

fSS standards of the originals. In the third track she hates herself

as you wm also, with the possibility occuring to yon that Perchance she

wluld be better off. or at least more suiUbly vocationally stationedjf she

Tavti herh^d, tl^k to wearing leopard frog Gee! stringsJaste"^^^

drink bottle caps on each of her toes and proceeded to tap^nce on top of

an xylophone, or simply hired herself out of a soprXj^J^^
which would amount to infinitely more respecUble gimmickry than the

pitiful cliches she now employs. ,.

Perhaps the most hoUy anticipated heavy metal/hard rock albifm of

this3ular social season would have to be 23 AIHime Favorites by the

Mormon t"^ Choir (Columbiajyi^ioei), whe^^^^ the Ulents^

the crooning chorale are augmented by the additions of the Hark the

Harold Heavenly Hosts and famous session men on brass, Maroni and

Gabriel The only criticism one could possibly muster concerning the

profligate collection is one lamenUble lapse of their famous perfect

blendlf harmony wherein the effect of total choral unammi^ is utte^y

spoiled by their castrati tenor in the third row. Troy leFout^w^^

^tinctively be heard snickering lewdly, hiccupmg off-beat, and holdmg

a hand-made placard reading "Nixnn and Dentists of Amenca, Stop

the Drilling!:! _ _._. .:..:._ . .

"
I ' 7^ ll.

'
Last but not yeast, we find Jamming with Edward (RomngS^

Records COC 39100) that features Jane Wyman on bass. Blind Wry CooUe

on slide guitar. Peter Lorre on drums. Liberace on piano, and Hotlips

early Si^non on vocals, seen scutUing under the hebetic waterbed. but^pot

before ruttishly disinhuming coprophagous algplagmsts m maieimc

eudaemonia only to frouzily algmynq uo tinrbkzzzz

vuiii|Mui c. v^ameras are set to rcJi
once more on the exotic Florid.
set of Frogs, director Geor»l
McGowan's new Alp film wh^
the first HoUywood effort to 1,
more than token exposure to fL!
and other reptilean sorts pfS
Arnold is the male lead in S
film, since his part finds tum
devouring five humans and ^
birthday cake. (No other repUlein
the film gets pa3t two humans

)

This is Frog Arnold's
first

starring role, and you might call it

a reluctant one. since he is not amember of the Screen
Guild and wUl therefore not be

5

5^"

into scieDce-nciion

iiaBiasy?
•

* - ACHANGEOFHOBBlt- ^^
caters to the cravings of speculative-fiction fiends!

New and used paperbacks and magazines.

Buy, sell, trade
;

...
-^ 1101 Goyley
on th« mezionln* ai th« KUenco BIdg.

fuetdoy 10:30 8:30 p.m.

_Wfdne»day Soturdoy 10:30-5:30 p.m.

I

RESTAUl^ANT GUIDE

THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 WilshTF* Blvd.
R*v»rlv~ComM»<l» MottI

374 tin

\ cfltunnq Greek & Continental Cuisine Op«n

tor luncn & Dinner 7 Day* a week. Eiv

lortflinmcnt Thurs thru Sunday ^^^f.
PACKING Reservations Advised »3 Foil

dinner lor UCLA students w/th»» coMpon.

JUNIOR'S RESTAURAr^
W«thMood near Pko
open 7oiTv lam

''Gourmef Soups like

mofher never made"

MA«SON

LA CREPE
I0S4 Glondon Ave 478 0437 _
0|)cn ; DAys It 30 t AM —

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
'XREPES" & "OMELEHES"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
m?! Sflnta Monica pivd
\^,«St L A 479 9968
next door to "Papa Bachs"

A Natural Foods Rostaurant

Live AAusIc - on v^eekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
1MS6 Undbrook Dr

4744>W«-WWVillai.

LUNCH from $1 .40 to $1 .90

DINNER $3.25. $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
nis
47MS4S

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
•ormorly the Locky U"

NOW AT: 12M4 W PICO UVD.
7».f010 .

MEXICAN AND AMEtlCAN FOOD
BiiR, SOFT DRINKS. OtDfRS TO OO AiSO

OPEN 10 «m to 2am ClOSB) TUESDAY

ia«2SWMtMr«tM
LA tMfSIO

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Piuo

Now op«n doily for lunclt

Tir«t. alt'«r 9 pm ony pizxo $1 .75

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
t022 WmI Srd SItmI

iSM212

*0' DISCOUNT W/TMIS AO
Kosk«r-Nu(riliow*-Vag«larian RddpM

0|»«ft 1 1 ••(•>. to 1 1 p.m. • Fridays 1 1 a.m. lo Swndawm

Satwrdoy Swidowrw to Midwit«

Marceau in Concert
At long last, the unique artistry of Marcel Marceau

has been captured, and beautifully so, on Marcel

Marceau In Concert (CULCHA INC. SP-64731).

recorded from the Frenchman's live performance in

Stockton, California. The mime is world famous, and

has performed on television and all over the world,

but for those unfamiliar with his artistry, this

recording is a valuable introduction tiO the art of

pantomime and the genius of Marceau,

The album begins with an enthusiastic in-

troduction by pantomime devotee and fellow

Frenchman, Georges Putnamme. After thunderous

applause from the partisan audience. Marcel per-

forms his outstanding birth throught death net, his

agile body changing from a tiny fetal position, to a

representation of a man in old age, pulsating all his

muscles erratically, and eventually falling onto a

heap on the floor. His act is so convincing, that one

hears the shocked Stockton audience demanding

their money back, for they believe that Marceau's

premature death has ended the concert. However.

Actor'i

".V not
paid very well for his efforts.

,
"Hell, I won't be paid at all

•

says Frog Arnold. "This isnVa
movie set, this is a natural
habitat. I'd be doing these things
anyway, even if there wasn't a
movie being made. Really what I

ought to do is demand partial

scpipt credit, seeing as how mv
part is all ad-lib."

Frog Arnold and his compadres
spend most of their time in this

plush Floridian swamp wandering

about aimlessly, sitting on

statues, swimming in a pool and

crawling in a swampy forest. If it

doesn't sound like the part

requires such interpretation,

you're not far off, since Frog

Arnold and his compadres would

be doing this anyway, whether

there were cameras rolling or not.

**And if you think this is a rip-

off," says Frog Amokl, "imagine

^ what it's like for the salamanders

In the greenhouse scene, they

have to push bottles off a shelf.

McGowan made them take

weightlifting for six weeks to get

ready for that scene; bottles of

poison are heavy, you know."

' (Continued on Page 17)

Putnamme, after being reassiired by Marceau that

he is, in fact, still alive, tells the audience that the

show will continue. In his next few routines. Marcel

illustrates a man walking up a stairway, walking

down a stairway, and falling off a stairway. Side I

ends with Marceau's imitation of a grandfather

clock. Wilt Chamlacrlain, a glass of water, and a

walnut'/

Side! is equally brilliant. Marceau begins with

perhaps his most lengthy act, a 24 minute per

formance of a man wearing a necktie which becomes

caught on the shower faucet, resulting in a bizarre

case of suicide. More thunderous applause, and the

mimic is brought backior his encore, too delightful

to describe here. ^

The album. Marcel Mareeau In Concert, superb

though it is, is not without faults. One only wishes the

artist had chosen to wear a hght colored suit, for his

black attire makes it difficult for him to clear^

stand out against the Wack vinyl. However, the

album on the whole is remarkable, and is highly

recommended as the ideal wAy to see Marcel

Marceau at his best ^—-^-—r .......
^Marsha Necheles

MAR 31

& APR 1

Alan

Bates'

MIDNIGHT FILMS
SI.25 FRI.r. SAT. NIGHTS SI. 25

THE FIXER
N art Week

•H" or

Borbofello

Brentwood Twin Theatres

Sonta Monica Calif

2524 Wilsh.reBlvd
829-3366

iffmid AdvciUfcnciit)

FUN PARTY AT

i7^istte5lattd

$4.25
Sunday, April 16, 1972

4 pm-Midnite.

Admiuion to D!«n«yland, unrimited use of

all advmiturM & attractions, FREfPARKING

JkkmH on kJ« Service Center, KinkhoKHtMW. WM»^

Old Lccise on ^Time of Your Life'
h\ I run il chstcr

r^^

L

The management at the Hun-

tington Hartford theater may

vlin to think 1 don't like them.

The truth is Tve never been

reated at the Hartford with

anything but the utmost courtesy,

and the house remains the most

comfortable in town (the cheerful

bar is a special delight). In that

sense I always have a good Ume

there.
— £ -^^^^ ^

But I haven't thoroughly en-

joyed what I've seen on stage

since Brian Bedford cavorted

through Moliere's School for

Wives, and that was last summer.

Better (and perhaps worse) shows

will play the Hartford than its

present offering, a revival of

William Saroyan's beautiful play,

The Time of Your Life. But, for

now I have to call them as I see .

them And I not only saw the

-present production, I saw through

it.

' ^-•.- ^
Let me make short work of it

and start with the biggest target:

Henry Fonda. I wish I could call

him a victim, but he's too

powerful to be victimized by

anybody in the American theater.

Except maybe Henry Fonda. It's

lazy of him, it steems to me, to sit

through three acts in a Depression

era San Francisco bar and do no

more than widen his eyes with

surprise, giggle softly to himself

with mirth, and give a sharp half-

nod to signify Deep Emotioniil

Conflict. Saroyan wrote the part of

Joe low-key, not one-note. If a

performance is being given, why
is it, watching Fonda, you teel

you're being had?

But right behind him wiUi high

marks for conning comes Rector
Edwin Sherin, who proves himself

here a master of the external, the

flashy and the synthetic — and
little more. Has it occured to him
what Saroyan's play is about? It's

al)out failures who ought to be

succeeding, but who know -best

how to succeed at failure —
especially without trying. This

ought to be, as the play's title

makes clear, the time of their

lives Time is, instead, on their

hands. ,* .

It's a painful, funny ptey about
waiting Waiting for the dream
deliverance that never comw.
You can see Saroyan as a marked

precursor to the absurdists and to

a playwright like Albee (a con-

nection, by the way, which both

those authors have pointed out).

These people are a mess, Saroyan

can see, but he never mocks them
outright. He knows damn well

they're losers, but they're not lost

on him. Where an absurdist would

roast them, Saroyan warms up to

• them.
But even so he's been around,

Mr. Sherin. For heaven's sake,

this is a saloon drama.
Remember them? (Away back.

The Iceman Cometh; recentiy. No
Place To Be Somebody.) Crushed

Jippes need a gray ashtray at-

mosphere to get their final

snuffing out. Grit is needed; the

l)ar has to smoulder and at times

scare hell out of you, otherwise

how are you to t)elieve iihese ,

people can't get it together, inside

the bar or out?

But Mr. Sherin is a softie. A
slick softie, but a softie

nonetheless. He's let his set

designer (Oliver Smith) get away
with a papier-mache jukebox

(which people still put nickels in

and demand music from) when

the real thing will do, and a

slanted hotel room bed that is a

howler. Paul Sullivan's lighting

doesn't have a harsh moment
anywhere, yet this is a play set in

the Depression (remember that?)

when times, and moods, were

hard, Mr. Sullivan. Kate Drain

Lawson's costumes are excellent.-

It's too bad Mr. Sherin won't-

toughen up the people in them;

and let Saroyan's writing Uke
care of the softness. There's

plenty enough of it, and it's

written to counterpoint the hard-

ness of the setting.

You can be tough on these

people, just as the world has been,

and let Saroyan's language do the

lulling and the comforting —
which it manages wonderfully,

-without any help. Saroyan can be.

tough, too, when he wants to be.

Take the way Nick, the bartender,

tells Blick, a mean cop, where to

head in: "You want to change the

world all right. From something

bad, to something worse —
probably something like your-

self."

But Mr. Sherin keeps things

awash in pity and in theatrical

cuteness, always telling us how he

can see into these people's tangled

lives even if they can't, poor

Suckers. Adorable, but all wrong.

Saroyan wants them caught in

self-pity; we don't have to pity

them, they're working overtime

at it (and not at much else).

But so seduced is Sherin by

these characters' emotional

excesses, that he gets sloppy and

lazy with them himself. Who is

kidding Who? It's not "ensemble"

playing when everyone stops

simultaneously to hear a
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Frogs ,.,.
(Continued from Page IC) .

Frog Arnold found his Way into

Frogs while on vacation. His usual

home is a Manhattan penthouse,

but he has made annual visits to

Florida ever since he moved
north, fifteen years ago. This is,

however, his first movie.

"The plot of the film is kind of

dumb," be says, "but the theme

isn't so bad. There are a lot of

possible interpretations. One
night, me and the guys sat around

our trailers eating mosquitoes and

coming up with ideas. Every time

a female human has to fight the

reptiles in the swamp or the

water, it's women's liberation.

The reptiles cut off the phone lines

and later contrrfthem, and that's

generally anti-establishment.

UCi^A DAILY BRUffN 17 . .»

There's one part where I jlimp

onto a birthday cake made up like

an American Flag; tiiat's our

indication to the U.S. government

that we are aware of their lack of

concern for reptiles. Finally,

there's both a pro and anti-ecology

stance in the film, where the

(spit) human hero has to first

express positive sentiments and

then actually shoot an alligator

and club water snakes. It's brutal

and tear-jerking."

Frog Arnold's favorite scene in

the film is one where he gets to sit

in a real wheelchair.

"The soft leather is really

groovy after that fat Ray Milland

has been sitting in it for so long,"

he coos between croaks, "and the

spokes. Oh maa, the spokes are

far out, especially when the

wheels are turning."
— JimBlckhart

*—-J >»

A new series^

for the nfiw
awareness
Pen<j:ui|i

\le(a|)liysical Librai*v
. -x

character's next line. You don'^_

get any heat or life or danger or

surprise in that kind of direction

— all you get is starts, stops, and a

collection x)f speeches. Talky,

unfelt acting. Everybody's

grimacing like crazy on the

outside, but there are only one or

two performers caring from the

inside. There's no character at-

work in most of the actors, just an

intolerable urge to gesture. An

instructor in beginning acting

would stop most of them in mid-

scene and tell them to re-think the

situation. But Mr. Sherin is busy

orchestrating, and keeping

everybody from stepping on

everybody else's lines. The play is

set in a bar, yet I can't recall a

moment when it felt like anybody

interrupted anybody.

Let me stop. I like Saroyan too

much to go on. So I won't be

dismissed as a total grouch, may I

give praise to Victor French as

Nick and to Richard Dreyfuss as

Dudley, a nervous man on the

phone trying to be a smooth man
about town? Their work was

committed, clear and cared,ipr,

down to the details, where it

counts. Everybne else was faking.

.. , . a series of books that can reawaken In modern man the

knowledge of how to search for himself. From diverse times and

places and from a wide variety of traditions and literary forms,

here are writings that have the common goal of orienting man
In his search for consciousness. Through these works the series

as a whole will attempt to offer new perspectives 6n the ultimate, .

purpose of human life within the boundless scope of cosmic

law ... —4—
"TMC SACRED PtPg: Btack El k's Aeeount^f the iSovon f^ile^^

—

the Oglala Sioux. Recorded^uid edited by Joseph Epes Brown.̂ ^
Dictated txy Black Elk shortly before his death, this unusual

book shows how the entire Sioux nation sought to conform its

dally life to thedlvine rhythms of inner and outei^ature. $1.45

BORN IN TIBET. Chogyam Trungpa as told to Esm4 Cramer.

fto/>erfs. The4tfeof a young tuiku of Tibet provides an illumi-

—

nating example of living Buddhism as it confronts the realities

.

of contemporary America and the Western world. $1.95 ;--

ALCHEMY. Titus BUfckhardt. This revealing work grasps the-

metaphysical dimensions of alchemy and goes on to clarify its_

relationship to some of the world's great psycho-spiritual teacrw*

ings. $1.45 .
—

OUR LIFE WITH MR. GUROJIEFF. Thomas de Hartmann. A rich

personal evocation of what it meant to be close to the great

spiritual leader G. I. Gurdjieff. The Russian composer ThomaS

de Hartmann and his wife carried out their quest for knowledge

at Gurdjieff's side through years of war and revolution. $1.65

STRANGE LIFE OF IVAN OSOKIN. P. D. Ouspensky. Duration,

infinity, and eternal recurrence arfithe themes of this spellbind-
.

Ing novel. Ouspensky was one-of Gurdjieffs most brilliant

disciples, and these pages express their central ideas about the

meaning and magical possibilities of existence. $1.45

MY LIFE WITH A BRAHMIN FAMILY. Lizelle Reymond. The first

direct report by a contemporary Westerner on the family life of

India's orthodox Brahmins. Describes a form of yoga touching

.

all the natural relationships of everyday human experience
'

$1 .75 - ,

UNDERSTANDING ISLAM, frlthjof tchuoh The universal as-

pects of Islamic belief are stressed in this interpretation of

Islam for the non-Moslem reader. $1.45

THE NEW MAN. Maurice NJcoli. A new view of Jesus parables

and miracles. Makes a fresh conhection between their psycho-

logical and sacred dimensions. $2.00

ThBse ar)d other outstanding Penguw paperbacks

'^f0 on^ssim atyouL cMnwus tipokstoiepoyr

..^.-<.^
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12010 W PICO BLVD
LOS ANGELES CALIF 90064

PHONE TOGA.

"RAOUL '

FRANCK
ISA HIT!"
nintt ruBE iis

MENU nan uii
jJOLLYWOOO

CED 106-HI$tory ol Japanese-Americans

|«dure MWThf 3-4 p.m. RolU Holl 2220

,ji.^ « kr«rtH lurvav of »h« Japan«te In Am«rk:a. spanning.

lmnn.grat,on th« d»velopm^ or p
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^,

^it L? nrt-o Xrn^'rX: Lr. p.^ w^ con,b.n.n. for.ol

rl^V..ructurJw..My dlKuss^.
;;;^'^;^7,*n^^°"'

' rr«r«|«itil*t: Upp«r ^iv}»ion ttanatiia. InitrwcHK: Tun ««"•«•

CED 170-Chinese-American Identity

TuTKlMSoc. Walter. 170

rUnTrs'tol 4T!k ging -,^?-
^'IlfH.'r

^'"^ ccnUrcultur..

o^ 5) fU MooUt wcty of th. P«opl.'. R-pubik
'••J

History 1 9iAsian$ in American History

An advanced r«««arch ••minor d»oling

AmerKM

CED 8-Directed Studies in Asian American Communities

W«d. 1 1-12 RH 248 and W«d. •v* 7:30-10:30 Compbdl Hall

\ A dtoll«d «omlnoflon of Irf. In A.lon Am.rlcon '^0'"'^""'"r^»^'?"«'\![7

dltcipline of creoting oudlo.vl.uol project. In vld«o-top. or through indlvl-

dLd'.ocU.I r-aorch und.r foculty guidonc.. Pl«i.. con.u^t th, A.ion Arn^

rJcon StudI- C.nt.r. Compbell Holl 3232. In odvonc. of .nrolling to ^1.-

CUM th. feoslbilHy of specific project*.
F-i«mo«

rr.r«qul«llM: Gh-*«I «f IwlnKlor.. Bud. Wong mA Uiuf- Mo fmm^.

CED 1 19-Wartime Relocation ol Japanese-Americans

Sominor Fri. 24 p.m. GSM 2333

6.om.no»ion of th« wortJm. flocotlon of Jopon,.»-Am.r.con. from .h. p«r^

o^Hv«Ttho.. lo»«rn«d - th«Mt.|lbockgroundof fh. Immigront.; ^\^^ hot-

r.U ontlX- -v.ronm.nt of Am.rlco. pr.wor U^^^-P-J^-Jj;,;^':

clli p.ychologlcol. polifkol. ond .oclol .mplk«».on. of th* <»mp •.p.rl.oc..

Pr«^««utoilM: C4^m* ol lii«»r«<»or. FronUln Ode.

• Sominar Tu«t. 2-5 p.m. See. W*llar« 50

with fho hittory of Joponoto In

1232

P», (yrthar inlormation ood ,':M^:^ro\\ slips pleas, coll H.» Asian AmeTJ^it ShH|iesCe«|,roU^^ i,t>
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Hot' So - Cheap - Thrills
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KEllFUIlAMirBeilK!
-iteTlif f -A. f .-;*-

M.

. . ... We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge^tock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

L
IU13 S&N VIC'^^ (past VA Hospital) a2«-«533

> /'' ;.

. i

il
!'
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BENIN OF AFRICA
A' IMPORTS

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

ir FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSKlKI
• RINGS

657-8256

1025 Polm Ave.. W. Hollywood

##•

FRI & SAT 8:30 SUN 7:30

Don Motheson and Deanna Lund .

A .w^ Starring In \^_,. ,z-l

'WOODY ALLEN'S l

i''.:il.;l^

^

T~

' r
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CONCERTS
—There isn't a whole lot hap-

pening this weekend, but there's

at least one bit of happy news.

Firesign Theatre will give a

benefit performance for KPFK at

8 tonight at KPFK. It's called

'Martian Space Party, a Radio

Tour of the Universe," and

reserved seats are available by

calling 985-KPFK. Donation

requested.

At eveiybddy's favorite Fox

West Coast Theater tonight is

Ravi Shankar (Remember not to

clap when he's tuning up) with

Tim Wiseburg, and tomorrow

night through Sunday will appear

Sha Na Na, Crazy Horse and

rgejCarlm, All shows are at 8.

n

• --^

iVIEt THEATRE
All Seats $3.50 • R«t. 936-9611

STUDENT DISCOUNT SI 00 FRIDAY & SUNDAY

J
'>^

T-3r TYPEWRITER CITY
478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEW ELEC. PORT..
-

SCM ELEC. PORT.

SCM ELEC. 120 '

SCM 250 (260.00 vol)

^9.Q0
129.50

149.50

189.50

ranges that span the scale, but

more importentTits experiencing

voice deliveries which tread on

the edge of control. During her

offerings of oldies like "Love Is

Beautiful" and "My Way",
Weldon spins out highs which

seem impossible to bring l>ack

into the song, but she succeeds

beautifully at integrating the quite

wide spfectrum of her dynamics.

Leon Russel's "Song Fbr You"

becomes — thankfully — new

material, valid after all, once it's

been charted by Weldon and the

Randolph trio.

.

She slipped twice, once with

John Fogerty's "Lodi". hampered

there by the sidemen, who
spunded like Ramsiey Lewis at his

jnget repetitive, and miserably,

with Otis Redding's "Try A LitUe

Tenderness." Apparently she

made the fatal mistake of sup-

'posing that soul equaled polish for

JAt. Bedding, and her assumption
• murdered the song.

But, in the end, Maxinc
Weldon's voice is a beautiful in-

strument — even when she oc-

casionally matches it with

material ^hich is arranged l)elow

her capabilities.

—David Lees

NEW ROYAL PORL 44.88

IBM - MODEL C.

IBM - SELECTRIC "

'^

ELECTRIC ADDER - cr/bal

ELECTRONIC CALC.

289.00

309.00

69.50

128.88

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
Memory - Percent Key

249.88

BANKAMERICARD

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
1089 Goyley Ave. mastercharoe

Fanny, Stoneground, and Jackie

Lomax will be at the Santa

Monica Civic at 8 tomorrow. Ali

Akbar Khan, John Handy and

Shanti will be here at Royce at

8:30 tomorrow. Shirley Bassey

appears at the Chandler Pavilion

at 8:30 Sunday; tickets, $6.50-3.50.

CLUBS ^,

Etc, where vocalist Maxine
Weldon is currently at the mid-

point of a five-week stand backed

by the Randy Randolph trio, is the

paradigm of ,a posh jazz din-

nerhouse, complete with a low

ceiling, a lank and lisping M.C.,

and a rug so hairy it must get

daily shots of Gro-Coat.,It's much
to Weldon's credit that she only

occasionally let the context get in

the way. - - *

Listening to Maxine Weldon is

listening and learning alx)ut vocal

Jotin Lee Hooker will k>e at the

Ash Grove through Sunday with

Johnny Shines. The Dillards are

currently at the Ice House; HeUo
People and Brian Bressler open
Tuesday. Gabor Szabo is at the

Lighthouse.

At Shelly 's currently is Donald
Byrd (Les McCann comes in April

11). Tony Joe White and N.R.B.Q.

are at the Whisky through Sunday
to be foUowed by Merry Clayton
Tex Williams will be at the

Palomino Saturday, with Ferlin

Husky coming in next weekend
(And the weekend after that

come the Every Brothers!) At
Knott's tomorrow and Saturday

(for those of us who muust ven-

ture into Orange County) are,

t)elieve it or not, The Raiders, with

Paul Revere and Mark Lindsay.

Finally, Don McLean wUl hold

down the fort at the Troub this

week with Lindisfarne, to be

followed byJohn Kay.

CLASSICAL
The X..A. PhU wiU. Jje per-

forming Bach's /'St. Matthew's

Passion" at *Ft30 Tonight and

tomorrow and at 3 Sunday in

Chandler Pavilion with the LA.

Master Chorale. The Glendale

Symphony will perform woriis by

Hindemith, Mahler and Brahms

at 8:30 Saturday in the Pavilion.

The Pepperdine University

Community Orchestra will give a

free concert at 8:15 tomorrow in

the Pepperdine Auditorium.

FILMS >
The midnight show at the

Brentwood II this weekend is The

Fixer with Alan Bates; the

midnight show at the Plaza is

They Shoot Horses, Don't They?

The midnight show at the SUr and

the Mayfair is Putney Swopc and

Morgan. ^
Westwood Film Society is

showing ''An Evening with W.C.

Fields" at 7 and 9:30 Saturday.

The Bunuel retrospective con-

tinues at the New Vagabond this

week with Exterminating Angel

and El. At the Silent Movie are

comedies of Champlin, Laurel

and Hardy, Will Rogers and Mack

Sennett. The Bijou feature You

Were Never LoveUer with Fred

Astaire and Rita Hayworth, and

Angels Over Broadway.

The International Film

Exhibition, featuring the best

animated films of last year, opens

tomorrow night at the LA Coun^

Art Museum. There will be

screenings at 8:30 Fridays and

Saturdays and at 3 Saturdays and

(Continued on Page 1»)

I (Paid Advertisement)
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WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM AT UCLA - SPRING 1972

93046 CED 107 Women in Literature and Media

Ms. Denise Worren MW3-5. RoKe 3131; TuM. 7-9 p.m.; filmi 4 units
t

This course will focut on the study of the cultural representation of women in lite-

rtiture and the medio from and interdisciplinary approoch-onolysis of the relation-

ships between these representations and the socio-political structures engendering

them. Strong emphasis on discussion and creative prolects. Finals code: 8

Frereqwieitec Coneenl of lli« Inelrvelor

93050 CED 108 Women in the Scientific Professions

Dr. Poulo Bernttein MW 3-4:30, Royce Hdl1524 unilt

This course explores the role of the woman scientist in the content of woman's ploce

in contemporary society. Sample topics include-, lifestyles of professional women,

social and psychologlcol barriers to women in science, and the implications of the

o#M/ feminism for ecientiflc Institutions. Finals Code: 8. Enrolln\ent limited to 35.

93350 CED/Anthropology 115 The Socio-Legal

Status of Women & Children

Mf. Riane Eitler Tuet. 2-5 Bunche 2160 6 unHt

Examines the toclol status of womdft and children as enforced by low orfd embodied

in cultural myths. Approoch is interdisciplinary, including onthropology. history, low,

and psychology, with particular attention to the contemporary American scene.

Combines cognitive leorning with community reseorch. FinoU Cod*: 17'^

93380 CED/History 164 Women and Capitalism

Mk Temma Koplon Thurt. 2-4:30 GSM 1343 4 vniH

Deals with the problems of induftriollzation under various pollticol ond economic si-

tuations and focuses on the peculior development of sociol relationships, especloHy

insofar as they oHed women, under the socio-economic tyftem called capltali»m.

Enrollment limited to 30. Finols Code: 17

44346 CED/History 198C Relationships Behween Men andlWomen in American Life

Ms. Jane Mulligan TuM. 12:30^1:4^ Bunche 3175 4 units

approach including history, psychology, sociology, literature,

culture. Cpvers 189(5 to the present. FlnoJs, Code:

Section I -Mulligan lobeorronged r

Section 2-Godt to be arranged
^erequieHee Consent 9I Inetrwdo*-

Ms. J«an«tt« Gadt and
An tnterdlsclplThory

religion, and popular

/^ore Jhril/s...

.continued from
Page W)

qundays ttirough April 23; staident

SeU are $2. Inner City Theater

Sowing T1.e M«^-J^.»^'^
Hampton at 8 Monday; admission

1 90 Kubridt'8 A KlUer's Kiss

and TTie Killing wiU screen at The

Egg and The Eye at 7 and 9:30

Wednesday.

THEATER
The Devirs Cotton Field opens

tonight at the Assistance League

pTayhouse, 13(r7 N. St. AiKlrew's

Place Melfl 2X. two plays by

Leonard Melfi, opens tonight at

8 30 at the Company oi Angels,

5846 Waring. Amphitryon plays at

8 30 tonight and tomorrow at

Caltech. King Ubn, a musical

version of Alfred Jarry's Ubu Rol,

will be presented at 8:30 Friday

through Sunday. Flowers for

Algernon closes at 8:30 tomorrow

at Theater of the Arts, 4128

Wilshire.

Some Rhyme or Reason, a one-

man presentotion of works by

Rimbaud, D.H Lawrence,

Baudelaire, McKuen, and others,

runs at 8:30 Thursdays through

Sundays at the Hollywood Center

Theater.
. ^ ui

The Los Angeles Art EnsemWe

and Grill. Volume 1. five short

Diays, runs at 8 Sundays at the

Company Theater. 1024 S.

Robertson, in rep with The

Emergence Duet and CaUban.

About Commuters Survival and

Rape three one-acts, is at the Next

Stage, 1031 N. La Brea, at 8:30

Fridays^and Saturdays; it runs in

rep with Jewish You Don't Have to

Be at 8:30 on Sundays.

Dear Friends runs at S:30

nightly at Melrose Theater Assn.,

20 Melrose. Every Year ^t

"T T

—

V

Camivaf is running at Theater
Rapport, 122 1/2 S. Vermont, at

8: 30 nightly except Thursdays and
at3 Sundays. La! La! La! ist)eing

presented at Comedia 2, 130 S. La
Brea at 8:30 Fridays-Sundays.

There's a puppet play program.
The Mystery of the Passion of Our
Lord and The Women at the

Tomb, running at 8:30 through

Saturday at Macgowan's Little

Theater. ^
---'

Further from home, there is El
Festival De Los Teatros, a

program by Chicano Theater

troupes from the U.S., Mexico,

Argentina, and Uruguay, at

Excelsior High Auditorium in

Norwalk at 7:80 tonight; at Mc-
Fadden Hall in Placentia at 7

tomorrow; and at Anaheim High

Auditorium at 2:30 Saturday.

South Coast Rep is presenting

Uncle Vanya at 8 Thursdays

through Sundays and Magic
Tlieater at 1 Sundays at Third Step

Costa Theater, 1827 Newport in

Costa Mesa. ^^„

This is for old movie musicals-

buffs only : good ol' channel 52 has

come through again with another

Powell-Keeler classic, Shipmates

Forever at 7:30 and 9:30

tomorrow night. Then there's a

veritableJudy Garland festival on

Chfinnel U Saturday — The

Harvey Girls screens at 5 and For

Me and My Gal is on at 8. If you

watch Moona Lisa's show all the

way through Saturday night you'll

see the Firesign Theatre's first

commercial. Oh yes, fringies,

Seymour's movie this weekend is

Walking Dead. l. ^.

—V.F.N.

• ••©©•••^•••••••••"

HYmisis Fll siiiEms
~

4 SOME APPLICATIONS; "Z
JJL BottM' grodM ii> Smoking

• Sp—ch Prdbloftif ^vHr: -^o Tonsion

• Ordt - ~. • Porional Goals.

University d Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics. Private Instruction

Wllilll L. llStlW. PI.I.

1225 Wottwood Boulevord 477-2953 for oppoinlmoni
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two locations

in the

Village
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The Mahavishnu
Orchestra with

John McLaughlin.

In The Phoenix magazine, Stephen Davis

said, "John McLaughlin is an electric guitar-

ist, perhaps one of the best on the planet.

Every note he and his band play seems to re-

late to the conditions of the soul. It is the high-

est, most conscious music I've ever heard."

Everywhere the band plays, they get stand-

ing ovations. And they get incredible reviews.

Even when they're right in your home.

On Columbia Records and Tapes

The Mahavishnu Orchestra

with John McLaughUn
The Inner Mounting Flame

including:

Meetings of the Spirit /Dawn/The Noonward Race

. : : A Lotus on tnsh StreamsiAwaikenjn^

:j;^/' .it

.x •'^^

m
.^r^,

^^

WMtwood Village Branch

1099 Westwood Boulevard

Qlendon -Tiverton Branch

1150 Qlendon Avenue

QUESTIONS?
See the student relations people at

Westwood Village Branch:

Chip Morrow
or

Celie Fox

PHONE: 477-4277 ext. 229

Bank of America NT «. SA Menr^ber of FDIC

$2.99
Records C 31067

• 1

ASUCLA Music Odyssey

ACKERMAN UNION - l6VEL A

Phone: 825-0623
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Every story paints a picture

.;:.ja^ 4,

Great new talent. ..Absolutely brniian l*l«]
*i •:#/>*< •

%

His music is beouty. sofi and clear. Record World v,j

Harry Chapin sings gorgeous bollads. New York Times

., A major figure in pop music. San Francisco Chronicle

•'?'• —

.Mi^ HARRY CHAPIN/ HEADS & TALES

•^•"-A^"-..',
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TOWER RECORDS
8801 Sunsel Blvd. 657-7300

"On the Strip" I
i
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undergo chang
by Ann Solomon --^_

DBSUff Writer

After a remodeling project

which will double the useable

eStion space, the UCLA Art

rTlleries wiU be officially named

?! Frederick S. Wight Galleries

r honor of retiring galleries

director
Frederick Wight.

'previously, the gal^nes were

irTply referred to as th^ UCLA

Aft Galleries.) Expansion and

remodeling of the galleriw at an

Climated cost of $667,000. IS bemg

^ade possible through a gift of

J400 000 from the UCLA Art

Council and the balance is to be

financed from the Cora L. BUck

Fund and other non-pubbc funds.

The project m'xW add ap-

proximately 10,000 square feet of

space to the gallferies and it will

relocate the present department

work areas at the Dickson Art

Center. The addition to the

building will also make it possible

to incoroporate
exhibition space in

the galleries for the Museum of

Cultural History, formerly known

as the Museum and Laboratories

of Ethnic Arts and Technology.

Wight

Wight, for whom the galleries

are to be named, has been here

since 1953 and Was chairman of

the art department before taking

his present position as galleries

director. Wight has pioneered in

the field of retrospective studies of

such artists as Matisse, Lipchitz

and Ponti and has organized

many nnemorial showings in-

cluding the Jean Arp Memorial

Exhibition which was organized

for the Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum and had its first

American showing here. The

showing was attended here by

Arp's widow, Margarite, who then

presented the school with six

plasters of her husbands more
important works.

A noted painter in his own right,

Wight has niore than 15 one-man

showings and nearly a dozen

books to his crecBt since he began

his eareer as a painter and writer.

Wight has also Uught summer
school at the University of

Michigan and Harvard and was a

resident at the American
University in Rome in 1964. He
has traveled extensively and
studied in England, France, Italy,

Germany and Spain.

Work! War 11

During World War II, Wight
played a unique role in the Nor-

mandy invasion, his task being to

make recognition sketches of the

area "to give the troops an idea of

where they'd be shot at from.
They ended up with a 20 foot

coastline sketch that they called

Wight s Folding Wonder.' " said

Wight.

Wight feels that art is enjoying
an increase in popularity at

present, y^ "I have the feeling

that morie people know about

music than visual art; fewer

people can esthetically carry a
tune so to speak, possibly because
with music the performer is more
often present to hold your at-

tention." Wight is encouraged by
students' interest in art and feels

that art **has become more sure,

less oppressed in the last 20 years.

It is an art conscious time — a
great many know something and
many know a great deal."

Growing
**The artist is progressively

growing away from the audience

just by growing and progressing.

As far as contemporary art goes, I

think people are blocked by the

changes sprung on them. And if

the artist lives in the present,

most people will be a step or so

' behind, even if its only a minute.

It's a kind of *try it, you'U like if

philosophy. Most art is at least

pleasant once you become ad-

justed to it."

The increased awareness in art

has been an aid to exhibitors in

that "exhibitions can be more
scattered, in other words it

f.^-

BFA Procrams

Ctrtificatt Profframt

For info contact ragittrar

Parms
temiiiMlp
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ovRaoYti'KPmmci

^BMANENT -i.

HAM REMOVAL ^WITH AIR \

•••««. WOION
"EC BY PHYSICIANS
'^^'"b FU«t AMOC.
**^Uk |v«t ky A9^. J^
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doesn't take as a heavy a wallop to

make a point these days." Wight
also believes that **This is not a

time when a stupid or rustic talent

can do well unless it is a very

imposing one. We are in a time
where students know a great deal

more than they ased to and people

in general know a great deal about

whatever they are interested in.

Information is more readily

available, thanks to the media."
Sculpture garden

Wight has been very pleased

with the role that the Franklin D.

Murphy sculpture garden plays in

campus life. "It's beconaaa good

liason for the campus to art. I'm

glad students find it such a

pleasant, relaxed place. It is very

peaceful, as a rule the only noises

are quiet conversation and the

occasional l)ark of a dog chasing a

frisk)ee."

Looking back oyer his career as

galleries director, Wight, who
holds an MA in Museology, is

pleased and little sui*prized with

his success as a director. "Since

my total hope and vanity is not to

run an art gallery, I suppose it has

come off fairly well."

.:;=».

• ,*

ioiNTtetiwWOfCB
SOMJ ^ PaM Mw wof« SOFA c«n o«i you

to Europ* Africa IWMi. Mw fm Cm! o*

•nywiwr*. AND 9M yo- b«-fcl •

A« ih« »»»«o«y o«»n«d •Mbsjjwry ol n
non prohl EutopMO N«lton«l Audwtt ^^m^
Tr»»* Bor««». SOfA can ««i» voo jf3*\5^
«W Intcfnaitonal Si\t&^\ Manlily |!*Jb TQJi
Card aiMl booh you on any ol ouf \J^ik//^
9.000 alwdani charto* liighit wuhin ^Lv'C-^
Europe. A»ui. a»Ml Alrica (irKloding 'i*^

Ta< Aviv. Bombay. Bar««iiok. Nairotot

a«c ) Up 10 7(f/• aavMtga ow«r

rtormat <ar«s

SOfA aiao oflors an aaMnaiva

array o« «ouf« a«owi«9 !»• •ndapaodoni

•ludani Iravtillar to talia advanlago ol I
NWKpanaiva group ariai>g««n«ni« arxJ 1
•igMaaaing ff Icalur* culturally |
•vwardirvg lvaa<< kibbul/ program* and

aOucalioi^al loura withm Europa arxl

Mw Sovtal Union
Other Mrvicaa available Irom SOFA m

includa a great Car Ptan the Student \

(ftudanl Oyariiaa FhgM*
tor Americarta)

L

Ratlpaaa. language couraea m Europe

wtd low coal accommodaMoo«.M holata.

helMay wMaQai. and ho«tei*

SOfA - don I ait on It - «
write tor lurihef detatK

.4,
I

I
Plaaae «ertd mtormaiion on I lEhoMa to Europe

' iSludBf^t Charter Highta I )C*rPlanl IToura |
'

' Unternational Student tdenlily Card

IShjdeni Ratlpata I Language Cojrtea

ITMF 1972 OFFICIAL STUDENT TRAVEl

QUWETOEUROPC Encloaedia It 95

poalage (25< 3rd Ciaat. IK tat Claaa)

Name —

I

I
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Addreaa.

Stale 2*
Swtdio SOFA/EUROPEAN

STLiOENT TRAVEL CENTER LTD

13b E. 57th SI. He* York. J0022/(212)58*-20I0 I

HOWABOUTAQUIET,

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE?

• at

CJjeCftenPoor

JBoutique ^Jfaljntfe!)op

I

1046 Hermosa, Hermosa Beach 376-4310

You can enjoy a v/arm rustic atmosphere

v/hlle you peruse our selection of ORIGINAL

clothing and swim wear at less than village

prices, gnd the most exciting fabrics In the

LA. area vuw For the young woman who

loves her body , . : ^1

^UMMtftSAltNOV^^

A SPECIAL UCLA DISCOUNT W/THIS AD

more tlwn 11^^^^

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

t^ payroll deductton

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

Calitornia Casualty.) . .

I loin Them! t F^

. For a "no obligation" rate quotation, ^^-

call the office nearest you, collect.

r-T - r~-
;

» . . ,

_ :.: _. i-i.1. ......

tr.^

California Casualty

:A -t.
4-"

Shorman Oaka
11-4000

Loa Angeles

f25-7272

Long Beach
428-2186

Frederick S. Wight
(Paid Adv«ftlstm«nt)

YOUR PROFESSORS NfeED HELP!
Ever fhink of how difficult it is to be a professor, of all that goes into being

a g^od teacher? It's easy to sit in the bock of a room and criticize a prof, but

it's o lot more rewarding to do something about it.

Here's your chance. The Ass«:iates of the Creative Teaching Information

Center work with professors on a one-to-one bosis to sugges new and

Tntp oved ways of teaching and to help them restructure their classes. And

thirquoder, CTIC Associates is offering a training course for students who

v^ould like to join. (Course credit moy be arranged.)

This is a chance for you to hove a'real impact on the way classes ore taught

nt UCLA vvhlle you evaluate and become aware of your own educational

Cerien'e' '"d'deols. Here's o way to help your profs and help yourself

QS we I

. >

Orientation session, for the proflrow^wlil be held Thur«lay March 30 at 2:30

jc^iA^ uirtrrh '^ 1 at 1000 om lo the Commission Office, 309 Mrckhott

ffiryou .-Vot comU phone 825-2759 for more Informotlon.

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EDUCATIONAL POLICY CQAAMlSSION OF SLC
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BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons
^^^-

schBoi 01 Design
66 West 12 St. Hew York 10011

Additionar Extension classes:
\i..

— "Vtftran's Special

Educational Program"/ 9 am to

4:30 pm, beginning A^nday, April

3, Extension's Downtown Center,

1100 S. Grand Ave.; 15 units

credit. For further Information

call 825-1502 or write Office of

Special Services Murphy Hall, A-

253.

\'

'

V t T 9 M
« R OK LO Y

477.3011

DR. ANTHONY BASS . -
OPTOMETRIST -'J

Bausch & Lomb SOflenS Contact Uenses

HOUItS
MON.. THU.. FRI. lO- «
TUCS. 12-8
WED. CLOSED
»AT. 10 • 4 ~
1132 WESTWOOD BLVD

• RX. riLLCO
• EYES EXAMINED
• CONTACT LENSES
• LENSES DUPLICATED
• EMERGCNCY REPAIRS
• LABORATORY ON PREMISES

I I J^ V¥ to I yy-^^^l-f www fc^. - ^.-. «>-.." ^.•. —

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 * prescription sunglassei

/

M^

-f ri
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<Paid Advertisement)

ECUMENICAL .

Good Friday Service

March 31, V2-3pm
I

(Come tn any time] -—
. 840 Hilgard

"Response To DEATff

(Seven Words From The Cross)'

Conducfedhy Campus Ministries of:.

~^~
EPISCOPAt

—"Kundalini Yoga, the Yoga of

Awareness (Advanced)", by Yogi

Bhajan, 8:00 to 10:30 pm,

Tuesdays and Fridays tftrough

June 2, 1972, Physical E^Jucatlon

X 41 3B, 5 units credit, fee $60.

--"Kundalini Yoga, the Yoga of

Awareness (Basic)," by Yogi

Bhajan, Physical Education X'

413A, 8:00 to 10:30 pm, AAondays

and Thursdays, through June 5,

1972, 5 units credit, fee $60.

—"Tt»e Art of Deception: The

Confused Consumer," 7-10 pm,

nine Thursdays beginning April 6,

Young Hall, series fee $30. For

further Information call 825-2401.

—"The Presidency: Politics

and Persuasion/' 9:30 to 11:05

am, Tuesdays through AAay 2, Tea

Room, Bullock's Westwood, fee

for the complete two-In-one lec-

ture series Is $25. For further

Information call 825-2301.^

—"Religion and the Human
Condition," 7:30 • 10 pm^

Tuesdays, beginning April 4,

Young Hall Room 2276. Several

speakers are scheduled who are

experts in their fieWs. Fee for the

series is $30, single admission at

the door is $4.00 or $2.00

(students), by attending a credit

session, this program is available

as a two-unit course at a fee of $40.

For further information call 825-

1328.

^^''Biology ^ Subtidal Com-
munities for Scuba Divers," 7-

~TOr:00 pm, Wednesdays through

AAay 31, Life Science

units credit, fee $70.

—"Introduction to Develop-

mental Biotogy," 7-10:00 pm,

Thursdays, through June 15, Lite

Science 2226, four units credit, fee

$65. For further Information call

825-3839.

2212, four — "Introduction
Microblotogy," 7-9 pm. Tuesday!
and Thursdays, LS 2142 1?
structor: Robert

Hespeii
department of bacteriology pJ:
Is $65. For further InformatloT
telephone (213) 825-6458 or mc
6514. -^

'^

. RESBYTERIAN
LUTHERAN
BAPTIST

UNITED METHODIST

ROMAN CATHOLIC
UNITED CHURCH

Correctioiv

- Meterology M3L, Lab section

6, will meet on Tuesdays from 3-

5 pm, not Thursday as noted In

yesterday's Bruin, i^^c^^^i^ziz^iz

Economics 122 will not lie

offered this quarter.

Economics 112, section 2, will

meet Tuesdays Thursdays,
12:30-1:45 pm, in Bunche 3153;

exam code 15.

—"Contertfiporary American

Indian Problems," 7-10 pm,

Tuesdays, In the Social Welfare

Building. Instructor: Peter Z.

Snyder, anthropology professor,

and Indian guest lecturers. Fee

for the four-unit course Is $60. For

further Information, call 825-2401.

—"Afro-American Literature/'

7-10 pm, Tuesdays, through June

13, Rolfe 3115, Instructor: Clyde

R. Taylor, associate professor.

The fee for the four-unit course Is

$60.

—"Minority lm«g«i: Third

World Literature and Culture of

the United States," 7-9:45 pm,

Wednesdays, Rolfe 3119. In-

structor: PrIscllla Shames,
assistant professor oif^Engllsh.

Fee for the three-unit class is $50.

_ "History Unearthed: An
Introduction to Archaeology,"

7:30 to 9:30 pm Thursdays, In

Haines Hall. Instructor:

Christopherja^Donnan^;aMlstant

professor of anthropology. Fee for

the course Is $40. For further

Information, call (213) 825-2401.

—"Introduction to InforihatlofL

Processing Concepts," 6:45-9:45

pm, Thursdays, tn^ theGraduate

School of Management. The fee

for ihe 4.5 unit course Is W. For

- further Infomnatlon, calLi213I 825-

7031.
-_.^ -^^

IHE/VIYSTERYOF

IHEMSSIONOFpURlORD
,, 'li.'.- :.

. -l'-^' ' AND

IHE WOVIEN A[ IHE ICVMB
A Double Bill of Moving Religious Plays

Written Especially for the Mature

Puppet Theater Audience

By MIchst ds Qhsldsrods

Trsnslslid by Antoinstts Botsford

Olrsctsd by Ms! HsIstlsn

Th« LiHIs Thsstsr «« Mscgowan Hall

March 25 through April 1

Performance* 8:30 (Sunday 7:30)

Tickets $2.S0 Students $1 .00

TELEPHONE 825-2581 FOR RESERVATIONS

• Presented hy

lhe,UCLA Department of Theater Arts In cooperatlbn wNh the Committee on Fine Arts Productions

iAri.^ii^^^iiii^AA«AMa^^^^n^a^^^

i

—"The, Literature of the Screen
Academy Awards/' 7:30-io pm

"

Thursdays, through June 8, Royr*
160. Instructor: Sam Thomas
Fee: $60. For further Information
telephone (213) 825-4944.

—"Infectious Diseases Trans-
tiisslble Between Animals and
Man," 7-10 pm, Tuesday^ throuah
May 30, MS 5200. Fee Is $3Sfor the
lecture serl« or $50 as a credit

course. ^"- '

—"Fundamentals of Horse
Science," 7-10 pm, Wednesdays,
LS 2147. Fee Is $30 for the lecture

series or $45 as a credit course.

—"Creativity and Emotional
Development In ChlMren," 9 am
to 5 pm, Saturdays, In Franz Hall,

beginning April 8. Instructor:

Larry P. NIms, psychological

assistant at the Younger
Psychiatric Medical Clinic. Fee

for ttie three unit course is S50. For

furitwr Information, call 825-2401.

pm, Wednesdays, through AAay 31,

Rolfe 1200. Fee Is $35 for the series

or $50 as a three-unit course.

—"Preparing for Professional

E%^mInations/- - 7-9;4yH>*«T
Wednesdays through June 7, the

Geology Building. Instructor:

Carl Johnson. Fee is $50. For

further Information, call 825 7305.

Wagner
-„rr,:^:-

9- -9r~^

1^- 4 -r

—vr-"' -v
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(Continued from Page 25)

,

^^ - ^^^^T^

•*So this is my approach to music, which is, basically to he myself with

people be very dynamic about what I want, and try to know how to get it,

and to bring the people involved with me into the music, not letting them

get away with anything, not a wrong eighth-note, not a wrong pitch,

because if you let them get away with it once, you're dead."

He looked at his watch. "Conducting is a dictatorship."

Wkai's 01 leiiilii

Requirements for submission of copy to the Campus section and

"What's on" column is as foltows:
*^^~^"

All copy is to be submitted to the Dally Bruin ©Hice by noon one

week in advance of tlie event.

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced with margins Set at 10 65,

including pictures whenever possible Copy may not be submitted

by phone. ____ „ —
m.a.»C.H.S.

Shanghai Lil where are you
I « . , >tiS

UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Produaiom fttatms

•f the

AUAKBAR KHAIV

JCHIN HANDY
by SHAMLAR GH06H, taMa

"Hyfnotixmt, mttrntrmng, tthffd mU myiHfyimi:

rmfid, tmkrtMimt *»d 0xe$tmg ^tyornddt/criptiomT

(IoIm Wutmmtm. S.P. CIumM*)

'^SHANTI"

L

FRiPAir^MAnCH 3i - 9:30PM
II0ICE IIALL,UCLA

TtekoU. $4.75, 4.()0, 3.25, 2.50 (1 .75 itudonU)

TidM>ott«lc fww .t UCLA CemfdTklteiOiicr.6M)^«i«waf<l ^!f?*' .

.

KiMaalaiAwiy AfWKiet, WaUichs Mtwk City a Ticketfon. ftw iniOn W?'^^^'

PRODUCED by MBRUN/AURA

iC announces switch

to semesters next faff

Older students

— - jt J
»- -^i*-]

'
\

RonRawsen
DB 8Uff Writer

part of the continuing effort to offer a forum for innoviative ideas

H new theories in education, the Experimentol College (EC) here has

fr ded to change to the semester system as of next fall. The EC Board's

^'sion came partly as a result of interest shown by the Academic

te in changing the traditional curricula over to semesters.

^Rol)ert Ringler assistant
to the dean of students and interim director of

i.r stated "The change will begin in the fall because if we changed now,

h orogram would extend into summer." Students in the current EC

gram have complained that EC classes don't last long enough and

Sat one quarter is not enough time to make an in-depth study in any

particular fieW. ^

*.
>^ Changes

l^ingler added, "The change will also facilitate a cut in coste with less

bureaucracy involved."

The KC Board has decided to implement its spring program with

everal new ideas. A series of mini-experiences" and "mini-courses" will

be offered to give students a quick exposure to any number of disciplines.

These courses will meet several times for eithn- one or two weeks, and

will serve to give a broader input to the EC program, "We still invite

anyone who has an idea for either a full nine week course or a mini-course

tosubm it their idea to the EC office in Kerckhoff 309
^

—._^^ ^ _

' (Cwitliiaed fk^m Page 24)

completed your degree. Secondly,
1 like Los Angeles. My home ia

here. I could have gone to

Berkeley, but I would have been
-Unhappy." - ^_

Many older students here are
also women who have k>een

housewives all their lives, whose
families have grown and l^t
home, and wIm) find long periods
of time on ther hands with nothing

to do.

"I just couldn't spend ttie'rest of

my life by myself in that big

empty house any more," said one.

"I decided that I tiad 40 years of

life in me and I was going to do
something more useful with it

than watch television all day."

Younger reactions

How do younger students react

to having someone old enough to

be their father or mother in the

same class?

' "I used to be very hoatile and
challenge everything they (older

students) said, especially wtiat

ttiey tiad to say alxHit the value of

living long enough and ex-

perience. Now I still argue with

them, but I have found that much
of what they hadtosay was true,"

one student said.

*i'/n always sortj of excitied

when I tiave an older person in one
of my sections. Unk^ it's a math
class or something' like that we
always get into interesting con-

versations and great fights. But
they never leave the room mad
like some of the other students,"

said anottier.

*'I never thought about it. Who
cares?"

'*It's reaUy a ^reat thing."

Betty Bowman, a lecturer in tlie

library school, considers the

school "blessed with a number of

older students."

**Many of our younger students

have profited from tlie experience

of our older ones. They fit right in

and they are not all that different

that ttiey stand out as something

strange."

Older students have become a

paft of campus life, as evidenced

by the fact tliat they seldom draw
more than a few curioys stares in

the classroom any m'^e. Not only

is this, as one older student put it,

* 'oppressed minority of old

fogies" t)eing accepted, it is t>eing

welcomed by most students and

faculty as a group of students with

something worthwhile to stiare

and not as a curiosity.

As Bowman stated, "I am in-

creasingly unaware of the ages of

my students, ai^d I am hard put to

give the names of my older ones."^

Or as a student put it, "Who
cares how old they are. That's'not

what counts."

Harmony

Kd Aguado, a student, and member of the EC Board (anyone interested

enough to attend the meetings) came up with the idea of "harmony

through experience and reflection" to be used as a major criterion in

selecting future EC classes. It was decided that an alternative site in

4tion to the univei:sitywasne^ed to reach these goaUu

ISC begins Tliursday discussions
rAii t^Mt^r foU hriroH nn n vou can Clear UD in vour mind aearlv and oromotlv s

Ju?t such a site was 'found in La Mountain, Calif, at the Schole Ranch

School Basically a free high school, the school has offered their facilities

to any UCLA groups wishing to find "education through living."

Certain mini-courses and colloquiums will be held at the school for

communal and personal interaction-type experiences, "The two and

Ihree^yl^eats offered tlirough"ta^ountam may i)e used by tmy

group here to promote unity, togetherness, or for any worthwhile purpose

andx:abins and beds will be available for a very nominal price. We are

hoping that groups might use this as an alternative to rigid classroom

routine," Ringler said.
"

--^

The EC program will grow from its present 55 courses to a predicted

100 by fall quarter and will be offering a major colloquium in May, en-

titled, Roles of Men and Women", with as many as 10 studgits and

laculty involved. ._

~Have you ever felt twred on a
Thursday night? Have you ever

felt that studying and watching
TV might reach the saturation

mark at some point? Have you

ever k)een curious atwut other

peoples and cultures? Have you

ever thought seriously alx>ut how
different cultures react dif-

ferently to the same stimulants?

If your answer to these

questions is yes, or even maybe,
and if you want to mak&lji^K^
friends from many lands, why
don't you stop by the International

Student Center (ISC) sometime?
There is a little group that meets
eray-xrttier Thurtday \n~~^
relaxed, quiet atmosphere and

lets down their cultural hair

(literally?). Mayl)e if you come.

you can clear up in your mind
questions such as: do people in X
(sorry! but I can't use names

t)ecause persecution is not my
idea of fun) still use the water

buffalo as the main means of

transportation and do they still

have human sacrifices to the

gods? It may surprise you
(whatever your nationality)' that

your l>eing there will help others

gain some understanding, of j^our_

culture through you also.

Take for example, the first

meeting of this quarter. "Conflict^

Resolution" will be the topic. Hqw
do^ou^ as an individual and a

member of your cMtiirc, alleviaie"^

the tensions that exist between

you and someone else? Do you

clearly and promptly state your-
opinions directly to the person

involved? Do you prefer physical

solutions? Do you find a

mediator? How have you changed
in this regard since coming into

contact with a different lifestyle?

. So come to ttie ISC, at *7: 30 pm,'

today, 1023 Hilgard. . „ _ ,

Anything is fair game at sub-

sequent meetings, but people have

suggested goodies such ash-

-'^ean* tjf"patring," "different-

styles of living groups," "at-

titudes toward work," *

'child

"politicalrearing practices,

activists

i *^Y -*+!

{

or "moral
»!'

philosophies.

For further ' inf(ninati(ni, call

Carol Saltzman at 825-2684.

\A
APPEARING CONCERT

MARCH 29th & 30th
^t

FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

LONG BEACH

MARCH 31st

ROYCE HALL

UCLA

*"*'««»
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(Contftniied from Page 27

)

cooperation of my family things

would be much more difficult." _

'--
, Neighbors

Her neighbors adjusted less well

to the situatioi\4^ - ' ' ~ ^

"They make statements that

infer that they are home taking

care of their families and that is

"where I should be instead of going

to school. There is also a feeling

that I am doing something that is

out of my place. Mostly they are

sort of antipathetic They would

secretly like to, maybe, but they

are afraid of going back. What

they read about in the news and

see on TV is a world that is alien to

them and they are afraid of it."

"One man in his 50's, who wishes

to remain unnamed for personal

reasons, has a wife who was a

little less understanding.

'
> •• •

• Upset'- ' ..

**She was so upset that she

threatened to divorce me if I

didn't give up the ridiculous notion

~oT~i6ing to school: Tve always

supported my wife and I guess she

was afraid that she wouldn't have

me to depend on any more, that

she would become secondary in

my life.

**She doesn't complain too much

any more, but she's still clearly

unhappy with me going to school.

Our relationship has suffered, and

1 guess you really have to want to

go to school to risk that."

Dick, 39, entered the Ubrary

school this year after completing

his undergraduate requirements

last year. To return to school he

left a supervisory position and

terminated 10 years of em-

ployment by the Los Angeles

Public Library and a relatively

secure future.

No challenge

"My work with the city library

was not challenging and there was

no opportunity for advancement. 1

enjoy working with people, and a

degree will allow^me to do work I

prefer, opening the way for fur-

ther advancement and challenge.

"There has been a long delay in

my education. My wife and I had

triplete, and I had tago to work to

support them and put off any

hopes of a degree.

"Now that they are older, the

children don't require as much
care. My wife is working three

days a week to help bring in

money and I'm working too and

going to school. The biggest

problem is time. Vm always

pressed for time and I don't have

enoMgh of it. Everybody and

everything place great demands

on what little I have. It's worse

than not having enough money."

TInte

Dorothy agreed. **Not haying

enough time to do all of the things

that need to be done is the greatest

probelm. It makes life very

fragmented. You sort of have to

do the best you can between

homework, husbands, chUdren

and friends and whatever else

comes up." ^_____^_^_

Dick added, "My wife and I

have very little social life. We
haven't got the time, and that

makes precious the little we have

together, so that's how we spend

it." r^ '

Several students said they

returned after an unhappy

marriage ending in divorce or

separation.

"We had a child and after five

years we separated," said one

woman who had dropped out of

UCLA to get married and worked

to put her husband through school

"1 was working and earning $400 a

month, half of which went in rent

and child care, and I wasn't quite

used to that standard of liviflg, so I

chose going back to school from

the optiooi available to me.
ih'

Return

"I came back to UCLA for two

reasons. First, I began my

bachelors here majoring in

languages and I wanted to see it

through. There is a pride in havi^

(ConUnoedtMi Pages)
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modern
ft

By Doug Drew
DBSUff Writer

The bright sunlight qoming through the window

Q malting him squint, as he sat resUessly in his

ci^ir,
rubbing his hands together, reflecting on the

rrent trend away from classical ipusic in this

country.

.Well the whole bag is in that direcUon, whether

.

in the churches, the concert hall or in educaUon.

The world's a little crazy today, they're aU going a

I ttle bit bananas . . . against tradiUon. Today, for

ctanre vou can hear jazz masses in the Catholic

tuch I'never believedthat could be possible. You

hpar strange types ai music being experimented

with Music should be true and tested ... The whole

world is in a state of restlessness and it is reflected in

the music that we hear today. ,
;.

•I do beUeve that we should not throw tradition

away so quickly. Too much has been done too

quickly" . i ;::-.'

Roger Wagner is 58 years old. Bom in France, he

completed hie undergraduate etudies in Parie, and

graduate vfork in the V.S. and Canada where he

o».« . -^' .r. . - . Jf:~», . . .
n«. . . , .

^ "in Los Angeles, everything was geared a little bit

toward a Hollywood type of approach, a 'show biz'

type of thing, a commercialism for which we were
renowned. In other words, when we would go on tour
they used to say we were slick because we came
from Hollywood, not because we were. And when I

went to London they asked me if I couldn't say I was
from San Francisco. They didn't want to use Los
Angeles. It had a bad name. Now Los Angeles is far

ahead of San Francisco in many ways. It's a bigger

city, and has more to offer."

The Chorale, now called, due to a change in

aponaorahipe the Loa Angelea Maater Chorale,

Celebrated ita Z5th anniveraary in a critically de-

claimed conaert that required two houra and 45

minutea and aix encores to complete.

Perhaps the most significant problem facing the

performing arts today is money, and when I asked

him if the nation's orchestras were actually going out

of business he nodded emphatically . . . **A lot of

them are," he said, "dozens have gone out of

business, and more will follow. You see. no longer

can you pay an orchestra or a musical organization

of any size that does full seasons by ticket sales only.

You just can't do it. The first two years of Master
received ^'^^^^ ^'^^'^^^^^^ we actually got by on the Ucket sales. But
^fjosquin Dea P^**'

«^J^^^^*^^^ now the rise in cost of siage hands, the renUl of

hat he quit teaching in high achool. after nirte yeara, ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^„ ^^ ^j

these contribute to an inflation which no longer

makes it possible for us, even with a full house, to

pay for our season. But we're going to have to sub-

sidize. Every country in the world does. Except this

country. Government subsidy ia necessary now. '

He haa, aa they aay "been around." In 1936 he

competed for France in the Olympic Decathelon

0.

that he quit -^ ^ _
^ .. „

on a rainy day because he "couldn't atand the amell

coming from the gym." ;:: "T^TF-^^ —
He was talking seriously now. "The problem, you

see is with high school directors who get discouraged

they don't grow. In other words, they do

materials that are not too advanced, for the most

part not always, but foi* the most part. As you know,

amilkieian grows with
^"^^^^^^^^^^^ Arid 30 yeara later, in 1966 he waa knighted by

some of these people do not do that much go^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
^^

^^^ ^.^ nutitnndina contributions to

music Now some d them attempt it and get

discouraged because of the changing voices, and.

after a few years they become a little bitter about the

whole thing and it becomes a routine job."

Of course the pay scale now does not help the

situation at all. It discourages people from going into

teaching. Reagan It&sn't done anything to help us.

tt 5 been two or three years since a nickel has been

paid for raises to the faculty and many of our better

people are leaving, you see. because it isn't worth the

effort Th^re used to be a great program for the

schools but now they've curtailed it in the element

tary schoo)s and they have general music teachers

who teach other things and they are not ejfpert in

their fields. Also you have principals who are ex-

coaches. Most of the principals used to coach. The

same with music, does that answer your question?*

In 1946 he founded what waa to become the world-

famous Roger Wagner Chorale. This group recorded

more than sixty albums for Capitol and Angel

Records, and was sent on three world tours by the

V.S. State Dept.

Pope Pauj yj for his outstanding contributions to

sacred muaic throughout the world. He ia a con-

troversial figure, disliked by many. He ia unor-
"*~

thodox, yet ^Leopold Stohowsfei referred to the
^

Chorale as "second to none in the world." Orrnandy

called It "the fineat chorale ensemble I have ever

_ conducted." ' .,- ! .
" -^

Time was running short. It was time for him to go

back downstairs to another rehearsal, But time

enough reraialned for him to ^expound a bit on the

. music scene. He was looking out the window once

:^«, agaip;^:;,^, r;^-J.;^^ ._;;i,,,.::^".u»..w ;,._.:._:.„_.- :„:^

". . . and of eoursp the bigger you ar^. the more

criticism you^et- When I was nobody, 1 was never

criticize. Now that I'm doing well, and havelbeen

for some years now, I get more criticism. You just

have to accept that kind of thing. First they'U atUck

your technique, then they'll attock your character.

Bu ibok, what movie star has not had that kind of

criticism? As I've said before, I cry all the way to the

bank.
(Continued on Page 22)
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ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
for "Best Documentary Film"

APRI15, 1972

ROYGE HALL

7:30 P.M.

A donation of 754 is requested

SP0i\IS0RED BY THE CAMPUS EVENTS

COMMISSION OF SLC

The first book to be published on the

SDS traces its tumultuous history in a ..

- dramatic, in-depth report by a young^^

T^V" radical journalist.

$2.95 paperback; $10.00 hardcover

^.0.

Q SCRIBNERS

,
J

(Nm\ 23 Bet. 2U

You 11 be happy to find your optifnistic attitude is

valid. I cr I secure by eHtrustitK^jinaiuial problems to

I'lesner & Cooh.

..«^.--

TNCOME TAX
SI Rvicr

up 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
FACULTY and STAFF[
r-

FLESNER&COOK
_ru\ CoTisultants

J (17^ C.aylcy . Suite 3 ( Ne\t t^> SatcwavJ^

Wcstwood 473-8127.

Student
committee
for the iirts

- '/- WHArS HAPPENING. . . ^^

\ o weeWy look at $1 tickets on
,

sale, to UCLA students only at
'

the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office .
•

'

$1 TICKETS ON SALE MAR. 3M1-APRII 3, RESP^TIVELY

Com* to tfi« circut, com* to ttio circus. See New York's

IHEOPEIIIHEillRE

THE MDTIIIIQN SHOW

A psychic wploration - th«r« ore no bourV'^

dariM - of a carnival pf^ hunxin bcingi,

f«oturlngth« d«form«d ond dvranged «p#-

cim«ni di monVlnd - the tpostk, hysteric,

compulsive, obsessive, paralyzed - whio ....

ad out their distorted, individual visions

of "reality." These •'mutatUKti" are

"fugues In the human symphony. They

don't make beautiful music, but it's a Kore

you won't soon forget."

(Chicago Sun Times)

SATURDAY, APRIL 8 8:30 PM ROYCE HALL

\

EIIY MIIISQN

harmonica' •,

.

Mar>nle Klein and Sidney LazoV, trumpets,

Henri Temlonka. violin, with the CALIF.

CHAMBER SYMPHONY in works byV*-

voldi, Vaughan Willioms, Beethoven

SUNDAY, APRIL 9 • 8:30 PM - ROYCE HAU

'\

-~i-

GREAT ARTISTS SERIES

IIEIIICi FISCNEI IIESim

in on oil HUGO WOIF progrom

FRIDAY, APRIL 14 8:30 PM- ROYCE HAU
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kcrckhoff Hall 113

""
, Phone US 2231

s=-=:—^Jfc-^trrrr:; ei«»sif«ed Mlvtrtiiing rates
ISwordsSi.Mday. Sconsccutivt

insertions ' SS.00 «--

Payabit in advance
DEADLINE lOMa.m.^
No tal«pt«one orders

THE Daily Bruin «ivts full support to tiia

Univarsity of California's policy on non-
- discrimination and ttitrofort classifitd

advertising sarvict will not bt made
available to anyone wito, in affording

, Itousing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on tlte basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier

ttM University nor ttie Daily Bruin lias in-
'^ vestigated any of ttie services offered ttere.

For assistance witti ttousing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office US-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

V Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff ]2^

8250611

y Persottal .......».". 5

^Help Wanted 8^ >/ Services Offered.... 16 ^Travel. 17 y/Jravei . .
.

,^

E.i.T.9aA.}4n *^*** Camict

LON<^ distance tenphone sales, part/full

time, also summer, drawing account
against generous commission. Flexible hrs,

S:30 AM 9:00 PM, also Sat. Mr. Douglas,
770 0034. (•A4)

PART-Timf, SIO wK.. up. Consume*-
Organiiation needs your tiefp attracting

members. Call 442-7097 before 4 PM. (• A 4)

GIVE trombone lessons in exchange for pop

piano and (or) electric bass lessons.
^•}ll*^l:

V53S.
*'*^*^

RENT ATV. Sit MO. STERBO/MIFI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. O^^-'^^JTrJ?
9;00 47S 3570. 3353 WESTWOOO. V QTB)

ISRAEL
EUROPE

EAST AFRICA

YOUNG man, 30 24 to learn and assist ifl

lucrative business Encellent «»«"•• C»"

eves only. 174 292*. <•*>'

SUMMER Jobs: National Parks or camp
counseling - salary ft room and board.
Services Unlimited, 47S-9S31. (IM31)

RICHARD'S DOLL HOUSE
Newest Head Shop

Come and see the top haircutters and

syyiists for you guys and girls. Latest in

shags B gyp»y cuts and the brand new

process called singeing for split ends. Come

Open 7 Days B NlfHT^ ^

BABYSITTER 18 mo. old girl. My home, 2-

3 eves/week, 2 30 PM midnight. 479-75*7. (•

A 5)

^Lo5f& Found 9

473-a29t • 471-9US

WHOEVER saw or picked up keys off

planter opposite street in front ol Bunche on

3/27 please bring to Bunche 9294 or 1 1250 by 5

PM. Friday. Reward. t

{9M31)

y/For Rent .72

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan SoImI,

711 5527, JTI-StlS. Eves. 713-3509. (UOT»>

ONE sweater cleaned free/minimum dry

cleaning order, $3. EKpert tailoring. Campus
Cleaners, ld934Weyburn. (UM29)

ONE way Bn^ rouno trip student fll«hH.
Inexpensive student camping fowra
mreugiioirt West mhI last Curope, iaclMtfiiHI
Russia. SOFA Agent for intor-lvro^oan
student ctiartor fliglits. Contact ISCA. n«t7
San Vicente Bivd.y Suite •4, LA, Calif., 90049,

Tel: (1 13^ n«-5M9, I24-««SS— ^ m '

CARS IN EUROPE
• ^ *' RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEAcWfeHS A STUDENTS

• FREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILPASS

' EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd., LA 9g049 271-43M

yf Travel . 17

NEO-PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,
like stars, you have a right to be here."
Interested? Call Mike McLane, 2S4-4141, 354-

4in. (SAID

h- ;*'

1 ^•

REPENT for the kingdom of Heaven is at
Jiand. The Sermon on the Mount tells of the
oolden Rule; Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. It also tells how to
pray to God in secret. If you believe in Jesus
Christ as the Son of God and are baptiied,
you will be born again unto Light and New
Life and have Eternal Life in the end. Why

iflOt receive God's fret gift? (SA4)l

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline. 911-

rE. (5QTR)

S40 MONTH incl. utilities, studio space,

approx. 300 sq. ft. large ynk, toilet, concrete

floor. At rear of seldom -op*n s4ore,

separated by a partition. High ceiling, good
light, suitable craftsman or an artist who
works small. 399 3509, Venice^ 02A4)

^ Rides Offered ...... 13

RIDER needed to NY. Share gas B driving.

Leaving April 8. Call/leave message. Shan,

8370111. (1^A4)

uca
CHARtER FLIGHTS

OVERSEAS J^BS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia. Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.

All professions, occupations, $700 - $3,000

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-

seeing, free info write Jobs Overseas.

Dept. P*. P 0. Box 15071. San Diego. CA.

92nS. (17A2S)

' EUROPE BAtlDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under S100 one-way
Study B Camping Tours

.. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail->ass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT. SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE: •72-2313 or 714-1477

r

TT
>/ Enferfainmenf 6

WIN $10. Write best QUESTION to following
-answer: SPACE. Sen« 2SC. J. F., 111M 1/3
Massachusetts, LA, 90025. Oeadlino, 4/8. (« A
A)

|.^ <

\f Social tvenh .. 7

JOIN established Thursday Evening Group.
Encounter for fun and personal growth.
Near Westwood. Free. You help us. We help
you. 47t-7SM, 4 PM^ U A4]

MATTR^SES Valley State marketlnfl

«radcan save you 40-50% on all qualities, all

siie sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. R'Chard Pratt,

8860400.
^^

nSOTR)

3-4' EXECUTIVE desk in walnutand for-

mica, 933-5961, 4210 Wilshire Blvd, Suite

200 (ISA 4)

1*
'

• ——7'

PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4, never used,

super multi-coated lens, case, filter, S240.

Private P«rty, 397-5571. (UA4)

WHOLESALE book buyers guide tells where

to buy tens of ttMusands of books,

ma^aiines, and directories of every
description! Up to 85% discount! Also how to

sell books by mail. Only $3. Mary Hudgens.

1219 Beachwood Dr., «203, LA, Calif.,

90028. (ISA 4)

officiat

charter fflgtit ^

operation

authorized and ^
apprived by the

University of

California

on all campuses^

^ Free . . . . .

n^"

J I

ABBY SIN IAN house cat - deiplawed, spade, 2

yrs. old. Desperately needs home. Shy with

strangers. Needs patient owner. 474-

1308. 4. (FRA4)

PIONEER speakers CS-44, $120/pr., dual

;urntable/Shure cart., $100. All excellent

cond , days, 825-7887 ; eves, 820-2434. (15 A 4)

STUDENTS. Improve your grades with 'a

study desk (29 by '59 in). Indestructible, low

price, pvt. party. 473 5333. ..(15 A 4)

?•
^.Opporiunifies .'....

BALDWIN professional bass amp, 12" - 15"

speakers, $250. 393-8546, after 5 PM. ( IS A 4)

<*«--'.>V1*V»'

-V J

• " t

PREMED STUDENTS: Only 37% Of all

California students wishing to attend

medical school were accepted in 1971. In-

crease your chances. Send for the panTt>hlet,

"The 10 Easiest Medical Schools in which to

be accepted." Send $2 to Brown, 4304 Can-

terbury Road, Riverside, Calj^. 92504. (OP A
5) ___^_^::;i...^—

—

;

^Research Suk'iecls Needed

EXPERIENCED - meditators needed for

brain wave/information processing exp. 3-5

hrs Pay good 835-4004/Frani Hall B271, info

and appointments. (RINAS)

^ Help Wanted 8

TELEPHONE Workers. 59 PM. Mon Fri.
S3 2 SO/hr , Bonus Plan. 393 2083, after 1 PM.
Sando (8A4)

NEED babysitter experienced with infants

to sit during the day. Must drive. Call 4S1-

3914. (SA4)

OIR4. needed with outgoing personality to

work afternoons in showroom, Beverly Hills

area. 457 4200. <*^*}

YOUNG man to learti/assist in pool rxinnkrif

business. Excellent opportunity. Call eves
only, 874-3924. - (lAi)

REAL Estate girl with sexy telephone voice,

licensed, paid weekly, Marlyn Propertier,

Inc., 478-0444, 24 hrs. (I A 4)

VW Bus camper beds! Complete with

mattress, cover, fitted sheet, storage
cabinet, installed, $100. 394-8700. ( IS A 4)

MARANTZ 22 stereo receiver, $325. Own
the best. Fully warranted. Private party.-
Days, 553 4141, eves, 231-1343, Fred. A 4)

REVOLUTIONARY M9
SPEAKER SYSTEM

^-Qt-

Outperforms ANY spooler system anywhere
near its price, liviredible realism, yet
compact site. Exclusive demonstration of

EOUASOUND I at Henry Radio, 11240 W.
Olympic Blvd. 477-4701. ^ • .

TE AC A4010 tape deck ; Sansui 4000 AM/FM
tuner amp, Sansui 3030 turntable; two
Sansui 5000 speakers. Every piece like brand
new Contact (213) 271-4843. (IS A 4)

BACH. Strad. ex. cond . leather case w/lock,
gold tip bach. Rob after 3:00 PM 473 4845. (15

A 4)

V Services Offered .... 16

BOAC & Caledonian

707's.- r r^

all first class .

service.

LALONDON/LONDONVA

-Fit. Dep. Rtt. Days Price

$242

$242

$242

$242

$275
$242

$242

$275
$242

$242

$242

$242

$242

$242
$252

Available only to bonaiide members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same houselMld.

2 4/18 8/28 71

3 4/21 8/14 54

4 4/22 8/15 54

-s 4/24 9/4 72

4 .*/25 9/13 80

7 4/27 8/25 59

8 4/28 9/9 73

4/28 9/14 81

10 4/2? 8/29 41

11 7/1 8/27 57

12 7/4 9/2 42

14 7/8 8/17 40

15 7/11 8/10 30

17 7/12 8/31 50

18 8/12 9/13 33

I

""TV.
I ] THE INTERriATIONAl
STUDENT IDENTITYCARf
Your pos;sporr to iKe

wpild ol-iludcnt riis-

coi

I
ounts. ^"._

. f *T~"

I

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-»1 If. (140TR)

chartor fUghtt

Kerchkhoff Hall its D
Between 8 a.m. B S p.m

I2S-I221

PORTABLE typewriter • Doctor has a

cleaning special, if tS. Ribbon free. 1l54f

Santa Monica Blvd/Fedcral. 479 5804. ( 14 A
5) . . ,

FIVE tax accountants - high earnings •

experience necessary. Westwood or Valley.

473 8127 or 884 7475. Mr. Fleshor. (lAU)

WANTED: Oirl sincerely interested in

sailing extendM cruising. Please call 123-

3M7 (IM30)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself whHo helping otHort.

Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phomt. 47M9II bofwoon 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

GIRLS WAftTED NOW FOR
HOUSCKIEPINtf AND CLEANING WORK
WITH LOCAL FAMILIES. FICK THI
HOURS THAT ARE CONVCMINT FOR
YOU AS MANY OR AS FEW HOURS AS
YOU WANT. f2/H0URT NO FEE.
UNIVERSITY HOUSBKIEPINO. Ml-
tlB8 (iA»)

PART time tolbs variety of work • Wott LA.
Work 20 hours or more, tervlcet Unlimited,
47SfS2l. (IMID

RECENT high school graduate desires

summer position in LA area, as live-in

mother's helper. Experienced, handle up to 3

children. For resume, write: Michciv Blank,

4703 Saginaw Circle, Balto. Maryland
2120f (14 A 4)

MAKE and play a flute all day Easter
Suhday, S2.S0. 7357 Franklin Ave. Tel. 874-

fl53. (14M30)

PRE Mods, Practical guide helps prepare

you for competition in applying to medical
schools. 51.75, Medical College Admissions
Handbook, 158 28 Willets Ft. Blvd.,
Whitestone,N.Y. (UA4)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HlOHt
CANCBLLBDT
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3f4 3335 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

SITTER
47$ ^^t'

45 AM thru 1 00 PM. $1 per hour
(8 A4)

OIRLS-Ouys, call now lor top part time
lobs* (Also iMttom part-time iobs) Services
Unlimited. «7Sf 5)1 (8M31)

DOCTORAL Candidates Dissertation
editing can be as necessary as typing. Ex-
perienced editor. English Ph.D. MS-f US. (U
A 4)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rate« for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 83f-7270 or 170-

f7f3fr454 3S44. (14QTR)

ESCAPE IN BAJA, MEXICO
Perm anent Cam ps

Instruction in: Boating B Nov., Scuba
Diving. Arts B Crafts. Fishing,
Photography, Marine Biology, Musical
instrjiments. Ceramics, and Organic
Gardening, etc.

(All Trans.. Food. B Equipment Furn.)
t, 2, or 3 Month Trips until Sept.

(S300,SSSe,S700)
BAJA TOURS CO . 473-441 1

EUROPE Flights SO departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa. SOS off. Student
rates/cards since ifSf

. E ASC, 323 N. Beverly
Or Beverly Hills, f0210.274-42f3. (17QTR)

GOING TO THE
CONTINENT?
Just ttll ut whtn and
we'll takt you thtrt

For anyone undtr 24

$342 Round Trip
Horn Los Angtits

(Hurry Before 4/1 price increase)

AIR FRANCE

424-4141 8241201

G TRANSATLANTIC
youth/ sfudeot Highis.

D IMTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS __.^

Til.

X

D EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimited trovel lor up to

two months ir 1 3 F jro-

peon counlries op o
100,000 mil© ry'il i.otwork.

J
— * M II

mn sntDiKritukvcL

iOQ56weyburn/W.
f1«)d'^ '31 FLAVORS-

W^STWOOD

SPRING QUARTER SPEcJaT
S22«

LA London (RT)
March 30 June 15

LA-Londond way)
March sg 5111

Flite Chairman (3131 .„ ,..,
4344 Over,.„d Ave.' Dep,TCulver City, Ca

Hi ANNUAL JET FLiGMTr
EUROPi: MOM I22f ROUND TRIP
JAPAM: MOMS34f ROUND TRip

_FLICMT CI4AIRMAW jyi-wj:, ,„ j^,
;*i4t Overland. Dept. A

W.lstiireBlvd..LAf0027.Y7;.oi:,^^;,;y^|

EUROPE, Israel this summer . „.
re^imenfed proQram, 4 wk$. Europe 7 Jyl
Israel, Dig, Kubbuti, plenty free time E«n
in Travelling, f26-2411 . • /

( 17 QTr )

EUROPE tliis summer? Un regimented
programs t or 8 weeks. Experiments in
Traveling, f14 2411.

^ , 7 Q^p"

y/luforing . . . . . . jg

FRENCH; Exam pceparation, intensive
anguage study, translation, literature Call
former UCLA teactter for results. 121-
5344. (18QTR)

SRENCH Lesions - private • S3 an hour, call

I4S-M20 for info, before 12 PM. (iiao

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN; E«-
Mrlenced Univ. P'rof. Positive results any
}xam. Easy conversational metttod (trial)

173-2403.
^

M" **T0 i

ORE, LSAT, other test preparation, i..

iivttf«of and smalt group instruction.

Academic Gvjid«0«l-jlvcs. 120 So. Robertson.
557-4300. (IIQTR)

y/ Typing nrr-r^. .

.

19

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,

letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
reswjifs. Eves after 5: 30 .-weekends Sharon,

•3«-S4l7. (It QTR)

EXPERT typing. IBM Executive, Uieses,

term papers, elc.,S. CUiSm. (it M 30)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-

curate. Tom, 473-0031. (19 QTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, t-

4: Barbie. •2l-234$; Mae, 3f4-S1S2. (19ATR)

TYPING and editing - term paper-
s/tfissertatiofns, etc. Reasonable rates. Fast

service, call •3t-444f . ( 1? A U)

TYPING done in the home. Experienced.
Coll3t0-24f1. (It A 4)

TY.PING-Free editing, papers, disser

tafions, otc. Low prices, fast service. Call

•3«-444f. (19 A 4)

RUTH, ttietes, disserfations. term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced Call

•21-1142. (19 QTR)

TYPIST ^ theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing.

lAccurpto, rapM lorvice. 710-1074 < *• atet

QUALITY typing. Term papers, letters,

resumes, statistics. Guaranteed results.

E ves after S : 30 ; weekends. Sharon .
138-

S4i7. UIQTA)

TYPING-Editing. English grads Term

papers, theses, resumes, ••'e^,
l\T

' Seiectric, Executive. Nancy, *"*V.V«td;
24-7472. 0*9J13i

y IVonfed 10

SIMPLE melodies/lyrlcs. »-»tm rock group^

Send cassettes to 301 $0. Palm Or .
Beveriv

Hill*. ________

RELIABLE couple wants to ») Vm^^^S^M
4-12 mos. Xint reft. •77.$441, 4 PM, 2«9 om
afters. mm^m^^mmM

yXpfs Furnhhed 21

ENJOY *P-"« '« ^sSme'Tcon^i^'
singles or one bilrms. Some air ""

^,5
block campus Pool, sundecks, g»ragr *»

441 Land!air. 47f S404^ '^ __

2 EXTRA larto bdrms. Fifteen mins from

school. »2W 2Ts. NO N. e«<»«vP*"*,rJV
inglewood.

irr^
LARGE bacheh)rs, $f« "P-

*'"«'V', um,
across from Dykatra. SOI Gayley. <;« 'q^J
SR 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. ^''" 1
SINGLES, bachelors. 1 ^^•^''^^^1^1
sath, pool. 3 biks. campus. 10124 L»ndbroo«

:Hiltard).ORS-SSB4.
(21«»«'

.ARGE attractive one-bdrm apts it« $•"•

^Aonica, SliS up. Pool, subterranean garage,

rievater, ocean view, walk to beach, near

ianfa Monica freeway, 204$ Fourth SJ .,
sw

192iSM;m-S4M. (210TR)
, «< ___^__^^—.-^-^—^~~~'

SEE IT • YOU'LL LIKE IT. 5225, "^
commodates 3, utilities, garage, •"^"!'

UCLA. 705 Gayley Ave., apt 1A. 47f-l5IO. i»'

A 11)

LARGE Bachelors • Sihflos, S«0 up, acrot^

from Oykstra, SBi Oaylty- OR 3-«5?l'. S5p'»

Older

'm.»|I^ i

\. IV • -Jt f.
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on campus: a growing

17U. Mrs. Kay.-
(210T«)

FURNISHED Sinfles fo share. 570. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Gayley. «73

4412. .
(210TR)

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdi-m

antique, furn.. sinfles. garage f*";*'*

MGR.4S0Landtair.477S47f. (2)Aii'

SI40/mo., 1 BORM. Santa Monica area.

Drapes, stove and refrig. No pets, o*"'"

only, 3f 5 0412 or >f4-3140. rtlA4>

Increased tuition, a depressed
economy and a lalwr market with
a current overabundance of highly

educated people notwithstanding,
higher education seems to be
increasingly attractive to older
segments in society.

<•

SUUstlcs

By John Miller

DB Staff Writer

A quiet change is taking place at

UCLA — your pai:ents are coming

back to school, and, according to a

lecturer in the Library School,^

It's the best thing that could

possibly have happened.*'

Some of them are returning

because they missed the chance to

complete their education when

they were young. Others say they

couldn't afford it, were raising

children, or .3i»t lacked

motivation. Those men in mid-

career in industry and govern-

ment return to seek degrees which

will enable them to attain

positions of wider responsibility

and jobs demanding higher levels

of experience.

Best time
'*^

There are many people, like

Andy, 35, who believe "Now is the

best time to be in grad school

because. jobs are few and far

between," and that a degree will

offer them a good job and
-- "relative security.'* -

In 1967, the first year the
Planning Office here began to

compile statistics on age, the
percentage of entering freshmen
over the age of 21 was only 1.6, but
in 1969 the percentage rose to 5.5.

The total number of un-
dergraduates over 21 (which
includes most continuing seniors)

similarly rose from 35.3 per cent
to 41.5 per cent. The number of

graduate students over the age of

30 increased from 33.8 per cent to

37 per cent.

Although statistics are not
available on the numbers of un-

dergraduate students over 30,

their presence is more noticable

than in the past.

Steve Vamer, a junior majoring
in philosophy, commented that

unlike the year he began attendmg
classes here, he has at least

several older students in many of

his classes.

and I had graded and handed back
the first quiz of the class. About
halfway through my lecture I

noticed one of my students, a
woman who I'd guess was about

55, crying silently to herself and
looking at her test. I remembered
that she had done very weU, but

there she was, crying. s-

"I couldn't wait for the class to

end so I could look at my
gradebook an see how she had
done. As soon as class was over I

rushed over to my desk and I

foiind that I was right, and that

she had done better than everyone
else. Later I discovered that she

was just so relieved to discover

that she stiU ' had it,' that it just

all came out."

..Opposition

Some older students said that

they also had to cope wih op-

position of a husband to his wife

returning to school, or a wife who
is reluctant to make the necessary
adjustments so that her husband
can continue his education. The
students interviewed were in

general agreement that initially

there was a feeling on the part of

their spouse that they were doing

something unorthodox.

Dorothy, 41, announced that she

was returning to school even prior

to her application for admittance

to give her husband and family

time to prepare themselves. She

found that, after the initial shock,

not only did they accept the idea,

but her whole family was en-

thused. '
\

"They all made adjustments

and took on responsibilities that

they did not have to. My husband
is all for the idea. Without the

(Continued on Page 24)

:<k

Elizabeth Eisenbach, a lecturer

in the Library l^hool here who
once returned herself as an older

student to this campus, described

the older student:

: "i>espite an occasional clinker

who can't adjust, they are more
flexible. They enjoy school more
and are*Ynore motivated for the

most part. And suprisingly, they

are less concerned about grades

than the young^er students and
more concerned about what they

learn. The older students are fresh

and more interested in learning

than a student who has been at it

for 15 or 20 years, and they come
in with new ideas and insight."

University Extension conducted

a statistical survey of the age of

Hl^ students from a small
random sampling of 5,000 ( out of

85,000) and found 11 persons over

the age of 70 and 706 who were 50

or older. .—— .

-^—

Many of

school at

Adapting:^'^^ -

those returning

ageIR

..^-i._.

to

a
number of difficulties — adapting

to an entirely new philosophy of

education, or just "retoolihg"

their minid toward an academic
Ufe.

One professor in the library

school here related a story about
one such student: .^^^.^^

"The quarter had just begim,

DAILY
BRUIN r

•Apf$ FornisM 2) ^ Apts to Share 23 ^House to Share. 27 VRoomlorRent . . . .. .31 /Autos for Sale ..^...33

SINGLES Bacttelors. pool, lorge patio, 3
blocks to campus. Itl34 Lintfbrooli at
Hilqard GR 5-5>»l. (21 QTR)

y/Apts Unfurnished yi^ .22
SMS/MO 1 bdrm, stove, refrig, carpet aiMI
frapcs WLA,nopets.3fS-taa. (MA 4)

^85 SMALL, one l><lrm, mins. to campus,
stovi rririq, utilities paid. Panoramic view,
patio privacy, one guy. Alter six, 257.

*^"_ (11 A 4)

LIVE at tl>e beacti! Marina Del Roy
ppniniuia. Entire second (top) floor In now
buiidinq 4 bdrms, 3 battis. All modern
conveniences. 5375 at 3004 Pacific Ave.
Phone »21 4425. (MA 4)

•DEAL lor Doctors 5245. Byrdfvilt, Citarm,
' 0""" 4 den, fireplace (woA), seavlew,
sondoch. utilities. 41f Ocean Ave., S.M. 304-
'*^^

(12 A 4)

><M/mo., 1 BORM. Santa Monica area,
carpet, stove and refrig, no pots, adults only.
WSi*Mor3e4-314t. (MA 4)

RENT too tiigt*? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders. 22M Westwood, 475-

M31,tee$15. (MAID

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,

Beverly Glen, 5100 monthly, plus utilities.

After 5 PM. 27e 1140. (27 A I)

MALE roommate needed to share 1 bdrm

apf, 575/mo Crad student preferred.^ Call

472 5404. (23A5)

FEMALE roommate, 1/2, f-bdrm, 2 tath

apt. untilJune 20, t150/mo. 473-9114, aftor

5 (»A4)

SHARE 4 bdrm house. Paid utilities, phone,

newspaper, good company and more. St5.

Craig, 933 M2«^ IV ^*)

LARGE House - Santa Monica Canyon, n—r
beach, beams, fireplace, yard. Could work
part organic. 454-1491. (27 A 4)

BLOCK cami»us large upstairs two room
suite separate entrance ideal medical,
faculty, graduate, tlOO one; 5125 two - men,
m arneds, GR 4 7543. (31 AS)

LOVELY Bovorty Mllti homo; Otrt wtttt car .

553 5394 <'' ^ *i

ROOMS now available at La Manctja for

Spring Quarter. Call 475 5ti1. (31 A 11)

ROOM Laurel Canyon, 515 to older music or

art major 454 2144 eves. (31 A 4)

'49 TR 4 Excellent cond , low mileage, new
paint, w. wheels. Best offer. I2t MSI. (33 M
30)

•49 CAMARO V • Rally Sport Convertible.

Tt.OOO mites. Greet con44^ SUa&^ Oav«.tt^
4531 H210, eves, 474 4314 (33 A 4)

'45 LUSSO Ferrarj. New
Stereo l-track silver /black.
Michael, 27 l-a3t.

extiaust, tires.

Best offer. Call
(33 A 4)

GIRL \hare large bdrm in small l>each

house. Prefer 21 plus. Must like cats, S47. 399-

4745 (23 A 4)

NEED roommate female over 21, "••W
friendly, responsible, Santa '^«>»'*«»,5* ii
Barbara, day, 747 4211, 395 4404. (23 A 4)

*l»/mo., 2 BDRMS, sttf4io apt • otbvo.
'*]r*9. carp., drapes, fireplace. WLA, IfS-

(11 A 4)
•417.

MALE to Share w/3; large l-M/"* •^•
w/balcony. 2 Wks campus. 555/mo. 47g-

9503. iw««»

^For Sublease 24

SIM SUBLEASE. 2 bdrm s. furnlshev' »•»»•

Monica, No Wilshire, two block' '»^5«««n

395-4t70, 391 0711, M 2592 (George) (24 A 4)

FEMALE free bdrm, bath, utilities, lor

Household chores with 2 guys legit. '^••»"»-

•3f-5391 i"^'

^ Housitig Needed .... 28

HOUSE/apt. to rent for June A July by new
faculty member, family of 5. write Or.

Jerome Herthman, 3440 CrestSide Rd.,

Birmingham, Aia. 35223. (21 A 4)

LOVELY ideal room, female grad only.

Kitchen, laundry priv. Close transportation,

S40/mo.475 442S. > (31 A 4)

to

MALE, Student, quiet, non-smoker, 10 min
campus, lite kitchen privileges, garage, SOC.

•34 4730. (31 A 4)

BEVERLY Hills room for rent to female
student. Private bath and access to^kitchen.

275 5997 (31 AS)

Room & Board

6cchonge for Help . . 30 }/Autos for Sale 33

>/ Apish Share , 23

NEED to share? Coi^o to 411, Londtair,
roommates aVe there. Block cat^pus, pool,
^undetiis.farage 479 5404. , A4f

2 BDRM, furnished luxury apt, a/c built-ins.

wet bar, pool Close to UCLA * ^•«'V
Professor

/

couples only, 5250. 473 tSSt. (24 A

LARGE or.o bdrm lornished apt Fireplace,

$ m.n to UCLA S220 477 5M8 »•»•*•;.

tenibvi (24 A 41

ORIENTAL student Lovely private room •

i||^i.«rith very congenial middle age lady.

'Zight housework Cook only yourself Must
'like small poodle dog. Call 279 2442. (30 A 4)

FEMALE with car tor babysitting. Ilfht

housckcrpirtg exchange lor private room,

bath S20 week, 271 977* (30A4)

MALE or female live in/out, room, l>oard.

small salary, light housekeeping. 273.1111

ext 221 (30 A 5)

FOR Sale, '43 VW Bus, good condition. 5550
or best offer. 440 3147. (33 A 4)

TRANSPORTATION cars S99 and U|..

Aiperican Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024

Santa Monica Blvi. I2l-74t». (33 QTR)

'45CORVAIR Monia conv , auto trans, R/H,
low miles, S37S, eacellent cond., call Sandy.
39SI230 (33 A 4)

y Bicycles for Sole .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
srices, 10 spd from 577. French, Austrian,
American. 17)4 Westwood. 475-3370. (3S

axR)

J Cycles, Scoolers ,.

'71 HONDA CL350, low mileage, excellent
cond, 477 2043 ct , (34 A 4)

TRIUMPH 450CC, completely rebuilt, ex-

cellent cond . 5550 471 4754 or 477 2210. (34 A

FRIiLOANCARI SUZUKI 120 '49, excellent cond., lo mHes,

X-'"»'^ir.":5'«V,%'ii,'!,r3;7 • House for Rent . . . .
25 ^Room & Board

of'.
P'**»P call Nona, 125 4449 (days); 391

O'OMrvcsl.
(23 A 4)

JOOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
'^««»nt singles, SOS. Kitcbon. sun docks,
»^^|^Wrage^473^t|. (MOTR)
MALE share 2 bdrm WLA, with 3 Others. 1
ni» campus. 55).25/mo. plus utilities 47r
*"*

• (23M31)

FEMALE t(i,/»^,.

mm UCLA, SIIO
n'»kina% 474 )22l.

Midrm garden apt. 5

incl. vtMitles, all fur
(21 (v m

a5!f
^^ '^oo'" mate wanted! Share 2 bdrm

2,7.
" '»P» o-^'iiaMy furnished, pool, dish

;«iV nil;

'

Oarnrtgton, 5132.50, call 472

m near UCLA Ph
-f>1 ( A4l

KTM tahama bath, private entrance •

t^clities pooMcmale 279 2530,447 7127. (2»

'A 4 >

COMFORTABLE 1 bdrm '»•«»• -U"!,
nished, 5i27/mo , one adult only Fedora

Ave, WLA OL 14044 (25 A 41

^ House tor Sale 26

.

•

' t - ^ —
S BORM. Beverly GIpo P*rk 10 '"•"•^'^.^

pool tenn."^ fourts locr^ation <twb 593.500

373 3404 ..,_L—
-*"^*

NOON Ave ,
deligtitf*^' hom. in 09St

,-t 5 mm UttA Star shop

„t*lf0n only 61 .'SO Wynn, 477-

MALE student qrad/undergrad. meals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 S. Bentley. 272-4734. (RBAll)

A 1

FRIITOWINQ
4M0MII4
Warranty

VOLKSWAOKM CAR StRVICI
Discounted telow Doalors Prico.

A-IAUTOflRVICI
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from O.M. Plant
Call •04-707S - 14 Howro

>250 Orig owner. 474 5410, priced to sell. (34

A 4)

•47 TRIUMPH, 4S0CC, excellent engine.

brakes; extras 5700/best otter. 457-4151

after 4 PM - (MAS)

49 TRIUMPH 450CC. TR4R motorcycle.

iUilt»' fooo ««"<* 392 7757 alter t»ve (34 A S)

FEMALE boarder wanted, SllS/mo. incl.

food if desired Call 931 7071. f ^*>

FEMALE boarder, live with yowng family.

Large room, bath, entrance, meals. Close to

bus. 5 1

1

month. 120 1245. ^ (RBSA4)

LA Mancha dorm contract male/female,
any type room available immediately at

discount. 474 IMO. 120 3414 (RtA4)

MALE dorm contracts, Sproul and Reiber

Halls Call 4799703, ask tor Scott Btg

discounts (RBA4)

FAIRLY hidious looking '43 Dodge Dart
w/good heart, low mileage, personality) A
steal* S375 R ich 471 1112.499 4145. (33 A4)

'43 VW Sguareback. good mechanical cond.
SIM or best offer .|I4-H)4. (31 A 4)

'49 VW Bug. rebuilt engine,
tnoo. leaving country Call 473-4771

cond .

(33 A 4)

'45 NONDA 305CC, Rebuilt engine, good
cond

, 5375 Of best offer. Call 933 7031 at
ternaons, Henry (33A4^

CHRISTIAN living grouo Clean rooms,

excellent food Mate student*. tUO/quarter.

j^iLandlair 477 4311 ^••A4|,

,44 MO0 low mileage, radiais, excellent
<»'><••"»•» must ^e^l, best offer Days, 659
u ^.mi^n. in a 4)

9 WWi
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'Campiis Tomorrow' plans more visits here
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_>#.^.^, by Ken Ward
DBSUff Writer

Ever wonder what made you

decide to attend a university?

Maybe your parents went to

college or all your friends had

plans for higher education or you

had been to a college campus and

liked the atmosphere. But how

does an underprivileged child who
has had none of these influences

become interested in a univer-

sity? This is the problem Campus
Tomorrow is trying to solve. -J

Campus Tomorrow is a five

year old program which has

brough over 1000 underprivileged

children to visit the campus for a

day. With a student guide, they

tour the campus in small groups

and view various points of interest

at the university.

So far this year, 280 eighth

-grade junior high school students

-:from the Los Angeles area have

attended tours. Children from

three other schools are scheduled

to participate this quarter.

itB£tWhite, coordinator for

Caihpus^omorrow, said eighth

grade students are invited

because tllil grade is *'the pivotal

_point where children begin to

decide between vocation and
education." He said children for

_the tours are chosen by a coor-

dinator from each school who

_draws up a list of students who

have potential for higher

education but are '^on the line"

between vocational training and

college preparation.
-"

This brings many children to

the campus who have never been

to a university before and

provides an opportunity "to dispel

a lot of myths that they have about

college life," White said. Many
admire the freedom of no class

"periods" or dress codes.

Jose Morales, a freshman torn-

guide for Canvpus Tomorrow,

originially visited this campus as

an eighth grader through the

program. "At the time, I was

taking classes in vocational

training but I was influenced to go

to UCLA because of the tour," he
J

said.

During their 9 am to 2 pm tour,

the children see everything from

glass blowing and puppet making

on the north campus to

seismographs and gravimeters on

the south campus. White said

there are no special demon-

strations, "nothing is artificial,

' we just show the kids what's going

on."

One of the favorite attractions is

. the lunch which the children

receive at one of the dormitories.

White Said they enjoy the meal,

which is provided' by the ^fcjdS

-^1^
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Ticketsr
Campus and Public

"^

—"Russia/' an Armchair
Adventure film, 8:30 pm, April 7,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

^T^ $2.75, $2.25, and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a concert

commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
April 9, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75,

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—''Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau/'

l)arltone, 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out except

for special student tickets.)

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

ctroreography utftlxtng
holograms, laser t)eams, and
taped voices, 8:30 pm, April 15,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"AM Akbar Khan," master of

thesarod (Indian lute) and "John
Handy," jazz saxophonist, 8:30

pm, Friday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Also appearing are

Shankar Ghosh, tabla, and the

East Indian rock group "Shantl."

Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50,

and $1.75 (students), available

from the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza. *

Semiriars^=^ - -
Thursday/ Mar. 3o~ -
—"Man's Place in Nature,"

with Bernard Campbell, visiting

professor of anthropology, 7-10

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.50.

r-"Kafka and Marxism," by

Eduard Goldstucker, former Vice

Rector and professor, Charles

University, Prague, 3 pm, Haines

118.
— "The Czech-German

Relationship in the Czech National

Revival," by Eduard Gold-

stucker^ past president,

Czechoslovak Union of Writers, 8

pm, Haines 39.

—"Restriction and Modification

of DNA," by Matthew AAeselson,

biological laboratories. Harvard
University, 4 pm. Young 2250..

Friday, Mar. 31

—"An analytical and Ex-
perimental Investigation of the

Simple Pressure Source Modal of

Jet Noise/' by Terry Scharton,

manager, physical science
department. Bolt, Barenek and
Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, 4

pm, Boelter 5264.

Thursday, Mar. 30
—"URA SuH Club/' 7:30 pm,

Kerckhoff 400.

Et cetera:

Concert:

.1 ' ij-

—"New Chamber Music,"
composed by students Including

DInn Ghezzo, Paul Heubner,
George Packer, Phillip Solomlta,

Phillip Springer, Mark Wilson,

and Sandro Zanlnovlch, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Shoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $1 and

$.25 (students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

service, and "never stop talking

or asking questions."

The next school to participate in

the Campus Tomorrow program

is Stevenson Junior High School

on April 11, and volunteer guides

are needed. White explained that

additional guides are necessary to

V'
Film
--"Gentlemen Prefm^ Blondes,"

(1953) with Marilyn A^onroe and

Jane Russel, 5 pnr), AAonday,

Melnitz 1409. Free.

—"Pllipino-Amefflean

Students," Interested In joining

the Plliplno-American Students

Club 'Should come to Campbell
3329 or contact Florante at ext.

52974 or Jennifer at 824-1104.

—"Tutors Netdtd" at the La
Causa Youth Center In Venice to

help students from Westchester
and Santa Monica High. If In-

terested, contact the EXfK) Office

(Kerckhoff 176).

—"Tutors and Classroom
Aides" needed for Watts Area

Elementary School, 199 Credit

available. Interested students
should meet from 3-5 pm, April 5,

In Bunche 2150.

-"Mortar Board," a women's
honor society for Seniors Is ac-

cepting applications through April

28, outside of Kerckhoff 304C.

—"Tutors Needed" for grades
one through six, 1-5 hours per
week, at Stoner Ave. Elementary
School on Braddock Ave., 1/2 mile
west of the San Diego Freeway.
199 Credit available, for furttier

keep the group sizes down to three

to six people. He noted theac

groups are composed of children

with common interests centering

In a particular department, so

students from all fields are

needed.

All students interested in

becoming guides are invitAri
attend Tuesday's meeting atin^m the upper lounge of tS
University ReUgious Confere^
(URC), 900 Hilgard Ave. G^S^
wiU be thei^p to discuss tS
program. Further information
can be obtained by calling Whit*
at 475-4366 or the URC at 475.5^

DAILY
BRUIN
information contact Vice Prin-

cipal AAarv Goldenson, 390-3396,

during school day.—^"Exceptional Children's

Tutorial Project," noon, Monday,

Ackerman Union 3564,Orientation

m«eting^^_j;
,

.

^--"Student artists" Interested

in exhibiting their works, or

student organizations wishing to

sponsor an art exhibit -^ contact

Deanna Norquist, Campus
Programs and Actlvltes Office,

161 Kerckhoff Hall, (ext. 57041) for

information on use of Kerckhoff

Hall 2nd Floor Gallery.

—"Car Rallye," 7 pm, Friday,

beginning from the Westwood
Ward Parking Lot on Ohio Ave.

Cost Is SI per patticipant, spon-

sored by tt)e Latter Day Saints

Students Assoclatlon.r ' U
—"Private Tutoring Jobs,"

available In reading, math,
Geometry, and other subjects,

from the EXPO OHice (Kerckhoff

176).

—"EC Board Townmeeting,"
will take place from noon to 2 pm
every Tuesday in Ackerman
*tJnfon 3517. ^'^.«-**»~^. -

—"Experimental Encounter
Group," at Direct Assistance

Facility. Experiments in different

encounter techniques, 7:30 pm,
today, 1^ Mancha, 9X Hilgard,

room 231.

—"Sex Night at Direct
Assistance Facility." Dr. Sophie
HIrsch will answer questions on
sex and love, 7:30 pm, Monday, La
AAancha, 930 Hilgard, room 231.

refU

Exhibits:

ACBQSS^:^
1. Bridge

tax —
5. Toward

stem^
of ship .

S. Extend .

across >

12. Operatic
melody .

11 Hint
14. Group

of
three

15. Associates
17. Redec-

orate
18. Black-

hoard
19. Native

of
Thebet^

tLWide-^^"^
mouthed
Jtr

M. Be in debt
S5. Scorch _
tt. Swirl
S9l Negative

particle

S3. Noah's
son

14, Longed
SS. Sec
M. Doctrine
S7. Performs

JA.Formei^
Russian— TOler ^

39. Wise bird
41. Mix
43. Hebrew

prophet
46. Elevate
50. Ancient

Greek
country

51. Meant
54. Musical

sound
55. Enemy
56. Frigid
57. Prophiet

56. Female
sheep

.ML— '

Fitzgerald

DOWPT
1. Faucets
2. Verbal
3. Italian

coiii

4. Later
5. High card
6. Pelt
7. Examine
8. Scatter
•.Clergy-
men's
salaries

16. Verdi
opera

11. Biidday

w

Average time of solvtiMi: 22 mia.

r^

iir tomorrow's

paper

16. Recent

36. Contain

32. Odyssey,

for one

33. Dwarfish

people

35. Greek
letter ^

26. Possesses

27. A fossil

shell

29. Re-
mainder

81. Money
of
account

33. God of

war
34. Pallid

38. Stupor

46. More
sage

43. Wrath
43. Lairs

44. Medicinal

plant

45. Existence

47. Heathen
deity

48. Vend
49. Old Norse

worlt

.^ Present

time

53. Golf
mound

Answer to yesterday's pufl9<e.

y

—"Twentieth Century Sculp-

ture/' comprising of more tttan 70

works representing 50 collectlonSr

through April 14 In the UCLA Art

Galleries. Hours are Sunday
through Friday* 11 am to 5 pm,
closed Saturdays. Admission Is $1

for the general publlCf free to

faculty, staff, Art Council
members, and all students with a
current ID card.

—"The Human Figure:
Pollaluolo to Picasso,^' com-
prising primarily of prints from
the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through April 14 In ttie

Grunwald Gallery. Hours are

Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission
is SI for the general puk>llc, free

for students, staff and faculty.

—"Designer Bookbinders," 52

examples of tt>e tMst work of

creative English k)ookblndlng of

recent years, through today in the

University Research Library.

' 'i
"
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By Dave McNary
" DBSUffWrHer 11.

ic a ''severe financial aid crisis" at the Univenity

^a'^^o^^,
according to tiie UC Student Lobby.— '

. o result the Lobby is sapportiiig a **fiiiaiidal aid"

u.ae of bills now before Uie Legislature, which will

^
se or restore funds to financial aid programs at the

ond sUte and community colleges.

^ I ^bv's contention is based partiy on a figure of $3.9

^nn^ unmet financial need ("need" is the difference

*

^n the cost of education and tiic student's available

rces it is unmet if tiic University is unable to provide

that difference for the 1970-1971 year.)

, .. ,
Kstfanate _ZI

bills seik to ease UC ^crisis'

Arrording to Tom Johnston. Universlty-wlde coordinator

f^ncial aids, the figure is **a fairiy accurate estimate"

hTneed of those students who applied for fmancial aid. It

^as the first survey of its kind.

iifLA s portion of tiie unmet need was estimated at $1.83

illion
($890,000 for undergraduates. $940,000 for

graduates). Don Brusha, director of financial aids here,
said, "I would guess that the figure for tiiis year is probab^
not much less and possibly a bit more than last year's.",

Brusha generally agreed with the Lobby's evaluation ol

the financial aid situation, saying, **Ttie crisis may be
getting acute, although maybe that's too strong a word,
impending crisis' may be closer to the truth . . . there's

got to be some real long-term planning done."
Paul Gassaway, co-director, said '*The unmet need af-

fects not only currentiy enrolled students, but an ac-

countable number of potentially qualified students who. for

financial reasons, do not even apply to the University." ha
said. ' '

Package
Ttie package includes:
— AB 1703 which increases EOP (Educational Op-

portunities Program) funds for state and community
colleges, and would provide the first state aid for the UC
program (about $3 million).

— SB 10S4 which increases the number of College Op-
portunity Grants (COG) to the three public higher

education segments.

— AB 1066 which increases COG for community college

transfers. ' ".,
:-"^-—^^

— AB 1370 which increaMt support of UC graduate ad-

vancement programs. - - .

,^— SB 8S4 whkh increases supfwrt of the SUte Scholar-

ship and Loan commission to four per cent of the

graduating tiigh school class.

— ^B 2236 wliich establishes a commission to report on

the dbst and mechanism need to implement the policy
"

. . . that no student of an institution of tiigher education

shall be forced to vritiidraw ... for purely financial
tt

reasons.
— SB 241 which will supply $3.3 mUlion to state college

EOP programs. •] '
'/

Johnston said the estimates of unmet need^did^rtoTtltal

with the problems of potential students who do not apply to

the UC because they feel resources are not available. "We
have great difficulty getting tiiis sort of figure," he said. ^

As to how the University-wide unmet need would com-

pare to last year's, Johnston said. "It's very difficult for me
to tell now, because appropriations aren't settftd. I just

don't know."

Volume No. LXXXVI N^S
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Begents guestioitfiinding proposal ^j-.

,i *

,

JSI^^
'^

Public law center under fire

abolition

DBSUff Writer '

^

Results of a referendum heki last quartershow students here think

:

- The present $100 per quarter educational fee should be abolished:

- Terms of UC Board of Regents members should be slashed from 16

years to four or eight years, and student and faculty members should be

ed to the board.

UC faculty members should devote more timeto teaching and less to

-jarch. .
- .-S >

- The University should involve itself more deeply in community

ffairs.
•

• ' •, -__
Results of the poll, conducted last December on an nine UC campuses

the UC Student Lobby, will be presented to tiie Regents and tiie SUte

jslature as an accurate picture of student beliefs, according to

Itudent Lobby spokesmen.
Students voting in the referendum were asked to reply yes or no ta 36

questions on areas of student concern, including the educational fee (ed

Ifee), alcohol, minority affairs, tiie Regents, faculty affairs, theen-

Ivironment, voting rights and external affairs. It was not announced

yesterday how many studenU voted in the two-day election.

Continuation of tiie ed fee was oppoeed by 66 per cent of tiie voting

students Given tiiat tiie fee will continue, however (it is scheduled to

Ijump to $150 per quarter nesrt year), students favored channeDing ttie

jmoney into financial aids and student services. Spending ol ed fee

Irevenues on University administration and capital ouOay (buUding

construction ) was opposed by over 85 per cent of those voting.

Questions involving the RegenU drew the most unified response.

Ninety two per cent of the voters felt tiie Regents 16-year terms should be

tened, whUe 90 per cent favored adding faculty members and 82 per

nt wanted students on the Board.

(ConUBttedonPageZ)

By Susie HaUgo .

DBSUff Writer

A student proposal to finance a

Public Interest Law Center at UC
Berkeley with student fees is

under fire by the University

of California Regents. i

Discussion of the Nader's

Raiders-styled center came
during a meeting of the Regents'

finance committee two weeks

ago. The committee voted to

discuss the law center at their

next meeting in May.

The Public Interest Law Center,

formerly called Citizens-Action

l^w (CAD Advocates, has the

primary purpose of engaging **iti

efforts on behalf of the public at

large on matters of public interest

through research, discussion,

rational negotiation and, if

necessary, litigation which shall

represent the public rather than a

private interest," according to a

prospectus prepared by the

center. •
* l^

Last spring, Berkeley students

voted to accept a new quarterly

fee of $1.50 to finance the center.

However, the referendum may
not have reflected ttie majority

view of Berkeley studenU, as only

6,100 of approximately 27,000

students voted. Of that amount,

3,300 were in favor of the new fee.

1,300 opposed and 1,500 had no

opinion.
•*

Albert H. Bowker, UC Berkeley

chancellor, said he supported the

proposed center. (He was ac-

companied in his support by

Richard N. Buxbaum, a law

professor at Boalt Hall, tiie law

school there.)

Ray Bourhis. a third-year law

student there toW the committee

the center was **a very positive

approach" for students to deal

with social problems.

However, many of the Regents

were not favorably impressed,

which led to speculation that the

center will not be approved at the

next Regents meeting.

ASUCLA,

*i am not yet convinced this is

something the University should

support," Regent DeWitt A. Higgs

said. *'Would this not put the

University in an adversary

position?^' he asked. —
Regent Dean A. Watkins

suggested tliat proponents of the

law center "go out and pass the

hat" instead of using the

''Regents' Uxing power to finance

one side of an jidversary,

position."- "^*=^

Chancellor Charles E. Young

also spoke against the proposal.
'*!

think it would be impossible to

divorce tiie University from the

activities of the firm. This is not a

University function," he said.
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budget tamperinfl charged __
By Dan Sadler

DBSUff Writer

ASUCLA was accused by LaMar Lyons, undergraduate student body

president, of tampering witii tiie Student Legislative Coundl (SLC)

budget without proper approval.
^ , . ^ „,_. ^.„

Lyons, in a letter to tiie Student Judicial Board dated Wedn«iday^

ask^ for open hearings to determine whettier ASUCLA has vio^^ Its

own constitution by altering tiie ^mount ol overtiwd charges <teductefl

from the SLC budget witiiout getting tiie approval of tiie Association s

governing body, tiie ASUCLA Board of Control (BOC).

The dispute revolves around tiie amount of "auxUiary and support

services" expense tiiat should be allocated to SLC by ASUCLA. This

account contoins tiie secretarial, managerial, accounting and overhead

expenses that are incurred by ASUCLA on bchatf of all ASUCLA

departments.
Recommendatkmt

ASUCLA management recommended at the beginning of this fiscal

year tiiat SLC should be charged $30,000 tiiis year as tiieir share of these

expcMMS, but the BOC budget subcommittee reduced the charge to

However, SLC allocated only $19,500 for tiiis expense in tiielr 1971 72

budget, and Lyons is contesting ASUCLA's right to deduct more tiian tiiat

amount witiiout the approval of BOC. (Over the past seven years, SLC

has paid as much as $47,000 per year for auxiliary and support services,

but in none of these years have they paid less tiian $25,000.

)

Lyons told tiie BOC budget subcommittee Wednesday, "As far as I am

concerned, I am going to SLC and ask tiiem if tiiey want to pay ttiese

charges at tiicse skyrocketing rates. I am also going to tiie JudicUl Board

to discuss tiie constitutional question (ol tiie ASUCLA alteration of tiie

SLC budfst witimut BOC approval).

Bndget Reviews

Donald E Flndtey, ASUCLA executive director, a<toiitted tiiat

ASUCLA had been "permissive" in not having BOC officiaUy review tiie

Ijtid^ili of tiie two student associations, as is required by tiie ASUO-A

constitution, but noted that in only one out of tiie past five years hti MRh

approval been sought or given.
(CanUnned on Page 3)
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FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:

* Jim Allen /'^

- WALKER-BUERGE FORD
West Los Angeles - 820-2631

RENTACAR

For students and faculty

21 and over.
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Seven In a Barn' at U CI

-f" ^—-«r I ^ ^ -,. V - ' —

—

*2^T*

education or pornography?
By Heidi Yoiiisliire

DB SUfr Wrtter

*

'A doubly welcome
addition to the year's

pleasures . . . startling,

engrossing, affecting

and provocative •••

impassioned, warm
and human!"

''Wickedly Funny!'

MV NUl MM MONASN mOOUCTKM

BLJMJClHTEBHOUBE-FiVE '

iMCHA^MCU IHMUeMMI \MUmf Pf

CKCLUSIVC CM«AMMCNr

NOW SHOWING
OtMy 2 00 • 4M • too • 1:00 • 10 00 fM

/ .; CREST
11. . • I V*

tiieseizure of a male homosexual film. "Seven in

^ Barn," from the Gay Studente Union (GSU) at UC

Irvine has touched off a conflict between advocates

of complete academic freedom and the censorship

powers of University administration.

The film, which was seized by Orange County

sheriffs during the GSU meeUng March 9, was

scheduled as part of a •''Panel on Pornography** that

included discussions by experts on law and

psychology as well as the producer of the film..<

Although UC Irvine administrators had approved

the panel in advance, they required that **Seven in a

Bam" be pr^creened by a committee of student,

faculty and ijcWiinistration representatives. Students

and facultyIrgued in favor of showing the film, but

permission tckshow it was denied because UC Irvine

Chancellor Daniel G. Aldrich could not be reached

for a final decision.

Film seiiure

During the March 9 meeting, several students said

they wanted to show the fihn in spite of the

University ban. At that point, Orange County sheriffs

seized the film.

"We took tfte film as the result of a search

warrant," said Sergeant Ben Oxanabour of ihe

Orange County Sheriffs Department. "It was the

judgement of the investigators that there was rabble-

rousers in the group and that trouble was being

stirred up." "In order to prevent trouble, we seized

the film," Oxanabour said. >. ^
-

•
.

The GSU at Irvine, with legal advice from the

American Civil Liberties Union, has begun to study

the legal action that can be Uken to allow the

showing of "Seven in a Bam" at UC Irvine, ac-

cording to Terry Oleson, GSU president and j|^

graduate student in psychobiology. _ .
*

Permission Denied ^

"We definitely want to show the film on campus in

the future," Oleson said. "I had some hope for that

. but then I received a statement from Chancellor

Aldrich which denied us permission to show tK. ^.

at any time." ^""^thenim

Section 311.8 of the California Penal Cod 1

that even hardcore pornography can iJaiL^
shown when it ts in aid of "legitimat?

'

educational purposes."

However, by SUte Supreme Court decision »w.i
University has the right to set its own sUadi,^
which can be "more or less restrictive than^^'
as a whole," Steve Chadima, UC Irvine studenThl!?!
president, said. **The Regents have declared tharr
the Chancellor's responsibility to set thftsT!
dards." he added. ^ ^

i was on the committed *thal reviewed the fii I

and I strongly advised that it be shown "
Chad

said. "But if anything can be^ caUed wrnocrarSl 1

that film certainly can." ^ ^P^-

John C. Hoy, vice-chahceUor of student affairs at
Irvine, called "Seven in a Barn" "clearly exnlic
and hardcore. Under present University policies it !«

clearly imacceptable," he said.

"Frankly, I don't think the film has any redeemiM
educational value," Hoy said. "If there was a coutm
in pomography and a professor took the academic
responsibility for showing it, it would be another!
case, but I think that in public, as all things at the
University are, our decision is correct."

Hoy refused further comment because "the issue

will probably go to court, and that's the place for it to

be settled." He lauded the GSU as being "highly

cooperative to work with."

"Our administration is probably mor^ responsive

than any other campus' administration, but whether

they'll be responsive on this issue is another

problem," Chadima said. "What this incident has

started is an attempt to set down guidelines for this

sort of thing." , .
. „_.^

"My persmiaTopimonls that the Chancellor is ve^
uptight," Oleson said. "But if we could get Seven in

a Bam' shown on another UC campus, and UCLA is a

strong possiblity, the |»recedent would be set for us to
{

show it here.r: ^.f.^r ^

um.
(Continued |^„j^ pj^g^ '|y :

:

Offered alternative lengths for

Regental terms, ,56 per cent

favored four years, 41 per cent

chose eight years and three per

cent wanted 12 year terms.

Almost three-fourths of the

voters felt the governor should not

be permitted to appoint Regents

(he now appoints 16 of the 24

members), and about the same
fraction said all Regental ap-

pointments should be subject to

Senate confirmation.

_ -^ Teaching hours " *,

On faculty affairs, 79 per cent

believed UC faculty salaries

should be comparable to salaries

at other top US universities, even
if increases in excess of the five

per cent annual cost of living, rise

"-arr required:
^ -—"——

-

However, most students felt

faculty members should devote
more time to teaching and
teaching-related activities and
less to research. Eighty-three per

cCTit sa^^ IcadSere should spend

more than the current average of

7.2 hours per week m the

classroonir^^
"""" ~

While voters favored more
teaching hours, 80 per cent op-

posed a legislative mandate on the

number of hours. ^ »

Across-the-board support was
registered for increased
University involvement in

community affairs, including

development of child care centers

(81 per cent in favor), financial

support for student-oriented

proje<^ts (81 per cent), expansion

of the University Extension and
other community education
projects (91 per cent) and
arranging acadehiic credit for

extra-curricular activities (86 per
centr.'-^--^*

-.^..^.-,-,.^_.„...____

Student affairs

Use of student funds to support

"issues such as environmental
protection" received a two-to-one

endorsement.

"^"1)11 minority affairs, 79 per cent

said the state should help pay for

the Educational Opportunities

Program (EOP), now supported

through donations. Over two-

thirds felt the percentages of

minority students in the

University should more closely

approximate those of the state as

a whole, but over half (56 per

cent) opposed an increase in the

ceiling on special admissions for

minorities to achieve this.

Surprisingly, only 59 per cent

favored having the Student Lobl)y

seek repeal of laws prohibiting

purchase, sale or consumption of

alcoholic beverages on or near

campuses.

Student M>bby reaction to the

--results and data from other. UC

' campuses, was not available

yesterday, since most Student

I^bby personnel are on vacation

and the legislature is taking its

Easter recess.

Announcements
UCLA
OAiiyBRUIN

Benedict Cassen, professor
emeritus of biophysics and in-

ternationally recognized as a
pioneer in nuclear medicine, died
Tuesday of a heart attack at the
age of 69.

Cassen, who retired last

summer, was one of the
originators of the technk]ue of

nuclear scanning used to detect
disorders in internal organs such
as the h^art, brain, liver and
kidney. In 1970, he received the
Distinguished Scientists Award
from the Society of Nuclear
Medicine.

A private funeral service it

scheduled for sometime this

week.

Two positions as copyreader are
now open on the Daily Bruin staff.

Experience is preferred but is not

necessary. Three hours of work
daily, from 2 pm to & pm, are
required, and copyreaders may
be asked to work later

periodically. A trial period is

mandatory after which applicants

will be selected and paid $50 per
month. Apply at the Daily Bruin
office, Kerckhnff 110, and ask for

Jill Hardwick.
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solicit

or camp drive week
t volunteers will be soliciting donations on campus during

Studeni ^^^ slated April 10-14, in an attempt to raise funds for

cniiR ami PunistiiHi

Uni

^^^^,^ ,
for Uni

Camp
^"vc »'--•.-

affiliated summer camp program for un-

S::Svileged and diabetic chUdren. , ^
I teers are needed to make classroom and parking lot collections

i an Uni Camp booths on Bruin Walk. Interested students should

Bt uni camp office at 475^.
_

r

I nfoh'i'rp Redwood. The second will feature William Strickland, per
will '^'' j_.. A :i 10 ..4 f»^«,<> C*A»<,

free noon concerts will top the list of activities scheduled for Uni

^^nrivP Week The first, at noon Tuesday, April 11 at Janss Steps,

at noon Thursday,
April 13 at Janss Steps.

I

forming

. gjgnia Phi will be sponsoring a booth selling snowcones and

an/to?e feet throughout

Camp.

rv>lta Signia riu wi»m »^ ^^^.^w.—^ ~ o —w..~„..^—
ni dia-ing the week. Sigma Delta Chi will be shining shoes, sandals

^^ rb fppt throughout the week. All proceeds will be donated to Uni

addition collections will be made during lunch at eating facilities

nd campus. Uni Camp hopes to raise several thousand dollars during

Ihe^eek to be used for the summer program

Students here and from several other colleges in Southern California

as volunteer counselors to underprivileged and diabetic children

from the Los Angeles area during the summer. There are seven or eight

ten^ay sessions during the summer, including Black, Chicane, diabetic,

boys, girls and junior high sessions.

The camp is located in the San Bemadino Mountains near Barton Flats

and consists of two sites, each with a swimming pod, eating and

recreation halls and individual "A"-frame sleeping quarters.

The program is financed partially by donations from students, faculty

and staff here In addition, fund raising events and community

I
solicitations are sponsored by Uni Camp. Mardi Gras, the annual campus

I

carnival, also donates its proceeds to the camp program.

Students interested in counseUng this summer can sign up at the Uni

Camp booth on Bruin walk or attend a meeting for volunteers to be held

at 7 pm April 4 in the University Religious Conference upper lounge, 900

Hilgard Ave. ^.-._x,^. _^ __ . . ,

Police report these crimes and
arrests on campus since the first

of the month:
— Police arrested two 15-year-

old males March 9 on charges of

possession of marijuana. An of-

ficer on patrol at 10 pm observed
the pair on bicycles in Parking
Structure 3 with a portable radio
in their possession.

The officer stopped the pair and
asked to see the radio. Upon
opening the battery compartment
to check the radio's serial num-
ber, hediscovered two hand rolled

cigarettes containing a leafy

green substance resei^bling

marijuana, according to police.

The two were advised of their

rights, taken to police

headquarters and later released

to the custody of their parents.

Officers "were called to Parking

Structure 8 before a basketball

game early this month because

someone noticed a sign reading

'Tauley Pavilion Parking" had

been moved from level 4 to level 3

of the structure. When officers

arrived they observed two male

suspects at the entrance to level

r^. '~f^~r"

three next to a broken parking

gate. One of the suspects was

holding miscellaneous currency in

his hand, according to police. The

men explained they were going to

the game, however police placed

them under arrest on charges of

petty theft -
,^

Officers checked the third level

and found 16 cars parked without

permits. They also booked as

evidence 15 $1 bills. The two

suspects were taken to police

headquarters but released when it

was determined no crime had

been committed in the officer's

presence. According to police, the

incident is still being investigated.

— A 23-year-old coed reported

that $645 was stolen from her

purse last week when she feU

asleep in the University Research

Library. She told police the crime

occurred sometime between 11 :30

am and 1 :30 pm on March 21 while

she was asleep on a couch on the

library's second floor. The stolen

cash included three $100 bills and

two $20 bills.

• • •

/ - A Universify g^ardener

reports that an Azalea plant was

stolen!rom the Japanese Gardens

sometime last weekend. The
plant, valued at $10, was
described as being pink and 18

inches in height. .'.

"'••
• • .

* • ' • • •

" —

— Petty theft during the past

week and over quarter break

netted $1,300 in 15 separate in-

cidents.

Finally, police ask that anyone

who has been the victim of a purse

or wallet theft in the University

Research Library or Powell

Library in the past three months

contact the detective division at

ext. 53393. Detectives said they

need the victims to identify a

possible suspect.

T'

ifPAirt AHv«rtl^m»nt) (

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
«66 LiVemNO . 2 tUCl WEST OF DOIMS
RtdM from dorm circlM 8:20 a.m. & 9:50 a.m.

SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.
'

"Com* at yoo ar«. God \w* you; w do w\" _^^:.

479464S F«r moro Iwfac Jack Tdbf. Chaplain taS^lM

Dispute . .

;
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Escape affempt witness

testifiesai
SAN JOSE (AP4 A. woman

I

juror taken hostage in a bloddy

I

courthouse shootout agreed under

Icross^xamination at the Angela

Davis trial today that she made no

I

mention of the Spledad Brothers

when first quizzed by in-

[vestigators.

Maria Elena Graham, who was
[shot in the arm during the Aug. 7,

1970 escape try, had testified

Wednesday that her captors had

repeatedlydemanded freedom for

\^ Soledad Brothers.

The prosecution contends Davis

[furnished guns and helped
engineer the shootout in an at-

tempt to free the three black

convicts who were awaiting trial

I

on charges of murdering a white
prison guard. - - . .

Under cross-examination today

I

by Howard Moore Jr., chief

defense attorney, the short, dark-
haired juror said a report of her
conversation with investigators
when she was still hospitalized 11

days after the shootouMlid not

mention the Soledad Brothers.

(Jraham stood by her later

statements that one of her cap-
tors, Jonathan Jackson, who was
killed along with three others, had
repeatedly demanded freedom for
the Soledad Brothers.

She also testified convict James
McClain, another of her captors
who was slain, told the sheriff
'they wanted the Soledad
Brothers freed or they would kill
phe judge" Judge Harold Haley,
another hostage, was one of those

I
killed.

Moore asked if she was **ab-
solutely certoin" Jackson said he

|||(4n|e]|»|ci|cs|c4i4c4ci|c4is|cs|c

THe United Entertainers
Cultural Committee

I

J Presents: the sensational.

planned to go to San Francisco.

International Airport and

Graham replied that^ she was.

Prosecutors contend Davis, 28,

was at the airport waiting for

Jackson and the other kidnapers.

Davis, a communist and former

philosophy teacher here, is ac-

cused of murder, kidnap and

conspiracy^

He added, **We are charging

(auxiliary and support services to

SLC) based on our last signal

from the BOC budget sub-

committee, knowing that if the

BOC decides to charge a lesser

amount, these entries can be

reversed." - *^

The end r^lt of tiie BOC
budget subcommittee meeting

Wednesday, was a request by its

chairman, James W. Hobson,

vice-chancellor of administration,

for SLC to present a coun-

terproposal to its $28,500 overhead

charge and for both student

governments to present their

budgets for review. -

WEDDIN6

$5.00/up- With this coupon 25% olf

• ^
• Instant Cosh Refund Plan -Open 7 Days '

•
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- ^rr-J
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SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EDUCATIONAL

POLICY COMMISSION OF SLC
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Student Conduct Committee is watching you
^^ _By MaxeneSpellinan

DB Staff Reporter
* A student caught violating

^general campus regulations may
find himself at a Student Conduct

(''ommittee hearing. His alleged

infraction could be a violation of

any one of several regulations

listed in the booklet "University of

California Policies Relating to

Students _ . and Stiident

Organizations, Use of University

Facilities, and Non-

discrimination" including

cheating, plagiarism, disturbing

the peace and unlawful assembly

-on a University campus or in a

facility.

Campus Advocate Chuck Mc-'

(Mure said, "The Student Conduct

Committee acts as the

prosecution for a student's case.'*

Procedures

The Student Conduct Code of

Procedures states: when the

initial counseling procedure

(between the Dean of Students

and a student charged with

breaking a campus regulation) is

unable to dispose of the issue, it is

transmitted to the office of the

Campus Advocate for further

processing. The Campus Ad-

vocate may dismiss the case "in

the interest of justice." If it i$ not

dismissed, the student accused of

violating a rule of conduct may
then choose an open or closed

hearing. At this point, the Student

<^'onduct Committee
"prosecutes," presenting the

^ts of the case as objectively as

possible. McClure added,

"Although these proceedings are

not like those of a legal court, they

must maintain order and job-

jectivity. ^ a-

"Additionally, the student may
be represented by anyone he

chooses. If the offense is minor, a

student usually represents

himself in a closed hearing. If the

offense involves socio-politi€al

issues, the student normally

chooses law faculty to represent

him in an open rather than a

closed hearing, ' McClure said.

Hearings

The last open hearing of this

type was held in spring, 1970.

Defended by law faculty, the

accused were tried for violating

orderly conduct of the University.

Byron Atkinson, dean of

students here, said, "Although the

charges were admitted by the

accused, almost no action was

taken on them (charges)." Dean

Atkinson added that the lack of

action taken against the students

was due to the fact that the

defenders outnumbered the

prosecutors and that the length of

time of the hearing resulted in the

disappearance of evidence and of

students involved. Also, at that

time, some faculty felt the

Student Conduct Committee
should have waited for the results

lof the criminal court hearings

where the accused were being

tried.

Hearing officers; mostly law

faculty and law students, decide

between guilt and innocence and

determine the type of punish-

ment, which ranges from a

warning to a dismissul. Only the

( hancellor has the final authority

to sanction the decision from the

hearing, modify the punishment,

or call Tor a rehearing.

Punishment "'
;:

TWcClure said the most frequent

form of punishment dealt out is

probation and the rarest is

dismissal with possible read-

m ission . Kxpulsion, pemianenr
dismissal, is the "capital punish-

ment" of the cartipus. _

'There have been about a dozen

expulsion cases since I have been

dean (since 1947)," Atkinson said.

Atkinson described the last ex-

pulsion in 1959-60, saying, "A
student was expelled for

classroom dishonesty. The

student had a record of two

previous cases of dishonesty in the

classroom, resulting in a warning

and failure in the course the first

lime and suspension the second

time.

"The issue of his expulsion was

a third case of aggravated,

premeditated and admitted guilt

of dishonesty in the classroom. He

had broken into his professor's

office, stolen the exam to h»

given, made several copies and

sold them to fellow students.'*

Expulsion

According to Atkinson, in aU

expulsion easels, the students had

a previous record of offenses and

many were very dramatic. One

such case was described by

Atkinson: "A student with a

previous record was brought in on

a police repoi*t for several ac-

counts. In one evening, he broke

into a library storeroom and stole

from the library, made obscene

comments to coeds and finally

assaulted and facially lacerated a

coed. The girl's screams attracted

the police and he was captured.

This case resulted in expulsion

before it even reached the Student

Conduct Committee." ,

Although the rule of expulsion

^ill remains on the books, it has

notbeen enforced since 19160. "The

Student Conduct Committee
made a formal statement that

expulsion should be very carefully

considered, as its effects on the

student prevents film ffbm again

being a member of society."

Atkinson and McClure agree

the

dismissal cOyere all the sanctions

of the system's gains without the

"atom-bomb-like ultimate

decision of expulsion.'*

Dismissal

While expulsion is permanent,

dismissal allows for a request for

readm ission after a minimum of

one year. It is only a deterrent

which involves subsequent

counseling and the philosophy of

change and rehabilitation.

"Almost every student requesting

readm ission before the Student

Conduct Committee has been

readmitted and there Js. never

problem with him again,*'

Atkinson said. '
;_.

Faculty must also comply with

the general rules of conduct in

addition to professional ethics and

Iv
,

• - ••••••I. .•••.•.•

-•_• ~ i-——>-—- - -

—

'
— r •V

standards adopted bv
Academic Senate. An ac(W
faculty meml)er is handled hVT
Chancellor and the AaL"*
Senate subcommittee on privT^
tenure. Since double staS
may conceivably sUU .^^
ween the handling of students «!;
faculty. McClure said "^
subcomniittee on judicial J»
assigned by the Unive^J^
Policies Commission here?,
cotBidenng the ramifications Sand recommendations

on Z
development of a single standart
co4e of conduct."

MeClure and members of his
staff are available to talk to
students informally, at noon
Wednesdays, in Ackerman

tnioii
2406. - ,

«
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Orientation session set

for new CTIC program
I

i

i

i

i

1

I

S

The Creative Teaching Information Center (CTIC) program will i
provide an opportunity for students to work with professors on a I
one-to-one basis to help improve teaching. ij?

An orientation session for the program, CTIC Associates, will be |
held at 10 am today in Kerckhoff 309. |
According to Pam Brown, one of the program organizers,!

students in the program will l)egin work with professors following |
some initial preparation in teaching techniques and innovations. |
"We're hoping for a two-quarter committment from the people |

in the program," she said. The present CTIC Associates have been 1

in operation for one quarter and now most of the course work |
consists of aiding professors. .>,.^*..,.

%

Organizers for the^xrouTse hojpe to have a new group of 10-15 |
students, each having a particular area of expertise in leaching

i:|:

reform (such as how to improve lecture and discussion techniques |
and methods of evaluation or how to break large classes down into |
smaller groups). , ^

The course may betaken for ^irilted amounts of 199 (individual!

study) credit, to be arranged individually. No class time has been I
set as yet. _ . ^ i

:^N^"

S^^ c,^^^
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- the electric warrior

ciTned editorials represent a majority opihion of the Dally Bruin

Pd torial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are

n to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an

^nion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

°^lumns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

^°d do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board. I

OBBditorial

Nixonomics
TRe ways of politicians, dear friends, are strange

indeed ...
, "v ,

-

With Richard Nixon fuming over the walk-out of

four of the labor members of the Pay Board and his

reconstitution of the board with only one labor, one

business, and five public members, the one

remaining labor member on the board has gone

almost unnoticed. He is Frank Fitzsimmons,

President of the Teamsters' Union, and he represents

the remaining "voice of labor" in determining who

will get pay raises and how much the raises will be.

There would be little reason to comment on Fitz-

simmons role on the board if he weren't the only

labor member not to walk out. This raises the

question, at least in our minds, of why he didn't join

his fellow laboir leaders in leaving the board.

Devotlon^irduty, perhaps? Conviction that workers

can and will be treated equitably by the board?

Maybe. But perhaps the explanaticm lies in the fact

that Nixon granted a reprieve to Jimmy Hoffa,

former Teamsters' president, last year, if this is the

case, there is reascm to wonder where Fitzsimmons'

sympathies lie;:-7"/;^;^;; :-.•

By having a bona fide labor leader remain on the

board, Nixon chalks up political points by referring to

the role of labor in ruling on pay increases. The

Teamsters pick up some good press, also. The only

losers are, as usual, the working class of the United

States; who continue to face rising prices (at a high

rate this past month) and Sluggish wage incft-eaSes.

Just a little something to think about while waiting

>for the computer. :
-

As Nixon's first term draws to a close, we can at
last decipher his secret plan for Southeast Asia. In
keeping with the tradition that any problem can be
solved with American knowhow, Nixon has solved
the war by automating it. But anti-war marches
have not become obsolete t)ecause of the wonders of

remote-controlttechnology. The peace movement is

still alive at UCLA and nationally — SMC meetings
are Thursday at 1:00 in 2408 Ackerman, if you want
to get involved.

•- Daniel Oliearn
- * * •

«

,.u . . .

The war has been an "issue" so long'that some of

us have stopped thinking of it as a reality |fi which
real people really get killed. Nearly all students now
oppose the war; they must understand at some level

that this nation is directing, financing, inRf equipping
a sustained act of needless butchery in Southeast
Asia. The natural reaction to murder is to do
something to stop it. But students no longer think of

the war as murder; we think of the war in terms of

newspaper articles, elecUoneering statements, and a

long series of past anti-war marches. Since the war is

less of an "issue" than it was four years ago, in

terms of press coverage, politicians' statements, and
the fact that anti-war marches are no longer par-

ticularily novel, one can feel that its less of a reality.

As far as the Vietnamese are concerned, U.S.

directed barbarism is as much of a reality as ever.

The confusion of reality with its media represen-

tation is one bad reason why students, though

overwhelmingly anti-war, are not overwhelmingly
interested in mass action to end it.

Another reason is the emergence of a sick,

hypersophisticated point of view ( derived ultimately

from Erfc Hoffer) which sees anti-war action as

moralistic. We've reached the point in some circles

where its moralistic to object to frying children in

burning chemical liquid for no reason. In this respect

the reaction against I^uritanlsm seems to have gone

too far. Generally, those hedonists who think it a

. great imposition to read an .anti-war leaflet, much
less attend a march, really have nothing more
pleasant to do with their time. Hedonism is largely a

hi^. rationalization

level, the people still feel as strongly as ever that the

war must end. Each year an anti-war march means
something new; each year a new gimmick designed

to make the war popular becomes useless to the war

makers.
The latest gimmick is the Nixon peace plan. The

Vietcong are asked to accept the legitimacy of the

Saigon government for the purpose of holding an

election. They must lay down their arms and identify

themselves in each village as the Saigon regime

moves in police and army to administer the election.

Under such circumstances it seems highly unlikely

that an election would ever be held (just as the

election promised by the U.S. for 1956 was never

held) . Probably the guerillas and their sympathisers .

would simply be arrested, murdered, or sent to

concentration camps. Even if an election were held K
would be under the auspices of the Saigon regime,

with the supervision of Saigon's police and army,

Ainerican troops, and unspecified "international

forces" as well. Vietnam has been under in^

ternational supervision ever since the French moved
in, and their experience with it has not been a happy

one. And even if the Vietcong suicidally accept this

proposal, Nixon promises not to get out immediately

but six months later, and he says nothing at all about

getting out of Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand.

Fradulent offer

In short Nixon offers to get out of Vietnam (but not

Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand) six months after the

Vietcong accept an unacceptable proposal, that is six

months after never. Would Nixon make such an offer

if he really plans to end the war anyway? The

fraudulent peace plan is only one more proof that

Nixon never intends to get out of Southeast Asia until

all opposition to U.S. dominance is completely

crushed; he wants only new justifications for staying

in, namely the Vietnamese rejection of a **fair"

peace plan. ^ '.

When Nixon's eight-point plan was rejected,

Muskie and McGovem criticized certain aspects of it

(Muskie offered to make peace wheh Saigon agrees

to share power, which they have promised never to

do. McGovem identifies Nixon's eight-points with his

careerist mentali^f^^wn McGovem-HatfieldAmendment) . But no major

» . .i.

which shuts out anything that might interrupt a

sterile academic routine and a life devouted to

financial security. Since its no longer fashionable to

have 50's ideals, people who still live in the fifties call

themselves hedonists. u.

Marches

—

Certainly mass marches have been tried a lot in

the past, but this does not mean they are ineffective.

Since 1968 American war policy has been strongly

affected by the fear of domestic protest. First

Johnson resigned and decided not to increase U.S.

ground troops to 750,000 men as the Pentagon ad-

vised. When these concessions failed to stop the anti-

war movement, Nijcon decided to gradually end most

direct U.S. combat involvement so as to make the

war less obvious. If mass marches happen again this

spring, Nixon will know that even with the war less

obvious, even with American casualties at a low

candidate favors total, immediate, unconditional

withdrawal from Southeast Asia. Only independent

mass action, not passive support for a candidate, can

force them to abahdon their remaining reasons foF

continuing the war.

This year the National Peace Action Council will

hold its West coast anti-war march in Los Angeles

(previous marches were in San Francisco). A turn--

out comparable to the 300,000 or so in last year's

march would «how ,the people still will not be

satisfied by anything less than total immediate with-

drawal. A small march on the contrary would give

tl^e green light for Nixon's policy of indirect

genocide. This is no time to get bored with marches,

just when most Americans understand that the war

is wrong. Planning for the April 22 action and other

anti-war activity will happen at a national student

anti-war conference this weekend in New York.

Mm
''^_- . f

Letter To The Editor

er for
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Keturning to the UCLA Song
Girls one more time, please, I

wish to add some comments about
them andcheerleading in general.

Coming to the big-time campus
in 1967 from out of nowhere, I was
impressed by the head yell

I
leader's entertaining manner of

Retting crowd support ( I sat iii the
student section that year — lights,
cards and all ! I felt in the big-Ume
Icrowdat last).

*

1..

After that, the leadership
^generated to the point that my
various guesU became so
^•stressed during the "railroad"
«ra as to make comments of,
.jVhere did they find that?'* and,
's he from some junkir high

school? We did much better than

IjJJf

Tn our little high school.'*

Y^ I would sadly explain the
•y«em of choosing yeU leaders

J"<1

about the one par excellence
Pnat 'got g^ay.» through
[R'^aduation.

A couple of years later, when I

'•'^"y Rot basketball Uckets, I
^ouid really appreciate the high
'«"ber of our Song Girls. Then,

I

*^* Ruys got in ttia way getting

into the Song Girls' act. For-

tunately, that era is past. Now, I

again appreciate the Song Girls in

action.

By the way, the 'railroad's"

brief return this year, begetting

some crowd response, seemingly

indicated some maturing of their

cheerleadership. 1 guess they had

some potential all along — too

little too early, with their little bit

coming too late.

When attending the basketball

finals in Houston last year, while

seeking scats other than those

assigned (impossible to see more

thiin the players' heads from way

back on the ground level), we

acquired use of the Kansas Press

(orps seate along the first base

line - right in front of some

Kansas players' girlfriends and

similar notables. After the usual

getting acquainted, they asked us

if we had gotten ballots to rate the

'Number 1 Song Girls " in the

nation (their school had

distributed them, 1 believe) as "it

is being decided this week just

who is best."

During the game, these

thoughts were expressed by them

to each other:

1. "Look at those UCLA girls

dancing. Who do they think they

are'' Stage dancers or

cheerleaders? They're supposed

to be leading cheers, not putting

on a show."
2. (Later) "You know, those

UCLA girls do have more routines

than our girls." •

:i. "And they do look better, at

least from back here."

To which I turned around,

grinned, and said, "That's quite

an admission and real nice of

you." They all laughed a bit and

said, "Well, it's about all over

now," and 1 added, "Yep — we've

taken everything." And they:

•Wait til next year. And take

i^ood care oC our - your - new

football coach. We hate to lose

him ; the whole University thmks

the world of him."

I agree with Margie Wallace's

views (Dally Bruin, February 8)

about all of the UCLA Song Girls

past and present and, in addition,

although 1 personally don't rate

this years squad quite up to last

year's superstars, our girls are

definitely better than any visiting

team's I've yet seen, and I've seen

all the home games plus some TV.

A few of them just haven't quite

yet learned to project their

vivacious, total enjoyment each

and every time they walk out and

perform for the appreciative

audience — us and the TV
viewers. We know they can,

because we see it part of the time.

Whoever chooses and trains the

girls — and last year Toni*

Dickenson floored me when she

told me she choreographed all the

routines and how hard the girls

worked in practice — certainly

deserves accolades.

So. when is UCLA going to

"change the system" to obtain

and develop innovative, at-

tractive, vivacious cheerleaders

that can bring the "old establish-

ment", old grads, all students,

new faculty, staff, and other

supporters, and the TV audiences

together to the high caliber of all

the UCLA teams and Song Girls?

The system has tried and I believe,

the guys have tried, but in com-

parison to most other schools, it

just isn't there. We have cham-

pions and near-champions
everywhere else on this campus,

.so let's take one more step.

Ix*t's get it changed now!

One more word, if you will

permit mc. Somehow I feel the

UCLA crowds should always
strive to match the high caliber of

its teams in' both men's and

wofhen's sports. As Coach John

Wooden says, "Support our teams

but don't ride the other teams." A
few of those signs could be left at

home, along with the clackers and

such I'm glad our band doesn't

l)eat drums, etc. during foul shots

and signal-calling like some
schools do, and I thirUi UCLA
appears the better for it. We oc-

casionally boo a "raw" call by

officials; but we don't have to

hfive "raw" cheers, or "ride" a

team, or try to upset a player's

concentration. I've been proud of

our cheering sections many
times, just as I have of our players

in all sports, for recognizing the

good play of the other team's

members.

Perhaps some of the thrust of

our new cheerleadership of the

future can protect and project one

of the basic trusts of all sports —
sportsmanship by players and the

crowds.

Then, maybe, other schools will

follow UCLA's leadership in this,

-Wayne Werkhelser

NPl
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Brentwood Twin Theatres
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I carpeting air cofiditioninr, hoated swirnniinj; ()Ool
saunas recreation loun^'O exorcise room co rd floors
suites with living rooms refrigerators open visitation

excelU'irt food (all you can eat) meeting facilities study
areas activity projiram color TV adjacent to campus
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930 Hiigard Avenue
(213)475-5831
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Walk in a light-footed shoe that's as rugged as a heavyweight. It's the
softest sand-colored suede with sturdy weatherproof Malayan crepe soles.
Handsomely styled with unique front stitching and a leather heel kicker.

PlYMMim
Stttaon-Plymouth 8ho«t, WhHiiMMi, Mmt. 02382

Colvey's, Pacific Palisades Wright's, tos Angeles
Mark's Boot Shop, 10921 Weyburn, Desmond's. Westwood Village
Westwood Village
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The issue of IT andT
If we are to believe the Justice Department's disclaim

propriety in ttie ITT Affair, one could make the case that the n
^ ^ ^

had been infiltrated by a few incompetents. ^P^rtmea

Take Richard McLaren, for example. When the federal iud
Department's chief trustbuster, he spent two years

-^^^
prosecuting three anti-trust cases against ITT. In testimonv hS*^
Senate Judiciary Committee, McLaren exnlained his decisin .

^
the cases out of court last July primarily 'ai the basis of a rewl'rt

° ^^1
by Richard Ramsden, a financial consuJUint who he neither crt^rJIti^
gave instructions to, and whose qualifications McLaren knewlim

"*

McUren had difficulty remembering that Ramsden was
^^^

through White House auspices until Ramsden told a New YoriTi?^
reporter that he never even spoke to McLaren. ^^^\

According to McLaren, neither former Attorney General John M t \^
nor his hopeful successor, Richard Kleindienst, consummatinc ti!l r
settlement with ITT. Kleindienst and MitcheU both testified Uiev

-unaware of an ITT subsidiary's offer to contribute severalh
.thousand dollars to the Republican National Convention until ""*^i

months after the settlement was reached Last July. If this wart^l
charges that Mitchell and Kleindienst may have tampered with i t*'

I

would be unfounded. *^^^
I

Mitchell, in fact, claimed he knew "nothing about the convent
financing" in his last press conference as attorney general. This

"3

course, raises the question: What kind of campaign manager is Mitchenl
ifhe doesn't make it his business to insure that the Republican convention
is properly financed? Is this the type of a man a President would want to

run the Justice Department? - -r

-^— -The truth appears to be that Mitchell wasn't telling the truth when he
claimed he was unaware of ITT's offer until last September. California'

Lt. Gov. Ed Reinecke and an aide told at least three reporters that they
i

personally informed Mitchell about the offer in a meeting with the for-

mer attorney general last May. When they learned that Mitchell was
claiming he was unaware of the offer while negotiations with ITT were!

still in progress, they quickly chdoged the date of their meeting to jive

with Mitchell's story.
^^—

^

Kleindienst also testified he was unaware of ITT's pledge until about

December of last year. Sdme cynics have found it difficult to believe that^ from May to December, Mitctiell never once mentioned ITT's generosity

'to Kleindienst, his chief assistant during the 1968 presidential campaign,—lA their twice^iaily meeting.

If Kleindienst was aware of ITT*s offer, would the experienced cam-
-—paignfund raiser consider it improper to give ITT a legal break to insure

they would not take their money elsewhere?

The question brings to mind an incident which came to light last

^November. On November 24, 1970, Robert Carson, a former aide to

.
Hawaii Senator Hiram Fong and a man Kleindienst worked closely with

raising funds for Richard Nixon's 1968 presidential campaign, offered to

contribute up to $100,0()!0 to Nixon's re-election campaign if Kleindienst
' would help out a friend iitdicted for alleged violations of Federal law.

According to The New Republic (December 4, 1971), Kleindienst testified

in a New York courtroom that he "did not consider the November 24

conversation a bribe offer until December 1 when he found out" that

Carson was being investigated by the FBI for possible dealings with his

indicted friend. If Kleindienst did not consider that offer a bribe, it makes

one wonder how Kleindienst would react if he knew ITT was offering a

hefty campaign contribution.
,^^

- Perhaps, in their handling of the ITT Affair, these officials are only

guilty of looking suspicious. But I, for one, would feel much better if

Kleindienst would join Mitchell and McLaren in looking suspicious

somewhere else than in the Justice Department.
^ -.-._. L .1.."..

" —submittedby
' '.

-'..r
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• Bill Gordon

Did Vtnui Nterly Collida with Earth in Historical Timis?

^•ntM Prtttn tt

Th« firtt inttrditcipHnary analysts of Dr. ImmanutI Vallkovtky, author

of tha controvaftial Wortdt in Colliiion. Bafora you raad anothar txwK

on anciant history, astronomy, classical litaritura, archaaology. 0*ol^
or raligion. you must raad this spaclal issua of ^/naa. Faw disciplinas win

ramain unthakan by Dr. Valikovsky's startling thasls. This issua of Pensee

will ba tha subjact of haatad discussion by scholars, studants and laymen

around tha fvorld.

Includas two original articlas by Dr. Valikbvsky, in addition to tlmaly con-

tributions from 16 othar scholars from tha Unitad Statas and atKoad

Cost of singia copias: $2.00 (10 or mora: $1.60 aach)

Nama

Addrass

City SUta

Sand to Pfm; P.O. Box 414m

^.ttgr
cjn the Editgfr
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The plightofthe players
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'^^ni! a Theatre Arts major at

.kSi often has it's traumas,

f*" H.dents are rarely given any

bee n what plays are to be

Kced yet are required to

rik^rselves out in producmg

r"^^ The dropped from the

r^ment The faculty feels that

KTa superior know^^^^

rlZ good, educational theatre.

?S their illusions to

rSity I just finished re^^^ .

^kTs^Si for -Women in the

L^' by Michel de Ghelderode,

I of the one act puppet shows to

to oduced here shortly^ Sup-

ply it is about the Vomfen

I

Sed with Jesus just after his

Sh However, flush out any

CuKhts that this is a religious

'Sit is an incredibly bad piece

,^of
pornographic writing intended

to offend everyone m the

udience It is highlighted by such

moments as Mary Magdalene-

climaxing on stage after ^seeing

her son killed. I am not a wildly

religious person, but the script is

in such bad Uste that I feel ill.

Needless to say, no student is

performing the part. It is being

done by puppets. Doesn't that

cause you to wonder? We have one

of the ten best theatre depart-

ments in the nation, in one of the

two largeist markets for acting

and yet we waste our time and

efforts creating crass puppet

plays instead of cultivating the

talent that exists in this depart-

ment. Who with any sense would

do this? If the students had any

choice we would not be wasting

our time on such depraved

lewdness. As it is, the entire

production is a joke. Un-

fortunately, it is an embarrassing

joke that shouldn't be allowed to

tje viewed by people who still trust

our department to produce good

theatre.

Name Withheld

other hand, I suppose it's a good
thing: I'd hate to be indoctrinated

by son\e mean running-dog
Professor (right off, all power to

the pupil!) and end up thinking

that my non-WASP intellect was
inferior.

It's . . .(yawn) ... an insult

(ho hum) ... to my in-

telligence . . . (snore) . . .

. RemiTreveri,

Undecided

IQ

nisoal

CBnnmicilioiiS
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contKt ragistrar

ParsMS

scMBi at Design
66We$n;sl.l<««Y«ic>100n

.Kie

12010 W PICO BLVO
"-OS ANGELES, CALIF 90064

^^ONE TODAv

Kdltor: "-^

Someone once told me he had

the suspicion that '"IQ" was in-

vented in order to justify the

existence of "IQ tests". Then,

another source tells me, IQ was
invented by a housewife from
Lompoc who wanted her Johnny
to l)e bigger and better than all the

other boys on the block. Then, as if

that isn't enough. Dr. Memory
tells me that both IQ tests and the

GPA were invented by an en-

terprising college administrator
who wanted to turn his goldfish-

swallowing students into worth-
while competitors (for god and
Country) And then ...
I'm sorry to hear that the New

Left Cliche-Mongers take the IQ
seriously enough to worry about
what 1 might think. But on the

No prof
KdKor:

I think (and I have always

thought) that Angela Davis is,

fundamentally, the bee's knees

and that cat's pyjamas, I'm

delighted that she's been sprung

at last, and I quietly hope that she

beats Ronnie Reagan's large sleek

head in. But I wish that the Bruin

would stop describing her, even

lor short, as "the 28-year-old

former philosophy professor

here" She is not and she has
never been any such thing: until

the Regents chocked on their fury

and fired her, she was, indeed, an
assistant or an acting assistant

professor of philosophy. Here.
And no more. The Bruin, of all

^>eople, should know the dif-

ference, and I venture to say that

Miss Davis herself, understanding
as I am sure she does what it

takes, in work and pain and
patience and grim determination,

to make the passage from being

an assistant professor to b<&ing a

professor, would wish you to

respect it. ;

II * vm

nf^kiti --^.^

DESERT BREADS

Made from
fre5?h, natural
Inp.redients

no preservatives
^ no additives

AVAILABLE BY THE LOAF AT CA>^U? BnOK<^TOI>>^<'

call 838-A658 after A pn for delivpr^.or

, /

••• T.

INCOME
Unless the person in question is

prodigiously gifted in

mathematics or something of that

sort, it is really rather appalling to

think of any 28-year-old's being

called a professor of anything. Not

to say scary. Not to say in-

souciant.

________ R. Barnai

Part-time CASO Staff
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TALrS ABOUT HIMSELF
,<

.

, \

li»NEWALBlM
f -.^- T

r".

"About a year or so acjo I discovered I was

no bnqer in my 'art' The main reason I had

beronie a comedian was missinq seli-

expression The act wasn't me It was all disc

[ockeys, quiz contestants, newscasters, little

old ladies and weathermen Now I'm in there

aqafn This album represents that transition

"It's called FM & AM because FM represents

my newer, freer approach to comedy and AM is

the older, more rigid style lin .coming

away from

-rv'

This album is

important to me
because it tells

a lotabout me

m
"FM & AM" A new George Carlin

album. Now available on Little

David Records andTapes.

(T9P9S distributed by Ampex.)

An Atlantic Custom Label.

¥
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LUTHERAN WORSHIP
i^-^U V >

• EASTER \ - '

10:)0 am ViNae* bfflMran (nr. S«pulv«da & Montono)

6 p-m. Cyipy S«rvic« „.^ .

827 AAolcolm ( I blok. 9aft cl UCLA)

Lutheran Campus Ministry - ALC; LCA ^-

900 Hitgord. 475-5926 _^__^
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out of Bio 1 series

,

it

«

r

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123 ^

RESTAURANT
11B13 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA^

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. tit 2 a.m.

>.

> -P

helUf bag$^ hair goodieM^ §andah

New Inae€e9$ihle LocatinmlU
(in Hi» aWay kmh\m4 J—wWwt t CiH>tii|K )

\1110 Gayley Ave.

473-9549

Editor:

As a pa^t T.A. and chief

assistant to the coordinators of

Biology*!, I would like to per-

sonally accept the full respon-

sibility for all the faults and short-

comings that ever were, are, or

will be associated with this

course. The recent rash of letters

in the Bruin has caused pangs of

conscience to arise within my
person. The sleepless nights, the

days without meals, the

recurrence of my acne and

mainly my developing impotence

have forced me to openly confess

my sins. I would also like to

publicly and formally apologize to

every student who has ever been

rejected, or is going to be rejected

by any medical school because of

my psychological weaknesses.

Therefore, I AM LEAVING
BIOLOGY 1 FOREVER! ! !

!

Ellis R.Loew

D. D., superstar
Editor:

"^ \
The history department's

proposal to hire academic
"Superstar" David Donald set

against its admitted inability to

offer support to all but a handful of

graduate students may leave

many wondering about depart-

mental priorities.

The metaphors of show businen

are not entirely ina|}propriate:

Superstar Donald will headline

the History Department's bid for

the Academic Academy Award,

under the direction of '*Cecil B.

DeMille" Wohl, with the rest of

the faculty in supporting roles and

the graduates can be seen as the

"cai5t of thousands." The Un-

dergraduates? Every good ex-

travaganza needs its inert but

effective (rising FTE — rising I)

scenery. Now, if onlji; the

American Historical Revle%
could find its Hedda Hopper! ^

Despite this attempt at levity,

serious issues are involved. In

question is not the value to be^

gained from David Donald's in-

clusion in the department Jux-

taposed is the department's
willing-it^ to fight for Donald's

aapoinfment and its unwillingness

to figh. on behalf of its graduate

students, found in increasingly

difficult economic straights.

Only through sustained i

organization can graduate
students hope for recognition of,

and attention to, their needs.

Otherwise . . don't like it? Well,

toots, that's show biz!

A Concerned History

Graduate S^ndeiit

quiz given by a dsvpk .

prof«»or. Traffic 2.nTI^^^^^
faculty, Steff and «h..4 . ^
be he/ped cSr?bf'^.^J^SS
would present their Kev^
State their name, and/or ^,^partment when arriving

at iSKiosk m an alternate car
Do not feel too badly about hbecause we luive very inteUilJ

visitors who drive up to the laS
anajuststetetheyhaveaaSJ
permit waiting for them -T |S
very seldom do they give ^name without us first asking

please? Mine is . . .

t -v

„ .
SolGoW

Parking attendant

Bugguerilla

Zt i

«rvVMrvii|>|i|i

r.t.^-^

Editor:
i ;.'«<

;,May I see your Key Card? Y(

name, please? Whk:h is your
^ Department or are you a student?

t' In an eight hour day, these three

questions seem to mount up to a

Editor:

Re: Bugguerilla and the Black
Celebration at Royce Hall on
March 10th:

Firstly, it was disappoinUng to

see such a small turn-out for an
interesting production.

Secondly, the audience itself

provided evidencie that the

greatest enemy of the blacks is

himself. The immaturity of

spectators (calling out, in-

terrupting the most poignant

passages, etc.) interfered greatly

with the impact of that which

occurred on the stage. This,

coupled with jpy^odlems of vision

taused by a combination of huge

Afro's and' a proliferation of hats

almost forced us to leave. Hap-

plly . we stuck^t'out ancTFound it

worthwhile.

Again, I regret the size of the

audience anci the fact that so few

**honiues" attended.

Roxane Alkaslassy

,._: Bacteriology Dept.;>
>v

student .

commuter
for the QH^

WHATS HAPPENING. ..

*-*a weekly look at $1 tickets on

sale to UCLA studer>ts only at

the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

|1 TICKETS ON SNLlHMi 3041-APRIl 3, RESPECTIVELY

Com« to th« cirtus, com* to th« circut. See New York's

i>

V.

t

'**•>»

So Eof The Finest

Dine Out Even/ Night

"^
"^'At LcrMoncho S'

Put a little life In your spice with La Mqncha's nevy^ 20 meals for $29.00,
good for the whole quarter. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three If you like, any day of the week. _. •

Let a friend use your meal card, bring him with you and both use it,

but better yet, keep It all for yourself.

It works out to about $1.45 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, and La

Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra at the door.

You ^cari pick them up from the La Mancha business office. Room 206.

MftNena
A COMMUNITY OF STUDFNTS

475-583

1

.t( t»i OV»il i>|,. ft Mi «<l ')' .n i,( »
• V n t ±^

THE IPEN mEmtt -

THE MITJlTieil SHOW

A p«yct)ic'«Kploration - ttiere are no bourv

4kkrim ' ci ac9fnbtal ci hunxiabeinflS.^

f«9turlng th« ddiormwd and deranged spe-

cimens o^ monklfKJ - tKe tpastk. hysteric,

compuUlv*. obsMSive, paralyzed - who

act out th«lr distorted. Individual visions

of "r«al»»y." Th««« "mutotloni" are

"fuguM In tt»« human tymphony. They

don't mok« btootlful mutlc. but it's a score

you won't toon forget."

fCnicogo Svn TlmM^

SATURDAY, APRIL 8 - 8:30 PM - ROYCf HALL

EIIY MlilSIII

harmonica

MonnI* Klein and Sidney Lazor, ^rvmpit^i.

Henri Temlonka. violin, with the CAIIP.

CHAA^ER SYMPHONY In v^^rb by Vi-

valdi. Voughon Williom*. Beethoven

•%.

SUNDAY, APRIL 9 - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HAU
,'3*

GREAT ARTISTS SERIES

IIETIKH FtSCNEIIIESliU

In an all HUGO WOLF program

FRIDAY, APRR 14 - 8:30 PM ^ ROYCE HAU
•Mnr

• «•

*->-^t,

,
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Youth accented as crew season opens tomorrow

Idaily
IBPUIN

Underclassmen replace

ansas in for surprise: Rich,

Sanchez bolster track forces
By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

"We may give them a lot

tougher time than they expi^.

They've got a few holes in their

sQuad Kansas track coach Bob

Timmons says in a press release

out of Uwrence. Kansas early

this week.

He's talking about UCLA's
defending NCAA track champs

but he's in for a surprise. This is

the week jim Bush adds two

outstanding junior college trans-

fers to two of the Bruins' weakest

eventr^the 120 high hurdles and

the half mile.

Enrolling for the spring quarter

and debuting tomorrow at 1:30 in

the Track SUdium are Charles

Rich, who set a national junior

college high hurdles record of 13.5

last year at Los Angeles South-

west, and Ricco Sanchez, the state

[JC 880 champion in 1970 in XiSOJ

at Moorpark. /

In those events, the prennial Big

Eight champion Jayhawks have a .

couple of their best perfonners.

However, Greg Vandaveer ( 13.9)

doesn't figure to beat Rich but did

have a good chance against im-

proving Bruin Duane Johnson

(143) Similarly, KU's half-miler

Rick Jacques (1:49.5) should be

rritich harder pressed with San-

chez joining Paul Williams, Rick

Tsehudin and Bob Langston.

Bush calls Rich *Hhe great high

hurdler we haven't had since Ron
Copeland, our 1966 NCAA
champion." He also claims he has

"unlimited potential and looms as

a world class performer.'*

In Sanchez, Bush claims he has

a proven half-miler with the speed
of a quarter-miler and strength of

a miler. He considers him to be
potentially UCLA's best 880 man
ever.

Both are versatile. Rich has a

25-3 best in the long jump, 53.0 in

the intermediate hurdles and
could help out on the 440 relay

team . Sanchez has done a^ 10.2 100,

21.5 220, 47.5 440 and 4:20.4 mile.

(i-^-fc- '

. -

Benny Brown
^ to date UCLA has mauled

every opponent (Cal State Long

Beach 109-35, Arizona State 101-43,

San Diego State 117-36 and Ten-

nessee 89-51 ) and on paper Kansas

will win only three events

Saturday.
• Sam Colson, a 266-foot javelin

thrower, is the most outstanding

athlete on the Jayhawks while

steeplechaser Jon Callen and

miler Doug Smith are the other

KU performers expected to win.

UCLA will be without sprinters

Reggie Echols and Gordon
Peppars and possibly half-miler

Langston. Echols, the junior

foott)all flanker who already had
run a 9.5 100 and 21.2 220 and was a

member of both relay teams, has

been sidelined indefinitely with a.

pulled hamstring muscle incurred

in last week's 220 against Ten-

nessee.

Peppars, a freshman with 9.6

and 20.8 bests, has been out of

competition since the beginning of

the month with a similar muscle

pull. Langston is again being

troubled by an asthmatic con-

dition that ruined his sophomore
season a year ago. He had a~

sensational freshman year,

running the 880 in 1:49.2. *

John Smith, UCLA world record

holder in the 440, is continuing his

comeback from hepatitis and is

scheduled to run the quarter after

making an impressive debut

(46 1) last Sunday in a relay leg.

Benny Brown, the super freshman

from Sunnyvale, isn't scheduled

to put his undefeated 440 record on

the line against Smith. Bush has

alternated Brown in the 220 and

440 the past three meets and it's

time for the furlong tomorrow.

Bush has been especially

pleased with his 220 men so far,

pointing out that four different

sprinters have taken turns in

breaking 21 seconds even. Steve

Gibson won in 20.9 against CSLB,

Peppars in 20.8 against ASU,

Brown in 209 with SDS and

Warren Edmonson in 20.8 last

week.

13 departed seniors VS. Cal
By Doug Kelly * »

DBSporU Editor '

•it's a pleasure to have a crew ask how instead of why all the time." 4

That's UCLA coach Jerry Johnsen's capsule comment of his 1972 crew

which opens the season tomorrow morning at Marina del Rey against

California. First race is 9:00 with the varsity boat going off at 10:20.

Gone from last yar are 13 seniors, and in thei place Johnsen has a

liberal number of sophomores and juniors plus some talented freshmen,

but even he admits this year's squad is a question mark.

it's difficult to look at the squad realistically at this Ume,** he says.

"We'll be fast, and we have lots of desire, but beyond that, I don't know.

"There are so many new people in crucial positions on all the teams

( varsity, junior varsity and freshman) . On the varsity, we've got only six

people who've earned letters." The rebuilding is evident especially in the

first boat, where two sophomores, Alex Frasco and Tom Meyer,

currently hold down the Nos. 5 and 6 positions, the power positions in the

middle of the shell.

'"For the first time ever, Johnsen is planning to use freshmen in the

varsity boats. Tomorrow morning, Steve Miller is scheduled to man the

bow spot in the JV boat, though Johnsen says two other first-year men,

Greg Lindstrom and Bruce Kroyer, should also see JV action before the

season is.

Johnsen took the crew to Lake Arrowhead for pre-season training and

expressed satisfaction with the workouts. *Tve always felt that we went

up there as a squad and returned as a crew, and this year is no ex-

ception," he commented.

- 4n contrast to the past, the Bruin oarsmen are dark horses on he West

Coast this year. Johnsen believes Cal SUte Long Beach and Washington

should be the favored crews, with Loyola and UCLA given the best chance

to surprise the front-runners. The Bruins race Long Beach April 29 and

meet the Huskies in Seattle May 6.

In facing the Bears tomorrow, the UCLA oarsmen come up against a

C^\ crew that already has two races under its belt Earlier this week, Cal

defeated Pacific Lutheran and San Diego State by five lengths. Johnsen

doesn't see anything especially significant in the result. *it only teUs us

they're not slow, " he says, "not whether they're fast or not."

For the moment, the varsity boat contains three sophomores, three

juniors and three seniors, but the lineup is subject to change. 'At this

point, some people have reached a peak, while others are still coming.

Our first boat is usually not close to our last boat in terms of personnel."

* Johnsen has had his men working out almost daily since mid^anuary,

but he has changed the practice regimen somewhat this year. In the past,

the crew worked out at the Marina boathouse every day, but Johnsen

curtailed the boathouse trips to three per week, with on-campus weight

work occupying the other two weekdays.

i didn't feel that the Ume we spent on the water in January waa^

helping us that much. I felt the crew was lacking not so much in the

technical aspects as in physical conditioning. Our weight program has

made us better able to row early and I feel it wiU pay off as the year

progresses." ..

(Continued oo Page It)

Volleyball repeat Brains, I -.^^^

mOi
>!.', ^Ua \ lit li t "i I li t I HiiilUi U

Gauchos clash once agaiiL^
Jly Saul Shapiro

DB SporU Writer -•

UCLA vs UCSB. Again.
The teams have met three times this s^son, but it will finally mean

something when they get together on the Gauchos* home terrain tonight

at 8:00. ^ -. . .> -

The outcome may eventually decide the winner of the Southern

California Intercollegiate Volleyball Association championship. UCSB
and San Diego SUte presently reside atop the pack at 3-0. while the

Bruins are within striking distance at 2-0.

" And they must strike tonight with the effectiveness of their per-

formance at the UCSB-hosted Collegiate Tourney to wrest a piece of the

league lead from the Gauchos. ' "'
'

..

At that tourney, UCLA swept through a dozen games including a

climatic encounter with the Gauchos in the finals. The Bruin victory was

"»eir second at the Gauchos' expense this season, while U(^B registered

a decisive victory over the Westwood forces at the All-Cal Tourney. —

—

y
Now. though, they are playing for keeps. They have only this single shot y"

at each other on the conference calender. ^
The seriousness of the situation prompted some homework for the ^

Santa Barbara players recently as the Bruins visited the SanU Barbara

Volleyball Club. The Gauchos were Uking movies from three different

angles and keeping statistics on individual Bruin flayers,

y
They have also gone to twice-a-day workouts totalling six hours since

"nals, while the Bruins were embarking on their full week's workouts

s'nce the basketball team vacated Pauley Pavilion.
Al Scales has finally narrowed his lineup down to what he calls seven

starters" The surprise in his lisUng is the presence of an ex-defensive

*^lfback from Santa Monica College in the starting field.

J>m Menges, who had earned a reputation in beach circles but had

"fver competed in six-man ptay, graduated from the jayvee with some
steady play against the Santa Monica YMCA, the Bruins' last home
"^atch. and at the Collegiate Tourney, - ,, _^„.
J^enges. Scates remarked, is "poised and steady He represcnU

^^'lity We ne<^aed a cool performer and he's what we're looking for in a

I

"^^cr And he's only a Mphomoiv **

r Menges thus teams with AU-American Larry Griebenow to give UCLA
« pair of tough aetltn. At the spiking positions Scates pUns to go with

r^irvm, John Zajec, Jeff Jacobs and Bob Leonard. ^ .^,rrn,.ti«i.J-Page!t)

ALLEYOOP — UCLA high {umptr DwHilit Stones

g«ts up and ovtr tht Wr In rtttnt workout. Stonts. ft

Irtshman, it bidding to btcomt ttit Bruliii' ttp

lumptr of all time at ht hat contltttntly been around

tht Mvonfoot mark thirough most of tht Mason.

gtts another chanct to show wtiat ht can do

tomorrow nfttrnoon In tht Tr««k. Studlvm .when tliA

Bruint host tht Kansas Jayhawks at 1:3*.

mik
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UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE
478-5822 1093 Broxlon, St. 218

FRK Vllloge Movie Tickets. FREE porklng.
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Sport SHoits
The varsity fooOMill team needa

managers for spring practice and

the 1972 season. Those interested

in this position should phone 825-

4128 and ask for either Gary

Lynch or Leslie Latner.
• ', • • •

All varsity football players

must attend a team meeting to be

held this Monday, April 3, at 3:30

p.m. in the film room of the

athletic department.

Bruins in Holtville

for baseball twin-bill

« • •

SPECIAL CU€&T STAR

fliicanioc
SANTA MONICA CIVIC llH BOdi Mltlrill

SAT.APR.158PM SUN.APR.168PM

Jim St. Amour of 483 Gayley

Ave., No. 2 is the final PSA contest

winner. Jim correctly picked

UCLA as NCAA champion, and

was the only entrant to pick all

four of the finalists. He also

selected Maryland as the NIT

champion. Congratulations, Jim.
.

*

New-look crew ..

.

AM Seats Reserved. S6.50. $5.50, $4.50

Tickets available at: All Ticketron Outlets.

Santa Monica Box office. Call 393-9961.

Loni Beach Arena Box Office, call 437-2255.

r*

I'rodiicird bv (,()N< »KI ASSCM,

03

PREPARATION FOR MAY

MCAT
NOW ENROLLING

• Preparation for te«its required lOf'Admissiori to

post graduate schools

• S.» sMiion courses smaller groups

• Uiii<mit»»d tape lessons lor review ^

• Course material constantly updated

» H f »mostvtfy ^T a tw r iai preparedb y expert

(Continued from Page 9)

Johnsen admits he's as ap-

prehensive as his oarsmen about

the coming season. "We have not

even practiced the distance of the

race (2000 meters) at a racing

stroke as yet/' he says, adding in

the same breath, "but if the best

eight men make the varsity boat,

I don't think there's anybody we
can't beat. There are just so many
ifs right now, you can't be sure."

Directions to the Marina del

Key boathouse for tomorrow's

race: Follow San Diego Freeway
South to Jefferson Blvd.; turn

right on Jefferson and follow it to

Lincoln Blvd.; right on Lincoln^

pass Ballona Creek, to Fiji Way.
Turn left on Fiji Way and follow it

to^he boathouse.————-—

—

ByEdBurgart
DB Sports Writer

What is an April Fool's Day that

does not include a trip to the

carrot capiUl of the world,

beautiful Holtville? UCLA's
baseball team will take advantage

of the unique opportunity

tomorrow when it faces the

California Angels farmhands in a

doubleheader that gets underway

at 12:00 noon.

Last year, UCLA sw^pt a pair of

games from the Angels, 9-4 and 4-

1. Bruin ace Gary Robson, 4-1 on

the year with two one-hitters to his

credit, gets the call in the first

game tomorrow with either Bill

Susa (4-1, 2.64 ERA) or Greg Zail

(2-1, 4.14) pitching ia the nightcap.

Before facing California, UCLA
visits Chapman College today for

a 2:30 game. Bruin coach Art

Reichle has namedJohn Rouse (0-

1,2.70) as the sUrting pitcher. The

Bruins defeated Chapman [^time, last season, (>-3, 4-3.mS
Currently. UCLA has fiv.

starters hitUng above 300 M w.

left fielder Earl Altshuler at4^
Center-fielder Bob Adams

( ^
third baseman Mike Gerak«;
(.355), right fieWer Eric SwZ^
(.341) and first baseman^
Doerr ( .303) complete the quintet
Gerakos has a i6-game

hittins
streak, tying Adams for tl^
longest UCLA skein this year^

UCLA is now 21-11, foUowinK its

ll-l thrashing of Cal state Une
Beach Wednesday at SawteUe
Field. Southpaw Bary Woodruff
went the route, allowing

just
seven hits. The 49ers' lone tally

came on a solo home run by first

baseman Mike Douglas. UCLA's
Mark Swedlow, battling a
prolonged hitting slump, came off

the bench to smack a grand-slam
home run in the eighth inning.

w^

Volleyball vs. UCSB
(CMitfaiiied fhmi Page 9)

Zajec has been the Bruins' moat consistent performer this season His

spiking percentage is an exceHent .341, putting that percentage of his

chances away successfully. Irvin has handled twice as many shots and

sports a .298 mark, the second best on the team«
•4'

.. •
.

Irvin, however, is the type of player who i^rforms best ^against the

best. He put away 43 of 81 shots at the Collegiate Tourney

.

i^^^ainst poorer collegiate teams, he doesn't do well^" Scales com^

rx"

STANLEY H KAPLAN ^
..lEDUCATIONALSEMIK^S^ffli^ Since 1

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890

1736 Westwood boulevard ^ ^' _

^

• ••••••••• •• •.• •'•19

ClIIRIIIII

mented. '*But against San Diego and Santa Barbara he has had good

hitting matches. It's a pattern he's had for the past several years and has

now. It's fin^with nie.'* ^
The outcome may hinge on how weD ttie Bruins do in several areas

jvhere they have not excelled. Particularly, they must be able to make

the good set off a bad pass. Also, the blocking has to improve, although

Scates feels it '*is coming along."
I'J^-V'

When Millerbrews a
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1 eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deductkMi

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

jQa]|iJtetnliJ?asttalty.)„_ marm^mu^f %H II II n> > ~

MnThem f

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

-call the office nearest you, collect.
•1- :

^ Califcimia Casualty

Sherman Oaks Los AngelM
961-4000 «25-7272

Long Boach
426-2186

Try the big malt liquorfrom Miller

THE BEVERLY HILLS

ACADEMY OF MUSIC & DANCE
1 20 South Doheny Dr., Beverly Hills

New classes Being formed \r\

Classical Ballet
~

umlar th« dir«cNo« of

ROBERT ROSSELIAT
Internationally recognized authority of Classical

Ballet. Graduate of British Ballet Organization

Normal School. Studred with Edouard Espinosa

and Olgo Preobajenslca.

Beginners Intermediate Advanced

Professional

Afternoon. Evening & Saturday classes

For furthM^ information coll: 274-9401 or 276-4283

! 'miiimiiiiill
i

ttttii

KINGS MOVE TO PAULEY!
Citing

jpathy

decreesinfl and the general

of the local area," Los Angeles kings owner

^^k Kent Crock announced that he was moving his

•'^
.. hr^t^ flames from the fabulous forum to

team
home games

uoniev Pavilion, effective next

Tve been very disappointed with our fans this

Crock said in an exclusive interview. **I Imow

ere four miles out of the playoffs and have

me of the worst players in hockey, but I believe
Ttv/e're four miles out of the playoffs and have

e of the worst players in hockey, but I believe

.his aoathy has gone
much too far. Why, the fewtans

hat we still attract come to root for the other team

and boo the kings."

After a bad start, the kings got even worse and

have established a new hockey record for futiUty.

rning into their season-ending game tomorrow, the

al »ieroes" have managed but eight wins while

Sng 62 games and tying three.

Crock believes the move to the Westwood campus

.,| spur interest in the team. *'When I look at the

, ' endous enthusiasm the UCLA students have

chown for their champion basketbaU team, sleeping

out (or tickets and all, I just can't help but beheve

we'll do better in our new home.*'

April Fool Edition

MR. ED'S HORSE CENTS
By Mr. Ed

Today is Derby Day at Pauley Pavilion Downs. Race track official Sam

Yortie back in town after a one-week stint at Aqueduct, expects a crowd

in^xcess of 42,500 horses to view the first running of the $100,000 Pauley

Derby It is a 1 1/4-mile race for humans 35 years and older, with the

winner receiving $67,600 and a bouquet df roses. ^

12 two legged creatures have been entered and Mr. Ed will analyze

their chances.

• -•.-.4^

/"T

Human

Moregan's Bannei^

Young cliuk

Tricky Dick

Larnf Hollywood

Beat the Bushe "

DeeJaydee

Blow the Hbrne --;
".

Lile'sFollie

Dennie's Storie

SaltNTepper^^

'^
Sandebrooke's Blare

Flashes Expresse. -
Jabt)erwockey

OddK
8-5

72
6-1

IM
15-1

20-1*

20-1

30-1

50-1

99-1

99-1

10

r
5

1

2

11

7

9

8

12

Comineiit

Likes to win big purses

Been ofTvefs Ust .
7^ ~

A traditional runner-tip ,

Been disqualified in last three

Has habit of falling
—— -

History of leg trouble

Usually left at the start

Wins and loses big

Has been wittering badly

Shooting for the moon
-

Runs for a 'losing^coimbi nation

Dream on

Scratched

Post-race analysis: Morgan's Banner has won three hundred-granders

this year, including the big Boid Handicap. He's tough to beat. Young

Chuk was scratched by the vetenerian in last bat won the Dissenter's Cap

before that. Tricky Dick and Larry Hollywood are erratic and Beat the

Bushe fell when Salt NTepper tried to sneak through a small hole on the

far turn in the Rose Bowl Cap. Sandebrooke's Blare is too temperamental

to t)e a contender.

Sparrow LAgnew

_ for President

— April Fool

liARNING
SKILLS
CENTER

Do you know when to stop studying for an

examinatl6n?

Do you anticipate most questions on examina-

tions (essay or objective?) ^ ir
—

Do you delay underlining until youctiave com-

pletely read a chapter of a text?

Are you satisfied with the way you express

your thoughts In writing?

Con you predict your grades on tests, papers,

reports, etc., accurately?

Con you derive mathematical formulas from

your understanding of the concepts?

Can you do all your reading and study asslgn-

"Tients in the time you have set aside for study?

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED "NO" TO ANY OF
THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, YOU MAY FINDTHE
SEVEteAL PROGRAMSOFFEREDBYTHE LEARN-
ING SKILLS CENTER HELPFUL TO YOU.

Inquire at Social Welfare 271 . (82)5-7744

A student service, tree to regularly enrolled students.
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The deal was consummated with the approval of
UCLA athletic director A.J. Moregan, who em-
phasized that Bniin basketbaU would still have top
priority in tl|e scheduling of home games.

**We will continue to have our home games on a
Friday-Saturday basis/' Moregan said, "the same
way weve done in the past. On weekends the Bruins
are away from home, the kings are free to schedule
any games they wish, but no game can start until the
completion of the basketball telecast that particular
evening.

Crock said that the "other" basketball team in
town, the lakers (USC is not considered to have a
basketball team) would continue to play in the
forum. "What we will attempt to do, however, is

avoid scheduling any games opposite the Bruins.
There's just no way you can schedule opposite
them," he maintained. "I believe very firmly that if

Howard Hughes walked into Pauley PavUion and
was introduced over the loudspeaker during a Bruin
game, not one person would notice he was there."

McLane acquiredby

Bmins on waivers;

willstart tomorrow
Seeking to twister the pitching

staff for the upcoming Pacific-8

season, UCLA l)aseball coach Art

Kikle yesterday acquired con-

troversial right-hander Daffy
McLane on waivers from the

Oakland Aze.

Rikle indicated that McLane
was interested in pursuing a

college education and added that

his 0-9, 16.80 earned run average

were two factors that made him
expendable. McLane's future with

the Aze was in question ever since

^he Oakland chib came te4erms
with star pitcher Vada Blew.

McLane, who won 31 games a

long time ago for Detroit, is said

lo have lost his fast ball, but

makes up for it with an assort-

ment of breaking pitches. Rikle

sees him as a settling factor

among the young Bruin pitchng

staff and plans to unveil him
tomorrow at Showandtell Field

when the Bruins host the Hell's

Angels, with Alix Jonsen, at 1:00

p.m. ^

UTTLECAESARS PIZZA TREAT

10974 Le Conte Ave.
_, (Le Conte at Gayley)

2QQ6
(we deliver)

EHisisassisa5]5:L5isi5isisisisis]
: c ou po n ^^ I'S- y. c o u po n -x

(on amadhmor larger Pizza)

I
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(Expires A/1/12)
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TOGETHER DOUBLE-BILL!

andNT

COMMUNALTOUWNGOOMRWY

The original

full length version

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

2001:

A

HADDOGS8.
EHOJSHMEK

SPACE

ODYSSEY

FULL SOUND
TECHNICOLOR

FRI-SkT MIDNIBHT: aillli: M.25
MAYFAIR

EXPEDITIONS
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
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TWAINTRODUCESTHE 1972
PROGRAM.

This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. Tb think ofhow few
school vacations you may have left.

Before you know it, the^ to 5 hassle will be
starting. So this summer may be your last real -^

chance to travel. Tb help you plan your getaway, letr^

us send you our free Getaway* Kit. — ^

With the Kit you can get:

TWA's Stutelpass*
A coupon booklet that gives yoii & rooni and ~~

continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or
student Hotel jin Europe for only $4.80 a night, t

;
]-.'

No advance reservations are needed. -^

Also included are free coupons that can be used
for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,

sightseeing and more.
TWA's Bed and Breakfast Adventures.

2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50
European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where
you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,
where 3 nights cost only $16.

TWA's Getaway* Card AppUcation.
With TWAs Getaway Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals. Getaway •»

packages and more. And then take up to two years
to pay.

It's the mc^rwidely distributed, widely accepted

airline card in the world. And it's free.

TWA's Youth Passport* Card.
4fyou're 12 thru 21, you can get 1/3 oflfnormal

ifii'

domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.

Plusudiscounts on over 20 other airlines in the
United States, Canada, ai^d Europe.
The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops

and hotels around the world. ^ -^ .^ i

TWA's Getawa>f Guidebook. ^ - ^
A224-page guidebook highlighting 19 ofthe most

popular cities in the world. - vv

iTW
PLEASESENDME

r/YOMTHGETAWAY Kit
TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

I

I My travel agenuSl A*29^^iSl^^^
^^^ ^^^• iMns ^MiM Mia* «* m^^ flMi^ ^i^b Mi^ Mn^ 9tmm tK^m m^am ^bm* i^mp ^b^b ^m^ m^i^ ^mmm amh^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ mm^ •• ••• •

•'Sefvkv mnrkM tnvm«d cxclusi volv hv TWA.

The UCLA TWA Campus Representatives
Are James Roberson 474-7072 6t 483-1600 ext 2735
And Denise Donahue 474-8618 or 483-1600 ext 2735
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politics to be studied

^i ^^
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by Ann Solomon
DBSUff Writer

creased importance of regional conflicts is the

hiect of Political Science 129. The class, which has

f!pn made possible by a university grant for in-

native teaching, will concentrate on five regions:

w^t Europe,/ the Middle East. West Africa.

theast Asj/and Latin America. The course will

^"team tfl^t by professors Cantori and Spiegal,

d the basic text for the course will be their book,

^The international Pohtics of Regions". _

In addition, the processors have conferred with

rampus experts" in a special study and they have

'piled a list of 150 novels on the regions from

which the student wiU be asked to read three of his

choosing. Another innovation of the class will be

L use of films as major teaching aids. According to

rantori the hope is to **intellectualize films and

novels, so that people wiU think of them as having

more than recreational use."
. _

The aims of the course are, as described by Cantori

and Spiegal respectively: "the key concept here is

empathy through novels and fUms." and "we're

Irving to show that in order to understand politics in

an area you have to understand the cultures, too."

Among the films that have been planned for use in

class "A Country called Europe". "Communism in
Southeast Asia", "Cuba", and "End of a
Revolution '. In addiUon to in-class fUms, there will

be six full length feature films shown in evening
sessions. Among the evening films will be Cannes
film festival winner "Matzor" (Israel), "Los
Olividados" (Mexico) and "The People and Their
Guns" (Laos). ...

^ • New look- .^ . . !

Lectures will also take on a new look with
"dialog lectures" in which both professors will

participate. They hope to spend approximately two
weeks on each of the five regions. Discussion sections
will be directed to the themes of the films. "The
films aren't all establishment type propaganda
films. They represent all types of viewpoints and
political slants. The discussions should bring this

our." said professor Spiegal.

This class is not one specifically intended for

political science majors and has no prerequisites.

Although some regional history will be covered, the

primary emphasis will be on the present situation in

the area. Says Cantori "Since the mid-1950's the

system has changed from a US-USSR cold war to a
multi-polar situation. Regional conflicts are taking

on an increased importance." Enrollment for the

class is still open and should be done Ihrough tbe

computer. ^ .

-

'THE GODFATHER' BECOMES AN INSTANT

CLASSIC AMONG THE SUPERFLICKS!"
-Charles Champlin, L A Times

Requirements for submission

of copy to the Campus section

and 'What^s on" column is as

follows: .

..,:».;i>^v.r'. ....
..^:---,

All copy is to be submitted to

the Daily Bruin offlce by noon

^ne^week in advance 4il^lie^

event
;'-.. .r^

,
~ - -.-

Submit all copy typed, triple

spaced with margins set at 10-

(», including pictures whenever

possible. Copy may «el be

submitted by phone; -
—

' -

M.A.&C.H.S.

HE HAD THE VISION...
WE HAVE
THE WAY.

When the
Paulists were

founded in 185S
by Isaac Hecker, they were the
first religious Community of
priests established in North
Arrtcrica by an American and
for Americans. .

".

Father Hecker, who was a cen-
tury ahead of his time, wanted
Paulists to be free of compul-
sory activities so they could be
flexible enough to meet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arose.

Today's Paulist can be as in-
volved as he wants to be. He is

given the freedom to use his own
talents to do his own thing. He
may be a parish priest, an edu-
cator or a press, radio or televi-
sion personality.

Father Hecker discovered the
value of communications early.
With his monthly publications
and pamphlets, he laid the
foundation for the Paulist/New-
man Press, the country*s largest
publisher and distributor of
Catholic literature.

Today, Father Heckefs vision
and foresight have led to the es-
tablishment of Paulist radio, tele-
vision and film centers on a scale
">at perhaps, noteven hedreamed
of.

But then, he had the vision.
«c showed us the way.
For more information on the

Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald

V Canybeli, Vocation DIrccfor,
Room 500.

PQuRsrtbihers.
Jf5We^59thStrf€t

k
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OnlyUnionURtolheiMluid jiike ofone«rfiolelen^

conlrak(^skin and hair notiiralhli

Most lemon beauty products

just give you lemon perfume. Or a dab

of lemon extract.

Only Lemon Up gives you the natural

juice of one whole lemon In every

bottle. And lemon juice is nature's

own grease-cutter.

So Lemon Up Shampoo cleans

cleaner and rinses fresher, for brighter,

longer-lasting shine.

Lemon Up Facial Cleanser whisks

away dirt and oil and leaves your skin

naturally fresh and glowing.

And there's Lemon Up Antl-Blemian

Lotion, a special cleanser for

complexion problems.

It cleans pores and kills bacteria

on tkln with Its anti-bacterial formula.

Lemon Up, ihe only lemon beauty

products In the world with the natural

juice of one whole lemon. And that's

a promise we keep.

'. i...

"

---r-'

LemonUp
ii^

M I r n
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enviinnmenlal

design
BFA Programs - '

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

sciiNi 01 Design
66We>tl2St,T«ewYorkl001I

DISCOUNT
HI-FI STEREO COMPONENTS

SHELLEY'S
STEREO HI Fl CEISTTER

SALES and SEtVlCE

CUSTOM INSTAUATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BLVD.

OR 7-8281

Diamond Needles- Recording Tape

MON AND FRI TO 9 P M
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the right
conttacepavc
for you

RigKt, b«c«us« it's effActival

Right, because It's gentle, so you

can use it with confidence. And
these are the big reasons why
Emko Foam should be your
contraceptive. Over ten years

of testing and medical studies

prove Emko one of the most
effective contraceptives avail-

able. Yet it contains no hormones
and therefore cannbt harm your

general health and well-being.

Of course, Emko Foam, has

other important advantages,

too. There are no complicated

schedules to follow; no prescrip-

tions or fittings, and you use it

only when you need protection.

Besides, you hardly know it's

there. With all of these advan-

tages, you owe it to yourself

to try Emko.

iEmko Fomm Two Wmyi. .

.

• Regular with deticatm, cl00r

applicmtor

• Prm-Fil. that can ha fillad up
to ona waak in advanca

Hiemko
tMTMiWfmtirHB

THC CMKO CO.. ST. LOUIS. MO

\
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CiXf88¥^otd By Eugetu

ACROSS
I.Jack—
5. Knock
8.— Lan-

chester
12. European

river

13. Austra-
lian

bird

14. Graceful
animal

15. Christmas
16. Hinder
17. Detail

18. Badger-
like

mammal
20. Noisy
22. Negative

particle

23. female
deer

24. Role
27. Early

^
future

32. Twilight
33. Bla','kbir(

34. Hejrew
priest

35. Shrank
38. Early

garden
39. Skill

40. Remiss
43. English

writer

45. Corrects

49. Poker
stake

50. Sea
eagle

52. Origin
53. Roman

high-
way

54. Guided
55. Ripped
56. Frees
57. Affirma-

tive

58. Fastener

DOWN
1. Confined -

Z, Medicinal
plant

3. Man in

Genesis
4. Soften
5. Contradic-

tion

6. Candlenut
tree

7. Vibratory
sound

8. Redactor
9. Made

hand-
printed
signs

Average limr of nolulion: 21 min.

ih
2Li
Hjiill

4. It. "
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E
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k
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L Um
lh

If. BUnd
11, Military

unit
191 Perform
21i Commo-

tion

24* Through
25; Salutation

26i Re-
nounced

28t Undi-
vided «

29.1 English
ijregion

30.Jiiadrid

cheer
31. Obtain
36. Com-

mands
37. Japanese

name
38. Makes ^n

eflfort

41. Exist

42. Den
43. Against

(colloq.

)

44. Depend
46. Midday
47. Feminine

name
48. Pace
51. Female;

ruff

Integra r class features

multiple styles of yoga

32

\2

15

18

24 25 26

3S

A^ 43

49

53

S6

59

22

3b 31

21 28 29

35^

50 51

54

51

40 4

45

21

23

8

14

38

52

55

58

34

10 n

30 31

46 47 48

. .By JohnSchroeder .,: ^^.'

. , ^ DBStaff Writer :}

Yoga comes in many forms, from many sources, and through ma
teachers. Bakhti yoga, Jaba yoga, Raja yoga and Ananda Marga vnS^
are only a few of the numerous styles, some of which are Uuiiht
courses available through the Experimental College here There

"*

however, one class which attempts to combine the best features nf \
yoga disciplines: Integral Yoga Ufestyle*,^ ^-^^__ "^ au

According to the director of the Los Angeles Integral Yoga Institute

the instruction available through Institute-sponsored coures stresses the

"harmonious synthesis of all the different yogas, combined into a

scientific system. The director, known simply as Thirumal, continued

in the class we'll be discussing all of the techniques in the context of life

itself, with a mind for arriving at an Integral Yoga Lifestyle.

The m^in teacher for the institute, Thirumal explained the complex
interrelation of yoga systems. ''Integral yoga provides Raja, Vang
tBakhti, Hatha, Karma and Jaba yoga.**

Each form of yoga has its own peculiar emphasis. Raja yoga
corresponds to the intellectual and meditative, Yang emphasi^
analysis and introspection, and Bakhti involves the emotions. Karma and
Hatha yoga are both physical yogas. Karma is "action or work done with

no personal or selfish motive," whereas Hatha yoga teaches exercises

and physical control.

In Japa yoga one repeats a Mantra. According to Thirumal, a Mantra is

"a sound formula that represents fiome aspect of the cosmic vibration,

such as Om."

Thirumal reports that in class "The techniques and aids of the various

paths of yoga" will be discussed, with the intent of integrating these

forms 'Mo realize a relaxed, peaceful and happy way of life in which you

are the master.

The yoga diet and exercises are designed to improve vitality and

mental clarity, and to maintain a high standard of health. "Their only

value is determined by theiruse in everyday life," Th^ittnal said.

Students interested in this or other yoga classes should check the Bhifai

for a listing of Experimental College courses, or call ext. 57041.

More what's on .

.

(Continued from Page 20) .

Is yet to be ascertained, refresh-

ments may not be served, as no

one could figure out what they

wanted.
—"The Masochism Club/' X.

pm, in the Royce Hall furnace.

—"The Big Game Hunting
X-lyb/^ J-4 ..pm, in front of

Schoenbdrg^^Ffall

.

—"Body Snatching Club/' will

hold an all day snatch-in, in

Student Health.

—"The Procrastinators'
Society/' meeting has . been
postponed. . - '

Correction
Public Health M 249B is not

restricted to Public Health
HioHi»i49Hc« students, but does

require the consent of the in-

structor.

NEED FLEXIBLE

BANKING HOURS-
TRY OUR WALK-UP
TELLER WINDOW

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

FRIDAY 8:30 AM TO 6:00 PM

mBANK
OFAMERICA

WESTWOOD VILLAGE BRANCH
1099 WESTWOOD BLVD.

TEL. 477-4277

Bank of America NT ^i SA Member of pblC

M

Trivial Answers
. — '— - .

/>

•
I. "Dear Perry. Would you be so kind td fin this reiluest iintf sing the song

I like best?** Bonus: Perry Como's show was sponsored by Kraft.

L Raquel Welch.

.

•I- *'Bat Masterson/* **Biirke*8 Law/* and **Name of the Game;" the

l.one Ranger*8 hoirse, silver; John MtGavin.

r. Mr. Ed. of course; Alan Young and Connie Hlnes.

5. Barry Sullivan. Clu Guiager; **Cimarron City;*' Michael Ansara;

''Sheriff of Cochise.**

6. Art LInkletter's son. Jack; because, due to the SO's blacklisting, Pete

Seeger was not allowed on the thorn.

7. Wyatt Earp; Hugh 0*Brieir.

H. "Whlrlybirds;" "90 Bristol Court;** Bonus: Debbie Watson. "Tam-

my ;" Pernell Roberts. 'Z^Z.l: :
]
-

'^"
' ^

9. William Windom; Inger Stevens. ^

10. "Hong Kong:" Lloyd Bochner. . v -. \

11. Wallace Beery '8 nephew. Noah; Mickey Braddock; a Monkee named

• Mickey Dolenz. "^ .
-

12. "Tombstone territory;^* the Tombstone Epitaph,

n. Hal March and Ralph Story, respectively. >_

14. Paladin ; black, with a silver conch belt band.

\^. William Smith; Neville Brand; Peter Brown; "Lawman;" PhU

Carey; Granny Goose!
. ,

Ift. Ty Hardin: Peter Breck.

17. "Tales of Wells Fargo." **The Iron Horse;** David Janssen; Mary

Tyler Moore; Lamb Chop, Hush Puppy and Charlie Horse.

IK. Flint McCullough. Ward Bond. Frank McGrath. John Mclntyre as Mr.

Hale ; Bonus : "The Virginian ;*'Judge Garth, ie.. Lee J. Cobb) ;
Duke.

19. l>on De Fore and Whitney Blacke; Andrew Duggan; Vic Morrow;

Rick Jason; Teresa Wright.

120. "Wendy and Me;** "ValenUne*8 Day.**

AV/-
Friday, March 31. 1V72

"Jf'^*
"^

'
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^ Arm you Hrmd of flgktlng~
with your paronU and in-lawM?

'f

,

"Who con go to class on a day like thia?"

•
Watch therapy discussions with Psychologist

DR. IRENE KASSORLA
Sundays 2:30 pm KNXT CBS Channel 2

. ^. ^-X y, -

<f
J^-

kmU

• ; s

Aquarius
' (Jan. 20-Feh. 18)

A party may he just the thing but be wary of
someone with a romantic eye. Evaluate^ monetary

matters wfth Flesner &Cook, y^

•f

wi::

INCOME TAX
siiRvici:

Oi g ^P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
r ^ ^ FACULTY andTSTAFF! ^ /

FLBSNER&COOK
Tav Consultants

J^072 Gaylcy, Suite 3 (Next to Safeway')

Wextwood -473-8127.

^
(>Pakl AdvtrtiMmcnt)

-f.--
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SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 1st

8:30 PM

STEPHEN S.WISE TEMPLE

DIRECTIONS TO THE CONCERT

• San Dlego Freeway to Mulholiand Drive off ramp
2. Turn left on Rlmerton Rood to Mulholiand Drive

3. Turn right on Mulholiand Drive toCotlano Drive
4. Turn right on Casiono Drive - up hill to

Stephen S. Wise Drive

. THE WORLDS OF JEWISH MUSIC

A Passover Concert

sung in H«br«w,

. Yiddish, Lodinor, Russian,

English and . . .

TICKET PRICES

students $1 Non Students $2.50

Available at the Door or coll

474-1531 or 879-2100
for advance reservations

office closed March 30 & 3 1

.

/

.

.1

•' H'

•ponter«d by th«

FrM J«wi«h University at UCLA.
•.-r.

»*••**''•*

miAiMaaaaimfmM±iiiii
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FINAL SALE
—
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l:m

-W

invites you to Drastic

Reductions on all dresses,—-^
. sportswear and yardage.

1 138 Westwood Blvd. - ^79-9055

Sale Begins 10:00 A.M. Saturday, April 1st

1

•

^^>

'"'(Paid Advertisement)

ECUMENICAL
Good Friday Service

T^IT

' V*— •i'

--^T-i

i .' V »

March 31, 12-3 pm

(Come In an^^ time)

840 Hilgard

"Response To D^ATH''

(Seven Words From The Cross)

Conducfed by Campus MMstrlas of:

.RESBYTERIAN
LUTHERAN
lAPTISr

EPISCOPAL
ROMAN CATHOLIC
UNITED CHURCFT

UNITED METHODIST

4
I' \

1 »'

? f--

I li

*-r-

1

i

1

i" » J' c:.

*

*
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KIITO ISIIIIIIICE FM CIlOtE SliENIS

^

If you are'"^4) at least 21 and (2) have fiacT auto Insurance for

4lc»6- last, year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy comcidences together and Its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35% belovy^ stom

dord prices.

And in cat* you don't fit this doscription, call our local offic*

anyway. Wo just tpont six yoors working with tho auto inturonco

industry on bohalf of collogo studonts. Wo think wo con holp.

rioir. 4SM3I3

2>'y colleoe sioilei! lisiraice Service
726 Santo Monica Blvd. (•202) Santo Monica. Calif. 90401

^ UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
DAILY 9:00 AM TO 3:30 PM

^^-•i

I

Hi HACKfO AN fAdPIRff GOT Of WfLOffINfSS . .

.

THiY fOUGHT THi WOULD 70 HOlO 171

K^t««»to, kf XMN G*r
.
Mm« HHIIWMMCM Om(MWMMM1MM

.
TtC»WWO>.OI»*-

#»«M« (tMCNMC* attllf*

"SOMETIMES A GREAT MOTION" Nominattd (or

2 ACADEMY AWARDS
lEST SUPPORTINQ ACTOR - RICNARO JAECKEL

REIT lONR "All His Children"

2M FIATME -At MMt TiMStrM MM trtWiM

..SKL**""^*»TY pen ft!!
lAilPiUOP ...M Imluakm io lenm...tcnw..

UASMM1.K TMCATMtS
MONICA I StfiU Mofiica 451-S686
EttVIII PM«4«na M41774

3rd ORKATWKCK I

PICFAIt Lot Angtlot 938-52M
9Jk. CINCMA #1 Dol Amo 542-8eM

PAN PAanC Let Anctltt tM-7070 AMCRICANA #4 Panortmt City 893-6441
lANM Gloiidalo 24«*f369 tARMICT Canofa Park 340-7434
CWUIA etRTER «1 Northrldga »93-17n TEMPIE Tompit City 286-3179
NMWAU CINEMA #2 Norwaik 868-6771 COVINA BrlM-ls #1 Covlna 331-5233
UNKERtNIM No Hollywood 766-5962 U MIRADA Drivt-hi Santa f Sprlnn

9212666

UCLA Comounee on I^inc Am Produakma prcMno

AMoHeaTs ririwiH Jao Alio toniplimiai

JOHN HANDY
kr MHANKAR GHOSH.

If, 9tkfr0sl mid mytUMrn^
0Mcifmt hgyomd d^trnpHmtr

S.P. CkttMikk)

SHAIMTI'

"Hyfnoiitimg^ifm.

SOUND by VILVKT
FRIDAi;MARCH ;n - Hi30PM
BOICE HALL,UCLA

Tickott. $4.75, 4.00, 325. 2.50 (1 .75 ttudontt)
Tidma 00 a^ now if UC:LA < Wtrai Tkktt Ofttc. 6)0 WcKwood Pkjw.M«*id*UNfty Aftnciw. WkUkhi Mu»k Cicy * Ticketron. Hoc inio, 825 295

5

PRODirEO by MERLIN/AURA
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SPECIAL 6UEST STAA

IBfiAR

I

SANTA MONICA CIVIctUES. APR. 11 8 PM
All Stats reserved: $6.50. 5.50. 4.50

Tickets available at: All Ticketron Outlets.

SaMa Monica Box office, Call 393-9961.

I'r()tlu(»'t1 bytOMIKl ASS(H,IA1IS a ....,^.,. ...-."..

'•r

Q\0

A^

Bit 0' Scotland

CHIPS

SMMMP

OR0ER$

"^^ TAa OUT

WNCMION & DINNIR SIRVlCf
•• Prlvolo Orow^

wp«n Tw»t through Sun —4 pm till • pm
^nd«v n

: 10 am fHI frMpm
,^ ClOf) MONDAY
i^ WmwOOD RIVD. W.LAr

cu

Capricorn
. (Dec. 22-Jan. 19}

Wf;
* i .-'i iwijm|p ;

i.y *-< K m i

..;. ^\:»

rtiiMW>MMpaJ|p«NMi«p(Mi^^

Follow the path you know is right Clear some

deadwood out of your life. Be thoughtful about your
-^

future. See Flesner -&-Gookf-'—*——^—

^

INCOME TAX •^«».

f- jr ,; ,-t

SI RVK I:

-rj-#-^

c: cup 20%niscouNt to uclS students,
P'D FACULTY ahd STAFF! >^ .

V FLtSNFR&COOK
r;i\ ('onsulljnlv

1072 (.;.i\lcv. Suite .\ (Ncxt.lo S;iIc\njVL
\VosiwiH)ii "TrOTTT:

HOW ABOUT A QUIET,

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE?
..... _

- . . .,_ -. .- . -_.- .^.
-..- ^

. a?

ZlTljeClbenJBoor

|BoutiquE&Jfal)ritfei)op
1046 Hermosa. Hermosa Beach 376-4310

You con enjoy o worm rustic atmosphere ^~

while you peruse our selection of ORIGINAL
clothing and swim wear at less than village

prices, and the most exciting fabrics in tha -

LA. area . . . For the young woman who

loves her body

SUMMER SALE NOW

A SP6CIAI UCIA DISCOUNT WAHIS AD

V .1 1 u

GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!

1. Bank financing available.

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST special

shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polished and

lubed at our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One Office

PMUMOUNT PICTURES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

THE RETURN OF THE GREATEST FMIILY —
ENTERTAINMENT OF ALL TIMEI

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

RALPH CUTRIOHT VOUCSWAOiN INC
Tim TyUr -Tooritf Ddiv^ry Sp

2440 Sonta AAonico Blvd., Sdnki Monko

Nom«
Str««t —
City

Zip ?hon<

I

I

I
- I

- I

^ I

.J

•
(

;. I

!
I.

CEQL B. OtMILLES—THE TW WIIIIMIOIIEHTS_HpTOH_

BRYNNfR BWER ROBflKoN OeSiittD PiSt Dt«K M»5»a( rw) scan [gj^]

AN0(RS0NPiK( -.srrjit::^:— TECHWtcoKr* .>*»>o»,t « m.im m^r^^i^ 1 1—^

"THI TIM COWMAMDWIMTS" IS AT

A THIATRI OR DRIVMN NIAR YOU!
jimk'mrt'^ MHMfn i> -^ .- t,-"*****

k-* »•! 1 *
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y Campus Services

VHe/p Wanted 8 ^ServkeiOHered .^.v.|* V^rav^

•J.

NA/eddinQ
announcements

kerkhoff i2^S
82 5O61L

^ Church Services

WESTWOOO Fritnds mcctingCOuakcrs).
Silent worship. Sun. n AM, Univ. UWCA, S74

Hilgard, visitors welcome. 472-79S0.

PARTTime, $iO wic., up. Consumer
Or9«nii«tion needs your tielp *ttr«ettn9

m*mtoef«.C«l»443-70f7 before 4 PM. (lA^'

•J—

^Personal

.

NEOPRIMAL Ttterepv "Ctiild of universe,
like stars, you have a right to be here."
>nftre »t»d? Call Mik* McLan*, 2S4-4U1, 2S4,^

ISA ID4111.

REPENT for ttit kihgdom of Heaven it •^
hand. The Sermon on the Mount tells of tfie

Golden Rule, Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. It afio tells how to

pray to Gpd in secret. If you believe in Jfffus

Christ as the Soq of God and art baptiied,
you will be born again unto Light and New
Life and have Eternal Life in the end. Why
not receive God's fre« gift 7 (SA4)

-b::—PREGNANT? Need help'
HELP

^Social Events

JOIN established Thursday Evening Group.
Encounter for fun and personal growth.
Near Westwood. Free. You help us. We help
^OU.47l-7SM,«PM. (7A4>

- ^Free .^. . .

^BBYSINIAN house cat - declawed, spade, 3

yrs. old. Desperately needs home. Shy with

strangers. Needs patient owner. 474-

-m*. :z^^ tFR^A^)-

j TAN male cats » mos. old. 2440-B Ariionr

Ave., Sta. Monica. Eves. (FR-At)

^ Opporfunifies ', . ^ I

.

.- ..» .«.-

PREMED STUDENTS; Only 37"^ of.Ail

California students wishing to attend

medical school were accepted in l»7\. In-
'

cr'ease your chances. Send for the pamphlet,

^"The 10 E^$iest Medical Schools m which to

• 'l»«f accepted " Se«d W to Brown, 4304 Can-

terbury Road, Riverside, Calif. 92S04. (OP A
'

S»

^Research Sub/eds Needed
.

^

- "

EXPEI^IENCED meditators neede* for

brain wave/inlormation processing wp. 3-J

hrs Pay good. 125 4004/Franz Mall B271. mfo

and appointments. (RSNAS)

y/ Help Wani^ . . ..... 8
- °

TELEPHONE Workers. i9 PM, Mon-Frl.

S2 2.50/hr., Bonus Plan. 393 3013, alter I PM,
Sande. (•A4>

NEED babysitter experienced with infants

to sit during the day. Must drive. Call 4S1-

3»U (1*4)

GIRL needed with out«oing personality to

work afternoons in showroom, Beverly Hills

area. «S7 4200, (IA4)

.1 •->
YOUNG man to learn/assist in pool runnlhd

business. Excellent opportunity. Call eves

only, 174 2924^ (*A4)

REAL Estate girl with sexy telephone voice,

licensed, paid weakly. Marlyn Properties,

inc., 471-0444, 14 hrs. (•A4)

:

-1

'

I

BABYSITTER - »• mo. old girl. My home, 2-

3 eves/week, 2 30 PM midnight. 47t 7547. (

t

A S)
.

I

YOUNG man. 20 24 to learn and •»»»»»"

lucrative business. Excellent «ture Call

eves only. •74-2f24 ^*^*\

T
¥eed extra dough?

Halp yourMlf whila holplng oth«r%.

farn up to MO. • montli

•n ovr platma pro«ram.
47M0S1 batw—n 12 P.M. antf 7 P. M.

MAKE' and play a «"«••'• <?\ •!!•;
Sunday. S2.$0. 7J$7 Franklin Ave. Ttl^^*-

EUROPE Flights. $0

Israel India Africa. 50-.
departures.

PART-time jobs • variety of work - West LA.
Work 20 hours or more. Strvictt Unlimittd,
47$»S21 (IMJD

FIVE tax accountants • bi«b earnin«« •

experience necessary. Westwood or Vallty.

473-1127 or M4-747$. Mr. Flosner. (• A 12)
• , I

- 1-

GIRLSGuys, call how for top part-timt
iobs! (Also bottom part-time iobt). Strvicts
Unlimited, 47$ 9$21. (IMSI)

GIRL Friday. Sharp. Part-time, needed by
professor. Grad student or senior preferred.
EXS423S. (IMS!)

SITTER
475312*.

7 4$ AM thru 1:00 PM SI p«r hour.

( »

alto H.Y.
off. Stud«n1

rates'cards since 1»$t. EASC, J23 N. Mvarly

-O^*av«cHLMilH.»«10,274.42fJ. (WQTRJ

^Travel , i.

CARS IN EUROPE
"»«irroR BUY

helps prtpart
PRE Mods. Practical guide . - .. • ^.-.i
you for Vompetition m •PP'V"«

i";^.?;'!;!
schools »i 7S, Medical College AdmiwHy*

HaSSbook, i$l 21 Willets Pt. Blvdw

Whitastone. " ^
*^**"NY.

AUTO and Motorcycle •n»"^*"" *?,'"^^
employets. Call Allan Sobol.

Eves, 7l3-3SOt. (UOT»»students and
7ll-$$27,873-SI1$

AUTO insurance, lowest rites for Students

or employees. Robert Rhee, •'•^"' ^l^g,
7»3or4$a-2$44. . ., i^i SVri

^Lo5f& Found .

WHOEVER saw or picked up keys off

olanter opposite street in front of Bunche on

;J57olease bring to Bunche 9294 or 1 1250 by $

Reward. (fMJii3/27 please

PM. Friday

^ForRenf H

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

RlFUSeO? TOOMIOM?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
W4 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

: 1
—

ffio Month meic utilities, studio space,

apprOk. 300 sq. ft, large sink, toilet, concrete

floor *At rt»r of seldom open store.

separated by a partition. High ceiling, good
light, suitable craftsman or an artist wfio

works small. 399-3509. Venice. (12A4)

PORTABLE typewriter -Doctor has

S9 95. Ribbon free. n549
479 5804. (14 Acleaning special.

Santa Monica Bivd/Federal.

5)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way •»« round trip »tud«it WjlJJ*;
inexpensivt »«»»1«"» «»^*t.J2J2
•iM«ia SOFA Afont for tntcr-KuropvM

rtS'ent clSZ IhSS.. Co«J.cl ISCA um
San Vicente Blvd.^ Suite •4, LA. C»IW..

Tel: (213) n^iUf^9U-99ii

ESCAPE IN BAJA, MEXICO
Permanent Camps

Instruction in: Boating 4 Nav., Scwba
Diving, Arts A Crafts, Fishint.
Photography, Marine Bielofy. Musical
Instruments, Ceramics/ antf Orflanic
Gardening, etc.

(All Trans.. Food,* Equipment Furn.)

- 1. 2, or 3 Month Trips until Sept.
(S30O.SSS0,S70O)

BAJA TpUp
iJ^*JJi*JJJ^ a- ,

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARtSt
FLIGHTS

.. Mew Yorti Flights under SlQOene^wny —
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe—

^

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: s6fA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

•
'

"
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91401^^

PHONE- ' S72'22S3or7M-1«77

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TOTEACHERS A STUDENTSFREE CATALOGUE ALSO BJ!Ii,i.PA$j

EUROCARS
»W) Sunset Blvd.. LA 90049 271.4344

ONEWAY CHARTER FlTght?
LA/Madrid/Fr«nkfurt
LA/Paris August 10

August 27

.«*i ' u^* Contact the:

iiogr;!;?'""*""'^"" ""^••••"Abroa,

UC Santa Barbara, 941 3123

un
EUROPE, Israel this summer
regimented program. 4 wks Europe i wi.\
srael Dig. Kubbuti. plenty free time Ex*in Travelling, 924-2411. Twqtr,

•v "• -^

V Rides Offered .... . . 4i^
^Jravel U

Call Lifeline, 981

(50TR)
RfDE ft needed to N.Y. Share gas A driving.

Leaving April 8. Call/leave message. Shan.

837 0111. (13 A 4)

SPRING QUARTER SPECIAk
. 1121

11

EUROPE
programs
Traveling,

this summer?
4 or 8 weeks.
984-2411.

Un-regimented
Experiments in

(17QTR}

LA London (RT)
March 30 - June

LALondond way)
March 30 T'::7r~;

$119

FOUR sets left 90 watt AM-FM multiplex

stereo ciaricon unit with Garrard changer

and magnetic cartridge, $185. Speakers,

deluxe 3 way speaker sv***"™' .»••

(17"x17"x8"). Dealer. 828-2771. (SM31)

Flite Chairman: (213) 839-2401

4244 Overland Ave., Dept. A
Culver City, Ca.

V»ATTRESSES Valley State marketing

irad can save you 40-50S on all qualities, all

iiie sets. Also, access Spanish and

}edroom sets. Call me today.

}84-0400.

modern
Richard Pratt,

(15QTR)

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel, India. East

Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041

Wilshire Blvd., LA 90025. 4780444. ( 17 QTR

)

thi ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
I

—
FROMS329 ROUND TRI

FROiM M49 ROUN D TRIP

3-4' EXECUTIVE dert ihwatnut
mica, 933 594). 4210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite

200.
(15A4)

EUROPE:

-JAPAN:

tnlnrrcHAirmAWTnwnmfwot—--^
4248 Overland. Dept. A

PENTAX SpotmatiC F/1.4,

super muiti coated lens, case
Privateparty, 397 5571.

never used,
filter. $240.

(1SA4)

WHOLESALE book buyers guide tells where

to buy tens of thousands of books,

magaiines, and directories of every

description! Up to 85S discount! Also how to

sell books by mail. Only $3. Mary Hudgens.

1219 Beachweod Dr.. #203, LA, Calif..

90028. » (t$Ae*

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.

All professions, occupations. $700 • $3,000

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-

seeing. Free info write Jobs Overseas,
Dept. P4, P.O. Box 15071, San Diego, CA.
92115. - (17 A 25)

GOING TO THE
CONTINENT?

" Just tell US when and
we'll take you there

For anyone under 24

.
$342 Round Trip

from Los Angeles

( Hurry - Before 4/1 price increase)

AIR FRANCE

626-4161 8261201

y/lu\oring J. 18

I
I

PIONEER speakers CS 44, S.120/pr., dua
turntable/Shure cart., siOO. All excelled

cond , days, 825 7887 ; eves. 8202434. ( 15 A 4)

STUDENTS. Improve your grades with a

study desk (39 by 59 in). Indestructible, low

price, pvt party. 473 5333. (15 A4)

) THf INTiRNATIONAL
STUOiNT IDENTITYCAtD
Your possporr to iha

world of studjBnt di$-

connts. _ ,

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
anguage study, translation, literature. Calf
lorm er U(
5344.

.Attacher for results. 834-

(1IQTR)'

r

results. Eves
•38 S487.

BALDWIN professional bass amp,
speakers, $250. 393 8544, after 5 PM

12" - II

(15A4)

VW Bus camper beds! Complete with

mattress, cover, fitted sheet, storage

cabinet, installed. $100. 394-8700. ( IS A 4)

MARANTZ 22 Stereo receiver, $325. Own
the best. Fully warranted. Private party.

Days, 55V4141, eves. 221-1343, Fred. A 4)

REVOLUTIONARY $69

SPEAKER SYSTEM
Outperforms ANY speaier system anywhere
near its price. Incredible realism, yet

compact Sixe Exclusive demonstration of

EQUASOUND I at Henry Radio. Hl40 W.
Olympic Blvd. 477-4701.

TEAC A4010 tape deck; Sansui 4000 AM/FM
tuner amp; Sansui 3030 turntable; two
Sansui 5000 speakers. Every piece like brand
new.Contacf (213)271 4843. (tSA4)

BACH. Strad
gold tip bach.
A 4)

ex. cond., leattter case w/lock,
Rob aHer 3:00 PM472-4MS. (IS

SITAR - magnificent instrument. 2 gourds,
11 sympathetics. Rich, mellow sound.
$290/Offer. 394-4093 eves. (1SM31)

KLH 24 w/speakers. pert,

best offer. 394-4482.
condition, $1S0 or

(1SA4)

WET
Eves,

suit, wt
394-097

belt. 1/4", full

k

length, large.
(1»A4>

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
apprived by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledoniar
707'5-. - -

all first class

service. .... .,1.^: rX'^r'

LALONDON/LONDON-LA

»—»»»»»» ^i'" —— ^ Services Offered .... 16

FW. Dtp. Rtt. Days Price

X
D EURAILPASS
FORSTUDINTS _^„
Unlimited travel for up to

two month$ in 13 Euro-

pean countrie$ on a
1CX),(XX} mile roil network.

>«M^^MH«

FRENCH Lessons private - $3 anitour, call

US 8420 for info, before 12PM. (1|A4)

FRENCH/SPANISH/iTALIAN: Ex
serienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
mmm. ttasy conversational metttod (trial).

173-1402.
LI*.**!!*

GRC LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual and small group instruction.

Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.

457-4390. (1IQTR)

y/ Typing 19

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term paptrs,

-letters, resumes, statistical^ Guaxanteetf

after 5 :iO;weekends. Sharon,

(ItQTR)

EXPERT typing, IBM Executive, theses,

term papers, etcS. C. 985-5738. ( i» M 30)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).

Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-

curate. Tom. 4730031. (190TR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

tlicses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, t-

4: Barbie, 828 2345; Mae, 394-5182. (19ATR)———
f I

TYPifilG and editing - term paper-

s/dissertations, etc. Reasonable rates. Fast

service, call •9«-444t. ( 19 A 44)

TYPING done
Call 390 2491.

in tlie liome. Experienced.
(19A4)

TYPING Free editing, papers, dtsser

•tc. Lfw y icaa,last sarvtce. Call

§38-4449.
"•

( 19 A 4)
-

r '— t: r- T -

RUTH, treses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced Call

sit-nai. (19 QTR)

TYPIST • theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specielfy math and technical typing.

Accurate. rapMs«rvica.7M- 1074 M«ftio»

TYPING Editing. English
papers, theses, resumes.
Selectric, Executive. Nancy.
•24-7472.

grads Term
letters IBM
472 4MJ; Kay,

19 (

Y Wanted 20

SUMMER Jobs: National Parks or camp
counseling salary A room and board.

Services Unlimited. 475 9521. (aM ID

WIN $10. Write best QUESTION to following

answer: SPACE. Send 2SC. J. F, insi 1/1

Massachusetts. LA. 9002S. Deadline. 4/1. (4 A
4) .

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 274 9119. (14 QTR)

i

LONG distance telephone sales, part/full

time, also summer, drawing account
against generous commission. Flexible hrs,

5:30 AM 9 00 PM, aiso .it. Mr. Douglas,

770 0024. C^^>

GIRLS WANTIO MOW POR
HOUSIKEIPIMG AMD CLfAMIHO ^25
WITH LOCAL PAMILItS. PICK TMt
HOURS THAT. ARI COMViyiMT JOt
YOU AS HAAIIV OR AS PM »«P*'V-

i*
YOU WAMT. tl/HOUl^ HO Pit.
UNIVIRSITV HOOSiKiaPIHO.m-

architictuSal/mural
WATtR-COLOR/ART

illustratiom/photooraphy
tiPI CLASS/INOINIIRINO
A WOOD SHOP STUOSNTS
WORK WITH TOP DESIGNER

Part/full-time work will include drafting

plans for A building working model A
engineering st4«e mechanics A potential

effects, drawing/water coloring/rendering

sketches for maior theatre protect
prospectus Give name of school, class

years, ago. experience, means of trans..

evatlabMity in antwersr P.O. Box 1038
Pac Palisades, CA. 90272

GIVE trombone lessons In exchange for nop
piano and (or) electric bass lessons. Call t71-

1S3S. (1*A4)

RKHTAtV. CIO MO. STIRIO/HIPI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. DELiVpRY TC
9:00. 475 3570. 2353 WESTWOOD. (* QTR)

DOCTORAL Candidates • Dissertation
editing can be as necessary as typing. Ix-
perienced odHor, English Ph.D. 44S-t12S. (14
A 4) .

RECENT high school graduate desires
summer position in LA »r9», as live-In

mother's helper. Experienced, handle up to 3

children. For resume, write: Michele Blank,
4702 Saginaw Circle. Balto. Maryland
21309 (UA4)

7 «/18

3 4/21

4 4/22

S 4/24

«
4/2f

7 /-^/S
•

(

^4/21
9

^

\4/^
10 4/2f

11 7/1

12 7/4

14 7/1

IS 7/11

17 7/12

11 1/12

1/21

1/14

i/is

>/4

/1

3

f/2S

f/9

f/14

8/2f

1/27

»/2

1/17

1/10

1/31

/13

71

S4

S4

72

80

5t

73

81

41

$7

42

40

30

SO

33

IV

SIMPLE melodies/lyrics. »-«tin rock group.

Send cassettes It »1 So. Palm Dr., Beverly

Hills. :" -

RELIABLE couple v»ants to i^^^^i^wTlU
4-12 mos. Xint refs. VI i**^. * »»Wi' '*'

"J

^Apts Furnished 21

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70^ Mtatta

peal, sun deck. Mrklng. 43J ©•V'«V-,V, otr)

WALK UCLA HMray. Spacious •"• »>|'/"'-

antlgue, furn., singles, garage rentals.

MGR. 4S0 Landfair. 477-8479. (21 A 11)

area.
$l40/mo., 1 BORM. Santa Monica

Drapes, stove and relrig. Mo P^»'
•f*'J?

only, JtS^ata or 184.1140.
('^**'

a EXTRA large
SCtMPl. $200-211.
inglewood.

Mrms.
N

Pifteen mins from.

Eucalyptus Av«-

$125,LARGE bachelors, »ft up. »»ngles,

across from Oykstra. 101 Oayley, OR ' "•'

RICHARD'S DOLL HOUSE
Newest Head Shop

Come and sbe ttte top haircutters and
syyllsts for you guys and girls. . Latest iti

sha|s A gypsy cuts and tlie l>rand new
process called singeing for split ends. Ctme
see us.

Open 7 Days A Might

473.8198 •470-9148

Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate fartiitles
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

eherfgr tllghig

GR3-0S24. Mrs.Kay. (210TR)

uca Kerchkheff Hail 205 D
Between 8 a.m. A I p.m

02Sini
V/feSTWOOO

SEE IT . YOU'LL LIKE IT. »"*' "
commodates l, utilities, ftraga, •cw
UCLA, 701 OayleV Ave., apt 1 A, 479-8580. »«•

A 11) .—

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts In $»"•

NAonica. $10S up. Pool, subterranean f«r»J*'

•levator, ocean view, walk to heach, nw
Santa Monica freeway, O^SPovrth St., >^
l»l-S$$4, Iff 8400. - (IIOTR^

11/2
SINGLES,
bath, pool,
(Hilgard). OR 5 5504

bachelors. 2 bdrm, stud'o,

3 bifcs campus. 10n4 Lind^^^^

>^
'T

I

•• Friday, March 31, 1*n
»

bCLA DAILY BRUIN If
^

Daily Bniin Television Trivia Test, Part
,Whors Note: Here It Is! From

hT P^P»e
who brought you the

removable DB TV Trivia Te.t of

usi y«af ''"••

ex-

1

(not to be co«-

;"ed wiih the cue which r«.thl.

V aV) we give y^ DB TV T.T..

Part 5' Th« followliig wai corn-

oiled by an ex-campus editor, with

coniributlons from 2 other

Trnpus editors. I current one

Utro editor. I ex^Uffwrit«^

photographer. ^ "j*"*^;
^^J^l*!

Phi omega, and the help and

U ice of a cast of thousands. (The

first 4 parts ran April 7-S. and 13.

,071 if you want to practtce on

Those first.) Stay tuned for Part

fi.)

1 -Letters, we get letters, we get

sucks and stocks of letters . .

."

Finish the ditty and teU whose

show featured the request spot it

introduced. Bonus: Who spon-

sored the show?

Is the famous .** Who? Who
played Wilbur? Who played his

wife? , . ,

3^ My baby loves the western
movies dept. : Who was **The Tail

Man?" Who played his deputy?

What western starred Robert
Montgomery? Who played the

Indian chief on "Broken Arrow?**

What show starred John Bromr
field?

6. Whose son hosted ABC's
*'Hootenanny?*' Why did many
big folkie stars boycott the show?

title role? What did he grow up to

be? -*: - '
r

'

ff- * tfk*

it

2 Remember the giri who

carried the billboard on the old

jiQllywood Palace show emceed

by Bing Crosby? Who was she?

7.

Brave, courageous and bold

Long live his name, and long live

his glory

,

And long may his story be told.*'

Whose story? Who played him?

8. More quickies: What series

storred helicopters? What was the

first 3-in-l series? (Ponus: Who
played Karen in this series? What
series did she star in next? ) Who
playod Adam in '"Bonanza?" l.:.

12. ^'Whistle me up a metody.
Whistle me back where I want to

be

Whistle a tune that will carry me
To ." Where? What was the

name of its newspaper?

13. Who were the hosts of **$64.000

Question* and '*$64.000

Challenge?**! 12__^^^

14. Who was *a knight without

armor in a savage land?" What
color hat did he wear?

15. Sdme ''Lrfredo*' questions?

Who played Joe? Who played

Reese? Who played Chad? What

other western series was he in?

Who played Captain Parmalee?

He became more famous in

another role — what was it?

T^^Bfoireo. Bfonco, tearin^

across the Texas plain Bronco,

Bronco, Bronco Lane." Who
played him? Who was the stor of

"Black Saddle?** _

17. Still more quicWes: Name 2

westerns which starred Dale
Robertson. Who played Richard

Diamond? Who played Sam?
Name at least 2 puppets on the

'Shari Lewis Show."

18. Some **Wagon Train**

questions: What part did Robert

Horton play? Who was Major Seth

Adams? Who played Charlie

Wooster? Who replaced Major

Adams? (Bonus: What other

western did he stor in? Who did he

replace in that?) Who did Denny
filler ptoy?

'^

19. Here are some who-played-

its: Who played Hazel's em-

ployers? Who played the

patriarch on **Room for One
More?" Who played Sgt. Saunders

on 'Combat?' Who played Lt.

Hanley? Who played Ray
Milland's wife on the old Ray
Milland Show?

20. What show storred George

Bums and Connie Stevens? What
show starred Tony Franciosa as a

free-swinging ad-man?
(Answers on p. 14)

Professional filming classes offered
— "The Visual Nature of the

Film Medium**, by Slavko

Vorkapich, 10:30 am to 12:30 pm,
commencing Saturday, April 1,

^aza Theatre, 1067 Glendon.

Variable Viewing Dimnce and

the Constant Projection Lens.

— Stationary Camera and
Object in Motion.

-^ Moving Camera and
Stationary Object/Moving
Camera and Object in Motion.

Three Typeaf*of Pan.

1 A few quickies: Name at least 3

series which starred Gene Barry.

Who was called "big fella?" Who
played "Desjtry?"

4 "A horse is a horse, of course, the inspector?

of course ^ .

And no one can tolk to a horse, of

9. Who played the empfoyer of the

"Farmer's Daughter?** You DO
remember who played the title

role, don't you?

10. Rod Taylor storred in what
Asian-based series? Who playoi^

vt
11. Whose nephew played Joey on

itTatls, orcours^.^less the horse "Circus Boy?^ Who played the^
}rse

Avenue, Westwood Village, fee

$60. A professional discussion of'

the visual principles interacting

within every type of shot and

thoughout aq^^^ combination and

sequence of ^ts. Illustrated with

excerpts from outstonding films,

classical and modern. The
following topics will be discussed :i

— Introduction. .

— Wide Angle and Telephoto

Shots Transformed by tho

-Hsf Three Types of Dolly Shot.

_^ Stationary Camera and
Stationary Object.
\

' ..'.».•• ^ -

— Hand-Held Camera.

— The Law of Bipolar

Organization. ^
-

I

— The Law of "Good Con-

tinuation'V

—="Angle5, Low and High, as

Variables of Shooting.

— Tricks as Tricks and as

Legitimate Filmic Devices.

. — The Problem of Cinema as an

Autonomous Form of Art.
f. -'

Co-Sponsored by the American

Society of ^inematographers and

the Motion Picture Division of the

UCLA Theatre Arts Department.

DAILY
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V Apfs to Share ...... 23 y/ House to Share 27

ENJOY Sprin9 in l«rg« clwn relreshlnfl

itp^lei•r »n«bdrm»..SoHiaair caiMlition«a<

.

I J block campus. Pool, sundccks, 9»r»99. *25-

641 LancHair. 479 5404. <»1 ^ <»

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22
S145/MO. \ bdrm, »t»vo, rtfrlf, carptt and
drapes, WLA, no p«U, 3f$ ta2. (21^4)

LIV€ at the beach! Marina Dal Ray
Peninsula. Entire sacamt (top) floor in naw
buiidmq. 4 bdrmt. ) batlis. All modarrt

conveniences. »37$ at 30*4 Pacific Ava.

Phone B2 1 44JS. <M^*>

IDEAL for Doctors. »2*S. Syrd built, charm,
1 bdrm & den. fireplace (wood), »««v»«2I!l'

sondeck, utilities. 4tf Ocean Ave., S.M W4-

7(29 in A 4)

HOME to rent wanted by P»»V»»«'«1 *
**'"|lX

startina July »»72. 3-bdrm near "CLA. Ph

(213)325-464$.
*''

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,

Beverly Glen, $100 monthly, plus utilities.

After $ PM. 27» 1140^ <27AS)

ROOM • Laurel Canyon. »•$ to older music or

art major. 454-2044 0^08. LUAil

LOVELY Baverly Mill* home. Oirl
^j^^^'^^

-fSJSin.

illeNT too lO^r Consider shared >Musing.

fiS,m M*t.™ndars, 2210 W»»>«^'
/Jfj

V43l,fee$1$.
*"^"'

LARGE Mouse Santa ^U)"'"
^•"^•S'!^J

beach, beams, fireplaca. yard. Could wor*

part organic. 4$4-14»l. (27 A 4)

ROOMS now available at La '^••»«';* •'

$pri»»«0««'^»'' C«"*"W (31 A 11)

'47 BARRACUDA formula "S". power
tteenng/bralies/radio, runs well. Just $450.

Rob, 474 $307 . eves. (33 A 4)

11 VW Squareback, good mectiamcaf cond..'

S$00 or best offer .•74-«434. ltiA4)

MALE roommate naeded to »»»are i bdrm

TpT. $7$/mo Grad student preferred CaH

472 $404. __L__
FEMALE roommate. »/»•

J:*?/.'?'.!.?****
•pt until June 20. $150/mo. 47J-flU.

•{Jj'^^j

/ Housing Needed , . > » 28 ^
-

»i$0/mo., 1 SDRM. Santa Monica area,

carpet, stove and rafrlg, no pats, •«•»••$ only.

Its MM or 394-3140. »" • *'

nAMMATES' Needed - 433 Oaylay.

SSJs'Tn'f ^s7nSus,;u5. Kitchen, sun djck.

pool, garage. 473-4412. (23 QTR)

NEED roommate famale over 21. neat.

fnendly, responsiWa, *•"• ^•"•"j,,^;'!;

Barbara, day. 747-4211, 3f$ 4404. (a* • *'

HOUSE/apt. to rent
*^\^"Z . JrH^

faculty member, family of 5. writa Dr.

Jerome Mershman, 3440 Crestsida Rd..

Birminaham. Ala . 35223 t20A4)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

$13S/ma.,. 1
reing, carp.
M7.

BORIAS.
. drapes.

studio apt - stova,

fireplaca. WLA, 3fS-

(22 A 4)

^For Sub-Lease

s)3$/(v\o. Large, groovy, ona-bdrm. Naw
carpets, drapes, stova, ratrifaratpr. 15 "»i«».
. Am» ^JAM (nAa)Irom campus. 472 0414.

$1M SUBLEASE. 2-bdrms, *w*^»»|»*^'J^?!
Monica, NO V^ilshire. two blocks • bj^fj-
m-4070,3fl 0711, x25»2 (George). (24 A 4)

ORIENTAL student Lovely private room

hve with very congenial middle age lady.

Ught housewJrk Cook only voursair Mus

r,l5 sm all poodle dog. CalH7^2442 (30 A 4)

PEMALE witb car f6r «>«*Y»»«»»HP. "JlJ!

hou*ekccp.n, e-ch.nge for P^v^Jt rJOin.

b,tht$20waek,2;i»774. i»^*\

•FIAT*
^ LARRY REED

-

GOES ^

DISCOUNT
AH 72 Models
Save Hundreds

FAIRLY hidious looking '43 Dodge Dart

w/good heart, lo>*« mileage, P*[*«"*»lV' ,^,
steal! $375. Ricft. 471 1112. 4W.01I$^(^A4)^

PRIl LOAN CARS
PRII TOWINO

OBMMiU
warranty

VOLKSWAOIN CAR SERVICI
"""^ Discounted Balpw Daalars Price

A-IAUTOSIRVICK

A^ 7f57 Van Nuys Blvd.
-

I across from O.M. Plant „.

:

Call I04-7075 • 24 Naurs k

HUGE cheap. Two bdrm. deluxt apt witli

larqe living area. Wilshira-Pairfax area.
^140 774 4714. (22 A 4)

V Apts to Share 23

MALE to Share larga l-bdrm apt. 10 min
•rom campus. S45/aacli. 120-1432, before 7:10
AM (23M31)

FEMALE share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt. Pool.
Westwood $40.7$ mo. Non smoker over 21.

474 425$. (2JA0)

FEMALE, share 2-bdrm with same, startinf
s 1 72 Grad student/wprkar. 03? 74$3
eves.

., (33M31)

3 BDRM, furnished U»«ury •l|»'
'i*'

»^"!-'?;'

icmbcr.

MALE or female live m/out, '^•••"
• ff^J.'

small salary, light housekeeping. 273 001

e«t 220
''•^"

i^Room^^oard

^ House for Rent .

CABANA, bath.

l*ciiitics. pool, female, a/' "*»

A J>

COMFORTABLE ">«"^":..'^y'* eJiSl
nished, $i27/mo., one adult only. Fadara

Ave, WLA. GL 14004. »»^«»

MALE to share targe 3 bdrm apt.

w/baicony . 2 Mks campws, 55S/mo. 471
$41 ^ (23A4)

FEMALE w/same, my " Ndrm garden apt, f

mtn UCLA, $110 Inc.. utilittas. all fur-

nishinqs 474 $220. (13M31>

SHARE w/1 in Nollywoad. i)0/mo. Calf 441-

74(1 after 5 PM.or Sania Monica A

i.» ^ House for Sale 26

Virqil (33 A4)
"^

—

la _ II I
"

—^—

*

OIRL needs anatlwr ta share 2 bdrm. apt.,
own room $40. Pralor grad. Moliywood. 074-
"'7 , (23 A 41

NEED to sharef Cdti^e tp 41S Landtotr.
roommates arc ttiofe. Block campus, pool.

sundi'cks.qarago.OH 5404. » A 4)

GLENDON Ave.,
^^t'''^/"' ^'..^^

location Just 5 •""
"5,':t«'*iVnn 477

p.nq/transport«tlon, only
"^''^^^J^JIi J ,»

'"' '
' —

iToRM, Beverly Olan
»*»1»'

J« 7;i"\,H^io*
pool, tennis courts, recreation dub,

f"]^-
313 J404

\nmm,

COOP contract for
»•»•' JS^*'-*"

^'
month Call/laave number. Mike, 47^^^ ^ ^^
»733. ^

walk school, poo'' !^' 9«^**'

«MALE boarder wanted, t^"/*"'- '"«\

giririfii"-' r..ifll.707l. «**^*^

PCMALE boarder, live with young family.

[Jr^e ri-Tbath, entrance, ">••'»• ^lo*. to

h.K_S1 10 month. 020 1205. «***^*'

LA Mancha dorm contract male/female,

any type room availaWt •»»» mediately at

discount 474 1000. 120 3404. (RBA4)

MALE dorm contracts, Sproul •«<• ••^^
Ma^^s Tall 47t-f703, ask for Scon^ Big

discounts.
\n9mn,

51$ Landfair, 477-4351

at TR 4 Encellent cond.,
••^."Ji'V'^'iCiTiSI

>aint,w. wheels. Best offer. 020-0»5l. (33iyi

10)
.

•»5 LUSSO Ferrari. New exhaust, tires.

SterioO track silver/black. Best •"•; Ja"
Michael. 27ia30 __!!_
4$ CORVAIR Monia conv., auto tran^ R/M.

>ow miles, $32$. eicellent cond., «•<»*••«*•

j» $ 0230^__
**'**'

'44 TEMPEST LeMans, 2 dr.. auto., perfect

condition One owner, best over $425. t3»-

.(33A4)

Fll AT
$1695

Brand New 850 Spts. Cp.

FULL PRICE INCLUDES
Heater Radiais Seat Belts disc brakes-

vinyl uphi etc. Other options extra your

FACTORY "OVERSEAS" AOINT

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

I^OCATIONS
LOS ANGELES , ^^ ^«

$301 CentinOla at La Cienega

Between Slauson A Floranca

'4» VW Camper Factory equipped, AM/P-
V\/SW radio and two heaters, 3$,000 miles,

sacrifice, $2200 $$3 $710. (33A4>

40 MOHs low mileage, redials, excellent

ondition, must sell, best offer. Days, 4$«

1001, oves, 553 4177 (33A4j^

^iicycles for Sale .... 35

.—w—
JNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low

>rices. 10 spd from $77 French, Austrian.

American, 1714 Westwood. 47S-3370. (35

JTR)

-^'j^

J Cycles, Scoofers

^ For Safe..................IL

LA ^Room for Rent o\

BEVERLY MILLS
t022 Wilshire Blvd. at Wetherif

274-0225

TORRANCE 722-1504,370-5413

71 HONDA CL350, low mileage, excellent

:ond , 477 2043. (34 A 4)

TRIUMPH 4$0cc, completely rebuilt, ex-

cellent cond , $$$0 470 47$4or 477 22M. (MA
4)

FEMALE needs ropmmata (U 23) to share
•^pt. plcasi' call Nona, 12$ 4449 (days); 301-

O^Otli-v.-si (23A«)

OIRL slHirtr large bdrm in small baacli

»»niiM' MrHi-r 21 plus. Must like cats, *47, 3ft
"", ' (33 A 4)

MALI nhari- 2 bdrm WLA. with 3 ethers. 2

m. campir. $$1.l5/ma. plus utilities 470-

SW\ (23M3U

FEMALE raommatc wanted! Vlk»f 2 bdrm
<)ard(.n •at, pertiatly furnished, ppal. dish-

washw, Wnset aTrtWftan. SISl.SO. call 472-

^tlLm_JWJ.^ll4pr4PM (23A4)

^HousetoSfwre 27

n.wspap^-r qood company and '""^'^^^jl

Cr.^ig < 31 0024

^WNTpacioos room in house
^^^^^\

other* Ton mins from campus. »»• N^,,

t,S1 AVIO -

household chores With 7 guy* ••»• o»A4»
•30 $W' -^

BLOCK campus large upstairs two room
suite separate entrance ideal medical,
faculty, graduate, $100 one, $125 two • mtm,
marrieds.OR4 7M3 (31 AS)

leoie Hawthorn^ Bl. at lOOth St.

«tc Ouiet airl. »al Air, panoramic view,

last privileges 703 oua.

WALE student, qui*t, non smoker, 10 mid

Jlmp^us, Kfch'en privilaga*. garaga. MJ^

•M4730 ________
, ,

———^.^.^-^—^^.-i——^^-^
LOVELY ideal room, female grad only.

Kitchen, laundry p*lv Close transportation.

S40/mo. 475 4425. (HA4»

TRANSPORTATION cars

American Kodiak in Unta
Santa Mantca Blvd 02I-I4M.

$99 and «k.
Monica. MM

(SaOTR)

»UZUKI 120 '49, excellent cond., lo miles.

.2$0 Orig owner. 47».S«li. priced to sail. (M
4 4)

•45 VW, sedan, sunroof, very «»••«•
,^*Vl

«ead condition. $400/make oMar. 10tOM3. (33

A 4) .

•47 TRIUMPM, OMcc. excollant •tHM"**

brakes; extras. STOO/best offer. M7-41SI

alter 4 PM (MAS)

•47 DATSUN, 4-door, auto. R/M, low

mileage.-'exceiitnt mechOnical «o"0,' *>*;

124 1134. 03$ 4114 L!?ill

•49 CAMARO V • «•'»* ^^f^f•SlVTlt
34.400 milas.

»'J»f,<»?»««
'
*"» °Vm154S31x2tO;tveS 490^214. »m«»I

49 TRIUMPM 4$0CC. TR4R •»»»»?'«VC»a. 040

^ lies, good cond , 391-7757 after five (M A 5)

49 LAMBRITTA "IIS Star", 3000 milas, ISO
npg, excellent cond., 53 mph, $225. 474-0044

'ves (MAO)
*

CO OP Mouse, Week from campus, 050 par

month, bPd A lacilltias; call <»«fW «f «•,
9229

4Jl*J»

'00 VW tug, rebuilt enfine, ^^
$1100, leaving cauntry Call 473-4771

cond.,
(3) A 4)

'4$ MONOA 305CC. Robuitt angina, .

—

cond.. $37$ or best ottar. Call 913-7gjt at-

ternoons, Henry.
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Students
—"Dtatrkli Fbdiw'-OlailUMi/'

barltont, 8:30 pm, April 14, Royca

Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets 90 on sale AAonday In tfie

Kerckhoff Ticket Oftlce (Kerck-

hotf 140).

—"Levis Fako Dance Com-

pany," 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce

Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets go on sale Tuesday In ttte

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff 140).

Tickets: --f

Campus and Public

—"Russia," an Armchair
Adventure film, 8:30 pm, April 7,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $2.75, $2.25, and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a ^concert

commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer

Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
April 9, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75. $4.75, $3.75,

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 WesNvbod Plaza.

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau,"

baritone, 8:30 pm, April 14, Royce

Hail Auditorium. (Sold out except

for special student tickets.)

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring orglnal

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and

taped voices, 8:» pm, April 15,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West--

wood Plaza.

-"All Akbar Khan," master of

the sarod (Indian lute) and "John

Handy," jazz saxophonist, 8:30

pm, today, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Also appearing are

Shankar ,Ghosh, table, and the

East Indian rock group "Shantl."

Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50,

and $1.75 (students), available

from the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza. ^

—"Barber of Seville,"

scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled. 1_^.__^^

—

^—

_

Concerts:
—"New Chamber Muiic,"

composed by students Including

Dinn Ghezzo, Paul Heubner,

George Packer, Phillip Solomlta,

Phillip Springer, AAark Wilton,

and Sandro Zaninovlch, 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $1 and

$.25 (students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 Wtot-

wood Plaza. . '-u/^-

Films: y
'j^t-

mmmm^^is^
Traveling" abroad or In the SUtes? Want in- White is also advisor to the Student Legislative

formation on internships in Washington, D.C. or Council's sponsored Government Internship

Sacramento'^
-"^ Programs which place more than 100 students here

Then head for the Extramural Programs and §ldh summer on the staffs of tegislatorr and

_"0«iitl#inen Prefer Bloiidof/'

(1953) with Marilyn Monroe and

Jane Russel, 5 pm, AAonday,

.AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—"The Uninvited," directed by

i.ewl$ Allen, 5 pm, Tuesday,

AAelnltz 1409. Froo.
'*r''gi'*" -.''

.

'

tfr rw r -

Play
--^

Opportunities (EXPO) Center in Kerckhoff Hall 176.

'*EXPO accumulates, indexes and publicizes data

on travel, work, study and internship opportunities

available, internationally as well as locally and

nationally," Dean Alex WWte,.director of the center,

said. -^r^-
''_;*- '• -"*'

White said his office keeps uprto-date literature on

approximately 800 overseas study and travel

programs. Facts about charter flight and otlier

transportation arrangements world-wide are sup-

plied to interested students by^ita Sundararam«n,

counselor for overseas programs.

-^^*br those traveling abroad, EXPO Issues In-

ternational Student Identity Cards and Youth Hostel

Cards xm Fridays. White said the cards are

"essential to securing the many discounts available

to studenU in foreign countries." The center also

provides information on Eurailpasses, be added.

government agencies in Washington, D.C. and

Sacramento.
EXPO also has data on a wide variety of other

internship, study and work openings within the

United States.—^
In the Southern California area, data on vohinteer

community service opportunities near campus is

collected by EXPO staff counsek>r Maria Yepes.

Another counselor, Craig Fuller, is responsible for

developing new internship positions in Los Angeles

and throughout the Wegtern States, White said.

"The premise for the EXPOCchlerTs that student

seek involvement and educational experience in the

world as well as in tlie classroom and that the

University should do its best to si4>port that aim/'

White slid/

EXPO is open Monday through Friday from 9 Am
to 4.pm. Services are fre4^ipice|)t for trav^ cards.

dramatic play regarding tfto^

Mexican-American, 8 pm,
Wednesday, Schoenberg 1100.

Free,

Seminars:
Friday, Mar.H
~"An analytical and Em-

perimental Investigation off ttit

Simple Pressure Source AAodel of

M Muiit.*' by Tarry Schartoa

manager, physical science

department. Bolt, Barenek and
Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, 4

_|»a,iBoelter 52ft4*_„ : r
AAonday, Apr. 3

-r"The Stranger In Shakesoeare

'^ r by Leslie A. ^^^^
professor of english T* *'

University of New York at iJl*
falo,3:30pm, Rolfel2w.**^-

New Ast?^om'i*^'^by*'V**
GIngeHch, SmlthsonT*"
Ash^ophyslcal ObservaC^S
Harvard College Observatory^.
pm, AAS 8118. ^' ^

-"Prisons and the P,ODk«
with Fr. Bob Curtlss, iZ'
chapHn at San Quentm, Fr]^
CollJIns, and John Taber 5 iiVi
l»n, Rmter Hall BayvlewTnlT
Cost for non-dorm resi^H'
$2.25, dinner included. •*

-"Political Perspertlvw of th.
South African Novel in EngHrtr"
by Kenneth Parker, vlslti,L
professor of English, San JoJ
State College, 3 pm, Bunche 10343.

Meetings:
Monday, Apr. 3

—"Judo Club," 2:305 pm
Macgowan B 146.

-"Kendo Club," 5-7 pm
Women's Gym 200.

Et cetera:
—"Pilipino-American

Students," interested in joining

the Pllipino-American Student?

Club stiould come to Campbell
3329 or contact Florante at ext.

52974 or Jennifer at 824-1104.

-^--r^,^

'^

—ac'^fC Board TownnneetlnQ^'^

will take place from noon to 2 pm
every Tuesday In Ackerman
Union 3517.

Special Meetings:
"I'Campus Clairvoyant Club,"

meeting has been cancelled due to

unforeseen circumstances.
— "University Rabbit

Association," (URA) 6 am, HB^
^(Ffcitch Building) 200.

—"Apathy Chib," meeting has

been canoel||Bd due to lack of in-

—"ilCLA Indecisive Socitty,"

will meet at elttier 3 or 4 pm, room

-- (GeMtfamedooPaieU)
t.-^X.m.^i- .'il.j»L«^fcrv ..-.W.

-It'

*fV" \»-:
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Buyour$1.29
and We'lfv^ash it down free.
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- Pick your potable, it's on the house.

Sizzler's giving away any beverage you want,

when you order our hearty steak sandwich

platter—and show the chef this ad.

No trick at all. Get this ad into the

Sizzler, and everybody with you who orders our

regular $1 .29 steak sandwich, gets a free hot or

cold beverage.

It's a fabulous meal-on-a-platter. Tender

juicy sirloin steak, served open face on a great

chunk of Sizzler cheese toast. Plus gobs of

golden french fries . . . With a peach on a lettuce

bed alongside.

, Don't miss the Sizzler fair-trade plan.

$1.29 and your copy of this ad, for the Steak

Sandwich Special with beverage. Our $1 .49

value, for only $ 1 .29 complete. (And you skip

the tips at Sizzler.)

Sizzlen
Family steak houses.
922 Gayley Ave. at Le Conte, Westwood Village

Free parliing at the Safeway Lot on Gayley.

Otter good through April 7, 1972
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Regents hear faculty views
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""^ OB photD by Dennis Fried

RESPITE — Studoiits can find a quitt place to hide from the hustling

registering and enroiliny studentt^ in the Botanical Gardens
located at the southeast corner of campus.

By DaveMcNary '

DB Staff Writer

Are UC faculty giving enough
attention to teaching or are they

placing too much emphasis on

research? How do you determine
this?

Gov. Ronald Reagan has
repeatedly brought up the

teaching versus research question

and has contended that if they did

more teaching, there would be

need for fewer professors, and
therefore less money for the

Universdty-

'"Yet, at last month's meeting of

the UC Board of Regents in Los

Angeles, the faculty offered a

defense of their workload
(classroom contact hours per

week ) and urged the Board not to

impose any arbitrary standards

on them.

I
Plm phasic

'

UC Davis professor Paul E.

Zinner, and chairman of the

faculty's statewide ^cadeniic^

Council, presented for discussion

a 19-page "white paper" on "The

Teaching Function of the

University."

He told the Board. "We find that

the teaching function has been

well attended in the University.

By this we do not mean to assert

that th^re have been no flaws in it,

and that 4|i, some departments

there may* not have been a

disproportionate emphasis on

research against teaching, and on

graduate education versus un-

dergraduate education."

We find some of fKe iridre

extreme accusations leveled at

the faculty groundless and un-

substantiated. In the aggregate,

the faculty devotes a very

respectable amount of time to

teaching and teaching-related

activities," Zinner added.

~ ^ Workload -^ >

teaching closer to 10 or 12 hours

per week.

The paper made three

recommendations to ttie Regents

Committee on Educational

Policy. First, it n&commended
that Board and the University

administration not impose
workload standards on the faculty

and the Regents "exert their

utmost efforts to dissuade the

state government from decreeing

such standards." —
It further sUted tliat classroom

.contact hf>iir<i tPnd tn he a

No record' system adopted

Fails' eliminated at UCSC
Bv Heidi Yorkshire

DB Staff Writer

A new 'pass-no record" grading

system at UC Santa Cruz should

result in higher standards for

academic work ttiere, according

lo both faculty and students on

that campus.

The evaluation system replaces

ihe pass-fail" system that has

been used at Santa Cruz since the

campus was founded seven years

ago Now, if a student does un-

satisfactory work for a class, no

record of the class will appear on

his transcript. If he passes ttie

class, a detailed professor

evaluation will be entered into his

nie as it was under the old systentl

It Kot to the point where
professors were—giving 'pass'

lirades m cases where they really

didn t want to, because they were
luctant to fail students," Frank

Andrews, associate professor of

chemistry and former chairman

of the educational policies com-

mittee at Santa Cruz, said.

Predicted cUi
,

•'Students were getting 'in-

complete' grades for classes they

had given up on, and carrying

them from quarter to quarter,"

Andrews said. He predicted the

new system would cut down on

"cumbersome" paperwork
caused by the 'incomplete'

grades, which amounted to more

than seven per cent of the total

grades.

"I don't think it's a very big

change." he said.
'

"Students still have to pass a

minimum number of classes each

year, or they are subject to

dismissal. Dismissal used to be

based on the number of 'fails,'

now it's based on the number of

passes.'

"Part of the UCSC 'thing' is to

offer classes with an enormous

range of possible work that a

student can do to pass a class,

from a great deal to practically

nothing. That certainly won't

change," Andrews said.

Michael Kahn, professor of

psychology at Santa Cruz, ap-

proved of the new system, saying,

"I think it's neat. It Ukes the

(Continued on Page 3)

In the presentation of the 197?-73

UC Budget, the governor referred

^ ^m historic -workload of nine

hours per week. His office

estimated that the average UC
professor had taught only 6.4

hours per week during 1970-71.
"*

Alex Sherrifs, Reagan's chief

^educational aide and a UC
psychology professor, said in an

interview soon after the budget

was released, "If teaching does

not occur in the classroom

anymore, and new methods of

teaching are being used, let the

University prove that to us and

we'll be more than happy to

reassess our figures. Thus far,

they haven't." .

Zinner said ttiat the 6.4 figure

was incorrect. H^ said if there

were accurate ways to measure

leaching workloads (and he

claimed that there were not), the

average UC professor would be

"misleading measure which
reveals little about the magnitude

and nothing about the ef-

fectiveness of instruction ... a

workload formula is a< t>est a

misleading measure and at worst .

harmful to the educational in-

terests of the University."

_^ Secondly^it recommended that__

data on instructional workload,

however obtained, should not be

the 4)rimary criterion used for _^

purposes of budgetary allocations

(as was done this year in the -

governor's budget) at either the

*^tate or campus level.

Reactions

Third, it asked that this data on ,

workload should be routinely

communicated to departments

and schools to help them acquire -

and allocate resources and

develop programs more ef-

fectively.

The paper also said,**. . . (our)

reservations should not be con-

strued as a rejection by the

faculty of its duty of ac-

countability to the people of

California. We do not question our

obligation to provide taxpayers

and elected officials with per-

(Continued on Page 3)

Angela takes weekend off;

court vacation site

SAN .JOSE ( AP) - An exhausted Angela Davis took off for an undisclosed

weekend vacation spot Friday to recuperate from the opemng week of

I

testimony at her murder-kidnap-conapiracy trial.

A spokesman for the National United Committee to Free Angela Davis

said she was spending the weekend with friends somewhere m the seven

Northern California counties to which she is restricted under terms of her

^wii release.

This has been a difficult week." the spokeaman said. ''She's very

Itired."

^avis. 28, a Communist and former UCLA philosophy in^*™^^
.delivered the defense's opening sUtement Wednesday m which sne

denied fumishmg four guns and plotting an abortive courthouse escape

' aUempt Aug. 7, 1970.

i
The prosecution said in ita opening sUtement that Davis^^^^^^^

[ourthouse shootout in which a judge and three others were kiUed

r^ause she was driven by passion to free Soledad Brother George

Hackson.

,

At the cloae of court Thursday, Superior Court Judge Richard E. Ar-

p»on announced there would be no Friday seirtona during the trial. ^
"e said a 9 am sUrUng time would make up for no Fnday session

h^ said the four-day )veek would give attorneys needed time to work on

»
^case and prepare for coming witnesiea.
""^ trial is expected to last about four to six months.

SINGLE LANE AHEAD— ASUCLA StudMttt' Store

officials have had the book storage racks and display

cases moved into the center aisle of the store to make
room for more cash registers. Because of this In-

novation In Interior designing, students now find

themselves packed Into two narrow aisles or tripping

Pli«t« by J«'rv Morris

over one another while attempting fa store books In

the bottom racks. Through hraHIc is advised to avoid

this bottleneck all next week when returning shidenH

are expected to swamp the store to buy their ter"

books.

"U-
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Survey group needs;

Student assistance ^^
Finding out what students here think on any issue has always been a

^pressing problem, as every level of campus government looks lor ^n

"indication of what students want and nec^i.
^\^^,unA

1 n an attempt to study survey-taking and construct an effec ive method

of gauging student opinion on this campus. Ray ^sher a law student

here, is presently looking for a group of students mterested in opmion

analysis" to deal with this problem. '^
*

" \.\ ;
.'

" ^ii *^

The study group, which could possibly offer independant study credit to

participants, will look at the different types of surveys that can be taken

here, how long response^takes and how to analyze survey results^^-^-^-

^^ Methods

rm mostly interested in looking at the differeht methods and trying to

set up a permanent mechanism for immediate and long-term opmion

gathering," Asher said.
,, ; «„^.„„

With an "mstanf survey, such as a Daily BTr".°/ ^ nJlnd^
opinions on an issue such as the North Campus Student Facility codd be

known immediately to advise committee or admm.str^tive action

While the 'instant" survey is valuable for one issue questions,

•longitudinal" studies ask questions about the same issue repeatedly

over a long period of time to study trends in student opmion. Not only

would trends be indicated, but a greater number of readings taken from

repeated polls could cross-check thej^alidity of the results, according to

Asher, , >~
*

Consciousness

Th..r.. ;.rr reallvverv few people who hav^ ^"^
'''"^"^'^''y.ufrnt!^

Regents Scoreboard

Regents

*%

«• »'-

Ki*-
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meeting place—by Susie Hatago

Kecent developments within the

Tiniversity of California include:

The VC Kegents are aban-

doning, with no regrets, their Los

Angeles meeting place at the UC
Kxlension Onter, 11th St. and

(;rand Ave. Their new meeting

place will be the recently built Los

Angeles . Convention Center.

Ueasons for leaving the extension

center are its dismal, windowless

and inadequate facilities. The

change will become effective in

September.

In related action, the Regents

agreed to retain their meeting

place in San Francisco, at the UC

Kxlension Center, 11th St. and

(irand Ave. Their new meeting

place in San Francisco, at the UC
Extension Center, 55 Laguna St.

The Kegents have 10 monthly

meetings each year, the site

vacillates from month^to month.

here, as a body, think An ellectiv'^ SOmy mechanism tould reotty

creiile-a University consciousness," he said.

There is presently an overlap in survey-taking systems, with each

office or organization that needs to know how students feel on an issue

conducting its own survey. Asher hopes a well-designed survey

. mechani<>m could eliminate this overlap by providing a much more ef-

ficient survey system.
. , •

Students interested in the project, which will offer practical experience

in surveys, shOuld contact Asher through the of
[

ice of Steve Halpern.

undergraduate executive vice-presidenX, exi. J)2^/26.
___^___

The San Diego Chargers

professional football team will

again use VC Irvine facilities for

their summer training camp. The

Chargers have used the campus's

field, gymnasium, residence and

(lining facilities for the past

several years.

- The regents were required to

approve the leasing agreement

because the fee exceeded $10,000.

Lease agreements under this

amount- are approved by the

chancellor of the campus in-

volved.

The Chargers are leasing Ir-

vine's facilities for $25,000. Regent

DeWitt A. Higgs disqualified

himself from voting on and

disc'ussing the lease, stating that

the law firm of which he is a

partner has the Chargers as

clientsr "^;-*:.<<

.

-' ' -

^'
-"--

VC President Charles J.

Mitch has been authorized by the

Kegents to negotiate and approve

the membership of the University

of California in the Council of the

Inter-University Post-Graduate

Centre in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.

'Membership in the center

w'ould give the University of

California a seat on the council, d

:=r^eice in determiflmg generaJ

expenses " incurred by sending ,ii^uversUy representative .!
meetings of the council
Nugoslavia, according to Z
report. ^

Ciov. Ronald Reagan has vet
to appoint a new Regent to fil

former Regent Edwin W Paulev'
position on the board PauL
completed his second

i6-year
term as Regent in February

••I- Correction
It was erroneously reported in

Friday's Daily Bruin that the

Kducational Fee will be in-

creased next year to $150 per

quarter. The fee will remain
indefinitely at the present $ioo

|)er quarter for undergraduates.

program goals and access for

University students and faculty to

research facilities and special

courses and programs," ac-

cording to a report by Hitch's

office*. -

Meml>ership will not involve

•any financial commitment" by

the University, beyond *'normal-

oAiiy

4
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For Scientific Study
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LOWEST
JET FARES

TO EUROPE
-Whatever your age. SAVE

money on Icelandic Airlines

jets from New York to Lux-

embourg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?-0ur round-trip

Youth Fares are $180;^^
ter), $205 (spring, fall), ana

$270 (summer), ages u
thru 21. Also, exclusive one-

way Youth Fares.

OVER 21?-Stay overseas

46 days up to a year and

you'H SAvf $274 this sunv

?ner $247 this spring and

Sn against lowest compara-

ble fa^res of other scheduled

airlines. Great for teachers

and grad students See yo«r

travel a^ent for valid dales,

reservations. /^-.-—

To: Icelandic Alrtlnjs .^
630 Fifth Averuife, <N,vY. IW^
(212) Pt 7-8585

, ^^-,t jet

Send, folder CN on Lo*^e$t Je

Fares to Europe.

#27 WESTWOOD BLVD. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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LAYAWAYS

,o^
Ô>^

' \ 49 95
My travel agenns^.-^^^

Wh«n Purchat«d With
Yashkd TIX, Fujka 701, P*nt<K. or
Mcmiyo • S«lior Gim«ra

All liTM fubjecl to c^anoe

iceumoie
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• r

to be offered this quslrter
\ new major in Jewish Studies

«i'll be offered here beginning this

.nrier according to Amftld J.

S professor M Near Eastern

committee that designed the

major, said. "The major « the

lionse to requests of various

Iwdents over the past few years

lor a major outside the Hebrew

'^'^AUhough a majoe in Hebrew has

been offered here since 1959,

many students found it too con-

fining because the major does not

deal with the social, historical and

*>»''• . *

political aspects of the Jewish
culture. -:._- -^_ ...
The major was approved March

10 by the ('ollege of Letters and
Science and designed to begin this

(juarter by an advisory board
composed of professors Band,
Herbert Davidson, Wolf Leslau
(Near Kastem languages) and
Amos Funkenstein (history).

One of the unique features of the
program is that it will allow
students to take courses related to

the major at different colleges

and institutions, and have the

units for the courses transferred

here. . r

"By this plan." Band explained.
•\i student could take up to three

courses at an institution like the

I'niversity of Judaism in

Hollywood or the Hebrew Union
College, located near USC.

"The major is completely open
in regard to future courses; if at

.some tiraf we cddd^find someone
to teach Yiddish, then that would
l)e offered." he said.

Interested students should
contact a member of the advisory

committee, or the Department of

Near Kastem Languages office,

Koyce :W2.

# t
JL The United Enlertoiners W

J
Cultural Gommtltee "-. - w

Presents: the sensational, ^

i'liflereil Bii"!
* AT 12:06 NOON .7^
# WH). APRIL 5. 1972

JANSS STe>$——

'Pass-no record^

.

(Paid Advertisement)

ASUCLA Tutorial Project

(Continued from Page 1)

whole punishment concept out of

grading .

-I just hate flunking people —
it^tttianthorUarian and arbitrary

thing lo do," he said. "If you look

at it from Skinner's operant

conditioning viewpoint, it's really

snjart psychological rein-

iorcement A lot of professors are

saying that with this /no punish-

ment' concept, they have an

opportunity to raise standards^

S.iptn Cruz students agreeditV

not a big change." Laura Werner,

a sophomore in College V (Fine

Artsh^akl, "Ua be doing just as

mucb work as before. The new

syslem is a good thing, but all the

work I'm doing is still going to be

my own. and I'll just put my best

into it" ~ ^^-.-

New^-estrktkHis

and that classes will get bigger, so

they've tried to make regulations

saying that we could only take

three classes unless the fourth one

was in our major.
'J IHmk 4^ do' better-worfcr

really won't be any change from
(he way we evaluated applicants

on the "pass/no pass" system.

"We evaluate students from
schools like Santa Cruz on the

elementary teaching dsfflstant

one-to-one tutor

free school project

Saturday program
Open classrooni -

':!

.r^-

* -iir^'
.^.-ir

^itm- ^ tnstrttetor---

though." Hancock said, "because

I won't have to rush to finish an

incomplete like I did last quar-

ter."'

M love it (the new system),"

Claude Zachary, a literature

major in Crown College said. "It

is now entirely easy to drop a^lass

uoesn I woTK oui, ana you

don't have an incomplete' staring

you in the face. I don't think it will

be much different, because it's

hard to fail** (Less than two per

cent of all grades were **faiW'

under the old system.)
^.

*

College V aesthetics niajor

Caye Hancock said, "On the

whole it's better, but it has

credited restrictions on how many
clas.ses we can take. The ad-

ministration is afraid that

everyone will take more classes

.^ ,. ,.J No changes
-— Although there was speculation

that the "M(&/no record" system

would mance it more difficult for a

Santa imJz graduate to be ad-

m ittea to^raduate school, Robert

Kinsman, dean of academic
services (which includes graduate

admissions) here said, "There

evaluations that they send down.

We also ask for three detailed

letters of recQmmendation and

the Graduate Record
Kxamination, even though it is not_

a graduate division requirement

lor students applying from
schools Ihat give letter grades.

Whjle thefjRE mayteer^tatistie,

it still gives some indication of

their academic abilities.

*'WhatcanyourcaHy tell from^fr

transcript, anyway?" Kinsman

asked. "We know less, to be sure,

than we would about applicants

who got letter grades. But we do

not discriminate; we just ask for

additional information."

HisMOeC change
History I06C, History of

Science itKh Century, has been

changed from MWF I pm in

Haines UK to MWF 2 pm in

Haines :w. Professor Rainer

Borger is teaching the course.

ORIENTATION
Wednesday, April 5 8:00-1 0:Oa~Xelwrman 24ir
Thursday^ April 6 12:00 - 1:00 Ackerman 3517

- For mora info KH 404 825-233

1

•Sponsored by SLC.

i

•-'. •

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? 7 7

tlPjie Ciglltl) i^ote
""ITSTTFICO BLVD. W. LA.

HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSON$
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.7&-

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE —

^

" yVe Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
See Us Last ... To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA
* -FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA.

J^ OVATION-ETC.
Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us ... Or Call

477-3238 -^

(Continued from Page 1)

tincnt information on how public

lunds allocated to the University
iire being spent and with what
results"

iie^enlal reaction was mixed.

DcWilt A. Higgs, considered to be

a moderate on the B6ard, said, "I

happiMi to believe the faculty is

dom^ an excellent job, is putting

in as much time*^s can be
reasonably expected, and 4»
turning out a good product.**

Time records

Vet Higgs suggested that the
faculty keep personal records of
class time, saying it would be the
best possible tool" in defending

'heir position.

i<egent Dean A. Watkins
disagreed, saying time records
would be "counterproductive."
Ht' said the problem would be to

get the faculty to demonstrate to

Sacramento that it is doing what it

says it is.

The heaviest criticism came
Irom William French Smith,

chairman of the Board, who said

the paper dealt only briefly with

actual solutions.

(Quality

You seem to be saying that

there is no effective way to

measure this, so just leave us

alone and we'll do the best we

can."

"Don't you iflhk the ad-

ministration anil the Board has a

responsibility to determine the

quality of the product we're

producing? " Smith asked Zinner.

Zinner said yes, but added he

did not think that the quantity of

teaching hours had much to do

with the quality of the product

THINKING ABOUT A SUMMER JOB?!

APMBpbeSJA

King Size $10.95

with this ad

jetjatrY , canouos

2807 F1C0BLVD.
SANTTA MONIC/iXAUr

. i

i-- .1"

come fo

. h

' ^1

'Summer Group Meetings''

- BUILDING IG

PLACEMENT 8.CARFFR pi ANNINO ^ fMTrP

Monday — Wednesday — Friday

- at 3 p.m.

liPaid Advertisement

H

UCLA'S
.,|t.^

EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE
STARTS APRIL 10

LOOK FOR CLASS LISTINGS

IN APRIL 5th

DAILY BRUIN
sponsored by Student Educational Policy Commlttlon of SLC
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Computersystemhelps a tide

>. -T-

By Kefiit^CtUernfliey

^ l)B Staff Writer

^T Students who have known the

frustration of trying to set up car

pools will find their efforts easier

this quarter due to a new com-
^puterized matching system. —.—

the system, whjch is being

operated on an experimental
basis this quarter by the^computer
club, will be a '*major im-

^:i;;,provement" over the old method,
-—^according to Bob Kibrick, its

• originator.

Those i^o enlist in the pi^ram
will receive a computer print-out

of names, addresses and phone
num bers of other comm uters wiih

similar schedules who live

nearby.

—Underiheold system, operated

by service fraternity Alpha Phi

Omega, students were required to

find their own car pool members
from a card fi)e. Applicants were

grouped into about 80

geographical areas. —— ^•

V. The new system divides the

'^^
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(Paid AdvtrtfMment;

iEAItNING SKIUS CENTER ANNOUNCES A:

STUDY SKILLS SEMINAR
ii->' .'

for students who want to •xplor* a ''.
''

^- •
• variety ot approocti«s to study ,

WMinesday, April 12, 1972J:15.5 p.m.

i^T Pr»-r«gitfration is n«c*tsary

CoifU to Sociol W«lfar«271 or phon« 825-7744 _
This s«rvic% is free to all regulorly enrolled students.

»« * ." »
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i HOUSING

same amount of space into ovet^

i.2(M) zones, which results in a

nuich greater chance that

students who live close together

will be matched, according to

Kibrick Each zone is about three-

(luartersof a mile on a side.

During the experimental run

this quarter, car poolers will have

to sign up at the Alpha Phi Omega
office, Kerckhoff 411, and will be

required to pick up their computer

output at the same of/ice.

However, when the program

j»oes into full scale operation next

fall each application for a parking

permit will include a car pool

enrollment fbrm which students

may return with their application.

Also, results of the computer

ipatchings will • be mailed to

permit-holders who enroll.

"That way, when students^don't

have to do anything but fill out a

form and send it in, we hope they

will be more willing to par-

ticipate. They certainly can't lose

anything and there is no

obligation," Kibrick said.

Parking permit applicants who

indicate a willingness to join car

p(K)ls have always received a

point bonus from the Campus

Parking Service. However, no

method exists to make sure such

applicants actually enroll with the

Alpha Phi Omega system.

With the computerized system,

only students who return the car

pool application will receive the

lx)nus. However, there is still no

way to ensure that students who

sij^n up will actually join a car

pool. — '^-

,

'We can't run the system for

them." Kibrick said. **A11 we can

do is set up the mechanism; it*s

up to the students themselves to

set* that 't works.'* >

Kibiack said an effective car

pooling .system can cut dowa the

numl)er of cars coming to compus
by a? much as 30 per cent. A
similar program which has been

in operation for over a year at Cal

State San Bernardino has reduced

campus traffic b^ j^most one-

third, he said,^ ^ "v.

Wilh over 9.000 stn^
parking permits issued thAt. .

be a substantial reductiX^t
largest potential lies with t^
sUff. We hope eventually' tthe whole campus communjtv
and even the outside

business

Kibrick

iniu

Santa

community — involved

'

said

According to Kibrick
thi.campus is behind the times

car-pooling efforts UC
Harbara has had an effective
system for about two years Zl
some state college campuses are
experimenting, he said.

One major obstacle to Uw»
success of the program is 2
taming enough volunteer

woriters
to keep it going, according tn
Kibrick. "We'll take all the helowe can get. Jobs will include
keypunching, classifying

people
by geographical regions and other
clerical work," he said.

Interested students are asked to

contact Kibrick at ext 55879 (day)
or^ in the computer club office

Boelter 3514.

^sotetB^equiomerrf spur&JnftiatiMft

New language lab to be built

ir

For the CHEAPEST ROOM amJ BOARDTusT
off campus, live at the CO-OP this spring

quarter^ ,„
' ^

20 meals/week, including quarter breaks

and holidays! Cost/quarter: only $235-260

qnd about 4 hours of chores each week. The

Friendliness is Free! * . ^ -

HURRY - FIRST COME-FIRST SERVE CALL

479-1835 or write: Manager, UCHA, 488

Landfair, LA. 90024 - -:
;

.

-^ ' Spon$o«»d by UCHA

^^-
. B\ Ken Ward

^^--UB Staff Writer

ronstni^tgnr a" new and^el^ television screens which will

new innovation to language labs

here. Martino mentioned plans for

the installment of 30 closed circuit

of repair, according to Martinorlttr-l

view of rising maintenance costs,

the Planning Office decided to

make plans for construction of the
piinded foreign language provide visual aid to students. He new lab, he added,
laboratory complete \Mth closed suggested that possible video

vision screens is due to m aterial might inchide fihns and^ ~^——^I><^nial^

begin in June.

Accordirig to Phil Martino of the

Planning Office, the lab will be a

consolidation of the major foreign

language labs and will be located

4n Koyce 314. He expects the

$256,000 construction and
renovation project to be com-
pleted by fall quarter.

The lab will house 88 separate

stations where students can listen

to tapes and practice speaking

while being monitered by a

teaching assistant. Revealing a

A-^.

C3 ,. _. r

^^— . ^ _
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sure, Tve been around
I still have plenty cfr~~

mileage left!

• but

\*»«¥

When it comes to used textbooks, you can save yourself

considerable bread by buying used books (if you can find thenr>.)

They're supposed to be right out therewith the new ....

texts~we get thenn out there as fast as we can. It .

depends on the demand-and how fast your fellow students hit

the bookstore racks. But It's worth a try.
^

Our used books really haven't been worn out by all those

eyes staring at them. And we try to see to it they're clean-

no little peanut butter sandwich remains lurking In the

pages, and like that. So fqok around-it's worth It to save

o few bucks.

plays that are related to students'

.studies in literature:

V V ' Initiative

vSchediiled to he included in the

new lab are the French, Italian,

Spanish and Portuguese, and .the

(iermanic languages depart-
ments. Near Eastern, Oriental

and African languages will also 1^
included. Martino said the Slavic

department is tentatively

scheduled to maintain its present

lab as the department's equip-

ment is comparatively new.

The initiative for the larger lab

came from PhiHp Levine, dean of

humanities, and from most of the

foreign language departments
who were plagued with /'obsolete

lab equipment* constantly in need

Martino denied that the

abolition of the language

requirement and the subsequent

drop in foreign language

enrollment had any effect on the

plans, as he said the blueprints

were drawn up last year aHd^haye

not been altered since then.
"^

As a result of the space which

will be vacated by the present

second floor language labs, the

Planning Office has also an-

nounced thij^t
-^ the Oriental

languages department will be

moved from the Social Welfare

building.

The department will occupy the

area now held by the French and

(ierman labs while the other labs

will' be converted into additional

language classrooms.

book store

b l«v«l, ock^rmon union, 825-771

1

open mon-thurt 7:45 a.m.-8:30 p.riv.Hrl 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m./9:30-3:00

tat 9:30-3:00

student
committee
for \he arts

WHArS HAPPENING. . .

a weekly look at $1 tickets on

sale to UCLA students only at

..the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

$j tidivh on taU April 4

Art of Dance Series

LOIJS FiLCfeimCE CO.

In Caviar, danced to rock music;

Huotcopo, an Intricate, intense me-

nage a trofs danced to a colloge

score of taped sounds, with a psy-

chedelic cycloramo; The Sleepers,

a psychodrama In which the players

verbalize without music, using nor-

mal speech and movement fused with dance; Noftalgia, a love

of dance as dance -".
. .unlike most avont garde groups

Folco is committed to grandly extravagant dance movement

and a strange sense of theater ..." (The Washington Post)

SATURDAY, APRIL 15 - 8:30 P.M. - ROYCE HALL

$1 fidi«lf on sd« April 5

Great Artists Series

KVEILYSILLS
Soprono

With Charles Wodsworth

Assisting Artist

.>!

SUNDAY, APRIL 16 - 8:30 P.M. - ROYCE HAU

Monday. April 3, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

iv^ot'orities:
^^^fi

'Traditionar houses

change with times,

abandon old rules
v,'!"-;

':".*'

i

By Andrea Rosenwcin ^^

l)B Staff Writer

Kven sororities are changing.

Ttiose bastions of cheerleaders

and apple pie are slowly creeping

into 1972, knowing that if they

won't change, they won't survive.

Like everything else, we're

changing with the times. We can't.

enforce fines or punishments

anymore - girls would simply

.fluit if we did .

" » nieml)er_oj_

Sigma Delta Tau said.

Wtiereas in the past|here were

[many rules concerning an in-

dividual's personal t)ehavior, now

most of ttie existing rules concern

Icommon courtesy, such as

leaving the keys in a car when

blocking another car in the house v,

riv€way.-r——. __„_^__

Outmoded

Sororities are much morir"'

realistic than in the past. To

govern p^ple's study habits and

dress standards is really out-

moded/a coed from Delta Zeta

said.

Deterioration of dress cedes

came at different times in the

sororities Most houses still have

-Monday night formal dinners

wtiere tl^ girls wear dresses, but

the days of mandatory dresses wi ^

campus are over.

Three years ago, no pants

were permitted on campus. Then

the rules were changed to permit

clean '^nd neat pantsuits. Then
came the holeless jeans. Now,
anything goes,'* a meml^r of

(iamma Phi Beta said.

Another noticeable change in

sororities is the shift of emphasis
away from social activities.

!
' Apathy

(iirls from Chi Omega and

T)clta Delta Delta remarked that

there is getting to be a general

apathy towards fraternity ex-

and rush Jitwi that the

number of parties has decreased

considerfibly ov^ the past few

years.- Il:^- ."
'"'''-'.

The reasons for the trend away
from' social activities stem partly

from the shortness of the quarter:

"How can you plan parties when
you have a paper due tomorrow
and a midterm next week?"Jo
Ballain of Delta Delta Delta said.

ISiit there are other reasons why

Sorority sisters pose for photograph in yvUf

Charity projects and social

service are still high on the list of

sorority activities, but according

to a girl from Chi Omega, these

efforts have also dwindled. Again,

the quarter system was cited as a

main reason for curbing activity.

•'Politically, the girls are more
aware than before. As individuals,

a lot of us will probably be

campaigning in the next election

running around upstairs. If they

were living here, it might he

'different; it would be ttieir home,
too, and^they'd just have to get

used to our hem% relaxed. But as it

is. men are just guests and there

is a whole different feeling,"

Karicofe said. ^ ^
'^::. ~ Inconveniences

Meml)ers of Alpha Epsilon Phi,

^ though, disagreed, saying few of

nut ^^ar-S^ we probably—^he girls -f;^lt radicaUSr \XB

won't support a candidate — there

are too many diverse opinions to

be reconciled," Karicofe said.

Concerning women's lib, Wanda
tJardner of Alpha Omicron Pi

mentioned that although a few of

the girls are interested in the

niovement. as a chapter there are

no strong feelings.

Visitation

convenienced and so far there

have l)een no problems with

twenty-four hour open house,

which was instituted this year.

Sfnce its our home, we feel that

we should he able to have to liave

guys upstairs if we want."

The emphasis on *'home" is

growing in sororities. Karicofe

said. "Sororities are a home base.

Today, they are organized to

provide an alternative to apart-

ment of -<|orm living. Because

status orientation is out of vogue,

sororities have lost a lot of

prestigE. But this can be seen asjr

«. -V .
...»".

real benefit : More girls who join

now iire concerned with the other

girls in the house and not with the

status."

group social events have lost their

importance. According to

panhellenic advisor, Chris Zuber,

sororities have begun to stress the

individual more than before, and

4here is a more diverse population

with more diverse interests.

Activities

"(Iirls don't feel pressured into

dating fraternity men anymore.

They can date whoever they want

and there's no hassle," Christie

Karicofe, president of Kappa

Kappa Gamma said.

iree sororities 4Tave

twenty-four hour visitation. In

fact, the other sororities do not

even permit men in their rooms

upstairs except under special

circumstances. ?

Alpha Xi Delta tried twenty-four

hour visitation last year, but

changed back. The house was just

not built to be convenient for both

sexes, a member said. '

^

"We wouldn't be able to walk

around comfortably in curlers and

underwear if there were guys

-\

. >

/

"t. »

4 Pieces of
Broasted Chicken

• -»> .^ . Aj

spaglietti dinner

tiyx* t »»• r»UHUMI^I^iiM!

,• antlpofto •olad,,oH/vln«gar dr»Mlnt
• • Itollan •pagh«ttt m»€rt/mo«hrooin »aue«

• garlk br*ad, parmwMin ch«M«
• chok* of 1 5< b«v«rag«

Monday night is SpagheHI Dinner nlghtin the Terrace Roo"^'J"**
JjJ

there between 4:30 and 7:00-any AAooday-and VO" '';«"2
J "J

°

on your tray as you go through the ^afete^'o Une. Keep
J

till you^re

ready for more spaghetti-then give it to the bambino >^^^° » "'^^_
from a chafing dish in the main room. She'll fill your plate again-

free!

ASUCLA Terrace Room Ackermon Union

Level 1-dinner served from 4:30 to 7:00

Served with.

GoleSlaw
Broasted Potatoes

Hot Roll© Butter

_

Baked Potxito

B^ Extra
-^-

«T IflpS-^

Norm's

WESTWOOD
PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDA
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Let us not seek the Republican answer

to the Democratic answer/ ^-

but the right answer.

Let us not seek to fix the blame

for the; past.

Let us accept our own responsibility

for the future.
,iiititi;i

— John F. Kennedy

iMliiois* note: This is the second of five Candidates* Forums of-

fn-pd by Axis so llie student body can better acquaint itself with the

views of the major candidates for President this year. We wish to

thank those orKani/ations which submitted position papers on their

candidates. We regret that certain candidates' views are not

repr«'scnted here, as we bi'lieve a comparison of positions on the

same issues, presented at one timi^, is an effective form.-^t for fairly

|H-es«MUing all the candidates for public scrutiny and evaluation.

When any candidates, for whatever reason, do not participate in

s tu'b a-44»tuiH 4ts^overall value suffers^ — —-

—

-^—~~—z-
W<'ll. lliere's alwavs next time.

S.CandK.P.

I,, I'.K.;; 1 ... .. dclr^.itt' (o th<' |{«'|.ublic.in

> .)ii\riiluiri iti Miami I'.rach and rasl mv \<)tf tor

!;i(li.ir<l \i\oii I <\\(\ this on lh<* hasi^ iM Mi

.i\(.ii - iccnid in Ihc ( (.tmrcss m the vice

|.rcsi(l..|u \ .mil tlHTc.iINT on the campaign "•nl

\!m.\.- all I vuhMJ loi- liirn on tfir hasis ot what hr

.11(1 in !•«.};

H« -aid that uc ha\r t<. [nit an I'nd to the hu^v

!,(irial drlicil^ \\huli KM'l inllalion and pirk the

p(M krf- .)t r\ri-\ Xmcncafi H<' uanu'd against tfu'

dangers <>t .in incR'aMn^iv rci^irncntcd cconornv

He (ilcd^cd to »p|x»'-r anv '-chi'MH' lor a ^uarantt't'd

.iiitinal inconn' . He spoke out h)r niorr in

div idii.il initiatiu" in the old ATncnran st\l«'

|{rpt<s«Mtali\<' John \shht4M>k

\h'V 1.'), l'»71

Mthou^^h .Idhn Ashhrook rciiii/cd that \i\on

A.i> not a ^inccn' idealist like (ioldwater, he at

Irast «'\p('(ti'd \i\on to stop the trend towards H\^

( .n\einnH'nt a I'.i^ dovennnent that in

I reasnmK dictates to all aspects of our individual

h\ cs

\slil)!(M>k. }', vears old. is a six term

(on^ressman Irom Ohm Uv {graduated with

hono?-^ Iioni ll.ir\ ard I iiiversil>. received a law

de).',re<' trorn Ohio State I'mversity. was a sue

(cssliil attoinev. served in the Na\>, and was

N nun^ Kepuhlican \ational < hairman TiT 'i**

Representative Ashhrook <»dv(K'ates free en

iciprise not jiksl hecause free enterprise

prtiduces greater material wealth, nor just

because tree eriterpnse best satKslies diverse

tastes, but also because free 'enterprise is the only

rconomic s\stem consistent uith the traditional

\iiiencan valines ol individual Iiber1\, ti()iiest\

MTid inteiirilv

The vseilare state is a dishonest economic

-^vsiwn A huh rt'wards dishonesty Bi^ (iovern

nicnt l»e+:,cts lobbyists, ^jrocurers ot l^vors, and
loiiluk'nce mm (Government otiicials marke

arbitrarv decisions IreeJrom such "restraints" as

prolit 'Ihr bit! he spn-ads from Hi^ (inv.,,,
t.» buMiiesv t(» labor t<, the individual ( )nlv \,

ocietv (an the individual know -Thiw' i/"
"^*'

V - w r.illK.n dollar delicit is not a deficit n
lull Ijnployment r.u<i^et " ("nahles everyone

•'

live bevond their means throimh self dm'p(i„r,

llie hrst three .^-.Hs ol Mns adm.n,s,ra,r
h.ivf produced enormous l)U{liielarvdetialswh

t

.'.ill amount bv rurivnt estimates to soninhir
||^^^" -"' I'lllK^n

,. peacetime record lor 1
\mcrican uovernment

l^t^t' l.ViyT]

The Wrllare State proudly presents benefits
i,

-pecial interest ^roup.s while n surreptiHousK
taxes us all \\\ hiding the true costs. Hig govmi
nient mamtains intellectual and fiscab deficits

( ontinu(><l l)ud>iet deticits have destrovcd
. onhdcuc.' in the recentiv devalued Anu-ncan
<i..llar Speiulatoi-s and logical thinkers reali/.ofj

that the true e(#sts ot the soc-ial welfare programs
\M're hmher prices and the loss of markets and
iot)s i)i(i jiichard .\ixon ever mention the true

( aiises ot inllation with unemploymenf He sought
!.- blame others increase ^iovernment'power and
ii'duce trcedom

The j)resideiit has capped his performance
Mth his (trogrciRi ol peacetu..e wa^e and price

(onti(.ls a scape^oatin^ tactic historicall}

cmploved li> Hillatiomst ^ioveinments to blame

then oun i>ialleasanct> un pnviite citizens, a

.policv which Ive himself had repeatedly denounced

on prev khis occasions

liepresenlalive .lohii Ashhrook

'bee 15.1971

David laiiss

l.udv\j^ \ oil Mise>( hapler

S oiinu \nierkans for T '

l|l m
\s uiir ( ounlry n\ov('s into tht* ptjstindustrial era

we I are oui greatest economic crisis since th<'

hrpression The })olicies adopted m facing this

rriMs will sliape the qualitv ot hie in America
through the end ot this century and Ix-yofld Of all

the inajot Democratic candidates onl\ (ieor^e

McOovern has tullv realized the depth of the

|)r(»l)l<Mn .md mily (ieor^e McCiovcrn tws put

t(>rward a series ol specific f>roposals to deal \Mth

ihis crisis

Oeorue Mc(iovt'!n realizes that at the tieart ol

'iiii economic prol)lems is the increasing con

(cnlration ot wealth in the upper levels ol our

ocietv I'his stands in sharp contrast to the in

( ri'asin^ povertv tound in our cefitral <'ities and in

I ur.il America Senator McJiovern's pn>{>osals

all loi- a complete reordering ot ec(»nomic

jiiion^ies triggered l)y a fnassive redistribution ol

income This is to be accomplished b> closifig

\ irtu.ill> all existing tax loopholes and distributing

the (IK reascd Kederal revenues through a

Minimum Income (iiant

specilicallv Mcdovern has said

1 4>roposc a minimum income tax so that the

1 11 h ( (»uld not avoid then share ol the lax burden
no III. liter wluit loopholes they used "

If an el

tective minimum lax wen' applied to thu>e with

inc«»nies in excess ol ijs.'id.JHHia \<'ar. atH)Ut J«<. billion

'oiild be raised m added taxes in th<* next fiscal

II lent an annual pa> nient This payment would not

\arv in aci'ordance with the wealth of the

recipient While this Minimum Income (Jrant

( ould replace weltare, middle income taxpayers
• looo si^iMiu would also receive an income
iipplement Those with incomes above the

-uggestcd break even point $12.<H«|. '.iU'V. of all

i.ixpavers would pa\«>omewhat higher taxes to

help (over the cost of the plan but they could

< \|M'ct reduction in the hnal propertv tax as the

pii'>.ent complicaU'd welfare system withajs hi^^e

buretiuciacv is replaced bv this much simpler atid

easier to iidminister sysk-m

\lth(Migh Senator Mefiovern has not limited Mis

piopos.il to anv single lormula to provide Ihis

j:i .mt in making the proposal he indicated thai the

annual paymefit might he as much as $li>o(i per
person or M<hki for a family of tour Those belou
the poveitv Ime would retain the lull amount,
while th<ise between that line and the break even
mcoiiH- would keep progressivel> lesser anuHiiits

as a result ol the restructur<»d income tax

While space limitations Imtc prevent us from
«\pl(»ring all the cflect.s of this far reaching
ptop<»sal we can briefly indicate a low of tliese

cllerfs

\ eat

I propose that the actual cor|>orate income tax

be returned to Tls iiMioievel bv elimination of the

penal loopholes that have InH'n opened since

'hen These loopholes include accelerated
depiicuition i«4es and the investment lax credit

som<'Sl7 billion would be rai.sed infid(te<i tlixes bv

this reform

"liift and mhrnlance taxes should s^iift lr(»m a

l.ix on the estate or the giver to a lifelime

< iimulativelax on the tecipient Kven if Ltie ceiling

lor all gifts and inheritances per person ' witc st<l

is high as < )(M»,(iuii, the amount ol nevf revenues
oiild be ( iUisKlerable \ cons«Tvaliv<* *slimate
ots them at $,") t)illion

In ,uJdiliL)n. Senatcu Mt (•(v<Tn has pr4tp<»s«»d a

drastic ivduction Oi the oil and ,^as depletion

.db'A iiK < , A huh encourage industrv to (»ver use

(»ui iiatuial resources Mr lias also pro|Mispd the

• lie m1 Hh' mdiudual income tax exem|)
• • itn inr •'>-\ billion lo cover

Mimmiiin iiu oiiie (iiant (urogram
'' '• gran! Senator

man " ,ni(1

One ellcct would be a great increase m the
ttargaming power ol low skilled workers V\ith a
base iniome guaranteed. Ihev would no longer Ih'

w illing tcOake minimum wages tndct this socielv s

diilic'si .uul most gruelling jobs This increase in

barg.iining |H»ver would, in turn improve the
position (! .ill workirj.g mm ;ind women wlu'ther
uniofu/ed or not

The projwsed shill in income will act to

reVitali/e the economy In increasing general
demand since lower in< ofm* families lan wot
afloid to save as much of their income as those'in
the upper incc»me brackets, I'urthermore. all of
this will be demand lor consumer giKxIs. When
(ombined with the *:{(» billion cul Senator
MfOovern has projMised in defense s^>onding.
ifuM<' v^ill be a tn'mencKjuj; incentive lor indusfrv
to retool It will shift awav Irom the present
• 'mphasis uii.weai)ons research and building and
ii'Wards ,in em()hasi^ on pfy>viding lor ba^
' iinan neecb

Ur icel Ihrii inese pto{»os«ls show once again
ihiit onl> (;eorg<'M( (lovern offers thr- c<uinlr\ \Uv
'•"'•• '< Hif-rOiip \\hicb • '' ' ' need

III* I ' I i» 1 . 1 .
j,i 1 > I

'

• s| \ e,<r I av\

<nls bii Mt

Humphreyexpounds
Nixonomics.

While the present Ac^ministration continues to play hopscotch with the

Economy, United States Senator Hubert Humphrey has offered sensible

proposals toward controlling the confusion.

Senator Humphrey has introduced the Comprehensive Manpower

Program. This proposal would imi^ediately create 250,000 jobs in the

vital area§ of rebuilding our decaying urban centers, staffing medical

clinics providing community service and putting personnel in new

hospital facilities. -:
"^ > ~^~

The Senator strongly believes that unemployment benefits be extended

to migrant workers and small business employes.

Directly related to the high unemployment rate in America is the

"cure" of inflation, the wag* and price control system affectionately

known as *

'Phase II." This concept has obscured the purpose of controte,

and Senator Humphrey thinks that there must be equitable and con-

sistent application for any sound results.

On the tax front, the Senator from Minnesota has developed a plan for

substantially reducing property taxes on the middle- and lower- income

home owner, Co-sponsored by Congressman Henry Reuss, the bill is a

Federal revenue sharins plan. It offers incentives to state and local

governments that plan to streamline their structures. This modern-

ization would include reduction of bureaucratic red tape and reformation

of taxation systems. The bill provides that the $5 billion in revenues would

be returned to local and state governments on condition that im-

provements have been implemented. ...„,, r^.^-

The elements that make up America's economic plight arc a result oi

little planning and frightened reaction. Senator Humphrey calls for a

National Economic Policy directed toward the following goals: tax relief

for individuals, increased farm income, massive public and
P"^*J*

J

investment, re-training of unemployed defense industry workers for*

highly skilled jobs in environmental and urban improvement.

In addition, the Senator has proposed a National Development Bank

Act which would provide capital to areas for transpoi Ution systems,

.schools and hospitals. The projects could include recreation centers and

other public facilities. A Rural Development Bank Act is a proposal that

Senator Humphrey has drafted for communities of 35,000 population or

less.

Even with the extensive planning that would aid our ailing economy,

jtho^e unable to participate must be given aid. Senator Humphrey

proposes that the welfare program be federalized. The complex Aia w

h amilies with Dependent Children agency should be separated from tne

agency dealing with Old Age Assistance. Job training and r^^***.'"!"^
!!

those unemployed or on welfare is often impossible without child cb

centers, a proposal that Senator Humphrey has supported, ^^^^^^\^^
efforts were not enough to override President Nixon's veto. ^^
Humphrey is now proposing legislation for maternity care ^^^ ^^
income families, and free lunches for all public school children tnrouin

high school.

Of Nixonomics. the Senator sUtes, "We've had Phase I and Phase H ^

Phase HI we're going to Phase Mr. Nixonout of the White Houm"
Gary Brtt«<«"

aute Youth CoordlnatJ

Catlfornta H^mpkrey
7i
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ransoming the future
The Nixon Administration promised

Americans that they would not have to

rhoose between unemployment and

inflation. That promise was kept.

Today we have both uncontrolled in-

flation and continually high unem-

oioyment For t>vo and a half years,

Nixon said that he could achieve his

noals without direct government in-

iervention into the economy . On August

15 1971, after the recession of 1970 had

caused its greatesf damage and

economic matters had "improved" to a

steady level of recession that no longer

bordered on another Great Depression,

the new Nixon Game Plan was put into

effect

Musk/e sees human needs

iii^i-iirfv^*-^!

checked because increased profits will

stimulate the economy. But, the Nixon
game plan does not allow for the ex-
penditure of desperately needed (and
already appropriated) billions for
housing, medical aid, pollution control,

education and other bemc human
needs. In the logic of Nixonomics,
expenditures on human needs are in-

flationary.

Muskie says that this madness must be
slopped - and stopped NOW.

Sen. Muskie wants to control inflation

and to have full employment by taking

firm executive action. Inflation must
be checked by strictly adhered-to

guidelines. In order to salvage what is

left of a "sound economy," the price

jwcontrol mechanisms temporarily must
l)e used As President, Muskie will use

J'

THE NIXON RECORD: The

government's own figures cleariy show

that the new game plan has failed. In

the six months prior to the "price

freeze," prices rose at a rate of .3% per

month In the six months since the

"firm" approach began, prices have

risen at a rate of .4% per month. In the 3

months since Phase II began, the

wholesale pri<^ index has been going up

at a rate of .6% per month. At these

controlled" rates, inflation grows at a

7 2% annual rate— twice the rate of the

uncontrolled" years under LBJ. In

February, prices rose .9%; after

seasonal ( political? ) adjustment it was

7% - or an 8.4% annual loss of buying

power The jobless rate dropped from

«% to 5 9% after seasonal adjustment.

But the number of Americans unem-

ployed remained the same At the same
lime the number of **young people**^

unemployed reached a post World War
II high of 19%. ;.

Nixonomicsls an all-out retreat from

giving the average American a decent

chance just to survive. The Wage and

Price Board just allowed utility

companies (including IT & T) to in-

crease prices by over 9%. The

President has told ^he American people

that corporate profits must not be

EW DIRECTIONS: Senator M
does not promise to solve the problems

overnight — but Muskie does promise ..

not to ptayTJolitics with the American

—

economy and the income of the people.

The most important thing at this point

is to redirect federal expenditures from

war to human needsTEVERY OAY that

the tragedy of the Indochinese Wai^
continues, the U.S. pours out over
$40,000,000. In 1971, when Nixon vetoed

increased funds for basic human needs

as loo inflationary, Nixon ordered more
bombs dropped on North Vietnam than

LBJ dropped between 1964 and 1969.

the power and prestige of the office io^

hold the line against runnaway in-

lor housing, for water and sewer im-

provements, and for urban mass
transit. This money which Nixon

refuses lo release could create another

.2(K),0fld jobs 2) accelerate some of the

personal income tax savings scheduled

lor 1972 and 1973. The estimated in-

crease in purchasing pow^r of $4.5

billion could stimulate the creation of at

least another 500,000 jobs. 3) enact a

public service employment program.

Make the federal government the

temporary employer of every person

who wants lo work but cannot find a

job.

Additionally, Senator Muskie has

proposed his own version of revenue

sharing. Unlike Nixon's plan, the

Muskie proposal would appropriate

financial assistance to cities and
counties in relation to their need as well

as lo their population and their own tax

efforts. To further help the hard

pressed cities, Muskie supports the

federalization, and thereby,

equalization, of welfare assistance.

Inihe area of Social security^. Muski&:

has proposed a progressive tax on in-

cqme, and not the present flat rate

which forces those least able to effort it

to pay the highest gross rates. Muskie

has also co-authored the pending

Transportation Researcli: and
l>evplopment Act. This act would

channel Federal money originally

proposed for the SST into job-cheating

work in other more necessary fields,

Including mass trancwij;,

CONCRETE ACTION: As far back as

1965, Muskie authored the Public iVorks

and F>onomic Development Act which

provided grants and loans for public

works and^ development facilities in

areas with high and persistent

unemployment. Prior to the New Nixon

game plan. Senator Muskie proposes a

iJ^point program to employ more
people: 1) invest the billion dollars

which Congress appropriated last year

Miiskle^s legislative record is one^trf-

progressive, human needs-oriented

expenditures. As President, Muskie

would not wait until 14 months before

the next election to try to solve the

economic problems of America. Phase-

Ill must begin today — Dump Nixon

and KJect Muskie. .

'

Joseph Tuchmayer
- ' _ -"^^airman, UCLA Studei|t

- Volunteers fov Musk|f>

,. .-»..,'.i'r-.iii'i,'3^*t',:
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<'IU| with sc

olitical forum deadlines
The Dally Bruin Axit section will present the second of a nve-part

Candidates' Forum between now and the June California primary.

Kach Fomm will consist of tUiementt and. hopefully, conrtes of

action on different Issue* — The Economy. Foreign Policy and the

War In Vietnam. Civil Rights and Law and Order, and The Quality

of Life in America— by all serious Presidential candidates.

Statements should be prepared and tubmltied by bona nde

groups supporting the different candidates (one 'platform per

candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.

All statements are to by typed with IO-«5 margins, and must not

4>\ceed KO lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without

editing, and must be signed by at least one Individual in all cases.

iThe deadlines for the topics are as follows:

Foreign Policy and Vietnam — Apr. 17.

1 ivll Rights ^nd Law and Order— May 1.

()ualit.v of life In America — May IS.

A telephone number must be Included with each column so the

\\ls editors can conUct the various groups tlMlAd any difficulties

arise.

Ihe labor m(»vem«'n1 should

adopt a program ol holding a

iiat lonw ide ( undress ol I abor lo

• ft and discuss how to deal

\\ ith the « risis I'lotection Irom

inllation should be secured

•hiou^^b escalator clauses m all

Mil act - Hours ol work should

\\v reduced with no » ut in pa> so

that all unemployed c.in tind

in.illN labor should

;i/c its ow n pohtiCid part'
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;'' ^MstiriU capit '''
' " " '
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Marxism in theon
'I

m practice
h).

1

«i

> '

.. . rl \

^

l':dltor:

In the Bruin. (Dally Rruln.

February 24), two letters to the

editor appear — both bearing the

signature 'Name Withheld".
They were headed "Nixgn Should
Stay With Mao* and "Marxism".
I agree with both headings but

disagree with the view of

Marxism and the so-called

•Communist** countries
presented in the letters. (They
appear to be the work of the same
|)erson.

)

'Name Withheld" strikes an
admirable pro-freedom stance in

denying that Marxism leads to a
suppression of individual dif-

ferences — then turns around and
makes a series of subtle defenses

(in. both letters) of what he calls

the 'socialist nations" restriction

of the expression of divergent

political and economic theories,

lie uses the old Stalinist euphe-

mism to show that _a "strong

state" is necessary because
"humanity must be trained to

have social consciousness before

the state is allowed to vanish"

(emphasis added) This last line

<a direct quote) tells us a great

deal about "Name Withheld's"

concept of the Marxist state and

Marxism in general!

Marxism is not a system

whereby humanity is trained like

animals to have social con-

sciousness and where a ruling

elite decides when ( if ) to allow the

state to vanish! Saying (rightly)

that 'capitalists have conducted

an almost incessant propaganda

campaign against socialist

nations to create a picture of

socialist tyrannies" does not

mean that there haven't been

tyrannies — in t'he name of

Marxism and liberation yet!

..J'ointing out (rightly) that the

capitalist press will not "print

opimon strongly deviating from

capitalism" does not (as he seems

to imply) justify or reduce the

truth in any way of his own
preceding sentence that "some
socialist nations have restricted

spme - news and interpretation

." in both cases, the press is

(largely) in the service of an

exploitative fuling class which

will not permit views that really

nulangrr its rules — much less

allow political activity that

.seriously endangers its political

and economic dominion — either-

domestically, or internationally in

its 'sphere of influence" (such as

Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, and
Tibet ,, and all three super-

powers' activities in the Middle

Kast, the Indian subcontinent, and

A frica )

.

•

Jn both cases we see numerous
examples of oppression of

national minorities and, of course,

women and gay people. In most
important capitalist countries

there remains (for now)
l)ourgeois democracy and varying

degrees of civil liberties, voting,

etc. (which are all periodically

under attack and distributed far

from equitably). In the "Com-
nuinist* countries this is traded

off for full employment
(theoretically) and some degree

of socio-economic "leveling" by
governments that parade
themselves as •*serving the

people' - but are far from being

of, by, or for the people. In the

West, the capitalist class, through

an elite, perpetuates ;the ex-

ploitation of working people, the

oppression of dissidents, and
racism In the "'Communist"
Kast. a new, State-Capitalist,

ruling class from layers * of the

Tarty and the bureaucraey have
risen on the ashes of the

bourgeoisie, but (even more
brutally) perpetuate the ex-

ploitation of working people.

\\ . '..it*

^ *
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• OmCIAL NOnCBS •

*n-
TO: All Departmentc.
FROM: Campus Programs and Activities O^ce
RE: Official Notices , „

*^

,,v^r;---

Tlie procedure to follow in submitting copy for Official Notices Ik

as follows:

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarle Meehan, Campus' Programs
& Activities Office, Iftl Kerkchoft/Hall (FIxt. 57041). DO NOT SEND
WfREer TO^TffK «R«fNr " '

:>k ,t.\^:itiii:-

2. Set typewriter margins for 55 letters per line. r^
3. Copy must be double-spaced.

. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.

^ Copy deadline 4»^2^roon^HRRE (3)iivorklng days prior torpub^
iication date.
Because Official Notices are funded by the Campus Programs and

Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to Items of an
OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and
make them as brief as possible. The maximum number of Insertions
in the Daily Bruin Is thr j issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays
and Thursdays ONLY, tiease do not send requests, therdTore, for your
Notices to be run "every day" or **until further notice.". .,....:.-. ^.,..-^^»....

If you have any questions, please contad Mrs. Meehah a( the above
address or tdqihone number.

FROMb Coiiegeol Fine Arts
^ ,~ -

FROM: School of Education
^

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISED TEACHING
Appfication packets for aU students wishing an assignment in

elementary or secondary supervised teacliing for tlie FaD QaArtcr 1972
(both new and continuing students) will be avaiOable through Mn.
Vera Downs In the Teacher Education Laboratory, Moore Hnfl 2^
beginning April 19i The dsadline for maldng such application is Mey
1.1972.
FROM: Dean of Students

!^JimiINISTRATIV£ F££S
^ jB\.-Jtm-i» -. -L,sr-=» 4*^». t^'jjygifa'.-a

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THj: COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
OPEN APRIL 10^24 ForrALL 1972

MfMor and College transfer petitions will be available hi the CoDege
of Fhie Arts only. Room A333 Murphy Hall, April 10-24.
- Departments of Art and Theater Arts will request a portfolio; De-
partments of Dance and Music will request a personal interview.:;

Any questions regarding the new mi^or should be referred to ffie
counselor of that department.
ART: Laurie Anderson, Didcson Art Center i

'*

DANCE: Patricia Tomlinson, Women's Gym
MUSIC: Linda Palmer, Schoenberg Hall •'. ^ •"'•,. »•.

THEATER ARTie Valerie West, Macgowan Hall }j. !^' ^

FROM: The Financial Aids Department -

"
""^ '--""''" ""

CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP TUITION AND FEE CLAIM
Undergraduate recipients of California State Scholarships must sign

the tuition and fee claim by Monday, April 10, 1972 hi Room A129H,
Murphy Hall. Failure to sign means loss of the scholarship.

FROM: Financial Aids Office \ ^ ^ _________

. SUMMER WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
Applications for the 1972 Summer Worii-Study Program are now

available at the General Information window of the Financial Aids
oirice. A-129 Murphy Hall.

All students Interested hi Summer Worlc-Sludy, INCLUDING those
who have submitted forms for 72-73 Financial Aid, must apply l>efore
June 30, 1972. Please bring a self-addressed, stamped postcard.

To be eligible for the Summer Program students must:
1) Show financial need (as determined by the Financial Aids Office)
2) Kc admitted to, and plan to attend UCLA as a full-time student dur-

iiillieFall 1972. -—
. .

KKOM: Office of Environmental Health and Safety /*

UCLA Polky Relating to Dogs on Campus
Adopted February 17, 1970

Thc> UCLA campus follows the hitent of the aty of Los Angeles
** Leash Law" ordinance 77,000, section 53.06.2.:
i. l>ogB may not be brought onto Campus except wheni

""

/\. Secured to a leash or chain no more than she feet long, the other
end of which is retained by a person, or

B. Securely confined In a vehicle.
2. Dogs may not be tethered on Campus.
3. Dogs are not permitted In any Campus Building even though leashed

except for:
A. Sedng-eye dogs serving their owners,
n. Animals Involved In autborlKed research, and
r. f^peclal circumstances (If such circumstances exist, special appro-

val must be obtained through the Environmental Health and

For your Information we have listed below the vartovs *

trathre fees* which have been instituted by different dcpartmcnta on
campus. These charges are made to cover admlnlatrattve firnrfarifig
costs. — r * \

"

—

——;—

SERVICE CHARGES i^
Breakage (Charges will be assessed by departments basdr^-— on actual rq;ilacement costs)

—:— »—'—

—

Changes In Study List after Announced Date (each pctttlon) • • • 3.00
Duplicate Registration and/or Other Cards from

^'"

Registration Packet (each petition) ..... . . ...•,.. . • 3.00
Duplicate Student Identification Card (each petttlonh ^-.i r. .^^ 3.00 ~

Late Filing of Announcement of CancUdacy . • • • . • 3.00
Late Filing of Preferred Program Card (when accepted) 3.00
Application Fee (Intercampus Transfer and Re-admlsslon). • • . 20.00
Late Payment of Fees . 10.00
Late Registration 10,00
Reinstatement Fee ••.........•.•«••••••• 10.00
Remdval of Grade I (each petition) .^7 5.00
Returned Check CoOectton * 5.00
Emergency Room Medkal Center ... 1 ... .^, .h.^^ 7.50
Prescription Fee Shident Health Servke . 3.00
•Liiorary r ees .••••••••••...•..••••,.••••«,••• (vary )

;

Residence Hall Transfer on Petttk>n Fee •........ 5.00
Fallureto Meet SHS Appohitment .:*....... 4.00
Failure to Clear Gym Locker '..... 5.00

_rallure to Meet Student TeacUng Assignment . .^^»», «^ , , hOO
FROM: Dean of Students

ENTRANCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS
Concerning Entrance Physical Evaluations, please disregard pages

36 and 37 of the General Catalog. Personal appearance at the time of
entrance is NO LONGER REQUIRED except for a few special cnto-
gories. Instead, new and re-entering shidents wlU receive new Instmctlotts
and Physical Evaluation. forms wtth their reglatratton packets. Any-
one not receiving a physical evaluation form should request one by call-

^l&'fUtSi.%JLt'^ •""" *""- H«hL S»v.« -

FROM: Dean of Students '" "
~~—^—"^"^

c ift-ty Officer).

f

i;

4. l>ogs must have valid dog licenses as evidence of current rabies
varrbiations.

r. ii.i»<«.on Campus In violation of this policy are subject to being
r; I' ] ii|> and turned over to the CHy Pound. Owners of such impounded
itwtrr^ may make arrangements direcllv with the Pound for recovery of
Uirir <I«»KS. I'

I »*»%• Office of Special Services

• \\S AND VFTFRANR* DKPENDENTS Pf NOTE: St u-
nder Federal and Stale of California subsidy bills are urged in

study lists In the Office of Special Services as soon as the>'
fheir program for the NprlnR t^iarter. Please verify your Spring

Oii.iitv.- IVogram in the Omcc of Spetia) Servicer, Murphy Hall A-253,
I .HJUK to do HO by April 21, 1972 will result in h delay or interrup-
*».« <>f your subsistence payments trom the Veterans Administration\nv VETERANS AND VETERANS* DFtENDENTS must presenV \ Cmtricales promptly to the Office of Special Services.
Thunk you for your cooperation.

. PARKING PERMITS . -

A iimtted number of student parking permits are avaflabic for com-
muter students In Lot 32 jind limited space in otlier numbered lots arc
available for the Springgarter only on a flrst-come^Arst-scrved basis.
These are avaUable at the Central Parkfaig Service, room 280, Gayley^
Strathmore Strurture. ^ . :, .;.

FROM: Dean of Students

REDUCTION IN STUDENT HEALTH COVERAGE
HOSPITALIZATION benefits provkled by the Student Heahh 8«.

vice win be reduced to three (3) days effective MARCH 27, 1972.
tt has become economically hnposslble for the Student Health Scr^

vice to continue to provMe the current (10 days) hospttalfaation benefit
Cliarges for hospltallzatton hi excess of three (3) days will conseauentiv
be the responsibOtty of the Individual student.

consequenuy

Studento may obtahi SPECIFIED hisurance protection for hospttaH-
zation b^ond three (3) days or other services not provkled by Stu-
dent Heanii by:

*•
i!fISiKi125'*ff'^?i*J"J?"*"*^*:. ^' J^"/**** P*'"** ^^•^ coverage

u !2f?"*?"'*y*''®"'<'*>«<*>"««»«' wtth parents or broker), OR
S^:^rT^ *"*^ ^^^ todependent bisurance polky forsuch matters, OR

c. Obtalnliig supplemental coverage through the ASUCLA vohuHary
health hisurance plan. (DetaUs are hicluded hi the registration packetT)

FROM: Dean of Students

NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Because of severe budgetary restraints and halation, the beatth care

services available wtthout charwe through the Shident HeaHh Service
wUl be sharply curtaUed from those originally planned as described on
pages 57-59 of the 1971-72 UC I.A (;eneral Catalog. Most services will
continue to be avaUabie, but some of them will be on a fee^Por-scrvlce
basis. Students who make use of the UCLA HospUal Fanergency Room
will be respons^le for the fh-st $7.r>0 of the fee, bistead of the first $5.00
as stated In the Catalog.

FROM: Physical Plant

BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES
Maps showbig parkhig areas f<ir bkycks and motorcycles on cam-

pus, with the campus regulations rsgardfaig operation and parking of

••'Sft. *«f •v*?«*>>« •* Campus Parking Sendee, Campus P«lksOOcc
and the Physical Plant Offtee.

^^ ^^
I wi^—es_;_. * lit »imt

"PPr^^ssion of dissident.
even, incredibly, racism m'^?form of anti-semitism Thev .

feed on each other's atrociu^aj^
need each other desoerl.^
<'hina and Cuba. for'^,rt£
revolutionary

phrase-rnongeZ
•which, as we are seeingS
set aside When their ec'ono^«
are in desperate need of Weste^
capital) are similarly the Z
rule a bureaucratic elite over t^masses. "^

Marxism is the striving
ofworking people (with some allies)

lo overthrow all these forms o
oppression and to extend
democratic control over the
economic structure by owning and
controlling the state which owns
and controls the economy The
struggles of the worlcing class
continue under both capitalist and
Stale-Capitalist systems
< sometimes more obvious than at
other times, and at an uneven
pace) aiid workers will again take
control of their own lives and rule

directly. Of course "socialism*' as
we know it today is not

democratic and certainly not an
expansion of freedom — because
it's hot socialism. Socialism will

again be within view (as it was in

Kussia before the Stalinist

counterrevolution) as the crises of

capitalism and State-Capitalism

^increase in frequency and depth.

the future society is created in the

womb of the oppressive past and

the democratic movement of

-workers in the form of rank-and-

^tlit;^ struggles against con-

rservative union leaders as well as

capitalism is generated by and

within the class oppression of

today. The class struggle also

continues in the "Communist"
countries. These mass struggles

(not movements of alienated

armed intellectuals riding to

power on the backs of peasant

armies) will bring socialism-

from-below ~ the expansion of

freedoms inherant in a thoroughly

democratized society.

William Morris, the great

Knglish socialist and literary

critic, once wrote:

. . I pondered all these thinis.

and how men fight and lose the

battle, and the thing that they

fought for comes about in spite of

their defeat, and when it turns out

not to be what they meant, other

men tiave to fight for what they

meant under another name

Jerry llabush

^lember. International Socialists

lead)

Ytwrseir
dtar Writing

BusimtsMath

ButlMflS Statistics

Statistics

Mofwy in tlia Economy

Logarittmis

The quick

proven way with

1 1.

r • r

HiBBute
9-

Paperback $2.95-$3.95

Look for them at

your local

bookstore
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Trackmen celebrate Smith's

440 return, whip KU, 91-62

Monday, April 3, 1972

By'Clark Conard
*

DB Sports Writer

•Yeah. I'm satisfied," UCLA's world 440 yard

record holder John Smith acknowledged after

winning his long-postponed 1972 quarter mile debut

Saturday in 47.2 before 4,537 fans in the Br>iin Track

Stadium as the Bruins routed an aroused Kansas

team. 91-62.

John, who \i still getting back into shape after

iK'ing sidelined by Hepatitis in the winter months.

(hen amended, "Well, I'm not satisfied but it (the

„me) is what 1 wanted to run." He hasn't done much

speed work yet but still turned in his second straight

sub 47 second relay leg (46.8) in the mile relay.

The previous weekend Smith ran only in the relay

wTlich indicates he is gaining strength. Saturday, he

linished into a stiff breeze but was able to overtake

(earn mate lion Gaddis (47.5).

tYcshman iienny Brown, wtart^ unbeaten in the

(luarter mile, finished fourth in the 200 and then

ripped offa 45.6 anchor leg on the winning mile refey

,;{ 10 4 1 Hi3 20.9 in the 220 wasn't bad but coach Jim

Bush lelt, "Benny didn't warm up properly."

The lact that Brown finished fourth in the furlong

indicates just how warmed up his competition was.

In iacl. Saturday the entire Bruin team came alive

collectively for the first time all season to almost

obscure a so-so start by a new Bruin half miler, Rico

Sanchez, and an auspicious one by a new hurdler,

Charles Rich.-—--——."^— .,^^..*

.

-^.

Sanchez faded to fourth in the 880 (1:54.2) after^

leading on the first lap. "Considering the breeze and

its being my first race in a month and third all year, 1

(eel okay. ' Kico confided. "He overdid it in prac-

tice. " claimed Bush.

Kich opened up in a disappointing leadoff leg of the

440 relay (replacing injured Reggie Echols) when he

and Steve Gibson used too much room on their

handoff and disqualified the team. However, he .

came back to win his sj^ialty — the 120 high hur-

dles.
-'—''- -— ^ • -

Charles was unhappy with his official 14.0 clocking

but might have been satisfied with Bush's unofficial

116 It was my first big meet and 1 was excited," he

explained. "I just burned it up before the race."

The Bruin victory was highhghted by stellar ef-

forts ^y Dwight Stones, Warren Edmonson. Finn

Uendixen. James Butts, Jean Pierre Corval, Joe

Balasco, Ruben Chappins and Dale Gordon.

Stones, the national prep record holder at 7-1 1/2 in

the high jump, cleared 7-2 but it was unofficial

l)ecause he did it on his fourth try. "1 figure it will

take 7-4 or better to make the Olympic team, ' he
suggested.

"My coach and four others had me in 9.2," UCLA's
premiere sprinter Edmonson noted when asked how
he lelt about his official i^.5 in the J 00. When told

about a similar discrepancy in Rich's hurdle time,

"Wally" remarked. "Yeah They're (the timers)

doing a poor job here todliy."

In the 220 Edmonson got pressure from Kansas'

Mark Lutz and responded to equal his lifetime best of

20(). breaking Wayne CoUett's meet mark of 20.8.

The, normally cool, composed and confident

speedster allowed a -'Boy. he sure did! " response to

escape when asked if Lutz (20.7) surprised him.

Another amazed Bruin was miler Ruben Chappins

but lor a different reason. 'There was no way 1

thought rd beat him after t felt so bad last week," he

UCLA DAILY BRUIN ?
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grinned, 'l had worked real hard to get back into

shape from the break and wasn't sure I'd be ready."

i made him (Doug Smith) run on the outside,"

Ruben continued, "when he challenged on the first

1 10 yards of the last lap." The pair then went all out

the rest of the way and Smith never quite got around

Chappins.

In the two7mile. Bruin Joe Balasco blew by Terry

McKeon on his final lap to the delight of the partisan

lilns Looking as strong as he has in a couple of years,

the senior roared to an 8 : 57 .2 with plenty to spare.

"It's easy for the second guy when the pace is

slowed. " Joe explained after being content to merely

lollow McKeon after a fast first mile. The cocky

Balasco felt good enough to signal teammates with

the okay sign at the sixth circle.

Frenchman Corval, like Edmonson, broke a

Wayne Collett meet record by recording his lifetime

l)est <517) in the. intermediate hurdles. He might

have shattered it had he not stumbled on the tenth

hurdle . -4.—^-^=^^—

-

——, -- trr^- 4 -

"I felt really relaxed on the eighth and ninth

hurdles. " he said. "I may have lost a little bit of

concentration. 1 was feeling really confident."

Kansas' Bob Bornkessel indicated he was looking

forward to facing Corval in an NCAA rematch.

About the only pessimistic sign of the meet was

I'CLA's vaulters. Bother by a chronic back ailment,

Francois Tracanelli, the other Bruin Frenchman,

Jailed to clear 16-0. Jeff Sakala cracked a bone in his

loot in practice last Week.

, OB photos by DMe iamokor

BUTTS SOARS — UCLA triple lumper James Butts takes off for a 52-6

winning effort Saturday against Kansas. The Bruins' 91-62 decision was

their fifth win m as many starts, with the Coliseum double dual meet

coming up next weekend. ..; _

•—
-

•'
. T|T''

CLEAN HANDOFF - John Smith, UCLA world

•'^cord holder in the 440, hands the baton to freshman

fJimtifcuwimi^i liiiM riniJT ^r """ '^ '" *^

mile relay Saturday. Smith turned In a 46.1 !•«' while

Brown checked In with a 45.6 to give UCLA an taty

win in 3:10.4.

Angel farmhands, 4-1 & H-1
By EdBurgart "

. DB Sports Writer

11(11 TVILLE - Just in time, it seems UCLA's baseball team is finally

ready to play in the Pacific 8. ^ ^ - "^

—

One week prior to the opening of conference play, the Bruins, in what

coach Art Keichle termed "UCLA's best overall games this year, " swept

a double-header here Saturday from the California Angel farmhands, 4-1
:

and 11-1. —^ '^' '„
. ^ ,^ .

The twin victories brought UCLA's record to 23-12, followmg Friday s

loss to Chapman College, 6f2. After two more non-league games, the

Bruins open the Pac-8 campaign this weekend at Sawtelle Field against

California —"--r——^— :

—

__^
.^

-

The Bruins were ifi top form Saturday Pitchers Gary Robson and BUI

Susa raised their records to 5-1. Third baseman Mike Gerakos extended

his hitting streak to 19 games, getting one hit apiece in each game. UCLA

also did not comm it a fielding error against the Angels.

UobsoD faced California's AA Shreveport farm club in the day's

opener Clary went the disUnce, surrendering just five hits and strikmg

out eight Reichle said it was the hardest Robson, a member of last year's

All Pacific-8 first team, has thrown this season.

Centerfielder Bob Adams' fourth home run of the season gave Robson a

comfortable lead After Gerakos walked and left fielder Earl Altshuler.

who went three-for-four, singled to left in the third inning. Adams hit ex-

Bniin Peie lx?vin's serve over the left-field fence*

The P*ruins went on a hitting tear in the second game, a seven-inning

affair, against Quad Cities, the Angels' A club. UCLA piled up 14 hits,

including three apiece by right fielder Eric Swanson and first baseman

Tim Doerr Susa and Greg Zail combined to hurl a five-hitter Zail

whiffed four Angels in two innings of work.

Even though the temperature soared above 90 degrees, Reichle called

UCLA's play "The best heads-up ball " the Bruins have played this

season What difference does he see in this year's team compared to last

vears :I7-17 squad**
"*

•Were a little more solid in the infield. We are a better hitting team

and our prospect of turning in runs is better."

VC\A appears to have a set infield finally, with Gerakos at third, Luis

( ;omez at shortstop, Steve Wahl at second and Doerr at first

Keichle also thinks the Bruins have an excellent shot in the conference.

•Our chances against most teams are good," he said "Stanford has the

l)est pitching staff in the Pac-8. If we can jump to three wins down here, it

would be a big lift to the ballclub." UCLA plays Cal in a Sawtelle

(loubleheader following Friday's single game.

With Susa and Zail rapidly improving, the Bruins have three strong

hurlers to contend with in the conference The Bruins have also received

Uni} support from fourth starter Bary Woodruff and bullpenners' George

.sioinic' I'luce Baranick (2-1) and Steve Smith (2-1) Reichle pnased

.lohii Uivihc lor his fine performance as a sUrter against Chapman.

Lousi' allowed three runs in 6 1/3 innings on Friday

Tomorrow. UCLA travels to San Fernando Valley SUte College for a

1 M\ game and plays a road game against Chapman at 7:30 p.m Wed-

iHMtday

'* *' <
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COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The CED is an Academic Senate committee which is

authorized to offer experimental and innovative courses.

These courses are regular credit courses and may be taken

for a grade or on a pass/not pass basis. AAore information

about CED courses may be obtained from the CED
secretary, AAs. Carol Davis, in 2107 Murphy Hall (phone 825-

5447).

We do not have space in this Supplement to list all the

CE D courses for this quarter — Seethe large CED ad in the

"Registration" issue of the Daily Bruin for a complete

listing. We would like to call your attention, however, to two

programs being offered through the Council on Educational

Development, the Creative Problem Solving Program and

the Women's Studies Program. -

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING PROGRAM
Seven professional schools at UCLA have combined

resources to offer a new approach to undergraduate

education. Through the Council on Educational Develop-

ment they are offering a series of courses as an ex-

perimental pre- professional program, with an objective of

helping the student, through rigorous miltl-disciplinary

study rooted in the context of problem -solving, become

more effective in the various public and private roles he

may eventually play. Some of these course are new; others

are graduate and undergraduate courses opened to the

entire campus for the first time; They represent a wide

range of disciplines and approaches, and emphasize per-

sonal development and developing an ability to work with

knowledge rather than simply absorb it. Because these

courses are experimental all students will be expected to

contribute extensively to evaluation effqrts.

Enrollment in all courses is by consent of instructor only.

Listed below are the courses offered this quarter. Further -

information may be obtained from their Instructors or

from the Program Coordinator, Ms. Nancy Arnold, in

Architecture 1112D (phone 825-4994). Formal admission to

the pre-professional program is through AAs. Arnold.

rctiitecture 204 "-^ —— — -^—

innovat Iyejcour^^^^
CREATIVE TEACHING INFORMATION CENTER
The Center is a branch of ttie Student EducatlpMl

Policy Commission (Kerckhoff Hall 309, 825-2759) amTU
sponsored by the Student Legislative Council. Tlie

Commission as a whole is involved in educational

reform efforts on many levels — individual classes,

departments, university-wide programs. If you have an

interest in working to improve education at UCLA, or if

you have ideas for change that you feel should be im-

plemented, we invite you to visit us.
^

The Center Itself is concerned mostly with improving

the quality of classroom teaching. Every quarter we try

to publish a list of innovative and unusual courses being

offered that quarter, compiled from instructors' survey

responses. Below are courses which aspire to offer

something different in content and/or teaching-learning

method — these classes should be more demanding but

also more rewarding than average lecture classes.

1972

DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
Anthropology 2 _,

Freshman Pr"bgram

Miller, Peter (Anthro.T, Rust, Val (€duc.). Story, Pat

(English), Baker, Eva (Educ), Zentner, Jules (Scand.

Lang.), Fagen, David (Th. Arts)

Seminars and study groups to be arranged (8 units, P/NP)

The Freshman Program Is an interdisciplinary program

involving small seminars led by ujiper-dlvlslon students^

and larger study groups led by students and faculty, with a

main objective of exposing the student to different theories

of the nature of education. The small-group structure of the

Program is designed to encourage students to participate in

their academic experiences; the program will give all

participants the chance to work together with faculty

project, prepare a report, and present results to the cu
Prerequisites: Geog. IC; open to lower-division ma
undeclared majors, and other lower-division students^'
space allows. ^^

Geography 5, Sect, l ^
Man and the Earth Ecosystem
Mieike, Howard
MWF 9, Bunche 2209A (40100)

An examination of the historical and contemporary
roles

of man as a major agent of biological change in the earth
ecosystem. The Instructor tries to get students personallv
involved Irrthe subject matter by using contract grading for

50% of the grade. At the beginning of the course, students
are allowed to choose *ny kind of project they want of an
environmental-man nature; past projects have included
films, laboratory research, and organizations like People's

Lobby.

Geography 100 - -——r^^- ^~ "

Environmental Systems <. vw^ .

Orme, Antony
*^'

MWF 9, Bunche 2221 E (40110)

This new course exam Ines man's physical and biological

environment within a systems framework. Such a
framework fosters recognition of the Interdependence of

variables that contribute to a particular environmental
response and, as such, represents an exciting departure

from the traditional approach to physical geography.

The course structure comprises two major parts. The
first part exacnines thct Inputs, transfers, and outputs of

energy and materials that contribute to environmental

systems, and discusses the structure and state of such

systems In general. The second part Illustrates the fore-

going concepts by means of specific examples. Discussion

will draw In part on ttie Instructor's research, and will

^ , ^ , . jx*j c^. «..i^k«^ emphasize ttie nature and magnitude of man's role In

'"f.'^^;""^A'i°;^ri"*'"c^!S!::?*"=*i"i^^^ disrupting natural systems. Themes to be pursued will

,—

,

•*-

information come to the Student Educational Policy

Cofnmission office, Kerckhoff Hall 309, or phone 825-2759.

Prerequisite: freshman status. .

Panee 226 —
Imaging ttie Future L '

Adelson, Marvin ' r . „

TuTh 1:30-3, Archit. 2244 (14198)

_ Hto^ he present — The role of the

future as a decision making tool.

CED 158

Visual Thinking

Rusch, Charles (AAUP)
TuTh 3:305, Archit. 2246 (93181)

Cognitive processes, perception, imagery— Exploration

into visual thinking and direct experience.,

CED 160 ' "

Rational Approaches to Uncertainty and Complexity ^

Jackson, James (GSM) ~ ^"~ "

MWF 1, Rolfe 3123 (93185)
'

Approaches to the evaluation of uncertain results of

action — tt>e theory and practice of large-risk, decision

making.

CED 162 '. ;rr-r.^<*- :• ' ' ..' :^"

The Community as People -V .t.;.^ ""; -. :.

Cohen, Nathan *:-^

Tu 1012, SocWelf 258 (93188) ^ - ;

."

Course work and field work on profects In such areas as

health, education, welfare, race relations, and em-
ployment,

i
f.

..I"

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
^pSeveral current CED courses are part of a new Women^s
Studies Program, which is examining contemporary
woman's position from many perspectives — biological,

anthropological, historical, economic, legal, psychological,

sociological, and se)^ual. Both men and women are en-

couraged to enroll in these classes.

CED/Anthropology 115

The Socio-Legal Status of Women and Childrtn

Eisler, Riane (CED)
Tu 2-5, Bunche 2160 (93350)

Examines the social status of women and children as
enforced by law and embodied In cultural myths.

CED/History 164 ^; ^ -^ * ' '

Women and Capitalism

Weiner, Temma Kaplan (History)

Th 2-4:30, GSM 1343 (93380)

The problems of industrialization and the development of

social relationships, especially those of women, under the

socio-economic system called capitalism.

CED 107

Women in Literature and ttie Media
Warren, Denlse (French)

MW 3-5, RoHe 3131, Tu 7-9 pm , MH 100 (93048)

An interdisciplinary approach to cultural representations

of women in literature and the media.

CED 108

Wbmen In tt«e Scientific Professions

Bernstein, Paula (CED)
MW 3-4:30, Royce 152 (93050)

The role of the^oman scientist In the context of woman's
place in contemporary society.

I 4

CED 110

Chicane: A New Awareness
Sifuentes, Loretta (Chicane Studies Center)

Tu 1-4, RoHe 2126 (93052)

The social, political, and educational issues which are
related to the development of the Chicane, and the alter-

natives which afe now emerging.

Dance Expressions in Selected CuHurjM
Snyder, Allegra

Tu Th 2-4, WG 105 (28510)

A seminar class which wUI examine the ways in which

dance has been studied and understood as a social and
cultural experience in selected cultures. Emphasis Will be

put on a survey of readings which illustrate various ap-

proaches that have been taken to this subject -^ wJth

analysis and critical commentary on these readings for-

ming the major portion of the classwork. The readings will

focus on such areas as dance as an aspect of ritual-rltual

theory, danc^e in relation to ethnology, dance as part of ttie

nonverbal or expressive betiaviors of a culture. New ap-

proaches such as the linguistic analysis of dance and new
recording/collecting tools such as the various forms of

movement notation will be discussed.

Education 251

E

. ^, .
^

;

Humanistic Education \ ^

Knelier, George cSw-
Th 6-10 pm, MH 348 (31428)

' This course will not only be a first ^ynttiesls of studies of

humanistics pursued by philosophers, sociologists, and
psychologists in their educational dimensions. It will afso

practicalize the teachings they advocate. It will be student-

centered, person-centered, the instructor serving as a
resource person and a member of the group rattter ttian as
a director of the course. In fact, each session will t>e chaired
by a student, and all students will have the opportunity to

occupy the chair. Each session will be attended by several

resource people. Student learning exiperlences will be most
varied and will stress personal contact, concrete situations,

direct human relations, and field work. Some basic reading
is required but for the most part the course will function In

accordance with plans and programs composed by students
at the first meeting. Enrollment Is limited^

Ervgineering 271D "

Dynamic Systems Control AAodeling and Applications in

l^ysiok>gy and Medicine
DiStefano, Joseph ,",,.

-""

MW 10-12, Boeller 2760 (34096)
. t

' ^

This course ts about dynamic systems modeling of a class
of physiological processes for which some Informatlorv Is

available about physiologic structure or mechanism
(homeomorphic, "grey-box" modeling). The course will be
conducted in a "roundtak>le" fashion, which actively
engages ttte students and instructor in group discussion,
formal and informal presentations and group reseenrch. All

students will be required to complete a term project.
Prerequisites: Engr. 271A. B, C or consent of instructor.
EngmeeVing 298, Sect. 4

Design for Fatigue Reliability

Sines, George
TuTh 7-9 pm, Boelter 5252 (consent of instructor)
The prediction of fatigue life of machines and vehicles

with a statistical confidence. Probabilistic considerations
of service loads and life. Design concepts to accomodate
fatigue behavior. Detail design concepts to improve fatigue
life. Prerequisites: Engr. 107B, 107C, or equivalent.

Geography 2C
Ttie Geography of Peace
Lankford, Phil

W 1-4^ Bunche A155 (40095)

An examination of the implications of peace for the
structure of the space economy of the U.S., with special
focus on the Los Angeles area. Research topics will concern
the implications of a 10-20% reduction In military spending
for Los Angeles, and what the same amount of funds mean
in terms of urban development for the city. A seminar class
of 15 in which students complete an Intensive research

include global tectonic systems, weathering and soil

systenris, watershed systems, and coastal environments.

German 121

E

German/Jewish Literature In EngUsh^ Translation^ —
Kunzer, Ruth
MWF 11, Bunche 3143 (42260)

The writings of Jewish, authors In the German language

from the 18th century to ttte present. Including works in

philosophy, history and literary criticism, will be examined

for their specific contribution to ttie expression of universal

human experiences. Organized on an Interdisciplinary

basis, hfi cooperation with faculty members of the History

Department, the Department of Near Eastern Languages.

and the Comparative Literature Program, the course In-

cludes discussions of SIgmund Freud and AAartin Buber,

Karl AAarx and Georg Lukacs, Theodor Herzl and Arthur

Schnltzler, Helnrlch Heine, Franz Kafka, and others, as

well as poetic and narrative writings on the Nazi holocaust

?nd Its aftermath. - - '
'•

.

German 257 * "^ -^"^ v^^^^ -̂•

Seminar in ttie Age of 6o%tlii?^j^

Bahr, Ehrhard
W 4-6 pm, RoHe 2203 (42490)

'"^

While "every novel Is an experiment," Goethe's last

novel Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre Oder die Ent-

sagenden, which will be the bMic text of the seminar, is

perhaps even more of an experiment than most other

novels In world literature because of the author's ex-

perimental attitude towards lite In general and literature in

specific and because of the avant-garde nature of Goethe's

late works. The seminar will discuss and investigate

Goethe's workjn terms of the modem and contemporary

novel, e.g. the houveau reman. Sjpeclal attention will be

given to the reader as an Integral part of the construct of the

novel. . .

History 68 _
History of ttie American People—
Saxton, Alexander
TuTH 11, W. Yeung 2250 (43632), plus disc, sect's

The United States In the 19th century. The focus of the

course is on the United States as a multi-racial society

developing through the Inter-relatlonshlpf , exploitation and

conflict among the several groups (American Indians,

Europeans, Africans, Olcanos, Asians) Inhabiting the

geographical area that would become the United Statw.

The materials of the course. In addition to readings in

history, will Include I9th century autobiographies and

fictions, films, TV documentarlee, slldet and recorded

muilc.

History 10B
*. a

Historical Survey of African Culture: The Twentiem

Century
Griffeth, Robert, and Cookey, Syhranus
MWF 10, SocWeH 121 (43787) .

The second quarter of an Innovative course, ^ ""^

quarter of which surveyed precolonlal African culture.

Topics based upon recent historical events will be discussea

In weekly segments, permitting moving from the presenT

"backwards in time" In the act of historical reconstructiorK

Students will study an original set of text materials In jne

form of a Study Guide/Work Book purchaeed through tne

Students' Store. Students will have considerable latitude m

their course work: they may do aislgned reading and take a

regular final exam ; they may prepare an essay on a SP«<^'*

topic In lieu of the exam, working with one of the course

Instructors or teaching assistants In a tutorial relationship,

they /nay do a live presentation before the class In Heo or

the exam ; or (for continuing shidents) they may compieie

a two-quarter research essay.

History 228

AAettKMis in Armenian Oral History .;

Hovannisian. Richard ' <(onUnued on P»g^ '"

Ruggers end season joyously;

regain national championship
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By Craig Andrews

I)B Sports Writer

Kor rugby enthusiasts, the

Mnnterey National Tournament

OS a dream come true. Of the top

!ueams in the continental United

intes j4 were present, including

Xf the lop 11- As UCLA coach

iKnnis Slorer was to comment:

It
was a real purple patch, the

>nro0^i
aggregation ever to

come together in America.

Hut when the two-day tourney

was over, it was UGLA which had

capped another near-perfect

reason by succeeding Stanford as

national champion.
^' -

The title didn't come easy. After

Jesting past the Capitol Club 14-

I) the Olyinpic Cli* 14-3, and

Sorthwest champion Puget Sound

150 the Bruins ran straight into a

brick wall named California in the

semifinals. t

Cal. loser of just one game all

year a 12-7 decision to the

iiruins ) seem ingly had the

Monterey game locked up,

leading 6-4 with less than a minute

of running time remaining.

But in an effort which Storer

admitted "astounded even me,

IK LA scrambled back to win 9-6

on a picture-^rfect last-second

drive. ' :_:.,^ _
Kach player had to time his

pass perfectly, and each did,

leaving Clary James on the wing

,n a footrace with the Berkeley

cover to the goal.'*:-:, ^a--
This time, nothing wias golfig 4o

—

stop Jannes, and as he was hit on

ihe goal line, he dove forward into

the corner as time ran out to win

what Rich Moneymaker,
President-elect of the National

Uugby Union, called **thc best

American game I've ever seen."

Then it was on to the finals and

the Peninsula Ramblers, long

acknowledged to l)e the best club

in the country ttiis year, and

seeded first at Monterey. Though
the unbeaten, massive Ramblers
had not been challenged all year,

the Bruins scrapped for a 16-6 win

which Slorer called "a triumph
for little men."

Despite their tremendous size

and power, we kept at them, and
never allowed them to t>reak

away Surprisingly, the crowd of

HWK) was pro-UCLA and our little

men. John Williams and Jeffrey

Todd, responded by controlling

the game splendidly.'*

This all-out effort at Monterey
served as a fitting dimax U^ the ^
college careers of Bruin standouts
Timmy Desmond, Skip Niebftuef,

Craig Sweeney, ^ 7Gordon
Bosserman !Hl;^_yiiice
l^asquaralo. -

^*

It has been a successful year.
ITLA finishes the season 20-1,

with Its only loss coming to UC
^nta Barbara, losers oC eight
games. 28-25.

In beating the Los Angeles
Hugby Club and the University of
British Columbia, the Bruins haVe

[I Sports in Brief

The varsity football team needs
"managers for spring practice and
Ihe 1972 season. Anyone interested
in becoming a football manager
should call 825-4128 and ask for

f«ther Gary Lynch or Leslie
i^atner

claimed the Nisbet and World
4Hips, respectively.— ^ ^ ^-

And the ruggers have gone
through the year averaging 26

points a game, including a 74-0

decision over San Diego State,

while allowing an average of only

six points.

i've said all along that if we
were ever going to go all the way,
this would be the year," said

Slorer. "Looking back over the

victories over Berkeley, Stanford,

Cal State Los Angeles, the
Kam biers and all the others, I

would say that this has to be my
most satisfying year.

•'We had a blend of youth and
experience, with the veterans

playing right along-side players in

their first year of rugby. And
when it got tight, this team just

wouldn't be denied. It was this

aspect which ranks the team
along with the 1968-69 team as the

b^t I have coached.''

And finally, a word or two about

the coach who made it all

__ppssible. Al Junnipper, local

coach-referee, puts it very sim-

ply. 'Storer is the difference

Volleyball

vs,JJSC

Wed. night

Athletic director J.D Morgan
adds: '^Wo can't help but be
delighted with the great program
I K'nnis Storer has developed here.

When you excel, people become
interested, and the constant in-

crease in interest here documents
the jircat program he's

developed."

lUit the coach of the national

,
champions barely had time to

bask in the glow of victory when
he began to plan for the California

national New Zealand tour.

"New Zealand is to rugby what
I'CLA is to basketball in amateur
athletics. We're to play nine

^ames against top-flight op-

position, but we're still not ready
to play the best. It would be like an
Australian basketball team
coming here to play everybody on
the Coast except for UCLA."

'

Storer also expects to receive

the services on the tour of several

ex-UCLA players. Though the

team isn't set' for sure, it is

thought that Desmond, Gorden
Moir, and Sweeney have inside .^ ,*

"between a mediocre team and a

great one. He's easily the best

coach In the country."

tracks to selection.

• Knowing the caliber of the

players, and of the coach. New
Zealand may get more of a

challenge than it expects.

> - DB photo by Dale S«n>okpr

COMEBACK — World record holder John Smith continued to make
progress in his 440 specialty after suffering from hepatitis earlier in the

year. Smith took the quarter-mile against Kansas with a 47.2 ckKking

Saturday. Xerk White, right, of Kansas finished out of the money.

(Paid Advertls«nfient) » '
'
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(Continued from Page 10)

r-Zrta, OSM 3357C <44492f
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The course focusesupon oral history as a method for written history.

Readings and discussions will consider Interviewing and oral history

uses. A project this term will concentrate on history of the Los Angeles

Armenian-American community in the early period, 1090-1920, with

investigation of causes for Immigration to Los Angeles, Initial personal

and community activities, the process of assimilation, etc.

Humanities 1A (Experimental)

World Literature: Antiquity to Renaissance

Shideler, Ross —'- : — - -
~;

-^ "-—~—r

—

MW 11, plus disc, sect's to be arranged

An experimental class paralleling the regular Humanities lA; may be

used to fulfill English 1 requirement by completion with a grade of C or

better and appropriate petitions. Twice a week 45-60 students will meet

for lecture discussions in which the general historical background of the

assigned book is touched upon and some of Its basic structural principles

and thematic concerns are presented and discussed. There will be two

additional weekly meetings In small seminar sections of 15 students, led

by teaching assistants with the participation of the Instructor, which will

discuss specific passages and talk about the preparation and writing of

assigned papers. The number, length, and complexity of >>•,?>«»>•;[*

assigned will depend upon whether the class is being used to satisfy the

Engl. 1 requirement and upon the proficiency of the student. _, ^ ..

expose students to modern computatlopal and numeral methods with a

minimum involvement in the bookkeeping and other programming

chores of computing, using exercises and problem sets which are "off the

beaten track" for typical course structures. In this course, students

should begin to get some Idea of the real world of thtf physical sciences In

which approximations, inventiveness and trial-and-error are required for

solving most problems of Interest*. .:___ _:^., _, ,^ ..._ __^^

Pollticit Scivnct ilf"

Regional International Politics

Cantori, Louis, and Spiegel, Steven

TuTh 9:30-10:45, MH 100 (72213)

—V-

Humanities 109 - --•i-

The Crisis of Consciousness in Modern LIttraturt

Johnson, E. Bond
MWF 1, GSM 1337 (44350)

.,.
.

- Topic for Spring 1972: Art as the sublect of art. The course will present

workTby Stoppard, Pirandello, Borges, Gide, Nabokov, and AAann

Requirements include an optional midterm, a term paper on a work

which has art as Its sublect or a creative project *'*P«<>;;^'^ •^'*^^^

methods studied during the quarter, and a final «»'"'"*^^ T^Ji^I
prerequisites are a vital Interest In the topic and some previous

knowledge of it. The prerequisites listed In the catalogue may be waived

upon sufficient evidence of the above. ..

Latin lit -

;

Seneca
Gleason, John ^ /

r«S^IXe L^ (bilingual Latin-English) editions, «^««us« oHb.

Eolith translation as an aid will PO.I«vely b. e"";"^^!,^ ^TZ
will resoonslble for a small portion of the Latin readings lor tt»

rxam3^ but in lieu of any further Latin a student may do a second,

I"Ta^er report or paper. Student, will be welcome to write or report

on Seneca's Influence on later literature.

I!l?^irc?tortrMatl.ematleal Method, of System Science

Yao, Kung, Levan, Nhan, and Carlyle, Jack

^^TX'^"^'''^^^^^^^ —al faculty from System Science,

Comoutt L^^^^^^ and Physiology will give Introductory lectures,

ermples, and demonstrations with accompanying class notes,

rS^ng modern quantitative Ideas ,<>\;;'«"-»*'
^^^^^^^^^

'-"^:rt'irc;::Cs:rerd^^^^^^^^
m^r "

sTer^ ^on'cSts to lower-dlvlslon students P'ann|2i^ physical

Z^^nrP or life scJence majors. Nominal prerequisites are Math 11A-IIB-

nC 12A or l^uivafenTs, bul students with other backgrounds (such as the

Math 2 or 3 series) may enroll by consent of Instructor.

Physics 198

Mathematical Physics Workshop

^A mathem'^tical physics workshop Is^belng offered through a Regents

innovative Projects' grant. The principle goals of the workshop are to

This team-taught course will study the International isolations of five

regions (Latin America, West Europe, West Africa, Middle East and S.E.

Asia) with a heavy emphasis upon political cultural elements. An at-

tempt will be made to convey locallstic political cultural perspectives by

the use of indigenously produced feature length films, documentaries and

novels. These perspectives will be related to the maior theme of the

course, namely the Importance of regional conflicts In- contemporary

international relations.. The course has received an Innovative teaching

grant In order to experiment wltti this mixture of audio-visual, literary

and orthodox academic material. ^. . - —* - . * - =

Political Science 139, Sect, i ^w .. ,^-. e* • «-. a^^
Special Studies in Ihfematlonal Relationt: The United States and the

Dilemmas of the Arab-Israeli Conflict

Spiegel, Steven .

TuTh 1-3, BH2209A (7^50 -consent of instnictor) i. ^

'

'
'

The course will deal with the Arab-Israeli conflict In the light of past,

present and potential American effects of the dispute and as a con-

sequence of the dynamics of post-Vietnam foreign policy. Sub|ect» to be

discussed Include the origins and background of the conflict, the nature of

American Interests and American policy, the effect of pressure groups,

lessons of the Middle East for other areas of American foreign fwllcy.

Possible solutions to the dispute and the possible role of the United Statw

in solving the problems of the area will also be discussed.

Psychology 195, Sect. 5

Principles of the Psychological Counseling Relationship

Henker, BariMra, and Holland, Morrii
. .^ «.

Lectures Tu 2-4, FH 1240; h^ainlng labs W7.9"pm ; pw^onal growth groups

to be arranged
. . .^ * .* ^ «j

An innovative course designed and conducted by the faculty and ad-

vanced graduate students In clinical psychology and the Office of Drug

Education. Lectures will deal with psychological Issues and concepts

related to the counseling situation. Specific topics Include drug and sex

education counseHng, suicide prevention, crisis Intervention and

problems In counseling. Training labs will provide experience In person-

to-person counseling In these and other areas. Personal growth groups

will provide an opportunity for further self-exploration.

Limited to upper division students but sophomores may be admitted It

space permits. For further information contact the Psych. Advising

Office, FH 1531, 825-2731, or the Office of Drug Education, Kerckhoff Hall

306, 825 7241.

Sociotogy 1

Introductory Sociology

Rabew, Jerome
TuTh 3:30-4,45, HH 39 (82000)

Regular lectures are supplemented by

discussions led by trained discussion leaders.

• c^

intensive small group

Zoology 174 .

Seminar in Genetics: Genetic Aspects of Mitochondria

Lederman, M.

M 3-5, LS 2322 (9032i — 2 units)

The course will cover the available data on the expression of the

mitochondrial genome. Much of the data will be biochemical In nature

but the genetics of yeast and Neurospora mitochondria will bediscussed^

The format of the course will Involve reading the original literature and

presentation of seminars. Suggested prerequisite. Zool. 118.
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']' RyKenStarre :t ^
*• _i^_ I)R Sports Reporter

The basketball hardship draft being conducted by

tTie American and National Basketball Associations

IS making millionaires out of kids who have yet to

play in a pro game.
The hardship draft is inadvertently affecting every

iva^ in basketball. It entitles each team in the

Irjgue to make a first-round selection before the

national college draft. If teams can lure these un-

derclassman to sign pro contracts, all that must be

reported, is that the player was financially insecure.

In the past two seasons, college superstars such as

Indiana's (Jeorge McGinnis, Utah's Nate Williams,

Massachusetts' Julius Erving, Detroit's Spencer

Maywood and Marquette's Jim Chones have signed

pro contracts before their college eligibility has

ixpired. With no merger between the two leagues

yet. the bidding war for the most versatile players is

intense, providing millions of dollars for these young

men.
Basketball is being flooded with players who have

not receivjed the tutoring of present professionals. A

shortage of experience is detracting from the quality

nl play wl>ich should ekist in pro basketbalL

l,ongterm contracts make rewards for an out-

^vv

Jz~

.standing seasori virtuajly non-existent.

( )nce the two leagues merge, the hardship draft

will end N(v longer will big bonuses be offered to

tmderclassmen. Laker general manager Fred

Schaus said. "Let's go on with the merger soon,

because the hardship draft is eliminating the stars in

the pro game." Schaus also indicated that there have

l>een ill feelings between coll.ege coaches and pro

-officials, as illustrated in the case of Maryland

coach. Lefty Driesell He told the press that pro clubs

had better stay away from his players or else —
4)rieseU's^ teani indudes JwQ^ of the better young

players in the NCAA, Tom McMillen and Len

Klmore. ;
•

\

In 1967, several distinguished businessmen, in-

cluding singer Pat Boone, formed the ABA to

compete with the established NBA. They hoped to

provide professional competition for cities whose

populations had never earned them teams.

Kxpectedly for the first few seasons, the ABA was

by no means a match for the NBA at any level. Just

as the American Football League had been inferior

to the National League at its birth, the ABA was

encountering the same problems.

NBA execubve Nick Curran insists reluctantly:

"What the ABA needed— and obtained — were a few

Joe Namaths to relieve their obscurity." The im-

posing problem is that the stars were acquired un-

derhandedly from colleges and NBA teams.

The results are evident, because in this, the 1971-

1972 season, the Associated Press revealed statistics

which showed the ABA only slightly away in at;

tendance figures to their rivals.

Before the two-league situation existed, there was

no hardship draft. With a toUl of 14 players signing

under the clause in the past two seasons, college

coaches are confronted with the hair-raising question

as fo what can be done when the best player decides

he'd rather earn a living?! .
. 4^

' An example of a coach losing his hopes for a

championship season took place recently. Marquette

TfiTveTsTtyribe^T^ro.^^ ranked basketball power

behind UCLA, saw its hopes dimmed very quickly.

Star center Jim Chones. a young man from the

ghettos of Milwaukee, signed with the New York Nets

j()f the ABA.
In an exclusive interview with Peter Carry of

Kports Illustrated, Marquette coach Al McGuire

stated, "that although the school will suffer, I can't

blame Jim for his decision. He has the ability to be a

=-^reat pro star.

_ Only Umejwilltellif the hardship draft continues to

detract from the high level of competition which

presently exists. As the tension mounts in the college

and pro schedules, it will be interesting to watch who

the next instant millionaires might be. _

ii iT'i 1'.
". —^ — .;

"All

> By Saul Shapiro

mSports Writer

week long the Gauchos

I

i' '
I.

4 i *>•

'- l^v

. -, I

have been calling it Bruin Week,'

Well, today is Bruin Day.'

"Coach Rudy Suwara's
volleyball team has been doing

more than just practice," relates

a story in the UCSB Daily Nexus

last Friday.
*

"They've been torturing

themselves. " — '

The GauchOs had been working

out six hours a day during and

since final examinations. The
NCAA runner-up to UCLA last

year and the Bruins only

conqueror this Season was ob-

sessed with wresting the Southern

California Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association crown
lEom UCIVV.

Perhaps another time.

After blitzing the Bruins in the

opening contest 15-4, UCSB
submitted three times to the

conference champions, 15-4, 15-9

and 15-9 The Bruin victory

enabled the Westwood crew to tie

San Diego State for, the league

lead at 3-0, while UCSB slipped

baxrk to 3-1.
)

^

If ever. a team was psyched up

lor a match, the Gauchos cer-

tainly were Going into their pre-

game practice nearly an hour

before the match was to start,

they had begun working up a

sweat by the first game. And at

the outset UCLA coach Al Scates

remarked, "I've never seen a>

team so high." *
..

And retaining that feverish

pUch, they rotted past the Bruins

to start things off. The visitors

were never able to get any

semblance of an offense going.

-»;—

?

^
*

I"

I ( Paid^ Advertisement)

^ HILLEL CQJNCiL ^4:;.i.s3i

YIDDISH . _ :

Dr. Zygielbaum will be conducting a class In Yiddish

stories and song. All Interested come at 7:00, Royce
Hall #264 Monday April 3.

SHABBAT SERVICES

April 7th 8:30

Guest speaker: Dr. Robert Gerstein, Professor In the

Political S<;iBrice Department

Topic: "American Jewish Identity"

Oneg Shabbat and Israeli Dancing follov^s.

Reminders:

No dinner on Wodnotdoy April 5

and no Itrooli dancing

Tho HilUI OHko will bo closod April 5 & 6
HilldDanco- April 15

But in the second stanza, UCLA
parlayed Kon Coon's hitting into

an equalizing win. Coon, coming"
off the bench to replace Jeff

Jacobs, put four shots on the floor

to reverse Santa Barbara's
momentum. .

' HoMvi^ver, Coon, who has a

tendency to be a streak play6r,

was replaced by Jacobs in the

third game when his play started

slipping and it was Jacobs who
gained crucial points putting the

Bruins ahead.

Nevertheless, it was the con-

sistency of such players as John

Zajec, Dick Irvin, Jim Menges,

and Larry Griebenow plus the

clutch serving of Ken Freeman
that figured prominently in the

win..

(ailed **the best middle blocker

wf*ve had in three years" by

coach Al Scates, Zajec was out-

standing around the net turning

back numerous Gaucho attempts

and spiking with authority, tur-

ning in what Scates called *'the

best game I've seen him play."

; * — -, .»

^

''-' OB photo by Dale Samoker

GETTING OVER T^E HARD WAY— Freshman Dwight Stones uses tt»e

backward 'flop' style in his high jump attempts, and it has paid off so far.

Stones woM Saturday's competition with a 7-0 1/4 leap/ though he later

cleared the bar at 7-2 in an unofficial jump.

UCLA-Kansas Track Results

1,000 METER STEEPLECHASE — 1. Callvn
(K), 8 51.6 ( riieef record, old mark, ?:01.2,

Jon Callen, Kansas, 1970) 2 Mella (UCLA).
9 70 2; 3 McDonald (K), 9 50.4.

"^
SHOT PUT — I LeDuc (K), 58 3 1/2; 2.

Guevara (K), S7 8 )/4, 3. Paget (UCLA), 57-6

3 4

440 RELAY — 1 Kansas (Scavuzzo,
Williams, Lutz, Edwards), 40.3; UCLA (Rich,
Gibson, Gaddis, Edmonson) finisHed second in

II 3 but disqualified for paMirm out of zof>«.

JAVELIN - I Colson (K), 229 3; 2. Jones
'UCLA), 228 10, Kotinek (UCLA), 199 10.

MILE - I Chappins (UCLA). 4:12.0, 2.

S.n.th (K), 4 120, 3. Tikker (UCLA), 4:11.1.

120MM - I Rich (UCLA), 14.0 (meet record,
old mark, 14 2, Ron Jessie, Kansas, 1969), 2.

vandaveer (K), 14.3, 3. Robinson (K), 14.4.

440 - I Smith I (UCLA), 47.2; 2. GaddiS
(UCLA). 47.5, 3. Stepp (K), 48.6.

LOOlO JUMP — 1. Bendixen (UCLA), 25

1/4 (Wind 5.2 m.p.h.), 2. Kotinek (UCLA), 24 5

3 '4. 3 Stull (K), 24 4 1/2
- 100 - 1 Edmonson (UCLA), 95 <«qw«^»

.neet record, Julio Meade, •<«"***•
^''f^

.Rcoo»e Robinson, UCLA 1970, Ro""'« ^*'^?'

UCLA, 19^1); 2.''WilNams(K),9«, 3 Edwardi

'**iio'- 1. Jacques (K), 1 52 '. 2^W,ii.ams

(UCLA). 1 52 5; 3. Tschudin (UCLA), 1 540

POLE VAULT - 1. Hatcher (K), 16 9,

Mooers (UCLA), 15 6; no »»;;«1
j

DISCUS - 1. Gordon (UCLA), W*'
(

FreJiro (UCLA), 177 6; 3 Gunther (UaA),

'*U .N - 1. Corval (UCLAK 5W (meet

record, old mark, 51.8. Wavne Collen, UCLA.

1971), 2. Bornkessel (K), 517, J

(UCLA), 55.4. A» TflA (meet
220 - 1. Edmonson (UCLAK M6 (mw

record. Old mark, 20.8, Wayne CoMett.UCLA

1971). 2 LutZ (K), 20.7, 3. Gibson (ULLA),

^TRIPLE JUMP - 1. Butts (UCLA), 52}

,wT^T2m.rh,);Butts;'ad.efMumpoi^^^^
3/4 (meet record, o'**,'"*'^,'^;, .,'8 3/4; 3.

Rogers. UCLA, 1970); 2. StuH (K), 49 8
3/«.

Robinson (K), 48 7 1/4. ,q ,/4

HIGH JUMP - 1 Stones (UCU>.>^,^ood.

(meet record, old '^-•'V /iVri A) 6 10, 3.

UCLA, 1970). 2 Fletcher (UCLA), 6.U.

Schur (K), 68.

anchei, 498; Smith, «••. .«« cravuzw,
10 4; ft.^Kan»as (Bronkessel, 48 B. scjvu

.7 9, Jacques, 48.5. Stepp, ^J/'^^^'lj 62

FINAL SCORE - UCLA 91, Kansas

BEVERLY HILLS ACADEMY

OF MUSIC

r̂^ AND DANCE

12OS0. Di)henyl>

Bevedy Hills. California

mm htmnmtn through profetvonai

INSTRUMENTAL taPA^MZZ
BALLET TAPA^'^

DRAMA
TALENT DEVELOPMENT

STUDIO RENTAL

lor intormalion Ctfl:

274-9401 or
276-4283
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to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice an

odnion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
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Primaries
The deadline to register to vote in Califcurnia is

Aoril 13, less than two weeks away. It's been a long

battle to secure the right to vote for 18-21 year-old

citizens, and we urge everyone who is eligible to vote

to register. If voting in presidential primaries seems

a dubious privelege, there are still many petitions

effecting legislation dealing with everything from

grass to pollution which need suport, and you have to

be registered to sign them. ^

Political ahalysists have been pontificating lately

about the apparent poor registration turnout by those

catchily called "newly enfranchised Americans."

Perhaps one of the reasons for that numerically low

registration is the fact that registering to vote is

primarUy seen — at least this year— as voting in a
* " primary. ^

It is amazing that remnants of a prehistoric

skeleton continue to emerge in the pages of the Dally

Kruin . However, this amazement is pertiaps undue;

after all, in nature the La Brea Tar Pits also

periodically spew forth bones of the past ages into the

modem world. The relic which warrants particular

attention is the article by Keith McCoy tiUed "The
Torquemada Principle" (Daily Bruin, February 23).

In criticizing the "undemocratic" methods of the

Socialist Workers Party, an ex-Trotskyist party,

McCoy libels and misinterprets both Lenin and

Trotsky by vulgarizing their revolutionary theory

and then labeling it "undemocratic." Instead, as a

method for **a truly radical and revolutionary

reconstruction of American society," he coun-

terposes the Socialist Party USA, a surviving

Iragment of the defunct Second International, with

its reformist politics. Such libel and perversion

cannot be allowed to continue preiudicing the public

without being answered; at ttie same time

revolutionary politics must be counterposed to

McCoy's reformism.

J'irst, the reformist McCoy Insinuates, by way of

reference to the SWP, Uiat Lenin and Trotsky

brought akx)ut "revolutionary change in a manner
which, if not anti-democratic, is at least un-

democratic." But, to which democracy is he

referring? Is it bourgeois democracy, the

democracy- for the rich, -or is it proletarian

democracy, the democracy for the oppressed? Or, is

he so naive as to suggest that there is a "pure

democracy'*? Greece, the motherland of

democracy, unfortunately was a slave society, and

America, supposedly the model democratic state,

resting on corrupt politics resbrts to brutal means in

suppressing divergent currents wticn they pose a

threat to the bourgeoisie. Pure democracy is non-~

existant. Today, there is bourgeois democracy and

proletarian democracy; one is the antithesis of the

other. Lenin fought for proletarian democracy, while

McCoy, calling himself a socialist, quibbles over

bourgeois democracy ahd elevates it to the

sacrosanct status. Before initating the October

Revolution of 1917, Lenin secured the majority in ttie

Workers' and Peasants' Soviets, but McCoy dares to

call such methods undemocratic. Perhaps Lenin

should have waited to receive the blessings of the

bourgeoisie, the Tsar, and the Tsarina?

From McCoy's argument it l)ecomes apparent

that, in order not to violate "democratic" principles,

the class-conscious elements of the proletariat and

the oppressed must sit passively on their rumps and

await the day when the "majority" of the people

finally achieves revolutionary consciousness by

osmosis through an inverse diffusion gradient.

Unfortunately, this process has never been observed

in the field of natural sciences, and, likewise, Mc-

Coy's "modus operandi" in the social sphere is

deemed to be unrealizable by the social sciences. The

latter day Kautsky, i.e., McCoy, neglects social

reality in which distribution of powei; constitutes^^

decisive factor at the time ;when tt^iaf ^flange iS

placed on the order of the day. Unquestionably, the

power, in the form of the state, today rests securely

in the hands of the bourgeoisie, and this power they

are prepared and willing to wield mercilessly when

their interests are in anyway threatened. Hence,

since the interests of the proletariat and the op-

pressed are antithetical to those of the bourgeoisie,

(Contlnitcd on Page 14) -

.^

•-^•'

pj.jj^3j;iSs^ 3ccdn^ present in-

carnation as state-by-state media jousts, indeed

many observers report that for some states, ttie

primary is primarily a reveni}e raising activity.

Currentty, whUe GeorgeWSDace hasIS^
President based on Florida returns, Edmimd Muskie

an unstable personality on the basis of crying in New

Hampshire, and the oth^r candidates are apparently

attempting to become even more obscure, primaries

seem puzzling at best, and more often disillusioiung.

Each static has its own geography, economy, and

interests, arid each state's electorate is Uierefore

somewhat unique. Therefore, assumptions regardmg

the choice of a poUtical party as a whole, based on a

few states, seems a dangerous way to approach

nominating potential Presidents.

We support legislation introduced by Senator Mike

Mansfield (D—Montana) and George Aiken

(R-Vermont) which would institute a national

primary, held on one day — not only is their plan

more efficient in terms of time, resources and voter

boredom, but it seems a better way to gauge voter

choice. •^*--^y
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Those terrific India bedspreads you can nriake Into clothes

(or even use as bedspreads!) - twin size cotton 4.DU .

Kurta shifts, also from India, marvelously colored 2.99

And for the Wally Beery fans, a special on his famed

long sleeved knit shirt style - coHon knit, reg. 8.00 4,99
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Information and Referrals

For bifth control afeo<tion

vasectomies tubal ligations

venerea] disease treatment

overpopulation literature At

OVERPOPULATION
INFORIVTATrON CENTER

Monday and Thursday 10-2 Ackerman Union 2412.
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UPStAIRSJIVORKSHOPS
Do you want to learn

:

Astrology, tie-dye. silver jewelry making, Spanish/Eng., creative

writing, sewing, knitting, crafts, sculpturing?

Children & Adult Workshops
In the so. Wilshire area '

, I
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I
I
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III

Day & Evening
OPEN HOUSE APRIL 9. 2-6 PM ' '
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for LEATHER
- WESTWOOD VILLAGE - SHEJ^AN OAKS

Clarks of England - Footwear

-Wallabees - Treks

Our Reputation Speaks For Itself. - -^r^ ,
- —

One Of The Largest In stock Leather Shops In The World

Mens and Womens Coats, Handcrafted Sandals, Custom

Resoleable Moccasins, Vests,t Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Dresses,

Ponchos, Wristbands, VVdllets, Belts, ^ags. Cleaning and

Tailoring. -: —r- <- -,^^—, . -^^ ^

4419 Van Nuys Blvd.

Shormon Oaks. CA 91403
(213)783-569Q^3r-

(213)872-2344

10912 UContoAvo.
WMtwood Villago, CA 90024

(213)478-8588
(NEAR U.C.LA. ENTRANCE)
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(Continued from Page 13)

the latter shall and do employ every conceivable

means at their disposal to impede the attainment of

revolutionary consciousness by the masses. Their

success is demonstrated apropos when McCoy's

"majority" democratically elects Nixon. This leads

to the next question of how does the proletariat

proceed to further its interests and elevate its con-

sciousness against the obstacles erected by the

l)ourgeoisie?

Scorns

Here, McCoy scorns at Lenin's organizational

method which postulates the existence of a

professional revolutionary party in the vanguard of

the working class as a precondition to the success of

th^ revolutionary movement; instead, McCoy
count^poses action(?) "through the liberal wing of

the Democratic Party." Assuming that McCoy has

not totally abandoned the Marxist principles which

were prevalent during the firslfyears of the Second

International, he will recognize that political parties

represent and strive for the realization of the in-

terests formulated by their respective class, i.^.,

each political party represents the interest of one and

only one class. By entering and working within the

Democratic Party, which even McCoy is compelled

to call bourgeois, he has abandoned the interests of

the proletariat and the oppressed, and wholeheart-

edly embraced the interests of the bourgeoisie. Like

his brother Kautsky, McCoy has become a renegade

to the working class. Lenin always warned of such

traitors and realized that because of the power held

by the bourgeoisie the revolution required a

disciplined vanguard party to comt)at opportunistic

diviations and insure the realization of the working

class interests. Otherwise, every action by the

proletariat and the oppressed on behalf of their in-

terests would necessarily run counter to the interests

of the bourgeoisie and, hence, would be brutally

suppressed unless that action w^s well organized

under a professional and experienced leadership. ,^

But, perhaps the whole argument is in valit

Perhaps the Socialist Party USA has no mterest in.

,the welfare of the working class? Perhaps it does not

care whether the Workers get slaughtered by the
" powerful state of the bourgeoisie, i.e., by the army,
the police, and the national guard? Perhaps the

SPUSA has become just the liberal wing of the

bourgeoisie? After all, they are the ones who strongly

defend der^ocracy for the bourgeoisie — coul4Jk b^
-ihat there /are mutual interests involved? '

""

-\ r r J Ubel
^4 The second itiajor libel was directed at Trotsky.

Quoting McCoy: "The Trotskyists' idea of how to

generate a revolution is apparently to encourage
every possible mass action ..,;\'> Blacks, Chicanos,

women, gays, students . . .
.-' In this charac-

terization a serious perversion of Trotskyism is

involved. The source of this perversion is either

McCoy's ignorance of Trotskyism or, more likely,

neglecting the true representatives of Trotskyism -~

the Spartacist League, he chose as an example the'

politics of the SWP, an ex-Trotskyist party, and then

generalized on the nature of Trotskyism from the

false example. The SWP cannot serve as an example
because it fails to meet the criteria for a

revolutionary vanguard party, instead of leading the

working class movement, or at least striving to do
^o, the SWP tails every possible mass (?) movement
irrespective of' class content: Blacks, Chicanos,

women, students, gays .... (are the Jesus Freaks

^ next m line? ). They have developed a fetich »

"mass action." quantity at the expense ofZli'!"'^
the point that they are willing to sacrifice the

^

of working class tendencies for the oresprvl"**^
unity with the bourgeois elements^of ih!^'^^
movement, e.g., the brutal expulsion of Z T^
lacist l^eague and Progressive Ubor from thl np^o
conference. These are not the politics of Trotskv
serious revolutionaries, such as the SrwH

^

lx?ague, they are the politics of an ex Tr!» l
'^

party (SWP) whose use of Trotsky's nZ^^
smears it I

"™y

Kmphasiied
On the contrary. Trotsky, just as Lenin i»m

phasized that the only revolutionary class in this
is the working class - the only class capable^^
executing the socialist revolution. Hence th!
primary goal of the revolutionary vanguard partv i!

to organize and mobilize the working class in order
achieve the socialist revolution, and, as an jm
mediate consequence, the liberation of the oppressttl
minorities. The liberation of American minoriUte
cannot be realized under capitalism as long as it is to
the interest of the bourgeoisie to maintain a divided
working class. With the help of certain psuedcK
revolutionary groups, the bourgeoisie have been
successful in splitting the working class along racial
lines as exemplified by the New York teachers strike
where Blacks were encouraged to scab by the SWP in

the name of community control another
unrealizable goal under capitalism. The road to

victory of all oppressed minorities is througti unity

under the leadership of the working class against the

common enemy— the bourgeoisie,

Another important misconception of Trotskyism

arose in McCoy's article when alleged that Trot-

skyists "support the Communist regimes overseas"

unconditionally. This misconception, in contrast to

the last, can only be attributed to McCoy's total

ignorance of Trotskyism. The Soviet Union, China,

^and Cul)a are deformed workers' stateS^lthough

they are headed by Stalinist beauracratic regimes*

the property relations in those states are non-

capitalistic which is a giant step forward toward

socialism ."Hence, Trotskyists unconditionally defend

those property relations against any and all im-

perialist infripgement, but they do not support the

Stalinist l^auracracies. Instead, revolutionary

Trotskyists, such as the Spartacist League, issue a

call for a political revolution, in contrast to the social

' revolution such as the October Revolution in Russia,

by the workers of those countries. They demand the

reinstatement of workers' democracy and the ex-

pulsion of the Stalinist cliques. This point cannot be

made any clearer for our ignorant friend.

Finally, the remaining argument in McCoy's

article against Lenm and Trotsky does not even

merit consideration. "The Torquemada Principle"

is a product of petty-bourgeois ideology, as MdJoy

' admits, which is based oh a faulty analogy (The

l^ninist party does not "presume" to act in the in-

terest of the working class; it is the embodiment of

the most advanccid elements of the working class

struggling for the emancipation of that class.) In

conclusion, just as McCoy terminates the article with

his limp petty-boiu-geois slogan, some revolutionary

slogans must be counterposed:

ACHIEVE SOCIALISM THROUGH WORKERS

FOR A SOCIALIST REVOLUTION!

..^^W*»l *-«ni i i irrfiiipi»i

Richard Nixon, Communal living, Over population, Tuition, Mari-

juana, Political Prisoners, the Un-Cola, or anything else for that

matter. «" - ["

If you do, and if you would enjoy discussing your views wlth^the

Corftmunlty, please phone us. -•. - /...

>

Wo'ro th« Comput Committ*« to Bridgo tho Gap.We' re non-

profit with no political or religious affiliations. We exist solely to

bring students and th^ Community together for an exchange of

concepts and Ideas. ^ - " *,
' • : r' *=

Our Nom« Spoakt For Htolff

CAU 478-8921 AND LEAVE YOUR NAMES. NUMBER
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opportunity to Se out of work
"^tuTng

unem#oyetJ[ is tan-

tamount la a pyre upon which rest

he jobless; however, the

.nemployed are not toUlly dead.

iHjt are slowly dying.

uhv' Oh why, are we dying

i^lore our time: Just because

^Zlis acting like God, has

hoscn 10 slowly extinguish life.

Yes the lives of the jobless, are

losing the battle for life. . .

,'his time Oavid will not slay

, olialh Society has seen to the

.nevitable faith of the jobless

s,K-iety is armed to the teeth and

IS
eschewing the jobless at will.

iioW V -^ :..^-.. --.:__ /

Disappointments are as

(iebililating as cancer, and the

consumption of life is just as

devastating. But, if you should

survive, there are other Jierils to

(Micounler.

I Ike. not being the right race, or

,u,i being the right sex, or by

having a disheveled appearance.

I his is just a trifle showing from

the arsenal, from which, society

uses to stamp-out the jobless. ^
I or the greater part, society is

(V)m posed of equal opportunity

employers ,
And how are they

(Hiual' To be silre, the equal op-

portunity employers dispense

death to jobless equally. There

shall not be any survivors. - .

Hold on! Wait a minute! are the

(Ties from the equal opportunity

employers. After gaining the

jobless attention, the equal op-

portunity employers reply: If we

look every applicant who applied

lor a job, we would slowly go out of

luisiness.

Indeed, if every equal op-

|)orturiity employer took as many

applicants just to remain §lovent,

I hen the jobless would be no

mtiry
*

As the jobless can see, the

sacTitice is too big. That is, large

margins of profit before con-

sideration of humanity. Not cruel,

just good business sense.

lor, you see, from the equal

opportunity employers' per-

spective, the jobless are the_

sacrifial lambs of soctety. It is

something that they don't like, but

tolerate DAMN! The equal op-

portunity employers have a high

level of tolerance.

As the stench of death arises

Irom the jobless, society is bur-

sting at the scams with affluence.

Nobody cares.

Hut. on the other hand, the

pompous eq opp employers care

so much that they have let the

jobless become wards of state.

That is. the jobless eventually
l)ocomf wf'lfare recipients.

Shame to the defeated. The
battle was lost The jobless, who
are the defeated, are coerced into

|M)verty

And to compound the plight of

I he ioblc*ss. they are subjected to

verbal abuse - lazy, shiftless,

aged, niggers.

When will the equal opportunity

employers stop the joblessness?

K.William Moore
UCLA, 1971

God!
Editor:

1 would like to respond to two
letters written in the Bruin ( Dally

liruin. February 3). Bruce
Phillips said that there were
many reasons why Jesus could not

be the promised Messiah of Israel.

His answer is that by believing in

.Jesus one becomes, "by definition

a Christian". This response is

certainly not a reason why Jesus

cannot be the Messiah, but instead

it reveals a misconception that the

words Christian and Gentile are

synonomous.
1 have never found anyone who

could give rne a reason why Jesus

wafe "riot the promised Messiah, .

However..by studying the Hebrew
Bible, I believe the logical con-

clusion is a k)elief in Jesus as the

Messiah. Jesus does fulfill all 333

prophecies in the Hebrew Bible of

the first advent of Messiah. Ac-

cording to Dr. Olinthus Gregory, if

there were only„ 50 prophecies

giving details of the coming

Messiah and all fulfilled by Jesus,

"the probability of chance
lulfillment as calculated by

mathematicians according to the

theory of probabilities, is, less

than one in 1,125,000,000,000,000."

If we were to add two more
stipulations and fix the time and

place at which they must happen,

the immense improbability would

rule out the idea of coincidence

and 1 believe intellectual honesty

would force us to admit that Jesus

is the Messiah.

The second letter, written by

Hick Sherwin, shows a lack of

understanding of our G-d as a

unity.

The rei'son that the Jewish

people have become estranged

irom the doctrine of a Triune God

is found in the teaching of Moses

Maimonides. One of thirteen

articles of faith which he compiled

is; i believe with a perfect faith

that the Creator, blessed be His

i^ame, is an absolute one
( "vachid" ). This expression of an

"absolute one" is diametrically

opposed by the Hebrew Bible

which teaches with great em-
phasis that (iod is not a "Yachid,"
which means an only one, or an
"absolute one", but "Echad,"
which means a composite one. In

Deuteronomy 6:4 G-d laid down
for His people a principle of faith,

which is certainly superior to that

of Moses Maimonides, inasmuch
as it comes from G-d himself. We
read there, "Hear O Israel, the

Lord our God is one," stressing

the sense of the phrase "one" by

using not "yachid," which Moses
Maimonides does, but "echad,"

which means a composite one.

By tracing these two words,

yachnid" and -echad," in the

Hebrew Bible we can ascertain

their true meaning.
In (ienesis 1. we read, "And

there was evening and there was
morning, one day." Here the word
"echad" is used, which implies

that the evening and the morning
Hwo separate objects — are

called one. thus showing plainly

that the word "echad" does not

mean an "absolute one. " but a

confession of faith in which it is

stated that G-d is a "yachid," a

statement which is absolutely

opposed to the Hebrew Bible.

The Zohar comments on

Deuteronomy 6:4 - "Hear
Israel, Jehovah our G-d, Jehovah

is one." saying "Why is there need

of mentioning the name of G-d

three times in the verse?" Then
lollows the answer. "The first

Jehovah is that Father above. The
second is the stem of Jesse, the

Messiah who is to come from the

family of Jesse through David.

And the third one is the way which

is below ( meaning the Holy Spirit

who shows us the way) and these

three are one." According to the

Zohar, the Messiah is not only

called, Jehoval) but i^ a very part

of the triune Jehovah.

Bill Katin

Junior

Oops
Kditor:

iyoyx ^account of our d^sielop-

underwater

united one. Then in Genesis 2:24

we read, "therefore shall a man
leave his father and mother and

^hall cleave to hig wife, and they

shall be one flesh." Here, too, the

word "echad" is used, furnishing

another proof that it means a

composite one, referring, "as it

does in- this case, to tw^ separate

persons. k

'

>-"

Now let us see in the Hebrew

Bible where the word "yachid»"^

an "absolute one," is found. In

(;en. 22:2, G-d says to Abraham,

"take now thy son, thine only

son " Here we read the wbrd

"yachid." The same w;ork is

repeated in the I2th verse of the-

same chapter .?in Psalm 25: 16 it is

again applied to a single person as

also in Jeremiah 6:26, where we

read, "Make thee mourning as for

an only son." The word "only" is

expressed by the Hebrew word

"yachid."
y

Thus we see that Moses

Maimonides, with all his great

wisdoms and much learning,

made a serious mistake in

prescribing for the Jews that

met)t of ^.an

biotelemetry system (Dally,

Biuhi: March 17) fails to

acknowledge the primary role of

use Santa Catalina Marine
Biology Station in the Bahamas
habitat where our system was

tested Without their assistance,

our tests would not have been

possible. Moreover, you have

published a habitat picture which

is the property of USC without

acknowledgement.
These facts were well known to

your reporter, Mark Rubin, who
was in my office while 1 at-

tempted to contact USC personnel

by telephone for permission to use

their photographs. Moreover, Mr.

Kubin was in possession of the PR
release from the UCLA Medical

School in which USC's role was
clearly stated.

Your cavalier editorial attitude

has put me in a very em-

barrassing position with my USC
colleagues, and does little to

maintain faculty faith in the

responsibility of student editor-

ship. 1 insist on publication of this

letter without modification.

W.RossAdey.M.D.
Director*, t'CLA Space Biology

Laboratory

I
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Ihe U.C.LA. Police Chief's Committee on

Internal Affoirt Is befng formed. There vy/ill

be an opening for 1 or 2 graduate stu-

dents. If you have an interest in serving

on this committee, please call the Graduate

Students Association Office, ext. 5- 11 60 for

an appointment. Intervievs^s will be held

April 4 through April 7. .
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'(Paid Advertisement)

When you tit down to plan yoMr future, contl-

der this: ^ - A. /

As an officer, the Air Force can offer you

' A starting salary of nearly $600, plus

* Flight pay, plus

Free housing, plus
' 30 days annual paid vacation, plus

* World travel, plus
* Free medical and dental care, plus

* Rapid promotions and pay increases, plus

* The chance to earn advanced degrees, plus

* A social life second to none, plus ^ ^

VMuch, much more

Interested? Coll us at 836-5822. Or come visit

us at the Placement and Career Planning Cen-

•I' (Bldg. M) today betvy^een 9 a.m, and 5

p.m. Before you knov^ it, you may find your-

self in the Air Force.
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UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICF
478-5822 1093 Broxton, St. 218

FREE Village Movie Tickets, FREE porking.
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(Continued from Page 19)

Student organizations wishing to

sponsor an art exhibit — contact

Deanna Norquist, Campus
Programs and Activities Oftice,

161 Kerckhoff Hall, (ext. 57041) for

information on use of Kerckhoff

Hall 2nd Floor Gallery.
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more than IhCNM)

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by'

California Casualty.)- ^

_'- loin Them!

n

-^i-,-
Wor a "hodbllgatlon" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

Ca liforn ia Casnalty-

Sherman Oal(S

981-4000

Los Angeles^
625-7272

Long Beaqb
426-2186 -

—''Private Tutoring Jobs,

available in reading, math,

Geometry, and other subjects,

from the EXPO Office (Kerckhoff

176./. \ j»- 9 >jfc . .1.,. iff

—"Tutors Needed/' «t ihe La

Caus« Youth Center in V^()ice to

help students from Westchester

and Santa AAonica High. * If In-

terested, contact the EXPO Office

(Kerkhoff 176).^'
* - ---^ _ -^^ --.

—"Tutors *«nd Clissrodm
Aides," needed for Watts Area

Elementary School, 199 Credit

available. Interested students

should meet from 3-5 pm, Wed-

nesday in Bunche 2150.

/

Exhibits:

—"Twentieth Century Sculp-

®m%

""^ FafTfie

Djne Ouf^very

At Lo Moncho
Put a little life In your spice v^lth La Mancha's nev^ 20 meals for $29.00,

good for the whole quarter. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three if you like, any day of the week.

Let a friend use your meal card, bring him with you and both use it,

but better yet, keep it all for yourself.

If works out to about $1.45 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, and La

Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturdqy night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra dt the door.

You can pick them up from the La Mancha business office, Room 206.

m>

A COMMUNITY OF STUDENTS

475-5831

L

ture/' comprising of more tttan 70

works representing 50 collections,

through April 14 in the UCLA Art

Galleries. Hours ai:e Sunday
through Friday, 11 am to 5 pm,
closed Saturdays. Admission Is $1

for the general public, free to

faculty, staff. Art Council

members, and all students with a
current ID card.

—"The Humaii Rour-. r^
toluolo to Picasso," ?^^,.'^'-
primarily of prints ^^^'^1"9
GrunwaW Foundation's «^
collection, through April 14 ; ^Tl
Grunwald Gallery. Hou''"

^
Sunday through Friday, n L f*
pm, closed Saturdays Admk^
;sSlforthegeneraVpfc^
for students, staff and faculty

By Eugem Sheffer

ACROSS

1. With it

4. Mere
8. Aye or
- nay

12. Philippine
Negrito

13. Employs
14. Pitcher
15. Bar

ofTering

16. Used by
some
danterg

—

-

j^. Musical,.^
instru-

ment

44. Native
metal

46. Badger- v

like '.

animal /

50. Wind in-

strument
55. Stringed

instru-

ment "

(short.)

56. Body of
water

57. Not V— working
58. Egyptian

god
59. Wood-

wind in-

strument

20. Nether^
lands
commune 8Q: Drove

21. Palm ^. nail
leaves slant-
(var.)

DOWN
1. Stringed

instru-

ment
2. Small case
3. Kind of

cotton
4. Pastoral
5. King of

Judah
-r^ The law

thing
7. Italian

princely
house '^1^

ij. Superfi-i_ii

y, cial

covering
9. Be in debt

10. Asian

24. Demons
28. Simple

wind in-

struments
32. Hoarfrost '-

33. Man in

Genesis
34. Eyelashes
36. Former
1: govt.

"'

agency
37. Choir ,

section •

39. 3tringed
* instru—'—

^

^nent —

— ingly
«l.An

enzyme

__^ festival

11. Bitter

vetch
17. Find the

sum ~
19. And nol~

22. Musical

direction

(abbr.)
23. Pinner

course
25. Stringed

instru-

ment
26. Body of

Kaffir

warriors
27. Thin
28. King of

Norway
29. Prune

(Scot.)

30. Aleutian
island

31. Chinese:

comb.
form

Wverage lime of •olnlfon: 27 min.

41. Wind in-

strument
43. Means of

entrance

ITIEILIEIDIUMRIAlTmLlVl

aamraEO admass
nDS[3 BSS QRBS

35. Embel-
lished

38. Actor
Peter _

40. Money of

. account
42. Blunder
45. Redact
47. Large

saxhorn
48. Supple-

ments
49. -majesty
50. Service-

man's
address

51. Male
swan

52. Bird call

53. Artificial

language
54. Corrida

cheer

NEED IVIONEY?
Try . . BABYSrrriNG

..TUTORING
(If you're a Junior, Senior,

or Graduate Student) •

. . TEMPORARY WORK
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities in exchange for

work are also available.)

dome to the

PLACEMENT ^ CAREER PLANNING CENTER

BIdg. IG & ploce your name on these

f4<es. (East of Moore Hall)

Deadline fot" spring registration

is Friday, April 7th

. TV'TiimT3st,pL6

hors note: As promised in the last edition of DB TV Trivia Test, here
'^"!

I « The following questions were provided by the same people 1

'* *

1L«kI last time. As in Parts 1-5. there was absoTutely no research
'"*^

Ither than picking each other*s tiny brains. And a messy business it

at that. This one is the last in theories, cross my heart, so EN-iiik^

joy:
^

:{

We 11 Start out with some quickies this time.^Who played in both

-Wackiest Ship in the Army" and "Garrison's Guerillas?" Who

layed the principal in "Mr. Novak?" Who played the tiUe role in

•Jungle Jim?" ^
Who played "Sugarfoot?" What other series did he star in with Sandy

liaron
' Who played their neighbor? What did she (the character) do

for a living?

What famous carpet entrepreneur hosted "Queen for a Day?" Where

was It held? Whose sister played the hostess?

The star of "Daktari" played in an earlier series called "Angel." Who
^

is he^ Who played Angel? ^ .

What member of the team on "That Was The Week That Was" went on

to become the star of the Chungking chowmein commercials and

countless celebrity game shows? Name the rest of the team. Who

wrote the songs?

Out of the night, when the full moon is bright, There comes a man

whose name is -—." Who? Who played him?

- What series starred Joanne Draw and J. Carroll Nash? What one

starred Howard Duff and Ida Lupino? Name 2 series starring John

Kussell a^. .; , , ^ .

8 What I940's star-type lady starred in a western series but died during

the show's run? What was the name of the show?

9 What show sought to interview celebrities in theirTTomesV who was the

interviewer? ^ , ^
"

-

.

10 Who originally hosted these game shows? "The Price Is Right?"

Treasure Hunt?" **College Bowl?" "Beat the Clock?" "Pve Got a

Secret?" "What's My Line?" Bonus: Name 3 of the regulars on the

latter. ' • : ^

11 What game show under what 2 titles gave Johnny Carson his start?

Who replaced Carson?
"

12 More quickies: Name a series Mike Connors did before "Mannix.^'

What show did Dick Powell introduce? Which one did Ronnie Reagan

introducel^ '
"^

- ^ .' j^il .^i' i —^——^

13 Name the stars of "The Roaring Twenties." What was the n^me of

Pinky's Club? The actress who played Pinky was also in another

series about the cold north. What was it called and who were her

costars?—^--i—-a^- .^^:.^.j.^—,..,

.

.._...., ,. _
,

Name'the stars^oC^TheTroubleshWers." What were the names of

the characters on "Aquanauts " and who played them? What was the

name of the spinoff series from Aquanauts? " Give the names of the

characters and the actors who played them.

15 How did they geTtheiFstart:¥7halMries gave

Which one gave Peter Graves his start?

16 Name at least 2 of the regulars (besides Dick Gark, 1 mean) on

American Bandstand? How old (Jid you have to be to get in? What did

performers do after lip-syncing their latest record? Who sponsored

the Saturday night show?
;

) A free jaz^ concert featuring the Lee Schlpper

Quintet and Ted Curson at noon, on Thursday, in the

Aclierman^rnlon Grand Ballroom .- '.^ r...,-^.^::::J^}.-

-The Lee'&hlpper Quintet, recently returned from

a tour abroad, Is composed of former U.C. Berkele/

students who formed the group In 1964. In 1967 the

Quintet won the 'irst place awaird at the Collegiate

Jazz Festival a* Notre Dame University. The group

has also made numerous appearances at colleges

and universities throughout the U.S. r*

In 1968, after an appearance at the Fine Arts

-festival at^UCLA, the Quintet left for l^orth Africa on

a tour for the State Department. For the last five

years, the Quintet accompanied by Ted Curson, has

been touring Scandinavia. The return of Schlpper

and Curson to UCLA promises to be a memorable

event.
""

NBWxouking dub^eeks members
—'4f

14

^A unique addition to . the numerous clubs on

campus is the UCLA Cooking Club. Still in its for-

mative stages, the club's director Seth Vamhagen, is

looking for people interested in eating and cooking

food. ; • . . ;.

Describing the club's purpose, Vamhagen said, "1

want to prepare good food that you can't get on

campus." He outlined the activities saying that one

club member will have the opportunity to make and

display* a particular dish at each weekly meeting.

Vamhagen said dues will probably be collected to

form a treasury to pay for any necessary supplies.

Both faculty ahd students are invited to attend the

first meeting which will be held at 7 pm Thursday, in

Ackerman 2412. Vamhagen said the ckib is open to

anyone regardless of experience and stated that he

must get a minimum of 10 members to get the

organization classified as a clutr*^

' Vamhagen also needs to find a kitchen somewhere

on or near campus and asked that anyone who can

provide one call the University Recreation

Association at X53703, or Vamhagen at 387-^789.

17 ,-—, Riding through the glen,

—

:, , With his band of men . , .

Finish the theme song and tell who played the title role and who

sponsored the show. " _ Zt ~
'->.*!

18 Ciuickies again: What occupation did Joan's husband have on "I

Married Joan?" What was his (the character's) name? In his series,

Buster Crabbe was a foreign legionnaire; what was his son's name?

19 Some kiddie show quesUonsr: What did Froggy pluck on the "Andy

Devine Show?" What was the cat's name? Who was Wctwter Web^

foot's ventriloquist? ;

20 The lasTof the quickies: In the first Smothei^ series, who was Tom-

my s boss? What was the shortest-lived seri^? .The next shortest-

lived^
^ -...^

v- -^

answers will appear in tomorrow's paper *
.

'•

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

»00's of Wadding Band ideas I

?nd noor location insure* low prices |

WEDDINIi

BIINDS

!•

University Mfg. Jewelers
J

I 1007 Broxton Suite 34 |ICRIt377 .
- i*f t^, am- «*'

,—m»n^T

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

«k ft' ^.*

sS
up

^ 20% orSCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY
and STAFF

FLliSNtR &COOK

1072 (laylcv. Suite 3

Wcslwootl

<Nc\t lo Sato^^Jvl
~

47VHI-27

(Continued from Page 19)

American Indian, Polynesian, and Indian. Students who have Uken

History 1248 are advised not to sign up for a discussion section con-

centratmg on Indian documents. The class meets 9:30 — 10:45 am,

Tuesdays and Thi^rsdays. Enroll through channels. f v v

*l»roblem Solving and Decision Mailing" i* the title of a new Course

offered this quarter under the auspicies of the Engineering department.

Selected topics in decision making and the methodology of problem

solving will be discussed in this graduate seminar led by professor Judea

iJ'earl.

Information processing models in problem solving, logical foundations

of decision making, experimenUl methods of parametenzing, and

behavior under uncertainty are some of the topics to be covered, in-

dividual studies will be encouraged. • o u
The class will meet from 3-5 pm, Tuesdays and Thursdays m Boeiier

vm.

OOK WHAT A BUCKBUYS

Corab '»

MUSTACHE "N fCAKD ,j^;^gQROOMINO SKT »»••»»

SET CONTAINS; Super-cut trimming shtari. 0«luxt

mttal trimming »h«per, Soft round tipped brush.

fTnt fbbfh rrtlllT c^mb, Clear mustache k btsrd

wax. Mini razor, MustKhe & beard style guide.

Add 5% tales tax in caiif.

I. A. NOTARO. P 0. Boi M,
SMiValley, Calif. 11392

t
t

t
t
t

e

t
t

nrNisis FQi simENis
SOME APfllCATIONSt

• Beltar ^rodM • S«wo«ng

• SpMch Problems • Tension

Unlvertlty of Wisconsin Ph.D., U yeori teaching Speech

Psychology ond General Semantics. Private Initrudlqn

Vllllll L. USUI. PI.I.

1225 Weetwood Bovlevord 477-2953 for opp^Jntmenl

e
e

e

e

f

FRATERNITY
RUSH WEEK

APRIL 1st -APRIL 8th
YOU ARE INVITED

LUNCHEON 12:00 NOON-
DINNER- 5:30 P.M.

. * -.
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f/i/e n^iv courses
, AAonday, April 3, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 19 '<«•

*. *•''-

hilosophy department will be offering three new upper division
Th^

this quarter. The courses will b^: 150B— Society and Morals; les
classesmn^^^ Problems In Negrltude; and 177B — Phenomenolgy.

*'*'"'*_
?^ Mnrals" will cover subjects dealing with equal rights for the

What's On continues . .

.

quarter The courses will b^: 150B- Society and Morals ; les rcontlnued from Page 2t)

I'. . »

«

f.

».

f

i.
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ADVERTISINO OFFICES
Ktrclihoff H«ll 113

Phone: tU-tni
Claskif »«tf adv«fiitin9 ratts

IS wprtfft-SI.SO day, S constcutivt
iiift«rfions • SS.OO

PayaMo in advAnct
DEA0LINei«:Ma.m.
No tolophono ordort

THK Daily Bi-win vivos foil support to ttM
Univorsity ol California's policy on non-
discrimination and thoroforo cidssifiod
advortisinf sorvico will not bo «ado
availablo to anyono wtio, in affordinv
housing to students or offortng |obs,

discrlminatos on ttio basis of ract, color,

roliflion, national ori«in or ancostry. Noittior

ttM Univorsity nor tlio Daily Bruin has in-

vostiffatod any of ttio sorvicos offorod tioro.

For assistance with iMUSinf discrimination
proMoms. call: UCLA Nousinf Office 125-

44*1 ; Westsido Fair Housing 473-«t4«.

yf Campus Announcemenfs I

Information and Reftrrals

For

birth control - abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies • tubal li«ations

overpopulation literature

•

. at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday «0-3
' Acherman Union 3412

sponsored by S.L.C. student run

y Help Wanied . issues

GIRLS NEEDED
TOMELPRUN AEPi

_^ HOUSE OF HORRORS

Meet the brothers of AEPi this Friday night

^t Pre-MARDI ORAS Party to be held at

AEPi, S4S Gayley. If you need a ride, call

Bill. 47»-»444 or 47ffSSf. WE NEED YOUR
IDEAS. .

V .' «'

.

^ Campxii Services . . . . 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff \2\

82 5o611

1 •*•

ft

y/ Personal

.

•)• r

NEO PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,
like stars, you have a right to lie Hre."
Interested? Call Mike McLane, 3S4-4141, 2S4-
4111. (SAin

REPENT for the kingdom of Heaven is at
hand. The Sermon on tlic Mount tells of the
Golden Rule; Do unto others as you would
have them 66 unto you. It also tells how to
pray to God in secret. If you believe in Jesus
Christ as the Son of God and are baptiied,
you will be born again unto Light and New
Life and have Eternal Life in the end. Why
not receive God's free gift? (SA4)

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, fll
HELP (SQTR)

39 YR. old male grad., tired of hustling
9«met, seeks ideal female. Reqs: slender,
warm, II 30, good head. Is it you? Write
(photo if poss): Jason. Bok 24CM, LA

($A7)

y/ Social Events 7
JOIN established Thursday Evening Group.
Encounter for fun ond personal growth.
Near Westwood. Free. You help us. We help
you. 471 7SM, 4 PM. (7 A 4)

y Free . .

ABBYSINI AN house cat - deciawed, spade, t
yrs. old. Desperately needs home. Shy with
strangers. Needs patient owner .

474-

1201. (FRA4)
.— . - iMb — -

I
- - . I

3 TAN male cats. V mos. old. 2440-B Ariiona
Ave .Sta. Monica. Eves. (FRAl)

^ Opporfunities ......

ipff
^ Help Wanted.

^FART Time. SM wk.. up. Consumtr
Organiiation needs your help •"•'fV"'
members. Call 4A2 70»7 before4^M^_(JLfL^

FIVE tan accountants • bigb
••''•Jl**?*

'

;,Ver.ence necessary. W«»»wood or Valley.

47 J-II27 or MA 747S. Mr. FlOSner. (lAUl

tOBS Europe guaranteed and salaried •

England, Switierland, year round, ^ovng

people. !• 39 General help 1st cI»".^*lS»
For details and application, send $1 • J'"
Europe, Dept C Box 441W. Panorama City.

Ca. 91402.
(lAJ/-

PREMED STUDENTS: Only 37% of all

California students wishing to attend
medical school were accepted in 1971. In-

crease your chances. Send tor the pamphlet,
"The 10 Easiest Medical Schools in which to
<l>e accepted." Send S3 to Brown, 4304 Can-
terbury Road. Riverside, Calif. 93S04. (OP A
SI ' • >

yfResearch Subieds Needed
EXPERIENCED meditators needed for

brain wave/information processing exp. 3-s

hrs. Pay good. 13$ 4004/Frant HaH B271, infe

and appointments. (RSNAS)

8

SUMMER iobs in camp counseling or

national parks Pay plus room and oo»rc.

Services Unlimited. 47$ 9$2I. <IA7)

MEN WOMEN, WOULD YOU LIKE TO
WORK IN NEVADA CASINOS DEALING
BLACKJACK (21). CRAPS. ROULETTE.
DURING VACATION OR FULL TIME?
LOCAL TRAINING FOR COMPLETS
INFORMATION WRITE, GAMING CON-
SULTANTS, P.O BOX MS CRYSTAL BAY*
LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA. 19402. (IA7)^

BABY carnage, cutlery, blankets, [jnen

dishes, etc to sell. Leaving country. €•»«"•

4771. *'*

VW Bus camper bedsi Complote wfl^

m^ttrVs*s.%av!r. fitted Sheet, stor...

cabinet, installed. SIOO. 2tM70P. (1SA4|

BACH Strad. ex cond., leather case w/lo<h,

Jold tip bach Rob alter 3:00 PM 472-4M$. ( IS

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
Public notice is hereby given that certain

merchandise which has been in the «*»»•«/

of the UCLA Lost and Found Dopartmen?,

Los Angeles, California. 90024, for more tltad

six r*) months without being claimed by thd

owners will be sold at pubUc •««**•«
'fl

'•»'•

only. The auction will be held • April '«-•»
Id 00 AM. The Receiving Department, 74i

Circle Drive South, Los Angeles. California,

90i24.

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
oUC way and roond trip stMdont ffifllitt.

Rpssia. fOFA AfMrt *!»' »^:f»^T25
student charttr ftiglitt. Cdfitact liCA, Ui»
i»n Vicenft Blvd.. Svitt #4, LA, Cdllf

^

Toi: (211) n*-i*49, tu-tni

EUROPE this »«*"'"»'^
-VllilSlIIlu'h!

programs 4 or • weeks Expdnmo*?*. w
Traveling, M-2411.

"
tv and Morals" will cover subjects dealing with equal rights

^^^
oersonality, friendship and abortion. BotI) sides of the

sex^
•

11 be presented and readings will be taken from both classic and
i^^'

,, eniirrPfs PhilosoDhlcal Problems In NeKritiide will be an\l?:?r^::. ^ZZ'iC.i;f::r ' -" '^ICu^rary sources. Philosophical Problems In Negrltude wiU be an
in Traveiiint. 924-2411. n'nV^» ^

atiott of the questions raised by the poetry and political writings of^
Cesaire and Leopold Senghor. Senghor's aim, in particular, is to

^lete Marxist philosophy by adapting it to the realities and
P

. «/ Afrirfln and colonial oeoples. PhenomenolRv will consist of

'OTRl

SPRING QUARTER SPECIAL
LA London (RT) .,^
March M Juno is

tWme

com

)
LA-Londond way)

! March 30
1119

(17QTB>.

PLEASE help' We've got part time idBs

coming out of^ our ears! Services Unlimited,

47S9S21. (iAJ)

ROLL out the Services Unlimited. We've got

a barrel of part-time iobs. 47S-9$21. (• A 3)

GIRLS WANTED NOW FOR
HOUSEKEEPING AND CLEANING WORK
WITH LOCAL FAMILIES. PICK THE
HOURS THAT ARE CONVENIENT FOR
Yi>U - AS MANY OR AS FEW HOURS AS
YOU WANT. S2/H0UR. NO FEE.
UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING. Mt-
M30tft> (I A 4)

II M IJ, _ J L^i^^l^^—^M I I I ! ^M ^^1 ^ Ml

GIRL needed with outgoing personality tp
work afternoons in showroom 2_Beverly Hills

area. 4S7 4)00. UAO
HOUSEKEEPING JOBS AVAILABLE:
EMPLOYEES, OWNERS. MANAGEMENT
ARE ALL UCLA STUDENTS. S2/HOUR.
•20 1300. DOITf <iA7>^

"."'^ ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
• .• WATER COLOR'/ART
ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLA»Su(ENGINEERING
A WOOD SHOP STUDENTS
WORK WITH TOP DESIGNER

•Part/full time work will incl. drafting plans

for A building working model A engr. stago

mechanics A potential effocUr
drawing/water coloring/rendering sketclios

for mai. theatre proi. prospectus. Give

name of school, class yrs, ago exp., moans of

trans., availabnily rn ans.: P.O. Bok tgifc^

Pac . Palisades, Ca .
V0272

NO hassles, no pollution^©
•«[•»'

i^V»"'£j
ranch land. Antalope. Door. S20 ««own, S20

.
oer month Owner. 913-0131. m^D
WET suit, wt. belt. 1/4". full lonBth, larga.

Eves, 394 097S. (MAl^

BALDWIN professional bass amp. *V!- JV.'
speakers. S2$0. 393-l$44. aftor S PM. (1SA4)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTI

FREE CATALOOUB - ALIO lURAILPASS

' EUROCARS
. fgOO Svnsot Blvd., LA 9904t 271-43M

Flite Chairman: (21J) ]• }«,
4244 Overland Ave.:'iip,'?'

Culver City. Ca.

EUROPE, SI29.S27S R.T aK« .

i«PV.*P^"»«' $»"«mer. A f,i*«!L •
E.S.E.P.. 1217 Beverly Blvd L A IW.'*^**'
3311. E$EP.UCLA members.' '^ 77q*»'

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israel, •««*••'• ffj^
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. m«»
Wilshire Blvd., LA g02S. 47t-0*44. ( 17 OTB)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTEB
FLIGHTS

V Services Offered ...» 16

PRE-Meds, Practical guide helps prtpwrgL

you for competition in applying to modioi
schools. S1.7S. Medical Collegt Admiisions

Handbook. 151 21 Wiilets Pt. Blvd-,

Wbitestone.N.Y. (14 A 4)

REVOLUTIONARY $6f

SPEAKER SYSTEM
Outperforms ANY spooler system anywhere
near its prico. incredilMo realism, ytt

compact site. Exclusive demonstration of

EOUASOUND I at Henry Radio, 11240 W.
Olympic Blvd. 477-4701.

New York Fliglits undor Sigo

Study A Camping Tours
1972 Student Guide Book to Europt

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S13e

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif, f1403

PHONE- •72-22a3or7M-1477

RECENT high school graduate *»»»r«*

summer position in LA area, as llve^in

mSher's hVlper. E««l»-^'«n««*jj«"2f SCk
children. For resume, write: Micheic Blank.

4702 Saginaw Circle, Balttt, Maryland

-212M. !

*'* ^ *'

--

i

DAY camp counselor, male-female, wagon
or van required. Top pay, 477-1004, 7I9-

9442. (I A 7)

YOUNG man. 20-24 to learn and assist in

lucrative business. Excellent futim. CIK
evesonly, 874 2924. (IAS)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while holpinBOtttors.

^ Earn up to $40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 471-OOSi between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

BABYSITTER II mo. old girl. My home, 2-

3 eves/week, 2.30 PM midnight. 479-7S47. (•
A 5)

REAL Estate girl with sexy tolopliono voice,

'icensed, paid weekly, Marlyn Proportlos,
inc., 471-0444, 34 hrs. (I A 4)

)/ For Rent , . , . . J2

S40 MONTH incl. utilities, studio spaci7
approx 300 sq. ft, l^rge sink, toilet, concrete
floor. At rear of seldom open store,
separated by a partition. High ceiling, good
liqht, suitable craftsman or »n artist who
workssman. 399 3509. Venice. (12 A 4)

>^ Rides Offered

,

13
' "™ "- '

-
I

--
'

RIDER needed to NY. Share gas A driving.
Leavuig A^prii 1. Call/leave message. Shan.
»7H)m (13A4)

^ Rides Wanted ..14
NEED nightly ride from UCLA Echo Park.
Will share parking/gas. Call Donna. 3t4-
4943 Please leave message if semi-
cogniiant roommate answers. (14 A 7)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insoranto for

students and employoos. CaM A"*"
~?S''

7I1-SS27, ITl-StlS. EVOS. 7M-JS09. (U OTB)

BICHARD'S DOLL HOUSE
Newest Head Shop

Come and so* tlio top haircuttors ind
syyllsts for you guys and girls. Latest in

shags A gypsy cuts and the brand now
process called singeing for split ends. Come
see us.

Open 7 Days A Night

473-t2ft - 47t-tMf

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhoo, 139-7270 or •70-

9793or4S4-2S44. (UOTR)

CHILDRENS Dance Classes. Married
Student Housing Community Center, 3327

Sepulveda, Thursdays, 3:00-4:00, ages 4-4;

4:00-S 00, ages 7-9. S3 per month. Call

Jeanne. 397-4224.

I
I ) THi INTMNATIONAL
STUDfNT IDCNTITYCAiD
Your possporf »o tHo :

—

world of student dis-

counts

I 1 !

"•

I
' ' r^^

AUTO INSURANCE
• T' MOTORCYCLE

•INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOHt
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY -

PAYMENTS .

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

yf For Sale . . 15

KLH 24 w/speakers, pert, condition, IISO or
best offer. 394 4412. (15A4I

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 $0*o on all qualities, all
Site sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt,
-*0<00 (18QTR)

34' Executive desk in walnut and lor-
mica, 933-S941, 4210 Wilshire Blvd, Su|to
*•• (1SA4)

PORTABLE typewriter - Doctor has a
cleaning speciaL S9.9S. Ribbon free. 11S49
Santa Momca Blvd/Federal. 479 5104. ( 14 A
S)

STUDENT INSURANCE

Enrollment for Student Accident
A Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself A qualified
dependentsWill close soon. Broad
•coverage offering, hospital
accidental death, surgical,
ambulanct, A out patient
benefits on a work wide basis in T

tOnveniont policy..

For information A application,
contact file Associattd Studants
Sarvive Center, KOrcl(tM>ff Hall,
room 140, or call 125-0411, axt. 2S9

«T^.I!7-S;^X: ,**• ^^- «TEREO/HIFI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. DBLIVBBY TC
9:00.473 3S70.23S3 WESTWOOD. C OTR|

G TRANSATLANTIC
youlh/student flights.,

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS

I

I

D EURAILfASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimited travel for yp to

two months In 1 3 f uro-

peon countries on a
100,000 mile roil network.

I

PENTAX Spotmatic P/1.4, never used,
super-muiti coated lens, case, flltor. S240.
Private party, 397-SS71. (IS A 4)

WIN fie. Writt Bo«9 QUESTION to following
answer: SPACE. Send tS<. J. P., IIISI 1/1
Massachusetts, LA, fgoiS. Deadline, 4/1. %
41

TBLE PHONE Worhers. S-9 PM. MonPri
ft2 2.>0/hr., Bonus Plan. 393 2gt3. aftor 1 PM,
Sonde. (•A4)

NEED BaByslttor ORpoHoiKdd with Infants
to sit during tlio day. Mutt tfrlvo. Call 4S1-

If 14. (1*4)

LONO distanct tolophono Midi, part/tvll
time, also summer, drawing account
against generous commission. PIokIMo hrs,
S:3g AM 9:00 PM. ottoHfl. Mr. Oduglas.
77g-«gM.

^'
(1*4)

WHOLESALE book buyers guide tells where
to buy tens of thousands of books,
megatines, and directories of every
description! Up to ISS discount! Also how4o
ttll^' ^^ "*•" °*"V *' ^••'V Mudgons.
1219 Boachwood Or, #203, LA, Calif..
^'*

(IS A 4)

PIONEER speakers CS-44, S120/pr., dualturntable/Shure cart., Sioo. All VucJKJlcond
, days. MS 7M7 , eves. 120-2434. nHj^]

STUDENTS. Improve your gredes with e
study desk (29 by $9 in), indestructible, low
price, pvt^ party. 473 1333. (IS A 4)

2.?i?J-°A!L*^*"*'**'** »«"drtatlot»
editing can be as necessary as typing. Ex-
Ptriencod editor. English Ph.0. 44S.»m. "4 <

BIRTH Control for UCLA Students. Call MS-
MS*. (14 AS)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free sorvico. 24
hr.pl«ono, 274^119. (14 OTB)*

BABN money addressing env
soft oddressed, stamped envi

AtftOCiatoa. P.O. Boa 1*327

flltt.

Rush
H PJtt

Cd..

TBAC A4010 tape deck ; Sansui 4000 AM/PM
tuner amp; Sansui 3030 turntAhf«; two
Sansui sogo speakers. Every piece like Brandnew Contoct(2 13)27l-4g43. (IS A 4)

th^Hy ou?.
*^** •••ctlver, sns. Ownmo best Fully warranted. Private oartvDays. SS3.4141. eves, 221.1343, Prod A4 )

rilT!!'^'
•*•" *"••»»» ^aintw. 7 wooks. to

<4f4nifhtt.
(1IA43

OtVB trombone lessons In exchange for pop
piano and (or) electric Bast Itttont. Call Sti-
'»" <UA4)

/Trovel . 17

P^^*-***^ Bxpodttton India. LgovHM
London Juise and July, S4SS. Brochure^
»«••»»»•» Overland, 23 Manor House Drive
London N.W.Q. (17 A 14)

A^!*.^'\* ^®" ^<>" STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America. Africa, etc.
All professions, occupetions, S700 - ft3,000
monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sight

J?Tl?'.f'IT^*"*' •"''^ ^^ Ovortoas,
Dept P4, PP . B»i ngyi, ^n Diego, ca!
92I1S. ^— TfTA«)

CHAPTER FLIGHTS.,•?•
. ,

••I; ;.'-^. >•

Official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of ,

California

on aM campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian

all first class

service.

rJLpiiaQN/LONDON LA

Ret. Days Prict

4/18 8/28 71 1262

4/21 8/14 56 $262

4/M 8/lS S4 $262

4/24 9/i 72 $262

4/25 9/13 80 $275

4/27 8/25 59 $262

4/28 f/f 73 $262

4/28 9/14 81 $275.

4/2? 8/29 41 $262

7/1 8/27

9/2

57

62

$262

7/4 $262
1.

7/1 8/17 40 $262 ^

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

It 8/12 9/13 33 $252

Available only to bonalide members ol the

University of California including students,

faculty, staff, and ttieir immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

livitiB in the same household.
- ff m'

uc
charlBr fHghtt

aKerchkhoff HaiUOSD
Betweenia m A Sp m

•2$l7?l

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N Y^

Israel. India. Africa. $0% oH Student

rates/cards since i»$f. EASC. 32 J N Beverly

Dr., Beverly Mills, W210. 274 42*3. ( >7 QTR

)

ESCAPE IN BAJA, MEXICO
Permanent Camps

Instruction in: Boating A Nav., Scuba

Diving, Arts A Crafts, Fishmg,

Photography, Marine Biology, Musical

Insfrumontt, Ceramics, and Organic

olfdoninB, ttc.

(All Trent., Pood, A Equipment Furn.)

1, 1, or 3 Month Trips until Sept.

(ssge, ssso, S700)

BAJA TOURS CO. 473 4401

^Tutoring 18

Dhi sniDtKriiUMEi
10956 WevburnAf^a

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensivt

language study, translation, literature. Can

former UCLA todchor for results. Ml
4344. (^^QTBj

PRENCH Lessons • private - S3 an hour, call-

I4S-M20 for info, boforellPM. (HA4)

PRENCH/SPANISM/ITALIAN: E«'
Mrloncod Univ. Prof. Poslflvo rny^J* •"V

txam . Easy conversational method (Inai';

ui-un. il'-^ZE'-

OBE, LfAT, olHdr tott R«»^»''VJf.?,.«I'
Sivlduoi and small group ^^i^^J^'
Academic Outdance fvet. •» So. "^^I^,'
SS7 43«0 (ita'"'

yf Typing /y

EDITH . IBM tvpliiB- Thatat. ftrm ff*^'
manuscrlpta, ate. Exporloncad. '•V;^!;,'
accwrato, dopowdaW. fIS 1747. (l»QTR

^

CAMPUS vicinity (t hlOCtis ••«»*','*•*!*

Dittartatlont, ttiotos, pBBiW - V.V;%Toi
curate. Tom. 473-0031

.

(^°^'"

rAIT. pccurato tvphif •L'" JfJ^t'
4lio«oft, dittortafloiit. Edttipg. ^**7fiflTo >

4 BarMe.t2t234S;Mae,39«-SlM- ("AJR?

^''^"^
resaire and Leopold Senghor. Senghor's aim, in particular, is to

'""nlete Marxist philosophy by adapting it to the —'^^^^ --•

rations of African and colonial peoples. Phenomenolgy

d of two major problems in the area of phenomenology : perception

'^^i ntersubjectivity. Prerequisite: two courses in philosophy.

^
•

t rv 124I> is designed as an introductory course to the History of

*i ons but at the same time it focuses on a specific reUgiou3 subject.

^^h occurring in various religious traditions.. In addition to the lecture

•^y^ '
. ,

£ ^|,g course, seven discussion sections will be conducted, each

"^^u^T^nPcific concentration. These areas will be: African, North
with a specii

^ _ (Continued on Page 17)
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Requirements for submission of copy to the Campus section

"What's on" column is as follows:

All copy is to be submitted to the Daily Bruin office by noon one

week in advance of the event.

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced with margins set at 10-65,

including pictures whenever possible Copy may not be submitted

by phone. ;_ -

M.A.&CH.S.

' -ir .'On*' --V

^ V ;

Hospital, and honorary professor
ot animal science, Pierce Com-
munity College, 7 pm, in MS 5200.

Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).
* •

—"The Stranger in Shakespeare
- Part II," by Leslie A. Fiedler,

professor of English, State

University of New York, Buffalo, 8

pm, Rolfe 1200.

—"Desert Dwellers," by
Richard F. Logap, professor of

Geography, and Roger A.E. Goss,

graduate student, 7-10 pm,
Willard Elementary School

Auditorium, 301 S. Madre Street,

Pasadena. Tickets are $4.

—"The Exercise of Presidential

Power in Theory and Recent

Practice," with Joel Fisher,

associate professor of Political

Science, California State College,

Fullerton, 9:35-11:05 am, Tea

Room, Bullock's Westwood.
Tickets are $3.50, at the door.

- -i-'^Privacy, A Problem for

Every Business," 9 am - 4:30 pm,
Grand Ballroom, „ Beverly

Wilshire Hotel. Fee for th.e series

is $75.

Meetings:
Monday, Apr« 3

—"Judo Club/' 2:30-5 pm,
Macgowan*Bl46.
—"Kendo Club," 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Overpopulation Center," 10

am 2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Committee on Public

Ceremonies," 10 am - 2 pm,

Ackerman Union 2408.
- —"ECTP," noon. Ackerman
Union 3564. •

—"SEPC,"'1-3 pm, Kerckhoff

400.—"SEPC," 2-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.

^ —"Unl Koi," 3-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 5-7 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Veterans' Club," 6-10 pm,

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Theta Kappa Phi," 6:30 10

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"ASUCLA Tutorial," 7 8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"ECTP," 7-9 pm, Kerckhoff

400^ 1 .„_____ ._

Et cetera:
—"Pllipino-Amerlcan Stu

dents," infer'esfed^ in^i^lnlnq the

Pillplno-American Students Club

should come to Campbell 3329 or

contact Florahte at. ext. 52974 6r

Jennifer at 824 1104.

—"EC Board Townmeeting,"

will take place from noon to 2 pm
every Tuesday in Ackerman
Union 3517. ^

—"Rap Room," informal rap

sessions with trained student

counselors, noon to 3 pm, Mon-

days, Wednesdays and Fridays in

SMS A 3089. All conversations are

confidential and no records are

kept.

—"Mortar Board," a women's

honor society for Seniors is ac-

cepting applications through April

28, outside of Kerckhoff 304C.

—"Tutors Needed," for grades

one through six, 1-5 hours per

week, at Stoner Ave. Elementary

School on Braddock Ave., 1/2 nrlle

west of the San Diego Freeway.

199 Credit available, for further

information contact Vice Prin-

cipal Marv Goldenson, 390-3396,

during school day.,

—"Exceptional Children's

Tutorial Proiect," noon, today,
*^ Ackerman Union 3564.

- T^'Student artists," Interested

In exhibiting their works, or

teontinued on Fage^t^)-

DAILY
BRUIN
/lypingv- •••••• +f ^Apis to Share .:.... 23 ^H^use lor Sale ..... . 26 y^Hoom & Board yAutos for Sale ...... 33

TYPIST theses, disseiiatlons, books, form

papers. Specialtv math and teehnkanvp|n9
41T©!-

HOME to rent wanted by physician's lamily
starting July 1972. 3-bdrm near UCLA. Ph

J) 125 4465,-:^ — 5^*1-

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
p.ipcfs, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Scicctnc, EKccutive. tiancv. 472-4143; Kay,

826 7472 (19QTR»

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,

letters, resumes, statisttcaf. Guaranteed

results Eves alter $:30;weoliend$. Sharon,

838 5687. (ttOTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood, 475-

8*31, fee SIS. (23 A 11)

MALE roommate needed to share 1 bdrm

apt, S75/mo Grad student P'"***''^*^; ^*''

472 5606. (23ASI

GLENOON Ave., delightful home m best

location. Just 5 min. UCLA. -Wear shop

ping/transportation, only S3V,»$0. Wynn, 477-

70OT: *^^*>

S-BORM, Beverly Glon Park - tO minj UCLA
- pool, tennis courts, recreation club, S93,500.

273 3604. .(26A4J

yt House to Share '...-. 27

MALE dorm contracts. Sproul and Reiber
Halls. Call 4799703, ask for Scott. Big
discounts. , (RBA4)

TYPING done in th« homo. Exporloncod.

Call 390 2491. (19 A 4)

FEMALE roommate, 1/2, 2-bdrm, 2 bath

apt. until June 20. SISO/mo. 473-9116, aftor

$ (23 A 4)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, form pap**'^'

manuscripts. Reliable, experienced :^Ca1l

838 1162 (19 QTR)

TYPING Free editing, papers, «*•»»•••

tations, etc. Low prices, last »•''>'•«•• C«»
138 4649. l1fA«i

V Wanted . . 20

SIMPLE melodies/lyrics. Latin rock «roup.

Send cassettes to 301 So. Palm Dr., Beverly-—
Hills. (20A4) i

ROOMMATES rieeded 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, S6S. Kitchen, sun decks,

pool, garage, 473-6412. (23QTR)

NEED roommate female over 21, neat,

Iriendly, responsible, Santa Monica. Call:

^«rbara, day, 747 42U, 395 4404. (23 A 4)

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood, S30/mo. CalLMl-
2468 after 5 PM., or Santa Monica ft

Virgil.
^

(23 A 6)

FEMALE roommate wanted! Share 2-bdrm

tarden apt, partially furnished, pool, dish-

washer. Sunset Barrington. t132.S0, call 472-

7913, 399 3012. after 6 PM. (23 A 4)

SHARE 4 bdrm house. Paid utilities, p»»ono.

newspaper, good company and '""re. S8S.

Craig, 933 8824. ''^^^'

OWN spacious room in house witn four

others. Ten mins. from campus. »W. Now -

657 6640. (27 A 3)

FEMALE free bdrm, bath, utilities, jor

household chores v»rith 2 guys legit. Palms.

838S391.
K2ii^^i

MEN to lOin us in semicommune; huge old

house ; Beverly Hills ; cheap. 938-6$$3. (27 A
6) .

RELIABLE couple wants to sit your home,
6 12 mos. Xlnt reft. I77S441, 4 PM, 249-07M
after 5. (20A41

^Apts Furnished 21

NEED to share? Come to 62S Landfair, ,

roommates are there. Block campus, pool,
,

sundecks, garage. 479 5401. v A 4)

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,

Beverly Glen, SIOO rnentmy. plus utilities.

After 5 PM. 279 1860. (27 AS)

LARGE House • Santa Monica Canyon, near

beach, beams, fireplace, yard. Could work
part organic. 4S4- 1491. (27 A 4)

FURNISHED Singles
pool, sun deck, pofkin«
6412

hare, S7«. Hooted
Ooyley. 473-

(21 QTR)

SNARC w/1 in Hollywood, S30/mo. Call 6*1-

14*1 after S PM.. or Santa Monica ft
^.. ^„

VIrglt. ^
m^l}

GIRL needs anott»er to share 2-bdrm. apt..

own room. S60. Prefer grad. Hollywood. 874

ini. ("A 6)

FEMALE share house - Venice, near beach
w/2 females, 2 males, students, S65. 553-5044,

749 0003. (27 A 3)
-L

SHARE 3 bdrm house with 2 grad students •

10 min to UCLA. S8S. Tel. 475 1084. (27 A 7)

WALK UCLA Hooray: Spaciovs one bdrm.
antique, furn., slnfles, garage rentals.
MGR 650 Landfair. 477-S479. (21 A 11)

si60/mo., I BDRM. Saftt* Monica •r—.
Drapes, stove and refrlf . No pots, atfults.
only. 395 8682 or 394-3160. CH A 4)

GIRLS need foorth to share 2-bdrm fur-

nished. Beautiful neighborhood. Walk
campus S52.50/mo. plus utilities. 477-

0936. 23 A 7)

2 EXTRA large bdrms. fifteen min* from
uhooi. 5200 215. ICO H. Eucalyptus Ave.,
Inqlewood. (21 A 4)

LARGE bachelors, S90 up. Singles, S12S,
across from Oykstra. SBI Oaytoy, GR 3-17M.
GR 3 0524, Mrs. Kay. (II QTR)

SEE IT YOU'LL LIKf tT. IMS, ac-
commodates 3, utilities, garage, across
UCLA, 705 Gayley Ave., apt 1 A, 479-8SM. (21
A 11)

LARGE attractive one-btfrm opts in Santa
Monca, S185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Momca Freeway, 204$ Fourth St., SM.
3'1 SS$6 592 9142. '' (21 QTR)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bAth. pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilqardl.GR $-5584. (21 QTR)

FEMALE Share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt. Pool.

Westwood. SM.7S mo. Non-smoker over 21.

474 42S4. (23 A 6)

IDEAL for Doctors. 526$ Byrd built, charm,

1 bdrm A den. fireplace (wood), SM^****!'

sundcch, utilities 419 Ocean Ave ,
S.M^ W-

7829 (22 A 4)

FEMALE roommate, 1 '•«'«• ^^T 'Si'
fully furnished, utilities included, S7$

»J«^»«'
82 2888.

kJi^n

MALE to share '*:?* Jf**/,? '^
w/balcony . 2 bIks campws, S$S/mo. 47i.

9563. '"* '

2 FEMALE roommates needed, 2 bdrm, 2

bath, furnished, spacious, walk campus,

Spring Qua rter, 473$161 (73 A7)

GIRL share large bdrm m »»"»<•
^ff*'

houv Prefer 21 plus Must like cats, $6r 399

6765

^ V

STUDENT share house, private room, MS
month, utilities included. Near Ventura and
Sepulveda. Jan; 713 1517. iVAl)

/ Housing Needed .... 28

HOUSE/apt. to rent for June ft July by new
(acuity member, family of 5, write Dr.

Jerome Hershman, 366© Crestside Rd.,

Binninqham^la^$223^^^^^(28^)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

COOP contract for sale, cheap, S82 per ;

monthf-Cali/leave number. Mike, 479-

9 733. (PW AA\

MALE student ^rad/undergrad, meals.

walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable
400 S Bentley. 272 4736. ( R B A 1 1

)

FEMALE boarder, live with young family.

Large room, bath, entrance, meals. Close to

bus. St 10 month. 820 178$. (RBSA4)

CHRISTIAN living group. Clean rooms,
excellent food. Male students, S320/quarter,
SIS Landfair, 477-63S1. (RBA4)

^ -^^_ . .

LA Mancha dorm contract male/fe'male,
any type room available immediately at
discount. 474 1880, 820 3484. ( RB A 4y

FEMALE boarder wanted, l12S/mo, incl.

food if desired. Call 931 7078. (RBA4)

y/Rocm for Rent Z .\ . ; . 3t

ROOM LaurVl Canyon. S8S to older music or
art m d tor. 6S4-2844 eves. (IIA4)

LOVELY Beverly Hills home. Girl with car.

S538J98.
_^

,.

•

. ;, .
• <'*^1.'

ROOMS now available at La Mancha fpr

Spring Quarter . Call 47S-S831

.

( 31 A 1 1

)

MAML student, quiet, non-smoker. 10 min
campus, lite kitchen privileges, garage, S60.

8M6730. (It A 4)

LOVELY ideal room, female grad only.
Kitchen, laundry priv. Close transportation,

- wo/mo. 47S-442f. "... <^A4»

CO OP House, block from campus, ^50 per
month, bed ft facilities,- can 473-4406 or 478-

'63 VW Squareback, good mechanical com!..

SSOOor best offer .874 9434. (33 A 4)

FAIRLY hidious lookinq '63 "Dodqe Dart

w/qood heart, low mileage, personalitY' A
steal' S375 Ricti, 478 1112,499 8115. (33 A 4)

FREE LOAN CAR!
FREE TOWING

6000 Mill

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price ^-^~^

Al AUTO SERVICE h

7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 894-7075 -24 Hours ~

A-1

'65 LUSSO Ferrari, fltw exhaust, tires.

Stereo 8 track silver /black. Best offer. Call

Michael, 271 6838 (33A-4)
. \f

'65 CORVAIH Monia conv., auto trans, R/H,

low m*les, 5325, excellent cond , call Sandy,

395 8230. - (33 At)

'66 TEMPEST LeMans, 2dr., auto., perfect
condition. One owner, best over 5625. 939-

8606 (33 A 6)

'69 VW Camper. Factory equipped, AM/F-
M/SW radio and two heaters, 35,000 miles.
sacrifice.S2200. 553 5718. (33 A 6).

FOR Sale: '66 Sunbeam, good cond, good
tires, asking 5625. James 346 0944. (33 A 7) /

r

'69 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good cond..

Slieo , leaving country. Call 4734771. (33 A 4),

'70 VW, good condition, best offer. 3^2 3874.
.

eves.. (33A7>__

—— -•• -tdi+i

tl

9229. (31 A3)

FEMALE Oriental student. Lovely private

room live with very congenial middle age

lady. Light housework. Cook only yourself.

Must like small poodle dog. Call 279-2442. (30

A 4)

(23A4)

FEMALE with car lor babysitting, light

housrkrtpinq <»chanqe for private room,
t)ath. S20 week, 271 97TA (30 A 4)

MALE or female live in/out,, room .^ board,
small salary, light housekeeping. 273 8t^
ext. 328. (30 AS)

ENJOY Spring m large clean refreshing
Mnqics or one bdrms. Some air conditioned,
block campus. Pool, sundecks, garage. 625-

»^UancHair 47»540 4 (21 A 4)

yf Apis Unfurnished .... 22
^ns/V\G Large, groovy, one bdrm. New
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. 15 mins.
Irom campus. 673 0404. (22 A 6)

FEMALE needs roommate ^8 23) to share

.ipt, plcise call Nona, 825 6469 (d'V*); Wf
0906(rvr%». . ^ Mimm

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm ap» ^^••"»*

WLA. 592 SO per mo., prefer grad ^})to*p%.

477 7293 (23 A 7)

FREE room A board given to male, ex-

change light driving foi' male 663 4537. ( 30 A

^ Room & Board

^For Sub-lease . «* • 24

HUGE cheap. Two bdrm. deluxe apt with
>«rqc living area. Wilshire Fairfax area.
^'^0 776 4784 (22 A6)

^'45/MO. 1 bdrm, stove, refrig, carpet and
"' ARCS, WLA, no pets, 39$ 8682 (22 A 4)

»JS/mo., 2 BDRMS, Studio apt stove,
^e'ng, carp., drapes, fireplace. WLA, 3fS-
8682 (22 A 4)

i'50/mo., 1 BORM.' Santa Monica mf.
^•"001, stove and refrig. no pets, adults only

»S8a2 or 394 1140. _ (22 A 4)

ciM SUBLEASE 2 bdrms, furnished, Santa

39$.6870, 391 0711, x2S92 (George). (24A4)

2 BDRM, furnished luxury apt, a/c built ins.

wet bar. pool Close to OCLA A beach^

Professor /couples only, S2S0. 473-8$58. (24 A

4)
. __

Targe ©no bdrm furnished apt ^*';fP"«c«.

5 n"^ n» «CLA 5220 477 S«8 fill Sep.

t»;mbOl.
fl4A4)

^ House for Rent . 25

LIVE at the beach' Manna Del Rey
P' "insula Entire second (top) floor m new
huildinq. 4 bdrms, 3 baths. All modern
(onvcmerKes '"^ -• *'*"• Pacific Ave.
^tuuii' •)r4A 122 A 41.

' BORM, unforniihed, larie, newly
0<tor,ited Carpet, 6r»p9i', n9»r campus, no
'•ndirqradv <-»85 823 5150,473 0481 (22 A 7)

fXANA. bath, private •"•;••'<•
^

. Kitchen, Sheltered P**'',' ,,,'iT,t
.aCituv pool, female 279 2530, 467 7127 (J*

A 41
. ^

COMFORTABLE 1 Mrm h*uJ* .R»fur

nished, si27/mo.. one adult only
^ff*'*

Ave,WLAOL 14084. (25 A 4)

DORMS VS APARTMENTS
where to livet

Dorms are iust too big and »«'"^»y/«'' '» j!
oersonable And most reasonably priced

acts are so run down and segregate you from

meeting people and getting Mvolved with

roneqe l.fe But a medium s.ied group of

creative thinking collegemen living m their

own house is lUSt right

AEPi TOWNHOUSE
AEPi, a small living group of brothers Is

currently looking for new members The

iJoup IS united m making college life as

productive, e-citing, and «> ••"«';•;'••»

possible By pooling expenses •"<««*"'"•

heads together, a group can stretch its

money and opportunities a long ways.

5130 Benefits

If this style of college life appeals to you and

you want an early pick of rooms, call BUI or

Vince at 479 9464 or 479 95S8 AEPi, $6$

Oayiey We will help you sell your dorm

contract.

BLOCK campus large upstairs two-room
suite separate entrance ideal medical,
faculty, graduate, 5100 one; SV2S two - men,
marrieds,CR 4 7543. (31 AS)

575. Quiet girl. Bel Air, panoramic view,
private entrance, share bath. Pool, break
fast privileges. 783 0148. (31 A 6)

ROOM and board or room only, S70. Clean,
near campus, color tv. 612 Landfair, 479-

9131 (31A7»

^Autos for Sale 33

'^5 PONT I AC GTO convertible, 4 speed,
IMtwer steering, new tires. Runs great, S3S0
pff<*r 9)S 5358 . (33 A 7)

'71 TRIUMPH Spitfire MK IV, white, black
upholstery, perfect cond , only 1300 miles. As
new 3argain at 52300 Call 659 5187 (33 A 7)

FORD van, 6 cyl, 3 speed, R ft H, panelling,
new pistons, carb., battery. Runs great 5750.
•24 2190 (33-A7)

'68 CAMARO, 327 V 8, automatic, British
Green tape deck, strong cond , 57,000 miles,
51450, 889 9741 (33 A7)

'J7 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88 convertible.
39 000 miles, under factory warranty, im-
maculate, 5950 836 236S. (33 A 7)

'67 SAAB KKonte CaMo, excellent, '70 engine,
rebuilt transmission, 5600 offer, eves after
7:00 478 4775. (33A7)

'68 MGB low mileage radtals, excellent
condition must sell, best oiler. Days, 659
1801 eves 553 6177 (33 A 4)

'68 TRIUMPH TR4 A (very clean), wire
wheels, AM/FM radio, new tires, 51300. 472-

S96S after 6 :00 PM. (33 A 7)

4S MUSTANG V 8 289. R/H. automatic,
'xcellent condition. See for yourself, 5990.

139 1708 after 4 PM. (33 A 7)

70 TrI. wire wheels, AM/FM radio, ex
ellent cond, 53200, will haggle. 824-1727. (33

» 7)

it

•49 CAMARO V-8 Rally Sport Convertible.

26,400 miles Great cond , 51725 Oay
^
82S-

4531X210, eves, 474 4316 ( 33 A 4>

'64 OLDS Cutlass F 85 Tutone hardtop, blue.

white. Air, transistor ignition, tachometer,
88,000 miles, lourbarrel carb, 5300 Campus,
53378or459 ?128 (33 A 7)

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

JNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low

jrices, 10 spd from V77 French, Austrian,

American, 1714 Westwood. 475 3370. . OS
5TR) ^

-t'

' *x I

» ••

'ydes, Scooters

For Sale. •••••••••• 36
'69 HONDA 90 Scooter Excellent cond , low
mileage, must sell, 5)90. 825 7586 af

ternoons ; 474 S920 eves. (34 A 7)

•71 HONDA CL350, low mileage, excellent

cond ,477 2843. (34 A 4)

TRIUMPH 650CC completely rebuilt, ex

client cond S550 478 4756 or 477 3280. (34A

SUZUKI 120 69, enceiient cond. lo miles,

>250 Ong owner 476 5410, priced to sell. (34

4 ii

67 TRIUMPH, 650CC, excellent engine,

brakes entras 5700/best offer 657 6158

after *PM (36 AS)

^^i

'71 FIAT 850 sports Spider, like new , 3400

miles mus*sell.834 1843 after 6 PM
GAry ' (33A7)

'63 CHEVY, impala S400. a,000 mi, pwr.
strng/brakes. new tires, 4$ 1 2902 Terrific
Condition (33 A 7)

TRANSPORTATION cars 199 and up
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3026

Santa Monica Blvd 821-7489. (21QTR)
. -

'67 DATSUN, 4 door auto, R/H, low
mile'age, excellent mechanical cond., S6S0
•26 1136 82$ 4)14 (33 A 6)

69 TRIUMPH 6$0U. TR6R "'©•''VC't^'T
miles good cond , 392 77$7 after five. (36 A $)

'69 LAMBRETTA motorscootor, new spare.

aniy 3000 miles Looks, runs superb. Best

3»(er 392 $86$ eves (36 A 7)

69 LAMBRETTA '125 Star ", 3800 miles, ISO

npg. excellent cond., $2 mph, S22S. 474 0046
vcs (36A6)

'6$ HONDA 30$cc. Rebuilt engine, good
tend , S27S or.iMtt offer. Catt 933 7031 at

ternoons, Henry
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Campus and Public
—"Russia," an Armchair

Adventure filnn, 8:30 pm, Friday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $2.75, $2.25, and $1.50

(students), available from ihe

Central Ticket Office 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a concert

commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hail Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75,

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskao,"

baritone, 8:30 pm, Aprih4, Royce

Hall Auditorium. (Sold out except

for special student tickets.)

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

choreography utilizing holo-

grams, laser beams, and taped

.voices, 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are

$4.75, t4, $3.25, $^.50, arid $1.75

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

r. —" Ba rber of—StvtTte,

Scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled.

Students: > .

Concerts:

—"Trio for Flute, Clarinet/ and

Piano," chamber music, noon,

tomorrow, Schoenberg
Auditorium, free.

(1956) with Clifton Webb and

Gloria Grahame, 5 pm, Thursday,

Melnitz 1409.

Play: k ''

Films:

—"Gentlemen Prefer Btondes tt

M^os Desarraigadof/' .
•'

dramatic play regarding the

AAexican-American, 8'' pm, Wed-

nesday, Schoenberg 1100. Free.

Gingerich, Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory and
Harvard College Observatory, 4

pm, MS 8118.

—"Prisons and ttw Peopla/'

with Fr. Bob Curtiss, former
Chaplin at San Quentin, Fr. John

Collins, and Hohn Taber 5:30-7:30

pm, Rieber Hall Bayview room.
Cost for non-dorm residents Is

$2.25, dinner included.

'•;-i A

0-:

-H-

.'.i:

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau,"

baritone,^8:Xpm, April 14, Royce

Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets go on sale today in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Ker-

chkhoff 140).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce

Halt AuditorIvm^ Special %l

tickets go on sale Tuesday in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff 140). „ _ .

"THE MUTATION SHOW" — featurmg New questioning human ctiange in a fragmenttd

York's innovative Open Theal^re, will be presented chaotic world". Tickets on sale at ttie Central

at 8:30 pm, Saturday, in Royce Hall. Described as Ticket OHice, ^0 W^twood Plaia.

a "human circus, a metamorphic 'freak show', ^- ^'^--'
- _^^^^^^^

(1953) with AAarilyn Monroe and

Jane Russel, 5 pm, today, Melnitz

1409. Free.

—"The Uninvited," directed by

Lewis Allen, 5 pm, tomorrow,
AAelnitz 1409. Free. ,-r:i-^-

-^"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," C1934) with WX. Fields

and Pauline Lord, 5 pm, Wed-
nesday, Melnitz 1409.

—"The Man Who Never Wat/'

Seminar^:

Monday, Apr. 3

—"i;he Stranger in Shakespeare
--Part r^ by Leslie A. Fiedler,

professor of- En^lsh, State^

University of New York at Buf^:

falo, 3:30 pm, Rolfe 1200.
-

—"Johannes Kepler and ttie

New Astronomy," by Owen

—"Political Perspectives of the
South African Novel in EngUsli/1
by Kenneth Parker, visiting

professor of English, San Jose
State College, 3 pm, Bunche 10363.

~-:i^"Direcf-Sampllna StMtfitt of

Air Pollutants in Combustion

Processes," by Eldon L. Knuth,
.professor of enginaaring and

chairman. Energy and Kin.^
department, at 3 pm, InC
8500. .

»-
'

in
ooelter

—"Venezuela's Edur**;
R.tn«pect and Pros^^^^t
Raphael Revenga,^!,..*^
scholar from Venezuela, at an!?
in Bunche 3153.

' *' ^ pm.

uJT"!?^ ^ Exp«rimenta|K,
Induced Thyroid Disordtn 1^
Rats on Energy Metabolism inn!
Ilrain," by Richard R^l^
reader in biochemistry Thl
Maudsley Hospital, Univeriity J
London, England, at 4 pm, CHS 68-

—"Introduction to the Bioloov
of Reptiles and Amphibians and
Their Life in the Zoo," by Ken
Nagy, acting assistant professor
of Zoology, and Harvey Fischer
assistanf<urator of reptiles, Los
Angeles Zoo, at 7 pm, LS '2147
Tickets are $3.50 and $1 75
(students).

—"Religion and the Forces of
Change," with Rabbi Leonard
Beerman, Leo Baeck Temple
West Los Angeles; The Very
Reverend Charles S. Cassasa,
S.J., Chancellor, Loyola
iintvcrsltyr" Ctiarter W. Doalir"
United Ministries University
Pastor, United AAfnistries in

Higher Education in Southern

Jfliyilorrrlaj and Leon O. Woods.
President, L.O. Woods Industries,

Compton, at 7:30 pm in Young
2^76. Admission Is $4 and $2

(students).

-»-" Introductory Survey of

African Military History," by

Boniface Obichere, associate

professor of history; 7 pm,
Murphy Hall 2121.

—"Introduction: Animal
' Ecology and Disease," by Donald

"^. DeValois, chief of research in

laboratory animal medicine,

science and technology, Wads-

worth Veterans Administration
•

'*
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HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3.98

COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK, BLUES. JAZZ. CLASSICAL, IMPORT ^^
.' *">. . ..

..r . '

4'—

I'r
*^_

i"

ARETHA FRANKLIN
VOUNG. GIFTED AND BLACK

^ . ^--^~. V. >• p—

AliAtlqntjc

records $4.98 & $5.98

duringpur grand

opening sale '

'4

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK

BLACKNUSS

inm Bttinninc mac h^ycs

ROBERTA FLACK

CHAPTER T>MD ISAAC HAYES
IN THE BEGINNING

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You mutt pr»s»nt this od for fh# Wilthir» ttor#^

Musk Odyssey
11910WllshireBlvd
phone: 477-2523

op#n laf« •very

.-r^-^-H-f ^mamam^tm I VJ 'I'

'
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hinese taWe tennfs team to playin
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People's Republic
United States

of

America

Pauley Pavilion

April 24, 1972

• -"—- By Kenn Gucnisey ~ — V.
DBSUffWriter T"

;

The 14-man table tennis team of the Pcoplc*s Republic of

Ichina will play a match in Pauley Pavilion April 24 against

|Califofnia*5 best table tennis players, it was announced

I
yesterday. -'X^^

The match will cUmax a KHlay US visit by the worid

champions, which begins April 14 in Detroit, home of table

tennis in this country. The team is now touring Canada.

I Other stops on the tour include Washington DC, where

[they win meet informally with President Nixon, Niew York
Tity, Ann Arbor, Michigan, WiUiamsburg, Virginia;

Huntsville, Alabama; and Memphis, Tennessee where they

will view agricultural techniques. —

^

Itinerary

Included in the Los Angeles visit, in addition to the Pauley

I'avilion appearance, wiU l)e a tour of Universal Studios.

other details of the itinerary were not announced.

The Chinese delegation, led by Chuang Tse-Tung, three-

lime men's singles world champion, consists of 28 players,

coaches, translators and newsmen. They will be joined in

mft¥A::::::::::Wft%:::A%¥:::::%%^^ —

m

^Ixkd^nt tichet« to t^e ^vent, priced at 25—

^^nts, will go on sale next Monday.

P^-:^:-:-:V:::::::::::Wr:t:^

petroit by 44 Americans, including the US national Uble

fennis team which toured China last year, coaches, jour-

plists and members of the National Committee on US-

^inese llelations, official host for the visit.

I

Kight matches are scheduled for the competition here (a

[•natch consisU of a best-of-three aeries of games). Each
[match will pit a member of the Chinese national team

Nainst a top California player, many of whom are

|members of the US team
Tickets

Student tickets to the event, priced at 25 cents, will go on

l^le next Monday at the Kerckhoff Hall ticket window.

IStudent tickets make up 3,000 of the neariy 13,000 Ucketo to

I** sold.

Public tickets (5,600) will be sold beginning Monday at all

piitual ticket igencles. PubMc tickets are priced at $5, $4,

^ and $1 The remaining 5,000 tickets wiU be distributed to

•^ajor financial donors (the enUre $350,0000 cost ol the tour

^ being paid by private donations) and civic groups.

According to Jeff Upham. Student LeglslaUveCoimcil
^LC) campus events commfsskmcr and chief sflglnefir of

lis

the campaign which brought the Ciiinese to Ihis campus,

1,000 of the student seats will be located in the $5 section, 500

in the $4 section and 1,500 in the $3 section.

r Exhibition
'

All tickets are for reserved seats. No general admission

tickets will he sold.

The Pauley Pavilion exhibition is scheduled to begin at 8

pm with welcoming speeches by former Governor Edmund

G Brown, chairman of the local host committee. Chan-

cellor Charles E. Young and Lapham. Two tabl« will be_
used simultaneously, and a 20-minute intermission will be

held in the middle of the program, which is expected to last

about three hours.

Entertainment during the intermission has not been

completely arrange^, although several groups have offered

their serviced Among them are the song girls here, the

campus martial arts clubs (judo, karate, kendo, etc.) and a

group from Chinatown. •

There is also a possibility that Jill St. John and Barbara

Eden, who are expected to attend, will participate m the

intermission activities, according to Lapham.

'
' '^' " IntermitskMi

- Other notables expected to attend are UC President

Tharies J Hitch, former Regent Edwin W. Pauley and

-entertainer Frank Sinatra.

All three national television networks will cover the

matches and they may be broadcast live on Channel 5 in

I^ Angeles. A totol of 200 joumaliste from all areas of the

country is expected. .

•Since this is the team's last official appearance in the

US we expect to get a lot of publicity.'* Lapham said. AU

(toemedia will be trying to get in their last shots.

Following the competition here, the Chinese depart for

Mexico on the next leg of their world tour.

Recepdea

The Los Angeles visit will begin at 10 am April 24, when

the Chinese and American contlngenU land at a pnvate

terminal at International Airport^ A ^/^in^^/^i^PiT
will follow during which studenU from six schools (UCLA,

use Occidental CoUege, Valley SUte College California

SUte CoUege at Los Angeles and LoyoU Marymount

College) will greet the delegation.

RS^ntinl UCLA wiU be Lapham, Underr«Ai«te

President LaMar Lyons. Chlh Yuan Kao, PPifW«t olthe

Chinese students association, ««<|j^f,^,?^
will be joined by members of the California Youth

Delegation, Heeded by Laphwn, and major financial

contributors-

,;:isi»simmimim

h ollowing the reception, the delegation will be bussed to

the Beverly Hilton Hotel, where they will sUy during their

visit. From there, they will go to Universal Studios for a

luncheon and tour of the filmmaking facilities.

"One of the things the Chinese expressed an interest in

seeing was how films are made, so a studio tour was added

to their schedule." Lapham said.

The delegation's itinerary between the studio tour and the

evening table tennis matches was not announced yesterday

for security reasons.

Investigation

The decision to schedule the Los Angeled competition tlT

"

Pauley Pavilion was made in late February by the National

Committee on US-Chinese Relations, but not before a

thorough investigation of all possible sites was conducted,

vaccording to Lapham.
*'We had some very stiff challenges right down the wire,

especially from the Forum and the Sports Arena," he said.

'*! think the factors which finally influenced the decision

were the excellence of the facilities here and the idea that a

people-to-people culturaf visit, which this one is, would

**Vfe had some very stiff challenges right

down to the wire, especially from the

Forum and the Sports Arena. P9

benefit from association with an institution of higher

learning."

Other schools considered were USC, OccidenUl. Valley

State and UC SanU Barbara, according to Lapham. "The

committee seemed very impressed with the organization

here, and when we showed them we could be as professional

as anyone 1 think that was the decisive point," he said.

Carl Stover, president of the host committee, said in

eariy February he would prefer the Forum, and Forum

owner Jack Kent Cooke reportedly offered the facility free

of charge for the evening.

However, the "aura of commercialism" surrounding the

Forum and the uncerUinty over scheduling of the NBA

playoffs, swung the balance away from the arena, ac-

cording to Lapham.

Pauley Pavilion could not receive final approval unUl it

was thoroughly inspected by Secret Service agents for

safety. "I've never seen Pauley in such minute detail as i

saw it last month when they checked it, "
Lapham said. **lt

was Just incredible."

-, .
I'
f i~-
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ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE— ABOUT

» .* ^.•

t-

THE YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS

PROGRAM

SP

suga

Dorm living
By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

?^!^rm

offering life insurance

with premium financing

for interns and resident

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-time professional-

school students

LEONARD RUBENSTEIN
EILEEN MULLER

1801 AVE OF THE STARS

CENTyRYCITY 879 1911 ST-3 4600

^pfbullc. ^

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assyrance
Society of the United States.

New v^fl^ \^ V

Remits of a recent dormitory

survey show that dorm residents

are generally pleased with life in

the University residence halls,

according to Charles Cerbasi,

residence halls administrator.

"The overall feeling we got

from the questionnaires was that

dorm residents were generally

pleased with what they were

getting and that they felt con-

ditions in the dorms could be a lot

worse," Cerbasi said yesterday.

The survey was sent out last

January to every dorm resident in

the five residence halls, Hedrick,

Sproul, Dykstra, Rieber and Mira

Hershey, the graduate dorm.

Cerbasi said about half of the

questionnaire^ were filled out and

returned.

Survey results .^^^

The survey showed that:^^—^

—

— Residents favor the

development of a short-order

system in addition to the present

cjafeteria-style food service.
' ~ Residents want 24-hour front

desk service (At the beginning of

fall quarter, the front desks were

closed from midnight to 6 am to

save money. They were reopened

when resident advisors com-

plained.)
— Residents favor having house

advisors on every floor.

— The optional meal plan

system introduced this year has

met with approval from dorm

residents.
— Residents want discon-

tinuation of weekly linen service

in favor of an optional plan.

According to Cerbasi, the

results of the survey arc being

used to help plan operations for

next year. Several changes are

planned, including the adoption of

the optional linen service plan.

contract for linen service

about $18 per year.

In addition. re«dcficc hall of-

ficials are working '^^ a plan to

include short-order fovid service at

both lunch and dinner. According

to Cerbasi, the system would

permit residents to choose bet-

ween the regular menu and an

assortment of hamburgers, hot

dogs and sandwiches made to

order. _;.^,
Food plans

Cerbasi cautioned that the

short-order is still tentotivc and

will depend on the coats of

providing the service. Right now,

plans to add cooking grills to the

present food service areas are

being examined. Also under

examination is a plan to use

existing cooking facilities to

provide the short-order service.

1^ dorm survey also revealed
me OpilOnai lllltni aClV»V«i ymm»^^^^ -s-

t J -AU

Cerbasi said this would save eacT'^'lhal residents are pleased with

resident about $21 per year. He

added students would be able to

i--»^

"^''^.^'^r-'^ JAIR CUT L0N6
RcBor Gits ^Oakley & Sons BoHberShop

(ocrot$frofP Sd«wov) 1061 GayUy, W««Kwod

Shoe Shines
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many aspects of present dorm

operations, including the optional

meal plan. Cerbasi said most

residents favoredtfie option ofa 15

dr 20-meal plan even though over

70 per cent cjtioo^ttie 2a-mc4il

plan, (
'

''"

,*r'-v^

"

Desk service-

t
HYPNOSIS FOI STUDENTS |

—*-z7 SOME APPLICATIONS: -7- /

T^effer gfodsi
• Speech Problems
• Orols

• Tension
• Personol Goals

t

t

University of Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics. Private Instruction
^

: r I:~iiiiiai t. imif . fi.i. i
1225 Westwood Boulevard 473-2944 for appoinlmeni •

.^^•^•••••••••••e^eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee^
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Residents also approved 24-hour

front desk service. Cerbasi said

cutting front desk service could

result in savings of $40,000 per

year, but 24-hour service will be

maintained because of the surv^
results. The survey showed that

students use the front desli at .1.
hours and they consider it helnf!f
according to- Cerbasi. ^ '

According to Cerbasi th»
residence halls are prepahig

for
the same occupancy rate as lastyear (about 95 per cent) n?
oipanc^ suffered a serious\w
last faU from previous years i«

which the residence halls we^
filled to capacity.

V
The survey also showed that 50

pfe^coit of those responding
favored house advisors on each
noor. The other 50 per cent were
split among options such as no
house advisors at all or one for

every two floors, he said.

Applications

Cerbasi added that dorm ap-

plications for this year are slightly

ahead of last year's. He said about

3,600 applications have been
submitted so far out of an ex-

pected 5,000.

Yesterday, Cerbasi also an-

nounced that residence hall of.

ficials are pleased with the new
- dorm lunch plan. The plannbeing

tried '^at Hedrick Hall, gives

residents a 45 i^cent coupon

redeemable for food on campus.
-—>^*Ttie plan is working fine and

will continue on a test basis - if

our costs are reasonable, we'll

expand to the other halls next

fall," Cerbasi said. He added

there is some possibility the plan

Will be expanded to all dorms this

quarter.
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SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES -AT BARGAIN PRICES

STARTS WED.

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOnON
PLAY MISTY FOR ME

NOW
PLAYING

SANTA MONICA

MAYFAIR

f- n & SM Midnight Show: Th« Tripft N»d KtHy AII.§eatSSVg5^

STARTS WED.

BIUYJACK&
ZACHARIAH -

ENDS TUES

Frig. Sat Midnight Show The Trip* Ned Kelly All Seats SI 25

We seldumb make
mistakes . .

.

But when we do,

we need someone to

catch them.

Copyreaders, apply KH 110

A sk for Jill
'vtt^^'

*=-kWi-

The United Entertainers ^

Cultural Committee J
Presents: tbe sensational, ^

i'lliiereit imi
5 AT12:00NOON I

« WH). APRIL 5, 1972 ?
* ' JANSS STEPS }

'
i'i" '-" '

MANeH?\
cttrpctidi; air coruJitiotiinp, tioated swimming (>ool

s.tuiujs '('crr.ttiofi Iouhim^ exorcise room co t?d floors

suites with liviMk', rooms refri^^LH,itors open visitrttiori

<(elliMU food (all you ran v.\\) tneetio^ facilities • study

in (s activity |)ro,:rarn (.uior TV adiareot fo ram()us

930 Hil^ard Avi'iiui*

av^) 47f"i-58:n

'nil SEE \ac

BARGAIN
HOUSING

For the CHEAPEST ROOM and BOARD just

off campus; live at the CO-OP this spring

quarter.

20 meals/week, Including quarter breob

and holidays! Cost/quarter: only $235-260

and about 4 hours of chores each week. The

Friendliness is Free!

HURRY - HRST COME-FIRST SERVE CALL

479-1835 or write: Manager, UCHA, 488

Land?air. LA. 90024
Spontor«iby UCtHA

i»AA<i »AAA » »AAAAAAAAA

Collie name change criteria

to be determined by CCHE

Tuesday, April A. 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3 \r

ThP c oordinating
Council for ITi^r Education

r HF ) will decide on the criteria that certain sUte

nolps must meet in order to change their present

^
es to state -university'* at their meeUng today

"
Auttiorization for the name changes occurred when

hP 1971 State Legislature adopted Assembly Bill 123

AH 123) which also changed the title of the

Olifornia State CoUeges" to the -California Stote

university and Mleg«/;;_ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^
Ac a basis for discussion, CCHE wiU

npcifications adopted last week by the trustees of

f^state University and Colleges system. Under

nrovi^ions of AB 123, both CCHE and the trustees

P
^..^v** thP nameK^hanee criteria and specific

name changes. "'-_,. .. ,.,,., .

over objecUons from University of Califorma

...ttiorities, the state coUeges have tried for many

years to legislatively change their names to state

"The^major objection of the University of California

'Board of Regents to the name change centers on the

idea that it would "change the direction of the state

colleges from one of direct education of students to a
research-oriented program according to a January
11 article in the Daily Bruin. , , _
Presently, state colleges have nO Phd programs,

unlike the university. The Regents fear the possible

demands for PhD programs if state colleges become
universities and claim such a move would result in

unnecessary duplications within the state
educational system that would divert money from
more needy sources. In addition, the Regents argue
that the name changes would merely add to existing

confusion over names within the university and
college systems.

Supporters of the move argue that only certain

-qualifying"' colleges would be changed according to

terms in the bill. The function of the-^leges would
not overstep the role they already play in the state.

yO President Charles J. Hitch's office has not

released information concerning the official position

the university will take at today's meeting.

Universily looks toward the hills

for^iTiountain research eenter-
By Steve Sacks

DB Staff Reitorter

Revived Interest in 300 acres of

unspoiled wilderness in the Santa

Monica mountains has increased

Itie possibility that the land will be

deeded over to the university in

the future. .

" -^ •'"":/
;.,. .

Plans were made as early as

1963 to creaje a research campus

on this site, five minutes by

tielicopter or 22 minutes by auto

from campus. George Va^,
principal planner here, stated that

original plans projected a $6.6

million cost to do the land-fill

operations necessary for any

construction.

Lantain, Inc. made the

provisional grant to the Univer-

sity from the 11,000 acres they

own in the region. The grant will

probably be renewed upon its

expiration in 1974.

Vajna said all plans are on

"cloud nine" for the time being

because of a lack of funds for

capital outlay. The plans for the

research center have apparently

lain dormant for six years. *. !

Interest has been revived in the

area since the life sciences

department here began using it.

This use began only last winter

quarter because "we didn't

realize it was available," ac-^

cording to Mildred Mathias,
professor of botanical sciences

here.

The zoology department was the

first to conduct a field trip to the

area John Belkin, professor of

zoology here, took his entomology
class there to point out the variety
of insects existing in a largely

undisturbed condition. Belkin
plans additional trips there this

quarter and notes that he is "very

happy to have the area preser-.

yed.^^—— '
•' -^

'Charles Bennett, geography
professor here also showed an

interest, in using the land as a

study area. He noted possibilities

for **multi-purpose, multi-

disciplinary iises" of the area.

Bennett said the chaparral

v(5getatron which-^vers the land

is -one of the most important

vegetation complexes. We need to

know a lot more about this

complex; that is enough

justification for preserving it, jn

my opinion."

Mathias also felt a need for a

teaching area which could be

filled by this land. Her fieW

botany class will make a field trip

there this quarter to study the

-difference between exposed and

covered slopes and just to look at

the mosaic vegetation patters."

Mathias described the area as

having steep V-canyons with

narrow streams at the bottom.

California Bay trees, sycamores,

Cham ise, toyons, California lilacs

(or Buckthorns) and many
varieties of annual plants are

found on the sides of the canyons,

on their bases and on the

firebreaks that cut through the

region.

The entire region is quite

rugged in nature and is currently

serviced only by a narrow dirt

road which is an off-shoot of

Mulholland Drive. Because of the

extreme fire hazard, and for

security reasons, the entrance to

the road is kept locked. The only

roads available for further ex-

ploration lie in the firebreaks or in

game trails which wind along the

side of the various mountains,

dipping only rarely up towards the

top of a particular mountain or

down towards the base of the

canyon.

Once a trail is found which leads

to4he stream-bed at the bottom,

the going becomes less easy, and

patches of quicksand-like mud are

not uncommon. Returning to the

service road ^vhich rims the

canyon is also difficult. This can

sometimes involve climbing^

grades in excess of 60 per cent.

To build the Mountain Research

Center as originally planned

would require the filling of many
of the canyons to a considerable

degree by cutting off the tops of

the mountains. Buildings

-uniquely suited to the mountain

topography" were planned, ac-

cording to Vajna. Considerable

earthmoving would have been

necessary, Vajna said but the idea

of creating a plateau on which

buildings could be constructed

should be discarded.

Campus Tomorrow

needs tour guides
A meeting for students In-

terested In becoming tour

guides for the Campus

Tomorrow program will be held

at 7 pm tonight In the upper

lounge of the University

Religious Conference. »••

llilgard Ave. Students from all

fields of study are needed to

conduct tours for small groups

of junior high school children

beginning with Stevenson

Junior High School. April II.

Language
Institutes

Abroad
in

FRANCE
RUSSIA
SPAIN

Intensive intermediate and
advanced language programs,

plus excursions and frM
travel time.

Application Deadline April 15.

Por information at>out these
programs write to:

' ien T. Clark
Summer Language
InttHtilee Abroad

' Univtrtlty ol Camomla
Santa Cnii. CalHomia M060

NEED MONEY? .•art——tJ-i

Try .. BABYSITTING

; .TUTORING
(If you're a Junior, Senior,

or Graduate Student)

.. TEMPORARY WORK
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities In exchange for

work are also available.)

Come to the

PLACEMENT ^ CAREER PLANNING CENTER

Bidg. I G & place your name on these

files. (East of Moore Hall)

Deadline for spring reglstn

is Friday, April 7th

r

the
music
Odyssey
is here!

^'AbMu|5 ilieVimmd^

UCLA Comm. on Fine' Arts Productions presents

DickReddy's RUSSIA
A film five years in the molting, covering the U-

niversity of Moscow, a visit with o Russion fami-

ly, camping trips through wild country to Geor-

gia. Block Sea boot trip to Yalta, entertainment by

the famed Russian Circus, and morel

Friday, April 7 - 8:30 p.m. - Royce Holh

SI .50 ilwdenf Hdiete available at UCLA Central

„Ikket Office. 650 Westwood Plaza, and at the bo»t

office prior to showing. —

^

—-i— ;—

*
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OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES. SPECTACLES

we specie lite in contact lenses ^

made at our own office

3 hr'. service on lost contact lenses .

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

_FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 1.
Ask us about our Eye^al

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 4770613

<{ffQ Advertisement^

1

"THE TAX MAN
HATHARRiVED.

it's hot too late

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE

478-5822^^1093 BrwSon, Si: 21

8

FREE Village movie tickets. FREE parking.

t

>(Paid Advertisenient)

LEARNING SKILLS CENTER ANNOUNCES A:

STUDY SKILLS SEMINAR
^ for students who wont to explore a

variety of opprooches to study

Wednesday, April l^ 1972 1:15-5 p.m.

Pra-ragitfrotion is nacassory

Coma fo Social Welfare 271 or phone 825-7744

This service is free to all regularly enrolled students.

S^
\\

i

iifaMMiBiMtMaaaHiia.'^

more than 1L(MM)

eligible employees of

University of Calltbrnia

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underv^ritten by

California Casualty.)

IdnThem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty

(*
•

III II 1

1

...» A.-*.^.^

Sherman Oakt Los Angetet

961-4000 625-7272

l^ong ^eact)

426-2188
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NOMORE PENCILS^NOMORE BOOKS,
NOMORE TEACHERS' DIRTY LOOKS.
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»i 1 ^- '"t:;/.- TWA INTRODUCES THE 1972 ys.j*

GETAWAY*PROGRAM.

t-..

_ This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. Tb think ofhow few^ -

school vacations you may have left.

^B^fore you know it, the 9 to 5 hassle will be ^

starting. So this summer may be your last real

chance to travel. Tb help you plan your getaway, let

us send you our free Getaway *' Kit.

With the Kit you can get: ~~ ~rr:~~
~~

TWA's Stutelpass.*
A coupon booklet that gives you a room and

continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or

student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.

No advance reservations are needed. '

'

Also included ai^ free coupons that can be used_
for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,

sightseeing and more.
TWA*s Bed and Breakfast Adventures.

2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50
European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where
you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,
where 3 nights cost only $16.

TWA's Getaway* Card Application.
With TWAs Getaway Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals, Getaway
packages and more. And then take up to two years
to pay.

It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

airline card in the world. And it's free. -

TWAs Youth Passporf^Card. ,,,
-

If you're 12 thru 21, you can get 1/3 offnormal
domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.

Plus discounts on over 20 other airlines in the

United States, Canada, and Europe. -

The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops

gmd hotels around the world. -

TWA's Getaway* Guidebook, ^ .

* A 224-page guidebodk highlighting 19 of the most

popular cities in the world. -* .
"^

^^— ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ —^__ _^ ^^^ .^^^ ^_^K ^^^M ^^^m ^^^m ^^^B ^^^m ^^^* ^^^^ ^•* *

PLEASE SENDME
DENT/YOUTH 6ETAVMAY KIT.

TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Name
$SfSSSfW Sy^ppss

State

I

I

j
My travel agenuS

TWA
AA29

SiMAiit' nmi'ks<)\\m«d <'xilusrvoIy by T>VA.

The UCLA TWA Campus Representatives
Are James Roberson 474-7072 Of 483-1600 ext 2735
And Denise Donahue 474-8618 or 483-1600 ext 2735

DAiiy RIAL

Tueiday. ApHI 4. IfTJ UCLA DAILY BRUIN »

Helping the Consumer m'*'
.V •-»

David Lees

Ed.-in-Chief

Steve Ainsworth "^

Gity Editor J

DaveMcNary
Senior SUff Writer

Todd Carter

Managing Editor

Keh'Peterson
Editorial Director

Tom Humphreys
Staff Representative

Fixing things up - Part 1

"unsigned editorials represent a nr^ajorlty opinion of the Dally Bruin

Editorial Board. The DaUy Bruin Sounding Board columns are

ooen to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice an

opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

DB Editor/a/

Save the

Sign the petition
Everyone talks about ecology, but few convert

their rhetoric into action. Most approaches to saving

the environment are one-shot "causes:'' saving a

tree, a specific beach, i:(^ycling cans. These are

important — but isn't it time we begin to cure the

disease and noTjust the^ymptoms? ^^.

The disease ii a virus nurtured by our govern-

mental policy. Not only is ecological rape left un-

punished, it is practically advocated by some

existing govemn*ental laws. Before anything can be

done, the lawTMMft be changed and they will only

become environml%lly swfid if the Legislature is

pressured or if the citizfeps tite thifigs into their own

hands. .

^•^' ^^^
-^^

The opportunity for us to do something con-

structively has presented itself. There is a chance.we

can prevent irreversible damage to Cafifolmia's

priceless 1,000-mile coastline by actively working to

get a summarized version of the California Coastal

Zone Conservation Bill (AB 200) placed On the

November ballot. T
The bill is presenUy pending approval in the State

Legislature, where similar bills have already failed

twice because of opposition from land developers,

local officials and large economic interest groups.

This timelf ttie^bill fails, it doesn't have to be

buried amid the political muck in Sacramento

because the California Coastal Alliance is planning to

present the bill — which places immediate

development control over the entire coastline in the

hands of a coastal commission and provides for the

formulation of a comprehensive plan for long-range

coastjd protection — as an initiation. ^__ ;,;; .-.^^

This articleis intended to help make aU males 6r'

females ''handy" around their abodes. For those who
already enjoy tuning up their car or refinishing

furniture this article may give some additional in-

formation which might be helpful to you.

The following is a bibliography of books which will

provide much information on these subjects. These

four books are basics in the area of home repair. I

urge you to check one out from your local library or

purchase one for your own library. '
'

America's Handyman Book (Scribner, $10)

Better Homes and Gardens Handyman's Book

($6.95) - - •

Formulas, Methods, Tips, and Data for Home and

Workshop (Popular Science Publishing Co., $7 .95)

New York Times Complete Manual of Home
Repair ($7.95)

The cost of services is rising steadily in our

economy. It's expensive to have a picture framed or

to stop a leaking faucet. Those who fix things by

themselves are truly frugal. Tools have been with us

for the last 2,000 years. The production of machine-

made hand tools increased rapidly after the mass
production of the late l88Qs. The quality of hand tools

has deteriorated, but today there is a greater
~ diversity oftootsToctioosetrom than everbcforer

Most local hardware stores sell Japanese made
hand tools which are not up to the quality of their

cameras. Japanese hand tools are of a very low
;^ quality. You are lucky if a Japanese made tiammer

lasts at least once. A ten dollar hand saw wiU last a

hundred times as long as a $2.98 model bought at a

discount store.

The most important point in buying hand tools is to

make sure that the tool will see the job through In

this case it is wise to buy "American" made tools.

'Stanley" and "Craftsman" are two names you

should equate with quality. Sears, Roebuck, and

Company gives the consumer a real break when you

buy tools from them. Sears top of the line Craftsman

mechanics tools are highly recommended on a few

grounds. They are inexpensive, lacked by a lifetime

replacement guarantee that is actually honored, and

made under the specifications Sears has set forth.

From time to time Sears puts their tools on sale.

Take advantage of these bargains. I recenUy bought

an excelftnt Craftsman screwdriver which retails

for $1.29. I got it at 57e (over a 50 per cent savings),

stop by the hardware secUon of their store and pick

up a catalogue of their tools.

The following is a list of two excellent books which

concern themselves with using hand and power

tools:

How To Use Hand and Power Tools, by Georgfe

Daniels (Harper aid Row, $3.95) ____ ,

.

How to Use Tools, compiled by StanTey^^orks

(Pocket Book, $1.25) '.
.

Stanley Works, 320 Valley Drive, Brisbane, Calif.

94005 will answer any questions you have on tools.

Also request copies of their fantastic catologues

By Steven J. Rothman
If you are building bookshelves, measure the width

and figure out ahead of time how many shelves you

want. Also calculate the amount of lumber you wiU

need. Check if you have wallboard walls or plaster

walls. You may need a different fastening anchor for

each of these walls. Habituate yourself with lumber

goods. The books in the above bibliography have a

wealth of information on this subject. The following

list gives standard lumber lengths and their actual

size.

,

Actual

3/4 by 15/8

3/4 by 3 5/8

3/4 by 5 5/8

3/4 by 9 1/21
' 3/4byIll/2

15/8 by 3 5/8

15/8 by 5 5/8
.N

In inches

lby2
lby4
lby6
1 by 10

lbyl2
2 by 4

2by6
ETC. . .

"

The following is a list of magazines which inckide

articles on home repairs and making things out of

wood:
Family Circle (March, 72) Has an excellent ar-

ticle entitled, "How to Turn Vour Old Heap Into a

New Car."—Family Handyman offersspecial projects you can

do at home. It also gives helpful tips^ to the family

handyman.
Mechanix Illustrated is a digest Of aU sorts of in-

formation ranging from car repair to home repair.

Popular Mechanics is geared towards the man who

wishes to be mechanically inclined. It ^ves a lot of

how to information. ^ - ---
-

Popular Science has reports on cars, projects you

can do, boats. What's New in photography, elec-

tronics, etc. PS is the most diversified of all these

magazines. PS is a joy to read.

^nsetis geared more towards the woman, but has

excellent articles on Workshop and Craft Projects,

Building and Remodeling, and Landscaping and

Outdoor Building.

The following lists inexpensive booklets which

concern themselves with this area:

A (iroovy Qttide to Decorating Your Room is a

groovy paperback on this subject. It can be had for

65C from Borden Inc., 350 Madison Ave., New York,

N.Y. 10017.

How to Paint Without Killing Yourself and/or Your

Wife is a free 36 page booklet available from

Ameritone Paint Finishes, 18414 South Santa Fe

Ave., Compton, Calif. 90221. It gives you in-depth

information on this subject: By the way, Ameritone

makes quality house paints. I've used them before

and they are really good. In their ad in this month's

Sunset Magazine they offer you, the consumer, a free

quart of Ameritone Acrylic Latex Enamelized House

Paint. Clip the coupon out of the ad, send it to them,

and they will send you a coupon good for one quart of

house paint (a $3.28 value).

This article is to be continued at a later date . . .

The foodmachine as art

. « >«>•

At least 325,000 signatures are needed for the

petition to be placed on the ballot and students can be

a principle fotece in making the campaign successful.

UCLA alone - a campus of 27,000 - can provide a

sizeable number of signatures ... but not without

dedicated people who are willing to devote some tune

and effort.

It s easy to condemn politicians for caving into

pressure, it's just as easy to talk about beautiful

^>eaches and not take any action to protect thena. If

Califomians won't put out any effort to save their

coast, one wonders if we are not as guilty as our

elected officials.

We urge students to go to the OES office and

volunteer their services to gather signatures. The

peculiar success of coastline developers should cure

any lazing - -
:

Editor:

Below is the draft of a letter that

I composed much earlier but was

unable to send because it was

**mislaid" in some part of my
office. I must imn\ediately in-

dicate that this letter was written

as a letter from one person, it was

not intended to speak for the

department as a whole. The

opinions expressed withiir may
coincide with opinions in the

department, but it was written by

me and meant to be from me only.

Perhaps after reading it, you wlU

better imderstand some of the

concerns of the Department of

Art:

**De«r Mr. Krupp:

"I wish to protest the

highhanded, underhanded and

cheap way your offices have

handled the putting in ol food

machines in the Dickaon Art

Center. How can your office

presume to determine need, make

plans, get approvals, order items

without FIRST consulting the

department that you are claiming

that you want to serve? Or is

money making your only con-

cern?

•*Now that you have things so

far underway, let's look at this

from the ^standpoint of the

Department of Art On 6/22 a call

is received in the front offices of

the department asking whoever

happens to answer 'who is in

charge of the building.' (Sub-

sequent events prove that this is

an idle question — apparently you

and your office are in charge.)

The person answering the phone

has to quiz further to determine

just what is meant and word of

food machines is mentioned. Also

the fact that your office is asking

for advice as to where would be a

good place to put some. So the

caller is referred to the Chairman

of the Department, Dr. Davidson

and his assisUnt Mrs. Mclntyre.

Conversation the next day in-

dicates that your office is

speaking of ten feet of machines,

then it grows to six machines

which nfieans eighteen feet and

two possible locations are

discussed and disliked by the Art

Department. The Art Department

makes an alternate suggestion

which is rejected out of hand by

your office the next day and in the

discussion of machines it begins to

sound as if even more are con-

templated. Furthermore, at this

time we are informed that the

decision is made. We will have

machines in an axtramely un-

desirable location. In the con-

versations «l.|M??.*W.;W^^»o

3-'

informed that 'of course we wUl

have to handle refunds' when the

machines steal student's money.

When we state categorically that

we will not, your office backs

down from this, but I wonder for

how long.

"Let us discuss now the

location. It would have been much
better if you had consulted the

people who use the building so that

you could better understand the

drawl>acks of your choice. As an

occasional visitor or as one who

only looks at paper plans, your

choice looks good. However, it is

one of the worst possible. First off,

we are told that the closeness to

the enclosed patio is necessary

because the machines need a

'drawing card' to make them used

and the seating in the pretty patio

is nice. Don't you have enough

faith in the customer drawing

ability of the contenU of your

machines to make the machines

themselves the drawing card?

After alK 1 thought you were

serving a demonstrated need to

bring food to the north campus

rather than creating a need that

isn't there. Also, how many of the

''machine rooms" scattered

about campus have aesthetic

appeal rjther than just food? It

u i

... . .,

.*'.-

^ '
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Ripping off

Who is Charles Krug?
SMC, the war, and UCLA

— —By Charles Krug

Charles Krug is a ^udent who is tired of getting his ass ripped off by the

Big U F'arking Service is just one small rip off in a system known as

Auxiliary and Service Enterprises. Charles Krug, who publically ad-

m itted in his second colum n for the Daily Bruin ( Feb. 24 ) that he does not

know all the facts due to some v^ry clever book work, raised some very

provacative questions that Joe Mendelsohn, the student lackey for the

office of Auxiliary and Service Enterprises, failed to deal with in his

letter to the Daily Bruin ( March 2) in which he condemned Charles Krug

for his anonymity. Because Mr. Mendelsohn has taken sides with

Auxiliary and Service Enterprises against the interests of the students,

perhaps he would like to pursue his role as University spokesman and

answer the following questions?

Over the past ten years, what has been done with the bond reserves (i.e.

profits ) from the Parking Service Rip Off? Are tljiey in a cookie jar under

the Chancellor's bed? No, the bond reserves are invested, aren't they?

How much has been invested? Where does^ll the interest go? Close to

$800,000 this year alone was allocated to this bond reserve. I'm sure that

any savings and loan institution would be more than willing to give the

University between six and seven per cent per annum. Shouldn't som« of

this interest be returned to us poor students who are forced to cough up

$81 a year to park 20 minutes away from our first class? Six per cent of

this year's bond reserves looks like $50,000 to this Bruin. ,

How do you account for the inequities that allow a freshman who ap-

plied late, living in La Mancha (50 yards from Campus) to get a parking

The organized antiwar movement, operating

mainly on the college campuses has, over the last

five years, involved literally millions of high school

and college students (not tQ- mention untold

thousands of non-students) in activities against the

continuation of the war in Indochina. Through films,

forums, posters, leaflets, newspapers, marches,

rallies, teach-ins, and speak-outs the antiwar

movement has spread the truth about U.S. activities

in S.E Asia and has brought the majority of a nation

of 200 million people into clear opposition to the

course of their own government's foreign policy. The

My Lai massacre, the Pentagon and Anderson

Papers, and mounting evidence of ''mechanization

of the war" have only served to corroborate what the

antiwar movement has been saying for years. Today

when Washington says one thing and the antiwar

movement says another, most people will believe the

antiwar movement — something not true as little as

five years ago.

Her^ on the UCLA campus we saw our first major

antiwaf^* activity after the May 1970 invasion of

Cambodia and the murder of eleven people in Ohio,

Mississippi, and Georgia. May Was a month of

awakening for students around the country and a

month of crisis for a government bent on military

victory in Vietnam. In the areas of the country where

the organized antiwar movement existed, it played

THE KEY ROLE in building ancj directing campus
activities * aimed at stopping the war. UCLA,

antiwar films on cam pus and in the dorms tna .w
with a number of major speakers. Also plann^i

!

debate on the question of is the War w ^^^

Down? ", a campus forum, and a seri
"^

educational leaflets. And then when anothpr^u^^
1970 happens, we will see UCLA becom

^^

organizing center which can begin thp I,!."
necessary to FORCE THIS SICKENING War ^^
AN END!!!.' •

>^>^K TO

As the "only antiwar tendency which has
stently proven itself able to mobilize thousands aUn

hundreds of thousands of people in massive action

oerm it in areas 3 and 9? How do you justify telling a senior commuting
. ^u / "*• •«*« ^^ ^,,iA^ ue

^!!„"i;";„liV.!.« .r^^^
however, with no core of activists to guide its _fnmrVemce thatparkrng lot 8 trf rape^and mttrder fame is th^ feest nc 3 ""

«nr»nt^npniis demonstration acainst
going to get?

How do you account for the fact that The Point System gives more

points to someone commuting to campus from West Hollywood than

someone commuting from South Pasadena?

How do you justify giving athletes designated by the Athletic Depart-

ment guaranteed p)arking in the best lots?

How do you account for the fact that all tfie friends of the Parking

Service employee who handles special student appeals have parking

permits in the areas of their choice?

How long did it take for the fertile mind of Joe Mendelsohn to deduce

that "Charles Krug" is really a pseudonym (look it up)? Mr. Mendelsohn,

there are 14 clues as to the identity of Charles Krug in my very first

column Is my credibility impeached because as a student employee of

Auxiliary and Service Enterprises I would like to make sure that our

mutual boss, Mr. Kropf, continues to employ me? 1 think not-

Parking Service is a smielly can of worms. No one has yet come for-

ward to explain to us where the interest (from what must by now be

millions in bond reserves) all goes. Further, as a senior, I know that the

infamous points system. of student parking assignment has not been

changed in any equitable direction for the past four years. All that

Auxiliary and Service Enterprises has produced is a weak attempt by its

student lackey to impeach the credibility of some obscure critic. Mr.

Mendelsohn, 4i^sk the students what they have known all along: Auxiliary

and Service Enterprises, which runs, amongst other things, Parking

Service and the Dorms, is a giant rip off. Answer my questions Mr.

Mendelsohn, they represent the students of UCLA who are tired of getting

ripped off. • .

response, saw a spontaneous demonstration against

ROTC and against the war lead not into continuing

and concrete struggles, but into a series of

demoralizing and deadened meetings and
discussions. Student/faculty enthusiasm quickly

became student/faculty frustration and has led from

there to the present state of campus apathy.

The Student Mobilization Committee is a nation-

wide student organization, to a large extent high

school based, which has built the mass demon-
strations which have been the major expression of

national sentiment against the war, like April 24th

last year where a million people marched in the

streets of Washington, DC and San Francisco, and
April 22 this year in Los Angeles and New York. >-

SMC has come to UCLA to take up the task of

educating and organizing this student body about the

truth of the war in Indochina. Depending partly on
support from ASUCLA, we plan to present a series of

demanding immediate withdrawal of all u S tr
from S.E. Asia, the Student Mobilization CommS!
feels that it has a legitimate right to ask for and
receive assistance from the student government of
UCLA. During a period when we are building for a
mass acUon like April 22 certain things are essential
Although we are told that ASUCLA has already SDent
all of the funds allotted it by the student body (in
eluding those for Spring Quarter), we have drawn ud
a list of four critical requests which we feel ASUCLA
can and should grant with little or no damage to the
present state of the budget. These are:

I). Use of an office — necessary for centralizing

antiwar activity on the campus and used for the
various jobs such as gathering endorsements
organizing literature distribution and meetings
and for making leaflet layouts.

2.) Loan of an ASUCLA typewriter for Spring—-Quarter .^

—

=
'—

3.) A telephone for the ofHce .
.

^

4. ) Access to printing services at UCLA Printing and
Duplicating to a ceiling of $100. - —
SMC asks all students to contact their ASUCLA

representative and urge support for these four

requests. The only way to end this bloody war is to

organize mtllion$of people into action against it, and

the path to that lies in developing the strong antiwar

sentiment on the nation's campuses. SMC has proven

itself capable of that responsibility. April 22 is not the

end. We will continue to organize people in this

country until the United States unilaterally with-

draws all troops, materials, and monetary support

from Southeast Asia.

Come to the campus organizing meeting this Wed.,

April 5, in Kerckhoff l^all Upstairs Lounge (3rd

Floor) at Noott, . ^ ..

; ;^"t^ . Michael McGraw
':''• /^

'':'^

J -'-'^'^^'''"
Coordinator— UCLA SMC
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FINDYOUJUST
ANOTHER

COLLEGE GRAD
ORAJR.EXECIN
MANAGEMENT

If you're a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at

the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's

2'year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you
qualify, you'll receive a $1CX) a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on
graduating* you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,

tor the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force

^ ROTC Z-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a text*

book allowance aiiicl the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information,

mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.* Enroll in the Air Force

ROTC, and get your future off the ground. * In New Jersey call 800'962'2803.

I

I

I

U.S. AIR FORCE RECRUmNG SERVICE
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (APV)
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE , TEXAS 78148

PIcMe tend mc mora infonnMion on Air Force ROTC

Name.
I

I
Addien.

I

J>itc of Birth.

Clty- .Stiitc

D«K ofOraduation.

**A doubly welcome
addition to the year's

pleasures • • • startling,

engrossing, affecting

and provocative •••

impassioned, warm
and humani''

-CfcorfM CiMMipAn, I.A. TimM

''Wiqkedly Funny!'
-M.r. Dmilf N«wt

I understand there i» ivi ohliKdtum.

Find yourselfa scholarship in AirForce ROTC.

A GtONSC WY MU MM MONASN mOOUCnOM

eLAUOMTeWMOUBB
iMCNAfl SACKS MMIEIMIMI VALEMf PfRMM •

NOW SHOWING
ZHmSC*-]

Daily 2:00 • 4:00
NMMCttt

6:00 • IKB • 10:00 PM
KEST

liviore food. .

.

^S:CSa?S is one or

*t^Cnice to look at places in the

i^^id^ and you are now going to

r! f^lt with your commercial
'^^ l^and all of the flying

StMtheywiUpr^^^^& trash because the area you

Prr tn locate the machines ist to ^1 users of the building

rewind tanner. A wind blows& this area all the Ume,

Sly because of the existence

'il^he Lio on a day with some

il wind, it is sometimes very

Kcult to go through this area^

nl feels as if he IS plowing

hl?a gale. It is similar to the

^rtfect under Bunche Hall.

Many people are not neat and tidy

and wiUnot
bother to use the tr^^

barrels that you provide, or the

Lels may be full and the trash

u/ill begin to accumulate and blow

! ound It will not sit quieUy on

the ground. Another serious

drawback is the fact that most of

the year the patio is useless as a

place to sit. It is always cold in

[here The sun never makes it m
and the only time that it is

pleasant is during the hottest days

of the summer, a time when very

few people are on campus to use

yourmachines. During the winter

it is just plain cold and un-

comforUble. Also, the benches in

there were not designed for or-

dinary people, only those with a

peculiar twist to their back. They

are quite uncomfortable.

"Let us discuss its location in

relatidrt to people. Yes. your

location will be easy for people to

see as it is almost opposite the

elevators. It is also right next to

the art office. This office is

besieged constantly for services

that it cannot provide. The ef-

ficiency of our work will l^

lessened greatly by constantiy

having to say "no change or no

refunds' If we did provide change

and refunds, our time would be

further wasted and the taxpayers

would not be getting the services

that they pay us to perform. Your

office would be reaping benefits

but you would be putting forth no

effort except to have a man come
by once a day. This is very

thoughtless. The various

classroom^ and shops that open

off the patio would hav6 people

wandering into them all the time

whiil^ could produce some very

difficult problems in terms of

safety. Environmental Health and
Safety can probably tell you of

this, they visit these classrooms
and shops constantly to make sure

safety standards are up. An influx

of s^ay people would make these

standards harder to keep and thus

create an unplanned danger.

"In sum, your "choice is very
poorly done and the manner even
more repugnant. It would be
better if you were to reconsider"
both the choice and methods of

implementing the choice before a
bad mistake is made. I must
compliment you on your timing of

the announcement. It is a good
idea to wait until potential
Iroublemaking faculty are out of

town before making your rotten
TRove. - -

I hiade a special trip to Royce
Hall to see the lovely machines
that had to be put in uie there
^ause of the intransigence of the
Art Department. They are not any
wtter than any other machines. It
B really hard to design a machine
*ith aesthetic qualities and these
most certainly fail with their fake
oW wood styUng in metal, etc.^ definitely are not as good
^ing as your artictot and
witorial claimed.
Perhaps the next Ume someone

Tf"^ to help and serve a
Apartment, they would be weU
*^>sed to cofttult with that
*T»rtmcnt from the banning

[!!
^^^" ^""op fait accomplis on

the department. The objective
[^•ght better be reached that way,
^0 the mutual aaUtfaction of all.

KarcM van Boemel
Department of Art
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EVENTS

COMMISSION

I

""^f^ PEDITIONr
^

VV,

^it

.

GIHlRll ADOKNaS

Could men have possibly soiled ocrSss the oceant In tmolT reed boats two thousand years

before the birfh of Christ? Could the many similarities In the ancient civilizations of^the

Americas and the Mediterranean be more than just mere coincidence? Thor Heyerdohl

world reknowned anthropologist-explorer, decided to find out by crossing the Atlantic In a
^

papyrus reed boat-not pnce. but twice!! •'The RA Expeditions" captures the spirit of science

and adventure that Inspired eight men to soil across a vast ocean as their ancestors might

hove done thousands of years before! ^ . - .

—
'^~T^«r' -V. -..Ul-

——«i-^-

i
--.-'

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

"Best Documentary Film 1971"

ROYCE HALL

WEDNESDAY. APRILS, 1972

7:30 P.M.
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PREPARATION FOR MAY

MCAT
PTparatiOfi for tc^K regutred lor admissior to

post gr.tduato schoo»i

S n session courses smaller groups
> • r

«

Ui'i'mited tape iessor>s tor review.
,

~

Course M»a»€ff«ai constantly updated

Ko»pc stud/ (raterial prepared by experts m each field

JK. '

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

- .:*^

Since 1938

In Los Ang^eles Area (213) 273-1890

) 736 Westwood Boulevard
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THINKING ABOUTA SUMMER J0B?8

come to

"Summer Group Meetings"

BUILDING IG

PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING<:€NTER

,
1 . - -

Monday — Wednesday — Friday

t at 3 p.m.
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eraduatinatiusjfear?
Fulfill your miliiary obligation -

in a meaningful way as a . ',

coast Guard Offlce

Interviews on campus

9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

6 April 1972

Contact Placement Office to schedule interview. .—- Or mail coupon below for information,_^_ . l_ll

r s«ndto: Commander (ptpT ^ . ^

ir-^ <•*•>' f"

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

a

Eleventh Coast Guard District
19 Pine Ave.. Heartwell Bldg.

Please tell -*#»«» P^qil}lMl Vt^Ufifi^^'tt.^gSSiR'i

Coast Guard Officer. ^

Namt ; ^-

Addrett—...

City. -9nw. Mp^
Coll.g..

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
J

t II.
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WOODY'S
WESTWOOD
1013 BRQXTON AVE.

* -^^

— By Deborah Ashin

DB Staff Writer

It's one of those rare California days when the smog has actually lifted

to expose a blue sky, the sun beckons you.outside and Los Angel^jilmofii

seems like a really fine city.

You hop into your car and head for Malibu — along with 10,000 other

souls who want to enjoy the sea breeze, groove on the wav^ and take

their dog for an illegal romp along the sand. "^
'

7' -''^"

"

;

:"'

After crawling along Highway One for 45 minutes searching for a

desolate stretch of beach, you are suddenly struck by an odd phenomena
— the seashore isn't what it used to be. What was once miles of virgin

beach is now a collage of asphalt parking lots, houses blocking access to

public beaches and monster cranes on construction sites. -^
"

Looking up the coastline at huge monstrocities which choke the skyline

--=-a cement jungle instead of palm trees — you realise that fr^

'r

banization's ugly self has planted its feet on the West Coast.

And you are correct. According to a report prepared by the UC Student

Lobby **of the 1062 miles of coast which stretches from Oregon to Mejpco,

today little more than 200 miles remain unspoiled by development. The

last century has witnessed the destruction of two-thirds of the coastal

wetlands in California, necessary for the survival of milhons of water-

fowl and marine creatures, i,

"Upon the altar of 'progress' and 'increased tax-base' development

interests seem bent on the continued, unchecked sacrifice of the rugged

rocky bluffs, the cool green valleys, the silent fog-shrouded forests and

the warm white sands which together express the majesty of California's

irreplacable coastline." the report stated.
_^ .

'

^Jl^ZSH'-:,

Threat -

—

California's threatened ^coastline has become a central environmental

issue: everyone desires undeveloped beaches and clear ocean waters —
however, few people are willing to dedicate themselves to saying the

coast, according to UC Student Lobbyist Jeff Trant. - ff-^=^—

'Student action is critical to help apply the vitally needed pressure to

stop destruction of the coastline environment and the millions of

creatures which this habitat sustains," he said. ,«. , , ,

Trant said action, not rhetoric is essential to preserve the coastline and

students now have the opportunity to "do something constructive to

protect the coast."

Trant is speaking about the "California Coastal 25one Conservation BiU

of 1972" (AB 200) authored by Assemblymen Akn Siroty and John

Dunlap which places immediate development control over the entire

length of the coast and provides for the establishment of a com-

prehensive, enforceable plan for long-range protection and management.
He explained there is a good possibility the bill will fail to pass the -

legislature — as it has three times since 1967 — and to insure it is not

completely lost in Sacramento, a movement to place a summarized

version of Siroty's Bill as an initiative on the November ballot has been

started to bring the measure befpre the people of California

.

"As usual the effort is being opposed by large economic interests such

as Pacific, Gas and Electric, California Real Estate Association,

Southern California Edison and Company, Signal Oil, the Chamber of

Commerce, Associated Home Builders and many of the large oil firms,

including Atlantic Richfield, Standard Oil, Mobile, Humble and Union,"

Trant said. > ^ _^
Initiative

According to Janet Adams, who is heading the California Coastal

Alliance, "t ime is being wasted— pretty soon it will be too late."

Steven Volker, a UC Davis Law student prepared the Student Lobby's
report, stated, "It is believed that this maneuver — placing the issued on
the November ballot — will place additional pressure on the Legislature
to enact such legislation, from fear d potential repudiation by tiie voters
in November.
"However, if the Legislature fails to act, the issue will be presented for

a vote to the public. To do this, the Alliance needs 325,000 signatures on
the initiative petition by June 29," he said. Volker added that student

support is critical to insure the signatures be collected.

Volker said it is "crucial" (he bill be passed because according to a
> recently completed state inventory of the coastline, 190,262 acres in a
half-mile strip of the California coastline have been developed and only

354,811 acres remain undeveloped. He added "development plans are
accelerating."

Legislature

The Coastline Preservation Bill is currently being considered by the
Assembly. On February 29 it passed out of the Planning and Land Use
Committee by a vote of six to one and is scheduled to go to the Ways and
Means Committee where, according to Volker it is expected to also be
approved.

Predicted to pass out of the Assembly after it reaches the floor, the
bill's chances of passing the Senate are not favorable, Lobby Intern Trant
said. —^

He explained the bill is slated to be heard before the Senate Natural
Wildlife and Resources Committee where it was killed by one vote last
year While Senator Wedworth (D-Inglewood) stated he would vote for
the bill, he failed to appear on the day of the Committee hearing. Trant
said this is comparable to a no vote.

There is still some hope for the bill to pass out of committee as Senator
Cologne (R-Indio) who voted no last year has vacated his position and
Senator Zenovitch (D-Fresno) has been appointed to replace him,"
Volker added.

It still isn't too late for co.

California to be effective. If a1

Z'berg (D — Sacramento) to

Board is passed by the Legislat

environmental disaster, accc

ironmental ^udies^OES^

.

The bill, which was reint

"abolishment of the present

and establishes a single agency]

waste management, and use, nl

radioactive materials," he sail

Brown, who is coordinating!

said the major difference bet

defeated last year is the select

Last year, in AB 1056 the

legislative appointees, while

election by ^he people," Brov

He added that last year's bill

in the Senate Committee on Goi

to as the graveyarcl comnjitte

Environmental Law Society hei

Brown hopes to have a strong

pressure Sacramento politici

approved this year are expect

Governor." Any students who

bill should contact Brown at

SALVAGE ^^^^^

It is true that ha If the glory is i

Motors and modernist houses

There is no eagle soaring,

On the Carmel hill highroad,

We watched one pass. Yet t)

I have stirr a furlong of granitej

Leans his wild weight, and thef

When I was young, little greeni

Have grown in despite of thej

And are accepted by nature,

of night herons'

Nests on the boughs. One has

The county taxes take all my ii

To hoW three acres of shorel

-And the little low house that ml

at the annual cost

Of a shiny new car. Never mif

are worth it.

.,/
. /

''
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InvUtes you fd Drastic

Reductions on all dresses,

sportswear and yardage,

1 138 Westwood Blvd. - 479-9055

i„- —

KPaid Advertisement)

.-'4

Pttoto by Jerry Morns
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environmental protection in

ced by Assemblyman Edwin

Jtate
Environmental Quality

> could still be saved from an

Brown of the Office of En-

last month, calls for the

je of environmental control

quality, water quality, solid

;use, energy production and

(AB 681) at this campus,

bill and AB 1056 which was

the various control boards.

made up of governor and

process will be one of public

by the Assembly, but killed

^rganizatiori— often referred

also being supported by the

; Student Lobby.
="-^-^===f===^

ig and telegram campaign to

problems in having the bill

Irom both the Senate and the

in actively supporting the

However, should the bill fail to pass, hope still lies with the initiative. At
a recent meeting of the Alliance in Los Angeles, Adams said students are
essential to the successfulness of the initiative movement and will be
needed this month to gather and precinct signatures.

Trant will be coordinating activities for all UC students and according

to an Office of Environmental Studies (OES) spokesman here, efforts are

being made to begin a local campaign in the Los Angeles area.

Interested students were urged to contact Grace Jacobs from the

California Coastal Alliance at 839-7827 or 553-3957 or call the OES (ext.

52850) for information aix)ut picking up petitions. Trant said this campus
should easily provide 10,000 signatures . ,_ __^_

^ .- '

' -- . Rape '

Volker cited the ifollowing instances of coastline rape in Los Angeles

J^ountyj / ______ 1^
_.-- County developers have propbsedlfie^onstruction of a smalTBbat
marina in Malibu Lagoon, one of the last natural estuaries in Southern

California, which now provides refuge and nutrition for many species of

marine life and water-fowl.
— Los Angeles County Flood Control District has formulated plans to

convert Malibu Creek into "a drainage ditch" to meet an expected

population of 400,000 in the Santa Monica Mountains.
— The County is developing a network of roads in the Santa Monica

Tlnountains to accomodate the growth they will generate.
~

— Many high rise waterfront developments are currently being

proposed for the Santa Monica area, including one at the base of

Palisades Park
^This

HELP
mentally and physically handicapped children

Ecceptionol J_

.Children's

Tutorial

Project

^
1 tfTUTOR TRAINING

Wednesday, April 5 7:00

\alX returplng tutprs at 7i30 p.nL)„

Ackerhnan Union 3564 ~"

for inlomfKition cdl 825-2066

_or come to Kerckholl Noll 407-~.~

I ^ . ..

f

r* SPONSORED BY Si,C
* ••». >:

adverse development of counties which border growing

metropolitan regions foreshadow the urbanization ef coastal areas now

^fe by the grace of geographical isolation. The Miami beach syndrome

is not merely contagious; it irreversibly attaches itself onto future

populations," Volker said. •

/ Commission

?^>'

.

m .-,,>..
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The California Coastal Zone Conservation BUI will hopefully counteract

such toastal development, according to Volker. The Bill establishes a 12-

member state commission and six regional coasUl commissions from 12^

to 16 members. Half of the regional members would be elected city and

V county officials, the^i;est would be appointed by the Governor, the

' Assembly Speaker and the Senate Rules Committee.

^ The state commissions would have six members appointed by the

, same three sources and one member representing each of the six

':/- regional boards. Volker said safety precautions have been taken to

- - eliminate any conflict-of interests as Governor appointees to the boards

^wdUld "be subject to confirmation by the Senate." The bill also

ii. lilesfattished cHminal penalties of up to a $10,000 fine and two years im-

- prisonment for commission members or employees and any people

connected with them who vidate its extensive conflict of mterest

^^The bi*^, which allocates $5 m'illion to provide for executive directors

and independent planning staffs, would draw up a comprehensive sUte

coastal zone plan over a three year period based on iU own studies and

those of the regional boards. . ..^ _^ •

- Such a plan would, by requirement of the bill, be consistent with cerUm

ecological objecUves, including the "maintenance, restoration and
"

enhancement of the overall quality of the coastal zone environment

(Coastal zone would extend from the mean high tide line inland to the

sumit of the nearest moutain range, or five miles) and the continued

existence of optimum populations of all species of Uving organisms.

Ecology " ^
,

Additionally, the plan must set forth "ecojogical
Pjf

"^^^ pnna^^^^

and assumptions to be used in determining the suiUbihty and ejrten
?^

allowable development," including the establishment of maxmium

desirable population densities.
^ "*

» „,;*u;^ fK^

Berore submission of the ptap. every Prop««d «tevelopment withm 0^
coasUl permit area and cosu7g over $5,000 would ^esu^to both 1«^
agency Vnd regional commiwton permit «'"''» .T^^^'^jl '7.*3
membership of the regional commission *<'^''^r**^j"'

J^J
develooment which would reduce the siie of any beach, restrict pubhc

a^cSpublTc coastal lands and water, interfere with the line of sigM

-^ ^^^C from the State highway nearest the ocean or which wouJd

involve dreging or filling of any bay, river mouth or estuary^
_

VoUcer^W the Bills most important aspect is that it "shifU the burden

of pr«,7omo the applicant to show that the prop«.l «'7^°P1'«?,^^',r

have any substantial adverse environmental or
«f

o><«'e«> ««f«f
«f ^

oSting the State Attorney General as "council for the en-

; -.Irlr. •• ih. hill makes him responsible bringing to action - at the
vironment the biU makes nm^

compliance with the BiU's provisions.

ViZr^U ^luTjLt torSne of'up to 110.000. including up to «00

per day for continuing violations.

Doomed

According to an OES spokesman^ biU^ta the<!^^^^;^

wm«nLC existing local government fragmentation, uncoord.nation

and vulnerability to economic pressuwfc

- f/yp yiutr prophftic imiglit, dctept uothing at

jacejii^iiUi^MBnclle touchy peophrwith (tipiomacy:

Shortcuts tvori't win, consult l-lesner & Cook for facts.

INCOME TAX
.

SlRVKli

up 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
FACULTY and STAFF!

1 FLESiNFR&COOk
. Tax ( onsultants

J 072 C.jylcv. Suite 3 (Nc\l to Satewaj

WcNtwotul 473-81 2L

mm ^Paid Adv«rtiMm«nt)

'4.C,.«V-,

SENNHIS:
Wh«n you sit down to plan yo^r future, consi-

dor this: _~^' '

.'
..

-^*--->-. ":•> .

As an officer, the A'lr Force con offer you

* A starting saldry of nearly $600, plus ;•.. i:_^

* Flight pay, plus ___:=•_

* Free housing, plus

* 30 days annual paid vacation, plus

* World travel, plus

* Free medical and dental care, plus

* Rapid promotions and pay increases, plus

* The chance to earn advanced degrees, plus

* A social life second to none, plus

* Much, much more

Interested? Call us at 836-5822. Or come visit

us at ttio Wocomont and Career Planning Cen-

ter (Bldg. 1-L) today betv^eien 9 a.m. and 5

p.m. Before you knovy^ it, you tr^ay find your-

self in the Air Force.

Ju .^%,
I

M^.^JT.^t«^j»*.»<|J B igi I M'^^

-r

*^^u
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Questionable Volunteer spirit

costs swimmers NCAA third

•-*.

*^i?

re

By Tom Wong
DB Sports Writer

WEST POINT, NY. — In

perhaps the most exciting

collegiate meet in its annals, ten

American and eleven NCAA
marks were smashed in the 49th

annual NCAA swimminjg
|

and

diving championships at(tnevU.S.

Military Academy. _t/v ^
px

Spitz of Indiana established an

American record of 57.9).

The two Tennessee swimmers

were told to conserve their energy

to win the 400 sprint relay and

overtake UCLA for the third place

team finish. Their strategy

worked and'the Trembley-

anchored Tennessee quartet set

an Atnerican record in the relay

1 -^T'^'
DAILY
BF=IUI

J -v_:-

} :

The meet also saw Indiana

University capture a record-tying

fifth team championship, with a

strong finishing USC team taking

a close second.

But the meet wasn't without

controversy. Tennessee, cham-

pion of the Southeastern con-

ference, caught the wrath and

displeasure of the capacity crowd^

and some of the swimmers when
they ordered their two 100-yard

i)utterfly finalists, Dave Edgar

and John Trembley, not to go all-

out in the championship heat (an

event in which the amazing Mark

and took third in the team stand-

ings with 170 points, two more
than UCLA's 168 total.

Record BoockI

-Although the Vols broke USC's

3:02.38 mark with a phenomenal

3:01.11 the crowd didn't let up in

iheir booing. Tennessee coach

Kay Bussard defended the

strlitegy in saying, 'There are

situations when you have to

sacrifice individuals for the team

and other times when you have to

sacrifice the team for in-

divi(;luals."

However, some of th6 spec-

tators didn't agree with Bussard.

Said the mother of an SMU
swimmer, **I think they (Edgar

and Trembley) should have gone

all-out in the butterfly. I don't

think they would have been tired

for the relay. There was an hour

and a half between the butterfly

finals and the relay.

Another fan said, **I don't

condone what Edgar did. If he was

a true champion, he would go all-

out in everything.

Of the ten American records

set, four were established by

Indiana swimmers. Mark Spitz

broke two in butterfly events,

John Kinsella in the 500 free, and

Gary Ha)l in the 200 IM.—-

—

The others were set in the 200

free by Jerry Heidenreich of SMU
in 1:38.35, the two breaststrokes

by Stanford's Brian Job in

respective times of 56.83 for the

100 and 2:02.59 for the 200, and the

200 backstfolie l&y Charles^

Campbell from Princeton in

1:50.55.

Tennessee took the400 relay and
Southern Cal erased its own mark

the 800 free relay^ And, yet

^•5

~%

V ^«^.

X

%

^^

^v

A. 4'

GOLD MEDALIST^ Sophomore Tom Bruce was UCLA's lone winner
the NCAA swimtning championships, upscftting Stanford's Brian Job
100 yard breaststroke in 54.9. ^

in

in

100
out Stanford's Job in the

breaststroke final in 56.9.

By winning, Bruce ironically

reversed the procedures of the

Wl finish. Last year at Ames,
Bruin Marks

"
Tbwa, Bruce set an American

Although UCLA was edged for mark in the prelims and finished

third place in the team standings, second in the finals behind Job.

they broke ten school records and

—

However
,
this tinre itwas Job who

another NCAA record, but not an

American record, was turned in

by another Ivy League swimmer,
Yale's Paul Gilbert in the 100 yard

backstroke. _ : .._.i

'"^•

m

several Bruins established per-

sonal all-time bests. Sophomore
Tom Bruce of Sunnyvale was the

only, Bruin to capture a gold

medal in the meet when he edged

i—^V-r-pT

- Ft:
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--READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

^FASTER
BETTER
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^tiese UCLA Students Took The Course. They Know It Works!

- Ask Them. .Mir*^'

first broke Bruce's record but

then finished second.

**We were very pleased that

Tom came back and won," said

Mrs. Bruce, who along with his

dad, made the trip with the team,

"A year ago he had missed the

summer season because of torn

knee ligaments and at the time

Tom's future was very unclear.

_Now that he has come back from

his injury and won, we think he

has a chance to make the trip to

.Munich." .

~K-

—^--. Thomas* Return ~

Another Bruin who made a

-great comeback effort was seniUr

Carl Thomas. Thomas, who

,..*«!»'>*.•.'»''

A^K LINDA ^-*T

• \'

^^,^

^
i' *

i «. . ,
t^tfmitmmmm

4
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Ask Julie Schunner UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wpm

*>?

ASK Linda Hernandez Grad.|

Beginning speed 164 wipm
Ending speed &51 wpm

' "'f'

•A'terr:

• *>-.

tr-

ASK Robert Green UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1028 wpm

missed last year's collegiate meet

du^ to an automobile accident.

regained his form of two yearsj^

ago and set school standards of

1 :53.4 and 4:05.1 in the 200 and m'
individual medley competitions

' Like Bruce, Thomas is a serious

contender for a berth on the

Olympic squad. When asked about

his prospects Thomas said, "1

think I have a very good chance to

(Continued on Page 11)

'Sf^̂ ^

:,jir~^\ -X—5»^

ASK DanTakasugl UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1139 wipm

\
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internal feminiiie

odorteea^:

offNorformsas
^ tfiiy tampon

that dissolves.

4P

SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood

For further information, coll READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933-9171

''HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

If youVe ever used tampons,

then you already know how to

use Norforms*. . . the interna^

deodorant"^ to stop the daily

proWem of feminine odor Each

tiny-as-a-fingertip Norforms

Suppository is as easy and sate

to insert as a tiny tampon wou d

be. It begins dissolving mstantiy

to kiU bacteria, stop feminine

odorwhere it starts .. internally,

in the vaginal tract.

You feel clean, fresh, odor-'rce

for hours. No bath, no douche

stopeodor theway Norforms Qo.

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK

£lu« booklet! Write to: Norwicn

Pharmacal Co.. De^ 5"^: 2S< to
wIch.N.Y. 13815. Endo«e25< to

cover mailing and handling.

Name.

State

IP
Pwrt tern*ywr «M> co<*^

Norwich Productt Division

The Norwich Ph^^^^J^liisJ

Baseballers tune

for
conference

.c a tune-up for Friday's

nfprence opener against

f£rn." . the UCLA baseball

Lnm travels to San Fernando

;;^Xy
SUte College for a 2:30

Ce Brains, 23-12 overall, un-

doubtedly are poinUng toward the

Tpkend games against the

Larson addition to Friday's 2:30

,^!^e UCLA hosts Cal in a

^Ihlcheader on Saturday. All

iSmes are at SawteUe Field,

l^ith
Saturday's Jirst game at

12:00. .
•

. ''C

UCLA cannot afford to take the

Matadors lightiy, however. Valley

State has compiled a 22-11 record

overall and are 11-1 in the CCAA

(California Collegiate Athletic

Association). ^ - * ''-'-,

Leading the Valley State attack

,s third baseman Doug Holloway

,389) The MaUdors' top relief

pitcher. Jeff Cherry (4-2, 3.58

fclTA). gets the starting call this

afternoon.

The Bruins are still led by Earl

Altshuler, who is hitting .417. Mike

Gerakos ( 354 and a 19-game

hitting streak), Bob Adams (.352),

Eric Swanson (.337) and Tim

i)oerr (306) ar^ the other Bruin

hitting stars.

\'
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Swim marks . .

.

(Continued from Page !•) ..

make the team, at least in the 200

meter IM. I can say that l>ecause

Vtn better in the 200 than in the

400. Besides, I beat Frank Heckl in

the outdoors last summer and he's

considered a great one in the 200

IM. .'.

"In the 400 IM, the competition

1s keener because you have people

like Gary Hall and Rick ColeUa.

I'm taking the spring quarter off

so I can train with George ( Haines

of the Santa Clara Swim Club)."

Junior Steve Center asserted

himself quite well in the distance

events by taking a third in the 500

behind Indiana's Kinsella and

USC's Jim McConica and seventh

in the 1650 in a time of 15:50.87. He
thus became the first Bruin since

Mike Burton to^- crack the 16-

minute barrier in that event. He
was also seventh in the 200

freestyle in 1:40.55.

Fresh Improve
tt was in the 200 that UCLA's

In the past he has had a mental

block against Brian Job in the big

meet t>ut now he has gained the

confidence that he can beat

anyone."

When asked about Tennessee's

strategy of having Edgar and

Trembley not go all-out in the 100

fly finals Horn said, **I think

they'll probably come through

with a rule which says a swimmer
has to give a satisfactory ^per-

formance. It'll be something
similar to the one in track. As for

what happened in the meet, I don't

think Tennessee's two swimmers
gave a satisfactory per-

formance."

t»

DB photo by Oav* Dornlas

GETTING WOUND UP — Bruin stUr huritr Gary Robson hopts to im-

prove on 5-1 record when UCLA opens Pacific 8 baseball season against

—EdBurgart Qillfornia Friday. Robson was on last year's All-Confertnce first team.

mtramura mer
AAanagers' meetings for men's

fraternity Softball teams begin

next Tuesday, April 11 at 3 p.m. In

AAen's Gym 201. Residence Hall

managers meet Wednesday and

Independents Thursday

same tinle in MG 201»^ -*--T-T

There will be llgnups and a

rules clinic Thursday, April 13, at

4 p.m. in MG 102 for water polo

team entries.

Representatives for six-man,

coed volleyball teams must attend

a compulsory managers' meeting
tomorrow (April 5) at 3 p.m. In

MG 201. Regular Intramural
leagues will play AAonday through

Wednesday from 6 to 10 p.m.

white "Open League" games will

be held on Thursdays. This Is the

tlrst time "Open League" play

has l)een tried. Any currently

enrolled student or faculty or $taft^

members are eligible^

Signups end Friday for coed

bowling teams in MG 118. Bowling

begins Monday, April 10 with

competition slated from 3 to 5

p.m.̂ on Monday, Wednesday or

Thursday.

There will be a meeting

tomorfow at 2 p.m. In Women's
Gym i22-to discuss rules and
signup women's blooperbalt and

k>asketball teams.

The UCLA women's swim team
is hostessing its annual swimming
and diving invitational this

Saturday, April 8, beginning at 10

am. ^t the SunselJZanyon
Recreation Center. The girls

recently returned from tha

University of Cincinnati where six

of them competed In the national

championships.

two freshmen, Kurt Krumpholz
and Tim McDonnell, swam
Uf^ti^ne bests of 1:41.53 and

1:41.87. With that duo and Center

returning next year, the Bruins

should have three of the best in-

termediate freestylers in the,

conference. Krumpholz also

placed seventh in the 500 while

McDonnell was tenth in the 1650.

"We were disappointed in our

loss," said Bruin coach Bob Horn

in reference to the Bruins' fourth

place finish. '*But we had an

astounding effort from our group

and it was really gratifying. Of

cours^ we had a few disap-

pointments, but you always have

some in every meet. - *

"Our freshmen (McDonnell and

Krumpholz) were siiper. Sick asL

he was, Kurt (Krumpholz) had an

amazing meet.

"As for Tom Bnice, he turned in

an unbelievable performance.

That win was probably the biggest

breakthrough of the year for him.

Cal tips crew;

Duck girl out
"We're still young and inex-

perienced," Bruin creW Coach

Jerry Johnson emphasized while

explaining the varsity and junior

varsity shell losses last Saturday,

ia-^the Marina to California's.

Golden Bears. ^

^^

California's varsity was time<i,

in 6:12.8 to the Bruins' 6:16 1 and^

the Bear JVs had a 6:09.8 to

UCLA's 6:12.8. The Bruin frosh

were clocked in 6:20.6 while Cal

finished in 6:20.0. ^

Up in Oregon, Oregon State beat

Oregon's Ducks after protesting

Oregon's use of Vicky Brown as a

coxwain. OSU coach Karl Drlica

had threatened to withdraw his

crew from the race if she par-

ticipated and the Ducks bowed to

the threat.
~

- -
-

Had she been in the race and the

Ducks still lost, it would have

caused an awkward situation.

Crew tradition says that losers

surrender their shirts to

corresponding members of the

winning shell. ~~ '"
" -^

, *-—
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Originality

is not
one of our

Alt w« do is copy. Wo mako fasti,^|XOCt, oconomlcal

copies from your originals In both Xorox and Offsot

.

at low, low pricos. Usually on a wtiilo-you-wait

iMsis. Whon you nood this typo of copy sorvico,

corns in with your originals so that wo can show

you our virtuos.

<

im MICIIIES Tl SEIVE Yll lEIIEl

"

XEROX^ COPIES x«oxtH)oaiONS.05P«cofY

ARENOW —

—

...a little SHORT on
that NEW CAR DE
get a lift from your

CREDIT UNION!
—T"

Ne-mMmem4C
SttfANIiV ON O^PSV

la. mils: |.s:49 Mt
1-541 sn

CENTER at Michael

91 5 Westwood Blvd.

Phone 477-4229

COPYXFRO/V SPECIALISTS

What you save with a Credit Union loan"can make the

difference on those monthly payments— get you those extra

accessories— or let you buy a better model than you hoped

for.

At your Credit Union, loans are made by members—to mem-

bers, and NOT FOR PROFIT—BUT FOR SERVICE.

You will know exactly how much your loan will cost. In dollars

and cents ... and there are no hidden charges. You will

know too that your loan Is covered by Loan Protection

Insurance, provided and paid for by the Credit Union at nO

extr^ cost to you.

FbrVhat New car loan, borrow from your Credit Union where

,
your dollars stand a little taller.

« Memberthip open to UCLA foculty and ttoff

- Parking available on Lot I to all UCLA permit holders.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
Lot I Ex. 51241
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Black Theatre^,.

/ (ConUnued from Pace IS)

Trivial Answers

rjx:

V. .
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(ConUnued from Page IS)

The theater group, as Bailey sees it, will be open to all people who wish

to experience and create the drama of men '*Whose color is not the only

measure of their humanity.'* . .

Understanding the influences that affect the characters in a play will be

the fundamental approach that Bailev olans to use in attacking his

subjects. His students will read, study, perform and discuss Black ar-

tists, playwrights and theater as part of their participation in the class.

Appreciation

"I went to a play recently where the audience was mixed," Bailey

said," and the Black people were laughing as hard as they could while the

whites in the audience were trying to figure out why the Blacks were

laughing The whites often laughed on the wrong cues. If other people

could gain a real appreciation of Black culture and the characteristics

and background of a Black theater experience, they would enjoy it much,

much more."
Not only is the group open to students not of the University, their

participation is being actively sought. Bailey sees them as contributing a

new and vital force to the group.

Bailey hopes to have Black playwrites and artists visit the group and

discuss their works with the group, explaining what they meant to por-

tray and discussing Blaq)^ theater in general.

Play discussion "
^

The first play to be read and discussed will be "A House in Jamaica,"

currently showing in central Los Angeles. "It's about a woman who is a

clairvoyant," Bailey explained.

"The young black militants hate her and the older ones are super-

stitious and are afraid of her, so they do what people do when they are

afraid — they try to destroy her by accusing her of practicing voodoo and

magic. ^
' *^^*^-^ ~~

r

By accusations her previous husband, now separated from her, tries to

"pmMsIody oTTi^r cMdren; Through it all, She has to try and live and
raise three children." . v ^

Students and all other members of the community who are interested

in participating in the class should contact the Experimental College

office. The class meets on Saturdays from noon to 2 pm in the Kerckhoff

. Hall Upstairs Lounge. y-..-
^

\^,,;. .

Alright people! DonH you bother to^read these

quizzes? We made three errors (so who^8 perfect?).

Only one person caught one and we caught the

others. As Don Enright pointed out, the correct

words of Zorro's theme song were '*Out of the night

when the full moon is bright comes a horseman

known as Zorro," not '
. . . There comes a man

who's name is Zorro," as was noted in question six of

Yesterday's Bruin. Also, George Montgomery
starred in "Cimarron City," not Robert Montgomery

as published in question five, part five, of Friday's

quiz. So . . . here are the answers (we hope) to

yesterday's questions. Sometime this quarter there

will be quizzes on olde rock and children's literature

(we can't crank these quizzes like sausages, you

know!) so stay tuned.

1. Rudy Solari; Dean Jagger; Johnny Weismuller.

2 Will Hutchins; "Hey Landlord"; Carol Wayne; she

was a TV weather girl.

:j. Jack Bailey, the famous Moulin Rouge; Jimmy
Cagney's sister, Jean.

4. Marshall Thompson; Claudine Longet.

5. Phyllis Newman; Harry Morgan, David Frost,

Nancy Ames, and Burr Tillstrom; Tom Lehrer.

6. Zorro, Guy Williams.

7. "Guestward Ho"; "Mr. Adams and Eve"; "The-
i^wman ' and "Soldiers of Fortune." ^ ——^—
8. Ann Sheridan; "Pistols and Petticoats.

>>

9. "Per«w>n-To-Person"- Ekiward R \m

10. Bill Cullen; Jan Miufay AUen i ^^^^^
Collier; Gary Moore; John Charle^ Dall p ^
Bennett Cerf, Dorothy Kilgallen, Arlene F^.n^"'
11. "Who Do You Trust?" and "Do You T^7v^
Wife?"; Woody Woodbury. *^stYour

12. Tightrope"; "Zane Gray Theatre" -n.
Vallev Days." ' ^th
13. Dorothy Provine,.Rex Reason, Garv Vin^n
Donald May; The Charleston Club "TheaS '

"*^

Roger Moore and Dick York. '
'^^askans";

14. Keenan Wynn and Bob Mathias; DrakP An^
was played by Keith Larson, Jeremy S^i^^^
Larry Ur; in "Malibu Run" Slate played il?.^'^
Ron Ely played Mike I^adison. ?^^d c!?J,">'Thompson played The Captlin

^^'^

15. "M-Squad"; "Fury."
16. Justine Corelli, Bob Clayton, Pat Molittieri Sf
Colanero, Frani Gieordano, Arlene Sullivan s^tITA
some of them

; 13; they went to the autogra'nh iJ^
17. "Feared by the bad, loved by the good^K'
Hood, Robin Hood, Robin Hood."; Richard Gre^^
Johnson products. ^'
18. Judge Bradley Stevens, Cubby.
19. His magic twanger, and then he disapDeared in o

puff of smoke; Midnight; Uncle Bin.
20. Ralph, the head angel; "Turn On" - it lasted i

week; "The Tammy Grimes Show" ~ it lasted 5
weeks. • - r, ^.

Helpline-

We're open to discuss/an

; P

• *; V

So Eafl/ie -finest

Dine Out Every Nigh

At Lo Moncho ~

Put a little life in your spice with La Manchd's nevy< 20 meals for $29.00,
good for the yy/hole qugrter. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or o
three if you like, any day of the week.

?

" « "' «»'

Let a friend use your meal card, bring him with you and both use it,

but better yet, keep it all for yourself.

It works out to about $1.45 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, and La
Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra at the door.

You can pick them up from the La Mancha business office, Room 206.

MANCHA
A COMMUNITY OF STUDENTS

475-5831
'4A

T^

TUESDAY
-^ - r"S

Served
3-10 PM

>">•

ALLYOU
CAN EAT

GENEROUS SERVING OF
\A/Hr

• CHOICE OF^
SOUP or SALAD
or COLE SLAW
• fT^ENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15 <r EXTRA)
• TARTAR S^gjCE
AND LEMON
• HOT BOLL
AND BUTTER
ANY 20<t

FRIED
FISH

ujvi^ . ^jr

Nornn:

?n»i
i(;;jifl27 PICO BLVD

f| iiis^
N,^"

EAST Of"
SEPULVEO/^

Life with What's On. .

.

-fr-

•••••••l mmmm l09OOi ••

'Introduction — Functional

'^^•ure — A Basis for the

'pr:,^rCareandUtlllz.tionofthe

ulrve" by Dean C. Llndley,

Zrr^er associate professor of

Toav California State

Polytechnic College, Ponriona, 7

r LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50r
-

_"The Sudanese Deserts" by

Richard F. Logan, professor of

,;^raphy. 7 pm. Social Welfare

147. Tickets are $4.

-"Introduction — Functional

Structure
- A Basis for the

Proper Care and Utilization of tho

Horse " by Dean C. LIndley,

,o,^er associate professor of

zoology,
California State

Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and

$1.75 (students).

—"Folksongs In America: An

Overview," by Sam Hinton, 7 pm,

Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25 and $2

(students). /^_ '

—"Neuroscience in Socialist

Societies," by Richard Rodnlght,

Institute of Psychiatry, The

Maudsley Hospital, London,^

England, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

Meetings^

Association, 4 pm-6 pm, Acker-
man Union 3517.

—Veterans' Club, 6 pm-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—Project Amigos, 7 pnr»-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412..

—Pryteans, 7:30 pm-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—Oay Liberation, 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517. A program
of films will be presented. —

~

—"Campus : Tomorrow/' 7 pm
In the University Religious
Conference Upper Lounge.
Recruitment and information
meeting, refreshments will be
served. (

^

—"Phi Eta Sigma/' at 3 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 226. \

URA Clubs:
Tuesday, April 4 _
—"The Kenpo Coub/' 5:30-6:30

pm, A^emorial Activities Center B
146.

—"The Karate Club," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 pm.
Field /^7.

—"The Hapkido Club,"
AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

—"The Hunting Club,"^ noon,

AAen's Gym 102.

, —"The Sailing .Club," 7 pm,

Tuesday/ April 4

-Committee on Public

Ceremonies, 10 am -2 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

-CASO Sound StaM, 10 ami
pm , Aclrermarriinton 3564.^—^T—

-SEPC, 10 am-12 ^m,
Ackerman Union 2408.

.-^^

-SEPC, 11 am-12 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517... _:-,_
-Christian Students, T2 pm-^-

|)m, Ackerman Union 2408.
^

-Experimental College Board,

12 pm 2 pm, Ackerman Union

J517. . .1 .' :-..^. .:..:.. ...

—Shirley Chisholm for

President, 12 pm-1 pm, Kerckhoff

Hall 400. - --.^1;-. -_.:. ,

-Women's Studies* 12 pm-2
pm, Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. — -• ,;rv..g?- -".

—Campus Comic Society, 2 pm-
3:30 pm. Ackerman Union 2412.

—Government Internship, 2

pm 4 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—Chess Club, 3 pm-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—Bruin Belles, 3:30 pm-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—Board of Control, 4 pm-7 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

—American Indian Students

What's On
. . _ f^'-- w ., -.

deadline
Requirements for sabmisslon

of copy to the Campus section
and "What's on'* column Is as
follows:

All copy Is to be snlKmltted to
the Daily Bruin office by noon
one week in advance of the
event.

Submit all copy typed, triple

spaced with margins set at 10-

(^. including pictures whenever
possible. Copy may not be
submitted by phone.

M.A.AC.H.S.

STUDENTS

FACULTY

21 AND OVER

RENT-A-PINTO

$5 DAY
50 MILE

CALL
Jim Ati*n

^A«r . Ivw^ fmri
^tt lo> AnQ»i»» 820-2631

cipai Marv Goldenson, 390-3396,

during the school day.
—"Student artists," interested

in exhibiting their works or
student organizations wishing to

sponsor an art exhibit — contact
Deanna Norquist, Campus
Programs and Activities Office,

161 Kerckhoff Hall. (ext. 57041) for

infornnation on use of Kerckhoff
Hall 2nd Floor Gallery.

—"Private Tutoring Jobs,"
available in reading, math.
Geometry, and other subjects,
from the EXPO Office (Kerckhoff
176).

—"Tutors Needed," at the La
Causa Youth Center in Venice to

help students from Westchester
anci^Santa Monica High. If in-

terested, contact the EXPQ Office

(Kerckhoff 176).

—"Tutors and Classroom
Aides," needed for Watts Area
Elementary School, 199 Credit
available. Interested students
should meet from 3-5 pm, Wed-
nesday in Bunche 2150.

—"The Black Students Union,"
Prison Rehabilitation Program,
would like to announce, that the

Black study group (SHAACO) at

the California Institute for Women
are holding their annual banquet
April 8, 1972. Tickets are on sale

.Moore 100; general meeting and for $4. Contact either -Cheryl
sailing lesson sign-ups. Dearmon, coordinator of BSU

Prison Project or Peter Hall by
calling ext. 5-7403 or ext. 5-7404.

4-eave your name and telephoneEt ceterai
.
—"Pilipjno-American Stu-

*

dents," interested In joining the

—

P

i lipinoAmerican Students Club
should come to Campbell 3329 or

contact Florante at ixt. 52974 or

Jennifer at 824-1104.

—"EC Board Townmeeting,"
^111 taJcf place from noon to 2 pm
every .Tuesday in ^ckerman
Union 3517. '

—"Rap Room," informal rap

sessions with trained student

counselors, noon to 3 pm, Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays in

SHS A 3089. All conversations are

confidential and no records are

>-kept.

4.:^^ ^"Tutors Needed," for grades

one through six, 1-5 hours per

^eek, at Stoner Ave. Elementary

School on Braddock Ave., 1/2 mile

west of the San Diego Freeway.

199 Credit available, for further

information contact Vice Prin-

number.

£xhibits^
—"Twentieth Century Sculp-

ture," comprising of more than 70

works representing 50 collections,

through April 14 in the UCLA Art

Galleries. Hours are Sunday
through Friday, TT am to 5 pm,
closed Saturdays. Admission is $1

for the general public, free to

faculty, staff, Art Council

members, and all students with a

current ID card^, "

—"The " Human -figura:

Pollaiuolo to Picasso/' com-
prising primarily of prints ffom

the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through April 14 In the

Grunwald Gallery. Hours are

Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission

is $1 for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

JAPANESE POPULAR MUSIC
YOICHI SUGAWARA SHdW

April 8, 3 & 7:30 PM ScotHsh Rita Auditorium 4357 Wilshira Blvd.

Sludiit Pitcowwt: S6.00 & $4.00 Rsguiar Prlca: $8.00 & $6.00 .

Coll : 464-0164 for tlck«»t or rM«rvatlon

HEAR THE

ii

MUCLE MAH OF JAPU
DR. MASAHARU TANIGUCHI, Ph.D.

Founder of SEICHO-NO-lt

The world renown

philosopKer and one

of the most influential

spiritual leaders of '

our hme.

"THE PRINCIPLE THAT

REMOVES ALL THE

DISEASES AND EVIL"

"THE WORLD IS ONE, THE

RELIGION IS ONE."

"THE WAR CAN BE

STOPPED."

Lovo-Offaring

DATE: April 6 (Thurs) through April 9 (Sun)

TIME 1 :30 pm to 4:30 pm
7:30 pm to 9:30 pm

PLACE: FOUNDER'S CHURCHOFRELIGIOUSSCIENCE

3251 West 6th Street, Los Angeles

Sponsorad by

Saicho-No-IE No. Amarico Haodquortars

14527 So. ^mrtnot^ Avo., Oordono 321-4833

By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Soft mud
5. Abner's

friend

8. lather
12. C^een of

heaven
13. Harem

room
14. Dressed
15. Arabian

gulf

16. Russian
river

17. Of wine:
comb,
form

18. Regulate
20. Cornet
22. Perplexed
26. Jason

deserted
her

29. Fate
30. Yellow

4iugle
31. Samoan

seaport
32. Free
33. Social

climber
34. Meadow
35. Through
36. Certain

leaves_
37. An in-

ducement

40. Roberts

41. Grieve

45. French
river

47. Siclc

49. Naomi's
chosen
name

50. Schools
of seals

51. Cravat

52. Minor
» prophet

53. Hardy
heroine

54. AfRrma'
tive

55. Cozy
place

DOWN
1. Counter-

feit

2. Spartan
queen

3. Biblical

name
4. A cure-all

5. Shade
of
green

6. Japanese
shrub

7. Virility

8. Tree
fruit

9. Mixing
10. Proscribe
11. Fuss
19. Tibetan

gazelle

Average lime of •olatioii! 23 viia.

^lA^SITIAINl
SDQISg] SSS

D05
KQ[§ ^K^lEH^B

^OCORD UKE

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

21. Umpire's
call

23. To coquet
24. Bacchan

alian cry
25. Pecks
26. Brewer's

need
27. Fencing

s>vord

28. Precious
stones

32. An accom-
plished
fact

33. A genie of

follilore

35. School-
related
org.

36. Kentuctcy
bluegrass

38. Iron
39. Emerald,

etal.

42. Woman of

station

43. Love god
44. American

carica-

turist

45. Make
choice

46. Menu
item

48. Norwe-
gian
statesman

I

I

•- r^-v

I I-

^^-

inancia

services .

.

come to

•fflBS

merica
Westwood Village Branch

1099 Weatwood BojMlevard

Qlendon -Tiverton Branch

1 150 Glendon Avenue

QUESTIONS?
See the student relations people at

Westwood Village Branch:

Chip Morrow
or

Celie Fox

PHONE: 477-4?77 ext. 229
Bank of America NT Si SA AAambarof FDIC
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DAILY
BRUIN

ADVERTISING OFFICES.
KerckhoK Mall na -

Phone 825 2221

Classified advertisinq rates

iSwordsSi SOday.ScOnsecutivt
insertions S5.00

Payable in advance
DEADLINE )0:30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support tb the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the service;^ offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office tlS-

4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473 0949.

yf Campus Announcements 1

V Help Wanted . ^
. yf For Sale . . *v^*rv^^ 15

^Travel .". ; . . . . ¥ • • 17
y/jravil

.

... . .

17

10 spocd mechanic lor new bike

WLA Allied Bicycle Shop, HtJl

Blvd 477 3) JS.

shop if*

Wilshirei

(•A )0)

KLH 24 w/speakers, pert

best offer 396 6482

condition, St SO or
(ISA*)

PART Time, S80 wk., up. Consumer
Organiiation needs your help attracting

members: Call 442 7M^7 before 4^PM. (»A4)

FIVE tax accountants high earnings -

experience neces&ary Westwood or valley.

473t127 or ••7475. Mr. Flesner

.

Vaitey Statt •»»*:»'•*''»•

40 SO'o on all qualities, all

(•All)

orSUMMER jobs in camp counseling

national parks Pay ptus room and board

Services Unlimited, 475 9521. (•A7)

MEN WOMEN, WOULD YOU LIKE TO
WORK IN NEVADA CASINOS DEALING
BLACKJACK (21), CRAPS, ROULETTE,
DURING VACATION OR FULL TIME?
LOCAL TRAINING FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION WRITE, GAMING CON-
SULTANTS, P.O BOX 885 CRYSTAL BAY,
LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA. 89402. (•A 7)

GIRLS NEEDED
TOHELPRUN AEPi ---:

HOUSE OF HORRORS

Meet the brothers of AEPi this Friday night

at Pre MAR Dl GRAS Party to be held at

AEPi, 565 Gayley. If you need
V^***'

"''

Bill, 479 9464 or 479 9558. WE NEED YOUR
IDEAS.

y Campus Services .

82-50611
^^*

kerckhoff 12-|

}/ Personal • * ; . . . •- -* 5^

NEO PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,
like stars, you have a right to be here."
Interested? Call Mike McLane, 254-4141, 2S4-

«in — -^ rtAtt>

REPENT for the kingdom of Heaven is at

hand. The SerOion on the Mount tells of the
Golden Rule; Do unta others as you would
have them do unto you. It also tells how to

pray to God in secret. If you believe in Jesus
Christ as the Son of God and are baptixed,
you will be born again unto Light and New*
Life and have Eternal Life in the end. Why
not receive God's free gift? (SA4)

PREGNANT? Ncod help? Call Lifetlne, 981.

HELP (50TR)

29 YR. old male grad., tired of hustling-
games. seeks ideal female. Reqs: slender,
warm, 18 30, good head. Is it you? Write
(photo if poss.) ; Jason, Box 24C84, LA
90024. (SA7)

PLEASE help! We've got part-time jobs

coming out of our ?ars! Services Unlimited,

475 9521.
<«^"

ROLL out the Services Unlimited. We've got

a barrel of part time lobs 475 9521. (•AS)
—

^

GIRLS WANTED NOW FOR
HOUSEKEEPING AND CLEANING WORK
WITH LOCAL FAMILIES. PICK THE
HOURS THAT ARE CONVENIENT FOR
YOU AS MANY OR AS FEW HOURS AS
YOU WANT. $2/H0UR. NO FEE.
UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING. •28-

1300. .(•A4)

GIRL needed with outgoing personality to

work afternoons in showroom, Beverly Mills

area. 457 4200. (•A 4)

MATTRESSES
grad can save you ..^^.--^^^ -"^

'"«>«»*L''sue sets Also, access »p
r,chard Pratt,

bedroom sets Call me today,
•'•^"••"jqtr,

886 0400.

\/w Bus camper beds! Complote with

:^ttr«\. «ver, fitted sheet, storage

cabinet, installed. SiOO. 39* 8700. US a #)

BACH Strad ex cond , leather case w/»o«J»'

Jold tip bach Rob after 3 00 PM 472-*^*$. (»$

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
Public notice is hereby given that certain

merchandise which has been in the custody

of the UCLA Lost and Found Department,

Los Angeles, California, 90024, for more than

SIX (6) months without being claimed by the

owners will be sold at public auction for cash

only The auction will be held • April 1972, at

10:00 AM The Receiving Department, 741

Circle Drive South, Los Angeles, California,

»0024. _ ^ __^-

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

OfiJE way and rotNio tnp student tli«htt.

Inexpensive student campinf tOMrs
thro«f«hout West and East Europe, incl«din«

Russia. SOFA Afent for inter-Curepean
itudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, n*l7
iM Vicente Blvd., Suite #4, LA, Calif.,

Tel : ( 2 1 3 > •2*-S**9, t^A^SS

AFFINITY Group
Spam Seats a'

and relatives.
Professor Modesto'M DiiroVoV ol c

**«*

Languages California State rnn*''"
Fu..erton.92*3,.Tel:7l4-^70

2*7?(3s?4l"?f,

Flight to B;>r,-.i
available for faculty S*"*'

fs June U-Augu rV'*"**"'*

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimenfed
programs * or • weeks Experiments in

Traveling. 9«* 2411. (I7 0TR)

Israel this summer
regimented program, 4 wks

EUROPE
regimenteu program, 4 wks. Euron» i I"
Israel Dig, Kubbut,. plenty iroc"^/***m Travelling, 926 2411. m,J/Pm
t

CARS IN EUROPE
.-i*.

RENT OR BUY
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERSA STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EiJRAILPASS

EUROCARS
fOM Sunset Blvd., LA *00«« 271 4344

SPRINGQUARTER SPECIAL
S229

LA London (RT)
March 30 - June 15

LA London (1 way)
March 30

snt

15.
S!**""""" <"i' 839 2401

424* Overland Ave Ocpi a
Culver City, Ca

NO hassles, no pollution^lO •«^;;*»'
.^J.""'','*^

ranch land, Antalope, Deer. $20 dOwn. »W

,ocr month. Owner, »23-0131. (1$A7)

WET suit, wt. belt.

Eves, 396 0975.

1/4"," full length, large.
(1IA41

BALDWIN professional bass.ampi", 12" 15"

speakers, S250. 393 «546, after 5 PM. (15A4)

MINOLTA SR 7. 54mm f.1.4 lens, COS
meter, S12$. Carlton, 292-^3^4 eves. ( 1$ A 10)

SUPER rSSS. 39*2303. (1SA4)

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient,^ Contacf M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA M«2S. 47t 0*44. (17 QTR

)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Now York Flights under SIOO one-way
Study & Camping Tours

1972 StiKient Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail pass 2 mo. S130 . \

CONTACT : SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

^hcrman Oaks, Calif. 91401

PHOt4E- 072 2283 or 7^4 1*77

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on l$o itgrand three Ytfasted schooner Leaver th.csummer tor 6 weeks to Tahit. Share II

^i»\%\o
^'*' '"'^ ^*" ^"'^'"^y Cook (2)3)"•'"'

(17 AW)

HQUSEKEEPrNO JOBS AVAILABLE:
EMPLOYEES, OWNERS, MANAGEMENT
ARE ALL UCLA STUDENTS. S2/HOUR.
828 1300. DO IT! (OA?)

" " Tarchitectural/mural
water color/art

-— illOstration/photographv —^
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS
WORK WITH«T0P DESIGNER

Part/full time work will mcl. drafting plans

lor & building working model & engr. stage

mechanics & potential effects,

drawing/water coloring/rendering sketches

lor mai- theatre pro|. prospfectus. Give

name of school, class yrs, age exp

trans., availability '" *n^-: PO
Pac Palisades, Ca.- »''272

—TeftC"A60 tO tape deckT Samur 4 AM/FM
tuner amp, Sansui 3030 turntable, two
Sansui 5000 speakers Every piece iJke brand
new Contact (21^271*861. (ISA 4)

MARANTZ 12 stereo receiver, S32S. Own
the best. Fully warranted. Private party.
-Days; 553-41*1, eves, 221 13*3, Fred. A 4)

PUPPIES half English Pointer, 7 weeks, to

good homes. Call Candy, ^25-0433, days; 020-

1684 nights. - (IS A 4)

means Of

Box 1028,
Wrvkes Offered .

DAY camPjCounselor, male female, wagon
or van required. Top pay, 477.100*, 789-

9642. (i>A7)

YOUNG man, 10 24 to learn and assist in

lucrative business. Excellent future. Call

eyesonly,876 292* - - (OAS)

PRE -Mods, Practical guide helps prepare
you for competition in applying to medical
sclMOls. S1.75, Medical College Admissions
Handbook, 1S8 2^ Willets Pt. Blvd..

White>tone,N.Y. (1*A4)

NEED EXTRA DQUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

.Earn up to $40. a month
-en our plasma pregram.
470-00S1 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

REVOLUTIONARY $49

. SPEAKER SYSTEM
'Outperfoi:itt* ANY spealer system anywhera
near its price. Incredible realism, yet

compact sue. Exclusive demonstration of

EOUASOUND I at Henry Radio, 11140 W.
Olympic Blvd. 477 *701. •: „

i -^

EX-psychiatric patients: NOVA is an ac-
tivist group for you. Meetings 7:30 PM,
Thursday 152S Euclid, Santa Monica. (5 A

y Social Events 7

JOIN established Thursday Evening Group.
Encounter for fun and personal growth.
Near Westwood. Free. You help us. We help
you.470 7S^^,*PM. (7 A 4)

-BARY^fTTER - 1« mo. old girl. My homOrl-
3 eves/week, 2:30 PM midnight. 479 7567. (•

REAL Estate girl with sexy telephone voice,

licensed, paid weekly, Marlyn Properties,
lnc.,47ro*4«, 24hrs. . (•A4)

GUYS Part-time iobs in West L.A., Beverly
Hills or Santa Monica. Services Unlimited,
4759521 (•A4)

RECENT high school graduate desires

summer position in LA area, as llve-m

mother's helper Experienced, handle up to 3

children. For resume, write; Micheie BlaolLL

6702 iaginaw Circle, Balto, Maryland
21209 (1*A4)

AUTO and Moforcycte Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,

7^1-5S27,^73S^15. Eves. 7^3 3509. (UOTR)

^ Free

ABBYSINIAN house cat declawed, spade, 2

yrs. old. Desperately needs home. Shy with

strangers. Needs patient oWner . 474

1208 (FRA4)
- . T -

FREE sampte 'rute-en' dry ransfera^ Send
stamped, self addressed envelope. V B, Box
4U} Whittier, Ca 90607 (FRAIO)

y Opportunities . . . . ,

>/ Lost& Found . . . . 9

REWARD Return old Schwinn man's bike.
Removed from JSEI, March. Teacher's
transportation. No questions. GR4-6977. (9 A

RICHARD'S DOLL HOUSE . v«.

Newest Head Shop

Come and see the top haircutters and
syyiists for you guys and girls. Latest in

shags A gypsy cuts and ttie brand new
process called singeing for split ends. Come
see us.

Open 7 Days ft Night

473-839^ 47S-9US

)/For Rent 12

540 MONTH incl. utilities, studio space,
cipprox 300 sq. ft, large sink, toilet, concrete
floor At rear of seldom open store,
srparAtcd by a partition High ceiling, good

^ttfht, suitatite craftsman or an artist w»»o
works small. 399 3509, Venice. ( 12 A 4)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee. 139-7270 or 170-

9793or4S*2S44. (UOTR)

CHILDRENS Dance Classes. Married
Student Housing Community Center, 3327
Scpulveda, Thursdays, 3 00 4:00, ages 4-*;

4 00 5 00, ages 7 9. S3 per month. Call
Jeanne, trrnw.

PREMED STUDENTS Only 37«« of all

Ciliiorma students wishing to attend
medical school were accepted in 1971. tn-

crraso your chances. Send for the pamphlet,
Thr 10 Easiest Medical Schools m which to

toe .accepted." Send S2 to Brown, 430* Can-
terbury Road, Riverside, Calif 92504. (OP A
5)

yfResearct) Subjects Needed
EXPERIENCED meditators needed tor

brain wave/information processing exp. 3S
br».P^y good. •2S.*004/Fi:aniMaU BZ71. into

and appointments, (RSNAS)

STUTTERERS needed for staff research
protect. Contact Or Soderberg, Room 7586
Frani Hall, 825 5976, pay (RSNAIO)

^MOTHERS Of 2 1/2 to S 1/2 mo. old infants
free developmental testing, UCLA Call, 655-

1939 eves (RSNAIO)

V Rides Offered . 13

RIDER needed to NY. Share gas ft dnvimg.
Leaving April 8. tall/leave message. Shan,
1370111 (13A4)

y^ Rides Wanted . 14

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39*211} ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

NEED nightly nde from UCLA Echo Park
Will share parkiog/gas. Call

4942 Please leave message
cogniiant roommate answers

if semi-
(14A7)

PORTABLE typewriter Doctor has a
cleaning special, 59.95. Ribbon free. )1S*9
SJInta M6rtitf4tl1v0/Federai. 479 S804 (1* A
51

For Sale .

RENTA-TV, 510 MO. STERKO/HIPI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. DELIVERY TC
9 OC 475 3570. 3353 WESTWOOD. C OTR)

^Help Wanted 8

WIN 110. Write best QUESTION to following
answer SPACE Send 25c, J F , 11158 1/2

Massachusetts, LA, 90025 Deadline, 4/8. ^

*J ^
TELEPHONE Workers 59 PM. Mon-Fri.
S2 2 50/hr , Bonus Plan 393 2083, after 1 P^
SAOde. <

, i8A4)

NEED babysitter experienced with infants

to Sit during the day Must drive. Call 451

391*. (•A*)

LONG distance telephone sales, part/full

time. Also summer drawing account
against generous commission. Flexible hrs,

5 >0 AM 900 PM, also Sat Mr. Douglas,
770 0024 (8 A 4)

EARN money addressing envelopes. Rush
self addressed, stamped envelope to PJR
Associates. P O Box 10327, Glendale, Ca.
vn 9 (OA?)

GIRLS Here's a fuh way to find part time
or fuM time ottite fobs Services Unhmitei.
:". I'.T^ (8 A4)

BRITANNICA 6reat Books Western World,
Encyclopedia, others. Like hew. Moving.
Musi sell Best of ler 472 8327 (15 A 10)

BABY carriage, cutlery, blankets, linen,

dishes, etc to sell. Leaving country CalL473
1771 (15A7)

WHOLESALE book buyers guide tells where
to buy tens of thousands cf books,
magaimes, and directories of every
description! U^ to 85<'* discount! Also how to

sell books by mail Only 53. Mary Hudgens,
1219 Beachwood Or , >203, LA, Calif.,

90028 (15A4)

3 6' EXECUTIVE desk in walnut and for-

mica, 933 1961, 6210 Wilihire BLvd, Suite

200. '
, . (ISA 4)

PENT AX Spotmatic F/1 4. never used,
super multi coated lens, case, filter, S240.

Privatcparty, 397 5571. ()SA4)

GOYA CG 30 Classical guitar and hard case
Used only 2 weeks. Perfect condition MOO
555 9281 —^-——^ "(TSATO)

^P.^^O^AL Candidates Dissertation
editing can be as necessary as typing Ex-
perienced editor, English Ph D. *4S 9I2S (14A 4)

TELEViSiONVentai Special UCLA rates.
RCA models Free delivery Free service. 24
hr phone. 274 9119 (UOTR)

GIVE trombone lessons in exchange for pop
p^ano and (or ) electric bass lesson*. Call 271-

^ (1«A4)ISIS

^Jravel .

OVERLAND Expedition India Leaving
London June and July, 5*35. Brochure:
Encounter Overland. 23 Manor House Drive,
London N WO (17 A 14)

PIONEER speakers C$ **. *120/pr , dual
turntable/Shure cart, iioo All excellent
cond days 825 7887 ews 820 2434. (1SA4)

>TU0CNT5 linpiwvv your grades with a
study desk (29 by 59 mi Indestructible, lov.
,. ,r. ,.| p/irty 47J SJJl (UA4)

EUROPE, 5220527$ RT., al»o Israel ft
Japan, Spring Summer, ft Fall flights,

»004|. 4St.
(17QTR)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia Europe. S America, Africa, etc
All professions, occupations. S700 53,000
monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sight
sfting Free info ^ynta Jobs Overseas
O. pt P* PO Box 14071. San Diego, CA
*' '* (17AIS)

-we©
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight -

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Catedonian

707V^
«lt first class

service.
LA-LONDON/LONDON- LA

Ret. Days Price

4/28

8/U
8/15

9/6

9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/ 10

8/31

9/13

Available only to bonafide members of the

University of California including students

faculty, staff, and their immediate families

(parents. -spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.

Charter flight*

^-*v KerchhhoffMailiOSO

/^ Betweenia m *Spm
V^ 1251221

71 $262

56 $262

54 $262

72 $262

sa $275

59 $262

73 $262

81 $275

61 $262

57 $262

62 $262

40 $262

30 $262

50 $262

33 S252

*-5_yA?'*!J':»»'»i..*e.**'^i'i"^'cil.''ltv5eo.
-t5rat?t, India, Africa,

k/cards since 1»S9 E ASC, 323 n^

Dr , Beverly Mills, 0210,17* »W3. 1

eriy

R)

ESCAPE IN BAJA, MEXICO
Permanent Camps

Instruction in: Boating ft Nav,, Scuba

Diving, Arts ft Crafts, Fishin9.

Photography, Marin* Biolpgy. Musical

instruments. Ceramics, and Organic

Gardening, etc.

(All Trans.. Food, ft Equipment Furn.)

1, a, or 3 Mettth Trips uatil Sept

(S3OO,SSSO,t7O0)
BAJA TOURS CO 473*401^

Y Tutoring . .
IS

E SEP, 1217 Beverly Blv# , LA
iin. ESEP UCLA members

DNI STUOtHriKAVCl
iOQ56We¥burn/W«.
r»«)<r^ -31 FLANioRS-

WESTWOOD
I ^7&-ft2ft6

FRENCH Exam preparation,
"»**"*'*J

language study, translation, literature t«"

formtr UCLA teacher for results. M*.
6166 "'°L!1:

FRENCH Lesswis private • M •*^ h'";;
J**'

4*s 1*90 tor mto, Btfare il ^M. ^ *_J^

FREt^H/SPANlSH/lTALIAN: e»

oerienced UnJv Prof. Pbsitive
'•»"'V,.li)

exam Easy conversational *^*^^^,[nja)
47))4f3. dioi"'

in
ORE, LSAT, other test Pf«P«'^*Vf.?tio«
dividual and small group •"*"^"V.lon
Academic Guidance Svcs. 120 So «o^?JlV
•57 43f0 '"

Just an old-fashioned what's on. .

Tuesday, Apfit 4. iy72 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

(Contlnueil from Page !•)

^^raphy, and Roger A.E. Goss,

?^uate student, 7-10 pm.

SJillard
Elementary School

A ditlum, 301 S..Madre Street,

Pasadena. Tickets are $4.

"The Exercls<» of Presidential

pZer in Theory and Recent

D^actlce/' with Joel Fisher,

Isolate professor of Political

See, California State College,

Fullerton,
9:35-11:05 am. Tea

Room, Bullock's Weshvood.

Tickets are $3.50, at the door.

—"Privacy/ A Problem for

pjlrv Business/' 9 am -4: 30 pm,

rrand Ballroom, Beverly

Wilshire Hotel. Fee for the series

Wednesday, April 5

-"insights Into DNA
Replication from studies of Small

Bacteriophages," by Arthur
Kornberg, Stanford University, 4
pm. Young 2250. ..

—"Impact on a FluMFilled
Spherical ShellA Model for Head
Injury," by W. Goldsmith,
professor of applied mechanics,
UC Berkeley, 3 pm, Boelter 5264.

—"Momentum and Energy of
Waves," by John R. Pierce,
professor of engineering,
California Institute of Technology,
by Electrical Sciences and
Engineering Department, 3:30
pm, Boelter 8500.

—"The Value Game," with
Paula Menkin, communication
and leadership consultant, a one-
day seminar for persons In-

terested In learning more about
their own convictions and values,
from 9:30 am to 3:» pm, in Ex-
tension Building G33. Tickets are
$15.

—"Activities in Research
Laboratory," by Arthur Cho,
associate professor of phar-
macology, noon, CHS 23-105.

—"An Iterative Technique of

Solving Certain Stochastic
Equations Arising in

Mathematical Modelling of Bio-

Systems" by S. Raman, assistant
research statistician, department
of blomathematics, 3 pm, CHS
AV-139.

—"The Stranger in Shakespeare
— Part III," Leslie A. Fiedler,

professor of English, State
University of New York, Buffalo,

3:30 pm, Rolfe 1200.

—"Salmonella Lipopolysac-
charide-g^netics and Role in

Pathogehesis" by Bruce Stocker,

professor' of microbiology,
Stanford University, 4 pm, CHS
43 105.

(Continued on Page 13)

B/ack Theater Group

offers 'communication'
One of the biggest failures in race relations today is the inability of

blacks and whites to communicate in an atmosphere other than suspicion

and fear, Jerry Bailey of the Black Theater group said

'The Black Theater Qroup, organized by Bailey and offered through the
-

Experimental College, is an attempt to clear suspicion from the air and

lay a foundation for theappreciation of Black culture.

Before any discussion of Black theater can take place, the question

*Just what is Black theater?* must be answered. Black theater, Bailey

states, ''simply deals with the lives of Black people, their hopes, their

fears, joys, triumphs, aspirations and dreams."

Communication

"Communication is my thing, and communication is essential to un-

derstanding Black culture from a Black point of view, something which is

essential to the group."
i

(Continued on Page 12)

DAILY
BRUIN

/Aph Unfurnished . ! . . 22 /"°"^« ^°' '^^"'
'

' - ' ^^ ^'^°°'" ^ ^°°"^ yAutos for Sale .

IBM typist wants tern* papers, disier-

tations, research, scientific, etc. Moderate

r.ilcs 0L3 99M. (1»A4)
S7)S/mo., } BDRMS, studio apt - stove,

relrifi, carp., drapes, fireplace. WLA. WS-
JOl. . JL22A4L

SECRETARIAL Services: (Eng. maior)^

Lcqnl cKporience, manuscripts, tapes.

id.tiN, S M., 39S 18*9(394inS). 09 A 4)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, ternr» papers,

miinuscnpts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,

.Kcorate, dependable. 933 W47. (19 QTR)
- - 1

CAMPUS Vicinity (2 blocks .jsoothwest)

Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-

curate Tom, 4730031. (19 QTR)
- -

• - —

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

ibi -.Ls, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

6 Barbie, »28 3365 , Mae. 396 }r82. ( 19 ATR

)

PROFESSIONAL editing, typing. 3 yrs.

cup : Eng major. Fast, accurate, depen

dat>»e, cheap. CaH Mike. 477-4402. (19A101.

SlSO/mo., 1 BORM. Santa Monica area,

carpet, stove and retrig, no pets, adults only.

39$ 8682 or 394-3160. (22A4I

1 BORM, unfurnished, large, newly
decorated Carpet, drapes, near campus, no
undergrads,S18S. 823 5150,473 0481. (22 A 7)

il45/MO. 1 bdrm, stove, retrig. carpet and
drapes. WLA, no pets. 395-8682. (22 A 4)

COMFORTABLE ibdrm. house. Refur-
nished, Sl27/mo., one adult only. Federal
Ave, WLA. GL 14086. (2SA4)

J

^ House for Sale ..... 26

FEMALE boarder, live with young family.
Large room, bath, entrance, meals. Close to

bus. S1 10 month. 820 128S. (RBSA4)

" CHRl5TtBW"Mvlng group. Clean rooms;-
excellent food. Male students, S320/quartcr.

515 Landfair, 477 6351. (RBA4)

'63 VW Squareback. good mechanical cond..

S500or best offer.874 9434. (33 A 4)

FAIRLY hidious looking '63 Dodge Dart
A

GLENOON Ave , delightful home in best

location Just 5 mm UCLA. Near shop

pmg/transportation, only S31,950. Wynn, 477-

7001

LA Mancha dorm contract ^ male/female,
any type room available immediately at

discount 474 1880, 820 3484. ( R B A 4)

(96 AS)

HUGE -Cheap. Two bdrm. deluxe apt with
large living area. Wilshire Fairfax area
S140. 776 4784. (22 A 6)

y Apts to Share^. .... 23

S-BDRM, BeverlrGlen Park 10 mins UCLA
- pool, tennis courts, recreation club, 593,500.

273 3604. (26 A 4)

^ House to Share . 7 r,r^7

FEMALE free bdrm, bath, utilities, for

household chores witH 1 govs • '—'* ;!»TS4i
838 5391. C27A4)

TYPING and editing term papers
/dissertations, etc. Reasonable rates. Fast
service Call, 838-4449. ( 19 A S)

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing

Arrurate. raoid serv ice. 780-1074 / !•«»
TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
p.ipirs, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
s.it'ctric. Executive. Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,
1)76 7472 . • • (»9QTR >

EX€CUTlVt typewriter. Teritj papers.

pttcrs, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results Eves after 5: 30, weekends. Sharon.

818 5687 (19 QTR)

HOME to rent wanted by physician's family
starting July 1972. 3 bdrm near UCLA. Ph
(213) 325 4665. X*.

RENT toe tiigh? Consider shared housing.

Room -Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood, 47S-

8431. fee SVS. .^ (23 A 11)

MALEroomrhale needed TO \K»re 1 bdrm
apt, S75/mo Grad student preferred. Call

472 5406. (23 A 5)

^TYPING done ih the home.
Call 390 2491.

Experienced.
(19 A 4)

FEMALE roommate, 1/2. 2bdrm, 2 bath

#t wntil ^Mne 20,$tS0mo, 4739116. Jitter

S. CM A 4)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, S4S. Kitchen, sun decks,

pool, garage, 473-4412. (23 QTR)

MEN to join us in semicommune; ttuge old

house, Beverly Hills, cheap.'9lt-45S3. (27 A
6) __^__
NCEO mate, own t>drm, nicety forms»»ed,
Beverly Glen, SIOO monthly, plus utilities.

After 5 PM. 279 1840. (27 AS)

LARGE House - Santa Monica Canyon, near
t>each, beams, fireplace, yard. Coiild work
part -organic. 454-1491. (27 A 4)

SHARE 3 bdrm house with 2 grad students -

10 miln to UCLA. StS. Tel. 47S-10t4. (27 A 7)

STUDENT share house, private room, S8S
month, utilities included. Near Ventura and
Sepulveda Jan, 783 1517. (27 A 7)

FEMALE boarder wanted, S13S/mo, incl.

food if desired Call 931 7078. (RB A 4)

y/Room for Rent , . . i ^ ,31

ROOM Laurel Canyon, silS to older m^sic or
art mator. 454 2844 eves. (31 A4)

LOVELY Beverly Hills home. Girl with car.

ssrsmr ^r - ___^__^

—

7^*^
ROOMS now available at La Man<;ha for

Spring Quarter. Call 475-5831. (31 A 11)

MALE, Student, quiet, non-smoker, 10 min
campus, lite kitchen privileges, garage, 840.

I34 47J0. (31 A 4)

LOVELY ideal room, female grad only.
Kitchen, Uundry priv. Close transportatiOA,
'S40/mo. 475 4425. (31 A 4)

BLOCK campus large upstairs two-room
suite separate entrance ideal medical,
(acuity, graduate, SIOO one, S125 two men,
m^rriedv, GR f 7543.

, (3IA5)

S75. Quiet girl Bel Air, panoramic view,
private entrance, share bath. Pool, break-
fast privileges. 783 0148. ( 31 A 4)

w/qood Keart, low mileaqr, personality! A
Ttean"5Tr5:iricTi7T7rTn7, -199 81 8r. 1 33 A*)-

FREE LQAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mil<
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Oifcounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 894-7075 - 24 Hours

A-1

'4S LUSSO' Ferrari. New ^exhaust, •fes.

Stereo 8 track silver/black. Best offer. Call

MichaeL 271 4838. (33 A 4)

'65 CORVAIR Moniacortv , autp trans. R/H,
low miles, S325. excellent cond.

395 8330.

call Sandy.
(33 A 4)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papeirs,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

828 1162. (19 OTR)

TYPlNG.Free editing, papers, disser-

tations, etc. Low prices, fast service. Call

838 4649. (19 A 4)

yf Wonted 20

SAMPLE melodies/lyrics. Latin rock group.
Send cassettes to 301 So. Palm Dr., Beverly
Hills (MA4)

RELIABLE couple wants to sit your home,
6 12 mos. XInt rets. 877-S441, 4 PM. 249-0714

alters (MA 4)

MOTHER of 2 yr. old wishes to babysit in my
home UCLA m^srr. housiim. 391 1415. (20 A

>/Apts Furnished . . . ; . 21

BACHELOR apartment, newly decorated,

all utilities except phone, private bath - call

pvrnmgs 474-09t*. " • **^ ^ ^^'^

SEE IT YOU'LL LIKE IT $195, one
brdroom, home-like, across UCLA. 705
Gayley 479 8580 (21 A 11)

FURNISHED Singles to share. ST*. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Oayley. 473-
»^'i (21 QTR)

WALK UCLA Hooray, Spacious one bdrm.
antique, furn.. singles, garage rentals.
^^GR^650 Landfair. 477-$479. (21 A 11)

^UO/mo., 1 BDRM. Santa lyUinica Mf.
Drapes, stove and refrig. No pets, adults
only,a»s.»4ttef |»4.JHfr. (21 A 4)

JJ'^T'*^ '••'•* Mrmt. Fifteen mins from
jchooi $200-215. 800 N. Eucalyptus Ave.,

lH
^^ooO- fit A 4)

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $125,

ro**,*..!®"' Ovkstra. SOI Oayley. OR 3-1788.Q^ 0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

rfi '^ YOU'LL LIKE IT. SMS. •€

nr^T®^***' '' «»l»»»es, garage, across
wtLA, 705 Gayley Ave. apt IA.479 8S80. (2»

LARGE attractive onebdrm apts ill Santa
wonic*. $)•} op. Pool, subterranean garage,
^levator, ocean vtew, walk to beach, near
ianta Momca Freeway, 204$ Potirtit St., SM.
3'J S5$6, $92 9142. (21QTR1

J'^j^LES, bachelor!. 1 bdrm, studio, 1 1/1
aain, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
<H'l«ard).ORS-SSt«. (21 OTR)

NEED roommate^ female over 21, neat,

friendly, rcsponsrble, Santa Monica. Call:

Barbara, day, 747 4211. 39$ 4404. (23 A 4)

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood, $30/mo. Call 441-

3468 after $ PM., or Santa Monica A
Virgil, (23 A 4)
— - Mi^^.iii 11 " —.^^^

FEMALE roommate wanted! Share 2-bdrm
garden apt, partially furnished, pool, dish-

washer. Sunset Barnngton, $132. $0, call 472-

7913, 399 3012, <fter 4 PM. (23 A 4)

NEED to share? Come to 625 Landfair,

roommates are there. Block campus, pool,

sondecks, garage 479 $404. » A 4)

SHARE beautiful large houde^n Venice-

Manna del rey beach. Own' bedroom. $1$-

/month. Call, 392 6$81. (27 A 10)

SHARE furnished 4 bdr house own room.
S65plue 1/3 utilities cost. Craig, 933 8826. (27

A 10)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

KuuM and board or room only, $70. Clean,
near campus,' color tv. 412 Landfair, 479-

9131. (31A7)

^Autos for Sale , . . . . »33

'66 TEMPEST LeMans, 2 dr.. auto., perfect
condition One owner, best over $625. 939-

8606. (33 A 4)

'69 VW Camper Factory equipped, AM/F-
M/SW ritdio and two heaters, 35,000 miles.
sacrifice S2200 S53 5718. . (33 A6).

FOR Sale '66 Sunbeam, good cond , good
tire$, asking'$625. James 346 0944. (33 A 7)

'69 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good cond..

$1100, leaving country. Call 473 4771. (33 A 4)

'68 TRIUMPH TR4A (veiry clean), wire
v«/heels, AM/FM radio, new tires, $1300. 472

S965 alter 6 00 PM. (31 A 7)

'6$ MUSTANG V8 289, R/H, automttic,
Set for you r self , $990 .

(11 A T|
excellent conditTIHt:

839 1708 after 6 PM.

•70 TR6, wire wheels, AM/FM radio, ex-

cellent cond., $2200, will haggle. 124-1717, LiX.

A 7)

HOUSE/apt. to rent for June ft July by new
faculty member, family of 5, write Or.
Jerome Hershman, 3640 Crestside Rd.,
Birmingham, Ala. 35223. (28 A 4)jgj

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood, $30/mo. Call ai-

2448 after S PM., or Santa Monica A
Virgil. <WA7)

Room & Board

GIRL needs another to sliare 2 bdrm. apt.,

own roam. MO. Pralor grad. Hotlywood. UAil

2392 (23 A 4)

Exchange for Help . . 30

GIRLS need fporth to share 2-bdrm fwr-

,nished. Beautiful neighborhood. Walk
campus. $52.S0/mo. plus utiNties. 477

0934 "A 7)

FEMALE share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt. Pool.

Westwood. $48.7S mo. Non-smoker over 21.

474 4255. (23 A 4)

IDEAL lor Doctors $24$ Byrd built, charm,

1 bdrm & den, fireplace (wood), seaview,

sundeck, utilities. 419 Ocean Ave., S-*J-' W*
t|]f (22 A 4)

FEMALE roommate; 1 ••I* ^^^T •^J'
fully furnished, utilities inclifded< $7$ *^*'**'

820 2888.
mmJ}

MALE to Share terge 1 bdrn» a^.

w/baicony . 2 biks campus. S5$/mo. 478-

9S43.
{2ZM91

GIRL share large bdrm •« «malt ^Cli
house. Prefer 21 plus Must like cats, $47 399^

676S. .• (23 A4)

-FEMALE Or »enta«i^ student. Lovely ptivim*
room live with very congenial middle age
lady Light houseiMerk. Cook only yourself.

Must like sn.all poodle dog. Call 279-2442. ( 30

A 4)

FEMALE with car for babysitting, light

housckcvpinq cxct^angc lor private room..^

bath S20 week., 2n 9776 (30A4)

MALE or female live in/out, room, board,
small salary, light housekeeping. 273-8811
eKt.228 (30 AS)

FREE room A board given to male, ex-

change light driving for male. 443-4S37. ( 30 A
72_

PRIVATE room for French girl, near
campus Exchange for help with French
language Ph. GR2 0732 (eve). (30 A 10 )

GIRL room /board in exchange for light

housekeeping /babysiHing. Westwood one
block to bus 553 7494. (30 A 10)

'45 PONTIAC GTO convertible. 4-speed,
power steering, new tires. Runs great, $3S0
offer. 93$ 5358. (33 A 7)

'71 TRIUMPH Spitfire MK IV, white, black
upholstery, perfect cond.. only 1300 miles. A8
new. Bargain at $2300. Call 4Se-S187. (33 A 7)

FORD van, 4 cyl, 3 speed, R 8i H, panelling,
new pistons, carb., battery. Runs great. $7S0.

924 2190. (33 A 7)

'48 CAMARO, 327 V 8, automatic, British

Green, tape deck, strong cond., 57,000 miles,
$ 14S0, tot^yet-.

——- 4nA7)

'67 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88 convertible.
39,000 miles, 4inder factory warranty, im-
maculate, $950. 826 2265. (33 A 7)

'67 SAAB Monte Carlo, excellent, '70 engine

,

rebuilt transmission, $400 offer, eves after

7 00 478 4775 (33 A7)

'49 CAMARO V-8 Rally Sport Convertible^

24,400 miles. Great cond., S172S. Day: 82S-

4531x210, eves, 474 4314. <J3.A4)-
•

:• K '
.

'49 JAVELIN SST. Auto transmission,
power steering, black vinyl roof, radio.
Excellent condition. $1700. CR2 4IH. (33 A
10)

'44 OLDS Cutlass F 85. Tutone hardtop, blue.

white. Air, transistor ignition, tachometer,
88,000 miles, fourbarrel carb, $300. Campus.
53378or 459 3128 (33 A 7)

'71 BRITISH Land Rover. 4 wheel drive.

Phone 80S T92 T8n.Ftittprice,»S4»0HMA»g>-^

Vi'.'.v.t.st.^.V

'68 MGB, low mileage, radials. excellent

conf^ition, must sell, best offer. Days, 659-

380l;oves, 553 6177. (33 A 49

3400'71 FIAT 850 sports Spider, like new
miles, must sell 824 1863 after 6 PM.
Gary <"*'>

•63 CHEVY impala $400, 64,000 mi, pwr.

strng/brakes, new tires, 651-2902. Terrific

Condition. (33 A 7)

TRANSPORTATION cars S»f attd uy.

Amei*ican Kodiak in SaMta Monica. 3014

Santa Monica Blvd. 821-7419. ( 33 QTR

)

^Bicycles fat Sale .... 35

UMIVERSiVy Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10-spd from $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370. (3S
3TR)

.ycl^s, Scooters

'49 KONDA 90 Scooter. Excellent cond.. low
mileage, must sell. $190. 82S-7Si4 af-

ternoons, 474-S920 eves. (34 A 7)

'71 HONDA CL3S0, 9ow mileage, excellent
:ond , 477 2843 (34 A 4)

^Room & Board

FEMALE needs roommate (18-23) to share

apt please call Nona, 825 4449 <<«V»>;3»J:
0904 < eves).

(21Aa»

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm apt w/Mflte.

WLA. $92.50 per mo., prefer grad $fv<***Y'

477 7293. (23 A 7)

•ng m large clean refrestting

icbdrms. Some air conditioned.
iS. Pool, ftandacks. oarage. 425-

ENJOV Sprif.
i'nqiesor oncbdrms. Some air conditioned,
^ock campus. Pool, tvndecks, garage. 425
*»' Landfair. 479 $40 4. (21 A 4)

^Apts Unfurnished 22

FOURTH girl needed. 2 story, 2 bedroom, 1

bath, furnished, walk campus, $7S /monlfi.

473 5161 (23 A7)

y For Sub-Lease 24

itIO SUBLEASE 1 bdrm f.
*;fJJ*^**^'^i

Monica. Mo WilsWre. two blocks »•
JJ^J:

2 B01IM, furnished luxury apt, a^, buinins,

wet bar, pool Close to AiCLA* l^beach.
Professor /couples only, S2S0. 473-MStr (14 A
4) --••-•
LARGE one bdi^m furmslied ap« Fireplace.

, m.n to UCLA $220 477.$8t8 till Sep-

MALE dorm contracts, Sproul and Reiber
Halls. Call 479-970], ask for Scott. Elf
&t%fWimk. (RBA4)

CO OP contract for sale, cheap, $82 per
month Call/leave number. Mike, 479-

4733 *RA AA>

MALE Student grad/undergrad, meals,

walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.

>7 DATSUN, 4-doer, auto, R/H, low
mileage, excellent mechanical cond., S4S0.

824 11,34, 82$ 4314 (33 A 4)
JLi .

,

'44 VW Perfect condition, extras, newly-

painted, must sell. Leaving country. $700'

cash 444 8995 (33 A 4)

TRIUMPH 650CC, completely rebuilt, ex-

cellent cond , $550. 478 4754 or 477-2280. (34 A
41

•69 DATSUN Sports roadster, $995 Excellent

condition, red, radio /heater, must sell. 478-

2891,837 0264 (33 A 10)

400 S Bentlev 272 4736. (RB All)

»>J5/MO. Lar«t, groovy, dnebdrm. Hew
carpets, drapes, stove, retrifgrator. IS mlAS. JU^ .»^ L^, D^mt OK•'om campg*. 4n.««o«. <iiA4) y HOUSd fOf Kent ^

J

LIVE at the beach! Marina Del Rey
^(^ninsula. Entire second (top) floor in new
ouiiding. 4 bdrms, 3 baths. AU modern
tonyenj,^,^ i)7l «| )go4 Pacific Ave
Pt»one 8214415. (22 A 4)

$70 CABANA, bath, F^'**** •"''.llii-v
complete kitchen. ^^•^•'•f,^»V^,' JfffVi
facilities, pool, temaie 279 2130, 447 7127. CIS

A 4)

DORMS VS APARTMENTS
where to live? * "

Dorms are just too big and structured 9o be

personable. And most reasonably priced

apts Mr9 so r\.n down and segregate you from

meeting people and getting involved witli

college life But a medium -sited group of

creative thinking coiledonsen living in their

own house is iust right.

AEPi TOWNHOUSE
AEPi. a email living group of brothert Is

eurrentty fooking tor now members. The

•roup IS united in making college life as

productive, exciting, and memorable as

postibia. By pooling expenses and #•«»«•

heads together, a oroup can stretch its

money and oppoftwnfties a long ways.

$i30BeneflH:

If this style of college life appeals to you and
you want an early pick of rooms, call Bill or

Vince at 479-9444 or 479-9SS8., AEPI, S4S

Oayley. We will help you sell your dorm

^^^••••—•••••••••^

'48 DODGE Polara • 4 door sedan, air con-

dit.oning. radio, heater, power steering, new
transmission, good tires, good conditioning,

$1,000. CR6 41IS. (33 A 10)

'61 PORSCHE 65 SC Eng New interior, met.

blue, chrome rims. Must sail. Ask $1100. 137-

2378 (33 A 10)

'43 DODOE 330. Clean, dependable tran-

sportation car. Must sell soon*! $300 or best

oiler (33 A 10)

'47 FIAT 850 coupe, low mileage, must sell,

best offer. Evenings, 834-1038. Daytime, 938-

8134 ' f33A71

'47 MUSTANO, 289-H.^. R.H.. W.%. Ooo«
condition. Make offer. Call, aHor 1, 477-

0833 (33 A 10

iUZUKi 120 '49, excellent cond , lo miles.
2$0.Orig owner. 474- S4I0. priced to sell. (34
\ 4)

,

'47 TRIUMPH, 4S0CC, excellent engine,
brakes extras. $700/best offer. 4S7 41S8
after 4 PM. (34 AS)

69 TRIUMPH 650CC, TR4R motorcycle. UOO
n lies, good cond., 392-7757 after five. ( 34 A S)

Il '

'69 LAMBRETTA "12$ Star", 3800 mi
mpg, excellent cond., S2 mph, S12S.
evts. /(MA*)

'43 VW Eug. Rebuilt engine, good condition.
$500 or best. 39S-1914 after noon, before
Thur* (33 AS)

'70 VW,
eves.

condition, best offer. 391- 3874,

(13 A 7)

'4S HONDA 30SCC RtEullt
:ond.. S37S or best oftor. Call
lernoons, Henry.

'49 LAMBRETTA motorscooter, new spare.
)niy 3000 miles. Looks, runs superb. Best
3ffer 392 S84S eves. (34 A 7)

HONDA 30$ 4,000 on rebuilt engine. Helmet,
new batf . S17S. Carlton. If|<S3t4. eves. ^ l«|i^
101

71 VESPA iSOcc Like ngw • no milooto.

44S. Call Melissa, 477 S401. (34 A 18)

70 YAMAHA lOOcc traHtolko. H9^t^ on dirt.

.23). )H-2944 2704 11th «4,S M. (MAS)
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Tickets:
Campus and Public

—"Russia," an Armc^filr
Adventure film, 8:30 pm, Friday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $2.75, $2.25, and $1.50

(students), available .from the

Central Ticket Office (650

Westwood Plaza).

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a concert
commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75.

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaztf.

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau/'

baritone, 8:30 pm, April 14» ftoyce

Hall Auditorium. (Sold out except

for special student tickets).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8:30 pm, April 15,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(

s

tudentsh—avaHeble ff=om-r4he-

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"Barber of Seville,"

scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.

—"The Mutation Show"
presented by New York's in-

novative Open Theatre at 8: 30 pm,
Saturday, in Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4, $3.50,

$2.7$, $2, and $1.50 (students).

Available from the Central Ticket^

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza. ;

Students

"-""Dietrich Fisctier-Dieskau/'

baritone, 8:30 pm, April 14, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Spec la I II

tickets go on sale today in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office ,(Kerck-

hoff 140).

—"Louis FaIco Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce
Hall Auditorium^ $^pecial $T

ijckets gq on sale Tuesday in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

iwff 140). : -

'—"Beverly Sills", soprano, 8:30

pm, April 16, in Royce Hall

. Auditorium . Special $1 tickets go

on sale tomorrow in the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"The Mutation Show/' 8:30

pm, Saturday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Special $1 tickets are

now on sale In the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140).
'

Concerts:
—"Trio for Flute, Clarinet, and

Piano," chamber music, noon,

today, Schoenberg Auditorium,

free.

—"Jail Concert" featuring the

Lee Schipper Quintet and Ted

Curson at noon, Thursday, in the

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom. Free. 'iT"

Films:
—"The Uninvited," directed by

Lewis Allen, 5 pm, today, Melnltz

1409. Free.

—"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," (1934) with W.C. Fields

and Pauline Lord, 5 pm,
tomorrow, Melnitz 1409.

-^-^=*nT»e Mail Wtro Never VVas;^

(1956) with Clifton Webb and
Gloria Grahame, 5 pm, Thursday,
AAelnitz 1409. , ^
—"Charlie Chan in Reno"

(1930) with Sidney Toler and Sen
Yung, directed by Norman
Foster, and "The Jackpot" (1950)

with James Stewart, Barbara
Hale, and James Gleason.
Directed by Walter Lang. At 1:3Q

pm in Melnitz 1409. Free. i. 1^^

Seminars:.
Tuesday, April 4

-"Direct-Sampling Studies of

Air Pollutants in Combustion
processes," by^^EldpnL.Knuth,
professor of engineering and
chairman, Energy ,and Kinetics-

department, at 3 pm, In Boelter

8500.

—"Venezuela's Education:
l^etrospect and Prospects," by
-Raphael Revenga. vis iting

scholar from Venezuela, at 3 pm,

V In Bunche 3153.

".—"Effects of Experimentally-

Induced Thyroid Disorders in^^

Rfts on Energy Metabolism In the'

Brain," by Richard Rodnight,

reader in biochemistry. The
Maudsley Hospital, University of

London, England, at 4 pm, CHS 68-

236.

—"Introduction to the Biology

of Reptiles and Amphibians and
Their Life in the Zoo/' by Ken
Nagy, acting assistant professor

of Zoology, and Harvey Fischer,

assistant curator of reptiles, Los

Angeles Zoo, at t pm, LS 2147.

Tickets are $3.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"Religion ami the Forces of

Change," with Rabbi Leonard
Beerman, Leo Baeck Temple,
West Los Angeles; The Very
Reverend Charles S. Cassasa,

S.J., Chancellor, Loyola
University; Charles W. Doak,

United Ministries University
Pastor, United Ministries In

Higher Education In Southern

California; and Leon O. Woods,
President, L.O. Woods Industries,

Compton, at 7:30 pm In Young—2276 . Admiss ion >s %A -»nd—$2-
(students).

—"introductory Survey of

African Military History,'' by
Boniface Obichere, associate"

professor of history, 7^ pnri

Murphy Hall 2121.

—"Introduction: Animal
Ecology and Disease," by Donald
G. DeValois, chief of research In

laboratory animal medicine,
science and technology, Wad-

^worth Veterans Administration
Hospital, and honorary professor

of animal science. Pierce Com-
munity College, 7 pm. In MS 5200.

Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).

j^"The Stranger In Sliakespeare

C/ass credit available

for Extension courses
As a self-supporting organization, the UCLA Extension Sch

responsible for a variiety of courses offered to both UCLA e
'^

students and any other iijjierested persons. .

^^^H

With no state funds allotted to them, the school relies on course
paid by the student taking the course, to help finance the operation ^
amount of a fee varies with each class and part is used for the auarf
payment of the teachers.

quarterly

Students who are regularly enrolled in UCLA pay the full amount of th.
fee and must have permission from their advisor to take a course M
students use extension classes to help them obtain their degree alth ^"k
many take them due to an interest in a certain subject. ^
For any extension course student, a long-standing policy of the sch

might enable them to take regular day courses on campus. With uS
permission of the department involved, the student is able to enmn
through the school on a concurrent Iwisis, receiving the same amount f

credit as he/she would in an extension class. The fees paid for a da^
course are the same as for a regular extension course on the subject^
Courses meet in a variety of locations, including the Extension Buil^
oh LeConte Ave. and at Lake Arrowhead. -*^ /^

Spunisii play lo iielreseiieii

^iDsdesarraigaiir
"Los desarraigados" (The Uprooted Ones), a contemporary drama

al)out the Mexican-Ame^can in the southwestern United States, will be
presented at 8 pm , Wednesday, in Schoenberg HOG. Admission is free.

J.Humberto Robles' play will l)e performed by Seis Actores, a local

Spanish-language theatre company which operates the Teatro Pro Arts

in Hollywood. V > ytcr-;; i^v : J^jr.l^lr Mli-

>*>

Xentro Hispano, the cultural prganization of the Spanish and Ppr-

— Part 11/' by Leslie A. Fiedler,

prpfessor of English, State
University of New York, Buffalo, 8

pm, Rolfe 1200.

—"Desert DwellerS/" by
Richard F. Logan- professor of

i£ontiiiued on Page i$)

tuguese Department, is sponsoring the play. 'The play has a lot to do

with the problems of the Mexican-American community here/' ac-

cording to Rosalinda Grief, Centro pr^ident.

' 1?he play was performed at California State College at Los Angeles

recently, and received a standing ovation, Grief added. _"

The three-act play, directed by Margarita Galvan, will feature Julio

Mednia, Alma Lebnor Beltran, Lina Montal>el, Rafael Lopez, Monica

Angeleri and Mario Pineda, the members of the Seis Actores company.

The performance is scheduled to l>egm at 8 pm, but because the

program is free, seating will l>e on a first-come, first served basis, Grief

irecommends that those planning to attend arrive early. ^^
/<f
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Budget battles brdadcast;

SLC stars on daytime TV

PICK A LITTLEi TALK A LITTLE — The ASUCLA Board of Control

meeting yesterday featured a report on the controversy over SLC

overhead charges. Shown are Donald E. Findley, ASUCLA executive

director; Byron H. Atkinson, dean of students; Undergraduate President

iaMar Lyons, ^r;-:,^ v;^ ;: '

. ^ -. -.^-and simmered ai.A^

Young discusses bener

BV Dan Sadler and
Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writers

Is student government ready for

the bright lights of television?

The Student Legislative Council

( SLC ) will find out at noon today

when it holds its Weekly meeting
in Pauley Pavihon's Founders
Room before the cameras of UC-
TV-LA.
Featuredon center stage will be

the latest episode in the continuing

drama of SLC vsr^ASUCLA. For

viewers who missed earlier

segments, the controversy cen-

ters around the amount of money
SLC should be, required to pay
ASUCLA for administrative and

accounting services. v4^;

SLC has offered $19,5000 for the

services; ASUCLA wants $28,500.

The dispute has alternately raged

and simmered ai^A^UCLA Board

By Tom Humphreys ~

DB Staff Writer _^
Chancellor Charles E. Young

"thi»-eampus

benefit from the planned visit of

the Mainland Chinese table tennis

team but added he is skeptical

about the impact of the team's

US visit on Sino-American
relations. The Chinese team will

play a match against a U.S. team
April 24 in Pauley Pavilion.

The events planned this month
will enrich things here at UCLA,
but what they haVe to do with

Chinese-American relations or the

lack thereof — that's another
matter I don't think ttiat aspect is

very important," Young said at a
press conference. • _

Young said he is concerned
about the reaction of Taiwanese

{

students here to tlie planned visitl

I think we have to at least con-
sider the possibility of Taiwanese
protest I'm surprised nothing
has been said about that so far,"
he. said.

Blessing
The C hancellor said he had no

part in negotiations but said he did
give the visit his '•blessing."

Young, who returned Sunday
from a working vacation in
Hawaii ("The weather was
horrible; I caught a cold.") also
commented on several other
topics during the 90-minute press
conference.

Young commented on the
^'niversity budget which is now
before the State Legislature, and
^id the most serious budget
problem the campus will face

next year will be in the area of

support for faculty (secretaries,

telephones, etc.). Young, added

ihe budget^loi^^ictoiall fai^lty^

positions will be a secondary

problem.
Classroom use

When asked about efficiency of

classroom use here, he admitted

that class space is not used to its

fullest extent. However, he

cautioned that standards of

classroom use suggested by the

California Commission on Higher

Education are not attainable.

Yesterday, Young said rooms are

being used about 50 p^ cent of the

time, and he is wdrking oft the

problem. I

When asked about llje ''calm"

that has apparently returned to

U.S. college campuses, Young

said one reason is the state of the

economy. "The change in

economic outlook had a lot to do

with*Ur A lot of what transpired

dunng thelate sixties could really

^only-occur4n-^«v .atmosphere ot

affluence, where the general

attitude peoplle had about society

was that affluence was normal

and that the state of affluence

would continue in perpetuity.

Then people don't have to worry

abdut getting an education, get-

ting a job, or providing for a

family," according to Young. He
said a slump in the economy tias

changed this view.

Cycles

The Chancellor added that

another Tegison "wi^s more
nebulous. "The most difficult

cause to understand or explain is

that in human events, there are

cycles. People, in general, grew

tired of what was transpiring;

(Continued on Page 4)

of Control (BOC) meetings for the

past seven months.

Both figures have a firm basis

in confusion. The SLC figure was
generated by applying a formula

which was used last year, but

which was abandoned last fall

when ASUCLA adopted its 1971-72

budget.

ASUCLA' s estimate was
devised by a new formula last

September as a repeat of the

TSTOOunt SLC paid last year. Ttiis-

action, however, took place three

months after SLC had finalized its

own budget, which included $9,000

less than ASUCLA wanted.

/To compound the confusion,

ASUCLA and SLC cannot agree on

how to apply the old formula. And
although they both say the for-

ipula is unfair, neither has

developed a better one.

At yesterday's BOC meeting,

blames W. Hobson, vice-

chancellor for administration and

BOC budget committee cliair-

man, reaffirmed that his com-

mittee is awaiting a SLC report

which will suggest criteria for

revision of the assessment.

Undergraduate President
LaMar Lyons, in announcing
SLC's premier television ap-

pearance, V^id Monday he will

present SLC with three alter-

native aciionsiJhey^can accept

their support of ttie old formula,

or ask ASUCLA to itemize its

ctiarges for Administrative and

Support Services (A&SS).

'in terms of all the historical

information, » (Jthe correct

assessment) should he made
using the old formula, but there is

no firm fpundation for this co^t^'^
Lyons said.

In addition to the controversy .

over costs, Lyons claims Donald

Findley. ASUCLA^executive

ASUCLA's assessment, stick tq

their original position and ;^ffirm

,
—.—— - ^

^ ^

director, violated a BOC-ordered

freeze on deductions from SLC's

budget for A&SS payments.

Despite the freeze, orderedlast~

November, monthly A&SS
deductions have t)een taken from

the budget. Findley, however,

dismissed the deductions as "an

easily corrected administrative

boo-t)oo."

The roots of the dispute Bate

back to last summer, when SLC
developed its budget for the entire

year. At that time U computed its

A&SS levy based on the existing

method, a complex formula based

on its total estimated income.

The budget was approved by
SLC despite warnings by Findley

that regardless of the amount SLC
budgeted for A&SS, BOC would

make the final determination of

how much it would actually pay.-

Findley's warning became a

f^lity last rAU^en BOC IfiF

(Continued on Page 4)
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Hey,bub! Can you

soare $1 million. .
?

r»

Sorry!
<>n behalf of Glendale Rotary

**»"pss. we apologiie to Dally
"ruin readers and UCLA
basketball players Tommy
^ uriis and Keith Wilkes for the
''•^ror in this morning's NCAA
^>»amplonshlp edition which
J^'picts WHkes as Curtis and
^ wrtis as Wilkes.

oo. TEAM. - c'r«r^^r:x^JJi?"'SLVp^Xvr:r^

on U.S. colltge campuses to economic facton.

By Terry Colvln ^

DB Staff Writer

Howard Hughfes, UCLA may be looking for you, or for that matter, any

other person with $1 million on hand to donate to a proposed renovation

project of the Royce Hall Auditorium. For this service, UCLA *- -

promised to rename the auditorium after the philanthropic investor.

The Planning Office has completed a study of the need for an im-

provement of the auditorium and its satellite performance areas and has

estimated the costs of such a project to be just under $1,000,000. The Usk

of raising the money for the project has been given to Charles Raaberg,

gifts and endowments officer of the Alumni and Development Center

Raaberg's office has published a portfolio on the proposal to submit to

possible donors. "In order to get the project under way as soon as

possible, w-e are searching for one lump sum from one person to com-

pletely cover the costs of the construction," Raaberg said

"Thus far, we have approached a couple of wealthy benefactors who

have expressed a sincere interest in the campus by donations which they

have given in the past As of yet. we have had no affirmaUve answers."

•he said,- .,L..,..^_-..:,..r -..-..- ...

The auditorium has been the scene of many memorable events smce it

first opened in 1929 as one of the original four buildings on the campus.

Cari Sandberg celebrated his 80th birthday before a "standing room

only" audience in the auditorium Alduous Huxley captivated a full-house

audience he could no longer see. (

Perhaps the moat ominous event to take place in the auditorium i^s

Michael Todd leaving the stage after an address to catch a plane which

was destined to crash.

Patterned after Milan's San Ambroglio Church, Royce Hall, sUtes the

portfolio, is badly in need of improvements to repair its aging facade,

which, in nearly fifty years of continuous use, has sufferc^ the indignities

of both fire and earthquake. ^ "
When the proposed project is completed, the exterior of Royce Hall will

remain the same but the interior will be greatly changed. Specifically,

the project calls for $25,000 to be spent on painUng and the insUllation of

new asbestos curtains. About $25,000 wiU go to the removal of the sound

projection booth in the rear of the auditorium, increasing the seating

capacity by 42. The seats themselves will be replaced at a cost of 195,000.

New carpeting and ceiling illumination is proposed at a cost of $75,000.

For the first time in the auditorium's history, thermosUtically controlled

air conditioning will be installed at a cost of $125,000.

The report calls for the construcUon of a new lobby and box office at a

proposed cost of $100,000. New dressing rooms and a public lounge,

(Continued on Page 4)
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Davis'

IS prosecution calls hostage

* ,'j

]

(Compiled irom the Associated Press)

The prosecution in the trial of

Angela Davis yesterday an-

nounced plans to call Gary W.
Thomas, Marin County assistant

district attorney, to the witness

stand when the trial resumes
today after a one-day recess.

The announcement that

Thomas would testify early this

week came as a surprise to Davis'

attorneyswho did not expect him
until later in the trial. Thomas is

one of the five persons taken

hostage during an aborted escape

attempt at the Marin County Civic

Center The trial is expected to

last from six to nine months*

Thomas, shot during the in-

cident, is now paralyzed from the

waist down and is confined to a

wheelchair It is assumed that

Thomas will give testimony in

support of the prosecution's

contention that) Davis knowingly

participated inSth^-conspiracy to

plot the escape of three San

Quentin inmates.

It has been the/prosecution's

contention tiuu/ Davis was

Japan Campus
H iTT CMAMTERS TO

i^ORIENT

_ J

motivated in this endeavor by her

love for Soledad Brother George

Jackson (who was killed last

summer during an alleged escape

attempt from San Quentin's

maximum security cell block),

and her determination to see the

Soledad* Brothers released.——

—

Prosecutor Albert Harris Jr.

has presented five other witnesses

supporting the state's contention

that the escape attempt was

designed to obtain the release of

the Soledad Brothers. A woman
juror who was taken hostage, a

photographer and three law en-

forcement officers testified that

they heard one or more of the

armed captors demand freedom

for the Soledad Brothers. Two
other prosecutidn witnesses, two

jurors who wer.e also taken

hostage, said they heard nothing

about the Soledad Brothers.

For the second Tuesday in a

row, the trial was recessed, this

time because of the death of juror

Anne Wade's father. Wade was
allowed to attend her father's

Juneral with permission from

Richard E. Arnason, Superior

Court judge.
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Casb-crazed Cal sftidents

grovel for grad's greens
, Money and hands were in the air at UC Berkeley's Sproul Plaza
young graduate school dropout distributed over $50o in ii hn
morning late last month. -.-.

_

°"^ one

Home Figa, 22, said, as he was passing out the money -i

economics here and they taught me that accumulating monev •

important thing. This is an idolatrous lie.;*. .,_._. ^ '^ ^n

At first Figa's hand-lettered sign reading "Green Leaves f

Needy" and his shoe box of money attracted little attention. ^^ "^

Better use

Soon, however, a crowd began gathering around Figa as nennu
"discovered what he was doing and told him the money could be wit
better use by giving it to community organizations. ^

Figa replied he did not have enough to make a difference addi
"Anyway, the street people of Berkeley are needy." ' "^

The mood of the crowd began to change as one person said "I'm
street people and I'm needy" and another person said, "This is far ouf
Where do you get seconds?" ^

^" V- Belligerence

Figa made five separate trips to the bank to fill up his shoebox until

there was nothing left in his bank account.

The crowd had become belligerent by the time he returned from th
bank with his last refill, and several people yelled at him, "Give me
money."
Figa began hurling fistfuls of cash into the air. People dropped books

and papers to scramble after it as a breeze sent dollar bills scattering

down the sidewalk.

"Idolaters** - ,

He screamed at the crowd, calling them '^•idolaters" and later told a
newsman: **I expected people to do this. It shows they have made monev
their god." ______
Following the incident, Figa was questioned by police at their campus

headquarters, and allowed to leave a short while later.

Figa, an MIT graduate who dropped out of Berkeley's graduate school

of economics last quarter, told a newsman that lately he has been "going

through a lot of trips."
'

-

L "^ "True answer** ^
He said he had studied physics and then economics before finally

turning to religion. "The true answer comes from Christ. The more I

talked to Christ, the more I found his living spirit would protect me,"

Figa said.
- _„_..,

After an hour and a half of giving oiit money, Figa told thecrowd,

^Look to an empty box and all you will find is emptiness iff money;*'

—

Figa's final words to the crowd came in the form of a challenge. •'That

is all there is. Those who will follow God, follow me." .

He then walked toward campus. No one followed.
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At Lo Moncho
Put a little life in your spice with La Mancha's new 20 meals for $29.00,

good for the whole quarter. Choose t>i'eakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three if you like, any day of the week.

Let a friend use .your meal card,' bring him with you and both use it,

but better yet, keep it all for yourself.

It works out to about $1.45 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, and La

Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday„»night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra at the door.

You can pick them up from the La Mancha business office. Room 206.
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A COMMUNITY OF STUDfNTS

475-5831
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When you sit down to plan your future, consi-

der this:

As an officer, the Air Force can offer you

* A starting salary of nearly $600, plus

* Flight pay, plus

* Free housing, plus
* 30 days annual paid vacation, plus

* World travel, plus
* Free medical and dental care, plus

* Rapid promotions and pay increases, plus

* The chance to earn advanced degrees, plus

* A sociol life second to none, plus

* Much, much more

Interested? Cair us at 836-3822. Or come visit

us at the PlocemMt and Career Planning Cen-

ter jBldg. 1-L) ilMloy between 9 a.m. and 5

p.m. Before you know it, you may find your-

self in the Air Force.
~^
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Student Body President, 1971 - 72
By Heidi Yorkshire

—;^nd Joan Wetnstein i^-^ _:-_-

: DB Staff Writers

Student government here has been labeled everything

from sandbox politics, to a microcosm of a bureaucratic

corporation, to the "White House West"^^-

But whatever the truth, what is most important is that

undergraduate student government here, Student

legislative Council (SLC), spends over $175,000 of the

students' money each year (each undergraduate pays a

mandatory $3.50 fee per quarter for student government

membership).

Most of the power to allocate these funds is vested in the

hands of the undergraduate student body president, LaMar

Lyons, a senior philosophy major, who has been a con-

troversial figure on SLC so far this year.

The student body president is not only executive officer of

SLC. but is also a member of Board of Control (governing

board of ASUCLA) and several chancellorial committees.

He also appoints student members to pM SLC-related

committeed, including Communications Board (which

oversees all campus publications). University Policies

Commission (which makes policy recommendations to

Chancellor Charles E. Young and other campus bodies),

Elections Board (which determines all election policy).

Student Judicial Board (which hears cases on student in-

fractions). These boards often determine important

University issues. He also appoints members to Parking

review board, which influence parking permit policies.

Lyons' administration began on a somewhat peculiar

note when he allegedly demanded letters of resignation

from many of his appointees before he would officially

confirm their appointments.

Although Lyons denies this action, one appointee said,

You felt like you were hanging yourself before you even

got appointed. If you didn't agree with the policies of the

president in mid-year, you might find yourself axed."

"Hon't have any letters of resignation in my files — and

the files of information of student government are public,"

Lyons said. *i have no letters in my personal possession

either." ,
"';*-. ^

During the school year, Lyons was also involved in

controversy concerning his use of the various presidential

powers, including the veto and freezing funds.

One of the main disagreements Tve had With LaMar is

in the area of the limits of presidential power," said Rhonda
Abrams. Student Educational Policies (SEPC) com-
missioner i'mft firm believer in the commission system,

and that the commissioner should be responsible to the

council The commissioners should have a certain degree of

autonomy There is a lack of autonomy this year as com-
pared to other years because of presidential directives and
actions, such as no person can be hired without LaMar
1 yens' approval, no telephones can be installed without his

approval, no office changing, etc. I don't think these are the

purview of the president but of the council as a whole."

Community Services Commissioner Clint Burch agreed:

One of the main problems we've had this year is LaMar's
overzealousness in execution of presidential charges — the

[

failure to distinguish between the rights of the president
and the president in his role as diplomat. The rights of the

president exist to use when necessary, and not just because
Ihey exist."

At one time Lyons froze the Community Service Com-
"I'ssion budget when Burch failed to submit a written

evaluation on time. He also was criticized when he vetoed

I

'unds for an SEPC secretary.
^^l^PC insisted they needed their own secretary instead of

working within the SLC secretarial pool, but the problem
pas finally "solved" by hiring an ''administrative

assistant
' instead of a secretory, which appeared to be a

change of the employee's title rather than function.

The secretarial pool is just an example of LaMar's
concern with financial matters rather than looking at needs
|^"a purposes of SEPC," Abrams said. But, said Burch,
^v«n if LaMar was wrong, Rhonda should have at least

Riven the secretarial pool a try."

I

'^urch said he didn't turn in the evaluation which sub-

^uently resulted in the freezing of his commission's funds

^ause -it would have been a bullshit evaluation. I'm
^«»nR another evaluation that will toke a longer time. Why
snould the program heads under my commission suffer for

r^^J did? The sphit of the acUon might have been good,

But, according to Finance Commissioner Howard Brand,
*'The way the structure is built, it's very difficult to stop or

enforce things without freezing funds. And if you say you're

setting up a policy of requiring written evaluations, then

you'd better enforce it when you have to, or you are a bad
presidenfT" * ^

"

"Eiccept for one or two instances, I have used the power
of the veto or freeze constructively," Lyons said. "The
times I've used those particular methods funds were tight. I

used the freeze to get a report." ' ^ ^
**The Community Services freeze was partially a com-

munications breakdown, a lack of understanding. Eighty to

90 per cent of the commissioners did cooperate in sub-

mitting reports, and the commissioner is ultimately

responsible for his commission," Lyons added.

Jeff Lapham, Campus Events Commissioner, disagreed.

"The interaction and coordination between commissions

has to be done by LaMar. LaMar should stress the fact of

council working together, because we've had no particular

direction this year. What we needed was a more in-depth

Sttidenf Legislative Conctl (SLC) is a body of 13

elected undergraduate student representatives

and one representative each from the ad-

ministration, faculty, alumni and ASUCLA. Its

povy/er is delegated through the Associated

Students (ASUCLA), and Its principal powe|- is to

allocate student associatior> fees. $3.50 per

student per quarter.

SLC's events, programs and .policies are

determined by the elected officers and com-

missioners: *

— First Vice President, Joyne Polland '(x52530)

Must be a woman according to the SLC con-

stitution. Concentrates on women's activities.

— Administrative Vice President, Steve Holpern

(x52726)
,

. : ,. _^-^ - ^
-

Traditionally a i'dubleshooter for the president.

-s— Student Educational Policies Commissioner,

Rhonda Abrams (x52759)

^oal is to reform undergraduate education.

__ Student Welfare Commissioner, Rich "Kudo

(X52523] , cr^'V--. '• > /^^'^- ^

^
Uncovers fitudent problems and acts on them

vy/ith programs such as draft counseling, Helpline

and the Overpopulation Information Center.

— Campus Events Commissioner, Jeff Lapham

(x57733)

Plans spirit activities like Bruin Week. Mardi

Gros and the Blood Drive.

— Student Focllitles Commissioner, Ross Arbiter

(X57261) ^ .^ -
Plans for facilities used by students, involved m

Direct Assistance Facility and drug education

program.
^Community Services Commissioner, Clinton

Burch (x52333)

Plans programs which involve UCLA and the

community, including tutorial programs and

educational services.

— Cultural Affairs Commissioner. Dave Stewart

(x57733)
, ,

Plans concerts, lectures and other cultural

events on campus.
— Student Financial Supports Commissioner.

Mario Flores (x52523)

Studies financial aid of oil kinds for students.

— General Representatives, Les Rosen (x52339).

Paul Silver (x52820), Neol Stelnbrenner (x52339)

Perform functions not 4elegated to SLC com-

missioners.

Finance Commissioner^ ..Howard Brand

(x52879)
Appointed by the president, takes charge of oil

SLC bookkeeping and accounts.

V''

^WWWPIBI?
'^t the method krft a Inl tn hP A^Wp^

look at what we are as a council, and ttiat type of leadership

just was not provided."

Lyons took the leadership in establishing an evaluating

committee for SLC, headed by campus ombudsman Don

^artsock. It's credibility was questioned since most of the

members were presidential appointees.
^'^

Another method of evaluation had been suggested — that

of setting up a subcommittee of the University Policies

Commission to suggest alternate structures for SLC. This

second method was defeated by council, after some debate.

However, several council members still believe the

committee selected is merely an in-house organ.

"The idea of the UPC subcommittee was my idea,"

Burch said, it's bullshit that 1 came up with this because

I'm UPC chairman. I was trying to get a good, effective

evaluation outside Kerckhoff Hall. My question about the

committee set-up is how effectively they will work as a

committee." " ^^
^

;i think it will be an in-housie evaluation, but that's not

necessarily bad," said administrative vice president Steve

Halpem i don't think it will be biased. We need both in-

house and external evaluations."
**1 feel that student government needs a real overhaul,

but the evaluation should have been started before winter

quarter," Lapham said. "Any changes that will be

suggested can't possibly be gotten done this year. By the

time the evaluation is done we'll have wasted ostensibly

monttis."

Mark Bookman, Graduate Student Association (GSA)
president says^ there is a definite need for. an evaluation —
"where we are going, wtiat we are doing. It would probably

gain credibility with a UPC study, so it's not just an in-

house study. But there was the.feeling4hat if UPC did it,

they would s^t a policy of UPC studying all §orts of things.

LaMar t)elieves it is the duty of stuaCht government to

study itself."
^'' -''''^'^

Says Lyons, "Evaluation is self-eftticism. TheUK 1

is now water under the bridge." %

Some commissioners have also said Lyons is at times

inaccessible. "He is isolated from the board, fhat is not

totally due to LaMar, but to the nature of his job," Burch

said. " '

"When LaMar was elected, he closed the door to his of-

fice," Halpem said. (In previous years, there was a door

directly' into the studehtl)ody presidents* office. This year

traffic is rerouted through an outer office.) "It's un-

derstandable t)ecause you get a lot of crackpots that come

in and take up valuable time," Halpern added.

"I feel that the student body president should be a little

more accessible, " said Lapham . "When you go to his office,

you have to get through a battery of secretaries."

Besides being called upon to guide SLC internally, the

student body president traditionally represents UCLA to

the outside community. In evaluating Lyons' work with the

statewide Student Body Presidents' Council (SBPC) Steve

Williamson, SBPC coordinator, said, "LaMar has a very

narrow focuS, but he admits to his own narrowness. He is

concerned with the Master Plan, and what are the criteria

for going to UC and how we can support kids who can't

afford it. He's only at SBPC meetings and Regents

meetings for particular subjects that interest him."

"We should have a strong hook-up with the statewide

structure, " Lyons said. "Students in the past have been tied

to just what the administration will do for them. I've also

tried talking to councilmen, legislators and so on to see

what they can do about the problems the students are

facing," Lyons said.

According to Bookman, there is "a difficulty in ac-

complishing things off-campus. It's a problem of time.

Students are firrst and foremost students. So LaMar and I

try to share the burden and work together."

Lyons said he is trying to keep the campus community

informed about SLC's activiUes. "We've had a lot of people

turn out to meetings we've held around campus," he said.

He added, though, that he considered it the "failure of the

Daily Bruin" that students are uninformed. "Even if I

wrote an article every week for the DB ( the president has

the right to publish unedited columns in the Daily Bruin), it

would subtract from other things I could be doing with my
time." _j M i_
"I'm not happy wjth student government period," he

added. "SLC should be more of an advocatirig unit. We

should take more sUnds on issues that come up."

—
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^1 '-J JAPANESE POPULAR MUSIC _.

YOICHI SUGAWARA SHOW
April 8, 3 & 7:30 PM Scottish Rit« Auditorium 4357 WiJthir* Blvd.

Slwdfit Dt«count: $6.00 & S4.00 Regular Price: $8.00 4 $6.00

'^-^^, Call : 464-0)64 for tickets or reservation

SLC budget battles
Wednesday. April 5, 1972

miTO MSHUIIGE FOR COflEBE STIIDEIITS

If you ore (i) cit least 2) and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable,

driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35^ below stan-

dard prices.

And in case you don't fit this description, call our local office

anyway. We just spent six years working with the auto insurance

industry on behalf of college students. We think we cgn help.

'— nm\ \iy\m

Culiege studeni insurance service

726 Santa Monica Blvd. ("202) Santa MoniCa, Calif. 90401

< Continued from Page 1)
• ;//

posed its $28,500 assessmei^t oil

SLC. originally based on a for-

mula developed by Findley in-

volving employee salaries, but

later reduced to the previous

year's level by the BOG budget

committee.
The one check which could have

averted the entire conflict, a

constitutionally mandated review

of SLC's budget by the BOG
budget committee, was never

performed (ifhas been done only

once in the last five years), and
Lyons claims BOG's failure to

review SLG's budget constitutes

tacit approval. .

Since an SLG budget may not

constitutionally be altered without

SLC approval once it is adopted by

BOG, Lyons claims ASUGLA has

no right to deduct more than the

$19,500 originally budgeted.

Findley, however, said

yesterday he believes the SLC

budget cannot be con^in^
approved by BOG until i^l^f^^
explicitly reviewed He

T^
however, optimistic

that
compromise settlement woulH k!
reached by today.

"*^ ^

Lyons
. .

,

Rof^e HallAuditorium..:
(Continued from Page 1)

destined to cost $150,000, will enhance the auditorium's beauty. A new

sound system, lighting, and motion picture projector equipment Will be

installed for $200,000. The report also calls for the purchase of a new piano

and the renovation of the present one.

Because of continual use throughout the year, an increase in

enrollment coupled with a cut in state funds for education, it has become

necessary for the University to se^k funds for the auditorium's

renovation in this manner, the report states. Actually, to have an

auditorium which has hosted celebrities like Konrad Adenauer, Bob

Dylan, Harry S. Truman and John Wayne, named after the donor of one

m illion dollars is not such a bad investment, if you've got the money.

Law School to stage mock trial tonight

A mock trial will be held at 7:30 pm tonight at Moot Court at the

law school here. The case, Lt. Harold Parcks vs Brigadier General

Arnold Scott, is similar to U. Cailey*s court martial and will

present the view that the U.S. Army cannot give a fair trial to a

soldier or officer who allegedly commits atrocities in Vietnam.

Attorney IVlelvin Belli will be one of the judges. i 9 .
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READ 3 X FASTER -i»^
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WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
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Ask Juli'e'Schumer UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed . . ^013 wpm

ASK Linda Hernandez Grad
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending spefd' ^^ wpm

\

,'•

ASK Robert Green UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1028 yttipm

#̂* .

ASK DanlakosuQl UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1 139 wpm

(Continued from Patie 3)
''SLC has been tied down with

petty issues. We have no time |^devote to actual decision-making
that affects students," said Z
Arbiter, -^Campus Facility.
Commissioner. .

-

''SLC has gotten itself hung upma lot of red tape," according to
Neal Steinbrehner,

General
Representative, ''because all the
guys who are running for office
always want to have something to
say. I'm sure we could get by with
a little less haggling "

Lyons said he was not pleased
with the job he has done so far

"For any student body president
to do the kind of job he would want
to would take two to three years. It

takes you most of the year lear

ning to deal with the

bureaucracies The ad-

ministration gets brownie points

when it comes to concealing in-

formation so you spend 60 per cent

of your time trying to gather in-

formation to run a successful

program.
"I'm faced with the additional

burden — a lot of third world

students -are looking to me for

change. I haven't effected change

as much as I would like. Student

government doesn't adequately

represent Third World students."

"I look forward to the day when

I can become more of a student

nargain. The president is

promoter, budget analyjl^

TContinued from Page I)

their toleration for excessive

activism and violence disap-

peared," he said.

Young also said the selection

committee for a new director for

the Student Health Service (Dr.

Donald MacKinnon, present 5HS

director will retire at the end of

June ) has not yet reported back to

him. He added that no deadline

has been set for the committee's

recommendation.

SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY
1067 Gayley — Westv^ood

For further information, coll READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933-9171

"HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM

offering life Insurance

with premium financing

for Interns and resident

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-tln>e professional-

school students

LIONAtD RUtCNSTElN

miEN MIUEi
1801 AVE OF THE STARS

CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

THE EQUITABLE
The Equ.lable L''e^A8S";a"f

Society of lheUn»led Stales,
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By Steve Riibin ' ^
DB Staff Writer

There is just no substitute for

,he human body." This stotement

hv dental student Dave Dosh

fers to the use of human

adavers as a learning aid in

eertain anatomy classes here.

This quartcfr, assistant

orofessor Dean Bok's Gross

Anatomy class will use human

cadavers as a basic learning aid m
lab sessions. ^ -^ -

Students are taught about a

certain region of the human body

and then proceed to the laboratory

where they jure able to dissect and

analyse the4)ody by regions," Bok

Cadavers: aids to University learning
- V

The human cadavers are stored
in Stainless steel tanks in a large
modern laboratory located on the
7th floor of the Medical Center.
Humors that there is a ghoulish
atmosphere to the place is un-
founded; the only characteristic
of the polished steel is the quality
of dead silence intermingled with
the slight odor of embalming
solution.

The bodies, which are preserved
by the solution, are studied for 210
hours during the quarter, by
groups of 4 students. When the
students are finished, the body is

completely disassembled and is

later incinerated, since the

skeletal structure is too greasy to

use, according to Bok.

Anatomy '* -

"

^This quarter, Bok's course
consists of dental students who
have been studying anatomy since
the fall quarter.

"It's something you have to do.

1 don't really look forward to it,"

student Alex Gonzalez said, when
asked what he thought about his

lab work.
f.

-
' • ^

'The book is only two dimen-
sions and can't teach you the facts

you learn from working on the

real thmg," Scott Robertson,
another student, said. ,

'*! don't mind it, but four af-

te!*ho6ns a week is a lot in that

laboratory," Sonja Eden said.

'it's really not as bad as

everybody makes it. It's just

before you go in the lab that's the

worst part," Harvey Mahler said.

Specimens

Bok's class is not the only one
using human cadavers as learning

aids. Last quarter. Assistant

Professor Judith Smith, of the

physical education department,
taught Physical Education 15A, a

course in human neuromuscular
anatomy. While Gross Anajtomy

STIFF COMPETITION — Assistant professor P. Dean Bok's Gross

Anatomy class makes use of human cadavers as aids to the learning

process. The cadavers are kept in the several stainless steel tanks until

ready for use.

Tl^^^
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Junior IVorld Sfatesman

UNDERSTANDING

1) Ascendent Religion

TIm Authority of UFE

•;-*•.
- > ,

•;r '.

2) Transcendent Government;

Tho Powor of UFE

3) Stato of Absolute Justice

Tho Function of UFE

•tOiOl N. HOLMES
SENlOt WORLD STATESMAN

Facilitator

P.O. SOX 24301

WESTWOOO. CALIFORNIA 90024

f^W.

(Bok's course) is involved witl^

the total cadaver, students taking

15A study parts qf the body (arms
and legs) and do not dissect.

The specimens are purchased

from the anatomy department

after they have been embalmed
and are placed in plastic bags,

according to Smith. She added

that the process enables them to

be used indefinitely.

"Since many of our students are

going into physical therapy, the

study of human muscle tissue is

an integral part of the lab work.

There just can't be a substitute for

the actual human Ixxly when the

course focuses on this. Years ago,

the cat was used as an example of

a type of anatomy, ancj proved to

be inadequate as a learning aid for

prospective doctors, dentists,

therapists and teachers," Smith
said.

Advantages

Like the Gross Anatomy
students, those in Physical

Education 15A were also aware of

the advantages of working with

human cadavers.

"You just can't get the same
effect with animal cadavers.

Since we were studying human
muscles, the muscle of a cat just

wouldn't do," said Barbara l.acy.

Patti Clyde said she almost cried

one day when she had to pick up a

brain and examine it.

it didn't bother me because, in

order to pass the exams, you had ^

to study the specimens," Karen
Stern said.

Unlike the shady practices of

acquiring cadavers in early

medical history, modem medical

education has the benefit of a well-

organized willed-body program.

Specimens

Developed by Horace W.
Magoun, former chairman of the

anatomy .department here, the

program provides a good number
of specimens for anatomy classes

and is so successful that it is

closed much of the year to new
applications, according to Erma
Hansen, director of the willed-

body program.

Bok pointed out a different

aspect of the program : "The cost

of dying these last few year^ has

skyrocketed and you just can't be

^ried for less than $1,000 but by
willing your body to science,

you're becoming the "ultimate

teacher" in medical education

and saving your family a great

deal of money."

~~— .

—
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My Lord Pr

Qoction is commgl
(Punctuate that as you wish — but

^iodoA.) The newly created 18-year^

old-as-qdult scene proliferates,

and the horizon blooms with its

symbols. To wit: VOTE sportswear,

._„_ihot .also happens to be terrific-.

- lookrngrlna "Holiday For Graphics"^
'

. nfVood, you'll find: Vote |0ans —
khaki, white pr blue for men and

women — elsewhere, $1 1 and $12 —
here, 1 0.50, 1 1 .50.

Vote tank tops - cotton knit, red^-whlte-

r' blue, 5.50.

Vote long sleeve tops — cotton

knits, 7.50.

Wallace Beery shirty - long sleeves,

-^ 9.00; short, 8.50.

.
Vote convos bike bags, 2.50. ^

You'll also find Vote sox, bumper
stickers, tags, party invitations, sta-

tionery, notes, all put together

in one happy group in sportswear.

Come see!

REGISTER TO VOTE - RIGHT NOWl

There will be two Voter Regis-

trars in Ackermdn Union, so you

can get yourself together easily. In

" the Students' Store, the Regis-

trar will be In the Sportsv/ear

^11.. Department Monday through

Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

In the Student Center, the Voter Reg-

istrar Is on A level, Monday,

Tuesday and Thursday from 10:00

a.m. to 2:00 p.m. It's your franchise!

as
uc

Students' store

sportswear, b level, ackermon union, 325-771

1

open wed-thurs 7:45 a.m.-8:30 p.m.;frl 7:45-7:30; sot 9:30-3:00

I fc...h».>*<* *.!> ..••»*••»•»

^mmm
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MONDAY

ilOINNINO •ALLif
Alic* Piftt

MONDAY and WIDNISDAY, tiM-7:M p.m..
Unlvartity YMCA, S74 Hllfard
A b«9inning ballet claM for tvaryona.
whattvtf your intartttt: haalth, posture.
coordination, and tvtn d«nctl

CALLIORAPHY
•ill Klrby
7:M p.m., Arcliltdctwra 1243t 1

Continued from latt duarter. Tt^e courM will

start from Italian Bookhand and move into

Italic handwrltino (cttancery cursive and
modernized forms). Italic will be ttte prinury
emphasis of the course. If time permits,
pointed pen scripts and more modern
developments will also be covered.

KUNDALINI YOOA
Jean-Paul Sifiali A WftOi Sififh

MONDAY. WIONISDAY. and PRIDAY. S:M
p.m.. KercifliaH Hall Upstairs Lounfe. To
start first posstMe day o< quarter.

Lessons in living for the Aquarian Age.

Kundalini Yoga can allow you to find inner

peace and contentment, physical, mental and
spiritual fulfillment. Success in live need have
only one requiretVient : balance, harmony and
happiness. Through this Yoga of awareness,

learn to awaken and channel your potential

energy into higher consciousness.

OPPICE CULTURI AND THI SICRITAffY
Dorothy Oilden
7:M-9:M p.m.. Architecture 1241C

A worKshop dealing with office inter

relationships and interactions, particularly as

they effect the work role and opportunities of

women. Class discussions will deal with how
women's traditional role is woven into office

culture in the *be»»avior of both men and
women Sublect areas to be covered will be:

Women's relationship with male authorfty

figures and women as authority figures.

women's conflicts about promotions and
success, office wifery, monotonioos and robot

like work, low pay and sexual discrimination.

Class will engage in problem solving arising

out of developing new work relationships

commensurate with women's .newly
developing self identity. Lectures —
Discussions - Guests.

OPPRESSION AS CONTROL, FREEDOM AS
COUNTERCONTROL ^
Richard and Jeanette Marsh
7:M-9:M p.m.. Kerckhoff Hall 400. Limited to

1] students.
After an analysis of the methods used to

control individuals, the course will discuss the

tactics necessary to minimize undesirable

control. Emphasis will be placed on the

relationship between tl e student and thf
university. The discussions will be restricted

to a nontheistic approach (9 tt« il«j^iffct

matter.

PHILOSOPHY AND YOOA
Swami Swananda
2:00-3:30 p.m.. Ackerman Union Upstairs

Lounge i_ ._
Philosophy and Yoga appiroached andTfu«(Tad~
from and through the Gayatri Prayer, the

Bhagavad GHa and Ohammapada (Sermons
of Buddha) Swami Pefmananda's exposition

and transla t ions M the Gayatri. Git* and
Ohammapada will be used as texts.

DEATH AND DYINO
Or McNasser and Luther Olmen
3 00 4:00 p.m., KerckhofI Hall 400 (April 11.

II), ahf 4/2S in AU 3S17.

A study of the medical, social, psychological

and spiritual aspects of dying, my own death

and that of someone I love. What Brt the fears

and anmet.es that we encounter? Opportunity

to observe contemporary responses to death,

such as the right to die. suicide, porlongation of

life, the memory of the dead and funerals and

the affect of death on the quality ol life and the

living.

EXPERIMENTS IN PERSONAL GROWTH
Jerry ft Sylvia Bertar
7:30-10:00 p.m., Ackermafl Unlan JSi7 iitt

meeting April 11, AU Mil) -—

-

An opportunity to experience various

techniques aimed at expanding awareness of

self and sensitivity toward others There will

be unstructured time to try new modes of

behavior, to share with others and to receive

feedback, the intent is to establish an at

mosphere that is both stimulating and
provides the freedom in which each individual

can grow at his own pace

HATHA YOGA FOR EEGINNBRS
Kristi Achala Andersen
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, S:00 p.m..

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounga
Simple basic physical postures, chanting,

breathing exercises, relaxation period, brief

meditation. The Intregv Yoga method as

taught by Swami Satchidananda. Designed to

bring peace and harmony to body, mind, and
spirit.

SOUL ECOLOGY
Oershon Ulysses Gelernter
7:30 p.m.. 1243C Architecture
This course will introduce the concept of soul

as an operating construct The relationship

between the soul and the environment, as well

as the cosmic soul (God head) and it's relation

to the universe and the human soul Also,

sexual roles in the evolution of the soul toward
cosmic union The power structure, the soul as
A commodity, sex as a transaction.

\
WOMEN'S ROLE IN A CHANGING SOCIETY
- AFFIRMATION FOR WOMEN
Cathy Reyer, Candy Barra, Carol HendriH
7:30 p.m.. Ackerman Union 2401

This course is designed as a .iflfum for

discussion for women who are beginning to

explore their changing roles. We would hope
that it would offer women an opportunity to

explore their alternatives, potential for

development, responsibilities, and limitations

in a changing society The program will In

elude speakers who will participate with the

group in exploring many areas of concern for

women the historical perspective of women's
rofe and the women's movement; the law and
womeh's Tights, vocational alternatives — the

realities and possibilities of employment; and
women in their relationship with women, with

men, and with the family.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE TANTRA
W. Anderson
7:00-9:00 p.m.. Architecture 1243C

~A discussion of the taws ot miracles artd

personality change as set forth in the esoteric

texts of India and Tibet. This is intended tp be a
heuristic trip through the concepts of the n»ost

Jxjghiy developed knowledge of the East, to s«f
how they apply to the problems of the in-

Bunche Hall SISO

A coed class designed to give the student a

in .nor working knowledge ot automobiles.

HOW to do your own oil change, make
emergency repairs, etc. ^

COSMIC MEDITATION ^' »

Harold Balyei
7:00-f:00, Bunche Hall 3143

This course will include esoteric psychology,

philosophy and preparatory exercises The

course will be based largely on the theory and

practice of an anciettt system of meditation

still used today Based partly on the book by H.

Saraydarian, The Science of Madltatian.

PNOTOOKAPHY ANDBEGINNING
DARKROOM
Larry Meresmail
7:00-9:00. Bunche Hall 3143
Beginning Photography: Types of cameras
and th#ir uses. Exposure and exposure
meters. Films and their uses. Composition,
Artion photography. Portrait photography.
Filters and flash, Analyzing your pictures-

Questions and Answers.
Beginning Darkroom: Film development.
Contact printing and proof sheets. Englarging.

Types and uses of darkroom equipment. Types
and uses of chemicals. DryitH). cutting ft

mounting your photos. Tips on building your

own darkroom. Analysis of prints Questions

and Answers.

WEDNESDAY
\

CATACLYSMOLOGY
Dr. Chan Thomas
J 30 9:30, Reyce Hall 2*4

A study of maior, worldwide upheavals in the

Earth's history and their effects. The course
will be divided into three phases: 1) Evidence
of Past Cataclysms, 2) The Process, of

Cataclysms. 3) The Trigger of Cataclysnrts.

The effects on civilizations, cultures, and
languages will b^ discussed; the relationsnip

to various earth sciehce, the effects on the

evolutionary theory; the interrelationship with

stone ages. Biblical stories ("Noah's flood")

and lost civilizations; plus the in-

terrelationship with earthquakes and the

feasibility of earth quake prediction.

POETRY AND THE SHORT STORY FOR
NON NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH
Quinn Shipers. TA, English as a SacofMl

Language Department
i:4S-9:30 p.m.. Rolfe Hall 3131

Experiencing English can be more than
k^ping verb tenses straight, understanding
lectures in chem istry or being able to write out

a job application. Beyond"necessary"
English is the whole world of literature: as it

expresses culture, as It reflects the emotions
and ideas of people, as it illustrates the beauty
and diversity of the English language.

ASTRO-YOGA, ASTROLOGICAL ACTION
AWARENESS .——^^ r— r
Slr Lance
1:00-10:00 p.m.. Bunche Hall A-170
Aquarian Age Astrology is the ancient wisdom
of life cycles and bio-rhythms as applied in

dynamic action aimed to achieve enlightened
harmony with the troamtc order. Astrologlcat

books by Mark Edmund Jones will be used:

How to Learn Astrology. Astrolofv, How ft

Why It Works. Essentials of Astrological

Analysis, Sabian Symbols In Astrology,
ProilMn^larvniflv Horary Astrofogy. Spectat1^—Ib^—^— —n^^

Letero
7:00-9:00 p.m., Ackerman Union 3S«4

First meeting only (April 12) in Ackerman
Union 3412
An introductory course on convers«tk>nal

Tagalog, the national language of the

Philippines, incorporating also tt>e cultural

heritage of the Philippines — folksongs, folk-

dancing, and crafts. The course will include

the use of drama and guerilla ttwater

techniques, reflecting the Filipino's ex
penence in America. The course will be taught

by a former poace corps instructor and by
members of Sulu', a Pillpino American
cultural theater group in L.A.

POVERTY COMMUNITY SURVIVAL
Richard DavMson
7:00, Bunche Hall 31 St

This course is designed to sh>dy the problems
facing inner city poverty communltiaa. Using
Venice as a model, the history, social shruc-

ture, and survival problems will be discussed.

I AM , .. . ...

Geoffrey Williams
7:30. Bunche Hail 31S7
BE one with the SELF. ConscMHitly use tt>e

dynamic inner POWER to COAAMAND your
destiny. Assert your DOMINION. Laarn HOW
by attending a series of lectures daaignad to

acquaint you with your SELF. TECHNIQUES
of self development and methods of working
with light energy to gain MASTERY Included

in this course. This is a SPIRITUAL message'
which relies on the development of tt>e

awarreness of SELF within you and the right

use of the POWER which results from this use
to achieve whatever you need for your own
perfect self expression.

STUDY OF WAGNER'S "DIR RING t>KS
NIBELUNGEN"
Matthew Richey
7:30 p.m., 4211 Arch Drive, No. Holiywood
9TM4, 9IS-39t0.

Hope to get some people really involved in The
Ring — it's political and social significance as
well as its musical and dramatic importance.
The Ring is easily the most awesome and
influential artistic creation of the 19th Centure
— I possess the requisite knowledge as well as
the recordings to ^rve as the org«nlx«r of thg
group. .

..'.'
:

,"

TAI CHI CH'UAN
Lawrence Todd Karoi
7:00-10:00 p.m., Ue«tair« 1 »
Tai Chi Ch'uan is in 7-b*'"»««Tai Chi Ch'u..; Ts-^in^xer??*
exercise of 10s postures) s^^rt

'^^
'xm.

ment

rs

HAND AND NEEDLI;-
Carol Sethre • ,

^' »

7:30 p.m.. Architfcture 1243B
Exploring your creative abilities in the realm
of macrome. A class for beginners, using
forms found in nature for inspTratk)n and in-

terpretation. 1

^

INTERMEDIATE SiELFHYPNOSiS
Terry Ballard
7:30-10:00 p.m.. Kerckhoff Hall 400.

Teaching of self hypnosis: special efffpflBifft

on left brain — right brain functions as related

to hypr>osis. Open to thoae hoving had the in-

troductory self hypnosis, or hypnosis ex-

periences, or meditation experleiKes.

POETRY SEMINAR . "^X

Swami Swananda ^ -

3:00-3:30 p.m., Ackerman Union Upstairs.
Lounge
Poetry as therapy, propaganda, love,

mysticism, discipline, freedom and
enHghfenmertt. ^scussions embracing the

poetry or t iims, vituai poetry or *rTr

^ Tn fact^rr o^r;' '^•^'C

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMFkiT
TERMEDIATE LEVEL ^^ ^*^ IN
Rev. Jerome Stevens

Aovanced work m deveioomT..
sensory senses incTuSTn^TT.v'' *»»^«
Clairaudience, Ciairsent..nl"^^y«nc«
Telepathy Special help 'n"nairs.Vi, '^•"»

i

.mages ncluding dream intiJiSl** •"««

varK)us times guest lecturerTwTiiS?*" *»

A NEW CONSCIOUSNESS
"*'"*

Samwal Marcifs «

7:Ji p.m.. Architecture 1343A
Present ways of relating are foun,i-H
lustment to past estSiishw**^^ '" •*
coricern concepts of numan naturftL "^
and relationships, and thj^ni ' ?T*cosmos. V(^e miist conform tbb^ '1-1!?Newer insights into the nature «*^
scKMisness or awareness itself and

'** ^^
dimensional manifestations dPm'i*^"'^^
goals with their new therapf4 "eI"**consciousness in an expanding ^,vJ^''*»«compassing all and everythirT h!I?

*
evolvlrtfl goals and therapiej orjvj^!^!:?
It's prime requisite is your freeSom Sr*^
conditioning and Programmin?S, .11 S^J!?*learned motivations.

"^onaii levtuoi

Robert Applegate
• :••-10:00 p.m.. Architecture 1243BMore an Arbeitsgruppe than a conver«t«w.
class. That is. we'll decide on a sS'S
Kapltai Bd. I. or the def nitive comruir..
taste - test of the worlds best ^T~'^whatever we do, it'll be done mit typiscSdeutscher Gruendlichkeit. An ability toS
at>solutely necessary. ^" '™

FRIDAY

UNITED GROUP MEDITATION FOB

Friday April 21 and Saturday May 27, |:||p.m.
Grand Ballroom. Ackerman Union
This is an Aquarian Experience Meditation at
the time of the Full AAoon, brings in very h'joh
ef>ergies which can be utilized in service to mL
planet. This is the time when Sun and AAoon are
in polarity, and therefore the Moon becomes a
ct^annel of Light for the Sun, bringing tortti ftie

energies of the Sun Sign. As a group gattiers
together for meditation, at the time of the lull

moon, great energy is manifested through the
group. This energy is released as "ligt^t" in

service to the planet.

NATURE OF THE SOUL
Richard Schaible
7tJ0-9:30 p.m., Ackerman Unten 2400
This meditation class is tor* 1. Those wt>o are
making shift from an emotional evaluation o(

life (solar plexus) into a mental one (mind), 2
Those wtio are shifting from sensation and
glamour into reason and wisdom, 3. Those wtio

4 TT^

.i« --.u-

UCLA EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE SPRING, 1972
^ -B.-?-».j''' _ .

• . " ^ . '
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Classes are free. For information (»ll52727 or37401.Fffst day of cUss^lrAprll 10.

PRODUCING A TV DOCUMENTARY, TH«
ROLES LAWYERS PLAY ,

Lunnette Shitman
7:00-9:00 p.m., Ackerman Union 3S44
We are producing a video tape documentary

dividual in our rapidly ct>anging civilizofion,

and to compare them to those of the modern
psychologies of Jung. Behaviorism,
-Phenomenology, and Existantlallsm.

i
-1

"Sf

'

for commercial television. The subject of this

documentary concerns the role of the lawyer
in society. The class will involve making a
documentary or a series of documentaries
from inception to script writing to final editing
through viewing and analyzing. >

EXPLORING EMOTIONS IN MODERN
MARKETING
Sy Wagner
1:00-10:00 p.m., Ackerman Union »17
Experiments in feeling level, showing com-
munication is vested in emotions rather ttian

words. Emphasis will be on telept>one com
munication where visual component is at>sent.

Laboratory sesskNis to be conducted with tape
recorders, role playing and actual situations.

Class will analyze and give feedback, on
feeling level of individual class recordings.
Includes guest speakers

ELOHIM (ODD) THE ORIGINAL PATTERN
OF THE UNIVERSE
Victor Vasquez. D.D.
7:30 p.m., Archltectwre 1243

A

.Ttte hew. ¥wt)en, ¥vt)ere, and lor wttot purpoaa
man and the universe were created. lncludlf>B
the principle that man is made ln^tt>e likeness
and image of God, with an in deptkatudy into

the origin and purpose of life. Plus, to prove
the divine authenticity of the bibla.

THE Al^ATOMY OF THE, HUMAN MIND
COURSE
Daniel Linker
MONDAY.FRIDAY,3:00-S:IO p.m.. Gratfwatt
Scliool Management 2114
This course is a series of 20 discussions, each of
which features demortstrations in which the
student can participate. It is an approach to
dealing with unt>appineM in life by gaining a
better understanding of Ofwself arwl ono's
mind. The course is aimed at teaching about
observation and understandlt>g of ttte fun
damentals of the human mind. It Is based on
the research and discoveries of L. Ron Hub
bard, the founder of Scientology, an applied

^religious ohilOBODhv .

games played in lat voMt , fOfW. THKll
ODDS, B.E.P. MATURITY AND SYSTEMS
FraiMi Zappa (retired teacher ot Math %M %fK

MONDAY and WEDNESDAY, (Call •lS-7f41
for time and place)
This course is designed to give the student a
matt>ematical approach to games played in

Nevada, if will sttow how percentages are
calculated; defined and derived the B.E.P.
(break even point). Odds, and how they mr%
figured; the meaning of Maturity of Odds. etc.

EVERYDAY PRACTICAL APPLICATION
OF THE "ANCIENT WISDOM" CAN LEAD
TO INNER SECURITY
Abraliam Endicfer
7:3t-lO:30 a.m.. Bunche Hall 3141
The "Ancient Wisdom" hes always been
available to those who seek it. The benefits to
the individual w% rewardirtg and meaningful.

TUESDAY

ASTROLOGY
Swami Swananda
1:00-4:00 p.m., Ackerman Union 3S04
Bask vocabulary, as a Psycho-ai^lytkal
system, universal application, spiritual
loundation and ideal, coamotogy, short cut to

erecting a horoscope, synthotlilng a chart.

Astrology is essentially the saarch tor seH
knowtedoe. and sett knowledBO leads to yooa,
union with God, Allah. Brahman. Jettovah, Oh
Wow. The Maal ol astrology It the untdldment,
OKpreaalon, and liberation of IndhrMudl con
sclouinew, talents and love. As the Adunrlan
Age unfolds and men's understanding of
himsatf and ttte coamos bacomas morv
manHest and crgatlve, aotroloalc*! truttts will
permeate and canaclowaty imtwance .ttte In-

tarrtlated social order of this world. « '

REACHING YOUR HIGHER SELF — THE
LIGHTED WAY
Muriel >

1:06-10:00 p.m.. Social Wellare SO
A course of Yoga or Union with your Higher
Self. How to have union with God, Universal
Life Energy, through Yoga or Unkm with your
Higher Self. A course of Self RedlizatMm and
Self Actualization. New Age meditation and
light radiation techniques, reaieased to
mankind'for the first time since the inceptkMi
of this planet. Theee we Egyptian teachings as
known in the Pyramids, teachings, are from
The Great White Brotherhood, and are bfli>g

released, exclusively through ttte Lighted
Way.

SELF-HYPNOSIS --

Terry Ballard
7:30 p.m.. Architecture 1224
A Straight forward, k>gical and rational ap
plication of hypnosis. Past popular ideas %t%
now backward arxJ outdated. Modem concepts
have revealed hypnosis {o be e tool which
allows greater use of the* brain. SeH-hypnosIs
requiros on understanding of tttaorias and
personal application. Technkit^ for self
improvement aftd personal en|oyment will be
covered in detail. How hypnoeis relates to
other phenomena such as ESP will also be
demonstrated. This class will Involve In

struction, application, and practice. .

TEXTILE PRINTING AND DESIGN
Catberine Janes
7:30 p.m.. Architecture 1243

A

Textile printiiMi and design is a class in

designing and printing on fabric. Students will

learn t4|fhniques in pt>oto and stencil Silk

Screening, Wax Resist, known as tt>e anciettt
art of Batik, Tie Dying, Potato Printing, and
Black Printing. Finished textile designee can
be made into Wall Hangings. Clothes, and vsad.
for Interior Decordtir>g.

ECKANKAR
Arnold Chalfant
7:30-9:30 p.m.. Upstairs Lounge of Kerckhoff

. Hall
Every other Tuesday
Eckankar is the source of kt>owledge to bring
us freedom in this world, a way of expanding
our awareness beyond llmltationt. OfKo more,
the knowledge of the Vairagi Adepts is

available to give ir>dlvlduals a cttance to ex
perience answers for the eternal questions:
what is life all about, have I lived before, can i

SM beyOTHi death here and now.

ANANDA MARGA YOGA SOCIETY

1:00-4:00 p.m., Ackerman Unlan 3S04
Perfection of Body, expansion of Mind and
realization of the Self is the aim of yoga, in this

course we will put theory into prectice through
yoga postures, deep relaxation and mantra
meditation. The yogic system of nutrition and
other important aspects of yoge phlkMophy
will be explored. All shidents will be eligible
tor personal instruction in meditation given by
an advanced disciple of the Indian Master,
Shrll Anandamurtii.

INTEGRAL YOGA I^IFESTYLE
Thlrumal
0:W-lO:Ot p.m.. Architecture 124K
In this class the participants will freely discuu
the Integral Yoga way of life as taught by
Swamt Satchidananda This lifestyle has aa Its

foundation the basic principles of Yoga, such
as non injury, truthfulness, purity, self
discipline, and dedkatkm to humaolty which
lead to greater freedom, happiness, peace, and
ultimately to liberatk>n. We will explore some
of tt>^ main branct>es of Yoga which mr%:
tcarma Yoga. Ra|a Yoga, Hatha Yoga. Bhaktl
Yoga, and ir\9it\% Yoga.

AUTO MECHANICS 1

Ray HiR and Jlm marBach
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, 7iOMitO p.m..

consideration will be in the f iekls of Astroiogic,

Raja, and Karma Joga, Astrological Com-
patibility Analysis, Transit Interpretation, and
AAechanics of Extra-Terrastrlal aftd Inter-

Golastic Astrology.

SHEIKH AL-WAHSIHTHE SYSTEM OF
DERVISHES (SUFI)
7:30 p.m., ArchKectvre 1241A ^

Discussions, demonstrations, sacred music.
datKO Si gymnastics, films artd writings of the
controversial Sufi, Sheikh Al-Wahshi, whole
system of spiritual devek>pment is based on
"interactitudes", "sacred acting", and
"cunning". Sheikh Al Wahshl. considered th*
modern day Gurdjieff. insists he doesn't knOw
what his disciples are talking about, and says
he doesn't know what a Sufi is.

THE IMPACT OF DRUGS ON HUMAN
VALUES AND HUMAN CULTURE
Brooks Carder. Ph.D., and Office of Drug
Education
3:00 p.m., Franz Hall 0401
These are only a few of the possibilities that
could be taken:
1) The cross-cultural approach.
3) The behaviorfel pttarmacology approach.

3) The survey approach. Attitudes of non drug
users, drug users, and ex drug users could be
sampled to investigate pattams of iinitu<*o
related to drug use.
Enrollment limited, call instructor bafora Is)

class meeting — Franz Hall M37B or call S2S
2544.

ANATOMY OF A W.A.S.P.
Chuck Doak and Stuart McDowell
7:00p.m. H7 Melcolm Ave., L.A. 9ttl4 (behind
the URC)
An overview of different dinrtenaions of
modem White Angto-Saxon Protestant identity
through lectures, discussk)ns, artd films hotted
by Chuck Doak and Stuart McDowell. Topics
for discussion:
I) WASPS in Literature and Films, with ^.
Ben Vorpahi;
1) The Peculiar ReligkMis Heritage of a

< WASP., with Howard Happ;
3) The Political Power of the Protestant.

COOPERATIVES *
"^

George Tucker and Ce-op Action Council
7:30 p.m.. Co-op Center, 19I) farrlngton Ave.,

History, significance, strengths and
weaknesses of cooperative organizations.
Cooperative philosophy as contrasted to
capitalism and socialism. Different types
distinguished — producer, consumer, direct
charge S. direct service, Rochdale co-opt,
buying clubs, various products and services at
special cases.

EXPLORING NEW LIVE VOCATIONS
Mike Pines B Bob Ehrmann
2:00 p.m., Ackerman Union 2400 (eMCORt 4/11,
KH 400)
Exploring New Life Vocations — A weekly
group session of exploring alternative means
of sustaining one's seH while fulfilling in
dividual needs. The class is arranged so that
explorative sessions will be held so that an
individual can explore their own fantasies and
alternatives.

scujpturu and architecture, porvartdd aottcy
of politics, sacred poetry of sex, paradoxical
poetry of life. Analytat of a commentary on
contemporary rock lyrict. exploration of the
divine poem — creationt, and the Impllcationt
of greater, more imaginitive graffiti found In

ladies lounges.

YROTOWSKl'S METHOD OP VOIClAfto'
BODY TRAINING FOR ACTORS
Leonlolas b-Ossetynshl
7:00-10:10 p.m., Bvncho Hall 2111B
Spontaneity and discipline ere the two com-
plementary aspects of an actor's work and
they require a methodical key. The actor's

material being his own body and voice, it

should be trained to obey, to be pliable.

HEALTH FREE UNIVERSITY
Medkal Committee for Human RIflits
7:30-9:30 p.m.. PuMIC Health 10-071

Analysis and discusskm of such health isauat
as: "Medical empires: Who Conh^ls? Who
Benefits?", "Women and Health Care:
Women as Workers. Women as Consumers".
"The Health Labor Force", "Medical En-
trepreneurship: Privatizing the Public Sector
through HMO's and NHI", "Community-
Worker Control : What's Being Done and What
Could Be Done".

INTRODUCTORY SPORT PARACHUTING
Peter SIkll

Wednesday and Thursday, i:tM:Ot p.m. (call

S3717 far room)
All phases of ground school and field training
necessary so that the student can make a
student parachute jump with a static lino. ^%-
enrollment: Sign up in Boolter Hall 3S0f or call

X57S07 if Pete SIkli it in. Spocldi
requirements: No record of impairing
diseases. Rough clothes during fleM practice.

THURSDAY ^
—

ASTROLOGICAL OPEN GROUP
Swami Slvanenda
1:00<4:M p.m., Ackerman Union 1412
A semi serious, slightly scientific, singularly
spontaneous attempt at relating to some of tt>e

sanity, conformity and rigor mortis saturating
our society. Special requirementt are an
approximate birthday, a modicum of em-
pathy, viable detlre. No tobacco smoking.
Acknowledgement of my left shoe.

BEGINNING MEDITATION AND RAJA
YOGA

are sl\ifting from an unconscious evolutioh into

a conscious self initiated growth and

development. TtUs class is closed to new

participantt. x<

THE DANCES OF UNIVERSAL PEACE -
SUFI DANCING
Joy Cox, Michael Sugich
7:30-10:00 p.m.. Unity by the Sea, 1245 4tli St.,

Santa Manka
The Sufi dances of Murshid Sufi Ahmed Morad

ChlstI (Samuel L. Lewis) developed in San

Francisco, from the traditional dances ot tt»e

Dervish, Hindu, and Christian mystical

schools. Taught by Mansur Johnson.

SATURDAY

BLACK THEATER GROUP

\vSi\m%.m.. Kerckhoff Mall Upstsln

There is a great need for Black Theater m th«

Experimental College. Black artists art

seeking today to offset their l'ni't«''0"»,»^

their exclusions in the establishment of Bia«

Theater. Among many the question comes up

"Just what Is Black Theater"?

GESTALT WORKSHOP, FOCUSING CM

DREAM ANALYSIS ^

Cathy Lewis
. ,.,V

7:00 p.m.. Ackerman Union 3517 _. ^
I with to anno^ce a compliftely new vw^ksj**

uting NOW techniques, utilizing principles w

Gestalt Psychotogy body •^-^fT**' J'J
energetics, and hypnotherapy, ^^e 'wtu^J
this workshop will be cokKJilms, tKat 1

wouw

like h) have of Dr. Fritz Perls »ctuaMo.n«

therapy. Each film will be ^^^ 7
workshops with volunteers •'O"^. '!'^*V^,''

tendance. We will then have a bnej
^-^'J

oriented around the WP**"'*"*^* '

'^Kf,
work with three to five persons each night

SATURDAY WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN
Phyllis Wasserstrom

,,
-

IO:M.«:00, Ackerman Union 3544 (A>rii n

rihlnce to Share feelings in •" "P^'J^'^J
setting with other women.

•"<^^,;2m^'
ways of dealing with role ^^^^J^
society today. There will be various «jrc^
encountering technkiues. •^^'^^.^
facilitate honest »»»«'">«,

«^J!?';S?fortiSt
seme lunch h) share»^'J!^'^^X^
clothetl Enrollment H'»)'»?<'„2L SJf*,«
sign up at Experimental College Office

IS«:S^^ ^SftWftPifcSA

\^

\:'>

I.V

'Playboy, '_ 'Penthouse ' td)j

magazine sa/es on campus
By Rufus Baker / -- - from sports at the far left-hand end of the rack,
DBSUff Writer through language magazines in the center, to

Playboy" and **Penthou«e" are the biggest- news publications at the right-hand end, but

Piling magazines on campus, according to Mary everyone carries them all back and forth," Uptom

I titom an ASUCLA Students' Store supervisor, said
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lib journals

are rapidly
hut Cosmo ana MS" women's

featuring nude male centerfolds,

etching up in sales figures.
. .^

We try to keep the magpzine secUon prin-

I ally oriented toward an educational, literary

tvpe of rack," Uptpm said.

The store carries 65 general magazmes. m-

luding weeklies,
monthlies and some quarterlies.

There are an additional 60 Utles carried on a less

uequent basis, so t^iat on an average, 120

periodicals a month are available there.

Besides 'Tlayboy," seUing 300-500 copies a

month and 'Tenthouse," which Uptom said "is

..ming up to Playt^y Q!|al!t5^: at
^/?J^!!:J!^^,

Newspapers are sort of a pain. People read
them, tear them apart and put them back in the

rack," she said. The student store carries two
Chinese papers, two French papers C'Le Monde"
and "Le Figaro"), the "British Economist" (we
carried "The Observer" for a while but it didn't

sell). "The Wall Street Journal," "The New York
Times," and "The Daily News."
"We do try to make a profit, so that the space in

the racks is filled with what sells," she said.

Uptom, in charge of selecting th^ periodicals sold,

chooses many of them herself, while "the rest are

what people ask us for. We'll carry whatever we
find people want to see, if it sells."

Uptom, a ten-year veteran here, gave the

I

I

s

store s top seUers include "Mad" and "National

lampoon," 200 copies monthly; "Rolling Stone," example of "Dance" magazine, which was

100-130^ "Time," 50 copies weekly; "Psychology originally requested by a professor of dance and

Today
" 40 copies weekly; "Ty Guide" and 1ias constantly had successful sales. Anyone in-

"Newsweek," 30 copies weekly. "We're always terested in suggesting a magazine or newspaper to

sold out on TV Guide," she added. be carried by the Students' Store may call Uptom

'We have a system of sorting the magazines, at ext. 57711.

§;

IV.
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Ar« you scared sp««chlMs?

Arm you fonto whon you talk?

Do you know how you como across?

If you would like to |oln others to increase v .

your confidence, ease, and expressiveness In

oral conr^munlcotion consider

SELF-REVISION

THR0U6H TELEVISION
and join o Speech AwareneM Group. Regitler

271 Social Welfare or cdl (82)5-7744,

Mondoyt: 3-5 pm (group meets weekly all quarter)

Thurtdayt: 3-5 pm (attendonce on a drop-in batif)

LeariiKQ SKliis ceaier
Student Service free to all regularly enrolled UCLA students.

')

f'

g

a^....:.:..«;:v;sS!W::i:!:::ft%y:y^

Meaningful jobs'

tfirmed objective

•^ -*

of UrbafGorp? £
Providing meaningful jobs and

getting students involved in jobs

relating to their field of study" is

the aim of the Urban Corps, ac-

cording to Michael Glickson, the

project's director.

The Urban Corps works with the

Fjnancial Aids Office Jiere and

with other schools to arrange off-

campus placement for work-»kudy

students.

V«".

C.lickson said the Urban Corps

•'lines up jobs in communities

near to a student's home as in-

terns for governmental or non-

profit agencies.'* —
The program is federally

funded; the government pays 80

per cent of a student's salary and

the employer pays the remainjder.

Application to the work-study

program is made through the

Financial Aids Office whi^h has a

bulletin board with work-study

opportunities. Glickson noted that -

positions as probation aides,

counselors, researchers,
organizers, economic develop-

ment and planning interns,

bookkeepers and tutors are now
available. "^
—fhe-^rbftfr

-

Corps is always
trying to line up more jobs.

Agencies are approached and* a

job description is requited. "The
problem is publicity," according

to Glickson. Many students are

apparently not accepting work-
study positions offered them
because they think no jobs of

interest are available.

Glickson added that the Urban
Corps conducts a fieki interview

after a student has been on the job

to ascertain his or her reactions

and experiences.

TWe Urban Corps will have their

of summer jobs available

mlk about therma
talk a)

naon

General Electric has been talking

nuclear power plants ever since we
pioneered them in the fifties. And w^ .

think they can help solve America's

energy problems in-the 70*s and 80*8.

Bnt we're also aware that nuclear

power has problems of its own.

Problems worth talking

about. Like the

environment.
Actually, we felt

one of the greatest

advantages of

nuclear power
was environ-

\^ mental.

feet on aquatic life. More than 97 util-

ities have belin'financially involved in

over 300 such studies

—

—

—

list

Stephen Michoel S^erllnf

OF TROFICALFUNOAMSNTALt
AITROLOOV
irme I,. Normen
l:«f:M p.m.. Architecture 1143C
Tt)e courM inclu<let ttie bosk princlplet for
erecting the ettrologicel chert in the troplcol
fodlec. By the end of the quertei, the student
will be eble to erect e cftert for eny dote, time
end place in the world.

PHOTO COMMUNICATIONS
tnt Monttle '

7:M.t:M p.m.. Arthitoctwre 1»4
Setic princlplet ot photoorephy and llghtino
EHpre»»iont through pnotogrophy. Using
photography at a fine art and a meont of
communication with our turroundlngt. Cloti
limited to IS ttudentt.

KILUtAN
CotlwiIro TemHim. WimaH rtfrni, Joon

.m., ArcMtoctvro SHiC
Thit courte will Introduce beginning
meditetion technlquet ar>d the furnlamentolt
of yoga philotophy. The proper ute of mantra
or tound, breathing technlquet. end
meditation on light and radiance will be
taught. Thit courte will ttudy the Bt>ogavad
Oita and the yoga tutrat of Pataniaii which
form the foundatlont of the raia yoga
philotophy The main text will be "The Light
of the Soul" by Alice A. Bailey.

NCOUNTIR AND SINSITIVITY
AWARINBSS
Chuck end Howerd
7:M p.m., Ackerman Union 240t.
This encounter program will offer the par-
ticipant the opportunity for meaningful, honett
interactlont with him/her telf , and with othert
Around him/her. We ettempt to ttrip Bwy the
tuperficiai garbage and tubterfuge of
everyday contact, while tapping the real,
human qualities of our being. The focut of thit

courte will be on ACTION and FEELING,
rather than analytit and Intellectual intlght;
the HERE and NOW rather than the there and
tnen. Ttwe "it not tt^e^apy.

SPICIAL CLASSES AND PROGRAMS H
^^^^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^^ ^ ^

TNI COLLKOBPARENTS AND
GENERATION
Carl Paber
7:M-t«:M p.m., Chemlttry 217*
A continuing expk>ration ot the problemt of
teparatkm - how both parentt and ttudentt
mitunderttand and mltute the taparation
experience.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AT SCMOLI

RANCH SCHOOL ^ut^tM JuoW
internt live at the '"<>^*«'" [S^^r.nch E.ch
and Senior High School <>«2*''^ /r^Jviiorv
intern teacher it •«»«":^J?

* Xw^\
teacher moot clotely related to th« •"»•

fiektt of interett moTHER
PICK UP APPLICATIONS AND 'vU'jT

, F
INFORMATION IN KERCKHOFF HAU

TAI CHI CHUAN CONFERENCE
Lawrence Karol

, .^^ c-n i*r,ntoattt>«
A teatonal conference in the San J«cmro, ^
SCHOLE Ranch School The cOfV^»rencew

^^^

from April »th (•venlng) to Apr"
JJ^^,^

ternoon) it will be an ^change of lift » t

centered around
'"•«<'»fl'°Ji,fn'S* mSlc. •

Chuan. There will »^*o ^,^^S^,^e^er PiC^
ditcuttlon Of Chlnete artt and whatevpr

UP APPLICATION IN KERCKHOFF

TNB UCLA X^«««'i51^\S ^?cJiof

!

CONPERENCE CENTER AT

RANCH
» , r«ii»o# has •cqui''*'

The UCLA Exporlmental CoHeojJ^*' ^^^ m
the ute of the Schole ««"Ch SchooMo ^^ ^
the San Jacinto Nationa P«^fV;" ^^^ in our

Mountain Center. Wo welcome any ci,^
EKperlmental Co«e?t»VJ!tJeat or sp-^'*'

facimy on watkandt ^•'^l^^BWin*
program Rfgolar UCLA c a«J«"^^ p^d
Kiriaclllty. All

•'•<»«^j;,'t!l5irSS»
CAU

and on a firtt come firtttefv<g «»J^pTMeR
THE EC (MS J7J7/W$ 7<MI) FOH »-"

INFORMATION

Irill ClIKlllll

tXl. 51717

Unlike fossil-fueled power plants,

there i6 no smoke to pollute the aii*.

But like fossil-fueled plants, there

is warmed water released to sur-

rounding waterways.

Cooling it.

We recognize thermal pollution as a

serious problem. And GE and Amer-

ica's utilities are working on thermal

problems at nuclear sites
[

^ vu^
on a plant-by-pl^nt basis. I TS»^r

Many people don't

realize, for example, that

utilities are required by

federal law to design and

operate their plants with-

in temperature limits

prescribed by the states.

So utilities are spend-

ing millions of dollars on

dilution control systems,

cooling ponds and cooling

towers to comply.

But, in addition, util-

ities are sponsoring basic'

research on heat exchange and its ef-

Goo^efTects?

It's been found, in some cases, adding

heat to water can actually be bene-

ficial. Warm irrigation water has ex-

tended growing seasons.

Warm water has
created new
wintering pond^
along water-
fowl migration
routes. Florida

, , , i.

is using it to grow shrimp and lobster.

In Texas, if^s increasing the weight of

commercial catfishbyas much as 500%.

Work to be done.

Listing these benefits is not to beg the

issue. Thermal effects remain a tough

problem to solve at many sites. Each

plant must be considered individu-

ally, in its own environment, and this

is being done. •

General Electric, the utilities and

environmentalists will continue to

work hard. Because we think the ad-

vantages of nuclear power far out-

weigh the disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?

It's one ad of a series on the problems

of man and his environment today.

And the ways technology is helping to

solve them.
The problems of our environment

(not just nuclear power problems)

concern us because they will affect the

future of this country ^ind this planet.

We have a stake in that future. As
businessmen. And, simply, as people.

If you are concerned too, we'd like

to hear from you. Write General Elec-

tric, Dept. 901-CN, 670 Lexington

Avenue, New York, N.Y 10022.

'->

i:..'A.'i*
""^

V

generalMelectric
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DB Editorial

Looneytunes
12:00

Channel 1 — Comedy
The zany adventures of SLC vs. ASUCLA continue

as the council convenes to discuss the latest in a

series of mountains out of molehills caused by the

lack of communication and a clear division of

authority between SLC and BOC. Stars LaMar Lyons

as the outraged student body president and Don
Findley as the image-conscious executive director of

ASUCLA, hoping to reduce the Cosmic-comic

proportions of the problem to convenient rug-

sweeping-under size. Features an able supporting

cast, including ASUCLA controller Jason Reed,

former Finance Committee chairman and present

Kerckhoff commando Bruce Givner, and the famous

disappearing BOC budget commission. (Rerun, of

sorts)

Plot Background
In the blockbuster season opener last fall, SLC, in a

brilliant maneuver, approved $19,500 for ad-

ministrative support services (secretaries, paper

work, etc.), while ex-officio member Findley warned
that BOC may charge more. The support services

are provided by ASUCLA and its rates are set by

BOC. In the next episode, BOC approved a rate of

$28,500, while ^LC president Lyons, a member of

BOC, protested. The basis for the conflict is now
established.

The plot takes an unusual twist next, as the BOC
committee appointed to study administrative and
support services failed to report. And the standing

BOC budget committee continued its precedent of not

reviewirfg the SLC budget and thus wasted another

opportunity to correct the discrepancy. '\

Meanwhile, BOC ordered Findley to freeze thle SLC
account until the commission gave its report. Fin-

dley did not proceed, through claimed oversight, nor

did ASUCLA controller Reed, ^hp also attended the

meeting where the freeze was ordered. As 9 result,

the account budgeted by SLC to pay out $19,500 over

the year was being exhausted at a rate which would
pay out $28,500 a year and — you guessed it — the

account ran out of money. This somehow slipped by
Finance committee chairman Howard Brand, ap-

pointed to succeed Givner in November. Givner
added his own private drama to the greater conflict

in a series of moves to consolidate his position in the

student government power-ranks before resigning to

take on an internship in the Planning office. Whe&er
he passed on the background of the conflict to Brand
is not clear in the script, but the money kept flowing

out at a greater rate than the account could pay.
The (outrageous) events of the past few months

reach their even more outrageous conclusion, we
hope, in this next episode. SLC will either: pay
ASUCLA the full $28,500, or; pay ASUCLA some
figure between $28,500 and $19,500, or; pay ASUCLA
no more money, leaving it to absorb the $9,000 dif-

ference. (Note: ASUCLA hai^ an overall budget
considerably greater than SLC and could absorb the

loss without too much trouble.)
^ These reviewers find the series, though as amazing
as ever after umpteen years on the air, has perhaps
overused its main plot device, namely, the lack of a

clear division of authority between student govern-

ment and ASUCLA. The tactic of a massive
bureaucratic clog and universal inefficiency rescues

the otherwise hackneyed story and provides some
needed comic relief to the campus. Unfortunately,

the constant replaying of this basic plot has jadied the

appetites of the student body for such Mack Sennett

devices. What this show needs is something fresh,

like a clear statement of the relationship between the

two bodies and a little more care taken to make sure
the characters do what they're supposed to. Other-
wise, we^re afraid, it^s back to Wednesday night with
the other situation comedies.

The price
By Jerry Habush

There has been a good deal of flap gone down

recently on the spreading cancer of the un-

derground and not-so-underground preparation

and sale of term papers which are then submitted

by a student as his own work. Like venereal

disease, it has become fashionable among both

professors and teaching assistants in all depart-

ments, it seems, to speak of it sotto voce or not at

all. so as to avoid spreading to students to whom it

may appeal the idea that this purchase and sub-

mitting of someone else's work is something they

should look into. I think this course of action has

been disastrous and hope this piece brings into full

view what's been going on more and more — and

one of the dangers in it.

One of my students in one of the lower-division

American History "survey" courses (I am a T.A.)

handed in a paper that he'd purchased from one of

these "underground" sources. When I was

grading it I was impressed with its quality but

suspicious about it for two reasons: all the

scuttlebut I'd heard about the commercial paper

mills, and the writing style of the paper seemed

different from the two papers this student had

already handed in. I happened to mention by

cynicism to a friend who was TA-ing an upper-

division History course. He asked to look at it and,

sure enough, it was a word-for-word copy of one of

several papers stolen from him (and later

mysteriously returned). After a long discussion

with the student involved, and having known him

pretty well over the quarter and the pressures on

him, I accepted his explanation that it was not he

who stole the paper (and perhaps not even the

person who sold it to him ) . Though the student was
"guilty" of an error in judgment in submitting

work not his own» and suffered for it grade-wise,

he was one of the unknowing victims who believed

what they were told: that the paper sold to him
was aji original on the topic, and that there was no

danger in imnding it in.

The important thing here is not this case but

rather that its trappings are strikingly sinuLar to

many !'v6 learned about ftiis past quarter the b
weeks of the term a number of students ( ^ ) m w
the rounds of the big liberal arts lecture cour^^
concentrating their efforts particularW

'

minority students (especially those on °irt

programs) for whom (they Assume) the Uk\
minute pressures will be greatest, and for whom
( they usually rightfully assume) papers are m3
terrifying because this is the greatest skm
disadvantage they have competing with graduate
of white middle-class high schools. Peddling It
stolen papers has become a profitable busir^

These students ( including many white working
class kids) are being victimized in another more
general, way. In a competitive capitalist ^ietv
where industrial honesty has not been the primarv
virtue, and where the pigs that run this society are
among the most corrupt of all, do we have any
right to expect any different? The cutthroat
competition for grades, and pressures of this and
most other universities, are obvious to all a
society which forces a segment of its youth
through rotten, decaying urban ghetto schools, or
B.I.A. schools for Native Americans, and then
selects out a tiny percentage of the most
promising to try to shove them through the portals

of ruling-class academia so as to show "op-
portunity for all" will inevitably produce
situations such as this. Universities can only,

under the present ^stem, be reflections of the

rotting society around them — at least in terms of

structure. While the people on whom the

productive force of that society's wealth depend
get themselves together and plug themselves into

its inherant contradictions, the university system

can do little more than mark time (though the

people involved therein can do plenty).

As to the lessons we can draw from the above

case, all we can suggest is that the old saw be

remembejtJd; "Let the buyerhewarei:' People

who read papers are neither as atomized nor as

stupid as some undergraduates think.

Letter to the Editor:

UPC meeting on OLE discussed
Editor: \

I also attendM the March 1, 1972

open' meeting of the University

Policies Commission concerning

On-Line-EnroHment. This 'open'

meeting, supposedly called to

generate greater student/faculty

input, was advertised exacUy
once, one whole month in advance
of the meeting. Even this an-

nouncement was difficult to find

since it was burricKl in the text of a

DB article about OLE. The only

students at the meeting, as far as I

know, were those on UPC's
subcommittee on OLE, plus a few
from the Registrar's part-time

staff. Basically it was an ad-

ministration meeting, with
everyone on a first name basis,

consisting of such interested

parties as C.Z. Wilson (Academic
Programs, such as OLE);
William T. Pu 'rett (Registrar),

Ron Boegem;^*. (OSP), Dee
Cuenod (Planning Office); with a

few interested and neutral parties

such as Gene Wilhelm (UPC);
and Don Hartsock (Ombudsman).
Much as I deplore the poor

announcement (and hence poor
attendance by students), I cannot
condone name withheld 's off-base

and out-of-context remarks. I

strongly suspect I know who name
withheld is, but far be it for me to

uncloak anyone desirous of

anonymity. However, before
anyone takes his remarks too
seriously, let me just comment of

name wHhheM's expertise. The
question was asked '*Why should
graduate students fees pay for any
part of OLE since they do not use
it? " I thought it was a pretty
stupid question, but Stan Chin
(Associate Registrar) patiently

corrected him by noting
"Graduate students are spared by
their departments from per-
.sonally appearing to enroll at a
computer terminal, but every
student enrollment is handled by
the computer" This is just a
sample of the kind of misun-

derstandings and misap-
prenhensions I'm sure many
students have about OLE. Before

condemning it, though, they
should take the time to find out a

few facts.

Before I go on to explain some of

the facts of what occurred at the

meeting mid exanUne this sup-

posedly sinister ULTIMATE
SYSTEM in its true clothing; let

me explain my OLE backgfXNmd.

I originally became involved with

OLE when my husband was hired

by the Office of Systems and
Procedures (OSPV to prograin

some of the subsystems of

UROLE. During the year before

the first OLE in Winter, 1970, I

also worked part-time many,
many nights for OSP helping to

test the system. I was also

privileged, along with Larry Inks

(Assistant Registrar), to

demonstrate the UROLE system
to the UC Regents. I have, since

joining the UCLA-NPI staff, kept
up with recent UROLE
developments since I have many
friends and acquaintances who
are still involved in the projc>ct.

In addition, I attended UCLA as
an undergraduate on both the

semester and quarter system and
I actively participated in the

quaint and dangerous custom of

'running for classes'. The kinds of

problems that name withheld
attributes to a Big Brother (HAL)
computer all existed long before
OLE. I certainly agree with him
that steps should be taken to in-

sure that fewer errors occur and
that direct human interaction is

available immediately to solve

such problems. Actually, though,
computers really are much less

fallible than human registrar

clerks and fewer, not more, errors
are occuring because of the

development of OLE
As for the UPC called meeting,

its purpose was to discuss OLE ih

terms of: its interactions and
interdependencies with other

student related systems and

processes (such as grades, ad-

missions, etc.); its goals (to

eliminate such practices as

'running for classes' and the

utilization of slave TA labor to

enroll students); its effectiveness

(centralization has made

enrollment more efficient,

students can talk to an advisor or

get petition forms all in one

place); and finally, that problem

of 'where do we go from here'

(referred to in the meeting

humorously, and not diabolically

as name withheld would haveyou

believe, ^s the ULTIMATE

SYSTEM). '
"'

Certain OLE changes already

mandated by Statewide are

currenUy in the planning stage A

whole new subsystem called DaU

System of Instructional

Resources (DSIR) will measure

UCLA's utilization of faculty, TA's

and classroom facilities for

educational purposes; lab and lect

will be be linked in the computer

memory to insure that no sudent

enrolls in a lecture unaware there

is a lab and fails to attend it; law

and sections of the same lectiire

will be linked to provide

reassignment if the studen^

requests his schedule w
rearranged to enroU him (this |S

now done laboriously by hand).

additional daU such as the in-

structor's name, room ana

building for the class, will dc

displayed on the terminals at tne

time of enrollment so thai

students have the most up-^,^*

information about their cla»».

DSIR can be considered part oi

the ULTIMATE SYSTEM,

however the ULTIMATE

SYSTEM will be of even greai«

benefit to students. Having
J^^

tended UCLA I knbw what a pain

it is to attempt to get records from

one office to another r

example, every ^^^^^llZc\^\
oW run-around between Finajicia

OLE
v^ and the Registrar because I

?tan NDEA loan that paid my
^"Sowever. my fees could

j^
^paid unless 1 was a registered

M,Sent and the Registrar would

'^'Sister me unte- I paid my

Jl w first I stood m a long hne

"Tu other unfortunates at

fi'iancial
Aids where 1 picked up

a

fees

diD guaranteeing payment of

^ to the Registrar's, then I went

Leila Kay Menzies

Research Assistant
l._. NP|_ Menial

Retardation Center

. r- .

*

Abdrtmsz"
Kditor

:

As part of its service to the

campus community, the Over-

population Information Center
contacts all problem pregnancy
referral agencies which advertise
in the Daily Bruin to determine
what services they offer. This
report is the result of such an
inquiry. We contacted the agency
whole advertisement is

PREGNANT? Need help? Call

Lifeline 9ei-HELP".
Lifeline is sponsored by the

Sroup known as Birthright or the
Right to Life League and provides
financial and counseling help for

alternatives to abortion. They told
us they are 'here to help a girl

continue her pregnancy." They do
"ot give referrals for abortions
and abortion is not one of the
^HHions they offer women who call
them.

^e suggest that a woman who
wants an aborton contact Student
Health Service or the Over-
population Information Center
*^n Monday^ and Thursdays,
1^2, Ackerman Union 2412) for

referrals,

Judy Kunofsky
Overpopviatlen Information

Center

_ ..
' Wednesday/

|(P«id AdvcrtiMmcnt) i^H
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zima AuoKNCis

/'

Could men have possibly soiled across the oceans in small reedv boats two thousand years

before the birth of thrist? Could the many ilmllaritJes In the l^nclent^clvlllzatlons of the

Americas and the Mediterranean be more than just mere colniSdeace? Thor Heyerdohl

world reknowned anthropologist-explorer, decided to find out by crossing the Atlantic In a

papyrus reed boat-not once, but twice!! "The RA Expeditions" captures the spirit o^ science

and adventure that Inspired eight men to sail across a vast ocean as their ancestors might

hove done thousands of years before!

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

''Best Documentary Film 1971"

ROYCE HALL

WEDNESDAY. APRILS. 1972

7:30 P.M.

ADMISSION 75<t
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UCLA Comm. on Fln« Arts Production* pretentt

DickReddy's RUSSIA
A film five yaort in the making, covering the U-

nivertity of Moscow, o visit with o Russian fani^

ly, camping trips through wild country to Geor-

gia, Black Sea boot trip to Yolto, entertainment by

the famed Russian Circus, and morel

Friday, April 7 - 8:30 p.m. - Royce Hall

$1.30 itudent lidieto ovoildble at UCLA Central

Ticket Office, 650 WestwoodPlozo.andattheboK

office prior to showing, '__ ,

ON YOUR NEW M/CYCLF AND
TOUR EUROPE I

Buy new BSA. TRIUMPH. NORTON,
TAX FREE from one of England's

oldest dealers- Est . 50 years. Huge

stock too of guaranteed used models

at England's lowest prices Full Insui-

ance for Europe b Shipment back to

U S.A. arranged -or we guarantee re-

purchase Write now fot full details

George Clarke f Motors) Limited, 1 36

1 56 Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2 Fng

Tel. 01 674 3211

Deptypigib wup!

WI*
} ''

JKER Bentyo;

i bam wtiritng tgix wretyer ib

befferencf th Candlil BaDirb's

better if nasf Banufbtey 34. Ig urt

tifbgd thae nv xas say nadbSyrv

yq 2qbts , roo poo! isb Theiw

prtibx hoor? I8d rab maot.

hreven, teyre abr stinn sobe ob uc

wggo ill beek bozzs vepper vo the

bcit. qhy ib ir yhay lourpe babe ro

th tink rat teyb'er roohare? Roo
hup! Y biiisr garb tge mtbe tjd^r

uabgw ^bty ubg, xt. - '
'
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xolhenore
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iMlAMinCMI FAMOUSFOR DISCOUNT PRICEStS
\^^ iiZLJJi.

ITA MOMICA
1 40 1 SANTA MONICA MAii —^—r

Can»«r ••«•• M*ii<<« tt»4
»m»r *>»»* M-W^m. ft r«i. *iao.«

_:—.-.s
--'

• MlMdi Mill
S«72 WItSHIRI SLVO.
••tw*** Owotmvir ft Cachran

• WiSTWOOD VILLAM
leOO WISTWOOO MVO.
C«*a«r Wm»*<mm»d ft W*|rfc«'«

e«Wy «>S0.ft:M-MM. ft Pri. «i9«-«
CtM«4 t««4«y ¥mUdm*m4 Pmtkinm

• HOLLYWOOD
^m^ 1^40 NOiLYWOOO tlVO.

N*My«>M4 •1*4. m* torn*

Daily *>*•-« - •••. *'.3»>*;»e - Sm«. I«>fti4

• CINLVII CITY
S»S« CUiVm CtNTit

Maat M Hkmrkmt »—hm*
m*ur t.«..>»4i. i0.ft

• tp% AliOtUS
479 NCWTN rAlftMX

M»a» *• C«iH*r»

the Original MICKEY MOUSE WATCHES!

*, '"..^ ^W,

\

V >
r t

Jj^.^-

^^'\,

.v:' •i'4.,

fhe One, ffce Offfy, ffce Greofesf/ FROM
with Swiss mevcmciitt A fwlly

SiMiranfttrf. Availobte in small,

mtd., A large siits with narrow
«r wide bands, for mtn, woinoN
and children.

$095

1IIIHAT-A-WAY-T0-GET-]niVAY...

With DIALI
5-1972 TRAVCO MOTORHOMES to

be awarded in the Dial Sweepstakes

U^i
..Ni,

n£ll
S«* ConWtl
dalarit in our

Both Size 7 Oz Dial

Dial Soop Shampoo
5 OQc $1.15 ^Qc

For '' Valae**T
IMItS 1 lUmT] .

.

•I mTf DISCOUNT COUPON imCTIVI APR 4 THIU AfR. 11

Dial

t Oj Spray
Anti

Pvrtpiront

(Sc*ni«d ond
On Scentwd)

S1W COc
Valve Dt

iHMIT J

WILKINSON
Bonded

Razor Set
Bl RITE DRUGS

CASH
REFUND
BY MAIL

$2.95 VALUE

IIMIT3

frrKTIVI AM. t TO APR. 11

DISCOUNT COUPON

;•

l»

a

\ ^ ''•f: '

IMMTl

Bl RITE DRUGS

CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH

Save 70c!
20-01.

$1.59 QQc
Value O #

APR. « THRU APR. M

DISCOUNT COUPON

;:•:•:>:«• Bl RITE DRUGS ;.>:•:•>:• Bl RITE DRUGS

.>:

Free 69c Brite Side |
Sfiampoo with ea. §

$1.09 Siie

ULTRA BRITE I

TOOTHPASTE i

6^4-0i.

DIGEL;
TAOI.ITO

Antt-Oaa
AnIacM

!.•.«

APR. « TNRU APR. f 1 ^k

Bl RITE DRUGS •»*•»-• •:•:•:•:•:•';<ft>:a»»;»",

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

•:•:•:•;•:.:•

V IHMT 3

LYSOL SPRAY
DISINFEQANT

Sove 69c
21 Oi.

$1.98 $129
Value

l-Ol.

$1

ViCKS
VAPORUB

Save 50c
—.3.1-01.

:::•^^x•^:ws; v:i:i:«:W:-??:

|':-:-x-:-:::¥:'<s^

. DI-GEL I

TABLETS i
Sove 81c

100'$ g

$2.10 $1291
APR. * TNRU APR. II X-

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

X .:

;•;• :•:.

WILKINSON
BONDED BLADES
FOR BONDED RAZOR

S's

$1.19
Valiie

APR. * TNRU APR. 11 IHMT 3

MpR
010

IMIT J

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

beacon
i

MOPftGip
Cleans A Shines as
yow damp mop

16 Ol.

79c
Volue

69'
APR. ft TURN APR. II

$1.00
Value

1MIMT4
39

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

•.^••.•-••^.•%i« .V^VjLViVtVi DISCOUNT COUPON

Rl RITE DRUGS

APR. ft THRU APR. II :<.

.............^

49

Siiik-'flf"

APR 4 TNRU APR. 11

$3.00
Value

IMMT4

2S's

SARDOHTES i±_ BRECK BASIC
BATH (ML '^1 HAIR CONDITIONER
OWEUHES **l_ AND TEXTURIZER
Save $1,011 ^aJjrf

$199
"^^

1

Save $1,001
4^0.. tf>«25

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITf HHUGS

APR. ft THRU APR. It
INMTft

$2.25
Value $1

SWEET N' LOW
SUGAR SUBSTITUTE

•^^^ 100 Pacicets

\ /s?5? Save 50c!

'!»>»»i':.»;. DISCOUNT COUPON

Rl RITE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPON

HI RITE DRUGS

APR, ft THRU APR. II <i-
'V,

i
^^ P^r» ^''dO o\ Save 50% H^%^

^ iMMT I

DISCOUNT COUPON

*» * TNRU APR. II X: :;:; inmt ]

VAVSftv ft<WrtW:'X|

.'a-

i

r ^
% *

« iS

x-xW:w-$^ I

DEODORIZINGEODORIZIN

DISCOUNT COUPON
APR ft THRU APR. It

'•> >•": l»««» >

. ^ CLEANER
4j^^ Wi|»os aw«v odor cowsinf

CUMH 9*nns m% it wi|»os owoy dirt :$

Value Vw I
^^^^^^^^APR. ft TNRU APR 11 <<

DISCOUNT COUPON

Ife your onlyface keep It clean

NOW
ONLY

THE SKIN
MACHINE
Automatic Face Brush

by Clairol

NOW!... CLEAN YOUR FACE - AUTOMATICALLY. WITH THE
NEW SKIN MACHINE* AUTOMATIC CLEANSING BRUSH BY
CLAIROL
It's the »ure way to cUan ikin r«a|ly clean. TKoutands of soft
rotating bristles gently scrub away pore polluting face dirties

float away the grime that con cause skin problems. Packed
with 2 famous cleanser ijars Fostex " for oily skin and acne,
Lowila" for sensitive skin. Comes in Its own storage cose. Bat
teries included.

Editor:

The case of Vladimir Bukovsk^
has been widely reported in the

press. In support of the cause of

justice in this case, we have issued

the following public appeal to the

chief of state of the USSR.
' David G. Epstein

• *

Mr. Nikolai Podgomy
Chairman of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet

Dear Mr. Chairman:

All of the undersigned are

members of the faculty of the

University of California, Los
Angeles and have long been active

in the struggle against US
military operations in Viet-Nam
and for the liberation of Angela
Davis and other political

prisoners in the United States.

We are convinced, howtever,

that the democratic principles for

which we struggle know no
frontiers. News has reached us of

the arrest, trial and im-
prisonment of Vladimir Bukov-
sky. Based on the facts which
have reached us, we are forced Utr

concludethatBukovsky
hash*^

incarcerated for hoC tSmaking public political viJl\'"
which the current adminS "*

of the USSR does notagSr
practice, on the part of

.'
government is a violation^
fundamental Principles Of hi:

We therefore insist that th.
competent authorities remedy «1wrong which has been committed
and immediately restore

lit>ertv
to Bukovsky and to all £similarly situated.

\ / Sincerely,
' JonAmsden

' 'Robert Brenner
Joseph E. Emonds
David G. Epstein

Samuel FarlKjr
.Samuel R.Friedman

I>onaldKaIi8h

Nikki Keddie
l>avid R. McCann

-Henry W. McGee, Jr^

Gary B.Nash
Carlos Otero

Hayden V. White

* r

'^''\

Pax

Editor,
,

This letter is in protest to the

recent presentation of the Ralph

J. Bunche Award to U. Thant,

former secretary general of the

United Nations. To give the

award, (named after a winner of

the Nobel Prize for Peaces, to a

man who did everything but fire

the first shot in the 1967 Six-Day

War, is a disgraceHothe award
itself. I suggest that whoever is in

charge of the presentation, find a

more suitable candidate -
someone who will do justice to the

l»^^Ralph J. Bunche.

-^.r . AronBick

—

-^''' ' Sophomore

'•"?i*tr*-

-f.

< J

2 .'

Originality

is not
"

. t .
* •

one of our
virtues.

•
",-,. -- '

All wo do is copy. W« mak« fast, exact, aconomical

copias from your originals In both Xarox and Offset

.

at low, low pricee. Usually on a wMle-you-wait

basis. When you need this type of copy service,

come in with your originals so that we can show

> you our virtues.

'TWO MICRIIES Tl SEIVE YIU lETTEl
f I

XEROX^ COPIES
ARE NOW

•Vk-ller
• % > U

XBIOX tEDUaiONS .05 MR COPY

llerMOtl
HHNf» MSTANIIY ON OrrSfT

NOVRS 9-5:45 MM. HH.

9-5.« UT.

CENTER at Michael

915 Westwood Blvd.

Phone 477-4229

COPY
SPECIALISTS

i

prtftrToThe Editor

i^Many ways to skin the
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If the puri)ose of a review is not

to
mislead prospective readers.

vour recent reviews of Chomsky s

and Skinner's most recent books

(Daily Bruin, February 28) seem

to leave much to be desired.

Particularly misleading is the

assumption that, here again, "it's

one man's opinion against another

„,an's opinion/' Are we to be

equally undecided about

Ptolemy's and Copernicus', or

even Newton's and Einstein's

"opinions?" (I don't mean ^
imply that Skinner's work is of the

itnporUnce of Newton's.)

It is true that one need not

assume that the typical reviewer

has all it Ukes to be able to

iudiciously pass judgment on the

merits of an inteUectual con-

troversy of such importance. It

might be difficult for someone not

especially trained in logic to see.

whether at least one of the two

sides constructs valid arguments.

Still, even the non-ideal reviewer

can presumably search for the

smoke which may later lead to the

fire In our case, the reviewer who

notes that Chomsky has twice

refuted (or attempted to refute)

Skinner, the first time back in

195*, should also note that we are

not fortunate enough to have

Skinner's (or anyone else's)

refutation of Chomsky.

But even~puttlirg aside the

^difficult qui^slion of deciding

whether only one of the two men
shows sufficient respect for logic

and factual evidence, those

reviews leave something to be

desired. Lack of space doesn't

permit me to include more than a

few observations (hopefully

enough to give the flavor of what

might be involved):- ' •

1) Science vs. religion or

folklore. — Even if one doesn't

know enough to be sure which of

two "opinions," say, the Catholic

inquisitor's of Galileo's, is the

right" oner (if one is), still no

rational person would fail to

detect a basic difference in their

approaches (i^ot without political

consequences; cf. Brecht's

(Galileo, much to the point also in

both Disneyland and Skin-

nerland). Not even Boas'

"authority" is enough to blur the

traditional distinction betweem a

scientist and a "prophet" (or

"religious leader"). A reference

to Russell's "A free man's wor-

ship" (1903) and "An outline of

intellectual rubbish" (1943), for

example, would l>e less

misleading (ai^d much more
appropriate) .

~ "^

2) Chomsky vs. Skinner. — It is,

at best, misleading to assert that

"Chomsky does no differ from
Skinner in his desire not to

manipulate the exterior societ, he
simply has a different plan (it lies

somewhere between the

Republican's and Maoists
model)." No one can "design a

culture" a la Skinner by giving the

greatest socially possible scope to

the freedom and creativity of

every member of the community
(i e the free evolution of a free

society falls beyond any
"deterministic computation").

That's why Chomsky's view
requires no "social engineering",
while Skinner's involves both
''social engineering" of the
behavioristic variety and an
aprioristic blueprint selected by
very few. If it were true that, as
one reviewer writes, "inaction is

surely action," then, say, "ab-

solute lack of oppression" would
be exactly the same as "absolute

oppression," and even non-
Orewellian peace Would be war.

3) Chomsky's "anarchism." —
Although it is true that "anar-
chism has a broad back, like

paper it endures anything" —
including those whose acts are

such that "a mortal enemy of

anarchism could not have done

better" — and although "there

have been many styles of anar-

chist thought and action," one
would not expect to find a serious

reviewer asserting that "whether

Chomsky is a socialist or anar-

chist is a moot point." The
passage quoted immediately
above this phrase is aJ>out

"socialism," as are manyother
passages in the book reviewed, so

at least that much should be clear.

A more conscientious reviewer

could have gone on to discover

that Chomsky has explicitly

placed himself within the

tradition which holds that "every

anarchist is a socialist but not

every socialist is necessarily an

anarchist' ' (in the words of

Adolph Fischer, one Of the victims

of another "Chicago trial," that of

1887). Chomsky is,' then, a

sdiialist AND an anarchist; in

less "loaded" terms, Chomsky is

a non-authoritarian (libertarian)

socialist. I must hurry to add that

this is not very original, even

among^ non-prophets and non-

religious non-leaders. Almost a

quarter of a century before the

''Pentagon Papers" Albert

Einstein wrote that "it is.

STUDENT- FACULTY_PLAN

^1 PER DAY ^
CAR IN EUROPE
* Summer new-car lease plan
* Purf^hate-special savings
* Hostels-camping-discount club

Por Free Folder write: CTE-
555 Fifth Av©.,N.Y.1001 7/697-6800

Name

Addrtaa

T*l

t>«P«rtJnfl on —for—

.

dsys

D Student D Teacher Q Lease QBuy

necessary to remember that a

planned economy is not yet

socialism. A planned economy as

such may be accompanied by the

complete enslavement of the

individual . . . How can the rights

of the individual be protected and
therewith a democratic coun-

terweight to the power of

bureaucracy be assured?"
( Einstein is far more radical than

Chomsky: For him only "liber-

tarian socialism" i^
"socialism.") -.^^

4) The reviewer as the
superfinguist. — It takes more
than a modicum of "innocence" to

cavalierly dismiss with an in-

fallible "the example, obviously, ^

doesn't work," in the space of a

short paragraph, Chomsky's
treatment of an intricate

linguistic question. This is the

more surprising when it appears

on a page which doesn't show
much understanding of Chom-
sky's epoch-making work in

language analysis and language

theory. Could it be that, within

Chomsky's elaborate framework,

there is more in his analysis than

meets the eye? Is it likely that a

reviewer can see in a few minutes

what a life-time student of

language has not seen in 25 years,

even if they are equally gifted?

That he can hope to refute in a

paragraph thousands of pages of

painstaking research? Ironically

enough, it doesn't seem utterly

unlikely that, back in 1947 (when,

as an 18 year old student he helped

his teacheM£r^ Harris with the

proofs of Methods in Structural

Linguistics), Chomsky already

knew more about language than

some of his reviewers know today,

a quarter of a century after— and

a revolution (the Chomskian
revolution) in between.

Carlos Otero

^ .Romance Linguistics

and Literature

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
AT NEW -
CENTURY CITY HOSPITAL

We are now Interviewing for Stewards and Stewardesses

to work In our Food Service Department. A minimum of

four (4) hours per day after 3 P.M. dally.

Duties will Include serving patients late afternoon nou-

rishments and evening meals. Candidate must be well

groomed, personable and be emphatic. Uniforms will be

furnished. Excellent starting salary.

Interviews by appointment only. Please call:

(21 3) 553^21 1 or 879-2322

CENTURY GITY . -

HOSPITAL- —
^ :

2070 Century Pork East

Los Angeles, Col ifoi^n la 90067
< -

on equal opportunity employer

student
committee *-

for the aria

WHAT S HAPPENING. . .

-o weekly look at $1 tickets on*^.

sale to UCLA students only at

Ihe Kerckhoff Holl Ticket Office

$1 TICKETS ON SALE NOW

Com« to fh« circus, com« to the circus. See New York's

THE OPEN THEIIRE ^- ^—

in

THE MHTHTIOH SHOW

_^

A psychic ewploratlon - there ore no boun-

doriet - of a carnival ci hunnan beings,

feotur tog the deformed and deranged spe-

cimens of mankind - the spo^ic, hysteric,

compulsive, obsessive, paralyzed - v«/ho

od out their distorted, individual visions

of "reality." These "mutations" are

"fugues In the human symphony. They

don't moke beautiful music, but It's o score

you won't soon forget." .

(Chicago Sun Times)

SATURDAY, APRIL 8 - 8:30 PattOYCE HALL,

fsmss^si^i^
l(Paid Advertisement)

THINKING ABOUT A SUMMER JOB?

come to

J
•-;/.. V,

^*V^^' . f

"Summer (iroup Meetings^'.

BUILDING IG

PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER
T

Monday - Wednesday - Friday

at 3 p.m.

Up to 3

is free.

• i.

YOUNG SINGLE

CATHOLICS ,
....... ^

Parties and Dances
Non-dale, clty-wlde mixer parties ond dances for young single

catholics (21-35 yrs) w'»be held at the Cockatoo nn 4334

•W. Imperial Hwy.lnglewood. on Fri. April 7 1972. anrf at he

Miramar Hotel, Ocean Ave. and WllsbireBlvd SontaMon ca,

onFrl April 2 1,1 972. 8:30 P.M. -1:00 A.M. $2.50 admission.

Live music. Over500expected.Come,andinviteyoor
friends

for +WO fun filled evenings. To be regularly informed of future

activities send home and address to:

YOUNG SINGLE CATHOLICS CLUB

P.O. BoK 24361

Westwood Village, California 90024

The AVERAGE student hospital stay In the UCLA Med

Center Is over five days; and much longer stays are not

at all uncomnDon. The Student Healtti Service

automatically provides any student who has paid the

registration fee for the current quarter with complete

medical care for short term Illnesses and Injuries up to

three days of hospital care.

^ ... -^
'

'^

You will be responsible for all hospital expenses In- ^

curred after the third day.

The Student Health Service coverage Is seriously ht-

complete^ In certain respects and must be sup-

plementSabV other Insurance If the student is to be

reasonably well protected. Many students are already

covered by adequate additional Insurance, but any

student not so covered Is strongly urged to take out the

STUDENT ACCIDENT & SICKNESS MEDICAL
EXPENSE PLAN. This p4a« was especially designed

to supplement rather than duplicate the automatic

Student Health Service coverage. It Is able to provide,

for a smjjil premium, a large measure of protection

against large medical and hospital expenses not

covered by the Student Health Service. Additional

Insurance is ^Iso provided for dependent wives and

children of students.

For further Information iknd application contact the

Associated Students Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall

Room 140, or call ^25 0611, ext.^ 259.

»,i I (I
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eraduanng this year?
Fulfill your military obligation

in a meaningful way as a

Coast Guard OfllCBR

Interviews on campus

9:00 A.M. -"A:00 P.M.

6 April 1972 "" 7

Contact Placement Office to schedule interview

Or mail coupon below for information.

r".
S«nd to: Commander TptpT ^^4^«.

Eleventh Coast Guard District
19 Pine Ave.. Heartwell Bldg.,^

Please tell ri^ftS. P^ql}lfill<r^WlSfii»i^flgathi8^t a

Coast Guard Officer.

Name ^

Address.

City. -State. .Zip.

College\«WII«)|V— —
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Taking the shaft out of quarter breaks
Kdiior:

-- -,

By way of response to the letter

from Michael Filkoff, entitled

Shaft '. and printed in the Daily

liruin on Friday, February 25,

1972. please let me submit the full

text of a letter that I addressed on

February 24th to Lamar Lyons,

President of the Student

Legislative Council.

I am taking the liberty of en-

closing a copy of the calendar

proposed for the Winter quarter so

that student apprehension over

the existence of a "Spring Break"

may be alleviated. The Spring

quarter 1973, incidentally, would,

end Friday, June 15th if our

proposal prevails.

Let me note, in concluding this

letter, that Mr. Filkoff sent me a

copy of the letter of February 25th

back on February 7th. I wrote him

on February 14th to indicate that

we were seeking a solution to the

tightness of the winter schedule

and to assure him that the

calendar would not remain as

then "set-up."

, Robert S. Kinsman
Dean. Academic Services

Monday,

Saturday,

^r- :--- ' Winter Quarter

Beginning of Quarter Wednesday,

.lanuary 3. 1973

Registration and Enrollment

January 3-5

Beginning of Instruction Monday,
January 8

l»r€»sident's Day
February 19

Knd of Instruction

March 17

Examinations March 19, 20, 21, 22,

23 < Monday through P'riday

)

Knd of Quarter Friday , March 23

49 days of instruction

.Mr. Filkoff:

"As I promised the Student

Administration Interns who have
so ably served and represented

SLC, I am sending 70U, for your
comment, a copy (k the revised

Academic and Administrative
Calendar for 1972-73. It has been,

now, thrice revised; it will have to

be submitted for a second time to

the Committee on Educational

Policy for its all-important ap-

proval.

In essence the Fall calendar

remains unchanged. While the

a9
x<v^

peoP»«bui7<i3^
•^/••.

Th« CqultabI* Uf AMuranca »oc*«ty of th« UnH«d St.tM. N«w York, N V An Equal Oppoflunity Cmployar. M/F I Mt iVJU I I/VdLE
For a free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable. Dept. F. G.P.O. Box 1 170, New York, N.Y. 10001

first day of registration (Mnn^
the 18th) coincides w.thT^y
Kippur. no one who observes t^l
holy day will be penal^Tti^^
will be full opportunity f^r them?
register on Tuesday the 19thCfact w,n be fully and deal
publicized m the RegistS
Circular. A second difficulty 1^
in our decision to end instriicu^
on a Monday (December 4th) !J
order to insure 49 days of in^
struction. We believe that Zf
otherwise "odd" day can kl
"Instructor's Choice" - a day fo^
special review sessions, a final
day on which to hand in term
papers, or a day out for those whomay be responsible for "take-
home exams."

The real crux in the calendar
hes at the end of the Winter
quarter. We have accepted the
plan proposed by your interns to
fry a 5-day examination schedule
for that term, thus enabling us to
preserve 49 days of instrucUon but
to end the examination period
sufficienUy early (on Friday
March 23 — instead of Monday
March 26th — just last week
designated an Administrative
Holiday), in turn permitting a 5-

day "Spring Break" between the

final day of exams and the first

day of registration.

In all candor, however, despite^

the eloquence of your interns we
are not utterly convinced that we ^.

can condense In Person
Registration and Enrollment into

a two-day period (Thursday and
Friday) by virtue of evening

sessions at the IBM console, so to

speak. We are willing to begirT^

registration Thursday, instead of

Wednesday, to be Sure, thus

yielding an additional day's

"break". The Registrar's ex-

^

perience ^in these matters in-

dicates, hdwever, that wq may be

running a serious risk here.

Almost invarably in the past the

evening and night time periods

have been needed for machine

maintenance and restoration. We
would rather leave the question

open, until further experience has

t)een accumulated (this spring,

next fall) concerning the time (ir

machine "recovery." »

Be warned, rtioreoever, that in

all these matters, actual cost-

increases have not been con-

sidered. The Thursday-Friday-

Saturday option, requiring prime

time w^ges, may be the

proverbial straw breaking the

drerloaded back. If we are forced

to return to a Wednesday-

Thursday-Friday schedule, as

earlier proposed, we shall,

nonetheless, be able to provide a

four-day break (an eleven day

break for those who registered

and pre-enrolled by mail!)

As for the Spring calendar, we

are quite receptive to your in-

terns' suggestion that the 5-day

exam schedule again be con-

sidered, enabling us to end the

term three days earlier than first

proposed, provided, of course,

tHat 5-day schedule tests out in the

Winter quarter. Indeed, if it does,

it is our hope to install it per-

manently once more provided it

proves practicable.

Roberts. Kinsman

Dean, Academic Services

DAP -call 57646

MID-VALLEY
COLLEGE OF LAW

Oivition of A«ocl«t*4J U»«« Arti

TWO YEAR ATTORNirS
ASSISTANT PROGRAM
April Qtiortei itoriJ April 24

Ooy & •vninq tloil**

Wmm v.r ^>hone:

15910 Venturo Boulevor*

Suitt A 2

Irvono, Californio 9U16
Ar^oC^dr. 213 986 7175
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to Bruin seniors
By Doug Kelly -

DB SporU Editor

the passing of the 1971-72

season brings with it the depar-

ture of three seniors on this year's

squad: Henry Bibby, Jon Chap-

man and Andy Hill. Bibby, of

course, is the most well known of

the three, but each in his own way
helped make this seaaop ttie

success it was.
t- .

Bibby leaves UCLA in search of

a pro basketball career. The <^1

guard from Franklinton, N.C. has

expressed a private desire to

return to his homeland and that

could mean a playing role with the

Carolina Cougars of the ABA.

With that league's three-point rule

for 25-foot baskets, Henry would

be right at home.
Four years at UCLA have made

a big difference in Henry's life.

Franklinton is a rural

town and the transition to Los

Angeles was admittedly difficult

at first. Henry is comfortable hew^
now, but if given the choice, he*d

probably opt to return home.

Four years have also made a

difference in his playing career.

As a freshman, he was co-Moat

Valuable Player with Andy Hill on

a team that was lacking in height

and had only these two for any^

genuine offense.

Then, it was a promotion to a

starting guard spot on the 1909-70

team. Bibby was the rookie, but

he turned in a man-iized job that

year, teaming alongside John
Vallely. Henry has been a moat
adaptable player. In three yeara,^

his backcourt partners have been
Vallely, then Kenny Booker and
Terry Schofield, and this year,

Greg Lee and occasionally

Tommy Curtis.
^ TMore than anyone else, John
Wooden has seen the evolution of

Henry^s game. Wooden especially

admires Bibby 's serious attitude

toward basketball.

' *'Henry's main strength is hii

attitude toward practice and
attention to the game itself. He
was always seeking to improve

himself and working hard all the

while.

**While some players tend to get

involved in a little horseplay that

hinders their own game and that

of the team," continued Wooden,

^*you seldom saw this with Henry.

He had a good time, but it wasn't

with horseplay."

Wooden admits openly that the

biggest problem in terms of next

season will be finding a man who

»*L^.^^?^^ end of the yearHenry had li and is points m f

Regional games at sTTtUfc,!^^^^

Henry Bibby
can fill Henry's shoes, both in

performance and leadership.

**Henry was very conacientious

and worked very hard on the floor

the entire time he was here,"

Wooden said. "He worked as hard

on defense as he did on offenae,

and this had to cairy over to his

teammates." ' ^

From the new man on the *eo-70

aquad, Bibby returned the
following year as a vital member
of Sidney Wicks k Co. Although

his shooting was off from the year

before (a drop from 51% to 38%)
his overall game improved. And
in typical Bibby fashion, he saved

This latter performance
wa,

unfortunately overlooked as k!
wasn't voted to the All-Tourn^
team m Houston, an omiJ!:

As far as I m concerned, Henrv
was an AU-Tourney player " »I
insists. ' **

A sociology major, Henry savi
he would like to try coaching aid
woridng with young people Z
not right away. "I've wanted to
play pro basketball for about as
long as I can remember," he said
after his third national cham-
pionship. Chances are that am
bition will come true. "I certainly
hope he's given a chance," saj^
Wooden, "because if he is, I'm
sure he will make it."

If you totaled up the playing
time Jon Chapman enjoyed in

three years at UCLA, it probably
doesn't equal one full game. But
through all the time he has
languished on the bench, he has
remained surprisingly positive.

Even though the playing time

has been sparse, Jon has gained

from his basketball experiences.

**rm a lot better basketball player

than I was when I came," he says.

**A lot better. That's just

something I know and not too

many others do."

His coach concurs in that

opinion. "Jon's game has im-

proved," says Wooden. "Jon isj

pretty good basketball player, but

wasn't quite good enough to play

ahead of the players we've had

during his tenure here." That's no

knock on Chapman or anyone

elae. There are players in the pros

right now who wouldn't have

played in front of Sidney Wicks,

Curtis Rowe.et. al.

(Continued on Page 7)
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HUNDREDS Of RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM S3.98

COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK, FOLK. BLUES. JAZZ. CLASSICAL. IMPORT

• I

ARETHA FRANKLIN
YOUNG. GIFTED AND BLACK ^

{^ f.

».

All Atlantic

records $4.98 & $5.98

during our grand

opening sale

$2.99

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK

BLACKNUSS

ROBERTA FLACK

CHAPTER TWO ISAAC HAYES
INTHEBEQINNING

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must prMMl iMf od for th« Wttihiro sfoto

Music Odyssey
1 19)0 Wilshlre Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open lofe every night

»"
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By Doug Kelly

The voice was clear and relaxed, a contrast to the past couple of weeks. The words, as

always, flowed freely, but it was different this Ume. Four days after his UCLA Bruins had

captured yet another national championship, John Robert Wooden sat back and discussed

they dynasty that is Bruin basketball. ^
, ^ ^ • ,«-^ i^

Ever since Wooden won his first national champiotehip nearly a decade ago. m IWi he

has steadfasUy maintained that any team making the final round of four was capable of

emerging as champion. So far, 27 challengers have tried and failed, leavmg UCLA wow ft

the top. Eight trips to the finals, eight championships. To foUowers of coUege basketball,

this achievement is just the other side of incredible. It is to Wooden also.

Following the Bruins' victory in Houston a year ago, Wooden pondered the achievements

of that time with Buddy Epstein of the DB. "Yoii mean the 28 straight, the five m a row, and

the seven of eight? It can't be done. No, it can't be done. But it has been." ..
, ,

The record, of course, is even more impressive now. 32 consecuUve victories intowr-

nament play, six NCAA Utles in succession, eight in the past nine years. Each is •/«ort.

Each will remain that way, at least untU the Bruins have the opportumty to extend tne

skeiiis that only they, seemingly, could prolong!

_ Accounting

How does one account for the Bruins' success? Wooden once attributed it toja lot ol

things falling in place," meaning his teams had talent, were fortunate and avoided mjury.

But it's so much more than that. And Wooden has been the architect.
_ ^fKr-n

Yes, UCLA has had tolented basketball players. No school has «v«r won anythingj^^

exceptional performere. The Bruins, though, have won champioiwhips with wj««« «
players, short, toll, strong, thin. No matter what, they aU possessed talent, knowledge ana

most of all, the ability to win. ^ -^ « , . ^ ^^j^^ ^^m^i^^
Other clubs have had talent and gone nowhere. After the^^^^^^^^^^^tWJvLms

nine years, it is the winning atUtude of the past that has earned over and^^
of the present. BiU Walton, in fact, put the whole thing in PJfP^ Pf"P«^* ff^^'^0
game with Florida Stote. SitUng by his locker, slowly peeUng the^^^ "^^^
looked at the asM^mblage gathered around him and admitted as to^T^J^^^V^
team to be knownas^ UCLA team which didn't win thj naUonal

f
!«?LPjP^j™^

both in past and present accompUshments, is the intongible factor in UCLA s domination.

Difference
-j»wm.

You can teU the difference between UCLA and ito 0PP2??L^^,|L^?^^^ SSoWSS
school's personnel and both wore the same uniforms^ UCLA^^P^^^^,^^
are going to win. It's visible first in the eyes, full of determlnation^thw tot^^
on the court, particularly the discipline Wooden's ptayers "how i" ^,^^*„^

»
willingnsss to dive for a loose ball or give the extra effort A"y^ ^o >^" *»^^^
rules It's no wonder that fundamentals are second nature to the Bruins and many nmei a

part of the game plan to thdr opposition.
^ , ji i^u^ -r. twn A<kiitkxial

Confidencrand wtoe, both ^producte of Wooden's ^^^^^.J^^^r^^
»«^ients to UoTrsuccess. W^en admit his playem are confident gmng mto every

game they play. He wants it that way. . . mnfidM** " he
I would much rather have my teams overconflden than with ^^"^^^^^j^^

«y8. -It is easier to bring a team down to reality than it »»/^f;f^^,^^S^^
poise, Wooden says one of the things most satisfying to Wm is that his teams, snort, lau,

experienced or green, have rarely lost their'^^'^^^'^l'^\^^ .biliUes when your

^

Naturally, it'5 easier to malnUin confidence m y^^J ^^^^^.T
ItSteam wins almost every game it ptays. But winmng also

^>^«J,^^^"^
"

continue winning, unUl fInaUy the pressure, subconsciously. affecU performance, thiswm

true during the Alcindor years, though the pressure to win shifted to the pressure to avoid

losing It could happen again in the near future, as Wooden is all too aware. Though he

personaUy does not believe in streaks, the Bruins nonetheless are within shouting distance

of USF's eo-game win streak, practically the only modem college basketball record UCLA

does not hold. Wooden sees the win skein as a fact, nothing more, and views it as a potential

^^^
Posslbttlty

••Unfortunately. I believe it (playing to avoid losing) will be a possibility," adding that one

of the causes is the sportswriters and sportscasters continually discuss the streak.

••I don't want to see it l^ppen, though it's definitely possible that it wiU. I wouW say that

as far as next year is concerned, we will be a better basketball team after we are beaten, or

if we are successful in breaking the record, we'll be better after it has been broken. There

is a precedent here. After UCLA tost a 47-game win streak to Houston in the Astrodome,

•we became from that period on about as fine and strong a coUege basketbaU team that s

ever played. Perhaps the strongest. But after the loss, not before."

Wooden is the first to admit that the Bruins have been most successful as far as their few

Iwses are concerned "In almost every case, they have made us stronger. I've ahvays

believed you need to experience some difficulty and hardships to become strong. You may

he strong without, in a sense, ever being defeated, but it's difficult. If you have a good scare,

you hope that will serve the purpose, but sometimes it tokes more than a good scare, it

akes an actual beating. You have to be knocked down, and then you find out whether you

'wiSSil&ought the most successful coach in college basketball out of the present and into

the future "You know," he said as he leaned back in the huge roll-away chair that sits

behind his orderiy desk, "we could be just as good a team next year, or even a better team

and not have as good a record. That Is quite possible. Unfortunately, again, people won t

judge you that way. From a physical point of view, we will be just as strong, perhaps

stronger , next year than this year. We'U have even more depth.

Blbby*s effect

•But I think it's too early to say how much we wlU miss the subconscious effect Henry

Bibby had on thte tewn. I'm sure we can get somebody that can score pretty weU, play

prethr good defense, and do the other things, but wiU he be an influence on the rest of the

players to do a lltUe better , which I definitely feel Henry was?

••Maybe our outside shooting won't be as good," Wooden continued, "becauseHenry was

always a threat, even when he wasn't shooting weU. They had to wspect him^^^
knew that he couW (shoot), and might at any time. We might be hurt in t^st resP^*;

because if we don't get outoide shooting, tiiat means tiiey float more on BUI and that cuts

^"KnlttiSde change in Uie '72-73 Bruins is also possible, says
t»f»r ^^.^^. j;^;^^

if the players entered the season witii the same eagerness tiuit they did this year. Wooden

emphasiMd. Bibby's departure will also create a void "I don't know if we hjd any one

player that will have the immediate respect they all had this year for Heiu7 BlbbyJ don t

foresee anybody on the team that can toke his place in tiiat category and that might hurt

"tos season's Coach-ofthe-Year (an award he's won on four otiier occasloMas ^>t|j«

pinJSntedexacUy what he felt the difference in attitude might be. "I ^^P^^J^^
SLpSned, "that this year tiiey wanted to prove themselves very mu^h ^^^^^^^
Subconsciously, they may feel tiiey've already proven themselves. It might be they 11 have

STf^^^^ th«nselves to continue ttie work Uiat was necessary, and which wiU be

necessary again, to achieve what Uiey did Uiis year."

<'if'
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By l>(Nig Kelly

DBSpMtflE^tttor

**This just might be the best

UCLA team of, all lime."

Denny Cnim was talking to

reporters moments after UCLA
had shot down hii^ UHiiiviile

Cardinals, 9S-77, to advance to tiie

NCAA championship game
against a siirprfisiffg FtoHda State

team
Crum, a player and assistant

coach under Jo|in Wooden, and the

man who recruited most of the;

current Bruins, ei^ained that he

had no complaint with his (Uayers,

who performed reasonably weU in

a losing effort. **U€LA was just

too much for us," he admitted.

Indeed. 0ut Crum is in good

company. UCLA was top much for

any of the teams it faced this year.

Too much for all .of the in-

tersectional foes, too much for all

df the Pacific 8, too much for all o(

collie basitetball.

But all through their march to

the national championship, there

was some^iing about this Bnnn
team that wasnH as apparent in

the last couple of UCLA
aggregations: This team was
really fun to watch.

Knthusiaslic teai^i

It didn't matter how big the lead

was (and the lead was usually

sut^stantial). The Bruins played
with an enthusiasm, a desire, a

need to excel, that isnH often

found in teams on any level. The
bigger UCLA -won, all the m«re
fun it was. As Bill Walton said,

just ^fter the season began, *'A11

of MS really enjoy plajmng
basketbal! \ simple ex

a js ^

u ut^au.'

who 1^ " .Ai'>u

UC >.^i.v

ieagu. ..^hedui

Then came the -

Oregon State. Rol „
posed to be rough for

team. It didn't matte
when you look back at th

road trip, though everyone w
bit apprehensive in January.

By mtdHBeason, with USC out of

the running dti^ to Paid West-

phal's knee injury, the conference

was already conceded to UCl^
for the umpteenth time, though

Wooden's team contimied to play

each game one at a tiThe, leading

up to the Western Regional -'

Provo, Utah.

When the Bruins arrived in

Utah, it was clear and warm,
quite a contrast to tlH^ year before,

when snow and 25*degree weather
greeted UCLA. The tournament,
however, figured to be about the
samt )te Long Beach was
also in Provo, and everyone knew
that the aiders and Bruins would
figlit 11 bill for the lhlr«

year

W«)er iiute wa^
round opponent
Wildcats did nC
particularly, the ^.^

couple of minute?

was going to be ou
the NCAA toum?"^
always a littlL

pointed out, "esp
young 4oam. If vr

lack of respi

you can he fooN»d,

playc

to tell them that I

***^ be as good „
r, cucf earned the mtofc-^
-^-rtns by beatingiS^

Jna game, but itw
irom the start thT'

-iCatsweren'tgoingtolS
«me for too tong. The Brufa
4 to 3 7-0 lead before bTh.^

Weber's only big gu,, who haS

dominating under the defeT*
board and his teammTtia
'•ngjneenng the fast break UClTraced to an easy 90-58 vktjon ]Wooden was dissatisified aftJ
the game. The Bruins shot m\
which elicited, a '^miseraj'
comment from their coaX™!
weren't sharp at all. I doutrtwiihad miich respect for Web*
•*>iate. *^

The Wildcats shot only a6« \

Jene Visscher, coach of Wet»"
State, saw some hqpe. -^3^^.:
lone Beach can beat 'em."

*^rs, who almost ^^^
the Regional, also hadi

oar effort in subduing USF
As soon as the game endt
^^^^ Jerry Tarkania

med his season-loj
mistic outkx)k.

w't' think any team a^
ie history has handled ikj

>pooents the way UCLA y
''ling them right now." %
probably forgetting that tM^
m to give the Bruins ao

-ntiggte was mim:
nvinced there is not tl

im in the country tM
ICLA four out of 1^^
Tarkanian continueo^

anv given night tiM$

4Scrs* night?

ili^was to bethe
ight, they bad to do

keep Walton off the baci^

and shoot well. They did^

-ut what happened Ih'

t will remain a source oTj

ersy for some time.

9ers employed their usuai|

one on UCLA. The Bnww
Luitered, as they have with moiti

-^-s all year," with outsidtl

.«/v>ting, particularly that of

Kibby, and the 49ers bowed. 73-S7.

What began as an admittedly

rrvugh game on Iwth sid« sodo

. irned belligerent. First, Walton

called time out with only two

seconds left in the, first haM,^

D«ilV •rttMl. April y H71 1

^ ribs. He sakf l«te

"elbowed I

ens.

over 1© miBu

^g^^n and Lor

tDwight Jones exchange^

the scorer's tab'

H was 'disgrwje!

J* the way our kk

p Jones related. V>u

officials proliect UCi

£d Katleff. a coint

to be echoed latei

^ifville players "'

lywith so much on de<

Ume you touch t\

Long Beach moaned,

r UCLA quietly collected

ijional trophy and flew

To a date with North

I, most people believed.

Louisville

immediate obstacle,

was Louisville, Crum

[the Cardinals thiw«h a

jri Valtey Conference

[Ttitle they had i

with Memphis State.

rCrum reiterated that lie

,^ to be coming back to

Jes and Wooden said he

_J "that Denny has done

?4)oth men avoided is

i\ meets teacl n^le

ioftheassei

trying W
said he did

lijist his foi

[close friends. *

^
(ng into busincr

who h:

5," he explains

5, Denny an
I*

(Be did mana
to their h

itttage, eight

xjnce again tilt

of Walton maut
lor UCLA. C^un^ ^-

I before the game,
fhimoffthebon

and over.

sure enougi

Iton broke loose fm
[most of the night, en*

int outburst. But h(

[target for criticisn^

jary.

le, it was Viteheek

: of the talking. "Walt
[but you can't touch h

lined *He cri«S a lot.

y ^ -r^. T n
V

ust don't fee) a man of his ability
hould CI much."
Klorida Stete. meanwhile, was

the surprise of the tournament.
owdy. undisci{}lined bunch'

look advantage of unexpected
North CarQllna generosity (not to
mention some curious ofriciating

calls) for an upset 7»-7S victory

So it would be the Bruins and^ the
Seminoles. Nobody gave Fkrida
State much of a chance. They
entered the game as l&-point

underdogs, but after a display that
occurred between Thursday's
games and Saturday's final, that
spread wasn't at all realistic.

Wall speaks out
On Friday, BtU Wall, presklent

of the National Association of
Basketball Coaches and an out-

spokai critic of college basket-
ball, ripped into both Florida State
and iU coach, Hugh Durham.
The Seminoles had recently

completed a three-year NCAA
probationary period for rtoidting
violations and this was the first

time FSU had be^ ehgUbk for

post-season play. At a meeting of

the U.S. Basketball Writers
Association, Wall shocked the 50

writers present by declaring, 'i

resent the fact that they're here-

1

and a lot of other coaches do,

Their coach was caught

witii his fingers in the tiH, hot once
but twi<

Waljl's ui cnosen remams
seemed to indicate that Florida

State's house was not in order

regardtng^ financial matters," but

he said he was mainly concerned

about three-FSU players whom he

believed had already retaim^ the

services of agents to uc^uuau:
professional coiitracts. He ad-
mitted later, however, that he had
no proof to substantiate his ac-

cusations.

Thus, it was Jin aroused
Seminole team that met UCLA for

the champtonihip. And it was an
equally aroused Bruin squad that
kept the NCAA Utie in Westwood.
"I'm sure the players felt, as I

did, that North Carolina would be
the team to beat," Wooden said.

'*rm sure that we would have
been better prepared mentally to

play North Caroliha than We were
to play Florida State."

The last game. Wooden said

later, was the one game all year
UCLA got off to a bad start. ' bqt

thisis where my players showed
their mettle, and for several

minutes after we got behind, we
played very well."

One strategic move tn the early

going paid off. Wooden inserted

Tommy Curtis for Greg Lee in the

backcourt, the thought behind the

switch being that Curtis
penetrates l>etter than Lee. He
came through with eight points,

and then Lee returned to the game
in the late stages to protect a
Bruin lead that was whittled to

five at game's end, 81-76.

Wooden, as usual, accepted
victory calmly. But he did allow

himself some satisfaction a few
days later. ''You know," he said,

"I think one of the most
significant things about our team
'this year was that, essentially , we
had every game all year long won
at the half. I've never recalled

that happening b^ore."
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Tourney brings outthe best In the fans, too
By Clark Conardi

DB Sports Writer

When Bill Walton gave his honest appraisal of the

1972 NCAA title game to the press, one of the first

things he sighed was, •'I'm glad we played out here."

Looking back, having the home crowd behind the

sophomore-dominated team might have been the

break UCLA needed to keep its championship streak

alive. It's scary to think what might have happened

had Florida State jumped ahead by 21-14 in Miami.

Crowds have been known to inspire teams and

intimidate officials — and the zebra-shirted men
calling this particular tourney could only be called

"shaky" at best.

Bruin coach John Wooden had sadistically gotten

his fellow coaches hopeful before the tourney by

declaring, "Although it's here in Los Angeles, I think

the fans will be divided half and half since it's only

human nature to root for the underdog."

The Wizard had to be happily embarrassed while

basking in the thunderous storm of ovations that

rocked the walls of the Sports Arena following each

telltale, lightning-like blitz his Bruins enjoyed. Out-

of-town fans humming, "Who'll Stop the Rain?

(Heign) " were continually drowned out by each

cloudburst of approval as UCLA poured in the

baskets.

For the visiting coaches, Denny Crum of

Louisville, Dean Smith of North Carolina and Hugh
Durham of FSU, there was only the support of the

token allotment of fans. But judging from the antics

of the southern fanatics that were able to get seats.

UCLA was indeed lucky that the NCAA named LA.
as the site for th6 1972 finals a few years ago. With the

growing maniacal passion to end the Bruin

domination becoming prevalent throughout the

country, it undoubtedly will be awhile before the

town again hosts the championships.
Due to their small numbers, the visitors this year

had to go mostly with their best ref-baiting and
player-heckling ammunition to overcome their

home-team inspirational impotence. North Carolina

and Louisville had especially potent stockpiles of

such firepower.

When it became apparent that continual band
numbers spiced with the cry, "Go Tar Heels!"

weren t going to get the job done against Florida

State in the first semifinal game, North Carolina

extroverts went to, "Kahm aown ref ! Kain't you see

better'n that?!"

As FSU*s lead mounted to 23, some disbelieving

Chapel Hill insurgents, dressed in their pastel blue

best, began showering the officials with ice, cupe and
assorted debris when they neared the far comer of

the court.

One extremely old, t>espcctacled gentleman in the

Tar Heel section gave a performance worthy of a

best supporting Oscar while protesting one call not

far in front of him. After the first Carolina groans

subsided, he stood alone with legs partially bent,

pointing a shaky, accusing finger toward the court.

In a quavering voice he repeatedly yelled,

"Croook! Croooook!" as his whole body shook.

Thankfully, a man and woman at his side eventually

realized the gent had lost control and were able to

calm him before he was able to carry his role to the

dying stage.

From about that point on, the Tar Heels had no

more complaints with the officials. The men in

stripes completely turned the game around after

being intimidated for their poor call that disqualified

Par lleel center Uobort McAdoo on fouls.

Although the switc^r nearly cost the Semindes the

g£^me, it was fun(t/watch the less belligerent but

equally rabid Carolinians go nuts during the Tar Heel

rally. One thin, middle-aged blonde woman in the

third row could have been voted "most valuable'* or

at least "most inspirational" fan of the tourney.

She spent nearly the entire final half on her feet,

constantly exhorting those behind and around her to

rise and clap and cheer whenever the band or game
situation called for an ovation. On the most crucial

plays she would stand with her arms slightly raised

and either pray or hold her breath or both in an-

ticipation. :

FSU, despite having the support of the Carolina

band (They serenaded the virtually alH>lack

Seminoles with a rousing "Waiting for the Robert E.

Lee") aganist UCLA, easily had the quietest rooting

section.

Without their own band, they were content to

merely applaud, for the most part, instead of

shouting obscenities. Beating all sections easily in

num ber of signs (UCLA : 29-1 read one before the title

game) FSU rooted more by sight than sound.

And, as it turned out, their midgets (5-7 Otto Petty

and 5-7 Greg^amuel) were obviously worth more on

the playing floor than Carolina's one on the sidelines

songleading.

Though Louisville's Cardinals'^ colors are red (Jim
Price's uniform wound up a much darker hue over

his drenched body), their raucous section turned a

deeper blue than North Carolina — lan^fte-wise.

'

Denny Crum , who was off the bench often, couldn't

believe it when he drew the kme technical foul

( McAdoo technically got one, too, for an illegal slam
dunk) for asking a question. Crum could probably

thank someone sitting l)ehind him for the penalty as
it's more difficult for a harrassed official to ac-

curately determine from whom rather than from
where an obscenity comes frofn.

The partially printable quotes from the Ken-
tuckians Thursday night included incessant taunts

of, "Ya ain't nothing but a big crybaby!"

aimed at Walton. Saturday they were more relaxed

and salirical, hollering, "That's okay. He didn't

mean to do it. He plays for UCLA, ya know," when a
Bruin was called for a foul.

Of couse, with their killer instinct developed during

the continuous inevitable sliiiughters by this season's

team, UCLA's sadists were as profuse as ever.

However, due to the overwhelming number of Bruin
supporters present and their confidence in the team,
the UCLA backers' overall character was cleaner
than the visitors.

In fact, uninformed Southerners were often caught
off guard as massive waves of boos would wash over
them just after the public address announcer
mentioned something like, "The University of
Southern California, host of the NCAA finals . .

."

While some strangers thought that booing was a
little odd (or crude), they were baffled at what
seemed like uncalled for dissatisfaction with Larry
Farmers play. As always, those fans endeared to
Farmer, whose nickname is Moose, sounded like

they were booing him while entreating their,

"Moooooooose!"
Ultimately, the comment that beat summed up the

mood of the 1972 NCAA finals came ironically from
one joyous (probably loaded) nut from Chapel Hill.

Far up in the Tar Heel seaU, he bellowed the same
line throughout the entire consolation game batwten
North Carolina and Louisville - "One more time!"

LEE THE PASSER — Ouard Ore« Lee drives on Plorlda Ststt s Ro«

Harris In NCAA championship game, looking for a possible opening in-

side. Lee came oH the bench late In ttie 9^n^9 to preserve an 11-74 Brum

victory.

UCLA Statistics

NAME F6.F0A PCT. FTFTA PCT .R AVE
Bill Walton, c 238-372 .639 157-223 ,704 466 15.5

Henry Blbby, g 183-407 .449 104-129 .806 106 v*^

Keith Wilkes, f 171-322 .531 6492 .696 245 Ot A

Larry Farmer, f 141309 .456 39-71 .549 164 W*V

Greg Lee, g 98-199 .492 56-66 .824 57 1.9

Larry HollyfleW, r 95-185 .514 28-43 .651 98 V*W

Swen Nator, c 83-155 .535 28 46 609 139 ^#w

Tonrimy Curtis, g 55 126 .437 14-22 636 63 ,
ft • 1

Andy Hill, g 1645 .356 39-55 .709 20 Vv#

VInee Canon, f 26-65 .400 16-24 667 72 ' S^F '

Jon Chapman, f 20-43 .465 612 .500 45 1.6

Gary Franklin, f 14-34 .412 7H .438 26 1.0

UCLA TOTALS 1140-2262 .504 558.803 .695 1647 54.9

OPPONENTS 766-2003 .382 396-578 .685 1140 38.0

. TP AVt

633 21.1

470 15.7

406 13.5

321 10.7

252 8.7

218 7.3

194 6.7

124 4.1

71 2.7

68 2.4

46 1.6

35 1.3

2838 94.6

1928 64.3

Bibby, Chapman, H
(Continued from Paget)

What also has impressed

Wooden has been Chapman's

!luook over the last three years.

!jon has not had the opportunity

tn Dlay very much, but he's had

about as fine an atUtude as you

S possibly expect He took his

^ps and bumps without com-

S, and that^s ^tty tough

ihen you're working hard aU the

Ime and not getting to reap the

diorv of it on the weekends. I m an

&r of Jon. I thhik he wm ^
well at whatever he tries to do."

Andy Hill also has been an

almost permanent resident of the

Bruin bench. He graduates thii-

June with a degree in peychology,

but says that he doesn't know yet

what he reaUy wants to do.

•Sure, rU mlis it/' he admits

when asked about his basketball

career. ''It'sbeenapart of my life

for seven or eight years now, and

you don't just forget something

you've done every day during that

time."

Jon Chapman
Four years have seen a

maturing process in Andy. He and
Wooden have had their dif-

ferences over playing time. They
probably always will. But Andy
has no regrets about his choice of

UCLA i would have liked to play
more, I feel that I could have done
the job. But I'm glad I went
through it. The accumulated
experience has really been good."

During the season, Hill coached
a youth league team. Wooden
believes he may have a future in

the coaching profeetkm. "Andy's
an intelligent youngster. Many
times during practice, he madle
suggestions about what we could
do. and when we were working on
the style of the other teams, I felt

Andy made a definite con-
tribution.'!,
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^e represent owners of over
80.000 units between our
two offices.

We con find o place for you to
''v» by nr>atcKlno your requtre-
Tients to our units by computer.
The fee in our westside office

'* 510, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.
'he service In our Valley office
is FREE.
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TiLt^MONi (tIS) 4r?.ifi»

2**i vtHjimA eouLtvAND
SNINMAM OAKS. CALIF. t14iS

Despite the lack of game ex-
perience, Andy's game has im-
proved with each succeeding
year. **1 thought he came along
this year and was much better
than he was a year ago," said
Wooden. "I was well pleased with
Andy's play, but more than his

play, 1 was pleased with his at-

titude. Andy's had his ups and
downs, and I'm sure there were
times when he felt he ought to

quit, but he never did. He sUyed
out there and worked hard.

**I think he has a good head on
him as far as basketball is con-
cerned, and I believe he would
jnake a fine coach."

If Andy does turn to coaching,
one art he might pass on to his

players is that of foul shooting.

He's always been near the top in

free-throw percentage, a
throwback to his high school days
at University High School when
his drives to the basket earned
him numerous free-throw op-

portunities.

Ten {wints against Weber State

was Andy's high game as a Bruin,

and he accomplished this in only

five minutes of playing time. He
also played against Louisville,

which turned out to be his last

appearance because of the late

closeness of the Florida State

championship game. But he went
out with a flourish, missing not a

shot or a free throw the time he
was in.

John Wooden probably con-

cludes best: **A11 their ways may
have been different," he says of

Henry, Jop and Andy, '*but they

all contributed."
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MCLk Daily Sniln, April I, IfH
NCAA CI»*mpi»w»Ht» gdHlit

£AU$E FOR CELEBRATION — ThU U a sight

that's becoming lamitiar among ttie Bruins and the

ffollo¥^rt. A Jubilant Larry Farmer exchanges
victory handslap with an equally happy Henry Bibby

after UCLA claimed its sixth consecutive NCAA^
basketball championship and eighth title in the past

nine years.

CREDITS

Andy Hill

OLD FRIENDS MEET AOAIN — Leulsville coach Denny Crum (1)

congratulates John Wooden efter the Bruins defeated the Cardinals, H-

77, In NCAA semifinal game. Crum, Wooden's former player and

assistant, completed first season at Louisville with 24-S record.

There are many people to whom
I owe a debt of thanks for this

Islue. Fh^t. to my sUff, and

especially Clark Conard,'^ who
represented the Dally Brubi with

me at the NCAA champkmshlp
tournament. Also, to Charlie

Mathews, who assisted at the

NCAA regional in Provo, Utah and

whose resiearch was invaluable hi

the preparation of the articles you

^are now reading.

Special thanks to
,

Norm
Schlndler of ASUCLA Informal

Photography for the excellent

photographs which grace these

pages. Thanks in addition to

ASUCLA Publications Manager

Harry Morris and the DB ad-

vertising staff.

Technical assistance was
provided by Art Atkinson and his

staff while the printbig was done

by Glendale Rotary Offset.

Another thank you goes to DB
advisor Nina Plnsky, whose help

on layoutis certainly appreciated.*

Former DB sportt editor and

sporU editor emeritus Buddy
Epstein also contributed valuable

advice and information along the

way.
Finally, thanks to John Wooden,

his staff, and all the players, who
made this edition possible hi the

first place.
— Doug Kelly
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The Following Business Firms Salute The UCLA Baskefball

J- Team On Its Sixth Consecutive^NCAA Championship
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UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
226 KerckhQff Hall '

. '

825 3901
Come in and see us -Don Bowman & Friends

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
. .

_ Ackermon Union - Levels A & B

308 Westwood Plaza

825-7711

^LASIICLA MUSIC ODYSSEY
Ackermon Union - A Level 825-0623
ll9IOWitshireBlvd.

W.L.A. 477-2523

BEL AIR SANDS MOTOR MOTEL
11461 Sunset Blvd.

,

LA., Colifornio 90049 476-1241

CAMPBELL'S
MEN'S STORE
10925 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

COLLEGE BOOK CO.
THE COMPLETE BOOKSTORE
r002 Wetfwood Qtvd

Westwood Villoge 477-8051

CRESCENT JEWELERS
1055 Westv^ood Blvd.

Westwood Village ^ —
GR 9-6755 BR 2-3943

— -r '•s^frr.

DESMONDS^
,1001 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village .

• ,•,

.-. .4.-..

FLESNER&COOK
INCOME TA^ SERVICE
1072 Gay ley Ave.« Westwood
473-8127

9514 Reseda Blvd.. NortKrldge
886-7475

GLENDALE FEDERAL SAVINGS
Westv^ood Village Office

1090 Westwood Blvd. 478-0771

MENKES JEWELERS
10915 Weyburn Ave.
LA,. ColiforiSio 90024
Mr. Howard Henkes 479-1811

CREATIVE SPORTS BOOKS
P.O. BoR 2244
Hoilvwood. California 90028
"ItAkN FROM THE EXPERTS"

KM PC
710

THE RADIO HOME OF J^E BRUINS

KTLA TV.5
THE BRUINS' STATION

^LAEMMLC THEATRES
" THE REGENT - Westwood Village

u^ THE PLAZA - Westwood Villooe

- LOS FELIZ - Hollywood
THE MONICA 1 & II - Santa Monica

THE ROYAL - W. Los Angeles .:

MARK'S BOOT SHOP

MARK'S CAPEZION' THINGS
10919 - 21 Weyburn Aveaue
LA., California 90024

MR.C
MEN'S WEAR
10955 Weyburn Blvd.

Los Angeles. 478-9343
^

SECURITY PACIFfC NATIONAL BANK
Westwood Village Branch ^"^^

950 Westwood Blvd. 478-0 1 5

1

Jake Horper's ^ ^_.,

NEW WESTWOOD VOLKSWAGEN
1550 Weslwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. California 90024
475-5888

WOLFE TRAVEL SERVICE
Ernie Wolfe '48

1657 Sav^rtelle Blvd.

West Los Angeles
479-7707
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Placing the blame for Bio 1
Editor

:

. .

This letter is in response to past

Ptters
regarding Biology 1 A-B.

L purpose of tliis letter is not to

liter the comments aimed at the

«irse itself, but rather to dispute

vho was blamed
for the problems.

In the letters, Dr. Ruth Bern-

ktein was a scapegoat. She was

blamed for course mMerial,

erading, tests, curves, etc. It is

ivious that the writers were

Want of who was at fault and

Just took a pot shot at someone

^ho from the . distance might

eem at fault ^^ _ :

Dr Bemstem is a considerate,

jnderstanding, sympathetic, and

lice person. If she were in charge,

^e wouldn't have had all the

Inroblems we had. The person in

Icharge of Bio. lA fall quarter was

iDr James. He made the grading

cale etc. and was Dr. Bern-

stein's "boss." One can not

.usonably expect Dr. Bernstein

to contradict in actions what Dr.

James ordered. LET^S GIVE

:rEDIT (or discredit) where it is

due.

Bio IB of winter quarter was

.. much better, with excellent

cturers and an understanding

and with it" person in Dr.

lompson who was fair and cared

about students (in direct contrast

Ito student hating Dr. Fox). Hats

off to Dr. Thompson.
Naihe Withheld

~sx^
I Tjllifaiii ^si^j.i^i^.itr-1

^mdsay
lEditor: ^ '

This letter is written in response

Ito your editorial of February 24,

11972 regarding the appearance of

iMayor John V. Lindsay of New
lYork.

" v- -..::;• •

It is our policy that when a

campus program such as ASSP
[reserves a room in Ackerman
lunion the specific requests of the

Iprogram chairman are followed

9y our staff to the best of our

ibility On Tuesday night,

r'ebruary 22, we were informed by
;abe Elias, ASSP Cahirman, that

there were to be no signs of any
liind allowed in the Grand

Ballroom with the exception of the
one John Lindsay sign on the
podium. He sUted that this was
the specific request of the Lindsay
people involved. Our staff working
this event was informed of Mr.
Elias' request and was instructed
not to permit signs to be brought
into the Grand Ballroom.

After the McGovem signs ap-
peared inside the facility, along
with several other signs, our staff,

along with members of the
Campus Programs and Activities

Staff, requested that these in-

dividuals not display the signs.

This was in accordance with the
instruHions given to us
previously. The individuals stated
that neither we nor anyone else

had a right to request that the
signs be taken down, and if the
signs were taken down, they
would create quite a disturbance.

Members of the Programs and
Activities Office discussed the
situation and decided that the
orfgihal decision regarding the

signs was not an appropriate
"decision and therefore the signs
could remain. We informed our
staff of this change. However, just

as we were doing this the In-

spector from the Los Angeles Fire

Department present at the event
stated that there were several

people standing in the west aisle

and they would have to take seats

or leave. Memebers of our staff

went to ask these persons to

remain seated and during the

"discussion regarding the standings

in the aisle, one of the McGovem
signs was grabbed by a member
of our staff . The individual holding-

the sign immediately spoke out

and protested the grabbing of the

sign. The two individuals were
quickly calmed by members Of

the staff. Neither individual was
pushed to the floor, contrary to the

statement in the Daily Bruin Page
1 news article on February 24.

Certainly it was a mistake on

our staff's part to take the sign

and we have apologized to the

individual concerned. It is un-

fortunate when an incident such

as this occurs and we are indeed

sorry that it happened. The

member of the staff involved, who
is a student, as are the rest of our
ushers, has been reprimanded in

regard to the incident and I can
assure you that this type of

overreaction by an individual on
our staff is not condoned by us.

1 would like to add that every
attempt was made by the Campus
Programs and Activities Office

and our office, working through
Gabe Elias, to convince the
Lindsay people to hold this event
in a larger area of campus such as
Pauley Pavilion or Janss Steps.

Obviously, our attempts were
futile. Once it was decided to use
the Grand Ballroom, we con-

vinced them to add chairs in the

Men's Lounge to accomodate an
additional 250 persons, in addition

to the 1600 persons in the Grand
Ballroom. This was done in

cooperation with the Los Angeles
Fire Department which had to

give permission for such a set-up.

We also provided an audio feed to

Janss Steps so more people could

hear the speech . We knew that we-
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would have an overflow crowd and
we had to prepare for the possible

closing of the doors. We even-
tually were forced to close the

doors and I am sure many people

were disappointed but there was
little else we could do to alleviate

the situation.

Hopefully, the next time a well-

known political figure comes to

our campus, he can be persuaded

to choose a larger facility than^

either the Grand Ballroom or

Royce Hall for his t>resentation.

Dave Lowenstein

ASUCLA Service and Operations
Manager

ART - POSTER PRINT . . . FOR ALL SEXES

Fungi is one lithograph of the new Earth Gallery

collection of contemporary lithographic prints and is

available at a Special College Discount. It is sensuous

and expressive. The most minute detail rings with

feeling and emotion. Lithographed on heavy matte

stock 18" X 22". .^in the finest qualityu

Hung in your pad. . . or given as a gift. Fungi will

command appreciation and stimulate conversation.

-MaiUnjust $2.0 for your Fu ngi UthographjcjmQlto:

i

I

I

I

r MAIL IN COUPON TODAY FOR FAST DELIVERY (please prtoU

Earth Gallerv. Inc., 1225 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10001

Please oinri copies of Fungi at $2.00 each.

Your Name.

Address____

City.^ State Zip.

College Attending

Encl. is; My Check, .Money Order. Cash.

MAT.DAILyX SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES — AT BARGAIN PRICES

11:45AM >

i

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION

PLAY MISTY FOR ME

NOW
t'l AYING

SANTA MONICA

4S1 4«2S
[2M

f r 1 4 Sat Midnight Show The Trip ft N>d Kelly All Seats SI .25

SaMcMomci

TILL 7 PM

BILLY JACK &
ZACHARIAH

FNDS TUES
HOUYWOOO

STAR

^r.& Sat M.dn.gh! Show The Trlp4 M»d Ktlly All Stats SI 25
»Mo%«)Oo4

lt«A4«1f

4.

}

1
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He'8 X rated

and animated!
Jerry Qraas Pieeanto • 'ffttTZ THE CAT" • A 8le«e Kranti Prodwciton

B»M« upon eltMKter* crMled by R CfUNMI • iereeitpiay toy RALFM aAHSMI

by «AtPM tAKSHt . <»miic»< toy 8TIVtK«AWTZ ^ •^

IS COMING
TO TOWN!

3^

WORLD PREMIERE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12

L FOX, HOLLYWOOD

MANeH?\ ^^t"^.

f

I

f ,ir()etinj^ air conditinniru'. hcdtrd swimrnin;' {>ool

saufuis • t- -on lounr«- rirorriso room co rd floors

I SI • - witr>. ,.»: rooms refn^'/rators open visitation

f X ' food (all you ran cat) nuTtinp farilitios study

activity pror,r«jni color TV adian-ot to campus

930 Hil^arcJ Avenue

(2i3)47r>-r>8:n

^^^Pl

^nd see to^
,V^^^H

B^^^^l
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Scales' sextet seeks share of league leacl tonight I A QU'de to groupies irvthe yyotj^qf collegiate sports
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By SauJ^Shapiro
^

DB Sports Writer*

UCLA and USC renew their crosstown rivalry

tonight at 8 in Pauley Pavilion. It's volleyball this

time around and, although the defending national

champion loom as a heavy favorite, USC has the

potential to make things interesting for the first time

in ten years.

After a decade of drought, the Trojans have put

together a competitive team spearheaded by All-

America candidate George Spratt.

Spratt, a JC transfer from Los Angeles Valley

College, is a proficient setter and spiker. But despite

Spratt 's presence on the Trojan sextet, Bruin coach

Al Scates doesn't plan any radical changes.
'"

**We don't plan to key our defense around him,"

Scates commented. "He's a very smart player and I

don't think we can stop him. But I think we can stop

the rest of their players."

In their second year under coach Dick Mon-
tgomery, the Trojans won't offer anything fancy.

They'll run a three-hitter offense, not relying on

offspeed shots just hard hitting.

It was that game plan that gave the Bruins quite a

sea 1*6 two weeks ago when the teams sparred at the

UCSB Collegiate Tourney with the Bruins nipping

Troy 15-10 and 16-14^ UCLA went-im to win the

tournament.

Overcome Letdown

opening match loss, the Bruins took the
15-4, 15-9, and 15-9.

series
4-15

V ',

•We worked really hard for the Sanu BarK
match and I hope we don't have a letdown »«« u
Scates said. 'This is definitely the strong^t te^^c"
has had in ten years." *=«nisc

As much as the Bruins might be hampered K
mental letdown, they_a4re at something i*»cc T^
their physical peak. -

-''-
something less than

•^*»-

-We looked very tired today," Scates remarki..
Monday. "We sUll need condiUoning, but I don't ni
any heavy workouts." ^^^

- By virtue of their victory at Isla Vista the Brui
(3-0) remained just a stride behind San Dieco S!f
which leads the SCIVA at 4-0. ^ ^^
Their games against SC and Cal State Long Bearh

( Friday )
will serve as a prelude to the Aztec invasion

next week. San Diego State, meanwhile has a
showdown with UCSB on the Gauchos' home ermmJ
Friday.

^™*^

For the Bruins to arrive at the San Diego Sute
match with an unblemished mark, they will have to
continue to play as well as they have of late.

Scates finally has found six players who con-
sistently work well together after a pre-season of

endless experimentation.

His formula consists of John Zajec, Dick Irvin

Larry Griebenow, Jeff Jacobs, Jim Menges, and BotS

Leonard. Their efforts, plus the work of key sub-

stitutes Ron Coon, Ken Freeman, and Bob Thomson
when a starter falters, have enabled the defending

NCAA champions to retain their top national

ranking.

..^.na is reprinted from » column in m« Untversity of Miami Murricant)

With suggestive names such as Hornibrook and Cochrane, its no

onder some UM coeds become avid participants in the game of worship
^

d love when it comes to the Jocks of our school.

Just like the Stones, Beatles, Cat Stevens, UM's jocks have their own

roupie core also. These girls may not be as obvious as the music-loving

following or as admired,
but they sure are acUve!

I nlike however, musical groupies, UM's jock's groupies aren't out only

r
themselves . ,- > why there's a few floors of girls who share and share

a^ike when it comes to these boys.

The dorms these particular girls reside in is not important, but what is,

s the organization and team-work which they have that makes them the

most sought after groupies by the athletes.

They're discreet in public, but once in private, watch-out. They attack

their man and ask such trivial questions as his name later. They like to

eet drunk in bars with their adonis and then carouse him up to their

rooms or his and the hell with all else, get down to business.

""Tonight UCLA might have to overcome a

psychological letdown after its crucial match with

„UC Santa Barbara last Friday. The Bruins and the

Gauchos slugged it out with a piece of the Southern zajec, in particular, has been outstanding ^
California Intercollegiate Volleyball Associati(ne^^"He*s playing the best ball of his career He's the
lead hanging in the balance. Coming back from an

. (Continued on Panels)' ^l

BLOCKER — John Zajec has been called "the best middle blocker we've

had In several years" by his coach, Al Scates. Zajec will be roving around

the net tonight as his mates encounter SC at Pauley Pavilion. __^^
IS <l

1 r^--.

JiC^f BFIUIN

^' 'V T
Follow his moves constantly

But don't think of UM's groupies as tramps. They don't consider

themselves such. For they are sincere about their man (of the week) and

they follow his moves constantly.

The hurt of seeing their football player with a girl who is not one of their

f ends ergo fellow groupie, is not easy to bear. They can't understand

why t^^^^^^

So they waijider the breezeway, the bars, the hangouts looking rather

used and forlorn, hoping the next jock will be kinder.

How kind will the next one be? Probably the same as the last. But if the

gicls haven't learned by now, they probably never will. You can't feel

sorry for them, though, because they know what they're doing and they

know the inevitable failure of their game.

§0, the next time you happen to see your friend the athlete and he has a

girl on his arm and ia few paces behind, another girl . . .say hi to hirti,

vjnd then go shake the hand of the girl a few paces behind. She'U need your

warmth .. because, durifijgtlieday. she doesn'tgethi*.-—~^, .-

KINDNESS — "So th»y WUhdii^ the brMiiwav, tht hoping the next jock will be kinder. How kind? . . . If
^

bars, the hangouts, looking rather usmI and fortorn, they haven't learned by now they never will."

f

y^/-

after giris capture Aii-Cai
"~~

Brujn netters rip Arizona

fv
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After taking the AU-Cal ; Women's Basketball Tournament UCLA's
Dolls suffered a setback at th^ hands of perennial powerhouse Cal State

KuUerton Monday night in Pauley Pavilion, 54-45, in a non-league game.
UCLA simply was unable to contest Cal State on the Ixwrds where

F'ullerton had considerable advantage. The Dolls' 5-10 Sheila Adams was
the sole force agai nst a Fullerton front-line ttiat featured a 6-3 center. >

Adams scored 16 points as the Dolls tried to overcome a shaky first

quarter which found them trailing, 18-8. With offensive help from Kathy

Sawin, who scored 13, and the defense of Lynn Lemaire, UCLA was able

to draw within seven, but never closer.
>

' .. ^
.....,

' .„

**B" team wins -

-The Doll *'B" team was more successful, however. Getting 12 points

from Cathy Fitzgerald and 10 apiece from Lagretto Daniels and Myra

M iyasato, the B squad registered a 42-29 win.

The game was never really close as the Dolls upped an 11-5 first quarter

davantage to 21-12 at the half as they slowly pulled away.

Despite the the A team's loss, which was something of a psychological

victory, nonetheless, ( since no school had finished that close to Fullerton)

the girls have a chance to tie for their league championship by defeating

Southern California tomorrow night on the Trojan campus.

A win would draw the Dolls even with Fresno State, which earlier had

defeated UCLA up north. It has not been determined whether or not a

playoff game would be in the offing if a tie should come about.

1 i^ -I
TakeAII-Cal

( iver vacation the Dolls captured the All-Cal Tourney at UC Davis with
a .9-47 win over the host school.

The Dolls received a first round bye and then blitzed Berkeley in the

semifinals, 63-39. UCLA was lead by their guard tandem of Irene
Watanabe and Kathy Sawin with 19 and 17 points, respectively.

I n the finals it was Watanal)e and Sawin leading the way again as UCLA
overcame Davis and a partisan crowd of nearly 300 rooters.

After the Southern California contest, UCLA is entered in the Cal State

Fullerton tournament which serves as the official championship for

Southern California.

Doll coach Dave Katz feels that his charges will do well in the tour-

nament against all competition except, perhaps, the host school.

By Charlie Mathews
DB Sports Writer .' '

Jimmy Connors and Haroon Rahim returned to the

UCLA Tennis Stadium yesterday, but only as

spectators to^ Bruin thrashing of Arizona State. The

Wildcats^ dropped all six singles n^atches as UCLA
rolled to its sixth dual meet win of the season without

defeat.

Connors leaves for the Madrid Open tomorfoW

after winning slightly over $20,000 since turning

professional. Jimmy said, "I really thought I'd come
back and play my sophomore year at UCLA. I was
making good money last summer, but I couldn't

accept it. I was playing really well so I decided to

turn pro." Is tennis becoming a major league sport?

*'I think so. Television coverage has really expanded

in recent months. NBC televises the World Cham-
pionship Tour and Channel 28 does a lot of in-

dependent tour matches. I'm lucky in that I've come
around at the right time and the money Is getting

real good."

Wants to win them all

Jimmy has only one regret so far, "I haven't won
all my matches on the tour but that's sort of an
unrealistic goal. I really don't mind living out of a

suitcase but 1 do miss L.A. now and then. Actually,

when I was playing for UCLA, sometimes there was
more pressure on me. Now if I lose, I only have to

live with myself but in college I couldn't let the whole
team down.'l

Connors plans to return to school in the fall when
there are only a few tournaments. Rahim, mean-
while, is registering for this quarter. Haroon, a
senior in political science, has two quarters till

graduation. Rahim is also an independent pro and
has taken home $10,000 since January. He hopes to

play tennis at least five or six more years on^the tour.

'Tve done it all my life so I want to see how good I

can actually be. Also, when you spe money in front of

you, you work harder." .

Haroon competed in his first Davis Cup when only

15 and would like to play in more but he says that the

Pakistani government may force the country's

tennis squad to forfeit to India in their upcoming

match.
,

Atiniost asleep

Jeff Austin took the first singles match 6-1, 2-6, 6-0

"He played badly in the first set and I really relaxed

thinking I'd win 6-1, 6-1. But then I feU asleep in the

second set and had lost before I knew what was

happening. The first few games in the third set were

tough, but I won them and then he started giving up,"

Austin recounted.

With the loss of but one game. Bob Kreiss breezed

in the second singles 6-1, 6^. "We had a lot of

baseline rallies but that was because he was staying

back on his own serve. I was flitting them past him

when he came to the net so he just wanted to hit with

me to get some practice."

Bob, have you thought about turning pro? "I

thought about it, but this year with Jimmy and

Haroon turning pro, I get to play No. l or No 2. You

want to get out on the tour as soon as you can, but

then I'll be pretty young when 1 leave UCLA. I m

only 18 but I'm a junior already."

Brother Mike, who happens to be a year older,

captured third singles by a 6-2, 6-3 count. "He sUyed

back so it was a tough match. He decided to play my

game. His footfaulting was bothersome in that it let

him in quicker and gave him a better angle on his

serve.''

In the other singles matches (all taken by UCU) it

was Ron ComeU 7-6, 6-4; Spencer Segura 6-7, 6-3, 6-i,

and Compton Russel was Victorious 3-6, 6-3, 64.

Vo/JeyBaJnmsts SCion/gfTT: /.

(Continued from Page 14) t

best middle blocker we've had in some time," Scates

enthused ^-
,

1-- —
"Since last summer he's undergone a tremendous

weight program and now he never seenis to tire.

Usually the middle blocker is the first to tire since he

has to continually follow theball along the net."

The biggest surprise has been setter Jim Menges,

who worked his way up from the jayvee squad to a

starting position. Seated feels that the sophomore

from Santa Monica is ''still learning and improving.

The players have a lot of confidence in him."

Then there are the Ail-Americans Griebenow and

Irvin. The former had been the. team's best server

the past several years, but is presently in the midst

of a mysterious slump. Nevertheless, Griebenow's

hitting has l>een very starp according to Scates alT&"

he quarterbacks the team from his setter position.

*'When we need to have a ball put away, Irvin will

put it away," Scates commented. "He's the one who

scores the-points for us. He'll hit from one to fifteen

feet away from the net and crack it as hard as he can

and still keep it in."

Leonard and Jacobs, the Bruins other starting

spikers are studies in contrast. Leonard has been

consistent all season or as Scates put it "he's turned

in the saipe perfornaance all year."

Jacobs, meanwhile, has had to iron out occasional

subpar performances. Yet, even in those instances,

he manages to come back strong as he did in the

latter matches at UCSB after a slow start.

Valley State stops Bruins, 4-2
%•

JOCK CHASING -^ "They're discreet in public^ but once in private,
watch out. They attacic their man and ask such trivial questions as his

name later. They like to get drunk in bars with their adonis and then
carouse him up to their rooms."

Mike Gerakos extended his

hitting streak to 20 games but his

UCLA teammates dropped a 4-2

decision Tuesday to San Fernando

Valley State College in North-

ridge.

With the score tied 2-2 in the

bottom of the third, Matador left

fielder Chuck Mandel lined a solo

home run just inside the right field

foul pole off losing pitcher Bruce

Baranick. It was good enough to

give Valley State its 23rd win

against 11 losses. UCLA is now 23-

13.

Bi-uin third baseman Geralcos Is

on a tear, hitting .355. "I've been

waiting for the better pitch and

I've been opening my stance

more," he said referring to his

recent streak. ^ ^—^

—

The Bruins opened the contest

with^inbeaten George Slotnick (5-

0) on the mound. But Matador

right fielder Lyman Bostock hit a

double down the left field line

driving in two runs and Baranick

replaced Slotnick. Baranick
pitched well for 3 2/3 innings, with

the exception of Mandeli s four

bagger.

The Bruins will go with hurler

John Rouse (0-2) against Chap-

man College tonight at La Palma
Park at 7:30 UCLA andKousc lost

to Chapman 6-2 last week.

But the big game is Friday

when the Bruins open their con-

ference season against California

at 2:30 at Sawtelle Field. The

Bruins finished third in the Pac-8

Southern division last year with

an 11-6 record.

V-
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( Paid Aciv«rftMm«nt)

I (Paid Advertisement)

MBA IN JUNE?
Investment Oriented ?

The president of Western Asset Management Co. (The Investment manage-
ment subsidiary of United California Bank) will be on campus Tuesday night,

April II, to meet with a group of June MBA and MS (Finance) students.

The purpose of the meeting will be to introduce interested students to the
availability of a specialized Investment teaming program consisting of both
portfolio management and security analysis. For more information contact

.^
Victor Fontaine In GSM 3320 or call 825-3325 (Campus Ext. 3325).

HELL-BENT
for LEATHER

WESTWOOD VILLAGE - SHERMAN OAKb

Clarks of England - Footwear

Wollobeos - Treks

Our Reputation Speaks For Itself.
• u/ M

One Of The Largest Instock Leather Shops In The r'°[
°

Mens and Womens Coats, Handcrafted Sandals, ^^fj^""

Resoleable Moccasins. Vests. Shirts, Pants, Jackets, ures
,

Ponchos. Wristbands. Wollets. Belts. Bags. Cleaning ana

Tailoring. ^, .

4419VcMiNuy»Blvd. 3

SbTmonOaki,CA9l4p3
(213) 7iB3.5690

(213) 872-2344

10912 UCont«Av«.
WMtwood Villog*. CA 90024
(213)478-8588
JNEARU.CLA, ENTRANCE)

for

courses
available

call or
^ come in

CLASS NOTES
10851 Lindbrook Dr.

(Iblk. north of
WUshire

V IVa blk«. east of

Westwood)

NEED MONEY?

47a-J5289

Try . . BABYSiniNG
. , TUTORING
V (K you're a Junior, Senior,

or Graduate Student)

. . TEMPORARY WORK
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities In exchange for

work are also available.)

Come to the

PLACEMENT + CAREER PLANNING CENTER

BIdg. 1 G & place your name on these

files. (East of Moore Hall)

Deadline for spring registration

is Friday, April 7th

I (Paid AdvvrtiMmcnt)

n-

HILLEL COUIMCL
</<K) HiVanl Avfnue

^T 4TV.1531
^^ i A-

SHABBAT SERVICES ^^^
April 7th 8:30

Guest speaker: Dr. Robert Gerstein, Professor In the

Political Science Department

Topic: "American Jewish Identity"

Oneg Shabbat and Israeli Dancing follows.

R«miffid*rs:

No dinner on Wodnosday April 5

and no bra#li dancing

Tho Hillol Office will be doted April 5 & 6

HillelDance-AprillS

v^

\m (±
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prM0nts the following coursos for tho spring quarter 1972. A
brief description of eoch course is presented below together

with registration information. CED courses are reguair credit

courses, ond are taken for a grade (or Pass/Not Pass with the

consent of the instructor). Further information about courses

may be obtained by contacting the instructor, or the CED
secretary, Carol Davis, 2107 Murphy Hall, extension 55467.

-7—

-A

\

k'

CED/Anthropology115 (6units)

THE SOCIOLEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Instructor: Riane Eisler (CED) t~~-

Examines the social status of women and children as enforced by Jaw and embodied

in cultural myths. Approach Is interdisciplinary, Including anthropology, history, law

and psychology, with particular attention to the contemporary American scene.

Combines cognitive learning with community research.

Tl»e class will meet on Tuesdays from 2 to 5 in Bunche 2160 (ID 93350). Finals code:

(17) For enrollment information, please contact the CED scretary (ext. 55467),

Prerequisite: C onsent of instructor. Enrollment will be limited to 25 students. —

sound plans for the development of some soclogeographic entity (county, state nation
or Earth) and justify them In adversary hearings. ^

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 to 5 in Bunche 2173 ( ID 93042)
Finals code: (18) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

CED 6 (4 units)

FOUR HUNDREDYEARSOF AMERICAN INDIAN
SPEECHES

Instructor: Sister AAary Jose Hobday (American Indian

. ^ Cultural Center)

Aliteraturecourse designed to read, discuss, and relate the speeches of Indian leaders

to white attitudes of the time, and to place the speeches in a historical context. From
Powhatan's (1609) to Vine Delorla. -ry
The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 to 11:30 in Boelter 4277 (lo

92597). Finals code: (13) Enrollment will be limited to 30 students.

.-*"".•.

>y-

CED 7 (4unitsr

CED/History 119 minits)

WARTlTWElfEtOCATION OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS ~
Instructor: Frank Odo (History)

Exarnfnatrm ofThe wS^flme^relocatlon of Japanese Americans from the perspective

of those interned — the ^Aeiii background of the immigrants; the hostile anti-

Japanese environment of America; prewar U.S. — Japan foreign policies;

psychological, political,andsocial implications of the camp experience.

The class will meet on Fridays from 2 to 5 in GSM 2333 (ID 93370). Enrollment will be

limited to 15 students, Finals code: (20) Prerequisite: previous course in Asian-

American studies or permission of instructor. .
"

'

-:< y:-- INDIAN TREATIES ANDTHE FUTURE
OFAMERiCAN INDIANS

Instructors: Rod Lewis and Vine Delorla (American Indian
~7—7 ~ Cultural Center)

—*- -

This course will be a survey of the relationship between American Indians and white

^nr>ef4cans. It will assess the present status of An>orlcan Indians In contemporary

U.S. society and will develop new policies and directions for American Indians. This

will be accomplished by a study of treaties which will afford students insight into the

past state of Indian affairs as well as Indicate the unused potential and significance of

treaties in asserting the rights of American Indians.

The class will meet on Wednesdays from 6:30 to 10:30 pm in Rolfe 3134 (ID 92599).

Finals Code: (23) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

•'•*.

.,: .r'\&r-.^ ;
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CED/History 164 (4 units)

WOMEN AND CAPITALISM
Instructor: Temma Kaplan Weiner (History)

Deals with the problems of industrialization under various political and economic
situations and focuses on the peculiar development of social relationships, especially

insofar as the affect women, under the socio-economic system called capitalism.

The class will meet on Thursdays from 2 to 4:30 in GSM 1343 (ID 93380). Finals codt:

(17). Enrollment will be limited to 30 studentv

-.-^I'^Vr-r"

CED 170 (4 units)

CHINESEAMERICAN IDET4T1TY
Instructor: Lowell Chun-Hoon (CED)

CED8 (4 units) „
DIRECTED STUDIES IN ASIAN
AM€RICAN COMMUNITIES

Instructors: Buck Wong & Laura Ho
„_ (Asian American Studies Center)^

A detailed examination of life in Asian American communities throu(|h the discipline

of creating audio-visual projects In video-tape or through Individual Asocial research

under faculty guidance. Students are urged to consult the Asian American Studies

Center In advance of enrolling to discuss the feasibility of specific projects (extension

52974). "
.

The class will meet on Wednesday evenings from 7:30 to 10 In Cannpbell 1232 (ID

93425), and Wednesday mornings from 11 to 12 in Royce Hall 24§ (ID 93424). Finals

Code: (23) Prerequisite: Consent of instructors.

An attempt to fashion an integrated, psycho-historical understanding of Chinese-

American identity by studying Its relationship to 1) traditional Chinese society, 2)

traditional American society, 3) the history of Chinese In the U.S., 4) the emerging
white and black American countercultures, and 5) the AAaoist society of ttw People's

Republic itself.

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 to 1 for lectures in Social

Welfare 170 (ID 93421), and Thursdays from 1 to 3 (section 1, ID 93422), Thursdays
from 3 to 5 (section 2, ID 93423) in Social Welfare 170. Finals code: (13) Prerequisite:

Previous course in Asian or Asian American experience, or consent of instructor.

V. ^ CED 100 (4 units) -

THE GHETTO: RESEARCH ISSUES
& EMERGING DIRECTIONS

CED 102 (4 units)

COMPARATIVE NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES
Instructor: Catherine Anderson

(American Indian Cultural Center)
The course Is designed to develop understanding of basic principles of historical and

descriptive linguistics. These principles will be applied to a comparative study or

selected Native American languages representing dlfferefit language families

The class will meet on Mondays from h to 10 pm in RoHo 3134 ( ID 93044). Finals Code:

(21) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

.Instructors: Eugene Grigsby (Architecture & Urban Plan-
-^ ning), Karen Frye (Education)

The course will analyze the social pathology model for describing non-white behavior
patterns^ and will survey the major research emphases in gtietto research. Following
a critical review of some exemplary studies, students and Instructors will develop a
small research pro|ecton topic of tt^etr choice, with a view toward demonstrating the
link between research ar*^ social policy.

The class will meet Tuesc .ys and Thursdays from 11:30 to 12:45 in Boelter 4277 (ID
93040). Finals Code: (14) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

CED 101 (4 or 8 units)

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND PUBLIC POLICY
Instructors: A^orris Neiburger (Meterology),

Nathan Cohen (Social Welfare)

To study tfii^^terplay of technical Information, social and economic motivation arni
political processes Involved, the students will attempt to produce environmentally

CED 106 (4 units)

HISTORY OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS^
^

Instructor: Yuji Ichioka (Asian American Studies Center) -

A course providing a broad survey of the Japanese In America, spanning the origin

-an^^causes of Japanese emigration, the early phase of Japanese ^^^^^^J^^'JuZ
development of Japanese communities and insituttlons, the the decade of the iv*

down to the postwar period. The course format will be ttiat of a prosenllnar, coni

bining formal lectures, structured weekly discussions, and student presentations^^

The class will meet Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays from 3to^

RoHe M20(ID?1044). Finals Code: (•) Prerequisite: Upper Division Status, en

Consent of instructor.

CED 107 (4 units)

WOMEN IN LITERATURE AND THE MEDIA
Instructor: Denise Warren ( French)

This course will focus on the study of the cultural representations of ^°'^!"^^
literature and the media from an interdisciplinary approach — analysl* o

i .'..

;.,.
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relationships between these representations and the socio-political structures

pnaendering them. Strong emphasis on discussion and creative projects.

The class will meet on Mondays and Wednesdays from 3 to S in Rolfe 3131 (ID 93048)

for discussion, and Tuesday evening from 7 to 9 for films in Moore Hall 100. Finals

ode (8) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. *,

s

>,

^"^ CED 108 (4units)

WOMEN IN THE SCIENTIFIC PROFESSIONS
Instructor: Paula Bernstein (CED)

This course explores the role of the woman scientist In the context of woman's place In

contemporary society. Sample topics Include: lifestyles ot professional women, social

and psychological barriers to women In science^ and the implications of the new
feminism for scientific Institutions.

The class will meet on Mondays and Wednesdays from 3 to 4:30 in Royce Hall 152 (ID

93050). Finals code: (8) Enrollment will be limited to 35 students.

CED 109 (4 units)

SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL MOVEMENT^
_ Instructor: Terry Freiberg (Sociology)

The course will attempt to relate social philosophy talcen from philosophlcaU

psychological, and particularly sociological theories to the labor movement of

yesterday and the student movement of today. PhenomenologlcaL existentialist,

Freudian, AAarxist and neo-AAarxist theoretical approaches will be Investigated

towards understanding these two social movements.

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 2 in Bunche 1265 (ID 93051).

Finals code: (16). Prerequisites: Upper Division Status, and Consent of instructor. To

contact the instroctor, please come to 10273 Bunche Hall on Tuesday, March 28 or

Wednesday Marcli 29 from lOto 12 or 1 to 4. Sorry, no phone.

-t*c.-j|..

CED 110 (4 units)

CHICANA: A NEW AWARENESS
JnstrucW: Loretta SIfulntes (Chlcano Studies Center)

' «•
_,

.

. -
^ ^ k

A critical anyalysis of the social, political and educational Issues whlcK^are related to

the development of the Chlcana. Strong emphasis will be placed on the factors which

have determined her roles, values and attitudes in the past; and an exposure of the

alternatives which are now emerging for the Chlcana.

Ttie class will meet on Tuesdays from 1to4in Rolfe 2126 (ID 93052). Finals code: (15)

Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. ^. '*'

•'' '^

CED/Spanish & Portuguese 125 (4 units) 7

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS & CULTURE FOR THE
JUNIOR HIGH SPANISHSPEAKING STUDENT ^^

Instructor: Altonso Cervantes (Spanish & Portuguese)

students enrolled will tutor AAexIcan-Amerlcan speaking junior high school students

in order to orient them toward University education. This field work will be guided by

ttie director of the federally funded project. A seminar under the direction of

Professor Cervantes will review background readings on problems encountered by

the Mexican-American community. _ ^^
the class will meat pn Tuesdays from lOto ii inHainos2l6 (ID93470). Finals code^

( 13) PrerequisifM: Senior Status and Consent of instructor.

_. CED 111 (4 units)

INtiRDISCIPLINARY STUDY OF AGING
Instructors: G. Sabagh, Sociology; I. Mensh, Psychiatry;

Y.P.Chen. Economics
Tt>e course will study the various economic, environmental, sociological and

psychological aspects of aging. The students will discover their Interests under

faculty direction and pursue them In workshops. The 5*"<*^* ^"'
"''^^ k ^.2^

proposals based on the data collected In the workshops. This data will be shared and

reviewed In advocacy proceedings at the end of the course. ^ ",,•,,,n ortoi)
The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 3 in Boelter ^277( ID 9WPJ.

finals code: (16) Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor. Interwted
•"J^» •J^

contact Richard Morris at tt»e Special Studies Workshop for Policy Proposals, 409

Kerckhoff Hall, ext. $2417. Enrollment will be limited.

PRE.PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING PROGRAM

A clutter ofxdumt for ond#rgraducit#f d#v«lop#d by ^#11 of

tho graduot« prof^Miofiol fchoolf of UCLA os *• ftprf of a now

curriculum option in unlvofflty oducotlon. Tho objoctivo of

h*»o coro courtM It to onwro that ttudonts, through rigorous

•^^ulti^lsclpllnory study rootod In tho contoxt of proWom

solving, will subsoquontly bo moro offoctivo in tho various

public ond privoto rolos thoy will play, thoy will also bo

proporod to dorivo grootor utility from groduoto profossionoi

oducation, should thoy chooso to movo In that diroctlon. This

group of coursos roprosonts a rongo of subjoct mottor and

opproochos that spans tho contont of tho ovontuol full

curriculum. Sbmooro now coursos dovolopod spocifically for

this program. Othors oro groduoto lovol coursos oponod to

soioctod undorgraduotos for tho first timo; undorgroduotos

with the consont of tho /nsfrucfor may onroll in thoso coursos

which will fulfill oloctivo or gonorol broodth roquiromonts

towards tho Bocholor's dogroo, but may not also opply at a

lotor doto toward o highor dogroo. Tho rost aro undorgroduoto

coursos boing offorod on a compus-wido bosls for tho first timo.

All coursos in this undorgraduoto program will bo four-unit

coursos. Participation in tho program will involvo rigorous

soloction procoduros. Thoro^ ^#IU— bo^ ^ comprohonshro

ovoivotion of this program undor a grant from tho U.S. Offico of

Education to produco information which will load to subsoquont

rodosign of both tho coursos and tho program; studonts taking

thoso coursos should bo proporod to hovo thoir own por-

formonco corofuiiy roviowod and to particlpoto thoughtfully in

ovoluoting thoir oxporloncos for tho bonofit of thoir succossors.

(F.urthor information may bo obtolnod from tho Program

Coordinator. Ms. Nancy Arnold, oxtonslon 549^4.)

fe.--
r'-

These courses span the academic year 1971-72; ttwse which

will be offered inthesjpirrng quarter 1972 aret~ .• ^^r

li<r

Architecture 204 (4 units) - V^
IMAGING THE FUTURE

Inslructor: AAarvIn Adelson (Architecture & Urban Planning)

Introduction to social and technological forecasting, including tt»e nature and

limitations of forecasting, examination of the Ideologies and values In forecasting,

review of techniques of Integrative forecasting, and ttie role of forecasting In en-

vironmental planning, design and management. ^
The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 :30 to 3:00 in Arcliitectwre 2244

(ID 14198). Finals code: (U) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

CED 158 (4unlts) -
VISUALTHINKiNG^^^^^--^^^^^^^^^^^v "^

Instructor: Charles Rusch (Architecture & Urban Planning)

Review of cognitive processes such as perception. Immediate experience, reflection,

reasoning. Imagery and visualization. Review of relevant brain research data. Ex-

ploratlons Into visual thinlcing and direct experience learning. Comparisons of sub-

cultural as well as cross-cultural differences. ~* -j^-

The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:00 In Arcliitecture 2244

(ID93181). Finalscode: (II) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

' CED 160 (4 units)

RATIONAL APPROACHES
TO UNCERTAINTY AND COMPLEXITY <

Instructor: James Jackson (Graduate

School of Management) _

Concepts of uncertainty and approaches to the evaluation of uncertain results^of

action. Formulation and solution of complex but well -structured problems. Ap

proaches to Ill-structured problems. Group problem solving. Empttasis is on basic

concepts and on practical use of conceptual foundations.

Ttie class will meet on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 1 to 2 in RoHe 3113 (ID

W1I5). Finals code: (4) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

CED U2 (4 units)-^—^-^

THE COMMUNITY AS PEOPLE
Instructor: Nathan Cohen (Social Welfare)

Types of problems Include such areas as healtti, education, welfare, race relat»o"*'

and employment. Course work and field work. Students will be given projects which

serve as laboratory experlmenH, and as bases for reports.
, ,«^,^, ci«.i«

The class will meet on Tuesdays from 10 to 12 In Social WeHare 250 (IDf310i). FInab

code: (13) Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.

* CED Ul PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AS PROBLEM
SOLVING STRATEGY has been cancelled.

<
'

^

ti««« iM^A^hiO^^^UUhUi»k • > • >
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the asucla's

harter flights

arernetR
•3i?!»w4w,.vjiii.^:r^

OFFICIAL CHARTER FLIGHTS

SO w
for all the campuses of the University of Galifornia.

hat?

so is:

Official: functional, authoritative; public.

In a pbsltton taossunne obligations and responsibility.

Antonyms: Private, informal.
'^^

^ "
.^

...^^.^,.
..^

responsibilities:
• The ASUCLA Charter Flights Is outhorlzecl and approved by the University

of California for use by all members of that commgnity.

ii
•

.„ ..

r^..

• It is responsible for being dependable in seeing to it you will never be
stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed to nnedipcre service^'

,1

" ''*•'
[

a:

i

i -t.

4

t

X

^

h1

• All flights are offered and operated in accordance with all Civil Aeronautics

Board Regulations, They ore available only to bona fide members of the

University of California, including students, faculty, staff and their immediate
families (parents, spouse, dependent children) living in the same household.

• ASUCLA Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings, arrange-

-for purchase^Df^urotlpasses, provide yOCTwith Information on pertinentTedd-
~^ ^^

ing, available in the ASUCLA Students' Store.

• We personally see every flight off, here and in London, with on authorized '~ ^

permanent professional staff capable of solving problems that may arise, ^rr^n:
*—

^—

-

• In the case of (Heaven forbid) delays, a hospitality sujte Is provided.

• We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience of an on<ampus location

and the assurance of personal attention in all areas.
'

• Because It is our responsibility, we hove ctiidsen BOAC — A recognized
^scheduled carrier with a long distinguished service record — and all our pas-
'siengers receive their first class service.

' • - . • . "
^

,,..,

how many charter groups can claim all this?

' *<
.
,:•. - .

-
> .

.:{:' • V >: • •

'..
j_ ' '

' ..

"1

now: we hove re-negotioted pricing for lowered fares!
-••-Aat.-

FLIGHT

2

3

LA. TO

London

London

London

London

London

8

10

11

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22— 1-

June 26

June 26

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

London

London

London

London

June 27

June 28

June 28

June 29

12

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

London

July 1

July 4

Sept. U
Aug. 25

FROM

London

London

London

London

London

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

July 8

July 11

July 12

London | Aug. 12

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

London

London

DAYS

71

56

54

72

80

59
'^1^'-

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

PRICE

,$2%r"

.saer'

per'
5302^

$275

$i^

$275

53er

saer'

sier^

CARRIER

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
"TT-

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

--^j..

•iff
—r^'

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $252

It's not too late to switch to the best - the official one.
Com* into Room 2050 Karckhoff HaTl- phono 825-1221

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bovorly Townloy, Coordinators.

TT^

pi,ii,^j,miTn«f! * jirtiT*
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GERALD DAHLIN ~ student organist Will ptr

form works by Bach, Couporin, Brahms, Franck,

and Mendelssohn, noon, Friday, Royce Hall

O^photo by Dennis Frittf

Auditorium. Free concert Is sponsored by ttie

department of music and ttie Student Committee
for the Arts.

oiyiniilcs' package deal avaiiahle to stndeDis
By Dennis Fried

,

DB Staff Writer

Students and faculty members interested in at-

tending the 1972 Summer Olympic Games in Munich,,

Germany August 26 to September 10 may now be^

able to go even though accommodations and tickets

have not been available to the general public for

months. ...
The German National Student Association in

conjunction with AUgemeiner Studenten Ausschuss

(ASTA), the student travel association t)f Germany,

has reserved 250 places at Munich's International

Pent City for students and faculty members in the

United States.-—-*r-1^^ ""^
.

Tent City, located just four miles from the

Olympic Games Park, will house 5,000 international

visitors.

The tents are Irigh ceilinged with hardwood floors.

electricity, heating and running water. Each tent

features a recreation room, locker and luggage

room, and sleeping room with 15 bunkbeds. Linen

and blankets will be provided.

The complete program, which may be for one or

two weeks, offers accommodations, two meals a day

(breakfast and dinner), five tickets per week to the

Olympic events, including two for morning track and
field, and an excursion to Austria.

The cost of the program will be $160 per week or

$298 for two weeks, plane fare not included. Travel to

and from Munich can be arranged individually or k^
ASTA throughTWA as part of the program

.

programs for travel through Europe before or after

the Olympics are also available from ASTA. For^

further information contact Egon Pfefferkom at the^

Expo Center, Kerckhoff 176 on Monday, April 10 or

call the Expo Office at 57041.

The big rock candy what's on . .

.

>r
(Continued fk-om Page 21

)

-"Student artists," interested

in exhibiting their works or

student organizations wishing to

sponsor an art exhibit — contact

Deanna Norquist, Campus
Programs and Activities Office,

161 Kerckhoff Hail, (ext. 57041) for

information on use of Kerckhoff

Hall 2nd Floor Gallery.

-"Tutors Needed/' for grades

one through six, 1-5 hours per

week, at Stoner Ave. Elementary
School on Braddock Ave., 1/2 mile

west of the San Diego Freeway.
199 Credit available, for further

information contact Vice Prin-

cipal AAarv Goldenson, 390-3396,

during the sctKX)! day.

-"Private Tutoring Jobs/'
abailable in reading, math.
Geometry, and other sub|ectt,
from the EXPO Office (Kerckhoff
176). ~^- .

—"Bake Sale, II noon,

tomorrow, Royce Quad, to raise

funds for the Student A^blllzation

Committee. —
—"Oestalt Eiicouifter Oroup,*^.

7:30 pm, today. Direct Assistance

Facility, La AAancha, 930 Hilgard,

room 231.

—Representatives from the

following National Tourist Offices

will be In the EXPO Center (KH
176) to discuss all aspects of travel

In their respective country.

Representatives from the

following Offices have been

scheduled:
— Scandinavian National

Tourist Office — 10 amJo 1 pm,
Monday. April 10

— British Tourist Office — 3 pm
to 5 pm, Tuesday, April 11

— Israel Tourist Office— 12

noon to 2 pm, Monday, April 17

Contact the EXPO Center in

Kerckhoff Hall 176 or at 825-7041

for further details. .

.A- . v v-^'»

Exhibits:
-^"The Human Figure:

Pollaiuolo to Picasso/' com-
prising primarily of prints from

the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through April 14 In the

Grunwald Gallery. Hours are

Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission

Is $1 for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

—"Twentiett^ Century Sculp-

ture," comprising of more than TO

works representing 50 collections,

through April 14 In thf UCLA Art

Galleries.

-"Tutors Needed," at the La
Causa Youth Center In Venice to

help students from Westchester
and Santa Monica High. If in-

terested, contact the EXPO Office

(Kerckhoff 176).

—"Tutors and Clastroom
Aides," r)«eded for Watts Area
Elementary School, 199 Credit
available. Inttrttttd studtntt

should meet from 3-5 pm, Wed-
nesday In Bunche 2150.

-"Tutors Needed," for grades
one eight, one-six hours weekly,
St Vincent's Elementary School,
transportation provided, 199
credit available. Call Deborah
Ounkln, 824-2369 (evenings).

^3|n|c4ii|ii|c4cs|i3|cs|cs|c4»i|ci|i

{^ The United Enterfainers jf

i Culturol Committee J
a Presents:^ the tensatlonol,

i«

lllitrtii Big
8

ttAT 1100 NOON
WED. AHUL S. 1972

I JANSSSTEK'

*»»»ilMlMmiolc<c>lnli*

STEREO RECORDING
TAPE
THE MORE YOU BUY
THE MORE YOU SAVEI

BK«il«nt qudlly fop* for recording l«ctur««. Int«rvl«¥i«. musk, phont €onv«rtotJon«,

•tcU«*im«guorontM. Looka«tK«««fonto<tlcsavlnosi .

Buy
l»or
3"
6"
12"
24"

C-60 I Hr

S140
.100
•US

1100

C-90PAHr«
1J0
SXK>
9J0

MOjOO
1t.00

C-120 2Hrt
-^'

. 2.00

4.00

7J0
ISJO
2X90

Ai««lM. Cd 9004S. CM r

Dhlr^Mtli^ Co D«p« S 69S7 KnowHon

•(Paid AdvartiMm«nt)

Who! w« dwnond it th« unity of polltici and art. th« unity ok contant and form,

th« unity of ravolutlonory political contant and tha highatt poMlbIa parfaction of

ortlitlc form, -^^cx^"
- AAooTta^nQ -

A Revolutionary Peking Opera
In Coior-Wlth English Subtitles

TiMnv MMMl IKSMW

I

2 Day (5 showings) Only - LA. Premiere

„ FH. (April 7) 7:00 & 9:S0 pm
Sd. (April S)SKM)& 7:00 &9:S0pm

'

Al P«irfw Higli School AMdHorkim

TtSO Malroao Avo. (ol Foif4a0. L.A.

BUNT SIIIIMUINE
10968 leConte. Westwood

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

1st

with this coupon

discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE^

good thru 1971

I

I
t
I
I
a:
I

I
I
I n

»1-._«»._^«4J

**A doubly welcome
oddition to the year's

pleasures • . • startling,

engrossing, affecting

and provocative aa

a

impassioned^ warm
and humanl" _

"Wickedly Funnyr
.-N.y. Oolfy Nawt

AMmi MV MU FMA MONASN fllOOUCTKM

T' ^V?f-nT«HOUBE-FI^'
.MCHMinnrt mwimmnn -fiiimi—-'

IXCLUOMC INOAOSMCNT ^
NOW SHOWING
Oaty 2i00 • 4:00 • 1:00 • l<00 • lOtOO fM

MM#t lto» fr«. a M. at IM* Ml

CREST
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'(Paid Advertisement)

LEARNING SKILLS CENTER ANNOUNCES A:

STUDY SKILLS SEMINAR
. . ' for students who wont to explpc.e a

variety of opprooches to study •* •

~ Wednesday, April 12, 1972 1:15-5 p.m.

Pr«-r«giftration if necessary

Come to Social Welfare 271 or phone 825-7744

This service is free to oil regularly enrolled students

^ • - i

K. .4-.X

'^ff

( r
;-:r

; [w:. »>
t .-t -1^'^

.I4^i-^

4 j .;.'.;.

•
I

T"

YOUR OPPORTUNITY to look intoa career in Motion Picture production

Courses usually available only to Cinema majors

Now are ottered to YOU at A/V Center wtiere Extension classes

CABLE TV and fhe CASSETTE open a vast array a* exciting and rewarding careers in
|

tilmmakino and related areas~"
.

'

-
' * l iini»« iiii .

..:.ti-i.^...^....^.

Yotof ideas travels are now m demand on FILM. . . IF . . . made with

the Prolejiional quality these courses enable you to learn:

LEARN the protesstbnal techniquM . Camera Lighting Sound

Editing:---
- —:^^ .^i^amami: •• '•i

LEARN with EquipX>enl used by the Pros . Bolex . . Arrltlex .
Ecl'alr .

r

CLASSES
» Of ? per week-
Day, Eve. Weekend •
Courses as low as %9t

o previous experlerKe required •

All equipment furnished

-!*;••

Com pletigg enablê a poss'it»le assignment to a FeatureProduc^on

f I*' • - fcf

CALL mornings 47S tOtt>

AFTTR 467 2135 f
Wcstwood Film Scteol 1730 1/4 Westwood Blvd.

(iust south of WilshireBlvd)

4 :.-•" *

"^'•

(Pdid Ad\rt»msement)

»>.»,-.

*< i

i

II

VV\e^^, U)cvy^€j^ -stJuJ ^lA-b/

(^ l«Or(i A Ac>u<s. (or

iV's ScajM^ of ^ ^hniX

P(a£)1a^ a2r2 285- GUI
<5V-

/
^

1 I was in the landlof what's on
<^' ¥Vednesday. April 5, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 21 l^

(Ceniiniied from Page 24)

Republic of China, 7.30 pm, Social

Welfare 147.

-^To Pind Oor Life: The

Peyote Hunt of the Huichols of

Mexico/' noon and B pm, Friday,

Social Welfare 12i; :

Seminars
Wednesday, Apr. 5 ^

—"insights into DNA
Replication from studies of Small

Bacteriophages," by Arthur

Ctossw^€>ta By Eugene

ACROSS
1. Coarse
hominy

5. The urial

8. Sign of

healing*

12. European
river

13. Vandal
14. Cabbage

stalk

15. Peace •

pipes
17. Hebrew

measure
18. Craft
19. Perspica-

city

H-'T

"^.Arabian
chieftain

24. Crude
metal „

25. Band
across
escutch-
eon

1». Dutch—
~f- Soutlr

African
30. Born
33. Imitate
34. Move—- sidewisfr
35. Arid
36. Obscure
^7. Tag on -

sale item
38. Being

39. Wapiti
41. Seizes

suddenly
43. Attack
46. Nest-

building
fish

50. French
author

51. Radiated
54. British

statesman
55. Solemn

promise
56. Apple,

for
* one

57. Anxiety

^8. Man's—
name

59. Epic
poetry

DOWN
1. Denom-

ination

2. Lab
, need
3. Black:
comb,
form r.. /

4. Priggish
women

5. Hazard
novel

6. Rude
building

. 7. Haftdle
8. Clean

thor-

oughly
9. Compli-^33-^
ments

10. Nautical
word

A'vrrafcr time of t^olutlntC: 27 minute*

MANA
ADENMDO
ME RSMQDABC L A D
S|L|0|PaL

|

U
|

MMA|B B A

SQSO-
. AP

MOR

IQR

IE

RNE

RID
PER

ONFOUNDED

11. Swiss
capital

16. Hebrew
letter

20. Heart .

22. Wading
bird

23. French
.sculptor

25. Craze
26. Slender

finial

27. Part
of

school
year
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'(Paid Advertisement)

APPLV use SUMMER

Urban

Semester
12 Week Program - 16 Quarter Units

• Field explorations & Investigation
• Innovative educational techniques
• Explore area of interest to YOU
• Community exposure
• Seminars v^lth urban practioners

Write or call for further information:

URBAN SEMESTER PROGRAAA, USQ BRUCE HAU 407
746-6101 746-2080 LA. 90007

.Romberg, Stanford Untverv.*
pm. Young 2250.

"'^^'^^'y.
4

, r«-"lmpace on a FiuiHc.
Spherical Shell-A ModeMoVi'^
injury/' by W rlu "'•^

professor of applied mecL"''*^'

- Momentum and Energy^
Waves/' by John R. ^^^professor of enoin*. '

California Institute Of TecS^
3:30 pm, Boelter 8500

^^'

-"The Valve Game/'
with

and leadership consultant, aZday seminar for persons^!
erested m learning more a^
their own convictions and valuJT
from 9:30 am to 3.30 pm, jn^'
tension Building G33. Tickets are

"-"Activities in Research
Laboratory/' by Arthur Cho
associate professor of pt,ar'
macology, noon, CHS 23 105
—"An Iterative Technique of

Solving Certain Stochastic
Equations

. Arising
{„

Mathematical Modelling of Bio
Systems" by S. Raman, assistant
research statistician, department
of -biomathematlcs, 3 pm, CHS
AV-139.—^'The Stranger in Shakespeare— Part III/' Leslie A. Fiedler,

professor of English, State
'University of New York, Buffalo,

3:30 pm, Rolfe 1200.—"Salmonella Lipopolysac-
charlde-genetics and Role in

Pathogenesis" by Bruce Stocker,

t^'ofessor .of microbiology,
Stanford University, 4 pm, CHS
43-105.——"The Sudanese Deserts" by

!
Richard F. Logan, professor of

geography, 7 pm. Social Welfare

147, Tickets are $4.
"7'—"Introduction — Functional

Structure — A Basis for the

Proper Care and Utilization of the

Horse/' by Dean G^ Lmdiey,

former associate professor of

zoology, California State

Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and

.$1.75 (students).—"Folksongs in America: An

Overview/' by Sani Hinton, 7 pm,

Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25 and $2

(students).—"Neuroscienc^ in Socialist

Societies/' by Richard Rodnight,

Institute of Psychiatry, The

Maudsley Hospital, London,

England, 8 pm, CHS 23 105.

Ttiursday/ Apr. 6

—"The University Theory or

Practice," moderated by

professor Anthony Raja, noo"'

GSM 2343.

—"Early Farming Cultures of

Southeast Europe," by Radoslav

Galovic, a slide presentation, 8

"pm, Dickson Art Center

Auditorium.
—"A System for Large

Structure Graphics," by Bary W
Pollack, research assistant,

computer science department,

Stanford University, 10: 30 am,

Boelter 8500. ^. .

—"What Should Be the Mission

of the UCLA Hospital?" by Dr

Arthur J. AAoss, professor o

pediatrics, 10:30 am, NKi

Auditorium. .

—"Thermally Driven Acoustic

Oscillations" by Nicholas Rott,

professor of fluid mechanics,

Institute of Aerodynamics,

Eldgenosslsche Technlsche

Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland,

1:30 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Free-living Amoebae ana

Fatal Menlngloencephalltis bV

(Continued on Page 21)
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liii*m Balamuth, professor of

roi!.:^,
UC Berjceley, 3^

^^^^;,pi^^irj| Basis of Membrane

PeTmeation by Ions" by George

c'cenman,
professor of

H^tiology, and Sergio Clanl,

cLiate professor of physiology,

f'^ Knudsen 12208.

'^^'Primate Behavior/' by

Bernard Campbell, visiting

orofessor of anthropology, and

Phvliis Dolhinow, associate

orofessor of anthropology, UC

'irKeieV' ^ pm, in Rolfe 1200.

Tickets ^rt S4.50.

_"Thc Prague German

Literature: Its Socio-Historical

letting" by Eduard Goldstucker,

professor of European Studies,

university of Sussex, England,

.nd former professor and vice

Sector,
Charles University,

Prague. Czechoslovakia, 8 pm. In

Haines 39. _

-^"The Kung Fu Club," 1 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Amateur Radio Club,"
noon, Boelter 8761 (Southwest
Penthouse.)

-"Water Ski Club," 3:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Et cetera:

Politics:
-"Students for McGovern/' 7

pm, today, Ackerman Union

Women's Lounge. y.

-"S'tudent Mobilization

Committee/' noon, Kerckhoff

Upstairs Lounge. .

Meetingsrz :'

Wednesday. Apr. 5 ^ "^

-"Chinese Student
Association/' 11 arri-l pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Freshman Orientation '72/'

3 4:30 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs

Lounge.
' _ .

—"Mortar Board/' 4 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408 .

^

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Kundalini Yoga/' 5-7 pm,

Xerckhaft Upstairs Lounge, ^..

-"Delta Sigma Delta/' 5:30-8

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Alpha Phi Omefla/'^7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Exceptional Children's

tutorial Project,'' 7 pmV
Ackerman Union 2408. Last

ctiance to sign up to tutor.

-"ASUCLA Tutorial/' 8-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Geography' Club/' noon,

Bunche A155. All persons planning

to participate in the field trip to

Death Valley MUST attend this

meeting.

.

—"Pilipino-American Stu-
dents," Interested In joining the
Plllplno-American Students Club
should come to Campbell 3329 or
contact Florante at ext. 52974 or
Jennifer at 824 1101.

—"Rap Room," Informal rap
sessions with trained student
counselors, noon to 3 pm, AAon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays In

SHS A 3089. All conversations are
confidential and no records are
kept.

—"The Black Students Union,"
Prison Rehabilitation Program,
would like to announce, that the
Black study group (SHAACO) at

the California Institute for Women
are holding their annual banquet
April 8, 1972. Tickets are pn^ sale

for $4. Contact either Cheryl
Dearmon, coordinator of BSU
Prison Project or Peter Hall by
calling ext. 5-7403 or ext. 5-7404.

URA Clubs:
Wednesday, Apr. 5 ^r

-"Lacrosse Qub/' 35 pm.
Field *7. .

*

- 'The Flying Club," 3: 30-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.
- —"The iodo ChH^^'' 2^30-5 prts,

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

- "The Hatha Yoga Club/' 5-7

pm, Women's Gym 200.

What's On
deadline

Requirements for lubmlMlon
of copy to the Campus section

ai^,d "What's on** column to ai
follows:

AH copy If to be tabmltted to
tlic Daily Bruin office by noon
one week In advance of the
event.

Submit all^opy typed, triple

spaced wUh margins set at 10-

^. including plcturee whenever
possible. Copy may Mi be
submitted by phone.

M.A. 9k, C.H.8.

FUSSBAU

Le Chalet
t0610 W.Pico

TGIF
Fridays 4:30-7

TAP BEER 15C

i;

I

•fc

The Los Angeles Baroque PtayeVs will open the

Spring Quarter's Coffee House Concerts at 8 pm
^.^— — ^.^^. Monday in the Buenos Ayres Room of the Sunset

(Continued on Page I»>^ Canyon Recreation Center. 50< tickets available at

the door /limit: two per student (photo ID required).

TIte program will include music by Handel, Stamitz,

Telemann, and J.S. and C.P.E. Bach.

.25r

%a ^/

mtk:
il

Bill Ballance, KGBS radio disc jockey and host ol "Feminine Forum,

has been named official host of this year's MardI Gras. In additlin to

being known for witty radio shows, Ballance writes commercials.

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE
478-5822 1093 Broxton, St. 218

FREE Village Movie Tickets, FREE parking.

. ^ ; *

, M K-

the coffee house concert series
presents a lovely «ay to spend a Monday night

THE lOS ANGELES BAROQUE PUYERS

<^usan Greenberg, flute Sheldon Sonov, viol.n

Bess Harp, harpsichord Ruth Adam, v.olo da gamba

performing works by Stamiti, Hondel,

J.S. Bach, CPE. Bach ^. Telemann

MONDAV.APIIIL 10 0:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER BUENOS AYRES RM.

50C tickets ilimit twoi available at the cJoor. from 7 PM on.

to UCLA students only. Photo ID required Free coHee:

;^ Jj'l24 !
KUND JHAZ, rocl. com ad y t.am

Mov 1 DONNA CURRY. lufe^^.flo.tar

S,,d.n. r .Heolor th*. Art, ". ASUClA Cultural AHo.r. Co.

. .7-.tt>« gr«atMt pl«6

for poclfiftm . . . .

"
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(April : I May 20)

Do not feci you luivc to ttuikc a Lwisli display tp

make an impression. I^rojit from reconnaissance,

Check Jifiances with i'lesner & Cook.
1

- V

INCOME TAX
SI Rvin

<t C ^'P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
^^ ^ FACULTY and STAfFf

FLtSNtR & COOK
T;t\ ConHullanti

Wcslw«u>d 41^H\2'

THE CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH

B^C OAPTON • BOB [MAN • GeORGE HARRISON • BfUyP«STW
l£ON RUSSai- RA/I SHAWAR • RNGO STARR • KLAUS \O0RMAN
a vN«la BADFK5W -JESSE [WIS -IM HORN • JIM KHJNER

CLAUDIA UNNEAR end CARL RADlf
OtTMta^ by %9^ iwimm*r Pm4\M94 ky 0*««t« H«fr*»«»» mt*4 ANmi RWm

\« \* .(M**

fW»«.» *..'•«- #«

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT NOW PLAYING
i^o^'i^-;^^^::^^^-^:^

EVBRYOAY 2:15. 4:15. 6 15.
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 112 • .

• Phone •» 3331
Classified advertising rates

IS words Sl.SOday, Sconsecutivt
insertions • SS.OO

Payable m advance
DEADLINE I0;30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering^ iobt,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigateci any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-094*.

yf Campus Announcements 1

:</ Help Wanfed
I VForSale .....15 //^°"^^ ^Travel

10 speed mechanic for new bike shop •••

WLA Alfied Bicycle Shop, 11131 Wilshirc

Blvd. 477 3)3S (fAlO)

PART-Ttme, SIO wk., up. Consumer
Organiiation needs your help attractini*.

members. Call 4*2-7097 before < PM. ( | A ^f

FIVE tAN accountants higM-' earnings -

experience necessary. Westwobd or Valley.

473-«l27«r M4-747S. Mr. FItsner. (• A 12)

KLH 34 w/speakers, pert

best offer 39* «4|3

condition, S1S0 or
(ISA*)

SUMMER lObs in camp counseling or

national parks Pay plus room and board.

Services Unhm ited, 47$ 9S2^. (I A 7)

NEED EXTRA D0U6N?

Htip youfMlf white iMlplnfi etiMr*.

Earn up to S40. a month
on our plasma program

.

Phont: 47I-00S1 b«twt«n 12 P.M. and 7 P.M

GIRLS NEEDED
TOHELPRUN AEPi
HOUSE OF HORRORS

Meet the brothers of AEPi this Friday nigitt

at Pre MARDI GRAS Party to be held »t

AEPi, 5*5 Gayley If you need a ride, call

Bill, 479 94*4 or 479 9$$l. WE NEED YOUR
lO^AS.

(r>

MEN WOMEN, WOULD YOU LIKE TO
WORK IN NEVADA CASINOS DEALING
BLACKJACK (31), CRAPS, ROULETTE,
DURING VACATION OR FULL TIME?
LOCAL TRAINING. FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION WRITE. GAMING CON-
SULTANTS, P O BOX SIS CRYSTAL BAY,
LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA. 19402. <IA7)

MATTRESSES Valley State •"»rlcetM»«

orad can save you 40 $0«o on all qualities, all

sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern

bedroom sets Call me todaf «'«»'•;,«*
JL".*"'

MA^O^ ^ ^ ^iB ^^ •
AUCTION OF ^

UNCLAIMEP PROPERTY
Public notice is hereby given that certain

merchandise which has been in the custody
of the UCLA Lost and Found Department,
Los Angeles, California, 90024, for more than

SIX (6) months without being claimed by the

owners will be sold at public auction for cash
only The auction will be held 8 April K72, at

l#lMi AM. The Receiving Department, 741

Circle Drive South, Los Angeles, California,

90024. ^^^^^^^^^^m
NO hassles, no pollution. 10 acres, Wyoming
ranch land, Antalope, Deer. $20 down, $20

.oer month Owner, 933 0131. (ISA 7)

,i«.i » '
' '-^ " —

WET suit, wt. belt. 1/4". (ull length, large.

Eves, 39* 097$. <H^**

MINOLTA' SR 7 Slmm f.1.4' lens, COS
meter, $12$ CarltorT, 292-i3t* eves. ( 1$ A 10)

TAME male rabbit, year old with great

disposition, and to..et trained. Best offer.

Rick, 77* 2971. .
(1$A11)

JUNE Graduates: In architecture, business,
civil engineering, economics, mathematics,
physical education, science, urban planning
or any maior, with experience as mechanic,
farmer or construction worker. Peace Corps
may have ^ iob for you. Signup at
Placement Center counter BIdg. 1-G for
interview. ( 1 A $)

. A

4f Campus Services

wedciing
anrKHjnCements

HOUSEKEEPING JOBS AVAILABLE.
EMPLOYEES, OWNERS, MANAGEMENT
ARE ALL UCLA STUDENTS. "/HOUR.
«28 1300. DOIT! y±±LL
DAY camp counselor, male-female, wagon
or van required. Top pay, 477-100*. 7t9-

9643 (I A 7)

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
WATER COLOR/ART

ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS
WORK WITH TOP DESIGNER

Part/full time work will mcl drafting plans

MAMIYA Sekor 1000 DTL. 1/1.1 $$mm plus

f/2.8 I3$mm lenses, case, filters. Excellent.

SISO. 474 $837. (1$A11)

1$ ft SAILBOAT (Finn) '*1. Used in

Olympic. $800 /best offer. Call. 473-2394, *-•

PM. (.SAID

BRITANNICA Great Books Western World.
Encyclopedia, others. Like new. Moving.
Must sell. Best offer. 472 8327. ( IS A 10)

kerkhoff ]2^^
82-5O61I -i4

Y Personal

tor & building working model & engr^ stage

mechanics & potential
•'*f«J*'

drawing/water coloring/rendering sketclies

lor mai. theatre pro|. prospectus. Give

name of school, class yrs, age exp, means of

trans, availability in ans.: P.O. Box 1021,

Pac. Palisades, Ca.- »0272

YOUNG man, 20 24 to learn and assist in

lucrative business Excellent future. Call

eves only, 876 392*. (8A$)

E A R N\|noney^ddressihg envelopes, mifh
self addressed, stamped envelope to PJR
Associates. P.O. Box 10327, Glendale, Ca.

91209. (8 A 7)

GOYA GG-30 classical guitar and hard case,

tfsed only 3 weeks. Perfect condition. $400.

$53 9381. (ISA 10)

BESSLER MCRX enlarger, floior stand,
Schneider Componon SOmm lens plus jrtany
extras. $3$0. 479 87*0. (1$A11)

V Services Offered . ^ . , 1

6

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures ipto
Colorado Wilderness from $2$. P.O. Box
18427, Denver, 80218. (1*QTR)

NEO PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,
like star^, you have a right to be hare."
Interested? Call MUie McLane, 254-4141. 254-^" ^- ^ ^ - ($AI1V

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE. Learn to release material

studied and. ELIMINATE CRAMMING.
Daily, 474 33SO. (UA11)

SENIOR COEDS
AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,

'711 $527,173 Slir. Eves. 783-3$09. (UOTR)

*•==«.

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981
^^\-P, (SQTR)

.^^..y o*d male gijd., tired of hqstlipg ,

gamfs, seeitTrdear female. Reqs: slender,
-wArfn, >»'30! good head, ts it you? Write

( photo il poss.) Jason, Box 24C8*; LA
90024 ($A7)

EX psychiatric patients: NOVA is an ac-
tivist group lor you. Meetings '7:30 >-PM,
Thursday 1S3S Euclid, Santa Monica. ($A
10)

' \ V

^ Free .....

DESPERATELY need good homes for six
wppk old kittens. Adorable! Days: $*8$0,
pves, 820 3030. (FRA11)

FR^EE sample 'rub-on' dry transfers: Send
stamped, self addressed envelope. V-B, Box
4143 Whittier, Ca. 90*07 (FR A 10)

^ Opporfuniiies . . . . ;

OFFERED: A business opportunity selling
ecological cleaners, kealth, and skin care
products. 82* 1$49^ ^ (OPAIJ)

PREMED STUDENTS: Only 37S of all

California students wishing to attend
mrdical school were accepted in 1971. In"

crcasp your chances. Send lor the pamphlet,
"The 10 Easiest Medical Schools in which to
be accepted ' Send $2 to Brown, 430* Can-
terbury Road, Riverside, Calif 92504. (OP A
5)

Vice President of independent Motion

Pjtture Production Company with tite

principal responsibility of writin<| ahd
directing feature length motion picture

seeks executive assistant.

"QUALIFICATIONS

1 Must be a graduating senior coed.

3. Must be outgoing, attractive and have the

ability to (heet and deal with people.

3 Must have a strong interest, titough not

necessar.Uir 'ei(1>^ir*ence or a. maior in the

making- of motion picture. No actresses

please^
4. Must have good business sense.

$. Must not be tied down. Posiion will involve

pre production, travel and from 1 to 3

months at a time away from Los Angeles on
film locations.

.. . ; .
'.\ . ..

BENEFITS

1. Starting salary $7$00.00 ptr year ($150.00

per week )

.

3 Life aiyl >fealth insurance and pifking
paid.
3. All travel and business expenses paid.

tr~ An opportunity for a different aitd

challenging career.

Call 278-4600 for appointment.

AUTO insurance, lowest rates for students

^r em pilars. Robert Rhec. •3f-7270 or rO-

f793or45*'2544. (UQTR)

.i^CHiLDRENS Dance Classes. Married
Student Housing Community Center. 3327

Scpulveda, Thursdays, 3:00-4:00, ages 4-*;

4:00 $00, ages 7-9. $3 per month. Call

Jeanne, 397-4224.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH? -
., ,, CANCELLED?

''' LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39*222$ ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

PORTABLE typewriter Doctor has %
Cleaning special, $9.9$. Ribbon free. 11$*9

Saitfa Monica Blvd/Federal. 479 $804. ( 1* A
5)

RENT-A-TV, $10 MO. STEREO/HIFI.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. OELIVEKY TO
9:00.47$-3$70.23V)WESTWOOD. (* QTR)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.

RCA ipodeU. Free delivery. Free service. M
hr. phone, 274-9119. (UQTR)

^Travel U
!••••••••••••••••••••<

ytf^esearch Subjects Needed >/ Lost & Found ,

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July, $*3$. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W.G. (17 A 14)

r. EXPERIENCED meditators needed for
brain wave/mlormation processing exp. 3 5

hrs Pay qood 835 6006/Frani Hall B271, info
and appointments. ( RSN A $)

PASSPORT lost under name Mohammad
Rna Vossoughi. If found, please contact
Iranian Consulate, San Francisco. (9 A $)

STUTTERERS needed for staff research ^
proioct Contact Dr. Soderberg, Room 7$t*
^«n» Hall, 82$ $97*. pay. (RSN A 10)

MOTHERS of 2 1/2 to $ 1/2 mo. old infants -

free developmental testing, UCLA Call, *$$-
3939eve» (RSN A 10)

REWARD Return old Schwinn man's bike.
Removed from JSEI, March. Teacher's
transportation. No questions. GR4*977. (9 A
10)

FOUND Beagle,
Landfair on 4/3/72 -

Gayley 473 8*79

around Gayley and
come and get her. $$9

(9A11)

EUROPE, $220$27$ R.T., also Israel'^
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall fliffhts,
E.S.E.P., 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA 90048. *$1
3311. E5EP UCLA members. (17QTR)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia. Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
All professions, occupations, $700 $3,000
monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sight-
seeing. Free info write Jobs Overseas.
Dept. P*. P.O. Box 1$071, San Diego, CA.
"115 (17A25)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and rouno trip student flights.

Inexpensive student camping tours'
threufliovt West and Best Et^repe, inclwdinf
Russia. SOFA Agent for inter-European
student charter fligHts. Contact ISCA, 11*t^
San Vicente Blvd.. Suite «4. LA. Calif.. 9004f,

Tel: (213) 82*-5M9, UA-OVSS

V
EUROPE this iutnmtr? Un-regimented
programs * or 8 weeks. Experiments in

Traveling 98*24)1. ()7QTR)

AFFINITY Group Fli^hTTT"; ^
Spam Seats available !rlalultv*7"«*«-and relatives June i* Augu" ^,VT'»»»rofessor Modesto M. Diai OeoV J c

^•»
Languages California stato /•'^•••n

Fu..erton.t2*3,:T.l:7l4-870-3V7?(35'3;;"«f,

(

> CARS IN EUROPE A

RENT OR BUY V

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
. TEACHERS* STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
tOOO Sunset Blvd., LA 90Mf 271-434*

SOVIET RUSSIA

„^^Apply before April jothROTHMAN STUDENT T0UR5
call 271-025$, evenings Av^eeKenVs

thisEUROPE, Israel ,nis summerregimented program. 4 wks EuTope, 7Z

»

DISCOUNT Europe, iijraet. India. East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041

Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002$. 478 0*44. ( 17 QTR

)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under $100 one-way _
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. 5130 . .

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLAr*'^
13$09 Ventura Blvd. —

^

Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91403 ^
PHONE 872-2283or 784 1*77

Israel. Dig, Kubbuti, plenty free,.m.c'''
in Travelling, 926 341 1

" 'T.l ^"P
.

"

"7QTR)

grand three .-nasted schodn^r Leaves th.summer for * weeks to Tah.t. Share epensev For info. Call Gregory 000';^,;;,

(IM17)

VHelp Wanted 8 VOddsltnds 10

PLEASE help! We've got part-time iobs
coming out of our ears I Services Unlimited,
4759531 (8A3)

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks Uniquity, Box 990-

B, Venice, 90391. Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

ROLL out the Services Unlimited. We've got
abarrelof part time iobs.47$-9521. (I A 3)

GIRL needed for student film (Protect 1).

CatlRon, 374 9791, 8$>>ai3l. (8 A 11)

EMERClSC''»^iifndly dog 1 hour weeftdays
around II AM Call, 473 4833. after $ PM. (8 A
*)

GIRLS Parttime $*$ /wk , up. Enroll
members for Nen profit crnsumer
vorganiialiert. 4*2 7097, 1 4 RM. (8 A 11)

V Rides Offered . 13

YOU Bf forbidden to call this number tor a
part time iob 47$ 9$21. Services
Unlimited (IAS)

CARPOOL Costa Mesa to campus via San
Diego Freeway, 8 5 Monday thru Friday.
(7141 $57 8384,825 2*73 (13 A 11)

^ Rides Wanted . . M
NEED nightly ride from UCLA - Echo Park
Will share parking/gas Call Donna, 384.
4942 Please leave message if semi-
cegniianf roommate answers. (14 A 7)

(§ • new YORK
JUNE 15 ONEWAY S75

• HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2 $179
JULY 1 JULY 16 ptutlsnd

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alto Stuilentrail and Eufilpmw, Car Purchata

Inauranca. Quidaboolit

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

5^

Jh
AIS/EXITS FLIGHTS
9066 Santa Monica Blvd

LA. 9(X)6«

2748742
(1% Wk. aatt o< Santa Momca/Dohany)

i
i 1 THE INTHINATIONAl
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD
Your pa$sporr to the . . . ^

world of student dis-

counts.

I

X
a EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimited travel for up to

two months In 13l^ufo-

pean countries on o
100,000 mile roil network. I

BABYtlTTIR 18 mo. old girl. My home, 2-

3eves/we^li,2 MPM midnight 479 75*7 (8

A 41

III I
I M^—

—

I >l

QUT^ Part time iebs in West LA., teverty
Hills or Santa Monica Services Unlimited.
475 9571 (lA*)

.. , . ,1 III!
—

OtRLS Part time lobs in off^es, stores,

restaurants, theati-rs, etc. Services
Unlimited, 47$ 9$31 (8A$)

GIRL (21) seeks female traveMng com-
panion thru Europe ft Israel this summer, 4-
^waeks 478 4787 days

L*"^*^

BABY carriage, cutlery, blankets, linen,
dishes, etc to sell, Leaving country. Call 473-^ (1$A7)

'PORTABLE duplicator • $9$. dictation
*<luipmont $35 Electric silkscreen mimeo
*'*$ Olivetti O 24 printing calculator $2$0.

47)0331 (ISAII)

SPfiING QUARTER SPECIAL
LA London (RT)
March 30 June 1$

LA London (1 way)
March 30

5329

tut

Flite Chairman: (213) 839 2401
434* Overland Ave., Dept. A

Culver Citx, Ca.

10956 wevburn /We.

WfeSTWOOD

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an — '

official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

tlniversity of ^,

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian

707's-.

all first class

service.==
LALONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Da^ Price

«/18 8/28 71 $262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

i/22 8/15 54 $262

«/26 ?/6 72 $262

6/25 9/13 80 $275

4/27 8/25 59 $262

ft 6/28 ?/9 73 $262

6/28 9/16 81 $275

6/2f 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

7/8 8/17 40 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50

33

$262

8/12 9/13 $252

Available only to benafide members ol the

University ol California including students.

faculty, staff, and their immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.

Chant fligtits

aKerchkhotfMailiOSD
Between 8 a m «. 5pm

83$ 1221UC
EUROPE Fligt»t% $0 departures.

»*^^'*l^
Israel, India, Africa, W^- <>"„

J'^/,,.
rates/cards since 1959 EASC,33J N^ Beverly

Dr., Beverly Mills, 90310, 37**393. (HQTR)

ESCAPE IN BAJA, MEXICO
Permanent Camps

instruction in: Boating A H»yt., Scuba

Diving, At^» A Craftt, Fi$^'n«'

Photography, Marine Biology, Musical

Instruments, Ceramics, and Organic

Gardening, etc.

(All Trans., Food. a. Equipment Furn.)

1, 2, or 3 Month Trips until Sept.

(5300, 5550, $700)

BAJA TOURS CO <» **«].^.^^

y Tutoring .18

FRENCH: Enam preparation, int*n$lv»

language study, translation, literature, tai

former UCLA teacher for results- «•
*3** (HOT w^

FR«NCM/$PANI$M/ITALIAN: i";

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

ixam Easy convertational method (friew •

173 2492.
(1I0TR)

ORE, LfAT, eflier te«t P^*P«'^V . ««
dividual and small group '"••'"'ll^
Academic buidance $¥«». WO So. "•^'1^*'^,

557 4390. (18 0IKJ

/ hpi"9 19

extCUTiVC typewriter. Term MP*":
letters, resumes, steMstical. ©•'•^•''***

result*. Cves aMer 5 : JO .weekends. Sbaron.

I1A $4t7 <• (I90"«'

././ -i'-

Class surveys contributions

of Jews to German writings

W^dn—day, April 5. 1972
>».

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

By Rufus Baker

DB Staff Writer - ... <

Not enough attention has been given to Jewish

I ntributions to German literature," according to

H th Kunzer,
instructor of German Jewish literature

n^translation, a new course introduced in the.Gtr-.

Lan department this quarter.

The course will start with the 18th-century

Knliahtenment period. "This was the first Ume a

hook in German was written by a Jew/' she said.

^ver 800 Jews have been writing in Germany in the

oast two centuries. Naturally, we couldn**! cover

^erything. so I chose to go into more depth in a few

leases." .

Works and writers to be studied include Franz

Kafka. Theodore Herzl, Martin Lueber's Tales of the

llassiciini.
Moses Mendelsohn's Jerusalem, and the

poet Heiner.
-

.

Guest lecturers in the class will include Arn61d

Band professor of comparative hterature, who will

discuss the influence German literature has had on

modern Hebrew literature. German professor

Khrhard Bahr will lecture on holocaust literature,

and Peter Loewenberg, professor of history, will

speak about Freud from the Jewish point of view. .

"We'll study the problem of alienation, which

everyone is talking about today," Kunzer said. Kafka

was a forerunner in treating the problem. Jews, as a

minority, have always had to deal with alienation.

i hope the students will get to know a part of the
human problems of the Jews within the German
society, and get to know themselves better," she
added. "Everyone has the problem of self-

identification, and to view the failure of so many
(Jerman Jews to see who they were, is very revealing
in the literature." 1 .^ "^ ^^^_-- -- -

Amos Funkenstein, of the history department,
proposed the course to the German department, and
Kunzer offered to teach it. "I'm very excited about
|he class. I've always been interested in Jewish
culture," she said. ^

Kunzer was bom in Prague, and as a Hitler refugee
moved to London, where she became a journalist for

the Jewish Agency and was sent to Jerusalem to

cover the "Jewish war." When Israel became in-,

dependent, she moved to New York to work with the
Israeli consulate. She graduated here in 1970 with her
doctorate in Germanic languages. She has a book
ready to be published this fall by the UC press, and is

an acting assistant professor of German, with no
contract f<)r next year. "All I need is a job for the

fall," she said.

The class, German 121E, meets Mondays, Wed-
nesdays and Fridays at 11 am in 2214 GSM, with a
capacity enrollment. "This shows quite an interest,

especially considering the course was wrongly listed

in the schedule of classes. There are all sorts of

students, not just Jewish," she said. "I have had very
pleasant feedback from the first class session^"

SHE'S A CANDLUBBER — "Lady from Shanghai" will be shown at «

and 9:30. pm, Saturday, In Social Welfare 147. Films Is one 4tf Orson

Welles' wildest works, featuring Wallts, Rita Hayworth, and Evtrttt

Sloane.'

DAILY
BRUIN
^lyping . t '#.'•. •'•'« * 19 V Ap's to Shore ...... 23 / Heal Esfate ..29 ^^"^" forSoJe ,,. ..,.32 y/Auios far Sole. .. .^Jl

EDITH IBM typing. Ttieses, term papers,
manuscnptsi etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,

accurate, dependable. 933-1747. (.)9 0TR)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ec«
curate Tom, 4730031. ,. (1»0TR)

FAST ' accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

6 Barbie 828 23*5; Mae, 396-S182. (1.9ATR)

PROFESSIONAL editing, typing. 3 yrs.

exp Eng major. Fast, accurate, depen-
dable, cheap Call M^ei «77-4*0J. , ( 19 A 10)

.

^—___ j' •^ • -

'

TYPING and editing • term papers
/dissertatrons, etc. Reason«M'*'^Vf*s Fast
service Call, 83S-4449. (19 AS)

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 7101074 n»OT»
TYPi-NG Editing. English grads. Term
papers ttieses, resumes, letters. IBM
Seiectnc, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
8367472 (19QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate F^inders, 22II Westwood, 47S-

|«3l,feeS1S. (23 A 11)

NEED roommate to share furnished 1-

Bdrm, 1 block from campus. S60/mo. Eves,
178 3434. (23 AS)

MALE roommate needed to share 1 bdrm
apt, S7$/mo Grad student preferred. Call

4725604 (23 AS)
'a

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
feasant singles, 56S. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473-6412. (23 QTR)

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood, S30/mo Call 661

3468 after S PM.,,or Santa Monica &
Virgil. ^ JJimi
SHARE w/1 in Hollywood, $30/mo. Call 661-

2461 after S PM., or Santa Monica t
Virgil. (23 A 7)

GIRL needs another to share 2bdrm. apt.,

own room. S60. Prefer grad. Hollywood. 874-

2392 (23A6X

FOR Sale Beautiful acre corner parcel in

tract adioining UC Davis campus for

homesite /investment. 112, SOO. Owner, (213)

82 1 74S9. (29 A 11)

J Room & Board

Exchange lor Help . . 30

FREE room & board given to male, ex-
change light driving for male 663 4$37 (30 A
•>)

MALE or female five in/out, room, board,
small salary, light housekeeping. 273 ftti
eKt.228. (30 AS)

"PRIVATE room for French girl, near
campus Exchange for help with French
langu age. Ph GR2-0732 (eve). (}0A10 )

GIRL room /boarfl in exchange tor light

housekeeping /babysitting. Westwood one

t?IOCktobus 553 7496. (30 A 10)

•»$ PONTIAC GTO convertible,' 4speed,
power steering, new tires. Runs great, S3S0
offer 935 5358 (33 A 7)

'71 TRIUMPH Spitfire MK IV, white, black
upholstery, perfect cond., only 1300 miles. As
new Bargain at 52300. Call 6S9-S1I7. (33 A 7)

FORD w»n. 6 cyl. 3 speed, R H H, panelling,
new pistons, carb., battery. Runs great $750.
824-2190. (33A7)

'70 TR6l wire wheels AM/FM radto. ex
cellent cond ,52200, wHUiaggle. 824 1727 (33

A 7)

6t TRIUMPH TR4 A (very clean). Wire

Mheels. AM/FM radio, new tires, 51300 473

i965 after 6 00 PM (33 A 7)

6S MUSTANG V 8 289, R/H, automatic,
excellent condition See for yourself, 5990

1394708 after 6 PM. (33 A 7)

68 CAMARO, 327 V 8, automatic, British
Green, tape deck, strong cond , 57,000 miles,
51450. 889 974r... -_^.., . ,

{ JjA 7)

'67 OLDSMOBILE Delta M convertibJe.
39,000 miles, under factory warranty, im

(33A7)

'69 JAVELIN SST Auto transmission,
power steering, black vmyl roo.f, radio.

Excellent condition 51700. CR3-45S4.
10) "''" ' ——•—

—

'—^—

>

(33 A

maculate, 5950 836 2265.

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

828 ]U2^ (19 QTR)

LOW rates/quality typing • papers,
dissertations, theses, books, etc. Free
editingrn enfergency service. Call 831-
^4«

( 19 A IJ

GIRLS need fourth to share 2bdrm fur-

nished. Beautiful neighborhood. Walk
campus S$2. so/mo. plus utilities. 477-

0936.

^Room & Board

23 A 7)

FEMALE share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt. Pool.

Westwood S68.7S mo. Non smoker over 21.

474 4255. (23 A 6)

COOP contract for sale, cheap, 583 per

month Call/leave number. Mike, 479-

97 3y >»WA41

MALE Student grad/undergrad, meals,

Jaik schooU. pool, tv, garage Reasonable.

400 S. Bentley. 272 4736. (RBA11)

'67 SAAB Monte Carlo, excellent, '70 engine

,

rebuilt transmission, 5600 offer, eves after
7 00 478 4775.

. (MA 7

)

'71 FIAT 850 sports Spider, like new , 3400
miles, must sell. 824 1863 after 6 PM.
Gary (33A7)

-63 CHEVY Impala 5400, 66,000 mi, pwr
strng/brakes, new tires, 6S1-2902. Terrific
Condition. (33 A 7)

"'64 OLDS Cuttass F IS Tutone hardtop, blue,

white Air. transistor ignition, tachometer,

88,000 miles, toWrbarrel carb, 5300 Campus.
53378or 459 3128 (33 A 7)

TRANSPORTATION cars
American Kodiak in Santa
Santa Monica Blvd. S2S-74|t.

599 and u|,

Monica. 3024

03QTII)

'71 BRITISH Land Rover 4 wheel drive

Phone 805 792 7824 Full price. 53650 (33 A 10)

& '.

'.

•

67 MGB GT, XInt cond, burgundy, radials,

iu clutch Make otter. 836 0764. (33 A 11)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

3>

y IVonfed •rn. r-»"^- » -• 20

MOTHER ol 2 yr.oldwishes to babysit in my
home UCLA mj^JL, housing. 391 1415.,^ (M A
Ml

FEMALE roommate; '1 '»''9« •^'['"^ "^V
fully furnished, utilities included, 575 »J»^«o,

820 2888
• lli^Jt

FEMALE to Share 2 bdrm apt w/same.

WLA, 592 50 per mo , prefer grad
^J^fl^J-

477 7293 ' - iUAZJ

)fApts Furnished 21

FOURTH girl needed 2 story, 2 bedroom, 2

oath, furnished, walk campus, 575 /month

473 5161
(23A7)

BURNISHED, onfurntstted one bedroom-
apartments Security building, all electric,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, 1711
Corintti WLA (21 A 11)

SEE IT YOU'LL LIKE IT. S1»$, one-
bedroom, homelike; across UCLA. 70$
Gaylev 479 8580 (21 A 11)

BACHELOR apartment, newly decorated,
all utilities except phone, private bath - call

evenings 47409I1. (21 A 10)

FURNISHED Singles to share, ft70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Oayley. 473-
MIJ^ (21 QTR)

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
.-•— .— ..—.— — ,..--, rentals.

(21 All)
•ntique, furn., singles, gerege
MGR 650 Landfair. 477-S479.

FEMALE, share 2 bdrm. w/same, 5100 5125

/mo range Prefer ov#f Tl, ""^'
*f^^?;

iable 839 7453 eves '^**"

FEMALE roommate needed f i*)*/?«
"I in

Landfair 565 mo, no tease 473 4992 (23 A 11)

FEMALE, lovely one bdrin apartment, $7$.

5 mile from UCLA Call between 4-'2 477

0655
^

lill! 1

MALE to Share larte ' b^dro^m •P»rtmjnf

10 mm from campus. 56$ /each. "••^•"

(before 7 30 AM) (23 a »

^For Sublease ...... 24^
LARGE 2 bdrm apt for sublease. Fur-

nished 1$ trim from UCLA. »»W /moiUh

939 0066
Ktn^ I

DORMS VS. APARTMENT^
where to live?

tTorms are iusl too big and structured to be

personable And most reasonably priced

apts are so run down and segregate you from

nTeet.ng people
^.''J^milli ^^TiiZ^i

college life But a medium tfted ^^^ •*

creative thinking collegemen living in their

own house is lust right.

AEPi TOWNHOUSE
AEPi a sm«H living group of brothers is

^c«rrenlly looking lor new "^•"^^•''J^^'if
group IS united in maVing coWB* ^^^
productive, exciting, and '"•"'0^«'>'«

-1
possible By pooling expenses •"«>••;'"•

heads together, a group can stretch its

money and opportunities a long ways.

5130 Benefits:

If this style ol college life appeals to you and

vou want an early pick of rooms, call Bill or

Vincc at 479 9464 or 479 9558 AEPi, $6$

Gayley We will help you sell your dorm

contract

'67 DATSUN, 4 dOOr, auto, R/H, low
mileage, excellent mechanical cond., 54$0.

836 1 1 36, 825 4314 (33 A6)

'66 VW Perfect condition, extras, newly
painted must sell. Leaving country. 5700

cash 466 8995, (33 A 6)

'69 DATSUN Sports roadster, 599$ Excellent

.•conditron. red, radio /heater, must sell. 478

2891, 837 026A^^ (» A 10)

68 DODGE Polara 4 door sedan, air con
ditioning, radio, heater, power steering, new
transmission, good tires, good conditioning,

51,000 CR6 4185 (33 A 10)

—*»' -^
'61 PORSCHE 65 SC png. New interior, met.

blue, chrome nms Must sell. Ask $1800 837

2378 (33 A 10)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low

3rices, 10 spd from 577 French, Austrii^n.

American, 1714 Westwood. 475 3370 • OS
aTR)

I

UCLA Students' 5*« off Peugeot,
^otobicane. Centurion, other tine makes.
Expert repairs All parts Lee's Cyclery •'

>chwinn Autorited dealer 3639 S
' Robertson

Blvd Iblks t#^ Santa Monica Fwy 839

1466 . (15 A It)

yf

.ycies, mooters

For Sale, 36
'70 HODAKA 3.000 miles Runs great, hauls

ass and dirt ready 820 4818 (36 A in

'63 DODGE 330 Ctean, dependable tran

sportation car Must sell soon*! 5300 or best

offer. ^ (33 A 10)

69 HONDA, CL4$0. as is. not running. 5200

Kevin, 477 9313 ( 36 A H »

'67 FIAT 850 coupe, low mileage, must sell,

best offer. Evenings, 836 8038. Daytime, 938

8134. (33A7»

70 YAMAHA 350 Get something big bet

ween your legs, perfect condition, call Mark
473 1403 477 0098 ( 36 A 1 It

URGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, «U$,
•"osstrom Dykstu.i«1 Oayley, OR 3-17M,GR

3 0524. Mrs Kay. (21 QTR)

j-ARGE attractive ene-bdrm apts in Santa
'^onica, 5185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
^levator, ocean view, walk to beach, n^ar
\»n\a Monica Freeway, 204$ Fourth St., SM.
"15554,592 9142. (21 QTR)

^•NGLES, bachelors. I bdrm, studio, i 1/1
Dith, pool, 3 biks campus. 10«24 Lindbrook

^ House for Sale 26

'p%;rans^p"oVtalio:;:nly^3,,9$0
Wynn,477-

ROOMS and /or meals, reasonable monthly

rates -Next to campus. $11 G«yley. 0R9-

f ^^^ (KB A 11)

)/Room for Rent ...... 3 1 ._

ROOMS now available at Le '^•n*'?* ''^

Spring Quarter Call 47$ $831. (31 A 11)

BLOCK campus large ups,tairs two rooin

suite separate entrance ideal medical,

faculty graduate, 5100 one, 5125 two men,

marrieds OR 4 7543 (31A$)

'67 MUSTANG, 219 H.Pv R.H., PS. Oooc

condition Make offer. Call, after $, 477

0833 <"A10 !

'43 VW Bug. Rebuilt engine, good condition.

5500 or best. 395-1914 after noon, before

Thurs (33A$)

" '70 VW, good condition, best offer. 392M74
eves (3JA7)

'71 MUSTANG. 7000 miles, factory
warranty, VI, extras. Hew condition. $27$0.

398 7673 (33 A 11)

'69 HONDA 90 Scooter
mileage, must sell,

ternoons . 474 5920 eves

Excellent cond,, lew
5190 825 7584 af

(34 A 7)

•47 TRIUMPH, 650CC, excellent

brakes extras 5700/best offer

after 6 PM

engine,
657 6151
(36 AS)

69 TRIUMPH 6$0cc, TR6R motorcycle 1400

•nilei good cond , 192 7757 after live (34 A 5) -
I'Li,' "

'

'49i.AMBRETTA •125Sfa'r ", 3100 miles, 150-
mitg, excellent cond . 53 mph, 5225 474 0046 _,

eves (34A4)

7001

575 Quiet girl Bel Air, panoramic view,

share bath Pool, break-
(J1A4)'

private entrance
fast privileges 783 0141.

'49 VW Bug, automatic, 2]#00 miles, 1S0«

engine Toured Europe Best offer, starting

S1200 397 7752 (33 A 11)

4$ HONDA 30$cc Rebuilt engine,
:ond , 5275 er best offer Call 933 7031 af

ernoons, Henry

27

(Hil9ard).GR $-$$»4 (21QTR)

>l Apt^ Unfurnished .... 22
^'3S/M0 Large, groovy, one-bdrm. New
"rpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. 1$ mlns.
from campus. 472 0404. (M A 4)

^WO unf , S250 furn 2 bedroom, 1 3/4 fbath
^*^. tg balcony, light, airy days, days: IM
MI4.I.VP4., MO-gjM {MAID

' BDRM, unfurnished, large, newly
O'corritPd Carpet, drapes, near campus, no
"ndirgrads. 5185 lOI 51$0, 473-04«1. (22 A 7)

I^UOE chtap, Two bdrm. deluxe apt with
•^•living »r%:m Wtlshire Fairfax area.
»'<« 774 i;m (22 a 4)

y House to Share

oMiVr' beautiful large house -on Venice-

Tarinf dJrrHri.ach.'Swn
bdrm »l$0/^mo

Call 392 4511.
137 AMI

MEN to loin us in
»«'":'^°::7,'i7jiJ''V2?A

house, Beverly Mills, cheap^*>?3 (37 a

6 )

kiccn mala own bdrm, nicely furnished,

Severely o'JJnsToo'S^onth.y, plus utilities^

After $PM. 279.1140.
<"•*»

ROOM and board or ^oo'",?"'^'
"f,.? 'V,?'

near campus, color tv. 412 l-»"<«'» ;• *7:
9131 ^^^/^^ '

^Autos for Sale ...... 33

'47 VOLVO 144S (new body style). Excellent

nicer condition, lower cost than most '4l's or

'49's 51400. 391 7473. (33.A11)

'49 VW bug, very 900d cjmd., *'W /•"•;,
Leaving country this week Call. 471-4771. (13

A 11)

SHARE 3 bdrm house ^*»»« ' r»<« »**;?rA*T,
10 mm to UCLA 585 Tel 475 1084 (?7A7)

MERCEDES 200 sedan, 1947. ^owa»"

:;e"ing^ power
J-^^-

* *»—
' '^^Tu^

5t#00 Evenings, 828 $t$4. ijj^iu

Aa WW BuQ 39,000 miles, rebuilt engine.

RVr7$0 call 47r 2405 alter $ PM (33 A 11)

STUDENT share house, private »••»"'*"

month utiiitM^s included. Near Ventura and

Scpulveda. Jan, 7t3 ISIT ^^
_

^^TTurnished 4 W; .b^",,;^,!**,*^;

545 pluc 1/3 utilities tost Craig, 933 »« \"

A 10)

I'saBsagsiSi

45 VW Bug, 5700/best offer, many ei^tras,

ner CalUeff, after 4, 473-3242. (33 Aong ow
5)

•»7 VW *^p condition, radio, Sl$0 474

FOR Sale: '66 Sunbeam, good cond., good

tires, asking 5625 James 346 0944. ( 33 A 7)
- ! '^ ^ .11 -^ II ^ I l»

44 TEMPEST LeMans, 2 dr., auto., perfect
conditipn One owner, best over 5425. 939-

•404. (33 A 4)

'69 VW Camper Factory equipped, AM/F-
M/SW radio and two heaters, 35,000 miles,
sacrifice. 52200 $53 $718. (33 A 4)

FNEILOANCAIII
Full TOWING

4009 Mils
Warrant>

VOLKSWAOEN CAR SERVICE
Oiscownted Eelew Dealers Price

A-l AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from O.M. Plant
Call •94-70yS - 24 Hours

'49 LAMBRETTA moforscooler, new spare,

only 3000 miles Looks, runs superb Best

oiler, itasuievts (34 a 7)

HONDA 30$ 4,000 on rebuilt engine Helmet,

new batt 5375 Carlton, 292 8384. eves ( 34 A
10)

71 VESPA l$Occ Like new no mileage.

44$ Call Melissa, 477 $401 (34 A 10)

•TO YAMAHA lOOcc trailbike. H9^f en dirt.

i22$ 399 2944 2704 11th. •4. SM. (34A$)

A-l

43 DODGE 330. Clean, dependable tran- ,

.pertelion car Must sell soon!! 5300 or best

»ffer 477 0924 (33 A 10)
' <t ,i'

.

44 MGB,*leoks, runs great. SSM. 'Sf Cor

/ette, removable hardtop SMO 131 3414 or

173 1841 (33An)

5775
(33 A in

ar
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'/io/fr Musicians ' series

opens tonight in Rolfe

What's ^m- ^f^t* ^—•-• .

1. * '<',

TicketSL
i".

''' pm, Saturday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Special $1 tiqketsare

now on sale in the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140).

Films:

Campus and Public

-'Russia/' an Armchair COnCCrtS:
Adventure film, B.^pihn, Friday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $2.75, $2.25, and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office (650

Westwood Plaza).

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a concert
commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75,

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Dietrich Fischer- Dieskao/'

baritone, 8:30 pm, April 14, Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out except

for special student tickets).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

choreography utitizihg
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8.30 pm, April 15,

Royce Hatl Auditorium. TIcKets^

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"Barber of Seville,"

scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled.
'

Mutation—Show''
New

—"Jazz Concert/' featuring the

Lee Schipper Quintet and Ted

Curson at noon, Thursday, in the

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom. Free.

—"Organ Recital/' with Gerald

Dahlin, student organist, noon,

Friday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Free.

—"A Cavalcade of American
Popular Music/' 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Program will feature

soloists and performing groups

from campus as ^wett as guest

artists. ^ ^—^— '

—"The Different Bag," noon,

today, Janss Steps.

_''Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch/' (1934) with W.C. Fields

and Pauline Lord, 5 pm, today,

AAelnitz 1409.

—"The Man Who Never Was/'
(1956) with Clifton Webb and
Gloria Grahame, 5 pm,
tomorrow. AAelnitz 1409.

—"Charlie Chan in Reno"
(1930) with Sidney Toler and Sen

Yung, directed by Norman
Foster, and "The Jackpot" (1950)

with James Stewart, Barbara
Hale, and James Gleason.
Directed by Walter Lang. At 1:30

pm, Friday, in AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—"New Face of China/' "Good
News from Industry/' and
"Spring Comes to Our Land/"

Jhree films from the People's

(Continued on Page 20)

Alwoyi Tho Unusual - Pricod Low

. SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY _
*~

^ I !984 WHihiro Blvd. W.LA. BW-7922-^

*
By Ann Solomon
DB Staff Writer .

" After an opening performance yesterday at UC San Diego fh
Musicians" will make their next stop at Rolfe Hall tonight Th^*
which will be state wide and include seven of the nine UC carno

^'
most extensive concert lecture series to date. In conjunct

^' '^

^

state tour, the Extension program here is sponsoring a nine wee^^
^

which will be available for credit. ^^^
The purpose of the "Folk Musicians* " tour is to present a h

American folk music through songs as well as lecture. The m
^^^^^ ^

distinct cnlture streams from Europe and Africa will be reflectftrl^h"^
^

different performers. Those appearing on the tour have made
commercial recordings and have appeared on concert stages all o

"^^"^

world. The programs will be presented in a unique format consis?^^
two parts. The first part of the presentation will be a lecture-c

^

combination with the latter part being a discussion and request 'i^"^'^
The first of the nine-week series will be handled by Sam Hinton Ih^

present: "Folksongs in America: an Overview," and future session
^

to include such themes as "Mountain Music," "Songs for Today "
's

^^^

and Games of the Georgia Sea Islands," "CoUecting for Singing " t^
Music for the Classroom Teacher," "A Folksinger for all Season.^^
"Where it's at Now," and "Singing School Teacher of theOzarks "

General series admission is $30 for non-credit enrollees and $55 f

persons who wish to earn credit. Students may sign up for $20. Admissi^'^
to single lectures is $4 for general public, $2 for students. The class will be
Wednesday evenings, April 5-May 31, from 7 to 10 pm in Rolfe 12W
Further details may be obtained from University Extension camous
offices. . . ^ -^

^

—"The
presented by New York's in-

novative Open Theatre at 8: 30 pm,
Saturday, in Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4, $3.50,

$2.75, $2, and $1.50 (students).

Available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Beverly Sills/' soprano, 8:30

pm, April 16, Royce Hall

Auditorium V CSold Out except iof
special $1 student tickets.)

—"UgiA faculty Recital/'
With Stanley Plummer, violinists-

Barbara Patton, soprano; and
Irma Vallecillo, piano," 8 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 (general ad-
mission) and $M students).

—"Disneyland Night/' April 16.

Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140). .
- •

—"Silent Running/' special
film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:M pm, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale in 4ho^-

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

Students

—"Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau,"
baritone,^8:30 pm, April 14, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets are now on sale In the
Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-
hoff 140f.

—"Louis FaIco Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, April 15, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Special $1
tickets are now on sale in the
Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Ker
ckhoff 140).

—"Beverly Sills/' soprano, 8:30
pm,» April 16, in Royce Hall

Auditorium. Special $1 tickets are
on sale today in the Kerckhoff
Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"The Mutation Show/' 8:30

PIE
OF HOLLYWOOD

fK)OHollyu/ood BoulEVAi^d, PUone 87&-»5a

Temple Israel of Hollywood is proud to present

The Nicholas Kessler Memorial
Lecture Series

You are invited to meet and hear

Scholar -In-Residence

DR. ELLIS RiVKIN
Eminent scholar and author of the new book
The Shaping of Sewish History

An Address To Tho AccxJomic Communifx.

THURSDAY, APRIL 6,

8:00 P.M., SANCTUARY
"The Meoning of Jewish History— A New
and Rodical Appr<liich/' co-hosted by
University of Judaism and Hebrew Union College -JIR.

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 8:00 P.M., SANCTUARY
"New Liqht on the Trial and Crucifixion of Jesus"

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 3:00 P.M., MILLER HALL
"Rap With Our Scholar" -^

Complimentary buffef supper

SUNDAY, APR. 9, 10:30 AM, CHADWICK CHAPEL
"Nave the Jews a Future?"

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

HEAR THE

ii

MIRACLE HUN ONAPH
^ DR. MASAHARU TANliuCHI, Ph.D.

'

' ^Founder ol SEICHO-NaiE

f9

The world renown

philosopher and one

of the most influential

spiritual leaders of

our time.

"THE PRINCIPLE THAT

REMOVES ALL THE

DISEASES AND EVIL"

"THE WORLD IS ONE, THE

RELIGION IS ONE."

"THE WAR CAN BE

STOPPED."

Lovo-Offoring

DATE: April 6 (Thurs) through April 9 (Sun)

TIME: 1:30 pm to 4:30 pm _„.,- ;.

7:30 pm to 9:30 pm
PLACE: FOUNDER'S CHURCHOF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE

> 3251 West 6th Street, Los Angeles

Sponsorsci by

$«icho«No-IE No. Amorica HoodquoHcrs

14527 So. Vomiofit Avo., Gordona 321-4833

BEVERLY HILLS ACADEMY
^— OF MUSIC

^^j^ AND DANCE

i:OS*». Doheny Dr
Beverly MilU. California

Thr uhiKtl drdualrj In rxivllrnct in Ihr

arl% hi fpnnrrs ihroitgh prnW^Monah'

INSTRDMI NTAL VOICh
BALLtT TAP A JAZZ

^ DRAMA
TALENT hKVltOPMKNT

STUWO RENTAL

l(H information call

274-9401 01 276-4283

SENIOR COEDS
' •

'
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Vice President of Independent Motion Picture Production Company
with the principal responsibility of writing and directing feature

length motion picture seeks executive assistant.

1. Must be graduating senior coed.
2. Must be outgoing, attractive and hove the ability to meet and deal with

vlU dillICdtions ^* ^^^^ ^°^® ° ^^ronq interest, though not necessarily experience or a major

^ »" *he making of motion picture. No actresses please. x

4. Must hove good business sense.
5. Must not be tied down. Position will involve pre-production, travel, and

from 1 to 3 months at a time away from Los Angeles on film locations.

Benefits
1. Storting salary $7500.00 per year ($150.00 per week).
2. Life and Health insurance and parking paid.
3. All travel and business expenses paid.
4. An opportunity for a different and challenging career.

>ir^:

Gall 278-4600 for appointment.

A.-
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Assembly to begin Davis trial witness recounts
study of increases

in funding for UC
murder of courtroom judge

By DaveMcNary
DB Staff Writer

^r4

The State Assembly today will begin to consider increasing state funds

next year for the Educational Opportunities Program (EOP) here, the

UC libraries and the salaries of faculty and stafL

However, even the most optimistic observers say certainly most and
possibly all of the increases will be vetoed by Gov. Ronald Reagan.

The increases are the result of the month-long hearings in Sacramento

on the $355.8 million UC budget for 1972-73 proposed by Reagan and
submitted to the Legislature. -

Approximately $7 million in augmentations to that budget were
recommended %y the education subcommittee of the Assembly's
powerful Ways and Means Committee, following testimony from state

and University officids. ?

r jrie'ws cmalysis ^:

:::::::::::::::::::::::!:::::::;::%JftW^^

A Senate subcomfiiittei! win enter its recommendations next week and^
these should also amount to an increase of about $7 million; according to

Kati Perry of the UC Student Lobby.

Each house can alter that budget as it sees fit. A conference committee
is to be set up following approval to equalize differences that may have
arisen in funding, after which the budget goesl)ack to both houses.

"There seems to be a generally good predisposition in the Legislature

toward the University," Chancellor Charles E. Young said this Week. He
spent a considerable time at the hearings. ''We're being listened to

carefully and our budgetary problems are resulting largely from the

state's financial problems. . ,

"No one in the Legislature seems to he out to 'show' the University or

get even with us anymore," he said. —
However, the governor, through his power of veto, remains a for-

midable roadblock to attempts to augment the budget. Reagan should

receive the Legislature's budget in May or June, but in his six years in

office, he has yet to approve a legislative augmentation to the budget.

Handy Young, spokesman for Assenrblyman Leo Ryan (D-South San
Francisco), subcommittee chairman, said, "Only if there's some un-

forseen political storm m the near future would Reagan allow the UC
budget to be increased." (Continued on Page 2)

A ——* •

By Terry Colvfai

DB Staff Writer
Jerry W. Thomas, assistant district attorney for

Marin County, testified yesterday in the trial of
Angela Davis, that he witnessed the shotgun murder
of Judge Harold J. Haley in the escape van of
Jonathan Jackson during the Marin County court-
house shootout incident in August, 1970.

1 nomas, paralyzed and confined to a wheel chair
as a result of wounds received during the incident, -

said he then turned, grabbed the Colt 357 Magnum
belonging to Jackson and fired "numerous times"
into the van containing the judge, four convicts and
three other hostages. -

Davis and her sister Sanai Jordon also heard
Kenneth L. Irving, police inspector for Marin
County, tell the court he remembered hearing a
voice say, "You have until noon to free the Soledad
Brothers." Thomas could remember no such
statement.

^-"
Ste^i

:"":

—

^-^^ '

.

Thomas' testimony came after one week of

^tateftnents from other witnesses involved ^ tiie^
escape attempt for which Davis is accused of sup-
plying the guns. During six-hour court session
yesterday, Thomas retraced his steps from the
moment Jonathan Jackson, brother of deceased
Soledad Brother George Jackson, pulled a handgun
anda sawedH[>ff shotgun in Haley's courtroom during
the trial of San Quentin inmate James McClain, to

the time when he was injured in a running gun l>attle

that left three convicts and Haley dead and two
others wounded.
Thomas' statement prompted an onslaught of

questions from defense attorney Louis Branton who
questioned both the honesty and the accuracy of his

testimony. Thomas' testimony was challenged
during cross examination by Branton, an ex-

perienced trial and movement lawyer, on three

grounds.

Questions
'

,
—

First, he questioned Thomas on his ability to recall

events based upon his trial exp^ence as a
prosecutor in over 100 criminal trials. He presented

Thomas with two guns, one which Irving testified

earlier had been handed to him from inside the van

as the bodies were being removed, and one which
prosecution attorney Albert Harris claims belonged
to Jackson and was used by Thomas. Both guns were
Colt 357 Magnums which could not be differentiated

by Thomas. His statement was crucial because the

defense claims Thomas did not use Jackson's gun
but used McClain's, afterlHcClain was killed in the

initial volley of shots. —7 ^

Attack ^

Branton's second attack on Thomas dealt with his

statement concerning the whereabouts of San
Quentin inmate William Christmas who was also

shot and killed during the escape attempt.

"Isn't it true," asked Branton, "that you testified

xm three other occasions, twice before the grand jury,

that Christmas was not in the courtroom, and yet

today you testified that he was. Were you told to say
this by the prosecutor?-

<co.U...«I«P„.«)

OB photo By Ttrry Colviil

HOWARD MORE, JR., hMd defense counsel for
Angela Davis tSlkt with an interested spectator in

front of the Santa Clara' jCounty Cmirthouse during-
the lunch recess, yesterday, in San Jose.

SLC fluffs audition: curtain falls before compromise
By Kenn Gaemsey
DB SUfr Writer

Student government flunked its first

television screen test yesterday.
It never really, had a fighting chance

however, since by the time it reached what
It hoped would be its finest moment, the

bright lights had long since been turned off

and the cameras packed away.

The audition was prompted by a dispute

which flared up last week between Student

Legislative CouncU (SLC) and ASUCLA's

Board of Control (BOC). At issue is the

amount of money SLC pays ASUCLA for

JUDGET SQUABBLE - ASUCLA
jcutive director Don Findley and un-

l^Wuatt prttident UMar Lyons at-

OB P»»ofo» by warn

tempted to hammer out a settlement over

the amount of money student fovemmenf

pays ASUCLA for services. - '-

administrative and bookkeeping services.

Unprecedented

Undergraduate President LaMar Lyons

called for filming of yesterday's SLC
meeting by UC-TV-LA — an event un-

precedented in SLC history— with the idea

of airing the debate (and, hopefully, the

settlement) before the campus com-
munity. SLC did agree to a compromise
settlement, but the UC-TV-LA camera
crews were not present to record it. They
had exited nearly an hour before.

No reason was given for the early fade-

out, but several members of the camera
crew were observed to yawn perceptibly

during the course of the preceedings.

If they had remained, the cameras
would have captured SLC's unanimous
approval of a compromise offer to BOC —

-

an offer which has a very good chance of

being accepted, according to ASUCLA
sources.

Controversy

The controversy revolves around Ad-

ministrative and Support Services ( A&SS)
charges by ASUCLA. A&SS includes ac-

counting, purchasing, mail delivery and

other miscellaneous services provided by
ASUCLA to all its departments and
student government.

SLC appropriated 119,600 last summer
to cover its A&SS costs for this year. It

chose the $i9,<IOO figure by applying 'i

formula which had been used the previout

year, based on total income.

However, last fall BOC adopted a new
formula for A&SS charges Under the new

formula, SLC's A&SS assessment was
placed at $30,000, but it was later reduced

to $28,300 — a repeat of last year's amount
-^ when Lyons objected.

Business has continued unimpeded for

the past seven months, with SLC and BOC
on a crash course because of the $8,900

budget discrepancy.

Compromise
SLC took a step to avert that crash

yesterday, when it approved a com-
promise offer of $24,168 with the provision

that it receive a refund of approximately

$3,000 from A&SS overpayments last year.

(Last year SLC paid about $5,000 more for

A&SS than it had budgeted. No explanation

'

has been given for the overcharge.)

Although the SLC action carries no of-

ficial weight, the final decision on all

ASUCLA financial matters rests with

BOC Sources close to BOC say it will

probably be accepted. The BOC Budget

Committee has been awaiting a specific

SLC proposal since the budget differences

were first pointed out last fall. The com-

mittee is scheduled to meet by tomorrow

to consider the offer.

Lyons expressed dissatisfaction with the

SLC action^ (he votes only in the case of a

tie) calling it an "indirect stand on the

issue." He had repeatedly urged SLC to

consider offering no A&SS funds because

of its unique nature within ASUCLA.
~

Donald E Findley, ASUCLA executive

director and ex officio SLC member,
nodded with approval when the olfer was
accepted.

\.s
".--'t
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Davis trial cr.

OB Photo By Terry Colvin

ANGELA DAVIS, center, accompanied by two unidentified friends

returned to tt»e courtroom yesterday to hear further testimony from

prosecution witness Gary Thomas in her murder-kidnap-conspftracy

trial, now in its second week.

((onlhiuod from Paj?e O ^

**My previous recollections on

the matter were unclear,"

Thomas said. ' ^ >-
Branton then pressed Thomas

on his testimony concerning the

shooting itself. -^;
.

',

Thomas testified, "when the

van stopped, Jackson put his right

hand outside the window with a

gun in it. I heard a shot, then I

heard onie or two shots in report.

Jackson pulled hir hand back in

the van and there was blood on his

wrist. When I saw that, I turned

and looked at Judge Haley. I saw

his face and he was alive and an

instant later I saw the right side of

his face pull away from his skull.

The shotgun went off as \\ in slow

motion and his facial features just

melted away. I turned to my
right, took the gun in Jackson's

hand and fired a shot in Jackson's

direction. I then shot McClain in

the back, fired a shot in the

direction of Christmas and shot

(Ruchell) McGee in the chest. I

then yelled out, 'Stop firing,

please stop firing.' I felt a sharp

pain in my back, my legs gave out

and I crumpled down."

Branton then attempted to

., \ .1.
;•-•

establish Thomas* relation to

Haley, stating he was married to

his niece. "Did you once say, after

the i\ugust, 1970 incident, that

Haley was a saint?" asked

Branton.

"Yes, I did," Thomas replied.

**Isn't it true that because of

your love and devotion for Haley,

had you seen his head blown off by

McGee your first reaction would

have been to shoot McGee first

and not .Tackson?" asked Branton.
"1 can't say," Thomas replied.

Branton then asked Thomas
specifically if he had heard a

•"eiUed

shotgun blast go off in the
yellow van.

"No," he said.

"Isn't it a fact, sir, that th.r

turned,

Jackson's, and fired intottlp"'^
of the van. killj

Jackson. You then
grabbed McClain's

rear

Christmas, RucheU Mc(!^"'!!!
Judge Haley himself.^as^S
Branton. ^^«*

Flushed in the

answered, "No."
face, Thomas

v..

University budget,,.
(Continued from Page 1)

On the other hand, University

officials are a bit more optimistic.

Steve Arditti, lobbyist for the UC
president's office, pointed out that

the financial situation of the state

has improved considerably since

last year. A state income-
witholding tax has served to

generate additional revenue
estimated at somewhere between

$100 million and $150 million.

Chancellor Young said it was hiai

belief that the final budget would

principal in-

OFflCIAL
TO: All Departments
FROM: Campus Programs and Adh^lties Office . / '

RE: Official Notices

The procedure to -follow In submitting copy for Official Notices Is

as follows:
""

" " * '' '

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarie Meehan, Campus Programs
& Artivities Office, 161 Kerkchoff Hall (Ext. 57041). DO NOT SEND
DIRECTTO THEBIU«N.

2. Set typewriter margins for 55 letters per line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.
4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.

5. Copy deadline is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to pub-

lication date.

Because Official Notices are funded by«the Campus Programs and
Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to items off an
OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and
malce them as brief as possible. The maximum number of insertions

in the Daily Bruin is thf e issues. Official Notices are run on Mondiays
and Thursdays ONLY, liease do not send requests, therefore, forVour
Notices to be run "every day*' or "until further notice."

If you have any questions, please contad Mrs. Meehan at the above
address or telephone number. ~ —
FROM: College of Fine Arts

'~

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THE COLLEGE OP FIP^E ARTS
OPEN APRIL 10-24 FOR FALL 1972

Ms(|or and College tranrfer petitions will be available In the College
of Fine Arts only. Room A333 Murphy HaU, April 10-24.

Departments of Art and Theater Arts will request a portfolio; De-
partments off Dance and Music will request a personal interview. ±

Any questions regarding the new major should be referred to the
counselor of that department
ART: Laiprie Anderson, Dickson Art Center • ' [.^^

* -r—
DANCE: Patricia Tomlinson, Women's Gym "^ " ; -^,~:~
M USIC: Linda Palmer, Schoenberg Hall . _^ * _ l-

THEATER ARTSe Valerie West, Macgowan Hall

'Hi'

-«

.^

FROM: The Financial Aids Department

CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP TUITION AND FEE CLAIM
Undergraduate recipients of California State Scholarships muat sign

the iuKion and fee claim by Monday, April 10, 1972 in Room A129H,~^
Murphy Hail. Failure to sign means loss of the scholarship.

FROM: Office of Environmental Health and Safety

UCLA Policy Relating to Dogs on Campus
Adopted February 17, 1970 __.

The UCLA campus follows the intent of the City of Los Angeles
"Leash Law** ordinance 77,000, section 53.06.2.:

1. I>ogs may not be brought onto Campus except when:
A. Secured to a leash or chain no more than six fed long, the other

end of which is retained by a person, or
B. Securely confined in a vehicle. „ „ _

2. Dogs may not be tethered on Campns.
3. Dogs are not permitted in any Campus BuUding even though leashed

except for: >

A. Sedng-cye dogs serving their owners. .^

B. Animals involved in authorized research, and^i '^^

C. Spedal circumstances (if such circumstances exist, spedal appro-
val must be obtained through the Environmental Health and
Safety Officer).

4. Dogs must have valid dog licenses as evidence of current rabies
' vaccinations. ^

5. Dogs on Campus In violation off this policy are subjed to bdfig
ptckecTup and turned over to the City Pound. Owners of such impounded
dogs may make arrangements directly with the Pound for recovery off

tiKirdogt.

FROM: Office off Special Services ^
^

VETERANS AND VETERANS* DEPENDENTS PLEASE NOTE: Stu-

dents under Federal and State off Califomla subsidy bills are urged to

complete study lists Ui the Office of. Special Services as soon as they

know their program for the Spring/|)uarter. Please verify your Spring
Quarter Program In the Office of Special Services, MurplQr Hall A-253,
Failure to do so by April 21, 1972 will result In a dday or hitcrrup-

HoB of your subsistence paymcnu ffrom the Vdcrans Administration.

NEW VETERANS AND VETERANS* DEPENDENTS must present

VA Certlflcaiss promptly to the Office of Spedal Services.

Thank you for your cooperation.

FROM: School of Ifiducation

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISED TEACHING
AppUcaHon padcdi for ail studcnti wlshiiig an aatlgnoienl hi

dcmcBUury or secondary supervised teaching for the Fall Quarter lir72

(both flew and continuing studsnls) wlU ht avaUable through Mrs.
Vwa Downs In the Teacher Education Laboratory, Moore Hall 220
bfCinning April 10. Tht deadline for making such application Is May
1 19T2.

NOriCCS« r .

FROM: Dean of Stydqits

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES ; :^^ '

For your Information we have listed bdow the various 'adminis-

^ative ff^* which have Ixsen Instituted by different departments on
campus. These charges are made to cover administrative processing

costs.^--^"-- 4 ^ ,
" ^ ""' ' ^-

*
'

SERVICE CHARGES r —
^Breakage (Charges wlB be assessed 1^ departments based

on actual replacement costs) ^ . .
'

Changes in Study List after Announced Date (each petition) . . . 3.00
Duplicate Registration and/or Other Cards from^

Registration Packd (each petition) ^ , , . • ,* • • . • .^ » .^^^ 3.00

—

Duplicate Student Identification Card (each petition) 3.00'

Late Filing of Announcement of Candidacy » 3.00
Late Filing of Prderred'Program Card (when accepted) . , , * . 3.00
Application Fee (Intercampus Transfer and Re-admlssion). . . . 20.00 ^

.

Late Payment oi Fees •...."..•• • 10«00

Late Registration , » * » > » » •..• ,<.•,>• • » u > > .« . .» •» > JlO»OQ ..^

Reinstatement Fee ........ .^"TTrT~»~r'T'nr-Trir-Tr-*~i»--»--»-^--»--» »-rIO»00

—

Removal of Grade I (each petition) 5.0Q
Returned Check CoUedion \ 5.00
Emergency Room Medical Center 7.50 ^

Prescription Fee Shident Health Servke 3.00
library Fees , ^^^^
Residence Hall Transfer on Petition Fee ...>..... 5.00
Failure to Med SHS Appointment •la* ..... 4.00 •

Failure to Clear Gym Locker . w • • 5.00

Failure to Med Student Teaching Assignment • • 1*00

FROM: Dean of Students
"^

:

«

ENTRANCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS
Concerning Entrance Physical Evaluations, please disregard pages

36 and 37 of the General Catalog. Personal appearance at the time of

entrance Is NO LONGER REQUIRED except for a few special cate-

gories. Instead, new IumI re-entering students wUl rccdve new instructions

and Physical Evaluation forms with thdr registratfon packets. Any-
one not recdving a physical evaluation form should request one by call-

hig (213) 825-2251, or by gohig to the Student HealtL Service at

A2- 143 Health Sciences BuUding. ^

include some augmentation
Arditti and Perru mentioned the

possibility of a legislative
override of a Reagan veto (it

requires two-thirds approval of
both houses and has not been done
since 1947).

., These are the

creases:

^-Libraries: $552,000, based on
enrollment increases, increased

usage, and drops in acquisitions

-EOP: $1.5 million, although

the state has^t to fund the EOP
programs at The University.

—Faculty salaries: an increase

of 12.5 per cent, as opposed to 7.5

per cent proposed by the

Governor. UC faculty have gone

for two years without ,an increase

in salary.

Staff salaries: an increase of

7.5 per cent; as "opposed to the 5

per cent proposed by the gover-

nor -

I Announcements
An unidentified man collapsed

from an apparent heart attack

while jogging on the track here

yesterday, according to police.

The incident occurred shortly

after 8 am. Officers called to the

scene administered first aid until

an ambulance arrived. Police say

the njan is in critical condition at

the Medical Center. ^
-

¥

FROM: Dean of Students

PARKING PERMITS
A limited number of student parking permits are available for com-

muter students in Lot 32 and limited space in other numbered lots are
available for the Spring^Quarter only on a first-come^Arst-served basis.
These are avaUable at the Central Parking Service, room 280, Gayley-
Strathmore Structure.

FROM: Dean of Students

REDUCTION IN STUDENT HEALTH COVERAGE
HOSPITALIZATION benefits provkled by the Student Health

vice wiU be reduced to three (3) days effective MARCH 27, 1972.
It has become economically impossible for the Shident Health Serr

vice to continue to provide the current (10 days) hospitalization benefit
Charges for hospitallzallon In excess of three (3) days wUl consequently
be the responsibility of the Indlvklual student.

Students may obtain SPECIFIED insurance protection for hospitali-
zation beyond three (3) days or other services not provided by Stu-
dent Health by: ^ ^

a. Using appropriate Insurance of his/her parents (Esad coverage
avallabUI^ should be discussed with parents or broker), OR

b. Obtaining their own independent insurance polky for such matters, OR
c. OI>talnlng supplemental coverage through the ASUCLA voluntary

health Insurance plan. (Details are hiduded hi the registration packet)

FROM: Dean of Students

NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Because of severe budgetary restraints and Itiflatlon, the health care

services available without charge through the Student Health Servke
will be sharply curtailed from thoi^ originally planned as descril>ed on
pages 57-59 of the 1971-72 UCLA GcncralCatalog. Most services wUl
continue to be avaflable, but some of them will be on a feeloi^scrvlce
basis. Students who make use of the UCLA Hospital Emergency Room
wlU be responsible for the first 17.50 of the fee. Instead of the first $5.00
as stated In the Catalog.

FROM: Physkai Plant

BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES
Maps showing parking areas for bicycles and motorcycles on cam-

pus, wtth the canums regulations regarding operatton and parking d
samcL are avaUable at Campus ParkUig Servke, Canpus P^ilceOBlcf

- Students who wish to propose

referendum questions for the

Undergraduate Student

Association election May 16

should submit them by noon

Wednesday to Undergraduate

President LaMar Lyons' office,

Kerckhoff 3(M.

Honor Senior nominations are

being accepted through Apnl 12

by the Honor Senior Selection

Committee. All graduates of the

academic year 1971-72 areehgible

for nomination by any individua

A letter of

state the
or group on campus

nomination should

reasons 4or nominating tnai

graduating senior. ^ , . u.

letters of nomination should oe

sent to Honor Senior SelecUon

Committee, Publications Office,

Kerckhoff 112.

• • *
Those interested in information

for spring quarter Expenmental

College classes should cr

57041 fox information

number was incorrectly reportea

in yesterday's Dally Bruin

call ext.
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ASUCLA announces profit
By Dan Sadler

DBSUffWrHer

\SU€LA reported a net income of $205,234 from its

operations during the first nine months of this fiscal

year

The results dated February 29 show the association

tor 264 ahead of its deficit performance for the first

three quarters of last year and ahead of its 197172

budget predictions.

Donald E Findley, ASUCLA executive director,

called the results "excellent" in a presenUtion to the

ASUCLA Board of Control (HOC) Tuesday, and said

though "things can always go wrong, at the moment

I think we can exceed our budget this year by more

than $40,000." ^

jf Findley's projections arc correct, the

Association will erid the year with $299,099 con-

tributed by its commercial and service operations.

This surplus is used to pay for capital improvements,

to defray losses from the ASUCLA Child Care

Center, as an addition to ASUCLA's retained ear-

nings, or it can be spent by HOC.

>tThe main source of ASUCLA's unplanned income

was the Students' Store. A special inventory taken

February 29 as part of the store's pilferage<ontrol

program showed that inventory shrinkage — in-

ventory lost through error or theft — was much less

serious in the textbook department than expected.

Kv en though the shrinkage problem in general books

was worse than anticipated, the store was able to

AEC withdraws financial support-

reduce its reserves against inventory loss by more
than $30,000.

The ASUCLA Food Service continued to be the
association's "loss leader." the food service has lost

more than $68,000 this year and is $15,821 behind a
budget which has been revised downward twice. The
food service lost $38,182 during the first nine months
of fiscal year 1970-71.

"With a little luck we will, and this is nothing to

laugh about, end the year with a $50,000 loss versus

$57,000 lost last year, " Findley told BOC.

"The answer to the problem is to increase (sales)

volume. A volume loss hits the profit column fast

since our labor costs are fixed", he said.

Cost reductions in the food service have saved the

Association from losing another $70,000 in addition to

the actual losses, according to Findley. He added
that full time employment by the food service is

down to 55 from 74 at the beginning of the year, all

through attrition, and the vacant positions are now
k)eing filled by students on a part-time basis.

In other business, BOC voted to set up a committee
to discuss how it should review the budgets of

graduate and undergraduate student governments.

During the recent squabble with the Student

Legislative Council (SLC) about its overhead

LaMar Lyons, undergraduate student body
president, pointed out that BOC had violated its

constitution by not reviewing student government
budgets. ,

.—By MarkHubln
DB Staff Writer

^ue to a cut in Atomic Energy

Commission (AEC) funding, the

physics department's cyclotron

here will be shut down in October.

The machine, used for low energy

-

nuclear research into atomic

structure, began operation in 1963.

Designed and buitt here, the

device was originally funded by

the Office of Naval Research. The

project received approximately

$225,000 per year until 1986. The

cyclotron, which accelerates

protons to energies of 20-46 million

electron volts (MEV), is used to

bombard different target

materials with a high energy
beam The data gathered from
these experiments gives insights

into the basic structure of atoms.

With the cutback of non-defense

orientated spending by all

Department of Defense agencies,

the Navy "withdrew its financial

support of basic nuclear research,

and of the cyclotron in 1966. After

this, the cyclotron facility here
was funded by AEC. ,

I n the AEC arrangement, UCLA
became part of a "nuclear con-
sortium." in which the research
efforts of UCLA, USC, UC SanU
Barbara and UC San Diego were
combined. Under this plan, the
cyclotron here received $200,000
directly, and another equal sum
was given to the consortium to
fund the work ol the other
members of the group. \

However, in the last few years,
interest in low-energy nuclear
physics has been decreasing, with
^ lot of work shifting into the
medium -energy Heki, 100-1,000

-MEVt^ new accelerator of this

type is being Iniilt in Los Alamos.

As ia result of that machine's

greater versatility, some
professors here have moved their

research activities there. ^i__

—

- Due to this shift of interest and

difficulties in getting funds for

research, AEC decided last year

-to begin closing some of the less

important accelerator
laboratories. As part of that

program, when current funding

runs out on Oct. 1, 1972, no new

money will be given to the UCLA
cyclotron.

—Byron Wright, professor^jf
physics here and director of the

cyclotron lab said AEC wanted to

close down the equipment which
had the least potential for the

future. 'But while our machine is

limited, I think it would be a wise

step for the University to fund the

cyclotron entirely; however 1

don't believe this wiU occur.**

Chancellor Charles E. Young said

at a press conference yesterday,

The decision has been made to

terminate the cyclotron program
as we are not able to finance it by

ourselves." -

/

% Be fitted by Experts

Bro ond Girdle
— Sp«<iolti*s i

G«7.|773
SANKAMEtlCAID
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED MARKING
¥VITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

NOW OPEN ^
The only book shop In Westwood specializing exclusively In used,

out-of-print, scarce and rare books.

20% discount to UCLA students, faculty and staff. Bankamerlcard

accepted. -
"

THE VILLAGE BOOKSHOP
1065 Goyley Av«.. Wastwood Village

across from Saf«way

OPEN 11:30 AM TO 7:30 PM MON-SAT.

TYPEV^RITERS IStrvlctI

ikittl

ymi Can Cwmi On

ROYALILEC. PORT.$i
^Geanlng Speciol man. port

PORTABLE TYPEWMTEtS
RtntJs Applitd to Pufcfcjse

IZJ'

jfSjieB&lALL MAKES REPAIRED Look at p,p„,,, ^,^,,

r!ZrJ:"l473-2424 »'!r]^?.rJS?. NewandusedJ

• ••••••••••• •ES
PREPARATION FOR MAY

MCAT
-~740W ENROLimO

Preparation for tests requ're<) for «dmi%sion to

post qratluate schools

S'« session courses smafler groups •

Uriiimited tape lessons lot review

Course material constantly updated

Home study material prepared by e»p»rt» m each field

. STANLEY H. KAPLAN ^
EDUCATIONAL CENTER SM^lk Since 1938

"~
. Inlos Ang(?f«sArea(2]3)273-l890 ,_. -

^ 1736 Westwood Boulevard ^^ T£!••••••••••••••••

SEPl'S
a ar_M-i ^. ,-'.

HAPPY HOUR

OB pftoto by Marit Rubin

iwuo PULLED THE PLUOT - Clwrlw A. VMttw, •Ml»t«nt prolM»or of

2ivS<^ M»» ll«.l tariw.ll. f. «vel.tr«. control l«nol Tl.. J|tom

^"2^ "Jlstrud-I In 1W3, will b. MHrt down noxt f.ll dw to . cutboek

in funds

'».

L "

:

Daily 2-5

^ 12oz Beer- I5<t

Pitchers - 75<

10968 Le Conte Westwood Village

478-0375

•
, k

(Pafd Adv«rtl»«rT»«nt)

WKot w, d.mondr It th« unHy of pdllJc. ond ort. th« unHy o« ^•^ ?"^ *^'^'

»He unJty of r»volotlonory polltkol conl«nl ond th« highwl P^^^^'^r^'J'fr^
ortiitJc form.

""^ '•*«"• *

A Revolutionary Peking Opera

In Color-Wlth English Subtitles

FRISAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25

^ m, ^ irsnwm lu
2 Day (5 showings) Only - LA. Premiere

t

f#. IAfri •) SiOO & 7K» AWO^
Al FalH« Mtfli $<fcool Ai»*M4»»"

TtSO MolfVM /We. (^ H»i*mi. LK

APRIL 7-8

I II

MALCOLM MCDOWEU IN JANE FONDA IN

IF URBHIEm
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

WILSHIRE: -. 26th

SANTA MONICA

Next Week.
POUINC STONES

SYMPATHY
f OP 'Hf

DEVIL

B(ATl(S

YELLOW
SUBMARINE

829-3366
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DB Editorial
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1

More War

<|uestion: Do your feel the public image of the

University of California has changed since you

became governor? What has been responsible for

this change in attitudes? Also, do you feel the public

is sufficiently well informed about the University to

pass a sound judgment on it?

Iteagan: Your second question tries to answer your

first question for me by presupposing that there has

been a change in image of UC. But to answer your

first question, 1 don't think the image of the

University of California has changed much since I

have become governor, and if it has changed, it has

been for the better. In 1966 the people of California

were hurt and angry because of the campus violence

and vandalism. Their feelings were intensified

because of their great pride in the University. I think

they are recovering that pride. You're not too clear

as to what judgment you would expect the people to

pass on the University of California, but I would think

that in general, the general public is fairly well in-

formed about the university. -

(Question: Assemblyman Frank Murphy (Rep.-Santa

Cruz) called your veto message of his bill to create

the office of prison ombudsman, "the most ludicrous

message I have ever seen," and also said, *'for five

years I have listened to the Democrats say the

Governor's veto messages are untrue. You're so

right. It makes me want to throw up.** What is your

reactioaj.

Dear Ronnie
• "Power to the People" '

(Editor's note: Questions for Dear Ronnie tlMvId be sent to tk*
Collegian. P.O. Box Ml, aaremont. Callfonila. All questions should hi
signed with both name and campui.) ^

'f

r h
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I
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Yes, folks, there is a War in Vietnam. Just when
everyone had almost forgotten it in the bull

surrounding steak prices, the North Vietnamese

army launched its most massive military maneuver
since the 1968 Tet Offensive. . : _^
"^"^ietnamizafion,** a public"Telations ploy
Nixonized into an excuse for a mihtary strategy, was
apparently abandoned in a hurry last week as U.S.

bombers from four aircraft carriers cruising off the

coast pounded Vietnam and its citizens.
~^~

As a result of these staggering aeriaUbail-out ef-

^o?ts, more POWs were added to North Vietnamese
prison rolls, despite President Nixon's public sorrow
over what he ominously calls the prisoner of war

•*^*
issuB.

>>

V
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Each year since the War began, there has been
only one issue. Our involvement in the lives of the

people of Vietnam was, has been, and is, military

idiocy prolonged by a moral vacuum in the Congress
and the White House.

This year, this election year, is certainly not a time
to let the vacuum continue.. We urge everyone to

jnarch April 22 against the war, and to register to

vote. It might make a difference.

ReaganrTve seen guys geT emotionally and

physically ill over losing a football game. California

is setting the pace for, the entire nation in the

correctional field; those responsible for this great

success in rehabilitation felt an ombudsman was not

only unnecessary but that he would be a hindrance to

further progress. » ,^:^-
" .,

Question: What is your position on women's rights^

generally, and the women's liberation group in

particular? ^i

Keagan: I think we are becoming more aware and

appreciative of the many talents and abilities of our

women folk. A^ a matter ot'information, I have ^ome
of the most talented ladies in California working in

my staff at policy-making levels. We not only use all

their executive talents, but also love aftd appreciate

them for what they are; lovely ladies. T would

imagine that the women's liberation group will

accomplish some good, but the greatest l)enefits will

be realized by their leaders, who will probably

become financially independent before- this, too,

passes. But that's the good old **free enterprise"

system working at its best. Just between us, I don't

quite understand this plea for equality — I've always

thought they were superior.

Question: You complain constantly about drug

abuse, yet when it comes down to doing something

about it, you don't. In fact, you stand in the way of

solving the problem — why did you kill expansion of

the methedone program ... a proven solution to

heroin addiction? In addition, why did you veto

money for the University of California Drug Abuse
Information project?

Heagan: California is doing more than anv nw^
state to combat the drug abuse problem Ou
proach has been a comprehensive one includhlT
area of education, law enforcement res^Sf
treatment and rehabiUtation. We have a'ppro^I*;
large sums of money for methadone programs a2^
in fact, have supported legislation to permit Hw!
creation and improvement of methadone proora
But methadone is not a panacea to the narr!!!!:
problem. "^

The bill I vetoed, in my opinion, placed resDnn.
sibility for the supervision of methadone program
in the wrong agency, and appropriated vast sums of
money for programs which experts in the field wert
unwilling to say were necessary. We are, at this

time, doing a study of the effectiveness of methadone
programs and will this year propose a com-
prehensive drug abuse treatment program which
will include methadone treatment.

The University of California Drug Abuse In-

formation Project appropriation was cut from
$80,000 to $10,000 because project officials them-
selves told us that $10,000 would keep the project
going as it had in the past. The balance of the ap-

propriation was to be used for underfined research
and evaluation proposals. Financial support for

these proposals could have come from the sub^

stantial funds already appropriated for public ser^

vice «r organized research programs of the

University.

Question: Could you define ''rehabilitation" as it

relates to our California prisons and comment on the

effectiveness of the present system and the changes

you might consider necessary?-

—

Keagan: " f would say that an ex-felon is

"rehabilitated" when he is able to consistently obey

the laws of this society, deal with the stresses and

strains of life in a socially acceptable manner, and to

provide^ for himself to^tl^ he&i of his ability. Our

prison system has dozens of programs to help its

inmates achieve this. These programs range from

vocational and academic training to psychological

and psychiatric counselling. However many

programs a prison system makes available, the

inmate must Mmself decide that he is going to

change his way of life. Until the inmate makes that

decision, all attempts at "rehabihtation" will fail.

Although our prison system is among the most

progressive in the world, there are always ways in

which to improve it. The limitations of this column

do not permit me to go into detail on the im-

provements we are now instituting. Some of our

major innovations have been the family visiting and

work furlough programs. Also, the probation subsidy

program has helped to reduce our prison population

far below that when I took office. We are always

appreciative of suggestions as to how to make our

prison rehabilitation programs more successful. Our

hope would be that our efforts to rehabilitate those

committed to the state prison system will ultimately

make most of our prisons unnecessary.

Letters to the Editor:

"r Cutting the B.S. about the semestersystem

'.: V- •

Kditor:

This is in reply to Alan Bender's
letter (Daily Bruin, March 1) and
to all the rest of the shit expressed

on behalf of the semester system.

It appears to me that every
student in the Big U. has indeed

experienced the semester system
before in his or her education.

Most likely this was in the period

of K thru 12 grades. Unless my

limited freshmdn intelligence

fails me, I would venture to say

that the difference between
semesters of University classes

and semesters of K-12 grade
classes is not really that great. So
I dare say, that the students here

have indeed experienced both

quarters and semesters and are

most certainly qualified to vote

for or against this administrative

rip-off trying to t>e crammed
down our throats. Mr. Bender has

obviously established fallous

arguments against our voting in

this matter because he knows the

outcome. This is analogous to

those who attempted to stop the 18

yr. old vote in the Nat'l. elections,

but we proved them

I

My second point concerns the

length of classes, mostly the

bummer ones. Unfortunately my
philosophy class didn't have our

mid-term until the 7th week of

class. Fortunately, I only have to

suffer 3 more weeks of this shit

under the quarter system. Not so

the semesters, where I'd have
another 8 weeks of class staring

me in the face, even taking into

account the extra two weeks to

drop).

Lastly, I venture forth the

opinion of a **dormie." Being a

rare breed of people, meaning
those who honestly try to "Study,

I've found Dorm life screwed
mostly t)ecau8e of those jack-offs

who persist in making noise night

and day. Seeing as how they are

on probation now, by the end of

this quarter, hopefully some of

them will be out of h^r^. giving

me some peace and quiet for the

spring quarter. Under the
semester system this wouldn't

happen and I'd be forced to live

with it until summer. As it is, I'm

getting the hell out of the Dorms
come next fall.

In conclusion, Mr Bender

showed extreme ignorance in

suggesting that we're too stupid to

express our opinion on this

matter, a symptom typical of too

many people here. The semester

system is screwed and 1 honwUy

don't know how I survived K-12

grades under it. My case rests

Jay Fa»ter

Freshman. Economlci^

Review

on the strength of Marsha

Necheles- review of M""" "

Concert which appeared n me

March 30 issue. I ran out ana

purchased a copy of the album

^t-hast*. imust. ho*«^«'' "^
that Hstening to the album

proved

to be a mo8t unrewarding «

perience; even Marceau s h giW

iTuded imitation of •*»'""'
'^t

much to be desired. I w*rfd b«

that Miss Necheles never listeoe"

to the album at all

Moris D»vHI«viU

Junior. PoUtlcISc"""

v.
*
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Richard IT

Time and Changes

at The Miisie Center

bv Bo\erly (jiay

4^MK^

V »*

This is an age which rather smugly sees itself as the

beginning of the end. Spaceship Earth is beaded for a crash

landing and we are aU dizzily careening toward apocalypse.

And nothing in our past, we feel, can save us from the abyss

of our future. So it is not altogether surprising that m the

artsas in every other fieW there is a self<oiiscious stress on

modernity. The iconoclastic, the avant-garde, the brutal

wrenching away from old conventioDS — this is the sort of

relevant " artwork to which we give official sanction.

Which makes it all the more gratifying that our local

cultural edifice, the Music Center, is favoring us with not

one but two revivals from out of the mothballs of our

literary heritage. Shakespeare^s Richard II is being

presented at the Ahmanson Theatre, while the Mark Taper

Forum hosts Ben Jonson's great comedy of human greed,

Volpone. » .;, ^«,.^ •,
^ i_ •«• *

Both of these plays appeared during the most bnlhant

period of the English stage. Richard II, one of

Shakespeare's earlier works, was written about 1594, near

the end of the long reign of Queen Elizabeth. Volpone, or

The Vox followed in 1606. Though profoundly different in

terms of plot, theme, and treatment, both foUowed the

standard pattern of the day by being written in unrhymed

iambic penUmeter. And both had a basic simpUcity that

made elaborate Costumes, props, and scenery un-

necessary. Like most plays of the time, they were toUor-

made for the Elizabethan stage, which exalted beauty and

aptness of language over more purely visual con-

siderations. "zT" ,.
Of course, one major contrast between the two works is

that one is tragedy, one comedy. It was the ancient Greeks

who began the practice, still dihgently fojUowed in the

EUzabethan and Jacobean periods, of using tragedy to_

focus on the individual man and his fatol clash with destiny.

Comedy, meanwhile, stressed the foibles|of the social

milieu In tragedy, we see man alone. He falls
''^^"jJJ*^

place through some flaw in his own nature compounded by

the mysterious workings of fate, yet he finally ^^^^^
sort of grim triumph in the stoic acceptance of his lot. The

comedy, on the other hand, shows the interaction of a group

of characters in order to scrutinize the manners and mores

of a particular day and age.

A tragedy exists out of time. This is why we continue to be

moved by the plight of a Greek king who ruled three

thousand years ago. It is also the reason why the atttoipt to

transpose a tragedy to a new era (like the eighteenth

century Ham let shown onTV a few years back) is generally

pointless. But comedy must reflect a social environment
—

and to have its full satiric thrust this environment must be

one with which the audience is familiar. Thus, when it

comes to comedy, unorthodox shifts in time (a Civil War Ai

Veu Like It, a modem-day Mkbmnnier Night*! Dream)
are permissible and sometimes commendable.
The Ahmanson's Richard derives some of its strength

from the fact that it does not do much Umpering with the

original Its aim is to prewnt a viable but baticaUy

traditional version of an Elizabethan tragedy; it wants the

play to succeed on its own tarms. By the same token, the

decision to transfer Votpene from Renaissance Italy to

gold rush San Francisco does not do violence to the comic

spirit But the decision to throw out Jonson's dialogue and

much of his plot along with the Venetian setUng is a grave

mistake which causes the play to sink in a -welter of

"Misguided intentions. , ,.

Tho Tragedy of King Richard the Second U one of Uic

^artier entries in Shakaspeare's chronicle of English

monarchs. It couW also, hi a seme, be called a problem

play The problem is that Shakespeare himself seems

^certain about his ultimate intent — is he tracing the fata

of a tragic hero? Or is he offering a lesson in sUtecraft?

Shakffipaarc was a man who feared poliUcal chaos. In the

manner of all good Elizabethans, he Ijelieved that only a

strong and wise ruler coidd preserve the well-being of the

commonwealth. English history was for him a series of

bloody warnings about the danger of weak kings, and

certain events in his own time made hum feel that such

warnings must be conveyed to his audiences. Like

Christopher Marlowe's earlier Edward II, Shakespeare's

Richard II graphically reveals the fate of an inept ruler and-

the bitter consequences of his deposal.

Marlowe's play is a clear-cut political lesson. King Ed-

ward (1307-1327) is shown to. be at least a latent

homosexual, so enamoured with young male favorites that

he cannot be bothered with the chores of state. But those

who depose and later murder him, led by the unscrupulous

Mortimer, are undeniably fiendish. The final scene makes

clear that Edward's regal successor, his son Edward,

abhors these usurpers. He vows to rule wisely, taking the

lessons of his father's reign to heart and restoring order to

the land. Thus the events of history allow Marlowe to

condemn the weak ruler whUe at the same time con-

demning those who would cause civil havoc by deposing a

rightful king. At the play's conclusion he can show the

purity of the royal line maintained in the person of Edward

In choosing to chronicle the reign of Richard II (1377-99)

Shakespeare was faced with a more difficult task. Richard

was deposed by his cousin Bolingbroke who usurped his

throne to rule as Henry IV. As such he proved to be a strong

monarch as well as the father of the much-beloved Henry

V, but his act of usurpation led to the bloody era of the Wars

of the Roses. Thus it is not surprising that Shakespeare had

an ambivalent attitude both toward Bolingbroke and

toward Richard, the weak king who^llowed this to come to

stories of the death of kings." And when at the Ume of his

ineviUble deposition he would do well to speak hun*,bly, he _
instead heaps upon his successor all the bitter scorn of

which he is capable. So in a sense he encourages his own

murder; his tongue is too dangerous to remain unchecked.

Richard possesses a sort of emotional courage which in a

private figure could be called heroic. But Shakespeare

implies that in the King of England it is foolhardy and

contrary to the best interests of the state. This pertiaps

explains why in the last scene, after a great soliloquy which

implies a new tragic awareness, Richard senselessly beats

up a harmless jailer. Richard, even in his last moments, is

still at the mercy of juvenile fits of temper. He thus

remains not tragic but merely pathetic — the ruler who

cannot rule himself.

In the Ahmanson production, this final scene is one point

where Jonathan Miller's direction seriously detracts from

the essence of the play. All along he has stressed the con-

trast between Richard, the man of emotion, and

Bolingbroke, the emotionless robot who is the perfect

political being. The lines make it clear that Bohngbroke has

willed Richard's murder through the power of kingly

suggestion Much like Henry II speaking of Thomas Becket

he is heard to lament aloud, "Have I no friend will rid me of

this living fear? ' Yet at the news of the death he professes

shock and outraged innocence. Surely these are the

crocodile tears of the politician bent on keeping his own

hands clean.

But director Miller opts for heart-rending "tragedy" at

this point, ignoring the drama of political intrigue that

Shakespeare >yrote. So Richard, fatally stobbed, collapses

in the arms of his murderer in the classic pieU pose we've

all seen too often. Thus we are forced to swallow the idea of

Richard as Christ, the sacrificial lamb dying for the sins of

others. And when Bohngbroke is told of the event, his grief

is sincere; for the first time during the evening the man of

iron shows emotion. Given- Bolingbroke's machiavellian

nature throughout four acts, it seems odd that he should so

genuinely mourn the death of his rival in the fifth.

~TOl despite some static tableaux and some teckhister

performances. Miller manages to preserve some of the^

play's basic integrity. His biggest assets include a fine

raked stage that projects the actors forward toward the

audience, and the weU-modulated interpretation of Richard

Chamberiain in the UUe role. Chamberiain's Richard is the

clean-shaven, callow youiig man, not evil in intent but

careless of the feelings of others. He speaks his great

speeches well, with that Unge of self-pity and emotional

excess that defines Richard as a w^k hoy-king, not a hero.

Richard in Shakespeare's play is nothingIBte Marlowe's

effete Edward. We are told that he is swayed by flatterers,

but in fact each decision that he makes on-stage seems to be

his own Clearly the source of his weakness Ues in the fact

that this young king acts entirely on the level of his

emotions. Whereas the R^naif^n^^. »^^* X-.^
reasonable man, Richard allows his emotions to dictate his

behavior Thus when calm judgment is called for, he ex-

plodes in anger. When vigorous acUon could save his

Uirone, he is content to "sit upon the ground/ And teU sad

For his sake, Richard II is worth seeing

The Mark Taper Forum's version of Volpone is another

matter. Director Edward Parone seems not at all con-

cerned with Ben Jonson's play except as a skeleton to be

fleshed out with his own brand of razzamaUzz. In the

course of this "uninhibited adapUtion," the original lines,

characters, and plot are thrown put the window and the

Jacobean black comedy emerges as a sUck French-style

bcHiroom farce *

'~^~~
-

'

'"

Jonson was a master of the apt line and the perfectly

balanced plot, but he was above all things a moralist. Never

would he write merely to amuse an audience; his aim was

always to re^ireate "deeds and language such as men do

use '

in order to point up the human follies of his time. In

Volpone there is unrolled before us a horrid panorama of

lust, hypocrisy, and greed which stresses that man will sell

his soul for the love of the almighty dollar.

Parone is correct in assuming that our century is no

different from Jonson's own. And just as Jonson chose

Renaissance Italy as a setting through which to obliquely

attack his own England, so Parone has the right to put his

twentieth century moneygrubbers into a nineteenth century

framework. But Parone is so involved with the idea of doing

the play for laughs that moral purpose is forgotten. For

instonce, Jonson's play conUins the character Bonario.

Unlike the decadent scoundrels all around him, Bonario

always maintains his integrity, his purity of outlook. But in

the Taper version Bonario ("the good man ") has been

transformed into Leone, a toothless lion of a fellow, a

cavalry officer who is one part valor to three parts buffoon.

As played by Adam West of Batman fame, Leone is an

uproariously comic cardboard soldier. But when the play's

single voice of genuine righteousness is diminished into a

yokel's western twang we lose all moral perspective. The

good man is an ass; no wonder we don't take Jonson's

lesson very seriously.
^

i (Contianed on Paget)
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Ensemble $1 Grill
Not content to rest on p^st laurels, the Company

Theatre continues to move upward and onward. In

addition to Caliban, Duet. The Emergence, and a

Sunday afternoon puppet theatre, the Company has

just cooked up an experimental evening known as the

Los Angeles Art Ensemble and Grill. Each edition

will play four consecutive Sunday evenings and will

serve a zesty potpourri to theatre-hungry customers.

Judging by the first edition, which will close on

April 16, the Grill should not appeal to every taste.

While future menues may include such meat-and-

potatoes fare as Synge's Riders to the Sea, the

^ current offering caters to the exotic palate. The first

% course consists of "Intersections 7," a silly sym-

% phony by Paul Epstein; Michael McClure's 'The
% Cherub," a sort of adult version of Sesame Street;

P ,and Paul Foster's "Balls," billed a^ "an abstraction

^ of death . . . two departed souls awaiting eternity."

The first of these is mildly amusing; the second,

which features brilliant puppeteering, is baffling but

fun: the third is dreary and may lead to heartburn.

Take two Alka Seltzer, and don't go away.

Fortunately, the entree which follows is both

substantial and flavorful. This is Stephen Foreman's
'Passion Play." an evocative one-act about carnal

knowledge at carnival time. Set in a barroom, it

ieatures a cowboy, an ape. and a nun; its theme has

to do with the need for masquerade and the

fulfillment of suppressed desires. Perhaps a bit

underdone, this still remains a tasty dish.

Dessert is a wonderfully fluffy bit of meringue —
Michael McClure's 'The Meatball." The ingredients

include two thoroughly stoned young men and a

meatball that contains all the secrets of the universe.

This course is guaranteed not to turn you iiway

hungry.

As usual, the Company Theatre chefs have
whipped up an evening that combines technical

dexterity with a wealth of assorted spices. The bill of

fare could certainly be improved, but this is a meal

P that the gourmet will not soon forget. Try it — you'll

f
*>*^« »^ —Beverly Gray

. . and Eating Out

at the Ivar Theatre

with The Dirtiest

Show in Town'
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'Richard IT and
'Volpone'. .

.

(Continued from Page S)

In addition, the symmetry of Jonson's plot has been
destroyed through the addition of some characters (Canina
the Madam ) and the subtraction of others. And in place nJ
the incisive, razor-sharp linea that Jonson couched in i
flowing blank verse we hear only banalities, surprisiiMiv
lacking in wit, that often seem made up on the spot Jonson
was by nature a c)aisicist; he tempered the excesses of hii
characters with graceful verse and a balanced
arrangement of episodes. Here, however, the character!
are allowed to run amuck without any sort of conBtraint
and the result is a rasged, rather amateurish production'
On the individual level, too, there are some grave

disappointments. Avery Schreiber's Volpone, though
perhaps overly lovable, has some good moments. But the

^crafty servant Moaca, who keeps the plot in motion, ii

inadequate for his task. Played by Sam Waterston within
on-again off-again hillbilly drawl, Moaca is not the complex
rogue we know from Jonaon's play. The three graspiiig

"friends" are are cloae to Jonaon's conception, but Joyce
Van Patten, generally a fine comic actress, merely slides

by with th9 stereotyped mannerisms of the tart. The songs

written for this production are often more inept than clever,

and Ming Cho Lee's set, although marvelous in itself, is

allowed to dominate the action overmuch as if it were the

real star of the evening. ^ -?

Yet for all of this , many people in the audience seemed to

find Volpone wonderfully funny. For those -not at all coo-,

cemed with the fact that Jonson's black humor has been

watered down into off-color humor, Volpone can provide

some pleasant chuckles. But a theatre-goer who is looking

for the spirit of the original had better put off Volpone till

another day.
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iJudee Sill
Obsession is a derivative of both madness and

senius, and maxim instructs that there is a fine Une,

indeed between those two. Judee Slll*8 obsession is

perfection; the derivative of that obsession is her

music, and her music is either poetic genius, or

highly refined whimsical madness.

.

Judee Sill's background is unusual, to say the least.

Daughter of^n Oakland barkeeper, Judee began her

musical career playing pianp in her father's place ol

business. Growing up in the Fifties, her exposure to

music was Umlted to what the Fifties had to offer,

and Judee doesn't recall that as being particularly

rewarding. She preferred tolking records to musical

recordings until she discovered Western music, but it

was a long time before she considered any music

reallv seriouslVt * -• ^

"Uter on,"' Judee sayi, *'! became a hoodlum and

I robbed liquok* stores, got caught and went to refprm

school for a year where I became a church organist. I

learned all my gospel licks there, and I started

getting interested in gospel music becauae I felt it

was so uplifting. I was expressing my outrage at the

injustices around me, then. It was Just my acute

sense of justice that made me a hoodlum. The

outrage comes out in different ways now. Now I howl

I'at the moon a lot." Released from reform school,

Judee undertook two years of college music training,

and then a year of private work. Somewhere along

way, she encountered the Pythagorean theory of

music r^^the alchemy of music — the study of what

sounds evoke what emotions, and that's where I got

most of my ideas." .

With three years of musical studies behind her

Judee became a jazz baasist. *Tor a couple of years^

during the time I was a heroine addict, I was a

standup beebop bass player— string bass, and being

a heroine addict really helped," she comments
matter-of-factly, **becauae I couldn't feel the pain —
it was really painful."

But maybe the pain was worth it, because now, not

so many years later Judee Sill has made this

I

beautiful album on (Asylum S05050). Incongruous as

{it may be to her background, it is, from the first

track to the last, an inspired piece of work. Judee,

herself, believes her tunes to be expressions of an
inner voice. "My musical and my spiritual quesU
Inm parallel," Judee explains. "They're not the

same, but they run parallel ao I'm trying to fo on-
ward and upward in both departments aa fatt aa I

cAl. They're naturally related, so the way I develop
spiritually is going to affect my muaic.';

"Lopln* along through the cosmos'* . J
she writes.

""
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"And sideways I slide through the square
I'm hopin' so hard for a kiss from God
I miss the sweet love of the air."

The songs are revelations and, arguably, fantasies.

"Once I heard a serpent remark,—If you try to evoke the spark, *
-

You can fly through the dark.
With a red midnight rave,

To rule the battleground,'

So I drew my sword and got ready.
But the lamb ran away with the crown."
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"I like the idea of fanUsy, but Vm not really

talking about fantasy. I write like cartoons because I

feel life here on earih is a cartoon, frankly, and that's

the best way I can describe it— to throw in those little

things to make it sound cartoony — that's the most
accurate way I can describe it — in animated form.
My visions come to me in animated foi;m , and when I

transfer those visions into a song they retain that

element of fantasy — they just change from
animated form to visual form, and I change that

through an alchemical process into sound."

Judee may think of her songs in terms of

animation, but that is not to imply thut they are

charicatures. "The Phantom Cowboy" and "The—
Archetypal Man" are real — and universal, as the

latter title implies. The people Judee Sill sings about

are from your experience as well as hers — she gives

them names so you can recognize them.

"He rides the ridge between dark and light

Without partner or frienda^ _^, ^_

Hci's courageous enough to be scared

But he's too humble to win,

Bless the ridge rider.

The ridge he's ridin' is mighty thin.

I guess the ridge rider

Forgets he's travelin' with a f^l^tid^^^^^^'^"^"^^

But Judee Sill is not only a fine lyricist, nor merely

assort of spiritual medium . She is a liighly diaciplined^

musician possessing a more than adequate vocal

instrument. "I'm very hard on myaelf muaically,

because I make sure that all the inner voicea are

pVoperly resolved and are never left hanging. I'm

exceedingly careful about things like that I like to

have it be as close to perfection as possible — 1 still

write like a harmony assignment. All my things are

four part chorale style on the guiUr. I pluck three

notes and sing the fourth. There's some counterpoint

in the music, too, but the songs are baaically

maglnified four part chorale style."

The four pari chorale form is the foundation on

which Judee Sill's first album is based. All the

arrangements are s.a.t.b., with Judee singing the

soprano part. The songs that began as visions are

here subjected to the musical disciplines of Bach.

The motivating influences behind the album, then,

are, for the most part, classical — with two ex-

ceptions: "The Um^ Ran Away With the Crown"

bears a resemblance to the medieval round, and

"Enchanted Sky Machines" is essentially reform

school gospel, though both of them reUin the foinr

part chorale form . Additionally, Judee's intonation is

proof positive of her love of country music also ex-

pressed in some of the instrumentation.

To ^ certain extent, Judee Sill ia a musical

isolationist.
. u

She does not listen to contemporary music; her

interesU seem centered on the classical genre. Her

classical training permiU her to make use of the full

orchestra in approaching her arrangementa. She

has a fondness for woodwinds, and the album

abounds with woodwind solos. Judee seems to have a

unique feeling for the appropriate. Hers Is an album

constructed with Uate and brilli" .

But because of her listening ution", Judee

Sill's growth will spring from u..ginal thought,

rather than be guided by contemporary trend.

Already she has learned to apply classical discipUnes

to the boogey, gospel and country genres in order to

achieve the perfection she cherishes. And, in this

sense, she Is exclUngly versatile. She works slowly

and precisely* and astonishes herself. "I reaUy don t

(CenUnuedooPagelO)
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industry on boholf ol college studonta. We fhinli we con help.
H

riiu: 4S1 1319

Ciiine siiieit lisiriice Service

726 Sonto Monico Blvd. ("202) Sonfo AAonico. Coltf. 90401

(PiUd Atfv«rttMai«nt)

FUN PARTY AT

tsneuland

>unday, April 16, 1972 ^A 9R
4 pm-Mldnite

S't . fc^
Admission to Disnoylond, unlimifod iiso of

all odvonhiros & oHrocKons, FREEPAMONO.

Tkhets on sde S#rv»cs Csn»T> KfAhoK Hall 140, Whih ffcgy fasf
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* Sorrow and the Pity^

What did you do in
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the Occupation, Pap
by Gilbert Beltmah, Jr.
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The Sorrow and the Pity, now at

the Regent Theater, Westwood, is

a four and a half hour, black and

white documentary on France

during the Nazi occupation of 1940-

45. It was made in 1969-70 for the

government owned French TV
network by Marcel Ophuls, the

|son of a renowned French film

direcor, the late Max Ophuls.

French TV refused to air the

finished product, but it played at a

single theater in Paris for almost

a year. Reportedly, the theater

was consistently packed by a

predominately young audience.

Then, in preparation for

distribution in America, and a

BBC screening, the interview

material in the film was voiced

over in English (in such a man-
ner, however, as to allow about

half of the original French to be

heard), and the narration was
translated into English in some
segments while subtitles are

utilized in the rest. Now the

Sorrow and the Pity has at last

received an Academy Award
nomination.

Once the film is seen, its past,

and especially its youthful ac-

ceptance, make sense. It is a

subtle yet powerful revolutionary

statement. Yet it could pot be

otherwise, for it brings to the

surface a moment of history when
the establishment copped out to

Facism; when most conservative

Frenchmen actually worked in

cooperation with, or tolerated the

Nazis. Simultaneously, the youth

of the country and the working

classes (especially the Com-
munists) performed acts of

heroism resisting the Nazi-French

coalition government.- Because
history supports it, the political

statement contained in the film

seems honest instead of dogmatic.

The parallels between the

government of Marshal Petain,

which collaborated with the

Germans, and the government of

General Charles deGaulle, which

was almost overthrown by this

same student-worker alliance

during the strike of May, 1968, are

clearly visible in the content of the

film. In view of this, it is hardly

surprising that French TV refused

to screen it, while the kids ate it up
for weeks on end at one cramped
Paris movie house. These
parallels also give us an inkling of

Ophuls' intentions in making the

film. But oddly enough, it is not

surprising that such a radical film

has received a nomination for an
Academy award, for the political

implications are there only for

those who want to see them. And
for those who don't, or who can't

because they don't know enough
history, the film is still rewarding^

Ophuls manages to win out both as

an entertainer and as a

propagandist, for he casts only

admirable, if not interesting,

human beings as spokesmen for

the various groups which par-

ticipated in the occupation.

During the occupation Christian

de la Maziere, then age 20, was
such a fire-breathing French
fascist snob that he joined the

"Charlemagne" devision of the

German Waffen SS, and fought

along with 7000 other Frenchmen
against the Russians on the
Eastern front. Only 36o survived.

And yet today, de la Maziere can
joke about it, thanking the Crer-

mans for "reserving some very
good seats" for himself and his

comrades in arms, from which to

witness the fall of the **new order
in Europe." De la Maziere is

photographed, like all of Onhuk
subjects, in an ambience Drooe^A
his nature. In his case itTth^

Castle. Here he delivers such a
clear headed and witty accomt of
his own misguided acts during \^
war that it is hard not to actairl
him, and easy to be amused bv
him, '

Because Ophuls retells the story
of the occupation through such
sympathetic characters, he in-

stills his documentary with an air
of objectivity. Unless you are a

Gaullist or a PeUinist, he will not

offend your politics. This sym-
pathetic touch ^Iso endows the

film with a rich human element
Every character-spokesman has

(Continued on Page!)
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Mylonf PralidVfitlaf

—^~ ' Election ii coming!

(Punctuate that as you wish — but

read on.) The nevyly created 18-year-

old-as-adult scene proliferates,

and the horizon blooms vs^lth its

jiymbol s. lo wiL_ ¥QI£_iporiswea r,

that also happens to be terrific-

looking. In a ^'Holiday For Graphics"
mood, you'll find: Vote jeans —

khaki, white or blue for men and
women — elsewhere, $1 1 and $12 —

here, 10.50, 11.50.
Vote tapk tops — cotton knit, red-white-

blue, 5.50.
Vote long sleeve tops -^ cotton

•^'
knits, 7.50.

Wallace Beery shirts — long sleeves,

9.00; short, 8.50.
Vote canvas bike bags, 2.50.

You'll also find Vote sox, bumper
stickers, togs,- party invitations, sta-

tionery, notes, all put together

In one happy group in sportswear.

Come see!

REGISTER TO VOTE - RIGHT NOW!
There will be two Voter Regis-

trars In Ackerman Union, so you
can get yourself together easily. In

the Students' Store, the Regis-

trar will be in the Sportswear

Department Monday through

Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

r'. In the Student Center, the Voter Reg-

^
Istrar is on A level, Monday,

Tuesday and Thursday from 10:00

a.m. to 2:00 p.m. It's your franchise!

* /•'•••i
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Students' store

•porttwsor, b l«v«l, ockerman union, 825-771

1

open wed-thurt 7:45 a.m.-8:30 p.m.frl 7:45-7:30; sot 9:30-3:00

»»«.. .M.M^ -

right on . .

.

T.-ror off . . . it's the new
Jhaiter looic, bare backed
. . . topped witti its own

'

waist fitting jacl<et .w -*r

ttie kind of dress that
goes anywhere . ^-^.^

in a soft gold and
orange plaid ..

.

36.00

:/i§m

m

buttery soft all

leattier sandal
... hi stacked
t>eel . . . stacked
leather sole . .

.

in camel kid or
white krinRle
. .

.
just

14.99
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iOMVflE^SIIOES
106*7 bhoxton avenu

we8t:vs/ood village, California

daily 1 to 7, monday and frkJay 1 to 9, Saturday 10 to 6^
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^The Sorro\r

and the Pity'
.rg^toiied from Pmgt 8) ^
hiTi^ry. an<* ""<*' ^ ^^ ^"

^m well enough for the viewer to

^agine them in the role^ Fur-

Slrmore, in most cases, there is

acommon setUng to these stones:

Ite city of Clermont-Ferrand m
^ Auvergne. So ultimately, the

individual histories intertwine to

make a minor epic. "^

ophuls cleverly accentuates

this
dramatic-narrative quality of

L Sorrow and the Pity and also

su^ngthens the fUrn's air of ob-

iectivity by pacing and cuttmg his

interviews to coordinate with the

chronology of the war^ Ac,

cordingly. we do not learn that de

la Maziere joined the SS unUl

about halfway through his in-

terview Similarly, in our miUal

encounters with two jovial Yronde

farmers, Alexis and Louis Grave,

we don't learn that they are

red" like the wine they drink,

and that they fought for the

ResisUnce. But later they con-

tinue their story, describing how

they were informed on by one of

their neighbors, captured and sent

to Buchenwald, where one of them

dissipated to almost 90 lbs. before

walking home to France when the

war ended. Only during their final

appearance does it come out that,

although they know who betrayed

them to the pc^ice, they refuse to

Uke revenge on the informer.

The Grave brothers play

leading roles as proletariat heroes

in this chapter from historyi

which was a dark one indeed for

those in positions of authority and

also those wBo tolerated that

authority, namely, the

bourgeoisie. WhUc men like the

Grave brothers were busy for-

ming resistance groups to snipe

on the German occupation troops

and help downed British pilots, the

bourgeoisie, in the words of one of

their members, M. Verdier, a

pharmacist in Clermont-Ferrand,

were "busy making money" to

support their families. Mean-

while, as is revealed in govern-

ment propaganda newsreel

footage from the period, the Vichy

government is energetically

cooperating with the Nazis by,

among other things, sending

many French laborers off to work

in German factories. During the

final years of the war this practice ^

was carried out by force, as is

revealed ii^ an interview with

former German armaments
minister, Albert Speer. Of course,

this in part explains why many of

the working classes joined the

Resistance, ' but, charac-

teristically, Ophuls plays this fact

down (This matter of forced

conscription prbducing dissent
should, of course, hit home here in

America.)

Much of the Vichy government
newsreel footage incorporated in

The Sorrow and the Pity bears a

striking resemblance to Leni

Riefensthal's Nazi propaganda.
films: Triumph of the Will and
Day of Freedom. Much as

Riefensthal attempted to deify.

Hitler, a strong attempt is made
in these Vichy newsreels to

elevate Marshal Petain to the

status of a benign despot. The
main assertion of these films is

that the Marshal, as a great

warrior and selfless defender of

his country, is above politics and
the democratic proceM. This is

the same sort of reasoning which
brought Charles deGaulle to

power during the Algerian > crisis

of 1956. Ophuls reinforces the
implied parallel between Petain
and deGaulle by including an
interview with one of the British
fleet admirals of the period, who
reiterates the time proven theory
that in periods of crisis the French
turn to the military; witness
Napolean, Boulanger, Foch,
Petain and, of course, by im-
plication, deGaulle.

Apparently, like the Nazis, the
Petain regime directed much of

their propaganda thrust at the
most idealogically vulnerable,
and potentially rebellious portion

of the populace: the youth of the

country. A certain George
Lamirand, now the mayor of a
small French city, was employed
full time as the Minister of Youth

m

alive and idealistic." They joined

the Resistance in droves, and to

quote Darton again, "fought with

the partisans by night," am-
bushing German troops and
salwtaging German installations,

**while by day they went on

playing their roles as

schoolboys." About twenty
students from the Clermont-
Ferrand lycee alone gave their

lives fighting in maquis groups.

Much of Ophuls' interview

material with Resistance hero.

Col. **Gaspar," is devoted to

recounting the heroics of three

young partisans who died fighting

off an early morning German raid

on their group's headquarters.

They were all under 17. One of

them was so small he >^as called

.^Oli
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the police who served under the

Vichy regime. On the other hand

their reputation suffers a quiet,

methodical dismembering at the

hands of a Dr. Daniel Levy. Levy,

who joined the Resistance at 16,

and who was captured at 17,

described how upon his capture,

the gendarmes questioned him

"for 18 consecutive hours in a

physical manner," how he saw

them execute seven of his fellow

partisans, and how they made
him "suffer the indignity of being

bound head and foot, completely

nude," before he was turned over

to the Germans for the train-ride

to Buchenwald. Levy's cool and

dispassionate testimony supports

The Sorrow and the Pity smelling

very bad, indeed. The lack of a

pro-police spokesman is highly^

apparent. And since the students

in France (and for that matter, in

this country as well) have been

accusing the police of racism for

years, the content of this film will

certainly make them feel

righteous, if not downright

rebellious.

The film does offer a few

eloquent spokesmen for the right.

There is a monarchist Resistance

fighter. Col. De Joncay, and of

course, the young aristocrat who
ended up in .the. Waffen SS,

Christian de la Maziere. However,

De Joncay's description of the

Affairs. He is featured In the i

Vichy newsreels at youth rallies^-

leading mass oaths of fidehty to

the Marshal, or exhorting all to

follow the motto of his bureau:

"Work, Family, Motherland."

Lamirand's office also sponsored

youth camps, where, if one takes

the newsreels on faith, everyone

jumps out of their sleeping-bags

as soon as the bugle is blown, puts

on his boots at the same instant

and runs around stripped to the

waist. Again, such footage is

strongly reminiscent of Riefen-

sthal's visual panegyric of the

mass organization and bare-

chested Machismo of the Nazi

Army.
M. Lamirand's efforts not-

withstanding, the youth of the

country obeyed their impulse to

be, in the words of Clermont-

Ferrand lycee (high-school) iP:

structor, M. Darton, "sincere.

"half-pound." They died "fighting

barefoot in the snow.'* Certainly

this is the sort of material which

drew those overflow crowds of

young French to that solitary

Paris theater night after night.

For those French students who
fought the gendarmes at the

barricades in May of 1968 it would

be easy, if not intoxicating, to

identify with the teenage

Resistance fighters of Col.

"Gaspar's" story, "falling to their

knees, submachine gun in hand,

cut in two by Qerman bullets."

Certainly "Gaspar," Who openly

admits that he fears a rise of Neo-

Nazism in the world today, would

be pleased to see that Ophuls has

put this interview material to

good use.

If the kids are the heroes of The

Sorrow and the Pity, then the

French gendarmes are the

villans. There is no spokesman for

the emotional accusations leveled

at the gendarmes by French

Communist Party leader,

Jacques Duclos. According to

Duclos, who also fought for the

Resistance, the gendarmes
worked hand in glove with the

Gestapo to ferret out the mem-
bers <rf the underground.

The most damning evidence

against the police is contained in

Dr. Levy's account of their role in

the "Sports-Arena Round-Up/'

Apparently the Nazis requested

that all Jews in Paris over the age

of 16 be arrested in preparation

for deportation to concentration

camps. The gendarmes, however,

were so "enthusiastic" in their

execution of these orders that they

even arrested those under 16.

According to Levy, these children

were gassed immediately upon

their arrival at Buchenwald. All in

all, the gendarmes come out of

Communist-partisan fighters as

'*undesireable8" and "criminals"

seems absurd after we have met

the sainUy Grave brothers, whUe ^

de la Maziere at best offers A_
philosophical'apology for his past.

De la Maziere, ina cerUin way, is

4he voice of reason in the film . It is_

significant that Ophuls allows him

to speak as much as he does. In his

final appearance, de la Maziere

states that he is "m6re than a

litUe bit afraid" of ideologies, and

that, given his own experiences,

he would advise the youth of today

to be "cautious" in their pohtical

commitments'. But for the French

kids who saw the film these words

were probably about as effective

as a snowball in hell. In the end,

their pacifying influence is

negated by the inflamatory im-

plications of the quiet statements

made elsewhere throughout this

film. •..:
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CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.
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WANTED
missionaries

THE WORK IS TOUGH!— ^ ^

THE HOURS ARE SUN-UP TO SUN-DOWN.
AND SOME WILL NOT APPRECIATE YOU.

FOOD AND LANGUAGE MAY BE AS
STRANGE AS THE CUSTOMS.

AND ALL THIS FOR NO PAY!
EXCEPT, FOR WHAT GOD GIVES YOU.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
.OUR LIFE. WRITE ME:

«?

FATHER TOM STREVELER. SVD
DIVINE WORD MISSIONARIES
DEPT. 19M

"

' EPWORTH, IOWA 52045

Jnc lyde vQuf age^ education addfess, etc.
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NEWCELEBRATION
FREE DINNER & DISCUSSION:
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'THE ANATOMY OF A W.A.S.P/'

with Chuck Dook,

(chairman, of the URC)

INCLUDING a free showing of a

sequence from ALL IN THE FAMILY

Utile Feai

II Hiri LeilHi

Little Feat is the t)est synthesis

of rockin' blues and freak country

music on the market. Their

bizarre heritage has enabled them

to explore territory of
*

'country

rock** from a starting point to

which most bands are only still

aspiring. And they have l)een

rightly called 'The Band taken

one step further." Little Feat's

second contribution to history,

entitled Sailin' Shoes (Warners

2600), is a continuation of the

uniqueness which' emerged on

their late 1970 album, Little Feat

(Warners 1890).

To see where the band is, it is

instructive to see where they've

individually been. Lowell George
and Roy Estrada are alumni of

the Mothers of Invention- Lowell's

brilliantly crisp guitar graced
more than a few Mothers per-

formances, but he is captured on
record prominently «only on

-^*Didya Get Any Onya" from
Weas«ls Ripped My Flesh,
narrating fn a sadistic/paranoid

German voice and playing rhy-

thm guitar behind leader Frank
Zappa. Lowell is a startlingly good
slide guitarist, and his style leaves

plenty of room for original effects

within the blues tradition. He is

just as imaginative when it comes
to playing acoustic or electric

guitars without his slide. Roy
Estrada has left the group since

the recording of SalUn' Shoes in

order to join Captain Beefheart as
second bass player, but he will

probably not cause much of a
change in Little Feat: while his

playing was dependable, he never
showed much originality or
leadership. The drummer for

Little Feat is Richard Hayward,
who hails from the Fraternity of

Man, a short-lived group with one
album, best known for **Don't

Bogart Me." Richard's former
cronies also recorded Frank
Zappa's I Don't Believe It" (later

nam^d 'Oh No" on Weasels), one
of the few extra-Mothers recor-

dings of a Zappa tune. Hayward is

an especially skillful drummer
with a flair for punctuation and
rhythm changes and a

predilection for wearing
sunglasses and a top hat. Pianist

Bill Payne is a songwriter and
piano player with a vague
physical resemblance to Leon
Russell, and his artistic (not

financial) achievements easily

rival those of Russell. Payne spent

his pre-Feat days wandering
around looking for work and
perfecting his jumpy piano style.

On Sailin* Shoes the group
strengthens their ensemble
playing to an almost unreal
degree. Each phrase of each tun^
is impeccably crafted, com-
pacting much development into

concise form. Little Feat's
energies are directed into
streamlined raunchy music
without superfluity of any kind.

Each member of the group is

aware of his place in the aesthetic

whole and avoids unbalancing the
effect.

The album's opening cut, a

All?
bright electric country tune called
"Easy to Slip," evidences both the
characteristic Little Feat in-

tensity and the usual lyrical

theme of alienation. The coldneas
of the world is reflected in most of

Lowell George's compositions
(which make up the bulk of the

Uttle Feat repetoire), and his

lyrics manage to place the subject

in ever-interesting lights.

George's lead vocals reveal i

voice which hovers between an

agonized mutter and a prolonged

moan, which can be strong when
the emotion gets to outrage as it

sometimes does: the voice fits the

theme of loneliness perfectly.

Sailin* Shoes expresses

George's poetic dissatisfaction

with life (or that of his characters— it's hard to tell who is really

narrating) in several songs, one of

the best being ''Trouble.' '1 wish

the world was as tired as you"

sings our oppressed hero, who in

brilliant antithesis to Donne also

complains 'Tm an island and I'm

on my own." The short song is

carried quickly by contrasting

melodic sections and an in-

(CMtinuedonPagell)
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Judee Sill.

.

(Continued from Page 7

>

know the songs when they come oiil of me. It's like a
strange individual — like a baby would be. I kind of

look at it in awe and wonder how I'm going to get to

know it."

'I want to touch on both extreme ends of com-
plexity and simplicity," Judee explains. "I want to

touch on the place where they're both reconciled, so

people don't have to chew it; they can just swallow it,

so it will soothe them without their thinking about

it."

Judee Sin, the album, touches upon the extremes

of simplicity and complexity, and upon that exquisite

place where they are reconciled. It soothes and in-

spires and it establishes Judee Sill, the performer, as

the chief exponent and the medium of that musical

reconciliation.

—Leslie Millensoo

••1

YOUR OPPORTUNITY to look into* carMr in Motion Picture production

Courses utu«llv avalilabl* only to Cin«m« mat«r«
Now «r» ottM-otf to YOU at A/V Conttr whert E Mtoniiofi ctouM m

CABLf TV and th* CASSETTE op*r> a v«»t array of exciting and rowarding
filmrrtaklng and related vai .

- '

Your idea Iravflf arenowrind^niand on FILM
the Proless.onal quality ttM»»e courten enable you to loam

I EARN the professional techniques Camera Llatitlng Sound
Editif«g

,

— —
LEARNwitt^Equcpment used by trie Pro*. . Bolei , . Arrltl»« . . . tclair
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ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM

offerinfl life Insurance

with premium financing

for interns and resident

phyi^icians

full-lime graduate students

full-time profetilonal-

school students

liONAtO tUtlNSrilN

fUttNM&Ui
leOI AVE OF THE STARS ^.

THE EQUITABU
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tpresting use of accordian along

with the usual lineup. The brutally

realistic emotional
freeze of "Cold

Cold Cold" is another of George's

oained portraite. pleading with

Nobody in particular, hopelessly

singing *'I wish the world would

get off my case and get on one of

its own." On the previous LitUe

Feat album there is a tune which

links up weU with the current

material. It's called '^Strawberry

Flats" an<i contains the

memorable lyrics "Ripped off

and run ouU town/ Had my guitar

burned when I was

clowninVHaven't slept in a bed for

a weeic/ My shoes feel like a part

of my feet" This unhappy feUow

wanders through most Little Feat

work, usually in stunned disbelief,

unabie to extricate himself from

either the oppression or

depression, like someone out of a

Ray Davies song.

The supreme Lowell George

achievement is his creation of the

truck driver as a kind of folk herd,

recalling the mood of On the

Road. George's truck drivin' man

is a hip young guy who knows the

tricks of the trade (like driving the

backroads to avoid weighing so he

can carry an illegal amount of

cargo) and views his job as both

an expression for his restlessness

and an excape from conventional

societal problems. The apex of

Lowell's creation come in

Willin'," a tune given an

arrangement on Sailin* Shoes

different from that on Little Feai.

the new version reaches further

toward the Byrds' cpncert ver-

sion, replacing the plaintive

acoustic guitar/bottleneck guitar/

vocal arrangement with a full

band plus steel guitar. The first,

starker version of the song is

more pessimistic and it em-

phasises the loneliness of the

driver; the new one has more
vitality and is more concerned

with a searching sort of pioneer

spirit The words are the same,

and from the complaints of the

speaker ("l been warped by the

rain/drivin by the snow . . . /

kicked by the wind/robbed by the

sleet/ had my head stoved in/ but

Im still on my feet") to his

simple refrain ("Give me weed,

whites and wine/ and show me a
sign;/rilbewillin*tobemovin"*)'

they produce all the feeling they

can The driver, combating the

elements and seeing his Dallas

Alice in every headlight, is a
positive force despite his rather
self-alienating values. He both
enjoys and regrets his attitude.

In a George-Payne song from
th? first Little Feat album called
"Truck Stop Girl " (the same tune
on the Byrds' Untitled) the truck
driver character is ".

. . young,
and on a ten city run/ in love with
a truckstop girl." The driver's
attachment to one girl at a single
place leads to his self-destruction
when he is rejected by her. The
hero of "Truck Stop Girl" is the
flip side of the one in "Willin',"

because he allows himself to
become too involved and lose his

willingness to travel anywhere
with no more comfort than "weed,
whites and wine." His infatuation

leaves him wanting to settle down,
and in that wish he denies his

essential (symbolic) character;
when he leaves the truckstop he
neglects to tighten down the rig's

load, this causing his eventual
death/suicide when the truck
apparently jackknifes on the road.

For further listening on the
subject 1 refer you to Ed Sanders'

Sanders* Truckstop album
(Reprise 6374), wherein he ex-

plores truckstop and redneck
culture in interesting Homeric
terms.

Little Feat is by no means
confined to a single vision, and the

remainder of Sailin' Shoes is a

strongbox of varied material.

"Tripe Face Boogie," a Payne-
Hayward number, is a shitkicking

pounder which shrieks *'.
. .

boogie my speakers away/I don't

dig potato chips/I can't dig torts/

Tripe my guacamole baby/tripe

my shorts" in typical Little Feat

strangeness. The lyrical insanity

of "Teenage Nervous Break-

down" is surpassed only by the

powerful, unstoppable music,

which bulldozes through so fast it

is no wonder the lyrics and title

speak of rock and roll inflicting

permanent damage. Bill Payne

does some of his best Jerry Lee

Lewis slani -piano work here in

straighforward, crazed and
energetic fun. In addition to other

rock, blues and country ballads.

Little Feat perform the gospelish

title tune and a walloping closing

cut called "Texas Rose Cafe,"

which goes through three sections,

each with different key, rhythm

and melody, before grinding to a

halt with Lowell's description of a

neon sign which advertises both

chop suey and the U.S. Marines.

Some words must be said in

parting about the album cover.by

t

Neon Park, the same source of

Weasels Ripped My Flesh's
wrapper. It shows a hideous
painted corruption of

Fraggonard's "The Swing,"
substituting a piece of cake for the

girl and a giant snail for her
hidden admirer. In the
background stands a resolute Blue
Boy, and there is also a tree trunk

which has grown in the shape of a
horse's leg with an eyeball at the

kneecap. Perhaps a bit too bizarre

for Little Feat, but if it entices a

few more folks to pick up the

record, it's fine with me. So if you
want to surprise your friends with

your very own personal
supergroup discovery, get Sailin'

Shoes and Little Feat. Tell *em
necessity sent you.

<4

Hami \tpn,

Joe Frank,
V

% Reynolds
If you'ro planning an all day

drive to, say, Tuscon in the near

future, and you're one of those

who fights off fatigue by playing

booming music with happy
harmonies and innocuous lyrics,^

perhaps you might want to take

Hallway Symphony (Dunhill DSX
50311). It's all very pleasant: easy

rocking with Carole Kingish

piano, simplistic guitar;

everything fits into itself nicely —
tight A.M., rocking within its own
limits. And when three musicians,

strings & etc. are doing somebody
else's songs (Lambert/Potter,
confectioners), there are indeed

limits. There is the feeling that

these boys are being controlled by

some slick agent with his hand on

the throbbing pulse of the Drake

System, the primrose path to the

top of the heap.

"Hallway Symphony," the

opening cut and the reason for the

album, is a jolly tune about

making music It's a very com-
fortable song, and Hamilton,

whom I assume is doing the

vocals (Dunhill manages not to

give the credit on the album's

program, creating the impression

that Steve Barri and these people

produced the back-up track and

then ran out to find a Gary Pucket-

type to fill in the lead), has a very

pleasing voice. He would be a

more exciting singer, however, if

he learned to work with dynamic

levels. There is virtually no
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sensuality in his eager-to-please

style.

"One Good Woman," "Like

Monday Follows Sunday," and

"Ain't no Woman (Like the One
I've Got)" follow with their

blissfully naive sexism, hand-

clapping choruses, and melodies

that repeat themselves. "Like

Monday Follows Sunday, Like a

river flows just one way . . .."the

sound just rolls on out, with at-

tractive enthusiasm, but little

orginality.

1 don't know whether you can

write about a waste el talent;

when talent wastes itself, that

'may be an indication that it

doesn't exist. Hamilton, Joe
Frank, & Reynolds reach a pin-

nacle of misuse/refuse with their

medley of "Bridge Over Troubled

Water" & "You've Got a Friend".

Maybe Joe Cocker or somebody
could carry it off, but this ren-

dition is so controlled that it

carries the listener right into the

cocktail lounge of some Las Vegas

hotel. Maybe that's where it all

belongs, there or on some in-

terstate highway with the con-

vertable top down. There would

have to be some kind of distrac-

tion going on, something so you

wouldn't hear the lyrics on Side

Two . . . "Anna, No Can Do
(Shades of "Baby I'm a Want
You"), "C'est La Vie," and

'Don't Be Afraid of the World,"

among others, done with hints of

every successful arrangement
style from the last ten years, from

Elton John to Jay & the

Americans with no comitment to

any idea other than that "Love

grows where my Rosemary goes"

type of joy that passes for passion

in a certain spectrum of

existence. It's^l on a level of art

& appreciation that cin be en-

joyed irom time to time, like a

McDonald's hamburger: nothing

poisonous about it, and it fills the

stomach, but if that's the kind of

break you deserve today, it might

be best not to get away at all.

— D. Gobble

. . . who says you can't improve on Altec Lansing

quality? Coma in and listen to our selection of Altec

Lansing speakers today. They really sound better!

From $89.95 to $1100.
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Santa Monica
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^=r înt Eotfweod in

DIRTY HARRY

K^NMkftVi

JdmM Oornsr in

THE SKIN GAME
Friday & $<tfurday Midnight Show: "IF"

ireitwioil II

Exclutiv* Showing of Acodomy Award ^4•^1in•«•

Vonowa Rodgrov* ond Glando Joduon in
bl^ 131am ^ilber

2524 Wilshire
(at 26th Si)

Sa0ta Monica
829-3366 829-3367

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS

Fri. & Sol. Midnighh Jon* Fondo in "Borborollo"

'*Go therefore and make disciples of all nations
_•» (Matthew 28 :19r

Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

2 Acodamy Aword Nominations <

' Goorg* C. Scott Bott Actor

HOSPITAL (pP)

2:r5.4:l5,6:T5. 8:15, 10:15

Sat Midnight 12:15

Clieriii Bme
Sunset Near Vine"

Hollywood
466-3401

An Incredible Spoce Adventure

SILENT RUNNING (G]

DaHy 12:10, 2:30,4:10, «:10. 8:10, 10:10

lel Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

Robort Rodford

THE HOT ROCK
Paul Nowmon

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION

<jr*

Almost from the beginning, filmmakers have remembered Christ's

suggestion and — somewhat less than infused with the Holy Spirit but

somewhat more than inspired — have taken it. The resultant motion

pictures describe the historical boundaries of a tradition: a genre that

might be termed "religion in the movies" or a pop category that could be

dubbed "frontiers of faith on the big screen." Whatever the designation

and although the cherished ideal of faithfulness to scripture has often

been misplaced amid the transported visions of big lx)x-office, this mass
of major and minor studio releases, of epic and mini-budget passion

plays, hold a number of distinguishing traits in common.

First of all, producers have generally approached their chosen
Testament, Old or New, with a well-publicized sense of awe or, better

stilL, with an outright and ostentatious belief that they were staging one of

the transcendent dramas of all time, fashioning something for the ages.

Cecil B. DeMille's* 'through the theater curtain" introduction to The Ten
Commandments (strangely reminiscent of a similar prologue to

Frankenstein) says in plain words what most before him had been
content to imply, that this was "an unusual subject," and subtly ad-

monishes the audience to receive it with all due respect. This type of

advertisement, while a bit vulgar in its raw, rhetorical form "remain»^
inherently part of the genre; and a line may be traced from thc^^lmed
on location in Palestine" reverentially stenciled over ads for Sidney
OlcotCs From the Manger to the Cross (1913) to the galactic (and sar-

donic) implications in the title of Luis Bunuel's The Milky Way. Gran-
deur, physical and/or spiritual, is still the come-on. ir-^ f

ssriir

Robort Radford -iP^-y-^.:.:

.^,i>f •":.,
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Wt 4-2944
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THE CAREY TREATMENT

Second, in making nations disciples to what is essentially a com^
mercial product, certain standardized notions have been adhered to and
a kind of universally recognizable iconography translered to the screen.

The aspect of Christ himself has changed httle; and the differences that

do exist between the unwrinkled robes, stately gestures, and elegantly

coiffed beard and blond locks of H.B. Warner in De Mille's 1927 King of

Kings, through the understated divinity of the scruffy but benign Jeffrey

Hunter portrayal in the remake ( 1958^, to the energetic and enthusiastic

if slightly bedraggled Christ of The MHky W«y, too preoccupied to

his skirts from tfliiling in the dust, between these artificial and natural
Saviours, is no greater than the differences between Renaissance,
Romantic, or Expressionist portraits — all derive from the same basic
conception. Further, what separates the Marxist Messiah of Pasolini's

(WMpel According to Saint Matthew and the anarchic one of Bunuel from
those of American productions is not, as might be imagined, a stress on
the "Capitalist Christ" but on the Pantheonic one. Enshrined along with
Washington, Lincoln, and the other elect (a member, so to speak, of the
American Olympus team ) , some screen Christs go so far as to keep their
backs to the camera or never allow more than their shadow to enter the
frame. The crucifixion, like the assassination at Ford*s theater, becomes
an incidental bit of business or a kind of living tableau used to add color or
direction to otherwise unrelated chronkrles such as The Robe, Barabbas,
or Ben Htir. As in all mythologies, the hero and the main events of his life

are safeguarded from complications and kept easily recognizable.

This effect is well demonstrated in De Mille's Sign ef the Cross (1932).
"1 saw the Master," announces Titus to a nocturnal gathering of ft^itive
Christians and an anticipatory hush descends over them all. By making a
relic of the very persona of Christ, De Mille synthesizes the abstract,
mystical appeal of all religion into a tangible commodity. (In effect, he
supersedes Clirist's words to Thomas: ''Because thou hast smb me, thou
hast believed

; blessed are they who have not seen and yet have believed"
(John 20: 29) by re-constructing the occurence that makes the filmgoer a
spectator but not a participant. The sight of Christ on the cross or the
parting of the Red Sea become, for the moment at least, while disbelief is

suspended, not questions of faith but of a vocal myth visualized, of an
eyewitness experience.) De Mflle was particulariy apt In "historical
reconstruction," not in terms of factual accuracy (the first half of The
Ten Commandments, which hinges on the possibility of Moses becoming
Pharoah, is pretty fanciful stuff in any league) but of that aforemen-
tioned eyewitness beUeveability (and De Mille arranges everything in the
first half so rigorously around that same farfetched premise, that one
forgeu all questions of likelihood, even forgeU that not even De Mille
could make that happen, and sits waiting to see how it will turn out

)

Similarly, the Rome which De Mille creates in Sign of the Cross is

faithful not to Sallust or Seneca L
two types of architecture (regalj

( depraved and Pagan or virtuo

_ the hero ( Marcus Superbus, a i

latter camp to the former andl

course, for eternal life).

.
Simplistic as the formula mal

his own version of living tableau]

picture he may indulge in theL

the Hays Office. Poppea's miikl

of both sex and realistic detail I

milked he pulls back to reve

buckets into a huge wooden va

from the mouth of a brass _

splashing, sponging, and bobfc

dialogue is limpid and equally

|

news. . .Take off your clothes,]

final touch is a shot of two cats I

De Mille opens The Sign of

shot of a leering Nero to include

i

The Ten Commandments, he

sHghtly (he travels back fr

scrupulously posed courtiers

the method of beginning at cl

execution of all the Hebrew fii

Mille's scheme of teaching

lessons ( which he believes - "

'*';.Wprld today" - are applicat

?**
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t
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ntiersi
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Within the city there are only

rude hut) and of inhabitants

«n) In the course of the film

bf De Mille) moves from the -

he process (in exchange, of

ille redeems it by applying

„. this ostensibly "religious'*

innuendo that helped create

iexample of De Mille's use

from a braying jenny being

of attendants emptying

bread of white liquid pours

pan reveals the empress

in a poolful of milk. The

it ("You're perspiring with

nd tell me all about it.) ; the

ith water.'' , , _
avelling back from a close-

e in flames. By the time of

his Baroque pictorialism

ot of Ramses, framed by

blue side light) but sustains

lents (as Ramses orders the

th are consistent with De
listory but practical moral

tie continues throughout the

!, and are something for the

i

1*
.. . - .^.''*-:^
• -s*.,^'*

•JT*., .- **w»- nm
A

AJf i^'

audience to take home with them). Most of De Mille's screen efforts

reflect deep-seated and sometimes conflicting personal attitudes. De

Mille was the most "Hollywood" of directors in terms of professional

-demeanor, the archetype that became the cliche. With the jodhpurs, the
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polished boots, the swagger stick, and the megaphone he created that-

image of a man squinting through a viewfinder and riding skyward on a

studio crane which sprang to mind whenever a resident of Iowa heard the

words "movie director" and sustained it with occasional prima donna

antics (such as waging battle with his stock company against Preston

Sturges and his coterie for the seats of honor in the Paramount com-

missary) . De Mille did not have to pose as a star, he was one— along with

Hitchcock, the only director whose name on the marquee could outdraw

those of the cast.JVnd as number one, he demanded the attenuating fringe

benefits Yet, despite those early accusations of immorality, Kenneth

Anger describes the off-screen De Mille as a "sanctimonious stick in the

mud" among the more licentiioas reeds to be found in the Euphrates of

Hollywood Babylon aonfteorte^^o would very infrequently exercise his

droit de sdgi>^urai the casing couch. De Mille made his house into a

shrine tofcSJfashioned, Epfecbpalian movie-making — bronzed quotes,

homespu\maxims, the two tablets of the law in God's own hand all adorn

his walls ahd desk, the bookshelf runneth over with ^ibles of aU size,

shape, and edition (even, perhaps, one of Doauy-Rheims) .
But De Mille's

piety bears some resemblance to that of Eusebius— a doctor of the early

Church cited as a source for The Ten Commandments— in that it smacks

of opportunism. While De Mille may not go as far as that ancient

(Eusebius' life work praises Martyrdom and Christian virtue; his life

history suggests that he apostasized and turned in his collaborator,

Pamphiltts, who was subsequenUy tortured to death during a per-

,, secution, and that for not practicing what he preached Eusebius was

made Bishop of Caesarea ) , behind the sanctimonious facade there lurks

a Bamumesque view of hfe. Accordingly, De Mille dedicated himself to

epics which were entertaining as well as edifying, to themes whkh were

lucrative as weU as laudable. If in The Ten CommandmenU. De Mille

used special effecte instead of sex the aim was the same: to avoid

blandn^. And if that picture appears^^h^^ <ianng "or dated^^ but

a high water mark of uncluttered exposition, it is by d«ign De Mille s last

and lasting monument to faith and to spectacle, his personal reaf-

firmation of the value of both as anUdotes to everyday despau-.

Surprising as it may seem, Bunuel relates direcUy to that same

problem. Although the interpretotions nfiay be more existential,^ toe

alienation of Bunuel's heroes is still just an exaggeration of that of h«

audience The indictments of Naiarin. Viridiana, and Simon of the Desert

^renTbroughtagai^
but against the societal forces that refuse to tolerate them^ What makes

the formal pessimism of Naiarin for^^^^^^^^^^
film is simply a parable, a reflection on how a second Nazarene would m

tt^"eStei^'' modern world suffer a second Calvary What un-

tS^gl^Te f^y Way is the same understanding. The pilgrimage to

Sant fgo iL tto^^ of De Mille's Moses, is not an excuse for side trips

^Sthel^i heresies of the ages or impassioned reclUls of the

c3rsnr("Si'il wit anatheme!"), but a stylized format for an

SoS journey through life. Bunuel
-"f-f

-
^^^^^

th*. nrPtPmatural lightning which almost annihilates ine agnosuc

Sfg,??tS. the mudSL theosophies of the maitre d'hotel offenng

^x^thedr.Zing room discourse to his ""tome"'
"^t^^t S,

encounter at the post mortem excommunication of the wrant wsnop

wteTtte orthoS»rand the hereUcs fight over the fate of his bones. The
Where ineoruio««jr

unaffected episodes are the

^fLJS t^ hTo^U^ Bunuel. consciously or unconsciously, rein-

SSKH. "... o»a,«l.r«l«. .niihl b. .p~Uq! >« B»»l p.1

it) "that absurd belief in God.

• • *

i.- TViP Milkv Wav Is now at the Vagabond Theater
,K.dlt|^-. note: BumiH s T^e^M^^

^^^^J^ ,^ Simon of

srsrrM^rd^-ni'L-un"?;^^^
-ific ^ ^,m ».,
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B«v«rly Hills (at DoK«ny)
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ChoHio Chaplin's
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llllllll
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>i
»•

Briiitii
7425 Suntol

876-0212
$1

DIRTY HARRY

SKIN GAME'..
.

•

on* p«rM«i w/ tftit coupon plus curronl UCLA rof cord.

Sorry not good Sohirdoy nigh* oflor 5 p.m.

rii Piciiic
7554 B«voHy BKrd

WE 8-7070

THHEN COMMANDMENTS
">—I-

STAR-SPANGLED GIRL

frmm Parking *' *•' •"• »•"•« */ *^ coupon plu« eurrom UCLA r«g cord.

Sorry not good SoHirdoy nighf oHor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

rutins

—

Hollywood a» Vino
469-7161

"O

Noiwro S*rli«« Bodi

FROGS (PG)
pittfl

CONQUEROR WORM
continuous from 12:S0 noon

PACIFIC'S

ruffiii
Pico Noar Wtlvwod
272^8239

--—

-

CodI t. DoMNIo's

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

i. Mo«d«y fkrwigh Pridoy: 8:10 only

Solurdoy ond Sundoy: 12:30. 4:30. 8:30

y

Wotlwood Villogo

^>R 7-0097 ^
TR 9-9077

2 Acodomy Aword Nomination*

Vittorio d* Sico**

THE GARDEN OF THE—FINZI - CONTINIS——
Frt. & Ut. *pr» 7«i» MUnltW: "Dr. SlTOlia«lo»»"

llllll
1045 BroKton

Acad*my Award Nomino*

4'/^ hour *pic . More*! Ophult'

WothMood Village

BR 2^501

THE SORROW AND THE PITY

Saturday ond Sunday 1 p.m. & 7:30 jfx.m.

Monday thru FrWoy 7:30 p.m. only

John qoM«v*t*s' Delightful

III ll
MINNIE cind MOSKOWITZ

1 1 523 Santa Motitfa Blvd. Co-Wt MMo« Fonmws^ awfii«y^ •

Wott Los Angolot TAKING OFF
^77-5581

Comhig Apra 12 Ch*»lin in "Modom Tim**"

11

Stint Miiii
611 N. Fairiot

Ol 3-2389

$1.00

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S
FuIUm^ f*ahfro buH**qu* *<

^^ ^>CARMEN" with Son Turpin

- ,
•' '' _ t-

HARRY LANGDON & SENNEH COMEDliS

m^

nil LI irii
La Broa at Ninth

W€ 4-2342 —

^

BAHLE OF OKINAWA

THE NEW

vniuiiii
2509 Wiltt«ire

DU 72171

MILKY WAY
and

SlinwiaiHwDawl

ANDALUSION DOG

Vllllll
961 Broxton

WoflNtfood

478-0576

Asliriii
8162Mdroc«Av«.
OL3-2070

In

THE GODFATHER (W

9:30. 12:40. 3:50. 7:00. 10:10 -
'

Fri. & Sol. •dra lolo thow 1:15 a.m

ICLUBGUIDE
JOHN KLEMMER

JERI^Y RIOPELLE

llZZIItl'S
9039 Swntot

CR3^606

NATtJRAUY BLUNT SWAY
CORDOVA ROCK

Monday - L*di*» n»lh^i^*5|*«l**!ri!i^t**
DANCE CONTESt $300 ©aAND PRIZE

Winner .pp«.rson R«*l O?"
"-'.SfiJiJ-VJ;;

*^^'*

Thurul*v ni«»it •ud»t»*ii- ^i^f ©"J"*'*
Sunday'* Qroovin' Admittlon FREE »*tor**,pm

riZZI PitlCI BRAII^IIN and l^PERT
In Tha Villag*

478-0788
April 7th and 8«K

'•Id tymo movi** & cartoon* day & nifid'

iriiiiliir
9081 Santa AAonica

LA
276-6168

['

Throwfh AprH 9th

Blvd.
JOHN KAY «-

THECREDIBIUTYGAP
Nad . Dto« Hkfa and Hb Hot UdM
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invites you to Drastic

Reductions on all dresses,^

sportswear and yardage.

1 138 Westwood Blvd. • 47^-9055

f ••

nrr

Europeba ,

four letter¥iorclt
Pas» the word SOFA can gel you

lo Europe Africa Israel Ihe f ar tasi or

ar>ywhere AND. gel you bark"
A» Ihe wholly owned subsidiary of 1

1

r>on profil European Nalional Sludenl ^k«^
Travel Bureaus SOfA can issue you §" T f"^

Ihe Iniernalional Sludenl Ideniily

Card and book you on any of our

b.OOO sludenl charier llighls wilhin

Europe. Asia, and Africa (including

Tel Aviv. Bombay. Bangkok. Nairobi

elc ) Up lo 70*/s savings over

ftormal fares

SOFA also oMert an eilansiM)

array of lours allQwirK) Ihr* inBepondenI

sludenl Iraveller lo lake advanlago nl

ine«pensive group arrangemenis and

sighlseeing W<; Iralure culiuially

rewaiding Israeli kihbul/ programs and
educational lours wilhm Europe and

Ihe Soviel Union
Olher services availablr Irom SOFA •

include a great C.ir Plan Iho Sludf>nl \

son
(Student Overseas Flights

lor Americans)

Railpass. language courses in Europe,

and low cost accommodations in Itotels

holiday villages, and hostels

SOFA don t sit on it act rtow -

write lor further details^ write Mr lunner oeiaiis

Please send mlormalion on t IFIighis lo Europe

lSludr»rl Charter f lights '
I Car Plan I iTours

'Iniernalional Student Identity Card

Student Railpass I i Language Courses

I THE 197? OFFICIAL STUDENT TRAVEl
QUIOE TO EUROPE Enclosed is $1 95

postage (2SC->d Class. 7&C' Ul Class)

Name

.

Address

.

City

52

Stale. Z«P.

Send to SOFA/EUROPEAN
STUDENT TRAVEL CENTER LTD

H F. S7th SI. New rork, l0O2?/(2 12)586-2080

;•'*.*»;•

- .••
'.f
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THINKING ABOUTA SUMMER JOB?
»,_i

come To t''ft'ri'f%'r\'-0V\>^y»w^-^lt^ht'-*»vf\ ',

«»_

"^trnimerGroup Meetings" I

BUILDING IG

PLAGEMENTi& CAREER PLANNING CENTER

.»•— »

Monday — Wednesday -^ Friday

at 3 p.m.
.)._

m^!^^^:lSiiS^g^ii< 'ac% »< .Kr<*i W2y*-^i

A
I..

••-H- ,,/« -
. ,

_.

i *»;

3 4,

J^-'T" ••« •. ,. ^->j

R6ed & Barton's
^B

cTWustacfie

Spoort
banishes SASM* forever
SASM: Sloshed and Sopped Mustache

If he's a soup, chowder, or lobster bisque
man - and dotes on his mustache - you
can end mealtime trauma with Reed &
Bartons elegant new silverplated

Master Mustache Spoon. An
authentic reproduction of an
original 19th Century design
(sooner or later everything

comes back in style!), this

fabulous spoon has a

built-in mustache
guard, and a lusty

capacity.

Length 8'

$5.95
gift-boxed

JEWELERS
1141 WESTWOOD BLVD.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

A SPECIAL BONUS
Antique Replica Man's imitation Diamond Ring

Includad fr«e wKh purcKaa« of tpoon

- Oualltv Umltvd

I ncredlble String Band
It's not surprising that The

Incredible String Band, virtaoso

iperformers on every instrument

from Icazoo to soodri, masters of

vocal and rythmic ranges

predictable only in that they

consistently defy belief, in-

dividually and collectively

authors of many of the best lyrics

in modem music, oft-acclaimed

Mroubadors of the global village"

should experience problems, of

definition.
' -- - -^

ISB branched from their

ra'mblin'- British Folkie days

changed personnel, entered the

abstruse and esoteric period of

Wee Tam and The Big Huge, tried

with mixed success to get a bit

more earthly with Changing
Horses, and then l)ecame their

most ultimately bizarre with a

parable in seven stages, U , which

even they dubbed **surreal." Most
recently, one of ISB's number has

recorded a add album, Mike
Heron: Smiling Men With Bad
Heputations, which weemed to

point towards .a definitely rocked
road for the ^roup. While analytic

M M M »

RESTAURANT GUIDE

generalimions which «„ L. 1
on to a group as stX^
eclectic and excellem a^,s?^>bound to be alitUe silly it

'^^'^
that The Incredible siril SfV'
recorded literatureZTV^

switched

een
One

he conUnually surprisl^^
to execute each of those mi"
brilliantly, but the p^ie^*

THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Com stock HottI
374 1211

» catorirjq Greek & Continental Cutsine. Op«o
•or Luncti & Dinner 7 Days a week. En
tertamincnt Thurs thru Sunday. FREE
I'AkKlNG Reservations Advised S3 Foil
dinner for UCLA students w/ttiis coupon.

lUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«fhwood n«ar Pico
op*n 7arTV 1 am

''Gourmel Soups file

mofher never made"
MAtSON

LA CREPE
1084 Glcndon Ave 47104)7
Open ; Days II 30 I AM

105 SPCCIALfTIES OF ^^^
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
'*CREPES" & "OMBlEnES"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Ml?) Srinla Monica Qlvd
Wist I A .170 99M
nrxt door to "Papa Bactis"

A Nofurol Foods Rotfouronf

live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
10658 UndbrookDr
474^48-WWVillaRo

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90
DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds town house
ni8 WdttwoodBlvd.
478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
l(M in. riv UfA I u( ky U"
NOW AT: 12244 W. PICO ilVD
478-9010

MEXICAN AND AMEtlCAN FOOD
BEER. SOFT DtlNKS, ORDERS TO GO AiSO
OPEN 10 om to 2cim ClOSfD TUCSDAY

With each album berw
earthly and the cosmic ^axl^between such sentiments '^
must needs walk down LIeyebrows and into the stre^

'

his eyes'' to ''kiss me. k-S,^
along my spine." ISB po^

(nt

les

combining them still r^emaTnlii"'
after all, the problem of C^i^,artworks which combine what?
andWhatlshasbeenaroundta
ong time. Adding to the i,!
terpretative bamboozlement

ofsome ISB followers, news cam
around the time of the solo album
of the departure of Rose and her
^'replacement" by Malcolm of the
Stone Monkey dancers - leavinc
Heron, Robin Williamson and
Licorice McKechine from before— and the demise of Joe Boyd's
Witch^eason Productions, the
ISB's talented mixmasters.
The Incredible String Band's

newest album, Liquid Acrobat as
Regards the Air (EKS 74112)

spotlights many of the musical
twists which the group has ex-

plored, and it is their most suc-

cessful album to date. Their

diversity, musical deftness, lyric

touch and uncanny timing, which

until this release took at least a

few albums to shine through

completely, are here exhibited

within one disc. But far more
important,, jthe nagging problem

of treating the Mysterious aijd t^e.

:

mundane within the limits^ one,

'

or a set of recordings has at last

reached a solution — and not

within one recording, but In-

credibly, within the much smaller

units of each song. From
Acrobat's debut cut, "Talking of

the Ehd", combining homage to

the song of whales with the ad-

monition "this is no time for easy

riding" to the closing "Darling

Belle", a musical novella whose

protagonist is a WWI belle whose

destiny is to be passed "from

relative to inlaw, skin like a

lizard, aura like a daffodil;" ISB

presents lyric and musical modes

which pass through a myriad of

times and worldviews but are

fused into integrated single

compositions — all played on a

bewildering array of instruments.

Williamson's whimsical/cosmic

sense of humor makes a good

showing with "Evolution Rag '
a

Darwinian ditty crammed with

nice puns and the convincingly

callypsoed "Adam and Eve"

Heron's "Red Hair" is one of the

most beautiful selections of the

impeccable album, the lyrics and

emotion of his portrayal of the

inadequacy of academics when

confronted with "red hair falling

like the sky" joining to produce a

composition more simple yet

more powerful than even the Who-

backed cuts on his solo album

Licorice does more than har-

monize, too, her voice scaling

more than a few tonal highs in her

composition - are we sposed to

laff? - "Cosmic Boy." ISB ^en

reaches back to their earliest days

with a spirited trio of jigs be|ore

the haunting "Darling Belle. ^

Acrobat is more than a succcffl

for ISB, it is a recording whicn

serves us a standard-setU

among the generally mellow but

more often plain rotten, collection

of current releases
—David Lees

PQCEl^PIZZA
12423 WiltHirotlvd.

LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza

Now open doily for lunch

Tuot. dhmr 9 pm any pizza SI.75 *

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
8022 WMt 3rd Str*««

653^212

*0 u OiSCO^NT W/THI5 AD
Ko»l>«r.NutrHiowV«o*tor{art R«cipM

Op«« 1 1 o.fn. to 1 1 |».m.. Friday* 1 1 o.fn. *• %un6omt
^'

_

'Sq>wrdoys S<wd»wmtoMkiwit»

*

"^flf^

dine out tonight
» JH 1^ ¥ *

« m» * * m-^-^

[musiconI
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i
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kind of routine which is repeatedly

funny. This all leads into a song

^eirtted ''Heaven Only Moved Once
Yesterday," which employs
clavinet and vocal harmonies

much like Yes, and then to "Don't

You Want Me, ' a kind of sped up

Marc Bolan song about a fellow

who threatens to murder his

sweetie if she dances with another

guy. The vocal accompaniment is

strictly Jordanaires style,

rounding out in perfect non
sequitor the medley. The Guess
Who trademarks are entirely

^ missing from "Hi Rockers!" and

it makes for both relief and a new
direction for the band. Maybe.

Oh, I forgot to mention. You can

dance to it!

—Mark Levlton
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iGuess WHo'
Time was when rock audiences

had violent differences of opinion.

There were violent extremes, one

end willing to bum a certain group

at the stake and another just as

ready to build idols in their image.

1 can recall the exchanges which

took place about the Guess Who,

which more often than not ended

with one of the participants in the

argument beng fatally knifed by

four or five wild-eyed youths.

But nowadays (alright, you

little spuds, climb up on grampa's

knees) it seems that everybody

likes just about everybody at just

about every concert. At least the

ones 1 go to: The reason for thift

seems to be that everyone is so

stoned they have insurmountable

difficulties separating the

shitkickers from the shit.

The rock world is still pretty

much still divided when it comes

to the Guess Who, although I've

generally found them to be a more

than acceptable band. Their

newest album is Rockin' (RCA
LSP 4602) and it serves well to

point out both the group's

deficiencies and their strengths.

The single culled from the

album is the bulldozer known as

Heartbroken Bopper," Which

does seem to induce un-

controllable speaker rattling

when heard over a car radio,

which is one of the better ways to

hear the Guess Who. The tune is

apt to induce a kind of mental

glaucoma over the radio, but the

mix oh the album opens it up, with

the clearly separated tracks

giving some needed breathing

room, and the number comes off

far better than on the single. Aside

frpm being a Tittl? too Led Zep-

pelinish the cut isn't at all bad,

and a pretty good example of

average Guess Who. The lyrics

strain a bit too much to be cute (or

at least obtuse) as do many of the

word offerings of the album, "Get
Your Ribbons On" being the worst
t)ffender.

('uess Who is an essentially

schizoid band, as anyone who has
heard both "Undun" and
American Woman" will attest,

but their softer songs have been
inrreasin^^ly the most intriguing,
and Rockin* is no exception.

"Smoke Big Factory" is a truly

lovely ditty which links up in the
line from "Undun" through
Broken" and "She Might Have

Been a Nice Girl" quite well, and
employs those irresistable Guess
Who harmonies. Again, screamer
Burton Cummings demonstrates
his amazing ability to have a
different voice for these deUcate

little spots. "Smoke Big Factory"
contains rather disjointed,

fragmented verses, and they
manage to convey a simultaneous

feeling of serenity and shakiness

with an airy melody.

"Your Nashville Sn^kers" is

interesting because of its well

done cocktail bar satire, the lead

singer crooning away over one of

those typical Sonny and Cher,

arrangements. The lyrics begin

with "I dig your suspenders/I get

it on for your jeans/But your

Nashville sneakers always drag

me down.

The bulk of the album settles for

mere pleasantries and unin-

teresting raunch, which offer

nothing new without being

repulsive either. The album 's last

cut, a medley entitled **Hi

Rockers!", manages to break

^iway from ^1 previous Guess-

Who traditions and may point to

an area which the group will be

exploring on subsequent discs.

They are stagnating a bit, but the

indications in "Hi Rocker»!"'are

heartening.

The three-part medley begins

with a conversation between

engineer Brian Christian and

singer Burton Cummings. Both of

them are extremely funny as they

run through a loose comedy where

neither of them can speak without

incessantly calling each other by

nicknames. Some of the sentences

are mere gropings for an idea

which inevitably end with one or

the other gulping out the other's

name, as if to make sufethe same

person Was there. The two

stum biers create a very Cheech

and Chong-ish "Dave's not here"

rtrsiciiciii—^^
i ScliiMii:

Niiiii smpkiiie's

The other day in the Mary
Worth comic strip, high school

principal Crawford said, "Every

time I hear classical music, I keep

hoping it will turn into a tune."

Classical music listeners only

slightly more sophisticated than

Principal Crawford don't demand
that their favorite works have a

hum-along quality; still, the more
comfortable and familiar the

melodic and harmonic content of

a particular work, the more
popular it usually be. This

popularization process takes quite

some time, as each new sound of

inusic is greeted with outrage by

the concert-going public until it,

too, becomes familiar — some of

Wagner's works were shunned for

years, but their harmonies have

now become an accepted part of

practically everyone's audial

repertoire.

Despite the taste of the mun-

dane mass of musical consumers,

RCA has released a premier

recording of two new American

works, Symphony No. 9

C'Janiculum") by Vincent

Persichetti, and "The Ardeatine

Caves" (also Symphony No. 9) by

William Schuman, both per-

formed by Eugene Ormandy and

The Philadelphia Orchestra (LSC-

3212). This well-packaged

release is a commendable in-

stance when an orchestra as

prestigious as the Philadelphia

and a company as commercially

potent as RCA get together to

expose a few more listeners to the

newest trends in musical com-

position. Both Persichetti and

Schuman, faculty members at

JulHard, are well respected as

composers by the musical elite,

but Outside that community of

scholars their efforts need the

kind of marketing that this

recording, with its surrealistic

cover and big-name credentials,

offers. ^

Critical comment gropes,

however, in the effort to evaluate

more than the cover and artists on

the album, because the standard

musical descriptions of line and

harmony have been re-defined by

the composers. What sounds in-

coherent in comparison to more
traditional musical styles has a

different basis .for coherence in

these two works — a coherence

that is based on sound created

purely for emotional impact.

What sounds disjointed in the

context of previous musical ex-

perience is explainable in the

context of the programs on which

both symphonies are based, with

Persichetti's 'Janiculum" ex-

ploring his relation to. the two-

faced Roman (}od Janus, and

Schuman's symphony describing

the mass murder of Roman
citizens in the Ardeatine Caves

during World War 11. Reading

along in the program the listener

can appreciate the various

emotional metamorphoses of

each composer, but the question

of whether he actually enjoys

them i& another problem. At this

point in most people's musical

evolution, Persichetti's and
Schuman's "new music" is

simply not listenable, and
whether or not their direction %ill

continue to be the direction of

serious music is something that

only a few scholars are preten-

tious enough to predict. Sym-

phony directors can continue to

sandwich these works and similar

ones in between less controversial

pieces, by Stravinsky or even

Shostakovich in the hope of

widening their /acceptance, but

traditional works are the big draw

for profit-oriented, budget-

squeezed symphony associations.

If the vicious circle created when

works which are not played are

unpopular and works which are

unpopular are not played can ever

be unraveled, it will be because of

the kind of departure that Or-

mandy and RCA have taken in

their new release.

—Heidi Yorkshire

James Gang\
The James Gang is not a bad

band, as their new album.

Straight Shooter (ABC ABCX-741)

demonstrates. A recent promo
hype for the band pointed to the

"painstakingly arduous con-

struction" of the record. How
true. The album is nearly perfect

— in the sense,that there are few

mistakes in it. However, at the

same time it must be stated that

there is little room for mistakes

since the total design of the album

is ridiculously simple minded. In

fact, it is obvious that it is

"painstaking" in the sense that it

is a great effort to listen to those

overworked white blues tunes that

you've heard in some form of"
another many times beforer^--

Again, it may be "arduous" in

that it is not only externally

repetitive but it is internally

repetitive with those same oli

simple licks repeated over and

over again. "Constructed", the

whole feckless effort was, from—

tired drumming to insipid,

uninspired and contrived vocals^__

James Gang fans should be

informed that the Gang's present

state of stagnation is not merely

the pipe dream of some jaded

reviewer, but is also related to the

fact that the Gang's original

guitarist and vocalist has

departed to be replaced by

guitarist Don Troiano and vocalist

Roy Kenner. Further testimony to

the band's presently vapid state is

supplied by all the poor suckers

who paid four or five dollars to see

them in concert and walked out

half way through saying "That

isn't the James Gang." The

James Gang is not bad; it is

execrable.
—Bob Lynn

-•^
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UPSTAIRS WORKSHOPS
_^_i^.

Pgyglj yij^gfif fo /earn:

Astrology, tie-dye, sliver iev^elry making, Sponlsh/Eng. creative

writing, sewing, knitting, crafts, sculpturing^

Children & Adult Workshops

In the so. Wllshire area

Day & Evening

OPEN HOUSE APRIL 9. 2-6 PM

CALL 828-1559 or 937^787 or 624^18 ^^

NEED MONEY?
Try .

t- • •

BABYSiniNG
TUTORING '

(If you're a Junior, Senior,

or Graduate Student)

. . TEMPORARY WORK
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers. Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM,& BOARD
(Opportunities In exchange foir^

work are also available.)

Come to the

PLACEMENT ^ CAREER PLANNING CENTER

BIdg. I G & place your name on these

files. (East of Moore Hall)

Deadline f%spring reglstrotlon

Is Fridoy. April 7th

\
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tKaio Advertisement>

ITHETAXMAN
HATH ARRIVED r.."

/fs not too lafe *^/^ ;- ^'

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE • •

478-5822 - 1093 Broxton, St. 218

FREE Village movie tickets. FREE parking.

Persuasions

ni

-T

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stocic 50,000 titles,

new and old, all subjects.' Browsable—buyable.

NEEOHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 San Vicenfe Blvd. 926-6522

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or Iseachwagon

—

NIN OF AFRICA
51:^4 M PORTS

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CJ^RIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS
• • FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI _
• RINGS

657-82561

1025 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood

The liner notes on The Persuasions* latest Capitol release, Street

Corner Symphony (ST-872) are limited to the simple, truthful statement

that ''This albunx contains no instruments other than the human voice.*'

For many of today's popular vocalists that statement would spell instant

disaster, the crumbling of a career, the ruination of an image.

Not so for The Persuasions, who base their entire act on the astonishing

acapella abilities of each of the five members. In concert. The Per-

suasions are nothing less than fantastic (more so in a small club than in a

large concert hall) with their slick choreography, amusing stage antics

and hand-clapping rhythm and blues and gospel numbers.

On record, The Persuasions' performance is precise, well-rehearsed

and engineered so that each Persuasion, from Jimmy Hayes* tight bass

to Jayotis Wi^lilngton's tenor and falsetto, is clear and equally audible,

although somte of the excitement of the live performance is missing. One
way to compensate for this lack of Visual impact is to select iq>-beat,

easily recognized songs, and this seems to be the reason for including

four Temptations numbers oo the album. After a beautifully executed "I

Could Never Love Another (After Loving You)," The Persuasions move
tnto^^Tcmpts Jam" which includes **Don*t Look Back^ '^Runaway^

Child, Running Wild" and "Cloud Nine.*' The TempUUons, with all their

musical accompaniment, have never sounded this good.

Nostalgia, of both older and more recent vintage, is another favorite

area for The Persuasions, as evidenced by Sam Cooke*s "Good Times**

and Curtis Mayfield's "People Get Ready." A very effective medley of

"He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother" and "You've Got A Friend" closes

the otherwise joyous album with a somber and well-matched pair of

messages. Throughout all the cuts, lead singers Jerry Lawson and
Joseph Russell do a commendable job of varying the tone and intaisit^p|

their vocals to keep the songs from sounding alike. , ,—

IIThe Persuasions put their reputation on the line each time they step on.

stage, more so than any performer working with an orchestra or musical

group. The fact that their audiences scream for more is proof positive

that The Persuasions are solid talent and that they need not worry about

the longevity of their appeaK ^^^^ ^ T - - —AndyLinsky

Arhoolie Revivals

4,

t

;

This^rl has
reservations*

I
- «4CS1 x-

f

ir>

•^^
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ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a
day, cor>rrecting Northern and Southern California. At

lowest air fares So when you want to go. just call. It's a
free service (Sorry — no free seats We really have
reservations about that.) pSA gtVCS VOU a IMC.

-fik.

Qemini
f.Mav 21 Jum- 20)

Ij^worc nin'ior;:. Vsc your pcrsoiuility to persniule

otlwrs but do not fiill into your oirn triip. Let

lU'sncr & Cooh fhotcct yon fioni fiilsc but {foldcn

promises.

INCOME TAX
SI KVK'I

Arhoolie Records, put of

Berkeley, has ventured back east,

down south, to gather some grass

roots from the garden there.

Apparently they looked for

musicians of note and age, cat-

ching people in New Orleans and
thereabouts who've been around

for awhile without having been
preserved for commercial
posterity. A nice thing about these

albums is that nope of the per-

formers is actually captured;

they just are, as they've been and
most likely will be, because the

production method with these

Arhoolie people seems to be that

of non-interference, just get in and
get them down while they're doing

it and then run out again, with no
sweat for the polish or the mix
other than to keep it alive. The
music is, realistically portrayed;
no souping up whatsoever.

This fellow named Robert Pete
Williams was sent up to Louisiana

State Penitentiary for life, for

murder; some time thereafter

some perceptive person
discovered that he could do blues.

Robert Pete WiUiams (2015) was
recorded in 1959 and 1960 at the

penitentia.ry; the whole thing is

loose and stark, and a more real

picture of prison pain than Burt

Lancaster with all his grimaces
will ever paint. The Voice is rough
and so are the lyrics ( "1 got ballin'

on my mind I've had it all day
kmg-^h and there's nothing really

innovative going on, but then,

that's life at the Pen et al.

A much lighter, more corny
musical portrait is that of Sam
McGee, bom in 1894, billed as the

"Grand Dad of the Country Guitar

Pickers. This was recorded in

Tennessee, where Sam does a
regular thing with the Grand Old
Opry. He does blues and rags and
such and sings chummy little

songs about burglars and ugly old

'"^

TYPEWRITER CITY
478*7282 W#sfwood 479-7282

$ Ci'P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDFNTS,
, ^ rAC:ULTY and STAFF! y

HLbSNKK&COOK
las (oMMillanis

072 (..IN k\ , Siiilo ^ (Ni'vJ h> S.ik-\vaN )

WoMwooil 47^Hi:

ROYAL PORTABLE
SMITH-CORONA £LEC.
SMITH-CORONA 120

SMITH-CORONA 250

44.88

129.88

149.88

189.88

NEW ELEC. ADDER 48.88

NEW ELEC. CALC +, -. x, div.

ELECTRdNIC CALCULATOR
MINI CALC. AC/DC
IBM - MODEL "C"

249.00

128.88

174.88

289.88

OLYMPIA ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR «9 o Qeo
12 DIGIT - MEMORY - PERCENT KEY

^£.£.0

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
MOtttlKMWI

maids. Its all a matiM .
this album, like S,e '!!!«•:
geared to reveal the ve^S' *

the arfst, and it does ^'^'^
vocals, guitar banin , ^* *«
stomps%rou.;d'^^lh'''i^Wsf.«
notes and all it's « "^
troduction to 'the twent?^^

^
thirties; waltzes anS'' '^

good time music A f,?nr^
and

back there. / *^^ '^ '^,

l^velt HolU and his friend

^ Louisiana with blues !2
boogies and guitar, m^^^
piano, drums, and hamw^'
Boogie Bill Webb sings :?ral?number called ^^Dri^^'''^
Stinking," and it's all v!!!
barefoot. Esau Weary does Z?
goodoi; piano. on'^^^J^^
Boogie," and RoosevelthrnS
carries it all through m^l
electnc sound, but the overall
feeling is still acoustic, and old
you know these people have been
around awhile. Herb Quinn^with his ipandolin for "Leavinc
this town, Won't be back tiU Fair*
the combination is downright
touchm*. ^

Billie Pierce used to accompany
Bessie Smith in Pensacola, on the
piano; her voice is a coarser
version of that lady's. With her
husband De De doing a coarse
Louis Armstrong thing on the
comet, she gets out some amazing
songs, including and especially a^wn to something piece called

"Jelly Roll;" supposedly the

words were put together in 1919 by

a vaudeville team. Butterbeans

and Susie, who put things

together. BlUie & De De Pierce

(2016) contains some zesty ver

sions of old chestnuts notably

"John Henry" and "St. James
Infirmary," but the best song is

**Eh La Bas," an old rocker in

semi-French.

New Orleans Ragtime Or-

chestra (1058) is a feast. Except

for the pianist and leader, who is a

twenty-eight year old 'Swede, the

personnel have been around for a

long time, ensconced in the halls

of New Orleans. Violin, trumpet,

clarinet, trombone, bass, and

drums, played by veterans, do

very happy things with Scott

Joplin's "Chrysanthemum,"

"Entertainer," "Ragtime Dan-

ce," and the exquisite "Maple

Leaf Rag." "Creole Belles,"

written in 1900 and lately warmed

over by Arlo Guthrie, is presented

here in a way that makes even a

stranger to the music f^l at

home.
What the Arhoolie people seem

to be doing is a more chummy

version of the RCA Vintage label

stuff. For those who are not

connoiseurs of what the South has

to offer musically, Arhoolie

provides on the cover patient

explanations of who the per-

formers are, with whom they've

worked before, plus a background

of the music itself, when written

and made famus by whom and so

on. For a quarter sent to the right

address, they'll send along a

catalog and a copy of the Arhoolie

Occasional. For afficiandoes, it

may be worth it; they seem to

have some listenable souls under

their wing.
— D. Gobble

2206SW)C^t^^
384-5tflO

^
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Lee Michaels
After the phenomenal com-

mercial success of Lee Michaels'

last LP, 5th, which yielded two

giant hit singles ("Do You Know

VVhat I Mean" and "Can I Get a

Witness") and copious airplay of

the album, Michaels apparently

resolved to produce an LP so

uncommercial that nobody would

want to program it over the AM
airwaves. He has succeeded, but

in thje process he's made an album

no diie would even want to listen

to: Space and First Takes (A&M
SP 4336). . w^ --.-^ -

The thesis k>ehind the album

could very well be that two long

cuts like 'Tirst Names" (over 13

minutes) and the title cut (over 16

minutes) will never see AM
airplay but will serve to re-

introduce the concept of Michaels

as an FM/underground artist, a

concept which was previously

evidenced by the jamming Lee

Michaels LP. Michaels might be

trying to prove that behind the

cute commerciality of Barrel and

5th he's still the lovable maniac

who played the loud, stuttering

"Spare Change" and "Stormy
Monday" ,at his characteristic

ear-sDlitting volume. The

resulting disc is, however, a

useless collection of directionless

music which re-enforces only the

idea that Michaels is probably

nothing more than an obncndous

show-off.

It's a little cruel to lash into

Space and First Takes since it's

such a helpless, frail thing. Suffice

it to say that I hope Drake Levin is

not the one playing the guitar solo

on **First Names." Michaels is

given liner credit for guitar as

well as organ and piano, so

hopefully it is his blundering and

not that of our second favorite

Raider. There is lots and lots of

funk in the material, but the

overall effect is something less

exciting than watchifig the minute

hand move on a wristwatch. The
words to the tunes are silly or

incomprehensible, the melodies

predictable and the riffs upon

which the solos are based are

devoid of originality. The in-

strumental parts are generally

unspeakable, and Michaels does

his usual overacting on the vocals.

One of the year's first vinyl

frisbees.

—MarkLevHoo

dead — the mind hves on in the

realm of jazz, whkrh only beatnik

wierdos and other such un-

fashionables listen to. Open up
your ears and Usten to what is on
the other side.

Since the most noticeable in-

strument in rock is the guitar, it is

logical that we start our Odyssey
from R&R with the most multi-

dimensional guitarist in all of

recordland, John McLaughlin. On
the three recordings he played on
last year, McLaughlin displays

widely different levels of con-

sciousness and playing styles.

McLaughlin's first effort of the

year was on Jack Johnson
(Columbia S30455) by Miles
Davis, without a doubt the
scariest album of the past year.

On it, John and Miles and others

teamed up to produce what many
thought to be a killer rock album.
Produced as a sound track for a
movie about Jack Johnson, the

album is dominated by a solid

rock rhythm provided by bassist

Michael Henderson and drummer
Jack DeJohnette, over which
Miles plays wailing, beautiful,

definitive trumpet. McLaughlin is

found all over the place
augmenting the rhythm, playing

lead and everything in between.

At the end of the album the music
resolves with two quick changes in

direction, in which the rhythm
section drops out and Miles plays

a short section over an orchestra,

thereby creating a beautiful

contrast with the preceding
sections. The album then ends

with the words, "I'm Jack
Johnson, heavyweight champion
of the worid. I'm black, they never

KC 31 067). Here McLaughlin puts

on a dazzling display of what can
be done with a Gibson Les Paul

guitar. His speed is blinding,

mixed with flawless sustain. At all

times he is in total control of his

instrument, ripping off notes and
sheets of sound which transform

the guitar from a discrete in-

strument into a continuous one in

which all sounds blend together.

On *'A Lotus on Irish Streams"
McLaughlin unplugs, and
acoustically he plays a beautifully

lyrical combination with Jan
Hammer on piano and Jerry

Goodman on viohn.
McLaughlin goes even farther

into the cosmic Eastern direction

on My Goal's Beyond (Douglas 9).

"This is one of the most subtly

overpowering albums I have ever

heard. Every time that I listen to

it the scope of it amazes me more.
This is not so surprising when you
stop to consider the talent on this

record. The rhythm section

consists of drunimer Billy

Cobham. bassist Charlie Hayden,
and latin percussionist Airto

Moreira. In addition Mahalaksh-
mi plays tamboura which adds
yet another dimension to this

music both harmonically and
rhythmically. Working har-

monically with the tamboura are

Dave Liebmanon soprano sax and
Jerry Gqpdman on violin.

Together this group works in a

spiritually unified fashion which

totally involves the musicians and

reaches out to involve the listener,

joining all of them together. After

listening to the group on record or

to an even greater extent in

concert, one can be left totally

(if you were wondering) are

allowed to shine through.

Purple features such stellar

musicians as Jim Keltner on

drums, Jim Dickinson on piano,

and Chris Ethridge on bass. Ry
Cooder plays slide and finger style

guitar and (I suspect) mandolin,

and sings exceedingly well. If you

wondered, during the boring years

of your childhood and early youth,

what it was like to be singing

depression songs like the ones

Woody Guthrie wrote, or if you've

heard Leadbelly do "On a Mon-

day," forget it. They are the

products of entirely different

cultures. Ry Cooder is a voice out

of the nebulous void of the

imagination. He is perhaps a

test tube man. He sure made a

good album. Get it.

—Peggy Baker

let me forget it. I'm black ajright exhausted and overwhelmed by

II
. 1 I

I'll never let them forget it.

The electric John McLaughlin

can also be found on The Inner

Mounting Flame by the

MahaVishnu Orchestra (Columbia

the infinite dimensions and
physical presence of the

Mahavishnu Orchestra's music.

What more can you ask for?

—Bob Lynn

John McLaughlin
Well punks, have you finally

gotten tired of trying to decide

which singer, writer, or banal poet

is better than the,next, or possibly

which three or four piece rock

band is heavier (louder) than the

other? If per Qhance you have

come to the conclusion that this is

nonsense, then possibly you might

look around for some sort of

musical alternatives that embody

real imagination and some sort of

real Ulent. If so, then you happen

to be in luck, for creativity is not

mm.IPLE
OFHOLLYWOOD^ _

7KX) Hollywood BoulEvwid, PI«ne 876-8JK)

Ry Cooder
Ry Cooder has ignored the

entire sad decade of the 50's and

has gone on to explore other

cultural pastures. On his latest

album, into the Purple Valley,

Cooder's only concession to the

hiodem era is Claudia Linnear,

who sings back-up vocals. The

album is without doubt one of the

great albums of 1972, but judging

from his past work (his first

album and appearances on

Jammin* with Edward, the

Performance soundtrack, and

various activities with the early

Captain Beefheart band) it is

difficult to say how much of this is

due to Cooder's own genius and

how much is due to the out-

standing production work on the

album His first album was

produced bv Van Dyke Parks, and

was a work of some intellectual

and musical merit, although not

too emotionally rewarding. It has

some brilliant moments, such as

the non-contiguous orchestration

of "One Meat Ball," but the effect

is on the whole too consciously

achieved: an effort of the mind

which touches only the mind, not

the soul. Into the Purple Valley is.

on the other hand, an emotional

experience from "How Can You

Keep on Moving" which opens

side one to Woody Guthrie's

"Vigilante Man" which closes

side two. Purple has gone k>ack to

the roots of whatever it was that

spawned such a mind as Cooder's.

There is no screwing around with

extraneous orchestration. 'THie

lyrics of "Teardrops Will FaU,"

by Dickey Doo and Marion Smith

^ >

Ncmown
STVLC

Temple Isratl tl Htllywtai is ffiii tt preseat

The Nicholos Kessler Memoriol
Lecture Series

You are invitod to meet and hear

Scholar-ln-Residence

DR. EUlS RIVKIIi
Eminent scholar and author of the new book

Tfct Shmifiit9 •f itwisfc HIsfwj

An Addrett To The Acodomic Community

THURSDAY, APRIL 6,

8:00 P.M., SANCTUARY
"The Meoninf el Jewish Nittory-A New
ond Radicel Appreech," co-host«d by

University of kidoltfn and Hebrew Union College

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 8:00 P.M., SANCTUARY
"New Lieht en the Triel mnd CmcHixion of itset'

SATURDAY. APRIL 8, 3:00 P.M., MttLIR MALL

Kep Willi Om Sclielmr"

Complimentpry buff of supper

SUHDAY, APR. 9, 10:30 AM, CHADWICK CHAPil

"Mm* Hm tvm% m F«t«r«r"

TM» »U>HC ti IMVITiP

"

the coffee house concert series
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday nigh!

1HE LOS ANGELES BAROQUE PLAYERS

Sheldon Sar»ov, violm

Ruth Adorns, viola do gombo
Susan Greenberg. Huto Sheldon banov, v

Bess Harp, harpsichord Ruth Adorns, viok

per^ormifig works by Stomiti, Handel,

iS. Bach CPE. Ba<' ''^olemann

"They" can't

tell you what to

wear anymore. The day

they stopped making minis

was the day you started mak-

ing therry^Because no one

knows b^fer^han you what's

best for you. There are fads

and fashions in monthly pro-

tection, too. And they'll try to

tell you the old-fashioned

ways are wiser. Or the new

gimmicks are the answer. But

you know best.

You know you can rely best

on Tampax tampons. For com-

fortable, dependable, invisi

ble protection. And you know

you'll get the absorbency-size

that's right for you. Because

only Tampax tampons offer

three sizes: Regular, Super

and Junior.

But you know that.

Our only inltrMtIo protecting you

MONOAY.APRIL 10 0.00 PM
SUNSn CANYON RECREAIION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES RM

5CK tickets .Itmit two avoilabk- at the door, from 7 PM on,

.. tin A .H*.ntt. nnlv Photo ID required. F ree coffee!

i»tt:
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Paul Roche is one of an all but vanishing

profession, the self-sustaining poet. 'Tis a tragedy

indeed that, perhaps due to the nature of our

schooling, the emotions are left undeveloped, our

energies instead proceeding on courses of chemistry

or whatever. Poetry is a very dramatic and
emotional experience, an experience that most of us

unfortunately haven't found the time to consider. "I

think the poet has died out," said Englishman
Roche, ''because there have been so many bad poets
— poets very dull and uninspired, some who even

haven't learned how to read effectively. These
audiences have been ruined for poetry. I want to

present my poetry in such a fashion that people who

would have never dreamed of going to a poetry

reading will sUrt getting interested. I don't want to

merely recite, but to grip people."

Roche has written several collections of poems and

short stories and has translated Greek Tragedies, of

which his The Oedipus Plays of Sophocles has sold in

excess of 500,000 copies. More to the point, he has

recorded an album. Ad Nauseam or Death at Fun

X'ily or KutMre Shock (Mercury SRM 1 616), which is

a rarity in this day and age of major record com-

panies looking for the huge buck — but a.poetty

record, how can that sell? - v
"

Roche, always one sensitive to conservation, was

watching an ecological documentary. Cancelled

Owing to a Lack of Interest, on television and

k)ecame inspired to compose "Death at Fun City,"

which occupies the front side of the disc. "What can a

poet do," he asks? "I wanted to shock people and

impell th^m to do something. At the time I wrote the

poem I wasn't aware that Fun City referred to New
York City." The other side of the platter boasts fif-

teen selections, including the powerful "Act of

Love," which was awarded the Alice Faye Di

Castagnola Award from the Poetry Society of

America.

i was sailing to Barcelona in a ten foot craft, just

exploring life — which I believe everyone should do
— and it just occurred to me that I should be a poet."

Roche, educated mostly in England, graduated in

philosophy from the Gregorian University in Rome.
For a brief period he taught at Smith College, but

now he prefers to lecture about poetry. As a reader,

Roche possesses much of the hypnotic charisma that

one would have expected from Poe, combined with

an intense, humanitarian passion. He reaches out

and grabs you by the shirt collar and shakes you, and

at the same time he pleases you with the delightful

rhythms and sounds.

Roche points out that one function of the poet, often

forgotten, is to predict; to bea seep. "The poet stands

in the forefront of those that can save us, firstly by
his vision and imagination: without which even the

scientist, even the politician, cannot discover fruitful

hypotheses or human solutions. Secondly, because

the poet holds the key to our memory as a race. We
cannot lose our memory and live. Thirdly, because

the poet is the protector of our language."
^

Acknowledging tiie fact that many people won't

grasp much of his literate style, Roche reasons,

''Poetry dredges up life from a level way bdow the

purely conscious, and if a poem is working for you, it

is enough at first hearing that some sort of stirring

begins. One of the objects of poetry is to recreate

being, but more intensely.
"

?BI1B^ I Ihf' So- Cheap- Thrills

(Jf-:-yi*

-
-A Lighter Shade of 'Noir'

-

It's hard to tell whether Without Apparent Motive is intenci^ to be an
imitation of older (and not so much older) detective films, or just a six^
of them. The film has a casual, devil-may-care look to it, and JeanLouig
Trintignant's ultra dead pan demeanor betrays a lot of tongue-in-cheek
humour. But Trintignant's often droll tough guy imitations, Erich Segal's
appearance in a small role and a few other quirky cameos are about as
far as the spoofery goes. "-:.

-

."- ^:;^^\.. -——-——
The basis of the film's story is a rather ordinary mystery of a few

murders which fire committed, you guessed it, without apparent motive
Trintignant is a policeman who develops a personal interest in the case
when one of his girlfriends becomes a victim of the apparently deranged
sniper. The mystery's not terribly neat, but worse than the loose ends is

the characters' generally insufficient motivation. This problem becomes
especially noticeable when an unexpected note of disillusionment is used

to end the film.

Of course, good detective films have been made out of much less likely

material. There are two reasons why the film turns out to be so disap-

pointing. The first, as ah^dy noted, is director Philippe Labro's inability

to decide whether he should make his film a spoof or a more serious

"tribute" to a bekyved genre. The second reason, tied in to this indecision,

is Labro's lackluster, uncommitted direction. Visually, the film couldn't

be noore Mand, but more importanyy , Labro has a way of getting neither

tension from suspenseful situations, nor excitement out of action

sequences. The film ends up looking like something which was conceived

by an ardent detective film fan, but directed by someone who didn't care

— not the case at all, for Labro lis given credit for work in both areas.

Iirview of all this directionlessness, Trintignant's performance is only

intermittently amusing. Most of the time he's just plain dour, and not

very interesting at that. In one scene everything just stops so he can do

his imitation of Bogart's pensive smile. I still pr^er the original.

-asr--
I. Berkowiti
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HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3.98

COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK, BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, IMPORT I T»- -• ^
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Jerry Qarcia
Qarcia

ojie.^

Wamtr Brot. album Bt 2St2

Deal / Bird Song / Sugaree / Loser/

Late for Supper/Spidergawd/Eep
Hour/To Lay Me Down/An Old Lit-

tle Place/The Wheel.

^x .J. \:. v^vv V- I

i.y \ .
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MISS iDOYS FARM THAI S Al I YOilNini

A Nod Is as Good as a Wink...

...to a Blind Horse.

Faces
WarMK Bros, album tS 2S74

The Faces and former Rolling

Stones producer Glyn Johns, m this

newest album, have captured the

exuberance of their in-person ap-

pearances. Included are eight new

originals and a smashing revival of

Chuck Berry's "Memphis." A giant

full color poster contains 400

photos of just about everything to

do with Rod Stewart and the Faces

FREE to first 100 studanto^

orieinai BATMAN Albuml

FANNY/ FANNY HLL
:Ain^Tbgir

Fanny
Fanny Hill
Reprise album M8 20M
Ain't That Peculiar / Knock on My
Door / Blind Alley / You've Qot a

Home /Wonderful Feeling / Borrow-

ed Time/Hey Bulldog/Think About
the Children /Rock Bottom Blues/

Sound and the Fury/Tha First Time.

IndudM : Sandmtn/Hara
INfdYDu/PlgtonSong

Amarlca ^
Warner troe. album IfTt

Riverslde/Sandman/Three Roses/

ChlJdren/Here/l Need You/Ra ny

Day /Never Found the Tlme/Clsr-

Ice/Donkey Jaw/Pigeon Song.

ASUaA AAutic Odyssey
Ackerman Union — L«v«l A
phonr. 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
• >

Ypy mutt prfnt this qd for fha Wilthira ttora
|

Mutic OdyMay
1 1910 Wilshlre Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

opan Iota avary night

•
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CONCERTS
There are some good concerts

on tap this week and in the near

future. Today at noon there wiU be

a free jazz concert featuring Lee

Shipper and Ted Curson in the

Grand Ballroom. Tonight and

tomorrow night there's going to be

a "Country Special" atjtnotfi

John Wayne Theater^ featuring

the Everly Brothers, Jerry

Wallace, Joe South,, and Dorsey

Burnette. Showtimes are 7:30 and

9:30 tonight, and 6:30, 8:30 and

10:30 tomorrow night. The

Chambers Brothers, John Lee

Hooker and John Manning will be

at Fox West Coast Theater tonight

through Saturday. (There's a

possibility this concert will be

cancelled; call the theater before

venturing out to Long Beach).

Tomorrow, West, Bruce and

Uing will be at the Palladium at 8

with free and Dr. Hook and his

Medicine Show.

Chase wiU be at the Santo

Monica Civic at 8 Saturday with

Hamilton. Joe Frank and

Reynolds; ticketo are 15.50-3.50.

Tuesday, th€r7.G%ili Band will be

at the Santo Monica Civic with

Edgar Winter; tickets, $6-4.

Richard Harris will be at the

Huntington Hartford from

Tuesday throu^ April 23.

iipromtiig concerto include

Deep Purple, Buddy Miles Band

and Atlanto at the Anaheim

weekend is the Everly Brothers!

)

Steve Gilette and Elson, Landers
and Cloud are at McCabe's this

weekend. Hello People and Brian

Bressler are currently at the Ice

House. Merry Clayton is at the

Whisky.

Gabor Szabo continues at the

Lighthouse; Donald Byrd is at

Shelly 's, with Les McCann
opening Tuesday. Billy Joe Royal

is at PJ's 72 with Ronnie Barron;

Enrol Desmond is at Jackie's

Joint; and currently at the Cen-

tury Plaza's Westoide Room is

Bobby Goldsboro. •

: ,

CLASSICAL
The American Chamber

Players will give a free concert at

8 tonight at Palos Verdes

Peninsula Library. The Festival

Players of California will periorm

at a tomorrow at KPFK. There

Schbenberg. Jaaeha Helfeti wtO
appear in a concert at 7 Saturday
at use. The Peter Kraus En-
semble will perform at 8:30

Saturday in Flesto Hall, Plummer
Park. Song of Earth will perform

at Lincoln Jr. High in Santo

Monica at 2 and 4 Sunday; ad-

mission, $1.

The California Chamber
Symphony will do a com-
memorative concert of works by
Ralph Vaughan WilUams at 8

Sunday in Royce. Mami Nixon
will be at Pasadena Art Museum
at 3 Sunday. The Palisades
Symphony will give a free concert

at Palisades High at 3 Sunday.

The Compton Civic Symphony
will periorm a free concert at 7

Sunday at Compton College. The
LA. PhU WiU appear at the Santo

Monica Civic at 8 Sunday in the

first of a series of family coor

certs; student ticketo are $2.50.

There will be an "Evening in the

Caribbean" concert at the

Wilshire-Ebell on Sunday as well.

There will be an environmental

concert at the L.A. County Art

Museum Monday; studento, $1.50.

DANCE
The Jose Moline Bailes

Espanoles will be featured at The
Playhouse, 940 S. Figueroa, at

8:30 tonight through Saturday and

at 2:30 Sunday; ticketo are $6.75-

3.75. The Occidentol Dance Group
will periorm at 7:30 tonight at

Occidental's Herrick Chapel.

There will be a dance concert at

Long Beach Stote at 8:30 tonight

through Saturday. The Elle

Johnson Dance Company will

periorm at 8:30 Saturday and at 7

Sunday at Academy West Dance
Theater.

The Gloria Newman Dance

Theater will appear at Moorpark

College at 8:30 Saturday. Twyto

Tharp and her dancers will ap-

pear at Ingalls Auditorium, East

L.A. CoUege, at 7 Sunday. Edward

ViUella and Patricia McBride will

periorm works by Tchaikovsky

with the L.A. Phil in a benefit

performance at 8:30 Wednesday;

Uckete, $15-4

Thursday, April 4, ifW UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

will be a free concert called "A
Cavalcade of American Popular

Music" at 8:30 Saturday in

FILMS
The midnight films seheduled

for this weekend are: at the Plata,

Dr. SIrangelove; at the Brent-

wood II, Barbarella: at the Star

and Mayfahr, The Trip. Palms
Recreation Centor, 2|60 Overland,

is screening a Laural and Hardy
Film Festival at 7:45 tomorrow.

The Intomational Animated Film

Exhibition continues with shows

at 8:30 tomorrow and Saturday

and at 3 Sunday; atudent ticketo,

$2. The Natural History Museum
is screening two documentaries at

2 Saturday — The West of Charles

Russell and Cailin and the In-

dians. Ldlto will screen at The
Egg and The Eye at 7 and 9:30

Wednesday; Ucketo, $2.35.

The New Vagabond continues

its Bunuel retrospective with

Milky Way. Simon of the Desert

and Andaluslan Dog. Currently at

the Bijou are Ford's Stogecoach

and History Is Made at Night. At

the Silent Movie is A Burlesque of

Carmen. Chaplin's opera parody.

On can^pus, Hitchcock's

Rebecca wiU screen at 7:30 and 11

and Welles' Udy from Shanghai

at 6 and 9:30 Saturday in Social

Welfare 147; donation. Check the

What's On column for the daily

film arcl\ive screenings. .

TV
There are son[ie voices on the

tube this weekend which should

offer a welcome respite from the

sitcom reruns. Wild Strawberries

is on at 10 tonight on channel 9.

Colossus: The Forbin Project is on

at 8:30 tomorrow on channel 4.

"Film Odyssey" (8:30 tomorrow,

channel 28) is showing a "CUuic
Shorto" program which includes

Richard Lester's Running.

Jumping and Stonding StUI FUm
with Peter Sellers. The Vhrgin

Spring will be on channel 9 at U
tomorrow. Mr. Roberts is on at

7:30 Saturday on channel 9.

Finally, as all you fringies should

be aware, Seymour has returned

to his old 10: 30 Saturday night spot

(albeit on channel 5 now) and will

be showing The Ape. -^

THEATER
NIto of the Bite is running

Thursdays through Saturdays at

8:30 at Crossroads Playhouse,

-mx Sunset. Evashm is featured at

Vermont. The Devil's Disciple

runs at 8:30 Fridays and Satur-

days at the Cultural Arts Center,

3224 Riverside Drive.

Actor's AUey Equity Workshop
presento The Rimers of Eldritch

at Odyssey Theater, Hollywood

and Harvard, at 8:30 Fridays

through Sundays. The Oapsaddle

Chorale Revue runs at 8 and 10:30

Saturdays at Prosperos Inner

Space Center, 1441 4th St., Santo

Monica. The California Irish

Society will present The Plough

and the SUrs at the Oxford

Theater, 1009 N. Oxford, at 8:30

Saturdays and Sundays. New
York's Open Theater will present

*The Mutation Show" at 8:30

Saturday in Royce; student

ticketo, $1.50.

The Shakespeare Society of

America existo yet, and is house-

hunting, since their abode on Alto

Loma is no more. Anyone wishing

to help the Society, may contoct

them at P.O. Box 69589, L.A.,

Calif., 90009.

ART
••Executive Order No. 9068,"

Dorothy Lange's photos of the

Japanese-American intomment

in Worid War II, is on view at the

Pasadena Art Museum. A
retrospective of Childe Hassam,

an American impressionist, and a

survey of Postwar European
Abstraction are currently at the

8:30 Fridays and Saturdays at

Actores Intomacionales, 255 N

Santo Barbara Art Museum. At

the L.A. County Art Museum are

featured paintings of the

American West (studento, $.50),

'•Ceramics of Southeast Asto,"„

and "Durer and his Circle."

Works by Turner, Gainsborough,

Constable and Blake are on

display at Huntington Art GaUery,

U51 Oxford, San Marino. The La

Jolla Museum of Contemporary

Art is featuring Hi 40 year

retrospective of scidpture by Joet

de Riviera. . ^TH"
^

Atthe gaUeries: "Occult Art" la

oa^ display at the PhUosophical

Research Society, 3010 Los Fells.

••Orientol Art" is featured at the

Pacificulture Foundation, 46 H.

Los Robles. Fashions, Jewelry and
handicrafto'^ from Israei atft

-I—»—

exhibit at The Egg and The Eye
—V.F.N.

JAPANESE POPULAR MUSIC
YOICHI SUOAWARA SHOW

April 8, 3 & 7:30 PM ScotHth RHe AuiH^kim 4357 WltsMre Blvd.

UktAmA DiMauHh S6.00 & $4.00 Ragulor Prk* $8.00 & $6.00

Cdl 1 464-0164 for ticktii or r««»rvatl*o „ :..!.__;

Conventfan Center at 7:30 April

15; ticketo $M. Humble Pie will

appear with Sweathog at the

Santo Monica Civic April 15, and
at the Long Beach Auditorium

April 16; ticketo $6.50^.50 each
night. Joan Baez will be here at

Pauley April 22 at 8:30; all ticketo

are $2 as usual. Procol Harum will

appear at Clarempnt College
April 28.

fllllllMmHMJ

Information and Referrals

For birth control abortion venereal disease treatment

vosoctomies tubal ligations o/erpopulation literature Ai

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Mondoyand Thurtday 10-2 Aclierman Union 2413.

Sponsortdby SLC - Srud«nl run

CLUBS
John Kay is at the Troub this

week with The Credibility Gap;
Dan Hicks follows. Dan Hicks and
his Hot Lirka ar« nirr^ntly ^t the

Golden Bear with Thomas and
Susan. Jan to featured at the Ash
Grove this week with John
Klemmer and Jerry Riopelle;

next week is KoKo Taylor.
I^erlin Husky to at the Palomino

Tuesday, followed by Rose
Maddox on Wednesday. (Next

DISCOUNT
Ht-FI STERiO COMPONENTS

SHELLEY'S
'.n pf

SAlMiM^SMVICi
CUSTOM MffAUATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BLVD.

GR7.t2t1

Ar« you scored spMcMMS?

Ar« yoo !•«• wh«n you talk?

Do you know how you como ocrotiT

-I'-J. J.'^S. ^Ttt'l

t>. 4*V

If you would Ilka to join othert to Increoie

your confidence, ease, and axprtttlveneM In

oral communication consider

SEiF-Kmsmi

niHill TEIEIIISIM

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
AT NEW ^

loin • Sp««eh Awor«n«M Oreup. RagWw^

&<»¥&• or cdl (•215-7744. ..

J

271 Soclol
iviMls wMUy dl quoHer)

sSiMMliiirtt S-S Dm (oroup meets weekly cni quorvvr

T<

Leaniio suns ceiier
Hudw* $«»le» »r«» to oM r«iulor(y wM*i UCU *v4l*t.

CENTURY CITY HOSPITAL ~~~T~
We are now Interviewing for Stewards dnd Stewardesses

to work In our Food Service Department. A minimum of

four (4) hours per day after 3 P.M. dally.

Outlet will Include serving patients late afternoon nou-

rUhmentt and evening meals. Candidate must be well

groomed, personable and be emphatic. Unfformi will be

furnished. Excellent starting salary.

Interviews by appointment only. Please call:

(213) S9S^1 1 or 879-2122

CENTURY CITY

HOSPITAL

2070 Century Park East

Los Angeles, Collfornia 90067

•n aquol opportunity trnploycr
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OFFICIAL CHARTER FLIGHTS \_..

for all the campuses oTthelJnTversTty of Califo

so what?

• so this:

official: functional, authoritative; public.

In a position to assume obligations and responsibility.

* Antonyms: Private, informal „ . _. :v^
•.».

responsibilities:
• The ASUCLA Charter Flights Is authorized and approved by the University

of California for use by all members of that community.^-- ..,_-. "*--- -"^- M K|f itP^-

• It is responsible for being dependable in seeing to it you will never be

stranded^ iddjsnlyLConSUedi)/^ exposed to mediocre service, , ,

^y--:' -^

41-

.: 'i

• All flights are offered and operofed In accordance with all Civil Aeronautics
^

Board Regulations. They are available only to bona fide members of the

University of California, including students, faculty, staff and their immediate

families (parents, spouse, dependent children) living In the same householdr^

• ASUCLA G^orter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings, arrange ^
for purchase of Eurailpasses, provide you with information on pertinent read-

ing, available in the ASUCLA Students' Store.

—^-

^*,_..^ _ ._ .^

.

.*
•*

)

"1 )

'!;.

•^!*

X

• We personally see every flight off, here and In London, with an authorUed

permanent professional staff capable of solving problems that may arise.

• In the case of (Heaven forbid) delays, a hospitality suite is provided.-^- - 3

• We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience of an on-campus location

and the assurance of personal pttention In all areas.

• Because it is our responsibility, we have chosen BOAC — A recognized

scheduled carrier with a long distinguished service record — and all our pas-

sengers receive their first class service, v^ .
.n

^v

how many chq^rtex aroyps can clami all this?
, # -ie«K:.._

,

\

now: we have >e-negotiated pricing for lowered fores!

z'"'J*h»!*-'r^ i.-^

'M

FLIGHT L.A. TO

London

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

7
- *.

->

8

9

London

London

London
^;

London

, June 22

RETURN
•w^p

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

FROM

London

DAYS

71

June 26

June 26

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

June 27

London

10

11

12

London

June 28

June 28

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

London

London

London

London

London

56

54

72

80

PRICE

^mr

53OT^

$275

59

Sept. 9

June 29

London
I

July 1

London

14

15

t

16

London

London

London

July 4

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

July 8

July 11

17 L
Lo 7

July 12

Aug. 12

Sept. 2

London

London

London

London

London

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

London

73

81

61

57

62

40

^aer"

CARRIER

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
Caledonian

$275

^aer'

.saer'

London

London

London

30

lo
33

Si^f
$299^

BOAC

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

; ^'

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

now $262

now $262

BOAC

S3e<
BOAC

ToAC

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $252

w It's not too late to swiich to the best — the official one.
Come info Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825- 1 221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

(

4i

:;^
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Free Computer Classes
Everyone is welcome to attend ttie free classes presented by ttie UCLA Computer Club; enrollment

is by attending the first class session. Classes start the week of April 10. and will be held from 7 : 30 to

9 30 p.m. For more information, feel free to stop by or call the Computer Club office (3514 Boelter

Hall — 825-5879).

:.r\
1

CLASS DAY and ROOM INSTRUCTORS DESCRIPTION

i

1

Basic PL/1
t

Tuesdays, David G. Kay —Recommended especially

Math Science 4000 for beginners

—

a high-level language with applications in varied fields. No previous scientific or mathematical

,
knowledge assumed.

i

Baste Mondays^ Joel Esner Also for l>eginners—

a widely-used language,KORTRAN IV W.G. Young 2250

;,
<- "*.

',- especially in science and engineering. No previous experience assumed.

Kngineering

10 Problems

Intermediate

AssemWar —

Thursdays, "^ Michael Thompson —Discussion of the

Math Science 4000 programming concepts

behind the problems assigned in Engineering 10 programming classes.

i

i

i

s» — _ ..._ •
, .

Student book collectors

eligible for competition
students here with special book collections are eligible to compete in

the 24th annual Robert B. Campbell Student Book Collection Com-

petitions.

Two series of first ($125), second ($50) and third ($25) place prizes are

offered. The undergraduate prizes, donated by Campbell, are awarded in^

the form of books to be selected by the winners through his Westwood

bookstore. The graduate prizes are cash awards donated by Friends of

the UCLA library.

Additional prizes (of $25) will be awarded to graduate students. The

prizes are sponsored by the Graduate Student Association and the

Library Staff Association here.

Rules of the competitions are available at any campus library.

Although the closing date is listed as April 7 in the rules, entries will be

accepted through April 12.

Judges of the competitions are Murcus Crahan, bibliophile and

president of the Friends of the UCLA Library, James Davis, college

librarian here, and Agnes Dawson, antiquarian bookseller and member

of Friends of the UCLA Library.

Intended to stimulate student interest in book collecting and reading,

the contest is open to undergraduate and graduate stujdents. The com-

petitions were started by Campbell and his wife in 194* and are now^

jointly sponsored by the Friends.

Tuesdays,

^ath Science 3970

David M. Ruskin —IBM OS/360 Assembly
language. Some assembljL^. J

language programming experience assumed. V.
will's ti deimiie

Basic

.Assentblaf

Saturdays,
1-3 pm
Boelter Hall 5280

Howard Goldon

Richard Greer

—IBM OS/360 Assembly
language and PL/360.

Some knowledge of fortran or PL/I suggested.

.^-

%. ^(yy^i^i^iiii^;^;^^
'I»».«.«.< ?ft¥ftW???ft%W:%%W:W^^

^
.v.v

Requirements for submission of copy to the Campus section and

"What's on'' column is as follows:

All copy is to be submitted to the Daily Bruin office by noon one

week in advance of the event.

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced with margins set at 10-A5,

including pictures whenever possible Copy may not be submitted

by phone. —

"

~ ~~ ^^.^

Correction
The information suppHed In

yesterday's DB regarding the

UCLA Faculty Recital was

incorrect. The Recital will be at

8:30 pm, Wednesday, April 12,

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $2 (general ad-

mission) and SI (students). *

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

REAQ3X

Irill (iiitillii

e»i. jHir

MTH BETTER COMPREHENSION
^hese UCLA Students Took The Course. They Know It Works!

Ask Them.
"

" r""r:i.:_i::::^:::-
—

^^ _.z.:..:::x::i::=::::.^5^ ^^^^^
• -; _•:::. ::...::.:

;
'

::;- - -

: :.-:: :.,.:
:
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CLASS
NOTES

*

*

I
*

«

*

j^
for oMiHonal counm call or ^

\i comom i
J •*on.-Fri.9:J0-4tJ0

S, 10651 UNDBROOK DR. *
2| B,k N Wilihirt- 1-1/2 Btti. E. WwlwocdH"

l^>|l%%l|(«l|Cl|C«l|Cl|Cl|l9|Cl|»|^

Asl< Julie Schumer UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013

Anthro 5C — Plog
Anthro n — Miliar
Art S4 Kaplan
Art I06B - Pedretti
Astron 3 — Ri«o«l
Bact tlO - P»Ck«tt
rtiem lA — B«ur
chern ic — Kaesz, Strousc
Chem 4C — Konrad
Chem 6A — Lightn«r ^

cfiem 6C — Konrad
Chem 1S3 — Jordan
Classics 1*1 - Lattimore
Eron 1 La Force •
Econ \0\A — Murphy r

English 10A — Rodes ^
Ceog 191 — Logan
Gcol Ml — Ern»t '

,

Hist IB - Symcox
^

H.St IC - Wohl
Hist 8 — Burns
H.St 124D — Bolle
Hist 1420 — Lo«wenb«rg
H.St 171B - Tillman
M.St 174C — Yarnell
Hist 17IB - DalIeK
HiU^4^^ Vernell —

-

Human lA — Austin
Phiios 107 — Hill
Pti.los 152 — Ouinn
Poii Sci 3 - Baerwald
Poli Sci 120 - Muller
Poii Sci US — Farrtlly
Psych 10 - Goldstein
P».ych 41 WicKens
Psych no - Carder, Roberts
Psych 115 - Krasne
Psych 125 - Sadalla
Psych 127 - Yontef
Psych 127 — Yontef
Psych IJS - Ravens
Psych 149 — Barthol
*'sych 140 — Dal left
Psych \t9 - Sears
^tx: y - Rabow

ASK Linda Hernandez Grad

Beginning speed 164 ^m
Ending speed 851 «*pm

ASK Robert Green UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed ^ 1028 wpin

ASK Dan Takasugl UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1 139 wpm

SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood

For further information, call READING DEVELOfMENT .SYSTEMS

(213)933-9171

"HALF THE PRICED TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

^

f-
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AOVERTISINGCIFFICES
KerckhoM H«Tl HI
Phone IIS 2221

CI»»*i«»«<l«dverti»iogr»f« ^,
JSMortfs tl.SOday. Sconsecutiv*

•fiMrtions • SS.OO

Payabi* in advance
,

DEADLINE 10 JOam. *^ '

No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wtio, in affording

ttousing to students or offering lObs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

t»»e UnivorfHy nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with :iousing discrimination

problems, call UCLA Housing Office M$-

4491 , WestiifSc Fi»«r Mou*ina 473-0f4«^

y Help Wanled .
B

^for Sale 15 /Travel

.

» • • ••J-' IT yTravel
17

10 speed mechanic for new bikt- shop in

VWLA Allied Bicycle Shop ne3i Wilsh.re

Blvd 477 3I1S (8 A 10)

FIVE tax accountants high earnn\9%

experience necessary Westwood or Valley.

473 •127or •• 747S. Mr..FI«»ner. (lA 12)

SUMMER (Obs in canip counseling or

national parks Pay plusfroom and board

Services Unlimited, 47$ 9521. (8 A 7)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping other*.

Earn up to S40. a month
on our plasma program

.

Phone: 47t-00$i between 12 P.M. and 7 p.m.

no pollution. 10 acre*, Wyoming
Deer S20 down, S20

(l$A7)
jU

NO hassles
ranch land, Antalope

oer month Owner, 923 0131..

WET suit, wt
Eves, 39A097S

belt 1/4", full

MINOLTA
meter, >125

length, large.
(MA At

CDSSR 7 5lmm f14 '««».,.,
Carlton, 2«l3t* eves (ISA 10)

TAME male rabbit, year old

disposition and toilet trained.

RiCk, 776 2971.

with great

Best offer.

(1SA11)

plus

EUROPE
ISRAEL .^ .EAST AFRICA
ONE way and round trip student fliflit*.

Inexpensive student campinB tour*
throufthput We*t and Ea*t Europe, including
Ru**ia. SOFA Agent for Hiter-European
student charter flight*. Contact ISCA, IIM?
ian Vicente Blvd., Suite M, LA. Calif.. 9004f

,

' Tel :(2l3)82*-S«49,t24-0t5S

on IM
SOUTH Pacific Saihng Cruise
9rand three masted schooner .^ "* ••

summer tor « weeks to Tah.t, - ** **•»

pcnses For mfo. Call Cregor>
371 1239 Cook (213,

<''A17)

l«M*«#*M«*««««^^-^

MAMIYA Sekor 1000 DTL, f/H 5$mm
nsrnm lenses, case, filters. E«ceH«nt.

EUROPE
prograros
Traveling

this summer?
A or I weeks.
986 2411.

Un-regimented
Experiments in

(17QT«).

t/2 8

Sl$0. 474 5827.

Used
,S ft SAILBOAT (Finni '*' „ ,,„^
Olympic S800 /best oHer Call,

^"*i?aiijPM (ISAIH

in

68

^ QampM^ kf\t\iiMncemef\l% I
-*^**™*™^*

H--

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion

venertil disease treatment

vasectomies tubal ligation*

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER
Monday and Thursday 10 2

— Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L C Student rstn

MEN WOMEN, WOULD YOU, LIKE TO
WORK IN NEVADA CASINO^ DEALING
BLACKJACK (21), CRAPS, ROULETTE,
DURING VACATION OR FULL TIME?
LOCAL TRAINING. FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION WRITE, GAMING CON-
SULTANTS, P O BOX 88S CRYSTAL BAY,
LAKE^AHOE, NEVADA. 8940r (BAf )

BRITANNICA Great Books Western World,

Ertcyciopcdra others. Like new. M»^««»-

Must self Best offer 4728327. (IS A 10)

GOYA GG 30 classical guitar and hard case.

Used only 2 weeks Perfect condition. S400.

S539281

CARSINEUlk>PE
* RENTORBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO .

TEACHERS A STUDENTS
FREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILPASS
- EUROCARS
fOOO Sunset Blvd , LA 9004* 271 4M4

-«';' uca
CHARTER FLIGHTS

(1SA10)

HOUSEKEEPING JOBS AVAILABLE:
EMPLOYEES, OWNERS, MANAGEMENT
ARE ALL UCLA STUDENTS. S2/H0UR.

828 130 DOI T! LffLli,

DAY camp counselor, male-female, wagon
or van required. Top pay, 477-IOW. 7t9-

- 9642. ^ l>A^

GIRLS NEEDED .^ ^
TOHELPRUN AEPi ^
HOUSE OF HORRORS

Meet the brothers of AE Pi this Friday night

it Pre MAR Dl GRAS Party to be held at

AEPi, S6S Gayley; If you need a ride, can

Bill, 479 94*4 or 479 95S8 WE NEED YOUR
IDEAS.

EARN money addressing envelopes. Rush

sell addressed, stamped envelope to PJR

Associates, P.O Box 10327, Glendale, Ca^

91209. •
(iA7)

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
>.., WATER COLOR/ART

ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING -
« WOOD SHOP STUDENTS

-
1

.

BESS^ER MCRX enlarger, floor Aland,
Schneider Compooon SOmm lens plus many
iKtras. S2S0. 479-8760. (IS A 11)

GIGANTIC Garage Sale. 1422 S. Bentley
Ave., April 8/9. Tools, furniture, appliances,
stereos, books, clothing. (IS A 7)

FOR Sale. Sony car cassette stereo TC20.
Good condition. $60. Call after S. 479-0682. (IS
A 7)

BASSETT'S stereoscopic atlas of human
anatomy 20 books plus viewer, S100. 477-

3434,479 2734. (1SAU)

DISCOUNT Europc.7 Israel, India. East
Africa, Orient Coifttact »• C C, »'•'•-»

Wilshire Blvd., LA 90«2S. 47it uo .

official

charter flight

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under $100 one-way— - Study * Camping Tours —
If72 Student Guide Book to Europe

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCUF"
13S09 Ventura Blvd. ^

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE 872 2283 or 784 1677

BLAUPUNKT
Porsche.' New
2734

AM FM radio for VW or
SISO, sell $60. 477-3434, 479-

(1SA12)

- X

I

~''>^~-'

June Graduates: In arcrhitecture, business,

economics, edutation. guidance and
counseling, nursing, all liberal arts, urban

planning and any major with experience in

volunteer work VISTA may have a job for

you Sign up at Placement Center counter.

Bld«. 1-C for interview. ( 1 A 4)

y Qampxis Happenings . . 2

WORK WITH TOP DESIGNER
Part/full time work will incl. drafting plans

lor & building w(7rk.ng model & engr stage

mechanics S. potential eH«ct$.

drawing/water coloring/rendering sketches

(or mai. theatre proi. prospectus. Give

name of school, class yrs. •»««'**»•' r!!*?^„
trans., availabilily •«*!;*•: »'0- **»* '"'

Pac. Palisade*, Ca.-MlZl. .,
_

MAN'S SUEDE COAT Worn unly once. Siie« CURTA CALCULATOR. Precision
'Pepper Grinder' type hand-size portable
calculator Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
divides to eleven places. 478-1891. (IS A 7)

SKI EQUIP. KNEISSL RED STAR 200 cm ;

Buckle boots lOM; New boot bag. Matt, 274-
7610. M^ A 1-))

KLH44^w/4pcakefs. peri, condition, SISO or
best offer. 396-6482. (ISA*)

EXERCISE friendly dog 1 hour weekdays
around 1 1 AM. Call. 473-4832. after S PM. (8 A
T)

^

—
.

GIRLS ' Part time $65 /wk., up. Enroll

members lor Non:proflt consumer
organiiation 462 7097, 1 4 PM. (tAII)

GARRARD turntable; Claricon AM/FM
stereo receive* /8 track tape deck with

speakers. Steve, 478 7418. (^>^^^>

: >»rj;!c-%»-^fg -j

' 1 1'-^^
.,.. -.. V**— -^-r-^

• •

'^
1

- ^-L.

t <

. : 1

,—u ..»

>- »

. . !_ -

i^
—f.—

KLA Record Giveaway In celebrating John

McLaughlin's selloutof the Whisky last week
(and sellout m WestwooiTrecord/storest.

KLA will be spotlighting McLaughlin's

Mahavishnu Orchestra Lp tonight, 7-| PM
during whicltalbums will be given away. (2 A
6)

y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff ]2]

SALESMAN needs assistant. Part-time

work. $100 00 a week. 660 2866. (8 A 12)

SUPER cheap rugs. 12 x 8

Other sues, too. All new.

Store 393 29S9, 823 6393.

t2S. 12 X * - SIS.

The Cheao Rug
('1$»,12)

SPINET piano
660 4S14.

10 yrs. old. Exit. cond. S300.
(tSA

operation

_authorized and
_approved by the

University of
~ California
on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'$-

^11 first class

service.

LALONDON/LONDONLA

EH, __0*Pv Ret. Days Price

DRIVER to Santa Monica Tuesday af-

ternoons to pick up child and return to

Westwood. 476 4S89. (8 A 7)

YOU are forbidden to call this number for a

part time job. 475-9521. Services '"

Unlimited. tr*'

PORTABLE duplicator »»5. Dictation

equipment $25 Electric silkscreen mimeo -

$195 Olivetti O 24 printing calculator- S250.

4730321. (ISAIl)

X
I

OUTSTANDING Opportunity - Earn above
average income. Part-time and summer
employment. Easy work. For appointment
call, 935 5922.4311 Wilshire Blvd. Rm.207. (8

-trm

AM FM STEREO car radio. Near new,

Clarion. Custom mount. $75. 828-00*1 eves.
(ISA 12)

1 THf INTERNATlONAi
STUDfNT lOCNTITYCAtD
Your possporr to ihs

world of student dis-

count*.

1

:i

82 50611

V Church Services . .

MEDITATION Retreat /weekend, con

ducted by Zen masters. International

Buddhist Meditation Center April 7, Friday,

7 PM, through Sunday Vegetarian food,

sleep at Center. $15 donation Into. 384

0850 (*A7)

BABYSITTER/Mother's Assistant. Billy

J#ck Motion Picture Company needs high
caliber young woman, college preferred, to

function as babysitter and mother's
assistant to stair of picture. Live In or out. Be
able to trav{>Vextensively during filming of

picture and family vacation. Start im-
mediately through summer, or permanent.
Send resume to Oddie Dalen, 10889 Wilshire
Blvd , Suite 840, Los Angeles, C4|lif -^(8 AID

GIRLS Part time jobs in offices, store*.

rest , theaters, A etc. Services Unlimited.
4759521 (8A*)

y/Losl8i Found ....... 9

V Services Offered .... 16

WEDDING Photography, reasonable prices

and fast service. Call Fraiier for your home
appointent. 937 4544. . ,;,?» (UA14)

-j*'--^'--' —
Malcolm
(UA12)

—%i

VERY patient guitar teacher.

Kigar: 474 4924. *S9 2002.

BRENTWOOD CO op nursery. Ajes 2 1/2 - 5.

9 12 PM. $25. A parent participation school.

BarHngton Park. 4S1 4039. (1«A12)

BIRTH Control
825 5850.

for UCLA Students - Call.

(1*A*)

/Persofio^i

FOUND Beagle,
Landfair on 4/3/72
Gayley 473-0*79.

around Gayley and
come and get her. SS9

(9Am^

I

^ x -

NEO PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,
like stars, you have a right to be here."
Interested? Call Mike McLano, 254-4141, 254-

4111 (SAID

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-

MELP. "(5QTR)

29 YR Old male grad , tired of hustling
games, seeks ideal female. Reqs: slender,

warm, 18 30, good head. Is it you? Write

( piMito if poss. ) : Jason, Box 24C8*, LA
90024. (SA7)

EX psychiatric patients: NOVA is an ac
tivist group for you. Meetings 7:30 PM,
Thursday. IS2S Euclid, Santa Monim. (S A

VOdds & Ends. 10

WT
RED Snapper, Welcome to the UCLA grad
bunch! Hang in there! Lv. Fillet of Sole. (SA
*)

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990-

B, Venice, 90291 Phone 391-0933. (lOQTR)

AUCTION OF^^^^^
UNCLA4MED PROPERTY

Public notice is hereby given that certain

merchandise which has been in the custody

of the UCLA Lost and Found Department,
Los Angeles, California, 90024, for more than

SIX (6) months without being claimed by the

owners will be sold at public auction for cash
-«nly The auction will be held 8 April 1972. at

to 00 AM. The Receiving Department, 741

Circ:e Drive South, Los Angeles, California,

a'CJOM ^^ — ^^^«i^^»

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into

Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O. Box
1842), Denver, 80218. (UOTR)
.^.—^ - I

! ^<^-^^ I-.
SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE Learn to release material
studied and ELIMINATE CRAMMING.
Daily, 474 3350. (UA11)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel.
781 SS27, 873 SOU. Eves. 7t3-)S09. (UQTR)

G TRANSATLANTIC
youth/student fliglils

i
Q INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS

^ Free

DESPERATELY need good homes for siii

week old kittens. Adorable! Days: 5*0S0,

eves, 820 3020. (FRAII)

FREE sample rub on' dry transfers: Send
stamped, self addressed envelope. V B, Box
4143. Whittier, Ca. 90*07. (FR A 10)

^ Opporfunifies

IF you agree that socialism meant workers
self emancipation, not state ownership,

write: SCLED, P.O. Box 18SI San Pedro, Ca.

90733.
* (11 A 12)

^ Rides Ottered 13

CARPOOL. Costa Mesa to campus via San
Diego Freeway, 0-5 Monday thru Friday.
(714)557 8284,825 2673; (13 A 11)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident

& Sickness fnsurance at bargain

rates f6r yourself A qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad

coverage offering, hospital,

accidental death, surgical,

ambulance, & out patient

benefits on a world wide basis In 1

convenient policy.

For information ft application,

contact the Associated Students

Se r vice Center , Kerckhoff Maftr

room 140, or call •2S-0611, ext.

(17M31)

1
ix

EH

2 4/18 8/28 71 S262

3 4/21 8/16 56 $242

4 4/22 8/15 S4 (262

5 4/24 9/6 72 S262

4 4/25 9/13 80 1275

7 4/27 8/25 59 $262

t 4/28 9/9 73 ^262

9 4/28 9/16 81 .>75

10 4/29 8/29 61 '62

11 7/1 8/27 57 $262

12 7/4 9/2 62 $262

14_1 7/i 8/17 40 $262

15 7/11 8/10 30 $262

17 7/12 8/31 50 $262

18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

Available only to bonafide members of ttw

University of California including students,

faculty, staff. aiNl their immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent childrM)

living in the same Itousehoid

charttr flight

•

Kercnkhoff Mall 105

Between I a m i 5 p.ni

825 1221

EUROPE Flights 50 «»eP»''»'"". *'*'
11[,

Israel, mdia, Africa, 50% off S««0«"'

i'tU/cards since 1959 E ASC JI23 N^ Beverl

Dr., Beverly Mills, 90210, 27* 6793 ( »7 0TR)

a EURAILPASS
IK>R STUDENTS
Unlimited travel for up to

two months in 1 3 Furo-

peon countries on o
100,000 mile rail network.

SOVIET RUSSIA
27 days (7/T 1/4) full board * toonno

OWtY 485.00

Apply before April 20tti

ROTHMAN STUDENT TOURS

call 271 0255, evenings A weekends

»###—•••••••••^*
TRAVELING? Stay Overnight Free" StucH

at home? Meet traveling people '^""•'^
privileges with members m U 5 a«»o

Canada. Write: University Travelers Cieo,

BON 9147, Berkeley, CA. 94709 (17A7I

at;

OFFERED A business opportunity selling

ecological cleaners, health, and skin care
products. 830-1 S40. (OP A 11)

yfiesearch Sub'iecfs Needed
STUTTERERS needed for staft research
preifftf Contact Or. toderborg. Room 7586

Ftaifl Hall. •DS976, pay. (RSW AIO)

V Rides Wanled

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for studontt
or employees, Robert Rhee. 139-7270 or 170-

979)or4SO-2S44. (UQTIt)

CHILDRBNS Dance Classes. Married
Student Housing Community Center, 3337
Sepulveda, Thursdays, 3:00-4:00, ages 4-0;
4:00 5 00, ages 7 9. 53 p«r month. Call
Jeanne, 397 4234.

M
NEED nightly ride from UCLA Sclto ^ortt.
Will share parking/gas. Call Donna, 384
4943 Please leave message it semi-
cogniiant roommate answers. (14A7)

MOTHERS •« 3 1/3 to S 1/3 mo old infants

free developmental testing. UCLA Call, 655

39^ eves. ^ (RUN A 10)

^ Help Wanled 8

OIRL needed for student Film (Protect u
Callllon. 374-9791,8113331. (8 A 11)

BABY carrugo, cutlery, blankets, Unt\,
di«***s, etc to sell. Leaving country. Call 473-

('«A7)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50*e on all qualities, all

site sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sett Call me today Richard Pratt,
886 0400 (15QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCI

REFUSEOr TOOHIOH9
CANCILLEOr
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT OIICOUNTS
'^^ "" ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

tl ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROMlM* ROUND TkiP

JAPAN. FROMSJOf ROUND TRIP

Pt.lOHT CHAIRMAN 37I-0933. 83* 2401

4340 Overland, Dept. A.

C«4v«r Citi

OVERSEAS JOBS POR STUOENTS
Australia, Europe, S. America, AU>c». *"

All professions, occupations, 5700

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime

MOHig ff info write Jobs Overtea»

Dcpt. P6, P.O. Box IS071, San Oiego

»3IIS.

S1,00«

sight

MS.
CA

('17A2S)

OVERLAND Expedition "'^••-
''fjjj!'

London June and July, »*35^
^[^'Sn,\

Encounter Ovtuland, 33 Manor House Drivr

London NWG. d/*'"

?T'imi;2/^r;..Vi '^O STBRRO/HIPI.
: -y°^**^ DISCOUNTS. DELIVERY TC
9:00.47$.3I70.33$3WBITWOOO ( OTR)

TELEVISION rental Special UClA mtes.
rC A models. Free delivery. Free service. 34
hr phone. 274 9119 (UQTR)

1)HI STUOtMITIUMfV
10956 wevbttrnA^.

ntjrt-^o -31 FLA
Wfesrwooo

875

SI 79

NEW YORK
JUNE IB ONEWAY

#HAWAll
JUt*C 10 -JULY a

JULY t JULY t«

#TOKYO/ORIINT
JUNE 17 SiPTi <

•OFA STUDENT CHARTIRS
EUROPf/AFRICA/ltRAEL/AWA
OFFICIAL BTUOENT lO CARDS

AI«o 8lud«otr»il and Euraitp*"*- C«« ^""

Inauranee. Quidebookf

gTUOfNT TRAVEL HEAOOUARTIRS

A AiS/EXlTS FLfOKTS

gOM Santa MeniMB**o

L> tooio

274S742

J {V6Wk.*mt'^ «'»«« Mof..c«/OoM"V!

J4''--';-f

» 4- • "*
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Mama mia! That's a spl(cy What's On .L

(Continued from Page M)

.oosultants. 9 am 4 pm Roger

yTJn"g'center, 936 W. Washlngtorr

Blvd LOS Angeles. Cost is $35.

^''Computer. Based Ex-

oeriments on Complex Social

Comena/' by Gerald H.Shure

pTofessor of psychology and

biology, 1 prn- GSM 2325.

—"Momfentum and Energy of

Waves/' by John R. Pierce,

Trofessor of engineering,

California Institute of Technology,

2pm, Boelter 8500.-
.

-"Asymptotic Analysis of

Combustion for High Activation

Energy," by Forman A. Williams*

professor of aerospace and

mechanical engineering sciences,

UC San Diego. 4 pm, MS 6627.

^
—"How to Make a Revolution in

the U.S.," by Dan Styron,
organizer. Socialist Workers
Party, noon, Ackerman Union
2412.

Meetings:
Thursday, April 6

^"Mardi Gras," 10 am -12 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Overpopulation Center," 10

am-2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Christian Students," noon,

Ackerman Union 2408.—"ASUCLA Tutorial," noon,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Cultural Affairs," noon,

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.— '' '.''•- —

—

—"Unl Camp," 7:30-10 pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.——————

—

-— ~-— -
""—

"Freshman Orientation '72,"

12.30 2 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs

Lounge. -

—"Communications Board,"

l:M-5 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

— "Iranian Student
Organization," 2-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"CPAO," 3-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Chess Club," 3-5 pm, Kerck-

hoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Black Mesa Action Com-
mittee," 4-6: 30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

fe

URA Clubs: '

Thursday, April 6

—"Figure Skating Club," 8 pm,

Cluver Ice Rink.

—"Lacrosse Club," 3-5 pm,

Field HI.

-"Surf CiMb," 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Scuba Club," 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

^

—"Indoor Soccer CiMb," 7-10

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—"Kenpo Club," 5:30 pm.
Memorial Activities Center 8146.

—"Women's Karate Club," 5-6

pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"Hapkido Club," 3:30 5 pm.

Memorial Activities Center 8146.

—"Air Rifle Pistol Club," 4-6

pm. Rifle Range.

—"Fishing Club," noon. Men's

Gym 102.

Et cetera:
—"Rap Room," informal rap

sessions with trained student

counselors, noon to 3 pm, Mon-

days, Wednesdays and Fridays in

SHS A 3089. All conversations are

confidential and no records are

kept,r---

DAILY
BRUIN

M- ^*
FANTASTIC Aw«rene$$ Experldnct: $••

Enqiand, Holland. Germany, Franct, Italy.

Spa.n, S*.ti.. or travel Russia earn credits

Student travel rates. n^tlU. June July. ( 17

Oor 1 1th year of University Charters

to LONDON or BRUSSELS
-

ione U /Septr 14
June23/ Au«. 31

June 24 /Sept.!
July 17/ Aug.il

S2S»-
S2«9
S2«S
SMS

MANAGER wante WLA. Nine new unilf .* I

/J bedroom . $4S off rent. 277-1111, 7t9-

42M. (20 A 12)
» .

WANTED- Dual 1009 or 1C19 record changer,
no cartridge, good condition, reasonable.

82r00«1 eves. (20 A 12)

is Furnished . » > . . 2 1

LARGE 3

nished, IS

939 006*

bdrm. apt. tor sublease. Fur-

min. from UCLA. $150 /month.
(24A11)

IDEAL room lor female grad, close Iran

sportation.SM/mo.47S 442S. (31 A 12)

•70 TR6, vwire wheels, AM/FM radio, e«
collentcond.S2300. Will haggle SJA 1727. (33

A 7^

V House fo Shore 27

S7S Quiet girl Bel Air, panoramic view,

private entrance, share bath. Pool, break-

fastprivileges. 713 014«. " (31 A 4)

'*2 PONTIAC Tempest Etcellent condition.

Second lamily car, new tires, battery,

muffler S500. 394 Jt9^eves. (33 A 12)

SHARE large house: Male /female over 20.

SW /mo. 1$ mm to campus. MS 00*1 eves. (27

All)

C
or DAILY YOUth / Student "»9»»H at »W2 RT
continue by our low priced S^» Charier

fi.qhts or Eurailpass to your destination.

Free travel info. Prof. P. Bentler, 277-5200 or

f;, 5ni, c/o Sierr* Tr.vrt inc. ^» «•«•
Monica Bl. Beverly Mills. ( 17 A 24)

'I^B ^M ^^B ^^^^ i^_^_^^B^i^i^M^——^11—^^^—^^

—

EUROPE, Israel this surtmer -

unregimented program, 4 whs. Europe, 7

wks Israel. Ditf, Kibbuti. plenty free time.

Exp in Traveling. 9S4-2411. (17QTR)

BACHELOR apartment, newly decorated,

all utilities except phone, private bath can

evenings. 474 09S1. t^'^lO)

FURNISHED Singles to share. S70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Gayley. 473-

4412. (21QTR)

VVAL1C UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.

antique, turn., singles, garage f«n]»'»-

MGR. 450 Landfair. 477-5479. (21 A 11)

SHARE beautiful large house on Venice-
Manna del rey beach. Own bdrm. S150/mo.
Call 393 4S81. (27 A IV)

MEN to loin us in semicommune; huge old

house , Beverly Hills , cheap. 93A-4S53 (27 A
*)

SHARE i bdrm house JnOth-^yad students^
10 mm to UCLA. SS5. Tel, 475-10M. (27 A 7)

FURNISHED room, house privileges lor

responsible person beautiful Topanga
Canyon near Ocean 313 0711 (eves. )(31 A 11)

ROOM and loard or room only.
»J«

C'tan,

near campus, color lv^*13|^ Landfair ,
479

•45 MUSTANG V • 219, R/H, automatic,

r«cellenf condition See for yourself. »1|90.

839 1704 alter 6 PM. (33 A 7)

9131
>431A7)

•
49 JAV>L tN^^»>T— Au te tr an smi ssien ,

power steering, black vinyl roof, radio

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AWa

EURAILPASSESI

Any make, any mddtL

Call 'l^red' (213) 783^53
FOREMOST EURO-CAR

LARGE bachelors, S90 up. .^h*'"' *;jj-
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, ©« '-"•••

GR 3 0524, Mrs. Kay. ^''Q^"'

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $1§Swp^.»Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth. St., SM.
)9^5S54, 592-9143. (21QTR)

STUDENT share house, private room, $15

month, utilities included. Near Ventura and
Sepulveda. Jan, 7B3 1S17.

^
(27 A 7)

EUROPE, $220 5275 R.T., also Urael ft

Japan, Spring, Summer. A Fall flights,

^-TtT, 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA ••*••"'.
3in ESEP UCLA members. (17QTR)

AFFINITY Group Fllgitt to Barcelona,

Spam Seats available for faculty, students

and relatives June 14-August II. $405

Professor Modesto M. Oiai. Dept. of Foreign

Languages. California State College.

Fullerton 92431. Tel: 714-t70 2572 (3534). (17

A 10)

FURNISHED, unfurnished one-bedroom
apartments. Security building, all electric,

stove, refrigacator, dishwasher, 1711

Corinth. WLA. (it Al l

)

SEE IT YOU'LL lTkE IT. $195, ont^

bedroom, home-like, across UCLA. 705

Gayley. 479-S5i0. (31 All)
^ -

—

" "

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bath, pooh 3 biks. campus. 10024 L'ndbrook

SHARE furnished 4 bdr. »»o»»»*. «^n
[»®,'!J;

$45 plue 1/3 utilities cost. Craig, 933-M24. (27

A 10)
1

FEMALE Share large house WLA, private
rqom , yard. $i0 /mo. Jim . 477-3434, 479-

2734. „ (27AHr

BEACH Front. 4-bedroom house prefer
over 31 $1(4 25 /month plus utilities, 1st A
last 393 3534. (27 A 12)

/ Housing Needed . 1 . . 28

LARGE furnished room, private bath. Male
Share or single. Across from law school.

Parking. 474059L^_^__^_^^_dllAil

~^Auhs for Sale .T . -TI . 33

'45 PONTIAC GTO convertible. 4speed,

power steering, new tires. Runs great, $350

offer 935 5351. IJIATF

'71 TRIUMPH Spitfire MK IV, white, black
upholsterY. perfect cgnd., only 1300 miles. As
new. Bargain at $2300. Call 459 5117. ( 33 A 7)

FORD van, 4 cyl, 3 speed, R A H, panelling,

new pistons, carb., battery. Runs great. $750.

tt«tt90. '--
-

(J3A7)

'48 CAMARO, 337 V 8. automatic, British

Green, tape deck, strong cond., 57,000 miles,

$1450,889 974^. (33A7)

'47 OLDSMOBILE Delta M convertible.

39,000 mites, under factory warranty, im-
maculate, $950. 834 3345. (33 A 7)

Encellent condition $1700. GR2 4$$4

10)

(33 A

48 DODGE Polara
ditioning, radio, hei
transmission, good
$1,000. CR4 4185.

4 door sedan, air con

tjfr, power steering, new
nres. good cdhditio'ning,

(33 A 10)

64 OLDS Cutlass F 8$ Tutone hardTOp, blUe,

white Air, transistor ignition, tachometer.

88.000 miles, lourbarrel carb, $300

53378or 459 3128

Campus,
(33A7)

'71 BRITISH Land Rover
*,J'^«'*»;'];•,

Phone 805 792 7834 Full price, $3450(33 A 10 )^

'47 MCB GT, XInf cond, burgundy, radials,

nu clutch. Make offer. 824 0744 (33 A 1 1)

47 BARRACUDA formula S' Power
' Steering/brakes/radio, runs well. Jest $450.

Rob, 474 5703 eyes. .. (|3Att)

'68 TRIUMPH Spitlire Mk III conv Wire

wheels, RAH Good condition. Lo blucbook

(ZBF400) 454 4101. 03A42)

40 VW s«|bk., A/C
•32)47) 7495, eves.

XInt. cond $1250 (VRF
(3)A12)

HOUSE /apttorent June3- August 15by law

student, wife, son / age 4 from Berkeley as

summer c lerk taw firm . Very responsible.

(313)437 9751. Mrs. Halls. (28 A 12)

'47 SAAB'Monte Carlo, excellent, '70 engine;

rebuilt transmission, $400 offer, eves after

7:00.478 4775. (33 A 7)

47 VW
S775.

top condition, radio, $850. 474
(31AII1

y/ApIs Unfurnished . • 22
yp^jfj^f^

'71 FIAT 850 sports Spider, like new
miles, must sell. 824 1843 after 4 PM

n«r MERCFPF^ 2M,, $edan, 1947 .
Poyej^

steering, power brakes, 4 speed, new fires.

Gary.

.29

EUROPE, Israet this summer un-

rcqimcnted program, 4 wks. Europe, 7 wks.

Israel Dig, Kubbuti, plenty free time. Exp.

m Travelling, 924 2411. (<7QTR)

)/Juhring .To

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive

lanquage study, translation, literature. Call

(ormcr UCLA teacher for results. 838-

»H» .^. ^^..- . (UOTR)

$135/M0. Large, groovy, <>"•?*•'''!?..„'?«

carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. 15 mins

from campus. 473-0404. <"^*'

1 BDRM. Cpts, drps, patio, "•• SJ^ ^[yi\
Call after 5:30. 870 8054. Reasonable. (32 a

13) __________

5200 unf.. $250 turn. 2 bedroom,
'i;*,^;^^

• SM, ig balcony, light, airy days. «»*V*
/JJ,

4484, eves. : 838 0394.
^'^'^

•43 CHEVY Impala $400, 44.000

strng/brakes, new tires, 451 2902.

Condition.

(33A7)

ni. pwr.
Terrific
(33A7)

$1800 evenings, 838 5854. (33A11)

FOR Sale Beautiful acre corner parcel in

tract adioining UC Davis campus lor

homesite /investment. $13,500. Owner (2 3

J Room & Board

^ Exchange for Help . . 30

TRANSPORTATION cars

American Kodiak in Santa

Santa Monica Blvd. •2i-74l9.

$99 •and u|..

Monica. 3024
(13QTR)

*8 TRIUMPH TR4A (very clean), wire

vheels, AM/FM radio, new tires, $1300 472-

•945 after 4 00 PM (33 A 7)

/ Bicycles for Sale . . . . 35,

'47 OATSUN, 4door, auto, R/H. low

mileage, excellent mechanical ^ond -UK.
824 1134,825 4314. <"^*'

FREE room A board given to male, ex-

changelight driving for male. 443-4537. (30 A

7)

•44 VW Perfect condition, extras, "•'J'JV;

painted, must sell. Leaving country $700

cash 444 8995 S}?^*'

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low

orVces, lOspd from
*"/;/"S»;/"*'^'*"'

American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370

aTR)

(35

FRENCH/SPANISM/ITALIAM: .Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
e«am Easy conversational method (trial).

47 J 2492 (1IQTR)

ORE, LSAT, ott»«r test preparation, li.

dividual and small group instruction.

Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robfftsan.
447 4390 (liOTR)

HUGE cheap Two bdrm. deluxe apt with

Parage living'^ ire», Wilshire Fairfax area

$140. 774 4784^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

y Apfs fo Share 23

PRIVATE room lor French
J'"-'',

"••;;

campus. Exchange lor tial^iiritb French

language. Ph GR2 0732 (eve). (30A10)

SPACIOUS Especially *»''\*^'«
'"''

?,Ji?i^ousry perceptive happy tl»rl. $45 ^mj

Near Westwood. John, 478 7588. *^-'^

>/ lyping 19

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,

manuscripts, etc. Experiencefl. Fast, neat,

accurate, dependable, m^nr. ttf1»TR^

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-

curate Tom, 473-0031. (19QTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
Ihtses, dissertations Editing. Weekdays, 9-

4 Barb.»J^t^lA^ rM«V 394-5112. _( 19 ATR)

PROFESSIONAL editing, typing 3 Y*^-

e«p , Eng. maior. Fast, accurate, depen-

dable, cheap. Call JMike, 477 4402. ( 1» A 10)

TYPIST • theses, dissertations, boolis, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing

Accurate, rapid TT'"'^t. nH^^ «ieftT>

TYPING Editing. Eftgttin grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Sciectric, Executive. Nancy. 472-4143, Kay,
•24 7472. (19QTR)

RENT too high? consider
^^'J'^'^'^jl

Room Mate Finders, 3388 W***^,'/;,',

•431, fee $15.^
*"

pool, garage, 473 4412.
^J

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood. $30/mo. Call 441-

2448 after 5 PM., or Santa Monica A
^^^^^

Virgil.
^

SHARE w/1 in Hollywood »30/mo. Call 441

2440 after 5 PM., or Santa Monica »
^^^ ^ ^^

Dt.,

GIRL room /board in exchange for light

housekeeping /babysitting ^W**'^*?? " ""•

block to bus $53 7494. (30 A 10)

^Room & Board

GIRLS Spftng quarter living 734 Hilgard

Ave. $370 quarter room and
»>««/f_i^;"

Pines Co op.
<R»Aui

•49 OATSUN Sports roadster, »»*»..^"«7"*
condition, red, radio /heater, must »•••«'•

aatl. ia2 0244, ^ .
I jj * mi

«9 VW bug. very Oood cond..
JJJ®

/'fj.
Leaving country this week. Call, 473 4771. ( 33

A ID __^
^61 PORSCHE 45 SC Eng N«^ *"^rj?^"l!;
blue, chrome rims Must sell. Ask »\W«/".

3378
*"

UCLA Student>i $*« off Peugeot,

Motobicane, Centurion, other fine makes.

Expert repairs All parts Lees Cyclery—
ichwinn Auforued dealer 3439 S Robertson

Blvd 3 bIksN. Santa Monica Fwy 839

I4«« .
(35A18)_

.yclas, coolers

ror joie*****************" ^^^

'43 DODGE 330 Clean, dependable tran-

sportation car Must sell soonM $300 qr best

offer
(3) A 10)

•70 HOOAKA 3.000 miles Runs «'•*' V?!!
ass. and dirt ready 830 4818 (34 A 11 )

net running, $200.

(34A11)49 HONDA, CL450, as ts

Kevin, 477 9313

ROOM, board and small »•'•;>'
•J5»'*"«V

lor child care assistance and light duties^

(Full time housekeeper •'"P'»v*d .Live n

lovely westwood home, walking distance to

campus. Private/oom and ha*h. '79-

3455
-—-^-^^-^ -^—L_^-^ -4«» * '*»

'47 FIAT 850 coupe, low mileage, must sell,

be\torfer Evenings, 834-8038. 0*Vt»'"«. ;»•;

8134.
__

'

^mlTstang, wh**. "i^'.^*;
®***^

condition Make offer Call, after 5, 477^ ^ ^^^
-9033. ^^_^___^__^___—^—

'70 YAMAHA 350....G

ween your legs, perfect coi

472 3403. 477 0098

•thing big bet

iitton, call Mark.
(34 A 11)

CO OP contract for sale, cheap, $02

month Call/leave number. Mike, 47?

'70 VW, good condition, best offer

eveft.

392 3174,

(33A7)

'49 HONDA 90 Scooter. txcellent cond.. low

mileage, must sell. $190 825 7514 al

ternoons; 474 5920 evetx . - -.- U^U)
—}

(ff A AAt

Virgil.

-5^^ n»ed« awether -to-sha re jt>drr^apit.

Y !^ »4* Pr#>ier orad. Ho ywood, 874
Own room. $40. prefer »i«w.

.oiaa'

973 3

MALE Student grad/undergrad, meals,

^alk schooTpoolHy, g.rM.. «"•<>;;»»
J^^^ tipntlav. 272 4734. (RBAU)

Own room
2J92

(23 A 4)

GIRLS need fourth to share '^»^rm fur_

"ishod Beautiful neighborhood Walk

cam pus. $52.50/mo. plus utilities. 477-
^^^^^

0»3*. '.-.

««^

''UTH, theses, ditsartatlans. term P^^J^;
•manuscripts. Reliable. Ixpartanco^- *••"

•28 1142. (tfOTR)

LOW rates/quality typing • papers.
dUser'tations, theses, books, etc. Pm
editing emergency service. Call OM
4449 (19A1W
— II I i I — •

EXECUTIVE typewritei^. Term P*W^
iftfers, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results Eves aftgr S-.l^.-wgabands. Sharon.

J38 5487. (ItQTR)

^ReEeditii)t.irammAr /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /delieer law
school Alice, 397 1204 (IfQTR)

y Wanled 20

MOTHER of 2 yr. old wishes »• Bal^*" »*^X
»»onM. ucLAmarr.hbustng. 2t1 tO<'- «*'^

FEMALE ihare 3 bdrm 2
»»**J

*P;-,,^ „
westwood $48.7$ mo Non smoker over 21

4744255
'"

FEMALE roommate; 1 '•'•l ^I'TLA^V
iuTly lurnished, utilities included. 175 SharU,

8202888

^17 7293.
"' *

FOURTH girl needed 2 story, ^^'^"^1^}
bath, furnished, walk campus, 175 /month

473 5141. [IlZLL

FEMALE.'shareibdrm ^'i'f•"•' V^^Jl"
/mo rangp Prefer over 21, neat, depw

dable a39 7453 eves.
,

;i;;^i7oommate «••«»*,•
^S*/*/,^,?;

I r-**'^' sA^mio. no lease 473-4992(23 A in

FEMALE sliare 3 bedroom Jwne 15th Sept.

jjth Manna dH Rey $.32.50 C.,..,
22.^^^^^

FTMAl^lE.~M,ve.y^;^^
5 mile from UCLA. Can oemw*

,„j^n)
0455

DORMS VS. APARTMlNTf
^

where to live?

Dorms are lUst too big and ••^•'^"[.•<*
J* Jj

oersonable. And most reasonably priced

aots are so run down and segregate you from

meeting people and getting involved with

college life But a medium sited Broup of

creative thinking collegemen living in their

own house is just right.

AEPi TOWNHOUSE
AEPL a small living group of brothers is

currently looking for new
•«»;7'*^*- J^*

group IS united In making college life as

productive, exciting, and
»««»"<»'*»>'J.

•*

possible By pooling expenses •?;••"'"•
heads together, a group can stretch its

money and opportunities a long ways.

$130 Benefits:

If this style of college life appeals to you and

you want »n early 0lck of rooms, call Bill or

Vince at 479 9444 or 479.95M. AlPi, 545

Oaylay. We will help you sell your dorm

conhra<t.

•71 MUSTANG. 7000 miles, <«cl«nr

warranty, V8. extras. New condition $2750.

398 7473 \ '"*'l!

49 VW B^7 automatic, 27,000 mile*. 1500

tHfling Tou t

»

0'e u> opt . Best •***'^^*f^^^
$1200 397 7753 '"** '"

'49 lAMBRETTA "13$ Sfar", 3800 "lilOS, 1$0

mpg. excellent cond . 53 mph, $225. "*•«*
eves (34A4)

45' HONDA lOScC

:ond.. $375 Of bbst

ernoons , Henry .

—

Rebuilt engine,

offbr. Call 913 7031 at-

->-

'47 VOLVO 144S (new *»«»v»«vitr ««•'•";
nicer condition, lower cost than f"©* *• » n
•69'S $1400. 398 7473. (33A11)

49 LAMBRETTA moforscootor, new spare.

inly 3000 miles Looks, runs superb. Best

if fer 392 $84$ eves. (14A7)

FOR Sale 44 *""*>eam. good cond .gofjd

t.res, asking $425 James 344 0944. (33 A 7)

'*4 TEMPEST LeMans, 2-dr.. •"o- •,»»••'*•«

condition One owner, best over $425. 939

1404. *"^*'

HONDA 305 4,000 on rebuilt engine Helmei

new batt $375 Carlton, 393 8384. eves. (14 ^

10) .

no mileage.
(34 A 10)

•1 VESPA 150CC. Like new
445 Call Melissa, 477 5401.

^OOMS and /or meals, reasonable mjnfhiy

ates Next to campus SI1 Oayley. 0R9

•»9 VW Camper. Factory equipped, AM/F-
"m/SW radio and two heaters, 35,000 miles,

tac rifice. $3300. 553 5718. <»^*>

KHARMANN Ghia, 1970. Stick. Perfect

condition, under 10,000 miles 'Be$t offer. Call

after 5 474 5341. (11 A 12)

^^^^"^^ ^B ^H ttA W^f IM ^B fl^ Wt^ SB l^b •

FRCE LOAN CARS
FRIITOWINO

4titMil4
Warranty

VOLICSWAOtN CAR SBRVICB
Ois<a4Niiad Balaw Daaltrs FrIco

AlAUTOtlRVICB

>3 DODGE 330. Clean, dependable tran-

portation car Must sell soon! I $300 or best

ffer 477 0924. (33 A 10)

V4 MOB, lootis, runs great

ette, removable hardtop
73 1841.

SSOO. '59 Cor
•21 3404 or

(33 All)

:ALIF0RNIA Honda Sales Service Parts-

nsurance Open till 8 PM. 9320 W. Pico Blvd.

78 5211. (34 A 19)

.$occ BSA, rebuilt, good cond. 250cc Harley
i Monda,goodcond.45) 2498 after 4 PM. (M
X I2»

I im I

A-1 7957 Van Nuy» Blvd.

acrass from O.M. Plant

Call 194-7075 24 HdUfS

/Boom for RanT-

ROOMS now •*•»[•»• •» »-•

Spring Ouarter Call 475 Sill

Mancka far

(11 Ay).

'41 VW Bug. 19.M0 miles, rebuilt engine.

R/M$7S0. Call, 471 2405 aHer 5 PM (11 A 11)

10 SPIED Puch. Burgermeister, center pole

.afety brakes, like new. tfS. 477 14J4. 479-

•734 (14A12)

70 YAMAHA R5 150CC Fast. OKcellawt

shape, complete tools and timing eguip

o«t nt 4 isn J»J 'Hi (14 A 4)
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What's
Tickets:
Campus and Public

—"Russia/' an Armchair
Adventure film, 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2.25 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office (650

Westwood Plaza).

—"California Chamber Sym-
phony," presents a concert
commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English -composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams, 8 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $5.75, $4.75, $3.75,

$2.75, and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office (650 Westwood Plaza).

—"Dietrich Fischer- DieskaU/"

baritone, 8:30 pm, April 14, Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
4>any/V—featuring original^

i

t

u^~i.

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8:X pm, April 15,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, available from the

Central Ticket_Qfilce, 650 West^
wood Plaza.

—"Barber off Seville/'

—"The Mutation Show,"
presented by New York's in-

novative dpen Theatre at 8: 30 pm,
Saturday, in Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4, $3.50,

$2.75, $2, and $1.50 (students).

Available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Wesh/vood Plaza.

—"Beverly Sills/' soprano. 8:30

pm, April 16, Royce Hall

Auditorium, (sold out).'

—"UCLA Faculty Recital/'

with Stanley Plummer, violinist;

Barbara Patton, soprano, and
Irma Vallecillo, piano; 8:30 pm,
Wednesday, April 12, Schoenberg
Halt Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general admission) and $1

^-(students )^

—"Disneyland Night/' April 16.

fecial $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

'(Kerckhoff 140)..

—"Silent Running/' special

film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:30 pm, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near

Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

"Joan Baez/' 8:30 pm, AprIL

.-^

<i

r#J'

^.r.i
scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.. . ..:

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2,

available from th6 Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza. -

—"Student Films/' 8:30 pm.

Qtos^yifotd By Eugene Sheffer
, •

1 \ ACROSS

^ 1. Glided
v/^--'^^

L .^.._ \ 5. Part

i-i -

-- - of
/•,;_; \ necklace

' ' •'«»'•• ,,,««-^

»t Doze
12. Anglo-

Norman
\ ^".
'.

poet
- - 13. Princess

i

M 14. Madrid
.- — \

cheer
\

\
15. A Scan-

• dinavian
-^ -r—

-

2. language
17. Truck
18. Decora-

"'''

•

tions

19. Observ-
able

21. Pronoun
<•* (0oet.)

f ... .... , ,

22. Yellowi.sh-
1 • « •

red

1

24. Children s

toys

) 27. Remiss
,=. .- .-- 28. Color

31. Fuss
,' 4 32. Salutation

.. L..| .. 33. Menagerie
•

34. Obtains

^«^ >. « i
36. Skin

^ '•--.-.
.. \ tumor

J 37. Distribute

beast.^

40. Therefore

41. Loved 7^

ones

43. Ethics

47. SkiU _
48. Region

in

Spain

51. Twitching;

52. Excited

53. Average
54. Shade

tree

55. Hindu
queen

DOWN
1. To be

dizzy ..

2. Inter-

twine
3. Chilled
4. Retards
5. Forbids _
6. Conclu-

sion
7. Blackbird
8. Room fur-

'nishings
9. Turn

into
a story

.

10. Winglike
11. Confined
16. Pub

specialty

Averagr limr of M>!ulioii: 22 mlii.

56. Fa.stener

u

CA^
._ L ie,

'SSli

\Am3i !SQ[g»

EE

ACARA
ANAT D

•-*

20. Large
tank

22. Caverns
23. Bca.sts of*

bqrden
24. Label
25. Lyric

poem
26. Indian

winter
festival

27. Sheer
fabric

29. Negative
30. Digit
SS.tiUe
37. Mentally

retarded
people

39. Academy
Award

40. Sun
41. Facts

.
42, Goddess

of discord
43. Priestly

caste of
ancient
Persia

44. Presently
45. Italian

coin
46. Coarse

hominy
49.— Khan
5«. Weight

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

12

15_

8

24

3i

25

21

26

41

41 .

51

54

42

58

35

lb

^

27

32

22 23

e

19

36

48

52

55

i** I muta
49 SO

45

i^

14

?o

28

10

33

•«x^

Mm

53

56

44

II

29 50

45 46

"OF ALL THE TIMES TO GET AN OBSCENE
PHONE CALL— "The Lady from Shanghai" Will

be shown at 4 and 9:30 pm Saturday, in Social

Welfare 147. Stars Orson Wells and Rita

"'l^iiilt
layworm. "RODocca", starring Joan FontainT
and Lord Lawronce Olivier will be shown at 7:3o

and n. Donation requested. Sponsored by Alpha-

Hedonics Film Society.

April 2L 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

from Stiangliai/' at 6 and 9 pm,
Saturday, Social Welfare 147.

Donation at ttte door.i

Students

- —^^'Louis Fako Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 prn, April 15, Royce
Hail Auditorium. Special $1

tickets are now on sale in ihe

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff-140). ^ _ __•
—"The fyiiutation Show/' 8:30

pm, Saturday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Special $1 tickets are

now on sale in tt>e Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"Coffee House Concert
Series," features Los Angeles
Baroque Players at 8 pm, AAon-

day, in the Buenos Ayres room of

the Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center. Program will include

music by Handel, Stamitz,
Teleman, and Bach. Tickets are

50$ at the door per student with

picture ID. --"
.

Seminars!^
Thursday, April ^
—"Tlie University-Tfieoiry or

Practice/" moderated by
professor Anthony Ra|a, noon,

GSM 2343.

—"Early Farming Cultures of

Southeast Europe," by Radostav
Galovic, a slide presentation, 8 Tickets are $4.50

zoology, UC Berkeley, 3 pm, LSB
2142.

—"Physical Basis of Membrane
Permeation by tons," by George
Eisenman, professor of

physiology, and Sergio Ciani,

associate professor of physiology,

4 pm, Knudsen 1220B.

—"Primate Behavior," by

Bernard ^Qampbell, visiting

professor of anthropology, and

Phyllis Dolhinow, associate

professor of anthropology, UC
Berkeley, 7 pm, in Rolfe 1200.

Concerts:
-^^ ' .'» : "M

yv ;Tr-

—"Jazi Concert," featuring the
Lee Schipper Quintet and Ted
Curson at noon, today, in the

Ackerman UnJAa Grand
Ballroom. Free.

—"Organ Recital," with Gerald
Dahlin, student organist, noon,
tomorrow, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Free.

—"A Cavalcade of American
Popular Music," 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Schoentwrg Hall
Auditorium. Program will feature
soloists and performing groups
from campus as well as guest
artists. Free. "•

pm, Dickson Art Center
Auditorium.
—"A System for Large-

Structure Graphics," by Bary W.
Potlack, research assistant,

computer science department,
Stanford University, 10:30 am,
Boelter 8500.

—"What Should Be the Mission

of the UCLA Hospital?" by Dr.

Arthur J. AAoss, professor of

pediatrics, 10:30 am, NPI
Auditorium.
—"Thermally Driven Acoustic

OscilUtions," by Nicholas Rott,

professor of fluid mectianics.

Institute of Aerodynamics,
Eidgenossische Technische
Hochschule, Zurich, Swltzeriand/

jecttves " With John R. Van de

1:30 pm, Boelter 8500. ^ Water, president of Van de Water

-"Free-living Amoebae and
Associates Ind., management

Fatal Meningioencephalitit/' by
William Balamuth, professor of (Continued on Paj

—"The Prague German
Literature: Its Socio- Historical

Setting" by Edtibrd Goldstucker,

professor of European Studies,

University of Sussex, England,

and former professor and vice

rector, Charles University,

Prague, Czechslovakia, 8 pm, in

Haines 39.

Friday, April 7

—"Tlie Biosphere, an Alter-

native to the Environmental

Jungle," by Glen Small, architect,

8 pm. Immaculate Heart Higti

School Auditorium, 5515 Franklin

Ave., Los Angeles.

"Management by Ob

lOD«0OOOOOOO0eOOOOOO0OOOOOOOaO009OO99«

—"The Man Who Never Was,"
(1956) with Clifton Webb and
Gloria Grahame, 5 pm, today,
"Melnltz 140^:

'"''-•"

—"Charlie Chan in Reno,"
(1930) With Sidney Toler and Sen
Yung,' directed by Norman
Foster, and "The Jackpot" (1950)

With James Stewart, Bark>ara
Hale, and James Gleason.
Directed by Walter Lang. At 1:30

pm, tomorrow, In Melnltz 1409.

Free.

—"New Face of China," "Good
News from Industry," and
"Spring Comes to Our Land,"
three films from the People's
Republic of China, 7: 30 pm, today,
Social Welfare 147.

—"to Find Our Life: The
Ptyote Hunt of the Huichots of
Mexico," noon and 8 pm,
tomorrow. Social Welfare 12L
—"Rebecca," Alfred Hitch

cock's only film tp win a Best
Picture Oscar, at 7:30 and 11 pm,
and Orson Welles' "The Udy

'«! the
Ted Curson will appear in a free noon Jazz concert

®***^J",^
Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. Also performing will be tnt

Schipper Quartet, which has recently returned from a five ytar t

of Scandinavia. Event it sponsored by the Cultural Comniisston

~X «i UCLA
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Ticket safes to begin

fortable tennis matcb

1

student tickets for ttie People's Republic ofChina vs United States

table tennis match April 24 in Pauley Paviliqn will go on sale at 8:30

am Monday at the Kerckhoff Hall ticket office (Kerckhoff 140).

Faculty, staff and administration personnel will be permitted to

purchase tickets beginning 8:30 am Tuesday at the same location.

All tickets are for reserved seats and will be sold on a first come-

first served basis at 25 cents apiece.

Each student will be permitted to buy two tickets. Both a photo

I D . and a current registration card will be required.

Faculty, staff and administration personnel will be required to

present either a valid building-use permit or a current athletic

privilege card. It lias not been announced how many tickets each

non-student purchaser will be allowed to buy.

Tickets for the general public will be sold k)eginning Monday at

all Mutual ticket agencies, priced at IS, $4, $3 and $L No public

tickets will be sold on campus.

A total of 3,000 student and faculty-staff-administration tickets,

distributed throughout the $5, $4, $3 areas, will be sold. Early ticket

purchasers willi?et4he best seats.-—-— ^ -

The table tennis match, which will feature eight matches be-

tween top Chinese and California players, is the final competition

of a 10-day U.S! tour by the Chinese national team . ^

Detroit's Cobo Arena, where the first match of the tour will be

played, sold out in less than two hours.

Comm Board approves plan

Daily Bruin to en • 11 rse
— — —By Dan Sadler

—^ ^
DB Staff Writer

Campus campaign 1972 took its first steps

yesterday as the Communications Board approved
procedures for' student body campaign en-

dorsements by the Daily Bruin.

*'\ye l)elieye this plan offers a fair ctiance to all

candidates, as well as preserving the necessary

freedom of the press inherent in our right to en-

dorse," David Lees, Daily Bruin editor, told the

Conxm Board. _.

The procedures, which Lees said can avoid past

mistakes, call for the Daily Bruin to print each

candidate's platform, and for the Daily Bruin staff to

interview each candidate and then write en-

dorsements. The "unlucky" candidates who are not

endorsed by ttie Daily Bruin kiave the right of

retHittal. -——

^

.

'

.

Re-rebuttals " V '

Finally, on the Monday prior to the election, the

Daily Bruin will re-endorse, followed by "re-

rebuttals" to be printed on Tuesday. V

— Opposition to Daify Bruin student candidate en-

dorsements this year was led by Byron H. Atidnson,

assistant vice-chancellor for student and campus
affairs, and tlw^ Administration's representative tm
the board. i^ . ,4;;

candidates endorsed by the Daily Bruin do not win,

there is no question but ttiat the endorsement is in-

fluential — in my opinion unduly influential — in the

outcome."

In a two page memorandum to the Comm Board

Atkinson wrote that the strongest argument against

allowing the Daily Bruin to endorse was the "closed

circle phenomena." He suggested that student body

presidents, elected partly as a result of Daily Bruin

endorsements, appoint a majority of the Comm
Board, which in turn selects an editor for the Daily

Bruin,

^j . :: **Clesed circle**

"Thus, the possibility of a "closed circle" of in-

fluence is always present, and should in practice as

well as principle be avoided," he wrote. :
^

— The Daily Bruin's right to endorse was supported

by most of the students on Comm Board and by

Alumni representative Don Enright. ^

"I think the problems (with endorsements) are

often more theoretical than practical, and if you

don't permit the Bruin to endorse^ hi a sense you

emasculate the publication," Enright said.

Atkinson argued that the Daily Bruin is in some
sense a "monopoly" newspaper and that wtiile '^al^

After Mickey Henshel, Comm Board chairman,

ruled that the policy allowing endorsements which

was established last year was still in effect, ttic new

Daily Bruin endorsement procedures were ap-

proved.

Thg trial of Angela Davis; i=E-zrrz~z:

A tiorrieysjoust forjury favor

amidatmosphere of tension
By Terry Colvin

DB Staff Writer

lt''M

A visit to the Santa Clara County Courthouse, where the

murder-conspiracy trial of Angela Davis is presently un-

derway, provides a direct visual and tactile ol)servation of

American justice at work in what may become one of tlie

most important and far-reaching legal exercises in

American history.

Admid extreme security precautions which at times

seem to shackle the scales of justice, sixteen men and

women have t)een asked to sit in judgment of a Black

woman who is a University sc)K)lar aiid professed Com-

munist whose experiences are at best remote, if not en-

tirely removed from tljcir own.
In this atmosphere, five lawyers, two for the prosecution

and three for the defense, engage each other in a daily

fencing match, parrying and thrusting, hoping to inflict the

(atal wound in the opposition's case which will sway the

jury in their favor. "

Witnesses'
Huring the trial, which is estimated to last between six

and nine months, both the prosecution and the defense will

call upwards to 200 witoMMt. Their testimony will vary
'» r

news analysis

from the seemingly insignificant, like that of Richard
Shaler, chief engineer for the Marin County Department of

Public Works, who testified to making charts andgraphsfor
tlie state's case, to heart-rending sUtemenU like those of

Gary w. Thomas, assistant district attorney for Marin
County, who sUted he fired a Colt 357 Magnum pistol at the

convict abductors who heW Judge Harold J. Haley, three

^omen jurors and himself captive during the abortive

escape attempt in August, 1970, for which Davis is accused

^ supplying the weapons.
One man, Superior Court Judge Richard T. Amason, a

"^an of unchallengable legal acumen, has the responsibility

of holding the legal and emotional id on his courtroom in a
lime when contemptuous attacks on Americans system of

justice have>8cdme fashionable.

Every day, over 100 members of the national and in-

ternational press vie for 35 seats in ttie small courtroom

designated for the press. The nationally recognized

publications networks have permanent seats in ttie cour-

troom, which leaves 12 seats to be granted to other press

corps members on a rotating basis.

In this Bamum and Bailey type environment, Davis, a

refugee from the cloistered walls of academia, arrives

every morning to be greeted by newsreel photographers

who Uke her picture, going through the same security

gates she has gone through for the last month. Then she sits

l>ehind the enormous walnut defense table next to tier

sister, Fania, conferring consUntly with her three at-

torneys, Howard Moore Jr., Leo Branton and Doris Walker.

Boredom

Boredom in an atmosphere of apprehension and ten-

seness is the best way to describe the mood and feelings of

the trial's participants. \ ^Iv.. .

The case against Davis as presented by the prosecution,

now in its second week of testimony, has been a mixture of

damning facts and grabbing at straws.

—Ih his opening statement, Albert Harris, chief prosecutor

for the state, said the prosecution's case would attempt to

establish Davis' role in the Marin County Courthouse

shootout as an active coKionspirator, motivated by her

belief that the Soledad Brothers should be released and her

abiding physical attraction to Soledad Brother George

Jackson. This love for Jackson," Harris said, "knew no

bounds or compromise, and prompted Angela Davis to

commit a pre-mediUted criminal act to gain his release.'*

Connection

In the opening defense statement, which Davis herself

delivered, she contended the state could prove no con-

nection between the escape attempt and a demand for the

release of the Soledad Brothers. Further, she said, **The

sUte's claim that I was blinded by love for George Jackson

is totally absurd, preposterous and a clear case of male

chauvinism"
During the first week of testimony from prosecution

witnesses, Harris has attempted to esUblish that link

between the escape attempt and ttie Soledad Brothers ttiat

the defense claims they cannot find. Harris has called the

three women jurors who were taken prisoner by Jonathon

Angela Davis v ;*

Jackson, James McClain, Ruchell McGee and William

Christmas, one of whom recalled hearing the statement

"You have til noon to free the Soledad Brothers." In cross

examination, Moore revealed that the witness may have

had her memory "refreshed" by the sUte attorney

general's office.

Confusion

Yesterday, Thomas told the court he could not recall

hearing any statements concerning the Soledad Brothers'

during the thirty minutes in which he was wired together

with the four other hosUges. Thomas did indicate, as did

Police Inspector Kenneth L. Irving, that Jackson made two

references to time, saying, "Hurry we have only one more

hou**;" and one reference to the San Francisco International

Airport, where the prosecution contends Davis was waiting.

(Continued on Page 3)
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THE mmk CENTER

FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

J\few state tills may affect
r - .

college students 'drinking
prM«ntt ,^

iniiiicTioi Ti rsrcHOsriiTiiEsis
An 6(p«rim«ntol Evening With

V lEIIIE 6INTHEI ^ 7
AUTHOR: SENSE RaAXATION
SUN., APRIL 16, 7 PM $5/$3 STUDENTS
UNITARIAN CHURCH, 9550 HoskalL S«pulv«do

ALSO: Friday, 4/14 eve. workshop fbr group leaders. All-week-

end workshop: PSYCHOPHYSICAL SYNTHESIS

CALL: TOPANGA CENTER, 455-1342

By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

It will be easier for college students to drink liquor,

should two pieces of legislation become law. They

are now being considered by the SUte Legislature.

An Assembly Constitutional amendment (ACA 25)

which would reduce the legal age for purchase,

possession and transportation of liquor from 21 to 18

will be heard for the Hrst time before the State

Assembly on April 13.

For the ACA 25 to go into effect, it would have to be

approved by two-thirds of the Assembly and the

State Senate, after which it would require approval

of a majority of California voters in the November
general ele<^ioa. •

elast

'
) !

';- j»-;

BRAVO. BflllND0'S'60DFATHERT
— yin^ent Canfay, New York Time$

?m}fm\ mm ^wM: .

Assemblyman John Knox (D — Richmond) in-

troduced the amendment in January following the

action last December to change the age of majority

from 21 to 18. This move gave 18 to 20 year-olds the

same rights as adults in every area except for liquor

laws.

. A similar bill (ACA 63) was passed in the

Assembly fast year but was killed in the Sph.*November. ^"*i

Secondly, representatives of the UC Student\^m Sacramento are attempting to i^^
Legislature reconsider the biU which would 1^!

^
the one-mile minimum distance from ,11^*
campus boundaries of liquor stores

^^
KUIed

Senator Mervyn Dymally (D — Los AnaoLw..
troduced the biU eariier this year, but it wTkniL"'
the Senate's Health and Welfare Commit^L m ?
22 by a «H5 tie vote. Under legislative by-Lw^!?
vote is considered to be a "no" vote

"'*• « w
The only way the biU can be reconsidered is for on*of the committee members casting a "no" Z^

reintroduce the biU. these sectors ar^,^
Cusanovich (R- Van Nuys) , MUton Marks (R- of
Francisco), George Moscone (D - San Franri^
David Roberti (D - Los Angeles). Jack SclaH- San Diego)

.
and James Wetmore (R - Fullerton)

According to a lobby spokesman, opposition to tli^
bill was based partly on fear of putting outTf
business smaH "Mom and Pop"-style liquor storM
that depend heavUy on college students for income

..i-r-
--^
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Social welfare seeks
» . ,

•

Masters, Doctorals^^

The School of Social Welfare
Is locating minority group
members, partieularly Black;*'

Chicano and Asian persons

Interested in obtaining a .

Master's or Doctoral degree in

social welfare.

Hie School has been aMa im—
avaitaMe llnanel

^'i^BHUIN
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assistance to most qualified

minority students in the past,

For farther information about

this program, contact the
School of Social Welfare or

Linda Jarmin, ext. 52812 or ext.

i23m. The deadlfaie for flUnf^
» applications is April 15/

EdHoriidDlradort-
SUffWiiUrt

\

CthyWirtilif
^ NhnAjSS

>Aiiisworth.Ir*lillr«Mi
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Suun Cochran. KanPuma
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~:<«B Gwrawy. swit Haiti,
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y&urs for the asking
*yf

zafl'ee

when you try one of our

'Mffmr

^m

Liifc«.l.^i,i.i,fci.i

M^ ITAUAH PIZZAS
JUST ASK

2919 WiUhir*
Santo Monica
828-5601 off«r good Thvrt Thru S«n

2118 WMlwood Blvd.

WmI LAo . w.

475-6464

. . . now that we have your attention, check out the

Ampex Micro 58 portable AM-FM cassette recorder.

We have a limited supply of this excellent portable

radio-recorder at a very special price. $79.95 reduced

to $59S5

OMEM^HIfl
927 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD

477-9569 272-5214

t A.
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Police report tiiesc crimes and

incidents on campus during the

past week:

An armed robbery occurred

early Saturday morning on Uie

.idewalk next to Dykstra HaU,

according to police. A man and his

female companion were con-

fronted by a male suspect wlio

asked, "How much money do you

have''" to which the man replied,

Not very much." The suspect

opened his jacket and pulled a

small revolver from his belt. The

man gave the suspect $8. Then the

suspect said to the pair, "Why

don't you run in that direction"

pointing toward Sproul HalLThey

both began to run, according to

police. They looked back to see the

suspect point his gun skyward and

fire one shot. The suspect then

turned and walked down the

street. He is still being soughL
* • «

Police received a call from a

University gardner at lioon

Tuesday reporting that the flag on

the main flag pole had been

lowered to half mast. Officers

responding to the scene contacted

the gardener who pointed to three

men sitting under a tree. One of

the three said h^ lowered the flag

because it was the anniversary of

Martin Luther King's death and

he thought the flag should fly at

half mast for an hour at noon The
officer said that the chancellor's

office controls the lowering of

flags. The man replied he was
tired of meetings. The officer then
said if he saw him lower the flag

again, he would be arrested for

violation of the Veteran's Code.

The man replied, ''As soon as you
dudes get out of here, 1 am going

to lower the flag." The officer

warned again that he would be
arrested. According to police, the

flag was lowered to half mast
several times after this initial

contact but no arrests were made.
• • «

—A 18 year-old coed reports that

she was walking in Rolfe Hall

early last Thursday morning

when a male approached and
began to hug her. According to

police, the suspect began to fondle

the victim and continued for about
ten minutes until another person
entered the hallway and the

suspect left. Police are searching
for the man on rharges of battery.

* • •

Police report the death of a

spectator at last Saturday's track

meet due to an apparent heart

attack. Officers said Irving

Grody, 56, collapsed about 2 pm.
First aid was administered and an

ambulance was called. Police said

he died at the Medical Center, at

3:15.

Officers are searching for a
suspect on charges of malicious

mischief in connection with an
incident at the Placement Center
Tuesday night. A University
custodian reports he observed a
man in the bushes behind the

wonien's restroom about 7:90 pm.
As the custodian approached, the

man fled. The custodian said he
observed a seven-inch slash in the

window screen outside the

restroom that had not l)een there

before.
• •

Petty theft in the past week
netted about $900 in 11 separate

incidents. Included in the thefts

were a bike and a parking decal.

Officers warn dorm residents to

lock their doors because in one

recent theft a $350 stereo was
stolen from a room in Sproul Hall.

« • *

Finally police announced that

students will be able to license

their bicycles Saturday, April 15th

from 10 to 3 pm at University

Police headquarters. Licenses
cost $1 . 10 and police say after that

date they will enforce a city or-

dinance requiring bicycles to have
licenses. Students are asked to

bring proof of ownership. .1. ^i
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4Jave your shoes shined,

sen¥a youngster to camp
Fund-raising activities for UniCamp, the campus-afflliated

summer camp program, will begin Monday, when student

volunteers will man a booth on Bruin Walk, sell popcorn and snow

cones, shine shoes and pass donation cans.

UniCamp Drive Week, designed to raise funds to send un-

derprivileged and diabetic children from the Los Angeles area to

the mountains with student counselors, will feature three noon

concerts, concession booths and classroom, parking lot and neigh-

l)orhood collections.

Redwood will perform at a free noon concert Tuesday at Janss

Steps where donations for UniCamp will be solicited. William

Strickland will appear at noon Thursday in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom and Witherspoon will perform at noon Friday at

Janss Steps. Students attending these concerts are asked to make a

small contribution to UniCamp, although it is not mandatory,

according to Julie Goren, Camp drive chairman.

Throughout the week, students from Phi Sigma Sigma will be

shining shoes for a small fee and Delta Sigma Phi students will be

selling popcorn, snowcones, or ice cream. All proceeds will be

donated to UniCamp.
Goren said students are still needed to make collections on

campus and man the UniCamp booth. Classroom collections will

be held at 10 am Wednesday, parking lot collections will be held

from 7:30-9:45 am Thursday and neighborhood collections will be

held from 1-5 pm Sunday, April 16. . i

In addition, collections will be made during lunch at eating

facilities throughout the week. Students interested in volunteering

some time during the week can contact the UniCamp office at 475-

4460,

*-*!'
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UniCamp consists of two camp sites located in the San Ber-

nardino mountains above Barton Flats, each site housing a

swimming pool, shower faciUties, recreation and eating halls and

individual '*A" frame sleeping quarters. The program is com-

prised of ten-day sessions, including Black,' Chicano, Asian,

diabetic, boys, girls and coed junior hig(h school sessions.

i
%

AMelaD
(Continued from Page l> ;-

Branton challenged Thomas' credibility, noting he

had given conflicting testimony to the grand jury

concerning the events of the shootout. Also, during

his cross examination period, Branton attempted to

establish the fact that the escape attempt had not

been well-planned, drawing upon Thomas' testimony

that the convicts had headed in the wrong direction

away from the elevator leading to the exit —
argued about whether to take any hostages or "kill

them all" as he said Magee suggested, and finally

that McClain did not know how to drive the van

Jackson had rented and that the tn^o had to exchange

positions once inside the vehicle.
"

At the close of yesterday's proceedings, three

(juestions remained unanswered concerning the

specific events of the shootout.

Questions

First, were the two Colt 357 Magnum pistols used

by the convicts in their attempt to shoot their way out

of the parking lot in a running gun battle with

sheriff's deputies and San Quentin guards — or were

they used by police in thwarting the escape attempt?

Second, it appears that no one is positive about the

chain of events which led to the death ef Haley,

Jackson and the two inmates. None of the

prosecution witnesses cah Jagree on their relative

seating arrangement in the yellow van. Branton has

gone so far as to intimate that Thomas shot Haley in

a volley of bullets that also killed Christmas and

wounded Magee.

Last, there is no consensus among witnesses as to

whether or not the Soledad Brothers were ever

mentioned. One hostage and two police officers say

they did hear references to the Soledad Brothers,

while Thomas and two other hostages claim they

heard no such remarks.

In deciding Davis' guilt or innocence, it appears

that the jury, the prosecution and the defense will be

faced with a myriad pf questions which may never be

answered and may remain a mystery for time

immemorial.

I

We're openM i/^
I

'(Paid Advertisement)

Whot w. demand It thlunUy: ol politlcf and art. the unity o« content and form,

the unity of fevolutionary political content and the highest potflble perfection o»

artistic torro ^,..„.^ '

"[" f

A Revolutionary Peking Opera from People's Republic of Chlno

In Color-With English Subtitles
i/mit^.

:

..-.gj.H

liM ittrMmnni sratff

SSL J^ J^ Lll
2 Day (5 showings) Only - LA. Premiere

(AprH •) SKX) & 7:00 & 9:90 pm

At FoMmi Hifh School AudHorivm

TiSO Melroeo Avo. (ol FoiHcH). LA.

Write a letter to the Editor

BEST PICTURE OFTHE YEAR!

WEST LA. MUSIC

FLAT TOP GUITAR SALE
—National Board of Review

"Shakespeare translated the

way he would have liked it.by

Roman Polanski...

- in bold, virile

' terms!"
.HATHl FfH CARROLL^

N Y Dtilv News

l.4i>mU« ^l"" > l«f.^ "<» * Ml^*Mn Pr.«l«" ••*

fhonxAti PoUnskis
Mm .4

MACBETH

NOW SHOWING!
mmoML

Lido
3fiiltM'«0t7
WEfKDAYS 7 * » 30 PM

$AT & SUN 2 . 4.45 • 7^30 • ^^J^\. . .

GIBSON
MARTIN
GUILD
OVATION
YAMAHA

' GOYA—
«

This weekend only (Fri, Sat, Sun)

AT INSANE DISCOUNTS

-n^^

Please be adv4«ed that West L.A. Music Is ready, wi-

lling and able to give you the lowest prices any-

where on guitars. This weekend only, we will allow

you to rip us off onaflattop guitar of your choice.

For example, you con grab q Martin D-18 for S279,

a Guild D-35 for $209, - on ovation Standard Ba-

lladeer for $179 , or a Yamaha FG-180 at a price

so low we can't even print It. Every guitar Is co-

vered by West LA. Muslcis exclusive lifetime gua-

rantoe. Wo ore open Sunday and a small deposit

will hold any Item.

The supply on hand is limited, so get your old,

tired body down here, now.

%1 WEST LA MUSIC
„L

11 345 Santo Monica Blvd. 479-^898

(2 blocki w«»t of Son Dl«go Fwy)

OPEN FRI, SAL SUN 10-6
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PING PONG
IS EOT NOW !

You can participate ...

In the International Ping Pong Tournament.

* Final sign-ups being taken until April 10.

* Categories include men's singles, women's
singles, and mixed doubles. '

* Engraved trophies awarded to >^nners.

Sign up anytime from 9 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. at

the International Student Center, '

1023 Hilgard Avenue — 2 biks. S. La Mancha

Philanthropists favor UCLA
with increase in

,-'^f .•- •'•- » ."

r'

PMRAMOUNT PICTURES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

THE RETURN OF THE GREATEST FAMILY

ENTERDUNMENT OF AU TIME!

^ -<-^ By Ken Ward
DBSUff Writer

While times are tough, even on

philanthropisU, and universities

are averaging 11 per cent fewer

donations on a national scale,

UCLA has managed to amass an

increase in gifts.

According to Charles Raaherg,

gifts and endowments officer

here, the University received $11,

265,781 during the 1971 calendar

year, an increase of four per cefit

from the previous year. Statistics

also showed more individuals are

contributing, as the number of

gifts rose 44 per cent during the

same period.

The gifts come to the university

either through the UCLA Foun-

dation, which was founded in 1966

to gather donations, or through

the Board of Regents who channel

the contributions to their

respective campuses. Thesis

private gifts have become in-

creasingly useful, considering
that the state now provides less

than half of the University's

budgetary needs. State support

-paid for pnly 39 per cent of UCLA's-
operating costs last year.

Unsolicit^

Raaberg said most of the gifts

come unsolicited frpAn individuals

throughout Southern California

and that unlike many con-

tributors, the donors rarely want

to remain anoi\ymou8. * *One of the

big carrots we offer is the use of

the donors' names," Raaberg

said. He added that this practice

provides incentive for larger

donations.

Approximately 90 per cent of all

gifts come here specifically

marked for use in a particular

organization or department and
Raaberg said his oiffice is bound

by law to follow these requests.

Most of these contributions are

directed towards the medical

school, often from "^grateful

patients who have undergone an
operation at the Medical Center/'

he said.

Dona^kms

Many o^ the donations are

earmarked for a particular type

of research or scholarship. The
Foundation recently received a
will which set aside $40,000 for the

Jules Stein Eye Ira^Stute; the

donor had once ^f>dergone eye
surgery here. »—"Wearc trying to do a tietterjolr

getting money into other areas,"
Raaberg stated, but it is hard
when "people want to fund^
research grants for a |Murticular

doctor.

"

^^ .::i^ "^

CEDL B. OeMILLE'S ~.THE TEN COMMANDMENTS hcston

BRYNNER BAXTER ROBINSON D£(:MU)PMXTOER£KHMawicii£F«a«$WT [^^
AHOERSOH p«ct "^ir.-LlTrd. - TECHNICOLORS ««uu-«wn i mimi iGl^^y^ll^~

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" IS AT
A THEATRE OR DRIVE-IN NEAR YOU!

SPECIAL 6UEST STAR

IBfiAR

SANTA MONICA cwicTDES. APR. 11 ^pm:
. ^ All seats reserved: $6.50. 5.50. 4.50

•

Tickets available at: All Ticketron Outlets. ^'—'—

—

^ Santa Monica Box office, Call 393-9961.
~~ ~~^~

I'rocluci'd hv (.()\( IKl ASS(H.|\ns

V
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Ring:

879-0297

THE PANT MART
10953 Kinross Avenue

Next to

Lot 32

Ttic unspecified money irU...
goes towards special n^^^
designated by ^ r^!^^

.

financial assis'tanS to^^^-
or various exoeriA^^^'
programs aimed at iSvI^S
quality of education C^^^
money, however, is only coveS!
ttie expense of gatheringS
at the present time

^^

Resources

In the past, these uncommitted
resources have been used

7

inaugurate the Student Fund 1
initiate a Black law center' I
Watts, and to aid the ASUCU
Child Care Center. The Foun-
dation also provided the funds tokeep the libraries open later
during finals week.

Money is not the only com
modity donated to the university
Books, paintings and sculpture
are also received. Jack Lord of the
television show "Hawaii Five-0"
recently donated a large portion of
his library and a set of guiUrs.

Although the University can
always use gifts, not all have been

-^cepted. The Foundation has had
to refuse certain scholarship
funds which discriminate on the
basis of race, color or creed, and^e organization tries to convince
the donor to eliminate bias from
offers.

'

. • Redirection

Raaberg's office has also
redirected certain gifts . A 40-acre

walnut grove in Northern
California, originally donated to

UCLA, was turned over to UC
Davis while a gift in the form of a

90-foot submarine chaser was
promptly referred to UC San

-Diego.

At present, Raaberg is working

on ' a $1 million refurbishing

project to install new seats and air

conditioning in the Hoyce Hall

Auditorium . He said he is looking

for Qn individual to donate the

money and that the auditorium

will be renamed after that in-

dividual.

CLASS

NOTES

«

*

«

Anthro 5C - Plog
Anthro 11 — Miller

Art 54 — Kaplan
Art 1066 - Pedretti

Astroo 3 — R level

Bact no - Pickett

Chem lA — Baor
Chem IC
Ch»m 4C
Chem 6A
Chem AC

Kaesz, Stroose

Konrad
Lightner
Konrad

Chem 153 — Jordan
Classics 141 — Lattimore
6con 1 — La Force
Econ 101A — Murphy
English 10A — Rodes
Geog Ifl - Logan
Geol Ml - Ernst
Hist IB — Symcox
Hist 1C — Wohl
Hist^ — Burns ^^

Hist 124D - Bolle

Hist 142D - Loewenberg
Hist 171B Tillman
Hist 174C Yarnell
Hist I78B Daliek
Mist lit •• YarnHI

#

Human lA
Philos 107

Philos 152 -

Poli Sci 3

Poll Sci 120

Pdi Sci, 145

Psych 10

Psych 41

Psych 110

Psych 115

r^sych 125

Psych 127

Psych 127 -

Psych 135 -

Psych 149 -

Psych 1«0 -

Psych li9 -

Soc 1 Rahow

Austin
Hill

- Quinh
Baerwald
Muiler
Farrelly

Goldstein
Wickens
Carder, Roberts

Krasne
Sadaiia
Yonfef
Yontef
Ravens
Barthol
Dallett
Sears

MM!

«

*
*

«

*
*

«
,, *
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are

open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons^and letters represent the opinion oTtBe author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

The Counselors Comer
By EdwardA. Dreyfus

DB EditorJbI

Law
One of the most ignored questions ^bout the

Vietnam War has been the question of whether it is

;onstitutional. The Gujf of Tonkin resolution, passed

n 1964 by Congress, was intended to confer only

Jmited war-making powers on the President, yet as

[he war continues, it becomes clearer that it has been

used to justify an almost carte blanche authority in

this area to the President.
--'-l...

Attempts in Massachui^etts and Minnesota to have

le legality of the war tested have been fruitless, as

legislation was enacted in both states to do so, but

rejected m Uie lower courts. Clearly, the judiciary

|)ranch was not very eager to rule on such a con-

troversial question as the powers of the President.

Homosexuality Revisited

(This article it based in part on the author's

book Youth: Search for Meaning. Charles E.

Merril Publishing Co.. If72.)
. . i

A girls meets another girl on the street whom
she knows and cares atxHit. They embrace and

kiss each other 4>n the cheek. Perfectly acceptable

behavior. Two men greet each other in the same
fashion. Peopje think it is strange. It is considered

normal for males to avoid contact with other

males. Male-male intimacy is avoided for fear of

the pejorative label '^homosexual" being hurled.

It is more acceptable for females to l>e intimate

providing ttiey do not go **too far."

The Gay Liberation Front's cry: •*Out of the

closets and into the streets!" has made it possible

for many homosexuals to declare themselves.

Hence behavioral scientists have more data upon

which-to^ develop their so-called "theories <if^

homosexuality." Previously only a few seriously

disturbed people with homosexual concerns who
made their way into psychotherapists offices were

the basis for the theories. Now it is time for a new

look at the homosexual world. ..

Expression . ,

"•m— >- -

heterosexuality is conditioned. Moat homosexuals

who come into a psychotherapist's office do indeed

present a variety of psychological problems just

as heterosexuals who visit a psychotherapist

present a variety of psychological problems, sex

being one of them. Our society, however, has

made it exceedingly difficult for a person who

happens to prefer sex with siime-sex^ individuals

to feel a sense df worth. Is it any wonder that

homosexuals come into treatment with feelings of

persecution, threat and anxiety, and feelings of

inadequacy and guilt? These indeed are the facts

of our society. Homosexuals are persecuted and

have been made to feel worthless. Aside from

their specific sexual behavior, the problems which

a homosexually oriented person brings into the

therapy are no different from the problems which

a heterosexually oriented individual brings into

the hour. It seems to me that far too much effort

has been expended in trying to tackle a specific

4)ehavior which the therapist may feel rnnst

change and which the patient has been brain-

washed to feel ought to change. More attention at

least, certainly - in a^ counseling or therapeutic

context devoted to assisting the individual should

be given to the person as a human being than to

the particular way he gains satisfaction for his

—sexual needs. .—.

.•«V'--'

The issue has been raised again, this time in

[Philadelphia, and the district judge has turned down

[a request by the government to msmiss the case. So

[now that the war is unfortunately not much of a

pohtical issue, the question may receive a real

Ihearing.
^

^ ••.>•;

What win eveiituany be Heclded Is ^^ether the

massive military offensive on the part of the

President can be justified without the mandate of the

American people. It may also have a real effect.

through the implications of such, a decision, on the

future of democracy in this country.

Letters to the Editor:

I view the issue of homosexuality when it is

talked about in a psychotherapeutic context as an

expression of the patient's concern with intimate

relatedness. Sometimes it has to do with the

patient's feelings toward the therapist, or ^s
(her) fear of relating to women (men), 6r his^

(her) feelings of powerlessness in relation to

others. I want to make it clear from the outlet that

1 do not view homosexuality itself as

psychopathological, perverse, misdirected libido,

or any other pejorative. Homosexuality, in my
opinion, refers specifically to sexual behavior

between two people of the same sex in the same
way as heterosexuality refers to sexual behavior

between opposite-sexed persons. Someday
perhaps wc nfiight have a world where people can

care about people in the true sense of homophilia,

being concerned with each other without fear of

labels, and how one practices sexual behaviors

wil^ be no one's business but his own.

It seems to me that homosexuality can be

conditioned in the same manner as

;.: Judgment ^'"

If the therapist can relinquish his own

judgmental attitude as to the pathological con-

noUtions of homosexual behavior, he is then

ready to really lisfen to thejferson seated before

him Let us take a look at homosexuality as a

presenting symptom diving the course of

psychotherapy as opposed the homosexuality as a

lifestyle in sexual behavior. As indicated earlier I

view homosexual concerns in psychotherapy,

apart from the realistic problems created by

society, as an expression of the patient's mode of

dealing with intimate relationships. One aspect of

intimate relationships concerns power. The

patient experiences himself as powerless in

relation to othier people. He sees himself as unable

to cope with the strength he perceives in other

people and feels submissive to them. Through

such submission be can incorporate their strength

either by identification or dependence, or both.

(Continued on Page •)

Reagan sees 1984~news
two Regents returned, visibly

upset. They announced that Dr.

Kerr had called them into his

office to deliver an ultimatum. He
told them he was aware of the two

years of strained relations with

the Board and he could not con-

tinue under such circumstances;

therefore, he demanded a vote of

confidence from the Board — that

day — or he would resign. One

Regent said that pertiaps the

Board should give in because to do

otherwise might be embarrassing

to me. Until then, I hadn't par-

ticipated in any of the Board's

discussions, but now I told them

they had no right to make a

decision Involving the University

a a DacxeoHip aram. l^^ q- ito possible effect in nrum i.ayc« b.^». -kf-™'"' 71

. theimgobcmatorW safflunento Th ŝhoaWHo whlrtr- advance th€» €ause of truth. Dc«U
campaign, wherever my opponent Sll^believed was best for the believe what yoy are told without

«- T ... ....
yjjjygrsity. On a roll call vote, the

Kditor:

In your March 1 issue, you
carried a story by one of your staff

writers, DaveM^^tary, containing

an interview with former U.C.

President Clark Kerr. Tm sure

Mr McNary wrote in good faith

and with complete confidence in

the answers provided by Dr. Kerr.

My letter is prompted by the

rewriting of history which took

place in that article and which
gave at least a chilling reminder
of "1964".

First of all, to ref^ to the

campus turmoil between 1964 and
1967 as "peaceful nonviolent af-

fairs
' is like calhng the Johns-

town Flood a backediip drain

One last thing: budgets. The

University administration has

used the phrase "budget cuts"

overhand over again until, like

"new speak," there is a

widespread belief that we did

indeed reduce existing budgets.

This is patently false. During my
administration, enrollment at the.

University has increased 36.4

percent; sUte financial support

for the University has increased

56.8 percent. That should answer

two more discrepancies — one,

that the University has quit

growing, and two, that we have

reduced support.

May I Uke the Uberty of

suggesting that you of the Dally

Bruin have a great opportunity to

Ll

The same thing occurred last

Quarter during Soc 140, TuTh 2-

3 : 30 in Haines Hall. Some kind of a

vacuum equipped motor scooter

whizzed quite frequently below

our class meeting, really terribly

hampering our sessions. The
professor in that class was indeed

incensed, but made no action

because of his being already

burned out with wrestling the

beaurocracy over trying to have

the thermostat set down in our

room. In that class we were all

steamed like crabs twice a week

by a heater gone amok.

I will graduate in eight months,

and have to care or to cope no

more with UCLA campus
problems. But 1 write this plea

anyway, for the bright young kids

to follow: CAN'T YOU RUN
YOUR MOWERS AND OTHB^R
MACHINES ON SATURDAYS,
OR AT LEAST AFTER PRIME
CLASS HOURS (8-5)? PLEASE.

John A. <*pyne

Junior. Psychology

or I appeared, the people had one
^ing uppermost in their minds:
the question would be shouted in

chorus, "What are you going to do
about Berkeley?" Neither
Oovemor Brown nor I could seek
this job without recognizing
something had to be done.

The clear imprewion li given by
I>r. Kerr that I succeeded in ffaring

him at the first RegenU' meeUng
I attended three weeks after my
inauguration. It is time the truth

« put on iMord. At my first

Resents' mMting, routine
business wa« conducted for some
hours. When we went Into
Executive Stmkm lirte in the
afternoon, I wasn't aware that two
of the Refemi and Clark Kerr
>^ere not in thrtr placea until the

ultimatum was rejected.

As for the rest of the rewritten

history, Angela Davis, after

public declaration that she was

not just a communist in the sense

of subscribing to that philosophy

but was a meml)er of the

American Communist Party, was

ordered dismissed. The Regents

had no choice . . . the University

itself had a rule on the books that

no one could be hired to teach who

was a member of that party or

any other organiiation whose

tenets restricted freedom of

thought. A court order canceUed

the dismissal, but the University

told us she had been hired for one

year only and would not be rehired

when the year was up.

checking to see if there is another

side — and that goes for what I've

just written. Check me out.

Ronald Reagan
Governor

—«^^k'

The OTHeR pay' Akt

Mowers
Editor:

A lawnmower roared and

clattered outside of HH 118 during

my Soc 125 class, between 10 and

11 on Wed., April 5. The noise

drowned out the lecturer's voice.

And for fifteen minutes I was able

to hear only half of wtuit he said,

as the machine traversed below

The professor said nothing about

It; he merely raised his voice

slightly. But he couldn't overcome

the din of the mower.

71
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More letters

y/e/w 75 a treadmill
Editor:

In an interview last quarter

Chancellor Young was quoted as

saying he favors a reversion from
the quarter system back to the

semester system. 'Riree years

ago I made a similar suggestion to

him listing many of his same
reasons, and received this reply

from Vice Chancellor Saxon.

**You may not be aware of the

fact that the State government in

effect required that the University

adopt the quarter system as an

economy measure. Whether the

effect in this regard has been all

that was anticipated cannot yet be

proven, but it is most unlikely that

in our present budgetary situation

a reversion to the semester
system or transfer to a trimester

system could be approved. There

is, of course, the additional fact

that such distinguished in-

stitutions as Stanford and Chicago

have operated effectively under

the quarter system for a number
^f years.

'All of those in the ad-

ministration realized that the

transitional period would create

difficulties, and that some in-

structors would encounter trouble

in dividing their annual sum of

teaching lore into three parts

instead of two. Apart from the

paper work involved, however,

there is no reason actually why
the system should not work.**

Apparently our "budgetary
Situation** has improved, or

maybe the State government has

changed its ideas on "economy
measures^' after three years.

Perhaps a six year "transitional

period" has demonstrated more
clearly that the quarter system^is

a treadmill whISh short-changes^

student.education.
"^^''i^i4^: Roger Cochran

t^' ^. Doctoral Candidate

: Zoology

-••'Ciiii

''4W 't'

Fees

Meml>ers of the faculty,

Department Chairmen,
Deans:
The policy on continuous

registration of graduate students

requires that every graduate
student in good standing, unless

granted a formal leave of absence

or unless eligible for the filing fee,

be registered as a student each
quarter of each academic year

until he has completed all

requirements for the degree
toward which he is working. This

policy is printed in the "An-

nouncement of the Graduate
Division" and in various other

publications available to students.

It appears that a considerable

number of graduate students who
have completed course work, and

who have been advanced to

candidacy for their degree,

continue their research and
dissertation work without

registering or requesting a formal

leave of absence. Later, read-

mission or payment of the filing

fee is sought. However, such

studenU, if they are using faculty

time, library facilities,

laboratories, or other University

resources, should be registered

and enrolled in appropriate in-

dividual study courses. If their

work is to be entirely indpendent

for a period of time, they are

required to request a formal leave

of absence.

Failure to comply with the

policy on continuous registration

can weaken the ability of both

individual departments and the

campus as a whole to provide
adequate resources for essential

programs, since resource
allocations are based, in part, on

numbers of registered students.

Students who make use of

resources, including faculty time,

but who are not registered, cannot

be included in workload reports

which are used to project future

needs and to determine whether
present resources are properly

utilized. In effect, such students

are being accomodated at the

expense of those who are properly

registered and enrolled.

In view of the libove lam asking

your cooperation in assuring that

your graduate students are made
aware of and comply with the

policy on continuous registration.

Departments should be extremely
selective in the readmission of

students who fail to do so. In

addition, the Chancellor's Office

wiltrequire the Graduate Division

to provide quarterly lists of all

students who are readmitted
following failure to enroll or take^

formal leave of absence.

David S. Saxon—--- Executive Vice Chancellor

Dear Prof. Saxon: ^

In view of the present schedule

of student fees and their planned

increases, the policy of continuous

registration for graduate students

discussed in your memorandum
of March 3 is patently unfair.

Obviously there should be a

reduced registration fee for

graduate students who have

completed all course

requirements and are working on

disserUtions. Such a fee is of

course not unknown at other in-

stitutions. ^
Here, a graduate student now

pays $227 per quarter when he is

both taking courses and using the

library and other University

resources. Why should he have to

pay the same amount after he has

been advanced to candidacy and

is working largely on his- own?

Perhpas he then uses the Ubrary

or laboratory more intensively

than before; he may or may not

have regular conferences with his

dissertation director. But

enrollment in "appropriate in-

dividual study courses" at that

stage is really only a technicality

to keep him on the books, the

faculty members involved get no

credit for their part in such

"courses," and the grading of

them is, I suspect, a sham.
As you might guess, I am a

graduate student who has been
advanced to candidacy. So far I

have obeyed the rules — in one

sense — and have xequested a

formal leave of absence (my
request for such a leave during the

winter quarter just ended has not

yet been processed, by the way:

that procedure is certainly •«

sham^, but since I have in facv

continued to use the library and to

-talk to faculty members, I cannot

be said to be doing "entirely in-

dependent" work. I cannot,

however, se^ any justification for

the University's taking $227 (and

soon more) every three months so

that I can legally use the library—
about as much as I have been
using it regularly for several

years — and i&peak to faculty

members occasionally about my
dissertation. ^
As fees continue to rise,^^

discrepancy between what a
student pays and what he gets for

his money increases, and so the

need for this kind of intermediate

fee becomes more urgent. The
University probably thought that

it would collect more money
through the present policy; I

suggest that the students you have
discovered evading registration

now would be willing to pay
something like $100 per quarter as
a "doctoral candidate fee," and
that the University's income from
student fees would as a result

increase.

Carol D. Lanham
Graduate, Classics

le Greatest Concert of the Decade!
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT AND HEAR IT...

AS IF YOU WERE THERE!

«•..

vein

More Corner. .

.

(CaattBaed from Page i)

Another way of reacting in termi of power is to beha
manner where one can experience a senae of power over othi

^ ^"^
•

the person finds someone overwhom he can experience cent ? ^^ ^
even more powerless than himself. This kind of power-poweri

' ^^^
often represenU the homoaexual dilemma. The homosexual w! ^^"^

people who are caught in this struggle to gain a sense of stmSl*^
from the even more demanding pressures they would ttSr ^^
"straight" society. The task in psychotherapy is to work wS\k!1**^ •"

in working through his feelings of powerlessness and findiiw^k'?*^
internal sense of strength. This often is done through the B^ ^
therapist as the patient has the oportunity to view the stmwfk?

^
weaknesses of therapist. Gradually a recognition may com" ^
therapist's impotence in certain areas with the awareness L^ ^
because one experiences poweriessness in some areas does nof

^ ^
powerlessness as a total experience of oneself. Often the homoiMl!^^
as an issue may be used as a means for precluding intimater^!^^
But this also occurs in heterosexual encounteirs. Namely, sexual fr
are used as a means for avoiding intimacy. ^^
—^—

^

. Commitment A
-

I*" ^ «>"Mfc' .-*• - * f
'" *- rr, J

» — T -

The
A second aspect of the intimate relationship concerns commihn
le homosexual world, by its very nature, is geared more^

transient relationships than enduring relationships. The concern
to be centered about fear of being abandoned and^r rejected To ber^'
involved with others-leaves one vulnerable. ^^

The troubled homosexui^ experiences considerably lower self-esteMn
than many people. He feels unloved, rejected, and inadequate He wS?
closeness and feels unworthy. He distrusts all those who might offer hv
for he does not feel that he is deserving and thus will solicit affection anrf

then reject it. Often his thinking goes: I am unloved, therefore I tm
unlovable, therefore anyone who loves me must be lying or be even mow
unk)vable than me if he loves someone like me, therefore he is even la!
than I so how can I let him love me. Having so developed this thinkiaill
resists intervention for then he would have to give up the famiUarthwflh
painful world view he has adopted. Before he is willing to give this imhe
must be certain that there will be something to replace it. The more
vulnerable one feels the more tenaciously one cUngs to what is known it

took a long time to construct the wall of insulation which offers a

modicum of solace and protection. Too often therapists try to rush in to

remove the insulation and, when they cannot, feel frustrated and angry
accusing the patient of resistance or stating that be is not amenable to

psychotherapy. It seems to me that we have to allow the patient the

opportunity to remove his insulation atUs own pace.
Analysis

I have deUberatedly stayed away from offering a developmental

aflalysis of homosexuality in terms of relationships with parents and

significant others during early periods in life. The literature is replete

with such considerations. I wanted to present a frameword in terms of

intimacy in which we can view the stniggle. I also wanted to leave the

area open enough so that we could begin to look at many of the

homosexual concerns which patients bring to the therapy hour as human

concerns rather than perversions or paychopathology. Many patients

may say that they have homosexual thoughts or fantasies as though this

were a terrible sin and they experience considerable panic and anxiety in

talking about the feelings. Within the context of the position taken in this

paper these concerns are viewed in light of a person's concern with

relatedness to others, sometimes feelings of closeness, sometimes anger,

sometimes power, sometimes submission, sometimes love, and

sometimes sexual. It is the task of therapy to grapple with these concerns

with the patient rather than trying to focus on the symptom per le or

trying to fit the patient into a theory of homosexuality read in some

textbook or journal. Homosexual concerns, like any other concern in-

cluding heterosexual concerns, which are brought into the psychotherapy

hour, reflect the patient's unique being-in-the-world, and the human

struggle in genertd.

Letters should be

triple

margins at 10 and 65.

^'^

the coffee house concert series
presents o lovely way to spend ci Motuloy mcjht

THE LOS ANGELES BAROflUE PLAVERS

STUDENTS

FACULTY

21 AND OVER

RENT-A-PINTO

$5 DAY

5( MILE

CALL

Suscin Greenbercj, flute

Bess Harp, horpsichord

ibercj, flute Sfieldon Sanov, violin

orpsichord Ruth Addnis, viola da gamba

performing works by Stamifz. ffondel.

J. S Bach. C. P. E Bach '. Telemann

MONDAV.APRIL 10 S:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CFNTFR RIJFNOS AYPF^> m
50<: tickets limit two tivoilatih- at th«

to UCLA students o?ily phnt., in ,.«,,.:. ...1 r

Jim Ailtn -

W.ttlo.Anfl.1.. 820-2631

BEVERLY HILLS ACADEMY

^^^ OF MUSIC

CT* AND DANCE

20 So. Doheny Dt

Beverly Hlll». Calif^rnn

»tn. hegmnen ihfotigti f^^'" ^^

INSTRUMENTAL taPAJAZZ
PALLET ^^^^

TAP*''^
DRAMA

TALENT DEVELOPMENT

STUD«0 RENTAL

for Inrormationcail:

274-9401 or
27M2»^

fhe State of the Union
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It was an interesting weekend. FAA investigators

were still picking through the nibble of a B-52 which

had crashed into several homes in Florida. Cam-

bodian students finally called off their strike against

the dictatorship of the Lon Nol regime. Several

antiwar veterans were marching down the California

coastline in what they called an "April 22 Brigade."

The Reverend Philip Berrigan and seven other

defendents were awaiting the verdict in the

Harrisburg Eight trial. And . . finally ... the

northernmost province of South Vietnam was falling

light into the hands of' the Vietnamese. In the

heaviest fighting in South Vietnam since the 19is8 Tet

offensive, one thing was made perfectly clear:

Vietnamization is an utter failure.

(In the current defeats being suffered by the

Saigon forces, General Creighton Abrams, the

American commander, has so far refused to

dispatch American troops to bail out the deserting

Saigon forces. The obvious reason for his refusal is

not only the generalized fear of a negative reaction in

this country, but a specific consciousness of the mass

mobilization scheduled for April 22 in Los Angeles

and New York.)
Ptan "

In 1968, Nixon said that he had a ''secret plan" to

end the war in Vietnam. Since that time, he has

resumed the bombing of North Vietnam, extended

the saturation bombing throughout Indochina, and

invaded Laos and Cambodia.

Despite the fact that the American people oppose

leaving a residual force in Vietnam by a margin of 3

to 1, Nixon has announced his intention of If^aving

such a residual force for an indefinite period of time.

The recent withdrawals still leave 139,000 troops in

Vietnam, 13.000 sailors and marines off the coast,

and 32,000 infantry and air personnel in Thailand

conducting the air war over Indochina.

One hundred tons of explosives are dropped every

hour on South Vietnam alone. Three times the toUl

tonnage thiit was dropped in ail of World War Twa
has been dropped on Indochina — an area the size of

Texas. Only 5 to 8% of that bombing is in support of

US or ARVN combat operations. The other 92 to 95%

is indiscriminate terror bombing.
Majority

The overwhelming majority of the American

people oppose the war; 65% actually believe the war

is morally wrong. The Student Mobilization Com-

mittee is confident that when the truth emerges

about the continued escalation of the war. the "vast

silent majority" of the American people will join us
in demanding the immediate withdrawal of all

American forces and the immediate cessation of

American bombardment throughout all of In-

dochina. We are, therefore, beginning an intensive

program of education, on the campus and in the

community, which will culminate in a massive,
peaceful, legal demonstration in Los Angeles on
Saturday April 22.

Nixon says that the antiwar movement and the

student movement are dead. Nixon would love for us

to believe him, but we have heard his lies too many
times before to believe them now. The government
continues to try to convince us that our victories are

really our defeats. It has been the antiwar

movement, and particularly the student antiwar

movement , that has brought home every American
soldier that Nixon has withdrawn. It has been our

demonstrations which have given the antiwar

majority in this country the courage to express their

opposition to the war. And it will be our united action

on April 22 which will not only bring the troops home
and stop the bombing, but finally bring the American
prisoners of war back home to their families where
they belong. I

" Defeat

The impending American military defeat in In-

dochina, the persecution of priests and nuns and

scholars, the sacrifices of antiwar GIs. and the rape

of Cambodia make clearer now than ever before the

absolute necessity of mobilizing the Amertcair

people against the war. Despite the hopes for elec-

toral change, the next Presidential inauguration will

not occur for another ten months — God only knows

how many will be slaughteredbetween now and then.

On April 22, contingents from every movement for

social change in this country will assemble at the

comer of Bronson and Wilshire at 10 a.m. to march
to Mac Arthur Park. The demands of the demon-

stration wiU be simple: Out Now and Stop the

Donivtng.

CALIFORNIA HONDA
^'motorcycle emporium

9320 W. PICO BLVD.
'fiorj' Pi^l^ nrtc;nn 1

272-1020 278-5211

^ARTS • SERVICE • INSURANCt

LUSTY... RISQUE,
SENSUAL!" rr.Mr

Where the joys
of sex began..^

«IHE
aril

It was judged most fortunate last week in Florida

that no civilian deaths resulted from the crash of the

B-52 jet stratofortress. The only casualties were a

few bunded children, a few burned children, a few

burned children. t
_ —Sabmitted^

r3 •^ ^^ George DoniglaB

7 SecreUry. UCLA Chapter.

Student Mobilization Committee

toEndthcWor In Southeast Asia

A Film Basedon Boccaccio sBQoh of Pleasures!

WRiTTfNANODtRECrroivPIER PAOLO PASOLTNT ''^'7:^^'

COLOR UmHi RHiiti
Iti

• «' 1

NOW PLAYING!

DOHEM\r PLAZA
PMmma so# on mcMius

OelteAyOf h^itbioch

so of WilShi'C

2782090

WEEKDAYS 6 • 8 • 10 PM

SAT. A SUN.

2 • 4 • 6 • 8 • 10 PM

•.(*.i'-"-"V^ .
(;,jr-.<.y-i.W.,'.

Originality

is not
one of our
virtues.

Allw do is cop^. We make fast, exact, economical

copies from your originals in both Xerox and Offset

.

at low, low prices. Usually on a whlle-you-walt

iMsls. When you need this type of copy eervlce,

come In with your originals so that we can show

you our virtues.

Iflien Millerbrews amal^
Millerbiews it bis-

XEROX^ COPIES
ARE NOW

• % > u

^ie-mininHfm
4C

INI MACKIIES Til SEIVE YBI lEITEl

CENTER at Michael s

915 Westwood Blvd.

"Phone 477-4229

COPYXEROX SPECIALISTS

Try the big malt liquorfrom Miller.

0tt^)- •••*mm* m*f-*-f
MiiOlMi MAMriMM
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OFFICIAL CHARTER FLIGHTS
for all thecampusesof the University of California.

so what?

I so this:

Official: functional, authoritative; public. A^

In o position to assume obligations and re$ppn$ibllity.

Antonyms: Private, informal.
;

j'

'

•#• •

Th«. ASlir.LA Charter Flights is authorized and opproved by ttie Universjty

»'.'y
. ;

,
;.
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—
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r©SDOnSIDlllTl©S; of CaMfomla for use by oil members of that community.

-L-

1

It Is Tesponsible for being dependable in seeing to It you will never J^|r

stranded/ suddehty cancelled or exposed to mediocre service. -—
_^./>-;.,"-. -^ 'jŷ i^:^-^-

,^i<'-i:

• All flights are offered and operated in accordance with all Civil Aeronautics

Board Regulations. They are available only to bona fide members of the
;

University. of California, includ^^^^

famffies (parents, spouse, dependent children) living In the 5ame household; ,

^

. *-T m T^Ht*»^-i*V.*^^>.r-a»i-'-f i/Ti:i^^i.«*^ir,_**i'^. •^'i .•»:«if^j«ri.;aiiJrtt-.-j«isiK .cs|K^-*>j.4JW«rf«ia..jjA. J , .-, nr t*^ .^*.Il:^x/< .J 1 jAt-Tii/^i."-^ .r> v; "»

53

^ A^UCIA Charter Flights schedule pnpHght ofTehTdfToirrfre^ng^, arrange

for purchase of Eurailpasses, provide you with Information on pertinent read-

ing, available in the ASUCLA Students' Store.

^ We personally see every flight off, here and in London, with an authorize^:

permanent professional staff capable of solving problems that may arise'.

• In the case of (Heaven forbid) delays, a hospitality suite Is provided. *"-:•"

• We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience of an on-rcampus location

and the assurance of personal attention in all areas.

— :-e---.>r—
>••

}

i

v.-

• Because it is our responsibility, we have chosen BOAC — A recognlzedt^

scheduled carrier with o long distinguished service record — and all our paS|^.

sengers receive their first class service. ••* >/ >

.X how many charter groups can claim all this?

•• '<,..•'•

now: we have re-negotiated pricing Tor lowered fares!

..X^
FLIGHT L.A. TO

London

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

London

tf*

7

8
||M> |.

*9

London

London

June 22

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

FROM

London

DAYS

71

London

June 26

June 26

London

10

Tl

London

London

June 27

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

June 28

June 28^

June 29

T2 London

14

15

16

London

London

London

July 1

Aug. 25

London

London

London

London

56

54

72

PRICE

^m:^

per"

80

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

London

London

London

London

July 4

lulyB

17

London

London

July 1

1

July 12

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Aug. 12 t Sept. 13

London

59

73

81

61

$i^
$275

CARRIER

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

$i^
ss»ir

$275

Si9r'

57

62

London

London

London

London

40

30

50

33

$297^

^^

Caledonian

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

'
>r- > ^ .^i.

now $262

now $262
K

BOAC

ii3«?^

saer'

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $262

now $252

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Com* into Room 205D KorckhoH Hall - phono 825-1221

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bovocly Townloy, Coordinators.

in^
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Double dual meet offers UCLA-USC preview
By Clark Conard

DB SporU Writer

•'We're going to put ttie wtiole works in

there" UCLA track coacti Jim Bush

guarantees about tomorrow's conference

opener witti California. ''Everyone will l)e

running his normal event. We're going to

start getting ready for SO."

Not coincidentally, ttie Bruins are

meeting the Bears at 1:15 p.m. In uie

Coliseum — right under the noses of USC's

conference favorites who will host Stond-

ford at the same time.

All UCLA students will l)e admitted free

upon presentation of their picture iden-

tification cards.

Bush admits he's hoping to "psych" the

highly-rated Trojans, who face UCLA May

6 in the Coliseum, by displaying the

Bruins' best. A potentially intimidating

race will feature unbeaten freshman

Benny Brown against world record-

holding teammate John Smith in the 440.

Junior Ron Gaddis, who led Smith most

of the way last week, could give UCLA a

sweep of the quarter milor-

Cal's unbeaten squad undoulHedly will
provide plenty of motivation. Remem-
bering last year, Bush offers, "We barely
got by the Bears by two points (78-76) at
Berkeley. Believe me, you are foolish to
take any Pac-8 rival lightly."

Half-miler Rick Brown (1:48.9), discus
thrower Jim Penrose (191-4), javelin

thrower Bruce Kennedy (249-10), and
miler and 880 man Giff West (4:04.4,

1:51.1) all are among the best in the

conference in their events.

Additionally, coach Dave Maggard tias

two promising frosh sprinters in Chuck
Bommarito (9.5, 21.4) and Sammy Burns
(9.5, 21.3). Bruin sprinter Warren Ed-
monson will skip the 220 to run the 100 and
both relays.

Bush has annouced he'll run his fastest

mile relay combination of Edmonson,
Gaddis, Brown andSmith for the first time
all spring. Potentially, he believes this

quartet could continue UCLA's domination
of the mile relay. In last year's NCAA
championships, the Bruins became the

first school to win that event three straight

ye^rs.
-—

Gordon Peppars, who has missed
UCLA's last few meets with a pulled

muscle, will return to run tlie 100 and 220

but Reggie Echols is still sidelined. Pole

vaulter Jeff Sakala, who cracked a bone in

his foot last week, is out indefinitely.

Bush hopes Sakala will be ready by the

conference meet but says Jeff is more
optimistic — setting USC as tiis goal.

Asked about Francois Tracanelli's sore

hack, the Bruin mentor replied, "He has

some minor acties and pains tnit I don't

know of any track athlete who doesn't —
especially the dedicated ones."

Tracanelli cleared 17 feet two meets ago

but failed to clear his opening height ( 16-0)

last week.

Francois will at least have competition

for a change since ifi the field events all

four schools will be going head-to-head.

USC has Scott Cryder (16-8), Robert

Pullard'(16-8) and James Cochran (IW)).

The two-mile is the only running event

which will be €omt>ined and should provide.

a good test for the fast-improving Joe

Balasco and teammate Ron Johnson.

Providing further incentive for ttie

Bruins will be ctiances to land a berth on

ttie 30-man traveling squad. "I tiad to drop

a few this week since we're only allowed 30

men in the conference meets," Bush

emphasizes. "The guys picked for ttie Cal

meet will have to go all out because the

ones who didn't make it will get a chance

to replace them by doing well in next

week's Meet of Champions.**

The Stanford meet April 22 is the year's

lone road trip due to disagreements with

the norttiern schools. Oi^gon refused to

meet both UCLA and USC, according to

Bush. Duck coach Bill Bowerman
reportedly made the decision l)ecause the

two LA. schools had decided to forego

meeting his weaker neighbors (Oregon

State, Washington and Washington State).

Bush says UCLA's decision was to

prevent needless injuries in the inclement

weather often encountered there during

the inevitable one-sided meets. However,

the Bruins were willing to visit the

icaditionally good Orftgon team.

Bruin net streak on line; DAI LY
Stanford clear-cut favorite BRUIN
—' ..'..ru,..,:,:..,u^,,^

y chiiff^e Mathews ^::i:miIZ
DB Sports Writer

Fifty-five straight times since 1942, UCLA's tennis team has defeated^

Stanford and the Bruins are undefeated this season in six matches.

But Stanford, the former Indians, is the clear favorite today. The

Bruins are hardly dead, however, aod Stanford coach Dick Gould talks

like he doesn't expect a victory.

I think we're capable of winning if we play weU. There is no team I

respect more than UCLA and as for coach (Glenn) Bassett, he gets the

most out of his players. I expect a whale of a match. We're in for a really

tough contest and if anybody lets up just a httle, we're in for a lot of

trouble."

Voile meet .-• u%tf\. -- .•^.-•.'.'ta-fc. -1

—P*H*»"M»|.Ti?!' i*»

Jimmy Connors and Haroon Rahim have turned pro. Jeff Borowiak has

graduated and likewise is now earning money as a net professional.

Meanwhile, Roscoe Tanner is No. 1 at SUnford and No. 8 in the U.S. When

he teams with Sanc^ Mayer, the two form one of the top 10 doubles teams

in the country. UCLA is weak in fifth and sixth singes as well as third

doubles. K '

Bassett afraid
'

Bassett admits, "I'm afraid of the match. It's going to be reaUy dif-

ficult for us to win. They really want this match badly. This \t the first

time they've had a shot at us in 30 years. They have a lot of power and

we've got a lot of fiustle."
^

'\^L^
First singles pits Tanner against Jeff AusUn. Tanner has been m the

NCAA singles finals the past two years, losing to Rahim as a freshman

and to Connors last year. According to Stanford, Roscoe "symbolizes the

fact that if a young man wishes to be the best player there is, he can do it

while attaining a Stanford education."
.., « •

What will AusUn have to do to upset Tanner? Bassett says, Jeff is

going to have to return serve well to beat Tanner. If he can handle Tan-

ner's serve, he's going to have a good run for it."

-
; .

.Mayer-Kretai

Mayer vs. Bob Krefw comfHises second singles. Bob is a very confident

player. He feels that when he's on his game he can beat anybody in the

world. "My shots are as good as anybody's but I lose my concentration

sometimes for a period of a few games." Krciss has gone three seU with

the Nos 1 and 2 players in the (T.S. . Ston Smith and Glff Richey

.

Freshman Chico Hagey Ukes on Mike Kreiss in third singles and Rick

Fisher tangles with Bruin captain Ron Cornell in fourth singles.
-

Bassett is optimistic for UCLA's chances in these matches. He says.

These are very important because we have a good chance of winning.

UCLA must Uke those two if they're going to have much of a chance to

take the match. "Because I'm with the team so much * can s^ our

weaknesses and strengths more than anyone else," says
P«*»«*J_

*

really don't expect us to Uke any of the fifth or sixth singk» or third

doubles matches so we're down 3-0 practically before play begins^

If the match is sUU in doubt when doubles roll around, Stanford should

[Still have the upper hand. Mayer-Tanner should defeat Kreiss-Kreisi

I

according to the rankings. Having played together much of their lives,

,Bob and Mike can anticipate each other's moves. But Bassett warns,

"Heing brothers hurU sometimes when they get down on each other when

one misses a crucial shot."

Second brothers pair

Stanford also has a pair of brothers in Rick and Chip Fisher and they'll

<>Ppose Austin-Cornell. That match could be the clincher for eitherschool,

»>ut more probably for Stanford. Cardinal netters Hagey and Jim Delaney

•appear to be way too strong for Spencer Segura and Compton Russell.

Stanford should win for the first time in 30 yeatt by a 5-4 co^*-/'*^!

Stanford fifth and sixth singles and third doubles Tann6r, probably the

best collegiate player in the country, defeats Austin for Stanford s fourth

point Figure Bob and Mike Kreiss to win their singles and come back ror

^ upset win in first doubles. Stanford needs to win either fourth singles

«r second doubles for a fifth and clinching point.

,
^CLA will host Cal on Saturday at 1 p.m. It figw-es to be a rout for the

'bruins. Cal hasn't won since 1953 and 1972 will hold nothing new. ULLA
^^^'ns this match 7-2. no matter whether they win or lose today.

BySaulShaph^
DBSporUWriter '

It was John Zajec Night at Pauley PaviUon

Wednesday as Bruin volleyball's star middle blocker

rescued UCLA from the doldrums to claim a four-

game victory over USC, 15-5, 16-4, 13-15, and 15-7.

The Bruins sailed through the first set with such

ease that it obviously dampened ttieir enthusiasm for

the second stanza. They promptedly found ttiem;^

selves behind quickly 5-0 and then 13-6.

So Zajec had to take things under control.

Patrolling the net with awesome efficiency, he

turned back numerous Trojan shots as well as

scoring frequently on spikes.

For the night the vastly improved middle blocker

put 25 of 29 shots on the floor, an amazing .864. Zaject

came into the game as the Bruins leading hitter at

.341.

And Bruin coach Al Scates, who has been forever

singing Zajec's praises this season, had to update

what he has been saying after each of the last three

games.

"This is the best I've ever seen John play," he

commented once again.

As for the rest of the team, Dick Irvln and Ron

Coon played well in the early going but tapered off

later as Scates interchanged combinations

frequently in an attempt to strengthen his bench.^^

'We're going to need 10 men for the nationals,'*

Scates said afterward. "So I wanted to give some ol

the other players a chance to see some action."

The result was that the Bruins appeared to be

somewhat disorganized, which didn't entiance their

lackluster performance.

Jim Menges, who Scates said 'sete beautifully, but

is still learning to play six-man volleyt)aU" (after

gaining his experience as a two-man tieach player)

had to be called off on several plays, wtiile Larry „

Griebenow was again erratic with his serving.

Nevertheless, the Bruins' letdown could be ex-

pected.

'We had been pointing to Santo Barbara last

Friday," Scates observed, "and after we took the

first game tonight with such ease, I think we did

letdown."

Tonight the Bruins must play better at always-

tough Cal State Long Beach. In all probabUity UCLA
will be playing ))efore a packed house in the 49ers'

3,000 seat gym, which leaves little room between the

athletes and the spectotors.

It was there two years ago that the Bruins were

bounced from the regionals by Cal State and Scates

doesn't remember ttie place fondly.

"It's really close down at Long Beach," Scates

recalled. 'The fans sit behind the bench and they'll

talk to us."

The 49er8 enter ttie game with a 1-2 mark and no

chance at a piece of the Soutliem California In-

tercollegiate Volleyball Association championship.

They can, however, act as spoilers as the Bruins need

a win to keep pace with San Diego Stote, both teams

presently 5-0.

The Aztecs will have a crucial contest at UC Santo

Barbara tonight before they invade Pauley Pavilion

next Friday at 8 for the match that will probably

decide it all.

A footnote on the SC game . The contest was toped

for viewing on KTLA, (Channel 5) tomorrow af-

ternoon at 2. Tom Harmon and Keith Erickson call

the. action.

NO ENTRANCE HERE — Bruin volltyballM^t Jim

Mtngtt (9) and John Za|tc (13) go high to defend

against a USC splkt attempt In Wednesday night's

OB photo by 0«vo OvrnUt

match. Bruins dtftated the Troians In four games

and fact Cai State Long Beach tonight In the 4ttr

gym. v v
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lOO's of Wedding Band ideas
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* 2nd floor loc;afion insures low prices |

I University Mfg. J«wekrs I
I 1007 Broxton Suite 34 |
I . GRt-1377 .

FUSSBALL .

Le Chalet
10610 W.Pico

TGIF
: ' Fridoys 4:30-7 V

TAP BEER 15C

i

»

ifPjtiri A(1v#rti«#nrt#nt1 (

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVftlNO • 3 MJCS. WEST Of OOtMS
Ridas from dorm circlao 8:20 o.m. & 9:50 a.m.

SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.
"Come OS yoo ore. God loves you; so do wal"

4794645 Formora iwloc J*di Tabar, Chaplain tll^aa

i\

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM
827 Mdcofcn (1 Mk aoal af Htnkmf HaN)

Swppar follawo • far ridae cdl 474.5<«5

CofivarsoHofM wMi Rav. Deali- Unilad Minialry

Lutheran Compus Ministry - ALC; LCA
900 Hilgcrd. 475-5926

r

'(Paid Advertisement)

University Catholic Center
/~.

MASS: SUNDAY of 9 & 11 a.m.

6:15 & 7:30 p.m.

and at 5 p.m. at the Lutheran Chapel

^rdfhmor©^ Gayley/

Tk« C«nt«r is op«n daily from 9 to 5 and 7 to 40 jun

' v<'i;i>!ii&iff;^^
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Coffee « rap — music — movies — baking

. Agood last resort — cheap — all welcome.

* (including pairs and spoirs)

Friday Nigim - 8 P.mT- 12

84QHiloard ^
,^

•r' • .

(across from botanical garden and Hershey HoH)

At Newman Center * j

provided by Ctiristion Ministries in the URC at UCLA

••••••••••••••••
PREPARATION FOR MAY 1^-

K^- .

MCAT
NOW ENROLLING

Prt'paration for ^e^f^ required for admission fo

post ciraduate schools

S'« session courses smaller groups
Unlimited tape lessons for review
Course material constantly updated
Home study material prepared by enperts m eacf> field.

SI

STANL£Y H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER gHp^l SirKe 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890 —
1736 Westwood Boulevard

b'jfeyj^^rSNgii^^sagty^igji

iTHINKING ABOUT A SUMMER JOB?i

y come to

"Summer Group Meetings"

BUILDING IG

PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER

Monday — Wednesday — Friday

at 3 p.m.

^iSi^MS^^^SS'^iNi^

Baseball under
fl V . !

By Ed Burgart
1 p

i

Cconference favorite
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How will the ball bounce for the UCLA baseball team In the Pacific 8

this year? Or fwaybe It should be called the Pacific 4. points out Bruin

assistant Glenn Mickens. ' - ^ "

Along with USC, California, and Stanford, UCLA represents the Pac-8

Southern Division. Washington, Washington State, Oregon and Oregon

State comprise the fsiorthern Division.

So why tt»e controversy? In ttie opinion of fellow coaches. It Is the

inequality of the conference. In the past, the top two finishers In each

division would compete in the Pac-8 playoffs. During the regular season,

each school would play the other conference opfxmftfiti two or three

times.

Now, the teams cannot play outside the division. That means, for

example, that UCLA must play the Trojans, Cardinals and Bears six

times each. The same goes for the Northern schools with the winner of

each division competing against the other In the Pac-8 playoffs In AAay.

"It Is a very, very poor representation of a baseball conference," said

AWckens. "A club that went 7-8 last year almost went to Omaha over a

club that went ]7-0."

Miekens was referring to the undefeated Trojans and Northern

representative Washington State. The Cougars nearly pulled a miracle,

forcing the Trojans to play a third ganne in a best-of-three-serles. USC
subsequently won the NCAA.
Mickens continued by saying, "The clubs up North have good players

but over the season, the Southern schools have better records."

Last year's statistics verify Mickens' comments. Stanford and UCLA,
second and third respectively In the South, finished with 11-6 marks, four

games better than Washington State.

ballclub coming back Nu
might haveoneotTt^J,*"**.
^^C also has p.^,::>

ilmost intact and that we

luntiltheslgnlngs.V

Tithout shortstop George

While Mickens was just as unhappy with the conference last year as

this season, Cal coach George Wolfman does not like the current situation

at all. "We're not too happy with it. We prefer the Pac-|M past years.

It Is supposed to be the Paclflc^r"— ^i^:-^_

So, since UCLA will compete only against Southern schools, let's take a

look at each of the three schools. >• ^

¥SC

ri_>iiitf'> V

The defending Pac-8 and NCAA cham pidns are off to another fast start.

Coach Rod Dedeaux's men are 25-5, following their victory In the Hawaii

Tournament over the Easter break.

Good news for Trojan fans is the return of hurler Mark Sogge. Sogge led

USC in wins last season with 14 white computing a 1.86 ERA. AAark

developed tendonitis in his throwir>g arm earlier this year. He threw In

Hawaii and will start one of the games tomorrow against Stanford, r^""*"

use has two ottier fine pitchers In Randy Scarberry and Greg Widman.
In use's most recent statistics, Randy was 4-0 with a 3.52 ERA. Widman
was 3-1 and had a 3.60 ERA. Tim Coffin, Wayne Schrader and Russ
AAcQueen are frequently-seen Trojan hurlers.

USC^ias a horde of batting power led by outfielders Tim Steele, Jeff

Pedersen and Fred Lynn. Steele was leading the club In RBI with 19 and
was hitting .400. Lynn led in home runs with five.

On the r>egat1ve side, the Trojans lost All-Amerlcan pitcher Steve
Busby and hurler Eric Raich to the professior>al ranks. So fond of the two
was Dedeaus, who sold, "t felt I had a coach's dream of havlna a fylt

Ambrow. During ttie off season,)

Replacing Ambrow has been Ro

growing and is going to t)e a finef

performed on both knees.

)om Dedeaux says "Is still

Ihese days." : ^ „_:_

.V while
By Doug Kelly

~

**i II
'I think this might be the most inexperienced team I've ever had.'

Those* don't sound like optimistic words from a football coach whose
team never got untracked last year and wound up a woeful 2-7-1.

But UCLA head coach Pepper Rodgers isn't perturbed about the lack of

experience in the 1972 Bruins. In fact, he's a most optimistic man as
UCLA opens spring drills tomorrow morning on Spauldlr>g Field.

"I'd rather have r>o experience with talent than the other way around,"
said Pepper, echoing the thoughts of a certain Bruin basketball coach
wtK>seofficeis just down the corridor In the MAC Building.

And, like John Wooden, Rodgers may finally have the personnel he
rieeds for a winning season, personnel that, despite a lack of playing time,
might make a big difference In the heretofore saggirtg UCLA football

fortunes.

Rodgers has completely revamped the offense. Inserting the Wishbone,
in ax\ effort to give more punch (not to mention excitement) to a unit
which produced only 166 points In 11 games last fall. Naturally, Rodgers
hop^ to increase that total substantially come the start of the season,
Sept. 9 in the Coliseum against Nebraska.
To do it, he'll first need a quarterback, that seemingly rare specimen

which unfortunately doesn't grOw on trees.

Rodgers, however, has five signalcallers to ctKX)se from. Tttey Include
one iunior college transfer, two sophomores, and two returnees from last

^year.

B^test among the candidates are R<56 SCRIBNER and MARK
HARMON. Scrlbner, who lust finished a season with the national
champion UCLA rugby team, played In the defensive secondary last
year, but runs the option well, says Rodgers. He played quarterback as a
freshman. Harmon, son of former Michigan great turned TV sport-
scaster Tom Harmon, is a transfer from Pierce College.
CLAY GALLAGHER returns from last year, most of which was spent

as a back-up to the now-departed Mike Flores. He tried only three passes,
completing two for 45 yards.
PAT TORMEY and GREG COCKAYNE both pHoted the Brubabes last

season. Neither passed with any regularity as the froth went to the Wish-
bone, although Cockayne was 10-of-21, Tormey eight-of-18.
At the moment, Rodgers has no No. 1 quarterback, but emphasizes the

top two are Scrlbner and Harmon.
In the backfield, the 6rulns have solid starters plus good depth, but the

picture will be altered no matter what happens In the spring. JAMES
McALISTER cannot compete until fall, and Rodgers eagerly awaits his
return. In the meantime, returnees GARY CAMPBELL, KERMIT
JOHNSON and RANDY TYLER are the most prominent names. John-
son, AAcAlister's high school teammate, began to move Into high gear by
mid-season last year, only to break an ankle, shelving him for the
remainder of the season. The ankle is healthy once again, and Rodgers
expects big things out of Kermlt. Johnson participated last year without
the benefit of spring drills, and Pepper feels he'll be an even better asset
having gone through a spring's work. In 80 carries, Johnson rushed for
414 yards In '71.

Campbell, the senior from Ennis, Texas, hopefully will break Into his
own this September. Gary started out last year playing part time, then
saw more action when Johnson was hurt. In 68 carries, he logged 234
yards „

rf^

Y

^ 1lffiit>if'*t^^

€ "ft.

But the Trojans' sh-ong point appears to be their outfield. If they are to
repeat as Pac 8 and NCAA champions, though USC will need superb
pitching from Scarberry, Sogge and Widman.

Stanford
The co-favorite to win the Pacific 8, the Cardinals accounted for the

Riverside Tournament this year, defeating No. 1-ranked Arizona State, 9-

2, in the finals. Overall, Stanford is 25-7 this season. Including a 6-0
blanking of UCLA In the Riverside tourney.

Stanford's forte is Its pitching which easily could be the best in the Pac-
8. Statistics are revealing: Tom Changnon (21; 0.39 ERA), Bob Kam-
meyer (5-2, 1.89), Dan Shaw (7-0, 2.03, Bob DIPietro (5-2, 2.04), Mike
HIggins (3-1, 2.08) and Nick Peterson (2-1, 2.34).
More than likely, last year's runner-up in the Pac-8 South will send

Kammeyer, Shaw and DIPietro against USC this weekend.
One cannot forget the Cardinals' All American outfielder. Rod Boone.

As a sophomore, Boone was All-Conference, All-District 8 and second
team All-America. Last year. Rod hit a team leading .363 In contrast to
his so-so .276 this season. But Boone has belted seven homers this season,
including two off Arizona State star Eddie Bane.
Currently, centerflelder Tom Williams at .442 leads Stanford In hitting.

Then comes Mickey Aguirre (.368), Mike Nelson (.342), Bob Reece (.298)
and AAark Luclch (.272). Reece was the MVP at Riverside and was last

year's All-Conference catcher.
The big blow to Stanford this season was the loss of Ail Conference

shortstop Al O' Brien. He suffered a broken leg early this year.
-^ .Overall, Stanford has an excellent shot at the Pac-8 title.

California
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Cal has no way to go but up this reason, finishing lairttrtf^ Pac-8.
Southern Division with a 5-12 mark last year. So far, fHe Bears are 22-9
and may be the most improved team In the conference.

Like Stanford, Cal Is deep in the pitching department. Doak Moore
leads Cal with a 6-1 record and 1.58 ERA. Dave Forster is also having an
outstanding year (3-0, 0.61 ERA). Steve l-acki, Ray Dei Csrio and Ken
Nelson are Cal's other big pitching guns. '

Cal has an Ail-American in first baseman Gary Hernandez. Gary was
All District 8 third team Ail America as a sophomore. Like Stanford's
Boone, he's In a hitting slump, batting just .242. Remarkably, he owns Cal
records in hits (63), doubles (13), triples (8), total bases (104) and
slugging percentage (.638).

Cal's biggest weakness has been scoring runs. The Bears are hitting

|ust .258 as a team. .» . . v

But tfVe Golden Ones cannot be counted out, due to their pitching

strength. As Mickens says, "Good pitching neutralizes good hitting."

That's the Pac-8 Southern Division rundown. USC has to be favored.
But Stanford appears loaded. And Cal has an excellent pitching staff. Of
course, the Bruins are in the thick of it, too. The Bruins led the Pac-8 last

year with a .296 team batting average. Once again, UCLA has the hitting

(.291 team average). And the Bruins possess fine hurlers In Gary Robson,
Bill Susa, Greg Zail and Bary Woodruff. -

Mickens sums up what seems to be an evenly balanced confernce best:

"Six losses won't eliminate any club."

the corner
^

Tyler, 87 carries, 354 yardsy -doesn't help the Bruins so much with his

running as he doesn with his blocking. Perhaps the best blocker In the

backfield, Randy's specialty will be needed in the Wishbone.

Others hoping to break into the picture at fullback, behind Campbell,

are redshirt CHARLIE SCHUHAAANN and MATT FAHL, who rushed for

8 8 yards a crack with the Brubabes. Backing up Johnson at right half are

JIAAMIE JONES and JIM FARMER. Returnee MIKE COCHRAN,

redshirt BOBBY FERRELLand soph MIKE OWENS figure in Rodgers'

Both the offensive and defensive lines are question marks. On offense,

tackle BRUCE WALTON returns, as does RANDY GASCHLER, who has

been moved to center to replace Dave Dalby. At tight end, JACK
LASSNER Is the favorite, but EUGENE JONES, switched from DE,

DWAIN HILL and GENE BLEYMAIER are posstbtltties. Bteymater

underwent shoulder surgery over the winter. EUGENE CLARK Is

coming off an ln|ury, but figures to play a lot of right guard, while RUSS

LEAL leads left guard possibilities. Two transfers, MAX RILEY from

Santa Barbara and ED KAZILIAN from Reedley, figure to have a

chance, as do transfer AL OLIVER, CRAIG GRIAAM and TIM COYLE at

tackle, and SCOTT BARRETT, DAN GILBERT and PHIL KLAUS at

^"tERRY VERNOY, who caught 21 passes to lead the club last year,

returns at spilt end. Ml KE CLAYTON, with seven, also Is back, and these

two will have REGGIE ECHOLSand redshirt JACK LIGHTSY to contend

with. In addition to BRAD LYAAAN, attempting a comeback after sitting

out last year with knee problems. ocTCDcnw
On defense, UCLA will be strong at the ends, as both CAL PETERSON

and FREDAAcNEILL will be on hand. The Nvo |uniors played last year as

a tandem, got off to a good start, and got better as the campa^n

progressed. PAUL MOYNEUR, In the secondary last year, and sophs

FULTON KUYKENDAHL and JOHN COTE will challenge.

The Interior defensive line is the '"»1??'*'!!!?^?Te?eS*M
r^tM KiM) BlAvers RICK BASKA at tackle and EARL PETERSON at

7 \,.^M^ui,^ TCUJi WADDELL, GARY VANDEVANTER ano Kuw

'^^iZ'^m^ only ^ ""-••'^rTEVETElLT^^NcI

JI?i«rI^^ J^^rR<5««l. hoping CHARLES HERRING It r«»v«r«l

played In WTO but mISMd la.t y««r, and »oph. GENE SETTUES and

"l^'^^ «^«Si^*ALAN LEMMERMAN »id ALLAN ELLIS r.h,rn at
In the i«:ondary, ^^'^I' " ^^ R.d«hlrti ED CBANNON and

r^LrmE/Js irCH H^Ou'Ie** BrLL"A:^EYN and RICH GAINES

"'U "tl^.aH'.^^^Xu^'of fh. '72 Bruin., at «.!. wrltlnfl, Is the
Perhaps the »»'^°"9«** '??;"= gARNES, who av«-ag«d 41.4 yards a try

list Tr**?;.'*-^ -^ ^^ ^''^'"« •'^'•"•* '"^^ " M L"*

Td^d? rre.Tri;r*.xtT!?;inX';:::ratt^

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE
478-5822 1093 Broxton, St. 218
FREE Village Movie Tickets, FREE parking.

DAYS TO FRITZ' ^^^^^^^^^^

He's X rated and animated!

APRIL 12th

IS FRITZ' DAY AT
KPaid Adv»rtiMm*nt)

HiLLEL COUNCiL
^m HllptnTAxenue

4TV.1.S31

SHABBAT SERVICES .
.---'"^

. ; '

;

;'

' .

'

April 7th 8:30 - *

Gmest speaker: Dr. Robert Gerstein« Professor in the

Political Science Department

Tppilc: "American Jewish Identity" _^^. _ .

Oileg Shabbat and|sraell Dancing follows.

-^x'--.

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

-f X ^ SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

^\ Cockfail Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 am. til 2 «.ro.

lu. bagg. hair goodieM. BondaU >w\.\t >VbelUf iHigMf hair goodieM^

New lnaece$9ihle LocatUmll!

1110 Gayley Ave.
West weed Vllleae

47S-9549

w:^

<:zr\E.±tauxant

•^TOKYO STYLE COOKING"

9145 S. Sepulvedo Blvd.

(NEAR LA. INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT)

, I

Telephone: 670-8480

HCS524SSS£^^j^^v

£?/

SPCCIAL GUEST. STAR

fuiEanioc
SANTA MONICA CIVIC LNI BIKI Alttirill

SAT. APR.15 8 p m:SON. APR.168 p m
All Statt Rtttrvtd. St SO, SS.SO, S4.S0

Tlcli«t$ avallabit at: All Tlchttron Outltt«.

SanU Monica Box offlet, Call 393-0961.

Long Btach Arana Box Offlca. call 437-22S5.

"rodiind hv (ONiiHI ASS(M

/
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"A thrilling comedy.. .daring!
-Rex Reed. Syndicated Columnim

SUUGHTEIiliOIISE-FIVE is..

"Wild and noisy!"
— Vincent Canby, New York Times

t-«-

ff

^<- '•^iiiSiliiHSiiSiSS?^

A GEOAGC ROY NUl MM MONASH fMOOUCTKM

ai-AUQMTEHHOUS&jFIVE
Mtffi^^ fM^taatti fMttkM VAl tIMf nmm t^m».m^^ KURT VONIilGUT. Jr.

99

;:.v.::;:; 2nd big weeki ^DB^^^
Mon thru Fn 6 00 • 8 00 • 10 00 PM

S«t i Sun 2 00 • 4 00 • 6 00 • 8 00 tO 00 PM (. H4« ¥>^W^66fl IIW.
:/'/yf^^i/rs CREST *(si»*ooo

ujiiuwizsiiir
In t S*\ onir MidnifM Show «l 17 00 AM

Af*

^

):

ciiamplon:

^•l

1;

r

..- .

»

Csincet

y-

UCLA 5A«byoimi»W«i»ity 3

UCLA 4f; IrvliliHiiflby Club 3

UCLA 1l« San FMmando^ugby Club

UCLA It, Cisco's IUi9bir|M> 10

UCLAJ** L0Si|n9<y|ts,Rl«by Club 8

uggpa. sf, Miiif^ Oiiitge io

{jCffTn, UC Sftrkeley 7

UCLA 10, UC 0»vis

UCLA 22, University of BrHlPPColu

UCLA 22, Stanford •

UC ianta Barbara 26, UCLA 2S

UCLA 2«, San Frandsco Rugby Club 10

UCLA 43, San Fernando Valley State College 4

UCLA 10, Los Angeles State College 4

ilCLA 24, Occidental College 4

UCLA 74, San Diego State College ^

MONTEREY NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
UCLA 14, Capitol Rugby Club

UCLA 10, Olympic Rugby Club 3

UCLA 15, Puget Sound Rugby CM)
UCLA 10, UC Berkeley 6

pLA 16, Peninsula Raffiblers 6

-:«.&-—W^ i. .|La>4<.

t

/June 21 -July 22)
• J.-

* J". v«fi».'.-'Vi%*r»- -a

0.

•' *,

Shine at social occasions; ingratiate yourself

with the right contacts. Begin to use psychology.

Get information you need through Flesner & Cook.

I UCLA-California Trac/c Entries

>r.-j'^A«^.^««HJ|,f|F^^>nCiJMBfA.«.£. ..r^*>« 4 ^.-H''. **i^,v- •.r*p'i ,/T.^-

r'S';''.fl".--"7f;' .:INCOME TAX

'j:»'-V

SI RVK i:

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
FACULTY and STAFFJ^

FLESNER&COOK
' !i»\ (\>nsultants

J 072 (;;iylev. Suite 3 tNo\t to Sateway),

Westwt>od 473-8 1 27 or 886-7475^

:*

100 — CAL: Sammy Burns

(9.5, 9.9), Chuck Bommarlto
(9.6,9.9), J. D. Smith (9.7, 10.0).

UCLA: Warren Edmonson (9.2,

9.4)V Ronnie Welch (9.4), Steve

Gibson (9.5, 9.7) or Gordon

Peppars (9.5, 9,6). 220 — CAU
Bommarlto (21.4, 21.4), Burns

(21.5, 21.6), Smith (21.5 - ).

UCLA: Peppars (20.8, 20.8),

Gibson (20.9, 20.9), Benny
Brown (20.9, 20.9) or Ron
Gaddls (21:2, 21.2).

440 — CAL: Jim Andrew
(47.8, 48.4), Ed Bonner (47.6,

48.5), Dan Stodden (50.0, 50.0).

UCLA: John Smith (44.5, 47.2),

Benny Brown (46.4, 46.4), Ron
Gaddis (47.0, 47.5).

880 — CAL: Rick Brown
(1:48.9, 1:51.9), Cliff West
(1:51.1, 1:51.1), Dennis Foster

(1:52.1, 1:53.9), or Scott AAc-

Tavlsh (1:54.8, 1t55.0). UCLA:
Rick Tschudin (1:52.2, 1:52.2),

Paul Williams (1:49.3, 1:52^),

RIcco Sanchez (1:50.1, 1:54.4),

or Bob Langston (1:49.2,

1 : 52.7)

.

. .
,•;.;

MILE — CAL: Cliff West
(4:04.4, 4'11.4), Dennis Foster

(4:11.9, 4:11.9), Randy Hansen
(4:13.2, 4:13.2). UCLA: Ruben
Chapplns (4:05.5,4:11.4), Tony
Veney (4:13.5, 4:13.5), Dick

TIkker (4:13.9, 4:18.1). '

.^

#<«;' «.-

I
Amaya (14:03.8, 14:03.8), f
Wolfgang Schmulewicz ^5

(14:30.6, 14:30.0), Brian :S?

Maxwell (14:04.0, 14:04.0). |
UCLA: Joe Balasco (14:00.6, |
14:00.6), Ruben Mejia, Jim

|
FrencK. i

440-RELAY - CAL: Jim
|

Andrew, Chuck Bommarlto,
|

J. D. Smith, Sammy Burns
|[

(41.1). UCLA: Charles Rich,
|

Steve Gibson, Ron Gaddis, |
Warren Edmonson (41.3, but

:|

disqualified for passing out of
|

zone). Alternates, Ronnie;^;

Welch, Benny Brown. (Best |
time, to date, 40.0, Reggie |

y.

3-MILE — CAL: Eugenio

ti Stodden,

I

-v-

Now that you can fly to Europe forpeanuts,
here's how little you shell outto get around:

V $130 forlVvo Months of unlimited raU travel ki ^^^^^
Austria,Belgkim, i>enmark,IVance,Germany, Holland, itals^LuxembouTKf

Norway^Portiigai,Spain,Sweden»SMdtzerland.

1 -i

'-t

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass.

All you need is the bread and sonnethlng to show you're

a bona fide student between 14 and 25.

Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited'

rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those

13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air

fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made..

Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class

travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little

second class about Second Class. Besides being com-
fortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

pean trains have some other advantages for you. They

take you from city center to city center, so you don't have

to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with PIctograms that give you informa-

tion In the universal language of signs, and dIrHng rooms,

bookstores and other helpful facilities.

Now, here's the catch. You can't get your
Student-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass In

Europer-you have to get them before you leave the coun-

try. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send In

the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

EcKols, Gibson, Gaddis, Ed-

monson, 3/26/72.

MILE RELAY - CAL: Dan | J

Ed Bonner, Jim An-

'

gdrew. Rick Brown (3:15.6).

^ UCLA: Warren Edmonson, Ron
\

?! Gaddis, Benny Brown, John „

S Smith* Alternates, RiccoSj

g Sanchez, Paul Williams. (Best^,

Stime, to date, 3:10.4, Gaddis, =5

Smith, Brown,

CAL: I

14.5).
I

(13.5,
:|

,
14.6). i
JoeS

S^ IUDuCPRAILHb^ Tli« way to ••• Europe without toolifis Kko a tourlaL
Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Franci, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box
9fi,

Lindenhurst, New York 11757.

Please send me^our free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. n Or your Student-Railpass folder order form. Q

g Sanchez,
4/1/72).

HIGH HURDLES -
^ Kerry Hampton (14.2,

Ross Brosius (14.3,

gUCLA: Charles Rich

14.0), Duane Johnson

14.3), Rory Kotlnek (14.6

440 HURDLES - CAL:

Petralla (52.1, 53.4), Ross|

Brosius (51.6,53.0), Bill Askey
g

(54.4, 54.4). UCLA: Jean Pierre^:

gCorval (51.7, 51.7), Gary Werth
I

I (53.7, 55.4).

I SHOT PUT - CAL: J^

I Penrose (55-11, 55-11), RoHn

i Luka <56-10, 54.2), Chris Ada"«

^(53-9 1/4, 51-3 1/4). UCLA: Ken^l

|pagel(57-6 3/4,57-6 3^).Da^J

iGo^don (58-5 3/4, 55-0. R^^
iFreberg (55-6 3/4, 55-6 3/4)..

j

I DISCUS THROW 7 CAL;!

I Penrose (191-4, 187-5). Ad**^;!

i^(176-ll,l«9-3),JonGleahll(16|

7, 157-3). UCLA: Gordon 180^ '.M

,ao-6), Freberg (178-9, ^vn

^ JAVELIN THROW --W.^

I Bruce Kennedy (249-0, ^^
I Chris Adams /.»6;:..^^^^

STUDENT-FACULTY PLAN

FLY-DRIVE
EUROPE
Low youth fare

plus car for summer

For Fr«« Foldtr wrIU

Car-Tours In Europe, inc

65^ Fifth Ave..NY.10017/697-5800

D«ptning on

jii»»liflliif>>

|TMCh«r gi^

.-4-
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By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

this the year the mighty Trojan baseball team,

hers of two consecutive NCAA championships,

succumbs?

he Bruins will attempt to take a step in that

ction today as they host California at 2:30 in the

ific 8 opener for both schools. Tomorrow, UCLA

.s ( al in a doubleheader that begins at 12 : 00 noon.

three games are at Sawtelle Field.

eanwhile, the No. 6 ranked Trojans (25-5) host

\ Stanford (25-7) at Bovard Field today at 2:30

then again in a noon doubleheader tomorrow.

CLA received a severe jolt to its weekend hopes

nesday night when third baseman Mike Gerakos

fered a badly sprained ankle against Chapman

lege It is extremely doubtful if Gerakos will see

ion this weekend. It is hoped he will be ready for

nford April 14 and 15.

what are the Bruins' chances against George

ifman's Bears who have compiled a fancy 22-9

ord'' "Our mound staff is the key to the

kend, " said assistant Bruin coach Glenn

kens 'We've got to get the ball over ttie plate

hout bases on balls.'* .

oday. the Bruins send ace Gary Kobson against

s Dave Forster. Robson is 5-1 this season,

piling a 1.89 ERA and whiffing 67 batters in 61 2/3

ngs Forster has an equally impressive record

a :? won-loss mark and a 0.61 ERA.

he Bruins will needstrong hitting from left fielder

1 Altshuler (.412), center fielder Bob Adams
I and right fielder Eric Swanson (.^30) if they

to oressure their crosstown rivals. Swanson
^ *i

starting lineups:

C<)lifornia:

calls UCLA's outfield "the best hitUng outfield in the
country."

What about Cal's hitting? The Bears are batUng
just 258 as a team compared to UCLA's .291. The
Bears' main concern, so far, is fir^t baseman Gary
Hernandez's lackluster .242 batting average.
Hernandez was last year's All Pac-8 first baseman

in addition to being elected to the All District 8 and
third team Ail-American squads. Gary led the
Pacific 8 with a .459 average last year, highest in

conference history.
, ^

Cal's leading batsmen this year have been right

fielder Dave Alderete ( .322) and third baseman Don
Thomas (.308).

Tomorrow, the Bruins will rely on Bill Susa (5-1,

2.25) and Greg Zail (2-1, 3.95) on the mound. Wolf-
man indicated he will probably start Doak Moore (6-

1. 1.58) and Steve Lacki (3-3, 3.05). Lefty Ray Del
Carlo (2-3) and Ken Nelson (2-0) are other possible

starters.

Wolfman is optimistic about his team's chances.

''We have one of our best defensive ball clubs in the

past few years. We also have more depth in our
pitching." ,..,

^

_UCLA. at 23-14, undoubtedly will miss Gerakos at

third. "It's got to hurt us," said Mickens. "He is the

leader and captain of our club. Wahl (Steve) will do a

fine job down there. He has been hitting the ball good
the last four games."
With Wahl moving from second to third, Dan

Guerrero ( .250) will be at second. - . -^ ^-,

The Block Students' Union

Ethnic Film Series
presents:

Hw munier of
MM

plus

1 Bobby Tulk, 2B .295
'

2 Roy /VNeisner, CF .271

) Dave Alderete, RF .322

Gary Hernandez. IB .242.

ppte Borman, LF .284

Den Thomas, SR .306

Ron Colfman, SS .250

Brad Brian, C .222
.

Dave Forster, P 3 *"'

1

s

6

/

B

9

UCLA
"T Luis Gomez, SS .216 •

•

? Steve Wahl, 3B .265

i. Earl Altshuler, LF .412 -
1 Bob Adams, CF .340

S fcric Swanson, RF .33b
'

ft Tim boerr, IB .302

/ Dan Guerrero, 2B .250

H Dave Cumberland, C .244

GaryRob»On^P5J^

One thing is for sure. The Bruins don't want to fall

behind DSC or Stanford. Last year, the Bruins trailed

use throughout the conference. The result: thUrd

place in the Pac-8 Southern Divisionr— t

.VOll IS If IK rIMF/ and
LISTEW WIIITEY-

Friday, April 7, 1972
7:00 pm Soc VVelf 147

no (idniission cluirycd

Spon.o'«J By SIC UPC BSU

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

»5
20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY

and STAFF

: FLESNER & COOK j^^j—I^
Tax Consultants

1072 Gayley, Suite 3 (N«xt to Safeway)

Westwood 473-8127 or 886-7475

i. 8tH SMASH WEB(
OOOO SEATS NOWAVAILAILE

..i

v*.

-'"'5;- t

. '^ •:.,

•-j:".

nYou know that guy v^ho has be

your supplier of . . . , or that

girl v/ho has been providing

you with ...

ARE THEY graduating THIS YEAR?

Here's your chance to PAY THEM

BACK FOR ALL THAT . . .

_ji.

. i,

..'•:
. H

Write us a letter about what

theyVe done for you, others, and

the University.

Honors Seniors Selection Committee

Publications Office, KH 1 1

2

by April 12

WRIHEN BY PETE TOWNSHEND aId THE WHO

Oriiiiil Recfriiif by Timmy ^ i^.

Prt«icrt by Kit Laiibert. ^

"Breathtoking production .^
^

destined to become a mile-

stone in the musical theater."
' -^Hollywood Rmporfmr

"Hn extravagant production

spectacularly bright and boun-

cy." -Dovid Sh—han, CBS TV

SPECIAL STSiENT lUSH: $3.SI with stitet IJ.

I km btftft ciftoii. Sw. 4 $.m. ifctw Mif.

AOINIRIUf
SUNSn AND VINE. HOLLYWOOD
LX: iwiyu>w rwmofmmcn imm.. w.a, nara, • k» m/

tpMM IkMMl mem lUm Mi TIppI lair •! MI-4181
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wrtt like to introduce you

to our now relanonsiiiii.

* *

Our new relationship

with Concert Associates

means you can now get

tickets for all their concerts

through Ticketron. Just stop by

your nearest Ticketron Computer

Box Office, pick up

your instant tickets to

all Concert Associates'

concerts or, for that matter,

any other event in town, and

be on your way fast

TICKETS NOW AVAIIABIE FOR:

FANNY -March 31 — Santa AAonica Gvic

J. GEILS -April 1 1 — Santa Monica Cfvic

HUMBLE PIE - April 15— Santa Monica Civic

April 16 — Long Beach Auditorium

VAN MORRISON -April 2^ ^8 -Santa Monica Civic

^®Ti[:KEmaN
,« TIckttrtM CMupMttr« Offlcw

are ! all BTMivty. May C«.,

Start mi MratgaiMnr Wart stortt.

NEED MONEY?
Try

• •

BABYsrrriNG
TUTORING
(If you're a Junior, Senior,

orGraduate Student)

TEMPORARY WORK ..'-iwi*><*»vuw>ri;:.p*^r»rfl.»ti

(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

_ . Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private ._,_

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

;\ ROOM & BOARD
- ^ (Opportunities In exchange for

vs^ork are also available.)

Come to the

PLACEMENT + CAREER PLANNING CENTER
BIdg. IG & place your name on these

' ^ _-^ |j|^s. (East of Moore Hall) 4.—__ — Deadline for spring registrotior^— -^

—

is Friday, April 7th

rjA lOVELYSORTxHEATH
SamiMi 2. Arloff I lames H. Nicholson

•'•**^ Ro|t( Gorman's Production ol

,.,^,-WU$-

.PSYCHEOELiC

petIFONDAsusanSTRASBERG
midnight shows fri-sat apr 7-8

ADMISSION! A FAIKPtlCEl ONLY $1.25

REOUIAR ADMISSION ONLY 49<

DURING WEEK TIU 7 PM f9l AFTER

SANTA MOHICA

MAYFAIR

HFGULAIt PROGRAM STAR
I'.LLV JACK 1 ZACHAHIAH

AMI MMMHHH Ml

REGULAR PROGRAM MAYFAIR:
^C)^Af TIMES A G«EAT NOTION fc PLAY
\5LiIY - _

Oarsmen at
Having lost a race their coach expected them td

win, UCLA's oarsmen attempt to retwund tomorrow

at Newport Harbor, where they'U meet UC Irvine,

Loyola and San Diego SUte in the Newport Regatta.

Orange Coast CoUege will enter the freshman and

junior varsity races.

The Bruins lost by a healthy margin to an aroused

California crew last weekend, and while coach Jerry

Johnsen still believes his rowers capable, he feels it

might be a while yet before they come together as a

unit Faith and patience, he mainUins, are the

keynotes for the present.

•With all the inexperience in this year's boat, it

may take longer for those in it to jell as a unit," he

says. '*Once it jells, I think it can race with anybody.

But it's a question now of whether it will jell early

enough to do something this year."

The Bruins obviously didn't do much against Cat.

UCLA oarsmen never went above 36 strokes a

minute and their coach felt they should have been

more competitive during the race. ''We didn't do all

the things we could have," Johnsen said. **I thought

we rowed an intelligent turnout, but this wasn't a

turnout. It was an intercollegiate race between two

old rivals."

The Bruins are still working on fundamentals. '*It

is still early in the season," Jphnsen points out, "and

I'm trying to be patient. However, he warns, '*if the

varsity rows this week as it did last week, it^hm^d

finish second," behind Loyola. >^ "^^-^.T"

The JV shell can expect a tough race from Orange

ortRegattal
Coa^: -They only get up for two race^ .
Johnsen said of OCC. -UCLA and Z J*^^
Sprints." Orange Coast goes in as ^ r^*^
having set a course record last week in the

*^^

race. The second-place team was so L^
Johnsen recalled, "that I don't even rpmo^w

"**

it was." "^^"^^n^berwiH,

The freshmen, who are described as 'a vi*.,
crew," also tangle with OCC. The two^*^
favorites, though this is the first race for^^
outside of Ballona Creek in the Marina "Thp
at Newport is rough at the start," maintair^ j!l!
sen, and because of it, they may not be able t

their own race. If they do, I think they should w?
In the varsity race, Uyola figures to be*l

similar to Cal. 'if the two raced. Id say it Z^^
either way. It wiU be a good measure of how f*'

we've come in a week's time to race Jl
somebody who's just as good as Cal," Johnsen sZ
Though the turnouts this week haven't been tl

outsUnding, the varsity oarsmen are stiU worki^
hard. Too hard, perhaps. "ITiey're spending ma!
time now working than thinking," beUeves John&M^
"You have to think during a race, too."

Johnsen will be keeping his eyes open this weekend
for resiiUts from the Bay Area. Cal State Long Beach
thought to be a co-favorite with Washington for the

Western Sprints, races Cal at the Oakland Estuary
If the 49ers lose, and the Bruins win handily

tomorrow, Johhsen figures his club to move into the

favorite's role, along with the Huskies.
•/' • *.

NEWPORT REGATTA — Foltowing toss to Cal last Diego State in Newport Regatta tomorrow morning

weekend, carsmen face LoyoU, UC Irvine and San Varsity race scheduled for 11:00.

MISS PAT COLUNS
THE HIP HYPNOTIST
NOW APPEARING

THURSDAY • FRIDAY •

PAT COLLINS

CELEBRITY CLUB
9103 SUNSET AT DOHENY

LUNS'H
1SATURDAY I

COCKTAILS VVK^KUK ALL A0E8
i DINNER 4r l^tl^XCluU WELCOME
SHOW ALSO AVAIl^LC F6i^ BANQUETl• VALET PARKING

TUESDAY AND weONESDAY QUEST ENTERTAINMENTI

April 7th

"TV'S LAUOKIN OROUr
At The Celebrity Table

THE BIG NAME BANHS ARE COMINOII
One NIte dhty
lOUIflEUSON

8. Hit II Piece Band
WED, APRIL 12th— 9:N 4 11:31
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWl

eekend Events:]

TRACK: double dual meet *j

Coliseum, UCLA vs. Cal, U50

vs. Stanford, 1:15 tomorrow.

I BASEBALL: vs. Cat, todayJ

2:30, Sawtelle n«'^

Idoubleheader tomorrow. 12 W|

ItENNIS: vs. Stanford, today,

1:00, Sunset Courts vs. wi.j

I
tornorrow, 1:00. j

^VOLLEYBALL: at Cal State

'Long Beacti, tonight, 8:00. i

)cREW:'«t Newport Harl»f.

varsity race 11:00 tomorrc^^

FRI-SAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $125

APRIL 7-8

MALCOIM MCDOWEU IN .

IF

II

JANE FONDA l|sj

UMUIIELU
/•

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
^**-T

WILSHIRE '. 26th

SANTA MONICA

Next Week.

'•OILING STONES

SYMPATHY
FOR THE

DEVIL

BEATLES

YELLOW
SUBMARINE

829-3366

\itMan 9thnie idtiititr•mfkatind Friday, April 1, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUm IS
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hiappelli starts high school program
Next ye«r. 'o*"" *^ tchoolt

^Xn Uie Lot Angel- UnifW

ichool Diitrict will befiD a

rogram of Italic clMi«» •«

jccompli»hment largely raultiiig

from the efforts of Profwor

jrredi Chiapefli of the Italian

Lpartment here. Over the past

Ivear Chiapelli hai worked at a

Biason between the Dittrict and

Ithe UNICO Italian Education

JFoundation. A contract hai now

Ibeen signed for the coining

lacademic year. -^
UNICO, Which is following the

example of a successful project by

Japanese-Americans to get

Japanese classes ip Los Angeles

high schools. Ir a service

organization specialising- in

scholarships and other cultural

support. Under the contract,

UNICO will contribute $500 to

every school which qualifies and

institutes a program of Italian.

Criteria for selection of the

schools are: the location and size

of th« school (main consideration

being the location within or near a

major I talo-American neigh-

borhood), the presence in the

Ktiool of a qualified teacher, and
the school's interest in continuing
the program with the aim of
esUblishing it oa a pcnnanent
basis

The program is planned to be
expanded over a period of five

years. According to Chiappelli,

the hope is to gradually expand
the orijginal program to form a
networl[ of courses throughout the
area and encourage the ethnic and
cultural development of the Italo-

American community.

Mliirity graits avaiiaiiie

TheSchoa^j^odal Welfare here is locating minority group men^bers,
part^dilarly Black, t:hicano and Asian persons interested in obUining a
Master's or Doctoral degree in Social Welfare. The purpose of the
program is:

- To recruit qualified Black. Chicane and Asian students who wish to
enter a graduate school study program leading to a Master's or
Doctoral degree in Social Welfare.- To give spedal assistance with admissions.- To counsel interested students concerning stipends and other financial
assistance programs for which they may be eligible.

The School has been able to make available financial assistance to
most qualified minority students in the past, and every effort is being
made to make possible comparable aid for the student in the academic
year of 1972-73.

If you are interested in learning more about this program, contact the
School of Social Welfare or Linda Jarmin at ext. 52812 or 52802. The
deadline for filing applications is April 15, 1972.

"BIZARRE,
IMAGINATIVE!"

"siLinr
Running"

**KVQLUTION"

MtTNunnNarriiMf
UllS AM nvilMt Mil
MfOMMTMN. mtflWIli
VIC NOMN, 4t«.flW

DAIUV I2:)0 • t:10 • 4:S0 ^^^Bp^^ 4th RECORD WEEK I

•:90 • 1:10 • 10:30 PM jK^^^bm^^mtiKm rttftgltT^Wl ba^
IXTRAI MIdnlfht Show ^MaeJWgST^^'*^^^ >aAaiilU*J*l^^
FH. 4 ••fUtiOO AM m l̂fmtm^ MMSIT Mir VMMUYWIN.IM-Mtl

fl6W KAViN6 IN 0HAN6t MUNTV AT:

•fl^M^ CINTURY 21
•10 North Euclid • AntNltn

714/7714101
Harbor IM. iiMr

7i4/Ml.U71

(Paid Ady«ftiMm«nt) I

Wa ware wondering If you

hav something to say about

^r-zr^.-lrv

MHDHL
'V- i

Richard Nixon, Communal living, Over popuIqtl6n;Tu|>^!on, Mari-

juana, Political Priioneri, the Un-Cola«o^. anything ralieiortKol
matter.

,
,..

•
. : ^~T~ ' ~—

;

~

If you do, and If you WouTd enjoy dlicuttlng your views with the

Community, pleaie phone ui. " ^ ".

""' """'"""
'" ^'

We're the CcNnput Committee to Bridge the Oap.W«'re non-

profit with no political or religious affiliatloni^We exist solely to

bring students and the Community together for an exchange of

concepts.and ideas. ,.
-. „,- ^^ » .—

,

iVr\^

"Never mind if it's any good! Is it on Tuesday and Thursday at 9:30-11?"

bur Nome Speob For Htelf

CAU 478-8921 AND (^EAVE YOUR NAA^& NtlMER

mmm&mmwmmm mmmmrn

1

ASUCLA

HiJnDREDS of records from .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3.98

COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK, BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, IMPORT

,*

\ >

Gonna Take A Miracle

Laura Nyro The Music People

' Sittin' In

Kenny Logglns

With Jim Messina

>-7'W

$2.99 $2.99 $2.99

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Aciierman~Uni6n — Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must proseni this od for fho WiltMro %\^m

Music Odyssoy
1 1910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

op^n lofo •vory night
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How mucliWhaf3 on would

TUKOfTHtJOWH
IMPORTS rROM AROUND TNI WORLD •

OPfN NOUSi, SATURDAY, APRIL tth, 10 A.M. TO 10 PM. J

GRAND OPENING I

I-.

,• t

4-^

1265 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES

<Conttiiii€d from Page It)

native to tha Envlroamantal

Junote/" by Glen SmalL architect,

8 pm. Immaculate Heart High

School Auditorium, 5515, Franklin

Ave., Los Angeles.

—"Management by Ob-

jectives," with John R. Van de

Water, president of Van de Water

Associates Ind., management
consultants, 9 am -4 pm, Roger

Young Center, 936 W. Washington

Blvd., Los Angeles. Cost Is $35.

—"Computer-Based Ex-

periments on Complex Social

Phenomena," by Gerald H. Shure,

professor of ps/chology and

sociology, l pm, GSM 2325.

—"Momentum and Energy of

Waves," by John R. Pierce,

professor of engineering,

California Institute of Technology,

2 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Asymptotic Analysis of

Combustion for High Activation

-Energy,"by Forman A. Williams,

professor of aerospace and
mechanical engineering sciences,

UC San Diego, 4 pm, MS 6627.

Technology, 3 pm, Bunc^ 4269. —"Bruin Young De

—^^"How to Makfe Revolution In

the U.S.," by Dan Styron,

organizer. Socialist Workers
Party, noon. Ackerman Union

2412. 1

Monday, Apri) 10

—"Problem Solving In the
Physical Sciences — A Systems
.and Modeling Appcoach," by
AAoshe Rubenstein, associate
professor of engineering, 1 pni,

Ackerman Union 2406.

—"Theoretical Prediction of

Equilibrium Ptiase A|temblages
in Multicomponent Systems," by

4 Tom Brown, postdoctoral

research fellow, department of

geology and geophysics, Yale

University, New Haven, Con-

necticut, 4 pm. Geology 3656.

—"On Healthier Future Human
Relationsliips: Interpersonal
Intensity and Social Synergy," by
Roderic Gorney, assistant
professor of social welfare and
assistant professor of psychiatry

in residence, 8 pm. Social Welfare
147.

—"Who Are We Having to

Thanksgiving Dinner?" or "I

TIate Holi^WysT'by Carl A. Faber,
lecturer in psychology and staff

member. Student Counseling
Center, 8 pm, Dickson Art C^terj
2160. Series tickets are S30; single

admission is S4.50 and SI. 75

(students).

noon, A^onday, AclcprI
'^^'•^••'

Upstairs Lounge "^'" ^^

Meetings:

noon,

Politics:

XT

r

^.^-, ~

U-

NOWYOU
fWISEE^

LAST

NOMINATED FOR

ACADEMY
AWARDS

INCLUDING

BEST

8

•*:,

II
'

OTA ^
THEATRE
NEAtYOUl

. -it.,-'-

^ •_ - ^ 12 "^

COLUMBIA PICTURCS Presents A BBS PnOOUCTlON TMI LMt PICTUM MNNV A Film

by PiT€R BOGOANOVICH turnng TIMOTHY BOTTOMS/JCFf BmOGCS/ELLEN BURSTYN
BEN JOHNSON /CLOftiS LEACHMAN andmtfotfuoog CVBiLL SHCPHCROM J«cy/(V«C1««
by PETER BOGOANOVICH /Screenplay t>y LARRY McMURTRY and PCT^M BOGOANOVICH
Based on ihe novel by LARRY McMURTRY/Etecmive PfOOxcet B€RT SCMMtlQCW/^odwfd
by STEPHEN J FRIEDMAN |».i^ «—, tm. ««^ »> 4 c«Mi»« •mmm

\ [|[|

Trrr->-"Problems in the Analysis of
• Powei;," by Frederick Frey,

Massachusetts Institute of

—"Muskie for Fh^esident/' noon,

today, Ackerman Union 2408.

——"Students for McGovern/*-
noon, today, Ackerman Union

Upstairs Lounge.

JmJUk^. rer

1 •

NONA/ SHONA/ I NG AT THESE THEATRES
l_0€WS TmFATres

NOUY Hollywood 465 3491

CAftI West Covma m 3579

NATIONAL GENERAL THEATRES

6UIID N Hollywood 766 3741

CAPRI Van Nuys 785 3156

U.A. FOUR STAR- Los Anftles 936^1

1

UNIUD ARTISTS Inglewood 678^8977

KWICA #1 Santa Monica 451«86

MARWA DEL REY Line at Fiji 823-6724

LAMIRADA LaMirada-5219980

PALMS Palms 837 7171

ROS£MiAO #4 .RosMiMd • S73-9480

SANDS Glendale 246 6363

ART Woodland Hills 883 8835

MARHM #1 • Redondo Beach 372 1109

CMCMA CCNTa #a Norttiridit • 993-1711

FASHION SO. #3 • La Habra 691-0633

AVENUE Downey -923 6781

ACROSS

1. Greek
letter

4. Scru-
tinize

8. Thick
piece

12. Grain

13. Center
14. Interlaced
15. i>re-

supposei
17. Over-

whelmed
18. Syna-

gogue
19. Attempt
21. High,

in
:— music —
22. Masculine

name
26. Former

Barbary
state

29. Jinx
30. Epoch
31. Shortly
32. Vehicle
33. Con-

spiracy
34. Fasten
35. Precious

• jewel

18. Aspect
37. Simmered
39. Con's com-

panion
40.Sho-

shonean
Indian

41. Make
untidy

45. Unob-
structed

48. Native of

Guam
50. Ward ofF

51. Hawklike
bird

52. Lubricate
53. Rapid

54. Heavenly
body

55. ScottUh
river

DOWN
1. Ancient
Egyptian

2. Rabbit
3. Detail
4. Racing
, boats
5. Heavenly
body

6. Exist
7. Cuddles
8. Vacillates
9. Base

Avcrafe iIbm of •olntion: 25 mln.

19. Salutation
11. House-

hold need
16. European

country
20. King ,

23. Tissue
24. God of

love
25. Price ::S~
26. Faucels >-
27. Fixed -^

quantitjrr::^
28. Not anT

-

29. Murmur-
ing sound

32. Adorns -

33. Image *"' ,'

35. Obtain '

36. Textbook
38. German

";?[^[EQmg r«]nL:^i:^D
I' ^1 iMhl

CHT I MITI
DL»jr«] Bor^ mm

;^mALK)N I A

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

psychol-
ogist

39. Rio de
la—

42. Trampled
43. Large

lake
44. Part
45. At

»

distance
46. Legume
47. Abstract

being
49. Strike '^•^

1 . . i

-A
V

It

Ibou

5o4 PiTtH

April 7
~~ Campus Rncs.

Crus.de/' nix, R^Vr4'-^'«.
Health Sciences. ^ ^'^'

-•"Christian Students," ^Ackerman Union 3517 '

-"Muslim Students/
Ackerman Union 3564

Iranian Stun. .

Organization/' 3-6 pmAlV"*
Union Upstairs Loul^ge

'""*

-"People's Union/'
4 n„Ackerman Union

Upsta^;
Lounge. "MSTairj

--"Iranian Studtnt
Oj^.zation/'3,p.,Ac.e^

-"Kundallnl Yoga/' 5.7 pmAckerman Union UpstaT;
Lounge. *

,J-''^:.»"'«n Student
Organization/' 11:30 am-2 pm
Ackerman Union 3517.

_-::aaecha^" 1 pm.^^
Ackerman, Union Upstairs
Lounge.

URA Clubs:
Friday, April 7

-"riatha Yoga Club/' noon
Women's Gym 200.

-T^^^Tennis Club/' 2-4 pm, South
Courts.

—"Karate Club/' 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club/' 1-3:30 pr

/Vtemorlal Activities CenferBlir

Saturday, April d
—"Team Handball Club/' 2

4:30 pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"Lacrosse Club/' 1-5 pm,

Field ^6.

' —"Social Dance Club/' 7 11 pm,

Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

Sunday, April 9

—"Aman Folk Ensemble/' 2 10

pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—"Indoor Soccer Club/' 10 am,

Women's Gym 200.

—"Karate Club/' lO am. Men's

Gyrtfi 200.

—"Lacrosse Club/' 15 pm,

Field Ii6.

etcetera:
—"Pilipino-American Stu-

dents/' interested in joining the

Pliipino-American Students Club

stiould come to Campbeil 3329 or

contact Florante at ext. 52974 or

Jennifer at 824-1)01.

—"Rap Room/' intormal rdp(|

sessions with trained student

counselors, noon to 3 pm, Mon-

days, Wednesday?; and Fridays in

SHS A 3089. All conversauons are

confidential and no records are

kept.
. „

—"The Black Students Union,

Prison Rehabilitation Prograrn,

would like to announce, that tlie

Black study group (SHAACO) if

the California Institute for Wonfien

are holding their annual banquet

April 8, 1972. Tickets are on sale

for $4. Contact either Cheryl

Dearmon, coordinator of Bb"

Prison Project or Peter Hall by

calling ext. 57403 or ext. 57404.

-"Bake Sale/' noon, today;

Royce Quad, to raise funds for tM

Student Mobilization Committat.

-"National Tourist Offlct|

Repretentatlvet/' will be In

^
EXPOCenter(KH176 tod.^

all asfiects of travel in 1^^

Respective country. Repre^

tatives from the following Office

have been scheduled:

- Scandinavian Nat'on

Tourist Office - 10 am to l P^"'

Monday, April ^^. ^..^_3pni— British Tourist Office "»»"

tospm, Tuesday, April 11

.(CenUnuedonPtge"'

woodchuck chuck . .

.

Friday. April 7, 1972

liinued from Page !•). ,t

Israel Tourtit Office - 12

to 2 pm, Monday, April 17.

Ltact the EXPO Center In

Jckhoff Hall 176 or at 825-7041

further details.- ^j,

"Student artists/' Interested

exhibiting their works or

tent organizations v^lshlng to

,sor an art exhibit - contact

,nna Norqulst, Campus

^rams and Activities Office,

Kerckhoff Hall, (ext. 57041) for

,rmation on use of Kerckhoff

2nd Floor Gallery.

"Tutors Needed/' for grades

through six, 1-5 hours per

.k at Stoner Ave. Elementary

loolon Braddock Ave., 1/2 mile

jt of the San Diego Freeway.

Credit available, for further

jrmation contact Vice Prln-

/\Aarv Goldenson, 390-3396,

ing the school day.

Private Tutoring Jo>s/'

ijlable In reading, math,

jmetry, and other sub|ects,

fh6 EXPO Office (Kerckhoff

\).

'Tutors Needed/' at Jhe La

isa Youth Center In Venice to

IP
students from Westchester

Santa Monica High. If In-

jsted, contact the EXPO Office

jrckhoff 176).^ l_ _.

"Tutors and
" f>eeded for

Classroom
ipe •• nceovu ' »w» ^ waTTS Mrea

mentary School, 199 Credit

liable. Interested students

uld meet from 3-5 pm, Wed-

ay in Bunche 2150.

q-utors Heeded/' for grades

eight, one-six hours weekly,

Vincent's Elementary School,

nsportatlon provided, 199

it a>«!tlSble. Call Deborah

inlcin, 824-2369 (evenings):^

Experimental Encounter

foup at Direct Assistance

icility/' 7:30 pm, toc|ay. In La

incha, 930 Hllgard, room 231.

"Speech Awareness
Kkshops," Informal, drop-In

)ups for people wtio wish to gain

?rience In speaking situations

to increase their ability and

in expressing themselves)

meet 3-5 pm each Thursday In

hat s On
deadline

Requirements for submltsloii

copy to the Campus section

id "What's on** column li at

Hows

:

All copy is to be submitted to

le Daily Bnilu office by
le week in advance of the

Kent.

Submit all cepy typed, triple

fpaced with margins set at !•-

including pictures whenever
»sible. Copy may not be
ibmitted by phone.

M.A. Jk C.H.S.

fHEY BOWLED YOU OVER
|N SEPTEMBER... YOU'LL
.OVE EM AGAIN IN APRIL!
»ustc Center Prettntatlons

Heepertonnanctt, inly. April 21 122
THE SPECTACULAR

Social Welfare 271. Experience
with video-tape feedback can be
Included In the workshops, if tfia

participants desire.

—"Public Policy Priit," An
award of $1000 will be given by the
Rlpon Society for the person
submitting the best paper on
public policy. Papers may be
addressed to any area of foreign
or domestic policy. For further
details, contact the EXPO Office
(Kerckhoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"Tutoring opportunity," one
night a week from 7-9 pm with the
Los Angeles County Probation
Camp. For further details contact
the EXPO Office (Kerakhoff 176)

or call ext. 57041.

Exhibits:

—"The Human Figure:
Pollaiuolo to Picasso/' com-
prising primarily of prints from
the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through April 14 In the
Grunwald Gallery. Hours are
Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission
is $1 for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

^r^'Twentieth Century Sculp-

ture," comprising of more than 70

works representing 50 collections,

through April 14 In the UCLA Art
Galleries.

—"Medieval Manuscripts,"
shown in conjunction with the 47th

meeting of the Medieval Academy
of America, featuring items from
private collections, institutional

libraries, and booksellers,
through June 18 In the Depart-
ment of Special Collections,
University Research Library.

—"Stanley Morison Com-
memorative Exhibit (1M9-1H7),"
commemorating the life of

Morison, typographical advisor to

the Monotype Corporation of

London and author of many books
6i\ printing, typography, and
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts, through June 18 In

the University Research Library.

—"Image and Identity: The
Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," an exhibition designed
to generate an awareness of the
extensive utilization of masks and
their integral association with

man's cultural history, through
June 3 in the Museum of Cultural

History Galleries. Hours are noon
to 5 pm, Tuesday through
Saturday, and 1 to 5 pm Sunday;
closed A/Vondays.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 17 II ft

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

•5
up

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY
and STAFF

FLESNER & COOK
Tax Consultants

1072 Gayley. Suite 3 (Next to Safeway)

Wcstwood 473-8127 or 886-7475

T--«S.

•r '-

. . .th« greotstt plea

for pacifism . , . .

"

- WerW^rlbu

GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!

1. Bank financing available.

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST special

shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polished and

lubed at our exoense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One Office

I

I

I

I

I

I

TRIGHT VOLKSWAGEN INC
Tim tylar -Tourist Dalivary Spacialiit

2440 Sonta Monica Blvd., Sdnta Monica

Namo ,
—

Str»#t

City ..-i.-.^ \
1— Zip

• 829-1 838

1
i
>

?hon«.

I

I

I

I

,-t

\

We^le hwenteil the small sensible solifl

Americim cor all over *~

..VsV*^"

folk ensemble

[in a new
[PROGRAM
lBalk«n, Mi«dl«
Cnttrn, ind AfrloM
MiisiclDanoi
MOO mHniflctntly
cistotnid danetrt,
|iin|tr«aii«m«tlet«t

'** • trut. Th« Aman Folk CnMmbl* . .

.

Jf *."y <« M toed M p«opl* Hav* lM«ft
^»"ll you thotiM mako avary affo«l
to Mt it."~jehn Roekwall. Tlmat

TiCKETt NOW AT MUSIC CfftTlH
Ji
?,^°*T AOfUCIlf. fri. « tat. Apr.

J
W. 4.S0. )J0: tat. MUSIC ONTER

I r. vJ •• ^•'•- ^^ nil Al

w

/^^•oaflMt-raii.

VVhenpeople$hopfofasrTX)llcar,thcyloolcforsorT«v«ry$}rT^

bask value*. Dependability. Economy of money and ^lyle. Goodmileoge

"^ '^
''!Le bas.cs are our birthplace Tl^N^^

first moss produced slat.on wogon - nome a basn: KJeo, and chances are

Ford built it.

?s|ow to Ford Pinto

?\nto is as simple ond solid a small car as thef« is in the world

And it's priced bvMer than the three leading imports; lower than its moior

US competitor.MBt it has every bosk: modem neceteity
,^ . ,

AflUHy littleengine that gets the some economKid kind of gas

mileage OS the tlifte Imports.

A solidovo-rock four speed transmission. Sports cor steering.

A vyelded steel body with six coots of point.

BoH-joint front suspension, ond O wide stable stonce on the rood.

Pinto is one small cor that doesn't hove to fear a superhighway.

And finolly: Pinto gives you comfortoble interior leg and shoul-

der room— yet ifs only IV^ inches longer than the leoding little import.

See the Pinto at your Ford dealer's. Ifs 40 years newer than the

ly^oj^ A-bot ifs still the some basic idea.

FQRD RNTTO
">»';

FORD DIVISION t/oTi^

W9m y^Pi ^•w iP^WiP* ^^m^m

•#•»•»•«••••«t>ii,« •".• 'W'<>v
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K«fetr«««H HafI >n

Mo t«(tfihon« ortf«r»

fW« iWlly •rwln «*v« fM«< Mi^^«r» to tht

OnlvoTiWy <i» C»»»on«j»'» p^cy o»» now-

d«»«rimm»tiofi jnd therofor* cl»»»»f«»«

•tfv«r1i4*rHI s«rv1C€ \^H not tte •»'•*•

•v«4t«to(« to »«vo«e \*rt»o, tn •fbrwiif

Mo<nin9 to studont* or offorif»5i iob«,

d4»crim»n»t« on the bo»»« © roco, color/

re«l9»0fi, rtotlono* ori^lfi or »nco%try Wolthor

tHo Oftlvors»ty nor the ttoUy »ra<n h»« ii^

vo«tl90tod »t»v of the sorvico* oHerod hero.

for »»«»st»«ce vr«th hovsinf dlKrimlnotloti

probfefhs, coll: IKJLA Mowing Office «*-

/C<impw5 4ftfi^i^^wtf5 /

VHelpWtJ"^*' »

10 soeetf mechonJc fOr new
WLA /iMIed Bicycle $ho^, nw
8«v<f 4t7 }«H

if!

viniftffire

(f AIM

^iv« tvw *rco«mto»it» r»»»h eonUr»«»

eimerie«ce tiece»»ory \Afe»t¥»ood or Vofloy.

<Ti-f»Worli»-;«fS.Wr. WoMior. (tAl*!

^MMBff iob4 m cofTip co««»ellfi»

n»tiof»*« porvv Pay P«o4 room «nd ..^,.
Services lM»Ui«»»ed. 4T5.fS»» <**ll

Help youfself vohllo lHHp»ft»o«»i«»*

Bom up to *o». * month
on oor plosmo proflrom

.

^hooe 4Tf^»0$i ootwoon 11 fM. mmi p.m

iUi«« difAOOATBS: HI »rchitecturo,
Oo^«n«»ss, Civil engineering, economic*,
mathematics, physical education, science,

(irbon pfonninq, or arty tna\or with eir-

iH*rienc«« as mechanic, rtirmer or cort-

•itrtwrtion vrorker Peace Corp* may nave a

iob for /o« Sign up *t Placement Center

coonter, Bido i 6 for interview ( l A 7)

roMCLPiraN A6W'
Mouse o^ MOiriroirs

Meet the brother$ of AC Ft thiv Fridoy nlghf
at Pre MAK01 OffAS Party to be Held at

A€Pi, SOS Oayley. if yov need a ride, call

Bill, 47? 94M or 470 05«f ^ft W660 yOU»
IDSAS.

MeWV»OMlSM^ WOOLO rOU LIK« TO
WOfl^^K IN rteVAOA CAS«NdS (SWrtiHV
BLACKJACK (21), CRAPS, ROULtfTTB,
OU»lf4<i VACATION 0I> POLL Tl«HB?
LOCAL TRAINING PO» COMPLSTB
INI^ORMATION \«flHTB, OAMINO CO**-
SOLTANTS, P O BOX 9K CRYSTAL BAY,
LAKB TAHOe, NEVADA 00403. (lA/)
——-- -- - -• -

.
11-

OiRlS variefy of port-time lObs avsllatoto

m WLA 47S 9S71, Services Unlimited (8 A 7)

I I ^ I . I
I

.... I I ^ .^..ii I I I I

Oi>T$TAf(K>ttiK» Opportunity Barn abovo
a^^raqf income. Part-time and summer
employment. Basy work Por appointment
call, 93S i9n. 431 1 \Afilshire Blvd Rm 307 (•

OAY <Jam> ^<*oh<efdr^, mate female, v*»<»on

or \/an requirc^d Top pay, 477 lOOO, 78»
9M* (»An

ivwr ORAOUATBJ: w archit#<rtofe,
o«sine«is, •conomices, <»dw;ation, gordanee
and eoons0linq, nwsinq, all lilM»ral arts,

lirttan 'fHannmo and any maior with e*-

lierii*nn* rn volunteer work' VfSTA may
hftv»> a ioh lor you Siqn up at Placement
Center counter, Btd9 id for interview. (I A

y Campus S^rvk&s r . . . ^

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff \2y }

82 506|l

^Church Wvftw . . /; / 4
' L,^

-^"^ -----
TT

-

APT |W9r
student, M
afternoons,
•351.

79 units, WLA
plus, sin^tf or
rent-free furn.

Long-term grad
married, avail,

single apt 373-

(•A30y

iO#S Of* TROPICAL
^4ais, m.»ri:»ed A wngle
rerview«»d for limited
positions Training,

rSLANOS Ouys A

num»»er of
adventure.

trainee
A ev

citem^rtt of locations Pee required for fho«o
accepted Call 473 44<^i. (tA?y

OiRLS ParfUm^ Hi' ,/vtk , o# Bnrolf
memi^ers f^r Non prof rf consumer
organisation 4*r70?7l 14PM. (tAU^

HOUSEKEEPING JOB^ AVAILABLB:
EMPLOYEES, OWNERS, MANAGBMBWf
APE ALL UCLA STUOBNTS W/MOUR
}?8 iXW OOlT! ft A 7)

WESTWOOD rntn&i meeting<*uairef$),
$ifi*ot worinip, Sun T» AM, Umv YVVCA, 574

»titg»rtf,-yrt»fort welcome. 471 7^$^. itin

Ydtrare forWdden fo ta/h nn% tnrm^f t&r a
part timi» iot» 47$ S?!, Servicof •

unlimited riA7>

'ORrVBR M -imfa MotMa Tve«tfay af-

ternoons to pick up chtld and f^fvf^ fo

W«"VtW0Od 47f 45«r ($Af)

_SAl6$MAN neeift aiirStam. Pifffimw
work StOOOOaweek MO 7SM (tA !})

yfLoili founds , , . * , ^ 9

.*«'•-

MEOtTATfON Retreat /weo« #nd, con
diKtfd by Zen masters, t(jtprnat»onal

Buddhist Meditation Center Xar 'I 7, ftf69i.
f PM rhfowgh Sunday V^^tanan food,

%ieep at Center $15 donation info 3«4

-Af rBfiOtWl i 4 4 4 4 4 4 .4 4 « ^

Landfair on 4/?/7i
Gayley 471 M7t

com^ and get her 5ft
(AM)

MEOPRtfWAtv Therapy "Child of wniverto,

like stars, you ^ave a right to ho horo "

interested? Can Mike McLane, W4 4i4i, 154^

4tn (»An>
-sA.

pPEGNANf * Ne<»d Help"* Catt Liteime, ^i
HELP . iiOrtn)

TT yR otif mate t/nn., ffred of hutfimg
games seeks ideal female Reqs slender,
4tarm it JO. good head is it /0«? \^frte

( pttoto if piyt'l r Jason, Bo* I4CM, LA
t0074 (9 A 7)

EK psyehiatfit patients NOVA »« an ae

tlvist group for you MeMings 7 W PM,
.Ihurtday. lS3SS4icli4l.tantaAAanica. ISA

•f

ENCOUNTER A«ds %a^»ts hat», dolls,

pillows, awareness disks Unigutty, Boy WO

y/Polifkal .44444 /a a • M
f^ yao ayroo Hwf wtdlPxw fwaam worvors
sett emanrrpatfon, Mf state ftwnersfttR,

write Sti EO, P 6 Boir T*5« San Pa#ro, Ca.
70711 . Of AffI

V *We$ Offered 13

CARPOOL Cd«fil Mesa to fampvs via tan
Oiego Ereeway, • 5 Monday thru Eriday.
"M. 55; IJI4, §» J47J _ (IJAIIJI

LEAVING lor New York second or third

week of April, share drlvinf/aiip«n»f«.

Marh ft*1 tlOl, • 19 10 10 AM lU A 10>

ree

DFSPFPAteiy need good fiomes for %in

^Nfr-k old hlltens Adorable' Days )*I50,
eves 170 1070 (EN A It)

^HidnWanl9d 14

EREE sample ruhen' ilti lran«ftti: land
slaftiped *ell Nddr»s«ed enyHope V B, ton
in? Wfittller ca «0«o; lEPAIOI

^Opporfunffftfi . * . 4 .

orrteREO A (ittsiH««« otoperivnity lallihi
ernlhglral rleaner^, Health, and «kln earl

NEED nithtly rid« Irom UCLA icho Park.
Win «^at9 parklng/gat Call Donna, 114
4t4f Pleasr i«ave mvtsage if lami
cegniMnltoommale answers (14 A 7)

pinilurls 17ft M40 lOPAM)

^Research Subjecfi Needed
StUtt^REIt^ needed lor Mall research
oreletl Cenlact pr Soderberg, Room MM
Era»i* MaM, II) 5f?l , par (W>WAH)
MOtMEl}$ ftl 7 1/7 iB 5 t/l ihd old inlnnl)

(M-r developmental lesllfig UtlA Call, S)|
IfjtnXft " H (OSMA10I

^Help Wonfed 8

eiKl Hee«ed (0t «toll#fit <ilm lI'f-di^H 1i

CNllPon tt4tMl 1)1 1)11 ilAlit

•ForW*,.,.^'.-'"!*.
^'^^ ^ yfrovl

^ hM«lK . no iHMMlon^acrjj. JJJowtHJ
ranch land, A"****^' OfT '* ^^TTsAn

»»idwth.OKimw,«»-dW. ii»«/J

GOLl» ClulH: Per.iiHf«vl Johnion, 9 iron*.

l,3,4wood«, »•«, 34t»alll..S«0B.VBB>2fn. (1»A

OIMI
iwoapawXy

CMir i(^»lCA
nMNNI tflB^

ttMdPWt

UWOPfi. Kr»*l rhuunregimemed program
*ht.

^•Maiatr

'

•-II. .nxrau;;;^;^;,', -«"v i;;;^;;

TAf#i« male ratlWt. y«ar old

disposition, and toilet trained.

Rich, 770-2071.

With
Best offer.

(ISAID

(MMlBtit diw^gr ffHBitV> QmivrcY tWCAi

Tal: (311)

in

MOM1YA Sehor lOOO OTL, f/t • S**"*" •»»«»»

TnT'^^^^. case, fillors. B-ceHonr.

SI5B. 474.Snr.
(ISA 111

IK I* SiiiLSOAT (Rinn) at. Used m
Sympic^slio^st Offer Call,

*T^fJJ»^*;J
PM.

BRlTANItlCA Oreat Boohs ^'**>^^*^J*^f
encyclopedia, others. L*he now. '"•^"B-

MusTsHrBost offer 73.tM7 ( ISA 10)

eufHU»e this sumifior? Un-
programs a or t wooMb BaponmiUfc m
Traveling. VBO-MIl . (1F«in»)

RStrrOWBUY .;
-^

SI^BCl A«. RBOUCTIOWS TO
rSACMCKSASTUOCigTS **

R»aB CATAU)«U« ACSOCU»A4IU»«Bi^

Bess«!^M^ MCR^ anlarger, floor stBiMft

Schneider Componon 50mm lans plus many
eirtras SMi 470-iy«. ( 15^* 'D

fUHOCAM CHARTER FLIGHTS

GOYA <iG-30 classical guitar and Hard case.

used only 1 weeks. Portoct condition. saOO.

S53-9M1 (ISA 101

BLAUfnmKT
Porsche New
273a.

Ahn.RM radio for VW or
SI so, soil taO. 477-3034, 4^

nsAiir

MINOLTA $R 7 Sfmm f.i.4 ions. COS
meter, SITS Canton, 2W83«*ovos. (ISA 10)

A<w:r/w STBRBOr car radio.

Clarion Custom mount. S7S: sas-OOOi evos.
(isAm

OlSCOUNT Buropo, Isradi, India, tavt
Sirica. Orient Contact M.C.C, iioai
\Wllshire Blvd. , LA 90035. 47».0«40. ( 17 OTR

)

BU»04»C * MIIMM^S BAST CMAirrKIt
RU«HTS

W«w Yorlt Rligtits. undor SIOO anm^mam—
Study A Camping Tours

1077 Student Guide Book fo EuroRO
Snidenr Rail-pass 1 km. S*3B

COtdTACT SO#A Agent VIC D€PT tiCLA
V3S0O Ventura B«v*.

Iherman Oaks, Calif. 0>403 '

p^yWmE «7rM«»or7B«.1*>7

fHifW r^o station compioto
transceiver, beam antonna,
complete, $7S. 7«3-Wa3.

300 waft S4Bi

and rotor
(1SA7)

BASSBTT S stweoscopie aWa* of Human
anatomy 30 books plus viowor, SlOO. 477-

WJ4, 479 1734. (ISAll)

GARRARO turntalMe, Clai icon AM/RM
stereo receiver /t-traek tape dock with

speahers Stovo, 47t.741t. ( 15 All)

SUPB R choaR ru9S. 11 v B t3S,

Other sues, too All now. Tho
Store 303 70S0, 873 0303.

11 « « STS.

Choap Ru«
'ISA ID

ROtrtABt-B dtopHcator SOS

'CttUi^tnT S3$ Eiecfrtc silkscreen mimoio

SIO* flUsvetti O M printing calcuUtor $350

SPINET p«ano
M04S14.

lOyrs. Odd. Bint. cand. 5300.

(ISA

EOR Sato Sony i*r eassoflR sfaroR TCJO:

(iood condition MO Caff after 5. 0ff-%4t>^ l»*

A 7)

rvkei Offered ^w^^J6
prH0%

(t«Af4)

yVB DOING Photography, r

ana fast servica. CAfi ^tankm fpr

appoirvtent. tl? #544.

YBRY poTfont fvftar
Krgar 474 4034, «50 3tM (UAIl)

I
I

[ } fHi IWrnHAflONAl
STUOfm IDiKTirrCAtD
TOwf pOSSpOrf fo !•»• *^--7-

wofW of studeor ri»»-

COtmfS ,

-

T
""—T^rx

BRBNTWOOO CO^op hwfsory. A«0« 11/15.
-t tt^P^ sn A parent MKTKtptrtHm tehaol.

Barrmgton Park 451 4B9fv (UAtl)

^ ' i'l r-. . .
J.

.1 . I
1

^NOR9BBACR, BachRocltm^ a#vonforos mfa
Colorado witderness from S3S. P.O. Box
ti477, Denver, Wfff. (faOTR)

AVTO ai*4 Moforeycfo tRfvrRhct
sfodowts and ampfoyaos. Call AiiRfi

7t1 Sf77, tn^SilS Bvas,yB>-Mf . fUOTWl

SBLP HTPNOSiS Classes, la anhanca
CONCENTRATION, MBMORV. CON
PfDENCE Learn ta raloaio matariai
sfvdred and BLIMIf«ATB CBAMMIMO.
Oarfy, 474 lYM <UA1I)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrellmtfil for Studonf Acci<knt

A Slckntsft Insuronco at bargain

raftf for yourtoH A qoalHIod

dtptntftnff will tloM toon. Broad

covtragt offtHng, hoi^taf/

accldtntal dtath/ turglcal,

ambuUnct^ A out patUnt

btncf its on a world wide basis in 1

convtnltnf policy.

For Information A application,

contact tht Associattd Studonts

Sorvlca Canttr« Ktrckhoff Hall,

room 140, or call MS-M1 1, txt.

U TRANSAUAHTIC
youth/sfu(l«nr flights.

D INTtA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHArrER
aiOHTS

VOR ba%% w/'«i«# eonstellalion 4 bwilf in

Iwtl, treble booilor, teardrop body, iihe new,
I1tt47|«t0«. (II A III

IBM ieierlrit, It pilth, 11" tatr\Hnp
tarbonribhon E«rellent tondlllon 51)0 4«1i

.)t4t I II A 11)

BABT tattiaye, tuftaty. hiankiii^ ,.

rtishf),Mt fo^ell Leaving eeonlty can m
<'^V Sllf^^t

MAttREIItl Valley Itafe markaltna
graH tan sXve you 40 S^". on all guilllies, all

«ife sets AI50 ateet) Ipani^H and moBern
•' ' sets tali me today hithard hrail,
«• (ItOTh)

AUTO Inturanct, lowest raitt lor studonts
or •mplovaos, Rohorl Rhat, lit 7270 or 170-

f7«IOr 414 1144. (UOTW)

CHILOBBNS Danci Claitas. Married
llwdVnl Housing Community Canter, 3337

leawlvrda, Thursdays, 3 00 400, aots 4 4;

4 00)00, ages y.«. t) par month. Call

Joanne It; 4)34 _.,.

i\^mm^
I

BABY)ltTEI*/Melh«r I AttDtlHt 1111)1
JarV Moiioh ritlure Compahy nui^in high
r»itVi<) young woman miiege prelerrod. to
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•••-•'-•-' „.^..,,.- iiyeirieteul Bl>

'itiveit duting turning ot
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><gh summer, or p^rmiMeht.
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UNCLAlMtO^HOPIHTY
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'

' ' ' '^lody
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ttlninia •««iH Inr more than
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Bec^iving Department, 741

' 4-.T. ,rtuth. Los Angeles, Calilofhia
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INIURANCB

Ri^UtiOt TOOHlOHf
CANCilLlOt
LO\M MONTHLY
RAVMBNTt

^ ITUOtNTOllCOUNTI
104 im AtK FOR ABB OR KIN

D EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimited travel for up to

two months in 1 3 Ftiro-

peon countries on o
100,000. mile roil nolyvorlc.

mil « t Itn .^

NBNT A TV, %io MO ITBRRO/HIPrItUOINT OlICOUNTt DBLIVBRV TO*
• W 4711)70 mjWaSTWOOD ( OTR»
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diarter flight

•aeration

avIlMrized and
approved by the

University of

-Calilorma

Ml an cam puses.

BOAC & Caledoniai

7i7's~

all first class

lA-LOMDON/ LONDON-U

fit. Dep R^t. Days Prki

t
3

4

5

4
7

•

f

It

n
14

IS

IT

1«

AvaitaMc aniy to bonaiid« members el IN

Unnrcrtitv of Calitorma mctuOinq stvOentv

facatty, staff, and their tmmeOiite lamilm

(pa^'onts, spouse or dependent cliiMrttil

Ihrmg m the same tratisehoid.

r flight •

KcrcnkhoHHailMSO
Between I am. is p.n

I2S 1721

i/ia •/28 71 S261

4/21 8/16 S6 S26]

4/22 •/15 S4 $262

4/24 /* 72
1262

4/25 9/13 80 $275

4/27 8/25 59 $242

4/2t 9/9 73 $262

4/2t 9/16 81 $275

4/2f 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

7/t 8/17 40 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

•/12 f/13 33 $252

EUROPE Flights. 50 «*«P*'''"'*V. "'«ulll
Israal. India, Alnca, «% oil Studefli

*M^/car^. since ItSt EASC "3 N^ BeteJ

Beverly Mills, »0210. 274 *2t3 (ITOTRl

Ih ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

FROMSITt ROUNOTBII

^ROM»>4»ROOMOTBIP
EURORC

J«RA4t:

, FLIOMT CHAIRMAN 171 OtlMJtKOI

4240 Overland. Dept A

Colvar Cit
(WQTRl

EURORE, Israel this summer

reqimcnted program, 4 wks Europ^

Kubbuti. plenty Iree t.me ^E^«P
4 wks Europe, 7 w"^

Israel. Dig
m Travelling 926 2411

Oorllth year ol University Ch»rl»ri

to LONDON or BRUSSELS

June 14 /Sept. 14

June 31 /Aug. 31

June 24/ Sept. i

July 17/ Aug. 32

S2St

S26t

S2tS

S2«$

or DAILY Youth / Student tl.ghn»» iJJJj^

Contirtue by our "ow pr-ced So«» "*

flifhts or Eorailpass to your destmahon

j77SIOOOf

Free travel info Prof P Bentler,

i7t 3111, c/o Sierra Travel Inc

Monica Bl Beverly Mills

917 S Sanl*

(17 AH)

3VERSEAS JOBS FOR
Australta, Europe, S. America

All prolessions, occupations

-nonthly Eipenses paid,

ipcirig Free mlo write

Dtpt P*. PO Bo» 15071,

»3tl»

STUDENT*
Alrica, *j^

S700 »!••••

overtime, vfH

Jobs Ov*r««»'

San D. go C»
('17AJ5I

91

S7S

St7§

#NEw von»K
JUNt I5 6NEWAY

#HAWAII
JUNE 10 JULY 2

JULY 1 JULY 10

#TOKVO/OWIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT I

SOFA STUDENT CMARTfRS
EUROPE/AFRICA.'ISRAEL^ASI*

OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Aim St«d*«r.H .rnl E«r„J|p««t. C-
^''^

InwranM. Giiidaho»k«

STUOrOT YttAYfl tttAOOWAalEl^

AlS/tXiTS FLIGHTS

tA.900W
2740742

1 1% fcPi aaw oi '^<* **!'' •< *
^*""*

'

JTUOERTT^
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Childe What'son to the dark tower came. .

.

Istudents
_"Louis Faieo Dane* Com-

loany/' «:» P^' ^*^'' ^^' ^^^^
[fiall Auditorium. Special $1

Hjckets are now on sale In the

[Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

'Tlie Mutation Stww/' 8:»

lorn tomorrow, Royce Hall

1Auditorium. Special $1 tickets are

Low on sale In ttie Kafj|ktH>«

iTicket Office (KM 140).

'CoHee House Concert

ISerieSr" features Los Angeles

Baroque Players at 8 pm, AAon-

Iday* |n ^^ Buenos Ayres room of

ttie Sunset Canyon Recreation
Center. Program will include
music by Handel, Stamlti,
Teleman, and Bach. Tickets are
50t at the door per student with
picture ID.-

Concerts:
—"Organ Recital/' with Gerald

Dahlln, student organist, noon,
today, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Frot.

—"A Cavalcade of American
Popular Music/' «:30 pm,
tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Program will feature
sptolsts and performing groups

from campus as well as guest
artists. Free.

—"Choral Ensemble and Or-

chestra/' directed by Vernon
Sanders, noon, Tuesday,
Schoenberg Hall Auditqrium.-
Program will Include two 18th

Century Viennese Masses, x

Films:
—"Charlie Chan in Reno/'

(1930) with Sindey Toler and Sen
Yung, directed by Norman
Foster, and "The JackpoT' (1950)

with James Stewart, Barbara
Hale, and James Gleason.
Plrected by Walter Lang. At 1:30

pm, today, in Melnitz 1409. Free.

—"To Find Our Life: The
Peyote Hunto of the Huichols of

Mexico/' noon and 8 pm, today.

Social Welfare 121. , . .

__—"Rebecca/' Alfred Hitch-

cock's only film to win a Best

Picture Oscar, at 7:30 and 11 pm,
and Orson Welles' "The l^dy
from Shanghai/' at 6 and 9 pm,
tomorrow. Social Welfare 147.

Donation at ttie door.

—"Folios Bergero/' with

AAaurlce Chevalier and Ann
Soutt>em, 5 pm, Monday, Melnitz

1409. Free. i"Van Gogh," a short

Italian color film, will be screened

first.)

Seminars:
Friday, April 7

-^"Clustering Effects on
Multiparticle Production," by

Andre Krzywickl, University of

Paris (Orsay) and California

institute of Technology, 3 pm,
Kinsey 247.

—"The Scope of Contemporary
Psychoanalysis/' by Maurice
Walsh, 8 pm, Unitarian Com-
munity Church, 18th and Arizona,

Santa Monica. Tickets ^re $2 and

$1.50 (students).

—"The Biosphere, an Alter-

(CoBlteoed oa Page It)

BRUIN
^Travel 717 yfApfs Furnished

. 2 J / Housing Needed 28 /Aufos for Sale 33 /Aulas for Sale . . 33

AFFINITY Group Fllgtit to Barcelona,

Soam Seals availabit lor f«a''*V' »"*•"»
aSd relative*. June U-Au#rt 1i. S405.

Proiessor Modesto M. Dtai. Dept. of Foreign

lanquaoes. California State College.

Fullerlon 92431. Tel: 714-t70 2$73 (3534). (If

A 10)

ONE^i^A^HARTER ?l7gHT?

LA/Madrid/FranMurf Augint 19 Si 3$
LA/Paris August 37 S125

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10124 Lindbreok
(Hilgard).GRSSSI4. (210TR)

f^rogram

Cdntactthe:
University Offke-Education Abrbad

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, garage rentals.

MGR . «S0 Landfair. 477-S47t. ttt A tt)

FURNISHED, unfurnished one-bedroom
apartments. Security building, all electric,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, 1711
Corinth, WLA. (21 A 11)

SEE IT YOU'LL LIKE IT. S19S, one-
bedroom, homelike, across UCLA. 70S
Gayley. 479-SSOO. (21 All)

HOUSE /apt to rent June 3 • August IS by law
student, wife, son / age 4 from Berkeley as

summer clerk law firm. Very responsible.

(213) 427-97$!, Mrs. Halls. (2SA12)

^ Real Estafe . 29

FOR Sale Beautiful acre corner parcel in

tract adjoining UC Davis campus for

homesite /investment. $12.S00. Owner, (213)

121 7459. (29 A 11)

'4S PONT I AC GTO convertible, 4-speed,
power steering, new tires. Runs great, S3S0
ofler.93S S3S«. (33 A 7)

'71 TRIUMPH Spitfire MK IV, -white, black
JfPhoistery, perfect cond., only 1300 miles. 4s
new. Bargain at S2300. Call 4S9-SII7. ( 33 A 7)

FORD van, 4 cyl, 3 speed, RAH. panelling,
n^w pistons, carb, battery. Runs great. S7S0.
834 3190

'70 TR*. wire wheeU AM/FM radio, ex
cellentcond.S2200, will haggle 124 1727. (33

A 7)

.JA2PQIi„TiAC Tempest Eacellent condition.
Second family car. new tires, battery,
m uMler SSOO J94-M93 e ves^ ( 33 A 1I>_l

4S MUSTANG VI 2t9,
CMcellent condition Sec
•39 1 701 alter *PM.

R/H, automatic,
for yourself, S990.

(33 A 7)

(33 A 7)

'70 VW,
eves.

good condition, best offer. 392 3t74
(33A7:

fe

UC Santa aarbara, 94l-3t23

••••••••^^ ^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22 Exchange for Help . .
30"

J Room & Board i

OVERLAND Expcditian India. Leaving

London June and July, »435. Brochure:

Encounter Overland, » Manor House Drive,

London N.W.O. {MAU)

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on ISO ft.

orand three mattttf ictiooner. Loavos this

iommer for 4 wodlis to Tahiti. Share ex-

penses. For into. Call Gregory Cook (213)

J78 1239. (17 A 17)

^Juloring • .^r.^ **;#. 18

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
language study, trilnslation, literature. Call

former UCLA toactior for results. WH-
4366. (laOTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Fqsitive results any
exam. Easy convofsatiofiai method (trial).

473 2492. (HOTR)

6RE, LSAT, otfior toft preparation, h.

dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 120 So. Robertson.
457 4390. (ItOTR)

/Typing . t9

EDITH - IBM typing, theses, term papers,
nanuscripts, etc. Exptrienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable, f13-1747. ( 19 QTR

)

CAMPUS v'tinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom, 473-0031. (19 QTR)

FAST, accurate typtng. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

» Barbie, 820 2345; Mae, 394-5102. (19ATR)

PROFESSIONAL editing, typing. 3 yrs.

exp., Eng. maior. Past, accurate, depen-
dable, cheap. Call MHte, 477-4401. ( 19 A 10)

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid sTvi^^^ yip.i074 > ^e Arm

TYPING Editing. CnfTlsh gratfs. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Seiectric, Executive. Nancy, 471-4143; Kay,
826 7472. (19 QTR)

RUTH, theses, dissortatlans, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. ». Experienced. Call

828 1142. (If QTR)

LOW rates/quality typing - papers,
dissertations, theses, books, etc. Praa
editing - emergency service. Call OM-
4449. (10 A II)

EXECUTIVE typewritar. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S:10nwoekedds. Sharon,
838 5407. (19 QTR)

PREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
tchem. Alice, 397-3304. (19 QTR)

y/Wanled 20

MOTHER of 2 yr. old wishes to babysit In my
home. UCLA marr. housing. 391-U1S. (MA
10)

.^^,__

}/ Wanted 20
MANAGER wante WLA. Nine new units. 1

fi bedroom
. HS otf rent. 277- Itll, 7g9.

4240. (MAID

WANTED Dual IMO ar leif record changer,
no cartridge, ftai randitlAn. reasonable.
128 0041 eves. (20 A 11)

y/Aph Furnished 21

BACHELOR
«tl utilit

evenings

i-ww apartmaNl, nawiy dacaratad,
ies except pHane, private bath • call

S.474 0HI. (11 A 10)

^(JRNISHIO tinfits to Share, 070 Heated
pool, sun deck, parkliig. 431 Oayley. 473-
"" (11 QTR)

LARot bachalor». SM d». SlftHts, tiSS.

•cross from Dyhsira. Jdl Oaylty. OR Mm
GR 34114. Mrs Kay. (llOTai

LARGE ettrective ofid-bdrifi apts In Santa
'^on'ta, 5105 up Pool, subterranean garage,
"• water, ocf.An viow, walk to beach, naar
^•inta MonicA Fr«..«;way, 1045 Fourth St., SM.
l'M554. 592 9I41. (21 QTR)

S130/MO. Large modern lone bdrm. New
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Fifteen
mins. to campus. 472-0404. (22 A 13)

i BDRM. Cpfs, drps. patia. nr. SM Frwy.
Call aHer 5:30. 070 1054. Reasonable. (UA
11)

iNO unf., S250 furn. 2-bedroom, 1 3/4 bath
SM, ig. balcony, light, airy days, days: §25-

4414, eves. : 028-0394. (22 A 11)

I^BDRM,^ unfurnished, large, newly
dMorated. Carpet, drapes, near campus, no

krgraia. S105. 023-5150. 473-0401. (22 A 7)

FREE room A board given to male, ex-

change light driving for male. 443-4537. (30 A
7)

•

PRIVATE room for French girl, near

campus Exchange for help with French
language Ph. GR2 0732 (eve). (30 A 10)

A-1

I
eC<

yf Apis to Share 23

MALE to share large 2-bdrm apt., pool, near
campus, 595, JOhn, 025 1M2, 025-4070. (23 A
13)

GIRL room /board m exchange for light

housekeeping /babysitting. Westwood one

block to bus. 553-7494. (30 A 10)
I.

"

FEMALE. Free room board exchange for

tutoring. References required. After 0:00

PM, 931 3254; days, 242-4275. (30 A 13)

UNMARRIED man with two teenage
children in Beverly Hills home with pool,
needs live-in lemale student for parf.fime
housekeeping. Salary, room and board. Mr.
Rodin (office) 274-4294; home, 371-5424. (M A

SPAClOCfS. Especially suitable for

felicitously perceptiye happy girl. »*S
{"JJ.

Near Westvirood. John, 470-7501. (23 A 12)

^Room & Board

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

40MMil<
Warranty

VOLKSWAOBN CAR SERVICE
Otscountod Oalaw Dealers Price .. w...

A-IAUTOSIRVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 094-7075 - 24 Hours

'40 CAMARO, 327 V.O, automatic, British
Green, tape deck, strong cond., 57,000 miles,
51450, 009^9741. _. (33A7)

'47 OLOSMOBILE Delta 00 convertible.
39,000 miles, under factory warranty, im-
maculate, 5950. 024 2245. (33 A 7)

'47 SAAB Monte Carlo, excellent, '70 engine,
rebuilt transmission, 5400 pfter, eves after
7 00 470 4775. (33 A 7)

'71 FIAT 050 sports Spider, like new , 3400

.miles, must seil.~t24.U43Altec 4^M.
Gary (33 A 7)

'43 CHEVY Impale 5400, 44,000 mi, pwr.
strng/brakes. new fires, 451-2902. Terrific

Condition. (33 A 7)

'49 JAVELIN SST Auto transmission,
power steering, black vinyl root, radio.

Excellent condition S1700. GR3 4554. (33 A
10)

- —— ill

'40 DODGE Polira 4 door sedan, air con
ditioning. radio, heater. .power steering, new
transmission, good tires, good conditioning,
51,000 CR4 4105 (33 A 10)

'44 OLDS Cutlass F 85

white Air. transistor
Tutone hardtop, blue.
ignittan. tachometer.

00.000 miles, fourbarrel carb, 5300 Campus,
53378 or 459 3120. (33 A 7)

'47 MCB CT. xint cond, burgundy, radials,

nu clutch Make offer lit 0744. (33 A 11)^

'47 BARRACUDA formula 'S' Power
steoring/brakes/radio, runs well. Just 5450.
Rob. 474 5702 eves.* ( 33 A 1 1

)

'40 TRIUMPH Spitfire Mk III conv Wire
wheels. RAH Good condition. Lo bluebook
(ZBF400) 454 4101. (33 A 12)

I
^l — , - I - !- —^^—^—^Ifc— I I ™ —- —

'40 VW sqbk , A/C X Int. cond 51350 (VRF
732)473 7495. eves. (33 A 12)

«*f.VW'Jop condition, radio, 5050 474-

$775. <33Am

MERCEDES 200 sedan, 1947 Pewar
steering, power brakes, 4 speed, new fires.

51000. Evenings. 030 5054. (33An>.>

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2200 Westwood, 475-

•431, fee SIS. (23 A 11)

GIRLS: Spring quarter living. 724 Hilgard
Ave. 5270 quarter room and board. Twin
Pines Coop. (RBAIl)

TRANSPORTATION cars
American Kodiak in Santa
Santa Monica Blvd. 020-7409.

599 and U|..

Monica. .3024

(33QTR)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, S45. Kitchen, sun decks,

pool, garage, 473 4412. (23QTR)

SNARE w/1 in Hollywood, S30/mo. Call 441-

2441 after 5 PM., or Santa Monica A
Virgil. iUAl)

GIRLS need fourth to share 2-bdrm fur-

nished. Beautiful neighborhood. Walk
campus. 552.50/mo. plus utilities. 477-

0934 "A 7)

ROOM, board and small salary exchanged
for child care assistance and light duties.

(Full time housekeeper employed). Live in

lovely Westwood home, walking distance to

campus. Private room and bath. 379-

2455 (RBA12)

'49 OATSUN Sports roadster, 5995. Excellent

condition, red, radio /heater, must sell. 470-

2091,037 0244. (33 A 10)

69 VW bug, V

Leaving count
A 11)

very good
ry this wee

cond., 5790 /offer,

ek Call, 473 4771. (33

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,

walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.

400 S.Bentlcy. 272 4734 (RBA11)

FEMALE dorm contract for sale at

discount. Must sell immediately! Call, 024-

1573 (RBA13)

FEMALE roommate; 1 large bdrm apt.,

fully furnished, utilities included, 575 shared,

M.9BAX (23 A 7)110-2000.

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm apt w/same.

WLA, 592.50 per mo., prefer grad student,

477 7293. (23 A 7)

FOURTH girl needed. 2 story, 2 bedroom, 2

bath, furnished, walk campus, 575 /month.

4738141. <*^^^>

FEMALE roommate needed to »h«/f •Pj,•"

L'ahdfa.r S45mo.,nolease.4y3 4992 (23A11)

FEMALE Share 2 bedroom. June 15th Sept.

14th Marina del Rey. 5132.50. Call, 023-

ttSO. (23 A 12)—
FEMALE, lovely one bdrm apartment, 575.

$ mile Irom UCLA Call between 4
'J «J'-

04Si. *"* '

FEMALE roommate or apartment wi>h

two. 30 min. walk to campus. 552 /"lo Ca"

470-7941
{231^^*1

SHARE single with "»•»•_?'•«,!!*;'!?;

campus S62 50, utilities paid. ^"""»j5j «!

two. Matty, 470 4204. (23 A 13)

DORMS VS. APARTMENTS
where to live?

Dorms are lust too big and structured fo be
personable. And most reasonably priced

apts are so run down and segregate you from
meeting people and getting involved with

college life. But a medium sized group of

creafive'thinking collegemen living in their

own house is just right.

AEPi TOWNHOUSE
AEPi, a small living group of brothers is

currently looking for new members. The
group is united in making college life as
productive, exciting, and memorable as

possible By pooling expenses and getting

heads together, a group can stretch its

money and opportunities a long ways.

5130 Benefits: -

If this style of college life appeals to you and
you want an early pick of rooms, call Bill or

Vince at 479 94*4 or 479 9558 AEPi, 545

Gayley We will help ydu sell your dorm
contract. ^^A^A^i

'41 PORSCHE 65 SC Eng New interior, met.

blue, chrome nms Must sell. Ask 51000. 037-

2370. (33 A 10)

'71 MUSTANG. 7000 miles, factory
warranty, VO, extras. New condition. 52750.

390 7473. (33 A 11)

KHARMANN Ghia, 1970. Stick. Peiifecf
condition, under 10,000 miles. Best offer. Can
Mter 5 474 5340. (33 A 12)

'48 TRIUMPH TR4 A (very clean), wire

wheels, AM/FM radio, new tires, 51300 472

5945 after 4 00 PM. mA7)

'44 MGB, looks, runs great. 5500. '59 Cor-

vette, removable hafdtop 5000 021 3404 or

673 1041. (U

'40 VW Bug. 39,000 miles, rebuilt engine.
R/H 5750 Call, 470 24(r5 after 5 PM (33 A 11)

/Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10-spd from 577. French, Austrian.

American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (3S

QTR)

ROOMS and /or meals, reasonable monthly

rates Next to campus. 501 Gayley GR9
7194. (RAA_U»-

FEMALE 25, straight, »••»•» .•':'.« 1M4
straight to share 2 bedrm. apt. Jan, 830-W4

|3g.9S27.
*"*

^For Sublease 24

rTpAF 1 bdrm apt. for sublease. Pvr-

9 39 0046 ._^.^^_^^_,^M^M

^ House fo Share 27

/Room for RenI ....*« 31

IDEAL room for female grad, close tran-

sportation 540 /mo. 475 4425. (31A 12)

FURNISHED room, house privileges for

responsible person beautiful Topanga
Canyon near Ocean. 303 0718 (eves ) ( 31 A 1 1

)

ROOM and board or room only, Jf-
Clean,

near campus, color tv. 412 Londfair, 479-

9131.
(3>«'»

ROOMS now available at La *^«»<^\ *•'

Jpring Quarter Call 475 5031. (11 A 11)

•TRIUMPH*
LARRY REED

GOES

DISCOUNT
All 72 Models
Save Hundreds

UCLA Students! 5*« ofl Peugeot,
Motobicane, Centurion, other line makes,.

Expert repairs All parts Lee's Cyclery •

Schwinn Autonted dealer. 2439 S Robertson
Blvd 3blksN Santa Monica Fwy 039 4466

(35 A

ydes, Scoofers

-70 HOO^KA 3,000 miles Runs great, hauls

ass, and dn-t ready 030 4010. (34 All)

'69 HONDA, CL450 as is, not running, 5200

Kevin. 477 9313 ( 34 A 11

)

'70 YAMAHA 350 • Get something big bet

ween your legs, perfect condition, call Mark.
472 3403,477 0098 (34 A II)

^^X^^^^^^^
VfAutos for Sol. 33

SNARE beautiful '•'•• ^•iU •".XJSJ!
iMarina del rey boach Own Bdrm.

»/y/"Jf'
CaffJfl-OMt.

(17AIU

Sepulveda Jan, 703 1817. "A"

^ ^ M *ukr house own room

.

$HARE fMf «'»»'•* \5.t cVairW M" (37
SMplue 1/3 utifitles cost crofw

A 10)

FEMALE share large house WLA, |BfV»«»

roam . yard 510 /mo Jim 477 3434, 479^

17 W (27 A III

'43- 'iH RED MG Midget. Looks groat,

mechanically good. Frof. P. Bentler, Frani
Hall U 33 025 2093 5510 133 A 13)

'71 BRITISH Land Ravor.
^
J*^**}.f'^"*-

Phane iO$ 942 7024. Full price, 53450.(33 A 10)

•71 TOYOTA Corolla 1400 Michelln steel-

belted radiais, 12,000 miles, »>••»''»''"?:

difion 51575 Jack, 477.il73. (33A13)

TRIUMPH
^ $2395

-

Brar^d New Spitfires

FULL PRICE INCLUDES

Healer Seat Belts disc, brakes -

vinly uphi Buckets Seats, etc.

Other options • your choice.

FACTORY "OVERSEAS " AGENT

LARRY REED

'49 HONDA 90 Scooter
mileage, m t sell,

ternoons ; 474.5*30 eves.

Excellent cond., low
5190. 825 7504 af

(34 A 7)

*49 LAMBRETTA motorscooter, new spare,

only 3000 miles Looks, runs luperb. Best

otter 39} U45 eves (34 A 7)

-,ftr-„~>^.

...wrr

•I

U-

HONDA 305 4,000 on rebuilt engine. Helmet,

new batt. 5375 Carlton, 292 0304, jeves (34 A

'0>

no mileage.
(34AI0)

71 VESPA 150CC Like new
.445. Call Melissa, 477 5401.

'43 DODGE 330 Clean, dependable Iran

sportatiBB tar Must sell soon'! 5300 or best

offer 477 0924 (i3AI0)

SPORTS CARS

LOS ANGELES
5200 Centinela at La Cienega
Between Slauson and Florence

774-UM

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service Parts

insurance Open tiH 8 PM. 9320 W Pico Blvd.

170 5211 (34 A 19)

450ec BSA, rebuilt, good cond. 250cc Harley

i Honda, good cond 451 24M aHer 4 F%_(H
A 13)

TORRANCE
19019 HawtfH>rne Bl.

771 l|04;370-S«ll{
at 190th St.

'4S HONDA 300 Super HauRi. Very good

condition. 4240 Phone, 392 3514 < 14 A 10)

10 SPIED Fuch. Burgermeister, center pole

safety brakes, like new. »tS. 477-3434, 47f

i;34 »34A11)

BEACH Front. 4 bedroom house prefer

over 21 51(4 15 /month plus utilities, Ut •
last 397 1571 (77 A 12)

67 FIAT twcaapo. low •"••••i*' Tjw*; *•••'

best offer Evenings. 134 lOM. ^•V**'"*; »>•:

0114 /»
\J*A1)

7 MUSTANG, 210 H.F «>«'/•}, •••<
condition. Make offer. Call, ai^^r i. 477-

003 J _^ !iiA2?^

SHARE 3Mrm house with 2 grad »«"*«n;»^

»0 mm to UCLA 505 Tel 475 1004. (17A7)

47 VOLVO 144S (new body style). Iiicellent

nicer condition, lower cost than most 'Ol's or
495 51400.3917473. (33 A II) It is

cond., good
(33A7)

ji.Z2^.:.t^-—

FOR Self '44 Sunbeam
f^es. askmg 5415. James 344-0944

'49 VW Bug, automatic, 27,000 miles, ISOO

engine Toured Europe Best offer, starting

51200 397 77S1, (33 A 11) FriiftY
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Whafs
Tickets:

Campus and Public
—"Roffia/' an Armchair

Adventure film, 8:30 pm, today.

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $2.25 and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket
Office (650 Westwood Plaza).

—"California Chambar Sym-
phony/" presents a concert
commemorating the 100th an-

niversary of English composer
Ralph Vaughn Williams. 8' pm.
Sunday. Royce Hall Auditorium.

On: £>

Tickets &re S5.75. $4.75. $3.75.

$2.75. and $1.50 (students),
available from the Central Ticket

Office (650 Weshvood Plaza).

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau/'
baritone. 8:X pm. April 14. Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).—"Louis Faico Dancf Com-
pany/' featuring original
choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices. 8:30 pm. April 15.

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.75. $4. available from the

Central Ticket Office. 650 West-
wood Plaza.

T^^-^i.',

—"Barber of Seville/'

scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled.

—"The Mutation Show/'
presented by New York's in-

novative Open Theatre at 8: 30 pm.
tomorrow, in Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4. $3.50.

$2.75, $2. and $1.50 (students).

Available from the Central Ticket

Office. 650 WeshA/ood Plaza. ^

—"Beverly Sills.

pm, April 16.

Auditorium, (sold out).

"soprano. 8:30

Royce Hall

—"UCLA Faculty Recital/

with Stanley Plummer. vtollnlst;

Barbara Patton. soprano, and

Irma Vallecillo. piano; 8:30 pm,
Wednesday, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets art $2

(general admission) and $1

(students).

-"Disneyland Night/' April 16.

Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Silent Running/' special

film showing for students, faculty

and staff. 9:30 am. AotII y,
Pacific's Cinerama DomT n^'
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood' %^
tickets are now on sale in i^
Kerckhoff Ticket Office. ^
—"Joan Baei/' 8: 30 pm Aorii

22. Pauley Pavilion. All seaho
available from the Cenh-al TjdS
Office. 650 Westwood Plaza.

-"Student Films/' 8 30 d„»
April 21. 22, 2i, 29. and 30, Rc^
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are «
(general) and $1.25 (students).

< «» Page IS)
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Travel representatives

to counsel thru EXPO
Gita Sundararaman, international travel counselor in the EXPO

Center (KH 176), has invited all fourteen of the national tourist offices

based in Los Angeles to send representatives here to discuss travel
abroad with students. **The national tourist offices work closely with
their respective embassy in the United States to provide us with the best
travel information possible," said Sundararaman, adding that "no
matter how well thought-out your trip may be, it is easy to make a
mistake or two."

Representatives from ttie tourist offices were invited because they
have information on everything and accordingly can help you plan things
around your special interest. According to Sundararaman, "they can
provide brochures on local tourist sights and information on everything
from climate to currency, as well as suggestions on such tilings as hotels,

driving, shopping and tipping." -' *

Twelve Tourist Offices have agireed to come to the EXPO Center, the
following have been scheduled:

Scandinavian National Tourist Office. 10 am - 1 pm, Monday, April 10;

^European Motor Travel, 3-5 pm, Monday, April 10.

. British Tourist Office, 3-5 pm, Tuesday, April 11.

Israel Tourist Office, 12 noon to 2 pm , Monday, April 17.

Sundararaman said that "students should take advantage of talking to

a representative from each country they plan to travel in, so they may
make their trip the most exciting experience ever." ^ —v

For further information call 825-7041. " - . : .

Open Theater from New York, one of the nation's
most highly acclaimed experimental theater groups
will appear at 8:30. tomorrow in Royce Auditorium.
"The Mutation Show" has been described as a
^(Paid Advertisement) ^^i^H^i^Bi^HHaH^^

human circus of ttie possibititias lor human change.
Jickets. including special $1 student tickets art

available now; see Whales On.

4E_..

Vies DIRECTORY
•AIRCRAFT SCHOOLS-

H*.H-

LEARN TO FLY

Flight Instruction

* F.A.A. Approved
* Veteran Approved

398-5766

CLAIRE WALTERS
FLIGHT ACADEMY
3200 Airport Ave.

Santa Monici Airport

AUTO RENTING-

%

AQUARIUMS'

AQUATIC IMPORTS INC.

Cvstom AcHMTiums

Full line of

ponds supplies ^'
'

Free Aquascaping

Repairs & Service

2008 Westwood Blvd.

475 9525-

AUTO BODY REPAIR-

COMPLETE PAINTING

& BODY WORK
Domestic & Imported

Complete Auto RepaiTj

Free Estimates

4796103
PEHERSON'S STERLING

Automotive

2109SawtelieW.LA.

-AUTO DEALERS-

ALL M/iiKES- ALL MODELS
Special Discounts

to Students

THRIFTY LAD RENTALS

2411 Lincoln Blvd.

392 4105

-AUTO WRECKING I PARTS—

ECONOMY
Autosupply - Wreckers

Used - New - Rebuilt

Foreign and American

We tniy wredied

& used cars

EX 3^9956

14^1 Colorado - Santa Monica

WESTWOOD MAZDA

Sales & Service

"Service while you Study"

Call 879^1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

AUTO INSURANCE*
iAMES F. CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialists

* Good Student Discounts
* Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

CallDayorNigtit

322 8170

Ph^e Quotation Welcome

AUTO RENTAL
BUNDY

RENTACAR
Oidfr modali

-

Low Low Pricas.

Wieklv Monthly

Call 478^0676

1 2333 W. Pico, W.LA.

BOOKCASES-

BOOKCASES
25% to 50% OFF

For Office, Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

170S.LaBrea,L.A.

9339127

W/

STORB—
COMPLETE

: BOOK STORE

>. New & Used

« Text Books

Bought & Sold

Mon. and Fn till' 9

477 8051

1002 Westwood Blvd. WW

DOG KENNELS'

THE DOG HOUSE
'*Grooming* Bathing

*Boarding

A specialty large dogs.

Mon. thru Sat. 8-6pm

478-6411

2038 S.Sepulveda W.LA.

-DRUGS & GIFTS'

PRESCRIPTION

GIRS- COSMETICS
Open 7:30 to 6:30

Validated Parlung^
4772027

WESTWOOD DRUGS
951 S. Westwood Blvd.

FABRICS-

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center -
Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card

330 S. LaCienega Blvd.

655^7513

Los Angeles

HOBBIE SHOP-

HOBBY HOWS
Craft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473^2021

11685 National Blvd.

(at Barrington)

HOTEL I. MOTEL-
BEL AIR SANDS .

Free TV

Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge,~- Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd. & San Diegy FWY

-INSURANCE-

aORIST-

-CAR WASH-

VILUGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week '

Polishing - Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

1360We$twoodBlvd.,WW

(3 biks So of Wilshire)

4749636

COMPONENTS-

Huge selection of fresh

Flowers for all Kcasions.

Open 7 Days & Nights

Call 474 8070 or 474-9337

EDITH GREEN of

DAYS FLOWER SHOP
1718 Westwood Blvd. W.LA.

-FORMAL WEAR^

HI Fl & STEREO

COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount prices.)

Trade-ins, Sates & Service

Most Major Brands

87^3059 or 398-6747

BARSHEL's

5512S.Sapulvada

RENTALS- SALES
Your wedding party may
be served at any of our

Many locations

^call 839^2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
31 14 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

-FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION

Furniture, Desks, TV & Rafrig.

bwMmthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

PurchAM ootion —
Free Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE
CALL NOW' 4780856

1301 Westwood Blvd., Wast LA.

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of Insurance

Auto- Fire- Life- Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments
477-2553 or 8790381

11716 W.Pico Blvd.. W LA

* MEN & VVOMEN'S SHIRTS-
THE SHIRT TALE -

SHIRTS $4
Special Discounts to students

• Westwood Store
*

1244 Westwood Blvd.

4751248
• Beverly Hills Store

•

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

2715289

MOTORCYaE SALES & SERVICE
HONDA
OELREY

Sales- Parts- Service

Insurance

Open 8:30 6 00 Mon Sat

3916217
4421 Sepulveda Blvd.

-MOVING & STORAGE-
HAMACK'S

Moving li Storage

Min. Rates- 24Hr. Service

Packing- Crating- Stocaga

Time Starts At Your Door
New A Used Fum. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR
TEK VAN LINES. INC.

2546 W Pico Blvd.

DU 9 8891 - DU. 9-1214

-HIGHTaUB I DANCING

—

JACKIE'S JOINT

The Trolly ho lijifes on
in J.C. Curtiss! ' '>*

-^~- For Reservations

656-3840

8151 Santa Monica Blvd.

at Crescent Heights

—OPTOMETRIST—
Contact Lenses ^
Eyes Examined P^

Prescriptions FHIed

Mon Sat 9:30 to 5:30

Fri.Nita til 8:00

DR. DONALD S.GOUIO
Phone 451 4737

1301 Santa Monica Mall

Santa Monica

-PHOTOGRAPHY EQOIPMENT-
BEL AIR CAMERA A HI-FI

Cameras- Projadon
Custom Finishing

Rentals- Trade ins- New & Used
We specialize In Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call: 477 9569
927 Westwood Blvd.

,*

-READING-
HINDU

LIFE READER
From India

Psyche & Cards .

50% Discount to Students

Call 665 4067

RENTAL SERVICE

NEED
AN APARTMENT

OR HOUSE
Come and see

VIP. RENTALS
1418 N. Highland Ave.

HO 97205

-SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR^
CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Salai Portable Appliances
Sfrtica on Small Appliances
For Sawica CALL 475-2532
2314 Westwood Blvd., WW

-STEREO-RHAIL-

BEL AIR CAMERAS & HI Fl

Custom SIWMI&
Recorders - SimIms

Radios ft Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

For Expert Advice Call:

J77 9S69

927 NestMOodBM.

»TRANSMISSKM
COTTIMII

TRANSMISSION
* Liliilinia Ctarawtee

*PMIid Prices

^lO^Sanica
(Free Ta«»ii«vidi Service)

HoNywoad 466^7361

6445 SMtaMaMcaBlvd Wilcox

UaAnpm 737 0882

3355 Wdynpic n/No Weston

Santa Msnica 393-9873

825 Olympic BM./nrUncoln

nPDNRITEiSCAlCUUTORS-

Rentals

Tliat You Can Afford

Piclhup- titiniMsi - Trade^ins

WESTTYffKtITER
473-3218

1651SMVliRaM«l,WLA

-VVEARING APPARa-

Man & Hhfl^Mt QflMlinf

CORRM.
Maxis - Midis - Minis

Jaana- tali- Macs

JadiatS' SIMs- Vasts

1000INW*tlM..W.LA.
313-0707

YARN 4 HRMNOMFT-

fill Ph^ rf flw fHitt*^

MANOirS YMIN SNOP
1315West«acdBN..WLA

*«»•
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Housing Office : landlord vs. tenant
By Terry Coivln

DB Staff Writer

student tenant in the tiigti-income district of

?!"*Ld is no easy task. If you are lucky, your landlord

^ makes Uie ugly old troll under the bridge look like

^'nSice Bergen) stays inside tiis own tiovel. If you are not

^^*r*^£g in one of Westwood's many apartment dwellings

be a continuing struggle between yourself and a

"*^dlord whose vocabulary is limited to "Shut up before I

call the cops." . >
'

For vou who arc harried and hassled in your cockroach

li tfifmite-shared dweUing, at last there is hope — the

, The Office of Housing Services on campus here

des an invaluable service to every student, faculty

^ber or sUff member of the University who needs to

^ fundamentals of landlord-tenant law.

Rov Glickman and Sharon Butcher, Assistant Deans of

JSents in the Housing Office, counsel interested students

^rental laws. "You would be surprised,** Glickman said,

Z^ many people believe that when a landlord tells you to

Biove out or he wiU call the police, you have to move. '

*

Glickman and Butcher, both law students here, have

wted a pamphlet called *The Tenant's Handbook'* to

k^ tenanU and landlords abreast of the law. "There are

^fic actions which are outlined by law describing what a

^2llord can and cannot do to tenants who rent his

(acUiUes,
" GUckman said. " ^ •

Glickman went on to describe a few of ttie basic laws of
which every tenant should be aware. First, he said there

are two types of tenancy— lease and periodic. Most tenants
in Westwood come under the first type of tenancy. Eighteen
year olds are now legally responsible for contracts they
sign. Once a lease is signed, the tenant is obligated to stay
and pay the full amount of the lease until it expires. If tlie

* leasee leaves the property before the lease has expired, he
must pay the balance due on the lease until ttie landlord re-

rents the property. Under the terms of tlie lease, no lan-

dlord is allowed to raise the rent until ttie lease expires. A
landlord may not evict a tenant unless he has violated a
specific clause in the lease. . ^4

The second type of tenancy is known as month to month
or periochc. In this type of tenancy, there is no specific

ending date and either party can terminate with cause,

after serving thirty days' notice. The landlord can raise the

.

rent with thirty days' written notice to the tenant.
.

Glickman said a second area of much concern to student
tenants is the problem of repairs. Under the law, a landlord

has an obligation to supply habitable dwellings to his

tenants. „

It is the landlord's duty to repair damage in his rented

facilities. If repairs are not made by the landlord after

being informed of them by the tenant (preferably in

writing), the tenant can move out or can deduct up to one

month*s rent to fix the damage. Glickman emphasized that

many leases contain a clause wtiich states the tenant

waives all rights to seek repairs from the landlord. Such

clauses are not binding and a tenant's rights are guaran-

teed by statute. No tenant has a right to stop paying his

rent.

Concerning deposits, it is permissaWe for a landlord to

ask for a non-refundable fee for cleaning. If the landlord

does ask for such a deposit, the tenant should make sure the

dwelling is clean wlien he moves in. If it is not clean, lie

should talk to the landlord and ask for a refund to clean the

apartment«r have the landlord clean it himself. Don't wait

until you are ready to move out to try to claim the apart-

ment was dirty.

If a landlord holds an apartment for a period of time until

he is notified about ttie tenant's intention to rent or not to

rent the facility, that deposit is not refundable unless so

specified. Glickman advises the prospective tenant ta

obtain a written agreement from the landlord to pro-rate

any refund according to ttie numl)er of days the landlord

holds the dwelling.

If a tenant thinks a landlord is holding money that is by

law his, he has a right to take tlie landlord to small claims

court for claims up to $500.

Eviction is another process which involves specific legal

steps, and knowledge of the process is something of which

every tenant should lie aware!

I

uc may receive revenue
|
Academic Senate to consider

from campus parking fines
I new grading regulations here

By Susie Hatago ' '

* DB Staff Writer

the Campus Parking Services of the University of California

hand out hundreds of tickets every day, but although the University

P pays for the overhead costs Of ticketing, it recieves none of the fine

^ Under the ciHTefit system, parking fines and forfeitures (money

f recieved from uncontested tickets) are divided evenly between the

I governments of the city and county in which the various campuses
» are located. This situation also exists in the sUte college system.

I A bill currently pending in the SUte Senate would change this

i situation for both the University and stete colleges. Senate Bill 148

P
(SB 148), authored by Howard Way (R-Merced) and Albert Rodda

I (D Sacramento), would return half of the total fines or forfeitures

^ (from tickets incurred on campus property) to the University or

ii st;itp rnllAOMt

\ ^

^ State colleges.

I
Support

^ if approved by both the Senate and Assembly and signed by Gov.

I
Ronald Reagan, the Uniersity of California alone would receive

' approximately $400,000 a year, according to Kati Perry, director of

the UC Student Lobby.
Perry said the University is not officially supporting the bill,

althougth it supported a similar bill last year. She speculated that

the reason the University is not actively supporting the bill is that

local governments surrounding the campuses might withdraw

certain services they provide free to UC campuses,

j^
At several campuses, local governments provide free fire,

^ sewer, police and ambulance services. The only UC campuses

4 >*hich have their own such services are Davis and Santa Barbara.

Chances
The $400,000 the University would receive under the bill comes

V.

A*

V.
V.

i nowhere near the costs of the local services," Perry said
.^.

^ SB 148 has a chance of passing in the Senate, according lo Perry, g
^ But she said the chances of the bill passing in the Assembly are g
i practically non-existent. The bill will probably be killed in the
g

f, ..>.ippr

^ year fr

^ School

1^

i A.ssembly Ways and Means Committee, with its members John

^ l^rton, Willie Brown and John Foran (all DemocraU from San

^ Krancisco).

These assemblymen are expected to oppose the bill because if it

•s approved, San Francisco would lose thousands of dollars every

from parking violations on the San Francisco, UC Medical

>1 and Hastings College of Law campuses.

P Costs

^ Sally Meisenholder, assistant business manager of the Campus

I
I'arking Service here, said SB 148 would return to this campus

^' about $100,000 every year. This figure would "just about pay for our

<>Perating costs of handing out tickets," she said. Operating costs

include salaries, supplies and vehicles for the parking service

employees.

Mesenholder said the services passes out 70,000-90,000 tickets

each academic year; the most frequent fine Is $2.

I
The University Police Department here is responsible for

I
Picketing moving violations. This fine money is also given to the

I
county and local government. A spokesman for the department

g eould not be reached for release of the figures involved annually

I
With ticketing moving violations.

•'^^;%g«MflSWiiiiiH Mnr
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By Dave McNary

'"""" " """"

DB Staff Writer

New grading regulations for this

campus will l)e considered by the

faculty's Legislative Assembly of

the Academic Senate at 3 pm
today in the Faculty Center.

Principal changes that have

been proposed by the Senate

Committee on Educational Policy

(CEP) include eliminating the

'*D" grade at the graduate level,

establishing new definitions for

the "A," *'B," and **C" grades for

graduates, allowing un-

dergraduates to petition >^^ to

remove the zero grade points

from their records for an "in-

complete" grade (which is given

if a student's work is of passing

quality, but incomplete) and
creating a more formal appeals

procedure.

Defunct

However, the committee's

report characterized these

changes as "minor," emphasizing

the need for a system Of grading

regulations to be enacted, since

the present regulations under

which this campus operates have

been defunct since a ruling in

November, 1970.

This ruling provided that each

individual Academic Senate,

rather than the nine-campus

statewide Academic Senate,

develop the campus grading

regulations, subject to review by

the state-wide Senate.

The committee said that in the

interim they have found "marked

differences of opinion and prac-

tice" among the faculty over

grading. The report defends the

lack of proposed change by

pointing out that agreement Is

unlikely without '^extended

discussion,'! sirtce this campus

does not yet have its own set of

regulations, it may be difficult to

propose variations to the interim

rules at this time.

—Robert Walther, vice-president

for academic affairs of the

Graduate Students Association,

criticized the amount of time it

has taken CEP to devekjp these

regulations, saying, "They've

really been dragging their feet on

this. It's somewhat typical of

large Senate committees.*'

_ln addition, the Senate's

Committee on Undergraduate

Courses and Curricula (CUCC)

responded to a draft of CEP's

proposal by advocating greater

changes in the regulations.

According to CUCC chairman

Frderick Burwickrthe committee

recommended tliat the grade

points for an "incomplete" grade

be disregarded, rather tlian the

present system t)f having tliem

count on the record as a class with

zero grade points, allowing the

student a year to make it up.

Grades

- He pointed out that an "in-

complete" can severely tiamper a

student's grade point average,

especially for freshman, who are

lacking the "backlog" of passing

grades to offset the zero grade

points.

Burwick also said the grade was
harmful to those having their

transcript sent out for graduate

school admission or a job. "It's

true that a dean can write a letter

explaining the circumstances of

the "incomplete." But I'm afraid

that in most cases, they look only

at the grade point and the letter is

overlooked." he toid.

Both CEP and Burwick
acknowledge that removing tt^e

present regulations might cause

students to abuse incompletes.

However. Burwick said CUCC
believes the change would be the

Tnirest thing for students.

Feasibility

"Ha student is on his back in a

hospital and has to take in-

cbmpletes.H doesn't seem fafar

accomodation to him to make him
take out petitions for everything."

Ottier items of interest on the-

agenda:

— A report by Senate Chairman
Benjamin Aaron on the feasibility

of legal actions against term

paper sellers and on the proposed

and existing legislation in this

area. The only bill proposed by the

California I legislature to prohibit

sale of term papers (AB 230) was

defeated March iz in the State

Assembly by a 21-28 vote.

^^ A proposed reorganization of"

the committee system for the

Academic Senate • here. The
proposal recommends abolition of

five committees o*'*that have
outlived their usefulness," ac-

cording to Walther. However, lie

characterized the proposal as

"not having gone far enough,"

and he said, "The committee

seems to be concerned with not

offending anyone."

.r a .
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Table tennis match

tidkets on sale now
student tickets for the

People's Republic of China vs

C'nited States table tennis

match in Pauley Pavilion April

21 are now on sale at the Ker-

ckhoff Hall ticket window
(Kerckhoff 110).

All tickets cost 25 cents and

are for reserved seats. Students

purchasing ticketjs will be

required to show ROTH a p!.oto

ID and a current registration

card. Each student may pur-

chase two tickets.

Faculty, staff and ad-

ministration personnel, as well

•AS students, will be permitted to

iNiy tickets beginniog at K::iO

am tomorrow.

\t
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Teaching award chairman
| Miller receives award
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discusses criteria, process
Five faculty members here will be presented with Distinguished

Teaching Awards during the UCLA 72 Celebration at the Los

Angeles Music Center in the Ahmanson Theatre April 23. The
awards, funded by the Alumni Association and an endowment
selected by the Academic Senate Committee on Teaching, will be a

part of the program commemorating UCLA's 53rd anniversary. A
private dinner for the honored faculty will be held at Chancellor

Charles E. Young's house.

The five teachers and their respective fields are as follows:

Barbara Keogh, education; Jame^ N. Miller, microbiology and

immunology; Davis S. Rhodes, English; Charles A. West,

chemistry; and Ned A. Shearer, speech. Each of the five faculty

members will receive a stipend of $500 and a sterling silver

medallion,
*

'appropriately inscribed," according to June Smith, a

member of the Alumni Association office.

Nominations for the teaching awards may be submitted by

anyone. The committee merely reviews and studies the in-

formation on each nomination that ha^ been submitted. In-

formation consists of everything from former students' opinions to

the faculty evaluation survey handbooks. The Committee on

Teaching does no research or interviews itself, so, in a sense, it is

up to the supporters of the teacher under consideration to assemble
material on his merits as a distinguished teacher.

Baur says the Alumni Association does much of the leg-work and
funding every year. "They publicize and traditionally solicit

nominations by running ads in the Daily Bruin, posting things on

campus, and sending letters to the various departments to make
people aware," he said. They also help assemble all the material

presented before the committee. '

The members of the Committee on Teaching are chosen by the

Academic Senate committee for a period of three years, as is the

chairman. The Alumni Association has one representative on this

Committee, according to Baur, who has observed on the Com-
rnittee on Teaching for two years and been chairman for one.

"It's hard to specify the criteria used to determine who gets the

awards. Evidence is judged to see if the candidate has made a
highly positive impact on the students and .education," Baur said.

Teachers' research abilities do not come under consideration for

this award, he added. "There are runners up, of course," he said.

The awards are very close."
, .
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By Casty Mahoney Cohen
DBSUrr Writer

James N. Miller lit a big brown

cigar, smiled and began to speak

on what he considers important to

teaching. Miller is a 46 year-old

associate professor in the field of

microbiology and immunology
and is one of this year's winners of

the Distinguished Teaching
Award.

Miller beMeves in what he terms

"dynamism." "The teacher must
have an intense interest in his

subject," he said. "He mus^ have

an ability to put this across to the

students so it rubs off on them and

they become as gathered up in the

subject as he is."

One of the primary functions of

a teacher, according to Miller, is

to be able to take a complex

subject and "make it simple, so

that students can grasp afid un-

derstand it." If you can do this, he

says "it implies that you really do

have an interest in teaching/'

I

g

i}ry;i.ii-'>^^^^^^^

Miller also stresses groun
discussions and controversv
material and humor in Z'
classes. "I spend a considerab!
amount of Ume preparing an!
updating each of my lectures " Z
said/*It's fine to tolk about thin^m the past if you intend to build
upon them. But lectures have to
be kept updated, especially in this

Miller finds humor to be an
effecUve anUdote to boredom He
claims a lecture "devoid of
humor, somewhere along the way
pute the student to sleep and keei^
him from staying alert."

«•; James N. Miller
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WE HAVE ENTHUSIASTIC AND REUABLE

AVAILABLE ATilOURLY RATES (MINIMUM ONLY 3 HOURS PER JOB). OUR
WORKERS ARE CAREFULLY SCREENED, BONDED, INSURED, AND ARE COV-

ERED BY SDI AND WORKMENS COMPENSATION, WE PROVIDE TRANS- _ .

PORTATION. UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING, 828-1300. -"
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You work on the romance ...

we'll work on your wedding invitcrtions

Let the world know you're getting married in the tra-

ditional way if you want to — double envelopes, beautiful

printing, the whole gig — or design your own original

invitations or announcements, and bring them to us.

We have terrific samples of the formal variety -^

for the original, you're on your own, naturally. We'll

print them exactly the way you want them —
what we see is what you get. Be happy.
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Oti^^ the most important
functions of the teactier is his
availability tq the students, ac-
cording to Miller, who says his
office door is always open to
students. 'TU spend as much time
with a student as necessary to
help him understand a problem. I

never set office hours, though, as
they limit the student.'

Miller relates this to the duties
of a teacher. He states that a
professor "is here for two things:

to teach and to do research."
Miller, who does extensive
research on syphilis, says he is

aware of the fact that many
professors are not able to obtain
aid in rese^rich, but adds, that

•the professor is obligated to the

students and if he cannot get help
for research until his teaching

duties are over, then it seems to

me that that's what will just have
to happen.

"It is one of the greatest honors

bestowed upon me to have
students and my colleagues think

enough of me to grant me this

award,** is the way Miller

describes his reaction to receiving

the Distinguished Teaching
Award. *lt means everything,"

he says.

Miller says he hopes one day to

teach high school in a ghetto area.

He feels he might be able to build

foundations for studying never

previously established in un-
' derprivileged youths and in areas

where "teaching is ineffective."

"I don't know how good Td be at

the high school level, but I seem to

have done okay helping my own

kids."

as
uc

printing & duplicating

)21 karckhoffholl phono 825-061 U«f 258
open monday-frlday 8:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

f

ttudent
committee
for the arts

WHArS HAPPENING. . .

a weekly look. at $1 tickets on

sale to UCLA students only at

Ihe Kerckhoff Halt Ticket Office

$1 Tickets on Sale Wednesday, April 12

HIMCIII IHTIEIIEZ
Pianist

First gaining fame as the top Ame-

rican winner ofthe 1970 Interna-

tional Tchaikovsky Competition

Moscow, Gutierrez makes his first

UCLA appearance performing Bee-

thoven's Sonata in A major, Op. 2,

Na 2; Schumann's Fantasy in C

major, Op. 17; and Prokofiev's So-

noto No. 6 in A major, Op. 82.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23 - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HAU

At Pod of "An Orflon TrlJogv"

THOMAS HARMON
Unlvarsity Orgonlst

works to be performed include

Buxtehude's ProM«» Fugue, and

Chaconne In C; Alain's Variations

on a Theme of Jannequin; Hlnde-

mith's Second Organ Sonata; Co-

rreHe'-s Selections from the Moss

ori the 8th Mode; and Bocfi'^ Fon-

toslo ond Fugue in G minor.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 26-8:30 PM-conc«rtb«ginf
at SCHOENBERG HAU, mkIs at ROYCE HAU— -^-T

preshman class neariy doubles
,-*•*•
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increases
Freshman enroUment in the

Mflvv ROTC program at UCLA is

?^1 double what it was a year

^0 according to Colonel Charles

fArmstrong of the Naval ROTC

office tiere.
'

ROTC a center of controversy

amid efforts to have it removed

from campus,
has in the past been

niaved down by the mihtary m
order to avoid student hostility.

This liostility resulted in a bomb

explosion in the Army ROTC

lounge here inl970.

However, the campus situation

is different today. Colonel Arm-

strong suted, '*! think that the

campus environment has

changed The freshman class is

almost double this year oyer what

it was last year. We don't have as

much unrest on campus as we had

two years ago." _

A few of the 130 midshipmen in

NROTC stated what they felt were

the reasons for the increase ,in

enrollment and the lack of^tudent

animosity.
—

-
"

:'^..,r
^"' ^'~

The winding down ot the war hi

Vietnam plus the benefits of the

scholarship were noted by one

midshipman. Another said that

the mood has changed on campus

and that studente are more willing

*tp do their own thing.*' A third

midshipman feTt that the

curricula in the program has been

changed to have a broader appeal.

The classes are more academic

and some classes, like navigation,

attract many non-ROTC students.-

ROTC students (in all three

services) on scholarships receive

stipends for full tuition, books,

plus $100 a month spending
money. These students receive a

draft deferment but must serve

four years of active duty after

completion of their studies.

NROTC students are required to

take 32 units of Naval Science

courses averaging eight to ten

units per quarter and must spend
50 minutes a week drilling.

Secretary of the Navy John H.
Chafee recently announced that
women will be accepted in college
Naval ROTC programs. The
secreUry said that Jacksonville
University in Florida has been
selected as a pilot program for
admitting coeds to NROTC.
According to Lieutenant Gary

Chapman, there will be no women
in the NROTC program at UCLA
in the Fall but they wiU be ad-
mitted to the program here
eventually. He sUted, "I think it's

coming. I'm all for it. I'd love to
teach a class with women in it

instead of all guys."
Chapman added that certain

problems will have to be ironed
out before women can participate
here. Weapons courses, for
example, may have to be
modified for women.
The Air Force ROTC at UCLA,

however, opened its doors to

women last year and at present
has two women enrolled in its

program. According to Colonel
William Harris, women enroUees
are required to take the same
courses and to drill along with the
men. Harris noted that since a
slight dip in enrollment in 1909-70,

the overall level for AFROTC has
jemained fairly stable at about 70.

Army enrollment has changed
little since last year. Colonel

Frank Burgher stated that the

level of% enrollees is **right about
where we were last year."

^ The Student Mobilization
Committee on campus says that

the war in Vietnam is far from
over and therefore promises to

continue fighting for the removal
of ROTC from campus. Peter

Herreshoff , an activist member of

SMC stated that his organization

expects to use the anti-war march
on April 22 to renew attempts to

remove ROTC from UCLA.
Herreshoff stated **ROTC is

organizing on campus for the

murder of thousands of people in

Announcements
Cathy O'NeUl, caii^date for the

State Senate from the 27th
District, will speak at noon today
in the Kerckhoff Hall UpsUirs^
Lounge. She is sponsored by the^

Bruin Young DemocraU (BYD):•••••
Students who wish to submit

referendum questions to appear
on the Undergraduate Students
Association ballot May Ifi, should
submit them to Undergraduate

President LaMar Icons' office

(Kerckhoff 304) by noon Wed-
nesday.

# #-

A Daily Bruin reporter is

searching for female students who
work as part-time topless or nude

dancers for a conifidential in-

terview. Please contact Roz
Karson at Daily Bruin office, ext.

52628 (leave message).

%^*>

. f ^

the coffee house concert series
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday night

IHE LOS ANGELES BAROOUE PLAYERS

Susan Greenberg, flute

Bess Harp, harpsichord

Sheldon bonov, violin

Ruth Adams, viola do gombo

performing works by Stamitz, Handel,

J. S. Bach, CPE. Bach Telemonn

MONDAV.APRIL 10 - 0:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON PPfprATiON CFNTFP RUENOS AYRES RM.

50c l.cicets n
o UCI A c«..^.

^^>of I Con

Moy 1 nr •

iwo, civuiiuuic- ut ft" tioot from 7 PM on

,i. , .-I r K » irv r(\ FfPP fO^**©!

•dy ••orn

Indo-China. We will try to bring
out the issue of complicity (of
ROTC) with the war in Vietnam."

Young Democrats
sponsor voter drive

The final registration drive
for ihe June 6 California
primary will be held here this

week to allow as many students
as possible to register before
Thursday's deadline.

The drive, sponsored by the
Bruin Young Democrats
(BYD). will include a sweep of

the dorms to register students
and a speech by Councilman Ed
FMelman at 7:30 pm tomorrow
in Sproul Hall, according to Jeff

Seymour, BYD president.

Seymour stressed the Im-

portance of getting the stud^ts
registered saying, ''The
California Primary will show
ihe influence of the youth vote
and it is our job, as registrars,

to make it as influential as

possible."

HYPNOSIS Fll STUDENTS
SOME APPLICATIONS:

• B«H«'grodM • SmoUng
^- • Sp««ch Problems • Tontion

* Ordi • p«rionol Goats

University o^ Wisconsin Ph.D.. U years teaching Speech
Psychology .and General Semantics. Private Instruction

wiiiiii L iisiir ri.i.
1225 Wottwood Boulovord 473-2944 «or c^H>oinlmefi»

••••^••••••••••ff^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P

fired ofthe same old routine? . . .

toko h«r to »

/

"Sails"
Dancing
LivoBond

THE ATTIC

Attic Lady's Card
GOOD FOR ONE FREE ADMISSION (VALUE $ I

)

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marino Del Rey - 82 ) -6969

PRtF YOURStIF

\]\l\M I
'moforcycle emporium"

9320 W. PICO BLVD.
(near Robertson)

g

U C LA
—

'

i

i

$.

272-1020 278-5211

1 II
I H p (11 Set '<*

(J, n I

(
:

I I Slm) ! ?

OAQT^ • SFRVICF^ INSURANCi r*^,-ii-i--i----ri;am

Helpline
.1.^.

i

6 pm-2 am

825-7646

i
s

I (Paid AdvertiMment)

LEARNING SKILLS CENTER ANNOUNCES A:

STUDY SKILLS SEMINAR
^ for ttud«ntt who wont to «xplor« a

vari«fy of opproochM to study

Wednesday, April 12, 1972 1:15-5 p.m.
Pr«-«nrollmant is nmcmtary

Corn* to Social W«lfar« 271 or phono 825-7744 '

Thit t*rvlc« it fr«« to oil regularly •nrollad ttudenti.
•

Joan Baez, Judy Collins, Bob Dylan,

Jack Elliott, Arlo Guthrie, Richie Havens,

Country Joe McDonald, Odetta, Tom Paxton,

Earl Robinson, Pete Seeger, Peter Fonda,

Will Geer, Robert Ryan.

ii

.VJ^IBU^fTo

m
r,

;§^i

\»»^i'rv.v^^^

^
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Parti.
KG 31171*

Two incredible

concerts.Two briiiiant Hve
albums.

All for a man they loved like

a father.

Woody Guthrie.The daddy
of 'em aH.

The story of Woody Guthrie is at

the very center of American music.
Woody is the source point.

He was the little cantankerous
Okie who found joy in the guts and
honesty ofthe Depression dirt-farmer,

the black-lunged miner, the dis-

possessed Indian. Anid that discovery
lives in Woody's music _ _„.

Woody died in 1967 of Hunting-
ton's Disease. In 1968 and 1970,
the family that has gathered around
*Also avaiiabl* on tape

Part 2.
BS 2586*

Woody 's music got together for two
joyous celebrations for Woody.

And now, for the first time,
Warner Bros, and Columbia Records
are making the tapes of those concerts
available on records. All the profits

will go to Woody Guthrie Tribute Fund.
There won't be another Woody

Guthrie. But as long as there's an
American voice singing, Woody
isn't dead.

A Tribute to Woody Guthrie.

Part 1. On Columbia Records

«

Part 2. On Warner Bros. Records^
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to first lOp.students

original BATA^N album!

SUBOTNICK: The Wild Bull, for Electric Music

Synthesizer - _
IVES: Songs/GOEHR: 4 Songs from the Japo-

nese/SCHURMANN: Chuench'i (Nixon, $opr)

WIDOR: Organ Sym No 5 in F min, Op 42,

No 1 (Ellsosser, organ)

SCHUBERT: Die schone Mullerin, D. 795
(Wunderhch, tenor)

STRAVINSKY: Music for Piano ^*r^tand) "

MUSKdAT DROHNINGHOU^ IBth-Century

Music in the Royal Swedish Court & Theoter

MASTER WORKS FOR ORGAN, VdZ^J . - .

(Hansen, organ)

MUSSORGSKY SONGS (Songs & Dances of^

Death; 7 Songs) (Borg, boss)

DESPREZ: Missa Ave nriaris steller4 Moiels

THE ART OF THE BAROQUE TRUAAPET

BERWALD: Overtures & Tone Poems
SPECTRUM Nev^ American Music. Vol 1

SPECTRUM New American Music, Vol 11

SPECTRUM: Nev^ American Music. Vol 11

P

AMERICAN BRASS MUSIC (American Brass

Quintet) *

ERB: Music for Instruments & Electronic Sounds
CAGE & HILLER: HPSCHD. for Harpsichords &
Tapes/ JOHNSTON: String Quortet No 2

WUORINEN: Time's Encomium, for Synthe-

sized & Processed Synthesized Sound (Pulitzer-^

Prizewinner. 1970)

BACH: Cantata BWV 2 1 3 ^ ^„ _^ ^

MANDOLIN MUSIC by Beethoven & Hummel
GYPSY SONGS by Brahms & Schumann
THE BAROQUE LUTE

SCHUBERT: Sym No 1 in D, D 82; No 2 in B
flat. D. 125

SALZMAN: The Nude Paper Sermon, for Actor

Renaissance Consort, Chorus, Electronics

A NONESUCH CHRISTA^S from the Baroque.
Renaissance, and Middle Ages
SPANISH MUSIC FOR THE CLASSIC GUITAR^
Works by Albenlz, Falla, Granodds. Nln-
Culmell, Orbon. Rodrigo

CARTER: Sonata for flute, oboe, cello & harp-

sichord; Sonata for cello & piano

SCHUTZ: Psalmen Davids, 1619 (5 Concertos
for Soloists, Choruses & Instruments)

NiaSEN: Sym No. 5 Op 50; Sago-Drom, Op
39 (Horenstein, cond)

THE CONTEMPORARY CONTRABASS. New A-
merican Music by Coge, OLiveros, Johnston
HANDEL Sonatas for violin & contlnuo. Op 1

BARTOK: Concerto for Viola & Orchestra/

HINDEMITH: ''Der Schwonendreher," for Viola
& Orchestra

^AAHLB^ Symphony No 1 in D Major
(Horenstein, corxi)

.MASTER WORKS FOR ORGAN, Vol 8. Worb
byJ.S. Bach ~- __r

PRAETORIUS: Christmas Music (Ehman. cond)

BACH: Cantata BWV 249a _,

MOZART: Sym No 21. K. 134; No 27, K 199

COMPUTER MUSIC by Randall. Vercoe. Dodge

XENAKIS: Electro-Acoustic Music -v

BUSNO IS: Chansons (|^ne$uch Conw>rt)

JOPLIN: Piano Rogs (Rffkln. piano)

CARTER: String Quartets. Nos 1 & 2

EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD. Computer Read-

Outs redlized by Charles Dodge

SCHOENBERG: Plerret Lunolre (Contem-

porary Ch Ens)

MASTER WORKS FOR ORGAN. Vol 9. Works

by J.S. Bach

DRUCKAAAN: Animus 111; Synapse/Valentine

MENDELSSOHN: Sym NC 3. Op 56 ("Scotch")

CRUA^: Ancient Voices of Children
{

BACH: Cantatas. BWV 68 & 172

HELIOTROPE BOUQUET: Piano Rags 1900-

1970

BUXTEHUDE: Four Solo Cantatas

MAHLER: Sym No. 4 (AAoazel. cond)

NEWMUSIC FOR ORGAN. Bolcom: Black Host

/ Albright: Orgonbook 1

1

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Musk Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

You myyt pr—wl fjib cd for tli# Wilthif ttofl

Music Odystoy
11910 Wllshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523
o^M lat« •vory nigKf
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Davis election: will students take part?
By Joh" Miller

DB Staff Writer

ritv council elecUons will teke

.^^tomorrow in Davis and the

ResUon being asked is 'Will

Z students vote?'

%f the approximately 16 e»

"ole eligible to vote in the

Kion, about 5,000 are students.

AnVr 3,000 students who are

Registered voters living in

University
dormitori^ were ruled

ineligible to vote by the city

ILcil because the dormitories

lav outside of city limits and

l^ause the University pays no

^Almall city 15 minutes west of

Sacremento, Davis is in the midst

of a heated debate over its future

development, according to Sue

Dorough, editor of the Cal Aggie,

the Davis student newspaper.

On one side," Dorough said,,

there are the developers who are

pushing for the mass development

of sterile suburban housing,

hoping to appeal 40 people who^

^ork in Sacramento by ad-

vertising Davis to be a nice quiet

place to ^ive* close 4o_^

Sacramento."

Bob Black, a former UC Davis

student body president turned

businessman and a candidate for

-th^city council, is representing

^

those opposed to development.

••Development should take place
in the foothills of the Sierras to the
east, not on fertile productive
farmland best suited for
producing food."

On the ballot are two bond
proposals concerned with the
environmental questioij/in Davis.
One would create a neighborhood
park in Oxford Circle, an all-

student neighborhood, the other
would build a swimming pool jp

-

east Davis, a low-income, blue-

collar and student housing area.

,
According to Dorough, "The

only people who really care about
the swimming pool in east Davis
are the people who live there."

The park proposal is at the

center of the debate. "The Oxford
Circle bond issue is to raise money
to buy two open lots and leave
them as grassy open space.

They're owned by two fraternities

and are very much wanted by the

developers for high-rise apart-

ments," Dorough said.

"The city has said that they'll

buy the land many times^ but each
time they put it off for lack of

funds. If the bond issue doesn't

pass I'm sure the fraternities will

sell the land to the developers. As
it is they probably won't get the

full land value from the city.

Besides Black, two other can-

dfidates seem likely" to^gain^

student support Joan Poulas, an
attorney whose views are
'slightly liberal," according to

Dorough, seems to be favored by
students "mostly because she is a
woman." Richard Holdstuch,
environmental control officer at

UC Davis, has worked with the

Farm Workers Organizing
Committee and has gained the

endorsments of both the Black
^aucas at Davis and MECHA, a
Mexican-American student
association.

Harry Miller, an incumbent
councilman, seems to be the only

candidate encountering active
student opposition. He has voted

against allowing a fraternity to

open on a street in Davis because
it would "spoil the charm of the

street with its small houses" and
because he has never once voted

against any developer in a city

council vote.

Derald Gibson, manager of the

Chamber of Commerce in Davis,

sees the student vote as an un-

certain thing. "Those of us who
have worked with the students

(provided them precinct maps of

the town of Davis and helped them
to cover it) feel that the students

will vote and make good
decisions; others who haven't^

much contact with students are

wary of them as they are of

anything that is unknown."
Mike FhiUips, one of several

students questioned, feels most
students will vote and that they do

care what happens to Davis even

though most of them will leave

after they finish their years in

school. "Opinions about the

subject of the development of

Davis are varied, but almost

everyone I know cares about

Davis because they are living here

now."

GSA grants offered

to minorities henr

Applications for grittSawanta

are avsrilable for minority

graduate students in good

standing. These grante vary

from $100 to $500 and are based

on urgent financial need.

;
Students should submit sup-

porting data.

Application forms are

available in Murphy 1254 or

1252. Announcement of awards

will be made by May 5. Ap-

plications will be accepted up to

April 2U— .-:. -£ii
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Anthro 5C - Plog
Anthro n Miller *

Art 54 Kaplan
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Astron 3 — Riegel
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Chem lA Baur
Chem ic - Kaesz. Stroose
Chem 4C - Konrad
Chem 6A - Lightner
Chen, 6C - Konrad
Chem 153 - Jordan
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tcon 1 La Force
Econ 101A - Murphy
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Hist 8 - Burns
Hist I24D - Bolle
H'st 1420 - Loewenberg
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Westwood living . .

.

(Continued from Page 1)

In order for a landlord to obtain an eviction he must go to court. Ac-

cording to the type of tenancy, the landlord will issue the tenant a three-

day notice to quit (for leases and contracts) or a 30-day notice to quit (for

periodic tenancy). If the tenant does not vacate and challenges the land-

lord's demand, the landlord must sue the tenant for unlawful detainer.
,

Once the tenant has received the suit, he has five days to answer with a .,,

formal document filed with the court.

A trial date is then set. If the landlord wins a favorable decision and the .

tenant, after a reasonable time does not leave, the county sheriff will

move him and charge him for the service.

The landlord does not have a right to enter the apartment without a

court order. If a landlord has gained court permission to evict a tenant,

the tenant has no defense in saying he cannot move because he cannot

find a new place.

Glickman also said discrimination is a common problem in student

housing. It is legal to discriminate against someone because he is a

studont or because of his financial situation. No landlord can

discriminate because of race, creed, color, national origin or religion.

Persons who believe they have been discriminated against can §Ue for

damages and/or force the landlord to rent the property to them

.

Glickman and Butcher will also answer any questions and counsel any

person interested in pursuing a particular case with them. The Housing

Office also.has standard lease agreements which do not bias the terms of

agreement in favor of one party or another. Copies of the lease an<| the
^

handbook may be obtained by calling Glickman at ext. 5tM4^-^ * t*#^
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' f READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

HI

~ " READ 3 X FASTER
WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
These UCLA Students Took The Cburse. They Know It Works!

r
' Ask Them. v ,

•

ASK IINDA

Ask Julie Schumer UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013

ASK Llndo Hernandez Grod
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 851 wpm

1^ , .
.•,.::

ASK Robert Green UCLA '74

Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1028 wpm

ASK Dan Takasugi UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1139 wpm

fe
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SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gayley — Westwood

For further information, call READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933-9171

"HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"
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Give - for the kids
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Faced with the necessity of raising
over $40,000 in order to run a full

program this summer, students
working for UniCamp are launching a
massive fund-raising campaign this

week.

In the past several years, UniCamp
Drive Week has raised only a few
thousand dollars for the summer
program, but this year, as the

economic situation becomes tighter,

UniCamp volunteers need a major
success to allow the program to

continue at its present level.

Collection cans will be circulated all

week, in the Terrace Room, Coop,
Bruin Walk and other places on
campus. Students will be making
collections in classrooms at 10 am
Wednesday, in the parking lots

Thursday morning and in the com-

munity Sunday afternoon. If you see a

can, drop a coin in it. UniCamp takes

over 500 children from Los Angeles to

the mountains for ten days and
provides them with student coun-

selors who care.

Free noon concerts are being given

at noon Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday. We urge students, faculty and
staff to hear the music and make a

small contribution in support of

UniCamp.
Certainly, there is no organization

on campus which is so universally

attractive and supported. UniCamp
has existed and grown for 35 years,

but only because the time and support

of students here has been freely given.

But because this is a year charac-

terized by fiscal frigidity, we urge
students to open up and give a little

more. It's for the kids.

[f^ftrs to the Editor:

-Paying &sitterso one canb^^
Editor:

I am writing this letter in

feponse to a recent ad placed br
''the Child Care Center in the

litlrch 29 Bruin. This ad called for

volunteers to help out at the

Center. My wife had been looking

for this type of opportunity and

called the Center on March 3L She

told them that she wanted to help

out, but would have to bring our

one-year-old daughter with her

when she came. She was told that

she was welcome, but that she

wotdd have to leave our daughter
at home. In other words, she

would have to hire a babysitter in

order to go to the Child Care
Center and help babysit.

I feel that there is something
wrong when an agency which
states that they need volunteers

iHit refuses those who have slight,

sily solved problems. I can

appreciate that a woman who
comes to help with a child may be
slightly less useful than one who
has no child, but I question

whether or not the center is so

swamped with volunteers that it

can afford to be that picky. Since

at present I am a student here and
my wife takes care of our daigjter

(I work two part time jobs to

support us) we cannot exactly

afford to hire a babysitter at two

to three <;k>llars a trip to care for

our daughter while my wife goes

off and helps care for the kids at

the center.

Perhaps the University should

look into a child care center for

mothers who have to leave their

children so that they may do

volunteer work at the official

Quid Care Center. But until this

type of arrangement iir

estoblished I feel that the Child

Socialist revolution in America
Vv by Peter Herreshoff
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For the growing number of people who recognize the bankruptcy

of capitalism as a social system, a key question is posed: What kind

of strategy will lead to ite elimination? Keith McCoy of the Socialist

Party and the Young People's Socialist League offers one solution

to this problem in his column attacking the Young SociaFist

Alliance ( Daily Bruin. Feb 23) . He suggests that in order to make a

Mruly radical and revohitionary reconstruction of American

society" one should *'work through the liberal wing of the

Democratic Party" Although he doesn't say how this strategy will

lead to socialism, one can assume that he thinks that if enough

progressive people join the Democratic Party and are elected to

positions of;influence within it, they can guide that party to institute

various kinds of reform legislation culminating in socialism

(provided, of course, that no one else on the left rocks the boat and

precipitates a backlash by engaging in mass extraparliamentary

action).

It would be nice if this perspective were realistic. Unfortunately,

the abolition of capitalism won't be so easy. The Democratic Party

is a tool which is in existence for the purpose of maintaining

capitalism, and, as such, is a major obstacle to social change. The

Democratic Party is owned and controlled by the same small elite

which owns and controls the banks, factories, means of trans-

porUtion, etc. Although individuals have a cerUin amount of

leeway to make minor changes in that party, it is a leeway which is

gained at the expense of being wedged into the position where one
has to implement the basic policy of that party — a policy which is

determined at the top. Furthermore, the Democratic Party is so

structured that the positions of radicals within it can be eliminated,

as witness the purge of members of the Communist Party. Com-
munist Party sympathizers, and suspected Communist Party

sympathizers in the late •40's and early *50's. (The structure of the

Democratic Party today is essentially the same in this respect as it

was in the 'SO's. The seriousness of the McGovem commission
"reforms" of the Democratic Party is discounted even by
McGovem, who sees the necessity of continuing to deal with the

party boasw — (August, 1971 Playboy interview.)
The fact that masses of people give their allegiance to the

Democratic and Republican parties poses a major Usk for serious

revolutioniste— to break them from the two party shell game. This

involves organizing alternatives on a number of levels. The

campaign of Linda Jenneas and Andrew Pulley on the Socialist

Workers Party ticket represents an alternative which is educating

large numbers of people about the nature of the system, recruiting

thousands of new people to the socialist movement, and building

the mats movemliitts. As such, it deserves the support of those who
are serious about transforming this society.

But it is dreaming to think that socialism will be achieved

through the electoral apparatus that now exists. The small elite

which rules this country will use any means necessary to maintain

their power. They have no hang-up about democracy, as a cursory

glance at their "free" world (Greece, Thailand, South Africa, Iran,

Brazil, etjc. ) will reveal. They have been willing to wipe out over a

million people in Vietnam, on the periphery of their interests.

There is no reason to believe that they have different standards of

conduct for this country when it comes to protecting their interests.

There is no reason to believe that they will give away their power

and privileges without a fight. —

-

This means that a key task for revolutionaries is the im-

plementation of a strategy leading toward the self-organization and

mobilization of masses of people to fight their oppression, to Uke
control of the institutions that affect their lives, and to defend

themselves. Such actions as the ghetto rebellions, the Chicano

moratorium, the May 1970 student strike, and the April 24th

demonstration are refelctive of the embryonic development of this

self-organization and mobilization. The task for socialists is to

advance the level of consciousness and organization of the masses

of people to a point sufficient to contend for power.

The current American radicalization, which has already seen the

entry of masses of Blacks, students, Cliicanos, women, GIs
,
and

prisoners into the arena of struggle for social change, shows great

promise for culminating in a struggle for power. The May-June

- 1968 events in France are an example of how such a radicalization

can blossom into a contest for power. These evenU began with an

antiwar manifestation (celebrating the victory of the Tet of-

fensive) in which several students from the Universjjty of Paris at

Nanterre were arrested. Mass demonstrations and campus oc-

cupations (on the order of what happened in this country after the

invasion of Cambodia — only confined mainly to the U of P at

Nanterre) followed, demanding the release of the arrested

studente Finally, Nanterre was closed down by France's minister

of education.

The struggle spread to the Sorbonne, which was finally ordered

closed '(for the first time in over 700 years). But the Sorbonne

students didn't agree. The Sorbonne had been an institute for the

maintenance of the status quo for a long time. They had turned it

into an institution for social change, and they were determined to

maintain it as a relevant institution. The riot police were moved in,

and perpetrated brutalities not only on the student activists, but on

passers by. The students responded by building barricades to

defend themselves. In the course of the struggle they won many

allies, who were turned off by the police bruUlity and were inspired

by the determination of the students to control their own destinies.

The Communist Party (which leads the major trade union in

France) had originally condemned the students as adventurers and

provacateurs. But as their constituency began to look more and

more to the students for leadership, the CP was forced to pull a

flanking maneuver, calling a one day general strike and a

demonstration of 800,000 in Paris, in order to regain their authority,

so as to channel the movement back into the system

.

(Contteved on Page f

)
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Care Center should reevaluate its

pblicy on how to treat those who
wish to offer their services at no

charge. Of course, if the center is

fully manned as far as volunteers

go I will retract all the above

objections, and merely ask why
they are allocating funds out of a

notoriously small budget for

advertising. Either this is an

appalling waste of. funds, or the

Center really does need volun-

teers and its super selective policy

seems somehow stji^ange.

I sincerely hope that this

problem can be rectified, for my
wife, and I am certain other

Women with small children, would
vlove to work at the center, but it is

not possible for them to do so as

long as the Center inisists on them
having to hire a sitter.

Ted Hutchison

Graduate, Graduate School

of Maniigement
'V

I

Honesty?
Editor:

The last week of Fall (Quarter I

found a wallet on campus con-

taining over $80 in cash but no

identification. 1 handed it over to

an administrative employee in the

student store who promptly called

the University Police to come and

get the wallet. She then obtained

my name, address, and phone

numl)er and told me this in-

formation would be given to the

rightful owner. However, I was
told that if not claimed within '

three months, the wallet and its

contei)ts would be mine.

The following two months I

called every few days to see what

was happenMig with trie wallet and
was told that it was now in Ae
possession of the University

Detectives. Then one day I called

and was informed that the wallet

had been positively identified and

returned to its owner. The em-
ployee answering the phone
thanked me for my honesty and

insinuated that the case was

closed.

If the wallet has been returned

to its real possessor then that's

great. But to this day, I have

neither seen, heard from, nor

received a written thank-yoU from

this so called "rightful owner"

which makes me wonder who
pocketed the money and is

honesty really the best policy.

Unda Goldman
Sophomore. pre-Nurtlng
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More tetters

Monday. Aiyit 10. IfTl

Nixonomics.!.-^ and reality
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Another groupie analysis
by Richard Baker

Tbe March 30 Daly
groupie analysis is clearly

symptomatic of the tiberalned

reactionary evasive spirit

prevailing in virtually ail ianaidr

this hp-oCr rag In the mlerest of

free speeck asopposed to the stale

MACE machme. an

alternati\'e analysis of

phenomefB de\^iops Eaj
observation of realit> lends to the

following CQBchBioM;
(1) As Che unfortiBate victnas

of the sexuaDy frustrated con-

trolling clique, groupies are

mystified alienated, and shaped

into consumer products by

etectrookr Pavlovian conditioning

methods;
(2) Her essential freak nature

continually resists systematic

Mickey Mouse initiation

ceremonies (which, incidentally,

are the predecessors of air force

recruitment procedure.)

— i3) But the threat of punishment

and offers of material reward for

good behavior <ice cream,
paradise, affectionate parasexual

stimulation) have effectively spbt

her inner spirit Irom our outward

sho« of conforming:

i4> The ultimate show of sub-

her

<•) I lOMW you're m
VouYe not a toy. pet
skizophrenic Campbell's

tvate property An

ancient simian strain m
terrestrial eiiUeacc? (FIOIT!
RESPOND' TDtH:tl?> —

-

«9> GrouiHesare aero in Mandil
to

Recently the DaBy Bnin invited the vanous

Presidential candMates to submit a brief statement

on the ecoaomy which would swnmarixe their

pff^^^^yatc on this important campaign issue, liost of

the candidates ndimitted such a statement through

their ter^l ry^p*«g» staffs. Tbe statements ap-

peared last week in the Brain.

The Presidential coatendefs ignored a numher of

s^nificant issues in dMdng up the pabhan which we

iLceifd. They ignored the reasons behind oar

current economic probtems and why a totally new

is necessary in order to combat these

(!•>

H.

a a

IttchaelO'lieara

By M^ we are all keenly aware of the fact that we
are in a period of serious economic stagnation and

Register

mission transforms her into

ashtrav for self-stv led musicians,

actors, vkTiters. most of whom are

themselves unintentional toob of

record corporations and movie

studios aiJd *"the pressT controlled

by the bigwigs at \5S. Steel who
died years ago;

^rrrSut some^-here inside this,

groupie IS a person «1x> refused to

submit herself u-hcn mummy sold

out to that nast> old truant of-

ficer;^-_.^__=__.,

(6) So if any groupies are

reading this, the best possible

thing to do IS break yoir T Rex

„album. cancel your air express to

London, and bum this copy of the

Daily Braia

. < 7 < TeU a cop to off tomorrow

jnpming, write out your neurosis

to^omeooe in the interest of

thought pollution, or join the IRA.

This letter is simply to remind
procrastinators that only a few

days remain to register to vote in

the California Primary: the

deadline is April 13 and Registrars

may be found on Bruin Walk.

For those who are cooccmed
with making their views felt, it

should be noted that Independents

may not vote in the Primary. It

would, of course, be rather par-

tisan of me to point out that very

little choice is presented in the

Republican Primary (since Rep.

McOoskey dropped out of the

racet and that registration da^t-

Democrat is the best way of

meaningfully' expressing the

newly-won Student Power . . ;Al
I won't mention it / 4
^ In an^ case, REGISTER AND
VOTE.

""
. GergaryJ.FInnaB

Third Year, Law

GPA
SENIORS with GPA's of 3.25 to

3.59 start weeping. According to

the UCLA Commencement Bkie

Book 1972 page 11. only i^asm

Seniors vnth GPA s of 3 6 or better

will .wear the goki fourragere at

Commencement June H- Is tts
\Aliat «*e've worked for?

serious economic inflation, both at the same time.

There is an obvious misuse and misallocation of

resources in our country. Productive facilities stand

unused while people are unemployed.

This is called structural iBMmptoymenL It is a

widespread phenomenon caused by reducing war

expenditures without first feorienting our economy
towards peacetime. Tbe problem wiD not be

elim inated soon, and it wiD never be eliminated if the

Nixon Administration and the powerful Democratic

Committee chairmen keep up their foolish cold war
game charades. •

Tbe cold-hot-coM war which has plagued this

country for 25 years has alternately speeded the

economy up and then sapped its vital strength. Tbe
war is like an amphetamine, and like an am-
phetamine it is a dangerous poison.

Most of us now realize that our eoooomy smoe

World War II has been based on preparation for war

and on the production of automobiles. When it finally

became obvious that both of these induBtaies are

harbingers of death their bhie chip images began to

crumble Tbe stock market fell along with tbe

images and the other prime eccoomic indicatars

followed in the wake. , ,
_

"Fortunately, because of unioaizatioD aod other-

social welfare measures, the Nixon recession did not

turn into a depression-like rout. Elmployers could not

lay off as many employes as they would have Kkcd
treewav DoonckMUUes m useless dam.

e\'en though there was less work to be done. Becausi^ .^;^w u^» * %^niSL ^ A^n -a ^:,i:.

of this productivity measures feO or remained

constant This fall in productivity fed tbe raging

inOation wbich was inherited by Nixon from the

Johnson fiasco.

At first the Presidfegt and bis advBors attempted to

cool down the inflation through a combinatioq of

fisal and monetary policies wtMch were deagned to

reduce aggregate demand. Defense spending was
reduced ^ihi^interest rates ^rere allowed to rise.

Consianption. however, stayed at a hi^ levd
because consumers dipped deeply into their savings.

The inflation was not cooled. Instead, tbe defense

cuts rippled through tbe economy resultinc in

massive lay-offs and tbe subsequent recession whi^u
we are stiU not out of

.

^"^^

Tbe inOation has been aggravated by a chronir
deficit in tbe balance of payments. This deficit is a
direct result of U.S. Military spending abroad
primarily in South East Asia and in Europe Thp
deficit hs been turned into an inferno throi^ the
existence of a gasoline>like mixture of foreign
military aid, foreign investment by big us
businesses, increased foreign travel and increased
imports from other countries like Germany and
Japan.
Rather than do tbe obvious and cut military ao-

propriations to foreign countries tbe President en^
courages us to do leas traveling abroad and the
Congress has cut virtually all economic development
aid to other countries except military aid. These
measures are a (frop in tbe bucket compared to the
deficit problems caused 1^ tbe war in Vietnam
Nixon and we are stiU plagued by severe unem-

ployment and severe inflation. Neither problem will

be ctred until the war is completely over.

Domestically the inflation and misallocation of
resources has resulted in massive unemployment in

ghetto areas, rotten schools and public trans-

portation systems in our large cities, urban violence
and crime, and a bdiird of other problems which
could have been avoided with a little foresight on the
part of our nation's leaders. Instead, with Herbert
Hoover-like acumen, tbe leaders declare that the

economy will right itsdf if we wiU only remain
confident

Tbe American people lost confidence in politics a
good many years ago. We seriously doubt that

conficlence will be regmned under this Presidenti^

Ac^ministratkai.

It is a fundamental tenent of development
economics that savings and investment in the form
of capital expenditures are necessary in order for

economic growth to transpiref --^ s

We have been forced by small brained men in

Washington to invest in missile systems and bomber
fleets that don't work, in a trip to the Moon, in

massive freeway boondoggles, in useless dams that

war
which has cost billions of dollars and miUions^f
lives. All of these while children die of drug over-

doses in our central cities, or die mentaUy because

they are uneducMed, or live miserably, when they

oaa, in dilapidated housing, and the multitude of

travesties which we are all by now too, too familiar

with. . y

. They gloss overThe politicians i

the issues and make them seem sohiable with simple

panaceas. These are complex issues, issues which

must be solved if oar country is to survive and

progress. We need a candidate who is willing to

address these issues openly and hooe^y.

{^Kr^ An asqiiirilaiy "C
mttM ^i„ —

,

—^— ... %,^v En9roMing and unooaipronrisinB, a work ^L*
jy^ hiiionrof tbi

*^^ EfiQroMinQ and unoomprosHsinB, a

^^ ahMys be, *Cabarat Is the kind of acKk
^^^ wMdi the lob« \

MONDAY lor 1.19
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WB>NESOAY(or1.19
fried ch«di«n* mashed poioloes • coie slaw •

biscuit and butter • SECOND HEIPING OF CHKXB4 FRSI

IBKACEtOOM ACKERMUN UNION
OINNQt SERVED FIOM 4dl0 Id 7:00

"UZA MINNELU
IN 'CABARET—

A

STAR IS BORNr

"UZA MINNELU'S
PERFORMANCE IS
SO BEAUTIFUL
THAT I CAN
THINK OF
NOTHING TO DO
BUT GIVE THANKSr

NtvVorti'niiin

"UZA MINNEUJ
—THE NEW
MISS SHOW BIZ!

f!
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I
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The socialist revolution continues . .

,

-. V^->j- ^- 4'

-mntinued from Page 7>

S;«p fiav after the Paris demonstration the workers at the

d Aviation plant walked off their jobs, locked their boss in

h office welded the factory gates shut, and flew the red

flag
above their plant. They felt that if the students could

tniggle to control their destinies, why couldn't the workers

(Who have considerably more power as was shown by the

Paris
demonsU-ation). Their example spread rapidly

Loughout France, and within two weeks, ten million

workers were on strike. The question of power was posed

between the workers under their general strike and the

raoitalists under DeGaulle, and layer after layer of the

Dopulation was opting for the workers. But a general strike

can last for only a limited amount of tune, and when there

was no alternative beyond the general strike, more and

more of those who had supported the general strike began

looking for another alternative. >

^

For the struggle to have advanced beyond the general

strike,
democratically elected strike committees of

workers, students, farmers, and soldiers needed to be

organized throughout France. These strike committees

would have come together on city-wide, regional, and

national levels, and would have constituted the vehicle for

taking the power out of the domain of the old capitalist

state, and for administering the new society.

Unfortunately, such a development didn't take place

throughout France, although it did take place in a number

of factories and towns. In one radio-prochicing factory, the

workers went out on strike, and then went back to work,

producing walkie-talkies for the students on tbe barricades.

In another instance, the entire town of Nantes was run for

six da^s by such a committee. But for the most pa^, this

kind of organization iiCJthe^trike was lacking. Tbe trade.

a

DinnerSpecial

m-m-P?
SERVED 3-10PM

4Recesof
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Served with...

GoieSlow
Broasied Potatoes

Hot Rolle Butter
BaHed Potato
B* Extra

f( jm
f(: ]|jir.

Norm's

WESTWOOD
PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDA

union leadership intervened in the mass mobilization to cut
it short and turn it toward the electoral arena, where the
Communist Party presented their alternative to Gaullism
— a campaign around the slogan 'Teace and Order."

What was needed to advance the struggle was a
revolutionary party which was strong enough to challenge
the leadership of the Communist Party over the French
working class, ie. a party with functioning units in a good
niajority of the factories, schools, and barracks throughout
France. Members of such a party would have proposed that
the workers themselves elect their own strike leadership
( as opposed to the self-mandated trade union functionaries)
and that they continue to hold mass meetings to which this

elected leadership would be responsible. Members of such a
party would have acted in concert, first raising the idea of
citywide and national strike committee meetings, and then
working to see that such meetings were actually called.
They would have vied for the leadership of these strike
committees, challenging those whole sole perspective was
to gain a few reforms within the context of the capitalist

system. ^ ^

The closest thing to such a party which existed in Prance
during May-June 1968 was the Jeunes Communists
Revolutionairesr (the French counterpart of the Young
Socialist Alliance). They played a key role in building and
orienting the student movement in such a way that it was
capable of triggering the working class upsurge, but their

strength in the factories was insufficient to lead the
struggle to victory.

The perspective for achieving socialism outlined above
contrasts sharply with that of the Socialist Party and the

YouQgPeople's Socialist League. Not surprisingly, there is

also a sharp contrast between the practice of the SP-YPSL
and that of revolutionary socialist. WhUe revolutionary

organizations like the Young Socialist Alliance and ^he

Socialist Workers Party have k)een building demonstrations

for immediate, total, and unconditional withdrawal from
Indochina (like April 24th last year and April 22 this year)

YPSL and the SP have called for a "just" peace and a

political settlement in Indochina in which the U.S. govern-

ment would have a major say about the future of Indochina.

They actually think the U.S. has the right to interfere in the

affairs of the Vietnamese to '^protect them from the

Communists." While the YSA and SWP have consistently

supported the right of Afro-Americans to self-

determination, the SP led the New York teachers strike

against the right of Blacks to control their own schools in

Oceanhill-Brownsville.

in assessing their theory and practice, one is led to~
wonder whether the SP and YPSL don't call themselves
socialist by some sort of misunderstanding. Like the

Communist Party of France (and the U.S.) th^ constitute

a brake on the revolutionary process.

In contrast, the Socialist Workers Party and the Young
Socialist Alliance are furthering the mass movements and
constructing the party which will lead tbe coming
American revolution. If your perspective is tbe abolition of

the capitalist system, I urge you to join the YSA and help

'

make it strong enough so that when we have our '*May-
June" in this country, we will be able to go all tbe way. If

you want to join or find out more information about the

YSA, drop by our lit table on Bruin Walk, stop by our

headquarters £^jL 1107 1/UL^Western Inr^Santa Monica_
JBlvd. in Hollywood), or phone 463-1966.

famous-name shirts

Terrific selection of shirts In cotton knits, cotton/polyester

blends, plain colors, prints, contrast trims ~ at really

lov^ prices! Sundance Kid shirts — regularly 13.00 and

14.00- SAU 8.50
Wally Beery t-shlrts with name tag strip on chest, Army-

style service patches on sleeves — regularly 9.00 — fAU 4.50
Classic Wally Beery striped t-shlrts with long sleeves -
regularly priced 8.00 - SALE 4.99

V

as
uc

students' store

^A

1.%.^^^\2^U. T%Wm^%* hi\fii

iportsweor, b level, odterman union, 825-77 IjT"
open 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m. mon -fri; 10-3 sot
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Trackmen flunk comparison testwliip Cal anyway
5«?.

By Clark Conard
DB Sports Writer

Hadit not been for the factlhat USC was murderingrStenford, 114-31, on

,hP same track. UCLA's 95-50 rout of previously unbeaten California

before 6,353 Saturday ip the Coliseum might have mistakenly been

nnsidered impressive.

Fortunately though, USC was there and proceeded to show the

Hpfending NCAA champion Bruins how far they're behind the Trojans for

tkir May 6 dual meet showdown. Obviously , the Bruins aren't going to be

overconfident.
" "^

DAILY
BRUIN

every event

the meet."

Specifically, Bush was disappointed that freshman Benny Brown and

senior John Smith eased up in their anticipated quarter-mile duel. "I

don't go for that," he emphasized. "I always want them to give 100 per

'pent

Brown, who was given second to Smith though both were clocked in

47 1 explained, **We saw SC do it so John and I decided to come in like

this
(illustrated with two fingers together)."

"We could have gone a lot faster," Benny felt.

There was really no reason to go all out," said Smith, "since we both

knew we'd have to run again later." John apparenUy wanted to get some

real speed work in and took Brown's 220 place. After winning the furlong

in 21.2, his confidence got another lift.

Tm slowly but surely coming around," the Bruin 440 world record

hoWer reflected on his progress after recovering from hepatitis:

Despite also finishing in tandem, Troy's Edesel Garrison and Earl

Richardson both finished with better times (46.9 and 47.0) than Smith and

Brown. ^i

Comparatively, in fact, USC would have beaten UCLA, 96-49, Saturday

had everyone performed the same head-on. Southern Cal's 440 relay team

of Lance Babb, Leon Brown, Don Quarrie and Willie Deckard started the

ning events off with a 1972 world best of 39.4

GOOD PASS —
Gaddis presents

won the event in

In the only good hand-off of the entire 440 relay, Ron
the baton to Warren Edmonson in the anchor leg. Bruins

41.3, went on to rout Cal, 95-50, at Coliseum Saturday.

Additionally, Trojans Robert Pullard (17-0 pole vault), Andy Bamet
4256-10 javelin), Kevin Todd (51-8 triple jump), Henry Jackson (25-1 l/H,

long jump ) , and Richardson set lifetime bests. Hurdlers Jerry Wilson and

Babb and long jumper Randy Williams also were imjpjressive.

UCLA, meanwhUe, wad building a worrisoihe list Of doubtful pcf-

formers for the big May 6 meet also scheduled in the Coliseum .

First, Peter Jones, who had*t)een throwing the javelin distances near

his lifetime bests was scratchecTafter the reoccurrence of an old neck

injury in practice last week. **It doesn't look good," field coach Tom
Tellez confided. "He felt the same tingling sensation that kept him from

playing football in high school.- >
^-^ ^, , .. . „.^

"He's having X-rays to determine whether he*il be able to ever throw

again," Tellez continued. _^—^i -^^ ^
Next , freshman Gordon Fep^iiafs pull^ up in fiis 220 sprint return affef

missing the last few meets with a muscle pull. He joins senior Reggie

Echols again on the injured sprinters list. Both started out as members of

the 440 relay team. ,- •, -
, — - - —- — „

Bob Langston also failed to finish in his return to the half mile. Ham-
pered by an asthmatic condition, he complahied, "I couldn't breathe,"

when discussing why he dropped out after one lap. "I think I tried to come
back too fast."

Then there were the disappointing Frenchmen. Jean Pierre Corval

didn't run at all and Francois Tracanelli failed to clear the opening pole

vault height for the second straight week.
Corval came up with a sore leg last Thursday after running a lifetime

best in the intermediate hurdles the previous Saturday. Francois in-

dicated he's still in the process of building back his confidence after being

sidelined with a slipped vertebra in his lower back.

(CoDtittaed on Page 14)
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ONE—TWO — World record holder John Smith (1)

and Benny Brown finish even at tape in 440, but

Smith was given decision in 47.L with same clocking

(Pa>^ Advartlsaniant)-—^—

—

OB photos by Dale Samotaer

for Brown. Coach Jim Bush was miklly upset with

his star sprinters for "easing up" in race.

rjf.fs;.^[|.^^l»«-<l|!]j|sM[|.(p-Zs;nEll.nni--ll!l

For any p, whof it R?^ril soon have a similar one for twins.)
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Basemen blow three, finished already?
By E^Bvgsrt
DB

Jttilai Ihe major
showed signs ai eodiiig their strike, the

Bruins displayed one d their own over the

weekend — striking ouL that is.

UCLA needed its three opening on-
ferenc^ gam es^badly ^nd didn't get any of

them By dropping 4-2. 4-2 asd 4-1

decisions to California at SawteDe FiekL

L'CLA IS in the conlerence cellar with an 0-

3 record and things don't figure to get

mikrh k>ettcr.

This is so main]>- becauie the Bruins

must travel to Palo Alto this weekend to

face Stanford, the natioo's top-ruiked

collegiate baseball team. The Cardinals

deaH defending Pacific 8 and NCAA
-champion USC 2-0 and 2-1 losses over the

weekend. The Trojans won the finale. 1-2.

But. in a complete reversal d form.

California is atop the Pac-« (or Pac-4)

South with a yo mark. Last year, the

Bears brought up the rear with a S-12

reoord
**! was really impressed with our pit-

ching. ' exclaimed an extA)erant Bear

coach Oeorge Wolfman.

- Hehas a right to be. After alL it is quile a

feat to hold a learn batting ^93 to fhre nas
in three games. While Wotfrnan ^edited

te pitchii« (DanFV Foaler. Steve >ioche,

Kca NUmil Eric Loi« and Ray Del Carlo)

for CaTs soccck. Brwa aaiMnt coach

by UCLA's

"We're jml not getting the nais," he

suted. If you get an etror or wild pitch,

>tiu couM forget em with a couple of
••

Coinckientany. the ^nans suffered by a
pitch Friday. UCLA's Gary Robaoo

pitched eight strong tnntngs bat two cheap

roBS pro>ved costly. After Forster doubled

and Bobby TuIl singled in the third tnoiQg.

Ro> Metsnerhit a routine fly ball to center.

With Forster tagging. Bob Adams tried to

throw the ball before he had itResult: he

dropped the t>all but retrieved in time to

/orce Tulk at second. But Forster scored.

Then, with Gary Hernandez on third

bate in the sixth. Robaon threw a wild

pitch on a two-strike count to Ron Coffman
and Hernandez scored.

It was Hernandez who socked a two-run

homer m the top of the 11th to give Cal tU

ZSrd win against nine losses. UCLA tied the

game in the eighth on a two-run four

bagger by pinch hitter Mark Swedlow.

Saturtlay's first game was practically a

repear of Friday's kiss. The aasaalant

again v^-as Hernandez. He rocked the

throng of 175 fans with a towering fly ball

that landed well beyond the right fiekl

fence Then, the sky feO on Bniin pitcher

BiU Susa in the fifth. With two; outs, Tulk

sagled to left-center and Meisner doubled

htm home with a double off the right fiekl

fence. Dave Aklerete followed with a run-

scorii^ to right and UCLA was in the hold,

3-1.

went the

and seven hits.

giving up just one ruQ

Meanwhile, Nelson and Long
to huri a four-hitter with Nelson upping his

record to 3-0.

In Saturday's nightcap, theBears turned

loose a growling Nefl Cummings. Making
his nrst start. Cummings shook Sawtelle

with two home runs off losing pitcher Bary
Woodruff. For the game. Nefl went three-

for-four and drove in three nms. Del Carlo

Enpty pronises.
K^

-nyfsrs OtherbeoutypiodwisMk

OnyLeami U^ImbIIk naliinriJMB ofOMwiNlelenoK^

amlnboiydn oad horMtHrak

Injuries hit the Bruins again Fridav anH
Saturday. Steve Wahl. who had reJacS
the injured Mike Gerakoa at third^
suffered a knee injury trying to run out a
ground baU. UCLA coach Art Reichle f^fJ
it might be a cartilage tear which mea^
Wahl would be out for the season. Geraktt
didn't play over the weekend, stiU hobbana
around after sprainmg his ankle Wftt
nesday night. Mike is expected backl
Uroe for Stanford.

^

Also, ftrst baseman Tim Doerr played
Saturday's doubleheader with a sprained
wrist ^ '

"We're really hurtmg without Gerakos "

said Mickens. "and Wahl was realiv
pounding the baU. We're holding up the
league now. There's only one way to 00
that's up." .

^ '

To even stay alive in the conference
UCLA must win at least two-of-three from
Stanford next weekend. Perhaps Wolf-
man's words about Cal best exemplify
UCLA's situation: "Ifa a long haul.*^

Oarsmen row

to Newport
win m 6:22

By Dong KeUy
Iparts Writer

NEWPORT — Coining part of

the way back after a season-

opening loss, the UCLA crew
rowed its way to a thorough, if not

spectacular, five-second win here

Saturday in the Newport Regatta.

The Bnd|is once again ^ot off to

a bad start, but moved into

command after the SOO-meter

mark to subdue UC Irvine, San

Diego State and Loyola for their

first win of the year.

Despite the victory, coach Jerry

Johnson is far from satisfied. His

main concern, of course, is his

oarsmen's itudality to start a race

ly, something that hasn't

been much of a bother in the past.

"We've always been known for

our starts." Johnson says, "but

this year., we're known for our

lack of them."

San Diego State moved out to

the early lead, taking a small

advantage into 500 meters, but the

Bruins "rowed right through the

fiekl." according to Johnsen, and

had the race well in hand by the

1100-meter mark. With a good

lead, the Bruins had no need for a

closing sprint and won rather

handily in 6:22.0.

UCLA received an unexpected

break when Loyola, which had

been one of the favorites here,

suffered misfortune halfway

through the race. The Lions'

stroke's track (seat) broke, and

they faltered in the time it took to

repair it. While UCLA had the

advantage at the time, "this

definitely took them out of the

(OniiBaedMiPscelS)

Most lamon l>6auty products
just give you lemon perfume. Or a dab
of lemon extract.

Only LenH>n Up gives you the natural
juice of one whole lemon in every
bottle. And lemon juice is nature's
own grease-cutter.

So Lemon Up Shampoo clem
cleaner and rinses fresher, for brighter,

longer-lasting shine.

Lanwn Up Facial asansir whisks
away dirt arxl a¥ and leaves your skin
naturally fresh and glowing.

And there's Laaion Up AnII-MaiiMi
LoUon, a apecial deafiaer for

complexion problems.
H cleans poni»juKt kills bacteria

on skin with its arni-t>aclerfal formula.
Lemon Up, the only lemon l>eauty

producto in the world with the natural
juice of one whole lemon. And that's
a promiae we keep.

LenwnUp
^wntm'f^^tfwm^mtm'm

..J.

race.
,»

a«^9tl

King Six* $10.95

wHhthisad

•JAteMLrY , canotes
•

2807 rfcoBLVD.
SAVm MONKfUMJE

«9Jlt*JL&SO«

Stanford tops netters, though

not as expected; Cal routed
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By Charlie Mathews
]

DBSporU Writer )

•I thought we played well both days. Everyone did

real good job. The Urns to Stanford wasn't heart-

hreaking becai»e we gave our best I tried to peak

L team high for Stanford and I was worried that

.^v might be emotwnally drained for Cal but they

Vme back and pUyed real weB." ^^
Those are the comments of coach Glenn Bassett

whose UCLA tennis team dropped a 5-4 decision to

sunford on Friday and came back the next af-

ternoon to wallop Berkeley, 7-2.

Friday's match, which saw the Farm beat the

firuins for the first time since 1942, produced a few

surprises Before play began, Bassett thought

Stanford had three certain points in fifth and sixth

singles and third doubles. But Spencer Segura of

UCLA captured a 7-5, 6-4 deciswn over Cardinal Paul

Sidone it was a good win for me." Spencer com-

mented i just tried to play my game by hitting it

hard then coming in and hitting it past hmi .

"

Segura s victory gave Bruin partisans hopes for a

victory, but Ron ComeD dropped fourth singles,

permitting Stanford to regain the upper hand. "I

didn't serve or volley well and I missed quite a few

overheads. I returned weD but I Just didn't have any

sting on the baD," Cornell explained afterward.

Bassett wasn't about to pin a scapegoat label on the

Bruin captain. *'I thought Ron would win and he

didn't play as well as I expected But he came back to

play very well in doubles." ;,

'

Featured first singles went as expected with

Koscoe Tanner the winner. But Jeff Austin gave him

a battle before succumbing, 3^, 6-7. In the very first

game of the match Austin broke Tanner's big serve

but Roscoe in turn broke Jeffs to even the match.

Tanner broke once more and ran out the first set, 6-3.

A tie-breaker was necessary in the second set as

both men heki' serve all the way. Tie-breakers in

conference and NCAA play consist of a best-of-nine^

point affair? Winning by two isn't necessary so the

entire match can be decided on the basis of a single

point It came down to that as Austin led in the tie-

breaker 4-2 only to have Tanner hold serve for three

points, tlie match-winner coming on a let-court shot.

"I thought going into the match that I would serve

and volley well but might have trouble returning

Roscoe s big serve. The match worki^ out to be the

other way," Austin said. vj' t-

Bob and Mike Kreiss took their singles matches

but couldn't pull off an upset win in first doubles, the
last match to be completed. Bob defeated Sandy
Mayer 7-6, 6-3, taking the first set on the final point of
tie-breaker before breaking Mayer in the second set
and running out the match. ''I was returning serve
well and 1 tried to get in to the net as soon as possible
to cut off his angle shots down the sidelines." said
Bob.

Mike defeated freshman Chico Hagey 6-2, 2-6, 7-5.
After looking tight in th^ first set Hagey came alive
and, according to Mike, *'played a real good second
set while 1 lost my concentration. In one game he
served four clean aces on me." Hagey, down 5^ in
the third and trying to force a tie-breaker, was
broken and Kreiss had a three-set win. Compton
Russell, UCLA freshman from Jamaica, dropped
sixth singles to Gary GrosUmond, 6-3, 6-4.

Thus, going into the three doubles matches it was
Stanford 3 and UCLA 3. Despite Segura's upset win in
singles, Stanford was expected to sweep third
doubles. The Bruins would have to win both first and
second to avoid defeat.

RusseU-Segura played well but were broken in the
first game of each set as they lost, 4-6, 4-6. Austin-
Cornell then faced Stanford's Fisher brothers.
Another tie-breaker as UCLA captured the first set,
7-6. Then the UCLA duo blitzed the Fighers 6-; to win
the match.
Eight matches has been completed with each

school haying four points. UCLA's Kreiss brothers
dropped yet another tie-breaker in the first set and
were down 2-4, needing a service-break to get back in
the match. - - .

But Mike and Bob weren't in top form and Mayer
held serve to give Stanford its first team victory over
the Bruins in 30 years.

Coach Dick Gould of Stanford offered, '^! thought
we played well. There was really a lot of pressure out
there and it showed as our players-were very tight.

With all those tie-breakers, the matches could have
gone either way. UCLA has a tremendous home-
court advantage." Does that mean you would expect
your team to win the match a little easiier up in Palo
Alto? "Certainly not. I expect the matches to be just
as tough and close.*' ^—^. v,.
UCLA rolled over Cal 7-2 Saturday. The first three

singles were won in straight sets by UCLA while
Cornell and Segura won in three sets. Kreiss and
Kreiss came back to win first doubles and Austin-

Cornell played well in a 6-2, 6-2 triumph.
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TOUGH LUCK — Bruin hurltr Qary Robson pitched creditably Friday
against California as a mitiudgtd fly ball and his own wIM pitch ac-
counted for two runs. Robson loft tht contest after stvtn innings, and
Bruins bowtd in nth on two-run homor, 4-2.

2 DAYS TO THE BIG "FRin" GIVEAWAY!
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Oarsmen Newport win
(Conttoucd from Page 12) •

^ .

Up in OalUand, Cal StateLongBeachblew California out o^ the ^tuary
waters, winning by a very comfortable 17 seconds. This was the same Cal
crew which bested the Bruins a week previous, but Johnsen professes to

be unconcerned about the disparity in the residts. He feels the Bruins are
well within Long Beach's class.

"I would have beei;i surprised if Long Beach had won by less than 12

seconds." he said, explaining that the 49er win was hard to interpret

because "Long Beach might have let up when it had the big lead or Cal
could have eased up when it got so far behind." Without having seen the
race, Johnsen could only conchide that **we don't know anything more
than the fact they are an impressive winner." UCLA will have another
crack at Cal in the All-Cal race April 22 and should meet Long Beach in

the Western Sprints in May. >

The junior varsity, with two lightweights in the .3hell, finished a
disappointing fourth behind Orange Coast College, San Diego State and
IICI The JV's are having trouble," Johnsen said in their defense, "but
they should have done better than fourth." The freshmen, a la the varsity,
also got off to a bad start in their race, but they got a reprieve when
Loyola brolce some equipment in its shell. The race was re-started, and
this time the frosh took a wire-to-wire win.

mo MSIHIIICE FN CILLESE SINEIITS

'j^you ore (1) at least 21 and (2) have had auto Insurance f

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of cor. Bel
college student you also probably hove (3) a reQ

anving record. Put these happy coincidences together .

hkely that you qualify for rotes that average 35% below stan-
dard •

for

ng

sonoble

and its

And
prices.

in coto you don'f fif thtt daKripfion, coll our local ofTKO
^WQy. Wo just tpont six yaort woHiing with fho oulo inturonco
"^tfry on bohoH ol collogo thidoMt. Wo fkinli wo con holp-

rilli: 4511313

Ciliiie siiliii iKiriice Servlci
726 Sonhi Monico Blvd. CIM) Sonio Monico, Colif. 90401
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senYou know thgt guy who has b

your supplier of . . . , or that

girl who has been providing

you with . . .

ARE THEY graduating THIS YEAR?
Here's your chance to PAY THEM
BACK FOR ALL THAT , i .i .

I
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Write us a letter about what

they've done for you, others^ and

the University. . ,

Honors Seniors Selection Committee
Publications Office, KH 1 1

2

by April 12
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B.asel)all box scores
CALIFORMIA
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Tuft lb S • 1 •
JMatsnf cf 5 111
AMvctc rf Sit*
Hernandez lb 4 1 2 t
BurmMi It 5 • 1 •
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» Bry»r> 4 • • •
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;
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I. !•», Atfvm.
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•« •9-4

- ri»iifor*w« Jt^lf. UCLA »-»S. L0»--C»L
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r«»«}«r
Rcc^ (W» ...
Rc!i on •••••.•
B4-Ankk (L)
«V'—Rrhson

CALIFORNIA

1^

.. •

.. 2

.. t

.. J
T-2

H
5
2
*
2

m. A-17S.
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? 2 • 4
• •It
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CALIFORMIA
•brhbi

Curnnot c#
AIOrr«4« rf

Kemdt R
Bjrman *t

vmcto* lb

Thomas 3b

UCLA

Obtrr. lb

UCLA

^yxr^
—

rfSHtr cl

wc-^"**? 'b
ft -rm^n If

T»<«r^jn 3b
C»» T*" SS

Lo-<« •

UCLA

biCrtb

Ta»«is

2 • • • $
1 • • • '^
• • • • «
!•••:«
4 • 1 • X
^•l« 5fe
32 V 7 • S

4 111
4 233 C;«nici ss

3»^^ Adwm cf

4^«^ SvMMM rf

t • » CymBrbMl C
} i • • Outran Jb
1 • • Woednrf •
3 • 1 • Ktowr p*i

2 • • • RouJ« R
)••• 0««l«v P*
2 1 1 t Awgty 3b

31 4 4 4 Totals

•0«»1 -

•I* imtm-i
Hrnandti. Cwnminps.

paA^aiifv-M 2^-4 OCLA 27-13- LOB-
CaMton^a i uCLA 7. .-_ft-«T.IB—T(i«<. MR—Cu'^mlnos 1 SB—0««rr.
S—Cotfman, Swanson.
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J ] • I J
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EXPLO' '72

WHAT IS IT?

SEE TABLE ON BRUIN WAUCJ^ONDAY QR TUESDAV

, > . CA^tf>US C«USAD€«or Chf.si

DANCE - EXERCISE
Dtisbi or Trudr

392-4068

2.00 pdr Kr. iessoa

Santa Monica

Aciults

iiHuNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE
478-5822 1093 Brovlon, St. 218
FREE Vilioge Movie Tickets] FREE parking.

'c

Wl

ZEN FOR NOW
.DOUGLAS HARDING

EVE LECTURE $3, APRIL 14 8-10 PM
LA CONVENTION CENTER, RM 209
WEEKEND WORKSHOP APRIL 15-16

--7 - SPONSOOH) BY - 1

KAIROS:-LA. "Op^
'""l^^'t^T^Phone: 931-1895

r(P«id AtfvertiiefTwot)

•-'I.

The Creative Teoching Information

Center presents a seminar on

''ProbleffTi-Solving in the

Physical Sciences: A Systems
and AAodeling Approach"

with Prof. Moshe Rubinstein (Engln.)

Today, 1-3 pm, AdMrman Union 2408

foculty, students, & staff are welcome

Tfw SKidbnt fouco^ioooi Policv Comm afSLC

ScaJ;e$' men play well only

purts; best 49ers in five

-T"

By Saal Shapiro
--^. DBSports Writer .

Cal Stole Long Beach almost sidetracked UCLA's

volleyt>al) express Friday night, a week before the

Bruins' presumed showdown with San Diego Stole

for the conference ctiampionship.

The 49ers extended UCLA through five games and

ttu-ee hours before succumbing to the Bruins'

superior forces. 18-16, 12-15, 7-15, 16-14 and 15-11.

As against Southern California earlier in the week

(in a four game win), the Bruins were only at their

best when they had to be. In the first Cal Stote contest

they fell behind 13-15 before rallying. They had been

behind 13^ in the second game against Troy.

But following both comeback victories, the Bruins

fell into slumps. At Long Beach the lapse lasted two

Tgames ( against a single loss versus SC) and with Cal

Stote thus taking^the lead 2-1, the Bruins found

themselves clinging to the proverbial cliff.

In a game that see-sawed back and forth to the

finish, the Bruins managed to prevail on the strength

of Dick Irvin's spiking, 16-14, in the second deuce

game of the series, to bring about the decisive fifth

set.— Then it was the Bruins* All-American setter Larry

Griebenow in his role as a spiker who excelled as

uaJV took an early lead and heU off a 49er rally for

the victory.

UCLA coach Al Scates switched setter Jim Menges

to the left back position which freed Griebenow on

the right side to do some hitting.

The 6-4 Griebenow, regarded as the best hitting

setter in the collegiate game, responded by putting

seven shots on the floor in the final contest In all, he

connected 6n 14 of 19 as the Bruins kept gotfig to him

with increasing regularity. ,,^

While Griebenow was UCLA's sieadiest per-

former. Scales' crew got some good play from Jeff

Jacobs and Bob Leonard in the first game. The Bruin
frontliners put away 10 of 13 and five of eich?
respectively, to help key that victory.

'

Substitutes Ken Freeman and Bob Thomson as
well as Ron Coon were also prominent figures in
rescuing the Bruins from a probable setback
Whereas the Bruins' serving was so ineffectual as tn
allow the 49ers to set up their quick offense at th^
expense of UCLA blockAp, Freeman came on t^
serve for three points anaThomscn for five tn h..I!

the set around.
' ^^

Coon helped out the blocking situation by lending
his additional quickness and his several stuf^
figured prominently.

Afterwards Scates remarked that "We were very
happy to get out with the win. It took three hours and
was the closest and most hectic match we've had all

season. I used five spikers and three different

storting lineups plus several different combinations.
**We seem to play to the level of our opponents

Ideally we should go out and play like a machine. SC
wasn't as strong as we are biit we won only because
they out-erred us.

;'And our blocking, which was best against SC,
completely feD down tonight.

**rm happy to have the win against Long Beach,"
Scates added, *'but frankly, I didn't f^ we'd be in

for that type of a match."
The Bruins had to win to keep pace with San Diego

Stote which was taking care of UC Santo Barbara at

Isla Visto in five games. Last week the Bruins beat

the formidable Gauchos in four sets. Comparative

sco^ mean little since the Aztecs needed only three

matbhes to best'Long Beach. .'

,^ Now both squads are 5-0 and meet Friday night at

8:00 in Pauley Pavilion to deckle the SCTVA cham-

pionship and a trip to the NCAA competition in

Muncie, Indiana without having to qualify in regional

play.

Trojans outshine tracksters.
(Continued from Page 11) .> . (j

i did no vaulting in the fail and^piairt of winter,"

TracaneDi said. He wants to be sure the votebra

won't slip again and thus is coming, back slowly,

toking his time. "I should be back up at 17 feet by the

big meets — the conference and nationals," he of-

fered. He was making no promises for SC, however.

For awhile, it looked like sprinter Ron Gaddis

might also kw sidelined after dashing his foot on the

side of the track in the opening relay. His coaches

^agreed he was hobbling on his mile relay leg but were
shocked after checking their stopwatches. His 47.0

leg was his fastest of the year. . ..

In the 440 relay, Gaddis teamed with Warren
Edmonson on the only decent handoff the Bruins

made. '^Wally" fiew by Cal's Sammy Bums like the

latter was only jogging and somehow UCLA clocked

a respectoble 41.3.

**We were supposed to l>e conservative on our

tiandoffs because we were disqualified last week,"*

junior Steve Gibson offered in accountingtor the first

two atrocious panes. •"^^>

Steve, who again finished fast in the 200 (second in

Smith's 21.2 time), said later, "I think I'm' gonna get

it all together this year. I've been a nojtorious slow

storter but I haven't worked much on starts yet this

Three other Bruins reiiny gaining confidence are

triple jumper James Butts, distance runner Joe

Balasco and decathaloner Rory Kotinek. Partially

motivated by the remainder of the meet's crowd

lining the pit. Butts broke his lifetime best with a 53-5

3/4 effort on his final try.

"I believe I could've hit 55 feet," the determined

James stormed afterwards. He then showed why he

was upset by kicking the loose piece of track inserted

at the runway's end.

Balasco came back from a third place in the mile

to win the two-mile easily while teammate Ruben

Cliappins closed well for his second runnenip finish.

Balasco credited trainer Larry Carter with helping

him ''freewheel" dtnring his second race.

'He told me I was constricting my stride and by

adjusting I felt loosened up for the turns," Joe noted.

Intramurals
Managers' nneetings for men's

fraternity softk>all teams t)egin

tomorrow, April 11 at 3:00 p.m. in

AAen's Gym 201. Residence Hail

nrtanagers nr>eet Wednesday and
Independents Thursday at ttie

same Wmt in A^ 201.

Ttwre will kw signups and rules

clinic Thursday, April 13, at 4:00

p.m. in HG 102 fw iwter polo
team entries.""

*

Coed bowling team play k)egins

today from 3 to 5 p.m. with
competition continuing on Wed-
nesday and Thursday.

Six man, coed volleyt>all starts

tonight running from 6-10 p.m.

JAVELIN - 1. Kennedy (C). 2433; 2.
Kotin«k (UCLA). 2254. 3. Adams (C). 17» V

440 RELAY - 1 UCLA (Rich, Gibwn.
Gaddis. Edmonson), 41.3; 2. California
(Lucas. Bommarito. Smith. Burns). 41.4.
MILE - I West (C). 4 10.1; 2. ChappkiS

(UCLA). 4 11 •; 3. Baiasco (UCLA), 4:13.3.

m, HN - 1 Rich (UCLA). 14.0; 2. D.
Johnson (UCLA). ISO, 3. Hampton (C), 1S.0.

fm \. Smith (UCLA). 47 1; 2. Brown
(UCLA). 47.1; 3. Bonner (C), 4».3.

SHOT FUT - 1. Paoel (UCLA), 57 * 1/2; 2.
Penrose (C), SHO 1/1; 3. Gordon (UCLA). S$-
10 1/4

LOMG JUM^ -r-T^cndixen (UCLA). 24-3
1/4; 2. Kotinek (UCLA). 23 9 1/2; 3. Lucas (C).
23 1/4.

Bams

(C),.

1. Edmonson (UCLA), •.*; 2.
(C). f 7; 3. GibfSOn (UCLA), f.f.
iit 1. Brown (C), 1:S1.1; 2. FoafoT

1 $2 2; 3 Williams (UCLA), 1:52.7.
440IN 1 Petralia (C). $3.7; 2. A»k#t (O.

S4 2. 3 Brosius (C). $4.4.
NIGN JUM^ - 1. tia batwean Stonat

(UCLA) and Fletcher (UCLaV 7 1/4 (equals

nr>eet record. Clarence Johnson, ( California,

I960), 3. MacFarlane (C). 4^
, ^

DISCUS — 1. Penrose (C). »W 2 ^^^
record, old mark 104 •, Jim Penrose, Calf irma,

1970. 1971); 2. FreH^rg (UCLA), 177 1. 3

Gordon (UCLA). 171 2.
, ^ ,

230 - 1. Smith (UCLA). 21 2; 2 Gibson

(UCLA). 21.2; 3. Burns (C), 214^ „ „^ . ,TWO mile - 1. Balasco (UCLA), » 04 8, 2

Chapf>ins (UCLA), 9:00.0; 3. Maxwell (C),

TIIiVlE JUMP - 1 Butts (UCLA), |3 5 3/4

(nf»e«t record, old mark. S3 '/*• J'"\;'^^[n
CalHomia, 1971); 2. Freeman (UCLA), 49 lo

1/4; 3. Conway (C), 49 10 1/4. (Freeman

second on second bast l»*»»P>- ,_. . , ,. - ,POLE VAULT - 1. Mooars (UCLA), U^». 2

Offer (C), 1$^; 3. Barte* (C), 15

MILE RKLAY - I. UCLA (GaddfS, 47^1,

William*. 49.4; Edmonson. 40.0; Brown, 4dvj,

3 12.2; 2. California (Stodden, Madison.

Bonnar, Petral»aL_3:WJ- ^ ^. ^ ....^.i* «fl

PINAL SCOilE^ UCLA 9$. Califomi* »
Attandance — 0.3S3.

The Western Opero Theotar't production of

Ernst Krwidi't

WHAT PRICE CONFIDENCE ?
%tk in Victofian London. 1900.
the clKimber opero it a witty

drowing room comedy about
two couples in saorch of mu-
tual ego graltfication. who ase

change partners with hilarious

(Its. A subsidiary of the Son
Francisco Opera. Western O-
pera Ttteoler is o "gross roots"

compony stressing ensemble
work, (in English)

WEDNESDAY. AMI19 .UO MM . SCHOMBBTG HAU
Sl^

TkWiOakia.«50

wBn fiia v.ommitlaa

>lELL-BENT
for LEATHER

WESTWOOD VIIIAGE - SHERAAAN OAKS

Claris of England - Foolwaor

WbilobaM • Treb
Our Reputation Spealcs For Itself.

One Of The Largest Instocl^ Leather Shops In The World

Mens and Womens Coots. Handcrafted Sandals, Custocn

Resoteobie Moccasins, Vests, ShirU. Pants. Jackets. Dresses,

Ponchos, Wristbonds. Wallets. Belts. Bags. Cleoning and

Tailoring.

1(1^912 U Conle Ave. 4419 Von Niiyt Blvd.— .

WetNoDodV«c«e^CA 90034 Slienfian Oob, CA 91403

(2131 47USaS (213) 7t3M90
(NEAR U.CLA. ENTRANCE (213| 37X3344
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

»- *

—

"'rw*

Ours is the oKicial ?

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the

University of California on all campuses, i

for use by all members of that community.

tfie Ctiiarter Flight you sigh with at UCLA Is responsible

for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed

to mediocre serviC(3. ___L^
All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London.

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience;

of an on-campus location and the assurance 6f -

personal attention in all areas.

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

ou/* carrier — because of its long and distinguished

serivice record — and all our passengers receive

their first class service.
•

. .

-.-;- 1. •
.

How many charter groups con claim all this?

^.
';-

1

\

.iii - _* . . ^ . *„- --r- . -
- ..w - ^

_
-.-_ ' * .-

... - » » 1 T
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FLIGHT L.A.TO DEPART RETURN FROM D^S^ TRICE CARRIER

t- .^Jt t 2

3

London June 18 Aua.28 . ^London ' 71 $262 BOAC
'

'

London June 21 Aug. 16-

Aug. 15

"^Londoa.

London
'

~t 56 :.,.

54

-$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

' ; 4 London June 22

June 26• 5 London Sept. 6 London 72

80

59

$262
/•-6 London June 26 Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

London

London

3275

$262

Ca edonian

BOACJ , -I.A .'« »! 7 London June 27
-»

8 .

9

London

London

June 28
'
Jutie 28

June 29

"jufyT

July 4

July's

'

London 73

81

61

57" "

62

40

$262

$275

$262

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

Sept. 16

"Aug" 29
"

"Aug.
27"

London

London

London

10

11

London

London $262 BOAC
4i

12

14

15

16

London

London

Sept. 2 London

London

$262 BOAC

Aug. 17 $262
^

BOAC
l

London July 11 Aug. 10

Aug."31
"

" Sept. 1,3
'

London

London

London

30

'33

$262 BOAC
V

London July 12

Aug. 12

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC17 London

:. i

•v,

I

I
•

H's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.

Com* info Room 205D K«rekhoH Holl - phono 825-1 221

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond. Bovorly Townloy, Coordinators.

k *>««•«.•• 4 •
^^*' ^f^m^itm* *« * «.^4toM.* k ^m 9 m a^iP* «*«-«•'' ^m I
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'Mardi Gras' festival

[
planned for A|ril 28, 29

^UCLA' 31st annual Mardi Gras wilfbe held on April 28 and 29 Net

profits from the event go to Unicamp, the student-run summer camp that

benefits approximately 800 underprivileged and diajt)etic children.

Mardi Gras was originally a masquerade dance without booths. But as

booths were added, the event grew and was moved to its present location

on the North Athletic Field. "Aside from its charitable purpose, the booths

make Mardi Gras distinct from all other carnivals,

i Peter DubrawSki, the booth chairman, noted that "the core of Mardi
ISras is the booths." Every y«ar the booths ^ow in number. This year

• there will be over 60 entries. '-'

—

- ""

There are three categories of booths at Mardi Gras: entertainment,

participation, and food. Entertainment booths put on shows such as the

four returning booths: "The House of Horrors," "The Marriage Booth,"

^*The Fun House," and "Rawhide" (returning as *^Le Chat Botte").

., "Alice in Wonderland" and the "Fabulous Fifties" will be added this

year.
. , • -. — ..

• '•

The participation booths feature a variety of games. Back this year will

be the Wheel of Fortune, Spin-Art, the Dunk Booth, the Pillow Fight, and

the Bottle Bang.)KLA radio promises a new participation booth with

games and give-aways.^, _ -_
. : : _ *" »

Food booths will offer frozen bananas, hot-dog-on-a-stictc, pizza,

teriyaki and wonton. New this year will be a "Sweet 'n Sour Pork" booth

and a "Lumpia" booth serving enormous egg rolls.

All booths are planned, built, and run by student organizations.

Planning starts early and some of the biggest booths have been under

construction since January. The rest of the construction began earlier

this month to be completed by April 28. The organizations volunteer their

-. efforts in building and operating the booths. Costs are covered by the

income from Mardi Gras. Trophies will t>e awarded to the top booths in

each class.

The txx)ths can sometimes present difficulties in operation and con-

struction. Ready to help solve individual problems is the booth com-
mittee, headed by Dubrawski. Assisting Dubrawski are Greg Helland

( food booth chairman), Jeff Kiessel (grounds chairman), and Rick Pavlo

(participation booth chairman). Members of the committee can be

contacted in the Mardi Gras office, Ackerman Union A level, or by calling

ext. 50701.

L«^

^/

(July 2J Ann. 22)

A dvj'mhv cluin\fv jor thv better. .\ii iiitcrestimi^

cyclv oj sfH'Vily nwssaitcs ami the chance of travel

ih'ciirs, I'olloiv your intiiition to I'lesiier & Cook.

INCOME TAX
SI RV^ICI

<t C^P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
*^ ^ FACULTY and STAFF! >

KLbSNFR&COOK
r;i\ (*»>n%ulljnts

J 07 2 (;;i\ lev. Sui!i' 3 ( No\l !o SiiIoh jv )^

WoslwiuHl 473-8127 or 886-7475,

J am curious (What's Qn) . .

.

(CoBtiBafid from Page If)

Robin Luckham, professor

sociology. Harvard University,

Cambridge, A^ssachusetts, 7 pm»
Murphy 2121.

—"Epidemiology — Train-

mission of Disoaso, Prevention

and Control/' by Donald 6.

DeValois, chief of research In

laboratory animal medicine,

science, and technology, WacJ

sworth Veterans Administration

Hospital, 7 pm, MS 5200. Tickets

are $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"Introduction to ttie Biology

of Birds and Tfieir Life in the

Zoo," by Thomas Howell,

professor of zoology, and Frank S^

Todd, curator of birds. Lot

Angeles Zoo, 7 pm, LS 2147.

Tickets are $3.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"Religious Values in Worl^^

Literature and Drama/' by F.

Thomas Trotter, dean. School of

Theology, Claremont Colleges,

and Sari Elizabeth Scott,

associate professor of dramatic
literature, California State

College, Fullerton, 7:30 pm.

Young 2276. TtdmHarjt§4 and^tt;

(students).
"^

—"Sudanese Deserts/' by
Richard F. Logan, professor of

geography, 7- 10 pm, Wlllard

Elementary School Auditorium,

301 S. Madre Si., Pasadena.

Tickets are $4.

—"Ttie Press and Presidtntial

Politics/' with Edwin Guthman,
national news editor, L.A. Times,

9:35-11:05 am. Tea Room,
Bullock's Westwood, 10M1
Weyburn Ave. Tickets are $3.50.

EC: -:::^^:..•-::^

^Monday, April 10

-^"Beginning Balltf/' 6 pm.
University YMCA, 574 Hilgard

Ave.—"Calligrapliy/' 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243B.—"kundaiini Yoga,'' 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Office Culture and the

Secretary," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-

chitecture 1243C. .. c—"OpprestlQn As Control,
Freedom As Countercontrol,"

7j^30-9:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400
i-"Ptillosophy and Yoga,"

3:30 pm, Ackerman Union Uo
stairs Lounge.

*^'

-"Producing a tu
Documentary, The Roles Uwv«r.
Play," 7.9 pm, Ackerman Z7c^
3564.

'°"

-."Exploring Emotions inModem Marketing," g-io pmAckerman Union 3517.

-"Elohim (GOD) The Original
Pattern of tlie Universe," 7 30
pm^ Architecture 1243A.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3-5 pm, Graduate
School of AAanagement 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, B.E p
Maturity and systems," call ext
52727 for further Information.

-—^'Everyday Practical Ad-
plication of the 'Ancient Wisdom'
Can Lead to Inner Security," 7 30
pm, Bunche 3143.

—"Behind the Mafia," 7 om
KInsey Hall 184.

(C^tinued on Page 17)

t-Mtf"^-
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« Free

» Y
' pjt^-n-— .

^*--
uter Classes

S

?;>'

'.>!.

- Everyone is welcome to attend the free classes presentedby theUCLA Computer Qub; enrollment

is by attending the first class session. Classes start the week of April 10, and will be held from 7:30 to

9:30 p.m. For more information, feel free to stop by or call the Computer Club office (3514 Boelter

Hall — 825-5879).

CLASS DAY and ROOM INSTRUCTORS DESCRIPTION
"•'•;

Basic PL/I Tuesdays,

Math Science 4000

David G. Kay I

S

i

!!::

:

i

Basic ^ Mondays,
FORTRAN IV W.G. Young 2250

Joel E^ner

.^:

Engineering

10 Prol^lems

Thursdays,

Math Science 4000

Mictiael Thompson

i

i

•^

%.

i

s

iii

—Recommended especially for

beginners .—• a high-level

language with applica^ons in

varied fields. No previous

scientific or mathematical
knowledge assumed.

—Also for beginners — a

-widely-used language,
especially in science and

engineering. No previous ex-

perience assumed.

—Discussion of the program-
^^

ming concepts behind the
jlij

problenis assigned in S|

Engineering 10 programming :$

classes.

-*-—*:'

•j^-MIntermediate Tuesdays,
Assembler Math Science 3970

David M. Ruslcin^ "

i

Basic

Assembler

Saturdays,

1-3 pm
Boelter Hall 5280

Howard Golden
Richard Greer

—IBM OS/360 Assembly

language. Some assembly

language programming ex-

perience assumed.

—IBM OS/360 Assembly
language and PL/360. Some
Imowledge of fortran or PL/1

suggested.

:«

'^•'>^i''>>^i»^^i^^^

f

TKlirli

INIEIIIUTIONU FILM SERIES

April 5 -

April 12-

April 19-

Aprll 26 -

presents

WILD CHILO from Franco
(Francois Truffault)

MEXICAN BUS RIDE from Mexico
(LulsBunuel)

MIRACLE OF WHITE STALUONS
from Austria/ USA
(with Eddie Albert, Robert Taylor)

RUNWILD/RUN FREE from England
(John Mills)

EVERy WEDNESDAY IS A FILM NIGHT AT

the International Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood. 8:00 PtA

i

WEDDINfi
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

tOO's of Wedding Band ideas

2nd floor locattoo itmtrn low pf ic<8» I

University Mfg. Jewelers j
1007 Sroxtan Suite 34 I

I
OilS-S377

-A.

«/»« M^.

Aggression, mental illness and cultural psychiatrist. Gorney will give the first in a series of
achrevement of various human cultures and species faculty lectures on "The Family of ttie Future —
may be the result of interpersonal bondings, suc^ »« ***#•• ««i* d<^»ii*»<>## •>..:..• «* • — «_ .— * . ,

family ties, according *^ »--•—»- **
-to Roderic Gorney,

as
staH

Myth or Reality?" tonight at
Welfare.

8 pm in 147 Social

Shuffle off to What's On. .

.

(Continued from Page 16)

Political

—"Bruin Young Democrats/'

noon, today, Kerckhoff Hal^

Upstairs Lounge. Speaker: Kathy

O'Neil, candidate for State

Senate, 27tti District.

Meetings:

Monday, April 10 '

-"UCLA Ancfibrs Rush/' 10

am 2 pm, Bruin Walk. In-

formation, applications and sign-

ups for interviews.,

—"Office of Environmental
Studies," 4 pm, Kerckhoff Hall

409. Organizational meeting for

campus-community action.

-"Ptii Eta Sigma/' 3 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Alumni Lounge^
-"Committee of Public

Ceremonies," 10 am-12 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Overpopulation Center," 10

am-2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

-"SIMS," 2-3 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412. —
-"Unl Koi," 3-5 pm, Ackerman

Union 2408.

-"ASUCLA Tutorial," 7-8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

URA Clubs

AAemorlal Activities Center B146.

-—"The Kendo Club," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Mountaineers," ntfon.

Northwest Corner of Mocre Hall

> Lawn. -,.<-,..,•
-

'
.

-.-.."'-:

Et cetera:

—"Pilipino-American Stu-

dents," Interested In joining the

Pillplno-Amerlcan Students Club
should come to Campbell 3329 or

contact Florante at ext. 52974 jDr

Jennifer at 824-1101.

—=«-"Rap Room,"' Informal rap
sessions with trained student
counselors, noon to 3 pm, AAon-

days, Wednesdays and Fridays In

SHS A 3089. All conversations are
confidential and no records are
kept.

—"Walking tour," of the Driver
Simulation Laboratory, Including
actual test drives conducted In the
Driving Simulator, with com-
mentary by a staff member, 1

pm, Tuesday, from lobby of

Schoenberg Hall.

—"Public Policy Prize/' An
award of $1000 will be given by the
Ripon Society for the person
submitting the best paper on
public policy. Papers may be
addressed to any area of foreign
or domestic policy. For further
details, contact the EXPO Office

(Kerckhoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"Tutoring opportunity," one
hight a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact ttie

EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176) or

call ext 57041.

—*^National Tourist Offices Cvhlhitc*

Monday, April 10 •

-"The Judo Club," 3:30-5 pm.

Philharmonic will

feature Villella

-"Edward Villella," per-
forming with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic OWfe^tra In a
benetit concert for the Or-
chestra Pension Fund, 8:30 pm,
Wednesday, Music Center
Pavilion. Special $2 student
ticltets are available through
the courtesy of Adolf Food
Products at the Music Center
Box Office. Limit: two per
student with I D, on a first come,
TTst served basis.

Representatives/^ will be In the

EXPO Center (KH 176) to discuss

all aspects of travel In their

respective country. Represen-

tatives from the following Offices

have been sctteduled:
k •

•

•

— Scandinavian National

Tourist Office — 10 am to 1 pm,
today.
— British Tourist Office— 3 pm

to 5 pm, tomorrow.
— Israel Tourist Office — 12

noon to 2 pm, Monday, April 17.

Contact the EXPO Center In

Kerckhoff Hall 176 or at 825-7041

for further details.

—"Tutors Needed," for grades

one-eight, one-six hours weekly,

St. Vincent's Elementary School,

transportation provided, 199

credit available. Call Deborah

Dunkin, 824-2369 (evenings).

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops," Informal, drop-In

groups for people who wish to gain

experience in speaking situations

and to increase their ability and

ease in expressing themselves)

will meet 3-5 pm each Thursday In

Social Welfare 271. Experience

with video-tape feedback can be

Included in the workshops. If the

participants desire.

—"The Human Figure:
Pollaiuolo to Picasso," com-
prising primarily of prints from
the GrunwaJd Foundation's own
collection, through Friday in the

Grunwald Gallery. Hours are
Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission
is $1 for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

—"Twentieth Century Sculp-

ture," comprising of more than 70

works representing 50 collections,

through Friday in the UCLA Art

Galleries.

—"Medieval Manuscripts,"
stK>wn in coni unction with the 47th

meeting of the AAedieval Academy
of America, featuring items from
private collections. Institutional

libraries, and booksellers, throgh

June 18 in the Department of

Special Collections, University

Research Library. •

—"Stanley Morlson Com-
memorative Exhibit (1889-1967),"

commemorating the life of

Morlson, typographical advisor tc

the Monotype Corporation of

London and author of many books

on printing, typography, anc
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts, through June 18 In

the University Research Library.

SPECIU MOVIES
presonted by

'•^1 Buddhitt MeditoHon Center

')lttuilonofS«parol«n«Mby

2\ «?' ^° ^^"^ ^°**

3 nl'*'^*
°* ^'"•^ P^«*uc«d In Jopon

' ^"^ Q"** B«yond produced by UCLA

^WL 16, $UN., 7:80 RM.
Unlv,r,ity R^ligiout ConJ«f«ne«.
WO Hllgord Avt.. WMtwood.

^Jiim"°*'""
'^''—

Infp. 384 -OlM '

STEREO RECORDING
TAPE
THE MORE YOU BUY
THE MORE YOU SAVEI

B.c.ll.nt quality top. for r^cordlofl ••cturw. Int.rvl^w,. mo.lc. phoo. conv.rwtlon..

•Ic. Llf««lm« floaront.. Look at th«t« lontattfc •ovlnfltl

Buy
I tor

3"
6"
12"
24"

C-AO I Hr

i)joo
xoo
879
7.00

1X00

C-90 1'^Hr.

1J0
SiW
fJO

•10.00

18.00

l20 2Hri
IM
4.00

7J0
18.90

2X90
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By Eugene Shefferr^

ACROSS
1. Social

gather-
- ings
5. Spanish

river
9. Resort -

12. Genus of
the bowfin

13. Article of
clothing

14. Pinch
15. Falls in 48

Across
17. Hebrew

priest
18. Atelier
19. Turnpike

levies

21: Land
measure

22. Fishing
basket .

24. Actress
Arlene

27. Farm
sound

28. Ceremony
31. Mountain

on Crete
32. Make

choice
33. Insect

egg
34. Elegant?
36. Menu

item
37. Chills

and
fever '

38. The sun
personi-

' fied

l8. Conjunc-
tion

41. Tricky
43. Beast
47. Electri-

fied

particle

48. The
(Gopher
Sta|e

51. Floor cov-
ering

52. Con-
spiracy

53. Sister of
Ares

54. Abstract
being

55. Neap, for
one

5«. Weakens
gradually

DOWN
1. Soft caps
2. Discharge
3. Primitive

Japanese
4. Footwear
5. She

loved
Narcissus

^ Crushing
snake

7. Stadium
cheer

8. A giant
grass

9. Fort in 48
Across

It. Pre-
^ * scribed

item

AvrriMrr !!n:c of •olulion: 27 minute*

CH
QATHCOREMWOyE
PRESUME

TUN

P I N

PLE

NHS
Was

altHleb
ANONMBH

PH

M H
NCBK I

[3«^0 ^WA\A \gM=k

ERA
LOT

11. sacred
buU

18. Norse
godde«

28. Poet's
word

22. Menu
item

23. Apprafse
24. Pick-

pocket
25. Fuss
26. City in 48

Across
27. AdriaUc

wind
29. Teutonic

sky-god
39. Summer

on the
Loire

35. Secreted
37. Ascends
39. Entice
40. Undivided
41. Father
42. Pari of

speech
43. Poker

stake
44. Tree of

Guiana
45. A-tiptoe
4$. Young

girt

49. River
in

Asia
50. Cain's

land

12

\S

^ "t^^kf- *'

24 25 26

31

3^

41 42

41

38

21

51

54

39

1-5

27

32

^

48 49 SO

52

55

22 23

43

8

19 20

28

31

14

n

35

53

56

44 45
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: School ol Education

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISED TEACHING
AppUcatlon packds for all ftndcnts wieUiic an aerignment fai

dcmcniaiy or Mcondary topervlMd teaching for the Fall Qaarter 11^72

(both new and conttnaJng itndcnti) will be available through Mrs.
Vera Downs in the Teacher Education Laboratory, Moore Hafl 290
beginning April 10. The deadline for making rach application Is May
1 1072. __^

1^ mm

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY
^: and STAFF y^

FLESNER & COOK ^'

Tax Consultants

1072 Gayley. Suite 3 (Next to Safeway)

Westwood 473-8 1 27 or 886-7475

.{

PREPARATION FOR MAY

MCAT
NOW ENROLLING

Prep*ration for tests required for admisstort to

post graduate sct^oois.

SiK session courses - smaller groups

Unlimited tape lessons for review

Course material constantly updated

Home study material prepared by experts *n each field

'trsy.

SI
L::::l- ,

gl

STANLfYH. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER Bliik SicKt 1938

in Los Angeles Area (2 1 3) 273- 1 890

1736 Westwood Boulevard

r^
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerchhoff Hall 112

Phone 125 2231

Clatsif ictf •tfvertising r«t«s ,

iSwortft-SI.SOtfay, Sconsccutivt
inMTtionf - tSOO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE IO:Na.m.
No telephone orders

THE Oarty Bruin gives full support to ttie

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wfto, in affording

housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

tt»c University nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of ttte services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

• f„»erfoinm.n».,.;.. 6 ^^orSol. J5 / Services Offered .-., . 16 Vrrovri
17

MAMMOTH Condominium Ski or vacation

;

kitchen, fireplace, stereo, tv, pool, %»»n:
lacuiii Reasonable, 340 0I4«, eves. (« A 14)

y/Help Wanfed . . .^r; .-^r

lOspeed mechanic for new bike stiop in

WLA Allied Bicycle Shop, 11131 Wilshire
Blvd 477 313S. (I A 10)

FIVE tax accountants - high earnings •

experience necessary. Westwood or Vallty.

473-1127 or M4-747S. Mr. FItMlor. (• A 12)

MARKETING/Sales. Car buff. Auto air

conditioners. Two days per week. Com-
mission BcbMoffatt,997040S. (lAU)

GIRL needed for student film (Project 1).

Call Ron, 274 9791, IS1 3531. (• A 11)J^ .
. , CallRon, 274 9791, IS1 3531. (•

T Campus Announcements i •laBMaaiBflivw*
^^ NEED EXTRA 00U6H?VISTA JOB OPENINGS

June graduates with maiors in Liberal Artf,

business, nursing, education, economics,

urban planning, guidance and counseling, or

experienced in community volunteer work.

Paid allowances. Interviews: Today through

Friday, 3«7 Kinsey and the Placement Of-

lice, 9 AM 3 PM., or phone 12$ 4091 (CA A

in
1

f. PEACE CORPS JOB OPENINGS
-Developing countries need June graduattf

with maiors in business, math/science, civil

«ngineering, physical education, nursing,

home economics and French. Travel and

paid allowances. Interviews Today through

Friday. 9 00 AM to 3:00 PM, 317 Kinsey and

the Placement office Or phone, •25-4091. (CA

AH)

V Campus Services .... 3

Information and Referrals

,• ^

i'

-. '

i." »

birth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
yasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER _
Monday and Thursday 10-2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C Student run

-.
,1 i

8250611
^^'

kerckhoff 12-|

y Personal » > . * 5

NEO PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,

like stars, you have a right to be here."

interested? Call Mike McLane, 2S4-4I41, 2S4-

4111 (SAID

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-

HELP (SQTR)

EX psychiatric patients: NOVA is an ac-

tivist group for you. Meetings 7:30 PM,
Thursday. 1525 Euclid, Santa Monica. (5 A
10)

ALPHA Delta Chi The Christian Sorority -

Spring Rush. For info, call 477-2359. ( 5 A 14)

GIRLS. Make new friends, come meet the
AEPi's. Thursday night, 4:30, April 13. Pilia
Palace included. 545 Gayley, 479-94M. ( 5 A
14)

l'^.

MIKED Marriages Work. Un-
derstand/respect your differences on-going
group, « S PM, Wednesdays, 4*5 5131.
American institute Family Relations, 5217
Sunset Blvd (5 A 14)

T
Ph D Candidate, mature male, 5 ft t" seeks
blond or red haired female companion.
Catholic Christian, possible marriage.
Eniov life, sports. P O Box 24M2, WLA.
90024 (5 A 12)

MODERN Approach to Bible Study with
Rabbi David Berner. Royce Hall U4, star-
ting Tues., April 11th, noon. For more info,

call Hillel, 474 1531. (5 A 10)

STICKER Have a happy number 19. I know
what you like. Love, "The Brat". (5 A 10)

^Free .

FREE sample 'rub-on' dry transfers: Send
stamped, self addressed envelope. V-B, Box
4142 Whittier, Ca. 90M7. (FR A 10)

PUFPICS. Nine lovaMa. 4 wttk old pups,
different color, siies. Need good homes,
care. 473-7*32, Mickie, Diane. ( FR A 14)

^ Opporiunifies

OFFERED: A business Opportunity selling
ecological cleaners, liealth, and skin care
products 12* 1540. (OP A 11)

^Research Subjects fheded

FEDERALLY authorited marijuana ex-

periment. Healthy males over 21. Non-
users/experienced users required. MTh; I-

4; 02 5 0094. (R»N AID)

STUTTERERS neoBtd for staff research
proiect Contact Dr. totftrberg. Room 751*

Frani Hall. M5 997*, MV. (RSNAIQ)

MOTHERS Of 2 1/1 to 5 1^ mo dtd ttifants

free developmental testing, UCLA Call, *55

lOMeves. (RSNAIO)

SUBJECTS needed tor Psych eipdrimtfif.
Pay lis *00* Frani HaU B97i psn A 14)

Help yoursolf whilo holping oth«r».

Earn up to $40. a monfli

on our plasma program.
Phone : 470-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 p.m

OUTSTANDING Opportunity - Earn above
average income. Part-time and summer
employment. Easy work. For appointment
call, 935 5922. 431 1 Wilshire Blvd. Rm . 207. (•
A-II) .

APT Mgr 29 units, WLA. Long-term grad

student, 2* plus, single or married, avail,

alternoons, rent-free lurn. single apt. 273-

8351 (•A20)

GIRLS Part time Ui /wk., up. Enroll
members for Non-profit consumer
organiiation 4*2 7097, 1-4 PM. (IA11)

SALESMAN needs assistant. Part-time
work SlOO.OOa week **0 28**. (8 A 12)

SECRETARY: Good typist for student, fun

business. Part-time, hrs. flexible. Start

S2.50/hr. 828-1300. (8A14)

MANAGEMENT Young International
' company needs aggressive men and- women
With management potential. Part/full time.

Mr.GftngvfSf »oa-»*«* raaii*7011-7 SM* '*1»1

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed and salaritd.
England, Belgium, and Switzerland. YEAR-
ROUND. Trainees (general help), hotels,
restaurants, supermarkets, hospitals,
department stores. Summer England
holiday camps, France Camp CounseUog.
For details and applications, send Si, with a
stamped, self-addressed business sited
envelope to:

Princeton Research, Dept. C
Box 44188

Panorama City, Ca. 91402

BABYSITTER/Mother's Assistant. Billy
Jack Motion Picture Company needs high
caliber young wqman, college preferred, to
function as babysitter and mother's
assistant to star of picture. Live in or out. Be
able to travel extensively during filming of

picture and family vacation. Start . im-

«

mediately through summer, or permanent.
Send resume to Oddie Dalen, 10I89 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 840. Los Angeles, Calif. (8 A 12)

GIRLS and guys -variety of part time iobs

available. Call 475-9521 Services Unlimited.
(I A 10)

YOU are forbidden to call this number for a
part time |0b -475-9521 -ServictS
Unlimited. (I A 14)

SUMMER jobs: in national parks or camp
counselling or modelling swim suits. Ser-

vices Unlimited. 475-9521. (8 A 10)

)4 PIECE Group wanted to play varied

dance music 2 3 hours wedding. Jan - 399-

0*14 (8 A 14)

^ y/losf& Found

FOUND Beaglo, around Caytey and
Landfair on 4/3/72 come and get her. SS9

Gayley 473-8*79. (9 A 11)

VOdds & Ends . . 10

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks. Uninuity, Box 990-

B. Venice, 90291 Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

BOSCO the Airedale needs a place to stay.

Can you help find one? Temporary til June
or permanent. 839 5042 eves. (10 A 14)

y/Polificaf n
IF you agree that socialism means workers
self emancipation, not state ownership,
write SCLED, P.O Box 1858 San Pedro, Ca.
90733 (11 A 11)

y/ForRenI . 12

SPACIOUS housekeeping, furnished room,
tv. private bathroom. 399-7777. 1*11 Electric
>Av€ . Marina Del Rey, 90291 (12 A 14)

^ Rides Offered 13

CAR POOL Costa Mesa to campus via tan
Diego Freeway. 8 5 Monday thru Friday.
(714)557 8284,835 2*73. (11 A 11)

LEAVING for New York second or third

week of April, share driving/expenses.

Mark, **3 9808, 8:30 10:30 AM. (13 A 10)

» —'— ' i>
YOUNG MD wants traveling companion to
Boston Leaving April 17th 121 9882 4119 Via
Marina S 112 (13 A 14)

V fides Wanted 14

PALMS to Fernald School (UCLA) 900
Tuc% Thurs, Fn Will pay CX 19411, oxf.
'789/ VE» 8843 (14 A 14)

GOLF Clubs Fernquest - Johnson, 9 irons,
1,3,4 woods, bag, 34 balls. Sioo. 988 ISfl. ( IS A
13»

TAME male rabbit, yaar old with tftat

disposition, and toilet trained. Best offer

Rick, 77* 3971. (ISAM)

MAMIYA Sekor 1000 DTL, f/1.8 55mm plus

f/2 8 135mm lenses, case, filters Excellent..

SI50 474 5827 (ISA 11)

IS ft SAILBOAT (Finn) '*1. Usod •«

Olympic S800 /best offer. Call, 473-2394. »-8

PM (ISAll)

BRITANNICA Great Books Western World,

Encyclopedia, others. Like new. Moving.

Must sell. Best offer. 4728337. (ISA 10)

BESSLER MCRX enlarger, floor stand,

Schneider Componon 50mm lens plus many
extras. 5250 479-87*0. (ISA 11)

GOYA GG 30 classical guitar an^ hard case.

Used only 2 weeks. Rerfact condiflan. S4M.
553 928) (ISA 10)

BLAUPUNKT AM-FM radio for VW or
Porsche New SISO, sell S40. 477-3434, 479-

2734. (IS A 13)

MINOLTA SR-7. S8mm f.1.4 lons, ^DS
meter, $125. Carlton, 292 838* eves. ( IS A 10)

AM FM STEREO car radio. Hfar naw.
Clarion. Custom mount. $75. 828-00*1 eves.

^ (ISA 13)

BASSE TT'S steri^oscopic atlas Of human
anatomy - 20 books plus viewer, $100. 477-

3434,479 2734. (15 A 12)

GARRARD turntable, Claricon AM/FM
stereo receiver /8-track tape deck with
speakers Steve, 478 7418> (1SA13)

SUPER cheap rugs 12 x t^ $25, 12 x * - $15.

Other siMs, too. All new. The Cheap Rug
Store 393 2959, 823 *393.

.
(ISA 13)

PORTABLE duplicator $95. Dictation

equipment $25. Electric siMcscreen mimeo •

$195. Olivetti D-24 printing calculator - S3S0.

473 0331. <1>A11)

SPINET piano. 10 yrs. old. Exit. cond. SNO.
**0 4514. (ISA

BEAULIEU 400 8ZM Super 8 finest camera.
Angenieux 8-*4mm motoriied zoom, macro
power, automatic exposure, $450. Michel Re,
835 13SS (ISA 14)

•
; ' \

—'

FQR Sale: Elegant PrisicHIa wedding gown.
Size 8. 473-4443. (IS A 14)

imii' n -

y''
' III

CONCORD F-10* stereo cassette dock, $40.

G»rfr6 SL-73B changer, $75. Both IHie new.
474 4**3 eves. (IS A 147

NIKOMAT 1.4 brand new, with soft case.
$350. Call eves, 4*7-5918. (IS A 14)

vox bass w/case consteUation 4 built-in

fuzz, treble booster, teardrop body, like now,

$13S^ 478 *20*. (ISA 11)

IBM Seiectric, U pitch, 13" carriago -

cartion ritrtwn. Cxcaltont condition. SISO. 4*0-

5248 (IS A 11)

MATTRESSES • Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

size sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt,

88*0400. (ISQTR)

SKI EQUIP. KNEISSL RED STAR 200 citl ;

Buckle boots lOM, New boot bag. Matt, 274-

'18L fnBI?1
LAKERS Miiwaukeo tickets; games l and
2 Best offers. Call 874-0894 or 994S102
anytime. (ISA 14)

y Services Offered .... 16

VERY
Kigar:

patient «Uitar
474-4924, *S9-2t02

toactior. Mblcolm
(II A 12)

BRENTWOOD co-op nursery. Agas 2 1/2 - S.

9 12 PM $25. A parent participation sctteol.

Barrington Park. 451-4039. ( 1* A 12)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into

Colorado wilderness from S2S. FO. Box
»0437 , Denver, OOtlO. ( 10OTR

)

AUTO and Motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sotool.

781 $527,873 S81S. Eves. 7i3-lS09. (UOTR)

WEDDING Photography, reasonable prices
and fast service Call Frazier for your t«ome
appointent 937 4544. ( 1* A 14)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUtC^D? TOOHIOH7
CANCCLLCDT

i LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
390-222S ASK FOR ABl OR KIN

TELEVISION rental. SROCiat UCLA rates.
RCA models Free delivery. Wr— service. 24
hr phone, 274-9119. (UOTR)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollmtnt for Studtnt Accident

A Skkntsf Insurance at bargain

ratat for yourtalf A qualiflad

tfepemlants will ctost toon. Broad
covtraga offering, hospital
accidental deatli, surgical,

ambulance, A out patient

benefits on a world wide basis In 1

convenient policy. -^

For information ft application,

contact tlie Associated Students

ServiTIi Center, KerckhoH Hall,

room 140, or call MS-Oill, ext.

SELF HYPNOSIS Classas. to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE Laarn to release material
studied and ELIMINATE CRAMMING-
Daily. 474-llJI. iUAUi

EUROPE, Israel this summ.,
unregimented program. 4 wHs EuJ«L ,wks Israel Dig, Kibbutz, pf^ty fr^ ,1 '

Exp. m Travofing, 9f*-24li/^ ^
^^J ^7*

BIRTH Control lor UCLA Stwdofits - Call flS-

5850. —- / (UAlOl

^Travel TvT'FF. . . . . . 17

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way ami roMR trip afuioRt IM^M.
inoiponsivo stwtfoiH fmpimm tdy»
tHrouglioiH wott ox—ot ««!gg> ""gggg
Rwotfa. SOFA AfORt tor Mdr-BtfrdfOM
student cBartor HlfMs. CwHact ISCA, m»
San Vicento Blvd.y SuMo #4, LA, CalM., tttdt,

Tol: Oil) nO-SMO^BM^OSS

AFFINITY Group FIHpUt to BarcelOfia,
Spain. Seats available tat faculty, studonts
and relatives. * Jvnt fO-August t#. MMr
Professor Modesto M. 0«az. Dept. •! ForotfR
Languages. California State C0II090.
Fuilerton. 92011. Tol: 714-i70^2S71 (1S14), (17
A 10)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENTOROUY fr.\

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO CURAILPASS

EUROCARS
MOO Sunset Blvd., LA 90009 271-41M

I
( ) THf INTBINATIOflAl
SniOfNT IDCI4TITYCAtO
Your possporr to ihp
world of student 6i%-

counts

rr

:l

x_

I

I
3 •^lAiV^ -«M»'^^»*aw««A ^^

G TRANSATLANTIC
youth/$tudent fligltis

Q INTRA-EUtOffAN
STUDfl4T CHARTBI
HIOHTS

v^iri

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
oHIcial —^
charter flight

operation

authorized and ^

approved by the

University of
' California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'$..

all first class

service.

LALONDON/tONDONLA

FH. Dep. K0. Qayj p,.jjg

come from
(CoiiUnued from

Page ») . .

Seminars: iT'

Monday/ April 10

^"Problems in ttia Analysis of

power/' by Frederick Fray,

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, 3 piT», Bunche 4269.

l-"Problem Solving In the

Physical Sciencfi — A Systems

and Modeling Approach/' by

Moshe Rubensteln, associate

professor of engineering, 1 pm,

Ackerman Utiion 2408.

^"Theoretical Prediction of

nAILY

, Monday. Aprif 10, 1972 UCLA DAILY ^RUIN 19
^x*

2
3

4

5

. 4
7

•

9

10

fll

12

14

IS

17

4/11

4/21

4/22

4/24

4/2S
4/27

4/20

4/20

4/29

7/1

7/4

7/i

7/11

7/12

•/12

t/14

t/IS

9/4

9/13

•/2$

9/9

9/14

0/29

•/27

9/2

•/17

0/10

t/31

9/13

71 S2«2

54 $262

S4 $262

72 $262

80 $27S
59 $262

73 $262

81 $27$

41 $262

57 $262

42 $262

40 $262

30 $262

50 $262

33 $252

1
a EURAIIPASS
FOi STUDENTS
Unlimited tro/el for up to

two months in 1 3 Euro-

pean countries on o
100,000 mile roil fiotworic

Available only to bonafMa members of titc

University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and ttieir immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
livifit m the same housefioltf.

W0htt

uc KerctMiiieff Hallm o
• a.m. A Sp.m

tts-tnt ^

oeee»eeeeeeeeeee#»#—a

EUKOPE Fliehts. $0 departures, also NY.
Israel, India, Africa, $0% off Student

rate»/cards since I9$t. CASC. Ml N. Beverly

Dr., Beverly Hills, ttllO, 274 «»). ( 17 OTR

)

till ANNUAL iCT FLIGHTS

CUeOFE: FKOM'SnV ROUND Tff IP

JAFAN: FROMSMt ROUND TRIF

FLIOHT CHAIRMAN 771-««32, ISf 2401

4i4t Overland, Dept. A.

Culvtr CHy, Ca. HH

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa, etc

All professions, occupations, S700 S3, 000

monthly Expenses paid, overtime, Mqh»

seeing Free mfo write Jobs Gversi-Hs

Dept P4, P.O. Boh 1$«7I, San Oiego, CA
7211$ (17A2S)

sOuth

AMERICA
Now you can fly from Lot

Angelet to Buenos Aires for as

Uttle as $343 ftound Trip.

ole!

Juno U - Sopt 5

AUTO Insurance, lawest rates far studentt
0r empleyeet. Robert Rhee. Mf-7J70 or %7%
f791 %r 4S4-2M4. ( } 4 qtJi ,

CHitORENS Dance Classes. Married
Student Hou4in« Community Center, 1S27
Sepulveda. Thursdays, ):M-4:00, ages 4-4,
I 00 S 00, ages 7 9. $s per month. Call
Jeanne, 3*7 4124.

XM STUOtMriRAVK
10<)56weylmrnAf».

V/feSTWOOO

UC a
CHARTER FLIGHTS
KERCKHOFF HALL ItSD
Between •am . A S a^in

.

•2$ 1721

Equilibrium Phasa Assemblages
in Multicomponent Systems/' by
Tom Brown, postdoctoral
research fellow, department of
geology and geophysics, Yale
University, New Haven, Con-
necticut, 4 pm. Geology 3654.

—"On Healttiier Future Human
Relationships

: Interpersonal
Intensity aiM Social Synergy/' by
Roderic Gorney, assistant
professor of social welfare and
assistant professor of psychiatry
in residence, 8 pm, Social Welfare
147.

—"Who Are We Having to

'son on mylnee; .

.

Thanksgiving Dinner?" or "I
Hate Holidays," by Carl A. Faber,
lecturer In psychology and staff
member, Student Counseling
Center, 8 pm, Diclcson Art Center
2160. Series tickets are $30; single
admission is $4.50 and $1.75
(students). ;—^—

Tuesday, April 11

—"Serve the People: Medical
Care in the People's Republic of
China/' by Victor W. SIdel,
professor of community health,
Albert Einstein Medical College;
and chief, department of social

medicine, Montefiore Hospital,

New York City, 2 pm, CHS 33-105.

— "Machine Learning
Techniques: Applications to

Game Playing and Speech
Recognition/' by Arthur Samuel,
senior research associate and
lecturer in computer science,

Stanford University, California, 3

pm, Bunche 2209A, with videotape
playback at 8 pm.
—"Effect of Heat Transfer on

Stability of Boundary Layers/' by
A.R. Wazzan, associate professor
of engineering, 3 pm, Boelter 8500.

; —"The Problems in the Study of

the Armenian Bible Lists/' by

Michael E. Stone, senior lecturer,

Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
and research fellow in Armenian,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 4 pm, Bunche
1209B.—"Leaf Architecture and Plant

Water Use EHiciency/' by Robert
Hays, research assistant,
department of biological sciences,

Stanford University, California, 4

pm, Main Conference Room,
Warren Hall, West Medical
Campus.
—"Militarism In Africa: The

Organizational Dimension/' by
(Continued on Page 16)
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BRUIN
^Jravel . 17 y/ Typing J9 y/ApIs fo Share 23 ^Room and Board

EUROPE, $220-S27S R.T., also Israel A
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall flifhtS;

E.S.E P., S217 Beverly Blvd., LA *004t. 4S1-
33n.ESEP-UCLAmamb«rs. <17 0TR)

(9

u

t78

$179
plus land

n a NEW YORK
JUNE 15 ONEWAY

OHAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

# TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE17 SEFTI
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alio Studcntrail and EurailiMHat. Car Purchaw
Inturanca, Guidabooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

A AIS/EXITS
9066 Santa Monica Blvd.

L>. 90069
274-8742

{^y• blk. 'em of Santa Monica/Pofianv)

EUROPE, Israel this summer . un-
raqimented program, 4 wks. Europa« 7 wks.
Israel, Dig, Kubbuti, plenty free time. Exp.
in Travelling, 926-2411. (17QTR)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SIOO ona-way
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91409
PMONE

:

171-2263 or 704. 1477

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Alrica, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002S. 470^1444. ( 17 QTR

)

Our nth year of University Charters

to LONDON or BRUSSELS
June 16 /Sept. 14
June 23 /Aug. 31
June 24 / Sept. I
July 17 /Aug. 22

S249
S24S
S24S

or DAILY Youth / Student flights at $332 RT.
Continue by our low-priced Sofa Charter
flights or Eurailpass to your destination.

Free travel info. Prof. P. Bentler, 277-S200 or
•79 3111, c/o Sierra Travel inc. tt7S Santa
Monica Bl. Beverly Hills. ( 17 A 24)

EUROPE this summer? Un-re«imented
programs 6 or I weeks. Experiments in
Traveling, 946 2411. (17 OTR I

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July, $43$. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W.G. .(17 A 14)

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on 150 ft.
grand three masted schooner. Leaves this
iummer for 6 weeks to Tahiti. Share ex-

^^\l\.
^^'^ '"*•• Call Gregory Cook (213)

"•'"' (17 A 17)

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AND

EURAILPASSESI
Any make, any modeL

Call TredM213) 7l3-a4S3
FOREMOST EURaCAR

>/luioring . 18

laSf.fl^**'
^"••" P»'ep«ratlon, intensiv*

Arl ^.* *'"**y' •••nslation, literature. Call'ormer UCLA teacher for r^asults. tU-

^!!L____ <HQTR)

fJtENCH/SPANlSH/ITALIAN. Ix-
p«ritnced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
III ,-*^**^ conversational method (trial).
«J2492.

(II QTR)

Jiu -' S**^' •••»•' •••• preparation, in-

kel^ •"•* »»»'" group instruction.

To filT'* Gu'O'nce Svcs. 420 So. Robertson.
•"<J90.

(11 OTR)

y^piling 19

PROFESSIONAL typing: theses, reports.

scr.h.l*'J' **"»•'•»»•. cassette tran-
;j

'»>«n4 Maylield Servicfs, )4a-0M3. ( It A

J^ST, accurala -*
"»';^ps, dissertations

IJ^'«.M4JJ6$;N

Term papers,
Esrfing. Weekdays, t

Mae, ie4$tl2. (IfATR)

o7b°''|"»<>»«AL editing, typing. 3 yrs.

«ahil,u' '"*««»^ ^Mt, accurate, depon-•we 0,i..p Call Mlke.*477 4402. ( If A 10)

L0M( '
'

—

"

dit.no 'l?!**' »•»•*•». hooks, etc. frf•••"•nQ ,«:;: "»•*•». «»doks, etc
4649 "*»*f«»»»cy service. Call 130

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
I
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 7001074 i it oto

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
|Expert typing, last. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (19QTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
•20-1142. (10 QTR)

'EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S: 30;weekends. Sharon,
830S407. (19 QTR)

FEMALE 2S, straight, seeks girl 22 plus
straight to share 3 bedrm. apt. Jan, 030-10S4.
"•-$27. (23 A 10)

"^.^^1*^°^* person Share Westwood apt.
with Anthro/liim avtatrix, 23, Own room.Summer and/or next year. Gelya 479-
*2^

^
(23 A 14)

FEMALE roommate for apartment with
two. 30 min. walk to campus. $S2 /mo. Call
^^•7U}. (23 A 13)

SHARE single with male block from
campus. $62. SO, utilities paid. Furnished for
two. Marty, 470-4204. ( 23 A 1 3)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom, 473-0031. (If QTR)

)/For Sublease . .

,

24

EDITH - IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. (If QTR)

LARGE 3 bdrm. apt. for sublease. Fur-
nished, 1$ min. from UCLA. SISO /month.
939-0066. (24 A 11)

TYPING-Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Seiectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
024-7472. (If QTR)

)/House for Sale 26

^Wanted 20 ~
MOTHER of 2 yr. old wishes to babysit in my
home. UCLA marr. housing. J91.141S. (20 A
10)

MANAGER wante WLA. Nine new units. 1

/2 bedroom . $4S off rent. 277-1010, 709-
«240. (20 A 12)

ORIENTAL-Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room /study, 3 baths/fabulous view. One
acre, Encino. $S7,900. 703.S131. (24 A 14)

BACH E LORS/Bacheloretts. Unique/one-of

•

a-kind. Absolutely charming. Has sleeping-
nook/stone-fireplace. Beautiful, large
garden. Trees/privacy. Country atmos.,
near Westwood Bl. $24,S00. Wynn, 477-
'001 (24 A 14)

WANTED Dual I009or lOlf record changer,
no cartridge, good condition* raasonabla.
02I-OO41 eves. (20 A 12)

y/Apfs Furnished 21

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10024 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GRS-SSt4. (21 QTR)

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, garage rentals,

i

MGR. 4S0 Landfair. 477-S47f. (31 AID'

yf House fo Share 27

THIRD roommate needed, own bdrm, tv,

$44 per month. Call Craig or Steve, 473-

'0309. (27 A 10)

HUGE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard, w/grad art student, $13S.

821 1483. (37A14 t

SHARE large house: Male /female over 20.

100 /mo. IS min to campus. 020-0041 eves. (27

A 12)

SHARE beautiful large house on Venice-
Marina del rey beach. Own bdrm. $1S0/mo.
Call 392-6$81. (27 A 11)

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 S Bentle y. 272 4736. (RB A 11)

ROOMS and /or meals, reasonable monthly
rates. Next to campus. $01 Gayley. GR9
*'**• IRBA II)

GIRLS: Spring quarter living. 726 Hilgjrd
Ave. $270 quarter room and board. Twin
Pines Co-op. (RBA12)

y/Room for RenI

,

, ,-. .,31,
$7$. QUIET girl. Bel Afr, pool, fantastic
view, private entrance. Share bath, break-
fast privileges. 783 0148. (31 A 14)

r

FURNISHED room, house^ privileges for
responsible person - beautiful Topanga
Canyon near Ocean. 383-8718 (eves.) (31 All)

ROOMS now available at La Mancha for

Spring Quarter. Call 47S-St91. (3|A II)

$99. WALK UjCCA, beautiful new very large^
single, quiet, sunny. Garden and view. 703-

3034. (31 A 14)

IDEAL room for female grad, close tran-

sportation. $40 /mo. 47S-442S. ( 31 A 12)

$42. SHARE. Neat man over 21, non-smoker,
walking distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. 001 Malcolm, 474-SI47. (31 A

t.

y/Aulas for Sale , .... ,33

'70 VW Bug. Clean, low mileage, will^

sacrifice, private party. Days, 272-6fl3,*

eves, 343 81S6. (33 A 14)

y/Aulas for Sale ...... 33

'69 TRIUMPH GT 6. AM/FM, radials Make
offer 886 4S03. (33 A 14)

'69 VW Bug. automatic, 37,000 miles. ISOO

engine Toured Europe Best otter, starting
S1200 397 77S2. (34 A 11)

'62 PONTiAC Tempest. EHcellent'condition.
Second family car, new tires, battery,
muffler SSOO 394 3893 eves. (33 A 13)

'41 VW Bug, good engine, upholstery needs
repair, S4S0 or best offer. 396 3480. ( 33 A 14)

'69 VW, $1100 Sharp, XInt condition '6S
VW, $$00 Grest transportation 276 8911 or
278 1199 (33 A 14)

FOR Sale: '67 VW Bug Good condition, $67$.
Canoga Park area. 883 1314. (33 Aid
'64 VW Bug, white, clean, , excellent
mechanical cond., $S4S. 74,000 miles. $63-
2838,824 196$. (33 A 11)

'71 PINTO. Deluxe model, excellent cond.,
low mileage, $2000 Call S0372, 479-04$! after
4 PM. fiiaiat

'60 3 DOOR Chevy Biscayne, under 18.000,
one owner, excellent cond., see to ap-
preciate, 826 4716. (33 A 14)

KHARMANN Ghia, 1970. Stick. Perfect
condition, under 10,000 miles. Best offer. Call
after $474 $348 (33 A 13)

v
'67 VOLVO 144S (new body style) Excellent
nicer condition, lower cost than most '68's or
'49's. $1400. 398 7673. (33 A II)

'7r BRITISH Lahd Rover. 4 wheel drive.

Phone 80S 943 7824. FuH price, $34$0.(33 A 10)

'SO JAGUAR XK ISO conv. Rebuilt eag.,

trans., clutch. Must sell, $l300/best offer.

LIK 070. Pvt. party, 821 9882. (33 A 14)

63'44 fEO MG Midget Looks great,
nechanically good. Prof. P. Bentler, Frani
•fall 4633. 825 2893. $$$0. L33A11L

LIK 070. Pvt. party, 821 9882. (33 A 14) y _. . g r I Of— — ijj^—i a M e ^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

f URNISHEO^ unfurnished one-bedroom
apartments. Security building, all electric,

'stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, 1711

Corinth, #LA. (31 A in

SEE IT-VOUXL LIKE l>r "llfS, one-

bedroom, home-like, across UCLA. 70S

Gayley. 479-8580. (21 All)

BACHELOR apartment, newly decorated,
all utilities except phone, private bath - call

evenings. 474-0901

.

( 21 A 10)

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated
sool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 673 -

tfH. "" fltOTWT

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $12$,

across from Dykstra. $01 Gayley, GR 3-1700,

GR3 0$34,Mrs.Kay. (21 QTR)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $18$ up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 204$ Fourth St., SM.
392 S$S4, $92-9142. ( 21 QTR

)

^ Apfs Unfurnished . . . .22

$130/MO. Large modern one bdrm. New
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Fifteen
mins. to campus. 472-0404. (22 A 13)

1 BDRM Cpts, drps, patio, nr. SM Frwy.
Call after 5:30 870 W54. Reasonable. (22 A
12)

$200 unf., $250 furn. 2-bedroom, 1 3/4 bath
SM, Ig. balcony, light, airy days, days: 825-

4486, eves 828 0394. (37 A 11)

^ Apfs fo Share 23

MALE Share apt. w/3, $5$ me., furnished,
balcony. 3 bIks. from campus, 470-fS43. (23 A
14)

FEMALE Share 3 bedroom. June iSth - Sept.

14th. Marina del Rey. $132.50. Call, 023-

8838 (23 A 12)

SHARE furnished 4 bdr. house own room.
$65 plue 1/3 utilities cost. Creig, 933-8826. ( 27

A 10)

FEMALE share large house WLA, private

room , yard. $00 /mo. Jim . 477-3434, 479-

2734. (27 A 12)

BEACH Front. 4 bedroom house - prefer
over 21 $106 2$ /month plus utilities, 1st A
last. 393 3534. (37 A 12)

^^tfousing Needed , , , , 28

HOUSE /apt to rent June 3 - August 1$ by law
student, wife, son / age 4 from Berkeley as
-MMiMner clerk law firm. Very responsible.

(213) 627 9751, Mrs. Halls. (20 A 12)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 MiU
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A.| AUTO SERVICE
7fS7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call Of4-7075 - 24 Hours

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and U|..

American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024

Santa Monica Blvd. 020 7409. (33 QTR)

A-1

'49 DATSUN Sports roadster, $995. Excellent

condition, red, radio /heater, must sell. 478

289 1,837 0364. (33 A 10)

'69 VW bug, very good cond., $790 /offer.

Leavingcountry this week. Call, 473-4771. (33

A 11)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10-spd from $^7. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 47$-3370. ( 3$

QTR)

UCLA Students' 5*o off Peugeot,,
Motobicane, Centurion, other line makes.
EKpert repairs. All parts. Lee's Cyclery •

Schwinn Autoriied dealer 2639 S. Robertson
Blvd 3 bIks N. Santa Monica Fwy. 839 4466

(35 A

'ycles, Scooters

I or JOio****************** vO I

'70 HODAKA 3,000 miles Runs great, hauls
ass, and dirt ready 830 4818. (36A11)

'61 PORSCHE 65 SC Eng. New interior, met.

blue, chrome nms Must sell. Ask $1800. 837-

3378 (33 A 10)

-;4»MOMOA^X^<
Kevin, 477 9313

4SQ> M% t% —I mnniwe- $300.
( 36 A 1 1

)

'71 MUSTANG.. 7000 miles, factory

warranty, V8, extras. New condition. $2750.

398 7673. . (33 A 11)

^ Real Estate . . . . . 29

FOR Sale Beautiful acre corner parcel in
tract adioining UC Davis campus for
homesite /investment. $12,500. Owner, (213)
)21 7459. (29 A 11)

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help , . 30

PRIVATE room for French girl, near
campus. Exchange for help with French
language. Ph. GR2 0733 (eve). (30 A 10)

DISHWASHER for half room A board. Call
Triangle Fraternity, 479-9457 or stoff by Slf

Landfair. (30 A 14)

'69 JAVELIN SST. Auto transmission,
power steering, black vinyl roof, radio.

Excellentcondition.$1700 GR2 4554. (33 A
10)

68 DODGE Polara 4 door sedan, air con-
ditioning, radio, heater, power steering, new
transmission, good tires, good conditiorring,

il.OOO CR6 4185 (33 A 10)

'67 MGB GT, XInt. cond, burgundy, radials,

nu clutch Make offer. 836 0764. (33 All)

'67 BARRACUDA formula 'S'. Power
steenng/brakes/radie, runs well. Just $6$0.

Rob, 474 5702 eves (33 A 11)

'68 TRIUMPH Spitfire Mk III conv. Wire
wheels, RAH Good condition. Lo bluebook

(2BF400) 456 6101. (33 A 12)

GiRL-room /board in exchange for light

housekeeping /babysitfing. Westwood one.

block to bus 553 7496 (30 A 10)

FEMALE. Free room board exchange for

tutoring. References required. After 00

PM,931 3354, days, 262 437$ (30 A 13)

'60 VW sqbk., A/C. XInt. cond. $13$0 (VRF
733) 473 7695, eves. (33 A 12)

^Room & Board
!

NEED roommate femal*, neaf, con-

siderate. Private room, $fO/mo. Large apt.

on beach near Marina. 3ff-20S0, (23AH>

MALE to share large 2 bdrm apt., pool, near
campus, $95, John, 025 l04l^S-4078. (23 A
* *'

FEMALE roommate needed to share apt. on
• «f>dfa«r $6$ mo., no lease. 473-4993.(33 A 11)

SPACIOUS Especially suitable for

felicitously perceptive happy gIrL $4$ /mo.

Near Westwood. John, 47S-7SI0. (33 A 12)

RENT too high? Consider shared housln#.
Room -Male Finders, 2200 Westwood, 47S-

«43t,foeS1S. (23 A 11)

ROOMMATES Needed 433 Gayley.
Plea»ant singles. MS. Kitchen, sun docks.

pool, garagr. 473 4412. (33QTR)

TRIANGLE Fraternity offering room A
board for $300 per quarter. 479-96$7 or stop

l.by $ i9Landfair. .. ,
(RBA14)

ROOMS or room and board, $6$. Near

campus, clean, color tv, 613 Landfair, phone
479-9131 (RBA14)

FEMALE dorm contract for saio ff^
discount. Must sell Immediately i Call, 124-

1$73., (RiAl3)

'46 IMPALA Chevrolet. One owner, 29,000

miles, new brakes, new tires, $700. Runs
well 303 1843 (33 A 14)

MERCEDES 300 sedan, 1947. Power
steering, power brakes, 4 speed, new tires.

S1800. Evenings, 838 5854 (33 A 11)

'64 MGB, loohs, runs great $500. '59 Cor-

vette, removable hardtop $800 831-3684 or

673 1841 (?3

'70 YAMAHA 350 Get something big bet
wren your legs, perfect condition, call Mark.
472 3403,477 0098 ( 36 A 1 1

)

HONDA 305 6,000 on rebuilt engine Helmet,
new batt $375 Carlton, 292 8386. eves ( 36 A
10)_^

71 VESPA 150CC Like new no mileage.
465 Call Melissa, 477 5401 (36 A 10)

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service Parts
insurance Open till 8 PM 9320 W Pico Blvd.
178 5211 (36 A 19)

: :
I

650CC BSA, rebuilt, good cond. 350cc Harley
a Honda, g-od cond 451 2698 after 6 PM (36
A 12)

'65 HONDA 300 Super Hawk. Very good
condition, S240 Phone, 393-3514. (34 A 10)

'— »

10 SPEED Puch. Burgermeister, center pole
safety brakes, like new. $9$. 477-3434, 479-
3734. ^(34 A 13)

'69 YAMAHA 3S0, Y R3C model, great shape
3900 miles. Helmet. $335/trade for horse(s)

559 1494. (34 A 14)

'41 VW Bug. 3f,000 miles, rebuilt engine.

R/li.$7$0 Call, 478 340$ after SPM. (33 A 11)

'68 PONTIAC GTO, vi^nyl top, auto, PS.,
R/H, runs great, new brakes. $1350/offer.—IS9J707eves. ( A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 450 XInt cond , iust tuned.
$800/best offer. Call 652 9917/eves. 035-
4576/days (34AJI4)

'70 HONDA 305, 11,000 mi., excellent :ond.,
very clean with windshield A book rack.
S350 764 2654 (36 A 14)

MUST self well loved '70 Honda CB 350 to
stay out of gutter Make offer. 473 0343
''VPS (36 A 14)

71 HONDA CB 100. new engine, brakes,
tires $300. like new 303 1043. ( 36 A 14)

ROOM, board and small salary exchanged
for child care assistance and light dutlao^

(Full time housekeeper employed). Live in

lovely Westwood home, walking distance to

campus. Private room and bath. 379-

345$ (RBA13)

(If All)

FEMALE, lovely one bdrm. apartment, $7$.

$ mile from UCLA. Call botvfeen <;''*"
0655 (23 A II)

FOREIGN Student. Room/board for

house/garden chores. Private room/bath,
bachelor's house with tennis court/
swimming pool. Nights/weekends. Call 373

4464, x370 days, er 700-0760 eves. ( R B A 21

)

67 MUSTANG, 20f H.P. R.H., P.S. Good
condition, Makf offer, tall, after 5, 477-

0033 (33 A 10)

^1 fOYOTA Corolla 1400 Michelin staei-
belted radials, i3,000 miles, beautiful con-
dition. $1$75. Jack. 477-8373. (33 A 13)

'43 DODGE 330. Clean, dependable tran
sportation car Must sell soon* • $300 or best
offer. 477-0934. (33 A 10)

67 VW top condition, radio, $ISO. 474
$77$ (33 A 11)

BRufN
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Whafs On:
:./'^

Tickets:

f

1

i

if

^-

Campus and Public
—"Dielrich Fischer-Ditskau/'

baritone^ 8:30 pm, Friday; Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).

—^ Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany,'!^ featuring original

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8:30 pm, Saturday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75 and $4, available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

—"Barber ^of TevintT^
scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.

«•
^ t

—"Beverly Sills," soprano, 8:30

pm, Sunday, Royce Hall

Auditorium, (sold out).

—"UCLA Faculty Recital/'

with Stanley Plummer, violinist;

Barbara Patton, soprano, and
Irma Valleclllo, piano; 8:30 pm,
Wednesday, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general admission) and $1

(students).—"Disnelyland Night," Sunday,

Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

—"Silent Running," special

film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:30 am, April 22,

Pacific's, Cinerama Dome, near

Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale .in ttte

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Joan Baei/' 8:30 pm, April

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2,

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza..

—"Student Films," 8:30 pm,
April 21, 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

-*r-

STANLEY PLUAAAAER, violinist, will bt performinginthMJCU
Faculty Recital, at 8:30 pm, Wodnosday, in Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. For further information see: today's What's On.

Students
Jr']'^''"'"

—"Louis FaIco Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, Saturday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets ar« now on sale In ttie

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff 140). »

'jjyt
'

'

'

i :

„;r-"Coffee House ' Concert
Series," features Lo$« Angiefes

Baroque Players at B prii, today,

^In the §venos Ayres room of ihe
Sunset (Canyon Recreation Center.
Program will include music by
Handel, Stamitz, Teleman, and
Bach. Tickets are Slk at the door
per student with picture ID.

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium
Program will include two I8th
Century Viennese AAasses.

Films:
»ii»-

i'ny>yir-

—"Folies Bergere," with AAaurice
Chevalier and Ann Southern, 5

pm, today, Melnltz 1409. Free.

(*'Van Gogh," a short Italian color

film, will be screened first.)

-''Decision Before Dawn"
(1952), directed by Anatole Lit-

vak, with Oskar Werner, Richard

Basehart and Gary Merril. 5 pm,
today, Melnltz 1409. Free.
: ff

THE LOS ANGELES BAROQUE HLAYhKb win
present a "Coffee House Concert" at 8 pm tonight

in the Buenos Ayres room of ttie Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center. Performers include (from

left) Sheldon Sanor, Bess Karp, Susan Greenberg,
and Ruth Adams. Ticki^ts are 50< per student at

the door, with picture ID. -^ :: —-~^

CONCERTr ««<-«*

" and "Stolen

tomorrow,

>5>

KPaid AdvertiMment)

—"Choral Ensemble and Or-
chestra," directed by Vernon

,

Sanders, noon, tomorrow.

—"79 Springtimes
Childhood", 7 pm
Social Welfare 121. Donation at

the door. Sponsored by UCLA
Indochina Information Project.

(Conttnoed on Page^lS)

-t-T- ./_™^.

CALL , . - J .\-

:^x - f. before registration is CLOSED for the Primaries.
I \

^.j.ry**

•it

^ t
>•- ,-_ :^.^.^:. , ..I.

4-

istration

-,

on
'*.**.

..r,-^

LOCATIONS:
«^

BRUIN WALK
CAMPBELL HALL
ACKERAAAN UNION
(sportswear department)

& Terrace Room

MURPHY HAU
HUMANITIES COURT
GYPSY WAGON
RESEARCH LIBRARY

*tS^Sv

Time:10-4 Dates: April 10-13

Hurry registration doses April 13
r-

Sponsored by SLC

,%•• •-

" ^
._

' . ^ Jt.^ .

}

. '

Zeta Psihouse here soldatpublic auction
By Sieve Sacki

DB surf Reporter

Usually when news appears that a fraternity house has

been sold, the sale is attributed to the current decline of frat

nooularity, but the case of the ZeU Psi hous^ is an ex-

^ion in that it will remain a fraternity house.

Bought at public auction by Gordon Tuthill of Rockhill

Properties, the house will remain the home of 14 Zeta Psi

members '*at least through the end of the current

Dniester." according to Tuthill.

Tuthill continued, noting that Zeta Psi President Bob

Taylor and Business manager Steve Peters •*have tried.

They've done a good job; it's still their house and their

responsibility." v
Tuthill, a member of Phi Gamma Delta, noted that the

Zeta Psi house '*is in the beat shape of those fraternity

houses for sale." The problems the Zeta Psi House Cor-

poration (the previous owners) had, he added, were

financial.

An interesUng sidelight to the current story is the fact
that the house was offered to the University two months
^go. George Vajna, principal planner here, said an offer
was made by Peter M. Appleton, an attorney representing
the Zeta Psi^ouse Corporation.
Vajna was unable to accept the offer because of the

necessary approvals it would require — all the way to the
Board of Regente. In order for the project to be approved,
an actual program would have to exist which would sUte
the university's specific aims in acquiring the property.
'The University cannot purchase just one piece of
property

; they must purchase an area like a whole side of a
block," he said.

If the University were the ow|er of the property, the
expenses would go up, Vajna added. "The University, by its

very nature, would have to maintain higher standards.
Tenants demands would increase." Though the house
would have been ^iven to the University, the University
would have had to assume the owner's financial
obligations, namely a $125,000 first trust deed and a $30,000
second.

In Tuthill's case, the price was $190,000 with 75 per cent

financing. The original asking price was $210,000 and
auction bidding began at $146,000 and ended at Tuthill's

figure.

Tuthill echoed these feelings. '*! don't think fraternities

are dead. I know my own fraternity has had problems of

this kind which have forced the closing of some houses in

different cities but I think the idea will revive, perhaps in a
different form with time. The essential principle is nien
living together and I don't think that is outmoded."
Asked if he had any plans for a different use for the

building, Tuthill answered: "I have not thought that far

ahead."

From the description of the house, though, a different use
is certainly conceivable. The lot is 60 feet by 160 feet and
zoned R-4 (residential but for apartments). There is an
apartment complex with two separate living units, a dining

.room, reception room and a modem commercial kitchen.

The complex can provide ''outstanding income" of at least

$29,000 a year gross, according to Marsh Dozar, whose
Beverly Hills realty firm handled the transaction.
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ete grade rule

maybeeasedj
« « ;««v. ' •((»~-.;«v.

W
. ., ., • OB phof« by Mark Rwbin

BREAKFASTSPECIAL— This watthesceneat 1:30 eventua fly encircled Ackerman Union. Only faculty,

yesterday morning, at studantt lined up lor tickets to staH and administration personnel may huy tickets

the Pauley Pavilion appearance of the People's today at the KerckhoH ticket window (140).

Republic of China table tennis team. The line

Student tickets gone -
for table tennis match

By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

one and a half hours — to get

tickets for the Pauley Pavilion

" "^ ^ appearance of the table tennis

it s getting to be a way of life team froip {,\\^ Peiijple's Republic
around here.' of China.
Students waited in line As usual, there were the few

yesterday — many for more than ticket fanatics who camped out

A queue for frosh
Here's a story veteran campus line-waiters should enjoy:

In the middle of yesterday's excitement over table tennis tickets,

two students, obviously freshmen, wandered into the midst of the

waiting line.

What's this all about? What's this line for?" one asked in-

nocently. An older and wiser scholar, perhaps a bit out of sorU
after an hour-long wait, said with a perfectly straight face, ''We're

waiting for our priority numbers."
^^riority numbers for what?" came the obvious reply.

Pot our clasaes next quarter, of course," he said. "Don't you
want any clanes next quarter? If you do, you'd hotter get in line."

The freshman looked dtstieMid and started to speak, but his

companion, a more cynical fettow, told him it was nonsenao and
started to walk away. Thus reassured, the first freshman followed
a few steps, then stopped and scratched his head.

Wait a minute," he said uncertainly, "f want to make sure I get
''con 10. Where's the end of the Une?"
,

tioth studente were last seen disappearing in the direction of tl^jS

line's end.

overnight, taking no chances of

being deprived of a seat.

By 8 am, 30 minutes before the

Kerckhoff Hall ticket window

opened, the line stretched over 700

feet, completely encircling

Ackerman Union. Those at the tail

end were rubbing reg cards with

those at the beginning.

By n 30 am the last of the 2,000

student tickets had been sold.

Ticket office personnel, while

admitting that demand was high,

were not greatly impressed by the

turnout. "We haven't had an event

like this in the last couple of yeart^

but demand for these tickets is no

greater than it was for lots of

events we used to have, like Harry

Belafonte or Sammy Davis JPr or

the Supremes," one said.

Public tickets went just as fast

Seats in the top-priced section ($5)

were exhausted 15 minutes after

Mutual ticket agencies opened

their doors. Four-dollar tickets

disappeared shortly after noon,

and a Mutual spokesman said $3

seats had '*a very good chance" of

running out by ckwing time

(ContUmadaa Paget)

ByDaveMcNary '
;

DB Staff Writer

Incompletes could be removed as the equivalent of an "F" ort a

student's grade point average, according to reqgulations passed by the

faculty's Legislative Assembly of the Academic Senate yesterday.

The change in regulations must be approved by the Statewide^-

Academic Senate, whose next meeting is in Ji^ne. Thus, fall quarter is the

earliest date the change could go into effect.

Under the new regulations, an undergraduate would be permitted to
^

petition the Dean of that college to remove the zero grade points — the
"

equivalent of an "F" — from his record for an "incomplete" grade

(which is given if a student's work is of passing quality but incomplete).

These regulations proposed by the Senate's Committee on Educational

Policy (CEP), also eliminated the "D" grade at the graduate level; and

established new definitions for the other grades at graduate level

CEP made the proposals because of a ruling in November, 1970, by the

Statewide Senate to allow each campus to enact its own grading

regulations. In explaining why the proposals were "minor," Ralph

Turner, CEP chairman, said, "We felt it would be easier to effect the

more radical grading reforms if this conservative set of regulations were

adopted first, rather than the old regulations."

Kenneth Truebiood, dean of the College of Letters and Science, urged

the CEP to adopt a proposal for Senate approval before fall quarter that

would do away with the petition procedure, as he predicted the colleff?^

would be "swamped" by petitions of the 600 to 1,000 undergraduates in

Letters and Science who take "incompletes" each quarter.

William Puckett, registrar, moved that there be no grade points put on

a 8tudent|s record for an Incomplete, explaining that the petition

procedure the Senate went on to adopt would provide an excessive

amount of work for his office.

However, Turner said, "I'd personally like to support this, but to be

effective the regulation must be accompanied by some controlling device

for the time limit a student has to make it up, and the number of "in-

completes" he can accumulate."

Although Puckett's motion failed, some Senate members indicated

that they were bothered that CEP had not done more sooner in this area.

David Kaplan, philosophy professor, said, "The report does nothing

about the dissatisfaction with grading." He urged approval of the

proposals, adding that the faculty was "still waiting in an annoyed and

frustrated way."

In other action, the Senate:

—approved the first "Extended University" program here, a pUot

program for Masters degree in the Graduate School of Management.
— heard a protest by Carlos Otero, Romance languages professor, over

the procedure of the Senate's Committee on Privilege and Tenure in

reviewing a promotion case in which Otero claimed he was not consulted.

UC-TV-LA to air llVlist Turns on LA?'
UC-TV-LA will air "What Tumi on LA?" — a look at por-

nography, alcoholism and narcotics addiction In Los Angeles ~ at

noon today on UC>TV-LA's two-way talk-back system.

The show will feature pornographic film clips and a panel

discussion with David Brown, a prominent pornography lawyer;

Raymond Gauer. the director of the National CItlsens for Decent

Literature; filmmaker Tom Denove and Dally Brutal film critic

Stan Bcrkowitz.

Monitors will be located in the Royce Hall quad, the Gypsy

Wagon, the Ackerman Union Mens Lounge, the Coop and the NPI

auditorium

.
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Ticket
'J

(Continued from Page I) . :_/'
'. <* <

•We thought they would go fast, but we weren't prepared for a demand

like this," he said. **We've been swamped here all morning."

He said many tk*cts were bought in groups of 150 to 200, apparenUy

reflecting strong interest from the Chinese sector of Los Angeles.

After student tickets ran out, the ticket office here took about an hour

off (**to regroup our forces and get organized," in one worker's words),

and then plunged into its regular operation as a Mutual agency. Sales

were heavy and steady until closing time.

For students who missed out on yesterday's sale, a number of $1 public

seats are still available at Mutual agencies. The Kerckhoff ticket office

sells Mutual tickets daily, 10 am-noon and 1 pm-3 pm. In addition, there is

a possibility that another section of 140 seats may be available to students

next week, although details have not been worked out.

Tickets for faculty, staff and administration personnel are now op sale

at the Kerckhoff ticket window. Eight hundred such tickets wiU be sold,

priced at 25 cents. Either a building use permit or an athletic privilege

card is required, and each purchaser must sign his or her name at the

time of purchase.

Only two tickets will be sold to each purchaser. Due to the unexpectedly

heavy demand for tickets, only faculty, sUff and administration may buy

tickets today. Students may not buy tickets, as was originally reported m
the Daily Bruiif

If any tickets remain available after today's sale they will be sold

beginning at 8:30 am tomorrow to students, faculty, staff and ad-

ministration. .. • ____^- - -^

Award winnerKeogh
deemed "best teacher

Razor Cuts
HAIR CUT L0N6

Ookloy & Sons Barbor Shop

(ocrotsfrom Safeway) »061 Gayley, Wettvwod

Shoo Shinos

(Paid Advertisement)

•She's the best teacher we have," said a student of

Barbara Keogh, DisUnguished Teachmg Award

winner. ''She's just got the gift."

'What I'm studying is that interesting group of

kids who are inteUigent and have the opportumties to

learn, but just don't," Keogh, an associate professor

of education here, said.

Keogh, in her sixth year here, teaches m the

'special education" division of the School of

Education, where an extensive doctoral program m
the study of learning problems is offered. .

'I like my job," Keogh said. "Everybwly pripes.

and 1 like it. The most fun part is my good students.

They're highly motivated which means that haU the

battle's won." .

**I was very surprised when they tdd me I'd won

the award— the department makes the nomination.

1 certainly don't view myself as being differentfrom

any of the other professors. In fact, sometimes I feel

a little awkward, like the other day when I coiddn't

decide what book to choose for a reading list," she

said.

Keogh holds a PhD in developmenUl psychology

from Claremont Graduate School and worked as a

clinical and research psychologist at Children's

Hospital before her appointment here, "but most

importantly," she said, "I have a husband and four

children." (Her husband, Jack Keogh, is an

associate professor of physical education here.)

Her special concentration in learning problems is

in the aspects of younger childrens' perceptual

organization and solving learning tasks. Keogh

described her research: "First we administer a test

to guage the child's perceptions by showing them a

picture and seeing If they respond to the picture in ».

totality or if they can select the important parts^•?
"Then we give them three different learning tasl

one which is bonng and repetiUve. one in whfchuS:
imitate the researcher and one in which they caS
get extra information from the researcher ^
"We want to foDow a child through elementa

school, and we've made some predictions aboutSZ
wiU be the better learners. I guess the research coSh
be described as studying visual percepUon ^u
relates to school learning," she said.

• Although she enjoys her work, Keogh expressed
disappointment that she jcannot play golf n^^^^
'often enough.'

nor saU

'8

"I like working at UCLA. For me personally
it's a

great place to be. We have a very strong workiM
relationship with the Medical School and otw
departments," she said. ^

"I don't know if it Cthe University) is always
satisfactory for students, because some of th^
complain it's too impersonal," she added. "But in

our department we have a great deal of interaction— a very positive relationship working with the
students as colleagues on projects."

The Daily Bruin woiuld like to clarify the role of the

Alumni Association in the Distfaiguished Teaching

Award program. It is the responsibility of the

Committee on Teaching, not the Association, to

inform departments of the awards and of the con-

ditions and criteria relevant to 8ubmissk>n of

nominations. The Association assumes the

responsibility for campus-wide publicity, but does

not **help assemble all the material presented before

the teaching committee," as was

reported in yesterday's paper.
erroneously

FUN PARTY AT

Sunday, Aprilie, 1972 &A OVy
4 pm-Midnite ^ ^^^L^.^

Admission to Disneyland, unlimited usie of

— all adventures & attractions, FREE PARKING.

richote on solo Service Cet\\w, Kerdhoff Hall 140, While fhey to$f

t_j

You work on the romance . • .

we'll work on your wecMing invHalions

Let the world know you're getting married In the tro- —
ditlonal way If you want to — double envelopes, beautiful

printing, the whole gig — or design your own original

invitations or announcements, and bring them to us.

We hove terrific samples of the formal variety —
for the original, you're on your own, naturally'. We'll

print them exactly the way you want them —
what we see is what you ge}. Be happy. .

VISTA, Peace Corps seek

j^ecniiters here now
„ Budget hikes for the PeUce Corps and VISTA programs have brought a

demand for UCLA graduates with majors in liberal arts, mathematics,

science, home economics, business administration, physical education,

architecture, nursing, civil engineering and French^ ^— ^ - —
A team of former VISTA and P^ce Corps volunteers will be in the

Placfement Office and in Kinsey 387 this week as a result of this demand,

dispensing applications and informal interviews. These interviews can

assess a candidate's chances of being accepted by the program

"Students here have a history of actively responding to overseas and

domestic volunteer requests,'* Peter Bradley, a member of the in-

terviewing team, said. Two hundred iPeace Corps volunteers and 90

VISTA workers were recruited from this campus last year, making it the

ninth largest among colleges and universities in providing volunteers.

Liberal arts graduates will fulfill key roles as VISTA volunteers,

working in the development of health care services such as family

planning; working with the poor in tutoring programs and improving

community facilities; plani|ing recreation programs and helping to set

up local libraries. ^
'^"

Peace Corps host countries have requested business graduates to assist

and advise small businessmen in improving production, administrative

and marketing techniques. VISTA business volunteers are needed to help

low-income wage earners devek>p their economic potential and improve

consumer education.

Both the Peace Corps and VISTA offer educational job opportunities

Openings exist in Kenya, Morocco. Fiji. Malaysia and the Philippmes for

math/science majors to teach their subjecU on a high-school level.

Curriculum-planning, teacher training, course writing and actual

assignments await a Peace Corps educator.

as
uc

printing & duplicating

Honor Seniors

nominations due

Tomorrow is the deadline for

submission of Honor Senior

nominations. All graduates of

the academic year 1971-72 are
eligible for nomination by any
individual or group onTcampus.
A letter of nomination should
state the reasons for

nominating that graduating
senior.

letters of nomination should

be submitted to the Honor
Senior Selection Committee,
Publications Office. Kerckhoff
112.
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New student orientation' on art exhibit, a
professor winning on award, two dance concerts
ond the announcennent of a meeting of the
hAedievol Academy of America: that's a week at
[UCLA, according to the Office of Public .

'nformatjon. r

Traditionally, the Office of Public Information
|(OPI) has felt it has the responsibility of reporting
»o the taxpayer the results of his efforts In
Jublic higher education/' Chandler Harris.
Manager of Public Information here, said.

\L
^® '"^* ^^'* *••• ^f Student activities are

^f^e primary concern of the taxpayer, he said.
Our coverage cuts boldly across the scope

> the University." says Harris, whose four writers
fover the academic di^partments. Medical School.
'ne arts productions and other public events.
r« have no limitations except for the size
wour budget and the bottleneck of the media—
»ild^"**

^•'^^"fl o"* releases that won't be

Harris emphosired that OPI does not try to

LTJ^*^* ttories as they happen. "We don't

tl u
*^* ''•f>o^*«-'« lob In dDverthg a breaking

L^' **" ^« do let the press know what's going

^ reporter has to moke value |udgenr>ents.

"

'* continued. "The University shouldn't
n^aking value {udgements on conflicting

J**
'" ^ crisis. H we dki news coverage on

^"'roversies. we might be accused of taking

In keeping with their poHcy. OPI issued no
releases on the bottle for a Jewish newspaper which
attracted the attention of the press earlier this
year, and only issued an official statement
from Chancellor Young at the time of the May.
1970. riots.

"We hod reporters up to our armpits (in May.
1970)." Harris said. "By the time we could .

have put out o release, it would have been
too late."

• Instead of writing news releases
on enents-os they "break." OPI concentrates on
"getting the media in touch with the principals
in most situations." Harris sold.
"We get a couple of colls about almost any event,

so we serve as o transmission belt to get people
involved in a situation in touch with the press."
he said. OPI also arranges press conferences
related to news events.

For example. Harris arranged d press
conference for Paul Bullock, professor of econ-
omics here, when his report orv unemploy-
ment of ghetto youth was released, as well as
writing a press release from the report
summary. The release did not mention the
controversial sentence referring to police
cooperation in illegal activities which resulted
in Bullock being called before the Los Angeles
Police Commission lost week.
"When The Times heard ttwt a report

was being released, they wanted to see a full

copy so we gave it to them. Their reporter read
it quite carefully and found that sentence.
Naturally, we also gave city officials the full

document when they objected to it." Harris said.

"Sometimes we even help with a story that
we hove no vested Interest in. " he said, "like

when The Times or a magazine will coll and v.
*^

ask us to find them on expert in acupuncture
or something." -

"The Office of Public Information is sometimes
helpful, and sometimes not." William Trombley.
education writer for the Los Angjeles Times, said. "I

hove no complaint about their persdnol
otipn. They don't go out of their way to draw tf»«

press' attention to faults of the University,

but they don't surpress them either.

Chandlf Harrit

Reporting to the faxpaymr

•r

"There ore two extremes for coff#g« news
bureaus. " Trombley soki. "One kind Is the

traditional college news bureau, which tells

just the good news, and the other Is a bureou

that tries to describe everything, good and bod. for o

complete overall presentation."

Bureaus which strive for complete news
coverage. Trombley sokl. eorn tfie trust of the

reporters in "difficult spots."

"I'd soy that UCLA's bureau is sonrtewtiere

between the two extremes. I know If I coll

UCLA with a question I'll usually get on

answer." he sokJ.

However. David Lees. editor-ln<hief of the

Dally Bruin. t>ffered shorp crltklsm of the

coverage and services of OPI.

"They're the official press representative of

UCLA, ond yet the pkture they present of

UCLA to the press is so incomplete." Lees sold.

"TfKit's on external fault. But In my position

OS editor. I also hove to be concerned with tf>e

internal fault that tf^y've traditionally fovored

tfie outside preM medki while ignoring tfie Bruin.

ft*
/

.^iHr,.<wr-

^^-r Roberf Beyers

A morkefp/oce for ideas

I.

"Harris claims that most of the information he
gives to the press is of no time value, that it con be
released at any time, and yet It's no coincidence

that o lot of important news feoturejs ore released -

to the outside medio during the three weeks - -. -
.

-

per quarter that the bruin isn't in publication." ,

^

Lees sold. "We've attempted to discuss this

problem with no results."

Apparently on the "good news" end of -

Trombley s continuum is the University of
Southern Colifbrnio (USC) News Bureau,
directed by Bill Duniwoy. ' ^
"We don't go out of our way to report any

unfortuonte incidents, but we do tell the truth."

Duniwoy sold. "We release news about what
the University , is doing in terms of innovative

courses, new facilities, unusual events, as well as

musical events, art exhibits and lectures. We also

interpret research publications that come out of

the University."

Earlier this year. USC was Involved In

controversy over visitation hours in women's |

dormitories. While the L.A. Times covered ;

the problem extensively. Duniway soys. ^
"We didn't do a great deal on that because
it was o student event. I think The Times
coined the term boy-in' for the night that

the girls brought men into tbeir dorms, then the wire

services picked it up." ' ..z^^^^^^.t, -i.-.^.

"We don't try to flak stuff particularly

here, that's Hollywood's job. We try to operate

like the downtown papers or the wire services

and report what we feel is significant." Duniway
said. "And we tKiven't hod CMiy terribly untoward
incidents."

A more Innovative approach to the role of

o news bureau Is in operation at Stanford
University.

**We are a marketplace for ideas." Robert

Beyers, director of Stanford's News and _
Publication Service, said. "We do not hesitate

to tell people about ideos ttnit some think

ore weak or bod about the University. We do not

stand in judgement.

"The higt>est function of our service, which

we've tried to provide for ttie last 10 years.

is to convey accurately kleas from the University

which ore different from established knowledge."

Beyers said.
(CoBUaiied on Page 4)
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'I'm tired of running

:

suspect turns self in,

two-year mianhunt ends
A suspect in the $23,742 robbery of the Kerckhoff Hall Cashier's

office 22 months ago was arrested by University police detectives

and FBI ageinU Thursday night after he called the FBI and turned

himself in.

Police said the suspect, Preston Levon Griffin, 32, was arrested

at his mother's home in Los Angeles at 10 pm tffter he called the

FBI Thursday afternoon, said he was "tired of running" and told

agents where he was.

Griffin, an unemployed laborer, was 'arrested on warrants

charging him on one count of felony robbery and interstate flight to

avoid prosecution, a federal crime. He was booked at the West Los

Angeles jail Thursday night and arraigned Friday afternoon. Bail

was set by the court at $50,000.

The Kerckhoff Hall robbery occurred early on the morning of

June 4, 1970 when a man entered the cashier's office and threatened

to harm the cashier if she did not cooperate. The thief tied up the

cashier and escaped with the money before other employees

reported for work. None of the $23,742 has been recovered, ac-

cording to police.
*

f^^r...^

A warrant was issued for a suspect in the case on June 11, 1970, a

week after the robbery. — '———-^r^- -

The arrest ended an extensive investigation by University

detectives and the FBI, which was called into the case six months

after the robbery. — '

rr-r^-^-^.— .;
'.

-

'

Detectives said there apparently is no cohnection between the

June 1970 robbery and the theft of $15,000 from the cashier's office

last November, i ^ .^

i

g

..-^

tti» ^v^

UNICAMP — Redwood will perform at a frte noon

concert today at Janss Steps in betiaH of UniCamp.

Collections will be made during the concert.

UniCamp still needs volunteers to man UniCamp
booths and solicit donations this week on campus.

Students can get additional information, sign up for
booths and collections and apply for counsellna
positions this summer at the UniCamp booths on
Bruin Walk, in the Sculpture Gardens and in the
Math-Science Quad.
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No good
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<Continued from Page 3

)

Although Beyer's approach,

called ''unusual" by some ob-

servers, has been sharply

criticized by both Stanford alumni

and campus radicals, he says he

strives to run a highly responsible

and credible agency.

''We W9|-k to get people opened

u^^ii|tore, to say^ivhat niey'r^

doing. We summVize reports

• (Paid Adverti»ement)

MBA
>4^H:k_

IN

i'l' K-^s '1
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JUNE
Investment Oriented ?

The president of Western Asset Management Co. (The investment manage-
ment subsidiary of Un'lteH California Bank) will be on campus TONIGHT/,
April 11, to meet with a groUp of June AABA and AAS (Finance) stuflents^

The purpose of the meeting will^ be to introduce Interested students to the

ovailabillty of a specialized investment training program consisting of both

portfolio management and security analysis. For more information contact

Victor Fontaine in GSM 3320 or call 825-3325 (Cqmpus Ext. 3325),-^—.. ^

routinely, and also publish

criticisms of those reports, he

said.. '^

Beyers has started a prograni of

buying space in the Stanford Daily

(Stanford's student newspaper) to

publish items of interest to the

campus community. ''We've

broken down the secrecy of our

campus judicial system by
publishing their decisions in the

Daily," he said.

"If someone comes in and
wants to cover something, we teU

them to go to it, We try to play a

straight-away operation. We send

a newspaper to alumni, and we
conduct a yearly post card survey

to judge the calibre of our

operation," Beyers addefd.

OPl here also tries to judge its

effectiveness, but using different

methods than Stanford according

to Harris. '*We look primarily at

the local press — we have talked

witl^ editors of newspapers and
television from time to time to see

how we could be mor^ helpful.

''There's an interesting thing

about University public

relations," Harris said. "Because
of the kinds of troubles of the late

,•1

1^

I I f**'*

\t

^r'.K^-' A

Ring:

879-0297

THE PANT MART
10953 Kinross Avenue

*^ MhMUkMifa MMAft*«l

Next to

Lot 32 '>

1960's, the public and press
became to think of University
news as controversial news,
whereas before they had thought
of it in positive terms and
regarded academic news as
important.

'*Many have never been able to

shift gears out of this feeling of,

controversy, so these days it's

harder to persuade them to use

University news that is non-

controversial," Harris said. The
routine operations are not news,

but the media should report

significant news whether it's,

controversial or not. They simply

don't report as much as they used

to."

KNBC newscasters

to appear tomorrow
KNBC newscasters Tom

Brokaw, Jess Marlow, and Tom
Snyder will appear at noon

tomorrow in the Royce Hall

Auditorium, sponsored by the

Associated Students' Speakers

-Program.—~ -
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Political Science 3 B««''^« <*
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Political Science 145 Farreily
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Senatorial Oandldate Major equipment gliminatlons due

hits incumbent rival;

Stevens has failed'

UCLA DAILY BRUIN S
; !

CCN suffers cuts in financing

By HekU Yorkshire

DBSurrWriter

Stressing the responsibility of the sUte VBgislator to "actively support

moortant legislation and make himself accessible to his constituents,"

Cathy O'NeiU, candidate for SUte Senator from the 25th district, spoke

t^re yesterday.

The 25th district inchides this campus and has a total of 75,000 college

students living within its boundaries. It is presently represented by

Robert Stevens, a Republican who O'NeiU said has ''faUed to lead" and is

••remiss in his duties to his consUtuente."

O'Neill listed Stevens* opposition to all bills granting voting and civil

rights to 18-21 year olds, concerning environmental issues such as the

reservation of shoreline which is part of the 25th district, and his con-

sistent support of the UC educational fee as examples of his "failure to

respond to the needs of his constituency."

We need outspoken leadership in the State legislature," O'Neill said,

as she expressed her support for low-cost housing for senior citFzens,

birth control
information and pregnancy care for minors and legislation

to
guarantee equal employment opportunities for women.

She also discussed the bill introduced in the State Legislature to make

sure that the textbooks used in California schools are fair in their

presentation of women and minorities.

'Our children start to internalize their roles very early, so we need

adequate role portrayal from the earliest stages of education," O'Neill,

mother of two children, said. "Robert Stevens cared so much about that

problem that he was absent when it came to a vote."

O'Neill 30, was active in civil rights action in the South and in

Washington, D.C., wrote the Drug Abuse Education Program (funded by

the National Institute for Mental Health), and worked in citizen-action

campaigns supporting low-cost housing, the Mansfield Amendment to

end the war in Vietnam and child care legislation. She has also signed the

California Ms^ijuana Initiative.

"I'm trying to tell the 25th District that you've got a guy in the

Legislature who is not a good guy, and that must be changed," she said.

Cathy O'Neill

^hat

JO
(Aug. 23'Sept. 22)

to he award he only

lartsma serve

appears
temporary. You

the" opposite sex. Search out needed facts from
I'lesner & Cook.

INCOME TAX
SI RVK I

$ r;"P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
^ ^ FACULTY and STAFF! ^

FLESNFR & COOK
liix C'onsullunts

J^072 C;;iylov. Suite 3 <No\t lo S;i«CN%a>i,

Wostwtnul 473-8127 or 886-7475^

Major equipment eliminations
will occur in the Campus Com-
puting Network (CCN) during th*''

rest of this fiscal year. Two IBM
computers are expected to
disappear from CCN's hardware
inventory before July 1.

According to Barry Beckerman,
assistant to the director of CCN,
the two 360 Model 20's in the
network are being eliminated due
to financial cutbacks. These
machines allow computer users to

enter their work from the
Graduate School of Management
(GSM) and Boelter Hall into the
larger 360 Model 91 in the Math
Sciences Building.

CCN has been expecting fiscal

disaster for the last two years.

The two major sources %al in-

tramural income, grants from the

National Science Foundation and
IBM, expire this year.

The Model 20 at GSM accounts
for 67 per cent of all jobs which are
remotely submitted to CCN. A
small possibility exists that GSM
will take over fiscal responsibility

for the machine there.

If GSM is unable to do so, all

card jobs will have to be sub-

mitted at the Math Sciences

building.

Input facilities at the Math
Sciences building are currently

being ^xpanded because of the

definite elinfiination of the Boelter

Hall machine. A punched-card

reader will be installed in mid-
May, along with an additional

printer.

The 1972-73 CCN operating
budget is expected to be two-

thirds of its 1970-71 counterpart.

Councilman Edeiman

to speak here today
Ed Edellnan, Los Angeles

city councilman from the 5th

district, will speak at 7:30 pm
today in Sprout Hall. Ekielman's

speech is part of the campus-

"

wide voter registration drive

taking place this week through

Thursday.

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY

12010 W. ft ^ Blvd..
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90064

PHONE TODAY (213)479 4383

• \ CONIACI LENSES, SPECTACLES
j

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

; LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

t
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famous-name shirts

Terrific selection of shirts in cotton knits, cotton/polyester

blends, plain colors, prints, contrast trims - at really

low-pricesi Sundance Kid shirts — regularly 13.00 and

14.00- SAU8.50
Wally Beery t-shirt$ with name tag strip on chest, Army-

style service patches on sleeves — regularly 9.00 — E 4,50
Classic Wally Beery striped t-shirts with long sleeves —
regularly priced 8.00 - SALE 4.99

Students' store

::fi^

iperHw^or, b l«v«l, odi^rmcm union, 825-77 11
open 7:45 a.m.-7:30p.m. mon *frl; 10-3 sat

n »ii » I I "vrr^mmmtnrmFwwi
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

V*/:^-
••";"

.. ^^..,

ii'^it.
"

1^,

^\

^««^,.„
Ours is the official ';*:w *^^^^^^

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the

University of California on all campuses^

for use by all members of that community.

'ifr

r-». i

^-

The Charfer-EUght you sign with at UCLA is responsible

for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never be stranded, suddenly 'cancelled or exposed

to mediocre service. , . -

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London.

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience

of on on^compus location and the assurance of

personal attention in all oreas.

W.e have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

our carrier — because of its long and distinguished

service record — and all our passengers receive

t.heir first class service.

How many charter groups can claim all this?
• ' k

s

1 - -

/ 1 «

t FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE CARRIER
r

Ann 9R \ f\nfif\r\ • RHAP1 nnrlnii ifino 1R 71 C0A9t— ^ : uUIIUUtl Julie 10

!lune 21

.Muy. ^0 LUil-UUIl / r #aOa

$262 BOAC '•

^-•3
: ^London Aug. 16

Aug. 15

London

London

56
U

4 London June 22

June 26

54 $262 BOAC
5 London Sept. 6 London 72

80

59

$262 BOAC
6 London June 26 Sept. 13 London $275

$262

$262

$275

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

..--

7 London June 27 Aug. 25 London
»

,

8

9

London

London

June 28

June 28

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

London 73
•"'»

*
" '•':" London

London

81
i

,

10 London June 29

Ju y 1

61 $262

$262

BOAC
11 ; London Aug. 27 London 57 BOAC
12 1

14

London

London

July 4

July 8

Sept. 2 London 62

40

$262 BOAC
Aug. 17 London $262 BOAC

15

16.

London

.London

July 11

July 12

'Aug. Tl'

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

London

London

London

30

50
"'33 "

$262 BOAC

$262 BOAC
17 London $252 BOAC

If s not too late to switch to the best - the official one.
Com# into Room 205D Korckhoff HoH - phon« 825-1221

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bovorly Townloy, Coordinators.

II I ir •

—-^
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TJlsigned editorials represent a ma|orlty opinion ot ttw Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are

ooen to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an

opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

3nd do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

m Editorial y . -
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SMC wants OutNow

wi

ApriilS
This Thursday, April 13, is the last day to register

to vote in the June 6 California Primary. Students

should be aware that Presidential preferences are

not the only ones decided in the primary. Local posts

such as assemblyman and s^e senator wiU have

their candidates selected. These posts concern

themselves with local issues and can thus have effect

on affairs which directly concern us.

This year there will also be important initiative

measures on the primary ballot, one of which may be

the marijuana initiative. The petitions circulating on
behalf of these initiatives can only be signed by
registered voters. Thus by registering you are not

only eligible to vote for actual candidates who can
make promises about issues, but on the issues

themselves. T 'J -i*t™yff^***H

Reports show that as much as 25 per cent of eligible

voters in this district are between 18 and 21 years of

age. Thus the bdief that the youth vote will not have

any effect is a misconception for students here, r

We urge all students who have not registered to do

so immediately. Failure to register shows a

dangerous complacency about the current condition

of affairs in California. ^ -

Demonstrations on April 22 in
New York City and Los Angeles
for immediate and unconditional
U.S. withdrawal from Southeast
Asia will be the major focus of
antiwar acUon this spring.

Displaying a remarkable unity
in this election year, young
backers of the competing
presidential hopefuls joined with
1.2S0 students at a week-end
national iantiwar conference in

New York City and voted to

organize national marches on
April 22 and to conduct high school

and campus Indochina teach-ins:

The group agreed not to endorse
any candidate.

The conference, at Washington
Irving High School, was organized
by the Student Mobilization
Committee to End the War in

Southeast Asia which claims
20,000 members on 400 high
schools and campuses.
National representatives of th6

youth support groups for Mayor
Lindsay, Senator Muskie, Senator
McGovern, Socialist Workers
Party candidate Linda „ Jenness,

and Eugene McCarthy par-
ticipated.

All the campaign supporters

joiiied to urge support for the

April 22 mass action proposal.

The delegates, from 30 states,

voted to organize high school

speak puts against the war on
April 19. They expect rallies,

teach-ins, and strikes in high

schools all over the country.

Agreement was also reached on
**Choice '72," a national high

school and campus presidential

preference poll and referendum
on key issues. Schools across the

country will conduct the poll in

mid-April.
The SMC will campaign to turn

out a large vote for immediate
U.S. withdrawal.Other issues in

the poU will concern amnesty and
student voting rights.

The conference elected Fred
Lovgren, a 21-year old student

from the University of Illinois at

Chicago, National Co-ordinator of

the student Mobilization Com-
"^»ttee. Nancy Berlin

Looney
Editor:

On April 5, 1972, the Daily Bruin
Editorial

*

'Looney Tunes" made
some statements that were in-

correct and, I believe, in very poor

taste. While discussing the fact

that SLC's Administrative and
Support Service budget was
running out of money, the Daily

Bruin said, ''This somehow
slipped by Finance Committee
Chairman Howard Brand, ap-

pointed to succeed Givner in

November." I would like to point

out that the DB was grossly

wrong, because I was i^ppoiiited

as Finance Committee Chairman
on February 2, 1972 (check SLC
minutes) not in November. That
is a difference of four months. As
such, I had as much influence and

control over SLC's money as any

average student. In fact, I wonder
why the knowledgeable people at

the Daily Bruin did not point out

the rising costs? I pointed out this

problem as soon as I took office,

thereby taking definite actipn^to

solve the AS and S probleniji^. in

depth evaluation and possible

solutions).,
40-if

As an average stuclent Calang

over the office of Finance Com-
mittee, I had to spend many hours

learning SLC 'and ASUCLA
operations. How many students

outside of student government,

could, on short notice, take over

the job of Pinnoe Committee
Chairman? ProlMibly not many. I

believe that the DaUy Brvln is

being unfair wlien they criticize

someone wtK>was not even around
when the situation originally

occurred and overtook the fact

that I presented alternatives to

the public as soon as possible upon
taking office, r-'

Indeed, "people who live in

glass houses should not throw
stones." While the Daily Bniin is

busy questioning my capabiliUes,

it is incapable of balancing its own
budget (i.e. a large deficit in

telephone costs). Qne should try to

understand his own budgetary

capabilities before questioning
those of another. I believe that the

Daily Bruin was misinformed and
hope that in the future, they take

deep reconsideration before
evaluating individuals.

Howard Brand
Finance Committee Chairman

Hitch
Editor:

I must )et Larry Kimmett know
that it was anger and not com-
passion what I felt after reading

his letter (DaUy Bruin, March 29)

.

He must try harder if he ever

wants to get a ride!

My personal reason for nbt

picking up hitchhikers is that I

retuse to ask for trouble. And,

believe it or not Larry Kimmett,
trouble comes in all forms; what

you call "clean, neat, and prac-

tically normal" types can give me
as much hassle as long haired

freaky ones. You are asklrig me to

judge by appearance and I refuse!

I believe the word is prejudice.

What does it take to get it out of

your system? A littl^ more
walking perhaps? J.T.

.... Mj« '3* And then there's the other side . .

.

-^j»

^uppoer pmmoTic Ac^oetHL p^fs^Pot] v.-

.J

rOU KNOW f>AVlD>

AT TIME*5 LIKE
HE5E I FEEL AS IF)

,1'VE KNOWN YOU,

ALL YOUK LIFE I

rOU HAVE KNOWN
ALL My LIFEiME

IAS IT 6EE
THAT LON&

<^fmmm
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More letters
"

, i

^ i

More letters

One student's opinion on the

I*

Editor:

This is in reference to the series

of letters published last quarter

regarding Biology lA and IB. I

worked as a teaching assistant for

8 quarters for this course, and

therefore I thought you might be

interested in hearing another side

of the story.

The students in these courses

are a very diversified group, with

majors ranging from pre-dental,

pre-medical and life sciences, to

psychology, and inchiding all

grade levels. Such a mixed and

large (averaging 600 per quarter)

composition of students presents

difficult, if not unsolvable,

problems from both the academic

and administrative standpoint.

I feel that among other things,

the problem of grading raised in

some of the critical letters'iis

related to the size of the class.

Even the best attempts at in-

dividualization demand that some
formal standards of evaluation be

established for such a large class.

Once established, these standards

should be maintained strictly for

many reasons, equity being the

first of them.

The comments regarding some
of the professors teaching the

course need to be refuted in the

strongest terms. Before the

tKdio Advertisement*

f f

"THE TAX MAN
HATH ARRIVED .

.

it's not too late

UNIVERSITY TAX SERVICE

478-5822 - 1093 Broxton, St. 218

FREE Villoge movie tickets. FREE parking.

f

/'•

scheduled date for every invited

professor, is is common practice

to assign some reading material

for preparation. These professors

are invited so that students can

learn not only the textbook biology

but also be exposed to the new and

changing scientific work in this

area. While most students come
prepared for these lecture

sessions, those who do not un-

doubtedly find the lectures bonng
and useless.

During my graduate work here

at UCLA I have come to know a

number of these professors, and in

my judgement the opinions ex-

pressed by certain students

regarding their ability to teach

are baseless. I believe other

graduate students in the same
field will agree with me. ;

Finally, I believe that the

problems faced by students in

Biology lAB are general symp-
toms of the difficulties of the

university as a wh<^. I admit
there are many problems and
room for improvement in the

present way these courses are

given. However, very little can be
achieved unless the basic problem
of class size is solved In the

meantime we must continue to

deal with the symptoms and not

the causes.
Shalini Singh

^•> 7 ^- .: Grad, Botany

tiveond teoml
BOACs summer shidenl^

programs or Brirish Universilies.

jL

_BOAC's summer student programs are

a great way to have a vacation in Britain and
at the same time, take a course at any one

of seventeen British Universities. And If

your own school approves, you'll be given

credit for the courses you tak^. All the

courses offered In the BOAQ programs are

prepared under the auspices of the British

Student Travel Centre. And on most pro-

grams, accommodations, relevant ''
•

excursions and meals are included. And
you'll have plenty of free time to see the

sights and really relax a bit. Both individuals

and groups can take advantage of these

programs

When the next student migration to
\_

Europe begins this summer be one of the

people who discovers Milton and Spenser"

at Oxford Instead of one of the people who
discovers the vagaries of continental hitch-

hiking. If your friendly, neighborhood

professor would like to head up one of these

BOAC, BSTC programs for fun, profit and
travel, he or she should contact Helen

Warde, Youth Travel Executive, British

Overseas Airways Corporation, 245 Park

Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017, Tel. (212)
983-8260, or clip the coupon below.

BOAC's summer student programs.

Nice work if you can get it. _j^_ J.

i
. . ,«,

;\

...i*-.

BOAC lokes good care of you.

USSR ¥, -it-

Ediidr:

T Well, I don^t tf^ I would llave

believed it if I hadn't seen it with

my own eyes. Thirteen faculty

members just last week realized

that the Soviet Union actually has

political prisoners! (George
Carlin^would have fim ^wtth that

line) Or at least a political

prisoner — for that's all they

mentioned in their pitiful four

l>aragraphs to Nikolai Podg^y

Bio1A
asJdng for VUdimir Bukovsky

«

release. One gathers from thei
apologetic tone that they a,^
almost embarrassed, that thZ
believe this to be an aberratioiTS!
the part of the Soviets, and iSt 3simple reprimand will crumhi!
the prison walls. WeU. IS
suspected some faculty meml^r!
weren't as bright as their
students.

**'

Sit down, kiddies (I now address
the emment members of thi^
faculty who signed this letter)
and ru tell you a true story The
Russian government has actually
been taking poUtical prisoners as
part of Its policy since Czarist
times. "One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich" didn't end with
Stalin^ demise. In fact, the new
wrinkle is to declare insane those
who speak against the govern-
ment, then treat them with drugs
to bring them back to "reality." A
minunum estimate is that there
are 200 pohtical prisoners in the
USSR today, plus many more
harassed individuals dike
Sozhenitsyn and the Jews), none
of whom committed any other
crime but saying the unthinkable.

And no one is allowed to leave the
country without government
permission, which is exceedingly
difficult to obtain. Thus, in a way,
everyone is a political prisoner!

There is a word for this. It ^
totalitarii^nism. End of Lesson
One. rA:-

,

, - By the way, the recent acquittal

of the Soledad Brothers and Huey
Newton before them makes the

proposition that radicals cannot

receive fair trials in the United

States appear more than

somewhat dubious. That being the

case, who ever heard of ''political

prisoners" being acquitted?

jv ;^^^ — ^ Peter Rich

^!-:.-i£Sophomore, Political Science

Political fomm deadlines
Hie Daily Bruin Axis section will present the third In the five-part

Candidates* Forum series between now and the June € California

primary. The Fomms wiU consist of statements and, hopefully,

courses of action on different issues— Foreign Policy and the War

in Indochina, Ovil Righto and Law and Order, and the Quality of

Life in America— by all serlons Presidential candidates.

Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide

groups supporting the different candidates (one platform per

candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.

All sUtemento are to be typed with 10-65 margins and must not

exceed 80 lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without

editing, and must be signed by at least one Individual in all cases.

The deadlines for the topics are as follows:

Foreign Policy and the War - AprU 17

Civil Righto and Law and Order • May 1

Quality of Life in America - May 15

A telephone number must be included with each column so the

Axis editors can contact the various groups should any difficulties

arise.

Questions regarding the Candidates* Forum can be directed to

Sue Cochran and Ken Peterson, Axis editors^ at the Daily Bruin

office xtr by phone at 825-2210. ,

AdvcrtiMnrwrit)

MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE STUDY
with Rabbi David Berner
RoyceHalM64
Starts today at noon.

SHABBAT-8:15pm FRIDAY
Dr. Ivan Mensh from the Medical School
will lead a discussion on "Environnnental
Influences on Behavior."

DANCE - DANCE - DANCE
Sat. April 15th 8:30 pm at the URC
Members $1.00 Non-members $2.00

HILIEL COUINCl
<XH> Hilpanl Avenue

47^.1S31
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Wayne Williams, referring to

my "patheUcally small piece"

(Daily Bruin Mar. 29). probably

means my short note suggesting

the Bruin owed him an apology for

editing his letter into unin-

telligibility Imagine my chagrin

when I read the accompanying

Editor's Note. For you had printed

Wayne's letter exactly as you

received it! I wandered about in

the blue funk for weeks, won-

dering where I had erred . . . Now

I
realize what was wrong: That

letter was ART. Such a startling

possibility lay, of course, quite

beyond the enfeebled grasp of my
imagination.

Wayne, I apologize all over my
unworthy bod. Needless to say, I

"could never aspire to the heights

of artistry" your letter evokes. My
sameness has so utteriy buried

my difference that I doubt the

gravesite could be found. I confess

I would like to teach. (How dull of

me!) But first I must be certain

that my all-interring sameness

will not escape your 'inazeworks

of technically, fortified, ivory

towers'* into your "forest of dif-

ferences" to heap mounds of its

"degenerate offal" on you in-

nocent "new s)ioot8."

As I gaze wistfully up from the

abyss of my sameness, Wayne, at

the peaks of your difference, I find

the bright sun of your artistry

occasionally blinds^e. I cannot

quite see what you mean in the

more deeply felt and imaginative

passages in your "piece." Please

to explain, sah. Are "barbed wire

twists" at all like the raspberry

twists at the candy counter? Or
are they a new dance by Chubby
Checker? When you say, "It is

these little pricks of men, . . .
,'*

are you (1) calling Prof.
Hemingway a prick, or (2)

complaining in general about
phallic insufficiency in the human
male? If (2), is that a plug for Gay
Lib? What are "technical,
physical fallacies"? HowwiU they
"render all the world the same at

once, the atomic bomb"? (How
does one make a world into
bomb?) Why must the "blue
beards ' "Praise the red beards"?
What is your mother tongue?
You need not answer, Wayne,

"in the common word of the most
basic Nixonian rhetoric." English
will do just fine. And please, keep
scaling those heady crags of
feeling and imagination. Don't let
me be the Kaopectate to your
further endeavors. '

Tricky Loren G. Lee
Senior, English and
Four-year Student

Krug
v> «

Editor:

Yes, folks, April 4 brought
another column to the Dally Bruin
written by that infamous student
employee of Auxiliary and Ser-
vice Enterprises. **Charles
Krug " Yes, I know who you are
Charles, as does the entire

department. If you wish to remain
anonymous, Charles, fine with
me. However, I would appreciate
it if you would confine your
comments to valid criticism.
In your April 4 cohimn, you

wasted an entire paragraph on the
questions of bond reserves which
was already answered in the Dally
Bruin on March 1 (**Where the
Money Goes"). You asked about
the point system. As an employee
of Parking Service, you should
(and do, I am told) know ttiat the
Student Review Board has
received and changed the point
system every year for the past
four years. Student Review Board
is under the guidance of the Dean
of Students' Office. Why not ask
them about the point count? as an
employee of Parking Service you
should also know that different

departmente are allotted a certain
amount of permits to hancQe as
they see fit. Since technically
Parking Service is leasing Lot 6
from the Athletic Department
untitthe loan from that depart-
ment is paid off, J. D. Morgan
asked for ten extra spaces in Lot 6
for his l&tar players — a decided
advantage over the earlier system
where all athletes received a point

bonus when filing their petitions.

These ten spaces are then
assigned by that department. The
"inequities" that allow a fresh-

man who applied ilEite Jis first

preference while a fienier ap-

plying on time recieves his second
preference will have to be ex-

plained in a separate column,
because it has to do with the

computer and takes too much
space to explain now. If you read
anything in the D.B. besides the

Letters to the Editor and your
column you'll see this explanation

shortly. •

- What bothers me is this: by
calling me a student lackey you
are presenting the opinion that by
working with management in-

stead of just mouthing off in the

Daily Bruin you are immediately
co-opted and therefore worth
nothing. This is a rather childish

position. You've got to do
something besides complaining.

You wrote me a letter signed

"Charles Krug" with no return

address asking me to contact you.

Real good. I have no ESP. What
am I supposed to do? Post signs

all around hoping you'll see one?

If you wish to remain anonymous,
I won't reveal your identity. Are
you just talking and coihplaining

or do you want to do something

(Paid AdvcrtlWrmnt)

Don't speak
Let words
Burstfrom
your

Soul . '

Leon for McGovern

PREPARATION FOR MAY

MCAT
NOW ENROLLING

• Preparation for tnt« requirtd for admisVO" •©

post qr^au»i9 schools

• Si« session courses smaller groups
• Unlimited tape lessons for review
• Course cnatefiai constantly updated
• Home study material prepared by experts m each f itld.

'

@«

STANLCYH. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTSR SBiMk Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-J890

1736 Westwood Boulevord

constructive like other students on
this campus are doing?
The first tl^ng you can do is

this: If '«aU the friencte of the
Parking Service employee who
handles special student appeals
have parking permits in the areas
of their choice" (Charles Kn«
article, April 4, DB), as a fellow
employee you should hring this

matter to the attenUon of his

supervisor so this smelly can of

worms can he examined. Students
are tired of getting ripped off. Tm
working to help students. Are
you? Even if I know who you are, I

won't play these games. Either
act like a responsible person and
try to improve the system or quit

complaining.

Joe Mendelsohn

\_ Student Intern,

^ Office of Auxiliary

& Service Enterprises

Mistakes
Editor:

The article contained in today's

(March 31) issue of the Daily

Bruin on the Student Conduct
Committee regrettably contains
some misinformation. I am
erroneously quoted as sayhig,
•The Student Conduct Committee
acts as the prosecution for a
student's case." This is an in-

correct reference which un-
douht0dly occurred as a result of

title transposition.

TlMkuStudeht Conduct Com-
mittee does not "prosecute"
students. It is their function — as
articulated in the UCLA Student

Conduct Code of Procedures — to

hear cases of alleged misconduct,
hear appeals by students of lower-

level abjudications and to make

recommendations to the Chan-
cellor as to the disposition of cases
presented to it. The Student
Conduct Committee is opmposed
of students and faculty who, L
must reiterate, do not ''pro-

secMte" tHit who hear cases and
determine disposition.

*'PMecuUon" of studento —
more appropriately described as
presentation of allegations of

misconduct and facts — is a
function of the Campus Advocates
Office. Allegations, which are not

resolved at the counseling level,

are referred to the Campus Ad-

vocate. If there are sufficient

facts to present to the Student

Conduct Committee, or one of its

Hearing Officers, in support of the

misconduct allegations, this is

done by the Campus Advocate.

I would appreciate your
bringing this information to your
readers and I apologize to the

members of the Student Conduct

Committee and to the campus
generally for any misun-
derstandings generated.

Charles T. McClnre
Campus Advocate

m 'U
Editor:

I believe that every person
should note and remember well

that Richard Nixon's campaign
headquarters did not take the
time to even attempt to defend the
Nixon record on economic mat-
ters. If Nixon's own campaign
headquarters cannot submit an
article for the public's scrutiny on
how Nixon views the economic
issues, then we have no choice but

to take this as a public admittance
of his failure to deal effectively

with the economic situation.

Joseph Tuchmayer
. Senior, Political Science

: PERSONALIZED TAX SERVICE :
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SHS: learning how to wait
How many times have you awakened feeling

lousy, decided to drag yourself to the lahyrinth

called the medical center, managed to find your

way to the Student Health Servie, and then had to

waittoseethedoctor. And wait. And wait ^ . . . .?

A pretty lousy deal, right? Did you ever wonder

why? or if anyone's doing anything about it?

One oi the main reasons that the wait to see a

doctor is often long (20 minutes to 2 hours) is that

SHS is presently short two full-time-equivalent

physicians in the General Clinic. Two doctors

resigned last fall and have yet to be replaced.

Recruitment of new MD's is going on but so far, no

luck. The reason? A pay scale that is too low to

compete with other comparable health care

services in the area. Even with two replacement

doctors, (which is what the SHS budget will now

allow) the American College Health Association

recommended two years ago that 1 or 2 full-time-

equivaleht physicians be added to the Generj
*

Clinic. OK. Why can't the sUff be enlarged with

the necessary MD's? #1: no money. The budget

alloted by the reg fee subcommittee does not allow

for an increase in professional staff. #2: no space.

The pressures for space in SHS make it- very

difficult to squeeze one or two more doctors into

the existing offices and examining rooms.

— "- Innovation i

One innovation which has ameliorated the

overcrowded situation is the addition of the

**Primary ainic" to replace the old triage

system This is the first stotion at which a patient

is seen, almost always be a specially trained

nurse-practititioner under the supervision of an

M.D. Many minor or routine complaints (colds,

sore throats, minor lacerations, specialty

referrals, etc.) can be taken care of at this point,

generally with only a five to 30 minute wait. More

difficult, unusual, or questionable complaints are

referred to the physicians in the general clinic.

This' is where the long waiting period occurs.

Even though the situation isn't all roses (by any

means! ) keep in mind that in most private doc-

tors' offices, even with an appointment, one is

likely to wait from 45 minutes to 1 1/2 hours to

complete a visit.

Questions

Got any other questions? Suggestions? Com-
^ints? The job of an administrative intern isixr

act in behalf t)f the students of UCLA. So call me at

SHS, 825-6031. (I go to class too, sometimes, so

leave a message or where you can be reached if

I'm not there.)
-^--

-^
_. ,_

NEXT: What you can get for $25.08 a quarter.

— Submitted by

•_^. .; Jane Murray
SHS Administrative Intern

m
JU

WE HAVE ENTHUSIASTIC AND RELIABLE

\ZJ

AVAILABLE AT HOURLY RATES (MINIMUM ONLY 8 HOURS PER JOB). OUR —
WORKERS ARE CAREFULLY SCREENED, BONDED, INSURED, AND ARE COV

ERED BY SDI AND WdRKMENS COMPENSATION. WE PROVIDE TRAN&_^

PORTATION. UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING, 828-1300. ..- J .

%f

You kRibw that guy who has been
your supplier of ... , or that

girl vyho has been providing

you with ...

ARE THEY graduating THIS YEAR?
Here's your chance to PAY THEM
BACK FOR ALL THAT ...

Write us a letter about what

they've dorie fdr you, others, and
the University.

Honors Seniors Selection Committee
Publications Office, KH 11

2

by April 12

4.
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IfittfiTs tb ttie Editor:

- TheatreArts a^art?
Editor:

In reply to Name Withheld's

letter about the Theatre Arta

Department's productions: I

cannot agree or disagree with

his/her complaints about the

puppet play production, but I have

some comments similar to

his/hers on other aspects of the

T.A. Dept.

Is our T.A. Dept. really one of

the ten best in the nation???????

In film — yes. In acting — NO!!

NO!! NO! I have been attending

T.A. productions for two years

now, and have seen only two,

maybe three shows that I wouldn't

be ashamed to show to

professional theatre people. To
see really good stage shows at

UCLA, one must go see the

productions of the American
College Theatre Festival, Western

Hegion, which meets on v. this

campus every February. True,

not all the shows there are that

great, but even the worst is better

than 99.999 per cent dL UCLA's
productions. _ ^ .

I have three main complaints

with the T.A. Dept. here:

1. Most of the time, lead roles are

given to actors/singers/^

performers of little or no talent

while people with much greater

talent are given minor roles. Are

the people (faculty) who cast the

parts blind to talent, or is there an

undercurrent of favoritism in the

casting???

2. Often guest professionals are

given lead roles in major
productions. Most (not all) of

these
*

'professionals" have given

incredibly BAD performances. I

know that there are students here

who could have done much better.

Why are these "professionals"

here? Do they really want to be

"teachers?" Or couldn't they

succeed in professional theatre? I

am tired of seeing bad per-

formances by "guest professional

students; I want to see UCLA
students in those lead parts^

3. AH the productions that I have
seen were directed by faculty

members, never by students. Why
don't students ever get to direct

shows? It's their production and
their learning experience, isn't

it???

I feel that since students are in

the Theatre Arts department
supposedly to learn as much as

they can about acting or stage

work, that they deserve every

chance to learn by doing. I know
that students may direct, stage,

and perform in one-act plays and
MFA productions, but those are on
a very minor scale, and there is

room for only a fe^^HMents in

(^Sd, especially in directing

epport^ities. The factdty may
believe that students don't have
the knowledge, experience,
ability, or whatever to direct

major productions, or that Mr.
''X" who is a "professional"

would add a tot of glamour or

experience to a production, but I

disagree. Mow should the students

learn? Reading th« theories and
Watching what is currently being
done is not sufficient.

I am tired ot dull directing and
bad "profesiionar* per-
formances. Students may have a
lot to learn, and may make

mistakes, but they would learn bv
trying more than they learn bv
watching. Who knows -:-

students
doing aU roles and also the
directing might even raise the
quality of productions done here

E.EWred
:
V Graduate Student

School of Ubrary Service

Power

Editor:

A petition to place an initiative

on the June 6 California state
ballot which would take the power
to set UC employee wages out of
the hands of the Governor and put
it into the hands of the Board of
Regents is now being circulated
on eampos. Circulators of the
petition, which is sponsored by the
California State Employees'
Association (CSEA), are
presenting the initiative as a
measure to protect the rights of

UC employees. Employees and
others wha might be tempted to

sign the petition should be aware
that workers in the union
movement, including AFSCME
Local 2070, are opposed to this

initiative. We are opposed for

three reasons:

1) .To take the power to set

wages away from the Governor
and give it to the Regents is to

take that power from a politician

elected by anti-labor agri-

business and give it to the leaders

of California's corporations

directly. It is literally jumping

from the frying pan into the fire.

2) The measure removes wages

from the sphere (A collective

bargaining altogether and makes
it mandatory that non-Wage
disputes be settled by binding

arbitration ^ that' is, it makes

strikes illegal on the part of state

employees. Without the right to

strike, collective bargaining is

ineffective, as previous history

and common sense make clear.

3) The passage of this measure

would halt all progress m the

collective bargaining legislation

now being considered by

legislators. Some of these bills are

even supported by CSEA, and do

not include the objectionable

features of this initiative,

whatever their other faults or

merits.

We strongly urge employees,

their student supporters, and all

others interested in improving the

working conditions of UC em-

pkiyees to work for the passage of

serious collective bargaining

legislation and to refrain from

signing and circulating this ex-

tremely dangerous petition. If you

have already signed it, please find

the c^irctdator of the petition if you

know him or her and remove your

name. Don't be taken in by this

attempt to tie UC workers' hands

and further undercut employees'

chances of obtaining decent wages

and employment policies.

Keith Dodd8

UCLA Workers

h9t9\ 2070

American P*eder«tlon of

Male, County and Municipal

Employees (Af^ME. AFL-CIO)

maaaLsz

FINAL SALE

Utvltms you to Drastic -

Reductions on all dresses,

sport$weor and yardage.

1 1 38 WMfwood Blvd. . 479-9055
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John kees wants to he'll walk
By Clark CoBiri
DBSporto Writer

Most of these walks start from City Hall but I

think if you're gqing to wall^coast-to-coast, you ought

To surt right in the ocean."

Besides easing his conscience, the decision

robably also saved British race walker John Lees a

Lndoff by Sam Yorty for his scheduled 6:00 a.m.

^parturc today for New York City from the Venice

Pier

Lees, who underwent an extensive checkup at the

Med Center here yesterday, talked about his unusual

1 (to beat Bruce Tulloh's 1969 record walk of 64

days 21 hours, 50 minutes) at the double dual track

meet Saturday in the CoUseum.

John, contrary to popular opinion, is not mentally

deranged. He is merely an average, six-foot, 129-

pound. 27 year-old from Brighton, who works for an

accounting firm in London, and is blowing his life

savings of $4,000 to finance a cross country walk in a

foreign nation. . '
,

-
,

'Most everybody has some sort of Walter Mitty
. A Aft ^ m t s^ «.

join me for the first 15 miles. But I'll have to evaluate
my venture along about the Rocky Mountoina! "

**The desert will be my first major obsUcle," he
predicts. "It will take me 14 days to cross it from
California to New Mexico. I will then cross the
Rockies where I anticipate running into snow
Hurries.

•After crossing the Continental Divide, the rest of
the way is relatively fiat. If I hit it right, I can cross
through Ohio, West Virginia and Pennsylvania in one
day. My favorite part will be walking down Broad-
way in New York City — because that means I only
have three and one-half miles to go."

Helping John watch his diet and wake him for his
dawn starts each day will be fellow countryman-
walker, Phil Chapman, and recent governess to Sir
Laurence Olivier's Children, Marilyn Williams. **I

hope to sUrt at about 5 to 6 a.m. daily, walk tiU lunch
and then sleep three hours," says John.

**I could presumably stop by about three or five
o'clock each day but it'll probably be more like

seven." He decided to try to cover all his ground

DAILY
BRUIN
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asthma very bad ana i suu cam run lou ya

save my life. But 1 think I've found my sport."

Lees only began race walking competitively last

September but has fallen in love with the sport. "I've

been ill for so long," he continues, **and I've tried

nearly every sport there is, but until race-walking,

the sports always wound up dragging me into the

ground It makes me fit and I've always thought

athletics was the greatest."

He recently walked the classic Cornwall, England

to Caithness, Scotland course — 918 miles — in 24

days, averaging 38 miles per day. For speed work he

covered the International London-Brighton road

walk of 53 miles in nine hours and 23 minutes. *'I

l)elieve I'm just scratching the surface," he opines.

Lees' seriousness on breaking the record is obvious

in listening to him rattle off details of the preparation

an planning he had made for the journey. At

Christmas in very cold weather, Jdhn bc^an walking

40 miles a day for ten successive days to get into

shape.'

Since then he has trained by hustling 200 miles or

40 hours weekly. "I plan to bash out 50 miles a day for^

the first few days," he notes, ''because I know in-

juries are bound to occur. "
-

The first day should be lots of fun with crowds,

etc. and Ron Laird (U.S. race-walking great) will

get j.._- '

rZ ^urmg
**Phil and Marilyn will follow me in a Volkswagen

camper and collect signatures of passers-by to

validate my walk. Marilyn will do the cooking and
washing but I shan't eat much on the road anyway —
a few yogurts during the day maybe and big steaks at
night.

;

**l really can't afford to lose weight," John em-
phasizes. 'Til be keeping up with extensive data
sheets the doctors at UCLA have given me. "~

'*I really am hoping my walk will be useful for

medical science and I intend to do tests daily on my
condition. It might benefit a few people and I'm
hoping the walk will make race-walking more
popular."

Lees spent most of his last few training sessions on
the Venice Beach and expressed amazement at the
many joggers he met. "I think it's a bit of a backlash
from the cars," he muses. "Maybe it's the climate
here. This sunshine must benefityou. It might be the

reason you have so many great athletes: In Britain

people are very, very lazy."

John Lees is very, very much a free spirit. Having
suffered so long with asthma, he knows the value of

health. *i've been living on practically nothing

—

maybe I'll come back to California when I'm done,"

he smiles.

• (Paid Adver^iMm*nt)
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Fim

do-or-die Week for Vhe BiSin biSebaUers.
fbig gam^ afe Friday aid Saturday when No. 1 Slamord hoats the
(s in threeragiifi^^^ Sunken Piamond. Todfty, kffmevet,
' has a date Witt^ FUr^aigD Valley SUt« at $:m on SwUile

^
off to4|jyiiaodoti8 start in theP^

ipingmme homfptfries to CamQC»Ju|jyhe w«etaid« UOLA is

last with an <^S mark Cal leads at 3-0 followediPwnford (2-1 > aild U96
(l-2>. #
In fact, the Bruins have dir<)pp^(%^ ^^^Ull P^xaes irince bowing to

Valley State 4-2 last wock. To thel^ary, m Matadors are red-hot.

Thl:^ are^12 overall and 14-1 hitheCCAA.

Jeff Cherry (4 2) and Dave Leveque (2-0) , who combined to stop UCLA
in the initial meeting, are likely hurlers (ttpiy. Ed MiDer (8-2), Dale

MorrilWI) and Bob LoPresti (6-1 ) also maylee action.

Third leaeman Dave Hottoway {AW is Valley Stale's top hUter

followed by Chuck Mandell (.344)aiidBobCanneId(.300).

The Bruins, scoring only eight runs in their last five games,
denperately need to sn^ont of theirfilump. With games againet Stanford

ami DSC the next two weeliwnds, the Bruins must score smne nam.
otherwise, they can say good-bye to the Pac-8.

— EdBurgart
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FREE

JEWISH
LJNIVEKSITY

the question, "Is it possible to be a Jew In the United

States?" Some authors considered will be Roth,

Singer, AAalamud, Ludwig, Tillle Olsen, Joane
Greenberg, Leo Litwak, Meyer Levin, and Bruce J^
Freedman.

900 Hilgord, Los Angel

475^666,474-1531.
90024

INTRODUCTION TO JUDIASM
— Rabbi Richard Levy and Rabbi David Berner

Wednesdays, first meeting April 12, 7:30

A systematic introduction into the beliefs, practices,

and history of the Jewish people with emphasis on ttie

contemporary practices of Judaism, Including one or

more Shabbat celebrations. .

HEBREW-SPEAKING CHEVRA
— Rena Feigin, Lynne Belmont *

meeting time to be arranged
Please call the Free Jew U for address and time of

meetings. If you have been to Israel and would like to

keep up or Improve your Hekx'ew, this will t>e an en-

joyable way to to so.

dUR PEdPLi SINGS
— Ellen Starr

Tuesdays

f^'

''•.*

^
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CLASSES will meet at 900 Hilgord,

most on Monddy nights or Tuesday

nights as Indicated In the schedule of

classes. Each session will be from 7:30-

9:30 and will be followed by refresh-

ments and singing.

regiefrofiofi and first mMttngi:
April IQut I, 7:30

COURSe OFFERINGS:

CHASSIDISM IN THE BEOINNINO
- Yoav Elffoin
Tuttdayt S:30>7:M, Nrtt meeting April If
This course will continue to explore tt>e thought and
feeling of the early Chastldic masters, but we will go
'nto greater depth by looking at ttie lives and work of

particular Rebbes and by examining paHlcular
recurring themes.

??NTf_MPOIlAI«t_AMim<:AN JtWlSH FICTION
- Pran Begatcfi
utsdays
This course will deel predominantly with short stories
and will give the participant an ORperfUnity to examine

CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES TO JEWISH LAW
— Rabbi David Berner

Tuesdays
Food additives, extradition, and divorce will be some
of the issues discussed In this course. The course will

focus on the rabbinic understanding of these issues,

and on how the Issues challenge tradlflonal Jewish

practice.

EXISTENTIAL PROBLEMS OF THE MODERN JEW
IN THE WRITINGS OF S.Y. AGNON
— DavM Jacobsen
Mondays
Through reading some short stories by Agnon tran-

slated from the Hebrew, we will see how he struggles

as a man Bn6 as an artist with the tensions between

Jewish fradifon and modem experience. Among tfie

problems to be considered in Agnon's writings will tie

the questioning of God in the light of Jewish suffering,

man's loneliness and alienation In modem society, and

the breekdown of the meaning of religious symbollsiTt.

HEBREW I ^beginning)

^ Lynee Belmenf
tvesdays
This course will start from scratch using a cover-

safional approach based on the book B'yad Halaslion.

HEBREW II ( intermediafe)
~ Rene Felgin

Teesdays
Those who were in sections I and 11 during the winter

quarter will continue In section 11 during the spring,

using the book Irrit Sliefefet.

HEBREW III (Advanced)
— Rena Feigin

Mondays
This will t>e a continuation of section III last quarter,

(please cell if you ara \mwora which section is best for

you)

We will sing songs from many Jewish cultures and
learn to use the guitar for accompaniment. People of

all levels and backgrounds in music are welcome to

attend.

THE POLITICS or SOVIET JEWKY
— Zev Yaroslavsky
Mondays
This course will cfxamlne the tMckground of ttie Soviet

Jewry movement In the United Stetes, ttie U.S.S.R.,

and Israel. We will view relationships t)etween

American Jewish organizations, the Israeli govern-

ment, and the movement. The question will t)e esked,

''To what degree is Soviet Jewry involvement a matter -

of polificel self-interest for ttie governments and
organizations concerned?" Readings will ba from the

writings of Aryeh Eiiav, Elli^lesel, Manuel Litvinoff,

Solzhenltsyn, and others.'

iHt POSSIBILITY OF GOD: A COMPARISON
OF AFFROACHE^
— Rabbi Rlcehrd Levy
Tuesdeys
What is the reeilty behind that troublesome three-

letter word? The course will kiriefly explore some of

the Biblical, rabbinic, and medieval notions of God, but

will concentrate on contemporary vews: Buber,

Meschel, Rosenzwelg, Keplen, Rut>enstein, and ottiers.

Students will lie encouraged to move beyond a

rejection of Sunday-school theology and develop tho

ability to articulate their own conception of the force or

forces at work In ttie universe.

STITCHERY
— Feachy l-evy

Tuesdays
This course will introduce basic stitches and
techniques. Participants will see examples of proiects

useful in ttie Jewish home and will work on ttielr own
pieces. Ttie cless will stert from ttie l>eginning, but

students from lest quarter's class are welcome to

come and work during class. We also welcome people

who merely need some help with technical problems

on pro|octs or Ideas on which ttiey ere working.

1
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Intramural Sports Corner
UCLA's women's swim team travels to Santa Bart>ara next week to

compete in the UCSB invitational after Uking third (74 1/2 points) tp San

Diego State ( 82 ) and USB (77 ) last weekend in its own invitational.

Pam Carr was a triple winner Saturday winning the 100 yard individual

medley (1:08.6), 50 free (26.4) and 50 butterfly (29.3). Angele Thompson
was first in the diving. Pat Hanunian and Kathy Kamo were runnerups in

the 50 and 100 fly respectively.
^ ^

• • •

Experienced umpires interested in officiating IM Softball should meet

with Ron Andris by 5:00p.m. today in MG 118.

The deadline for coed croquet signups in April 14. Croquet play begins

April 17.

Softball managers' meetings for men's play begin today. Fraternity

teams signup today at 3:00 p.m., Residence Halls tomorrow and In-

dependents Thursday all in Men's Gym 102.

• •
"

-^ -

Signups close this Friday, April 14, in MG 118 for the April 28 golf

tournament at Balboa Golf Course in Encino. Starting times are

available on a first come, first served basis and the green fee of $4 must

be paid prior to registering. The fee should be paid to the 220-56 account at

the Cashier's Office in Kerckhoff Hall 169.

The tourney is a one-day, 18 hole scratch competition with both team

and individual champions.

Bibby to Knicks on At\\ i*durid
First Round

Portland, LaRu« Martin, Loyola

of Chicago; Buffalo, Robort

McAdoo, North Carolina;

Cleveland, Dwight Davis,

Houston; Phoenix, Corky

Calhoun, Pennsylvania;
Philadelphia, Freddie Boyd,

Oregon State; Milwaukee, Robert

Lee, Marshall; Seattle, Bud

Stallworth, Kansas; New York,

Tom Riker, South Carolina;

Detroit, Bob Nash, Hawaii;

Boston, Paul Westphal, USC;

Chicago, Ralph Simpson,

Michigan State (Denver — ABA);

Milwaukee, Julius Erving,

Massachusetts (Virginia —

ABaL Lot Angtltt, Ttw\% Oranf,

Kentucky Stato. ; r . >^,^,^..
.

Second Rbun8
Portland, Bob Davis, Wdbtr

State; Buffalo, Harold Fox,

Jacksonvilto; Los Angolts, Jim

Price, Louisville; Detroit, Chris

Ford, Villanova; Soattio, Joby

Wright, Indiana; Cincinnati, Sam
Sibert, Kentucky State; Houston,

John Gianelli, Pacific; Atlanta,

Steve Bracey, Tulsa ; Los Angolos,

Paul Stovall, Ariiona State;

Seattle, Brian Taylor, Princeton;

Cleveland, Steve .^ M*i^m^
Washington; BaltinAre, ToKT^
Pafterson, Ouachita; Portland,

Dave Twardzik, Old Daiininioii;

Boston, Dennis Wuycik, North

Carolina; Cincinnati, Mike
RatliH, Eau Claire; MiKvaukee,

(Paid Advertisement)

LEARNING SKILLS CENTER ANNOUNCES A:

STUDY SKILLS SEQ/MNAR
for students who yr<w»* to •xplof^o^

voritty of approochet to study '

,'

WednesdayV April IZ 1972 T: 15-5 pl.m.

Pro*onrotlmonf if nocossary

Come to Social Woifore 271 or phono 825-7744

This service is free to all regularly enrolled students.
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GENCRCXJS SERVING OF DEEP FRIED
BONELBSS VS/HITE

• CHaCE OF
SOUP or SALAD
or CX>LE SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15 <r EXTRA)
• TARTAR SAUCE
AND LEMON
• HOT POLL
AND BUTTEF^
ANY eo<t

Theie are things they doift

teach you in law school* ^^

Oliver A. Rosengart Is a trial la^er who knows them all.

In BUSTED: A Handbook for Lawyers anc^ Their Clients, he
tells you what to say and do at the time of arrest, how to

respond at the police station and at the arraignnnent, how
to get the charges dropped, and— if that fails— how to get

around the written and unwritten rules of trial law.

BUSTED is a realistic legal education for political activists,

pot smokers, longhairs, sexual non-conformists, and mi-

norities of every shade, as well as for any lawyer who
wants to be truly effective when he comes up against

the system. -

0^^ Nornn:

'JSHI'MIIK

<T:in»!7 PICO BLVD.

^^g
EAST OF
SEPUl_VED/V

STTP
$6.95 oloth, $2.95 paper At all bookstortt

StMillkfePleSS 175 Fifth Avanue, Naw York, N. Y. 10010

Chwdc fart^; Cai Sfatt u««

Third Round
^rfland, Llayd Naal. r.n

natsaa Stala; Buftala, Bob Mona
Pannsylvania; Phoanlx,^'
Buta, Evantvilla; Chicago, Frank
Rutsall, Datroit; PhlladtJDhl/
Charlia Tharpa, Ballh.re„:
Houston, Eric McWilliamt, o!i
Stata Long Baach; ClnclnniJ
Ron Rilay, USC; Baltimor,
Kavin Portar, St. Francis (Pi)!
Saattfa, Jim Craighton, Coloradol^i^Ybrk, Anslay TrTn
California; Phoanix, ciaud.
Tarry, Stanford; Golden state
Bill Chamberlain, North
Carolina ; Boston, Wayne Grabiec
Michigan; Qiicago, Chuck Jura'
Nebraska; AAilwaukee, Georg^
Adams, Gardner-Webb; Lo$
Angelas, Gregg Norttilngton,
Alabama Stata.

Fourth Round
Portland, «ary Stewart;

Canisius; Buffalo, George Bryant,
Eastern Kentucky; Cleveland!
Hank Siamiontkowski, Villanova;
Detroit, -,^Crnie Fleming',
Jacksonville; Philadelphia,
Marshall Wingate, Niagara;
Cincinnati, Frank Schade, Eau
Claire; Houston, Will Robinson,
West Virginia; AtUnta, Reggie
Bird, f>rincaton; Baltimore, Al

Sanders, LSU; Seattle, Joe
Mackay, USC; NEW YORK,
HENRY BIBBY, UCLA; Phoenix,
Matt Gantt, St. Bonaventure;
GoMan State, John TschogI, UC
Santa Barbara; Boston, Nate
Stephens, Clil Stata Long Beach,

Chicago, Tad Martiniuk, St.

Peter's (N.J.) ; Milwaukee, Art

White, Georgetown (D.C.).

Fifth-round draftees included:

Atlanta, Bob Lackey, Marquahe;
Chicago, Rdland Garrett, Florida

State; PoHland, Mike Reid, UC
Riverside; GoMan State, Charles

Dudley, Washington. Sixth-round

selections: Seattle, Ron Thomas,
LouisviHa; GoMen State, Hanry

Bacon, Louisville; Chicago, Mike

Stewart, Santa Clara.

iiofft

AAeasurements for letterman's

jackets will take place Wednesday

-afternoon from 1:00 to 3:30 at

Gate 8 In Pauley Pavilion.

i»l
^

* • *

The starting time for Wed

nesday's Bucks-Lakers playoff

game at The Forum has been

changed from the usual 8:00 p.m.

to 7:00. ABC will televise the

game nationally. The Los Angeles

area Is technically blacked out,

although some hard core

basketball fans report that TV

sets near campus could pick up

Sunday's game on Channel 6. Try

and see.
* • *

Trivia question: Only one team

in NBA history has ever had two

players grab over 1000 rebounds

apiece in one season. What was

the teanv and when was the feat

accomplished? Answer Thursday.

tPMIMENTS
We represent owners of over

80.000 units behveen our

two offices. ,*

We can find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee in our westslde office

Is $iO, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

iiMt WIL8MIIW eoutfVAno

LOt ANOELf8. CALIF. tOOl*

TELEPHONE (211) 47r.1»»1

1M4S VENTUHA eOULfVAW
•NIftMAN OAKS. CALIF tl^OS

TELffH^Wt ttljl tiid*Sl

^.H.

-'••••
'
•

,:i.
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Library contest deadline]
Entries for the 24th annual Robert B. Campbell Student Book

Collection Competitions are due tomorrow (April 12). Un-
dergraduate and graduate entries may be submitted to Hilda

Bohem at the Department of Special Collections in the University

Research Library, to Daniel Richards at the Biomedical Library in

the Center for Health Sciences, or to Joanne Millard or Dino San-
chez at the College Librai^ in the Powell Library Building.

The entries consist of a short statement describing how and why
the collection was assembled and a bibliography of the items in the

collection. Preliminary judging will be made on the basis of these

statements and bibliographies. Final judging will be done on the
basis of the collections themselves.

' ihe linal results will be announced in a ceremony in the

Department of Special Collections on April 20. If for some reason .

an extension of time is desired to submit entries, one of the above I

people should be contacted. I

[(Paid Advertiseffient)

ifl^

THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT ~ two AHred
Hitchcock thrillers, PSYCHO, starring AntlKmy

Perkins, Janet Leigfi aiic(^er» Miles, and ttie rarely

shown STAGE FRIGHT, starring Marlene Dietrich,

will screen 7 pm, Friday, April 14 in Social Welfare
147. Admission is $1. Sponsored by the Film Com-
mission. - ^

LAST CALL
before registration is CLOSED for the Primaries.

ii-- T-f

Gold gere standards raised -- 1 Voter Registration
In accordance with the new cap and gown

regulations adopted by the Public Ceremonies

Committee in September, only students graduating

with a GPA of 3.6 or higher will be allowed to wear

the traditional gold fourragere on their left shoulder

at the June 14 commencement here.

Patti Carew of the Public Ceremonies Office said,

'So many students were graduating with the gold

fourrager^ on their arm, the significance of wearing

one was lai^oming minimal. The requirements for

the privilege of wearing one used to be a GPA of 3.25;

this year they have been raised to a GPA of 3.6.

"

The new requirements for wearing the gold

fourragere (fou-rah-zhair') state a student must
have a GPA of 3.6 or better, with at least 20 courses

completed in the University of California system by

the end of the quarter preceding graduation. Ex-

ceptional cases may be appealed throi^gh a letter

from the chairmsin of the student's department to

the chairman of the Public Ceremonies Committee.

Students who have been selected for the privilege of
^(earing fourrageres will be ^ptified by mail. ,__
>A fourragere Was tradit*«®al^vifarded for special

merit or service an^ was originated by the military.
Now these decorations are us^ by many univer-
sities Here, there are presently two colors of

fourrageres in use, one being the gold and the other a
blue and gold.

The blue and gold fourragere is worn by Student
Marshals who serve as iassistants to the University

marshal in escorting the procession into the ap-

propriate seats in the area of commencement.
Student Marshals are selected from the ranks of both
graduate and undergraduate students who haye
outstanding records of University service. --

.

Academic regalia, as we know it today, evolved
from the robes, hoods and caps worn mainly for

warmth in unheated buildings by the clerics, monks
and priests who were the first students. In the late

iSOO's, the cap and gown used in graduation became
standardized by universities around the country.

i-on Campus
-»»«»"y" »•»*"- H«.iAr.->^*>>---...«s..«iMv«a~<*'*iu'<«»"f>'*'.«. •"r

LOCATIONS:
. BRUIN WALK
* CAMPBEUHAU
- ACKERMAN UNION

(sportswear department)
&,Terrace Room

MURPHY HAU
HUMANITIES COURT
GYPSY WAGON
RESEARCH LIBRARY

Dates: April10-13

_ Time:10-4

aitmttvmjA'.i'i

Hurry registration cioses April 13
Spittftwr»<< by SIC"

i...^.(i

ASUCLA

HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES F,«QM $3.98 J.

COMPIETE SELECTION OF ROCK, FOLK. BLUES. JAZZ. CLASSICAL. IMPORT^

I

^ -.
'-'

-y '-i^

y
_i -u.

HT"

*BAB/«DMBELS 2.99

4

each

LEE mCHRELE 1
5PRIE&FIR5T TRKEB

.>
<'"

I;

t

I

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must present this od for the Wilshire store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open late every nigt^t

tA.

utiii*itiittiit4ittt4it%%**'
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ISCdisplays workofChines artist. Chow

\-

Hj

Wi

An
Sin^

disi

1( ,^^^
Chow, a feUow

recent emigrant to

works follow the si

painters. Chinese criti<

''rich in content and

of Johnson Su-

it, will be on
(ISC),

month,

ly of GUM is a

>m Hon^Rng. His

trad||||Mf Chinese

ive ^Hr his works

id j^gtrating fn ideas,"

'characterized by ease^j^Pclegance,'* "fuU of

life," and ^'exquisite iti eBtoils."
^''

Two dozen of his works are currently

at the ISC. Also included in this group

^paintings by his artist-wife, Mrs
fner Loo Sing-ro.

This his-her painting team has becom^ell
known and critically acclaimed intematioKlly.

Prs. Chow's works tend to be more clas^ipil in

style with Ihuch attention given to detail. Her

subjects are more often women, wh^e her

husband's paintings focus on natural

flowers, animals, and are more experimcap^i^^
The works at t^ ISC include $iibi|cts of ll|p^

scapes, flowers antl animals. Jhe three paii^lH^

by Mrsf Chow are of women in clasa^al Chih«»e

. attire and poses

Vhovf said he left Ho^Kong last Jmp to live

hire because "HoqJKoi^ is too commercialized"

and **there are so many flowers, trees sAil^lptct"

here." y >'

He also said he wanted ;*to incrcale hH"^

knowledge of the world" and there is **more

fpeo^bm to see more pl?c^" in the U.S.

He and his fam^iuyw ^io^ their home in^fanta

Monica, where heiias his stuAjtThere h^ also

teaches private studpnts the tS^|^of Chines%^

painting. -^ - "**

A gpod Chinese painter, ace

^l^u^l^ in the classical styl

* Gnin^e dynasties. When a Chin

perit^nts with style, he must k
-^asics^of traditional Chinese art;

^
^j'Cwr^ has had 11 individual exhihll^ons __

works, from Tokyo to Sfanford XJ0mi^i
iJanifery 22-28 of this year J. I^ajiHy a|F'-~

. numel-ous California banks and wmeChin^
Galliery in Chinatown, San Franciafeol ..

*

18

numerous
Inter ex-

ind the

(Paid Advertisement)

i

Sfu/fec/

\^fmone
u:a^

No? well let's face it many of the expectations vi

we had about college never quite turned out.

the way we thought they would. Does a yeor- —
': book seem as outdated as telephone booths

stuffing? It doesn't have to. This year there Is

a reather special picture book that deals with _

who we are and how we got to be that way.

The book concerns the lessons we learned from

people like Ozzie and Harriet, John F.Kennedy, --^

Toody and Muldoon, Amos and Andy, Dobie .
.

Gillis, the Beatles, Sgt. Bilko, and others In

reference to what it was supposed to be like.

At this time we are re-appraising what we were
told about college, sex, marriage, family life,

work, the government, the police, war, and TV,

It might be nice to revisit some old friends in

yourbook only $4.00
or free with th« purchase of fho trodifionol

1972 UCLA yoorbook for $8.00 until May 6
whon it will b# raited to $10.00

Both Southern Campus and Yourbook are available at the Kerck-
hoff Hall ticket office and tHe Campus Studio.

What's On
stoops t<i

new lows
orjvate collections, Institutional

Mbrarlcs, and booksellers,

through June IS In tKe Depart-

ment of Special Collections,

University Research Library.

^"Stanley Morison Com-
memorative ExNbIt (1tW.lW7)/'

commenfioratlng the life of

Stofjson,
typographical advisor to

the Monotype Corporation of

London and aiit(H)r of nr^any books

on printing, typography, and

medieval and humanistic

manuscripts, through June 18 In

the University Research library,

-"image and Identity: The

Role of ttie Matic in Various

Cultures," designed to generate

an awareness of the extensive

utilization of masks and their

association witti man's cultural

history, through June 3 In the

Museum of Cultural History

Galleries, noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday

through Saturday/ 1 to 5 pm
Sunday. _-> ;^

Etcetera: ~—^^
—" Pilipino-American

Students," Interested In joining

tt)€ Filipino-American Students

Club should come to Campbell

3329 or contact Florante at ext*

52974 or Jennifer at 824-1101.

r-
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YEAR27000 KN)S
VyfERE LOQKITJG FORA BETTERPLACE

ife-:>

-. ' Xi>:

• N . ^^»+»i%»

< :f TO SLOP IN EUROPE.

^'iNationai Tevritt Office

Representatives/' will be In the

EXPO Center (KH 176) to discuss

all aspects of travel In their

respective country. Represen-
tatives from the following Offices

have been scheduled:^

- French Tourist Oft Ice — 11

am * pm today.

— British Tourist Office— 3 pm
to 5 pm, today. .

- Israel Tourist Office —>2
noon to 2 pm« AAonday, April 17.

Contact the EXPO Center In

Kerckhoft Hall 176 or at 825-7041

for further details.

— "Speech Awareness
-Workshops/" informal drop-in

groups for people who wish to gain

experience In speaking situations

and to increase their ability and
ease in expressing themselves)^
vy^l meet 3-5 pm each Thursday in

Social Welfare 271. Experience
with videotape feedback can be
included in the workshops. If the
participants desire.

-"Walking four/' of the Driver
Simulation Laboratory, Inclndlng.

actual test drives conducted In ttie

Driving Simulator, with com-
mentary by. a staff member, i

pm, Tuesday, from lobby df

Schoent)erg Hall.

-"Tutoring opportunity/' one
night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
for further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerclihoff 176) or

<call ext. 57041.

Pregnancy Screening

In privacy of
your own room.

Will provkSe potitive or negative r«-

*"'•» in Two Minutet. Easy to read,
over97% accurate, phytician accepted,
•table for I year at room temperature.
No chemicab. Complete with simple.
•My to follow instructions.
Send $5X)0 (cash, check, or money
order) lo:

l^y'kkm SpeebNy Ubonitoriei
>*• 0. Bm mil
Wa^lHttm D. C. MIS

Your Name and Address
Name: _

Street : _
City & Stale:

^

Zip Code:

m^mm^m "•V^WK ^•mmmi^^mmmm --nr*

THISYEARTWAOFFERS STUTELIVKSS.

•i w »*^

V

If youVe planning to go to Europe this summer,*
don't be surprised if you find yourself sleeping in

*

an uncomfortable place.

With more students than ever planning to take

advantage of low airfares, decent sleeping accom-

modations are going to be tough to get.

Not that back-packing it isn't fun. But after a

while the ground starts getting kind of hard.

You could play it safe and make reservations*

long in advance. But that can take all the fun out

of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in

one place, less in another, or change your plans . ^
flltosrether.

That's whyTWA has come out with Stutelp^ssf
'

For only $4.80 a day, you get a decent place to

sleep, continental breakfasts, tour discounts,

mail-drop services and more.

Stutelpass works like this.

When you purchase your TWA tickets, you can

also purchase the Stutelpass for 20, 40, or 60 days.

At only $4.80 a day.

TTie Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers,

which can be used every day or every few days.

In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you

don't use them all, just return them for a refund.

All you have to do in Europe is either phone or

visit any one of 12 Stutelpass offices before 3 PM.
TWl them where you want to go and they11 arrange

everything.

When you get to the guesthouse or student

hotel, just hand them the voucher.

There's nothing more to do.

No taxes to pay.

No service charges to pay.

No advance reservations tp make. ^zll_
And for every 20 \ouchers you buyTWA throws

in 6 special vouchers. WTiich can be used for

tickets to a play in London, the use of a bicycle

in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a

three-course meal in Venice, tickets to the CMympia
Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon
in Copenhagen and more.

All this for $4.80 a day.

TWA's Stutelpass.

Now you don't have to worry about finding a

decent place to sleep.
'Stut^lpans iM a iwrvioe mark cmTted exrlufti\-f4y b>' TWA.

.-4.

r PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION
s STUTELPASS.

n

TWA, RO. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y 11735

Name
Address.

]

City.

State. 2ip-

My TVavel Agent is.

Ff M

1
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great

stereo system. ^-^

AAVFM Sf«reo RMeiv^r, AufomoHc Record

Changer, Bookshelf Speaker System.

The sound of stereo never sounded better. Full

fidelity from AM, FM, FM stereo broadcasts qnd

stereo records. Includes 4-speed automatic record

changer with statically balanced tone arm. Inputs

for playing 8 track cartridges, cassettes, reel-to-

reel tape. Outputs for tape recording. —
• Equipped for 4 channel stereo ; v

• Separate mike input and volume control for

PA system or to sing-along

Acoustically matched bookshelf speakers

Back lighted dial -

Ba AIR PRICE

What's On
(CsntlmMd frmn Page If

)

Et cetera:

Tuesday, April n
~"A»trology/' 24 r,^

Ackerman Union 3564.

-"Death and Dying/' 3 pm
Kerckhoff 400. ^ '

—"Experiments in Personal
Growth/' 7:M-10 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.

=r"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,''

• .^=-^

UST $159.95
was $139.95 $99 95

^>

{
BONUS SPECIAL

1 ^DUSTBAa

MASTERCHARGE - BANKAMERICARD

Westwood Village

1/2 blocli from UCLA"
477-9569 272-5214

U.50 VAUJE

$5.25
W/COUPON

I

- W/COUPON
I

I
void afl«r April 29,1972 ' !

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

READ 3 X FASTER

I.

;m~-- >(*-

\^V

:*»*-

x^tr-T-t'*^" •:cr:y.%- ~-rwi^-ir-yr*rn--<'in>K'^y'r^T-it»'*^''*''r 'trw^-

t
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WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
iua..^-..

—
r-^
—— ,

These UCLA Students Took The Course. They Know It Works!

-T .^—-^^ Ask ThenVii'-

4

»;

ufwewp—

i
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ASK LINDA
'..Hi. Ui

TO~pm, Architecture 1243C.

—"Auto Mechanics I/' 7-9 pm,
Bunctie ^150.

—"Cosmic Meditation/' 7 9 pm,
"^Bunche 3143.

—"Beginning Photography and

{>arkroom/' 7-9 pm, Bunche 2150.

The Anatomy of the Human
7»- Mind Course<" 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

« "( .

..x^»?

Ask Julie Schumer udLA'^74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wpm

ASK Linda Hernandez Grad
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 851 wpm

"
.

t . -

.^ • ••
.

'••/;•' V ''

"
• ••i\

. •

\

"^
.

^^ ASK Robert Green UCLA 74
'^Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1028 wpm^v^ \ ^ '^^

1 ^ -**:
"' -'a —

' V

41
ASK DonTokasugl UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1139 wpm

^-H^-

Loit chonce ol this semester.

Be speed-reading by finols.

SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
THIS WEEK ONLY

at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood

For further information, call READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933-9171

''HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPBITION"

Ooss starts Mon., April 17.

Be speed-reading by finals.

5 phi, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge
-"Soul Ecology/' 7 30 pm

Architecture 1243C.

—"Women's Role in a Changing
Society -rr Affirmation for
Women/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"The Psychology of the
Tantra/' 7-9 pm, Architecture
1243C.

—"Reaching Your Higher Self— The Lighted Way/' 8 10 pm,
Social Welfare 50.

--.jn"Self-hypnosi4/l_2i30 pm,
Architecture 12i4.

—"Textile Printing and
Design/' 7:30 pm, Architecture
1243A.—"Eckankar," 7:M-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"Ananda Mar<ia Yoga
Society/' 5 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

—"Phitosophy of Meher Baba,"
7:30-10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Integral Yoga Lifestyle," 8-

m-M.m

c

; --"Bruin Young Democrats,"

noon, tomorrow, Kerckhoff Up-

stairs Lounge. Featured will be

City Council candidate Larry

Hoffman.
—"Bruin Young Republicans,"

3:30-5 pm, today, Ackerman
Union 2406.

Meetings:

Tuesday, April 11

—Committee on Public

^ , Ceremonies, 9 am-12 pm,

_ Ackerman Union 2412.

—Christian Students, noon,

Ackerman Union 2408.

. —Experimental College Board,

12 pm-2 pm, Ackerman Union

3517.

(Continued on Page 16)

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM

U9
offering life Insurance

with premium financing

for Interns and resident

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-tlnf>e professional-

school students

LfONAM) AliiNSrHN
HLimMiUBI
1801 AVE OF THE STARS ^^^^
CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the United Slates.

^'
"

yi i

It was sad, I it was sad,

^it was sad I when that

went down
pm-2

iContinued from Page 16)

—Women's Studies, 12

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—Chess Club, 3 pm-5 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—Bruin Belles, 3:30 prh-S pm,

Ackerman Union 3564. y

—Project Amigos, 4-6 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Campus Comic Society,"

7:30 pm, MS 5203.

—"American Society of Civil

Engineers," 7 pm, Boelter 850(L^

—"UCLA Pre-Law Society,"

noon, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"American Indian Student

Association," 4-6 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Exceptional Children's

Tutorial Pro|ect," 5:30-7 pm,
Kerckhoff 400.

—"California State Emptoyees
Association," 6-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Tai Chi Ch'uan," 7:30-9:30

pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

Tuesday, April 11, 197?
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ACROSS
1. Aswan,

for one
4. Mature
8. Naomi's

.,_^chosen
name

12. Cuckoo
13. Ireland
14. Slain by

41 Across
15. Sameness

of style

17. Bronte
heroine

18. American
— author,

^ editor and
critic

19. Chinese
VIP

21. Sloths
22. Jewish

36. Sortie

of '^

troops
37t To heckle
39. Poet's

word
40. Scotch

county
41. Famous

Hebrew
prophet

45. Croatian,
for one

48. Principal
depend-
ence

56. American
Indian

51. Fish sauce
52. Blunder

By Eugene Sheffer
53. Retired
54. Italian

coins
55. Compass

reading

DOWN
1. Curse
2. Wild ox
3. Aromatic

plant
4. Sell to

consumer
5. Presses
6. Brooch
7. Foes
8. - Barbara
9. Turkish

officer

10. Operated

AvrrufE<' lime nt Nolulion: 2 1 minulrit

26.

^<fa?.hl>l,l1.l .*< u

SILENT RUNNING — will be screened as a Special UCLA showing,
9:30am, Saturday, April 22, Pacific's Cinerama Dome, Sunset near Vine,
Hollywood. Tickets on sale at Kerckhoff Ticket Office (KH 140>»U25.

state

A size of
type

29. With it

30. Bleat
31. Charles

Lamb
32. Poetic

contrac-
tion

33. Drove
34. Old times

(archaic)
35. Haggard

novel

DSQB SmQH BQQ
AM I A

STUD
M

I

NNEHA
N I P

^IR^
TIOL LS

IDIAIHILMBAAHR I T

T I TIAINBO R

I ONMM I NfsjTJEg^g

ENlMI I D
R U 6MP L OTME R

I M

SA
4 It

Answer to yesterday's puzzle^

11. Mature
16. Famous

author
20. Viper
23. Man in

Genesis
24. Nobleman
25. Baronet's

wife
26. Mason's

hammer
point

27. Swiss
measure

28. Assistant
29. Hasten
32. Warm
33. Injures
35. Cunning
36. Cause for

tapping
38. He
'" reigned

over
Israel

39. Willow
42. Indians
43. Sense

organs
44. Stringed

instru-

ment
45. The urial

46. Tennis
stroke - ~

47. Simian
49. Fourth

caliph

Tuesday/ April 11

"The Kenpo Club," 5:306:30

pm. Memorial Activities C^citer B
m.
—"The Karate Club," 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"The Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 prp*

Field m. ' ^.
-"The Hapkido Club,''

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

Review

-f*~
•

( i .-v-

—"The Hunting

AAen's Gym 102. ^
Cliib," noon,

Et ceterah

—"Earth Action Council
Bicycle Show," 11 am-2 pm,
Thursday, at the base of Bruki
Walk. _ _: . .

"

—"Assertion Training," In-

terpersonal relations ezploratlon,

7:30 pm, today, at the Direct

Assistance Facility, La Mancha,
930 Hilgard, room 231. .

—"Campos Tomorrow," tour
will be conducted from 9 am -2 pm,
today, from tt>e front gt the
Macgowan fountains. ^^^ n
-"Learning Skills Study

Seminar," 1: 15-5 pm, Wednesday,
Social Welfare 271. Pre-
enrollment is necessary, call ext.

57744.

-"UCLA Anchors Rush," 10

am 2 pm, through tonnorrow, on
Bruin Walk. ^ -.

Exhibits:
—"The Human Figure:

Pollaluolo to Picasso," com-
prising primarily of prints from
the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through Friday In the
Grunwald Gallery. Hours are
Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5
pm, closed Saturdays. Admission
•s $1 for the general pubtic, free
for students, staff and faculty.

-"Twentieth Century Sculp-
ture," comprising of more than 70
works representing 50 collections,
through l=riday In the UCLA Art
Galleries.

-"Medieval Manuscripts,"
shown in conjunction with the 47th
meeting of the AAedleval Academy
of America, featuring items from

<Continued on Page 15

)

'The Mutation Show," a work-
in-progress created by. the Open
Theatre, was performed Saturday
night at Royce Hall. Although the

Theatre has been in existence

since the early I960's, they are
continually enlargfhg,
manipulating, and stylizinjg their

unique brand of theatre.

"The Mutation Show" is about a

circus of emotions with different

ch^gracters "portraying each
emotion. The Petrified Man
< paranoia), The Man Who Hits

Himself (self-destruct tendency).

The Bird Lady (flighte from
reality). The Man Who Smiles

(lack of drive), and The Thinker

(relentless moral hangups). A
ringmaster who introduced each'

mutant and a musician who
supplied varied and creative

percussive effects, were also

involved in the production.

The r'Show" was comprised of a

series of scenarios, each scene

depicting the freaks in varied

situations, wherein they por-

trayed their perverted ex-

pressions of reality. The Petrified

Man who must physically cling to

another individual for a sense of

security ; The Thinker who thinks
she thinks but does not know what
it is she thinks about; The Bird

Ladv who must be given a name,

carressed, artd have her bones

straightened.

Tn many ways 'The Mutatio;)

Show" is similar to "Freaks," a

film about a circus of mutants

who are physically, rather than

mentally, deformed. In "Freaks
'

there was a wedding and a (rial,

as there was in the "Show," so it

would not be too surprising if

material •from the film was

employed in the production of the

play.

The Mutation Show" is a

production based on a series of

improvisational and ex-

perimental techniques. To convey
the distorted concepts of reality as
seen by each individual with a
minimal amount of narration was
one of the problem%,copfrontihg
the Theatre. Each person in the

audience understood and felt the

dilemmas experienced by the six

actors on stage.

. The only negative criticism

wfiicfi could be "directed towards
the play is that it was not long

enough. A fifty minute prodiKtion

does not allow the audience
enough time to really become
thoroughly involved in a show of

this nature.

— Steve Rosen
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(Paid AdvertiMment)

ECKANKAR
ANCIENT SCIENCE OF SOUL TRAVEL

LECTURE & DISCUSSION SERIES
Mtornof^ TuMdoys 7:30-9 pm. Upstairs Lounge,

Kerckhoff Hall

"OUT-OF-BODY EXPERIENCE. 4/11"

"REINCARNATION & LIBERATION, 4/25"
,

"TECHNIQUES OE SOUL TRAVEL, 5/9"

"SOLVING LIFE'S PROBLEMS WITH ECKANKAR. 5/23"

•ponaorad by UCLA Experimental Collsg*

F*:*i
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Smtri QroM Pr*Mnu • "FRITZ THC CAT" • A Slav* Kranli Produetten • B—d upon characters created

by a CRUMB • Screenplay by RALPH BAK8HI • Directed by RALPH BAK8HI • Produced by

8TEVC KRANTZ • A Clnemation Induatrlee Releeae •\^iii^mAUmimmkU^mm^mk»miUtm^\

I

TOMORROW IS "FRITZ" DAY
ATTHE NATIONAL GENERAL'S

NOUYWDOO
at WILCOX

HO 3 2184
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DAILY
BRUIN

ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 1)3

Phont: •2S3221
Ciaisif ltd advtrtising rattt

fSwordtSiSOday. Sconstcutivt
inttrtiont - SS.OO

Payablt in advanct
DEADLINE IO:Ma.m.
No telephont ordtrt

THE Daily Brum gives full tuppofl to tht
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wito, in affording.,
ftousing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittter
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call. UCLA Housing Office I2S-

4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-0»4».

yf Campus Announcements I

y/HelpWonted 8 ./KdesWanled . . .. . 14 .
^Servkes Offered

.

16 y/Trav»l ....... /;

GIRL needed for student film (Proiect 1).

Call Ron, 374 97*1. tSIJSJI. (I A 11)

PALMS to Fernaid School (UCLA) »:0«

Tues Thurs Fr. Will pay. EX I •*«'• •**

;7i9/VE9M43. (14 A Ml

VISTAJOB OPENINGS
June graduates with majors in Liberal Arts,

business, nursing, education, economics,

urban planning, guidance and counseling, or

experienced m community volunteer worH.

Paid allowances Interviews: Today through

Friday, 387 Kinsey and the Placement Of

fice, 9 AM 3 PM, or phone B2S-409I. (CA A

11)

CHILD Care, light housework. Tuesday.
Thursday • 30 S 30 SI* /day. Santa Monica.
392 7220 evenings. (lAII)

NEED EXTRA D0U6H?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn uptoS40. a mentti
.

on our plasma program.
Phone: 471-0051 b«twttn 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

OUTSTANDING Opportunity Earn above
average income. Part-time and summer
employment Easy work For appointment
call, 93S S933 4311 Wilshire Blvd. Rm. 207. (I

For Sale 15

AM FM STEREO car radio. Hfr
Clarion. Custom mount. S7$. IM-OOai eves.

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-S0% on all qualities, all

sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt,

••0400. (15QTR)

BARGAIN Almost new Instamatic c»m*r»,
and 140 pound barbell set. $12 each. Call
John, 4732^4S. M< A «»«

GOLF Clubs Fernquest - Johnson, 9 irons,

1.3,4 woods, bag, 24 balls. SIOO. 9»<-2S«3. ( IS A
IJ)

BABYSITTER/Mother's Assistant. Billy

Jack Motion Picture Company n^eds higft

caliber young woman, college preferred, to

function as babysitter and mother's
aissistant to star of picture. Live in or out. Be
able to travel extensively during filming of

picture and family vacation. Start im-
mediately through summer, or permanent.
Send resume to Oddie Oalen, I0f^9 Wilshire
Blvd , Suite •40, Los Angeles, Calif. (• A 12)

F
\

PEACE CORPS JOB OPENINGS
Developing countries need June graduate*

with maiors in business, math/science, civil

engineering, physical education, nursing,

home economics and French. Travel and

paid allowances Interviews Today through

•Frtdey, 9 00 AM to 300 PM, 3«7 Kinsey and

the Placement office. Or phone, •25-409*. ( C

A

A 11)

»...

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i

8250611

JOBS EUROPE 9V»ranteed and saUri«tf.
England, Belgium, and Switierland. YEAIi-
ROUND. Trainees (general help), hotels,
restaurants, supermarkets, hospitals,
department stores. Summer England
holiday camps, France Camp Counseling.
For details and applications, send tl, with a
stamped, sett addressed business sizeil
envi?lope to: »

Princeton Research, Oept. C
Box 44 1«^

Panorama City, Ca. 91402

OFFICE NO FEE
INSTANT WORK

Vp

immediate positions available for

clerical and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Century City Ofhce 277-2311

(•A17)

ersonai

NED PRIMAL Therapy "Child of universe,

like stars, you have a right to be here."

Interested? Call Mike McLane, 2S4-4141, 2S4-

4111. (SAID

1

4-

-I.

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-

HE L P . , (5QTR)

'ALPHA Delta Chi The Christian Sorority -

Spring Rush. For info, call 477 23S9. (SAM)

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
_ WATER-COLOR/ART

TLXUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING

: & WOOD SHOP STUDENTS -;i

TO WORK WITH .

i
'

GIRLS Make new friends, come meet the

AEPi's Thursday night, 4 30, April^ 13. Pilia

Palace included S4S Gayley, 479 9444. (S A
- t4) ,.

- - ---
:

MIXED Marriages Work. Un-
derstand/respect your differences on-going
gr6up, 6 8 PM, Wednesdays, 46S-S131.
American Institute Family Relations, S3I7
Sunset Blvrt '

. (SAUt

Ph D Candidate, mature male, 5 ft B" seeks

blond or red haired female companioa.
Catholic Christian, possible marriage.
Enioy hie. sports. P O Box 24^42, W LA
90034 (S A 12)

TOP DESIGNER
The part or full-time work will include
drafting plans for ft building a working
m'bdiel & engmeering the stage mechanics
and potential effects, drawmg/wattr
coloring/rendering sketches for a major
theatre proiect prospectus Potentially semi-
permanent employment with advances.
Give name of sctiool, class years, age, ex-
perience, means of transi>ortation and
availability in answers to:

P O Box 1020

Pacific Palisades
:alifornia 90272

YOU are forbidden to call this number for •
part time |ob 47$ 9521 Services
Unlimited (JAM)

^ free . . . . .

PUPPIES. Nine lovable, 6 week old pups,
different color, siies. Need good homes,
care 473 7432, Mickie, Diane. ( FR A 14)

)/ Opportunities

y^.m^-^^- .

OFFERED A business opportunity sellipg
ecological cleaners, health, and skin care
produjts, 824 1S40. ^^^ ^ ^OPAU)

yfResearch Subjects Needed
SUBJECTS needed for Psych experiment
P^V 875 6006 Frani Hall B271 (RSNA14)

yf Entertainment 6

MAMMOTH Condominium : Ski or vacation;
kitchen, fireplace, stereo, tv, pool, sauna,
lacuiii Reasonable, 340 0144, eves. (4 A 14)

'^ Help Wanted , .. 8
FIVE tax accountants high aarnings •

experience necessary. Wtstwood or Valley.
47 3 ^127 or •>4 7475. Mr. Fttsntr. (• A 12)

MARKETING/Salts. Car buff. Auto air
conditioners Two days per wttk. Com-
mission BcbMoffatt, 997-0405. (lAU)

3 4 PIECE Group wanted to play variad

dance music 2 3 hours wedding. Jan - Wt-
0614 (JAM)

WANTED Eract look alike for Lee Harvey
Oswald alleged assasin of President John
Kennedy Apx. 2 wks. work in feature film.
Send recent photos to: Motion Picture, 245 S.
Robertson, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211.
Photos will be returned. (OAI?)

BABYSITTER wanted daytime and/or ' vts,
experience Young children, car prtfr.rtd.
Call 838 5761 (lAi;)

yf Lost& Found

FOUND Beagle, around Gayley and
Landfair on 4/3/72 come and get her. 559
Gayley 473 8479 (9 A 11)

LOST on Htlgard. Hub cap from Cadillac.
Reward offered Contact Sttell Service
Station, 10^43 Lindbrook Ave. (9 A 17)

VOddsS. Ends 10

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990-

B, Venice, 90291 Phone 391-0933. (10QTW)

BOSCO the Airedalt needs a placa to sfdy.

Can you help find one? Ttmporary til June
or permanent. 139 5042 eves. (10 A 14)

VPolHkal

.

11

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr Cenovese, 708 75«4. (•A21)

Immediate positions available for clorical

and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Cefttury City Office 277-2311

(IA17)

BABYSITTER/car owner to sitop and ride

elderly women, afternoons, 394-1710. (SAW)

APT. Mgr. 29 units, WLA. Long term grad
student. 24 plus. sln«tt or marrtod, avail,

afternoons, ront-troo turn, singlo apt. 273-

•351 (IA 2»)

GIRLS Part time S45 /wb., up. Enroll

members for Non-profit consumtr
organiy;»«ion 442 7097, 1-4 PM (• A 11)

IF you afroo ttiat socialism means worhoro
.self emancipation, not state ownorstiip,

write SCLED, P.O. Box iSStSan Pedro, Ca.
90733 (11 A 12)

^ For Rent 12

SPACIOUS housekeeping, furnlshod room,
tv, private bathroom. 399-7777. 1*11 Eloctrk
Ave .Marina OtIRty, 90291. (12 A U)

PIANOS for rent, Upright Sio' t Spinot, S14.

Both rebuilt No minimum period. 440-

4514. (12 A 17)

V Rides Offered 13

SALESMAN
work. SIOO.00 a

assistant.
•••2«*4

Part-time
(•A 12)

GIRLS and guys variety of part time )o^
avatlablf Call 475 9S21 Sorvicos umimitod.

(•A IS)

VOUNG MD wants travelinf componion t*
Boston Leaving April 17th. •21-9M2. 4119 Vi^
Marina S 112. HJAU)

LEAVING for Washington State, April 2) or
34. Share driving /expenses. Ell, 454-0723
after 4 PM (11 A 17)

SECRETARY: Oood typtst lor slj««ont. fun

Ow\in«-ss Part time, hrs floxIWo. Start

\Htt/Hr 828 1H0. C»A14)

* ^y

CAR POOL Costa Mesa to campus via San
Dm-mo Freeway. 8 5 Monday thru Fridaw
(/U- St; 8384 •35»4n niAii)

TAME male rabbit, year old witti great
disposition, and toilet trained. Best offer.

Rick. 776 2971. (ISA 11)

MAMIYA Sekor 1000 OTL, f/1.8 SSmm plus
f/2.S i3Smm lenses, case, filters. Excellent.

S1.50 474,4«2J-. (ISA 11)

15 ft SAILBOAT (Finn) '41. Used in

Olympic SOOO /best offer. Call, 473-2394, •-•

PM (1SA11)

BESSLER MCRX enlarger, floor stand,
Schneider Componon 50mm lens plus many
extras S250 479-0740. (ISAM)
-~ ^'

'

<\

BLAUPUNKT AM-FM radio tor VW or
Porsche New $150, sell S40. 477-3434, 479-
2n4. (IS A 12)

BASSE TT'S Stereoscopic atlas of human
aoatomy 20 books plus viewer, SIOO. 477-

3434,479 2734. (IS A 12)

GARRARD turntable, Claricon AM/FM
stereo receiver /O-track tape deck with
speakers. Steve, 47r74H.- (ISA 12)

SUPER cheapVugs. 12 x • - 525, 12 x 4 - SIS.

Other sues, too. All'Vtew. The Cheap Rug
Store 393 2959. 823 4393. (15A12)

PORTABLE duplicator - S9S. Dictation

equipment S2S Electric silkscreen mimeo -

St9S Olivetti D-24 printing calculator - S250.

473 0321. (1SA11)

BEVXULlEU 400 8ZM Super • finest camera,
Angenieux 8 64mm motorized zoom, macro
power, automatic exposure, 5450. Michel Re,
•25 1355. (1$A14)

FOft Sale: Elegant Prisicilla vi)edding gown.
Sizes. 472-4443. (IS A 14)

CONCORD F 106 stereo cassette deck, $40.

Garrard SL-73B changer, $75. Both like new.
474-4443 eves. (ISA 14)

NIKOMAT 1.4 brand new, with SoH caSc.
$250 Call eves, 447 591*. OS A 14)

Vox bass w/case constellation 4 built-in

futz, treble booster, teardrop body, like new,
$125 470 4204 (15 A 13)

'
.

I ' _ - . ! . '
- "

'

*"
IBM Selectric, 12 pitch, 13" carriage -

carboii ribbon. Excellent condition. S3S0. 449-

524^ (MA 13)

VIBRATING couch in good condition. S3S or

best offer 39S-41 31 evenings. (ISA 11)

SONY TC540 20W amp, spkrs, maint. kit,

plus goodies, immac. SIOS /offer. •24-

17S7 (ISA 17)

CONCORD cassette recorder. Like new. S30
inci: cassettes 477-51S2, Pat. ( 1$ A 17)

SKI EQUIP KNEISSL RED STAR 2tO cm ;

Buckle boots lOM, New boot bag. Matt, 274-
'410 f i< A n»
LAKERS • Milwaukee tickets; games 1 and
2 Best offers. Call •74-0«94 or t94-S102
anytime (1SAl4)

PANASONIC O-track tape deck, AM,FM,
FM stereo, speakers - excellent condition.
Earphones Many tapes. Offer. 477-3324. (IS
A 17)

FUNKY old pump organ • plays supor-
fanfastically well. Has matching funky old
organ stool. 475 2104. (ISA 17)

'

#
SPINET piano. 10 yrs. old. Exit. cond. $300.
440 4514 (15 A

y Services Offered .... 16'

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O. Box
10427, Oonvor, •0211. (UQTR)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollmtnt for Studont AccMont
A Sickness Insuranct at bargain

ratts for yoursolf A qualifiod^

depondents will closo soon. Broad
covtrajo offering, hospital/

accidental deattt, surgical,

ambulance, ft out patient

benefits on a world wide basis In 1

convenient policy.

For information ft application,

contact ttie Associated Students

Service Center, KercktioH Hall,

room 140, or call ns-0411, ext.

ŴEDDING Photography, reasonaMo prices
and fast service Call Frailer for your homo
appointont. 937-4544. (UAH)

TELEVISION rtntal. Spocial UCLA rates.
RCA models Wr— dellvory. Proo sorvico. 14
hr. phone, 274-9119. (UOTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTOeCVCLB
INtURANCt

REPUiED? TOO HIONT
CAMCBLLEOf
LOWMONTNLV
PAYMIMTt

STUDENT OftCOUNTf
30* 221S ASK POE AOI OE KBM

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classos, to onhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON
FiDENCE. L'orn to releaso material
studied and ELIMINATE CRAMMING.
Oa ily. 474 33S0. (UA ID

VERY pa^.if.-'t guitar teacher. Malcolm
K»tar

: 474 4924. 4S9-2tn. ( 14 A 12)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insuranct for
studonts and employees. Call Allan Sobol,
701-5527, •73 5815 Eves. 783-3509. (14 0TR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for studonts
or employees. Robert Rhoo, IJ9-7270 or 870-
9793 or 454 2544. (UQTR)

BRENTWOOD CO op nursery. Ages 2 1/2 - 5.

» 12 PM. $25. A parent participation school.
Barrington Park. 4S1-40J«. (u A 12)

^Travel }7

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way 91*0 ro«m« trip studont ftifhts.

Inexpensive student camping toura
throuBtiout West and East Europo, includliifl

Russia. SOFA Agent for intor-Curoptan
student diartor ftifhts. Contact ISCA. 11M7
i»n Viconto Blvd.^ Suite ili4, LA, Calif., 00049,

TOI: (213) •24-S449, •24-OtSS

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
All .professions, occupations, $700 - $3,000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-
seeing. Free info - write Jobs Overseas,
DcptrP4. P.O. Box 1S07I, San Diego, CA.
9211S. _ ^r (17A2S)

CHARTER FLIGHTS

olWcial > "

charter flight

operation

authorized and
^pproved by the

University of'

California

on all campuses.

BOAC A Caledonian
707's-. .. .

-

all first cliiiis

service.

LALONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. ng|. Days p^jce

X

mrry
I ] THff INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCAtD
Your posspuft to the

world of sivdent dis-

coiinls.

:i

I
"1"

I—T—T

I

6/18 8/28 71 $262

«/21 8/16 56 $262

«/22 8/15 54 $262

6/26 ?/6 72 $262

6/25 9/13 80 $275

6/27 8/25 59 $262

6/2t f^ -73 $262

6/28 9/16 81 $275

6/2? 8/29 61 $262

tr 7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

T/i 8/17 40 $262
vc ^ mr^ 8/10 30 $262

V12 8/31 50 $262

It -^n- 9/13 33 $252

i -

G TRANSATLANTIC
youlh/student flights.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
aiGHTS

r

T

Ll]

I

Availablo only to boAottde members ot tf»e
University of California including students*
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

r flightt

Korchkhoff Hall iO^ D
Between I a.m. A Sp.m

I2S-1221

X
a EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimited trove! (or up to

two months ir. 1 3 Fjro-

peon countries on o
100,000 mile roil notworlc.

I

e=P

I / I
fcl Ml

t
>H

t.

X

CARS IN EUROPE
RENTORBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
VOOO Sunset Blvd.. LA 90049 271-4344

I

iOQB6weyburnAf».
'Hjrt'W -31 Vlavors.

WfeSTWOOO

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N.Y
israef, .India, Afrtca, -SO** •«. Student

rates/cards since 19S9. EASC, 323 N. Beverly

Dr., Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 QTR

)

fHl ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM'S22« ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: FRGIMSMf ROUND TRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271 0932, 039 2401

4240 Overland, Dopt. A.
Culvor City, Ca. 9«2]

sOiifH

AMERICA
Now you can fly from Los

Angeles to Buenos Aires for as

little as $343 Round Trip.

ole!

June 26 - Sopt 5

uc a
CHARTER FLIGHTS
KERCKHOFF HALL 2*SO
Between! a.m. A I a.m.
02$ 1221

•31^: •• ^-•>-

4
• ..•^-.•^,-?»*.7*'- ;;%-...#. ^ Tuesday, April 11, wn I

UCLA DAILY BRUIN If
> _ ,'

Let me make What's On perfectty clear . .

.

(Continued from Pa^ »)

^fReligious Values in 1PI%rld

Literature and l>fm%r by F.

Thomas Trotter, dean School of

Theology* Claremont Colleges,

and Sari ^
Elizabeth Scott,

associate professor of dramatic

literature, California State

College, Fullerton, 7:30 pm.

Young 2276. Tickets are $4 and $2

(students). .

-."Sudanese Oasarts," by

Richard F. LogaO/ professor of

geography, 7-10 pm, Wlllard

Elementary School Auditorium,

301 S. AAadre St., Pasadena.

Tickets are $4.

—"The Press and Presidential
PttHtlcs/' with Edwin Guthman,
national news editor, L.A. Times,
9:35-11:05 am. Tea Room,
Bullock's Westwood, 10861
Weyburn Ave. Tickets ar^ $3.50.

Wednesday, April 12

—"Examples of Use of
Elementary Probability Theory in
Health Services Administrative
Decision Making/' by William
Shonick, assistant professor of
public health, 3 pm, CHS AV-139.
—"On the Calculation of Flutter

Loads by Means of a Variational
Jjechnlqoj^^

professor. University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada, 3 pm, Boalter
5264. .-^, -----^ .... ; . . ..;.,

—"Quantitative Aspects of
Social Phenomena — Part I," by
Elliott W. MontroU, EThstein
Professor of mathematics.
University of Rochester, New
York, 4 pm. Young 2224.

—"Marrow Transplantation,
the Seattle Experience," by
Ralner Storb, assistant professor
of medicine. University 6f
Washington, Seattle, 4 pm, CHS
43-105.

—"Mountain Music," by Jean
Ritchie, author and folk singer, 7

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25

and $2 (students).

—"Devetopment ' of Un-
soundness," by Dean C. LIndley,

formerly associate professor of

zoology, California State
Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Jerusalem," by Richard F.
Logan, professor of geography. 7

pm, Bunche 2209. Tickets are $4.

—"Abreaction: Clearing the
Way," by Joseph Hart,
psychological researcher and

DAILY
BRUIN
^Irayef

clinician, 7 pm, Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are $4.75 and
$2 (students).

—"Soclocultural Aspects of
Mental Development," by
Derrick B. Jelllffe, head,.
Population, Family and In-

ternational Health Division,
School of Public Health, 8 pm,
CHS 23-105.

—"Angola and AAozambique,"
an audio-visual program cen-
tering on conflict and change In

the hvo countries, 2 pm, Bunche
2209A.

^^^^^^(ConUnuedoi^aee 16)

.^., 17 y/hpif^g 19 y/Apts to Share 23 yRoom and Board

EUROPE, S220S17S R.T., alM Israel A
Japan, Spring, Sum mfr, A Fail fligtitk,

E SEP., 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA 9004t. 4St-

33)1 ESEP'UCLAmtmbtrs. (I7QTR)

<
e NEW YORK

JUNE IS ONE-WAY
e HAWAII - _-____-

JUNE 18

JULY 1

^
S77

JULY 2 $179
JULY 16 plutlMHl

e TOKYO/ORIENT - -

JUNE 17 -SEPT I
-

SOFA STUDENT CHARTEBS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

.Car PurchiAlto Stuftentrail and Euraili

Insurance, GuidabOokt

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^%. AIS/EXITS^m 9056 Santa Monica Blvd.

.

M Kgl L.A. 90060
274-8742

{}% bik. aatt of Santa Monica/Oohany)

TYPIST - thasas, dissarlatians. books, tarir
papers. Specialty math and tachnkal typing
Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 i it nro

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
sctiool. Alice* 397-3304. ( 1? QTR)

RUTH, ttieses, dissertations, term papers,
Tmanwscripts . Ketiabte. guporienced. Cat*
B28-1U2. (19 QTR)

-v^-

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S: 30 /weekends. Sharon,
I38-Sa7. (19 QTR)

y/ Wanted . 20
MANAGER wante WLA. Nine new units. 1

/2 bedroom . S4S off rent. 277-1 81 S, 789-

42*0. (20 A 12)

WANTED Dual 1009 or 1C19 record changer,
no cartridge, good condition, reasonable.
828-0041 eves. (20 A 12)

EUROPE, Israel this summer - un-

reqimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7 wks.
Kraei, Dig, Kubbuti, plenty free time. Exp.
in Travelling, 926 2411. (17QTR)

TYPIST . Part-time transcription typist -

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing offices,
S2.30/hr. Mrs. Beck, 824-8388. (20 A 17)

" EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER }/AptS Fumishod 21EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SIOO one-way
Study & Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europo
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE- 872-1283 or 784-U77

S80 BACHELOR. 1 bdrm. unfurnished. 2270
S. Barrington Ave., WLA, Calif.. 479-3215,
7:30-10:30 morns. (21 A 17)

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, Eifst j.

Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002S. 478-0444. ( 17 QTR

)

Our nth year of University Charters

to LOtiDON or BRUSSELS
June U/ Sept. 14 S2S9
June 23 /Aug. 31 S309
June 24 / Sept. 8 S28S
July 17 /Aug. 22 S24S

or DAILY Youth / Student flights at S332 RT.
Continue by our low-priced Sofa Charter
Mights or Eurailpa^s to your destination.

Free travel info. Prof. P. Bentlar, 277-S200or
879 3111, c/o Sierra Travel Inc. 987S Santa
Monica Bl. Beverly Hills. (17A2«)

EUROPE this stimmart
programs 4 or 8 weeks. Experiments in
Traveling, 914-2411. (17 QTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July, SOJS. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W.6. (17 A 14)

SOUTH Pacific SaiMng CrulM on ISO It.
grand three masted schooner. Loaves this
summer for 4 weeks to TaWW. Share ox-
??"^" ''or info. Call OreBory Cook (213)
37H239 (17 A 17)

/ruformg 18

FRENCH: Exam proMfotlofi, intensive
•nguage study, translation, literatvre. Call
lormtr ucLAteachor for results. 828-
"**

^

(18QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: «•
P«rienced Univ. Prof. Positive rosirtts ony
•xam Easy conversational method (trial).
*jyim. (180TR)

ORE, LSAT, other test preparation, in-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Bvcs. 828 So. Robertson.
•"«»0. (18 QTR)

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,
air-conditioned single. Pool - Garage. 441
Landfair. 479-S404. (21 A 17)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GRS-SS84. (21 QTR)

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, garage rentals.

MGR.4S0 Landfair. 477S479. (21 A 11)

FURNIsftED, unfurnished one-bedroom
apartments. Security building, all ele^ic,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, 1711

Corinth, WLA. (21 All)

^EE IT YOU'LL LIKE IT. S19$, one-

bedroom, home-like, across UCLA. 70S

Gayley. 479-8S80. (21 All)

FURNISHED Singles to share, S70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Gayley. 473-

8412. (21 QTR)

LARGE bachelors, S90 up. Singles, S12S,

across from Dykstra. SOI Gayley, OR 3-1788,

OR 3-0S24, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

LARGE attractWo onebdrm apts in Santa
Monica, S18S up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean vifw, wallt to Beach, notr
Santa Monica Freeway. 204S Fourth St., SM.
392 SSS4, S92-9142. (21 QTR)

y/ Apts Unfurnished .... 22
S130/MO. Large modern one bdrm. New
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Fifteen
hi ins, to campus. 472-0404. (22 A 12)

1 BDRM. Cpts, drps, patio, nr. SM Frwy.
Call after S:30. 870-80S4. Reasonable. (22 A
12)

S200 unf., S2S0 turn. 2-bodroom, 1 3/4 bath
SM, Ig. balcony, light, airy days, days: 82S-
4484, eves. : 828-0394. (22 A 1 1

)

y/hp'iing 19

FEMALE Share 2 bedroom. June iSth • Sept.

14th Marina del Rey S132.S0. Call, 823-

•838 (23 A")

NEED roommate - female, neat, con-

siderate Private room, $90/mo. Large apt.

on beach ntar Marina . 399-28S8. ( 23 A 14)

MALE to share large 2-bdrm apt., pool, near'

campus, S9S. John, 82S-1842, 82S 4078. (23 A
13)

thpJI'
*"»'^*»* typing. Term popers,

4 «!L*''\"''*«**o"» Editing, weekdays, »-
•_Oarbie, 128 234S , Mae, 390.S182. ( If ATR

»

"'^ ert.tloJ»'?Ji** 'l"'"' • »»••»•'»'

edttino .i!r''
**»•»•»' «»«»oks. etc. Free

444, ' •"»«'^««ncy service. Call 838-

( If A 18)

SAME Oaf service on papOrs 2S p«. or less.

w.bl !ii°"*'' •""••o typing, editing.
^'' *^^**0r ^' '

(If A 17)

southwest).
Fast, ac-
(If QTR)

FEMALi roommate needed to »»«••'•••*!.•?

Landfair. S4S mo , no Ieas#.473-4ff2.(23 A 11)

SPACIOUS, especially suitable (or

felicitously perceptive happy girl. »45 /mo.

Near Westwood. John, 47837S88. ( 23 A 12)

*"^*'e ^om, 473-0031.

nHU.^ '•'^ ypJng. Theses, term papers,
manuscript,, etc. l^erienced. Fast, neat,
*««ratt, dependable, f33- 1 747. ( If QTR)

RIHT too high 9 Consider Shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2211 ^••»*'Ofi'' V,'*'
8431, fee SIS. t"^"'

ROOMMATES Needed • 433 Oayley.
Pleasant sififtos, SM. KitfBen^^ son do^ks,

pool, garage, 473-4411 ^'- (230TR)— ^
'

'

'

•

FCMALlE, lovely ohe bdrm apiVtment, $7$.

5 mile from UCLA. Call bojween * 'J- \"^
045S '. . ^ir

' (»At1)

FEMALE roommate for•;»p^rtme|1t with

two 30 min.«woik to compu4-^S52 /mo. Call

478 7941. (23 A 13)

*«^-

P«pvrs,1 **'*•"« English grao, .,,.,.

Sidr., S''***' '•©*«'WOS. letters. IBM
IH IA.M*' '«e<««»ve. fiancy, 472-4143; Kay,

(IfOTR)
•H7472

INGENUOUS person. Share Westwood apt.
with Anthro/fiim aviatrix, 23. Own room.
Summerand/of next year. Gelya 479-
*^*^- (23 A 14)

STUOENT/couple share new beach apt.
with inter racial couple. Own bed /bath,
>1 10. 399 6942. (23 A 17)

SHARE single With malQ Mock row
.tampus. S63 50, ufimres paTfTTurnrshed for
two. Marty, 478 4206. (23A13)

)/For Sublease .^. . . . 24
LARGE 2 bdrm. apt. for sublease. Fur
nished, 15 min. from UCLA. SISO /month
'WOO**. (24 A 11)

i/House for Rent 25

SPACIOUS four bedroom home. NfWiy
decorated, centrally located near UCLA
lease. 390 4351 after 4 PM. (2SA11)

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 S. Bentley 271 4734. (RBA

ROOMS and /or meals, reasonable monthly
rates. Next to campus. 581 Gayley. GR9-
9)94. (RBAin

GIRLS: Spring quarter living. 724 Hilgjrd

-Ave. M70 quarter rooti^ and boofd. TwW^-
PinesCoop. (RBA 12)

MALE dorm contracts. Sproul and Rieber
Halls. Call 479-9703, ask for Scott. Big
discounts. (RBA 12)

y/Room for Rent ...... 31

FULLY furn room /bath with light cooking
facilities. In private home, Brentwood. S80.

473 0042. (31 A 11)

I

Y Houselor Sale 26

ORIENTAL Contempocary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room/study, 2 baths/fabulous view. One
acre, Encino.SS7,900. 783-5131. (24 A 14)

BACH E LOR S/B^cheloretts. Unique/one of-
a kind Absolutely charming Has sleeping-
nook/stone fireplace. Beautiful, large
garden Trees/privacy. Country atmos

,

near Westwood Bl. S24,500. Wynn, 477-
'OOT (24 A 14 )

y/ Hous^e to Share 27
HUGE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard, w/grad art student, S12S.
8311483. (27 A 14)

SHARE large house: Male /female over 20.

S80/mo. 15 min to campus. 828-004f eves. (27
A 12)

SH^JtE beautiful large house on Venice-
Marina del rey beach. Own bdrm. SISO/mo.
Call 392 6581.

'

(27 A 11)

FEMALE share large house WLA, privati
rootn, yard. S80 /mo. Jim. 477 3434, 479-

2734. (27 A 12)

BEACH Front. 4-bedroom house • prefer

over 21 S104 25 /month plus utilities, 1st A
last. 392 3524. (27 A 12)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

HOUSS /apt to rent June 3 • August IS by law
student, wife, son / age 4 from Berkeley as'

iummer clerk law firm. Very responsible.

213) 627 9751, Mrs. Halls. (28 A 12)

BY UCLA physician, small house WLA,
furnished, S200 300.|One year beginning 7/1.

825-OS75 Messaged Dr. ijpton). 474-5154-

evenings. (28 A 17)

S75 QUIET girl. Bel Air. pool, fantastic
view, private entrance. Share bath, break
fast privileges. 783 0148. (31 A 14)

FURNISHED room, house privileges for

responsible person - beautiful Topanga
Canyon near Ocean. 383-8718 (eves.) (31 A 11)

ROOMS new available at La Mancha for

Spring Quarter. Call 47S-S831. (31 A 11)

599. WALK UCLA, beautiful new very large

single, quiet, sunny. Garden and view. 783-

3034. .
(31 A 14)

IDEAL room for female grad, close tran-

sportation. S60./mo. 475 4425. (31 A 12)

$42. SHARE. Neat man over 21, non smoker,
walking distance, telephone, no
house|^feping 901 Malcolm? 474 5147. (31 A

^^Autos for Sale ... t ... 33

'70 VW Bug. Clean, low mileage, will

sacrifice, private party Days, 272 4983;

eves, 343 8154. (33 A 14)

'58 JAGUar XK 150 conv. Rebuilt eng.,

trans., clutch. Must sell, $i200/best offer.

LIK 070. Pvt. party. 821 9M2. (33 A 14)

'70 VW Bug. 22,000 miles. Convertible.

AM/FM, excellent condition. S1450. Phone,
479 1343. (33 A 17)

'46 VW. Air conditioning, radio, excellent

cond., recent tune-up, 74.000 miles, S795. 399-

6440 anytime, night. (33 A 17)

'65 MG 1100. Good engine, new starter,

generator ft disk brakes. Needs some
repairs. S250. 735-4122. (MA 17)

.MG 1100, 47 1/2. Dual carbs, br. green, like

new. $325 /offer. Call, 397 5019. (33 A 17)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mils
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SIRVICI
Discounted Below Doolors Price

AIAUTOSBRVICI
7fS7 Van Nwys Blvd.

across from O.M. Plant
Call Sf4-707S • 24 Hours

A-1
y _ . - . , ^f. ^aii 094-7071 - 24 »fours

FOR Sale - Beautiful acre corner parcel in

tract adjoining UC Davis campus for
homesite /investment. S12,S00. Owner, (213)
4217459. (2fA11)

y/ Apts to Share . • k • , . 23 ^
MALE share apt. w/3, SSS mo., furnisliod,
balcony. 3 bIks. fl'om campus, 478-fS43. (23 A
14)

Room & Board

, Exchange for Help . . 30

vyANTED male student to help
housekeeping Room A bath, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drives. 452-8752. (MA 17)

DISHWASHER for half room A board. Call

Triangle Fraternity, 479-9457 or stop by 519

Landfair (30 A 14)

FEMALE, ff room board exchange for

•utonng References required. After 8; 00

»M, 931 3354 , days, 262 6375. (30 A 13)

/ Room & Board

TRIANGLE Fraternity offering room A

board for S30<J per quarter. 479-9457 or stop

by 519 Landlair (RBA 14)

ROOMS or room and boord, iOS. Near
campus, clean, color tv, 413 Landfair, phone
479-9131. (RBA 14)

i^ulTFEMALE dornt <ontract for sale at

discount. Must SON immediately! Call, 824-
1573. (RBA13)

ROOM, board and small salary exchanged
lor child care assistonce and light duties.

(Full time housekeeper employed) Live in

lovely Westwood home, walking distance to

campus. Private room and bath. 279-

24SS. (RBA 12)

FOREIGN ^tudlcit Raom/board tor

house/garden chords Private room/bafh,
bachelor's house with tennis court/-
swimming pool. Nights/weekends. Call 373-

4464, x278 days. Or 7880740 eves. (RBA 21)

TRANSPORTATION cars S99 aJld Q%,.

American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3824
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489. (13 QTR)

'4f VW bug, very good cond., S7fO /offer:

Leaving country this week. Call, 473-4771. (33
A 11)

'71 MUSTANG. 7000 miles, factory
warranty, V8, extras. New condition. $2750.

398 7473 (33A11)

'47 MGB GT, Xint. cond, burgundy, radials,

nuclutch. Make offer 8264764. (33 A U)

'47 BARRACUDA formula 'S'. Powei
steering/brakes/radio, runs well. Just S4S0
Rob, 474 5702 eves. (33A11)

'48 TRIUMPH Spitfire Mk III conv. Wire
wheels, RAH. Good condition. Lo bluebook
(ZBF400). 454 4101. (33 A 12)

I,
' I

'48 VW sqbk , A/C. XInt. cond. S12S0 (VRF
732). 473 7695, eves. (33 A 12)

'44 IMPALA Chevrolet. One owner. 29.000
miles, new brakes, new tires, S700. Runs
WCH. 383 1843 (33 A 14)

MERCEDES 204 sedan, 1947. Power
steering, power l^rakes, 4 speed, naww tires,
SttOO. evenings. 838 5856 A 11|

'44 MGB, looks, runs great. SSOO. Sf Cor.
vette, removable hardtop S800. 821-3484 or
673 1841 (33

'48 VW Bug. 39,000 miles, rebuilt engme.
R/H S750 Call, 478 2405 after S PM. (13 A 11)

'68 PONTIAC GTO, vinyl top, auto, P S ,

R/H, runs great, new Brakes, S12S0/o(ftr
559 3707 eves

( A 14)

'71 TOYOTA Corolla 1400 Micheiin sfoei
belted radials, 32,000 miles, beautiful con-
dition 51575 Jack, 477 8373. (33 A 13)

'67 VW top condition, radio, 5850. 474-
i^fi (31 A 111

}/Autos for Sale . 33

'69 TRIUMPH GT 4. AM/FM, radials Make
offer. 886 4503. (33 A 14)

'69 VW Bug, automatic. 27,000 miles, 1500

engine. Toured Europe. Best offer, starting

$1200 397 7752. (33 A 11)

'62 PONTIAC Tempest. Excellent condition.
Second family car, new tires, battery,
muffler. SSOO. 394-3893 eves. (33 A 12)

' I n - I' lo^ii ga.
I

~ m.ina^hw*' -.iJ'—*"i ^*^.fc«. '»***' —^ ' '-
i
_j'

I *<

'41 VW Bug, good engine, upholstery needs
repair. $450 or best offer. 394-3480. ( 33 A 14)

'69 VW, SHOO Sharp, XInt condition. '65

VW, $500. Grest transportation. 376 8911 or
278 1199. olAiat

'64 VW Bug, white, clean, excellent

mechanical cond., $545. 74.000 miles. 542-

2«38, 824 194$. (33 A II)

'71 PINTO Deluxe model, excellent cond..
low mileage, $2000. Call 50372. 479-0451 after

4 PM_^ <^^0'*1

'68 2-DOOR Chevy Biscayne, under 18.000;

one owner, excellent cond., see to ap-
preciate, 826 4716. (33 A 14)

KHARMANN Ghia, 1970 Stick Perfect
condition, under 10,000 miles. Best offer. Call

atter 5: 474 5348. (33 A 12)

•67 VOLVO 144S (new tKHty style). Excellent

nicer condition, lower cost than most '68's or

'69's. $1400 398 7673. (33 A 11)

I Miiim n i l I iiinii. I ..I . , fu l f i l

*.;•

63 '64 RED MG Midget
-nechanically good. Pro!. P.

Hall 4633 825 2893. $550.

Looks great,
Bentler, Frani

(33 A 13)

'66 MG Midget Roadster (Mark II), recent

overhaul; good cond., $700/best otter. After

6 00. 392 930<' (M ^ '^>

'66 FORD Ga axie coupe. Excellent cond.,

automatic, ps, air conditioned. New
tires/radiator/muffler, $400. 473-5457 days;

776 5102 eves (33 A 17)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd Irom $77. French. Austrian,

American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (35

QTR)

UCLA Students! 5% off Peugeot,
Motobicane, Centunon. other fine makes.
Expert repairs. All parts. Lee's Cyclery

Schwinn Autoriied dealer. 2439 S Robertson

Blvd. 3 bIks N. Santa Monica Fwy. 839 4444.
(3SA

I BOYS 3 spd bikes. $35 ea. CR4 3475 after

> 30 (35 A 17)

A •

ycies, roofers

For Sale..••••••«•*••••• 36
HONDA CL350. Helmet, shop manual, turn
signals, electric starter, other extras. $325
lirm. Richard. 474 844). (34 A 17)

HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine. Good running
condition $275 or best offer. Call. 933-7031
o/cnings. Henry. (34 A 17)

'70 HODAKA 3.000 miles Runs great, hauls
ass, and dirt ready. 820-4818. (34 A 11)

'49 HONDA, CL4S0, as (s, not running. $200.
Kevin, 477 9313 (34 A 11)

'70 YAMAHA 3S0 Get something big bet
ween your legs, perfect condition, call Mark.
472 3403.477-0098. (34 A 11)

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service-Parts
insurance. Open till 8 PM. 9320 W. Pico Blvd.
"•SI" (34 A 19)

iSOcc BSA, rebuilt, good cond. 2S0cc Harley
i Honda, good cond. 4S1-2498 after 4 PM. ( 14

10 SPEED Puch. Burgermeister, center polo >
safety brakes, like new. $9S. 477-3434, 479-
2734. (34 A 12)

1

' «i.

69 YAMAHA 350, Y R2C model, great shape
3900 miles Helmet. $325/trade for horse(s).

iS9 1494. (34 A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 4S0. XInt. cond., itfSt tUflOd.
$800/best offer Call 452-99 )7/eves; 825-
4576/days (34 A 14)

'70 HONDA 305, 11,000 mi., excellent cond.,
very clean with windshield A book rack.
$350 744 2454 34 A 14)

f

ll

MUST sell well loved '70 Honda CB 3S0 to

stay out ol gutter Make offer. 473 0342
eves. (34 A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 100, new engine, brakes,
tires. $300. .like new. 383 1843. (34A14)

r

SOcc BSA, rebuilt, good cond 350cc Harley A
Honda, good cond 393 I917 after 6 PM. (36 A
Ih : < I

'70 NORTON Commando lacriflce • low
mileage good condition. Best offer over
S6S0 834 16)8 (34 A II)
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r Whafs On:
Tickets: j:

Campus and Public

tickets are now on sale In the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff 140).

«#

'ir

I

I ^.

i

i.

, ytiii>iyi.|^i

—"Dietrkli Fitdier-Dieskau,

baritone, 8:30 pm, Friday; Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany/' featuring original

ctioreograptiy utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 6:30 pm, Saturday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75 and $4, available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

—"Barber of Seville/'

scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled.

—"Beverly Sills," soprano, 8:30

pm, Sunday, Royce Hall

Auditorium, (sold out).

—"UCLA Faculty Recital/'

with Stanley Plummer, violinist;

Barbara Patton, soprano, and
Irma Vallecillo, piano; 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general admission) and $1

(students).

—"Disneyland Night," Sunday,

Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

-from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office:

Concerts:
—"CItoral Ensemble and Or-

chestra/' directed by Vernon

Sanders, noon, today, Schoenberg

Hall Auditorium. Program will

include two 18th Century Viennese

Masses. ^^

Films:
—"Decision Before Dawn,"

with Oskar Werner and Richard

Basehart, 5 pm, today, Melnitz

1409. Free.—"Les Mtserables/' with

Fredric March and Charles

Laughton, 5 pm, tomorrow,
. AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—"Nightmare Alley," with

Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell, and

Coleen Gray, 5 pm, Thursday,

Melnitz 1409. Free.

—"Women's Studies Film
Series," with the following films:

"Anything You Want to Be,"

"Phoebe," "Caroline," and
"Where Mrs. Whalley Lives;"

7:30 pm, tomorrow, Moore 100.

"79 Springtimes" and "Stoleii

DAI
BRUIN,
lecturer in computer science,

Stanford University, California, 3

pm, Bunche 2209A, with videotape

playback at 8 pm.
—"Effect of Heat Transfer on

Stability of Boundary Layers/' by

A.R. Wazzan, associate professor

of engineering, 3 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"The Problems in tlw Study oi

ttie Armenian Bible Lists/' by

Michael E. Stone, senior lecturer,

Hebrew University, Jerusalem,

and research fellow in Armenian,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 4 pm, Bunche
1209B.

<• N _

< — — — - —

—"Leaf Architecture and Plant

Water Use EHiciency," by Robert

Hays, research assistant,

department of biological sciences,

Stanford University, California^ 4

pm. Main Conference Room,
Warren Hall, West Medical
Campus.
—"Militarism in AffHca: Tlit

Organizational Dimension," by
Robin Luckham, professor
sociology. Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 7 pm.
Murphy 2121.

—"Epidemiology — Tran-
smission of Disoaso, Prtvontion

and Control," by Donald^
DeValols, chief of re^arcl ^
laboratory .nima, Te" ,^

"

science, and technology tii"!'i.

sworth Veterans Admrnlstrl^!!"^
Hospital, 7 pm, MS 5200 fe
•re $4.50 and $1.75 (shjdents)
-"Introduction to the BioL

•f Birds and Their Life jnT
200" by Thomas H^let
professor of zoology, and Frank STodd, curator of birds, l^Angelas Zoo, 7 prn, LS^uV
Tickets are $3.50 and $i 75
(students).

"'^^

(Coatiaaed— Page i»)
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—"Silent Running," special

film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:30 am, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near

Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Joan Baez," 8:30 pm, April

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2,

available frohi the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

j^"Student Films," 8:30 pm,
April 21, 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

Students

—"Louis FaIco Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, Saturday, Royce
HaU Auditorium. Special $1

Childhood," 7 pm, today. Social

Welfare 121. Donation at the door.

Sponsored by UCLA Indochina

Information Project.

Seminars;
Tuesday, April 11

'—"Serve the People: Medical
Care in the People's Republic of

China," by Victor W. Sidel,

professor of community health,

Albert Einstein Medical College;

and chief, departnrient of social

medicine, ^ontefiore Hospital,

New York City, 2 pm, CHS 33-105.

— "Machine Learning
Techniques: Applications to

Game Playing and Speech
Recognition," by Arthur Samuel,
senior research associate and

The film Richard III, directed by Sir Laurence
Olivier, will be screened at 11 am Saturday, April

15 in Monica I and II Theaters, 1332 and Street,

Santa Monica. This will be the first in a series of

six films in the Monica Theaters' William
tre Film Festival which will run

ttiroufh May 20. Information and order oianks dre

available in ttie English department office, Rolfe

122S. Single aditiisslon is $1.50; $eries passes art

$6.00. This series is sponsored by the UCLA Un-

dergraduate English Association.
.*—..

paid Adv«rti»«m«nt)

CHANGJE is HARD. BUT WITHOUT CHANGE
THERE IS NO PROGRESS. President Nixon

State of the Union Message
:_: .. '',,.- ... ^_ ™^—^^ January 22, l^Jt- :

—

-

President Nixon's Program has been aimed at renewing confidence
throughout the country and reforming the government's ability to meet
the people's will. "Reform, " he said, "is the watchword of this Admin
istration" — .^ ._- >.." .^^ , .:^

AT HOME - -RENE WAL AND REFORM
Reform of Welfare to give incentives to return the able-bodied to

work and improve existence for those unable to work. Reform of the
Draft to reduce uncertainty, unfairness^ and to reduce governmental
d^pedence on -inductions; the draft call has depUned from 299, 000 in
1968 to 94, 000 in 1971. The committment has been made to end the
draft by the nniddle of next year-dependent on the success of volunteer
enlistments. Reform of Government to be responsive to the people-

-

transformation of the Post Office, establiahnaent of the Environmental
Protection Agency. Reform of Election Lawp; as a first step, the
President signed into law the measure giving eighteen year olds the
right to vote.

^ .-, . v
'

ABROAD rn PARTNERSHIP A N D N JEGOT lA TION T
The Nixon Doctrine of 1969 is a move to reverse the tendency of

the '60's to involve U. S. troops in every world crisis. In South Viet
Nam, America's half-million man army is now reduced to a fraction
of that amount, while combat deaths have declined to a near zero
mark- -compared to 300 deaths per week at the war's peak.

The President has fostered an era of negotiation- -SALT talks
with Russia to place controls on the armp raee. A significant Berlin
agreement was reached la^t year. The President's trip to Moscow
will attempt to expand contact and nnder standings. Most significantly,
Richard Nixon's trip to Peking inaugurates a new beginning for
relations between two historically friendly peoples.

BRUIN YOUNG REPUBLICANS

MEET[r4G TUESDAY APRIL 11

CHANCELLOR'S ROOM
ACKERMAN 2408

3:30 PM

or write; Jim Strow, P.O. 256. 308 Westwood PIqio. LA 90024

> f
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Hitch 's office decides allocation

CBOC Campus budget decreases

^GSA
•

.1 ''jiW«<iJTOI

By Deborah Ashiii

and Joan Weinstein

.DB Staff Writers

If BOC met SLC on the way to a UPC meeting, what would the

Academic Senate say?

Translations according fa student include: If the Bacheldr
Officers Club met the Student Lechers Commission on the way to a
University Pest Control meeting, what would the governing body of

old men say?

Or : if all those letters you see in the Daily Bruin, without knowing
what they mean, met the Student Loan Commission on the way to

the United Presidents Council meeting, what would the students

who advise on policy say?

What now?
Then again: if the Board of Communications met that detergent

they advertise for ecology on the way. to something like the United
Press International (UPI) meeting, what would the education
people in Sacramento say? "^'^" * *

.

—
<

Probably nothing. -

^

.

:;i,j^r ^

The above responses were received in a random survey of

students in the Terrace Room, the Coop, Bruin Walk and the

Sculpture' Garden. :-<^c^^r^f- . ,
r-

What most students here don*t know is that BOC is not a
bachelors' club, but the Board of Control — the governing ttoard of

the Associated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA), which sets policy for

all ASUCLA operations including the price of coffee in the Terrace
Room, book store policy and whether or not the $7.99 jeans will go
on sale tomorrow. ^'.

Detergent?
SLC, Student Legislative Council, is not a detergent (although it

is sometimes accused of being dirty) but is the undergraduate
student government which receives $3.50 per quarter fi^om every
undergraduate student as part of the registration fee. SLC sponsors
speakers on campus, noon concerts and such off-campus activities

as the Tutorial Project.

The University Policies Commission (UPC) does not kill roaches
on campus, but is an advisory committee to Chancellor Charles E.
Young and recommends such things as which parking structures

need more lights and whether to keep the on-line computer
enrollment system .t r. ^-

. .^ - * ••

If the UPC met the Academic Senate, "^they would probably
discuss faculty sentinvent and educational change — because the

Academic Senate is composed of all faculty members. They
determine such aspects of academic life as language
requirements, breadth requirements and whether or not this

campus should return to the semester system.
Maybe the next time GSA meets CPAO in the ASUCLA director's

office, someone will pay attention.

ByDaveMcNary
' DB Staff Writer

UCLA's portion of the state allocation to the
University of California for next year is about
$107,000 less than it was this year, down from
$78,520,000 to $78,412,000.

The smaller allocation, determined by the office of

UC President Charles J. Hitch, w^s made despite a
projected overall increase of $18.8 million in the state

allocation to the UC system. Gov. Ronald Reagan
has proposed a $355.8 million UC budget to the State
Legislature, an increase from last year's $337 miUion
allocation. —— '~^—.— ' - -

Chancellor Charles E. Young said last week the
allocation "was not what we had asked for," yet
claimed that he was not displeased with the
President's office. —

.

-*

Situation ^ v -

insofar as the current situation is concerned, we
(this campus) were treated equitably," he said,

Most of the increase in both state funds and UC
general and restricted funds went to the smaller,
newer campus — principally Irvine, San Diego, and
Santa Cruz — U) conform to already-established

growth patterns.

Young said given the shifts in enrollment and*

resources to the smaller UC campuses and the

"static" budget situation, the only way to provide
more funds for smaller campuses was to allocate

"existing resources" — thl^ is, those from the

larger, older campuses not scheduled for substantial

growth, mainly Berkeley and Los Angeles.

Reductions —
As a result, this campus will lose the following:

twenty-eight Full-Time Equivalents for faculty (an

FTE is the amount of money required to pay an
assistant professor to teach full-time for one year).

This reduction will probably be filled simply by not

replacing retired professors and cutting back on
guest lecturers, rather than by dismissal of

professors.

— Twelve FTE 's for teaching assistants (TA's),

which will mean 24 fewer positioDS for TA's, as they

are hired to work half-time.
^'^^^^-'''^'-—^~-

)

— $80,000 for general support in instruction and
departmental research.

— $895,000 in funds from termination of an IBM
equipment-use grant to the Campus Computing
Network (CCN) here. '

.

i-

Cuts in the FTE allocations to this campus are
nothing new, as 90 faculty and 19 teaching assistant

FTE's were cut during this academic year (July 1,

1971-June 30, 1972), and 120 faculty FTE's were cut

last year.

Allocations of FTE's to individual departments
have not yet been finalized by the college deans here.

However, various students and faculty believe that

the humanities, especially the foreign languages,
will suffer the largest cuts, due to the abolition of the
foreign language requirement in the College of

letters and Science, which has resulted in

enrollment reductions in those departments this

year.

Additionally, some sources also believe that the
sciences will be less affected by the budgetary
reductions than other sectors of campus.
For the first time in a number of years, the ratio of

students to faculty is projected not to increase, but to

drop slightly, from 16.87 to 16.51 probably due in part

to the drop in enrollment this year. At the same time,
the ratio of students to teaching assistants increased
markedly from 38.60 to 40.50.

«>/

^ Proposed FTE allocationl972:73. /.

Faculty: (Lossof^fiTEV *

1972-73: 1388.19 1971-72: 1416.19

Teaching Assistants: (Loss of l^FTE's)
1972-73:394.23 1971^2:406.23

'^^^

According to Young, the reduction pf FTE's does
not present nearly as large a problem as the $80,000

reduction in general su[)port for instruction and
departmental research. "It's an extremely difficult

situation, because as programs get more complex
and grow, we have to make do with less dollars," he
said.

"This process (of budget reductions) Is beginning
to cut into the core program at UCLA and Berkeley.
We have to develop a strategy to keep that from
happening," Young said.

Strategy
'

Part of this strategy may have manifested itself as
both Young and UC Berkeley Chancellor Albert
Bowker spent considerable amounts of time last

month in Sacramento testifying before Assembly
and Senate subcommittees on the UC budget. The
Assembly approved last week the 1972-73 UC budget
proposed by Reagan, along with approximately $7

million in increases. The Senate is expected to ap-

prove a similarly increased budget sometime later

this week.
(Continued on Page 3)'

Anti-Communist demonstrations

scheduled during Chinese visit
By Kenn Guernsey
DB SUff Writer

Anti Communist demonstrations are planned for
April 29 on this campus when the table tennis team of
the Peoples Republic of China appears in Pauley
Pavilion.

However, students here from Nationalist China,

JUlJo
might be expected to protest the Communist

Chinese visit, are surprisingly pleased about it.

The planned demonstrations were announced
Wonday in Washington by EvangeUst Carl McInUre.
He said protests are scheduled for every city the
nmese delegation will visit during its two-week U.S.

tour, beginning today in Detroit.

,.
^^^se ping-pong players come over here to sock

7 capitalist in the head. We are exposing their
sinister, wicked invasion of the United SUtes at the
tutelage of the President, " Mclntire said.

The fundamenUlist preacher said the table tennit
Players are concentrating on university campuiet
Where they will have the iMKking ol the antiwar

siudents who have done so m^uch to aid Hanoi and
Peking as allies."

Mcintire, chairman of the United SUtes March for
iciory Committee, led protests in 19 cities to try to

aissuade President Nixon from visiting mainland

Com^
^ **•• •^•^ organized rallies to protest

.

^munism and to urge aggressive miiiUry action
'" ^utheast >^|||

^ ^'^
>

"^

A constant protest vigil will be maintained at the

White House April 17 and 18 in case the Chinese

delegation visits U.SL officials^thcre, according to

Mclntire. i r
^

In contrast to Mclntire's violent reaction, students

here from Nationalist China (Taiwan) a refuge for

(liinese who fled the Communist takeover of the

mainland in 1948, are enthusiastic about the Com-
munist team's visit. ^

"This is not a political event; it's a cultural one/'

Chih Yuan Kao, Chines^. Student Association (GSA)
president, said. '*Most of us just think of them as

Chinese people. There may be some (Taiwanese

students) who don't like the Communist govern-

ment, but with the mainland Chinese people

themselves there is no argument"

Chinese students here are "crazy about tickets"

for the Pauley Pavilion match, according to Chih

Yuan Kao. When a block of 200 tickets was obtained

by the CSA and offered for sale to members, demand
exceeded supply in only two days.

Chih Yuan Kao, himself a native of Taiwan, at-

tributed the interest among Chineseftudents to pride

in their countrymen. Pointing out that table tennis is

the first sport in which the Chinese have won a world

championship, he said many Chinese students,

Commurfist and non-Communist alike, identify with

the players.

'Despite the political barriers, there is basically

no difference between Taiwan and mainland China."

NEWSERVICE — Tom Brokaw (above). Jest Marlew and Tom Snyder,

newscasters for KNBC Channel 4, will speak at noon today In the Royct
Hall Auditorium. Their appearance is sponsored by the Associated

Students* Speakers Prooram.
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Burch challenges SLC program

Minority prograiniinder fire

i

CHICAGO EIGHT — Tom Hayden, a member of the Chicago Eight

Conspiracy, will speak at noon today at Janss Steps. The speech, spon-

sored by the Assembly for Peace and Justice here, will center on the

Indochina war in light of the electronic battlefield and the escalating air

war. Following Hayden's presentation at Janss Steps, there will be

further discussion in the Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

A Student Legislative Council

(SLC) program designed to use $1

per quarter of every un-

dergraduate's registration fees to

place low-income students in

University jobs will come under

fire tonight from an SLC member.
Clinton Burch, community

services commissioner, an-

nounced yesterday he will ask

SLC to reconsider its '*low-income

student internship program" .^
its meeting tonight because it will

'

result only in added burdens for

disadvantaged students, he said.

. The internship program, ap-

proved last week by SLC, is

scheduled to begin operation next

fall. Students on the program will

receive special SLC fellowships

for performing as interns in

University departments such as

the Planning Office, police

department and ASUCLA.
Election

Money for the grants will come
from a $1 per quarter fee paid by

each undergraduate here, which

is earmarked for "special
..It
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500 Doople oach day:

WEDNESDAY - 12TH
• 500"FRITr'T SHIRTS

THURSDAY - 13TH
• 500 FANTASY ALBUMS

FRIDAY- 14TH
• 500"FRITZ"T SHIRTS V

PLUS FREE "FRITZ" BUTTONS TO EVERYONE EVERY DAY.

STARTS TODAY
EVERYDAY 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6.30. 8:30 4 10:30 PM

NATIONAL GENERAL'S
N91LYW000

HO 3 2114
atWIlCU.

education programs" ' for low-

income students. Students voting

in a 1970 referendum election

approved the $1 appropriation,

which is included in the

registration fee.

Burch attacked the program
yesterday t>ecause students who

;eire SLC funds for their work
int^1%s \ytll have an identical

anrfount #^|u^ney deducted from

whai;^^jSgg^get through the

l^inaiflHflifeipfficc. ;:^

'The students in the program
will essentially be working for

nothing. They will be putting in a

lot of extra hours and getting no
more money than they got
before," he said. ,-.

\,
>*

Participants

Program participants will

benefit somewhat, however,
because some of the money they

receive from the Financial Aids

Office comes in the form of

repayable loans and work-study

programs. The SLC grant, which
is "free money," will replace

some of this repayable money,
thus freeing the student of

responsibility to pay back the

4oails.

/Don Brusha, dirjecl^ of

financial aids, verified yesterday

that SLO interns will receive a
total financial aids ''package"

regardless of his participation in

the program. -
--

- - r
. *'But since every student on
financial aids is required to have
some amount of self-help aid

loans or work-study), students onthe program will receive a lona
term benefit," Brusha said.

Benefits

.
Burch. said, however "Thp

student doesn't worry' abouf
repaying a loan until after hi
graduates. If he can't get anvmore money now by participating
in the program, he won't worry
about the long range benefits i

don't think we'll be able to find
enough students willing to work
for free to use up the money we'vp
got." •

J' eve

-As an alternative proposal
Burch said the money from the $i
fee (about $45,000 this year)
should be given to the Financial
Aids Office to be used at its

discretion. Although the money's
use is officially designated by sLc
according to the 1970 referendum,
it has been distributed by the
Financial Aids Office for the past
two years because SLC failed to
find a use for it.

Brusha, stating that although
theJntemship program would be
"very valuable," said he
''couldn't quarrel" with Burch's

-Hiontention that Financial Aids

^Mcl^ should continue to ad-

minister fhfi^iunds, *
.

***Them|hiption Was that there

would be ' some sort of SLC
program. I was never asked if I

thought we could handle the funds

better than SLC, but the answer
probably would have been yes,"

he said.
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MID-VALLEY
COLLEGE OF LAW

Dh^tftion of Associated legal Arti

TWO-YEAR ATTORNEY'S
ASSISTANT PROGRAM
April Ouorter storls April 24

Oqv & Evening classes

Write or phone:
1S910 Venture Boulevord

Suite A 2

Encino, Colifornto 91316
Areo Code: 213 -986 7175

.msr

HOUaEm)
12010 W PICO BLVD.

LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90064

PHONE TODAY (213)479 4383

THE WOMEN'S STUD/ES PROGRAM A T UCLA PRESENTS A

FILM
SERIES 12

Carotin*

IWMfV Mri. Wtwilcv Livw

Anything you want to be

MiMGoodaUand
tfwMIMChimfMnnM

Iky]
Prudanot CrandiN

Harritt Tubman

Iky II

Woman on tha March

Elaanor Rooaavatt

lliY>«

ThaMoat
naida LadiM Noma Journal

Abortion

WaifaraRiflMi

Woman of Ruaria If

Artlltary Woman o» Lon Van

Woman Up in Arma

dua to availability of fUnw

WEDNESDAYS 7:30 MOORE HALL 100
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 825 2531
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Guard testifies to firing
I

on kidnappers, hostages
|

A San Quentin Prison guard told a tense courtroom yesterday :§

that sUte Department of Corrections policy calls for guards to :^

endeavor to thwart any escape attempt, whether or not the lives of %
hostages may be in danger. John Matthews' testimony came late :§

yesterday in the murder conspiracy trial of Angela Davis.
**

Matthews told the court he thinks he shot at least one of the

kidnappecs in the August 7, 1970 escape attempt from the Marin
County Courthouse.

Under intense cross examination from defense attorney Leo
Branton, Matthews stated that prison policy did not take into

consideration the use of hostages during an escape try. "We were
ordered to stop the yellow van, and we did stop it," said Matthews.

You mean to tell me, sir," Branton said, "that you fired at that

van fully aware that it was full of people, some of which were
hostages?"

Matthews said he was aware of that fact. "You knew, then, sir,

that there was a good chance that the hostages might be maimed or

killed by your action?" asked Branton.

Loolcing toward the floor, Matthews hesitated and then said

i

a

i

I

Yes.

i
S

4
:%

Matthews; S #^pon« instructor at San Quentin, said he and
another group of guards were called off the firing range to rush to

the courthouse where the escape was in progress.

"As I approached the courthouse I spotted the van and moved my
car into position so as to block the road," he said. "The van ^topped

and two weapons were pointed at me from outside the van's win-

dows. One or both of them was fired at me. I then ducked and came
up firing my carbine at the person in the van on the driver's side

first (Jonathon Jackson). That person flew down, away from his

sitting position," said Matthews.

Matthews testified he then fired a second shot at the person in the

passenger's side of the van. "His body (assumed to be James
McClain) flew down violently away from the line of fire," he said,

ps^

Matthews also stated that the kidnappers fired at hi^i first. The ^
defense has attempted to prove that the Sail Quentin guards shot $
first, not the kidnappers. y _ j |

s

Budget . .

:

.;«f*.* j»JUL'*r»---rf"-S<P*i. ''»- »--.*ji

(Continued from Page l)'Jy^ / , ^ ,

However, Reagan has vetoed any increases in the UC budget proposed

by the Legislature since he came into office six years ago, and the

Legislature has yet to override a Reagan veto (this requires two-thirds

approval of both houses)*- •''• ^ ; - -
. .

Nevertheless, both Young and UC officials Have indicated they are

optimistic that Reagan will approve some of the proposed increases in

the budget. If this happens, it will again be up to Hitch's office to deter-

mine which of the nine UC campuses will receive the increased

allocations. UCLA's allocation is approximately a fifth of the total state

allocation.

_:_ Alwoyt Th« UnutucH - Priced Low ,„____„

. SUSIE SPEGOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

11964Wilshir«Blvd.W.LA. 6(4-7922

r vm ipsr

CALIFORNIA HONDA
"motorcycle emporium

9320 W. PICO BLVD
ir^iear Robertson)

M F '

272-1020 278-5211

PA/tTS • SERVICE • INSURANCE
r-^':

m mnicE m mm.tmm

*1
!

'^ you ore (I) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

He lost year you probably don't drive this kind of cor. Being
a college student you also probably have (3) o reasonable
driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and Its

''•^ely that ydu qualify for rbtes that overage 35% below stan-

dard prices.

And in cote you don't ftf this detcription, coll our loco! office

pnyvwoy. We jutf spent six yeort working with the oufo inturonce

"^•h7 on beholf of college students. We think we con help.

run: 4S1 1313

Ciliiii Siiieit iisiriics service

726 Sonto Monica Blvd. |'202) Sonto Monica, Cdlif. 90401
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Award winner

Rodes defines
f»--. '.'i

teacher's role
- ^

^ By Susie HaUgo .

DB SUff Writer '

He lives in a "j^onderful" house in Beveriy Glen
where "deer come and raccoons knock at the win-
dows." He loves to visit London and Paris and is a
collector of oriental rugs. His name is David Stuart
Rodes, one of this year's winners of the Distinguished
Teaching Award.
Rodes, 32, an assistant professor of English here,

said the role of a good English teacher **is to suggest
the pleasures and complications of literature."

'*lt is exciting to talk about a Shakespeare play or
poem and communicate my excitement to

students," Rodes said. **No writer is more easy to

understand than Shakespeare," he added.

No lunch
A summa cum laude graduate of Southern

Methodist University in 1961, Rodes said, **I don't

have lunch on the days I teach — I'm too nervous."
He is presently teaching English lOA,^ a survey

course, 'i just leaped 800 years today (Friday). It

was a sleepy, tired day and I wasn^'t sure I was going
to make the leap, he said. _
"The course goes from Beowulf to the 17th century

in nine weeks. It takes the good humor and tolerance

of students," Rodes, who received a doctorate in

English from Stanford in 1968, said. .

His areas of interest are Restoration and 18th

century drama. ' • -—f • — •'—'•- Research -^

—

-~'——---^---^ti ^-..

Born in Emory, Texas, Rodes came here to teach
"l)ecause if higher education was going to work, it

, wouldi\aye to work at this kind of institution. UCLA
is also close to Stanford. One has an umbilical cord to

one's graduate school," he said,.

He said he likes it here. 'Tm very happy. There
are good students and really nice colleagues. This

department (English) is very lively," Rodes said.

Teaching and research are connected, according to

Rodes. '*! think they are connected, but I'm

somewhat less sure that research is connected to

publishing. But I am sure research is connected to

teaching," he said. —

DB photo by Jeffrey Louie

S. Rod#s-

Statns ^
'

His current status as assistant professor (a non-

tenured position) does not seem to coocem him

greatly. "I don't feel secure, but Vm happy.

Teaching is so incredibly difficult to measure. It is so

ephemereal, transitory. It may have lasting im-

plications but it is hard to judge,
'

' he said.

His promotion to associate professor will be

considered in October, 1973,

Grades '*can't be done away with," according to

Hodes, but he wishes "the computer would record

pluses and minuses."

Termpiliertr '* '
:

The success of term paper companies concerns

Rodes, a member of the Student Welfare Committee
of the Academic Senate.

*

'People are beginning to-

pull back from giving papers. This is unfortunate

because papers are generally better thaii

examinations. In-class examinations produce a good
;

deal of rot and very few ideas," he said.

His reaction to receiving the teaching award was
one of "a good deal of pleasure and gratitude and_
some eml)arrassment," he said.i'

**It represents the good will of students and
faculty," he added.
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a Ntt/e SHORT on
lat NEW CAR DEj

get a lift from your

CREDIT UNIONI
I

>..,. "- What you save with a Credit Union lodn can make the

'^ • difference on those monthly payments— get you those extra

accessories— or let you buy a t>etter model than you hoped

for.

At your Credit Union, loans are made by memtjers—^to mem-

bers, and NOT FOR PROFIT—BUT FOR SERVICE.

You will know exactly how much your loan will cost, In dollars

and cents ... and there are no hidden charges. You >yill

know too that your loan Is covered by Loan Protection

Insurance, provided and paid for by the Credit Union at no

extra cost to you.

For that New car loan, borrow from your Credit Union where

your dollars stand a little taller.

• Membership open to UCLA faculty and staff

• Parking available on Lot 1 to all UCLA permit holders

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
Loll ExI. 51241
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Escalation cont.;;
(ContfaiaedfromPageS) ' '

DMZ. In reality it is the NLF (Vietcong) with North Vietnamese
Chinese, and Russian ) support who are doing the Hghting.

^^^

The real invasion it by the United States which intervened with«
legitimacy in the l950's to create a puppet state as a front for us'"^
volvement in Indochina. Since that time the US has bombed and sheiiS
Indochina with 13 million tons of munitions (Pulbright Committee) r
this November's election, Nixon will have dropped four miliion ton I4
bombs on Indochina. This will be twice the total tons dropped by theUS
World War II, four times the total dropped over Korea. All of these bomhS
will be dropped by invading air armadas from Thai bases or US can?
in the South China Sea. Who is invading who? ^--niers

This US air war will not succeed, just as the kwmbing of North Vietna
(1965-68) did not succeed. Just as the people above the DMZ survWeJ
defended themselves, and operated trains and truclcs under constant \k
bombing, so are the people below the DMZ able to survive today That
they use tanks and anti-aircraft missiles is a sign of their confidence that
US air power cannot affect the ground war.

The casualties of this bombing will not be the guerrillas so much as the
civilian population of elderly people and children who are unable" to
protect themselves. US bombs and ground operations since 1965 hav
resulted already in the deaths of over one million people, and nine million
have been displaced from their homes in Laos, Cambodia and South
Vietnam. The people pictures in the papers today as "refugees from
terror" are in reality people who know the US will "bomb cities to save
them." The Kennedy Subcommittee on Refugees and the US General
Accounting Office (GAO) investigators have concluded that US bombing
not "communist terror" is the main reason for the millions of dlsplacwi
and maimed refugees in Indochina today. I'v

The bombs used by the US today include 15,000 pounders (cutely called
"cheeseburgers" or "daisy-cutters") which in their destructive impact
are as serious as Hiroshime-type atomic weapons. The danger of
escalation to the ^ctual use of atomic and nuclear weapons is a clear and
present dan^^er. In fact,.iheworid of "options" entertained by US of-
ficials, Nixon will soon have no other choice if the offensive continues, the
Saigon troops are mauled, and the saturation bombing campaign fails.

The President will have to resume the Paris talks which he broke off one
month ago, and negotiate a real withdrawal, or he will have to escalate to

the use of weapons which will kill millions of people. Already this year the
area below theDMZ has been de-populated by the forced removal of over
one million people to "relocation camps" in a move which the NLF has
warned may preceed the use of atomic land mines (in January during the

Paris talks). There are no "friendly" Vietnamese, no American
photographers, in this area, Nixon knows; a radiation belt along the DMZ
will become a tempting possibility.

If the President bombs Hanoi, Haiphong, the Red River dikes, or uses
atomic/nuclear weapons, it will not end the war (the Vietnamese have
said they are able to fight on). Our task, however, is to see that this stage

is not reached, that the President is f(»*ced to step from this brink.

Domestic protest is not guaranteed but we know from the.Pentagon
Papers that US officials were worried enou^ about it in 1968 to change
the whole character of the war. Walter Cronkite reported the other night

that Nixon does not expect to have to worry about protest as he considers

his next move. We wiU regret it forever if we sit by during this escalation,

our silence objectively supporting mass murder.

Political fonim deadlines
The Daily Bruin Axis section will present the third in the five-part

Candidates' Forum series between now and the June 6 California

primary. The Forums will consist of statements and, hopefully,

courses of action on different issues — Foreign Policy and the War
in Indochina. Civil Rights and Law and Order, and the Quality of

Life in America— by all serious Presidential candidates.

. Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide

groups supporting the different candidates (one platform per

candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.

All statements are to be typed with 10-65 margins and must not

exceed 80 lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without

editing, and must be signed by at least one individual in all cases.

The deadlines for the topics are as follows:
'"'

Foreign Policy and the War -April
17'^^^

, ^ Civil Rights and Law and Order • May 1

""^ '^ ' Quality of Life in America - May 15

A telephone number must be included with each column so the

Axis editors can contact the various groups should any difficulties

arise.

Questions regarding the Candidates* Forum can be directed to

Sue Cochran and Ken Peterson. Axis editors, at the Daily Bruin

office or by phone at 825-2216.
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Ti^e escalating crisis in Vietnam
»•

, ... -AX.' ,, .... -.
. ,

ry.'f—j by Tom Hayden
(Editors* nOU: Hayica.iM af Ike 'XMeago Sevea" tried for conspiracy

after tiie rioU at the Democratk coaveirtiMi in itis. witt speak today at

„<^H» on Janss Stepa.) i_ .

What is happening on the Indochina battlefield is perhaps the biggest.

Vietnamese nations, for the two-year purpose of regrouping forces and
holding elections to re-unify the country. Those elections were never held,

it is well known, because Ho Chi Minh would have been the winner. In-

^^ stead a bastard state, **South Vietnam," was invented and shaped by the

rwf most dangerous, crisis d the Vietnam war. Wide'^reas ST the
^^ ^^^ ***^*' ^^^^ ^'®'" ^® '^^*^' ^^ consistently been dominated by

^rt^tryside in Laoi, Cambodia and South Vietnam have been liberated
^^ Vietnamese who formerly fought for the French and represented

fnwn US-Saigon control in the last three months. The guerrillas have !!!f^t"^
interests against the inter^ts of their own countrymen. That

,oved from small-scale military action to conventional warfare in-
''*"*'^'""" — --1

.^ - -
•

volving tanks and troop columns, classicaUy the fmal stage of

revolutionary warfare. The Nixon Administration's claims that the war

is "winding
down", that the war will not be an issue by the November

election, are being flatly contradicted. More fundamentally, the entire

Nixon strategy of Vietnam ization is being defeated as Saigon troope

retreat from their positions and suffer unbearably high casualties. The

US response is a bombing escalation that returns the air war to pre-1969

levels Even though 3.5 million tops of bombs have been dropped on In-

dochina since Nixon took office, the air war has failed to stop the other

side and will not stop the present offensive. Here lies the danger; if Nixon

cannot stem the tide with saturation bombing, he must either initiate a

complete withdrawal in armk or escalate t>y the use d either US ground

troops or atomic/nuclear weapons.
^_ Backgroond -

— ^

state has consistently been dictatorial, corrupt and merciless against the
people it controls.

The Saigon Army is a mercenary army. The youth of Vietnam face Jail

if they do not enter its ranks ; besides, it is one of the few opportunities for
South Vietnamese to earn a living. It is riddled with National Liberation
Front infiltrators. Desertion and draft-evasion is at "epidemic propor-
tions" (Time magazine 2/7/72): desertion figures are estimated at

100,000 per month as drafted young people escape back to their homes to

NLF-controUed areas. This army never has, and neverwill, represent the
will of the Vietnamese nation. It never has, and never will, be able to

survive a major military test without massive US air power. What
passes, for an ^'invasion*' is in reality a general, coordinated uprising by
the Vietnamese people against the US and its mercenary Vietnamese
troops.

The people of Quang Tri and Thua Thien provinces (roughly from the
DMZ to Hue) have a long tradition of resistance to the Saigon govem-

Thephonychargeof "invasion from the North": since the beginning of _^. a * u u .rw»« » ^^w « 1 *• iVu *jt,^*
American interv«tion in Vietnam, the American people havTbeen told T" o^' 'f ^f.*^ ^ ^,^' ^"^''li^f''*'^"^'^"^"'^^*^'*^
S^t our government is protecting South VietnaiTfrom "North Viet-

L*!^^^;.!^^^^^^
^"^^1*^ ^ ^'"h^k!"!'"^^'!?*^^- , 1,T'^^,

aTm^ aggression." Today, therefore, there is considerable confusion ^""^J^^lf ^f^*
under genocidal bombing which killed thousands of

aCt^hether the present crisis stems from an invasion by one Vietnam ?!^*!h..h«T^^^^k
P'*''''"'''* "^"""^

^*f""T^ """^
.u^""' /f^aoouiwircu K J strongholds.Today they are moving once agaip to break the control of the

'"'^l.^Tentegon Papm c«toin the btert and the most authoritative '?Jr«S^'?^^')!!l\r!'^"?fK*S'Irv'^"'''"^
VXce thit eveTAmeiican officials never beUeved their own

f-^al^ye the hated border (the North V.etoam«^^
eviueiicc V «^ i^^^u vt^*.,aiM^>^ «<««.«m:^ 'n^ m^^..,.^ ^...^ -u^.. ^^^ installing anb-aircraft missiles to defend the province from massive
pro,»ganda^^^^^'^'^.f^^^^J^JT^^^^^ US bombing This '.invasion" could not have taken place, and cannot be
that US officials pnvately knew that the Viet Cong were almost entu*ly a

sustained without solid local sunnort Deen bunkers and fortifications
southern-basedr^tajicemovemenUri^nginthell^^^ ClC.^Jl^b^ tt^^S«Wan^S^t^kK^^
backed dictator Ngo Dinh Diem. The same papers acknowledge that

*/^ »« v .vi « .u» «« « v.,= v^ oupp^v ««= *..« «» m<.<,m^

North Vietnamese support for the southern Vfet Cong (National

Liberation Front) grew in response to US intervention, and involved

primarily equipment rather than troops. More fundamentally, the

Pentagon Papers make clear that **South Vleiaam was essentially the

creation of the United SUtes." (Bantam edition, p. 25)

.

now taking place; this would be impossible for the Northern troops

without local guerrilla leadership and organization. What looks to

Americans like an "invasion" is a unified effort by Vietnamese — who
commonly hate the border — to free their homelands in the center of

Vietnam. '
' ; -

.

If we t)elieve the press, the so-cal)ied "invasion" even extends several
The fact is that Vietnam ia one country^ one people, one culture, with a thousand miles south into the Mekong Delta. There now are three other

military fronts: in the Central Highlands, in the Loc Nihn area 60 miles

northwest of Saigon, and in the Mekong Delta 100 miles south of Saigon.

In each and every place, we are expected to believe that "North Viet-

namese troops" are fighting the helpless "South Vietnamese." In fact,

there are not enough North Vietnamese troops to conceivably cover all

these fighting fronts and defend the portion of their country north of the
(CooilBned on Page 4)

4,000 year history of resistance to foreign invasion. In 1946. under the

leadership of Ho Chi Minh. the Vietnamese nationalist movement
(Vietminh) created a new government from one end of Vietnam to the

other, replacing the French colonialists together. When the French tried

to return by force, they were defeated in a nine-year war (1946-54) which

ended on the battlefield at Dienbienphu and the conference table at

Geneva. The C^neva Accords created two Vietnamese zones, not two

Letter To The Editor
;-»»-

•»-*,-

Putting on the dog for the chancellor

[ Editor's note: Tlie fMvwteg Is m..
open letter to Chancellor Charles
E. Young.)

To Chancellor Young:

1 hesitate to bring this matter to

youp attention via the Dally Bmln
but I believe that the people on
campus should be made aware of

the problem to which I am going

to address myself. I therefore, beg
you indulgence for the time it

takes to read this letter and so

something toward finding a
solution.

This morning while working on
my job in the Student Union
cafeteria, I had the occasion to
twice chase away a stray dog
from the dining room area. As you
know, it is against the health laws
of this state ti^ permit animals into
any area where food is prepared
or consumed. On the second in-

stance three of us tried to encircle
the same dog and I grabbed iti

collar. My goal was to ease hhn
toward the ouUide door. The dog
turned his head toward me and bit
my hand causing three wounds on
niy nght hand. They drew blood
and 1 was token to the ASUCLA
doctor.

Since returning to campus, and
having already reported this
"latter to the health deputment
«n<l the campus police. I have

toee^ trying to help the Pest

Control department to find the dog

and determine whether he was
infected.

What has really annoyed nie,

though, has been the reaction of

my fellow students toward the

leashing law for dogs on the UCliA

campus. In the hour since I

returned from the medical center,

I have had the occasion to walk

across campus three times (to do

my own business). During those

walks I counted about 15 dogs

without any leash and roaming

the campus at will. There have

l)een some on leashes and their

owners have at least recognized

their responsitnlities, much to

their credit.

I read about a similar incident

near the Gypsy Wagon. Three

people were involved in that in-

cident. For each of ui who have

experienced this sort of behavior

by animals on campus, the

question remains -^ why are not

these stray animals picked up or

their owners notified of their

actions? The campus police in-

formed me that this was due to a

lack of support from the

university administration. I hope

this is not the case.

During my lifetime I have

owned three dogs - all very weU

trained and cared for. As a dog^

owner. Hook the responsibility for

their actions. I have been tokl by

the Pest Control people that the

particular dog that bit me has

been picked up before for his

actions and the owner notified and
fined. I suppose that, in the long

nin, the responsibility in these

mirtjjpr rests with the dog owner.

Hov^er, I believe the university

should at least enforce, im-

partially, the leash law for dogs. U
is not inhumane as some people

contend. It is a necessity so that

all who visit and work on this

cartipus can do so in peace and

safety.

Michael S. ainansmith
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Cartoon

BY WALT DISNEY
NEWMAN*SLAUGHOGRAMfi
(1925)

Disney's very first cartOOnSi nev^r
hetore seen ^n Berkeley and only
recently discovered These are political

< artoons which comment on the evils of

liberalism and the menace of creeping
socialism Disney himself appears in

tiv^S" uproariots combination of live

.«ction and animatiof^.

THE MICKEY MOUSE
TRILOGY (1932-1934)

Next to Steam tx>at Willi*. tt>ese art
unquestionably the classic Mickey
cartoons MICKEY AND SIMON
LEGRE&, GOLDRUSH MICKEY,
KOBINSON CRUSOE MICKEY Eacfi
one illustrates a part of ttie development
of the Mouse character that we all have
(omc to know and tov* as ttte years
rolled by. ••„/

,

w_.DONALD DUCK -.J^

THE MECHANIC (1933)

One of the very first ttiat starred the
Ml ad anarchist In this one, Donald,
Mickey and Goofy encounter the
villainous Black Pet*.

^ DONALD tJtJCK

THE REPAIRMAN (1934)
Here Donald is on hit own. Irving to cop«
With his fiery temper and tna machine
flge

MICKETS GALAPREMIERE
(1933)

Disney's salute to IHollyvM>od's int

mortals To the premier* of a new
.^j/key Mouse cartoon at Grand
_Gfau«wan'a theat.err>.^om»- ammated.
characterizations of the stprs: Wallace
Beery, Clark Gable, the Marx Brothers.
Marie Dressier, and many more

ALICE*8 EGG PLANT (1927)

Don't miss this one! A rare gem that is

Disney's paranoid vision of common isn^

m the trade unions as fomented by the
I W W High Camp. >

CHRISTMAS TOYLAND
(1929)

A he^otiful, sentimental vision that was
"fhc lorronner of so many musical

( artoons.
. 1

'

^.:_._..:^,V.

^-.r.n*.^.-i_ fa-ryr:

z
t
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BY OTHER ANIMATORS:
1

MOVIE MAD (1930)

Tins was a brilliant work by v B
iwcrkes, a pioneer animator who later

( roated Disneys WIND IN THT
WILLOWS This one features Chart;*
Chaplin, Laurel & Hardy, and Flip The
f roq

'

CONQUEST OF THE POLE
1909)

•^i
^^

> V. ;«.luL-„
'

.*u

2
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B
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^ ,«opl«bulh»,.

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the Untied States,

New York N Y.

t
z
c

o

I

I
z
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Political Sciei

Psychology I

Psychology 41

Psychology 110

Psyct>ology 11$ -

Psychology 125

Psychology 127

PsyCtiolOgy 135

Psychology 149

Psychology 170A
Psychology 189

145 - Farrelly
Goldstein '

Wickens
Carder. Robert*

Sadalla
Yontef
Ravens
Bartt>ol

Lovaas
Sears

^

3

Sociology l RatMw

for addilional coun«i call orS

com« in ^
Mmi. > ^ft. 9:10 - 4;30 ^

10651 UNDBROOK DR. g
IBIkN. Wilshire- ^

1-1/2Blk. E. Westwoc< W

478^3a9

UCLA. CaEBRATIf^ OUR TENTH YEAR

z
t

George Mehes incredible, wrreal bag of

magic and fantasy.

THE HA8HER*8 DELIRIUM
(1912)

An original Emite Cohl primitive on fhe

<-vils of marijuana and opium.

MARINE FANTASY (1926)

An early experiment in the beauties of

hand tinted frames. Made in the famed
Pathe Freres studios. An amaiing
technical triumph which captures the

perfection of an underwater world.

PLUS

TUBBY THE TUBA
BETTY BOOR

MUtT AND JEFF
FELIX THE CAT

GERITE THE DINOSAUR
MR. MAGOG
and othtrs

Univ. RcRgfoiia Conf.

Hiigard & Le Conte

COMPLETE SHOWS

7& 9PM
Thurs. AprU 13

Donation tl SO
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

J Atjj'^iu-^lait
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Ours is the offici

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the

University ofCalifornia on all campuseft.

use by all members of that community;

T -I -

TRe^^Charter Flight yog. sign with at UCLA Is responsible"

for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed

, to mediocre service. .
^

-AH^Itights are offered and operated in accordance with

- all Civil Aeroncrfmcs Board Regulations. ASUCLA
'

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings/

arrange for purchase of Eurallpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London. ^

, ««f<r.'»^^ .

We offer d simple paynient prdn/TlTe convenFence

of an on-campus location and the assurance of

personal attention In all areas.

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

our carrier — because of Its long and disflhguished

iai^ice record — and all our passengers receive

4heir fir#ixki4j .j«»«*JW* -»»».-• *•"

^

,

— ._ V
Kow fnqjhy eliarfer groups can claim all this?

tn:^:-

^'•.;
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FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETUftN F^ DAYS PRICE CARRIER
•

.-JL_zi .London June 18
*

Aug. 28 Lor^don 71 $262 BOAC
V 3 - London June 21 Aug. 16 Lortdon 56 $262 BOAC •

4 London June 22 Aug. 15 London 54 $262 BOAC
5 London June 26 SiBpt. 6 London 72 $262 BOAC

•

w

6 London June 26 Sept. 13 London 80 $275

$262

Caledonian

BOAC
f '

7 London June 27 Aug. 25 London 59 *
•

..•*.. London June 28 Sept. 9 London 73 $262 BOAC
/ , .

9 London June 28 Sept. 16

Aug. 29

London

London

81 $275 Caledonian

10 London June 29 61 $262 BOAC
*

1 1 V'iv,~*.
1

Ldntfon Tuirr—

-

- Aug. 27 London 57 $262 BOAC
12 London July 4 Sept. 2 London 62 $262 BOAC
14 London July 8 Aug. 17 London

London

40 $262 BOAC

BOAC15 London July 11 Aug. 10 30

50

$262
16. London July 12 Aug. 31 London $262 BOAC

•

17 1 London Aug. 12 Sept 13 London 33 $252 BOAC
k

It's not too late to switch to the best - the official one.
Com* into Room 205D Korckhoff Hall - phon* 825-1221

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bovorly Townloy, Coordinators.

-rr
. . . /r- =3

-^ .t .-
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Consumer survey evaluates vy'wopd merchants
Westwood merchants yesterday were accused of being

-insensitive, unresponsive and in some cases ripping-off

UCLA students" by Les Rosen, Student Legislative Council

(SLC) general representative.

Basing his comments on the results of "a Westwood

Village Business Project he organized last quarter, Rosen

said, "Students were always complaining about getting

ripped-off by Westwood business men and I decided to use

my office and take some direct action.

•'Now, instead of undirected criticism we have ttie

beginning of a means to get actual proof and take specific

action," he said. '

The consumer project was conducted by 25 students here

who working under the auspices of SLC for 199 credit

organized into teams and took a detailed look into prices,

quality and services offered in Westwood.
Areas *

Laurie Shapiro, a member of the project, said after

several meetings it was decided that four specific business

groups be chosen — ones students most often use — and
each team would concentrate on one of the following areas:

book stores, record stores, banks and drug stores. "~

This campus is 27,000 strong and with that much man-
power, student action can have considerable effect on
Westwood businessmen. It was just a matter of getting it

together," Rosen said.

While his first attempt to organize students for more
influence on Westwood is not conclusive, Rosen said he was
pleased with the results and added, "we have demonstrated

it is not difficult to organize and take substantial action."

Describing the consumer project as a "pilot program,"
Rosen eventually hopes to develop a Westwood Fair
Business Board to represent students against unfair
business practices in the Village and act as a complaint
board where students could register complaints. All
complaints would be investigated and a file would be kept to
update consumer ratings.

Rosen said while last quarter's results are substantial,
they cannot be considered a true consumer report which
requires a period of time to keep records to insure stores
are consistent and to allow for student input to be included^
in the ratings.

k

Methodology

Because the consumer project was the first of its kind,
those students involved had no guidelines to follow and were
forced to create their own methods of evaluation, and in-

vestigative techniques.

"The students learned alot about consumer rating
systems and I believe their results are quite valid," Rosen
said. He added, ASUCLA will also be included in the con-
sumer ratings.

There will be no similar class this quarter because Rosen
said he was unable to get any professors to sponsor the
class. Last quarter students received credit from individual
professors. Rosen hopes to continue his efforts neixt Fall by
requesting SLC funding to hire a full time director who will

be responsible for setting up the Complaint Board and
organizing an on-going consumer rating system.

"WE aren't trying to get something for nothing— we just

want to get what is fair," he explained. "Considering such a
project has never been done before, it was very successful.

At this point we didn't expect dramatic results — when the

Board gets established then we will have more clout and
will be able to take more agressive action than just

releasing the results."

He said the consumer project is more of a "shoppers

guide" because it only relates price and quality of mer-
chandise, whereas a consumer rating is also based on
consumer complaints. ' .^ . .

-

'•
^ ^

Pye

Rosen spoke with Dorry Pye of the Westwood Chamber of

Commerce and said, "I found she had no reservation about

student teams doing such field work and she was en-

thusiastic to receive any results.

"The one major power we have over Westwood is a
consumer base of 27,000 students. Even if the student body
doesn't respond to a boycott, just the threat of 27,000

students turning negative towards a merchant or

restaurant could provide sufficient student leverage to

force more benefits or fair business practices for students.

This project is the begir^ning — it was only the first stage,

but it is an important step for the student community."

Rosen is also overseeing a parallel housing project which
is rating every apartment unit in Student housing area west
of Gayley. The project, directed by Stu Guttenplan, will

"eventually allow students to pressure landlords the same
way as they will Westwood merchants." Rosen said.

T-«-

By Deborah Ashin

DB Staff WHt»r • —.•—»•.». ..a _.

Photos by

Dave Dornlass

t>ennis Fritd

Gary Ltonard

-w

Village gets high rating

in drug store analysis
Selective shoppers needn't look outside of Westwood Village for their

drug store purchases, according to a survey cooi^ted by the Westwood
Business Project's drug store divisioa. *^'^

,

"Of the four drug stores in Westwood, Bi-Rite appears to offer the best

price advantage for the shopper." Les Rosen, who headed the Business

Project said. "Although when the KiHc 10 percent student discount is

included, the competition is fairly close."

Super Drug ( 1465 Westwood Blvd. ) and Drug King ( 10630 W. Pico Blvd.

)

were used as a control to compare Westwood prices with other areas of

the surrounding community. Those students in the group included Rich

Stem, Jill Rogers, Denise Breakman and Sandra Schneider.

Cross-hatch

The 40 items selected by the drug store group were obtained by "cross-

hatching two distinct universes Of possible items," Rich Stem, who
headed the division explained, He said a national survey of the most
widely used drug store products was obtained from the "Chain Store

Age
' supplement, July 1971. This national survey was then sup-

plemented by information the group obtained from a consensus of

opinion from Westwood Drug Store managers.
Although ASUCLA isn't in the (hng store business, it sells sundries for

student convenience and the group decided to include it in their survey.

ASUCLA has the smallest inventory of the items used and often only

carried small sizes of the individual products listed which are mgre
expensive, and thus were not inchided in the survey," Rosen said.

However, the group said if one is in a hurry or needs emergency items,
the coiiveniehce of items available in the ASUCLA Students Store was
valuable and often worth the ejttra money."
Hosen added that the analysis was based only on price and general

store policy. He said a true rating would have included "subjective"

criteria such as attitude towards students, quality of service and phar-

"lacy prices and policy. However, this was not possible.

Policy
While the results are conchisive about which store offers the best buys

or students, certain store pollcles might effect a student's decision. The
toiiowing dato was compiled t^ theDi^ Store group togiw total poUcy

ASUCLA ~ AccepU BankAmericard and Master Charge and does not

provide validations for pwking. Their refund poUcy applies to anything
over one dollar upon presenUtion of the receipt and they will exchange
Items under one dollar. They will order special products at a student's

request.

Bl RITE - Accepts BankAmericard and Matter Charge with a $5

"Minimum purchase. For $.10 they wUl vaUdate for any purchase over 13™ they refund cash with a rioipL or exchange items without a receipt.

wL^'" special order.
MRK- Accepto BankAmericard and Master Charge, validates with a

w mmimum purchase, refundi with a receipt and accepts special orders.

WESTWOOD (comer of Westwood and Weybum) - Accepto Bank-
^J?®"card and Master Charge, validates with a n purchase, gives cash
re unds if cash was paid or offers exchange tf credit card was used. They

$^A^A^P$A^dl^
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tiRED OF GETTING I^IPPEQOFF 7 ? ?

llbll PICO BLVD. W. LA.
HASITI

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSON?
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL .:^

TAKE NOTICE :

-

We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
See Us Last ... To Save $ .

On New Or Used—
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

• FENDER-GUI LD-SUN-FANTASI

A

OVATION-ETC.
Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us ... Or Call

477-3238

^
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'Students -

uncovered
- alter^^
three days.

The AVERAGE student hospital stay In the UCLA Med
Center is over five days; and much longer stays are not

at all uncommon. The Student Health Service

automatically provides any student who has paid tt>e

registration fee for tt)e current quarter with complete
medical care for short term illnesses and iniuries up to

three day^ of hospital care.

You will be responsible for all hospital expenses in>

curred after the third day.

The Student Health Service coverage is seriously In-

complete in certain respects and must be sup-

plemented by other insurance If the student is to be
reasonably well protected. AAany students are already
covered by adequate additional insurance, but any
student not so covered is strongly urged to take out tt>e

STUDENT ACCIDENT 8. SICKNESS MEDICAL
EXPENSE PLAN. This plan was especially designed
to supplement rather than duplicate the automatic
Student Health Service coverage. It is able to provide,

for a small prenriium, a large measure of protection

against large medical and hospital expenses not

covered by the Student Health Service. Additional

insurance is also provided for dependent wives and
children of students. '^

For further information and appl(cation contact tt>e

Associated Students Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall

Room 140, or call 825 0611, ext. 259.

'irS:wWr:ri:f:-^*?!'>^::Si!%i!%WW:?w;5r:'

Student

3*95 4.79

evaluates
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The following dcMrlptlons of Individual

record stores were submitted as a part of the
record store division of the Westwood Baalaesa
Project and have been printed In full.'

.,*^.

,

—DISCOUNT RECORDS^ 7^^

Discount Records is located on

Broxton Ave., near Le Conte, in

Westwood Village. They do not

validate parking in any of the

ViQage lots.

t'Tlie classical selection is quite

varied, and they have a resident

classical music expert to answer
all questions, but the selection in

other areas is more limited.

Discount's selection of blues and
'jazz was poor, and coun-
try/western albums were almost
nonexistent. Discount stocks all

hits rock and pop albums at

reasonable prices, but its selec-

tion of less known and older

albums is not very com-
prehensive, l. ^
Discount accepts returns

without question. No sales receipt

is required, but the album must be
sealed unless it is defective.

Concerning ordering. Discount
will order any album possible for

a $1.00 deposit, refundable in cash
only if they cannot get the album.
They carry 8-track tapes and
cassettes for an average price of

$4.88. Checks are accepted for the

amount of purchase with one valid

identification.

Claustrophobiacs need not fear
— there is plenty of browsing
roon).

DO-RE-MI

Do-re-mi, located on Pico one-

half mile east of Westwood Blvd,
has plenty of free parking on the

street. It has an extensive rock
collection, some jazz, and some
classical records. Do-re-mi
carries 8 tracks and cassettes for

$5.24. It also has stereo equipment
and blank tapes. They accept
personal checks, BankAmericard,
Mastercharge, and will order an
album for $1.00 deposits.

Do-re-mi will replace any
defective record bought at their

store. Unlike most other record
stores, there is no three day limit

to return a defected album. Moat
recent and popular rock albums
are very easy to find (since they
are on the wall).

MUSIC ODYSSEY

Music OdysMy Is located on
Wilshire Blvd., west of Bundy,
with ample parking in their ad-
jacent lot, and also on the sbreet.

The classical selection is wide
and numerous ~ enough to whet
any classical buffs appetite.
Laymen will find the blues and
jazz section sufficient, however,
anyone really heavy into these
types of music may have to make

an odyssey elsewhei^. Every roek
and pop album we asked for was
in stock, even some of the more

- obscure ones.

"^ Their return policy is three-

fold: the crudest is a 97C cover

charge on an album returned

without a receipt; defective

albums are exchangeable for the

same album ; and if the album is a
gift, it must be accompanied by a
Gift Exchange Card in order to^

avoid any hassle.

Music Odyssey wiU order any

album you wish. Ordering tapes

or cassettes will be unnecessary

because they have a plentiful

stock on hand, with an average

price of $5.77. Stereo needles are

also available.
..','

Bankamericard is accepted for

any purchase over $10, and per-

sonal checks wiU be accepted for

purchases for any amount with

identification. ,

TOWER RECORDS
^ Tower Records has an enor-

mous selection of rock and
classical albums and tapes. The
Hollywood store is easily ac-

cessible and has ample free

parking space next to the store.

Tower sells its new releases at a
greater discount than albums that

'have been on the shelves awhile.

In determining how long the new
releases are to remain on special
sale, the supply of records on hand
is taken into consideration.

The pfice listings are on signs at
the top of each row of albums, and
they are all at uniform prices. The
double albums are not price-

marked, so you must ask at the
front desk for the price.

Tower does not seU stereo
equipment. They do sell some
needles, record adaptors, and
recording splicing tape. Record
and tape holders are alsoaold.
Tower will accept only personal

checks. If the check is under $15,
they will accept identification

other than a California driver's
license.

In order to return an album or
tape, it must be a standard stock
item. The item must be returned
within one week, and a receipt is

needed. All tape returns must be
accompanied by the tape
guarantee and sales slip.

Prices are: albums, $3.88
uniform price, $3.33 new releaaet
Upes, 8-track - $5.88 single, $7.88
twin pack, $4.99 new i^leases.
Caatettes are priced the same.

THE WHEREHOUSE

The largest store in Weitwood is

the Wherehouse, located on the
corner of Broxton and Westwood.
They have a wide variety of
records, but, when it comes down

to^ getting hold^-of-ohf hits or

recordings that are not too
popular, the Wherehouse is

usually out of stock or has the

albums in the back waiting to be
unpacked. The Wherehouse's
everyday prices may not be the

best in the city, but when they

have a sale, as they did the entire

month of February, their prices

are hard to beat.

Parking is a problem — the

Wherehouse does not validate for

any lot. The return policy cgould be

improved. Cash is rarely refun- '

ded, except in extreme cases. The
return must be made within three

days and he accompanied by the

receipt in order te get a

replacement for a defective

album or an exhcange for an

unopened allHim. No tapes or

cassettes are sold in this

Wherehouse. If the record is not in

stock, it can be ordered. This will

take anywhere ^rom three to

thirty days, and even then you

must still call them to see if it has

come in.

Aside from rock, the classical

selection is large and well-

stocked, but finding what you

want is difficult unless you are a

good detective. The albums are

not classified by composer, but by

recording company. The jazz

section does not have the latest

records in stock and the blues and

country-western section is also

lacking.

VOGUE RECORDS

Vogue Records' prices surely

are not in vogue — they were

generally higher than any of the

other Village stores. The best buys

are their budget classical albums

— their selection is quite ex-

tensive.

Located in the Village on

Westwood Blvd., Vogue will

validate for any parking lot with a

$2.00 minimum purchase. Buy an

8-track tape or cassette from their

wide selection for $5.59. and the

parking problem is solved. ,

Their selection in all areas.

from rock to classical, from jazz

to blues, from country/western to

importo is probably the most

extensive in Westwood. What

albums they do no! have in stock,

they will order without requiring

any deposit.

Vogue will exchange any

defective album they seU for a

new copy of the same album,

including Bangia Desk. They

accept Mastercharge,
Bankamericard, personal checks,

with proper identification, and

cash, for which no identification is

—'**^**d^^, . , ,, J. -

Cheaper to shop outside of w'wood'

Album prices not standard

•HI)
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It is 'cheaper to shop outside of Westwood for

Ibums," according to the conclusions of the record

store division of the Westwood Business Project.

"Three of the Westwood record stores sold albums

at an average price higher than the mean: the

Wherehouse (Galey) sold its average album $.17

above the mean; the Wherehouse (Broxton) average

was $ 15 ak»ve the mean and Vogue was $.29 above

the mean; Discount's average record was $.003

below the mean.

'The stores outside Westwood appear to offer

better buys," the group's report states, Do-Re-mi's

records were the farthest below the mean of any

other stores investigated, at $.41 bek)w. Tower's

^vere $ 15 below the mean and the Music Odyssey

checlts in at $.04 above the mean."

The survey was made before the Odyssey

established a store at this campus, but according to

the store's manager Blichael Warner the prices will

not be identical to the other branches and prices will

be competitive, if not lower, than Westwood stores.

While the report concludes that it is cheaper to

shop outside of Westwood for albums, it, however,

suted "the statistics only tell a part of the story.

When shopping for albums, it is important to con-

sider all of the factors our report has investigated.

One record store may on the statistical average offer

the best prices in town, but if they do not have the

record you want in stock;if they refuse to exchange a

defective album or if you have to park five miles

away to shop there, it may be better to find the

second cheapest place."

Richard Malamud, who headed the project, said no

one store was decidedly better than any other. "Each

had certain advantages," he said.

In establishing criteria for judging the different
stores, the group ranked what they believed were the
most important factors a person would use in Iniying
albums. Price was the most important factor,

followed by ordering and return policy, parking,
credit card and check policy and selection.

*'We could not compare service because there was
no objective criteria to judge it by other than ex-
tensive sampling of customer opinion, which we
were not equipped to do," the report states. >^

A major problem for the group was developing a
random sample for checking prices. •*After for-

mulating two samples which we rejected as not
random enough, we decided we needed a universe of
albums from which to choose our sample. For our
current popular albums, we chose as our universe
the top 200 albums as listed in ''Billboard," January
22, 1972. We decided on a saniple forty of these
albums and so we used every fifth title as drawn
from a box," according to the report.

Their sample of oldies was "not as scientific," the
report explained and the universe was drawn from
each committee member's record cdlection and the
sample was drawn as for the current albums.
The four major record stores in Westwood were

investigated, in addition tothree ovitside Westwood to

be used as a control for a basis of comparison. ""^

the report concluded, "We have not attempted to

rank-order the stores; neither have we purposely

promoted or derogated any of them. It is our hope
that the information presented will give the student a

better idea of where to shop the next time he goes to

buy a record."
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The 3rd Annual International Faire

Is Now In Preparation.

Mark the dates AAdy 13th and 14th on your calendar

for this unique experience.

Foreign students are reminded that novsr Is the time

to Inspect your closets and kitchens for any cultural

hanger-oners to present In this mini-world atmosphere.

American students are Invited to Immerge their crea-

tive Ideas Into an International setting.

Applications for food and/or display booths are avail-

able at the International Student Center at 1023 Hll-

gard Avenue. Call 477-4587 for more Information.

Take a iook^at the University of Colorado .^. \
The main campus of the University of Colorado is located at Boulder,

|
an attractive research; and education oriented community of 70,000 located i

at the base of the front range of the Rocky Mountams, 30 miles northwest !

of Denver, I

Within the basic lO-vi^ek session, beginning June 9 and ending August |

18, the many schools and colleges of the university offer shorter term courses I

of 2, 3, 5, 6, or 8 weeks Intensive study programs in French, German and
Spanish designed primarily for foreign language teachers will stress recent

developments in instructional theory and classroom implementation. The |

College of Arts and Sciences is also offering a core of interrelated courses
|

from 6 to 9 credit hours that will explore a subject in depth and from more
than one viewpoint. Students living in residence halls and participating m '

the program can choose to be given rooms in the same area as other partici- I

pants. The classes will be small, designed for maximum participation and |

interaction t>etween students, and outside field trips are scheduled Areas I

of study in the program are: The Religious Dimension in Human Experience, •

The Asian Experience. Literature and Art of Nigeria and Shakespeare: Theory
|

and Performance. • I

The University plans a rich calendar of cultural events for the summer. *

The annual Colorado Shakespeare Festival has scheduled 17 performances of I

Anthony and Cleopatra. The Winter's Tale and Volpone during July and August I

in the Mary Rippon Outdoor Theatre. The opera Tosca by Puccini is scheduled
for July, and throughout the summer there will t>e modern dance concerts, !

pipe organ concerts and other musical concerts by eminent artists from both I

this country and abroad. Large and small rock concerts have been scheduled |
in the past by both the University and private organizations as bookings I

t>ecame available.

With the closeness of the surrounding Rocky Mountains, CU has devel-
|

oped a very popular mountain recreation department. Both the Summit |
Program and the more strenuous Technical Rock Climbing Program are I

geared to the abdttes of the rK>vice or the expert. Co-ed campouts, hikes

and climbs are sct>eduled and for the more adventuresome there are supef- !

vised climbs on major peaks along the Continental Divide. Equipment is I

provided for both programs. |

Colorado's temperate climate of cool nights and warm days will allow you i

to f^fce advantage of the many recreational opportunities available on !

campus Facilities, equipment and fields are available for nearly any activity I

or sport. The surrounding community offers horseback riding, water skiing, |

golf and sailt>oating. Close to Boulder is Rocky Mountain National Park and
|

the Roosevelt, Pike, and Arapahoe National Forests with their thousands of i

acres of nvountain scenery, campgrounds and tourist attractions. Half day
|

drives into the mountains will take you to towns such as Aspen, Vail and I

Glenwood Springs. • |
Have a different kind of summer this year, come to the University of I

Colorado. You will advance your education and you will have a good summer, !

one that wont soon be forgotten. Write today for a school bulletin and ask i

for detailed information on areas of special interest to you.

University of Colorado, Office of Summer Session, B

Boulder. Colorado 80302.

i
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Making cents of Westwoodbanks
IBanks bank of city

ICMECKING ACCOUNTS AMERICA NATIONAL

ijj Minimum amount

:§ to open account

•^ Cost for printing

i^iof checks — plain

^ per 200 — scenic

^ Charge for stop

:•:•:
payment

:^: Charge overdraft

lAAailing of .

i^J:
statements

ia) plan

plan

plan

plan

plan

:•:: Transfer of

i^i accounts plan

I SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
:§ Number of plans

?: Various rates
it : , _•_ ,

CROCKER FIRST

BANK WESTERN

:¥:

SECURITY SOUTHERN^
PACIFIC CAL. FIRST

*
is&L

s b)

^d)

$0.00

2.36

2.76

1.00

3.00

mon.
quar.

quar.

mon.
mon.

yes

$50.00

2.60

3.00

3.00

4.00

mon.

$50.00

0.00

2.85

1.00

3.00

quar.

mon.

$50.00

2.40

2.80

3.00

3.00

various

dates

yes y«i rio

$5.00

2.35i

2.35,

1.00

3.00

mon.
mon.

branch
to bran.

$100.00

2.40

2.60

4.00

3.50-

mon.

«
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5^ Amount needed td

^xopen account

% Free withdrawaTs

|g per quarter »

i^lf more, charge _

j^per withdrawal

^BANK BY:
^Tetter

$: Mall/post paid—
i^i Walk-up window

g| Drive -up

:§ Instant deposit

S Night depository

4%
5%

5 1/2

5 3/4

0.00

41/2%
5% -

51/2

5 3/4

5.00

.4%
41/2

4%
5%

50.00 25.00

4%
5%
53/4

15.00

yes

4%

100.00

no rest.

' 0.00

yes
,

yes/no
yes

no
yes'
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.50
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no
no
yes

yes
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If you don't want to keep your acctimiilaled wealth under

the mattress, numerous banks in the Westwood area will

offer their services.

However, the bank division of the Westwood Business

Project di^overed that the place where students choose to

bank does not necessarUy correlate with the bank's

desirability. " -—-"—
:

^^ ^~^

The results of a random sample of 250 UCLA students —
obtained through verbal interviews and questionnaires

randomly mailed to La Mancha dorm residents — In-

dicated those banks with the highest service and quality

ratings were not always top choices. Although the Bank of

America on Westwood Blvd, and Security Pacific also in

Westwood both had low ratings and recieved many com-

plaints, they still had the most student business.

Although some banks do appear to be more sensitive to

student needs, it is evident that students fail to "shop

around" for the bank with the best advantages.

Proximity

•Students were surveyed as to why they banked where

they did and the overwhelming answer was because it was

close^ to school. The most frequent other answers were

because they had a branch, in another pity or their parents

had accounts in the same b£^k," according to the bank

group's report.

The report said evaluating rates and policies was the

I

yes

yes/yes
no

ytii -

ytt

yes

yes/yes

no '

yes
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yes/no
yes'
no .y'

_^.25_
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y»$/y«
yes
no
no
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I

I
I
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GLENDALE
FIRST FEDERAL

p SAVING ACCOUNTS

'4, Number of plans 4 Z- 4 ,

;^ Various rates

2r^ in Mir cent

PERPETUAL

PROVIDENT

i;^ in per cent

S
:^:Amount needed to

'^jopen account

j| Restrictions

'^ior\ withdrawals

5.13

5.39

5.92

6.18

5.00

none

5.13

5.39

5.92

6.18

5.00

none

I
g Special services

:Swith account

parking parking

I
'$, BANK BY
'^.Teller

:^ AAail post paid

:^ Walk-up window
::•: Drive-up

%, Night depository

^ Instant deposit

I BANKING HOURS
:¥Bank of America

:^ (walk-up)

|:City National

i^'Crocker Bank . .

I First Western- _
^Security Pacific

i^* (walk-upT

•« Southern CaK First

I (walk-up)" -
;

|Glendale

^. First Federal —

money orders check cash

trav. checks copymach.
notary

I

I

:$ Perpetual

•:? Provident

yf» y«»
yes yes

TH> no
no no
yes yes

no ^^ no

• Mon.-Thurs
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10-3 FrI. 10-6
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10-3 Fri. 10-6
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10-3 Frl. 10-6

%10#hd 3-5

10.5 Ffl. 10-6
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9-4 Frl. 9-6

M Fri. ^ 9-6 Sat 10 4

8:30-4:30

9-4 Frl. 9-6
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Mutt have

' an account?

method used to rate banks with respect to their checking
and savings accounts and student loans.

**A major part of our work Involved deciding what

procedure should be used to best allow us to rate the banks.

First of all, to familiarize ourselves with the services banks

offer and to be able to ask intelligent questions, we gathered

T;)amphlets from each of the banks ck)6e toUCLA —

^

- Questionnaire

**From these pamphlets our group composed" a

questionnaire which dealt >*ith the pertinent facts one

should consider before opening a checking or savings ac-

count or obtaining a loan," the bank report stated.

Information from the bank's literature was used to fill-

out the questionaire which was then mailed to each branch

for verification and additional information. The group then

compiled the accompanying charts for personal evaluation.

No conclusions as to which bank offered the best service

to students were made because the group believed that

each person should decide what he thinks is most important

to meet his own personal needs.

The bank project was divided into four committees:

accounts (Bruce Lorman, Joe Peixoto), community ser-

vices (Ed Cohen), loans (Colleen Comett) and survey of

community opinion (Terry Nelson, Bradley Reynolds).

Special Service^
"Most banks in Westwood Village do not provide much in

the way of special services for students at UCLA,'* ac-

cording to Ejd Cohen who compiled a report on special

services.- 1 - .liiini^

Mbe
iMinHirt account?

Minimum lialance

nary?

Yes

Yes

A

No
Im

fHow leng must
account be open?

::rWtMtme ^

ttu^tont?

School or class

requirtmentt?

luirements

6 months

Full-time

At least sophomore
not over 25 years

unless veterar

Yes

Yes

No

6 months

Security Pacific

Yes

Those banks with the best service and which are most

concerned with students are those in the heart of Westwood,

the report stated. The Bank of America, Security Pacific

and First Federal Savings **werc the only ones which did

anything for the community." —~ : '

CiOiien went to each bank and asked one of their officials a

set of questions about community and campus services to

get the following conchisions:

FIRST FEDERAL—donated money to the International

Students Center and the new YMCA.

SECURITY PACIFIC— released their vice president last

yeaf for one year to work with the Westwood Chamber of

Commerce. *

BANK OF AMERICA— this year bought 1,000 posters for

Mardi-Gras; they offered to give money to Helpline and the

Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) for advertising; they also

donated money to the ASUCLA Child Care Center. They

have '*a large system of scholarships" and offer

emergency loans to students, if they show need. They have

an emptoyee. Chip Morrow, whose only job is to help

students and maintain good relations with this campus.

Crocker CiUzen, Bank of America, Security Pacific and

Southern California First hire students.

Prov
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The ASUCLA Book Store

the College Book Company (CBC)

have a guaranteed clientele —
students. It is at these two stores

that a student can spend over $300

a year on required texts and

because books are a staple item at

most Universities, students are

forced to buy their books where

they are ordered, according to the

boolc store division of the West-

wood Business Project.

While sei^al other book stores

exist in ' Westwood, no others

specifically carry ordered text-

booics and the book store division

of the Business project decided to

primarily concentrate on com-

paring policy and price of the two

stores. ' :. .

According to the group's report,

it is practically impossible for a

student to
*'shop-around'* for the

best buy in textbooks because it is

a common practice to charge the

price the publisher sets for a lx>ok.

ASUCLA Book Store, CBC, Los

Angeles City College Book Store

and the College Book Store all

follow this procedure.

Textbook managers from the

above stores tokJ Richard Levine,

a member of the group, that new
textbooks are fair-traded which

implies it is illegal to charge a

lower price for a new textbook.

Wallace Ruggeri, a book
manager at ASUCLA, said

because the ASUCLA Book Store's

special status is that of a tax

supported institution it would give

unfair competition to local

merchaihts, if they gave discounts.

At Oregon and Harvard
Universities, book discounts are

given to students because their

bookstores are co-operatives. In

the report on CBC Levine said,

"Mr MathCy the textbook
manager at CBC, while'admitting

that textbook prices are set
publishers, also noted that prictt
of new books could possibly be
changed by 20 per cent. However,
he noted that no stores have
changed the prices from what the
publishers have set because of the
sheer economics of the book
business does not allow this to
take place."

Uvine said there is little profit
from textbook sales and it would
be complicated to decide which
books would have lower prices
and the percentage of the
discount.

The ASUCLA Book Store, is

under the auspices of the ASUCLA
Board of Control — a governing
board comprised of students,
faculty and administrators — and
all profits from the book sjore are
turned over to ASUCLA.
At both AStJCLA and CBC a

professor orders books by sub-
mitting a list of required books
and the number of students to be
enrolled in the class. He must
make this request, for ASUCLA,
by the end of the first week of
classes of the preceding quarter
for the following quarter.
According to the student who

studied the ASUCLA Book Store,
"The management then second
guesses as to the number of

students who will l>uy the required
texts, those who will not buy them
and those who will go elsewhere."
If a professor underestimates the
number of students or the
bookstore guesses incorrectly, a
book shortage is inevitable. »

Buy-back policy is important to

students and Ruggeri, manager of

the ASUCLA Book Store, said

ASUCLA always pays the same
price for used books as the CBC.
_ Harriet Mann, the textbook
jsecretary at CBC, said hard bound

T
E
X
T

texts which wiU be used for

classes ttie following quarter are
bought-back at one-half of the
original price.

These k)ooks are resold at three-

fourths of the original price.

However, at CBC paperback
books that originally cost under $3

are IxHight-back for 20 per cent of

the original cost and resold at 40

per cent. And the ASUCLA Book
Store gives $.15 on the dollar for

books under $3 (a $2.95 book will

give a $.45 refund). Books over $3
are considered as hard l)ooks.

Ruggeri said both stores have
identical buy-back policy for

books over $3. When a
discrepancy arises l)etween the

prices, Ruggeri said he calls CBC
and it is usually discovered that

"one of them is making a
mistake," according to the
student's report.

Would CBC follow if the

ASUCLA Book Store decided to

lower ttie prices of its textbooks?

Mathe does not forsee any type of

a "price war" on tx>oks, but he

also said CBC is not in competition

with the ASUCLA Book Store.

Without CBC, he believes the

ASUCLA Book Store would have
so much business it would not be

able to handle it all. According to

the groups report, this appears to

be true. With literally hundreds of

classes to order books for, the

ASUCLA Book Store is hard-

pressed. Because of the great

numt)er of professors who order

ix)oks for their classes through the

ASUCLA Book Store, a numl>er of

teachers are now placing book

orders, through CBC, hoping to

receive better service.-^-—

-

classes were not on the shelves by
the time of midterms. An-
thropology professor Christopher
Donnan said he has dealt with
CBC for ttie last two years and tias

found the service to be much
better than at the ASUCLA Book
Store If lx)oks do not arrive on
time, CBC will make a special

effort to call the professor and tell

him such.

t^nglish professor William
Edinger also orders books for his

classes exclusively through CBC
simply because he receives
"much better service," the book
store group reported.

Neither ASUCLA nor CBC have
quotas for the amount of a par-

ticular tx>ok it will accept. For
example, if 300 students W^nt to

sell-back their textbook copies of

Dr. Reubens's "Everything You
Always Wanted tq Know About
Sex but were Afraid to Ask"
(which was the best seller at

ASUCLA last year) both CBC and
ASUCLA would buy back all the

copies.

The College Book Store (on

Vermont AV^. in Los Angeles) will

not buy-back certain lx>oks if they
find they have filled their quota of

needed texts, f . : _^ ^
~^A special part of the report on
CBC focused on the new system of

shelving books which the group
found to be rather inconvenient.

The new policy Still has t)ooks

displayed by departments (an-

thropology, zoology) but now the

books at CBC are arranged
alphabetically, by the author's

last name, and not according to

the class. "For most students it

causes a great deal of confusion,

let alone time," the report stated.

iscover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September A February

Combine accredited study with

educational stops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna-

tional program. A wide range of

financial aid is available. Write

now for free catalog:

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666
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HELL-BENT
for LEATHER

WESTWOOD VILLAGE - SHERMAN OAKS

Clarks of England - Footwear

^lloboM - Traks
Our Reputation Speaks For Itself.

One Of The Largest hstock Leather Shops In The World
Mens and Womons Coots" Handcrafted Sandals, Custom
Resoleable Moccasins, Vests, Shirts, Pants, J acket?. Dresses,
Ponchos, Wristbands, Wallets. Belts, Bogs. Cleaning and*
'allorlng.

1 09 12 Le Conte Ave. 441 9 Von fkiyt Blvd.
Weih^ood ViHi^*, CA 90024 Shenmm Oofce, CA 91403

PJ3) 47M5BB (213) 783^690
i^iEAR U.q.LA. mTRANCE) (213) 872-2344
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including including

Zubin M«Ma • LA. Philharmonic

V«rilort« NocM (Op. 4)

Th« Po«fn of Ecstoty

Zubin M*hto • Vi«nno Philhormonic

• Ptmimm by UM* ene IRr^piMr

Zubin M«h»a - LA. Philhormonic

. Urmmm Bn HttM«Alflb«n

Zubin M«hto - LA. Philhormonic

• Urmtm: Alio Sproch Zorothuttro

Zubin M«Mo • LA. Philharmonic

• tcKowibwv Chombor Symphony Op. 9 Vorlotiont Op. 31

Zubin M«hto - LA. Philharmonic

• irvcknor Symphony No. 4 In E Flat (Romantic)

Zubin Mvhfo - LA Philhormonic

. S«iii».So«i«« Symphony No. 3 In C Minor. Op. 78

Zubin M«hta - LA. Philharmonic

• Strovimlty: L« Socr* du Printvmpt

Blqhf lntfrom•n^al MinioturM for Flft««n Play«rs

Zubin M«hto - Isrod Philhormonic

Symphony No. 7

ASUCLA Music Odytf«y
Ackermon Union — L«v«l A
phon«: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
I
Tew iMMl ipresenl iMs ea tar imi \RfiMNr# lAoi^e

Mutk OdyM«y
119)0 Wilshire Blvd.

phon«: 477-2523
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eConUnued from Page 15)

advisor, USAID, 3 pm, GSM 3357.

—"Recent Advances In the

Interpretation of Hlgli-

Temperature Creep Behavior/'

by Terence G. Langdon, associate

professor of mechanical

engineering and materials

science, USC, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Freedom to Choose — Myth

or Reality/' by Jivan Tablblan,

lecturer in psychiatry, associate

professor of urban and regional

planning. University of Southern

California, 1 pm, University

Extension Building G33. Tickets

are S4.25.

—"Gwendolyn Brooks,"
poetess, author, and Pulitzer

Prizewinner (1950) will read from

her own poetical works, with

You know I can't hear you I ^j^gn the WKatcommentary, and answer professor of geoaraohv ;.«^ ... fW »^^" "

f.'

commentary, and answer

questions, 2 pm, Moore 100.

—"Ophiolites In ttte Structure

on the Ural Mountains," by

Academician A.V. Peyve,

Academy of Sciences, USSR, 4

pm, Geology 3656.

—"Quantitative Aspects of

Social Pehnomena — Part 11/' by

Elliott W. Montroll, Einstein

Professor of Mathematics,
University of Rochester, New
York, 4 pm, Knudsen 1220.B»'^

—"Problems and Progress in

Insect Endocrinology," by
Manfred Gersch, professor,

Zoological Institute, University of

Jena, Germany, 4 pm, LS 2322.

—"Problems in Human
Ecology: An Historical Over-

view," by Charles F. Bennett, Jr.,

A*-

Irrha Vallecillo, pianist will appear in the UCLA Faculty Recital, which

will be held at 8:30 tonight in Schoenber^ Hall Auditorium. Tickets are

$2.00 (general admission) and $1 (students). Other featured artists will

be Stanley Plummer, violin and Bart>ara Patton, soprano. Tir-^r-—t~

ETS develops evaluation lorn
student Instructional Report (SIR), a new program that allows

students to evaluate the performance of their teachers has been

developed by Educational Toting Service (ETS) and is available to

students here.

Besides allowing students a chance to express their views anonymously

about courses and teachers, it gives instructors an objective way to

monitor their own performance and progress, according to the ETS. —r
The SIR will be based upon a questionnaire designed by ETS and

supplied to individual students. The questionnaire includes questions

about a student's reasons for taking a course and the grades he expects to

receive. The instructor is ateo given the opportunity to include questions

about factors pertinent to his own class. .
' -

More information about SIR is available by writing to InstituUonal

Research Program for Higher Education, Educational Testing Service,

Princeton New Jersey 08540. — ^
^ —^ _^>^*^ " / I
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jtEADING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS.

READ 3 X FASTER
'.' <

iX

WITH BETTER
These UCLA Students Took The Course. They Know It Works!

Ask Them.

Ask Julie Schumer UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wpm

'is

ASK Linda Hernandez Grad
Beginning speed 164 vnpm

Rndinq speed 851 «vpm

••s
• 4

fl,.i <w^

ASK Robert Green UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1028 wpm

professor of geography, and actmg director. Institute m
Evolutional and Environm.^,
Biology, 7 pm^LS 2147. T'k"::^
the series ot eight lectures arl
$35; single admission is u *J
$1.75 (students).

^^
-"Instinct and Uarning/' Kv

Bernard Campbell, vlsltlno
protessor ot anthropology 7 am
Rolte 1200. Tickets are $4.50.

EC:
Wednesday, April 12

^ '^"Cataclysmology/' 730-930
pm, Royce 264.

—"Astro- Yoga Astrological
Action Awareness/' 8 10 om
Bunche A- 170.

'

—"The System of Sheikh
Wahshi Dervishes (Sufi)/' 7 »
pm. Architecture 1243A.
—"Beginning Ballet/' 6 pm

University YMCA, 574 Hilgard'—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm!
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of the Human

Mind Course/' 3-5 pm, GSM 2224
—"Games Played in Las Vegas

_and Reno, Their Odds, BEP
Maturity and Systems/' nobn-2

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"The Impact of Drugs on
Human Values and Human
Culture/' 3 pm, Franz 6461.

—"Anatomy of a WASP." 7 pm,
907 AAalcolm Ave., Los Angeles

(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives/' 7: 30 pm,^

op Center, 2021 Barrington Ave.,

Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Life

"Vocations/' 2 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

-"Fundamentals of Tropical

Astrology/' 7:30-9:10 pm, Ar

nchltecture 1243C.-

^=^ —-'fPtwto Communications/' 7-9

-pm, Architecture 1224.

^_^.—"Kllusan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

^"Poverty Community $ur-

-Vlvil/' 7 pm, Bunche 3150.

—"I Am/' 7:» pm, Bunche

3157;
~ —"Study of Wagner's 'Der Ring

des NibekhigM,' " 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch Drive, Morth Hollywood.

(Continued on Page 13)

V,

r ^-
i -.rT-.« B^j.M«i

ASK DanTokosugl UCLA 74
Beginning speed 173 wpm
Ending speed 1 139 ¥iqpm

®ViE R

^~y^^y,.

UmI chonca off this tamattor.

Ba tpaad-raoding by finolt.

SONG GIRL GRAD STUDENT SPEED READER

FREE LESSON
THIS WEEK ONLY

at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood

For further information, coll READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933.9171

'HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

Clatt tlorli Mon., April 17.

B« tp««d-rMKling by finals.

**/

m
RIDERm

LOWEST
JET FARES

TO EUROPE
Whatever your age, SAVE

money on Icelandic Airlines

jets from New York to Lux-

emtx)urg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?-0ur round-trip

Youth Fares are $180 (win-

ter). $205 (spring, fall), and

$270 (sumnDcr), a^es u
thru 21. Also, exclusive one-

way Youth Fares.

OVER 21?-Stay overseas

46 days up to a year ana

mSj'H SAVf $274 this sum-

mer, $247 this spring a^
fall against lowest compara-

ble fares of other scheduled

airlines. Great for teachers

and firad students. See ywjr

travel agent for valid dates,

reservations. ^^
To: Icrtandic Alrllny* ^
S30 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. loozo

(212) PL 7-«585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet

far— to Europe.

I

I My travel 5^1I!j::r:^r:^
All faftt iub|«:t le ctiaiigt.

ICOAMDIC

^Continued from Page 12) f

-"Hand and Weedle/' 7:30 pm, ?

Architecture 1243B.

^"Interm tdlate Self--

Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff

—"Poetry Seminar/' 2-3: 30pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

-"Yrotowski's Meftiod of Volet

and Body Training for Actors/' 7-

10 30 pm/ Bunche 2221 E.

—"Health Frtt University/'

7 30 9:30 pm. Public Health 16-

071. - •

— "Introdoctory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up in

Boelter 3809.

—"Poetry and the Short Story,"

for Non-native Speakers of

English/' 6:45-9:30 prf», Rolfe

3131. '

.

political

—"Bruin Young Democrats/'

noon, today, Ackerman Union

2408. . « M
-"Assembly for Peace and

Justice," noon to 2 pnf>, Kerckhoff

Hall Upstairs Lounge.

?s On'^s running . ;

.

URA Clubs:

4A/ednesday, April 12, 1972

.

' - I
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Wednesday, April 12 Wednesday, April 12 J* *

—"Chinese ^ Student As-
sociation," 11 ami pm, Acker-
man Union 3517.—"Mardi Gras," 4 pm and 7-10

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Kundalini Yoga," S-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Alpha Phi Omega," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Government Internship," 4-5

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Bridge Club," 7-10 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Student Organic Garden," 3-

4 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Graduate History Students
Association," 3 pm, Bunche 6275.

—"Campus Committee to
Bridge the Gap," 7 pm, Sproul
Hall T.V. Lounge.
—"Project Amigos," 4 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Students International
Meditation Society," noon and 8

pm, Bunche 3211.

.f

New members sought
Mortar Board, a National Honor Society, founded in 1918, recognizes

high scholarship, leadership and service among senior women. This

yeat Agathai Chapter here has been active in many ways: sponsoring an

"annual calendar sale; making puppets to be used in therapy for the

chiWren in the pediatrics ward^t the Medical Center; volunteering to

-werk on Uni-Camp campus collections; working as tour guides for

•Campus Tomorrow," a project which enables eighth graders from

underprivileged areas to visit campus; and sponsoring a car rally which

will be held on Friday, May 12. We should like to invite any interested

woman who has at least a 3 GPA and will be a first, second or third

quarter senior by Fall '72 to pick up a Mortar Board information sheet in

the Mortar Board mailbox, located outside Kerckhoff 304-C, by Friday,

May 12. :
•

:
— '

-

Mardi GrasjLeadline

April 17 is the final day to submit publicity to the Mardi Gras Executive

Committee. As in the past, the Committee is offering a trophy to the

organization which plans the best on-campus publicity for Mardi Gras.

Points will be giyen for quality and quantity of publicity, and the points

will be taken into account in determining the winner of the Mardi Gras

Sweepstakes Trophy. . ./

^Suggested publicity, termed •'creative ventured" by the Executive

Committee, must be described in the "on campus publicity" form that is

included in the appendix of the booth packet. Samples must be brought to

the Mardi Gras office, A level Ackerman Union, for approval. This in-

cludes posters, skits, handbills, buttons, banners and T-shirts.

SEPI'S

BUNT SUBMUINE
10968 LeConte. Westwood

I
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u
with this coupon

discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE

good thru 1972
,
»i

;
»
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I

I

I
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—"Lacrosse Club," 3-5 pm,
Field /y?.

—"The Flying Club," 4-^ pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"The Judo Clul^," 3:30 5 pm,
AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

-r"The Hatha Yoga Club." 5-7

pnrv Women's Gym 200.

— "The Kung Fu Club, " 1 pm.
Women's Gym 200. - . s

—"The Amateur Radio Club,"
noon, Boelter 8761 (Southwest
Penthouse.)

DISCOUNT
HI-FI STEREO COMPONEMTS

SHELLEY'S
STEREO HI Fl CEISfTER

SALES and SERVICE

CUSTOM INSTAUATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BLVD.

GR 7^281

Diamond Needles- Recording Tape

MON AND FRI TO 9 P N\

mm mm
preteffited by

Inf I Buddhist Meditation Center

I ) Illusion of S«parat«n«tt bf
Dr. Boba Ram Dqm "^

-^

2) Science of Zazen produced in Japan

3) Drugs and Beyond produced by UCLA

APRIL 16, SUN., 7:30 PM.

University Religious Conference,

900 Hilgard Ave , Westwood.

$2 donation at door. Info. 384-085C

>i

'v-

Et cetera:
.^—^'^Earth Action Council
Bicycle Show," 11 am -2 pm,
tomorrow, at the base of Bruin

Wall^.

—"Learning Skills Study
Seminar," 1:15-5 pm, today.
Social Welfare 271. Pre-
enrollment is necessary, call ext.

57744.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
INTRCX>UCTORY RATES .- • '

$150.00 set for $25.00

ALL COLOR - ALSO PARTIES
Photography International Phone: (702) 734-1994•••••••••••••••••••••^•••••« •••••••••••••••••••••• •«••••••

PERSONALIZED TAX SERVICE
$5.00/up> With this coupon 25% off

Instant Cash Refund Plan - Open 7 Days

1 101 Gayley Ave.-Kleenco BIdg. -478-7440 & 479-0 163

« «

__:^ getVour senior

^ graduation is no
time to dog it!

perma plaque your diploma

It's the best way to preserve It,

-and you can have yout choice of

gorgeous woods and colors. See
thenn now — put In your order.

UC
campus studio

a
; 150 kerckhoff hall, 825-061 1, cxt. 271 . 272
f open nnonday through fridoy 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

ft
mmt^^-

BAROQUE -BIZARRE

TWYLA THARP & Her Dancers

Join Them In

A UNIQUE DANCE EXPERIENCE

JANSS STEPS • MONDAY, APRIL 17 • 2PM TO 4PM

no dance training necessary!

wear casual clothes!

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts
fiMM iMiMiiiM ii >niiniiiiiiiiii iiimmiiffffiffffffinins7 CIWII >4««»t«MM Jipin^maM
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ADVERTISINGOFFICES J
KerckttoH Hall 112

Phone MS 2221

CUiiifiedadvertitinfiratts v ,

tSwordtSi SOday, Scontccutiv*
insertions tS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE lOMa.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to tiM
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and tlierefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wt»o, in affording
housing to students or offering |Obs,

discriminates on ttie basis of race, cdlor.

religion, national origin dr ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call UCLA Housing Office 125-

44»^Wesf»id^aimou*in^J^J4^^^^

w Campus Announcemenfs 1

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff ]2y^
82 506|l

)/ Personal . . . r r. . . . . 5

CWFGHfiHT* N(M d hclp^ Call Lifeline, 9|l

HI I P < (jQTW)

ALPHA Delta Chi The Christian Sorority

Spring Ruih For info, call 477 23S9. (SAM)

'T"""^"^"^"""^^"^^^^!^^a^T^i iA / Services OHered . ... 16 ^Travel .t-^ . . 11

4Help Wa^ed . . . . ... 8 V ««'« Wanted .^^-^ Ij I ,

"^ «•».•. ]?

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Mtip yowsolf wtiild h«fp*f»« •*•*'»•

Earn up to t40. a montti

•o our plasma pro9ram. ^
Phone : 47»-00$i batwMii 13 P.M. and 7 P.M.

BABVSITTER/Mother's Assistant. Billy

Ja0« Motion Picture Company needs high

caliber young woman, college preferred, to

function as babysitter and mother's
assistant to star of picture Live m or out Be
able to travel extensively during filming of

picture and family vacation Start im-

mediately through svmmer. or permanent.
Send resume to Oddie Dalen, I0M9 Wilshire

Blvd., Suite (40. Los Angeles. Calif. (I A 12)

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed and salaried.

England, Belgium, and Switzerland YEAR-
ROUNO Trainees (general help), ttotels,

r^>staurants, supermarkets, hospitals,

dr^partmcnt stores Summer England
holiday camps, France Camp Counseling.

For details and applications, send Si, with a

stamped, self addressed business siied

envelope to:
'''

Princeton Research, Oept. C
BOX441M

Panorama City, Ca. W402

OFFICE NO FEE
INSTANTWORK

GIRLS Make now friends, come meet the

AEPi's Thursday night, 6 30, April 13 Pilia

Palacc-HKludcd S*S payley, 47» »4*4. (^S A
" r4> " .—

.

."

MIXED Marriages Work On'
diTstand/respect your differences ongoing
(iroup, 6 8 PM. Wednesdays, 465 SI31.

American Institute Family Relations, $217

Sunset Blvd (SA^I4)

Immediate positions available for

clerical and Secretarial skills. -

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Century City Office ' 177J11T

(I A 17)

Ph D Candidate, mature male, S ft •" seeks
blond or red haired female companion.
C.itholic Christian, possible marriage.-
r.nioy life, sports. PO Bok 24842, W L A.

90074 "
. (5 A 12)

^Free . .

PUPPIES Nine lovable. 6 week old pups,
different color, sues. Need go<>d homes,

*(F[cue 4/3 7632, Mickie, Diane. (FR A 14)

B

yf Trade . . . . .

GREAT reception (UHF too) Sony portable
TV ( I 1/4 yr now) for 10 speed bicycle. Call
Oenise. 474 3IS7. (TRAIf)

VJReseorch Subjecfs Needed
SUBJECTS needed for Psych experiment.
Pay 82S.6006 Frani Hall B27). ( RSN A 14)

BLACK males receive $2 ' for 1/2 hr.

discussion No deception, misrepresen-
tation. Sign up Frani Hall, A260A ( RSN A
IB)

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
WATER-COLOR/ART

ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
,

LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
— & WOOD SHOP STUDENTS

^ TO WORK WITH
TOPDESIGNEI

The part or> full time work
drafting plans for & building

j

model & engineering the stagf
and. potential effects, drj
coloring/rendering sketches Ic

ft»i\atrc profoct prospectus. Potenf
permanent employment with
Give name of school, class years,
penence, means of transportation and
availability in answers to

:

P O. Box 1021
Pacific Palisades -

California 90272

Ml include
working

mechanics
fing/water

maior
Illy semi-

YOU are forbidden to call this number for a
part time |0b 474 9S21 Services
Unlimited (8 A 14)

a..-. . . ...I I . .. .1.1.. I li
I I I I I j i I .

BABYSITTER wanted daytime and/or eves,
experience Young children, car preferred.
Call 838 S76) (8 A 17)

y/ Personal .

WANTED: Good Softball players for com-
petition Dedicated to practice, hard play,
hustle Play lor Wally Uchida's Wonders.
Call the Wonder. 474 774S, ask for Chuck. ( S A
12)

yf Enterh'inmenf 6

MAMMOTH Condominium Ski or vacation,
kitchen, iireplace. stereo, tv, pool, sauna,
lacuiii Reasonable, 360 0146, eves. (6 A 14)

GASTHAUS Loreiei German beers, wine &
food Fndays. Sal entertainment. 2260
Wistwood Bl Tel 474 9311 (6M2)

' FULL time summer lObs in national parks
or c.imp counseling. Pay plus room and
boar Services Unlimited, 47S-9S21. (8 A 14)

^ —
GIRLS or guys • part-time jobs to fit your
school schedule. 47S 9S21, Services
Unlimited (8 A 12)

OUTSTANDING Opportunity - Earn above
average income. Part time and summer
employment Easy work. For appointment
call, 935 S922 4311 Wilshire Blvd. Rm. 207 (t
A 12)

WANTED mature single or couple to sublet
furnished. 3 bedroom house near UCLA for 1

year SI 70 per month. Day 224-3849,
cvrnings 474 7031. (8 A 18)

DRIVER 7 45 pickup 6 kids UES, deliver 3
stops Chev Hills area, Sdays. Your car. 422-
91iadays, 837 8017 eves. (8 A 18)

B.-.BYSITTER TED, FOUR YEARS,
WANTS PARENTS OUT OF HOUSE
ALMOST EVERY SATtllTOAY EVENING;
SOMETIMES WEEK NIGHTS HE LIVES
NtAR LA CIENEGA & SUNSET BLVOS.
CA1.L65004I1 (8A18)

^ Help Wanted 8 ^Losf& Found ... 9
FIVE tax accountants high earnings •

experience necessary Westwood or Valley.
473 S127or 886 7475 Mr Flesner. (8 A 12)

MARKETING/Sales Car buff. Auto air
conditioneis. Two days per week. Com-
mission Bob Moffatt, 997 0405. (8 A 14)

Immediate positions available for clerical
and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Cvntury City Office v 277 2311

^ (8AU)
^ _

BABYSlTTER/car owner to shop and ride
rldcrly Women, afternoons. 194 1780. (8 A 17)

APT Mgr 29 units, WLA Long term grad
student, 2* plus, single or married, avail,

afternoons, rent-free turn, single apt. 273-

83S1 (8 A 20)

SALESMAN needs assistant. Part-time
work S 100 00 a week MO 2846 (8 A 13)

SECRETARY: Good typist for student, fun
business Part time, hrs. flexible. Start
S3.S0/hr 828 1300 (8 A 14)

Hilgard. Hub cap from Cadillac,
offered. Contact Shell Service

(9 A 17)

LOST on
Reward offered. Contact Shell
Station, 10843 Lindbrook Ave

VOd<Ss& Ends 10

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box 990-
B. Venice. 90291 P^one 391 093J. (10QTR)—

t

BOSCO ttec Airedale needs a place to stay.
Can yo-j help find one? Temporary til June
or permanent. 839 5043 eves. (10 A 14)

/Poiiikai .rmr
IF you agree that socialism means workers
self emancipation, not state ownership,-
write SCLED, P O. Box 18S8 San Pedro, Ca.
•0733 (11 A 13)

GIRL bar maid. 2 mghts weekly. Westwood
Inn 1880 Westwood Blvd 474 9244. Call after
J*»M (8 A 18),

TELEPHONE salesman Part time.
Mornings only. 54 00 /hour guarantee plus
commissions No experience necessary,
sales ability preferred. Call Mr. Jason, 8 12

noon. 47* 3734. (8 A II)

y/For Kent 12

SPACIOUS housekeeping, fui
tv private bathroom J99 7777
Ave

, Manna Del Rey. 90791.

furnished room,
1611 Electric

(12A14)

) 4 PIECE Group wanted to play varied
dance music 7 3 hours wedding. Jan 399
0414 (8A14)

r-—
WANTED Exact look alike for Lee Harvey
Oswald, alleged assasm of President John
Kennedy Apx. 2 wks. work in feature film
Send recent phjtos to Motion Picture, 24S S.
Robertson. Beverly Hills, Calif 90211.
Photos will bo returned (8 A 17)

MANAGEMENT Young International
conip.iny needs aggressive men and women
with management potential Part/full time
Ml Genov'v 'IK>-7S8« (8 A 24)

PIANOS for rent, Upngbt 510 ft Spinet. $14.
Both rebuilt No mimmum period. 440
•**'* (13A17)

V Hides OHered 13

YOUNC MD wafits traveling companion toBoston Leaving April 17th 821 9882 4119 Vi«Manna S nj (13AM|

LEAVING lor Washington State, AprTi 13 or
24 Share driving /expenses. Eli, 4S4r0733
.ifer iPM - (13 f 17)

PALMS to Fernald School (UCLA) 9 (>•

To.s Thurs, Fri Wilf pay. EX 3 9411, e«t

;;»/ VE 9 8843 (I4A14)

For Sale , , ,. . • '5

AM FM STEREO car radio. Near new.

Clarion Custom mount S7$. 838-0041 eves.
( IS A 13)

MATTRESSES Valley $t«te marketing

grad can save you 40 50". on all qualities, all

sue sets Also access Spanish and modern

bedroom sets Call me today ««c»'«^<* ^"L*"'
884 0400.

">Q^">

GOLF Clubs Fernquest Johnson, 9 irons.

1,3,4 woods, bag, 24 balls. SI00.5il-2S93. (ISA
13)

BLAUPUNKT AM FM radio for VW or

Porsche New 5150, sell 540. 477-3434, 479-

2734 (15 A 12)

BASSETT'S stereoscopic atlas Of human
anatomy 20 books plus viewer, SIOO. 477

J434, 479 2734. (1SA12)

GARRARD turntable, •Claricon AM/FM
stored receiver /8 track tape deck witti

speakers . Steve. 478 7418. (ISA12)

SUPER cheap rugs. 12x8 S2S. 12x4 SIS.

Other siies, foo. An new. The Cheap Rtir

Store. 393 2959, 823 4393. (»SAI2)

BEAULIEU 400 8ZM Super 8 finest camera.
Angenioux 8 64mm motoriied lOom, macro
power, automatic exposure, S4S0. Michel Rt*.

825 1355 (ISAM)

FOR Sale: Elegant Prisicilla wedding gown.

Siie 8. 473 4443. (ISAM)

CONCORD F-106 stereo cassette deck. S40.

Garrard SL 72B changer, 575. Both like new.
474 4443 eves. (IS A 14)

NIKOMAT 1.4 brand new, with soft case.

5250. Call eves, 447 5918. (ISA 14)

VOX bass w/case constellation •. built-in

fun, treble booster, teardrop bjody, like new.

S12S. 478 420». <'»^'^>

IBM Selectric, 12 pitch, 13" carriage

carbon ribbon. Excellent condition. S3>0. 449-

5248. -^ (t$A13)
^ <i ii II

SONY TCS40 20W amp, ipkrs, maint. kit.

'Plus goodies. Immac. S185 /offer. 824-

1757 (ISA 17)

CONCORD cassette recorder. Like new. S30

i.ncl. cassettes. 477 5182, Paf. ( 1$ A 17)

SKI EQUIP. KNEISSL RED STAR 200 cm ,

Buckle boots lOM, New boot bag. Matt, 274-

7410. '*^ ^ 1*^

LAKERS - Milwaukee tickets; games 1 and
2. Best offers. Call 874-0894 or 994-5102
anytrme. (is A 14)

PANASONIC Btrack tape deck, AM,.FM,
FM stereo, speakers - excellent condition.
Earphones. Many tapes. Offer. 477-3334. ( IS

A 17»)

FiJNKV ditf pump organ - plays super-
fantasti<;allY well. Has matching funky old
organ stool. 475 2104. (ISA 17)

SPINET piano. 10 yrs. old. Exit. cond. S300.
440 4S14 (ISA

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

fncrcdible new speaker systems sold
directly by the manufacturer. We willcompare our S$9 model to the S273 JBL-100!
By appointment only. 473-7293. (is A II)

MUST Sell. 19S7 T.B., Martin guitar.
Honeywell 400 flash, desk, cassettes, rug.
4512197 (ISA 18)

PIONEER component stereo system. Must
sell 5270. Still under warranty. 723-S43S. (IS A
II)

COMPLETE Sony stereo system, AM/FM
receiver

, two speakers & turntable SAC.
5150. New in boxes. 731 0207. (I S A 18)

1928 MARTIN Guitar Excellent condition
and beautiful sound 5400 /best offer. Darryl,
479 1192 (ISA II)

ZENITH TV set, II inch with portable stand.
S40. Please call. 473-1791. MS A II)

USED Royal portable typewriter, excellent
condition. 535. New Pickering VIS phone
caftrtdge, S3S. Eves. 837-0242. (IS A 14)

FENDER Telecaster ft case. Humbucking
pickup. Xinl. cond.. Call Brett, 824-7723. ( IS A
18)

V Services OHered .... 16

?iJ?r.w !l;
*>*t'»P*«»»»n9 adventures into

ri!?, «* wildtrness from S2S. P.O Box
18427, Denver, M218.

^ u qtr >

TUTURt CPh'i. Learn to prepara for theCPA Oram. Becker CPA Review Course
Call collect: Los Angeles, (213)S$M330; San
Oiego, (714)298 7752, Santa Ana, (714)S37-
>*^ • ; • (UA13)A—

'"'f
STOP Squeoting. You're causing scarring
Blackheads Whiteheads eliminated. Der-ma Vac Process. Introductory visit. Alice
Hogan. RN 931 7010

( U A II)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident
A Sickness Insurance at liargain
rates for yourself A qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental deati), surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in i

convenient policy.

For information A application,
contact ttte Associated Students
Service Center, Kercktioff Hall,
room 140, or call l2S0«n, ext

VERY patient guitar teacher. Malcolm
Ki«ar 474 4924, 459 3103. ( 14 A 12)

AUrp and Motaocycla Insuranca for
studehts and ethpioyecs. Call Allan Safeal,
'•I 5S27,873 5115. Eves.783-3S09. (140TR)

r ^

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, •3f-7270 or 170-

9791or4S4 2S44. (14 QTR)

BRENTWOOD co-op nursery. Ages 2 1/2 - S.

,

9 12 PM 525. A parent participation school.
BarringtonPark.4SI 4t3t. fUA12)

WEDOINQ Photography, reasonable prices

and fast service Call Fraiier for your home
appointent. 937 4544. (14 A 14)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA- rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr phono, 274 9119. (UO'R)

SECRETARIAL ft typing. Legal-Statistical-

qen'r.11 shorthand. Fast ft accurate. Free
pickup and delivery. 3ftl-09S9. (14 A II)

• ^

^Travel

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AND

EURAILPASSES!
Any make, any model.

Call'Fred' (213) 783-8453

FOREMOST EURO-CAR

17

I 1 I I I .I

,

X
I ) TNf INTHINATIONAIL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your possporl to the .

wo/Id of studont dis-

G TRANSATLANTIC
youth/student flighl^s

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS

D EURAILPASS
FOR STUDENTS
Unlimiled trovel for op lo

two months in 1 3 Furo-

peon countries on o
1 00,000 mile roil DOfwork.

DHI STUDtHTTIUkVEl
iOQB6 weyburn AwjJ
f^tXf+o -31 FLAVORS-

WESTWOOD

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and^—^
-

—

approved by the
University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's.-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

FW. Dep. net. oays Price

4/18 8/28 71 S262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

. 6/22 8/15 54 $262

i/u 9/6 72 $262

6/75 9/13 80 $275

6/27 8/25 59 $262

6/28 9/9 73 $262 '

6/28 9/16 81 $27S

6/2? 8/29 61 $262

7/1 J/27 57 $262

7/4 - 9/2 62 $262

7/8 8/17 40 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

8/12 9/13 33 $252

Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

fNghta

Kerchkhoff Hall 20S

Setweenla.m.ft Sp.m
I3S-1331

CARS IN EUROPE
RCNTORBUY

< SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHER'S ft STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
000 Sunset Blvd.. LA 90049 371-4344

EUROPE FI*«M*« Sft daMTtwres, also NY.
Israel, India, Africa, S0% off. Student

rates/cards since l«S«. EASC, 333 N. Beverly

Dr., Beverly Hills, WHO, 374-4393. ( 17 QTR )

tHi ANNUAL JET PLIGHTS

EUROPE: PROM 1219 ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: P«OMS)49 ROUND TRIP

PLIGHT CHAIRMAN 371-0933, 139 3401

4341 Overland. Oapt. A.

-.ity.C*..

sOuth
ameRic-a

Now you cen fly from Los

Angeles to Butnos Aires for •$

imie as $343 Round Trip.

ole!

June 26 • Sept 5

uc a
CHARTER FLIGHTS
K E RCKHOFP HALL 30S O
fictwren I a .m . ft S a .m

.

8}S 1331
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Oh, the Wells Fargo What's On is a'comin . .

.

(Continued from Page 18)

Rainer Storb, assistant professor

of medicine. University of

Washington, Seattle, 4 pfn« CHS
43 105.

^"Mountain Music/' by Jean

Ritchie, author and folk singer, 7

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25

^nd $2 (students).
—"Devell>f>ment of Un-

soundness," by Dean C. Lindley,

formerly associate professor of

zoology^ California State

Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7-
pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Jerusalem/' by Richard F.
Logan, professor of geography. 7
pm, Bunche 2209. Tickets are $4.—"Abreaction: Clearing the
Way/' by Joseph Hart,
psychological researcher and
clinician, 7 . pm, Dickson Art
Center 21d0. Tickets are $4.75 and
$2 (students).
—"Sociocultural Aspects of

Mental Develgpment/' by
Derrick B. Jeliiffe, head.
Population, Family and In-
ternational Health Division,
School of Public Health, 8 pm,
CHS 23-105.

—"Angola and Mosambique,"
an audio-visual program cen-
tering on conflict and change in

the two countries, 2 pm, Bunche
2209A.

—"Ttie War in Indochina/' by
Tom Hayden, noon, Janss Steps.

-.»

.•^-''Medical Physics at the NRL
Cyclotron," by Rollon O. Bond
field. Naval Research Lab,
Washington D.C., 4: 15 pm, Kinsey
230.

—"Transcendental Medita-
tion," by Dennis Rowe, noon and 8
pm, Bunche 3211.

—"Charge Asymmetry in Ke3
Decay," by Robert Webb, Prince-
ton University, 4 pm, Knudsen
1240. (Coffee will precede the

seminar a1L_3:45 pm, Knudsen
1240.)

Seminars: r
Thursday, April 13

—"Bigger and Better
Bureaucracies For In-

stitutionalized Social Change in

Latin America/' by Ray Stein
berg, lecturer in social welfare
and community development

(Continued on Page 12)

DAILY
BRUIN
^Travel • • • • 17 y/lypl13 /9

EUROPE, S330-S37S R.T., also Israel A
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall flights,

E S E P , 8317 Beverly Blvd., LA »004t. 4S1-
3311. ESEP-UCLA members. (17QTR)

S77

$179

e NEW YORK
JUNE ISONE-WAY

# HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2

JULY 1 JULY 16

# TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA^
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Also Studcntrail and ^uraHpassM, Car Purctiaca

Insurance, Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADCHJARTERS

fil

A AIS/EXITS
9056 Santa Monica Blvd.

LJ^. 90069
274-8742

{V/, blk. aaat of Santa Monica/Dohany) i
EUROPE, Israel ttiis summer - \in-

roqimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7 wks.
Israel, Dig. Kubbuti, plenty free time. Exp.
m Travelling, 936 2411. (17 QTR)

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SIOO one-way
Study ft Camping Tours

1973 Student Guide Book to Europa
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

.PHONE: •72-2283 or 714- U77

I^l?^e" ***•«•», dissertations, books, term
Ac?!rl,!^*f""y '"•»" *"«« technkal Vyp!;,Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 t le otp .

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, l»st. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-330*. (19 QTR)

>^Aph fo Share 23

STUDENT/couple Share new beach apt.
with inter racial couple. Own bed /bath,
S 110. 399 69*3.

(33
A 17)

SHARE single with male block from
campus. S63 SO, utilities paid. Furnished for
two. Marty, 478^06. (23 A 13)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
828-1162. (19 QTR)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after 5: 30;weekends. Sharon,
838S687. (19 QTR)

SHARE apt. w/3 men, WLA. SSI. 2$ /mo plus
l/4util. Share dinner duties. 478-S270. (23 A
18)

_- a '"'
L

FEMALE share w/3. Quiet loving people.
Large apt., conveniently located. Own
bdrm ., S93.$0. 473 3037 ; 837 149). ( 23 A 18)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom, 473 0031. (19 QTR)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
•2*7472. ' (19 QTR) I

SPACIOUS. Especially suitable for
felicitously perceptive happy girl. S«S /mo.
Near Westwood. John, 478-7S88. " (23 A 12)

YOUR own room in 3-bedroom apartment,
S80 /month. Close to campus. Call, 478-
"»0 (23 A 18)

EDITH - IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. ( 19 QTR)

ROOMMATES Needed - *33 Oayley.
Pleasant singles, S*S. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473*412. (23 QTR)

LOW rates/quality typing . papers,
dissertations, theses, books, etc Free
editing - emergency service. Call 838-
**^-

(19 A 18)

SAME day service on papers 2S.pg: or less.
Professional, accurate typing. Editing.
Mike. 4774*02. {Vt A 17)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
.theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

*: Barbie, 828 23*5; Mae, 39*SI82. (I^ATR)

I^ )/ House for Sale ,.., . 26
ORIENTAL Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room /study, 3 bathi/fabulpus view. One
acre, Encino. SS7,900 783-5131. (3* A 14)

BACH E LOR S/Bachelorett$. Unique/one-of-
a kind. Absolutely charming. Has sleeping-
nook/stone fireplace. Beautiful, large
garden. Trees/privacy. Country atmos..
near Westwood Bl. S34,$00. Wynn, 477-
'0<^'

(2* A 14)

.>nvf man v«H», ^.flllT. ymoj j
PHONE: 872 2283 or 784- 1477 W Wonfod 20 y/ House to Share . . . . . 27

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israal. India, East
Ainca, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002S.4784>*44. (17 QTR)

Our 11th year oi Univarsity Charters

to LONDON or BRUSSELS

MANAGER wante WLA. Nine new units. 1

/2 badroom . S45 off rent. 277-1818, 789-
«240. (20 A 12)

WANTE D - Dual 1009 or 1019 record changer,
no cartridge, good condition, reasonable.
828-4)0*1 eves. (20 A 12)

J»*ne 1*/Sept. 14 > , S2$9
June23/ Aug. 31 S2*9
June 24 / Sept. 8 S2*S
July 17/ Aug. 22 S2*S

or DAILY Youth/ Student flights at S3)] RT.
Continue by our low-priced Sofa Charier
Mights or Eurailpass to your destination.

Free travel info. Prof. P. Bentler, 277-S200or
879 3111, c/0 Sierra Travel Inc. 987S Santa
Monica Bl. Beverly Hills. ( 17 A 2*)

TYPIST r Part-time transcription typist -

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing offices, ^
S2.30/hr. Mrs. Beck, 82*8388. (20 A 17) \\
' >

WANTED: Por type 10 speed. Aluminum
frame. Aroind 24 pounds. Call Don, 82S-00S0
daysonly. (WA18)

WANTED McGovern Concert tickets, call
eves, Bob 379-2724. (20 A 13)

--••-—•— « y/Apfs Furnished , .... 21

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimantad
programs 6 or 8 weeks. Evpariments in
Traveling, 986 2411. (17 QTR)

LARGE, one bedroom apartment, fur-
nis.led. S min. to UCLA. S20S. Al« day: t7y
3280, night :477-S888. (21 A 18)

HUGE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 largo workrooms,
darkroom, yard, w/grad art student, S12$.
n\U93. (27 A 14)

SHARE large house: Male /female over 20.
S80/mo. 15 min to campus. •28-00*1 eves. (27
A 12)

FEMALE share large house WLA, private
room, yard. S80 /mo. Jim. 477-3434, 479-

2734. ^ (27 A 12)

BEACH Front. 4-bedroom house - prefer

over 31 - S10* 35 /month plus utilities, 1st ft

last. 392 3524. (27 A 12)

FEMALE roommate needad to share 3

bedroom house in Venice canals. Own room,
S7S /mo. 833-1798. (27 A 18)

SHARE furnished 4 bedroom house - own
room. s*S plus 1/3 utilities cost. Craig (933-

8826). (27 A 18)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July. SMS. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 2) Manor House Drive,
London NW.G. (17 A 14)

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise nn ISO ft.
grand three masted schooner. Leaves this
iommer for * weeks to TahiW. Share ax-

?rr^t«
'""' *"*• ^•" ^nory Cook (213)"•'"' <I7AI7)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLI
.INSURANCE

REFUSEOT TOONIONT
CANCILLBOr
LOWMONTHLY
PAYMINTt

^. ,,,.""'>*'*T OISCOUNTS
J^>ini ASK POR ABI OR KEN

2uu ?^V ''^•* ^O" STUDENTS.
Australia. Europe, $. America, Africa, etc.

mL?I? *r""*' •<«»P««»«»«. »708 83,000
,"!°";;'v^ Expanses paid, overtime, sight-

(2;?'d.'^'»V^ • ^^^ •»•«»• Overseas.

'^^ (irA2S)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

»»«dent ri?i^ J^Sm^ ^ intar-larapaan

Vicente Bivd.^ Vllta #4, LA, CalH., MM9,
Tel:J21|)tl».|44».M4^l5 '

glaring 18

»«nqu11Sro..5"*I" P«-op»raflan, intensive

•ormcr'SrV'Jr' 7"»i«»»on. literature Call^^jicr UCLA teacher for results. 828-

(18 QTR)

J,^,!-'li**.?'**'«ISH/ITALIAN: Cx-
nir K. **'•* 9^in>,. results any
<73M9i ^ conversat»*inai method (trial).

' (18 QTR)

^*»h^/DhyJ!Ir^*'£/*'L*' •*••'» 'R»»V»»«»- •*
y^jj"

'pnysKs. MA physics. SShr. Peter, 398

-- ^. <I8A18)

«.vfdgaVtL •***•' *•*• preparation in

Atao.m t^?.-^'"*!' •'•"^ instruction.

«W HVfi
'^"•«««n«o Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.

(18 0TR)

BACHELOR. 1 bdrm, unfurnished, 3370
S. Barrington Ave., WLA. Call: 479-321S,
7:30-10:30 morns. (21 A 17)

ENJOY, living in this relatively new. large,
air-conditioned single. Pool • Garage. *41

Landfair . 479.S404. ( 2 1 A 1 7

)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm. studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook

( Hilgard ) . GR S-SSt4. ( 21 QTR

)

FURNISHED Singles to share, %H. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, *33 Gayley. 473- 44}r

(31 QTR)

LARGE bachelors, S90 up. Singles, S12S,

across from Dykstra. SOI Oayley. OR 3-t78l,

OR 3 0534, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, S18S up. Pool, subterranean garage.
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth St., SM.
392 SSS*. 592-9142. (21 QTR)

.}/ Apfs Unfurnished ....??
SI30/MO. Large modern one bdrm. New
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Fiftaan
mins. to campus. 673 0404. (22 A 13)

HOUSE /apt to rent June 3 • August IS by law
student, wife, son / age 4 from Berkeley as
summer clerk law firm. Very responsible.

(21^) 637 9751, Mrs. Halls. (28 A 12)

BY UCLA physician, small house WLA,
furnished, S200 300^ One year beginning 7/».

835 057S Message (Or. Upton). 476 5154-

evenings. (38 A 17)
' " ~ y I I .- -—I

UCLA vicinity must have private bath-
kitchen double occupancy bedroom. Write:
G. Herman, Hampton House *0

Metropolitan Oval Bronx, N.Y. 10482. (28 A
18)

ak«flMBHHIikRNHHaHHMMH>RaRB

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

WANTED male student to help
housekeeping. Room ft bath, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drives. *53 8753. (30 A 17)

DISHWASHCR for half room ft board. Call

Triangle Fraternity, 479-9*57 or stop by 519

Landfair. (30 A 14)

FEMALE. Free room board exchange for

tutoring. References required. After 8:00

PM, 931 3254 ; days, t*2-*27S. ( 30 A 13)

1 BORM. Cpts. drps, patio, nr. SM Frwy.
Call after 5 : 30. 870-80S*. Reasonable. ( 22 A
12)

^ Apis to Share 23

MALE Share apt. w/3, SS5 me., furnished,

balcony. 3 bIks. from campus, 478-9S83. (23 ^

FEMALE share 3 bedroom. June ISth - Sept.

14th. Marina del Rey. S132.SO. Call. 833-

U38 (23 A 12)

^Room & Board

NEED roommate female, neat, con-

siderate. Private room, S90/mo. Large apt!

onbcachnear Marina. 399-2858. (23 A 14)

MALE/Pemaie • Contract in La Mancha •

any room setup Must sell instantly!
Discount! 120 3484. 4RBA18)

2 DORM Contracts for sale. S314 • Spring
Quarter. Call, 824-1441. Message, 82S-S4S1
(Edgerley). (RBA18)

TRIANGLE Fraternity offering room ft

board lor S300 per quarter. 479-9*17 or stop
by S19 Landfair. (RBA14)

ROOMS or room and board, S*S. Near
campus, clean, color tv, *13 Landfair. phona
479-9131. (RBA14)

" - - - ^ )

FEMALE dorm contract tor sale at

discount. Must sell immediately) Call. 824-
1573 (RtA13)

MALE to share large 3 bdrm apt., pool, near

campus, 595, John, 835 1842, 125-4078. (23 A
13)

INGENUOUS person. Share Westwood apt.

with Anthro/IHm aviatrix, 33. Own room.

Summer and/or next f9»r. Oalya 479-

«7*3. (21 A 14)

FEMALE roommate for apartment with

two 30 mm walk ta campus. SS2 /mo. Call

4/8 7941 (23 A 13)

OIRLS: Spring quarter living. 72* Hila jrd

Ave. S270 quarter room and board. Twin
Pines Co op. (RiA12)

FOREIGN Student. Room/board for
house/garden chores. Private room /bath,
bachelor's house with tennis court/-
swimming pool. Nights/weekends: Call 273-

44*4, x278 day s, or 788-07*0 eves. (RB A21)

MALE student gcad/undergrad, meals,

walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable
400S Bontley }73-473* (RBA

^Room and Board

ROOM, board and small salary exchanged
tor child care assistance and light duties
(Full time housekeeper employed). Live in
lovely Westwood home, walking distance to
campus. Private room and bath. 379-
3455 (RBA 13)

MALE dorm contracts, Sproul and Rieber
Halls Call 4799703, ask (or Scott. Big
discounts.

. (RBA 13)

y/Room for Rent . 3J

S75. QUIET girl. Bel Air, pool, fantastic
view, private entrance. Share bath, break-
last privileges. 783 0148. (31 A 14)

S99 WALK UCLA, beautiful new very large
single, quiet, sunny. Garden and view. 783-

3034. (31 A 14)
— T

IDEAL room for female grad. Close tran-
sportation. S60 /mo. 475 4425. (31 A 13)

S42. SHARE. Neat man over 21, non-smoker,
walkjmsL,.' distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. 801 Malcolm, 474-5147. (31 A
14)

y/Autos for Sale , , . . . .33

'70 VW Bug. Clean, low mileage, will

sacrifice, private party. Days, 272-6983;

eves, 343 8156. (33 A 14)

'58 JAGUAR XK 150 conv. Rebuilt eng..
trans., clutch. Must sell, S1200/best offer.
LIK 070. Pvt. party, 821 9882. (33 A 14)

'70 VW Bug: 33,000 miles. Convertible.
AM/FM, excellent condition. SUSO. Phone,
479 1343 " (33 A 17)

,

* - _

'** VW. Air conditioning, radio, excellent
cond., recent tune up, 74,000 miles, S795. 399-

**40 anytime, night. (33 A 17)

'*5 MG 1100. Good engine, new starter,
generator ft disk brakes. Needs some
repairs. S350. 735 *122. (33 A 17)

MG 1100, *7 1/3. Dual carbs, br. green, like
new.S325/offer.Call, 397 5019. (33 A 17)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREETOWINQ

•OOOMiK
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
DiKounted Balaw Dealers Price

A.
A-l AUTO SERVICE ^

1 7957 Van Nuys Blvd.~ I across from G.M. Plant *
Call 894-7075 34 Hours

TRANSPORTATION cars S99 and U|,.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 303*
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489. (33 QTR)

'*9 VW bug, very good cond., S790 /offer.

Leaving country this week. Call, 473-4771. (33
A 11)
— t

'40 TRIUMPH Spittire Mk III conv. Wira^
wheels, RftH. Good condition. Lo bluebook
<ZBF400). 45**101. (33 A 12)

M VW sqbk., A/C. XInt. cond. SUSO (VRF
732). 471|f*95, eves. (33 A 12)

'** IMPALA Chevrolet. One owne^, 39,000

miles, new brakes, new tires. S700. Runs
well. 383 1843. (33 A 14)

'*4 MOB, looks, runs great. SSOO. 'S9 Cor-
vette, removable hardtop. S800. 821-3*84 or
473 1841. (33

'*8 PONTIAC GTO, vinyl top, auto, P.S.,

R/H. runs great, new brakes, S12S0/offer.
559 3707 eves. ( A 14)

'71 TOYOTA Corolla 1*00 Michelin steal-

belted radials, 32,000 miles, beautiful con-

dition. S1S7S. Jack, 477-8373. (33 A 13)

OLDSMOBILE 19*7 Delta convertible. Still

under factory warranty. White /black in-

ferior. S850. 82* 32*5. (33 A 13)

'83 FORD Fairlane 500. Good condition. Must
sell, S300 or best offer. 473-8791. (33 A 18)

'71 VW red, pop top camper. Radio warranty
S3500 /oJJers.S89'33*8, eves, or wkend. ( 33 A
18)

'49 FIAT 850 convertible. New engine. S1200.
Call, 821 7*23. (33 A 1 8)

'*7 TOYOTA landcruiser Sacrifice. Many
extras winch, show tires, row bar, ski rack.
838 3300,395 0730. (33 A 18)

'*S MUSTANG V8 389. R/H, automatic.
Excellem condition See for yourself. t990
8)9 1708 after 6 PM. (33 A 12)

'60 HiLLMAN Husky Reliable tran-
sportation Rebuilt engine, AM/FM radio
OnlySISO. Call, 340 3083 (33 A 18)

'61 BUGEYE Sprite, new patnt Interior,
xint. cond., perfect slalom car, S550, 385-4968
eves. (33 A 18)

'64 VW Bug, sunroof, bike rack, clean, ex-
cellent mechanical cond., 64,000 miles, SS2S.
472*001 (33 A IB)

'** VW Bus, excellent cond., new engine.
tllSO/Offer 660 3349 eves. (33 A 18)

'68 VW Bus New 1600 cc engine, brakes ft

bearings Asking 53,000 915 352t Chris. (33 A
18)

y/Autos for Sale 33
69 TRIUMPH GT 6 AM/FM, radials Make
offer 886 4S03. (33 A 14)

'62 PONTIAC Tempest. Excellent condition.
Second lam iiy car, new tires, battery.
mulller SSOO 394 3893 eves (33 A 12)

'61 VW Bug. good engine, upholstery needs
repair, S4S0 or bcstotfer. 396 3480 .. (33 A 14)

'49 VW, S1100 Sharp. XInt condition '65
VW, SSOO Grest transportation 276 8911 or"•""

„ (33 A 14)

'71 PINTO Deluxe model, excellent cond,
low mileage, S3000 Call 50372, 479 0451 after
•« ^^ _^^ >11AI4>

'68 2 DOOR Chevy Biscayne, under 18,000
one owner, excellent <ond., ste to ao-
preciate, 836 4716. (33 A 14)

KHARMANN Ghia, 1970 Stick Perfect
condition-, under 10,000 miles. Best offer Call
alters 474 5 J48. (33 A 12)

63 64 RED MG Midget Looks great,
mechanically good Prof. P Bentler, FraniHan 4633 82S 2893. S4S0 , (33 All!

'66 MG Midget Roadster (Mark II); recent'

v

overhaul; good cond , S700/best offer After
6:00 392 9300 (33AI7)

'66 FORD Galaxie coupe. Excellent cond.. '

automatic, ps, air conditioned. New
tires/radiator/muffler^ S600. 473 56S7 days;
776 5103 eves. (33 A 17)

TRUCK: Half ton Chevy panel. Excellent
i:ondifiori. New brakes, battery, etc. S600
firm. 66S 3439 (33 A 13)

'71 VW Superbug Sunrok>f', XInt. cond , best

offer , 76S 5547, 346 9926 ( 33 A 12)

'63 VW Bug, low mileage,'S375. Call 3960569
after 6 PM. (33 A 18)

y Bicycles for 5a/e.;.- j3J

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
irices, lO-spd from 577. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. ( 3S
QTR)

UCLA Students! 5% off Peugeot,
Motobicane, CentXinon, other fine makes.
Expert repairs. All parts. Lee's Cyclery •

Schwinn Autonied dealer 3639 S. Robertso^
Blvd. 3 bIks N. Sania Monica Fwy. 839 4466.

(35 A

3 BOYS 3 spd. bikes. S3S ea. CR6 3475 after
$30 (35 A 17)

ycles, Scooters

For Sale. •••••••••• 36
HONDA CL350. Helmet, shop manual, turn
iignals, electric starter, other extras. $335
lirm. Richard, 474 8641. (3* A 17)

HONDA 305 Rebuilt engine. Good runnmg
condition S37S or best offer. Call, 933 7031
cvrninfls Henry. (3* A 17)

CALIFORNIA Honda. Sales Service Parts
Insurance. Open till 8 PM. 9330 W. Pico Blvd.
I'lSa" (3* A 19)

*50cc BSA, rebuilt, good cond. 2S0cc Harley
ft Honda, good cond. 451 3*98 after *PM (3*
A 13)

10 SPEED Puch. Burgermeister, center pole
safety brakes, like new. S95. 477-3434, 479-

3734. (36 A 13)

'69 YAMAHA 350, Y R3C model, great shapa
3900 miles Helmet. S335/trade for horse(s).

559)494 (36 A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 450. XInt. cond , just tunedi
S800/best offer. Call 6S3-9917/eves, 835-

4S76/days. (36A14)

'70 HONDA 305, 11,000 mi., excellent cond.*

'

very clean with windshield ft iMOk rack.
5350.7*4 3*54. (3* A 14)

MUST sell well loved '70 Honda CB 350 to

stay out ol gutter. Make oiler. 4730343
eves (3* A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 100, new engine, brakes,
tires. S300. like new. 383 1843. ( 3* A 14)

(Occ BSA. rebuilt, good cond 350cc Harley ft

-londa, good cond 393 1917 after 6 PM (36 A
13

'*« HONDA 90, gets 90 mpg. Only »90.

Dependable, needs tune-up 783 38*9,
evenings. (3* A 18)

as HONDA 305 SLR. Just tuned, runs great.
S375 783 38*9, evenings. (3* A 18)

MUST Sell '71 HONDA 90 Like new. '49

Vamaha SO like new Call 7*3 1844/345-
9339 (34 A 13)

45 HONDA 305CC Super Hawk. Low
mileage S315or best offer. 479-7«38eves. (3*
A II)
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On:
Tickets:

Campus and Public

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau/'
baritone, 8:30 pm, Friday; Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany/' featuring original

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8:X pm, Saturday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75 and $4, available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

—''Barber of Seville/'

scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.

—"Beverly Sills/' soprano, 8:30

pm, Sunday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"UCLA Faculty Recital,"
with Stanley Plummer, violinist;

Bark>ara Patton, soprano, and
Irma Valiecillo, piano; 8:30 pm,
today, ^choenlt>erg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general admission) and '^$1'

(students).

—"Disneyland Night," Sunday,
Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—''Silent Running," special
film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:30 am, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

ticketsvare now on sale in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Joan Baez," 8:30 pm, April

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2, .

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Student Films," 8:30 pm,
April 21> 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

Students

—"Louis FaIco Dance Com-
pany," 8:30 pm, Saturday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Special $1

tickets are now on sale In ttie

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Kerck-

hoff 140).

Films:
—"Les Miserables/' with

Fredric March and Charles

Laughton, 5 pm, today, ^l|A»lnitz

1409. FfM.
j

—"Nightmare Allay/' with

Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell, and
Coleen Gray, 5 pm, tomorrow,
AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—"Women's Studies Film
Series," with the following films:

"Anything You Want to Be,"
"Phoebe," "Caroline," and
"Where Mrs. Whalley Lives," 7:30

pm, today, AAoore 100.

Seminars:
Wednesday, April 12

—"Examples of Uta of

Elementary fVobability Thaory in

Health Services Administrative

Decision AAaking/' by William
Shonick, assistant professor of

public health, 3 pm, CHS AV-139.

*7-"On the Calculation of Fhitttr

Loads by Means of a Variational

Technique/' by H.H.E. Leipholz,

prof^sor, University of WatTi
ar«r.o. Cnad-. /p^'^t!^
-"Quantitative Aspect. ,

Social Phenomena « Pa^ *,
k'

Elliott W. Montroll, Ein.t.^

C:?*'"l^
'' mat'he'C

"

University of Rochester, i^York, 4 pm, Young 2224
—"Marrow Transplantation

the Seattle Experience?'

X

(Continued on Page 15)

Ctosswifotd By Eugene Sheffer
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ACROSS
1. The
maples

5. Rodent
9. Harvest
goddess

12. Broadway
hit

13. Chalices
14. SpUt "

pulse
15. Heroic in

scale
1%, Operates
17. Palm leaf

(var.)

IS. Verne's
Captain

19. Money of
account

20. Concoct
.21. Disease of

^ sheep
23. Luau fare
25. Adequate

quantity
28. Foreign
32. Air: comb.

form
J3. Girl's 1^„

44. Electrical

unit
46. Speck
59. Russian

commu-
nity

51. Function
in trigo-

nometry
52. Roman

road
53. Wood

sorrel
54. Early

'

—

Persian
55. Carol
56. Longing
57. Soon
58. Spreads

grass to
dry

DOWN
1. So be it

2. Headland
3. An Old
Testament
people

4. Knew
again

5. Carica-
ture

6. River in
Asia

_ 7. Party
snack

8. Donkey
9. Scent

10. Wan
11. Cabbage

salad
20. Certain

scientist

Average lime of •olulion: 26 minute*

BQCS QOBS uawn
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NATHAN
OTQN

R I NMA GAG
AN

A I SHI SIR
BSESQB QSQ (DQCI

name
34. Maddened
37. Decapi-

tate

39. Greek
letter

40. Beverage
41. Eager

N

L t T 1

H
HE

rMSamu el

HOP
AlBIEIPMLlilRJEMS SE

SL AVMMA I NSTAY
ES

LEOHERR
T7a

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

mmmmmmmmmm

22. Pronoun
24. Beast of

burden
25. Leather

nioccasin
26. Irish sea

god
27. Epoch
29. Pedal

digit

30. Man's
name

31. Bounder
35. Latin con-

junction
36. Connecti-

cut town
37. Horny

substance
38. Hebrew

name for

God
41. Chinese

port
42. Moral

fault

43. Persia
45. Within:
„comb,

..^^form
47. Indian
48. Minister

to

49. Work
units

51. Small
(Scot,

var.).

GRAND
SJERE

OPENING SALE

NOW SOUND

2525 w. Beverly Blvd.

BRING Montebello 721-0207
IN THIS AD TO GET THESE PRICES

LIST'S" „.„„,
2$ 1001

NOW c«MiitMsiM

^ I •" ' noi HuonioNiti
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W\*»BJfUl30WAns
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» facas develops |
Students query Young

overnon-union burritos I in Reiber Hall session

s

«

S
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By Heidi Yorkshire

DB Staff Writer

Due to a University policy of non-

involvement in "political affairs," the

vending service here has continued to

buy burritos from Ramona Foods even

through that company has been on strike

since March 8. The University buys about

6,{XX) burritos each week.

Protests from MECHA, the Chicano

youth organization here, have drawn
attention to the Teamsters' Union strike

at the Ramona Foods plant in Gardena,

which employs mostly Mexican workers.

The plant has been operating since the

worker walk-out with non-union labor.

"The policy is that the University, as a

public institution, cannot take sides on a

union-related issue," Kenneth A.

Weydert, University material manager,

said "If their products remain ac-

would have had to stop selling them,"
Weydert said.

"Our next step calls for a boycott,"
Salvator Alvarez, a spokesman for
MECHA, said. "We're tired of getting the
run-around from everyone."
Union negotiations with Ramona

Foods, managed by the two sons of
Ramona Banuelos, Treasurer of the
United States, began when the Team-
sters' contract expired November 31,

1971. The workers are asking for a
guaranteed 40-hour work week (they
presently work 32 hours each week) and
a wage increase from the present salary
rjange of $1 .65 to $2.05 per hour, according
to Juan B. Barra of Teamsters' Local
630.

"Our biggest issue is harrassment of

workers by their supervisors," Barra
said. "The management attitude is 'The
heck with the people, we're the bosses

1':'^%M»'

g ceptoble to us and ^he pric« is^ what we and^hey'll da as ive say:*
•M ti'on* witk /*/\nffriiu» \t\ Kii\7 fhom "

., *ti^u~ -..-» i« a_;i__

.y

want, we continue to buy them.'

Auxiliary and Services Enterprises,

which buys the burritos for ASUCLA, has

the option to re-open bids on burritos.

Thfs move, however^ might be construed

as a political one in reaction to the strike,

Weydert said. .

'

if purchasing tells me to change to

another brand of burritos I will do so,"

Charles Cerbase, manager of vending
services, said. - ,.^

A precedent for the present policy was
set during the 1969 grape boycott, when
U(' President Charles J. Hitch stated that

while the University could not take an
official stand on the strike, menu
preparation is the prerogative of each
campus. "If students had stopped buying
grapes, then the food services probably

%

The people on strike are the ones who ^
helped Romana Banuelos become a •§

millionaire and now they're the ones
getting hurt,'* Barra said.

If the vending service here does not
stop buying the Ramona burritos. Local
630 may establish a picket line "to warn
students not to buy them," Barra said.

"Ramona *s is a very fine product,"
George Tryan, University food buyer,
said. "Even though we may be^sum-
pathetic personally, we just can't do
anything. Ramona's is the most 'ven-

dable' Mexican food item we've found."

"We're trying to develop minority
vendors and somethimes we get into real

hang-ups," Weydert said "We live in a
glass house here, so despite some per-

sonal feelings, we have to act as a public

institution."

i

i

i

I
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By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

Students' area of interest can be seen
from the type of questions they asked
during a question and answer session with

Chancellor Charles E. Young Tuesday
night at Rieber Hall. The topics included
the proposed North Campus Student
Facility, the possible change to the
semester system, the cost of education
and the UC Board of Regents.

Young, in a session sponsored by the
Rieber Hall Students Association, an-
swered questions from a group of about 50
students, on topics ranging from these
issues to the question, "Chancellor, what
^^ y^ 2?!-l51^i^-^-^ time doing?"

Commenting on the proposed change to

the semester system. Young said he thinks

the steam has gorte out of the movement
toward semesters.

"I don't think the sentiment for a change
to the semester system is as strong as it

was perceived to be four or five months
ago. The change will not come next fall

and the earliest it could come would be in

fall, 1973. My guess is that we will not see a
change at that point in time."

On another topic. Young was asked why
a student union and cafeteria is being
considered on the North Campus when a
cafeteria exists in Campbell Hall that is

not being used. . -

"The facility in Campbell Hall was
never designed to be basically a food

service operation, it was originally
designed as a laboratory," Young said.

The cost of converting the Campbell Hall

cafeteria into a viable food facility would

be as great as building a new facility, he
added. The Chancellor stressed the need
for some sort of facility on the North
Campus.

In addition Young said a satellite

program of some sort in the South Campus
will probably be needed, although not

immediately.

The Chancellor was also questioned
about the possibility of electing the

members of the Board of Regents. "I

wouldn't favor the election of the Board of

Regents but I think the confirmation of

Board appointees by the State Senate
would be a good idea.'*

Young also said hie thought some
IBxofficio Regents should not be meii^>ers

of the Board.

When asked about the cost of education.

Young said the educational fee of $100 per -

quarter will probably not rise, but the

registration fee of $100 per quarter (for

undergraduates) will probably increase by
10-15 per cent every two or three years.

During the session a student, asking

what he called an "off the wall question,"

said in total seriousness, "Chancellor

Young, how many prisoners could you set

free this spring?"

After an embarrassing silence. Young
said, "That's not only off the wall, that's a
corner shot and I can't field it." When the

student repeated his question Young said,

"I don't have people in prison," and went
on to other questions.

To the question of what he spends most'

of his time doing. Young said his duties run

in cycles and much of his time is spent in

administrative tasks.

KNBC newscasters: cxjnsclous of image
By Susie Hatag9
DBSUff Writer

We re a little concerned about
what our audience thinks of us."
KNBC newscaster Jess Marlow
said yesterday before a citiwd of
approximately 850 people in the
Hoyce Hall auditorium. V

His appearance with two other
KNBC newsmen, Ross Porter and
Tom Brokaw, was sponsored by
the Associated Students' Speakers
Program and the chapter of
5^'gma Delta Chi, professional
journalistic society here.

Jifty one per cent of news
audiences think a UtUe restraint^d be good for us," Marlow
»W. "We can kid about Vice
^'resident Agnew, and I'm wiUing
ogo along, but if you don't have a
"^ press you don't have free
speech," he said.

Forum
Brokaw. the anchorman for the

•1 pm edition of Channel 4 news
defined news as an "interesting.
^•gnificant change as reported by
3 journalist." -

"We hke to think of ourselves as

some kind of forum for truth,"

Brokaw said. "But we have made
mistakes in the past and will in the

future. We have covered people

and events out of proportion to

their significance.

"We are not infallible although

we say we are," Brokaw said as

the audience respopded with

laughter.

Tom Snyder, anchorman of the

KNBC "Newservice" at 6 pm, was

scheduled to appear with Brokaw
and Marlow but was not present.

A student asked why Snyder was

not there

Tee-off

"He had an early tee-off at

Balboa (golf course)," Porter,

who appeared in his place, said.

Porter denied audience ratings

"have anything to do with the

writing of my script. I was hired

to give opinions. During my five

years at NBC, no one has tried to

tell me what to write," Porter, a

sportscaster, said.

Marlow disagreed "somewhat"
that ratings should have any ef-

fect on the production of the news..

'*We desperately need an
audience. I think we're getting too

cute." ^
Laugh

A student asked the newsmen
about a recent television in-

terview with an American general

in South Vietnam who said, "I'm
going to kill them all (North

Vietnamese) before they get to

Cambodia." During the broadcast

of that statement, a laugh was
heard from the stage crew. '**^

"U is unfortunate that laughter

got out on the air," Brokaw said.

"All news programs are live —
painfully live."

"We are human, too. We react,"

Marlow said. "I remember saying

That guy must have seen Patton

17 times.* My mike was off at that

time but if it wasn't ..."
Allolnient

Questioned about the time
allotment the sports segment of

the news show is given. Porter

said time was budgeted to him by
several parties, including the

producers. However, he said he
produces his own segment.
"I'm pretty much my own

producer. I do all the writing,

editing and cutting," Porter said.

Criticism was raised about the

short length of television news
programs. "We can't do a very

thorough job," Brokaw admitted.

"TV news is a kind of electronic

diary. I can only give you a kind of

taste of what is happening,"

Brokaw sai(JL
—'—

'

Election petitions available Monday
I'ndergradiiaic and graduate campus electkNifl will be held

jointly on May !• and II . wHh runoff electkmt scheduled for May 17.

Indergraduate petHlons for nomlm^Uon wfll be available
Monday in Kerckhoff 304.
^Taduate petiUont for Nomination wUl be available Monday In

•kerckhoff 3SI.

SMILE — From loft to ri^ht, KNBC newsmen Rees
Porter, Tom Brokaw end Jets Merlow spoke
ytftterdey before e lerge crowd in the Royce Hall
Auditorium, hi a question i^nd answer peHod* tlie

OS pti«t« by 0«rv LMciartf

broadcasters discussed such topics as audience

ratings and free speech. Tom Snyde^wes scheduled

to attend but was unable due to either Illness or a goH
game. «

'
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Distinguished teacher:

^CJaslical, not innovative

By Tom Humphreys
PB Staff Writer

When Charles A. West
graduated from the University of

Illinois in 1952 he was offered a job

with a chemical firm but turned it

down to teach here. Now, 20 years

later. West, a recent recipient of

the Alumni Associations

Distinguished Teaching Award,

says he has never regretted that

decision.

^ '*! did have an opportunity in

industry but I opted for the

University because it was more to

my liking; 1 have never really

seriously considered leaving the

.^:

University — I enjoy teaching,

he said.

West, a biochemist and vice

chairman of the chemistry

department, will be given the

Distinguished Teaching Award at

the Ahmanson Theatre April 23 as

part of a celebration com-

memorating UCLA's 53rd an-

niversary. He is one of five

teachers here so honored this

year.
Conservative

The 44 year-old West describes

himself as a conservative teacher,

not an innovator. *i don't consider

niyself an innovative teacher, I'm

a classical lecturer, so I guess this
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Editor-in-0)ief .

Managing Editor
>Manng»ff

teaching award stems from some
success in interacting with

students."

His views seem to be backed up

by the fall, 1971 teacher and

course evaluation survey.

Students in hi§ upper division

chemistry class gave him a 4.5 (5

is the highest) with regard to the

question, **How strongly would

you recommend the instructor?"

And surprisingly, students rated

the workload 4.4 with 5

representing the heaviest

workload.

Students' comments were
summed up by the survey in this

way: "West had exceptional

ability to spot the basis of

students' occasional confusion

and clear it up though his in-

teresting, organized presentations

left liUle to be confu^^ about."

Research
•V;"

Technical Adviaor
City Editors
Newt Editor ~^
Campus Editors
Assistant
Editorial Directors

Suff Writers

DftvMl
ToddCartM*

NkMA.PlMky
Steve Ainaworth. Inrin Borttrtiin

Sports Editor
IconKditor
Assistants
Books ICditor

Assistant

Copy Headers

Margaret Audel. Oiarlaa Sotanon
•fonn acnrueav

Susan Cochran. Kan Putefwi

» AvrilAnaevine.RuhMBalHr.
CaaayCobaB. Tarry Oohfln.

Ifimn '"rnirnair fhiaisiiatun
Tom HumpireyB, Daire McNary.

MarkRubiD.StffreilMfaiB.
DMSadtar.KaDWard,

Roger Weianoald and Hokll Yorkdiira

_._ . aIj: DoiM Kelly
Stan Berkowitz

Vicki Nadsady, Deborah Gobble
Bruce Richardson •

Charlotte Vrooman
Ruth Weinstein. JiU Hardwick

. Iris Gallegos, Leslie Randi^

During the year West teaches

.upper and lowei" division as well

as graduate classes. This quarter

he is not teaching to devote more
time to administrative matters.

On the perennial question of

teaching and research. West says

he usually devotes equal time to

teaching, research and his ad-

ministrative duties. He thinks

research is necessary for

teaching. ,- .'

,

., - _
• ^,„ -^—r^

"I firmly believe that teaching

is not done in a vacuum . Research
has an important impact on the

way one teaches, but I think it is a
matter of judgment what is the

proper balance of teaching and
research for any individual," he
-said. - __.-._,_=—„._..

Innovator

Although he calls himself a

classical teacher, West has also

been involved in innovation in the

chemistry department. For

»' > r

•

FanAm
The world's most experienced airline.

1972
YOUTH & STUDENT
lares to EUROPE

!

'/

'ROUND TRIP-

F

ANGELES TO.

Al_i

••-r

Amsterdam
Athens

London
Paris

Rome
* many other exciting European cities also included

$341^ $341

Reservotions
7 days prior dep.

anytime

7 days prTbr dep.

7 days prior dep.

anytime

For information & Reservations Call

Tom Doehrman at ParvAm 629-3292

or come see Ton at the EXPO Office

(Kerckhoff 176) Fridays from 1 1:00 - 12:30

Pick up o FREE Pan-Am Youth Survival Kit while the supply lasts.

Cliarles

example, during fall (Quarter the

department began a series of non-

credit discussion sections where
students in large introductory

chemistry classes could meet
with professors.

While West was enthusiastic

about the idea it seems students

were not. He says enrollment in

the sessions dwindled as the

quarter progressed, and after last

A. West
quarter the program was
discontinued. He sUU thinks a
similar program could succeed
with upper division students.

As for the future, West says, "1

don't have any plans that

represent a drastic departure
from what I'm doing. I don't

aspire to necessarily continue in

administrative duties, but I do
plan to continue n^y research."

_ Student tickets for table tonnis on sale
One himdred student tickets to the April 24 Pauley Pavilion ap-

pearance of the People's Republic of China table tennis team are

now on sale at the Kerckhoff ticket office (Kerckhoff 140)

.

» Tickets are priced at 25 cents and may be purchased only with

BOTH an ASUCLA photo I.D. card and a valid registration card.

Each student may buy two tickets.

Students who bought tickets Monday are not eligible to buy

tickets at today's sale, which began at 8:30 am. However, public

^tickets priced at $1 are still available at all Mutual^ticket agencies,

including the Kerckhoff ticket office.

Reed & Barton's

cTVlustacife

Spooit
banishes SASM* forever
'SASM: Sloshed and Sopped Mustache

- % .

t -

If he's a soup, chowder, or lobster bisque
man - and dotes on his mustache - you
can end mealtime trauma with Reed &
Barton's elegartt new silverplated

Master Mustache Spoon. An
authentic reproduction of an
original 19th Century design
(sooner or later everything

comes back in style!), this

fabulous spoon has a
built-in mustache
guard, and a lusty

capacity.

length 8'

$5.95
gift-boxed

1 144 WESTWOOD BLVD.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
479-4141

included Free with

Purchase of Spoon

Antique Replica Man's Ihnltatlon Dianriond Ring

Quantity Limited

' Machines versuspeople:'

Hayden condemns war

. «. • '.

-
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By Avril Angevine
DBSUff Writer

"Winding down conjures up images of technology — like a clock

and it allows the war to be invisible. The contending forces in the war ii^
Indochina are machines versus people," said Tom Hayden to a noontime^
crowd at Janss Steps yesterday. He was sponsored by the UCLA
Assembly for Peace and Justice. - -

Hayden, a member of the Chk:ago 8, spoke about the escalation in the
Indochina war. He condemned the Nixon Administration for not actually
"winding down" the war, but changing tactics in order to continue it, and
also informed the audience of new refinements made in war weapons,
including electronic warfare.

The United States is responsible for all deaths in Vietnam. It is

'American intervention that causes the Vietnamese to fight. We are
responsible for the one-half million Vietnamese killed during the first

year of 'winding down"' Hayden said.

"There are more people under attack in the Vietnam war than any
other period in history," he added. "The figures are unprecedented in air
warfare. By the November election, the Nixon Administration will have
dropped four million tons of bombs on Indochina. This is twice what the

US. dropped during World War II, and four times what was dropped over
Korea."

Hayden spoke of former President Lyndon B. Johnson as being
"humiliated from office so the war could go on."

New technological advances in warfare which are now being employed
jn the fighting were described by Hayden, including a more adhesive
ndpalm that disintegrates flesh and bone, and the frequently used anti-

personnel (guava and pineapple) bombs.

"In the electronic battlefields, sensors, disguised as everything from
plants to human excrement, are used to detect the enemy. They can be
set off by a wind, or a water buffalo.

"

He said refugees from South Vietnam and Laos have been moved to

refugee camps because of American bombs, not as refugees from
Communist terror, as President Nixon has said.

UniCamp benefit concert

Announcements
Baxter Ward, KHJ Channel 9

newscaster, will speak at noon

tomorrow in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom. His appearance

is sponsored by the Associated

Students' Speakers Program. ^

Saturday at University Police
headquarters. Licenses cost $1.10

each and police say that after

Saturday they will enforce the city

ordinance requiring bicycles to

have licenses. Students are asked
to bring proof of ownership.

The Student^ Mobilization
Committee to End the War in^
Southeast Asia will hold an
organizational meeting at noon
today in Ackerman Union 3517 to

help plan for the April 22 March
^^Against the War. "^^

Students interested in attending

the 1972 Socchow University
Summer Session in Taipei,

Taiwan, Republic of China are
invited to ''meet with Joseph K.

Twanmoh, president of the
university, at 4 pm today in the

International Student Center
Lounge, 1023 Hilgard Ave. In-

formation and applications for the
July 10-September 1 summer
session will be available at that

time.

The UCLA Student Lobby Annex
is interested in conducting a
referendum in conjunction with

the upcoming undergraduate and
graduate student body elections

and would appreciate any
suggestions for questions or issues

of interest to discuss.

Replies should be forwarded to

Student Lobby — UCLA, Ker-

ckhoff Hall 304, 308 Westwood
Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Students will be able to license
their bicycles from 10 am to 3 pm

^ The Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) and the Ethiopian
Students Union will rally at 11:45

am Monday in Meyerhoff Park to

protest the '^Barbarous treatment
of Ethiopian students by Haile
Selassie." A rally at the Federal
Building, comer of Wilshire Blvd.
and Veteran Ave. will follow at 1

pm.

UNI-CAMP PRESENTS

.;**

'

William R

& Friends

IN A FREE NOON CONCERT
Thursday, April 13

Grand Ballroom

Strickland Is a troubador of unusual presence. His rare per-
jormonces Save been hailed by such a wide range of artlsti-
rom Charles Aznavour to the lote Jim Morrison - that a
.®?®[\^o»"y Strickland concert is an important event. He will be
joined by friends In a relaxed stage atmosphere recreating
songs of his own and other personal favorites.

Sf>onior#d By Culfurol Alioirs ComimiMion of SLC
For Benefit Of Uni-Comp

> . .

,
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Musician William Strickland will appear in a
benefit concert for UniCamp at noon today^ in the
Ackerman Union Grand Balb-oom.
Strickland, 28, usually performs what he calls

"extemporaneous" music, or spontaneous com-
positions. His performance here will be the first for
which he has actually rehearsed, and it will be the
first time he has played songs by other people.
The Florida-bom singer-guitarist said he thinks

the concert will be ^exceptionally fun" because his
songs will be lighter than usual. In the past, some of
his "mind trips," as he calls them, have lasted for as
long as three hours. -^--

"My love is extemporaneous music," he said.

"That's where the deepest part of me is. But it's not
necessarily fun."

Strickland does not normally do benefits, he said,
but his father is a diabetic and diabetes runs in his
family. (The money UniCamp collects is used to
send diabetic and underprivileged children to
summer camp.) Also, the UniCamp people ex-
plained the program to him and he thought it seemed
fair, he added. : l_v_j^ ^ ^

He started his musical career about ten years ago,
playing "Okie bars" and passing his hat. He has been
performing publicly on and off for the last four years.
In l%9 he recorded an album, which he said is not a
"I adioalbum." It drew mixed reactions wjien it was
played on a Bakersfield radio station.

"Parents thought it was a Commie plot," he said
with obvious amusement. The album generally
appeals to people who appreciate music on an in-

dividual and not a stereotyped level, he added.
Strickland has also done some acting, and expects

to return to It some day. In addition, he has had some
experience writing screenplays.

Currently, he is working on a musical newscast
project for Los Angeles radio station KRLA. It will be
similar to the CredibiHty Gap/ a satirical news
program that was aired on the station a few years
ago. But while the Credibility Gap used wire service
reports for their stories, he will actually be going out
on interviews and will write musical ac-
companiment for the new stories. The first of the
musical newscasts should air in atx>ut a week, he
said.

The musicians who will l)e performing with
Strickland today include members of the New York
cast of "Hair," former members of the Sir E>ouglas
Quintet and back-up musicians for Chet Baker and
Tim Buckley.
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WANTED
V ; ;^ ee.missionaries

The work is tough

i

the hours are sun-up to sun-down,
and some will not appreciate you.

-„- „food and^ language may be as
strange as the customs,

and all this for no pay!
except, for what god gives you.

if you want to know more about .

OUR LIFE. WRITE MEt

p
- FATHER TQM STREVELER, SVD

DIVINE WORD MISSIONARIES i
DEPT. 19M
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045,

Include your age, edgcation address, etc.

r -V|
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WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
IIOIGAYLEY (Corner of Kinrott&Goyl*y)

LETS PUT /T ALL TOGETHER ' ~^

COUpOMQOod
only on

errfort

WHBtE YOU HAVE AU THESE SERVICES UNDK ONE ROOF
• PirOFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY
• COIN-0^ DRY CLEANING • COIN-OF LAUNDRY
• BEAUnrSHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KfVS MADE
• FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE RFPAIV

.COPFIESMOP •mOXCOrYSRVICE •FAaOTUM

tnif owor
90odfor

tim«only

•^:%

Mmm
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ON ANY SINGLE ORDER 0^
PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE mem
•Vir*" 4-16-72 $AT.)

y.v.

v.v.

:S
• • •_•

• • • •
• • •_*

m • m

.'.v.

m
•Kef-m

OF
REOULAI FMCE

on any Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

m

m
5SS

^J

Tills

•^••4.26.72
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^m KLEENCO COINOP LAUNDRY
ONI COUPON PER PERSON

This coupon ontiflot booror k>

1 WASH LOAD

FREE
iniu 12 IS wASNai

«pir« 4.26-72

1101 GAYLEY AVC|H^

MiKLEENCO COINOP DRY CLEAN ^^^^ This coupon •ntitlot b«or«r to

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Clooning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

$1.50
Rog.

$^50
Vdu*

•^ir«4.26.72

. w0 ••om finiswn^ ^^^^^^^^- . '•^'•w'
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0^ slack and jeans 'The guys slacks girls love"
Male Mfg. By H. K. Corp. Atlanta, Qa.
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(Formerly Glenn Laiken)

Jeans, Slacks, Outerwear Shirts, Belts, Knits

1021 GLENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILUGE 473^997

Oth«r Locations
Culver Cify

North Hollywood
Polos Verdes

Opon 10-9 (Mon-Sot) 1 1-6 (Sun)
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Floating on waves of apathy

Unsigned editorials represent amajorlty opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board.. The- Dally Bruin 'Sounding Board columns are

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represerJ the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

\nB Editor/a/
.*• .f^:,.A-.

"F"

America has done so much to so many for so long;

|we tend to forget that **our" governments had to

I

learn from someone. Recent events in Northern
Iceland clearly point to England as a good teacher of

oppression. ,
'

Under the Special Powers Act for Northern
Ireland, British authorities are empowered to arrest

without warrant, imprison without charge or trial

and deny recourse to habeas corpus or court of law,

search homes without warrant a|id with force at any
hour, and arrest **a person who does anything
calculated to be prejudicial to the plreservation of

peace or order in Northern Ireland." Arresting

people without charge or access to court of law is

euphemistically called "internment."

Recently, Congressman Hugh Carey of New York
submitted a resolution to the House of Represen-
tatives — there is a counterpart in the Senate
sponsored by Edward Kennedy and Abraham
Ribicoff — requesting President Nixon to call upon
British I%me Minister Edward Heath to stop in-

ternment. Interestingly enough, with Kennedy's
resolution receiving extensive coverage in the British

press (although none in any major American media)
the House of Commons called upon their Committee
on Racial Problems to investigate race relations in

Massachusetts; Kennedy's^home state.
»

Ireland and the Irish are never discussed
politically in California -^ there aren't enough of

them to make a political difference. But the

suspension of all civil liberties in Northern Ireland is

a transgression of human rights which the American
governm^ht can play a major role in stoj^ing, and
we urge members of the California Congressional
delegation to support the resolutions dealing with
Northern Ireland. Interference in the affairs of other
nations is nothing new for American governments,
and perhaps just once, our influence could have a
positive effect. ~ , ._^—_^"—^

—

'—'
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What have you been doing with your evenings?
How would you like a date with Los Angeles? Go
out to the community and meet in their homes,
offices and etc. to explain campus life and con-
versely listen to what they are saying. Do this with
Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap. Our goals
are to foster healthy communication (what's
unhealthy communication) between the Campus
and the community in order to:

1

.

Prevent head busUng and/or violent incidents
such as the Kent State thing and various other
events of May, 1970 (when we were born as a
group). '^

2. Show college students that the public is not to

be generalized as beer drinking, hardhatted
American-nag decaled, super-patriotic Archie
Bunkers and to show the public that not all of the
college people (or even most) are part of a
monolithic '*bearded bomber" l)ent (a surprising
number of people out there think like that) and
finally that the two groups, students and the non-
student community can at least recognize that

they perhaps do or don't agree and are or aren't
working for the same goals without becoming
emotional and "firing" at each other literally

extending to bullets and other physically

dangerous weapons.
"What's in it for me you ask", as you grin

skeptically for want of something to do as you stop
reading and turn to the sports page. Well wait!

There is quite a bit in it for you. It's something fun
and interesUng to do, you'd be amazed at the

famous and important people we contact and the

community support we already have. You can see
the results of our efforts to a degree even though
changes in atUtude are of course hard to conae by.

But also, this is a fine way to get involved and do
something necessary and important as an extra

curricular acUvity that would contribute to your
non-academic growth during your, association

AvitlUhauniversity. Is it really necessary you say?
Think about how close another **Kent State" could
be ; tite potential is there and it is up to us to relieve

this ^fore it is too late. Think again; have you
followed what's been going on at Boston
University this past month? Did you know that

we're dropping more bombs per day now than at

the height of the US ground involvement in 1968?

Further, the CCBG gives you an opportunity to

fight the so-called **wave of apathy" currenUy
present on the campuses which certain low people

in high places (generally not the other way
around) have so gleefully pointed to. **See the

contented students studying harder than ever,"

and 'The students have finally seen the light and
realized that school is no place to change social

values." (Translation of quote #1: "The students

have finally been beaten into submission," and as
for the second quote, "They wiU eventually learn

that no place is proper to change social values" Is

this right? What do you think? We know you in-

terested bodies are out there. Give us a buzz at 478-

8921 . We're in the phone book in case you lose this.

This is serious business, but a light attitude is fine.

Get as involved as you like. Send no money. Think
about which of these activities you'd like to work
on:

Go out on dialog sessions within the homes and
churches of people all over Los Angeles;
Be present to help two other groups bridge their

gap. For example we can arrange to let you
referee an encounter between administrative

types at So. Cal. Edison and a local ecology group;
Be a regular speaker who goes out to Business-

men's luncheons; talk to the elks Rotarians etc.;

Show provocative (not sexually, you pervert)

films to people at their local Banks and lead

discussions afterward;

Be part of our new forgotten people activity.

People wh6 are taken for granted, but are
nevertheless important in the running of Los
Angeles will be interviewed by CCBG and the

interviews will be aired on local television. We'll

talk to bus drivers, hospital volunteers, industrial

security guards and more.
Can you believe this? the community is there

waiting for more students! Talk to us and see —
communicate with your feUow students, as we're
all in this together, (and P.S. — even though we
sharpen no political swords, there is nothing

stopping you from hyping your own beliefs to the

community on the war that was supposed to have
stopped, drugs, sex, hippies (whatever they are)

capitalism, communism, dogs, cats, rain, your
girlfriend, your house, your notebook, a banana,
your knitted sox, a sitting fox, a gaping box,

tuition, the budget, cutbacks, the dorms, your
wife, CCBG, KTTV, ONPG, ZPG, SLC, BBG, BBC,
KPPC, regents of UC, FTE, and so on.)

Finally we're still growing and part of our
growing pains involve an express desire for new
ideas and leadership in addition to 6ur present

projects. Feel free to suggest. It doesn't take that

much effort. Find out. We are the Campus
Committee to Bridge the Gap. We're non-profit,

tax free, incorporated and recognized as a
bonafide UCLA registered student outfit. We have
no political axes to grind (implicit in our tax

exempt schUk) and we promulgate no religous

beliefs.

—Subm Hted for Campus CommHtee

to Bridge the Gap
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Letters to the Editor:

Opening doors to liberation

MUSK TRUSTE
H Uhi ^c

3= 2=

Editor:

Scene One: Two students whom
I shall call A and B are walking

down a hall, one slightly behind

the other. A door is reached by
Student A, who opens it, passes

through, and holds it open for

Student B. This gesture is met by
blushing, embarrassment, and
even anger on the part of Student

B.

Scene Two: Once again,

Students A and B are walking

down the hall. Student A passes

through the door and lets it slam
shut in the face of Student B.

Student B remains content.

Question : Does Student B enjoy

having doors slammed in the face

and therefore resent the con-

sideration of a fellow student?

Answer: Of course not.

Question: Then what can
possibly explain the strange
behavior on the part of Student B?
Answer: Student A is female.

Student B is male.

Elisabetli Kyzen
Junior. Pre-med

Housing
Editor.

To solve their housing problem,

Stanford University bought 250 20'

X 60' mobile homes, located them
on their campus land and rented

them for student housing. While

this is not possible on this campus,
mobile homes can be located in

the back yards of honles in nearby
City. I

In accommodating the student,

the homeowner would be able to

realize his land value and help pay
his taxes. The lot would be rented

to a student who could afford the

down payment on a mobile home,
who in turn would sublet to other

students. When the student left

school, he could then arrange to

sell his equity in the mobile home
to an incoming student. Financing

is readily available up to 80 per

cent, but this might be sup-

plemented by funds available for

students or VA loans so that the

down payment on the mobile

home would be more like rent.

Although there are problems in

this type of a proposal, it may be

the start of a solution to a problem
which is already critical and
cannot be ignored. For married
students, alone, there is a waiUng
list of 400 to 700 who have to wait

11 to 14 months to obtain privately

owned quarters at rents they can
afford. The high cost of campus
dorms has caused some students

to move back home and com-
mute.

If anyone is interested in trying

to work out a solution along these

lines or wants more information

about this proposal, contact me at

4664411.

EricBerniger

Trivia Test of March 31, you askedT

the question, **What western
starred Robert Montgomery?"
(No. 5). And your answer was-
"CimmarronCity." But that show
starred George (shall I repeat it,

George) Montgomery (who was
married to Dinah Shore at the

time) ; it co-starred, by the way (I

may as well show off) John Smith
(who was not married to

Pochahontis), Audrey Totter (who
did co-star with Robert Mont-

gomery in a film, "The Lady in

the Lake"; she played neither the

lady nor the lake, but she offered a

nice preposition) and Dan
Blocker. It was also^ on Saturday

nifthts, on NBC.

Moreover, while we are on the

subject, a fourth series with Gene
Barry, which you overlooked, was
Our Miss Brooks. John Mclntire

did not replace Lee J. Cobb as

Judge Garth in The Virginian, but

played a similar type of

character. <,

Sammy Richardson

Undeclared

Free

Trivia

Editor:

You really do
yup

need
PB TV

Editor:

Where are they? All the free

noon concerts ( in and out of doors)

and Sunday afternoon boogies of

last year. This year has been

nearly void of all such activities.

Spring should be better.
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

G« 7-1773

BANKAMERlCAtD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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HELLBENT
for LEATHER ^

- WESTWOOD VILLAGE - SHERMAN OAKS
~ " Claries of England - Footwear

Wbllabees - Trelc$
•4

Our Reputation Speaks For Itself.

One Of The Largest Instock Leather Shops In The World

Mens and Womens Coats, Han(;icrafted Sandals, Custom

Resoleable Moccasins. Vests, Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Dresses,

Ponchos, Wristbands, Wallets, Belts. Bags. Cleariing and

Tailoring.

10912 LeConte Ave.

Westwood Village, CA 90024

(213)478-8588
(NEAR U.CLA. ENTRANCI

4419 Van Nuys Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

(213)783-5690 ^
(213) 872-2344
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I (Paid Advertisement)

SHABBAT - 8: 1 5 pm FRIDAY
Dr. Ivan Mensh from the Medico I, School

. will lead a discussion on "Environmental

Influences on Behavior."
' '.^ -

'

DANCE - DANCE^ DANCE
Sot. April 15th 8:30 pm at the URC __^
Members $1.00 Non-members $2.00
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More letters

Premed: a knife in We back
Kditor:

What is the lowest form of scum

that exists on South Campus?

Many students and faculty would

answer without hesitation

"Premeds". As students they

seem not very interested in

thinking, as people their

anxiousness, personal drive, and

grade-grubbing makes them
seem stereotyped. The important

question to ask is why premeds

are this way. Is it because they

are hopelessly obsessed neurotics

with little interest in anything

except their personal success, or

rather is their phght the result of

social forces which go beyond the

anxiety-ridden classrooms and lie

in the system of premedical and

medical education.

Premeds are forced to study

under tremendous pressure and

the competition for grades which

is even more intense than that for

non-premedical students.
Premeds live with the constant

fear that they won't be able to gain

fight and needs and wants supDort
in her campaign which is trK
grass-roots movement.

Anyonewho wante to help can contact tSeCitizens For O'NeUl group at 45^
2657 or 454-1801.

^ -i <»m-

Here is a chance to get involved
on a level where one person canmake a very significant

dif
ference. "

Barbara D.Moore
Third Year Uw

Semesters
Editor: .

This is in reply to Jay Foster's
letter concerning the semester
system, printed in the April 6 DB
Since Mr. Foster's letter is a reply
to my original letter dated March
1, I'll make my rebutUl short

where one person can clearly have ' Mr. Foster seems to think that

a large impact and make his voice the semester system used at the

causes of their plight. If they

collectively struggled against the

unfairness of the present system

along with other prospective

health workers, the system of

medical status could be broken

down. More health care workers

not more overpriced highly paid

doctors should be trained to

continuously upgrade their, skills

so that they may provide patients

with the best possible care.

NameWitheld

PoJitics

F:ditor:

At the present time there is deep

concern about the lack of

responsiveness of government to

the ordinary citizen. One place

heard is in a local election.

Cathy O'Neill is a Democratic

candidate for the 25th State

Senatorial District, which in-

admission to medical school.:^ eludes UCLA, who wants to

provide the representation this

area has so sorely lacked in the

past. The incumbent has con-

sistently voted with the Reagan
administration for budget cuts for

UCLA and agaiQSt bills extending

the franchise and basic civil rights

to the university-age citizen.

Ms. O'Neill has attended UCLA
and is aware of the difficulties we
face here; her program includes

restoring the university to its

academic excellence by pressing

for better library service and
lower faculty-student teaching

ratios and by raising faculty

salaries. She also feels strongly

that a State Senator should be
readily accessible to constituents

and receptive to their ideas and
opinions.

For the last 25 years federal

commissions have warned that

the nation is facing a tremendous

shortage of doctors. The
American "Medical Association,

which controls tHie production of

doctors, has consistently main-

tained that no such shortage exists

and has successfully pressured

medical schools to limit

enrollment, allowing 100-150

students per class. If a medical

school ambitiously tries to ex-

pand^ the AMA always xian

threaten the removal of ac-

creditation.
™' "-

Because ol>- this < policy, the

economic benefit to physicians

has been tremendous. Low supply

of doctors, high deniand for care,

means great profits for

physicians, and limited

availability of medical care. This

restrictionist admissions policy

also means about 40 per cent of

the applicants are accepted to

medical school and thousands of

qualified students are turned
away. For this reason premeds
must generate grades at any cost,

to assure them a position among
the select few.

The horrendous competition
reinforces the elitism and
professional arrogance found
within many physicians today.

After all, **if you're in, you're

great! Right?" During the entire

process of medical education

professional elitism is

strengthened within students.

Premedical students should
become more aware of the social

university level is as lengthy as
that used in secondary school
Using this very ignorant idea as
the basis of his argumentation
Mr. Foster proceeds to tear the
semester system apart.

Generally, public schools in-

corporate an academic year
consisting of two twenty-week
semesters, Universities, on the

other - hand, utilize a semester
system made up of two fifteen-

week semesters. Thus, Mr.
Foster, assuming you did fail first

grade arithmetic, I would like to

inform you now that fifteen does

not equal twenty. I might be

getting into some complicated

mathematics, possibly requiring

a "D" or better in Math 1, so listen

closely. A quarter here at UCLA is

ten weeks, long, right? Well, if one

subtracts ten from fifteen, he gets

the same answer as if he had

subtracted fifteen from twenty.

Now, Mr. Foster, since you claim

that a high school semester is

equal to a university semester, I

have just proven, using YOUR
freshman logic, that a university

semester is equal to a university

quarter . . . which is also equal to

a semester in first grade. Yes, you

I

The 25th Senatorial District is a

large and diverse area. Ms.

O'Neill appreciates this fact and is

attempting to identify and meet
the disparate needs in the area.

She is a strong advocate for

protective legislation for the

environment and has supported should sign up for a skills class in

regional coastal legislation and arithmetic at the University

the "No Oil " organization. Other Elementary School,

areas of her concern are child In my original letter to the

care, low and moderate income Bruin, I presented the advantages

housing programs and drug abuse of a return to the semester system

education programs. at UC. I also stated that students

Although quite young (30), Ms. like Mr. Foster should NOT be

O'Neill has had an active in- allowed to vote on such an issue,

volvement in community and since they are as 'well-informed"

political work and has a on academic life at other

professional background in universities as they are on filling

sociology. She is dynamic, ar- out their income tax returns

ticulate and enthusiastic. She is Alan Bender

waging an aggressive primary Junior, Geography
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ASUCLA ./

HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3.98
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK. BLUES. JAZZ. CLASSICAL. IMPORT

WE CARRY IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES THE COMPLETE LINE OF

'JX>JKPOK IMPORTS

am IIMHON 1)1

LOlSFAl-LVRi:
i.^

DAS ALTf WERK^
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Vonnegut pn Film:

Slightly 'Unstuck'
by Evelyn Renold

•.--v

*: .i^

Slaughterhouse Five, the film, is both a

respectful and respectable adaptation of

Kurt Vonnegut's surrealistic novel —
respectful, because the central characters

and events of the original work have been

transposed to the screen intact, and

respectable, because the celluloid version

is well thought out and surprisingly well

put together in view of the obstacles posed

by Vonnegut's schizophrenic, time-

shifting narrative.

Unfortunately, director George Roy Hill

and screenwriter Stephen Geller have not

fully grasped the implications of the novel,

and the film, as a result, stays closer to the

surface than it should. The filmmakers

have ably represented Vonnegut's

humanism — his outrage at the constant

barrage of indignities, large and small, to

which man is subjected, and his

bewilderment at the physical and
psychological atrocities men are capable

of perpetrating on one another; however,

an equally important strain in the novel,

what might be termed Vonnegut's sense of

the ironically absurd, has, for the most

part, been overlooked. There is a delicate

counterpointing in the novel between

hysterical glee and utter despair at man's
helplessness and hopelessness, which
eludes the filmmakers. ^
Vonnegut's hero, Billy Pilgrim, has

survived the horrors of soldiering during

[the Second World War — he was present

I

during the fire bombing of Dresden — to

become a solid upper-middle class citizen

I

complete with overweight wife, two
loathsome children, a Cadillac, mem-
bership in the Lion's chib, and a position in

his father-in-law's optometry business. He
differs from his grey suburban peers in

|only one significant respect — he has

leveloped the capacity to become ••un-

stuck" in time, that is, to travel to the past

)r the future af will. His future, in-

ierestingly, includes extended sojourns on

the planet Tralfamadore with a former
Hollywood starlet by the name of Monta(||i
Wildhack. ( And so it jgoes. ) Except for the
Tralfamadore interiudes, Billy's life is

portrayed as one long act of submission,
from earliest childhood (when Billy's
father throws the young Billy into a pool
with the command ''sink or swim" the
passive child drifts slowly to the bottom of
the pool) to the moment of his death
(armed with the knowledge that he wiU be
murdered by a lunatic he met in the army,
Billy calmly, in fact cheerfully, an-
ticipates his own demise). Only on Earth,
the Tralfamadorians sagely inform him,
is there any talk of free will.

There's plenty of comedy in the film, but
it's rather conventional (which is not, by
the way, to imply unfunny) comedy— the
real disasters which befall Billy are not
played for laughs and the film con-

sequently misses the spirit of recklessness
and irreverence which characterize the
novel. Part of the problem, I think, is that

the filmmakers take Vonnegut's
humanism at face value; they think he's

really serious about it all the time. Von-
negut, however, is quite capable of poking
fun at himself and his almost maudlin
view of "man's plight"; for example, at

one point in the novel, he temporarily
drops the narrative to announce the

following: ''There are almost no
characters in this story, and almost no
dramatic confrontations because most of

the people in it are so sick and so much the

listless playthings of enormous forces. "„
Vonnegut's detractors might very weD
read that as the author proclaiming his

theme for anyone who might have missed
it — even if that's the case, however, the

undeniable sarcasm of the passage serves

to severely undercut the sombemess of the

proceedings, and, correspondingly^
Vonnegut's own seriousness about his

material. —

It is unfortunate that when Hill does try

his hand at freakish, absurdist comedy,
the film goes completely out of wack — it

can't withstand the shock. Billy's wife's

mad race to the hospital is probably the
best case in point. Desperate to reach her
injured husband's side, (Billy has been
hurt in a plane crash) Blrs. Pilgrim
literally smashes her way to the hospital,

ultimately demolishing her prized
Cadillac and herself. The sequence is

funny all right, but it clearly doesn't
belong in this film, and it becomes un-

comfortable to watch. In the next scene,

when Billy's sober-faced son-in-law in-

forms Billy's daughter that her mother
has died suddenly and mysteriously, it

takes the audience a couple of beats to

realize that this indeed Is meant to be
taken lightly.

. . •

The filmmakers also seem to miss the

point of some of the bits which they have
lifted from the book. In a boxcar on his

way to a German prison camp, Billy the

soldier meets a hobo who insists that

conditions aren't so bad, and that he's been
in worse situations before. On the ninth

day of the journey the man suddenly dies,

the words "You think this is bad? This
ain't bad," fresh on his lips. In the film,

the character is introduced, but his sub-

sequent death is never established, an
omission which quickly deprives him of

his raison d'etre. Similarly, the long

march into Dresden, so effective in the

book, seens purposelessly long on film

without the explanation that (Billy) ''knew
too that most of the people watching him
would soon be dead."

There are minor annoyances — Michael
Sacks, perfectly convincing as the younger
Billy, rarely connects as the middle-aged
qptometrist, despite an elaborate make-up
job. ( However, the supporting actors, — in

particular Sharon Gans as Billy's over-

stuffed wife, and the gifted Ron Leibman
as Billy's lunatic army companion Paul
Lazzaro— are outstanding). Also, the film

perhaps looks a little too real for its own
good — the uniformly crisp, clean
photography creates a quiet naturalistic

visual tone which is really inappropriate to

""the proceedings.

It may be imfair to measure a film so
closely against the original source
material, but this film seems to invite

such a comparison because it is so faithful
^^-^ at least superficially — to the book.

Certainly, what the fihn strives for is

generally achieved. There are splendid

comic moments and, as previously noted,

a basic cohesiveness to the whole endeavor
which could not have been easy to ac-

complish. Still, thefilm finally emerges as
a one-track lament for man's inhumanity
to man. And there's just more to Vonnegut
and Slaughterhouse FiVe than that. -

\Neil Yourig's bountiful— and multi'leveled
For most contemporary music,
"consumer guide" sort of

fcview will suffice, pointing out
ic "strongest cuts", interesting

Tics (depending on the writer's

particular level of un-
kerstanding), and maybe an
listorical anecdote or two to liven

p the copy. Sorta boils down to

[buy it" or "don't".

However, few modern-day
[ritics have the balls to say ••this

jlbum sucks -- don't even waste
[our time", possibly because of a
indamental uncertainty of
Itaste." possible because they
|ant to keep getting those free
fcords No point in biting the
ind that feeds, ya' know.
Harvest ( Reprise MS 2032), Neil

[oungs fourth solo album, is a
Jost notable exception. It was
^teresting to see the critics
c;ross the land lay into this one.
jy. oh boy; those sharpies.
?ally cut him down.

I

This can be seen from the local
^blications — "Neil Young'
[bums are full of songs by Neil
^ung and as such they don't
pange much" to the Frisco elite:

havin)g concluded (usually
»>te correctly) that once one
[tains superstar status, the
faience will eagerly gobble up
^atever half-assed baloney he
eases to record". Yessiree. The
J^a laughing at the distance.
erhaps an inabihty to un-

frstand (lyrically) plus an
^f^'lity to follow or predict
musically) is a frustrating,
settling experinece for the
H'cal ego. What's he doing, for
[aven's sake? Just when I
^ught he'd levelled off. The very
?? ^^3^ a disappointment,
•afvest is an outsUnding
^sical achievement, a versatile

creative work of art with
iner mtriguing portrait of the
Pi as a young man. From
^ner level.

******IIH l
I ——^^^^^^

Young never preaches, seldom
gives advice. It's not ••You gotta

get up every morning with a smile

on your face"; it's "I woke up this

morning with an arrow through

my nose". Few songs are written

in a single sitting of frame of

mind, as he ^plained last year in

concert. '•A Man Needs A Maid"
is a haunting exception.

Many are multi-levelled, with

double and triple meanings,
maybe more. There are some I

think I understand fairly well, but

it's only one mart's interpretation.

Most are very personal and real —
from a higher realm, a distant

mind — where transitions are

easily-seen and present-day logic

comparatively limited and ab-

surd.

Side one gets underway with

"Out on the Weekend", an earthy,

bluesy, uncluttered tune featuring

guitar, harmonica and ••typical"

Neil Young percussion (little or no

use of cymbals — bass and snare

dominate), with accompaniment
by the Stray Gators and various

"big-name" guest artists.

The simplicity of the music

contrasts with the complexity of

the lyrics, a contrast which

reveals itself throughout Young's

six-year record "discography".

The four stanzas appear to

represent four different

viewpoints, space / time per-

spectives, or levels of con-

by Bill Pique
scioiisness, depending on where
you get off.

The first is a straightforward

plan of action, and the second is an
anticipation of fulfillment ("she's

so fine she's in my mind" — doei
he mean that literally? The
••cowgirl in the sand", the
"woman in you", the **old

laughing lady" — are they all

women from his dreams?). The
third is a description from above
of the fruitless attempt to com-
municate, while the forth is your
choice. Real or imagined? Will

she stay with him? The search for

Utopia goes on.

The title track, ••Harvest", is

basically, despite a deceptive

"declarative" sort of mekxly, a

series of questions, with the only

exceptions being a •'Sugar

Mountain" phrase, ("the top of

the stairs") in the first stanzal and
the ''Dream up dream up"
repeating refrain. The song .is

loaded with symbolism and
imagery, which is often in-

troduced or clarified in previgut

songs ( *•After the Goldrush" for a

specific example). One question

continues to linger, who is the

"she"?

Probably the most intriguing

line is the aforementioned
refrain: ••Dream up Dream up /

Let me fill your cup / With the

promise of a man." Is that just a
k)eautiful way of saying •let's

conceive a child"? Further in-

trigue: Neil is presently an ex-

pectant father in reality, as of

December I think (if my math is

correct — the baby's supposed to

be due around September). His

woman: Carrie Snodgress, the

actreM.

The third song, "A Man Needs a

Maid", is a masterpiece. I hate to

even attempt a prosaic

(Jesci iptiuii — the song is to be'

experienced, not described.

Young introduced it as one of his

"weird songs" a year ago last

February at the Dorothy Chandler

Pavilion:

"This is a song I wrote uh, imder

weird circiunstances. I usually

don't write too many songs too

fast, but all of a sudden I found

myself not being able to move
around too much in a bed a lot

and. uh. my mind started wan-

dering And when I got home, I

kept hearing this song over and
over in my head.

"I didn't know what it itieant

when I first started hearing it Tm
starting to see what it means
now,"
"Not being able to move around

too much in a bed a lot" — could

that be the back-injury hospital

stay which preceeded last year's

concert tour?

DAILY
BRUIN icon

Some other things to look and
listen for:

— the powerfully convincing

isolation of his voice, which wails

like an abandoned kitten alone in

the night— a sharp contrast to the

gentle flowing k)eiEiuty of earlier

works such as ••Here We Are in

the Years" or the old Springfield

favorite, ••I Am a Child".
Tremendous vocal control and
versatility, yet there are many
who stiU ••can't stand his voice".

— Jack Nitzsche's superbly

arranged and mixed in-
'

corporation of '•classical" music
— with the London Symphony
Orchestra. The strings are
nothing new — listen to ••Broken

Arrow" or "Expecting to Fly" —
but the orchestra plays a bigger

role here in this song than ever
before. Sort of a culmination of

earlier trends.

— The perception level(s) : is he
weak and dependent, cold and
chauvinistic? Or does he reach

back into the depths of his mind,
exposing "the part of me that's

scared / the part of me I shared /

once before" (from the Buffalo

Springfield tune "Do I Have to

Come Right Out and Say It")?

Fragile and frightened — a part

few men are strong enough to

confront and reveal. Neil pursues

it and turns it into art.

— The second stanza: ••To give

a love, you gotta live a love";

Instructions from alwve? The old

laughing lady: "When will I see

you again?". Listen to the musical

"flight" in reaching this par-

ticular level of thinking.

— The third stanza : back down
to earth. Disorientation as to time

and place, but the thought

remains, "I was watching a

movie with a friend / I fell in love

with the actress / She was playing

^ pfrt that I could understand", or

ma^be "She was playing apart —
(Continued on Page It)
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MUSIGON
Creedence Clearwater
Way back in 1968 Creedence Clearwater Revival released

their first singles, *'I Put a Spell on You" and **Susie Q." I

really wasn't impressed much by their renditions,

prefering the versions by Manfred Mann and Alan Price on

the former*, and the good old Rolling Stones on the latter.

And when these guys turned up on Boss City, revealing

themselves as a goony bunch of Berkeley hippies, well . . .

But Creedence became real superstars (much to my
surprise), and although 1 never cared much for John

Fogerty's vpice, 1 tolerated it and actually enjoyed their

more insistent rockers, things like 'Travelin' Band" and

"Ooby Dooby." It did, however, irritate me that

Creedence's popularity exceeded their talents. Fogerty,

granted, was a superior hard-rock vocalist, superb

guitarist, and wortW songwriter, but: rhythm guitarist

Tom Fogerty had to be the worst ever, sometimes playing

only one chord throughout the whole song (
ChoojUn

>;

bassist Stu Cook similarly employed the simplest dm
lines, generally making use of three-note patterns; aiid

drummer Doug Clifford had mastered only the barest sk Us

- all of which would have been evident if you had seen the

group in concert or on their TV special.
-* -iii

Groups whose overwhelming success is suspect ana

future therefore precarious, cannot afford to wait too long

between releases least the pubUc forget about them. It

killed the iron Butterfly - their first thr^ Lps were gold

while their over-a-year-later live Lp sold only half that

amount. So Creedence's new Lp Mardi Gras (Fantesy 9404)

not only has that strike against it, but the additional burden

of presenting their fans with a different musical style, one

no longer dominated by Fogerty.

Around the time Tom Fogerty left the group (to score

questionably with ''Media Man*') you perhaps remember

Robert Hilburn reporting in the LA Times that Creedence

were now going to becotne more democratic with the three

remaining members starUng to contribute equally. That

sounds fair enough, but the case here is that neither Cook or

Clifford approach Fogerty's talent.
._, ^ u

Each member sang and composed roughly a third of th^

songs. Stu Cook and Doug Clifford capsize their bonng

compositions by singing. Cook's voice is laughable with its

inadvertent exaggeration of certain syllables. Doug Clif-

ford's nose seemingly gets in the way of his raggedy

monotone, providing weird twists. Clifford's "Teari »

the Country" hops along nicely, but the rest of the d^ ^^

contributions are worthlen. Sadly, Fogerty's ^***
reduced to lead guitar licks. ^ '"We

is

John must have been experiencing some kind nf
block. The atypical **Sweet Hitch-Hiker" is old mT°^
and 'Someday Never Comes" owes a great deal to -w^
Stop the Rain, " including the opening lyie "The firc*;^

'^

I remember " His ''Looking for a fieaSm' t^T^
opener, introduces the pedal steel guitar (plavL k
Fogerty himself I suspect) and a country feel to Cre»i»
(complete with John's vocal cracks) — no surpri^?^
one remembers Fogerty's admitted fondness for c & w
"Hello Mary Lou" is Mardi Gras' acknowledgment

irf fk.
previous rock era. Fogerty's echoey vocal surpiJnoT
reminds one of Ricky Nelson's, and overall it's an adf«
enough rendition. ^m^
~~The Lp most of all lacks the direction that Fogertv in \\^
past was able to dictate. Has he Indeed burned himself JJ?
After all, it did take weU over a year for the album tniL
completed. If he still has any creativity left, I'd advise Joh
to cut bis own solo album so that he wouldn't have to worr!
about the egos of inferior artists. ,^^

^
Creedence fans are really gonna hate this album IM

advise all of them to save yourselves $2.50 and buv ik!

'Sweet Hitch-Hiker" single instead. • ^
r- Harold Bronson

li

A 180 MINUTE
TRIBUTE TO
TELEVISION

NOSTALGIA
^'

AN ORGY OF
CLASSIC
REMEMBRANCES

MARX BROTHERS IN

THE INCREDIBLE JEWEL ROBBERY
(1959) One Of their greatest Seldom
screened.

BUIlNS & ALLEN
Harry Von Zell'» raise m pay is the

subject. George Burns putts cigar

smoke at it all.

SERGEANT BILKO
Features, of course, Phil Silvers as

BilKO, Doberman, and all the others in

the greatest episode, titled WAR
GAMES.

BEmr BOOP
as Minnie The Moocher and in her

famous Boop Oop A Doop. Cartoon

magic with Cab Calloway. .

DRAGNET 1970
Don't miss this one. In color! Jack Webb

as Sergeant Friday goes to an encounter

group to loosen up He winds up busting

the participants for grass

DEATH VAUEY
DAYS WITH
RONALD REAGAN

This masterpiece of high camp is cs'Ip'

Tribute To A Dog Ronnie is defenc. t

young boy whose dog has been shot v .

villian. His speech at the end in c^ef ?n «

of American liberties is .» f^ow. -on

start to finish.

OZZIE AND
HARRIET

called Father's Night At The Fratermty^

this one features Ricky smg.ng some

golden oldies. ^

WHAT IS

COMMUNISM?
stars Herbert Phllbrick in ^-s legendary

smear of the noble Communist party a

gem of TV propaganda.

AN EPISODE FROM

CRUSADER RABBIT.

Out of sight!

UHLE LULU
BeautiM US c.M#d, and more amorous -t

couldn't possibly b«.

MARYMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL

10643 Sunset Blvd.

between Westwood P\^i» «• ^ ''«*'"

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

APRIL 14 & 15

Mch night »1-W
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...S- -.ilj-yW.-Liza is a Cabaret, Old Chum
<V '. >--..w~ ..^: ,v.— X^ C 't* by Beverly Gray

One could say "a star is born" and let it go at that.

But Cabaret is more than just the smashing per-

formance of Liza Minnelli.lt is a sturdy, satisfying

film adaptation ^f the Broadway musical hit. Not

only does this film capture the dazzling decadence of

iheoriginal, but it in many ways improves upon it.

Under the direction of Bob Fosse, the filmed Cabaret

blossoms into something as brilliant and as hard as a

diamond. ,,:%

Cabaret is based on Christopher Isherwood's

Berlin^ories by way of John Van Druten's play, I

Am aTamera. Its complex lineage helps to point up

the' problem implicit in the material. In I Am a

(am era, the authors of Cabaret found a realistic

depiction of life in Germany as it moved towafd Nazi

takeover. The action centers around a young English

writer (representing Isherwood himself) who is

repelled by the rising tide of anti-semitism. His

opposite number is Sally Bowles, an irrepressible

gamin caught up in the gay whirl of Berlin's

nightlife, oblivious to the impending horrors of the

Nazi regime. -
.

In making the shift from dramatic play to musical,

Cabaret's authors pulled off a daring trick. Moving
from the fact that Sally works as a nightclub singer,

. they, set before us a cafe that epitmoizes the sordid

glitter, the blind hedonism, til Germany in the

thirties. This cafe— this cabaret— becomes a frame
through which we see the interaction of the main
characters. And its lewd Host, with his mincing voice

and his grotesque white makeup, appears as a sort of

Satanic chorus. Leering, smirking, strutting, he
tempts the weak to cast aside moral scruples and
drink the wine of sweet oblivion.

Unlike most recent musicals, Cabaret does not try

to fit its songs neatly into a dramatic context. People
do not sing to each other on street corners, or fire

escapes, or train platforms. Instead, the music
belongs to the cabaret. This is even more true in the
film than it was on stage; all songs not belonging to a
theatrical setting are unceremoniously dropped.

The musical numbers which remain are
noteworthy not for their beauty or cleverness but
because they so unerringly express an underlying
decadence. As the action on the personal level in-

tensifies, the cabaret songs become increasingly
grotesque. The Host's opening "Willkommen" is

harmless enough, but the menage a trois routine, the
Money Makes the World Go 'Round" duet, the

dance in drag, and **If You Could See Her Through
My Kyes" with iU obvious poke at the Jewish
Question, all reveal with greater and greater
acuteness the warped mentality of this period. And
when, at the end of the show, Sally comes onstage to
sing the title song, its words strike home to the

audience, for they confirm her total embrace of the
purely hedonistic life:

No use permitting some prophet of doom
To wipe every smile •away
Life is a. cabaret, old chum, ~ ^ ~ '^ ~
Come to the cabaret. ^ -;

On stage Cabaret proved to be stronger in concept
than it was in execution. The two halves of the show
— the personal, dramatic half and the musical
cabaret scenes — simply did not mesh. And in fact,

aside from a very charming Jewish fruit merchant
who was a new additon to the work, the characters
were not very interesting on a personal level. It was
only the unique brilliance of the cabaret frame that
made Cabaret worth seeing. 4 _ _'

The film version, however, has largely removed
this problem. This is due in part to the nature of the
medium itself. Cabaret is a montage, of realistic
events and their surreal mirrored reflections;"
through careful intercutting the screen can move us:

,
from one level to the other with perfect ease. In the
blink of an eye we are transferred from a cabaret
mock-battle to a real beating on the streets outside
and back again to the devil-may-care knockal)out of
the stageshow. This constant fluctuation between
hiliarity and horror is the essence of Cabaret, lind

director Fosse always remains aware of this fact.

Fosse has also succeeded in making; the realistic

subplots more interesting. It is regrettable that he
has scrapped the Jewish fruit merchant and
returned to the rich Jewish heiress of I Am a
Camera. The idea — of horror encroaching upon the

comfortable life of a German Jew — remains the
same, but the fabulously rich young lady does not

arouse in us the same sympathy that t^e merchant
did on stage. '^^ •

•

But Sally Bowles and her writer are marvelously
enriched in the film. Michael York brings charm and
sincerity to a rather anemic role, and, as Sally, Liza
Minelli is electric. Her musical numbers are wholly
right, and her performance brings out both Sally's

fierce, ugly egotism and the eggshell-thin innocence
that keeps her untainted despite herself. The part of

Sally Bowles is the sort that carves out great careers,

and Liza Minnellihas not squandered this opportunity

And the overall aura is right too. Joel Grey,
repeating his Broadway role, is unforgettable as the

Host. Fosse, a choreographer before he turned to

directing, gives us tawdry, vaguely obscene dances
that sustain the mood well. And he fills his cabaret
with a gallery of wonderful faces, all of them vacant,

all of them damned. Cabaret is a disturbing musical,

one which leaves us not with a smile but with a cold

shiver. Its success points toward new dimensions for

the musical genre.

FINALSALE

invites you to viow the

J^weit prices on the greatest
selection anywhere in the village.

1 138 Westwood Blvd. - 479-9055

He's X rA\e6

and
animated!

'4 ' V

NOW PLAYING
EVERY DAY: 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30.

8:30, 10:30 PM MIDNIGHT SHOW
AT 12:30 AM FRIDAY A SATURDAY

WORLD PREMIERE

^mmm NATIONAL I

IFOJK^^ HO 3 21M

ONAL GENERAL
iMirVMt
•t«M.Ctl

IM

TYPEWRITER CITY
478.7282 Wattwood 479-7282

NEW ELEC. ADDER '

SMITH-CORONA ELEC.

SMITH-CORONA 120 "T ?

SMITH-CORONA 250
SMITH-CORONA 300 (w/trade)

48.88

129.88

149.88

189.88

219.88

•Tj IBM MODEL C 289.88

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 128.88

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
AC/DC 8 DIGIT

174.88

ELEaRONIC PRINTING CALC. SAVE $$$$$$

. SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
(ANKAMOICAIO 1089 G<iyl.y Av«. MASTEtCHAME

T '

ONLY LA SHOWING
*'f*«.^

4. J>

<^ii iiiw -^r

ARLO GUTHRIE IN
a

USE'S RESnnUNI
Midnight shows FrI-Sat April 14-15

Admission (a fair price) only $1.25

REGULmi^ PROGRAM:

REGULAR ADMISSION 494
DURING WEEK TILL 7PM, 994 AFTER

HOUYWOOO STAIt

447 Ji71
S54« Hollywood

^ n«ar Western

^AKE THE MONIY AMD RUN

SAMTA MONICA
MAYFAM
S41 4«2S

214 Santa Monica
at the Mall

THC TEN COMMANDMENTS

TODAYS RECORDING INDUSTRY C

A SEVEN WEEK SEMINAR ON tHIc RECORDING INDUSTRY
with PHIL SPECTOR

and ottMr giitst sp«alc«rt

STARTS SUNDAY, MAY21

for fre« brochure call 462-0669

SHERWOOD OAKS EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE
6671 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028
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A 145 MINUTE

History of the
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BY WALT DISNEY
NEWMAN'SLAUGHOGRAMS
(1925)

Disney's very first cartoons, never

before seen m Berkeley and only

recently discovered. These are political

f artoons which conDment on the evils of

liberalism and the menace of creeping

socialism Disney himself appears m
this uproarious combination of live

action and animation. -

THE MICKEY MOUSE
TRILOGY (1932-1934)

Next to Steamboat Willie, these are

unquestionably the classic Mickey
cartoons MICKEY AND SIMON
LEGREE, GOLDRUSH MICKEY,
ROBINSON CRUSOE MICKEY Each
one illustrates a par^ of the development

of the Mouse character thatVgaii have

come to knov»r and love as th*~->«ars

rolled by

DONALD DUCK
THE MECHANIC (1933)

One of the very first that starred the

mad anarchist . »n this one, Donald,

Mickey and Goofy encounter the
villainous Black Pete.

DONALD DUCK
THE REPAIRMAN (1934)

Here Donafd ^s on his o<*m, trying to cope
With his fiery temper and the machine
aqe

MICKETS GALA PREMIERE
(1M3)
Disney's salute to Hoilywood's \m',

mortals To the premiere of a new
Mickey Mouse cartoon at Grand
Grauman's theat«r come animated
fha'racterizations of the stars Wallace
Beery, Clark Gable, the Marx Brothers,

Mane Dressier, and many more.

ALICE'S EGG PLANT (1927)

Don't miss this one! A rare gem that is

" Disney's paranoid vision of communism
m the trade unions as fomented by the

1 W W High Camp.

CHRISTMAS TOYLAND
(1929)

A boaufiful. sentimental vision that was
the forrunner of so many mustca*
( artoons

BY OTHER ANIMATORS:

MOVIE MAD (1930)

Itiis was a brilliant vyrork by V B
iwiTkes. a pioneer animator who later
< roatrd Disneys WIND IN THE
WILLOWS This one features Charlie
( haphn. Laurel & Hardy, and Flip The
I toq

CONQUEST OF THE POLE
(1909)

' Oi'orge Melies incredible, surreal bag of

magic and fantasy.

THE HASHER'S DELIRIUM
(1912)

An original Emile Cohl primitive on the
rvits of marijuana and opium

MARINE FANTASY (1925)

An early experiment In the beauties of

i>and tinted framet. Made in the famed
Pathe Freres studios An amazing
«(•( ivmcal triumph which captures the
perfection of an underwater world.

PLUS

TUBBY THE TUBA
BETTY BOOR

MUTT AND JEFF
FELIX THE CAT

GERITETH^ DINOSAUR
MR. MAGOG
andothtrs

•Untv. RcUgioiii ConL

Hilqard Ale Conte

COMPLETE SHOWS

7& 9PM
Thura. April 13

Donation t1 SO

(Continaed from Page 7)

that I could understand" Either

way, (seemingly the former), the

stanza suggests an intriguing

possibility: the actress, Carrie

Snodgress, the part and the

movie. Diary of a Mad Housewife.

.— The final thought. So he gets

himself a woman, perhaps. An
Other Mind. But the insecurity

remains, the love in mind, "When
will 1 see you again?"

•'A Heart of Gold" is the single

released for the AM sector of the

listening public, a sizable body of

listeners often ridiculed and
neglected by artists, critics, anc(^

other music freaks lucky enough

to have "outgrown that stage". In

any case, the song's got a catchy,

rhythmic melody and tfte lyrics

are relatively easily understood

(the search includes his own
mind, and it's a "fine line" that

keeps him going on). Backup

vocals by James Taylor and Linda

Ronstadt. An excellent cut in all

respects.

Most people regard the last cut

on the side, "Are You Ready for

the Country," as the weakest tune

on the album. Maybe so, but it's

got a sort of funky / casual

country charm in its musical

simplicity (which seems to be a

"live", one-take recording, with

the Gators and friends Crosby and

Nash helping out).

This carefree country feeling

contrasts sharply to the

heightened intensity of Young's

third album, After the Gold Rush.

In contrast to the "cold wind

ripping, dead man lying" <!ity

street imagery of Gold Rush, with

its surrealistic silver / black,

fenced-in, feel-like-an-old-man

city portrait, the inside cover of

Harvest shows the funky freak on

the country road, reflected on a

doorknob with no key.

Side two opens with "Old Man",
another of the three songs' of this-

album which Neil had already

Written before last year's concert

tour. "Old Man" was introduced

as a song about a worker on Neil's

ranch up north, somewhere
between Palo Alto and the Pacific

Ocean:
"This is a song I wrote about my

ranch when I moved up north and,

with all the country . . . when I

bought the place, there was this

old man who was working there

for the people 1 bought it from. He
was about 70 years old . . . a
cattle hand. Sort of like he's hot

ever gonna happen again because

the cattle business and all that

just isn't like it was forty years

ago. like* som<

The new Fairport Conventton album
about aguywho n^rergot hung up.

..

He's uKe something th^»
still alive but that's d^d t \wrote a song about him"

J.T., and the Gators sitting
in'Agam the simple melody carrier .

complex lyric. Two phrases
t'consider are "twenty-four

and
theres so much more" (jc u
twenty-four and there's more t^
come, or twenty-four and it feeU
like more?). Also "live alone in a
paradise that makes me think of
two". Space and earth? Night and
day? Conscious and un? Self phh
the O.L. Udy? ^"^

/There's a World" is another
complex, revealing,

multi-level
song similar to, but much weaker
than "A Man Needs a Maid"
Similar in that it was recorded at
Barking Town Hall in London by
the same London Symphony
Orchestra, and produced by the
same Jack Nitzsche (who played
piano and guitar with the Gators
co-produced "Expecting to Fly

'

and "The Old Laughing Lady '

and wrote "String Quartet from
Whiskey Boot Hill" from the first

N.Y. solo album). Different in

that it is a trifle over-produced.
All that instrumentation adds
little to this particular song -
even clutters and interferes at

times. I guess I'm not ready for

harps and bells just yet, though
they do reinforce the sort of

"heavenly" perspecUve at times.

The parts with the piano and voice

alone are the prettiest. The rest is

rather overbearing.

However, again there's much
more to this tune that what first

meets the ear. Every phrase has a

special meaning, some obvious,

some obscure. Symbols out of the

past, such as the wind ("smoke-

ring day when the wind blows
",

"cold wind ripping down the alley

at dawn"), the avenue (paths,

roads, and freewavs), and the

dream ("Hello woman oi my
dreams", **when the dream
came", "and I fell into a dre^m ")

re-appear and take 6n newer,

fuller, meanings. Its lyrical dialog

is both a manifesto and a war-

ning; the view from both sides.

"Alabama" is seen by many as

a restatement of the racial-debt-

of-the-South idea, put across so

powerfully on "Southern Man." I

disagree. In some ways it's closer

to "There's a World" and parts of

••Last Trip to Tulsa" — at least in

the first and third stanzas

Remember the "friend" from

"Tulsa" who asked if he could

help swing the ax, the one who

(CootlnuedonPagel?)

! u.i> t.ikrii t<> the

11,1- llii' t.>it was

! t < iirl. (1. \.Mo\Miifc!

T'' in .. W.lli-

I., hi- .iir.iiii 1'^

\,ivv. Ia

f AIRPORT CONVENTION
BABBACOMBE LEE

SP-43:<.^

„|^"---""-'' ^" ^^^'" "" ""^''^ P»<>«irraphrd .t their aitU«t t Abbot.kmwtU th. d.y .ffer he r.m« horn. frt,m PortUnd Pri.<«,

lives.

Chase
.^i. ^• t ..'*.

It is doubtful wtietber one could

find a harder working, more

together group thm that com-

pletely setf-contained unit led by

trumpeter Bill Chase, whose

^me is also the name of the

group. Their nearly two hour

performance at the SanU Monica

Civic Auditorium last Saturday

convinced those in attendance of

that fact, and the rest of you can

find out for yourself by listening to

their new album, Enaea (E^ic KE
31097).

The components of the group

fall into three caU

trumpets, rhythm sect

vocals, an examination

reveals the group'i

strengths and o<

weaknesses. Bill Chi

surrounded himself wi

(and at times, four!

trumpets, played by Ted Pierce-

field, Alan Ware and Jerry Van

Blair, in a style so tight and

unerring that the effect is more

like ope tnmipet amplified and

divided. Bill Chase's solos, heard

far too infrequently on Ennea and

even less frequently in concert,

are enough to pale the purple plaid

pants of Doc Severinsen, the

sound he most Closely resembles.

The rhythm section is aboiit the

best this writer has heard in a long

while. Dennis Johnson's electric

bass playing is lightning fast,

Gary Smith's drumming equally

rapid and innovative, Phil Por-

ter's organ, although under-
emphasized both audibly and

vtouafly

defmite asset to the total sound of
Chase, and last. Angel South's
guitar, which is a story in itself

and well worth telling. Althoi^h
he is not featured heavily on the
allxmi, South more or less stole
the show at the Civic when he
lashed into a rather lengthy ackl-
rock solo spot which rapidly
turned into an outrageous barrage
on the senses. Playing at an in-

tolerable level of volume, he
continued working himself up into
a frenzy, which included dragging
the bow of a string bass and the
microphone stand across his
guitar until he could stand it no

his head, letting it crash to the

teresting. ' Having said all this,

Shinn did prove an amiable host
on stage, subbing for the oft-

winded Bill Chase.

Which brings us to the over-all
effect of Chase as a group, their
repertoire and the nature of their
music. Needless to say, the
arrangements are built around
the trumpets, with short spaces
provided for trumpet solos.
Otherwise, the emphasis tends to
fall on the rhythm section and
vocals, a terrible misdirection,
considering the strength and
talent behind the horns. Tied in

closely with this is the selection of
iumhprs and arrangements
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while at the same time seeming

Chase's jazz rooU (more on that
later).

> For most of the remainder of

the concert, and nearly all of

Ennea. the spotlight falls on G.G.
Shinn's coarse vocals. The fact
that his singing seems out of place
is due to several reasons. First, it

is nearly impossible to understand
the lyrics as they come from
Shinn. Second, Chase's musical
Hnes do not lend themselves tp

vocals; hence, Shinn's singing

clashes and contrasts with the

melody. Third is Shinn's style.

After a while his shouting
becomes harsh and his falsetto

endings to the songs become
entirely predictable and iinin-

^reofrilong the lines of hard
rock^ Tnre are two ways of

ig J this; the addiUon of

stslto a rock bank does

^ to «pand the idiom of rock
'and Ts a Ivelcome addition. The
tr^n^%|/, however, were not
added to the rhythm section, but
the other way around; which
means that the previously jazz

oriented jazz-rock group has
shifted its emphasis to the rock
side and considerably limited the
creativity and improvisation
ability of the horns.

Ohe should not conclude, despite
the number^ of paragraphs
devoted here to criticism, that
Chase is anything less than a
totally enthralling act, both in

concert and on record. It is just

that there is always room for

improvement, and these areas
are too obvious to ignore in Chase.

'. .-('"
.

* '
'-

. i:. — Andy Linsky

Cinema -

'The Decameron'
With half the country condemning permissiveness

in movies and the otl^r half complaining about too

much censorship, it's refreshing to see a film which
serves as a justification for the cinema's relatively

new freedom. Pier-Paolo Pasolini's The Decameron
is rated X and richly deserving of being in that

category, for the film, like Bocaccio's book is an
assault on the Catholic Church, sexual mores and
hypocrisy in general. Granted, attitudes toward the

(hurch and sex (and the institutions themselves)
have changed a lot since Bocaccio's day, but until

quite recentljr, the motion picture industry has shied

away from the king of graphic sexual material and
abuse Of organized religion found in this film. Of
course all one need do is look around to see that

hypocrisy is still all over the place, showing no sign

of disappearing, and this film certainly won't tiUTi

the tide. But the explicit nature of The Decameron's
irreverence is quite true to the original material,

even if some aspects of that material seem dated and
irrelevent to American audiences.
Though times have changed so that some of

Bocaccio's sentiments seem like those a liberal at a
convention of radicals, his views on the foibles of

human nature are virtually universal. And Pasolini
manipulates his graphic material in such a way that
it constantly errodes human pretenses and
arrogance. Subtle infereinces are fine, but what
better way to show the insincerity of those who
pretend to pledge themselves to high ideals than to
show a supposedly deaf- mute caretaker for a nun-

• nery screwing a couple of eager young -liuns? The
caretaker, whose purpose this was all along, ends up
servicing the entire nunnery, from the youngest girls
right on up to the oldest.

In another segment of the film, an arrogant young
man is seduced by an appeal to his vanity made by a
beautiful woman. Although her story seems too
farfetched to be true, the young man wanta to believe
everything she tells him, and so he winds up
swimming in a cess pool, his^money stolen from him.
He later redeems his pride, when, still stinking, he is

used by two graverobbers to loot the remains of a
bishop. The graverobbers leave oiu* hero stranded in

the tomb . . . until three more robbers come, and
one, assured that dead men don't bite, steps into the
casket and is promptly bitten on the leg. Aflei- the
screaming dies do>yn, our hero pops out of the open
coffin with a nice niby ring for his trouble.

Some of the short stories that comprise this film do
miss their marks, but for the most part the stories

are as enjoyable as the ones outlined above. There is

one rather troubling thing which goes through most
of the film, and that is Pasolini's distance from his

material. When ribald gusto would seem to be
desirable, Pasolini's direction is curiously reserved
and methodical. I can offer over no explanation for

this problem, but Pasolini himself even seems to be
aware of at least some kind of deficiency in his film.

Playing a painter in the final episode, Pasolini has a
vision which he sets out to transfer to the wall of a
church. Once it's finished, the artist, dissatisfied

with the mural, says something to the effect that the

problem with art is that it's never as good as that

which inspires it. It's a surprisingly modest ending

for a film which deserves as little deprecation as this

one —Stan Berkowitz

ASKTHE MAN
FROM __

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNQ

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM^

offering life kisuranca
with premium financing

for Interns and resident
physicians

full-tlnf)e graduate students

full-time professional-
school students

LEONAao mmmnmH
EUiNNMUai
I Wl AVE OF THE STARS
CEWUtYCITY 87^1911 ST-3 4600

i^
^•opl«bul|«f^

'^^

THE EQUITABLE
Th« Equitable Life Aisurmce
Society of the United States.

The following discussion classes
~ hove begun at the 7
International Student Center,

1023 Hilgard:
Spanish Conversation 8:00 pm
Japanese Conversation 7:00 p.m.

English Conversation 8:00 p.m.

English Conversation 7:30 p.m.

French Conversation 7:00 p.m.

German Conversation 6:00 p.m.

Tkara is no chorge - A conversoHonol ability

is sfrassad.

In oddition, the following

programs have begun:

Thursday

Thursday

Friday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

Acting Workshop 7:30 p.m.

Balkaii Dancing 8:00 p.m.

Cooking Class 7:00 p.m.

Inter/sotionol Film Series 8:00 p.m.

Arts and Crafts Workshop i:3(V4:30 p.m.

Pl«as« call 825-3384 for morm inlormofion.

Ffldoy

Frld^
Hoppy Hour 5:00 p.m.

Folk Dancing 8:00 p.m.

"w^

ovn ao vn- ExmrncE
POMANENT ^
HAM REMOVAL ,WITH AIR T
OESENSITIZER

MM & WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
Mpmh El»cf Assoc

Mon-Sat EvM by Ap^t. «v

474-7171

SARA L. WANNE RE
AUNE WANNE RN * RE
124SOI«ildonW.L.A.
(Westwood Medical

Prot. BIdg.)

(Paid Advartisament)

To Find God
— Speak

Truth

M-

INCOME TRX
SERVICE

s5
up

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY
and STAFF

FLESNER&COOK
Tax Consultants

1072 Gaylcy, Suite 3 (Next to Safeway)
Westwood 473-8127 or 886-7475

PREPARATION FOR MAY ~

MCAT
NOW ENROLIING

Preparation tor fests required for admtsston to

post graduate schools

Si« session courses smaller groups *
..i

Unltmited tape lessons tor review - • -

Course material constantly updated
Home study material prepared by experts m eact> t«eJd

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^^^^ . Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2 1 3) 273- 1 890
1736 Westwood Boulevard

. THE T0PIIN6II CENTER

FOR HUMAN OEVELOPMENT
prasants

INTRIDHCTIOII TO PSYCHOSYNTHESIS
An Exparimantal Evanir>g With

-
lEimiE BBNTHER

AUTHOR: SENSE RELAXATION
SUN., APRIL 16, 7 PM $5/$3 STUDENTS
UNITARIAN CHURCH, 9550 Hatkdl, S«pulv«da

ALSO: Friday, 4/14 eve. workshop for group leaders. All-week-

end workshop: PSYCHOPHYSICAL SYNTHESIS

CALL: TOPANGA CENTER. 455-1342m ^^ ^r

RESTAURANT GUIDE

THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 Wilshirt Blvd.
Beverly Cam stack Hataf
274 Mil

KeaturiQq Greek & Continental Ci/tsir>«. Op«n
for Luncti & Dinner 7 Days a weel(. En
tertainment Thurs ttiru Sunday FREE
PARKING Reservations Advised S3 Full
dinner far UCLA studants w/this caupan.

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«ttwood n«ar Pico
op«n 7am- 1am

''Gourm^ Soups like

mofher nwer made"
MAISON

LA CREPE
1084 Glendon Ave 47S 0437
Open 7 Days H 30 1 AM

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
M32I S^vnta Monica Blvd.
West LA 479 9»*«
next door to "Papa Bactis"

A Nohiral Foods Rottouront

Live AAusIc - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
lOtM Ufidbroali Or.

4744)MS-WW Villon a

LUNCH from $1.40 »o $1.90
DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

MCDONALD'S TOWN HOUSEnu
47t.ft4a

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
formerly tt>e "Lucky U '

NOW AT: 12M4 W fICOllVO.
47S.9010

MEXICAN AND AMEtlCAN FOOD
•EBt SOFT DtlNKS, OtOEIS TO GO ALSO
OPEN 10 om la 2flm CLOSB) TUESDAY

1242SWilaliiratM.
LA. %u-n\o

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Piua
Now opon doily for lunch

TuoB. aitor 9 pm any piizo $1.75

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
M22 Wait tri S«r««l

10".. DISCOUNT W/THIS AD
Kotliar-NulrHiow»>VaBalari«n Rad^as

Oj^an 1 1 •.m. to 1 1 p.m. • FrMoyt 1 1 o.m. to Saw^aawi

dine out tonight

23X»aAAAi , , . ..•»nrr,^-^r^--^..»,,^ .^m i\ ... ,'7'. ...%... . . . . , . . kAAdb**.
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Hill
Film Society

Dickson 2160
Soturdoy Night

MOVIEGUIDE
S D«MilU FHum:

MADAM SATAN at 6:00

CLEOPATRA ot 8:00

UNION PACIFIC at 9:45

III
15140 Sunsot Blvd.

Poc. PdiMdot
454.5525

$«ofi Connary & J»l Si. imkm

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

pob-l N««vfnon & RkNord Jo«cli«l

SOMETUMES A GREAT NOTION

leverlr caioii

205 North Canon Drivo

BeveHy Hills (of Wilshiro)

2755244

DoubU Footurf

GINGER

CIRCLE OF LOVE

_ . _,_,^,^ 5 Academy ^4omilHrflOl^•

PACIFIC S WoHdPr««i«r. yonm»a^^n^^.O\m^ y^>A»o^

lllirly mis mary, queen of scots (PG)

y«i.«r. Blvd. - c-^ Or. :-:i-;>!S.'V:itr
**"""

1 bik Eoft ot BovoHy Dr. ^ ^ hoiidoy. 100. 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

271-1121 Sun. 3:00. 5:00. 8:30 >

Wk • ^ I ' Acod«my Nominoliom Von«MO Radgrov*. OI«ndo JadMn

IreitWIII I MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS (PG)
2524 Wilthira ,

• MoivThurt 7:00 • 9:30 ^
/^OMhSfi Fri. 7:15 •9:45 ^
(Ot^OthM.)

Sal. 2:00 '4:30 •7:15 •9:45

Santo Monica Sun. 2K)0 • 4.30 • 7:00 • 9:30

829-3366 829-3367 p,. & j^. Midnigh* Show "SympoHiy lor fko Doif II"

ireilwiil II

2524 Wilshiro
(at 26th St.)

Sonto Monica -^

8293366 829-3367

Otcor Winnor JANE FONDA in ^^-

KLUTE
and Worron BooHy & Julio Chrtttio in -

McCABE & MRS. MILLER
Fri. & So*. Midnighl Show "Yollow SubmofW

DEALING

IfIII or The Berkoloy to Boston 40 Brick Loft-Bog Bluos

Wostwood Villogo -^ ^

GR 72487. 2:15. 4:1S. 4:15.8:15,10:15

Clieriii liii
Suns«t Near Vino

Hollywood
466-3401 ^

An Incrodtblo Space Advenhir«

SILENT RUNNING (Gj

Daily 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30. 8:30? 10:30

Lttio Show Fri. & Sol. 12 Midnighl

lei Mir
5036 WPko
WE 5-6424

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION

THE HOT ROCK^

htfltallaKon d Now Cinonwncopo

lirdoi
LoBreo at Melrose

WE 4-2944

kotch"
RoboH Rodlord

THE HOT ROCK
TKooh'O Qocod Monday. April 17. onhf.

U. Stilll
2139 Sunset

LA.

3899254 ALWAYS
49C

Two WaM DiMtoy FooHiro*

THE BISCUIT EATER

PINOCCHK)

Hiiifwooii Picnic
X no one under 18

Stonley Kubrick's

U'.Ilr'^S'ilSI;'!, A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

466-5211 n -" -iLi

....V
12:30. 3:00. 5:30. 8.00. 10:30

LISFCIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

Ends TuoMlay. Louit MoHoTt . .

MURMUR OF THE HEART
Alto MoMrko Ronol in Louis M^^»

^^THE FIRE WITHIN"
starts Wod two films by Eric Ronmor

*'Ui ColioctionnoussT' & "My NigM Al

Miylilr TEN COMMANDMENTS
214 Sonto Monica BKrd.

Sonto Monko Wod. Sun. Mon. Tuos. Starts 12:00

45 1 -4625 Thurs. Starts 4:30. Spodd moNnoo 2:00 "FiroHy"

Fri. & Sot. Starts 1 1:45 Also Midnight Show "Alices

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Street

Sonto Monica
451-8686

Wtnnor 2 Acodomy Awards

lost Supporting Actor & Actross

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
Mon^Fri. 6:00, 8.00. 10:00

Sol. & Sun. X-00. 4:00. 6:00. 8:00. 10:00

MlllCI II

1332 2nd Street

Sonto Monica
451-8686

jam OS Coburn & JonnRor aNoil

in Bioko Edwards'

THE CAREY TREATMENT
Mon.Fri 6:35. 8:15. 10:15

Sot & Sun 2:30, 4:15, 6:15. 8i15, 10:15

Sot April 15 1 1:00 a.m. Sholrospoar^a "Richord tho IIT

4': ^
. I

The Rock World on
'-'',*ift*f

•'"'

inttrested parties should bear in '"•••fjVV'"* ?**j^, JTTlJ!, oinntomsnt wHIi tho satrM of flMf
and remember ttiat part one appeared in icon » first ot April suppMmom, wnn mm spifn of ippr

holidav carrying over into ttiis installment.)

In the last installment of this story, some of the conditions necessary

for the existence of writers' groupies were discussed. As for the question

of why a girl would want to become such a groupie, Jim Bickhart. a local

free-lance writer, suggested that it was the glamour of the business that

might attract girls. Other people have different ideas.

Eve a Ull, dark-haired girl whose last name has to be withheld

because her parents **wouldnt understand what Tm doing,'* mentioned

some of the more material reasons for becoming a writers' groupie: "I

could never get usedto what a rip^rff most concerts were, and sUU are. In

fact pracUcally everything connected with music is outrageously

overpriced, even the albums. You know, they could be sold for a lot less

than what they're sold for now. I'd have to pay $3.50 for a new Faces

album just so Rod Stewart could buy a new leopard skin suit. Real nice!

But live music's got to be the worst. Can you tell me one place th9t Isn't a

rip-off?" . V

'*Say you go to a concert. You show up on time, but you're really there

to see the headliners, like AUce Cooper or somebody. So what do the

promoters do? They put on two or three shit groups first, and pretty soon

they've wasted maybe three hours. And I mean wasted. These guys come

on and nobody's ever heard of them and then they stand around doing

invited us to a rather lavish m
pose of this particular dinner

.

MCA's artists like Conway^
the dinner and everything buTr

^
Conway Twitty and Urettlynr

.-performers, there's not likeW
readers. So I guess MCA wa
complaining though But rega,
things like that, so you can seT
this article. I've already got^
Can it be inferred from that 1

groupies?

**I didn't say that
"

Then you don't have any gr

*•! didn't say that either.

' Just what did you mean tl

." "I meant what I said, no mor

'
.

All hostility aside, there's a
i

that is this: questions of seu
there are still lots of young (and

are willing to spend a great de

It's usually the case in our _
sonable a girl is, the niore ofteni^ V concerts, movies, clubs, and
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these dull jams and solos. And loud! They're usually so loud that you're

lucky if you can still hear by the time the group you came to hear comes

on. And so then they finally do come on and what happens? Everybody in

the place stands up, and some idiots even try to rush the stage, and as

soon as they get into the aisles, the rent-a-cops or the Peace Power guys

or somebody start beating the shit out of them. And by the time the

concert's over, you've been standing on your chair for an hour — and

tliat's if you're lucky and no one's picked up your chair ^^o throw at

someone. It's hot, your ears hurt, your legs hurt from having to stand on

what was supposed to be your 'good' seat, and you know what you've paid

for the privilege? Six-fucking-fifty! And if you go with a guy, you don't

have to pay, but he's stuck for mayl)e fifteen dollars when you count

parking and everything."

Isn't the atmosphere in the clubs more relaxed?

**Yeah, but they're just as expensive. Take the Troubadour or the

Whisky. It can easily cost three or three-fifty just to get into one of those

places, and then you have to buy about two dollars worth of drinks you

don't want. You get seated with people you don't even know, and you have

to sit in these little wooden chairs, and if that's not uncomfortable

enough, they cram you stioulder-to-shoulder in these long rows of chairs.

And half the time you're not even directly facing the stage. Now don't get

me wrong though. When I don't have to pay, I sort of like going to thesCi^

places, but when you consider everything, from the time you have to

spend lined up outside when somebody good Is there to the uncomfortable
seating and everything, it's just not worth the money. But I paid for a long

time, because, you know, what else can you do in L.A. except go to con-

certs and clubs and movies? I don't want to sound like .... uh .... a
golddigger or something, but I know a few writers here, and I've met
some from the Elast Coast when they've been in L.A., and between the

two, I can go most anywhere I want for free. It's better than sitting at

home. Especially my home."

Sighed the entertainment editor for one of Los Angeles' larger college

newspapers: "It's definitely the freebies. We're only acoUege paper, but
we get so many invitations to things that any one person couldn't make
use of more than half, and that's if he really tried. Here's a typical week:
the record companies invite us to see their groups at the Ash Grove, the

Troubadour, the Whiskey, and other ckibs during the earlier part of the
week. From the middle to the end of the school week, there are fewer club
appearances, but there are usually a few preat parties with food and
drinks, some concerts and movies — K>ts of movie press previews to fill

the gap Then, over the weekend, there are usually plenty of concerts to

which we get invited. Over the course of this hypothetical week, we are
also mailed a couple dozen reviewers' copies of new albums. It's really
nice to get all these free thhigs, buy iit's impossible to cover everything,

relationship, Cadillacs, minksj
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>xpect to be treated to things like

le lugical limits of this kind of

And then there's that coUege newspaper entertainment ecBtor who had
this to say about his "VIP" concert seats: "Oh, they were just wonderful,
right up there in front of the speakers. You have to remember, too, that
those sound systems are desijgned to make the music seem loud even at
the back of the auditorium, so you can imagine what it's like right up
there in front of those speakers. I can rarely stand it for an entire concert,
so I usually end up spending at least one group's set out in the lobby.
Oddly enough^out there it's not uncommon to see the familiar faces of

some rock critics. The last concert that I sat through from beginning to

end was the one that Traffic and Fairport Convention gave in Anaheim at
the end of October." -

Down goes another reason for being a writers' groupie. Someone who's
easily discouraged might at this point begin to wonder if these ladies exist
at all. Sometime writer T. Widener states flatly, "I don't know any
writers' groupies", but he obviously hasn't expended too much energy in
trying to find them, because writers' groupies, thanks to the male ego,
are not at all hard to locate. All that has to be done is contact a writer and
ask him about them. The male's natural pride in his sexual conquests will
probably lead him to be less discreet than he should be, but in a few cases,
it also led me to interviews with a number of writers' groupies.

One rather unexpected thing that almost all of the girls I contacted had
in common was that they were all in a very narrow age range: Few were
less than seniors in high school, and equally few were more than juniors
in college. Possible reasons for the brevity of a groupie's career will be
discussed later, but the educational background is also significant for
other reasons. As one writer notes, "The difference between musicians'
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groupies and ours is that ours can read," and without slighting the other

groupies, the writer^' groupies I spoke to all seemed surprisingly in-

telligent, many of fhem expressing a desire for media-oriented careers,

including, not too surprisingly, critical and fictional writing. Another
thing that most of the girls have in common is that they don't consider

themselves groupies of any sort. Perhaps this is a reaction to the low

esteem in which most musicians' groupies are held, or it maybe just an
assertion of individuality. Nevertheless, in talking to many of these

ladies, it becomes clear that certain subjects must be dealt with most
gingerly, and euphemisms have to l)ecome the order of the day if one

wishes to avoid an aborted interview.

Because of this problem, it's impossible to bluntly ask a girl why she's

a writers' groupie. But this isn't the hindrance that it might appear to be,

since there aren't really any all-encompassing answers to that question.

Most likely, it is a combination of a number of factors that attracts some
women to writers: the free tickets, the special treatment, the association

with the musicians, the prestige, the reflected fame, the glamour, and

the "inteUectual stimulation".

"1 went to high school in a really conservative small town,^ says one

girl, just dropped out of college, who calls herself an "ex-groupie".

"There wasn't too much to do there, so I listened to the radio a lot, and
bought a lot of records, and when those rock magazines started coming
out, I read as many of them as I could. I might have been what you'd call

provincial, but even then I had the sense to know that the fan magazines
were nothing but a bunch of garbage. Instead of them, I read things like

Rolling Stone, Creem. Fusion, and Rock, and anything else that seemed
interesting. I also started writing to some of the critics, and that was
pretty exciting, because there I was, out in the sticks, and I'd be getting

letters from guys whose by-lines were in national magaiiiiot.' Moot of

them were pretty good about corresponding; at the time I waa very

flattered that they would write to me so regularly, but a few years later in

looking back, I realized that back then there weren't that many girls who
took any sort of interest in the writers. So I guess they were the <Nfies who
were flattered ... I went to college in Los Angeles, and I began to meet a

lot of the people I'd been writing to. Most of them were nice, and of course

they knew a lot about mtisic, and for a while, it was really exciting going

to all those concerts and press parties."

And, lest we forget the obvious, this lady is a reminder that some
women become groupies for no other reason than that they just happen to

like writers.

• • •

In the next installment of this article: conversations with disgruntled

1 1 liYyiMWHi f'^'T**^ *P JBterview with T. WidittOf 128^ and more.
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Start yourown spring celebration with Tyrolia, California

white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine

that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as

light and bright as that first spring day. With the

crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery

spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring.

And celebrate!

^ Calitornia Whitt» WIrw & Naturaf ^ruit Flavors

Callo Vinoyards. M(xiesto, CaliftKnia

MUSICON
Jimmie Spheeris %^
Nature's regeneration and the ecstasies of love

form the basic themes of the songs of Jimmie
Spheeris, as illustrated in his album, Isle of View
(Columbia C 30968). It is a lovely record; Spheeris

has written imaginative poetic lyrics and pleasing

melodies. The influence of Joni Mitchell is evident,

but Spheeris, rather than being imitative, instead

employs successfully the lady's greatest strengths—
he carefully chooses words for their sound as well as

for their meaning, and he keeps the mood Hght and
airy, letting his vocals create the power.

Spheeris' poetry often combines the imagery of

love and nature, and he has a gift for creating visual

pictures from simple lyrics. In **The Nest", he sings.

"Come wake me/ Take me from the nest/ My scarlet
ships sail sacred oceans/ Where tides of love have
laid to rest/ <)uiet waters by night". **Monte Luna"
is a visual composition, with the image of (golden
birds of beauty at dawn, and the sparrow who
"drinks the pure white rain that softly falls as
morning calls." *i am the Mercury" contains
unusual metephors, "For 1 am the mercury light of
the morning/ Looking for shelter in this thunder and
this rain/ And you like some windmill weave light

where it's storming/ Your love like a potion for the
hunger and the pain/ Let it rain." The majority of
Spheeris' songs maintain this same sense of beauty,
tranquility, and positive forcefulhiess of love and
nature.

Jimmie Spheeris has presented a fresh and
imaginative montage of songs and poetry in Isle of
View. Whether he has the abihty to progress in his
poetry or whether he will remain the obscure
songwriter he is at present are secondary issues. Isle

of View is a lovely musical experience, and that*s

what's important.

John Kay
The title of John Kay's first solo

Lp Forgotten Songs and Unsung
lleros (Dunhill DSX 50120) is

more appropriate than the

uninitiated may suspect. John
Kay himself may well be one of

the forgotten musical heroes of

this past decade, as several

hundred people who passed
through Troubadour last week
discovered.

My own doubts were somewhat
tempered prior to John's recent

solo success when about a year

ago 1 found myself assigned to

interview him fbr .Jt German
publication. Kay, I discovered,

despite his grim, black leather

Steppenwolf facade, ranks among
the most articulate, intelligent

human beings I'd ever en-
countered, both politically and
musically. At that point, last

March, John was awaiting the
arrival^ his citizenship papers
( he is a refugee from East Ger-

many) in order to file for can-
didacy in the Junior College
Board of Trustees race* Mys-
teriously, his papers were
delayed, and consequently, John's
political ambitions were, for the
moment, abandoned. Apparently,
Kay has spent the last twelve
months preparing his solo effort,

and not without admirable
results.

Released now from the
limitations of the hard rock genre
within which Steppenwolf
established themselves, John Kay
is able to fully utilize the rough-
hewn bluesy voice with which he's

endowed (without screaming over
the amplifiers), as well as an
apparent encyclopedic knowledge
of both traditional blues and
bluegrass forms and con-
temporary material illustrating

those forms.

The unsung heroes whose
forgotten songs are heard on John
Kay's album include Richard
Farina, Robert Johnson, Hank
Snow, Patrick Sky, Hank
Williams and Kay, himself. There
are nine tunes in alU opening with
Farina's astonishing composition
"Bold Marauder", an angry view
of America set to a traditional Old
English drone tune, performed
here by Kay as Richard and Mimi
Farina used to, on the dulcimer,

with the power and skill which
graces the entire album. -

-*;bold Marauder", and the tunc
which follows it, Kay's own com-

position, "Two of a Kind" are the

finest on the album . The latter, in

— Marsha Necheles

its most primitive musical
structure, is a blues piece, but, at

the same time, possessed of the

lyric sensitivity of a Gordon
Lightfoot ballad. The conflict of

self-discovery we all face is in-

finitely more acute to the creative

consciousness, and, pretentious as

it may first strike one, that is what
"Two of a Kind" is in part about.

It's also about finding "the
missing half of one's coin," as
John puts it, finding a person
equally suspended in conflict with
whom one can feel comfortable, if

only for the moment, within that

conflict, a person who seeks

stability within the im-
permanence of conflict.^ "You
know the way to make me stay.

You know my way, and I want to

stay.'^

Appropriately, then, three of the

remaining tunes are "movin' on"
song», the Hank Snow tune by that

name, Patrick Sky's "Many a
Mile" and Robert Johnson's
"Walkin' Blues". All three are

—brilliantly performed — the
vitality Stephen Stills brings to

Johnson's "Black Queen" is more
than equalled by John Kay's

rendition of "Walkin' Blues". '

Kay has not completely shed his

Steppenwolf exterior, however.

"Somebody", in particular, in its

simplicity of chord structure,

rhythm and lyrical rhyme, is

typical of Steppenwolf's material,

of which, thanks to John Kay!s
virtuosity, one can now be much
more appreciative.

Leslie Millenson

Theater
v. ? - »

'King Ubu'
**

.

King Ubu has finally arrived in America. For-
tunately, however, he's only at the Santa Monica
Playhouse. He hasn't made it to the White House yet.

King UtHi" is a classic fable in the same vein as
Poe's "Conqueror Worm" — man gahis power,
misuses it, lias it taken away, and finally moves to

another country to begin his mischief anew. King
Ubu, the power-hungry monarch of this version,

eventually sets sail for the U.S., his e.ta. unknown.

Ted Roter's adaptation of Alfred Jarry's French
classic Ubu Roi missed the boat, though. Ronald
Kcagan jokes just don't make it in a play of this

genre; it detracts horribly from the timelessness of

the theme. Mr. Roter has tried to be a little too

relevant for the play's own good. It seems. True,
King Ubu mak^ very pertinent references to

modem society, but it would be best to leave them
general rather than pinning it to specific political

characters, even though the ijarallels, seem tan-

talizingly close. Figuring out symbolism for oneself

is always more fun, anyway.
,

, ,. . -^
. « ,.

^ ^

Eric Jon, as king Ubu, does a fine job with what he

is given to work with. His performance, along with

that of John Waroff's King Wenceslas, carry the

production along at a well-defined, polished pace

typical of closely-knit professional companies.

King Ubu is musically strong as well. Linda
Urrea's stunning delivery of "Mama" is one of the

finest moments of the entire evening. Miss Urrea has
a beautiful voice and with it lends considerable

stature to the show. The Minstrels, Kay Howell and
Ashley Hayes, succeed in filling in the slower por-

tions of the action with a very pleasing guitar/vocal

combination.

Evelyn Rudie and Mr. Roter have combined to

provide very adequate direction for King Ubu. It is

inobtrusive (which, I know, sounds uncommittal as

hell ~ but I find inobtrusive direction a rare quality

in much contemporary theater) and successfully

integrates the myriad elements in King Ubu. The
show never drags or strains — a real credit to a

mustcal-comedic adaptation of a seventy-year-old

foreign play.

—Mark Osterstock
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BENIN OF AFRICA
. ^: IMPORTS

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

i( FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI

• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

657-82561

1025 PQlm Ave., W. Hollywood
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THIS SUNDAY NiTE

o free showing of

"HE WHO MUST DIE
——(dirocfod by Jules Dassin, '

starring Molina AAorcouri

- in her first screen role)
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*THE GREEK PASSION"
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(Time Magazine: "Magnificient")
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Ev^r see a Chinese Movie?
"Amazing . . .fantastic . . .incredible action . .

' a rare chance to get a peek at Chinese

culture on its own terms." . - .:=

- Michoel Goodwin. ROaiNO STONE
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^ ^M DESPERATE CNISE
starring Wang Yu, Chiao Chiao & Yiu Yuen
—--—r^ A sword-fighting classic!

^ <^ THE PETITE WIFE
Comedy co-hit with Judy Ong

ONE WEEK ONLY! APRIL 10-17

English subtitles — color — cinemascope

.

Mercury Enterprises presents . . .

-^MFIUVIS - 7 WEEKS •

Crit«ria for ••ladion: ufMiswd m«rif and/or boK offk* oppaol. Films of m-
_^c«ptional inforMt fo itudofHt or* moHiod with on otforiak (*). Alt filmt-

,
including "TKo Eunuch", fho on* Koroon fHm - or* in Iho China** Mon-
dorin longuogo. COLOt ond CINEMASCOPE; Chinoso ond ENGLISH SUB-
TITLES. Al o convMiianl, out-of-Chinolewn location. Tho Ployhouto opom
at 6:00 p.m. on woakdoyt. 3:00 p.m. on Saturdayt and Sunday*. Low admi-
•tion prica*. AmpI* porlting oroas noarby. No program on iuo*doy, April

18.

APR. 19-25: EXECUTION IN AUTUMN* and HOME SWEET HOME
APR. 26-MAY 2: THE EUNUCH* AND THE CRUEL KILLER

MAY 3-9: THE ADVENTURE AND THE MAGIC BOWL
MAY 10-16: RASHOMON* (new Chinese version) and MOTHER &
DAUGHTER
MAY 1 7-23: HERO OF HEROES* AND ROOM FOR RENT
MAY 24-30: THE SWORD* AND MELODY OF LOVE

English subtitles — color — cinemascope

M PLAYHOUSE
940 So. Figueroo
Phone: 627-5631

CONCERTS ^

Humble Pie will be "Smokin*
*'

with Sweathog at the Santa

Monica Civic Saturday night and

at Long Beach Auditorium Sun-

day night. Meanwhile Little

Richard will be showing

everybody just why he says he's

the king of rock and roll at Fox

West Coast Theater tonight

through Saturday. If the concert

comes off (check With the theater

first), one might expect a few

surprise guests to show up. Also

on Saturday night, Deep Purple

will be at the Anaheim Convention

Center with the Buddy Miles Band

and Atlanta; tickets are $6-4.

There are a number of benefit

concerts scheduled for this

weekend. First, of course, is the

benefit for McGovem Saturday at

the Forum; performers include

Carole King, Barbra Streisand

and James Taylor, and ushers

include most of the trendy film

stars of the year. Tickets run $10-

4.50. Next, and certainly least in

terms of talent, Bobby Sherman is

giving a benefit performance for

the Cardiac League at f:30

J Saturday at the Pasadena Civic.

Finally, there will be a "Salute to

Gerald Wilson" Sunday at the

International Hotel as a benefit

for KPFK. There will be films

starting at 3 and performers will

include Carmen McRae, Monk
Mpntgomery, Grant Green, Bud
Shank, Shelly Manne and others;

tickets are $6 in advance or $7' at

the door.

Next weekend's concerts in-

clude Joan Baez at Pauley next

Saturday and Canned Heat and

Cold Blood at Long Beach
Auditorium Sunday. Upcoming
are: Van Morrison at the l^nta

Monica Civic April 27-28; Procd
Harum at Claremont College with

Leo Kottke April 28 (tickets $5.50-

3.50); Hot Tuna with Papa John

Creech, Copperhead and Mick
Greenwood at 8 April 28 at the

Palladium ; Richie Havens at Fox
West Coast April 29; Mick
Greenwood at the Fox April 30;

and Roberta Flack and Donny

Hathaway at Pauley May 6.

CLUBS
Koko Taylor is singin' da blues

at the Ashgrove this week, while

at the Troub are Dan Hicks and

his Hot Licks along with Don
McLeod's Mime and Music Co.

It's Everly Brothers weekend at

the Palomino. Cold Blood is at the

Whisky through Saturday,

followed by Ashton Gardner and

Dyke. --^
\

' -'^''''".
"

Casey Anderson is at the Ice

House this week with Brian

Bressler and Harold Oblong,

formerly of the Times Square

Two. Rick Epping and Eric and

Sue Thompson are at McCabe's

this weekend. The DiUards are

currently at the Golden Bear.

Les McCann is at Shelly's this

week; Grant Green is at the

Lighthouse. Teddy Buckper is at

Donte's tonight, followed by

Hampton Hawes tomorrow and

Saturday; Willie Bobo appears on

Wednesday.

CLASSICAL
The L.A. Phil will perform

works by Haydn, Bartok, Ligeti

and Tchaikovsky at 8:30 tonight,

at 1 : 30 tomorrow and at 3 Sunday

in Chandler Pavilion; student

tickete are $2. The Guild Opera

Co. will present Mozart's Tlie

Magic Flute at 10:30 a.m. today

and tomorrow at the Shrine. The
National Association of American

Composers apd Conductor's

Concert will be held at Cal State

Fullerton at 8 tomorrow, and it*F

free.

HARRY JAMES
:%.-^
•*>.

AND HIS SWINGIN BAND

' IN CONCERT

ONE NIGHT ONLY

FRIDAY, APRIL 14

PRESENTED BY

TROY TICKETS

at th« AIRPORT MARINA HOTEL
8601 Lincoln Blvd., Los Angeles

ADVANCE TICKETS $5.00
Now on Sale in Hotel Lobbv
at Door Friday Nite $6.50

Tickets Available for all

SPORTS, CONCERTS, & LIVE THEATRE

CALL 723.^71

The 1..A. PhU Celebrity Pods
Concert at 8:30 Saturday in th!
Pavilion will feature works bv
Suppe, Mendelssohn, and
Tchaikovsky. Dietrich Fishcher
Dieskau will perform at 8
Saturday in Royce. The La
Master Chorale will perform
Beethoven's ''Missa Solemnis" at
7:30 Sunday in Chandler Pavilion
Dolores San Miguel, Pola Van
Essa, and Ernest S. Marchese will
appear at 8 Sunday at th«»

Wilshire-EbeU.

The Santa Monica Symphony
will give a free concert at 8
Sunday at the Santa Monica Civic
Beverly Sills will appear at 8 3o
Sunday in Royce. The LA
Chamber Orchestra will perform
works by Mozart, Corelli, Bartok
and Rossini at 8:30 Monday at the
Mark Taper.

FILMS
There are a lot of good films

around this weekend, both on-

campus and off. Starting with the
on-campus, ones for a change,
Psycho will screen at 7 Imd ii

"Saturday and Stage Fright at 9 in

Social Welfare 147; admission $i.

Saturday night Madame Satan
will screen at 6, Cleopatra (with

Claudette Colbert) at 8, and Union

Pacific at 9:45 ih Dickson
Auditorium; donation.

The midnight films around town

are: 8 1/2 at the Plaza, Godard's

Sympathy for the Devil and

Yellow Submarine at the Brent-

wood Twin, and Tod Browning's

Freaks at the Star and the

Mayfair. ,,.v.>,.;i, —^—
' If you Hke old filnis, The

Firefly, with Jeanette MacDonald

and Allen Jones, is screening at 2

p.i^ . today at the Mflyfaii- in Santa

Monica. The B^Jou is featuring a

Charlie Chan double bill. The

Hunchback of Notre Dame is

showing at the Silent Movie. The

second annual Shakespeare

Festival begins Saturday at 11 at

the Monica Twin with Richard III

starring Olivier, Gielgud and

others.

The International Animated

Film Exhibition continues at the

L.A. County Art Museum's Bing

Theater (a fact which was

inadvertantly omitted from last

week's column. Sorry, folk.)

.Screenings are at 8:30 tomorrow

and Saturday and at 3 Sunday.

The Egg and the Eye will show

two Kubrick films, Lolita and

2001 : A Space Odyssey at 7 and

9:30 Wednesday.
Foreign films on Up include the

Bunuel festival at the New

(Continued on Page 17)
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12010 W PICO BLVD..

LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90064

PHONE TODAY (?l,r 479 4383

WEST SIDE

SIORV
Of New Nostalgic

Wedding Planning

Send $1 Today To:

*WIDAL BIT'

838-A 12th S».

Sonto Monka, CA904^

•^1

flarvest*. .

,

(CootiBued frMB Page It)

said **Go get lost** and walked

toward his Cadillac, only to have

the palm tree fall and land on his

back? There appears to be several

connections there with

'Alabama", stanza one. The
middle stanza does seem to be

another cut to the South in par-

ticular, but overall, it seems that

Neil chose Alabama not because

of a Southern race issue, but

because it is the first state (from

A to Z) in the union. Number one
representative from the United

States, jpou gotta start the change.

"What are you doing, Alabama?
You got the rest of the union to

help you along. What's going

wrong?"

The transition into the next

song, "The Needle and the

Damage Done", is very well done
— a fine recording and producing

achievement considering the

tremendous differences between

the two songs. It probably wasn't

even planned as such, but
"Alabama" ends on an electric

"E ' note, which fades perfectly

into the opening note of "Damage

Al&f^ Thrills,.,

( Continued from Page 16)

" Vagabond, which features
Tristana and The Young One this

'
we'ek, and a series of Chinese

films which has just l)egun at the

Playhouse, 940 S. Figueroa. The
series will run for seven weeks,
and films include The Desperate
Chase, Hero of Heroes, Rashomon

. (a new Chinese - version),

Fxecution In Autumn, and The
Kunuch, a Korean film dubbed in

Chinese. . ' ,

THEATER-— ;^^^^—

^

Done", a live and acoustic "D" (a

^^p lower on the scale).

^'Damage Done" is another
magnificent piece of art, a
brilliant integration of words and
music, a convincing organization
of sounds which confirms the
finality of the theme, especially at
the end (or lack of it).

,
Young introduced the song from

a long way off last year:
'This is a kind of a serious song

I'd like to do about some people
that I know, and some people you
know, and some people that
neither one of us know ...

"It's about heroin addiction and
somewhere in the universe there's
probably a museum of incredible
art that never got out because of
heroin. Ifs probably
somewhere."

Besides the flawless guitar work
and beautiful singing (recorded
last February at Royce Hall), the
song's structure reinforces the
theme in a subtle but sub-
consciously suasive manner. I

don't want to get off too far on the
music, but the rispeating
progression, tuned to an open D,
descends from D through C, B, B-
flat, and the pivotal, resolving A.
Except it changes the last time
around. Young's final line, "But

Richard Harris continues at the

Huntington Hartford through

Saturday; showtimes ^re 8:30

tonight through Saturday, 2:30

Saturday, 3 and 7:30 Sunday. Jim
Bailey, a female impressionist, is

appearing at the Chandler
Pavilion at a: 30 tomorrow ; tickets

$7.5(H-50

every junkie's like a setting sun
..." lingers into a musical
"comeback " of sorts, where the
strumming progression starts up
again with renewed energy and
vigor on the D, only it dies without
resolve on an-off beat, in-

complete, B flat note, never
reaching the final A. Sort of a
sudden unexpected death to the
music, like the death of a junkie or
a fading sun. The audience wasn't
sure whether to applaud or not,

myself among them. Is it over?
Did he miss a strum or
something? A coincidence, you
say? The cut on the bootleg from
the Chandler gig ends exactly the
same way. ^ >

The fin^l song, "Words", is the

hardest to follow (both lyrically

and musically), and accordingly,

the least understood tune on the

album. First off, the lyrics are
spaced and obscure as hell— right

up there with "Last Trip to

Tulsa". A few connections can l)e

made — the castles ( "Don't Let It

Bring You Down") and the king
("Tulsa"), for example — but
most of it's spaced beyond
recognition, at least at this point.

The music, however, is

remarkable. Neil's been into

intra-song tempo changes before

The Barbwire Theatre, a group
of parolees from San Quentin and
some ex-convicts, will perform
The Cage at Moorpark College at 8

tomorrow. The Watering Place
will be presented at Pact Equity
Workshop, 11855 Hart St., at 8:30

tomorrow through Sunday. Pal
Joey is featured at the Morgan
Theatre, 2627 Pico, Santa Monica,
at 8:30 tomorrow through
Saturday.. .,

,
.^

„ The Onion Company will

present Scenes from American
Life at the Horseshoe Theatre,
7458 Melrose, at 8:30 tomorrow
and Saturday and at 5 Sunday. 6

Actores will present Olvida Los
Tarn bores at Teatro Pro Arte,

1715 r^ Cahuenga, at 8:30
tomorrow through Sunday. Rats
^nd Christopher Columbus is

featured at Scorpio Rising, 426 N.

Hoover, at 8 tpmorrow and
Saturday. [

-

DANCE
*

. .•-«•, •
' ,

« ')
•

'

The Louis Falco Dance Com-
pany will perform at 8:30
Saturday at Royce. The program
will include '*Huescape,"
"Nostalgia," "The Sleepers," and
"Caviar." Twyla Tharp and her
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7he<e is Something Nev^Jn Westwood

your own
very personal place
in the village
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LATEST BOOKS TRUE SPIRITUALITY

Mind Man and the Spirits**

Signs Stars and Salvation in the

Age of Aquarius

T

AUTHOR'S NIGHT FRIDAY APRIL 1 4th 8:00 PM

HAL LINDSEY

^^^ ,̂^
^-^
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<^'
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AUTHOR OF

Lof« Great Planet Earth

BY ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING

Hbl explains deep secrets

of the spirit world

>

WEYIURN

I BULLOCKS

X\-

lOSMWIYBURN
PHONi
470.7232

(4 / 4 to 3 / 4 on "Clancy",
"Broken Arrow" and "Expecting
to Fly"), but nothing quite hke
this. It has so many parts to it — a
complex integration of rhythms
and colors of sound. The song
starts off 4 / 4 and remains in that

rhythm through the word "age",
second time around. Then it takes
off and slides into another realm,
an extremely innovative,
"simplicated" arrangement:
simple melody, complicated
tempo.
Try following a toe-tapping beat

through the rising instrumental.
It's confusing to say the least, yet
somehow structured and
repeating on time. The best I

could come up with is an alter-

nating 5/4, 6/4 tempo, with the
melodic piano playing on three
and four beats respectively —
leaving two beats open before
each succeeding measure. A most
complicated and innovative work,
to say the least The suspended
notes are like "words between"
two measures. Very much ahead
of our time, so to speak. ^.

The drum shuffles along, the
piano bounces up and down, the

organ floats about from note to

dancers will perform at Inner City
Cultural Center at 8:30 tomorrow
and Saturday. Friday's program
includes: "Torelli," "The Bix
Pieces,'^ and "Fugue." Satur-

day's program includes "Eight
Jelly Rolls," "Fugue," and "The
One Hundreds."
The EUe Johnson Dance

Company will perform at 8:30

Saturday and at 7 Sunday at

Academy West Dance Theater.
The Ballet Society of L.A. will

perform for one night ortly at 8:30

Monday in Chandler Pavilion. The
program includes Tchaikovsky's
"Pas de Deux," Pas de Deux from
"Raymonda/*, '^Butterflies Can't
Live Here Anymore" and others;

tickets are $6.50-L50, , i:^^—

^
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note, and Neil's guitar tears
through at regular intervals —
"Everybody Knows" Neil getting
in some studio licks with the
economic drive and intensity of
old So, how does Rolling Stone
respond? " .... his only ex- .
tended solo on the album, in
Words', is fumbling and clumsy,
even embarrassing." Sad, yes,
but don't let it bring you down.
A timeless masterpiece such as

Harvest transcends suchV 4 ••.

criticisms, and will live and grow
through the years. Perhaps the
next album will fill in the missing
links. Perhaps nothing will, ex- .

cept the fertile imaginations of
future listeners. If Young were to

end his musical career tomorrow,
he will have already earned a
prominent position among the
great "people's arUstJs'* of the
twentieth century. Let's hope he
continues the search.

(Editor's note: Bill Pique is

gathering material for an in-depth

critical/biographical study.
Anyone with access to relevant
material can contact him through
the Daily Bruin office.)

Pregnancy Screening

In privacy of

your own room.

REG
Will provide positive or negative re-

sults- in Two Minutes. Easy to read,

ovcr97% accurate, physician accepted,

stable for 1 year at room temperature.

No chemicals. Complete with simple,

easy to follow instructions.

Send $5.00 (cash, check, or money

order) to:

Physkbns Specialty LaboratortcF

P, O. Box 10171 , „__^__1_„
Washington, D. C. 20018

Your Name and Address

Natiic:^,

Street:

City & State:.

Zip Code:

CLASS
NOTES
SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — PIOQ
Anthropology 11 — AAiller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art 106B Pedretti
Astrononny 3 - Rjegel

Pickett
Baur
Kaeu, Strous*
Konrad
Lightner
Konrad
Jordan

c

n

>

Bacteriology 110
Chemistry lA -

Chemistry IC
Chemistry 4C —
Chemistry 6A —
Chemistry 4C -

Chemistry 153 —
Classics 141 — Latimore
Economy 1 - La Force
Economics 2 - Clower
Economics 10 Shetler
Economics 101A Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 — Logan
]GeolOgy AAl Er«st
History IB Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 124D Bolle f**
History 143D - Loewent>erg
History 174C Varnell
History i;8B Daliek
History 181 - Yarnell
Humanities lA - Austin "

Philosophy 107 — Hill

Philosophy 153 - Quinn
Political Science 3 - BaerWald
Political Science
Political Science
Psychology 10 -

.'(

<~ \

- ..* »^>.

4l

Psychology 41 -

Psychology 110 -

Psychology 115 -

Psychology 125 -

Psychology 127

Psychology 135
Psychology 149

Psychology 170A
Psychology 189

120 - Muller
145 — Farrelly
Goldstein
Wickens
Carder, Roberts
Krasrte
Sadalla
Yontef
Ravens
Bartt>ol

- Lovaas
Sears

o for additional coursm collar ,,,

8

Z
-<

coma in

Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 4:30

10851 LINDBRGOK DR.

iBIkN. Wilthire-

^ I l/2Blk. E Westwocd^

478-52«9

ffi

u
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

» f.

<JA

V....» .

Ours is the official ^.

Charter Flights authorized and appi'ovedby

University off Califfornia on all campuses,

ffor use by all members -off that community.

i-^i

I;'.-

1^

. >
»

1 . • 1

1

. '.'T.^^

• '^.
i

-^vfe.
»

The Charter Fhght you sign with at UCLA, is responsible

for being dependable and seeing to it you wil^ ^

—

never be stranded, suddenly car^celled or exposed

to mediocre service. ' ; ^
"''/

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and ifj London.

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience^

of an on-campus locatiQn and the assurance of

personal attention In all areas.

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

our carrier — because of its long and distinguished

service record — and all our passengers receive

their first class service.

h

M- -P

• - -i :
•

How many charter groups con claim all this?

, Ut.. .^^^^., ,_^^

FLIGHT

2

3

4

L.A. TO

London

7

8

10

London

London

London

London

DEPART

June.18

June 21

June 22

June 26

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept.
'6^

FROM

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

June 26

June 27

June 28

June 28

London

11 I London

12

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

June 29

J^'l

Sept. U
Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

London

London

DAYS

71

56

54

London

London

London

July 4

July's

London

London

July^ri

July 12"

Aug. "12

Sept^
AugM7

Aug^l^O

Aug^r
Sept. l'3

London

London

London

London

London

London

8^

59^

73

8l"

PRICE

$262

$262

61

57

62

40

$262

$262
^75'

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

CARRIER

BT)AC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC'^l
BOAC^^,

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

30

50

33

$262

$262

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221

Open AAonday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bovorly Townloy, Coordinators.

DAILY
BFMJIN

Kelly's Korner
>> •«»

Players or Owners . . . Who's Right?

No matter what side you're on in the baseball
strike ( which may be over by the time you read this)

,

you've got to admit it's been interesting. Why, where
else can you find a dispute in which both parties have
practically admitted they've been overboard on
some points and yet clung repeatedly to them during
the course of negotiations? The stubbornness
displayed has been incredible. _^

If you want to know whose side Fm on, I'll be
honest: I'm for the owners. Now if that makes me a
copout to what I perceive to be a business enterprise,

I'm sorry. The players have it well enough already.

Doug Kelly

It's funny, in a way, that this strike has some
strange bedfellows. Some members of my staff, for

instance, are wholeheartedly on the side of the
players, and that is certainly all right. It's a matter
of everyone seeing things in what has turned out to be
quite a different light.

For instance, I find it hard to sympathize with any
athlete who's: making $50,000 for roughly seven
months work who's out on strike. Granted, salary is

not the issue, but I believe the vast majority of the
salary^paying public feels along this line. ; y

What is at stake (or what was, if Marvin Miller is to

be totally believed) is the players.' pension plan. The
players asked a 17% increace in pension benefits,

after receiving a healthy kx)ost only two seasons ago.

Now, what many might not consider is that the

major league baseball players already have one of

the best, if not the best, pension plans in existence at

the present time. In what other field can you par-

ticipate a minimum of but four years and qualify for

pension benefits at age 45 or 65? >fot many^ I'm sure.-

The owners, naturally, havfir refused these"*

demands. Part of the owners' anger, and perhaps

;

rightly so, has been directed at Marvin Miller, the

executive director of the Major League Players
.Association. Miller is a veteran labor leader, the

owners know it, and have resisted him ever since he
took over the Association reins.

The owners contend that a 17% increase is too

much, particularly when salaries have grown almost
astronomical in a time when money is still quite

tight. If you don't believe money is tight, look at the
number of people looking for a job at the moment.

The owners also are adamant that they must stand
.up to the Qlayers, that this must be the last stand. If

not, the owners maintain, the players will only come
back for more next time.

While I feel Miller has achieved much in making
the Players Assn., formerly a malleable

organization, into a strong one, I do believe he's
bitten off a bit much this time. Because what started
as a curiousity factor has now gone much deeper
than that.

Nobody really expected the ballplayers to strike.

As the deadline drew near« most people still expected
some kindxrf settlement before Opening Day. When it

didn't come, they figured it might last through the
weekend. Now that it has reached the serious stage,
the public is upset — and their anger is directed at
the players. The Tigers' Al Kaline admits it is true.

"The public has turned against us," he says.

And that public is the very same one that pays
most of baseball's bills.

I must admit that I'm a bit amazed by the cavalier
attitude by some players about the owners and their

motives. Too many players, I think, see not the
owner of their respective team, but owners in

general, as rich tycoons who own major league clubs
simply as playthings and who can afford to pay out

the increase the players are seeking.

Yes, it's true that all 24 major league owners are
well-heeled financially. But that doesn't mean they
should throw money down the drain. Sure, the Walter
O'Malleys, the haves, make money. The Dodgers
always have shown some profit. So do many teams.

But how about the weak teams, the teams that

"don't draw? How about the guy in Cleveland, who's
got a team so bad he can't give tickets away. Should
he have to bear the brunt of this pension load?

It's surprising the number of big-league teams that

either lose money or just break even. Here,
.:::everybody knows the Dodgers make money. The
Angels have done so most years, last season being a

notable exception. -

Usually a team that does not make money is one
that loses a majority of its games. There are ex-

ceptions. Kansas City finished second in the

American League West, drew a healthy 910,000 —
and still lost money. One can imagine the situation

with the losers. >*-.— /
•

Athletes in all sports today are overpaid. There
simply is no reason in the world that any man who
can hit a ball, or put a ball in basket, is worth a
million dollars. But it's the system under which we
live that is at fault for this inequity. Unless it is

changed, the spiral will continue upward. Upward
that is, until the fan at home gets tired of forking out

his money on as frequent as he does now. Player

strikes certainly don't make the paying customers
any more eager to remain that way.

t%- I
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VOLLEYBALL TOMORROW — Urry Oritbenow
^nd friends txp«€t to bt on th* top of ttMir oamt
omttrrni^ •wnit at iioo wiitii m^y hott lin niagn

DB Photo by Terry Colvln

Statt in Pauley Pavilion. Winner of match qualifies

automatically for berth in NCAA championtbip
tournamant >.„,.
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Meet 01 Chaipiiis Eiiries
LONG JUMP, 1:15 n.m. ~ Army: Amie Robinson {U-%), Henry J.

Jackson (2«-i), Ron Coleman <2S.3). Air Force (AF): Gary Rainwater
(25-11 1/2). Bay Area Striders (BAS): Marion Anderson (24-3), Stan
Royster (25-11 1/2), Steve Rogaway (214)). Southern California Striders
( SCS) : Henry Hines (2M), Craig Vaughan. Club West ( CW) : Barry King.
California Track Club (CTC): James McAHster (;««. 1/2). CalNomia
International Track Club (CITC): Stan Wliitley (25-7). UCLA: Finn
Bendixen (25-10).

POLE VAULT/ 1:15 p.m. — Sweden: Kjell Isaksson (1t-l), Hans
Ugerqvist (174 1/2). Pacific Coast Club (PCC), its representatives,
however, will be competing unattached in this meet: Bob Richards (14-

4). Army: DavidOUver (14-4), Dennis Walp( 14-4). SCS: BobSeagren (17-

9), Dick Rallsback (17-1 3/4), Jonatlian Vaughn (17-5), Bob SteinhoH.
BAS: Bob Stover (14-4). CITC: Sam Caruthars (17-3), Dick Rambo (17-1).

UCLA: Francois TracanelH (17-8 1/s), Ron Mooers (14-1). Cal State Long
Beach: Steve Smith 07-9 1/2). And also other vaulters to make up a field
of 211

? JAVELIN THROW, 1:15 p.m. — PCC: Larry Stuart (244-4), Chuck
Polizzi (219-0). Army: Bill Schmidt (244-0), Bob WalllS (231-0). AF: Bob
Umbert (245-0). SCS: Ben Laville, Dick Selby. BAS: Andy Weber (240-

0), Jorge Pena (235-0). UCLA: Peter Jones (244-4).

SNOT PUT, l:15.p.m. — PCC: Al Feurbach (70-0 1/2). BAS^ Uhcen
Samsam (45-3 1/2). Army: Bruce Wilhalm (45-9). UCLA: DairGordMi ^

(St-S 3/4), Kent Pagel (574 3/4), Roger Freberg (55-4 3/4).

DISCUS THROW, following completion of Shot Put and Javelin Throw
— Army: Tim Vollmer (221-1), Bruce Wilhelm (182-3). CTC: John Van
Reenen (208-0). PCC: John Powell (208-0), Miles Lister (200-5), Gary
Ordway (198-5). SCS: Joe Antunovich, Bill Neville, Ed Kohler, Gary
Carlson. BAS: Larry Kennedy (195-0), Gary O'Sullivan (192-0). UCLA:__
Dale Gordon (180-8), Roger Freberg (178-9). And also other throwers to
make up a field of 17.

TRIPLE JUMP, following 6ompletion of Long Jump ^ BAS: tUva
Smith (55-2 wind-aided), Robert Reader (53-8), Jim Fraser (53-0 1/2),

Lincoln Jackson (52-8), Sylvester Johnson (52-9 1/4), Rich Dunn (51-9).

SCS: Art Walker. Army: Don Warren (52-3). AF: Gary Rainwater (52-1

3/4). CITC: Milan TiH (51-5), Eddie Lothridge. UCLA: James Butts (53-5

3/4), Harry Freeman (51-1 1/2). \^ ^% ^r ?

SENIORS (40 AND OVER) TWO-MlLE RUlN, 1:30 p.m. — Santa
Monica Track Club (SMTC): Peter Mundle (9:32.7). SCS: Jerry Smartt
(9:37.2), Tom Sturals (9:53.0). San Diego Track (SDTC): Graham
Parnell (9:52.8), Bill Stocks.

440 INTERMEDIATE HURDLES, 1:45 p.m. -- SCS: Ralph Mann
(48.8), Ron Whitney (49.0), Jim Saymour (50.0). BAS: Urry Livers
(50.1), Paddy AAcCray (50.2), Urry Walls (50.7), Roddy Lee (51.8).

SDTC: Wes Williams (49.7), James King. PCC: Roger Johnson (50.1),

Terry Musika. Army: Bob McLenmm (51.4), AF: Zack Donaldson (53.1).

UCLA: Jean Pierre CorvaltSU), Oiry Worth (53.8).

440-RELAY,2:00 p.m.— Six t4amsentered from Army, AF, BAS, SCS,
CiTC and UCLA.
"MILE RUN. 2:10p.m. — AF: Fred Sands (4:05.4), Curt Hall (4:08.01,

Bob Richards. CW: Urry Harrison (4:04.8), Dennis Savage. BAS: Dan^
Williams (4:08.0), Ron Pennington (4:10.4). SCS: Ktith Soukula (4:09.0).

SDTC: Bob Messina. East Los Angelas Track 9. Field Club (EW^): Jatsa
Gomez. UCLA; Tony Vaney (4:13.5). . ..J^...:.^:^- ,:, :^...

5 HIGH HUllDLES, 2:20 p.m. — SCS; Tommy Whita (13.3), GaryT
Powers (13.5), Paul Kerry (13.7). BAS: Urry Livers (13.7), George
Carty (13.5), Roddy Lee (13.8), Greg Magee (13.8). Army: Dick Taylor
(13.5), Bob McLennan (14.0). PCC: Tyrone Dutton (13.7), Urry McBryde
(14.0), Walt Butler (14.3), Dave Kurrle (14.3). ELA: Marvin Thompson.
UCLA: Charles Rich (13.5), Dvane Johnson (14.3). 1^: 2 Races In This
Event. \\'
HIGH JUMP, 2:30 p.m. — BAS: Clarence Johnson (7-3 1/4). CITC:

Reynaldo Brown (7-4), Jerry Culp (7-2 3/4), Ed Clark (4-10). PCC: Barry
Shepard (7-2), John RambO (7-0). SCS: Harold Greenwood (4-11), Greg
Heet (4-11), Rudy Fulkerson (4-10), Cary Ross (4-10). UCLA: Dwight
Stones (7-1 1/2), Rich Fletcher (7-1 1/4), Jim ArnoM (4-11 1/2), Steve
Ung (4-11).

440, 2:30 p.m. — BASrUt Evans (44.7), iMfri Livers (44.0), Elmo
Dees (44.2), Vince Ansley (44.3), Urry Walls (47.7). Army: Fred
Newhouse (45.4). PCC: Len Van Hofwegen (45.8). SCS: Wayne Collett

(44.7), Hugh Brown (44.0). UCLA: John Smith (44.5), Benny Brown
(44.4), Ron Gaddis (47.0). And 12 other 440 stars to make up a fiaki of 24.

Note: 3 races In tills event*..^^ - __
100, 2:45 p.m. — SCS: Unnox Miller (9.1), Fred Kuller (9.3), Ronnie

Ray Smith (9.3). BAS: Mickey Mathews (9.2), Eddie Hart (9.2), Kirk
Clayton (9.2). Army: Charles Green (9.1), Mel Ponder (9.2), Earl Harris

(9.2), Jerry Bright (9.2). AF: Walter Walker (9.3), Herbert Kline (9.4).

CITC: Willie Turner (9.2), Bobby Turner (9.4). UCLA: Warren Ed-
monson (9.2), Ronnie Welch (9.4), Steve Gibson (9.5), G^>rdon Peppers
(9.5). And 8 other sprintfrs to make up fiekl of 24. Nota: 3 races in this

event.

880, 3:10 p.m. — CW: Mark WInzinreid (1:44.2), John Lilly (1:48.4),

Jere Van Dyk (1:47.9). PCC: Jay Elbel (1:49.9), Dave Perry (1:52.2).

SCS: Harris Williams (1:50.1), Purcell Kelling (1:51.4). AF: David
Matine (1:44.5). Army: Dan Morran (1:47.8), Dave Morton (1:48.4), Jim
Crawford (1:51.7). UCLA: Paul Williams (1:49.3), Bob Ungston (1:49.2),

Ricco Sanchez (1:50.1), Rick Tschudin (1:5>.2), Dick TIkker (1:52.4). And
8 more ha If-milers make up a field of 24. Note: 2 races in this event.

220, 3:35 p.m.~ Army: Jerry Bright (20.1), Fred Newhouse (20.4), Mel
Pender (20.8). AF: Herbert Kline (20.9). SCSj, Chuck Smith (20.4),

Lennox Miller (20.3), Ronnie Ray Smith (20.5). BAS: Eddie Hart (20.4).

CITC: Willie Turner (20.2), Bobby Turner (21.0). UCLA: Warren Ed-
monson (20.4), Cordon Peppers (20.8), Steve Gibson (20.9), Ron Gaddir~
(21.1). And 13 other sprinters to make up a field of 27. Note: 3 races in this

event.

^-MILEJIUN, 3:55 p.m. — CW: Jay Mafttn (8:5T.4T. PCCfTdhnXawiwl
(8:43.0). SCS: Phil Camp (8:54.0). UCLA: Ruben Chapplns (8:52.4), Ron
Johnson (8:53.2), Ruben Meila (8:59.3). And 11 other runners to make up
field of 17.'

MILE RELAY, 4:10 p.m. — Eight teams entered from CW, SCS, BAS,
PCC, Army, AF, CITC and UCLA.

Intramural Sports Corner
Signups end tomorrow im in Men's Gym 118 for the April 28 golf tour-

nament at Balboa Golf Course in Encino. Starting times are available on

a first-come, first-served basis and the green fee of $4 must be paid prior

to registering. The fee should be paid to the 220-56 account at the

Cashier's Office in Kerckhoff Hall 169.

Tomorrow is also the deadline for registering for coed croquet. Play is

scheduled to start Monday, April 17.

A meeting to sign up men's water polo teams and discuss rules will be

hflri today at 4 pm, in MG in?

r ,
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CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
optometrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

. ,
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EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses .

call for service .

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

(Cootiniied from Page 24)

view/' by Charles F. Bennett, Jr..

professor of geography, and act-

ing director, Institute of

Evolutional and Environmental

Biology, 7 pm, LS 2147. Admission

is S4 and $1.75 (students).

—"Instinct and Learning/' by
Bernard Campbell, visiting

professor of anthropology, 7 pm,
Rplfe 1200. Tickets are S4.50.

Friday, April 14

— "Modeling
Phenomena and

..^^•;

^
f

:i

BIGGEST REGYCLERS
IN TOWN

We hove 3000 recycled books - Bargains, oil, of them. An<r~

think ol the poper saving! '
.

' '

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 San Vicente Blvd. W4^33
—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon—

n

• I

p. -i' . k

DR. ANTHONY BASS
QPTOMETRI8T

Bausch & LombSOflen3 "contact Lenses

Political:

tl32 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 80024

RX. TILLED
EYES EXAMINED
CONTACT LENSES __
LENSES DUPLICATED
EMERCeNCY REPAIRS
LABORATORY ON PREMISES
PRESCRIPTION 8UNGLASSE

L^ NOW
The only book shop in Westwood specializing acclusively

in used, oul-of-prinf, scarce and rare books.

20% discount to UCLA studenH, faculty

and stciH. Bankamericard accepted.

THE VILLAGE BOOKSHOP
1065 Gayley Ave., Weshwood Village

across from Safeway
OPEN 11 :30 AM TO 7:30 PM MON-SAT •

Hysteresis
Systems/' by

Leon O. Chua, associate professor

of electrical engineering and

computer sciences, UCB. 2 pm,

Boelter 8500.

—"Quantitative Aspects of

Social Ptienomena" by Elliot W.
Montroll, Einstein professor of

mathematics. University of

Rochester, New York, 4 pm.
Young 2224,

—"An Experimental In-

vestigation of Swirling Flows and
Vortex Breakdown by Use of tlie

Laser- Doppler Anemometer" by
H.H. Bossel, associate professor

of mechanical engineering^
UCSB, 4 pm, Boelter 5264.

~~--"A Complex Regge-Pole
Model Consistent with the Dual
Absorption Picture/' by professor

B.R. Desai, department of

physics, U.C. Riverside, 3 pm,
Kinsey 247.

.-li

—"Bruin Young Democrati/'

noon, today, Kerckhoff Upstairs

Lounge.

EC:
Thursday, April 13

—"Astrological Open Group/' 2-

4 pm, Ackerman Union- 2412.

—"Beginning Meditation and

Ra|a Yoga/' 8 pm. Architecture

1243C.

—"Encounter and Sensitivity

Awareness/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Parents and ttie College

Generation/' 7-10 pm, Chemistry
2276.—"Tai Chi Ch'uan/' 710 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"fHychi Devetopment ESP
Intermediate Level," 7 pm,
Ackernrian Union 3564.

*

*—"A New Consciousness/' 7:30

pm, Architecture 1243A.

—"German Conversation: Eine

Fahrt Ins Blaue," 8-10 pm. Ar-

chitecture 1243B.

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners/'

5pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Auto Mec^hanics I/' 7-9 pm,

Bunche 3150.

—"The Anatomy off tlie Human
Mind Course/' 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In

Boelter 3809.

—"How to Survive In Reality

Teaching," 7-10 pm, Bunche 3211.

Meetings:
Thursday, April 13

—"Students for a Democratic

Society," noon, tomorrow,
Aclcerman Union 2408.

—"Mardi
Ackerman
Lounge.

Gras,"
Union

,\....,7-9' pm.
Women's

OPE 1st

k
•-

t

*/t«iMatt«iMMt«iMt0tatftifttttt«t*iii (Paid Adv6ftiserr)ent) •••(•ttnittf ••••••••rtiiiitxtftitb

fREE : -^^ I

JEWISI
'MWEISITY

T .1

r:

HEBREWn SPEAKING CHEVRA
I

FIRST MEETING (to decide times of future meetings): Wednesday,
April 19. 7:30.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN TO ISRAEL and would like to maintain or

improve your Hebrew with other fluent speakers, join us.

FOR ADDRESS OF MEETING AND OTHER INFO, CAU 477-3666 I

or 474.1531 . 5

—"Overpopulation Center," loam 2 pm, Ackerman Union 241')

-"Chri,tj.« Sfudwn," noon.
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Communications Board,"
1:30-5 pm, Ackerman Union 35/7— "Iranian Student
Organization/' 2-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

J -"Chess Club/' 3-5 pm, Kerck
hott Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Mesa Action Com-

mittee," 4-6:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

-"Institute of Industrial
Relations," 1:30-3 pm, Ackerman
Union Women's Lounge.
—"French Club Party," 7 pm -

midnight, Buenos Ayres room,
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center!—"AIAA," noon, Boelter 4413!

URA Clubs:

Thursday, April 13

—"Women's Karate Club," 5-6

pm. Women's Gym 200.—"Hapkido Club," 3:30 5 pm,
AAemorial Activities Center Bl46
—"Air Rifle Pistol Club," 4 6

pm. Rifle Range.
-^^Fishing Club," noon, Men's

Gym 102.—"Figurfe Skating Club," 8 pm,
Cluver Ice Rink. .j^

—"Lacrosse Club," 3-5 pm,
Field HI.

—"Scuba Club," 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Indoor Soccer Club," 7-10

pm. Women's Gym 200.——"Kenpo Club," 5:30 pm,
AAemorial Activities Center B146.

—"Tlie AAountaineers," noon.

Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

lawn.

—"Drama Club,'* 4"pm, Kerck
tu>ff 400.

—"Photo Club," 7 10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

Et cetera:
—"M#rtar Board," national

honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at

least 144 units and a 3.0 GPA to

pick up a AAortar Board in-

formation sheet In the Mortar

Board mailbox, located outside

Kerckhoff 304-C, before Saturday

AAay 13. .—"Applications for Summer
Employment" are now available

for minority students in Kerckhoff

320.

—"Experimental Encounter

Group," 7: 30 pm, today, roqm 231,

La AAancha, 930 Hilgard.

—"Israel Tourist Office

Representative," will be in the

EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176)

from noon to 2 pm, AAonday.

—"Tutoring opportunity," one

<Coiitiniied on Ptge 20H

I——»•««•—Mt—MtmiH—MMtWM—t«Mmm>tH«g»ttttMtt»
il

GWENDOLYN BROOKS — poetess, author and Pulitzer Prize
winner (1950) will read from tier own works, with commentary,
and answer questions, 2 pm, today, Moore 100. Free. Sponsored by
the Center for Afro-American Studies.

Folklore films today

Tvw prize-winning short films

about Argentinian folklore will

be presented today at noon in

GSM 1234. ,

"Fiestas en Volcan

Higueras" and "La feria de

Yavi" will be shown under the

auspices of Centre Hispano and

Pauto Carvalho-Neto, professor

of Spanish and Portuguese, and

folktore ^utffiority.

Admiiftion is free.

BAROQUE BIZARRE

TWYLA THARP & Her Dancers

Join Them In

A UNIQUE DANCE EXPERIENCE

JANSS STEPS- MONDAY, APRIL 17 - 2PM TO 4PM

no dance training necessary!
wear casual clothes!

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

Bike registration
(Continued from Page 24 ) . ^;

' v

represents an investment of $100 to $150, 1 really don't feel that it is ex-
cessive." - X ' "'.

It is aUq important for the Hder to see to it that he knows the proper
procedure for locking his bike and follows it carefully. *The best lock and
chain in the world are worthless if the bike isn't locked correctly." The
chain should be wrapped around the frame of the bike, and through both
wheels around a sUtionary object from which it cannot be removed
without unlocking it.

'
-

'

I .

Racks .

Evans also expressed the opinion that not only could the existing racks
on can|pus be better located, but a certain amount of redesigning of the
system would be useful in cutting down on the increasing number of

thefts. *The racks should be placed well out in the open where it will be
obvious if someone tries to rip off a bike. You figure the theif has a
maximum of ten minutes to get through any lock. It's going to be much
less if he has to be in plain sight while he's working. If the existing racks
included a steel beam at about handlebar level that the chain could be
wrapped around, it would make it even more difficult to steal a bike -

unnoticed."

The problent is not one unique to this campus, as there has been a great
upswing in the number of thefts, relating in part to the tremendous in-

crease in the number of bikes being ridden. As far as the increases here
go, Evans said, riders have increased by more than 50 per cent, and the
corresponding rise in thefts has been in the neighborhood of 35 per cent.

Precautions

\..

Other precautions me|i^oned by Evans mcluded having the owneis
social security number ehgraved on the bike beside the bike's frame
number, knowing your frame mnnber, immediately reporting any theft,

and support for programs which are aimed at bike licensing.

Ideally, said Evans, bikes would be registered on a statewide system,
just as automobiles are, making a bike traceable anywhere within the
state limits. "The problem here is that once a bike has been taken out of

the area, it become virtually impossible to trace, even with a frame
number. When the loss isn't reported right away, the chances.for the bike
getting out of traceable range skyrocket.

\

The people stealing the bikes know what they are doing and are well
aware of these things, he said, ''and this is no longer an amateur
operation." State registration would be the most efficient solution to this

porblem at this time, although arrangements are now being made to

incorporate the campus into the Los Angeles Coiinty police network. This
would enable the UCPD to have access to the facilities for tracing a bike
over a 77-city area and would greatly increase the chances of bikes being
returned to their owners. Unfortunately, *75 per cent of the first year bike
riders here will have their bikes stolen, and they won't be returned with
the existing situation." \ '

^

After the interview Evans showed me to the dobr. A young man had
just entered with a Schwinn owner's manual in hand. An officer began the

routine: 'You lost your bike?'' "Yeah." "What happened?" "Somebody
cut the lock." "You see?" said Evans, "we hear this constantly. You have
to have a good lock and chain or^our bike is as good as gone.

'

'

In conjunction with the registration drive, the Earth Action Council
( EAC) will be holding a bike show and information session from 11-2 pm
today in front of Ackerman Union, according to Clare Jarvis of EAC. The
information session will include such topics as minor repairs, how to buy
a bike and riding in traffic. EAC will also conduct a riding tour of the

existing bikeways on campus. The tours will be at noon and 1 pm, and all

riders are welcome. "T"

Give to UniCamp

I I
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. . . what's on to the right of me
(Continued from Page 20) —
nigtit a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176) or
call ext. 57041.

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops/' informal, drop-in
groups for people who wish to gain
experience in speaking situations
and to increase their ability and
ease In expressing themselves
will meet 3 5 pm each Thursday In

Social Welfare 271. Experience
with video-tape feedback can be
included in the workshops. If the
participants desire.

—"Earth Action Council
Bicycle Show/' n am 2 pm.

today, at the b^se of Bruin Walk.

Exhibits:
—"The Human Figure:

Pollaiuolo to Picasso/' com-
prising primarily of prints from
the Grunwald Foundation's own
collection, through Friday in the
Grunwald Gallery. Hours are
Sunday through Friday, 11 am to 5

pm, closed Saturdays. Admission
is SI for the general public, free

for students, staff and faculty.

-"Twentieth Century Sculp-

ture," comprising of more than 70

works representing 50 collections,

through Friday in the UCLA Art
Galleries.

—"Stanley Morison Com-

Medieval conference./.
(Continued from Page 24) ————-—

—

.
~

"Part of the conference will concentrate on the documents at Hun-
tington," said Condren," in the form of seminars and the examination of
the manuscripts in order to give the memt)ers an opportunity to study the
manuscripts."

The Middle Ages have often l)een equated with the 'Dark Ages,* but
according to Condren, ''nothing could be farther from the truth. It just
goes to point out the fact that niyth often gains currency faster than
truth."

'The hiatus between classical culture and the re-emergence of what is

called culture probably gave rise to the term Dark Ages. But it was never
dark and really not that long. In England Culture re-emerged about the
10th century, and some of what is considered the greatest Anglo-Saxon
literature was written around the year 1000."

"The Renaissance was the last flow6r of the Middle Ages. There was
not an abrupt rediscovery of knowledge in the 14th century, rather there
was continuity from the l)eginning of the establishment of monastaries
until the end of the Renaissance. Much of what we now know and the
learning we possess would not be known if it were not for the Middle
Ages." • ^J.j^'** ^

-""
. .

• ,'. ._.. '-' ^^
The conference schedule is as. follows: * ** '

Thursday. 2-3:30 pm, Medieval Canon Law,' Little Theater,
MacGowanHall; 'Chaucer,*FreudTheater,MacGowanHall: 'The Use of
Images in the Early Middle Ages,' Dickson Auditorium; 4-5:30 pm,
'Medieval Papal Diplomacy : Innocent III,' Little Theater, MacGowan
Hall; 'Epic and Romance,* Freud Theater, MacGowan^ Hall; 'Medieval
England,' Dickson Suditorium; Friday 2:45, Public Session of Fellows,'

F>eud Theater, MacGowan Hall; Saturday 2:30 pm, panel discussion

'Marriage in the Middle Ages,' Little Theater, MacGowan Hall.

Information and Referrals
For Ijirth cpnff ol abortion ve4)ereal diseose treatment '

vcisf'ctoniies tubal ligations o/erpopulation literafure - /

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

, A^nday end Thursday 10-2 Ackerman Union 241?.

Sponsored by SLC Student run

superb compact
stereo system

i^FAVFM STEREO RECEIVER.
AJTOMATIC TURNTABLE, & STEREO '

CASSETTE TAPE DECK, 2 WAY
BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
A complete, compact system to get the most
enjoyment out of stereo now. Plus, you can re-

cord music from any source onto cassettes, even
make home stereo recording on cassettes with

the two included microphones.
• Equipped for 4 channel stereo

• Auto-stop cassette player with digital counter
• Dust cover, 2 dynamic microphones included

• Full controls and input/output jacks

• 2 acoustically-matched bookshelf speakers

LIST $229.95
WAS $199.95

NOW ONLY$159

927 WMtwood Blvd.

LAYAWAYS
MASTERCHARGE • BANKAMERICARD

W«ttwood VilloQ«

1/2 block IromUCU
4779569 272.5214

BONUS SPECIAL
2 C 60 CASSETTES

VoM AprN 27, 1972

$2.UVALUi
•EUAIR PRICE

990
VfCOUPON

IMAMMM ^^S^SBBOBBBDD

memorative Exhibit (1889-1967)/'

commemorating the life of
AAorison, typographical advisor to
the Monotype Corporation of
London and author of many books
on printing, typography, and
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts, through June 18 Irr

the University Research Library.
*:

—"Image and Identity: Th«
Role off the Mask in Various
Cultures/' designed to generate
an awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through Jdhe^ 3-lfM«the^-
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

We can aid and assist

a limited nunr)ber of
qualified senior or

graduate students to

gain
adfflisston

for the session startiiig

fall 1972 in recognized

schools
overseas
We offer the follbwing pro-

gram: an intensive 8 week
orientation and highly concen-
trated technical language in-

struction. ^90% of the diffi-

culty in attending & remaining
in a foreign school is the lan-

guage barrier.) The intensive

programs are given in the

country wherer you will attend
med ica I schoo \.'

; 7
~~"

For the qualified students who
wish to partake of this pro-

gram, admission can be sec-

ured to a recognized European
Medical Schooli

group
interviews

& seminars
in the following areas

Call toll free -

(800) 645'123i
for further iiiformation

and to register

ATLANTA - Sat. Apr. 22

Hyatt House, 10:00 a.m.
——r=i

See Mr. Ellman • ,
• t^

CHICAGO -FrI., Apr 21

Playboy Towers, 10:00 a.m.

See Mr. Schrager

COLUMBUS - Thurs.. Apr. 20
Holiday Inn Downtown, 12:00 noon

See Mr. Schrager

. CORAL GABLES - Sun.. Apr. 23

University Inn, 2:30 p.m.

See Mr. Ellman ;

DALLAS -1Sat.. Apr. 22

Hyatt House, 9:00 a.m.

See Mr. Schrager

HOUSTON - Sun.. Apr. 23

Sonesta House, 11:00 a.m.

See Mr. Schrager

LAS VEGAS > Mon.. Apr. 24

Stardust, 11:00 a.m.

See Mr. L|{vine

L.A.--AflAHEIM - Sat. Apr. 22

Hyatt House, Anaheim, 1 1:00 a.m.

See Mr. Levine

SAN FRANCISCO -FrivApr. 21

Hilton Towers, 11:00 a.m.

See Mr. Levine

SAN JUAN, P.R. - lues.. Apr. 25

Caribe Hilton, 11:30 a.m.
See Mr. Ellman

\Wnte for further information

EUROPEAN MEDICAL
ttudsntt placement tarvice. inc.

3 McKiniay Avanua,
Albartson. N.Y. 11507

There is no charge for ap-

plication form and interview

-

1

t -
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
KcrcktMff Hall 112

Phone: I3S n31
Classified advcrtisinn ratM

, IS words-Sl. SO day, S consecutive
insertions - SS.OO

Payable in advance .^
DEADLINE I0:30am. il;.

No telephone orders
THE Daily Bruin fives full support to tlM-
University of Caliiprnia's policy en non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wtio, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,,

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Dally Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

'

For assistance with housing discrimination!
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
44j^Jestsid^aiyjousjiHM7^J4J^^^^

yf Campus Announcements 1

Information and Referrals

For

birth control - abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies - tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

•t '

i

OVERPOPULATiOrr-^
, INFORMATION CENTER

^ Monday and Thursday 10-2

Ackerman Union 24)2

sponsored by S.L.C Student run

J_0Q COPIES

82-50611
^**

kerckhoff 12-|

y Personal 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 9S1

MELP___ (SQTR)

ALPHA Delta Chi The Christian Sorority
Spring Rush. For info, call 477 2359. ($ A 14)

GIRLS Make new friends, come meet the

AEPi's Thursday night, 6:30, April 13. Piiia

palace included. S6S Gayley, 479-94*4. ( S A
.»A> , :

MIXED Marriages Work! Un
derstand/respect your differences on-going
qroup, 68 PM, Wednesdays, 46S S13I
American Institute Family Relations, S2I7.

Sunset Blvd (SAM)

JF 24 years ago today hurray! Hope yoo
continue to sail through life. Love, BB. (S A
M) ' -

Ph D Candidate, mature male, S ft I" seeks
blond or red haired female companion.
Catholic Christian, possible marriage.
Entoy life, sports. P O. Box 24S42, W LA
90024 n

^ Free

FREE lovely Proletarian puppies, 8 weeks
old; international breeding; already had
puppy shots. Eves, 274 9129. ( FR A 19)

PUPPIES. Nine lovable, 6 week old pups,
dillerent color, sues. Need good homes,
care. 473 7632, Mtckie, Diane. (FR A 14)

y Trade

GREAT reception (UHF too) Sony portabit
TV (1 1/4 yr. new) for 10 speed bicycle. Call
Denise, 474 31S7. (TRAI8)

yfResearch Subjects Needed
SUBJECTS needed for P»ych experiment.
Pay. 82 S 6006 Frani Hall B271. (RSN A 14)

BLACK males receive $2 for 1/2 hr.
discussion No deception, misrepresen-
4ation Sign up Frani Hall, A260A. ( RSN A
18)

yf Entertainment . .

MAMMOTH Condominium : Ski or vacation;
kitchen, lireplace, stereo, tv, pool, sauna,
lacuui. Reasonable; 360 0146,oves. (* A 14)

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine A
food Fridays, Sat entertainment. 2264
Wcstwood Bl Tek! 474-931J. (6M2)

>/ Help Wanfed 8
MARKETINO/Sales. Car buff. Auto air
conditioners. Two days per week. Com-
mission. BobMoftatt,997 040S. (lAM)

BABYSlTTER/car owner to shop and ride

elderly women, afternoons. 394 17M. (8 A 17)

APT. Mgr. 29 units. WLA. Long-term grad
student, 26 plus, single or married, avail,

afternoons, rent-frt JtofR« Una^ •»< "J-
I3S1

—* ^^-^ ^ flAW)

SECRETARY: Good typist for student, tun
business Part time, hrs. fltnlMo. Start

S2S0/hr. 828 1300 (lAM)

G4RL bar maid. 3 nights woolilv. Wcstwood
Inn IMO Westwood Blvd. 474-f344. Call after

3 PM. (I A II)

TELEPHONE salesman. >»art-timt.

Mornings only S4 00 /hour guarantee plus

commissions. No enperience necessary,

sales ability preferred. Call Mr Jason, 8-12

noon. 47f 3714. (t^H)

YOU arc lorbidden to call this number for a
part time iob 471 9Sai -Services
Unlimited (I A 14)

•ABVSITTER wanted daytime a*Mi/or eves,,

enperience Young.chitdrofi. car pr»|#r-fc»i.

Calll3fS76l. (iA!?)
"«•-

PSYCHOLOGIST wanted to audit active
encounter group. No pay but group ex
pl^tence 478 7S88 (lAlf)

}/ Help Wanted ....... 8

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

V Rides Offered ...... 13 "f ^^'^'''^' ^^'^ '*
,

^travel
' ' . 17

LEAVING for Washington State. April 33 or

24 Siiare driving /e«penses. Eh, 4S4^)733

after 4 PM. (13A17)

H..„«~..W*.*M.P.«..«-..
/JJ.J ^^^j^ ...... U

Earn up to $40. a montli

on our plasma progro^n.. ^,_^
meiM: 47i^Ji botwowi 12 P.M. and l ^M PALMS to Fernald School (UCLA) 9:00

iTues, Thurs, Fri. Will pay. EX 39411, ext.

7789/ VE 9 8043. (HAH)

OFFICE
INSTANT WORK

NO FEE
For Sal^ . IS

immediate positions available for

clerical and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Century City Office 'Vl ,!!—. (8 A 1/1

Fl/ll time summer lobs m national parks
or camp counseling. Pay plus room and
board Services Unlimited. 47S-9S31. (8 A 14)

WOODEN cable spools. Excellent for

making tables. 36" and 40". S4.S0 and up.

This Sat and Sun. only. 1534 Greenfield Ave.
WLA. BR 2 3485. ^'*^ *"*

WANTED mature Single or couple to sublet

lurnished, 3 bedroom house near UCLA for 1

year S)70 per month. Day - 224-3849,

evenings 474 7031. (*A 1 8)

DRIVER. 2:45 pickup * kids UES. deliver 3

stops Chev/^ills area, 5 days. Your car. 623-

9n8days, 837 8017 eves. (8A18)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing

grad can save you 40 50»o on all qualities, all

sire sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt.

8860400. IMOm^

GOLF Clubs: Fernquest - Johnson, 9 irons.

1,3,4 woods, bag, 34 balls. SIOO. 9I8-3S93. ( 15 A
13)

BEAULIEU 400 8ZM Super 8 finest earner*.

AngenieuK 8 64mm motoriied loom, macro
power, automatic exposure, S4$0. Michel Re.

M5 1355 (ISAH)

BABYSITTER TED, FOUR YEARS.
WANTS PARENTS OUT OF HOUSE
ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING;
SCMETIMES WEEK NIGHTS. HE LIvES
NEAR LA CIENEGA & SUNSET BLVDS.
CALL 650 0411 (8 A 18)

FOR Sale: Elegant Prisiciila wedding gown.

Sue 8. 472 4443. (ISAH)

CONCORD F-106 stereo cassette deck. $40.

Garrard SL 72B changer. $75. Both like new.

474 4663 eves. (ISAH)

EMPLOYMENT counselor salesmen.
Counselor lor Wilshire Ambassador area
Agency. Commission basis. Mr. Lillie, 380-

0111 (8A19)

HOUSEHOLD furnishings. Excellent con-

dition Bdrm, dining, livingroom.
Reasonable, private. Weekdays: 477-9097;

weekends, eves: 823 6062. (15A19)

GIRL with own transportation* to do light

housework and take children to beach. Call

826 6676: (8 A 19)

GOLF cliibs Spaulding Pro. Executive

irons. Topflight woods. Bag, putter, misc.

Excellent. $12$. 473 7385 PM. ( 15 A H)

3 4 PIECE Group wanted to play varied

dance music 2 3 hours wedding. Jan 399-

0614 («A14)

LADIES famous name used clothes. Sizes •
10*, 1112, 13-14. From $1-$30. Excellent

condition. 473-7385 PM. (ISAH)

WANTED Exact look alike for Lee Harvey
Oswald, alleged assasin of President John
Kennedy. Apx 2 wks. work in feature film.

Send recent photos to: Motion Picture, 2*5 S.

Robertsdn, Beverly Hills. Calif. 90311.

Photos will be returned. (•A\7)

MANAGEMENT - Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr . Genovese, 780-7586. (8A_34*

CARICATURE artist needed for Mardi Gras
Booth. Voluntary. Leave message at 825-

2275 (8 A 19)

NIKOMAT 1.4 brand new. with soft case.

S250. Call eves. 467 5918. (15 A 14)

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
WATER-COLOR/ART

llLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS

_ TO Work WITH J-^
TOP DESIGNER '

The part pr full time work will include
drafting plans for A building a working
model & engineering the stage mechanics
and potential effects, drawing/water
coloring/rendering sketches for a major
theatre project prospectus. Potentially semi-
permanent employment with advances.
Give name of school, class years, age. ex-
perience, means of transportation and
availability in answers to:

P.O. Box 1030
Pacific Palisades

"
«^^^^^^ California WM2

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed and salaried.

England, Belgium, and Switzerland. YEAR-
. ROUND. Trainees (general help), hotels,

restaurants, supermarkets, hospitdls,
department stores. Summer England
holiday camps, France Camp Counseling.
For details and applications, send $1. with a
stamped, sell addressed business sized
envelope to Princeton Research, Dept. C

Box 441M
Panorama City. Ca. 91402

RELIABLE girl, with car to drive woman on
appointments. Hours flexible. Av«il«W«
imVnediately Phone 377-5)29. (lAlf)

SECRETARY: Fast accurate typist. 20 hrs.
a week for several months. $2.34/hr. 477-
•'*5 <0AI9)

VOX bass w/case constellation 4 built-in

lull, treble booster, teardrop body, like new,

$125.478 6206. (ISA 13)
' '

IBM Selectric, 12 pitch, 13" carriage -

carbon ribbon. Excellent condition. $350. 449-

5248. (IS A 13)

SONY TC540 20W amp. spkrs, maint. kit,

plus goodies. Immac. SItS /offer. 824-

1757. (1$A17)

CONCORD cassette recorder. Like new. S30
•ncl. cassettes. 477 5182, Pat. ( IS A 17)

PANASONIC Otrack tape deck. AM.FM,
FM-stereo. speakers - excellent condition.
Earphones. Many tapes. Offer. 477-3324. (IS
A 17)

FUNKY old pump organ - plays super-
fantastically well. H^s matching funky old
araan «tonl d7S.)inA . I1KA17\organ stool. 475-2104 (1SA17)

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

Incredible new speaker systems sold
directly by the manufacturer. We will
compare our $59 model to the $373 JBL-IOOI
By appointment only. 473-7293. (IS A 1|)

MUST Sell. 1957 T.B., Martin guitar,
Honeywell 600 flash, dosk, cassettes, rug.
4512197. (ISA II)

PIONEER component stereo system. Must
sell $270. Still under warranty. 723-S43S. ( IS A
It)

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills. Recep-
tionist, typist, shorthand. Full or part-timr
Call Gina, 278 0811. (8 A 24)

HAVE a van or station wagon? Full timesummer jobs in camps. 47S-9S31, Services
Unlimited. (•AH)

- COMPLETE Sony stereo system, AM/FM
• receiver, two speakers A turntable SAC.

$1S0. New in boxes. 721-0207. (iSAii)

1928 MARTIN Guitar. Excellent condition
and beautiful sound. $400 /best offer. Darryl,
479.1fe2. (ISAII)

ZENITH TV set, II inch with portable stand.
$60. Please call. 473 1791. (IS A II)

. USED Royal portable typewriter, excellent
condition. $35. New Pickering VIS phone
cartridge, $3$. Eves. 837-0242. ( IS A 14)

FENDER Telecaster A case. Humbucking
pickup. XInt. cond.. Call Brett, 124-7723. (IS A

STEREO - need bread, must sell my new
equipment. Please cbM 477-7414. ( IS A 34)

y/Lost& Found . . ; ; ; . . f V Services Offered .... 16

LOST on Hilgard. Hub cap from Cadillac.
Reward otlored. Contact Shell Service
Station. 10143 Lindbrook Ave. (9 A 17)

LOST traveler's cheques/cash on 4/10.
Please contact' R. Nandi. 4I04-12 Boelter,
days./call 714 430-110$. (9 A 14)

ifOdds&Ends 10

ENCOUNTER Aids. Balaca bats, dolls,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box 990-

B Venice. 90291 Phone 391 0933. (lOQTR)
— — III- !>, ! i^^^i—

I
m^ I ^

60SC0 the Airedale needs a pN»ce to stay.
Can you help find one? Temporary til June
or permanent. 839 5043 eves. ( 10 A 14)

y/ForR^nt . 12

SPACIOUS housekeeping, furnished room.
tv, privite bathroom. 3f9 rw7. u.i Blectric
Ave Marina Del Rey, 90291. (12A14)

PIANOS for rent; Upright $10. A Spinet, 114.
Both rtbuilt. No minimum period. 440-

«14 (12 A IT)

V Rides Offered 13

YOUNG MO wants traveling companioo t«
Boston Leaving April 17th. 831 9882 4119 Vu
Mai ma S n2 ('3 A lit

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $2$. P.O. Box
11427, Denver. 10211. (u QTR

)

FUTURE CPAS. Learn to prepare for the
CPA exam. Becker CPA Review Course
Call collect: Los Angeles. (213)SS30330; San
Diego. (7H)29I-77S2; S«ntb Ana, (7H)S37-
3<». (UA13)

BIRTH Control for UCLA Slvdents. Call I2S-
SISO. (UAI3)

STOP Squeeting. You're causing scarring.
Blackheads Whiteheads elimlMtgd. Dtr-
maVac Process. Introductory visit. Alice
Hogan.RN. 931-7010. -— ()4A1I)

STUDENT INSURANCE
|EnrollfneiVr for Student AccidBnt*
A Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself 4 qualified
dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, A out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

Por information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 82S Mil, ext.

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobol.

'l1SS27,l7a-SIIS. Eves> 783-3S0f . (UQT^^

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for student*
or employees. Robert Rhee, 139-7270 or ITI-

9793 or 4S4-2$44. (UQTtt)

WEDDING Photography, reasonable prkes
and fast service. Call Fraiier for your home
appointent. 937-4S44. (U A 14)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratts.

RCA models Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr phone, 27491 19. (14 QTR )

SECRETARIAL A typing. Legal-Statistical-

gen^^ral shorthand. Fast A accurate. Free
pickup and delivery. 3M-09S9. ( 14 A II)

:-:-:4

::S

• ••;•

!»:

Daily Biiiin Advertisers >!%;
ii_.

\
AUTO INSURANCE

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

f REFUSED? TOOHIGH7
\ CANCELLED?
r LOW MONTHLY
I

PAYMENTS
i

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3f4-222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

'•#••••••••##••••••
_ i

i r

WILIL do Film Research. Carole Borsch, 1411
Norhiandie. Hollywd. - 442-42S2. Resume,
rates en request. (14 A 14)

BEEN busted? Community Action Center, a
non profit or^aniiation, can Help you! Call
876 0220. (14 A 13)

)/jravel ....... ... .IT
DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel, India, East
Afrijca. Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilstlire Blvd.. LA 90025. 478-0444. (17 QTR)

j
CARS IN EUROPE

RENT QrI BUY
;

Special REDiietiGNS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS - :'

9000 Sunset Blvd., LA «e0«9 271-43M

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC JSi Caledonian
767's-.. :^

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDONLA

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July, $43S. Brochure:
Encounter Overland. 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W.G. (17 A 14)

nt. uep.
_ 1 \ Ret. Days Price

2 • 4/18 8/28 71 $262

a^r 6/21 8/16 56 $262
^ . 6/22 8/15 $262

6/26 9/6 $262

6/25 9/13 $275
6/27 8/25 $262

6/28 9/9 $262

6/28 9/16 $275

6/29 8/29 $262

7/1 8/27 $262

7/4 9/2 $262

7/i 8/17 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

1« 8/12 9/13 33 $252
»» ^.» »• - > - -

so S

Available only to benaltde members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
livim) in t^same household.

dMrlBr fttghta

- -V

Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between • a.m. A 5 p.m

•2S-1221

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also NY
Israel. India, Africa. se% off. Student

rates/cards since 19SV. EASC, 323 N. Beverly
Dr.. Beverly Hills, 90210, 374^3f3. ( 17 QTR

)

>Hl ANNUAL JCT FLfONTS

EUROPC: FROM'S22f ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: FROM 1349 HOUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-0032, •39-2401

424t Overland, Oepf. A.
.CtfJvtr City. Ca^

sOuth

ameRica
Now ybv' cati fly from Los

Angeles tu Buenos Aires for as

little as S343 Rc'jnd Trip.

ole!

June 26 - Sept 5

uc a
CHARTER FLIGHTS
KERCKHOFF HALL20SO
Between I a.m. A Sa.fii-

i2S 1221

GREEKS:
Group it to Europe this Summeri

f "ui weeks of relaiied study f'»r «•"•••

wiedit. then two or four weeks of total

freedom S49S to $02S includes travel, meals,

rooms, classes.

CALL OINA, I to 10 P.M.
••S0742

W

DAILY
BFIUIN
^Travel 17 VTravel . 17 VApts Unfurnished .... 22 r

/*<«""* ^°°''<^

EUROPE. $220$27S R.T.. also Israel A
Japan. Spring, Summer, B Fall fliglits,

E SEP., 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA 90040. 4SI-
3311. ESEPUCLA mem bers. (17QTR)

EUROPE. Israel this summer un-
regimented program. 4 wks. Europe. 7 wks
Israel, Dig. Kubbuti. plenty free time. Exp
•n Travelling. 924 2411. (17 QTR)

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimemed
programs 4 or weeks. Experiments in
Traveling. 904-241 1. (17 QTR)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under $100 one-way
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. $130 «

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
I3S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91403

PHONE: 073-2213 or 704-1477

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America. Africa, etc.

All professions, occupations, $700 - $3,000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-

seeing. Prte info • write Jobs Overseas,
Ocpt. P4. P.O. Box 1S071, San Diego, CA.
*9n$. (17A9S)
u

EUROPE,
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way )Mid rwNM trip student fllfktiL
Inexpensive student camping tours
WtrewiMut West and Cast Europe, tncludiwg
Russia. SOFA Agent for inter-European
student charter fHfBts. Cantact ISCA, 11«t>
San Vicente Blvd^ S«lte §*, LA, Calif., 9tM9,

Tel: (j»3)JM.S449, t2».09SS

_.—^..—..——^^ ^^.t.»-—, ^

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on ISO ft.

91'and three masted sctNMmer. Leaves ttils
summer for 4 weeks to Tahiti. Share ex-
penses. For info. Call Gregory Cook (213)
370-123»r —^" in A 17)

Our nth year of University Cliarters

to LONDON or BRUSSELS
June 14 /Sept. 14
June 23 /Aug. 31
June 24 / Sopt.
July 17 /Aug. 22

sasf
SMf
S24S
S24S

-f^; I

or DAILY Youth / Student flights at $332 RT.
Continue by our low-priced Sofa Charter
nights or Eurailpass to your destination.

fret travel info. Prof. P. Bentler, 277-S200 or
•79 3111, c/o Sierra Travel Inc. 9i7S Santa
Monica Bl. Beverly Hills. ( 17 A 24)

THE EXPERIENTIAL COLLAGE
That's exactly what it is: A collage of ex-
periences with the setting in

EUROPE, Africa, and Asia
Take one 21 yr. old guy who has spent the
last live years wandering the back roads,
Alpine Villages, and islands of Europe, a
new Volkswagen bus. a couple of tents atM
Coleman camp stoves, four or five en-
thusiastic adventurous kids wtto want to see
^nd do far off lands, a free and easy spirit
and you've got if. The Eitperienfia l Cofloge.
Spontaneous decisions. An avoidance of the
hu9c, noisy, polluted, expensive, touristy
cities, concentration on the narrow, windy,
uniquely European roads, peasant villages,
remote islands, and small local festivals.
Its swimming, hiking, and exploring in the
springs, summers, and falls; skiing the most
spectacular glacial terrain and experiencing
the lunkiest accommodations in oM hotels
durinq the winters. Imagine dangling your
•oet oil the ramp of a ferry slowly making its
way across a Norwegian fjord, rolling out
your sleeping bag amongst the crumbling
rums of a 14th century Scottish castle,
shinnydipping in ttie warm clear blue waters
oH a quiet Yugoslav lagoon on Turkey's
southern coast, or even the 340-mile 30-day
trm irom Katmandu. Nepal to the base of
Mt E verest. ^nd how about ski
bumming? in search of the perfect moun-
tain. ..a 17. mile run through two countries
down the Vallee Blanche at Chamonix, -niles
ol treeless expanse alongside the Mattei horn
at Zermatt, Switierland, a spring sunshine
run Irom Zurs to Lech in Autria's TyroL
South and East behind the Iron Curtain to
Romania's Transylvanian Alps, Spain's high
peaks near Orsn»6a. tax free Andorea, or
Perhai's even right on the Arctic Circle in
Finland's Lappland. The possibilities are
unlimited. The decisions yours. $2!0
t300/month including transportation, food,
and occasional lodging within Europe. In-
terested? Write me: PITER BOYNTON,

342 41st Ave. San Mateo, Calif. 94403.

> NEW YORK
JUNE ISONC WAY $77

IHAWAII
JUNE 1ft JULY 2 SI 79
JULY 1 JULY 1ft plwt l«nd

TOKYO/ORltNT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

ftOrA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUOiNT ID CAROft

AIM Stwdcnirail and Eurail

•ntufanee. Guidotaookt

C*f furchaM

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADOUAlTEi^rA
U MHbMi.

AIS/EXITS
eOM Santa Monli • ftlvd

LA. OOOftft

274ft743

of tanfa Montaa/Dotienvl

FANTASTIC Awareness Experience: See
England, Holland. Germany. France. Italy.
Spam, Switi.. or travel Russia - eftrn credits.
Student travel rates - 024-3274. Juno
Jw'V (17 A 13)'

y/lutoring . . , , 18

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
larquage study, translation, literature, wall
former UCLA teacher for results. 02ft-

t^**: (10 QTR >

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results anyi
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).
473-2492. (IftQTR)

Math /physics. MA physics. $S hr. Poter. 39ft.
""•

(1ft A 10)
r

GRE. LSAT, other test preparation, la-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. ft20 So. Robertson.
4S7-4390. (IftQTR)

Vfyp'ng 19

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 700-1074 / 1» nra

FREE editing', grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397 3304. (19QTR)

'i

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
S2ft-1142. (19 QTR)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes; statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S: 30 .weekends. Sharon,
03ft S4«7. (19 QTR)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom. 473-0031. (19 QTR)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, thesei, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy. 472-4143; Kay,
•24 7472. (19 QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. (19 QTR)

LOW rates/quatity typing - papers,
"!.***'*••*"*' theses, books, etc. Free
editing emergency service. CaltftSft-
**^

(19 A 1ft)

SAME day service on papers 2$ pg. or less.
Professional, accurate typing. Editing.
Mike 477-4402. (19 A 17)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-
4: Barbie. 02ft 234S, Mae. 394-S1ft2. (19ATR>

>/ Wanted ........ 20
TYPIST Part time transcription typist -

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing offices,
^2.30/hr Mrs. Beck. ft24-ft3ftft. (20 A 17)

WANTED Por type 10 speed. Aluminum
frame. Around 24 pounds. Call Don. ft3S-00S0
days only. (WAH)

WANTED McGovern Concert tickets, call
eves. Bob 379-2724. (20 A 13)

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not,
wrecks too. Free towaways. 391-9440, 03$
'*' (20 A 19)

)/ApH Furnished 2/
t

LARGE, one bedroom apartment, fur-
nished S mm. to UCLA. $20S. Al. day: 975
22ft0, night 477 $ftftft. (21 A 1ft)

'

'
'^

I ^m^mm^m mm^^^—^b^^—^m^—
$00 BACHELOR 1 bdrm, unfurnished, 2270
S. Barrington Ave., WLA, Call: 479-321S,
7 : 30 10 30 morns. (21 A 17)

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,
air conditioned single. Pool Garage. 441
Landfair. 479-$404. <21AI7)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bat^. pool, 3 bfkf ci-put 1002 « Lindbrook
(Hilgard) GR SSS04. (21QT8)

FURNISHED Singles to share. 170. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Gayley. 473 4413.

(11 QTR)

LARGE bachelors, $90 uo Singles. $12$,

across from Dykstrp. $01 Gayley. GR 3-17M.
GR 3 (1(^24, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm aots <n Santa
Mon.ca, SifcS op Mool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk tc booth, ne%r
Santa Monica Freeway. 204$ Fourth St., SM.
393 SSS4. $92 9142. (210TR>

$17S ATTRACTlViLY furnished very large
3 bdrm, dinette, $ closets. Separate garage.
Adults 19S3 T/2 S Corniig. LA 4SS 3340 (21

k

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

IDEAL for Doctor $24S. Byrd built. Charm, 1

bdrm ft den, fireplace (wood), seaview,
surtdcck, utilities. 419 Ocean Ave.. S.M. 394

7I3« (22 A 19)

$130/MO. Large modern one b^ittjl^ N*w -v
carpets, drapes, stove, refrigeralRyKftJUmms. to camous ajloma ^ ""'^'.'JW*

y/ Apts to Share . ... . .

ffOOMS orT foom and beard, $4S. Near
campus, clean, color tv, 412 Landfair, phone

^4;.9-9131. (RBAH)

FEMALE dorm contract for sale at
discount. Must sell immediately! Call, 024-

}/Autos for Sale \ . . t . .33

'47 MUSTANG 209, R/H. P/S, very good
condition, make offer over $02$. Call after
3 30,024 4334 (33 A 19)

23 i^ M
!??'?'^V.? *•"'•'• transfering to

f"ari;:ri7?-i'e;,''
*--* "•"• *•»- •? ,;;

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

NEED roommate - female, neat, con
siderate. Private room. $90/mo. Large apt

,

on beach near Marina. 399-2ftSft. (23 A 14)

WANTED male student ti. help
housekeepinq Room & bath, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drives 4$3 07S2 (30 A 17)

MALE to share large 2 bdrm apt., pool, near
campus. $9$, John. 02S 1042, ft2S-407ft. (23 A

. i
i

INGENUOUS person. Share Westwood apt.
with Anthro/film aviatrix. 23. Own room.
Summer and/or next year. Gelya 479-
*'" (23 A 14)

FEMALE roommate for apartment wifb
two. 30 mm. walk to campus. $$2 /mo. Call
470 7941. • (23 A 13)

GIRL Grad share 3 bdrm, 2 bath. turn. apt.
with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7022 eves. (23 A

DISHWASHER for half room A board Call
Triangle Fraternity, 479 9457 or stop by $19
•-••»<"«'^-^ (30 A 14)

FEMALE. Free room board exchange fOr

, tutoring. References required. After 0^00
" PM. 931 32S4, days. 242-427$. (30 A 13)

y/Room for Rent .... . . 31
'i

$99. WALHK UCLA, beautiful new very larg«
single, quiet, sunny. Garden and view. 703
3034. (31 A 14)

SPACIOUS. Suitable for non-smoking girl.
$70/mo. Near Westwood. Jack. 47ft 7Sftft. (23
A 19)

STUDE NT/couple share new beach apt.
with inter racial couple. Own bed /bath,
$110.399 4942. (23 A 17)

SHAR.E ^s«ng*^ wttfi male Mdcfc from
campus $63. SO, utilities paid. Furnished for
two. Marty, 47ft-4M4. (» A ij)

SHARE apt. w/3 men. WLA. SSI.2$ /mo plus
1/4 util. Share dinner duties. 47ft-S270. ( 23 A v

$7$ QUIET girl Bel Air, pool, fantastic
view, private entrance. Share bath, break-
fast privileges. 7130140. v ' (31 A 14)

iff:
***^"^ •?*••» '"••» over 21, non-smoker,

walking. distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. 001 Malcolm. 474-SI47. (31 A
14) • <

,

FEMALE share w/2. Quiet loving people.
Large apt., conveniently located. Own
bdrm, $92.S0. 473 2d37; 037- 149S. (23 A 1ft)

YOUR own room in 3-bedroom apartments
$ftO /montR. Closotocpmpos: Call. 47ft-
'***

/ (33 AH?

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $4S. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage. 473-4412. (23 QTR)

Hi. QUIET, icenic. near campus, own large
room with kitchen privileges, non-smoking
fn ale. 134 4730. tJIAin

f^Airf&i for Sate . ^ffyf^2^

'79 VW Bug. Clean, low mileage; will

sacrifice, private party. Days. 27)-49ft3;

eves, 343 aiS4. (33 A 14)

St JAGUAR XK ISO cenv. Rebuilt eng.r
trans., clutch. Must sell. $l200/best offer.
LIK 070 Pvt. party, 021 9M2. (33 A 14)

'70 VW Bug. 22,000 miles. Convertible.
AM/FM, excellent condition. $14$0. Phone.
«'»»343 (33 A 17)

MALE share apt. w/3, SSS mo . furnished,
balcony. 3bnis. from campus. 470-9$43. (23 A

)/ House for Sale .

44 VW. Air conditioning, radio, excellent
cond.. recent tune up, 74.000 milei. $79$. 399-
4440 anytime, night. (33 A 17)

'4$ MG 1100. Good engine, new starter,
generator A disk brakes. Needs some
repairs. $3S0. 73$ 4132. (33 A 17)2^ repairs. $3S0. 73$ 4132. (33 A 17

BUILDERS must sell! Custom close in
compact home for cduple. Minimum
upkeep. 2 bdrms. 1 1/2 baths, good financing
available. Call 474-7719, (24 A 19)

BY Owner, 3 bdrm. largo livingroom, dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close te
schools, freeways. $3S.9S0. Woner, 479-
^*" (24 A 19)

ORIENTAL Contemporary. Unigue atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room /study, 3 baths/fabulous view. One
-acre, Encmo $57,900. 7ft3-St31. (tO A HI

BACHELOTtS/Bacheloretts. Unique/one-of-
a kind. Absolutely charming. Has sleeping-
nook/stone fireplace. Beautiful, large
garden. Trees/privacy. Country atmos.,
nfar Westwood Bl $24,SO0. Wynn. 477-
7001. (24 A 14)

FREE LOAN CARS
FIIIE TOWINQ

OftftOMIU

n .
VOLKSWAGEN CAR SmviCJ"*"**
Discounted Belew Dealers Price

A,
^ A-IAUTOSIRVICR

_ I 79S7 Van NdVs Blvd.
I across from O.M.FIant

C«ll •94-7ft7S • 24 Hours

'44 IMPALA Chevrolet One owner, 29.000
mttos, now brokos, new tires, $700. Rons
*ell 303 1043. ^ (33 A 14)

TRANSPORTATION cars S99 and U|,.

American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 020-74ft9. (33QTR)

yf House to Share n

'44 MGB, looks, runs great. SSOO. '$9 Cor
vette, removoble hardtop. $000. 031-3404 or
473 1041. (33

HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large workroon)s.
darkroom, yard, w/grad art student, S12S.
«t <W- (27 AH)

FEMALE roommate needed to share 3

bedroom house in Venice canals. Own room,
$7S/mo 023 1790. (27 A 10)

SHARE furnished 4 bedroom house - own
room. $4$ plus 1/3 utilities cost. Craig (933-
0024) (27 A 1ft)

V Housing Needed .... 28

BY UCLA physician, small house WLA,
lurnished, S 300 300 One year beginning 7/1.

03$ 0S7$ Message (Or. Upton). 474 $1$4-

cvenings (2ft A 17)

UCLA vicinity must have private bath-
kitchen double occupancy bedroom. Write:
C Herman, Hampton House 40
Metropolitan Oval Bronx, NY. 10442. (2ftA

'4ft PONTIAC GTO. vinyl top. auto. P.S..
R/H, runs great, new brakes. $l2S0/offer.
$$9 3707 eves. ( A 14)

OLDSMOBILE 1947 Delta convertible Still
utHter factory warranty. White /black in-
terior $0$0 024-224$. (33 A 13)

'71 TOYOTA Corolla 1400 Michelin steel-
belted radials, 22,000 miles, beautiful con
dition.$1$7$. Jack. 477-0373. (33 A 13)

'43 FORD Fairlano $00 Good condition. Must
sell.,$300or best offer . 473 0791. (33 A 10)

IV.X^ It**' ^P *®P camper Radio warranty
$3S00 /offer. $S9 3340. eves or wkend. ( 33 A

can. 021 7433 (33 a i|)

'40 VW Bus New UOO cc engine, brakes A
bearings Asking $ 2,000. 90S 3S2 ft Chris. (33 A

^Room and Board

MALE /Female Contract in La Mancha •

any room setup Must sell instantly I

Discount
• S30 3404 (RBAIO)

2 DORM Contracts for sale. $314 • Spring
Quarter Call, 024 1441. Message, 02S-S4SI
( Edgerley). (rb a 10)

TRIANGLE Fraternity offering room A
board <or $300 per quarter. 479-94S7 or stop
by $19 Landfair. (RBAH)
FOREIGN Student Room/board for
house/garden chores. Private room/bath,
bachelor's hbuse with tennis court/
swimming •tt(dA..Nights/weekends. Call 273-
4444. K}70 days, or 700 0740 eves (RB A21)

'47 TOYOTA landcruiser Sacrifice Many
j3T3Voo,Ts^^3r" '^ '*'•

n/;?:-

00 HiLLMAN Husky Reliable Iransportation Rebuilt engine, AM/FM r«rfi!I
Only SISO Call, 340 3002* (33 1 1|i

'41' BUGEYE Sprite, new paint interior.
XInt. cond , perfect slalom car. $S$o, 3ftS-494t
•>'•* (33 A II)

l?,.y,^«'"*'
•«<••••« «o*»d.. new engine.

ti3S0/offer 440 3349 eves. (33 A II)

44 VW Bug, sunroof, bike rack, clfan, ex-
cellent mechanical cond.. 44.000 miles, $I2S.
'''*?«' (13 A II)

40 AUSTIN Heaiey 3000, 4seatef
condition $4S0 477 23S2 (33 A 19)

•M^^JIf:.*"""*"' <•'»*•»*•«. bo»t Offer 4$$.

!^* (33 A 19)

'44 FORD Galaxie. new tires, air con
ditioner, 44,400 miles. $13$. After S PM. 473-
"'* (33 A 14)

fjl'-,*.^'"^.*-:/"''
*"•**' **"»*>ws, $$0. Call

47S.47J2early/ioavo message. 944 ii II. (33 a
'70 VW, good condition, stick, red, 17000
miles, $149$ 390 3202 BXT 992. (33 A 19)

r?,re,VJS;,'** ^^. "• "««' 0^*9 owner.
Call 93$ 0921 eves after $ PM. (33 A 19)

'43 MERCURY Meteor 240 3 spd. New tires
rebuilt engine. $3$0. Call 472 4049 after 7 00*^'^

(33 A It)

44 CHEVY Super Sport convertible. Lowmileage Nees some body work. $4$0/ormake offer 2710094 (33 A 19)
: . *-

'4ft DAJSUN Sedan, AM FM. runs well,
needs some cosmetic work. Mdke offer, ipff,
jytm^yyy}. (33 A 19) 'i;,

•4$ MALIBU. fact. air. R/H. new trans.. -^
XInt. condition. $9$0/best offer. l39-37ftft. (33
A 14)

'44 CHEV. Bel Air. VI, 4$000 miles. Ex-
cellent condition. $400. Days. 13$ 37S4. eves,
034 7009 (33 A 19)

A Classic. In good condition. $3$0. 39$
0431

(33 A 17)
•'»--

'49 TRIUMPH GT 4. AM/FM. radials. Make
offer. 004 4$03 -

(33 a 14)

'41 VW Bug. good engine, upholstery needs
repair. $4$o or best offer. 394 3400. (33 A U)

vJv XtL V'®*.^?*'^'''
*^'"» condition. '4$

X^'.,i.^
^'**^ irtniRorUtion. V4ft9ii or

'71 Pii^TO. Deluxe model, excellent cond.,
low mileage. $2000. Call $0373. 479-04S1 after
* '^^

I

m a u>
•40 3-DOOR Chevy Biscayne; under 1ft,00O;one dwner, excellent cond., see to an
pr^crate, 124 4714. tUAH^ ^

'43 '44 RED MG Midget. Looks great,

ir*M^!?^^*"^ ******* '*•'** ** Bentler, Frani
Hall 4433 02$ 2193. $$$0. (33 a 13) .

'44 FORD Galaxie coupe. Excellent cond..
automatic., ps. air conditioned. N^w
tires/radiator/muffler. $400. 473-S4S7 days;
774 $102 eves (33AI7 )

'43 VW Bug, low mileage, $37$. Call 394-0$49
after 4 PM. (33 A 1ft)

'44 MG Midget Roadster (Mark II), recentr
overhaul, good cond., $700/best offer. After •

4:00.392-9300. (33A17)

'49 DATSUN 1400. Excellent condition. New
tires. Best offer. Renee, 4$$ 9490 weekdays. ,

"

477 4144, weekends/eves (33 A 13)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, lew
prices. 10 spd from $77. French. Austrian,
Ant^ican, 1714 Westwood, 47$-3370. (IS
QTR)

,

UCLA Students! $% off Pedrgeot,
Moto1>icane, Centurion, other fine malies.
Expert repairs All parts. Lee's Cyclery •

Schwinn Autorited dealer. 3439 S. Robertson
Bivd 3 biks N. Santa Monica Fwy. •39- 4444

(3SA

2 BOYS 3 spd bikes. $3$ ea. CR4-347$ after
* X) (3$A17)

'yclos, Scoofors

For Solo..... ••••••••••••a 36
HONDA CL3$0 Helmet, shop rnanual, turn
signals, electric starter, other extras. $33Slirm Richard, 474 0441. (34 A 17)

HONDA 30$ Rebuilt engine. Good running
condition $27$ or best offer. Call, 933 7031
evenings Henry (34 A 17)

•49 YAMAHA 3$0, YR2C model, great shape
3900 miles Helmet $33$/trade tor horse(s7
"''*•* (34 A 14)

MUST sell well loved '70 Honda CB 3S0 to
stay out of gutter. Make oftfr. 421-0142
'^*>

; . (34A14)

2>res $300, like new. 3ft3-:»43. 1 14 A 14^
*44 HONDA 90, gets 90 mpg Only $MDependable, needs tune uj 713 2049cvcninat - •••t.yvcnings

^
(34 A IQj

49 HONDA CM 91, seldom used. 2700 miles
Right tor beginners 472 4103, 4 9 PM (34 A

'49MUST Sell '71 HONDA 90 Like new
Yamaha $0 like new Call 743-1044 /34$
"'* (34 A 13)

71 HONDA CB 4$o XInt cond., iust tuned.
SlOO/best offer. Call 4S3-9917/eves; IIS-
4$74/days (34 A 14)

70 HONDA 30$, 11.000 mi , excellent cond..
very clean with windshield A book rack.
$3$0 744 24S4 (3oA14)

'4S HONDA 30$ SLR Just tuned, runs great.
$27$ 713 2049, evenings. ( M A II)

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service Parts
insurance Open till I PM. 932ft W. Pico Blvd.
270 $211 (I4A19)

_Jc t,

y
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"SO YOU'RE RICHARD BURTON" — "Cleopatra",

starring Claudette Colbert will screen at 8 pm
Saturday in Dickson Auditorium. Also screening will

be Madame Satan, at 6 pm and "Union Pacific"

starring Joel MaCrea, Robert Preston, and Barbara

Stanwyck at 9:45. Presented by the Alpha Film

Society. Donation requested* ^

Bike registration drive

aimed at ending thefts
ByAmSoloinoB ^ „.^

^

(
-.- ' DBSUfff Writer '^ * ^

**WeVe practically become an order warehoine foriffl qC Southern
California/' said Detective Evans of the University Campus Police
Department ( UCt*D >. t^n the past six months we've received reports on
lost bikes with a toUl worth of more than $11,200, yet obly three have been
recovered."

Research shows the reasons for bike thefts are primarily the fault of

the victim. The two major reasons for theft are that about 60 per cent of

the bikes on catnpus are not registered and about 85 per cent of the locl[.

chain systems are insufficient and used improperly.

In an effort to aid the on-campus rider, a massive registration drive
will take place from 10 am to 3 pm, Saturday, at the UCPD station. With
the aid of the Los Angeles Police Department sponsored Explorer Post
the UCPD will register all bikes brougtit in and issue a city license. The
cost will be $1.10 per bicycle.

^ " TIckeied

. Once the licenses have been issued, the UCPD will begin to craclc down
on the laws concerning bikes. According to Los Angeles city laws
unlicensed bikes may be ticketed. Aside from being fmed, the ticlceted

bike must also immediately be licensed. 'The license system wiD also
make it easier to identify and trace stolen bikes.

"The best protection is not only to license your bike, but to use a good
chain and lock, and then be sure you lock it properly," Evans explained,

"(here simply is no lightweight lock or chain that's going to stand up to '^

inch bolt cutters." As an additional aid to the on-campus rider, the

Ackerman Union Student Store will sto^ the chain and lock combination
which was found to be the most satisfactSry of those tested by the UCPD.
The chain and lock, which is advertised as a motorcycle security

device, received only minor dents in tests which broke other systems.

The lock and chain will only be sold as a unit and the cost will be ap-

proximately $15 to $20. "It is a substantial investment for most people,

but when you consider an expenditure of even $20 to protect a bicycle that
~ V ": Ti'--. -.- .__^ .•> (CentlnoedooPageZi)

What's On:
t^ ooo« mmmmm

CtOS^WlfOtd By Eugene Sheffer

Tickets: —

-

Campus and Public ^~

—"Roberta Flack/' 8:30 pm,
May 6, Pauley Pavilion. Ticitets

on sale at Central Ticltet Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students wtth ID cards.

—"Dietrich FischerDieskau/'
baritone, 8; 30 pm, Friday; Royce
Hall Auditorium. (Sold out). .^^_

—"Louis Fako Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and
taped voices, 8:30 pm, Saturday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, available from the

Central Ticket Office. 650 West
wood Plaza. . .

—"Barber of Seville/'

scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.

—"Beverly Sills/' soprano, 8:30

pm, Sunday, Royce HaJI
Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Disneyland Night/' Sunday,
Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty 'and staff are available,

from thV Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Silent Running/' special
film showing for students, faculty

and staff, 9:30 am, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Joan Baez/' 8:30 pm, April

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2,

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

-"Student Films/' 8:30 pm,
April 21, 22, 28, 29, and JO, Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

Films:
—"Nightmare Alley/' with

Tyrone Power, Jodn Blondell, and
Coleen Gray, 5 pm, today AAelnitz

1409. Free.

f-^" Ma da me Satan I $

II
"Cleopatra" and "Union Pacific,

three films directed by Cecile B.

DeAAille, at 6 pm^ 8 pm, and 9:45

pm, respectively, Saturday,
Dickson Auditorium. Donations

requested.

Seminar^

Medieval conference

today through Saturday
By John Miller

OB Staff Writer

In recognition of UCLA's growing eminence in the area of medieval
research, the Medieval Academy of America will join with the Medieval

Association of the Pacific here in its annual conference today and
tomorrow, marking the first time it has met west of Chicago in its 47 year

history.

Edward Condren, professor of history and a member of the Center for

^Medieval and Renaissance Studies here, cited the appropriateness of the

Academy choosing to hold its conference here. "UCLA has the most
distinguished medieval faculty in the land, and the Center is surely one of

the top two in the United States and Canada, the other being the

University of Toronto.'!

"We haVe several prestigious medieval scholars here, and they offer

through the history department classes in Byzantine and Islamic studies,

history of science, medieval literature, and more, " Condren continued.

"Perhaps another reason they chose to hold the conference here is to

honor Lynn White ( professor of history and founder of the Center) who is

the president-elect of the Academy," Condren said.

Most attractive to the members of the Academy is the Huntington

Library and Art Gallery in San Marino which, according to Condren,

"has the largest and most complete collection of medieval manuscripts

in the hemisphere." The collection is for ttie most part uncataloged and
outside of scholars in Southern California, it has been largely inaccessible

to medieval scholars elsewhere.

(Continued on Page 21

)

Thursday, April 13

^—"Bigger and - Better

Bureaucracies For In-

stitiftlonalized Social Change in

l^tln America/' by Ray Stein-

berg, lecturer in %odk\ welfare

and community development
advisor, USAID, 3 pm, GSM 3357.

~" Recent Advances in the
Interpretation of High-
Temperature Creep Behavior/'

by Terence G. Langdon, associate

professor of mechanical
engineering and materials
science, USC, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Freedom to Choose — Myth
or Reality/' by J Ivan Tabibian,

lecturer in psychiatry, associate

professor of urban and regional

planning. University of Soutt>em
California, 1 pm. University
Extension Building G33. Ticlcets

are $4.25.—"OpMoHtes in the Sh-ucture

on the Ural Mountains," by
Academician A.V. Peyve,
Academy of Sciences, USSR, 4

pm. Geology 3656.

—"Quantitative Aspects of
Social Phenomena," by Elliot W.
MontroH, Einstein professor of

mathematics. University of

Rochester, New York, 4 pm,
Knudsen 1220 B.—"fVoblems and Progress In

Insect Endocrinology/' by
Manfred Gersch, professor.
Zoological Institute, University of

Jena, Germany, 4 pm, LS 2322.

—"Problems in Human
Ecology: An Historical Over-

(CiMlimMd« Page M>

ACROSS
1. WhoUy
V engrossed

5. C^rd
term

9. Position
12. Medicinal

plant
IS. Small

horse
14. Austral-

ian
.• bird

15. Prisoners
17. Fish

organ' '

IS. Swedish
soprano

19. Clusters
of hair

21. Famous
novelist

24. French
river

25. Hebrew
measure

26. Involves
29. Knowl-

edge
31. Peels
S2. Weaken
SS. Approves
S5. Roman

deity
36. Fateful

date

37. Harmon-
ized -^

38. Strides
40. Social

group
42. Highest

note of
the
gamut

43. Chokes
48. Skin

tumor
49. Female ^

sheep
59. Fluid

rock •

;

51. Harden -

52. Performs
53. Spotted

Kwtrmgit. liMi« of i

DOWN
1. Reign ^

(India)

2. Wing
3. Hawaiian

food
4. Bank
em-
ployee

5. Whirl
6. English

title

7. Conjunc-
tion

~t. Certain
monks

9. U.S.
president

19. Neglect

»lalkMi: 25 mlawt^*

I

1%

30

33

[Z]ll[^ F-iOSIS DDSId

Answer to yesterdav's puzzle.

11. Sweet
rolls

16. Twice
29. Employ
21. Jest

22. So be it

23. Beggar
24. Individu-

als

26. Peggy—
27. Crude

metal
28. Church

part

29. Haistened

31. Ironed
34. Lyric

poem
35. Tangled

• -'growth

37. Sunburn
38. Church

benches
St.Onthe

sheltered

*8ide

49. Algon-
quian
Indian

41. Young
girl

44. Cardinal
number

45. Place

46. Twilight

47. Sorrowful
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Tuesday on UC-TY-LA

Reagan to face cameras
Governor Ronald Reagan, in his first visit to UCLA

in almost three years, will appear on a live question
and answer session to be televised live by UC-TV-LA
on Tuesday. • ' -• >

In something of a first for campus television, the
program will be aired by KCET (Channel 28),
educational television in Los Angeles, and will be
viewed at UC Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara and San
Fernando Valley State College in addition to UC-TV-
LA's normal viewing locations here.
The program, which can be viewed at noon and

10:30 pm over KCET, will also be made available
over the statewide NET (National Educational
;Tylevision) network and will probably be aired in
San Francisco, Sacramento and San Diego, ac-

>ng to J>an__McYay, continuity director forcore

BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE — Gov. RonaM Reagan will appear on a
UC-TV-LA broadcast at noon Tuesday. Students will be able to question

the governor, by means of the two-way talk-back system, at monitors in

the Royce Quad andat ttM Gypsy Wagon.

Behind-scenes
overscheduledReagan visit.

.^ Using a format which was developed in UC-TV-LA
interviews with Senator Alan Cranston, Chancellor
Charles E^ Young and others, Reagan will be
eievised from a campus studio while his student
questioners will be^ aired from mobile locations set
up near the Gypsy Wagon and in the Hoyce Hall
quad. ,j. .

During the broadcast, the governor will be able to
electronically observe his interrogators and they will
be able to see his responses.' .

T.

Students at UC Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara and
San Fernando Valley SUte College will be able to ask'
questions via telephone and see the response at
monitor locations on their campuses.

,
In addition to the talk-back locations at the Gypsy

Wagon and Royce Hall quad, the program can be
viewed in the NPl Auditorium, the Coop and,
possibly, the Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.
"We had reserved Royce Hall Auditorium and

their video projector (to handle extra people who
might want to see the broadcast), but the ad-
ministration has told us we can make no changes
from our standard procedures and are supposed to

refrain from giving any advance publicity to the
event," said Alison Cross, UC-TV-LA general
manager. ^'

Cross estimates that approximately 300 people will

be able to watch at each campus monitor location, so
that without Royce Hall, only about 1,500 people will

be able to watch the program on campus.
Normal P Miller, vice-chancellor for student

affairs, said, "They are normally an outdoor
operation, and the intent (of the decision to deny UC-
TV-LA the use of Royc^ Hall Auditorium ) is to have
them do what they normally do." He added that the
Use of the Royce Hall Auditorium would "cost the
Chancellor money" and "set a precedent."
Even without Royce Hall, Reagan's visit is going to

cost the Chancellor money. According' to Cross, the
administration has agreed to pick up the cost of using
a more secure studio, whose location is being kept
secret, in order to minimize the possibility of a
disturbance. ( During Reagan's last visit to this

campus, a Board of Regents meeting held May 16,

1972 at the Faculty Club, the Los Angeles Police had
to be called to dispersed crowd estimated to number
more ttian 1,500 students. ^ - —

anses
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By Kenn Guernsey
DB SMiff Writer

Gov. Ronald Reagan's previous appearance on this

campus was marked by a student demonstration
which brought Los Angeles police to campus for tlie

first time in history here.

His first visit since then, scheduled for Tuesday,
has already caused a major conflict — but it has
occurred entirely behind the scenes.
From the meeting room of Student Legislative

( ouncil (SLC) to the office of ChanceUor Charles^.
Young — and nearly everywhere in between -^

debate has raged for the past week.

Princfples in the dispute are Uttv-LA, which is

(wringing Reagan to campus, and the Teach-in
Symposium Program (TISP), whose two-day China
symposium begins Tuesday.
TISP director David Luber has accused UC-TV-LA

of acting "toUlly irresponsibly" in scheduling iU
Keagati interview at the same time the China
Symposium's kickoff was planned. He wanted
Heagan's appearance cancelled.
Alison Cross, UC-TV-LA general manager, said the

station followed all its normal scheduling procedures
and "consulted everyone we had to consult'* in
planning the show. She wanted the symposium
opening delayed
The result, hammered out after private

negotiations which climaxed in the Chancellor's
office, is that Reagan will appear (although: the
studio location has been changed and kept secret),
and the symposium schedule will incKide a lunch
break during the Ume of the UC-TV-LA broadcast.
Other alternatives — such as postponing the

^<iagan show until after the United States-People's
Republic of China table tennis match on April 24,
changing the time of the broadcast to avoid conflict
^ith the symposium and cancelling the show
altogether — were rejected by Young, according to
(ross.

Petitions available Monday
I Undergraduate and graduate campus elections

^ill be held jointly on May 10 and 11, with runoff
^'Ifctlons scheduled for May 17.

Undergraduate petitions for nomination will be
vailable Monday in Kerckhoff SM.
^'raduate peiMiens for nomination will be

vallable Monday in Kerckhoff 30L

Another result of the conflict is ah SLC censure of

UC-TV-LA's programming procedures. The censure

resolution, introduced by Jeff Lapham, campus
events commissioner, and approved at Wednesday
night's SLC meeting, read: **UC-TV-LA should be

governed by an authority that can relate to an overall

concern for University programming."
It accused UC-TV-LA of acting "imprudently,"

and called its sctieduling of Reagan **irresponsible

and totally inconsiderate of previous program-
ming."

**It's ridiculous" was Cross' reaction to the cen-

sure, minutes after the vote. "The (SLC) dedsion .

was made witliout taking into account our position. It

never occurred to us that there was a conflict in

scheduling," Cross said.

The chain of events which led to this dispute began
over two months ago when planning started for both

the symposium and the Reagan interview. Somehow
neither UC-TV-LA nor TISP was fully aware of the

other's plans until last Thursday, when it was too late

to avert a conflict.

Realization that a scheduling duplication existed
surfaced last Thursday at a Communications Board
(Comm Board) meeting, at which Cross outlined ttie

plans for the Reagan broadcast. When asked,

.. however, if the UC-TV-LA program coincided with

the symposium planned for the same day. Cross said

it did not because the symposium was not scheduled
to begin until 3 pm.
Thus assured, Comm Board approved tfie

program , not knowing that the symposium's keynote
speaker was scheduled for noon, the same time as
the broadcast. Luber claims Cross deliberately

misinformed Comm Board in order to get her
program approved. Cross says Luber had earlier

told a UC-TV-LA staff meml)er the symposium
lt)egan in the evening.

Whatever the case, Reagan will appear as

scheduijed and the symposium will have to survive
=: with its last-minute modifications. Asked what effect

the UC-TV-LA broadcast will have on the sym-
posium's success, Luber said, "We'll just have to

wait and see. I can only hope there will l)e enough
student interest in the speakers for students to come
at one o'ckxrk."

I.^pham presented the SLC censure motion to

Comm Board at its meeting yesterday. After hearing

statements from both Lapham and Cross, the Board
agreed to ask UC-TV-LA to consult existing

5 programming calendars when sheduling programs.

K

I

Davis Student vote
proves significant in

city council election
"

,
By John Miller '

DB, Staff Writer '

^^^"^IL
The student vote proved to be the significant differencein Davis

Tuesday as the three candidates endorsed by a student coalition,"
students for a Responsible Government," swept into office with
impressive margins in city council elections.
Almost 68 per cent of the 16,626 eligible voters went to the polls,

including an estimated 73 per cent of the registered students, as
Joan Poulas, an attorney favored by many students, garnered 8,
113 votes or 72 per cent of the ballots cast. Richard Holdstock,
emrifohmenlai contrbt officer at UC Davis, received 7, 488 votes
and Bob Black, a former UC Davis student body president ran
third with 6,463.

Harry Miller, the incumbent councilman who encountered
subsUntial student opposition during the campaign due to his
consistently pro-development stand, ran a disUnt fourth with 3,680
votes.

Control
Control of the Davis city council now passes to the three victors

whose philosophy, according to Poulas, is not that they are against
business, but that they "aren't going to consult business ex-
clusively before we make our decisions."

Holdstock, assessing his victory, attributed it directly to the
student vote. "The importent thing in the campaign was the
student vote. The student vote made the difference, and the
message is right there," he said.

Development of Davis and environmental quality were the key
issues in the body disputed race. Much of the debate centered on a
bond issue supported by several student groups which would raise
money to buy two vacant lots for development into parks — land
which was much desired by devek)per8 for high-rise apartments.

Proposal ^

The office of the city clerk in Davis released figures showing the
bond issue passing with an 81.3 per cent plurality, but a staff writer
for the Cal Aggie, the student newspaper at Davis, noted that the
bond issue must be put to a vote again and pssed a second time to
become effective under Davis city law.
An anti war proposal on the ballot provided what was perhaps the

best indication of the strength of the student vote. Three years ago,
a similar proposal appeared on the ballot and was defeated by a
margin of over 2-1, with 76 per cent of the electorate voUng against
it. This year, the anti-war proposal passed with 76 per cent of the
voters approving the measure.
Paul Gassoway, director of the Student Lobby in Sacramento,

comnvented on the election results: "It was an impressive,
beautiful victory. It gives an added boost to students all over the
stAte. The people at UC Davis are just walking around on air right
now," he said.

1
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East of Eden
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Coffee — rop — music — movies — baking

A gpod last resort — cheap — all welcome

Kfc

reaps rewards';

named distinguished teacher
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... (including pairs and spalrs)

Friday Nights - 8 P.M. -12

.840 Hilgard

(across from botanical garden and Hershey Hall)

« At Newman Center - •

provided by Christian Ministries in the URC at UCLA
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INTERNATIONAL

COOKING CLASSES

International gourmet dishes taught by UCLA's foreign students.

Learn from a native cook he "secret ingredients" of the most

popular dishes. The following classes are scheduled for the re-

mainder of the quarter:

April 1 9 From brazil Foijooda - A main dish of fish, meat, pork

and black beans. Taught by Jane Rosd.

April 26 From Austria

From Jamaica Stew«d P«as& Ric«- Red kidney beans,

pigs tails, flour dumplings with rice. Taught by Sandra

Smith.

May 1 From Thailand Bangkok Fri«d Fish - Fried fish spiced

with tomatoes, yellow chili ancU)n Ions. Tau^hj by Laeiad

Hamichart; \—^^-' -
'

».m,m.m>u^;At t<m\ ihliTiti^-wa I *i*y'i

May 1

7

May 24

From Nigeria A4oin Moin - Blended black-eyed peas

with corned beef, well spiced. Taught by Fidelma O-

kwesa. .
•

-

.--«i—
.

From Iran Khorefahl& Bodrnnjan - Rice and eggplant

with meat. Taught by Pary Fakheri.

HaD EACH WEDNESDAY AT 7:00 p.m/'FQR $1 FEE PER CLASS

Classes are limited to 25 people, therefore the first 25 to sign-

up are enpolled. Sign-ups and classes ore at the

International Student Center __
1023 Hilqord Avenue Westwood

••.V

By Terry Colvin ' „*':

DB Staff Writer

What is it like to be an outstanding teacher in a

department which the administration has decided is

an academic dinosaur? Ask Ned A. Shearer,

assistant professor of speech, and one of five

recipients of the outsUnding teaching award this

year. In spite of l)eing caught in a crunch which will

see his department dissolved within three years,

Shearer, through his teaching of rhetoric and pubUc

address, and his founding of the communication

archives here, has been able to maintain a level of

academic prowess which his students thought was

deserving of the outstanding teaching award.

"1 was surprised and gratified at receiving this

award," Shearer, who has taught here since 1965,

said. "One certainly doesn't go into teaching ex-

pecting to reap rewards of this caliber and it's hard

for me to perceive the motivation behind it," he said.

Golden years

. Shearer, who came here in what he describes as

"I he golden years of higher education," was hired

directly out of graduate school at the University of

Wisconsin. "I have had no regrets about coming to

UCLA," Shearer said. "The department of speech

was seen as a young, thriving department which had

many years of growth ahead of it," he said.

Shearer witnessed the gradual demise of the

speech department over a six-year period,

culminating in Chancellor Charles E. Young's

decision last June to phase it out. "You know, looking

back, it is surprising how many letters we all wrote

in defense of our academic discipline. It's rather

sad," Shearer said.

::.2i«Uia=- Asset ,^-:i L . .

'i have two boys, ages three and five. They are sa
willing to do anything and everything, never afraid t^
challenge. In working with students, I've discovert
that somewhere in the hiatus between three years^
and twenty years old, the ability and desire to dareS
lost. It's up to the university to give this ability baiHk
to each and every student," he said. |^^^ "^—^^^^"^

' ^ Communkatioii
Shearer counts among his most memorable n

periences while teaching here, the founding of the
Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap. "After Kent
State and the closing of the University, some of my
students wanted to do something to ease the tension
everyone was feeling. They decided to use fheir
abilities in communication to that end, and formed
the committee to bridge the gap. All this goes to show
that any student interested in communication can
get the textbooks to teach it to him, but somewhere
along the way he has to employ the knowledge which
he has acquired," he said.

"There seems to be a prevalent notion that the
college graduate in our society can't cope with the
real wortd away from the university. Nothing could
be further from the truth. If a student is excited by
his education and higher education is interested in

him, the college graduate is a vital addition to his

society," Shearer said.

-«»fr

Counting the small size of the department as an

asset. Shearer says he would not be happy as a

"performing teacher" who must lecture befose 300

or 400 students every day. "The classroom ex-

perience is a minor part of my role as a teacher. It is

most rewarding to me to see students who are fin-

ding and doing things on their own. I like to have a

student go beyond the classroom," he sa^id.

Shearer believes that the university and higher

education should encourage people to explore new
areas in education. "If a person is interested in an

academic discipline, the university should give ito

full support," Shearer said. ,..
,

Ned A. Shearer
M
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The Ampex HCR-8 is a worthy addition to

the stereo music system of someone who has a

stereo-8 player in his car. You can not only

listen to your favorite eNMiRfw through your

stereo system, but you can make your,^ own

albums off stereo ^M, records, or other ^fias-

The flexibility you gain and the economy of

making your own alt>ums make the Ampex HCR

especially nice to own at $99.95.

eaQQQ
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"The Place to Buy A Music System'
POMONA SANTA MONICA TORRANCE

LA HABRA NORTH HOLLVKVOOO COSTA MtSA
OTHER STORES IN NORTH!RN CALIFORNIA
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add input to Master Plan^^
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Two months ago, the future structure and
substance of California higher education was
being conceived with virtually no input from
\}C students. ^

The 1960 Master Plan for Higher Education

( which establishes the guidelines for operation

of the University of California, state and
community colleges) was being reviewed by

two committees, and according to the con-

sultant of one of them, there was a serious

chance that this input would continue to be

minimal. k : : ;

"-h^4he interim, however, representatives of

the UC Student Lobby have reported on four

(x^casions to the State Legislature's joint

committee on issues including the goals,

priorities, structure and financing of higher

tKiucation.

Additionally, UC students, headed by a

research group here, will testify this Tuesday

before the Select Committee of the Coor-

dinating Council for Higher Education, which

serves as an advisory board to the three
segments of California public higher education.
Terming their 100-page report **the most

comprehensive study of the Master Plan
conducted by any group in the state," the group
does not seem to reflect **the astonishing
amount of support" for the 12 year-old Master
Plan that was reported earlier this week in the
I-K)s Angeles Times. • ' : ^..

The article reported the testimony of UC,
state and community college administrators as
not only favorable to the Plan, but also in op-
position to change in the present set-up. Ap-
parently little disagreement has been voiced by
legislators and UC faculty. Testimony will be
completed in June, with recommendations
going to the Legislature in October.
The group wrote: "The Master Plan has

accomodated explosive increases in

enrollment (UC enrollment doubled in the 10
years after 1960) ... and developed what is

perhaps the most respected educational
system in the world; and yet the Master Plan
has led to the grave neglect of many aspects of
higher education in California."

The principle recommendations of the group
are:

— That the non-elected boards of higher
education (for the UC, the Board of Regents
over which the Governor has appointment
control)

*

'contain people appointed from more
representative groups than at present."
— That there be at least one voting student on

each policy-making board of higher education
(again the Regents).

— That the proposed shift of all lower division

classes to community colleges should not take
place.

— That higher education meet the needs of

the community. They strongly endorsed the

concept of experiential education and the ex-

tended University. • .

They also wrote, **the* greatest neglect of

meaningful study has been at the institutional

level; and it is necessary that this situation be
drastically reversed."

The group was coordinated by Fred Weiner,
Student Lobby annex director here and Mark
Bookman, graduate students' president

MUSIC CENTER DEBU'
. ^. . . Indisputably Amarican
... a humding«r of a show."

Walter Terry — Sturday R9vi9W

ButhBaniA

... In a dazzling treat-
ment of our red4>looded

Pioneer anceetore in action... en-
tertainment for ttie entire family.

3 KHFORMANCCS: Fri. S Sat. May 12 &
13. 1:30 pm. Sat. Mat. May 13, 2:30 pm.

TICKETS: Fri. & Sat. Eves.. May 12 &
13. S6.50. 5.50, 4.50. 3.50: Sat. Mat..
May 13. S5.75. 4.75. 3.75. 2.75.

tJ:l?Srn7.V' MUSIC aNTER
626-7211. ^^ THEATRE

f^olice report these recent

crimes and incidents on campus:
— A 1968 Porshe Targa was

reported stolen from the Hedrick

Hall parking lot sometime bet-

ween last Thursday night and

noon Saturday. Two and one half

hours after the owner reported it

stolen, the car was'^ound stripped

and abandoned in the San Fer-

nando Valley by Los Angeles

Police Department officers.

According to police, the green

F'orsche had been stripped of the

hood and fenders, the trunk Ud
and doors, the front and back

seats, the bumpers, the radio and
heater, the engine and tran-

smission, the dash gauges and the

spare tire. Police said the front

and rear windows were also

stolen. Officers reported that the

car was left with four bald tires.

I^st month, according to police

here, two 1968 Porsches were
stolen from Parking Structure 14

on the sannfe day. One was later

found stripped and abandoned in

Pasadena. *
;

• a e ^
*
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^

— A student reported to']idioe

that he wa^ leaving Parking
Structure 2 Friday night when he
felt a sharp bump as he crossed
the spikes in the driveway. As he
proceded. he discovered that his

car's right front and back tires

were flat. He walked to police.

station and reported the incidentr

Officers checked the exit to the
structure and found one of the
spikes in the exit driveway
pointing the wrong way. Damage
to the front and rear tires was
estimated at $50.

— Police say an officer on
routine patrol at 10 pm Saturday
on Gayley Ave. saw three people
crossing the street opposite the

entrance to Parking Structure 14.

One was |parrying what police

d^cribed a^ a "red-and-white-

painted board resembling a
Parcoa gate" under his right arm.
The officer stopped the trio "at^

which time he heard one exclaim,

"Oh shit!" according to police.

When quest^ about the parking

gate, one answered that the gate

was lying on the ground and they

took it believing it worthless. The
officer confiscated the parking
arm and later booked it. The
students were questioned and
released according to police.

*

'— The '^Screen House" in the

botanical Gardens was hit by
theft some time Friday night,

according to police. The Botanical

Gardens manager reports that

thieves slashed a screen on the

west side of the structure and
removed one Sedum
Morganianum valued at $25.

— An^anonymous bpmB threat

was received by the front desk at

Sproul Hall early Tuesday
morning. The student worker
there reported that a suspect

called at 4:45 am and said, "A
bomb is set to go off in*half an
hour." The attendant asked him,
"Where?" to which the caller

replied, "In the men's wing" and
hung up. Police called to the scene
searched the building but found no
bomb.
In a related^ Incident whfle

police were searching for the

. bomb they found a male sleeping

,pn a sofa in the Sproul lounge.

Officers woke him and after

determining he was not affiliated

with the University, arrested him
oh charges of unlawful lodging. He
was taken to the West Los Angeles

police station and booked.

— Petty theft in the past week
netted $306 in 12 separate in-

cidents. Included in the thefts

were five parking permits, ^ .

Finally police remind students

that bicycles will be licensed

tomorrow, April 15, at the police

station, at the corner of Westwood
Plaza and Circle Drive South.

Licenses cost $1.10 and police say

that after Saturday they will

enforce a city ordinance requiring

bikes to be licensed.

GSA-SLC projects

may become reality

Ae amendment to the

Graduate Studeiit Association

(GSA) by-laws to establish a

format for joint GSA-Student
Legislative Council (SLC)
commissions was approved by
the GSA Senate at their meeting
earliei; this week. ./ ^m

If SLC passes a similar

motion, it will become possible

for graduates and under-
graduates to work together in

'^areas of common concern,'^

according to Mark Bookman,
GSA president.

-.i' .twwir'iw *»im'wiiwi .

In other action, the Senate

approved the GSA election code
and calendar, and began
preliminary examination of the^

pfoiSoSMHIidget for 1972-73.
""^

LE FOYER DE FRANCE

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

Wasiwood
"^ 474 0948

A 180 MINUTE
TRIBUTE TO
TELEVISION •

NOSTALGIA
AN ORGY OF
CLASSIC , .

REMEMBRANCES

AAARX BROTHERS IN

THE INCREDIBLE JEWEL ROBBERY
0959) One ot fherr ore^ett. Se»dom
'Screened. ' " '

'
,

BURNS & ALLEN

9i*"i^i^>«M^«i

deluxe stereo system.
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER, CASSETTE STEREO
TAPE DECK, AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER,
2 WAY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS.

All the features of an expensive component sys-

tem combined In one compact unit. While you listen

to stereo from discs, FM broadcasts, or any exter-

nal source, you can record onto economical cas-
settes.

• Equipped for 4 channel stereo

Powerful 45 watt amplifier

Cassette autostop
Separate record preamplifiers and level controls
2 way speaker system (tweeter, woofer,

cross-over network) '

BELAIR SPECIAL

LIST $300.00
REG. $249.95 $19995

ftf WeSTWOOO BlVD
•^•LOCKSflfUCU
WiknWOOO VltlAOE

477.9S49 • 271.9314

UYAWAYS
MASTERCHAROi • tANKAMERtCARD

BONUS SPECIAL

STEREOPHONIC
HEADPHONES

S14.9S VALUE
•^AIR PRICE

$399

j VoM. AprI 29. 1972 W/COUPON
» Mi*>a^ Mi* aiB«»a^ ^iM«•«^^•»« ^la^M••M^ ^kffBM•• a^B

Harry Von teU's raise irwpty Is tfie

6ubiect. George Burns iiuHs: c«o«r
smoke at it ad. •

:'

SERGEANT BIUCO
Features, of course. Phil Silvers as
Bilko, Doberman, and all tt>e others in

tt>e greatest episode, titttd WAR
GAMES ;._^___ !L_

j'"

BETTY BOOP
as Minnie The Moocher and in her
famous Boop Oop A Doop. Cartoon
magic with Cab Calloway.

DRAGNET 1970
Don't miss this one. In color! JacK Webb
as Sergeant Friday goes to an encounter
group to loosen up,. He winds up busting
the participants for grass.

DEATH VAUEY
~

DAYS WITH
RONALD REAGAN

This masterpiece of high camp is called
Tribute To A Dog Ronnie is defending a
young tx>y whose dog has been shot by a
villian His speech at the erni in defense
of American liberties is a t>owl from
start to finish

OZZIE AND
HARRIET

I

called Father's Night At The Fraternity,
this one features Ricky singing some
golden oldies.

WHAT IS

COMMUNISM?
stars Herbert Philbrick in t>is legernlary
smear of the noble Communist party. A
gem of TV propaganda.

AN EPISODE FROM
CRUSADER RABBIT.

*

*- X..

More Cartoon punch Triumph of the
good A whole reel of TV commercials.
Out* of Sight!

UniE LULU
Beauties its called, and more amorous it

couldn't possibly be

MARYMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL
10643 Sunset Blvd.

between Westwood P\ai9 & Hilgard

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

--APRIL 14 & 15

compMt show* at 7 «'lO PM
Mch night $1 .SO
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ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
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TODAYS RECORDING INDUSTRV^
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SiVIN WfEK SEMINAR ON THE RECOHDINC INDUSTRY
wHk PNIL SPECTOR

STARTS SUNDAY, MAY21

for froo broctiuro call 4«2-06d9

SHERWOODOAKS EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE
my SuHMt Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028
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DB Editorial

Teamsters at Ramona Foods in Gardena have
been on strike since March 8, protesting low wages,
harrassment of workers by their supervisors and
asking for a guaranteed 40-hour work week. But
despite the strike, the vending service here has
continued to buy 6000 burritos per wed^, made with
non-union labor. ' > .. _ _^
University food purchasers, beneath the protective

cloak of ''University policy", protest that they cannot
stop buying Ramona burritos because policy
prohibits involvement in what they term ''political

affairs/' In reality, though. University authorities

are. much more politicadly involved ^^ea they
continue to buy^lhe binrritos and support" the ex-
ploitative management <A Ramona Foods than they
would be if they simply switched to a different
manufacturer, ^hich is a possible course of action.

But now, regardless of pressure from MEChA
members who are concerned about the maltreat-
ment of Mexican-AmericaiiVorkers and the use of
even more underpaid illegal aliens during the strike.

University food buyers say that there is only one
reason to stop buying Ramona burritos — if the
burritos don't seU.

We urg^ all students to turn to the other culinary
delights of the vending machines and to boycott
burritos until they are removed from the machines.
That is the only way we can stop the University from
supporting the management of Ramona Foods at the
expense of its striking workers. .

(Editors* note: Questions to be answered either
privately or in the Daily Bruin should be addressed to
the Counseling Center. Murphy 3334.)

Change and Change Agents

We define change here, in terms of the individual,
as an intra-personal phenomena, implying
emotional development toward maturity.
The university is seen as a change agent which

affects the lives of everyone in the society, through
its contributions to research. For example, the land
grant colleges were instructed by the government to
improve farming methods, and the resulting yield
and use of large farm equipment changed America
froni a largely rural environment to an urban one. To
put it another way, universities were catalysts or
change agents from ruralization to urbanization in

the 19th century, and in the present century they are
catalysts from urbanization to computerization.
student dissent in the sixties revolved around the

idea that the multi-versity was too much involved
with the outside community. In fact, students were
calling for a return to the ivory tower, which the
faculty long ago had forsaken.— —-—
The outside community is mistaken in its view that

colleges direcUy shape the lives of students. If

college students differ from young people who go
direcUy to work, it may have something to do with
the moratorium which college life offers, m the
Eriksonian sense, of allowing an extended post-

adolescence tp think or dream. Leaving one's
nuclear family to go away to college gives students
new peer relationships and perhaps a postponement
of marriage, although love relationships and in-

timacy also create change in the student generation
as in non students. And not all students have a
moratorium; one's personality may change very
little from a sojourn in college. If the outside com-
munity is in error about effects of colleges on
students, at least, students should not make the error
of believing that colleges will transform them,
merely by their attendance at classes, learning how
to pass courses, or acquiring a diploma.

In Change Magazine for March 1972, T.R. Mc-
Connell asks '*Do colleges affect student values?" He
replies, '*the majority of parents and society at large
have really feared certain kinds of change. They
have not wanted sctiools and colleges to encourage
students to appraise, and perhaps to alter, their

social, moral or religious attitudes." He reports on a
series of studies of changes in^tudents during their

college years. These investigations looked for

evidence of change in educational and vocational

values, religious, political and civic attitudes;' and
especially for changes in intellectual disposition.

Eighteen per cerit of the total student sample studied
became less intellectually disposed. Thiriy-two per
cent maintained their initial orientation-and 50 per
cent became more intellectually committed. - —

If a student truly desires to undergo an emotional
development, cursory contacts with professors,

inadequate social contacts with one's peers, or an

assortment of courses will prol>ably accomplisb^
little. Even regarding the myth of college graduates
earning more money, Clark Kerr predicts that the
garbage collector in the future may earn more than
the college graduate. (This follows from the thesis
that jobs with low intrinsic reward will require
larger extrinsic rewards; and vice versa.)

It is true that society is in such a state of flux that
new jobs may be available that we do not even know
about today. Of course, this contributes to student
confusion as to what he should major in and it ac-
counts for some of the personal anxieties of students
regarding their future.

For those students who tiave a defmite profession
in mind there may be little concern for the upheavals
in society. For a vast majority, however, the social

upheavals of our times and uncertainty about the
future raise grave questions about M^fiat one should
reap from a college education and under these cir-

cumstances it appears particularly fitting that
personal growth and change should be paramount
for the student. Solzhenitsyn says "Man is such a
complicated human being^ that he cannot be ex-
plained by logic or economics or physiology."^Some
students naievely believe that the study of some field

will produce all the change that they may desire.

There is some truth to the idea that a given oc-
cupation does in some ways shape one's life but one
may become expert in a given fieW and remain
emotionally immature. It takes a desire and effort to
develop maturity, beyond any course offerings. A
college dipli5ma attests to a certain amount of self

discipline in having stayed one's four years, but it

doies not guarantee that one has fully developed his

emotional capacities or his personality. .

Feldman and Newcomb in The Impact of College
on Students are quoted by McConneU as follows:

They reported changes in persona] characteristics
arising from the interaction of students and in*

stitutions as anchoring, accentuation or conversion
effects. McConneU notes that a deliberate in-

stitutional objective may be the protection of original

orientations against change. McConneU beUeves that
in very large institutions, teachers and students with
common mterests and values may not find one
another, not be able to stimulate and support one
another intellectually, or engage in vigorous in-

tellectual and moral dialogue, question, dissent, or
strike out in new directions.

In our experience students often express a sense of
dissatisfaction that they have failed to find reward-
ing interpersonal stimulation and equally often this

stems not only from the diversity and pluralism of
the school but from intra-personal fears, timidity
and preoccupation with oneself.

Our aim is to distinguish between unrealistic ex-

l^ectations of universities whether by the outside
public or by coUege students. We see the university

as a change agent in society but contributing at
present only a miniscule toward intra-personal

change in in^viduals. Students who desire change in

.

f (Continaed OB Paget)
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Letters to the Editor
ifc,.

The great ice cream sandwich hoax
Id iter:

I have never before been
prompted to write to a paper of
this stature. I beUeve however, I

have found an issue worthy of
consideration. The issue concerns
those evil thieves commonly

disguised as vending machines, in

particular the ICE CREAM
vending machine.
The sign on the machine reads:

ICE CREAM SANDWICH. So,

foolishly I deposit fifteen cents,

hopiog to titillate my innards with

fotum deadlines
The Daily Bruin Axis section wUI present the third fai the ftve-parC
( andidates* Forvm series between now and the June 6 California
primary. The Fonimi will consist of statemenU and. hopefully,
courses of action on different issaes — Foreign Policy and the War
in Indochina, avil lUgbls and Law and Order, and the QoaUly^
I ife In America — by all lerltM PresMentlal candldatei.

Statements shoaM be prepared and tabmitted by bona fide

groups supporting the different candldatefl (one platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.
^11 statements are to be typed with IMS margfais and must noi
exceed M Hms. All columns wiU be nm as submitied. wMhout
('(liting, and must be signed by at least one individual In all cases.
The deadHues far the topics are as follows:

Foreign PoUcy and the War - April 17

avtt RIghU and Law and Order - May 1

Qaallty of Life in America - May U
A telephone number must be hicladod wmi each column so the

Axis editors can contact the varlaw graapt siMdd any dIfncuHles

Questions regarding the Candidates' Farum can be directed la
Sue Cochran and Ken Peterson. Axis edICors, at Um Daily Bndn
office or by pliane at S2S-22lf.

mmmmmmmmmwmtBLiii ^^.J...^ *^B<^aili»Oii»w>

cool drops of ICE CREAM What
happens? ZAP! Up pops an AR-
TIFICIALLY FLAVORED ICE
MILK SANDWICH. Why does

ASUCLA punish me? How long

must I be expected to survive on

artificial ice miUc (oh yes, the pain

is twice as bad when they ad-

voliae it as ice cream)? I mean
— what if Stevens titled his poem
**Thc Emperor of Artificially

Flavored Ice MiU("? How at^Mit: I

scream, you scream, we aU
scream ARTIFICIALLY
FLAVORED ICE MILK!!

Joseph Jaconette

Junior, Psych

April22
EUlitor and people:

A great many people, myself
included, have been worldng to

organize and publicize the April 22

anti-war march and rally. Vv^
sure that anyone who has tried to

travel the Bruin Walk unmolested
is painfully aware of this. An-
tiwar, especially anti-Vietnam
war, sentiments and actions have
been quite prevalent in recent

years. So many people say, (hat

the Vietname war is wrong and
^inu|^al| but I'm not sure that

everybody who says this can back
up his claims with facts and can
show that his beliefs are justified.

Up until today I was like that. I

couldn't intelligently discuss
Vietnam and I couldn't support

any of my views. I was involving

myself in a serious business and I

was pitifully uninformed; I was
behaving emotionally and
irrationally. I realize now, after

much reading on the subject of

U.S. involvement in Southeast

Asia, that I behaved very fooUshly

and that it was people like me,
who wouldn't take the trouble to

inform themselves, that helped

the situation in Vietnam become
what it is today.

If this is beginning to sound a bit

like propaganda, I mean it to. I

want anyone who has antiwar,

prowar, or even no sentiments, to

take a couple of hours to learn the

history of our involvement in

Indochina. It is interesting,

enlightening, and may change or

strengthen your position on the

war. Once we are informed, we
can use our new power as voters to

make inteUigent decisions that

may just help to end this war. I

hope to see everyone at the April

22 fnarch, full of enthusiasm and
strong convictions. Only with

some kind of mass action can we
show America that opposition to

the war is not a lost cause. Just
remember that no matter what
your position is, if you have the

facts to support it you are to be
respected, and you are right.

Thanks for listening.

Nina Levin

Freshman. Precrlminology

Gays \r

J

... \i

Editor:

Homosexuality is a disease, a—

^

neurotic behavior that existc-j»,

everyplace in less or more
'

amount directly proportional to

overpopulation and in-

dustrialization. It is a defense

mechanism especially con-
spicuous in industrially poUuted
areas. By no means is it a "nor-

mal" behavior, but it can play a
stabUizing effect in an unl)alanced

mind. I am against any kind of

repression against it because, like

prostitution, it is harmless to

society and because everyone
should be free to use his (her)

mind and body the way he (she)

chooses. Reactions anybody?'

NameWlthhey
I' l l
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Bruins, Aztecs to clecid^ SCIVA title

. By Saul Shapiro '
DB Sports Writer

For those who can't make it to Muncie, Indiana fdr

the NCAA volleyball championships, there will be a

possible preview tonight at 8:00 in Pauley Pavilion.

Defending Southern California Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association titleist San Diego SUte duels

the host Bruins, the defending NCAA kingpin.

The match pits two traditional powerhouses locked

in a 5-0 tie for the league lead with this evemng s

contest being the season finale.

l^st year the Aztecs bested the Bruins but it meant

little They had been ehminated from the nationals in

a regional tournament which UCLA and UC SanU

Barbara survived. Those teams eventually were the

NCAA finalists.

This time around, the SCIVA title means an

automatic trip to Muncie, while the loser is banished

to the regionals in order to qualify.

With the memory of that past disappointment at

hand. Aztec coach Jack Henn has made his team

somewhat scarce this season. San Diego SUte has

entered only a few tournaments, a fact which

dismays UCLA Al Scales.

The more we play this team, the more success

we'll have against them. We would have liked to have

played them in several more tournaments," Scates

said, "but Henn didn't enter them,"

The only tiffce the two teams tangled this year was

in the San Diego Power Tournament with the Bruins

topping the Aztecs in a pair of deuce games. At that

time the Border City crew was playing without the

services of basketball star Chris Marlowe, formerly

an All-City eager at Palisades High. ^

Because of the Aztec's absence from the tour-

nament tour, Marlowe has become sort of a mystery

man Although away from volleyball competition for

two years, he replaced San Diego's star spiker

Wayne Gracey and was the outstanding player in the

Aztecs' win over UC SanU Barbara last Friday.

Yet he will not be sUrting tonight as Henn goes

with the same lineup that he has used all season. It is

quite probable, though, that Marlowe will be the first

man off the bench.

The key man for SUte will be Randy Stephenson,

who many acclaim as the best pure setter in the

collegiate ranks. Stephenson offers a collection of

head and shoulder fakes which may throw the Bruin

blockers off guard.

Stephenson will be running one of the most varied

offenses in the country . The Aztecs have had to make

up for a lack of height with an emphasis on out-

sUnding quickness and execution.
, ,„ ^

-if wp beat them, " Scates surmises, "we U have to

stop them at the net.
^

They rely on sharp angles and if we don t an-

ticipate where the ball will be. we won't get »t They

have straight::dpwn shots that can be blocked tf^

anticipated. ' '
* r^w

However, it was blocking that was a sore spot fot

UCLA recenUy against Cal SUte Long Beach as the

Bruins were extended through five games. StiU the

Westwood sextet managed another come-from-

behind win that has become a virtual bluepnnt of

every performance. ^ ^ a
If the Bruins can remain unconcerned under ad-

verse conditions, the Aztecs, too, present a calm

facade despite an offense which usually generates

some emotion.

Most teams that run the fast offense do get

emotional," Scates observed. "But San DiegO is

smooth, concentrating during the whole game. _^
They run so many plays that they Uke it fot-

granted when they fool their opponents."

If the Aztecs, who have played as a set umt since

January, have a possible weak spot it may be setter

Bill Bekins. Bekins was forced into a regular role in

mid-season when the Aztecs' assumed sUrter was

declared ineligible' at midseason. He is predicUble

according to Scates, whereas Stephenson is coni-

ptotely unpredicUble. Earlier Duncan McFarland,

an Ail-American, decided to forego this season to

hone his Ulent and his possibilities for an Olympic

berth with the Chart House team and Henn has been

forced to mold his team around the available per-

sonnel. •
:

r

Whereas Henn made Ws decision in January

cdnceming who he was going to go with, Scates

experimented until March when he finally found ^a

accepUble sextet.
. , .

The Bruins will go with All-AmeHcan Dick Irvin,

Bob Leonard, John Zajec, and Jeff Jacobs doing

most of the hitting. All-American Larry Griebenoy

and Jim Menges will do the setting.

Scates isn't loathe to substitute and an early entry

might be Ron Coon, who played admirably against

Southern Cal and at UC SanU Barbara and always

manages to give the team a lift.

. In the backcourt he'll have Ken Freeman and Bob

Thomson doing the spotting. Both are excellent

servers and that will be an imporUnt aspect of the

game if UCLA hopes to stymie the Aztec offense.

-DB Photo by Terry Colvin

IRVIN'S ALL OVER— Bruin volltyballer Dick Irvin displays the proper

form as he delivers a point. San Diego State faces the Bruins this evening

at 8:00 in Pauley Pavilion for ttie Southern California Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association title. The winner of tonight's matchmoves on to

the NCAA finals in Muncie, Indiana while the toser must enter

qualification rounds for the championship.

(Paid Advertisement)
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•AIRCRAR SCHOOLS

tEARNTOay
Flight Instruction,

• fAX Approved

* Veteran Approved

398^5766

CIAIRE WlLTERS

FLIGHT ACADEMY

3200 Airport Ave

Santa Monica Airport

-"' A

•AQUARIUMS-
AQUATIC IMPORTS INC

Custom Aquariums

Full Nne of

ponds supplies

Free Aquascaping

Repairs & Service

2008IMest«oodBlvd

475^9525

AUTO BODY REPAII

COMPLETE PAINTING

& BODY WORK
Domestic & Imported

Cofnplete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

479^6103

PEHERSON'S STERLING

Automotive

2109SawtelleW.LA.

AUTO RENTING-

Aa MAKES- ALL MODELS
- Special Discounts

to Students i

THRIFTY LAO RENTALS .

2411 Lincoln Blvd. .

392 4105 "^T^

-AUTO WRECKING k PARTS-

ECONOMY
Autosupply- Wreckers

Used - New -. Rebuilt

Foreign and American

We tHjy wrecked

& used cars

EX. 3-9956

1431 Colorado - Santa Monica

BOOKCASESf

BOOKCASES

25,% to 50% OFF

For Office, Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

170S. LaBrea, LA
933^9127

•DOG KENNELS'

THE DOG HOUSE

*Grooming * Bathing

*Boarding

A specialty large dogs.

Mon. thru Sat. 8^6pm
478 6411

2038S.SepulvedaW.LA

DRUGS I GIFTS'

PRESCRIPTION

.Gins- COSMETIC^

Open 7:30 to 6:30

Validated Parking

4772027

WEST¥K)OD DRUGS

951 S. Westwood Blvd.

I

^r. •]

•HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOWS
Cr»ft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473-2021

11685 National Blvd.

(at Barrington)

HOTEL I MOTEL-

NIGHTaUB & DANCING

JACKIE'S JOINT

The Trolly ho lives on

in J.C. Cuftiss!

For Reservations

V 656^3840

8lMSanta Monica Blvd.

attrescent Heights

-i

:;j -.^

BEL AIR SANDS
Free TV

Otfiing'Room, CocMiil Lomife,

Baiiquet Rooms

Special Rates to Students -
Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd. 1 San DiegyFWY

AUTO OEALER&-

WESTWOOD MAZDA

Sales & Service

"Service whHe you Study"

Call 879^1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

AUTO INSURANCE-

JAMES F. CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialists

* Good Student Discounts

* Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

Call Day or Night

322 8170

Phone Quotatiofi Welcome

AUTO RENTAL
BUNDY

RENTACAR
Older modelt —

LowLowfrieet.

Weekly Monthly

Cell 478-0676

12333W.PICO.W.U.

—BOOK STORE-
COMPLETE
BOOK STORE

New & Used
~ Text Books

Bought & Sold

Mon.andFri.till'9

4778051

1002 Westwood Blvd. WW

FABRICS

HOME SILK SHOP

Complete Fabric Center -
Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card -^

330 S. LaCienega Blvd. ^,

655-7513
' Ids Angeles

:

•INSURANCE-

— .
./

RORIST-

Huge selection of fresh

Flowisrs for d\ occasions.

Open 7 Days & Nights

Call 474 8070 or 474-9337

EDITH GREEN of

DAY'S FLOWER SHOP

1718 Westwood Blvd. W.LA.

•CAR WASH'

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

Polishing- Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

1360 Westwood Blvd. WW
(3 biks. So. of Wilshire)

474-9636

•COMPONENTS'

HI Fl ft STEREO

COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount pricei)

Tride-ins, Sales ft Service

Molt Major Brands

87a 3059 or 398^6747

BARSHEL's

5512S Sepuhwda

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY

All Types of Insurance

Auto- Fire- Life- Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payntents

477-2553 or 879^0381

1 1716 W.Pico Blvd., W LA

— MEN I VVOMEN'S SHIRTS

THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTSM
Special Discounts to students

* Westwood Store
*

1244 Westwood Blvd.

4751248
* Beverly Hills Store

*

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

271-5289

—OPTOMETRIST-
Contact Lenses

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions FHIed

Mon. Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

Fri.Nite 'til 8:00

DR. DONALDS. GOULD
Phone 45U737

1301 Santa Monica MaH

Santa Monica

-PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT

BEL AIR CAMERA ft HI-FI

Cameras- Projectors

Custom Finishing

Rentals- Trade-ins- New ft Used

We specialize in Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call: 477 9569

927 Westwood Bhrd.

•STEREO-RCTAIL.

BEL-AIR CAMERAS ft HI Fl

Custom Stereos ft Components

Recorders- Speakers- Portable

Radios ft Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

For Expert Advice Call:

477-9569

927 Westwood Blvd.

t

FORMAL WEAR-
RENTALS- SALES

Your .wedding party may

be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839-2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
3114 S. Se^hwda Blvd.

•FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION

Furniture, Desks, TV ft Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE

CALL NOW) 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd. West LA

MOTORCYaE SALES k SERVICE

THRIRY LAD HONDA

Largest Dealer on the

West Coast Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles.

Sales Service Insurance

Open 7 Days

2411 Lincoln Blvd. SM
3924105

MOVING & STORAGE
HAMACK'S

Moving ft Storage

Min. Rates- 24Hr. Service

Packing- Crating- Storage

Tin>e Starts At Your Door

New ft Used Furn. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR

TEK VAN LINES, INC.

2546 W Pico Blvd.

DU. 9-8891- DU. 9-1214

—READING-
HINDU

LIFE READER
From India

Psyche ft Cards

50% Discount to Students

Call 665^4067

RENTAL SERVICE

NEED
AN APARTMENT

OR HOUSE
Come and see

VIP. RENTALS

1418 N.Highland Ave.

HO 9^7205

SMAU APPLIANCE REPAIR-

CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE

Sales, Portable Appliances

Service on Small AppHancet

For Service CALL: 475-2532

2314 W^wood Blvd., WW

TRANSMISSION

COHMAN
TRANSMISSION

* Lifetime Guarantee

•Posted Prices

* 1 Day Service

(Free Towing with Service)

Hollywood 466-7361

6445 Santa Monica Blvd. Wilcox

Los Angeles 737 0882

3355 W.O<>inpicBI/No Western

Santo Monica 393-9873

825 Olympic Blvd./nr.Uncoln

TYPEWRITERSXALCUIATORS-

Repairs- Sales

Reotals

That You Can Afford

Pich-uo- Estimates- Tradems

WEST TYPEWRITER

473-3218

1651 Sawtelle Blvd., W LA

-WEARING APPARtL-

Men ft Womens Clothing

CORRAL ^^

Maxis - Midis - Minis

Jeans ^ Boots- Mocs

Jackets- Shirts- VesK

1000 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A

393-0707

-YARN t HANDICRAFT-

Yarn - Needlepoint

Allied Art

All Phaaesof Rug Making

MARGOS YARN SHOP

1315 Westwood Blvd., W LA

479-8811

-
..
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Inaugural Meet of Champions
attracts cream of track world

By Clark Cottard

DB Sports Writer

No less than six world record holders should be on
display tomorrow as some 250 01ym|>ic candidates

from around the globe compete in the first Meet of

Champions at 12:30 in the Bruin Track Stadium.

All UCLA students with identification cards will be
admitted free to this last home meet of the year.

Head coach Jim Bush scheduled the meet to take

the place of a conference dual meet when it was
determined that the Bruins would not meet any of the

four Northern schools in the Pacific 8 this season.

*'This meet is primarily designed to give club and
service athletes a chance to make their qualifying

marks," Bush points out, **in order to be eligible to

take part in the U.S. Olympic Trials at Eugene
Oregon (June29-July 9).** Consequently, there figure

to be some extraordinary performances.
Kjell Isaksson of Sweden, who set the new pole

vault record of 18-1 just last Saturday in Texas, heads
a huge fiekl of world class caulters in the first event
of the day. Among the other vaulters scheduled to

compete are Bob Seagren, Dick Railsback, Jonathan
Vaughn, Francois Tracanelli, Sam Caruthers, Hans
Lagerqvist and Steve Smith.

Isaksson says, '*! think I can do better here. I like

the wind at UCLA. I did 18 feet in practice there

Monday. It helps me to have a tailwind because iC

m^kes me much more relaxed." „

The other world record-holders on hand include

Bruin John Smith (440-44,5), Lee Evans (400 metei^
43.8), Ralph Mann (440 hurdles-48.8), Charlie Greene
( 100 yards and meters tie at 9.1 and 9,9) and Ronnie
Kay Smith (200 ni.eters-9.9).

In particular, the quarter mile ^hetce iias the
makings of a classic. Evans is the former world
record holder and defending Olympic gold medal
winner. Smith, the current record holder, is making
his comeback from hepatitis and is unbeaten in f972.

Rx-Bruins Wayne CoUett and Len Van Hofwegen
have bests just short of the record. Fred Newhouse of

the U.S. Army is the Pan American Games silver

medalist and freshman Benny Brown of UCLA is a
budding superstar. ^ . .

The sprints (100 and 220) feature UCLA's Warren
Kdmonson challenging Olympic veterans Greene,
Mel Pender, Lennox Miller (Jamaica's silver

medalist in 1968), Ronnie Ray Smith, and hopefuls

Kddie Hart and Willie Turner.

Bruin high jumpers Dwight Stones and Rick
Fletcher will vie against Reynaldo Brown (7-4) in
their toughest test to date. Clarence Johnson (7-3

1/4), Jerry Culp (7-2 3/4) and Barry Shepard (7-2)

are other entrants who have bettered the seven-foot
barrier.

In the half mile. Bruins Paul Williams, Bob
Langston, Ricco Sanchez, Rick Tschudin and Dick
Tikker will probably be overmatched in the two-heat,
24-man field. Mark Winzinreid of Club Westhas gone
a full three seconds better than any of them (1 :46.2).

Jerry Van Dyk (1:47.9) and Dan Morran (1:47.8)
have the next best times.

James Butts, who set his lifetime best in the triple

jump last week at 53-5 3/4, has a host of people to beat
in his usually secure specialty. Dave Smith has done
55-2 (wind-aided), Robert Reader has a 53-8 and Jim
Fraser a 53-0 1/2 effort among the challengers.

There was nobody in Al Feuerbach's class during
the indoor shot put season and there doesn't appear
to. be anyone good enough to challenge his 70-0 1/2
Best tomorrow.

"^

Norwegian Finn Bendixen of UCLA (25-10) will
have to improve considerably on last week's form to
be noticed in the long jump. Amie Robinson (26-8) of
the Army and James McAlister (26-6 1/2) of the
California Track Club have the best marks but half a
dozen other entrants are hovering around the 26 foot
level. ^i ,

For Bruin Charles Rich (13.5) in the high hurdles,
there will be Tommy White (133), Gary Powerts
( 13.5), George Carty ( 13.5), Paul Kerry (13.7), Larry
Livers (13.7) and Tyrone Dutton (13.7), among the
best.

To qualify for an Olympic team tryout, the com-
petitors must equal or better the following marks by
June 25: 9.4 in the 100, 20.9 in 220, 46.7 in 440, 1:48.3 in

880, 3:59.6 in mile, 13:21.0 in three-mile, 14.0 in 120
high hurdles, 50.9 in 440 hurdles, 7-0 5/8 in high jump,
16-8 in pole vault, 25-7 in long jump, 53-1 3/4 in triple

jump, 193-7 in discus throw, 262-5 1/2 in javelin throw
and 7,600 points in the decathalon.

The meet really starts today as UCLA freshman
Rory Kotinek participates in the first portion of his

first decathalon. The grueling la events wind up
Suhday. Three of the country's more promising
decathalon men are his competition — Jeff Bennett,
Russ Hodge and Jeff Bannister. •

"DEALIN&ORTHEBERKELEYTO-BOSTON FORTY-BRICK LOST-BAG BLUES'
... succeeds on so many different levels that it n9>/9r fails to entertain. The story
revolves around a couple of dealers who get involved with corrupt policemen moon- tL
lighting as drug pushers. The plot sometimes seems farfetched but Williams main-
tains ,the balance and keeps the story and the characters within reasonable limits.

Williams is hip to a lot of the things that are going on and he loads his film with
interior references to John Lennon and other cultural heroes and phenomena. Many
people will miss these subtleties, for they serve as passwords without being pre-
tentious. ^ . . .^

, K. : ,
The excitement is carefully structured to inVblve the

audience to their maximum levels while remaining
-^„.>^^-..« . .

. -intelligent artd soundly reasoned, and all the loose

ends are neatly tied up. Actually the story is a kind
of "French Connection" in reverse, with the good
0uys being the dealers and the bad guys being the
police. -• _

"DEALING" ... is fine entertainntent that reletes to

our reality and supplies a fantasy stimulant that is

accessible to the millions of freaks who get paranoid

whenever a police car sneaks into view.This is a movie
that works because young people were allowed to

make it the way they wanted to."

-CRAi/VDADDY

Oft 1H€ BCftKCUV-IOIIOnOn
FOftTV-ftftKK

lO/Tftft&

A Pm8n>tn Wtlltams Production "0€ALING O Th« Berhtftey-lo-Botloo Forty-Bnch lost- Bag Bkm" S|thrir« BARBARA H£RSHEY
«C)BeRT F LYONS • Co^Slamng CHARLES DURNING JOY BANG • JOHN LITHGOW ELLEN BARBER • Mu«c by MchMl SmtN
Scriinpliy by P»ol WiNiarm & ObvkI OdeM • Produced l>y Edward R. PrpMman • Oracted by P»ul WiNiarm • R»i«vi»io#^- Ttctwcoiora

^Sfc fTrr~Witmiciw in^tm \r tmiUmti | Wam«r Broa.. • WamacXo^nmunlcationa company

ictuaivi
MeAefNilNT NO>V PLAYING

OAIUY 2i15 • 4i1S • Otis • SilS • lOilBPM
I

IIMAl't

WttTWOOO • 477^

* " '>»<^^wn^T<*<^'<^m ii'iw
'Till
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TALKTALK
CITVVi/ALK
VIRGINIA REEL
FANTASTIC FEEL
GOOD MEN &WOMEN
MASHED POTATO
FRENCH TOMATO
LOVIN'LIGHT
DYNAMITE! COKE
AND SMOKE
INJECTED SOUL
HIGH HEELS
SNEEKERS
ROCK &ROLL
HOOFERS TVi/EETERS
SIS BOOM BAH
AIR CONDITIONED
CHACHA CHA.

THE PARADISE BALLROOM
THE LAND OF 1000 DANCES
OPENS APRIL 21

662 N.LA PEER DR.
U HOLLYVi/OOD
657-6666
HEAVEN KNOWS
ANYTHING GOES.

;

t-]^
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*Bit 0' Scotland

.LTD

12010 W PICO BLVD .

LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90064

PHONfc TODAf |213,' 4/9 4383

RSN&
OHM
SHMMf
CNICKEN'
OINNEKS

.^ otocts

TAKI OUT ^

LUNCHEON & DINNEI SEtVICE

to fr'tM^m OroMp*
Open Tu»» throug't 5«n — 4 pm till pm

Friday n 30 am till 9 M pm
CLOSED MONDAY

19M WESTWOOD BLVD. W.LA.

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM

827 MalMlm (1 Wk •••» ol Hmn^ Hdl)

Swf>p«rlollo««. "SHmulu. FMm" lor rld«« call 474-ftWS

Luthpron Compus Minittry - ALC; LCA

900 HllQord^5-5926

1^ I

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

-.— sS"*—
20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY

and STAFF

1 „ FLESNER & COOK
Tax Consultants

1072 (;ayley. Suite 3 <Next to Safeway)

473-8127 or 886-7475Westwood

'r^gSir

r ...

^m^
'^'"^:* 1

\

'(Paid Advert istment)
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•
I

}^

University Catholic Centeii_:^

MASS: SUNDAY at 9 & 1 1 a:mr^
6:15 & 7:30 p.m.

and at 5 p.m. at the Lutheran Chapel

Strathmore & Gayley

Th« C«nt«r is op«n doily from 9 to 5 ond 7 to 10 pm

840 HILGARD 474-5015
»s,-

< • >

PREPARATION FOR MAY

•' r

Y^ i v'

NOW ENROLLING
P'rp.»rrttion for tpst^ required lor admis%iOn to

pob' yr^duatp schools

Sn sesS'Oo courses smaller groups

U'lhmited 'ape lessons lor review

Course Midtenal constantly updated

Home study material prepared.by experts m each lietd.

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER SBltflk Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890

1736 Westwood Boulevard

1^ •
•

I ft Ik . .1
. ii . '

JOVOU'J
?;jii-rv

.^.j^^ipj;,
ojjoj-;^.

Warn

to Los Mioeies
-

r7

By Clark Conard

Tomorrow/ »t afH>roxima1«ly fiftetn mtnut€t
before three o'clock, a hush will fall over the itan-

djng-room-only crowd In the Bruin Track Stadium. A
handful of the fastest men In the world will be
crouched in a tliw at Ihe wmtfh end of the main
straightaway.

About nine seconds after the starter fires his gun,

don't be surprised when you see a sllghtly-tMtt,

bespectacled, black UCt»A student break ttie strlno^

100 yards away, first.

Though admittedly small at 5*9 and 149 p<;>unds,

senior sprinter Warren Edmonson rarely Is hidden
annongst his bigger competitors during a race, hte's

usually the first one out of ttw blocks and ttie first one
at the finish line.

Thus, throughout each dash, his compact arm swing
and short highttepping stride am as visible as his
new bladi Adidas SptcMUs wl^ IkHjrescent gold
stripes.

For Instanot, this winter, Warren dldn'^t tost once
tp an American In a series of Indoor 40 yard dasties.

He hasn't been beaten this year In the 100 through six
meets anti has already ckk^ked a 9.3.

Muscle pull

A muscle pull hurt his wire-towire track, record
last year but he hadi already made his name at
AAerritt Junkr College In Oakland. There, he led htn
team to two consecutive state champkmshl|9a and
was a holder or sharer of foir national records.
Last year he did recover fast enough to place fifth

in the NCAA 100 final' and rw on ttie winning mile

I

relay team as his school again vvon the cham-
pionship. Acoupleof weeks later, he qualified for ttie

IAAU European tour.

Thus, Warren has » right to be confident. "It's

[always been a <kraam of mine to make the Olympics.
The 100 Is my favorite event," he smiles, "because It

carries the role of being the world's fastest Hitman,
[you know. I lust like that tHkr." — ~

Does he wish he were bigger or etoee tie think his
jshort stature helps his quickriess? "I think about that
[from time to time because a lot of people kid me
[about how small I am. t think if I had a bigger body,
|maybe I wouldn't be doing what I'm doing now.

I usually win my races from the blocks. If I tose,
ihey come and get n^e. I'm sat^led with my slie,"
"ie concludes.

Warren, or "Wally** {a nickname first given to him
in one of his African language classes), developed his
ityllsh running form at Merritt.
"I really dug Tofirtmie Smith (1968 Olympic 200
leter champ). I dug the way he brought his knees up
md his arms. John Carlos has some nice action too,"

notes, 'fThey got it from 9a W(nlars (Sen Jose
>tdte coach) because he was real good at technkiue.
>y coach from AAerrltt (Rory Caldwell) was under
urn and the style kind of rubbed off on me."

Special eyewear
The square, clear glasses he wears only in races

ire from his Oakland High days. "I pkrked that up
from Henry Carr (19*4aymplc 200-meter champ),"
^e explains. "He used to wear sungiiats so I started
>ff v^earing sunglasses In high school. But I've
Switched to more ooneervath/e ones since coming to
College."

Warren's coNege life in general has become more
conservative at UCLA - colncMkig with his In-

creased devotion to studies (Political Science-
International Isolations and Ahno languages) and
^ack and a more limited social life than before.

i was used to a lot of party life and fust going out
yd having a ball," Welly sighs. "Things are a lot
tjefer here becausa I'm now part of the college life.
"^ live college. My social lite has accordingly

«owed down a tmie bit and I'm adi^stlng my life to
change.

^^e paople I mix with now are mainly )ust around
,guy8 on the track team . Ifs fust something I have
00 and I'm satisfied with It. It's pretty good."
tdmonson really didn't want to come to UCLA —
awhile.

There ara a number of reasons I wound up here,"
remembers, "because I was definitely going to

LT^ '
^•^ SC-bound. From my junter year in high

^hool I was going to USC. it was a 6raafr\ of mine.
came down to USC twice, you know, but

'ehow i didn't dig the atmosphere over there of
athletes. They seemed like they were Ood or
>ethlngand

I wasn't ready for that. I just wanted
De myself and I might have wound up thinking I

" somebody
I wasn't.

, Smith, Collett help

i^.u. ^^'^••n^er here and was talking to John

^Mi

ottier

We really got along and coach Bush came out to my
house personi^lly and talked to may parents. The
first thing .he talked about was my education. My
parents dug that and I did, too^
"USC's head coach didn't even come out to iny

house. They sent an assistant and he didn't even
come out wtll they heard I wasthinking of coming to

Another factor in the Bruins' successful recruiting
of Warren was the appearance of team unity which
can be observed In the famous handclapping huddle
before each meet, "That's real, that unity shown In
the huddle," he emphasizes.
"When I was at A^rrltt, we dW the same thing.

You get in there and talk and yell a little and It

psychs everyone up. I came out to the USCUCLA
meet when UCLA beat them 100 to something (54).

"I lust saw «iem (UCLA) out there huddling and
they were breaking out and just hollering and going
on and It really got to me because we (Msrritt) had
done thesamething. I dug It and that's another thing
that won me over." v

The work!at Merrttt
At AAerrItt, Warren was promised the wor^ Bndi

amazingly everything fell Into place. "That's where I

realty started running," he confirms. Coach Old-
well sat me down and toM me If I came with him I

would run 9.$. I looked at him m\6 laughed becausa i

didn't mnk I could do It.
-

"But I |u^ when on ahead with him. He got me
going and I ran 9.3 and was a paH of four national
re<K)rds— the 100 bV myself and the 440, S80 and mile
relays. The coach also told me, 'You come with me
and you'll goall over the world. You'll go everywhere

"Hiere Is to go, running track.' That inspired me
more."
That last promise was fulfilled last summer after

his biggest disappointment — the pulled muscif . "It
really tore me'up Inskfp after the pull," he confides.
"When I came back I' was getting beat race after

race and that took h lot out of me because I'd never
been beaten much before. Buti I Hept on com Ing back
and coming backhand finally made the AAU team In

ttie summer."
He rates the European trip alongside the four

national JC marks ar\6 the Russian-American meet
last summer In Berketey as his most cherlstied

achievements. "I went to Italy, Sweden, Demark,
Norway and London," he recalls. "I learned a lot and
of course ttie International competition is really

good."

AAaiorIng in ttie International Relatk>ns phase of

political science, the trip especially Interested Wally*
After graduating he seys he may eventually make
use of his comlolnation of political and language
courses. "My counselor has guided me this way and
fei^ I can do a great deal for the country having
rttade a name in track," tie reports. -#*-

Pew more yaaff%

However, for the present, >Narrar\ believes his

running Is still getting stronger and he figures he
may run competitively a couple more years. Asked
about professtonal track he opines, "Well. I hope so
but It's a distant thing and fhere's {usta lot of talk

now. .

"But," he continues, "I've heard that after the
Olympics itm ight happen because a lot of people mra
getting tired of r%mn\ng for nothing, tfs )utt as
strenuous as any other sport or more so. If It does i

think it'll do best indoors."

Does ft bottler him that he hasn't gotten mi
publicity since coming to Los Angelest "I don't thi

atxKJt it too much," he responds. "Just as long as I

keep on doing It — I know wtiere I am and a loM|
other people will know. 6efore#l was in the OaklilV
Tribune for something every other day tnit Ihen I was
injured last year too."

Having dominated USC's Willie Deckard in {unior

college, he has more regard for Tro|an Don Qoarria
of Jamaica but hokis no grudge against Deckard for

getting more publicity. Warren's more concerned
with keeping himself In shape.
"\'m much stronger now than I was two years

ago," he thinks. "I have a better attitude. I'm |ust

doing everything right. I'm stretching right, getting
my rest and taking my vitamins (E an^ C) like I'm
supposed to. I lust feel like i can do It.

"When I was running indoors, I'd line up with all

the greatest sprinters In the world and I'd just say to

myself, 'I'm the best one out here.' And, I'd just go
ahead and do it."

Doey be surprised when Warren Edmonspn does It^ norrow, at USC later In the season, and
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2nd floor location insures low prices |

WE0DIN6

BANDS
tOO's of Wedding Band ideas

I
University Mfg. Jewelers

' 1007 Broxton Suite 34

I GRI-1377

I

I

|CAR LEASES m EUROPE
AS low as $415 for 2 Months

TOTAL COST
Many servlcM ovailoble:

CAR SALES -

RENTALS . LEASES
Eurailpattet& Shidenhxiiles
Cdl "WgUy" (21 S) 9S 14)220 or
"Jim'' (21 S) 872-2226

JFOREMOST EURO-CARI
5430 Von Nuyt Blvd.. Van Nuy»

ifPAirt Arlverti^wnt^nt) I

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVERING . 2 IU(S. WEST OF DORMS
Ridet from dorm circles 8:20 a.m. & 9:50 o.m.

SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.
"Com* as you ora. God lovai you; so do w«i"

479-3645 Formf inioe J^ Tqbar. Ctioploin 823-624S

FREF YOURSEIF

^nriGtorcycle emporium
9320 W. PICO BLVD.

(fiear Robertson)

272-1020 278-5211

M F ') u tn belt '«* u.m. C) \) 111. Si

PARTS • SERVICE • INSURANCE

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

up

•5
20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS, FACULTY

and STAFF
FLESNER & COOK

Tax Consultants
1072 Gayley, Suite 3 (Next to Safeway)

Westwood 473-8 1 27 or 886-7475

FINAL SALE
'n/LsnnEiE

invites you to view the

lowest prices on the greatest

selection anywhere in the village.

1 138 Westwood Blvd. - 479-9055

MISS PAT COLLINS
THE HIP HYPNOTIST
NOW APPEARING

THURSDAY • FRIDAY •

PAT COLLINS

CELEBRITY CLUB
9103 SUNSET AT DOHENY

LLINs'

1̂SATURDAY I

rT.iiR 1

"SSifi' 2754596 ALL AGES
WELCOME

SHOW ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS - VALET PARKING
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY OUEIT ENTERTAINMENT!

Friday, April 14th

"THE SIXTH SENSE"
meets "THE HIP HYPNOTIST" at the

CtlebHty Tabia
GARY COLLINS— MARY ANN MOBLEY &

other surprise guests

i I

«
_•.•

i
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INTERVIEWS
1 , Coeds wanted for summer |obs

demonstrating a keyboard product for

Hammond Organ Company^ ~^.i,-^—.,—

"-^>. •

, .,,,—^-.-

Weekly positions pay $150 per week; weekend

positions pay $75 per weekend. Must have car.

Contact placement office for appointment on April

19th.

»V. )l

t- i»» c,. i tj^/k^iuSmtAMi :rT ;
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

Ours is the official

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the

University of California on all campuses.

for use by all members of that community.

L..

The Charter Flight you sign with at UCLA is responsible

for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never be stranded, suddenly conceited or exposed

•to mediocre service:
—' rr^

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation nneetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London. - ^

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience

of an on-campus location and the assurance of

personalattention in all areas. ;.,
^

We hove chosen British Overseas Atrwoyr Corp. as

our carrier — because of its long and distinguished

service record — and all our passengers receive

their first class service.
x

flow many charter groups can claim all this?
t«:'-^^^

y >•-._ "•^v

• « •' •
• '«. > L*: V •.• -*.- T • 1

'-1
-1

I

FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE CARRIER

2 London June 18
*

June 21

Aug. 28 London 71 $262" BOAC
(?...-

3

4

5

London Aug. 16 London 56

54

$262 BQAC

BOAC• London June 22

June 26

Aug. 15 London $262
London Sept. 6 London 11

80

59

$262 BOAC J

6 London June 26 Sept. 13

Aug. 25

London

London

S275

$262

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

'. <

7 London June 27

8 '

9

London June 28 Sept. 9 London 73 $262 J' .

London June 28 Sept. 16

Aug. 29

London 81 S275 •
'

1 J' !
10 : London June 29

July 1

London 61 $262 BOAC
'

11 - London Aug.TT

Sept. 2

London

London

57
~

$262 BOAC
12 London July 4

Julys

62 $262 BOAC

1

Ttmm^-^ -' '
14 London Aug. 17 London

London

40 $262 BOAC
• 15 London

London

July 11 Aug. 10 30

50

$262 BOAC
16 July 12 Aug. 31 London $262 BOAC
17 London Aug. 12 Sept. 13 London 33 $252 BOAC

the official one.It's not too late to switch to the best -
Com* into Room 205D KorckhoH Hall - phon* 825-1221

Opon AAonday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond, Bevorly Townloy, Coordinators.
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By Charlie Mathews
DB Si^rts Writer

"UCLA played as good as they could against

Stanford and still lost 5-4. 1 think we should be able to

beat them 6-3 or better." So spoke coach George
Toiey of use discussing tomorrow's Bruin-Trojan

tenrS\ match beginning at l.M at the L.A. Tennis

Club. I >v '

When asked to comment on To!ey*s prediction,

coach Glenn Bassett of UCLA said , "I think that's^

Fourth singles Wllf pit Mike Machette against
Bruin captain Ron Cornell. After a strong showing
against the French Davis Cuppers, Cornell's play has
been disappointing '*! expect Ron to play well
against USC. He was awfully tight against Stanford,"
explains Bassett Machette is ranked No. 15 in
Southern California and is the favorite, not-'
withstanding a victory by Ron several years ago in
the junior ranks.

•THE GODFATHER' BECOMES AN INSTANT
CLASSIC AMONG THE SUPERFLICKS!"

— Chorees Champ//n, I.A J'ime%

basically true. Td rather say no, of course, but it

sounds pretty logical."

First singles tomorrow (all pairings probable) will

pit use's Marcello Lara vs. UCLA's Jeff Austin. On
paper the Trojan ace is the logical favorite although

he's been bothered by a sore wrist. But Bassett feels

Jeff has a doggone good chance but he'll have to

serve and return serve well to win."

In their last meeting, Lara defeated Austin 7-5, 6-7,

ti 4 in the semifinals of the Southern California In-

tercollegiates at the Valley Hunt Club. Toley said of

that match, **Lara overpowered Jeff and for Austin

to win tomorrow he's going to have to negate Mar-
cello's power and initiate a good offense of his own."
Because of the injury, Toley stated that Lara might
jiotj)lay against UCLA. "Marcello's sore wrist is an
off and-on situation. Sometimes it really bothers him
and other times, like in third set of first doubles
against Stanford which clinched the team match for

us. Marcello was the best player on the court.

"

Second singles appears to be the Bruins' best
chance, of victory. Toley seemed ready to concede
before play even begins. "Bob (Kreiss) had a
straight-set easy win over Raul (Ramirez) at Valley
Hunt and last week Bob defeated Stanford's Sandy
Mayer who defeated Raul, so there's one point for
UCLA, ' '

'

-
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Bassett says of the match, "Everyone thinks that

Kamirez is real great. He got all the acclaim when he
won the national junior championship but Bob is

Wimbledon junior champ and I think he's the better

player. Bob has to return serve to win, but that's his

strong point. Ramirez does volley weU, is quick with
his hands, and is good at knowing where the ball is

going to go."
'

Dick Bohmstedt of USC faces Mike Kreiss in third

singles Bassett offers, "Bohmstedt has to be the
favorite off rankings," Bassett offers. "Mike has
never beaten him but I think he has a good chance of

winning. Mike has trouble, though, against big
servers like Dick. It's tough for M|ke to break their

serve and every once In a while they break and win.
Bornstedt is also one of their two seniors, so he's

experienced and tough." Mike defeated Stanford's
Chico Hagey in three sets last Friday and then Chico
came back the next day to defeat Bohmstedt in

straight sets.

Surprising spencer Segura of OCLA faces John
Andrews in fifth singles. Andrews defeated Paul
Sidone of Stanford last weekend but Spencer made
his mark by upsetting Sidone. Bassett is pleased with
Spencer. "He's never been in good shape and now he
is, " but he quickly adds, "Andrews is probably the
best No. 5 in the country. He's a big, strong boy, hits
the ball real hard, and has a good all-around game.
He didn't play at all last year which I felt was a
mistake but maybe Toley knows more about that
than I do."

Toley explained the inactivity. "Up to the time
Andrews came to USC he hadn't played much tennis.
He was involved with water polo and baseball. He
played well in this past summer circuit and he's
played some great doubles. John has been the leadep
in playing up to his potential and working hard."^
"Andrews is sometimes wild and he might have
trouble playing a -guy worse than him," opined Bob
Kreiss. •

,

Sashi Menon of USC will play sixth singles and he
would be the strong favorite over either Compton
Russell or Tommy Kreiss, who rolled this quarter.
The Trojans must certainly rate the edge in first

and third doubles with second doubles with second
doubles a toss-up. When Lara is healthy, he and
Ramirez form one of the top two or three duos in the
college ranks. Despite their loss to Trinity's top-
ranked team of Stockton-McKinley, Toley feels a
rematch in the NCAA would end with USC emerging
as victor. •:\\.' .'t:-;^

•.:''
.
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Bohmstedt-Andrews face Austin-Comell in second
doubles Unfortunately for Bruin partisans, this is

one of the few matches in which UCLA is given more
than just a chance to win. Jeff and Ron beat the
Fislier brothers of Stanford 7-6, 6-1 whereas the
Trojan duo was victorious 6-4,6-4. Austin and Comell
have a great deal of confidence ajid it is reflected in

their play.
,

.

Machette and Menon must rate as strong favorites
for use in third doubles. They reached the
semifinals in thfiiNCAA last year before succumbing
to Jeff Borowiak and Haroon Rahinn.
Los Angeles Tennis Club is USC's home base but

both coaches agree that the playing location will not
have much of a factor in the outcome. The club is

located at 5851 Clinton Street, which is two blocks
west of Vine and one block south of Meh*ose.

\ SOUNDTRACK A4.1UM AV»H»1.I ON >AWM«OUWT mCOIWs")

NOW_SHOWINOI TECHNicaoR*
(to to tfct MN^Kt of "TH( GOOfATHCR. " IN fotlowinf unprtctdcnted morntni ihowt hMt bttrt

sdwduM lOCWS HoMywood 10 AM (Cucpt Fn i Sat 9 AM) and VILLACt Wtttwood 9 30 AM daily

•MTIONki MNCaMt

VILLAGE
wmTwooo

Ml MKUrrON AVC.

47t-OS7«

ON HOU.VWOOO M.VO.
HMT HIGHLAND
4M32U

0AilY9:30AM« 1?:40>3:S0 Sun thru Thurs 10 00 AM • I 00 OAIIY AT ;«0 4 10 IS fM
700 • 1010 m 4 1S-;30«I030PM

SaKMI l«lt Sl>0» I IS «M M «S<I tOOAM • lIMoon . 3M
't%4n • tot«r«ay • IS I n PM t ini«iii|ht it 17 M AM

NO PASSES ACCEPTED FOR THIS ENGAOCMENTT
ALSO IN NCWPONT tCACH AT

Edwards NEWPORT CINEMA 7u/mm7«o

ARLO GUTHRIE IN

UKE'S lESTJUIUUIT
Midnight show^s FrI-Sat April] 4- 15

Admission (a fair price) of\lyoi$l .25

C-:. /

REGULM»^ PROGRAM: -

REGULAR ADMISSION 49<
DURING WEEK TILL 7PM, 994 AFTER

HOU.YWOO0 STAR

447-2I71
SS46H0tlVWD0Cl

^ near Western
POCKET MONEY A

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN

\

SANTA MONICA
MAYFAiR
S41-442S ~

'
\.

3i4Santa AAonica
at the Mall

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

Write on!
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»$ 00 PLUS TAX
PER SET f»ER (SUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Anthropology 11 — Miller -
Art 54 - Kaplan
Art )06B - Pedretti
Astronomy 3 — Riegel
Biicteriology 110 — Pickett
Chemistry lA — Baur
Chemistry ic - K«esz, Strouse
Chemistry 4C — Konrad
Ci>emistry 6A — Lightner
Cijemtslry 6C — Konrad
Chemistry 153 - Jordan
Classics 161 - Latimore
tcortOmy 1 — La Force
Economics 2 — Clower
Economics 10 — Shetler
Economics I01A — Murphy
English lOA - Redes
^<H)graphy 191 - Logan
Goology Ml - Ernst
History IB Symcox
History IC - Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 124D Bolle
H.Story I42D - Loewenberg
History 174C - Yarnell
H.Story 178B - Dallek
History 111 _ Yarnell
Hurnanities )A - Austin
Hiilosophy 107 — Mill
Philosophy 152 - Quinn
Political Science 3 - Baerwald
Po

. .cal Science 120 Mullw
Pni.ticai Science 145 - Farrelly
[^
sychology 10 Goldstein

Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder, Roberts
Psychology 115 - Krasne
Psychology 125 - Sadalla
Psychology 127 - Yontef .

Psychology 135 - Ravens
Psychology 149 - Barthol
psychology 170A - Lovaas
Psychology It9 - Sfars

^ ^oraddHional course call or
^8

» comoin
"^•n-Frl. 9:10 -4:30

X 10851 UNDBftOOK DR.
A IBIkN. WHshlre-

I
M/2BIW. E. Wettwocd,

X 47M2t9

I
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Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

A pafty' fhay the thtng but be wary of

Baseballers need two of three

at Stanford to stay in race
ByEdBurgart
DB Sports Writer

PALO ALTO is this the weekend that ends all

weekends for the Bruin baseball team?

The answer is forthcoming at Sunken Diamond

weekend. Shaw missed theUSC series last week
a tender arm. with

i i

someone with a romantic eye. Evaluate monetary

matters with Flesner & Cook.

INCOME TAX
SI- RVICE

<t C^P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
^^3 FACULTY and STAFF!

(

,

FLESNER & COOK
Tax Consultants

J 072 (.lay Icy. Suite 3 (Next to Satewa

Westwood 473-8127 or 886-

.

^Y*^

•

^-p^' i

Our new relaUonsbip

with Concert Associates

means ydu can qow get

tickets for all their concerts

through Ticketron. Just stop by
your nearest ticketron Computer

Box OffIce^ pick up
your instant tiCKets to

all Concert Associates'

concerts or, for that matter,

any other event in town, and
be on your way fast

T >•

TICKETS NOW AVAIlAULt FOR:

FANNY - March 31 — Santa Monica Qvic

i. GEILS - April 1 1 — Santa Monica Civic
« '-»

HUMBLE PIE -April 15- Santa Monica CivJc

Aprrll6 — Long Beach Auditorium

VAN MORRISON - April 27,^8 -Santa Monica Civic

today as No. 1 Stanford hdsS UCLA IBXT.^ in^
Pacific 8 baseball game. But the suspense comes

tomorrow in a doubleheader that begins at 12:00.

The handwriting is clear. UCLA must win at least

two of three to have any hopes of capturing the

conference title. Currently, the Bruins are 0-3 in

conference action and last in the Pac-8 Southern

Division. Cal leads at 3-0, followed by Stanford (2-1)

and use (1-2).

The Bruins will face one of the best Stanford teams

in history.
"

''We're a more consistent chib than in the past/'

said Cardinal coach Ray Young. "We don't have to

depend on one guy." •>

That is an understatement. The Cardinals have

three starters hitting above .300 and possess an
overall team batting average of .290.

Centerfielder Tom Williams, whom Young labels a

surpirse, leads the Cardinal attack with a .432 batting

average. Williams also leads the team in hits with 51.

-^ Right fielder Mike Nelson (.364) and third

baseman Mickey Aguirre (.340) complete the elite

hitters.

Second-team All-American Rod Boone is still

around, however. Boone is batting .280 and leads the

club with eight home runs.

Catcher Bob Reece (.294), the MVP of the

Riverside Tournament, and first baseman Mark
Lucich (.296) are other Cardinal offensive threats.

But Stanford's forte is its pitching. "We have a
very deep pitching staff," emphasizes Young. "We
have an overall 1.90 ERA."-
-Young indicated Dan Shaw (7-0, 2.03) is the Car-
dinal ace but is imsure whether he can throw this

.

Nevertheless, the Bruins face an old nemesis i^».
Bob DiPietro, in this afternoon's game DiP ^

with a 1.58 li^KA. 7^ ^^^^

The southpaw contingent continues tomorm.
when Nick Peterson (3-1, 2.05) hurls the orTT
game. Young said he wiD go with Mike HiggiTrf?
2.45) in the nightcap if Shaw cannot throw

'

With Stanford's credentials, it appears the Bruins
could be in for beau-coup de trouble. UCLA h^
dropped seven straight and 11 of the last fourtewf
During the tailspin, the Bruins' team ba^
average has dippe<jl.^om .296 to .275.

CoinciderttaWy, UCLA has not won a single came
since third baseman Mike Gerakos sprained his
ankle 10 days ago against Chapman. The Bruin
captain is considered doubtful for the weekend

Replacing Gerakos at third has been former left
fielder Earl Altshuler (.385). Centerfielder Bob
Adams (.331), right fielder Eric Swanson ( 325) and
first baseman Tim Doerr (.297) have been the too
Bruin batsmen Left fielder Mark Swedlow is star
ting to come around, hitting .429 in the Pac-8 and 226
overall.

„ Today, the Bruins send the pickoff artist, Barry
Woodruff, against DiPietro. Barry (2-4, 3.88) lost to

DiPietro at Riverside.
,

It is a certainty that ace Gary Robson (5-i, i.89)

will start the opening seven-inning game tomorrow.
'Robo' has hurled two one-hitters in seven-inning

stints this year. <.

It figures Bill Susa (5-2, 2.62) will start the nightcap

tomorrow but if his sore arm hinders him, it might
be Greg Zair(2-1, 3.95). But Zail has also had arm
problems leaving John Rouse (0-2, 2.48) as a possible

starter. Bouse has been impressive in his past few

outings. ^ ;.

.®TiCKEmaN
9 TlcfcttrM CoMputcr 9n OffficM

art in all Braadway, May Co.,

Start and Mtntgtmtrir Ward Starts.

.
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PMAMOUNT ncniRESfi PROUD 10 ANNOUNCE
THE RETURN OF THE GREiOEST RUIIiy

ENTERHINMENT OF MI TIME!
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CECIL B. DeMILLE;S^.TN|E ten COMMANDMENTS msm
BRYNNER BwhR ROeiieON KCARIO PiiiKT DER»MM^
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Sports in Brief

UCLA's golf team is entered in

the Vandenburg AFB tournament

this weekend. The Bruins then

return to action Monday against

Uriited-^ States international

University at Bel-Air Country

Club.

The varsity oarsmen travel to

Mission Bay In San Diego for a

match with San Diego State. Fir^t

race goes off at 9:00 a.m.

The answer to the trivia

question In Tuesday's Bruin was

the Lakers' Wilt Chamberlain and

Happy Halrston. They are the only

two players in NBA history to

each get 1000 rebounds In a single

season.
* * *

Today's flashback: Who are the

only two nxBn ever to play in tx)th

a World Series and a Rose Bowl?

Hint: they both have the same

first name and both played in the

Pacific 8. Answer Monday.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" IS AT
A THEATRE OR DRIVE-IN NEAR YOU!

DB photo by Mark RvMn
ONE-THIRD — This is Bob Kreiss, one-third of tht Kr«iss brotti«rt
package now piaying for UCLA. Bob and brotlMr Mikt art juniort, wtiiit
Tom entered this quarter as a freshman. Bob mtttt USC's Raul Ramiru
tomorrow at L.A. Tennis Club.

BAROQUE = BIZARRE

TWYLA THARP & Her Dancers

Join Them In

A UNIQUE DANCE EXPERIENCE

JANSS STEPS - MONDAY, APRIL 17 - 2PM TO 4PM

no dance training necessary!
wear casual clothes!

»»—«y«»«

I
Sponsored by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

4- •—<

Poet-philosopher-comedian Friday. April 14, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

Swami X berates student apathy
^ By Walter Klenhard

DB Staff Reporter

Swami X will tell you all about Franklin Dildo
Roosevelt, Lyndon Insane Johnson, how college

students could be more human, why moat women
are fascisto, why he is going back to Neptune in twa
years And why he iie«l8 to^fcer liinnre is also

teaching classes at the Experimental College (EC)
this quarter.

Self-made poet-philoaopherastrologist-theologian-

comedian Swami X came to campus about two
months ago and has since spent his weekday af-

ternoons at Meyerhoff Park loudly berating "Jesus
junkies," college students and anyone who will not

leave a portion of their wordly goods in his left tennis

shoe. Passing students have been delighted, insulted,

amused and disgusted.

One afternoon Robert Ringler of the Experimental -

College approached Swami X and asked him if he
would like to teach several EC cli^sses this quarter.

(All EC classes are taught by unpaid volunteers).

Being, a teacher in a classroom sounded more ap-

pealing to the Swami than attempting to entertain

and spread a little truth to apathetic college students

who pass by Meyerhoff Park.

Once off the podium it becomes evident that the

majority of Swami's wild obscenity, put-downs and
antics are for the benefit of a bored audience that

wants to be entertained.

Swami grew up in a lower-middle class home in

Philadelphia cnhe city of brotherly incest") and
dropped out of high school. He then joined the army
and served with the occupation forces in Japan
following World War Two. *'I thank God and all the

saints that I never killed anyone. My father killed

people in World War I and spent the rest of his life

drinking trying to forget about it."

In his early 20*8 Swami met guru ^wami
Premananda, under whom he studied for the next
twenty years. "I learned Hinduism while I was with
Premananda and studied philosophy and yoga. I

learned astrology myself and my poetry came
naturally. Pm a self-made man — although I don't

have all the essential parts a man needs — I'm
missing a perfect woman," commented Swami.
Swami has spoken in upstate New York, at the

University of Philadelphia and at London's Hyde
Park daily for six inonths. He has spent the last few
years in Berkeley "trying to bring audiences to life."

Swami originally came to Los Angeles with plans

to cut a record using some of the material from his

speeches. He liked Venice and decided tQ stay (he is

now **the Emperor of Venice — anyone caught not
stoned will be fed to the sharks.").
Anyone wishing to see a more serious side of

Swami can go to one of the four EC classes he is

leading this quarter.

On Mondays he is teachjng^J'Phflwmhy mmj
Yoga". He describes this as •Thitoaophy and Yoga
approached and studied from and through the
Gayatri Prayer, the Bhagavad Gito and Dham-
mapada (Sermons of Buddha). Swami
Preitiananda's exposition and translations of the
Gayatri, Gita and Dhammapada will be used as
texts. The class meets from 2-3:30 in the Kerckholf
Upstairs Lounge.
On Tuesdays, Swami will lead a group in astrology.

"Basic vocabulary, as a psycho-analtyical system,
universal application, spiritual foundation and ideal,

cosmology, short-cut to erecting a horoscope and
synthesizing a chart. Astrology is essentially the
search for ^elf knowledge, and self knowledge leads
to yoga, union with God, Allah, Brahman, Jehovah,
and Oh Wow. The ideal of astrology is the un-
fol4ment, expression and liberation of individual

consciousness, talents and love. As the Aquarian age
unfolds and man's understanding of himself and the

cosmos becomes more manifest and creative,

astrological truths will permeate and consciously
influence the interrelated social order of this world."

'2 pm in Ackerman 3564.

Wednesdays Swami will lead a poetry seminar he
descritJes as therapy, propaganda, love, mysticism,
discipline, freedom and enlightenment. Discussions
will embrace the fluid poetry of films, visual poetry
of art, scripture and architecture, perverted poetry
of politics, sacred poetry of sex and the paradoxical,
poetry of life. There mU be an analyses and com-
mentary on contemporary rock lyrics, exploration of

the divine poem-creation and the implications of the
greater, more imaginitive graffiti found in women's
lounges." 2-3 pm, Kerckhoff Hall UpsUirs Lounge.
Swami's last class is on Thursdays and is an

astrological open group. "A semi-serious, slightly

scientific, singularly spontaneous attempt at-
relating to some of the sanity, conformity, and rigor

mortis saturating our society. Special requirements
are an approximate birthday, a modicum of em-
pathy, and viable desire. 2-4 pm, Ackerman Union

MY GIRDLE IS KILLING MEI -- Vera Miles has second thoughts
in Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho," showing at 7 and 11 pm, today, in
Social WeHart 147. "Stage Fright," starring Marlene Dietrich, will
bt shown at 9 pm. Tickets are Si. ._ __

Interviews to be held
r . . . m

by foreign^med schools

2412.

Swarhi X climaxes his philosophy with the ob-

servation that "If God is love, how come you people
aren't balling? Always remember, Oh Wow loves

you, so love one another." i.__ —^:.~

—

-

'.^

Announcement
The Campus section takes great
pride in announcing the acquisition

of ten junior staff members: Muriel,

Sophie, Blanche, Gladys, Vera,
Walter, Leopold, Edward, Seymour,

and Beauregarde Jr., born on the

third day of April, the year 1972, to

Mr. and Mrs. Beauregarde L. Bunni,

DB Staff Rabbit.

Group seminars and interviews

^or seniors and graduate students
interested in attending medical
school overseas this fall, will be
held at 11 am, Saturday, April 22
in the Hyatt House , 1700 So.

^Harbor Ave., Anaheim.

The seminars will be presented
by European Medical Students
Placement Service, Inc. (EM-
-SPS), to discuss their program to

place a limited number of

qualified students in a p^uropean
medical school.

EMSPS offers a CO
program including an
orieritation course,
students adapt to the new country
and its culture, and a practical

course teaching the language of

the country.

Lodgings for the student during
this period will be furnished by

EMSPS. Students wishing to

register for the seminar here
should telephone, toll free, (800)

645-1234. Further information and
an application form for all

students graduating by June are
available free of charge from
EMSPS, 3 McKinley Avenue,
Albertson, New York 11507. •,
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\ There Is Something New in Westwood

your own
very personal place
in the village

J •

UTEST BOOKS TRUE SPIRITUALITY

Mind Man an(d the Spirits/

Signs Stars and Salvation In the

Age of Aquarius

\ '• '-^-
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AUTHOR'S NIGHT TONIGHT 8:00 PM

HE HAD THE VISION...
WE HAVE
THE WAY..

1-

When the
Paulistt were

founded in 1858
by Isaac Hecker, they were the
first religious Community of
priests established in North
America by an American and
for Americans.

Father Hecker, who was a cen-
tury ahead of his time, wanted
Paulists to be free of compol-
sory activities so they could be
flexible enough to meet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arose.

Today's Paulist can be as in-

volved as he wants to be. He is

given the freedom to use his own
talents to do his own thing. He
may be a parish priest, an edu-
cator or a press, radio or televi-

sion personality.

^xs^
^^ ^
^^^y- .^<f
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^^...^'
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HAL LINDSEY
AUTHOR OF

Lof« Graaf Plan«f Earth

BY ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING

Hal explains deep secrets

of the spirit world

,

d
2

WITBURN

iULLOCKS

U*
10M4 WIVtUilN
fNONI
47S.72S1

1-

Father Hecker discovered the
value of communications early.

With his monthly publications
and pamphlets, he laid the
foundation for the Paulist /New-
man Press, the country's largest

publisher and distributor of
Catholic literature.

Today, Father Hecker's vision

and foresight have led to the es-

tablishment of Paulist radio, tele-

vision and film centers on a scale

that perhaps, not even hedreamed
of.

But then, he had the viston.

He showed us the way.
For more information on the

Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald
C. Campbell, VocatloB Dfartctor,

Room 500.

paJii^foBnets.
41SWMeSMi street

NtwYori^N.Y.lMlf
^^m p**^

V
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reservalions*
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DOUG ROTH 474-9145 and 474-9056

Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a

day, conr>ecting Northern and Southern California. At

lowest air fares. So when you want to go, just call. It's a

free service. (Sorry -no free seats. We really have

reservations abQunhat.),PSJ^ gt^^CS yOU 81

Predecessor to modern-day karate

Kung Fu: an ancient

'».»*. -r"

Kung Fu, the campus' newest

martial arts club, offers in-

struction in that Sino institution

which b^an over 2000 years ago

as a form of self-defense for

Buddhist monks. From there, it

slow ly spread «er«M

—

Am^
splintering into the many karate

styles which exist today," ex-

plained the club's chief instructor

Liang Kam Yuen, Northern

Praying Mantis KUng Fu master.

Southern Kung Fu masters of

ancient China influenced the

present day Japanese and
Ulkinawan stylfiSL_jttf_ kArat^

Korean karate forms were af-

fected by the northern Kung Fu

I

-4 L

Are you firmd of fighting

with your parmntt and in-lawt?

.h:
\w
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Watch therapy discussions v/ith Psychologist

DR. IRENE KASSORLA
Sundays 2:30 pm KNXT CBS Chann«l 2
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Women

PING PONG
IS

,../»»?

itftttttm::::::

^-You can participate

f

in the International Ping Pong Tournament.

* Final sign-ups being taken until April 18.

* Categories include men's singles, women's
singles, and mixed doubles.

* Engraved trophies awarded to winners.
. .

^^

•

_

.. . . _ < , ^

Sign up anytime from 9 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. at ^

.

the International Student Center,

1023 Hilggrd Avenue - 2 biks. S. La Mancha

/'

%

The Greatest Concert of the Decade!
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT AND HEAR IT...

AS IF YOU WERE THERE!

EXCtUtlVt ENOAQtMCNT NOW ^LAVINO
tVCRYOAV 12:1ft 2 1ft. 4 IS. 6 IS. • IS A 10 tS NM
MIONtOHT SHOW FftlDAY A SATimOAV AT 12 IS AM

MATIONAL MNIIUil

Mwml
I tiOCw w 0» •NftMfilV

'«7fltM

7

CtOBSWifOtd By Eugene Sbeffer
I

ACROSS
1. Near the

stern
4. Dritt

8. Bristle

12. Take to

court
13. Exchange

premium
14. Distal an-

gle (Bot.)

15. Difficult

matters
17. A

fruit

18. Solidify

19. Destinies
20. Blemishes
22. Noisy

impact
24. Excava-

tion

25. Chopin
and
Liszt

29. Midnight
bird

39. Rotates
31. Digit

32. Pledged
34. Ballot
35. Fewer
36. Tenden-

cies

50. Former
lal>or

leader
51. Whiskey

DOWN
1. Snake
2. Pelt
3. Mexican
temple

4. Frustrates
5. S-shape<l'

molding
6. Border
'7. Goddess

of dawn
8. Sausage

Avrraicr limr of •olution: 25^niiNut«**

37. Reception
hall

40. Steep
rock

41. Feminine
name

42. Ethical
person

46. Poker
stake

"*

47. First
man

48. Hebrew
priest

49. Religious
service

IJIArnLIBIIIRIDISMFIilNI

OSes QQQSg E^QS

lElLJAMSmRlAINIGILIEISI

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

9. SUge
direction

10. Duration
11. Pub spe-

cialties

16. Unclothed
19^ Cooling

devices
20. Store ~

21. Monk's
hood

2i2. Fathers
23. Disem- ,. -

bark
25. Places -

26. Stuffier

27. Carry
28. Perceives
30. Therefore
33. Gleams
34. Small

bottle

36. Streetcars
37. Thailand
38. Feminine

name
39. Permits
40. Crusta-

cean
42. Insane
43. Lyric

poem
44. Cunning
45. Cr«v«t

';«•V—" -

styles like Northern bhaolin
Chuan, Yuen said.

Kung Fu differs from the
Japanese Korean and Okinawan
karate styles in its purpose and
rank structure. It is as much an
art as a form of self defense fe
movements are more circular
fluid and ballet-like. Yuen said
while executing a back-kick

**The rank of karate styles is
symbolized by a belt color We
don't wear belts because everyone
knows where he stands. Followers
of Kung Fu complete their area of
study and then progress from
students to disciples. The master
decides when a student is ready
for his promotion," he said
Master Yuen recently displayed

his art in ABC's Movie of the Week
production, ''Kung Fu," where he
instructed the actors and doubled
for star David Carradine in
several action scenes.

In his childhood in Hong Kong,
Yuen was introduced to the self-

defense art by an uncle. Later he
trained under Praying Mantis
Master Chu.

Fifteen years ago he came to

this country where he received a

BS degree in engineering from
Manhattan College. He continued

his study in engineering at U.C.

Santa Clara. After college he
Worked for both Hughes and
Lockheed Aircraft companies in

stress control, until he "escaped

the rat race," as he puts it, into

Kung Fu instruction.

The club meets in Womens'
Gym 200, from 1 until 3 pm on

jyednesdays. Yuen also instructs

at his West Los Angeles dojo

(gym), USC,.Cal State LA, and in

Chinatown. Enrollment is still

open, memt)ership cards are

available in Kerckhoff 601.

Wliat's On
deadline

Requirements for submission

of copy to the Campus section

and **What'8 on*' column is as

foUowf:

All copy if to be submitted to

the Dally Bruin office by nooo

one week in advance of the

event.

Submit all copy typed, triple

spaced with margins set at li-

es, including pictures whenever

possible. Copy may not be

' submitted by phone^.

/M.A:&C.H.S

WE HAVE ENTHUSIASTIC AND RELIABLE

AVAILABLE AT HOURLY RATES (MINIMUM ONLY 3 HOURS PER JOB). OUR

WORKERS ARE CAREFULLY SCREENED, BONDEDf, INSURED, AND ARE COV-

ERED BY SDI AND WORKMENS COMPENSATION. WE PROVIDE TRANS-

PORTATION. UNIVERSITY HOUSEKEEPING, 828-1300.

iP«»d Adv«rtlMm«nt)

SHABBAT CELEBRATION
*Dr* Ivan Mi^nsh from the Medical School

will leod a discussion on "Environmental

Influences on Behavior."

DANCE - DANCE - DANCE
Sat. April 15 8:30 pm at the URC

•ONEG SHABBAT
• ISRAELI DANCING
8:15 Tonight

HILLEL COUMCl

Members $1.00

Non-m«mbers $2.00

900 Hiigard Avenue

474-1531
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I get no kick from what's on
(Continued from Page 29)

—"Effects of Angular
Momentum on Pre-Main
Sequence Evolution/' by' Peter
Bodenheimer, associate
astronomer. Lick Observatory,
and associate professor of
wtrondmy, UC Santa Cruz, 4 pm7
MS 8118.

—"Racism and ttie Role of the
Male in tlie Black Family of tlie

Future/' by Sandra Garcla«
psychologist and assistant
professor in residence, 8 pm.
Social Welfare 147.

—"Karma — The Family's
'Gift' of Mixed Feelings to the
Kids," by Carl A. Faber, lecturer
in psychology and staff member.
Student Counseling Center, 8 pm,
Dickson Art Center 2160* Tickets
are $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"Tennis Club," 2-4 pm. South
Courts.

—"Karate Club/' 5 7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club," 1 3:30 pm,
AAemorlal Activities Center B146.
—"Social Dance Club/' 11 am,

-WonneA'»~Gym^ 200.

—"Lacrosse Club," 1-5 pm.
Field /II6.

Et cetera:
it

Politkial:

'V—"Students for a Democratic
^<fociety," noon, today, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Students for McGovern,"
noon, today, Ackerman Union
Upstairs Lounge.

Saturday, April 15

—"Team Handball Club," 2-

4:30 pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"Lacrosse Club," 1-5 pm.
Field /^6.

Sunday, April 16

^"Soccer Club/' 10 am, Soccer
Field.

—SrCricket Club," 10 am.
Cricket Pitch.—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2-10
pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.
—"Indoor Soccer Club," 10 am.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Karate Club," 10 am, A/\en's
Gym 200.

—"La Gente Newspaper Staff,

meets Monday through Friday in

Kinsey 289.

I" will meet at 9
am , Sunday, at the entrance to the
parking lot of Leo Carrillo State
Beach Park (near the Los Angeles
and Ventura County lines) for a
spring bird hike and picnic.

—"Applications for Summer
Employment" are now available
for minority students in Kerckhoff
320.

—"Israel Tourist ^^Hflee
Representative," will be in the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 17*)
from noon to 2 pm, Monday.
—"Tutoring opportunity," one

night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or
call ext. 57041.

t^n

Innovative Faico dancers !^"

'.•';,'; 3y Ann Solomon .
'^

DB Staff Writer

The Louis FaIco Dancecompany will be presenting four works from its

repertoire at 8:90, tomorrow in Royce Hall Auditorium. In addition to
internationally noted choreographer-dancer Louis Falco, the company
features five distinguished young American dancers.

Falco first came to national prominence in 1960, after only three years
of dance training, as a meml)er of the Jose Limon Dance Company. The
first full evening of his own works was presented at New York's Kaufman
Auditorium in 1967. Falco has created works for such groups as the
Boston Ballet, ttie Washington Opera Society and the Caramoor Festival.

During a recent trip to the Netherlands Falco remounted one of the works
to be seen here, ''Huescape'^' for the Nederlands Dans Theatre and
choreographed his latest work, ••Journal," which will be^remiered in the
United States this spring by the Dutch troupe.

'^ /y

^ Falco's associate director, Jennifer Muller, is a graduate of the
Juillard School of Music and is also a veteran of the Jose Limon Com-
pany. Mulier has performed with such groups as the American Ballet
Theaterat Lincoln Center, the Pearl Lang pance ComjMiny, the Manuel
Alum Company and the Washington Opera Ballet Company. For a time
Muller performed as the principal dancer in both the Limon and Falco
companies. In November of last year Muller became establistied as a
choreographer in her own right. A concert of her works was presented
through a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Juan Antonio, accompany memt)er and native of Mexico City, began
his dancing career with the Ballet Folklorico of Mexico, and has been
with the Falco group since 1967. Commencing in 1966,, Antonio has
danced for such troupes as the Jose Limon Company, Anna Sowkolow,
Pearl Lang and .Glen Teltly groups and has toured the U.S., Middle East
and Europe. ••

Georgianna Holmes toured with the Pearl Lang group for one year then
joined the Falco company in April, 1970, after studying at the North
( arolina School of the Arts, with Pauline Koner, Duncan Noble and Job

"^ttTiHere. "

Other members include Mary Jane Eisenberg who studied at the
Martha Graham School and is presently studying at the American Ballet
Theater School. She premiered ••Nostolgia" last fall for Jennifer MuUer.
Now on scholarship at the American Ballet Theater School, dancer
Matthew Diamond tias won awards for his performances of ethnic and
modem dance.
Tickets are on sale at the Central Ticket Office. For information, call

H2,5-2953.

GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!

1. Bonlc financing available.

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST special

shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polishecJ and
lubed at our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One OHice

Friday, April 14

"—"Nature of the Soul/' 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"The Dances of Universal
Peace-Sufi Dancing/' 7:30-10 pm.
Unity by the Sea, 1245 4th St.,

Santa AAonica.

—"The Anatomy of ttie Human
Mind Course/' 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 prtf,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"Chang-Gi: Chinese Chess/*^
7-9 pm. Architecture 1243A.

Meetings:
Friday, April 14 —^^^
—"Christian Students/' noon,

Ackerman Union 3517.

- —"Muslim Students," noon,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Iranian Student Organ-
ization," 3-6 pm, Ackerman Union
3517.

URA Clubs:
Friday, April 14

^"Hatha Yoga Club,

Women's Gym 200.

ii noon.

.M-^-^'- ^

"iTwyla Tharp and her company of dancers, will bt sponsoring "a
unique dance experience" Monday at noon at Jansi Steps. All in-

terested participants are invited, no training is necessary. Ttie

experience will deal with space and rhythm.

FRI-SAT

ROLLING STONES
BY GODDARD

SYMPATHY

MIDNIGHT FILMS
JL 14- 1 5

i I BEATLES

$1.25

YELLOW

FOR THE

Next Week:

MAN and a

WOMAN
and

GLADIATORS

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER WILSHIRE -. 26:h iSANTA MONICA 829-30B

RALPH CUTRIGHT VOUSWAGEN INC
Tim Tyler — Touritt Delivery Specidiit

^440 Sonto AAonica Blvd. , Sdnto Monico • 829- 1 888
Name

I

I

I

I

I

I

(PaM Atfvtrti»«m«nt)

25.000 HAVE ALREADY ENJOYED ANTRANK3 IN CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK; MUSIC HAIL -

BOSTON; SCOniSH RITE AUDITORIUM - SAN FRANCISCO; CONVENTION CENTER - FRESNO; ;

'^PASADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM - LOS ANOaES
'. V

AND NOW DIRECT FROM THE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CENTER OF NEW YORK SEE THE

SECOND TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF THIS ARMENIAN FOLK ENSE^«LE -
'

^'- '

r

BONO & DANCE ENSEMBLE

SARKIS PASKALIAN, AiTTISTIC DIREaOR-CHOREOGRAPHER •

HAMPARTZOUM BERBERIAN, MUSICAL DIR..CONDUaOR
With a company of 85, and Guest Stars: Roupen Matevossian from

Armenia, Jackie Shahbozian and Howard Chitjlon

Sunday, April 30, of 3:00 pm in the Shrine Auditorium

TldialK 110.00. 17.50, U.50. 15.50, $4.50, m4 UJO (Spaclal $2.00 Tlckatt for S(ud*nlt)

Tickets ovollabU at dl Mutual Tlck«t Ag*fKl«
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
KercklMff Hall 112
Phone: IIS- 3371

Classified advertising ratts '

\.

ISwords il.SOday, Scoflsecutiv*
insertions - iS.OO ^

Payable in advance .. .

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.
No telephone ord<»n

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tiM
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wlio. in affording
housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on the basis of r*ct, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office I3S-

44?^jfestsi^^aiMJousin^7^f42^^^

>t Campus knnouncemen\s ]

7p„>,.,„.nn.,n>. ». >/Od6.f^ln6s ..W . V ^ervices^Wered . . .
.

16 VTrov,/ _
THREE films on Itn Understanding and

conciousness April U, Sunday, '^'O^^*'*'

URCWOMilgard, 47* 3443. (*AM)

^ Help Wanted . . ... 8

STUDENT
bedroom A
every I^mo

necessary.
3143.

: General housecleaning. Two
den home. S3. SO hour. One day
weeks, your convenience. Car
Call, 223-31f 1. CKt. 44 /nitts,'«S4-

(lAM)

APT. Mgr.
student, 36

afternoons,
83SI.

THE Westwood Ffee Minyan will meet
tomorrow, 10 AM, 438 Veteran Ave. For
information, call 474 IS33. Shabbat
Shalom. (I A 14)

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i

8250611

V Campus Happenings . . 2

JOBS ON TROPICAL ISLANDS. Guys A
Gals, Marfied A Single are now being in-

terviewed for limited number of trainee

postttons. fratmng, adventure A excitement
on location. Fee required for those accepted.
Call, 473 4401. (tA 14)

BABYSITTER wanted daytiirte and/or eves,

experience Young children, car P^e^e^'f
Call83SS761. (8 A 17)— »

PSYCHOLOGIST wanted to audit active
encounter group. No pay but group ex-
perience. 4787S88. (SA1f>^

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping ottiert.

Earn up to S40. a month •

on our plasma program.
Phone: 47t-00S1 between 12 P.M. and7 P M

INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST
MEDITATION CENTER
Presents Three Films:

I The Illusion of Separateness .
<-

i The Science of Zazen -~f^

3. Drug and Beyond i j^^

;^tjnday, April 18, 7:30 PM,
URC,900^jilgarrf

47* 344i

--.i.

THE FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY will ioin

the Shabbosessenschmoossingen tonight.

For inlormation call Roz, 474 1S33. ( 1 A 14)

V Campus Services . . .\. 3

HAVE A GOOD STATION WAGON? EX-
PERIENCE WITH KI-DS AND CAMPING?
CALL 473 334? FOR EXCITING SUMMER
JOB* (3A39)

y/ Church Services 4

WE STWOOD Friends meeting(Ouakers).
Silent worship. Sun 11 AM, Univ. YWCA, 574

Hilgard, visitors «^elcome472-79S0. (CS)

UNITARIAN Society Los Angeles-West, 3744

Barrinqton, Mar V'Sta, Minister: Rev. Mike
Younq, 986 3737; services, 11:00 AM. Sun-

day Coffee House Friday evenings, SOC. (CS
QTR)

SPIRITUALIST Church o» Revelation, every

Son., 3 PM, lecture & psychic messages. 839

So Grand, LA. 473 3746. <4A14)

y Personal 5

GURGLE One month ..

Rubhash loves you. PS
neat!!)

a couple lifetimes.

Happy ... (You're
(SA14)

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911

HELP (SQTR)

ALPHA Delta Chi - The Christian Sorority -

Spring Rush. For info, call 477-23S9. (SAM)

G«RLS. Make- i»ew friends., come meet the

AEPi's Thursday night, 6; 30, April 13. Piiia

Palace included 56S Gayley, 479 9464. (5 A

U)
ii

MIXED Marriages Work. Un
drrstand/respect your differences on-going
qroup, 6 8 PM, Wednesdays. 46S-S131.
Amrrican Institute Family Relations, S387

Sunset Blvd (SAM)

JF 34 years ago today hurray! Hope you
continue to sail through life. Love, BB. ( S A
14)

Ph D Candidate, mature male, S It 8" seeks
blond or red haired female companion.
Catholic Christian, possible marriage.
Enioy life, sports. P.O. Box 24i42. W.L.A.
90034 (> A*

^Free

FREE lovely Proletarian puppies, 8 weeks
old; ihternational breeding; already had
puppy shots. Eves, 274 9129. (FR A 19)

PUPPIES Nine lovable, 6 week old pups,

different color, siies. Need good homes,

care. 473-7*32, Mickie, Diane. ( FR A 14)

Vfrade

GREAT reception (UHF too) Sony portable

TV (1 1/4 yr. new) for 10-speed bicycle Call

Denise, 474 3>$7 (TRA18)

^Research Subjects Needed

SUBJECTS needed for Psych experiment.
Pay. IIS MO*. Frani Hall B271. (RSN A M)

BLACK males receive i2 for 1/2 hr.

discussion No deception, misrepresen-

tation Signup Frani Hall, A2A0A. (RSN A

18)

y EnierlainmenI . .

MAMMOTH Condominium Ski or vac«<ieni

kitchen, fireplace, stereo, ,tv, pool, 6auna,

iacutti Reasonable; 3*0 0146, eves. (4^4)

CiASIMAO". L«»«< ••• 0«rm".ift» in <n wine^A

tniMt Fridays, Sal. tnlfrlammrnt 3760

W?ttwo;?ll TCI. 474911. »6M1,

OFF.ICE
INSTANT WORK

NOFE^

available for

RELIABLE girl, with car to drive woman on
appointments. Hours flexible. Available
immediately Phone 277-S129. (8 A 19)

SECRETARY: Fast accurate typist. 20 hrs.
a week for several months. S2.34/hr. 477-
»'** (8 A 19)

f^iI5.'7'.'*° ?"'5* •" Beverly Hills. Recep.

Km Gin* '','S'«*.m''*''*"*'
'''"• »•' »»•••«"'•'can cina, 378 0811. (8 A 2*)

HAVE a van or
summer |obs in
Unlimited

station wagon? Full time
camps. 47$-9$2l. Services

(8 A 14)

THREE ninA on Zen U"***"'^"*5« JJ?^
consciousness Sunday, April i^

'rff/JJ,'
URC, 900 Hilgard, 47*344 3. ^ (10 A 14)

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,

p.llows. awareness disks U"'«»"*»y' •P"^",
B.Venice. 90291. Phone 391 0933. (lOOTRj

BOSCO the Airedale needs a place to stay^

"an you help imd one? Temporary tO June

or permanent. 839 S042 eves. (4CA14J

AUTO and Motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan SoMi«

78l.5$27, §73 581$. Eves, 783 3509. H*OTft> ISRAEL

m ,^ For Rent

.

* '2

29 units, WLA. Long-term grad
plus, single or married, avail,

rent-free turn, single apt. 273-

(8 A 20)

~7" immediate positions

I
clerical and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Century City Office 277-2311

(8AI7)

FULL-time summer jobs in national parks
or camp counseling. Pay plus room and
board Services Unlimited, 475-9521. (8 A 14)

. WANTED - mature single or couple to sublet

furnished, 3 bedroom house near UCLA for 1

year. S170 per month. Day 334-3849,

evenings 474-7031. (8 A 18)

DRIVER. 3:45 pickup * kids UES, deliver :

stops Chev. Hills area, 5 days. Your car. 622

9118days. 837 8017 eves. (8 A 181

BABYSITTER TED, FOUR YEARS,
WANTS PARENTS OUT OF HOUSE
ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING;
SOMETIMES WEEK NIGHTS. HE LIVES
NEAR LA CIEI^EGA & SUNSET BLVDS.
CALL 650 0411. (8 All)

. .1 .1. - - I I

!<• mti. I
M»i--^ I

EMPLOYMENT counselor-salesmtn.
Counselor for Wilshire-Ambassador area
Agency. Cbmmission basis. Mr. Lillie, 3M-
0111. (lAlf)

GIRL iMith own transportation to do light
housework and take children to beach. Call
836 6676. (8 A 19)

3 4 PIECE Group wanted to play varied
dance nuusic 2-3 hours - wedding. Jan - 399-

0*14. (8 AM)
— i> I I

WANTED Exact look alike for Lee Harvey
Oswald, alleged assasin of President John
Kennedy. Apx. 3 wks. work in feature film.

Send recent photos to: Motion Picture, 2*5 S.

Robertson, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211.

Photos will be returned. (I A 17)

MANAGEMENT - Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr. Genovese, 780 758*. (8 A 24)

CARICATURE artist needed for Mardi Gras
Booth. Voluntary. Leave message at 825-
22" (8 A 19)

WANTED: Pro type 10 speed Aluminum
frame. Around 24 pounds. Call Don, 825-0050
days only (WAI9)

?Ji";.^A'J"'V'* ' "'«"** weekly, Westwood
inn 1880 Westwood Blvd. 4749244. Call after"•M. (8AI8»^

SUPERVISE after-school study period for
Junior Hi student. Lite tutoring. Close to
campus GR 3 3583 aHer 5:30. (iA14)

GO Getters sell membs.. distributorships,
non profit consumer club, heavy profits
during expansion. '•*«.34**x45. (8 A 20)

TELEPHONE salesman Part-time.
Mornings only S4.00 /hour guarantee pluscommissions No experience necessary,
sales ability preferred. Call Mr. Jason, 8 12
noon. 479-I7W. >aa !>'

YOU ai V lurOiddcn to call this numt>er for a
part time iob 475 9531 Services
Unlimited. (8 A 14)

^AARKETING/Sales Car buff Auto air
conditioners. Two days per week. Com.
mission. Bob Moffatt. 997-0405. (8 A M)

JifT**^^^"^"'' •*'"*'' • «'»«P ••»<• rideoidorly women, afternoons. 394-1710. (7A 17)

SECRETARY: Coed typist for student, fun
business. Part time, hrs flexible. Start
SJ iO/hr 838 1300 (lAlI)

SPACIOUS housekeeping, furnished r^n,^

tv, private bathroom. Wr7/7' '*"
nj J ,4)

Ave , Marina Del Rey, W29r <"^'^'

PIANOS for rent. Upright $10 A Spinet, $14.

Both rebuilt No minimum period. **o- ^ ^^^
4514.

V Rides Offered '3

YOUNG MD wants traveling ^ompantonf^

Boston Leaving Apriri7th,821-9882.411»V'»

Marinas 112 (13 AM)

AUTO insurance, lowest rates for ttwtfenH

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839 7270 or 070-

9793or45«2S44. (UQTR)

MACRAME A WEAVING
SUPPLIES

New shipment just arrived- \^ .

yarns, beads, many treasures!

10% discount witt» coupon

Come visit:

THE HANDWEAVING DEPOT
at

THE SHOP
10893 W. Pico Blvd.

•
. Across from Picwood Theatre

good til April 30th

17

EUROPE

l«n Vicente Wvd^ SulteiTLA ri^*' "*»

•••••
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^Travel ... . J7 ^Travel
. jy ^/Aptsto Share 23

'- if

GREEKS:
Group it to Europe this Summer!

Four weeks of relaxed study for college

credit; then two or four weeks of total

freedom. 5*95 to $825 includes travel, meals,

rooms, classes.

CALLGINA,8to10P.M.
•OS 0742

•-•i--!^------ CHARTER FLIGHTS

LEAVING for Washington State, April 23 or

34. Share driving /expenses. Eli, 454-0733

after 4 PM. (13 A 17)

VffiV/esVVan/ed M

WEDDING Photography, reasonable prices
and fast service. Call Fraiier for your home
appointent. 937-4544. (10A14)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rafes.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (UOTR)-

PA« MS to Fernald School (UCLA) 9:00

Tues, Thurs, Fri. Will pay. EX 3-9411. exi.

7789/ VE 9 8843. (MAM)

SECRETARIAL & typing. Legal-Statistical-
genrrol-shorthand. Fast A accurate. Free
pickup and delivery. 388 0959. ( U A It)

COUCH, 9 ft. winged; bed, twin, w/frame.
Good condition. Asking $35 A $15. respec

tively. 47* 5302. (1$A20)

6 y/ lost & Found ,. . t

tOST on Hilgard l.w» cap from Cadillac.
Rrward oflered Contact Shell Service
Station, 1086) Lindbrook Ave (9 A 17)

LOST traveler's chegues/cash on 4/»o
Please coftlact R Nahdi, 4004 12 Boelter
(1.1VS rvill 714 «]0 not (9 A 14)

MINOLTA SRT 101 F 1.7 with 135 mm A 2t

mm lenses. $2*5. 473 183*. (I5A20)

WOODEN cable spools. Excellent fpr
making tables. 36" and 48". $4.50 and up.
This Sat. and Sun. only. 1524 Greenfield Ave.
WLA. BR 3 3485. M< a »^»

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

siie sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pra«.

88* 0400. ' (1SQTR)

BEAULIEU 400 8ZM Super ifihest camera,.
Angenieux 8-*4mm motorized lOom. macroi
power, automatic exposure. S4S0. Michel ROr
835 1355. (ISA My

FOR Sale: Elegant Prisicilla wedding gown.
Site 8. 472 4443: <1SA14^^

' CONCORD F-10* Stereo cassette deck. $*0.

Garrard SL-73B changer, $75. Both like new.
474-4**3 eves. (ISAM)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

.REFUSED?.....TOO HIGH? ^— CANCELLED?
_.._-w- LOW MONTHLY -

^1.
_
1

rV, . , , , . r.f • f • f . c , PAYMENTS' ' r > t > r-. r . V;. r . f»7 .1

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

I

an •

official ^

charter flighf

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of —
California

on all campuses. '|*i»'4>V,

.-y-r-

CONCORD cassotte recorder. Like nfm.
incl.cassettes.477 S183, Pat. (fSA

HOUSEHOLD furnishings. Excellent con-
dition. Bdrm, dining, livingreom.
Reasonable, private. Weekdays: 477-9097;

weekends, eves: 823*0*1. (IS A If)

GOLF clubs - Spauiding Pre. Executive
irons. Topflight woods. Bag. putter^ mite.
Excellent. $125. 473 7305 PM. (IS A M)

LADIES famous name used clothes. Sizes 9-

10, 1112, 13-14. From S1-$20. Excellent
condition. 473-7385 PM. (ISAM)

NIKOMAT 1.4 brand new, witk soft ci»e.
$250. Call eves, 4*7-5918. (ISAM)

SONY TC540 20W amp, spkrs, maint. kit,

plus goodies. Immac. $185 /offer. 124-

1757. (ISA 17)

PANASONIC 8track tape deck, AM.FM.
FM. stereo, speakers - excellent condition.
Earphones. Many tapes. Offer. 477-1324. ( IS
A 171

FUNKY old pump organ - plays super-
fantastically well. Has matching funky old
organ stoor: 475 210*. CIS A 17)

SPEAKER'SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

Incredible new speaker sytfemt sold
directly by the manufacturer. We will
compare our $59 model to the $273 JBL-IOOi
By appointment only. 470-7303. ( IS A II)

MUST Sell. 19S7 T.B..
Honeywell *00 flash, desk,
451 2197.

Martin guitar,
cassettes, rug.

(ISA It)

PIONEER component stereo system. Must
sell $270. Still under warranty. 723-S43S. (ISA
18)

COMPLETE Sony stereo system, AM/FM
receiver, two speakers A turntable SAC.
$150. New in box#s. 7210207. (IS A H)

1938 MARTIN Guitar Excellent condition
and l>eautiful sound $400 /best offer. Darryl,

(ISA II)479 1892.

MARTIN Guitar D lis w/hard shell case.
Excellent condition. 3 months new. Must
sell. 392-4743, keep trying. . (ISA 14)
— '

ZENITH TV set, 18 inch with portable stond
$*0. Please call, 473 1791. (iSAiu

USED Royal portable typewriter, excellent
condition S3S New Pickering VIS phone
cartridge, $3S. Eves. 837 0363. (IS A 14)

FENDER Telecaster A case. Humbucking
pickup XInt. cond., Call Brett, I24-7723. (15 A
18)

STEREO ne*d bread, must sell my new
equipment Please cf II 477-7*84. (IS A 2*)

3 STUDIO beds good condition built-in
storage covers and bolsters included - Both'" M9 3731 (1SA20)$4S

9 ^ ServicetOHered 16

rSJA^ ^^J '>*««*Mcklng adventures into

ff.?.*£*
wilderness from $2$ P o Box

,18437, Denver. 80211. (UQTR)
srOP Squeei.ng Your, causing scarring
Blackheads Whiteheads eliminated. Der.m«V»c Process Introductory visit. Alice
Mogan, RN 931 7010 (UA18)

SELF-HYPNOSIS ClasMs, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION,MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily • 474-
W50 (UA20)

THREE films on Zen Understanding and
consciousness. Sunday. April 1*. 7:30 PM#—
URC. 900 Hilgard. 47* 3443. ( 1* A 14) ,

WILL do Film Research^Carole Basch, U11 . .

Normandie. Hollywd. 442-02S2. Resiimo*
rates on request. ^^—

* (MAM)

BRENTWOOD co-op nursery. Ages 2 1/2-$. » ^t.
12 PM. $2$. A parent participation scliool.'"'*"

Barrington Park. 4$l*4t>9. ( t* A 20).

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

service.

LA'lOHOON/LONDON LA

Fit. Dep. Rtf. Days Price

— ii

MO
17)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident

& Sickness Insurance at bargain

rates for yourself & qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering^ hospital
accidental death, surgical,

ambulance, A out patient

benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information & application,,

contact the Associated Students

Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,

room 140, or call 825-0*11, ext.

. I, . ASK AROUND ABQUT~- ^A A B CHEVY SERVICE
Complete Auto Service

All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted^^ . ! r ^

student Discounts . \.
-^

•
-

1 1017 Santa MontcaBivdr""^'——"
... West Los Angeles

I

477-4SS1

•St. since 19Si

2
9

4

V 5 •

7

i^t
It

11

12

14

15

17

18

4/18

4/21

,4/22

4/24

4/25
4/27

4/28

4/28

4/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/14

8/15

?/4

f/13

8/25

9/9

9/14

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71'

54

54

72

80

59

73

81

41

57

42

40

30

,50

33

$262

$262

1262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$275.

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

Available only to benafide members of the

University of California ini^luding students,

faculty, staff, and their imrnediate (amriles

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.

dMrltr fNghlo

Kerchkholf Hail m D
between lam. A $p.m

* 125-1221

EUROPE Flights. JO departures, also N.Y.

Israel, India, Alr«ca. 50% off Student

rates/cords since 1»59. EASC. mu Beverly

Dr.. Beverly Mills, »0210, 274 42»J ( 17 QTR)

^
y/Travel n
SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on ISO H.
grxnd three masted schooner. Leaves this
summer for 4 weeks to Tahiti. Share ex-
penses. For info. Call Ore«orv Coeli (21S)
37§.123». (17 A 17)

sOuth
America

Now you can fly from Los
Angeles to Buenos Aires for at
little as $343 Round Trip.

) NEW VGA K

JUNE 150NE-WAY 577

^HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2 SI 79

JULY 1 JULY 10 P*"» ''""^

) TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFPICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Stw<tM«1r««l -od EurwIpMMi. C.f Porch«t

tmtem. OunMwoln

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

JL
(1H bNi. MS

AIS/EXITS
gOM S«nit Momc* BUd

L>. 90069
274-0742

A of S«nt« Mootc^/Doh^

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program. 4 whs. Europe, '

whs. Israel. Dig Kibbutt, plenty free tiwt

Exp. in Travelling, f04-2411. (WOTRi

ole!

June 26 - Sept 5

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TlACMlRS A STUDENTS

FREE CATAtOeUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
Sunset Blvd., LA to«4t 27MM*

UC a
EUROPE. S220S27S R.T., Olso l»;f«'

Japan, Spring, Summer, A »=••'
l'*'^!*'

E.S.E.Pi, 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA »««*«^**',

3311. BSEP UCLA members. <170TR1

CHARTER FLIGHTS
KERCKHOFF HALL205D
Between 8 a.m. A 5 am
125 1221

OVERLAND Expedition ••hJ'*- ^^JJ!^;*
London June and July. "^ ^oriv.:
Encounter Overland. 23 Manor «•*»»•

J*;*;',
j^endonN.W.O. 1

OVERSEAS JOBS ,FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, $ .America. Aft'«*'»JL
AM professions, occupations, «700 - s*"^

monthly. Expenses paid, overtinnie- V«"'
seeing Free Info write Jobs O^"^:'
Drpt P4, P.O Box 15071, San 0»tg«. «:^

f2i15. ti/M/j»

tth ANNUAL JET FLIONTS

EUROPE: FROMt229 ROUNDTRIP
JAPAN: FROMS34t ROUNDTRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 2710032, 030 2401

HI

4240 Overland, Dept. A.
jCuJvgr City, Ca^ M23

Our 11th year of University Charters

to LONDONor BRUSSELS
June U/ Sep, ,4 > j„,June 23 /Aug, 31 ' S26»June 24 /Sept.! 04s
J"'y'7/Aur22 mJI

?ol?A"-^ ^•"*» ^ Student flights at 5332 RT.

limhl?*'***
""' ••*» Priced Sofa Charter

•"Ohts or Eurailpasf to yeur destination.

mi,*,?"*! *"*• *•••* »•• Bentler, 277 5200 or

'V'onica Bl. Eeverly HHIs. (17 A 24)

P^o?r°m^, ;•»;»
j'ZlliV ^"'"•!«*"»»'»»-

T-^avii.ng fiA J4I,
^•••" Experiments in

' ••"" (17QTR)

PLIG^H^1°'** * MIDDLE EAST CHARTER

Now ynfS r lights under S100 one W4y
*f«Mty A Camping Tours

'»73 Student Guide Bool* to Europe
Student Rail pass 2 mo. 5130

CONTACT SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd

Du/x^. Sherman Oaks, Calif. » 1403^ONE §72 2203 or 7041477

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, EastAfrica, Orient Contact MCC, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA t0025. 471 0444. ( 17 QTR

)

NEED roommate female, neat, con-
siderate Private room, SVO/mo. Large apt.
onbeachnear Manna. 399 2151. (23 A 14)

Room & ioard

Exchange for Help . . 30

7

y/fuforing . 18

p^5rstuS;';:?,^;^;-;t;atr"i^
•orm.r UCLA teacher for Jesuits Jj.'—^ — (UQTRI
FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN Experiet,ced Univ. Prof Positive results iny
"3 Jiw

"^ conversational method (trill7.
' (liOTR)

MALE to Share large 2 bdrm apt., pool, near
campus. S9i, John, 135 )I42. S25 4071. (23 A

INGENUOUS person Share Westwood apt.
With Anthrb/film aviatnx, 23. Own room
Summer and/or next year. Gelya 479-
*'*3 (23 A 14)

DISHWASHER for half room A board Call

L^'n-drr.^^''*'"'*^' -' '*" - *^<J^V'-
( 30 A 14)

Aufos for Sale 33

47 MUSTANG 2t9, R/M, P/S, very
condition, make offer over 5125. Call after
3 30 824 6334 (33 A 19)

'*» FORD Galaxie, new tires, air con-
ditioner, 44.400 miles, 5135 After 5 PM, 472-
»"•» (33 A 14)

GIRL Grad share 2 Mrm, 2 bath, turn apt.
with same Pool, laundry. 477 7832 eves (23 A
19)

WANTED male student to helphousekeeping Room A bath, salary Prefer
2lI!:I*L^!!lgl!^£i^A>li|753 (30Ain

y/Room for Rent 3?

AH SPRITE, top (new), windows, 550 Call
J7S 47)2 early/leave message, 944 3118. (33 A

'70 VW, good condition, stick,
miles, SI49$ 390 3202. BXT 992.

red, 17000
(33 A 19)

Math^/«h^^^^°»"»»'' »"*»« ^physics BAMath /physics, MA physics. 55 hr*^ p'eier 3^8

(18 A 18)

d I wfHMi"!^^^..
"*'**•' *•** preparation. In-

ScademrGu*l.,*'"*i' «'•'"» *n»»ruction.

657 43M
G«"<«»nce Svcs. 830 So. Robertson."" (liOTR)

SPACIOUS Suitable for nonsmoking girl.

f 570/mo. Near Westwood. Jack. 471-7501. (23
A W) — -.

-.

STUDENT/couple share new beach apt.
with inter ractal couple. Own bed /bath,
SI 10 399 4942. (23 A 17)

S99 WALK UCLA, beautiful new very large
single, quiet, sunny. Garden and view. 783-^^ (31AU >

J^75 QUIET girl. Bel Air, pool, fantasticview, private entrance. SharTSith, breVifast privileges 783 0148 (3) A 14)

FOR Sale, '64 VW Bug. 5700,
Call 935 8921 eves after 5 PM.

orig. owner.
(33 A 19)

'63 MERCURY Meteor 260 3 spd. New tires,
rebuilt engine 5350 Call 472 4849 after 7 00
'*'^ (33 A 19)

y/ Typiimg 19

Accurate ,,^l!rtL*'' *"'* technical typing"'e.iapid service. 780 1074 ii*nr».
FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397 3306. (19 QTR)

SHARE apt. w/3 men, WLA. 551.25 /mo plus
1/4 util Share dinner duties. 478-5270. (23 A
t8)

,

FEMALE share w/2.
Large apt., conveniently located. Own
bdrm.,592.50. 473 2037,837 1495. (23A1B).

wam^'iS"^ H^^f*
'"•" »"*^ "' "onsmoker,waminq distance, telephone, nohoosikeeping. 801 Malcolm, 474 514? (31 JJ

*6 CHEVY Super Sport convertible. Low
mileage Nces some body work 5450/or
makepfler. 271 0896. (33 A 19)

SUNNY room, 560. Near transportation, off
Santa Monica b^ach Non smoking, non
drinking male 399 4646. (31 a 20)

YOUR own room in 3 bedroom apartment,
S80 /month Close to campus. Call, 478
"M. (23 A 18)

RUTtf, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, 565. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473 6412. (23 QTR)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves ajlfr^tiltr.'weekonds. Sharon,
8385687. ^ (19 QTR)

CAMPUS vicinity (f Mocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom, 473-0O3I. (19 QTR)

MALE share apt. w/3, 555 mo., furnished,
batcony-^ btk^i. from campus, 47t-f503. f2^
14)

URGENTLY need friendly, neat, girl to
share large bdrm in small beach house.
566 50 399 6765 (23 A 20)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Solectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
826 7472. (19 QTR)

ROOMMATE: female transfering to
Berkeley, fall '72, seeks same share apt. in
fall. Call 478-4961. ( A 19)

QUIET, two bedroom apartmtnt in West
Hollywood (no dopers). Clean cut males
only. 651 3795. (23 A 20)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers/"
"^^^^^^^^^^^^^

manuscripts, etc Experienced. Fast. J»eat, " tV U^,.,^ i^ n 1
accurate, dependable 933 1747. (19 QTR) V nOi/SC fOf Kent . 25
LOW rates/quality typing - papers.
dissertations, theses, books, etc. Freo
editing emergency service. Call 030-

1*^1: (19 AH)
SAME day service on papers 25 pg. or less.
Professional, ^ccurate typing. Editing.
Mike. 477 4602. (19A 17)

ROME, spacious three bedroom, furnished,
near Castel Saint Angelo. 5500 July /August.
Kelly, 35 Alberico II, Rome 00193. (25 A 20)

y/House for Sale 26

FAST, accurate typing, term papers,
theses, dissertations Editing. Weekdays, 9-

t Bar bie, 828 2365 ; Mae, 396 5182. ( 19 ATR)
IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shorthand
oicfation. Term papers, theses, statisticOI.
what have you. 419A30>

IBM S new Selectric Ii typewriter (carbon
ribbons) ..Experienced...accurate work
Please call 394 8295. ( 19 a 20)

y/ Wanted

BY Owner, 3 bdrm, large livingroom, dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, freeways, 535,950. Owner, 479
3452. (26 A 20)

OWNER Must Sell. .2 bdrms/den, 2 bath
Best buy in high price location. Only 533,500.
Wynn, 477 7001. (26 A 20)

BEAUTIFUL large contemporary 3 A 2 A
family, view, pool sue yard, near UCLA,
S49.950. Owner, 986 0197. (26 A 20)

20
TYPIST Part-time transcription typist -

TfT/J" Vi'^
Brentwood Publishing offices,

5J.30/hr. Mrs. Beck, 826-8308. (20 A 17)

BUILDERS must sell! Custom close incompact home for couple. MJmmum
upkeep ^ *"* ....... t:

av
keep 2 bdrms 1 1/2 baths, good financing
ailable Call 474-7719. (26 A 19)

WANTED: Por type 10 speed. Aluminum
frame Around 24 pounds. Call Don, 825-0050
daysonly. (WA18)

BY Owner, 3 bdrm . large livingroom , dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, freeways. 535,950. Woner, 479
3452. (26 A 19)

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not,
wrecks too. Free tow away s. 391-9640, 835-
'**^ (20 A 19)

y/Apts Furnished . ... . ^^
LARGE, one bedroom apartment, fur-
nished. 5 min to UCLA. 5205. AI, day: 825-
2280, ni9ht 477 5080. ( 21 A 18)

ORIENTAL Contemporary Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3 bdrm, family
room /study, 2 baths/fabulous view. One
acre, Encino. 557,900. 783-5131. (24 A 14)

BACHELORS/Bacheloretts. Unique/one-of-
a kind. Absolutely charming. Has sleeping-^
nook/stone fireplace. Beautiful, large
garden Trees/privacy. Country atmos.,
near Westwoo<< Bl. 524,500. Wynn, 477-

7001 (26 A 14)

580 BACHELOR. 1 bdrm, unfurnished, 2270
S. Barrington Ave., WLA, Call: 479-3215,
7*30 10:30 morns. (21 A 17)

y House to Share 27

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,
air conditioned single. Pool - Garage. 641
Landfair. 479 5404. (21 A 17)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 Mks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard). OR S-5S04. (21 QTR)

FURNISHED Singles to share, 570. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473-

64)2. (21 QTR)

HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard, w/grad art student, 5125.
M' '«3

. (27 A 14)

T

LARGE bachelors, 590 up. Singles, 5125,
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, GR 3-1700,
GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

APARTMENTS Furnished. Bachelor flat

w/hot plate, refrig., private entrance, bath.

555 share /51 10 private. 479-9916, 479 7194. 555

Gayley. (21 A 20)

5100 115. Bachelors, utilities. Near bus,
parking. 12014 Wilshire Blvd. West L.A. 479- '

2201, 828 2995 eves. (21 A 20)

LARGE attractive one bdrm apts in Santa

Monica, 5185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,

elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, tfar

Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth St., SM.
392 5556,592 9142. (21 QTR)

FEMALE' roommate needed to share 3

bedroom house in Venice canals. Own room,
S75/mo 823 1798. (27 A 18)
— ---- . !.. » — ^ -

SHARE furnished 4 bedroom house - own
room 545 plus 1/3 utilities cost. Craig (933-

8824) (27 A 10)

H III I

I
I

f
' I M I

OWN room large ttousi^. Male/femalt,
580/month, 15 mm. to campus. 828 0061, keep
trying (27 A 14)

)/ Housing Needed .... 28

BY UCLA physician, small house WLA,
lurnishcd, s 200 300. One year beginning 7/1.

835 0575 Message.lOr. Upton). 476 5154-

cstenings
\

(28 A 17)

UCLA vicinity must have priva'tt bath
kitchen double occupancy bedroom. Write:
G Herman, Hampton House 60

Metropolitan Oval Bronx, NY. 10462. (28 A
18)

>.I75 ATTRACTIVELY furnished very large

2 bdrm, dinette, 5 closets SepArate garage.

Adults. 1953 1/2 S. Corning, LA. 655 3360. (21

111

^Room and Board

A

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

IDEAL for Doctor 5265 Byrd built, charm, 1

iNlrm A den, fireplace (wood), seaview,
sundeck, utilitits. 419 Ocean Avo., S.M. 394-

7829. <33A)9)

2 BED studio, 5225 Fireplace, 2 baths, carp.,

drap., stove, refrig 11946 Goshen Ave.

W,L.A.395 0M2 (22 A 20)

1 BED 5160 /w Stove, refrig., carp., drape.
Near market, W.LA. 1443 S. Bundy Drive.

195 8683 (22 A 20)

MALE/Female Contract in La Mancha •

any room setup • Must sell instantly!
Discount! 820 3484 (RBAt|)

1>

3 DORM Contracts for sale 5314 Spring
(Quarter Call, 834 1441. Message, 825-5451
(Edgerley) (RBA18)

ROOMS or room and board, 545. Near
campus, clean, color tv, 612 Landfair, pitone
479 9131. (RBA14)
^- I ! ll I

II'" 1. I I !! I I 1^11 I

TRIANGLE Fraternity offering room A
board for 5300 per guartor. 479-9*57 or stop
by 519 Landfair. (RB A14)

FOREIGN Student Room/board for
house/garden chores Private room /bath,
bachelor's house with tennis court/-
swimming pool Nights/weekends. Call 273
4444fx278days,Or 7880760eves (RB A21)

555 QUIET, scenic, near campus, own laroe

\/Aufos for Sale . . . : . .33

'68 OATSUN Sedan, AM FM, runs well,
needs some cosmetic work Make offer Jeff,
479 8825 eves. ( 33 a 19)

'65 MALIBU, fact, air, R/n, new trans.,
XInt. condition. S9S0/best offer. 839 3788 (33
A 14)

'64 CHEV Bel Air, V 8, 65000 miles. Ex-
cellent condition, 5400. Days, 825 3756, eves,
824 7009. (33 A 19)

'70 VW Bug. Clean, low

eves, 343 8156.

mileage, will
17269037^
'.n(v.\v.

'58 JAGUAR XK 150 conv. Rebuilt eng.,
trans

, clutch. Must sell, 5)2O0/best offer
LIK070. Pvt. party, 821 9882. (33 A 14)

'70 VW Bug 22,000 miles.
AM/FM, excellent condition.
479 1343.

Convertible.
51650. Phone,

(33^17)

'69 TRIUMPH GT 4. AM/FM, radials. Make
offer 886 4503. (33 A 14)

'61 VW Bug, good -engine, upholstery needs
repair, 5450 or best offer. 396 3480. (33 A 14)

'48 OLDS. 2 dpor fast-back, straight 8 engineA Classic. ln.good condition. 53$o. 395
°*''

(33 A 17)

w!u Yc^;
^"~> ^"^''P' ^'"^ condition '65VW, SSOO Grest transportation 276 8911 or"•"" (33 A 14)

'66 VW. Air-conditioning, radio, excellent
cond., recent tune up, 74,000 miles, 5795 399-
6640 anytime, night. (33 A 17)

71 PINTO Deluxe model, excellent cond.,
low mileage, 52000. Call 50372. 479 0451 after
4PMj iZ itti^tAX

'65 MG 1100. Good engine,
generator A disk brakes,
repairs. 5250. 735 6122.

new starter.
Needs some

(33A17)

68 3 DOOR Chevy Biscayne, under 18,000;
one owner, excellent cond,, see to ao-
tireciate, 826 4716. (33 a 14)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 MiU
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR S«RA<lCE
Discounted Below Dealers Prico

A-l AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nwys Blvd.

across from O.M. Plant ^^
Call §94-7075 34 Hours

'66 FORD Galaxie coupe. Excellent cond..
automatic, ps, air conditioned. New
tires/radiator/muffler, 5600. 473-5457 days,
776-5103 pveS. (33 A 17)

'63 VW Bug, low mileage, 5375. Call 396 0569
after 6 PM. (33 A 18)

'66 MG Midget Roadster (Mark II), recent
overhaul, good cond , 5700/best offer. After
6:00.392 9300. (33 A 17)

' r— I ;

^42 FORD Six Econoline utility van. Price
5400 Phone UE9 4897, 7 PM 9 PM. (33 A 20)

. . >

;

'46 IMPALA Chevrolet. One owner, 29,000
rhiles, new brakes, new' tires, $700. Runs
well. 383 1843. (33 A 14)"' —• ^ — --^-—-^"rr

599 and u|«.

Monica. 302<
(33QTR)

TRANSPORTATION cars
American Kodiak in Santa
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489.

'68 OPELnradet, must sell. Good condition,
»00. Call Lynn, 542 1292 evenings. ( 33 A 20)

'64 VW Bug, sunroof, bike rack, clean, ei-
cellent mectiantcal cond.r 64,000 miles. 5535.
472 4001 (33 A 18)

_U

'44 MGB, looks, runs great 5500. '59 Cor-

vette, removable hardtop. 5800. 821-3684 or

673 1841. 433

48 PONTIAC GTO, vinyl top, auto, P.S.,

R/H, runs great, new brakes, 51250/offer.
559 370/ eves. ( A 14)

'63 FORD Fairlane 500. Good coAdition. Must
- sell, 5300 or best offer. 473-8791. (33 All).

'71 VW red, pop fop camper. Radio warranty
53500 /offer S59 3248, eves, or wkend. (33 A
18)

'49 FIAT 850 convertible. New engine. 51200.

Call, 821 7423. (33 A 18)

'68 VW Bus. New 1600 cc engine, brakes A
bearmgs. Asking 52,000 985-3528 Chris. ( 33 A ~

' —
'60 HILLMAN Husky Reliable Iran
sportation Rebuilt engine, AM/FM radio.
Only 5150 Call, 340 3082. (33 A 18)

'61 BUGEYE Sprite, new paint-inter^r,
XInl. cond , perfect slalcm car, 5550, 385-4948
eves (33.A 18) -

'66 VW Bus, excellent cond., new engine,
51350/ofler 660 3349eves (33 A 18)

'44 MUSTANG V-8. XInt. cond. Low mi.
Automatic, R A H. PS, 51000 or offer. 472 0816
evenings.

. ( 33 A 30)

'67 TOYOTA landcruiser^ Sacrifice. Many
extras winch, show tires, row bar, ski rack
838 3300,395 0730 (33 A 18)

68 VW, excellent condition, best offer 455-
'034 eyes. (33 A 19)

•69 VW Bug, autq stick, sunroof, low
mileage, excellent condition, 5)475 Tel 654
*^*^ (33 A 20)

'60 AUStl^ Healey 3000, 4 sealer Good
condition 5650 477 2352. (33 A 19)

^Bicycles for Sale . . . . 35

JNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
>rices, 10 spd from 577 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370. (35
3TR)

m

JCLA Students! 5S off Peugeot,
^otobicane. Centurion, ottier fine makes,
expert repairs All parts. Lee's Cyclery
ichwinn Autonied dealer 2639 S. Robertson
Slvd 3 biks N Santa Monica Fwy. 839 4444

(35 A

UIIIY REED
GOES

DISCOUNT
All 72 Models
Save Hundreds

FIAT
FACTORY "OVERSEAS " AGENT

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

"OtATlONb
LOS/^NGELES

7741444
5208Centineia at La Cienega
Between Slauson A Florence

274-0235
BEVERLY HILLS

9022 Wilshire Blvd at Wetherly

TORRANCE 7M I $04,370541

3

lOOlf Hawtfiorne Bl. at I90tti St^

3 BOYS 3 spd bikes. 535 ea. CR6 3475 after
» JO (35 A 17)

yclos, Scooters

tOr ^OIO«.««*»«««.a«**.«a« f30

HONDA CL350 Helmet, shop manual, turn
signals, electric starter, other extras. 5325
firm Richard, 474 8641. (34 A 17)

-lONDA 305 Rebuilt engine. Good running
rendition 5275 or best offer. Call, 933 703i
venings. Henry. (36 A 17)

69 YAMAHA 350, Y R2C modal, great shape
3900 miles. Helmet. 5325/trade for horse(s)

' »* '^^< ^ (36 A 14)

MUST sell welt-loved '70 Honda CB^350 to
stoy out of gutter. Make offer. 473 0343
eves. (34 A 14)

'71 HONDA CB 100, new engine, brakes,
tires. 5300. like new 383 1843. '36 A 14)

46 HONDA 90, gets 90 mpg. Only 590
dependable, needs tune up. 783 2849
vcnings (36 A 18)

69 HONDA CM 91, seldom used, 2700 miles.
Right for beginners. 4726103, 6 9 PM. (34 A

71 HONDA CB 450 XInt. cond., just tuned,
800/best offer. Call 652 99t7/eves, 825
576/days (36 A 14)

70 HONDA 305, 11,000 mi , excellent cond.,
very clean with windshield A book rack.
5350 764 3654 (36 A 14)

'65 HONDA 305 SLR, Just tuned, runs great.
5275. 783 3869, evenings. (34A*|)
—' ~ I !! 1 ^ I , I . I »ii<fc -

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service Paris-
nsurance Open till 8 PM 9320 W Pico Blvd.
178 5211. (34 A 19)

yAMAHA '70, good condition, 5775 Triumph
67,goodcond , BestoMrr 138 9801. (34 A 30)
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What's On:
tickets:

Campus and Public ^

—

—"Rpberta Flack/' 8:30 pm.
May 6. Pauley Pavilion. Tickets

on sale at Central Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with ID cards.

—"Dietrich Fischer-Dieikau,"

baritone, 8:30 pm. today, Rocye

Hall Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Louis Faico Dance Com-
pany," featuring original

choreography utilizing
holograms, laser beams, and

taped voices, 8:30 pm, tomorrow,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"Barber of Seville/"

scheduled for April 20 has been

cancelled.

''Beverly Sills," soprano, 8:30

phfi, Sunday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. (Sold out).

—"Disneyland Night/' Sunday.

Special $4.25 tickets for students,

faculty and staff are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Silent Running/' special

1

1

Central Ticket Office, 650 West

wood Plaza.
—"Thamas Harmon

university organist, 8:30 pm,
April 26, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium and Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and

$1.50 (students), available from

the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

Films:
— "Madame Satan,"

"Celopatra"and "Union Pacific/'

three films directed by Cecile B.

DeMille, at 6 pm, 8 pm, and 9:45

pm, respectively, tomorrow,
Dickson Auditorium. Donations

requested^

—"I Was A Male War Bride/'

with Cary Grant and Ann
Sheridan, 5 pm, Monday, AAelnltz

l4b9. Free.

—"The Purple Heart/' with

Dana Andrews and Richard

Conte, 5 pm, Wednesday, Melnltz

1409. Free.

—"Quantitativt Aspactt of

Social Ptienomena" by Elliot W.

Montroll, Einstein professor of

mathematics. University of

Rochester, New York, 4 pm.

Young 2224. --^i < ,.

—"An Experimental In-

vestigation of Swirling Flows and

Vortex Breakdown by Use of tlie

Laser-Doppler Anemometer" by

H.H. Bossel, associate professor

of mechanical engineering,

UCSB, 4 pm, Boelter 5264.

—"A Complex Regge-Pole

Model Consistent witli ttte Dual

Absorption Picture," by prof<

B.R. Desai, department of

physics, U.C. Riverside, 3 pm,
Kinsey 247.

..., -."Human Psychological
Development," by Jerome
Kar^slc, 8 pm. Unitarian Com-
munity Church, 18th and Arizona,

Santa AAonlca. Tickets are $2 and
$1.50 (students).

Monday, April 17

—"Having Experienced Bergen

Belsen Concentration Camp, I

Wanted to be ttie Best Jew

Possible - a Believer in Jt,u, ..
MesslahT" by J. Vera ^:^^
noon, Haines 220. --- "'

-"Political Conscience i.
There Such a Thing/' 5 » ^nl
Rieber Hall Bay View Room c^i
of $2.25 to non-drom residenh
Includes dinner.

•"^

-"Design of Active RC Filter,
with Zero Gain-Sensitivity
Product," by Michael A. Soder
strand, graduate student in
Engineering, UC Davis, 2 om
Boelter 8500. ^ '

(Continued on Pagi> 17)

Concerts:
—"Awards Concert," featuring

the winners of the Gladys Turk

.. Foundation Vocal Awards in

fTTm"sh6v»mgter"srudents, farulty-—popular and classicar categories,

and staff, 9:30 am, April 22,

Pacific's Cinerama Dome, near

Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. $1.25

tickets are now on sale in the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

—"Joan Baez," 8:30 pm, April

22, f'^uiey Pavilion. All seats $2,

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

-^-"Student Films," 3:30 pm,
April 51, 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce-v

Hall Auditorium. Tiqkets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

—"Sleight of Hand," a Theater

Arts production, 8:30 pm, April 27,

28 and 29 and AAay 3, 4, 5 and 6;

and 7:30 pm, AAay 30, Ralph Freutt^^^

Playhouse, MacGowan Hall.

Tickets are $,2.50 and $1

-

(students), available from the

noon, Tuesday, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Program includes

classical female vocalists Leslie

Bockian (first prize) and Susan

Dixon (third prize); classical

male vocalist Glenn Fagelson

(second prize); and popular
female vocalists Charlene Haupt
(first prize), Sheila Styron
(second prize) and Ljnda BuJrrell

(fourth prize). Free.

Seminars:
Friday, April 14
— "Modeling Hysteresis

Phenomena and Systems," by
"Leon O. Chua, associate professor

of electrical engineering and
computer sciences, UCB. 2 pm,
Boelter 8500 —

WHAT'S HE GOT THAT I HAVEN'T GOT? — "Union Pacific," starHng Joel MacCrea, Robert

"Cleopatra" starring Claudette Colbirt will screen Preston, and Barbara Stanwycks at 9:45 pm.

at 8 pm, tomorrow, in Dickson Hall Auditorium. Also Donationsare requasttdLFilms art sponsored by the

showing will be "Madame Satan" at 6 pm and Alptia Film Socitty."

-« r-

:^^^'

S^? ^r^
ASUCLA

•-•>>.

Jj^

HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM S3.98

"TOmPLETE selection of rock. FOLK, BLUES.-dAZZ, CLASSICAL. IMPORT

/?*

1

TOM RUSH
(^crrimack^
County^
mckxtnq
JamatcflSay

Kid»ThM«Oay«
MotWfEwVi
W»«)Or)
ThcWMvr
MtrrifTMCfc County I

$2.99

PMTTONC
FUUVMNC

raVORMANCC^ BY

•QBOriAN

AatOOUINM

PfTISfiOBI
TOMMXTON $2.99

-••* ir «

. <

I
?#.

$2.99

Kris Kiistcrffenon
Border Lord

2 records

for

ASUCLA Music Odyssey

Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must present this ad forthe Wilshire store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

op«n lote every night

Chinese table tennis visit: 'friendsliip first'
Compiled from the Associated Press

By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

The visit to the United States by the table tennis team
from the People's Republic of China has thus far been quiet.

Inmarred by demonstrations or angry crowds, it has
generally been in keeping with the slogan of the trip —
Friendship first, competition second."

In their three days in Detroit, Mecca of American in-

dustrialization, the 28 Chinese visitors toured Chrysler

Corporation's gigantic Lynch Road assembly plant, played

friendly table tennis matches with Chrysler personnel,

dined in splendor with Detroit Mayor Roman Gribbs and
exchanged clenched-fist salutes with Chicanos in Detroit's

i^ner-city ghetto.

The Chinese delegation, joined by the 20-member U.S.

table tennis team which visited China last year, spent three

days sightseeing in Detroit before their first exhibition

match April 7. The delegation landed on U.S. soil Wed-
nesday after a 10-day tour of Canada. The chartered jet

which carried the delegation had United States and
I'eople's Republic of China flags painted on its nose.

•-..- -^: Protests ,

No bands or flags were on hand to greet the-Chinese squad
at the airport and there was no sign of the massive anti-

Communist protests which had been promised by
evangelist Carl Mclntire. ,. ..

However, security has been tight throughout the tour. A
police helicopter hovered over th^ team's bus as it carried
them on their sightseeing trip. Plainclothes policemen have
swarmed around the delegation throughout the tour, and
other elaborate precautions have been taken, including
police boats and explosive-sniffing dogs.

For details of the China Conference,
scheduled tomorrow and Wednesday and
sponsored by the Teach-In Syrnposium
Program, see page 3,

There have been numerous opportunities for the Chinese
players to meet Americans despite the precautions, though.
They chatted and shoolc hands with many workers in
Detroit's huge auto plants, and talked briefly with newsmen
jon the bus from the airport.

For the most part, the Chinese have been reserved in

their responses to questions. Asked what they wanted to see
in America, on team member rephed, "Whatever our hosts
want to show us. They have arranged it." ,

The Chinese were also interested iir the wages auto
workers earn, and asked if workers could afford the cars
they were working on, according to The Los Angeles Times.
During a dowotown tour, the delegation stopped at the

office of an organization called Latin Americans for Social
and Economic Development, where they were greeted with
shouts of "Viva la raza."

Embraces
They joined in the cheer, and when members of the

organization gave clenched-fist salutes some of the players
responded with a similar gesture. They also exchangod
embraces with several Chicanos.
Following Friday's match, the delegation moved on to

Ann Arbor, Michigan, Saturday where they toured the
University of Michigan campus and played an exhibition
match, and to Williamsburg, Virginia yesterday.
The U.S. and Chinese teams are scheduled to fly to

Washington, DC today. After that they will work their way
across the country, stopping in several cities along the way.
The two-week U.S. tour will officially end in Pauley
Pavilion next Monday, when the Chinese team will play a^
match against California's best table tennis players.

Following the match, however, the delegation will fly to

San Francisco. From there the Chinese team will continue
its world tour with a visit to Mexico.

^.
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scienceumt

— By ^usie Hatago z~~::r.::z:zz"

U DB Staff Writer

A new life science building, scheduled for con-

struction between W.G. Young Hall and the present
life science building, will provide badly needed space
for academic departments and will house the
Molecular Biology Institute here, according to Paul
I) Boyer, director of the institute.

'""^

Study of molecular genetics, protein and nucleic
acid synthesis and metabolic control, among other
phenomena, takes place in the institute, Boyer said.

The proposed building will house this institute and
will have approximately 68,500 usable square feet of

space, he said. ^ ,.

Cancer research

A cancer research lab within the institute has been
approved by the National Cancer Institute and the
lederal government for funding, Boyer said. These
tund sources, together with the state, will finance
construction of the unit, he said.

WhM the capital outlay (construction) budget
proposed by the University of California Regents for
ii>72-73 came under discussion, this proposed
building was denounced as ''primarily a research
building" by UC student leaders, who said student
educational fees should not be used for construction
ol It

, .

Enrichment

Boyd agreed that the building will be used mostly
for research purposes but added, "It will aliow

I considerable enrichment of undergraduate in-^,

jstruction in the biological sciences."
It includes a facility which will accomodate

Iseminar and discussion groups. It is more of a
research building (than classroom), but in order for
|a staff member in the sciences to be effective, he
imust do research," Boyer said.

He disclaimed student leader charges, leveled

during the Regents budget hearing, that the building

is not needed.
,.-.....-

Application ~ ^
* "UCLA is far behind in undergraduate and
grtl^duate facilities in molecular biology," Boyer
said. '*ln nothing have we been lacking more than in

the application of biology and molecular biology.
"1 think we would be unfair to the students of

UCLA not to call attention to the need for this kind of

facility. The need has been recognized here since

1965," Boyer said.

Each department related to the interdisciplinary

institute will "gain badly needed space," according
to Boyer. "The chemistry department will have
increased library space, the biology department
needs space in the non-molecular areas (ecology,

biology, systematic and organismic biology, etc.*),"

Boyer said. -t- - - ..-- -s-

Belief

The institute director said, "People have been
willing to be cramped because they knew relief -was

in sight. UCLA is unique among institutions in that it

has rich interdepartmental cooperation," Boyer
added.

The neurobiology, bacteriology and marine
biology staff members are expected to use the

proposed building, according to Boyer. He also said

the building will house certain staff from the

departments of biology, bacteriology, biochemistry,

chemistry, medical microbiology and immunology.
"I think we can create an academic activity in the

unit that can serve the state and the University in the

fund of knowledge it gains," Boyer maintained.

Construction of the proposed unit is expected to

commence in late 1972 or early 1973, according to

Boyer.

Announcements
I'etitions for nomination of

candiates in this spring's campus
t'lection are available this week.

^ ndergraduate petitions are
•vailable in Kerckhoff 304 and
graduate petitions are available in
kerckhoff 301.

^^lections are scheduled for May
[0 and 11, with runoffs set for May

• *
"Students should remember that
ednesday is the last day to turn

|n the undergraduate student

questionaire distributed last

quarter with registration packets.

Rallies are scheduled today to

protest the "barbarous" treat-

ment of students in Ethiopia by

Emperor Haile Selassie. One is

set for 11:45 am at Meyerhoff

Park, followed by a march to the

Federdl Building at Veteran Ave.

and Wilshire Blvd. The second

rally is planned for that site at 1

pm The events are spontored by

the Ethiopian Students Union of

Los Angeles and the Students for a

Democratic Society (SDS).

• • •
The last day to add courses to

study lists and to enroll in a course

on a Pass/Not Pass t>asts is

Friday before 3:50 pm. The last

day for undergraduate students to

drop courses from study lists

without penalty of grade "F," and
to change a course from Pass/Not
Pass to a letter-grade basis is

Wednesday, April 26, before 3:50

pm

UCTVLA— Gov. Ronald Reagan will go before the lights of UC-TV-LA
tomorrow in a question-and-answer period broadcast live at noon.

Students will be able to question the governor at monitors in Royce Quad
and at ttie Gypsy Wagon. >

Communications major wins

tentaiive approval of L&S
By Cassy Mahoney Cohen

DB Staff Writer
A tentative endorsement of an undergraduate interdisciplinary

communication studies major has been offered by the Executive Com-
mittee of the College of Letters and Science ( LAS )

.

- ~^

The committee met March 10 and "approved, in principle" the concept

and outline of the new major, according to Paul I. Rosenthal, one of the

members of the "Committee to Consider Curricular Implications of the

Termination of the Speech Department," the committee responsible for

the plans for the new communication studies major.

According to the submitted outline, the new major would call for 16

courses of study. Three lower division and three upper division courses

would be required to complete the major. The communications student

would also choose 13 other upper division courses from a catalogue of 40

interdisciplinary offerings.

Courses
The major draws its courses from a variety of departments within the

University. Among those represented in the coiu*se study list are

psychology, sociology, theater arts, anthropology, political science,

journalism, linguistics, philosophy, history and business administration.

The major also offers l2 commimication courses, recently created by

the curricular committee on which Rosenthal serves. There are two
areas of specialization for the potential student majoring in com-
munications studies: mass communication and inter-personal com-
munication.

It is hoped t^at the entire major will be offered by fall, 1973, according

to Rosenthal. If all continues as successfully as it has. Communications
lO, one of the three required lower division courses, will he offered each of

the three quarters in the next school year.

Acceptance
The next step towards final acceptance of the major is a detailed

outline of each course to be potentially offered in the major and the ob-

jectives sought, according to Rosenthal. This will be done by the

"Committee to Consider Currictilar Implications of the Termination of

the Speech Department."
(Continued on Page 4)

^
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Regent Reynolds reflects on key decisions

/
-9-

f

f

^,. By Susie Hatago
DB Staff Writer

Editor's r>ot»: This is th* first in • serits of intervitws with tt»« Univortity •!
California Regents.)

Besides being the president of the California Angels, vice

president of the Los Angeles Rams and being involved with

real estate, oil and gas businesses, Robert O'Dell Reynolds

V is a University of California Regent.
-- r After three years of being on the governing board of the

nine-campus UC system, he reflected on the key decisions

;. made during his stay.

^> V "Most of the key decisions made have been related more
to educational policy than to the decision to establish this

school or that school," Reynolds, a Gov. Ronald Reagan
-/appointee in 1968, said.

Recomm endations

Born in Morris, Okla. , he found "the thrust of the board to

favor the recommendations of the chancellors on campus
allocations and decisions" significant.

Sipping a cup of coffee in his 16th floor suite in the

Kirkeby Center building, Reynolds said power is shifting

from the Regents to the campus level. "No Regent can
make decisions on-the-spot for the chancellors — the

mechanics don't permit that," he said. ~ ^

"For the chancellor to be a good administrator, he must
have the power to make on-the-spot decisions. The Regents'
fimr-fion is dealing with buddd^policy issues. There are
limits beyond which Regents should not go in respect to a
campus problem," Reynolds, 58, said.

Disagreements
He disagreed with talk that the quality of education in the

^University is-diminishing.

The Regents have also been able to cope with tight

budgets by examining the "efficiency" of the University,

according to Reynolds. "There are questions raised in

Regents' minds of the efficiency of the University.

"Perhaps we can graduate students in three years in-

stead of four," he said, "and summer quarter has never

really taken hold, and should."

The friendly, talkative Regent does not foresi^ ..

immediate plan" to increase tuiUon, but said •'T '^^^
^ery fortunate if we did not in the future." ' ^ ^ ^

"I'm rather inclined to think that isn't so," Reynolds
said "My personal view is that the University of California

is today what it was, or better than, five years ago or 25

years ago.

"It is the hallmark and at the apex of quality educational

institutions in the world," he said.

Reynolds, a graduate of Stanford Univerigty in 1936, said

the Regents have been able to deal with the current fiscal

crisis by "t he shifting of emphasis on the campuses.

"

. - . Examining .

_"It is not possible to emphasize all' departments, all

schools or all degrees in the nine campuses," he said. -

FREF YOURSEl!

OB photo by Gary Leonard

Robert O. Reynolds '

«

'

^ J^ll
i.

"motorcycle emporium'
9320 W. PICO BLVD.

near Robertson)

272-1020 278-5211

M F 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sat 9 a.m. 6 p m. bun 1 2

PARTS • SERVICE • INSURANCE

The fact IS that a great many insUtutions in the rn..n^
not just private ones, are constanUy escalatino T^'
fees," Reynolds said.

^ escalating
tmUoQ

Some UC student leaders have criticized R
follow-the-govemor (Reagan) voting record He rifZ?^'^
their argument. "^sciaims

Philosophical
"I've voted a number of times differenUy than hm,^^

voted," Reynolds said. "I suppose on many basic thL

,

have voted as he has. But then, the reason is philosoS
as opposed to any feeling I should have that I muKt vZ
he does," he added.

""si vote as

J "I like to think of myself as being my own man I dnn»
react very weU to people who tell me how to do thinr-
Reynolds said. A man of 6 feet 5 inches, 225 pounds a^'«
former Ail-American tackle whUe at Stanford h*. ic « !
difficult to believe. »

"e is not

The 1967 Los Angeles "Salesman of the Year" serves
chairman of the Regents' investments committee Hi^
duties as chairman, aside from chairing the meetings arp
assisting Owsley B. Hammond, treasurer of the Regents
with financial matters and directing the vast financial
investments of the University, Reynolds said.

r Admiration
He said he brings to the job as investments committee

chairman "not expertise in investment banking, but a
fairly broad business background." Several Regents in
separate interviews, expressed their admiration of1hS~
business expertise and said he was an "excellent" chair-
man. '

The 16-year term of a UC Regent (appointed solely by thi
governor in office) "is too long," according to Reynolds.

"I walked the floor for two days when the governor
(Reagan) asked whether I wanted to be on the board,"W
said. "I told him I might not want to be on the board wheri
I'm 71 (inl986whenhistermexpires),''ReynoIdssaid.

i

Being a Regent "has been very rewarding" for Reynolds.
.;'lt Ts exciting to me to be exposed to some of thf^most
articulate and knQwledgeable people in the University, ' he

-said. - -.„..r- :-- ^- .. ,-.- ^ - ^'-
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exhibition and

of

original graphic art .

sponsorad by th« ASUCLA ShidMtt' Slor* Art Dsot.
InoooperelionwNh

"^

. / FERDl^4ANDnOTENQALLB«alna

Works by Doll, Klee, Miro, Picasso, Renoir. Kollwitz,

Glacomettj, Goya, many more — signed and numbered
prints are Included in this collection. $5-$ 100.

ROOM 3517, 3rd Fl. Ackerman
MONDAY & TUESDAY,

*

April 17-18 — 10 a.m.-6:00 p.m

V

as
UC

students' store

(or furlhor inlormalioffi; ort dopt. o l«vol, odi«rmon union, 825.771

1

EkIitor-in-Chief

Managing Editor
BusinesaManager
Technical Adviaor
City Editors
NewsEklttor
Campus Elditors

Assistant
Editorial Directors

Staff Writers

* M> '

.IV.

Photography EdHor
SporUEditor
IconEdttor
Assistants

"^
David Leei

.
' Todd Carter

Cathy Worthingtoo

Nina A. Pinslty

Steve Ainsworth. Irwin Bomstein

Joyce Finxi

Margaret Audet. Charles Sokmon
JohnSchroeder

Susan Cochran. Ken Petenon

Avril Angevine, Rufus Bsker.
^'" *Gasay Cohen, Terry ColrlD,

Kcnn Guernsey, Susie Hstaio,

' Tom Humphreys. Dave McNsry.

Mark Rubin, Steve Rubin,

Dan Sadler, Ken Ward,

RofMT Weianodd and Heidi Yorkibire

,^.^-.-.^.^.^ DaveDomUs
Doui Kelly

StanBertowiU

Vidd Nacbady. Deborah Gobble

(Paid Advertisement)

HiLEL COUMCiL
900 Hiigard Avenire

474.153r

MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE STUDY
Robbl David Berner
RoyceHoll 164 12:00
Tues. & Thurs. April 1 8 & 20

ISRAEU INDEPENDENCE DAY
Celebration at noon
Janss Steps

Israeli Dancing with Nlll Kleiman

GRAD GROUP DINNER
Friday -April 21 6:15
$1.50 members
$2.00 non-members
RSVP -474-1531

SHABBAT SERVICES
8:15 -April 21

An Evening of Yiddish Literature

with Dr. Abraham Zyglelboum
Oneg Shabbat and Israeli Dancing Follows

CHfNf\ CONfeReNCB:

^veet^]Gp^X4^i444^

'-'- ./"fc* ^'i:^^
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By Steve Ainsworth
oa SlaH Writer

' When news ^ Presktent Nixon's trip to the
People's Republic ot Chln^ hit the front pages of

newspapers across ^the counh-y, the Amerlcah
public suddenly realized there existed a country
containing : a large portion of the world's
population which they knew virtually nothing
about.

In an attempt to help satiate that desire for

knowle^e of China, the Teach In Symposium
Program (TISP) \\^^, In confunction with the
National Committee dn US,-China Relations, has
brought top experts ';i the field of Sino*American
relations to UCLA tor a conference entitled,

"United States and pilna: A Generation of

Ignorance/'

The two-day conference, to be held tomorrow
^nd Wec^esday, featwes American authorities on
Cfilna' in panel discussions, documentary film
obtained in China and a special cultural presen>
ration which includes a performance by the

^eRing Opera Club ftl Los Angeles. All events are
free to the public.

f^lncipa I address
:—The pHjiclpat address wilt be given tomorrow
night toy Alfred Jenkins, the U:S. State Depart-
ment's top expert on China. Jenkins, who traveled
to China with President Nixon, has been In the
Foreign Service since 194*. A graduate of Emory
University In Atlanta, he now holds tiFie post of

director of the Off Ice of Asian Communist Affairs.

Jenkins will give a one hour address, when tie

will be joined by a panel to analyze current U.S.-

China relations. Included on that panel are Robert
Scalapino, UC Berkeley professor and director of

Chinese studies there; Allen Whiting, professor 9\
the University of AAichigan and a consultant to the

National Security Council; Harold Hinton,
professor at George Washington University, and
J.F. ter Horst, bureau chief in Washington DC for

the Detroit News and a member of the American,
delegation that traveled to China with Nixon. The
panel will be moderated by Richard Baum,
polittcat science* professor here.

Keynote address

The keynote address of the conference will be
given by Earl Rayenai tomorrow^afternoon.
Ravenal, presently a syndicated colunr^nist for the
Washington Post, has served as dlre^or of the
Asian Division "(Systems Analysis) for the
Secretary of Defense. He will analyze the Nlxon-

Chou Communique and answer questions from the
audience.

The conference will begin at n am tomorrow in

the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom when an
Australian doajmentaryantitled"China ^-^ TN^
Red Sons" will be aired. The film was shot In

China In 1971. - -

In the afternoon, a panel of speakers will discuss
"China: A Land and People Revisited" In the
Ackerman Union Men's Lounge. The panel In-

cludes John Stewart Service, a former State
Department officer in China" Service has visited

China many times In the last two decades and thl%
Is his first campus appearance in many years^
Other panel memtjers include^ John jlewis;

political science professor at Stanford University;-

Barry i^ichman, economics professor here an4«
Ri€t(ard Baurn^ will again moderate the panels

-

Wednesday program -^ ^ -
The Wednesday program begins at 10 am In ttie

Grand Ballroom when "Red Detachment of

Women" will be shown. This Is a two-hour color
,

> mpvleof the Peking Opera Nlxon^^w in China. 11^

was written by AAadame AAao amd Is In translatlbn.

At noon. Dr. Shiu Wan Wu will demonstrate th#
method of acupuncture^ an ancient Chinese
practiced mserting fine steel needles Info certa

points on the t)ody to help relieve pain and ^^ivi^"^
cure. Dr. Wu Is well known in her field and 1%
director if\ the Acupuncture Association of Hong
Kong. She will ask for a subject from the audience

'to demomstrate acupuncture upon (the treatment
is painless).

Two panels
Two panels will meet In the Men's Lounge

Wednesday afternoon. The first will discuss

"United States Taiwan China" and the panel

members Include Richard Baum, AAetvln Gurtov,

political science professor from UC Riverside and
AAay Chen of the Asian American Study Center.

The second panel will consist of four UCLA
professors. Hans Baerwald, Roman Kblkowlcz,

David Wilson and Richard Baum . They will

discuss "China and her Neighbors" and answer
questions.

.^_Jtl)e conference will end with « spacUl cultural

presentation In the Rpyce Hall Auditoriun\^

beginning at 7:90 pm Wednesday. Eleven acts of^

singing, dancing and Instrumental numbers wlU^^

preceed the performance of "TheHEncounter" bir\^

the Peking Opera Club of Lp^ Angekis. l!5h^ected \yf^

S.H. Sun and Advised by Mrs. T.C. Lu, this opera^
is the story of a beautiful love affair between Chiu*

Hen and a young scholar.

i

^

The Peking Opera Club of Los Angeles will present "The Encounter" Wednesday night.

Acupuncture anesttiesia enables doctors to parform brain surgery
while patient is conscious. Demonstratton is sctieduled for Wed-
nesday.

Groups work together

to organize confereiKe-
Conceived last December when news of President Nixon's trip to

China broke, the Teach-in Symposium (TtSP) conference on China
has required months of planning by a myriad of groups on campus.
The Idea was born out of the sudden and massive Interest In

China by students and sd%olars here following the announcement of

^Ixon's trip. TI^P director David Lul>er said the American people

are ignorant of iViosi aspects of life in China and he hopes the

conference will "Inform and stimulate*' students Interested in Sino-

American relation^.

The TISP staff, under the auspices of the Campus Affairs

Cornmlsskjn chaired by Jeff Lapham, began exploring the

possibilities of bringing top American experts on China to UCLA
and presenting them In panel discussions t>efore the student tx>dy In

January.
Project support

Support for the project came from the International Students

Center* the. Chinese Students Association, the Asian Students

Association and Vice Chancellor Norman P. Miller's office. Luber
solicited the aid of the Southern Cai ifornla field staff of the National

Committee *6n U.S.- China Relations which arranged to bring

speakersand films from Washington DC and New York.

The Aitimni Association (ihipped in with information and sources

In the White House Which 4Ned Luber In obtaining speakers from
the Capitol and from universities. back East. Later, the Alumni
Association decided to sponsor a dinner reception for the speakers

and the^ students and administrators involved.
' "' ^ ''* Funding sources

Funding came from several sources. The National Committee on
U.S. China Relations gave TISP S600 and TISP allocated S500 of Its

own funds. The majority of funds came from a S4,500 allocation

from the reg fee subcommittee of the University Policies Com
mission (UPC)
Luber said ttie coordination of planning and funding efforts by

many groups Other than the Student Legislative Council Is one qf

the primary goals of TISP.
The China Conference is designed to preceed and augment the

visit of the Chinese table tennis team slated April 24. Luber said he

and Lapham worked together to organize what tttey term "China
Week at UCLA."
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INCOME TAX
SERVICE

20% DISCOUNT to UCLA StlJDENTS, FACULTY
and STAFF

FLESNER&COOK . • '

Tux Consultants ',

1072 (;ayky. SuiU' 3
*

<Nc-^< ^^ Safeway)

Wostwood

Formernewscaster Ward
outlines campaign promises

473-8127 or 886 7475
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ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a

day, cpnnecting Northern and Southern California. At

lovypn' nir fares So when you want to go. just call. It's a '

free serviCF: (Sony

-

no free aeats - Wo rea lly have ^
reservations about that
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Coeds v/anted for summerjobs
.^

demonstrating keyboard product for

Hanrjnrjond Organ Company. /

Weekly positions pay $150 per week; weekend

positions pay $75 per weekend. Must have car.

Contact placement office for appointment on April

19th. -—^^ -

I
i

I

By Roger WIesonoski
^^~^

DB Staff Writer

"If elected .1 want to get

some equality in property

assessment values in Los Angeles

County . . :

*' Baxter Ward said

FYiday to a sparse gathering in

the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Ward, a former newscaster, is

running for county supervisor in

the 5th district, which en-

com pases the San Fernando and

San Gabriel Valleys. Ward, who
wishes to drastically re-evaluate

the property tax scale in Los

Angels County, cited an example

of the unfairness of the present tax

structure. Paula Gaff, an elderly

woman living in a run-down home
in a retirement neighborhood had

her property t^xes raised recently

from $200 to $1600 per year.

"Such action is uncalled for, in

view of the fact that Mr. Wrigley

of Wrigley Gum only pays a $300

property tax assessment on his

land," Ward said.

Watd Said he would, \i elected,

also initiate an action to^ convert

Los Angeles RTD buses from

diesel to natural gas, now that

diesel fumes have been found

hazardous to health, and would

initiate the trial of a rail transit

line instead of immediately
spending money for a new rapid

transit line.

The rail transit system would
.make use of existing rail lines

from the Santa Fe and Union
Pcicific Railroads, employing
rented cars from Santa Fe on an
experimental line froixi Los
Angeles to San Pedro. .

However, the bulk of Ward's
speech was devoted to exposing

the behind-the-scenes action that

occurs in city government in Los

Angeles and the costs it

represents for residents of TAnopis "^ ^ LosAngels

ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL — Baxter Ward, former newscaster for

KHJ-TV and candidate for county supervisor from the 5th district, spoke

before a sparsf^gatharing yastarda)^ in the Ackarman Union Grand
^allroom.
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HELLBENT
for LEATHER

WESTV^OOD VILLAGE - SHERMAN OAKS

Claries of England -- Footwear

Wallabees - Treks
Our R©putati0«v Speaks For, Itself, -- -^ ^.^^^ ^ ,^ -

One Of Thie Largest Instock Leather Shops In The World
Mens and Womens Coats, Handcrafted Sandals, Custom
Resoleable Moccasins,. Vests, Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Dresses,

Ponchos, Wristbands, Wallets, Belts, Bags. Cleaning and
Tailoring. -

J
109 12 LeConte Ave.

Westwood Village, CA 90024

J (213)478-8588

4 (
NEAR U. C.L.A. ENTRAN CE)

4419 Van Nuys Blvd.

Sherman Oalcs, CA 91403
(213)783-5690

(213) 872-2344

r^iitoFcthanlU)00

el Ijjibic employcesot

University of Californiii
'" pay tiielr auto insurtincc

b>' payroll deduction

(Ttie University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no dbllgatfoh" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

<^ Califbrnia Casualty ^

Shierman Oaks Los Arvgeles Long Beach
981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

vote forfavorite war criminal j
^People will be given a chance to vote for their favorite war criminals
from 10 am to 2 pm today at the War Criminal Action table on Bruin
Walk.

The elction is sponsored by Kate Peter, Ines Pietralunga, and Mike
McGraw of the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) and is designed to

draw attention to the anti-war march to be held April 22.
~ A donation to the committee will giye a person the privilege of voting,

and people may vote more than once. Candidates for favorite war
criminals include Richard M. Nixon, Martha Mitchell, Nguyen Kao Ky,
Lyndon B. Johnson, Melvin Laird and Nguyen van Thieu. A write-in
space rs included in casesomeone has his own favorite son

.

"We're building anti-war sentiment on campus and raising funds for

the anti-war movement and march," McGraw said.

He added, "The march on April 22 will be the major anti-war
demonstration this spring. Countries around the world will march, all on
the same day."

Countries planning marches are Canada, Great Britain, France^
Switzerland. Eire, New Zealand and the United States.

In the United States, two marches will be held, one here and one in Nfew
York.

"The march (here) will begin at 10 am at Bronsen (Avenue) and
Wilshire Blvd

, and travel to MacArthur Park," McGraw said. "The
march still needs monitors and does have a permit. SMC is tfaining
UCLA students as monitors. People who wish to monitor the march
should attend the SMC meeting at noon Monday in Ackerman Union,

J
Women's Lounge," he added.

McGraw also said he hopes to have the results of the favorite war
criminal election tabulated and printed in the newspaper tomorrow. •

Hew major .

.

( Continued from Page 1

)

After these plans have been

finalized, the complete outline for

the major will be submitted to

Academic Senate's Committee on

Undergraduate Courses and

Curricula (CUCC) for approval.

If approved by CUCC, the

outline will return to the

Executive Committee of L&S for

final approval Rosenthal said he

hopes all of this will t«ke place

before the end of spring quarter

this year. He expects the

curricular committee to submit a

detailed list of courses, hopefully

within two weeks.

The idea for such a major carn^

about as a result of Chancellor

Charles E. Young's decision to

phase out the speech department

Rosenthal said, in reference to

the future elimination of the

speech department, "If speech

classes cease to exist there must

be some kind of communications

m a ior within the University to

replace it."

NEW MUSICS bv

Larry Austin & Paul Chihara
with guest artist Walter Tramp! er, violist

one/ chorus, rx\\rr\e, lights, live electronics

the program. ACCIDENTS, for electronically prepared piano, ring modulcii> '.

acti6n$. block light and projections; REDWOOD, for viola, percussion and tape,

QUADRANTS' EVENT-COMPLEX •2. for chores and four-channel taped elec

trOn ic music (first 'pBffornniance); WALTER, fltWConf^p'0«mon and tf^eotre ptecr

portrait, for viola and viola d'omore, toped electronic music and films

FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 8:30 PM • SCHOENBERG HAU
SI thKlent tkfceto on tale now c* Cen*roi Tidiet Offke,

650 Weetwood P\mk Mutvoi. Wdikhi Mutk Ci«y & Tkketron.

Presented by UCLA Comm, on Fine Arit Production

Jlljcooperotlon with Intercompus Culturol Exchonge CommH

AAonday, April 17, 1972
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Minority papers serve wide readership
BvRufus Baker „_j .l.: .. m^By Rufus Baker
DB Staff Writer

and their culture, which we try to get across through the
• 1 • 4 _. 4 ui- ^- paper. Other students want only the straight information

!. ! S^^'T'^'r^r Lt'i~.l :i2^^lht--^ ^-^.-^''y *>«•' read La l^. rn,'„o. JeTC
papers. A
said that

Gente. Ha'Am, and Nommo, serve a wide readership both

here and in the community, according to their editors.

La Gente averages about 20,000 copies each in circulation

and Ha'Am printed 10,000 copies for its first edition April 7.

This com pares with 22,000 copies of the Daily Bruin printed

daily.

La Gente, the Chicane publication, distributes 5,000 to

10.000 on campus and the remaining papers are offered free

by volunteers in Chicane communities, such as East Los
.Angeles, Venice and Norwalk, according to editor Julio

Romano.

Ha'Am, the new Jewish students* newspaper, distributed

7.500 copies here and the remaining 2,500 were circulated to

Jewish centers on other campuses. Editor Sheryl Baion
said. "The paper was spread all over the school, in lounges,
administration buildings, offices and classrooms,", she
said. .

Nommo, the Black students' paper, sends half of its 20,000

circulation off campus. The Daily Bruin, however, has a

comm unity distribution of less than 500.

Keadersliip of the special-interest publications consists

primarily of the specific minority groups.

Many students think they don't have the right to read a
minority paper ifthey're not a member of that minority,"
Baron said.

'

We have some non-Jewish readers," she added. "This is

one of the purposes of the paper— to expose Jewish culture

jonpn .Jewish students."

our Black readership."

Articles in these papers stress features and news of in-

terest to the minority communities both here and off
campus.
"Our policy is to put anything in the paper that concerns

Chicane students — organizations, events and general
information of any type," Romano said.

"There has not been much coverage of Jewish aclivities
• in the Bruin before, but there was never anything very
interesting to cover," Baron said. "There is still no single
coherent Jewish organization on campus. Ha'Am should
serve as a catalyst for Jewish expression here.

Nommo editor SoQJ^JA^aJker refused to speak about her
paper "You don't deserve a reason," she said,, adding, "We
prefer to do our own article about Nommo."
Nommo prints many articles of an educational nature,

including many about the problems of Blacks in Africa.

La Gente has a unique position, in that many of its ar-
ticles are printed both in Spanish and in English. "The
articles in Spanish are primarily a service for the non-
English-speaking people in the community," Romano said.

"Articles that are of particular importance for all the
people are printed in both languages,"

Money is one of the most serious problems faced by the
minoritv newspapers, "W^ hope for mnrp fund^, hnt i^>

very depressing when we go to the Communications
Board." Romano said. "We're low on the totem pole for

Chieanos, accordmg to Baron. ._ funding, but wehave to put up with it. The Board is limited
"I have seen white students readmg the paper." Romano m the total funds it has available, so we have to accept what

said. "Quite a few whites are concerned about the Chicanos they give us," he added.

Ha'Am s appeal is very wide because Jews are more
widely-dispersed in the community than either Blacks or

Advertising revenue is minimal for the
spokesman for the Comnvunications. Board
Nommo's advertising is "negligible" and comes mainly
from Black organizations here.

'We don't accept any advertising." Romano said. "This
was kind of a problem at the beginning of the year We
didn't want to have the paper cluttered with ad-
vertisements. Our space is too valuable and we have too
much to print. Most retailers in the Chicano areas un-
derstand our position and have not asked for publicity in the
paper."

Baron said the Board required that Ha'Am carry ad-
vertising to satisfy five per cent of its financing "Our
policy is to give priority to Jewish establishments and
activities," she added

The newspapers are continuing to expand. Next year's
budget provides an increase from eight to twelve pages for

Ha'Am.
i have great plans for La Gente to appear more often

and with more pages." Romano said.

The presence of minority papers here is justified ac-
cording to their editors. "There should be as many papers
here as people want to publish." Baj'on^said. "An organ of
expression should be provided to every group previously
suppressed in society, such as women," she added.

"Blacks. Chicanos, Asians and Indians are special
minorities on the campus, " Romano said. "Our Chicano
culture hasn't been exposed through the professional media
or the Bruin Because of this, there are a lot of people vyho

don'l know their own culture.—"
.The paper is still quite pew to the people on cam pur. , and

many Chicanos ar^ coming to our offices every day. of-

fering their services." he said.

La Gente's offices are in Kinsey 289. Nommo. Kerckhoff
114; and Ha'Am meets Thursday nights at Hillel, 900

Hilgard Ave.

DinnerSpecial r "»».* rfL J, »-*

SERVED 3-10PM

BBDiSTS

4 Pieces of
Broasted Chicken

Served with..

GdeSlaw
Brcxasted Potatoes

Hot Roll © Bulte

'^* BaKed Potato
15^ Extra . *

Norm's

WESTWOOD
PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDA

Do you ever Wish

youxould wear something different

for every way you feel?

. .tif. • . -..*a> i„"

'Wefl, ymiCan with a little help from Butteriok's new book, t-

READY SET SEW. 326 bright and lively pages give you every fun.damenta.1

step-by*step method you need to make your own clothes.

READY SET SEW contains "sew and go" techniques on every aspect

of sewing, including those'^pecial techniques for really

individualizingyour look— like embroidery, patchwork, beading,

. and smocking. Andm-uch more!

So Get Ready. ..Get Set. ..Sew your own^fashion. Send. ;/ '

this coupon with a check or money order for $4.95 to Butterick Fashion

Marketing Company, P.O. Box 1914, Altoona, Pennsylvania 16603.

Readv
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AH them. fabric

and sowing savvy that

makes great fashion!

Sew and Go Extra Easy

txasics tor beglnnersl

1dilOftng''pius"i

New techniques »n

iewing clothes fof

women,m^-and
chlldfen.1oo from

'Buttcfft'lv,

K- "^
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' .lUi READY Set sew Just fill in jnu ;>ond tO.DuUunuK i .i^.muu

iviarKcitngCorTTpany P.O. BOX 1914, Altoona, Pennsylvania 16603

: Y(-s, pi rush my capy of READY SET SEW, Enclos; ^

1.95 which includ lodling

NnfTv

Note: Please make checks/monev order Orwable to Butterick Fashion
Marketing Company. 3301
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MG MIDGET
It's a lot of sports car fora little price.

These days you don't have to look ^

very far to find a small, economical car.

But to find one that'seconomical
and a pure-bred, SCCA- winning
sports car—well, that leaves you a
choice of about one. ^^

MG Midget.

Just the right size for you, your
friend and enough gear to see. you
through a weekend. .. ,

You'll discover that the real

meaning of "sports motoring" has
nothing to do with Vi-mile strips at

abandoned airports.

It has to do with roads that take
to the hills where the scenery and
fresh air are. Roads that turn and twist

and meander down the other side,

faithful to the contours of nature.

That's where terms like rack-and-
pinion steering, front disc brakes,
race-seasoned suspension and a
close-ratio 4-speed gearbox, start

making sense to the uninitiated.

And you'H wonder how you

ever drove without full sports car

instrumentation: an electric tachometer,

separate gauges for oil pressure,

water temperature and fuel level.

There's even a trip odometer.
MG Midget sports other standards

like a 1 275 c.c. overhead valve ^
,.

engine, mag-style wheels, radial-ply

tires, leather steering wheel cover,

reclining bucket seats, full carpeting

and three-blade windshield wipers.

What do you pay for this small

economical sports car? Of all the

proven winners now in national SCCA
sports car racing, it's the one with

the lowest price tag.

A little for a lot of sports car.

For the name of your nearest

Austin MG dealer and for information

about overseas delivery, dial (800)

631-1972. In New Jersey dial (800)

962-2803. Calls are toll-free.

MQ. The sports car America loved first.

Unsigned editorials represent a nfia jorlty opinion of the Dally Bruin
Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of \he author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.
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DB Editorial

IndoChina
It is not too often that we find ourselves agreeing

with Gov. Ronald Reagan, but last \veek, the
Governor, foot in mouth, surprised us all with his far-

thinking position on the Indochina war.
He called for a widespread attack by United States

troops on the North Vietnamese, in retaliation for the
increased land war in the South.

**And the Daily Bruin agrees with that?'' you ask.
Read on : Reagan also asked that President Nixon
increase United States activity to protect our fighting

noen in Vietnam. It seems to us that the best way to
accomplish this would be to withdraw immediately.
At the same time, it is sad that some students feel

pleased at the increased killing by the North Viet-

namese troops. Any killing is repirehensible. The war
must end now. %h.

Chancellor Young: Why can't we see the Goals
Committee report? Tlie first draft was completed
last July.

*

Mario Flores: Where are you? We haven't seen
you in Kerckhoff Hall in several months.
Regent Frederick Dutton : Why don't we hear your

liberal voice at Regents' meetings? You attended
only three out of ten meetings last year.
Steve Gorelick: Why did you transfer to UC

Riverside without telling anyone? Who's your
replacement and where are the Daily Bruin press
passes? *

'^

Donald Findley: Why aren't the prices posted in

the Coop? We haven't known how much a hamburger
costs since the french-frier burned up.

Academic Senate Committee on Educational
Policy : Why did it take you 17 months to develop new
grading regulations that don't change much of
anything?

Dave Stewart: Why don't we have campus con-
certs anymore? We enjoyed Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young so much. ___„ _„„.,
UC-TVtLA: Why don't half your monitors work

during each broadcast?
*Ronald Reagan; Why don't you lose your blue-

pencil and approve the increases in the UC budget
that the State Legislature proposes? And why haven't
you appointed a replacement for Regent Edwin W.
Pauley? v .

^
•

*To whom it may concern: Where has all the
student activism gone?

Political forum deadlines
The Daily Bruin Axis section will present the third in the five-part
Candidates' Forum series between now and the June 6 California
primary. The Forums will consist of statements and, hopefully,
courses of action on different issues— Foreign Policy and the War
in Indochina, Civil Rights and Law and Order, and the Quality of
life in America — by all serious Presidential candidates.
Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide

groups supporting the different candidates (one 'platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.
Ml statements are to be typed with 1<M(5 margins and must not
exceed «o lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without
editing, and must be signed by at least one individual in all cases.
The deadlines for the topics are as follows:

Foreign Policy and the War - April 1

7

Civil Rights and Law and Order - May 1

Quality of Life In America - May 15
A telephone number must be included with each column so the

Axis editors can contact the various groups should any difficulties
arise. * ^

Questions regarding the Candidates' Forum can be directed to
"^ue Cochran and Ken Peterson. Axis editors, at the Daily Bruin
office ot- by phone at 825-22 IC.

Helping the Consvuner

The lack of quality food

Thirteen million Americans are afflicted with
chronic digestive disease. 190,000 persons are absent
from work each day because of digestive disorders.
Digestive diseases are the leading cause of
hospitalization in the general population. The
proliferation of such over the counter prescription
drugs as Ex-Lax, Turns, Pepto-Bismo, etc. shows
that something is wrong with the stomachs of
millions of Americans. Much digestive disease in

this country is undiagnosed because many people
think their ills are just another "upset stomach." We
must consider the cause of this widespread digestive
problem.

Nutrition of Americans is at a low point. The
quality of food in this country is deteriorating. The
125 billion dollar food industry has decided to pump
worthless chemicals, preservatives, and additives
into our food supply. Many of these chemicals are
carciogens (cancer producing agents). One example
is the widespread use of sodium nitrite and sodium
nitrate in all processed meats (hot dog, luncheon
meats, hams, pastrami, etc.). Why should the
human body, which is a natural system be exposed to
all kinds of unnatural substances?

Revolution
The food industry as a whole has begun a **syn-

thetic revolution** in our country. Everything must
be "instant.* Instant breakfast, instant omelets,
instant imitation orange juice, instant this, instant
that. When will this regressive revolution end?
The food industry has a powerful lobby in

Washington, D.C. They influence many Senators.
One Seruitor even owns a major confectionary
company. The Food and Drug Administration is

afraid to act against this giant industry. Instead of

prosecuting the real offenders, they are busy
harrassing Rosicrucion. ~^—

In my estimation we should call the Food and Drug
Administration the "Sleeping Giant.** The FDA has
failed in its responsibility to the American con-
sumer. A perfect example of this failure is the
"better late than never" hypothesis. After sixty
years the FDA has finally publicized the filth levels

allowed in foodsr A few weeks ago the FDA made
public for the first time the amount of such con-
taminants as rodent dfoppings, insect fragments,
worms, and mold it allows in processed foods. For
years the FDA has been secretive about these
guidelines. This technical data dates back to 1911.

The FDA has hid these facts from the public for over
sixty years! '

i
i . . '

* Fragments
The filth limits cover microscopic insect

fragments, rodent pellets and hair, bacteria, mold,
worms, cysts, fruit-fly eggs and rot in food products
such as fruits, vegetables, fish, coffee beans, eggs.

Hour, grains, spices, chocolate, nuts and jam and
jelly.

For example, the FDA said it allows one rodent
pellet in each pint of wheat, insect damage or mold in

10 per cent of coffee beans, up to ten million bacteria

per gram of dried eggs, a maximum of one per cent
insect infestation on mold in whole black pepper,

mold in from 20 per cent to 40 per cent of most
tomato-product samples and up to sixty cysts in 100

freshwater herring. According to the FDA there is no
way to avoid these mouth-watering defects. If the

food industry put more effort into producing food

than advertising it, these defects would not be as bad
as they are.

The food industry has failed to educate the

American consumer about nutrition. Instead of

—By Steven J. Rothman^
emphasizing wholesomeness of foocis, the industiy
stresses convenience.

This article is not intended to knock all food '-

manufacturers. There are still a few progressive
forces left in this industry. -^

Many products are "standardized foods." They :*

have a standard of identity. Products of this genre
include soft drinks, mayonnaise, jams and jellies,

etc. Products of this type do not have to include a list

of ingredients on their labels. Most companies are
afraid to show the largeamount of chemicals in their

products. The list can vary k)ecause companies can
add any number of additives which are on the GRAS ^
list. Take for example the product mayonnaise. Two .

different manufacturers have two different types cf
mayonnaise.
Best Foods (Hellman's) has vegetable salad oil,

fresh whole eggs, vinegar, water, fresh egg yolks,

salt, sugar, lemon juice, spices, and calcium
disodium EDTA. . '

Laura Scudder's has vegetable oil, vinegar, egg, j.

salt, sugar, lemon juice, water, and spices. J^',

Farce '---st

This example shows you that the "standard of f
identity" rule is a farce! These two products are two [

different type& of mayonnaise. One hks chemicals, ^
one doesn't. One has more lemon juice than the"*^

. other. These standardized foods should have equal ^
amounts ^f the same ingredients if they have a %
standard of identAy.

"^

Best Foods lists its ingredients on their labels,

while Laura Scudder does not. On the other hand
Laura Scudder has a purer product. Who is the better
company? Neither, because both are violating the
trusts of their customers. If someone was allergic to

vinegar and bought the Laura Scudder's brand
mayonnaise they would not know that vinegar was in

the jar because there is no list of ingredients on L.S.'a

label. T got my information straight from the^^
manufacturer.
Even though the definition for the standard of :

identity for mayonnaise is not secret, people do not

'

have time to read the Federal Register for this in-

formation. The manufacturer should make this

information public on the labels qI their products^'

Best Food's <8hould also be criticized for using
Calcium Disodium EDTA which is pretty hard to

spell.
i^"" '" ^

'- Rights
' "

-^^ --•-:•

All Americans should have the right to know what
is in their food. The "standard of identity" practice

should be ended immediately! Congressman Ben-
jamin S. Rosenthal (D-New York) has intiroduced a
worthwhile b\\\ in Congress. The Truth in Food
Labeling Act (H.R. 8670) which would require that all

ingredients contained in a food product be listed on
the label. People have a right to know what they are
eating! Rosenthal has also introduced The Better
Labeling Act (H.R. 4427) which would require food
manufacturers to list on their labels the nutritional

content of the food product. It also requires, in the
case of canned fruit and vegetable items, a
statement of drained weight — the weight of the

,.

product without the packing liquid; and, in the case ;i

of combination processed items, such as "beef

'

stew," "spaghetti and meatballs," and the like, a r
listing of ingredients by percentage weight. I urge '

you to write to President Nixon, your Congressman,
and Representative Harley O. Staggers, Washington,
DC. showing your support of these two pieces of

important legislation which has been introduced by
Rosenthal. Remember H.R. #s 8670 & 4427.
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Trivia test tripped up

i I.

\' I

• J

\

':i

1 /

"T
'i

Who are these audacious am-
nesiacs who have the cnist to

purport to be experts at TV trivia?

The outrageous errors they have
perpretrated on the unsuspecting
students here must be challenged:

To wit:

1) John Mclntyre did not
succeed Lee J. Cobb on The
Virginian; he succeeded the late

Charles Bickford, who replaced
Cobb.

2) Pamela Rogers, not Carol

Wayne, played Timothy the
weather girl on Hey, Landlord!

3

)

Dick Powell also hosted The
Dick Powell Show, an anthology

series (remember '"Rie Price of

Tomatoes"?). And Ronnie
Reagan also hosted G.E. Theater.

4) Johnny Carson got his start

on the Red Skelton show, nor was
his first show of his own Who Do
You Trust — rather, it was Car-

son's Cellar. .'^

5) Any armchair scholar will

tell you it was Robert Q. Lewis
who originally hosted College

Bowl — Allen Ludden came much
later. And finally, I can hardly

remember much of TW3 — but

are you sure you don't mean

Henry Morgan, rather than-Harry
Morgan Uack Webb's sidekick on

Dragnet)?
Doug Molitor

Junior, Theater Arts

TA's

WRITE!

Department Chairmen:
In order that admission to

graduate status and appointments
of Teaching Assistants, Research
Assistants and Readers in your

department be based on academic
criteria, without regard for racial

origin or sex, we suggest that your
departmental committees
initiate, and implement as soon as
possible, selection procedures
which are "blind", i.e.

numerically or alphabetically
coded, with all references to sex
and racial origin (names,
photographs, pronouns)
eliminated from as many printed

forms as possible and/or covered
(tension labels) until the entire

selection process has been
completed.

— Should your department wish to

institute compensatory practices,

the two procedures need not be
defined as mutually exclusive.

I^ra Weinroth for CAM
President, Local 1990-AFT

GOOD SEATS NOW AVAILABLE
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WRITTEN BY PETE TOWNSHEND AND THE WHO
Original Recording by Tommy
Produced by Kit Lambert.

"Breathtaking production • • •

destined to become o mile-
stone in the musicoi theater."

—Hollywood Reporfer

"An extravagant production
spectacularly bright and boun-
cy -David Sheehan, CBS TV

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH: $3.50 with Student ID one hour
before curtain Tues . Wed , Thurs., & Sun performance*.

APUARIUf TiMator
SUNSET AND VINE. HOLLYWOOD

PMOI tCMnULI: MOUtAN ^tWOMIANCf* Tmm. W4^ TiMr* • atM »M/

trm Mi. AM tm. • 4m M« r» Pmm.m %.m ^m "— '•sw rw
Spccifl DitcouRt firoup Rattt Call Craci Maltoii at 411
ntim«NMiMU»T

IWI

Craci Maltoii at ai-4g51
Mil to

.
Ml li »A MMM iJRh.
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A rallying point for peace
For the past several years, the American public

has witnessed peace demonstrations protesting this

country's involvement in the Vietnam war.

Thousands of people have participated in these

marches. Their leaders have claimed one moral
victory after another, defiantly proclaiming that

their voice truly represents the feelings of all the

people who oppose this government's intervention in

Vietnam. This claim is inaccurate and misleading

because there has never been a foundation for

solidarity among the people. Any solidarity which
has been established has been effectively repressed

by the establishment, and inanely discouraged by the

Peace coalition, these two conditions have been
manifested by the requirements of a class society.

Solidarity, however, appears as a precondition for

the peace movement. ,
^

Until now, the principal tenets of criticism has
been the United States government's antagonism
towards popular movements of national lil)eration. A
growing opposition has arisen to global dominion of

the United States; its economic and military hold in

the four continents, its neo-colonial empire, and most
important, its rigid capacity to subject the un-
derdeveloped nations and the underprivileged
minorities within its own boundaries to its over-
whelming power. U.S. foreign policy has been one
which is designed to support financially and
militaristically puppet dictatorships that maintain
oppressive regimes which rob and exploit the peopte.t
The domestidpolicy toward its minorities, the Black
and Brown, has been one of persecution which
perpetuates the servitude of the exploited.—-'=^---

^ -
. Genocide

Massacres. Genocide. Yet the U.S. government
looks on indifferently, although indignant outcries of
humanity pour from a few individuals, care
packages in place of freedom are given to the
millions of victims who have suffered. And why this
suffering? Liberation. Self-determination.

Democracy. All our ideals which most Amenand this government have forgotten ^"^ns
Under these circumstances, the preconditi. ,

liberation and development of the TWrTwlT.^
emerge from a United Front, opposing ail"'"'^perialistic governments. The formatioiTof thk

'"^

IS essential to disrupt the fabric of such irrpTl^*
governments. The Peace coalition has failedrT/'*
such a unity and yet it is conUngent upon the p^^movement to establish this unity. Only the inf

^

changing of the government, or super Dower
stop or change the policy of financing andeoln'^
movements which suppress the peoples of Scfi
countries. '^a^Rward

Thwarted

Unfortunately attainment of this goal has been ,u
warted by the peace movement itself a m^^a.
which was initially founded to oppose our waT"Southeast Asia, the plight of the V^timized vjnamese people, and implicitely the cause of tt
Third World. The failure of the Peace mZmln^.
incorporate the Black, Chicano. and Asian cau^Lc
contradicted the essential aim of the movement
solidarity with the Third World. Why hasnTthk
-People's movement" been in actualUy t
represented cross-section of all the people in th^
country? Perhaps these unrepresented minoriUes
are disinterested in the Vietnam war or perhaps th^
mistrust the movement as a *iily-white " cause
There must, of course, be a solution, a way under
which all peoples who support popular movements of
^national liberation may be united under one banner.

In the five years (i opposition against the war the
moral issue of killing men, women, and children
destrucUon of villages, and devastation of the
countryside, has been mentioned sparingly if at all

Only shouts of ''Bring the Boys Home" or "Stop the
War" have been heard between the sounds of hard
rock music.

^ _.,_ ^ (Continued on Page 9)

*• -

f>

graduating seniors, take note : now is the time
to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now—
so you'll have time to address and mall them. It's a great v^ay

way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only
happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope

-

per dozen, 2.85

as students' store

uca
art department, o level, ackermon union, 825-771

1

new hours: 9:00a.m..7: 1 5p.m. Mon-Frl; lQ-3 Sot

'.)
" j-

«v

Peace continues ...

(
Continued from Page 8

)

The moral issue can*Se the unifying force which ^11 these minorities

can recognize and identify with. Morality is not necessarily nor primarily

ideological. In the face of an amoral society, it becomes a political

weapon, tin effective force which drives people to burn their draft cards,

to ridicule national leaders, to demonstrate in the streets, and to unfold

signs saying, 'Thou shalt not kill." This force could be unshaken in its

cohesion of the discontented and oppressed.

For centuries, the Blacks, Chicanos, and Asian have l)een victims of

genocide. The use of deliberate systematic measures of killing, bodily or

mental injury, unlivable conditions and prevention of births have been

calculated to bring about the extermination of national, ethnic, racial or

religious groups. Genocide has been committed throughout the ages

While it has always shocked the conscience of mankind, nothing has been

done to punish the crime. The list of victims is endless. In this country

alone, the American Indian, Blacks, Chicanos and Orientals have all

been, in various forms, victims of genocide. Internationally in this

century alone, the delicate boundaries of civilization were attacked l)y

savagery. In 1915, two million Armenians were massacred by the

Turkish government. By the end of 1945, six million Jews, Poles, and

Russians were exterrtiinated bv the Nazis. In the latter i>art of the oast

decade, Biafrans and Palestinians became victims of the crime of mass

annihilation. And recently there have been massacres in Bangla Desh^

And the Vietnam War continues. Mankind has been powerless in

preventing governments from the wholesale extripation of those who

stand in the path of thier imperialistic ambitions.

Appalling

The story of genocide is indeed an appalling story. And precisely

because the charge of genocide can be levelled at them ; many nations

flourishing in our day find themselves faced with a doul>ly complex and
perplexing problem in ratifying the United Nation's resolution, "The
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of

Genocide." Because of its context of States, nations lx>th guilty and in-

nocent of the crime of genocide, have cast themselves in the role of both

judge and defendant. Each nation in the United Nations is anxious to keep

its ugly genie tightly capped and out of sight in ^ts own bottle. The United

States has not ratified this treaty.

The Peace Coalition must re-direct its goals by taking up the cause of

genocide, both mental and physical which is the real moral issue.

Genocide is the cause that may provide the needed impetus for unity and
actual coalition of those who have been its victims. Only in this context

can the Peace Coalition legitimately represent a 'Teople's Movement."
Many individuals know or sense what is a stake is simply their lives;

the lives of human beings which have become a plaything in the hands of

politicians and generals. The liberation of these unrepresented minorities

can only be achieved by a struggle which can no longer be suppressed by

the rules and regulations of psuedo<lemocracy in this country. The Peace
Coalition must adapt in order to survive.

_^

'

. .— fnbm itted by
"

'- SheghigGarboushian
Graduate, Geography
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WEDDIN6
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I

lOO's of Wedding Band ideas |

2nd floor location insures low prices |

! University Mfg. Jewelers I
i tM7 Braxton Suit* 34 I
I GRt-t377 .

HEAR: DR. J. VERA SCHLAMM M.D.

w,^^ I

1^HAVING EXPERIENCED

BERGEN BELSEN

Concentration Camp, I

wanted to become a better

Jew" — A believer

in Jesus as messiah?

MONDAY,
APRIL 17th

12:00 NOON - HAINES HAU 220

Belh Sar Shalom

Pro polysyllabic incoherence
./

Editor :

"" ~
On behalf of the Collective

Obscurity Society, 1 hereby
nominate .Michael O'lleam as a
candidate < for the Dexter
Newspeak Memorial Cataclysmic
Wit Award. Mr. O'Hearns
chimeric humor and enhghtened
satirical style, as evinced by his

letter to the Daily Bruin (April

10). cannot fail to make him a
leader in the pursuit of the

exhaustive non sequitur. Also to

be admired are his apparently

untiring efforts to turn the "ripoff

rag" Daily Bruin into a significant

organ of conceptual
dissemination. (Oh!)
— In immediate recognition of his

nomination, we are forwarding to

him a copy of Grindge's Second
Unabridged

' Dictionary and
Random Capitalization guide.
Congratulations. Mr. O'Hearn!
For those readers who are in-

terested, nominations for the
Newspeak Award are still being

accepted. Nominees should be

able to turn a phrase at the drop of

a hat and dance with the besi of

them. Nominees will not k>e

"judged on the basis offates, seels,

or greed, but the ability to use

large words will be a deciding

factor. The eligibility period ends
May 15, so get those names in,

monitors!

1 should point out in closing that

the Collective Obscurity Society,

founded in memory of Desiderius

Erasmus, is dedicated to the

preservation of random in-

coherency and ' polysyllabic

words.

I leave the reader with our

motto, a recently para-phrased

translation of old Desi:

"Whoopeee shit ..."
RemiTreveri

Undecided

Child care
Editor:

'

This letter is in response to Ted
Hutchison's inquiry as to why the

ASUCLA Child Care Center
cannot accept volunteers who
wish to bring their own children.

We sincerely wish we could ac-

comodate extra children so their

parents could gain by exposure to

our facTliiy; how( we have a
space allotment tor 81 children.

This space determination is

regulated by th^ dimensions of the:
Center as determined by^e State
('hild Care Code. Approximately
eight hours per day we are at our
maximum capacity hence it is

impossible for us to have ad-

ditional children.

F'urthermore, if extra room
does become abailable, we im-
medialely turn to our waiting list

which numbers over 200 ap-

4)lications.

We would like to make it clear

that the Center could not operate

as smoothly as it does without the

services of some seventy student

and community volunteers per

week. It is very fortunate for us

that SLC allocated a small ad-

vertising budget for our use in

procuring volunteer services.

Nancy Lewis

: Director

Barbara Spencer
Administrative

Coordinator

Bot)i)e BdFsWdl Spripg of Beauty
a new concept in cosmetics -

Now, it s possible for you to make

cosmetics that 6rz. thoroughly modern,

yet contain the natural nutrition

nature has to offer.

Well Spring is a basic beauty

blend that contains over 20 emulsi-

fiers, emollients, and moisturizers.

Follow the Recipe Booklet. Add
fresh cucumber juice to Well Spring

and shake. Magically; before your

eyes, a clean, cool, refreshing cream.

Or, add milk and make a protein

moisturizer.

Make your own creams, lotions,

hair treatments and cleansei's fresh

each day, as you need them.

You will Rnd Well Spring your
unending source of beauty. See a

demonstration in our cosmetic de-
partment now.

Available at:

1

UMAMinOMII FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICESB
• SANTA MONICA • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

« MIRACLE MILE • HOLLYWOOD • LQS
• SAMTA MONKA

IMI tANfA fWONICA MAU
tmr»m* («••«• llfe«Nt<a •!»#.

•ally *.*•-*:M -Mm 4 >«i ViM-*

• MItACLi Mill
S472 WtiSNim ftiVP.

••My •««»t titti4mf -*^Wi

Cl«

• WfSTWOPD VILLAGE
tOOO WIfTWOOO aiVD.

IMlilr ••>••* M IM*« « Pr. «:>••

• CULVER CITY

ANGELES

• CULVER CITY
StS« CUIVII CINTII

> ••tif •»» ••-•
Vr** Parkin*

HOLLYWOOD
ft340 HOLLYWOOD tlVO.

• LOS ANOELES
43f NOMTH rAIKfAk
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THE MUSIC PEOPLE
40 GREATARTISTS

3 RECORDS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

Bob Dylan Blood, Sweat & Tears
Santana Ten Years After

Kris Kristofferson Jeff Beck Group
The Byrds The Chambers Brothers

PocoJPavid Clayton-Thomas
- and 30 more

CsX 31?80*

^

'X

: Al Kooper
^"^ Pifjxsfhfc Profevmn

^
Of The Future

' C hililhooirs lind
including

rn«* Mook«y- ttf«©_L<:>veTfap Swef>t For V^m Baby
» Ctiildhood s End The Man In Me

;; ;}

* : ''

i.
KC 31159*

%

TOM RUSH
cMerrimack^
County"

JU^

including

Jamaica Say
YouWilK

Kic^These Days
Mother Eartti

Wind On
The Water

Merrimack County li

KC 31306*

t

A TRIBUTE TO

GUTHRIE
PART ONE

FEATURING
PERFORMANCES BY

BOB DYLAN
JUDY COLLINS
RICHIE HAVENS
ARLOOUTHRIE

OOETTA
PETE SEEGER

TOM PAXTON

KC31171'

f

y.
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SUPER CLEARANCE
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i^i and Friends
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INSURANCE
ISN*T^JUST FOR

FAT CATS.

Upsets! Netters top Troy..
.

-'% • *

I

If you've got a cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money

you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn dow»i a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks In

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert In speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance In

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

Send In our coupon today and give us your name^ address, phone number,

the make, year, go's and present value of your cycle and tell us whether

you're interested in liability or total coverage.

T*-

TPI
Financial Indemnity Company, Attn. R. Rittenhousc

5858 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90036
ly jw" *" '«ipi»

I

NAME. PHONE

ADDRESS

MAKE OF CYCLt .YEAR. CC's-^ .VALUE.

j:,x/-
\~^' * ^ -

•1
""

t

*

.

-•t

.'-'

.

II
I'm interested in: Liability.

Please give me a quotation. ~- ~~

Total Coverage.

^^

By Craig Andrews and

Charlie Mathews
I)B Sports Writers

Coach George Toley of USC said last Thursday,

'UCI.A played as good as they could against Stan-

ford and still lost 5-4. 1 think we should be able to beat

them 6-3 or better." Sorry, George, but you spoke too

soon.

For under the lights early Saturday evening, the

Bruin duo of Jeff Austin and Ron Cornell captured

the eighth point of a tic breaker* the set, the match,

and the team competition. It had taken all of five and

a half hours of play but Vnt Bruins had upset lieavily-

favored USC 5-4.
.^^---^i iifs.

After the first three silgles niat«b«i,tii<re had

been a few surprise&Jiut tbe Troij^ &tUl w«reJii

command. Bruin Bob Kreiss was expected to defeat

use's no. 2 man, Raul Ramirez. The talented fresh-

man from Mexico blitzed Kreiss 6-0, 6-4 to avenge a

loss to Bob at the Southern California In-

tercollegiates.

In fourth singles Bruin captain Ron Cornell, gi

what was to be his greatest day of his four year

collegiate career, defeated Mike Machette in an
upset 7-5, 6-1. Ron broke Machette in the first game
of the match but got broken right back. Each man
held serve till 5-all v^hen Ron broke through again

and then held serve to win the first set 7-5. Cornell

...SDS bests
By Saul Shapiro

DB Sports Writer ^^ - - -

San Diego State rewrote the chapter on storybook

finishes on an evening henceforth to be known as^.

"Hairy Friday "

On said day, the Aztec volleyball team rolled and
tumbled and dinked and dug their way to a second
straight Southern California Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association championship just when
UCLA was readying their own victory celebration.^

Down two games to one, 12-15, 15-8, and 7-15, State

bounced back to take the fourth contest, 15-9, but the

, Aztecs found themselves quickly on the short end of

the crucial finale. --^^^^-^-^^^^=^^^^^^^^

breezed to a 6-1 win in the second se{ as he brnt. ..
" Trojan's serve three times. :

^^^ ^^

Cornell opined, *i was serving for the first
_iny own serve but fell behind 15-40. But I hit a

^
volley and a crucial overhead to take the set h ?^
serve, I returned low forcing him to make errn
hit short shots to me with which I could pass him n^my serve I got the first one in and kept volleyingri
to put the pressure on him. I wanted this match m
than he did I wanted to prove the people wronJi.?
l?ot dwm <m me formy ptey aftw the French n^
Cup nialrhes /' -,.^^.m-. .:...

"""^^ ^avis

Sixteen year-old Tommy Kxeiss made hi
coUegiati' debutin siJith sii|gjle& against Sashi MenJ}^^i3miimm^

^^^ ^
first set 7-5 and was leading in second 4-3 on his own
service. But inexperience in pressure mattl^-
caught up with Tommy and Sashi broke his serveS

'

route to a three set win 5-7 ,7-5,6-3. ^^^^

Tommy offered, "I was very nervbusVespeciallv
when I was ahead." Coach Bassett Was proud of his
effort, "What a spot to throw him into- against USC
and probably the best no. 6 man in the country He
played beautifully. The pressure got to him a litUe
but considering everything, he played just great.''

(Continued on Page 14)

-J .1* r^ •»-

UCLA opened to a 5-0 lead and appeared to have
reversed the momentum as State played carelessly

around the net and had trouble returning Bob
Thomson's serves.

There was no reason to doubt that it would be
UCLA claiming the automatic berth in the NCAA
finals at Muncie, Indiana April 28-29 as the Bruins
clung to leads of 7-3, 13-6, and 14-10.
^^^^ (Paid AdvertisementJ BBlH^H^^HHi^HBB^H^HBHi

One point away from victory, the Bruins, never-
theless, seemed to be in a rather precarious position
Taking what their coach, Allen Scates, called ••some
exotic shots," UCLA failed on five occasions to put
San Diego State away.
The smaller, but quick, Aztecs took advantage of

their adversary's lapse and slowly chipped away at

the Bruin lead until they had caught the Westwood
sextet at 14.

Gaining the advantage at 15-14, there was
jubilation on the Aztec side when a blocked shot fell

to the floor on the UCLA side of the,net and State

appeared to have won. —
The excitement was premature as an official ruled

a net violation and the serve was returned to UCLA.
The Bruins promptly knotted the affair at 15.

Now it was the Bruins who had to play catch-up as

State claimed every advantage after deuce. The
match was boiling down to UCLA's power offense

against San Diego's off-speed and sharp-angled

attack. ^ ^"^-- -'-
(Contlnaed on Page 14)
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NAVY-MARINEtTWO YEAR

COLLEGE PROGRAM

-*»> • V-

J

t- .

attend a six-week Naval Science Institute at UCLA this summer - at

at government expense for 1 2 quarter units, plus summer pay of $375. "^
. t I

•
-; I . .

N . ' «

. ,. • •» •-, • • ,., ' ;
, -. •

,

- - - -
. -

-

.
'

. . . ^ *f ^ .
,

participate in the NROTC Program during your junior and senior years.
I

receive $100 per month and draft deferment while in the program.

be commissidned Ensign, USNR, or 2nd Lieutenant, USMCR upon graduation.

postgraduate opportunities available for good students.

INTERESTED? Contact tKd Department of Naval

Science, 123 Men's Gym. Phone: 825r3536

)mm

\

By Clark Conard
DB SporU Writer

UCLA coach Jim Bush billed

Saturday's final home meet of the

year, "A Meet of Champions",

and Lee Evans, Al Feuerbach,

Ralph Mann, Mel Pender, Warren
Edmonson and Kjell Isaksson —
in particular — didn't let him or

the 10,000 plus fans in attendance

down.

Isaksson of Sweden got **up**

enough to reset his world pole

vault record at 18-4 while the rest

(excepting Pender) contributed

1972 world bests.
^^

In the most exciting single race

on the clear, sunny afternoon,

world 400 meter record holder and
1968 Olympic 400 meter cham-
pion, Evans overtook Wayne
CoUett to win the quarter mile in

44.9. Ttie time shattered Edesel

Garrison's track record of 45.9.

The close loss was a bitter pill

for the frustrated former Bruin

Collett to swallow but ttiird place

for UCLA's 400 world record

holder John Smith in 45.9 was
encouraging. Collett, as he had
before the race, expressed ex-

treme disappointment in again

having to settle for nmnerup in a
big race.

"When I came off the turn I felt

light," Wayne remembered. "My
legs were light — and then here

comes Lee." Collett was also

second last year (equaling the old

record ) as Smith set the world

mark at 44.5.

Sports Shorts
The JV tennis team meets USC

this afternoon at 2:00 on the

Sunset Courts.

The only two men to play in both

a World Series and a Rose Bowl
are Jackie F^obinson, who played

tootball here and baseball for the

Dbdgers, and Jackie Jensen, a

l^ridiron star at Cal and later an
outfielder for the Red Sox.

,/•.' •«
• ' • ..

Several persons living close to

(*ampus have told us that the

Lakers- Bucks games played in

Los Angeles can be picked up
clearly oa Channel 6. Next game
is tomorrow night at the Forum.

CLASS
NOTES
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Isaksson's vault highlights

Meet of Champions

J»ftXM^ *V Ttrry Colvln

Smith, Evans and Fred
N^whouse (fourth in 46.2) all tried

to console the crestfallen Collett

who talked of retirement. '^It's

early," Smith and Newhouse
emphasized but Wayne continued,

"You just don't know what it's

like."

Smith, continuing a remarkably
fast recovery after being sidelined

with hepatitis, replied to Collett,

"I know what you're going

through. Your're tired of being
second best in the world." y^hen
Wayne finally began to mellow,
John grinned to both Collett and
Evans, "Hey! I've got to laugh.

I've still got about three months to

get it togehter.'' ^^ —

.

Evans, the former San Jose
State great, talked about l)eing in

the best shape he's been in since

1968. "In 1969-70-71, I had nothing
to look forward to. All the races

then seemed anti-climatic to me
after the Olympics.

"Now," he continued, "I've got
sonriething to shoot for again."
When Smith, in an unconvincing
tone of voice complained about
being beaten so badly, Lee
laughed, "At least you've got a
qualifying time (for the Olympic
trials ) now

! '

' Both slapped hands.

Aside from the top three in the

440, Bruin freshman Benny Brown

ran his lifetime best of 46.3 and JC
transfer Ron Gaddis won his race
in 47. 1

. Brown seemed thoroughly
psyched, having run with the best.

He even mentioned never running
the event again to Bush shortly

after the race. That was before he
discovered he'd done his best time
yet though.

Edmonson, shook off a loss to

Army veteran Pender in the 100

and interference on his 440 relay

leg to whip an awesome 220 fiekl

in 20 6. "I felt good m that one,"
he beamed. "You've got to really

come off that turn and I did."

Warren had a sizeable led into

the straightaway and hekl off

Collett (who clocked the same
time) and Evans in fine style at

the finish. The field also included
former Oregon State great. Willie

Turner and Newhouse.
After the 100, Smith kidded

Pender ( who is 34 and a veteran of

three Olympics already), "Hey!
you're an old man, you know."
Pender just cooed, "I don't feel

like it man." Edmonson claimed,
'I stumbled after about six

yards."

Like Collett, Long Beach's Steve
Smith was thoroughly peeved
after losing to Isaksson in the

vault (he cleared 17-7). "I was
terrible, terrible, terrible," he
cried. "I hate being number two.

I'd rather be number 50. I feel like

quitting."

Feuerbach predicted he'd break
Randy Matson's world shot put

record in two weeks in San Jose.
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Anthropology 5C
Anthropology 11

Art S4 - Kaplan .', ,
Art I06B Pedretfl '-:;;-^

Astronomy 3 Rieg»i
Bacteriology HO Picketf
Chemistry IC Kaeu, Strouse
Chemistry 4C - Konrad
Chemistry 6C Konrad
Chemistry 153 Jordan
Classics 161 v Latimore
Economy I La Force
Economics 2 — Ctower
Economics 10 - Shetler
Economics lOlA Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
H.Story IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 124D Bolle
History 1420 Loewenberg
History 174C - Varnell
History 178B Daliek
History 19! Yarnell
Humanities 1A Austin
Philosophy 107 Hill^
Philosophy 152 - Quir#
Political Science 3 - Baerwald
Political Science 120 Muller
Political Science 145 Farrelly
Psychology 10 Goldstein
Psychology 41 WicKens
Psychology 110 Carder, Roberts
Psychology 115 Kratne
Psychology 125 Sadalta
Psychology 127 Yonfef
Psychology 135 - Ravem
Psychology I4f - Barttwl
Psychology iTOA - Lovaas
Psychology 1S9 - Sears

^
hr addiHonql counm call or

^ com« in

i 10651 UNDBROOK DR.

g IBIkN. WlUhlre-

^ 47«.528f

^LA. CEiaRATING OUR TENTH YEAR
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ON SALE NOW AT THE
MUSIC ODYSSEY ACKERMAN
UNION • $2.99
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Baseman alive-barelv: win
By Eddie Burgart

DB Sports Writer
- PALX) ALTO — The Bruins had

to endure nine straight losses,

including five in the Pacific 8, but

they finally won a baseball game
here Saturday at Sunken
Diamond. » .

After losing to Stanford 4-3

Friday and 4-2 in Saturday's first

game, the Bruins came alive in

the nightcap, defeating the In-

dians 3-1 in 11 innings.

With defending NCAA cham-

pion use sweeping California, the

Trojans and Indians are tied for

the Pac-8 lead with 4-2 records.

Cal is third at 3-3 and UCLA is last

at 1-5.

UCLA just about needed two

wins against Stanford to stay alive

in the conference. Now, the Bruins

are even in a more critical

situation this weekend, facing the

Trojans.

Reichle optimistic

"I always like to feel op-

timistic," said Bruin coach Art

Keichle. ''If we get a winning

streak going, we have as good a

chance as anyone."

For all intents and purposes, the

Bruins need a sweep against USC
to remain in the race.

The Bruins gave Stanford a

dogfight, however. '*.We gave *em

a battle," said Reichle. "Our

pitching has been fantastic on the

road but our bats have died."

UCLA's pitchers held the In-

dians to nine runs in three games
which isn't bad for a team hitting

.290.

Heart breaker

F'riday's game was a heart-

breaker for the Bruins. After

Stanford 'rocked starter Bary

Woodruff for three runs and six

hits in 1 1/3 innings, Steve Smith

came on to hurl 5 1/3 frames of

shutout ball.

The Bruins jumped off to a 1-0

lead in the first when freshman

Ken Egusa doubled Luis Gomez
home. But Stanford came back in

the second, scoring three times on

.

PERSONALIZED TAX SERVICE
$5.00/up- With this coupon 25% oH

instont Cash Refund Plan - Open 7 Days

1 101 Gayley Ave.-Kleenco BIdg. -478-7440 & 479-0163

Information and Referrals
f<.i bijth coMtf ol oboifion; venereal disease freotment

vcisf'Cfoinies fuballigafions o/er population literature A<

OVERPOPULATrON
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday and Thursday 10-2 ^C Ackerman Union 2412*

Sponsored by SLC Student run

~ Hrriosis Fii siuDEms
SOME APPLICATIONS:

• BottM- grodot • Smoking
• SpMch Problems • Tontion
• Ordt • Porsofioi Gods

University of Wisconsin Ph.D., U years teaching Speech
Psychology and General Semantics. Private Instruction

Wllllll L IISIIW. PI.I.
1225 WMhMood Beulavord 473-2944 for appeinlni«il

#

\

ii.ih

cuI^^stIr IHAWW PHILLIP!
2 NiihuTHURS. APRIL 27s FBI. APRIL 28 8 pm

SaMa Rlailti •!!•
,. u . *",«••<« Mitrvtd at M-SO. S9.M, f4.M
Tickets available at all TICKETROM OUTLETS includini all

May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and
Santa Monica Civic Box Office {39i^9Hl)

I'rodiMcd hy COM, I KI Ass()(,|

a two-run double by shortstop Joe

L^Moure and a one-run single by

third baseman Mickey Aguirre.

UCLA narrowed the gap to 3-2

on a solo homer by Bob Adams in

the sixth. Then, the Bruins tied it

3-3 in the seventh on a single by

h^gusa that scored Smith.

Throw costly

Disaster occurred in the ninth

for UCLA. With Indians on first

and second and one out, Mark
Lucich hit a ground ball to first

baseman Eric Swanson. Eric

threw the ball into center field

trying for the double play at

second and Stanford won.

The Bruins figured to win

Saturday's first game, mainly

because All Pac-8 pitcher Gary
Robson was on the mound. But

Gary's performance wasn't in-

dicative of his 5-1 (now 5-2)

record. 'Robo' was tagged ifor

seven hits in 5 1/3 innings, giving

up four runs and walking seven

Indians.

Actually, it was opposing pit-

cher Nick Peterson who did the

damage. While limiting UCLA to

only five hits, Peterson con-

tributed a homer, double and
single to drive in two runs while

scoring two himself.
-'^' Sm ith salvages -—

UCLA had one last chance,

sending John Rouse against

Stanford's ace hurler Dan Shaw in

the nightcai>. Rouse pitched

superbly, surrendering just one

run in 7 1/3 innings. Bruce
Baranick, whom Reichle said

''really gave us clutch per-

formances," shut the door on-
Stanford in the eighth and ninth.

Winning pitcher Smith hurled two
perfect innings to gain the win.

After Mark Swedlow led off the

eleventh with a double off third

baseman Ken Hannaford, Earl

Altshuler hit a misjudged fly ball

double to right, scoring Swedlow.
After Earl's shot, Gomez drove
him home with a single to center.

It is obvious that the losses of

Mike Gerakos and Steve Wahl in

the infield have hurt UCLA. BUI
Susa and Greg Zail have not been
able to pitch due to tender arms
and Bruin catchers Dave Cum-
berland and R.C. Schwertferger

are just two-for-29 in their last

eight games.
UCLA is now 24-21 and face U.C.

Irvine at 2:30 on Sawtelle Field

tomorrow.

it's at
the broadway

CINEMEDIA III

I*

Film Competition

SHOOT IT!

CAN m
SEND ITl

1st Prize— $1,000

Entry forms at your nearest

Broadway store. Submission

Deadline — June 15. 1972.

Winning filnf>s will be shown in

Aug.-Sept. at The Broadway
Film Festivals.

USCnetters upset.
• •• '-v - -..rf'

(CoBtlBiied from Page 12)

Thus.I, USC lead 2-1 as first, third and fifth singles began Mike K
became the third Kreiss to lose as he fell victim to Dick Behrnstedt i***^
6. *I sUrted off badly and after seeing my two brothers lose it was tj'

^

on me emotionally. When I lost my serve, Behmstedt became^"^
confident and everything he hit went in," said Mike. ^^

In first singles Jeff Austin knocked off Trojan ace Marcello Lara fi-i

4. 'This was my biggest collegiate win. I got off to a good start and brro^
Marcello twice in the first set. He started to shake his wrist, like it

hurt, but he does that when he's behind.
' ^^

Lara's temper

"I knew I had him beat when he tried to hit me with a shot and misspH
the ball entirely. He didn't play that well but then I volleyed well^
never lost serve. Once I got ahead he died a little," commented Austi
Then came the match that gave Bruin partisans hopes of an uosJt

UCLA's Spencer Segura took fifth' singles 7-5, ft-7, 7-5. The significa^
was this: if USC took fifth singles they would hold a 4-2 lead going Uu!
doubles. Third doubles figured to be the Trojans for sure and that would
be the fifth and deciding point.

But Segura upset the dope sheet and UCLA was alive and kicking
Andrews even had three match points but Spencer came up with a ser
vice ace, forehand winner and let-cord.

Kreiss* redemption

Bob and Mike Kreiss^ redeemed themselves with a 7-5, 4-6, 6-4 victory
over Lara-Ramirez. When asked what was the key to their doubles win
the Ki«iss Brothers (at least, two thirds of them) replied in unison
"Guts. We just plain old gutsed it out.*'

Kreiss Bros, were broken early in the third set but then broke the
Mexican duo to tie the set at 4-alI. Lara needed to hold serve to force a tie-

breaker but he blew two volleys and UCLA had a 4-3 lead in team play
Segura-Compton Russell lost third doubles as expected and the team

match was tied at four, _
#

Twin tie-breakers

Both sets of second doubles went to tie-breakers. Austin and Cornell
won the first five points to none. Austin only had to hold serve in the

second set to give UCLA the upset win. But SC broke. Then the Brains
took the tie-breaker 5-3 and the upset had b^n achieved.

Austin and Cornell were justifiably elated. Ron offered, "This was the

best day of my career at UCLA. Toley didn't give us much credit and we
really wanted to win. Jeff and I have an amazing amount of confidence in

doubles." Austin commented, '^This is my biggest day at UCLA. They
played well but Ron and I have been really tough/'

JLl^

Volleyballers nipped
(Caatinued from Page 12)

As the teams tied at 16 and 17 the volleys were becoming increasingly

longer and exciting with both backcourts making fine saves and the sets

being almost letter-perfect.

Yet it was the hitting that made the difference. UCLA was placing the

ball either wide or long and in the process giving more points than they

were taking.

Patient play

San Diego, on the other hand, was keeping the ball in play and waiting

for the Bruins to make the mistakes. Finally, after takins the advantage

for the third time in the game at 18-17, an Aztec spike caromed off a Bruin

blocker for a 19-17 set victory, the match, the title, and the trip to Muncie.

All that much to the delight of a large and vociferous Aztec following

that helped to negate UCLA's homecourt advantage with their en-

thusiasm. In fact, it was the first time the Bruins iiad lost to a collegiate

team at Pauley. >

If the Bruins hope to defend their NCAA title they have to qualify in the

District 8 regionals to be hekl at San Diego State next Friday and

Saturday, though the Aztecs are exempt from participating.

It will be a round-robin tourney with each team playing four "best-of-

three" matches and the team with the best record advancing to Muncie, a

trip which narrowly eluded UCLA on "Hairy Friday."

if we win the District 8 playoffs," Scates said afterward, '•we'll be a

li>t tougher.

'However, we have to play a Long Beach team that had us down two

games to one and UC Santa Barbara, which gave us a tough time, and

Stanford, which has picked up some players.

"Endurance," he added, "will be a big factor."

.7,4 •.„ J Want revenge

If the Bruins do qualify, they could get the return match with the Aztecs

which was 30 much on their minds after the Friday night upset.

"San Diclgo played very well," Scates commented. "They have a very

fine defensive team. Their backcourt contributed to our splkers taking

soYne exotic shots.

•Next time, ' he said, in anticipation of a rematch, ••our defense will be

more efficient."

BAROQUE 'BIZARRE

TWYLA THARP & Her Dancers

Join Them In

A UNIQUE DANCE EXPERIENCE

JANSS STEPS - MONDAY, APRIL 17 - 2PM TO 4PM

no dance training nece^aryl
wear casual clqthes!

Spootored by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

,^;^.^
A^onday. April 17, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN M

•(Paid Advertistnrwnt)

NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

^

Ours is fhe official — ^—

;

.

•

;^\..„;^ ;

--'

.

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the
University of California on all campuses.
for use by all members of that community: _^,

T "

•-•rf

The Charter Flight you sign with at UCLA i§ responsibly

for being dependable^qnd seeing to it you will
'

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed
to mediocre service. %
All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA . -

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation nrieetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per- 1

sonally see every flight off here and in London. _ :. '

We offer a simple payment plan, the. convenience
of an on-campus location and the assurance of _.

personal attention in all areas. ' .

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

our carrier — because of its long and distinguished

service recprd — and all our passengers receive

their first class service.

..- ._,.

r
J

How many charter groups can claim all this?
_, -

.J—

,

*-'-—'V t-' --*' - . .'^ . *ju -•
. w- • . ^ • -

** .._.-._.— .'

FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE CARRIER
_^*

an.
•

•

2 London June 18 Aug. 28 London 71

56

54

72
"

80

59';

$262

$262

$262

$262

S275

$262

BOAC

BOAC" "

BOAC

BOAC

Ca edonian

B~OAC

BOAC

Caledonian

3 London June 21 Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

London

London

London
•

4 London June 22

June 26f

5 London

6 London June 26 Sept. 13

Aug. 25

London

London.7 London June 27

8 London June 28 Sept. 9 London 73

81

61

$262

$275
^'w

9 London June 28 Sept. 16 London
' 10 London June 2^

July'l

July 4

Aug. 29
"

Aug. 27

'

Sept. 2

London $162 lOAC
'

BOAC

12

tendon

London

London

London

57 $262

62 '

" ~40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

L

14 London July 8 Aug. 17-.. London

15

16

London

London

July 11 Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept 13~

London

London

London

July 12

Aug. 12

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC
t

17 London

y

.''

n

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Come into Room 205D Kerclchoff Hall - phone 825-1221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Kqren Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.
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she came sailing up the River What's On ...
^Continued from Page 19)

and

I
--—

i.

J

formation, applications
signups for interviews.

—"Office of Environmental
Studies," 4 pm, Kerckhoff Hall

409. Organizational meeting for

^
campus-community action.

—"Phi Eta Sigma/' 3 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Alumni Lounge.^""^

"Committee of Public
Ceremonies," 10 am-12 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408. ^r—"Overpopulation Center*^'^ 10

am 2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"SIMS," 2-3 p/n, Ackerman
Union 2412. -—"Uni Kol," 3-5 pm, Ackerman
ynion 2408.—"A5UCLA Tutorial/' 7 8; 30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Student Storfe* Print Store,"

9 11 am,\ Ackerman. Union 3517.—"Office of Drug Education, "

11 ami pm, Ackerman Unipn
3564.
—"CPAO," 1:30-3 pm,

-Ackerman Union 3564 .___^___
—"Personnel Training," 1:30-

3:30 pm, Ackerman Union Men's
Lounge. *

—"Office of Drug Education/"

2-4 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Office of Drug Education,"
-3:30-5:30 pm, Ackerman Union

3564.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Office of Drug Education/'

6 8 pm, Kerckhoff Hall 400.

—"Men's and Women's Roles,"
7 10:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Oppressive vs. Freedom," 8

9:30 pm, Kerckhoff Hall 400.

URA Clubs:
Monday, April 17

—"The Conservation CJub," 10

am, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"The Judo Club," 3:30 5 pm,
Mac B 146.

—"The Kendo Club," 5 7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Mountaineers," noon.

Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

Lawn.—^'the Organic Garden Club,"

"K*pm; Horticultural Gardens^

for spring quarter, Law°i?114:

Monday, 9-5,-7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 Qw, only; Friday, none.
—"Medicus," 35 pm. Wed

nesday, April 19, Young 2224.

MCAT (Medical college ad-

missions tes*)- REVIEW for pre-

meds taking the test this year. ^

—"Mortar Board," national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at leaf

144 units and a 3.0 GPA to pick up
a Mortar Board information sheet

in the Mortar Board mailbox,
located outside Kerckhoff 304-C,

before Saturday, AAay 13.—"VfSTA Office," ai 1501 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer interested in

conducting an art class every
Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
—"A male volunteer," with

knowledge of bicycle building is

needed to be friend and help a 16

year old probationer.

Et cetera:
Exhibitis:

—"Draft Counseling," schedule

—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and
Mrs. Jotjnson Chow/' comprising

II I

:!;-

1

MOVING OUT SALE!
EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD BY SATURDAY

DIVIDS of ^r

WESTWOOD VILUGE
CLOSES OUT EVERYTHING

IN THE STORE!.

:•<

'^K'-

Police Ptrmit *

DOUBLE KNIT
FLARES

$7.95&$12.9S
Value $28.00

•
DRESS SLACKS

Only $4.95

JEANS

Only 53.50 & $4.95

SNIRTS

DOUBLE KNIT

SUITS

'43 up

LEATHER JACKET

$4Q00up

David's EVERY ITEM DRASTICALLY
REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE

927 Broxton Ave., Westwood Village 473-0276
,H9wrsi 10-9 Dmiy 11.S lundmy

v^-

works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasing
the classical tradition in Chinese

floral-bird painting, thronnh A

f at the lnternatio;?s'.^^i'
Center, 1023 Hilgard. ^*"*

Crossvirotd By Eugene Shefft

ACROSS
1. Marion-

ette

showman
5. Dolt

8. White
lies

12. Eskers
13. Russian

com-
munity

14. Dies—
15. Famous

opera
17. Frehch

author
18. French

river

15. Expunged
21. Profits

24. Norse
god

25. Equips
26. Pon-

chielli's

La—
^0. Fuss
31. European

black-

birds
32. The

grampus
33. The

Bride
35. Decree
36. Chalices
37. Famous

opera

38. Noted
opera

41. Defective
bomb

42. Fly
alone

43. Deluge
48. Mislaid
49. Girl's

name .

50. British

statesman
51. Turkish

measures
52. Honey
53. Soaks

.

DOWN
1. The sun

2. A king^

of

Judah

3. Fictional
dog

4. Expresses
pain

5. Portent
6. Goal
7. A tenure

of
real

property
8. The
Barber
of

, Seville
" 9. Flower
10. Com-

manded
11. Germ
16. Pronoun_
^0. Fabulous

birds
21. Seize

Averar^ ti?«t« nf anlxltnTC. 97 mi«j.

er

22. Famous
opera

23. Musical
prince

^' Wearies
26. Showy

flower
27. Black

(Fr.)

28. A small
drink

29. Recorded
proceed-
ings

31. Office

note
34. Italian

playing

cards
35. Food for

cattle

37. Domestic
pigeon

38. Nor-

wegian
- city

39. Tome
40. Lohen-

grin's

bride
41. Twofold
44. Compass

reading
45. American

humorist
46. Asian

festival

47. Abstract
being

\r.

writing contest
Monday, April 1^1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 17

All students are eligible to enter a literary contest being sponsored by
Sigma Delta Pi, the Spanish national honorary society, according to
Isabel Herwig, sponsor here.

*-*

Anywhere from, nine to 27 prizes will be awarded, depending upon the
;quality of the entries, which must be in Spanish. A first prize of $100
second prize of $50, and third prize of $25 will be presented to students
entering the best poems, short stories and essays.

Competitors will be divided into three groups: undergraduate active
members of Sigma Delta Pi; graduate active members, advisers,
University staff who are alumni members, and any other student.

Limits are 1500 words maximum for the essay, 1200 words maximum
lor the short story and one seven-inch by nine-inch page for the poem.

For furthe'r information, students should contact Herwig in the Spanish
and Portuguese department on the fifth floor of Rolfe Hall or call ext
51036. , ^

Deadline for entries to the local chapter is Thursday of this week,
Herwig said.

Alttnan awards apps
(Graduate students planning to make a career in primitive or folk art

are eligible to apply for the Ralph C. Altman Memorial Fund award,
according to Beverly Freiburger, program director.

Approximately $700 will be awarded to the recipient, to assist in his
graduate studies in folk art, or for work in the field.

Application forms are available in 55A Haines Hall, and must be
completed by April 28. The winner will be selected by a committee in-

cluding representatives of the Anthropology Department, Chancellor
Charies E. Young, and the widow of Ralph Altman.

Altman was^irector of th€l Museum of Cultural History here from 1963
through his death in 1967, and was responsible for enlarging the collection
of primitive art. , .^

The Altman Memorial Fund was established after his death for "the
[)erpetuation of interest in the field of primitive art, and the training of
students capable of carrying on his work,

'

' according to Freiburger,

The recipient of last year's award ivas Jean Borgatti, a doctoral can-
didate in art. She is currently in the Benin Kingdom of Nigeria, con-
tinuing a two-year research program, sponsored by the Nigerian
Department of Antiquities. Borgatti is carrying-out a detailed study of
the material culture of the Edo-speaking peoples living in Nigeria's mM-
western region, ^^ Zl^ Z

.
•» . -r - >. -.- •

. . » ;

recital here reviewed
The Committee on Fine Arts Productions in

cooperation with the Music Department presented a
faculty recital, which showcased the talents of
Barbara Patton ('soprano), Stanley Plummer
(violinist) and Irma Vallecillo (pianist). The entire
program revolved around the music of Lewis Byron
Duke. >

. , # "^ ' * -

The evening commenced with a sonata for piano,
ably performed by Irma Vallecillo. Her playing was
technically proficient, while ^i the same time
abrasive and uneasy. Towards the end of the piece,
her playing was more relaxed, and the fugue, in

particular, was quite exciting.

The works of such diverse writers as William
.
Shakespeare and Dylan Thomas provided material
for sopranist Barbara Patton. .She consistently sang
a little flat which was surprising, in that she adeptly
hit quite complicated dissonant intervals. Patton's
dexterity in fluctuating from a lower to a higher
register was commendable, and if it were not for the
fact that the material lacked vitality, her per-

formance would have been much more' enjoyable.
Violinist Stanley Plummer played for a short

while, doing two movements of a sonata for viplin,

written by Duke Plummer is by no means a fiery or
impassioned player; rather he is a calculable and
able musician who simply gets the job dc^ne. Overall,
his intonation was skillful, but on the higher reaches
of the violin, his playing was shallow and less
proficient. '

.

The small, intimate gathering was visibly pleased
v^ith the recital, although more dynamic and colorful
material could have been chosen. There was a
certain quality lacking from all three artists —
sensitivity. To be able to perform well is no longer
enough, in a world where there are countless adept
musicians. A feehng of sensitivity and creativity-
which wells up in the heart, must find its way into the
hands and mind of the musician — a quality which
makes the menial, mighty; the able, an artist; the
good, great. ..

^ ''^ ' • —Steve Rosen

Barth to conduct writing seminar f
A seminar in prose fiction featuring John Barth,

distinguished writer and author of The Sot-Weed
Factor and The End of the Road will be conducted
May 10 and 11, , :

Donald Marshall, vice-chairman of the English
department and Stephan Yenser, assistant professor
of English, will sponsor the seminar to be conducted
at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center. /

Previous to this semii^ar, Marshall and Yenser
conducted a seminar with Jarties Merrill last

quarter. Unlike the program with Merrill, which only
lasted one day and was open to only a dozen students,
the seminar with Barth will run two days with dif-

ferent participants attending each program.

People who wish to attend one of the programs^
with Barth must submit a sample of their work.
Participants in the seminar will be chosen on the
basis of the work submitted. The manuscripts will be
reviewed by Barth and a scceening committee.
Manuscripts must be limited to 20 pages and

submitted by April 27. Each manuscript must be
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope
and a card with the writer's name and telephone
number. Manuscripts not chosen for the seminar will

be returned.

All nvanuscripts should be submitted to Stephon
Yenser, 1322 Rolfe Hall, or placed in Yenser's
mailbox in the English department office.

-r-^ ">i»«i *i' »«-
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Announcement
A meethig to discuss a proposed new organization representing

the so-ca4led ''non-Senate academic staff" will be held April 27, in
the Men's Lounge of Ackerman Unfon.
The purpose of the meeting is to^^er all eligible staff.n^embers a

full opportunity to consider and amend a draft of organizational
bylaws prepared by a special committee chaired by Johanna E.
Tallman, engineering and math sciences.
The proposed organization would serve the interests and needs of

non-Seniite academic staff in esstntially the same way as the
Academic Senate now serves the majority of the teaching faculty.
The meeting is scheduled for 1:30-4:00 pm with all non-Senate

academic personnel on 50 per cent time or more to attend.

18"

THE

HEART s:^ OF
EUROPE

--wtth love - (we coll it.SwI«$ Core)

ON YOUTH FARES
I2th »o 26th birthday, travel ony day

SWITZERLANDll
S352 basic fare, eKcept

$370 during June, July, Augu«t
ound trip from Loi Angelei, valid one year

Air Fores Subject To Change
Ask full details frorti:

SWISSAIR Slow. 6th Sf..

lot An^elet. CA 90014 (213) 629-2375

(Paid Advertisement)

DONORS NEEDED FOR
SPERM BANK - INFERTILITY— RESEARCH CLINIC

(To be reimbursed adequately)

Medical Students, lnt«rna^^d Groduate
Science Students ^ '

Caucasian, Negro, Oriental, Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut individuals only

Please send description, phone number

and enclose current photo to

P.O. BoK 24221, LA. 90024

for further Information

the Colo in el to

come up with s

another chicken
special.
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INCOME TAX
SI RVICI

$ K^P 20% DISCOUNT to UCLA STUDENTS,
^
^ FACULTY and STAFF! ^

FLESNER & COOK
Tii\ Consultants

072 Ci.iyloy. Suilo } (Ne\l to Salewaj

Westwood 473-8127 or 886-747!

_______(_Fo'_UCLAN's only. Cut-a-cut-cut.)

- *

/^u^.t^v^?^«^5>'>cep%<^?^<-^.<.<^^«^>^c^>v^^

Bring this coupon In for 41<t

off any Monday through
Thursday before April 28, 1972

OUR COMPLETE
^1.29 DINNER
3 finger lickin' good pieces of chicken,
mastied potatoes and gravy,
cole slaw and a tender roll

GOOD
ONLY AT Kentiidii fri^d Ckiektn

WITH
THIS COUPON

922 GAYLEY
Westwood Village

t-

^.i
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AOVERTITINO OFFTCR
Ktrckhoff Hall in
PhofM: ns-3331

CtMsifi*d advtrtitins ^atvs

ISwords-Sl.SOday, ScofiMCutiva
insartions - SS.M

PavaMa in advanca
"

DEADLINE 10:3«a.m.
No talaphofia ordars

THE Daily Bruin givas full tuppofi to tha

Univarsity o< California's policy on non-

discrimination and tharafora classifiad

adArtising sarvica will not ba mada
availabia to anyona wIm, in affording

ttousing to studants or offaring jobs,

discriminatas on tha basis of raca, color,

religion, national origin or ancastry. Neither

tha University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offarad hara.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office tli-

4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

yf Campus Announcemenfi 1

XOO COPIES

Si
82-50611

'^'^*

kerckhoff 12-

Informafion and Referrals

birth control - abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies - tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

;•• ^it^

/

-— OVERPOPULATION -
INFORMATION CENTER
Moi)|day and Thursday 10-2 •

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C. Student run

^Campus Services .... 3

HAVE A GOOD STATION WAGON? EX-
PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPING?
CALL 472 3349 FOR EXCITING SUMMER
JOB' (3 A 20)

y Personal .

PRfrG+<ANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981

HELP (50TR)

LYNNE Happy 21st. Hope next year is as

good ^i the last, l love you. Bob. (S A 17)

PLAYBOY This may not be love, but it sure-
brats- chasing a stick 6 months today. Love
Frinqo ,. (SAW)

^ Free

FREE lovely Proletarian puppies, 8 weeks
old; international breeding; already had
puppy shots. Eves, 274 9129. ( FR A 19)

y Jrade . .

GREAT reception (UHF too) Sony portable

TV ( 1 1/4 yr. new) for 10 speed bicycle. Call

Denise, 474 3157. (TRA18)

yfResearch Subjech Needed

FEDERALLY authonied Marijuana ex
pertment. Healthy males over 21. Non-
users/experienced usefs required. M-Th; 1-

4,825 0094. (RSN A 17)

BLACK males receive $2 for 1/2 hr.

discussion. No deception, misrepresen-
tation Sign up FraniHall,A2MA. (RSN A

yf Enferfainment .

GASTMAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine &
food Fridays, Sat. entertainment. 2260

WfStwoodBI. Tel. 474 9311. («M2)

y Help Wanted 8

EMPLOYMENT counselor salesmen.
Counselor lor Wilshire-Ambassador area
Agency. Commission basis. Mr. Lillie, 3iO-

0111. (BA19)

OFFICE NO FEE
INSTANT WORK

Immediate positions available for

clerical and Secretarial skills.

NATIONAL TEMPORARY SERVICES
Century City OHice 277-2311

(8A17)

WANTED matura Single or couple to sublet

furnished, 3 bodrobm house near UCLA for 1

yoar $170 per month. Day 224-3849,

i<>r*ainqi| 474-7031. (8A18)
-• -t

—

DRIVER 1:45 pickup « kIds UES, deliver 3

sfopsChev Hills area, Sdays. Your car. 422-

9nedavs, 837 8017 eves. (8 A 18)

BABYSITTER ^ TED, FOU« ^^^^t'
WANTS PARENTS OUT OF HOUSE
ALMOST EVF"^ -SATURDAY EVENING,
SOMETIMES NIGHTS HE LIVES
NEAR LA CltNr.,A A SUNSET BLVOS
CALL 6500411 (8 A 18)

yf Help Wanted 8

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Halp yoursalf whila halping otli«r».

« Earn uptosao. a mofitti

on our plasma program,

phona: 47i^$i batwaan 12 P.M. and 7 P.nn.

GIRL with own transportation to do light

housework and take children to beach. Call

826 447*. {lAlf)

^For Sale • T3 y 3OTtWrtW&n yflrayel

WANTED Exact look alike for Lee Harvey

Oswald, alleged assasin of President John

Kennedy Apx. 2 wks. work in feature film.

Send recent photos to: Motion Picture, 24$ $.

Robertson, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90?11.

Photos will be returned. (8 A 17)

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.

Mr. Genov ese, 780 7584. <tA24)

CARICATURE artist needed for Mardi Gras
Booth. Voluntary. Leave message at 82S-

2275. (8 A 19)

RELIABLE girl, with car to drive woman on
jrppointments. Hours flexible. Available
immediately Phone 277-5129. (8 A 19)

SECRETARY: Fast accurate typist. 20 hr$.

a week for several months. S2.34/hr. 477-

8765. (8 A 19)

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills. Recep-
tionist, typist, shorthand. Full or part-time.

Call Giia, 278 0811. ^^ (8 A 24).

WANTED: Pro type 10-speed. Aluminum
frame. Around 24 pounds. Call Don, 825-OOSO

daysonly. (WA19)

GIRL bar maid. 2 nights weekly, Westwood
Inn. 1880 Westwood Blvd. 474-9244. Call after
3PM. (8A18)

GO Getters sell membs., distributorships,
non profit consumer clut, heavy profits
during expansion. 466-2466 x45. (8 A 20)—

j I I
—~"^"

TELEPHONE salesman. Part-time.
Mornings only. 54.00 /hour guarantee plus
commissions. No experience necessary,
sales ability preferred. Call Mr. Jason, 8-12

noon. 479 3734. (8 A 18)

BABYSITTER/car owner to shop and ride
elderly women, afternoons. 394-1780. (8 A 17)

'r
•-

i
;

NEEDED: Student flying to Pittsburgh, Pa.,

in June to accompany children. Details, call

eves, 926 5162. ' (8 A 21)

BUSY attorney needs girl to work in daw
^office part time. Hours flexible. Call Mr.
- Kanne, 277 6620. (8A2J)

' T .--—..— ^ MM .^_|| , II

FULL time summer iobs camp counseling
for national parks. 475-9421.

. Services
Unlimited. ( A 21)

.J»ART time tabs^ avaiiabUt in Wast LJX. for.
girls or guys. 475-9521, Services Unlimited. (

A 17)

HERE is a secret number |o call for part
time iobs. 475-9521, Services Unlimited. ( A
17)

y/ Lost& Found .

LOST on Hilgard. Hub cap from Cadillac.
Reward offered. Contact Shell Servica
Station, 10843 Lindbrook Ave. (9 A 17)

^Odds & Ends.:.. . .. W
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolK
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990
B, Venice, 90291 Phone 391-0933. (10QTR)

y/ Political . . . . .

V Rides Offered . . 13

LEAVING for Washington State, April 23 or
24 Share driving /expenses. Ell, 454 0723
alter4PM. (13A17)

LEAVING lor N«w York attar April 23.
Share expenses/driving. Call 824 1785 ( 13 A
21)

COUCH, 9 ft. winged; bed, twin, w/frama.

Good condition. Asking S35 A $1$. raspac-

lively. 474-5302. (IS A 20)

WEDDING gown and vail by Prisciila, site

10. After 4, 994 0584 or 4ai-0484. (IS A 21 )

.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

Incredible new speaker systems sold
directly by the manufacturer. We will
compare our $59 model to the $273 JBL-lOOi
By appointment only. 473-72t). ( ISA 18)

MUST Sell. 1957 T.B., Martin guitar,

Honeywell 400 flash, desk, cassettes, rug.

4512197. (15A18)
.^—_, '-

PIONEER component stereo system. Must
sell $270. Still under warranty. 723-S43S. (15 A
18) -

COMPLETE Sony stereo sVstem, AM/FM
receiver, two speakers & turntable SAC.
$150. New in boxes. 721-0207. (ISAH)

1928 MARTIN Guitar. Excellent condition

and beautiful souod. $400 /best offer. Darryl,
479 1892.—- ftSAW

FENDER Telecaster & case. Humbucking
pickup. XInt. cond., Call Brett, 824-7723. ( 15 A
U|) ..

•

STEREO -^naed bread, must sell my new
equipment. Please call 477-7484. (ISA 24)

I

2 STUDIO beds - good condition - built-in

storage-covers and bolsters included - Both
I $45 559-2731. (IS A 20)

SONY TC540 20W amp, spkrs, maint. kit;

plus goodies. Immac. $185 /offer. 824-

17^7. (ISA 17)

PANASONtC 8;track tape deck, AM,FM,
FM stereo, speakers - excellent condttlon.
Earphones. Many tapes. Offer. 477-3324. (IS

A 17)

FUNKY old pump organ • plays super
fantastically well. Has matcbing funky old

.organ stool. 475 2104.„ _„^(1$ A 17)

^Services Offered .... 16

WILL do Film Research. Catole Basch, 1411

'Normandie, Hollywd. 442-4252. Resume,
rates on request. (14 A 17)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into

1 Colorado wilderness from S2S. P.O. Box
18427, Denver,, 80218. (UQTR)

STOP SQUEEZING. You're causing
scarring. Blackheads - Whiteheads
eliminated. DermaVac Process. In-

troductory visit. Alice Hogan, RN. 931-7010.

(14A19)

II

EVEWYAMER1CAN SHOULD KNOW
experimental warfare in Vietnam

radar guided weaponry
American Friends slides. Save Our Soldiers
Speaker, April 21, $1, program 8:00, Pot
Luck, 6:30, bring food

Unitarian Society of L.A. West
3744 Barrington, Mar Vista, 984 2737

2 blocks west of McLaughlin
lust north of Venice Blvd.

y/ For Rent /2

PIANOS for rent; Upright $10 & Spinet, $14.
Both rebuilt. No minimum period. 660-

4S14. (12A17)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

. AEFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY —
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION,MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily - 474-
33SO. (14 A 20)

BRENTWOOD co-op nursery. Ages 2 1/2-5. 9-
12 PM S25. A parent participation school
Barrington Pa'-k. 451-4039. (14 A 20)

TWO weeks free rent. One bdrm,'$180, two
bdrms, $245 Fantastic closets, Bundy near
SM. 277 1818, 820 5058, eves. (12 A 21)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, tiospital,

accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world Avide basis in 1

6onvet^ient policy.

For information & application,

contact ttie Associated Students
Service Center, Kerekhoff Hall,

room 140, or call 8«-06n, ext.

FLUTE, Armstrong. Excellent condition,
S8S Phone 474 5060, morns and eves. ( 1$ A
71)

STUDENT: General housecleaning. Two
bedroom A den home. $2 50 hour. One day

every two weeks, your convenience. Car

npcessary Call, 223 1191, ext 44 /nites, 656

1143.

APT Mqr 29 units, WLA. Lon^j ;..... >, ««

siudfnt, 24 plus, single or married, avail.

afternoans, rant-fraa turn, single 'P* "3;
msi (8A20)

BIRTH Control for UCLA Students
5850.

Call 825-

(15 AM)

MINOLTA SRT 101 F 1.7 with 13$ mm A 28
"f" ' 1836. (15 A 20)

-
.

I

1 1
,
1

I II !
11 J » ' —

MATiKtbbEb valley State marketing
qrad can save you 40 50*0 on all qualities, all
siio sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets Call me today Richard Pratt,
886 0400 (ISQTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for studanti
or employees Robert Rhee, 839 > 2 70 or 870
9793 or 456 2544 (14 0TR)'

ASK AROUND ABOUT
A& BCHEVY SERVICE
Complete Auto Service

All American Automobiles
Mo»» Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts
11827 Santa Momca Blvd.

West Los Anqeles
477-4551

St. Since 1958

AUTO and Metercycia Inswranca fei

IstiNlanIs and amptoyaas. Call Allan Sobal,
yH-SS2;, >71 SlIS. Eyas. 7M3S0». ( 14 QTR

I

^Travel 17

'''^tourisTOJrsalSs^^
rentals leases* and

EURAILPASSES!
^

Any make, any mod«l. .

Call 'Fred' (213) 783-M53
FOREMOST EURaCAR

EUROPE Flights. $0 departures, also N.Y.

Israel, India, Africa. 50% off. Student

rates/cards since 1959. EASC. 323 N. Beverly

Or , Beverly Hills. 90218. 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEA01ERS 4 STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

ZENITH TV set, 18 inch with portable stand.

$60. Please call, 473-8791. (ISA 18)

A REVOLUTIONARY WAY FOR
EVERY WOMAN TO BECOME

MORE ATTRACTIVE AND DESIRABLE

For a happier and more meaningful Ufa,

write today for the fascinating book that will

help the world to see you with new eyes.

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY BOOKSTORE

Send only $2.70 & 30C for handling to:

.^ WONDERFUL LIFE
_ 130 South 700 East - _...

Salt Lake City, Utah 84102

- EUROCARS
9000 Sunstft Blvd., LA 9004* 271-4344

BABYSITTER wania* daytime and/or eves,

oxperiaflca Young children, car preferred.

CaH|3SS781. (8 A 17)

PSVCHOi
incounter
pt'rtei

gtoup
wanted to audit active
No pay but group ox

(8A19)

CONCORD cassette recorder. Like new. S30
mcl cassMtes. 477 5182, Pat. (15 A 17 )

HOUSEHOLD furnishings Excellent con
dition Bdrm, dining, livmgroom.
Reasonable, private Weekdays: 477 9097,
well*, nds pves 823 6062 (15 A 19)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (UQTR)

SECRETARIAL A typing. Legai-statistical-
gen<>ral shorthand. Fast & accurate. Free
pickup and delivery 388 0959 (14 A 18)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty fret time.

Exp. in Travelling. 984 2411. (I7 0TR)

(§
_ NEW YORK
JUNE 150NE WAY S77

• HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2- ^^ $17^
JULY 1 JULY 16. plus land

# TOKYO/ORIENT •

JUNE 17 SEPT 1 ^ . .

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS >

EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Also Studentrail and EurailpasMt, Car Purchase

I nsu ranca, Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

Jik
AIS/EXITS
9056 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA. 90069
274-8742

J WA Wk. WMt offcnta Monica/Dotteny)

SO c5
a^i

CO B5 ^

17

A EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST ^tp

«*tsiA. SOFA AflrtSrto!!! «"**'**

S«« Vicanta Wv*JsSit JTla ri^«^' "*»

EUROPE. S220-S27S R T ai«« .

i»f^J^rm9, Summer.' A Vai^ifl*E.S.E.P.. 8217 Beverly Blvd LA ionl.T*'
3311. ESEP-UCLA me^mbe'r,.'

^^
'H^g**,',

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the _ , ..

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Cafedonian

707'S-.

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON LA

FJJ,^ J^ Ret. Days Price

9
3

4

3 S

i

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

17

18

Availalllar^nly to bonatide members o* the

University of California including students,

faculty, staff, and their immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in tlie same household.

Charter flight*

aKerchkhoHMaluosO
Between Bam. A Spm

835 1271

6/^18 8/28 71 $262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

6/22 8/15 54 $262

6/26 9/6 72 $262

6/25 9/13 80 $275

6/27 8/25 59 $262

6/28 9/9 73 $262

6/28 9/16 81 $275.

6/29 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262
'^

7/8 8/17 40 $262

7/n 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

8/12 9/13 33 $252

uc
GREEKS

^ ^o«#p it la Europe this Summer

Four vifeeks of relaxed study
!^°\f!2]

credit; then two or tour ^«»<\°' '°''

freedom. $*$ to S825 includes travel, meals

rooms, classes.

CALLOINA, ItOlOP M
MS-0743

EUROPE this summer? Un regimented

programs * or 8 weeks E»periment$ m
Travelir»g,»86 2411. (UQTR).

h ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM$22f ROUNDTRIP

JAPAN: FriOMS3«» HOUND TRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-W32, 13' 2<0'

42480verland, Dapt.A. ,,,„,
Culver CItv. Ca. n230 .('IQ^«

Our 11th yaar o< university Charters

to LONDON or BRUSSELS

June U/Sept 14

June 23 /Aug 31
June 34/ Sept.!
July T7/Aug 22

S25"»

42««

S76i

S26S

or DAILY Youth / Student flights at
"32JJJ.

Continue by our low priced So»a t.na

flights or Eurailpass to your destmaTion

Free travel info Prof. P. teenfler

87»-3in, c/o Sierra Travel inc.

Mdrtica Bt. Beverly Mllfs

277 5200 or

917 S S*nt«

(17 AM)

"
uSOPE A MIODL6 EAST CHARTER

FLIGHTS
New TorK M.ghts under $100 one w.v

Study Ik C-n^P'"' J?"p* ope
1»72 Student Guide Book to Europ

Student Rail pass 2 mo >'J«

CONTACT: SOFA Agent ViC OEPTUCLA
135«» Ventura Blvd

Sherman Oaks, Calit»'«0»

PHONE 872 2213 or 714 U7^^

A^onday, April 17. 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN if

Where were you wh^n the what's on went out?
(Continued from Page 2t)

Dickson Art Cantar 2160. Tickets

are $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"Racism and tha Rata of ttia

Mala in tha Black Family of tha

Future/" by Sandra Garcia,
psychologist, assistant professor

in residence, English as a secbnd

language, 8 pm, today. Social

Welfare 147. Fraa.

Seminars:
Tuesday, April 18

—"The \}g»nd» Coup: A Case

Study of Class Action by ttta

Military" by Michael F. Lofchle,

associate professor of political

science, 7 pm. Murphy Hall 2121.

^"Wild Animal Diseases
Transmitted to Man" by Edward
Aaron, chief, division of

veterinary public health. County

Veterinarian, Downey, 7 pm, MS
5200. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students). .^ . .. .

—"Introduction to tha Biology
of Mammals and Thair Life in tha
Zoo" by Richard AAacMlllen,
associate professor of biological
sciences, UC Irvine, and Sharon
Emerson, assistant curator of
mammals, Los Angeles Zoo, 7
pm, LSB 2147. Tickets are $3.50
and $1.75 (students).

—"Church Architecture,
Liturgical Art, and Music" by
Culver Heaton, AIA, church ar-
chitect, and Thomas Harmon,
University organist and assistant
professor of music, 7:M pm.
Young 2276. Tickets are $4 and $2
(students).

—"The Initiation of Elec-
troconvection in Isothermal,
Dielectric Fluids" by James
Blackmon, senior engineer
scientist, McDonnell-Douglas,
Huntington Beach 3 pm, Boelter
8500.

—"Leukemia Chemotherapy:
JCinetic Models and Analyses" by
Jerome Areosty, research

engineer. Rand Corporation, 4
pm. Boelter 2444.

"

—"Axonal Transport of Newly
Synthesized Acetylcholine and Its

Release Following Intracellular
Injection of 3H-Cholina" by
HiroyukI Koike, formerly visiting

scientist, department of
neurobiology and behavior. Public
Health Research Institute, New
York City, now returning to the
Department of Physiology, Tokyo
A^edical and Dental University,
Japan, 4 pm, CHS 53-105.

—"The History, Development,
and Role of Public Opinion Polls,"
with Deborah Hensler, assistant
director for technical operations.
Survey Research Center, 9:35-

11:05 am, Tea Room, Bullock's
Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.
Tickets $3.50, at the door.

Auditorium, 301 S. Madre St.,

Pasadena. Tickets $4, at the door.

roo

Monday, April 17

,,'Jerusalem," by Richard F.

4.ogan, professor of geography, 7-

lO'pm, Willard Elementary School

—"Beginning Ballet," 6 pm.
University YWCA, 574 Hilgard
Ave.

—"Calligraphy," 7:30 pm,
Architecture 1243B.—"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Office Culture and the

Secretary," 7:30-9:30 pm, Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

—"Oppression As Control,
Freedom As Countercontrol,"
7:30-9:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

^

—"Philosophy and Yoga," 2-

3:30pm, Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs
Lounge.

—"Producing A TV
Documentary, The Roles Lawyers
Play," 7-9 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

—"Exploring Emotions in
Modern Marketing," 8-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Elohim (GOD) The Original
Pattern of the Universe," 7:30
pm. Architecture 1243A.
—"The Anatomy of tha Human

Mind Course," 3-5 pm. Graduate
School of Management 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, B.E.P.
Maturity and Systems,"
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Everyday Practical Ap-
plication of the 'Ancient Wisdom'
Can Lead to Inner Security," 7:30
pm, Bunche 3143.

—"Behind the Mafia," 7 pm,
Kinsey Hall 184.

rCr.^ '.Meetings:
Monday, April 17

—"UCLA Anchors Rush," 10

am 2 pm. Bruin Walk, »n-

(Continued on Pace 16)

DAILY
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^Travel , rT-.^^. ':~; y Wanted . : . 20

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 90025. 471-0444. (17 QTR

)

SOUTH Pacific Sailing Cruise on ISO ft.

gr^nd ttiree masted schooner. Leaves ttiis

summer for * weeks to Tahiti. Share ex-
penses. For Hif*. CaM Gre«ory Cook (213)
378 1239. (17 A 17)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
All profession^, occupations, $700 - $3,000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-
seeing. Free info - write Jobs Overseas,)
Dept. P4, P.O. Box 15071, San Die«o, CA.
'2"5. (17A25)

}/Tutoring . ,^^l^,^ . . . J8

FRENCH: Exam
;
preparation, intensive

language study, tr4nslation, literature. Call
(ormer UCLA teacher for results. 828-
^36* (18QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).
473 2492. (18 0TR)

WANTED: Pro-type 10 speed. Aluminum
frame Around 24 pounds. Call Don, 825-OOSO

daysonly. 120 A 19)

y/Apts Furnished . .... 2/

UNIQUE 1 Mrm, furnished, with shag rug
and private entrance, new paint and new
beds. One block to campus. 10944 Strath-
more Or .-477 7487. (21 A 21)

'TAph to Share-., rr. . 23 /Room for RenI . . . . ..31 ^^"'°^ ^°' ^"'^ • 33

. QUIET, two bedroom apartment in West
Hollywood (no dopers). Clean cut males
only. 451 3795. (23 A 20)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gaylay.
Pleasant singles, $45. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473.4412. (23 QTR)

tan^r^ V°*""' *^® ''•*'' ^^'Hiportation, offSanta Monica beach Non smoking, nondnnking male. 399 4444. (', a 20)

AH SPRITE, top (new), windows, $50. Call
475 47)2 early/leave message, 944 3118. ( 33 A
19)

ROOMMATE: female transfcring to
Berkeley, fall '72, seeks same share apt. in
fall. Call 478 4941. ( A 19)

FURNISHED Bachelor, $90, kitchenette.
Very clean! See manager at 11158
Massachusetts Ave., or call 478-4382. (21 A
21)

y/For Sublease . 24

LARGE, one bedroom apartment, fur-
nished. 5 min. to UCLA. $205. Al, day: 825-
2280, night: 477-5888. (21 A 18)

EXCHANGE beach apt in Spain for beach
irea. Phone 4444949. (24 A 21)

$80 BACHELOR. 1 bdrm. unfurnished, 2270
S. Barrington Ave., WLA, Call: 479-3215.
7: 30- 10: 30 morns. (21 A 17)

)/House for Rent . 25

room® w.fh^?,?*:::'' ""r^*'"P«. own large

mai;. M4.';,'3i^'»*"
''^'^"••"' "on smoking

"

(31 A 19)

FULLY furnished room and bath with light
J^n^^acmi^es^ .n private »ome.^BnMv,

^

/^utoshrSale .33

A«,^1!!I *•" 22,000 miles. Convertible.AM/FM, excellent condition. $1450. Phone,
^^^ '343.-

(33 A 17)

'44 VW. Air-conditioning, r,ad«^, i«vceHent
cond

, recent tune up, 74,000 niiles, $795 399
6440 anytime, night. (33 A 17)

'70 VW, good condition, stick, red, 17000
miles. S1495. 390 3202. BXT992. .(33A19)

FOR Sale, '44 VW Bug $700, orig owner
Call 935 8921 eves after 5 PM ( 33 a 19)

'43 MERCURY Meteor 240 3 spd New tires,
rebuilt engine $350 Call 473 4849 after *r Ot
^^ „ (33A)9)

'44 CHEVY Super Sport (fonvertible Low
mileage Nees some body work $450/Dr vmake offer. 37) 0894. (33AI9) '

'48 DATSUN Sedan, AM FM, runs well,
needs some cosmetic work. Make offer. Jeff,"
479 0825 eves - (33 A 19)

EXPERlfeNCED tutor math /physics. BA
Math /physics. MA physics. $5 hr. Pe>er, 398-
30^^ n8 A 18)

GRE, LSAT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.
657 4390. (18 QTR)

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,
air-conditioned single. Pool - Garage. 441
Landfair. 479-5404. (21 A 17)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath. pool. 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
( Hilgard). GR 5-5584. (21 QTR)

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Gaylay. 473-

44)2. (21 QTR)

ROME, spacious three bedroom, furnished
near Castel Saint Angelo. $500 July /August
Kelly, 35 Alberico II, Rome 00193. (25 A 20"

45 MG 1100. Good engine, new starter,
generator & disk brakes. Needs some
repairs $250 735 4122. (33 A 17)

**. CMEV Bel Air, V 8, 45000 miles Ex
«! t^i.""**'*""' ^*^ O'VS, 825 2754, evev.-
826 7009 (33 1 19)

)/House for Sale 26

FRENCH for Travelers with cxperiancad
French native teacher: Conversational
method No Translation. Call now. 47S-
"•' (It A 28)

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles. $125,
across from Dykstra. 501 Gaylay. GR 3-1788,
GR 3 0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

BY Owner, 3-bdrm, large livingroom, dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, freeways, $35,950. Owner, 479-
3452. (24 A 20)

OWNER Must Sell...2-bdrms/ilen. 2 bath.
Best buy in high price location. Only $32,500.
Wynn, 4/7 7001. (24 A 20)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWERI

A-1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G M. Plant
Cell 394 7075 24 Hours

y/ Jypiiing 19

APARTMENTS Furnished. Bachelor flat
w/hot plate, refrig., private entrance, bath.
$55 share /$1 10 private. 479-9914, 479-7194. S5S
<^»V»«V (21 A 28)

BEAUTIFUL large contemporary 3 A 2 A
family; view; pool size yard; near UCLA,
$49,950. Owner. 984-0197. (24 A 20)

L()WEST rates, theses A dissartatiant. IBM
Seiectric. Fast, experienced, raliaMa. Also
editing. Mike, 477-4402. (If A 21)

TYPIST - ttmat, dissartatiant, books, tarm
papers. Specialty math and taclmtcal typing
AccuMte, rapid sarvica. 780-1074 H9arm,

P?^^*?'*'?^' •::••"•"••' /»P«lling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /dalivar law
school Alice, I97-3JN. (If QTR)

$100 115. Bachelors, utilities. Near bus,
parking. 12014 Wilfliira Blvd. Wast L.A. 47f-
2201.828-2ff5eves. (21 A 20)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $185 up. Pool, subterranean garaga,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth St.. SM.
392 5«4. if2,9 142. __„, (aiQTIIf-.

$175 ATTRACTIVELY furnished very large
2-bdrm, dinette, 5 closets. Separate garaga.
Adults. 1953 1/2 S. Corning. LA. 4SS-3340. (21

A 19)

BUILDERS must salli Custom close-incompact home for couple. Minimum
upkeep 2 bdrms. 1 1/2 baths, good financing
available. Call 474-7719. (24 A 19)

BY Owner, 3-bdrm. large livingroom, dining
•re*. WW carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to'
schools, freeways. $35,950. Wener. 479-
"" (24 A If)

TRANSPORTATION cars $ff and ul
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-748f . (33 QTR)

'43 FORD Fairlane 500 Good condition. Must
sell, $300 or best offer. 473-87f1. (33 A 18)

'71 VW red, pop-top camper. Radio warranty
$3500 /offer. 55f 3348, eves, or wkend. ( 33 A

'48 OLDS 2 door fast back, straight 8 engine.
.
A Classic In good condition $350^95-
0*"

I

(33A17)
~ -

i r

'44 FORD Galaxie coupe. Excellent cond.,
automatic, ps, air conditioned New
tires/radiator/muffler, $400. 473-5457 days;
776 $102 eves. (33 A 17)

'43 VW Bug. low mileage, $375. Call 394-0549
after 4 PM. (33 A 18)

'44 MG Midget Roadster (Mark II), recent
overhaul; good cond., $700/best offer. After
6 00 392 9300. (33 A 17)

'44 MUSTANG V-8. XInt. cond. Low mi.
Automatic, R A H, PS. $1000 or offer. 472-0814
evenings. (33 A 20)

'47 TOYOTA landcruiser Sacrifice. Many
extras winch, show tires, row bar, ski rackv
838 3300.395 0730 (33 A 18)

'49 VW Bug, auto stick, sunroof, low
mileage, excellent condition. $1475. Tel: 454-

(MAJ$944.

^)RIENTAL - Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room /study, 2 baths/fabulous view. One
acre. Encing, $57,900. 783 5131. ^24 A 21)

•49 FIAT 850 convertible. New engine. $1200
C«"'M'^*" (33 A 18)

i48 VW B^s ftew ttee cc inline, Vakes A
bearings Asking $2.O€*0r? 985 3528 Chris ( 33 A

RUTH, ttiMaa, disaartMlMH, tarm paRors,manwscr,pH. RaliaMa. ixpariancar Call
"*''*'•

(If 0T«

)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Tarm papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed

'M*'!ll
^''•* •*•' y»:^f*^»f^*. Sharan,38 5487 (If QTR)

0^»mt1L;i**'V^ <' «•*"• »outhwa.t).

c«r"S Tarn oiJST' '**^" ^••' •«-•e. lam, 473^31. (If QTR)

^! ^Apt, Unfurnished .... 22 ^"°"" '° ^^"^ ^^
•- HUOF l.tMtrm \Jmmi0.m t I— ^ -t.

LJll .!"'*"'• English grads. Tarm
lt^S» ' !*•*•»' •'••Mmes. lattars. IBM
SVJm*' ««»««»«»va. Nancy, 472-4142; Kay,"•'"' (If QTR)

m?l^^ ^^ *^^*» "f****^' •rm papars.

TcrurlVJ'^Vl ^^P*ri*nf4. FastViiaat
accurate, depandaMa. f33-1747. ( If QTR)

^^'ng emargancy sarvica. Call nt-—-_j ( If A H)

- "* *^y<—1. nf Aiy)

lL»«rbia, 821.2341, Maa.3f4-SU2. (IfATR)

iKTat^**yiri'""»»^» •<•»»'»•' »»»orthand

-jlt!;rve-;r' ^^* **^
'

•^VfTA')

p^^Ry^fm.ad...accurat. ^^k...-

^ Wanted 20

^30/hr Mrs, jack, ila-im. (20 A 17)

tit^^.^P ^•'""••'^ Spanish-spaaking "Big

rail . .
•'' * ^"^ ••** •""' Approx. 5 hrs/wk.^an infant Studies Protect. 825 4551.(20 A 19)

,443
** '•• ^-••'•V* 3f1 f440, 835

(38 A If)

$200 UNFURN. S.M.. 1 3/4 bath, newly dec.
large balcony. Days, 4748472; aves, 828-
0394 fMAin

IDEAL for Doctor. $245. Byrd built, charm, 1

'

bdrm A dan. fireplace (wood), saaviaw,
sundeck. utilitias. 4tf Ocean Ave.. t.M. 3f4.
'•2f. (22 A If)

2 BED sttfdia, i2)S. Firaplaca. 2 baths, carp.,
drap.. stave, ratrlf. 11f44 Ooshan Ava.
W.L.A. 3fS-t482. (23 A 38)

I BCD $148 /w stava. rafrif.. carp., drapa.
Near marhat, W.L.A. 1443 S. Bundy Drive.
3fS-8482. (22 A 28)

'VAp^s to Share-Tin. ... 23

'Large turn. 2-bdrm, 2 bath. Share with 9n9
other. $88. Bab, 824-4387. Walk to campus. (33
A 1 )

GIRL Grad share 2Mrm. 2 batti. turn. apt.
with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7822 avas.(23 A
^^

^

SPACIOUS. Suitable for nonsmoking girl.

$70/me. Near Westwood. Jack. 478-7588. ( 23
A If)

STUDE NT/couple Share new baach apt.
with inter-racial caupla. Own bad /bath.
$110. 3ff-4f42. (23 A 17)

FEMALE Share w/2.
Large apt., conveniently lacatad. Own
bdrm ., $f2.50. 473 2037 ; 837-14fS. (23 A 18)

SHARE apt. w/3 man, WLA. $S1.2S /ma plus
l/4util. Share dinner duties. 478-5270. (23 A
18)

YOUR own room in 3-badraam apartment,
$80 /month Close to campus. Call, 478-
'•« (23 A 18)

A-
URGENTLY need frilhdiy, neat, giH to
share large bdrm in small beach house
$66 50 19»676$ (23 A 20)

HUGE 3-bdrm. Venice. 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard w/grad art student. t12S.
*'' '**3 (27A21).

FEMALE roommate naadad ta share 3
bedroom house in Venice canals. Own room,
$75 /mo. 823-1798. (27 A 18)

SHARE furnished 4 badraam house - own
ream. $45 plus 1/3 utilttias cast. Craig (933-

»». (27 A 18)

}/ Housing Needed 28

BY UCLA physician, small house WLA,
furnished, $200-300. One year beginning 7/1.

835 0575 Message (Or. Uptan). 474-S1S4-
evenings. (28 A 17)

UCLA vicinity - must have private bath-
kitchen double occupancy badraam. Write:
G. Herman. Hamptan Hausa 48
Metrapolitan Oval Bronx, N.Y. 18442. (18 A

40 HILLMAN Husky Reliable tran-
sportation Rebuilt engine, AM/FM radiaOnly $150 CaU, 340-3082 (33 A 18)

'41 BUGEYE Sprite, new paint-interior.
XInt. cond., pertect slalom car, $550, 385-4f48
•^*» (33 A 18)

'44 VW Bus. excellent cand., new engine.
$1350/offer 440 234f eves. (33 A 18)

PEUGEOT 404 wagon. Low mileage, ex-
cellent cond

, (FVX 878) Must sell, best
after Daytime only, 479-579$. ( 33 A 21

)

'44 VW, perfect condition, nawlypaintad,
extras. Must sell, leaving country. $700 cash.
444 8995. (33 A 17)

'45 MGB, light blue, good condition. $7so
Call 820 2089 after 5 PM. ( 33 A 21

)

'49 COUGAR, air, autamatic. PB/PS. now
tires, radio, excellent condition. SI888/bast
offer. 820 1807 eves. (33A21)

m
^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, law
prices, 10 spd tram $77. French, Austrian.
American, 1714 Westwood. 475-3370. (3S
QTR)

UCLA Students! SS off Peugeot^
Motobicane, Centurion, ottier fine makes.
Expert repairs. All parts. Lee's Cyclery -

Schwinn Autoriied dealer. 2439 S. Robertson
Blvd. 3 bIks N. Santa Manica Fwy. 839- 4444

(3Sa

2 BOYS 3 spd. bikes. S3S ea. CR4-347S attar
S:38. (35 A 17)

ycl^s, Scoolws

For Sale..•••••••••••••••• 36
HONDA CL3S0 Helmet, shop manual, turn
signals, electric starter, other extrM^ $32S
firm Richard, 474-8441. (34 A 17)

*87 RED Tayata automatic, air, 4 daor oMii
\^»'^*PorUnwx. Best affar, HO S-BOoT (Ma

^Koom and Board

MALE /Female Contract in La Mancha •

any room set-up Must sell instantly I

'Discount! 820 3484. (RB A 18)

FOR Sale '45 Volvo 4 door sedan, madal 122.

jy^V'^ *'"* ^^•^ conditiwi. make offer.
-"'••'» (33 A 21)

2 DORM Contracts for

Quarter. Call, 824-1441.

>(gdgefley).

sate. $314 - Spring
Message. 82SS4S1

(RBA18)

FOREIGN Student Room/board for
house/garden chores. Private room/bath,
bachelor's house with tennis ceurt/-
swimming pool. Nights/waakands. Call 273-
4444. x278 days, or 788-0740 eves. (RiA21)

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . .* 30

'47 MUSTANG 3tf. R/H. P/%, very goad

rrA'**Il!";,?l**''
•**»^ •*•' *•" Call altar

^ ^<' "**"* (33 A If )

40 AUSTIN Healey 3080, 4.saatar Oomicondition $450. 477 2352. (33 Al??

HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine. Oaod running
condition. $27$ or best offer. Call. 933-7031
evenings Henry. (34 A 17)

YAMAHA '70. good conditton, $77$. Triumph
'47. good cond.. Best offer 038-9801. (34 A 30)

;44 HONDA 90, gets 90 mpg. Only $foDependable, needs tune-up. 783-284f'
*^*"*»«*

(34 A 18).

M7S*^?.'J'Jf..^*
*''' '"'* '"»^' ^•"•» treat.

$175. 783 2849 , evenings. ( ja a 18)^ . —

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service- Parts-
Insurance. Open till 8 PM. 9320 W. Pica Blvd.
^^»»'<' (34 A If)

4S0CC BSA REBUILT, good cond 2S0cc
Harley A Honda. Good cond., 393 19 17 after 4^^

^ (34 A 18)

UCLA BRUIN
ti/i^^ »»« leonalina utility van. Price
,$400. Phane Ulf.4tf7. 7 PM-f PM. (33 A 20)

WANTED male student to halp
housekeeping Room a bath, salary. Pr9l%r
Oriental who drives. 4S2-87S} (30 A 17)

ilJo^jril"Lt!S**^r,VeV*" ••^ condition.•»ww. <.aii i,ynn, S42 I2f2 evenings. ( 33 A 20)

ceVn^m.^K.**"""?**' ***"• •"•«"' «•••"' •«
Snivel •*"•"'"• ""*•

'

*'<>«« •""•»' »»"
^ •*"' (33 A 18)

»024^e^et*"**"*"*
«•"«••"' «>•» fHtr. 4SS-

V (33 A If)
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Tickets^^ -
Campus and Public
—"Roberta Flack/' 8:M pm,

AAay 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Central Ticket Oftice,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for*

students with ID cards.

—"Barber of Seville/'

scheduled for April 20 has been
cancelled.

—"Joan Baez/' 8:M pm, April

22, Pauley Pavilion. All seats $2,

available from the Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Student Films/' 8:30 pm,
April 21, 22, 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2
(general) and $1.25 (students).

—"Sleight of Hand/' a Theater
Arts production, 8: 30 pm, April 27,

28 and 29 and AAay 3, 4, 5 and 6;

and 7: 30 pm, AAay 30, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, AAacGowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West,
wood Plaza.

— "Thomas Harmon,"^
University organist, 8:30 pm, .,

April 26, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium and Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza. •

Conte, 5 pm, Wednesday, AAelnitz

1409. Fret,

.

»

- 7- W V,^'

Concerts
I —"Awards Concert/' featuring
the winners of ihe Gladys Turk
Foundation Vocal Awards In

popular and classical categories,
noon, tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Program includes
classical female vocal i?ts Leslie
Bockian (first prize) and Susan
Dixon (third prize); classical

male vocalist Glenn Fagelson

isecond prize); and popular
female vocalists Charlene Haupt
(first prize). Sheila Styron
tsecond prize) and Linda Burrell

(fourth prize). Free.

SemlnarsT ^

Monday, April 17.

—"Having Experienced Berqen
Belsen Concentration Camp, I

Wanted to be tlie Best Jew
Possible — a Believer in Jesus as

Messiah?" by J. Vera Schlanm,
noon. Haines 220.

^-"Political Conscience: Is

Ttiere Such a Thing/' 5:30 pm,
Rieber Hall Bay View Room. Cost
of $2.25 to non-dorm residents
includes dinner.

—"Design of Active RC Fillers

with Zero Gain-Sensitivity
Product/' by AAichael A. Soder-
strand, graduate student In

Engineering, UC Davis, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500.

-''Effects
off A

Momentum on p ^^^^*r

Sequence Evolution," by* ^>Bodenh^lmer, asV« r^
astronomer. Lick aseV^J^'and associate pr^e!..^^'
astronomy, UC Santa (^ruz: °^

AAS8118. '^ ^"^"^"^
pm,

— iCarma — tk-^ c. .

'GJff of Mixed FeTnn-f
.""»'•

KHh." by CaMA Trie? •'. "•

in psychology and sta« ml^!!
Student Counseling Centrr7^'
(CoatiBued on Page ,»)

"*"

Vance experience 'atJanss Steps

FiJms:

—"I Was a AAafe War Bride,"
with Cary Orar\\ and Ann
Sheridan, 5 pm, today, AAelnitz

1409. Free.

—"Seventh Heaven" (1927),
directed by Frank Borzage, with
Janet Gaynor and Chartes
Parrel I, 5 pm, tomorrow, AAelnitz

1409. Free. "

^"The Purpte Heart," with
Dana Andrews and Richard

By Ann Solomon
DBSUff Writer

From 2-4 pm Monday afternoon
at the foot of Janss Steps, Twyla
Tharp, her dancers and a grouo of
graduate dance majors will

—present a ''dance experience."
The experience will deal with
'problems that a dancer would
have to deal with, yet you wouldn't
liave to be a dancer to encounter
them, " according to Tharp.

,
Anyone who is interested in

participating is welcome. No
dance experience of any kind is

required and participants need
not wear tights and leotards. The
experience will be composed ol

lour separate project^ which
cover a range of problems in time,
space and rhythm. The projects
will be: Numbers, which will deal
with shifts of weight; Traveling
Formation; Syncopated Circle,

which deals with up and down
beats; and (Jat's Cradle, which
involves interaction between two
people.

Ttffe TofrTial Tor the afternoon
will begin with the participants

choosing which of the four
projects with which they will

concernthemselves. The project's

instructors will be Tharp, her
seven-member troupe and a
group of graduate dance majors.
Tharp and her dancers will spend
the morning of the 17th instructing
the dance majors on the projects
and their purpose. Thelristructors
will get the groups started and at

the end of the afternoon the

project groupsr will present ineir
finished products.

Tharp formed her own dance
company and began
choreographing in 1965. At
present, her company is com-
posed of Sara Rudner, Rose-Marie
Wright, Isabel Garcia-Lorca,
Kenneth Rinker, Mary Curry,
Naomi Cohn and Nina Wiener.
Two members of the troupe are
exchange students from Overland

College, who function as equalmembers of the company

Among tnc company's betterknown works are: Group Ac-
tivities, Medley, an outdoor wort
for SIX soloists and a chorus of
sixty, and a museum pi^.
Dancing in the Streets of Paris
and London. Continued in
Stockholm and Sometimes
Madrid.

'

•••••••••••
• • • • « •..• ••••••••••«. ,,«,,,,^^ '•••••••••••••••••••••••»,» • • • • • ••••••••• • •••••••••• >•••••••••• • #••••••

PROGRAM SCHEDULE UCLA CHINA CONFERENCE

AGffl
Unlfei

A
A TWO DAY S

Tucsctay,

TobI*. will b. pro^ldW^Tibwk ^ Hmi OfVfld iallroom W9f0Mp«iC8lL« A«lon Am^rjcon StvdlM fiOffiMi, OiImm* Stud#ntt Aitoclftlon.»?

4
nee

^ikt #n

_
Student Book Stor« wIN hmm m ditptoy mt%\

APRIL It
Grond Bollroom. Ack«mian Uiil«ffi

11:00 am -^ 1J noon
Fiiii

China: Th«t#d Sons"
197

1 Austrol.gn Film Documenfpgy, colof , 52 r:iifm«^ Supplied
by the National ComTnittoe on Ul-Chfna R«l«»ion«. *.

pm

{{• for p^HMm%m

10:30 pm

n

^^fifr*^!

1:00

Analysis of NiKon-C|P<om*mmi<:oMor
A Critique of Former mn4 Present US Policy ^_

^ARL RAVENAL syndicot^polumnist Wo%hk^cf¥'1^

M«p't Loung«, Ackamtoii Uni^ii

2:00-4|i0pm^
. ^. ,

PANEl ^

"China: A Land and P
-" A domestic approoch and insi

MR. JOHN STEWArft^pl^E
visited China Sept. 1971, former Stal«:pfpl»X>ftt^

PROFESSOR RICHARo'ti^UM.
Moderator. UCLA Politicofi^ilnce

PROFESSOR BARRY RICHMAN,
UjCLA Economics (socio-economk)

PROFESSOR JOHN LEWIS.
Stanford University (PLA and politics)

Grond Bollroom. Ackormon Union
• 7:30— •:30 pm

MAJOR ADDRESS ALFRED JENKINS.
Director of Asion Communist Affoirs, US Dept. of
State. Bureau of EosJ Asidn and Focific Affairs

Mr Jenkins troveted with President Nixon to Peking

PANa
Analysis of currenf^S-CWu^relo^ n* omt^

JenkirM'

jl
Pm>FES&OR

Wveisity of Col)ipmi«. B<Kk'eley

PtOFSSSOft ;KlLEN
I'ersityof **'*-»gci^^n»ultoci

PWJfESSOfrfiAf
G«or«eWos(^(

tnt% on Mr.

:la

potfors, buttons, ond
fff^m "Rod Dotocffimont

ingo, Ackormon Union

[00— 2:30 pm
PANEL

(
otes-Toiwon-Chino

'

f^OfeSfbR RICHARD BAUM
Politkol S<-J«^nk9 (Tdfwonese Independence Movemeni

MELVIN CURTOV
Political Science

,Y CHEN.
Study Center. UCLA

'iaderol

If , ,

ifnod
'fsa^.

V 2|cUCLA

r .pfcqFi

^ \UjCLA

UClX Politii

/*' .

4:00 pm
•ANEl

Her Neighbors

^^^09^^Bk HANS BAERWALD .

Science (Jopon-Sino)

ROMAN KOLKOWICZ
i Science (Sino-Russia)

OR DAVID WILSON
e (Sind-Southeost Asia. Vietnam^

tSSOR RICHARD BAUM
oliticol Science, Moderator

APRIL 19

Royco Holl

:30~ 10:30 pm
7

fsof^,Cures
OR SHIU WAf^ WU

*n o det^ri^trotion <H Acupuncttifv. Vel^Mt
parti<;ip«te from »• oudience, tWjiVu U

Dr

kS^mi lor her work in the field •* Ah,pu;>^5i^ 'u
Director of fUt K^^p^x^^^j^^^ ^^ ^^^

U-i

, -^^ MUSIC AND DANCE OF CHINA
,'3^'WturaH4osentotion of post ornJ contemporary Chino under the

^> «*'[JI*P^»'»P ol MR. TSUN YUCN LUI ond the UCLA Dept. of

E tnf^^usicology.
'>^

tOGRAA^ INCLUDES Engtemble ploying, doncing, singing, solo

performances, a performance by the Peking Opero Club of Los

Angolos entitled THE ENCOUNTER ond o short versiort of the

liJm RED DETACHMENT Of WOMEN .

There ii NO odmlislon charge for any of the events: SPONSORED BY: Teoch-ln-Sympoilum-Progrom (Campus Events Commission).
The Notional Committee on US-Chlno Rotations & SLC.

iT^'H'f

'..<.,.
'y^.

revious Reagan visits plagued by violence
,.^ By Tom Humphreys ^

DBSUff Writer

When Gov. Ronald Reagan comes to campus today to

>ak on UC-TV-LA, it will mark his first visit to this

inipus in almost two years The last time Reagan was

» e at Naval ROTC commencement exercises in June
L violence erupted among spectators at the track

tadium where he was speaking, resulting in six arrests.

Before the NROTC commencement speech, two previous

moearances by Reagan at UC campuses, here on May 16,

IgllTand at UC SanU Cruz on October 18, 1968, were also

larked by student protest and disruption.

Keagan rarely addresses student body gathering^ the

last such speech was at Cal State Fullerton in February

1970 When contacted yesterday, his press secretary's office

ould find no record of his ever appearing before a st|i|dent

iv at a UC campus during his six years as governor.

"' "

"•
'"• NROTC ''"•

At the NROTC commencement exercises, Reagan was

.^ing introduced by actor John Wayne when shouting

Idemonstrators were jumped by pro-ROTC spectators,

[according to the Los Angeles Times. r

In May 1969, a UC Regents meeting at the faculty center

[here which Reagan attended was interrupted by student

protestors who were later ordered from the meeting room.

Outside, students mobbed the Faculty Center, pounding on

the roof and walls of the building.
'

-^According to newspaper accounts, 100 city pohcemen and
about 40 highway patrolmen were called to the scene and
two students were arrested as police cleared demonstrators
from the area.

Communication channels
At a press conference after the meeting Reagan, an ex

«x:c>^

Gov. Ronald Reagan will appear on the
noon broadcast of UC-TV-LA today. The
program, which will also be carried live

on KCET Channel 28, can be viewed at

monitor locations at Royce Hall Quad,
the Coop and the Ackerman Union Men's
Lounge. • -

Students will be able to question the
governor from a **talk-back" location in

Royce HqU Quad. ^^^^ ^^
-

'

officio Regent, admitted that communication channels
between students and Regents might have become clogged.

However he said according to the Times, "The way to clear

them is not through provoking a confrontation."

At UC Santa Cruz, seven months before the incident here,

students mobbed Reagan as he entered the Regents'
meeting in the Crown College dining hall " j^r-

According to the Times' account of that day, rHe pushed
his way through a jostling crowd behind a wedge of

bodyguards, while students threw flowers and cried, *pig*

and 'shame.^.' .
' ;•

,

"

.V ; / Warm welcome
"A warm welcome is always dehghtful," the governor

quipped.

After the meeting. Reagan and Max Rafferty, superin-

tendent of public instruction at the time, were pushed and
shoved by a crowd of students as they moved to an ad-

joining room to address a press conference.

After the press conference Reagan went outside and
spoke for more than 30 minutes to students, answering their

questions.

Recent speech ^

In his most recent speech to college students at Cal State

Fullerton in May 1970. Reagan met a generally favorable

response, according to the Times. But heckling led to an

outburst of anger at the end of his speech.

Reagan in closing said, "To most of you, I want to thank

you, and in farewell just letme say . . .

"

At that point he was overwhelmed by shoots from the"

audience, according to the Times, and he turned to

dissidents in the audience and said, "In farewell, I'll say

just what I've wanted to say all morning. Shut up!" The
governor then left.

Ravenal Jenkins top list

of conference speakers
.

<

'

•
'

The Teach-in Symposium Program "Conference on China" will

begin at 11 am today in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.

Alfred Jenkins, the U.S. State Department's top expert on China,

will give the principal address at 7:30 pm. The keynote address will

be given by Earl Ravenal, syndicated columnist for the

Washington Post, at 1 pm today in the Grand Ballroooni. T6day*s

schedule follows: ' "
'

^ ./

11 am — Fifm: "China, The Red Sons," an Australian

documentary filmed in China in 1971r^—
^~^

—

—^.-^^^^

DAlUr
Volume No. LXXXVI No. 15

i

y

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA^^
-*.: -. ^- Tuesday, April 18, 1972

Assembly to reconsider bilf

IvJ

1 pm — Keynote address: Earl Ravenal will analyze the Nixon-

( hou communication.

2 pm — Panel: "China, A Land and People Revisited." Panel

members include John Service, former State Department official

in C hina; Richard Baum, political science professor here; Barry
Kichman, economics protessor here, and John Lewis, politipal

science professor at Stanford University. "
*^*

7 30 pm — Principal address: Alfred Jenkins, who traveledwith

Nixon to China, will speak. \

a .JO — Panel: "Analysis of current United States-China

relations.'* Jenkins will be joined by panel members Robert

Scalapino, a UC Berkeley professor who is involved in the Chinese

Studies Center there; Allen Whiting, professor at the University of

Michigan and a consultant to the National Security Council; Harold

Hmton, professor at George Washington University; J.F. ter Horst,

bureau chief in Washington DC for the Detroit News; and Richard
Baum, panel moderator.

'^ " '

Tables will be provided in the back of the Grand Ballroom for

campus groups to display information. Authentic Chinese curios,

buttons and posters will be for sale. _j^j^ '_

^ rv.
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Pavis trial enters seventh week

By JUeve Satlcs

I)B Staff Reporter '

A State Assembly bill outlawing

termpaper sales will be recon-

sidered today, the bill was
defeated last month, btit

Assemblyman Jim Keysor (D.-

Richnlond) is predicting passage

this time. '

'f
• t'- •

^ Keysor introduced the bill (AB
230) at the beginning of the

legislative session and it was
defeated (21-28) on March 23 with

few members present.

The bill is sponsored by
theCalifomia State Colleges and is

favored by the University of

California's Office of the Vice-

President for Governmental
Relations.

Keysor feels, that the bill will

stop this unsavory practice of

termpaper selling.** "The bill

would forbid the preparing or

offering for sale of any "term-

paper, thesis or dissertation" as

well as prohibiting the ad-

vertisment of t^ese papers. The
typing or assembling of termo.

papers would not be affected by
this legislation. .:..,*

Thus the bill provides no sanc-

tions against students using
prepared term papers. Rather, it

attempts to legislate against those

over whom the universities have
no control, namely the sellers, *

Assemblyman Paul Priolo (R!-

Pacific Palisades) took a different

view. Priolo said the issue is "not

something the Legislature should

decide " He added that he does not

condone the (iractice but rather

tcels that the faculty should en-

force any sanctions. Priolo will

vote against the bill todsy find

hopes the senate will kill it if it.

should pass in the assembly.

Di^ens6 objects to 'gory details'
By Terry Colvin
l)B Staff Writer

As the trial of Angela Davis
lenters its seventh week of
testimony, prosecutor Albert
Harris said he hoped the
prosecution could complete its

description of the Marin County
Kourthouse shootout for which
Davis is accused of supplying the

I
Runs.

Twice during last week's
testimony. Howard Moore Jr.,
chief defense counsel, objected to
the extensive details of the
shootout Moore told the court.
The extensive details of the

I shootout in Marin have nothing to

l^o^viththeiswesinthecase."

f^avis told the court in her
^Penmg statement that she would
p^dniit that a crime had been
J-ommitted, and thai four penons
f^ad died during the escape at-

\\T/}''^ Aug. 7, 1970. She further
o'<^

t he court she was not involved
" the incident which left JMdfle
"«';old J. Haley and three ctm
l;'^«. including J6nathan
*'3ckson. hrnfhor «f %^^^^^\f\ or«^l

Soledad Brother George Jackson,

dead in a rented yellow van.

Moore and Leo Branton,

assistant defense counselor,

objected to the recounting by

Keith C. Craig, a Marin County

coroner, of the bodies he found in

the van.

Complete with pictures of the

death scene. Craig said he rushed

to the van shortly after the

shooting, stopped and discovered

that Jonathan Jackson was still

alive "Jackson died while I was

examining him." Craig told the

court. "He was moving his head

back and forth and moaning and

rolling his eyes around in his eye

sockets," he said.

Craig said he tried to examine

two other victims but "was told

not io touch the bodies."

In the black-and-white

photograph of the inside of the

van, Harris pointed to the

positions of the bodies
,

which

appeared to be piled on top of each

other
Fear

Brantoh objected strenuously to

^Y\e "fr.w.i the photogrnph micht

have upon the jury. Branton's fear

it based upon a belief that the jury

may be moved by outrage to

convice Davis of a crime she did

not commit.
As the state presented its 31st

witness, Branton leapt to his feet

saying testimony surrounding the

shootout was becoming repetitive

and cumulative. The 31st witness,

Marin County sheriff Earl F.

Cummesky, was shown a green

sportcoat which he said Jackson

took from him during the excape

attempt.

The trial ended last week with

the testimony of Dr. John H.

Manwaring, who was the first

witness to detail the cause of

death for all four occupant^ killed

in the van

Xuiopsies

Munwaring performed
autopsies on the victims. He told

the court Haley was hit by both a
.smgle bullet in the chest and a

shotgun blast in the head. No
attempt has be<*n made yet to

verify from where the bullet shot

came. Such testimony would be

crucial because the prosecution

claims the judge was killed by the

shotgun blast which purportedly

was fired by convict Ruchael
Magee. The defense claims the

bullet was fired by Gary W.
Thomas, assistant district at-

torney for Marin County, who was
also held captive in the van and
who was paralyzed by gunshot

wounds resulting from shots fired

by San Quentin guards at the van.

In addition, Manwaring said all

three kidnappers were killed by

shotgun wounds in the back This

statement was followed by
another extensive description of

the fatal wounds suffered by the

kidnappers, to which the defense

table strenuously objected.

As the prosecution case enters

its second month, the state has

proven a connection between the

guns and Davis insofar as
ownership is concerned. However,
the faft that Davis knowingly

supplied those guns for the escape
attempt which stunned and
shocked mcijnbers of both the

right and the left is yet to be

proven

Asked to justify University rf

California support for a bill which

might tend to erode UC autonomy,
Steve Arditti of the Governmental
Relations office in Sacramento
said that the bill actually expands
the power of the University. At the

present time, Arditti added," If a ^
student engages in plagiarism the

University can impose sanctions

but if commercial companies are

involved, the university has no

recourse" Arditti felt the bill

would help alleviate this problem
with its provision for injunctions

against the termpaper sellers.

- Susan Resmussen, speaking for .^

the Governmental Affairs Office

of the California State Colleges,

brought out their reasons for

sponsoring the legislation. The
colleges are concerned with bein^

•'able to effectively evaluate the

academic endeavors of its

students," she said. The selling of

term papers interferes with this

aim, according to Resmussen.
The University of California

Student l.obby has not taken an

official position on the bill. They
are merely following its progress

with interest. Bemie Wall of the

I x)bby 's Sacramento office felt the ^

bill would be hard to enforce and r

is poorly worded. It could un-

dermine the constitutional

autonomy of the University, in his

opinion.

Election petitions

available this week
Petitions fer nominaticNi of

candidates in this spring's

campux election are available

this werk.

rndergraduate pelitkNiK are

available in Kerckhoff 304 an4

f^radiiate petitimiK are available

in Kerckhoff Mil.

KlecllonH are !(cheduled for

.Ma> 10 and II. with runoffs set

for May 17.

( \

of termpapers^

't.
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UC Berkeley work-stoppage iRegent Cobientz discusses

quSnelbVstiiSnts could halt campus operationsfcnlversity role, structure

TuMday. April 1t« 1972
'-^

Presidential poll results

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3

By Jan Berinslein

I)B Staff Reporter

A* controversy has developed

over the Presidential preference

poll taken recently at 15 California

colleges.

The poll, which showed a strong

preference for'^en. George
McGovem (I>S.D.) and other

liberi^l candidiites, was conducted

by the National Youth Caucus at

four University of California

campuses, nine state colleges,

Stanford and USC. Linda

Diamond, the California coor-

dinator for the National Youth

Caucus, said the schools were

chosen for the survey because

they were 'nationally prominent"

or because they had an enrollment

of at least 20,000.

-Student government officials

and newspaper staffers at several

of the schools involved com-

plained that the poll was poorly

conducted. In some cases, people

in student government were
unaware that the poll had even

taken place. At San Fernando

Valley State, neither the student

activities office nor the student

newspaper knew anything about

the poll. s < r

Many campus newspaper
reporters said the poll had little or

no advance publicity.

Kesponding to that charge,

Diamond said the caucus sub-

mitted press releases to all the

campus newspapers and all the

campaign headquarters about a

week in advance of the vote. Also,

she said, the poll lasted two days

at each campus, so students had

ample time to vote. I

Willis Edwards, student body

president at Cal State Los

Angeles, said he had thought the

National Youth Caucus was going

to work with student government,

but 'We weren't even given the

courtesy of being contacted."

„ Diamond responded, "If we
thought they could have helped us,

we would have gone through

student government." She said

while the Caucus did not always

go through student government, it

worked with members of all the

presidential campaigns on

campus and with various other

students as well.

A member of the Stanford Daily

staff called the polL "haphazard

(Continued on Page 4)

By Joan Weinstein

[)B Staff Writer ^^^

A work-stoppage by the

Alameda County Building and

Trades Cpuncil could possibly

cripple or close down the UC
Berkeley campus if students

refuse to cross picket lines today.

The workers ceased work
because of a wage dispute with the

Berkeley administration, ac-

cording to Ray Colvig, Berkeley

public information officer. (Since

the Council members are public

employees, they do not legally

have the right to strike). The
workers had previously been paid

at construction rates, but UC
Berkeley is trying to lower their

wages to maintenance rates, in

accordance with other UC
campuses. In addition, the

workers are protesting that they,

have no recourse to grievance

procedures, i

—

ASUC, the student government
at Berkeley, voted last night to ^^^^^^^^^^^^
support the work-stoppage in

principle, but did not urge \ \ [ \ \ /\

students to boycott classes, ac-

cording to ASUC senator Walter

"The construction union's stand

on the war, racist attitudes and
sexists attitudes was questioned

by some. A motion to get the

union to make a stand was
defeated, though," Fung said.

Workers set up picket lines at 7

am" yesterday, but University

lawyers obtained an injunction at

5 pm yesterday ordering the

employees back to work.
According to Colvig, **The strike

hasn't had that much of an effect
so far. The full ramifications are
not clear, but only two per cent of

the campus employees (110

employees) are now affected, and
most departments are operating vocation on the issues tnmm^""
normally." Dr. (Albert) Bowker or Thursday.

^""^on-ow

ilJC^. Berkeley chancellor) is A mass meeting is alsn
trying to keep the campus scheduled for 10:30 am todav in
operating. He is working hard to the Pauley Ballroom on the

The work-stoppage
will .,

affect the UwreJice^Zic'^
and Lawrence - Livermo^e5oratories, Colvig said.

' ^

The Daily Californian,
the ur

today urged support for the s£>;
in an editorial, but said

'?*'

more than an economic
quesho,'

The gnevance procedure
is2

Cal editorial editor Jane Silver
man. Silverman added that tK.
Daily Cal advised students ^follow their own consciences-
whether or not to

lines.
cross picket

The Daily Cal also urged ASUC
to hold a campus-wide con-

resolve the issue," he added. Berkeley campus.

Deadline tomorrow PAIiyBRUIN
^

Razor Cuts
HmR CUT LONG

Oakloy & Sons Barbor Shop

(ocross from Sofeway) 1061 Gayley, Wa$twood

,.../•
'

^:$hoe Shines

tor questrannaires
Students should remember

that tomorrow is the last day to

turn in the undergraduate
student questionnaire
distributed with registration

packets last* quarter.
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THEIR Advertising Costs are tuitt into their

prices . . . so are ours. NOW . . . compare the

amount of their advertising you see and hear,

and then COMPARE THE PRICES!

We love THEM because they make us look so good!

Photography Editor

David Lees

Todd Carter

Cathy Worthington

Nina A. Piiuky
Steve Ainsworth. Irwin Bornstein

Joyce Finn
Margaret Audet, Charles Solomon

John Schroeder

~^Suian Cochran , Ken Peterson

Avrll Angevine. Rufus Baker,

Cassy Cohen. Terry Colvin,

Kenn Guernsey , Susie Hatago,

Tom Humphreys, DaveMcNary,

Ron Rawson, Mark Rubin,

- Steve Rubin , Dan Sadler,

Keli Ward, Roger Weianoaki

and Heidi Yorkshire

DaveDomlas

OUR '217"0GIAniT KILLER!

PIONEER SX440 AM/FM Stereo

Receivei*. 40 watu^ undistorted

power with Blackout Dial and
Walnut Case included.

GARRARD 40B Record Changer
with Base, Cartridge and Oust
Cover (something the "Big Guys"
make you pay extra for).

SOUND I Speakers. A matched
pair of the Model 112 twelve inch

two-way systems. Large in sound
as well as size.

15"

THE
HEART s:^ OF

EUROPE

- with love - (we coil it Swiu Core)

ON YOUTH FARES
1 2th to 26th birthday, travel any day

SWrrZERLANDlI '

$352 basic fore, eKcef>t '
,

^

$370 during June, July, August

round trip from Los Ar>gefes, valid one year

. . Air Fores Subject To Char>ge

Ask full details from:

SWISSAIR 5iow.6*KS».,

Lot Angelea, CA 90014 (213) i29-2375

iriii coiiseiiii

exi. 51707

List Price

$387.00

MACDONALD BSR MP60X

COMPLETE
PACKAGE: $21700

PROFIfSSIONAL
SERIES

TURNTABLE

List Price

$82.52

Constant speed synchronous motor, heavy-

cast platter, viscous damped cue and pause,

dual range anti- skate control. Complete
with base and dust cover.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

KOSS

PROFESSIONAL HEADPHONES

CONTOURED CUSHION EAR PADS

10' COILED CORD
,./**w*"'

* t
LIST $24.95 /

y
SPECIAL

PINK GARAGE JUST SOUTH OF SANTA MONICA FREEWAY
3378 SOUTH OVERLAND - 839-2216

MON-FRI: 1-9 CLOSED SUNDAYS

STERE

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

FLIGHT UPDATE
FIT oc^aut TO N(TUM) rROM DAVt PNICI CAHRICH

AfRICA •« Oakland JuM M La«o« Jifht.24 Latn* 29 $363 00

EUROPE 8 CMitend Mar 26 Lonokm Jwnt IS Bruivit 88 870100 Univertitl

Univo.iilSOLD OUT

Un.».rMSnl,0 OOl

9 Oakland Juna 18 London July 73 36 $763 00

10

12

Oakland Junt 18

OaklaiMl lu.« 74

Hainbuff

London

A«it. 19

CafM. 10

Geneva

London

_62_
79

$76560

S263 0O
.

14 Oakland Aily 2 BriMttli July 30 Bruuclt 29 $738.00 Uni»t»*»ISOLl) OUT

16 Oakland July 22 Oan««a' Au«. 12 Zuricti 22 $766 00 UnivM<

16 Oakland Au|. 19 Frankluft Sa«H. 30 Frankfurt 43 $21760 UmvP'Ml

17 Oakland Sapf . 3 niitalt OnaWay $11100 UniveiMl - ^
18 Bru«t»K Stpl 4 Oakland Ont Way $106 00

$29900

UniverM

Pan Am

Pan Am

Pan Am

JAPAN 71 S.F. Juna 20 T«kvo AMt-28 tokyo 71

2? 'SF. Juna 72 Tokyo \ July 13 Tokyo 72 $299 00

%f Mi 13 Tokyo AU8 14 Tokyo 33 $799 00n
74 S.F. Ao«. 27 Tokyo Sam M Tokyo 29 $79900 Pan Am

moiflthi

Pric«$ quoted include entire $10.00 odminl8trative fee and ALL taxes levied on dr

porfure$ to date (Nov. 71). ALL f I lght$ ore operated on either DC-8. Boeing 707, or

747 Jet equipment.

Prlce$ ore based on the pro roto shore o* the totol flight cost and on 100% occopon

cy, ond ore subject to increose in occordonce v«rlth the finol nunr>ber ck participonU

EUOIilUTY: Students, faculty and stoflF of the University of California (oil campui«»)

and immediate fomlly members, restricted to spouse, parents and dependent chl

if they live in the sdme household os the eligible poisenger. Also eligible ofS ^*^

bers of the U.C. Alumni Association and fomlHes (minimum membenhip 6

prior to flight dote for Alumni Association members).

Complete travel Information and reservations at:

ASUC CAL CHARTERS TRAVEL CENTER

LOBBY, THE STUDENT UNION
Univ«rtify of California, BoHioloy, California 94720

Phono: (415) 6424126
or at : ASUCLA Charior FlighH

205 Kordihoff Hdl, Phono: $25-1221

By Cassy Mahoney Cohen
DBSUff Writer

William Kramer Cobientz is a

ifriendly, smiling man whose

attitude and appearance belie his

49 years. A 1964 appointee by

former Gov. Edmund G. Brown,

[he is considered to be one of the

more liberal, if not the most

liberal member of the UC Board

of Regents. ~ -

lie likes to talk and answers all

questions eagerly and rapidly. A
member of the San Francisco law

firm Jacob, Stills and Cobientz

since 1953, he legally represents

many rock groups such as It's a

Beautiful Day, the Jefferson

Airplane ai^d Sly and the Family

Stone ("Sly is a very bad, bad

man.").
Cobientz first launched into a

discussion of his hopes for the

future of the University. *'I look
forward to a time when the
University will realize and un-
derstand that its role is to educate
and lead. To do this, we will have
to reorient the structure of the
University and change a lot of the
curriculum," he said.

He cited several problems that

hinder the University from
reaching such a goal, among them
the faculty. "We have to try to get
the members of the faculty to

enter into the 20th century, to start

. . . The administration has to

work with the faculty to make
them a part of the community.
It's terribly important. The
problem of impersonality in 1964

lay with the faculty. They are still

unwilling to change," he said.

Cobientz is in favor of faculty

unions if they will help members

' Advisory committee named |

to select UCSF charicellor
A committee has been formed to advise UC President Charles J..

Hitch on the selection of a new UC San Francisco chancellor, ac-

cording to a news release from Hitch's office. -^-^.r--^—---

Dr. Philip R. Lee announced his resignation February 14, but the

resignation does not become effective until a chancellor is named
in his place. „ ,-

The committee will be composed of five UC Regents, five faculty

members, Hiteh and William French Smith, chairman of the

Board of Regents, accordmg to a new procedure adopted in

February.

Regents appointed to thfe^advlsory committee arrJohn^.
( anady of Burbank, William K. Cobientz of San Francisco, DeWitt
A Higgs of San Diego, John H. Lawrence of Orinda and Dean A.

Watkins of P?ilo Alto.

Faculty members of the advisory committee are all from UC
ISan Francisco. They are Marjorie E. Newton, associate professor

of nutrition; Charlotte C. Baer, associate clinical professor of

medicine; William F. Ganong, professor of physiology; Malcolm
Jones, professor of radiology and Samuel L. Kountz, associate

professor of surgery.

According to the release, the advisory committee will consider

nominees submitted by Hitch, may consider or suggest other

names and will solicit the opinions of other interested groups,

particularly students and alumni.

The committee, to be convened by Hitch, is expected to hold its

first meeting later this month.
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earn more money and create a
more effective faculty
organization. "The Academic
Senate has never found the
meaning of the word 'goya,'

meaning, get off your ass. Maybe
if they have an economic interest,

they will do something and be a

constructive influence," he said.

Gazing out of his large 32nd
story picture window, high atop
the San Francisco Bank of

America building, Cobientz spoke
frankly about the power of the
Regents, their budget problems
and their influence on the people

of the state. ,9^-

**We probably have more power
than most. It would, however, be
inapprdpriate to have taxing
powers, as some have advocated.
In some ways, we are looked upon
as the oligarchy of Califomia._
This is the Legislature's function.

The Regents are a definite policy-

making board and often stick

their noses in where they don't

belong," he said. As an example,
Cobientz cited the firing of Angela
Davis from the philosophy
department here for her mem-
bership in the Communist party.

Cobientz received his BA from
UC Berkeley in 1943 and his law
degree from Yale in 1947. He is

extremely concerned about the

budgetary problems of the
University, which he terms the

"goose with the golden egg." He
said that unless budget cuts cease,

the University cannot be expected
to grow, and the quality will

diminish.^ "~ ^^-•--

When Cobientz talks about Gov.
Reagan and his policies, he breaks
into a sly smile, and purrs, "Why,
I think as highly of the governor as
he does of me."

His feelings for the governor

appear to stem partly from the

governors approach to California

education and the University,

which he believes to be politically

motivated, "Gov. Brown, like

Gov. Reagan, attended many
meetings, but never tried to in-

terfere or influence . Reagan is

DB photo by Susie Hatago

William K. Cobientz

always using it

Cobientz said.

(the Board),"

"A Pandora's Box" is the way
Cobientz describes the con-
troversy surrounding the
University traditional, "publish or

perish" system in which teachers

gain promotions and raises.

Cobientz frowned thoughtfully and
said. "Every faculty needs good
teachers and this does not
necessarily make them good at

publishing articles^ Dealing with

this, we are getting into faculty

domain, and this is dangerous,

dangerous.

M' However, we hope that

publishing isn't the only criterion

used in judging faculty," he said.

He cited libraries as the basis of

the University and stressed their

importance. According to

Cobientz, students and libraries

should be the first two financial

priorities in the University.

Cobientz laments the stress

financial concerns receive at
Regents' meetings. "So much of

what you decide is financially

determined. This is the major
criticism 1 have of the University.
Also, there are so many natural
impediments to decisions. You
don't know how anything will go,~
Cobientz said. -=^=-^^=^3=

«*><

Public table tmnis tickets still on salo:^

Public tickets are still available for the April 24 Pauley Pavilion

appearance of the People's Republic of China and U.S. table tennis

teams.

Over 800 tickets, priced at $1. are available at Mutual ticket

agencies. An advertisement in Sunday's Los Angeles Times which
said the event had been sold out was incorrect, according to a

Mutual spokesman.
Public tickets may l>e purchased from 10 am-noon and 1-3 pm at

the Kerckhoff ticket window (Kerckhoff 140). ^ _ - . ^

NEW
PENGUINS
AT YOUR
CAMPUS

BOOKSTORE

@

I

BAMN. Edited by Peter Stansill and David Zane Mairowitz.
A lively, one-of-a-kind anthology of writings from the inter-

national underground, including the Black Panthers,
Yippies, English Situationists, Women's Lib, the "Provos"
of Amsterdam, and more. $2.95

J .-•!.'• «,A-

THE SIBERIANS. Farley Mowat. A myth-shattering, first-

hand look at today's Siberia and its people. $1.45

HER-BAK. Volume I: The Living Face of Ancient Egypt
Isha Schwaller de Lubicz. This new addition to The Pen-
guin Metaphysical Library re-creates the spiritual life of
ancient Egypt in the story of a young man's training in the
Outer Temple. $3.95

SELF-LOVE. OaWd Cole Gordon. Frankness and tolerance
characterize this discussion of the origins, practice, and
effects of masturbation. $1.00

OVERCOMING THE FEAR OF DEATH. David Cole Gordon.
A forthright look at man's fear of death—drawing on psy-
chological insights of both East and West, and setting forth
the author's positive philosophy of death as the ultimate
unification experience. $1.00

JUSTICE DENIED. The Cage tor Reform of the Courtt.
f-eonard Downie, Jr. An informed, thoroughly documented
'ndictment of the American court system. $1.45

Your campus bookstore carries tcoret of othor
Important Penguins, including rocontly rolsasod

Jiil»sJnJhePooguln Metephysical Library series.

^n

rrJf-

JchnWonythe
nmUXm. OSKytHU^ and The Four Fellows

BobHiqpe
GregoryPeck
liewDoodletown Pipers
JerryRosenlBOrchMtra
And a tribute >6 U Thant, Recipient, The Ralph J. Bunche Award.
And awards hojnoring other distinguished members of the
University Community.
UCLA 72 - In celebration of UCLA's 53rd anniversary. At

the Ahmanson Theatre, next Sunday, April 23. Reception at 7:00 -

Curtain at 8:00 PhA. Tickets for faculty, students and ^
staff - $3.75. Available through ASUCLA, the Alumni Association and
The Music Center box office. Be with us for this special

birthday celebrationi

UUSTmI Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association .

»^».
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and slipshod/' and could not

supply the results for that cam-
pus.

Denying that the poll was
Conducted in a haphazard man-
ner, Diamond said registration

cards were carefully checked at

all the colleges
^''

At VC Santa Barbara, a Daily

Nexus reporter said the poll was
neither representative nor
reliable. He said the reason

.^cGovem did so w^ll in the poll

was that "the McGovem people

turned out their people." He
added that it was a straw vote.

As to the charge that the poll

was unrepresentative. Diamond
said the caucus had tried for a

certain percentage of the

population at each school —
roughly 1,000 people — because

that is the number that usually

turns out for any campus vote.

She said the survey was
representative of the campus
voting population, although not

necessarily representative of the

entire student body at any one

campus. However, at seven of the

fifteen schools, 'he number of

voters was substantially less than
1,000.'

In response to the Daily Nexus
reporter's complaint that

McGovem did well in the poll

because hi% campaign staff made
sure ; 'their people" voted,

Diamond said all the campaigns
knew about the poll in advance
and all had an equal chance to get

their people out to vote. She said

as far as she knew, no leaflets

were distributed before the vote.

The results of the poll were:

I

I HELL-BENUoLlEATIiER
I

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Van Nuyt Blvd. 10912 L« Conf* Av«.

Shsrmon Ocdis, CA 91403 ,' W*ttwood Villdg*, CA 90024
(213)783-5690 (213)478-8588

(213)872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

nee.

.

—McGovem received a

majority of the Democratic votes

at every school except Cal State

Ivos Angeles, where he trailed Sen.

Kdmund Muskie (D-Me.) by one

tenth of a percentage point.

President Nixon won handily

In the Republican competition at

all but two campuses. At UC Santa

Barbara, he tied with Rep. Paul

McCloskey (R-Calif.) for first

place, and at San Francisco State,

McCloskey won by nearly 10 per

cent.

—In the overall vote, McGovern
beat both Democratic and
Republican opponents at 12 of the

15 schools. Nixon outran all other

candidates at Cal State Los
Angeles, San Fernando Valley

State, arid USC
Other liberal Democrats had

strong showings in the poll.

Former Sen. Eugene McCarthy of

Minnesota was among the top four

contenders (in the total vote) at

three campuses, and~Xinda
Jenness, the Socialist Worker's

Party candidate, was among the

top four contenders at one school

(UC Santa Barbara).

At UCLA, McGovem won with

29 per cent of the total vote.

Muskie placed second with 14.5

per cent, Chisnoim ran third with

12 per cent, and Nixon was fourth

with 10.6 per cent.

I-.
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Ei^summerthb school.
Summer sessions at the
University of California
offer college students and
teachers some of the best
choices of courses, lan-

guage institutes and spe-
cial programs for credit in

the nation.

Plus, they offer college

students and teachers the

California summer. With
its beaches. Its mountains.
Its lakes. Its perfect wea-
ther.

Summer sessions will be
held at Berkeley, Davis,
Irvine, Los Angeles, River-

side, San Diego, Santa Bar-

bara and Santa Cruz. All

of them start in mid-June

but vary in length from
campus to campus. Fees
range from $90 to $200.

For an application and a

bulletin, inquire at your
campus summer session
office. For more detailed
information on the other
UC campuses, fill out this

coupon and mail it to us.

P—_.._____^__.„^. ^
I Please send me information* about UC summer sessions. {

I

I

I

I
• I am a student or teacher at

:

I N.imr

t
~

State_^ Zli> •
• Mail to: 570 University Hall. Univ. ol Cal.. Berkeley. Ca 'M720 •

L . .„_J

PROTEST — Students met in Meyerhoff Park yesterday to protest thi
imprisonment ol 2,000 students in Ethiopia by the "U.S. puppet, Hail!
Selassie." The protestors then marched to the Federal Buikling.

Students here protest

action of Haile Selassie
Chanting "Haile Salassie, Nixon's twin, dare to struggle, dare to win,"

about 25 student^ rallied in Meyerhoff Park and then marched to the

Federal Building yesterday to protest what they called, U.S. im-

perialism in Africa and Asia.'*

The rally, sponsored by the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)

and the Ethiopian-Students Association, was called to protest the im-

prisonment of 2,000 students in Ethiopia by "the U.S. puppet, Haile

Selassie," according to SDS spokesmen.
Marchers carried banners saying "U.S. out of Asia and Africa, SDS"

and "Overthrow Haile Selassie's rotten regime."
During the rally, SDS members passed out literature blasting "racist

bombings in Vietnam," and called Kagnew Station, the United States

communications base in Ethiopia, a "steppingstone to protect the in-

fluence of big business in the Middle East."
"U.S. businessmen are the most vicious gang of butchers that ever

walked the face of the earth. But what difference does this make to us?

The United States exploits students and workers here at home, too," one

rally speaker said. "United States out of Africa ... oh yeah, and out of

Asia, too." ___
Before the rally, speakers tried to convince uninterested students on

Bruin Walk to stop and listen to the speeches, saying, "We're going to

have a rally here, so you students who are running around, stop and be

involved and hear what's going down."
Speakers also expressed their opinions on the six-hour work day,

United States "interference" in Portuguese Angola, "exploitation of

students and workers" and racism in American government.

While the SDS members chanted, an older man in the audience

shouted, "We've got to overthrow that Nazi Nixon."

(Paid AdvertisVment)
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SDS joins the liberal camp
By Bruce Mishkin

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin
Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or iTidividuals who wish to voice ^n
opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial laoard.

DB Editorial
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Vtiina conference
Following the anti-educational antics of our good

or Gov, who's paying all of us students a little visit to

sell his own unique brand of Borax, we suggest that

students, staff and faculty participate in a truly

worthwhile experience by attending any of the many
China Conference programs offered today and
Wednesday. • %
The Cohference offers a rare opportunity in self-

education about China, offering a myriad of ac-

tivities ranging from panel discussions to the Peking
Operqi, and all of it free of charge. _

Today at 11 am, the Conference begins with the

screening of an Austrailian documentary film about
China; and in the afternoon, a panel of speakers
including John Stewart Service, who was ostracized

from the State Department during the McCarthy era
lor his prediction that Mao would triumph in China
will discuss **China: A Land and People Revisited."

Wednesday's program should be somewhat more
interesting as it presents a cultural education about
China which includes an acupuncture demonstration
as well as the Peking Opera Club performing a
classical Chinese work. ^_ I '

Sure, it's good Reagan is coming, and everyone
should truck out and annoy him for awhile. But the

China Conference is unquestionably more deserving
of your time. -^ ^^ _,_^ _ _

On Friday April 14, UCLA SDS held its first public

meeting since the national SI>S convention at Har-
vard in early April. Memt>ers of the Spartacist

League (SL), Revolutionary Communist Youth
(RCV) and others went to the meeting to propose a
revolutionary socialist perspective and oppose the

Ht>eral reformist position taken by the national SDS.
At the National Convention, SL/RCY split from SDS
because of the PL/SDS alliance with the Uberal
ruling class via entry into lil>eral coalitions such as
NPAC and WONAAC (National Peace Action

Coalition and Women's National Abortion Action

Coalition).

In fact the SDS convention proved that alwve all

else it wisties to transform itself into a mass flberal

movement, modeled on NPAC. It was precisely this

that made the conference stick to setting. the main
task of banning racist texttx>oks. Fighting the ideas

primarily i^ a convenient sleight of hand for those

liberal academics and ''progressive capitalists" who
know full well that to fight racist practices, such as
discrimination in hiring and state repression, would
entail the toppling of the entire capitalist system. No
wonder that New Left Notes (NLN) could boast the

endorsemient of over eighty Harvard professors! -
Thus alliance with liberals cannot l)e and never

have been l^ought for nothing. But such an alliance is

not merely a "watering down" of revolutionary

politics, it is opposed to revolutionary action k)ecause

it presupposes the possibility of education k)eing

"sanitized" before a socialist revolution. The
inescapable logic of SDS's new position is that if one

can forni a mass movement on a liberal program
and successfully clean up education, why not the

same for every other social ill? Why then is a

revolution necessary? \
The RCV on the other tiand has always put forward

the necessity for a socialist revolution and the

strategy and tactics accordingly. An example on the

UCLA campus was our counter positioning of aiding

the unionization drive on campus rather than

protesting to the student council. At the SDS con-

vention the SL/RCY put forward these proposals:

1. This conference condemn and reverse SDS' con-

centration on the anti-racist textl)ook campaign as a

conscious adaptation to academic liberalism.

2. This conference condemn and reverse SDS' sup-

port for NPAC and SMC and its demonstrations as

representing an alliance with the liberal wing of the.

ruiing class.

'.\. The main form the oppression of blacks takes is

their concentration at the bottom of American
society. The struggle against racism must con-

centrate on fighting concrete acts and practices of

racial oppression, rather than simply opposing

racism as a pervasive social attitude. This struggle

•must necessarily t)e linked to that of the working

class as a whole and to the fight for socialism

.

4. This conference re-affirm SDS' anti-imperialist,

pro-working-class orientation by openly declaring

itself socialist.

At the plenary session of the SDS conference

Saturday night, 1 April, these resolutions were
defeated. At that point the RCY left the conference,
chanting 'Fight for Socialism! Down with
Liberalism!" We were unable, to present the
following statement because we could not get the
mike:

'the RCY and Spartacist League critically sup-

ported the PL-led wing of SDS at the 19G9 split

because of its subjectively revolutionary working-
class line. Since then SDS has t)etrayed its working-
class position, retreating into campus narrowness,
moralism and economism, and refusing to declare
SDS socialist. SDS has rejoined NPAC-SMC and
WONAAC, Popular Fronts dominated by the im-
perialist liberals. The RCY has constantly been
gagged when we foi^ht these betrayals. Now SDS is

being turned into a single-issue reformist group
which spreads the illusion that racism can be fought

independent of the class struggle. The RCY_
resolution would have rever$ed SDS' decisive

rightward plunge. In refusing to adopt these

resolutions, PL^ and the SDS leadership have
decisively demonstrated their intention to uphold
and deepen SDS' flight into anti-working class

liberalism. We as communists can no longer con-

sider ourselves supporters of SDS, and are leaving

this conference."

'' In the usual bureaucratic lashion which lias

typified SDS since PL gained dominance, the current

NLN refused to analyse the politics of the split but

merely dismisses the SL/RCY as "bloodsuckers."

Similarly, at the local SDS meeting, for which an
SDS leaflet advertised "all come! ", the PL'ers and
SDS'ers refused to discuss the SL/RCY proposal and
instead dismissed us as "disrupters," claiming that

the SDS convention had already been discussed at a

previous meeting (a meeting which was not ad-

vertised as an SDS meeting). When it became clear

that out of the approximately 20 people present,

SL/RCY had a majority, PL-SDS walked out,

proving again that a liberal alliance means no
discussion of communist politics. ( In fact, on the way
out, one PL supporter turned down a suggestion Tor a

special meeting.)

Of course, PL-SDS claims that they were really

planning a demonstration to defend Ethiopian

students and could tiot afford a discussion of strategy

( ! ) . We state categorically that we defend all

students who are l>eing harassed and oppressed by
the ruling class — that goes for SDS as well. But the

only effective defense requires an orientation toward

a workingclass revolution — not lit)eral protest

politics (NPAC, etc.) — this is what SDS will not

discuss.

We urge all those interested in working toward a

revolutionary socialist perspective to join the RCY,
youth section of the Spartacist League.

'"^^bT •>>« - ^ ..»."mg^ •

Kditor:

Thank you, thank you!
Throughout my entire life I have
had but one dream, one desire
that has driven me onward and
sustained me in times of need:
The desire to l)ecome famous and
he remembered by my peers
throughout history. ThanK^ to you,
^ rats, I see that my dream has at
last become a reality.

During the fall quarter I wrote a
letter to the Dally Bruin con-
demning you dear boys. The
flooding of my floor and yelling of
my name with curses during that
finals week were paned off as
momentary recognition that
would not last with the passage of
time.

It seemed that this prognosis
was destined to be correct. During
the Winter Quarter, my name was
not once taken in vain, no curies
were screamed at me at 2:30
AM., and it seemed I was
forgotten.

But Lo, what should occur on the
morning of April 14th? (1:00 A.M.
to be specific) From across the
street I heard a lone "Rat" call
my name. Was ! mistaken? No! I

^eard it again! I have not been
forgotten! I have earifted my place

in history! Once again Frats, I say

thank you. Thank you for making
a poor student's dream come
true!

Michael Pern berton

Physics

-. -., / The Incredible Rooster

Astronomy

P.S. My friend "The Incredible

Rooster'* thanks you also, for

without you, he would never have

come to be (F-ck, f-ck, f-ck, f-ck

yooouuuuuuuuuuuu! ! ! !
—

Rooster call).

Bargains
Editor:

Keith Dodds (Dally Bruin, April

11) performs a distinct disservice

lo the very cause to whfcA he

professes to be dedicated. In his

distortions about the SUte Pay

Control Amendment sponsored by

the California SUte Employees'

Association on the November
ballot, he unwittingly becomes a

tool of Governor Reagan arid those

selfish corporate interests which

oppose pay raises for him and

160,000 other state employees. For

reasons besi known to himself, he

aligns himself against those

liberal forces backing pay lx>06ts

^or all UC and SUte College

faculty and other state em-
ployees.

Contrary to what Dodds sUtes

in his letter, the facts about the

CSEA initiative are these:

The right to set wage scales

would not be Uken away from the

Governor and handed carte

blanch to the UC regenU. The
Governor has never had the right

"to set wage rates,'* but only to

appi^ve or disapprove recom-

mendations placed in the sUte
budget and approved by the

Legislature. While UC regents

would still reUin the right to

recommend new rates of pay,

these recommendations are not at

the whims of tx)ard members, but

rather are the result of careful,

scientific study by skilled wage
analysts. Recommendations will

not be drastically changed,
especially since the CSEA
initiative makes it law to pay
prevailing rates. This is the heart

of the initiative.

What the CSEA is concerned

about is that these recom-
mendations he accepted as part of

the sUte budget without the ar-

bitrary veto of the Governor. UC
and other sUte salaries now lag

10% to 25% behind prevailing

rates. Ttie CSEA initiative calls

for pay equal to private industry

in all insUnce^.

Another thing to remember:
Reagan will not always be

governor. Thus, fneml)ership of

salary-recommending boards can

and will change.

Rather than halt progress on

collective bargaining, as Dodd's

letUr sUtes, the measure will, for

the first time, guarantee
collective bargaining by secret

ballot for all sUte employees.

This is an historic move in sUte
employee history, and CSEA has
taken the lead in this matter.

While it is true that non-

economic matters will be subject

to an arbitration procedure under
the CSEA amendment, as in the

case of many ouUUnding AFL-
CIO unions, the most imporUnt
item of coneem, sidnrles, will not.

As a matter of record, CSEA
meml)er8 are not complacent

about their present sUtus, but

have frequently called for strike

sanctions during the past year,

and Walter W. Taylor, CSEA
general manager, has warned
that a sUte employees' strike is a

distinct possibility. This right has

not, nor will it ever be, abandoned
by CSEA
By Uking the sUnd he does

against the CSf^A measure, Dodds
is playing directly into the hands

of Governor Reagan and his

conservative cohofts, who alse

oppose the amendment. They see

it as a threat to their dominance
over sUte employees. Ap-

parently, Dodds also sees it in the

same light.

The CSEA is now waging the

most intensive drive of its 40-year

history. Its UCLA members are

overwhelmingly in favor of the

initiative. They are sacrificing

their time and money to assure its

success.

We invite all Local 2070

memt)ers to join us in this all-out

effort. Let's win on November 7

and assure UC employees and

faculty of a "fair day*s pay for a

fair day's work."

Curtis HamMtai. Pretideni

CSEA CHapler 144

T
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So Ronnia it waa. But Ronnia
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"^y »^« ASUCLA Student.' Stor. Art Dept.
.^ g^RONANOROTENQALLEREainc ' ' " ^

Works by Dc*, Klee, Miro, Picasso, Renoir, Kollwltz,
GlQcomettl, Goya, many more - signed and numbered
prints are Included In this collection. $5-$ 1 00.

ROOM 3517, 3rd Fl. Ackermon
MONDAY & TUESDAY,
April 17-18 — 10 a.m.-6:00 p.m
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If you've got a cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the mofl«y

you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down ttie tubes. Not to men

tion the possibility of medica

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company

offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle - from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, w«

can Insure everyone who wall(s m

and still offer low rates. FIC hii

been an expert in speciality lin«

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle Insuranci in

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

it so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

•or fuHher InfoniMtion; ort d«pt. a l«v«l, ock«rmon union, 825-771

1

Send in our coupon today and give ut your name, address, phone
""'"Jj*

'

the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell u$ whetner

you're Interested in liability or total coverage.

m Financial Indamnity Company, Attn. R. Rittanhouaa
5858 Wilthira Blvd., Lot Angalas. Calif. 90036

NAME. .PHONC.

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE. YEAR. .CC't. .VALUE.

I'm intarattad In: Liability.

^•••« fIva m% a quotation.

Total Covaraga.
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\ Response from a premed student
|':ditor: —
This is in reply to a recent ar-

ticle on premeds by an tinnamed

luthor. As a premed myself I am
>niy painfully aware of the

ihortcomings on the road to

;ome an M.D. One of those

inequities and burdens that we all

;hare is the need to obtain good

'rades if we are to be considered

[for a position in a medical school

rlass. This naturally leads to

lore competition among students

[in classes where there are

premeds. Quite often this is

[resented by students who have no

inclination towards medicine.

r am in complete agreement

with those who say this type of

competition lessens the ef-

fectiveness of our educational

system. It would be wonderful if

we all could attend classes for the

purpose of learning without

having what we learned ec^uated

to a letter grade. However some
criterion must be set up in order to

select those individuals best

suited for graduate work. Un-
fortunately the letter grade was
chosen as the one most important
guideline.

We're all waiting for a better

method to judge the ability and
competency of those aspiring for

higher degrees. For the author to

degrade the premed student to the

"lowest form of scum" is un-

founded. Never have I heard such
a statement or opinion of this

nature expressed by any student,

let alone by a meml)er of the

faculty as the author stated in his

article.

There is little we as un-

dergraduate premeds can do
about the policies of the AMA or

the numt)er of positions available

for medical students. These
numbers have been increasing

within the past few years but not

as fast as the number of ap-

plicants. 1 sincerely hope that

medical education will not be
compromised in quality for the

sake of numbers.
Banning together, as the author

states, so that ''the system of

medical status could be broken
down" is a very unrealistic way of

solving the shortage of qualified

health care personnel. The author

would do well to reevaluate his

judgement on a numl)er of very

important issues he addressed
himself, and perhaps suggest

some viable alternatives to the

present situation. Slandering the

hundreds of premeds on campus
will solve nothing.

In a few years some of these

very same premeds will be
^%:::::::::::::%:ftySft¥ft::::V^^
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why fight in Vietnam?7

g

by Ronn Pickard
The war in Vietnam has again become a reahty.

Battle reports fill the news and Nixon is

[hreatening wholesale recommitment ^
American troops.

But for what are we fighting? Nixon claims to

have broken off the Paris negotiations because the

"enemy" was using them for publicity and
because there was no reconciling their desire to

talk about their peace proposals and our desire to

talk about the release of our prisoners.

NixOn claims conciem for the independence^

safety, and freedom of the people of Vietnam, but

the Nixon peace proposals provide only for one all

powerful elected official to run South Vietnam.

The concentration of all power in one man's hands

is the definition of tlictatorship — elected or not.

George Washington rejected precisely such an

ment. The peace proposals of the Provisional

Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam (the

FRG) show a keen awareness of the right of all the

social, religious, and political parties in South
Vietnam to participate freely and without fear of

reprisals in the design and establishment of the

new form of government.

:<:

^
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After several careful readings of the PRO
proposals, I can in truth find no fault with them,

nor have I heard any criticism of them from any
representative or supporter of the Nixon ad-

ministration. In fact, I would challenge anyone to

criticize those proposals from the standpoint of the

peace and freedom of the people of South Viet-

nam. Likewise, I challenge any supporter of the

U.S. military presence in Vietnam to find any
office because he knew the evil it would do to this other motivation behind Nixon's proposals than jg

:? country. Now in our name Nixon recommends it to the establishment of a government that is the least •§

x; another country as an alternative to his continued responsive to the needs and desires of the people of :^

g warring on them." South Vietnam and which is the most susceptible :J

The people of Vietnam must sooner or later be to the miliUry and economic machinations of this :^

:•:• allowed to establish their own form of govern- country :§

St.S... t.^ _-J

Walk in a light-footed shoe that's as rugged as a heavyweight. It's the

softest sand-colored suede with sturdy weatherproof Malayan crepe soles.

Handsomely styled with unique front stitching and a leather heel kicker.

Stetton-Plymouth Shoes, Whitman, MaM. 02382

Colvey's, Pacific Palisades

Mark's Boot Shop, 10921 Weyburn,
Westwood Villaqe

Wright's, Los Angeles

Desmond's, Westwood Village
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doctors. It will be interesting to

know what opinion the unnamed
author will have for the^
physicians when he enlists their

aid for medical care.
' JohnKrump
Senior, Zoology

Premed

Berkeley

students do not "talk about" rules,

and clamor over and berate them.
They just ignore them, and

pro(^d with more inclusive
educational goals in mind.
Growing, for instance, up on an
academic and community (life-

exerience) blend is stressed
highly.

Reasons for the distinction are
several. One key aspect is vested
interest. The vested interests of

most UCLA students, it seems,
are goals after completion of a
given set or requirements. The
student will attain that goal, and
reach that goal (much like

freeway games all over LA) no
matter how funky and fucked up
and rude the rules happen to be.

She gets her degree, and steps up
the "ladder of success" in the real

world.

The Berkeley scene, as garishly

phony as any "scene" can be, does
address itself to what is happening
right now. A professor is fired, so
the students hire him back out of

the student body funds. No cosmic
professors, etc. However, student rule says "you can't do that."

solidarity at Berkeley, until UCLA, get it all together real

recently, has been blatantly very soon or there are going to be
together. It (solidarity) exlsts^u bathroom hours: • ___

~~~
more subtle directions today. ' Rodney Maglio
My argument is that Berkeley's - Senior. Political Science

Kditor:

UCLA and Berkeley are often

compared. On the basis of student

attitudes and behavior toward
rules, I would like to make a short

comparison.

It has been my experience that

the UCLA student sector, by and
large, is more aware of, more
threatened by, and "obeys the

rules" as sanctions than the

Berkeley student body does.

Berkeley, theoretically, is faced

with the same rules and
regulations governing UC
educational policy-course
requirements, grading, political

protest, hiring and firing of

TUESDAY
inner
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"The Zapping of Torquemada"

(Dally Bruin, April 3), while

'hardly provocative reading,

{deserves a response from the

perspective of revolutionary

[

democratic socialism . The author

counterposes the ideology of true

I

Trotskyism to the reformism of

the Socialist party U.S.A. and the

deviationism of the S.W.P.,

assuring us that we need not be

concerned with **pure

democracy'* if workers would

only act under the leadership of a

disciplined vanguard party; this

supposedly being the lesson of the

hallowed Leninist past, (in which

the Sparticist League and other

neo-bolsheviks, including the

International Socialists, are

locked) indicates otherwise.

The Russian Revolution, while

ill-suited to serve as a model for-

American socialists, having taken

place within a pre-industrialized

economic structure, does
illustrate the fatal mistake of

state-socialists (or more ac-

curately, state-capitalists, who
seek the sybstitution of the

bureaucratic state for private

ownership, thus nationalizing but

not socializing the means of

production) in believing that

leadership and politics (by which

they understand the concoction of

slogans, manifestos and *

'tran-

sitional demands") can bring

about the socialist revolution. -'

The Bolshevik Party, even
before the ascendance of Stalin,

smothered the movement of the

Russian working class for self-

management and erected in the

place of independent democratic
workers organizations the so-

called "Workers SUte". ^.W
Trotsky's view, the supremacy of
the state over the working class
was necessary to attain a socialist

order, and trade unions must "fall

under the leadership of the
Communist Party. Not only
questions of principle in the trade
union movement, but serious
conflicts of organization within it,

are decided by the Central
Committeeof our party." For the
sake of industrial efficiency "the
unions become the organs of labor
discipline" (Terrorism and
Communism). True believers in

proletarian democracy, the
Sparticists choose as their
political prophet the champion of

the "miliUrization of labor" in

the Soviet Republic, the sup-

pressor of the Kronstadt Com-
mune in 192L— Social democracy in advanced
industrial society requires the
formation of institutions of self-

administration directly respon-
sive to and controlled by workers.
Neither the elitism of the political

vanguardism not the
parliamentary infiltration of the
reformists moves us an inch
toward the goal of a classless

society based on workers
democracy and workers control of

the workplace. Socialist

Reconstruction, an organization
formed in 1969 primarily by ex-

members of the Socialist Labor
Party, stands for the formation of

a revolutionary alternative to both
bolshevik state-socialism and
ireformist welfare-statism, one
that requires the abandonment of

ideological mystification and
abstract slogans, and a coming to

grips with concrete social reality

md the actual conditions of

Working people in American
society. Socialism cannot be
achieved for workers by a Party
acting in their name, but only by
the workers themselves,
organized in the economic arena
to bring about industrial

democracy.

K. A. Rasmussen
Member, Socialist Reconstruction
South. Calif. League for Economic

Democracy

Russia
Editor:

As the author of the recent letter

demanding the release of

Vladimir Bukovsky, I am
responding to the recent letter by
Peter Rich. My reply, however, is

a personal one which probably
does not reflect the views of all the

co-signers of the letter.

Of course it is no news that the

"Soviet" Union has political

prisoners. The problem is to

expose their conditions and secure
their release. Though the ultimate
liberator will have to be the

Russian people, public appeals,

demonstrations and the like

sometimes have an effect, as in

the case of Victor Serge as long

ago as 1936. The effect is likely to

be sharper if each appeal is

confined to a specific case.

The references to left causes
which the signers supported in the
United States does not reflect

emharassment on the author's

part. They were designed, on the

contrary, to embarass the
Russian bureaucracy, whose

leave it to

the Colonel to -

come up with

another chicken
special.
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pretense <rf devotion to libertarian

causes will pot ^stand serious

examination. An ajl^peal from the

left opposition in the United States

refutes the charge that the ad-

vocacy of liberty in the East bloc

is merely a Cold War or pro-

capitalist ploy. An appeal from
the authors of My Lai could
properly be dismissed as a case of

the pot calling the kettle black.

So far Rich's criticism derives
merely from his contempt for

what he presumes to be our dif-

fidence; his rejection of the notion

that there are political prisoners

in the United States is a point of

substantive difference. Let us

suppose our wildest hopes are
realized and our campaign
secures Bukovsky' s release;

would that make his im-
prisonment non-political?
Similarly, the fact that fascism
does not rule the U.S. and that

mass movements and good
lawyers sometimes secure the

release of poltical defendants does
not invalidate the assertion that

their arrest and trial is politically

motivated; that a black radical is

more likely to be arrested than a
white collar thief, a corporate

polluter or a khaki-clad war
criminal; nor that the deck is

stacked in our criminal "justice"

system against defendants who
are poor, non-white or politically

left The destxtUction of the Black
Panther Party was in large part
the product of police raids and
politically motivated prosecution.

The organization of Rich's letter

makes clear that he has fallen into

the all-too-common political error
of equating political opposition to

one camp, in this case the

"communist"' (bureaucratic state

capitalist) camp, to defense of the

other (corporate monopoly
capitalist) camp. The conclusion

to t>e reached from a realization of

the horrors of repression and
exploitation under Stalin and his

successors and imitators is not

that monopoly capitalism is the
best we can do; the conclusion

from understanding the
irrationality and exploitation
under corporate monopoly
capitalism in the West is not that

we had better imitate Stalin. It is

rather that iMth systems are class

societies, founded on principles

which crush human freedom and
thwart human potential. The
ensuing political imperative is

support for libertarian socialist

revolution the world over, from
Paris to Poznan, from Budapest to

Belfast.

David G. Epstein
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aor/ v^.
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"Breothtoking production . •
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"An extravagant production
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Record survey addendum
VKditor: - ^^ .-

"
It was great for the ego to have

our report of record stores

. published as the centerfold of the

^special consumer issue (Dally

Bruin, April 12) since centerfolds

and has a fairly decent current

rock selection, although it is

limited \m most non-rock

categorica, and even more limited

in oWiw
"The Wherehouse giv« credit

article, the 'Top 40" label is very

confusing.
Gall Glecerman

Record Store Division

Westwaod easiness Prof}ect

BKBB V\ />- —

•

Visit to UC-LAND
•ty

by Edmon Rodman
The University system of California is desperately short of cash

It needs a new and creative source of revenue.

Many solutions have been suggested, but none have stood the test

of the California Board of Regents.

an

seem to be getting quite a bit <Jif on returnable merchandise, and

attention these days. Un-

fortunately, there was an

omission and an error in the

report, which 1 feel should be

pointed out.

Our committee did research on
^ seven record stores, as apparent

from the charts, but our report on

the Gayley Wherehouse was

omitted. The text of that read as

follows:

There is another Wherehouse

in Westwood — the little one

located on Gayley, the one where

you find the tapes.

will order albums at no extra

charge. The usual delivery time is

one to two weeks.

'*They will not vaHdaie parking

for any lot, but they do accept

Mastercharge and Bank-

amencard.
**aaustrophobiacs need fear!

The aisles arc narrow and the exit

is usually jammed If you go in,the

back, away from the exit, yoyi^ill

find stereo equipment. The front

is so crowded becatise that is

where they scD other items, such

as zig-zag papers.**

A&B

The top thirty S^track Upea—^ln addiUon. the group of albums

and cassettes seU for $4.96; other labeled Top 40;' are not the top

regulars are $5.96, and many non- forty albums. They are a random

returnable tapes are at cheaper sam pie of albums chosen from the

prices The Wherehouse top 22 albums. Although 1 realize

periodically has extensive sales, this is noted in the accompanying

Editor:

In response to Elisabeth

Ryzen's playlet (Dally Bruin,

April 13) : It has been a long time

since I have blushed, been em-

barrassed, or angered by either a

female or male who held a door

open for me. Say 10 or 11 years

ago when I was in junior high. I

can't ever recall enjoying a door

being slammed in my face (by

anyone). I suppose the fact that I

would consider passing through a

door a neuter act explains my lack

of embarrassment during the act.

Coincidentally, Elisabeth, my
BA is in pre-med.' " '^

Rich Inman
r ' / - GSM alum

I
(Paid Advertisement)

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONTACT LENSES. SPECTACLES

)
we Specialize in contact lenses

-- made at our own office

3 hr service on lost contact lenses

I call for service

) LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
^ SPECIALCONSIDERATION

FORCOLLEGE STUDENTS
A^k us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

I

I

My solution, simply stated is this — turn UCLA into

amusement park.

Yes, an amusement park. Call it UC-LAND. Fix it up a little

divide the campus up into several attraction-packed areas. Set out

a shingle. Print up some tickets, and we'll be ready for business

But what about the attractions, the rides that will send millions

flooding through UC-LAND's turrfstyles?

Here is a synopsis of what UC-LAND*s attractions might be
ATKlNSONLAND

"Great Moments With Dean Atkinson",

Through the magic of audioanimaltronics, see this great figure of

UC-LAND diplomacy and hear him deliver some of his finer

speeches. This attraction is a must for diplomats and politicians

(An '*S" attraction) > ^ ^^
^^

'*The Enchanted Board of Regents Room"
Located conveniently adjacent to "Great Moments With Dean

Atkinson," you will find the ^'Enchanted Board of Regents Room,"

an amusement of the highest order. Virtually everything in the

room has been electronically endowed with the power of speech.

The chairs talk. The gavel talks. The calendar talks. The table

talks. And when the electronic regents are not out of order

(mechanically or parlimentary) they speak also. (An "H" at-

traction)
'^* Other attractions featured in ATKlNSONLAND are:

'Sleeping Student Government Castle," 'Tad Tea Party," "The

Daily Bruin Shooting Gallery," and "The Mark Time Steam

Boats."
HEADLAND ^-^

'The Haunted Head" -^

Transportation on this ride is by means of a tandem toilet seat on

a computer-controlled rail. View friendly gangs and graffiti artists

in their favorite haunts. See and smell funny burning weeds, watch

a bust, get some skin, and much much more.

Ride is limited to those only wishing to study the various uses a

bathroom was never supposed to have. (An **A" attraction)

** OtBi&r attractions featured in HEADLAND are:

''It's a Small Gym," artd "The Shooting-up Gallery."

GASTRONOMELAND
'^Pirates of the Cafeteria^ '-'-'r^- '^'^- >"^^:

'
?-.-'-.--

"
'

\
^

^

Hold onto your wallets, and prepare yourself for ah authentic ride

through UC-LAND's eating establishments. Ride is complete down

to the gooeyeist deUil. It incorporates all the favorite sights, smells

and sounds into an experience that is not soon to be forgotten. Price

of admission includes complimentary organic button which reads,

'*t got mine from the Gypsy Wagon." Ride is not recommended for

those with weak stomachs. (An "L" attraction)

The other digestive attractions found in GASTRONOMELAND

are, "A trip down Ailamentary Canal," and "The Stomach

Mover."
m • TRANSPORTLAND

"Parking StructMre Bobsleds" \

This is a ride for those desiring real excitement and danger

Guide your own vehicle up, up, up, and finally to the top level of UC

LAND'S Alpine parking structures. This ride requires skill and

daring. Sorry, but the driver must supply his own vehicle. UC

LAND is not responsible for any damages or thefts incurred during

ride. (An "O" attraction) ,

Other vehicles of destruction available in TRANSPORTLANU

are : 'The Parking Lot Cruise," and "Uni-Cop's Wild Ride."

ADMINISTRATION'S SQUARE
"The Administration Carousel"

Many of you may have already taken a ride on this UC-LANU s

most repetitive attraction. The figures of the carrousel are wooden

liknesses of your favorite administrators, which have received

several shellackings for your safety and convenience. Happiness

may not run in a circular motion, but a merry-go-round is

guaranteed for all. (An "M" attraction) .^^adit
Other attractions featured in ADMINISTRATION'S SQUARE

'Counselor in Wonderland," and "The Rat Fink Keel Boats.

***

are,

I

graduating seniors, fake note : now is the time "^
'

to buy your grqduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements' now

-

so you'll have time to address and mail them. It's a great way

way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only

happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope

-

per dozen, 2.85

Students* store

i.*,*,.^^^*.*.-..'..'*.-*.-*.^-*'^-..-..^*^"--"'
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lUIO MSHmilCE FN GOLUIE SlUIEinS

for

a

If you ore (1) at least 21 and (2). hove had ^^^ '^/^^'eeing

the last year you probably don't d'''>'« ^^^
'^'T

°
'^sonable

a college student you also probably Have (J; °
. pd •»«

art d«parlm«nt, a l«v«l, ock^rmon union, 825-771

1

n«w hours: 9:00a.nn.-7:15p m. Mon-Frl; 10-3 Sat

driving record. Put these Happy coincidences together
^^^^

likely that you qualify for rates that average Jo^ ^

dard prices. • gj offict

And in COM you don't fit this doscnption, call our
'^^^^^^,

ony way. Wo jutt spont six yoart working with tho auto
^^^

industry on bohoM of coMogo studonts. Wo think we

colleoe Simeii lisuraice sejt>^|

726 Santa Monica Blvd. ('202| Santa Monica. Col

1 1 -I
^ - ^
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DIt Spuris WiiUi
III llu'st' hectic times, nothinj^ ^tays the same nor

hasebaii. not the Stantord Indians, not even tennis A
lo.se croppeci Jack Kramer pia\m^ at Forest HilK

iK'lore a thousand or so prim and proper spectator

^

has Liiven ua> to headbands, metal rackets
television, and oh \es. Chnssy Kvert
Though a I (LA ISC match it anything i> worth

seeing the marathon between the second and tilth

tanked net teams is too intriguing to pass up,
especial l\ when it is being played at the historic Los
Angeles Tennis Club, home base lor USC
Situated in the middle of old" Hollywood \\ ha-

long served as the last refuge for thase hardy soul>
\\h() still cling to the la^' -"^tiges of "sophisticated
tennis "

While a posh establishment of this sort may not

breed these kind of people, it does seem to have more
than Its lair share, and together with the sort ol

people v\ho usually gravitate toward.USC - TCLA
clashes, the action is sometimes moreintense off the

court th;in i»n

It IS a white haired, badly limping old man on his

\\ay to a nintch clutching a brand-new aluminum
racket because "as everyone knows the lighter the

racket, the more mobility you have
It IS a ball dropping from nowhere onto center-

( ourt. with Marcello Lara stooping, picking it up. and
tossing It into the direction of the loud "Thank you'"

It IS a group of girls from CSC dressed to kill in the

Hdfiegree sun. so deliberately nonchalant, and trymg
^o hard to look as jet set as they feel

l! !s the crowd, one collective face moving back
and lorth watching the little white ball tra\elir.E^ at

-peeds near KM) miles per hour
It IS two ICL.A alumni engaged ma loud discussion

i»l how bush-league" ISC is for requesting that line

judges be more alert in det(*cting foot faults

udeius iri)iu I M comparing the Daily
' ilie Daily Brum, and after a long and

' discussion, coming to the conclusion that

. .^ worth reading

the line judges doing a credible job except for

lip ups nov\ and then when they draw the wrath of

he crowd and try [lard to ignore the various com
nts alx)Ut their eyesight

the lew and far between CCLA fans, deter
.ed to let their counterparts know that tennis is

>till alive and w<»ll at Wi-stwocxi

It IS the balltx)ys luriously chasing down each
"I rant ball as if it is the most important thing in the

• »ild at the moment
I' '' Kreiss losing second singles, but

!ii»riei!iL':es.s t \[)l(Kiing lorehand after forehand,
proving to all concerned that he has that "certain
M.methmg " that certain aura that distinguishes the

,11.1 lit \ player from the field

it I- .left Austin versus Lara in first singles, and the
ormei. after scrambling successfully to return a

hort shot, moving one fan to exclaim 'Hustle pays
nil again Ask any hustler

"

It :^ the crowd, whatever is left alter four long
hours, moving past a lone sun-bather, oblivious to all

ir(.'iind him. to see the second d<)uf)les uhich would
decide the maich

It is me. making all sorts of people grossly un
(omlortable by staring at them in lieu of the play

belou

It IS ii nie iiiiusluii 111 tuli rigalia inspecting in his

iiimd the llamability of Haul Ramirez's wooden
lacket

If is the 1 ( L.A contingent congratulating Austin
^x\{\ Kon Cornell on their match deciding victory, for

ne moment on top of the world
It 1^ the Los .Angeles Tennis Club
II I- CCLA \ersus CSC.
It IS tennis

KFaid Advertts«fn«nt)

..( , .''.y.

> . •'.!'

-jart*>".

.. ^ •, V-

-^U.*^^>-:j ii,- - _;i*ijj»tj M'

NAVY-MARINE TWO YEAR

COLLEGE PROGRAM
-^

attend a six-week Naval Science Institute at UCLA this summer - aT~=

of government expense for 12 quarter units, plus summer pay of $375.

participate in the NROTC Program during your junior and senior years.

receive $100 per month and draft deferment v^hile in the program.

be commissioned Ensign, USNR, or 2nd Lieutenant, USMCR upon graduation.

It . .

postgraduate opportunities available for good students.

INTERESTED? Contact the Department of Naval

Science, 123 Men's Gym. Phone: 825-3536

J

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^•^^^^^n

-./'
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

V--,

Ours IS the official

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the

University of California on all campuses.

lor use by all members of that community.-^^^

—

-

*"*»''
i'

'
',i^

# ^_ _ ,

The Charter Flight you Sign with at UCLA is responsible

for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed

to mediocre service. - -' ..^.

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with

all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA :

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,

arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London.

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience

of on on-campus location and the assurance of

personal attention in all areas.

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as

^our carrier — because of its long and distinguished

service record — and all our passengers receive

thefr first class service. ^^ '~ ^'

•

, . .;
''

:.
' '

:. '
^

.'
'

'-v?.: '--.^

How many charter groups can claim all this?

1
t.

«

FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE
1

CARRIER
*

•

-.-.-, -T-rr^T,,--. -,- M ^ , ,,.^-.. -

2 London June 18

June 21

Aug. 28 London 71 $262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
1

3 London Aug. 16 London p56
»

4 London June 22 Aug. 15 London 54 $262

5 London June 26 Sept. 6 London 72 $262 BOAC
1

6 London June 26 Sept. 13 London 80^^ $275

$262

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

*-» 7 London June 27 Aug. 25 London 59
'

8 London June 28 Sept. 9 London 73 $262 1%

} 9. London June 28 Sept. 16 London 81 $275
•

:^'.v:
:;.'.?- 10 London June 29 Aug. 29 London 61 $262 BOAC

BOAC11 London July 1 Aug. 27 London

London

57

62

40

12 London July 4

July 8

Sept. 2 $262 BOAC

BOAC14 London Aug. 17 London
,

$262

15 London

London

July 11

July 12

"Aug. 12"

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

London

London

30

50

$262

$262

$252

BOAC
16 BOAC

BOAC• 17 London Sept. 13 London 33
I

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

^

-^^/.
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all: SDS loss only a temporary setback?

SECOND CHANCE — Despite a five-«ame lots

Friday night to San Diego State, ttie Bruin
volleyballers still have a chance to defend ttieir

NCAA championship — but they'll have to do It the

OB photos by Od«c Uornlas

hard way. UCLA must now enter a qualifying
tourney this \weekend at San Diego State involving
Stanford, Cal State Long Beach and UC Santa
Barbara. ..:

Sports Shorts
UCLA's baseball team meets

Cat.Poly Pomona this afternoon at

2:30 at Cal Poly. Head coach Art

Reichle announced lefthander
Bary Woodruff as his starting

pitcher. The Bruins return to Pac-
8 play this weekend against USC.

* * *

Buoyed by an upset win over
USC, the UCLA tennis team
returns to action this afternoon
with m 2:00 match against San
Jose State at the Sunset Courts.

* * • i'

The price for student tickets to

this weekend's double dual track
meet (UCLA vs. Stanford, USC vs.

California) at Stanford Stadium is

$2.00.

CLASS
NOTES

30TH FREE EVENING LECTURE SERIES

'The Shident and Ecology - His Concern and Action-'
R L Mannes, Dean of Student Life, University of Souttiern California
and a student panel fi"^m CalTech, Long Beacti State, UCLA and USC

Wednesday, April 19, 1972
.OMnJjglj_of_Enfl|naarJng Auditorium, 8 P.M.

O 1972 Jos. SchliU Brewing Co.. Milwaukee and other great cities.

..J-

ARIES,
MARCH 21-APRIL 19
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SS 00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER OUARTIir

Anthropology 5C - Plog -

Anthropology 11 — Miller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 - Ricgel
Racteriokjigy 110 - Pickett
Chemistry 1C - Kaesj, Strouse
Chemistry 4C - Konrad
Chemistry AC Konrad
Chemistry 153 — Jortlan —

—

Classics 161 Latimore .

Economy 1 La Force
Economics 7 - C lower
Economics 10 St>etler
Economics lOlA - Murptty —
English lOA Rodes
Ooography 191 - Logan
Ooology Ml Ernst
H.Story IB Symcox
H.Story IC Wot>l
History 8 Burns
H.Story I24D Bolle
H

.
stor y 142P - Loewenberg

History i;4€ -- Varnell
H.Story 17IB Oallek '

H.Story 181 Yarnelt
Hum,initie» lA Austin
Philosophy 107 - Hill
Philosophy 152 Quinn
Political Science 3 Baarwald
Political Science 120 - Muller
Political Scienca 145 - Farrally
Psychology 10 Goldstein
Psychology 41
Psychology 110
Psychology 115
^'.vchology 175
f'sychology 127
Psychology 135
Psychology I4f
Psychology 170A - Lovaas
Psychology IS9 Sears

W^ickens
Carder, Rot)erts
Krasne
Sadalia
Yontef
Ravens
Bartttol

s

X
t:

^ for addHional counm call or

comom
**•«. - Pri. 9:30 - 4*30

10851 UND6R00K DR.
IBlkN, W•Uhira-

)-l/2Mil. E. Wastwoc<

47i32tf

UCLA. CaWUTING OUR TENTH YEAR

i
o

i

t:

Doirt slow down, Aifes*
SdiBfz Merit Uciuor
¥rill keep up with you.

J[?P To say you're independent would be an understatement.

/^"^"(f You do exactly what you want. And you say precisely

J^hT-^y^ ^^^^ y^^ think. Your candor might even offend people^ ^ —if it weren't mellowed by your Irresistable friendliness
and innocent exuberance.

Chances are it was your boundless curiosity that led you to
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Taurus the Bull. Schlitz Malt Liquor is the
drink with a spirit to match your own. It's as bold as you are—and
Just as surprising.

Aries, you want to experience all that life can give. You might wait
for a sny Pisces or a stubt>orn Gemini this year. But you'll never
have to slow your pace for Taurus the Bull. Schlttz Malt Liquor
is right there with you.

•toM4y iiNilces malt lli|«por lik« fdillfme •••berfy.
:x$^
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Ford grant enables

study of working life
By Heidi Yorlishire

and Jill Rodgers
DB Staff Writers

l^

• Ar t.

-th*

\

I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT — "A
Midsummernight's Dream" will be presented at

n am, Saturday at the Monica Theaters, T332 2nd

St., Santa Monica, as £art of the William

Shakespeare Film festival. Made in 1935, the film

stars Mickey Rooney, James Cagney, Olivia de

Havilland, Dick Powell, Hugh Herbert, Joe E.

Brown, and Victor Jory.

DAILY
BRUIN

What's On:
Tickets: -
Campus and Public ^ „

—"Roberta Flack," 8:30 pm,
AAay 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets;

on sale at Central Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with picture ID.

—"Student Films," 8:30 pm,
this Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

and April 28, 29, and 30, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

i (general) and $1.25 (students).

T —"Sleight of Hand," a Theater

Arts production, 8: 30 pm, April 27,

1 28 and 29 and AAay 3, 4, 5 and 6;

* and 7:30 pm, April 30, Ralph
Freud Playhouse, MacGowan'
Hall. Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.
— "Thomas Harmon,"
Iniversity organist, 8:30 pm,
April 26, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium and Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket OfUce, 650

Westwood Plaza.

popular and classical categories,

noon, today, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Program includes

classical female vocalists Leslie

Bocklan (first prize) and Susan

Dixon (third prize); classical

nnale vocalist. Glenn Fagelson

(second prize); and popular

female vocalists Charlene Haupt

(first prize), Sheila Styron

(second prize) and Linda Burrell

(fourth prize). Free.

—"What Price Confidence?"

Ernes Kran^k's chamber opera,

performed by the Western Operal

Theater, with Sandra Bush,

Carolyn Lewis," Ralph Oostwoud,

and Lawrence Cooper, 8:30 pm,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50

(students).' :
~

Films:

Concerts:
—"Awards Concert," featuring

the winners of the Gladys Turk
Foundation Vocal Awards In

—"Seventh Heaven" (1927),

directed by Trank Borzage, with

Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell, 5 pm, today, AAelnltz 1409.

Free.

—"The Purple Heart," with

Dana Andrews and Richard
Conte, 5 pm, today, AAelnltz 1409.

Free.

—"Plantation Boy (Menino de

Engenho)," Brazilian feature film

with English sub-titles directed by

Walter Lima, Jr., 3 pm,
^^"'^(Paid Advertisement) "'^^

tomorrow. Social Welfare 147 and
at 8 pm, Haines 39. Free. Spon-

sored by the Latin American
Center.—"jyAiracle of White Stallions,"

an Austrian-American production

with Eddie Albert and Robert

Taylor, 8 pm, tomorrow. In-

ternational Student Center. Free.

Seminars:
Tuesday, April 18

—"The Uganda Coup: A Case

Study of Class Action by the

Military" by Michael F. Lofchie,

associate professor of political

science, 7 pm. Murphy h^ill 2121.

—"Wild Animal Diseases
Transmitted to Man" by Edward
Aaron, chief, division of

veterinary public health. County

Veterinarian, Downey, 7 pm, MS
5200. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"Introduction to the Biology

of Mammals and Their Life in the

Zoo" by Richard MacMillen,
associate professor of biological

sciences, UC Irvine, and Sharon

Emerson, assistant curator of

mammals, Los Angeles Zoo, 7

pm, LSB 2147. Tickets are $3.50

and $1.75 (students).—"Church Architecture^
Liturgical Art, and Music" by

(Continued on Page 15)

In order to create ways to make work a satisfying part of life for th
worker, Louis Davis, professor of organizational sciences here has Y^
awarded a $160,000 Ford Foundation grant. ' ^"
Davis, who contends that "scientific discoveries now find pract

application within about five years, but ttiat in the social sciences there
a 20 year lag between discovery and use," plans to use the grant to ^
cumulate the findings of scholars and management experts, and th^
persuade employers to use their findings to improve "the qualitv^'f
working life." , ,.,.^

^ °'

"Many researchers no>V feel that the obstacles in the way of achiev
a satisfying working life are not technical ones," Davis, director of th^
"Quality of Working Life" program in the Graduate School o^f

Management (GSM), said. "It now seems apparent that with weU
developed analysis, we can have high productivity and at the same time
satisfying, humanizing working environment."

^

Starting point

As a starting point for further findings, Davis has begun to work with
labor\mion leadership in studying the quality of the working life of union
members. Th^jabor union committee will then publish a set of standards
for working life that could eventually be used in countries other than the
United States.

European and American committees have held planning meetings to

establish a forum for communication of their findings. During a series of

international conferences and work-shop seminars here and abroad
experts will evaluate solutions to the problems of a post-industrial society

and make these solutions available to business and industrial leaders.

International seminar
The first planning meeting for the conferences was held last Dedjember

in Laguna Beach, and an international work-shop seminar has been

scheduled for this country from Septeml>er 23-30.

The quality of working life cannot be divorced from the quality of life as

a whole because it is an aspect of total life, according to Davis. Contrary

to the popular belief that parts of life other than work are more im-

portant, Davis considers working life a core from which an individual can

begin to "humanize" his daily life,

"Since work is man-made, it can be good as well as bad," Davis said.

"It depends on how far one is willing to go.

"Work is one place that a person can come to grips with, and get a clear

impression of, the impact of sophisticated technology on people, and

thereby learn to control it," he said^rirz^-—=^

Autonomy
'

'But there is no formula to humanize work . There must be a sharing of

power, and people must have sufficient autonomy to control their own

lives. One must keep in mind that each setting is different. The problem

is not how to share power, but how to provide autonomy, and there are

many Nvays to that end," Davis said.

"Society in America and the western world is entering the 'post-

industrial' period in which the worlung man has come to expect that his

work will satisfy human needs in addition to resulting in a paycheck, " he

said.

"An evidence of this change is the fact that even during this period of

high unemployment we are finding in Detroit's automobile industry the

highest level of absenteeism and turnover in history. This is contrary to

every economic expectation and is typical of new attitudes which will

require the humanizing of work and of organizations," Davis said.

Questions

"Younger people are now raising questions," he continued, 'in plants,

men are used as machines, but they will not take it any more. Many do

(Continued on Page 16)

SEPC iniorinatiOD seitice
students should have an easier time finding out the how and why of

policy decisions if a new question form being set up by the Student

leducational Policy Con\n>ission (SEPC) is successful.

According to Heidi Hilb, coordinator of the project, these forms will be

made available to the students here during the rest of this quarter for

submitting individual questions about policies on education here.

The coordinating group plans to solicit student inquiries on policy

issues such as grading, use of student fees, courses or any other issue

affecting student education here. They will then direct the question to the

appropriate administrator, and, if the system works according to plan,

the student will receive a personal reply from tlie administrator.

Question forms will be distributed in classes during this quarter and

can also be obtained through the SEPC office in Kerckhoff309

s^aVaV,

ll»»»»'
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25,000 HAVE ALREADY ENJOYED ANTRANIG IN CARNEGIE HALL - NEW YORK; MUSIC HALL

-

BOSTON; Jj^OniSH RITE AUDITORIUM - SAN FRANCISCO; CONVENTION CENTER - FRESNO;

^ P/iSADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM- LOS ANOg^S

AND NOW DIRECT FROM THE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CENTER OF NEW YORK SEE THE

SECOND TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF THIS ARMENIAN FOLK ENSEMBLE

SONQ & DANCE ENSEMBLE

SARKIS PASKALIAN, ARTISTIC DIREaOR-CHOREOGRAPHER •

HAMPARTZOUM BERBERIAN, MUSICAL DIR.-CONDUaOR
With company of 85, and Guest Stofs: ROUPEN MATEVOSSIAN from

Armenia, JACKIE SHAHBAZIAN and HOWARD CHITJIAN

Sunday^ April 30, of 3:00 pm in the Shrine Auditorium

ndiato! $10.00, $7.50. $6.50. $5.50. $4.50. ond $3.50 (Sp«ciol $2.00 Tick«tt for Students)

Tkk«t« avoilobU at all Mutual Tickst Agancias

#
more than 1I,00()

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.)

loinThem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

California Casualty

Sherman Oaks
081-4000

Los AngelM
825-7272

Long Beach
426-21ie

Everthing's coming up whafs on
Tuesday, April II, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN

(CMtiBued frMB Page 14)

Culvtf Htaton, A IA, church ar-

chltect, and Thonnas Harmon,
Univtriity organist and atslttant

professor of nr>uslc, 7:30 pm.
Young 2276. Tickets are $4 and i2

(students). ^ .•

—"The Initiation of Elec-

troconvection In Isothermal,

Dielectric Fluids" by James
Blacicmon, senior engineer
scientist, McDonnell-Douglas,
Huntington Beach 3 pm, Boelter

8500.

—"Leukemia Chemotherapy:

Kinetic Models and Analyses" by

Jerome Areosty, research-

engineer, Rand Corporation, 4

pm, Boelter 2444.
—"Axonal Transport of Newly

Synthesized Acetylcholine and Its

Release Following Intracellular

Inlection of SHChoiine" by
Hiroyuki Koike, formerly visiting

scientist, department of

neurobiology and behavior. Public

Health Research Institute, New
York City, now returning to the

Department of Physiology, Tokyo
AAedical and Dental University,

Japan, 4 pm, CHS 53-105.

—"The History, Development,

and Role of Public Opinion Polls,"

with Deborah Hensler, assistant

director for technical operations.

Survey Research Center, 9:35-

11:05 am, Tea Room, Bullock's

Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.

Tickets $3.50, at the^door.

—"Jerusalem," by Richard F.

Logan, professor of geography, 7r

10 pm, Wiilard Elementary School

Auditorium, 301 S. Madre St.,

Pasadena. Tickets $4, at the door.

Seminars:

Wednesday, April 19

—"Activities in Research
Laboratory" by J. Howard
Thompson, associate professor of

pharmacology, noon CHS 23-105.

—"The Formation of Bilirubin"

by Rudi Schmid, professor of

Medicine, UC San Franclsco« 1:15

pm, CHS 23105. ^^
—"Galactic Structure and High

Velocity Clouds" by Gerrit
Verschuur, National Radio
Astronomy Observatory,
Charlottesville, Virginia, i pm,
MS 8118.

"Kinematic Synthesis and
Its Recent Applications" by
Bernard Roth, associate professor

of mechanical engineering,
Stanford University, 3 pm,
Boelter 5264. \ .

—"Aspects of Plio-^leistocene

Studies In the Omo Basin,
Ethipia" by F. Clark Howell,

professor of anthropology, UC
Berkeley, 4 pm, LS 2147.

—"The Cantor-Lebe^igue
Theorem for Double Series," by
.Antohi Zygmund, professor of

nr>athematics, University of

Chicago, 4 pm, MS 4000.

-"Latent KSV in Sensory
Ganglia," by Jack G. Stevens,
associate professor of medical

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
The younq

professionals
PROGRAM

V9
offering life insurance
with premium financing

for Interns and resident

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-time professional-
school students

LIONAftD lUNNSrilN
nilNMIUIR
1801 AVE OF THE STARS
CEh4TURYCrTY 879-1911 ST-B 4600

THE EQUITABLE
Tht £quitabl« Lift Attursnoe
Socitty of th* United States.

NtWT9fhiNiY.

microbiology and immunology, 4

pm, CHS 43-105.

—"Gregarious Breeding In

Birds: An Experimental Ap-
proach," by Nicholas E. Colllas,

professor of zoology, 4 pm, LS
2142.

—"Feeding the Horse and
Advances in Equine Nutrition,"

by Gordon R. Wooden, equine
nutritionist and consultant, sianta

Ynez Research Farms, Santa
Ynez, 7 pm, LS 2147. Tickets are
$3.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"The Roots of Country
Music," by Mike Seeger,
musician and organizer of the
New Lost City Ramblers, 7 pm,
Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25 and $2

(students).

-^"The Unveiling of Southern
Arabia,'' by Roger A.E. Goss,
graduate student, departmetot of

geography, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

Tickets are $4.

-r^Metapsychoiogy," by
Claudlo Naran|o, author and
pioneer in psychological per-

spectives on states of con^
sciousness, 7 pm, Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are $4.75, and
$2 (students).

—"Effects of Experience on
Brain and Behavior" by AAark
Rosensweig, professor of

psychology, UC Berkeley, 8 pm,
23O05.

-"Functional Differentiation in

the Plastid Membrane," by
Rodrick Park, professor of

botany, UC Berkeley, 4 pm.
Botany 325. Sponsored by
botanical science graduate
students.

Etcetera:
Tuesday, April 18

—"Astrology," 2-4 pm,
Ackerman Union 3544.

—"Death and Dying," 3 pm,
Kerckhoff 400.

—"Experiments In Peryonal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union 3157.

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Soul Ecology," 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243C.

-^"Women's Role in a Changing
Society — Affirmation for

Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"The Psychology of the

Tantra," 7-9 pm, Architecture

1243B.

—"Reaching Your Higher Self

— The Lighted Way," 8-10 pmt
Social Welfare SO.

—"Self.hypnosis," 7:30 pm,
Architecture 1102.

—"Textile Printing and
Design," 7:30 pm. Architecture
1243A.—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"Ananda Marga Yoga
Society," 5 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

•r-"Phik>sophy of Meher Baba,"
7:30-10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Integral Yoga Lifestyle," 8-

10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 79 pm,
Bunche 1265.

—"Cosmic Meditation," 7-9 pm,
MS 6201.

—"Beginning Photography and
Darkroom," 7-9 pm. Architecture

1224.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

Meetings:
Tuesday, April 18

—"Student Store Print Show,"
10am-6 pm, Ackerman Union
3517.

-"Teach-In Symposium
(China)," 11 am-11 pm. Grand
Ballroom, Men's Lounge, 2408,

3564.

—"Experimental College
Board," 12-2 pm, Kerckhoff Hall

400.

—"Death A Dying," 3-3:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 400.

—"Ananda Marga Yoga," 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 400.

—"Hatha Yoga," 57 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge

(Continued on Page If)
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ROLLER DERBY — 2001 — A special student showing of "Silent

Running" will be prfsented at 9:30 am, Saturday at Pacific's

Cinerama Dome Theater near Sunset and Vine. Tickets are on sale

in the Kerckhoff Ticket office.

Wkai's 81 dtamiiii

DONORS NEEDED FOR
SPERM BANK - INFERTIinY

.. lESJEMlCm^^^^l^ r--in:-.£-:sr;;nT.

(Tab* r«lmburt«d od«quat*ly)

M«dlcbl Students, interns ond Groduot*
Science ^udenfs
Coucoilon, Negro, Orlentol, Sponlsh

Well groomed, clean cut Indlvlduols only

Pleose send description, phone nunf>ber

and enclose current photo to <

P.O. Um 24221, LA 90024

for further Infornr^otlon

,

Requirements for submission of copy tp ttie Campus section and
_ "What's on" column is as follows: K'

AW copy is to b9 submitted to the Daily Bruin office by npon one
week in advance of the event.

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced with margins set at 10-M,

including pictures whenever possible Copy may not be submitted
—by phone*

M.A.iiC.H.S.
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HYPNOSIS Fll STDOENIS
SOME APPLICATIONS:™» Bottoi' grodoe • Smoking - -^^^

* Spooeh Problems • Tension
• Ords • Personol Oools

University of Wliconiln PK.D., 14 years teaching Speech^
Psychology and General Semantics. Private Instruction

Wllllll L. IISIIW. ri.i.
}923 Woehwood Boulovord 473-2944 for oppoinfmenf
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Ring:

879-0297

THE PANT MART
10953 Kinross Avenue
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Ring around the What's On . .

.

(Continued from Page 15) ^

—"Experirttent in Personal
Growth/' 7- 10: 30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517. . -:

—rCommittee on Public
Ceremonies, 9 am-12 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

— Christian Students, noon,

Ackerman Union 2408.

— Experimental College Board,
12 pm-2 pm, Ackerman Union
3517.

. —Women's Studies, 12 pm-2
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—Chess Club, 3 pm-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—Bruin Belles, 3:30 pm-5 pm,

Ackerman Union 3564.

— Proiect Amigos, 4-6 pn»-/—

Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Campus Comic Society,"
7:30 pm, MS 5203.

—"UCLA PreLaw Society,"
noon, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"American Inidian Student
Association," 4-6 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Exceptional Children's
Tutorial Project," 5:307 pm,
Kerckhoff 400.

—"California State Employees
Association," 6-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Tai Chi Ch'uah," 7:30-9:30

pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

Kerckhoff ^4-C, before Saturday,

AAay >3. i-- « ^ '^ .

—"VISTA OHice," at 1501 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer interested in

conducting an art class every
Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
—"A male volunteer," with

knowledge of bicycle building is

needed to be friend and help a 16

year old probationer.

—"Applications for Summer
Employment" are now available
for minority students In Kerckhoff
320. ,. -
—"Tutoring oppoi^nity,'' one

night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.

For further details cont;»r» *uEXPO Office (Kerckh^ ' ,^
call ext. 57041). * ^
— "Speech Awar^n.

Workshops," Informix ;;•*«
groups for people who Wish to?al"experience in speaking situal?^?
and to increase their ability 'fT*
ease In expressing them^lv"^
will meet 3-5 pm each Thursdav?
Social Welfare 271. Expehen^
with video-tape feedback c^n 2
Included In the workshops,

if th!
participants desire. ^ ' " ^^

Center
is

The Learning Skills
offering Study Seminars for
students -^o want to expioj;

<Continued on Page U)

Cro^SHTOitf By Eugene Sheffer

URA Clubs:

Louis Davis

jT?
,.,.,«-.

*:^-yr-—-

-r-t'~

-.^j-,——

Work-life quality grant
(Continued from Page 14)

not work a five-day week. Most alienated workers are those that are
voting for Wallace— people who see i^o hope for the future.

'*
.

•Business organizations can be such that the worker can 'do his own
thing' and at the same time the organization can accomplish its own
goals," he said. - ^ _=^_..^.... J' - ^_^ .__.„. -,. .

Da vis began his cafeefras an ehj^heer ahdiheh workedIn mdusH^
continued his studies after World War 11 at UC Berkeley and the
Tavistock Institute in London. He came to this campus 25 years ago, and
Up 1967 developed the GSM curriculum in socio-technical systems, a
pioneer program for the United States ,^^^^.^.

y .: »

'j-*.

1 .

AVATAR MEHEir BABA
^'^ P^i^OSOphy on: the spiritual path, the role of a master,

the nature of love, 'mechanics of the universe.

Experiieiiai Ciiiege Class
Tuesdays 7:30-9:00 ptm., Math Sciences 5138

Guest Speaker Tonight: FILES FREDERICK/
EDITOR OF AWAKENER MAGAZINE:

Tuesday, April 18—"The Kenpo Club/' 5:30-6:30

pm. Memorial Activities Center B
146. : ".

' '

- —"The Karate Club/' 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200. >'
—"The Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 pm,

Field 1(7.

-"The Hapkido tlub/'
AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

—"The Hunting Club/' noon,
AAen's Gym lp2.

—"The Ice Hockey Club/' 10:30
pm, Santa Monica Ice Palace.
—"The Mountaineers/' noon.

Northwest Corner ot Moore Hall

'"Lawnr:"::;i::;rr:^~:' r—r:^:':-,
'

'

' :" /:

Etcetera:
—"Draft Counseling/' schedule

for spring quarter. Law 2114:

Monday, 9-5,-7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 PUD, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday, none, ^—"Medicus/' 3-5 pm, Wed-
nesday, Young 2224. MCAT
(AAedlcal college admissions test)

REVIEW for pre meds taking the
test this year.

—"Mortar Board/' national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at

least 144 units and a 3.0 GPA to
pick up a AAortar Board in-

formation sheet in the Mortar
Board mailbox, located outside

^ /ACROSS
M. Daughter

of Loki
4. South
American
river

7. Blossom
11. Fish sauce
13. Girl

of song
14. Rant
15. Actor

Paul
16. High note
17. Toward

the mouth
IS.Esne
20. Emerald

Isle

22. Unwell /:
24. Idea ^^'

prompting
action .

28. Played
for time

32. New
33. Monkie/
34. Weapon
36. Famous

doctor
37. Astound
39. Don't

refriger-

ate them
-^41. Fortifica-
^"

tions "'

43. Teutonic
sky-god

44. Russian
ruler

46. A moment
50. French

author
53. Curtsy

55. Mountain
range

56. Medley
57. Broad

sash _
58. Hindu

deity
59. Legume
60. Denary
61. Oriental

coin

DOWN
1. Radio

- buffs

2. Jewish
month

3. Russian
river

4. Peer
Gynt's
mother

5. Ashen
6. Warning

device ^
^. Lived^ before '

f 12 Down
8. Malay

gibbon
9. Eggs

10. Married:,
12. SUte -
V* of

social .1

culture

Aveface time of «olatlon: 24 min.

mass !ssa sn[g^'

>]^

\S 'nSSnS SQB
JRITIEIRIBiPMFl

ISIOILIOM I INimNIDIArfEl

4wi

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

19. House

'

wing
21. Electrified

particle

23. Support
25. The

Terrible
26. The

Sails

27. Large
animals

28. Asterisk
29. Occasion
30. Biblical

place
31. Entitle

3J|. Burmese
—-demon
38. Printer's

measures
40. Insect

egg
42. Wooden

shoe
45. Garment
47. The

rainbow
48. Beast's

lair

49. Ardor
50. Tennis

stroke
51. Corrida

cheer
52. Aunt

(Sp.)

54. Come
in first

"^M >*li

• • t

\

f:-!

m •i,.. '

\ r !
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VALUABLE COUPON $1
-¥-

P

FREE
EISENHOWER

SILVER
DOLLAR

Straw Hat

fiZZA ^^^^CE
etf*tm HAT ntZA nM.«cf mw

VON) 5-20-72

WITH PURCHASE

ANY LARGE

PIZZA
olDtyme
UOVIES

l$l
Goyley & Weyburn In Th« Village

478-0788 $1
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\f\ the dark.

APRIL 23 * 5-8 p.ni.

RANCMO PA«K • PICO & MOTOR

FIREWORKS
* Tor ROCK 6 FOtK HANOS

* AIHRICAK ANO f'sl»Af^ I M/

* DANCING - BOOTHS - OlSPLAYb

* fOOO OH SALt OR BRING A PIC^"^

for tBfa^f'a 24th anniversary

oor<1»n4N«« by 4fw JMicIl VowM and Voung ArttiiK ' <"'

Tuesday, April 18, 1972
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Mardi Gras presents

Pageant of the Masque
Keeping in tradition with the

reknowned Mardi Gras of New
Orleans and Brazil, UCLA's
Mardi Gras 72 vi^ll' once again
present the Pageant of the
Masque during Family Day, 3 pm
Saturday, April 29, The Pageant
is not new to our Mardi Gras, but
it hasn't been a big event in past
years. This year the pagent will be
the biggest one ever," according
to pageant chairman Lora
Mcintosh.

The Pageant of the Masque is a
parade in which people wear huge
papier mache heads representing
various people and events. This
year, many of the booths will

participate, using part of their

facades as their masques. The
masques will vary in size, some
requiring up to four people to wear
them

. Some of this year's entries

include a ghost ship and St.

George fighting a dragon.

In addition to the m/isques,

there will be some celebrities in

the Pageant, which will circle the

field. Many of the Disney
characters will parade along with
the animal characters from the
"Andy Williams Show", who are
making a return appearance to

Mardi Gras. The Gold Limousine
from the Movieland Wax Museum
will cruise with the Pageant, and
UCLA's own celebreties, Joe and
Josephine Bruin, the Song Girls

and the Victory Bell will also be
part of the festivities.

The Pageant will give Mardi
Gras a real carnival atmosphere.
Ms. Mcintosh is very excited

because "this is what makes kids'

faces light up. Just seeing their

excitement watching the huge

masques and TV characters
parade right in front of them
makes the event worthwhile."
The Pageant of the Masque may

be the biggest single en-
tertainment of Mardi Gras, but
entertainment chairman Diana
Chooljian has lined up many
bands, magicians and roviiig

clowns to perform for all three
sessions "The bands, all student
groups, will be playing to suit

every musical taste, from
Dixieland to folk-rock," said Ms.
Chooljian

For star gazers, Linda Carroll,

chairman of judging, has
arranged for many television and
radio personalities to perform
judging duties. They will rate the

(Continued on Page 19)

SIX WEEKS OF STUDY
AND FUN IN MEXICO I

iuly^ - August }f^
-— --~-...^^,-.

For Teochers, High School & College Students Accredited classes in ipumsh, Mexi
con Culture, Music. Art, etc

,
at beautiful Monterrey ^echnQlcgical Collj&jje, S425

Earn 2 semesters high school or 6 college credits. For detoiisand catalogue, ccm^

tocf Group Leader, Dr. Richard Mcttin between 8 and 9 30 ony evening ol CjR8-

3687

PROGRAM SCHEDULE: UCLA CHINA CONFERENCE

:n^ r "jfe.

The Urn China

:

eratiOTi ofigTiaKaTice
gpr A TWO DAY SYA#dilUM ^/^ %^ ir*

Tobl*s will b« provided In bock of th« Or«fi# #allroom for groups; suclP

ot Asion Amoricon Sfu^s Progrom. CMiioso Studonts Atsoclttloil^

Studont Book Storo wltt h^^f a ikpktf on4 avdMllo foj^

Tuesday, April 18 &^ Wedncsctay, April 19, 19

onXnino. Amo

/u^

AntiLit

Grond Bollroom, Ack^rmon Ufiioffi H:00 am — 12

FILM

**ChirK]:Th«IUKlSont"

1971 Australian Film Oocunf^^ntory* colof* 52 minul^^fSuppii^cl

by the National Comnnitte« on UKIhlnci MoMons.

scHatorly works onTVTlno. A^ ovollobl^^l bo potfors, buttons, and
meifilond Cblnos« pornphlots. (color pott cords from "Rod Dotochmont
olWbmon").

1:00 — 2i00

KEYNOTE AOMESS
Analysis of Nixoi><hou Com

<> A Critique of form«r and Pr#sen|^CNlMky

BARl RAVENAL: syii||tot#d cotumnitt Wathlngfoh §KM formor

director of Asian Division {SystemsAM^^qM ^or tho19a-etory of

Defense, member Instlloto for P^Ml^lMEnlMfl^osll. D.C ]

eclallsf on Asian

— Newsweek

group

Mmn'M Loung«, Ack#rffNHi Union
PANEL

"China: A Land dfMl People RevisileMd ;» ^^
A domestic opproocfi and iftsigfit into CKindMBi tjl»7Q|W^

MR. JOHN STEWART SERVICSi "^ "^
visited China Sept. 1 97 1 , former Stote Dept. C/IU90 |» China

PROFESSOR RICHARD BAUM,
Moderator, UCLA Political Scien^*

PROFESSOR BARRY RICHMAN,
UCLA Economises (socio-economic)

PROFESSOR JOHN LEWIS. .^^
Stanford University (PLA and politics)

^^ «^

Thoro is NO admission charge for any of the events.

•^ 4

Grond oHroom, Ackormon Union 7:30— 8:30 pm
^^PJOR ADDRESS

Lf^BD JENKINS, (pictured), former Senior Staff Advisor

of Notionol SecuHty CouncH (1966-69).

tly. Director of Asian Communist Affairs, US Dept. of

V ^^ State. BurecHi of East Asian and Pacific Affairs.

'Slow of 55. the Staf Dmporfmeni'sHo. lu>
Communiit^fQfr$,(Chlna)'. ^.-/^^"^^ ._ ^^.,

Mr. Jenkins troveted wltlrfAiyliiS» Niyn to Peking as port of

fr^miio -^H0:30
PANEL

¥ls e^i^tenBUS-Chino relatioAirand comments on MrT

#yjt ênkins' speee9^
R ROBERTj^LAPINO,
o, Berkel^jj^^nese Studies Center

_. _JSOR A^^i^HITING.
Michifq;^.. Con|i|l|dnt to NSC. Dept. of State.

r^.^'^-^'^ ^ RANO^torp.
* > PRq||SSpn:^ROLD HINTON.

^•OrOfvWifshington University

A9^: J. F. TER HORST.
^reou Chi«|;Washinton D.C. for the Detroit News.

)!it^^^(Sf^l^^'^^^^ *^ President on trip to Chino.

PROFESSOR RICHARD BAUM.
UCLA. Politicol Science, Moderator

SPONSORED BY: Teach-ln-Symposium-Program (Campus Events Commission),

The Notional Committee on US-China Relations & SLC.

*

***•»** •f^JULAJt^JUk «Ai > »« •« »«.(
^ , ~i» T. ^ , -r, ... •• •-• •-. -* .- *^> ^k^ «4V Mi
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K*rckhoHH«li 1)3

P<WlW :tM-mi
ClassifiMl •tfvMtMNfl ra«M

IS worcK-il .5» <«y, S cthmcmOv
iii««rtt«iM - %iM

PayaM* ida^MK* •

DEADLINE l«:3ta.lll.

MofH plnm or<»f»
THE Daily Bruin 9*VM full wppofi to tlw
Univcrtity (H Calilarnia's policy o«i no*-
tfiscrimination and tlioroforo classifiod
atfvtrtisin^ service mHH jwt M mado
availaMo to anyone wtim, in affortfinf

ho4fSin9 to stu<lents or offerinf i«

discriminates on the basis of race,
religion, national orifin or ancestry. Meitfier

ttic University nor ttie Daily Brvin teas in-

vestifated any of tHe services offered here.
For assistance with hoosing discrimmatiofi
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office tZS-

449) ; Westside Fair Housing 473-«94«.

y/Campus Announcements 1

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff ]2i

8250611

y Campus Services .... 3

HAVE A GOOD STATION WAGON? EX-
PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPING?
CALL 473 3349 FOR EXCITING SUMMER
JOB' (3 A 30)

}/ Personal . ......... 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, ni-
" (SQTR)HELP

^ free . . . .

.

FREE lovely Proletarian puppies, • weeks
old; international breeding, already had
poppy shots. Eves, 374-9129. (FR A 19)

yflrade

GREAT reception (UHF too) Sony portable
TV (1 1/4 yr. new) for lO-speed bicycle. Call
Denise, 474 3157. (TRAJIf ,

y/Research Subjeas Needed
- — '

BLACK males receive $3 for 1/3 hr.
discussion. No deception, misrepresen-
tation. Sign up Frani Hall, A3MA. (RSN A

)/ Enferfainment 6

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine A
food Fridays, Sat. entertainment. nt»
Westwood Bl. Tel.: 474-9311. (4M3)

if Help Wanfed .:.... . 8
UNDERGRAD coed - campus represen
tative; English major Write ad
vertisements. Resume. BAB Enterprizes.
30) S. ROMbury Dr. B.H. (•A34)

EMPLOYMENT counsejor-salesmen.
Counselor for Wilshire-Ambassador »fa
Agency. Commission basis. Mr. Lillie, 3M-
0'" <IAI9)

WANTED mature single or couple to sublet
furnished, 3 bedroom house near UCLA for I

year. $)70 per month. Day 334-3M9,
evenNigs 474 7031. (lAlt)

• 1

-, , DRIVER 3 4S pickup A kids UES. deliver 3
^ t^tops Chew. Htlls area, & days. Tour car. 422.

9nidays, 037 00)7 eves. (tAlt)

BABYSITTER TED, FOUR YEARS,
WANTS PARENTS OUT OF HOUSE
ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING;
SOMETIMES WEEK NIGHTS HE LIVES
NEAR LA CIENEGA A SUNSET BLVDS.
CALL *>0 0411. (lAII)

STUDENT: General housecleaning . Two
bedroom A den home. $3.S0 hour. One day
every two weeks, your Convenience. Car
necessary. Call, 323-319), ext. 44 /nites, 4S«-
3'<3 (IA20)

APT Mgr. 29 units, WLA. Long term grad
student, 24 plus, single or married, avail,
afternoons, rent-free furrt. single apt. 273-
•3S1. (tAM)

f
PSYCHOLOGIST wanted to audit active
encounter group. No pay but group ex-
perience. 47r7SM. (•A)9)

KEYPUNCH Operator: Immediate full-
tlfn* opening on campus; 2 yrs. exper.
required. Contact Gwen Nelson, I2S-42SS. (t
A 24)

NIGHT Director. Preschool. Crenshaw area.
Mrs. approx 4 PM to 11 PM. Call Mrs. Kurtt,
392 4034 morns only. (•A24)

DIRECTOR for large, modern preschool.
Crenshaw area. Must be experienced,
flexible, qualified by Soc Serv. Dept.
standards. Send letter and resume to
Program Coordinator, tU Lincoln Blvd.,
Venice, Ca. 90291. (lAM)

'li'.141x1

NEED nbysitter to look aHer davfhter
between 3:00 4:00 PM, occassional week-
days. Car required. If you liked "The
Courtship ol Eddy's Father", you will love
this lOb. Please call Michael Magtoff, 37»-

•700 (•A24)

CARICATURE artist needed for Mardi Ores
Booth Voluntary. Leave mdtsafe at §2$-

227S, try again. <IA3I)

BABYSITTER wanted. MW afternoon*. S yr.
A 4 mo old. Olympic-La Cienega *S7 SS93, 9
AM 9 PM. <IA19)

GUYS Part time iobs available In WLA.
47) 9S31, Services Unlimited. (I A II)

OiRLf Part time (oBs available m WLA.
47ft 9121, Services Unlimited (I A 11)

Full time summer |oBs camo ca«nMling
lor n/ittonal parks. 47S-9421. Services
• iniimitnd ( A21>

'/Help Wanted ....... S ^^o^^^^ |5 2flT-„-,;,-, -!- VTrovef ^

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Meip y—rseH wBHe fclpft

COUCH, 9 ft winged; bed, twin, w/frame.

Good condition. Asking S3S A SIS, respec

lively. 474 S302. (15 A 10)

WEDDING gown and veil by Priscilla, siie

10 After4,994-0SMor441 0404 OS A 21)

Cam Op to S4t. PI

JXmfSSSimnWM. and 1 PM.

GIRL with own transportation to do light

housework and take children to beach. Call

034-4474. (•A19)

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with managemefit potential. Part/full time-
Mr Genovese. IWMJU. (I A 24)

RELIABLE girl, «^ith car to drive woman on
appointments, f^rs tfexibfe. Available
immediately Phone 277 SI29. (OAiy)

SECRETARY: Post accurate typist. 20 hrs.

a week lor several montfis. S2.34/IM-. 477-

074S. (tAH)
i t>

Exc^iNG office in Beverly Hills Recep-
tiooffTMypist, sftorthand. Full or part-time.
Call Gina, 270-0011. (0A24)

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
WHOLESALE

Incredible new speaker systems soJd
directly by the manufacturer. We will
compare our SS9 model to the S273 JBL-IOO!
By appointment only. 473 7293. ( IS A II)

MUST Sell. 19S7 T.B.. Martin guitar,

Honeywell MO flash, desk, cassettes, rug.

4512197. (ISA II)

WANTED Protype
frame Around 24
days only.

lO-spced. Aluminum
CpII Don, 02S^>0St~^ (WAIfT

PIONEER component stereo system. Must
sell S270. Still under warranty. 723-S43S. ( IS A
II)

COMPLETE Sony stereo system, AM/FM
receiver, two speakers A turntable SAC.
SISO. New in boxes. 721-0207. USA II)

1921 MARTIN Guitar. Excellent condition

and beautiful sound. S400 /best offer. Darryl,
479 1192. (ISA II)

T

GIRL bar maid. 2 niglits weekly, Westwood
Inn 1100 Westwood Blvd. 474-9244. Call after
J'*^ (PAID

GO Getters sell membs., distributorships,
non profit consumer club, heavy profits
during expansion. 444^2444x45. (I AM)

TELEPHONE salesman. Part-time.
Mornings only $4.00 /hour guarantee plus
commissions. No experience necessary,
sales ability preferred. Call Mr. Jason, AI2
noon. 479 3734. (lAlU

NEEDED: Student flying fo Pittsburgh, Pa.,*
•n June to accompany children. Details, call
eves. 924 5143. fl All )

BUSY attorney needs girl to work in law
office part time Hours flexible. Call Mr.
Kanne. 377 4430. (|A2I)

DANCER Actress (t425) /actors 00-50) for
lead roles Graduate film protect. Ron. 394-
5<W3. (I A 24)

-rZENiTH TV set, II inch with portable stmndr

S40. Please call, 473-1791. (ISA II)

FENDER Telecaster A case. Humbucking
pickuo. XInt. cond.. Call Brett, 124 7723. (15 A
II)

STEREO - need bread, must sell my new
equipment. Please call 477-7414. ( 15 A 24)

I

2 STUDIO beds - good condition - built-in

storage-covers and bolsters included - Both
MS 559 2731. (IS A 20)

SPANISH handmade guitar with hard case,
S7S Perfect cond, 445 2990. (ISA 19)

HOUSEHOLD furnishings. Excellent con-
dition Bdrm, dining, livingroom.
Reasonable, private. Weekdays: 477-9097;
weekends, eves: 123 4042. (IS A 19)

MINOLTA SRT 101 F 1.7 with 13S mm A 21
mm lenses. S2A5. 473 1134. (IS A 20)

"^'^^^^^ !•''*'' i Serykes OKered . . . . ]6
^^ ^^ ^M ^B ^W ^W ^W HB ^M ^B i^B ^B ^B

S4StoS«S
PER WK/PART TIME

Unlimited earning potential addresing
envelopes at home in your spare time.
Companies ire paying top money to in-
dividuals with GOOD handwriting for
-"persuiiaity" addiess ing ttieir eftvetopK: ~'

For further information regarding op-
purtunities with these companies, send 52 to
Advertising associates, P.O. Box 417,
Crewferdvffle/ Ptp.* tTttf.

}/ Lost& Found , ...... 9

LOST
: Opal ring , smalt stones /prtneeot

setting. Personal value only. Reward. Ml-
3231/125 3901, X 29. (9 AM)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 317 1541. (14 A 24)

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed and salaried.

-f2?!*"**' *«••«•"' and Switzerland, year.
ROUND. Trainees (general help), ho^dls,
restaurants, supermarkets, hospitals,
department stores. Summer England
holiday c^mps, France Camp Counsafiog.
For details and applications, s«nd SI, with a
stamped, self-addressed business sized
«nvefope to Princeton Research, Dept. C

Box 441M
Panorama City, Ca. 914B2

LOST Contact lens. blue. White case, April
10 13. Reward. 47A24I3, eves. (9A19)

^Odds&Ends W
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca Ban, dalft.
pillows, awareness dtsks. Uni^uHy, Box 990-
B, Venice, 90291. PtioneJ91-09)]. (10OTR)

y/Polifkal. ...:.../. u
EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW
experimental warfare in Vietnam

radar gui<led weaponry
American Friends slides. Save Our Soldiors
Speaker, April 21, SI, program 1:00, Pot
Luck, 4 30, bring food

Unitarian Society of L.A. West
3744 Barrington, Mar ViVta, 914-2737

2«toctrs west of McLanfMih
just north of Venice Blvd.

MORSE^ACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O. Box
1M27, Denver, 10211. (u OTR)

STOP SQUEEZING. YouVo causing
scarring. Blackheads - Whiteheads
eliminated. DermaVac Process. In-
troductory visit. Alice Hogan, RN. 931-7010.

(14 A 19)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE x—
INSURANCE

REFUSCDT TOO HIOHf
CANCELLEDT
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
S ASK FOR ABE OR KEIM

•4

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classfs, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION,MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily - 474
*»M. (UA20)

/for Renf .12

TWO weeks free rent. One bdrm, SIM, two
bdrms, t245. Fantastic closets, Bundy n9ar
SM. 277 1111, 120 5051, evos. ( 12 A 21

)

HidesOHered ]3

LEAVING for New York after April IJ
Share expenses/driving. Call 124-1715. (13/

for Sale IS

ELECTRIC guitar Like new, with plusT
case. 555 or best offer. 473-5213. (15 A 24)

PENTAX Spotmatic F 1.4, novar iMod.
Super multi-coated lens. Case, filter. Need
cash, sacrifice. 397.5571. (ISA24>

BRENTWOOOco-opnursery. Ages 2 1/2-5. 9-

12 PM $25. A parent participation school.
Barrington Park . 45 1 -4039 ( 1 4 A 20

)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident
A Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself A qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis In 1

convenient policy.

For information A application,

contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,

room 140, or call ns-CMll, ext.^
LAKERS Milwaukoe. 3 tickets • It-^.
10.35 face value of each. Best oHor, •74.«t04/
*^*i^91. (1SAH)

FLUTE, Armstrong. Ixcollont condition
$15. Phone 474 5040, memo and eves. ( il A
2n ^

MATTRESSES • Vallav Stafo marketing
grad can save you 40-10% an all qaalltlos, all

site sets Also, access Spanish and modem
bedroom sets. Call me today. Rictiard Pratt,
114 0400. (IS OTR)

A REVOLUTIONARY WAY FOR
EVERY WOMAN TO BECOME

MORE ATTRACTIVE AND OISIRABLE

For a happier and more meaningful iHe,
write today for the fascinating Book that i^iii

help the world to see you with now eyes
NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY BOOKSTORE

Send only %t.n A Jtc for handling to:

'wonderful LIFE
130 South 700 East

Salt Lake CHy, Utah 14102

AUTO insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhoe, 139-7270 or I70.
f793or4S4-2S44. (UQTR)
TELEVISION rental Special UCLA ratesRCA models. Free delivery, fr— service. 2«
hr. phono, 274-9119. (lOQTR)

SECRETARIAL A typing. Legal-statistical,
general shorthand. Fast A accurate Fro*
pickup and delivery. 311-0959. (UAl|)

*.'iI2. "*.- Motorcycle Insurance for
VJi^i* •J^J»'»P*9V—* Call Allan SobJi

ITj
'

y/Travel 17

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israel, India, EastAInca, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002S. 471-0444 M7 OTR)

•i>
.Urn

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc'
All professions, occupations, $700 - ft],000
monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sight-soemg ^r— info write Jobs Overseas,
Oept P4. P O. Box 1S071, San Diego, CA
»»"* <»7A3I)

•iM^^

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CNARTCfc
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SlOO one-way
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. $130

CONTACT : SOFA Agent VIC OE PT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 914M

ISRAEL

PHONE: 172-2213 or 714-1477

EUROPE

one way and ra«M inp nitdi.i ..lna«pan»lvt ofpeant canSS "."^
tBroaHnot WmI and Cast EorlSl ?-^**»'»
RdOSia. SOFA AfwrtTir |2C'^***^
st««enf cBartw Hifhts. CaptactTi!!'^*^
i»m Vicenta Wvd. $SoSTuTcaw "*^

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd., LA 90049 271-4344

EUROPE, $220 $275 R T aUA i.
Japan, Spring. SummJ' a^,. *•;••' •
E.S E P

, 0317 Bev^y^'wCd LA i^'*!^'Ml). ESEP-UCLAmelnbert:' ^'^

T^J^q"',

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig Kibbutz, plenty free time.
Exp. in TraveUing, 904-3411. (17QTR)

• NEW YORK ~ „ .

JUNE IS ONE-WAY S77

•HAWAII
JUNh to • JULY a BWB-
JULY 1 JULY 16 pliH

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alio Studehtrail and EurailpasMt, Car Purchase

Irauranca. Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^ AIS/EXITS^m 9056 Sanu Monica Blvd.M Wt^ LJ^. 90080
274-8742 ~~-—

'

(IK Mk. aatt of Santa MonicayOohanyt

?1

/., .1'

CHARTER FLIGHT$

SO edst?

^C.dTffii

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's.-

^11 first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LON DON-LA

FH. Dep. Ret. oays Price

4/l»

6/21

6/22

4/2»

</2S
tm
6/7%

4/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

9/\i

:

Available only to bonafi«le members ol the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and ttieir immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in ttie same housefiold.

chartpr fUghtd

Kerchkhoff Hailm
Between t a.m. A i p.m

135 1231

8/28 71 $262

8/16 56 $262

8/15- 54 $262

?/6 72 $262

9/13 80 $275

8/25 59 $262

9/9 73 $262

9/16 81 $275

8/29 61 $262

8/27 57 $262

9/2 62 $262

8/17 40^ " $262

8/10 30 $262

8/31 50 $262

9/13 33 $252

EUROPE this summer? un regimenieo
programs 4 or weeks. Eipenments m
Traveling, 904-3411. (t/QTR)

OHl ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM 'S229 ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: PROMS)49 HOUNDTRIP

^FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-0932. 039 340)

. :. 4240 Overland, Dept. A.
Culver City, Cav*t2]

EUROPE Flights, $0 departures, also NT.
Israel, India, Afrka, 50% off. Student

rates/cards since 1989. E ASC, 223 N. Beverly

Or , Beverly Hills, 90210, 27A-4293. (17 OTR)

Our 11th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

toLONOON(RTbase) »'•••••
2!2

London TEL AVIV ••*!:zS^
London ATHENS *ttlSi9Z
London NAIROBI S172.00OW

Hundreds of departure dates and

destinations. Kequest free travel mio

SIERRA TRAVEL INC. (2li) 277-$200,or 179

3111, 9175 Santa Monica Bl., Beverly '
-r ^-

Hills. (17A2»)

OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS TO • lndia<

Kashmir A Nepal Trans Africa Latin

America. Travel and camp off ttie beattn

track to some rather interesting unoKplorto

areas in 4WD trucks. Write Richard Mat*.

Box 1400, Beiimgham, Wa. 90225 for details

information. (17M

GREEKS:
Oroup it to Europe this Summer!

Four weeks of relaxed study for colldte
credit; then two or four weeks of total
freedom *495 to S025 includes travel, meals,
rooms, classes.

CALL OINA, ore 10 P.M.
M5-0742

yTuforing 18

FRENCH: Exam preparation, inteniiv*

language study, translation, literature. Call

former UCLA teacher for result*. 020-
4344 (If OTR)

*RENCH/Sl*ANISH/ITALlAN: «-
>erienced Univ. Prof. Positive re*oft» any
txam. Easy convortptlonal nidfBdd (triaf)-

172.2491. (IfOTR)

I i^nnouncements
-^ Chinese Chess

The Experimental College is sponsoring a new class in Chang-gi:

Chinese Chess. Probably more than 2000 years old, the game is played

widely in Korea and China. Although the game is relatively easy to learn,

to become a master requires the ability to think logically. The class will

be held 7-9 pm, Wednesdays, in Young 4016, and'anyon^ can join the class

at anytime. Any Korean and Chinese students who are already expert

players are welcome to participate and help to plan for future cham-
pionship games.

Hockey Team
The Hockey Club here is in the process of forming a hockey team that

will compete in league play. The cUib invites those interested to come to

the Santa Monica Ice Capades Chalet at the comer of 5th street and
Broadway Avenue in Santa Monica Tuesday night at 10:30. In addition to

forming a team, the Club is seeking new memt>ers and would like anyone
interested in learning to play or just watch to attend Tuesday night.

Equal Employment
With the issuance of Revised Order H, companies nationwide must

demonstrate compliance with legislation aimed at establishing equal

employment opportunities and conditions for women.
In order to supply practical answers to these and other related

questions. Extension here will present a two-day conference at the In-

ternational Hotel in Los Angeles, April 19 and 20, which will stress the

workshop approach. Cost for the conference is $75 per person, $65 for

groups of 3 or more from the same organization.

1 Minority Grants
Applications for grant awards are available for Minority graduate

students in good standing. These grants vary from $100 to $500 and are

based on urgent financial need. Students should submit supporting data.

Forms for applying are available in Room 1254, or 1252, Murphy Hall.

Announcement of awards will be made by May 5, 1972. Applications will

be accepted up to April 21, 1972. . .

Tuesday, April 18. 1972 UCL/V DAILY BRUIN If

The sun never sets on what's on
(Continued from Page 16)

ways to organize their studying,

1:15 to 5 pm, Thursday, Social

Welfare 271. —

Exhibits:
—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and

Mrs. Johnson Chow," comprising
works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasizing
the classical tradition in Chinese

floral-bird painting, through April

30 at the Interriational -Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard.

—"Stanley Morison Com-
memorative Exhibit (1M9-1947)/'

Commemorating the life of

Morison, typographical advisor to

the Monotype Corporation of

London and author of many books
on printing, typography, and
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts^ through June 18 in

the University Research Library.
—"Image and Identity: Ttie

Role of the Mask in Various

Cultures," designed to generate

an awareness of the extensive

utilization of masks and their

association with man's cultural

history, through June 3 in ttie

Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, npon to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

of the Masque ..

.

(Continued from Page 17)

booths, in the categories of food,

participation and entertainment,

and award trophies at the close of

Mardi Gras Saturday. The judges
will be escorted by student hosts

and will be making their choices

during all three sessions. 7
Those who have been chosen as

judges include: Bill Balance, of

KGBS, who is also this year's

official host, Ed Ames, Jackie

Cooper, Tom Brokaw and Bob
Hale, of KNBC News, the Brady
Bunch, Greg Shannon of KRLA,

Stephanie Steele of the television

show "Arnie,"J)on Matheson and
Deanna Lund of ''Land of the

Giants," George Peppard, Rafer
Johnson, Coach Pepper Rodgers
and "your favorite professors."

Ms. Carroll said that many
professors have Iseen asked to be

judges because she feels they

should be involved in student

events.

The admission price not only

entitles students and public to buy
fqod and ride the rides. It is also a

ticket for a wide variety of en-

tertainment, from the Pageant to

the Brady Bunch. Even more
important, it is a contribution to

Uni-Camp, UCLA's project to

send underprivileged and disabled

children to summer camp. All

funds for Uni-Camp must be

raised by UCLA, so its future is

dependent on^the success of Mardi
Gras.

Mardi Gras will run April 28, 6

pm — midnight, and April 29,

noon ~ midnight. It is more than

a carnival : it is th^ support of Uni-

Camp and a chance for un-

fortunate children to have a most
fortunate summer.

6 pm - 2 am 825-7646

DAILY
BRUIN
yTutoring . . ; . v 18 y/Apts Furnished . . . . . 21 y/For Sublease .

.':'
. . . 24 y/Room for Rent . .... .31 y/Autos for Sale . . .... 33

EXPERIENCED tutor math /pliys^ics. BA
Math /phytics, MA physics. SShr. Peter, 391-

mu. - — - ( It A lii.

GRE. LSAT, etlMr test preparation. In-

dividual and ^mall group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. nO So. Robortson.
«S7-43V0. (UQTR)

FRENCH tor Travelers with experienced
Fr»nch native teacher: Conversational
method No Translation. Call now, 47S-

1907 (II AM)

y/Jyping 19—^
YLOWEST rates, ttieses A dissertations. IBM

Seiectric Fast, experienced, reliable. Also
editing. Milte,477-4*03. (1»A2I)

TYPIST - ttioMS, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid sorvice. 7M-ld74 1 1« nrm

.

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, )t733M. (ItOTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term paperS/
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
IM1143. (19 OTR)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S : 10 ,-weekends. Sharon,

( I* OTR

)

^INGL^S, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/J
bath, pool, Iblks. campus. 10134 Lindbrook
(Hilgard). OR 5SSt4. (21 OTR)

=--^N»Que 1 bdrm, furniilted, with shag rug
and private entrance, new 0aint and new
beds One block to campus. 10944 Strath-
more Dr. 477 7417. »-.... All A 2})

APARTMENTS Furnished. Bachelor flat

w/hot plate, refrig., private entrance, bath.
SSS share /sno private. 479-99U, 479-7194. SSS
Gayley. (21A20)

SIOOIIS. Bachelors, utilities. Near bus,
parking. 12014 Wilshire Blvd. West L.A. 479-

12201, 121 2995eves. (21 A 20)

LARGE attractive onebdrm apts ih Santa
Monica, SUS up. Pool, subterranean garagt,

,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near

'. ...Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth St., SM.
392 SSS4, S92 9142. (21 QTR)

i, ———
S17$ ATTRACTIVELY furnished very large
2 bdrm, dinette, S closets. Separate garage.
Adults. )9S3 1/2 S. Corning, LA. 4SS-33M. (21
A 19)

WALKOCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr., 450 Landfair, 477 5479. (21M2)

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,
air conditioned single. Pool • Garage. 441
Landfair 479 5404. (21 A 17)

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

«^ta^iM«a^»'

EXCHANGE beach apt in Spain for beach
* irea. Phone 444 4949 . (24 A 21)

SUhjNY room, 540. Near transportation, olf
Santa Monica beach Non smoking, non-
drinking male. 399 4444. (31 A 20)

• 1 -. u — —

)f House for Rent ..... 25
ROME, spacious three bedroom, furnished,
near Castel Samt Angelo. 5500 July /August.
Kelly, 35 Alberico II, Rome 00193. (25 A 20)

,555. OUlET, scenic, near campus, own large
room with kitchen privileges, non smoking
male. 434-4730. (31 A 19)

FULLY furnished room aifd bath with light
cooking facilities. In private home, Brent-
wood. $tO 472 0042,. „_„ (31 A2U

AH spRfTF, T6TrrKjr«rrr^rfn«f^c i'j^^^

475 4712 early/leave message, 944 31 II. (33 A

'70 VW, good condition, stick, red, 17001
m^4e*,Vt494.390 3202. BXT992. (33*19r

y/ House for Sale 26

CAMPUS vicimty (2 bl«cks southwest).
Dissertations, ttiosos, papers. Fast, ac
curate Tom, 4730031. (190TR)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Sciectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
8}6 7473 (I90TR)

EOlTH IBM typing Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate,depcndable 933 1747. (19 QTR)

S200 UNFURN
large balcony. O
0394

S.M., 1 3/4 bath, newly dec.

>lys, 4741472, eves, 121-

(22A21)

IDEAL for Doctor. 5245. Byrd built, charm, 1

bdrm & den, fireplace (wood), seaview,
sundeck, utilities. 419 Ocean Ave., S.M. 394-

7129. (22 A 19)

2 BED Studio, 5225. Fireplace, 2 baths, carp.,
drap., stove, refrig. 11944 Goshen Ave.
WLA. 395 1412. (22 A 20)

BY Owner, 3-bdrm, large livingroom, dining
area, WW c^,rpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, cjdse to
schools, freeways, 535,950. Owner, 479-

3452 (24 A 20)

OWNER Must Sell . 2 bdrms/den, 2 bath.
iBest buy m high price location Only 532,500.
Wynn, 477 7001. (24 A 20)

BEAUTIFUL large contemporary 3 B 2 B
family, view, pool size yard; near UCLA,
549,950. Owner, 914 0197. (24 A 20)

BUILDERS must sell! Custom close-in
compact home for couple. Minimum
upkeep 2 bdrms. 1 1/2 baths, good financing
available. Call 474-7719. (24 A 19)

BY Owner, 3-bdrm. large livingroom, dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, freeways 535,950 Woner, 479
3452 (24 A 19)

ORIENTAL Contemporary Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3bdrm, family
room/study, 2 baths/fabulous view. One
acre Encino, 557,900 713 5131 (24 A 21)

)/Autos for Sale 33
'**yw Bus, excellent cond., new engine,
Stno/offer . 440-2349 eves. (33 A II)

PEUGEOT 404 wagon Low mileage, ex-
cellent cond, (FVX 171) Must sell, best
offer. Daytime only, 479 5795. j (33 A 21)

}^..^?^' '••*'* •*•"•' •oo*' condition, 5750.
Call 120 2019 after 5 PM. (33 A 21)

40 HILLMAN Husky. Reliable tran
sportation. Rebuilt engine. AM/FM radio.
Only5150 Call, 340 3012. (33 A II)

'41 BUGEYE Sprite, new paint-interior,

XInt. cond., perfect slalom car, 5550, 315-4941

eves. (33 A II)

FOR Sale, '64 VW Bug. 5700, or«g owner..
Call 935 8921 eves after 5 PM. ( 33 A 19)

'43 MERCURY Meteor 240 3 spd. New tires,

rebuilt engine. 5350. Call 472 4149 after 7.00

PM. ^ 131 A IfjL.

'44 CHEVY Super Sport convertible Low
mileage Nees some body work 5450/or
make offer. 271 0194. (33 A 19)

*

'41 OATSUN Sedan, AM-FM, runs well,
needs some cosmetic work. Make offer. Jeff.
479 8825 eves. (33 A 19)

'44 CHEV. Bel Air, VI, 45000 miles. Ex-
cellent condition, 5400 Days, 125-2754; eves,
124 7009 (33 A 19)

'43 VW Bug, low mileage, 537^. Call 394-0S49

after 4 PM (33 A II)

'44 MUSTANG VI. XInt. cond. Low mi.
Automatic, RAH, PS, 51000 or offer. 472-0114
evenings. (33 A 20)

'47 TOYOTA landcruiser Sacrifice. Many
extras winch, show tires, row bar, ski rack.
838 3300,395,0730. (33 A II)

n
*

y/ House to Share 27
A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty'

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER*

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 \/»n Nuys Blvd

•across from G.M. Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours

'49 VW Bug, auto stick, sunroof, low
'nileage, excellent condition, 51475 Tel 454
***^ (33 A 201

67 VW F.astback. White, excellent condition,
V8S0 475 S688or 474 7193 VOL 393. (33 A 34)

'44 VW Beetle for s^e Excellent mechanical
body condition For complete description,
call 9)9 8405 (33 A 24)

'69 MC Midget, 40,000, extras, mint con
dition Call 396 7353 alter 4 (33 A 24)

LOW rates/quality typing - papers,
dissertations, theses, books, etc. Frat
editing emergency service. Call IM-
***• (19 A It)

1 BED 5140 /w Steve, refrig.

Near market, W.L.A. 1443 S.

395 1412.

carp., drape.
Bundy Drive.

(22 A 20)

HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 3 large workrooms,
darkroom,
121 1483

yard w/grad art student, 5125.
' (27A21)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

4 Barbie, 121 2I4S; Mae, 394-5112. (19ATR)

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shorthand
dtcfafion Term papers, theses, statistical,
what have you. (19 A 20)

IBM'S new Seiectric II typowriter (carbon
ribbons

) . E xperienced...accurate work .
.-

• Flease cal l 394-1295. (19 A 21)

/ Wanted 20
WANTED Volunteer Spanish-speaking "Big
Sister" for 4 yr. old girl. Approx. 5 hrs/wk.
Call infant Studies Pr«ject,l2S-4SSi, (30 A 19)

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not,
wrecks too. Frt9 tow away s. 391-9440, 135-
'*^*-

^__ (HA 19)

WANTED. Protype 10 speed. Aluminum
'rame Around 24 pounds. Call Don, 125 0090
l«y»_0!iLy. (IDA 19)

y Apts to Share 23

ROOMMATE needed Furnished one
bedroom apartment. 12 minutes to campus
(West LA) 575 /month; call Bob at 824 7941

after4 iOPM. (23 A 24)

LARGE furn 2 bdrm, 2 bath. Share with one
other 580 Bob, 824 4387 Walk to campus (23

A 1 )

GIRL Grad share 2-bdrm, 2 bath, furn. apt.

with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7132 eves. (33 A
19)

SPACIOUS. Suitable tor non-smoking girl.

570/mo Near Westwood. Jack, 47I-7SM. ( 33

A 19)

FEMALE roommate needed to share 3

bedroom house in Venice canals. Own room,
575 /mo 833 1798 (27 A II)

SHARE furnished 4 bedroom house own
room. 545 plus 1/3 utilities cost. Craig (933-

1124) (27 A 11)

^ Housing Needed . ... 28

UCLA vicinity - must have private bath-
kitchen doyble occupancy bedroom. Write:
G Herman, Hampton House 40
Metropolitan Oval Bronx, N.Y. 10442. ,^(21 A
II)

UCLA professor needs 3 bedroom house.
Unfurnished or renf or lease Or Robert
Barnes 848 1202 (28 A 24)

TRANSPORTATION cars 599 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024

Santa Monica Blvd. 121-7419. (33 QTR)

'63 FORD Fairlane 500 Good condition Must
sell, 5300 or best offer. 473 1791. (13 A II)

'71 VW red, poo top camper. Radio warranty
S3500 /oiler 559 3241, eves, or wkend. ' (33 A
II)

69 FIAT 850 convertible New engine. 51200.
Call. 821 7633 (33 A II)

'41 VW Bus. New 1400 cc engine, brakes ft

bearings Asking 52,000. 915-3521 Chris. ( 33 A
II)

69 COUGAR, air, automatic, PB/PS, new
tires, radio, excellent condition. 51800/best
offer 820 1807 eves (33A21)

'67 FIAT 1500 convertible. Rebuilt engine.
>850 or best offer 398 3334 (33 A 24)

'67 MGB roadster Excellent condition, nu
'op. rebuilt engine Must be seen Best offer
Phone, 836 8648 (33 A 24)

'41 FORD R H, power Smog device Runs
like now, around 5200 Broke* 474 4104 to 11

PM (33 A 14)

y Bicycles for Sale 35

y/Apts Furnished 21

FURNISHED tfufivt to share, «7t. Haafad
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Gayley. 473-
Ml» (HOT*)

LARGE bachelors, 490 up. Singles, 1131.
across from Dykstra. Ml Gayley, GR 3 17M.
CR 3 0524. Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

FURNISHED ••€!!•«•€, S90, kitchonptle.
Very clean* See manager at 11191
Mas\Arhii\PttS Ave , or call 471 4312 (21 A
21)

FEMALE Share w/2.
Large apt., conveniently located. Own
bdrm , 592.50. 473-2037 ; 137-1495. ( 23 A II)

SHARE apt w/3 men, WLA 551 35 /mo plus
1/4util Share dinner duties. 471 5270. (23 A

YOUR own room in 3-bedroom apartment,
510 /month. Close to campus. Call, 471-

1990.
p.

(y3AI| )

URGENTLY need friendly, neat, girl to
share large bdrm m small beach house.
S66 50 399 6745 (23 A 21)

ROOMMATES Needed 433 Gaylty.
Pleasant singles, 545 Kitchen, sun deckf,
pool, garage, 473-4413. (33 QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 3218 Wettwood, 475-

8431, fee 515. (23 M 2)

OUIET, two bedroom apartment in West
Hollywood (no dopers). Clean cut males
only 651 3795 » (33 AM)

^Room and Board

MALE/Femaie Contract in La Mancha
any room setup Must sell instantly*

(RBA1I)Discount* 820 3484.

] DORM Contracts for sale. 5314 - Spring
Quarter Call, 124 1441. Message, I2IS4S1
(Edgerley). (RBAU )

FOREIGN Student. Room/board for
house/garden chores. Private room/bath,
bachelor's house with tennis court/-
swimming pool Niohts/weekends. Call 273-
1444. X 271 days, or 711-0740 eyes. ( RB A 2U

'47 RED Toyota automatic, air, 4-door, good
transportation. Best offer, HO 5 1001. (33 A
31)

'41 VW Bug Excellent cond.. originpl owner.
5700 Call 124 1715 (33 A 31)

'41 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good tires, runs
great, 5950 Call 0«n, 774 2152. (33 A 21

)

FOR Sale '45 Volvo 4>door sedan, model 133,
automatic shift. Good condition, make offer.
?77 1122 (33 A 21)

'M AUSTIN Healey 3000, 4-seater. Good
condition 5450. 477 2352. (33 A 19)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd (rotn 577 French, Austci4|0.

American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370.
, (33

OTR) .>« A

UCLA lttt««nts! 5S off Peugeb9r
Motobicane, Centurion, other fine makes.
Expert repairs All parts Lee's Cyclftry
Schwinn Autonied dealer 3439 S. Robertson
Blvd. 3 biks N Santa Monica Fwy 839 ^^^^

( 35 M

'ycles, Scooters

YAMAHA -70, qood condition, 5775 Triumph
'47. good cond , Best offer 838 9801 (34 A 20)

'43 FORD SIX Econoline utility van. Price
5400. Phone UE9 4197, 7 PM-9 PM. (33 A 21)

'44 HONDA 90, gefs 90 mpg Only 590
Dependable, needs tune-up 7I3 2149,
evenings (34 All)

65 HONDA 305 SLR Just tuned, runs great.
5275 783 2849. evenings (34AII)

»9* immm^r^im^ilfm'mmtr^^mmt •44t wn ii»^i te4< t^i^tk^mm

LAROI, 9m bttfrpam apartment, fur-
nislMtf. 5 min. to UCLA 5205 Al, de<' 125

WW I *H mi I MA III

ROOMMATE: female transferitig to
nrknl.w lall T^ fkc t^mr thar» —« «

• a^l Call 478 4961 ( A 19)

MALE Student grad/undergrad, maals,
ZV^ 1^"°®'' P*®' ^' »•'»•• ««»»dnaWe.
400 S Bentley. 272 4734 (RBMl)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
WfNtcn male student to help
housek'^f ping Room A l>oard, salary. Prefer
Dr iant i>M<ked>iw»i4i> |»H i (HAM )

'M OPIl Kadet, must sell Good condition.
5100 Call Lynn, 542 1292 evenings. (33 A 31)

'44 VW Bug, sunroof, bike rack, clean, ex
cellent mechanical cond., 44,000 miles, 5525.
472 4001 (33 A II)

Jf^y^- **<•"•"* condition, best offer 455
^"^•^'» (33 A 19 )

'70 AUDI 100LS 2 dr AM/FM Dark blue
52950 319 9521, eves (33 A 24)

J^ik^

CALIFORNIA Honda Safes Service Farts
Insurance Open fill I PM. 9320 W. Pico Blvd
27I-S211 (34 A 19)

650ct BSA RiBUILT, goocT cond 350cc
Harley A Honda Good cond . 393 19 17 after 4
PM (34 All)

'70 YAMAHA '% 1500 mi Excellent cond ,

bookrack, turn signals, helmet. 5225 471 5439
<?v«^ (34 AM)

70 ^ONDA CB 100. LXtnt cond , only 3401
miles, recently tuned. 5275. 473 3941, eves. (34
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Protests, violence erupt on campuses
By Cassy Mahoney Cohen,

Joan Weinstein, ^
and DBSUff Writers

In what almost seemed a repeat performance of the

events of early May, 1970, colleges and universities erupted

r^ra again in a national protest to end the war in Indochina.

From the relatively small and quiet campus of Holy

Cross in Worscester, Massachusetts, to the traditionally

fiery campus of Columbia, educational institutions have

reacted vocally and, in some instances, violently to the

escalation in the air war of North Vietnam.

The following is a round-up of protests and demon-

strations, violent and peaceful, at universities and colleges

across the nation. All information was reported by the

student newspapers on each campus.

HARVARD: A 9 pm curfew was set last night after rioting

occurred at the Center for International Affairs and at

Harvard Square. About 1,500 students met for a 3 pm rally

and demonstration yesterday in the Boston Commons,

sponsored by the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice.

After the rally, students marched from downtown Boston to

the Center for International Affairs in Cambridge. The
Center is involved in government work, althoi^h "not war-
work", according to Bob Decherd, Harvard Crimson
president. Students proceeded to rampage through the
building, lighting several small fires and breaking win-
dows. Police arrived and ordered demonstrators to
disperse. Students left and re-grouped on Massachusetts

Bulletin: An army recruiting building in Mountainview
several miles from the Stanford campus was burned last

night, according to the Stanford Dally. No one had been
arrested in the incident.

Ave. A riot squad, complete with riot equipment and tear-

gas, promptly arrived and again ordered students to

disperse. Students then went to Harvard Square, which they
found locked, whereupon they broke windows. Police once
again ordered students to disperse, which they began to do.

Police reportedly threw tear-gas cannisters at the
retreating students.

COLUMBIA: A crowd of 300 students at an anti-war rally

Monday night marched to the home of the president of the

university, demanding a moratorium be caded. The crowd,
which grew to 1,500, (narched down Broadway, between
116th street and lQ7th street, where they sat and blocked
traffic, facing a police barricade. Most of the group mar-
ched t>ack to the university and later dispersed. StudenU
picketed the buildings on campus yesterday, resulting in a
minimal class attendance. Students called for a strike at a
general meeting last night.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND: At least one student was
arrested Monday night in a demonstration that began as an
anti-ROTC rally. Students blocked off US Route 1 to College
Park, Maryland. State police were called to the scene and
several cannisters of tear gas were lobbed at the demon-
strate!^. According to the University of Maryland student

newspaper, the Diamondback, students threw bottles and
rocks at the state police. The campus was quiet as of last

evening.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN: Three to four thousand
students demonstrated against the war in Vietnam on the

' campus Monday night. Approximately 350 police were
called on campus, resulting in four arrests. A rally is set for
tod^y to organizesmarch on the State legislature ^

'

(Continued on Page f)
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Reagan meets his critics:
^ war^qmjnates dialogue

m

DB photo by Don Sadlor

UNDER THE LIOHTS— Gov. Ronald Rtagan appMrtd on a UC-TV-LA
broadcast yesterday in which ho answered studont quostions via two-way
talk-back. The broadcast was pipod to UC Btrkttafy and San Fernando
Valley State Collogo wtiort studonts wort also ablo to question the
governor directly. ^ .

Nixon s policies on China
f

It

defended byJenkins here
, By Tom Humphrey* *

DBSUffWrHer
Presidential advisor Alfred Jenkins defended the China policies of the

Nixon administration, and voiced hopes for future easing of Sino-

American relations, in a speech last night b^ore 400 people in the
Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.
Jenkins, director of the Asian Communist affairs section of the U.S.

State Department, visited China with the President in February as part
01 a select group of advisors. His gpeech was sponsored by the Teach-in
Symposium Program on China which is^ scheduled to continue through
today.

While defending the President's China policy, Jenkins disassociated
nimself early in the speech from any connection with the Vietnam war.

Vietnam affairs
i have no responsibility for Vietnam affairs; Vietnam was Uken out

of my bureau three years ago. Had it not been, I assure you, I wouldn't
^ve come to the bureau," he said. Jenkins called the recent stepped up
«X)rnbing of North Vietnam an ''unfortunate turn of events."
Then, he descnbed the beginning of Sino-American tension during the

Korean War and said, for reasons on both sides, relations remained tense
"ntJl the end of the Chinese Cultural revolution in the late 1960's.

• M^^"^
on to describe Nixon's overtures towards China.

Mr Nixon became convinced, before he became President that a new
^"ort must be made to normalize relations between the United SUtes
^"d (^hina," Jenkins said.

(Continued on Page 9)

By Dan Sadler

DB Staff Writer

Gov. Ronald Reagan met students yesterday via

the television magic of UC-TV-LA, and if many of his

listeners remained unconvinced by his arguments,

at least the visit was free of the violence which
plagued the governor's last two visits here.

Reagan sat^n a.xampus studio along with UC-TV-
LA moderator Lylnie Joiner and was asked questions

For an edited text of Gov. Ronald Reagan's speech

yesterday, see page 21. *

posed over "talk-back" lines by students here, at San

Fernando State College and at UC Berkeley. The

program was carried live by KCET Channel 28,

educational television in Los Angeles, and was

distributed over the statewide NET (National

Educational Television) network.

. . Most of the questions centered around funding for

the University, the Educational Opportunity

Program (EOP) funding and the war in Vietnam.

Vietnam Questions

It was the Vietnam questions which drew |leagan's

strongest reactions and which dominated the

broadcast.

**Why is it that there was no word of criticism

about the North Vietnamese invasion of South

Vietnam wiiich is occuring now?" he asked after the

program.

.

During the broadcast he defended the Nixon Ad-

ministration on the bombing issue and castigated the

North Vietnamese for rejecting the President's

peace offer.

"1 say that the President, as the Commander-and-
Chief, has a responsibility to do whatever has to be

done to protect those 100,000 men (left in Vietnam).

Until the enemy agrees to come and sit down to work
out the details of getting back our prisoners, of en-

ding the war, and of letting our men come home
without interference, 1 think he (Nixon) has to do
what he has been doing," he said.

.!_.

EOP funds

Reagan justified the lack of state funding for the

UC's EOP because funds are available to the

University for this purpose from other sources.

"The University from the very beginning has

provided its own funds from Regent's funds and

other sources. We have thus l>een able to use the rest

of the (state's) money at the state college level and
at the community college level," he said.

Earlier in the program, in response to a similar

question, Reagan claimed that his administration

has increased the state scholarship fund from less

than $5 million to more than $28 million.

Budget cuts

Between Vietnam questions, the governor

volunteered his views about recent "budget cuts" for

the University.

"There has been somethhig very much like

'newspeak' in the use of the phrase 'budget cuts'," he

said. "The plain fact is that there has been a con-

(Continaed on Page 4)

IN THE QUAD— Sovoral hundrod studontt gattiertd

in thf R9y,^f Hall qufd to hear Gov. Ronald Reagan

OS photo by Oary Ltonortf

speak over UC-TV-LA. Students were able to

question the governor from this k>catlon.
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RIBBON DANCE — M«y-iPong-Low will pMiorm a program beginnii^g at 7:30 pm in Royce Hall.

ribbon dance as a part of the Ctiinese cultural

Things can never be the same'

Ravenatviews Ch ilia
By Steve Saclis

DB Staff Reporter

"Psychologically, things can

never be the same again after the

spectacle of an American
president attending a per-

formance of the ballet, 'The Red
Detachment of Women' and
witnessing and applauding the

shooting of the caricature of

Chiang Kai-Shek on stage.*' ^

This was one of the comments
made by Earl Ravenal, a self-

described "policy analyst" who
will be testifying before the Senate

^Foreign Relations Committee
today, in the keynote adcb*ess, to

the China conference continuing

here today,__
i;«J."fM«r&^^.iVi'-..-!L-iIM.» .-rr

Ravenal analyzed the Nixon-

Chou communique and delivered

a critique of present and former
US. policy on China. A hope for a

few foreign policy of
*

'moralistic

isolation'' was offered. Ravenal
felt Nixon's visit had changed the

policy in some ways but not in

others.

"Nixon has certainly
inaugurated a new era of

Chinoisery,"* Ravenal noted
early in his speech, but he later

referred to the time of the Chinese
Revolution as changing history

decisively. "Those really were the
years, months, and decades that
changed the world." Ravenal

contrasted this era with Nixon's
attempt to declare his own trip as
having changed the world. **!

consider this a very vain
declaration and yet this

declaration is the key to the
diplomatic pretensions of this

administration."

Ravenal also attacked the
administration's way of thinking

about foreign policy, saying "In
the view of the President and Dr.

Kissinger, the international .

system is a configuration of great

powers; governments and
statesmen maneuver, move their

countries into alignments."

• The Nixon-Kissinger view of

^history states that history can be
manipulated by elitists. "The visit

to China was a, fantastic trip

viewed in this light," added
Ravenal. __

'''Ravenal substituted his own
view_of history for this: "History

is churned up constantly by mass
movements — people over whom
statesmen have very little con-

trol ; over whom in fact they have
only the illusion of control."

So then what in real terms did

the Shanghi communique ac-

complish, whatxlid the whole trip

to China accomplish? In

Ravenal's opinion it did not

"transact any significant

CAR LEASES n. EUROPE
aS low OS $415 for 2 Months

TOTAL COST
Many tarvicM ovailobl*:

CAR SALES
RENTALS - LEASES
Eurailpauw& ShidMilrailw

Coll "Wdly" (2U) W)«2aO or
"Jim" 1211) 871.223*

FOREMOST EURO-CArI
^^30 Von Nuyt Blvd.. Von Nuyi

&

mMENTS
We represent owners of over
80,000 units between our
two offices.

We can find a place for you to '

'ive by matching your require-,
ments to our units by computer.
yhe fee In our westslde oHlce
's SlO, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.
Ihe service in our Valley oWlce
« FREE.

1»41 WIUHlMf eoUtfVAHO

t2?c^''-*«- CALIF toonTtLE^HOHEcj, 477.,,,';

2**» VtMTOWA eOUtlVAMO
•»Jt«MAW OAKS. CALir •14n

business" in the area of Taiwan
versus Peking recognition or
fulfill any pre-trip hopes for a

Vietnam settlement.

_j
- - - J

Special culturarprograms

highlight China conference
A special cultural presentation will end the Teach-in Symposium

Program "Conference on China" at 7:30 pm in Royce Hall.

The presentation will include singing, dancing and instrumental

numbers followed by "The Encounter," an opera performed by the

Peking Opera Club of Los Angeles. Directed by S.H. Sun and advised by
Mrs. T.C. Lu, this oper^ is the story of a l>eautiful love affair between
Chiulien and a young scholar. All conference events are free to the public.

Today's schedule follows:

10 am — Film: "Red Detachment of Women," a film of the con-

temporary Peking Opera which Presdient Nixon saw in China, will be
shown in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. __
Noon— Demonstration: "Acupimcture, Its Methods and Cures" will be

demonstrated in the Grand Ballroom by Dr. Shiu Wan Wu, a renowned
specialist in her field. Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese practice of

inserting fine steel needles into certain points on the body to help reheve
pain and speed the cure. The treatment is painless and a member of the

audience will be asked to participate in the demonstration.

1 pm — Panel: "United States-Taiwan-China" will be discussed by
political science professors Richard Baum, UCLA; Melvin Gurtov, UC
Riverside; and May Chen, the Asiaif American Study Center here.

2:30 pm — Panel; "China and Her Neighbors" will be discussed by
UCLA political science professors Hans Baerwald, Roman Kolkowicz,
David Wilson and Richard Baum,

7:30 pm — "Music and Dance of China" will be presented in Royce
Hall. Following the cultural presentation and "The Encounter," a short -

version of
'

'Red Detachment of Women' * will be screened.

rt:. ...J'

^ , 1

ACUPUNCTURE — Dr. Shiu Wan Wu will demon-
strate the technique of acupuncture, an ancient

Chinese method of cure, at noon today in ttie

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. A member of ttit

audience will be asked to participate in the-

demonstration.

APPLY NOW FOR THE USC SUMMER

oHns

• Field explorations & investigation

• Community Exposure

• Seminars with Urban practioners

• Involvement in a variety of life styles

• Innovative educational techniques

Areas of study include:

Education, Housing, Health systems. Transportation, the Environment, Leisure

time, Welfare, Urban Planning, Moss Media, Communications, Police-community

relations, System of Justice, Politics, etc, etc.

FOR APPLICATIONS AND FURTHER INFORMATION:
write or call Urban Semester Program, USC, Bruce Hall 407, Los Angeles, 90007

746-6101 746-2080
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Reagan interview \

Konttnued from Page 1)

siderable increase in the budget of the University

while I have been governor. What we have done is to

reduce their (the University of California) budget

requests, the same as we do any other government

department.'*

Reagan said that while he has been in office the

University budget has been increased 56.8 per cent

while enrollment has grown by only 35.4 per cent.

The difference, he added, "will hopefully cover in-

flation."
- 4S-

Reagan's performance was not without its flashes

of humor Berated by one student who said, The

nations priorities have to be reordered. You have the

power Nixon has the power. And were going to get

it!" Reagan laughed and answered, "Right on!"

The governor pomted out that his ability to act was

constrained by a "hostile legislature," and added, "I

doubt if I could get a Mother's Day resolution passed

through the present congress, particularly in this

election year." " -^^-

Reagan-student inten/iew I Angela, educational fee use

discussed by Regent Markey

WednMday, April 19, 1973
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HEAD & SHOULDERS SHAMPOO
6V2-OI. Fomily Lotion ....$1*65

5-01. Jar $1.95
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suffers communication gap
"A cop out," -depressiiig," "bullshit," and "UcUess" were some of th*»

reactions to Gov. Ronald ReagMi's appearance on UC-TV-LA yesterdav

but the overriding sentimont was that there was "a real lack of coinl

munication."

"I was totally frustrated," one student said. "Our governor doesn't

even have the guts to face his newly enfranchised constituente. And he
never really answered a question. He didn't communicate with us at all

"

he added.

•I can't believe the guy," another student said. "He really slung
it

around. It really bothers me the way he evaded every single question

'This was typical of everything that usually goes on. Students ask

questions and Reagan gives bullshit answers," he added.

Several students attributed the lack of communication to the two-way

_jelevision talk-back system. •• • > -

-

"Because the governor did not appear in front of us he caused more
hostilities than ever before. He was defensive — he didn't create any
rapport," one student said. .: .fr> r

"Because of the media format, there was a necessity for people to try

and break out of the dynamics of his controlling the situation," another

coed added.

"My feeling was one of indignation that he could sit in the television

studio and talk to us about U.S. Vietnam policies which are committing
genocide on people in Vietnam and expect us to sit there and listen

passively."

One student praised the television format, though. "The television idea

was beautiful. I wanted to hear what Reagan had to say and it wouldn't l)e

possible if he appeared live. Everyone would heckle him too much to hear
anything."

"The television set-up was impressive," added another student, "but

Reagan's giving the same old lines he's been giving since he was elected.

It's never any different." -__ _v —_ _

"Since I've only been here two minutes, I can easily tell you my im-

pression of the show — alienating," quipped one student. "Big Brother

Reagan is watching you. He tells you it's non-political . . . what it is is

unreal." x-~i— — -

_ _„.-,Oth€r students summed up the broadcast thi& way:

>.-f

"I enjoyed the questions much more than the answers. This interview

won't change any student feeling towards him, though." '

"I wish the show were longer. He copped out because there was a time

limitation." -

Nixon heads list in war criminai election

Midway results for the Student Mobilixation Committee's "War
Criminal Election" are in with predicted **favorite'* President

Nixon leading by 70 votes over close contenders Gen. W.C. West-

moreland and former President l.yndon B. Johnson. One in-

teresting feature in Tuesday's tallies is the booming popularity of

Professor David Wilson, who headed UCLA's contribution to CIA
organization in Thailand three years ago. ^ rr

SMC is sponsoring the campus election to build the April 22 Pe^ce

March beginning at 10 am Saturday at Wilshire and Bronson.

If Wilson's popularity continues today, SMC sopkesmen say they

will present him with a "war criminal certificate" at the China

Symposium. Wednesday is the final day to vote at the Bruin Walk
table.

(Paid Advartiaamant)
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TOURS SPONSORED BY THE

International Student Center

April 22
SoKirdoy

April 23

Swndoy

April 29

Saturday

May 6
Saturday

May7
Sunday

May 20
Salufday

UnlvarMl Studio Clly

S5.00 Includas tronsportotion & odmUtion. 24

paopit mcKimum. Qaparts 10:00^J]ffl- raturni

3 pm 4/19 daadlina.

V

Iniiar Oly Thwrfr* "gold WatchT'

S2.00 includot rrontportotlon & odmistlon. 20

maximum. Doport 1:30 pm - Rotorn 6:00 4/21

Daodlino.

S3.UU Includot tronaportotlon. 24 Maximum.

Daportt 9 am- roturnt 6 pm 4/26 daodllna.

Huntington Ubrory Doacanao Oordon

SI.00 indudot trontportollon. 24 maximum.

Dopartt 10:00 om - roturnt 6:00 pm. 6/3 ^*^
lino.

Uon Cownlry ScOori

S5.50 Includot trontportotlon & odmlttlon. 24

lo maximum. Daportt 8:00 am- raturnt

pm. 5/5 doadlino.

poop
6:00

I

KwoWt lorry Form
S5.00 Includot trontportation. Gonorol odmh

ttion info tho Ghott Town, Fiotta Vlllaoo and

Gypty Comp plut 6 ridot. 24 maximum. Da-

portt 8:00 am - raturnt 6:00 pm.DaadlIno 5/17.

May 21

Sunday
Quoon Mary and Lonf BooeK AH Mutoum

S5.50 Includot trontportation. odmittion to tha

Quoon Mary mutoum. 24 motlmum. Dopartt

8:00 am • roturnt 6:00 pm. Doodlino 5/10.

May 26, 27, 28. 29 Orond Canyon
• 1^'' wOl. Sun. Mon.

May 2*
Friday

S35.00 includot trontporiotion. 2 nightt occo-

modotlont & ono lunch. 44 nMKlmum. Daportt

9:00 pm. Fri. - doodlino 5/23.

LovNry'a Food Contor

$1.75 Includot trantportotlon & lunch. Daportt

10KX) am • raturnt 3:00 pm. Doadlino 4/21.

^^oi rOaifual

$8.00 Includat trontportation & tkltot to tha

ahtntc Mutkol Culturot. 24 maximum. Doportt

9:00 om - roturni 6:00 pm. Doodlino 5/25.

By Susie Hatago

DB Staff Writer

.... .rtr* note Th« is the third in a seriat of

;„^,J;?.e^s w!tt, tr>e Univertity of Callfornio

Regents.)

Christian E. Markey Jr. wiU set

a precedent when his term on the

yc Board of Regents is over at the

end of June.

At 42, he will be the youngest

Kegent ever to leave the Board.

This dubious distinction is

possible because, as an ex officio

Kegent (president of the UC

Alumni Association), his term as

a voting member is only one year.

He is not exactly delighted

about the precedent he is setting.

•Three years (tw<^ without voting

privileges) is clearly not enough

for getting to understand the whys

and wherefores of the Univer-

sity, " Markey said.

"At midnight June 30th, I turn

back into a pumpkin," he smiled.

^ Major issue

Markey, a partner in the Los

Angeles law firm of Munger,

Tolles, Hills and Rickershauser,

discussed his brief stay on the

Board during an interview in his

expensively decorated law office.

He said the case of Angela

Davis, the self-avowed member of

the Communist Party and former-

philosophy instructor here, was

one of the major issues that came
before the Regents while he was a

Regent designate (without voting

power).

"My understancfing of the law

was that she could not be

dismissed because she was a

member of the Communist Party.

I opposed her firing then and I

oppose it riow," Markey, a 1958
graduate of the law school here,
said.

Decisions
"It was a momentous decision

(of the Regents to fire her) . As Ed
Pauley (former Regent) said, it

was one which drew blood,'
"

Markey said.

Since he became a voting
Regent last June, Markey said a
"continuous problem" has been
the use of student educational fees
for construction of buildings.

"By and large, I tend to differ

with students and support (UC)
President Charles J. Hitch with
respect of the use of ed fee for

educational facilities," he said.

UC student leaders have lobbied
many of the Regents to put most
of the ed fee income into the
financial aids budget for students.
Markey, one of the more liberal

voices op the board, does not
agree with use of ed fee monies for

financial aids.

Responsibility

"Student financial aid is the

responsibility of the tax-paying
public. We shouldn't be con-

tinually taking away the public's

responsibility," Markey said.
^—"The various campuses need to

be finished. As a consequence, the

only source of guaranteed funding
is the ed fee," he said..

Student activism during the

1960's has accomplished very
little, according to Markey, an
undergraduate at UC Berkeley
during the early 1950's.

"After all the smoke has
cleared, I don't think things have

Christian E. Marlcey Jr.

INTERESTED IN

WORKING ON ^
UCLA

HELPLINE
INITIAL ORIENTATION MEETING

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, AU 351 7 s

SPONSORED BY SIC & URC

changed. There has been an
awakening of the faculty to
student needs and a more per-

sonalized approach to the
University.

Pariicipation

"But I do think students have
accomplished very little. They
would have liked to participate in

the governance of the Univer-
sity," he said.

A handsome, friendly man who
keeps in shape by skiing and
playing tennis, Markey was the

reserve quarterback for the Cal
Bears while an undergraduate at

Berkeley. He disavowed any great

agility as a football player,
saying, "I was a crappy player."

The quality of education in the

UC is not fading, according to

Markey. "I really think it's im-
proved. Cuts in the proposed UC
budgets have had a quantitative

restriction, not qualitative.

"One of the improvements in

education has been better per-

sonalized relationships between
faculty and students at the un-

dergraduate level," Markey said.

Influence

Gov. Ronald Reagan, also an ex

Officio Regent, "initially exerted a

lot of influence on the board,"

Markey said. "His influence has

diminished recently, though.
There is a tendency to become
more University-minded the

longer you serve on the board.

"It takes a while to devetop a

clear understanding of what the

University is and how it

operates," he said, rocking slowly

in his execytive-sized chair.

Publication of research by
faculty members is "extremely

important," according to Markey.

"It's very easy to go through life

on the seat of your pants. The
moment of truth comes when you
publish what you have learned,"

he added.
j

Aft^ nearly thre^ years as a

Rege^nl Markey said he "would
have liked to see the University

establish better relations with the

tax-paying public and the

Legislature."

He does not want to leave the

board, although the ck)ck is

almost striking twelve. "I regret

going off the board. I love working

for the University," Markey said.

MirO INSIIUNCE
'i-r- rrr

You con tova drotticolly on outo Inturonco If you ora ot loott 21, hova boon In-

surad for tha praviowt' 12 montlpt ond licantod for throo yoort with ot loott ono
yoor in Colifornio. Yqm thould bowoo roosonobia driving rocord ond not hovo
boon concallad, daclinad or non-ronawad in tha lost throo yaort by on inturor.
Coll oi»r SanHi Monica ofHco and lot ut provo il.
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726 Santa Monica Blvd. (*202) Santa Monka. Coliff. 90401
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Toity S!a$$ooft

V^e're proud to announce our

3rd Salon

Now in Wesfwood Village

925 Broxton

(3 doors fc'om Villogo rkoal«r)

479-9634 477-4585
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEB( & LATE EVENINGS

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

H-J

Jt-

!^ CABAflEr DESERVES ^itj,
TO BE A CLASSIC - a movie ^T

<

-»»Ma#^«a"* '^'Ya^miitm

^ TO BE A CLASSIC - a movie
that stands over the years as a

stunning achievement."
'WInfred Blovins, Los Angeles Herald-Exanriiner ••

l«Chniri»IOf*

^CityTI1^atr#
\H THE NEW abc ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Dntribuladbv

AihadAitittt

V AMPLE PARKING IN THEATRE BUILDING
^ DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE CENTURY PLAZA HOTEL

2040 AVENUE OF THE STARS • CENTURY, CITY • 553-4291

^ ' MONDAY THRU THURSDAY AT 5:1fir7;30 & 9:45 PM
FRIDAY AT 4:00. 6:15. 8:30 & 10:45 PM

SATURDAY AT 10:45 AM, 1:00 PM, 3 15. 5:30, 7:45. 10:00 & 12:15 AM
SUNDAY AT^ 12:45. 3:00, 515. 7:30 & 9:45 PM

'

ALSO SHOWING IN ORANGE COUNTY ^^-

SOUTH COAST PLAZA 1 Costa Mesa S46?;r, ABC CITY THEATRCI OraiiKe 997U832

WEEKDAYS AT 6:00, 8:10 & 10:20 PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT 1:25, 3:45, «>.00. 8:10 li 10:20 PM

a
•'

SAVEOVER $f05/// in

EXAKTA VX500
• 35 mm. SLR

• INTnCHANGEABLE
LENSES & PRISMS

• COMPLETE WITH
CASE

LIST

$89"

BElrAIR REG

$59 95

VIVITAR

IS5 mm. laVHOTO iENS
or

95 mm. WIDE ANOLE LENS
AC/DC aECTRONIC
FLASH
CUSTOM DELUXE
CASI

T—

T

49.95

29.95

34.95

34.95

19.95

19.95

IF WITHIN 10 DAYS YOU DECIDE THAT YOU WANT
TO TRADS.UP TO ANOTHER CAMERA WE WNJ.

AU.OWYOU $99.95 TRADCIN VALUE.
TOTAi $204" $134"

'^^'rr^^^m^Mm'ww^ •*^n*W«w««<

BeL-A'R Camera anj Hi-Fi

927 WESTWOOO BLVD.
1/2 ILOCK S: OF UCLA

WESTWOOO VNiAGE, LA 90024
477-9569 - 272^214

MASTERCHARGE . BANKAMERICARD

BEUAIR PACKAGE
SPECIAL

$9979
M
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Protests on campuses
(Contintted from Paf(e 1

)

HOLY CROSS (Worscester,

Mass.) Students reportedly fire-

bombed an Air-Force ROTC
building. No further information

was available as of press time.

STANFORD: Approximately 400

students protesting war-related

research marched on Stanford

University laboratories Monday
night, throwing rocks and

breaking about 50 windows. There

were no reported injuries or

arrests. The group reportedly

voted earlier that evening to

support a general strike on the

campus. A follow-up rally, held

yesterday, was poorly attended.

Spokesmen for the Stanford Daily

newspaper attributed lack of

interest to front-page headlines in

that paper announcing the air-war

on north Vietnam had been eased.

Tom Hayden, one of the Chicago

Eight, was scheduled to address a

rally on the Stanford campus last

night. His speech was to be

followed by a torch-light parade.

As of press time, there was no

further information on last night's

rally.

UC BERKELEY: Campus police

served court injunctions on

Alameda County Building and
Trades Council picketers

yesterday, while student sup-

porters on the campus nfftrched

on the homes of Chancellor AlBert

Bowker dnd University president,

Charles J. Hitch. Between 50 and
100-picketers reportedly appeared

at Bowker's home shortly after a

noon rally at which labor leaders

Richard Groulx and Lamar

Childers spoke. About 30 other

students went to Hitch's home in

Kensington. The maintainance

workers began the work stoppage

several days ago, after the UC
Berkeley administration at-

tempted to lower their wages. The

workers were also protesting lack

of grievance procedures. The

university printing shop and food

services were reportedly shut

down by the work stoppage. A
meeting is scheduled for today

where union members will ad-

dress students, and an anti-war

rally is scheduled for noon

tomorrow. The majority of

students reportedly crossed picket

lines to attend class.

IOWA STATE (Ames, Iowa): Dr.

Linus Pauling, Nobel Prize winner

in chemistry, spoke to 200

students at dn anti-war rally on

Monday. Pauling called President^

Nixon **a liar" and charged that

the U.S. had perpetrated a step-up

in the war for economic reasons.

A dummy ^as burned in effigy at

the rally. There are no plans for a

strike on the campus as of now.

UC SANTA BARBARA: The Daily

Nexus, the UCSB student

newspaper, supported a campus
strike, on Friday. A rally

yesterday ended in a march to the

administration building where the

chancellor agreed to meet with

students at a rally today to discuss

the strike. There are also plans to

protest Air Force recruitmetil^

tomorrow as well as a march to

Vandenberg Air Force Base
Friday.

AMHERST: Four hundred fifty

students from the 1,200-member

student body met at a rally

yesterday and voted for a general

strike at that campus. A rally of

the five colleges in the area has

been set for 1 pm Thursday.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS: 600

people attended a rally and march

on the campus yesterday. A mass

meeting was scheduled for last

night. As of press time, there was

no further information reported

on the meeting.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY:
Approximately 200 students at-

tended a noon rally in the main
quad of the campus. They then

marched on the naval security

station, which is responsible for

decoding secret naval messages.

Two students were reported

arrested. ^^—

—

4NDIANA STATE: Four hundred

students attended a candlelight

march at city hall last weekend. A
teach-in on the campus yesterday

attracted only 30 students. There

are no immediate plans for a

strike.

YALE: The Yale campus is now

committee planning the rally ,w|n

formulate future strike plans:

8AN FRANCISCO STATE:
Threee hundred students attended

a rally sponsored by the Student

Mobilization Committee. Another

rally is scheduled tomorrow.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA: The Daily Trojan,

the student newspaper, said they

will endorse a strike Friday. No
rallies have yet been planned on

the campus.
SAN FRANCISCO AREA: A
reporter from the KQED
newsroom said that 300 people

gathered at lunch yesterday in

Crocker Plaza, located in the

financial district of San Fran-

cisco. Several anti-war speakers

addressed the crowd. Monday, a

rally sponsored by the War
Resisters League drew 300 people

to the Alameda Naval Air Station

at 6 am. Forty-one protestors

were arrested. Singer Joan r«^
attended the rally. Two thouSSS
people also marched MqZ!
from the Civic Center to Ctw!
Federal BuiUdng. Sixteen Vi^
namVeteransforPeacesatinata
Marine recruiters station in l\L
building while the other picketlr^
remained outeide. Thirteen weS
arrested as protestors confronted
the police.

^
Anti-war marches have been

scheduled in New York and \1
Angeles for this Saturday Anrn
22. A rally wiU also be heW
Saturday at Kezar SUdium inSan
Francisco. Tom Hayden, ChicZ
Eight member, told the Dail
Bruin yesterday a press con-
ference has been called for u am
tomorrow in Washington D C b
student and government
spokesmen to propose a nation-
wide moratorium beginning noon
May 4.

I
Jenkins speecFi

formulating plans ^^^^ a

moritorium. A mass meeti%g f&r

students in the New Haven
community has. been set for

tomorrow night.

UC SANTA CRUZ: A sit-in is

planned for Thursday to block Air

Force recruitment on the campus.
AJNIVERSITY OF COLORADO:
Students have scheduled a

meeting tonight to discuss a rally

set for tomorrow. The ad hoc

( Continued from Page ll ^
*

In 1969-70 Jenkins said the administration began, "a carefully or-

chestrated series of initiatives. These specific steps, reducing the
restrictions on travel and trade were accompanied by a series of

statements by high government officials outlining our general attitude

they began consciously to cool the rhetoric, in speaking of China .

"

Talking about the actual trip to China, Jenkins said the U.S. delegation

did not expect large crowds. He said the Nixon trip was not a "people to

government occasion," but added, "The leadership welcome was
everything that could have been asked for."

On the matter of Taiwan, Jenkins said the United States will maint'un

its commitment, and said the United States has not abandoned Taiwan.

He said the Nixon administration has agreed that Taiwan is not a

problem for the United States to solve,. and in fact, is a Chinese problem.

But Jenkins added that the United States is interested in a peaceful

solution of the probelm recogiiizing that such a solution will lessen ten-

sions in the Far East.' - "' -. vr^-^-v--.- ;:---, ' - r—i^^-r:

Jenkins said the United States has gained several advantages from the

recent China trip, including a joint understanding that neither country

wants to attain hegemony over Asia, and does not want any other country

to gain such a hegemony.
Small amount ^ ^

With regard to the future of Sino-American relations, the United Stales

expects only a small amount of trade with China in the near future, but he

said it would be valuable.

On possible diplomatic relations he said "normalization of relations

with China will probably be a kmg road. -

THEIR Advertising Costs are built into their

prices ... so are ours. NOW . . . compare the
amount of their advertising you see and hear,
and then COMPARE THE PRICES!

We love THEM because they make us look so good!

In closing remarks, Jenkins said, "We ^ve embarked on one of the

great new chapters in international relations, the putcome of which now
seems fairly hopeful but is by no means asurred.

^""^

"There are fundamental differences between' China and the United

States, they will not be overlooked in the future as they were not

overlooked in the past.

"but at long last we have found some common ground. Each side

.expects to build on it so that we may at least have a stable relatiornship

and hopefully ah increasingly productive relationship but, neither side

expects to abandon its principles or forget the deep concerns of its

friends," Jenkins said.

List Price

$387.00

OUR ^217ooGIAIVT KILLER!

PIONEER SX440 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver. 40 watts of undistorted
power with Blackout Dial and
Walnut Case included.

GARRARD 40B Record Changer
with Base, Cartridge and Dust
Cover (something the "Big Guys"
make you pay extra for).

SOUND I Speakers. A matched
pair of the Model 112 twelve inch
two-way systems. Large in sound
as well as size.

COMPLETE
PACKAQE:

MACDONALD BSKf MP60X

PROFESSIONAL
SERIES

TURNTABLE

List Price

$82.52

Constant speed synchronous^riotornJeavy-
casl platter, viscous damped cue and pause,
dual range anti- skate control. Complete
with base and dust cover.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE

I^JIMI
KOSS

PtOPESSIONAL HIAOPHONES
CONTOURED CUSHION EAR PADS

IO'COH.H)CORO

LIST 124.95 SPECIAL

PINK GARAGE JUST SOUTH OF SANTA MONICA FREEWAY
3378 SOUTH OVERLAND • 839-2216
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Confusion
Confusion is the most accurate way to describe the

mood on college campuses across the country: the

bombing of Haifdiong harbor continues despite

severe warnings from Moscow regarding the con-

sequences of bombing Russian warships there, some
campuses are quiet, some demonstrate, some riot.

Here, that confusion is made more acute by the

appearance last night of Alfred Jenkins, Nixon's top

China aid, and by the impending visit of the Chinese
table tennis team. -,

The resolution of the confusion, so that out of that

resolution meaningful action will be able to develop

is the most crucial activity that can take place in the

present fluctuating situation.

-We^urge all UCLA students, faculty and staff ta
become informed, and most important, to com-
municate with each other concerning all recent
events. We suggest that such communication could
best occur in classroom situations where the normal
curriculum is suspended in order that discussion

may take place. H

,,»
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All the news fit to sell
by Richard Baker

What does Tom Brokaw have that I don't have?
Recently, in Royce Hall, after Tom Brokaw, Jess
Marlowe and Ross Porter had finished speaking I

watched as a pack of nubile young coeds pounced
upon Tom Brokaw. I could see the sighs in their
eyes. 'Oh, Tom. You're so beautiful." they
seemed to say as they anxiously thrust pieces of
paper towards him to be autographed.
He is beautiful. His hair is cut to just the right,

sexy length so that is curls up ever so slightly in
the back. He has an incredibly flawless com-
plexion that exudes the effervescent glow which is

peculiar to well known personalities. His voice has
a Q^p and husky timbre that sends a tin^e up and
do>^n the spine of the fairer sex whenever he ex-
postulates upon the day's events. The subtle
details of his handsome, boyish face can be clearly
seen even from the rear depths of the Royce Hall
Auditorium. He is indeed a T.V. star. Impeccably
dressed, he fends off questions with ease, aplomb,
composure, savoir-faire. Whatever you want to
call it, he's got it.

— —

;

Why is all this necessary? Why must a 't.V.
news anchorman be a sartorically correct and
perfectly manicured piece of beefsteak who can
read the news in a mellifluous baritone?
The answer is — l)ecause it sells more gasoline

or automobiles or toothpaste or whatever is.

currently being sold on T.V. And without
automobiles or toothpaste, where would we be?
We would have more bad breath I suppose, but
presumably we would also have less smog.
On the face of it there should l>e a fundamental

inconsistency between accurate reporting of the
news and selling commodities, but in the United
states, at least, the two institutions have been
inextricably linked, both in print and in broadcast
journalism .,

•
~~ ~-—^~^- .^—^— ^^^--—

^

It is ironic, but the free press seems to be solidly

based upon a foundation of selling things to the
public. It is doubtful whether people really want or
need.the things they are urged to buy, but the
items have become quasi-necessities because of

the pervasiveness of the mass media.

Thfe press- should undeniably be completely
Independent from any form of Government in

order to keep it free from censorship. I would not

idvocate public supported broadcast journalism.
Nevertheless, support via commercial ad-
vertising seems to keep the quality of reporting at

the level of th6' lowest common denominator of

intelligence in the viewing audience. There is a

considerable emphasis in the media on sports,

disasters, murders, accidents and demon-
strations. News commentary has t>een kept to a
minimum and explanation of complex issues is

almost noD-existent.

We have become aware through discussions like

that held in Royce Hall tliat television news an-

chormen are actually intelligent men and com-
petent jour^ists. This fact is unapparent when
watchjU^g tjt^e news broadcast. Too often the
newsr^n seem to be little more than individuals

who can read well and sometimes not even that

much appears to be true.

While being critical of some aspects of broad-
cast journalism I would not place myself in the
same category with that arch-nemesis of the
media, Spiro T. Agnew. By and large the press
performs a valuable watchdog service in our
society. That is probably why Agnew is s* of-

fensive in his criticism. He does not like to have
the faults of the Government revealed to the

^

public. ~ ^~~

~lt has become obvious that the influence of the
press and of the courts is virtually all that protects
us from the almost unlimited power of the
Presidency. _ -^ ^.
Fortunately, the quality of television journalism

has been improving over the past few years. The
difference in quality becomes most noticeable
when a local station broadcast is compared with a
network broadcast. Compare, for instance, the
CBS Production, The Selling of the Pentagon, with
the nightly George Putnam Show on T.V. 5. It is

well known that George Putnam served as a

model for Ted Baxter, the news commentator on
the Mary Tyler Moore Show. It is extremely sad
that caricatures of local commentators come so

easily, and that so many people rely on these men
as reputable sources of news.

- --j,^,:,^^^^-

The national network stations, on the other

hand, have delved deeply into the problems of our
time. It is disgusting to realize that the Vice-

President has been successful in' his attempts to

lessen the credibility of the media through his use
of scurrilous attacks and flim-flam rhetoric. We
can only wish that middle America were more
aware of the Vice-President's mendacious
hiethodology. Hopefully, the national press will

continue to expose tbeGovemment whenever it ia

necessary to inform the public. This is the function

of a free and independent press, and despite the

curl in Tom Brokaw's hair the press must con-

tinue to perform this function if democracy is to

survive.

i

Whad4aya get from SHS?
I. - • .

Did you ever wonder where that $106.50 called the $3.00 before going to the pharmacy. It'll save you
"registration fees" goes? About $25 of it is allocated an extra trip.

to the Student Health Service. (The budget is ac-

tually allocated annually and not on the l)asis of the

number of students enrolled.)

Ever feel freaked out? Or just want to talk to

someone? The SHS psychiatry service has
psychiatrists (MD's), clinical psychologists, and
psychiatric social workers who are available for

individual and group therapy and counseling on a

short-term basis. If you're interested in joining a
group, make an appointment to see one of the staff

members early in the quarter, as groups fill very
rapidly.

A fee-for-service Dental Clinic is available for

limited purposes — emergencies, and general
dentistry under certain circumstances.
One big advantage of UCLA's Student Health

Service is the medical social worker, Peggy Noonan
She's available to talk with students about such

What do we get for our money? First there's

complete general medical care available with or

without an appointment, from 8 to 5 weekdays and 8

to noon on Saturday, in the General and Primary
Clinics, (see last article re: waiting.) BE SURE to

bring your reg card, and don't lend it to anyone else

for student health services, for your sake as well as

the borrower's. Everything the doctor notes about

that person's complaint or ailment goes into your

record. This can be dangerous to your health (i.e.

future treatments) or be detrimental to you if you

ever release your record to a prospective employer
^^ pregnancies, medically related

or insurance company. (Its also a cnmmal offense
^^^^, p^^^'^^j^^ and assist students who are

to obtain medical services by fraudulent means.) So
hospitalized arrange for classwork, to name a few.

much tor precaution. - ._ Additional counseling is available by appointment
Also available in SHS are complete ancillary with a health professional in the areas of birth

services such as x-ray, laboratory and pharmacy, control, VD, and sexuality. Informal counseling by
Numerous specialists are available for consultation specially trained para-professionals is also available

on an appointment basis and by referral only from on a drop-in basis. These peer counselors are^

the Primary or ^neral Clinic, (i.e. — even if you available on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from
know that you need to see a dermatologist, you have noon to 3 pm in SHS. A family planning clinic, the

to fill out the yellow service request card, have your Conception Counseling and Education Clinic (CCEC)
record pulled, wait to be called by the nurse- is open to all students (UCLA) and spouses for a fee

practitioner in the Primary Ginic, tell her your of $22 per year, all inclusive. For further information

complaint, and get a referral slip from her to be seen about CCEC, come to its weekly class and in-

in the specialty clinic. If the problem is an urgent formation session, every Wednesday evening at 6:30

JU.

one, a general chnic physician can see you >yithin an
hour or so. Emergencies, of course, are taken care of

immediately. If it requires a more extensive

evaluation than time and facilities will permit in the

General Clinic, you may be referred to a specialty

clinic.)

All doctor visits and lab tests and x-rays ordered

by a SHS physician or nurse are completely free. No
cost. Nothing. When you think about the true cost of

such services this is quite reasonable.

A pharmacy fee of $3.00 is assessed for all

prescription medication. (Non-prescription drugs
deemed necessary by a SHS MD or RN are free. ) If

you do receive a prescription in SHS, pay the cashier

in the Health Science Students' Lounge, just upstairs

from SHS
A service just recently begun in SHS is nutrition

and weight counseling by graduate students in the

UCLA School of Public Health. Appointments can be
made at SHS.
Several other services are available for a fee:

physical evaluations, pregnancy tests, travel Im-
munizations, and others. VD tests and annual chest

x-rays are FREE on request.

For further information on the Student Health

Service, call 825-6031, or come by SHS — **A" level,

northeast corner of the Medical Center.

Submitted by Jane Murray
SHS Administrative Intern

MMi^
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f WHO'S GUARDING YOUR BICYCLE FULl TIME?
\ .

•.

ICYCLE CLUB OF AMERICA, INC
ffv,

li

-^ ^THEFT PREVENTION
> - *

Call 213/BICYCLE ... America's 24-hour

nationwide call collect hot line number and your

own membership number, both stamped on a

registration plate. This plate becomes permanent
when chemically bonded to your bicycle frame.

Your bicycle is then fully part of a nationwide

computerized system of identification and registra-

tion which acts as a continuing deterrent to bicycle

theft. .

V ' '

-V

1 y -v ••i.r^'ii'i .

lOS
14GEUS.
TO

ott^

BIKE WAYS, TRAILS AND MAPS
We will be happy to furnish maps and information
on bikeways, trails and lodging for your a^-ea as

well as others throughout the United States .

- ^T^PERSONAtSERVICE
You will regularly receive Dur newsletter 'The
Spokesman." We will help you with any informa-
tion you may need to know concerning technical,

mechanical or general questions. We are ready to
assist you in any way that will make your bicycling
safer and more pleasurable.

JC:..
f .

SPECIAL MERCHANDISE OFFERS
Occasionally we'll send along information on use-

ful bicycle related items/alwaysat Club prices.

^ » v^.

f

^"^^HE MEMBERSHIP PACKET
Membership packet includes:

• Serialized registration plate

• BCA kit for easy installation

• Warning sticker

• Membership card with registration number
• Embroidered BCA emblem
• Bicycle decal

Los Angeles Touring Booklet included free with
membership application, '-j '

•net

I V.
A

Safety brochure

More to come

-U. .L^.

}^?V
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

tV

Send in this form along with appropriate 12-month
membership dues to Bicycle Club of America, Inc.,
yy E. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, California 91502.

to no* vT*""***"!"**
^°"* blcycl«) $6.00. Family (two bicyles)

if'^uVrl^M
'"•y <*^"ct ^100 from above membership If youare currently a member of another bicycle club

(B-1)

BCA...SERVES YOU AROUND THE CLOCK.

Name.^^

Street—
City

State

I

I

1.

f

I

I

• County.

.. Zip.

^H BCA — "The Bicycle Riders Association"

-^S « « ^©l^ct^n^ Information. Personal Servlee

I

I

I

•

I

I
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Editor:
"^

'

My heart leaped with joy, as

I picked up a copy of the DaUy

Bruin on Friday, but little did I

know I was in for the disap-

pointment of my life. Every

Friday, I look forward to reading

my favorite article, Crime and

Punishment, but this last issue

really let me down.

Quickly turning to that section,

my eyes glanced over the lines,

but all I saw Were thefts of some

nature. How boring! What hap-

pened to the exhibitionists, the

rapists, and general perverts?

Could there be some other activity

on campus in which they find

more satisfaction? Nonsense!

What's more fun than walking

around half naked, grabbing girls

in the hallways, and the like?

minimal" (Patti Carew.Daily
Bruin April 11) if not those seniors
who are deserving of the honor?
Judging by the reaction to this

policy change, I'm sure not many
seniors would agree with this

statement.

The attendance of seniors at the
Commencement exercises has
decreased the past few years.
Now that the gold fourragere has
been limited to the 3.6's and
aibove, what is the incentive for

the other seniors to participate in

the ceremonies?
It's been a struggle for me to

attain the GPA I have today, and
yet to some it's still not good
enough.

SENIORS UNITE.
Name Withheld

a// the perverts gone?

this sorf of activity seems to be

limited to the male aex. Why
haven't any cute blond coeds

come up to me, and pulled off

their blouses? (I must have

walked around every library at

least fifty times, but nothing.)

So I say, perverts unite! Get out

there, and show them what you

can do! And let's have some
participation from a few girls.

Name Withheld

RIP

GPA
Editor: e

Three cheers for "Name
withheld" and "3.5" for their

letters criticizing the removal of

the gold fourragere from the

shoulders of the 3.25's to the 3.5e's.

How could we have come so

near and yet be so far? For some,

to maintain a GPA of 3.25 involves

as much time and effort as for

those with a 3.6. So why should the

honor be limited to the 3.6's?

Is this another instance of

tradition and pride being shot

down by university bureaucracy?
Who can truly judge whether or

not ''the significance of wearing
Qne(a fourragere) has become

CLASS
NOTES

Editor:

Let me shed tears on the death
ofmy great professor Dr. Gustavo
von Grunebaum, late Director of
the Near Eastern Center, who was
not only a distinguished professor,

a productive author, but also a
man of ethics, big hgart and nice

decorum.
The achievements of Dr. von

Grunebaum have contributed
lavishly to the enrichment of

Islamic studies, and he main-
tained a scientific attitude toward
the subject handled. He did not
disfavor the Arabs for the benefit

of Jewish heritage as well as he
did not disparage the scientific

efforts of the Jews for the sake of

the Arabs. He dealt justly, im-
partially and scientifically with
each culture regardless of the
political, social, or religious

characteristics. For this reason he
was warmly welcomed in both
countries. He was granted
honorary degrees from the
Hebrew Union University and was
a member of the "Institut

d'Egypte."
He was an impressive billingual

professor who was convinced that

the language is the key role to

understand people. He spoke
English, German, French,
Arabic, Hebrew, Italian, Persian
and other languages.

He was more than happy to

fulfill the social contacts.
Although he was recuperating
from^a serious surgery last year,
he did not hesitate to accept an
invitation to attend the five

thousands anniversary of the
Persian Empire in Iran to meet
with world scholars and
prominent people there, and to be
up to date aware of the cultural

activities in the middle east.

He traveled in a wheel-chair to

fulfill his promise to attend the

ceremonies one year and a half

ago! ^

He used to travel every year to

the near east and to live in its

environments which inspired \asr

writings on the Moslem festivals

and the existing culture.

His visit to the middle east was
a mixture of culture and human
relations. _l ; , .

^

He used to visit loaded with

presents for the families of his

colleagues, friends and students in

the United States. He found great

pleasure in conversing with them
in their own tongue. He considered

his annual visit a relief to those

who are unable to go back home
for different considerations. Let
me give you an example of his

impr^ive writing from Cairo:

^ CAIRO, January 31,1971

Dear Dr. El-Ramadi:
— This is to -send you twofold

thanks — for having offered me
your apartment; and for having

induced me to visit your mother
who received me with your sister

Afaf, your other sister having left

with her family for Jidda not

many days ago. I also saw your

little nephew Muhammad.
It gives me pleasure to be able

to report to you that your mother,

apart from the inevitable

discomforts of her age, seemed to

me both in good health and in good

cheer. The presence of your sister

facilitated conversation and the

I

I
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»$ 00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Anthropology 11 — MMIfr
Ari 54 — Kaplan
Art I06B — Pedretti
Astronomy 3 — Rivgel
Bacteriology 110 ^ Pickett
Chemistry ic — Kaeu, StrouM
Chemistry. 4C — Konrsd
Chemistry 6C - Konrad
Chemistry 153 - Jordan . •

Classics 161 - Latirrwre
Economy 1 — La Force
Economics 2 — Ctower
Economics 10 - Shatltr
Economics lOlA - Murptty
English lOA — Rod«S •

Geography 191 - Logan
Geology Ml - Ernst
H.Story IB - SymcOK
History IC - Wotll
History 8 - Born*
H'StOry 124D - Bolle
H.Story 1420 - LotW«>b«^
H Story 174C - Varnell
H.sjory 17IB - Oallek
History 111 _ Yarn»ll
Humanitlat lA - Auttin
Ph. osophy 107 - Hill

Po I leal Sclanct 3 - BaerwaldPo
. .ca sclanct 130 - Muller

Political Science 145 - Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein "^

Psycho ogy 41 - Wickens

pJv^^^ "0 - Carder, Roberts

pJwrK«
'^^ 'M - Sadalla

P^!rK° °^^ ^" - Yontef

P^^rK***^^ '" - "•^•^
pJwrK^ *^^ »^ - Bartt>ol
Psycho ogy 170A - Lovaas
Psychology it9 - Seers

« ^ com«ifi I
S •^^-M. •to -4:10 5
i IMSIUNDBROOKDft.
S lBlkN.W||,hlre-
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INSURANCE
ISN'T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
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47Matf
I^^^ CaSRATING OUR TBMTH YEAR f

If you've got a cycle, you should

tiave insurance, too. —
Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from minl-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a clicV-

Never. T*^ T"".

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance in

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone number,
the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us whether

you're interested in liability or total coverage.

m Financial Indemnity Company. Attn. R. RittenhouM

5858 Wilehire Blvd., Lot Angeles, Calif. 90036

NAME. PHONC.

ADDRESS.

enjoyment of your mother's
hospitality. The little boy is inde^
very attachant and I shall include

him in my prayers.

As always during my never
sufficiently extended stays in

Cairo time slips away from under
my feet with distressing speed.

Although I have not left yet I have,

semi-consciously at least, begun
to hope and perhaps plan for

another visit.

Let me conclude for today with
the wish that your affairs have
taken a turn toward stabilization.

To learn of such a turn would
indeed contribute to my own
peace of mind.

Sincerely yours,

G.£. vonGrunebaimi

Kindest candolences and
sympathy to Chancellor Charles

Young and Dr. Speros Vryonis,

the new director of the Near
Eastern Center and all his

students and friends.

Dr. I.G. El-Ramady

Bikes

a e e

MAKE OF CYCLE .YEAR. .CC'S. .^VALUE.

I'm interested in : Liability.

Pt4aee give me a quotation,

Total Coverage.

He added this golden heart to his

scholary background which
amazed me to a great extent when
I was working on my post doctoral

research at the Near Eastern
Center two years ago. He seemed
to be as if he was the shoreless sea
of knowledge.

Sleep in comfort our great

professor. You are not dead. Your
achievements will stay alive to

enlighten forever our way as an
eternal torch, trusting the God
will soothe our sorrow as only His

mercy can.

Editor:

Ann Solomon's April 13 article

on the very serious problem of

bike theft left me flabbergasted.

Pity the poor cyclist, victimized

by thieves, and getting the foiling

response from our "sym-
pathetic?" police:

1) Theft is "primarily the fault

of the victim." That's an in-,

teresting example of double-thing,

1sn*t it?

2) The police are going to

"crack down" on laws concerning
bikes, harassing cyclists over the

licensing law. '

The cop mentality is incredible.

Cyclists face a serious crime
problem, seek police help, and are
told that they can expect citations

in the future for trivial offenses

because^ they have had the
audacity to have their bicycles

stolen.

- Name Withheld

6000 SEATS NOW AVAIUBLE ."\

-^. v.
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'rrtCtf^ ASSOCMfES and r^

WRIHEN BY ?m TOWNSHENO AND THE WHO
Oriiiiil RecirdiH by Ttmiwy

Prtdicrt by Kit Linbert

^Breothtoking production e e •

destined to become o mile-

stone in the musicol theater/'
^Hollywood R9porfw

"Hn extrovagont production
spectoculorly bright and boun-

^y" --David Sh—han, CBS TV

SriCIALSTUOeNT RUSH: S3.S0 with Student ID one i\ow
before curtain Tue«.. Wed./ Thur«., t, Sun. performencet.

flOUARIUf

==Ji

SUNSCT AND VINE. HOLLYWOOD
lUL WSSMiaW MHF0MUIIC8S T«m^ W*^ ftare, • MS PtI/

»». Mti «.«. Pfi. e MS m/rm ms m*. sm.. • f-js mi aai mm m/
M.%M S«iSM.0 49ilMer4mMMSMS«JS

SiMCial Ditcfsst 8rMp latn Call Srtct MtltM at 4IM2S1
, H in SMli to, a? II.« I
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HELLBENT
for LEATHER

WESTWOOD VILLAGE - SHERMAN OAKS _ „

Clarks of England - Footwear

Woilabees - Treks
Our Reputation Speaks For Itself.

One Of The Largest Instocfe^leother Shops lij The World
Mens and Womens Coats, Handcrafted Sondals, Custom
Resoleable Moccasins, Vests, Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Dresses,

Ponchos, Wristbonds, Wallets, Belts, Bags. Cleaning and
"faTtoTmg.

10912 U Cent* Av«.

WMfwood Villogs, CA 90024
(213)478-8588
(NEAR U.CLA. ENTRANCI

4419 Van Nuys Blvd.

Sh«rman Oaks, CA 91403
(213)783-5690 '

(213) 872-2344

x:

*
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rf you Itlce fburjli <^ |uly, if>4

ff you like Cinco dc mayo . .

.

YOU'LL

LOVE /'A >

«r- >

•murinq

• »0(j rocli rind folk bonds
• arrifiicun ond isrcii li Mens
• dnnonc) boothsdispluys

• 'ood on '.ulo or brincj <i pxnic
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ANIVINING Ot MUMCIUN AND

HW UJl^Kb lOU ISUALLS ^4"' Yl AR

SUNDAY -APRIL Z5- 5-8 PM
Pico ANU MOTOR AVHs»UL5) DA ^1/ — ^'^"^ '^^^^ ^'''
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FREE FOR ALL

Corporations and the WaT
By the Indo-China InformaTidn Project

Complaints over activities of multi-national

corporations are becoming more and more common

these days. In various Third World countries, people

are rising up in fights for national lil)eration because

of the exploitation that's been handed to them by

these corporations. President Allende of Chile

recently said, The^e corporations have gone as far

as seeking to upset the normal functions of the

government and institutions of other nations, and

starting world wide campaigns against the prestige

of a government." Through the help of Jack An-

derson, we know one company that engages in such

activity; that innocent communications corporation,

ITT. .i^* 4.

It is not by chance that these corporations have

power in other countries.' In fact, when some Third

World countries aren't yet ripe for exploitation, these

corporations aid whatever army(ie8) it takes to

mold the country into a vulnerable shape. For an

example, use Vfetnam as the country and the U.S.

armed forces as the army. ITT aids the military by

designing and building systems used in the electronic

battlefield, now being used in Vietnam. Should the

S. win in Vietnam, ttie road to exploitation will be-
opened to ITT.

Lurking in the shadows of the ITT scandals lies

another big, multi-national U.S. corporation. This

corporation, Teledyne, is one of the major suppliers

of electronic warfare systems. ShdUld the U.S. win in

South East Asia, Teledyne's Packard-Bell subsidiary

could then use Saigon's cheap labor ($.06/hr.), to

manufacture their TV's and other appliances. And
although Teledyne may not be in the habit of paying
off high government officials, "like some folk we
know', it gets along ok. with Uncle Sam. ridingohigh

off the prestige of the chairman of its advisory board,

Adm. U.S. Grant Sharp, the retired Commander-io-
Chief of the pacific fleetT 7^ , .^-

To give you an idea of how this man feels toward
the U.S. activity in Vietnam, he has stated that we
"as a world leader" have a "deep commitment in

Vietnam" He goes on to say, "Our stand in Vietnam
is a test of reliability. As the leader of the free world,
jve cannot stand by and let a country that desires to
remain independent be overrun. If we did, the whole
structure of the free world would begin to fall apart."

Not surprisingly, the Pentagon Papers tell us tha
Adm. Sharp was a strong supporter of the air war.
The Papers state, "Adm. Sharp and the Joint Chiefs
were quickly demising a number of other programs
to broaden and intensify the air war." He also
"requested permission to launch a 'spectacular' air
raid on North Vietnam. Secretary McNamara, after
months of pressure from the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

recommended the U.S. bomb petroleum, oil and
lubricant supplies in North Vietnam. Adm. Sharp
had predicted this would 'bring the enemy to the
conference table or cause the insurgency to wither.'

*

(Pentagon Papers, Bantam Edition pp. 396 and
400).

It is now Evident that we were lied to about the war.
The new offensive by the Vietnamese National
Liberation forces has already demonstrated that
Vietnamization is* a sham. Daily reports from the

war fronts in South East Asia attest to the fact th
the only force that can sustain the puppet Th^^
government is American air power. And even tS
cannot ensure the survival of that bastard stat
because, as liberation forces around the world
proving. People's war cannot be defeated. And ik!
American people should demand to know why th!
Saigon regime is being supported when it cannllt
justify itself, in any way, as a legitimate state w
never hais and never wUl. '

'^

Adm. Sharp would have us believe that we are
Vietnam for the sole purpose of "stopping com
munist agression"; but the Pentagon Papers have
shown this to be false. In short, what we have is that a
chief executor and firm believer of the Nixon and
Johnson Administration's Vietnam policy, is now the
chief policy maker for a major private corporation
So what?

*^ ;..,•»-.(»,

So Teledyne, through ib Ryan Aeronautical
Company, aids in useless war, by building weapons
that prolong the war. And all of this happens through
the advice of Adm. U.S. Grant Sharp (ret ) And
those weapons are purchased by the~U:s:^epartr
ment of Defense, which gets ite funds from YOU the
taxpayers. ;. . -,

More interesting is the fact that you meet Teledyne
in another way. Your State taxes help fund UCLA
and other college campuses. Also on these campuses
are recruiters for the tools of U.S. imperialism, the
multi-national corporations, including Teledyne. So
you see, if Teledyne isn't using your tax dollars one
way, it uses them another way._ _

; The NLF is pleading to the American public to

demonstrate ite opposition to American posture in

Indochina. Nixon has cancelled the peace talks in

Paris. As the spectre of atomic weapons arises — as
reported by Jack Anderson— w^ continue to sit back
endorsing Nixon's policy by our invisibility. New
developmente prove Vietnamization is failing and
that bombing cannot stop the offensive. Nixon can
continue the saturation bombing which simply
murders innocent elders and children, but doesn't

stop the offensive or the war. Nixon has bombed
Hanoi and Haiphong which should insure worldwide
outrage and guarantees a whole new posture on the

part of the Chinese and Russians. Should we continue

our silence and allow Nixon to drop the atom bomb
next (as he said is a posjsibility)? Or do we actively

demand what 73 percent of America has said they

wanted; IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL.
Now is the time when we must act to see that the

crimes commited in our name are ceased. To picket

Teledyne Ryan at the Placement Center today is to

demonstrate that the meaning of American cor-

porate imperialism is not lost upon us. Demon-
strations this week culminating in massive protest

here in Los Angeles, and a moratorium on classes,

Friday, hopefully will show the Nixon Ad-

ministration and the world, that the majority of

Americans refuse to allow the war to continue,

especially in our name. Join Us!
:> . ^Submitted by Mike Murphy

and Rick Markson

(Paid AdvtrtiMm«nt)

HILLEL CtUIVCl
900 Hiigard Avenue

474.1531

MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE STUDY
Rabbi David Berner
RoyceHall 164 12:00 x

Tues. & Thurs. April 1 8 & 20

ISRAEU INDEPENDENCE DAY
Celebration at noon
Janss Steps

Israeli Dancing with Nlll Klelman

GRAD GROUP DINNER
Friday -April 21 6:15
$1.50 members
$2.00 non-members
RSVP- 474 -1531

SHABBAT SERVICES
8:15 -April 21
An Evening of Yiddish Literature
with Dr. Abraham Zyglelbaum
Oneg Shabbat and Israeli Dancing Follows
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Lxarniiig to USX thx right kxy
Xditor: \ -

Xvxn though my typxwritxr is

4in old modxl, it works quiU wxll

xxcxpt for onx kxy. I havx wishxd

many timxs that it workxd

nropirly. It is tnix though that

thxrx arx forty-six othxr kxys that

(unction wxll enough but onx kxy

not working propxrly makxs all

thx diffxrxncx.

Somxtimxs it sxxms to mx that

Alpha Phi Omxga, National

Sxrvicx Fratxmity on the UCLA
campus (and spxcifically thx

gxnxral studxnt at UCLA arx

somxwhat likx my typx-

writxr . . . ^ot all thx kxy pxopbc

arx working propxrly. Thxsx

pxoplx say to thxmsxlvxs "Wxll I

am only onx pxrson; it won't

makx much diffxrxncx." But this

attitudx is both untrux and sxlfdx-

fxating; thx group nxxds thx

activx participation of xvxry

pxrson. So ,
^fax nxxt timx you arxi*—*^^^|!^'

thx onx pxrson and that your

xfforts arx not nxxdxd rxmmbxr

mv old typxwriter and say "I am
a kxy pxrson and I am nxxdxd

vxry much!".
Vic Bullarall

President, Chi Chapter,

APhiOUCLA

"contract" forbids use of coupons
for that particular show. If this is

except

»uble

true, why isn't an "except for

exclusive showing" clause added
to the coupon's claims?
When I went to Sterling Home

Electronics, which promised a
blank cassette, I found a blank
store; no longer in business.

And at Campbell's Mens Store,
in order to receive a free pair of

socks, I was required to leave my
name and address on the back of

the coupon. When I asked why, I

was told that it was the "policy."
The only "free" things you^get

with the money-book are
headaches. In short, let the buyer
bewarel ^

•

Jennie Colbum
Senior, English

Info

right, walk through tJi^"TJoiJ

doors, and there you are.

The peer counselors here have
been trained in birth control

methods, drug related problems,
problem pregnancy, sexuality,

suicide, and VD, or if you just

want to talk about life in general,

come on by.

I'm writing this letter because I

just sat in the "rap room" for an
hour with no one to talk to. I can't

believe that out of 30,000 studente
at this university an hour could
have gone by without at least one
of these studente wanting to talk to

somebody. If you want to talk to

somebody,' please come to the

"rap room," Monday, Wed-
nesday, or Friday from 12:00 to

3:00 P.M.

Richard Handin
Peer counselor, SHS

jAlH 8bQvS iuL ^KtB&&1BSI a
'"/ - AlwKiys TKo Unusual - Prkod Low

SUSIE SPKTOR ANTIQUE JEWEUERY
11984WiiskiroBlvd. W.LA. EX4.7922

Jump
•"V...'

Editor:

Have any of you, while sitting in

the Grand Ballroom waiting for

an audience with the computer,

noticed some of our fellow

students playing musical chairs—
skipping five to six rows in front of

you to an empty chair? En-

terprising, aren't they?.

While understanding the dif-

ficulty of getting everything said
in an interview into the resulting
news story, I do not want to let the
impression stand that the Office of

Public Information takes no in-

terest in the activities of studente.

As I suggested to your in-

terviewer, Public Information has
often prepared releases on the

accomplishmente of studente on
campus or in the community r^

Spofte^

Being a student who is not so

imbued with the American spirit

of individualistic competition and
enterprise, I only sit^ back and
watch such incidente. ^ |

I make this proposal to our

leaders in order that the more
timid studente participate in our

American systenf j that every 45th

student entering the Ballroom be
issued a "jump pass" with which
the student may go to the front of

the next row to go before the

computer terminals. f*

I computed this figure from
observing that there are about 45

seats in a row and that there is

usually one empty seat due to an
empty belly or the opposite
situation.

Howard Horn

Money

Examples of such releases are
those on (1) scholarship and
fellowship winners, including
Rhodes Scholars, (2) the student
dental program on the Apache
reservation, (3) undergraduate
research, (4) a grant to studente
for an air pollution study, (5) the

student bicycle crusade, (6) a"

national championship debate
team, (7) student Engineers'
Week activities, (8) students
evaluation of faculty teaching, (9)

law studente' intern program with

correctional agencies, and (10)

student work in the Venice Dental
Clinic.

Among short television films

prepared by the office were those

dcialing with Uni-Camp, a student

nurse, student athletes, and the

Tutorial Project.

It is undeniable that Public

Information focuses ite attention

on student accomplishments
rather than failings, but it would
certainly be wrong to assume that

we ignore student interesjte-

Chandler Harris

Mgr . Public Information

.

Editor:

Now that football season is long

gone and basketball season is

fading away it seems that our

song and yell leaders too, have
flown off.

Where are these "spirited"

people now that the TV cameras
are gone, the trips to Utah have

past, and only a few hundred
spectators attend the events now
going on? Why is it th^t our

illustrious song and yell leaders

who only know how to lead one
cheer — the UCLA spellout —
aren't around to dance and yell at

the volleyball games, baseball

games, swimming meete, or the

^rack and field meete? Is it

because the glory just isn't there

for them at these small, non-

significant (to some) evente?

I am sure that the players who
participate in the spring evente

would likesupport just as much as

the basketball and football teams
did. Your portfolios aren't that

important girls!

\ Name Withheld

Rap
t^ditor: -—
The UCLA Money Book does not

live up to ite claims. Three cases
in point: I went to the Brentwood
Twin Theatres on Sunday April

9 with a coupon from my Money
Book The coupon states: "This
coupon good for one admission
with purchase of one admission—
Good Sunday through Thursday."
Period. I was toW, however, that
"Mary, Queen of Scote " is an
"exclusive" show and the

Editor:

The "rap room" is alive and

well in SHS. But don't confuse it

with SHS. No name is given, no

wait is'necessary, no temperature

or blood pressure is taken. As a

matter of fact, you don't even

walk through SHS to get here. Get

off the elevator (the one across

from the Medical Student Affairs

Office) at the A level as if going to

SHS, but turn right, not left. Walk
into the first wall you see, turn

JEWELRY
- REPAIR

* while yoo wait
when postible

' 2nd floor location
insures low orica*

University Mig Jewelers
1007 BroKlon. S«o 34

GRS^77
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WEST SIRE

SIORY
Of New Nostalgic

Wedding Planning

Send $1 Today To:

**BRIDAL BIT'

83a-A12fhSf. •

Sonta Monica. CA 90403

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM

SP
offering life insurance

with premium financing

for Interns and resident

phyttcians

m full-time graduate students

full-time professional-

school students

LfONAtO RUtiNSrON

1801 AVE OF THE STARS
CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States.

MAT.DAILyX SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES — AT BARGAIN PRICES
^ 11:45 AM >

i
«

Little Big Man & A Men Called Horse

Fri*Sat VidnKjht Show SLOW UP Alt Seats II. 2S

STARTS WED
iANTIMOMICA

MAYFAIR

TILL 7 PM

Somefimet a Great Notion &
Red Sky of Morning

.STARTS WED.

rrtfcSaf V\JdnightSHow BLOWUP AH Seats SI 25

HEBREW-, SPEAKING CHEVRA
1

FIRST MEETING (to decide tknes of future meetings): Wednesday, ;

April] 9. 7:30.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN TO ISRAEL and would like to maintain or
improve your Hebrew with other fluent speolcers, join us.

FOR ADDRESS OF MEETING AND OTHER INFO, CAU 477^666 \

or 474-1531 :

s

AO A ^Oi
^8t
^'V

i
1,

i

ii.i^

cul^n;^. IHAWN PHILUPl
2Ni(htsTHURS.APRiL 27fi FBI. APRIL 28 8 pm

• Saata RVlMlM llile
All tests rtsanrH St $t.M. $5.50, $4-80

Tickets available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS including tU
May Co., Montfornery Ward, Sears Stores and
Santa Monica Civic Box Office (393-9961)

I'rodinrcl tiy ( OMIK! ^Ss(M f -^

»mtf»t«tmwt»M»ltt»tM*«>>tf>•*«»>•»»»««#>••»—WW—t—ffetftMtMftMtMIMMtMf

PIZZA PALACE
HAPPY HOUR

Mon thru Fri
«—». .« - .—»

,
—

.

;
2-5 pm

>'

1

154 mug

604 pitcher

•ii

>

in the village

Gayley & Weyburn

478-0788 ^

«••••-*
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GRADUATION ONLY HAPPENS ONCE -
SO THIS PROGRAM WILL NICK YOU
ONLY ONCE, INSTEAD OF THE QUARTERLY
WTS YOU'VE BEEN GEHINO.

You are aware of -what 4he good ole UC system has
been milking you for, all this time — not only In bread,
but in tinr>e, patience, your own individuality. All along,

you've been nagged that it's all to prepare you for the
rest of your life. Terrifying thought, now that It's tlnfie

for the big payoff? '

Come June, you'll be officially smari. Finished
product. But also, kicked out of the nest. Dear Go^, on
Your Own! No longer will that little Reg card take you
through every identity crisis.

The Asucl# sympathises, completely.
So — to help you get from Here to There, he's put
together a well planned couth-up program for you, one
that will be endorsed by your parents, ffiends and well-
wishers.

It's a one shot deal — the final balloon payment, but
worth It.

Right here on the famed- In-song-and-story UCLA
campus, you can make the transition from student to
full fledged citizen, and It's almost painless.
The works — the way you look, the means of Iden-
tifying yourself, a recording of the whole gig — and the
Asucia even shows you how to finance It!

The outside world still has some Ricky Nelson
hangovers on the college student-as-cllche Image. We
can help you conform enough to that to keep them from
getting nervous — but not enough to make you become
one of the faceless horde.
It'4 time right now to start your decompression
program.
It's safer, easier on the glands and all that, rather than
trying to do it In on your own after you're out. By doing
this, your mind will be free to plun5|e Into your Final
finals, tt>e galty of graduation, ttte Bar MItzvah of

education.

Oh, and yes — we want you to know the Asucia will

miss you.

:. . i

consisting of several stages of clecompres$ion

to help you adjust to the uptight outside world

without getting the bends.

-i^=^^

FIRST THINGS FIRST: ABOUT
THE RECORDING OF
YOUR STUDENT SEIF.

It's called a photograph, in color

or black-and-white, which you get

taken In the Campus Studio, in a

cap and gown which they put on
you. Thii has a special purpose,
but not what you might think.

It is for your parents to frame
tidily and put on top of the piano,

to prove to all the relatives and
friends who had you figured for a
real schlemlel, that little darling
did have brains after all. True,
this is not proof positive, but It

gets Mom past the my-kld the-

genius part of the conversation,
and allows the Old Man to get
back to his racing form.
Now It happens the folks are
almost always willing to pay for
this. That's why the Asucia put
together that coupon over there.
It's AAultiple Choice, and If you
handle it right, they'll go for It all!

HERE ARE SOME OF THE DEALS YOU CAN GET ON YOUR
GRADUATION PORTRAIT. ^

Because this will prove to be an Important document for years to

come, the Asucia figures you really should have it — and also have a

price break on it. Such as — $11.50 will get you an 8-pose portrait sit-

ting for your selection, taken by one of our professional photographers
— ending up with one 8 X 10" black-and white retouched portrait

(retouched, because who needs to preserve forever those black circles

under your eyes?).

How— $24.95 buys those eight poses again, but this time, you get fwo 8

X 10" black-and white portraits — plus one 8 X 10" oil-tinted portrait

— plus twelve wallet size black-and-white portraits, to be distributed
to your fan club. There's more. You get a $5.00 cash discount on any
natural color portrait order that costs more than $25.00, any time
from now to June 15. The Campus Studio will fit you with cap and gown
for all this —.and should you be getting a doctorate or something
fancy, the proper hood for your specialty.
Of course, you could do the rock bottom bit by sitting In the picture-
taking place on A level of Ackerman, and doing your own mug shots
for 50< each. Which is not a bad Idea, but if you go for the other stuff

above, you get all the props, the retouch, and first-cabin treatment.
Including the cap and gown, which you can'treally do by yourself — til

graduation day, and that's shaving it a bit. Like, you've beWn sitting In

the Track and Field place for hours, and you hit the Student Union,
still In cap and gown; join the crov^wl lined up at the photo machine,
rush about fInding 50t, get your shot, turn In your cap and gown, split,

exhausted. All that when you could be drinking b—rf Ridiculous.

' %'

HERE IS THE TECHNIQUE WHEREIN

YOU BRING YOUR COUTH-UP PROGRAM
TO FRUITION - FINANCIALLY.

Little known pherKwnenon: parents are as

happy as you are to get you out of here. Any

parent, properly mlnd-prepped, will actually

pay a bounty to spring you in style. Here's

how: Step One. Mention casually you might

actually be graduating this year.

Two. Send a couple of confirniing postcards,

or funny cards, or whatever.,

Two-A. Follow these with an alarming note:

money's running short, you're wprried,

grades are falling off — graduation anxiety

stuff.

Three. Shock them by sending them an an-

nouncement of the graduation exercise date.

Four. Clinch the whole thing by telling them If

you felt you could make the post-graduation

transition gracefully, you'd feel better, and

grades would improve, erpo, graduation

assured.

These are merely basics. You certainly can

come up with your own interpretations and

flourishes. For example: "Just think, folks —
now that you don't hav^ to give all that money
to UCLA, you can start stashing it for your

trip around the world." Or: "UCLA won't

have me to kick around any more— while you

pay for it!"

It is paramount, however, to always return —
nay, harp — on your anxlely over the tran-

sition. This way, you can be assured they will

come up with that final load of bread for your

couth-up. Their joy in seeing you readied to

step joyously forth into the world will more
than compensate for any financial effort they

make.

THE ASUCLA EXPLAINS THE ADVANTAGE!
OF YOUR GEHING A UCLA CLASS RING.

""
".

•'« • *"''

^- ,.,^.*j|

There are certain benefits derived from
wearing a class ring, all of which are not

mi mediately apparent. One is that it gives

you a certain ballast, albeit one-sided,. In a
high wind. - -*u*^ .;..,';

Another is that It ha? somewhat of an identity

panache when ypu run across a fellow

Californlan In the far reaches of the African

veldt. Also, it's a great conversation-starter.

"You go to UCLA?" 'Yeah." "Wow.'"'Sorta."
Now, not just anybody can wear a UCLA class

ring. Even UCLA students. You have to be a
junior, senior or graduate student, or no dice.

But if you qualify as one or more of those, you
can have your choice of several styles of

rings. White or yellow gold. 10 karat or 14-

karat. Small gold-closed back. Heavy gold-

closed back. Open back. Ladles' dinner ring.

Ladies' miniature ring. Medical or law rings.

Encrusted Greek letters or symbols. Your
initials Inside. Or your signature. Your
favorite zinger line (If short — or long, if your
finger has the girth of King Kong's), carefully
inscribed Inside. Fireblue spinel or birthstone
- or fireburst stone. And naturally, on the
outside, the year of your class. It's really a
complicated multiple-choice thing. Custom-
made things always are. Complicated, but
made easy by the helpful Asucia student-
workers In thejStuderrrs Store gift depart-
ment. And It's a*clnch to order your ring, and
be assured of getting It In time for graduation.
Come into the store now. and you can ^ther
pay for it In full or make a $10 deposit, with
the balance to be shipped C.O.D. (In-
cidentally, you save c.o.d. charges if you
come up with the whole price when you place
your ring order.)
One thing a UCLA class ring won't do. That's
guarantee you a $50,000 a year job. But it

WILL show your potential! (Lay that one on
the Old Man. He'll dig It.)

I ' i:
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GET YOURSELF SHAPED UP TO FACE
THE WORLD, IN THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP.

Would the Asucia deprive you of
your glorious flowing locks?
^Never, a thousand times No! He
would however, recommend a
shaping up as part of your
decompression. Those people out
there still have pockets of
resistance about hair. Our
sympathetic barbers will do a
nifty job, CHEAP — that^wili be
acceptable to you AND to Them.
By the way — the Asucia wishes
you luck In finding the Shop.

EVEN THOMGH YOU REGARD A/IAKE-UP AS MARTIAN.
YQU'RE ENTITLED TO GIVE IT A TRIAL - FREE.

Before you have your senior
portrait, Msv, you can drop into

the Cosmetics department of the
Student's Store, land have a
professional make-up |ob done on
your face— FREt. It will make a
mor^ Impressive portrait, and
AAom will dig It like crazy! And If

you really hate the stuff, come
back to. the store, and the

professional cosmfetician yvlll

remove it for you. No tears.

IF YOU'RE SKIPPING THtCOUNTRY,
YOU'LL NEED A PASSPORT PHOTO

While the Asucia thinks It would be marvy if

you went to Europe on one of its Charter
Flights, It Is happy you can go by any method,
If that's what you're In to. However, no
matter how you go, you need a passport. With
you showing loud and clear. Our Campus
Studio is given to a rather unusual practice,
that of making you look like a genuine human
being — who even looks like you — for your
passport. Right now is the time to get It on, so
you can devote the rest of the quarter to
whatever pastimes turn you on. Now If you're
not going out of the country, but you are
putting together a resume, get your picture
taken for It. Those people who are clamoring
to hire you for vast sums of money might
want to know what you look like. Ifs cool not
to surprise them.

GET YOUR SOCAM YEARBOOK ANI
ITS MATE THE YOURBOOK, FOR
THE RIGHT REASONS THIS YEAR.

Yearbooks are not for ego or

nostalgia trips ten years from now,
iKfront of a fireplace. They are
pH^nclpally not for your parents'

fee table, although It's not such a
idea for a while.

Parents are kinky that way.
What the books are really for Is to

give you positive identification of the
dudes wh6 still owe you money. And
the chicks you didn't get around to.

In a pinch, they'll also help settle

arguments about who's who (either

biy reading it or throwing it.) And
they can make terrific doorstops.

'li-

DEAR FOLKS SEND MONEY COUPON
$10d#pofit on UCLA doss ring i. _.
$4 1 ,50 for 8-poso bloclc-whito portrait ^ ~^^^
$24.95 for 8-poso portrait witli 2 8x10'' biack-whito portraits,!

ono color portrait, 12 Wallot sho blacic-whito prints I

$5.00 cash discount on any natural-color portrait ordor
ovor $25.00

50< for mug shot at machino (oh come onf)
$8.00 paymont for SoCam yoarbook (bofore May 6)
$4.00 for Yourbook if bouaht alone (This is a f

r

oobio if you go
for the $8.00 pro-May 6 yoarbook purchosil

$2.85 per dozen graducrtion announcements - ~^ '-^

$10.50 deoosit on cop and gown ($5 back when returned) ^^
$3.00 bosK hpircut and beard trim

Parents: For once, you are getting a request foi^ money, that actually gives
you something for real in return! A portrait you can actually see. A genuine
yearbook, with the kid In It. Graduation announcements that should shut up
the doubting relatives for a while. The kid. In graduation garb, you should be
able to photograph. A haircut!. ^ ^ *-

/^ And lust think — this Is the last time you'll have to fork over your hard-

\Jj earned money to keep this kid In UCLA. It's worth one last binge, befpre you
y breathe a vast sigh of relief.

(o^m ^mmmm

BY GEHING IN ON THE
COUTH-UP PROGRAM
NOW, YOU CAN GET A
FRINGE BENEFIT
Your dog-eared JUtfe 1.D
card can still do you some
good. It won't last much
longer, so flash it around
when you're In the Campus
Studio, and you will find

yourself with a neat little

discount on film. «

You can buy slide film —
Kodak Kodachrome 1 1 — 20

exposures — for $3.00. Or
Kodak Kodachrome II with

36 exposures for $4.25.

These prices Include
processing by Technicolor.

Then there's, movie film (a

must for parents on
Graduatlqn Day!) —
Kodachrome Super 8 movie
film (K 464), $3.90. Or
Kodachrome 8 movie film,

$3.40. And this also includes

processing by the
Technicolor Lab folk.

Slight catch: on the still film,

there's a minimum order of

10 rolls. But It's still a good
deal. That's not all you can
get in the Campus Studio.

There's a photo finishing

service there— and picture

frames — and Perma
Plaques. Now the Asucla's

Perma Plaques contain no
artificial perservatives.

They are real preserV^atives.

They are one super cool way
to preserve and display your
diploma, for instance. Or the

golf score that shows your
hole-ln-one. What they are, is

wood, in the color and grain

you want, with a clear

coating over the document
that seals It in permanently,
so it will never discolor, chip,

fade, be folded, spindled or

mutilated.

(

WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT YOU
KNOW PROCEDURES
REGARDING CAPS AND
GOWNS, THE MAIN
QUESTION IS: WHICH
WAY DOES THE TASSEL GO?
In the most recent 172-page Playboy survey. It was
revealed that of all UC campuses, UCLA ranked third from
last In orientation of tassel placement. The Asucia feels as a

public service, and because It Is Important to move UCLA
up in the Playboy charts, that this Is the time and place to

clarify the matter. It Is also recommending that Uni-prep

include this information in its orientations, in hof>e of

raising UCLA's average four years hence. You rent your

cap and gown for $10.50 from the Campus Studio folk — and
when you return it, you get back $5.

lUNCEMENTS - GIFTS RECEIVED RATIO
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As is so often true in business science strategy, the ex-

ponential effect of market penetration begins to become
apparent when plotted as indicated here. (That is, stuff

comes In faster and faster when the Ralph- Rolfe in-put Is

utilized.) The thesis discovered presents another Insight,

particularly for those with limited capital resources.

Eventually market saturation will occur — whereupon
marginal investment produces increasingly less return (I.e.,

you've milked it dry).

The Ralph- Rolfe theory sets in at approximately N plus 30,

except for certain ethnic groups, where It becomes N plus 50.

(N being all known relatives, parents' business associates,

friend*;, assorted pat^y types.) For particularly detailed

studies, it Is advisable to include a fudge-factor of 0.2.

As it happens, sending announcements is something you've
probably been doing since your Blue Bird Fly-Uo and it is an
eminently sensible way of putting the world on notice of your
achievements— for which they shower you with gifts. Got it?

Announcements are available In ttia Art / Engineering
department of the Students' Store, and In the Campus Studio,

2.t5 a doz.

YOU MIGHT AS WELL HAVE YOUR RESUME
PUT TOGETHER BEFORE YOU LEAVE.

Not that the Asucia can write it for you — originality Is not
what he stars In — but he can hetpyou make what you put
together look good, as a resume should. And cheap! Haul it

over to the Printing and Duplicating department
somewherp in Kerckhoff Hall. When It's done, it'll give you
something fascinating to read at the beach.
While you're there, you should be apprised of the fact there
are other services available in P&D. Such as — wedding
invitations, or announcements, in case you've finally

decided to make it legal. They've got the whole gig right

there, in fancy looking books you can choose from. They
are not, however, limited to what's in books (just like the
rest of the campus). If you want to make your own design,

great — do so, PSiD will print up however many you want.

You can also order stationary — business cards — name It.

It's a terrific decompression exercise.

;T MINUTE NEEDS FOR GRADUATION DAY.
Now that youfve hcd the decompression couth-up
program outlined for you. there are a couple of thoughts
you shoold ponder on. You'll be plonked out in the sun at

the Track and Field .£.cility, for a couple of hours. Right
in the sun. Nc> sol y son bre here, friend — It's pure sol.

So wear something coolinder your gown, like a bikini,

and put sui^ lotion on your nose. And don't drink too

much beer before the ceremony.
And above all — If you're
anywhere rear the Med
students, be prepared to

duck. They toss those

square mortar boards
in the air.

and comirg down,

those things are missiles!

The Asucia congratulates -^

and wishes you well. Mazeltovl
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(Formerly Glenn Laiken)

Jeans, Slacks, Outerwear. Shirts, Belts, Knits

I

1021 GLENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997

Other Locations

Culver City

North Hollywood
Pojos Verdes

Open 1 0-9 (AAon-Sot) 11 -6 (Sun)

jabberwocky Revisited
•-•*"

. ,. » - ..^ I
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Red Recruiting Rumor Runs Rampant ^VmSPCDRTTS
The rumor had been circulating for nearly a week.

But since it had t)een conceived in this reporter's

nimble brain/ it was as vacuous as the mind that

spawned it. ^-^
N^ertheless, when nunor encountered original

source, it seemed strangely distorted. No longer was

it being categorized as a mere rumor, but had ap-

parently been so impressive that it had been taken as

pure fact.

So let me tell you this story that's been making the

rounds: * - •

' ^
Basketball and football being the only prominent

sources of income for the athletic department, they

were feverishly seeking new avenues of revenue.

This undertaking had been hastened by the effect last

year's football team would have on this year's season

ticket sales. Needless to say, J.D. Morgan & Co. are

not expecting to roll in dough with memories of 197rs

pigskin powerhouse eliciting painful flashbacks

among alumni supporters.

To recoup the losses it was necessary to find a low-

cost sport that would realize high returns.

One suggestion was that it would be simple enough

to change the wrestling team's style so that thfey

could compete in tag team matches. That might

increase the sport's popularity here. Might even hire

Freddie Blassie or the Destroyer as the coach.

Holler derby had possibilities, too. First, it's

coeducational and that would erase any stigma the

athletic department might have about being a male

chauvinist institution. This area is ripe for the sport.

After all, isn't L.A. the home of the world champion

Thunderbirds (if memory serves correctly^ they

have won 10 of the last 11 titles — which eveii John

Wooden can't match). Imagine Toni Tag, Shirley

Hardiman, and John Hall racing in Pauley Pavilion.

Plus the television situation is ideal. Roller Derby

is televised on the same network that brings us Bruin

football and basketball. UCLA might be able to

acquire the reknowned voice of roller derby, Dick

Lane, to do the play-by-play as an added bonus.

Saul Shapiro
However, this suggestion was scratched when

somebody enumerated the cost of scholarships that
would have to be made available to the magnificent
skating scholar-athletes, in addition to the cost of the
roller skates and repairing railings.

Great day in the morning, though, there was a
solution to the problem! And there it was staring
anybody in the face who saw the line for tickets to the
Red Chinese table tennis exhibition. Why the line was
even longer than the parade of bodies that had sought
ducats to The Citadel basketball game earlier in the
year! . ^,^
Obviously, there was gold in them pings and

pongs! The cost factor was small, indeed, and the
return could be phenomenal. -- -

The only problem was recruiting. If UCLA was
going to engage in athletic competition it might as
well be number one and the best table tennis players
in the world are Chinese.

Whereas Red China may have been admitted to the

United Nations, it still hadn't t>een admitted to the

NCAA. Still, President Nixon had encouraged
cultural exchange between the nations and as we are
finding out, the greatest cultural link between Peking
and Washington is ping pong.

~^

With this in mind, J.D. Morgan has sent his most
secret advisor to China to scout the prepsters there

who could possibly lead the Bruins to a national

championship. Nothing less than an All-CIF (Chinese

Interscholastic Federation) performer would be

recruited. - ^--' -^..'^
^<*^^f

JiJ^l-'
. ^A^-^

What the outcome of the trip will be, we can only

guess. Will Mao allow his best tennis table players to

compete for a school that is on NCAA probation and
jeopardize Chinese chances for NCAA admittance?
Can UCLA get John Chancellor and Barbara Walters

to do the color commentary?

Until these questions are answered, it is too early

to tell if anybody will be "well-pleased", with the

projected arrangement. "x^r:

Netters stop Spartans
Coming off a 5-4 upset win over USC, the UCLA netters trounced San

Jose State yesterday 9-0.

Bruins captured all 18 sets and 106 games to the Spartans' 25.

Jeff Austin led the rout with a 6-1, 6-0 pasting of Dave Smith. "I played

all right. He had no shots that could hurt me. He was fairly consistent but

he had no power on the ball," commented Austin.

Bob Kreiss rebounded from his poor showing against USC's Raul
Ramirez with a 6-1, 6-2 triumph. Mike Kreiss took third singles 6-2, 6-0.

Bob and Mike breezed in first doubles 6-3,6-1.

Sixteen-year-old, first quarter freshman Tommy Kreiss won his Hrst

collegiate matches with a victory in singles before teaming with Spencer

Segura in third doubles. /

} Tommy said, *'I played well and it was fun winning my first match. In

the beginning he (Bruce Central) was getting his serve in tough and it

was three-all in the first set. But then I loosened up, started serving to his

weak backhand and coming in quick to the net for put-aways." In his

collegiate debut against USC last Saturday, Tommy lost in three sets

after being in control. "The crowd got to me. I started thinking about how
it was USC-UCLA and I lost my concentration for just a second -and

sometimes that's too much. Then in the third set I got mentally tired."

Segura continued to play weU in winning fifth singles over Rick

Ishikawa 6-1,6-3. Segura opined, "I'm in the best shape I've ever been in

because I've never played this much tennis before." Playing for the first

time together, Segura and Tommy Kreiss came through in third doubles

6-1, 6-2.
'—^

^:
1

Captain Ron Cornell came off the biggest day of his collegiate career

with a 6-0, 6-2 win over Jerry Rodgers.
"** ~"—'""'"' ^

Coach Glenn Bassett has t>een very pleased with his team's play. "I

thought we played really well today. Wei^didn't let down after the big win

over USC. We've won more important matches than the one aganst the

Trojans Saturday, like the Pac-8's or NCAA, but the win over USC was
very satisfying because we were such tremen^lous underdogs. It was
especially nice to win over at their place."

Two potential Bruins at the SJS match were Vitas Garolitas and
Patrick DuPree. Garolitas made a name for hiniself with recent

triumphs in Australia. Garolitas has narrowed his choice of schools to

Columbia, USC, Stanford, and UCLA. GaroliUs offered, "I don't reaUy

know which school I'll end up going to. I want to take a look at all of them
-first. I know that coach Bassett is a nice guy and a great coach."

r
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MmE 2000 EMPLOYERS TO READ YOUR RESUML
^

4.0t MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES put your qualifica-

tions and career objectives before 2000 potential emp loyers v> • . . many

companies who do not recruit on campus.

Your resume will be professionally presented in a permanent reference

form to companies and organizations in every, field of professional and _
commercial endeavor. ^

Submit your resume or complete the resume form below and return with

your $10.00 check or money order to cover editing, publication and distri-

bution costs and to insure inclusion in our selective 1972 distribution.

,

SPECIAL BONUS: Receive your free copy of HOW TO BEAT THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND GET THAT JOB (selling in bookstores for $2.95) if

your resume is returned before May 19, 1972.
•-—.-^

•. fy R-

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, Suite 1100

3807 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90010

Bfandmd fo Prvvenf RuMtling

NEW STYLE, NEW TOUGMNESS, NEW COMFORT
The design gives you barefooi^freedonrv

wedge sole gives you extra support.

The style is International!

Choose soft sand suede or

dark brown suede. Available In

Mens and Women's sizes $22

WETHERBY
10931 WEYBURN AVE, Westwood Village

& CENTURY GIT/ ^HOPPING CENTER

BANKAMERICARD • MASTERCHAItGE

La«t Nam«. First. Initial (print or typa)

Mailing or Noma Addratt (with zip co<ta)

A«a Haight Walght Marital Status Pt>on« No.

Ennploymant Prafaranca (by function or flald)

iiL
Oaographlcal Prafaranca (If daslrad. Includa ovarsaasi

ill AH
Schools Attandad

Oi

Stata Oagraa Data

(2L
.V.

QL

J^.

Majors Minors

m
(21. m.
Honors. Awards. Extra Currlcular Actlvitias, Hot>bias. Military Sarvica

Languaga. Tachnlcal and Offlca Skills

Companlas Workad For

OJ

ZRy" Function -Siia

(21
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Additional Ranr)#rks
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What's On:

V ,

SAW*

-•—
"-jiiji. .-J'

T-

Tickets:

Campus and Public ;

—"Roberta Flack/' 8:» pm,
AAay 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets

on sale at Central Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, ai $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with picture ID.

—"Student Films/' 8:30 pm,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and
April 28, 29, and 30, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2

(general) and $1.25 (students).

—"Sleight of Hand," a Theater

Arts production, 8: 30 pm, April 27,

28 and 29 and May 3, 4, 5 and 6;

and 7:30 pm, April 30, Ralph

Freud Playhouse, MacGowan
Hall. Tickets are $2.50 ancj $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.
— "Thomas Harmon/"

Unfv«rsity organist, 8:30 pm,
April 26, Schoent>erg Hall

Auditorium and Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

—"Joan Baez," 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Pauley Pavftldn. All

seats are $2, available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.
—"Horacio Gutierrez/' Cuban

-

born pianist and top American
winner of the 1970 International

Tchaikovsky Competition In

Moscow, 8:30 pm, Sunday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Program will

Include works by Beethoven,
Schumann and Prokofiev. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3^25, $2.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"New Musics by Larry Austin

and Paul Chihara/' with violist

Walter Trampler, and percussion

virtuoso Kenneth Watson, 8 pm,

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

—"We Three," a presentation of

choreographic theses by three

Masters candidates, Cecilia

Bowmjjn, Chlfra. Holt and Judy

LeveqOe, 8:30 pm, Saturday,

Sunday, and AAonday, Women's

Gym 208. Tickets are $1.75 and $1

(students).

—"UCLA '72," celebrating the

53rd birthday anniversary of

UCLA, a program of en-

tertainment and awards with

John Forsythe, master of

ceremonies, MItzl Gaynor, and

others; honoring Mike
Frankovichas Edward A. Dickson

Alumnus of the Year, Jules Stein,

Honorary Alumnus of 1972, five

winners of Distinguished

Teaching Awards, and several

others for professional

achievement and university

service. Reception at 7 pm,
followed by the program at 8 pmi
in the Ahmanson Theater, Los

Angeles Music Center. Tickets are

$7^ and $5.50. Faculty^ students.-

and staff: $3.75.

Concertsr
—"What Price Confidence?"

Ernes Kranek's chamber opera,

performed by the Western Opera

Theater, with Sandra Bush,

Carolyn Lewis, Ralph Oostwoud,

and Lawrence Cooper, 8:30 pm,

today, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2.50 and

$1.50 (students).
—"UCR AAadrlgal Singers" and

"UCR Collegium," noon,

tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Free. Program will

Include Renaissance vocal and

instrumental music; works by

King Henry VIII, Giovanni

Gabriell, Josquin Des Prez, and-

Missa Ave Maria by Antoine de

Fevin.

China, 7:30 pm, tomorrow, Social

Welfare 121.

—"Sweet Smell of Success/'

with Tony Curtis and Burt Lan-

caster, and "The Sin of HaroM
Diddlebock (Mad Wednesday)/'

directed by Preston Sturges, 1:30

pm, Friday, Melnltz 2534. Free.

—"imitation of Life" and "At
Long As the Rivers Ron/' 7 pm,

Moore 100.

—"Film Festival for Young

Audiences/' a series of award
winning short films, 1:30 and 3 mpm, Royce Hall Auditorium
Tickets are $2 and $i«
(children).

'^

Seminars:
Wednesday, April 19

-"Activities in Research
Laboratory" by J. Howard

(Continued on Page 18)

By Eugene Sheffer

Films:

Play:
—"El cepillo de Dientes," (The

Toothbrush), an exercise In the

ttieater of ttie absurd, exploring

the relations of a married couple
In the contemporary society, 1

pm, tomorrow. Social Welfare
121. Free.

—"The Purple Heart/' with

Dana Andrews and Richard
Conte, 5 pm, today, Melnitz 1409.

Free.

—"Plantation Boy (Menino de
Engenho)/" Brazilian feature film

with English sub-titles directed by
Walter Lima, Jr., 3 pm, today,

Social Welfare 147 and at 8 pm,
Haines 39. Free. Sponsored by the

Lattn American Centerr

—"Miracle of White Stallions/'

an Austrian-American production

with Eddie Albert and Rot>ert

Taylor, 8 pm, today. International

Student Center. Free.

—"New Face of China*/' "Good
News from Industry" ar^d "Spring
Comes to Our Land/' three films

from the People's Republic of

ACROSS
1. Float

of logs

5. Resort
8. Haunches

12. Awry
13. Sweet

potato
14. Time long

past
15. Fragrant

blossom
17. Wild ox
18. Sea bird
19. School of

whalea—^
20. Gogglers
21. Spanish

hero
22. Jackie's

mate
23. Fragrant

blossom
26. Vegetable
30. Grand-

parental
31. Drunkard
32. To weary
33. Mom and

Pop
35. Showy j

flower
36. French "

marshal
37. Footlike

41. Dressed
pelt

42. MiUtary
vessel

45. New
Zealand
shrub

46. Showy
flowers

48. Seed
covering

49. Cereal
grain

50. Bulging
pot

~51.BibTicar"
term
of
reproach

52. Attempt
53. Stainer

^
Arerace time of aolntion: 26 minutes

21.

22.

23.

24.

DOWN
1. Storm
2. Culture
medium

8. Flower-
less

plant

4. Spread
grass

5. Church 25.

council —
6. Reim- . 26.

bursed
7. Wine 27.

vessel 28.

-~%i Fragrant""— •

flowers 29.

9. Hebrides
island "' : 31.

18. Goad "~^^
11. Yellow

and Coral

amHBii aaciacaas

SARiiTgmffl

39.

40.

41.

4?.

43.

44.

m^wi [^Sis mmQi!

Heroic
in scale

Fortunate
(India)
A flower
Ukely
Fold over
The yel-

low bugle
Malay
gibbon
Distress

call

Trouble
Mag-

Ron
To
bewitch
Swine's
pen
Bom
Home of

the Inca
A kind of

cement
Leading
man
Aqua—
Of the ear

Dread
Flower
Auction
Former
despot
Kitchen
need
Cain's

land

m
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•'' HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3.98COMPLETE SEIECTION OF ROCK, FOLK. BLUES IA77. CLASSICAI imp^pt

WE CARRY IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES THE COMPLETE LINE OF

KIM rK>N IX

L'OISEAU-LYRE

XPmow
R^

MPORIS

IKBUiiaiSMVSISIBiy

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — level A
phone: 825-6<623

DAS ALT6 WERK^
•y TIUEfUNKiN M^

TWO STORE SALE
You mutt pffnt this ad for th« Wilthir* storo

AAusic Odyst«y
lI9I0WilshireBlvd.
phone: 477-2523
opon lot* ovvry night
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'Sleight of Hand' to premiere

' ( P«){l Advertisement)

.

Skilled and troKned computer operators
\yanted for part time, nights and week-
ends on 128K 360 Model 30, operating
In a DOS multiprogramming and telepro-

cessing environment. Pasadena location.

Cyberfek Computer Products, Inc. ^ _
451-8584, Mr. Odell.

Theodore Apstein and Michael Gordon DB Photo by Torry Colvin

By Pam Stanley

DB Staff Reporter

Debuting in the UCLi^ Little Theater this month
will be director-playwrite Micha^ Gordon and
playwrite Theodore Apstein with the play '^Sleight of

Hand". Being performed from April 27 to May 6,

"Sleight of Hand" is the first play written by Apstein

to be presented on campus and directed by Gordon
during the school year.

A professional director for forty years, Gordon is in

his first year teaching on campus. **I had a feeling it

was something I wanted to do aU my life," Gordon
said. A resident of the Belair-Brentwood area, he has
been working in theatres and on plays since

graduating from Yale in 1932 with a Master of Fine
Arts degree. **Holne of the Brave" and "The Tender
Trap" are two plays he previously directed. He
began teaching here in the summer of 1970, directing

a summer performance of the play "The Gods Sit

Back". - "
.—__

"^^Rewrltlng
^

"Plays are not written, they are rewritten," says
George Pierce Baker, and Apstein has certainly

proved this statement with "Sleight of Hand." Three
years ago, he wrote the first draft of the play, an
effort which took him three weeks. After that, "I

rewrote and rewrote and rewrote . .
.'* he said.

Speaking of the play, Apstein emphasized the very
unusual element used to project the images and the

theme he wants to get across to the audience.

Manipulation
During the course of the play, the audience will see

a play within a play, which is meant to convey the

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY OR OCTOBER
LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction •xclusivaiy m cKom taking techniques used successfully by California pre-

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by practicing lawyers. Cost: $75.

Cours© for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OCTOBER
21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC-
TOBER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (2 1 3) 655-8046.

« i.i

message of "a slipstream of reality to seini-
fanUsy." It's a IHtle outrageous," said Apstein, "and
very theatrical." The main character portrays a
manipulator of people. To stress the illusion of

manipulation even more, puppets are used in some
acting but also the use of audio-visual equipment will

contribute to the portrayal of the characters of the
comedy-melodrama. Actual scenes have been
filmed previously during rehearsals and are
projected on a movie screen by the m^in character
in his role as manipulator. All this adds to the idea of

similarities of projected and conventional reality^

portrayed by people. ** '

Illusion vs. Reality
One of the main themes running through the play

centers on the question, "What is illusion and what is

reality?" As the audience may discover after seeing
the play, and as Apstein himself says, "Sometimes
they're the same."
A semi-movie studio complete with spotlights and

control desk is part of the stage properties. Tlie main"
character controls the desk during the play, enabling
the audience to see for itself the similarities or dif-

ferences between reality and fantasy. As nothing is

definitely stated, it's up to the audience to decide how
close the parallels run.

"Sleight of Hand" will play at 8:30 pm, April 27, 28,

and 29, and May 3, 4, 5, and 6. Curtain time for the

Sunday evening performance on April 30 will be 7:30

pm. All performances will be staged in the Ralph
Freud Playhouse, MacGowan Hall. Tickets are
available from the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza, ext. 52953.

X
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

: 4419 Voo Nuyt Mvd.

I

Shannon Odn, CA 9140S

t^l3) 783-5690

(213)872-2344

10912 U Come Av«-
WeHwood Vilk^e^ CA 90024
(213)478-8588
(NEAR UCLA, ENTRANCE)

tired of the same old routine? . . .

1
. w

"Saili'*

Dancing
Liv«Band

' fal[« horfo

THE ATTIC

A^tic Lady's Card
GCX)D FOR ONE FREE ADMISSION (VALUE $ 1

)

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marino Dei Rey - 821-696<?

( PaiO'Advert isenrtent)

In honor off 24 years of

Israel Independence,

you are invited ffo

Israeli DancingI

performed and led

by Nili Kleiman

Friday, April 21

1 2 noon
Janss Steps

le restivai of Israeli

An evening of song, dance,

and humor

Starring Hava Alberstein

Saturday, April 22

Fairfax Higli Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

Students: $2.00

Spontored by bra«(l Students Orgonliotloo.
Hlllel Gouncll ot UCU ond the
Amerkon Zionist Youth Foundotlon

what
ft

will you.do
on the

fourth^duy ?

The AVERAGE student hospital stay in the UCLA Med
Center is over Ave days ; and much longer stays are not

at all uocemmon. The Student Health Service

automatically jjrovides any student who has paid the

registration fee for the current quarter with complete

medical care for short term illnesses and injuries up to

three days of hospital care.

You will be responsible for all hospital expenses in-

curred after the third day.

The Student Health Service coverage is seriously in-

complete in certain respects and must be sup-

plemented by other insurance if the student is to be

reaaonably well protected. Many students are already

tavcrcd by adequate additional insurance, but any

student not so covered is strongly urged to take out the

STUDENT ACODENT k SICKNESS MEDICAL
EXPENSE PLAN. This plan was especially designed

tosupplement rather than duplicate the automatic

Student He^th^rvice coverage. It is able to provide,

for a small premium, a large measure of protection

•gainst large medical and hospital expertses not

covered by the Student Health Service. Additional

insurance is also provided for dependent wives and

children of students.

For information and applloition, contact*' the

Aseociated Students^rvice Center, Kerckhoff Hail

Room 140, or call 825^11, ext. 29B. >

+ —«*
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More what's on . .

.

Wednesday. April 19. i»n
pertjUty, pfotectlve, religious uses

(Continued from Page IC)

Thompson, associate prote:»sor of

pharmacology, noon CHS 23-T05.

—"The Formation of Bilirubin"

by RudI Schmid, professor of

Medicine, UC San Francisco, 1:15

pm, CHS 23 105.

—"Galactic Structure and High

Velocity Clouds" by Gerrit

Verschuur, National Radio

Astronomy Observatory,
Charlottesville, Virginia, 3 pm.

MS 8118.

—"Kinematic Synthesis and Its

Recent Applications" by Bernard

Roth, associate professor of

mechanical engineering, Stanford

University, 3 pm, Boelter 5264.

—"Aspects of Pile- Pleistocene

Studies in the Omo Basin,

Ethipia" by F. Clark -Howell,

professor of anthropology, UC
Berkeley, 4 pm, LS 2147.

— "The CantorLtbtsgut
Theorem for Double Series," by

AntonI Zygmund, professor of

mathematics. University of

Chicago, 4 pm, MS 4000.

—"Latent NSC in Sensory

Ganglia," by Jack G. Stevens,

associate professor of medical

microbiology and immunology, 4

pnri, CHS 43 105.

^"Gregarious Br««4iiHI 4ii~^

Birds: An Experimental "Ap-

proach," by Nicholas E. Coll las,

professor of zoology, 4 pm, LS_
2142.

T —"Feeding the Horse and
#«

Advances in Equine Nutrition,

by Gordon R. Wooden, equine

nutritionist and consultant, Santa

Ynez Research Farms, Santa

Ynez, 7 pm, LS 2147. Tickets are

S3.50 and $1.75 (students). '

—"The Roots of Country
Music," by Mike Seeger,
.musician and organizer of the
New Lost City Ramblers, 7 pm,
Rolfe 1200. Tickets are S4.25 and $2

(students).

—"The Unveiling of Souttiern

Arabia," by Roger A.E. Goss,

graduate student, department of

geography, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

Tickets are $4^

^"Metapsychology," by
Claudio Naranjo, author and
pioneer in psychological per-
spectives on states of con-
sciousness, 7 pm, Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are S4.75, and
$2 (students).

—"Effects of Experience on
Brain and Behavior" by Mark
Rosensweig, professor of

psychology, UC Berkeley, 8 pm,

23 105.

—"Functional Differentiation in

the Pfastid Membrane," by

Rodrick Park, professor of

botany, UC Berkeley, 4 pm.

Botany 325. Sponsored by

botanical science graduate

students.

—"Chemical Reaction^ and

Adherence at Glass-Metal In-

teHace," by Joseph A. Pask,

professor of cermaic engineering,

assistant dean. College of

Engineering, UC Berkeley, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500.

Thursday, April 20

-"Marijuana," by John Sin-

clair, founder of White Panther

Pariy, noon, Janss Steps.

—"The Notion of Cause and

-^€flect,*' by Jivan Tabibian,

lecturer in psychiatry, and
associate professor of urban
planning, University of Southern

California, 1 pm, in University

Extension Building G33. Tickets

are $4.25.

—"Large Deflection of Elastic

Rectangular Plates," by B.

Aalami, associate professor of

—structural nr^echanicsr Ayra^AAehr

University of Technology, Tehran,

Iran, 3 pm, Boelter 5264.—"Models for Metalloenzyma
ICatalysis,^' by David Sigman,
assistant professor of biological

chemistry, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"Our Nearest Relation: The
Chimpanzee," by Bernard
Campbell, visiting professor of

anthropology, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.

Tickets are $4.50.

....—"The Meteorological Aspects
of Air Pollution," by James
Edinger, associate professor of

meteorology, 7 pm, LS 2147.

Tickets are $4 and $1.75

(students).

Political: -

—"People's Lobby/' nooh.
Kerckhoff 400.

-^"Left Unity Coalition/' noon,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

E.Ct^-
—

:

—
Wednesday, April 19
—"Chang-GI: Chinese Chess/'

,7-10 pm, Ctiemlstry 4016.

—"Backpacking," 7 pm, Rolfe

3134.

(Continued on PaRe 19)

30TH FREE EVENING LECTURE SERIES

*The Student and Ecology - His Concern ond Action"

R L Mannes, Ocan o( Student Life, University of So«ith«rrt California
and a sttMlent panel from CalTecfi, Long Bcacft State, UCLA and USC

Wednesday, ApriM9, 1972
Olin holl o< EnginoTJng Auditorium, 6 P.M.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA

FLIGHT UPDATE
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EUOItillTY: Student!, foculty and itoH o< the Unlvortlty of California (all computet)

and immediate fomlly membert, rottrkted to tpoute, parentt or>d dependent children

if they livOk In the tome houtoHold at the eligible pottonger. Alto eligible ore mem-
bert of the U.C. Alumni Attoclolion orvl fomlllot (minimum memberthip 6 mqntht

prior to flight data for Alumni Asioclotlon membert).

Complete trov el Informotlon ond rotorvotlont ot: ^-«r;^

ASUC CAL CHARTERS TRAVEL CENTEIT
LOBBY, THE STUDENT UNION

Univ«rtity of Cdffomio, B«ri«l«y. California 94720
Phono: (415) 6423126

or dk : ASUCLA ChoHor Flighh
^»> 2mUwyMHAlQilaJ!hQDfca2S,122L.

Mask display
By Rufos Baker

DB Staff Writer

"Masks are something that

everyone is familiar with, but I

doubt' that most people are

familiar with the many uses

which masks are put to, aqd how
pervasive their use is throughout

the world," according to George

Ellis, acting director of the

Museum of Cultural History. The

Museum is showing "Image and

Identity: The Role of the Mask in

Various Cultures" through JiAe 3.

The display may be seen 12-5

pm, Tuesday through Saturday

and 1-5 pm on Sundays in the

museum in the Architecture

Building.

"What we've done is to choose

masks from throughout the world

to show several things," Elli^

said. "We want to show that

they've been around for a long

time, at least since 15,000 B.C.;

that masks have been used all

over the world, not ju^in Africa

and Oceania, but in zWope as

well; and to give an idea> of the

variety of functions for which
ffiasks have been usfed.**

^ - Map

Upon entermg the first

darkened room of the museum,
the visitor sees an enormous
contoured world map, pinpointing

the locations of 75 different

masks. Two closed-circuit

television sets present a con-

stantly-changing series of pic-

tures of masks.
The masks are displayed in

njLimerous cases, built into the

museum walls at varying angles

and dramatically highlighted by

coloured lights, designed by Jack

Carter. Each case features a

different application oif masks —
entertainment, concealment,

social control, physical protec-

tion, healing, fertility, power,
death ceremonies and religion.

in a separateeach use shown
display.

About 60 per cent of the masks
are from the museum's per-

manent collection, Ellis said, and
the remainder are loans from
galleries and private collections.

The exhibition was financed by
grants itrom the Trustees of the
Samuel H. Kress Foundation and
the Ethnic Arts Council of Los

Angeles, and was directed by P.P.

Delougaz.

Context

"This is not pnmarily an art

show, although many of the

masks are very artistic and some
are quite unique," Ellis said. "The
masks were selected for a broader

Context.

"The last part is a passing

comment on how we employ

psychological masks today. The

motivations for masks are the

same in other societies as in our

own today, despite a slightly

different way of using them,"

Ellis added.

The program should be of

definite use and interest to

students here, he said, especially

those in anthropology, African,

Latin-American, American In-

dian, Oriental and Indo-European

studies and art. ~- - m,

"We can say something about

people throughout the world

through the masks which they

use," Ellis said. "Masks can

perhaps bring us a little closer

together by showing that we're

essentially all the same, with the

same motivations, the same
problems."
^^HM(Paid Advertisement)

more than lUNM) -
eligible employees of

University of Calitinrnia

pay their auto insurance

by payroll deductton

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,
call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty
Sherman Oaks Los AngelM Long Beach

981-4000 625-7272

I

DONORS NEEDED FOR

SPERM BANK - INFERTILITY

RESEARCH CUNIC

(To be reimburfed adequately)

Medical Students, Intern* ond Grodua»e

Science Students _ ,^, __ ^
Caucasian. Negro. Oriental, Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut Indlviduols only

Please send description, phone number

and enclose current photo to

P.O. %m WXk\, LA. 90024

for further Information

426-2186

- >^

i'^

VF

THE
HEART J^^^EUROPE

-with love- (we call It Swiss Care)

ON YOUTH FARES ^

1 2th to 26th birthday, travel any day

SWITZERUNDfl
$352 basic fare, except

$370 during June, July, August

round trip from Los Angeles, valid one year

Air hores Subject To Chonge

Ask full details from:

SWISSAIR 5iow.6thS»,

lee Ainelee, CA 90014 (21 »|
629237?

Announcements
- Chinese Chess

'

The ExperimcnUl tk^ege is sponsoring a new class in Chang-gi:

Chinese Chess. Probably more than 2000 years old. the game is played
widely in Korea and China. Although the game is relatively easy to learn,

to become a master requires the ability to think logically. The class wili

be held 7-9 pm, Wednesdays, in Young 4016, and anyone can joui the class

at anytime. Any Korean and Chinese students who are already expert
players are welcome to participate and help to plan for future cham-
pionship games."^ Hockey Team
The Hockiey Club here is in the process of forming a hockey team that

will compete in league play. The club invites those interested to come to

the Santo Monica Ice Capades Chalet at the comer of 5th Street and
Broadway Avenue in Santo Monica Tuesday night at 10:30. In addition to

forming a team, the Club is seeking new members and would like anyone
interested in learning to play or just watch to attend Tuesday night.

Equal Employment
With the issuance of Revised Order #4, companies nationwide must

demonstrate compliance with legislation aimed at estoblishing equal
employment opportunities and conditions for women. '

In order to supply practical answers to these and other related

questions, Extension here will present a two-day conference at the In-

ternational Hotel in Los Angeles, April 19 and 20, which will stress the

workshop approach. Cost for the conference is $75 per person, $65 for

groups of 3 or more from the same organization.

Minority Grants
Applications for grant awards are available for Minority graduate

students in good standing. These grants vary from $100 to $500 and are
basedxmiirgent financial need. Students should submit supporting data.-
Forms for applying are available in Room 1254, or 1252, Murphy Hall.

Announcement of awards will be made by May 5, 1972. Applications will

be accepted up to April 21, 1972.

Volunteers Needed
- — Various organizgations are in need of volunteers to work in the

- community. The Community Resource Center in the EXPO Office

(Kerckhoff 176) has additional detoils on these and other projects. Call

ext. 57041.

— The Peoples Lobby needs volunteers to work in all phases of their

operation that is working for the passage of environmentol protection

measures;
— The Rincon Elementory School would like volunteers to work as

"^^egular classroom aid^, doing work with educationally handicapped,
mentolly retorded and mentally gifted minors. Also needed are volun-

teers to work with programs such as English as a second language and
'

science seminars. .^'- '^'^^'f;^'^ : -"

— The American Red Cross needs volunteers to help with the SPECIAL
OLYMPICS FOR RETARDED YOUTH: orientotion sessions are being
scheduled now.
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She stoops to What's on .

.

(Cootinaed from Page 18)
—"Cataclysmology/' 7:30-9:30

pm. Royce 264.
—"Astro-Yo9a Astrolooicai

Action Awartntss/' 8-10 pm,
Bunche AlZO.—"The System -of Sheikh
Wahshi DervishM (Sufi)/' 7:30
pm. Architecture 1?43A.

—'^Beginning Biallet/' 6 pm.
University YMCA, 574 Hllgard.—''Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of the Human

Mind Course," 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, SEP
Maturity and Systems," noon-2
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,
907 Malcolm Ave., Los Angeles
(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm. Co-

op Center, 2021 Barrlngton Ave.,
Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Life
Vocations," 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals of fropicat
Astrology," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

—"Photo Communications," 7-9

pm, Architecture 1224.——"KHysan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-
vival," 7 pm, Bunche 3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche
3157.

—"Study of Wagner's 'Der Ring
des Nibelungen,' " 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch Drive, North Hollywood.
—"Hand and Needle," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243B.
— "Intermediate Self-

Hypnosis," 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff
400.

,.—"Poetry Seminar/' 2-3: 30pm

,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"Yrotowski's Method of Voice
and Body Training for Actors," 7-

10:;$0 pm, Bunche 2221 E.

—"Health Free University,"
7:30-9:30 pm. Public Health 16-

071. ^£_
i^HBBi^(Paid Advertisement)

— "'Introductery Sport
ParactNrfing," 5-8 pm, sign up In

Boelter 3809.—"Poehry and the Short Story/'
for Non-native Speakers of

English, 4;i5:9i3Qpm^Bfl|fe 313L

—"Bridge Club," 7-10 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

URA Clubs:
Wednesday^ April 19

^
Meetings:

—"Ucrosse Club," 3-5 pm.
Field #7.

esday, April 19
"'"^ '''/'"« ^'*''*'" ^* p'"'

' ^ Ackerman Union 3517.

—"The Judo Club," 3:30-5 pm,
AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

—"The Hatha Yoga Club," 5-7

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—"The Kung Fu Club/' 1 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Amateur Radio Club,"
noon, Boelter 8761 (Southwest
Penthouse).

(Continued on Page 23)

—"Alpha Umbda Delta/' noon,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Water Ski Chib/' 2 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Mardi Gras/' 3-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Mortar Board," 4-6 pm,
Kerckhoff 400.

-"Mardi Gras," 710 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

,f.
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Everything youWe always wanted

idknow about Summer Session .

.
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Information on:

Fees
/! V ,

• Curriculum

Faculty

Accommodations
Recreation

i.^'

J»M»L

<;'•

Available FRE* at the

Office of Summer Sessions

Murphy Hall 1248
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bnASUCLA

Charter Flights is

another thing you
r

'*"'.
' .

won't have to

.. -^.v. 7.

vrorry about. iri««MMM*ilk«|Mi***«M*«

--f.
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Thai's because we use BOAC

•4- with its fine, traditional British cuisine.
* ^_ .^ .... -

.

•

British dish«s, such

4r:'
t

-v.-

.:25 ^rii^ .^rd 'oasf . rreaf, fresH Scotch sdmon, Lancashire

-^er OQt; &rat5«c oxt^ii^ and game pie—cs well as Continentai
-Try^ci^. ird 5C^C!<S lisnes of ottier British territories. Infor-

^'jf'or /^cr^tng Oofiy ^Qods, rdiigiotJS or medicd diets «
passec "o rre <jtchers before " -'"^ so fhxjt ahy special needs
cor ce Trer. "T^ere is a sterfF ia[3ei|>ieiei>y large enoogh to serve

a S^tt ptQre load of first doss pOMHigers iMlhin one hoif-hour

fQ 45 mmcres; And :3f course, there are complimentary pre-

pr-jrclial Oeverag^a, ^
.

Rsseorch is conffnitall^ beftif carried out \rtto \Moys of impro-
>^ «ng standards one preparing for service on BOACs jets.

An ejipenmental kitchen tests new ideas for menus, and a team
of cotenng ofhcers rov'd tihe -^orid to 9f^:iur9 top standqrds of >

cuisine are mef.

Ail ^ese benefits-ond many more—can only be offered to yoo
^^p?ugh g. top. ja.riin^

'- s ia yfry A.Si ICl A boixhosen BOAC
We nsist our passengers Sbve the best-because getting there
iPCi-iC oe a part of a great experience, ratherfhan a hassle.

ASUCLA Charter Flights operation is oufhorized ond a- •

pproved by the University of California on oil conripuses, for use
by all members "of^hat conrwnunity; It b responsole for being
dependable-seeing to it you will never be stranded, suddenly
cancelled or exposed to mediocre service. All flights ore ope-
rated and offered in occordarKe with oil Civil Aeronoutics Boord
regulations. ASUCLA Charter Flights schedule pre^ight o-

rientotion meetings, and orrarige for purchose of Euroilpasses.

We personally see off every flight, here and in London, with
on authorized permanent professional staff, capable of solving

problems that may arise. In cose of (Heovec^ forbidi) dekiys, o
p hospitality suite is provided. .

You wiN be traveling wfth felFow University of Calrfomia people,
attended to in the best of British trodttion, ond assured that
you will get back without problems. And you will be doing it for

a really remarkable low round-trip fare.

Thot's-becouse ASUCLA Charter Fttghtr twr interpi eleJ the ^

"^'official" port of our assignment to meon functional, smooth.
and most of all, be responsible, for oil your

- jj.

rf

W% not too late to swritch to th« bwt ~ tk« oHkiol
eSO Kirdliidl Myt . pKff 823>I22T

•

"*T»

•V.

iMi Icat if Cm.

T^ir;
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This b the olRciol ChoHer FlighK operation authorized and nmnu^ed W oMby ol iNHvonBy cv

VIMMM

)

It fMNid ever

it's fmiv. I don't

____ 00 ommi «l aH ti» UndHils is

?Sferm» I'd lifce to * «' >—« CMnpm.

^ Skmmm of mmof of tte tUofi that cooeen

!?"J^**SSfSlI*W much I looked

jJJkii^ (orwafd toMflM^iac like this for a

vSOflevwev • #^^^

Uui* that too n«r

l!!lf!r^uSM htaaeir. Whet^ dU
f^Je aodvtoat fMK MMV caOege dayal^?
"'SS^M^^I ««iM to colSe in a qiile different

.imMaterc than the imivenity atmoaphere is

SS^Tuberal arts colege in the middk <rf

{Tunnis and it was the depreaaion.M there was

man that ««<<^"«?iL2S5i%^
iMMi thoae days of the Mprtaiion and call

SSm the good oW day.. And rmaln^
ndtat becauae as yoo look hack you realise

SS was a grent humaniOf . thane was agreat

u.ar*nth between peopie when I was there. A
l^nSSSntThS: terms there but the

roUeae was by today's standvds okl fashioned

^^Iplaycd foothall andj I was on the swim-

mttm team »d hadto woA my way ud I had

3i of the best joU I've ever had in my
lifetime I waAed dishes in a giri's dormitory.

Mrralar: I md The Rise of RonaM
Reasaa " Md in it he mentions that there was

some campus unrest when you went to college

,1, 1928 and that as a freshman you wrere one of

the signers of a petilioo to ask for the

L^igoation of the pre^dent of the college and

introduced a resolution calling for a student

strike

Rrasaa: Not raalbr- We were in the

(jeprcssaon days and we had quite a mature

gnMJp of students. A greaf many of them had
been out in the world and Hi the rush days of

the a)'s had gotten out of high school and gone

to work becauK jobs were so plentiful and so

well paying. And then with the Dcpreaakm. and
with the crash, there were many people they

didn't want to emptoy. so many of these came
bad! to education. I was one of the small

-BMwherin the fmiiman claaajnfaohadcome
directly from high school. That particular

strike, and don't ask me now, from this van-

tage point, it seemed very right at the time.

The controversy had todo with the preskient of

the college. Becauae of the Dept iilon. in the

face of kywer revenues from the endowment,
his response was going to be such a trimming
back of the educational opportunities. Upper
classmen at the school at ttet thn* would have
found they coukl not cooiiiete thek' majors,

they could not come out with the teaching
certificates that they were working for at that

time In fact, they would have just wasted the

time they'd been in school. They would have
had to go some place dae. The preaident was
virtually alone on that side against everyone
else There were profeaaors there who. in fact

the entire faculty, was williM and dkl work
without pay for mdntha. And in that small
town, and in that era. the merchants carried
them andHet them run bills with faith that

something wouM happen. So in the strike,

there wrere no picket siitna, no demonstrations
and no trouble of any kind.-! waa asked to be
freshman representative on tV strike com-
mittecf. but the strike just simply ronsistrd of

not going to cteas. and yet undo' superviskm of

professors, in fraternity houses and dor-
mitories we kept up our grades, we every day
had study seasions and so forth, the basketball
tedh) kept on practicing, and we also managed
to tiave some social activities, like evenmg
dances in the gym and so forth. A week later

the trustees accepted the president's
resignation. Now the only thing I can claim to,

>& to ber^ at the time

meitnl. (from Royce Quad) Who is waim to
be the new regent that you must appoint to
replace Edwin W. Paidey and when will you
announce it?

Resgaa: Well, I will name him very shortly
and It will be before the next Refsnt's meeting
which will be heM in May, and mtil the an-
nouncement is made hi the normal channels. It

wouldn't be fair of me now to say who that
regent wiU be.

st«i**iit: (from Berfcely) Your gover-
norship, sir. I would like to direct your at-
tention to programs such as work stoidy and
university grant in aid. Since I go to the
university through public funds and hopefully
in the future I may generate a return to the
ume pubUc. my queatkn is how successful
wes the governor feel thoae programs such as
work study, educatkmal opportunity program.
and university grant in akfbaa been and does
the governor feel these wiO conthHie to receive
his support?
iteagM: Well, the aaaw«r to all those is that

I fed they are very irapactant and yaa they
«ill The past record of that support has been
that five years ago when I became govenor of
the state, the scholarship fund was loa than 15
m illion. it is now more than Ift milUon. We are
'rying to concentrate through one chMnel, the
^tate scholarship board. InfarmaUen on aU of
the programs that are available to students in
ralifomia because there is such an enormUy
and there is such a poaaibiUty of duplicatkm
and unfairness that we thh* there shoidd be
»ome source that we could go to to ftaid out the
dtftnbuion of thoe fundi. I mentioned the «28
million m the state '•>'*««"hlr fiaML Actually,
infcderal and slate hck» programs of that kind^ IS more than$m millkm available in the
Aate of California. /..

DIVf

,
(SFVSC) Yes. I woidd Uka to

""lintolate you on baii« audi • divorae man.
.l^J^ itcadlly ^ataist the poor, against
we woi«ng class, against Chicsnos. you have

m Ir^.^.^'*'^ «* thouaands of OUcanoo.
urS^'!^^"<'*c«*s"^ Aaims by cuttii«
O^EOP budgrt Why ar« you such a racist
Mg. man?

J^*^'- ^*^ Quaatkm I don't thhik ia what
you really want Mswerad. I battar aiwwar
jouratatement fbst. And yo«r statement is
•••d apon totally false and erroneous In-
lormation I have not cut back on thoae funds.
"^ misiBiderstandtaa cornea with regard to

**gVff» - BOi* It aaems apparently that
"^^^dfct figives that thero has been a™cU«» In EOP fimds. Each Ume that
'•wion has Uken place thero has been a
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reduction in the state contributkm only whan
we get uiformatkmthat the federalgoveromeot
IS taking up the slack and is able to give in
mcreased amowts So that each year there is
an increaaed amount available for these
programs Now let me just say one thii« here
Uiat we are kwking into now It was oir in-
dsrstandmg that Washington, when we did this
with regard to EOP because, as you know
there, are a number of these initial finds and
which are supposed to have different totals. In
this instance, we are concerned now that
perhaps there has been a lack of in-
derstanding with Washington and that perhaps
someof the finds that we have applied to EOPmi^ have some restrainta on them or some
guidelines that would usually get more money
that it might go to different people and they're
not getting it. And we're checking with
Washington to make sure that isn't so. If that
should be true, then we will review our sUte
position on EOP Because we have no intention
of cutting back on those programs. We want to
increase them to the best of our ability. Now
let me just take a second to answer your other
question. You young people today are being
subjected to aasaidts from all sides with
political views and opinions and so forth. One
of the great faults in our system, and it is still
the best system in the world, is the tendency to
believe political myths. Someone starts a
phrase, an expression. "He is against the poor.
he IS against this or that." and then we go
along. It is repeated and repeated usually frmn
biased sources until we take it for granted
Now I would like you. who are fair studei^, to
find or establish one instance of my ad-
ministration has done anything that would
warrant saying it is against either the poor or
the minorities. In these five years. I set out to
reduce the size of government, jut to give you
one example, and I have reduced it. The state
government of California has almost two per
cent fewer employees than it had over five
years ago. in spite of the work load increase in
most state departments that is as high as 30
per cent. And government is working ef-
ficiently. But at the same time we are
reducing the over all number of employees. I

also five years ago believed that there was not
a fair representation among state employees
of the minority communities. So whQe we were
reducing the overall number we have in-

creased by 11.5 per cent minority empkiyment
in state government. And Mexican-
Americans, Americans of Mexican descent,
have had the highest rate of inrease in state
government, it totals 21 .5 per cent. In addition
to that, in those exempt positions, those
positions that are not civil service that a
governor can appoint as department heads in
executive positions. I have appointed more
members of the minority community to such
policy making executive positions than all the
previous^govemors of California put together.
Now I have just given you some figures and let

me just add one admonition. Don't take my
word for it. Check it out and look at all those
figures in public. All are available. And do that
«with anyone else who comes before you and
tries to talk to you because you're being fed an
awful lot of things today in the media that are
just not true.

State Message '

Student: (from Berlwley) Governor, in your
State of the State Message you more or less
pledge yourself to the idea that no qualified
student should be forced to leave Berkeley w
be prohibited from attending any UC campus
solely for financial reasons alone. In light of
this. I'm curious as to why you have never ever
funded EOP and more or less procrastinated
on student proposals for increase funding in

this program?
Reagan : The university has provided its own

funds for EOP. With the limited funds that are
available from a public source we've taken
advantage of that ofoourse. You see, the state
support of the University of California is only
roughly aboit a third of your budget. The
actual tHidgetforthe University of California is

over a billion dollars and a part of that money,
a large part, comes from what are called
Regents funds. They are totally under control

of the Regents. They are funds that come from
the gifts and the endowments of the university.

Now. the university from the very beginning
has provided its own funds from these Regent
funds and other sources for EOP. We have thus

been able to use the rest of the money at the

state college level and at the community
college level. Now it is true that I believe this

about such funds and abut EOP. I thkik it is our
responsibility to see where can the dollars go
the farthest and help the greatest number of

young people. The average cost of educating a
state collcige student is half of what it is at the

university. And it is reduced further down to

just a little more than half of the state college

costs at the community college, llierefore the

dollars can go to that many more students if

we put out emphasis at these other levels and
so it is true that we have provided more EOP
at these other levels than we have at the

university and of course the university has
done it with its own funds.

SlaieNt (from Royce Quad): This queatkn
was inaudible It concerned Reagan's ophUon

of efforU to force Preskient Nixon to with<h>aw

all troops from Vietnam and end the bombfaig

of the north.

Peace plan
Reagan: My responae would be to urge you

to think about what you are suggesting. And
think about 100,000 young Americans who are

over there in the path of the enamy. The
Presidentof the United States s few weeks ago
offered a peace plan. I've often wondered,
what that peace plan that was so easily

discarded by so many, they di<hi*t even Usten

because it came from our country, I wondered
wh^t the effect might have been if that peace
plan had come with a Moscow dateline. Sup-
po^ that it had been Moscow that had
si«ggested an instant ceasefire, an end to the
killing immediately, the soldiers of all sides to
go home, the prisoners to be exchanged, the
government of North Vietnam under such a
proposal from Moscow, would have to step
iJQwn the war effort itself, submit itself to
another election which would be internatonally
supervised in which even some of the enemy
would be allowed to participate. And then
Moscow, would offer to use some of its
resources to rebuild the war-torn countries of
Southeast Asia, enemy and allied alike, there
would have been no bitterness, no vicitm, no
vanquished. It was a unique proposal of which
there was an end to the war in a way we have
never seen in all of man's history Now if that
offer had come from Moscow, and Washington
and Saigon had turned it down, I hav^ a hunch
there would be quite a march on Washington.
But the offer came from Washington. And it

was turned dovkrn. The answer to it was for the
first time undisguised, open invasion of south
Vietnam by the enemy. Now the president,
when we started the withdrawal program,
recognized there would be a time when our
forces by the withdrawal would be reduced to
the place where the enemy, unless the south

ttnamese could hold them off, without air
f>ort, the enemy would be able to overrun
men on the beaches, and it would be like
Dunkirk of World War II. And the

President made it very explicit to North
Vietnam. He said, 'Don't interfere. Let us get
our men out and we'll guarantee to you that
we're getting them out. But if you attempt to
endanger those men', then our President said,
'I'll do whatever has to be done to protect
them'. Now I don't understand how you young
people can fail to realize that these hundred
thousand mainly non-combat troops that are
left there now that haven't been brought home
yet. that are within some instances yards,
hundreds of yards of the enemy invasion force,
that you can believe that they can run up a
white Hag and say 'Look, you fellas can go on
fighting each other buy just ignore us, we're
just waiting for a plane home' and that they
would not he taken prisoners as mflltary
captives by the enemy. I say that the
President, the commander in chief, has a
responsibility to do whatever has to be done to
protect those 100,000 men and until the enemy
agrees to come and sit down to work out the
details of getting back prisoners, of ending this
war and of letting these men come home
without interference, I (hink he has to do what
he's doing and I think a much smarter thing
would be if all of us wrote him some letters and
told him that we agree with that.

April 22

Student: Governor "Ray-Gun", I think iU
very obvious that your very comfortable in

front of the camera. I'd like to know why you
don't come out to the colleges. I'd also like to
know if we can plan to see you marching April
22 to help end the war in Vietnam

.

Reagan : In answer to the second part oiy6vr
question I think that the President has kept his
word these last three years and has brought
this war which we inherited down from active

.

participation from more than half a millkn
Americans to less than 100.000 that I jiMt
mentioned and are still there. He is ending the
war and is ending it a way I think is consistant
with the whole international chess game that is

going on. And now with regard as to why I'm
here in a studio and not on a cam bus, let's put
in just one way. that this is theway to get to the

greatest number of people with the least ex-

pemfiture of time. This was not my idea, it is

the program of the UCLA radio and television
department and I think they're doing a great
job in their ability to bring this communkration
together from so many Tocatk>ns. I would be
delighted to be on campus all the time. I was at

one yesterday at Loyola. I try to get to the
campuses as much as I can but its a little

embarrassing to know that you're a kind of
typhoon Mary that carries riots wherever you
go. Now up there in those Northern California
campuses, most of those students gathered, as
you have gathered here to hear me, t>ut t)et-

ween me and those students was a little

militant band, principally from people from
the Berkeley street movement, who traveled
by bus. They didn't belong on campus, and
they made it virtually impossible to have this

kind of communication back and forth. I have
tried communkrating and meeting with groups
of your student body officers and journalists.

We have selected student groups that have
come to the capital. There is nothing I would
like to be able to have more than these types of
opportunities because I believe that we only

get into trouble when people are talking about

each other, rather than to each other. I think

you might be surprised at bow much alika

some of our views are if we could actually get
together. But wtiat would you do about the
little t>ands that make it impossible for us to

communicate? -

Moderator : I was just wondering, as I sit here,

hearing you as governor, giving out all the

facts, how do you retain all that infbrmatkn to

come out here?
Reagan : That's a technical questkm and I just

have to say I'll have to go back and And out

about that. But I thhik we have a unknie

system of running the show out there. It took a

little doing at tint to get Cabinet members and
all to do what I'm going to describe:

Three times a week, all policy matters that

come out of Cabinet meetings and in these

Cabinet meetings there is the Cabinet, my
staff, a few department heads involved with

the issues to come up. and then they're batted
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back forth, and fully discussed and an me
informatkm has been put out on the table about
this particular issue, and I hear this debate.
The hardest part was to get cabinet mem-

bers to discuss another cabinet member's
problem At first, they thought a cabtaiet
meeting should be run where one cabinet of-
ficer rqDorts a new situatkn and I'm supposed
to come up with an answer and establish the
policy. And finally they got persuaded it was
like a board of directors. Alright then, I have to
make the deciskn and that's what happened
most of the time. There have been times when
I'd look over my shoulder and wish there were
someone that I could turn to. There isn't.

The infrequent thing is where sometimes I

have to say "Now kwk, we'll come back at this
one again and I need more information
because I just haven't heard enough in-

formation upon whkh to base a decision." And
Visually, a couple days later, in the next
^meeting we'll come back with additional in-
' formation.

Televlslea Polities
Moderator : One of the commentaries said you
were never so qualified to take advantage of
the new age of television politics. I'm just
wondering how you personally feel about your
professional training as an actor and if that
really had some effect with the television
cons^tuency.
Reagan: Well, I suppose any one of us. in the
sum total of all previous experiences, say in

my particular fiek). yes, I think the fact th|it

the camera doesn't terrify me anymore
because I made a living in front of it, then this

is like the man who is in politics, who was a
lawyer, who then finds that his own legal
background and training enables him in

another way to do the job. Yes, this is

beneficial.

I sometimes wondered what it must be like
for a man who was never in public life, like in

the entertainment world, when he was first

faced with press conferences, cameras, the
snapping shutters and audiences and so forth.

Moderator: Do you think that should be a
prerequisite?
Reagan: Well, I'll tell you. I've found an awful
lot of times when the previous experience has
been helpful, but even in a different way. They
talk about an actor's instinct and it's the basis
of interpreting the role; you'd be surprised in

politics how that same kind of an instinct on
the mention of the policy deriswns. is useful.
Student: (from Berkeley) Governor Reagan, I

would like to direct your attention to the
problems of the gay communities of Los
Angeles, California, the United States and
around the world, if you like. Now, I'd like to

know what your feelings are concerning the
efforts of the many gay brothers and sisters

across this state and across the nation con-
cerning their rights, and so many other related
areas, that the gay communities are banding
together in facing the problems that we live

under. I would like to have a very serious
answer from you. Now I know the response,
the response in the past, not only from public
officials but many others has been one of,

humor. Now, please, a veryi Serious question'
requiring a serious response. ' ^'->*^

Reagan: Well, I'm not going to treat it with
humor, if that's what you're afraid of. I don't
think I'm an expert in the particular field.

Also. I think the problem of people who have a
problem that is physical or psychological is a
very serious and a very real problem.
As far as government is concerned, I cer-

tainly would support nothing that would in any
way persecute a person for v^at he is con-
sidered in most professional circles, as a
medical problem AlUI -can say is no anti-

discrimination should be permitted, and I

think the goveroment ought to stand ready,
particularly in any areas where it deals with
problems of either physical or mental health,

to do whatever it can do to help in these
situations.

Decisions
Student: (from UCLA) The question was
inaudible. It concerned the governor's most
difficult decisions in offke.
Reagan: Well, two come to mind im-
mediately. Sometimes I wonder if there are
ever any easy ones. You get by a hard one and
you think "Now. well that's over with " but it

seems as if the most common thing that
happens in the governor's office, you arrive in

the morning, you look at the folders in the desk
and in comes the executive secretary and he
says 'We have a problem " and that's kind of

the opening line, but the two. I suppose the
loneliest moment that a governnor could ever
have and I have had it once, was on the oc-

casion of an execution — and you are alone.

The hardest decision was one in an area in

which I suppose I was just guilty of the cliche

thinking until I became governor said all the

things everyone has always said about it. and
this had to do with the abortkm legislatkn.
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This highly controversial andcQiotional piec* •

of legislation was going forward t«r«n the floor
and there was a groat dIvMon in ths
Legislature I was bekig pressured by those
wtM said "When it gets there, you have to veto
It " by others wtio said. "You've got lo pass
this" I was getting pressure from every kind
of group of citiaens. And I really had never
before in my life, as I say. given anything but
the cliche thing about "Oh yes. an unfortunate
chikl." and so forth, should it be born. But now
I had to make a decision.

Well, I suppose I did more research and
more study and sought more counael and-

».
-

_4»

advkre on that than anything that has ever
come before me. I realised that now I coukhi't
get by on just saying what I might personally
think
Modcralor: Then you agree with Harry
Truman that the bucks stops . . .

Reagan: Oh. yes. I sought medical. I sought
theological, advke. I sought legal advice. I

finally came to the conclusion that I could
support legalizing the abortion laws on the
basis of self-defense. I could recognise the
right of a mother to defend herself, her health
or her life, and I included her mental health as
well as her physical, against the threat of even
her untxHTi child, just as we all have the right
to take human life in defense of our own, and
that is inherent in our Judao^lhristian
tradition, that we have that right. And it

doesn't say you only have the right against this

kind of person and not that kind of person. I

agreed that on the basis of self-defense, and I

included too that a woman had a right to not
have to bear the cliild that was the result of
rape. So. this was communicated to the author
of the bill, who had agreed that he wanted the
bill passed and he agreed to take amendments
to fit that package.

I still believe in that, I strengthened my
belief in it. Now, I know a great many young
people today have a different idea on that
particular prok>lem. They seem to think that

an unboro child is a kind of tumorous ex-
crescence and that the woman herself should
be the only one who makes a decision on this.

I'd like to suggest to you a legal problem . We
recognize, in our law. the ripit of an unlwra
child to have property. Indeed, unborn
children have been awareded the verdict in

civil suits regarding damages and so forth.

Now. here is a woman, married and pregnant,
and her husband dies. His will has left hta

entire estate to her and any progeny of their
marriage. The law says her unboro child is the
owner of half his estate.

But the same law that gives that property
right does not give the unborn child the right to

protect his life because that woman can have
an abortion now and actually kill that child and
assume, as a reward for that murder, the
other half of the estate. And its a strange
dichotomy in the law and I think some people^
should think about it. .

Student: (Royce quad): The question was
inaudible. The question concerned Reagan's
opinion of the right of students to demonstrate

^against an ^Immoral war,' and thereby at-

tempt to stop the bontbing of north Vietnam.
. Reigaa: I will resist the temptation to reply to
ttibai last phrases became this again is the'
kind of rewriting of history that I mentioned
earlier in which we say someone did
something I don't know that there's been any
established caae where the police rioted
against citizens. You want to know about your
right to have this demonstratkn. Yes, I agree
with your legal right, but I do wish that some of
you would question your moral ritfit.

The moral right that I speak of is that
young people, whether you know it or not.
people of your own age are in danger from an
'enemy that right now engages itaelf in

shooting rockets, artillery shells into the'

civilian areas and into cities, killing civiliana.

And do you have the moral right to lend
comfort and 4id to an enemy that seems to be
resolved to continue his aggresskn, to con-
tinue his sssault against these yoing men?
Now you say that the Preskient has proved
that this was not a peace plan. Find me any
instance in this plan, anything that is a trick in

any way, any instance.
Cease fire, a return of the troops to their own

countries, an instant end to the killing snd an
exchange of the prisoners, and then the Saigon
goveroment to resign and an internatknally
sponsored election and this gets us back to this

1964 Accords which were never signed by the
United States or South Vietnam for one
specific reason: in 1954, when the terms, the
accords of Geneva, called for 300 days in whkh
people could cross the border, the 17th parallel
north or south, without interference and could
go either way and live in whkhever half they
wanted to. and hi which the French troops
were to be withdrawn for t%ro yean, and no
increase in them.
The remataidcr of Reagan's text wOl appear hi

tomorrow's Dally Brain.
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(Paid Advertisement)

The Black
= Students' Union
Ethnic Film Series

Presents

i "Imitation of Life"
a motion picture classic de-

picting the life^ struggles of
being Black at a time when
white was right.

''As Long as the River Runs''
prodtu:ed by the survival of

the American Indian Associ-

ation portraying the battle

for Indian rights in America,
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y Services Offered . . . .

BRENTWOOD Coop Nyrsery. Ages 2 1/2 - $•

9 13 PM S25 A parent participation school.

Barr.ngton ParK 4$) 403». (UA25)

EUROPE
EAST AFRICA

ONE yyay and round trip student ntglM%.

inexpensive stodtnt camping »•«"
Ihroufl»o«rt West and Cast Eurgpt, Incli^ng

R«.»"l SOFA Agent 'o^ •"•[:?«W»n
student charttr flight*. C»";VV"5. JJil
San Vicente Blvd., Suit* M, LA, Calif., t004f

.

Tel: (213)M*544»,I2»-0»S5

IF voo »re going to the Continent thi$

summer, why .$ your flight only to London?

A.r France to Pans form S342 for anyone 12-

25 82* 1201,625 7171. <17 A 25)

Our 11th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

CHARTER FLIGHTS

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your

requirements. 387-1548.

toLONOON(RTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

S1M.00OW
S 15.90 OW
$«4.30OW
$172.00 OW

(UA24)

87*5

EXCITING Office .h Beverly Mills Recep-

t.on.st fyp.sf thorthand Full or part time.

CaHG.ia,27»^lW (•A2*).

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into

Colorado wilderness from $15. P.O. Mx
18427, Denver, 80218. (UOTR)

STUDENT General housedeamng. Two
bedroom & den home 52 $0 hour. One day

every two weeks, your convenience. Car

necessary Call. 223 3191, ext 44 /nites, ASA-

STOP SQUEEZING. You're causing

scarnrtg Blackheads j^Whiteheads

eliminated DermaVac '^/»"»J,o
troductory visit. Alice Mogan, RN. '3W7010

Hundreds of departure dales and
idestinations. Request free travel info

SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 277-5200 or IZf-

3111, 9875 Santa Monica 61., peverly

Hills. (17A24)

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East

Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041

Wilsh.re Blvd., LA 90025. 478 0M4. (17 QTR)

3143
(8A20)

I
'JAJO )

^Lost& Found 9

Lost" Qpal nng small stones /princeM

sett.nq Personal value only. Reward. 851-sett.nq

3228/825 3901, X 29. 19 A 24)

y Personal . - •--•-,j«=.».*:

LOST Contact lens, blue. White case, April

10 13 Reward 478 2613, eves. (9 A 19)

"•t«,

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

JtEfUSED? .TOOm
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

EUROPE, S220-$275 R.T., also Israel *
Japan, Spring, Summer, ft Fall fligttts,

E.S.E.P., 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA 90048. 451-

3311. ESEP-UCLA members. - (17aTR)

STl/DENT DISCOUNTS
396 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

PHEGNANT> Need help* Call Lifeline, 981

HELP (50TR)
VOdds&Encfj W

y free ...

•T—

FREE lovely Proletarian pupp.es, 8 weeks
old international breeding, already had
puppy shots Eves 274 9129 fF« A 19)

luSifLja^-tl^^^^ iNTEll,iGENt .j^iendly k.ttens 7 weeks
old with shots Steve «$2969 or 473 OJW; Of^

K,»r(n 479 1 J*4 (FR A 19)

4.

\.^

4 Enferiainmeni

4-

SINGLES 21 45 only Foreign songs, dances,
bicycimq sail.nq, skiing, like variety* Picas
Club OR 8 7773 . (6 A 25)—: 1,

—

^

OASTKAUS Loreiei- German beers, wine A
»ood Ffiday^ Saf" entertainment 22*0

W. stwood Bl Tel 474 931' (6M2)

4 Help Wanfed ....... 8

UNOERGRAD coed .ampus represen-

t.itiv. Enqlish m^ior Write ad-

virtis* mints Resume B & B Enterpriies.

)0' S Ronbury Or BH (8A24)

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks. Untquity, Box 990-

B. Venice, 90291 Phone 391 0933. (10 QTR)

l/Polifical . . . .... .
.'. //

EVERYNftMERICAN SI^OULD KNOW
experimental warfare in Vietnam

radar guided weaponry
American Friends slides. Save Our Soldiers

'

Speaker, April ^1. SI, program 8:00, Pot
Luck, 6 30, bring food

Unitarian Society of LA West
3744 Barnngton, Mar Vista, 986-2737

-, 2biockswe&t of McLaughlin
lust north of Venice Blvd.

i

BRENTWOOD co-op nursery. Ages 2 1/2-5. 9-

12 PM S25 A parent participation school.

Barnngton Park 451 4039. (16 A 20)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily - 474-

3350. (UA20)

AUf6 "insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, 839-7270 or 870

9793 or 456-2544. (16 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery^ Free service. 24

hr. phone, 274-9119. (16 QTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sot>el,

781 5527, 873-$81$, Eves. 783-3509. (14 QTR)

^'

EMPLOYMENT counselor salesmen.
Counselor lor Witshire Ambassador »rt»
Agency Commission basis Mr. Lillie, 380

Oni 5^
. ' * (8 A 19)

't—litMl Iff*Ml ' - ' '•••

,
—^^.—^^ '

-

SUMMER Jobs Teach sw.mniing. move
lurn.ture, tram horses, or give pony rides.

Service s Unlimited, '75 9521 (8A21)

LOCAL Coffee Shop Part time, no. ex-

perience necessary Call between 3 PM 4

PM 478 5462. , (8 A 25)

APT Mqr 29 units, WLA Long term grad
stud4-ni. 76 plus, single or, married, avail,

.^(lernoons, rent tree turn single apt. 273-

83S1 (8A20)

PSYCHOLOGIST wanted to audit active
incnuntii group No pay but group ex-
mritnct 478 7588. - 1IAH1_.

y/ For Rent .... ....;. j 12

TWO weeks free rent. One bdrm, S180, two
bdrms, 5245 Fantastic closets, Bundy near
SM 277 1818. 820 S0S8, eves, (12A21)

V Rides Offered . . . 13

LEAVING for New York after April 23.

Share expenses/driving Call 824 1785. (13 A
21)

T For Sale 15

Would you like a bustViess of your own? Yoi*

don't need an office to start. Begin at home,
full or part-time Ideal for husband and wife

teams Call 347 6130. No obligation No in-

formation over phone. Let's have coffee and
talk.

KEYPUNCH Operator Immediate full
iimi optnmq on campus, 2 yrs exper.
'< quirt d Contact Gwen Nelson, 825 4255 (8
A ?4 '

Ni&MT Dirtctof Preschool Crenshaw area
Hi, .>ppro» 4PMtonPM Call Mrs KUrti,
I'O J816 morns only (8A24)

2 FORD van seats blue. New condition. $50

each Campus, 825 7481, home 374 1808. (15

A 25)

13' LONE Star sloop Dacron sails, trailer.

Perfect condition S500 /best 825 6473 or 988

3458 (eves.) (15 A 19)

LEAVING country Must sell '66 VW Bug,
Enqi.sh racing bike (10 speed). Steel string

flu 1 1 a r G R 2 4024 , .__ , „ AM A 25

)

MARTIN Guitar D 18 s w/hard shell case.
Excellent condition 3 months new. Must
sell 392 4743 evening (ISA 19)

2 EXCELLENT Hollywood beds 530 each. 1

with cover ft 2 bolsters 515 additional. 472

7342 (15A25)

STUDENT INSURANCE

Enrollment for Studont -Accidoot

& Sickness Insurance at bargain

rates for yourself A qualified

dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,

accidental death, surgical,

arnbuUnce, ft out patient

benefits on a viforld wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information A appticatton,

contact ttie Associated Stvdents

Service Center, Kercklioff Hall,

room 140,' or calf tlS-Oill^ ext.

Mf.

4Travel U
infT^er

i-
'It.

OiwECTOR lor large, modern preschool.
Cxn-.h.iw Afvit Must be experienced,
i)imbte quiililied by Soc. Serv Dept.
siiinciHrds Send letter and resume to
Proqr.im Coordinator, 816 Lincoln Blvd.,
V.n.c Ch 90291 (8 A 24)

NEED babysitter to loOk after 'daughter
between } 00 6 00 PM, occassional week-
days Cat required If you liked "The
Courtship 01 Eddy's Father", you will love
this lOb Please call Michael Maglolf, 238-

8700 (8 A 24)

ELECTRIC guitar Like new, with plush

case SSSor best offer. 473 5283 (15 A 24)

CARICATURE artist needed for Mardi Gras
Booth Voluntary Leave message at 825-
2275, try again J8A20)

BABYSITTER wanted. MW afternoons. 3 yr.
ft 4 mo old Olympic La Cienega 657 5593, 9
AMtPM (8 A 19)

FULL time summer lobs camp counseling
•or national parks. 471-9621. Services
'iniimited

( A21)

HEAVY Cleaning Floors, windows, gar-

dening Part time Flexible hours. Car
helpful. S3 20 /hour 828 1300. (8 A 2S)

NEEDED Student flying to PittsburgA, Pa.,

in June to accompany children. Details, call

eves. 926 5163. (I A 21)

PENTAX Spotmatic F 1.4, never used.
Super multi coated lens. Case, filter. Need
cash, sacrifice 397 5571. (1SA24)

FLUTE. Armstrong. Excellent condition,
585 Phone 474 5060, morns and eves. (ISA

h
MATTRCSSES Valley State marketing
grad «.an save you 40 SO^e on all qualities, all

sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets Call'me today. Richard Pratt.

886 0400 (15 QTR)

COUCH, 9 ft winged; bed, twin, w/frame.
Good condition. Asking 535 ft 515, respec-
tively 476 5302. (ISAM)

EUROPE, Israel this sui

unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti. plenty free ttme.

Exp in Travelling, 986 2411. (17QTR)

EUROPE ft MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under 5100 one-way
Study ft Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. 5130

CONTACT; SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif
. 91403

PHONE. 872 2283 or 784 1677

^>-.

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student
rates/cards sinte 1959. EASC. 323 N. Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills, 90210, 276-4293. (17 QTR)

wcobiNO gown and veil by Priscltla. sitv~
10. After 6, 994 0586 or 661-0486. ( 1 S A 21

)

STEREO need bread, must sell my new
equipment. Please call 477 74»4. (IS A 26)

2 STUDIO beds good condition buitt in

storage covers and bolsters included Both
545 559 2731. (15 A 20)

GREEKS:

lawBUSY attorney needs girl to work in
"••"' — '• ••— - Hours flexible. Call Mr.

(•All)
ollice part time
Kannc.277 6620.

SPANISH handmade guitar with hard case,
5/5. Perfect cond, 665 3990 (ISA 19)

HOUSEHOLD furnishings. Excellent con-
dition Bdrm, dining, llvingroom.
Reasonable, private. Weelidays. 477 9097;
weekends. eves: 823-6063. (IS A 19)

Group it to Europe this Summerl

Four weeks of relaxed study for cbireoe
credit, then two or four weeks of total
freedom 5695 to 5825 includes travel, meals
rooms, classes

CALLGlNA,8telOrp.M.
•150742

DANCER Actress ( 16 35) /actors (30 SO) lor

lead roles Graduate film preiect. Ren. 394

5041 (•A 24)

PART time lObs available in West LA for

college students. 47S-9S21 Services

unlimited - (•Ai9)

WANTED: Pre type 10 speed Aluminum
frame Around 24 pounds Call Don, 835 0050

days.only. (WA19)

OO Getters sell membs . distributorships,

MM* pre4it consumer club, heav i profits

dwfin^expanMon 446 1446x45. (8 A 10)

FOR Sale 16mm Bolex 3 matching lenses
Tripod. Must sell. 537S or best offer. 394-
'*" (IIAIH

THE ECONOMICS
OF THE COLD WAR
BY ROBERT SMITH

$1.2S

At Your Bookstore
Or

Hudson Rand Press
1 1 1 0rchard Street

.^ Monroe, NY. 1«fso

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia Europe, $ America, Africa, etc
All professions, occupations, 5700 S3,0«d
monthly Expanses paid, overtime. si«ht
seeing Free info write Jobs Overseas,
Oept P6. P O Box 15071, Han Dieao. CA.
*'"* TUAtS)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

iPtClAL RtDUCTlONS TO
FRlt CATALOOUI ALSO lURAILPAtf

EUROCARS
OW Sunset Blvd . LA 90049 27MJ44

$77

I NEW YORK
JUNE 1S0NE-WAY

(HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2

JULY 1 JULY 16

) TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE17 SEPT1
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

S75

S17»
ptut land

Also Stud«ntrail and EurailpassM, Car Purchase

Insurance, Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERSA AIS/EXITS
9066 Santa Monica Blvd.

^ ^.A. 90069
274 8742

J ^^% bik. aast of Santa Monica/Doheny)

c|n «'.-•••

official ^ ^

charter flight .

operation ^

authorized and ..

approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's->

IH first class
-'--'-

.
-

service.

LALONDON/LONDONLA
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La fin du what's on. .

.

(Continued from Page 19) •

—"Mountaineers/' noon.
Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

--"Organic Garden Club/' 1-4

pm, Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera:

\ A/ia 8/28

3 6/21 8/16

4 6/22 8/15

S 6/26 9/6

^
.,,1

6/25

6/27

9/13

8/25

8 6/28 9/9

9 6/28 9/16

to 6/29 8/29

11 7/1 8/27

11 7/4 9/2

14 7/8 8/17

15 7/11 8/10

.17

18

7/12

8/12

9/31

^/13
- -r -7^ ----——

71

56

54

/2

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

'$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

Available only to bonafide members gf the

University of California including students,

faculty, staff, and their immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.

Charter flight

•

Kerchkhoff Hall ;05 D
Between • a.m. A 5 p.m

t2$-l231

OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS TO India,

Kashmir A Nepal - Trans Africa - Latin

America. Travel and camp off the beaten
track to some rather interesting unexplored
areas in 4WD trucks. Write Richard Hass,

Box 1408, Bellingham, Wa. 9I22S for detailed

intormation. (17M

STUDENT trips and Mimi treks Europe,

North Africa, Orient. Call Student Travel,

4«1-St9t. (17 A 19)

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AND

EURAILPASSES!
Any make/ any model.

Call 'Fred' (213) 783-8453

FOREMOST EURaCAR
EUROPE this summer? Unregimented
programs 4 or • weeks. Experiments m
Traveling, n4 2411. (170TR)

tth ANNUAL JCT FLIGHTS

EUROPt: FROMMIf ROUNOTRIP

JAPAN: FROMSMt ROUNDTRIP

fLiUHT CHAIRMAN 27l-««32, •M-2401

4241 Overland, D*pt. A.
Culver City, C«. f«2)0 . .d]

y/Tuforing ....... 18

ORE, LSAT, oftMr to»t preparation. IB-

dividual and small group Instruction.

Academic Guidance Svc». WO So. «d*«^V^;
«S7-4M0. (HOTR>

^Jypthg 19

LOW ratt» /quality typliifl - F«p"'
dissertations, thtttt. baolift. ate. Free

editint Cmtrgancy farvlCa. Call, tM*
4449 (1»MI»

U«»i

Using tti« desert as a backdrop for the ex*

pression of chofeograpttar Oilfra Hoirs concept

that "it is not tlie sameness of people ttiat is in-

teresting and exciting, but their differences." To

implement the concept, the dancers emerge from

the barrenness of the desert sctna to celebrate

their own unique qualities, r-^.'

Miss Holfs vvorks will be presented with two
ottier Master's candidates/ Cecilia Bowman and
Judy LevequO/ as their thesis concert. Ttie concert

is titled "We Three" and will be at 8:30 pm/ April

21, 22/ 23 in W.G. 208. Tickets are on sale at ttie

Central Ticket Office, for information call 825-

2953.

-^"Draft Counseling/" schedule
for spring quarter. Law 2114:

Monday/ 9-5, -7-9 pm ; Tuesday/ 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday/ 9-2 pm , 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.

—"Medicus/" 3-5 pm, Wed-
nesday, Young 2224. MCAT
(Medical college admissions test)

REVIEW for pre-meds talking the

test this year.

—"Mortar Board/" national
honor society for senior women/
invites any woman who has at

least 144 units and a 3.0 GPA (o

picic up a Mortar Board In-

formation sheet in the Mortar
Board mailbox/ located outside

Kerckhoff 304-C, before Saturday,

May 13. <; . .

—"VISTA OHicO/" at 5101 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer Interested in

conducting an art class every

Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
—"A male volunteer/" with

knowledge of bicycle building Is

needed to be friend and help a 16

year old probationer.

—"Applications for Summer
Emptoyment" are now available

for minority students In Kerckhoff

320.

—-"Tutoring opportunity/" one

night a week from 7-9 with the Los

Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the

EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or

call ext. 57041).

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops/" Informal, drop-In

groups for people who wish to gain

experience In speaking situations

and to increase their ability and

ease in expressing themselves

will meet 3-5 pm each Thursday In

Social Welfare 271. Experience

with videotape feedback can be

Included In the workshops, if the

participants desire.

The Learning Skills Center Is

offering Study Seminars for

students who want to explore

ways to organize their studying,

1:15 to 5^ pm, Thursday, Social

Welfare 271.

DAILY
BRUIN

4

^Typing... J9 ^Apts furnished . ... . 21 ^ House for Sale ,.r^. 26 /Autos for So/e ., ...i 33 )/Autos for Sale . .M
RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscrijpts. Reliable. Experienced. CaH
828-1Ul (19 QTR)

LOWEST rates, theses ft-ldissertations. IBM
Selectric. Fast, experienced, reliable. Also
editTng. Mifie, 477-4M2. (If A 21)

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, hooks, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid Kerviee. 7i0.1074 t le nrm
FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-330*. (19 QTR)— ' »

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed-
resuits. Eves after S: 30,weekend^. Sharon,
838 SAI7. (19 QTR)

SECRETARIAL Services: (Cng. major)
Legal experience, manuscripts, tapes,
editing, S.M. 39S1M9, 394-)9IS. ( 19 A 19)

UNIQUE Ibdrm, furnished, with shag rug
and private entrance, new paint and new
beds. One block to campus. 10944 Strath-
more Dr. 477-7687. .(21 A 21)

APARTMENTS - Furnished. Bachelor fla*-
w/hot plate, refrig., private entrance, bath.
SSS share /SI 10 private. 479-99U, 479-7194. SSS
Gaylcy. (21 A 20)

IBM typist wants term papers, disser-
tations, research, scientific, etc. Moderate
rates. OL 3-9910. (19 A 19)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

6 Barbie, 828 2365, Mae, 396 5182. >(19ATR)

IBM Executive (car|Mn) editing, shorthand
dictation Term papers, theses, statistical,
what have-you. (19 A 20)

IBM'S new Selectric, t/ typewriter (carbon
ribbons). ..Experienced. ..accurate work...-
Please call 394-8295. (19 A 20)

$100-115. Bachelors, utilities. Near bus,
parking. 12014 Wilshire Blvd. West L.A. 479-
2201, 828-2995 eves^ (21 A 20)

ENJOY living in this relatively new, large,

air conditioned single. Pool - Garage. 641

Landfair. 479-5404. (21 A 17) ..

4 Apts Unfurnished .... 22
""''•"

' r • I - !*! >i^MMMM

S200 UNFURN. S.M., 1 3/4 bath, newly dec.
lai-ge balcony. Days, 474-8472, eves, 828-

0394. (22 A 21)

OWNER Must Sell...2-bdrms/den, 2 bath.
Best buy in high-price location. Only $32,500.
Wynn, 477-7001. (26 A 20)

BY Owner. 34>drm. large livingreem, dining
area, w-wcarpet^, fireplace , double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to

schools, freeway^. 535,950. Woner, 479-

3452. (26 A 19)

ORIENTAL - Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room/study, 7 baths/fabulous view. One
acre. Encino, $57,900. 783-5131. (26 A 21)

'67 FIAT 1500 convertible. Rebuilt engine.
$850 or best offer. 398-3336. (33 A 24)

I ,, I m II i^w ., ——^^^^^^^1—w^^w^»^M^—

—

'65 VW. 32,00»0 miles. $650, Private party.
Phone, 836-6211. (33 A 20)

' —' *" .-"- «

'66 CHEVY Super Sport tonvVi^lble'. Low
mileage. Nees seme body work. $4S0/or
make offer. 271-0896. (33 A 19)

'67 MGB roadster. Excellent condition, nu
top, rebuilt engine. Must be seen. Best offer.
Phone, 836-8648. (33 A 24)

'70 VW, good condition, stick, red, 17000
miles, S1695. 390 3202 BXT 992. (33 A 19)

A.H. SPRITE, top (new), windows, $50. Call
475 4712 early/leave message, 944-31 18. ( 33 A
19)

BY Owner, 3-bdrm, large livingroom, dining
area, w w carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, freeways, 535,950. Owner, 479-
3452. I (26 A 20)

CA^APUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac
curate Tom, 473-0031. (19 QTR)

TYPiNG-Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Si'iectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
826 7472. (19 QTR)

EOlTH - IBM typing. Theses, term papers ,

manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neafC
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. ( 19 QTR

)

SRENCM: Exam preparation, intensiv*

anguage itody, translation, literature. Call

ormer U <tLA teacher for results. 828-

>366. (18QTRI

FRBNCH/SPANISM/ITALIAM: «
.

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive reselti •nv

exam, lasy conversational •"•»»^,iViTB»
473-1492. {HQ^^'

PRENCH, German, Russian, Italian,

•nathematics. Tel. 469-6442. •«P?';
European professor. Teach also poetry. ( 10 *
»> ^,>...,^ -^^ ^... ->-•— .

I i>i I

'

FRENCH for Travelers with experienced

French native teacher: Conversational
method No Translation. Call now, 475-

1»0T (18 A 28)

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers,
done promptly, carefully. Selectric
'vpowriter ( Pica Courier ). Mrs. Rita
Sokolow, 398 9880. (l» A25)

"/ Wanted 20
WANTED Volunteer Spanish-speaking "Big
r n". '*"^ * ^''- "•** •••'' Approx. 5 hrs/wk.
Laii Infant Studies Project. 825-6SS1.(20 A 19)

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not,
wrecks too. Free tow-aways. 391-9640, 835-

1
**^ (20 A 19)

WANTED. Protype 10 speed. Aluminum'fame Around 34 pounds. Call Don, 82S-00S0

^^11^211, , (2<1A191

>/Apfs Furnisfied 21

BACHELOR. $fo, kitchenette. Very clean!
spc manager at 11158 Massachusetts Ave.,W.L.A, or call 473-0757. (21 A 21)

^I*e.l!-^? *••*•••• »• ****^*' »'• Heated
pool. »un deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473-
**" (21 QTR)

IDEAL for Doctor. $265. Byrd built, charm, 1

bdrm & den, fireplace (wood), seaview,

sundeck, utilities. 419 Ocean Ave., S.M. 394-

7829. (22 A 19)

2 BED studio, $225. Fireplace, 2 baths, carp.,
drap., stove, refrig. 11946 Goshen Ave.
W.L.A. 395-8682. (22 A 20 )

1 BED S160 /w stove, refrig., carp., drape.

Near market, W.L.A. 1443 S. Bundy Drive.

3958682. (22 A 20 )

2 BED, 13/4 bath, fireplace, kitchen built-

ins, patio, carpets, drapes. Building 1 1/2

yrs. old, near campus. 1421 S. Amherst.
(Call after 6:00 PM, Bill, 826-8425).

$250/month. (22 A 21)

TWO bdrm, unfurnished, Wilshire-Fairfax
area, one block north of Wilshire, excellent
transportation, reasonable rent, garage,
available immediately. Phone 487-1636. (22 A
25)

4 Apts fo Sf}are 23

BEAUTIFUL large contemporary^ 3 A 2 ft
family, view, pool size yard; near UCLA,
$49,950. Owner, 986-0197. (26 A 20)— -i

BUILDERS must sell! Custom close-in
compact home for couple. Minimum
upkeep. 2 bdrms. 1 1/2 baths, gpod financing
available. Call 474-7719. (26 A 19)

yf House fo Sfiare ..... 27
HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large Workrooms,
darkroom, yard w/grad art ^todent, $125.

8211483. ,--'" (27 A 21)

M

FltEE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

-> 6000 Mile
,

-Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE " .

OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!
A-1 AUTOSERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
*

Call 394 707S 24 Hours

FOR Sale, '66 VW Bug. 5700. orio. owner,
CairV35 8921 eves after S PM.^ (33 A »9)

'63 MERCURY Meteor 260 3 spd. New tires,

rebuilt engine. $350. Call 472 4849 after 7:00

PM (33 A 19)

'68 DATSUN Sedan, AM FM, runs well,

needs some cosmetic work. Make otfefr. Jeff,

479 8835 eves. (33 A 19)

'64 CHEV. Bel Air,. V-8, 65000 miles^ Ex-
cellent condition, $400. Days, 825-2756; eves,
826 7009. (33 A 19)'

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and U|..

American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3026

Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489. ( 33 QTR

)

'66 MUSTANG >/%!
Automatic, R ft H, PS
evenings.

XInt.
,$1000

cond. Low mi.
or offer. 4720816

(33 A 20)

'69 VW
mileage,
6964.

Bug, auto stick,
excellent condition.

sunroof, low
$1475. Tel 654-

(33 A 20)

'67 VW Fastback White, excellent condition,
S850 475 5688 or 474-7192. VOL 393. ( 33 A 24)

'71 VW red, pop-top camper. Radio warranty

$3500 /offer. 559-3268, eves, or wkend. ( 33 A
18)

64 VW Beetle tor sale Excellent mechanical
body condition. For complete description,

call 939 8605. (33 A 34)

itOWN room, $66.50 mo. 10 mins. campus.
Call Steve, x 52969, Craig,\^7J.9289. (>7 A 25)

VISITING professor and wife (no children,

no pets) wish to sublet apt. or inexpensive
house near campus, roug|ily June 10 to

August 10. J.E. Sitter, English Dept.. Univ.

of Mass, Amherst, Mass. (27 A 25)

/ Housing Needed . 28

'69 COUGAR, air, automatic, PB/PS, new
tires, radio, excellent condition. $I800/best
offer. 820 1807 eves. (33 A 21)

'67 RED Toyota automatic, air, 4-door, good
transportation. Best offer, HO 5-800ft, (33 A
21)

'68 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good tires, runs
great, $950. Call Dan, 776-2152. (33 A 21)

FOR Sale :
'65 Volvo 4 door sedan, model 123,

Automatic shift. Good condition, make offer.

277 8832. (33 A 21)

UCLA professor needs 3 bedroom house.

Unfurnished or rent or lease Dr. Robert
Barnes 848 1202 (28 A 24)

'60 AUSTIN Heeley 3noe,

condition. $650.' AfT^Mir

•69 MG Midget, 40,000, extras, mint con
dition. Call 396 7352 after 6. (33 A 24 )

'63 CHEVROLET Impala Sports Coupe
convertible. Good cond., $350. Call 279-

18S9 (33 A 25)

7\

4 Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
3rices, 10 spd from S77. French, Austrian,'

American. 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (35

QTR)

KA^iet

'62 FORD SIX Econoline utility van. Price
$400 Phone UE9-4897, 7 PM 9 PM. (33 A 20)

ROOMMATE needed Furnished one
bedroom apartment. 12 minutes to campus
(West LA) $75 /month, call Bob at 826 7941

alter 6:30 PM. (23 A 24)

LARGE furn.2-bdrm, 2 bath. Share with one

other $80. Bob, 826 6387. Walk to campus. (23

A 1 I

^Room and Board

GIRL Grad share 2-bdrm, 2 bath, turn. apt.

with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7822 eves.(23 A
19)

SPACIOUS. Suitable for non-smoking girl.

$70/mo. Near Westwood. Jack, 478-7588. (23

A 19)

URGENTLY need friendly, neat, girl to

share large bdrm in small beach house.

$66 50.399 6765. (23 A 20)

FOREIGN Student. Room/board for

house/garden chores. Private room /bath,

bachelor's house with tennis court/-
swimming pool. Nights/weekends. Call 273-

4464, K278days,or 788-0760 eves. (RB A21)

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 S Bcntley. 273 4736. (RBM1)

HERSHE Y dorm contracts for sale. 1 men's,
824 19 15 Stan; 1 women's, 824-2272 Jody. (RB
M 1)

'68 OPEL Kadet, most sell Good Condition,
S500. Call Lynn, 542 1292 evenings. (33 A 20)

'68 VW, excellent condition, best offer. 455-
9024 eves (33 A 19)

70 AUDI lOOLS. 2 dr AM/FM Dark blue
S2950 389 9521, eves. (33 A 24)

UCLA Students! S°e off Peugeot,
^otobicane, Centurion, other tine makes.
Expert repairs. All parts. Lee's Cyclery -

>chwinn Autoriied dealer. 2639 S Robertson
Blvd 3 biks N Santa Monica Fwy. 839 4466

(35 A

'ydes, Scoofers

m

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $65. Kitchen, sun decks,

pool, garage, 473 6412. * (23QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westw^d, 475

,1631, Ice S15 (23 M2)

icrJ«^
»»*c»»«»ors. $90 up Singles, 111$.

^R 3 0524. Mrs. Kay. (UOTR)

FURNISHED Bachelor, $90, kitchenette.
V'-ry clean! Sec manager at 11158
Massachusetts Ave., or call 478-4382. (21 A

hl?h^^V »»««»»«»^» J b<rm, studio, 1 1/2

(M.V,:J*!f^'i
^'•*' <«^R«w »••«* Lmdtorook

'Hilq»rd).OR$-$584.
(21 QTR)

5 hdrm^l"*57'^*»-^ tornlshed very large

AiJitT'i?r/j?« v**^' *'^»»-^-»5 ••^•»«
^ |y»» 1953 l/J S. Cormng. LA. iSS- JMg. (21

WALK UCLA. Hooray. SpaciOMS one bdrm.

M«.*'".'.'«
*.""•' **«HMo%. bach^rs. Oarage.

^*i' *W I andU.r. 477 5479 (21 M 2)

Moni? J *'»[«ctive one bdrm apts in SaM^
' i"v i«;

•' "" **••'' *«Wcrranean garage.

,***^"*'« (2IQTRI

QUIET, two l>edroom apartment in West
Hollywood (no dopere). Clean cut males

only 651 3795. <»A20)

ROOMMATE: female translering to

Berkeley, fall '72, seeks same share apt. in

fall Call 478 4961. (A 19)

^For Sub-Lease 24

EXCIiANGE beach apt in Spain for beach

.pt L A arra Phonr a4 6969 tW A It

)

^House for Rent ..... 25

ROME, spacious three bedroom, fomithed,
ncMr Castcl Saint Anqcio $500 July /Augost.
Kl>Tfy, 35 AlberKO II, Rome 00193. (25 A 20)

2 BEDROOM Brvcrly Glea Canyon, coiy,

privati- available May 1. 10310 Seabury.

Bill, 657 1 161 $340 (25A2t)

/ RoonrSi Board

Brchonge for Help . . 30
WANTED male student to help
housekeeping. Room ft board, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drives. 652 8752. (30 A 24)

^Room for Rent 31

SUNNY room, $60. Near transportation, off

Santa Monica beach. Nonsmoking, non-
drinking male. 399 4646. (31 A 20)

$55. QUIET, scenic, near campus, own large
room with kitchen privileges, non-smoking
male 836 6730. (31 A 19)

FULLY furnished room and bath with light

cooking facilities. In private home, Brent-

wood V80 472 0042 (31A21)

MALE grad, med student. Kingsiie bdrm.
bath, kitchen privileges, opposite campus,
view, $75 Eves. 473 3H?I (Jl A 25)

^Aufos for Sale 33

'63 VW Van, partial camper, very clean,
rxcrllent condition in and out, $79$. 828-5936
•*vi's (33 A 25)

'68 PORSCHE 911 Concourse. All 'S' equip.,
all xtras. Prob. finest in Calif. 478 1878. ( 3 A
25)

•69 VW Bug 27,100 miles. XInt, clean, light
blue. $1300. Phone, 393-4863. (33 A 19)

'60 MGA convertible 1800 engine, decent
body, many extras, good radials, must sell
to fight draft. $500. 475-4704. ( 33 A 25)

YAMAHA ')0, good condition, $775 Triumph
•67, good cond , Best otter 838 9801. (36 A 20)

- ———•
1

CALIFORNIA Honda Sales Service Parts-
Insurance. Open till 8 PM 9320 W. Pico Blvd.
378 5211. (36 A 19) •-*

'70 YAMAHA 90 1S00 mi. Excellent cond.,
bookrack, turn signals, helmet. $225. 478 5439
?vcs , (36 A 24)

•61 DODGE Lancer. Excellent condition $300
or make offer. Darlene, 825 5^01 ; evenings -

M*»19. (33 A 25)

CHRYSLER Newport '68. GOOd mech. cond.
$t400 /offer Rich, 472 8256. (33A20)

'70 HONDA CB 100, LXInt. cond., only 3400
miles, recently tuned, $275. 473 3941, eves. (36
A 24)

'62 VOLVO P 1800 Rebuilt engine, new
paint, wire and mag wheels. Best offer. 363-
^*3' (33 A 25)

'65 FORD Fairlanc, 6, automatic, good
condition, must sell. $495 /best offer. Ernie.
Eves 396 4297 (33 A 25)

'70 VW Bug. 22,000 miles. Convertible.
AM/FM, excellent condition. $1650. Phone,
479 1343. (33 A 25)

'67 VW Bug, R/H, one careful owner,
complete service record, excellent con-
dition $800 475 47t9,'cvf"'ings. (33 A 25)

'64 VW Perfect for mechanic Engine in
back scat $350 Tony, after 8 00 PM 472-
**^* (33 A 2$)

'65 650 TR16 Bonn, tteads extended forks,"
extra chrome, runs excellent. 11 1 pistons.
$650 392 8350. (36 A 25)

62 BMW R69S Classic rebuilt eng., trans.,
clutch Must sell. 51000 /best offer. 396
7433 (36 A 25)

HONDA '71. 175CC. Good miles, excellent
condition Helmet included. $390. After 6,

3' 6 4580 (36 A 25)

BSA 1970. 650CC. Firebird, 12,000 miles.
Excellent cond , book rack, extras 276 9339,
early morn, nights. (36 A 35)

'69 HONDA CL90, new paint, reb. motor,
street ft dirt, extra parts. 5195 631-4565. (36 A
35)

-^

FEUGEOT 404 wagon Low mileaoe exccllent cond.. (FVJ? 878) MwTt ,tn btitoffer Daytime only, 479 5795. (33 A 11

)

'66 MG B. Green /Mack ; two tops ; Michelin
tiros 32,000 miles. 397 6057.5995 /offer. (33 A

>ii'ii^*/>i*'Vil-^«t^
'65 MOB. light blue,
C.tll 870 2089 after 5 PM

condition, $750.

(33A21)

61 FORD R H. power Smog device Runs
iiko now. around 5200 Broke! 476 4106 to 11
'^ (33A24»
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WAR
POVERTY &
HUNGER POLLUTION

• *.

^

FOR OVFR A blBCADB ONE MAN IN AMERICAN POLITICS HAS HAD THE COURAGE TO SPEAK OUT -*-^

ALONE — ON THE MAJOR ISSUES FACING THE COUNTRY.
,

.
-

.
. --

.
. I.'

• In 1 963 George McGovern was the first senator to oppose the War in Indochina. ^ .
£' * .

• i^t:

• McGovern has pledged to appoint a wom^n to the first Supreme Court ppenlng, as well as other major judicial and executiv¥ p^ls.

^

He supports all legislation guaranteeing equal rights for women.
• in 1968 he led a "one-man" crusade whictf revealed the extent of hunger and malnutrition In America. Out of this effort came Food

Stamp and School Lunch legislation.

• only McGovern is committed to grant a general amnesty to all those forced to flee the country rather than fight in an unjust war.

• only McGovern has spelled out an alternative defense budget for America which would Ireduce Pentagon spending by $30 billion.

• McGovern is the only Senator to endorse the 60 points of the Congressional Black Caucus. He co-sponsored every major piece of
civil rights legislation since he entered the Senate. — —

• in 1969 McGovern submitted legislation calling for the termination of the draft.

• McGovern calls existing penalties for posession of marijuana inequitable and unrealistic.

• McGovern led in congressional support for Cesar Chavez' efforts to ensure a fair income for farm workers.
• since 1963 McGovern has been proposing national programs which would shift the economy from military to civilian production.

• in 1972 McGovern stated the heart of his plan for a better America when he called for a dramatic program of income redistribution and
tax reform. His plan would have the effect of shifting $29 billion from those at the highest income levels to the vast majority of Ameri-
cans at lower levels, those earning under $12,000. Now, that's radical change!

McQovem^t record on the itut it testimony to what he's been doing about the prolHems facing oMiFa^ntry.
^
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NOW irS TIME TO DO YOUR SHARE
HELP us MAKE A PRESIDENT

'
\

Just a Few Hours a Weelc^^^— '

'..-

'

•:" '

'
-

'•'' ''
-• '

^r

Canvassing - Telephoning - OHice Work - etc.
* 'C

I

/
\

CONTACT US TODAY
- TABLE ON BRUIN WALK
- NEW WESTWOOD OFFICE

1093 Broxton, Rm. 212, (abov« the VVh«rehou««)

477-9791 270-3462

>,v.l»'.:j.

V

McGOVERN FOR
PRESIDENT
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Anti-warTallies, strikes a
' ByJoanWelnsteIn ;' -

and Cassy Mahoney Cohen
DB Staff Writers

Protests against the escalation of the war in Vietnam

mounted yesterday as strikes, moratoriums and rallies

vsere announced on college campuses across the nation.

Anthony Russo, a defendant in the Pentagon Papers

c ontrdversy, will speak tomorrow at a noon anti-war rally

in Meyerhoff Park sponsored^ by the Indochina Crisis

Coalition. Other speakers include a South Vietnamese

student and representatives from the Black Students'

I nion. MECA, the Indochina Information Project and the

Student Mobilization Committee, according to Laurie

Shapiro, a spokeswoman for the Coalition.

Lectures halls on campus have also been reserved at 10

am 1 lam. and 2 pm tomorrow to hold teach-ins on the war.

The point of all this activity is to mobilize students to

create a student lobby to get the bill by Sen. (Mike) Gravel

,D Alaska) (which would cut off all funds for the In-

dochina war 30 days after its passage) passed," Shapiro

added.

The following is a round -up of anti-war activities on

campuses nationwide as reported by each campus student

newspaper:

I MVKRSITY OF WISCONSIN: About 2500 — 3000

students marched from the campus to the capital building

m Madison where a special session of the State Legislature

was meeting, and demanded war resources and aid be cut

off. Protestors also stated they wished to speak with
c;overnor Patrick Laeey. While a small delegation at-

tempted to see the governor, poet Allen Ginsberg chanted
outside with the crowd. The delegation was refused en-
trance. ar.'J iht' crowd, which had ammased in four groups
(to avoid ^H)lice concentration on any one group) worked
their way back to campus by four different routes. Twelve
students were arrested in minor skirmishes with the police
and a reportedly small amount of tear-gas was thrown to

desperse the groups. A mass meeting to d^ide the future of

the strike was also held last night.

C'OIA^MBIA: Approximately 1,200 students met yesterday
in the Student Center and voted for a three-day university
strike with the slogan '*Out Now." Students then set up open
picket lines around several university buildings. University
sity President William McGill took a short tour of the
campus buildings to test whether students could enter the
buildings through the picket lines. At midday, students
again massed and decided to close off the entrances to the
buildings. There were several skirmishes as some students
tried to cross the picket lines. McGill then obtained a
temporary restraining order against the picketers. The
Academic Senate is also scheduled to meet tomorrow to

debate support of a moratorium. ~,^^ ~ ~^ ->. .

I'NIVKRSITV OF MARYLAND: About 500 students
picketed campus buildings and marched on the ad-

ministration building, the Air Force ROTC building, the

physics building and the business and public administration

on campuses
building. Students endorsed a strike at a mass meeting
yesterday afternoon. A concert was also scheduled for flj pm
last night. -

. ^

HOLY (ROSS WORCESTER. MA): In a campus-wide
referendum yesterday, students voted 1,006 to 365 to strike

tomorrow. Over 300 students picketed at a Marine
recruiting office yesterday. A mass meeting in Worcester
is scheduled today, as well^Ss picketing of a military —
industrial banquet in Worcester tonight. Damage in a fire

bombing Monday night was estimated at $10,000. The FBI
is now investigating the incident.

lie BERKELEY: Berkeley students will meet at noon
today to decide the feasibility of a latx)r and/or war strike.

(Members of the Alameda County Building and Trades
Council t)egan a work stoppage several days ago to protest

salary decreases. ) Students yesterday continued to cross

picket lines set up by the workers..

HARVARD: The campus was "fairly calm" today, ac-

cording to the Harvard Crimson. First year medical
students joined the call for a strike tomorrow. A mass
meeting and rally is scheduled forjonight.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS: A moratorium set for

tomorrow will focus on teach- ins atx)ut the war. Students
also plan to picket Marine recruiters next week.

INDIANA STATE: A prayer vigil for the war dead has
k)een set for noon tomorrow. Teach-ins will also be held on
campus during the day.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Admissibility of letters

in Angel^ Davis case

questioned by defense

WHAT'S THE POINT? — Dr. Shiu Wan Wu, director
ol the Acupuncture Association of Hong Kong,
performs the Chinese art on Ruta Skirius. The noon
demonstration ye«tarday was part of the two-day

Chinese acupuncture demonstrated

OB photo by Dennis Fried

Conference on China, sponsored by the Teach-in

Symposium Program and the National Committee

on U.S.-China Relations.

Girl needled-at noon program
" By Tom Birns
DB Staff Writer

With wrinkles of concentration
creasing her forehead, a small
woman in a white coat thrust
several fine needles into the body
of the young girl lying prostrate on
the bed.

A scene from Dr. Jekyll and
"Ulster Hyde?
No. simply a demonstratim! of

the arncient Chinese practice of
iJcupuncture before a packed
^•rand Ballroom in Ackerman
t'nion yesterday.

I>r Shiu Wa'n Wu, director of the
Acupuncture Association of Hong
J:i»nR. spoke on the theories of

eagan text
I'or the concluding portion of

'•'<• text of (;ov. Ronald
l<oaj»an'8 appearance on UC-
IV-i.A Tuesday, see page 24.

acupuncture and then demon-

strated it as part of a two-day

symposium on China sponsored

by the Teach-in Symposium
Program (TISP) and the National

Committee on US-China
Relations.

Speaking with the aid of tran-

slator Billy Chen, Dr. Wu
remarked on the interrelation of

acupuncture as a medical science

and as a philosophy. "To study

acupuncture only as a medical

science without theory is not

complete", she said.

The volunteer for the painless

demonstration, Ruta Skirius,

admitted that she was somewhat

nervous. Dr. Wu said straight-

faced. **I will use seven needles to

help her calm down," causing the

crowd to erupt in laughter.

I)r Wu then proceeded to insert

the needles. A hush fell over the

crowd as the first needle was

placed at the base of the subject'*

neck. Asked by David. Luber,

chairman of the symposium
program, how it felt, Skirius said,

"I feel no pain."

The next two needles were
placed in the girl's lower back and

she said she felt them "only very

very slightly." Each of these

needles was an inch long and was
inserted half-way into her body.

After removing the three

needles in Skirius' back, Dr. Wu,
using the Moxa herb as a local

anaesthetic, inserted needles in

each wrist and ankle of the sub-

ject. The ankle needles were each

two inches long.

When the demonstration was

over. Skirius said. "I didn't feel

them come out at all." Students

who examined the subject af-

ll&rward found only one small

mark on one of her wrists.

-^^-^„^^ By Terry C6lvln
. DBSUff Writer

SAN JOSE — A full-blown legal battle over the admissibility of a set of

letters between Angela Davis and George Jackson erupted yesterday

during the murder-kidnap trial of the former UCLA philosophy in-

structor. /.
Albert W. Harris, assistant state attorney general, presented four sets

of controversial letters before a hearing after Judge Richard T. Amason
had dismissed the jury for the day. The defense attorneys had moved late

yesterday to suppress the admission of the letters.

, 'The state contends these letters establish a definite connection between

Jackson, Davis and her attempt to gain freedom for the Soledad

Brothers. One of the four correspondences, which the state revealed had

been obtained during a search by Soledad Prison guards of a packet sent

to.George Jackson by his lawyer John Thome, was called a 'iove letter,"

by prosecuter Harris. - ~;

Reading requested

, Harris requested that Raymond W. Kelsey. a correctional officer at the

Soledad prison, read the first paragraph of the letter to the court

:

"Since that day described to you, my life and all my life effort has gone
,

in one direction: free George Jackson and the Soledad Brothers. Man,

have I gotten into a lot of trouble, but I don't give a damn. I love you. I

love my people. That's all that matters, liberation by any means

necessary. If I am serious about my love for you, about l)lack people, I

should be ready to go all the way." ^

Kelsey told the court he seized the letter from the lawyer packet

because he deemed it to t)€lmproper correspondence. **Na one named

"T^ngela" was on Jackson's mailing list,—said Kals^r^ During

examination Leo Branton, assistant defense counselor, said the letter

was addressed "to 'George' and signed Angela.'
"

Angela a nickname?

"Is it not possible, sir," asked Branton, "that Angela was a nickname

of attorney Thome and you had no right to seize that letter?
"

After a burst of laughter from the courtroom Kelsey said he assumed

the letter was from bavis and took it to Captain Charles E. Moody, his

immediate superior. Branton also received an admonition from Kelsey

that prison regulations explicitly denied authorities the right to read the

contents of a lawyer packet.

Moody was summoned from Sacramento to testify alx>ut what he did

with the letter. He told the court he removed the letter allegeldly sent by-

Davis and forwarded a letter from Thome and an essay by Mao Tse-Tung

to Jackson.
;

Chairman Mao 1

"The policy of Soledad, sir, was then to approve of essays by Chairman

Mao, not letters beginning Dear George' and signed *Love Angela?
*_

asked Branton.

"That is correct," replied Moody.
Defense attomey Doris Walker challenged the presentation of a second

(Continued on Page 4)

Sinclair to speak on marijuana laws

John Sinclair, chairman of the Rainbow People's Party and

manager of the '•Detroit" Mitch Ryder ro<^k band, will speak on

behalf of the California Marijuana Initiative at noon today at Jansn

Steps.

Sinclair and the Rainbow People's Party (formerly the White

Panthers) have been active in the fight during the last few years for

changing Michigan's marijuana laws from some of the nation's

harshest ( 10 and 20-year minimum mandatory penalties) to fairly

liberal statues.

I
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OPEN

Th« only book shop in WotfWood sp«ciolizing wclusivoly

in utod, out-of-print, score* and rare books.

20% discount to UCLA students, faculty

and staff. Bonkomoricord accepted.

THE VILLAGE BOOKSHOP
1065 Goyley Ave., Westwood Village

ocross from Safeway

OPEN 1 1 30 AM TO 7:30 PM MON-SAT

Chinese foreign relations

discussed by TISP panels

':. '-.J T

ONE FREE TICKET FOR EVERYONE PURCHASED AT REGULAR PRICE

WITH THIS AD. GOOD SUNDAY ONLY!
"^

.
"- ^^ '

Subject to the ovailability of seats.
^'

FRI 8:30. SAT 7:30 & 10 PM, SUN 7:30

Don Matheson and Deanna Lund

Starring in

WOODY ALLEN'S

MET THEATRE
M7 N. Poinsettia (nr. Melrose)

Fri. & Sot. $4.50 Sun. $3.50 Res. 936-9611

STUDENT DISCOUNT $ 1 00 FRIDAY & SUNDAY

CLOSEOUT
Half price on gold charms for

graduation and all other occaisions

By Pave McNary and Roger Weisnoski

DB Staff Writers ^_ ^
China's foreign relations were the topic nf. two"

panels held yesterday as a part of the China con-

ference here sponsored by the Teach-in Sumposium

lYogran^.

.

-

rhe first discussed the relations between China,

raiwan and the United SUtes; the second, those

between China and her neighbors.

Melvin Curtov, political science professor at UC

Riverside, dominated the first discussion, saying.

"The United States should completely disassociate

itself from Taiwan, but continue to have a definite

security treaty that would eventually pass into

oblivion," Curtov said.

•'Our involvement with Taiwan is the biggest

obstacle between U.S. and Chinese relations, and the

United States should not involve itself in a civil war,'*

he added.

"At present, the Pentagon wishes to increase the

use of Taiwan as a storage base for nuclear weapons,

now that they've lost Okinawa as a storage base.

Also, Taiwan is now expanding its runways on its

airstrips to accomodate B-52 bombers, and relations

between the U.S. and China would be grieviously set

back if these things happen," said Curtov.

May Chen of the Asian-American Study Center

here presented her views in the latter part of the

discussion, and agreed the United States should

pursue a program of non-intervention in regard to

Taiwan

^ "The trend in American poliUcs is to divide
countries in Southeast Asia, and this involvemenr*^
daniaging to tl>e self-detenninism of thp Ao-

people," Chen said.
' - ^

^^^^

The second panel discussed China's Asia
relations, with little mention of the United States'
role The participants were all poUtical science
professors here.

Roman Kolkowicz said, despite Russia's '%
corrigible paranoia" over the Nixon-Chou talks

it

still sees China as only a **minor military threat

"

He said that the Soviet Union has developed a
largely "wait and see" attitude toward China

Japan expert Hans Baerwald said the Japanese do
not have subservient attitude toward China. "They
feel that the Chinese can learn from them."

He mentioned that the Japanese have the feeling

their press have been **too kind" in their reporting on
China.

David Wilson emphasized that North Vietnam has
derived "considerable autonomy" as a result of the
conflict between the Soviet Union and China. He
predicted that after the war conclude either Viet-

nam would attempt to extend their foreign relations

beyond China to maintain that autonomy.

A member of the Student Mobilization Committee
presented Wilson with a **war criminal" certificate

based on Wilson's alleged involvement three years
ago with the "Thailand project," as a member of the

Academic Advisory Coiuicil on Thailand. *

———AtSQ—
big stock reduction sale on all

jewelry ond brand name watches.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE JEWELERS
1 1 36 Westwood Blvd. 473-3087

UCLA discount on all jewelry and wdtch repairs.

Bill to outlaw sale
of termpapers slated

to face another^ote

Volume No. LXXXVI No. 17

thorsday, April Tlf, If72

B I

"We're A New Breed 01 Cat, Baby!

INTRODUCING

He'iX rated

and
animated!

X NO ONE UNDER IB ADMITTED

WORLD PREMIERENOW PLAYING
!«Y DAY- 1? 30 g 3 4 3 (

8 :)0 10 30 PM MIDNIGHT SHOW
AT 1? -^0 AM FRIDAY 4 SATURDAY

STARTS FRIDAY AT THE ^^„^„ -,.^, ^„„„ ,„
FINE ARTS SOUTH GATE DRIVEIN

Wilshire at La Cienega 652- 1330 Southgate 564-1137

ALSO SHOWING IN ORANGE COUNTY

ui /' r^t!!^'^

ow 1 OIK
)AY ^^ HO 3 2184

NOUrWMO
It «rlien.

4

SO. COAST PLAZA «2 Costa Mesa 549 3352 CINEMALAND Anaheim 635-7601

By Steve Sacks
'-

' DB Staff Reporter
'

A controversial bill to outlaw termpaper selling passed in the Assembly
Tuesday but it will be prevented from proceeding to the Senate by a little-

used form of reconsideration re^juest. *

The passage came on a 41-25 vote which saw liberal and conservative
assemblymen banding together in a vain attempt to defeat the bill. The
voting pattern was not that clearcut however, as many assembly men
seemed to vote more on personal feelings than on the basis of party
divisions or ideology divisions.

What is currently clouding the issue is the reconsideration asked by Bill

Ketcham (R-Bakersfield). This will force the bill to a vote for the third
time.

Martin Peterson, legislative advocate for the California State Colleges^
and Universities, predicted another favorable vote on the bill but added
that he does not know when the bill can come up for the vote. The State
Assembly will tomorrow engage in a full-scale debate on ttie propsed 27th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guaranteeing equal rights for
women, and there is no session on Friday. The earliest likely date for a
vote, therefore, is Monday.
Peterson noted that the bill received only one dissenting vote in the

Assembly Education Committee. Less trouble in the way of technical
obstacles is expected in the Senate, according to.Peterson.
Assemblyman Jim Keysor (D-Granada Hills), the author of the bill,

will present it before the Senate committee to which it is assigned,
probably the Education Committee.

' 'V
Alex ShemTfs, the governor's chief educational advisor and a former

psychology professor at UC Berkeley, said he didn't know ''which way the
governor would go." Sherriffs commented on the issues raised by the bill
taking the professor's point of view and asking rhetorical questions. **Are
you going to spoonfeed the students? How excited could you be if you
knew a third of your class was buying their way through?" Students
resorting to prepared termpapers could ''break down further faculty
interest in studenU," Sherriffs added.
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FEATURE LENGTH ISRAELI FILM

"My Jerusalem"
Starring Yehorum Gcinon, Israeli star

APRIL 20
SHOWINGS:
12 noon - 2 Social Welfare 50
2 pm -4 Social Welfare 50
6 pm - 8 at the URC

DONATIONS REQUESTED

Movie to celebrate Israel Independence Week
_* ^CLA Hillel & Israeli Student Orgonlxofion

»« miiy^i——fc>.»> .«'«« .

EXCITING BILL!

""""Vanessa Redgraveaml ^^^

David Hemniings in

BLOW-UP
Midnight Color shows FrI-Sat April 21-22

Admission (a fair price) only $1.25

REGULAR PROGRAM:
REGUIAR ADMISSION 494

DURING WEEK TILL 7PM. 99i AFTER

Sometimes A Oreo* Notion
Red Sky Al Mornii^

HOllYWOOO

STAR

LfTTlE BIG AAAN

A MAN CAUED HORSE

»w^*-ir'* .
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Catherine Hearst:
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UC Regent lauds University,

hits Board 'malechauvmism'^
By Cassy Mahoney Cohen

DB Staff Writer

/editor's note: this •$ tlw fourth in a series of interviews

l,,th the University of California Regents.)

She says her feelings are not only those

of a tax-paying citizen and an experienced

Kegent, but those of ^ wife and mother.

She is Catherine Hearst, one of the

longest serving members on the

Iniversity of California Board of Regents,

but rarely th6 most vocal member.

However, in a graciously welcomed in-

terview, Hearst, 53, commented on

matters ranging from the "male
chauvinism" of the Board to her "soft

spot ' for the astronomy department. She

talked in a southern drawl at her plush

Hillsboro home south of San Francisco.

Hearst, a Gov. Goodwin Knight ap-

pointee in „ 1958, said the greatest

achievement she had seen in the

I niversity in her years as a Regent had

been its ability to maintain its greatness.

Wc re the only state university com-

parable with Harvard. There's no greater

compliment you can pay to the University

than to say that it has not stood still, but

has continued its excellence." .IT^'- ,.

Chauvinism

Dressed in a pink and white polka-dot

dress, Hearst sat and spoke about what she

termed "male chauvinism" of the male
members on the Board. She claimed the

Petitions available now
P^itiens for- nominati«mh-

(tidates in this spring's campus election

arr available this week.

I ndergraduate petitions are
available in Kerckhoff 304 and graduate

petitions are available in Kerckhoff 301.

rejections are scheduled for May 10

and II. with runoffs set for May 17.

basic discrimination concerned the
choosing of members of the all-imporUnt
finance and investment committees.

"I'd be laughed out of the rooif: if I tried
to get on the finance committee,

'

' she said.
"They (the men) just can't conceive of a
woman they would find acceptable to
serve. Asking to be on one of these com-
mittees would be like Oliver Twist asking
for more gruel."

Hearst, the mother of five children,
poirited out that women have a "deep and
very personal concern" about the
educational policies of the Board and often
have more time to work than the men on
the Board. She also said that womenW^re
as competent as men in financial matters.
"As a matter of fact, I noticed the trouble
with the hospital accounts a long time
before anyone else ever got around to

realizing the problem," she said.

Student input

Hearst has been chairman of the audit
committee for "the last three or four
years." She said she enjoys serving on the
audit and special research committees.
Oh« of the most gratifying things she has

seen since her appointment has been the
increased student input on the Board.
Although Hearst does not feel the
"necessity" for a student Regent, she
believes "we can always have more
avenues for students to voice their

opinions to the University."

Commenting on the three governors*

.under wJiich she has served, Hearst said,
.

"All the governors have been very sup-

portive of the University and have been
very soft on libraries. I disagree with the

idea that any one of theiid has been

destructive to the University. Why would a

"governor"want to destroy it? They say the

budget has beein cut now, but actually it

has been raised."

Catlierine Hearst DB photo by Susie Hatago

The astronomy department is one of the
areas that Hearst hopes will be expanded
and encouraged in the future of the

University. Sh€ spoke excitedly about her
enthusiasm for space projects and
astronomy. "I have asked (UC) President
(Charles J.) Hitch to rent time on some
lands south of the equator in order that the

department may study the Magellan
Clouds."

Hearst frowned and shifted un-
comfortably when asked if she thought
th^re was a decline in the quality of

education. "Nothing seems to point to it,

she said. "Th.e tri-part system of education
is working and this shows the system is

working. Actually, I think the students are
41 better judge of the quality of education -

Hearst questioned the value of possible

faculty unions. "1 worry and fear that they
could become just another part of the

establishment. They could work against
hiring of minorities and women. Many
unions do discriminate and I wonder if

they would keep a closed shop, and if so,

how closed." '
-

'

it^^

She said she believed the major change
in the University since her appointment
was the decision "in the early 60's" to

delegate authority from the Regents to the

individual campus chancellors. "The
Regents are mostly a policy-making board
now. rather than a power and policy board.
The idea to delegate authority was to

promote autonomy on the campuses,
which it has done."

Hearst said she has a soft spot for

teachers, and a tremendous admiration
for them. "Not only are they beautifully

educated," she said, "but they have made
the decision never to be millionaires. They
devote their lives to the education of the

young and pass on all that they have
learned. It takes patience and a sacrifice^

J.

Al-

io do this and everything should be done to

encourage them."
On the subject of the "publish or perish"

policy of the University, she said, "A
faculty member can be and is expected to

add to the total sum of knowledge. He
benefits by research as well as the

students."
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Rvan 'horrible, terrifying'

477-3011

DR. ANTHONY BASS
OPTOMETRIST

Bausch & Lomb SOflsnS 'Contact Lenses

I t
§tudents^ picket reHfuiters

MON. TMU . FRI. to- e ( ry^. •.«•.' eves EXAMINED
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WE'LL FIND A MYBilOII!

..... We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-6533

By John Miller

l)R Starr Writer

Approximately 25 demon-

strators, protesting the presence

on campus of Teledyne - Ryan

AeronauticaJ Company recruiters

because of Ryan's role as a

supplier of electronic military

hardware in Vietnam, picketed

the Student Placement Center at

noon yesterday.

Shortly after thie picket line

went up, two spokesmen for the

^roup, Allen Emberado and Rick

Kenshalo pointed out that Ryan

does not deal exclusively with

military contracts, adding that

the doppler landing system on the

Apollo spacecraft was designed by

Kyan. Parker added that

everything that mankind has

made has been used for evil,

torturous things, and that many of

the products Ryan designed could

equally be used for the same sort

of ends even if they had not been

originally been intended to be so.

After the meeting ended, the

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

X we specialize in contact lenses
- made at our own office ^

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

I
call for service .___ •_„

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

''
, FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Ask us alMut our Eye- Deal

13^ 1 WESTWOOD BLV d.^ ^ ^ ^ 477-06 1

3
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-r^ :•: IMPORTS il:

•
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'•
,

^'^\d CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

1 - -U*.^ — W^^fZH - • FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

W||^J •BUBA"' rGALABEYAH
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i.
\ •

.

•

1
*
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1^
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,.
1

lUZbfaim Ave., w. Hollywood | ..^4^
| |

Markson, were invited inside the spokesman for the group urged

(enter where John Kenshalo and the recruiters to come outside and

Phil Parker, recruiters for the

firm, were conducting interviews.

During their conversation,

Kmberado and Markson ex-

pressed the group's despleasure,

calling Ryan's products "horrible

and terrifying ... If there was a

Nuremburg trial after the war,

Ryan would most likely be in-

dicted for using weappons whose

use. is prohibited undec in-

ternational law. We wanted to

infor^m you of this."
|

•

Protests. .

.

(Continued from Page 1

)

I NIVKIi^lTY OF COLORADO:
The University of Colorado

Student Senate Tuesday night

turned down a resolution to strike,

but backed a rally and march on

an Air Force recruiting _5tation

today. '
.

coiGATK: At a mass meeting

yesterday, students voted 700 — 50

to strike tomorrow. A motion is

also being considered in the

student government to assure

strikeparticipants they will not be

punishecl academically for their

participation.

PRINCETON : Approximately
one-fourth of the student body
voted three to one at a mass
meeting Tuesday night to begin a

strike immediately. According to

the Daily Princetonian, the strike

has not been very effective.

and you know what we have to savalready. There's nothing leftT
say really. It's kind 61 weird "

Demonstrators were visihi
disturbed by the presence of !
University Police Department
plainclothes detective who left th!
Placement Center after Kenshat
and Parker moved inside !
complete their interviews Con
fronting the officer, they askedwhy he was there. He answer^
•My superior told me to take a
book and read it at the Placement
Center between 12 and 1." a calm
dialogue between the detective
and the demonstrators ensued
lasting close to an hour and ending
with, one student commenting "i
have to say he sure has courage
he seemed to be a pretty honest
person."

1 •

i;*i,,*>Paia Advertisement)

In honor of 24 years of

Israel Independence,

you are invited to „

f

?

m

Israeli DancingI

performed and led

by Nili Kleiman

Friday, April 21

12 noon .

Janss Steps .-*<.

The Fesfivdl of Israeli

An evening of song, dance,

and humor

Shrring Hava A/bersfein

Saturday, April 22

Fairfax High Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

Students: $2.00

Spontor«d by Uro«ll Slud«ntt Orgonltoflon,

HilUI CourKll at UCLA and th«

Am«rkan Zionlit Youth Foundotion

talk to the group as a whole.

Kenshalo and Parker agreed to do

so, and spoke to them for about 20

minutes. A passerby summed up
the confrontation when he said,

*We know what you have to say

Angelatrial. .

.

( Con^nued from Page 1

)

r

letter obtained from Davis' residence in Los Angeles shortly after the
August 1970 shootout.

James McCord, an FBI agent/ testified he went to the Davis house
twice, first with an arrest warrant and then with a search warrant.

.
Walker expressed surprise over the testimony dealing with the arrest

warrant. "Your testimony indicates you and five agents went to Miss
Davis' residence to serve a warrant for her arrest," she said. "Why did

you open doors, closets and cupboards to find Miss Davis?" she asked
"If there was sufficient reason to believe she was hiding there we

opened them," said McC)ord.

Walker then argued that the letters were inadmissible because "the

FBI was on. a fishing expedition, grabbing anything in sight and

rumaging at will through Miss Davis' personal effects."

Two additional letters were challenged by the defense, one allegedly

removed from George Jackson's ceU after his alleged escape attempt -

from San^uentin last August and a letter tjyped on Davis' typewriter

which was removed from her jail cell in Marin County by a matron in

order to match the type with that of the second Jackson letter.

The defense claims that both of these letters were illegally obtained by

the state. The Jackson letter was removed by Spiro P. Vasos, a hand-

N^iting analyst who was instructed to search for any material in the

debris-strewn cell of Jackson which would link him with Davis.

The sample of the Davis typewriter was obtained by removing her

typewriter from her cell after she had gone to bed. The typewriter was

returned to the same position so that she would not know it had been

removed. ~
' -

Branton concluded defense arguments in the matter saying, "The

defense still reserves the right to challenge these letters should they be

found admissible on the basis of their pertinence, materiality and

authenticity." » '

INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
If you've got a cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and aTt the money

you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company

offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle - from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never. * •

Because of our experience, we

can insure everyone who walks m

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert In speciality lin«

insurance for 26 years. We P'o

neered motorcycle Insurance m

California.
,

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is^so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone ""/^[j®^'

the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us whetne

you're interested In liability or total coverage. ^^1

m Financial Indennnity Company, Attn. R. Rittenhous*
5858 Wi<fthir« Blvd., Lot Angele*. Calif. 90036

rvAMfe-^auE^ .PHOHE

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE YEAR CC'S. .VALUE

I'm interested in: Liability.

Plesss tivt me a quotation.

Total Coverags-
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Marijuana Initiafive

I fitters to the Editor:

Supporters of the California
Marijuana Initiative (CMI) have
gained about one-half of the
signatures needed to place the
question of decriminalization of the
laws concerning passession of
marijuana on the November ballot.

Their proposal, which retains the
present penalties for sale but removes
criminal penalties surrounding
possession of marijuana, is a clear
step in the right direction for this

State. Millions of dollars, thousands of

hours, and uncounted misery have
stemmed from the current penal
code, which punishes severely the use
of a substance which, according to the
President's commission, is no more
harmful than tobacco or alcohol.

Presidential and Congressional
candidates have endorsed the idea of

reducing possession penalties, but
their support will not put the measure
on the November ballot; only the

required number of signatures on the

California Marijuana Initiative

petitions can do that. ^
Today at noon, John Sinclair, who

was recently acquitted of earlier

charges of simple* possession in

Michigan — possession carried a
startling 9 1/2 to 10 year penalty for

Sinclair— will speak at Janss Steps in

support of the Marijuana Initiative.

Ten thousand signatures have already
been collected on this campus but
more are-needed. We urge students to

attend Sinclair's speech, and to sign

the Initiative petition before the May 1

deadline: an issue of such far-

reaching importance should be left to

the people. ^ >,

H*-Kditor:

During the week of April 10, if

you were on Bruin Walk, on your

way to or from Dickson, or in the

Science Quad, you were probably

confronted with UniCamp
collection cans. It was impossible

.

to get through the day without

making a donation or making an

excuse like, "I already gave," or

Not today," or 'Tm broke."

Canip Drive Week is finally

over! As Camp Drive chairman, I

would like to thank all of you who
took the tim^ to drop a coin in a

collection can. The drive netted

approximately $3,000, enough
money to send forty children to

camp for ten days. I wish you
could be up in the' mountains to

see the happy faces at camp. Only
then could you understand the

importance of UniCamp, Camp
Drive Week and its can bom-
bardment.

Thanks again from me and all

of the kids. Have a happy summer
- we will, thanks to you.

PS Special thanks to all of the

volunteers who took the time to

make the drive possible.

Julie Goren
Camp Drive Chairman

be incentive enough for those who
have marched and those con-

templating it to get out and ex-

press their opinions as a whole
body. Rather than adopting the

attitude that "it's marching time
again" as if it's an annual duty
like taxes, going to church on
Christmas with the family or

putting up with Aunt Lil during
her stopover from Rochester to

Hawaii, the SMC hopes that you
think it over, attend the rally at

the end of the week and finally<join i

with us on Saturday April 22 for

LA's first massive demonstration.

Kate Peter

UCLA—SMC

women, and children were
massacred by the most grotesque

manners ever imagined, and
which could only he conceived of

by the Turkish mind. _

First the Armenian leaders and
intellectuals were sought out and
mitrdered This done, the Af-^

menian youths in the army were
taken in the rear to form labor

battalions where they were also

disposed of. Now that the Ar-

menians were stripped of

leadership and defense it was

time to solve the Armenian
Question once and for all by
eliminating the entire Armenian
population. The Turk proved the

kind oC man he was (or is) by
butchering defenseless men,
\yomen, and children of all ages ,

-by--means-ef the bullet, swordr

—

axe, fire, starvation, drowning,

thirst, and other monstroi)^
means unimaginable by the
civilized mind.
For 57 years nothing what-

soever has been done by the

civilized world to bring justice for

the Armenian people. For 57 years

the Armenian people have gotten

on their knees and pleaded for

justice only to be kicked tp the

groundL It has been 57 yearsj too

long. Injustices that go unheeded
will only lead to further injusticea.-

For it was Hitler that said, "Who
today speaks of the Armenian
massacres?" when he t)egan the

genocide of the Jewish people.

Rene* Ghazarian

Housing

Pfemeds
Kditor:

Don't you think that there has
l^een enough of this bull shit about
Promeds? People bitch and others
J)itch back. How about changing
all of this competition? Strike the
AMA right in the mouth. Be a
premed, but forget about being a
zoo major or even biochem. Be in

some kind of major that isn't

really related to premed. Then
you won't get all d you in the
same classes. And then you won't
all be competing with each other.
Try English or theater arts. Even
physics there's no foUl com-
petition. As they say, "try It,

you'll like xiV

DavM CIslowski
', Physics

April 22
Kditor:

Since this is the last week prior
^0 the mass demonstration on
April 22, 1 would like to do my bit
|o help acUvate any and all

'J^U'ers.

^t's true that after a person
marches once and sees no resulU,
ne immediately decklv: "They
accomplish nothing, so why
hother " Yet the very fact that
*vashmgton turns a deaf ear to the
•arge majority who protest should

Editor:

I would like to thank Daily

Bruin reporter Terry Colvin for

his article on the UCLA Housing

Office; but at the same time, I

would like to correct a possible

erroneous conclusion that some
people might draw from it.

While there are certainly

problems with local landlords, it

is not true that all are "ogres".

Many are fine people interested in

giving llielr tenants a fair shake,

and ask only to be treated fairly in

return. When a student comes to

us with a problem regarding one

of these landlords, many who are

right near campus, the problem is

usually just one of communication

and is often solved with a phone

call.

^ Although it might be fair to say

that Westwood is generally a high

rent area, it is not fair to say that

generally all local landlords are

despots. V . M

I would also like to correct one

typographical error which may
lead to some confusion. Under a

periodic tenancy, eitker party

may give a dOnlay termination

notice wHhoul any reason. The

article erroneously stated that

there must be cause to give a 30-

day notice.

RoyS. Gllckman

Assisiant Dean of Students

Genocide
Editor:

April 24, 1972 marks the 57th

commemoration of the genocide

of the Armenian people, which

was premeditated and

systematically carried out by the

Turkish government under the

direct order and leadership of

Tplaat Pasha in 1915. A genocide

in which 1,500,000 Armenian men,

Double standard in Asia
by the Indo-China Information Project

.V

«•

I

Ih light of latest developments in the escalating

Indochina conflict and Nixon's new overtures of

peaceful cooperation with China, serious con-

tradictions are illuminated at)out Nixon's Asia

policy and the lies that the American people are

being asked to believe in order to maintain that

policy.

With much fanfare Nixon travelled to China to

pronounce a new era of peace, of friendship for the

Chinese people, and respect for China's struggle.

At this time Nixon was ostensibly winding down
the Indochina war and concurrently engaging in

serious negotiations for peace^We now know that

"Vietnam ization" is a farce, that the war is not

winding down, and that America's policy of

making war on Asian peoples' struggles for self-

determination remains unchanged. It is clear that

only the U.S. air invasion sustains the Thieu

regime in Saigon, and that the Vietnamese

people's traditional national struggle against

foreign interventions is being denied by the

genocidal actions of the U.S. These U.S. policies

show no respect for the Asian people in Indochina

and must be seen asr continuations of the past

policies of "anti-communist" aggression which

Nixon claims to have renounced in the spirit of

peace.

The Chinese people, with whonfi the Nixon ad-

ministration now professes friendship, also fought

a popular revolution against an American-backed

ruling cHque in 1948-49. Despite massive

American material intervention, the revolution

was successful. The issues which underlie the

Chinese struggle are just those which sparked the

Vietnamese: land reform for the people, expulsion

of the foreign capital exercising a controlling

influence on the national economic and political

life, and the repression of democratic political

pfocesses and civil liberties. Why does the U.S.

consistently oppose these popular movements and
then turn about in the face of their successes?

The American people are being asked on the one

hand to respect and admire the legacy of one

Asian nation's struggle while supporting the

vicious suppression of another. The Chinese ex-

perience pointed up the inherent contradiction

between the U.S. government's interests and those

of the Asian peoples' nations. Once we imderstand

i
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this contradiction we can impose a degree of

consistency on our understanding of American
policy of the past and present. The Pentagon

Papers have revealed the depth and extent of the

official lying and propagandizing of the last 20

years. Now we know what to believe.

The Nixon administration has no concern for the
^^

Chinese or Vietnamese people. The People's :^

Republic is an established world power, thus it is
^^

provident to reduce the contradiction between our §
^stems toone of a non-antagonistic nature; i.e.,^

to remove issues of right and wrong, and cease to ^i

define friends and enemies. Yet this very same iji

contradiction is also the primary determinant of
jj:

our Vietnam policy, and instead of manifesting i^

itself in Ping Pong diplomacy, bombs fall and :^

people are slaughtered. This is what is known as |^

an antagonistic contradiction, characterized by a g
violent resolution based on assumptions of the ;•:

rightness and wrongness of the opposing forces. §:

The Nixon administration has consistently §
promoted these assumptions while obscuring the S
truth of the matter. The same "rightness" of our g
cause and interest which allows us to extend :^

diplomatic friendship and cultural appreciation to
^.

China is supj^ed to provide the basis of the public ^
mandate fotf* the destruction of Vietnam and the ^
massacre of thousands of innocent civilians on h
both sides of the 17th parallel by the American war |:

machine. What is happening here? The foregoing :|

analysis should shed some light on who's doing

what, and why.

From this we must realize a few questions! >i$

which we should direct to the Nixon Ad
ministration as well as ourselves. We must ask

1) Why does the United States attempt to :^

promote peace and harmony with the People's :^

Republic of China while making war on one of its

closest neighbors and allies?

2) Why does the United States bomb deep within

North Vietnam when this poUcy had consistently

failed to achieve anything in the past?

3) How much longer will we allow this to con-

tinue?

INDOCHINA CRISIS COALITION
PHONE: 825-2339

— Subm itted by Mike Murphy
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Recalling Armenian massacres
How is it possible for people to forget the

ruthless massacres and near extinction of a

human race'* Over a million people have

lorgottcn; they had no choice for they were the

slaughtered These people were Armenians. Why^

did they die**

In the 19th century, the Armenian people x-

perienced a cultural awakening For hundreds o(

vears these Christians had been persecuted and

abused by their Moslem masters and felt it was

now time for a change. They began to organize

groups to bring about reforms in the Turkish

(iovernment Promises were frequently made to

alleviate the situation, but there was little positive

action taken by the Government Finally, after

witnessing the horrendous treatment of the Ar-

menians by the Turks, the European Powers

threatened to intervene. Unfortunately, the year

was 1914 and because of World War I. Europe had

to turn away from the suffering Armenians. The

Turkish Ciovernment took full advanUge of the

situation and began a widespread, systematic

jittempt to eradicate the Armenian population.

This slaughter by the Turks began in 1915

The first step in this mass execution was to

disarm the people. The Turkish authorities

(•x)llected all weapons that could be found. Those

who could not produce them were tortured, often

in hideous ways; the others who did surrender

<heir weapons were imprisoned for conspiracy

against the Government. ^-
-^

led

the

of

of

- t)nce this had been accomplished, the Armenian

people had no means to defend themselves from

the inhuman treatment which was to follow. The

male population was quickly assembled and-

marched out of town. They did not travel ar, for

(hey were massacred at the first lonely place on

(he road ^ j r .„

The women and children were not disposed of in

such a straightforward manner. They were

iiway in large convoys, across some of

roughest country in the world. Many died

hunger and thir^ other^ were not as "fortunate'

These convoys were soon met by bands (

nomadic tribesmen living in the mountains. They

attacked the helpless people with fiendish delight.

Women were carried off into the hills, their

children butchere^on the.spot. Those who escaM
the onslaught were forced to continue the march.

Stragglers were bayoneted without mercy.

By the time the Turks had finished, the Ar-

menian population of the Turkish Empire had

been drastically reduced, leaving onjy a few to tell

the world about the nightmare that would last

forever.

These tragic events are history and cannot be

changed The important thing is to be aware of the

tacts surrounding the Armenian Genocide. Try to

remember what has happened, for those who

forget the past are condemned to repeat it.

—Submitte^hy George, Dean &
Doug Dulgarian

It'sjestgay fun
Kdilor:

It perplexes me how, in light of

so many recent investigations into

(he subject, someone can write a

letter such as the one entitled

(iays" in last Friday's paper.

The author of that letter (hence-

forth to be called NW for Name
Withheld) states that

homosexuality is a disease related

to the overpopulation and in-

dustrialization of a society, and

that the homosexual is an

emotionally unbalanced person. If

one is to accept NW's hypothesis,

then how does one explain

homosexuality as exhibited in fhe

ancient Greek and Roman
cu4tures, or in the culture of the

Polynesian people? These groups

of people do not represent ovcr-

populated. industrialized
societies, nonetheless,
homosexuality is common
amongst these groups. In regard

to NW's hypothesis that

homosexuals are emotionally

unbalanced, a test designed to

determine a person's emotional

make-up was given to a group of

his

—^Doesn't General Electric

realize the days ofenormous
are over?

\^

^^ t
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There was a time, fifty or sixty

years ago, When a major corporation

in America might expect profits of

twenty or even twenty-five. cents on

the sales dollar.

Those days are over. But not
everybody realizes it. ^

What would you call enormous?

- In 1970, Fortune^sTop 500 indus-

trial corporations realized an average
profit of about 4 cents on
the dollar.

General Electric fared
slightly better than
average. Last year,

our profits amount-
ed to about 5 cents

on the dollar, t

We are occasion-

ally attacked, along
with business in

general, as being
"too proRt-oriented."

People argue that if social progress
is to be made, business must make it.

And that profits stand in the way of
social progress.

We would argue quite the opposite.

The business of business is not just
business. ^

^ The purpose of a busi-

ness, as we see it, is to pro-

duce and distribute
necessary goods and serv-

ices to the profit of society

. . . and the business itself.

A business must re^

fleet society's needs. Eto-
nomic, political, legal
and moral, as well as
social. It must change as
society changes and, to

some extent, influence
those changes.

But if society profits and the busi-

ness does not, the business will fold in

the short run. It will have no operat-

ing funds.

How much
profit is enough to

keep a business
operating? How
much is too much?
It's hard to say.

However, the

companies mak-
ing only marginal
profit are not thep
companies provid-
ing new employment, creating new
products or adding to man's scientific

and technical knowledge.
Marginal companies are not the

ones making the important social con-
tributions today. For a simple reason.
They can't afford to.

No responsible company wants ar
return to the days of the robber bar-
ons. No responsible company wants
"enormous" profits. But no company
can survive without the profit system.

Why are we running this ad?

General Electric is a big, techno-
logical company, with the capabilities
to do a great deal of problem solving

in this country.

We think profits have a direct
effect on our ability to solve
problems. But we realize the is-

sue of profits is one with two
sides. By telling you our side,
we hope we've moved you to
think about your side. Pei'haps
even write us about it.

We'd like to hear what you
have to say. Please write to
General Electric, Dept. 901
"iTO Lexington Avenue, New
fork, N.Y. 10021.

•f"

r:
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GENERAL^ELECTRIC

homosexuals and also tb a contr..
group of heterosexuals A panel

'

psychiatrists was then asked
todetermme which answer she*.^

belonged to the hoijiosexualsTnHM to the heterosexuals
No^n^

The homosexual is just like thp
guy or- girl next door Thl
homosexual may be your doctoT
lawyer, teacher, or everfyour own
brother or sister, and in all
likelihood, you will never even beaware of his homosexuality
because, except for his sexuai
preference, there is nojiijy^£i^ne^
between a homosexual and
heterosexual counterpart
Homosexuality in itself does not

lead to emotional instability
rather being a homosexual in a
society where it is repressed can
do so. Not too long ago, left-

handedness was repressed
because it was thought tq be
"abnormal." It was felt that left-

handedness lead to emotional
problems — it took a long time
before people realized that it was
the repression of a person's

preference in using their left hand
that ca'tised the emotional
problems, not the preference
itself.

What is most distdrbing about

NW's letter, however, is the tenor

with which it was written. NW's
condescending attitude regarding

.his "tolerance" of homosexuality

f^
because NW feels that

"homosexuality, like prostitution,

is harmless to society " reminds

me of a person I once knew who
used to say "Niggers can't help it

_ if they are inferior, and I feel they

should have their rights, as long

as they remember their place." I

find it most interesting that NW
chose to have his name withheld.

Was he, perhaps, afraid or

ashamed to be linked to his

narrow point of view? 1 am gay,

and I am not ashamed of it any

more than I would be because my
eyes and hair are brown. With that

final statement I proudly sign my

name. Lawrence Rodriguez. Jr.

Graduate, Meteorology

CLASS

NOTES
SI I

X

SS.OO PLUS T«X
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C Plog

Anthropology 11 - Miller

Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti

Astronomy 3 Riegel

Bacteriology nO Pickett

Chemistry IC Kaesz. Strouse

Cnemistry 4C Konrad

Chemistry 6C Konrad
Chemistry 153 Jordan
Classics 161 Latimore
Economy I La Force
Economics 2 Glower
Economics 10 Shetler

Economics lOlA Murphy
English IDA Rodes
Orography 191 Logan
Gcx)iogy Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns ^ ^
History t24D Bolle
History I42D Loewenberg
History I74C Yarnell
History 1 78b D.ilIeK

ttistnry 181 Ya'nell
Huminities lA Aost»«
Philosophy 107 Hill

Philosophy 152 Quinn
Political Sct«nct 3 Baerw^id

Political Science 120 Muiier

Political Science 145 Farrelly

<
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u

u
D
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>
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Psychology 10

Psychology 41

Psychology HO
Psychology 115

PsyclH>logy 125

Psychology 127

Psychology 135

Psychology 149

Psychology I70A
Psychology 119

Goldstein
Wickens
Carder, Roberts

Krasne
Sadalla
Yontef
Ravens
Barthol
Lovaas

Sears

<
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i
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z

z
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Shifting the employee

with grievance change
The University plans to make changes in Rule 26 - Grievance

Procedure. This is the rule which provides employees with a very

limited way to protest and appeal harsh or unfair treatment, rule

violations by their department, or unfair dismissal.

If the changes currently proposed are adopted, casual and
probationary employees (those in their first six pnonths of em-
ployment) would be prohibited from using the grievance procedure

at all Under the present procedure these employ^ are already

terribly discriminated against because they can't appeal dismissal

no matter how flimsy the reasons for that dismissal may be).

Under the new rule it's worse. For example^'a probationary em-
ployee wouldn't be able to>appeal an unfair application of the sick

leave rule; a casual employee would be prohibit^ from a ap^

pealing a violation of the disability leave rute if he or she became
too ill to work. They wouldn't be able to appeal violations of any
other rules either, ^\ _ »

Threat

The threat is clear. The University is moving to cut back on the

already limited rights given to employees. We can only ask who
will be next and where will it end?

Additionalchanges affect the time limits set for the grievance

process. Presently, clearly established time limits exist which are

intended to make things move along more or less smoothly. The
new proposals would leave all time limits up the campus personnel

office. Clearly this can only mean that employees' appeals will get

lost in the administrative shuffle. Instead of the approximately

three months it taHes now, appeals may drag on for much longer.

One tiny improvement in the Rule is proposed. The University

has finally agreed to the Union's long-standing demand that they

drop the requirement that grievance hearing officers be members
of the academic staff. Now hearing officers can be drawn from the

non-academic staff as well.

But this small concession makes no real changes in the

University's fundamentally weak and inequitable grievance

procedure. All appeals will still be made to other University em-
ployees — no one is really free of influence. Until the University

accepts the alternative of a hearing by a truly impartial outside

arbitrator, the employee will remain at the mercy of

management's sense of justice and decency.

Important

Many employees do not see that the appeals procedure is im-

portant to them. Few realize how often other employees are forced

to resort to it or how important it can be at a crucial time. The
attitude is ''It can't happen to me." But when it does, employees
find themselves painfully and instantly aware of all the short-

comings of the grievance procedure.

Knowledge of the ins and outs of the grievance procedure, as well

as all other Personnel Rules, is a resource provided by Union
membership. The Union has helped workers win many grievances,

large and small. If you have a question call 473-2350 or write us at

1072 Gayley Ave., #5., L.A. 90024.

Clifford Fried
^v

.

-;--'^ UCLA WORKERS LOCAL 2070

.American Federation of State,

County and Municipal

Employ^esJAFSCME, AFL-CIO)

Giveto Uni

Th« Coff«« House Concert Soriot
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday night

TIKE I CHAICE - IT'S IILY SIC 7^
So yea, you'vd never heard of 'em. Big deal. If you
'•l<e to laugh, If you're not old before your time, you'll

love FRANCK UND JHAZ, a new, satiric music-

comedy duo that pokes fun at the rock generation.

You get humor, funky songs & piano -all Included Mn
^he price of admission. "... a cross between Biff Rose
and the Bonzo Dog Bond" (The Staff)

REMEMBER - MONDAY, APRIL 24 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES ROOM

50< tickets (limit two) available at the door, from 7 PM
"^on, to UCLA students only with photo ID. Free coffee!

UCLA S(ud«n» CommlH** for th« Artt & ASUCLA Cultural AHoJri CommlMlon

'-.t
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Dear Ronnie
44

Power to the People"
(Editor's note: Questions libr Dear Romile should be sent to the
Collegian. P.O. Box Ml. Oaremont. California. All questions should be
signed with both name and campus.) . - .

QMestion: Do you feel that you have "punished**
(a III pus dissidents for violence of 1969-70 by cutting
I » Hid Slate College budgets?

Keagan: No, I have never believed in group punish-
ment which automatically punishes the many who
are innocent to get at the guilty few. Please forgive
me, byt there is a certain amount of rewriting of

history implicit in your question. The violence you
describe a^ taking place in "e»-70" should read "64-

70" and the term "cutting budgets" is incorrect. The
budgets were increased — just not increased as
much as was requested. There is a difference. My
budget in 1969-70 even included a salary increase for

the faculty. The legislature removed this and there is

some reason for believing their intent was punitive.

It might be well to explain here, briefly and simply,
the budgetary process. Each departbent of

government presents its budget request. Normally
these requests have to be reduced to fit our resour-
ces. Then, 1 present the budget, which the law
requires be bala;iced, to the legislature. It is

reviewed by their various committees, and then
voted on by both houses and finally returned to me
for approval. At this point, I can delete — I cannot
add anything to the budget. The truth is, I HAVE
NEVER CUT THE UC or the SUte CoUege budgets,
although the preiss has somehow seen fit never to

publish that fact. The State College budget has in-

creased from $167.7 million in 1966-67 to $372.1

million in 1972-73. During my administration, the

monev allocated for state colleges has increased

$204.47million, or 121.9 percent. During the same
period, the University txidget has increased from
$240.1 million to $376.5 million, a rise of $136 million

or 56.8 percent. Education has received the highest

-rateW increase of any state agency. If this is punish-

ment, then you and I have different meanings for the

word. • •
* V

Question: Whom do you view as the most formidable
opponent for President Nixon, and why? j

Heagan: First, you would have to eliminate those
who have only a remote chance of being nominated,
such as Lihdsay, Jackson, Chisholm, Yorty, Wallace^
etc Then you come to Muskie, Humphrey,
McGovern and Kennedy. Again, by process of

elimination, Muskie seems prone to error,
McGovem holds views which are considered quite
extreme even within his own party and Kennedy
seems unable to bridge the gap of credibility. So that
leaves Humphrey, the old pro liberal, as the man
who will probably be nominated and run. So again,
by process of elimination and since he'd be the

candidate of the opposition party, he'd be the most
formidable opponent of President Nixon.

Question: Tve read that members of your famous
ecology corps believe it to be a farce. Are they ac-
tually defacing the environment rather than im-
proving it? . >u

Heagan: What you read were the headlihes given to

one dissident w|;io found that he didn't like the
blisters that he was getting on his hands. The
program is successful and is continuing to grow.
Sure it's hard worK . . . almost as hard (but not
nearly as hazardous) as being in the Army. I think
that the few dissidents who have sounded off are not
able to see the big picture. They only see what they
are doing— and it's hard for them to relate moving a
rock to ecology. .,. ^. .,.. ,

Question '.-What do you think of Ayn Rand's ob-

jectivist philosophy: "Altruism is wrong because it

destroys great people under the weight of the weak.'*

Reagan: It depends on whether the altruism is

imposed by government or is spontaneous and
voluntary. I've always believed the good Saiparitan
was a bigger, better man for having crossed the road
to help the Pilgrim. *^ "

t^uestion: Do you think Angela Davis can get a fair

trial in San Jose?

Reagan: Yes,
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COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
orange, purpie, brown, red, blue and ol-

ive. (You need them anyway for school.)

2. Now—color in the picture according to

these color guide numbers. (6). Orange
(9). Purple (5). Brown (2). Red (3). Blue

(12). Olive. Please do not color unnum-
bered areas.

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
ji 3. Congratulations! You have created a

genuine full color portrait of someone
you l<now and 4ove. Maybe. If he or she
Is not your favorite presidential candi-

date, have patience. You'll see yourfavor-

Ite soon in the Flair Election CollectionI

(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running

mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

Giittttt Company PaptrMaU Division O 1972
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the food

on ASUCLA

Charter Flights is

another thing you
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worry about.
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ause we use BOAQ
'"%

with its finer trddi
BOAC's menus include many traditional Britijsh dishes, such

as grilled and roast meat, fresh Scotch salmon, Lancashire

hot pot, BVaised oxtail and game pie-as well as Continental

meals, and special dishes of other British territories. Infor-

mation regarding baby foods, religious or medical diets is

passed to the kitchens before flights so that any special needs
can be met. There is a staff adequately large enough to serve
a full plane load of first class passengers within one half-hour

to 45 minutes. And of course, there are complimentary pre-
prandial beverages.

Research is continually being carried out into ways of impro-
ving standards and preparing for service on BOAC's jets.

An experimental kitchen tests new ideas for menus, and a team ;

of catering officers travel the world to ensure top standards of
cuisine are met. , I .

All these benefits~and many more-can only be offered to you
through a'top airfine. Thi^ is why ASUCLA has chosen BOAC.^
We insist our passengers have the best-because getting there
should be a part of a great experience, rather than a hassle.

British cuisine.
The ASUCLA Charter Flights operation is authorized and a-

pproved by the University of California on all campuses, for use
by all members of that community. It is responsible for being
dependable-seeing to it you will never be stranded, suddenly
cancelled or exposed to mediocre service. All flights are ope-

• rated and offered in accordance with all Civil Aeronautics Board
regulations. ASUCLA Charter Flights schedule pre-flight o-

rientation meetings, and arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses.
We personally see off every flight, here and in London, with
an authorized pernrKinent professional staff, capable of solving
problems that may arjse. In case of (Heaven fofbid!) delays, a

p hospitality suite is provided. » .

You will be travelingwith fello>v University of California people,
attended to In the best -of British tradition, and assured that
you will get back without problems. And you will be doing it for

a really remarkable low round-trip fare.
,

That's because ASUCLA Charter flights has interpreted the
~

"official" part of our assignment to mean functional, smooth,
and most of all, be responsible, for all your needs.

.t

FLIGHT

•: H>*#WV

2

3

_4

6

r
8

9

11

12

14

15

16

17

LA TO

London

London

London

London

London

LOridon

't'dndon

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

June 26

June 27

June 28

June 28

June 29

July 1

July 4

Julys

July Vf

July 12

Aug. 12

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept.JB

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

~Atft.27

Sept 2_

Aug 17"

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept 13

FROM

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

DAYS

71

56

54

"72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

PRICE

$262

$262

$262

$262

S275

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

CARRIER

BGAC

BOAC

BOAC _
BOAC_ J
Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC "

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
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h's nolW late to switch to the best - the official one.
Com* into Room 205D Kordihoff Hall - phono 825-1221

Op«. M.«loy fhro«,t, Fridoy 8:00 a.m. te 5 p.n,.i Kor«, Diom.«l. B««lv Townl^, Coocdinolo,..

This i. the oHIcicI Charter Flight, operation avthorixed and approved for „.e by all campuses of the Unh^ersity of CalHornio
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torous Frnits of Roi k Mm%
In H. T. ftiigf

llllllt - \c>l( llii^ 1^ Hi) t till (I .iikI |>i •>!•. M' iiii.il II. -I.I 1 1 III < ni in i

I'liMnini.i It'.UH'iH .11 ) .iilvi

« noti's wliiih itrii I'fii d >Mith Ihi- fir>t ^irwi se« ond.t IIm I

ihc liisi \\\t) iM>tiillmfnt> oi this stor> hiivc

hroimhf .1 liittuT t!i()ll<'> harvt'st ot comments One

IKTson un>tr .1 Irticf ir, fhc «'dit<>r in order to com-

plam iihnut the .ille^ediv sexist aspt»ets ol the subject

jjKitirr .111(1 trcitriM-nt (.r;inted the whole ifieji of

lu'inii ll uroiipie -eem^ to piiU' in (•r)mpar!son to the

ithcr \.inetiev ol fmin.m contact hut whethiT it is

heltcf than no c(»rit<ict at all. I II leave tor the reader

lo decide \^ tor- the -(kio politico economic

-tatemenlslhe letter ur iter made, he II he .>urprised

to kriou tliat lin in con»plete aureemen' '-'fh his

m-neral allitudes. even it the -.pecil,
:

his

armim«'iits are indecipherat.I'-

Another- cf)mrn<'nt I heai What •
t like

Mi.it (Ininu in the I'.t niii '

I rememher uh*-n th» lit uin

-,.1(1 i,,.ir • .'.ell, 1 . marks like

\\ >een listening' N» that kind ot thiri^

he three '.rar^ It >eems hou d the

iwM.pIr Ah«»usiiidlv Na\ thnm^ like that ar* ho

I'd lor ttie i).iii\ iii niii

n itnr

>omeone vciit the Hriiin a letter in which a com
plan.' ('Uistered in r-etiar<l to the so called

lit uork. |)rolanit\. and graphic sexual

• lied 111 the article i'he letter was signed Ke^ent

.i.»hn <an.ida\. hut its tone was so lau^hahlv

'•rical that the u hole thin^ could only he a hoax

i.Mi I hate hoaxes

Tin '
:

• letter was the one uhii h hurt Ihc worst In

f I ...-^ .iccu.sed ol untin^ the article only to

• •^lahlish m\sell as a writer so I could start ^ettin^

. loiipies This IS patently ridiculous, lor a number of

irason- lo ^tart with, die initials 'M T " are

vr\l« , ms heini; evident, the correspondent was

Mtiknowin^iK taking a .V).')!! chance hy automatically

inin^i th.it I was a male P.ut the painful irony of

'(mark is that even il there were writer's

! oupics and some uere to hecome interested in me.

ild not he able to involve myself with them on a

1 basis l-'or \ou sec. while I am not a female

neither am I a malepeiNon in lact, I'm not a

ill cdtlKMiuh 1 olten wish I wt're ! prefer to

pei'sona. mairdy because the

person and I derive some
'i.'oiiiinaip ,.\imity Inaddition, as best as I

' " am .1 pers(nia, ol' iit least one form ol

name like .M T f'ai^e just has to be

Mil It s riHU'c than .i pseudonym, yet it's

dan a pseudon\m A pseudonym is just a

)^ fM. :fli-iit!t\ lit its own because the writer

(( ontinued on l*aj»e 1

1
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SIX WEEKS OF STUDY

AND FUN IN MEXICO I

July 9- August 17

ForTeocRVs. H,ghSchool&College Students Accred.fed dosses .n Spon.sK, Me,r

con Coltufe. MOS.C. Art^ etc., o. beoufful Monterrey lechnolog-H ToUege ^A2b

includes tuition, boord. room, laundry. ond»fip» ^^'''

forn 2 iemeslers h.gh school Qf 6 collage cred.fs. J^dr detoK^ end cQtologue corv

toct Group leoder. \>f R.chord Mort.n between 8 and 9 30 any evening ot OKb

1^87
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von ^4uy•Blvd.

SharmonOdu.CA 91403

(2 '3) 733-5690

(213)872-2344

10912 UCon»«Av«.
W«itwood Villog*. CA 90024

(213) 478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)
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Skilled and trained computer operators

wanted for part tinne, nights and week-

ends on 128K 360 Model 30, operating

in a DOS multiprogramming and telepror

cessing environment. Pasadena location..

Cybertek Computer Products, Inc.

451-8584, Mr. Odell.
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PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT

NOW tfjkoLLlfsiC

Prppcir^tion tor ipsts rpQuired for admission to

post graduato schooK

S 1 ,»'SMon coi/rsps smaller groups

Unl'Mi.tfd tape lessons tor rt^yipw

CiHjr'.e mrtteriai 'onstantly updated .

Horn." '.furtv -iMtor .a( prepared by experts in eact^ field

STANLEY H KAPLAN
BDUCATIONAL CENTER ^^Mlil Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213)273-1890

1736 Wesfwood Boulevard

'Dealing

'

by Gilbert Bettman Jr.
f

If you're in the mood for a

suspense-thriller, and you've

already seen the French Con-

iirition. but don't want to read the

subtitles in Without Apparent

Motive, then go see Dealing, or the

BerkrIey-to-Boston 40-Brick Lost-

Ba^i Blues Provided, of course,

that you don't care whether there

is any meaning in your movies,

and that you've got the money to

blow on a second-rate first-run

film

^ About all that works in this film

is the plot Rather than risk trying

to develop any credible charac-

ters, scriptwriter-diector Paul

Williams merely serves up some

easily recognizable stereotypes

laced together with lots of action

specifically: dealing, balling, a

bust, revenge and rescue. It must

have been easy for Williams to go

long on narrative, because ^he

compressed this film from a

fairly fast novel of the same
name, written under the

pseudonym of Michael Douglas by

Michael Crichton, author of the

Andromeda Strain, and his

younger brother, Douglas.

In the absence of any
meaningful dialogue (example:

the hero's lines to the heroine as

they part after their first meeting

and love-making: He: *i think it's

fantastic that you doq't wear any>

underwear ', She: 'i think it's

colossal") all character

development is carried out

physically, or superficially, if you

prefer The main character, a

Harvard undergraduate named
Peter, and his Cliffie girlfriend

wrestle around on a bed. He is

exquisitely ambiguous as to what

he is trying to do. She merely

laughs and tells him she has tt>

leave. This is about as profound as

their relationship gets. Williams

may be making the very chic and
original point that they are

"alienated college students". But

then Peter doesn't seem much
less alienated with Susan, whom
he meets in Berkeley on a dope

run, although Williams would

haye us believe that their

relationship is comparatively
ideal, Peter and Susan do the

things lovers are supposed to do.

They visit the Berkeley Zoo. They
play around the recording studio

)' r

I

where Susan works (Very in place

to work). They snort cocaine.

They make love. It's all action and

no interaction, very cool and

absolutely unsentimental.

And then to play it doubly cool,

to obscure the contrived workings

of his slick film, Williams

parodies his own slickness. He
makes a joke of his own
character's superficiality by

Extending the blandness of their

hip jargon to its illogical extreme.

As Peter and Susan cruise through

the Berkeley Zoo (and thereby fill

up that portion of the plot which

calls for them to get to know each

other better,) their conversation

runs about like this:

He: Are you uptight?

She: 1 dunno are you?

He: 1 dunno are you?

Sh^: I dunno are you?

etd. ad infinitumA-r^^^^ /; : v

* In his: initial scenes Williams

has John Lithgow play his role as

John, Peter's Eastern blue-blood

turned hip entrepreneur room-

mate, so that the character comes
off as being little more than a

vaudeville parody of the Harvard

snob. This way Williams gives a

hackneyed stereotype an original

4w4st, but he ultimately weakens

the film. His direction turns John
into a bufoonish unsympathetic

character, and also makes poor

use of the real acting ability which

Lithgow displays in the hectic

scenes following the bust. (On the

other hand, Williams lets Ellen

Barber as Peter's Cambridge
girlfriend go right ahead and play

the cliche itchy-bitchy, prim and
proper Cliffie role to the hilt,

which is unfortunate indeed,

because it reminds one all too

much of Ali McGraw as Jenifer

Cavalieri, but perhaps — heaven
forbid — that is what Williams
intended.

)

In one instance Williams uses

Michael Small's musical score-

(which is quite effective)
to

satirically undercut his own craft
when its workings are all too
heavy-handedrile lets the scene in

which Peter and John trail a
crooked narcotics agent down
dark alleyways, to a dimly lit

warehouse, play just about to the
point where it becomes obviously
trite, and then turns the whole
thing into farce by playing a
jazzed up version of silent movie
"sneaky" music over the track. It

would have been much more
appropriate to save face in the

same fashion by playing the

silents' chase theme music during

the sequence in which Peter

jumps on his trusty Susuki and

heads out for the airport where

Susan has just been busted

coming in from Berkeley. God

only knows what he intends to do

once he gets there. But then the

purpose of the scene becomes all

too evident as the camera follows

Peter all the way down Charles

Kiver Drive, along almost the

exact same route followed by -
you guessed it — Oliver Barrett

and Jenny Cavalieri when they go

to visit Ollie's parents. As fate

(and the plbt) would have it, Peter

.arrives at the airport just in time*

to see Susan handcuffed and

roughed up a little by the narcs as

they take her away in the squad

car.

From here, the film launches

into a scries of action sequences

that would stir the pulse of even

the most jaded fast flick con-

noisseur. This obviously is

Michael Crighton's handiwork

shining through. In a harebrained

attempt to free Susan, Peter gets

himself into and out of a lot of

tight spots. In this s^tion, the

editor, Robert KaU, maintains a

galloping pace and keeps the

storyline one step beyond our total

comprehension, thereby

(Continued on Page 11)
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Imitation of Life
a motion picture classic de-,

picting the life struggles of

being Black at a time when
white was right.

As Long as the River Runs''

produced by the survival of

the American Indian Associ-

ation portraying the battle

for Indian rights in Afherica,
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"Dea/ing'TTT
(Continued from P«ge !•)

heightening our tension through

anxiety, while keeping us in-

tellectually locked into the film. _

Also noteworthy is cameraman

Kd Brown's point of view shot

over Peter's shoulder, as he

moves across the length of the

South Station lobby towards

Susan. She has supposedly been

released by the corrupt narcs in

exchange for a stash of heroin.

But will the narcs stick to their

word? Like Peter, we have no way

of knowing, and are literally

limited to his perspective as we

cross that vast floor, in sight of

Susan, the objective, on the other

side, yet expecting some unknown

enemy to block our path at any

moment. It is a seemingly in-

terminable excruciating moment
brought off through first rate

visual technique. In these closing

passages^ Dealing becomes a

movie that really moves, and

judging from the success of the

French Connection that's still a

thoroughly acceptable style.

One of the film's major
drawbacks is the main character.

Apparently Pet^r was intended to

have appeal as an anti-hero. And
even though he has all the

necessary romantic ac-

coutrements: going to lectures at

Harvard with radio headphones

on, winging across the country on

dope deals, getting laid on a

recording studio floor by beautiful

Barbara Hershey, etc., he still

somes off as a shit, and a rather

dull one at that. But his lines will

hardly allow him to do otherwise.

Robert Lyons puts in a solid, .

consistently credible per-

formance as Peter, and actually

displays his range as an actor

towards the end of-the film, in a

couple of gutsy verbal brawls,

with his Toommate, and with

Murphy, the narc. However, until

then, he is almost totally infantile

and what's worse, colorless. A
good anti-hero can get away with

a lot . of selfishness and in-

troversion if he has the flash of

charm The two freaked out

roommates in Drive, He Said, and
Dustin Hoffman in the Graduate
are like Peter, college age
adoTescerils, but in those other

film^, the characters endear

ON YOUTH FARES
2th to 26th birthday, travel any day

SWIHERLANDil
$352 bask far*, atcapt

$370 during Jun«, July, August

round trip from Lot Angales, valid on* y«ar

Air Fares Subject To Chong*
Ask full details from:

SWISSAIR 5iow.6tiiS*..
Los Angelw, CA »00I4 (21 ») 629-237S |

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM^

•«-^—^*WW<PW'*«WW<»V«^TWV^^«***"****^

offering life insurance
with premium financing

for Interns and resident .

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-time professional-
school students

LEONARD RUBENSTEIN
EILEEN MIUER
1801 AVE OF THE STARS
CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

THE EQUITABLE
^The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States,

JiewYofk.N.Y.

themselves to us through their

refreshing authentic eccentricity.

Peter looks and goes through all

the motions of being eccentric, but
lor half of the movie his flat, cool
dialogue prevents him from ac-
tually coming across. Instead he
looks like a paroci . ^f eccentricity.

The extent to .vi.ich Williams
fleshes out Petei s selfishness is

perplexing. In essence Peter
cares for no one and nothing. He
seems only interested in listening

to rock music or children's
stories, reading comic books, and
getting stoned or laid. He
propositions Susan after he has
known her for ten minutes, finds

the most intriguing thing about
her to be that she doesn't wear any
underpants, and arranges for her
to come to Cambridge seemingly
because he is having trouble

making it with the town's teenie-

boppers. In fact, during the first

half of the movie it seems as if

Williams is panning Peter, in

particular, and all the kids in

general, for their infantile

hedonism. In part, he ac-

complishes this by cleverly
mocking their lazy, self-isolating

jargon, much as Pinter mocks the

upper or middle classes in films

such as Accident by stressing all

the overtones of depravity in their

4 .
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thin but barbed dialogue. When
singer Buzzy Linhart walks in on
I *cter and Susan as they lie naked
(in a hideously awkward genital

covering sprawl) on the recording
studio floor, right after they've
made Ipve, he kicks off a non-

chalant non-conversation which
runs about like this:

Buzzy: Oh hi, Susan . . . how ya
doing?

Susan: Fine Buzzy . . . how iya

doing?

Buzzy: Oh, real fine. ,

Peter: Heh .
*.

. how's it going
man? i .. -^ly

Buzzy: Uh . . . real cooL.f .,.. how
ya doing . . .

The effect of these lines is similar

to that of Pinter dialogue. The
lines make us^ laugh inwardly

because we are' sharing a joke

with Williams about the
meaninglessness of the con-
versation, the casualness of the

sex act, by implication, the
seeming shallowness of the
characters and their commitment
to each other. It makes us feel at

once tK)th very with it, and a little

superior. Good Pinter dialogue is

ultimately not so censorious.
Pinter people are fully developed,

and after a while (particularly in

Accident) their meannes^, or

depravity, or insanity as it comes
across in their talk takes on a
virtuoso quality. _

"

In the few conversations
Williams allows his characters, he
makes them cool to the point of

ridiculousness, and this works
against the success of the movie.
II makes us ambivalent to the

characters, while the plot

simultaneously attempts to

glamorize them. As a result it is

hard not to remain detached from
the film and its subject matter to

the extent where one k)^omes
particularly aware of the
workings of the story. And so the

last moving ending, which could

have been quite stirring,

ultimately seems masturbatory
— action for the sake of action.

Williams, by seemingly never
making his mind up about his

characters, negates them right

out of the film. It's as if the film

had no subject matter at all,

nothing at all human in it, and
what we are left with is the bare

equation for the product, as

scribbled out on the producer's

memo pad, or the hype as it

comes over the radio: alienated

Harvard undergrad plus foxy

Berkeley earth mother plus dope
deals equals trouble with the

Mafia and the cops. Take it or

leave iL

t
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don'tknowhow
tocombyourhair.

It isn't as easy as it used to be. Your

hiiir is longer. And a (juick once-

over in the morning with a bfOken ^*

pocket conih isn't enough. You

need some Ixuher's t(K)ls, And .

some of his tricks.

To stiirt with, your hiiir should

if mil vUWff1 yim he damp. Then you can begin to

style it to your taste. With either Panasonic's styling comb. Or styling diyer.

Ifyour hciir is not too short, and not too k)ng, you need our styling comb. And

the 4 specicil accessories that come witji

it. The thick brush. Fine comb. Coarse

comb. And drying nozzle. Style your

hiiir with the bnish. By brushing it

towi\rds your piut. Not away from it.

And when your hiiir is almost dry, press

the cool-air button. And finish styling

with one ofour combs.

Curly heads need our styling comb, too. The brush attachment helps you

fight through the tiingles. And the speciid nozzle concentrates the hot air. To help

get iill those loose ends in shape.

For a lot more hair, weVe got a lot more heat. Our

styling diyer. It has a switch that concentrates the hot

iiir. For eiisy styling. Or turns it loose. For (juick diying.

\nd to help you look like you've just left the baiber, us^

a stiff brush. And
dry the hi\ir from

the inside out.

So now that

you've got your

barber's secre^ts, niiike sure that yoii

have one of his t(X}Is.
y^mezs,^^^

Panasonia
just slightly ahead of. our tinfie.

•1!
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by Heather Harris
( )nce upon a lost August in the endless summer of

\outh. George Harrison, who needs no introduction,

and associated biz bosom-buddies at Apple outlined

and executed a talent supernova at Madison Square

(;arden as a fund-raiser for UNICEF's Bangladesh

Refugee relief, wherein the celebrated Mr. H. and

the select Round Table of pop hierarchy had agreed

to donate their services altruistically enough to the

noble cause. As whispers of the redemption of

Altamont and resurrection of Golgotha entombed

rock and roll floated invisibly through the molecules,

America's young eyes glazed upon the airwaves of

late night television talk shows as our hero tried to

explain the delays in final completion of his project.

Public accusations and settlements later, direct

results of the adventure gradually surpassed the

scope of merely the two staged performances and

maximized into album sales and the Great

American Movie, the bread swelling accordingly.

Although special attention was exerted that the

designated amounts would remain in the proper

channels, those with the skeptic eye will recall that

Apple fisher Allen Klein, 4he celebrated Mr^JC^
was the subject of considerable stink in the detective

story departments of both Rolling Stone and New

York Magazine, leaving the rest of us to dr^w our
own conclusions as 16 matters of si|ioke and fin.

equatioiL '^•„

Thus after the baptism of mud from the media and
fire singes from alligned proximity albeit remot
with the actual political situation. The Concert F
Bangladesh film is open for your public viewing h
will be of interest to those of you who nurtured an
curiosity as to the nature of the event: just don'lt
expect it to be anything other than it unfolds to be It

is a naked film of the documentary-souvenir
variety

forthright, sufficiently explanative for its own terms
yet curiously unresolved in any depiction of
peripheral but essentiallj^ related activity con-
cerning the origins of the affair and the jnter^
relatings of the patchwork of performers on other
than a spotlit basis.
•

,

Director Saul Swimmer explains the minimal art

approach by claiming that no one connected with the

project thought that it would yield enough material
for a whole movie, hence at the time this kind of

super Ed Sullivan show was shot directly for

television, as the preoccupation with close-ups and
mid-shot cinematography readily betrays. After the

forniat change decision, this 16mm footage was therj

blown up to 70mm, a hitherto untried experiment, in

o^rder to achieve the maximum sound qualities of 6-

track film, and, unavoidably, the conditions intrinsic

to the big screen exposure. Mr. Swimmer believes

that the imperfections of this process are amply
made\upfor by the amount of detail inherent to it.

Unfortunately, to everyone but viewers in the last

few rows of any moderately sized theatre's audience,

these details amount to nought but scrutiny of rather

grainy whiskers and pockmarks, this due to the

characteristics of basic film enlargement to such an

extreme scope, and of the cameramen, who insisted

on shooting a microphone's eye viewof the world.

- Still, as co-host and venerable master, Ravi

Shankar was heard to say, "you came to see your

favorite stars," so that there's no impeding public

preference. George Harrison wah-wahed his

passions to the screaming winds as electric

ringmaster. Ravi received applause after tuning up

his intricate instrument from the dubiously attentive

audience. Bob Dylan returned to thunderous

response as the prodigal poet, and for Ringo

regardless of a lyric flub or two, it does come easy.

Billy Preston proved to be tiny dancer of the

eveningtide, while Eric Clapton lurked as the

Shadow. Badfinger basked in undeserved anonymity

and Leon Russell was . * t well, you'll probably

jcemember who he was on ttie basis of where he puts

himself long after its no longer apparent what it is he

actually does.
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Silent li^unning'
V >

r by Mason L Buck
F^ilmgoers who get the **point" of Silent Running: iie

poing to miss all the fun On the surface Silent RunninK is a

sentimental space flick which hits the viewer in the face

with all its obsessive commentary on the preservation of

the ecology and respect for art. However, director Douglas

Trumbull has directed the film with an underlying tone of

self-mockery that indicates that he doesn't take himself too

seriously. So, instead of contriving an attempt of sensitivity

and profoifndity such as Bless the Beasts and the Children.

Trumbullhas created a delighful space satire. And,

hopefully, viewers will look beyond the surface *'niessage"

to the somewhat covert sense of humor.

It is quite ironic that Silent Running opened in L.A. in the

same month that artificial trees were designed for the

city's freeways. The film reflects the consequences of this

moronic gesture in roadside '"beautification", ex-

trapolating to the future to show what ultimately may
happen.

The film takes place at the turn of the next century, and

all of the greening of America (and the world) has been

eliminated. Planet Earth is now regulated at a constant 70

degrees and there are no forests or plants — thes^ useless

objects have been transplanted to the space domes of the

Space Station Valley Forge. The foliage is under the control

of Freeman Lowell (Bruce Dem), a Woodstock Nation

Johnny Appleseed who has been in charge of the domes for

eight years. Lowell is preparing the plants for their

proposed restoration on the earth but, inexpUcably, the
whole mission is aborted — the plants are to be decimated
by nuclear blasts and the space station -returned '*for

commercial use." Outraged at this heartless.Jeeree,
Uwell decides to plan the Valley Forge Mutiny. After
wiping out his three unsympathetic sideiucks, Lowell
radios his superior that he has encountered difficulty with
his ship and he sets off an a precarious course for the fiery

rings of Saturn.

Free from the eyil clutches of the earthmen, Lowell
strikes up a friendship with the station's robot/drones,

which he lovingly refers to as Huey and Dewey. (The third

drone, Louie, meets a violent destruction when he disobeys
Lowell during the Saturn journey. ) Although the drones are

stimulating company, Lowell soon begins to deteriorate

and his forest, deprived of sunlight, also suffers seriously.

In the midst of his misfortune, Lowell |s discovered by an
earth search party, whom he knows will find out of his

*

Valley Forge piracy Lowell realizes that his only alter-

native is to snuff it and he does this, only after Dewey and
the forest are safely cut adrift as the last vegetation in the
universe. • '

If art is to be successful it must be sutHle. Instead of

blatant communication the filmmaker miist *'say around"
his message for a more powerful, meaningful effect. In
making this film^ Tnonbull has been forced to make some
rather^ unfortunate concessions. Lowell s handly little

Conservation ^edge which hangs over his bed. Joan Baez'
saccharine soundtrack segments, and a ^nerally cliche-

ridden script all would seem to lump the fiUn into the
category of Stanley Kramer mentality. But Trumball has
takpn t,hfi[|)nn aa(} directed it on a secondary level which, in

turn, |NH<mJits the first level. The obnoxious ser-

moMtte/toript is handled by Bruce Dem with such skill

that we're almost sucked in to k>elieving his teary-eyed
preaching. Although Joannie contributes two songs to the
film, the bulk of the score was written by music surrealist

Peter Schikele. The classical music clown is noted for such
absurd compositions as ^'Concerto for Horn and Hardart"
and his enUstment as film scorer is a cue for the audience to

transcend the melodramatic scenario and at)sorb them-
selves in the film's self-effacing comedy.

Silent Running shows that a film can have a message
today without being a Iwring downer or an adolescent
anecdote. Made in the spirit of a "film for all ages" (i.e.

Fantasia and The Beauty and the Beast) Trumbull's space
odyssey shows us human violence and ignorance without
rubbing our noses in it. By using a child-like idealism in his

futuristic fairy tale Tnmiball has demonstrated that being
relevant can be fun.

The Serenth Inteimtional Animated Film Exhilsitioii
The Los Angeles County

.Museum of Art is holding its

Seventh International Animated

jyWm Exhibition this month to

acquaint those of you unfamiliar

with any aspect of animation

beyond rudimentary Disney with

the joyous delights and manifold

insights therein, and to sum-
marize a year's cross-action of

nine 4'ountries' representative

works lor the seasoned, normal,

ps\chopathically cartoon-mad
biitfs lurking invisibly among the

masses, The latter category
lanalics might note the smaller

scale of this particular year's

production aspirations, but an

appreciation of the entertainment

media's most fanciful variant and
an occasional glance.^t tl]ie

program are all the general
moviegoer will require. Bear in

mind this fore-knowledge that the

non-English speaking inter-

national selections are purposely

only musically scored or mini-

dialogued in gibberish to tran-

scend language barriers and, by
(Jeorge, you've got it.

The show opens with titles by
I'CLA's own resident animator
whizkid, Dan McLaughlin,
ieaturing an all too brief interlude

with a vampy young lady who
shall remain nameless, but is

known among certain Hollywood
'Circles for her "poop-poopie-doo"
hmt: it's not Tina Turner). Hot
on her heels is titillation of a
iitferont variety, for Fantasia
(ull worshippers will note the
teasing similarity in the opening
landscapes and lonely oboes of

Canadian Michael Mills'

Kvolution" to the corresponding
portions of the ^Rite of Spring

"
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sequence in the Disney work, until

prehistory takes a turn tp the

sublimely ridiculous. Ever-
increasing throngs of giggly,

goofy amoebae cavort and collide

in orgiastic congress until Sammy
the^Sperm manages to meet his

Ms Right, setting paleontology

back billions of years with the

resulting mutants as ob-la-di life

evolves on. ^ i^ ^^^

Selections two and three, N)fh

.American, present an in-

troduction to the different effects

that choice of st>les can proffer.

'Animated Painting" by Jeff

Wein is just that whereupon the

early surrealist^Yves Tanguy-IIke

work grows through boundaries of

creation as its progress has been
filmed frame by frame. John
Kimball's "Rapid Transit," a

definite best-in-show contender,

represents a highly sophisticated

endeavor in both camera-
work/layout techniques and the

full animation (or most
coherently fluid in motion) style

which takes you careening down a

roUercoaster, funhouse-doors-

opening ride amidst the bombard-
ment of your most multicoloured

nightmares. The characters and
events waggle and thrash with

authentic and menacing bounce, a

quality attentive in detail to

by Heather Harris

gesticulative dynamics sadly lost

in most of today's limited (e.g.

"Felix the Cat") animation low-

budget quickies. * ''^

The smoky black and white

charcoal rendering, blurred and
focused use of perspective, and
the James Ensor-like rows, of

^inm mask-like unfortunates
serve to ehiphasize horror and
oppression in war-camps, in a

stark turn towards the somber
frcmi Poland, "Apel." Tran-

sitional 'Dream of the Sphinx,"

with its harpies with fi^heyes and
other mysteriousIjrTnolivated
rhythy beasties takes us through

its disquieting metamorphasizing

kaleidoscope to lighter days as we
follow the adventures of "Henry
Nine to Five," a British entry

concerning an armchair pervert

who contemplates all manner of

wanton abandon to while away
office tedium Shudder and think

of our daddies.

Our first taste of computer

animation (and don't be afraid,

the nice machine won't bite)

comes with the French "Nar-

cissus Echo" whereby all those

wavy lines and intricately

detailed patterns are incorporated

into an actual story line, the myth
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concerning its namesakes,
providing an oddly palatable time
warp between classical Greece
and tomorrow. You can even
marvel at the figurative computer
approach, visually akin to

videotape image distortion.

"Spotlight" from Japan takes us

headlong back into the wacky
world of whimsy, depicting the

performer's eternal dilemma as

played by a braggadocio dragon.

The fate of Manolete and any who
face the caprice of the public eye

still stands.

The program also includes its

sh^ipe of token television com-
merciats, tlie^selecfTon being" "of the phenomenon^t fire, whictr

"Fantasmatique" of several
years past, apply their same
technique of forming images from
cark)on dust to depict a less

metaphoric. and resultantly less

ambitious theme in "Alunissons."

"Time of the Vampires" from
Yugoslavia is an overly long but

sufficiently ribald paraphrase of

the supernatural with ghosts

sporting an erect „ moustache,

whoopee in the cemetery bushes,

and urination upon a gravesite,

but really, a Gothic romance in

sunny yellows and pinks? Roll

over. Dracula. Program clincher

is "Hot Stuff." a Canadian history

somewhat less the crowd-pleasers

than the previous year's (do your

own sociological and economic
postulations), a less successful,

computer conglomeration of what
appears to be dancing pretzels,

and an educational film with as

casual an intro to the song and
dance of propaganda as a 1930's

musical's come-on. A tribute to

the Hungarian Pannonia Studio

follows the lofty ideals of

refinement and good taste by
mocking spastic cripples, civic

pride, and the deceased. The
Ansorges of Switzerland,

hopefully remembered for their

hauntingly beautiful allegory

c
=w=

progs about the cyclical follies of

.

evolution, beginning with Eve who
has a headache, to modern
suburbia's spoiled smartass
housecat waiting for mouse
flam be as the family residence

burns to a crisp.

Take advantage of this cap-

tivating show There is Friday the

21st at 8:30 PM, Saturday the 22nd

at 3 and R:.3(), and Sunday the 23rd

at 3 PM left in this month to ex-

pend a minim of coin for an af-

ternoon or evening's magic
realization of pure fantasy, and
escapism of the non-self-deceptive

genre is none too cheap these

days, so watch it.

H =

1?ESTAURANT GUIDE

THE DELPHI ROOM
t03M> Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Com stock Hotel
274 12^1

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wesfwood n«ar Pico

open Jam-Xom

t -.iturir^g GieeK & Continental Cuisme Open
f(ir lunch i Dmnr*- ' D«*ys a week En
torf,:»inrn«"nt Tt'urs thru Sunday FREE
I'AK^KINO R(>servations Advised S3 Full

f<inn<T lor UCLA students w/this coupon.

"Gourmel Soups like

molher never made"

MAISON

LA CREPE
ton I r.lnndon Ave 47B 0417

Oprn / Drtys H 30 I A(SA

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
I lUI '..mta Mf)nif a Blvd.
.V< St I A 479 9968
>•«•» floor to 'P<ipa Sachs"

-\ A Noturol Foodt Rettouranf

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
108M Lifidbroofc Or

474-0948-WWViHaii*

LUNCH from S 1 .40 to $ 1 .90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds town house
nilWMtwoodBlvd.
478.fS43

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

pancho's family cafe
Jofinrrly the "Lucky U"
NOW AT: 12244 W. PICO tlVD.

478-9010

MEXICAN AND AMERICAN FOOD
•EEt. SOFT DtlNKS, OtOERS TO GO AlSG

OPEN 10 om to 2om CLOSED TUESDAY

12423 Wil«liir«8lva

LA. 826.9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizxa

Now o^on doily for lunch

Tuet. oltor 9 pm any pitza $1.75

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
8022 WMt 3rd Slr««l

6534212

lO" DISCOUNT W'TMi*. A 't

Ko«H«r-Nwtri»iowft-V«t«*«r*an R*c>p«-«

Op«n 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. Fridoyt 1 1 o.m to Sundo^ >

Sohirdoy Sundown to Midnite

dine out tonight
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Film Society

Dicbon2160
SoKirdoy Night

MOVIEGUIDE
2 ComWy GsMin

20TH CENTURY

TALK OF THE TOWN

t^v DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

454.5525 P«I,IN4 I A MclMPrf

liiirly Caioi

205 North Canon Driv«

B«v«Hy Hills (at Wilshir«)

275-5244

HOT ROCK

SICILIAN CLAN

B«H*r than "Lov* Stor/

'

JOY IN THE MORNING (PG)
PACIFIC'S

iiririi mis
^^'.i*"/* "lift

"• 5°T '*'
«»«.. rt« Fri, 4:30. »M. 10:30 p «.

1 bill Eott o» B«v»riy Dr. j^ 4 },„ ,2.39 2.30, 4:30, *:30. fcSO. 10:30

27MI2t

ireilwood I

Call Theatre for Program2524 Wilshir*

(ot 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366 829-3367 Fridoy&SohirdoyMidnighl: AMANAAWOMAN

ireilwooil II

2524 Wil$hir«
—

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366 829-3367

Call Theatre for Program

Fridoy & Soturdoy Midnighh END OF THE ROAD

DEALING
or The Berkeley to Boston 40 Brick Loft-Bog Blues

Westvvood Village-

GR 7-2487 -^ 2:15,4:15. «:t5,a:15, 10:15^

Clieraia Hie
Sunset Near Vine

An Incredible Spoce Adventure

SILENT RUNNING (G)

466-3401
Dallyl2:IO, 2:30,4:30, 6:3078:30. 10:30^

Lot* Show Fri. & Sol. 12 MidnigM

lei Mir
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

WoHarMoHhow

KOTCH
Paul Nowfnan

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
Ma»in*M Sal. & Sun. DoUy 7 p.m.

$1 p«r parson on tktt ad, good on ono iUktU only.

lordoi
LaBreo at Melrose
WE 4-2944

Clint EasKvood

" DIRTY HARRY
~~

Sondy Dvncon

STAR-SPANGLED GIRL

Molinoot Sol. & Sun. Doily 7 p.m.

H.K. Slllil
2139 Sunset

LA.

389-9254 ALWAYS

DRJEKYLLond SISTER HYDE

INCREDIBLE

2 HEADED TRANSPLANT
Woolidoy j|Mon.-Fri. ttmH 7M)
Sot. & Sun. itarH 1 :00 p.m.

Hoiiifwooii raciiic lzzz^z\'
i^r c'X.ngo A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

11:30. 3:00, 5:30. t:00, 10:30

LIS F!liz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood

NO 4-2169

Miflilr
214 Sonta Monica Blvd.

Sonto Monico
451-4625

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Stre

Sonki Monico
451-8686

Two by Eric RolOTior

Hoydoo Politoff. Potridi BMfchou in

LA COLLEaiONNEUSE'
md Jonnfoit TrlnNfcnonl. Pr«nceit« Fabian in

MY NIGHT AT MAUD'S
Sforw Woo. M^f m Anno Rorino m ino Pmni

lArttin rtannMHi

UHLE BIG MAN
kiMird Hwrit

A AAAN CALLED HORSE
Con^olo Shows ol 12:00, 4:50. 9:40
Thurvdoy Maltnoo «l 2.-00: Tho Oroo* Conito
Fri. & Sfll. MMnighh HOW UP

Winworl tktmitint Awidi
Bow Soppooing Ador & AdroM

IHE LAST PICTURE SHOW
Sofln wonnory in

THE ANDERSON TAPES

MlliCI II

1332 2nd Str'eot

Sonto Monico
451-8686

"^»
i«m«iC«b«m&i«Mrill«raNoil inBMi.

THE CAREY TREATMENT
THE GANG THAT

C0ULDN7 SHOOT STRAIGHT
Sol. April 22 11 KM o.m. ShcAo^oorot
*A mi iMimwor NlghT* Dtomn"

«-••' % ^M'* »

The Worms in ^
Rocks' Apple, cent.

I

(Ceotteoed from Paget) - ^^

who uses it doesn't alter his style or feelings to fit the

name However, since a pseudonym is only another

name for a writer, there exists behind the

pseudonym a Hesh and blood person - somethii^

I'm not Imagine yourself without one of your limbs.

Then multiply by four, subtract a torso and a head

and you've got me. What really irks me, th««h. »«

the fact that a personas role in life is so limited. I

suy locked in the uncoiMcious of the writer unUl it's

time to write the story that I'm supposedly wnting.

Then he pulls me out of his menUl pocket and has me

filter and evaluate all the information he's dug up

and then write it all up in my own style, which of

course has to be distinct from his. Then, as thanks,

he puts me into hibernation again.

To reUin my sanity, I try to imagine myself as a

character in a play or book. I see myself as a white

male, in his early thirties, who has a comfortable

middle class home in the Valley with a wife and two

kids Writing is strictly a hobby. Another persona

and. I might add, a very famous one, had both

writing and criminology for hobbies, and I am
referring to none other than Dr. Watson of the

.Sherlock Holmes books fame. Watson, of course, was

only a creation of Conan-Doyle, and as such shared

the miserable lot of most personae. Although he was

the narrator of the Holmes mysteries, Watson was

usually the most ignorant person involved. Conan-

Doyle, at the outset of each mystery knew exactly

who did what to whom, but when writing in the first

person as Watson, he had to put up a screen of

ignorance. This is all pretty sad for the good doctor,

but at least he was fortunate enough to have known

the greatest detective the world has ever known. As

you can see from my own meager aspirations, my lot

is far less fulfilling. And I can't even say that I was

created by a writer of the stature of Sir Arthur

Conan-Doyle. Far from it.

One good thing about being a persona is that you're

incorniptable. Being untouchable may indeed mean
much sorrow for one who falls into the category,

especially those who are in it by vMue of not hiavlHg"

a body — imagine never tasting Shasta Cherry Cola>

,

and Bazooka Bubble Gum, or enjoying any of the

greater physical pleasures, if there are any. But

being untouchable in the physical sense also means
incorruptability. What good are free records to the

man (woman? ) with no ears, or free food to the one

^without a stomachy or rampant sex to someone who^
doesn't have a . . .

But enough of this. Such talk of records and sex

leads me l)ack to the topic of this series of articles:

writers' groupies and their world.

Lynn (not her real name), had this to say about

why she was no longer a writers' groupie:
"1 gradually lost all respect for the writers I knew.

They were just a bunch of sell-outs ... to the record

companies and the P.R. companies. They took all

kinds of gifts from the people they were supposed to

be objectively reviewing, and it made me sick ...
They were cheating their readers, and themselves,

too."

Such disillusionment has overwhelmed a number
of critics as well, and in some cases, it goes beyond
questions of ethics into the worth of the music itself.

The following is an interview with Warren Ault-
man.

,

Do you consider yourself a *'rock writer"?
_^**Yes and no. 1 love all kinds of music, but I don't
see rock as an end in itself -^ which is the way hard-
core rock writers seem to view the idiom : Rolling
Stone. Creem. Rock, writers for publications like

that I deliberately omit Fusion from this category,
because Bob Somma, the editor there, isn't so hung
up on rock to the exclusion of the whole world of other
subjects periodicals can deal with. Some of those
guys - Greil Marcus and Dave Marsh et al., would
seem to believe that Adam serenaded Eve on an
electric guitar with fuzz tone, and that the snake who
offered Eve the dangerous fruit -was Alice Cooper's
boa constrictor Rock's just a phase we're going
through, like puberty, and 99 per cent of the records
released today are pimples on theigreasy skin of
corporate greedies The whole scene, really, needs a'
big tube of Clearasil. Some of the rock writers are
beginning to see the light, ask record company
publicists - they'll teU you that requests for review
copies of classical albums are up 200 per cent."

Yet, you do write for rock-oriented publications

•Only under pseudonyms. I see my rockwriUng
the same way Graham Greene saw his nifty little
mystery stories - as "entertainments," not really
serious and certainly not meant to be taken as
profound criticism."

Do you find that the rock writer fraternity is ex-
tremely cliquish?

•'Yes, very much so, a kind of a Mafia, really with
more prejudices and hangups than a ceU of the Birch
Society I've always been on the periphery of it, for

r« T'^f/*"*' ^ *^'^ "*^^ ^*^ And second,
they don t like me. You ever been to a rock nrm
party in Hollywood? Well, you know what 1mean ..And then there are these managers and

f^ u ^K* ^l
the parties: they're so rude they makeDon Rickles look like Emily Post. Second, the 'they

don t like me' part. This may very well be mire
paranoia, but 1 don't think so 1 like to fuck boys aee

A._

¥

' - \\'''
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''What do you mean,

even more than I like to fuck girl^, and it's no secret

that I'm gay, and if I bring my lover to a press paily,

everybody there does everything he can to avoid

speaking to me— even the same PR people who send

me records and ask me to interview groups and rod

stars. That's how bullshit they are, how two-faced

You sorta get the idea they're all uptight closet

queens. And that they're afraid that if you get too

close to them it might rub off, it might bring them

out, you know what I mean? I moved here from Des

Moines. I'd always been told that Hollywood was a

free-thinking, really open-minded place, you know,

but even the squares I know in Des Moines are cooler

than the Hollywood press corp."

Are there writers' groupies?

*i suppose so. I really couldn't tell you, because I'd

rather spend an evening in a gay bar than at a press

party. Besides, you'd be surprised how many rock

stars you see in gay bars. Lots of them have been in

the Farm from time to time — that's a really trendy

bar on SanU Monica. Somebody said they saw a weU

known actor in there a few nights ago. And Rona

Barrett comes in now and then ... just to see who

she can squeal on, I guew But, 1 digress Yeah,

there's a lot of hypocrisy in the music biz. 1

remember when the Bitter End West turned into a

gay bar. You should have seen the editorial asid^

the trade papers : things like 'No self-respecting rock

group is ever likely to play there now,' etc etc. etc.

Mike Ochs, who's at Columbia, he's an almost

singular exception; he told the trades he thought it

was just fine that the Bitter End went gay, and he

couldn't see any reason whatever for a group

refusing to play there on that ground. But I doubt

even ©chs would go to the End to hear a group, and

that's what's really stupid: the sexual apartheid that

exists. I mean, gay people certainly aren't qfraidoj

straights, but straights suffer from stiff cases of

homo-phobia. They're pitiful really, and more than

one psychologist has said that he would not consider

normal any individual who fears homosexuals

'

Do you — in spite of your 'reputation' - ^
junkets, freebies, etc.? . .

"Jesus, yes. Sexuality, or diverfjp sexualifij
•

should say, is no deterrent to gentle persuasion yw

know, it's actually possible to live in HoUywooa

month after month just on the freebies alone, u yw

work it right, you can wine and dine nightly on recoro

and movie companies, with entertainment th^J^
to boot. And when you get your name on record hwJ

you can get up to 50-75 Lp's a week — most of tnc"

drek. of course - and let's say maybe two of tnr^

are good ones, so you just take the others to

discount record store and trade 'em for bucW

know one editor—he works for one of the

magazines but doesn't even review for them

rock

this!

guy proudly boasts that he implements his inco

up to $200 a month just on record trades alone. "

really proud of himself, this dude. Says it pay^

to buy'
rent each month, and he has enough left o^^^Tl^
pot and paraphernalia . . . got a new water bed \J^

9081 J—
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photo by Heatlier Harris

\s not on the list?"

[day, he said. And you oughta see him stuff his

/iih hors d'ouvres at the press parties."

lat all, just records? ^ _^
), there are the trips, of coiffse. Zappa pissed

^hole press corp off by not inviting the lot of

to New York for a concert and a preview

ling of 200 Motels. As a result, they panned his

They're just possibly the most vicious and
|tive lot in the whole country. And this is a mob
?dly dedicated to 'revolutionary' music.
not revolutionary; it's become an Establish-

|unto itself. Did you know that Rolling Stone
tises on network TV? . . . That's right; I saw it

Dick CavettShow. Now I can't prove this, but
remember about six to nine months ago,

Idid a feature on Cavett? And about a month
John Lennon did the Cavett Show? And now
[has this stupid ad — it's not even a good ad,

right in the middle of the Cavett Show.
'e got Xerox money, I suppose they could
to pay for the commericals. But I've a

|ng suspicion Cavett arranged to trade space
le with them. A lot of thatjcrap goes on, that

(onopoly i Jesus, it sure makes you think
intry is fucked: Really." ...

|t other things do you get?

all kinds of things. They barrage you with it,

illy the little goodies: wine and cheese
dozens of silk-screened T-shirts (all of them ^

roups' names emblazoned on front or back),
Wilson talking dolls, stop watches (to tiitSe

cuts, I suppose), stash kits (everything but
)e itself), cigaret rolling machines, burlap
lagic light bulbs (penlaght battery-powered),
[Sinatra Jr.'s 'favorite recipe' book and spice
^immy Rogers brakeman'i cUp, a plastic in-

l>ed Zeppelin, hundreds of door-sized posters
m think of the trees they had to mow down to
all this worthless crap ~ table ck)ths, even
s blood resin,' sent to help ward off evil
ostensibly; actually, just to hype Dr. John)
and on and on it Hows, and all of them trying

l^ute each other. It's pathetic. Disgraceful,

I guess that about covers it. Except for one
^'hy do rock writers allow themsehres to get
'n by all of this?
don't Well, they do and they don't. That's
word hype* was invented. It's a trendy way
I m not being corrupted.' Yeah, i'm not

•fall for all this hype.' Which always remindi
I
a college acquaintance of mine, a WASP
pcist p,g who was food of laying 'I don't hate
••spicks an' Jews; I Judge each penon as an

In h
^^^ ^"^^^ '"^*n* iirfhidaal one of

Z ,t^!?*
'^ ^^^ ^ was trying to be funny,

L J n
"* ^** ^^^ facetious. But if you

it i^f
' ^^ "^"^ ^ "*"y ™««n* *t Every

in K V""^ • ^^^ wrt*^"' ^^ you he's not
'

" '?y hype, tell him he's birftehit."
lan s clotlaf iipMirka lNn«g up yet another

1.^..

serious question are rock critics' opinions in-
fluenced by this so-called "hype?" Stan 6erkowitr~
(not his real name), a college editor and writer,
believes that this is not the case at all, and that
certain other issues are more important. J if

"Most of the promotional things we receive are
sent to us without any strings attached, and that's
hat. I know of absohitely no cases of outri^t
'm »i»ery

.
where, say a record company offers cash for

n favorable review of an ^ album. Most companies
are. however, very friendly to writers, and I'm sure
that at least some of this friendliness is motivated by ,^
the companies' desire to stay on the writers' good

^

sides so that the writers will be nice, or at worst, fair,

to their product. Vw known of cases where real or
imagined offenses iiave resulted in unfavorable
reviews the next morning. But everyone, myself
included, has at one time or another been guilty of
exploiting the record and P.R. companies'
generosity I was once at a record company talking
to the head of publicity and he asked me if there was
anything I needed. So, as long a^ he asked, I figured
that I m ight as well get a copy of an album that one of
our reviewers already had, so I could make better
sense of the review that he was going to turn in and
also because I happened to like the group that
recorded the album. So I told the guy that I'd like a
copy of that album, and he said, "how many?" and I

sort of shrugged, and said "one." And you know what
happened? These guys who were also in the office,

they laughed at mc and said, "an honest man!" For
taking only one copy of an album I didn't really

deserve in the first place! Later I found out that the
guys who thought I was so funny were professional
reviewers for some of the bigger rock magazines."

Biit aren't free things necessary?
"Yes, they are. If the companies didn't send us

tickets to concerts and free records, we'd have no
right to review those things. Say you pan an album,
and the artist who cut it asks you what right you have
to criticize his work. What can you say? "I'm
brilliant' 'I've been a record reviewer for six weeks,'
or i got an "A " in English I or Music I?' None of

these suffice. The perfect reply to the artist is this:

"You're the one who gave my validity, by asking me
for my opinion which you or your record company
did by sending me a copy of your album and asking
me ib review it.' That's the only truly 100 per cent
unarguable reply that a critic can use. Because of

that facrt*m grateful ?fbr every album we've-
Teceiveo, even the numerous ones that I personally
can't stand."

1)0 all these free things ever get out of hand?
"You mean as far as influencing writers? Well, yes

and no. In terms of the companies' world view it can
never get out of hand^ even^JT ih^ offered new_
Jaguars for favoral>Ie reviews, assuming that such
would be sound economic policy. It's the American
way. All that a business is obligated to do is make
money as t)est they can without breaking laws. In a
way. 1 like the competitive aspects of the system
because say, I can't find any free parking in West-
wood, and I develop animosity toward the

shopkeepers I was intending to patronize. So 1 can
just do my shopping somewhere else and let the

Westwood merchants, who don't provide free

parking, suffer because the deal they offer me isn't

as good as the one I can get elsewhere. I do, however,
think that the system really brings out the worst in

human nature, from the htod of ITT on down to the

aforementioned Westwood merchants. The system
fosters a lot of insecurity, greed, and ruthlessness,

but the entertainment industry companies shouldn't

be blamed for this, any more than any other kind of

company. 1 don't like it, but that's the way it is.

(letting back to these "favors," do they get out of

haiiid for anyone?
"Oh, 1 was going to say that while I wouldn't blame

a company for anything they did to promote their

product, 1 would blame a writer for accepting certain

favors, because it betrays the confidence that the

public has in his writing. I know one writer who
sometimes writes publicity material for A&M
records. He never reviews any product from that

company, because if he did, people could say that

&M was using his free-lance assignments as a way
of paying him off. Of course this particular writer

would never let something like that influence his

opinions, and the company wouldn't try to influence

any one in that manner; nevertheless, he knows that

someone in a position of trust, like a writer, must not

only he honest, but must be above suspicion as well.

Here's another story: Capitol records gives $250 a

year to the L.A. press chib in order that the club can

give the money as a prize for "the best article on

contemporary music." Now this would seem like a

smart thing to do as far as Capitol is concerned,

because the press club is most likely to give the

award to a regular rock reviewer, and that, of course

goes for good press relations. The only thing Is that

Capitol should give the money anonymously."
Why?
"Well, the rules apparently don't preclude articles

written about Capitol artists, becauee the last two
years' winners, Robert Hilbum and Jay Berman,
have k)oth won for articles on Capitol artists, Terry
Knight and Grand Funk Railroad, and Linda Ron-

stadt, respectively."

But that's only a coincidence.

"Sure, but in the future, when people read reviews

of Capitol acts, they're going to tend to wonder if the

writers are just trying to get an inside track on that

$250 This could all be avoided if Capitol either

stipulated that all articles written about their own

(CentkMeden Page It)
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9036 Wilshire Blvd.

BeveHy Hills (ot Dohony)
274.6869

ChoHio Choplin't

CITY UGHTS

liifiiif
10925 Un
479-2866

Drivo

CONCERT FOR BANGUDESH (6)

2:15, 4^15,6:15, 8:15,

10:15 Fri. & Sol. dso 12:15

Irliiiii
7425 Suntol

87641212

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
Olid

THE HOT ROCK
SI far on* person w/ Hiit coupon plus oirront UCLA r«f cord.

Sorry no! good Solwrdoy nigkl oftor S p.m.

Pii riciiic
BILLY JACK

RA EXPEDITJONS7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
FrOO Porlnng '^^ ^ ^* person w/ Hiit coupon pkM currant UCLA r«g cord.

Sorry no« good Soturdoy nigh* oftor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

riiiiiis
HoNywood ol Vii

469-7161

Alittoir MocLoon's

PUPPET ON A CHAIN (PG)

DaMy 1^30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30 p.

Lolo Show Fri. & Sot. at 1 2 Midnight

PACIFIC'S B-tActro-.JonoFondo

ritiNi ' "T '"'

S?.ti«
w«iwood McCABE & MRS. MILLER (R)

^ Mon.-f^ri. hrom 6:30

Sat.&Sun.^om12:1S

272-8239

piAjA Acodemy Award Winner
l»i VHtorio do Sico's

w^MwMdViiiog. THE GARDEN OF THE

tR9.9^ FINZI • CONTINIS
AprM 21 & 22 Midnight sniy. Hanan Pdandu'. "ttpvltion"

—.H---'

(

mill
1045 BroMOffi

Weehvood ViUoga^
BR 24)501

Trish VcmOovoro^ Monto Manihoiii —
,

Jonol Loigk Molvyn Dowgloi in

ONE IS A LONELY NUAABER

^

DIrodod by Mol Sli»«H Musk by Mkkol Logrond

1 1 523 Sonto Monico Blvd.

Woit Lot Angelet

477-5581

AMHomy Aword Wfinnor

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S
All-Timo Comody Qossic

MODERN TIMES

"Oroovioil Movio inlown" England's OroatosI Movio - 1W9
Sllllt Mull ONDA OIAY • ANNA MAY WONO
VIIVII MVIIV CYRHtirCHAROS- CHARLES LAUOHTON
611N. FoirfoK E.A. DuPonfs

(X 3-2389 'PICCADILLY"
^^'^

Chorlio Chaplin '*Bohind the Screen"

Till LI irii
Lo Broo at Ninth
WE 4-2342

BAHLE OF OKINAWA

THE NEW

viiaMiri
2509 Wilshire

DU 72171

Luis Bunud's

NAZARIN
with Francisco l«bd and

MEXICAN BUS RIDE
D. Si.^. "Mcyd. TM.r' itartt WW.

Vliilll
961 Bro(Rfto(

478^576

isiiriii
8162 Melrose Ave.

013.2070

Marlon Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30, 1Z40, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10

Fri. & Sat. flKtro late show 1:15 a.

CLUBGUIDE
Ti»s.w.iy JOHNFAHEY

ltd
""

PAUL PENA
NsBf WooIb Tho San Francisco Mimo Troop in

**Tlio Dr^fonlody's Ravong•"

.•
)

lizzirrl's
9039 Svntot

CR3-6606

TRAIK SWAY
CORDOVA ROCK

Monday — Ladtot nifHt, Ladiss admitted trts
DANCE CONTEST i)M OHAND PRIZE

¥1^ dppsari on Rsal Don Stool's KHJ TV stiow (CH f

)

Tlmrsday ntgkt audition — NEW GROUPS
Sunday's Oroovin' Admission FREE Iwtort Ipm

rizzi PlIlCI
In Tho ViNoge

BEV SPAULDING DUO
478^788 float. day & nigM"

iriililiir
9081 Sonlo Monko Blvd.

LA
276^168

Tnrougn AprN mm

TODD RUNDGREN
RV COODER
Peter Yarrow
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cposed tune, it must be sUted that "Horse
overexj

bears

A group called America has to cover a lot of musical
ground to justify the nomenclature The acoustic trio by
that name seeni appropriately dubbed, not only because,
musically, they iare a synthesis of American contemporary
sounds, but because their collective experience covers
territory that extends from San Jose, California across our
continent to England where Dewey Bunnell, Gerry Beckly
and Dan Peek, all three sons of Air Force officers, met in an
American high school and formed a rock band called the
Days When the trio graduated, Dan went back to the SUtes
to try college for a while, Gerry began recording with a
band for Pye Records, ,and Dewey enrolled in a British
Drama school. Nothing s#emed to work out as planned,
and, a year later, Dan and Dewey found themselves
washing dishes in a London cafeteria. Soon after, Gerry
joined them, and they began making music together again,
now. by necessity, an acoustic band, having sold all their
electric equipment in the course of their dishwashing days.
Since that reunion of several years ago, America have

broadened their experience to include a less-than-honest
agent under whose guidance they made demo tapes for
three recording companies simultaneously, as well as the
somewhat more satisfactory management of Jeff Dexter, a
British "disc jockey" who's placed them on an incredible
number of major bills both in England and Holland. The
British critics, however, in Dewey Bunnell's words, "killed
us." not only because they were more receptive to the less
disciplined, rough-hewn style of English and European rock
acts, but also because America, themselves, lacked the
polish of technique to support the discipline of their style.
With the passage of time^ however, America have

evojved to a rpiisical unit cohesive enough to produce an
album possessed of all the polish and skill their live per-
formances in England may have lacked. The album was
originally planned to include eleven tracks, "A Horse With
No Name" was Warners' choice from four additional tunes
the band completed, as a single release, and was added to
the Lp after it had hit the charts.
Without implying anything derogatory" to that now

;sion as part oi me loiai wui » mai .^ ^.^ ----

than as an individual piece It is not, by any means the

strongest track ("Sandman ' takes that honor), nor the

* «-«ioi /••wi«^rciH<." "Three Roses" and 1

more discussion as part of the total work that is the album

lal piece It is not, by any ir—" *»*'*

Sandman" takes that honor)

most commercial ("Riverside", "Three Roses'

Need You • are potential smashes). But "A Horse With No

Name" is less Neil Young and more America when heard in

the context of the Lp. It s indenUfying element with the

album is "echo", curiously enough the technical charac-

teristic of the song not readily apparent over the radio. But

it is the concept of echo that maintains continuity

throughout the album Coincidentally, the echo in "A Horse

With No Name" oeewswrtheform ofwhat is commercially

known as the echo chamber; in this case, a -subtle reverb

behind Dewey Bunnell's hazy voice. For the most part,

howevei^ America utilize other devices to create the

desired effect. In "Sandman" , for example, the echo is

Ul, lyiJUUUVl

expti lence unique to military children — moving i^
two year intervals, military children are forrpH ^^*l^^^^^

either iassimilate each new environment (and, in Amer
the music that went with it) or become'^ ^'
shizophrenics. America exist by the former alter^*^^*^
they have a "universal ear" as Dan puts it, and witil^-^*'^
ability to recreate the sounds of Crosby Stills and m

'^'^
•Children '). Neil Young ("Horse," of course) thpR

'*"

(•'Sandman') and the Voungbloods ("Three r!^^
among others, distilled through their own experienr*

^

therefore, still America, a band with a sound as v^^'J"^'
their name and as specific a& the three indiviH..oi

^
^1,^ *Ua:» «nii<!;^ '»«udl8 Whg

turvcn
chirus

twi va

?r

le album ,is acoustic in

..,, 11 11 guimi and uiuiH"ji "iiif

equipped essentially with three acoustic guitars, though not

entirely by choice. Before coming to the United States,

America spent a week on a Warner Bros, owned farm in

hopes of making at least a partial transition to electric

instrumentation, arranging their songs for piano and other

instruments. The result of a week's work was the ocassional

appearance of electric bass on stage during their recent

engagement at the Whisky. It would seem America are not

yet able to cope with the pressures their success has

brought upon them. In this sense the youth (Gerry, Dewey
and Dan are 19, 20 and 21 respectively) that gives their

music vitality and innocence works against them. While
their album, completed in the unpressured retreat of a
London studio, is polished and professional, by their own
admission, America's stage act, subject now to the
pressure of continuous performance, is in its ipfancy. The
potential is there, however America have^ within them, the

KPrtid AdverfisemenfJ

make their music

Bread
Britfd, 6n their enigmatically named new release r t

I'm A Want Vou (Elektra EKS 75015), prove yet againul!
I vieyv that the group is composed of four highly sIcIil!
i^Smusicians who couldn't write an inteUieent Ivrir nn^

circumstance. Their instrumental skill and profSslS
crafted arrangements keep their album listenable hot
glance at the beautifully hand lettered lyric sheet^ ^

Babv I'm A Want Ypu a comedy album.
^"

But that's what AM radio is about— "it's got a beat I

drive 90 to it' — and the new record contains Bread's tl»!!
monsters: ''Everything I Own/' "Mother Freedom '"aS
the title cut. Those three cuts, and the nine others on th*
album are instrumentally flawless, especially a oleaJn^
enough little skiffle called "Nobody Like You" butX
words! What is a *>antyou"? And the stirring admoniti^
"Freedom - don't lose it; ya gotto understand ya just can^
abuse it" is hardly likely tQ shake up anybody and even
now is perhaps being crooned by a junior high school
assembly chorus.

Nevertheless, these boys have a good thing goin', as they
say. and perhaps are not bothered unduly on the way to the
deposit box by their stance as the thinking man's Denny
Osmond. '

-HavidLeei
I

.*-<

What doe^ happen at the

Center?

.

.;
-•J--

GOOD SEATi NOW AVAIUMLE

TUESDAY

7.30 pm
7:30 p.

m

7:30p.m .

- 6:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
1:30-3:30

4:00-6:00

7:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.
"^ 7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.

m

8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY
I

7:00 p.m.

6: 15 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

8:00 p m.

FRIDAY
:\ou4:00

1>:U0 7:00

6.00 p. .n

8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
1:00 4:00

,

A^>iil22

A,Mil?2

April 22
. . April 22

ACTIISIG WORKSHOP -'Learn the techniques of theater. Open.'
Engmh 'Conversation - A foreign student discussion qrouo
JMERCUirURAl AWARENESS A sonsltivitv orour. wrth fnTW>.n tf..^^ -^

, . . ^2
iun-mviry group wrrn tor^ign students andUn I Htqti school students. Open.

[

April 25 Begl.nning of Doubles Tournament in Ping Pong.

p.m. ARTS AND CRAFTS WORKSHOP - Free Instruction in clay-sculpturingmacrame. sand candles, stitchery, etc "
,

H^ "y,

p.ni. KUNG FU - Chinese martial art form taught by Kam Yuen. Foreign
students are invited to this beginning class

^

INTERNATIONAL COOKING CLASS Each week a different dish from d di-tterent country. $| fee - signups in qdvance. ^\GERMAN CONVERSATION - Converse in the native longuoge Ooe^T^BALKAN DANCING - Open instructions. 50C donation
^ ^^

FRENCH CONVERSATION -Discussions in French Open '

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES ("Run Wild/Run Free" Apr. 26) Free!

YOGA Beginning group taught by Keivon Kashoni

^A^[?.'^^i^
CONVERSATION - Improve skills through dialogue OoenJAPANESE CONVERSATION Emphasis in dialogue Open

^
c^illn'^^l-^i"'^^^^^^*"

international discussion on cultures
SPANISHCONVERSATION • Conversations in Sponish Open .

/ '

h
X^

">• '<

r"*"^**"-"

l':JlT2Z?r'''' '-' "-"^ '-" '^-^ -^- '- on en.rgetic

'Z.r''
''°"'

'"" ^°"^^ '''°"^
'' ^- ••--• ''-. "s s.,1, „ot

Trophies will be awarded to PING PONG winners

N't'chaT."'"'
'°'' '^''"'"'^ '"'"" ""' '""'" •-" '"' -->• -'"^

p.nv SOCCER PRACTICE Open to all students.

'eZ^T.lTj!'"
'""""''•'°"^' *"'"-«- Expo ot „,o I A Cunty A„ Mu-

10.00 a.nvTou. to Universol Studios $5 sign-up at ISC
6:00 p.m. TonzoMion Dinner by invitation

vitmion."
'"''°"""'" '°""'' ^'"""^ '° '•'•»''°'« >^^" -°"^- • day. by ,n

...rflfSO*^" SOUND JMter'jM

SUNDAY
7:00 p.m.

April 23.

\./

April 23.

April 23.

ON EXHIBIT

J J

J/'

IS^'lor $"l ,5a'"""°" * ""'""" ^•"^•"" 'P°-o-d dinner. Tickets sold at

10^0 p m^CosI parly (or performers at Royce Hall Open
l^^a.m. Santo Paula Canyon hike. 8 mile hike w/rocks and waterfalls. Char.je

Troditional Chinese Style Paintings by Johnson Chov,^.n.il April 30lh

. '1

Isn't it about time you visited the
International Student Center?

IO?.l Hllqord Avenue. 7 biks S. of lo Mnnc hn
'

'»

WRITTEN BY PHE TOWNSNENO AND THE WHO
Origiial Reciriiai ky Timmy
Proiacd ky Kit Lamkcrt.

''Breathtaking production . . .

destined to become a mile-
stone in the musical theater."

—Hollywood Umportw
An extravagant production

spectacularly bright and boon-
cy

-Oovid Sh—han, CBS TV

tt

»>e*ore curtJin^^^ ^iU.** V^ * ^'^ Student ID on* hour
- ^ "**' ^^' Thuri.. a. Sun pw^ormonces

^^- mU.m Wmmamt m^ fa. .^mm

4114251

J

f^ w^^wiai ^ I

^i^^^^^^^
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:ONCEmTS '

It s a so-so concert weekend

oming up. For folkies, there is

loan Baez at 8:30 Saturday in

Pauley Sunday night, there's

-aimed Heat andC^d Blood at the

U ^)ng Beach Auditorium, and Joe

[(K'ker at the Forum .( tickets,

|$(Kr>0-3.50). . ,-<:,. ^

1 In case anyone hasn't heard; the

riiradise Ballroom is finally going

to^ open tomorrow night; it's

located at 662 N. LaPieer. Roy

Kogers and the Sons of the

Pioneers will be giving a benefit

[concert for UCLA's Edwards
Foundation at 9 tomorrow at the

Ambassador's Embassy Room.

There'll be a gospel concert at the

long Beach Auditorium at 7:30

CLUBS ^
There's a biggie at the Troub

this week — Ry Cooder and Todd
Kundgren — to be followed by
Peter Yarrow. Paul Pena and
John Fahey are at the Ash Grove
currently. At the Ice House are

Hon Coden, Terrea Lea and Gabe
Kaplan. The Kenny Loggins Band
with Jim Messina and Casey Kelly

are at the Golden Bear. Jim
Kweskin and Jim Eaves are at

McCabe's this weekend. Albert

Collins and Mark Turnbull will be
at the Four Muses in San
Clemente Saturday and Sunday.

Jimmy Dickens is at the
Palomino tomorrow with Tommy

(Continued on Page 19)

Saturday. Finally, there will be an

Israel celebration, ''Birthday in

the Dark," from 5-8 Sunday in

Kancho Park, and it's FREE.
Upcoming concerts include:

Van Morrison and Shawn Phillips

at the Santa Monica Civic next

weekend, tickets, $6.50-4.50;

Procol Harum at Claremont with

Leo Kottke also next weekend;

itcTTuna; t^opperhead and Mick
(ireenwood at the Palladium next

weekend; Richie Havens at Fox
West Coast next weekend; and
Roberta Flack and Donny
Hathaway at Pauley May 6.

* * *

doing to see Little Ri^chard

turned out to be a treat in spite of

the fact that none of his highly

touted "friends" showed. **The

King" promises to be back at the

Fox with a movie crew soon — so

if you missed his performance
last time, truck on out to Long
Beach and catch all those shake
'um up rock n' rollers that made
him a legend in his won mind/-

time. He's a truly fantastic per-

former — how else could he

maintain a major career by doing

'Tutti-Fruti" for fifteen-plus

years?

As you have probably heard, the

old F^ox theater in Long Beach,

developed through the good wi]l of

some Northern Californians, has

aspired to fill the void the

Fillmore left: inexpensive,

hassle-free music in a hall ntiall

enough (2,500 capacity) to hear

(without distortion) and see

(clearly, even through the smoke)
whoever happens to be on stage.

(Coming, Richie Havens and
"Chuck BerryT.

''' ^
"' The management gives out free

oranges that fill the Auditorium

with the loveliest natural

fragrance, complementing
perfectly the aroma billowing

from almost every seat. Smoke is

no problem at the Fox, however,

because it has a high ceiling and

extensivfe balcony, both of which

allow for plenty of circulation.

The decor and structure of the

place is everything that a 20's

movie palace should be, in-

cluding, by this time, funky
enough deterioration to make
everyone feel at home. There are

comfortable theater-like seats if

you're a sitter and space in front

of the stage where parts of the side

aisles were removed for dancing.

You may also dance in the aisles,

if the dervish reaches out and
grabs you by the pooh-pooh.

Security is light, and, for the most
part, all outside the theater.

The F'ox is easy to find by falling

off the Long Beach Freeway at

Broadway or Oceangate, cutting

right csouth) a few blocks to

Ocean (the real thing and the

street), traveling left (east) until

you come to the auditorium/

arena ared* and there, low and
behold, on the opposite (north)

^de of the street isTheFox, ready

to welcome you and keep you

twitching from 8:00 p.m. on.

Tickets are $4 at Wallichs,Mutual,

Tower Records and the box office

or at the door for $4.50. The
management hopes to bring the

prices down and **the music .back

to the people." - y
j~ Suzanne Ready

2208 SWK^SllVd
384-5ff7o
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State Farm •Jeffrey Shurtleff's first album • on A&M Rci ords
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Written
I

iff JovnaJiMD. I call it
QWcfl. lint'siMlre^

JNI rs a 0Md. if

T W : To vIbC? Y.

me i%> F

I »»Jt to talk about
I' tead-m

*" acit«: then shut

T W^: Htii'

Q: ^rritcn* grvpies.

T.W:Gnii9ia,cii?i
weryoa: I

or

fvcr>one fa

it it to

-.• . t ..

far rock ^Titers

liHngbeforel

p]wjp»es of somewy of pitiing u is that

*"Jo»e people simply

. - .. .^ «^07wic eise to For ar^ gr«f«, she Hm muBc a lot and likes to J

Q: Well yes, but whitihwittiiewritere

Q: Reafly? 1

s-^wiwes.

writew'
you think rd be wiofkii^ at tbe steam

pUnf* There vr^ better ways to get hot

Q Brt I have evidence that ttiore^ Maybe *e
should make a few ooniectvci.
T W.: Okay U yoa om the kigic I used about rock

gnmines. a wnten* groapie hkes to read and likes to
get laid. v * *>

2——t. -. a-L^— 1
._

.
. ... _ .

" Q The CGnnecfxB betweendie two doesDt seem as
strong as in the first case.
T.W.: You're right muchas I hate to admit it. Now

you see why my name fits? Anyway. I figure a
H nters groupie gets to go to a kit of concerts and
parties.

J(iL.SQ_does a milli

T W : That's what 1 mean aboii everyooe being

Superior Grodes Overnight
end /CXI don't hove to be o genius

T:
^c •^

•m ««3i«tl^ ^-a.' J lea»«»*CRKi»-

^^ ^«^ B« r« ^tad iKy KOied on In-
itsaiitao

% iais of L^etMiai . w^iPia^^

,^
lati of'

^ mtar tkiei i: sbai far?

T 1 L^ ^ ^y ygf^g^ starti^ with T, ile

TW I

^eaa to

mi^OEn.
hoW ti!ie mv etlive for a wtde^

r. •

<~...,^,.,
, „,

^*"^^ <^»^ tfyouwiB whatvoudo

J V ' *** * ^^ ^'^^^ Steam plant

?J^il*^ ««« to r«k f^
2\ ^^ ^ ^ ^<^^ t*«y better damn wefl«r™^w S^ tf ne «Kl the other guys at the« plaat west oo strike, they d freexe their tails

Q^
What I vant to find out is how you rotate to the

' W Poorty

Q Pleasi

"^

VJiJj""^ W-ho, I m iot wwfch^ rm a p«t
^i^S^ *V^ " ^ socwtogy deimrtmcat

2l?ii*^*^>'^ laisodoabttlewTSaTvw
¥i^1 Ad«K review for the D.a«K»i. ^ ^
A.«i_ fortheDwIy
T«: Whit llWigted tl^*»

'***"-*r«^**»f o«^ out in the han,
««*tflr poked hb head out and yeUed
'*'^**'-ad. >x)u want some free albums^ *

«JkK*theshitoulolhimaiid

X): I think you're mugijiii jfirifg
TW

: I don't Try it this way; women look for nien

* ho can fiU their physical emotiooal. spintual and
material needs, either all at once or one or two at a

time When the man they're with can't do it any
more, they dump him and moveon Sometimes, they

don't move on, so they are permanently groupies
The rest are regular groiifMes That's exactly what
iw* groupie does, man. There's also status involved

^ loo. like getting Ifkk Jagger is better than some
imknown bass player, Jurt Iflte gettii* Kurt Vonnegut
would be better than getting you! It's good for your

peer-group status to land a tag one.
Q: What do you think of writen* groupies"
T.W.: As kng as I don't have any, I think they're

all shuckers and ipytx^,

Q They're aU what?— T.W.: Fucking charlatans. Writers are fucking

charlatans. Wntets* groupies are Hterally fucking

charlatans. Fucking fuckii^ rhari^t^ns

Q You're no shnch with pntfanity. Mr Widener.

biA I'll have to ask you to hghfeen up a bit.

TW: Shit yea.

Q: Thanks. Now, I take it you don't like groupies

much.
T W : I saki I don't like writers' gnavies if I don t

have any.
'

Q :I>o you consMier yousdf a writer?
T W.

: No But if I become one. wiU 1 automaticaUy
get some groi^Mes? One even?
^Q: There's apparent^ no guarantee.
TW.: WeU. then why hecone a writer? I can work

m the steam plant and not have any groupies You

knou- any women who like steam heat wdA wanna get

Uid**

Q: No
T W.

: You hioe. Ill talk some more when you find

some

PiMit groiviai?
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#xrMore Thrills

( t ontlnued from
Page 17)

Colirns and Billy Armstrong

appearing Saturday ^night. Hope"

y'all heard the Everly Brothers on

the KDAY concert hotir last

Friday, recorded live at the

Palomino. Don and Phil were as

good as ever, singing lots of oldies

and a few newies from their new

album The Palomino house band

,s pretty good too. The fcklb' itself

is far out — on Lankershim in

North Hollywood — but if you're

not a country music fan the

driven be worth it. The clientele

depends on the act — I kept

looking for lots of truck drivers in

t shirts with tatocs on their arms,

but for the Everlys the place was

amply filled with freaks. The

bouncer was pretty fearsome,

though. Be sure and bring I.D.,

and if you're under age, forget it.

For jazz and blues people, Les

McCann is currently at Shelly's;

Grant cVeen is at the Lighthouse.

Teddy Buckener Dixieland is

featured at Donte*s tonight, with

Kuth Price and Dave Grusin

coming in tomorrow and Satur-

day, and Willie Bobo Wednesday.

( armen McRae is at the Hong

Kong Bar (at the Century Plaza).

Maxine Weldon is again at the

Ftc club, and the Niteliters just

opened at the Front Page over on

Crenshaw. ^ -^--^—

—

The L.A. Chamber Orchestra will
appear at 8 Saturday at the Santa
Monica Civic and at 8:30 Monday
at the Mark Taper. The Wakita
Japanese Music Ensemble will
give a free concert at 2:30 Sunday
at the Museum of Natural History.
The Meremblum California
Junior Symphony will give a free
concert at 3 Sunday at Fiesta Hall
in Plummer P^rk.
Horacio Gutierrez will perform

works by Beethoven, Schumann
and Prokofieff at 8:30 Sunday in

Koyce; student tickets are $1.75.

FILMS
The midnight show at the Plaza

this weekend is Polanski's
Kepulsion; the program at the
Brentwood Twin is A Man and a

and \\ at 11 a.m. Saturday with
one of the best films in the series,

A Midsummer NiKhl's Dream.
The film stars Victor Jory as
Oberon, James Cagney as Bot-

tom, and Mickey Rooney as Puck,
among such other notables as
Dick Powell, Olivia de Havilland
and Jo^ E. Brown.

i
, .,

use i^ holding a film marathon
at Hoffman Hall beginning at 10

am Saturday, featuring silents,

experimental films and feature
length films, including Capra's
Lost Horizon. Another Capra film.

You ( ant Take It With You. will

screen at 8 Saturday at Caltech's
Baxter Hall.

The Los Feliz is currently
featuring La (oliectioneuse and
My night at'^ Maud's. One. of;

Thur'sday. April 20. 1972

CLASSICAL

The L.A. Phil will perform

works by Beethoven and Mahler

at the Chandler Pavilion at 8:30

tonight; 100 student tickets will be

available at $2 at the box office.

Tickets will also be available for

Fischer-Dieskau at the Pavilion

Saturday night. The Guild Opera
Company will perform Mozart's

Magic Flute at 10:30 today and
tomorrow at the Shrined

The Southern California Chinese

at 8. and Tnentieth Century at

(i::iO and 10 in Dickson Saturday;
donation asked.

ART
^

"Far East Meets West," an
exhibit of watercolors from Hong
Kong and California has just

opened at the Pacificulture
Foundation, 46 N. Los Robles. A
couple of new exhibits will be
opening at the County Art
Museum in the coming week:
Tuesday opens "Body Shells and
Shadows" and works by Israeli

artist, Avigdor'Arikha; continuing
exhibits include "The American
West" (Students, $.50 and Durer
and His Circle."

• Continuing at the Pasadena Art
Museum are Dorthea Lange's
photos of Japanese^American
internment in World War II,

"Executive Order No. 9006."

"Visible/Invisible," an exhibit by
21 women artists, continues at the

Long Beach Art Museum.

Woman; ti)e midnight show at the

Star and the Mayfair is Blow-up.
Palms Recreation Center, 2950

Overland will screen Sherlock Jr.

with Buster Keaton at 7:45
tomorrow.
Westwopd Film Society, 1732

Westwood Blvd., is showing a
series of **Forty Years of

Academy Award Films."
Screenings are at 6:30 and 9:30

tomorrow and at 7 and 9:30

Opera Society will appear^it »—Saturday. The^^^hakespeare
Saturday at the Wilshire-EbeU. festival continues at the Monica I

Capra's best films, Mr. Smith
(•oes to Washington, is at the

Bijou this week with Crime and
Punishment. The Silent Movie is

showing Piccadilly. Bunuel's
Nazarin and Mexican Bus Ride is

at the New Vagabond.

On campus, there will be
screenings tomorrow, Saturday

and Sunday of films by UCLA
student filmmakers at 8:30 and 10

in^ Royce; student tickets are

tl .25. Talk of the Town will screen

,

»
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"Occult Art" is featured at the

Philosophical Research Society,

3910 Los Feliz. Picasso's "Suite

Vollard" etchings can be viewed
at Horizon West, 10345 W.
Olympic, through Sunday
"American Survey' continues at

Zachary Waller Gallery, 904 N. La
Cienega. "Visionary Graphics"
by Satty and Singer continue at

The Poster, 916 N. La Cienega.

TV - V" ,

Movies are best things on the

tube this weekend, as usual.

Tonight at 8:30 on channel 28 (and

again at 9:30 Sativ^day) NET
Playhouse will feature The Rise of

Louis XIV. Tomorrow you can see

Trpasure of Sierra Madre at 1

p.m. on channel 9, and Johnny
(luitar at 4 p.m. on channel 2. Up
in Arms is on at 6:30 on channel 5.

Cocteau's Orpheus screens at 8:30

tomorrow on channel 28. Saturday

night, Seymour's offering The
Raven with Karloff and Lugosi.

DANCE
The Aman Folk Ensemble will

perform at 8:30 tomorrow and
Saturday and at 2:30 Saturday at

the Ahmansor\; tickets are $6.50-

2.75. The Interim Dance Theater
will perform at 2:30 Saturday at

the Pasadena Ar^ Museum. The
Westwood Cooperative Folk
Dancers will give a free audience-

participation concert at the
Veterans Memorial Auditorium
Sunday. The Elle Johnson Dance
Co. will perform at 8:30 Saturday
and at 7 Sunday at Academy West
Dance Theater.

THEATER
Applause, with Lauren Bacall,

opens the L.A. Civic Light Opera
season at the Chandler Pavilion

Tuesday. The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers with Don Knotts opens at

the Huntington Hartford
tomorrow night. A Meeting By the

River opens Wednesday at the

Mark Taper, presented by Jlhe

New Theatre for Now.
^

An I for an I (7:30 Fridays and
Saturdays) and Oh Boy. Here
t omes Walt (7:30 Thursdays) are

currently running at the Spotlight

Theater, 8225 Beverly. As You
Like It, an all-male fantasy

version of the Shakespeare play

continues at the Tiffany Theater
on Sunset, Wednesdays through
Sundays. Nite of the Bite con-

tinues at the Crossroads
Playhouse, 6671 Sunset at 8:30

Thursdays through Saturdays .

— V.F.N.
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Start vourown spring celebration with Tyrolia, California
white wine and natural fruit flavors. The r>ew wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as
light and bright as that first spring day. With the
<-nsp, clean taste of oranges, lenxwis and flowery
- spices. Drink Qillo Tvrolia, the wine of spring.
^ And celebrate

!
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oil netters face UCSB-^^

|n pivotal match Saturday
^ By Saul Shapiro

DB Sports Writer

LCLA's women's tennis team has its pivotal match of the season

)morrow at U on the Sunset Courts. •^ v

The girls' oppo"^*^ ^**^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ Santa Barbara, the defending

)uthern California Women's Intercollegiate Tennis League champions.

Coach Bill Zaima feels that his squad has a good chance to wrest the

jtle from the Isla Vista netters, Zaima cites the Dolls' depth^as the

[earns key strength.

The team is very deep, with excellent players occupying all

^sitions," Zaima remarked. "The team does not have a star player, but

)ur depth is such that our fifth and sixth girls might be playing two and

three on other teams."

The Dolls' lineup does not include Linda Lewis, last year's star and

formerly the top-ranking junk)r in Southern California, who has decided

lo forego competition this year.

However, Lark Walters Pifferini (wife of the Bruin linebacker) has

imoved up from the number two spot to take Lewis' place Zaima calls

Fiflerini "an exciting aggressive player, very quick."

Lea Trumbull, who was the third-ranked netter on the 1970 squad,

returns to competition this season after spending last year in Europe.

The Dolls' Karen Dawson occupied the third spot last season and does

so again this time around. Although Dawson has been playing the game

for only four years,she is one of the team's most competitive performers

i

and excels in the backcourt.

Two year varsity performer Gayle Goodwin holds down the fourth spot.

An excellent server, Zaima feels that Goodwin needs to be more

aggressive in order to fulfill her "great potential."

Jennifer Louis is the only freshman on the varsity contingent and is

presently ranked third on the East Coast. Zaima says that "she is a

steady performer who needs more work on the faster courts of the West

Coast"
-' _ -•

Jane Richardson, like Trumball, spent last year in Europe. Her coach

"the bestnumber six in the league.

"

•

^

.1 ,i
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Kelfy 's Korner

The Perils of a Pro Basketball Rookie
Doug Kelly

Thus far this year, the girls have posted a 3-0 record against all com-

petition and are 2-0 in the league. UC Riverside was the non-league vic-

tim, 8-1; while San Diego State and USC fell by scores of 6-3, and 7-2,

respectively. ;^:^ -.

We take you now to the stately offices of that world-
famous law firm. Foghorn, Crosby, Carswell and
Kleindienst. As usual, FCC&K has a knotty problenn
on its hands.
Foghorn is conferring with his client, basketk)all

player Bob (Did Do) AAacAdld.

"Now let me get this straight. Are you trying to tell

me that, in the space of two days, you've signed
THREE basketball contracts?"
"That's right," retorted AAacAdld.
"What in hell for?" replied the exasperated at-

torney, t , .

"Well," Bob said, "it wasn't easy."
"That's for damn sure."

"You see, I came back to campus from L.A. after

the NCAA championships, and when I got back to my
place, I found this note for me to call the ABA team
in Shetx>ygan. ~ —
"So I gave them a call, and they suggested we

meet a day later in Cleveland."

"Why Cleveland?"
"Because that's the second team I signed with."

"What? We were told you signed with Sheboygan,
-New York and then Buffalo!"

» . A rv '^. •J •

The Doll basketball squad recently wrapped up its season with a fourth

place finish by the A squad at the Cal State Fullerton Tournament, which

serves as the Southern California championship.

The Doll varsity was severely hampered by the loss of three players

due to injuries inchiding star center Shiela Adams who chipped a bone in

her foot during the opening contest. Sunny Ismond and Jane Wortman
were also sidelined during the tournament.

Nevertheless, it was a successful season for the Dolls, who finished with

a 12-3 mark which was good enough for a league title tie with Fresno

State They won the All-Cal tourney at Davis, too.

The B team also won its league title and at Fullerton captured the

consolation crov/n. .:. .V

The women's swim team pompetes in the northern section

qualification rounds for the Southern California championships (?). The
girls have taken second place behind USC at the CC Santo Barbara In-

vitational and before that were third at their own invitotional.

Given good chances to qualify are Karen Szamanski, backstroke; Pam
(arr, freestyle and individual medley; Sue Riley, breaststroke; Pam
Hanunian, butterfly; and Kathy Kamo and Tina Taylor, freestyle.

The meet will be held tomorrow at 10 at Valley Stote.

"Not true. Do you think I'd do something as Idiotic

as THAT?"
"I'm sorry I had such a thought."

"Anyway," Bob continued, "I met this guy and he

gave me the sales pitch. You know, five year deal,

four million dollars spread out over 30 years, car,

kx>at, house, and half of South Dakota.

"So I told him to up that k)ecause I was getting

almost as much at the University."

"We know that. How did you than get hooked up
with Cleveland?"

"Well, as you know, the Cavaliers leiPt town
because of poor attendance, and the ABA seized upon

the place as a golden opportunity. They wanted me to

be a gate attraction."

L^Bui you were committed to Sheboygan."
"I know that. But don't bother me with details. I'm

trying to tell you the whole story.

"I continued negotiations .with Shetx)ygan. But t

really didn't want to play there. I mean, there's so

much more to do In Cleveland, and I just figured

that's the place I wanted to be.

"So I told this to the people at Sheboygan, and they

were very understanding. They told me they'd been

losing people for the same reasons I had, and that

they were thinking of moving the team to Cheyenne,

Wyoming.

I" But they told me they'd accomodate me. After I

signed the Sheboygan contract, they would just

transfer it to Cleveland, and everything would be set.

So I signed. Only I took half of Arizona in addition to

all of South Dakota. What I'll^do with South Dakota.

1'lt h^ver know. But 1t might come In' handy
someday."
"Okay, okay. So you signed. Then what?"
"Then I went to Cleveland and told them what

Shelx)ygan told me. Their general manager was very

nice, but firm . He said no dice. If I was going to play

in Cleveland, I would have to sign a Cleveland con-

tract and nothing but. So I signed again. Cleveland

was very nice about the whole thing. In addition to

my benefits I received previously, I also got half of

the city as a bonus."
By now, our dear Foghorn was completely at wit's

end. He pushed the Intercom. "Miss Williams, please

send in Mr. Crosby and Mr. Carswell. While you're at

It, send Mr. Kleindienst as well."

In a few minutes, the three gentlemen arrived.

"What's up, Boss?" asked Crosby optimistically.

"Get in here and sit down," Foghorn ordered. In a

rather griiff tone of voice.
"You aren^t going to

believe this one. Go ahead. Bob."
"Where were we? Oh yeah. So I'm set In

Cleveland. I was In good shape, and was just starting

to get It together. Then the guy from Buffalo called."

"What did HE want?'^- . ^ ' - s

"What do you think? They had been hot after my
lx)d all through my last year of college, and they kept

telling me how much better It was to play In the NBA,
I agreed to listen to the man."
"Wonderful."
"No, you're getting me all wrong. He said, 'Look,

you've already signed two contracts In the ABA.
Chances are the court hassle will be so great that

you'll end up sitting out the whole season anyway.
Why,not sign with us? That way, you'll only have one

'

cdntract with the NBA and you can play right away.'

I must admit the offer was tempting. But I still had
my doubts. I asked him, 'Well, what about the

competition between the leagues? If I sign with you,

then the two leagues will be fighting over me.' But

the Buffalo man was very reassuring. 'My boy,

there's no need to deal with messy details like that.

Everything will be straightened out quickly and

easily with absolutely no hassle.'

"Well, I figured he wouldn't steer me wrong. I

asked him where I signed. You know. It just so

(Continued on Page 22)
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Classifttd adytrtising rates

ISwords il.SOday, Sconsectftivt 1

insertions SS.OO
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DEADLINE I0:30a.m.
No telephone ordei's

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertisi/ig service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 125-

4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-0*49.

y QQtx\p\i% Serykes .... 3

Information and Referrals

For

birth control - abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
overpopulation literature

•t V

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER
Monday and Thursday 10-2

Ackerman Union 24)2
sponsored by S.L.C Student run

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff \2\
82 50611

A*

y/Help Wanted . 8

PHOTOGRAPHER who took pictures.
Harbor Ireeway southbound $1 st, 4/4/72,

automobile accident, approximately mid-
night Urgent notify, Pearlie Lewis, 32) 0*59.

Want copies. A 24)

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
With management potential. Part/full time.

Mr Genovese, 780 7SSA. (•A24)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

^For Sale /5 ^Irmtl

.

.77 /Travel .\

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system. J

speakers, turntable S295. Now m Bdxcs- 73)-

S43$ I ^(15 A 24)

EUROPE
EAST AFRICA

17

Earn up to $40. a month
en our plasma program.

Phone: 471-005) between 12 P.M. and 7 P. M.

y Personal

PREGNANT? |Jeed h^lp'-Call Lifeline, 981
HELP .

-'
,5QTR,

JANET ^he Frito Freak Happy Birthday, to
»h»' sweetest clown I have ever found.
Muhammadollie. (5 A 20)

CAPTAIN, Freibutt and Company How do
you likt using Dixie Cups? Clasi of 19?? (5 A
70)

y Enterfainnnenf ?7 , , . , 6

SINGLES 2) 45 only. Foreign songs, dances
bicycling, sailing, skimg, like variety? Pica<
.Club, GR 8 7773.

ety? Picas
(4A25)

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine A
food Fridays, Sat entertainment. 2240
Wfstwood Bl Tel. 474 93)). 14 M 2)

/Help Won/erfTTrT/TTl
UNDERGRAD coed campus represen
talivf, English maior Write ad
vertisements Resume. BAB Enterpriies
301 S Roxbury Dr.B.H. (8 A 24)

SUMMER Jobs Teach swimming, move
•urniturt', tram horses, or give pony rides
^^enrtcesUntim ited, 475 9521 (8 A 21

)

LOCAL Colfee Shop Part time, no ex-
perience necessary Call between 3 PM • 4PM 478 5442 ,,^25)

4 MfN 3 eve. Sat. $40 and up
Thur only, 474 3008.

Call 1-4 PM
(8 A 30)

APT Mgr 29 units, WLA Long-term grad
student. 24 plus, single or married, avail
afternoons, rent free turn single apt. 273
'"1 (8A 20)

KEYPUNCH Operator Immediate lullumv opening on campus, 2 yrs. exper
required Contact Gwcn Nelson, 825-4255 (IA ?4)

NIGHT Director Preschool Crenshaw area
Mrs .ipprox 4PMfo)lPM Call Mrs Kurti,
l<'7 48]6 morns only. (8A24)

DIM ECTOR lor large, modern 'preschool.
Crenshaw area Must be experienced,
Mexible, qualilied by Soc Serv Dept.
standards Send letter and resume to
Program Coordinator, 8)6 Lincoln Blvd
Venice, Ca 90291 «(8A24)

NEED babysitter to look after daughter
between 3 00 4 00 PM, occassional week
days Car required II you liked "The
Courtship of Eddy's Father", you will love
this |ob Please call Michael Magloff, 278-
''°*' (8 A 24)

CARICATURE artist needed for'Mardi Orat
Booth Voluntary Leave message at 825
2275. t r y again.

( 8 A 20

)

FULL time summer jobs camp counseling
lor national parks. 4759421. Services
""'""'*««' u^,
HEAVY cleaning Fibors, windows, gar-
dening Part time Flexible hour). Car
helpful 52 30 /hour. 828 1300. (8A3S)

NEEDED Student flying to Pittsburgh, Pa.,
in June to accompany children. Details, call
eves, 926 5142 (8 A 21)

BUSY attorney needs girl to work in law
office part time Hours flexible. Call Mr.
Kar.ne, 277 4420. (8 A 31)

DANCER Actress (14 35) /actors (30 50) for
leid roles. Graduate film protect. Ron. 394-
*•*' (8 A 24)

HAv4 A GOOD STATION WAGON? EX-
PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPING?
CALL 472 3349 FOR EXCITING SUMMW
JOB!

GO Getters sell mtmbs., dittributorships.
non profit consumer club, heavy profits
during expansion. 444-2444x45. (8 AM)

NEED babysitter for 9 month boy. At yo«ir
house. Prefer in Westwood. 477 8854. 9 AM-
7 :]«#M. (•A21)

STUDENT: Otnoral houMcleaning. Two
kodroom & don home S3 SO hour. One day
•very two weolis, yewr conventonct. Car
necessary Call, 323 31f I, ext. 44 /nrtos, 414
"*» (8A2«)

^^.

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills. Recep
tionist, typist, shorthand. Fufl or part-time.
Call Gna, 278 0811. (8 A 24)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

sue sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
ibedroom sets Call me today Richard Pratt,

'886 0400 (ISOTR)

y Services Offered .... 16

BftENTWOOD Coop Nursery. Ages 2 1/3 - S.

9 12 PM: S25. A parent participation sctMOl.
Barrington Park. 451 4039. (14A3S)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 387 1548. (14 A 34)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into

Colorado wilderness from $35. P.O *«•

18427, Denver, 80218.

ISRAEL • -

ONE wain mK fMNM frtp smMdiit
Intxpdfisivd ftwtfdnt campi99 t«4>f»
tkrtmifmwt Wnt m# East Ewrg^d, ifidvtfiiif

9»ssia. SOFA AfMrt Hr intar-KiN'Mwan
sftfrfdiit dianvr Mtflitft. Contact tSCA, fMiP>^^
Urn Victnt* m¥4.j S¥iH §4, LA, CalH., ftt«9,

i
' Ttl : (2U)J2*-S*f, WJ-^fSS

IF ypw »re going to the Continent this

summer, why is your flight only to London?
Air France to Paris form $343 for anyone 12-

3S •34-1301,435 7171 (17A3S)

EUROPE
programs 4 or _ „,,
Traveling, 9«4-34t1. ^• weohs. Experiments

ij

,t'7QTR).

OVERLANa EXPEDITIOnTT^
Kashmir A Nepal Trans^rka 'i*^**'America Trfvel and coin* •« .k ^'n
track to some rather inteTett.^S

^' "**»«»

areas in 4WD trucks. Wr.teR^chr^*''''^^'
Box 1408, Belhngham, Wa 98225 i„!'l."*»'
information. '"* *V <l«tt,u„

(17M

••••§•

hI; Ovr llttiyearof

I ''LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

Box
(14 0TR)

toLONDON(RTbas«)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

siM.oeow
SIS.90OW
S 44.30OW
$172.00OW

COCKTAIL waitress, part or f(ill time. Bev.
Hills area, 27) 4354. (8 A 24)

NEED girl part time, as TV hostess, 7
days/wk

, $2/hr. Must want to work im-
mediately. Jo, 277 1747. (8 A 21)

PART time jobs still available at Services
Unlimited, 475 9521.

WAITRESSES needed to begin im-
mediately, night shifts only, must be ex-
perienced. Apply in person. Tiny Naylors
Restaurant, 10901 Wilshire Blvd, WLA,
90024. (8 A 24)

FULL or Part time help at the Pizza Palace,
Gay ley & Weyburn. Apply alter 5p.m. (8 A
2*)

WANTED: Girls for telephone work, S
nights/wk, 6 9, 5 weeks starting 5/1. Central
location, no selling. CallCarberry Marketing
Research, 272 3484, apply starting Mon.
4/24. (8 A 31)

AUTO INSURANCE
f-MOTORCYCLE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
t, CANCELLED?
^ LOW MONTHLY

PAYMENTS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS '

394 2335 '.. ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Hundreds of departure dates »n4
destinattons. Request free travel info
SIERRA TRAVEL IMC. (313) 377-S200 or •;-
3111, 9075 Santa Monica Bl.^ Beverly CHARTER FLIGHTS

«- -^-

BRENTWOOO CO op nursery. Ages 3 1/3$. 9-
12 PM S25 A parent participation school.
Barrington Park. 451 4039. (14 A 30)

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshtre Blvd., LA f002S. 47t-0*44. (I7 0TR)

EUROPE, $330537$ R.T., also Israel A
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall fligtits,
E SEP , §317 Beverly Blvd., LA f004t. 451-
3311. ESEP-UCLA members. (17 0TR)

)/ Lost& Found

LOST Opal ring small stones /princess
setting Personal value only. Reward 851
3228/825 3901, X 29. (9A 24)

/Odds & Ends.. W
ENCOUNTER. Aids Bataca bats, dolls,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990-
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933. (lOQTR)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION,MEMORY, CON
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily 474-
3350 (14 A 20)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 139-7370 or §70
9793or 454 3544. (14 0TR)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 34
hr. phone, 274 9119. (14 0TR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
781 5527,873 5815. Eves, 783 3509. (UOTR)

Would you like a business of your own? You
don't need an office to start. Begin at home,
full or part time. Ideal for husband artd wife
teams. Call 347-4130. No tfbligation No in-
form alion over phone. Let's have coffee and
talk.

(S

S77

» NEW YORK
JUNE 1SONE-WAY

^HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

1 TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

STB

SI 70
plus land

u

Alio Studemrsil mmI Euraili

ln%ur»nce. Gutdebodts
, Car Purchaw

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERSA
{^%^

AIS/EXITS
9066 Santa Monica Blvd

L>. 90069
774-8742

ofSanu Monica/DohOTiy)
iil

y Political ...;:.... .; ff ^ — STUDENT INSURANCE

EVERY AMERICAN SHOULDKNOW
experimental warfare m Vietnam

radar guided weaponry
American Friends slides. Save Our Soldiers

lScJ 6V^h" '\ "' P^"'^"" • 00 PoJLuck, 6:30, bring food
Unitarian Society of L A West

3744 Barrington, Mar Vista, 984 2737
2 blocks west of McLaughlin
lUst north of Venice Blvd.

>/ForRenf
. . ;2

TWO wceki Tree rent. One bdrm, $180, two
c*l'.'",V,"**

»=*nta*tic closets, BundV nea?S.M. 277 18)8, 820 5058, eves (°3 a 2*)

RENT TV HIFI $7.50^0 Plan 931 1771
«$1 5S50 25C A DAY TV RENTAL (12 A 28,'

Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified
dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical/
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information ^A application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
Toom 140, or caTI 125-0611, ext.
259 . .

7^ y/ Rides Offered 13

MS
.
PhD mathematics help studenttaking written MS in Math (Analysis AAlgebra) 344 South F St. Oxnard Calif

93030 (805) 487 1247 after 5. PrTce^iJ;. H I A
to)

LEAVING for New York after April 23Share expenses/driving Call 824 1785. ( 13 A

y/ For Sale

ALTERATIONS expertly done Fast neat
reasonable Call even.nis. Sue All.;.":;i

<UA34)

y/lravel --------- jj

7 FORD van seats blue New condition $50
each. Campus, 825 7481, home - 374 1808 ( 15A 25)

LEAVING country Must sell '44 VW Bug
English racing bike (10 speed). Steel strino
guitar GR2 4024 (15 A 25)

2 EXCELLENT Hollywood beds $30 each 1
with cover & 2 bolsters $1$ additional. 473-

^^ (15 A 3S)

ELECTRIC guitar Like new, with piuth
case 555 or best offer. 473 5383. ( 15 A 34)

SU

L

PENT AX Spotmatic F 1.4, never used
Super multi coaled lens. Case, filter. Need
cash, sacrifice 397 557). (IS A 34)

f}-yl3' A'^'"»»rong Excellent conditionS85 Phone 474 5040, morns and eves ( iTa2)

r?«H ' V? ^'"'P" bed, twin, w/frame.Good condition Asking $35 A $15, respec-
tivel y 476 5302. (IS A 30)

WEDDING gown and veil by Priscilla, siie
10 Alter 6, 994 0584 or 441-0*84. (IS A 31)

MMER GROUP/CHARTER ^DOMTS
A /New York (1 way)

.
<'^«y3lstA June 15th only)

A./London/L.A.
A./Brussels/L.A.
A./Tokyo/L.A.
A. /Tel Aviv/L A
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033

1724 Westwood Blvd.

flig^hTs""^ * '^'°'*'-^ ^^" chaSeT
New York Flights under $100 one way
i«« cV'i*'^

* Camping Tours
l»72 Student Guide Book to Eoroae

Student Reii.pas, 2 hio. $130
CONTACT SOFA AjjentVIC DEPT UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd

r-noNE: •"3383 or784- 1477

Official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. p^f, Qays p^j^g

^ ~^

6/18 8/28 71 $262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

6/22 8/15 54 $262

6/26 9/6- 72 $262

$27$6/25 9/13 80

#
/27 8/25 59 S2^2

6/28 9/9 73^^ $162

A/9fl 9/16

8/29

81

61

$275

$2621

A

Or m9

6/2?

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

7/8 8/17 40 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50^ $262

8/12 9/13 33/ $252

STEREO need bread, must sell my new
equipment. Please call 477 7484. (IS A 24)

2 STUDIO bods good condition • built-in
storage covers and bolsters includod • Both
545 5592731 (^jam)

OV^SEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, tic
All professions, occupations, $700 $3,00(>monthly^ Expenses paid, ovtrtimt, sight-
seeing Free info write Jobs Overseas
Dept P4, F.O. loK »$07^-Jan 01.90 Ca!""* (I7A25)

FO COS 5

Available only to bonafide n>tmbers of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immodiate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same housohold.

Charter flight•

kerchkhoH Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. A 5p.m

825-1221uca
" > » —

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig Kibbutz, plenty free time
Exp. in Travelling, 914-3411. (170TR)

EUROPE Flif^ts. SO departures, also NY
Israel, India^ Africa, 50% off. Student

rates/cards since 19S9. EASC, 333 N Beverly
Dr., Beverly Mills, 90310, 374-4293 ( )7 OTR )

VTut^if^g 18

FOR Sale I4mm Bole» 3 matching lansos.Tripod Must sell 5375 or best offer !394.

'ill ^ lli*
">

PIONEER AM/FM stereo receiver »
\^*.*'^:*' '*"'<« Changer. Must soil, lift

.: (IS A 34)
721 0307.

MINOLTA SRT 101 F 1 7 with il« mm a. ».mm lenses $245 473 1834 *** '" 7!? A 2J?

545 to $95
""^

PER WK/PART TIME
Unlimited earning potential addrettn*envelopes at home in your spare MmJ"*Companies are pay.ng top monev t« .d.viduals With GOOb hinrw?itinl •"*'
"personally" addressing their en w.?? '•'
For further mformaViV r.-IPd.no'*^purtun.ties with these companI« 7^2 ss ?Advertising associates. P.© |S? V.?
Crawfordville, Fla. 33337. * '•'•

,«Mk^

CARS IN EUROPE
.« "KNTORiUY
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO

FREE CATALOOUB ALSO BURAILPAtS.

EUROCARS
000 Sunset Elvd . LA OtMf 371-4144

Wi ANNUAL JET PLIONTI
lUROPS: P-ROM 1339 ROUND TRIF
JAPAN: 'tOMSSet ROUND TRI^
'^LIOHT CHAIRMAN 371.0932, 819.3401

4348Overjand.O0^,A.

SC .etf-ffi I

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex
periencod Univ. Prof. Positive results any
Ofam. Easy conversational method (trial)

^yf
3403. (ItOTR*

I JP^E, LSAT, other test preparation. In-

dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. •» So. Robertson.
4S7-4390. (18 0TR|

FRENCH: Exam prtp^fahon. intensive

language study, translation, literature. Call

former UCLA teacher for results. 838-

4344. (18QTR>

FRENCH, German, Russian. Italian,
mathematics. Tel. 449 4443. Exper.
European professor . Teach also poetry. ( 18 A
25)

'^

FRENCH for Travelers witti experienced
French native teacher: Conversational
method No Translation. Call now. 47$
'»0^ (18 A 28)

ENGLISH improvenvent: pronunciation,
grammar, sentence structure, other
problems (specialty foreign students)
Experienced English teacher. 399-0283. (18 A
34)

y/hp'img 19

iSJl.. •.!•• '•»«»»*V vp*iif paptrs,

wting EmoTfoncy Service. Call. IS* ,**^^ flOMI)

EDITH >I1M typiiif. TliOSOft, tOftn papers.
manuscripts, etc. ExperioACOd. Fatt, neat,
accurate, depoAdaMo. 039-1747. ( If OTR)

IBM S new Selectric II typewriter (carbon
ribbons). Experlenced-accwrafo work...-
yPlease call 394 039$ (19 A 30)

PRE I editint, grammar /spellinf . Electric.
Expert typina, fatt. Rich up /deliver law

e, 397 3304. (t9 0TR)school Alice, 397 3304.

•T.,
O-..

JX.
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BSU Nominations

Nominations for the Black Students Union officers

will be open until May. Nominees for office, par-

ticularly Chairman and Vice Chairman should have

been on campus for two quarters or more, and have

' bx^t type of involvement in student activities as

well as some understanding of University politics

,nd the Black community of campus. Black students

interested in running for BSU officers should go to

(he BSU office, 320 Kerckhoff Hall, Q25-1437; or the

\lro American Studies Center, Campbell Hall, 3rd

lloor, 825-7403; or Nommo Office, 11^ Kerckhoff Hall,

825-3305. ' — ; - -^^<'. . , .^f-'
'

HestaLatina
The Centre Hispano will hold a "FIESTA

lATlNA" on Saturday, from 7:30 to 11:30 pm in the

Vista Room of the Recreation Center. There will be

yrvv drinks, food and entertainment. Proof of age

must be shown before alcoholic beverages are

served (state l^w). No admission charge. Everyone

is invited. ',,

> Concert Credit

The Cercle Francais, which held a concert on April

I3lh. whishes to give credit for the music used by Mr.

and Mrs. Sharpio, to funding from the "Music

Performance Trust Fund,'* a public service

organizatipn, created by the recording industry, in

c66per^\i0ii with the American Federation of

Musicians, local 47. - .^
,

j

,j HodceyTeam ~

The Hockey Club here is in the process of forming a

hockey team that will compete in league play. The

club invites those interested to come to the Santa

Monica Ice Capades Chalet at the corner of 5th Street

and Broadway Avenue in Santa Monica Tuesday

night at 10:30. In addition to forming a team, the

( lub is seeking new members and would like anyone

interested in learning to play or just watch to attend

Tuesday night.

Equal Employment
More What's on . .

.

With the issuance of Revised Order #4, companies
nationwide must demonstrate compliance with
legislation aimed at establishing equal employment
opportunities and conditions for women.

In order to supply practical answers to these and
other related questions. Extension here will present
a two-day conference at the International Hotel in

Los^Angeles, April 19 and 20, which will stress the
workshop approach. Cost for the conference is $75
per person, $65 for groups of 3 or more from the same
organization.

Minority Grants,

Applications for grant awards are available' for

Minority graduate students in good standing. These
grants vary from $100 to $500 and are based on urgent
financial need. Students should submit supporting
data.

Forms for applying are available in Room 1254, or

1252, Murphy Hall. Announcement of awards will be
made by May 5, 1972. Applications will be accepted
up to April 21, 1972.

Volunteers Needed
— The Peoples Lobby needs volunteers to work in

all phases of their operation that is working for the

passage of environmental protection measures;
— The Rincon Elementary School would like-

volunteers to work as regualr classroom aides, doing

work with educationally handicapped, mentally

retarded and mentally gifted monors. Also needed
are voluntipers to work with programs such as

English as a second language and science seminars.
— The American Red Cross needs volunteers to

help with the SPECIAL OLYMPICS FOR
KETARpED YOUTH: orientation sessions are being

schedured"how.

( Continued from Page 28

)

—"Sweet Smell of Success/'
with Tony Curtis and Burt Lan-

caster, and "The Sin of Harold
Diddlebock (Mad Wednesday)/'
directed by Preston Sturges, 1:30

pm, tomorrow, Melnltz 2534.

Free. ^

—"Film Fesfr?*r^or Young
Audiences/' a series of award
winning short films, 1:30 and 3.X
pm, Sunday, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $2 and
$1.50 (children).—"Viridiana/' prize-winning

Spanish movie« 3l.pm4 tonfiopcow/

Social Welfare 121. Free.

—"Surprise Film/' a 193d
technicolor feature with Henry
Fonda, Fred AAacMurray, and
Sylvia Sidney, guaranteed to be a
good one, 5 pm, Friday, Meinitz
1409. Free.—"Twientieth Century/' with

John Barymore and Carole
Lombard, 6:30 and 10 pm, and
"The Talk of the Town/' with

Gary Grant, 8 pm, Saturday,
Dickson Auditorium.
—"All Quiet on the Western

Front/' award-winning film of

1929 30, 6:30 and 9:30 pm,

tomorrow. Westwood Film
Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

-"Award-Winning Films 1928-

29 plus Chaplin Film Festival," 7

and 9: 30 pm, Saturday, Westwood
Film Society, 1730 Westwood
Blvd. ... . r

A

Thursday, April 20

-"Marijuana," by John Sin-

clair, founder of White Panther

Party, noon, Janss Steps.

—"The Notion of Cause and
Efifect," by Jivan Tabibian,
lecturer in psychiatry, and
associate professor of urban
planning, University of Southern

California, 1 pm, in University

Extension Building G33. Tickets

are $4.25.

—"Large Deflection of Elastiic

Rectangular Plates," by B.

Aalami, associate professor of'

structural mechanics, Ayra AAehr

University of Technology, Tehran,

Iran, 3, pm, Boelter 5264.

—"Models for Metalloenzyme
Catalysis," by David Sigman,

( Continued on Page 25

)

Masters, dance -

r '

(Continued from Page 28)

Victor Spiegel, musician for the department, summed up the musical

variety which will be presented in the foUowing manner, "for Chifra, we
worked primarily with sound textures, for Judy it was energy changes

and for Cecilia we dealt with rhythm patterns."

The concert will be at 8:30 pm, in Women's Gym 208. Tickets are on

sale at the Central Ticket office. For information call 825-2953.

DAILY
BRUIN
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'
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VArIs Unfurnished .... 22. . /^"^^ ^o' So/e . . .

.
. .ii /House for Sale ..... 26 /Autos for Sale 33

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

828 1162. (19QTR)

LOW€ST rates, theses A dissertations. IBM
Si'lectrtc. Fast, experienced, reliable. Also
• ditmg.Mike, 477-4M2. (If A 21)

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 7M-1074

S200 UNFURN. S.M., 1 3/4 bath, newly dec.
large balcony. Days, 474-1472; eves, 128-

0394. ^ (22 A 21)

OWNER Most Sell. 2bdr'ms/den, 2 bath.
Best buy m high price location. Only $32, $00.
Wynn, 477 7001. * (26 A 20)

I . ^ - ^

2 BED studio, S22S. Fireplace, 2 baths, carp,
drao.. «too(>. rafria ii4dA AncKen Ave

(22 A 20)

drap., stove, refrig. 11946 Goshen Ave
W.L.A. 395 8682,

ORIENTAL Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3-bdrm, family
room/study, 2 baths/fabulous view. One
acre. Encino, S57,900. 783S13t. (26 A 21)

'6S MOB, light blue, good condition, $7S0.
Caltl20 2089 after SPM. (33 A 21)

'70 VW S1300 rebuilt. '64 VW SSSO. After 3,

397 2254. (33 A 26)

'44 MUSTANG V-8. XInt. cond: Law jni^
Automatic, RAH, PS, 1 1000 or offer. 4720816
evenings. - (33 A 20)

'69 VW Bug, auto stick, sunroof, low'
mileage, excellent condition, S1475. Tel: 6S4

(33 A 201
6964.

f leoTO

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results Eves after S: 30,-weekends. Sharon.
838 5687. (19 OTR)

1 BED $160 /w Stove, refrig.,

Near market, W.L.A. 1443 S.

39S-8682.

carp., drape.
Bundy Drive.

(22 A 20)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

6 Bar bie, 828 236S , Mae, 396-5182. ( 19 ATR

;

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shorthand
dictation Term papers, theses, statistical,
what have you. (19 A 20)

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers,
oone promptly, carefully. Selectric
typewriter ( Pica Courier). Mrs. Rita
Sokolow, 398 9880 ( 19 A 2S)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
D(ss«>rtation$, theses, papers. Fast, ac
cur,»te Tom, 473-0031. (I9QTR)

TYPING Editing English grads. T*rm
P'<P(rs, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
" ifctnc, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,
8?6 74;2 (19 OTR)

>/Apts Furnished 21

2 BED, 1 3/4 bath, fireplace, kitchen built-

ins, patio, carpets, dl'apes. Building 1 1/2

yrs. old, near campus. 1421 S. Amherst.
(Call after 6:00 PM, Bill, 826-8425).

S250/month. • (22 A 21)

TWO bdrm, unfurnished, Wilshire-Fairfax
area, one block north of Wilshire, excellent
transportation, reasonable rent, garage,
available immediately. Phone 487-1634. (22 A
2S)

y Apfsto Share 23

ROOMMATE needed - Furnished one.
bedroom apartment. 12. minutes to campus
(West LA) $75 /month, call Bob at 826 7941

after 6; 30 PM. (23 A 24)

URGENTLY need friendly,
share large bdrm in small
S66 SO 399 6765.

neat, girl to
beach house.

(23 A 30)

BEAUTIFUL large contemporary 3 8L 2 &
family, view, pool size yard, near UCLA,
S49,9$0. Owner, 986-0197. (26 A 20)

y House fo Share 27
HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard w/grad art student, $125.
8211483. (27A21)

OWN room, $66.50 mo. 10 mins. campus.
Call Steve, x 52969, Craig, 4730289. (27 A 25)

VISITING professor and wife (no children,
no pets) wish to sublet apt. or inexpensive
house near campus, roughly June 10 to
August 10 J E. Sitter, English Dept.. Univ.
ol Mass, Amherst, Mass. (27 A 35}

)/ Housing Needed , , , , 28

UCLA professor needs 3 bedroom house.
Unfurnished or rent or lca>e Dr. Rot>ert
Barnes 848 1202 (28 A 24)

'65 VW. 32,000 miles. $450, Private party.

Phone, 834 4211. (33 A 20)

'67 MGB roadster. Excellent con()ition, nu
top, rebuilt engine. Must be seen. Best offer.

Phone, 836 8648 (33 A 24)

'61 FORD R M, power Smog device. Runs
like new, around S200 Broke! 476 4106 to IL
^M (33 A 24)

'64 VW Beetle for sale. Excellent mechanical
body condition. For complete description,
call 939 860S. (33 A 24)

A'1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLtCSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

^
across from G.M. Plant
Call 394 707S 24 Hours

'61 CHEVROLET impala Sports Coupi
convertible^ Good cond^,JilSJLCall-279 i-
1859. (33A25)

'68 PONTIAC, 2-door hardtop, air-full power.
New tires, $1249. Eves, 6 PM. 784-3927. (33 A
20)

'69 COUGAR, air, automatic, PB/PS, new
tires, radio, excellent condition. $l800/best
offer. 820 1807 eves. ^X13A2))

'63 VW Van, partial camper, very clean,
excellent condition in and outr $795. 828 5936
eves (33 A 25)

'64 VW. Perfect for mechanic. Engine in

back seat $350. Tony, after 8 00 PM 472-

6438. (33 A 25)

PEUGEOT 404 wagon. Low mileage, ex-
cellent cond., (FVX 878) Must sell, best
offer. Daytime only, 479 5795. (33 A 21)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 302t

Sanfa Monica Blvd 828 7489 (33QTR)

'67 RED Toyota autom
transportation Best offer
21)

BACHELOR, $90, kitchenette. Very clean!
^<; manager at ins8 Massachusetts Ave.,
>^ L A or call 473-0757. (21 A 21)

nn^I*?'*^^° ^'iglM to share, $70. Heatedpool, sun deck, parking, 433 Gayley. 473-
"'' (21 OTR)

icros.^rom S*L*?' **• "P **"»'•*' «'»'

GR 3 «M 1^^1*»^*- *•' 0«Vlty, GR 3-178i.GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

fURNlSHED Bachelor, $*0,
Very clean! See manager at
J^assachusetts Ave., or call 478-4382.

kitchenette.
11158
(21 A

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $65. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473 6412. (23 OTR)

QUIET, two bedroom apartment in West
Hollywood (no dopers). Clean cut males
only. 651 3795. (2JA20)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood,
475- 8631, fee $15. (23 M 2)

GIRL grad, 1 bdrm. apt. in Santa Monica
near beach with same. $8S. 824-4554, 451-
M31 • (23 A 24)

GROOVY pleasant spacious warm
surroundings Optimum studying facilities.

Utmost possessions security. Very possibly
your thing.' Ideal for one or two girls,

S6S/mo Near Westwood. Don't sheepishly
wonder. Investigate! Jack, 478-7588. 4
PM ( A24)'

atic, air/4-door, good
-er.H05Vo8^ (33A ^ Bicycles for Sale . 35.

^Room and Board
FOREIGN Student. Room/board for
house/garden chores Private room/bath,
bachelor's house with tennis court/^-
swir^ming pool. Nights/weekends. Call.<^-
4464, )i278 days, or 788 0760 eves. ( R B A 21

)

'68 VW Bug, reb«i|l|.«|ngine, good tires, runs
great, $950 CalHXan, 776 2152. (33 A 21)

-^
,

FOR &i1^' '65 Volvo 4-door sedan, model 122,
automatic shift. Good condition, make offer.
..?774822 (33 A 21)

'42 FORD Six Econoline utility van. Price
$400. Phone UE 9-4897, 7 PM-9PM. (33 A 20)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
irices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (35
3TR)

./rniMALE student grad/undergraM* VHieals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage /iReasonable.

k. / (RBM1)400 S Bentley. 272 4734.

bl5t?BLV ^V.^"®''* ' «H»''m.'*tudlo, 1 1/2

^HugaXc^R^'i^.i-''- '^"
^;;fS7!1

HERSHEYdorm contracts fpr sale. 1 men's,
834 1915 Stan, 1 women's, 824 2272 Jody. (RBMl) .

,...,^K

Room & Board

Exchaiige for Help . . 30

™°^^.V •*•*••*' '*'»'* »•" O®®*' condition,
$500. Call Lynn. 542 1292 evenings. (33 A 20)

'70 AUDI lOOLS 2 dr AM/FM. Dark blue
$2950 389 9521, eves. (33 A 24)

'ycles, Scoofers

For Sale..... ••••••••••••• 36
YAMAHA '70, good condition, $77$ Triumph
'67, good cond , Best offer. 838 9801. (36 A 20)

r furiKitI

^For Sublease . 24

WANTED m^le student td help
housekeeping. Room A board, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drilves. 652 8752. ( 30 A 24)

VhH '^^^ACTtV^LV furifi^ed very large

aSJitT'ifoV/,*; V'"**» Stparate gara«e.

A ,9) " '^' *• Corning, LA. 655-3340. (21

EXCHANGE beach apt in Spaih for bea^h
apt LA area Phone 664 6969 (24 A 31)

-t

lM«.i«.iill.> « «•

ROOM and boird m exchange for sitting
Beginning Fart, '72. Walking distance to
campus 475 $f31. (30 A 26)

rnt.oun 5"-* ^<^»y Spacious one bdrm
Moi^ ««."'":.•- **"«'••' bachelors. Garage.^9r.. 650 Landfair, 477 5479 (21 M 2)

^House for Rent . 25

'48 PORSCHE 911 Concourse. All 'S' equip ,

all xtras. Prob finest in Calif. 478 1878. ( 3 A
^»» .

'40 MCA convertible 1800 engine, decent
t>ody, many extras, good radials, must sell
to fight draft, $500. 475-4704. (33 A 25)

'61 DODGE Lancer Excellent condition $300
or make offer Darlene, 825-5201; evenings
«>*"'» (33 A 25) t.

CHRYSLER Newport '68. Good mech. cond.
$1400 /offer Rich, 472 8254. (33 A 20)

'70 YAMAHA '90 1500 mi Excellent cond ,

bookrack, turn signals, helmet $22$ 478 5439i
gyg* (34 A 24)

'70 HONDA CB 100, LXInt. COnd., only 3400
miles, recently tuned, $275. 473-3941, eves. (34
A 34)

'45 450 TR16 Bonn Heads extended forks,
extra chrome, runs excellent 11 1 pistons.
$650.392 8350. "^ (36 A 25)

'62 BMW R69S classic rebuilt eng , trans.,
clutch Must sell $1000 /best offer. 396
'<33 (34 A 25)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa

oirn? *'" "•* **««'' »ubterranean garaga,

V/n. .1' •^**" ^'•^' ^•'•« »» beach, near

i«c1..
**"'** Freeway, 2045 Fourth St., $M.

39M5S6,$»a.»M2 (31QTW )

i'-Ii'^y^"
!****""' "•'''»«'»•«•. with shag rug

Ss^onlV"!!'*""' "*'* "•'"* and' new

-o^or47?'7u;« "•"•»-*
'"'"(2V;*;r)

i^h^of Ji'!f*'*7J,:.^"'^"*»»»«<* Bachelor flat

^»share/!'i.A '• ' P'''^*»« entrance, bath.

Gaylet "••*"''•*• <'» HU, 479 7194. 5SS
(21 A30)

lTk]ll if/^"****"*' utilities Near bus,

»0' 8,1 ,V;j^
^"»»'«''» "'vd. West LA. 479-

^^28^995 eves (21A30)

i*" SarVjoJ!!*'
!•»•*•'»•'»' unfurnished 2,70

•0 10 mornings (?UtfJ

ROME, spacious three bedroom, furnished,
near Castel Saint Angelo. $500 July /August.
Kelly, 35Albericoll,Rome 00193. (25 A 20)

2 BEDROOM Beverly GItn Canyon, coiy,
private available May 1. 10310 Seabury.
Bill. 6S2 1161 S340 (25 A20)

y/Roonji for Kehf 31

SUNNY room, U^. Near transportation, off
Santa Mlonica^ beach. Non-smoking, non
drinktn4 maw. 399-4444. (31 A 30)

'62 VOLVO P 1800 Rebuilt engine, new
paint, wire and mag wheels. Best offer. 343-
'"' (33 A 25)

HONDA '71 175CC Good miles, excellent
condition Helmet included. $390 After 6,

396 4580 (36 A 2$)

FULLV fGrnished room and bath with light
coiolufyg facilities In private home. Brent
wofW $80 473 0042 (31A21)

^ House for Sale 2&
r

IDEAL professors' By owner. Newly
rircorated. bright corner 3 bedroom, 2 baths
M.iqnif(Cont view -HiMcrett Gotf Course.
Separate panneled study n6.500. 1478 South
W'..h.irvOr 553 7587 (36 A 24)

BY Owner, 3 bdrm. large livingroom, tfinrng

area, wW carpets, fireplace, double garage,
family room, patios, enclosed yard, close to
schools, frpoways, $35, "50 Owner, 479-

1152 (24 A 20)

E grad, med student. Kingsiie bdrm,
h, kitchen privileges, opposite campus,

rew. $75 «v»s, 473 3274 (3! A 24)

}/Aulas for Sale 33

'45 FORD Fairlane, 4, automatic, good
condition, must sell. $49$ /best offer. Ernie
Eves 396 4297 ,^ (33 A 25 )

'70 VW Bug 22,000 miles. Convertiblo
AM/FM, excellent condition. $1450. Phone.
'^''^^y

(33 A??)

'47 VW Bug, R/M, one careful owner,
complete service record, excelle«it con-
dttion $800 475-4719. ev>'iings . i33A2S)

r«^^,*n«P''*!"
^»»'»c»«; two tops; Michelln

tires 32,000 miles 397-4057. $99$ /offer. (33 A

BSA 1970 6$0cc. Firebird, 12,000 miles.
Excellent cond , book rack, extras. 276 9339,
early morn, nights. (36 A 25)

'69 HONDA CL90, new paint, reb motor,
street A dirt, entra parts. $19$. 631-4$45. (34 A
25)

67 FIAT 1SO0 convertible.
$850 or best offer. 398-3334.

Rebuilt engine.
(33 A 24)

FERRARI 194$: 330 or 2 plus 2. Silver, 34,000mil's black
.
loather, mint condition

'*^ '/ ' O..t,.»000 454 2152. (33 A 20)

'49 OATSUN 1400 convertible, n«w brahts,
clutch, transmission, running extremely
well. $107$ 397 4554. (33 A 21)

;49 MO flidget, 40,000, extr«$, mint condit.on Call 396 7352 after 4. (31 A 34)

itli'^^r;!!?**^,^'**' •""•••"t condition,
i8$0 ,47$ 5688 or 474.7192. VOL 393 (33 A 34)
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Kv An.Q Solomon

1
l)K Staff Writer

"iL'vS partly that I want to show

that jazz can be on an art form

and it should be on a concert

stage."
—

'Cecilia Bowman.
"It just isn't something that I

can verbalize." ~ Judy I^veque.

•I just try to do the best that I

can with what is in my mind and

hope that it works for the

audience," - Chifra Holt.

Thi'se are the personal in-

terpretations of the three can-

didates lor their masters' theses

in dance, in concert form F'riday,

Saturday and Sunday. The works

of Misses Bowman, Leveque and

Holt will comprise the third such

thesis ^concert this year. The
concert is entitled "We Three," as

the three participants feel that no

other title would accurately

reflect the individuality of their

works

Cecilia Bowman's works deal

primarily with rhythm sources. In

her "SiH'et Suite" the movement
of the dancers is a direct result of

the music. A Swedishr vocal

composition which rhythmically

plays with words rangirtg from
^jrm'eries to love In "Body Talk,"

all movement has been reduced td.

'.Tce with

;»iu\iding

the

the
its rhythmical

dancers' bodies

music. * ..

Her third work. "All of Kight."

attempts to get back to the very

basics of American dance. Victor

Spiegeh composer of the music

lor the concert says of the piece:

• "Jazz is the greatest common
denominator of American dance.

The American folk foundation is

at its strongest here ' The dance

is a primarily improvised

vlialogue between the dancer and

the drummer
Judy Leveque's "Fantasia"

duet, attempts to portray the

dancers as two energy forces

which also act as one flowing

force. Kicharji Russell's and
Chuck Armstrong's sets con-

tribute to the effectiveniess of

another of her works. The dance
deals with space and energy as

independent entities creating

movement. In a solo performed

by Leveque. a regally composed
woman is portrayed Eventually

however, the woman's inner

anxieties overtake her com-
posure.

To Leveque. the most difficult

part of the thesis project was
putting her work into verbal form.

"Mt's iike two parallel lines that

can never meet," she said.

•

Chifra Holt has been a per-

forming dancer for 20 years. She

has worked with many com-

panies, the majority of them in

the \c'w York area, and now hopes

lu I in ploy her masters degree in

the teaching field. For her. dance

is a method of communication

and should be shared by audience

and performer. "I can't see dance

as a private thing. I think that is

dishonest in a way."

Her dance "The Awakening

Desert" employs unique sets by

Charles Berliner and lightin .

Penny L«.vitt to cJte£l.^y
atmosphere. Holt will also^"
form a solo, "icicles of u,^.'.whose theme is "the rpfio„.

'

Hght in its WttenT- A mSlftrimmed costume was esDeri,i7
created for the piece by Berl^

(CominuedonPm^,

— niHi.iii I', :: ^.i4i(^

DA I LY
BRUIN

Tickets: __
Campus & Public

^

—"Roberta Flack/' 8:^0 pm,
May 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Cervtral Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with picture ID.

. —"Student Films," 8: 30 pm,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and
April 28, 29, and 30, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $2
(general) and $1.25 (students).

—"Sleight of. Hand," a Theater
Arts production, 8:30 pm, Spril 27,

28 and 29, and May 3, 4, 5 and 6;
and 7:30 pm, April 30, Ralph
Freud Playhouse, MacGowan
Hall. Tickets are $2.50 and $1
(studentsO, available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

— ''Thomas Harmo t\
, '

'

University organist; 8:30- pm,
April 26, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium and 6oyce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available trom
the Central Ticket Office, . 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"Joan Baez/' 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Pauley Pavilion. All

seats are $2, available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

* .- • .

—"Horacio Gotierrei/' Cuban-
born pianist and top American
winner of the 1970 International
Tchaikovsky Competition in

AAoscow, 8:30 pm, Sunday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Program will

Include works by Beethoven,
Schumann and Prokofiev. Tickets
are $4.75, $4, $3.25, |2.50 and $1.75
(students).

. 1

*,•
' 1

-^"New Musics by Larry Austin
and Paul Chihara," with viollst

Walter Trampler, and percussion
virtuoso Kenneth Watson, 8 pm,
April 28, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium.

—"We Three," a presentation of

choreographic theses by three
Masters candidates, Cecilia
Bowman, Chifra ^olt and Judy
Leveque, 8:30 pm, Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday, Women's
Gym 208. Tickets are $1.75 and $1

(students).

—"UCLA '72/' celebrating the
53rd anniversary of UCLA, a
program of entertainment and
awards with John Forsythe,
master of ceremonies, MItzl
Gaynor, and others; honoring
Mike Frankovich as Edward A.
Dickson Alumnus of the Year,
Jules Stein, Honorary Alumnus of
1972, five winners of Distinguished
Teaching Awards, and several
others tor professional
achievement and university
service. Reception at 7 pm,
followed by the program at 8 pm,
Sunday, in the Ahmanson
Theater, Los Angeles Music
Center. Tickets are $7.50 and
S5.50. Faculty, students and staff-
$3.75. c

-

Students

-•"iT.'l^S'^.!^*''''^*'
^•"««''«'" andUCR Collegium/' noon, today,

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium
Free. Program will Include
Renaissance vocal and In-
strumental music; works by KIna
Henry VIII, Giovanni Gabriel^
Josqi^ Des Prez, and - Missa
Ave Maria by Antolne de Fevin

' ACROSS
1. Ship's

.

^ 'prow ,

4. Part of
circle

7. Reptile
12. Epoch
13. Norwe-

gian •

statesman
14. Measure

of capac-
ity

15. Ship's

record
16. Rodent
18. Undivided
19. Vapor
20. Spiral

condens-
ing tube

22. Letter
23. Operatic

melody
27. Strange
29. Fierce

animals
31. Diminish
34. Walks

with effort
35. Birds
37. Habitual

drunkard
38. Russian

39. Farm
animal

41. Wapitis
45. Printer's

mark
47. Blackbird
48. Large

animal
52. Deface
53. Unaccom-

panied
54. Goddess

of retribu-

tion
55. Twilight
56. Sierra—
57. Stain
58. Japanese

coin

DOWN
1. Beneath
2. Town in

Maine
3. Bet
4. Mountain

range
5» Caused

disorder
6. Goddess

of agri-

culture
7. Ghetto
8. Pinch
9. PhiUppine
Negrito

19. Under-
standing

11. Before
Average time of •olaUon: 2S Bii«.

BBSS VmiL DSSS

aDS BSD
A^llS PU IN A
LkHsb THT I

^^^nasa ass

^ygt
SESBB OSQ [slflSE
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

17. Throw
21. Inn
23. Size

of

type
24. Color
25. Wrath
26. Donkey
28. Lair

30.— Jima
31. Constella-

tion

32. Hinder
V^—

Gardner
36. Sign of

healing

37. Laborious
40. Mountain

nymph
42. Disables

43. Rogues
44. An alarm

45. Algon-
quian
Indian

46. Woody
plant

48. Buddy
49. Madrid

cheer
50. Card

game
51. Feminine

name

Films:

Dr. Michael Dean, hypnotist, will appear at noon, Tuesday, in theAckerman Union Grand Ballroom. Admission is free Event i!Wnsored by the Cultural Affairs Commission of SLC

—"Edcepillode Dientes,'' (The
Toothbru^), an exercise In the
theater of the absurd, exploring
the relations of a married couple
•n the contemporary society, 1

pm, today. Social Welfare 121
Free.

—"New Face of China," "Good
News from Industry" and "Spring
Comes to Our Land," three films
from the People's Republic of
China, 7:30 pm, today, Social
Welfare 121.

(Continued on Page 27

)
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National guardsmen

take over University

of Maryland campus

PADDLING TOWARD PAULEY — Shih Pinglin of

the Chinese table tennis team demonstrated her

table tennis finesse before a sell-out crowd of 11,000

in Detroit last Friday, in preparation for Monday
night's match in Pauley Pavilion. That event will pit

Comm Board at the movies

AF wirepneto

the Chinese team against the best California players^

many of whom were on ttte U.S. team ttiat toured

China last year. Tickets for ttie event are still

available at the Kerckhoff ticket vvindow (KercklioH

140) and at all Mutual ticket agencies for $1.

"-W.-^

\J*

'Ass
' 4»w—

•

By Dan Sadler

DBSUff Writer

They showed "skin flicks" to the Communications
Board yesterday, but its members were more en-

tertained than offended.

The films in question were two examples of

satirical" pornography that were shown by UC-TV-
LA in an April 11 report on the seamy side of life in

Los Angeles. The films were stiown as part of a panel

discussion, the members of which included the

makers of the films and Ray Gower, a represen-

tative of the Citizens for Decent Literature.

As Mickey Henshel, Comm Bo^rd chairman ex-

plained, "One of the guys (Gower) who appeared on
the program said that he might take legal action

because we showed examples of pornographic ac-

tions."
...

•Bake-ofr

The two films seen by the Comm Board yesterday,

both of which have been shown in Royce Hall to

paying audiences, were "Bake-off" and "Ass."
Bake-off" is the creation of UCLA film student

at meeting
Tom Denove and is a nude parody of Monte HalFs

"Let's Make a Deal" television show.

"Ass" was produced by Denove, along with Stan

Berkowitz and two other film students tiere. Ttie film

is impossible to describe without giving away ttie

ending, but it shows a naked woman in one of its

scenes. „ . x

'Offensive'

In a letter warning of possible legal action sent to

Chancellor Charles E. Young, Gower said he thought

"Ass" was offensive t)ecause of its "suggestion of

bestiality," according to Alison Cross. UC-TV-LA
general manager.
Although several meml>ers of the Com-

munications Board wondered alx>ut ttie ap-

propriateness of the material for television, and one

member said he was offended, there was a consensus

that the two films were not pornographic.

Cross defended UC-TV-LA's right to show the films

within the context of their pornography show

l)ecause "we are looking to a campus audience

rather than society in general. You have to stiow

pornography to get an idea about wtiat it is."

Compiled by DB Staff Writers

and from the Associated Press

National guardsmen took
control of the University of

Maryland campus yesterday as

anti-war protests continued
across the nation. The guardsman
were sent to the Maryland
campus by Democratic Governor
Marvin Mandel after anti-war

protesters again attempted **to

block U.S. Route 1 into

Collegepark Wednesdiay night. Six

students were arrested Wed-
nesday night and tear gas was
used to disperse the crowd, ac-

cording to the University of

Maryland student newspaper.

'*rm fed up with this violence

and destruction of public, and
private property, and 1 fully in-

tend to see ttiat it ends," Mandel
said, blaming "a handful" of the

University's 35,000 students for

the disorders.

Under Mandel's emergency
decree, a 9 pm curfew was im-

posed on the campus proper and
adjacent areas. The guard was
ordered to limit access to the

campus to persons with official

iHisiness.

In New York City, anti-war

activists defied a court order and
blocked entrances to eight

buildings on the Columbia
University campus. Four ottier

classroom buildings remained
open. University President

William McGill tias endorsed a

strike called for today, according

to the Columbia student

newspaper.

In Amherst, MA, 15 University

' of Massachusetts students held a

sit-in at the ROTC building. They
were identified as meml)ers of the

Vietnam Veterans Against the

War and the Women's Caucus.

Robert W. Fuller, president of

Oberlin in Ohk), headed a group of

50 students and faculty en route to

Sinclair urges support

formarijuana initiative
By Walter Klenhard and Dave McNary

DB Staff Writers
John Sinclair, chairman of the Rainbow People's Party (formerly the

White Panthers
) , urged a rally here yesterday to "get their shit together"

and do all they can to support the California Marijuana Initiative (CMI).

'The only illegal thing I do besides weird perverse sex acts is smoke
weed. The only thing the government creeps can jail me for is getting

^ligh," Sinclair, who was recently released from prison after serving 30

months of a 10-year seiYience for giving two joints "as an act of love to an
undercover creep." *^

Since his release, Sinclair has been working nation-wide to repeal

marijuana laws. He sjpK>ke at the CMI rally yesterday in support of the

initiative to place the question of marijuana legalization before

California voters in <he Noveml)er election.
I^r Mike "Acapul<^o GoW" Aldrich, co-spokesman for CMI, reported

that over 200,000 sighatures of the 325,000 needed have been collected,

with over 10,000 b^ng collected on this campus. He called CMI a

'|)eople's movement," and said, "We're doing this without the help of big

business, industry, foundations and the government."
Aldrich stressed tjhat the intitiative would not repeal laws preventing

activities dangeroui to others while under the influence, such as driving.
"If your grandma doesn't want to see you in jail for dope, but she doesn't
want to get killed l^y a stoned driver on the highway, she can sign the
petition without fear."

(Caalinued on Page 18)

DB photo by Gtiry Lrotiard

MARIJUANA— John Sinclair chairman of the Rainbow People's Party,

urges support for the California Mariiuana Initiative to place ttie question

of mariiuana legaliiation before California voters in ttie November
election.

Washington with 1,300 anti-war

letters for presentation to Rep.

Charles Mosher (R-Ohio).

On the Harvard campus, anti-

war protest shifted to a protest

against University policy. Black

students from the Pan-African

Lit)eration Coalition took over the

administration building, as other

students picketed outside, ac^
cording to the Harvard Crimson. ..

On the UC Berkeley campus,
2.500-3.000 students voted at a —
noon rally to strike until Tuesday.

After the rally, about 700 students

maridhed to the home and then the

office of Chancellor Albert

liowker with petitions demanding,
among other things, an end to

Vietnam bombing and an end to

support of President Thieu's South

Vietnamese regime. Bowker did

not meet with the students, who
stopped traffic near the school for^

several hours.

(Continued on Page 19)

Protest events

scheduled here
Anthony Russo, a defendant in

the Pentagon Papers controversy,

wi!l be the featured speaker at a

noon rally today in Meyerhoff

Park sponsored by the Indochina

Crisis Coalition(ICC).

Other speakers include

representatives from the In-

dochina Information Project, the

Student Mobilization Committee,

Students for a Democratic
Society, the Assembly for Peace

and Justice, the striking Ramona
Foods workers, the Asian Studies

(enter here and the Student -

legislative Council (SLC).

At the conclusion of the rally,

the ICC will call for proposals for

action, according to ICC
spokesman Ray Pierce.

"Demonstrations in the past have

traditionally been against the

University. This rally is not— it is

a determined, rational attempt to

bring an end to the war," Pierce

said.

ICC will also sponsor workshops

on the war at 3 pm today . The four

scheduled workshops are:

"Legislative Anti-War Action" to

be held in Meyerhoff Park,

"Ramona Foods Strike" (the

University currently buys
burritos from Ramona Foods-

f

where workers are now on strike)

at the lx)ttom of Janss Steps, "The

Kconomy and the War" in

Meyerhoff Park, and "The War
and Racism at UCLA" at the

t)ottom of Janss Steps.

Concerned students and faculty

of the philosophy department are

also sponsoring an anti-war

symposium at 11 am today in

Social Welfare 147. Philosopy

professor Donald Kalish will

discuss recent developments in

the Vietnam war, and the In-

dochina information Project will

present a slide show on the effects

of the air-war in Indochina.

No academic departments have

officially called for a moratorium

today.

f
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TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

/OLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
^ -^ Wfe Are Not Greedy '^'

"-

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
See Us Last . : . To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
*- OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us ... Or Call

477-3238

UC Regent Higgs reflects

on six years pf experience

V >

r

MISS PAT COLLINS
THE HIP HYPNOTIST

THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAT
PAT COLLINS'

CELEBRITY CLUB
9103 SUNSET AT DOHENY

iilNS ^
ATURDAT fl

COCKTAJLS
DINNER 275-4596 ALL AGES

WELCOME
SHOW ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS - VALET PARKING

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY GUEST ENTERTAINMENT!

Two Nites Only - May 2 & 3

i

MfUMOUNT PKTUIiES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE RETURN OF THE GREATEST BUMLY -
— ENIERDUNMENT OF AU TMEI

CEOl B OfMIU£S~>THE TEN COMMANDMENTS Htsfdi!

BRYNNER BAXTER ROemSON DfMRlO PAGET DtttK mmhl foo. scon [^

''THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" IS AT
A THEATRE OR DRIVE-IN NEAR YOU!

r«'-~,^

If you've been looking for a professional quality
three head stereo tape deck, see this one. The Am(Jfex
AX-300 has three-motor operation, computer logic sole-

noid pushbuttons, mixing faciltttes and super quiet
recording capabilities. Jt is also an automatic reversing

machine with no less than six heads. You get the full

performance benefits of a stereo deck designed to ptease
professional studio personnel. The AX-300 is v¥ell worth
the previous $599 95 fair trade price, let alone the new

A6«o

»E<K fftlt^M

"Tlw Place to Buy A Music System"
^OMO^IA SANTA MONICA TORRANCE

LAHABRA NORTH HOLLYWOOD COSTA MESA
OTHER STORES IN NORTHERN CALIF0Rr4,IA

(Editor's note: This is the lifth in • series of

•nierviews with the University ol California

Regents.)

By Susie llatago ,^

DB Staff Writer

Most of the appointed UC
Regents malce their homes in

either suburban Los Angeles or

the San Francisco Bay area.

Regent De Witt A. Higgs breaks

this north-south chauvinism by

making his home in the Chula

Vista suburb of San Diego.

Otherwise he is of the Regent

mold: an older man (64), suc-

cessful lawyer and golf buff.

In his 18th floor office of San
Diego's Home Tower, Higgs
reflected on his six years of ex-

perience as a UC Regent.

Higgs, one of the few moderates
4m the nine-campus UC governing

board, said one of the major
conflicts when he was appointed to

the board in 1966 by Gov. Edmund
G. Brown was the firing of UC
President Clark Kerr. He ab-

solved Gov. Ronald Reagan as the

primary instigator of Kerr's
firing.

' Accused
- "Gov. Reagan has been accused
of causing the firing of Kerr, but
that just is not true," Higgs, a
registered Democrat, said. "It

didn't happen that way. I voted to

dismiss him for the simple reason
the board was split almost right

down the middle (on Kerr's firing

or retention).

*it has been my experience as a
lawyer — no president of any
organization can be effective

without the support of a sub-

stantial majority of his board of

directors," the senior partner of
^

' the San Diego-based law firm of

Higgs, Fletcher and Mack, said.

A tall, quiet man who listens to

questions attentively and answers

without any trace of emotion,

Higgs said ''the greatest single

task" of the Regents is "our

continuing efforts to provide

financing of the University.*'

The Regents attempt to deal

!!i!!LJ^**l.."'^^"^"^g of the UC

chairman of the Boart of RmL
1968-70. ^^'i*

system by approving
"reali,Mh.,HoP.. .. according^ to *Sgbudgets,'

He added, they also mala. ^
orte to "obUin approval of^realistic) budgets byT
l^islature and the governw"
Some public relations work i.

done by the RegenU 'to convi«^
Cahfornians of the need Z

<CoatinuedonPagti||,

De Witt A. Higgs
DB photo by Susie Hatago

m^

Private lettersallowed

as Davis trialevidence
SAN JOSE — Superior Court Judge Richard T. Amason decided
yesterday to allow the prosecution in the Angela Davis trial, to admit into
evidence the controversial letters which the state claims provide a'^link
between Davis and George Jackdon.

Arnason's ruling came after two days of defense arguments against the
letters. Defense counselor Howard Moore argued that the letters were
illegally seized by police and FBI agents during searches of Davis'
residence and Jackson's prison cell.

Albert Harris told the court before the jury was called back after two
days of recess "the letters are so personal they wiU be embarrassing to
Miss Davis when read in court." 1 .

Arnason's ruling did not prohibit the introduction of a new defense
motion based upon claims that one of the letters taken from Davis' house
in Us Angeles were photocopies for which the state does not have
originals.

Election petitions

^ available now

-i..-„

Arnason also prohibited the introduction of a two-page typewriter
sample because it was typed on Davis' typewriter without her knowledge
while she was being held in Marin County Jail.

^^'cui^c

Wednesday, Harris told the court the sample was not crucial to the
state s case. ^' '

.

Petitions for nomination of

candidates in this spring's

campus election are available

today and all next week.

Undergraduate petitions are

available in Kerckhoff 304 and

graduate petitions are available

in Kerckhoff 301.
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TCrlme aad Punishmeni

Police report these crimes on

campus last week:

I»olice are seeking a suspect in

connection with a telephone threat

to bomb Campbell Hall last

Friday. At 11:37 am a com-

munications operator reported

ttial she was told over the phone,
•

'
I just want you to know a bomb is

going off at 12:30 at Campbell

Hall
" The caller then hung up.

The operator told her supervisor,

who then called police. Officers

searched the building but found np

l)omb.

-¥- ^
'.-A^

A Keiber'hall resident reports

the theft of his golf clubs last

week. The duffer set his golf bag

against his car in the Rieber Hill

parking lot and then left for a few

minutes, according to police.

When he returned, the clubs were

gone. The total value of the bag

and the clubs, which included one

wood and ten irons, was put at

$2()0. . v^, ,

¥ * '.

A hit and run was reported to

the police Friday. Officers Miy a

car apparently was traveling on

Sunset Blvd. at high speed when it

failed to negotiate the curve near
Westwood Plaza. The car jumped
the curb and went through a
hedge, tearing out a 22-foot sec-
tion, according to police. The car
also damaged a groundsman's
tool box. Then the driver ap-
parently drove off without
reporting the incident to police.

Total damage was estimated at
$400, police said.

A University employee reports
that part of her sack lunch was
stolen some time Friday morning.
The 49-year old woman told police

a medium -sized can of peaches
was taken from her lunch bag
which was lying on a table in the

Friday, April 21, 1972
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lunchroom Totat value of the
stolen fruit was put at 14<.

# ¥
Office equipment valued at

$2,258 was reported stolen in two
different incidents last week.
Three IBM typewriters valued at
$l.:i50 were reported stolen from
Moore Hall in one incident. Also
dictation and adding machines
valued at $90^ were stolen from
the Social Welfare building.

* * ¥ .^ .

Finally, petty theft in the last

week netted $1,623 in 17 separate
incidents according to police.

Included in the thefts were two
parking decals and two bikes.

UCLA to celebrate 53rd birthday party
UCLA gets its 53rd birthday party at 8 pm Sunday in the Ah-

manson Theatre of the Music Center.
The show, called UCLA '72. will feature entertainment by Bob

Hope, Gregory Peck, Mitzi Gaynor. the Four Fellows and the New
Doodletown Pipers, with Jerry Rosen conducting the orchestra.
John Forsythe is billed as master of ceremonies.
The UCLA Alumni Association's annual awards to alumni,

distinguished teachers and outstanding students will also be
presented.

Tickets, regularly $7.50 and $5.50. are available to UCLA"
students, faculty and staff for $3.50 at Kerckhoff ticket officje.

EXTRAORDINARY FILM
aominated for

iiehiny
AWARDS

e tough,

lender

and Irue siory of

the Chieago Bears^

fiale Sayers

and

Brian Piceolo.

Columbia Pictures />'€t0»,s

JAMESCAAN iBfilhsnt Young Star

ol Th0 Oodlth^t ) BILLYDEE WILLIAMS

Jack Warden Shef/ey Fabares Judy Pace
fniKtth PaulJunger Witi o,mt^ tr Bu// Kulik scrmut tr William Blinn @
{^^^^'S^jSr^^^^^ WW « OITRAVBIOM

••••••
IN THE NEW abc «
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER T

NOW PLAYING
I City Theatre^
• IliECTLY ACROSS FROM TNC CCNTUtY fXMk MTCL
• AMPLE PARKING IN THEATRE BUILDING
• 2040 AVENUE Of THE STARS 'CENTURY CITY • S53 4291 iwi oiiuwiMiica, ^

Call Theatre
for Showtimes,

{(Paid Advertisement)

>

CONCERNED STUDENTS, STAFF & FACULTY OF

THE UCLA PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT^
* ' • . . ' JM ,.r *

^condemn the Nixon Administration's poliey of—

continued escalation of the war in Southeast Asia -!-_

V-i^'^''f*'J^

In 1968 Nixon said that he has a secret plan to

end the war. Troops have been withdrawn,

but the bombing of Southeast Asia ha^ increased

since 1968; there is now bombing of civilian

populations, and the greatest mobilization of

Naval and Air Power since WWII is now taking

place. The Nixon administration gives two justi-

fications for its actions. First it is necessary to

protect US troops in South Vietnam.

Obviously, the best way to protect American

troops is to withdraw them completely.

Secondly, to protect the independence of South

^Vietnam from invasions by foreign troops from

the North.

The Pentagon Papers show that the government
in South Vietnam ''was essentially the creation

of the U.S."

Vietnam is one country and the Vietnamese

people are one people. The 1954 Geneva
Agreement states:

''The military demarcation line is provisional

and should not in any way be interpreted as

constituting a political or territorial boundary."

The secret that Nixon has kept from fhe Ameri-

can People is that his plan for ''winding down"
the war is a plan only to defuse the Indochina

conflict as a political issue in the United States;

and his change in tactics from a US ground war
to a US air war is designed te maintain an

American military dominance of Southeast Asia

indefinitely.

We support the National Students Association's

call for campu's anti-war activities today and

Saturday, April 21 and 22. »

ff-'

JOIN us IN SOME OR AU OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

T." An information and brainstorming session 6n~

the Indochina war sponsored by members of the

Philosophy Department in Room 170 Social

Welfare BIdg. from fl to 12 noon today.

2. The noon rally sponsored by several campus
organizations.

3. The daily picket line around the Nixon cam-

, paign headquarters at 1670 Wilshire Blvd. Call

475-3561 or 937-0236 for more detailed info.

4. Do volunteer work at the Set The Date peace

office (coordinating pressure on members of the

Senate and House to pass the Gravel-Drinan
' *Bill to end US military action in Southeast Asia,

answering telephones, -and giving out informa-

tion on what anti-war activities are taking place)

10497 Wilshire Blvd. (Warner & Wilshire, enter

on Warner side, and go upstairs); 475-3561.

5. The rally against war and repression (Dr.

Ralph Abernathy and other speakers; multi-

media show) this evening, 7:30 pm, Embassy

Auditorium, 840 S. Grand Avenue.

6. The Demonstration against the war tomorrow

(Saturday). Assemble a^ Bronson & Wilshire (nr.

Crenshaw) 10 am, and march to Mac Arthur

Park — rally at 1 pm.

•v

m

^^'W^ •»«^« ^*» -^•'^rf«'» ^•-.^•^-•'•••••'* •
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The Candidates Look

t

,

Wherein is discussed the intercourse of the

United States with other nations great and small/

'rfnd the effects thereof both internally and ex-

ternally.^ ^
. . -

— '---^f'H^ _
^. .

(Editor's note; We would like to thank all of those orflaniiatlons

that submitted columns. Again, we regret that some candidates

are not represented here and we hope that in the future they will

find the time to turn out a policy statement - hear that, Nixon

*"f^ ou"readers, this forum Is Intended to cli?ar up the issue of

war and peace in our time. Never thou^ht^you'd see that in the

Daily BruJn, did you?) r.

—

Political Forum
^

•r

»-

-Mi-

n
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tfvmphreySpeaks
United States Senator Hubert Humphrey, not long ago, was being

(juestioned by a §roup of college students on his position on the war in

Viet-Nam H^'CoId them : "The war must be ended, and I don't care who

geCs the credit. We must immediately withdraw our troops, all our

troops"

This statement wasn't appreciable different from any of the other

leading Democrat contenders in the primary race. Everyone wanted us

out of the war But the credit^ Hubert Humphrey has always been less

interested in credit than getting the essential job done.

His record in foreign Rolicj is an impressve one. It was his hard worK

and push that was4ransformed into the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1960.

His concept of harnessing American know-how coupled with idealism

resulted in the Peace Corps; also his legislation. The Food for Peace

Program was another of Hubert Humphrey's ideas for life-supporting,

life-enhancing aid. /

Torfay. after the unleashing of bombs on Haiphong and Hanoi, Senator

Humphrey called for a "united front among Democratic Presidential

contenders in opposition to the bombing and any continuation of U.S.

military operations in Vietnam; the bombings cannot, they must not -

continue " The Senator will ask Congress to cut off all air combat funds,

If the President persists in the raids. He supports the Gravel-Mondale Bill

which prohibits all bombing outside of South-Vietnam, or inside except to

_ijaleguard our troop withdrawal. Finally the Senator calls for a meeting
with the UN Security Council now that the People's Kepublic of China is a

member All conflicting parties could be involved: the"tfnited States,

China, the Soviet Union; perhaps making the United Natons a viable and
workable authority in a cease-fire. '

-

(Continued on Page 6)
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McGovern seeks peace
"I frankly don't mind being identified as a "one-issue" candidate

if you mean by that that 1 regard the war in Vietnam as the number
one problem before tht country, which I do. No question about it. I

think the war in Southeast Asia is the most disastrous and costly

mistake this country has ever committed. I don't buy the line at all

<14iat it's a dead issue. As long as there are people dying over there,
not only Americans but also the people of Southeast Asia, it's not a
dead issue So I'm not going to let go of that issue until the war
ends

;
I don't intend to quit talking about it."

(Jeorge McGovem said this in December, 1970: another in his
long series of legislation and speeches against the Indochina War
since \mx The McGovem-Hatfield Amendments of 1970 and 1971
bear his name, and the growing support for this legislation is

evidence of the validity of his long held views.
His position is in clear contrast to the vague generalities of the

other candidates and to the outright hypocrisy of the Nixon Ad-
ministration, which tells the American people that it is "winding
down ' the war (citing troop withdrawals), while at the same time
stepping up the tonnage of bombs dropped over Vietnam (with
more villages destroyed, innocents killed, and babies burned). Of
course) these people are only Orientals . . .

Whil^ people are dying needlessly in Vietnam, all of our other
"major problems " pale into moral insignificance. And George
McGovem is pledged to end the war, so that our national con-
science can rightly be focused on meanin^ul goals both in the U.S.
and abroad. .

•

In the field of foreign aid, McGovem has sponsored legislation
which would include population control in foreign aid bills O^nd.
175, S 2357) and which would allocate funds specifically to the CIA,
rather than through other agencies, as is now the case. This would
make public the exact size of requests and allocations for the CIA
<S 2231

) His foreign assistance goals have had a humanitarian —
r^the^ than an ideological — basis: they are based on need, on an
emphasis on economic, rather than military aid, on local self-help,
and on distribution via a multi-teteral agency (such as the U.N.), so
as to avoid the danger of misinterpretations of our purposes when
we handle foreign aid unilatenrtly.

Senator McGovem has been a consistent advocate of nuclear
disarmament and conventional weapons control. He was a leading
supporter of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and the more recent
nuclear non-proliferation pact. He has favored a concentration of
technology and industry on solving domestic problems in the U.S.
instead of building questionable new weapons systems proposed by
mdustry and military lobbyists.

Senator McOovem is dedicated to redirecting the course of
American foreign policy He hat taken the initiative in reasserting
Congressionsl control over the war-making powers of government
maintaining that the "great decisions of war or peace, action or

(Continued on Page «)

I

Chisolm opposes War
SHIRLEY CHISOLM remains deeply, unalterably

opposed to US involvement in the Vietnam War. As

she states: "The President talks of withdrawal; the

SecreUry of Defense talks Of Vietnam ization . . .

This talk is deceptive. The so-called 'withdrawals^

are merely tokens; 'Vitenam ization' is a fraud."

SHIRLEY CHISOLM supports the Moratorium,

opposes any bombing anywhere in Indochina and

rejects completely South Vietnam's current

"corrupt and dictatorial govemment . . . protected,

by American arms."

But SHIRLEY CHISOLM realizes that Vietnam is

only the most visible sore on the bankrupt body of

American foreign policy. "I intend ta vote 'NO' on

every money bill that comes to the floor of congress

that provides any funds for the Department of

Defense. . until. . . our values and priorities have

been turned right-side up again." Her restructurings

would include the thinly-veiled miliUristic foreign

aid program. "Under the guise of an unending,

paranoic anti-communist crusade, ^e have shipped

guns and napalm to self-serving and cynical dic-

tators all over the world to use against those among
their own countrymen who have tried to make real in

their nations that which we have $o piously declared

we faithfully support . . . Instead of providing suf-

ficient sums of aid to poor countries to help them

build roads, provide electric power, and improve

education, we have rushed tanks, airplanes, guns,

bombs, and military advisors to such reactionary

governments as those in Spain, Brazil, Portugal,

(ireece, and Cambodia." >-' v
•}

As an alternative to the ciurent program of aid,

SHIRLEY CHISOLM advocates freedom from

militarism and an increased (1% of GNP) amount of

unentangled economic support from the United

States.

In the Middle East, SHIRLEY CHISOLM has again

condemned the rhetoric of war and violence. Instead,

she counsels a dispassionate analysis of the cause of

tension in the Middle Elast. The past violenf
escalations are tragic to the fuller development

f

both sides. "There often seems to exist a gulf
between Arabs and Israelis as to the nature of ea k

other's fears." SHIRLEY CHISOLM offers the
following program to bring lasting peace to thp
Middle East: (1) a UN guarantee of the territorS
integrity of all states in the area; (2) a limitation on
all arms shipments to the region; (3) resumption

of

1 idiplomatic relations with all Middle East govem-
j^ments; and (4) full representation for all

Palestinians in all negotiations concerning the return
or compensation for Palestinian Arab property "in
the midst of rejoicing at the creation of a national
homeland for the Jews, the world overlooked the
hardship and misery created for the Palestinians

... If we stop to remember the human element in

intemational affairs, rather than relying on deceit

and threats and cheating, so much of a part of great
power politics, we will be attacking the Middle East
problem at its root — Palestine."

SHIRLEY CHISOLMwges self-determinaUon and
liberation for all captive nations and peoples. Most
Democratic Presidential candidates share this

concem with SHIRLEY CHISOLM, or they scarcely

deserve your attention. But only SHIRLEY
CHISOLM consistently puts people before issues,

people before nations, people before "national

honor". In foreign policy, as in domestic, PEOPLE
are the new priority for SHIRLEY CHISOLM. This

new approach to national foreign policy would make
unthinkable Vietnam s, support of Pakistan over

Bangla Desh, guns for Greece, chrome from

Rhodesia, or any other exploitation of people.

SHIRLEY CHISOLM offers a real program for

peace and honorable prosperity. Your vote for

SHIRLEY will be a vote for the People of the World.

Carl Schiermeyer

Shirley Chisolm Campaign Committee

Muskie favors withdrawal
The genius of Senator Muskie is his capacity for the

composition of stances on the issues that are

all-embracing. Indeed, rather than isolating his

proposals for a post-Vietnam ' period to con-
siderations dealing exclusively with amnesty for
those who paid the price of prison or exile in order to
avoid participation in the war, the senator has also
repeatedly emphasized the necessity of deyeloping a
comprehensive program to rehabilitate and assist
those individuals who were put through and survived
the Vietnam horrors.

Muskie's policy of tackling the totolity of a
situation is clearly evidenced by the depth of his
thinking on a variety of foreign policy issues, in-
cluding but not restricting his concem to Vietnam
and th^ Middle East.

;
Amidst the din of condemnation that many un-

thinking people leveled at Muskie for what they
called "complicity" with the Johnson ad-
mmistration, the fact of Muskie's letter advocating
an immediate cessation of the bombing of North
Vietnam, sent to LBJ in January 1968, vindicates the
senator's motives in the politics of that year. Also in
the past four years, Muskie has publicly renounced
any sympathies that he might have had for the
Johnson administration's foreign policy and has
been at the forefront of supporting a fixed timeUble
for US troop withdrawal from Indochina. Musikie
co-sponsored the McGovem-Hatfield Amendment
which set Dec. 31, 1971, as the withdrawal deadline-
he also supported the Mansfield Resolution of June
1971 which predicated the intent of Congress to
achieve total troop withdrawal within nine months
given assurance of the safety of American prisoner^m North Vietnam. Muskie has also condemned
Nixon s resumption of air atUcks on North Vietnam
insisting that we cannot "bomb Hanoi to the con-
ference table." Indeed, the important issue is notwho opposed the war first, but who has such an-
ipathy for the Indochina conflict that he would seek
the immediate extrication of our troops from the
arena of battle. In this catagory, Muskie is second to
no one.

In regard to the Middle East, Muskie perceives the

plight of Israel as a manifestation of a historically

oppressed people nobly clinging to their remarkable

little country. As a consequence of his concem for

Israel's secutiry, Muskie insists that the US never

allow Israel's mihtary strength to fall below parity

with that of the Arab states.

The senator has also composed substantive

stances on issues regarding Communist China,

disarmament, Africa, and Japan.
With reference to China, Muskie has consistently

urged U.S. initiative in improving our relations with

the Chinese. In early 1971, Muskie urged the U.N

General Assembly to invite China to participate in

the Stockholm Conference, which was convened for

the purpose of providing nations with the opportunity

to discuss the problems of world-wide pollution.

In the area of arms limitation, on October 28, 1969,

before the announcement of the first SALT talks,

Muskie proposed that the U.S. underUke a six month

moratorium on the development of MIRV's, in order

to manifest intemational goodwill. Muskie voted

against the ABM and has also vigorously oppos*^

any manner of underground nuclear testing.

Muskie believes Black Africa deserves increased

U.S. foreign aid. The senator also supports the in-

ternational arms embargo leveled at the South

African govemment. Muskie believes that the U.S.

should pressure Portugal to relinquish its colonial

holdings in Africa, even if such pressure entailed the

modification of our treaty relations with Portugal

Muskie views Japan as a leading PScific power

and has consistently urged that the U.S. treat Japan

as an equal partner rather than as a subordinate ally

Thus, Ed Muskie has composed deep and laudable

positions on a variety of important issues, realizing,

as he does, that the next Prwitait must be a man o\

broad understanding.

Eddie Tabash

Co-chairman, UCLA

Volunteers for

Muskie
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Spock supports human lib
-

Benjamin Spock is the People's Party provisional candidate for

President. Since^he Peace and Freedom Party (PFP) is the Califomia

affiliate of the People's Party, Spock will be running on the PFP ticket in

California, if no other candidate is chosen to replace him. However, PFP
believes that the Party principles are much more important than the

candidate's name or personality. ^ "^

^

When the Peace and Freedom Party was formed in 1968, one of its key
principles was ''immediate unconditional withdraw! from Vietnam." At

that time this was a radical position — but in 1972, this principle does not

seem very radical, and even at long last even some Democratic
Presidential candidates are coming over to the Peace and Freedom way
of thinking.

The Peace and Freedom Party, then and now, supports the struggle for

human liberation wherever that stmggle takes place. We defend the right

of all ^exploited people to the control of their own economic resources and
political systems in a world of just, stable pride and the continuing

diminuation of military threat and power. The war in Indochina is not

accidental; it is the logical consequence of an imperialism which
requires the subordination of foreign resources, markets and political

structures to the needs of American corporate property and profit.

The United States is attempting to take the role of Austria following the

French Revolution — that of the leading reactionary power, trying to

supress revolutions wherever they appear, by foreign intervention if

necessary. Henry Kissinger is an expert on this historical period, and is

apparently emulating the Austrian statesman, Metteraich. Kissinger,

like Mettemich before him is doomed to fighting a holding action against

the overwhelming pressures for social change. Thirty-three years after

the end of the Napoleanic War in 1815, most of Europe, including Austria,

was shaken by revolution.

In Indochina, the U.S. is attempting to replace American troops with

air power and sophisticated electronic devices. But the spirit of the

People is greater than the Man's technology — the Vietnamese fight on.

Lew McCammon, spokesman for PFP Congressional candidates, said

the new offensive by liberation forces in South Vietnam, "shows the in-

vincible-will of the People of Vietnam to throw out the American troops

and their Saigon puppets and to establish true independence, peace and a
better life for their people. We in the American anti-War movement must
emulate their dedication, will and determination by redoubling our ef-

forts."
'

_.. .V-- •^- . '

The Democratic and Republican parties are part and parcel of the

same system that produced the War in Indochina. Since both parties are
controlled by the giant corporations, American foreign policy is designed

to protect the interest of U.S. corporations overseas. The Peace and
Freedom Party, in contrast, would withdraw all troops from foreign

countries and end the military aid which is used to protect these interests.

PFP would also eliminate America's nuclear, chemical and biological

weaponry.
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Jeness: exposing fraud

I

The current revolutionary offensive in Vietnam
has exposed the fraud of "Vietnam ization" and
the myth of "winding down the war." Despite
tactical disagreements within the ruling circles of

this country and despite the pretense by some of

the major-party candidates about being against
the war, the U.S. capitalists and their spokesmen
have never deviated from their long-range ob-
jective of maintaining South Vietnam was a base
for U.S. imperialism.

In 1954, the Eisenhower administration violated

the Geneva accords, even as they were being
written, by sending' CIA sabatoge teams to the
Hanoi area. John F. Kennedy escalated the secret
war against North Vietnam and sent thousands of

U.S. troops into South Vietnam to bolster the
tottering military dictatorship of Ngo Dinh Diem.
Lyndon Johnson, the "peace candidate" of 1964,

ordered massive troop escalations and then
horrendous bombing attacks on North Vietnam.
(The Pentagon papers revealed that 80 percent of

the casualties of that carnage were civilians.) But
even this could not stop the struggle for liberation

by the Vietnamese people. In 1968, Nixon claimed
to have a plan that would end the war. Since then
Nixon has sought to create the illusion that the
U.S. is getting out while actually escalating the air

war.

When North Vietnamese full-strength units

earlier this month responded with "protective

reaction" ground strikes of their own — to use a

favorite Pentagon term*—; Nixon claimed that

North Vietnam had invaded South Vietnam. He
forgot that the^^upposed justification for the U 3-

intervention for the past seven years was the

allegation of such an invasion! Nor did he mention
that in a civil war, there are no invasions — just as

the North did not violate the "territory integrity^'

or "invade" the South in the U.S. Civil War, never
having acknowledged it in the first place.

The American people want an end to this war.

Yet the entire history of this endless war has
shown that the capitalist government in

Washington, be it I>emocrat or Republican,

cannot t>e trusted to end it. Despite eight years of

promises at election time to end the war, the

Democrat-controlled Congress has continued to

approve its continuation. Not matter how dovish
some of the presidential candidates, such as
McGovem, talk on the stump; their voting record
in Congress shows this to he mere campaign
rhetoric.

Linda Jenness, the anti-war feminist, and An-
drew Pulley, the anti-war exGI, are the Socialist

Workers Party candidates for President and Vice-

President. They support those actions that can
actually pi^t a stop to the war — the independent
mass street actions organized B;^ the antiwar
movement. ^__._
The Pentagon papers revealed how in 1967/8 the

massive anti-war street demonstrations forced
the Johnson administration into a reversal of its

troops escalation policy. Two such large anti-war
marches are scheduled this spring in Los Angeles
and in New York as part of intemational actions
against the Indochina adventure by U.S. im-
^rialism. In a statement issued April 5,.Jenness
and Pulley urged all those appalled by current
U.S. bombings in Indochina to join together and
march on April 22 as the most effective way to

struggle for the immediate withdrawal of all U.S.
forces from Southeast Asia.

•We of the Socialist Workers Party want a dif-

ferent world. We don't want to be dragged into

wars that benefit the i)rofiteers. We don't want to

kill or be killed by working people just like our-
selves, although we are prepared to fight for a
world of peace. We want to help our Latin-
American, African and Asian sisters and brothers.

That's why we want to kick out the monopolists in

this country who threaten and bully and murder
them and who dominate, exploit and repress us.

We want all U.S. troops withcJrawn from other
countries, where they have no right to be in the
first place, and where they don't want to be in the

second place.

We want to use the billions squandered on war to

promote the welfare of the oppressed here at I

home and to lend a helping hand to the hungry and
exploited of other lands. What we want, in other

words, is socialism. And we want your help. Vote
for Jenness and Pulley! Join the fight against the

war and imperialism! Join us!

Theodore Edwards
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:j^ (Continued from Page 4^

%. inaction, must be made on a more consistent and rational basis

§: than the accident of fate or the whim of a single man." This idea

^: was vindicated by the passage in the Senate just last week of the

i§ War Powere Act. He has recognized that "the central thertie of

i? American policy in the last quarter of a century has not been a

:§ positive ideology, but a negative one under the label of anti-

:? Communism One of the great limitations (of such a policy) Is that

S it's a most undependable way either to choose one's enemies or to

iSt-hoose one's friends . . Some of the worst scoundrels around the

S: world are those who sail under an anti-Communist banner." As

^: specific examples of his philosophy, he has opposed the^protec-

:? tionist 1970 Fqreign Trade Bill and sponsored the East-Wej^t Trade

:^ Relations Act of 1971 (S.2283) and the Soviet Jew Relj^f Act of

^i I971( S 1872 ) . He proposes the scrutiny of our foreign aier programs

§:to oppressive regimes, avoidance by the U.S. of the role of world

§i policeman, and exhaustive evaluation of all optipns before U.S.

:i:j armed forces are committefd to military action abroad.

:? These views are proof that George McGovern is the only cln-

:? didatc to offer well-reasoned alternatives to our present poorfy-

:g planned, uncoordinated actions in these vital areas. He offers a

fc means for change.
'"^ '•

, Gregory J . Firman

UCLA Students for McGovern
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Humphh
(CoHtimted from Page 4)

Like numerous other supporters

of our Southeast Asia policy in the

mid-1960s. Senator Humphrey
sees the necessity of changing the

course of this country: "Now is

the time to set a date," Humphrey

has said, "for toUl withdrawal to

end miliUry operatons in Viet

Nam. \
'

"Prosperity and peace at home
cannot be had until our in-

volvement in Indochina has en-

ded. We must also reduce sharply

our American military in-

stallations overseas."

Hubert Humphrey is the man
who wants to find solutions to the

thorny and complicated problems

provoked by a war that has cost

too many American lives and

hopes and national pride.He said:

"We have learned the painful

lesson that we are not an Asian

power. We tried to apply the

' lessons of Western Europe to a

culture and a people whose values

we did not share and whom we
didn't fully understand."

Senator Humphrey brings his

considerable expertise to other

matters of foreign policy:

Foreign Aid: Senator Hum-
' phrey is in favor of reforming our

entire foreign aid program — not

ending it. He strongly supports the

Peace Corps. Over 8,213

American volunteers now work in

56 countries around the world.

Senator Humphrey would prefer

to cut military assistance while

we support economic and
humanitarian programs.

Soviet Union: Senator Hum-
phrey favors resumption of the

SALT talks, now stalemated. He
has called for a mutual freeze on
strategic nuclear weapons by boUT
the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

>A'

VNorthern Ireland:
Senaf

Humphrey urged thetu?!
Government to release thoLprisoners now being held wiS
warrants or trials. He sudhIk
unification of the Irish Rer,\Kr
and Northern Ireland. ^^

Senatol 'ifumnH
''''^^^senator Humphrey

support.
military assistance to Isra^^
order to secure a military

balantt
of power in the MiddleT^
between Israel and the SovL
supported Arab countries 1
feels Israel must have -^
weaponry to defend herself.

Senator Humphrey
supports

U.S. recognition of Jerusalem ac
the Capitol of Israel; also the
rights of those living in Russia to
exercise their right to retai their
cultural identity.

—^ David BramsoB
UCLA Youth Coordinator

'
. .. .1

Humphrey'72

Political forum deadlines
The Daily Bruin Axis section will present the third in the five-part

( undidates' Forum series between now and the June 6 California

primary. The Forums will consist of statements and. hopefully,

tourses of action on different issues — Foreign Policy and the War
in Indochina, ( ivil Rights and Law and Order, and the Quality of

Life in America — by all serious Presidential candidates^

Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide

groups supporting the dt^erent candidates (one platform per

candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines,

All statements are to be typed with 10-65 margins and must not

exceiMlKO lines. All columns wjU be run as submitted, without

editing, and must be signed by at least one individual in all cases.

The deadlines for the topics are as follows:

: Civil Rights and Law and Order -May 1

(Quality of Life in America - May 15

A telephone number must be included with each column so the

.Axis editors can contact the various groups should any difficulties

arise.

(^lestions regarding the Candidates' Forum can be directed to

Sue ( ochran and Ken Peterson, Axis editors, at the Daily Bruin
tjjfice or by phone at 825-2216.

Rally against the War in Meyerhoff Park-12 noon today

THIS WEEKEND:
> '.,..

fhe premiere presentation of

^t
J- NO V

an all-new program of
v

,

UCLA STUDENT FILMS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, APRIL 21-22

8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

General Admission $2.00; Students, $1.25 (supply of s'tudent tickets
l.m.ted). Ava.loble NOWot the Central Ticket Office and Kerckhoff

HaN Ticket Office. .

presented b, ,he Depor,..n, o, Theoter Arts ood ,ho Co..me. on, F.n, ArU ProdocHon.
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DBEditoriat

We express dismay at President Nixon's politically

{dangerous and morally indefensible policy of

carrying the American air war to Haiphong harbor
while intensifying the attacks on civilian con-

centrations in Hanoi. Nixon's ''bomb them back to

the stone age" philosophy was articulated by Lyndon
Johnson, and that philosophy not only failed to

acheive ''an honorable peace" in Vietnam, it booted
[Johnson out of the White House.
The bombings of Hanoi and Haiphong suggest that

jthere are no limits. Strategic options left to the US
government include further bombings of population

centers; mining or closing by naval embargo the

access to Haiphong harbor; bombing the North
Vietnamese dike system causing broad destruction

and the likelihood of mass starvation; invading
North Vietnam; and the use of tactical nuclear
weapons. Nixon has said, "All of our options are
open." We should say, "All actions except, with-

drawal are abhorrent."_^
Silence, at times such as the present, only allows

[atrocities to continue. Perhaps you're tired of

marching; so are all Vietnamese as well as
1American soldiers. _^——-

—

-——^— —
Today at noon in Meyerhoff Park, a two-hour rally

Ito protest the War has been called. We urge students
to attend the rally, and call upon individual members
of the faculty to suspend classes between 12 and 2

today in order to faciUtate massive attendance at the
rally. Additionally, we feel that it is imperative that
all Americans concerned about what the War is

doing to their country participate Saturday in the

lApril 22 Moratorium in MacArthur Park.
In an election year, all voices count.

..**.
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The Counselors Corner
•</

by Phyllis Y.H.Liu

(Kditprs* note: Questions to be answered either
privately or in the Daily Bruin should be ad-
dressed to the Counseling Center. Murphy 3334.)

What is Counseling: Bibliotherapy
Leona Tyler, in her book, TTie Work of the

Counselor, began the first chapter professing:

"Counseling is one of those words that everylxxiy
understands but no two people seem to understand
in precisely the same way," A letter I received
and replied to (both shown l)elow) raises again th

important question, what are the essentials in the
counseling process?

Dear Dr. Liu,

If you can remember me, I'm the tall, bearded
"Y" you had met in Heath's Reasonable Ad-
venturer. f*m writing to thank you and to describe'
the development of a **Y". < i

Life is so wonderful now.
After reading Heath, I had many discussions

with friends, several of whom have read it since or
are now reading it. Through it 1 (;ame to kaow
myself much better and 1 understood my
dilemma. I had no goal that 1 could become in-

volved in. By the end of the school year I had
almost decided that although I had fears, the best

thing for me to do would be to leave school and
force myself to come to terms, to find meaning, or
to perish. I was certain I would never make It

through another year of school wkhout some sense

Your combining Social Psychology and In-

ternational Relations se^ms to me il very good
choice. There is so much we can do, in theory and
in practice, to create a world community more
livable and reasonable for its residents.

I heard many favorable comments on Psycho-
Cybernetics, and should like to read it myself. Do
come in and visit me when you return home for

vacation. I would like to hear more about your
experiences in Berkeley. Meanwhile, I am wishing
you increasing gratificatin in your self ex-

ploration.

Sincerely yours,

Phyllis Liu

.. —yg^arjLjra- ^ V'».M>t4imifciUi.-«-atti*»:^i^i )lt<<ltl:.<ka IK 'Ja; n^Ci ^ *W~of direction for my studies.

Returning to see a high school teacher I received

the advice — **Stay in school — It will only be in

the academic community thai you will find

yourself." She was right, although I Just sort of

accepted her statement considering my respect

for her advice. (She tried to help me take off my
"Y" — ish shell before 1 even saw you, before I

knew it was there).

One of my friends introduced me to a

remarkable book called Psycho-Cybernetics by
Maltz. You may have heard of it. Hie book has

done something for everyone 1 know who's read it.

and it gave me a better outlook for life. But at the

heart of it was the idea that man is goal-oriented. I

sensed that my problem was still a lack of goals.

I really didn't know what to do with myself.

Although 1 learned a lot about my phoniness I

couldn't eliminate it. Although I wanted goals I

found none to satisfy me.
Several times I went back and read what Heath

said about the growth of **Y"8. 1 didn't really want
to be "broken" the way one fellow wa$, failing at

everything he was aiming for. Nor did I want to be

melted by a group of "Z"'s, although 1 might have

tried with some "Z"-i8h friends. (I don't think 1

could have found more than a couple "Z"s in Los
Angeles if I tried.

Working at home for the summer I met the girl

next door at one of my sister's parties. That made
the difference.

Never before in my life had I given or received

love. I am no kmger the victim of feelings of

worhfessness. I've gotten to know my friends

better. For the first time I have felt and expressed

love for my parents. And 1 can see a future for me
combining Social Psych and Internatonal

Relations — the two areas that have always in-

terested me. I have come out of my shell quite a

bit and enjoy being myself.

I never lacked goals. } just saw no reason for

pursuing any. How could I have pursued a career

helping other people, feeling compassion for

others, when I knew of no one who felt for me?
I hope you enjoy knowing that your counseling

helps — it really started things for me. Please

consider Psycho-Cybernetics. Just reading the

book does a lot for some people.

Thank you.
'- •'•

'.
" '• '

' ' Rons.
Dear Ron,

Yes, I do rememl)er you very well, and I always

believed that you, a bright and concerned young

man seriously searching for personal identity, will

gradually find your own way. The need to explore

and to quest reflects your psychological health, an

indication of surplus energy and mentality.

In life's journey, one at times feels a little bit

confused about one's direction, dnd therefore

turns to some available resources for con-

sultation You did just that when you used our

counseling service and read Heath's Hie
Reasonable* Adventurers. But understanding and
clarification only provide you with a cognitive

map, pointing toward your goals; yOu still need an
inner drive and sufficient motivation for taking

concrete and meaningful action. To love and to be
loved is truly a wonderful action. You said it well:

"How could I have pursued a career helping other

people, feefling compassion for others, when I

knew of no one who felt for me?"

When 2h^person works in a profession the ot)-

jective of which is chiefly to help people, he' (or

she), for his own work satisfaction, likes to think

that he is the one who really helps the people who
come to him with various life problems.

Such a self-or socially-designated role per-

ception is ever so often found among some
psychologists, psychiatrists, counselors and many
others whose main destiny and sense of worth
seem to depend solely on being helpful.

This stucfent's letter demonstrated, however,
ttiat his life, problematic as it was, was touched
and enriched by many resources other than a
professional counseling relationship. "Discussion
with friends," ''returning to see a high school

teacher," "reading of some"remarkable books"
such as The Reasonable Adventurer and Psycho-
Cybernetics, in a sense, all have been helpful. And,
the essential happening that made the difference

was "the girl next door at one of my sister's

parties." .

.

Schofield" Was 'suggesfed that so-callecl

professional help is none other than a substitute

for friendship which a person fails to get

elsewhere, and pointed out:

. . . When sensitive persons become stuck in an
introspective rut of uncertainty, when they

become immobilized by doubt, or when they are

struggling against surrender to conviction in an
area in which all final convictions must
necessarily be acts of faith, they can be helped in

their' struggle by the challenge of perspectives

elicited in the questions and suggestions of wise

men. But the wisdom needed to elicit such per-

spectives is hardly the exclusive possession of

any existing professional group. Neither the

psychiatrist nor the psychologist is trained to be
wise. They should be trained to recognize cases

that call not for psychotherapy but for exposure to

wise counsel. (Psychotherapy: The Purchase of

Friendship Pp. 67-68.)

i'
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Comments

1 think Dr. Liu does everyone a service to

remind us all of the resources that lie around us, in

books, in movies, in plays; in people of all kinds —
for support, insight, recognition and example. We
hvemore resources than we realize, if we only had
the eyes to see them and the understanding to

profit from them.

One can always turn to counsel, and should,

when one is baffled, or beset. But perhaps the chief

contribution then of counsel, besides support, is as

was Dr. Liu's here, to help us redirect, refocus,

reinterpret or discover what lies available in the

fabric of our very own lives.

rhe critical experiences are "out there," not in

the Counseling office. Counseling's contribution

lies in helping us find these experiences and
readying us to use them.

*•

^'>

DWP-

Personal growth can, and often does, occur

when several approaches are experienced con-

currently. In this situation Ron was involved in

what could be termed peer counsel with a

psychologist. I do not think that it is important
•which of them played the most important role in

Ron's search for meaning. Rather, the combined
effect of all the approaches had a profound im-

pact.

Too often we tend to look for one single answer to

life's perplexities and our personal delemmas.

More often there is no single answer or singular

approach. Bibliotherapy, for example, is not

merely reading in a perscribed manner and

discussing the readings and their impact on us

with others. The combined effect may produce

change.

Ron*s situation again reaffirms the notion that

in the majority of counseling change occurs

oiit^ide of the couseling hour as the client acts and

integrates the events which occurred during the

hour.

I
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dn ASUCLA

Charter Flights is
' ' . - —

another thing you

won't have to

worry about.
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That's because we use BOAG,
.,.1.:....„.....—

^

-..„.__., :.. . .,-___ ^.- ^ , „ :, . _._ ',

^-
'J»

with its fine, traditional British cuisme.
BOAC's mfenus include many traditional British dishes, such
nas grilled and roast meat, fresh Scotch salmon, Lancashire ;,

hoi pot, braised oxtail and game pie-as well as Continental'^
meals, and special dishes of other British territories. Infor- _
motion regarding baby foods, religious or medical diets Is

passed to the kitchens before flights so that any special heeds
can be met. There is a staff adequately large enough to serve
a full plane load of first class passengers within one half-hour
to 45 minutes. And of course, there are complimentary pre-
prandial beverages. - -

Research is continually being carried out into ways of impro-
ving standards and preparing for service on BOAC's jets.

An experimental kitchen tests new ideas for menus, and a team
of catering officers travel the world to ensure top standards of
cuisine are met.

All these benefits-and many more-can only be offered to you
through a top airline. This is why ASUCLA has chosen BOAC. ,

We insist our passengers have the best-becouse getting there
should be a part of a great experience, rather than a hassle.

The ASUCLA Charter Flights operation is authorized and a-
pproved by the University of Californio on all carripuses, for use
by all members of that community. It Is responsible for being
dependable-seeTng to it you will never be stranded, suddenly
cancelled or exposed to mediocre service. All flights are ope-
rated and offered in accordance with all Civil Aeronautics Board
regulations. ASUCLA Charter Flights schedule pre-flight o-
rlentation meetings, and arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses.
We personally see off every flight, here and In London, with
an authorized permanent professional staff, capable of solving
problems that may arise. In case of (Heaven forbid!) delays, a

p hospitality suite Is provided.

You will be traveling with fellow University of California people,
attended to In the best of British tradition, and assured that
you will get bock without problems. And you will be doing it for
a really remarkable low round-trip fare. „^-
IM^ because ASUCrA Charter Flights has fnfel-preted the
"official" port of our assignment to mean functional, smooth,
and most of all, be responsible, for all your needs.

FLIGHT L.A. to DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE CARRIER
•

2 London June 18 Aug. 28 London 71 $262 BOAC
3 London June 21 Aug. 16 London 56 $262 BOAC

)»

4 London June 22 Aug. 15 London 54 $262 BOAC
5 London June 26 Sept 6 London 72 $262 BOAC

'

6 London June 26 Sept. 13 London 80 S275 Caledonian f

7 I ondon June 27 Aug. 25 London 59 $262 BOAC
•

t London June 28 Sept. 9 London 73 $262 BOAC
!

''• London June 28 Sept 16 London 81 $275 Caledonianu London June 29 Aug 29 London 61 $262 BOAC
'

''

n
12

London July 1 Aug. 27 London 57
4 $262 BOAC •is/

London July 4 Sept. 2 London 62 $262 BOAC
14 London July 8 Aug 17 London 40 $262 BOAC
15

1 f>

London July n Aug 10 London 30 $262 BOAC
16

17

London JulyM2 Aug 31 London 50 $262 BOAC
London Aug 12 Sept 13 London 33 $252 BOAC

I

h'$ not too late to switch to the best - the oHicial oneCom. inte Room 205D KonlihoH Holl - pKon. 825-IM

I

Op*. Moodo, ^^, ,,^ 8,00 o.m. ,0 5 p..., Ko.«, Di«««,. B«.„, w.,. Coo,di„o.o«.

This is the official Charier Flights operation authorir*/! „w^A -~ j i•g operat.on outlwnxed and approved lor use by all campuses of the University of Californio

•*'
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Spring Sports Weekend
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Last chance for volleyballers at San Diigo State
Ky Saul Shapiro

I)B Sports Writer

UCLA's volleyball team enters

the lion's den this weekend in a

final attempt to claim a berth at

the NCAA championships.

However, the lion won't be

home
The occasion is the District 8

regionals to be tield today and

tomorrow at San Diego State. The
host squad will be there as

spectators only aa SDS won the

Southern California In-

tercollegiate Volleyball
Association title and a berth at

.Muncie, Indiana tourney by virtue

of an upset win over UCLA last

Friday.
.

Consequently, it is the Bruins

who have to qualify and not the

Aztecs UCLA may be the overdog

in this "second-chance* round-

robin affair, but it doesn't figure

to ease through.

The Bruins are scheduled to

play foUr best-of-three matches.

Three of those contests are

against SCIVA opponents and

each has been able to take at least

a set from UCLA this season.

The most formidable challenge

will probably come from UC
Santa Barbara, last year's NCAA
runner up. The Gauchos bested

the Bruins in the All-Cal Tour-

nament in February and are tlig

only other college team beside

San Diego State to have beaten the

Bruins this year.

During their league encounter,

UCSB was not so fortunate. While

the GaucliCS secernIriglyrtiad tfw

Bruins reeling with an opening 15-

4 win. the Bruins went on to

reverse that score in the second

set and took the match in four

.stanzas.

The following week UCSB fell

before San Diego State to finish

third in the SCIVA.

The Rudy Suwara-coached
Gauchos usually approach any

match against UCLA with

fanatical desire ("torturing

themselves " read the UCSB Daily

Nexus on the day of their last

meeting) and will not be taken

lightly. -

And the Bruins can't look past

Cal State Long Beach either. The
49ers extended UCLA through five

sets recently and the finale wasn't

,'\< «,

.

exactly a lark for the Bruins, 18-

16. While that match took place in

the friendly confines of the 49er

gym, Long Beach may still

present a problem in this virtual

hit-and-miss tourney. --

,
The other entrants are Stanford

and use. Stanford, the only

participant from outside the

SCIVA has added several players

since an appearance in the UCSB-
hosted Collegiate Tournament
which UCLA won. r? •

use, on the other hand, is the

weak sister of the gathering. A
top-flight player is <Jeorge Spratt,

who almost single-handedly led

Troy to a set victory as USC lost in

four at Pauley several weeks ago,

but the Trojans do not have any
comparable talent to assist him.

"as any
^Endurance, as much

able to -;*»«*--- -^
"<h be

playing.

-.-.. ...ay not 5p
withstand

constat

r

EXCITING BILLr

Vanessa Redgrave and

David Hemmings in

BLOW-r
Midnight Color shoves Fri-Sat April 21-22

Admission (o fair price) on ly $ 1

.

25 '*

REGULAR PROGRAM:

REGULAR ADMISSION 494

DURING WEEK TILL 7PM, 994 AFTER

.^fr^

more than 11,000

ellj$ible employec^^ of

SomatimM A Gr*o( Notion

R«d Slty Al Morning

HOUYWOOO

STAR
[ %%46 HottyavOOd

'

nan Waklarn

inriEBIGMAN
A MAN CAUED HORSE

University of California

pay tlieir auto insurance

l)y payroll deduction r

(JhjB Univer^ty-sjDon^ored plan underwritten by,

Calilornia Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

• ' call the office nearest you, collect.

(^Itoia Casualty

Al acates sought to improve th^

FrT^?'^'*"
^y giving tenth-ma

Fred Sturm more playing time
Sturm s presence will give thi*
Bruins six spikers along with th.
four setters at the tourney.

Against San Diego State theUCLA spikers were somewhat
less than awesome. Scates felt
that the exasperation of having
the Aztec backcourt return their
best ef|forte might have forced the
Bruin hitters into taking "some
exotic shots."

Sherman Oaks
981-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186

Jeff Jacobs,irvin, Bob Leonard
and John Zajec will man the nets
for UCLA. It was Zajec and setter
Larry Griebenow who provided
most of the punch in the Bruin
attack last weekend. Zajec was

- particularly effective on the quiclc~ sets just above the net. Ron Coon
will be the first substitute up front.

The 6-4 Griebenow, who may be

. the best-hitting setter, will team
; with Jim Menges in the back-

court. Although Griebenow's
>* bitting has been sharp, his serving

has left something to be desired:

Menges, a sophomore, has been

setting excellently since working
his way up to the varsity at mid-

season.

Bob Thomson and Ken
Freeman will be the alternates in

the back row. Both have given the

Bruins a lift at various intervals

with their clutch serving.

The Bruins have matches today

at ^3 and 8, while the Saturday

contests are scheduled for 1 and 6.

KPaid Advertisement)!

SALE
-AQUARIUMS-

AQUffTlC IMPORTS INC

Custom Aquariums '

* Full line of

ponds supplies

Free Aquascaping

Repaifsii Service

2008 Westwood Blvd.

4759525

AUTO BODY RFPAIR.

COMPLETF PAINTING

& BODYWORK. .

Domestic & Imported

(omplefe Auto Repair

Free fstimates

479 6103
PFITERSONS STERLING

Automotive

?109SawtelleWLA

BOOKCASES

BOOKCASES

25% to 50% OFF
For Office. Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

1 70 S La Brea. LA.

933^9127- ^-

o
-BOOK STORC-

-AUTO DEALER&-

WESTWOOD MAZDA

Sales & Service

"Service while you Study"

Call 879 1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

-AUTO INSURANCE-
JAMES F CAIRO •

Auto Insurance Specialists
• Good Student Discounts

• Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

Call Day or Night

322 8170
Phone Quotation Welcome

AUTO RENTAL US
BUNDY

RENTACAR
Older rnodets -

Low Low Prices.

Weekly Mofvthly

Call 478^0676

12333 W Pico. WL.A

COMPLETE
BOOK STORE

New & Used

Text Books

Bought & Sold

Mon and Fn till 9

4778051
1002 Westwood Blvd. WW

-CAR WASH-

f

-AUTO WRECXINC i PAItTS—

ECONOMY
Autosuppli - Wreclwrs

Uied New - RebdiN
Foreign and American

We buy wrtclatf

luMdctrs
EX 3W56

M31 Colorado- Santa Monica

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

Polishing- Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

1360 Westwood Blvd. WW"
(3 biks So. of Wilshire) •

4749636

CLEANERS

Cleaners

II 00 Oiscoi/nt

on any lb cleaning

order

Drive in Service

Same da^no extra charge

Leather Goods /
STERLING DRY CLEANERS '

1600 Westwood BlvdWLA—COMPONENTS

—

HI Ft A STEREO
COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount prices

)

Trade ins, Sates & Service

Most Major Brands

870 3059 or 398-6747

BARSHEL's

SS12S. Sepulveda

DOG KENNELS'

THE DOG HOUSE
•Grooming Bathing

•Boarding

» specialty large dogs
Mon thru Sat 8^6pm

478-6411

W38S Sepulveda W LA

RVieg DIRECTORY

^

-DRUGS & GIFTS-

PRESCRIPTION

Gins- COSMETICS

Open7 30to6 30

Validated Parking ^
4772027

WESTWOOD DRUGS "

951 S. Westwood Blvd.

FABRICS'

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center -

Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card

330 S LaCienega Blvd.

655 7513

Los Angeles

FLORIST-

Huge selection of fresh

Flowers for ail occasions

Open 7 Days & Nights

Call 474 8070 or 474 9337
EDITH GREEN of

DAY S FLOWER SHOP
1718 Westwood Blvd. W.LA.

•FORMAL WEAI
RENTALS- SALES

Your wedding party may
be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839-2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
3114 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

'FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION
Furniture. Desks. TV & Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments
Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE
CALL NOW' 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd.. West LA.

HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOW'S
Craft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

4732021

11685 National Blvd.

(It Barrington)

—HOTEL & MOTEL-
BEL AIR SANDS

Free TV

Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge.

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd & San Diegy FWY

•INSURANCE-

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of Insur^ce

Auto- Fire- Lif#- Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments

477 2553 or 879 0381
1 1716 W.Pico Blvd.. W LA.

LEGAL SERVICES
LAWYERS' REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOLLYWOOD BAR ASSN.

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

462 6416
>** First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

MEN A VVOMEN'S SHIRTS-
THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTS $4
Special Discounts to students

* Westwood Store
•

1244 Westwood Blvd

4751248
• Beverly Hills Store

•

9538 Santa Monica Blvd

2715289 <>

MOTORCYaE SALES A SERVia
THRIRY LAO HONDA
Largest Dealer on the

West Coast. Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles.

Sales Service Insurance

Open 7 Days

2411 Lincoln Blvd SM
3924] 05

HONDA DEL REY
Mies parts service

Insurance

open 8:30^6:00 M Sat

^^ 3916217
<421 Sepuhrtda Blvd.

•MOVING A STORAGE-
HAMACK'S

Moving & Storage

Min. Rates - 24Hr Service

Packing - Crating - Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

New & Used Furn. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR

TEK VAN LINES. INC.

• 2546 W.Pico Blvd.

DU 9 8891 - DU 9-1214

•NIGHTCLUB A DANCING-

JACKIES JOINT

The Trolly ho lives on
in i.e. Curtiss!

For Reservations

65&3840
8151 Santa Monica Blvd.

at Crescent Heights

1-*f •>;

-STEREO-RETAIL-

BELAIR CAMeI^AS & HI Fl

Custom Stereos & Components

Recorders- Speakers- Portable

Radios & Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

For Expert Advice Call:

4779569
927 Westwood Blvd.

-TRANSMISSION

— OPTOMETRIST-
Contact Lenses

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions Filled

Mon Sat 9:30 to 5:30
Fri. Nite til 8:00

DR. DONALD S GOULD
Phone 451 4737

1301 Santa Monica Mall

Santa Monica

-PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT-
BELAIR CAMERA & HI-FI

Cameras- Projectors

Custom Finisliiftg

Rentals- Trade-Ins- NewAUitd
We specialize in Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call: 477 9569
927 Westwood Blvd

RENTAL SERVICE
NEED

AN APARTMENT
OR MOUSE

Come and see

VIP. RENTALS
1418 N Highland Ave

HO 9-7205

•SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR.
CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Sales, Portable Appliances
Service on Small AppiJMces
For Service CALL: 475-2532
2314 Westwood Blvd., WW

COHMAN
TRANSMISSION

* Lifetime Guarantee
•
Posted Prices

•
1 Day Service

(Free Towing with Service)

Hollywood 466 7361

6445 Santa Monica Blvd. Wilcox

Los Angeles 737 0882
,

3355 W. Olympic Bl/No. Western

Santa Monica 393^9a73

825 Olympic Blvd./nr. Lincoln

— TYPEWRITERS^y^LCUlATORS-

Repairs- Sales

Rentals

That You Can Afford

Pick-up- Estimates- Trade-ins

WEST TYPEWRITER

473-3218

lS51SawtelleBI«I..WLA

-WEARING APPAREL-

Men & Wonftens Clothing

CORRAL
Maxis - MIdis - Minis

Jeans- Boots- Mocs

JKlwts- Shirts- Vests

1000 Wilshire Blvd., W.LA.

393-0707

YARN A HANDICRAFT-

Yarn - Needlepoint

Allied Art

All Phases of Rug Making

MARCO'S YARN SHOP

1315 Westwood Blvd.. WLA
479-8811
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Trojan speed showdown

Friday. April 21, 1972
«.

T
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By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

Two weeks ago USC's track

team easily l)ettered Bruin marks

in a double-dual meet in the

Coliseum (UCLA-California and

use-Stanford). Tomorrow, in a

similar meet in Palo Alto, the

Trojans plan to add insult to in-

jury.

They hope to whip the Bruins in

comparative mile relay times.

Obviously, nothing is sacred to

them because the mile relay has

been UCLA's traditional bread-

and-butter event for years. The

Bruins, in fact, became the only

team in history to win the NCAA
mile relay three consecutive

times aT last years cham^
pionships.

-^ ^-^~--- -_—- -

However, last week in El Paso,

after nearly breaking their own
440 world relay record, the

Trojans showed great potential

with a 3:07.6 mile relay clocking.

They dicyt without the 1971 state

high school champion Tony Kr-

zyzosiak, who they will have

running tomorrow.

It might be a big psychological

victory indeed for the May 6, USC-

UCLA showdown if Troy lowers its

time against jgs^ifomia in Stan-

ford Stadiuittr"

The meet,''which also features

UCLA versus Stanford, starts at

1:30 under predicted clear skies.

UCLA students must pay the $2

admission.'

Bruin coach Jim Bush is

preparing a potent lineup in

defense of the SC attack on the

relay by asking his best quar-

termile men available to run legs.

A 3: 10.4 has been UCLA's best this

year compared to its 1969 national

collegiate record of 3:03.4. Ron
Gaddis, Warren Edmonson,
Benny Brown and John Smith are
capable of breaking it, though.

The world record of 3:02.8 (with
its 45.7 average leg per man), set

by the Trinidad-Tobago national

team in 1966, is also in jeopardy.
If any world records fall

tomorrow, the best chance for a
new mark should be the first

running event, the 440 relay,

use's Lance Babb, Leon Brown,
Don Quarrie and Willie £>eckard
ran 38.8 last Saturday to be just

two-tenths off the 1967 team's
record. Trojan mentor Vem Wolfe
thinks, "We can run well under
the record if ]$ressed and with

^ood baton passes. ^^ -— .

"~^

'*We lost valuable time
Saturday," he continues,
"because of a poor exchange
between Brown and Quarrie. They
actually collided."

UCLA's quarter-mile team ran

"just" a 40.4 in the Meet of

Champions but also had a very
good excuse. Warren Edmonson,
running anchor, had a competitor

cross in front of him and nearly

slowed tp a stop before deciding to

finish the race.

"I thought about stopping,"

Warren admitted later. He then

addedthat he felt the delay cost up
to one and a half seconds. Thus,

the same team of Charles Rich,

Steve Gibson, Gaddis and himself

could be a real steeper. Freshman
Gordon Peppars, still recovering

from a muscle pull, is another

possible member of the team as is

veteran Ronnie Welch. •

Last week, Milan Tiff, a trans-

fer from Miami of Ohio, was
added to the already awesome

to» fcggif hair moodie$. §andah >wi.\t %w

»(Patd Adv:rtisenr»enr>

University Catholic Center

^ 840rHilgard 474-5015

HOLY WEEK SERVICES
Thursday 8:00 pm Friday 8:00 pm

T^Ec:umenical Service on Seven Last Words
Friday, 12-3 pm
Tffir^/ 7rnnL«;»L-

•••a.
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Bruin triple jumping duo of

James Butts and Harry Freeman.
Tiff has a lifetime best of 53-6

compared to Butts' 53-5 3/4 and
Freeman's 53-1. Freeman set his

mark last Saturday.

Freshman Rory Kotinek posted
three lifetime bests while
qualifying for the NCAA decathlon
in the Meet of Champions. H^?
improved his UO meter hurdles
time to 14.5, his high jump to 6-10

1/4 and long jump to 24-7 3/4.

Edmonson, currently the
premiere UCLA sprinter, goes in

the 100 in addition to the relays
against Stanford whUe Smith is

entered in the 440, 220 and mile
relay.

frelfi, hQf,%^ hair goodie$

New Inacce9§ihle Loeatianll

1110G«yley Ave
,
W**lw**4 Villag*

473-9549
' >l

Intramurals
Today's SoHImII Schedule

3 p.m. — Cork vs. Brigand, field

one; Kilimanjaro vs. Bowery,
field two; Band vs. Maccabees,
field three; BFD vs. Portshead,
field four; Groundhogs vs.

Grauna's Bulls, field six; Scabies
vs. A^edonists, field eight.

4p.m. — Sierra vs. Chlmborazo,
field^on^; The Enzymes vs. Space
Cowboys, field two; Box Score vs.

Vito & Do Bees, field three;^

Geology vs. Sea STugs, field four;

AAA vs. Orion 11, field six; La
Familia vs. Sierra Club, field

eight,
i

Tomorrow Is the deadline for

entering the coed tennis, In-

nertube water polo and golf

competitions. Signup in Men's
Gym 11B.

Today Is the last day to enter
men's singles squash tournament
and handball doubles.

LUSTY... RISQUE,
SENSUAL!" :rTMr

Where the joys
of sex began...

t

"

<fflE "~u_

aM
A Fi7m Based on Boccaccio's Book of Pleasures!

^_.^ WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY PIER PAOLO PASOLINi

(X)NOONCUMOCIIiaMMIITTEO ' COLOR Ulllted ArflStS

NOW PLAYING!
BE VCWLV HILLS

DOHEMYPLAZA
PARKING 50^ ON PRtMISCS

Oo^enyOr hall block.

so or Wilshire

2782090

WEEKDAYS 6 • 8 • 10 PM— SAT.* SUN.
2»4-6«8 • 10 PM
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Got the Munchies

CALL Pizza

»,.y»". r

Man
//"c^e 2:^£ia.«

21 18 Westwood Blvd.

Fried Chicken, Pizza, BBQ Spare Ribs, BBQ Chicken,

Lasagne, Spaghetti, Sandwiches, Plus all the extra goodies.

All pizzas made fresh to orAer, any combination. ''Half & half'

Why not?! Orders for Pick Up ready in 1 5 min.

.•^i".^

^i^

1

Off on any
large pizza

or large bucket

of chicken

sot

Pizza Han
1

Off on any
medium pizza,

rib, lasagne,

or spaghetti dinner/

dinner.

Tliit Coupon Good Thru Thurs. April 28, 1 972 50t

Just pick up your phone!!

475-6464
MAa*
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12010 W PICO BLVD..

LOS ANGELES CALIF 90064

PHONE TODA> (213/479 4383

SA VE UP TO $40ir~

ON YOUR NEW M/CYCLf AND
TOUR EUROPE!

Bu/^ew BSA, TRIUMPH, NORTON

TAX FREE from one of England's

oldest dealers - Est 50 years. Huige

stock too of guaranteed used models

at England's lowest prices Full Insui-

ance for Europe b Shipmeht back to

U S A arranged -oi we guarantee re-

purchiase Write now foi full details

George Clarke (Motors) Limited, 1 36

156 Brixton Hill London, S.W.2 Eng

Ter 01-674 3211

LUTHERAN WORSHIP SUNDAY 6 PM
827 Malcolm (1 blli •a»t oi Hfthwf Hdi)

Supp«r follows conversation with Re^i David Bornor

on "Living with Plurdism"

for rides call 474 -5885

Lufheron Campus Ministry - ALC. LCA

900 Hilgord, 475-5926

FREF YOURSELF

''motorcycle emporium"
9320 W. PICO BLVD.

(near Robertson)

272-1020 278-5211

M F 9 o m. 8 p.m Sat 9 a.m. 6 p.m. Sun 12 4 p.m

PARTS • SERVICE • INSURANCE

t —T~
'(•*aid Advertisement)

Skilled arid trained computer operators

wanted for part time, nights and week-

ends on I28K 360 Model 30, operating

in a DOS multiprogramming and telepro-

cessing environment. Pasadena location.

Cybertek Computer Products, Inc.

. 451-8584, AAr.Odell.
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NEWCELEBRATION

4f^^^™

THIS SUNDAY NITE

a hee shov^lr^Q of

Classic Orson Welles' Film

CITIZEN KANE
A political commenfary sfarnng

Welles, Joseph Gotten and Agnes Mooreheod

at 6:30 Sunday, April 23

Free refreshments & discussion

•V • • • • • • • «.»_>,» <_• •••••• •••«•»•.• m>m^>my/y^^>y:^^

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 6:30
WESTWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

I 0822 Wilshire. Neor Ships

9 ( «#wis«rtd^ umhe in i»rc at (Kla)^

HUNTINGTON HARTFORD THEATRE
> . .

'I

SPEOAL UMITBD ENGAGEIIDITt

OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 21

TWO WEEKS ONLY!

DON KNOTTS
IN HIS FIRST LOS ANGELES STAGE APPEARANCE

IN NEIL SIMON'S HILARIOUS COMEDY

LAST OF THE
RED HOT LOVERS
Witt

JO ANNE MEREDITH NOU ROEPER

& SPECIAL GUEST STAR PAMEU BRinON

GOOD SEATS AT BOX OFFICE. AGENCIES & BY MAIL
Plays thraugli Saturday, May 8. ONLY ! FVFS S:30. MATS 2 30

MON TNIU THUt fVC S6 90. S.SO. 4 SO 3 30
Ml A SAT IVE : S7 90. « W^ 30 4 90

MAtlNffS WED A SAT S3 30. 3 00. 4 90 3 00

Sfwdanf Oitcownf

or boM e^fic*
K>1 TNtATtf fARTIIS. PMONf CtOUf SAilS OiFARTMINT

OCLA has won 25 NCAA team championships.

Surprisingly, baskett>atl doean't top th« list in the

number of titles won. The Bruin netters have won 10

championships. Coach Glenn Bassett's troops w^
defending champions and were expected to ^ti^^

tti^crown this year until Maroon Rahim and Jimmy

-eonnors turned professional. ^ ^ *

Two of the four tennis players who will go back to

G^gla In hope* af upset'ttng favored Trinity

(Texas) are Ibn Cornell, only senior and captain of

the squad, and Jeff Aw8tln, No. 1 on the Bruin team.

Ifow did yimkoUhfA i«vo(ved t»ttft t«mil«?

ComeHt my fathi^r played and sodW mi Urollw. I

started ever since Icoutd hold a racket, I have pic-

hjres of myself where my head Is just barely ov#r tt^e

net

Austin: My uncle was a rtd\ good player. In fact,

he was «ie captain of USC. When I was 12, I crult

Little League 9x\<i concentrated on t^rmls. I like

tennis better because it is more individual, on your

own, instead of associated with a whole \^!BiT(S -

Cornell; i played in my first tournament when I

was nine, but it wasn't till I went back East at 16 that

|really started putting a lot of time In.

Arty rt$ret$ that you're to involved in t^mU?

Austin: No regrets. Right now it^s getting b«tt<Hr>

fm 0oing to Europe for the first time this simtmer.

When I get out of school I plan to travel fust about

everywhere In the world*/

Cornell: After gradiMitton and ^m l»ck to

Georgia for the NCAA's, I'll turn pro right away. I'li

gotoLx)ndofiiiRdtnrtei|uafity^WI«»Wedon. Then

I'll go to the continent and play tennis there through

September awd Itien possiWy go to Israel, Africa and

\wi\a. You know what they say about trav«4. Ifs like

sex— the more you get, themore you like It.

Ron, do ym ready think yoift^re good miaugh to

make a living m a profeawlomU?

Cornell: I sliould be able to make wpemm for

maybe a year. To start malcing money 1*11 have to

Improvemy game quite a lot. J figure if I clNfi do well

on clay in Europe, thaf II really help my game. A lot

of my vy<|akfH»sses is involved wifh pattiHice and clay,

with Its slow surface, fielps a lotin that aspect.

How aboui 5N)U Jeff, o» far <i« the j^roe are con-

cerntd?

Austin; It I keep on improving like I tiave the past

two years I think I can make money but I really w8r\t

.

'*'^'^iimmmlttmm m

1 iSl

to travel. I started traveling when I was U i'

down South and the East, but never out of thi
^'

and t'n^ really looking forward to EurooT

Do you think the two greateet factor» to kk
tour have been televUion and Lamar Him'^
Championship Tenni$? ^*

Cornell: Oefinitely. TV has brought tenniii
living room and out of the country clu^L
bringing tennis to the public and more anr
people are becoming exposed to the gamell^
dependent tour is going public, with play J
convention halls and arenas.

00 you thir^ tennis will reach 0ie atage
nUivere are makins $20-30,000 a year?

Austin: Yes. Ust year Rod Uver mada
$200,000 arul there's already 50 or <0 piayersm^
that right now and open tennis is only foury^

Cornell: But tennis has a long way to go
reaches the. major-league status of «»
basketball and basebalk Those sports are
stltutionalized into the sc^iools. Tennis needs foi
into the grammar school. The Increase jn the smm
of players playing tennis is amazing. LikeJ
Berkeley they're making courts out on parkii»T^
Here in t.A. to get a court, you have to fight

<

people 9roim<i.

Why iM tennis irrowing in pOfHdority?

Austin: AnyDody can play at any age. With v.

spoHs lIHe, footbalt and basketball you nesd a JJil

guys.

Cornell: Also there's a health factor,

emptiasizing tennis as good for the heart
way to stay in shaoe.

Why did yr^- ^e to VCLA?

Cornell: 5

after playi

Bai3sett offf

UCLAI thoo^j

scholarship offer from

>ome tournaments

'arship. When I

astjc sctxx>l for

wa^ very imp! vaa^u wim itie professional

towards playing tennis and how everybody!

working very hard. Whereas at Berkeley it wii^

much haphazard and no one really cared that

I've been really happy down here. I just love

and when I leave I'm really going to miss it.

|u$t walking ariMnti canjpus seeing all the

girls in the bea^tftul weather and everything.

Austin: t was mainly considering UCIA
Stanford. I ctuase UCLA because when I vli

Stanford I didn't like the acactemic snobbery

^ .'.5'

«
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MOLl y WOOD 'lOO^'M 402 COGb 7^ Jeff Austin
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TwoWayers Who Stayed

re I felt like they were all condescending. They

Dught that going to Stanford was such a great

lL The coach asked me if I thought I was going to

1^ to Stanford and I said that I still wasn't sure

I
might be going to UCLA. He said that was

most absurd and why would I want to go to UCLA
[tead of Stanford. FliflHI then m%d there I decided

at there was no way I was going to Stanford and I

inted to go to UCL^.

fhat have been edme of your reward^ ex-

riences in tennit?

"ornell: Td have to say this pa%t weekend was one

ly most rewarding, t won singles and doubles and

my last year^d I'm captain of the team, It was

»t great after we won second doubles to take ttre

Itch as everyone filled the courts, hugging each

Everyone was so happy. Also, my parents

^e down and I always wanted to show my father

It I could play good tfnnis and I kind of showed

that I had some polentiai

Austin: Some of my most rewarding experiences

been in doubles I won the Orange lk»wi 14

jbles which Is t^^Nf»sed to be the world Junior

jmpionshlps. AlSrO, being named to the Junior

ivis Cup team and winning the doubles match
linst use One match I l«d that wa« a nightmare

:ause I dldrt't win it, but wt>ich gave me a lot of

ifjdence, was my three-set loss to Clark Graebner

ie of the top 10 in the world). I wa$ up 5-2 In the

(rd and had two match points but lost in the tie»

jaker. I really tighter«d up but if I played top-

le players allthe time I'm sure that feeflr^ji would

away.

,ooking atpas^ record* and ranktnge Jeff lAouid

the betterplayer. Ron, do you BometimesfeelihM

is carry^g you ^ dxrMes?

Cornell: Jeff does come through with more win-

's dnd he does have the big serve. Sometimes we
have trouble twldirtg my serve.

«tin: At the start of the year, I thought I was
Tying Ron a little, but not any more, Ron's

lying real good doubles m\d we're an awfully tough

im. Jimmy Connors was carrying me last year'.

It's for sure.

^hat i§ UCLA goinn to have to do U win 0m
:aa'8?

Austin: I would say Trinity is far and away the

/orlte. For the nationals there's ]ust four players

their four players are Hi the top six or iiven in"

country. Second, third, and fourth place wHl
ibiy be a fight between USC, Stanford and us^.

fore the year started t would have said we'd be a

M -

i:- .;.«. ._
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definite fourth but after the hvo matches against
USC and Stanford, I think '^we're right In there for a
good shot at second.

Cornell: This will be my first and last year in ttie

NCAA's. In tennis anything can happen. Trinity, on
paper, is the favorite but I don't think Stockton and
Gerkin are really tough players. I think McKlnley
and Gottfried will fight it out all the way. Sot the
other twomight notk:ome through in the clutch in my
opinion and you might call them pueaiea or
crybabies. We'w got Jeff and myself and the
Kreftsses m doubles and I thirtk we can beat anybody
In the nation. It's possible for both of us to end up in

the finals of doubles.

Austin: It's a lortgshot.

Cornell: But we've got the ccMWiblHtlee. If you
locked at us in the fall and looked at us ii09»« we've
improved as a team so much It's unreal*

Do you think you earn your eoholar^ip?
- *

Cornell: In \h» last couple of years I would sai
didn't earn my keep, theplayers aihead of me earnel
it for me. There were so many good players eicweA of
me I wasn't given a cftance to prove myself. As far as
this year j|oes« I think I'm doing a helluva |ob. In the
match against the French Davis Cuppers I won both
my matches and those matches received a lot^jof

publicity on TV, radio and in the papers. This win
over U$C really heipe a \n^ with recruits.

Austin: I think I've ewxmd my %eep. I've played
twice on national championship teams and this year
'I'm playingMo. 1. Also, ¥ve put in three or four hours
of practice a day mvd tiave matdies every waekerKl.

What t# Oie (£Ujference, - in preemxtet ibetween

piayirvg (h iourrMmentM and playing for VCLA?
/Cornell: There's in ama2ing amo^mt of pressure
here at UCLA. Coach W/smts to win badly, scIkx)!

i>nde, n you' win. everybody comes up and
congratulates you.

Austin: At ItClA you're flaying lor mor# tfMwi

just yourself. If you lose In a tournament, then you
can say w^t the hell, I'll try batter fie)(t week.

Ever had any pieaeant divereiohs while playing?

Corr^ll: Bc^by Kreiss and I look at every girl that

goes by. In this exhibition match this ^Irl suddenly
came walking by In knee socks and white little

shorts and a tight bloi^eand I lost all concentration.

Ktold Bobby to go tell this girl that I was In love with
t^r and wanted her teleptione number. It worked and
ttwit's the girl I've been seeing lately.

OCll

'^ .^. '

Eon Cornell
'HI<iMUHiill«ll....«^iltiHfii«i<i4i4(ii(MU«i4it««i«nM«/ifi'if
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CHIPS
SHtlMP
CHICKEN-
OINNERS

OtOERS
1%A TO

^ TAtt OUT

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
to Privat* Group*

Open Tues through Sun — 4 pm till pm
Friday n 30 am till 9 M pm

CL6SB) MONDAY
193« WESTWOOD BLVD. W.LA.
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I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I
* ?n«l floor location insures low prices I

. University Mfg. Jewelers I
a 1007 SroMton Suite 34

GRII377

WEDDIK6

BAKD^
lOO's of Wedding Band ideas

I'PAirl Arlw^rti«4>m*nt) I

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVERING . 2 SU(S. WEST OF DORMS
Rides from dorm circle* 8:20 cm & 9:50 cm

SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.
"Come o* you ore. God love* you; so do we!"

479.3643 For more injoc JoA Taber. Choploiw S2S-624i

oH<^!!'°e'^e*
=***>•:•;.. ^A...

-'^''^^m^. ^

SPECIAL
GUEST STAR SHAWM PHnUPS

NithuTHURS. APRIL 27&FRI. APRIL 28 s pm

Saata Maalaa llila
All seat! rtstrvid at U-SO, $5.90. $450

Tickets available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS including all

May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and
Santa Monica Civic Box Office (391-99611

I'r(>din;f:(l by CONCIKI ASSOCIAlls

"Certainly the best film to come
along so far this year... above all,

it's filmed with compassion and
humanity."

— Jtidilh Cii'J Tncl.iY .Show

A thrilling comedy . one of the most

totally fascinating films ever made I

didn t want it to end'

'

- Rox Rood SynciiC.itcd Columin';!

Selected for showing at

the Cannes Film Festival

A GtORGE ROY Hill PAUl MONASH PROOUCTIOM

•'SLAUGHTERHOUSE piVE
., ,, MICHAEL SACKS RON IflBMAN VALERIE PERRINE i..M .. •.^ », KUJtT VONMECUT. Jf

dor's -n

I
EXTRA « Academy Award^wTn^n^ng Cartoon ~''THE CRUNCH ilRP-n

c45S^*ii';^tr 5th BIG WEEK!
Men thru hi (00 -I 00- 10 00 PM

S«l lUt» 7 00 • 4 00 • ( 00 • I 00 • 10 00 PM
-Ifffurs CREST WIS r*ooo

Pi
I Caesar invite you to join

me for a PIZZA, treat! Conie in or

call for your favorite coml>ination.

Our chefs are experts.

ViiiAirrGWdN I

You get 50c off

on any medium
or larger pizza.

• •.•.'-
i
•%

10974 LE CONTE AV»
J

477-2II0B!!

(we deliver) Explreei •4*Z9«7X* |

-t
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m MSmUICE FOR COlLEfE SIHENIS

If you ore (i) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

the lost year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidences together gnd its

likely that you qualify for rotes that average 35% below ston-

dord prices.

And in cas« you don't fit this description, coll our local office

anywvoy. We just spent six years woHiing with the auto insurance

industry on behalf of college students. We think we can help.

Plme: 45M3I3

College siiiieii losuraiice Service
726 Santo Monica Blvd. ('202) Santa Monica, Calif. 90401

By Ctiarlic Mathews
DB Sports Writer

Coach Glenn Basset's tennis squad will tiy to

avenge its only loss of the season tomorrow when

they face Stanford in Palo Alto at 1:00. California

hosts UCLA this afternoon at 2:00.

UCLA defeated the Bears, 7-2, earlier this season

in Westwood but dropped a 5-4 decision to Stanford,

the first los^ to The Farm since 1942.

Coach Dick Gould of Stenford expects another

tough match tomorrow. "UCLA is tougher than

nails. They're really hungry and we really have our

work cut out for us. if any team is going to be ready,

it'll be Glenn's team and we expect a a nip-and-tuck

dogfight right down to the wire. Every match is a

toss-up and we're looking forward to tomorrow's

play."

Bassett comments, **If everything goes right we
can be right in there with them, but everything does

have to go perfectly. They will be more difficult on

their home court. They have a lot of fans who really

yell and last year they had the band out and
everything." It didn't do much good as UCLA
whipped Stanford, 9-0.

Roscoe Tanner, No. 1 collegian, will face Jeff

Austin in first singles. Jeff gave him a battle before

succumbing 3-6, 6-7 in theiFfirst meeting this season.

Jeff had Tanner down 4^1 in tie-Weaker only to see

the Stanford ace pull even at four-all and then

become the recipient of a let-cord to win the match.
Bob Kreiss will take on Sandy Mayer in second

singles. Bob won their first meeting 7-6, 6-3 but he

looked poor in losing to Raul Ramirez U^ c
Bassett opines. -Bobby wiU have to d1^>r*^

Mike

Chico won over

Kreiss goes against Chico Hag«^ i« .

singles. Kreiss defeated Hagey in thr^t .J? ^
ou ^ .

^"^ BohmstedtT^'*'!
Bohmstedt m turn pasted Kreiss last Satur^

^
doesn't make much sense obviously and kT^ ^

could go either way. -^ """ we
matci

Jim Delaney and Rick Fisher will olav «in-i^
the Cardinals but Gould doesn't know which3'>
fifth and the other sixth. Detomey didn'tZ^3
the first time. ... .

^ ^ ^^^ »n«ei

• (Paid Advertisement)

April 22-Peace March
JEWISH PEOPLE'S CONTINGENT

DEMONSTRATE TOGETHER ^-
'^:?-'"l

against the war and renewed bombing
of the North Vietnamese

WORSHIP TOGETHER

1

at a creative Sabbath service at I

1 0:00 a.m. - 8th & Wilton Place

(on the Wilton Place side of the school)

WRITE!
I ii

MARCH TOGETHER
\»

-—OS a Jewish peopleV«mHngent —-

—

--

(meet at 8th & Wilton Place)

at
!

1 .00 a.m. to the rally at Mqc Arthur Park
Sponsored by the Jewish Peace Fellowship.
For further informotion call 475-3666 or 474-1531

-J-

4M«M0MSIA

aoaXXXXjClaJOOuC
m^aiB

King Size $10.95;
with this ad :--i^-4-^

Her GOOOQ5P
uewenTY , canoueQ ^

2807 PtCO Bim

I

1

I.
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ncements
Gllnfts will begin fhis AAonday

for all girls Interested in joining
the 1972-73 song girl squad. TtS
Clinks wlJI be held Monday
through Thursday from 3 to i In

the afternoon behind ttie Women's
Gym. They will continue for t^
weeks, with tryouts slated for May
9 and 11.

^ • * • .

'

For those In the dorms without

tickets to AAonday's Ctilnese table

tennis tourney, KLA (83) will

carry periodic reports ttirougtwut

the evening.

A cori:ectton on the women's
tennis match: The tournament
will be held Saturday, not today,

on the Sunset Courts at 11:00 a.nw

Irill Ciiisellii

-BXI. 51/17

CLASS

NOTES

2
1

Z

n

Ql

@

$$.00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C r- Flog

Anthropologv 11 — Miller

Arf 54 - Kaplan
Art 106B — Pedretti
Astronomy 3 — Riegel

Bacteriology 110 — Pickett

Chemistry IC — KaeM, Strouse

Chemistry 4C — Konrad
Chemistry 6C — Konrad
Chemistry 153 — Jordan
Classics 141 — Latinrtore

Economy 1 — La Force
Economics 7 — CK>wer
Economics 10 — Shetler
Economics lOlA — Murphy
English IDA - Rodes
Geography l?l — Logat% .

Geology Ml - Ernst
History IB — SymcoK
H.Story IC - Wohl
History 8 - Burnt •'

History 124D - Bollf
H (Story 142D — Loewenberg
History 174C VaroeH
History I78B Oallek
History 181 - Yarnell
Humanities lA — Austiit

Philosophy 107 — Hill

Philosophy 152 - Ooion
Political Science 3 — Baerwaid
Political Science 120 - Muller

Political Science 145 — Farrelly

Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 — WickatH
Psychology 110 — Carder.
Psychoioi^y 115 — Kra*n*
Psychology 12S - Sadalla
Psychology 127 — Yonte*
Psychology 135 - Ravens
Psychology 149 - Barthoi
Psychology ITOA — Lovaas
Psychology 189 - Saars

i

8

S

i
IS

&i

u

4

for (MiHonal counm call or

com#m
Mm*. -Pfi. 9:30-4:30

I 10851 UNDBROOK DR.

IBIIiN. Wl^.hlfa-

l-l/2Bl^l. E. W«twocKJ,

f 47»3299

UCU. CaWUTINOOURTB^HYEA*
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jA or else for baseballers

Itodayrtomorrow vs. Trdjaiis

Ron Corn^ and Spencer Segura will provide h. H** 00
oppoeitjon. The Bmn captoin has been pUyb^^ ^ -
well of late and hopes to reverse his loss in thetL^
first meeting. Sixteen year-old Tommy KrefcT^
oppose Mike Groslimond in sixth singles.GoK"UCLA IS getting great mileage out of SnencL iiTommy gives them added depth."

*^**^ and

Bob and Mike Kreiss wiU oppose Tanner-Mavar
first doubles while Cornell-Austin most likdvln
face Hagey-Delaney in second doubles. GrosUmnJ
Fisher will batUe Segura-Tommy KreisTr^
doubles. All figure to be close affairs with StanfoH.
slight favorite in first and third and UCU in se^
Cal should be no problem. "I only expect trouhfc

from Cal today if we're caught looking ah«S^
Bassett continues, "We're not that strong a tetm
that we can take anything for granted."

By Ed Burgart

~~~DB Sports Writer "^^'^—^

ran the tortoise catch the hare? *
'*~~

The UCLA baseball team hopes the fable comes

true today when big, bad USC, defending NCAA
champions, hosts the Bruins at 2:30 on Bovard Field.

The sante two teams will be in action at Sawtelle

h leld tomorrow in a doubleheader that begins at

12 00. KLA (Sa) will broadcast the second game at

The Trojans are off to their customary fast start.

rSC won't be 17-0 in the Pac-8 like last year, but is

currently tied for the conference lead with Stanford.

Both teams are 4-2 and USC is 28-9 overall.

On the other hand, UCLA is 1-5 in the Pac-8 and 24-

23 for the year. The Bruins have dropped 11 of their

last 12 but it doesn't perturb Trojan coach Rod
ix^eaux a bit.

LCLA has been in every game they've played in

the conference," said Dedeaux. "They have a fine

chib and have been hitting in tough luck." —
The Bruins have lost four of their five conference

^ames by two runs or less. UCLA pitchers have not

allowed more than four runs in any Pac-8 contest.

Why haven't the Bruins scored more than 13 runs

insix Pac-8 UlU? V

< it's due to the loss of some of our key players,"

notes Bruin coach Art Reichle. ^

The list is long. Third t)aseman Mike Gerakos is

out with a sprained ankle. Second baseman Steve

Wahl and Dan Guerrero are sidelined with knee and

foot injuries, respectively. First baseman Tim Doerr

has a sprained wrist. And pitcher Bill Susa (5-2) has

a tender arm.

TENTATIVE STARTING LINEUPS
^..1_ USC TROJANS,, ; ,

JHf Pcdersen, LF .MS
Jefi Port, 3B .U7
Fred Lynn, CF .199

Tim Steele, RF .3M ,

Sam Ceci, C .32*

Roy Sf«i*H«y, SS .255

Daryl Arefistein, IB
Mift G«*««ta, 7B .IM
M^rk SoMe, P (1-1)

_-<.

UCLA BRUINS
Luis Gomez, SS .211

Ken E9UM, 2B .344

Earl AJtshulcr, 3B .ML.
Bol> AtfMNS, CF .32f
Eric Swanson, RF .325
Mark Swediow, LF .242
Tim Doerr, IB .2t2

Dave Cumberland, C .229

Greq Zail, P (21)

Also, left fielder Earl Altshuler and center fielder.
Bob Adams, who carried the bulk of the UCLA attack
earlier this season, have encountered slumps. Alt-
shuler is hitting just 250 in the Pac-8 and Adams is
battmg only 1^4. Overall, Earl has a .381 average
and Adams owns a .320 mark.
Outfielder Mark Swedlow has been the take-charge

man for UCLA, hitting .375 in the conference. He has
also slugged three home runs in his last four games.
"He's starting to look for the curve ball," said

Keichle. "You've got to be a guess hitter to be a good
ballplayer." r

Tim Steele has been the fireplug for USC, batting
.368. Dedeaux calls the Trojan clean-Up slugger "an
excellent hitter with good power."

In addition to Steele, Sam Cecil (.326) and left

fielder Jeff Pedersen (.305) are the other hitters

above the .300 mark. About Pedersen, Dedeaux says,
"He is a colorful, slambang player. He is a good base
runner and outstanding leadoff man."
Mark Sogge, apparently cured fifom his bout with

-tendonitis, is USC's starting pitcher today. Mark is 3=^

1 this season. Last year, he was 14-1 with a 1.86 ERA.
Reichle has named Greg Zail (2-1, 3.95) as the

' Bruins' starting hurler Greg has also been battling

arm trouble and if he cannot go the routs, Reichle
will call upon John Rouse (0-2), Bary Woodruff (24)
or George Slotnick (5-2). ; ; J_

'- In tomorrow's first game, a seven-inning affair,

Randy Scarberry (7-2) will oppose UCLA's Steve
Smith (3-2) on the mound. USC will send either Tim^
Coffin (4-0) or Greg Widman (6-2) against Greg
Robson (5-3) in the nightcap.

The Bruins should have the incentive this weekend.
• After all, UCLA has dropped eight straight to USC

I
(Paid Advertisement)

JEWISH GRAD STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

SHABBAT PINNER
Tonight at 900 Hilgard, URC Auditorium

i
.. 6:15 - DINNER -.
-z:. 8:15 - DR. ABRAHAM ZYGIELBAUM

"AN EVENING ON YIDDISH
:, LITERATURE. MUSIC, AND FOLKLORE"

R.S.V.P. - 474 1531 By 1:00 P.M. TODAY
$1,50 MEMBER $2.00 NON-MEANER

DON'T YOU FORGET
THAT YOU HAVE TO - - -

\^'

REMEMBER numerous
details for many of~
your exams.

t

r.

The surest fastest way by far to memorize what you need, is to apply Bocnsteln's Miracle

AAemory techniques.

You'll be amazed at yourself/ hoy |pst and easily you'll improve your retention In only one

session (you'll leoirS, e.g. to menKjrize 20 words forward and feadtward in sequence in four

minutesi).

*f.

THIS TWO-HOUR SESSION IS ABSOLUTELY FREE. EVEN THE
GOLDEN PEN SUPPLIED IS YOURS UNCONDITIONALLY!

Whaft the worse fbot may happen? You'll marvel at the incredible demonstration by the

f9remo»f outhority on memory training, and a noted T.V. personality, Arthur Bornstein (a free

showl Not bod.), and you'll walk out enriched mentally without spending a penny (even your

porking ticket will be validated). No soles pressure.

Whofs the best that con happen? Not even the sky is the limitl (You might even meet som*

alert, bMutiful pMple you wished you had met a bngtime ago...). But if you join, your life

will be revolutionized through mental povvers increased mar^v fokis and imagination developed

to creoHve pitch you dored not believe you couM muster.

so REMEMBER TO BENEFIT FROM BORNSTEIN FREEMIRACLE MEMORY LES-

SON FOR A MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE! Dotes Free lesson ovoiloble: Fridoy,

April 21 o»8 pm ondSoiurday^ApcUJZljat 1 1 :00 dm.

BORNSTElN^ MEMOI^Y SCHOOL (College Accredited

CouiM—2 uniH) Ambattador Hotel, 3400 Wilthire, L.A.

Friday, April 21, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUtM 15

e*-„-afc*

v.'^'-^C -V Call: 386-681 1 for more information

^^^ ^ or literature

^S^ P.S. Don't be worried. We'll help you in o nice woy.

pent your •xomt vmry ntce/y.

eiitm

ACADEMYAWARDWINNER
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR— BEN IQHNSON

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS -CLQRIS LEACHMAN
- ^^ and
NOMINATED FOR 8 ACADEMY AWARDS

INCLUDING BEST PICTURE

THE
LAST

C AMPA'-i

SEE IT NOW AT A
THEATRE NEAR YOU!
LO€WS TMFATRES

HOLLY Hollywood 465 3491

CAPRI West Covina 962 3579

COLORADO Pasadena 796 9704

NATIONAL GENERAL THEATRES

GUILD N. Hollywood 766 3741

CAPRI Van Nuys 785 3156

h

U.A. FOUR STAR Los Angeles 936^821 1

UNITED ARTISTS Inglewood 6/8 8977

MOWtCA #1 -Santa Monica 451 8686

MARINA DEL REY Line at Ftp 823-6724 -

U MIRADA La Mirada 521 9980

PALMS-Palms 837 7171-8371277

ROSEMEAD #4 - Rosemead 573 9480
SANDS Gtendale 246 6363
ART -Woodland Hills 883 8835 '

MARINA #1 Redondo Beach 372 1109

CINEMA CENTER #3 Northndge 993 1711
FASHIONSQ. #3 La Habra 6910633
AVENUE Downey 923 6781

L..:

GOOD SEATS NOW AVAILABLE

..'^

.,'*

•N

M

« 3:

<

WRITTEN BY PETE TOWNSHEND AND THE WHO
Original Recording by Tommy

"

Produced by Kit Lambert

''Breothtoking production • • •

destined to become a mile-

stone in the musicol theater/'
^Hollywood ReporfT

"Hn extravagant production
spectacularly bright and boun-

cy. -David Sheehan, CBS TV

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH: S3 SO with Student ID on* hour
before curtain Tu«».. Wed , Thurs , & Sun. perfornrtances

OQUflRIUf
SUNSeT AND VINE. HCXLYWOCX)

MIC« ftvHCCUiS HeOULAM ^lirOMMANCIt Tm« . W*« . Tlwrt.. m ttM 9WM M. VM 4 M rn . • •;» fM/|7 tO CM • M. tal . • TM Ml Mi« W.M fW/
•7 30 %M %n •wi.«4PMm4 7» MI/MM LN 4 M
Special Discount Gr»up Rates Call firaca Malton at 461 4251
TiCtm iiMmt M ViliM Mmm Mr Umt to M «Mit te. Ul to M. M

I

CM

• . •^i i«*«««*^*l
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East ot Eden collee House
FRIDAYNTCS-8PWhl2

840 Hilgord - ocroM »rort Botankol Oard«n

rap - coffee - musk - baking - movies

Provided by Chri$»ion Ministries in URC

..--iisf-*:;

I

i.-

Midteriii Exam seminar
The Learning Skills Center is offering a

Mid-Term Exam Seminar to help students

prepare, for and write mid-term Qxams.

Wednesday, April 26, 1:15-5:00 p.m.

Pre.enrollmenfTrr«q«ir#d: 271 Social Welfare, or call (82) 5-7744.

This is a student personnel service free to all regularly enrolled students.

>
^'

'>

WeTe A New Breed Of Cat Babyr

He's X rated

and
animated!

WORLD PREMIERE
X NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

NOW PLAYING
EVERY HAY 12 30 2 30. 4 30. 6:30,

8 30 10 30 PM MiDNIGHt SHOW
AT 1? 30 AM FRinAY A SATURDAY

'TrNi ARTS -- -SOUTH GATE DHIVEIM
w.ure'Vrlc^"J^52- 1330 Southgate

.

564.J137

— Also SHOWINt IN OR«NOt COUNT*
—

SO. COAST PUU =2 Costa Mesa 549 3352 CINtMAUMD Aiiahfeim 635-7601

This weekend will be the
""f' ™«f^„>^'^^

UCLA crew, but coach Jeny Johnsen figures it wiU

be worth tt.

The master schedule-maker. Jo»wf" •«1*^.
"J?^

rowi^g^gainst Stanford andUSC in the Harbadh Cup

ReZfa this afternoon at WUmington with the

varsUy race at 5.30. TTien, its the All-Cal tomorrow

mor^ng at Mewport, with the varsity race set for

9:00.

Why all the activity in a single weekend? "It s gooa

nrZration for the IRA's." replies Johnsen.

'Kse all those races have preUminaty heate

re^Lhages, then finals, all in the space of usuaUy

two days."

At any rate, this is the teUing week, ^Wc U know

where we are after it's aHover," Johnsen opin^^^ W
.^

we've made any improvement ft
aU. we " taow^

The reason for this is a rematch with Califorma,

which defeated UCLA in the first race of the season^

Although Johnsen mainUins that nothmg can be

gained by simply comparing times, he is heartened

by the fact that, in subsequent races, Cal defeated

San Diego State by 12 seconds whUe the Bruins ac-

complished the same feat before encountering the

Aztecs a second time - and winning by 22 seconds.

The Harbach race this afternoon doesn't figure to

be anything different than it's been in recent years: a

5et for oarspien I Student interest increases :
^ UCLA victory. The Bruins have notl^ tt* „^^ H /tL"^^'__ I

' '• \.'

in Chinese language, history

Friday, April 21, 1972 : UCLA DAILY BRUIN ij

UCLA victory. The Bruins have not lost the Wu^
race id aver nvfe years, and don't ftuiVtrtr^
backward trend today, ^ . ^ .

. —^SU

To avert an upset, however, UCLA must co
Stanford in the early stages of the race "StanfoH"*
auiiuuru III uic c»iij ota^cs ui mc race. "Stanford^
very quick, and can go with anyone for the first iJ!
meters," warns Johnsen. '^They'll race anyone

V

1000, but if you've got them beat up to that ryT*
you'll usually win the race'* ^*^'

meters," warns Johnsen. '^They'll race anyone f

1000, but if you've got them beat up to that ryT*
you'll usually win the race." ^*^'

Stanford will have an additional

For the

Stanford wiu have an additional incentive
but

won't have much to do with winning the race Forti!
first time in several seasons, USC edged the India
fnr (uw>nnH nlare last vear Rut fKo T«^i-_ ^11191. time lii iTCT^twa <9^ao\/iio, »JOV/ CUf^eQ tiK

for second place last year. But the Trojans don't

figure to give up without a fight. They defeatJ
Stanford two weeks ago by one length.

Johnsen isn't overlooking the Harbach, but the All

Cal is the most important race of the weekend fo

him. 'it's a big, big race for us," he admits Tm
hopeful it will prepare us for the championship

level

of racing that we hope to enter later in the year."

The first race this afternoon is the-freshman
race

at 4:30. The junior varsity follows at 5, followed by

the varsity. Tomorrow, the varsity goes off first

followed by the frosh at 9: 15, the JV's at 9:45 and the

lightweights at 10.

BUDDY, WHAT ARE YOU DOIN' DOWN THERE? — Find out for your

sell as coed innertube water polo comes to the UCLA campus. For in

formation, contact Ron Andris in the IM office.

^

WhenMillerbrevm a nial^
MillerJariwi itbig-

-.1

i

u

' .\

,^.. R

.».-«_

N

CRA Presents

.f

A Chamber
Concert

featuring Cha^jes Gould

piano & bassoon

Sunday, April 23rd, 2 ii.m.

Sunset Canyon Reoreajlon Center

/••;:..4fe4ij.v-^.»

^^

Try the big malt liquorfrom Miller.

u^^^^n^^^^^T
t I I > i t H tl I < < > U

I

I

I
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GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!

1. Bank financing available

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST speci

shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polished and

lubed at our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One OHice

RALPH CUTRIGHT VOUSWAGEN INC.
tim Tyler -Tourist Delivery Speciolifl

2440 Santo Monico Blvd., Sdnfo Monko • 829.18«»

Nome
Street

_ By Ken Ward,!;:^

DB Staff Writer --

Along with table tennis tour-

"naments and the teach-^n sym-

posiums, the normaliz^ion of

relations between the^JJS. and the /classes,

There was actually a 15 per cent
increase in Chinese enrollment
from spring 1971 to spring, 1972.

Increases

Despite the losses in some
courses in Chinese

People's Republic of China has

also affected academics here.

Knrollment in the Chinese

sections of the Oriental languages

department, for example, shows

only an 8 per cent decrease from

winter quarter, 1971 to winter,

1972, as compared with the overall

cnrollnaent for the nine foreign

languages which dropped 41 per

t ent during this time.

literature have shown increases
up to 80 per cent this year. The one
history course offered by the
department and the intermediate
language classes have also shown
gains of about 25 per cent since
last year.

Kenneth Chen, Oriental
languages department chairman,
noted that there is now a near-
even breakdown between Oriental

Cornputers to assume^

schoiaisbip distribution
A computerized system for awarding scholarships here is scheduled to

be introduced in January, according to Don Brusha, director of financial

aids.
'

-

• "- '-^'-^

Brusha termed the distribution of awards **a purely mechanical task,"

which can easify be assumed by a computer. The new system is expected

to save administrative dollars and a great deiil of time and should also

permit an extension of the . scholarship application period for every
student here, he said. •

*There will be a great benefit for students in assuring equality of

treatment in that phase of financial aid and in the ability to be quicker in

getting offers and awards distributed," Brusha said. "
.-^ ^

Bob Edwards, assistant director of financial aids, said that criteria for

receiving student loans and scholarships will be coded and fed into the

computer after a needs analyst has determined a student's l>asic

financial need. In addition, data concerning the total sum of money
available for each grant will be given to the computer.

The computer ^yill then determine which awards or loans the stu^ntis
most qualified to receive. This is a decision currently made by employees'

"^

of the financial aids office, who will l>e freed to devote more time to in-

dividual students' problems and to learning to understand the computer's
operations, Edwards said. " "

"^

Although the computer will assume the work of some administrative

I

analysts within the financial aids office, there will still be a need for much^
^ork to be done by hand, he added.

A similar system is being initiated at UC campuses in Davis, San
Diego, Irvine aiuLBJverside. UC Santa Barbara has its own computerized
ward system if(.pperation. Theeventual goal, according to Bnis^,'^is to

|hav6 a state-wide system in operation.

Hopefully,' the new system will extend the scholarship application

tdeadlines for students, therefore making UCLA a more attractive place

to go to school," Edwards said.

.

..

INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
TTyou^OoTr cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIG

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mlnl-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never. ' > ',

Because of our experience, we

can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance in

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone number,
the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us whether
you're Interested in liability or total coverage.

m Financial IndamnHy Company, Attn. R. Rittanhouaa

5858 Wilfthira Blvd., Los Angalas, Calif. 90036

NAME-__

ADDRESS.

PHONE

and non-Oriental students in
Chinese classes. He said Chinese
seems to have broader £ippeal this

year as "rjiost of the students
inquiring about department of-

ferings have been white."
Lloyd Rhoades, a Chinese

major, said he became interested
in China during his tour of

military duty in Vietnam. After
observing Vietnamese and
oriental culture, he began
studying China upon his return to

the United States. '*After all,

China covers half of east Asia and
is the root" of Asian culture," he
said.

/

Desire

i* Heinz Sieh^rt justified his
Chinese major by claiming a
desire to represent Trans World
Airlines in China.

A law student taking Chinese
indicated he is learning the
language so he can represent
Americans in Chinese courts.

Chen predicted increased
enrollment in the elementary
levels of Chinese nepct year but

cautioned that the increase will

not be as drastic or sudden as the

Chinese-oriented courses in

history and political science
departments. -

'"^
- -"^^^t-^

.

fyjtcseej^LJChinese Movie?
:Sr- -•

'Amazing . . .fantastic . . .incredible action . . .

^ o rare chance to get a peek at Chinerse
—•

' cylture on its own terms."

, -^ - Michael Goodwin, ROUING STONE

EXEmN IN AUTUMN
Starring 0« Wei, Tang Poo Yon. & Ke Hsiong-ring

Sentenced to diel Summoned to lovel

HUME SWEET HUME
- CO- HIT STARRING KUEI YA-LEI &

KO CHUN-HSIANG
-r-

ONE WEEK ONLY, APRIL 19-25

English subtitles — color —cinemascope

Involvement
**It is only logical that a student

interested in Chiria will begin by
learning about its history or

political institutions and will study

the language if he becomes suf-

ficiently involved," he said.

During fall and winter quarters

ITiiisyeiaf, Che history departrhenr
offered a series entitled "The
History of China" and all three

sections, designed for 190 students

each, were filled. For the first

time this year, the department
has added two sections in the

Undergraduate Colloquia series to

deal with the Chinese revolution

and 20th Century China. '-•"-

.In political science, "Chinese

Government and Politics" and
"International Relations of East
Asia" have been filled this year.

Mercury^nterprises presents . : .

CHINESE FIIM FESTIVAL ^
^ •

CrMario for talaction: unvtwd marit ond/or ben office ^pad. Filmt of «-
capfionol inlaroal to tfudants ora moiiad with on ottaridi C). All films-
induding "Tha Eunuch ", tha ona Koraon film - ora in tha Chinaaa Mon>
rforin languaga^ COLOR and CINEAAASCOPE; Chinasa and ENGLISH SUB-
Tm.ES At o convaniant, outnif-Chinatown location Tha Ployhouta opans
ol 6:00 p.m. on waakdoyt. 3:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. Low admi-
ssion pricas. Ampla pcMfcing oraos naor^.' f^

APR. 26-MAY 2: THE EUNUCH* AND THE CRUEL KILLER

MAY 3-9: THE ADVENTURE* AND THE MAGIC BOWL
MAY 10-16: RASHOMON (new Chinese version) and MOTHERS.
DAUGHTER

i

MAY 17-23: HERO OF HEROES* AND ROOM FOR RENT
MAY 24-30: THE SWORD* AND MELODY OF LOVE

EhgUsh subtitles — color — cinemascope

THE PLAYHOUSE
940 So. Figueroa

(Near Olympic)

Phone: 627-5631

/'^ '/

/S>

,.^...:j-

MAKE OF CYCLE YEAR. CC'». .VALUE.

• "1 intarastad in : Liability.

PItasa giva m^ a quotation.

Total Covaraga.

1

•(Paid Advertisement)

MERENGUES

y-
»,'•

^.

t-- CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSION

=/ , .. ' . AND

Al K
aCENTRO HISPANO

rr— PRESENTA r

i FIESTA

. V.-. I

#̂
#

%

;r

MARGARITAS, PUNCH, TEQUILA, COKE,

RON PUERTORIQUENO, ETC . , .

FREE
•uv

DRINKS', FOOD, ENTERTAINMENT

FECHA: APRIL 22 - SATURDAY
HORA: 7:30 - 11 :30 PM
LUGAR: VISTA ROOM-RECREATION CENTER

,

iLOS ESPERAMOS!
'Proof o( age i)eces$ary for drlnklr>g olcoholic beverages.

SPONSORED BY SLC

r

i J
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CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of SLC
— —

- PRESERTS ~

DR. nicigRc DElin n

Higgs
T

--x W"^
J.

1

DORU'S PORIIIDST SSPRDTIST
>i , J

J'

4

J.

1

.J.

'.f.

lii

EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS TO HELP:

-RAISE GRADES
1 - 2 grade po.nt.

- STOP SMOKING

- LOOSE WEIGHT

-'NCREASE SELF CONFIDENCE

?fi ??fff?t*'«»T»

h
._-!

^

^EffORSTRflTJOR 0F 1?YPFI0§3S
^/flSDJERCE VOLHRTEERS

,BprilZS;
Sherman anion Grand Ballroom

NOON ••f

(Continued from Page 2) ^

University funds," Higgs, native

of Soldier, ID, said. "I personally

have made scores oi speeches
before service and other interest

groups, both in defending and
explaining the University,'*

Education

The quality of education within

the UC system is not declining,

according to Higgs. 'i think the
University is recognize^ as one of

the very great universities in the
world. But, what with the con-
tinuing failure to get what I

consider adequate financing, the

qu^li^ of education at the
University of California will

necessarily suffer.

''I do not think this has hap-
pened as yet. Sure, I'm con-
cerned, but I'm not pessimistic."

Article IX, Section 9 of the State
Constitution establishes the term
of a governor-appointed Regent at
16 years. Is this too long? Higgs
says no. .^ • -; '

"It's been my experience that
the longer most Regents serve on
the board, the more capable their
service. The first few years, you
go through a process of learning
what being on the board is all

about," he said.

Tuition

^ "I thought It necessary anHproper and I stiU do." he m!
tained. '*But I do not L^Zimminent increase in tuition ^!
any student fees now "

With the 16-year term nt
Regents, Higgs has another ?o

.
years before his term as Regent k
over. He is unsure whether he win
complete his stint.

.

^"'.intend to stay as long as I am
physically and mentally capable
of makmg a contribution. If i an.
unable, I hope I realize it orsomeone tells me. Th"
probabilities are that I will reUrPwhen I'm 70 - to me that is the
natural time of life to give way to
younger people," Higgs said.

Trustee

"I do not consider myself
representative of taxpayers
students, faculty members or
any other group. I consider myself
a trustee for all. That is of real
importance to me.

^^^*'I obviously enjoy being a
Regent. Sometimes it is a
demanding responsibility, but if I
didn't feel it was wOrthwhUe all I
need to do is write two words I
resign.'

"Not for more than a fracUon of
a second have I felt that way"
Higgs said, smiling.

-.., .^c-.i-*, -,3-..^J '- W5^••*

X

r

Higgs spends a great deal of his
time with University-related
matters. He was chairman of a
special Regental Committee
which studied and recommended
tuition some years ago.

WfeVfe invenfed the small
American enr all over again

r-

c

SinclaiFTTT
(Continued from Page 1)

According to Sinclair, the ef-
forts of the Rainbow Party have
been largely responsible for
reduction of marijuana penalties
in the states of Michigan. He said
this type of grass-roots movement

—to change the laws puts the
government in a comer. "If we
show ourselves to be a political
force, they'U move a little faster
next time when we demand
something, because they know we
can set their ass on^ fire."

Sinclair emphasized that the
CMI movement is ''only a small
part of the fight against op-
pression." He told the crowd,
"Some day we have to get
together in a worldwide orgy and
get down without worrying about
oppressor creeps standing
around."

DISCOUNT
H|-FI STEREO COMPONENTS

SHELLEY'S

SAIES and SBTVICE
CUSTOM INSTAUATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BLVD.

6R 7^281
>iomond N<6dl«. Recording Topi

MON AND FRI TO 9 P M.

^P~P'«»*«V'orosmollcor,theylool(fc)rsome«efysimo(e

^kiiJZ^"^"^ '"^ of n^ney ond *^.Go2Z^

fir«™~. "1?!^' °™"'''''*P'«« The Mode) T, the Model A. the

l!?dZr^"^'•^ ~"^ °'^ *°' «-^ =^«^°™
Now lo Ford Pinlo.

AnH ^< ^ ** °* Simple and solid o small cor as there is in the world

U.5. compowor Vbt it has every bosic modem necessity

.;i;A gutsy little engine that gets the some economical Ic.nd of gas

ing.

mileage as the little inDports.

Boll-ioint front suspension, and a vsride Stable sinnr.^4^ ^

der room- y« r. only IW inches loogef tf«^^tni^J^^
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* AMERICAN AND ISRAELI STARS
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Paradox ofphysics PhDs:
unemployedbm 'notsurph

w
1
Prl^y. April 21. 1972 UCLADATLY BRUIN If

FOOD TO GO - 478.0123

By Dennis Melendez

DB Staff Reporter

There is no overproduction of

PhDs in science fields todHy in

the United States, according to

William D. McElroy, Chancellor

of UC San Diego and former

director of the National Science

Founc^ation. .
^ v

Speaking before the Board of

Regents at dt^^MS Angeles meeting

last month, MitxElroy said, **I don't

believe we do in fact have a

surplus of PhD's, even though the

market in a few areas — like high

.

energy physics — is not very

bright for many newly graduated

doctorates." Only "about two per

cent" of scientists are reported

unemployed, I
a figure con-

siderably lower than the regular

unemployment rate, he said.

McEIhDy further said that, while

he believes there is a problem in

this area (even though he feels it

is "exaggerated"), he fears that

"the hue and cry about 'over-pro-

duction' is having a very
dangerous effect upon science.

The feedback to young students is

very rapid and already we are
seeing declining enrollments in

some areas of graduate study . . .

I'm afraid the present over-

reaction will produce an actual

shortage of trained scholars!
several years from now;" he said.

'

Opinion on campus was slightly

different. Robert L, Scott,

chairman of the chemistry

department here, admitted there
was a present problem of science
PhD oversupply. although he was
hesitant about making predictions
about the future of the problem

'

"While it is true that the job
opportunities for people who just
got their PhD's are much less
than m previous years, so much
depends on the future deter-
mmation of needs by industry and
government that it's (Jifficult to
predict," he said. He pointed out
that there were many national
areas, such as defense, the space
program, environment,
biochemical and medical
research and agriculture, with
which scientists could be involved
if the government saw fit to
allocate resources to the solution
of problems in those areas.
Scott emphasized that the

problem of oversupply was a very
complicated and unclear one, and
that, in his opinion, no one really
knows at this time whether the
situation will improve or get
worse in the future. "Anyone who
says he knows what'is going to
happen is kidding hims^ — it

could go either way;" he said.^
Scott, however, hazarded the
personal guess that "this year is
the worst and that it will get a
little better." ' ^ •

Philip Pincus, chairman of the
physics department here, agreed
to the present existence, of a
surplus in his area of study,

although he considered it fiTBe^
small. There is a very small
fraction of physicists unemployed
- abodt two per cent. That is
wiore than its been, .although it's*
low," he said. '

Pincus stressed that job op-
portunities, while unknown now,
will in the future depend on how
government policy is changed. "A
large amount of employment of
people with physics backgrounds
IS tied to public policy," he said.
"In almost all areas the ultimate
decision (of established priorities)
is really done at the government
level," Pincus added.
Pincus pointed out that the

government controls allocations
for government laboratories, for
government subcontractors in
private industry and for much of
University research — areas m
which most physicists are em-
ployed - as well as having an
influence on private research
companies such as Bell
Telephone.

Regarding the future state of
affairs for physics PhD's, Pincus'
guess is that "We've bottomed-out
— we're getting as bad as we are
going to be." He cited two main
factors for this prediction: the
declining enrollment of science
PhD's and the growing realization
that, as he said, "the solution to
our problems must be
technological solutions."
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RESTAURANT
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SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

Cockfa/7 loKinge & Dinmg Room
OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. til 2 i.m.
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War protests
(Continued from Page 1

)

:
The students then marched to

Boalt Hall on the Berkeley
campus, and joined Chicano
students who had taken over the
third floor of the building in a
protest concerning a reduction of

minority enrollment in the law
school Students proceeded from
there to the Cei^ter for Foreign
Study, off campus. Students then
dispersed on Telegraph Aye.
At Stanford, two law professors

circulating a petition urging the
end of North Vietnamese bombing
and -resumption of the Paris peace
talks gained support from law
school deans at six universities.

DB ha

cheap

coffee

The petition, mailed Wednesday
to 148 law schools in the country,
has the support of d^ans at UCLA,
UC Davis, Stanford, Harvard,
Yale, Pennsylvania and Arizona
law schools.

Students on several UC cam-
puses have also planned rallies,

teach-ins and moratoriums today.

Peace groups in Los Angeles
have planned a rally tonight, in

addition to the march tomorrow
sponsored by the Student
Mobilization Committee and the
Student Union for Peace and
.Justice. The rally, to 5e held at the
Ambassy Auditorium will feature
actress Jane Fonda, Mexican-
American leader Bert' Corona,
and Dr. Ralph Abemathy of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.

ysis^'^js, S.7S, 2.7S : PHom fe^ft-STyw mut^aal-u^ertvaociicics-autd clubs)"-—-(Pard Advertisement)
"' " —^^^^^^^^IZHI^—.

2^2?^ ^^^^ ALREADY ENJOYED ANTR/^NIG IN CARNEGIE HALL - NEW YORK MUSIC HAIIBOSTON; SCOniSH RITE AUDITORIUM - SAN FRANCISCO; CONVENTIONTenVeR FRESN^^^^
.

P/^SAOENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM - LOS ANGELES

AND NOW DIREa FROM THE MADISON SQUARE OARDEN^ENTER OF NEW YORK SEE THESECOND TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF THIS ARMENIAN FpLK ENSEAABLE

SONG & DANCE ENSEMBLE

SARKIS PASKALIAN, ARTISTIC DIREaOR-CHOREOGRAPHER •

HAAAPARTZOUM BERBERIAN, AAUSICAL DIR.-CONDUaOR I
With a company of 85, and Guest Stars: ROUPEN AAATEVOSSIAN from

Armenia. JACKIE SHAHBAZIAN and HOWARD CHITJIAN

.
Sunday, April 30, at 3:00 pm in the Shrine Auditorium

FidMlK $10.00, $7JO. $630. $5.50. $4.50. and $3.50 (Special $2.00 Tickets for Students)

Tichets ovolloble at oil Mutuol Ticket Agencies

•ml
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THEY BOWLED YOU OVER
IN SEPTEMBER . .

.

OPENS TONIGHT
Jfus.c Center Presentations
inree performances, only. April2U 22
THE SPECTACULAR

PUBLISHERS SAY | THIS BOOK IS NOT SPONSORED BY ANY POLITICAL

"THIS BOOK I
ISTOO HOT I
TOHANDLT

POLK ENSEMBLE
•N A NEW
PROGRAM
;»l»|»n. Middle

Ji.ir*'' ""Ctrl,
••"Wrt and muiieiMi

° ••• U. -John nock well. Timi»

IhV^uIL**PJLA^.J*^SIC CCNTIR
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\il'sk: qntfr
'3.71-2 75—- OAHMANSON

READ

NIXON
WILL

^«ii>ioe«ii».raii.

GROUP OR ORGANIZATION • A POWERFUL AND
UNFORGETTABU READING EXPERIENCE • THIS BOOK
IS WRITTEN IN CLEAR-CUT LANGUAGE • UNDER-
STANDABU FOR 200-MILUON AMERICANS ir EXPLO-

SIVE MATERIAL • FACTS AND PROOF • HARD-
HiniNG • PULLS NO PUNCHESI

MUST READING FOR EVERYONE!
Including M Million 18-11 Men>Women, Oncoming Voters

• VmMM SMUMMI

INITIAL COST rO BRING THIS MISSAGE lO Alt AMERKANS IS $300 000 00 APP

BOOK CAN ONLY BE PURCHAS60 THROUGH WAII AT THIS TIMI

(lATtH OATC BOOK PRICt TO ^f 45 00 I

S3.0O inciudttv handling, mailing and applicable tolen tox

rOKIff MONtY V#lll Bf SfCURfO AT BANK

NO RISK • ORDER NOW!
III.
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'It's a little like sin w- 't^f •!<»./-'

-*-^ ^^ .>' ? 4y/^ ';

'Subject A' center of debate

•^r.

"It's a little like sin, you can rename it, but you

can't eliminate it." This is what Everett Jones,

chairman of the Subject A department thinks about

the unpopular and controversial Subject A.

The history of Subject A is a long one; it dates back
to 1919 when the University of California required

entering students to pass an English examination as

an entrance requirement. Today it is required of all

students who have not attained ihe mandatory score

of 550 on their College Entrance Examination Board
English Achievement test. Approximately 30 per
cent of the entering freshmen must take the course
each year.,

.
.?f.

One of the major complaints voiced by both the

faculty and the students is the $45 fee. The Subject A
department even agrees tha^ the fee is unnecessary
but the Board of Regents has repeatedly turned down
the suggestion of abolition and the $250,000 in annual
fees from the eight UC campuses will apparently
continue to flow into the Regent's general func^.

There has been some discussion that the Subject A
course is basically the same thing as English 1. How-
ever, Jones noted that ^'Subject A is a fundamental
course in basic composition stressing clarity and
correctness, as opposed to English 1 which assumes
that the student is capable of producing acceptable
university essays." Jones estimated that the failure
rate for English 1 might reach 30 per cent if Subject
A were eliminated. - . .,

I
Usefulness of course

Despite these defenses, many students believe »k
Subject A is a waste of Ume. Freshman Al r
claims, "If you went to a good high school
learned everything in the course. I think itl'

-^
being repeated." / """^'tsinc*

In

just

March of '71, Chancellor Charles E Y
"

established a committee to evaluate the Subi
^^^

department and U> examine the criteria anri^L?
jectlves.ofthe Subject A requirement in 'parfd.
Like oOipr committees^it recommended that thp f
be removed but that all other aspects of Subi^» a
remain the same. •' ^ ^

Th^Shident Educational Policies Commission ha.
been trying to spark the fight against Subject A St
as Rhonda Abrams, head of the commission nutT
-It's almost hopeless.. The Academic Senate\
SubjQpt A group has met zero Umes. The committPP
has accomplished nothing, it is totally inactive "

a statewide conference on Subject A, but a lack of
funds prevented the conference from even takina
place. '*

Dale Maron, a pre-en^neering major, believes the
class helped him to write better and other studehts
have indicated that they have profited from the
course. • '^-^—'

.. ''T-..^:. .

.

' ;
'

'

'

'

.

'

•..

Complaints Continue

Meanwhile students continue to complain: They
don't let you use your own style of writing," *'Nobody
is interested in what went on, they just wanted to get
out." Many students are more positive at the end of

^

the course but their praise is usually limited to the
professors. .^ ^ •

Students and instructors have suggested several
improvements, including elimination of the course
fee, limitation of section size, and creation of special
sections for bilingual students.

Student feelings are best summed up by a fresh-
man's evaluation, *VI passed. That's all that mat-
ters."

Live ond Leorn!
BOACs summer shidenr

programs ol Brirish Universiries.•.•••- ..•(-
BQAC's summer student programs are- ' ^-When the next student migration to

DAF a friendly place
KPaid Advertisement)

900

COUVCiL

a great way to have a vacation In Britain and
atthe same time, take a course at any orie
of seventeen British Universities. And if

your own school approves, you'll be given
credit for the courses you take. All the
courses offered in the BOAC programs are
prepared under the auspices of the British
Student Travel Centre. And on most pro- ~

grams, accommodations, relevant
excursions and mealsare included. And
you'll have plenty of free time to see the

Europe begins this summer be one of the --

people who discovers Milton and Spenser
at Oxford Instead of one of the people who
discovers the vagaries of continental hitch-
hiking. If your friendly, neighborhood
professor would like to head up one of these
BOAC, BSTC programs for fun, profit and
travel, he or she should contact Helen
Warde, Youth iHavel Executive, British
Overseas Airways Corporation, 245 Park

...X ^ Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10017 Tel r212^
sights and really relax a bit. Both Individuals 983-8260, or clip the coupon below

D?o.?S
''" *'^' ''^''"*'^' °^ ^^'^

' ^^^^'^ '^^^'' s^^dent programs,programs i ^ j^e work if you can get It.

ISRAELI INDEPENDENCE DAY
Celebration at noon
"^nss Steps -^---r --^— - ^ .

•

Israeli Dancing with- Nil! Kleiman
GRAD GROUP DINNER -
Friday- April 21 6; 15
$1.50 members

Hiigard Avenire

47^1531

^/^
4*-^ .00 non-merribers H. 'i

\.

British Overseas Airways Corporation^
BoxVClO, Dept.434,

New York, New York 10011

Please send me the Summer Schools In Britain 1972 Brochure.
I am interested In D group travel, D Individual travel.

ji'

RSVP-474-1531

SHABBAT SERVICES
8:15 -April 21 - •

An Evening of Yiddish Literature -
;

with Dr. Abraham Zyglelboum
Oneg Shabbot and Israeli Dancing Follovvs

BOAC tpkfts 99od CQf€ <rf vou

The Coffee Hou$e Concert Series
presents a lovely way to spend o Monday night ".

lUEHNmE iniNLYSK
So yea, you've never heard of 'em. Big deal. If you
like to laugh, If you're not old before your time, you'll
love FRANCK UND JHAZ, a new, satiric music
comedy duo that pokes fun at the rock generation.
You get humor, funky songs & piano - all Included in

the price of admission. "... a cross between Biff Rose
and the Bonzo Dog Band" (The Staff}

REMEMBER - MONDAY, APRIL 24 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES ROOM

on. to UCLA students only with photo ID, Free coffee!

Croi^i^otd By Eugem Sheffe
ACROSS «L lake

1. Vehicle

4. Bathe

8. Argot

12. Lubricate

13. Medicinal
plant

14. Exchange
premium

15. Using
ex-

plosives

17. Shaded
walk

18. Hint

19. Cut
21. Producers

24. Malay
gibbon

25. Equip
26. Shrill

bark
28. Wooden

shoe
32. Name

of

many
popes _

34. Joke
36. Swing —'

around
37.— Claus
39. Oscillate

41. Peer
Gynt's

. > mother

miitake •

44. Responds

^ a
stimuliar~

46. Feminine
name

M. Sacred
vessel ^

51. Final
52. Beginners
56. Preposi-

tion
TTXirge—

volume
58. Pronoun
59. Couple
66. Spoke
61. Recede
Avcraf* time of

DOWN
1. Male
swan

2.Suifer
S.U.S.

Supreme
Court
Justice

4. Tearful
5. Son-in-law

of Mo-
bammed

6. Heirs
,

7. German
_ P^^so-

pher '--:'.

8. Photo
equipn

* ?®'*^'.
1 Seavi^eed

t product
»Inlion: SS-mia.

16. Egyptian
river

11. Related
16. Take to

court
iM.Duct
21. Charts
22. Operatic

melody
23. Droop
27. Animal's

foot
29. The

cowpea
30. Eject

m^m mum mami
iB[s ssoassociii
siaa Muansr
aHHi.1 aaa nana
faasna EHaal
anssama aan
asaa heq aiiias

asHQaiiiaHa aBs

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

31. cSir
mounds

33. Loud-
voiced
person

35. Fish
38. Part of

circle

40. Adapted
43. Relaxes
45.SkiU
46. FUck
47. Frog

genus
48. ItaUan

conunune
49. Portico
53. Friend

(Fr.)
54. Steal
55. Under:
'— -t prefix •

^
y ^---.^

Ghamber Orchestra
r. %~it t

y^eyilleMarriner, music director

t ,
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THE
HEART s:^ OF

EUROPE

-wifhlove- (w« call it Swtu Care)

ON YOUTH FARES
1 2th to 26th birthday, travel any doy

SWITZERLAND!!
S352 basic fare, eKcept

$370 during June, July, August
round trip from Los Angeles, valid one year

Air Fares Subject To Change
Ask full details from:

SWISSAIR 510 w. 6th St.,

ig«Angele»;^A_90014 (213) 629.2375

|CAR LEASES m EUROPE
A$ low as $4 15 for 2 Months

TOTAL COST
A*ony services available: l|

-CAR SALES .
'

RENTALS . LEASES
Eurai|patSM& Sfudentrtiilet
Cdl "Wally" (213) 9S1.0220 or
'Jim'' (213) 872-2226

[FOREMOST EURO-CArI
5430 Van Nuys Blvd., Van Nuys

(Peid Advertisement)

DONORS NEEDED FOR
SPERM BANK - INFERTILfrY

RESEARCH CLINIC

ffo be reimbursed adequately)

Medical Students. Interns and Graduate
Science Students

Coucaslan, Negro, Oriental, Spanish
Well groomed, clean cut individuols only
Please send description, phone number
ar>d enclose current photo to

FO.Ioi 24221. LA. 90024
for further information

-•**^'

MAT. DAILY
11:45AM

'>^:.

MONDAY, APRIL 17
J:30 p.m.

y Corel! i - Bartolc
Ros«ini - Mozart
ANDOR TOTH
guest conductor

JAKOB OIMPEL, piano

MUSIC CENTER

OMARK
TAPER
roRUM

MONDAY, APRIL 24
•:30 p.m.

Handel - D.Scarlatti
Hmdemjth - J. S. Bach

Haydn
NEVILLE MARRINER

conductor
BONNIE HURWOOD

mez^o-soprano

MUSICQNTER
OMARK

TAPER

OR INfORMATION PHON

SUNDAY, APRIL 30
8:30p.m.

Telemann - Haydn
Mozart - Martinu

NEVIUE MARRINER
conductor

NATHANIH ROSEN, cello

MUSIC CENTER
OAHMANSON

THEATRE

h •

STUDENTS:

Mark Taper Forum:
$2.00 night of concert
(tubiect to availability).

I.D. required.

Ahmanton:
$2.00 available

NOW
at the Music Center

I.D. required.

S7 SflR't nr 626 7711

r.

SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES -AT BARGAIN PRICES

UtHe Big Man & A Man Called Horse

STARTS WED.
S>Nr« MONICA

MAYFAIR

TILL 7 PM

^ri& Sat Midnight Show BLOWUP All Seats SI. 25

Sometimes a Great Notion &
Red Sky at Morning

Fri & Sat. Midnight Show BLOW-UP All Seats$1.25

—(Paid AdvertisencntV

PUT JESUS
IN YOUR LIFE ...

Wed. 7:30 P.M. Study Class of Lutheran Teachings
Thurs. 7:30 P.M. Evangelisnn Class

Sun. 10:00 A.M. Worship Services & Coffee

UNn/ERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
*;r- - .r '0915 StratKmore Drive. Lot Angeles, CoWornia 90024

. ^AniM A. Schmidt, Poster (213)478-9579

Serving the comput community at the University of California at Los Angeles.

FRI-SAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25 «

kPRIL 21 & 22

CLAUDE LE LOUSCH,

A MAN AND

STACY KEACH
JAMES EARL JONES

END OF

THE ROAD

Next Week:
John Cassavettes'

"FACES"

Sam Peckinpah's

"BALLAD OF
CABLE HOGUE"

-T-at-

t-

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER wilshire -. 26Th iSAnta monica 829-3368

(l^aia Advertisement)

t

In honor of 24 years of
».

»

t~ •

Israel Independence,

you are invited to

Israeli DancingI

performed and led

:— by Nili Kleiman

Friday, April 21

12 noon

Janss Steps \v

The Festival of Israeli

An evening of song, dance,

and humor .
^

Shrring Hava Alberslein

Saturday, April 22

Fairfax High Auditorium

8:30 p.m. ^

Students: $2.00

Sponsored by Isroeli Students Orgonlxotlon.

Hiltel Council at UCLA and the

American Zkonltt Youlti ^oundal.on

f

.->». X:

^..i'



ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 113

:_ Phone I2S 2221. - .

CUssif led advertising ratM
IS words SIM day, Sconiecutivt

insertions SS.OO
Payable in advance

DEADLINE lOMa.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University of California's policy tfn non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
relioton. national ongm or ancestry. Neittifr,

"Thenjnlversify nor the Daily' Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office %2i-

<^49l ; Westsitfc Fair Housing 473094*.
. h

VCampus Announcements 1

THE Westwood fret Minyan will meet
tomorrow, 10 AM. «SI 1/2 Midvale Ave For
information, call 474 IS33. Shabbat
^*'*'<*'"

,
(1A21)

y/ Campus Services .... 3

JQ0 COPIES

82-50611 ^^*
kerckhoff l2i

y/Heip Vt^W J. sv 8
>/For*Sale

. ;;

MANAGEME^I^ Young International
company needs aggressive men and woman
with management potential Part/full timt.
Mr Ccnovese. 7S0 7Sa«. (A24)

NlEEO EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself wtfile helping othors.

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system I

speakers, turntable S29J New m bo«es. 723-

563$ (1$A2*) ISRAEL
EUROPE

EAST AFRICA

-Earn up to S40, a month

MATTRESSES Valley State m»rke1in9

qrad can save you 40 S0». on all qualities, all

sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern

bedroom sets Call me today ^*^^*^f^^*^:
014 0400.

(ISOTKI
h t

WOODEN cable spools, eMcellent for making
cables, 34", S4.S0. Sat. 4/22 only. 9 AM I PM.
1524 Greenfield Ave. WLA, 272340S. (IS A 24)

on our plasma program.
Plio<ie: 471-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M PHOTOGRAPHY encyclopedia. New 20

volumes Full color save SIOO. Only S3S.

Oliver, 874 3977. Message, 459 2002. ( IS A 27)

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills Recep-

tionist, typist, shorthand Full or 9»rVUmt.

Call G.ia; 270 Oin (•A24J

GUITAR with personality, beautiful

rosewood finish, mellow sound. Great for

beginners, S3$. Call 837 M9$. ( IS A 27)

-*— -— —

.

I

V Church Serviivice^~» * -•—»

B*rrT;?„?« ^Z***^***^
•-"* Angeles West, J744

flarr.nqfon. Mar Vista, Minister Rev Mike
Lrr''.i"*Z'"' "^^•"*' "<» AM Sun-
da^V^ Coffee House Friday evemngs.SOc (CS

VPersonal, . . . .^\ .w f
-^onanTt;:;;;^^^^

•los/i Found

FULL or Part time help at the Piiia Palace,

Gay ley A Weyburn Apply after 5p.m. (8 A
26)

RECEPTIONIST/Typist West Los Angeles
Publishers reqoire sharp gal with pleasant
telephone personality. Full time only. Mrs.
Beck, 826 8388 (I A 27)

NEED girl part time, as TV hostess, 7
days/wk , S2/hr Must want to work im-
mediately. Jo, 277 1767. (8 A 31)

•••••••••••••••••••••
ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL

WATER-COLOR/ART
ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS r

^
- TOWORKWITH=^—^^^=^

TOP DESIGNER
The part or full time work will include

^Jlrafting plans for A building a working -
model A engineering the stage mechanics
and potential effects, drawing/water
colonng/delineators/rendering sketches for
a maior theatre project prospectus. In-
teresting opportunity with advancement
potential. Give name of school, class years,
age, experience, means of transportation
and availability in answers to

P.O Box 1028
Pacific Palisades — '

California 90272

FIROO, Farah e mun east firoo, muhabat e
monaast. (SA271

yf Fnferfainment . ..... 6

SINGLES 21 45 only Foreign songs, dances,
bicycling, sailing, skiing, like variety? Picas
Club, GR 8 7773. (A A 25)

•CW</s&fnd$;.i~ w
GASTHAUS Loreiei German beers, wine A
food. Fridays, Sat entertammeh). .22*0
Westwood Bl Tel. 474 9311 (4M2)

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bits, dolls>
pillows, awareness disks Uniquity, Box »t0-
B, Venice, 90291 Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

y/ Help Wanted ..:,..- 8 VPolifical .:::.:.. , M
UNOERGRAD coed campus represen
t^tive, English maior Write ad
verfisements Resume. BAB Enterprites
301 S Roxbury Or B H (8 A 24)

SUMMER Jobs Teach swimmmg, move
furniture, tram horses, or give pony rides
Services Unlimited, 475 9S21. (SA21)

LOCAL Coffee Shop Part time, no ex
perience necessary Call between 3 PM • 4PM 478 54*2 ,,^3$)

KEYPUNCH Operator Immediate full
time opening on campus, 2 yrs exper
required Contact Gwen Nelson, 82S 42SS (8
A 24)

EVERY AMERICAN SHOULDKNOW
experimental warfare in Vietnam

radar guided weaponry

iaiZ'*^*"!^''^"'^'' *"<•"' Save Our Soldiers

L^ck Yifl'^r" ''; "' P^''^"" too Jo?Luck, 6 30, bring food

„." -
**'^'*" Sot'^^V of LA. West

3744 Barrington, Mar Vista, 98«-3737
2 blocks west of McLaughlin

^ iu»» north of Venice Blvd

y/ForRent,.\ ;2
NIGHT Director Preschool. Crenshaw area.
Hrs approx 4 PM to 1 1 PM Call Mrs Kurti,
392 4836 morns only. (8A24)

DIRECTOR for large, modern preschool.
Crenshaw area Must be experienced,
flexible, qualified by Soc Serv Dept.
standards Send letter and resume to
Program Coordinator, 81* Lincoln Blvd
Vcni<;e, Ca 90291 (8A24)

NEED babysitter to look after daughter
between 3 J)0 6 00 PM, occassional week
d^vs Car required If you liked "The
Courtship of Eddy's Father", you will love
this lOb Please call Michael Magloff, 278
• '00 (8 A 24

)

FULL time summer lobs camp counselino
lor national parks 4759621. Service*

^""_"i:!ll ( A 2n
HEAVY cleaning Floors, windows, gar
dening Part time Flexible hours. Car
helptjul &2.]0/howr.83t 1300. (8A3S)

bdrms, $345. Fantastic closets, Bundv nearSM 377 1818. 83O$0S8. eves. n3A3n

851 SSSO. 3SC A DAY TV RENTAL.
931-1773,

(13A3t)

>^ Rides Offered ..... . \3

LEAVING for New York after April 33
Share expenses/driving. Call 834-17iS. ( 13 A

3 FORD van seats blue. New condition. ISO
each Campus, 83S 7481, home 374-1M8. (1$
A 25)

NEEDED Student flying to Pittsburgh, Pa.,
in June to accompany children. Details, call
eves, 92* 51*3 (8 A 31)

LEAVING country. Mutt sell '«* VW Bug,
English racing bike (10 speed). Steel string
guitar. GR2 4024. (1SA3S)

BUSY attorney heeds girl to work in law
office part time Hours flexible Call Mr
Kanne. 277 **20 (8 A 21)

DANCER Actress (1* 25) /actors (30 SO) for
lead roles. Graduate film protect. Ron. 394W« (8 A 24)

HAVE 'A GOOD STATION WAGON? EX
PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPING?
CALL 472 3349 FOR EXCITING SUMM^O
JOB' (

2 EXCELLENT Hollywood beds S30 each 1

with cover A 2 bolsters SIS additional 472-
'»« (15 A 35)

ELECTRIC guitar. Like new, with plush
case SSS or best offer. 4735383. (J$ A 34)

PENT AX Spotmatic F 14, n^«ir used
Sopw multi coated lens. Case, filter. Need
cash, sacrifice. 397 5571. (rSA34)

f.'i^J^^
Armstrong Excellent condition,

>85 Phone •» 74 5060, morns and eves ( is A
31)

«•*»«

NEED babysitter for 9 month boy. At your
house Prefer in Westwood. 477 8854, 9 AM
''O'*'^ (0A31)—

^T- "^i' -

y^Vf^^? ®"^'' '»•' telephone work, $n.ghts/wk, 6 9, 5 weeks starting 5/1 Cen rallocation, no selling Call Carberry Marketing
Research, 272 3484, apply,tarting Mon.

'

"
(I A 21)

WEDDING gown and veil by Pritcilla, siie
10 Alter 6.994 0586 or 661 048*. (15 A 21)

STEREO
equipment

ne«<d bread, must sell my new
Please call 477 7*84. (is A 2*)

PHOTOGRAPHER who took pictures,
Harbor freeway southbound 51 sf, 4/*/72
automobile accident, approximately mid
night Urgent notify, Pcarlie Lewis, 321 0*59
Want copies A7^)

COCK tail'waitress, part or full time. tov.
Hillsarea, 371 43S4. (lAU)

PART time |obs still available et Services
Unlimited, 47S9Sai.

FOR Sale l*mm Bolex 3 matching lenses
Tnpod Must sell S37S or best offer. 39*
'"' (1SA2S)

WAITRESSES needed to
midiattly, night sfiiUs only,
pinenci'd Apply m pirson,
Rist.iur.inl, 10901 Wilshire
90014

begin im
must be ex
Tiny Naylors
Alvd, WLA,

(8 A 3*)

PIONEER AM/FM stereo receiver, 3speakers, record changer Mutt tell 1198

^'^0^ (IS A 34)

S*StOS95
PER WK/PARTTIME

Unlimited earning potential addresina
envelopes af home m your spare time
Comqanies are paying top money to in
dividluals with GOOD handwriting for
personally' addressing their enveloaet

For further information regarding od
purtunities with these companies, send $3 toAdvertising associates, P.O Box 487
Crawfordville, Fla 33337

ELECTRIC stove, SJS, refrigerator S35,

sewing machine. Oriental rugs, twin bed,

fireplace tools, andirons, luggage, terrific

odds and ends. Saturday, 10 1, Sunday, 3-S.

2002 Benecia, 553 41*7. (15 A 21)

MACRAME& WEAVING
SUPPLIES

New shipment just arrived-

yarns/ beads, many treasures.

10% discount witti coupon

Come visit:

THE HANDWEAVING DEPOT
at

=^^=- THE SHOP^-^==^==^
10893 W. Pico Blvd.

-Across from Picwood Theatre
good til April 30th

yf Services Offered . . . . 16

BRENTWOOD Coop Nursery. Ages 2 1/2 - 5.
9 12 PM $25 A parent participation school.
Barrington Park 451 4039. (1*A2S)

LOST Outside Ackerman 4/19/72, 10 AM. >

Smalt, black dachshund Answers to 'Peanut
MacGregor' Please phone, 344 50*0. (9 A 21)

LOST- Opal ring snfiall stones /princess
setting .Personal value only. Reward 851
3228/825 3901, X 29. ' (9A24)

'*'^,ff SSIONAL documentation yervices.
Writing, editing and research fo your
requirements. 387 1548. -' (1*A24)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S2S. P.O. Box
)M27, Denver, 803)t.. .-. .-: i.-^ -*(-l4QTR)

- AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE"
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
I^JM* ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Would you like a business of your own? You
don't need an office to start. Begin at home,
full or part time. Ideal for husband and wife
teams. Call 347 *130. No obligation No in-
formatioh over phone. Let's have coffee and
talk

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for ttutfents
or employees. Robert Rhee, •3t<-7370 or 870
9793 or 4S« 3544. (UQTR)
-r-^— -| *
TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratet.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 34
hr. phone, 374-9119. (UQTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
ttudentt and employeet. Call Allan Sobel,
781 SS37, 873 S81S. Evet, 7833309. (UOTR)

roL^i^JJ^^®*'* Clattet, to Enhance
c?«f^^J'"^^'°''' '^'EMORY, CON-FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Qaily 474-"" (UA27)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified
dependents will ctose soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, i, out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 825-0411, ext
259.

M^S
,
PhD mathematics help studentfaking written MS m Math (Analysis AAlgebra) 344 South F St. Oxnard Calir93030 (805) 487 12*7 after 5 -

"""•'^°' ^•"-
Price open. (1*a

)/ Travel

su

. 17

I

MMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
A/New York (i-way)

<May3lstA June nth only )S78
A /London/L A
A /Brussels/L A

""
A /Tokyo/L A *'*'

A/TelAviv/LA \tll

*''T6^?^'^°°''**'«3033^^ 1726 Westwood Blvd.

^»^.''e?'*?nJ.?''i.
" ^••P*^»«re., alto N.Y.

^/."^ca;:?; nee' VsV'eaI? jjTn irr
^' »*v .Mt. 90310^ J'^^iiV. luiVi]

ONE way and round trip student flights.
Inexpensive student camping teur»
througttout West and East Europe, including
Russia. SOFA Agent for inter-European
itudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, 11M>
$an Vicente Blvd.^ Suite »4, LA, Calif., »004t,

Tel (313) 828-SU9, 838-09S5

EUROPE this
programs * or .

Traveling 986 3411
8 weeks Experiments

in

(17QTR)

tg yeu » r9 going tnent thif
summer, why is your flight only to London?
Air France to Pans form 5342 (or anyone 12-

25. 82* 1201,*2S-7I7I. (17A2S)
>t^ . I.-.

DISCOUNT Europe, Mrael, Intfta, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 9002S. 478-0*44. m7 0TR)

Our nth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples

toLONDON(RTbase) $1**00 Ow
London TEL AVIV $ 85 90 OW
Loimon ATHENS — S *r JO OW
London-NAIROBI S172 00OW

Hundreds of departure date^ . .destinations. Request free tr*.!li
""

SIERRA TRAVEL INC. (213! 27^ 5200 L '.V"
3^n K 987$ Santa Monica Bl., Bever"

"'"'

CM 26)

More
» •«<>

--jr

§]•

Charter
Flights!
now you have
a choice, more
Cities....
Flights..
& Dates!

ROUND-TRIP ;.

EUROPE, S220.$37S R.T., also Israel AJapan, Sprmg, Summer, A Fal ff.oL
8217_Beverly Blvd., LA iooii'JJ;:

E SEP.
3311. ESEP UCLA members

l§

(17QTR)

272,00
85 DAYS

C62.00
5d EAVS

S77
S75

S179
plus land

• new YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY

• t4AWAII

JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

• TOKYO/ORIENt
JUNE 17 SEPT I

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARD§

Alio Slud.ntrail and EurMlpnset. Car Purchase
Insuranc, Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

AiS/EXITS
^^^k 90S6 Santa Monica BlvdW WKm"~ t-A 90069

2748742
n^y> bik. east of Santa Momca/Doheny)

•••

mm.AA

5U E^YS

mmAAWi.00
EAYS

"V'^SJ^'v-ACy—.«-> -rfr:.— 1.

}ralEra«/LA

LA

.00
CAYS

S55.00
29 DAYS

:.oo

CAYS

S^.oo
28 CAYS

S39.00
28 DAYS

259.00
yZ DAYS

g17.00
2 DAYS

1199.00
]5 DAYS

1228.00
15 DAYS

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an ^_Ji„
official

.

charter flighit

operation - ^

authorized ancf

approved by the

University of

California
|

on all campuses.

ONE-WAY

IN ACCORDANCE TO C\B REGULATION^
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD
REN AND PARENTS. AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. CALEDONIAN. SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER DC8 JtTS AND
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY, YOU
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS AND
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CO-
ORDINATORS IN CARE OF...

you know US!

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE
Wtttwood Village 90024

TELE: 478-8289

BOAC £ Caledonian
707'S"

all first class

service. -

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

FH. Dep.
1 —

Ret. Days Price

2 6/18 8/28 71 $262

3 i/21 8/14 54 $242

4 4/22 8/lS 54 $262

5 «/2« 9/6 72 $262

* */25 9/13 80 $275

7 4/27 8/25 59 $262

8 A/28 9/9 73 $262

9 4/28 9/14 81 $275

10 4/29 8/29 41 $262

11 7/1 8/27 57 $262

12 7/4 9/2 42 $262

14 7/8 8/17 40 $262

15 7/n 8/10 30 $262

17 7/12 8/31 50 * $262

18 8/12 9/''1 33 $252

Available only to tionafidc members of the

Uhiversity of California including students,

faculty, staff, and their immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the tame household.

chartor flights

KerchMhoff Hall ^05 D
Between 8 a.m. A 5 p.m.

I2S 1221

EUROPE, Israel this summer
tinregimented program, 4 wks. /Curope, '

^ks. Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty/tree time
Exp in Travelling, ?I6 2411 \ (170Tf»'

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL RCDUCTIONS TO ,

TEACHERSt STUDENTS *

FREE CATALOGUE ALSO BURAILPASS

EUROCARS
^000 Suhstf Blvd.. LA «MI4f 271^144

S-.k!'"'^'!^ EXPEDITIONS TO India,
Kashmir A Nepal Trans Africa Latin

irTrt .** ^'^•''•* •"«• '•'"P 0" "• «»«•«"
iracH to some rather intere«ting unexploreu

lo. M^^ J^.?
*'"'•'» ^•^*»« Richard Mass,

.n?o"rmVt»o";""^''*'"' '^^ »"» ••^
JfJ-J"'^

More What's on -*—» . ^ .
Friday. April 21, 1972

• *^ m:

-t - .'^

(Continued from Page 24)

Friday. April 21

—"Nature of the Soul/' 7:30-

9 30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

^''Ttie Dances of Universal

Peace-Sufi Dancing/' 7:30-10 pm.

Unity by ttie Sea, 1245 4tti St.,

Santa Monica.

—"The Anatomy of tlie Human
Mind Course/' 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lognge.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

Political

—"Cuban Workers: Ruling

Class or Exploited Class?" by

Nelson P. Valdes, co-editor of

Che: Selected Works of Ernesto

Guevara and of Cuba in

Revolution, 7:30 pm, today,

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

Sponsored by International

Socialists.

Meetings: (

—

Friday, April 21 -^^
—"Computer Science Depart-

ment," 9 am-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412. —r v /k /

—
—"Christian Students/' noon,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Muslim Students/' noon-3
pm, Ackerman Union 3564.
—"Service Area Managers," 3

pm-5 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm-7
pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"International Socialists," 7

pm-11 pm, Ackerman Union
AAen's Lounge.
—"Nature of the Soul," 7: 30 pm

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.— "Iranian Student
Organization/' 3 pm-6 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

^^liAssocialiaiL. for Computing
Machinery," presenting of IBM's
new Time Sharing Option (TSO), 3
pm, Boelter 3400.

—"Black Students Union,"
noon, Rolfe 1200. General business
meeting and flection of new of-
ficers for next year.

URACIubs:
Friday, April 21
—"Hatha Yoga Club," noon.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Tennis Club," 2-4 pm. South
Courts.

—"Karate Club," 57 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club," 1-3:30 pm.
Memorial Activities Center B 146.

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.
Women's Gym 200. -

Announcements
Women's Workshop

ou*^f*"r?!"^
Workshop for Women/' given by

Phyllis Wasserstrom. 10 am - 6 pm. tomorrow, in
Ackerman Union 3564. A chance to share feelings in
an experimental setting with other women, and to
discover ways of dealing with role expectations in
society today. There will be various exercises, en-
countering techniques, and suggesUons to facilitate
honest sharing of feelings. Everyone is welcome, and
's "[ged to wear comfortableslothes and bring lunch
toshare wittiotliers: Sponsored by the ExperimenUl
College.

BSU Nominations
Nominations for the Black Students Union officers

will be open until May. Nominees for office, par-
ticularly Chairman and Vice Ctiairman should have
been on campus for two quarters or more, and have
some type of involvement in student activities as
well as some understanding of University politics
and the Black community of campus. Black students
interested in running for BSU officers should go to
the BSU office, 320 Kerckhoff Hall, 825-1437; or the
Afro-American Studies Center, CampbeU Hall, 3rd
noor, 825-7403; or Nommo Office, 115 Kerckhoff riall
825-3305. ^

'j

Fiesta Latina _ T
The Centro Hispano will hold a *'FIESTA

LATINA" tomorrow, from 7:30 to 11:30 pm in the
Vista Room of the Recreation Center. There will be

Kree drinks, food and entertainment. Proof of age
must be shown before alcoholic beverages are
served (state law). No admission charge. Everyone
is invited.

Hockey Team
The Hockey Club here is in the process of forming a

hockey team that will compete in league play. The
club invited those interested to come to the Santa
Monica Ice Capades Chalet at the comer of 5th Street^
and Broadway Avenue in Santa Monica Tuesday
night at 10:30. In addition to forming a team, the
Club is seeking new members and would like anyone
interested in learning to play or just watch to attend
Tuesday night.

Volunteers Needed
— The Peoples Lobby needs volunteers to work in

all phases of their operation that is working for the
passage of environmental protection measures;
— The Bincon Elementary School would like

volunteers to work as regular classroom aides, doing
work with educationally handicapped, mentally
retarded and mentally gifted monors. Also needed
are volunteers to work with programs Such as
English as a second language and science seminars.
~ The American Red Cross needs volunteers to

help with the SPECIAL OLYMPICS FOR
RETARDED YOUTH: orientation sessions are being
scheduled now.

DATDr
BRUIN
hovel .... ]7

tih ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROMS22t ROUNDTRI^
JAPAN: FROMS34t ROUND TRIFjr

LOy/EST rates, theses & dissertations. )BM
Sfrlectnc Fast, experienced, reliable. AJso
«:ditinq. Mike, 477-4602. (19 A 21)

EXCHANGE btach apt m Spam for beach
apt LA area. Phone 664 6m. (24 A 21)

FUGMT CHAIRMAN 2710932, IM-2401

JlZQTIl)

4248 Overland, Dcpt. A.
.Cuivtr Cfty.Ca,

RUTH, theses, dissertations, ternn papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
"••'U2. (19QTR)

UTIV* theses, dissertations, books term
Accurate, raptd strvica. 710.11174 fy%nr»

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm. studio, den, 3 ba. carpet
/drapers, built ins, dishv/asher, patio. $275
Available June. 826 74io, •20-1913. (24 A2J)

58$ month, including utilities
single, West L.A. Sublet Jun« 13
1$ 473 029$.

>/Autos for Sale .: , . . . 33 >/Auhs for Sale ,

.

^"./r,^^.JJ'^'
blue, good condition, $750. '61 FORD R H, power Smog device RunsCall 820 2089 after ^ PA/^ (33 A 21) Mk* ntw. around $200. Broke; 476 4106 to U

, -'I
:' ~ ^_^ (33 A 24)

Furnished
September

(24 A 26)

'70 VW S1300 reburit '64 VW $$$0. After 3.

397 22$4. (33 A 26)— ^
'67 MGB roadster. ExcfTllent condition, nu
top. r(rbuiit engine. Mijst be seen. Best offer.
Phone, 836 8648. (33A24)

'64 VW B*?etle for sa4e Excellent mechanical
body condition For complete description,
call 939 860$ (33 A 24)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
All proffrssions. Occupations, $700 - $3,000
monthly Expanses paid, overtime, sight-
s<'inq Free info • v/rite Jobs Overseas,
D'.pt P6. P.O. Box IS071, S«n Diego, CA.

y^Apts Furnished » •»--»--» 21

(17 A 25)

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAS'T CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under $100 ont-way^^
Study A Camping Tours <

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pasv2 mo. $130

CONTACT: SX>FA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
,

.! 13$09 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE: 872 2283 or 784-1677

)/fuforing . .^ . 18

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Fotitiv* results any
exam Easy conversational method (trial).
*n im. (itOTRk

ORE LSAT, other test preparation. In-
di/idual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcv 820 So. Robertson.
4S7J390 (180TR)

FRENCH Exam preparation, intensive
lanquaqf. study, translation, literature. Call
form' r UCLA teacher for results. 828-

^**_ /t
.

• (taoTRr

FRENCH, German, Russian, Italian,
math<matics Tel. 469 6442 Exper.
European professor Teach also poetry. ( 18 A
35i

BACHELOR, $90, kitchenette. Very clean!
See manager at lii$8. Massachusetts Ave.,WLA

, or call 473 0757. (21 A 2U

nn'il'^'!-^? ^*"«'" » *»'•''«' "0. Htattd
_.pool, sun dack^parkinf. «33 Oayley. 473.
«TJ. '^

(2i6tR)

)/ House for Sale r:T7V 26

IDEAL professors! By owner. Newly
decorated, bright corner 3 bedroom, 2 baths
Magnificent view Hillcrest Golf COursfe
Separate panneied study $46,500 1478 South
Roxbury Or 553 7587. (26 A 26) A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Milt
. • Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys B'vd.

across frorn G M. Plant
Call 394 7075 34 Hours

'43 CHEVROLET Impala Sports Coupe
^ortwerfible Good cond , $350 Call 279
'"' (33A25)

'63 VW Van, partial camper, very clean,
excellent condition m and out, $795 828 5934
*''"'^ (33A2$)

!
LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $125

UK j-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21QTR)

FURNISHED Bachelor, $*o, kitchenette.
Very clean! See manager at 11158
Massachusetts Ave., or call 478 4382. (21 A
21;

TRANSFER Forces Sale .... Lovely home,
country atmoiphere 2 bedroom, modern*
guest-house /extra bath Vard/fishpond,
^•"t^i $34,500. Wynn ... 477-7001. (26 A 27)

ORIENTAL Contemporary. Unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3 bdrm, family
room/study, 2 baths/fabulous view One
acre Encmo, $57,900 783-5131

One
(26A21)

'68 PONTi AC, 2.door hardtop, air full power.
Nev/ tires, $1249 Eves, 6 PM 784 3927. (33 A
20)

; rJf^ .

'69 COU«A|\, air. automatic, PB/PS, new
tires, radift. excellent condition. $l800/best
offer 820 i%07 eves. (31A21)

'64 VW Perfect for mechanic Engine in
back seat $350 Tony, after 800 PM. 472-
»^^* (33A2St

PEUGEOT 404 wagon Low mileage, ex-
cellent cond , (FVX 878). Must sell, best
offer Daytime only, 479 5795. (33 A 21)

II
I

TRANSPORTATION cars »»9 and up
American Kodiak m Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 828 7489. (330TRI

'71 VW Bug. Excellent condition. $1800 /bast
offer. 4791351 evenings. (33 A 37)

FPENCH lor Travelers v/ith experienced

m ',K
'-.."*-!"' ^ teacher Conver-sationalm. thod No Translation. Call now, 475-

(18 A 28)
no;

ENGLISH improvement pronunciation,
q^arnmar. sentence structure, other
P^obi.ms (specialty foreign students).
B'P'r.encedEnflMshteacher. 399 0283. (18 A
It I

»Uii levels for reasonable rates. Phone, 829-

(18A27)

y^lypling 19

EXPERIENCED typ.st
»»'v.s. dissertations, etc.
V.rvice Call 390 2491

farm papers.
Accurate, fast

(19 A 27)

'dit.no Pm.V *''•*"' »»«oks, etc. Free^a.T.nq Emergency Service. Call, 838-—- (19M2)

oflvr)!?
"'""*y «' block* southwest).

«»''•» Tom, 47 3.0031. (19QTR)

EOiTM IBM typing. Theses, term papers.
"lanu^cr.ptv etc Experienced. Fast, neat.

^f^'^ate dependable. 9 33 1747 (190TR)

t«D^ert*?w«1''
«:•"""••' /»Ptiling. Elactric.

»"'«iice, 3973304. (19QTR)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
( Hilgard) GR 5-5584. (ji qtr )

WALK UCLA Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr , 650 Landfair, 477 5479. (21 M 2)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, S1BS up Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Momca Freev/ay, 2045 Fourth St., SM.
392 5556,592 9142 (21 OTR)

UNIQUE 1 bdrm, furnished, v/ith shag rug
and privatf> entrance, nev/ paint and new
beds One block to campus. 10944 Strath''
more Or 477 7687 (21 A 21)"

:235 1 bedroom pool. Fufn/patio/air cond
10941 Strathmore Dr 477 8853. (21 Mil)

)/ Apfs Unfurnished . ... 22

\7Vi UNFURN S M , 1 3/4 bath, newly dec
large balcony Days, 474 8473, eves, 828

',19a (22 A 21)

3 BED. 1 1/4 bath, fireplace, kitchen built

ms. patio, carpets, drapes Building 1 1/2

yrs old, nhiT campus. 1421 S. Amherst.
'Call after 6 00 PM, Bill, 8348425).
J250/month (22 A 21)

TWO bdrm, unfurnished, Wilshire Fairfax
ari:a one block north of Wilshire, excellent
transportation, reasonable rent, garage,
a /ailable immediately. Phone 487-1636. (^3 A
25i

LIVE at the beach! Marina del Rey penin-
sula Entire second (top) floor in new
building 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. All modern
conveniences $375 At 3004 Pacific Ave.
Phon« 8214625 (22 A 27)

^ Apts fo Share 23

ROOMMATE needed - Furnished one
bedroom apartment 12 minutes to campus
'W'.st LAi $75 /month, call Bob at 826-7941
after 6 10 PM (23 A 24)

ROOMMATES Needed 833 Oaylay.
Pleasant singlts, $65. Kitchen, sun docks,
pool, garage. 473 6413. (33 OTR)

y/ House to Share . . . . . 27

j

HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard v//grad art student, $12$
*^' '^" (27A21 )

OV;n room, $66 $0 mo 10 mms. campus.
C all Steve. x$2969, Craig. 4730289 (27 A 25)

VISITING professor and wife (no children,
no pets* v/ish to sublet apt. or inexpensive
house near campus, roughly Junp 10 to
August 10 J E Sitter, English Dept.. Univ.
of Mass, Amherst, Mass (27 A 25.

V Housing Needed .... 28
UCLA professor needs 3 bedroom house.
Un'urmshed or rent or lease • Dr Robert
Barn':s 848 1203. (28A24)

'47 RED Toyota automatic, air, 4-door, good
transportation Best offer, HO 5 8008 (33 A
21/

60 MGA convertible 1800 engine, decent
>ody, many extras, good radials, must sail

fight draft, $$00. 475-4704. ( 33 a 25)

'>8 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good tires, runs
great, $950 Call Dan, 776 2152. (33 A 21)

'61 DODGE Lancer Excellent condition $300

S^."^,*.".*
****•'' 0«'''en«- MS 5201, evenings -

826 5219 (33 A 25)

FOR Sale '65 Volvo 4door sedan, model 123,
automatic shift. Good condition, make offer
i^J^iir (33A21 )

Jivso 389 9521, eves.. (33A24)

HOUSING NEEDED Female graduate
student needs room /apt to rent /share with
same in Fall Maximum $100 /mo. including
utilities Write Linda Giudice, 6613 Alamo
»2E, Clayton, Missouri 61105 (28 A 21)

^Room and Board
FOREIGN Student. Room/board for
house/garden chores Private room/bath,
bach»:lor% house with tennis court/
sv/immmq pool Nights/v/eekends. Call 273-
1464, #278 days, or 788 0760 eves (RB A21)

48 MUSTANG Fastb*ck. 289 stick, full

rj;««*n ^''''*""»' Xon.s, fantasticond.tion Origmal owner 476-4277, 816
(33A21)

ItL^^^ffI?*'" ^'"*' *«cellent condition,
$850 475 5688or 474 7192 VOL 393 (33 A 24)

ItRRir REED
GOES

DISCOUNT
All 72 Models
Save Hundreds

'72 CORV cpe, British RacKi^ Green Alarm,AM FM, rack, 13,000 miles, 270 hp, 350 cu
•n., mint condition. (805) 255 0385 (33 A 27)

'70 VW Cam
aTTtn.nimfo

l^rj jood condition Call
(33 A 27)

-4»-

'62 VOLVO P »e^ Rebuilt engine, new
pamt, //ire and mag wheels Best offer. 363
'*"

,* (33 A 25)

65 FORD Fairlane, 6. automatic, good
condition, must sell $49$ /best offer Emit
Eves 396 4297 (33 A 2$)

MALE student grad/undei>grad, meals,
//aik school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 S Bentley. 272-4734. (RBMI)

HERSHE V dorm contracts for sale 1 men's,
83M915 Stan, 1 woman's, 834 2373 Jody (RB
M 1)

paoJrt .!*"'"• en9l'*l» frads Term

•24 7477
^•*^"»*^« Nancy. 4734143, Kay,

RENT too high? Consider shared housing
Room Mate Finders.
47$

?h?
ind

«•»: 115

3388 Westwood.
(23M3)

DORM contracts for sale. $246 • Spring
quarter Dorm your choice. Call 824-1441,
message. 825 5451 (Edgerley) (RB A27)

y $85 /month. 1/2 block from campus. 500
Landfair 477 7621, call Harriet. Please leave
name, number. (RBA27)

J Room& Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
WANTED male student to help
housekeeping Room A board, salary Prefer
Oriental whodnves 652 8752 (30 A 24)

TRIUMPH
FACTORY OVERSEAS " AQENT

URRY REED
SPORTS CARS

3 LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES 776 1444

5308 Centinela at La Cienega
Between Siauson * Florence

I

BEVERLY HILLS 374033S
9022 Wilshire Blvd. at Wetherly

TORRANCE 732 1504. 370 5413
19019 Hawthorne Bl. at 190th St.

•68 PORSCHE 911 Concourse All S' equip.,
all Kfras. Prob finest in Cahf. 478 1878. ( 3 A
'47 FIAT 1500 convertible
$850 or bf-st offer 198 3116

Rebuilt engine.
(33 A 24)

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35
UCLA Students 5S off Peugeot.
Motobecane. Centurion, other fine makes
Expert repairs Lees Cyclorama, Schwmn
^uthoriied dealer 2639 S Robertson Blvd 3
•tks N Santa Monica Fwy 839 4466 (35M4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, Uw
prices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood. 4753370. (31OTR)

-ycles, Scooters

ror oGie*» •••••w 36

f

'70 YAMAHA '90 1500 mir«).cellent ranwbookrack, turn signals. helmTe, 722ri75 5?,;
*

(34A34J
'70 HONDA CB 100. LXInt cond , only 3400
miles, recently tuned, $275 473 3941, eves (34
A 24/

(190TR)

00"* Vrlmlli <««»»artations, term papers,

'vp%wrfter ?i.V. ^^•^•"••V SeltCtr.c

io««olow,,98 98l ^'**'"*"- ^'* "'**
•

^^*^»iO (If A 25)

HiSfr^^lLY^ tvpawrittf. Ttrm papart.

>e\ui»V I***""?*- *»«ti*tical Ouarintaatf

111
$*«"•*•**•' 5 W-waakands. Sharon,—~!!L-. (19 QTR )

^*"
•5.'r*»* vP"»fl Term papers,

lys, 9

>ATR'

»»'us oIk.., 'VPing Term pa
* BarbJ '.',*:'•»•«"* ^'"»"'« *^**««<«*

GIRL grad, 1 bdrm apt m Santa Monica
n^ar beach with same. $85. 834-4SS4, 451-
101) (33 A 34)

GROOVY pleasant spacious warm
Surroundings Optimum studying facilities.
Utrriost possessions security Very possibly
your thing ideal lor one or two girls,
$45/mo Near Westwood Don't sheepishly
//onder Investigate' Jack, 478 1S88. 4
ff^

,
. ( A 34)

FEMALE Share w/3 Large apt. con
<<.nient|y located Own bdrm, $92 $0 473
3037.817 1495 (33 A 27)

ROOM and board in exchange tor sitting
Beginning Fall '73 Walking distance to
campus 475 5931 (30 A 28;

-p.-_-„—__- .— — ^ .f--.^.

)/ Room for Rent 3 /

FULLY furnished room and bath with lifht

cooking facilities In private home. Brent-
//OOd $80 472 0043 (31 A 31)

,

ii I I , I
I

MALE grad, med st«»dent Kmgsi-ie bdrm,
btUL kitchen privileges, opposite campus.
^taw. $75 Ives. 473 3374 (11 A 2$)

'69 DATSUN 1600 convertible, new brakes,
clutch, transmission, running extremely
v/ell $1075 397 4554 (33A31)

'70 VW Bug. 23,000 milas. Convartibla.
AM/FM; excellent condition $1650. Phone.
<79 1343 , ._ (33A3S)

i.Vfr?^,J"'*
*""' *^"''» extandad forks.

ut'iJJi^iro*'
'""* •"""•"

" \?:'i«"v
.

^ ^^^ (jaAj5)

•42 BMW R49S Classic rebuilt eng , transClutch Must sell $1000 /best offer m '

" (^A35)

'41 JEEP Willys good mech4>ical condition.
Five Michehn radials. $1000. isaiSM. (33 A
27

,

BSA 1970 4$0CC Firebird. 12.000 miles
Excellent cond , book rack, extras 374 9339,
early morn, mghts (34 A 25)

44 ^^.O B Green /black , two tep»; Michahn
tires 33,OOOmiles 397-4057 $995 /offer. (33 A

'69 HONDA CL90. naw paint, rab motor.
stre*t A dirt, extra parts. $19J. 431 4545. ( 34 A
35i

J-

«'. f/G f/.dgtt, i'^M^. extras, mint con
dition Can 114 7352 after 4 '13A34)

HONOa '71 I7kc, aooo miia% ixcal contf
Helmat included 5390 After 4:M 3n-4SM
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What's On:
^

Films:
Campus and Public
—"Student Films/' 8:30

today, tomorrow,^ Sunday,
April 28, 29 and 30, Royce
Auditorium. Tickets are

pm,
and
Hall

$2

..; ^

4-^

(general) and $1.25 (students).
— "Ttiomas Harmon/"

University organist, 8:30 pm,
^Wednesday, Schoenberg Hall
—Aud i toriuTO—^od Royce HalL

r Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.—"Horacio Gutierrez," Cuban-
born pianist and top American
winner of ttie 1970 International

Tchaikovsky Competition ]n

Moscow, 8:30 pm, Sunday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Program will

include works by Beethoven, ,

Schumann and Prokofiev. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"We Three," a presentation of

choreographic theses by three

/ytasters candidates, Cecilia
-^Bowman, Ch ifra Holl and Judy
Leveque, 8:30 pm, tomorrow,
Sunday, and Monday, Women's
Gym 208. Tickets are $1.75 and $1

-(-s+udents h- 4—- —'^

—"Sweet Smell of Success,"

with Tony Curtis and Burt Lan-

caster, and "The Sin of Harold

Diddlebock (Mad Wednesday)/'
directed by Preston Sturges, 1:30

pm, today, Melnitz 2534. Free.*

—"Film Festival for Young
Audiences," a series of award-
winning short fi||ns, 1:30 and 3:30

- pm. Sunday., Roy££ Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2 and
$1.50 (children).

;
—"Viridiana/' a prize-winning

Spanish movie, 3 pm, today.

Social Welfare 121. Free.

—"Surprise Film/' a 1936

technicolor feature with Henry
Fonda, Fred AAacMurray, and
Sylvia Sidney, guaranteed to be a

good one, 5 pm, today, Melnitz

1409. Free.

'
—"Twentietti Century/' with

John Bar^ymore and Carole
Lombard, 6:30 and 10 pm, and
"The Talk of the Town/' with
Cary Grant, 8 pm, tomorrow,
Dickson Auditorium.
—"All Quiet on the Western

Front," award-winning film of

1929 30, 6:30 and 9:30 pm, today,
Westwood Film Society, 1730
i^/estwood Blvd. ^^-'~

.>»

—"Graphs: 3-Connectivity/

Wheels and a New Planarity

Test," by Louis Weinberg,
professor of electrical

engineering. City College of New
York, 4 pm, MS 6627. " ^i^

—"The Art and Science of Plant

Patho1ogy,^lJiK D.E. Munnecke,
professor of plant pathology, UC
Riverside, 4 pm, CHS 13-105.

—"The Dielectric Behavior of

Strontium Titanate," by Richard
-GrNevifte, assistant professor of

electrical engineering, UC Santa

Barbara, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"A Space-Time View of In-

clusive Processes/' by John
M.Cornwall, professor of physics,

3 pm, Kinsey 247. ^
—"The Drug Alternative— How

to Handle Your God-PowerS/" by
disciples of the Sufi AAaster Sheikh
Al Wahshi, included will be a
demonstration of sacred music
and movement dances, 8 pm,
AAoore Hall 100.

Monday, April 24

It • Future?" by Ralph Turner
professor of sociology and !
thropology, 8 pm, Social WeifaVe

-"Western Education as th*Indoctrination into a
bivalence," by Carl A. FabTr
lecturer in psychology and stafimember. Student Counseling
Center, 8 pm, Dickson Art Centp;
2160. Tickets are $4.50 and tV'
i^tud^ntsi

.

—

t "'^

—"The Conjugal Family — Has (Continued on Pagets)

-?*?^

—''UCLA '72," celebrating the
53rd anniversary of UCLA, a
program of entertainment and
awards with John Forsythe,
master of ceremonies, Mitzl
Gaynor, and others; honoring
Mike Frankovich as Edward A.
Dickson Alumnus of the Year,
Jules Stein, Honorary Alumnus of

1972, five winners of Distinguished
Teaching Awards, and several
others for. professional achieve-
iment and university Service.
Reception at 7 pm, followed by the
program at 8 pm, Sunday, in the
Ahmanson Theater, Los Angeles
Music Center. Tickets are $7.50
and $5.50. Faculty, students and
staff: $3.75.

—"Award-Winning Films 1W8-
29 plus Chaplin Film Festival/' 7

and 9:30 pm, tomorrow. West-
wood Film Society, 1730 Westwood
Blvd. ^^—^ ~-

Seminars:
Friday, April 21 ^ ~
—"Encoding Sub|ective Prob-

abilities for Decision Analysis:
Practical and Experimental
Experience," by Qfrl-Axel S.

Stael von Holsteih, visiting
professor of economrcs,Stanf6rcr"
Research Institute, from
Stockholm School of Economics,
Sweden, 1 pm, GSM 2325.

'Ji!i?T.'^^^^^^'^' V^'^"'^ t T" " "The Talk John Barymore and Carole Lombard will be shown
of. the Town" starring Cary Grant, Jean Arthur and at 6:30 and 10 pm. Sponsored by the Alpha FilmRonald Coleman will screen at 8 pm, tomorrow, in Society. Donation requested
DIcKson Auditorium. "Twentieth Century" with

*
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GVneTarAdmis^on. $2.00; Students. $1.25 (supply of student ticketslim,ted). Avoiloble NOWot the Central Ticket Office and Kerckhofl
Hall Ticket Office.
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Saturday peace
By Joyce Finii

and Dave McNary t^--

DB SUff Writers ^^ */^V

For everyone there on Saturday, Los Angeles' first major

peace march in some years seemed to be a good, festive

way to express their feelings against the Vietnam War.

The three mile march down Wilshire Blvd. to MacArthur

^ 'prk took on some of the aspectsof a parade with separate .^

contingents having their 6Wn sigfii and chants. About 12,000

marched, led by Chicanos and Vietnam War veterans and

followed by Armenians, blacks, mothers, college and high

school students, gay men and women, Asians, and nine

other groups. The National Peace Action Coalition coor-

dinated the march. -
,

Spectators were urged to join the march with shouts of

"Out of the buildings and into the streets". Many responded

with peace signs and waves.

One white haired woman spectator when asked about the

march, said, "It's fine, they're all doing their own thing and
they're not hurting anybody." A businessman said, "They

look like they're having a good time."

~No violence was reported and the poUcemen, despite
their slightly intimidaUng presence, seemed fairly relaxed
as If not expecting any problems.
,

The only bad feeUngs among the crowd were generated
by about 30 uniformed American Nazi Party members at
the entrance of MacArthur Park (which is named after
General Douglas MacArthur). -

*^;^
.

news analysis

March organizers and a double line of 100 hehneted police
officers ushered the crowd into the park and prevented any
confrontation with the Nazis.
Although marchers were not as numerous as in previous

demonstrations (such as the 1969 Moratoriums) marchers
and organizers indicated surprise at the turnout.
Linda Jeness, Anthony Russo, Phil Ochs, and Bobby

Seale headlined the four-hour rally that followed. Russo, co-
defendant with Daniel Ellsbyrg in the "Pentoi^on Papers"

festive, serious*
case, said, "Anyone can ste the Vietnamese have won the
war. and what goes on now by us is just slaughter. We have
to force Nixon to realize this and get out now.

"

Seale, Black Panther Party chairmaoi, called for a
'people's humane revolution" and said, **r^ople are now
saying we should overthrow the country. It should have
_beendone a long time ag^.

But most of the rally was taken by speaiirs from nearly
every cmtingent in the march, all attenpting to bring
across their group's concerns. Most of theovwd stayed at
the rally and were receptive to the speechn. One girl said,
*'It's a pain to sit out here in the sun, but I ttink we should
listen, because there's really no other way Most of us get
confronted with these problems.
Perhaps the budest crowd reaction caoi* after a Viet-

nam veteran, paralyzed from the chest down from a bullet

wound, said, "We (disabled vets) live with the war for the
rest of our lives, long after it's over. We have been tricked
and fooled and we are sick of it."

Some of the rally's lighter touches were provided in off^

sUge performances by Swami X and General HersheyBar.

UCLA
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War protest fizzles

as leaders lose way
to chancellor's office

By Joan Weinsteui

and Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writers _ » ^**aii<

,

fcir iHi ;fi

1>-

RALLY - About 800 people attended an anti-war
rally Friday in Meyerhoff Park. After hearing Tony
Russo, defendent in the Pentagon Papers case, and
from anti-war groups, stiKlent government, SDS,
Assembly for Peace and Justice and the Ramona

DB photo by Dennis Friod

Foods ^Strike group, protestors marched to Murphy
Hall td present administrators with demands. Vice
chancellor James Hobson spoke with the students
there.

PRC meets USA tonight

for 'friendly table tennis'
'

' By Kenn Guernsey
DBSUffWrto-^

Over 20 years of isdatkm emfe today when the
table tennis team of the People's Republic of China
'ands at International Airpopt.
The arrival of the 13-member team wiU mark the

f^st visit to Los Angeles by a group of Mainland
Uimese citizens since Mao Tse-tung took power in
that country in 1948. Their toble tennis match tonight
with US. players in Pauley PavUion will cap a two-
week series of exhibitions throi;«hout the country.
Tonight's match will feature four or five contesU

between Chinese and American players. Billed as
tnendly matches," previous exhibiUons have

nonetheless provided plenty of competitive acUon.

^ Three<daysUy
ine three^ay Los Angeles sUy of the delegation

wnich includes players, translators. Journalists and
security men) begins at 10 am today with an airpoft
r^eption by government officials, members of the

,f
'
^ost committer and studenU from several local

colleges and universities, including UCLA.
F'olloNving a brief stop at the Beveriy Hilton Hotel.

thpf^ -n®
delegation will sUy whUe in Los Angeles,

^^ will embark on a tour of Universal Studios.

Bur r^ ^'" '"^ ^^^ celebrities as Raymond

Hart
^^^^ Burnett, George Peppard and David

I
American lunch

aadition. the Chinese will be treated to a

traditional American lunch: hamburgers, hot dogs,

baked beans and french fries.

After the tour, the delegation will return to the

Beverly Hilton to prepare for the evening matches. A
private warm-up session will be held this afternoon

with both U.S. and Chinese players participating.

The. matches themselves b^in at 8 pm with

welcoming speeches by Lapham, Chancellor Charles

E. Young and former Gov. Edmund G. Brown, co-

chairman of the local host committee. Half-time

entertainment will probably include the UCLA band

and song girls, and the players wiU be presented with

gifts by representatives of this campus.

The delegation's itinerary for tomorrow includes a

tour of the Los Angeles Harbor, a visit to Marineland

and an art showing at a gallery which features

contemporary American ariists.

Wednesday they will spend most of the day at

Disneyland, before flying by helicopter to In-

ternational Airport for a flight to another California

city, probably San Francisco. At Disneyland, the

Chinese and Americans will be greeted by Mickey

Mouse and other Disney characters and they will

receive Mickey Mouse ears as gifts.

World champions

The world champion Chinese teain is led by

Chuang Tse-tung, 30, three-time world singles

champion and one of the world's greatest table tennis

players. Chuang is not playing any matches during

t^e tour, however.

, (Continued on Page 3)

Editor's note: ^or related stories, see page two.
An anti-war protest here Friday almost fizzled when its leaders could

not find their way to Chancellor Charles E. Young's office to present a list

.

a list of demands. The protest leaders eventually found vice chancellor
for administration James Hobson and presented him with a list of four

demands: that Young and Hobson make anti-war statements, that the

University stop buying burritos from the Ramona Foods Co. where
workers are now on strike, that ROTC be removed from campus and that
the University stop its "racist policies."

The protest began with a noon rally in Meyerhoff Park attended by
about 800 students and workers, 200 of them high school students who had
marched to the campus from the Federal Building. About 300 students
marched to Murphy Hall after the rally and sent three representatives

inside to present their demands to Chancellor Young.
In Murphy Hall, the leaders entered the elevator, inadvertantly went to

the basement and finally arrived at Young's second floor office after

asking directions from members of the Daily Bruin staff. The chancellor,

however, was out of town Vice Chancellor Hobson then agreed to talk to

the protesters. ^ _ __ __ __ „ _; _ __
Comment

Hobson told the marchers, *'I got your demands and I can make very
little comment. ROTC is on campus and it will stay on campus. As to

buying burritos, the University has a purchasing agreement."
One student yelled, "Fuck you. Ramona Foods has an agreement with

the workers, too."

Hobson also said it was not University policy to take sides if they don't

know the issues. "Just don't buy the burritos." he said.

"I feel as you do about the war. I feel the war is something we should

not be in," Hobson said. He then agreed to sign an anti-war petition.

As to the last demand. Hobson said. "The University does not have
racist policies," whereupon students yelled, "bullshit, bullshit." "We
know damn well he's lying. How are we going to make them get rid of

ROTC and scab burritos." one student asked the crowd. "Sit-in at the

Chancellor's office," one student responded. Another student yelled,^

"Who is this pig? Has anyone ever seen him on campus before?"

Workshops
The marchers finally broke into two groups. akxH|t 75 students to

Schoenberg quad to conduct workshops, and about 20 others crossing the

street to the Social y/eifare building chanting "ROTC must go." Both

groups finally merged in the discussion groups.

Earlier at the rally, which dealt with issues £rom the bombing to

burritos. Pentagon Papers defendant Anthony Russo told students.

"There is a lot of myth that shrouds U.S. policy in Vietnam. There is all

this talk about North Vietnam invading South Vietnam. But there is

really no such thing as South Vietnam — it is all one country.

"

Russo said he had spent two years in Vietnam and had visited 20-25

prisoner of war camps there. "The situation is bad in the prisons there.

Prisoners are being toriured. and the jailkeepers couldn't give me a list

of prisoners because when it gets too crowded in their prison they sum-
marily take out the overflow and kill them."

Difference

Russo also told the audience there is a difference between the U.S. and
Nazi Germany. "The difference is we'll be out in the street demon-
strating. It will take a long time and involve a huge committment and
risks. If you stand for something, you have to put yourself on the line.

Richard Nixon has a lot of blood on his hands and he's not going to stop

unless you make him."
ilJonttnued on Page 4)
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SPRAY-PAINT — Slogans appeared on buildings, estimate it will cost $3,000 to repair the damaga and
walls and trash cans across campus Friday morning said Royce Hall may be damaged ptrmanentty
preceeding the anti-war demonstration. Sources because the sandstone cannot be sand^tostod

.

, Spray-paint damages Royce
Royce Hall may be permanently damaged by a Cowman said. "Vandalism like this can damage

num ber of spray-painted slogans that appeared on our buildings for years.

"

r\ ,

?: -
•

j«—__ •

4

it and other campus buildings late Thursday or
early Friday, according to Bert Cowman, physical
plant administrator here.

The slogans on Royce and five other buildings
should cost "at least $3,000 io remove," Cowman
said. The removal costs will be covered by the
campus maintenance allowance unless the
vandals can be identified, he sai.^

Extensive damage was also done to Kerckhoff
Hall, Ackerman Union and Powell library, while
'damage to Bundhe Hall and the Bomb Sheker in
the Science quad was less severe. Election walk
was also painted. _, ,^

"Some of the paint, on the^ft sandstone in front

Some of the slogans read "Bring -the war
home," "Victory to the NLF (National ]!jberation
Front), ' "Kick the ass of the ruling class," **No
class today, no ruling class tomorrow," and, in
front of the Daily Bruin office, "The truth in
print."

"Our sadly lacking operatiion budget wUl just
have to be used for cleaning up, wtiich means that
less windows will be washed and less floors swept
to cover the ext>enditure/* he said. -

Cowman denied the rumor that the Indo-ClmuL
Crisis Collition would be billed for the damage, by
saying "identifying the spray-painters would be
highly unlikely."

•I'm in sympathy with M^rihey ai^ sayiii^of Royce, will be almost impossible to remove, aboui t.^ ;«7^- they shiSSUZ^^because sandblastmg destroys the stone." way of posting their literZ* "^^sX

fr

TALISMANS
•'-^TrBnslation. of Ancient Occult text, reveal that l«ll,m.„,
are effective againM all peril, of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water; they
can be u.ed agaln.t all kind, of lllne..e., again.l .11 terror and
•ear, and as protraction against all forms of Magic. ajid_^Sore«ry
It is also writte„,'^,hat he wha, c.rrle. the.e amulet, with hi^
always, will be invulnerable for all hi. life^and that through
them one can acquire good will from hi. fellow man and good
fortune from the Fate..

Icon has selected talismans available, on T-.hirU ($5.00) and
^weat.hirts(t8.00),.o that yu may .vail your.elf of their power..
ihe.e tali.mans are made in strict accordance with all majoroccult precepts attendant thereto, with one exception; we believethat the form and design of the talisman i. ,he .11- importantlactor, and whether it is placed on a pleee of "virgin parchment"or engraved «n metal is of 1e..or .ignific.nce.

.„.^r'u"
««••«=•« '^h'ch of the eleven listed talisman, you de.ire,.pec.fy .h.r. (Tor Sweat), .Ize (S,M,L,orXL), .rt.eemen. (front orback), and .end your check or money order, with Ihi. .d, |« Icon -

Pontage and tax included
SEDUCTION...
AGAINST DISEASES... '

GRACE AND HONOR...
ALL MATTERS Of'lOVE...
COMPEL LOVE INSTANTLY...
AGAINST EARTHLY DANGERS...
PROTECTION ON A JOURNEY...
CAUSE LOVE IN INDIVIDUAL...
AGAINST DANGERS BY WATER...
REPRESS PRIDE AND ARROGANCE..
PROTECTION AGAINST ATTACKS BY ENEMIES. .. (.hown)icon, P.O.BOX 526, ALHAMBRA,CA 91

Vietnam opinions offered

at philosophy slide show
^ .-- ByRonRawson —

-

DB Staff Writer
The Philosophy Department and the Indochina Information P

sponsored a slide show and discussion on the Vietnam war here p
^^*

The program was scheduled as part of the moratorium anti-war "fl^^
prompted by the increased bombing in 5kHitheast Asia.

'^

The program began with a few^-emarks and background inform f

by Bill Schroeder, assistant acting philos^hy professor. He beca^ h"
saying that the war effort must be channeled into a meaningful dir r
to dispell several generally held myths surrounding the war
Schroeder said, 'The media and the President have given th

pression to the American people that the war is winding down but ih'^
entirely false. The public has also been lead to believe that Vietna

^ ^

two separate countries, but in reality it is one country that is embri^^ -^

a massive civil war. The last myth is that we are there to ficht r
*"

munism and to protect the free world from Communism
"^'

'Since many of us have been through anU-war efforts before wem
ask ourselves the question 'What has tecUcally worked*^' We must hUl
toward the long-range, far-reaching objectives we hope to accomDlish h
our efforts, rather than just short range immediate impact we create* -
The slides shown at the program were procured by the Indochina i

formation Project from both GIs and entertainers traveling in ^^nTif
."

Asia. The slides depicted massive defoliation projeSs hom^^^
peasants being relocated into '^refugee camps." some of the 20 mn f^bomb craters left by U.S. bombers in Indochina and many of ZIT
personal bombs in use by the military against the Vietnamese DeoDle

Jill Kodewald. a member of the Indochiha InformationProiPcf
narrated the slides. She said, "The peasants in Southeast Asia liveTl'
simple agrarian society with litUe mobUity. Rice has been the staple crnn
of these people for thousands of years. You can see in this slide anAmerican advisor teaching the people how to plant and grow rice ^'

At this point the 250 persons present burst into laughter The ilauchfpr
stopped abruptly when the next slide depicted mass killings and
decapitated bodies laying in ditches near My Ui.
Rodewald listed statistics as the slides were shown '"Rie U S airpower has effectively defoliated 20 per cent of all tiie forest and 50 oer

cent of tiie mangrove trees in Viettfam. Six million of Uie total 18 million
persons in South Vietnim have been relocated into 'refugee camps' andare ncHneless.

Saigon is the only place left where those who want to be safe from the
bombing may go. When Saigon was built by the French, it was intended to
house 300,000^,000 persons. It now is a refuge for four or five million
persons, witii a density of 130 persons per acre. (Tokyo has a density ofSpersons per acre.

)

^ ^
In the discussions tiiat foUowed. students said whOc Lyndon Johnsonwas m office as president, approximately 95,000 civilians a year diedfrom lK)nihinR raids flown by the U.S. Civilian deaths from bombinjjsw lo M'n^s been in office have mounted to 130,000 per year."
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Regent Carter: 'I've made a contribution
By Susie Hatago

DBStaM Writer ^ ^

At 60, Edward W. Carter has

snent one-third of his life as a

member of the UC Board of

Kegents.
'"%•'

He was first appointed at the

age of 40 in 1952 by then Gov.

Gdodwin^-Knight. He was reai

pointed to the Board by former

Gov Edmund G. Brown in 1966,

one of three Republicans Brown

appointed to the prestigious

position of Regent.

In an interview in his spacious

downtown Los Angeles office,

Carter, the president of Broad-

way Hale Stores, Inc., spoke of the

benefits of the 16-year term of a

Kegent.

Domination --^.'-

it keeps the University from

being dominated by any gover-

nor," he said. "No single governor

has fully gained control of the

))oard with the possible exception
,

of Earl Warren. - ,;.,

it also talces a good many
years before you become truly

effective as a Regent. Regents are

most useful during the latter"

years of their terms," Carter said.

One of the major areas Carter

was involved with as a Regent was
"I he long term academic plan-

ning for higher education in the

state ( the Master Plan for Higher

Education)." He and several

other Kegents participated in the

iorniiilation of the plan which sets

down guidelines for the publicly-

owned California colleges and
University. - -^ll^

A second Regental area in
which he was involved during the
50's and 60's was the planning for
three UC campuses: Santa Cruz
San Diego and Irvine. Carter said
the planning for these campuses
campuses was a **very im-
portant" task for the Regents.
-^ The third area of Carter's in-
terst and involvement was
"chairing the search committees
for UC President Charles J. Hitch
former UC President Clark Kerr
and participating m the selection
of former UCLA Chancellor
Franklin D. Murphy."
A Ull, grey-haired man who

speaks quietly and articulately,
Carter denied that the quality of
UC edqcation has diminished, but
said he was "apprehensive that it

might occur.

" ~ Diminished quality

"I don't see any tangible
evidence of diminution of
quality," the chairman of the
Regents' finance committee said.
"But Ithink it is true we have had
more problems attracting post-
doctoral scholars. The effect of
this may not show itself until 10 to
20 years down the line."

A graduate here in 1932 with an
AB in philosophy and economics,
Carter stressed, The University
of California is not alone in its

budget problems. Most of the Ivy
League schools and Stanford are
having desperate problems in

balancing their budgets." He
graduated Harvard Business
School with a MBA in 1937. '

Edward W. Carter

DB photD by Sutic Hatafo

A millionaire before he was 40,
Carter said he "never looked upon
tuition as a debate. It was proper
considering the financial sUte of
the University. The University of
California still is not high as
compared to other universities
and colleges.

"^e've done what we had to
do," Carter said
A man who dresses as con-

servatively as his politics, Carter
says faculty unions "are not a
good thing for the University.
Faculty ' me^mbers are
professional? people. They don't

Business as usual
.w

continues despite

anti-war activity
V

No business as usual?
It didn't really appear that way

Friday, despite a call for a
moratorium on classes and a
number of freshly painted
political slogans ("Kick the ass pf
the ruling class").

'

need a third party to represent
them. It's demeaning to faculty

" members to be considered part of
organized labor." '

Long service
After 20 years of Regental

service and 10 more to come.
Carter said "the greatest
"satisflictfon in life comes from"
doing effective work of con-
sequence in which you are in-

terested. Universities are perhaps
the most consequential op-
portunity for public service."

"I think I'm rather uniquely
suited to working at the trustee or

Regent level in higher education. I

find it interesting, challenging and
I think I've made a contribution,"
Carter said.

One third of his time is devoted
to non-business pursuits in the
areas of art, music and education.
He is a collector of 17th century

"T3utch paintings and trustee of the"
Southern California Symphony-
Hollywood Bowl Association and
the San Francisco Opera
Association.

He played freshman basketball
while an undergraduate here, but
said "I wasn't very good."

Classes during tfie noon to 2 pin
rally in Meyerhoff Park were not
really affected, despite the fact
that about 800 people were at the
rally. A cursory look at most
classrooms showed that nearly all

classes were being held, and that
students, for the most part, were
attending them. .

Students having classes during
this time in Math-Sciences,
Chemistry, Kins^y, Haines and
Moore Halls all said that the at-

tendance was about normal In a
fi^eshman chemistry class, some
students were having to sit in the
aisles.

Additionally, if a student was
not in class, it did not mean he had
gone to the rally. While Anthony
Russo was discussing the Pen--
tagon Papers, students all over

—

campus were quietly eating lunch
or lying on the grass, trying to

improve their suntans. Frisbee
games went on and the Ackerman
Union Terrace Room looked as
crowded as it does on any other
day. '

'

.

It's hard to find a student on this

campus who is not opposed to the

war, yet a lot of them expressed
the feeling that a moratorium
would not accomplish much.

Others implied that UCLA
students are simply out of

practice. "There's been a real lull

in student activism, especially

since the pressure from the draft

stopped. 1 think a lot of people are

having a hard time deciding

whether this will accomplish
anything."

AP wirephoto
TAKE THAT — Lin Hsiu-yin^, a member of the table tennis team from
the People's Republic of China, demonstrates her championship form In
a match against the United Natior^ international team. The match
tonight begins at 8 pm in Pauley Pavilion.

Tabletennis. :.
(Continued from Page 1)

Chuang is joined by seven men
and six women from the Chinese
national team, including Lin Hui-
ch'ing, 30, world women's singles

and mixed doubles champion, and^~
Chang Hsieh-lin, 31, mixed
doubles champion.
The American team consists of

10 men and 10 women, many of

whom toured China last year
following the world table tennis

championships in Japan. Glenn
Cowan, the 20 year-old west Los
Angeles resident whose long hair

and outgoing manner endeared
him to the Chinese, will not ap-

pear. He is in a Detroit hospital

suffering from a kidney ailment.

In other parts of their U.S. tour

the Chinese have talked with auto
workers in Detroit ("You work so

fast. When do you have time to

rest?" one player asked.), met

with President Nixon in

Washington, D.C. and exchanged
clenched-fist salutes with
Chicanos in Detroit's inner city.

-Anti-Communist demon-
strations, planned by evangelist
Carl M^Intire for every city on the

tour, have taken place, but they
have been peaceful and have not

disrupted any activities thus far.

At one match, Chinese players
balked momentarily when
protesters displayed Nationalist

Chinese flags, but they continued
to play when they were informed
that Americans have the right of

peaceful protest.

Mclntire has announced to the

local host committee his intention

to lead demonstrations today
"somewhere in Westwood," but

the committee has not expressed
concern about the protest.
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Mid-ienn Exam Seminar
The Leorning Skills Center is offering a

Mid-Term Exam Seminar to help students

prepare for^nd write mid-term exams. <

W^dnatdoy, April 26, 1:15-5^)0 p.m.

Pre-enrollmenl it requirfd: 271 Social Welfare, or cdl (82) 5-7744.

TN« is o student personn*! s«rvic« fr*« to oH ragulorly anroll^d ttudantt

Mtudent
committee
for the arU

WHArS HAPPENING
d weei^ly loolc at $1 tickets on

. sale to I'CLA students only at

: Ihe Kerckhoff Hqll Ticket Office

$1 TtCKETS ON SALE TODAY

JlltLEE JAMlllHISI
i

Jamaican singers, dancers, mu$l-

2 cians performing songs and dances

encompassing the entire range of

their native folk art.

You won't wont to tit still . . .
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Calls career 'quirk offate
. ... -X. i.

SLC, GSA elections set-

revised campaigns planned
•...-

. I
_*__^ By Heidi Yorkshire '„ J

DB Staff Writer

In an effort to make student government "more accessible to all

students, ' both the Student Legislative Council (SLC) and the Graduate

Student Association (GSA) have revised procedures for the student body

elections to be held May 10, II and 17.

"What we're trying to do is make the elections more open. People

entrenched in Kerckhoff Hallhave always had the inside track, but we're

trying to eliminate that head start," Steve Phillips, SLC election board

chairman, said.

There will be a full day between the SLC and GSA mandatory can-

didates' orientation meeting (May 2) and the formal start of cam-
paigning (May 4), although GSA platforms are due to the Daily Bruin

office May 2, and SLC platforms May 3.

In GSA elections, for the first time, candidates may be nominated by

petition rather than by the GSA Senate. A referendum, proposing to

(Completely eliminate the "nomination by the Senate" procedure from

the GSA* Constitution, will appear on the ballot also, according to Larry

May. GSA election board chairman.

Named 'Outstanding Senior' Monday, April 24, 1972

'Busy' Burch wins^award I Alumni honor Abrams
By Steve Rubin

DB Staff Writer

Clinton Burch's freeway-paced life style got a

breather last night jigy&n he accepted the Alumni
Association's Outstanding Senior Award at the Ah-

manson Theatre of the Los Angeles Music Center.

JlFreeway-pacfid lifestyle?," yoiiiisk. Well, Burch

"When he went bSck east, I ran his denartm
and got a lot experience. I got an appointmr.^f'
UPC and from there things skyrocketed IfiS ^
that toss I don't know where I'd be now 1 '*^

T^: everything

Community

The three GSA offices to be filled are president, first vice president (for

academic affairs) and second vice president (for community affairs).

" The 13 SLC offices available are President, Administrative vice

president, First vice president (must be a woman). Student welfare

commissioner, Student facilities commissioner. Student financial sup-

ports commissioner, Student educational policies commissioner.
Campus events commissioner. Cultural affairs commissioner, Com-
munity service commissioner, General representative (three are

jelected)^ National Students' .Association representative and Head yell

is chairman of the University Policy Commission
(UPC), a member of both the Judicial Review and
Registration Fee Sub Committees, director of

Community Services Commission, a member of

Student Legislative Council and a hard-working
political science major headed for Phi Beta Cappa
and, possibly. Harvard Law School. If that isn,'t

freeway-paced, what is?
f

'i was not always this busy," Burch said. *'I used

to spend a lot of time in the library studying but two

years ago I joined the Black Student Union and since

then my outside activites have been fierce com-
petitors with my studied;

could have been a di^^r."

^- Through *1ijs involvement in the
Services C<immission (CSC), Burch ahs b^""'^
greatly aware of problems in helping disadvantT^
communities. CSC is greatly involved in remefi
reading programs and consumer, housing and 7
vironmental protection -r ^

,

.

^'

Realities

''When I first became involved in the problems of
disadvantaged communities, I became ver
disillusioned. I could see the realities of how noorlv
things can get done, and how great they can get donl
I saw pettiness and lack of concern, but I also met a
lot of great people. My work in CSC has made it all
worthwhile.

leader.

Accident

"Actually my career in UCLA government was
sort of an accident, a quirk of fate. About a year ago
Lamar Lyons and I realized that one of us would
have to run for a student body office. We flipped a
coin, he lost and he had to run for office.

( • t'^r.v

_ "Looking at allrhy work in student affairs, I would
say "interesting," but in the sense that Mr. Speck
would say it on Star Trek. ;

"Scanning my experiences at UCLA, it is hard to
pinpoint my favorite moments. I would have to sav
that winning the intramural basketball cham
pionships as a member of Gary's Wonders was one ofmy favorite experiences." i _^

T^

J

T

.-. t

(Continued from Page 1)

Russo said the government "is

trying to intimidate individuals by
throwing the book" at Daniel

Fllsberg and himself. "But
history doesn't belong to the

government, but to the people.

Truth doesn't belong to the
goyern!nent, but to the people. If

people are ^ing to govern, they
have to know what's happening."

A spokesman from the Student
Mobilization Committee (SMC)
(SMC) told studente that for

"those who thought the anti-war
movement was dead, this rally is

a demonstration that they've been
dreaming. We must turn this

University

iflUiversitv."

c Clinton

Legislative

Community

into an anti-war

Burch, Student
Council (SLC)
Services Com-

missioner relayed to the crowd
that SLC had voted Wednesday
night to support a moratoriuih
Friday and the downtown march
Saturday. "SLC is about the most
reactionary body on campus and
to get that kind of commitment
from students concerned with

their own political power is really

something," Burch said.

A spokesman from the striking

Ramona Foods workers asked
students to "please help me. I'm
not much of a speaker, but $1.65

an hour doesn't go very far

towards paying the rent. Please
don't buy burritos on this campus.
Thank you, kids."

An Asian-American Studies
center representative told the

crowd that Richard Nixon is a war
criminal, and "should be tried on
charges that he is a war criminal
for waging a racist war," and a

representative from the Black
United Front in Jajcksonville said,

"I saw two of my brothers killed

over this bullshit, ass war »»

After the march, one student
organizer asked several Daily
Bruin reporters to "please not
make it sound as bad as it looks.

Just report there was a rally, and
that's all." "^
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By Cassy Mahoney Cohen

DB Staff Writer ,.

For those individuals who have

talten advantage of the increased

opportunities to communicate

student input to university ad-

minstration, you have Rhonda

Abrams to thank, among others.

Khonda Abrams has \^n tbfi.

Student Educational Policies

Commissiopier (SEPC) for the

past two years. Last night she was
awarded one of the two 1972

Outstanding Senior Awards by the

L'( LA Alumni Association in the

UCLA 72 Celebration at the Music

Center.

Abrams, who will attend

Harvard graduate school in

-education after graduation, has

worked during her two terms to

achieve more avenues for student

particpation within the university

and to institute profgrams to

improve the quality of un-
dergraduate education. She says
her role, according to the
university constitution, is "one of
a primary liaison between the
undergraduate student govern-
ment, and the administration and
faculty."

Purpose—-^ major purpose nas l)een to
increase the student's ability to
determine what happens to him at
UCLA, whether it's sitting on a
committee or being in class. We
have to make the university more
flexible for the students' ne^s as
they see them," she said,

j

Abrams noted several things
she felt she had helped to ac-
complish in office. They were;
changes in the breadth and
foreign language requirements,
proposals for course load
reduction, institution of the
Creative Teaching Information

Center (a center working to im-
prove the quality of teaching by
students working with faculty),
the freshman program, coor-
dmating a council from the UC
campuses, working on academic
reforms, increasing student
iiRput to faculty and ad-
mipistration in various waysr

UCLA DAILY BRUiN S

Rhonda Abrams

The biggest problem the student
of such,a large, university faces,
according to Abrams, is the "lack
of control individuals have over
their own lives". Although she
said some of it was the student's
own fault, for not trying to become
involved and aware, a "great deal
of it is institutional." Abrams
cited undergraduate majors as an
example and said, "Most uiv^
dergraduates take a major when
they aren't really prepared. Half
of the time it doesn't even really
fulllfill their needs."

Changes
Abrams hopes more individual

majors will be instituted in the
future. She herself has an in-

dividual major in education and
social change. "I don't think that
the department structure is the
most appropriate for the vast
majority of undergraduates," she
said. "We need a whole new look
at the role of the department,
which is. usually virtually
autonomous and has far too much
power. Students are at their
mercy." .^n ^
She would also like to see a

small undergraduate college
instituted and has worked for
changes in the tenure system.
"The whole idea of tenure is to
assure academic freedom. But,
too often it just retains in-

competent teachers. We need
revisions in the tenure system and
assistance to these teachers to
help them to improve their
teaching."

BSU sponsors seminar

program for prisoners
A small group of students have been going to two local prisons

every week, giving seminars in several school subjects since fall
quarter.

Workers in the Prison Rehabilitation Program of the Black
Students Union are attempting to educate inmates in history
English grammar, writing and poetry, according to Cheryl
©earmon, chairman xjf the program '

The semmars, apparenUy the first of their kip^, according to
Dearmon, are held at the California Institute for Women (CIW)
and the California Rehabilitation Center at Corona (CRC) which
houses male and female inmates.

'

Dearmon said the program concentrates mostly on women
because "women are neglected, interms of programs in prison and
educational needs. People don't usually think of wqmen when they
thmk of prisons." She said the crime rate for women, across the
nation, has risen 200 per cent as compared to the rise of 72 per cent
for men.

I*^ Rehabilitation program was funded by the Student
Legislative Council (SLC) and the University Policies Comissioh
( UPC) as of January of this year. However, the program has been
in operation since June, 1970.

Approximately three to five students, usually the same volun-
teers, go to the prisons each week to teach the seminars, according
to Dearmon, president of the BSU in 1970 and rehabilitation
program chairman for almost a year.

According to Dearmon, the prison administration is impressed
by the success of the seminars and she said, "Every time we go,
the signups for the seminars are filled. The program director of
the CIW has requested a new class on the study of law for women to
be started."

Dearmon added that the success of the inmate depends on
society. "Prisons reflect the institutions from which they are
derived. If society is brutal, the prisons will reflect it, and prisoners
cannot rehabilitete if society will not change . . . That's why there
is such a high return rate to prisons. . . Regardless of what people
say, there is a certain attitude people have towards ex-felons."

The motivation for the organization of the entire rehabilitation
program, according to Dearmon, was that "we as black people,
realize that black and brown people are overly represented in
prisons and we are trying to change society and its economic
focus."

She stressed the need for all kinds of books for inmates to read
and use as texts for the courses taught. Some of the books most
needed are; Before the Mayflower. The Making of the Negro in

America. Slavery^ to Freedom and A Program Approach to
English: English 3200. Volunteers for the rehabilitation program,
the prison symposium on April 26 and the George Jackson fnson
Movement are also needed. Volunteers may call 825-7404.
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HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .52 HUNDREDS OF -TAPES FROM $3 98
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK. BLUES. JAZZ. CLASSICAL. IMPORT

V

', • -*". New From Blue Note
C&injfcmes

MERRY-GO-ROUND
GRANT GREEN
SHADES OF GREEN

mi mn
FfOMCeSINGR
TOTAL RESPONSE

DONALD BYRD
ETHIOPIAN KNIGHTS

wfffrmrmf?^^
**^^

BST-84344

BST-84347

B$T^4349
BST-8435

1

BST-84352

BST-84353

BST-84355

BST-84360

BST-843^>2

BST-84363

BST-84369
BST-84373
BST-84374

BST-89901

BST89907

DUKE PEARSON/How Insensitive

ART BLAKEY/Roots & Herbs
DONALD BYRD/Electric Byrd
LONNIE SMITH/ Drive*

HORACE SILVER/ That Healin'

Feeling

CHICK COREA/The Song Of
Singing

JOE WILLIAMS/Worth V^feHing For
GRANT GREEN/Alive
BOBBY HUTCHERSON/Son
Francisco

WAYNE SHORTER/Odyssey of

Iska

ELVINJONES/Genesis
GRANT GREEN/Visions
JIAAMY McGRIFF/Block Pearl

JIMMY SMITH/Greatest Hits

HERBIE HANCOCK/Best Of

Any 2 For

$5.88

BST-84n8
BST-84140
BST-84277

BST-84279

BST-84280

BST-84289
BST-84296
BST-84301

BST-84312

BST-84324
BST-84328

<

BST84330
BST84334
BST-84335

DONALD BYRD/F ree Form
JOE HENDERSON/Poge One
HORACE SILVER/Serenode To

Soul Sister

HERBIE HANCOCK/Speak Like

Child

LOU DONALDSON/Midnight
Creeper
LEE MORGAN/Carombo
JIAAMY SMITH/Plain Talk

3 SOUNDS/Elegant Soul

LEE MORGAN/Charlsma
BLUE MITCHELL/Bantu Village

JACK WILSON/Song For My
Daughter
ANDREW HILL/Llft Every Voice
JACK McDUFF/AAoon Roppin'

LEE MORGAN/The Sixth Sense

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Aclcerman Union - Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must present this od for the Wilshire store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open late every night
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns art

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an

opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

coJumns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

How to stop LA polluting
by the Office of Envirormiental Studies

DB Ed/tor/a/
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Bum'tos
The vending service here is still selling Ramona

Foods burritos and other products, despite the efforts

of MEChA,"the Chicano organization here, to make
the University stop buying them . Supporters of the

Ramona Foods Teamsters' Union strike, which
began March 8, have applied to University ad-

ministrators for action, but Ramona products are
still in the vending machines on campus.
The obvious realization is that, despite the piles of

proletariat polemic that have been leveled at vending
—administrators, they are not going to stop buying
„ from Ramona Foods. Administrators from Murphy
Hall to the dormitories are under the umbrella of

University policy when they say, **We can't be
political and change companies because of a strike;

''

they are not going to change.

A young woman from Ramona Foods spoke at the

jrallyJriday , shouting in desperation toward^tuden
who were already marching away in their

^^revolutionary fervor'': **You motherfuckers talk

about the students and the workers. If you really care
about the workers, if you can feel our struggle to

make more than $1.65 an hour, for God's sake don't
buy those Ramona foods."

It is up to the students to stop University complicity
with the management of Ramona Foods Ss they use
scab labor to manufacture their products and ignore
the reasonable requests of their underpaid,
maltreated striking workers. —
The student members of the ASUCLA Vending

Advisory Board, Mark Bookman, Joe Mendlessohn
and Ross Arbiter, must demand that Ramona
products are removed from the machines: they have
the power to act.

But the most power to act is in the hands of each
student. There are other ^^Mexican foods" available
in the machines, as well as in the Coop. There is no
reason for any student to buy a Ramona product
except sheer insensitivity to the plight of workers
who are trying to make a living wage in decent
working conditions. '

'
"'

r

The City of Los Angeles is its own worst enemy.

Most of the pollution problems in Mayor Sam's

kingdom are caused by the City itself:

. The City operates the Hyperion plant which

dumps millions of tons of sewage into the ocean

every day.

- The City conducts garbage landfill projects.

— Each day the City of Los Angeles cuts down

trees in street-widening projects without

replanting. ^_- The polluted harbor is run by the City — so is

the noisy International Airport.

— The City runs two asphalt plants which pour

approximately 40 pounds of microscopic asphaltic

materials into the air.

LA. citizens are effectively — through their

outrageous taxes — paying for their own
destruction. -^

.

Having created an environmental Franken-

stein, the City has done absolutely nothing to keep
the monster pollution from efficiently making Los
Angeles an unfit plac6 to live. Given enough time,

the smog capital of the West coast may be a

disaster area— unfortunately, because there is no
environmental agency for the City, L.A. isn't even
eligible for federal grants.

This Tuesday, April 25, at 10 a.m. Los Angeles
City Council — your illustrious elected officials —
will decide if their City should have a Department
of Environmental Quality to deal with its millions

iviromnental problems.

If the Department is given approval the Citv rrf

Los Angeles would be forced into environment^
reform becaioe the Department would have thi
power to issue stop orders against any City offirT
agency, bureau or department which has a^'
tivities that adversely affect the environment
This Mfould place all of L.A. under the scrutiny f»f

an envinbnmental watchdog and no one not uLZ
Yorty or LAPD Chief Davis nor the Department!I
Water and Power t^d hide under official nS
tape:

—

^~^—, *—

^

r«i_

i
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They will be discussing a report— submitted by
the Government Efficency Committee (Coun-
oilmen Snyder, Wachs and Stevenson) which
recommends that a Department of En-
vironmental Quality be established for Los
Angeles. v

; ,
•

Can our Gty Council be counted on to do
something constructive for the environment?
Last year they failed to pass a similar ordinance

— will they be consistantly ihconsistant? They
issue enough resolutions supporting state and
federal legislation, but when it comes down to
THEIR city, are they willing to do something
progressive?

Additionally, such a Department would maki»
the City eligible for federal grants and would allow
the City to join with environmental groups on
filing legal suits against private polluters -in
effect, the City would be filing suit on behalf S
L.A. citizens — over 2 million of them.
The Department would be composed of a five-

member board on (appointed by the Mayor but
subject to the approval of the Council) which
would select a General Manager (also subject to
the Council's approval) who would supervise and
regulate the Department and enforce all
necessary rules and regulations.

Have no fear about the Mayor stocking the
Board with anti-environment people -- there is a
strong conflict-of-interest ckiuse which would
prevent the presidents of oil companies or the
chairman of the board for GM from being ap-
pointed.

IF the Council fails to pass the ordinance — as
4hey did last year — this wiU be just another in--

Letters to the Editor:

stance of local government's strenuous effort to
assist in L.A. 's ecological doom;
The Council session will be open to the public in

Room 340 of City Hall — all students, staff and
faculty concerned with environmental reform are
urged to attend the session. Paly the concerned
citizen and see city government in action — if

enough people attend, those CouncUmen opposing
the Department will not be so qiijck to make the !

issue into a crisis. -
'

1

Election time is always sooner than you think I

and we don't plan to forget who votes against the j

Department. Blackmail? Unquestionably. i

—Subm itted by Deborah Ashin I

No tenure for chem teacher

Right
The rather rude surprise which confronted those on

campus Friday should be treated as the act of van-
dalism that it was and no attempt should l)e made to
justify possibly ruining the facade of Royce Hall with
slogans.

Radicalizing the campus is not as simple as
painting **Kick the ass of the ruling class'' on tH^e
walls. We suggest that the lack of total campus
support for the noon rally Friday indicates that there
IS a lot of organizing and educating that ought to be
taking place.

These slogans may not only have been ineffective
but served to alienate people who did not wish to
associate themselves with the slogans or with the
activity they so poorly advertised. Certainly posters
or banners could have b^ used instead of defacing
buildings. Postering the campus would not only have
accomplished the same purpose, but it would have
been more effective.

Aside from the question of the slogans themselves
lies the question of where were the University Police
while the vandals were painting the front facade of
Ackerman Union. Unlike Kerckhoff, Powell, and
Bunche, Ackerman Union is well lit at night and sits
in a prominent position on Vi^estwood Plaza just one
block from the UCPD headquarters.

Isn't Westwood Plaza (at the very least) patrolled
somewhat regularly? If vandals can paint Ackerman
why can't they also break in to the Student Store*^ It
iieems all too apparent that campus police have

i^^.*?'^^'^.'* ""^^^^ ^"^ "'^'^y "^^'^ths without
demonstration or incident.

Kditor:

It is frustrating the degree to

which student opinion is con-
tinually disregarded on this

campus. In the latest episode of

this disregard for students we
have been told that Dr. D.A.
Lightner of the chemistry
department would be denied
tenure next year. After two
revolts following Dr. Graham's
and Dr. Zentner's firings last

year, it seems truly amazing that
the department again decides to
totally ignore a professor's
teaching ability in consideration
of his value to the university.

it is difficult to say what good
teaching quality is until one
finally encounters either a truly
terrible or a truly great teacher;
only then is one awakened enough
to recognize the mediocrity one
normally encounters. Lack of
concern for students has often
been mentioned as a bad teaching
quality, yet true lack of concern is

also rare among professors. On
the other hand, it is extra care and
effort that usually is lacking. Dr.
Lightner constantly went out of
his way to be helpful to students.
More important than that is the
ability to help students un-
derstand the subject. Here again
Dr. Lightner excelled. Finally,
Dr Lightner had the ability to
make a class spontaneous and
exciting as well as informative (a
quality that was lacking in my
physics class last quarter which
made it toteUy boring). Despite
all these qualities Dr. Lightner is
bemg fired.

One could not ask a department
to exist on teaching only, however
it would seem that at least two or
three positions in the department
could be retained for exceUent
teachers.

This letter is to announce a
petition drive sUrting tomorrow
to retam Dr. Lightner. I urge all of
I>r Lightner's former students to
sign that petition. I also urge
students to write letters to the

Bruin expressing their opinion in

this matter. Although science
majors are thought to be non-
political, I hope studenU will take
the time to express their opinion
on an issue of such immediate
concern to them.

Ibrahim Helmy
: Sophomore

Positivism
Editor: *

In these troubled times, it can
be quite refreshing to see the news
of the day reported with a per-
vasive sense of optimism. This is

why I was particularly delighted
to read the April 18th DB headline,
a jovial reminder which read,
"Previous Heagan Visits Plagued
by Violence." I would like to offer
my appreciation to the editors as
well as assurance that in my
opinion they are "top notch" and
can expect immediate
professional employment upon
graduation. Until then, I will wait
in anxious anticipation of reading
LA. times headlines such as,
•Another Summer. . When WiU
the Violence Begin?" or maybe,
Two Years Since Viet Withdraw!

U.S. Due for More War."
Thanks again!

Bob Lynch
Senior. Psycobidogy

Eire ire

• (^1

Fditor:

I am writing to you, becauK
much has been said about the
violence in Ireland (I hate
violence), but nothing has been
said about what the people in
Northern Ireland receive (Roman
Catholics). Did you know that
their schools are supported 85
percent through the taxpayer's
money, and that the tMchera'
salaries are paid? This does not
happen in this country Then
again, southern Irish instMMl d
being treated as aliens can enter
BriUin and, work (evon gov«ni-

ment employment), this again

does not happen here. They then

receive pensions or social secur-

ity, and can even go on welfare

while still being citizens of Eire,

not to mention medical benefits.

Regarding internment, people

are not taken away unless they

are fiOund with gims or bomt»

which to my mind only means

violence. Maybe there would be

less violence in this country if

someone did something about

possession of guns.

The main instigators of this

violence are the IRA who are from

Eire. How would you like

Canadians^ to come down here

bombing and shooting, because

many years ago the USA belonged

to Britein?

With regard to the USA in

tervention in the Irish affairs, I

think it would do well to take care

of its owh affairs which are many.

Frpm a tine pacifist.

Lynn M. Barnett

Department ofHistory

.^
'•-'
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More gold
Kditor:

The logic behind the decision to

limit the wearing of the gold

fourrege to those with a 3.6

escapes me. (Perhaps this is

because my GPA is only a 3.4, not

indicative of any exceptional

intelligence according to the

University.) The honor is not

lessoned by the number of people

receiving it. It is an achievement

in an absohite sense and not

relative to the number of

honorees. I would think that the

University would be proud if the

whole graduating class could

achieve this!

Speaking for those seniors who

have worked hard and had looked

forward to wearing tbe gold

fourrege, I certainly hope that the

University is flexible enough to

reverse Mm decision.

Na^ie withheld

iteJsIl! Monday, April 24, 1972
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A solution for Bio 1?
•/-—' •• -H.

Editor:

I
have been following the

Biotogy 1 controversy with some

disinterest, but I am finally

to write. It is about time for it to

take a new direction. Until now,

all we have heard is complaints,

many vafd, by disgruntled

students and TA's alike. AH this

accomplishes is the widening of

the rift between students and

leachfiTS'in these classes. Here is

a positive suggestion for a change.

I think 1 am somewhat qualified,

having taken Bio lA-B over two

years ago.

First of all, I see no reason why

an introductory course must
necessarily be Uught by experts

in their fields. This promotes not

only disunity of the course but.

also the inclusion of some very

poor teachers. The information is

basic enough to be taught by one

person who need not be an expert

in any one field of biology (th(Nlgh

he should be an expert at

teaching) . He could hold a position

similar to that of Albert Hoxie in

the History Department; that is, a

Lecturer, who would do no

research except to keep up with

^ developments in biology. He
could be hired on the basi^ of his

knowledge of biology, of course,

but also by student evaluation of

his teaching if he has taught

before. A former teaching
assistant might fit this descrip-
tion. 1

A second point concerns the
laboratory. When 1 took Bio lA in
Fall '69, it was the first quarter
aft^r the Bio 1 series was reduced
from three to two courses, and the
lA lab was optional. It has been
mandatory ever since, I believe.
The atmosphere was much more
relaxed and the lab more en^
joyable than the next quarter
when IB lab was required. I

propose making the Bio 1 labs
optional again so that only those
truly interested in learning will
attend, while those interested only
in the grade will be mercifully
absent. Having all but completed
the Zoology major, I can state that
there is very little in those labs
that would be needed in later
courses that could not be picked
up quickly if needed. And the
conscientious students would go tb
lab anyway.
This may not be the best

solution or even a good or prac-
tical one, but it beats reading a lot

of sob stories about it in the Bruin.
Why dbn't the rest of you who have
something constructive to say
come out and say it?

Eric Johnson
Senior, Zciology

NUh;tc
f
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THE XHAN is TBE ilLLBinil
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Home has been a lot bf places for Christopher Kearney.

He grew up in the rural village of Lindsay, Ontario

and spent his musically formative years listening to Buddy
Holly, The Everly Brothers and such now-legendary

masters, and was moved to try his hand at playing the

music. He began with the inevitable rusty-stringed, cast-off

guitar and, not knowing to restring it to suit his left-

handedness, he turned it upside down and learned all the '.

chords backwards—a style he still uses, much to-thc^ ^ -^ -

dismay of jam-session musicians who try to follow him.

At sixteen he left Lindsay, traveled a bit, finding his

way to Columbus, Georgia, banjo-picking with blue-

grass pro David Berg. California next, where he played

every closet folk club in the Bay Area. Next came the

U.S. Army, Vietnam and helicopters, but he doesn't

talk about it. Finally, St. John's, Newfoundland,

parents, food and rest.
'

"

• ' - -

While attending Memorial University Christopher met

Gordon Lightfoot, who provided the artistic attention and

encouragement necessary at that stage of his career,

and by 1968 Christopher was back in San Francisco, playing

better clubs. The peripatetic Kearney returned to Toronto

in 1969, signed with Lightfoot's Early Morning Productions,

an association which introduced him to Dennis Murphy
of Sundog Productions.

'v
,

,,

Now Christopher lives in Toronto and this is his first, long-

planned album, produced for Sundog by Dennis. Together

they've created something that gives focus to all those miles

and all those years. Seven of the ten songs are by Chris-

topher; the other three appear because he likes them.

Christopher Kearney, the album and the man, inseparable

—

as is the case with all truly thoughtful and intuitive artists.

He invites you into his music. For him, it is home. ^0^

TBB AIAUin IS THE

DinnerSpecialm
SERVED 3-10PM

*'V

Capitol (ST- 11 043)

iscount records
Specially Discount Priced

$5.98 List You Pay $3.57

^ 4 Pieces of
Brodsted Chicken

with... X/^--

GoleSlaw^A
Broosled Potatoes _

Hot Roll & Butter
*^* Baked FVitoto

B* Extra

—
-L„.

#'H
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X, -^

Norm's

iVJMlVllIliK

PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDA
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Off-SeasMi Rates, In-Scason Rm

I

ACAPULCO PRINCESS
NOTIL Y CLMR DS SOLf
Fantastic new hotel with
everything including a
waterfall bar jrUhe
swimming pool,

discotheque, night club and
restaurants. 4 days. 3 nights.
$58.* including unlimited
daytime outdoor tennis/

1 PliRRI MARQUIS T
" CLURM QOLT
Located on Revolcadero
Beach, with its own ~

championship golf course.
Every room has a terrace
and ocean view. 3 days.

2 nights. $38.* including
unlimited greens fees.

3 LAS RRISAS
Different from other hotels.

this one is a cascade of
pink terraced casitas. each
with its own pool. 4 days.

3 nights. $67,* ir>cluding

~pin^ and Mrhit« i99Q wfth —
unlimited mileage. And
all tips.

kTIOMAL

swimming pool. 3 days. 2
nights. $18.50.* including

-^*^elcon>e tropical cocktatfr

NTATT

This new hotel is located

;, right on the bay in a lush
tropical settir>g. 4 days. 3
nights. $37.* includir^ cover "

charge to El Numero Uno
Supper Club.

SILCAMO
Right on the bay. every room
has a view and balcony.

Beautiful grounds, a private

beach and a spacious

4 NOLIOAY INN
ACAPULCO
A new kind of Holiday Inn
or> the beach with two
pools. 8 days, 7 nights. $54.*

including the sevehth night
Iree of charge.

7 WL PMSSIRCN1I
Located on Condesa beach,
this hotel is a famous
international gathering
place. Swimming pool,

restaurants and bars. 7 days
and 6 nights. $69.* including
25% dinner discount.

In Acapulco, everything
happens at full speed, even in
the summertime. There's plenty
to keep you busy-jai alai,

bullfights, the La Quebrada
divers, water skiing, swimming,
cruising or parachute riding
around the bay, fishing and golf.

Then, the fantastic discotheques
and nightclubs that keep right
on swinging till dawn. Not to
mention all the restaurants
Serving every type of
international cuisine. And, of

8 CONMSA DIL MAR
Right on the beach, every
room has a view of the bay.

A tropical setting with
~~^ pools. 3 days and 2 nights.

$33,* Including full American
breakfast. ,r

9 ACAPULCO NILTON
Set In fantastically lush
grounds, this hotel has
everything you want for a
perfect vacation. 3 days, 2
nights. $30.50, including

—Acapulco Bay cruise.

10 paraiso/aaArriott
Here, every day's a fiesta

day right on Acapulco Bay.
4 days, 3 nights, $39.95,*

including complimentary
beach equipment.

11 IL MIRADOR
A rambling tropical hotel

nestled in the Quebrada
cliffs, home of the famed
Acapulco high divers. 4
days. 3 nights. $24.35*
including diving show. A
Western international Hotel.

12 CLUROI PISCA
The only hotel with its own
fishing boats. Six acres of

tropical gardens and two
pools. 4 days. 3 nights, $34.*

including one day deep-sea
fishing.

13 CALITA
A Western International

Hotel on the bay next to

Morning Beach. Every room
has a terrace and bay view.

4 days, 3 nights, $23.50.*

including one scuba diving

lesson.

course, hundreds of delightful
shops. What's more, the whole
time you're there, you'll be
saving money on your hotel.
And on Western Airlines, you'll
enjoy our Fiesta Flight service in
Coach, First Class legspace for
all and Champagne for all adults.
Round-trip reserved space Youth
Fare from Los Angeles is just $168,
including tax. So don't wait --Do
Acapulco Now. Send in the coupon
for a free, full color brochure on
off-season Acapulco vacations. .

Ask your TVavel Agent- he knows! Or call
us toll-free from these areas: Los Angeles at
776-2311; Beverly Hills at 273-8310; Santa
Monica and Van Nuys at 788-6020; El Monte
at 443-0261; Glendale at 246-7311; Orange
County at 534-0881; San Pedro at 537-4706;
Kedondo Beach-El Segundo- Inglewood at
646-4311.

)Illl!?l^?'*
AIRLINES TOUR DEPARTMENT

I 6060 Avion Drivs

Prices bas^d on per person/double occupancy dIus air far«Features .n addition to those listed areSfffn^each^ackage.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Lot Ang«l«s, California <K)009

Please send your Free Acapulco brochure to:

I

I

rume
campus

address

.^miX.

»P
fny travel agent it

TT^Mfestem
THE CHAMPAGNE AIRLINE

I

I
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lattars to the Editor

A premed Strikes back
F:ditor: .

Unless you stop trying to get A's

and settle for C*s, unless you quit

striving to learn to your highest

potential and drop down to half

that pot<^ntial, unless you give up

straining to arrive at a point of

excellence and down grade
yourselves into blissful

medi<yrfly. you will be singled out

as "the lowest form of scum that

exists on" North Campus, a title

that, in a letter published in the

DB April 13 was awarded to me as

a "Premed" student.

Since the author of the above

mentioned letter was too

cowardly to sign his nieime, I will

have to address him in the

manner that will best describe his

cowardliness:

Dear Mr. Chick Enshit:

In your letter, besides correctly

pointing out wrongs commited by

the A:M.A., you mentioned two

conditions as being wrong. First

you stated that 'Tremeds are

forced to study under tremendous

pressure and the competition for

grades." NjBxt yoM stated: "The
Jiorrendous competition rein-

forces the elitism and professional

arrogance found within many
physicians today." I disagree with

you when you say that these two
conditions are wrong.

If a student cannot cope with a

certain amount of pressure and
does not develop an air of total

self-confidence (a quality that you
have mistaken for professional

arrogance) you would not want
him to be your doctor. The reason
is simple. Imagine for a moment
that you are married to that

person who means more to you^'

than any other person in the world
and that she is having a baby. Now
suppose that instead of arriving as
nature intended her to your child

gets her umbilical conl tangled
arodnd her neck,

t

^

At this point do you want to have
a doctor for your wife and
daughter who cannot cope with
pressure and who lacks total self-

confidence? Could you endure it if

that doctor cracked under
pressure and let your baby girl

die? Could you ever have faith in a
doctor again when as a result of

his lack of self confidence this

physician hesitated for an instant

and harmed your wife? You're
damn right you couldn't

7 For these reasons 1 state that it

is much better for a Premed
student to fuid out that he hasn't
the self-confidence to cope with
pressure while he is sUU in
Premed and his only victims will
be the tests that he flunks, and not
innocent women and children.
And as for you Mr. Enshit, you

SQund as if you are suffering fix»m
a bad case of spoiled grapes.
What's wrong? Did one of those
"grade-grubbing" Premeds that
you are whining about "grub" a
grade from under your nose? If

so. don't worry about it. for as the
old adage goes, "You c^'t make
chicken pie out of Chick Enshit.

David Lewis Cook
Premed— English

Bikes
Editor:

After the interesting com-
mentary April 19 on police
harassment of bicyclists, I

thought I'd add my note.

Last November, riding along
Wilshire just about sundown, I got
a warning ticket from some un-
derworked cop for not having a
light or license on my bike (he
didn't care that I had a leg light in

my back-pack). Well I bought a
light, two big reflectors, and a
license Tor my bike, but I lost the
ticket. '

Last January, coming home
from the library at midnite, I had
the audacity to make a right-turn

against a red light (on my
bicycle) without stopping;
Another underworked cop pulled
me over to give me a moving
violation and a lecture about how
bicycles cause car accidents.

When he called in on a "routine
check" and found the outstanding
ticket, he handcuffed me, threw
me and my bike in the back of his

car and hauled me to the Purdue
St. jail. Three hours and $63 in bail

later. I was allowed to leave.

Of course, the next week, the

judge gave me back all mymoney
and dismissed the moving
violation. But I was very sorry to

have taken up the time of those

brave defenders of law and order
who might do better rounding up
real highway criminals instead of

us pollution alleviators.

>_ J Wes Ashford

Med. II

co// home fhe Alaskan wilderness
«
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SDS combatting racism
S by Steve Gushing
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The article **SDS Joins the Liberal Camp." by
Bruce Mishkin (DB Tues., April 18), is so full of
lies and distortions that, as with everything else
written by the Spartacist League, it is difficult to
tellhow much of it is deliberate deception and how-
much is psychotic fantasy. The antics of the
Sparts are already quite familiar to many people
at UCLA. It was the Sparts who disrupted
meetings of the Radical Sisterhood so intensively
that the membership finally gave up and voted to
dissolve the organization. It was the Sparts who
disrupted last week's History Department
Colloquium on The History of the American Left
by raving on and on about how one of the speakers,
a member of SDS, had "sold out to Stalinism" and
how another had "sold out to social democracy."
And it was the Sparts who disrupted this week's
Indochina Crisis Coalition moratorium-planning
meeting, wasting almost an hour and a half of
valuable time. As with the Sparts in general, the
best way to deal with Mishkin's article is to ignore
it and to present an accurate account of what
happened at the SDS convention.

The SDS International Convention Against
Racism, held at Harvard University from March
30-April 2, was one of the most successful In the
organization's ten-year history. Over 1500 people,
about one-third of them black or Latin, came from
all over the U.S. and Canada to diSuss and for-

mulate a strategy for fighting racism in all its

forms. Many Haitian, Ethiopian, Irish and other
foreign students studying in the U.S. also at-

tended, making the convention truly intefnational
in scope. * : .

The rulers of this country paid tribute to the
importance of the convention by the tremendous
efforts they made to keep it from taking place^.
Harvard pulled every trick in the book to justify

not iiveing us rooms, but finally had to give in

because of student-faculty pressure. Border-
guards confiscated the literature of the people who
came down from Canada and gave them a hard
time getting into the U.S. The FBI told the bus
company that had been hired to bring people from
Chicago that they would have their license

revoked, if they didn't cancel the busses. People
organized car pools and came anyway, we^l over
100 strong.

Workshops
The main pari of the convention consisted of

over two-hundred workshops on every aspect of

racism, imperialism, and sexism. Strategy and
Tactics for Fighting Racist. Textbooks..JU^Jmr
periaiism in Africa, Racism and Sexism, and
Prison Rebellions are only a few of the titles of
-workshop topics. In the workshops, people
hammered out resoluBkis to be voted on at the
plenary sessions, incuraing statements of prin-
ciple and programs of action. Among the over
twenty-five resolutions passed was one accusing
the U;S. government of pushing racism, one
calling for a boycott of the 1972 elections and
presenting an alternative to them, one con-
demning the proposal now before several state
legislatures to sterilize welfare mothers, and one
presenting a program for fighting racist teachers
and textbooks. -^ . . , . ^.

This convention marked a significant step
forward in the history of SDS as a serious anti-
racist organization. For the first time, a majority
of the elected international leadership consists of
minority students. The International Interim
Committee is now over half black and Latin and
two of the three International Secretaries are
black. SDS used to be an almost all-white
organization and there were some people who said
that minority and wliite students could never work
together in the same groups. This convention
shows that they were wrong. Students are getting
together all over North America to stop racism
dead in its tracks.—

At the SDS convention Mishkin's Spartacist
League was true to form. First they introduced a
motion to have all resolutions voted on before
workshops were . held, but they were over-
whelmingly voted down. They then called a press
conference and announced that a "split'' was
developing in SDS because "most" of the people at

the convention were upset by the "bureaucratic"
way in which it was being run. The^bsurdity, of

course, is that there were oply about fifty Sparts
there. ,

disrupt
Having failed to keep the workshops from taking

place, the Sparts proceeded to attend and disrupt
as many as they could. I attended one on "The
R!acist Theories of Jensen, Shockley, and Herrn-
stein," along with about thirty other people of

varying degrees of familiarity with these theories

who wanted to discuss what the theories were and
how to fight them.

(Continued on Page l<^:|
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Tom Doehrman at Pan-Am 629-3292
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Anniversary of Armenian massacres
Kdiior:

1

* V^
i_:j:

Another April Mth has come for

the Armenian people to com-

memorate the l.S million Ar-

menian Martyrs who were the

victims of the Araicnian Genocide

by the 'Turkish 09vemment in"

1915. We have commemorated
this sad day in Uk history of the

Armenians and ia the history of

Mankind for 57 years, and to this

day nothing has been done to bring

justice to the Armenian people,

who were the victims of this

systematic genocide which is well

documented by numerous
governmental and historical

sources. For 57 long years the

survivors of this genocide and
their children and grandchildren

have peacefully attempted to

attain justice and reparations for

the criminal acts of the Turkish

government, and the return of our

historical homelands which were
forcefully taken from the Ar-

jnenia^s during the genocide by^-

Ihe Tifrks. For 57 long years the

survivors of this genocide and the

new generations have attempted

to present their case to the world,

however the world has had a deai

ear to our cause. : . ....^ ^

Many people ask the question.

Why should the Armenians
continue to speak of justice for an

event which took place 57 long

years ago; what does what hap-

pened to a small group of people in

_Asia^ Minor so many years agp^

have to do with what is happening

i« the world today? The answers

to these questions are that it is

hard for those of us who have had
relatives who were able to

somehow survive the genocide to

be unaffected when they relate to

us the experiences .they had to

endure, the murdering of entire

families; many of us were
deprived of the experience of

knowing what it is to have had
grandparents because they were
murdered by the Turks 57 long

years ago. Genocide is not a dead

issue in today's world society; it is

continually being practiced today

in different parts of the world
from Vietnam to Africa to

Bangladesh to America.

We Armenians will not^ stop

demonstrating and fighting for

the justice and reparations which
is our right, and the return of our
lands until that day we have
secured these demands. Also, we

at people who have ex-

perienced the act of genocide will

continue to protest all such acts

and will work for the elimination

of this barbaric weapon from
being used by mankind.

On Monday,April 24 there will

take place a peaceful demon-

stration on the occasion of the 57th

commemoration of Armenian

Martyrs Day in front of the

Turkish Consulate at 1901 Avenue
of the Stars, Century City, Los

Angeles (Near Century Plaza

Hotel, and Santa Monica Blvd.)

beginning at 12 noon and ending at

5:30. This demonstration is

organized in order to present a

demand that the Turkish
government render an admission
of guilt and surrender historic

Armenian territories occupied by

Turkey, that redress and justice

be meted for the Turkish

Genocide of 1915 in which 1,500,000

Armenians were massacred. We

urge everyone to join us for the

sake of Humanitv and Justice.

Sarkis Ghazarian
"'

April 24 Commemorative
Committee

Sereal^
VAiXor:

There are those limited who
cannot write their own thing. Thus
it is easier to write a parody of

something already written which
method is no more effective than
the twisted repetition it becomes.
Since Loren G. Lee will teach, he
will live on as another classroom
functionary who merely echoes or
parrots something said, written,

something bigger.

For myself, your tnky scrat-

chings are less than annoying. But
I will try to help you. Listen. You
probably write what you are. You
probably are what you eat. I

imagine Loren starts his day off

with a plastic bowl of Rice
Krispies. Your writing like the

cereal, snaps, crackles, u^
turns soggy and is of a tasteS
dull, thus it is chewed spitt?
never digested. Strain the RTceKrispie effect from your four-year

^education. You're muddled Ri.
Lpff the box top. mail4t 4^ Zsomeone will send you the same
pratUe which you dish out

I write letters of what I feel
Uren, the senior, replies, reoeab;
writes parody ~ a sarcastic^ho
Write or teach what is of yourself
Don't settle on becoming an echo
which can only bounce to fade
away. Let's read what Loren
writes, not what he thinks of mine
Make the point that your letters
fail to put across because if you
have one, it is about as clear as a
cup of coffee from the Dixie
Wagon. -

P.S. Twice you've written this
title: Loren G. Lee, Senior
English and four-year Student
Well, I'll bet you even buy books
for their titles.

^
- -• ' -.1- Wayne Williams

L-r 4

SuS fight continues . .

.

Vi .
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I

SIX WEEKS OF STUDY
AND FUN IN MEXICO f^

July 9- August 17
For Teochers, High School 4 College Students Accredited dosses ir^ Spanish. Mexi-
con Culture, Music, Art. etc., ot beautiful AAonterrey Technological College. S425
includes tuition, board, rootx}. laundry, and trips.

Eorn 2 semesters high school or 6 college credits. For details and catalogue, con-
loci Groo^ teoder. Dr R.chord Martin between 8 and 9 30 any evening at GR8-
3687

^^.r.-
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Btackheads' Doom
FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHIER SKIN

trmauae
Vocuum Slun Th^ropy^

Removal of Blockheads & Whiteheads

- 5514 Wllshire Blvd. -:1—
931-4242

Irommm R0I4

1/2 Pric^v-

^ 8y appointment

M: F8:30.11 A.M.
Sat. 10:00-3 P.M.

1

(Continued frooi Page •) __ i L _
~ About ten Sparts were also there, but they had no
intention of letting such a discussion take place.

They kept on saying that it was a waste of time to

discuss racist theories and that what we should be
talking about instead was 'Trotsky's transitional

program of 1938" and. "the need for a lobor party**.

The rest of us told them that, if they wanted to

discuss those things, they were welcome to have a
workshop on them, but that we wanted to talk about
racism at that time. After wasting about a half hour
on this, the head Spart made a statement abut how
we were "selling out to liberalism" by discussing
racism and they all walked out. Other people
reported similar things happening at a few of the
other workshops, but, fortunately, there weren't
nearly enough Sparts to go around for all of them -

The Sparts are perhaps best described as a bunch
of "socialist" dilleUntes. They would like to have us
all discuss their verson of "socialism" from now
until the end of the world, as long as we don't do
anything to bring socialism about.
SDS, in contrast, invites everyone — socialist,

communist, radical, liberal, or anything else — who
wants to do something abut racism, imperialism,
and sexism to join us. Last quarter SDS worked with
other people in the Uft Unity Coalition to fight the
use of the racist Elements of Psychology as the
Psych 10 text. That book has now been removed from
the reading list of that course. At the same time, we
successfully fought, along with CASA and MECHA,
the racist firing of Raymond Brito by ASUCLA.
Perhaps this is why the administration has just sent
us a letter threatening us with being thrown off
campus again.

9
Infe r national

C I o s s e s

April n

Nay 3

my to

NKy 17

my ?4

SPRING guMTER SCNCOUIC

!"* w?f? . -r"'' - V»9ft«blM and fish, d^p fried
1« a light batttr. Taught by li Sano.

'Trtm IraiU '.'.•,./,, - A main dith of fish, watpork and black ktant. Taught by Jan« IV)ta.

from Austria "GuyUa" aoup and "Apael«tred«l"
dciMrt. TfURhf hy Narl« Jor«W.

f^S t-rij. "our duppling, .UN ricr U^l Jj '

^7!Z **?!!!• ^'• •*''• - •'•'^•«« b'wk-^^ p„,

Okils" • *" *''''*^ ^•"•^» b/F1del«
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icio EACH WONISOAV AT 7:00 p... rQR fl ni HH CLASS.

to tir-«» »r* afirontd Sl^-up, ,nd clatJM ar« at th»

IWIWIATIOMI STUOCWT CfNTfU
1023 HHtHrd Avmur

MrstMDod

_ This quarter we are encouraging militant action
against ROTC as a concrete way that students can
fight against support for the war by the university
We are fighting Edward Banfield's The Unheavenly
City, probably the most racist book ever written by a
high government official. The book, which claims
that "lower-class culture" is "pathological" and that
ghetto "riots'* are not rebellions against racist

conditions, but are "mainly for fun and profit" and
result from "(hieoiitbreak of animal spirits", is being
taught sympathetically in Sociology 124 by a
professor who seems to be unable to open his mouth
without making a racist joke or slur. A Chicano
student has aked SDS for help in fighting a chemistry
professor who has been verbally abusing her in a

racist and sexist way and we are now discussing
what to do about this. With other people we have
confronted the people in charge of the vending
machines to demand that they stop selling Ramona
burritos, since the Mexican workers who make them
for $1 .65 an hour and who get deported when they try

to organize for better conditions are now on strike.

On April 29, International SDS is cosponsoring, with

several other groups, the May Etey marches in Los

Angeles,.Washington, D.C., and Seattle, under such
slogans as "U.S. Out of S.E. Asia Now — Stop the

Racist Bombings!", ^'Workers and Students
Unite! ", and "All Racism Must Gp!"
Through all the discussion and resolutions that

came out of the SDS International Convention
Against Racism, there was reaUy, in the last

analysis, only one overriding conclusion. SDS is

goin^ to fight racism wherever w^ find it and no one

— university administrations, police, or the Spar-

tacist League— is going to stand in our way. Join us!
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Tracksters upstagedby
AAonday, April 24, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN u

uartemiler °A I LY
s '^ « By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

PALO ALTO — The Bruins and Trojans impressively exhibited their
dominance over Stanford and California again Saturday, 10(M5 and 93-52
respectively, but appropriately enough, it was a 50 yearsjld doctor'
wearing a Stanford jersey, who set the world record witnessed by some
13,000 appreciative Bay Area fans in Stanford Stadium.
Gray-bearded Alphonse JuiUard broke the senior men's (50 year-old

and up) quarter mile mark with a sg § lap that had the parUsan crowd in

an uproar beginning about half-way thisough when the stumpy, balding
doctor first began chugging by his more formidable loolpng peers The
spectators present, not only more than doubled the tHrnout the same four
schools performed before in Los Angeles two weeks earlier, but con-
stituted the largest dual meet track delegation at Stanford since 1956
Juillard, who got his speed work by winning last week's Meet of

Champions' Senior 100, could only gasp, "I died," after being helped to
his feet just past the finish. "I died. I died. I just went out too fast " he
muttered, shaking his head.

Chappins runs strong mile
UCLA's Ruben Chappins went out fast for a change too in his mUe race

and conversely beamed, "I feel great." Always a strong finisher, Ruben
uncharacteristically set the pace and won in his all time best of 4 : 05.0.

Coach Bush told me to start running fast time or forget about the Pac-
8 meet," Ruben exclaimed. "I hadn't been running fast early before
because of my poor arm action," he continued. It was partly due to a lack
of concentration. And that was why I taped my fingers as a reminder
before this race." ..'. r- -^-J— ,..

For a moment, it looked like Chappins was going to be out-kicked by
Stanford's Steve Mittelstaedt. But Ruben responded to the challenge and
won going away again. "I heard the crowd and realized he was catching
meontheturn,"heacknowledged. *

'But I felt I could outrun him.^*

Edmonson Mazes
Warren Edmonson couldn't tell anything from the crowd because at

least half seemed to be pulling for him and his return near his own
backyard (Oakland). Despite a false start that held him in the blocks a
little longer than usual, he tied Larry Questad's stadium best of 9.3. Don
Quarrie won in 9.4 in Southern California century's with Cal.
Afterwards, a happy Bruin coach Jim Bush playfully chided Warren
You should have had about a 9.2. That was one of your worst starts ali

year. And even (Steve) Gibson beat you out of the blocks."
ril get a 9.2," Warren informed the Bruin mentor. "I was just fooling

around and got caught trying to get a flyer on the flase start. " ^- -

Gibson, after equalling his lifetime best of 9.5 in the 100, came up with a
puJled muscle in the 220 to throw the Bruins' injury plagued 440 relay into
even worse confusion. He, Reggie Echols and Gordon Peppars have all
been hurt now and even when healthy have had a rough time just ex-
changing the baton.

Echols returned with a fine finishing 48.2 in the 440 Saturday and
Peppars is expected to try another comeback this weekend.
Bruin field men swept all seven^Hrsts in their specialties as Rogef

Freberg, Kent Pagel and Rory Kotinek aU achieved life-Ume bests in the
discus, shot and javelin respectivdy. Pagel, who had numerous tosses
around 58 feet ( 58-5) , thinks he'U be in the sixUes before long.
"I've been doing 56 feet standing still and I should be able to do at least

five feet better with a normal start," Kent suggests. "I did nearly 60 in
practice so I think I can be in the sixties by the Pac-8 meet.

"

Pagel's record put may have been hindered by Stanford's measuring
markers, according to fiekl coach Tom TeUez. The Farm was using
metal, upright markers instead of chalk and the put landed on the 58 foot
marker. r —: ^

Hurdlers Charles Rich and Duane Johnson, had no complaints after a
one two finish in the 120 highs. "I had a slight strain and was taldng it
easy.

"
Rich confided. "I was very satisfied because I didn't think I did

BRUIN

that good (14.2)."

(CootiDiied on Page 13)

Bruin-Trojan meet nears,

Pole vault and 800 keys
PALO ALTO — the Trojan

track tragedy, hopefully only 12
days away, took some interestihg
turns Saturday at the dual meet
involving both USC and UCLA.

It remains to be seen if anyone
will be able to find holes in the
Trojan armor May jjth at the
Coliseum, but the m^ of USC do
have a couple of weaknesses that
could be exploited, notably the
aiscus and 880.

The pole vault, despite the
promise, hasn't been one of the
Brum's outstanding evente so far
'n 1972 But Francois TracaneDi,
perhaps conscious of an early
peak m this Olympic year, looked
^"er in the 10^45 win over
Manford Saturday.
Tracanelli still had some

?n^
^"™' >^ith his speed, but his

'orm was much-improved and he
c eared 16^. The Bruins will need
^11 the pointe they can get if they
«re to upset the Trojans, who at

.lill^'"^
'nust be considered a

Slight favorite.

TracaneUi could take care of

de^H ^**"' - the man WlK)

th! r ,

^^ '^^ ^8«>n»t Stanford at

IH ""™ ^^ ^^ *"PP«* ^
Rut there is one race that could

^'^e the wholly affair aiyl at this

time it is wide open. The 880,

disappointing until Paul Williams
fin^ improvement to 1:51.6

Saturday, is a pivotal contest.

It is conceivable, although
unlikely, that if one team made
sudden improvement in this event

it could sweep the half mile and
seriously dent one team's chances
at an undefeated dual season.

**I don't feel good to teU you the

truth," Paul said after his win. *'I

shouldn't be this tired for running

just 1:51.6. I guess it shows I've

been out of shape. I did the first

quarter in just what I wanted, but

my lungs are really chafed."

Williams said his workout last

Monday probably helped push

him to his seasonal best *i

almost died," he recalled, "and
this Monday is supposed to be

even worse. I should be tired, but

not this tired.

"I made up my mind to pass off

the first turn on the last lap," Paul

said, "but 1 found no sprint the

last 220. It must have been almost

30 seconds. You've got to run 27.5

or 28 to be under 1 :50. The first 220

was run in 25, so I knew we were
going well."

He thought to the USC meet in

which he has run the past two

years. "I'm always up for it,

(CoBtlaucd on Page 13)

ALL SMILES FOR DEDEAUX — Coach Rod
Dedeaux is a happy man, following the Trofan's
sweep of UCLA, 2-1, 5-2 and 10-0 over the weekend.
The defending NCAA baseball champions are back

USC wins 2-1. 5-2 and10-0

' DB photo by Dale Samehor
atop the Pac-8 South lead with a 7-2 mark. On the left
IS Randy Scarlierry who hurled an eight-hit shutout
against the Bruins in Saturday's second game at
Sawttlle Field. Scarberry is 8-2 for the year.

• \---:
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Baseballers strike
„ _ gy gjj Burgart — -^-^

DB Sports Writer
The atmosphere was dim in the Bruin clubhouse

Saturday at Sawtelle Field.

Bruin coaches Art Reichle and Glenn Mickens
were reclining^on the delapidated sofa on the second
floor, reflecting over USC's sweep of the Bruin
baseballers.

"Next time, you get to make up the lineup," they
jokingly said to me.
But they didn't smile. After losing 2-1 to Rod

Dedeaux and Co. Friday at Bovard Field, the Bruins
juggled their way to defeat, 5-2 and 1(M) Saturday at
Sawtelle.

With SUnfofe losing a dotibleKeadefToT:aiIonua^
9-8 and 5-3, USC is in sole possession of furst place
with a 7-2 mark in the Pac-8 South. The Indians and
Bears are 5-4 and UCLA is a miserable 1-8.

"From here on in, about all we can do is be
spoilers," said Reichle. If UCLA were to win all its

remaining conference games, the t>est the Bruins
could finish would be 10-8. And that doesn't figure to
make UCLA an Omaha contender.

Keep on losing

The Bruins, losers of 14 of their last 15, gave their

best fight Friday. "This is one game I honestly can
say we should have won," exclaimed Reichle.

The Bruins had their chances. Trojan hurler Greg
Widman (7-2) threw 4 2/3 innings of perfect ball

before Tim Doerr and Luis Gomez walked. But the
Bruin rally ended when catcher R.C. Schwertferger
lined out to left.

UCLA came back in the seventh. The Bruins had
loaded the bases with just one out and Gomez was the

halter. He bunted but didn't "acknowledge the
squeeze" according to Reichle and Mark Swedlow
was out at the plate. Schwertferger flied to right to
end the rally.

Once again, the Bruins received an outstan^ng
mound performance from Jotm Rouse. He surren-
dered just five hits and two runs in seven innings. But
the two tallies came on a two-run homer by Trojan
first baseman Daryl Amestain in the seventh.
UCLA's lone run came In the ninth on a triple by.

Schwertferger that scored Gomez.

Benches trio

Reichle and Mickens were so upset Friday that
they benched Earl Altshuler, Eric Swanson and
Doerr in Saturday's first game. It didn't produce a
wip, however.

The Bruins threatened to knock Mark Sogge out of
the box in the first inning. After Jose Lopez got hit by
the pitch, Ken Egusa, Swedlow and Bob Adams hit

consecutive singles, accounting for two runs. But
Doerr struck out and Gomez hit into a double play
and that was that for UCLA.
The Bruins had a short-lived 2-0 lead. Tlie Trojans

expkxled in the third. After Jeff Pedersen walked
and Jeff Port singled, Fred Lynn tripled off the right
field fence, driving in two runs.

George Slotnick came in to relieve loser Steve
Smith (3-4). After walking Tim Steele, Slotnick gave
up back-to-back singles to Ed Putman and Arenstein,
making the score 3-0. A bases loaded^walk to Roy
Sm alley and a sacrifice fly by Sogge accounted for

the final Trojan runs.

(Continued on Page 13)
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Crew captures All-Cal
By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

What in the world would prompt
fifty or so UCLA studenta to rise

daily at 6 a.m. to run up and down
the stairs of the Track Stadium,
and then, after class, to board a

bus to the Boathouse at Marina
Del Rey for a three-hour ration of

weights and rowing in the relative

obscurity of Bok>gna Creek?
A sign inside the locker room

explains it simply: "9000 miles to

the IRA:S."

The UCLA varsity oarsmen took

a giant step toward fulfillment of

that dream this weekend by
winning the Harbach Cup on
Friday and destroying that old

nemesis California in the Ist

annual All Cal Regatta dn
Saturday.

The race for the Harbach Cup
was billed as a warmup for the
Regatta and an easy UCLA vic-

tory, and it was both. Stanford and
USC are just not thought to be in

the Bruins' class, although the
former is reputed to have one of

the fastest first 1000 meters in all

of rowing.

As UCLA coach Jerry Johnsen
figured it: "If you've got them
beat up to that point, you'll usually
win the race."

The Bruins pulled ahead just

about that mark, and fmished to

win easily by open water.

But then again, the big race was
yet to come. Cal, which had edged
UCLA by 2.9 seconds the first time
around, was considered one of the
"Big 3" on the coast this year
along with Washington and Cal

State Long Beach, and was the
team to beat, although UC Irvine

has looked impressive in recent
starta. Johnsen was to say: "Its a
big, big race for us; we'll know
where we are after it's over. If

we've made any improvement at

all, we'll know after Cal."
If there's one thing that UCLA

has made no improvements on
this year, it would have to be the

starts, a nightmare that is

becoming deja vu for Johnsen.

But this time, after spotting Cal

this temporary lead, the Bruins
roared back to overtake the Bears
at the 500 meter mark and by the

1000, were breezing, ahead by
open water.

Completely transfixed by the

Bruin spurt, a disheartened Cal

(Conthiacd onPa^rn)
>L^
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UCSB captures volleyball regionals.

Bruins still hope for NCAA berth
SAN DIEGO — "This has got to be the strangest

tournament I've ever been involved in," UCLA
volleyball coach Allen Scates observed after the

Bruins failed for the second, and possibly last, time

to qualify for the NCAA championships.

UCLA and VC Santa Barbara finished in a 3-1 tie

atop the field at the District 8 tourney held at San
Diego State Friday and Saturday, but the Gauchos
gained the berth at Miihcie, Indiana by virtue oftheli

opening day 6-15, 15-11, 15-5 upset of the Bruins.

Still, after it was all over, nobody was sure who
was going where. UCSB coach Rudy Suwara, a

former Bruin assistant, walked over to Scates with a

puzzled look on his face and sought to verify tfye fact

that his squad was, indeed, going to Muncie.

While Scates tried to assure the perplexed Suwara
that the Gauchos had qualified ("Don't worry coach,

you're in . . . you're in), the Bruin mentor >|^as also

analyzing a backdoor method by which UCLA could

also reach the methods.

An at-large school will join the field Monday after a

conference call is taken by the selection committee.
The bid will be offered to either UCLA or Ohio SUte.

Since Scates is a member of the selection committee -

and ii^dicated Saturday night that he would not ab-

staintrom the voting, there would appear to be some
outside chance that UCLA could muster the support

necessary to defend their title.
,

On the Ohio State side of the ledger it must be
pointed out that the Buckeyes blitzed the East Coast
and beat the NCAA host school. Ball State, at Muncie
Tii five sets. However, a week later in a match that

would decide their conference championship, Ball

State registered a decisive four set win over Ohio
-State. + —^ '

,--\ ::-' •• '-'.,,

: : If Wie B^rmns do go to MuJicie, they can't play as
erratically as they did over the weekend and survive.
UCLA won the first set in each of its four matches

and then continually went flat. The Bruins followed
that formula with successful third sets in matches
against USC, Stanford, and Cal State Long Beach;
but found themselves in too deep against Santa

The Gauchos, third place finishers in the SCIVA
behind San Diego State (which automatically
qualified) and the Bruins, were later upset by an
inspired Cal State Ung Beach sextet 15-8, 12-15, 15-

13. ' . . i

.

That set the stage for the final contest of the

tournament which pitted the Bruins against the

•49ers. Had Long Beach won, they would have gained

the berth in Muncie because of the win over the

Gauchos. The Bruins, on the other hand, had their

eyes on the at-large possibility. •
,

In a match that was as strange as the tournament

itself, the Bruins countered an early 3-1 Long Beach

1effd^ running off 13 straight points. But with a 14-3

advantage the UCLA contingent found themselves

with that same inability to score the concluding

fifteenth marker that enabled San Diego State to win
the conference championship last week.

Rolling off ten straight points, the 49er drive failed

finally when a spike went wide to the right. However,
that seemed to be only fi temporary setback as the

Long Beach squad weni4)n to even things by taking
the second set 15-5.

^.^

The final encounter ajgain appeared to be going
Long Beach's way, whi|t with an 8-3 lead and the
Bruins continuing to play flat.

It was substitutes Ron Coon, Bob fhorhson, and
Ken Freeman who rescued the Bruins in the nick of
time. Coon stuffing some shots, while Thomson
played cooly around the net and sparked the Bruin
charges there. Freeman gave a lift in the backcourt
with his digging.

The Bruins caught CSULB at 8 and then proceeded
to pass them, never looking back until they had
claimed a 15-9 victory.

Ironically, if Cal State had entered that match with
a spotless record, it would have complicated things
even more as three teams could have finished 3-1.

But the 49ers were stunned by the surprise team of
the tourney, lowly Southern Cal which had started
the competition off on its peculiar way with a 2-15, IS-
IS, 15-13 win over Long Beach. '

The Trojans almost unmuddled things when they
gave UC Santa Barbara a scare late Saturday. The
darkhorse Trojans took the first sUnza 15-5 and then
battled the Gauchos neck and neck, though bowing,
in two deuce games 15-13, 15-13.

After everything was over Scates commented that
the Bruins "played well when we had to" and added
"if we go to the championships we can win it.'.'—^^owever, the first matter at hand is the selection
committee vote and that Scates said, "is going to be
very close

"

_^aul Shapiro

I Stanford meshes netters
By Ouirlie Mathews
DffSporU Writer i

"Nothing went right. It was a long, tough day," UCLA tenni
Glenn Bassett said, summing up this past Saturday's action u/k

?^^^

SUnford defeat the Bruins 8-1 in Palo Alto.
^*^" saw

UCLA netters had to deal with more than just a Stanford olav
other side of the court. "They had the band, and the crowd th^ i*

^
and pompon girls," said Bassett. "Everytime we missed or th^ .^
shot they tore the roof off." ^^ '"^^a

Kreiss Brothers Three had these comments: "They had 1500 n
2000 people there. The Stanford players were so up it was unreal ^^^-^
the crowd and the environment were getting to us. The band wa
it was playing during the matches. The crowd was going crazv o^*^

^
point." ' . : ...i- I*J^ «

J' on every

Second win over Bruins
Don't think, though, that the only reason The Farm won was beca

the matches were in its backyard. Stailford did defeat UCLA 5^*^
Westwood earlier this year. Bassett offered, "They were a better t

^

than us. It was pretty one-sided." "*

Don't tell USC the home court means nothing. At the L.A Tennis n h
the Trojans defeated the Cardinals 5-4. Last Friday Stanford shutouf iiSn
9-0, the first white-washing USC has suffered in 12 years.
Stanford took five of the six singles matches and had the team co

petition clinched before the three doubles matches even got underwa"
Roscoe Tanner is virtually unbeatable in Palo Alto (he suffered his lo
loss to Jeff Borowiak last year) and he captured first singles with a 6-3 fu

4 win over Jeff Austin. "It was a weU-played match but Roscoe was incommand all the way," opined Bassett. "Jeff had some chance C
wasn't quite able to do it."

^^

Bob Kreiss sustains defeat
V Bob Kreiss has been playing poorly the past two weeks and his 4^ i.^

defeat at the hands of Sandy Mayer might have been expected Bob said"He was playing weU and I was poor. A little ofmy confidence is gone H^
got rolling and the momentum took him."
Bassett added, "Mayer played just beautifully. He has a little bit of an

edge at home but not that much." , ,^ . ^ ^| 1,
Mike Kreiss was the lone victor offhe day as he defeated Chico Hiffev

again, this time by a 6-4, 7-5 count. "I played real weU. I started out fast
and didn't let the crowd bother me. I sUyed baclc and ran him a lot morp
than last time."

.

uimore

Jim Delaney, who didn't play singles for Stanford in the teams' earlier
match, stormed past Bruin captain Ron Cornell 6-0, M. Bassett ex-
plained, "Ron looked awfully tense. I wish I could have thrown a bucket
of water at him and shocked him out of the daze he was in."
Spencer Segura arttTTommy Kreiss both went three sets before losing

Their play has been a pleasant surprise," states Bassett. "Tommy (just
16 years old) has played really weU, much better than I could expect and
the same goes with Spencer. They've both done good jobs and they were
great again this weekend against Cal and Stanford."
Tommy emphasized, "I played really weU overaU. I had a1;)ad first set

(losmg 2-6) but then I got a little looser and sUrted playing. I held serve
every time in the second set and took the tie-breaker five points to one. I

i^ii!.:^ li^ (Continued on Page 14)
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an all-new program of
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UCLA STUDENT FILMS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY, APRIL 28-29-30

8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

l.m.ted). Avcloble NOWat the Central Ticket Office and Kerckhoff
Hall Ticket Office.
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Confrontation nears . . . Rowers win
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whether I'm out of shape or not.

An SC halfmilet has never beaten

me in four years. It's Idnd of a

personal goal of mine. When it

comes down to the end, you've

just go to have one."

The halfmilers will be running a

two-mile relay next weekend at

the Mount SAC Relays. Bob

Langston, saddled with bronchitis

which has cut his workouts short,

will join teammates Rich

Tschudin, Rico Sanchez and
Williams.

Both coaches Payton Jordan of

Stanford ancTTJave Maggard^oT
Cal saw USC as the favorite in the

crosstown duel, bbt neither

exactly went out on a limb in

naming a sure winner.

"They're different kinds of

teams," Jordan pointed out. "One

hits us one way, one the other. It's

almost a flip, but with a slight

edge to USC. The sprints will be

the key with (Warren) Edmonson
against (Willy) Deckard and
(Don) Quarrie. The quarter could

be crucial, too, depending on John
Smith."

To say an event could be crucial

is sage because nearly each event

could go either way, save the

the baton pass. It has happened so
often recently it's not surprising
and coach Jim Bush plans to
change his personnel. It would be
nice if the Bruins at least made
the Trojans work for those five
points Maybe the fortunes will
change and USC will drop the
stick.

"I think use's got the better
team," Maggard said. ''The meet
depends so much on what Ed-
monson does in the lOO. But you
look at a meet some time away
and so many things can happen.
_An mjury to one person can make
such a difference."

"Sure, we picked up in the 880 "

Bush noted. "We're going to give
'em more than enough com-
petition and the meet's not over
yet."

And when was the last time you
heard a band play at a track
meet? Well, Stanford put together
a fun-loving group and struck a
few chords — during races, bet-
ween races, and whenever it

occurred to them. As usual, their
outfits fit the mood — no shirts or
shoes, cut-off jeans optional."
Unfortunately for The Farm,

Stanford's track team doesn't
match up to its band and its meet
in two weeks will be against

discus and possibly the 440 relay. ,„ ^^vu wccrs wm oe against
The Bruins should sweep in the "

California. They call it the Big
former, and the Trojans ap(>ear Meet.
nearly unbeatable in the latter. u won't be half as bic as the

s Of course, It is hard to loS)? |n the:7::pcLA^lJSC matchup
"*^

relay when your opponent blows

Trojan blitz
(Continued from Page 11)

The Bruins again juggled their

lineup in the nightcap. Again, it

didn't help.

For five innings, USC's Randy
Scarberry and UCLA's Gary
Robson treated the Sawtelle
gallery of 375 fans to quite a pit-

ching show. But the sixth inning is

one Robson will remember for a
long time. •

-'

After Pedersen got an infield

hit, Port sacrificed him to second.
Then, second baseman Lopez
tossed a routine ground ball over
first baseman I>oerr's head and
Pedersen scored. Instead of two
outs and no runs, there was just
one blit and one run. Steele
capitalized on Robson's misfor-
tunes by pounding a run-scoring
double down the left held line.

After Craig Barnes walked^
Creyton Tevlin grounded out to
short and Steele scored. Then,
Smalley, who was three-for-four
including a two-run homer,
doubled to center and USC was
ahead 4-0. Smalley eventually
scored on a balk, by reliever Bary
Woodruff. ^ .

(Continued from Page II)

was edged by UC Irvine at the
finish.

,

.
When it was over, and the UCLA

contingent were adding bot|^ Cal
and UC Irvine to their shirt
collections, one rower was moved
to say: "This is just great, this is
the one we wanted and we got it."
While the first boat could

seemingly do little wrong this
weekend, just the opposite proved
to be true for the junior varsity. A
relatively new set of rowers, only
together for about a week, the
junior Bruins propelled ihem^
selves to two third-place finishes,
finishing behind USC and Stanford
on Friday and behind Cal and UCI
the following day.
With the poor performances

exhibited by this boat all season,
there is talk of breaking up the
eight-man boat into two four-man
shells.

The freshmen and lightweights
took a cue from the varsity
however, and both won two races.
The frosh, rowing strong races
each day, had to scramble to edge
a determined California sprint by
1.1 seconds, although the finish is

explainable in the fact that the
Brubabes have yet to develop a
sprint of their own.

Truett at 219 wins
Sun Devil Classic

Don Truett, current first man on
Vic Kelley's golf team here, won
his second major tournament of
the year Saturday, coming from
six strokes off the pace to capture
Arizona State's Sun Devil Classic
with scores of 76, 75 and 68 for a 64-

hole total of 91Q

r^

at the McCormick Country Club
just outside of Tempe.

By virtue of his two stroke win
over Jack Spradlin of San Diego
SUte, Truett established himself
as close to the best, if not the best,

golfter on the coast.

\

Successfully defending the title

he won last year, he became the
first golfer in the tourney's nine
year history to win in consecutive
years and his 68 on the third day
earned him a new course record

Other Bruins contributing to
UCLA's fifth place finish in the 12
team field were freshman Warren
MacGregor (229), Mike Bellmar
(235), Steve Brown and Rick
Lebby (236), and Jim Porter

ii I I a

The lightweights, on the bais of
their strong showing this
weekend, are also now rated an"^

even chance with Washington to
-Steve Kennedy-—-win the Western Sprints in May.

Trackstere romp, 100-45
(Continued from Page 11)

Johnson, whose best last year was 14.6, ran a 14.3 and was exuberant
It s commg along/' he said. -The thing is, I didn't hit any hurdles Itwas smooth." His goal is to reach 13.9 before the end of the season.

The Frenchmen, Jean Pierre-Corval and Francois Tracanelli bothmade complete turnabouts from their efforts in the double dual meet in
the Coliseum. Corval scratched in the intermediate hurdles two weeks
ago while TracaneUi failed to clear the pole in the vault. In his first race

'"i!!£̂ :^^^.^'?^^.^o"handayin 52.0.Trftganem cleared 16-6.

My Steps are off. I'm doing, too many things wrong," Jean com-
plained.

Flyin your spare time.
Flying .

.
.what a great way Jp.spefPfiiJtt2i^ cQinmissioncd a 2nd lieutenant in

yare time. Undcr^^ Pilot Training the Air Force Reserve, you go directly to an
(UPT) is the Air Force Reserve's pro ** ^> - . .

" ..

gram that trains those who qualify

to becom e Air Fpne^ilots wit

h

a minimum of interruption

Meanwhile, Scarberry went the
route, allowing just eight hits and
striking out seven.

The biggest disappointment to
me has been out failure to hit with
men on," commented Reichle.
l^CLA stranded 22 runners in the
three games and left the bases
loaded twice.

J^ow, the Bruins must prepare
for three games against SUnford
Friday and Saturday at friendly
Sawtelle. The Bruins also must
play USC three more times next
month.

'All we've got left is a UtUe
Pnde, • said Reichle.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

PLAN AHEAD

^^.THi—cum
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Women netters top UCSB
r
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By Saul Shapiro

DB Sports Writer

Taking a big step toward a possible Southern

California Women's Intercollegiate Tennis League
championship, UCLA upended VC Santa Barbara on

the Sunset Courts Saturday, 8-1.

It was the second straight 8-1 margin for the girls

in three days as they downed Cal State Los Angeles

by that margin Thursday also at Sunset Courts,

The wins enabled the Dolls to tie Cal State Long
Beach for the league lead. Both squads have 4-0

marks and each has defeated the defending cham-
pion Gauchos^ t_ _~ —
However, after Saturday's competition, UCSB

coach Joyce Cassidy remarked that the Dolls

"should have no trouble against Long Beach" in their

match May 3rd at Long Beach.

As against Cal State Los Angeles, the Dolls proved

strongest in singles where they swept all six mat-
ches, n

Number one player Lark Walters Pifferini eased
by her UCSB counterpart Gloria Tananides with no
difficulty, 6-1, 6-0. But second-seeded Lea Trumball
had to put in a good day's work £igainst Santa Bar-
bara's Janet Mbhr.

Trumball lost the first set 6-7 and then fought her

way back to victory with 6-2, 6-4 wins in a match that

lasted two hours.

( ommenting on the match, UCLA coach Bill

Zaima said that Mohr "was really fast and was

hitting everything back. Lea had to get more

aggressive in the final two sets." - *

The other Dolls had smoother going. Karen

Dawson trimmed Pam Mitchell. 6-4, 6-0; Gayle

Goodwin beat Ann Havens, 6-2, 6-1; Jennifer Louis

blitzed Lynn Sillman; and Janey Richardson topped

Debbie Simpson, 6-2, 6-0.

"In the doubles competition, the Dolls first tandem

of Pifferini-Trumball bested Tananides-Mitchell, 6-1^

"6T;~buTTraws(5n-Goodwln fell before Mohr-Sillman;

6-7, 1-6. Louis-Richardson salvaged the final doubles

match against Havens-Simpson, 6-2, 6-1.

Zaima, who had been boosting his team's depth,

again alluded to it after the rout had been completed.

From this match we found that we had good

depth. " he said, "We proved that we were better than

other schools had thought. In fact, we're better than

we thought."

"Lark and Lea are developing into pretty class

performers. They should be able to hold their own
against any singles."

"Our (frfly problem," Zaima noted, "is ready our

double teams to go."

DB Photo by Dale Samoker
NIMBLE FOREHAND - Lm Trumball had to com* from behind ^
register win in match that lasted tvvo hours.

^

The PaloAlto blues

:
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was playing well in the third set and it was a-4 my serve and I'm leading
J -love when 1 hit a dumb shot.

"Then he got in a couple ofi«quick returns for his ad. On the break point I

missed my first serve and then they called the second serve out for the
break It was a terrible call and he held serve to take the set 6-3 and the
mat<:h."

TfouBTes-pTaywa^ meaningless and Stah^^^ took all three matchi^n
straight sets. Tanner-Mayer defeated Bob and Mike Kreiss 6-1, 6-2; Rick
Fisher and Gary Groslimond took Cornell-Austin 6-4, 7-6; and Paul
Sidonc Chuck P'isher defeated Tommy Kreiss-Segura 6-4, 7-6. ___

By defeating UCLA and USC, Stanford will now be the No. 1 seed in the
Pac 8 Conference Championship to be played at Berkeley later next
month Stanford benefits greatly from the fact that UCLA and USC must
battle each other, and the winner out, before taking on Tanner and Co.^

UCLA demolished host California on Friday 8-1. The Bruins swept all
six singles matches with only Bob Kreiss going three sets. Despite losing
both matches, Bassett was pleased-^th his new third doubles team of
Segura Tommy Kreiss. "I thought they did fairly well. It was very en-
couraging to see them have a point-s^t against Stanford." Tommy added,
^I think Spencer and I play well together and we're going to get a lot
better." . - - .-^, -^5^

UCLA and USC will try to re-group before they m^eet in Westwood May

r.'i

Stanford star Rosco Tanner
hP.i.d Advertisement)!
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Today
at 1 2 noon
in room 3517
of the Ackerman Union
the cornmemoratlon film

WHERE ARE MY PEOPLE
will be shown.

ARMENIAN MARTYRS DAY
April 24. 1915 morked the beginningof the Turkish

-
"lossocres of the Armenians. On thatday the

Qovernment of the Turkish Empireorres-
ted over one hundred Armenian in-

'

i
tellectual leaders and, in

•
-'•;

-f

a sijort time, executed
•

. . them. Within the
•

^
.
year, in an -

- ' r--,...—.A_— organized
• plan of ^v •:'•'•

V
systematic

'
' extermination,

over one million Ar-
menains wereslaughteredand

another million were driven intothe
deserts of Syria to perish of thirst and star-

;°*'°"^^'^^«^«^-'» of this attempted Turkish geno-
cide, Armenia in 1915 wasconverted into a vast charnei house.

IN SOLEMN REMEMBRANCE OF THAT CALAMITOUS orr ac.^i..
WE ARMENIAN STUDENTS. AT UCLA WBH T^apRLfont^L^^'FOUND AND DEEPFEIT CONDEMNAnON OF THESE ^NPREct

DENTED ATROCITIES.
^«= "'^'^RECE.
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Anthropology 5C
Anlhropology 11

Art 54 Kaplan
Art 1MB Pedretti
Astronomy 3 - Riegel
Bacteriologv/^O — Pickett

Chemistry /(C - Kaesz, Stroose
Chemistry 140 — Konrad ^
ChemistryUc — Xonraa
Chemistry iST*—^ Jordan
Classics 161 — Latimore
Economy 1 — La Force
Economics 2 — C lower
Economics 10 - Shetler
Economics lOlA - Murphy
English 10A ~ Rodes
Geography 191 — Logan,
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
History 1C Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 1?4D Bolle
History 142D Loewenberg
History 174C Yarnell
History 178B Oallek
History 181 - Yarnrfll .*

Humanities 1A - Austin ' .

Philosophy 107 - Hill

Philosophy 152 - Ouinn
Political Science 3 - Baerwald
Political Science 120 Muller
Political Science 145 — Farrtlly
Psychology 10 Goldstein
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology 110
Psychology 115 -
Psychology 12S
Psychology 127

Psychology 135 -

Psychology 14* -
Psychology 170A
Psychology IW -

8

J
5

a

u
<

u
D
I

2

Carder, Roberts
Krasne
Sadalla
Yontef
Ravens
Barthol

- Lovaas
Sears

z

z

"We have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes

and Monarch Notes"

for additional courses call or

coma in
Men. >Fri. 9:30-4:30

10B51UND6ROOKDR.
IBIfcN. Wil$hire-

1-1/2 »«»c E Wastwoc^

47»J289

u

i
u
D
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UCLA CaEBRATING OUR TENTH YEAR
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ACROSS
1. Machine
part

4. Confines

9. Pointed ^

tool

12. Feminine
name

13. Egg-
shaped

14. French
coin

15. Early
capital of

Jamaica
17. GirToT

song
18. Blackbird

19. Fgiry

21. Boxed
24. Card

game
27. Strike

28. Commu-
nist

30. Track
31. Erodes
33. Defectiv

bomb
35. Fcminin

name
36. Vapor
38. Once

more

40. Grain
41. Ship -.

carrylnj^

fuel ^

43. ]|;ng»t&K

novelist
45. Exhaust
46. Marble
47. Hawaiian

food
49. Concerns
54. Interna-

tional '

language
55. Contami-

nate

By Eugene Sheffer
57. Decimal

base
58. Snow

vehicles
59. U)nging

DOWN
1. Surpass
2. Commo-

tion

3. Deface
4. Tree
5. Escaped

_ls. Merry
,7. Public

store-

house

56. Card
game

.\v«'rucr ••nv; of ••jiuliuu: ^^ ntinulcn

plojRmRpmALliPEG
IZIO QSQn

H

soFsiors [DOS aao
IAINIK

gag] HaaraB aais
4-1

Answer to Saturday's puzzle.

8. Choose
9. Suction

apparatus
10. Sorrow
U. Drag
16. Make lace

edging
20. Scarce
21. Coffer
22. Lariat
23. Mental

concen-
tration

25. Giant
-26. Make vpiy

happy
29. Name
32. British

novelist
34. Expand
37. Deserves
39. Com-

mences
42. Of the

kidneys
44. Female

sheep
47. Hole
48. Lyric

poem
50. Fasten
51. Cunning
52. Digit
53. Heir

Niai s II
Requirements for submission of copy to the Campus section and

"What's on" column Is as follows:
All copy is to be submitted to tlie Daily Bruin oHice by noon one

week in advance of the m^wn^.
Submit all copy typed, triple spaced with margins set at 10-45,

including pictures whenever possible Copy may not be submitted
by phone.

^ : M.A.AC.H.S.

UCLA COMMITTEE ON FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

ROBERTA FLACK
DONNY HATHAWAY

Together! One Time Only

SATURDAY, MAY 6th/8 30 PM
PAULEY PAVILION, UCLA
RESERVED SEATS: S5.!>0/S.4.50/S3 50

UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE, 650 WESTWOOD PLAZA,
MUTUAL & LIBERTY AGENCIES, WALLICM'S & TICKETRON

FOR INFORMATION
PHONE 825 29S3

PROD.,, t,, CT int MERLIN CO A TRYINU lJMh:5 INC

ADDITIONAL $5.50 SEATS AT $1.00 DISCOUNT
TO UCU STUDENTS ONLY NOW AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE. PHOTO ID REQUIRED.

2 TICKET LIMfT.

— )± .

• •
»-*>^-' * I.
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Announcements
Philosophy Contest

^
The Philosophy Department announces The Rudolf

frilSP ^n I®
^^y CompetiUon for 1971-72. A prize'

01 1100 will be offered for an essay of 5000 words or
ess on any philosophical topic. If no essay is judged
to merit the award, no prize will be given. Duplicate
pnzes will be offered in case of Ues. The compeUUon
IS open to all student^ enrolled at UCLA during mi-
72. Entries, typed and double-spaced, may be sub-
mitted to the office of the philosophy department,
Social Welfare 321, on or before May 2J5, 1»72. Par-
ticipants will be notified of the results by mail The
name of the winner(s) will be inscribed on the plaque
of Carnap.Prize Essayists in the Philosophy Reading

Volunteers Needed
— The Peoples Lobby needs volunteers to work in

all phases of their operation that is working for the
passage of environmental protection measures;

— The Rincon Elementary School would like
volunteers to work as regular classroom aides, doing
work with educationally handicapped, mentally
retarded and mentally gifted monors. Also needed
are volunteers to work with programs such as
English as a second language and science seminars.

— The American Red Cross needs volunteers to
help with the SPECIAL OLYMPICS FOR.
RETARDED YOUTH: orientation sessions are being
scheduled now.

BSU Nominationis

Nominations for the Black Students Union officers
will be open until May. Nominees for office par-
ticularly Chairman and Vice-Chairman should hav^
been on campus for two quarters or more, and have
some type of involvement in student activities as

l!l*K*o?T "n«^«"»anding of University politics

fnfiilf.f^^''^
community of campus. Blaqk students

merited in runnmg for BSU officers should go tothe BSU office, 320 Kerckhoff Hall, 825-1437; or the
Afro-American Studies Center, CampbeU HaU 3rd

82T3^r'^^_^^'
"'^ ^''"""'' ^^^""^^ '^^ Kerckhoff HalT

'Representative' Meeting
A meeting to discuss a proposed new organization

representing the so-called "non-Senate academic
staff" will be held April 27, in the Men's Lounge of
Ackerman Union.

The purpose of the meeting is to offer all eligible
staff members a full opportunity to consider and
amend a draft of organizational bylaws prepared by
a special committee chaired by Johanna E.
Tallman, engineering and math sciences.
The proposed organization would serve the in-

terests and needs of non-Senate academic staff in
essentially the same way as the Academic Senate
now serves the majority of the teaching faculty.
The meeting is scheduled for 1:30-4:00 pm with all

non-Senate academic'personnel on 50 per cent time
or more to attend.

tf,-,

M.

(Paid Advertisement)
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What does happen at the

International Student Center?

TUESDAY »^

7:30 p.m. ACTING WORKSHOP - Learn the techniques of theater. Open. _2l
7:30 p. nn. English Conversation - A foreign student discussion group.
7:30 p.m. INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS - A sensitivity group with foreign students and

Uni High school students. Open.
6:00 p.m. April 25 - Beginning of Doubles Tournament in Ping Pong. \ :^ __

WEDNESDAY

p.m. ARTS AND CRAFTS WORKSHOP - Free instruction in cloysculpturing.
macrame, sand-candles, stitchery, etc. .X . ^ . —

.
, ,

-

p.m. KUNG FU - Chinese martial art form taught by Kom Yuen. Foreign
students are invited to this beginning class.

INTERNATIONAL COOKING CLASS - Each weeli a different dish from a di-

fferent country. $ I fee - sign-ups in advance.
GERMAN CONVERSATION - Converse in the native language. O^en.
BALKAN DANCING - Open instructions. 504 donation. .

'

FRENCH CONVERSATION - Discussions In French. Open; '—
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES ('IRun Wild/Run Free" Apr. 26) Free!

1:30-3:30

4:00-6:00

7:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

_7:00p.m.
8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY

7:00 p.m. YOGA - Beginning group taught by Keivon Koshonl.
6:15 p.m. CANTONESE CONVERSATION - Improve skills through dialogue. Open.
7:00 p.m. JAPANESE CONVERSATION - Emphasis in dialogue. Open.
7:30 p.m. ALTERNATE LIFESTYLES-An international discussion on cultures.

8:00 p.m. SPANISH CONVERSATION - Conversations In Spoi>lsh. Open.

FRIDAY. •

'•^'
-^ ^_* :••-•'-,.

,'. ' • .

' ' «' '

2:00-4:00 p.m. SPRING VOLLEYBALL - Break away from those studies for on energetic

_;••'• gome. Roc. Center.

5:0(0-7:00 p.m. HAPPY HOUR - Still going strong . . .If you haven't been, it's still not

too late,

6:t)0 p.m. Trophies will be awarded to PING PONG winners.

8:00 p.m. INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Music and dances from all over the world.
No charge.

1
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ON EXHIBIT

Traditional Chinese Style Paintings by Johnson Chow until April 30th.

isn't it about time you visited th<

International Student Center?

1023 Hilgord Avonue, 2 biks S. of La Moncho
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Raya Dunayevskaya, author/ philosopher, and political analyst/

will speak on "Philosophy and Revolution in East Europe" at 3:30

pm, tomorrow, in Bunche 1209 B. No admission charge.

Parade, games, rides raise funds for Uni-Camp

Franck and Jhaz, a satiric music-comedy duo
will appear at 8 pm Monday in the Buenos Ayres
Room of the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.

Tickets are 50< (limit: two per student) with Dhot«
ID. Free coffee will be available. " P'^oro
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Mardi Gras is a neon-lighted

Ferris wheel and teriyaki. Mardi
Gras„ is Winnie-the-Pooh in a
parade and the haunted house,

Pageant of the Masque and roving

clowns. Mardi Gras is April 28-29

and is the main support of Uni-

Camp, vwhich sends un-

derprivileged and diabetic

children to summer camp in the

mountains for ten days.

This year's Mardi Gras
promises to be the biggest ever,
boasting an authentic New
Orleans carnival atmosphere.

Mardi Gras takes lead from New Orleans carnival^style
One of the main events planned is

the Pageant of the Masque, which
will be at 3 pm on Family Day,
April 29. Like its New Orleans
counterpart, UCLA's Pageant will

be a parade of masques, which
are huge papier mache heads
representing people and animals.

Saint George will fight the dragon
while a ghost ship cruises the

parade route. In addition to many
other masques, celebreties such
as the Disney characters and the
animal characters from "The
Andy Williams Show" will march
with the parade.

_\-._

Game and food booths, en-

tertainment and rides will also

add to the carnival atmosphere.
You can test your skill or your
luck, then feast on any of the

exotic foods, from eggroU to

frozen banana — or stick with the

all-American hot dog. There will

be continuous bands, catering to

every musical taste, from
ragtime to rotk; magicians to

amaze you and roving to amuse
you. Rides will range from the
mere scary to the terrifying.

Celebreties will be wandering
through all three sessions, April 28

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of SLC
—

^

PRESEHTS

nilCiaiEEJIEHnm

from 6 pm-midnight and April 29,

from noon-6 pm, and 6 pm-
midnight. Among those expected
are George Peppard, Jackie
Cooper,' Rafer Johnson, George
Takei of "SUr Trek," Stephanie
Steele of "Amie," Don Matheson
and Denna Lund of ''Land of the
Giants," the Brady Bunch,' Tom
Brokaw and Bob Hale of KNBC,
Greg Shannon of KRLA and Mardi
Gras' official host. Bill Ballance,
of KGBS. Along with professors
from here, these celebreties will

all serve as judges of the booth

competition. Awards for the top
^food, participation and en-
terUinment booths will be given
at the close of Mardi Gras. .;

Mardi_Gras '72 will be a far cry
from the^ original Mardi Gras of

1941, which was a masquerade
ball in the Women's Gym. As
Mardi Gras has grown each year,

so has Uni-Camp. Uni-Camp is

totally dependent on financial

support from UCLA and Mardi
Gras is the largest fund-raiser for

Uni-Camp. The more successful

Mardi-Gras is, the more children

can be sent to summer camp at

Barton Flats, in the San Ber-

nardino Mountains, _, _

Many strange events have
occurred at Mardi Gras over the

years, such as when thousands of

females stampeded Van Johnson
in 1948. Many celebreties have
shown up, from Bob Hope to Bill

Cosby. Nobody can predict what
unusual events will happen or

what celebreties will appear, but

it can be said for sure that Mardi

Gras will make a lot of people

happy — from the children who
get to go to Uni-Camp to everyone

who experiences the excitement

of being at Mardi Gras.
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EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS TO HELP:

-RAISE GRADES
1 - 2 grBde points

- STOP SMOKING

- LOOSE WEIGHT

- '^^CREASE SELF CONFIDENCE

-''^r.n'^'^'ir,,^rwir>ri€ir^,>r>r,r^f^^

.:;^^. :,-:. T.;^.
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for a//year
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Tuesday, Hpril Z5

• (Paid Advertisement)
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Ballroom

A-

Teachipg Asstslails For

Siinnier OrieniaiioD Progran
July 30 - Sept. 7, 1972

• Only Americans are eligible to apply. ^

• Preference will be given to Graduate Students
with a social sciences background.

• Travel, Teaching, Counseling and Experiences with

foreign students will be helpful.
The program provides a unique experience In International
living and facilitates extensive opportunity for a cross-cultural
exchange between TA's and foreign students. The TA's will live

•n with the students In a dormitory; function as discussion lea-

ders for Instruction In Contemporary American Issues; and pro-

vide counseling assistance. They will also be expected to help in

the overall pidnning and organization of the program.

^^•.J^'f
'**" r^e^iv. a tHp«nd for th« program - work fhidy •*•

gfcilify ii holpfuj but no! •ttonfiol. ,

For more details and application fornns,

contact AS SOON AS POSSIBLE:

IAJ^"S!l*^^
Sfvdonf Confor Foroign Sludont Offlc*

1023 Hilgord Avo. 247 Social Wolfare Bidg.
lot Angolot, Colif. 90024 Comput
477-4587
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Twenty
(Continued from Page 19) -

—"Producing A TV Documen-

tary, The Roles Lawyers Play/' 7-

9 pm, Ackernnan Union 3564.
*—"Exploring Emotions in

Modern Marketing/' B-10 pm,
Ackerman Union i517.
—"Elohim (GOD) Ttie Original

Pattern of the Universe/'^ 7:30

Architecture U4^A.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 17

304- C, before

Leagues under the What's On
Exhibits:

—''The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3-5 pm. Graduate
School of AAanagement 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, B.E.P.

Maturity and Systems/'
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Everyday Practical Ap-
plication of ttie 'Ancifnt Wisdom'
Can Lead to Inner Security/' 7:30

pm, Bunche 3143.

—"Behind the Ma|ia,

Kinsey Hall 184.

7 pm,

Meetingsr^—

Monday, April 24

—"Overpopulation Club/' 10 am -2

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Office of Drug Education/' 11

am 1 pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Mathematical Gambling/'
noon, Ackerman Union 2408.

-"UCLA Pre Law Society/' noon,
Kerckhoff 400.

—"Armenian Studies Club/'
noon, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"SIMS/' 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408. " • . y^.;^. .-^

:

-"Philosophy SYoga,^ 2 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Uni Koi," 3-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

-"Christian Science/' 3-4:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Office of Drug Education/'
3:30 5:30 pm, Ackerman Union
3564. ^^ ^—^-~- —

-

outside Kerckhoff
Saturday. AAay 13.

--VISTA Office," at 5101 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer Interested In
conducting an art class every
Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
—"A male volunteer/' with

knowledge of bicycle buildind Is
-needed to b«6 friend and help a 16
year old probationer.

—"Applications for Summer
Employment," are now available
for minority students In Kerckhoff
320.

—"Tutoring opportunity/' one

PBprogram ...
(Contbiiied fh>m Page 20)

l^S'rsIn'^^^^^^^^ ;;Our goal is to have a staff made up enUrely of professorial personnel
of their bodies," Handy said.

^PP'^^ate the intricate character with specialties that will be of intrinsic value to oyr expandingWarch

night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or
call ext. 57041).

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops," informal, drop-in
groups for people who wish to gain
experience in speaking situations
and to Increase their abllty and
ease In expressing themselves
will meet 3-5 pm each Thursday In
Social Welfare 271. Experience
with video-tape feedback can be
included in the workshops, if the
participants desire.

—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Ctww/' comprising
works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasizing
the classical tradition in Chinese
floral-bird painting, through April
30 at the International Student
Center, 1023 Hilgard.
—"Stanley Morison Com-

memorative Exhibit (1889-1967)/'
commemorating the life of
Morison, typographical advisor to
the Monotype Corporation of

London and aythor of many books
on printing, "typography, and
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts, through June 18 in
the University Research Library.
—"Image and Identity: The

Role of the AAask in Various
Cultures/' designed to generate
an awareness of the extenslvT
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 in the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

UnderstantHngwhy-

were

prgcrara/' Handy said.
' * ' Better Choice t

•The new plan really gives you more freedom in your class selecUon »'

said Barbara Lucy, a sophomore,

a complete underet^ndinc ofwhlfhina^ Tr.^T^ *"^*' ucsignea lo give '*I really like anatomy and physiology and on the new plan you really

More ti^an ev^r >^ are usini ^hP^ST w^^^'^^i
exercises) are done, can conentrate in those areas, said Manning, who i^ studying in Ar^II

eachyear wTg^tTnc^rjS^^^ '^"^'^''^^ -^ .:.?r?llTAT,!!l l!^".^^^?^ the n'ew piryet,r^t{;^

bas^T a "^^nlit
^"^^^T S*^y^*^^

^"^tion acUvity classesDased on a dcit-because-we-teU-you-to^lo-it' ideal rather than an un

courses seem to offer more now and I believe there is a better choice in

Research topics include everythinc from finHino ih^ off-^» i xa
^^^^^ing them," Jill Vincent, freshman physical education major, said.

diver-performance to studShThen^^^^^^ a^!h^ f "f"^
^" ^^\ ^^"^ '^^} ^"^'^^ department has made many changes in its

relationship to games and ™rt^^^
and general outlook, but the current stobility we areB ana sports.

'

..,
-

.^^. .
-.^ .. f^^ieving ,5 not the end. Having a growing research staff we ar^ now able

itie structure of the physical education department reached it^durrent ^ ''^P
?^'*^f'

o^.^he newest demands on physical education, and these
sUtusin 1966. after a long process of consolidation had concluded

demao^ds will continually effect the structure of the department. Actually
/- Divisions [.'Jl^P^'^^ss is going on all over campus but in our case it has required a
In 1962 the physical education department had divisions which included

*"tie more time to get the facts and put them to use," Handy said.S SThi'T"'*""'^^?' ?"^ P^y^*^^' therapy. During the

^nlr.i^ '
t*iese divisions gradually disappeared: dance became a

Zllll
^^P^'tment m the School of Fine Arts; the undergraduate

^ohli "r '"rf?v
"^^^ P*?^"^^ *^"t; health education was mov^ to theSchool of Public Health and physical therapy became an in

terdepartmental major. .
^^ "^^mc an m

While the physical education department has slowly changed in the last
ten years, so have thejob offerings to graduates.

—"Government Internship/' 4
pm, Ackerman Union Men's
Lounge,

- "URA Budget Hearing/' 4 5:30
pm, Kerckhoff 400.

-"Kundalini Yoga/' 5-7 pm^
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.— 'English as a 2nd Language/'
5:30 7 pm, Ackerman Union 2453.
— "Armenian Studies Club/' 6
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Modern Marketing/' 7-10:30
pm, Ackerman Union 2408.^

-"ASUCLA Tutorial," 7-8:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Producing A TV Documen.
tary," 7-9:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Oppression vs. Freedom/"
7:309:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
—"Omega Sigma Tau," 8:30-10
pm, Ackerman Union 2412. '

URACIubs:

Monday, April 24

-"Conservation Club/' 10
-"Judo Club/' 3:30-5
Memorial Activities B 146.

-"Kendo Club/' 5-7
Women's Gym 200.

-"Mountaineers/' noon.

In the last five years, hundreds of corporations across the nation have
organized employe gyms and exercisa programs. These, plus the
massive buildup of fitness parlors such as the ever present Jack La
Lanne studios, provide an increasing number of job opportunities for
graduating physical education majors, Handy said.

Industries are also hiring many physical education majors to study
body mechanics and its relationship to operating machinery.

Kinesiology
"An intricate understanding of kinesiology is vital in finding efficient

ways of operating machines. Industries are extremely interested in
finding safer and more efficient ways of operating their apparatus with
the greatest ease and effectiveness-," Smith said.

x,"'^^ rs,.i<- ~-

am,
pm,

pni,

Nor-
hwest Corner of Moore Hall
Lawn.

-"Organic Garden Club/' 1-4 pm.
Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera:

Schn.^ ."If"*
"•"*«"'" o' The

cnn^ ?
Dentistry, featuring thec imc „ „|„,^ ^^^ laboratory

9u?ie 7 =<»"?'"e"*»'-y by a

Schil'i,
•"" ''o'" lobby Of

!>choenberfl Hall.

f^r
!'*'."** Counseling," schedule

^"^•^'•!''»pm;Tu•«lay,9.

?!^^t^'
'•*P'". 3.5pm; Thur«lay,

"> pm, only; Friday none.

hoiTn,'*'"'**''
•••«••" national

InX'"''**^ "" ••"tor women,

e. n J'"''
*"""•" *•» has «t

-S !Jter'-"^
»he«» 'n the

i».«r.i<.,»

In addition to the hew fields of industrial research and mass exercise
the graduating physical education major is also entering the more
traditional outlets afforded his talent.

*i plan to teach elementary school someday, but primarily I want to be
a PE coach, " said Eugene Lew, a junior in physical education.

"I want to work with smallchildren and help them with their coor-
dination problems," Julia Manning, another physical education student
said.-

---,-..--.. ., .
-,. ,..,......._ .....__.^.-,

280 Majors
Currently there are 280 physical education majors. Many more

students, who are 'officially undeclared majors' are also following the
physical education curriculum.

m

"After going down to 74 declared majors in 1966, our enrollment has
been rising 30 per cent a year. This cannot continue because we have not
been able to increase, at the same time, the size of our staff," Handy said.

Currently, the physical education department faculty includes 16
professors, and 6 supervisors who can teach activity classes only.

• OfPICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: Dean of Student*

. v
' „„

STUDENT HEALTH SERviCESUMM^^^^ ^ "

ff you will be attending one or more oi the ummer seMions, vou
may purchase Student Health Service coverage for the seseion in which
you are rcgiatcred. Payment must be made at the time and place of
regifllration, or not later tlian the tliird day of tlie Mseion, at Student
Health Service.

let sfac-week seMion, June 19 thru July 2S $18.00
2nd iz-wedc iCMion, July 31 thru Sept 8 $18.00
Eiglit-week Mseion, June 19 tluru Aug. 1

1

African Studies Program and Oriental Languages $24.00
Ten-week session, June 19 tliru Aug. 25
Biomathematics, Management, Etc $30.00

Whether or not you are registered for summer session, if you are
a continuing student and will be in tlie area, you may enroll in Student
Health Service summer coverage for tlie entire summer for approxi-
matdsr $3.00 per week. Furtlier information is available at Student
Healtli Service, Dean of Students OfBee, or with registration materials
for summer session.

FROM: Dean of Students

USE OF REGISTRATION CARD
All Students are reminded that the registration card is issued to each

student each quarter as a means ol Identification for tlie use of student
services. A student should never loan his registration card to another
student or non-student

l^^MiM^aii^^^Mliit^^<il*>iS^[^^Br^^*^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^'^*^*^ '
f I i'l . i

DB photo by Mark Rubin

the Coffee House Concert Series
"^ ^presents d lovely way fb spend o Monday hlghf"

""
~

TAKE I CHmE - US ONLY SIC

So yea, you've never heard of 'enn. Big deal. If you

like to laugh, If you're not old before your time, you'll

love FRANCK UND JHAZ, a new, satiric music-

comedy duo that pokes fun at the rock generation.

You get humor, funky songs & piano - all Included In

the price of admission. **.
. . a cross between Biff Rose

and the Bonzo Dog Band" (The Staff)

REMEAABER - MONDAY, APRIL 24 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CAr4YON RECREATION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES ROOM

50i tickets (limit two) available at the door, from 7 PM
on, to UCLA students only with photo ID. Free coffeel

wmtmtmm
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Ktrckhoff Hall 112

Phone: MS 2231

Clatti(i«d •dvtrtisiiHI rafM
IS words ii.SO day, S coflsccutivt

ins^rtiom - tS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE 10:39 a.m.
No tolophono ordors

THE Daily Brum givos full support to tt»«

University ol California's policy on non-
discrimination and tliercfore classified
advertising service will not be made
iviiliblf to anyone, wtio, in affordinf^
bouitfig to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on ttte basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
tl«c University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office t2i-
44tl ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0V4f

.

y Campus Services .... 3

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff i2^^
82-5O61I

Information and Referrals

^Help Wanted . 8

MANAGEMENT Young internatioMi

company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.

Mr.Oenovese, 7iO 75M (•A24)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Mtlpy««rs«lfwtiil«htlprngbniirs.

Earn uptoS4e. a month —--—r^

on our plasma program.
Phone: 471-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.DjI.

y/for Sale 15 frove ••••••••••• I

'

LEAVING country. Must sell 'U VW Bug,

English racing bike (10 speed). Steel String

guitar. GR2 4024. (ISA 25)

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system. I

speakers, turntable. $2*5. New in boxes. 723-

5*3$ (15A2»»

Our 1 1th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. EKamplM:

2 EXCELLENT Hollywood beds S30 each. I

with cover & 2 bolsters $15 additional. 472-

7342. (ISA 2$)

toLONDON(RTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS ^
London NAIROBI

iiM.oeow
S tS.MOW
SM.30OW
SI73.M OW

WOODEN cable spools, excellent for making
cables, 3*", $4.50. Sat. 4/22 only. 9 AM-1 PM.
1524 Greenfield Ave. WLA, 272-3415. ( IS A 24)

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills. Recep-

tionist, typist, shorthand. Pull or part time.

Call Gina,27S 0811. (IA2«)

^f

birth control - abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
overpopulation literature

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

_ Monday and Thursday 10-2

Ackerman Union 2412
sponsored by S.L.C. Student run

y Campus Happenings . . 2

AT Mardi Gras Le Chat Botte is Puss In

Boots and IS rated X. (2 A 21)

)/ Personal 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981

HELP \ (5 0TR)

FIROO, Farah e mun aast firoo, muhabat e

munaast (5 A27)

FULL or Part lime help at the Piii« Palace,

Gayley & Weyburn. Apply alter S p.m. (lA
24)

RECEPTIONIST/Typist West Los Angeles
Publishers require sharp gal with pleasant
telephone personality. Full time only. Mrs.
Beck, 826 8388. 4f-A»f1--

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL
WATER-COLOR/ART

ILLUSTRATION/PHOIOGRAPHY
LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING
& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS -^^

TO WORK WITH
TOP DESIGNER

The part or full time work will include
drafting plans lor & building a working
model & engineering the stage mechanics
and potential effects, drawing/water
colormq/delineators/rendering sketches for

a maior theatre project prospectus. In-

teresting opportunity with advancement
potential. Give name of school, class years,
age, experience, means of transportation
and availability in answers to:

P.O. Box 1021 • ]

—
Pacific Palisades
California 90372

4 MEN, 3 eves. Sat. $40 and up. Call 1-4 PM
Mon A Wed only,~474-3008. (8 A 28)

TWO special children need special
babysitter, two afternoons a week, 12$. 474-
1070 (8 A 28)

MALE/female needed sell sandwiches to
offices. Excellent part time income. Before
II AM442 30S0,6S4 0021. (8 A 24)

EARN extra money and have fun in process.
Become salesman for KLA Radio, selling
advertising time. 825-2731. (8 A 28)

PART time, dental office, MWF afternoons.
Sat, day s. Must type, $2 hr/start. 457-4500. (8

A 25) .

yf Enterfainmenf . . • • *

-V --

"MARDI GRAS Fun House mov(jig floors,

breathing, walls, strobes, and a lot of the
unexpected.*' r4A9Nv

SINGLES 31 4$ only. Foreign songs, dances,
bicycling, sailing, skiing, like variety? Picas
Club, GR 8 7773. <4A2S|[

GASTHAUS Loreiei German beers, wine 8i

food Fridays, Sat. entertainment. 2240

Westwood Bl. Tel. 474 9311. (4M3)

MAMMOTH Condominium: Ski/vacation;
kitchen, fireplace, stereo, TV, pool, sauna,
lacuiii, SS/night/weekly rates. 340 0146

(4 A a)

^OtKTAlL Waitress, part or full time. Bev.
Hills area, 27) 4354. (8 A 24)

COUPLE, mature, child OK, manage 32 unit
apts by UCLA. Maint. exp. nee. 473-0343, 9-11
AM. ^ ^ (8 A 21)

..WAITRESSES needed to begin im-
mediately, night shifts only, must be ex-
perienced Apply in person. Tiny Naylors
Restaurant, 10901 Wilshire Blvd. WLA.
90024 (8 A 24)

would you like a business of your own? You
don't need an office to start. Begin 9t home,
lull or part time. Ideal for husband and wife
teams. Call 347 6130. No obligation - No in-

formation over phone. Let's have coffee and
talk. -

eves .

-r-

yfResearch Subjects Needed
- -

MOTHERS of .2 1/2 to 5 1/2 mo. old infants

free developmental testing, UCLA. Call, 455-

3939, eve - (RSNA ;

FEDERALLY authoriied Marijuana ex-
periment Healthy males over 21. Non-
users/experienced users required M Th, 1-

4,825 0094 (RSNA 24)

^ Help Wanted. . . 8
, __^

—

.^—-,—

^

UNDERGRAD coed campus repre«en-
tativi>, English maior Write ad
vertisements Resume B 8i B Enterprites.
301 S Roxbury Or B.H. (8A24)

LOCAL CoHee Sfwp. Part-time, no ex-

perience necessary. Call between'3 PM - 4

PM 478 5442 (8 A 25)

SUMMER Jobs: national parks, camp
counselling, teach swimming, move fur-
niture, horse, care etc. Services 475 9521. (•A 28)

PLEASE help US! We have part-time iobt
coming out of our ears! 475-9521, Services
Unlimited. (8 A 24)

WANT an interesting part-time job? Call
Services Unlimited. 475-9521. You will bo
surprised.

(MA 04)

SHARP people needed for management,
distribution, membership enrollment.
Highest income. Part full time/summer.
Call Mr Kobriti, 441 8331. (8A2t)

^ lost 8. Found . .

f>

KEVffUNCH Operator: Immediate full-

time opening on campus, 2 yrs. exper.
required Contact Gwen Nelson, 82$ 42$$. (8
A 24)

NIGHT Director Prescftool. Crenshaw area.
Hrs approx 4 PM to 1 1 PM. Call Mrs. Kurti,
393 4834 moms only. (I A 24)

DIRECTOR for largo
Crenshaw ar»» Must
flexible, qualified by
sfartdards Send letter

Program Coordinator,
Venice. Ca9M9i.

modern prescltool.

be experienced,
Soc. Serv. Dept.
and resume to

814 Lincoln Blvd.,

(8 A 24)

LOST: Opal ring small stones /princess
setting Personal value only. Reward. 8$1
3228/82$ 3901.x 29. ' (»A24)

y/Odds&Ends 10

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990-
B, Venice, 90291. Phono 391-0933. OdQTR)

V Political J J

CLERKS & Typists. I

assignments. Office-

Blvd

ediate temporary
J«7 Wilshire

(•M1«)

SURGICAL Office • secretarial work • part-
time, hours flexible. Call Tina or Carol. 371

2177. $3 50 hour ^ (8 A 28)

HEAVY cleaning Floors, windows, gar
dening. Part time. Flexible Hovfs. Car
helpful. il.M/hour. Mi 1300. '(•A3S)

EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW
experimental warfare in Vietnam

radar guided weaponry
American Friends slides. Save Our SoldiersSpeaker, April 21, $i, program 8:00 Ji?Luck, 4:30, bring food

"
Unitarian Society of L A West

3744 Barrington, Mar Vista, 984-3737
2 blocks west of McLaughlin
Just north^of^Venice Blvd.

DANCER Ac^tress (16 2$) /actors (30 $0) for

lead roles Graduate film protect. Ren. 394

$•43 •
> (8 A 34)

HAVE A GOOD STATION WAOON? EX
PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPING?
CALL 473 3349 FOR EXCITINO SUMM^W
JOBI

PHOTOGRAPHER who took pictures.
Harbor freeway southbound 51 st, 4/4/73.
automobile accident, approximately mid
night Urgent notify, Pearlie Lewis, 3}1-MS9.
Want copies i A U)

^ for Ken! 12
RENT TV HIFI $7.50 mo Plan 931 17t7
•5V$$S0.2S<ADAYTVRENTAL

("a a'^','

NEED babysitter to look after daughter
between 3 00 6 oo PM, occassional wook.
days. Car required 'M you liked "The
courtship of Eddy's Father", you will love
this lOb Pleasr call Michael Magloff, 378
1700 '8 A 34)

(15A1S )

PENTAX spotmatic F 1.4, never usedSuper mult, coated lens. Case, filter Nomi
cash,sacrifice 397$$7i. ' (IjAM?

<'*QTR)

PHOTOGRAPHY encyclopedia. New 20

volumes. Full color save $100. Only $3$.

Oliver, 874-3977. Message, 4$9-2f02. ( 1$ A 2f

)

GUITAR with personality, beautiful

rosewood finish, mellow sound. Great for

beginners, S3$ Call 837 889$. ( n A 27)

ST. Bernard puppy for sale, $100. 411 Gayley
>12. 7wks.&shots. Nopapers. (15 A 28)

PANASONIC stereo cassette tape recorder

with FM/AM A FM stereo, $i20/offer. 82$-

1753, Dan (1$A28)
I

I- I ^»r. M. I III - I I >

.T^ANON 0L17 3$mlVl"t4inera^. h i 4$mm
automatic lens. Cds meter, quick loading

feature. Never used, $78. 848-4$48, Pole. ( 15 A
28)

$4$ to $9$
PER WK/PART TIME

Unlimited earning potential addresing
" envelopes "at home in your spare time.
Companies are paying top money to in-

'- dividuals with GOOD handwriting for
"personally" addressing their envelopes.
For further information regarding op-
purtunities with tftese companies, send $2 to

Advertising associates, P.O. Box 487,
Crawfordville, Fla. 32327.

Hundreds of departure dates and
.destrnatrons. Weaves! froo-troirol ialo

SIERRATRAVEL INC (213) 277 $200 or tTf-

3111, 9875 Santa Monica Bl., Beverly
Hills. .«17AM)

EUROPE, $220$27$ R.T.. also l$r»dl *
Japan, Spring. Summer, ft Fall flight*,

E.S.E.P., 8217 Beverly Blvd.. LA 90048. 451-

3311. ESEP UCLA members. (I70TR^

}/jravel .^^
jj

• new YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY .„ ,75•HAWAII »^ '^

JUNE IS JULY 2
JULY1 -JULYU

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNElT-SEFfl
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STm>«»T4D CAKOS

AI«o Studantrail and Ewrati
InwfMc*. Gutdabooks

StTg
plutUn^^

More

GARRARD Zero 100, never used, brand new,
with base and cover. $1$0. 397 2339. ( 15 A 38)

GEMEINHARDT flute, $140, two bicycles.
*S10/each; laminated redwood desk, best
offer. Phone 479 1343. (1$A28)

STEREO need bre^. must soil my new
equipment. Please call 477-7484. ( IS A 24)

PIONEER AM/FM stereo receiver, 2

speakers, record changer. Must sell. $198.

721 02Q7. - (1$A24)

FLUTE, Armstrong. Excellent condition,
S8S. Phone 474-5040, morns and eves. (IS A
31)

1

—

2 FORD van seats blue. New condition. SSO
each. Campus. 825-7481, home •374-1801. (IS
A 25)

ELECTRIC guitar. Like new, with pitish

case. $$$ or best offer. 473-5283. ( 15 A 24)

y Services Offered .... 16

BRENTWOOD Coop Nt/rsery.Ages 2 1/2 - 5.

9-12 PM. $25. A parent participation school.
Barrington Park. 451-4039. (14A2S)

Charter
Flights!
novr youhave
a choice. inoi*e

Cities. . •

.

Flights/.
&Dates

!

_^ ROUND-TRIP. .^^

72.(n
DAYS

DAYS

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 387-1548.

( 14 A 24)

HORSEBACK, backoacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S2S. P Box
18427, Denver, 80218. (160TR)

DAYS

.00
EMYS

AUTO INSURANCE
r. MOTORCYCLE

INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
"

CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS -

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
W* "25 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270 or 870
9793 or 454 2544 (14QTR)

mmmAA
w h mm '

«^-'"

iris mmm .«
f2.00MYS

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA modei.s. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (14QTR)

M.S.. PkO mathemotitv help student
taking written MS m Math (Analysis ft
Algebra). 344 South F St. Oxnard, Calif
93030 (805)487 1247 after 5. Price open (14 A
24)

t^ . y mm

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Accident
A Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified
dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering/ hospital,
accidental death* surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in l

convenient policy.

For information A application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 8250*11, ext

Eh
ONE-WAY

.00
DAYS

{'IZ.OO

I DAYS

$199.00
15 DAYS

1228.00
15^ DAYS

'.

.
(UA27)

AUTO and Motorcycle insurant, if"

7815537, 873-StlS. Eves. 783.3W. ( U qtI ,'

ALTERATIONS expertly done Fast neat;eason.ble Call eveninls. Sue mJLHI
(14 A 24)

BIRTH Control for UCLA Students Call 82S-
(14 A 24)

MALE Japanese student will ita~~iIlZI

IN ACCORDANCE TO CAB REbULATIONb
THESE PLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD
REN AND PARENTS. AIRLINES ADE
BRITANNIA, CALEDONIAN. SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARC
BOEING 707 OR SUPER 0C8 JETS AflQ
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY. YOU
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS AND
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CO-
ORDINATORS IN CARE OF...

you know us!
^W^© A ©• e o»

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE
Weatwood Viiiaao 90024

TELE: 470-8266

CarPurcha*,

student travel headquarters

mBL ais/exits^rHm M66 Unta Mofwc* Bl«dW mtm Lj^.M069
274«742

ilM bH(. M«t of Santa Mo«ic*/Doh«nvl

•••

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an • • r-A .

official - ~

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian

707^s-v
'":'',..

all first class

service.

LALONDON/LONOONLA

Fit. Dep. net. Days Price

2
3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

ti

8/18

6/21

8/22

8/28

8/25
8/27

8/26

8/26

8/2f

7/1
12

14

15

17

16

^74
776

7/11

7/12

6/12

6/26

6/18

6/15

9/8

9/13

6/25

9/9

9/18

8/29

6/27

9/2

6/17

6/10

6/31

9/13

71

58

54

72

60

59

73

81

81

57

40

30

50

33

$242

$262

$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

Available only to h^.isfitfe members of tfie

University of California including students,

faculty, staff, and t*' .ir immediate families

(parents, t»dM»a dr <apdwdent cbildren)

living in tli« ft«me hovseliold.

Mghtt

Kercbktwff Hail ^05 D
•dtween f a.m. A S pm

•2S-1221

DISCOUNT Europe, Isradf, India, East.

Africa, Ot-ient. tonUct M.C.C. »J04

Wilsbire>l»d.,LAf001S.47M*4«. (fyQTR)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.

All professions, occupptidns, S700 - S3,000

montlily. Expenses paid, overtime, sight

seeing. Wr— info write Jobs Overseas,

Dept. P*. P.O. Box 15071, San Diego, CA.

»2n$. (17A2$)

BE sure to

drown all fires.

.,».-. ^A,"..*. -' -^—
A

What if

(CooUnned from Page 20)

geography, 7-10 pm, Wlllard

Elementary School Auditorium,

301 S. AAadre Street, Pasadena.

Tickets are 114.

Wednesday, April 26

—"Dynamic Analysis off

Pancreatic Insulin Secretion," by

Richard Bergman, Instructor In

bioengineerlng. University of

Southern CaMtomiaiJWWOiXHS^
105.

-

'

—"Discriminating Between
Models of ttte Axon Membrane,"

by Rosalie Hoyt, professor of

physics, Bryn Mawr College,

Pennsylvania, noon, CHS 53-105.

—"Two Models for Classifying

Time- Dependent Observations,"

by A.A. AfifJ, associate professor

of blostatistlcs and

Monday, April 24, 1*72 UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

gave a what's on and nobody came .

.

blomathematics, 3 pm, CHS AV-

—"Tha Influence of ttie Vlon-
nase Volkskomodie on Haydn and
Mozart," by Eva Badura-Skoda,
professor of muslcology^.
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
3 pm, Schoenberg 1200.—"Ttie Vibration of a Rigid
Block Wekied on an Elastic Half
Space," by R. Burrldge, associate
professor, Courant Institute of
AAathematkaf Sciences, New-
York University, New York City, 3
pm, Boelter 52641 t

—"EHects of Intraventricular
ACTH on Sex Hormone Secretion
and Sexual Behavior," by Charles
K.Hauo, associate professor of
anatomy, University of Southern
California, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.

—"Genetics of Lipopolysac-

charide and Virulence in
Salmonella," by Bruce Stockor,
professor of microbiology,
Stanford University, California, 4
pm, CHS 43-105.

—"Social Background of tlio

Masked Dancers in Barotseland,"
(Illustrated) by Max Gluckman,
professor of social anthropology.
University of Manchester,
England, 4 pm, Bunche 1209B.

_ —"Mariner 9 — Results of the
Radio Occultation Measurements
of the Atmosphiere of Mars," by
Arvydas J. Kliore, member of
technical staff. Tracking and
Orbiting Determination Section,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4 pm,
MS 5200.

—"Reproductive Processes in a
Large, Stow Octopus," by Arthur
Martin, professor of zoology.

University of Washington, Seattle.

4 pm LS 2142.

—"Songs for Today," by
Malvina Reynolds, song writer
known as "The Muse of Parker
Street," 7 pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets
are $4.25 and $2 (students).

—^^"Participation in the Horse
Show and Recent Regutotions/'
by Lamar Kr\lll, department of
^biological sciences, California
State Polytechnic College
Pomona, 7 pm, LS 2147. tickets
are $3.50 and $1.75 (students).
—"The Australian Outback," by

Tom L. Mc Knight, professor of
(Geography. 7 pm, Bunche 2209.
Tickets are $4.

Political:
—"Students for Bugliosi," noon,

Kerckhoff 400. .

—"Brvin Young Republicans,"
3:30-5 pm, Ackerman Union 35iM.

E.C.:

Monday, April 24
—"Beginning Ballet,'f 6 pm.

University YWCA, 574 Hllgard
Ave.

j

—"Calligraphy," 7:30 pm/
Architecture 1243B.—"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pifi,

-Kerckhoff Upstah^ LooWJ^H^
—"Office Culture and the

Secretary," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

—"Oppression As Control,
Freedom As Countercontrol,"
7:30 9:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Philosophy and Yoga," 2-

3:30pm, Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs
Lounge.

" <Continued on Pase 17)

* yn.^>
"Tl

DAILY
BRUIN
^Travel . .

.

• •' • -•

9Hi ANNUAL JKT FLIOHTS

EUROPE: FROMf2» ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: FROM$34t ROUNOTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN V10932, •39-2401

424tOvcrlaiMf, Dept. A.
Cujv«r City, Ca. 9Q230 . (t]

'^ -A^^'''"9 '» VApts Furnished., . . . 2? VHouseto Share. 77 /^,f^//,. ^ ., ,
-

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN E.

J73 S« -*^ conversational mettM,0 (trffi—ii-Ii
^

(UQTR)

m\ LSAT other test preparation. In
dividual and small §roup instruction.

*«^«T'*^
Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson

•S7 4390. (I8QTR)

./VALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, lurn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr , 6S0 Landfair, 477 $479. (21 M 2)

y/ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

BEACH front, very spacious 4be0rm,
•replace S104 2$ plus utilities. Firsthand last
month's rent. 392 3S24. (27 A

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leavino
London June and July. $435. Brochure?
Encounter Overland. 23 Manor House Drive,
London NWG. (17 A 21)

HOUSE, La Pai Bolivia, 4/13 - •/13/72, three
georgous furnished bdrms with maid,

ISISO/lHo. S59 2840,343 4l5t. (17 A2i)

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
.
anguage study, translation, literature Ca

I*

ormer UCLA teacher for results 82!-
6344.

(I8 0TR)

I BDRM unfurnished, carpets, stove, walk to
campus, 5140 104S4 1/2 Wilshire - open til
°'^^ (22 A 28)

EX Math professor with PhD will tutor math
at all levels for reasonable rates. Phone, 829-
^*^^-

(18 A 27)

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimented
programs 4 or 8 weeks. Experiments in
Traveling, 984-2411. (I7 0TR)

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
'

FLIGHTS

New York Flights under S100 oneway
~

Study ft Camping Tours ~^r
1972 Student Guide Book to Europt

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

CONTACT: SOFA Aflent VIC DEPT UCLA
—

13S09 Ventura Blvd
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE
: 872-22U or 714-1477

EUROPE, Israel this summer .

onregimented program. 4 whs. Europe,T
wks Israel. Dig Kibbuti. plenty free time.'
EAlLJlLllAKtlLing. 984-2411. (17QTR);,
FANTASTIC Awareness Experience- Saa

w- "e**' """^"f' ««»'"»«nv . France Italy,
Spain, Switi, br travel Russia - earn credits.
Student travel rates •2«-3)74. June - iuly.
^ " V (17 A 21)

T^URrsnARSALEs'
RENTALS LEASES'AND—

i

EURAILPASSESI

FRENCH for Travelers with experienced
French native teacher; Conversational
method No Translation. Call now, 475-
"0'-

. (18 A 28)

LIVE at the beach* Marina del Rey penin-
sula. Entire second (top) floor in new
building. 4 bedrooms. 3 baths. All modern
conveniences. $37$. At 3004 Pacific Ave

,Phone 8214425. (22 A 27}

ENGLISH improvement: pronunciation,grammar, sentence structure, other
problems (specialty foreign students)
Experienced English teacher. 399-0283. (18 A

«S4)

TWO bdrm, unfurnished, Wilshire-Fairfax
area, one block north of Wilshire, excellent
Transportation, reasonable rent, garage.
available immediately. Phone 487-1434 (2aA

TWO to share completely furnished 3 bdrm
house in West Hollywood Own room, '%%i

***J^^^ (27 A 24)

VISITING professor and wife (no children,
no pels) wish to sublet apt. or inexpensive
house near campus, roughly June 10 to
August 10. J.E. Sitter, English Dept.. Univ.
of Mass, Amherst, Mass . ( 27 A 2$;

V Housing Needed . . . , 28
ri^«^° .' '***T •"* Sublet/rent J«t*e 15 - Au«
1 $^

Westwood. 472-0370 aHer 4:30 fM. (HA

y/Apfs to Share . . ._^,

UCLA professor needs 3 bedroom house.
Unfurnished or rent or lease - Dr. Robert
Barnes 848 1202. (28 A 24)

y/hping 19
?iVi*^

T^O ^f<^ studio apt w/3 girls.

i^ll'J'";... f«" 478-5144 after $.

^^ .^Room and Board —^-ZTzr-M--

Wilshtre/Westwood.
(23 A 3t)

EXPERIENCED typist
theses, dissertations, etc.
service. Call 390-2491.

term papers.
Accurate, fast

09 A 37)

LOW rates /quality typing - papers.

inV*'**!"*"*' »»*»•»' »«'«>•'»' etc Free
editing Emergency Service. Call, 838-

I
• (19M2)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles. S4S. Kitchen, swn decks,
pool, garage, 473-4412. (23aTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.
Room Mate Finders, 3288 Westwood.
475- 8431, fee Sl$. (23 M 2)

'^^Ir^
student grad/undergrad. meals,

400 S. Bentley. 272-4734. (RBMI)

!lf ?-*.^f ^ **•'"' «o«»»^»cts for sale. 1 men's.
«4.l915$tan. 1 women's, 824-2372 Jody. (RB
nn 1

1

nf.^ ."? ^'«'n'»V (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, accurate. Tom. 473-0031. (19QTR)

EDITH - IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
laccurate, dependable. 933-1747. '19QTR)

ROOMMATE needed - Furnistied one
bedroom apartment. 12 minutes to campus
(West LA) S75 /month, call Bob at 824-79411
after 4:30 PM. (23 A 24)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice. 397-3304. (19QTR)

^ny make, any modeirT

Call 'Fred' (213) 783-W53
FOREMOST EURaCAR

•«

.. -
Campus Rep. availaMa to help

students, faculty, and staff with travel

?ft» PJ,**;"""**
C*" J*"*** Roberson. 474-

7073 or 483-1400 ext. 3735. ( MS)

ZJT *'! '^•"9 » »« Continent thii_^wmmer, why is your flight only to London?

n «V*,^f ?,'*r'» •"" "<2 '•^ 'rtyone 12-» 826 1201,425 7171. (17 ^ 25)

- SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
• LA /New York (1 -way) 578

(May 31st ft June ISth only)

• L A /London/L.A. 5345
• L A/Brussels/L.A. $249
A L A /Tokyo/L.A. • ^433
• L A /TelAviv/L.A. SSOI

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033
1734 Waatwood Blvd

^VJ.!1' "»V**'«***"»'^*"»''«' •'^•w papers,manuscripts. Reliable. ExperlanceT Cal"'•""•
(19QTR).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term ^
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 710-1074 1 le nru ,

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term paperw
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after 5; 30,weekends. Sharon,
838 5487. (19 0TR)

GROOVY pleasant spacious warm'
surroundings. Optimum studying facilitllK.
Utmost possessions security. Very possibly
your thing ideal for one or two girls,
$45/mo. Near Westwood. Don't sheepishly
wonder. Investigate* Jack, 478-7588,

4

^^-
( A 24)

^—FEMALE share w/I. LlT^e apt, corT
veniently located. Own bdrm, $92.50. 473-'

,
2037.837 1495. (23 A 27)

GIRL grad, 1 bdrm. apt. in Santa Monica
near beach witfi same. 585. 824-4554. 451

(23 A 24)

DORM contracts for sai« $244 . <ari*«
quarter Dorm your choice."all tS^S?"lessage, 825-5451 ( Edgerley

)

( KJitii'^
$85 /month. 1/2 Mock from campus sao

n*«*L"" *U '*"' "" H'^net. Piraw\ea^name, number iSwli]

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
ROOM/Board 1/2 block from University in
exchange for light housekeeping. Must like
animals. 47 4 a79. <34A^>-

FREE room /board in Malibu home for male
*;"r*!!*

'" *««'»*n9e for supervision of boy
,« -?^* chores. Private beach/tennis club.
278 5000/454 8978. ,jOa28)

2031.

FURNISHED, super-close to c7mpus
inquire at $$$ Gayley Ave., call 479-9914. Ask
for Steve Peters. (33 A 38)

WANTED male student to help
housekeeping. Room ft board, salary. Prefer
Oriental who drives. 453 8753. ( 30 A 34)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
•fJV.V^^'

^"'^w^'ve Nancy, 473-4143. Kay."*^^^^ (19QTR)

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers,done promptly, carefully. Selectric
typewriter (Pica-Courier). Mrs. Rita
Sokolow, 3989880.

( 19 A 35)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-
4: Barbie. 828 3345. Mae, 394-5182. (19ATR>

OWN bdrm, bath, 3 bdrm apt. 1/3 bik
camp4»». &1IO/me. George, f8S>^375, 473-«4t^
«^«» (23 A 28)

ROOM and board in exchange lor sitting
Beginning Fall '73. Walking distance to
campus. 475 5931.

. . (30 A 34)

Vfor Sofc-teose 24
^*°°'" '°'' ^^"'

'

3}

$8$ month, including utilities. Furnished
single. West LA. Sublet June t3 September
'S "^3 029$. (34 A 34)

o??.*,w.Tr' *""••* * ^•**'»' w" 'M)u»e.
5375 833-4901. (34 A 28)

MALE grad, med student. Kingsne bdrm,
bath, kitchen privileges, opposite campus,
view, $7$ Eves, 473 3274. (31 A 35)

COMFORTABLE bdrm/bath, separate
from house close to campys. Responsibfg
student. $95/mo. 473 3580. (31 A 38)

— ^'iSi««iSSilSi*r^... ^Wanted 20
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS TO India.
Kashmir ft Nepal Trans Africa Latin
America. Travel and camp off the beaten
irjick to some rather interesting unexplorao

n?*M1 -^° *''•'«''» ^'^'* Richard Hass,Box 1408, Bellingham, Wa. •225 for detailed
•niormation. (17M

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

*;ffJlALR10UCTI0N$T0
'^REE CATALOGUE ALSO KURAILFASS

)/House for Rent . 25 )/Autos for Sale . . 33

uJ^ie? ?JE**«***h
*® departures, also NY.

at«/«!S?' **'"'"' »^ •» "«<«••»
Or BeJllVi"" '»» «A$C, 323 N. Baverly
JL Bevarly Hills. 90H0, ll^m. (I7QTII)

ic. EUROPE
J5RAEL EAST APRICA

»»^i«lholt wett 1S«»' .
campln, toura

»»'M»«nt Charter A2S* ^ »«tar-lurapppn

^••»VicentJi!C-"*?**.L^^»»«* ''CA, nai?

Trt (^1,ri?J?**''-*'^'"'•^'

WILL PAY CASH FOR CARS.. RUNNING
OR NOT, WRECKS TOO. FREE TOW
AWAYS. 391 9640, 835-1443. (30 A

VApts Furnished 2)

WALK TO SCHOOL '

Spacious Modern Apartments
Moderately Priced

Renting Office: 514 Landfair II
Also Witti Pool

Olenfair Terrace
543 Landfair f 14

S40Glenrock«11

SUBLET house, yard, trees,,privacy. One
person. $100 per month. Begin June 1. 3t4-
'"* (35 A 28)

PLEASANT 3 bdrm house at beach, next
park. Own room, util/4ncl. $90/mo. Eves.
394-7718, days, (Barbara) 835 7401. (35 A 38)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2bdrm ft
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-deSac
$59,000. Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (35 OTR)

'70 VW $1300 rebuilt '44 VW $550. After 3.
397 3354. (33 A 34)

^^ e

i'47 MGB roadster. Excellent condition, nu
top. rebuilt engine. Must be seen. Best offer.
.Phone, 834 8448. (3) A 24)

PROF'S 3 bdrm ft den furnished. June 23-
Sept. 1. $300/mo, less for dog care. 834-
2924. (2iA2aj

FREE LOAN CARS
FREETOWINO

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICI
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A-1 AUTO SERVICE

)/House for Sale 26
H 4 7957 Van Nuys Blvd.
II« I across from G.M. Pl|at•• Call394 707$ 24Hoays

FUNKY single nice »r0». near beach in SM,
585. 392 $263 after 4. (31 A 38)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 3 bdrm ft
conv den Quiet Cul-df-Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 474 4444. ^ (24 OTR)

FURNISHED Sinfles to share, $78. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Oayley. 473-
.*<'2. (21 OTR)

IDEAL professors! By owner. Newly
decorated, bright corner 3 bedroom, 3 baths
Magnificent view Hillcrest Golf Course
Separate panneled study. $44,500. 1478 South
Roxbury Or 553 7587. (34A34^

'70 VW Bug 32,000 miles Convertible.
AM/FM, excellent condition. $1450. Phone,
47* '343. (33 A 35)

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles. $125.
across from Dykstra. SOI Oayley, 6R 3.l7li,
GR 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. . (21 OTR)

^^"*oring

"»a....t^
P'^o'^sor Teach also poetry (18 A

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hllgard). GR 5-5584. (21QTR)

ip 10941
5235 1 bedroom pool. Furn/patie/air cond.
10941 Strathmore Or ^77-8853. (31 MID

TRANSFER Forces Sale .... Lovely-home,
country.atmosphere 2 bedroom, modern-
guest hous« /oRtra bath. Yard/fish-pond.
trees ...$34,>00. Wynn .... 4777001. (24 A 27)

fn^r^?^-'-^*"**'"'^'^*''^ ""•<!«• atrium

room A study 2 baths, fabulous view On#acre. Incino, $57.900 783$131. (UAn,

'41 JEEP Willys good mechanical condition.
Five Michelin radials. $1000. 454.1514. ( 33 A
37)

'49 MG Midget. 40,000, extras, mint eon
dition. Call 394 7352 after 4. ' (33 A 34)

'4$ FORD Fairlane, 4, automatic, good
condition, must sell. $495 /best offer. Ernie
Eves 394 4397 (33 A 35)

'LARGE attractive onebdrm apts in Santa
Monica. $185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 304$ Fourth St., SM.
113 5554.593 9142. (21 OTR)

V House to Share 27

' A?.^P.?^ ^^t •'^••**' ««cing Green Alarin,AM FM, rack; 13,000 miles 270 hp, 350 cu
in, mint condition (805) 355-0385. (33 A 37)

PORSCHE, 57', New frtna. trans..
Rebuilt eng $1800/best offer Call B/4 4 p m
9314790. (33/.

OWN room, $44.50 mo. 1C mins. campus.
CWI Steve. x$3949. Craif, 47303I0. (27 A 2S)

43 CHEVROLET impala sports Ca«»pe
converfib/e, Oaod cond.. $350. Call 379 , , .

.

'"' (33A2S)

4) FORD R H. power Smog levice Runs
like new. around $300 Broke' 474 4104 to 11
'*^ (33 A 34)

•44 VW Beetle lor sale E iceiient mechanical
..-/•L"***''®" ^^ complete description,

call 939 8405 (33 A 24)

•44 MG B Green /black . two tops. Michelin
tires. 32.000 miles. 3*7-4057. $9«>/eHer (33 A
351

'43 VW yan. partial camprr. very clean,
CBceilent condition mi »n^ out, $7*5 828-5934
*^^«^* (33 A 15)

'44 VW Perfect tor mechanic Engine in
back scat $350 Tony, after 8:00 PM. 473-
**^ (33 A 35)

'ti

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 838-7419. (330TR)

ofLr^rS'^.f
""'*•"* «•"««'»*•" »^»00 /bestOffer. 47* 1351 evemnys. (33 A 37)

-XKCi .. I I II iijl»pw»<»«w»«l i< 11

•0 MCA convertible 1000 engine, decent
JOdy, many extras, good radials. must sell
-a fight draft. $500. 475-4704 (33 A 25)

41 DODGE Lancer Excellent condition $30t

M*'7^.*l.*
•*'**^ Oarlene, 835 5301

, evenings -

no 5319. (33 A 35)

IVJ'f-f•******'• '^•* •"cellent condition.UM 475 5408 or 474 71*3 VOL ^3 (33 A 34 )

48 ALFA Duetto. $1150 Blue convertible •

?niov beautiful Spring m a lieawtilwl car! 373-
>7M (33 A 20)

'70 VW Camper, very
after 4. 453 001*.

condition. Call
(33 A 37)

'42 VOLVO P 1000 Rebuilt engine, new
paint, wire and mag wheels. Best offer 343-
2*21 (33A1S>

\f-

r-}*^«r«MJtet«i .11

'48 PORSCJHE 911 Concourse All 'S' equip.,
all xtras. PTob finest in Calif. 478-187I. ( 3 A

'47 FIAT 1500 convertible
$850 or best oiler. 3*0-3M*;-

Rebuilt engine.
03A74)

'70 TRIUMPH Spitfire Cherry condition.AM/FM 24,000 miles $12*5 357 $480 after
* (33 A 28)

ONLY $8$0 40 VW - new '70 motor, offWhite in excellent cond. Call OM.MM. (jj i

'70 NORTON 750 Commando, 5400 mi, racing
tuned, excellent condition $850 or offer. 374-
^^*^ (33 A 38)

'4$ CHEV. Metttov S» , P/S , A/C, r»«lo, Vt.
XInt cond , $850/offer. (NNN 300) Pr . pty.
451 4»$8a«er$ 30 (33 A 38)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UCLA- Students! 5% off PevfMf,
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes.
Expert repairs Lee's Cyclorama, Schwinn
Authoriied dealer 3439 S Robertson Blvd 3
bIks N Santa MOnica Fwy 83* 4444. (35M4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, law
prices, 10 spd Irom $77. French, Austrian,
American. 1714 Westwood. 47$-3370. (is
QTR)

'.ycles, Scoofers

•47 HONDA 450 Excellent cond. new tires,
carbsftothereitras. 820 1171. (34 A It)'

'70 HONDA CT »0. Trail and street use. Clean
machine. I kndW. Call 3*7 7454. (34 A It}

71 HOf^DA CB 450 Red. excellent cond .

only 5775. Call Gene, 47*-4$l 1 ext. lUS or 7*1
1344eves. 04A2t)

'^yrtT^^*^
'« '»•• •"• Excellent cond

,bookrack, turn signals, helmet $335 478 543l)*"**
C 34 A 14>

^70 HONDA CB 100, LXInt. cond , only 3400
miles, recently tuned, $275. 473-3*41, eves.(3«
A 34)

'43 BMW R4*S cUssic rebuilt eng , trans .

Clutch Must sell $1000 /best offer 3*4
^*" (MA 35)

'45 650 TR16 Bonn Heads extended forks,
extra chrome, runs excellent. 11:1 pistons
5450 3*3 8350 IMAM)
1*70 HONDA CBi7$, Less than 5000 miles,
rack, perfect condition. $375. 477-03*3. (I* A

BSA 1*70 450CC Firebird, 13,000 miles.
Excellent cond , book rack, extras 374 933*.
early morn, nights (34A1S)

49 HONDA CL90, new paint, rtb. motor.
^*'*?1 .*»*••'*' **^'* P*""**- *»»V 431 ^SOS. (MA
35) '^>'
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—Tar

S
Tickets^ virtuoso Xenneth Watson, 8 pn\j

\
" y

k

«

Campus and Public

—"Roberta Flack/' 8:30 pm.
May 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets

on sale at Central Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50

and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with picture ID.

—"Student Films/' 8:30 pm,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $2 (general) and $1.25

(students).

—"Sleight of Hand," a Theater

Arts production, 8:30 pm,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday AAay

3, 4, 5 and 6; and 7:30 pm, April 30,

Ralph Freud Playhouse,
AAacGowan Hall. Tickets are $2.50

and $1 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.
— "Thomas Harmon,"

University organist, 8:30 pm,
Wednesday, Schoenberg Hall

/Auditorium and Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
th^ Central Ticket Office, 650-

Westwood Plaza.

—"New Musics by Larry Austin

and Paul Chihara," with violist

Walter Trampler, and percussion

HallFriday, Schoenberg
Auditorium.

Concerts:
—"Noon Concert/' Presenting

piano students of Johana Harris:

Franklin Burton in works of

Prokofiev and Chopin; Stella

Lazar and Steve Kramer (piano

duo) in Debussy's "Petite Suite";

Allen Burke and Bill Shull (piano

duo) in Ravel's "Concerto";
Joana Zamberlin in "Noble and
Sentimental Waltzes" by Ravel;

and Barbara Nosal in Ravel's

"Reflections in the Water," noon,

Tuesday, in Schoenberg
Auditorium.

—"Thai Instrumental MusiC/"
noon, Thursday, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Traditional *muslc
will be performed with the pi phat
(percussion) and mahori (string

and percussion) ensembles.

Calloway, Kate Smith, Bob Hope*

Jadr Benny, Wetter WInchell,

George Burns, and Gracie Allen,

showing ftl_.5_^ pm , today^
tomorrow, Wednesday, and
Thrusday, AAelnitz 1409. All fHms
-are "free, but tt»e*r titles carmet-b*

—

Containiiii Viruses and Myelin
MemWeneS/" by Donald Casper#
Children's Cancer Research
Foundation, Htrvarii Medical

Films:

"Films About Radio," a
series of films produced during
the heyday of network radio,

featuring such stars as Bing
Crosby, W.C. _ Fields, Cab

released due to peculiar contract

arrangements.
—"A Day in the Son," about life

rn the Alaskan Broolcs range
Wilderness, 3:15 and 8 pm,
tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium.

—"Africa : East/¥Vlesf/Soutli,"

7:15 pm, today, Westwood Film
Society, 1730 Westwood.

Seminars:

Monday, April 24

—"The Conjugal Family ^ Has
It a Future?" by Ralph Turner,
professor of sociology and an^

thropology, 8 pm. Social Welfare
147.

—"Western Education as the
Indoctrination Into Am-
bivalence," by Carl A. Faber,
lecturer in psychology and staff

member. Student Counseling
Center, 8 pm, Dickson Art Center
^160. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).
^

Tuesday, April 25

—"Structural studies on Lipids

Sctiool, Boston, AAassactmsetts, 4

pm, CHS 53-105.

--^^"Performance off Revartt
Osmosis Membranes in Desalting

Agricultural Waste Water>" faV

David Antoniulc doctoral can-

didate. Energy and Kinetics
Department, 3 pm Boelter 8500.—"Pliilosopliy and Revolution

in East Europe," by Raya
Dunayevskaya, author,
philosoptier, and political analyst,

and one of three Americans in-

vited to contribute to the In-

ternational Symposium',
"Socialist Humanism,"edited by
Erich Fromm, 3:30 pm Bunctie
1209B

—"The Use of Affinity
Chromatography in Protein
Structure Studies," by Meir
Wilchek, professor -of biophysics.

The Weizmann Institute of

Science, RetK>vot, Israel, 4 pm,
CHS 33-105.

—"Watching the FCC: Public
Responsibility and the Broad-
caster," by Geoffrey Cowan,
noon, L^w Faculty Lounge.
'^"The Soldier in Pre-Coldnial

Uganda," by Godfrey Uzoigwe,
professor of history. University of

Michigan,, and "Collective
Security and Political Integration
in Contemporary Africa," by

Boniface Obichere,
assoclaf.

professor of history, 7
'!!'

AAorphy 2121. - .
^'^'

-^"OctutM^kt^^
AnImiT

Disease Consideratlbn," kJ
Donald G. DeValols, chief J
reMjjrch Jn ^laborato^ ^^
medicine, science, ^
technology, Wadsworth Veterant
Administration Hospital, 7 nn!
AAS 5200. Tickets are $4 50 2^
$1.75 (students).

^* ^"^

—"Exploration and Ex
plottation of Minor Planets" bv
Samuel Herrick, professor of
astronomy and engineering, 7 30
pm, MS 4000. Tickets are $3
(members of the American In-
stitute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, $2).—"Maslcs, Gods, and the
Beginning of European
Civilization," (Illustrated) by
AAarija Gimbutas, professor of
European archaeology and
curator of Old World Archaeology
Museum of Cultural History, 8
pm, California Room, Faculty
Center.

—"The 'Changing' American
Electoratcy" with Carl Hensler,
assistant professor of politi^i
science, 9: 35-11 :05 am, Tea Room
Bullock's Westwood, 1086I
Weyburn Ave. Tickets are $3.50.

—"The Unveiling of Southern
Arabia," by Roger A.E. Goss,
graduate student, department of

. -ij- -

(Continued on Page 19)
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rogram utilizes area studies
By Steve Rubin
DB Staff Writer

An expanded program for undergraduates majorinjg in physical
education will be adopted officially on July 1. .-

Donald T. Handy, chairman of the physicar education department, said
the program has already been approved by the Academic Senate
Committee on Undergraduate Courses and Curricula and is now offered
to physical education students as an option.
He added that a proposal to change the name of ttie physical education

department to the department of Kinesiology will go before the
University of California Regents next month, and, if approved, would
also go into effect on July. The Regental action on the name change will
have no effect on the curriculum change.
•The new program reflects a departmental desire to increase the

flexibility of student course selection and, at the! same time, create a
degree of relevance in subject matter that was not achieved in our for-
mer undergraduate program," said Judith L. Smith, assisUnt professor
of physical education. .^ _^ • _ ,___^^ _.

Requirements
The new plan allows students to complete their requirements within the

department Instead of talcing six physical education classes and six
_cour.ses in outside deoartments (the old "allied field concept"), the new
plan requires eleven courses in the physical education department and
only three extra departmental electives.

'Within those eleven courses, the Physical Education major has many
electives to suit his area of consentration and the extradepartmcntal
electives also chosen to relate to the student's particular field of in-
terest," Handy said.

To increase the relevance and flexibUity of the Kinesiology courses, the

plan divides departmental offerings into three fields taking into account
students with different interests and goals, Smith said

Area stresses
Area I stresses the physiological aspects of "moving man." Topics

such as how tissues and bones are affected by running are included in this

area of study.
;

Area II emphasizes the mechanics of "moving man," and concentrates
on how to hiake man's movement as efficient as possible. Topics include
how to make man run faster, throw farther and Jump higher with the

least amount of energy consumption. '

Area III concentrates on the sociological and psychological aspects of

moymg man." How does man approach sports psychologicaUy? Why do

people participate in sporU? Does sports breed agression?

OpOens
All three options are brand new and represent years of research by

faculty and graduates. But^ course offerings have not been changed,

ra^reUtled.
*Th* new program represents strategic strengthening of our un-

dergraduate program. The *alUed field concept' indicated that we just

didn t have enough to offer," Smith said.
The current curriculum of the physical education department reHects

f ^P®"^ ^ change dating back to IMS. In that year, under the

leadership of department chairman Benjamin MiUer, the man's and

women s departmenU were combined with one designated chairman.
( ©educational classes were also sUrted.
Studies by alumni and instructors defined the basic goal of the

department an emphasis on ClMses in kinesiology.
we wanted to devetop among our graduates a knowledge of the

(ConttainedonPagei?)
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over fetters

continues in Angela case
By Terry Cdvin

DB Staff Writer

SAN JOSE — The trial of Angela

Davis entered into the second

chapter of a continuing battle over

the admissibility of a series of

letters which the prosecution

claims establish a
*

'passionate

cofuiection" between Davis and

§oiedad Brother George Jackson.

Defense attorney Leo Branton

told the court the ^two letters,

which are photocopies of originals

the state does not have in its

possession, are ''inadmissible

hearsay, irrelevent and im-

material." He also accused the

state of invading Davis' privacy

and violating her constitutional

rights. J. ' :v rt

For the second time in less than

a week, Judge Richard T. Arnason

excused the jury for the

remainder of the day to hear

additional arguments on the

defense motion to deny admission

of the letters.

The two letters which Branton

challenged yesterday were the

same two letters over which the

defense argued for two days last

week The state said the letters

were found in Davis' apartment
during an FBI search. The

Newsmen featured

onUC-TV-LAshow
IC-TV-LA will present

"Television: Your Right to

Know" at noon today on UC-TV-
LA's two-way talk-back system.
The broadcast will feature L4>8

Angeles newsmen Clete
Koberts and Joseph Benti and
NBC network correspondent
Frank Bourgholtzer. Monitors
will be located in the Royce Hall

Quad, the Gypsy Wagon, the

Ackerman Union Men's
Lounge, the Coop and the NPl
auditorium.

defense contends the letters were
actually discovered during a
search for Davis before a search
warrant for her apartment was
issued. Both letters are
photocopies and are addressed
•Dear George" and signed
'Angela."

^arlieTinThe session, both sides
agreed that four other letters,
which are yet to be introduced!
are in Davis' handwriting!
Sherwood Morrill, a handwriting
expert, said an 18-page letter
found in Jackson's San Quentin
cell was typed on Davis'
typewriter. Another state expert
told the court he found a finger-

print belonging to Davis on the
letter.

Morrill also testified that the
names of Diane Robinson and
Jonathon Jackson, signed in a
book at the visitor's center at San
Quentin, were in Jackson's
handwriting. He also told the
court a letter signed "Angela"
was in Davis' handwriting.
The trial did not begin for an

hour yesterday because a 45 year-
old juror, Mary Borelli, retired
book accountant, was dismissed
from the jury due to health
problems. She was replaced by
the first alternate juror Robert
Siedel, an engineer.

'^"^^'^m^'^mi^ili^^^^
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Gold fourragere question

to be considered today
^ Is a3.6 grade point average (GPA ) a fair qualification to receive %
:g a gold fourragere to wear at Commencement? A meeting of the :?

:g Committee of Public Ceremonies (CPC) will be held to consider
'"'"

g: this question at 2 pm today in the Dean of Students Office.
& Students who feel the qualification is unjust and who have any
^ ideas as to how the situation can be corrected, should contoct either

^ Byron H. Atkinson, dean of students, (ext. 53871), Waldq Phelps,
gCPC chairman, (ext. 53303), or Don Hartsock, campus om^
1^
budsman (ext. 57627), before 2 pm today.

||
t)riginally, the requirement for a gold foimregefe was a 3.25

^ GPA, but two weeks ago, the requirement was raised to a 3.6 GPA.
5^

This has brought a wave of protest from all over campus,
% especially from seniors who feel that 3.25 was the fair breaking
g: point.

*

g "The honor is not lessened by the number of people receiving it.

g It is an achievement in an absolute sense and not relative to the

§: number of honorees. I would think that the University would be
g proud if the whole graduating class could achieve this," a student
:^: said in a letter to the editor yesterday.

:|
''lt;s simply snobbish to put the requirement so high," Les

^, Rosen, SLC general representative, said. "There are many
g: students who work very hard for a 3.25, often as hard as those who
g: have a 3.6 or better," he added;

^ Students who plan to call the above people are advised to present

^ alternative suggestions to the present situation. "The committee

^ will listen if we have some concrete alternatives, but if we just

^: protest we're not going to get anywhere," Rosen said

^

i

i
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ALLVOU
CAN EAT

GENEROUS SERVING OF DEEP F=RIED
BONELESS NA/HITE

• CHOICE OP
SOUP or SALAD
orCOl^SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15 <r EXTRA)
• TARIAR SAUCE
AND LEMON
• HOT ROLL
AND BUTTER
ANY 20«t
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Nornn's

WESrWOOD

PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
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midorms to gain option

ofcoupons foNunch plan
V Bowling alley to stay open
:aniC^
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Regent Roth

ssar

Bill to alter education
rejected by committee

rtf-

^ ^ ^ _ At *'»»*"T**^ a tut or

'*

Klt»€

opposed by
of the UuifciiJty

the rc StDdeBC .

net of the paduMe ** ""

ColierR- "'«*«-

•V *^'i

to their

par flwmaJHity of the coiti for

U) the con-

. Lobby

- PMi Gassaway
pQialed out that stadnts alreadi
pay a substantia] aMDQt Q^ tbeir

c«ts.aBid the benefits

education

-. . -J a sizable

parCioD cf the costs d higber

'•rae by society

ilPMIMENT^
We fepresent owmers ol ov«r
80.000 unis baKveert our

-.-p

We COR find o place for you to

''*e by tndkhmqyoor require-

m^nti to our units by coanpular.
' T -ee in our wmHide olHce

is SI 0. S5 refunded whao you
rent any erf our referrals

"^

The service in our Volley office

Gassaway. IT
e Slexe Aritti had

ihe "learn.

pian. low

minority students

j^jdncaoraged froro i^
Uanrersirv.

iitlee. reportedly

to mare the vote, cut off

disc«ssia^ t>efore complete

testimuat liad been given aod^

subsequently defeated the

- A enmpaninn measire authored

Inr" Collier. Assembly Con-

sdtutianal Ameochnent 18. (ACA

IS), arhich awld alkm the SUte

Mje^SBmxwc to set luiuon at

University, was tabled until

tomorrow Student Lobby

res expect it will not

ant of committee

'1»41

4jOS MKSriXS CAUr MtM

EqioysummerthbschooL
WMli l>ut vafv in length from

lo

iiomSWtoS20D.
or an a|ipiacjtion and a

QiMetm. inquire at your

o«ice for monp detailed
on #ie other

UC campuM Ml out #us
4 to us

tuition bill hard

^ ACA 56. by Assem-

blymaa Ken Meade (D -

. which prohibits tuition

at UC and state colleges,

held o\'er until next

IN A FINE CASTLE
by Derek Walcott

Premiere ofanewplaywf)ose events are set

ogainst the bockground of the haunted, gay at-

mosphere of Carnival time in Port-of-Spain,

Trinidod -with George Stanford Brown. Kurt

Kazner. Paula Kelly, Joan Van Ark, Diane
Webster.

SPEQAL $2 STUDENT TICKETS AVAIIABLE

one-time ONLY!

SUNDAY, MAY 7 - 2:30 PM
^ •^^ mm Ql KerditioH Noll Tkket 0«ice to UCLA

SludenH witt^ p>K>lo O. (A limiled number of tickets

moy be ovoiloble to UCU foculty-sMff on Moy 4 & 5.)

•^oftfwUQASkidOTi lorHw Am

-^•t.
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UC$antaCruz:
"^j.^ "
^' Cfc

jeans^

j''i

less than freedom

News analysis

by Steve Sacks
DB Staff Writer

-'•» " A.

A man in blue jeans with bare feet is discussing the
policies of Franklin D. Roosevelt before a group of
about 20 students, all of whom seem to feel free to
interrupt at any Ume. Is this a poorly attended
^>ocialist party lecture?

Hardly. It is upper division history class at UC
Santa Cruz dealing with twentieth-century America.
The Santa Cruz campus is the University's newest,

and its innovative, educational and social ap^
proaches have brought controversy as well as
change to higher education during the seven years of
its existence.

^^ The blue jeans-bare feet look of the professors at
^anta-Crm reflects the different m^ style of the
campus' rural setting. The setting itself has oc-
casioned both complaints and praise from Santo
Cruz students.

Escape

Some apply or transfer here to escape from big-
city life and big-city schools. Others are natives of
this rural Northern California area and still others
apply from out-of-state, having heard of relaxed
grading and California sunshine and beauty.

In addition, Santo Cruz has acquired an academic
reputation, partly because many professors at ottier
UC campuses transferred to Santo Cruz, and partly
because of the very high caliber of applicants the
campus has accepted. Santo Cruz is considered to be
perhaps the most difficult of the UC campuses to be
admitted to.

At many other campuses, a 3.1 grade point
average (GPA) is adequate for admission; at Santo
Cruz, a 3.5 GPA was almost a prerequisite until
regulations were imposed university-wide which
provided that one-half of the entering class shall be
chosen by random selection from a list of those
qualified for entrance to any UC campus.

-— Admission ^

FROM REDWOOD TO CONCRETE — The first unit of the science
complex at UC Santa Cruz is shown under construction in 19«S. The
construction required tlie removal of a large number of redwood trees.
Protests against the trees' removal typify student feelings about their
wooded campus.

Though it is always difficult to ascertolii just virhat

qualities admissions officers are loolung for in ap-
plicants to their schools, at Santo Cruz the norm
seems to be that you should have more varied in-

terests than usual.

Over the 3.5 level the GPA seems to have only a
limited importonce in obtoinihg admission. More
importont is the essay which accompanies the ap-
plication. Whether this is a fair method of judging
applicants is still being debated. Because of the
system, admission is highly unpredictoble.

Once admitted, a student faces confusion in un-
derstanding the rather novel structure of the campus
administration. The campus is cSvided|nto seven
residential colleges, each of which has (or will tiave

"In ttreuifeaf future) its own dormitory complex and
dining commons. Each college has its own academic
and cultural emphasis. Some are fairly stondard
liberal arts-oriented units like Stevenson College.

Others emphasize third-world, minority or ethnic

education like Merrill College and College VII.

Kresge College experiments with T-groups (en-

counter sessions) which are sometimes referred to

by other Santo Cruz students as "touchie-feelie

sessions."

Resldeniijii

Residential living is emphasized at UC Santo Cruz
and 50-60 per cent of the undergraduate students live

in campus housing. Virtually all freshmen students
live on campus.

Rather than one large dormitory for each college,

several smaller ones have been built. This increases

the chances of a resident knowing all the students on
his floor and possibly on the other two, or at the most,

three floors. Dorm rooms are larger ttian those tjere,

and some third-floor residents have built lofts which
can nearly double a room's usable space.

Students at Santo Cruz suffer fewer of the

distractions from studying that plague dorm
residents (and students in general) at other sctipols.

One factor is the limited number of off-cam pus at-

tractions. Students are more likely to spend to see an

older film which has come to campus than to find

someone with a car to go the minimum of five miles

to the nearest off-campus theatre at an increased
cost.

Quiet
Another factor seems to be the generally quieting

atmosphere of the area. Even stereos are kept
reasonable toned down and usually raucous all-house
parties are strangely silent in the cold night air.

Some students are unable to adjust to ttiese dif-

ferences in life style. A recent transfer to UC
Berkeley from the Santo Cruz campus noted a slight

disappointment with the situation she found at Santo
Cruz. She added that stje was more at home with the
street life and greater outside awareness at
Berkeley

Others find the Santo Cruz experience pleasurable
but complain of complications in ebtaining entrance
to graduate schools, to which a high percentoge of
the campus's graduates proceed. The system of
grading is a mixture of Pass/No Credit and written
evaluations. Harvard Law School claims it is too
pressed for time to evaluate passes and a whole
folder of comments. Instead, it usually relies on the
Law School Admission Test (LSAT).

Grading
In general, though, Santo Cruz graduates are

recognized by graduate school admission officers to
be of above average ability and most are able to
obtain admission to some graduate school.
Even aside from the problem of grad school ad-

missions, the merits of the rather unique grading
system is still debated. £>espite the absence of more
than one passing grade, students say there is no real
slackening of the workload. Professors still give mid-
terms and flnals, though some assign papers to
replace one or both of the exams.
Another innovation has been a reduction in the

number of courses a student carries every quarter.
At Santo Cruz the normal load is three courses, each
worth Ave units. Thus only 36 courses, instead of 45,

are required for graduation.

innovation
In general, Santo Cruz students favor this in-

novation. It remedies one of the faults of the quarter
system, namely that it Is too brief to allow intensive
study. A student now has.more time to spend on each
class, thus increasing the number of texto a
professor may expect students to master.
Students fam iliar with the rather complex breadth

requirements here might be surprised at the sim-
plicity of those at Santo Cruz. Three courses in each
of the humanities, natural sciences, and social

sciences areas are required. Thus freedom of clioice

and freedomi from unwanted courses may tiave

reached a Ufc campus.
All of this freedom from tight restrictions doesn't-

necessarily lead to a life of ease jfor the student.

Before graduation a senior must pass a com-
prehensive examination which can be written, oral,

written and oral, or consist of a thesis.

Pedestrian
Where Santo Cruz most differs from the big-city

campuses is in its pedestrian atmosphere. Students
voted to tox themselves $3.50 a quarter so they could
ride all public transportotion in Santo Cruz free of

charge. Resident students who own cars are required
lo park in the **Remote Lot" about a ten-minute walk
from the nearest dorm. Parking fees are $18 a year
for the remote lot and $54 for those close to campus.
Ttie wooded setting of the campus prevents vehicle

access to many areas so walking becomes a virtual

necessity around campus. No one seems to mind,
and walking the two-mile streach into town is not at

all uncommon.
In addition to walking, students show a great deal

of concern for their environment, especially the
mediato campus area. Current studento object to

planned facilities for future studento, and all com-
plain about the concrete monolittis which resemble
parking structures here but are really Natural and
Applied Sciences buildings.

The comment most reflective of the campus at-

titude is "Don't litter, you're in Santo Cruz." There
seems little likelihood of such a stotement being

made tiere. > —
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Water and Black Mesa

— -T,*# , ^ PB Editorial

By Bart Sokolow
M. v;
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The proNisional passage of a State Assembly bOl
which would outlaw the sale of termpapers has
raised deriolts questions m Qie areisiiriscadanic
freedom, ci\i] liberties, and uhiversity respoo-
sibility. Should the bill become law it wtHild make
illegal for sale prepared termpapers sold with the
knowledge that the paper would be used to obtain
academic credit.

The first objection to the bill comes on procedural
grounds. Though very wordy and very complicated,
the actual intent and penalties prescribed remain
vague. Because a tennpaper sellei| is liable only if be
sells a fully prepared termpaper and somehow
knot's that the user will hand it in unchanged, the bill

will t>e difficult to enforce. Termpaper companies
have already indicated that they sell only '"research
material.'* It seems apparrat that should the biU
become law it will be subject to a long court fight
before it could be implemented. Even the likelihood
of the bill surviving this court test is in serious doubt.
The bill would legislate in an area in which the

universities have traditionally been left to enforce
their own policies. In addition, the coostitutiooal
amonomy of the University of California seems
threatened. The University siq)p(Mted the bill, saying
it would actually extend their powers. We think any
such extension is not only unlikely but imwiae.

It is questionable whether, the University's pur-
poses are ser>*ed by allowing control over cheating
and plagiarism to be taken out of the purview of the
facult> and placing this control instead in the hiDcte
^LJ^e^^Acfaninistraiion (who would dedde wfaidi

kicated within the

of tke NaTijo azkd Hopi IndiaD Natioos. It

^_ iiuHtiif CQftl deposits Contracts with

these TVibai aUov Penbody CoaI Compnny to mine

for the VMp'^ ^ supphing the Mohave
Vomer Ttam with. coal. The conf

transportatioo require the use of

JM

"companies to move against), the courts (who woukl
be asked to issue injmctiQos), and the pcdice (who

lid do the enforcing of any in-
j.

t. ; :

t '

r <

•C:*.
' ^j"?*^ cooskleration is that of te idea befaiDd^ *^^J^" itself. Is it coit ect to oitfaw tenn-
papeT' seBag without pT^m irti^ the reasons why
siwlenls have timed to buying these papers? This is

°^ ^ ?°^"y ^^ ^^'y ^^ immoral practice of
turning in work not one's own biM it mnst hf» rMif^^i
that there exists a basic ti<- -I toi

^-y

•t mOi the
unpecsonal edaeatioa mbkb is recored at the
iBiveisKj. Students now TeHtxe that in many cases
the tennpaper is the oolv knoviedge a |s irfi— has
<rf ibon. What differcDce then does it make who
writes the paper?, tbey say.
Ala Sberrifb. chief frtnrariwial adviser to Gov

Ronald Reagan, notes with disapproval the temp^
Udoo o< professors to cut oat psfxrs ahngctfag
rather than attempt to <fisccni whether the pner is a
student s own work. Ibe Himination of papers is an
^desirable goal in our opnm «d ttadate oolr
force a professor s hand by b^yii^ termpapers

'

Aha^ re^zaminatkn of the university s nr-
poae«- tbe pwpoaes rf re««tli pg^aTS of

^

amount of indmck^ ^t—>^
receiiipg is more Deoessarr at
wtlawiQf oolv the sale of

Political forum deadlines

v-ater Hie use of this water has escited the emotions

ci mjAy BMlividuals and origanizations who mre under

the anpteasion that the White man" is again taking

advantage of the Indian, and is stealing his prectdus

water, water he oeedi to live. This impressioo is not

jnrtified by theiacts.

Water used b>' Peabody Coal Company is used for

coal iffiM'fBiing The coal is transported in a skory
pipeline 275 miles to the Mohave Pofwcr Plant (a

slurry pyehne is a method of traDsportiog coal
which has been crushed to a pofvder and made into a
mixture of fifty percent ( 50% ) coal and fifty percent
> 50%j water b>' weight ) . The water is removed at the
po#a- plant and the coal is bimed; the water is

e\'aporated at the power plant site.

formation to water aquifers over jooo fi^ w^
surface (they have leased ^ppt^,^^^
acres in two tracts; the total si^ ^it!?'

^^^
be more than 14.000 acm). Under th^^"^""*
contract, Peabody was raqiaied to s^i t2* "^^
weU shafts with cement dimn to looo f^t^'!?
surface to prevent any disturbances </^w *^

water weUs and wbaequent knrerinp of «Lr^'
tatte;Peabody. hdwever,1iwiialcdO»2,^ *^
down to 2000 feet as a I»JvStive m^ ""'^^
have drilled five welb to'^SK S^IS^ ^
J636 and 3737 feet and pay $1.67 per ao^^^
water.

:^:g'

E*«
^:

The Black Mesa is on the edge of ttie Colorado
Piateau^ AH of the upper straU (down to ap-
proximately 6.000 • 8,000 feet bekyw the surface) on
Black Mesa is sedimentary; sandstone on top with

!•.-

Sandstone is a geokigical formation which consists
of sand particles that have bea
together Sandstone is permeable, which m<
water can percolate into spaces between the
grains: water can also be hekf in sandstone.
however, is made up of much smaller day particleB;
It wiO not hold water or aUow water to

are

average Iixfian water weO in Black Meaa ii
sekkin (killed deeper than 500 - 610 feet, and

deeper than 800 feet the lower limit of the
sandstone formation. Just bekyw the
^ * *y ^^ ^>Kk shale formation (the
) which is impervious to water. Water
through the Mesa Verde wiD stop at the
formation and travel laterally
IS a ^ving or remain as an

According to tbe Contract the IVnart^ .

interior thmugh it. uTSSlSS^'S^r^ "*

Tu««ismomUringte^

reqyires that Peabody must either provide iLT
dians with water in quantity andquaat>^

dper^ow from another source. These preK
^I^VS^^l^^'^^'^ to theHo^
forts rf the U.S. Department of the imehor. PeJb^Cmi Compmiy and the Hopi and Navajo .NatiS^ve tried to mnre tbe safety of Indian water tbe

^"^t^l^ boJeenP^body's source^

shale Isrmatoons and the sealed weD shafts hi coo-
JimrtMn with the U^GA monitonng prtigmn ut
y^ry 90od safeguards.

V^'M.

Coal Company
flK water use by Peabody

<htainftf from tbe following

j...^.

'.-J'-

the skale formation, the
is the Entrada winch
the surface. Further

KayeniD. and Wiagate fbrmationt
pfovidestiK

Coal

Black Mesa at its

charged or filled by
through the

the saocer-tte fbr-

has drilled throi^ the

4. The mhung lease between Peabod) Coal and tbe

Navajo-Hopi Nations (actnaOy referred to as tbe

Mming Lcaae between ttie Hopi Tribe, Sute d
Arinna and SenHy Boyalty Ctaipany)
2/rhe U.S. Geolagicai Survey in Tucson. AriioM,

concerning the U.S.GS. water monitoring program
in the Black Meaa area.

3. A report on Black Meaa oaDed. *'Emiroomental
and Economic banes: Hie Strip Mining 00 Black

Mi^and the Coal Bunu^ Power Plaots. by tbe

Teachers and Studpnts of the E^nvironmental

^^reservation daaaea. Maqy F^rms High School,

Many Farms. Ariaona, poUished by Pahana, P
Box 4312, Santa Barbara^ Califbraia 93103. available

for SI .00 at Papa Bach*s).
4. A pamphlet pohiished by Peabodv Coal Com

pony, pidilished in Novenahcr IfTO, called 'Mining

and Black Mesa^ (anilahle from Peabody Coal

Company. SM Del Webb BuIMb^MO Ndrth CeDtral

AnioBagOlll. _„

Letter

Psyc/ie lab condemned
.fflwiv^l J^"^ »«»«wis, provkted with

Catalog •'g*:,^^ Z^^^^^tJTl^^'^
descriMiaa ^ ?—*5*^ apmmentM not

liT^SSratj! tSTt?^*^^***-^^wry vtat to expect until after tiK^^ 121"™^** '^•'^ completed.
«hcn they were req^ared to write
Papw^ For most «t»iii-,^ ^^

^ Ac ,

'^ mdentanding of the lat "
"

to the manner in which

Bat it is otity m 111 that students

can be exposed to tbe various

tfrhniijiM and problems of the

theoretical aspects of learning

Conaeqneally. tbe emphasis

shoidd be placed upon laboraton|

and discussion 01

wriung ««"

_ of two changes be

Oiieofthepsj^holaiy»*,|;

be made a prerequuitt w
It woiid place the main

m oaper-vriting

«4y involved with

at hand. AltemaCive(y*

sort of qims coukl be

of wTttngr
tbe use af

^i'T"T ^ * "^"^ S^'SfsKgSi;^^
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Reviewer
-y^ J
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Editor:

Harold Bronson (Musicon)

made a few comments about

( I eedence Clearwater with which

I
disagree:

1) They are not Berkeley hip-

pies They are upper-middle class

residents of the hills overlooking

Kl Cerrito. You can judge which is

worse, or better. ^.

2) John Fogerty's voice: it is the

(inly one lie has, no put on, and-I-

think it is well suited to rock...

;{ ) I fail to see how any group's

popularity can exceed its talents.

4) Harold falsely equates

musical complexity with musical

quality. **Chooglin" is a

celebration of life, not a virtuoso.

5) Harold suggests that CCR
may have lost public support

during their long vacation. I like

to think that public support
doesn't determine all of us. Last

year following the CCR European

tour, John told me that his am-
bitions were to read and relax for

a while. If you had seen him
sliding down the park slide and

riding his Honda with his pretty
little daughter riding on his lap
you would understand.

(i) True, CCR has achieved
success primarily through the
talents of John Fogerty . But do not
forget that Stu and Doug are not
mere accompaniments. They are
his life-long friends and they have
been together as a group for over
13 years. How many nights does
that make of playing while
"people sat there drunk." fheir
resolution to stick together attests
to the solidity of this friendship, a
welcome contrast to all those
groups that break up to make it as
mdividual performers. While all
three contribute, anyone who has
ever met Doug would find it dif-
ficult to picture him remaining in
the background of any group for
long. His personality.mightJwell
be the key to CCR's success and
stability.

7) Mardi Gras: "Looking" by
John and "Tearing" by Doug are
•two good country pieces. Doug
and Stu's "Need" is outstanding

credence with publi
as is John's "Someday." Stu
shows a lot of promise with "Sail
Away."

Steve Hackbarth
Graduate

Philosophy of Education

Hogwash
Editor

:

Thanks to the ignorance of a
man named Keith Dodds, a
member of local 2070, the subject
of the CSEA initiative has been
brought to the attention of UCLA
students. In Mr. Dodd's letter to
the editor which appeared in the
Bruin of April U, he stated that
the CSEA was trying to take
Governor Reagan's veto power
away and. givie it to the Board of
Regents. HOGWASH ...
Anybody who even knew what
CSEA stood for would know that
that was a lie. The California SUte
Employees Association (con-
cerning all state employees, not

just those of a University) is

trying to get the power back to the
people. If anyone would take the
time to read our initiative, it

states that money must be set
aside for adjustments to state
employee's salaries and "that this
amount cannot be reduced or
eliminated except by two thirds
vote of Legislature, and are not
subject to Governor's veto:**^Tr
never mentions the word Regents
because they have absolutely
nothing to do with it. All we are
trying to do is take some of
Reagan's power of veto away
from him and give it to the
legislature (the people) where it

belongs.

I've also noticed flyers printed
by the union headed WARNING.
These flyers are concerned with
the CSEA initiative. The only
truth on that flyer is the heading.
Everyone should beware — CSEA
is fighting for the people and the
union seems to be pretty
frightened that we may succeed,
so they publicize lies and false

rumors. Don't let their jealousy
blind you from the truth.

In Mr. Dodds letter, he stated
that if our initiative was passed,
that we could not go on strike.

This, too, is a sign of his

ignorance. Our initiative has
absolutely nothing to do with the
right to strike. It is, however,
CSEA's policy to try to bargain^

A

""Wtlh the oppQQition collectively

before making My rash decisions
and going on strike. If a problem
can be solved bjr Negotiation, then
we feel that there would be no
need for people to be without in-

come for any period of time. Vm
sure anyone can see the benefits of .

settling any labor dispute without *^
a strike. Well, so can we.
Anyone who hasn't signed our

initiative, do so. All of our efforts

are for the betterment of working
conditions for state and Univer-
sity employees. Please, help us.

Marsha Berkowitz
UCLA Physical Plant Employee

CSEA Recording Secretary

Chapter 44 ^

i... ANYAIRUNE
CAN TAKEYOU TO EUROPE -- -——^' - -

BUTONLYTWACAN

r

''*^.

TWA^ STUTELPASS/
A coupon booklet that
gets you a room and
Continental breakfast in
either a guesthouse or
student hotel in any of

52 European cities for only $4.80 a night.
No advance reservations needed.
And, as a bonus, we throw in free coupons good

for bullfights, concerts, the use of a bicycle,
theater tickets, sightseeing and more.

TWA's BED AND BREAKFAST "~^
ADVENTURES.* ,.
A higher grade of

reserved accommodations,
in any of52 European cities.

They range in price from
* $6 to $18 a day, and include
a room and Continental
breakfast in either a
guesthouse or economy
hotel, taxes and all service
charges.

As a free bonus, we also throw in sightseeing
tours, parties, theater tickets, local

transportation and TWA guide books.

TWA's GETAWAY GUIDES/
|^««^

j
gt«mrr 1 ^.o^. 11^^^

There are 16 of them, covering 19 of the world's
most popular cities.

They not only describe the regular sightseeing
' attractions, but the offbeat places as well.

And have discount coupons good for hotels, ,

restaurants, shops, cars, tours, etc. _
, For only $1 a book you can save up to '

$100 a city.
^

They're available at all TWA ticket offices or
from your TWA travel agent. '

TWA^s FREE GETAWAY CARD/^

•\ I--
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•
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With it, you can charge
youth airfare, Stutelpass,
Bed and Breakfast
Adventures, car rentals
and more, in the United

States and Europe.
And then, ifyou want, you can also take up to

two years to pay.

TWA's CONVENIENT DEPARTURES^
TWA offers over 150 Ambassador flights daily
to Europe. And over 40 flights a day across the
United States. v~~^ . .:

-

TWA CHARGES THE LOWEST
SCHEDULED FARL
TWA guarantees that the fare you pay is the
lowest fare charged by any scheduled non-stop
airline.

And should the airfare be lowered, we'll refund
the difference.

fPb •I

^-A^

TWASo, call your travel agent
or TWA. And this summer
get more than just a low
fare to Europe. "Service marks owned exduBively by TWA.

•i".
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^ ASUCLA ignores price es fonrfewpeSnuts

/fe.- f

i.-,:r.

l;

7T

"*»*•
•l*.v-

F:diUir:

It would 9eem that tfie vencfing

machines are once again beng
adjusted to return even less value

for the rfiooe> than m the past A
package of Planter's Peanuts,

suble at 15c for 16 ounces since

last Spnng 9 375c per ounce*,

now delivers only 1 3/8 ounces

(1 375 odnces or lp^09c ptr_
ounce) That's a price nse of

atxKJt 16 4%. someuhat beyond

the 2 5% -guideliae
'^

The base price information

posted on some of the ASUCLA
machines lists the price for "vend

t>ag of peanuts $ l&r" so per^ps
the price hasn't gone i^. the

'vend bag' has simply been

redefined My waist line may be

happy at the change; my wallet

isn t

PS Packaged roasted peanuts

are a *proc€ss€d agncultural

product " and are not exempt

ifam the 'price fj:ee2e'\__

Peier D. ZimmerraaB
-

. H^ Assistant Research

Geophysicist andAdjunct

. AssisUnt'Professor of Physics

printed is hurting my buaness.

and that if it causes the stores

sales volume to drop, in order to

meet our overhead we will be

forced to raise our pnces. w hich is

the exact opposite of the articles

intention

We' would like either to see

another independent survey

taken, or an article in the Pite.
that represents this letter

Records

Fditcw

:

.

'"''"".

J n regards to the article that

appeared in last Wednesday's

Kruin. we feel that the pnce list

given is terribly misleading since

our ASl'CLA store was not even

opened until March and this

survey was tak^riTn January.

Because of its unique location,

and the needs of the students, the

pnces at the .ASUCLA Music
(Kiysse> are slightly different

imro those of our Wilshire storeJ_

I feel that the survey was very

well done, but that he missed a

couple of important points from

the consumer stand point For

one. he didn t compare the kind of

service that is available at the

stores surveyed, or the hours that

the store stays open for the con-

venience (A its customers. Our

Wilshire store is open late eveiry

night, as well as being open on

Sundays, and as an experiment

we are going to keep the UCLA
store open late this week too Also,

if the students are really con-

cerned with the total picture, they

should also compare the way each

employer treats his employees.

The survey should compare
wages, fringe benefits, such as

vacations or insurance, the

working conditions, the amount of

hours per day. etc. Would the

students like to buy records from

a store that requires its em-
ployees to take lie detector tests,

or prefer to buy records from a

store where the employer has a

good enough relationship with his

employees that drastic steps like

that aren't necessary

Steve Gabor. President

.Music Odvssev. lac.

Art?
also think that if you take another

survey no^*. you will find that

|!)nces of the ASUCL.\ Music
Odyssey are kMer than any other

record stdre that you could find to

compare it with that a UCLA
student would \x likeh to shop in

I feel that the article that was

KdiUir:

U is unfortunate that ni^y weD

.

intended movements get the idiots

connected with them. Today
I April 21 • when 1 came to class, 1

found that some Mao~quoting
mental midget had plastered the

walls of the buildings with his

artwork" Not that I'm knocking

Mao tse-tung Personally,

although 1 disagree with many of

Mao s doctrines. I do agree that he

IS a brilliant writer But couldn't

the campus dogmatist find

something more constructive to

do w ith his time than to deface the

I niversity? (

Sure, an answer niight be that

this is no' worse^ than the

destruction in Vietnam . but that is

faulty logic Our involvement in

Vietnam does not justify

destruction of the campus any

more than destruction of the

campus justifies the Vietnam

War Two wTongs never did add

up to one right.
^

The right-wingers should be

thanking the campus artist He

has given them an excuse to

discredit the entire anti-war

movement.
Gary Livingston

Ju'nion. Economics

Theater Arts

Fxlitor:

•Theater Arts as/art?'* The.

answer to E. Eldred's question

• letter of April 11) as to why the

Theater Arts Department's plays

are directed by faculty rather

than students is simple, and ugly.

The answer is Promotion.

In all other university depart-

ments faculty members get

rehired or promoted to higher

rank on basis of original scientific

research or publication of books

and articles. This is hard to do. It

does often result in survival of the
'

fittest and most interesting

teachers.

—However, in the Theater Arts

Department directing a play is

considered research or

publication. But it's easy to do.

The professors simply take turns

directing campus productions,
using campus money and student

work Mo^t of them choose dumb
irrele\'ant plays, force us as part

of our course work to act and build

sets in plays we don't care about

or learn anything from, and

thereby get themselves promoted.

As Eldred pointed out, there are

student-directed one-acts and

MFA productions But these are

given the smaller stages, very

little budget, no advertising and

hardly any faculty attention. Most

faculty dont even gpa to 5ce

student productions.

This is a scandle. Most of us in

the department are bitter and dis-

illusioned. «^

NameWithiMid
Senior. Theater Arts

.1

War
l-:ditor:

I am prompted to respond to the

Philosophy Department's ad
(Daily Brain, April 21). It con-

demned the ''continued

escalation" of the war in

Southeast Asia. How intelligent

people (presumably) can call the

fact: 1) troop lev^ in Vietnam
will be cut from the Johnson levels

of one half million to less than

70,000 by May; 2) U.S. casualties

have been cut from several

hundreds' per week down to a few

per week (This figure, as always,

depends primarily on the enemy)
"escalation" is astonishing. If

"escalation" had ''continued"

over our seven year involvement,

one wonders why U.S. levels of

support have fallen, or why we
haven't had all out war? Who
began the invasion, anyway? ^'

The ad "continues", "Obviously
(philosophy professors can use
this word?), the best way to

Cambodia, and ThViu ^
^

Nowhere in the artic e ^f^Tahe philosophers, con.^
themselves with these c'''^
issues. I might note that it iSyears for some of our nri^n^
<theliveones)toberetS^'S?
North Korea. ^^ ^
On another point. 'The Pa.

tagon Papers (shquid be i!^
--Namara Papers) show that^
government in South Vi^tW

.

was «sentially the creation of theU.S. Vietnam is one countrv anH
the Vietnamese people ar?^
jj^le." Hogwash. TraditionT
pir country now called Vietnam
..has been inhabited by no less thTn
three distinct cultural and etS
groups: North, Central aTri
Southern Vietnamese '

The
Central Vietnamese, who wei*
concerned about being used as a
buffer by the North (which co^
Unually tried to capture the
Mekong Delto rice fields) builta
great wall across Vietnam
similar to the Great Wall of China
which separated the two regions'
before the time of the Middle
Ages.

Finally, I am constantly
amazed at the timing of the

demonstrations. It just happened
I presume, that these demo^
strations. which were planned for

months, occurred at the time of a

North Vietnamese invasion. It is

also interesting to note that it is

specifically the bombing of Nortk

Vietnam which has precipitated

the most anger, as if the North is

some sacred, holy land. If it is all

••one country," anyway, why
shouldn't people be equally

concerned about the bombing of

the South, the shelling of innocen|

protect American troops is to ^Sputh Vietnamese civiliansiby

withdraw them completely/* 1 NorJJi Vietnamese, or the

agree, in the short run, but who
protects them while they're
leaving? How do we get our POWs
back? Who prevents the North
Vietnamese from getting greedy
for all of Southeast Asia (besides,

of course. Vietnam, Laos,

massacre of 5,000 during the Tet

offensive? Maybe that s too much

objectivity for the Philosophy

Department to handle

Raymond J Van Boskirk'

-. Sophomore

and Political Science

. V-,:
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Anmropology 5C Piog

Anthropology 11 MWief
Art S4 K apian
Art I06B Pedrett.
Astronomy 3 Riegel

Bactcriolooy HO Pckett
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Chemistry 153

Classics Ul
Economy I

-

Economics 2

Econon><cs M)

Z

8
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Korirad
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- Jordan
Latin>ore

La Fof-ce
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History I470
History 174C
History irtB
History Itl
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Austin
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PiMlosoptty IS2 Oomn
Political Science 3 Baerwaid

Political Science 120 i^oi^

Politilal Science I45 Farrellv

PsycttOtOBV » Goldstein

Psychology 41 Wichens

Psychologv no Carder Robtr^

n

Psychology US
i*syct*ologv «25

Psychology I27
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Psychology >4»
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Wizard of Westwood rivaled by Pongers of Peking
By Tom Humphreys
. DBSurr Writer^

It may not replace basketball as Pauley Pavilion's
number one attraction, but table tennis scored a big hit with
the crowd as players from the People's Republic of China
and the United States plpyed before over 10,000 people in

Pauley last nij?ht.

In what was billed as "friendly table-tennis,^' the Chinese
scored a victory over the Americans, winning seven out of
10 matches. The competition marked the last official stop
for the Chinese team, ending a 12-day U.S. tour jointly

sponsored by the U.S. TaWe Tennis Association and the
National Committee on U.S.-China Relations.
The matches la^t night also marked the end of a chapter

in improved U.S.-China relations; the Chinese visit was in

reciprocation for the visit Of the U.S. team to Mainland
China last spring, marking the beginmng of "ping-pong
diplomacy.'*

In Pauley last night, the crowd watched two matches at a
time being played sid^ by side. Spectators gasped as
Chinese and American players volleyed, hitting seemingly

UCIA CaCMATING OUR TENTH YEAR

impossible shots from 20 feet behind the playing table. The
audience roared their approval as both Americans and
Chinese put on an amazing display of table tennis skill.

When the competition was over, the Chinese had won the
men's singles matches five to three, women's singles four
to one and swept the doubles matches two to zero.

In the last match of the night, an exhibition between
China's nimiber one and two players, the crowd came to its

feet as Chuang Tse-tung, China's premier player, over-
came brilliant defensive play of Chang Hsieh-lin. In one
rally, as the crowd roared Chang stood 15 feet behind the
table and returned 7 consecutive slams by Chuang before
finally losing the point.

For all the momentous nature of the occasion, organizers
of the program kept ceremony at a minimum. Short
opening ceremonies included the playing of the Chinese
national anthem, "March of the Vohmteers," followed by
the "SUr Spangled Banner."

Brief welcoming speeches were given by Chancellor
Charles E. Young, Jeff Lapham, campus events com-
missioner; Rocco Siciliano, member of the local host

committee; and Alexander Eckstein, chairman of the
national committee on U.S.-China relations. Lapham also
presented the head of the Chinese delegation, Chuang Tse-
tung, with gifts, one of which was rumored to be a UCLA T-
shirt.

Although fundamentalist minister Carl Mclntyre led an
"anti-communist" protest outside, protest inside the
pavilion was limited to one "Chiang Kaii-shek" yell and a
sign reading "No more Mao." The "Chiang" yell was met
with boos from the rest of the crowd.
Several banners inside the pavilion welcomed the

Chinese. Written in both Chinese and English, signs said,
"Long live the friendship of the U.S. and Chinese peoples
and "LA. Chinatown welcomes its brothers and sisters.*'^

One group in the upper seats began a "China" yell and
handclap. Also present in the upper bleachers were signs
reading, "Smash U.S. Imperialism." r

At the end of the last match, the crowd gave both tearhs a
standing ovation and then remained standing as the teams
filed out, side by side with Americans and Chinese clasping
each other's hands over their heads as they left the floor.
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A dayihe life:

KCtabI, ms-tea
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meets stlhot dog

TOURS! TOURS! TOURS!TOURS!!

»iTt» »3- sigr 4i5^

OWr HL/trr HLMVr HURT!

Airport Arrival

For tfae QuBese and Americao table
pia>'ers. yesterday was a lot^ day.

It began in the earhr moming in Memphis. Teo-
oesaee aad ended — ao boirs. 2,000 miles, tlvee
brnpets. nine speeches aod three "cootuiefits" later
- at the Beverly HUtan Holel
the teamr arrived in Los Angeles at 10 am,

compiling the lut leg of their two-week VS. tov.
abnrd a chartered Pan American jet Chinese and
Amencan flags flew out windows on opposite sides of
Iheeockpit as the jet taxied to the terminaL

,
The a^McmherOinese delegation was welcomed

to Los .Angeles by former Gar. Edmimd G. Brown,
ctxhairman id the local host committee; Depity
Mayor Joseph(^nn * Mayor Yorl>- was oat of town)';
and Edtasvid G Brown Jr.. Cahfomia secretar? of

between the people

happy to be here i

After the brief

and Americna
Bereriy HOton
drop their

City

to

•r''

r-.r *-:

i'

tUivAIMKAR
LECTURE & DISCUSSION SERIES

Tuetdoys 7:30.9 pm, IJ^ilul i i Loung*.

bead of the delegation and one of
the world's best table tennis players, sf^ lor the

HissMcciiMstn»&^4inlDEi«fefabya

Loe Angeles is closest <U3 ) c^

Actar David

of China and America.
Botfai^

id distant neigbbors

^^ k>y one ocean; _
ivehintheEnti

is wby we are i

today.' Ouang^
ceremony the- ChiL

travelled b>- bus n

,

}^' had only enot^ tin«|

" the\- were whisked

and toir.

typicaJ .American fare 1

dogs, baked beans and frc

«f^ ^inese piav-crs attemj

met with rac

m eating even

e imptements
Hvtman, honoran "mayor"

as did ^

thedeiegat

director's chairs

the visitors saw sets fp

/

U-

}

Si

Mi

Davl

Tet

. continents— Europe, Asia and North America
witnessed stunt man and trained animal shows
met actor Raymond Burr, who was filming a
nent of "Ironside." ,

lost amusing to the Chinese, however, were the

[;ial Effects, which included a simulated (lash

d in a sleepy Mexican town and a submarine
greying a boat with a torpedo. Another favorite

Dng the Chinese was a life-size Frankenstein
ister who shook hands with many of them.
he delegation returned to the hotel in the late

^moon, but it was only another brief stop for some
I the members. While the players rested in

iration for the evening matches in Paidey
niion. the non-plajring members — journalists,

fislators and secinity men— were off again. This
|e to a buffet dinner with local students in Pauley
/ilion's Founders Room. '

.

)ut 30 college students from six Los Angeles
ipuses talked with the Chinese officials for over
flour in one of the few direct meetings of the tour
*feen Chinese and American people. The con-
sation ranged from the Cultural Revolution to the

Universal Studio Animal Show
authenticity of Mao buttons as students clustered
around the vastly outnumbeiwl Chinese.

In one group a UCLA student asked Li Nan, of the
New China News Agency, how crime reporting is
handled in China. "What crime?" U asked in-
nocently. '

. _

At another table David Luber, coordinator of the
recent China conference here, asked Chen Lzu-chun,
secretory to the delegation, "Is my Mao button
genuine?"

,

"Yes, it seems to be," Chen replied, "but you must
realize that during the Cultural Revolution many
people made their own." Chen was also questioned
about his country's policy on Taiwan. "We have
always believed that Taiwan is strictly our own
problem; even Nixon has admitted this," he said.

Li Meng-hua, deputy head of the delegation, told
students that Chinese are encouraged to be equally
concerned with both national and international af-
fairs. He was curious about U.S. student concerns,
and asked if any of the students around him had
visited Peking. Told that none of them had, he
replied, "Our door has been open."

in
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Winning Form — Ch'en Pao-ching

> • -
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Returning a Volley
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
>ANy SAHDAl, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)'

4419 Von Nuy.llM. 10912 U Con.. iW*

illllio'^^ (213)478-8588_ ^^ (213)872-2344
, - (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mid-ierin Exam seminar
The Learning Skills Center is offering a

Mid-Term Exam Seminar to help students
prepare for and write mid-term exams.

Wednesday, April 26, 1 : 1 5-5:00 p.m.
re.enrollm«nt is r«quir«d: 271 Socid Wdlaro, or call (82) 5-7744.

This i,Q«tud«nt personnel .Tvice fre« to ail regularly inrollod students.

J

PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
GRE ATGSB

" NOW ENROLLING ""
Preparation tor tests required tor adnnission to

po«t graduate sct>ools.

Si* session courses smaller groups.
Unlimited tape lessons tor review
Course material constantly updated.
Home study material prepared by experts m eacti field.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^smmmm. Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2 1 3) 273- 1 890
1736 Weslwood Boulevard

Make a smart move , .

.

ALTA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVnS

Enjoy a worry-free move

... let us snip your

personal effects inexpensively

Call (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
1 834 S. Flower Street, ,

Los Angeles, California 90015

We also sell 220V appliances in famous brands .,.

.

also transformers and adopters

CUFF ROBERTSON in

THE GREAT NORTHFIELD. MINNESOTA RAID

KUdcRTDUVALL AicMim6suyi6piKSfiiTATK)N |PC5l55T.'srv».s;A«J
A UNIVCRSAl / ROKRTSON AND ASSOCIATfS PRQOUC^ • KCNMCaOR*

eXCLUSIVI ENCACCMtNT

STARTS FRIDATf
MIIY 12:M . 2:30 • 4:30 • 1:30 • 1:30 • 10:30 ni

"WHtai MOVII 04NN0 IS AN IVINT*

DM SmSIT KVI. UT ¥MI) MUVVtM • 4M-MI1

-H^

-'•»***> . ,s^,iMr-'
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Mclntire protests visit ofpd'ess atheists'

. y

r

By Terry Colvln
*

^ . DBSurr Writer ,

Amid 11.000 enthusiastic table tennis fans, Carl Mclntire, fun-

damenUlist minister from New Jersey, brought his protest of the

Chinese visit to Pauley Pavilion last night 7 v:

Surrounded by 60 vehement protestors of the warming of relations with

the Peoples Republic of China, Mclntire said it was the Christian Anti-

Communist Leagues last chance to make their feelings known to all the

world. '. ^->
\

-^^ ; '
,

"You see," said Mclntire, '*Mao gave this team specific instructions

before they came to our country i4e told them that every tim« th^^

smashed a ping pong ball, they were batting in the heads of capitalist

America." . , .

Mclntire said he was in Los Angeles to demonstrate to the "free world"

that "Americans have not deserted them in their struggle against the

atheist anti-Christ.**

Mclntire has become famous in the last five years as America's

foitmost spokesman for his conservative religious sect. He has staged

protests, many of which have been heavily attended, in Washington

against "withdrawal from Asia, and retreating in the face of the com-
munist aggressor.** ,

••

Mclntire was accompanied in his protest by a fifteen foot "Uncle Sam"
on stilts shouting through a megaphone, "Chinese defect, come and live

in freedom." "Uncle Sam," who repeated his messag^but had no takers^

has followed the Chinese team during their visit to the United States.

Brandishing signs which read "Chinese are not all godless,** "Mao
killed more people than Hitler," and "Why not win in Viet Nam,** three

ladies sang a chorus of "The Old Rugged Cross'* while police urged them
not to block the entrances into the p^yil^on, -> •

One University Police officer said the demonstration was a switch from
what he has been used to monitoring. "I just don't know about these
senior citizens, sometimes they are just as bad as the students,** he said.
The officer then chided one lady who was old enough to be his grand-
mother for holding her sign in the face of a sport fan going to the match.

One lady said, "Mr. Mclntire is the only man who is left to stand up for
what America believes in. He is a Christian man who holds Christ as his
only savior and he'll resist the godless communists 'til the day he dies.**

Mclntire, who arrived in Los Angeles last night, delivered a sermon at
his church in New Jersey on Sunday. "I never miss a service,** he said.

"My over-all opinion of our demonstrations has been very favorable. I

think Memphis was our greatest victory. Out of 7,000 ticket holders, only
2.()00 actually attended the games. Those people let Christ in their hearts
and threw out the godless atheists. -^__ ,_

"Why you know, even the mayor of Memphis was dissuaded from
presenting they key to the city to the Red Chinese. TU remember
Memphis for as long as 1 live,** he said.

t,

TH/S WEEKEND . .
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the final presentation of

- .M-.T-i« ..^

--^r-^

an all-new program of
-'*•' .V-:Ii:

1

.

1..'

UCLA STUDENT^. ......
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY, APRIL 28-29-30

8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

"Z^l^ l'^'"'."^"'
^^^' ^*"^""*^' 5^-25isupp|y of student ticketsl.m.ted). Available NOWat the Central Ticket Offh

Hall Ticket Office.

pr.sen.«J by the Department of Theoter Art. ond the Com

ice and Kerckhoff

miftee on Fine Arts Productions

g ^ ' ^ >•*

Intramural Sports Corner
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V Men's Softball

Games Tuesday

3 p.m. - Nafka Shesh vs. Mlkkl's /Vlarauders, field one; Phi KaoM -
Sigma vs. Delta Sigma Phi, field two; Band vs. Glee Club f^d thr^ F^CDl 1 1 IV I

illie& Poor Boys vs. Carlon's Lesllons, field four; Rishrods vs Haverti C-JTiLJII >J
erverts, field six; Scabies vs. Geology, field eight.

4 p.m. - Long Bailers vs. N.Y. Yankees, field one; K-2 vs Pussv
[Willows, field two; Glee Club vs. Orion, field three; ThunderThuds vV
Ball four Aga^, field four; Rhum vs. Edinburgh, fleJd six; Mytosis vs'
Hegmose, field e^ght. ' •

Games Wednesday

,
3 p.m. - NROTC vs. 9th Circuit, field one; Rick's Team vs ^Normal

Deviates, fleW^two; Phi Kappa PsI vs. Delta Tau Delta, f^eld thr^
Himalaya vs. Kilimanjaro, field four; Coop vs. F.O.'s, field six* Sfirkw
Fingers vs. Spirit at Supal, field eight.

^'^^ ^^^"^^^

h4p.m.-^"RepubrrcvB. Chaos, field one; SAE vs. Lambda Chi Aloha
field two; Sigma PI vs. ZBT, field three; Sparta vs. La AAancha field
four; Bug's Boys vs. Last Plan A, field six; Sierra vs. Stonehaven, field

lelQ^it. ' ,. • - - '

Co-ed Volleyball
Tuesday's Games

6 p.m. - Pawl IK'S Pl^ytrs vs. K-2, court one; Team Ml vs. V/B Team
I

court two. '

7 p.m. - Phi Kappa PsI vs. Phi Kappa Sigma, court one; Turkevs vs
Orion, court two. :;^- v. ' ''*•

8 p.m. — Subs vs. Pteides, court one.

9 p.m. — Joint vs. Reid's Rovers, court one.

DAILY

Academic Senate dumps
Polk^Committee

Weigh Ins for men's wrestling will be in the AAen's Gym AAav i

Wrestling starts AAay 2.
^^ '^^ *'

A CO ed swim meei featuring novlty events will be held AAay io Slanun
deadline is AAay 8.

"" --
•

"""" r
•
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By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

The Academic Senate eliminated their Athletic
Policy Committee yesterday, despite arguments
that the committee was needed for communication
between the faculty and the athletic department.
The action was approved by a 49-8 vote as a part of

a general reorganization of tiie Senate's committee
system. The committee's duties will be assumed by
the Committee on Educational Policy and ad hoc
committees.

Thomas Jacobs, faculty athletic representative to
the Chancellor, called for the retention of the com-
mittee, saying, "It seems to me we need to continue
the dialogue between J.D. Morgan (director of
athletics) and the Senate."

Announcements I

UCLA's baseball team, losers of

14 of their last 15 and eight of nine
in the Pacific 8, meets Cal State

Long Beach in a non-conference
game this afternoon at Sawtelle
Field. Game time is 2:30.

UCLA's tennis team returns
from a split in the Bay Area (win
over California, los's to Stanford)
for Trron-conference match thts^
afternoon against Arizona. Play at
the Sunset Couts gets underway at
2:00.

Clinics for girls interested In

joining the 1972-73 song girl squad
are contir\uing every afternoon
from 3 to 5 behind the Women's „

Gym. .; ..^.-^v -
'

''
'

Even the Dally Bruin errs once
in a while. Last week, we reported
that Jackie Robinson and Jackie
Jensen were the only two athletes
to have participated in both a
Rose Bowl and a World Series.
Word comes from Los Angeles
TInies writer Dwight Chapin (a
noted sports trivia player in his
own right) that Jensen is correct
but that itts xohort was in fact
Chuck Essegian, and not
Robinson. Essegian played
football for Stanford, and later
played baseball for several^
teams, the Dodgers among them.
The confusion surrounding
Robinson was that he played in the
Rose Bowl facility many times,
but never in the Rose Bowl game.

However, George Abell, who served as chairman
of the committee three years ago, pointed out that
the job of surveillance of and communication wiUi
the athletic department could be done as well by
other committees. . . ^

The committee's other duties cdkSisted of serving
as an advisory board to the ChanceUor on athletic
policy matters and preparing a report on the
academic performance of athletes every three
years.

Abell said that tiie committee had not, in fact,
advised the ChanceUor, and said tiiat there was no
reason the three-year refKHTts could not be done on an
ad hoc basis. '

Jacobs also argued in tiiis vein, saying, '•It seems
to me no faculty committee does tiie job of sur-
veillance. Most Senate committees are advisory."
Bauman emphasized that the recommendation to

eliminate the committee "had notiiing to do with tiie
individual committee members."

However, Abell later said, "Frankly, the com-
mittees seem to be made up of people who are
somewhat partial to athletics," and said tiiat tiiere
was some faculty suspicion as to whether tiie
committee could be objective.

In addition, in late fall quarter, fohner Daily Bruin
sports editor John Sandrook wrote in a column
dealing with athletic recruiting practices and the
James McAlisteer case, ''Having no real iden-
tification witii the UCLA teams, these faculty
committees and otiier similar 'advisory' boards feel
no necessity for supervising the athletic program.
And that is why the faculty can tolerate some of tiie
questionable athletic procedures of the athletic
department. "The last report on'academic per-
formance of athletes and the department delivered
three years ago, was favorable. Sandbrook con-
cluded, "The attitude is simply one of letting
athletics do what it wahts to and if it does get caught
it will pay the price at the box office.

"

. '

Lindman said that in meetings witii Morgan last
year, the committee had been thoroughly informed

James Bauman, chairman of tiie committee on ?^^^ ^**® department, and in particular about tiie
reorganization, said^that the recommendation to

NCAA rule changesand the McAlistercase He also"
eliminate the committee came aoout because the
committee "gives the facade of Senate surveiUance
of athletics that doesn't exist"

'We would prefer not pretending to do something
that, in fact, is not being done," Bauman said.
But Erick Lindman, present chairman of the

Athletic Policy committee, said that surveillance
'did not seem to be an appropriate function for an
Academic Senate committee."

said the committee served to keep tiie athletic
department from becoming isolated from the rest of
the school.

^ However, Ralph Rice, a member of the com-
mittee, said that the committee meeting consist
largely of Morgan teUing the committee what he is
going to do. "I'm certain J.D. (Morgan) is not
governed by what the faculty says, and I'm not sure
he ought to be."

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union - Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must mention this ad for the Wilshire store

Music Odyssey
1 I^^O Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477

open late every night

iiMMMl mmm
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Even at UCLA that fine old puritan-ethic cliche applies
parhculcirly when it comes to the art of embellishment^
os-,dent,ty. Here are two of the most comprehensive

- books on the or - ever - nicely priced within o tightbudget, beautifully illustrated and diagrammed. Ge?ion - do your thong. -

macrdrhVyou can wear -

Jaura torbet *
' ~

3.95
A complete basic cours«>in macrame and 25 brand-

wl Z"r^al r'^.''%-''
f"" instructions uZt._jy'!h the real basocs^jfksl,- get some string Uhen

no" Z '^^/^a^^^V working methods. L 'various

he incl^sL : t .
°' "°"";'"9- '^^ ^«"^V mountings'fie inclusion of beads, rings, leathers, whatever.

oth°e'r°wtdT''.r
'^"

^"^"H'
"""^ ^°" " °^°'d them. Inother words, these are the stunning projects that arP

proctical-wearabie-with instructions yo'u V:!:!!; c„i"

i'no^lrvri'nTtr:!^!- J-^'"« -- Vour shoulde.

The author, Laura Torbet, is o successful graphic artist
-

and designer with her own studio. She discovered maJ a -me only Nvo years ago, but in that short time she's soTd

j»^*-

the jeans book
jann Johnson -—

i

,

2.95 -

~^nd\ZH ^, "^^
^''f"^'

P'°i^<^*^ for your jeans, jackets-ond stuff, plus hundreds of inspirations fo^r applique

Nrusfra^;"°i
°'''' P'*'^"^^'^' ^'^broidery and'^lj

' belS tSH %T " 3"^-P"^«^» ^°^ expressing the

'^ fic iatasTourt"*''
'^°" °^^ ° ^^^^ °^ -' -^ ° ?«-'"

sneiJers^'mt^
P°"«^7,^°^braceFets.beHs. handbags.

fltch^ nnt?r-
"'°'^- ^^^'^^ ° glossary of embroider;stitches, patterns you can trace, suggestions you can

Z'ZcXr ^"'- ^'" ^°"^^» ^- '"'• -llyZke^dT

Selion arSon°.^"'T; ?^ ^"*'" °'"^' •"°f°-<J - Graphic

Mr Mo^ fa!h f- ^!.' u°"^
^°'^ ^'^^ Stan Herman ofMr. Mort fash.ons-and she's also a free-lance illustr^fltor. .

about supplies:

g-ot'^proieTts'ln th! S '^?. V^« "-P- »° ^tart these^

ment vo . t- ^ ^fudents' Store sportswear deparf-

Td inThe Art/p"^-
°" '^'"'^^ °' ieons-including uLd-

Ac?e man Z^^Z7T7 ^fP<^^»--» - A level of

yourself UD in kn.*.*^' °^ macrame stuff. Don't tie

prouX' "'^ something else and wear it

]'^.

• J-
b lev«l, ockermon unJon. 825-771

1

book store

open mon-fri 7:45 o.m,-7:30 p.m.; lafurdoy 10:00-3:00 uca

Gay Liberation sponsors

films tonight in Haines
•

•All you have to lose is your ignorance," says Randy Schrader of the
Gay Liberation front. ''We want straight people to attend the film series
and learn something about us and about themselves." The film series
which will consist of a documentary and several expressionistic views of
gay life, will screen tonight at 7:30pm in Haines 39.

According to Schrader the films **are new and they are a fair
representation of gay life. We hope the visual aspect will attract people
who really wanj to learn something." Stressing that the series is as mucli-
for straight people as for gays, Schrader said, "Homosexuality is a way
of relating. We are trying to show what we are and that there is a
relationship between all kinds of love and ways of relating."

The documenUry being screened is a student produced one It was
done by students in the University of Southern California film school The
expressionistic films are the works of "young, gay fUmmakers "said
Schrader.

The aim of these films is not an attempt to be accepted, but an example
of the fact that "gays have moved from trying to gain acceptance to
trying to share what they have learned with other human beings. Perhaps
what we have learned from our inward exploration is more relevant th^
many people realize." >.^ •

After the films have been screened, there will be an open discussion
and general information session. All interested people are welcome
Donations of $1 are requested but not required.

( .1
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"Mardi Gras/' the annual fund-raising proitct for
UniCamp, will take place Friday evening and
Saturday afternoon and evening on the athletic

field at the corner of W^stwood and Sunset
Boulevards. Activities will include games, rides
and various food booths.

IO0

Croaaword By Eugene Sheffer
ACROSS
L Indian
4. Recorded
proceed-
inp

5. Profes-

sional

tramp
12. Fish
IS. Troubled

country
14. Discharge
15. French

coins
17. Hindu

queeiL
llCravati
19. Roman

gods
2«. English

novelist
22. Gu or on
24.Rod«Dt
25. Kitchen

aids

29.Bflmic
50. Papal

veil
51. Speck .

32. Devote
54. Dancer's

garment
55. Gives bad

review-

Si Nut

17. Demo!

^

ishes
40. Festive
41.0f the

ear
42. British ^

lift
-

4t. Italian

dty
47. SoUtary
48. Lamb't:„

mother
4f. Heroic in

seale
50. Female .

51. Curve of
ship's

planking

DOWN
t Thus (L.)
{.American
humorist

S. Concen-
trated

estrange
ff.]fachine

6.P^
digit _

7. Donkey
t, Harbinger
9. Famous
poet

19. Twinin<

dM«of

stem
11. American

inventor
•ohiUoat 2S win.

16. To weary
19. Smooth
29. Fish
21. Record
22. Seedling

containers
22. African

river
21 Mythical

king of
Britain

—

2<.Trains
27. Roster
28. Stupefy
89. Wood

sorrels

gau ^wt^[.i ui:iuom

f-inr3r.^ra [i\ny\ wan
uH.^iaard Hamming

g^H uciniziD nr.]>]

Answer to yesterday's puxzle.

88. An emetic
84. A tissue
89. Surfaces

a road
87. Cowboy's

need
88. A-tiptoe
89. They say

^ it in Spain
49. Here^-

tary
factor

42. Old times
(archaic)

43. Card
game

44. Acknowl-
edge

45. A king

HEALTH FOOD STORE

CLOSING SALE
Ivprythlng Ge«»f

Nam* Brand Nat. Vlt. 30% off rag. pric(

Hoalth Foods

VHIoflo ioth Product*

Antiquo Fixture*

NAnJRrS IMPOMUM
132 S. Bovoriy Dr. 274-«721

Bovoriy Hill*

Dully lOtSa^, Sat 13-5

The wreck of the what's on
J[Conthiiied from Page 19)

—"American Indian Student
Association/' 4-^ pm/ Ackerman
Union 3517.—"URA Budget Hearing/' 4-5:30
pm, Kerckhoff 400.—"OHice of Drug Education/'
4:30-6:30 pm, Ackerman Union
2412. , .>.:•,..-.,...•

—"Women's Role in a Changing
Society/' 7-9:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.—"Project HSnlgos/' 7-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

-^"Experiment in Personal
Growth/' 710: 30 pm, Kerckhoff

—"Draft Counseling/' schedule
for spring quarter, L^w 2114:
AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 79 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none,

—"Mortar Board/' national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 144 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick qp a AAortar
Board Information sheet In the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13.

of Soul Travel/' (E.C.) table on
Bruin Walk, 11 am - 2 pm, today.

Exhibits:

I

—

—"Sailing Club-Exec. Comm/' 7-

10 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs
Lounge.

URA Clubs:

•^^fSTA Omce/' Bi 3101 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer Interested In

conducting an art class every
Tuesday from 4 pm to, 4 pm.

—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Chow/' comprising
works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasizing
the classical tradition In Chinese
floral-bird painting, through April
30 at the International Student
.Center, 1023 Hilgard.

-"Stanley Morison Com
memorative Exhibit (l999-l947)/f

-commemorati'ng the life of

Tuesday, April 25

—"The Kenpo Club," 5:30-6:30
pm. Armorial Activities Center B
146. ,

—"The Karate Club/' 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Ucrosse Club/' 3-5 prn.
Field 07.

—"The Hapkido Club," 3:30-5

pm, Memorial Activities Center B
146.

—"The Ice Hockey Club/' 10:30
pm, Santa Monica ice Capades
Chalet.

—"The Mountaineers/' noon.
Northwest Corner of Moore Hall
Lawn.
—"Sports Car Club," 7 pm,

Kerckhoff 400.

Et cetera:
—"Campus Tour," of The

School of Dentistry, featuring the

clinic facilities and laboratory

areas, with commentary by a

guide, 1 pm from lobby of

Schoenberg Hall.

-!r"A^male votynteer/' with
knowiedgebf bicycle building Is

needed to be friend and help a 16

year old probationer.

—"Applications for Summer
Emptoyment," are now available
for minority students In Kerckhoff
320.

"^"Tutoring opportunity/' one
night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or
call ext. 57041).

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops," informal, drop-In
groups for people who wish to gain
expedience in speaking situations
and to increase their ability and
ease in expressing themselves
will meet 3-5 pm each Thursday in

Social Welfare 271. Experience
With video-tape feedback can be
included in the workshops, if the
participants desire.

—"Eckanakar, Ancient Science

.-A'- .ab?^

-p"Four in One— Paley, Reigle/
Robinson, and Young/' talented
artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation team, the four
artists to be represented are Dave
Paley, Will Reigle, Michael
Robinson, and Milton Young,
today through AAay 14 in^e UCLA
Art Galleries. Hours ar9 Tuesday
through Friday, 11 am to 5 pm,
Sunday, 1 to 5 pm.

-"Medieval,JMiiPlllj|E;^ts/'
through June 19 in Special
Collections, University Research
Library.

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

'

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THEYOUNQ

PROFESSIONALS.
PROGRAM 1

«p
offering life Insurance
with premium financing

• for Interns and resident

physicians

full-tlrhe graduate students

full-time professional-

school students

IWONAMD RUtlNirBN

1801 AVE OF THE STARS
CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

^ geoplebulfd.^

I

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Lift Assurance
Society of the United States,

fityyYBrhifl.Y. ft

trfVlUna

^SCHOOL OF LAW ^

KMEIICll'S NENEtrilW SCHIOL

IHVIfES YIH ArPLICUIIH

Day Division or Evoning Division

The University of Puget Sound School o^ Low
is now accepting applications for thefirst classes,

starting in September. You may apply

oy submitting your grade point overage anu
college degree. The Low School Admission Test

is also required. For further information and
opplicotion forms, write to the University of

Puget Sound School of Low, Dept. CP-12. 88V1

South Tocomo Way, Tocomo, Washington 98499.

Or coll (206) 584-2930.

If^A,

Morison, typographical advisor to
the Monotype Corporation of '

London and author of many boolcs
on printing, typography, and
medieval and huianlstic.
manuscripts, through June, 18 |Q_
the University Research Library.

—"Image and Idenfify: the -

Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
an awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their

association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 in the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday^
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday. --?
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'New Misics' 10 lie preseiien
The Way of the What's On^

.

.

ID iiiixeiiiiieilia Gonceri Frmair
. /'New Musics by Larry Austin and Paul Chihara," an evening of con-

temporary music involving mixed media as well as more traditional

chamber music situations, will be presented at 8:30 pm Friday,

\Schoenberg Hall.

Guest artist for the concert will be violinist Walter Tram pier, in ad-

dition to percussion virtuoso Kenneth Watson, a familiar figure in avant-

garde as well as classical circles.

Three of the works to be performed are by U.C. Davis faculty member
l^rry Austin. Austin's "Accidents," "9"^^'*^"^ Event-Complex" and
"Walter" demonstrate the term "intermedia," the special interaction

and mutual complementation of the sonic, graphic, spatial, cinematic,

poetic, choreographic and theatrical.

Paul Chihara's composition, "Redwood," for viola, percussion and
tape, is one of a series of tone pictures' dealing with trees. Assisted by
chorus, mime, lights and live electronics, the program promises to

provide a unique encounter of traditional and contemporary nuisic

styles, designed to provoke, evoke, and inspire.

Tickets for the concert are on sale at the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza, Mutual Agencies, Wallichs-Music City, Liberty
Agencies and Ticketron Tickets will also be available at the Schoenberg
Hall box office beginning one hour prior to performance. For in-

iormatii^n, call ext 52953.

""(Continued from Page If)
'

Arvydas J. Kllore, member of

technical staff. Tracking and
Orbiting Determination Section,

Jet Propulsion Lakwratory, 4 pm,
MS 5200.

—"Reproductive Processes in a

Large, Stew Octopos/' by Arthur

Martin, professor of zoology.

University of Washington, Seattle,

4 pm, LS 2142.

—"Songs for Today," by
AAalvina Reynolds, song writer

known as "The Muse of P^rV^^r

Street," 7 pm, Rolfe 1 200. Tickets

are $4.25 arid $2 (students).

—"Participation in ttie Horse
Show and Recent Regulations,"

by Lamar Knlll, department of

biological sciences, California

State Polytechnic College,

Pomona, 7 pm, LS 2147. Tickets

Are $3.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"The Australian Outback," by
Tom L. Mc Knight, professor of

Geography, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

Tickets ^re $4.

-aff day, tomorrow, %T\3\r\ Walk — The Uolittd
AT\<ii Royce (^^6. . .

'

—"UCLi^ Students lor BugRoti
for District Attorney/' noon,
today, Kerckhoff 400.

—"UCLA Students %w
McGovern," will have a rally at

noon, Thursday, Janss Steps.

Guest speaker: Warron Beatty;

with "Rainkxjw" In rock concert.

Social WeHare 50
^^^ ^^

7:30

tXtile D.;..
Owign

P«n.

Tuesday, April 25

$1

'f

HELPLINE-82S-7646 \

Political:

—"UCLA Students for

McGovern," combination book,
poster, record and brownie sale.

Astrology ,
" 2 4 pm»

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Death and Dying/' 3 pm,
Kerckhoff 400. ^/,

—"Experiments in Personal
Grpwth/5 7 : 30- 10 pnu Ackerman
Union 3157. •

—"Hatha Yoga for Baginnort/'
5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Soul Ecology/' 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243C.

—"Women's Role in a Changing
Society — Affirmation for
Women/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"The Psychology of the
Tantra/' 7-9 pm, Archltlecture
1243B.

^"Reaching Your Hightr Salf'

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of SLC

PRESEHT5

,-<t-

Architecture I102

T243A. '•'' '^' ^chitecC!

—"Eckankar/' 7 mo-w.
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lou„

* '^'

-- hn^n^^ Maraa VS«ci^/' 5 pm, Ackerma.N
—"Philosophy of AAeh^' a^

7:30-10:30 pm, MS sVJr^'"
_^r2!^^^^ Yoga Lifttiwu^
-^0-pm, Arcmtecfure 12^^^

**•"» 'vwchanics \." 7 a
Bunche 1265. ' ^.

^.7"^^**^^ Meditation,"u^MS 6201. ' ''Pnt,

l^rtcroom/'7-9pm,Zcht;re

"The Anatomy of the u*...
Mind Course,"

3-5'pr.;?sMS:

Meetings:
Tuesday, April 25

-"Christian Students," noon
Ackerman Union 2412
-"Women's Studies,"

noonAdierman Union 2412.

^"Experimental Coiltge B«ir4«
noon, Ackerman Union 3517
—"Chess Chib," 3^5 pm, Ktr.
ckhoff. Upstairs Lounge
-"Death A Dying," 3 pni
Ackerman Union 3517.

--"Bruin Belles," 3:30 5 pm
Ackerman Unk>n 3564. ~

(CMrtiaiiedoaPagelS)
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EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS Tb HELP:

T RAISE GRADES 1-2 grade points

-STOP SMOKING

- LOOSE WEIGHT -

- INCREASE SELF CONFIDENCE

uropc
ummer
harters

Available from

April 24

OMWay

--:?f !:t....jn!?5::j?f

«149
^89

round trip

DEmQRSTIWTJOft Q¥ 1?YPR0S3§
T

"/naWERCE VeiSHTEEES

Tnesdag , Hpril z;
ncherman anion 8rand Ballrgom

NOON

^J!-*'i-

Reserve
Space
Now for

Europe!
Op^ratod toy BtiMiMts

BVelyil 395.6029

Quality
Airiines
No rip-offe!
SPECIAL NOTE AM charter fi>f[
pricM Brm b—d on • pro r»t» •«•'•

Of th« tot«l flla^t cofi and f«''V

ing chargM •% 100% occupancy
All lart lnclyd« U. S. F«d«r«l
tax and d«o«rtur« t«»i«« ^'^*'*^^
«ppltc«bl« And mdminittraiiv »•••

of $4 00 pmr pfon All prfc«« »^«

«ubi«ct to an incr««M or <*•<='?•••-«

dmpmnding on th« actual ""'"^^J^,
P«M«n9«rt on Mch individual fl»fl»"

AvAiiabfa only to U C »twd«»f», lacuttY- ***

* - - r

A t... .. • fiy'S i'

•^. - "
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Music and Dance of China
A 'program entitled the **Music and Dance of

China" was presented Wednesday evening in Royce
Hall under the auspices of Tsun-Yuen Lui and the

ICLA Institute of Ethnomusicology.

The three-and-a-half hour presentation was
composed of twelve individual performances,

-ranging ^OJ^ the
,
opening "Ensemble" (in'

strumenUl) to the finale of ''The Encounter." After

the performance of "The Encounter" by the Chinese
Opera Club of Los Angeles, the final forty-minute

reel of the "Red Detachment of Women" (con-

temporary Peking Opera) was shown.

Although the highlight of the evening was supposed
to have been the performance of the opera, this

reviewer found the various instrumental solos far

more exciting. The Chinese instruments are so in-

triguing that one is almost put into a trance by the
beautiful melodies they create The Oriental scale,

while employing only about half as many notes as the
Western scale, still allows the artist ample range
develop the music.

An enormous amount of time and effort was ob-
viously put into the two-day Symposium, and the
results were well worthwhile. The costuming in-

volved in the different productions was awesomely
beautiful, and, in particular, the costumes worn by
the performers in "The Encounter" were noticably

elegant. Why, after so much trouble had been put
into the coordination of the program, were the
performers allowed to exhibit their talents on such a
filthy stage? This viewer found dust and feathers in

his lap after a particular dance routine during the
opera Next time, how about a clean stage?

> — Steve Rosen

Ethnomusicology here, made it clear that Chinese

ZZ^l^ tI,
^^

r^^'-^"^
as most western listeners

Delieve. The chromatic and sequential melodies
were emotional and beautiful, although quite
removed from the western understanding of har-mony Tsun-Yuen Lui, head of Chinese music at the
Institute, played at least three different instruments
with elegance, as did Donald Addison, who hiked up
the sleeves of his Chinese gown before playing to the
amusement of the Oriental members of the
audience. -

The Institute's expertise was replaced by amateur
banging and sawing as the Chinese Opera Club of Los
Angeles presented a long, boring and repetitive
opera, "The Encounter." A Chinese opera club
spokesman said, "What we are showing you is a real
Chinese opera, because we wouldn't want you to
think that chop suey represente real Chinese foodWe are showing you what is real, not the thing that is
bemg gradually destroyed by brutal force on the
^^ ler side of the Pacific Ocean." The younger

\ese in the audience made it clear that they were
not interested in his implications hissing and
shouting "Let's not talk politics." '

> ueini

,^^""^er
Chi^i

*T,'

,J

Hypnotist Dr. Michael Dean will perform toclay at noon In tht
Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. No admission charge. Dean will
discuss and demonstrate some constructive aspects of hypnosis
Sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Commission.

An
Mid-Term Exam Seminar

L nlike western opera and dance, which have
evolved to their present day forms through a series
of styles, the fine arts of the Oriental cultures — the
dance of India, Japanese Noh plays, Chinese opera —
have remained strictly preserved and are stilL
performed in their original forms. Last Wednesday,
the Campus Events Commission of SLC presented a
long evening entitled "Music and Dance of China"
which dealt with the ancient forms as well as ex-
ploring the sUte of Chinese culture in Los Angeles
and the innovations coming from the People's
Kepublic Qf China.

Ancient and modem Chinese music for solor and
ensemble, played with expertise by both the Oriental
andj honky members of the Institute of

But the show went on anyway, which was too bad
because the Club's "Really" Chinese opera included
an ingenue with a sinus condition, and a narcissistic
male lead who was played by a woman and a bizarre
situation at best which was particularly bizarre in
Wednesday's self-conscious show. The performance
was simply community theatre made even more
self-indulgent by a claque of family and friends of the
members who applauded profusely.

- A mid-term exam seminar is being offered by the Learning Skills..
When the community comes to the campus, as the Center, to help prepare students for the writing of mid-term exams, 1 : 15-

Chinese community did last Wednesday, it can be an ^ P'"' Social .Welfare 271. Pre-enrollment is required. For further In-
important educational occasion, but only if it comes formation call (82) 5-7744. This service is free to all regularly enrolled
tor a reason other than back-patting. After the opera, students.^
most of the Chinrae members of the audience who - - - - - .^^-.^

'

had been so vehemently opposed to present-day
cultural development, left before the showing of the
excellent "Red Detachment of Women," a film of a
ballet from Mainland China. The film featured ex-
cellent dancing, and cinematography which, while
removed from the ancient forms, was far superior
artistically to what the Los Angeles Chinese com-
munity offered. . - <

The question is, where is Chinese cultural
development going on today? Is it in the preservation
of the old forms or the newer forms of the People's
Republic? From Wednesday night's evidence, it

seems that the real artistic progress, while in a
radically different direction than the classical style,

is happening in Red China.

— Heidi Yorkshire

>•

La MandragolB
?^-

"La Mandragold," by Niccolo MachiaNJ^elli, will be performed in the
original lUlian by the students of the Italian department, 8 pm, May 4,
Speech-Drama I2f

. Scripte in both Italian and English will be available to
the audience FreeT —~—™ =™,.._..........

•— ~v

Philosophy Contest

I

E.C. Board meeting open to all

Experimental College Board will meet at noon, today, in
Ackerman Union 3517. This meeting it open to all. with special
emphasis on new people who with to contribute either time or
ideai. Tht Experimental College (E.C.) it involved In offering
classes of divtrte interett not utually covered by the academic
curriculum. The studentt. teachert and ttaff who adminitter the
college voluntarily are retponsible for tht tuccttt or failurt of thtt
venturt. t^^. '

EC. it planning on offtring clatttt for both tummtr tchool
sessiont and It in nttd of worktrt inttrttttd in htlping to organizt
these ctatttt at wtli at tttking aid from thott ttudtntt who art
planning on atttnding thit camput for tht fall quarttr.

If you ftti that you can contributt. tithtr conttructivtiy or
critically, comt and voict your thoughtt.

The Philosophy Department announces The Rudolf Camap Prize
Essay Competition for 1971-72. A prize of $100 will be offered for an essay
of 5000 words or less on any philosophical topic. If no essay is judged to
merit the award, no prize will be given. Duplicate prizes will be offered in
case of ties. The competition is open to all students enrolled at UCLA
during 1971-72. Entries, typed and double-spaced, may be submitted to
the office of the philosophy department. Social Welfare 321, on or before
May 26, 1972. Participants will be notified of the results by mail. Thfe
name of the winner(s) will Be inscribed on the plaque of Camap Prize
Essayists in the Philosophy Reading Room.

'Representative' Meeting
A meeting to discuss a proposed new organization representing the so-

called "non-^nate academic staff," will be held from 1:30-4 pm,
Thursday, Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

'*!f';

nJv

A special call fo . . .

SPORT FANS
^
^OCCER: Players from all continents practice every

I
Saturday ot 2 pm, UCLA Field. International Soccer

^^
'ournament .scheduled for AAay 6 and 20. Need new
players to represent all continents.
VOLLEYBALL: Every Friday fr^m 2 to 4 pm at the
Rec Center, Followed by a little wine and cheese
ot Happy Hour at ISC.

^
BICYCLE RIDING: New bike routes to be worked out,

f p?!',! ^'^^ leave name and phone number for Reza.

i ^'NG PONG: Begin doubles In Tournament on April 25.

I

I

Everyone welcome; come or call:

InUrnational Student Center

1023 Hilgord Ave. (477-4587)

(2 blocks south of La Moncho)

%??A5-:igW;:A%%%^-:%^V

(Paid A(^ertlMm«nt)

25.000 HAVE ALREADY ENJOYED ANTRANIG IN CARNEGIE HALL - NEW YORK; MUSIC HALL -

BOSTON; SCOniSH RITE AUDITORIUM - SAN FRANCISCO; CONVENTION CENTER - FRESNO;
P/iSADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM LOS ANGLES

AND NOW DIRECT FROM THE MADISON SQUARE OAROEN CENTER OF NEW YORK SEE TH^
SECOND TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF THIS ARMENIAN FOU ENSEMBLE

<" SONG a DANCE ENSEMBLE

SARKIS PASKALIAN. ARTISTIC DIREaOR-CHOREOGRAPHER •

HAMPARTZOUM BERBERIAN, MUSICAL DIR..CONDUaOR
With company of 85, and Guest Stars: ROUPEN MATEVOSSIAN from

Armenia, JACKIE SHAHBAZIAN and HOWARD CHITJIAN

Sunday, April 30, at 3:00 pm in the Shrine Auditorium

TUifliK S10.00, S7.S0. $6.50. $5.S0, S4.S0. and $4.50 (Spacl^l $2.00 Ticktti for Stud«ntt)

Tkk«tt avoltobl* at oil Mutual Ticket Ag«nclM

.»,' <• H
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AOVERTISiNGOFFICES -

K*rch»»e«f Hall 113

Phone ns-Tni
Classifiotf •dvertiitng rat**

I S «»«rtf% 1 1 .M da y , S coAMCtftiv«
- insarttons - SS.OO ^
PayaMa in atfvanca *^

DEADLINE 10 Mam. ^ ^
No telaplNHte orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to tlia

University ol California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertisiBfi sarvicc will not be made
available to anyone wlio, in affordinf
housing to students or offering iobs,
drvcrim mates on tke basis of race, color/

/Help Wanted 8 ^forSole.. >5
^^i-i.-...-

^j^ y/Jrovei: ...

Tilifton, national origin or ancestry. Net
tlie Universityjopr ttie Daily Brum has in-'

vestigatcd any of ttte services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing ONice tlS-

4491 ; Mestside Fair Housjng 47}-0f49.

V Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff ]2i

82 50611

>/ Campus Happenings . . 2

"MARDI GRAS Fun House moving floors,
breathmq walls, strobes, and a lot of the
unexpected " A 7R)

AT Mardi Gr«s Le Chat Botte is Puss In

Boots and IS rated X. (2 A 21)

TERROR m the dark awaits you m the old

Sea Captain's House of Horrors at Mardi
Gras (2M1)

>/ Personal . . 5

' PUEQN/SNt? Need help? taTT Lifeline, >81

HELP (50TR)

HOT rocks that want to get them off 90 to
mi Hop! The Fabulous Filties! (SA28)

f-«ROO, Faratf envun aast firoOr muhabato^
munaast. ^ 1<A 2?4

SUPERZANNE Six months have past since
the bf'qinnmq may we endure another six

Sidney and? (5 A 2$)

y Free ....'.

f tvt puppies pight weeks old Need good^;
homi's, care Rcembursement lor shots
desired 473 7632 Micki, Diane. (FR M 1)

y Enterfainment 6

StNGLtS 21 45 only Foreign songs, dance*,
bicyclmq. sailing, skiing, like variety? Picas
Club, GR B 7773.^ ' ^ (6A2S)

GASTHAUS Loreiei'German beers,, wine &
food Frirlays, Sat entertammet^t. 2260

Wi'stwood Bt Tel 474*9)11 > (6M 2)

MAMMOTH Condominium: Ski/vacation

;

h'ltchen, fireplace, stereo, TV, pool, sauna,
irfcuizi SS/night/weeWy rates 360 0)46
•ves (6 A 31)

HELPBUILDTHC FUTURE

THROUGH MEDITATION

WESAK FESTIVAL

A Community

Meditation Meeting

8:00 PM Ttiursday, April 27

Los Angeles Convention Center
Rm.2Ti|

1201 S. Figueroa St.

yfResearch Subjects JNeeded

MOTHERS of 2 1/2 to $ 1/2 mo old infants
free developmental testing, UCLA Call, 64$
Jf3»,eve (RSNA

^Help Wanted 8

?,»"Ji?.
*."" ^' P**^ "»»«' «>"•«• iobs availble

47J J2I, Services Unlimited. (| a 2$)

VARIETY of part time lotos availatole for
college students. Services Unlimited, 47$^"' (lA^m
CAL Coffee Shop Part time, no ex-
rience necessary. Call between 3 PM 4

PM 471 $442 (iAM)

SURGICAL Office Wcrflarial w
time, hours fiemtole. CairTinA or
1177 $2 SO hour.

work part
Carol, 371-

(•A2t)

HEAVY cleanmg Floors, w
denmg Part time Flemble
helpful $2 20 /hour, til IMO.

9*r
ttowrs. Car

(•AM)

HAVE A OOOD STATION WAOON? EX-PERIENCE WITH KIDS AND CAMPINOT
CALL 472 3J4» FOR EXCITING SUMMPO
JOB*

4-

P*40T0GRAPHER who took pictures.
Harbor lroi>way southbound $1 st, 4/6/71.
automobile accident, approiiimately mid-
night Urgent notify, PearMa Uawit, 3II-MI9.Want copies A 14)

JOBS tor students, guys ft gals employees
needed Work for the summer, and part
time lobs during neiit school year Wages to
\¥t per day for those qualified in outdoor
•"•'•"••* Call, 4H-4441 (IMtl

NEED EXTRA D0U6H?

Halp yoMrMif whila hafping ottMrs.

Earn up to $40. a mentti
on our plasma program.

PhwM: 47t-O0$i batwean 12 P.M. Mn^ f PM.

EXCJTINC office in Beverly Hills. Recep-
tionist, typist, shorthand. Full or part-time.
Call Gina, 274 08)1. (4 A 26)

FULL or Part time helpat the Pitia Palace,
Caytey A Weytourn. Apptyafter $p.m. (lA
26)

—
, -^ — '

RECEPTIONIST/Typist West Los Angeles
Publishers require sharp gal with pleasant
telephone personality. Full time only. Mrs.
Beck, 426 4344 (4 A 27)

LEAVING country Must sell '66 VW Bug.

English racing bike (10 speei^). Steel string

guitar GR 2 4024 (IS A IS)

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system. 2

speakers,.turntable $29$ New m boies. 723-

$63$ C^ (l$A26)
rs.Jurntal

-5-
ELLE^T H2 EXCELLE'At Hollywood bods $N.fa<li. 1

with cover A 2 bolsters $1$ additional. 471-

7342.
)

(IS A 2$)

4 MEN, 3 eves. Sat $60 and up. Call 14 PMMon& Wed only. 474 3004. (4 A 24)

TWO special children need' special
babysitter, two afternoons a week, 12$. 476-
'078 (4 A 24)

GUITAR with personality, beautiful

rosewood TihTfh. mettow sotmd. Great Jor

beginners- $3$ Call 437 449$. ( 1$ A 27)

ST Bernard puppy for sale. $100. 611 Gayley
• 12 7 wks. A shots. No papers. (I$A24)
m —^-^~"~~

PANASONIC stereo cassette tape recorder
with FM/AM A FM stereo. S120/offer. 42$

)7$3. Dan (ISA 24)

y Services Offered .... 16

BRENTWOOD Coop Nursery. Ages 2 1/2 - $.

9 12 PM $2$ A parent participation school.

Barrington Park. 4$l 4039. (16 A 2$)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $3$. P.O. Box
14427, Denver, 402)4. (16 0TR)

I

EARN extra money and have fun in process.
Become salesman for KJ.A Radio, selling
advertising time 42$.273.. (4 A 24) AUTO INSURANCE
PART time, dental office, MWF afternoons, MOTORCYCLE
Sat, days Must type, $2 hr/start.6$7 6$00. (4 INSURANCE
A 2$)

rr——— -—
r^ REFUSED? TOO HIGH?COCKTAIL waitress, part or full time. Bev. CANCELLED?

Hi lls area, 271 43$6. (4 A 26) LOW MONTHLY
" PAYMENTSCOUPLE, mature, child OK, manage 32 unit STUDENT discoumt«

apts by UCLA Maint exp nee 473-0363. 9 11 3,4222$ ASK FOR ABE OR KEN
(4 A 34) #########AAAAAAAAAAA

WAITRESSES needed to begin im auto inc....... . I

~
mediately, night shifts only, must be ex «r /«Jr i*'J°*'***

***•* ®'' *tw<«ent$
penenced Apply m person, Tmy Naylors J,',*'^'*!®)'*",

««»»>••'«'»«•' "WWO or 470
Restaurant,. 10901 Wilshire Blvd. WLA,

^'*-« or «$6 2$44. (16QTR)
.'0024 (4 A 26)
~" ~~ TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratesSUMMER Jobs: national parks, camp RCA models Free delivery Free service 24
counselling, teach swimming, move for- hr phone. 274 91)9. (160TR)
niture, horse, care etc Services 47$-9$21. (4

•

^ '•' '^ S , PhD mathematics help student

cITAoa T '^7'. ' tafcmg written MS. in Math (Analysis ASHARP people needed for management. Algebra) 344 South F St Oxnard Calif
distribution, membership enrollment '30 30 (80$) 487 1267 after $ Price open (16A
Highest income Part full time/summer. 26)
Call Mr. Kobriti, 461 4321. (4 A 24)

'
. „

-_^—. . SELF HYPNOSIS Classes to^Enha
PARTorfulltime Men or women. Excellent CONCENTRATION, MEMORY CON*
Opportunity sell CCC membership. 34$ '"'OtNCE, ORAL PRESENTATION^
"«' (4A26) "-T^/^ RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
••••••••••••••••••••• ?r$0

^"'"^'''^ CRAMMING '-Da!.y'"4l4''

ARCHITECTURAL/MURAL .
<'*A27)

WATER-COLOR/ART auto and Motorcycle Insurance for

LLUSTRATION/PHOTOGRAPHY Uf'^fc'Il'/^'l.TPj**^*" ^•" '^"•" ^»»«''

LIFE CLASS/ENGINEERING y«« 5S27,473$41$.Eves.743.3S09. (UQTR)

& WOOD SHOP STUDENTS alterations expertly done Fast, neat.

„_,-„_— TO WORK WITH reasonable. Call evenings. Sue Allan. 474-

TOP DESIGNER 7^*^ " ^^^^'
'

(16 A26)

The part or lull time work will include PART time/full tim» r»«*>,-*i..« i-,-i
drafting plans for & building a working me/chan Hor new ?rnmJ»^«ltfT' °"'
model 8. engineering the stagV mechanic' Hoct^aroe to mer^h-n?." ^h ci^^-*''*.'";
and potential effects, drawing/water This is anew ^rraram^.rr?/J« i!

*^^^^

tolormq/delineators/rendering sketches for
, „ n Y N j p^' ir.T.i^«r ^* "L'^^'h"*"

a ma.or theatre pro.ect prospectus. In- or^e 9^4 329;.Say R^if^ ''"'"Su'l m,"teresting opportunity with advancement
*r tjb j^y. Kay Rusoft <'*A»«>

rg:rexieny;'c:*rernsT;;/ntSrra?:<i' MALE Japanese student will do light

^nd avaShtym answers
,;^'"*'*°^***'^

rr^T,?:?^
"^"'"'^ '''"'•^ ""^ ^<^'-'^

PO Box 1024
Call 474 2782 eves (16 A 2$)

'ca^'^^nra'?oV7r ••••••••••••••••••••i
STUDENT INSURANCE

Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified
dependents will close soon. Brodd~
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1.

convenient policy.

For information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 82S-0«n, ext.

y/ Lost& Found,...

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls.
pillows, awareness disks Uniquity, Box 990-

Venice. 90291. Phone 391-0933. (10QTR)B

)/ For Rent

.

12

RENT TV HIFI $7 $0 mo Plan.
8$1 iJSO }$c A DAY TV RENTAL.

931 1773,

(12 A 24)

FOR Sale 16mm Bolex 3 matching lenses.
Tripod Must sell $37$or best offer. 396

"" - ( 1$A2$)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 $0»o on all qualities, all
sue spts Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets Call me today Richard Pratt,
884 0400 (1$0TR)

BIRTH Control for UCLA Students Call 82$
(16A2$)

BEEN Busted? Community Action Center anon-profit or^ani.ation. can help y"?Ta',*"" (16 A 2$)

GOYA GG 30 Classical guitar A hard case
Used only twice Perfect condition. $$3
^'" (1$MI)

BEAUTIFUL handwoven Peruvian
tapestries, private party 946 7249. ( 1$ M 1

)

-V
COL(3RADO River. California $ acres 1/1

^i Jl'.T^"'*'' " '^^ *" •*«**"' »" '"onth.
< >iMIT7J> (1$MI)

PHOTOGRAPHY encyclopedia New 20
volumes Full color save $100. Only $3$
Oj^ver^ 174 3977. Messaoe. 6$9^r ns V27)

THE ECONOMICS
' OF THE COLD WAR «

BY ROBI^RT SMITH

^.25
At V^r Bookstore

Or
« Hudson Rand Prats ^

1 1 1 Orchard Strtat 9
^ ^Aonroe, N.Y. 14»$0

STOP MISSING IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS

BE SURE YOUR MAIL REMAINS
STRICTLY PRIVATE

use our phone no. A address.
FROM $$ PER MONTH
Phone. Visit or write

:

THE BEVERLY HILLS
,.. e'^^I.S.* '^'**^^«'NG SERVICE26$ SO^OBERTSON. BEVERLY HILLS

6$9 4210
(Mon Fri,9 $. Sat-Sun. 10 1)

V Travel.'••••••••••••••••••••••a.. 17
HOUSE, La Pat Bolivi*, 6/13 - 4/13/7J thr--georgout furnished bdrm» withm.i?
»1$0/mo. $$9-2440, 343 4fSl ' ^7^14)

CANON QL)7 ismm camera. H.7 4Smmautomatic lens. Cds meter. qylck-IOAding
feature Never used. $74. 444-4S64, Pttt. < 1$ J

GARRARD lero 100, never used, brand newwith base and cover $H 397 2339. ( 1$ A 24)

OEMEINHARDT flute. 1140; two bicycltt.
Sio/cach laminated redwood desk, best
offer Phone 479 1343. '"i a jj,

STEREO need bread, must sell
equipment Please call 477 7644.

hiy new
(l$A26)

PIONEER AM/FM stereo receiver, 1

^?I «ill^
rtcord changer. Must sail. SYfg

""»»«' (IS A 16)

^ NEW YORK
^
JUNE 1$0NE WAY ..

iHAWAii s;7

JUNE t4 JULY 7
JULY 1 JULY IB .

I TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17- SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
tUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

S7S

BITt
pluatMvd

V

\

I, Oaf PurchaM
Alto Studenirail and Euraili
Iniurancc. Ouldebookt

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

mOL ais/exits
^FW^ *<** Santa Monica BtvdM HV L.A.tOOtB

274-t743
I1H btk. —w ef Santa Monica/Doh«nv>

2 FORD van seats blue New condition

a"$)
**"*' •'*'<•'. home 374-1404.

•N

Our I Itb year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Exam plat:

..17
STUDENT trips
North Africa, Ort*n<
441 S#»t.

**^

toLONDONlRTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

$166.00 OW
S4$90OW
S 44.30 OW
SI71.00OW

DISCOUNT
Africa. Or,en1*"?J; •*•,*••- 'ndn,

5,^,Wilshire Blvd., LA 40T4V4 or44' ^i
'""

*'^QT4)

Hundreds of departure datts and
destinations. Request free travel iRfP
SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 377 SMB OT tTf-
JtTi, 94?$ SantrMonicrBt., Bevtsrlr—'-'-'

—

Hills (17 A 14)

•••••••••••••••••MM

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia. Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.

All professions, occupations, $700 - $3,000

monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sifht-

seeing. Free info - write Jobs Oversaat.
Dcpt P6, P.O. Box l$07i, San Die«o, CA.
9211$ ^ (17A2S)

More
Europe
Charter
Flights

!

'iow you havea cnoice. rnoi^e

Cities....
Flights..
&Dates!

ROUND^TRIP*
JUNE 14 LA/LONDON $262.00
SEPT 14 LONDON/LA 93 Days

' JUNt ir-rA/FRANKFOirr mitm^
AUG 17 LONDON/ LA 62 Days

JUNE 21 LA/LONDON $272.00
AUG 20 AMSTERDAM/LA 61 Days

JUNE 25' LA/LON/AMST $272.00
SEPT 11 LONOON/LA 89 Days

JUNE 26 LA/AMSTERDAM $272.00
SEPT 18 AMSTERDAM/LA 85 Days

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON $262.00
AUG 17 LONDON/LA 51 Days

JULY 9 LA/LONDON $272.00
AUG 27 LONDON/LA 50 Days

JULY 23 LA/LONDON $272.00
AUG 20 AMSTERDAM/ LA 29 Days

AUG 2 LA/LONDON $252.00
SEPT 6 LONDON/LA 36 Days

AUG 9 LA/MADRID $272.00
-S€«^-1«-AMST^^GAM/LA 41 Oaj

AUG 30 LA/LONDON $242 00
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA ?8 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
OCT ? LONDON/LA 28 Days

SEPT 14 LA/LONDON $239 00
OCT 15 LONOON/L^- „ 32 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

1

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the-
University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON LA

Fit.

2

3

4

5

k

7

8

?

10

IT^

12

14

15

17

It

^P- Ret.

6/18

6/21

6/22

6/26

6/25

6/27

6/28

6/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

9/6

9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

Available only to •:.iitide members of th«

University of Californir includmq students,

faculty, staff, and t>< •^r immediate lamilies

{parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in tlie same tiousehold.

fUghU

KerctikhoftHalimO
§etween Sam & Sp.m

V 12$ 1221

»•••••#•

EUROPE, S2MS27S R T., also Israel A
Japan, Spring, Summer, & Fall llights,

E S.6.P., 8217 Beverly Blvd , LA 90041 tSI

33n.ESEPJJCLAmemberi^ (WOTH)

^E WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14 LA/LON/FRANK
JUNE 21 LA/LONDON
JUNE 26 LA/AMSTERDAM
JUNE 23 lONPON/LA
JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 9 LA/FRANKFURT
AUG 30 LONDON/ LA
SEPT 6 LA/LONDON
SEPT 19-'IA/L0ND0N

$148.00
$148.00
$148.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and rowna trip student flights

Inexpensive student camping tours
througfiout Wast and East Europe, including
Russia. SOFA Agant for inter European
itiNlant chartar H»«lits. Contact ISCA, um
1^ Vicanta llvd^ Suite #4, LA, Caiif , twt,

Tal: (313) n«-S4«V, 12* 09S5

SM
(IS

EUROPE this summer* Unr-i^i;.
—

programs « or | weeks b^TS/.T*'*" •"»•*»

TravHing m 2411 ' ***'^*7\t11» *«

IN ACCORDAMcf! fO CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IWEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD
REN AND PARENTS. AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. CALEDONIAN, SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER 0C8 JETS AND
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY. YOU
HAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS AND
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CO-
ORDINATORS IN CARE Of...

you know usi
wrt^e....

UNI
<095e WEYBURN AVENUE

^*^^'^'??4 Village 90084

TELE: 478-t280

OVERLAND EKPEDlTlONS TO in«(U
Kast^mir A Nepal TrW^W,?/. ^L

TWA Campus Rep. available to help

students', faculty, and staff with travel

needs. Discounts. Call James Roberson, 474

7073or 413 1400 ext. 273S. ( MS)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
TLIOMTS

New York Fligltts under $100 one way

Study A Camping Tours

1973 Student Guide Book to Europe

Student Rait pass 3 mo. i)30

CONTACT : SOFA Agent VIC DE PT UCLA
13S0f Ventura Blvd

SliermanOalis.Calif 91403

PHONE :
' 173 3313 or 7|4 U77

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregim anted profram. 4 whs Europe. '

wks Israel, Ot« Kibfewti, planty free timr

J«l^. in Travelling. tM 2411. (ITOTW^

• SUMMER OROUP/CMARTERFLIOMTS

• L.A./Naw Ypric (1 wayJ
J^J ,

f

L.A./Lofltfen/L.A. »'"

L A /Brusselt/L.A. »'•'

L.A./Tokyo/L.A. ^J"
L.A./TelAvlv/L.A. *>°'

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475 30J3

^714 Wtstwaod ••»< ^^m
. IF v*u are gaiftf to tt»e C»ntin*;« W**;

summer, wtiy Is your flight only to Lonoon

Air Franca fg Paris farm SJ43 for •"V""?,
'/,

3S.I34H0l,4»sytyi. ('T*.'.

fc ANNUAL JIT PLIOMTS

CUIcOPfe: PHOfWllJf ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: PROMSf4f ROOmOT*"*

FLIOMt CHAtRMAN i7l-«f33, tS* »<«'

4i4f Ovari«if»4, OaptjA.

Days Price

71 S242 .

56 \m
54 $262

72 S262

80 $275

59 $262

73 $262

81 $275

61 $262

V^

A what s on of no importance . .

.

Tuesday, April 25, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

(
Continued from Page 26) . -

—"Masks, Gods, and tht

Beginning off European
Civilization," (illustrated) by

Marija Gimbutas, professor of

European archaeology and
curator of Old World Archaeology,

Museum of Cultural History, 8

pm, California Roonn, Faculty

Center.

—"The 'Changing' American
_£lMtprate/'' with Cfrl Hensler,-

assistant professor of political

science, 9: 35-1 1:05 anri. Tea Room
BullocJc's Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave. Tickets are $3.50.

—"The Unveiling off Souttiern

Arabia," by Roger A.E. Goss,

graduate student, department of

geography, 7-10 pm, Wlllard

Elementary School Auditorium,

301 S. AAadre Street, Pasadena.

Tickets are $4.

Wednesday, April 26

—"Dynamic Analysis off

Pancreatic Insulin Secretion/' by
Richard Bergman, Instructor In

bioengineering. University of

Southern California, noon, CHS 23-

105. .

*

—"Discriminating Between
Models of the Axon Membrane,"
by Rosalie Hoyt, professor of

physics, Bryn Mawr College,
Pennsylvania, noon, CHS 53-105.

- Two Models for Classiffying
Time-Dependent Observations,"
by A.A. Aflfl, assolcate professor
of blostatlstlcs and btomathe-
matics, 3 pm, CHS AV-139.
—''The Influence off the Vienese

Volkskompdie on Haydn and
Mozart/' by Eva Badura Skoda,
professor of muslcology.
University of Wisconsin, AAadlson,

,3 pm, Schoenberg 1200,

—"The Vibration off a Rigid
Block Welded on an Elastic Halt
Space," by R. Burrldge, associate
professor, Courant Institute of
AAathematlcal Sciences, New
York University, New Yoi-k City, 3
pm, Boelter 5264.—"EMects off Intraventribular
„ACTH on Sex Hormone Secretion
and Sexual Behavior," by Charles
K. Haun, associate professor of
anatomy. University of Southern
California, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.

—"Genetics off Lipopolysac-
charide and Virulence in
Salmonella," by Bruce Stocker,
professor of microbiology,
Stanford University, California, 4
pm, CHS 43-105.

—"Alternatives for Formal
Education," by Roland Paulson,
professor of the School of
Education of the University of
Pittsburgh, 3 pm, Bunche 3211.
Sponsored by Latin-American

Center. Free admission; refresh-
ments served.

-"War as a Way off Liffe in
Classical Antiquity," by Eric A.
Havelock, Sterling professor]
emeritus, Yale University, 4 pm,
Bunche 1209B.

'

—"Theory off the Magneto-
Surface Plasmons in Semicon-
ductors," by Richard F. Wallls
physics department, UC Irvine, 4
pm, Xnudsen 1200. Coffee-at 3^45
pm, Knudsen 1240.

—"The Relationship Between
Awareness and Love," by Paul
Weinpahl, author of works on Zen
Buddhism and leading figure In
philosophy of awareness, 7 pm. In
Dickson Art Center 2160. Tickets
are $4.75 and $2 (students).

—"Epidemiology off Spina
Biffide and Anen^ephaly," by Irvin
Emanuel, associate professor of
epidemiology. School of Public
Health, University of Washington,
Seattle, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"Social Background off the
Masked Dancers in Barotseland,"
(illustrated) by AAax Gluckman,
professor of social anthropology.
University of Manchester,
England, 4 pm, Bunche 1209 B.
—"Mariner 9 ~ Results off the

Radio Occultation Measurements
off the Atmosphere off Mars," by

(Continaed on Page 16)

•

• ^
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^Travel J7 ^Wanted

Interested in rock climbing? UCLA Moun-
taineers will hqld a class for beginners starting
today and continuing Thursday with sUde talks
and practice climbs at Stoney Point and Suicide
Rock. 7:30 pm AU Men*s Lounge. If interested
please attempt to attend both sessions.

"

n

20

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July. S63S. Brocfture
Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,
London NWG. (17 A 21'

^For Sub-Lease . . . . . . 24 >/^^^ ^nd Board )/Autos for Sale . . . :. .33.

I

CARS IN EUROPE
.^ ~ ir-fci.

"ENT OR auY zi: .. ___
SPtClALaCDUCTlONS TO '

TEACHERSA STUDENTS
FREE CATALOGUE • ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
«M Sunsot Blvd., LA 900«t 27M3M

«I'-'l.r^^ ^'^^** ^O" CARS.. RUNNING
OR NOT, WRECKS TOO. FREE TOV^AWAYS 3919440, «35 1643. (20 A

}/Apts Furnished . .... 2 J

S8$ month, including utilities. Furnist»ed

T."?,*,' ^"* '-^ *"*>'«» J""* '5 September
^y*7y029i. (24 A 26)— .

'

f-,?f B^iw.T.^'''
*""'** * ^««*'*' »"«'n house.

S27$. 823 6901. (24A2iJ

«!?o*i'^f/ ^°'i'^
contracts lor sale, i men's,

•24^1915 Stan, I women's, 824 2272 Jody. (RB

AM/FM^^TnruI '^l'*''''^
^^''^"^ COndit.on.

,^M/F/y\.24.0Qft miles, SiafS. 257 5688 atler
•

•
- (33 A 282

'65 CHEV, Malibu SS, P/S, A/C, radio, V8.
XInt cortd , $8S0/olfer (NNN 300) Pr ptv
4514958 alter S 30 f33A28)

SUMMER at Stanford; 1 bedrm
•pt. summer sublet. Palo Alto
/mo. (415)9410586.

Furnished
Pool, SI 50

(24M 1)

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y
Israel, India, Africa. 50% oil. Studon*-
rates/cards since 1959 E ASC, 323 N. BeverU
Dr

, Beverly Hills, 90210, 276-6293. (17 OTR

)

)/futoring
. . jg

FRENCH. German. Russian, Italian,
mafhcmatics. Tel. 469 6442. ExperEuropean professor. Teach also poetry. (18 A

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments

Moderately Priced '

Renting Office: 516 Landfair #1
Also With Pool

ONE bedroom, furnished, appliances A
utensils included. 7/1/72 through 12/31/72
S225 /month. 474-5804. (24 Ml)

Gienfair Terraco
543Landfair«14
540Glenrock «1l

s^A9o'^^\T^'*ll
"'." *•**' "**•' '»**^'' *" 5W.

»B). 392 S263 after 6. (21 A 28)

FURNISHED Singles to share. $70. HeateO
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473
•<'». (21 OTR)

nn.^t^^ */' 8/31, S.M./Westwood. LuKur/
JjrJli'"' """"'ished, 5170. Eileen days
746 2788, nights, 826 0295.

( 24 Ml)

"rlil.^VI.^ ''
:
**P» '5 "^ »*•» 3 larserooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. 65v

0253 morns. ,3^^,

^House for Rent . .... 25

SUBLET house, yard, trees, privacy. One
person S100 oer month. B*ain Ihma i toA

DORM contracts for sal* «9^ e "*

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
ROOM/Board 1/2 block from University inexchange for light housekeeping Must like

*«B VW automatic. Excellent condition.
Radio, new tires and brakes. Low mileage.
51095. 935-5358 after 5. <33M1)

'72 CORV cpc, British Racing Green Alarm.AM FM, rack, 13,000 miles, 270 hp, 350 cu.
in, mint condition. (805) 255 0385 (33 A 27).

PORSCHE,
Rebuilt <.>ng

931 4790.

'57', New rear end, trans
,

SI800/best offer Call B/4 4 p.m.
(33/

'43 CHEVROLET Impala Sports Coup*
convertible Good cond., 5350 Call 279
"*' (3)A2S)

'
: V'

animals. 474 6879.

per
1756.

(30 A 28)

Fr, nrh „J.
travelers with experienced

m thoiKi^r"'*'
eacher: Conversationalm, hod No TransIatK»n. Call now, 475

"I ( 11 A 28)

ENGLISH improvement: pronunciationqrammar, sentence itruaurt Vli»rproblems (specialty fore7,„ sfudeVts)E -p, r.cnccd English toactier 399 0283 ?18 A

LARGE bachelors, 590 up. Singles, 1125,
across from Dykstra. SOI Gayley, GR 3-1788,
GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

Begin June 1. 394-

( 25 A 28)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2-bdrm Aconv den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac
559,000. Sands Realtors 47;-6464. (25 0TR)

ROOM and board in exchange for sittinaBeginning Fall '72 Walking distance ?ocampus 475 5931. ri^l ^1.

DESPERATE am leaving this world 1961Opel Kadett Rallye 5895 784 3463 ( 33 Ml)

y/BicY(;les for Sale .... 35

{\

30 A 26)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath,-pooi. 3 biks campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR5 5584. (21 OTR)

r"?'!^,^ '*^'''" *«••" furnished. June 23-
Sept. 1. 5300/mo, less for dbg care. 836

}/Room for Rent . .... .3/
2926

»ii

(25A2lit,

''llM^ve^s^t'rlYsrnl'L.?°r''' ^"'»^ """
1602

reasonable rates. Phone, 829-

(18 A 27)

?'v^«ua?lnd *?«!,/*** P''»P«ratlon |„.

Academic Gu«la„« SwcrS;;^
'Hstruction.

6$; J3«o
''*"*'"?5« Svcs. 820 So. Robertson

-^
^ niQTR)

'^RENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN- TT
Z7T. ''"'^ '•^»' "ositt^'^rMults !ny
"37492 **' ""^*^"»'0"*' methSrVtrilo':

(UOTR)

i235 1 bedroom pool. Furn/patio/air cond
I094I Strathmore Or. 477-8853. (21 M 11)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, 5185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 2045 Fourth St., SM.
392 5556,592 9142 (21 OTR)

WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr, 650 Landfair, 477 5479. (21 M 2)

y/Apts Unfurnished .... 22

BEVERLY Gl«n Canyon. 2 bdrms. coiv
private, 5240. Available May I. mJioSeabury Ellen, 271 9781. (25MlI

)/House for Sale . . . 26
PACIFIC Palisades: View, 5 bedrooms,
study, 2 baths, 568,000. Call 454-4420 eves
weekends. (26 Ml)

P»ENCH Exam preparation.

4)66
"'-*-'* '**<''P'' for results 828

intensive
Call

828

lAQTJ

y fypii

LIVE at the beach* Marina del Rey penin-
sula Entire second (top) floor in new
luilding 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. All modern
-.onveniences. 5375. At 3004 Pacific Ave
^hone 8214625 (22 A 27)

mg 19

. (I9M2)

1 BDRM unfurnished, carpets, stove, walk tocampus, 5140 10654 1/2 Wilshire open m
"*'*

(22 A 28)

Oft I ENTAL Contemporary unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3 bdrm, familyroom & study 2 baths, fabulous view One
i»crc Encino, 557,900 783 5131. (26 A 28)

fi.";^'?^
'" ^"«'''«' 3 plus 1 1/2. Dining /orfamily room. Air. Newly decorated CovereiLanai Many extras Walk to oark t*nni.

9011.532,900 8815590. (26M 1)
I ^

4 ARTY Funky, 3 bdrnv. houses for sale or
lease Fireplace, patio SM beach Designed
by famous architect 2 houses and garage
apt

, 550,000 each Also 6 bdrm house and lot,
543,500. 140 2 Hollister 399 7382. (26 Ml)

IllfK*"^.,ri'*
'"*'' "udent Kingsiie bdrm,

?™^^s%y^^^
fO^'fORTABLE bdrm/bath, separate

Sdent%"97/mo*!„'°,cSr'"'* l***P^"*'WeMuoeni. S9S/mo. 472 2580. ^ (31 A 28)

/Autos for Sale . ..T, . 33

i?7 5f«/''°® •'**"'*' '** VW "W After 3.
^ ' "*^ (33 A 26)

UCLA Students! 5S off Peugeot.
Motobecane, Centurion, ott»er fine makes
Expert repairs Lee's CyClorama, Schwinn
Authoriied dealer. 2639 S Robertson Blvd 3
bIks N. Santa MomCa Fwy . 839 4466 ( 35 M 4)

prices. 10 spd from 577 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370 niOTR) *""

•..1. ... J i#n---Jaff*nJ(lJj6' -»

.ycles, Scooters

'70 NORTON 750 Commando, 5600 mi, racing
tuned, excellent condition 5850 or offer 276
"^' (33 A 28)

.1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICEOUR PRICES ARE LOWER'
A

1 AUTOSERVICE
m i 7957 van Nuys Blvd
|4» I across from G.M Plant

Call394 7075 24 Hours

'r*L!!!PJ*^^
*'® Excellent cond, new fires.

^

car<>s A other extras. 820 1 178 (36A28).

70 HONDA CT 90 Trail and street^e Cleii^machine I know Cati 397 7456 (36 A 28)

'71 HONDA CB 450 Red, excellent cond ,

only 5775. Call Gone, 679-4511 ext 1165 or 791
1366 eves (36 A 28)

1970 HONDA CBI75, Less than 5000 miles,
rack, perfect condition 5375, 477 8393 (36 A

TWO bdrm, unfurnished, Wilshire Fairfax
ifrc». one block north of Wilshire, excellent
transportation, reasonable rent, garage,
available immediately. Phone 487- 1636 (22 A «

)/House for Sale . . .

•v-..^'

26

AM/cHK ^"9.. "000 '"'••» Convertible.AM/FM, excellent condition. 51650. Phone,
(33 A 25)

479 1343.

V Apis fo Share 23

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm. A
conv den Quiet Cul de Sac 543,500 Sands
Realtors, 476 6464 (36QTR)

e
' •'"'* W'l'vs good mechanical conditionP.ve Michelin radials. 51000. 65415^ (3? a

'42 BMW R69S Classic rebuilt eng , trans ,clutch Must sell. 51000 /best offer. 396
'^'' (36 A 25)

CAMPUS Vicinity (2

curate Tom, 473 0031.

blocks southwest),
papers. Fast, a<

(19QTR

)

»^curate, dependable. 93M7«y, , (19QTR)

"hool Ai.Je 197 lUx
'^'**' "»» /<«eliver law-JT/ 3»6. (190TR)

562 50 TWO bdrm
Utilities Call
Wilshiro/Wcstwood.

studio apt
478 5144

w/3 girls.

after S.

(23 A 28)

TRANSFER Forces Sale .... Lovely-homt.
country atmosphere. 2-bedroom, modern-
guesthouse /extra bath. Yard/fishpond,
trees 534,500. Wynn .... 477-7001. (26 A 27)

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Qayley.
Pleasant singles, 565. Kitchen, sun decks,
peel, garage, 473-6412. (23QTR)

RENT too hifh? Consider shared housing.
Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood,
475 HcM,U'e515 (23 Ml)

.^,«n«ur?pVs*''Rtls;;i*"r'' •^'" p-p«'»'" »«»»eble. Experienced. Call
(19 OTR).

"•1162.

P'Pers SplJ'iaJ
^'''jrtatlons, books, terir

Accurate7J»!i^.'"***' •"•* •«'"•««•• »VP»»»«
__ "•' '^•P** »ervlce. 780 1074 i %• nrm

•et'ifrs^Ve^Jmir'**^'***'' '^'"^ Wpert!
results Etes^M-r VVJ'**"' ^^^'^'nteed
•38 5687

"^ 5 30,weekewls. Sharon.—-—: (190TR)

P*^ors**,he*!'"«, «'»t«i»h grads. Term
Sclecfnc, Exltliiw?*^'"**' •••^» '•'^
•2* 7472

'"•'"'»'• Nancy. 472-4143, Kay,
_ (190TR)

ffnV' Vo'^'J'j
-'"•rt.tions. term papert.

'vpcwritcr iPiV- «••'•«•• V Seiectric
^okolow,398 9lIl

•^•'"••'> '^rs. Rita'

.;,7 !!l__ (19 A 25)

* •*rhi;\\V nVrL^**'::"' Weekd.yTJ'••« 2365, Mae. 396 5182 (19ATP1

GROOVY pleasant spacious warm
surroundings Optimum studying facilities.
Utmost possessions security. Very possibly
your thing. Ideal (or one or two girls,
565/mo Near Westwood Don't sheepishly
wonder Investigate! Jack, 478 7588, 6

IDEAL professors! By owner. Newly
decorated, bright corner 3 bedroom, 2 baths.
Magniliccnt view Hillcrest GoK Course.
Separate panneled study 546,500. 1478 Soufti
Roxbury Dr 553 7587. (26 A 26)

^Hoy$9 fo Slwre. 27

r*„l./.°*'*
^••rlene, 6, automatic, goodcondition, must sell. 5495 /best bffer Ernie^"'^*^**^^^^

(33 A2S)

'66 M(i B Green /black two tops ; Michelin
».rcs 32.000 miles. 3976057. 5995 /Offer. (3J A

•65 650 TR16 Bonn. Heads extended fgrks.
extra chrome, runs excellent 11 1 pistons
5650 392 8350. (34 A 25)

BSA 1970 650CC Firebird, 12,000 mile*.
Excellent cond , book rack, extras. 276 9339.
early morn, nights (36A2SV

'*3 VW Van, partial camper, very cleanexcellent condition in and out. 579$ Vrim
''*

(33 A 25)

•69 HONDA CL90, new paint, reb. motor,
street A dirt, extra parts. 5195. 631-4565. (36 A
25)

T
BEACH front, very spacious 4-bedrm,
fireplace 5106.25 plus utilities. First and last
month's rent. 392-3524. (27 a

6J VW Perfect for mechanic Engine inback seat 5350. Tony, after 8 00 PM •47i
!I!l (33 A 25)

TRANSPORTATION cars 599 and upAmerican Kodiak in Santa Monica 3026
Santa Monica Blvd 828 7489. (33QTR)

'68 HONDA 305 Scrambler Runs, but needs
work, helmet included. Sacrifice, S120. J9$-
1480, 6 PM. (MM I)

FEMALE sh«t;e
veniently locat#d.
2037,837 1495.

w/2. Large apt, con-
Own bdrm, 592.50. 473-

(23 A 27)

VISITING proiessor pnd wife (no children,
no pots) wish to sublet apt. or inexpensive
house near campus, roughly June 10 toAugust 10 J E Sitter, English Dept .

of Mass, Amherst, Mass (27 A 25'
Mniv

GIRL grad, 1 bdrm. apt. in Santa Monica
near be«ch with same. 585. 826-6554, 451
^031 (23 A 26)

OWN room, 566 50 mo. 10 mins.
Call Steve. x5i969; Craig, 4730tt9.

campus.
(37A3S)

FURNISHED, super close to campus
inquire at 555 Gayley Ave., call 479 9916 Ask

(33 A 28)
or Steve Peters

FEMALE student, one child ok Share
beautiful old home with family rfr beach.
•3^3135. (37 A 26)

OWN bdrm, bath, J bdrm apt. 1/2 bik
campus &1IO/mo. George, 825-4375, 473-6489
9Vg» (23 A 28)

JUNE TT07month Friendly girls (at least
21). Beautiful 2 bedroom singles' apt. Pool,
sauna §24 2268 (23M1)

PLEASANT 2 bdrm house at b«ach, next
park Own room, util/inci 5fO/mo Eves
396 7718 days. (Barbara) 835 7601

GIRL to share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt., fur
nisijed, pool, lacuiii. Westweed. 5157 20
.»Ch 4^3 0620. (23M1>

/ Housing Needed . ... 28 !^

Jt^l° I
'**"^'" *^ Sublet/rent June IS Aug

15 Westwood 472 0370 after 6 30 PM. (2|J
28)

'••«

60 MGA convertible 1800 engine, decent

tOlightdraft, 5500 47 5 4704.
1 33 A 25)

«V«?J^^ w*-*".^*'
E"""'"* condition 5300

«6^„V ""•' O**-'*"*' t25-52«l, evenings
•_l!l

.^

(33 A 25 )

68 ALFA Duettd, 51150 Blue convertible*n,oy beautiful Spring in a b« .tiful car' in^
-l!L (33 A 28)

.M.!'r652*;o?j^-
"''' ''''

"""'"(V, aV;;

patm, wire and mag wheels Best offer. 363
03A2S)

an x''t?;s'proh V ' ^r^* All '$• eqiip"
JJi

«tr*s Prob finest in Calif. 47|.lt78 ( 3 a
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What's On
T*»-«

f-

Tickets:

Campus anil Public

-"Robtrta Flack/' 830 pm.
May 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Central Ticket Office.
ASaWestwood Plaza, ai 15JO. $4.50
and S3 50 SI off on all prices for
students wltti picture ID.
-"Student Films/' §30 pm.

'^''•day. Saturday and Sunday.
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $2 (general) and SU25
{ students) -» -

—
"Sleiyfif of Hand/' a Theater

Arts production. i.Jb pm,
Thurs<»ay.^ Friday. -Saturday and
May 3, 4, 5 and 6. Ralph Freud
Playhoii^e. MacGowan Hall
Tickets are S2.50 and Si >
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office. 650 West
wood Plaza

—"Thomas Harmon,"
• versify organist. 8:30
tomorrow, Schoehberg
Auditorium and Royce ..„.,
Auditorium. Tickets are S3.50 and
SI 50 (students), available from
the Cenh-al Ticket Office. d50
Westwood Plaza.
— "New Musics by Larry Austin

and Paul Chihara," with violist
Walter Trampier, and percussion
virtuoso Kenneth Watson. 8 pm.
FrKiay. Schoenberg Hall Audi
torium.

noon, Thursday. Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Traditional music
will be performed witti the pi phai
(percussion) and mahori (string
arKi percussion) ensembles.
—"Music and Dance of Africa,"

f^oon. Friday. Schoenberg Hall
Oiddrangle. free.

Films:
—"Films About Radio," a

series of films produced during

^^ >Teyday of network radio,
^^TeaTui* Ing "such" stars as ~^ing^
Crosby. W.C Fields. Cab

Dunayevskaya. author, phil-

osoQher, and political analysi. and
one of three Americans invited to

contribute to the International

Symposium. "Socialist
Humanism." edited by Erich
Fromm. 3:X pm Bunche 1209B.
—"The Use of Affinity

Chromatography in Protein
Structure Studies/' by Meir
Wilchek, professor of biophysics.
The Weizmann Institute of
Science, Rehovot, Israel 4 pm,
CHS 35-t05.

Uganda/' by Godfrey Uzoigwe,
professor of history. University of
Michigan, and "CoHectivt
Security and Political liif«grati«i
in Contemporary Africa/' by
Boniface Obichere. associate
professor of history. 7 pm,
AAurphy 2121.

—"Occupation as an Animal
Disease Consideration/' by
Donald G. DeValois, chief of
research ia latx>ratory animal
medicine, science,

Un
pm.
Hail

Hall

Concerts: ^
-"Noon Concert," Presenting

piano students of Johana Harris-
Franklin Burfon jn works of
Prokof.ev and Chopin. Stella
^siar and Steve Kramer (piano
OMO) '0 Debussy's -Peiiie Suite "

Joana.Zamberlin in "Noble and
Senhmenfal Waltzes' by Ravel
and Barbara F4osal in Ravel's
Reflections in the Water." noon
^^,:^^^^^^rg Auditorium'— 'Thai Instrumental Music,"

'•••••••••••,,

Calloway. Kate Smith, Bob Hope,
Jack Benny. Walter Winchell,
George Burns, and Gracie Allen,
showing ai 5 pm. today, tomorrow
and Thursday, AAelnitz 14)9. All
tflms are free bui their htles
cannot be released due to contract
arranqefnenfi

— A Oijy in the Sun," about life
'" ^he AJaskan Brooks range
W'jper-ess. 3. T5 and 8 pm. todayl
Sc?K»eroerg Hail Auditorium
- Winter Soldier." "Army/'

'-r Oify me Beginning," 7 pm.
'CrQdi •- Social Welfare )21.
Sponsored by fhe Film Society.
Donation requested at ttye door

Seminars:
Tuesday, April 25 '

—"Structural Studies on Lipids
Containing Viruses and Myelin
Membranes." by Donald Caspar
Children s Cancer Research
Foundation. Har^,ard Medical
School, Boston, Massachusetts. 4
r>fy^. CHS 53-105.

-"Performance of Reverse
Osmosis Membranes in Oesaltino
Agricultural Waste Water," bT
Dav.d Antoniuk. doctoral can-
d.date Energy and Kinetics
Department, 3 pm Boelter 8500.

''Philosopliy and Revolution
'« East Europe/' by Raya

"Watching the FCC: Public
Responsibility and the Broad-
caster," by Geoffrey Cowan,
noon. Law Faculty Lounge.
—"The Soldier in PreColonial

"lethnplogy, Wadswoidfi Veterans
Administration Hospital, 7 pm,
MS 5200. Tickets are $4.50 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Exploration and Ex-
ploitation of Minor Planets/' by

Samuel Herrick nr^
astronomy and enQin^'^°^ «

(members of the a **"«
t3

^Jtute Of Aeron '''^m?
Astronautics, s^]""'"'''' ^l
—"Design of nj.

Automata," by j d '"'^^•blt

research staff menZ ^'^'

JJ^er Sciences, IBm^hI^Watson Research r**
J-

Vorktown Heights U V ^'''

A""ii!2
^*"'rent

Reseirrfc

(CentinuedonPag^i

'"** »••-••» • * * « • w't

NANOOK OF THE NORTH? - "A OaTin thiSun" a featur^.|..,gth fi,m on ecotegy ariZ^the AUskan Brinks Rami* ii«il!-I "* '"

oimm;.«^ ,«Z!T^ ««n9e WiMemess, will be
^*>^>t3:iSandtpmi«$choenheniAuditorlI.m

• ••• . p^^ Ad»«rt^semc«>t}

b^lST^^L!!' •*"»«*«» «*•'»• Sponsor^

Student CommittM for tl» ArtT^^

i:;-

'••••••..,,,,,,
•^ ••...•...,

'•••••••••«,

U%»'

iU

\ M

•

IS YOUR AAAJOR-
\ .

Anthropology?

English? ^-^

History? r

Economics?

Political Science?

Psychology?

iology?

Spanish or Portuguese?

Theatre Arts?

Zoology?

I

Undergraduate studenUrgomzatlonl
I exist or are being fcrmed in these-
qepartments.

Without odequote porHdpoHon in

JMoy 22 ond 23) your department
njoy loose .ts chance lo havev^U sh,dent represenfohVy nert

In some departments students ore

fresh deas to already existing
departmental

organizations.
n Sociology and Economics ^" "

the University Action Council (UAC)
"

which .s sponsoring these elections

tTre'std??^^^^ •" identifying •

^^^"^^^^^""^^ »o initiate

t

» —

"•Jtj-

Ion.Notl;""''"'""""' p°^«''p<-«or

fo^oT "' '" "«««ory io run

your department.
'f you are in one of the«;A r4^ .

-d you ore in.eresM?„tmy'-•-o'ved, please corns ,0 the MAC

7306 for more informotion.

«'

%«**^%*«**» *••»«•. '••••••

.

by SEPC ol SIC

••••»«.,
••••••

••••••««!
'•^••(M *** • • • » »a»«.^..

•''ir^
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Vending service here stops
purcliase of Ramona burritos

FOR A CHANGE OF PACE — Christine Jorgensen, an early recipient of
a sex change operation, will speak at noon today in tlie Ackerman Union
Grand Ballroom. Her appearance is sponsored by mk Associated
Students' Speakers Program.

By Heidi Yorkshire
DB Staff Writer

The vending service here
stopped buying Ramona Foods
burritos and other products
Monday according to Gary
Wehrle, ASUCLA project
manager.
"The product hasn't been

selling that well anyway, so we
stopped buying it," Wehrie said.
There are still Ramona burritos
in one or two of the machines to
get rid of the remainder," he
added.

The Teamsters* Union at
Ramona Foods has been on strike
since March 8. Attention was
drawn to the strike when MECHA,
the Chicano organization here,
asked the University to stop
buying Ramona products because
they were being made with non-
union labor.

^

Since food purchasers said
University policy prohibits them
from becoming involved in what
they termed ''political affairs,"
boycott of the Ramona food was
organized by MECHA and ,the
Ramona Strike Support ciDm-

mittee and supported by editorials

Symposium to spotlight

prison inmates' problems
A symposium on the problems

of prison inmates, featuring a
speech by Virginia Carlson,
superintendent of the California
Institute for Women, and
workshops on prison problems,
begins at 10 am today in the
Ackerman Union Mens Lounge.

Sponsored by the Black
Students Union (BSU), Student
Legislative Council (SLC) and
University Policies Commission,
the conference will "articulate
from the inmate level the kinds of
needs the inmates feel arc not
being met by correctional

stitutions," according to Peter
Hall of the BSU Prison
Rehabilitation Program.

—

:—^—

m-

'*It is hoped that people will see
the symposium as educational
and informative, according to

Cheryl Dearmon, BSU chairman.
**We hope it will change people's

minds about their views of in-

mates . . . There is no such thing
as a criminal mentality. This has
been shown through tests," she
said.

Suggestions which are made
during the workshops will be used

f>

i
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Fourragere requirement

reinstated at 3.25 GPA
A decision to change the requirement for wearing a gold g

fourragere at graduation from a grade point average (GPA) of 3.25 |
to 3.6 was reversed yesterday at a meeUng of the Committee on S
I'ubhc Ceremonies (CPC). ^
At the mating, there was a consensus in favour of keeping the ^,

requirement at a GPA of 3.25 for the 1972 Commencement with a g:
further study to be made on the academic committee level to S
aetermine what the future standards will be. g:
The reversal was the product of a wave of student opinion that '$.

protested the raising of the requirement, according to Waldo -£:

Phelps, CPC chairman. |'We are surprised and at the same time pleased as to the amount '4

Of student opinion we have received on the issue of the gold g
tourrageres. We weren't aware that there was so much interest in j^
commencement on campus," Phelps said. g:
He attributed the original raise in the GPA requirement to the g:

rising costs of fourrageret and the committee assumption that «
tourrageres had lost their prestige.

Our original decision to change to 3.6 was made with very little
ebate. We just, from experience, didn't count on many people

naving an interest in the gold fourragere. It was truly a happy
urprise to receive so much reaction from students and parents
regarding our decision to change the GPA requirement, " Phelps

>i

«

i
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to "redefine and expand" the
rehabilitation program, ac-
cording to Hall. The BSU
vocational and remedial program
conducts classes for inmates in

California institutions.

The symposium will begin with
speeches by Carlson, Lola
McAipine Grant, assistant dean of

admissions at Loyola's law
school, and Booker Griffin,

program director at radio station

KGFJ and member of the
California Senate prison in-

vestigation committee.
A lunch break, featuring en-

tertainment in the Mens Lounge
by the Chico Davis Blues Band,
will be held ll:30 am-1 pm. Four
workshops will be conducted from
1-3:30 pm. Workshops titles and
leaders are:

Workshops
—"Drugs and Recidivism,"

Stan Herby, senior counsekn* of

the Central City Bricks, an ex-

felon rehabilitation program.—**Politic8 and Legal
Mechanism of Prisons," Grant.—**The Role and Function of

Correctional Institutions in

Society," Carlson.

-"Alternatives Within the

Correctional Institution:
Rehabilitation vs Education,"
Griffin.

The entire symposium will

reconvene at 3:30 pm "to form a
synthesis of the suggestions from
the various workshops," ac-

cording to Hall. In addition to the

workshop leaders, four current

inmates — two men and two
women — will participate in the

discussions.

Title of the symposium is

"Alternatives Within the
Correctional Institution:
Rehabilitation vs Education."

in the Daily Bruin. Student.pur-
chasing of Ramona burritos has
since dropped, prompting the
University decision to stop buying
them.

ASUCLA Vending Advisory
Board recommended to
University food purchasers
Monday that no more Ramona
Foods be bought for the duration
of the strike, on a suggestion by
Ross Arbiter, board chairnnan.
"We think the University has

made its decision because they
knew we had printed up 1,000

leaflets and were planning picket
lines at the vending machines for

Monday," Bob Kneisel,
spokesman for the Ramona Strike

Support Committee, said. Wehrle
denied thiat he or other a\ithorities

knew of the planned action,
however.

ASUCLA Food Service, a
separate operation from vending
and not restricted by University
policy, cancelled its purchses of
Kamona Foods taco shells over a
week ago. as soon as the strike
became evident, according to

Wehrle.

The vending service does not
plan to buy another brand of
burritos, according to Wehrie.
Another source indicated that the
vending service had found another
burrito of the same quality forjwp
cents less a few weeks ago, but the
political pressure against
Ramona Foods made it im-
possible for the vending service to

ctiange brands.

"
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Marine/and visitmarked
by Ciiinese 'informality'

By Ron Rawson
- DB Stuff Writer

The niood was one of "informality" as the People's Republic of China
table tennis team toured Marineland of the Pacific yesterday. After the
matches at Pauley Pavilion Monday, the tearti was too weary to Uke a
Los Angeles Harbor cruise that had been scheduled for them by city
officials, and instead spent the day in the sun at Marineland.

After a leisurely breakfast on their hotel room terraces, the Chinfese
team boarded special sightseeing buses for Marineland. The security
presautions along the route to Marineland were very tight. Special agents
from the State Department stayed in constant communication with each
other and a special police helicopter followed the escorted motorcade.

Relaxed mood
The mood of the Chinese team was more relaxed than their previous

appearances, as much of the constant press coverage seemed to have
become commonplace for them. The team members freely gave out
small P.R.C. pins to children who showed interest in their subdued gray
flannel Mao jackets. Smiles were seen on the faces of interested, but
reserved team members as they watched Bubbles the whale, and other
animal acts. Bubbles caused some commotion, however, when he
splashed a considerable amount of water on some of the team members
during the show.

Western customs
Several members of the team sporied western dress — coats and ties,

skirts and blouses. Members of the press traveling with the Chinese
delegation expressed interest over the fact that it was the first time skirts
had been worn in public by non-official members of the P.R.C. This
raised speculation among observers that some of the customs common to

(ConUnned on Page 2)
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MARINELAND — The table tennis team from the People's Republic of
China art entertained by "Bubbles the Whale" as part of the group's tour
of the greater Los Angeles area. They are scheduled to visit Disneyland
tomorrow.
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thellnited States might unofficially be taken back to Mainland China.

As well as watching th^ activities, several members of the group in-

cluding Chuang Tse-tung. head of the delegation, and Cheng Min-chih of

the women's team, played ping-pong with a spunky dolphin over a

specially constructed net on sUge State Department officials were

justifiably worried as the exuberant team crowded closer and closer to

the water's edge, gaping to see their teammates frolicing and throwing

handfuls of fish intof 16 foot killer whale's mouth.

The Chinese team will spend the day at Disneyland today and then

depart for San Francisco, continuing on to Mexico tomorrow.

'Racist

under attack bystudents

M
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By Tom Birns

DB Staff Writer

A group of minority students calling themselves

the Inter-Dorm Council has charged the University

dormitory administration with racism.

Nathar^iel Williams, chairman of the council since

its formation last October, cited the examples of two

Black students being kicked out of Rieber Hall in

March for minor violations of the rules. Williams

said the students were expelled for walking barefoot

**The whole dorm environment is

oriented toward Caucasians.
ft
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into the dining room and for a meal card infraction,

and were denied the right of appeal.

As a spokesman for the two Black students,

Williams attempted to talk to the assistant deans of

Rieber Hall but "they could not look at the problems

objectively because of their racist nature," Williams

said. He accused Terry Bennet, assistant dean of

housing, of being unafraid of violence should an

incident necessitate the.police being called. Williams

stated, "He (Bennet) said, 'We are not afraid of

having another Kent State,' — those are his exact

words."

Misunderstanding.

The Inter-Donn Council has submitted a nr
to the Housing Offfce and to Vice-Chancellor nT^'
Miller requesting resident counselors in the do^^
Weekly meeUngs are now being held betw

^

representatives of the councU, the Housing Ofn
and Miller to discuss the proposals. '

Commitment

Alan Hanson, associate dean of the Housing Off
feels that positive action is occurring as a resu I^j
the proposals of the councU. **A commitment h.
been made by Vice-Chancellor Miller for the suddw!
of special counselors as recommended by the IntTDorm CouncU and with the support of the Housi^

**In addition to that, interest has been shown in
working more closely with the residence halls n
association with Campus Programs and Activiti«
Office. The Placement Center wiU employ iZ
specialists with priority in helping minoritv
students," Hanson said. ^

Hanson explained that the Housing Office had seen
the need for special peer counselors two years
previously '^but the budget cuts had devasUted the
program. Last year, tWe Housing Office employed
nine assistant deans which were cut to five this year
Hanson noted that he has had difficulty in convincing
the budget board of the necessity of trained per
sonnel in the dorms.

SIX WEEKS OF STUDY „^

AND FUN IN MEXICO I

July 9 -August 17
For Teochers, High Scfwol & College Students Accredited dosses in Spanish, Mexi-
can Culture, Music, Art, etc

, at beautiful Monterrey Technological College. S425
includes tuition, board, room, laundry, and trips

Eorn 2 semesters high school or 6 college cr^ifs. For details and catalogue, con-
tact Group leoder, Dr Richard Martin between 8 and 9 30 any evening dt GR8-
3687

li

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
1^/ ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

Nuy
Shermon OcAt. CA 91401
(^13) 783-5690

(213)872-2344

10912 UCof#«Av«.
WMKMod y/mogm, CA 90014
(213)478-8588

(NEAR UCIA ENTRANCE)
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Bennet, however, said Williams misunderstoocl his

statement. What he said was he "deplored the

possibility of a Kent State" should violence erupt.

In reference to the two students who Williani^

claims were kicked out of Rieber Hall, Bennet said
their cases are currently under appeal and that they
were disciplined for considerably more than a meal
card infraction and walking barefoot into the dining
room.

The Inter-Dorm Council consists of four
representatives from each dormitory and a chair-
man. It was formed because of several racial fights

ocUrring in the dorms and as an attempt to help
minority students exist in what they call an alien
environment.

' -.--- .^^^ . Orientation

Art Goff, student president of Dykstra Hall, said,

"The whole dorm environment is oriented towards
Caucasians *' He explained that living in the dorms
with food, activities and the general lifestyle dif-

ferent from what they are used to leads to frustration
of minority students. Goff also feels that student
government in the dorms is disproportionately in

favor of Caucasians.

Former House Advisor Gloria Dabbs, cited the
"lack of avenues for cultural ^pression" as a source
of racial conflict. "Cultural differences are not
tolerated in the dorm structure" she said.

^ ~Occurances

The occurance of several fights and the tension
surrounding the racial problem have given a sense of

"J believe the situation is near the

boiling point."
—• -

,

urgency and crisis to the problem in the dorms here

Lorie Green, a counselor in University Research and

Development (URD) program, stated, *i believe it

(the situation) is near the boiling point
*^

Hanson, however, feels that ignorance and fear

lead to anxiety and thus agressive behavior. He said

the dorm problem is basically two-fold. One is the

natural problem: whenever people of different

backgrunds and values come together there are

bound to be conflicts.
^

The second kind of problem, according to Hanson,

is that "misimderstandiiig about these differences

takes on a racial twist." In response to a question on

the relationship of minorities to the system, Hanson

noted that historically, students have been expected

to adjust to the University rather than viceversa.

"We've got to think about the other side of the

question," he said.

^>A*>>:^

MEXICOTr 1 iyirli.1

x^ite:

INCLUDES
Transportation
Tuition
Accommodations

I Tenochtitlan-Mcxlco Travel Agency
' Box 26270. LA. CAL._po02e

(213) 487 6235
• « *

Limited rooms^jji^g^^;^^
First come.
iK*8t serveci
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KLH gets in your head. . .the magnificent KLH 51 am-fm
-mpx stereo receiver. . .40 watts of continious power. . .

wmbined with KLH 17 speakers and a Benjamin Miracord
650 automatic record changer. . .regular price $549.95. . .

save $100. . .now for $449.95. . .superbl

927 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
_ __ _^^ Vi blcx:k from UCLA

Ex-officio UC Regent Moore
views length of terms, tuition

Wednesday, April ^, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3

Fd. tor's note; This is ln« eighth in a s^riM of interviews with the
urn versify o* Cahtornia Regents.)

"•

By Susie Hatago
DB Staff Writer

Joseph Alexander Moore Jr., president of the

Mechanics' Institute, is also a UC Regent. His ex
officio term is only for one year, but can be renewed

any number of times. Three weeks ago, Moore, 64,

was reelected president of the insitute and began his

fourth year as a Regent.

Several Regents have questioned the relevance of

Mechanics' Institute president as a member of the

DC governing board. But only a constitutional

amendment would erase this ex officio position.

Moore, a gray-haired, conservatively dressed

man, refused to discuss his ex officio Regent stan-

ding during an interview in his San Francisco
financial district office. ^ -

No comment
"It wouldn't be proper for me to comment on that.

It's up to the people of California to change the State

Constitution. But I will say that I am confident this

position has provided some very competent
Regents," Moore said quietly.

The San Francisco native did express approval of

the 16 year term of governor-appointed Regents. **I

am very strongly in favor of the 16-year term. It has
accomplished its purpose which was to make sure no

governor or party got control of the Board," Moore, aUC Berkeley graduate in 1929, said.
Tuition is d necessary evU and wiU be here to stoy

for several years, according to Moore. **I think in the
present climate of welfare, public health, primary
and secondary education, the Regents will be unable
to go back to no or low tuition for several years.

i don't like tuition any more than anyone elae." he
said, folding his arms across his chest.

"
Student input

Moore feels there is enough student input to the
Regents. 'Yes, 1 do feel there is enoi^h input. I know
It IS a very difficult area to discuss. Leaders of
students don't always know what students are
thinking. There is a diversity of intereste between
many of the campuses and students," he said.
His special area of interest as a Regent has been

"marine resources, conservation and the grounds
and building committee (of the Regents)." Moore
said his interest in marine resources results in part
from being "in the ship repair business."
The grounds and buildings committee has sparked

his interest because he was in construction, Moore
said, gazing out of bis office window on California St.

Campus activists
The waning of student activism on UC campuses

seems to surprise the Stanford MBA graduate ( 1931 )

.

: (Conthiucd on Page 5

)

DB photo by Dennis Fned

Si ESTA— Michael Dean hypnotized 12 volunteers from the audience at a
noon demonstration in the Grand Ballroom yesterday, The group then
performed a variety show with acts ranging from impersonations to a
striptease dance.

Striptease, impersonations

I

y

-^•J^^

Joseph A. Moore Jr.

By Ken Ward
DB Staff Writer

'*A11 of you have cdbie here with
certain assumptions about hyp-
nosis but I tell you right now that

they are all false," hypnotist

Michael Dean said at the begin-

ning of his noon performance in

the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom yesterday.

Using 12 volunteers from the

crowd of several thousand
students, Dean ran the group
through nearly two hours.^^
hypnotic acrobatics ranging from
striptease dancing to imitation of

Dean Martin and Tony Bennett.

Dean, self-proclaimed as the

only hypnotist in show business

with a PhD, stressed the

educational advantages of hyp-
nosis, noting that students he has
treated in Santa Ana have in-

creased their grades by one or two
grade points. He explained,
"Students only use their con-

sciousness in study, while ^lyp-

nosis utilizes the unconscious
mind as well."

Hotts^cleaning

"If there is any area that needs
a full housecleaning, it's hypnosis,

and unfortunately, the areas that

should be at the forefront of

ation educating people. High
schools, colleges, universities, are

afraid of hypnosis because it is a
taboo of our culture," Dean said.

- "Colleges and universities do
not teach you how to be successful

. . . you need to use your sub-

conscious mind because it

automatically picks up whatever
you feed it," he said.

Speaking with repetitive and
rhythmic tone. Dean lulled the

participants into a deep sleep.

During this time he induced the

students into convulsions of-

laughter and a few of the people
fell to the floor.

(Continued on Page 5)
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TALISMANS
Translations of Ancient Occult texts reveal that talismana

are effective agaiii«.t all perils of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water; they
can be used against all kinds of illnesses, against all terror and
fear, and as protection against all forms of Magic and Sorcery.

It is also written,^^that he who carries these amulets with him
always, will be invulnerable for all his life^and that through

them one can acquire good will from his fellow man and good
fortune from the Fates.

Icon has selected talismans available, on T-shirts ($5.00) and
Sweatshirt8($8.00), so that you may avail yourself of their powers.

These talismans are made in strict accordance with all major
occult precepts attendant thereto, with one exception; we believe
that the form and design of the talisman is the all-important
factor, and whelj^er it i« placed on f piece t>f **vlrgln parchment^
or engraved In^metal is of lessor signifiiytance.

To order circle which of the eleven listed talismans you desire,

specify shirt (TtKr Sweat) , sise (S,MtX«orXIi), placement (front or

back), and send 'four check or money order, with this ad, to Icon.

Postage and tax included

SEDUCTION...
AGAINST DISEASES...
GRACE AND HONOR...
ALL MATTERS OF LOVE...
COMPEL LOVE INSTANTLY...
AGAINST EARTHLY DANGERS...
PROTECTION ON A JOURNEY...
CAUSE LOVE IN INDIVIDUAL...
AGAINST DANGERS BY WATER...
REPRESS PRIDE AND ARROGANCE...
PROTECTION AGAINST ATTACKS BY ENEMIES. .. (shown

)

icon, P.O.BOX 526, ALHAMBRA,CA 91801

you pay.
The AVERAGE student hospital stay in the UCLA
Med Center is over five doys; and much longer

stays are not at all uncbmmon. The Sfudent

Health Service automatically provides any
student who has paid the registration fee for the

current quarter with complete medical care for

short term illnesses and injuries up to three days

of hospital care.

You will bo responsible for all hospital expenses
incurred after the third day.

The Student Health Service coverage is seriously

incomplete 4n certain respects and must be
supplemented by other insurance if the student

is to bd reasonably well protected. Many
students are alreody covered by adequate
additional insurance, but dny student not so

covered is strongly urged to take out the

STUDENT ACCIDENT & SICKNESS MEDICAL E)^

PENSE PLAN. This plan was especially designed

to supplement rather than duplicate the

automatic Student Health Service coverage. It is

able to provide^, for a small premium, a large

measure of protection against large medical and
hospital expenses not covered by the Student

Health Service. Additional insurance is also

provided for dependent wives and children of

students

For further information, contact the Associated

Students Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall Room
140. or call 825-0611. ext 259.

!•
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Continued from Page 3)

•It's much better than I

imagined it. But I don't think you

can divorce student activism

Irom the body politic of our

country. Activism has always

gone in cycles. I cerUinly don't

think this is the end of »it," Moore

said, shaking his h^d.
Moore i^ noncommittal on the

question of teaching versus

research. "I don't think there will

ever be any final answer to that

(juestioh. The primary duty of the

(acuity is to teach. Undoubtedly

there .are some cases where it can

be better.

"But I can't accept blanket

indictments. I don't feel this area

is all black or all white," Moore

said.

Women
Asked whether more women

should be appointed Regents,
Moore shifts in his chair and again
does not answer the question
directly. "WeU, it's not up to me to
say who the governor should
appoint. The two women Regents
(Elinor Heller, Catherine Hearst)
have contributed a great deal to
the Board."
A member of two exclusive San

Francisco clubs, the Pacific Union
and the Bohemian, Moore said he
enjoys being a Regent, and
especially his association with
faculty, students and other
Regents.

Accomplishments
He considers his greatest ac-

complishment as a Regent
*

'voting on every matter which
came up, in accordance with my
individual conscience. I have an
independent view with no

-•-•-••'•»>*•'•:•>'•*'"•»»:•••'••••••'•••.•••••.

When you know
it's for keeps

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,

because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives

written proof of a perfect

engagement diamond
o£ precise cut
and superb color.

There is no finer

diamond ring.

MKOISTKIIKO DIAMOND ftlNOS

Wnit from $100 to $10,000
Trade Mark Reg. A. H. PaPond Co

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENQAQEMENT AND WEDDING
S«nd new M pq. booklet, "Planning Your Enaagement and Wedding" plus
tull color folder and 44 pg. Iride't look gift offer ell for only 2S<. t-72

N«m«

Addren.

City. .Co..

Stete. .Zip.^

KEfPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. SOX 10. SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201

pressure from other sources,"
Moore said.

Moore has been active in San
Francisco bay area education, as
a trustee of Mills College and
member of the San Francisco
Board of Education. He is the
former president of Moore Dry
Dock and is a board member of
several businesses, including
Crocker Bank.
The quality of UC educaftion has

not declined, Moore maintains. "I
certainly can't say it has im-
proved, but I wouldn't say it has
declined," he said.

Hypnotist's show . .

.

(Continued from Page 3)

After his turn on stage, one of

the participants said he was
unable to open his eyes and was on
the verge of sleep but was still

able to hear the hypnotist's
commands.
Dean had total control over the

students, making them believe
they were inside a overheated
movie thater and inducing them
to take off their shoes and socks
while some took off their shirts.

When he told the participants they
would be unable to put their shoes

and shirts back on, the students

struggled but to no avail.

The participants were sceptical

of Dean's powers from the start.

Pat Tuijey, who^was later to

charm the crowd is a striptease

dancer, was at first reluctant to

admiUhe luuL been hypnotised
after he had woken up from his

first sleep. Later, however, he
imitated Flip Wilson, Dean
Martin and a ballet dancer.

^1

**! knew what I was doing, it's

just that the normal inhibitions

you walk around with aren't there."

something new!

CORNER

(

Ifs tucked under the stairs on the north end
of the Students' Store in Ackermon — and it's

a place to watch for goodies at really low
_. prices. Check it often! -^^-r-?-

sale » fopous name T-shirts

Wally Beery stripes or solid color

Army style - reg. 8,00 4.99
^

twin stee bedspreads 4.50

umbrellos - reg. 3.50 2.49 ^UV a ?R .

asstd. leans 50% off Ht.

Have o Nice Day T-shirts - reg. 3.50 2.79 ^y

There'll be lots of specials from now on — shop and save.

as
UC

students' store

iporttw«ar, b l«v*l, ack^rman union, 825-771

1

open monday-friddy 7:45 a.nn. - 7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3,
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Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Oaily^Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, carfaons, and letters represent th^ opinion of the author

I
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial bo^ird.
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Prison program

Kditor: "^^

Within the past year there have

been a few attempts to gather the

active support of the Sociology

majors in. order to secure

departmental representation.

Kach time these efforts were of no

vaiJ. The reason behind such

failure is the apparent apathy

which seemingly prevails among
students at large. Frequently, the

blame for this apathy is credited

lo the impersonal bureaucratized

university or to the indifferent

faculty members. Yet, the time

has come to reexamine the

validity of such accusations.

Indeed, the present university

system is the primary cause of

students' feelings of

^T:

A symposium on the problems of prison reform ^ ^ ^„

and prisoner rehabilitation will begin at 10 am today poweriessness and alienation

in the Ackerman Union Mens* Lounge; we urge certainly there have been many
., . rii. ^ ^ rr ^ ^ t JM 1 r A^ circumstances m which depart-

students, faculty and staff to take advantage of the

. educational opportunities which the program will

offer.

The plight of prisoners and the role of prisons has
been tragically articulated this ypar by the Attica

massacre in New York State and prison revolutions
at San Quentin and Sqledad in California. Out of those
uprisings, a generalized concern for the problems of

^^ prisoners has arisen, but unfortunately that concern

j often flounders because of a lack of first-hand in-

formation.

mental faculties have increased

and perpetuated the alienation

among students. However, the

indolence of the students is often

neglected in such analyses.

Within the past year the
department of Sociology has
expressed much interest in its

students. Most of this has
necessarily gone unnoticed
because there has been no visibly

coherent body of students, who
could have noticed the gestures

JifcO fi- .i..J» TlJHuJ

' I

"?

i,:tB**'ifc--^»ir/-J35ti--«::s.-"iii*.t:"---. :»—

Af fA^«„»« 1 u J ! . ..
offered by the department. This is

At todays workshop and symposium — the definitely not to say that the
program will last until 5:30, with breaks and en- sociology department has in any

tertainment — a range of prison problems from the '^.!^ "^"^ ^""^^ backwards" in an

politics and legal mechanisms of prisons to drugs Sl^tl. IHZI^pLrri
and the relation of drug use to multiple convictions can «ay that the department of

will be explored by sources directly concerned with Sociology shares in the indolence

prisons, as the symposium and workshops will be
focused on an *inmate level.''

'

Prison reform is an imperative, but grappling with
the problem effectively requires education. Attend
the prison program and become educated.

of its students.

But the fact remains that the
Sociology students have not put
out a real effort to secure
deparmental representation
when, in fact, such channels are
open. The Sociology department

-
,

-
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The hope of a dying man_
Richard Baker

y
5 •• >
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In his last speech before his death President
Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke these words, "Today
we are faced with the preeminent fact that, if
civilization is to survive, we must cultivate the
science of human relationships — the abUity of all
peoples, of all kinds, to live together and work
together, in the same world, at peace."

In the 27 years since the death of Roosevelt five
Presidents, two Republicans and three
Democrats, have betrayed the hope of a dying
man. United States foreign policy under these
Presidents has been a bungle of Cold War
strategems and near fiascos. Beriin, Korea
Chma. India-Pakistan, Latin America, The Middle
East, Greece, Cuba, The Dominican Republic,
Laos. Vietnam. The names recall a macabre
melodrama of vain and inglorious acUons per-
petuated by petty and deceitful men.

It is the insane hubris of American society that
makes our citizens believe, as so many of them do,
that our actions in the world at large have
somehow been directed towards the ends of peace
and the general welfare of the world's peoples.

Destroyed Yiiti . ji (lit
They ignore the fact that in attcmpUiig to bring

democracy and freedom to a count^ like Viet-
Nam we have also virtually destroyed the tiny
land with our bombs and our economic policies.
They ignore the fact that a country could be

friendly to the United States and still have a
Communist government if we only gave it half a
chance instead of immediately writing it off as an
enemy.
They beHeve, much like the Spanish Inquisition,

that Cohimunism is akin to the Devil, and that it
can only be eliminated by burning the victims to
death at the stake. With our continued use of
senseless burnings and meaningless slaughter of
peasants and peons we have managed to lose such
friends as we had prior to the beginning of the Cold
War.

Prattle

And still our leaders prattle on about defending
freedom against agression. Ronald Reagan and
^^"^* Yorty somehow know more than we doabout war and foreign intervention. They are

pseudo-experts on foreign policy, and yet they
cannot run their own domains. Neither of them,
nor the President, nor the Vice-President, nor any
member of Congress is a candidate for con-
scription into the infantry, but these senescent
public servants continue to march us off to foreign
war after foreign war. without our consent,
without our advice, and without even asking us our
opinion.

This is the grossest miscarriage of Justice in our
century, and the ironic thing is that we are
powerless to do anything about it. We have
petitioned, we have protested, we have demon-
strated. The war stiU goes oh. Male citizens 18
years of age and older, are dying violent deaths in
Viet-Nam, not because of Communist agression
but because a bunch of idiots in Washington sent
them to their deaths against their wiU. The rancid
blood of boys, not yet become men, forms a
scarlet suin upon the hands of seemingly
venerable Senators and supposedly honorable
Presidents. Nothing is strong enough to washaway thesUii). Nothing can eradicate their guilt

Prate ,*

And still they prate on about even bigger
bombers, and even faster missiles, and even
be ter napalm It is a horror story apparenUy
withc^t end. If Roosevelt believed what hfsaW inms he must be turning in his grave by now to seewhat his successors haye done with his last public

rnHlfn ^? l^"'*"y ^^"«« ^^^ « rich countrycould do to help the poor and underdeveloped
lands of the world. We have muffed ni^rW ev^opportunity we have had in this area In facT^would have been better if we had done nothSa
\v~

"^^^o'^^gn aid, no foreign intervention
nothing. The worid would be better off

"°"'

Hopefully there will come a day when we ran

TUr'h "?T' ^^«^^»^-
'" thelme wo Idat peace. Hopefully there will come a Presidentand a Congress that wiU cultivate the sci^ nfhuman relationships in such a way tto ^c7wU

ots\",vro?lh^"'''"^^'
^"^ we'can f^^lTyTSS tSr hlJ' T'"^ '^^' ^^ ^"««»-^«r quasi-

remains one of the largest
departments both in majors and
in course enrollment. There are
many places within the university

which require improvement. One
of them is undergraduate
representation on the depart-

mental level. While the Sociology
faculty remains open to the at-

titudes of its undergraduates, it is

time for the students themselves,

to - take the initiative

organization in order to secure
their deserved representation.

LesGuliasi

Sociology

employee salaries by th«^ u
^

for that exercised i, ,l^?^t»
recent years bTuie g^ ""'^ '^

would, in fact,CeSS^^^
the Leg^r

to budget (and
except by two-tl
houses to fund) Th'Sr^pLS

outside prevailing ral
""^

established by conUn^SM!
jective surveys .

^ ^
>t important

for

employees
to

Bargains
Editor:

•

With the establishment of some
sort of collective bargaining
between the Regents and their

employees a very real possibility

in the near future, and the
necessity for University em-
ployees to choose a l)argaining

agent thus imminent, competition
between the AFSCME (AFL-CIO
Union) and the California State
Employees' Association for
University employee mem-
bership is intense and growing.
At considerable sacrifice on the

part of its members (who are
paying doubled dues this year in

support of it), CSEA has em-
barked on an attempt, via the
iqitiative route, to persuade the
voters of California to amend
their Constitution in such a way as
to assure that University (and
State and State College) em-
ployees' salaries will be main-
tained at levels equal to rates
prevailing for like work outside
State service. Since this measure
would obviously provide a major
advance in fair treatment of these
employees, and since the primary
objective of both employee
organizations is

I improvement in

their members' welfare, AF-
SCME's decision to oppose the
measure is patently inconsistent
Clearly, in the flame of its zeal to
fight CSEA, the Union has com-
promised its basic responsibility
to its members.
Not surprisingly, their attack

(as expressed by a spokesman in
the April 11 Bruin) is at times
erroneous, inaccurate, and
misleading, and consistently
irrational. All of the
misstatements and distortions in
the diatribe can easily be set right
by reading the text of the proposed
Amendment, but one particularly
vicious distortion requires more
direct correction: contrary to the
irresponsible claim that the
measure would substitute ar.
bitrary setting of University

We ITunk
University
recogmze that this^ac'[i;rof ^kKral chapter of the Union revej
Its willmgness to place i^^
aggrandizement above tLT
terests of the employees wht^
support itcourts;andfor

all toS
Its tactic of attempting to thw^an expression of the will of th«
voters of California in this mat^
(by urging signers of the initial V
petition to attempt to rescind tha
gesture) as litUe short of cw^I
temptible.

*

We strongly urge employees
student supporters, and all othm
interested in improving the
working conditions of University
employees to^i^n the peUtion to
assist in Its circulation, and to
work for passage of the State Pay
Control Amendment.

^

David R. Howton

^. Warren HaO
^. for CSEA

Editop:

I was deeply angered on Friday
when I saw the new art display on

Royce Hall, Powell Library,
Ackerman Union, etc. I found

sayings such as '•Strike", "Smash
Imperialism", "Out of Vietnam",
and the like to be malicious. The
feelings behind the sayings are

valid but the action in which they

were presented are not. The paint

defaces the aesthetic beauty of the

buildings and hence, the ef

fectiveness is valueless. I cannot

believe that anti-war movements
are enhanced by behavior such as

this, on the contrary, I feel it

detracts from the movement.
Moreover, I wonder who would

do this art work? I would hate to

think it was a UCLA student for

that would mean our standards

have fallen ridiculously low.

Perhaps it was a graduate of

UBWBW, translated. University

of Graffiti Writers on Bathroom

Wans. Yet, I suppose it could be a

mentally ill person with a fixation

for adolescent finger painting. But

no matter who did it, this action is

enough to make me puke — but

not on the walls!

*;.. i-ir- Larry Clement

Sophomore. Political Science

Inverstort (^yer • • •

Man letters
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I just wonder where the

University Police Department

was Thursday night when campus

buildings were vandlized.

Dror Toister

a thought for the footpatrol
present system can make all of
my prior effort worth it.

CRETINS UNITE.

3.71

3.71

lence PFOtSSt

tasteful, and less contrived,
pretentious presentations. It is,

after all, the objects themselves
which should be proclaimed, not
the eccentricities of individuals.

^^ Gary Srhwindier

Editor:

Let's have three more clieers

for "Name Withheld" I, "3.5" and

•Name Withhekl" II for their

seminal contributions to the gold

fourragere controversy. "Name
Withheld" II got to the nub of the

matter when she proclaimed "For

some to maintain a GPA of 3.25

involves as much time and effort

as for those with a 3.6. So why

should the honor be limited to the

3.6s?" I ask why stop at 3.25? Why

not go all the way down to the

dregs of 2.00?

Since talent is its own reward, 1

propose that we dish out all

graduation goodies on the basis of

effort gather than GPA which

obviously discriminates against

stupidity. The actual measure to

be adopted would be the EPA
(Effort Point Average) which is

d^ined as ( 100 X GPA) divided by

( IQ) For tradition's sake an EPA
of *.6 would be necessary for gold

fourragere. To illustrate, a

hypothetical student with a GPA
of 3 6 and IQ of 120 would have an
EPA of 3.00 and according to the

rules could not play; however my
GPA of 2.6 and IQ of 70 produce an
EPA of 3.71, an average truly

commensurate with my effort

here the last seven years. It's been
a struggle for me to attain the

EPA I have today, and only the

immediate abolition of the

^ %•••••••••• 9 • 9 9^ ••••••%•% m • m 4 • % m m •

Editor:

I would like to voice a protest
-i?oncemtng the presentation of
works in the current exhibiUon
"Image and IdenUty" at the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries on campus. The use of
latticed "windows" through which
one must view the main body of
exhibits (against a rainbow of

1940's interior decorator's color
trips) is distracting, confining,
obscuring, and gratuitous. In
effect, these devices suggest that
the viewers must be entertained
by the bizarre in order to "make it

through the exhibition", further
implying that the works them-
selves are not sufficiently
meritorious to command interest
without such artifice.

Similar condescension was
conspicuous some years back in

the staged setting for
Michelangelo's Pieta at the New
York World's Fair, in last year's
show "Black Gods and Kings" on
campus, and may be seen as well
at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art permanent in-

stallation of Asian Indian art. This
latter extravaganza perhaj^s
establishes the standard 'as the
ultimate travesty in the
whorehouse cosmetizing of art

Graduate Art

innocent people, ruining our
national economy, and straining

our national fibre. He said that if

we are against communism why
are we gettmg along with Russia,
China, Yugoslavia

, etc . If we are-

Sii

^Waf

exhibitions. /
One hopes for a reversal from

such trendy compulsions on the
part of all museum and gallery
staffs toward simpler, more

iiUlitor:

On April 17 the Senate Foreign
Relation Committee held a
hearing on the recent bombing of
Hanoi and Haiphong, and on the
war in general. Although it was an
important hearing it did not
receive extensive news coverage.
Here I wish to bring to the at-
tention of the readers some of the
points emerged from the hearing.

First of all Secretory of State
Roger said that there will be a
permanent American detachment
remaining in South Vietnam (SV)
even after all our troops are out.

Secondly, we will be paying huge
sums of money and weapons as
"aids" to our "allies", the corrupt
Thieu regime, for a long long time
to come. Senator Fullbright asked
why do we not want to pull out
completely now. Roger replied
that we do not want to leave our
"allies" in^a very weak position
she is in now. But he also said that
we now have one million well

equipped SV soldiers and a sizable
navy, plus a strong air force.

Senator Fullbright could not
understand why this little piece of

real estate (Vietnam) is so all

important to our national interest,

to the point that we have to lose

thousands of American
casualties, killing millions of

fighUng for freedom for the SV
people how do we condemn the
dictators in Greece, in S. America
... ; if we are preventing a
bloodbath by the communist take
over, why did we even support the
Pakistan government when it was
murdering a million people in

Bengladesh. Roger used the
standard Republican excuse of

"we inherited the war" —
remember Reagan's words on
April 18? The war actually dated
back to the Eisenhower Ad-
ministration too. "But we have a
president who came into office

three and a half years ago on the
promise that he could end the
war," said Fullbright. When hard
pressed for any justification of the
war Roger demanded "Why has
nothing critical l>een said about
North Vietnam; they are the
aggressor who send troops out of

their country . .
." (I guess we

didn't send any troops out of our
country). Oar Ronnie baby made
the same remark once before
about not being critical of the NV,
and no one bothered to reply him

.

Qn the Senate-floor, however,
Fullbright replied by saying that

"Our duty is to advise our
government on the best interests

of our country and to the best of

our ability. We cannot advise the
NV or Mr. Giap on what he should
do or should not do."

On- -two occasions when the

senators started applauding while

Fullbright was speaking, he told

them not to do s6. There were

occasional laughters on Roger's
replies. Roger claimed that Nixon
is succeeding with the help of the

American people. He also pointed
out that Fullbright was one of the

-enthusiastic supporters of thii-

Tonkin resolution. To this

Fullbright remincM him that that

resolution fj^ been doci0nented_
as being based on fraud*

With regard toW oat miUion
SV "crack troops'*, ihtte reliable,

non-<>fficial reports ahawv that

there ^re only about«0,M0 of them
(although we are piling for 1

million) whose primary function
is to perform for the newsmens'
cameras each time they were able
to inch forward slowly after a
saturation American bom-
bardment such as in An Lock.
These men join the army in order
to avoid the "tiger cages" which
the democratic SV government
employs. One could easily con-

clude that if we pulled out of In-

dochina today, our ''allies" in

Saigon would not last more than a
week. One might then ask. "For
what purpose would another
casualty serve, American or
otherwise, except to add more
grievance and to shame our
history; for what purpose would
another million American dollars

serve except to help them fatten-
their Swiss accounts and to

deplete our badly needed social

and educational funds." Perhaps
one thing it would serve is to

hearten our "patriotic" sim-
pletons in positions of "leader-

ship" whose minds are as sound
as "Bombing the 'enemy' to save
our POWs", or "Asian hves are__
cheap and don't matter," or,
"Save face but not save lives."

^^^^^^^^^^IMameWithhel^^

y

..^-.?

*~-
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JS YOUR AAAJOR; * Underg raduate student organizations

1
'

Anthropology?

English?

^ »

,

._i-

F '

—.—-"•; r-.-^"

r-

:*^
f --(.v.. • •

.
.V

History?

Economics?
^

Political Science?

Psycholotgy?

Sociology?

»

0»

Sponisli 61- Portuguese?

Theatre Arts?

Zoology?

.exist ojjire being formed in these

departments. ~-— ' -
Without adequate participation in

the upcoming departmental elections

(May 22 and 23) your department
may loose its chance to have
viable student representation next

year.

In some departments students are

needed to provide continuity and
fresh ideas to already existing

departmental organizations, t

In Sociology and Economics

the University Action Council (UAC),

which is sponsoring these elections,

is mainly interested In identifying

Interested students to initiate

student departmental participation.

No.experience is necessary to run

for office or to participate within

your department.

If you are in one of these departments,

and you are interested in getting

involved, please come to the UAC
office in Kerckhoff Hall 309 or call

825-7306 for more information.

«

>.^-.

/'i-

Sponsored by SEPC 6f SLC

•

I*

I

'^.'/- V^ A
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letters

^rite: asgoodasgold
\
Jat ol' familiar cop-out

By Edmon Rodman

- .
" V t.

/^

Student service entreprenuers of the year 197?
will undoubtedly thumb their corporate noses at
the various current Westwood term paper
pirateers for their naivete and lack of
imagination.

At that future datfi^ term papers will be-but.^

:?

small and relatively insignificant cell of a growing
body of services available to the student — for a
fee

With this in m ind , let us transmigrate to that not-
too distant time and focus in on the info-desk of
future Westwood's largest and most complete
student service corporation, Tyrite Industries."

'That's great. But what about romance?'*

"AH in good time Mr. Banal Now, let me con-

tinue. After your first date, which thanks to us,

will be a success, our handy Palm-Oate-
Computer. will be available to you. UCLA clean

hippy hof-spnts have, been jarogrammed into it,-

and all you need do is insert you and your date's

personal profile cards, and let the machine do the

rest
"

i

i

S

^
&

i
'Wait a m mute: What' H"f" do when F^o out with *fr

i

g

i

%

&

S

y^

"Hello, sir. Welcome to Pyrite Industries, as
good as gold, they say. Perhaps I can assist you.
Mr ah, Mr . . .

"Mr. Banal."

"Yes. Of course. Can I help you, Mr. Banal?"
"I'm not sure. I heard about your nationally

advertised "Lifer Plan," but I'm a bit hazy as to
the details."

"Once enrolled, Mr. Banal, you will be Com-
puter matched. Then an English grad student will
compose subtle but juicy love notes which you sign
and send. Next, a Speech Major will make that
first phone call to sort of break ^the ice. He will
arrange a private first meeting. And our panel of
Cinematography students wHl select a suitable
movie and you'll be all set"

her I haven't the slightest idea what to do if, if, IF
SHE TOUCHES ME OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT.
"Mr Banal, please control yourself. Just be

patient, I'll get to that. Hmmmm. Where was I.

Oh yes. After the first few dates our program
really swings into action. A band of Oisney-white
campus bohemians will serenade the girl of your
dreams with the intent of softening her up for the
final stage — popping the question.

"But I couldn't

"You don't have to Mr. Banal. A drama student
will pop the question for you in either French,
English or Italian. Or in case of religious
preference, Latin or Hebrew. After she accepts, a
Divinity student will confer with you both and
decide on an appropriate and meaningfull
ceremony."

^

"But, But, But what about SEX?"
"Oh no, Mr. Banal. That isn't inchjded in this

package. However for a slight additional fee, we
can arrange for a Med Student to. .

."

i

i

i

i
»

«

»
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Editor:

Why is it that many students

crusading for a cause are
ashamed to identify themselves
with the cause? Whether the cause
be attacking university
procedure, lowering senior gold
fourragere GPA requirements to

3.25, criticizing our school spirit,

or barking aboutjmleashed dogs^
letters to Ifie edftor are in-

creasingly signed "Name
Withheld." In tbe April 19 issue of
the Daily Bruin,^ four out of the ten
letters (40 per cent!) were con-
cluded with that familiar cop-out.

Such students are apparently only
pseudo-involved with * 'their"
causes. How can a concerned
party of an opposing view rebut or
question a Vsourceless"
statement? Let's get some guts!
If we're bold enough to take a
certain stand, let's be just as bold
in supporting our convictions. Be
proud of your personal beliefs —
identify with them! Thank you.

Name Withheld

Audio-visual
Editor:

Can your readers involved with
audio-visual media respond to an
interesting opportunity? I have
been invited to participate in a
small, high-level meeting spon-

sored by UNESCO on fh
future uses of medi^ TnM ^ '^^
Particinanf, kT. ?? '" ^"cationParticipants have beenTu'^'^^"ng along exa^ef ^to
novative projects to Z [

"^

and/or discussed at thp m ^^
which takes place nex?^''^^
Would anyone' who |^\ ".^
examples please conTact

"'*'

un mediately on trxfrncrA^^"^
or 55752? ^ ^ "^^^"^'^ns 57832

-rood

Roth-
very fine-column,

--i

li^V*.~:''lt*...::^mt,^.-^iu,^M'ii.-.-,

f-

Kditor:

Many thanks to Stevenman for his very fme
•Helping the Consumer

I read recently that there ar.over 1,000 additives \n Z.proc««ed food we buy, and mc«
of these additives produced
cancer m rats. It would be in
teresting to see a study of the
effect these additives have on
humans. It's only common sense
however, and doesn't require a
degree" to understand,

that
anything unnatural that we eat or
wear, is bound to have a
deleterious effect on our bodies
When we have watchdogs like

Rothman of consumer interests
it's one step further in providing
preventive measures to insure
good health for all Americans
Keep up the good work!

Mrs. Karen Horak
School of Public Health

'Cf' Barefoot

•Tt-

'06-^

) '
-•

i-

you, SchoUE«±tS:lf"'^:'° '''''' °''>'°" '^'^^^ '"'°

Experteoce Comfort, Wiggle your toes under the cushioned leather strand

I'Kd.'i'r^TT '^''^ ^t'^'^- FeStSeS"sSeyoii n^l? dips, the dips where you have hollows.

S^Z^^^m^^'f^ Scf^oirs exclusive toe-grip encourages your«»«^W gpp^rply^ helping to tonie and firm vour lees Sn vnur w/^I^getting shapelier while you'r^|ornlortin^°^^ ^/''''' '^^^ ^'^

"indih. They're^ nothing like w^^^^
tan.butawholefetl«,^

- ^J2.95*

Summer
Charters—. —

—

''-'—

Available from

April 24
Sept 23

On* Way

AllyouVe got to do is walk.

*

i M

<149
round trip

Reserve
Space
Now for

Europe!
Oofm
nfrsti

tod by studonts

gyelyn 395-6029

At Itmiing department, shoe mttd drug stores.

Scho//
•xercite sandals

Quality
Airlines
Norlp-ofM
SPECIAL NOTE: All ch«rt«r fliflht

pricM mrm tim—d on a pro-rats shara

of th« total flight coat and ierry

ing chargaa at 1 00% occupancy
All far«t include U. S. Fadaral
tax and dapartura taxaa whara
applicabla and admlnittrativa fa«<

of $4.00 p«r parton. AH pricaf.ara

•ubiact to an incraata or dacraat*
dapanding on tha actual numbar ot

paaaangart on aach individual flight.

Available only to U C students, faculty. s»»**

and immediate families.
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rotests fromstudents
Kditor:

The messages pa^ited on Royce

Hall, Powell Library, and
Ackerman Union have convinced

me. I'm convinced that such
vafidalism is a manifestation of a

childish and frustrated mind
which can find no way to vent its

amotions x)r redress its

grievances. Admittedly, the

situation in Vietnam is tragic and
an unforgivable blunder. Yet this

fails to justify the wanton and
flagrant defacement of some
architecturally beautiful struc-

tures. _-

What are these slogans sup-

posed to accomplish? They're not

going to stop the war and they're

certainly not going to reinforce

the already negative posture
which the majority of the campus
has assumed toward the war. The
effect of this cheap graffiti, if any,

will be to alienate those students

who realize that it is their'

educational funds (what's left of

them ) which are needed to clean

the walls. These feelings can only

be further aggravated by the fact

that Royce Hall may be per-

manently damaged. Such an
aesthetic loss cannot be expressed

in dollars and cents and, as a

student at UCLA, my anger
cannot be expressed by simple
words. .

. ^-^.' ^- .^. ^;';.V.:-'--.

.!_ „ _L: Buzz Kaplan
"^

Graduate, Law

locked in the bike racks in front of
Ackerman Union late at nighL

If all that spray-painting was
done unobserved by anyone
especially police, think how easily

-«-i>tke thief could cuf through a~
thick chain like mine and get
away with a bike - no one would
notice until the owner came bark
to find the bike gone.

^ I will find safer places to Iqgk
my bicycle at night.. L would
rather get, and pay a ticket for
parking my bike in a much safer
though officially illegal place,
than park my bike in one of the
"legal" places and have it stolen
( besides, as a working student, I

can much more easily afford to
pay a ticket than to buy another
good bicycle).

F^ditor:

The slogan painters may not be
revolutionary, but they certainly
are revolting.

^— ^ Andrew Gould

timeless masterpieces will come
from student fees. ^ '

I would also like to thank the
always alert' UCLA Police
pepartment It seems the .only.

Kdjior:

The Bruin lead article on
Monday did a diservice to the anti-

sports nuts was too appealing.
Before hurrying to my 1:00 class,

1 made the pilgrimage to the

Daily Bruin office and reverently

people they can catch in the act
are illegal parkers.

Mitchell Gottze

Engineering

war m ovement Thp l a rgest—pjae^ my «rt#y in the PSAbox
protest here in two year^ was ^ ^

\..

Fizzle

^<?

Kditor:

i>r

y

Kditor: .— ,
,^ :

Thanks for your editorial

"Right On?"Daily Bruin,Apnl 24
— I will never leave my bicycle

Grad, History

Editor:

I would like to take this op-
portunity to thank all who took
part in the redecoration of the
exterior of Ackerman Union. I am
sure the rest of the student body
( at least those of use who want out
of Vietnam yesterday) will agree
that these poignant phrases not
only do wonders for the building
but jvill surely help to get us out
from where we don't belong. At
least I hope this is the case, since
the money to remove these

The anti-war rally at Meyerhoff
Park on Friday was more than a
confused, misled mess, it was the
start of a mass campus move to

involve students, faculty and
workers in the issues that control
their lives. It's sad to think the one
newspaper that most of these
people read would do so much to
discredit the only concrete,
deliberate, planned, informative
mass action on this campus in two
years. . .

Many, many people were
moved to come and only a handful
left before ten people spoke to'

them for an hour and a half. That
in itself is unique for the UCLA-
campus.
So that the next campus action

may materialize as the people^
want it to, it is important for the
people to help organize for future

demonstrations on Wednesday
night at 7:30 in Haines Hall 213.

Please support the Indochina
Crisis Coalition.

Ray Pierce
' Sophomore, Sociology

described as a fizzle, as though to

transform it into one by assuring
students who did ifiot attend the
rally that the campus was per-

fectly normal, thus discouraging
followup. As for Monday's Bruin
editorial, 1 don't think the LAPD
needs to be encouraged to stay on
campus. The Bruin claims to be
part of the anti-war movement,
but they do not behave like part of

it.

Daniel O'Heam

Peace !

Editor:

Will the real

please shut up?
Daniel O'Hearn

Gerald Tuzzolino

Senior. Psychology

Sports

-irvj >.,v.>K *»"* -« *"v «c»jrf."- i

,

^^'a.-u.^^ztt^i.-i.

Editor :

^ -^.-^~-^^^^~

Every Friday morning during
football and basketball season I

eagerly opened my Daily Bruin to

the Sports Section and skimmed
quickly until I found the PSA
Contest. I spent my lunch hour
agonizing over my choices. I

always hated making decisions,

iMit the opportunity to pit my
expertise against that of fellow

The next week I searchedf the
Sports Section each day to learn if^

by some extraordinary piece of
luck. 1, yes, little ol' me, might be
the fortunate winner. While a trip

to San Francisco would be a great
prize, winning the contest would
prove to the world what I had
known all along— that I knew just

as much about sports as some
sports writers.

Unfortunately, there were
weeks in which I searched in vain
for the name of the winner. Since
.midterms are still two weeks
away, I spent last night looking
through this year's Daily Bruins.
( I may be the only nut around with
a complete set of the 1971-72 Daily
Bruins.) Your record for football

season was better than the team's
— six winners announced for nine
contests. For basketball season,
however, I counted only three
announced winners for nine
^contests. „

When there was an announced
winner, I could console myself by
picturing their joy. But what of the
other contest^? Not to know is

unbearable. Arh 1 1 doomed to

wonder forever? Is it possible that

1 did triumph but know it not? I

beseech you. End this uncertainty
for me and my countless
comrades. Reveal to us theflames
of all eighteen souls fortunate

enough to have succeeded where
so many others have failed.. j^-ji:.j:im*iij^^x^a

Sports Nut
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an all-new program of

UCLA STUDENT BLMS
H^IDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY. APRIL 28-29-30

8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL 1'^

General Admission, $2.00; Students, $1.25 (supply of student tickets

limited). Available NOW at the Central Ticket Office and Kerckhoff

Hall Ticket Office.'

presented by the Department of Theater Arts and the Committee on Fine Arts Productions
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BUSY HANDS
-.. .-..-.. -v-in4-"wvw-^*:r-/«'--;; *cat:37J--rir:3ra'»ar--rt^ji-i- ^isi-^^rji.-

ARE^HAPPY HANDS!*
'Even at UCLA, that fine old purjtan-ethic cliche applies,:*

particularly when it comes to the art of embellishment-
as-ldentity. Here are two of the most comprehensive"
books on the art - ever - nicely priced within a tight"
budget, beautifully illustrated and diagrammed. Get it

on — do your thang.
, ^

-

macrame you can wear
lauratorbet —- "

*

3.95 :\"-:'^ :''
'-''^'T'

A complete basic course in macrame and 25 brand-
new wearable projects with full instructions . It starts
with the real basics (first, get some string . . .)-then
takes you through the working methods, the various
knots, th6 methods of mounting, the fancy mountings,
the inclusion of beads, rings, feathers, whatever.

It also describes the pitfalls and how to ovoid them. In
other words, these are the stunning projects that are
practical-wearoble-with instructions you really can
follow!
It's like having the author looking over your shoulder
in a private instruction course.

The author, Laura Torbet, is a successful graphic artist
and designer with her own studio. She discovered macra-
me only two years ago, but In that short time, she's sold
her stuff In top stores in the country; and she's made
print in all the blgqlek

Ihe jeans boolL

.^ '

jann Johnson

2.95
Here are 25 new original profects for your jeans, jackets
and stuff, plus hundreds of inspirations for applique,
painting, no ilheods, patchwork, embroidery and more!
Illustrations here are a gas-perfect for expressing the
belief that decorated jeans are a work of art and o terri-
fic fantasy outlet.

There are also patterns for brocelets, belts, handbags,
sneakers, many more. There's a glossary of embroidery
stitches, patterns you can trace, suggestions you can'
combine as you will.,Nice touch-it doesn't really take all
thot much time. ^ ..Z
Author Jann Johnson, 24 years old, mojored in Graphic
Uesign at San Jose State, was a fashion major at Parsons
ichool of Design. She's done work with Stan Herman of
Mr. Mort fashions-and she's also a free-lance Illustrator.

about tupplMflt

You don't even have to leave the campus to start these
greot projects. In the Students' Store Sportswear depart-

r^ : T T./d"^
°'"^'"*^^ °^ jeans-Including used-and m the Art/Engineering department on A level of

vourT"' t
' °" '''"^^ °f •^°^^<""« stufL. Don't tie

J?oudl I

"'' '" '"*'* "" *°'"«*^""9 else and wear it

b l«v«|, ock«rmon union. 825-7711 oo«n m/^»Jri 7 jc , ,«
.
op«n mon-frt 7:45 o.m.-7:30 p.m.; .oturdoy 1 0:00-3:00

book store

''I

1 .1 ?

'

1
1 1

'i^ ••'• '
' .
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The Double Cross System: Spying and Fiction
By Kennetl^ R. Hitchcock

Drawing by Bob Wolfe

The doubieCross System In the War of 1939 to 1945 by
J. C. Masterman, Yale, $6.95

Editor's Note: Sir John Masterman's account of his
"*^^!^^^*?* as chief of Pritish^ coimten-inteUigeBce
during World War II has been liept secret since it was
written in 1945. Now Yale's University Press (it's a
story in itsolf when a scholarty university press
publishes a popular boolc. but I understand from a
faculty member whose manuscript was rejected by
Yale as being ''too specialized" that they are now as
interested in mailing money as having a good
academic reputation.) Sir John is also an historian
and writer of detective novels, though none are as
amazing as this **true" account of the dark world of
spying. One is reminded of the vast intelligence
networl( operated today by our government against
American citizens and becomes a little more ner-
vous. (Who was that man following me home?)

"The use of double agents in time of war is a time
honored method both of deception and of coun-
terespionage. They have been used frequently and
extensively in most wars and in many places; they
will quite certainly be used again. Every spy who is

sent into enemy territory or across the lines must be
alive to the possibility of capture and, in the event of
capture, of saving his life not merely by full con-
fession but by returning with messages couched in a
form approved and perhaps dictated by his captors."

Is there nothing left to beUeve in? Can Nathan Hale
be trusted? Can John Masterman in The Doublecross
System be allowed to destroy years of childhood
dreams without impunity simply for the salce of
truth? According to the ex-spymaster, the whole of
the German spy network operating in England
during WWII was in fact operating not only with the
sanction of, but under the control of the British
counterespionage bureau. __

Despite the fact that God was on our side and in
this case the cause of right was being served, it

strikes a deadly blow to the credibility of James
Cagney and countless other Saturday matinee allied,
spiesfwho gave their lives for the American way
rather than cooperate with the enemy. The mere
ktea that Tom Neal, the first Yank into Tokyo, would
sell out his government to save his own altered skin
is unthinkable. The possibility that James Cagney in

13 Rue Madeline might be tortured k)eyond en-
durance and talk before being saved by the merciful^
bombs of the RAF is unconscienable.

Mr. Masterman masks these unpatriotic theories,
of his in the guise of a truth too strange to be fiction..
He gives his operatives ridiculous names such as-
Bicycle, Garbo, and Snow, refusing every attempt to
give these men the credence that comes with more
realistic names. Mr. Masterman even has the
audacity to suggest that in order to retain credibility
for his double-agents, the British government helped
these agents carry out acts of sabotage within the
United Kingdom. In Catch 22 such an incident is

intelligible, but where does a report written for the
British government get off, trying to reduce the
effectiveness of Mr. Heller's literary devices by
grounding them in fact? No book more detrimental
to the cause of fiction has appeared since The Man
Who Never Was. another unfortunately true story of
deception which pales men's fictional exploits;
which denigrates his ability to create imaginative
literature from nothingness. For a purported master
of fiction, as Mr. Masterman reportedly is as well, he
does even himself a disservice by allowing th^
publication of this book, revealing many a fiction
writer's failure to match the incidents contained in

this deceptively thin volume. *Tis indeed a grim day
for the merely fictional. Mr. Masterman has double-
crossed his fictive colleagues. - — - — -

REVIEW
^l^aau'.:*,* an*. -2u>W5i)S!»»-^i"i.-- .;j.:Jv:— - ;r.-v:.-/_vsri. i.

up a doubl
Whole Earth Cook Book by Sharon Cad-
wallader and Judi Ohr. Houghton Mifflin,

$3.95, 120 pages.

The George Bernard Shaw Vegetarian
Cook Book by Alice Laden and R. J.

Minney, Taplinger Publishing, $3.95, 118

pages.
I

Cooking has always been a creative art
with at least as least as diverse
imaginative possibilities, as, say, oil

painting or composing sonnets. No one
would dispute that more people cook than
paint and surely the universality of this art
form makes it one of the most important
of civilized man's arts. People express
their personalities in not only their
language, gestures, action, clothes,
homes, but also their cuisine. Mass
produced, standardized clothes, tract
houses, jargon, and of course pre-
processed, frozen foods severely Umit
individuality by restricting the
possibilities of choice. How much
imagination and individual choice can you
etercise thddsing a frozen ik)t pie?
Cookbooks are guides to creativity — an

assist to the novice and the curious and in

themselves a result of the imaginative
endeavors of otljers. The Whole Earth
(ookbook presents 138 recipes, ''all

developed and tested in the Whole Earth
ResUurant" at UC Santa Cruz. Creation is

•nherent in the entire project. Many of the
vegeUbles used in the resUurant are
grown in the nearby Student Garden
Project.

The emphasis is of course on organic^ *™* ^^'hat the authors call natural
cooking (as opposed to processed, pre-

f^^ fwKte). Ecological eaUng Ukes
food from the earth as the earth prepared
•I and returns it in kind - participation in
^ 'community of wholeness ai^d
J^olesomeness" as the authors say. A
Po^mical introducUon assails the poor
lood production: chicken raised on an-
tiDiotics, mercury filled fish, chemical

batcli'oforganic recipes
By Bruce Richardson

e

injected cattle, poorly pasteurized milk,

and sets the cookbooks oratory tone.

Sharon and Judi admonish us to eat

certain things and avoid others (prefer

honey to sugar, natural to canned soups,

be sure to get sufficient protein, avoid

packaged or meat counters and prepared

luncheon meats, use grains). "We do not

need a larger variety of foodstuffs, more
attractive packaging, larger economy
sizes, pretty symmetrical produce. We
need nutritional quality. If we are made
aware of the food we eat, we will become
more conscious of its quality."

The reform they advocate is substantial,

almost religious in character. If you

improve your diet you not only live

healthier, live longer and eat better, you
also become an active part of the greater

community of the whole earth. "The
responsibility for nurturing and trahs-

forming the Whole Earth is up to us; we
are in it together to get it together, to

realize in ourselves, with one another, the

Whole Earth." By changing the world's

diet you change the world — by making
people conscious of their own respon-

sibility for their own stomacns and food

preparation you prepare them for creative

control of their own lives, and by

promoting (using) the use of organic foods

you support the "finite ecological needs of

littie spaceship earth."

Diet reformers always ask that you eat

"natural" foods even though what appears

"natural" to someone may appear "un-

natural" to another. The whole earth cook-

book is concerned with processed and

prefabricated foods and favors vegetables

and things of the earth but does feel that a

healthy diet should contain some meat,

fowl, and fish. The vegetarian reformers

think that eating even unprocessed meats
is imnattval.

Now R. J. Minney has edited and
adapted some of the vegetarian recipes of

George Bernard Shaw's cook Alice Laden.

Minney notes that Shaw quoted Shelley as
the man "who opened my eyes to the
savagery of my diet."

Never again may blood of bird or
beast % -

Stain with its venomous stream a
human feast' ^

A humanitarian (animalistic) fellow
feeling for other living creatures may
provide the initial stimulus and central

argument but vegetarians also argue for

the healthy value of their diet. Shaw
argued that "It is beneficial to one's health
not to be carnivorous. The strongest
animals, such as the bull, are vegetarians.

Look at me. I have ten times as much good
health energy as a meat eater." Indeed
Shaw was exceptionally healthy and did

live to be 94. Whether this is due to his

vegetarianism or - his meticulously
prepared and carefully balanced intake of

essential vitamins and precise calorie

counts is however open to question.

The cookbook itself has 118 pages of

recipes interspersed with cartoons of Shaw
enjoying some of his favorite dishes. It is

stitch bound unlike the loose leaf Whole
Earth Cookbook, in which keeping with the
creative philosophy of the Whole Earth
movement encourages innovation and
addition even in its format. That is not to

say that George Bernard Shaw was not
creative but rather that his book is more
the set records of a man who discovered an
imaginative and sensible way to stay
alive The Whole Earth Cookbook rather
presents the ongoing record of people who
continue to always seek and learn new
ways, to make imaginations and com-
munity the focus of their tenure on the

planet.
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;AR leases in europeI
as low as $4 1 5 for 2 months

TOTAL COST
Mony services available

CAR SALfS -
RENTALS - LEASES

EwroilpoMM • SHtdmtlnUt • •ri*a''

Coll "Wally" (213) 9814020 or
'Jim" (213) 872.2224

FOREMOST EURaCAR
M30 VunNuyi 01 .. VoriNuyi.CA 91 40 1

NFIIISIS Fir SIIINIS

• B«H«r CrodM • Smoking
• Spooch Probtams • Tontion

• Wo«h« Control • PorMnol Gools

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years
te«chin9 Speech Psychology and

General Semantics

William L Risfow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

473-2944 FORAPFQINIMENL

«/teer

i—-

IlirO HSIIUNCE
save drastically on ooto insuronce if you ore at least 21, hove been in-

the previous 12 months ond licensed for thr^ years with of least one
olifornio. You should hoveo reosonoble driving record and not hove

ncelled, declined or non-renewed in the lost three yeors by on insurer.
Sonto Monico offico and lot us prove M.

College siuiieoi lisuraflce Service
726 Santa Arnica Blvd. (*202) Sanfa Monica, Calif. 90401

HiLLEL COUfSCiL
'>^H) Hilgard Avrnue

47M531

...xiV»cn^:i.*.i->tt**-i...'*'-

v •

SHABBAT CELEBRATION

a\ Rabbi Berner's Home

•JDINNER :

• ^RViCES
•SINGING :

• DISCUSSION
•6:15 THIS FRIDAY EVENING

f<

€011474-1531 for Rese afions8i Directions

-t:

r

J '
.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL
«JIM ALLEN
WALKER-BUERGE FORD
WEST LOS ANGELES
820-263.1

For students and faculty
21 and over.

Tracy and Hepburn by Garson Kanin, Viking, $7.95

For some time Garson Kanin has been a skilled director and excellent
script writer. On the side he has written four novels and a book of short
stories. Now he has become what W.somerset Maugham would call a
memorist ^ the writer of personal btography or memoirs. The cenfral
aid to.Kanin's memory is the journal he h^s kept since 1835. Out of this
journal have come two memorable books; Remembering Mr. Maugham
in 1966 and Tracy and Hepburn last year. ^ , V^^.' ;

-

I talked with Garson Kanin in his office about the books and his new
career. Tracy and Hepburn is an astonishing success, ranking at the top
of the best-seller list since its publication. Its sales genuinely astounds
Kanin; "It's strong all over the country." Why? Apart from our per-
sistent fascination with the intimate life of the great I think we read the
book because of our interest in the personalities of its central subjects
Tracy and Hepburn were individuals — rebels against convenUon

before it was conventional to rebel. "Kate was the first woman to wear
pants in public." Kanin reports. She behaved as she chose with UtUe
thought for the opinions of others. In the book Kanin provides this
characteristic inci<lent:

'*'
.

•

' '

-
'*«•

,

•

In 1939, she was living inthe old John Barrymore house near the too of
Tower Grove. One evening, at dinner, she squirmed uncomfortahlv

"What's the matter?" I asked.
^"niionawy.

•I got too much sun today- sat out in the garden with no clothes^ on, like

'

a tool. 1

.

Attempting to follow the explanation, I asked, "What do you mean 'with
no clothes on'?"

"Imeaninthenude— whatdoyouthinklmean?" ^^==^~:, £^^:^

•Nude" I repeated. "What did you do a thing like that for?"
^I had to,** she explained reasonably. "I was posing " ^ ~

,
•.

"Uh hu."

/'BobMcKnightishere.,,
•-' " "« *anted to do a iimSare you looking?„ J"""!
"Nothing" ^^opeculiil

seeing. Absolute obw.*"^

discuss particular incidl?,^!
showed his Wife, Ruth^'^H

I was not writing a bioZH
remembere two people .%•
wouWhavedisruS^fJ;;^

and m.th between hisT/eJThinking it over later
I '3

teasing. I could harii^""'
stark naked, posing L"^A few weeks later, whUe,

tmh '*"'• ""^

7^p:^im^

rS'-ir-

Aujiiorl

-.1

.
^„!"

- -

*. V

,
.

' r-i

^ '-'V".
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'

,
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Cataloguing

He (Maugham ) talks of Years;

my wife) and asks Ruth if itii

I don't know if I should praise ya

'*Why not both?" asks Ruth*g4|

f"Very well, then, both."

- Art and truth then mix until

Kanin once said to Maugham: "I

is that you're always liable to

seem like truth." Tracy and

greatness. The subject is tworeil

but these facts are contained ini

The book is a collection of

seemingly random order. Kanin

than Billy Pilgrim. But the book

to me.
"I arranged the book the way

person's life in chronological

sister you wouldn't start by sa

date.' " The book then has the

principle of arrangement is sim;

"Despite what you may think"

arranged— one episode leading

Immediately after Kanin m
discovers the naked, Spencer

J.

...y.- —

some
J^UIng the Be« „, L.A. by Monte Cast. TarcW,

uTewld"","';*
'" **• ^"^ "y ^^ P^X'tsKy.

.^Wtu.1 Community Guide by Howard Wei« et aj.

The Almanac of Ameriran p^iui^ u ^
Ujifusa & Matthews GamWt. «T' ' ^"^'

Kb^kI-^IT? "'."""^"S a comeback. lUe Whole

aprrar^^KtSK^^^^

K.rm,rrAC:.?aTdl"'|e^rS.T'".^
Catalogue have served argm^Lto^^u'"* ?•
particular time.

"^ culture of a

valr^nH*"!"""*."*'
"* ***"**al for survival in thevast and complex sociptv tii«», «^

^®
through the vi-i,L aShT^ U»^1L!>' ' ""P

collections of facts
"^^ •^*^*' '^^^

(tetting the Best of L.A. is. as the cover says,

handbook of activities, facilities, organizations aflj]

services to hielp you live in Los Angeles anr

surrounding ar«as." The author, Monte Gast «

UCLA grad student) has done an incredible am(

of footwork to come up with the information in

book. Not only are the essentials of services

groups listed (addrenct, telephone numbers
hours of operation), but there is also a

description of what each group has to offer.

Perhaps you want to kno^ about the

vironmental Information Center, the SoutJ

California Canoe Association, American Yc

Hostels, the Oriental Service Center, the Mexic

American Legal Defense Fund, the Poison

formation Center, or whkh agency to see al

consumer fraud. All the deUils about these and ot

agencies, ve packed into this book. The lists

volunteer organizations give "Los Angeles citi2«

the opportunity not only to get the best of LA., but i

find out how to give their best to LA.*' An extreflH

valuable book - I hope the bookstore orders it anfll

>wpe you buy It. ,i .

^ig—»M<*'n««r«>»%< II 111. pti II II w li^il

fep^uftt! unitedUpHtd

'dson

iine — an old beau, really

so there we were— what

it is a truth clotbea in the

_th edited, selectfid and

. man, a particular way of

^al issue,for Kanin. He did

tir accounts of meetings or

(epburn. Kanin never even

3fore it was published.

loir. It is the way one man
le work with anyone else it

the book.

Ftruth." Kanin asserts. In

\ci a conversation alxHit art

lusion that Kate had been

ir sitting out in her garden,

re appeared on its plinith in

>lling the truth. The naked

' • • ' -

I

1 -^
J I

f

k.
* --

•^t^u.:t iv.*4r.;i.rfi'i'-*" -'

)iographical play written by

/right or a memorist? " 7

"

meaningfully distinguished.
I great thing about your work
seem like fiction and fiction

I think some of that same
I the things they said and did,

I

careful as that of any novel.
brief stories placed in a

jnd in space and time more
in order as Kanin pointed out

»ber We don't reniember a
were to tell me about your

i'as born on such and such a
lof the human mind and the
)r in which we think and talk.

"the book is very carefully
[into another."

[nude Katherine Hepburn he
-\ at war with death. Tbejaext

I s

«-,**^

episode tells how Kanin learns about Tracy's vigorou^and active father
who wasted away and died of cancer. Throughout this long and
emotionally taxing account Kanin suggests the universality of the fear of
death. Tracy himself makes the connection at the segment's end

:

"I'm scared. It's a thing there's no prevention for. There's nothing you
can do. We're helpless. Sitting ducks. If it hits, it hits. And when that's
the way your father goes— or your mother — it's only natural to live
with the specter of it. Or try. It's my cross."

I took his arm . It was tense, I said nothing.

The next anecdote— only a half page— re-enacts and then relieves the
tension. For Christmas Garson and Ruth gave Kate some of her favorite
rough Vic washclothes from England.

She turned up early one morning for a conference with a number of
scraped bruises on her face. Some were bleeding. I was alarmed and
thought she had fallen down, or been in an automobile accident.

"Your face, Kate," I said "It's bleeding."
"1 know," she said, smiling brightly. "It's those wonderful Vic wash-

clothes." f

Spencer's fear of death is re-enacted in Kate's scratch and then cast out
with a comic touch. The Ordering and rhythm are superb; he balances
two responses to pain — fear and laughter, tragic and comic, dark and
vital. Death in Kanin's world of memory is always followed by life. And
that life, that immortality is a gift from the author to Kate and Spence.
Kate is the smile of the world to Spence's serious dignity. Garson

recites John Morley to Kate in the episode that concludes the book

:

"AncTAvhat is the smile of the world, to win which we are bidden, to

sacrifice our moral manhood; this frown of the world, whose terrors

af'e more awful than the slow withering up of truth, and the slow going

out of the lights within the souls of us."

Kate cries, "Don't cry," Garson urges in a final tribute. "You've got it

all now (and what you haven't got you can remember)" and "you got it

.

on your own terms." He ends with "I hope you live forever." If she does,

the Kate that will live forever is the one in Garson's mind — the mind he
shares with us in Tracy and Hepburn.

Los Angeles to Washington
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HE JESUS PRAYER
One of the oldest Christian
rituals and practices pre-
served to us from the time of

Jesus, described in "THE WAY
OF A PILGRIM". An indispen-
sable guide to the KINGDOM
OF GOD WITHIN as practiced
by early Christians.

SwmI for THE PILORIM". $2.65
ppd. Id OithodoH Chrtilloh^Beafii^
D«p(. 061. 24S SonfoH Rd.,

OI«u Folk N.Y. 12801

(Paid Advortistment)

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
INTROOUCTORY RATES

$150.00 s«» for $25.00

ALL COLOR - ALSO PARTIES
. .p^p)pg;?fi';YJ.";f;."Q;j???j. ., . p^;?jf; (702)^

7?.t.l??f

HEALTH FOOD STORE

CLOSING SALE
Bvrything GomMl^

Nam« Brand Nat. Vit. 30% off rag. prica

HaalthFoocb
Villoga Both Products

.[ \_J_ ^^^i^^§fi^fwm9_ .

'

NATURPS EMPORIUM
132 S. Bavarly Dr. 274-JB721

. Bavarly HilUi-^

Dally 70:30-6, Sat 12-5
"

4
i.

l4,

rhr

-V—»- —--ri ~

LAW FOR YOU

. X.JV^^'^'d £ -\-..

.^—«n \li4»riify

• —41 L«H.vrr*<> .\«sJ5>iunt

^^
MID-VALLEY

roi.i.M.I-: OK l.\^
13910 \«-iiliiru llhd.
Kiiriii«»—98#»-7 IT.T

ENROLL NOW
KI-lQl IKKMKINiS-60 uniu, I^RADt ATKS receive LLB
Arrretliird Cullrgr Hork or or JD A quniirv tmr Calif
o»rr 2.1 and iMttw exam. Bar Kxam.

'-"rh:-.
T,u„nl,, SU,.U,.tn .\,,,,,h.l • h„M. a;,. «,hv a W,,kr,.,l O.l J#.«

"^

- _—.- _-L—_..| ( '** '•? "
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COME SLEEP ^^^^^ i^^Ji^.
WITH MEi! JQ^ ^9C

MISS PAT COLLINS the hip hypnotist
THURSDAY FRIDAY. SATURDAY

- H. Celebritj? Club
9103 SUNSET BLVD. (AT DOHENY) 275-4596
COCKTAILS • DINNER • ALL AGES WELCOME

VALET PARKING • GROUP RATES

TWO NITES ONLY • MAY 2nd -3rd

LOUIE BELLSON
AND HIS 18 PIECE BAND

•ve in the City by Bert Prehitsky (a Dally Bruin

I u"^',
published as part of the promoUon for

r Valley Springs - a land development to the
fn Of LA. Prelutsky mixes phone numbers and
resses of services groups in Los Angeles with
every forced humor. Chapters cover such topics

,

MOW to Survive Women's Lib," "How to Survive
[freeways" and "How to Survive Earthquakes."
'lous famous people (Jack Kent Cooke and Sam
.2;^*^';/xample) tell how they survive Los

rH .

^'"**'" ^^^^ Bl«tty, author of The

klKh
^^^ best idea - move to Aspen. The

isners suggest you survive by buying property at
"^

valley Springs.

./ ^P''^»tual CommanHy Guide offers a listing of

[f
centers, health food stores, metaphysical

iti ni^^'
®^^"c schools, mediUtion centers, and

lerirl f°"*"^"n«8 The list covers all North

ahnv ll?"*^
®' ^^^^ ^^ Angeles has more of

T.\ *"y ^^^ »»'«*« P^^ Listings in-
such groups at the CopUc FeUowship, the

kr Ihi ^^*^' ^P Laboratory, the Sufi

jresL f
1"**"^ ^^^ Bookstore, the World

> ^ lor Enlightenment and the Phenomenon of

Man Project. The directory usually offers only the

name and address of each organization without any
explanatory notes. The presence of ads makes it look

like an occult Yellow Pages. The directory takes up
the second half of the book while the first half has

details and informaton about spiritual centers,

collections of mantras, hert>al therapy, spiritual

healing, the microbiotic way of lie, yoga assana

therapy and massage techniques. This is a

fascinating little book. If you cannot fhid it or are

interested in the topic write to the publishers: The
Spiritual Community, Box 1060, San Rafael,

California 94902.

The Almanac of American Politics is a 1030 page

guide to the Congress. It offers a biography, voting

record, election figures, and a picture of each

Representative and Senator^ along with a political

profile of his district or state. The appendix includes

maps of the districts. This is an excellent reference

which fills a gap which should have been filled long

ago. Of course with redistricting and elections, such

a book becomes quickly dated. I only hope there will

bejnany revised editions.
—Bruce Rlchardieii
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The American Nightmare

rhe American Nightmare by
Sidney J. Slomich, Macmillan,
$6.95

Dr. Sidney Slomich is another
renagade from the group Noam
Chomsky calls "the new Man-
darins" — the scientists and social

ScienfTsts' who worlt in or advTSlF

. the government's administrative—^agencies and set public policy, by ^

virtue of their expertise. Dr.

Slomich has worked for the

Department of Defense, the C.I.A.

and the Arms Control and
Disarmanent Agency (ACDA)
and bills himself as an expert on
weapons, war, and technology.

Several courses appear open to

expatriates from the military-

industrial complex. The ex-

patriate can steal records and sell

them to Jack Anderson or the New
York Times. The document
snatchers see the battle as
primarily a conflict of ideas.

Power resides iij^' facts, in-

formation, data, and the new
Mandarins will be cast out when
the foolishness, errors and im-
morality of their work is revealed.

Revolutionary expatriates care
less about ideas but are primarily

concerned with breaking the
establishment's physical power—
by mass civil disobedience or
perhaps sabotage. A third type —
the theory expatriate — con-
structs a system or presents an
account of how things work to

" reveal that the new Mandarins are
Socially evil or historically
doomed. Charles Reich casts out
the demons by sticking a category
(Consciousness II) on them. Reich
seldom' deals in specific data
butrather chooses to paint a
general picture of his notion of
society so the reader has a feel for
what Reich is trying to say. Dr.
Slomicb proceeded in much the
same way — constructing a series
of aphorisms without very much
corrobating evidence. (The cover
design of The Amercan Night-
mare is copied from The Greening
of America.) There is nothing
inherently wrong with such books
but-l-think they will prove less
convincing to the uncoverted than
the facts from the document
snatchers.

Briefly, Slomich argues that the
current American obsession with,
technology — with final solutions
— has turned our dream into a
nightmare. Ever since Sputnik the
United States has put so much
value on the achievement of
technical goals that it has
neglected and ignored human
values. Slomich argues his case
with tergid and jargon-infested
prose.

"In public policy and private
endeavor, in national councils as
in boardroom and classroom, the
country for a generation — and
especially over the last decade —
has surrendered its human
identity and purposes to plunge
mstead into fearful and neurotic
fantasies of technological

By Bruce Richardson
arrangements for political,

ethical and social issues."

The prose is occasionally even

worse.
;

"Psychologically threatened by

the demands of the young that the

—hew " megabureaucries-
megauni versities, and
n^eg^corporation find roots and

standards not in technology, but in

'a~ positive view of the worthwhile

life, and threatened by the refusal

of many and the best to accept or

participate in a dehumanized
culture's feeding upon itself, those

occupying democracy's offices

had recourse primarily to the

technical solutions of ad-
ministrative and police repression

to force dissenters back to cubicle

and corner."

The sentence and the whole
book are too dense. Dr. Slomich
desperately attempts to include

everything in his analysis—to
encompass the whole world in the
bounds of his thought. Grammar
and structure are crucial to such
an effort. They indicate he has
something to say about his con-
cerns and not just give us a-

catalogue of evils vaguely labeled
"technology" and a list of goods
called "human". The book needs
a grammar, a style, a principle of

arrangement to place his data in a
framework. Slomich has en-
thusiasm, verve, fire, and a very
deep sense of wrong but on an
abstract level he is unable to

make sense out of the madness.

Sid loves aphorisms:
'Technocracy is the pornography
of power." and the colorful and
poetic phrase: "The numbers of
the missies increased ten-fold:

Bristling death dealing sub-
marined cocoons in the polluted
oceans bore thousands more.
Great black pterodactyls, bat
winged bonxbers screaming sonic
booms onto friendly and enemy
towns alike bore still more
thousands, while on the seabeds in

<ioncrete amid what remained of
life were mpre."

Much of the prose is unin-
tentionally comical. One chapter
gives Slomich's capsule in-
terpretations of literature. He
writes two sentences on
Prometheus Bound. two on
Hamlet, and two on An American
Dream. ^

"Hamlet expresses involuted
mcestuous death impulses ob-
sessing the self's creativity the
prince won't or can't turn outward
to love, but is obsessed by his
father's death and his mother.
The consequences are destruc-
tion. The evil individual is the
arch-manipulator, as in Norman
Mailer's American Dream. The
incestuous father preys on his
daughter while driving toward an
erection of industrial-
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technological empires for

manipulating other men."
Slomich is too wrapped up in his

subject to see that his prose is

unnecessarily inept. Style is

seldom incidental to a books

value. Slomichs vague diction,

*^wandering references, streams of

abstractions, and inert verbs

deprive his prose of the kind of

telling detail that would make an

argument work. For example,

The Walker Report on the Chicago

Police Riot with its clear prose

and straight-forward diction and
immense detail makes a far more
powerful document than
Slomich's jumbled theories.

The American Nightmare does
have a few strong points: some
sharp suggestions for im-
provement of the ACDA and oc-

casional insight into the problems
of specific urban areas. The last

chapter, "An Open Letter to the
Silent Majority" is a moving plea
for the American people to seize

control of their government from
the experts.

"The entire system pf expertise
and secrecy designed to prevent
the people of this country from
determing their destiny is

basically a fake . . . Everything
you do, everything you can do, to
please yourself and build your life

is more beautiful and more real

tnan the fakery, abstraction,""
obsession, and desire for death
that rules this country today.-^
That's the only secret worth
knowing. Once you know it you
can take back this nation — with
difficulty." If only Slomich had
presented more facts and cleaned
up his prose The American
Nightmare could have been an
effective weapon in the struggle
for a decent society.

Wandering with Hesse
By Stevt^more

As the title states, Wandering continues Hesse's dn
perpetual wandering. The book takes the form of a cdW?*"^ ^U
water color sketches, and short prose writings that w^rl^^®^^
peripateUc artist as he rambled about the countryside Th ^ •

painting of a farm house, then a short notebook entrv c ^bi
farm house and then a poem on some aspect of the farm h

^"^^"^
the

book, less than a hundred pages of text, was first DublishpH?*^ ^ ^h
to say, after Demian but before Siddhartha a rSlfivIi l^- thatk

Hesse's writing development '
^awiveiy early

perinHi

I was quite anxious to read the work when I first heard
translated into English, but after finishing it, I find that i^th

^^ ^^
been addedt^my eoneeption of Hesse and his works Thi«j

•
^^ '^ i*

book is without merit. No dedicated reader of Hfjsse shofiT ^^.^^^
the prose writings read as though they were lifted directlv r^ l^T '^' '»

journal and immediate thoughts. ~
J^ "^'t w Hesse',

Many of the themes that receive greater attenUon and dev^in.
*

his later novels appear in Wandering, such as his concern for fkf"^**^'^
life as inherenUy in conflict with society, his concern for the p^if^
all-embracing mother figure, and his perpetual vaciUatinn il^*

^

agony and ecstasy, beauty and suffering. Hesse makes it c\Z nf

^

this movement between despair and exultation that matters nTLrl^V*
•*

He does not want a cool center, but finds his place in the t^o^l^^
themselves. " extremei

Unfortunately, the poetry is not strikingly original and has Insf ^ u
translation:

"^ ^
«""n«s lost much in

.
Playfully spin a poem

Out of suffering gone by

,

Gaze at the circling moon and stars,
Guessing their direction.
Feel myself one with them

Ona journey
No matter where.

Hesse's Obsession with the self pervades the book, as does his reli«ia«approach to life and parUcularly to the life of wanderers

:

fantastically around me a magic circle glows •

Not caring whetherTm courted or cursed,
_ ^^___ _^ I follow truly my inner calling. '

^BasicaO^y, Wandering falls into the category of minor works that antranslated simply because the author has "made it" in his more a^stantia novels. The water color sketches are in black and white and^m cresting only because of their painter and not in their own right There
IS httle artistic development iiK the work itself; as I have said it reads like
entries from Hesse's notebooks as he wandered about Europe The im-mediacy and clarity of fiis thoughts are interesting to s^ in their
bareness, rather than in the fuU artistic development of his major novels
Howevef, this sparse type of writing can be quite limp without fuller
development.

''.if
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blleyballers receive q^i ,_y
ack-door tourney bid BRUIN

By Saul Shapiro ^^^^^^h
DB Sports Writer 1/ U ' §£ '

UCLA had three opportunities to gain a berth in the NCAA voUeyball I^BllV S KOtHBr
^urnament to be held Friday and Saturday in Muncie, Indiana, but it

tasn't until a final fourth chance arose that the Bruins made the field

.«»."

[And just to add a attle melodrama to the sttuatiott, it was the Unlver^
|ty of Southern California, (the noted "Friends of Westwood," which
pvided the necessary impetus enabling the Bruins to bid for their third
^nsecytive national championship, ; r— -~

After having failed to capture the Southern California Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association title by blowing a 14-10 lead in the final set against
an Diego State, and then losing to UC Santa Barbara in the District 8
jgional qualifications last weelcend, the Bruins' last hope was an at-

irge berth. -

However, Yale and Ohio State were also in the running for the position
Ud it was only after two days of voting by the NCAA Volleyball selection
Committee that the Bruins eventually were selected.

^

The first day of these proceedings was highlighted by a two-hour
conference call among the members of the four-man committee which
Included Walter Versen, University of Illinois (Chicago Circle) ; William
)deneal, the athletic director of the SUte University of New York at New
>altz ; Ball SUte coach Don Shondell, and UCLA's Al Scates.

The Bruins failed in Monday's balloting when the four members
|:ouldn't break a 2-2 deadlock. The unofficial voting apparently lined up
Vith Odenealof New York and Ball State's Shondell favoring Ohio State,
/hile Scates and Versen backed the Bruins.

When there appeared to be no possibility of altering the tie vote, the
.latter was referred to the NCAA office in Kansas City and Grayle
lowlett, who IS in charge of tournament events.

Howlett decided to remove the two coaches from the selection com-
ittee temporarily and replace them with a single alternate. Howlett felt

that it was necessary that the three major areas of the country be
represented on the committee. He then tossed the ball back to Versen, the
committee ciminnan. -

Since Odeneal and Versen already represented the East and the
JMidwest, the alternate had to be chosen from the West. This is where USC
(cdmes into the picture.

UCLA's Scates had named as his alternates to the committee Randy
Isandefur, the Cal State Long Beach coach, and the Trojans' Dick Mon-
Itgomery. Versen decided on Montgomery to complete the committee,
[which made another conference call yesterday at 9 a.m.

The problem boiled down to picking either the best team available,

I

generally acknowledged to be UCLA on the basis of a tougher schedule, or
a team which would add a more national flavor to a tournament which
already was fielding twp Southern California teams, San Diego State and
lUCSB. .

^

s, .

'

- '

.
' (Continued on PaRe 17)

Onewinr%ighHossesH/Vhy? I >' '
'

Idle thoughts at Campus Corner:
What has happened to the UCLA baseball team?

(Jkay, the hitting was supposed to be good and the
pitching only fair, but Isn't a 1-8 record at the half-
way point of the Pacific 8 a little ridiculous?

It's hard to pinpoint the exact problem with this
team because of the myriad of difficulties which
have surrounded the baseball program In recent
years, notably those charges and countercharges of
last year, when players accused the coach, and then
each other.

This year, there's been no player outcry, as yet,
against Art Relchle. Whether there will be in the near
future Is problematical, but Relchle does seem to
have made soWie effort toward better com-
munication. Whether or not It's been enough, we'll
have to wait and see.
The problems in the past centered around

Reichle's handling of certain players and his periodic
absenses from non-jeague games. Most of the
dissidents last year have now departed, and Relchle
has attended every game this year.

But why the atrocious record? Why are the BrulnSr
in Reichle's words, only spoilers now w.hen they
should be contenders? *...-,

The answer is that, within the Pacific 8, USC and
Stanford are superior baseball clubs. Not that the
Bruins have played good ball and lost. UCLA has
played terrible ball on many occasions, most of It

coming during league play. But It's a simple fact:
USC arid Stanford are better. Chances are they'll
remain that way, too.

The reason for this Is fhat the Troians and Indians
( I'm sorry, but 1 don't buy this Cardinals tag) have It

all over UCLA In recruiting quality players. For one
thing, look at the playing facilities. USC Is scheduled
to move Into a new park next season, while Sunken
Diamond at Stanford Is a more than enjoyable place
tb both watch and play a baseball game.
What does UCLA have? A broken-down,

dilapidated Sawtelle Field. True, there's talk of an
on-campus park. So far, It's been not much more

-DougKelly
than that, talk. Action Is needed, but don't look for It

to come too quickly.

Another minus for UCLA Is its reputation.
Deserved or not, this campus has a bad reputation as
far as baseball is concerned. Much of It has to do with
the adverse publicity the baseball program has
received, especially after last year's difficulties. A
lot bf It, though, comes from people who've played
here who don't like what's going on and seek to
protect others from their "mistake."
So what about the future? If the Bruins get a new

homeland If some of that reputation is changed,
things should improve. USC, of course, will always
be around. But the Trojans aren't Invincible. If

UCLA accomplishes the above, there's no reason
Brulh baseball can't be at least competitive. But if

the present situation continues, one-and-eight might
be only the beginning.

It's a long season, in more than one respect. Seems
that the NBA and ABC are making a colossal farce
out of what is supposed to be the glamor event of pro
basketball, the championship play-offs. The problem
Is that ABC can't make up its mind on what dates are
best for television, and since the network added
another job, that of schedule-maker, to Its list of
duties, the only result Is that an already lengthy^
season is dragged out even further. ABC has an-
nounced the Lakers and Knicks will play tonight and
then Sunday at The Forum before moving on to New
York for the thii'd and fourth games.
Why can't the two teams play tonight, Friday, and

then Sunday? The Knicks complained this would
cause them to make two plane trips to and from L.A.
in five days, but this seems like a fairly lame excuse
in view of the traveling done during the season. Pro
basketball already goes Into AAay, and that's much
too long, especially for the players. Next year, play
the playoff games as quickly as possible.
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

Ours is the official

Charter Fjights authorized and approved by the
University of California on all campuses.
for use by all members of that community.
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The Charter Flight you sign with at UCLA is responsible
for being dependable and seeing to it you will
never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed
to mediocre service. •

All flights are offered and operated In aecordance with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA vx ,

Charter Flights. schedule pre-flight orientation m7e"tings;
arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per- __. .

'

sonally see every flight off here and in London
"

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience
of an on-campus location and the assurance of
personal attentionJn all areas.
We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
our carrier - because of its long and dlstingui^ed
service record - and all our passengers receive

'

their first class service. ' ^' ^ "
...r.
•*»j'

How many charier groups can claim all this?
»••

FLIGHT

3

4

L.A. TO

London

London

London

9

To

11

12

London

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

RETURN

London

London

June 22

June 26

London

London

14

15

16

London

London

London

London

^ne 26

Jjine 27

June 28

June 28

June 29

JulyT"

A u9^28^

Aug. ji
Aug. 15

FROM

London

Sepf. 6

Sept. 13

AugJ5'
Sept. 9

'

London

London

DAYS

London

July 4

July 8

Sept^ 16

Aug.Jg'

Aug_J2

Sept.
2"^

London

London

London

71

5j

54^

PRICE CARRIER

July 11

July 12

Aug_12

Aug^|0

Aug. 31

London

London
—•-

II

'

I. -

Loncfon

London

London

London

London

London

72

80
59^

$262

$262

73

81"

$262

$262

^275

$262

BOAC

BOAC"

/.

BOAC
BOAC

61

57

62

40

30

50"

$262

J275^
$262

$262

$2W

$262

Caledonian

B0AC~_2~_

BOAC^ _
Caledonian

BOAP 1
BOAjp

^AC
BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

It's not too late to switch to the best ik^ ui
Com. into Room 205DK.rcl.hoff Hall -phon. 825.1221

"
' ®"®-

Op.n A/U>nday through F riday 8:00 a m to 5 « m . if r^.
"

_________^^
""^ -"• »o 5 P.m.; Kar.n D.omond. Bov.rly Townloy. Coordinator..

Intramural Sports Corner
T—^ - - Mtn's Softball

Monday's Rtsvlts

ipirit of Supal 13, Co-op 5

\ F. Boozer by forfeit over Bug's Boys

ondon by forfeit over Brigand

)sterbatters 13, Schlactman's Sluggers

lainier by forfeit over Jefferson . ^

>acJflc by forfeit over Pulgue "
"

: O.'s 14, Crinnes of Passion 1

iacchus 6, Oiimbo 2 * ^

:oul Balls 10, Vlto & Do Bees 10

k)n of Grasshouse by forfeit over Ptiyslcs 9 plus 1

^andalf 14, Hot Licks 9 -

'
~~ ' rines

•4»,-t-
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Netters rebound from Tribe
Arizona easily

3 p.m. — NROTC vs. 9tti Circuit, field one; P\\\ Kappa PsI vs. Delta TaO
jelta, field three; Himalaya vs. Kilimanjaro, field four; Co-op vs F O 's

ield six; Sticky Fingers vs. Spirit of Supai, field eight. * - ' '

4 p.m. — Republic vs. Chaos, field one; SAE vs. Lambda Chi Alpha,
lield two; Sigma Pi vs. ZBT, field three; Sparta vs. La AAancha, field

four; Bug's Boys vs. Last Plan A, field six; Sierra vs. Stonehaven, field

?ight.

Coming off an 8-1 defeat to Stanford, the Bruin
netters took out their frustrations against the
University of Arizona by sweeping all six single
matches. . .

Rand Evett defeated Raul Ramirez of USC on
Monday but Jeff Austin defeated the Wildcats* No 1

player 6-4, 6-7, 6-1. Austin should have taken the
-ijnatcli in straigtit sets «« he led in the tie-breaker

*.*••*

CoMi Volkyball
Wednesday's Games

6 p.m. — Babies & Dolls vs. The Ball Club, court one; Sigma Nu vs

I
Those Bolley Vallers, court two.

7 p.m. — AAashens vs. Mommas—Poppas, court one; Lambda Chi
[Alpha vs. Blank, court two.

8 p.m.— AAaccabees vs. Ninjas II, court one.
*•*•«:

Charlie Bogner and Gayle Huggs defeated Carol Hood and Bob Kisor In

[the finals of the co-ed tennis tournament. ^

\l\ICAAvoneybaU
[(Continued from Page IS)

Both Ohio State and UCLA liad

compiled 19-3 records during the

season, while Yale tiad gone 14-2.

In Ohio Staters favor was ttie fact

that they had split two matcties

with Ball State, the Midwest or

District 4 representative.

The committee disregarded the

geographical representation
factor and opted for UCLA witti

^Versen and Montgomery casting

ballots in the Bruins' side of the
ledger. '

- *

Odeneal, at this time, decided to

switch his support from Ohio State

to Yale. It'" was a mere
technicality. " ~

four points to two, only to drop three straight serves.
Collegiate ti-breakers are best of nine point affairs.

s|n the Austin-Evett tie-breaker, each man held serve
twice. Evett then blew two straight volleys on his
own serve. Austin had to take but one of his three
serves to win the match, but on the ni|ith and
deciding point, hit a volley too long. "^

Austin commented, "Alter dropping that tie-

breaker,^ \ got mad and hit the ball a lot harder in the
third set. I strained a thigh muscle in the first set and
tried to get away with half-moving." The injury isn't
serious but the Bruin ace was held out of doubles
competition. _ _ .____—_-
UCLA fans have cause for a slight celebration. Bob

Kreis^ walloped Tom Mazer 6-2, 6-1. After two poor
outings against Ramirez and Sandy Mayer of
Stanford, Kreiss fe^ls, **rve brokenout of my slump.
When 1 got back from Stanford I went out and hit the
ball with my Dad for four hours and I'm back in the

groove. During my slump my game felt weird and
when I'm not sure of my play I ease up and chip the
ball instead of whacking my topspins."
Mike Kreiss, lone wmner against Stanford, con-

tinued to play well with a 6-1, 6-3 win over Bill

Hoshaw According to Mike, "The guy has just a
huge serve and being a lefty is extremely tough. But

^4-waa returning well and^didn't come close tolostTig
serve." •

Bruin captain Ron Cornell won 6-4, 6-3 \mi didn't
play particularly well. "A good player would have
beaten me today three and three. I led 5-1 in the
second set with match point only to let up." Cornell,
who hails from Oakland, suffered in Palo Alto from
being too excited in front of his familv and friends
Spencer Segura, a pleasant surprise for UCLA this

year, captured fifth singles with 6-3, 7-6 win over
Mark Hardy. "I broke him twice in the first set and
was up a break in the second set. He broke back but I

took the tie-breaker five points to one. He had a huge
serve, better than mine and mine isn't bad. I was
tired after this past weekend's play but I ran down
balls well," explained Segura. -

.

Tom Kreiss went three sets before subduing
Robbie Cummingham of Newport Beach. Kreiss was
up 3-1 in the second set only to have Cunningham get
his big serve working.
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CLASS
NOTES
S5 00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Ploy -

Anthropology 11 — Mill«f
Art 54 Kaplan
Art )06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 — Ri«g«|
Bacteriology 110 — PickcTt
Chemistry IC — Ka*sz, Strouse
Chemistry 40 — Konrad
Chemistry 6C — Konrad
Chemistry 153 — Jordan
Classics 1«1 - Latlnrwrt
Economy 1 — La Force
Economics 2 — Clower
Economics n) — Shetler
Economics 101A — Murphy
fnghsti 10A - Rode»
Geograptiy 191 — Logan
Geology Ml - Ernst ., ^,
H.Story IB - Symcox
H.Story IC - Wohl
H.Story s Burns
History 1240 Bolle
History 1420 Loewenbeirg
H'Story 174C - Yarnell
History 178B - Oallek
H.Story it1 - Yarnell
Humanities lA Austin
Philosoptiy )07 — Hill
Philosophy 152 - Ouinn
Political Sciance 3 - Baarwald
PoMical Science 120 - Mullar
Political Science 145 - Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
sychology 41 - Wickens
sychoiogy 110 - Carder, Roberts

Psychology 11$ - Krasne
Psychology 125 - Sadalla
Psychology 127 - Yonf««
Psychology 135 - Ravens
Psychology 149 - BarttxH
Psychology iTOA - Lovaas
•Psychology 189 - Sears

"We hove a complete
line of Cliff's Notes
and Monarch Notes"

^or oddHionalcowtm call or
^^

comtifi i

10651 UNDBROOK DR. £
IBIkN. WllshJra-

I
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TT- el Plan
forstudentswho flyAmerican;

i/2Blk. E Westwood,

47Matf

u

. *• ...

I..

t

Go European without leaving

the country. Fly with us. And stay

vyith us too.j For only $4 to $8 a night.

In student kinds of places. At student

kinds of prices. With your kind of

people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

Now you can do it here on the

Annerican Airlines Hostel Plan. For

.

students who fly (naturally) American
Airlines. If you're headed to any of

our six biggest east and west coast

cities, you'll find clean, conveniently

located spots to hang your hat. At a
cost that won't hang you up.

The fun is that you'll find them at

some of the largest universities in

America. In Boston. Washington,

D.C., San Francisco, Los Angeles,

'

San Diego, and New York City.

You'll get fresh linens when you
"check in. A comfortable double
room. And, depending on the school,

air conditioning, pools, tennis courts,

lounges. Movies, concerts, theater,

whatever's happening on campus.

To help you get around. w6'll fly

your bike whenever you fly for just

$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only $5 a day, 5C a mile (if

you're over 21). - r ;^ .

This summer, get a Youth Fare
card if you're under 22 and fly for less

with American Airlines. To go all the

way and stay for less too, call an
American Airlines reservations

office. And ask about the universities

on the Hostel Plan.

American Airiines
Our passengers get the best of everything.

^^A. CaBBKATING OUR TENTH YEAR % I

•T
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URA Clubs:
Wednesday, April 26

3-5 pm,

«« 4-6 pm,

•——r A • ^- V

iV«-#

. —"Lacrosse Club/'

Field /II7.

—"The Flying Club,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"The Judo Club/' 3:30-5 pm,
Memorial Activities Center B 146.

—"The Hatha Yoga Club/' 5-7

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—"The Kong Fm Club/' 1 pm,
'V^omen's Gym 200.""

—"Mountaineers/' noon.

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall

Lawn.
—"Organic Garden Club/' 1-4

pm, Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera:
—"Draft Counseling/' schedule

for spring quarter, Law 2114:

-AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-

nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm; Thursday,

7 9 pm, only; Friday none.

—*'M«rtar Board," natfonaT

"The Amatavr Radio Gub," honor society for senior women,

noon, Boelter 8761 (Southwest invites any woman who has at

Penthouse). least 135 units by fall quarter and

—"Tutoring oin>ortunity/

night a woek from 7-9 with the Los

Angeles County Probation Cannp.

For further details conlact th«

EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or

call ext. 57041).
—"Spttch Awareness Work-

shops," informal, drop-in groups

for people who wish to gain ex-

perience in speaking situations

and to increase their ability and
ease in expressing themselves

will meet 3-5pm each Thursday to

Social Welfare 271. Experience

^^''A^ncAtions for Senkmer with video-tape feedback can liir

Employment/' are now available included in^e workshops, if the

for minority students in Kerckhoff participants desire.

320.

a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar

Board Information sheet In tt^e

Mortar Board mailbox, located

outside Kerckhoff .304-C, beofre

Saturday, May 13.

—"VISTA OHIce/' at 5101 W.

Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw

needs a volunteer interested in

conducting an art class every

Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
' —"A male volunteer/' with

knowledge of bicycle building Is

needed to be friend and help a 16

year old probationer.
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Exhibits: •t--"*- •-

.

—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Chow/' comprising
works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasizing
the classical tradition In Chinese

floral-bird painting, ihrounw a
30 at the Interna lonai^c^.^'l
Center, 1023 Hilgard '

""^

-"Stanley Morlson r.
memorative Exhibit (m. ,i?^commemorating the m'^'''
AAorison, typographical advLjIthe Monotype CoroorrfiL *°

London and author ci^an^^"^^
on printing, typograph!^
medieval and hu .

^
manuscripts, through ZTll\'
fhe University R^ch lIJL

"

„7""•«• •M WMlity: n.«0l« Of Hit Mttk te V,rtZ
Cultur.,/' design*, fo^an awareness o« »ti« eSZJ!
utilization o, n,„ks andtj
association with man's cuiZ
h story, through June 3 U^TMuseum of Cultural Hljtoi!
Galleries, noon to S pm, TuwdaJthrough Saturday, i to TZ
Sunday. •""

rA MONICA
1«0t lAMIA MONICA MAll

Car»*r Ivnta M«n<<a Btvtf

• MIRACLE MILE
^$41^) WtLSMIIII tiVP.

Baity lacayr iitm4mr"*^*9

• WESTWOOO VILLAGE
1000 WISTWOOD tiVO.
Caraar W»»*m»m4 t Waffca'a

•aity «:S».«:a0-Ma« * *r, «:9«-«
Cfa»«rf la»Mlay ValW«ta4 Pmrtiin^

NOLLimirooD
*340 HOiiYWOOO OIVO.

Na<ty«»aa4< Mv4. at iMir

Dally ti*»-« •' %m*. *ia*-4;ae '

• CULVER CITY

PARKE DAVIS MYADEC

^
Therapeutic Formula

Vitomins

rRtt 100 Plus 30 Free

- - $7.89 Value
t»t' a> .*•!•

I BI-RITE i

CLAIROL

NICE 'N EASV"'
ShamiMe Hoir Color

ill SKodti ( V OO
$2.25 ^ I J^

4PR ?nHRui«r2

Federal f^ocket Size (Portable

. TRANSISTOR^

Includes Cose,
* Battery, Earpiione

$9.95 Value
APR ?7TmUIIUY2

Value
UMI T ? APR 7rrM«U MAY ;

27TMI

1 COUPON

I BI.RITE I Rfi
JOHNSON'Sl

"Ml *ltfl TMiItt" **
SPRAY CREME RINSE

$i'39 AQc
Value V #

] COUPON

] BIRITE I

iJRHR

MOUTHWASH
Thi Tjsti ThattEveryHi Hatis

But OKs Twrci a Day

$2.49$119
Value

«Pt_27TH«U MAY 1

1 COUPON

] BI-RITE I

NATURALLY FEMININE

HYGIENE SPRAY

POWDER

I BI.RITE i

JOHNSON'S^
BABY SHAMPOO

^
Economy

$1.89 OOC
Value # #

LIMIT 3 tnjrmt mi

MAX GLUCKMAN. professor of social anthropology. University of

Manchester, England, will give a sllda-illustrated lecture on
"Social Baclcground of the Masked Dancers in Barotseland" at 4

pm, today, in Bunche 1209 B. No admission charge.

m\t'' I s-o«- IM^^

tft 77 THRU MAT

;

1 COUPON

i BI.RITE i

1 COUPON

I BI.RITE 13 BMW

^1 DIAL

mi IK
JRNB

GELUSIL i
LIQUID ANTACID

"^
•MtiSlctefwikflHilylMI

99^
IT? fB

120i.

$1.69
Value

uiini injivmmi

Toothbrushes

98c

__ Volue
omt iniinmmi

39«.
JHHR

Val.
LIMTI

1 COUPON

1 BIRITE i

DIAL

DEODORANT
Aiti Pirspiraat SprayNXfaat

$1.29 C7c
Volue

Lw*^ i »n n vm may

1 COUPON

I BIRITE i

AERO SHAVE
Crt«fii-Mtntti«l cr Rtf

98c OQC
Value £mW

I'"" 3 APR;

1 COUPON

(*AV^ DEODORANT SOAP^^^J> OM't Y«« Willi

1^ iv*rylM4y DM?

»c 3 rorCQc
tfrvvmmuK

JRHB

1 COUPON

] BIRITE 1

DIAL

SHAMPOO

1 COUPON
y«w?j^

1 COUPON

I BI.RITE i MB
CONTACi

g^COLD CAPSULESS

"- 87*

.

WHmR
iJLiinwoiMY;

1 COUPON

1 BI.RITE 1

$1.509Hi Volue

Hi
BAYER g
ASPIRIN

AMIRICA'S PAVOOITI

!Sy AOc
Volue V #
1 COUPON

] COUPON

1 BIRITE 1

AQUA NET^
IIWTS

1 COUPON

(Continued from Page 24)

to tolented people," according to Jim Milligan, BLIP managing director.

These will include teachers, students, and other speakers of the nine

languages, especially those such as Portuguese or Japanese and other

less-common languages, in which there is only a limited number U
qualified instructors in the country.
"The Bi-centennial celebration is only ah excuse for storting BLIP;'

Katz said,
*

'which should continue indefinitely as an on-going national

resource."

The government's Bi-centennial Commission is asking for persons

interested in BLIP to write to Dr. Lynn Carroll, American Revolution Bi-

centennial Commission, WashingtOD D.C. Persons who would like to

participate in the paogram may contoct BLIP at the Mayor's Office,

Camden City Hall, Camden, New Jersey 08101.
Students and faculty here doiring further information about BLIP

should telephone 395-7113 for detoils on how they may take part.
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'No Deposit No Retum'
Picture to yourself a motion

picture which, in this day and age,

is nothing less than a vicious at-

tack on tlie values of our

generation. Set in Venice, Peter

Jensen's No Deposit. No Return.

follows a young runaway girl

through a series of loosely con-
nected episodes. The flower chUd
dream of the mid-sixties,
however, has gone awry: what we
see is the soft underbell^ of the
peace and love movement — the
grimly humorous dissonances,

the bum trips, and, presiding over
it all, a roiled brown ocean with
chemical foam and swirling
strands of kelp.

^, _
Melinda Marx (Groucho's

daughter) as the girt comes
across as an ice-cold madonna
wandering through Sodom-and-
Gomorrah-on-the-Pacific. She
"\«lts» into the Venice scene:
joining a commune, shacking up
with a would-be rock drummer,
catching gonorrhea, becoming a
nude model for a "photography
studio" in Hollywood, and finally
— after a poultry disaster —
walking off into a lurid sunset
along the rubbish-strewn sands.

Like Tod Browning's Freaks,
which Andrew Sarris called
"perhaps the most compassionate
film ever made," Jensen's picture
redeems itself from a Zola-esque
dive into the seamy side of things
by the persistent refusal of its

characters to bow under from the
callousness with which they are
met. The girl is more an observer
than a participant, much like
Dickens' Ghost of Christmas
Future or Virgil guiding Dante
through the depths of the Inferno.
Though everything happens to
her, it seems as if nothing toucties
her. "^' .-

" .:.^:l'\"J.. ;

v/

WALTER TRAMPLER, violinist, will be the guest artist in the
concert "New Musics by Urry Austin and Paul Chihara" which
will be presented at 8:30 pm. Friday, in Schoenberg Hall. For ticket
information see "What's On".

EVA BADURA-SKODA, professor of musicology. University of
Wisconsin, will speak on "The Influence of the Viennese
Volkskomodit on Haydn and Mozart" at 3 pm today in Schoenberg
1200. Public is invited, no admission charge.

Jensen, who directed the suc-
cessful short fllm Eating Cake
(which is part of the Genesis II

Student Film package), was
approached after this effort by an
attorney and a shoe manufacturer
from Columbus, Ohio, who wished
to produce a film. The result,

three years later, is No Deposit.

Students will have an op-
portunity to catch this fihn 7:30

^pm«- Thursday, in Melnitz 1409.

Free.

— Bentley Drummer

ASUCLA tutoriarprbject 7
The UCLA Tutorial project, is presently providing volunteers to help

students m four elementary schools in the Venice area. The Project is a
student initiated, student sustained project which has been providing aid
to the Venice commi^ity schools. The purpose of the Project is "com-
mitment to the goal of educational reform ; alternatives in education and
to provide a meaningful and quality education for every child in today's
society: " — __^ _ _ c—____ :,_^

The Project is presently employing five programs at the St. ClemenFi
Elementary School, the Westminister Elementary School, the Anchorage
Elementory School and the Broadway ElemenUry School, all of which
are located in the Venice area. The programs are: elementary teaching
assistants,, one to one tutoring, the, open classroom program, ttie
Saturday program and the free schools program.
The Project is open to all regularly enrolled students who are interested

in helping. For iiformation come to the Project office at Kerckhoff 404 or
call ext. 52231. ,„

.—
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The Black Students' Union
.^-.

iltV >. ----- - Ethnic Film Series
''th '-r--. U \ '*. •^

r /
i'V

44
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presents

IN THE YEAR OF THE PIG"
A filmed documentation of U. S.

involvement in Vietnam with
interviews with every major political
figure associated with that tragedy.

M- ",

*•
"NIXON'S CHECKER'S SPEECH"

f-

y
'''

.'<
•y^'

.^yv

Nixon's melodramatic appeal in response
to charges of improper campaign funding
which almost got himdumped from the

1952 ticket.

Thursday, AprU 27, 1972

Moore Hall 100 No Admission $$$$
^..'p<'
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—''The Australian Outback/' by
Tom L. Mc Knight, professor of

Geography, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

Tickets are $4. , .

Thurs^lay, April 27 -

—"A jStudy on Guinier Preston

Zones in Aluminum-Zinc Alloys/'

byMasanori Murakami, post-

doctoral engineer, 2 pm, BoertJFf"

8500. . ^
—"Advanced Topics

APL/MO/' by William

Riverside, 7 pm, LS 2147. Tickets

are $4 and Si. 75 '(students).

—"Diane Wakoski/' poet in

residence, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, will read

from her own works, 8:30 pm,
Buenos Aires Room, Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center.

7:30-9:30 pm, Public Health 16-

071.

—"Introductory Sport Para-

ctiuting/' 5-8 pm, sign up in

Boelter 3809.

—"Poetry and ttie Short Story/'

for Non-native Speakers of

English, 6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131.

E.C.:

Wednesday, April 26
Politics:

in

Berquist,

scientific marketing represen-
tative. Scientific Marketing
Division, IBM, Los Angeles, 'If

am, Boelter 8500.

—"Studies in Non-Histone
Chromosomal ProteinS/" by^
Sarah Elgin, postdoctoral fellow,

Division of Biology, California

Institute of Techndlogy,
Pasadena, noon, LS 2142.

— "Personalizing and
Humanizing the Present and the

Future/' by J Ivan TabibianV
lecturer in psychiatry, and
associate professor of urban
planning. University of Southern
California, 1 pm. University
Extensfon G33. Tickets are $4.25.—" 'Jud Suess' and
'Strafkolonie' — Lion Feucht-
wanger und Franz Kafka/' (in

German) by Bert Nagel,
professor of German, UC Irvine, 3

pm, Bunche 3175.—"Periplasmic Sugar Binding
Proteins from E. Coli and Their

- Relations to Transport and
Chemotaxis/' jby Herman M.
Kalckar, professor,
AAassachusetts General Hospital,

Harvard AAedical School, Boston,
4 pm. CHS 33-105.
—"Archaen Basement of

Western Australia and Africa/' by
J. A. Halberg, Division of

-

Mineralogy, Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Perfh, Western
Australia, 4 pm, Geology 3656.

—"Some Variants of the Index
Theorem," by Lewis Coburn,
professor of mathematics,
Yeshiva University, New York
City, 4 pm, MS 4000.

—"Physics Looks at Solar
Energy," by Aden B. A/teinel,

professor of physics, Optical
Sciences Center, University of
Arizona, Tucson, 4 pm, Knudsen
1220B.

—"Evolution of Human Sexual
Behavior," by Bernard Campbell,
visiting professor of anthropology,
7 pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.50.
—"The Biological Aspects of Air

Pollution," by J. Brian Mudd,
professor of biochemistry, UC

^.^

—"The impact of Drugs on

Human Values and HHuman
Culture/' 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
—"Chang-Gi: Chinese Chess/'

7-10 pm. Chemistry 4016. * •

—"Backpacking/' 7 pm, Rolf^
3134.—"Cataclysmology/' 7: 30 9: 30

pm, Royce 264.

—"Astro-Yoga Astrological
Action Awareness," 8-10 pvn,

Bunche A 170.

-^"The System of Sheikh
Wahshi Dervishes (Sufi)/' 7:30

pm, Architecture 1243A. * /

—"Beginning Ballet," 6 pm.
University YMCA, 574 Hllgard.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of the Human

Mind Course," 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, BEP
Maturity and Systems," noon-2
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,
907 AAalcolm Ave., Los Angeles
(Behind URC).^
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm, Co-

op Center, 2021 Barrlngton Ave.,
Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Life
Vocations," 2 pm,^ Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals of Tropical
Astrology," 7: 30-9: 30 ^ pm, Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

—"Photo Communications/' 7-9

pm. Architecture 1224.—"Kilusan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-
vival," 7 pro, bunche 3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche
3157.

—"Study of Wagner's 'Der Ring
des Nibelungen,' " 7:30 pm, 4211
Arch Drive, North Hollywood.
—"Hand and Needle," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243B.

—"Intermediate Self-Hyp-
nosis," 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.—"Grotowskl's Method of Voice
and Body Training for Actors," 7^

10:30 pm, Bunche 2221 E.

—"Health Free University,"

—"UCLA Students for

McGovern," combination book,

poster, record and brownie sale,

all day, today. Bruin Walk and
Royce Quad.
—"UCLA Students for

McGovern," will have a rally at

noon, tomorrow, Janss Steps.

Guest speaker: Warren Beatty;

with "Rainbow" in rock concert.

—"Black Mesa Action Com-
mittee," 4 pm, tomorrow,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. .

Meetings:

Wednesday, April 26

—"Black Student Union," 1:30-

3:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2412,

3517, and 3564. - ' -

. —"Graduate Christian
Fellowship," 4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

r-."Mardr Ora$;''^^TT ^^^
Ackerman Union 2412.—"URA Budget Hearing," 4-

5:30 pm, "Kerckhoff 400

Thomas Harmon

DuaTconcert features

Harmon

/#j:-"English9s a 2nd Languaigey
5:30-7 pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Alpha Phi Omega," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.—"Mardi Gras," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412, 3517, AAen's
Lounge and Women's Lounge.
—"Kilusan," 7-10:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 3564.—''Brdige Club,'' 710 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Student Union,"? am-

5 pm, Ackerman Unjon Men's
Lounge.

--"Baptist Student Union," JO
am-llam, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Black Student Union," 11

am-12:30 pm, Ackerman Union
2408, 2412, and 3564.

— "Chinese Student
Association," ii ami pm,
Ackerman Union 3517. >

—"Experimental College
Board," 12-2 pm, Kerckhoff 400.—"ASSP," noon, Ackerman
Union Grand Ballroom.

(Continued on Page 18)

I Want What I Want &
Marry Me, Marry Me

Fri a. Sat Midnight Show :"TA«OgTS"»tHl"THASM- All S««t« SI

Dirty Harry &
Get Carter

FrI&SatMidnighrShow: "TABQETS" and "TRASH" All t>,-«. .;

HELP END AMERICA'S PART
r -:

;
IN THE

WAR
work with the

Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap

\--

We communicate the voices of Stu-

dents to the Community. Help mobilize
the Community to End the War, racism,
University cut bocks ~ whatever is im-
portant to You.

MMling: W«dt. April 26. 8:00
Ri<b«r Holl film room Movlm:
You Don't Havo to Buy War

Mail us this coupon or coll us

Compui Committoo to Bridge tK« God
Suit* 409A, 10921 Wilthiro Blvd.
Lot Angolot, Gililornia 90024
47M921

Ktoro't my nam*
and numbor
Coll mo and toll mo tnore about CCBG
A CaWi. non-profit tax wompt Corp.

BybovgDrew '

- -,rr-:,r — and Heidi Yorfcshirc ^^
DBSUff Writers

Thomas Harmon, University organist, wiU present an organ concert ontwo "vastly different instruments, possessing different followih© "m
both Schoenberg and Royce Hall auditoriums at 8:30pm today
The concert, ,to include baroque, romantic and contemporary works

wai takeplacemtwo separate locations because of the different soundi
and size of the two organs Harmon will play.

^
The presentation wiU begin in Schoenberg auditorium on the smaller

Hradetzky organ, where Harmon will perform baroque and cod-
temporary works by Alain, Bach, Buxtehude, de Grigny and Hindemith.

; .

"~" ^
If Intennlssion

^ At interm ission, the audience will move to Royce Hall to hear romantic
music, including Wider's Fifth Symphony, played on the Royce organ
which IS larger and more rtftnantic-sounding than the Schoenbenj in-

strument. _ «

-^^
,

Although the Royce Hall Auditorium is much larg^ than Schoenberg
Auditonum, Harmon said that advance ticket sales will not exceed the

capacity of the smaller auditorium. Once the Schoenberg auditorium is

full, reduced-price tickets will be avaUable to view the performance on a

closed-circuit monitor in Schoenberg 1325. Tickets will also be sold for the

Royce Hall Auditorium portion of the concert only.
The recently restored Royce Hall organ has undergone a four-year

refurbishing project, involving the disassembling of thousands of parts,

which was completed last year. It has been damaged twice by ear

thquakes, Harmon said — once in 1«33 when several hundred pipes

toppled, and in February, 1971, when 200 pipes were destroyed.

Damage
"One huge set of pipes fell into five other sets,** Harmon said, "and fte

organ was powdered with fallen plaster and several decades of dirt."

Harmon predicted that because of the amount of air pollution, the

Royce Hall organ should need overliaullng again in about ten years The

Schoenberg Hall organ, however, is mechanical and should last for over a

century. __
In reference to modem electronic organs and organ-like equipment,

such as the Moog synthesizer, Harmon emphasized that these in-

struments "are indeed new" and should be treated as instruments by

themselves and not as imitotions of the organ.
Harmon, a Fulbright scholar who has studied with Viennese organist

Anton Heiller. began to play piano at age six and organ at fourteen He
holds an MA from Stanford and a PhD from Washington University
Harmon plans a sabbatical a year from now to tour the United States and

Canada studying new organs and giving coocerte.

the man who satisfies SAM PECKINPAH
the choice of HAIIMARK

.ifci ^ . RICHARD GJLUS -
:^ headshop - TqNiGHnui

Color . 6:30 & 10:00 PJl . Chomi^l 52

Alwoyt IWm UnuMi^Pricwi Low

SUSIE SPECTtM ANTIobE JEWEUBrY
n984WilthiroBlvd. W.LA. EM-7922

PRE-LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY OR OaOBER
LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Io!!Ti°".*'^'"*'T***
•" •«"" <*•"« l«chnlquM u.«d UKC-duWy by Coltfornio ?'•

low ,fud.nt». Tooflht In Lo. Ang*!.. by proctklng lowy^rt. Co#. $75.

Course for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY IX Course for OaOBER

fnacL •l.c^^''**
OCTOBK 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC

TOBER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (213)656-8046.
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'Comfort and Joy'opens here

By Pam Stanley

^-DB Staff Reporter

They said the set couldn't be done," said Roger
Speakman, set designer of Comfort and Joy, "and we
did it!"

Comfort and Joy, a 3-act play being performed this

Thursday and Friday under the Master of Fine Arts
Program is a **Room 1330 Production" for director

Cyndi Turtledove. Cyndi is in her second year of the

MFA program and this will be the penultimate play

in a series of one play per quarter in the two year
^f^--program, .i-r-^rr-

One requirement of the play being performed
I under this program is that it must be an original play
and "Comfort and Joy" was recently finished by
^Bruce Boyer, a student and PhD candidate here.

Original script

Because it is an original script, here has been an
"evolving process getting to the final script", says
Cyndi. The cast have all worked with the author,
nvaking Cuts, changes and rewriting where
necessary. Along with working together on the script

and play, the seven-member cast has been working
to know each other in order to achieve a ''good cast
spirit" which Cyndi says they have acquired. ''The
most important thing is that everyone gets along in a
play," she says and even though the play is quite
conventional, the cast began working on it by doing
ensemble improvisational pcercises and theater
games. - . '^^: .• '- _
A situation comedy, "Comfort and Joy is the story

of a wealthy New England family who have a cabin
in Connecticut. The action takes place on Christmas

Day and Involves the daughter of the fsfmily who
brings home her fiance.

Set design
A rustic cabin rrom makes up the set and both

Speakman and light designer John Maucieri agree
the time spent on perfecting the staining of the
panels and the wooden beams and the placement of
other props was very worthwhile. "They were
doubtful about the set turning out," said Maucieri,
speaking of several professors who weren't sure if

the ideas on the set make-up could be carried out
effectively. Apparently they were, for both Cyndi and
stage manager Mike Cocherell seem quite satisfied
with the result.

_^_^ Casting '—- ^ "

The cast consists of six members of the Mandeville
family plus the butler. Dorothy Crawford, an MFA
actress, takes the part of the mother, Elvira Man-
deville. Barbara Goodhill, an MA actress, plays Amy
Howard, the Mandevilles' daughter who is married
to Bill Howard, played by Dave Wells, a junior.
Daughter Elizabeth Mandeville, played by MFA
actress Jorden Buck, brings home. Tim McKinley,
the boyfriend, portrayed by James Dean, a senior.
Married and the father of two, Douglas Campbell is

cast in the role of John Mandeville, father and
husband in the family. Randy Cook, a film actor,
takes the role of Punter, the butler.

The cast has been rehearsing the play for three and
a half weeks and their efforts will show at 4 pm
Thursday April 27 and at 4 pm and 8:30 pm Friday
April 28 in MacGowan 1330. Tickets are on sale for 25
cents.

-"•"•!% •

OB photo by Dave Citlowtlii

LIANG KAM UYEN — Northern Praying Mantis Kung Fu Master,
in the traditional uniform. Kung Fu is an ancient art of self-
defense, precursor of the modern-day form of karate. Class meets
1-3 pm, Wednesday, in Women's Gym 200. .

Trivial movie ajiswers

"THAI INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC' will, be per-
formed at noon, tomorrow, Itr Schoenberg Hall.
David Morton, left, will present the program and
comment on Thai mutic. The group will perform

OB photo by Joff Leuio

on both pi phat (percussion) and mahorl (stringed

instruments and percussion) ensembles. Concert
is sponsored by the music department and is free.

The Coffee House Concert Series
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday night

DONNA CURRY
lute — voice — guitar

Renaissance, folk & contemporary songs by English, French,

Italian, Spanish, German and American composers.

MONDAY, MAY 1 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES RM.

»old*^''^VpI!i"
*^^ <»^oll(ibl« ai th* door, from 7 PM on, fo UCLA shidontt only, with photo ID. Fr«« coffool No tickott

UCLA Studoni Commlttoo for tho Art« & ASUCLA Cultural A«olr» CommluJon

1. Will Cane: Frank MiUer;
Quaker; Hadleyville.

2. The Night of the Hunter.'*

3. Fredric March; Henry Fonda;
David Niven.

4. Soda jerk and banker.
5. "Public Enemy"; Mae
Clarke; Joan Leslie.

6. "The Misfits"; "The Prince
and the Showgirl";
"Something's Got to Give.'*

7. Tyrone Power; James
Stewart; Steve Allen. i

8. Cal TrasIt in "East of Eden,"
Jim Stark in "llebel without a
•Cause," Jeff Rink in "Giant."

9. Diane Varsi.

10. "Compulsion;" "Inherit the

Wind;" Orson Welles and
Spencer Tracy.

11. "The Greatest Show on
Earth." .

12. "Uve Me Tender," "Loving
You,^' "Jailhouse Rock,"
"King Creole." Debra Paget,

Lizabeth Scott and Dolores

Hart, Judy Tyler, Carolyn
Jones.

13. "Holiday Inn."

14. John Barrymore in "Grand
-Hotel."

15 Claire Trevor; Alex Cord.

16. They were all filmmakers.
17. William Bendix, Dan Dailey,

Anthony Perkina, Gary
Cooper, Ronald Reagan.

18. Dooley Wilson

19. She was a missionary. Robert
Morley.

COUPON
•

20. "High Society" and "You
Can't Run Away from It."

21. Anna Magnani; Joanne
Woodward; a snake skin
jacket. ^ ^

22 Lincoln; Jackson; Wilson.

23. "Swordfish."

24. Judy Garland; Anne Baxter;
Gloria Swanson; Judy
Garland. —

25. Brandon de Wilde in "Shane;

"

Judy Garland in "A SUr Is

Born." Robert Armstrong in

"King Kong." John Ireland in

"A Walk in the Sun."

Mother Nature's
Plant Boutique

INDOOR PLANTS

MOTHER'S
FOR

OAT'
BOTTLE PLANTS
TERRARIUMS

HAMOINO PLANTS
PLANT ClASSCS "BatiC Car*'

10% OFF with this ad
good till Mother's D«y1

1 0945 Venice Blvd.

Corner Greenfield at Venice Blvd.

Natural Vitamin E

200 Units -Bottle of 100

f M

Rag. $5.95

With this coupon $3,00

WESTWOOD DRUG
951 Wathvood Blvd.

477-2027

ASKTHE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT

V THE YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS

PROGRAM

(P
offering life insurance
witti premium financing

for interns and resident

physicians

full-time graduate students

full-time professional-

school students

LEONAID RUSEN STEIN

EKEEN MNIEI
1801 AVE OF THE STARS

CENTURY CITY 879-1911 ST-3 4600

THE EQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States.
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 113
Phen*: llS-IIll

Classified advtrtising ratts
IS words-St SO day, S constcutivt

insertions SS.OO
Payable in advanct

*^ DEADLINE 10:30a m.
No telephone orders *

,
THE Daily Bruin gives foil support to tlie

~TJniversity of California's policy on non-
discrtmination and therefore classified
advertising service vvill not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering fobs,—4«scr*mtnat«s on Uie bMis ^ r«c«^. c«loiv
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-
vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Off<ce I2S-
4491 , Westside Fair Housing 4730t49. r

^Help Wanted ... 8 ^ Services Offered . : . . f6
^Travel

y Campus Services .... 3

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff ]2^

82-5O61I

y Campus Happenings . . 2

"MARDI GRAS Fun House moving floors,
breathing walls, strobes, and a lot of the
unenpeeted." a 9Ri

NEED EXTRA DOUGH? .

, Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to S40. a montti
on our plasma program.

Phone: 471-00$ I bttwetn 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

EXCITING office in Beverly Hills. Recep-
tionist, typist, shorthand. Full or part-time.
CallGina, 278 0811 . (lA?**

FULL or Part-time help at the Piiia Palace,
Gayley A Weyburn. Apply after S4>.m. (I A

RECEPTIONIST/Typist West Los Angeles
Publishers require sharp gal with pleasant
telephone personality. Full time only. Mrs.
Beck, 826 8388. (I A 37)

4 MEN, 3 eves. Sat. S40 and up. Call 1-4 PM.
Mon& Wed only. 474-3008. (8 A 38)

TWO—specia l cliUdrao need special

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S2S. P.O. Box
18437, Denver, 80318. (UOTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

^ ilEFUSEO? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?

.J.0W.MQNTI1LX
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3H-233S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

HOUSE, La Pai Bolivia, 4/13 - 8/13/72, thr«#
georgous furnished bdrms with maid.
S)50/mo. SS9-2840, 343-41Sf.

y/Travel
.

(17 A 21)

DISCOUNT
. EuroB- ^ "

Afnca, Ori.n. '^^»*«^^'»raei.

AUTO Insvrance, lowest rates for students
or-employees. Robert Rhee, l3f-7270 or 870
»793pr45*i$44. XUQTR)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone, 374-9119. (UOTR)

babysitter, two afternoons a week, 13-5. 476-

1078 * (8A38)

M.S., PhD mathematics - help student
taking written M.S. in Math (Analysis A
Algebra). 344 South F St. Oxnard, Calif.
93030 (805) 487- 134tif|etX Price oj»en. XU

A

At Mardi Gras Le Chat Botte is Puss In
Boots and IS rated X. (3 A 38)

COCKTAIL waitress, part or full time. Bev
Hillsarea, 371 43S6. (8 A 26)

COUPLE, mature, child OK, manage 32 unit
apts by UCL»^ Maint. exp. nee. 473-0363, 9-11

AM (8 A 28)

WAITRESSES needed to begin im
mediately, night shifts only, must be ex-
-penenced. Apply in person. Tiny Naylors
Restaurant, 10901 Wilshire Blvd, WLA,
9O024, ( 8 A 26)

•Hf
SUPPORT your local AATP (Asian
American Tutona^Project) at the sign of ttie
Bamboo Arches.

i (2 A 38)

< you

SHARP people needia for management,
distribution, membership enrollment,

r '?..*.** jncome. Part full time/summer.
Call Mr. Kobriti, 461-8331. (8 A 28)

TERROR in the dark awaits you in the old
Sea Captain's House of Horrors at Mardi
G'^^i (3M1)

>/ personal . . . ... . . : . 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981
^^LP fSQTR )

HOT rocks that want to get them off - go to
the Hop'. Xhfr Fabulous Fifties! (5 A 38)

FiROO, Farah e mun aast firoo, muhabat e
munaast. (5 A 37)

SUMMER Jobs: national parks, camo
counselling, teach sw.mminj, move fur

Tli)'
*' '^''^ ***^ S<M-vices 475-9531. (8

EARN extra money and have fun in process.Become salesman for KLA Radio, selling
advertising time. 835 3731. (8A28)

JOBS for students, guys A gals employees
needed Work for the summer, and parttime lobs during next school year. Wages to
S40 per day for those qualified in outdoor
activities. Call, 473 4401. (8 Ml)

SABRA Jewish Young Adults Wine Tasting
party April 29 6526 Moore Dr. L.A. Social,
cultural, recreational events. Roberta, 834
2304, Sue, 824 1736, Steve, 826 8633. (5 A 38)

PART or fulMime. Men or women. Excellent
opportunity sell CCC membership. 385-
^^*^"

(8 A 26)

*3 92 PER Hour. Summer jobs moving
furniture, 475 9521, Services Unlimited. (8 A
Aw)

iON and Bobbi Happy Anniversary and
congratulations on your engagement. Love,
Sheldon and Ann. (5 A 36)

ACTIVE free 4roup encounter group has
serious sessions for fun and growth Alsowine parties and mountain hikes
Protessionally moderated Uear Westwood
478 7S88, 6 PM (5M3)

-ARTISTj Will pay good money to student
submitting accepted logo. Must deal with
printer. 273 07|8.

I

(8 A 36)

GARDENING and/or houseboy one day
weekly Transportation necessary. Sunset
and Coast highway. Experience, permanent,
references. 459 3066. (8M3)

PIZELE- I'm so glad you were born. You
make my life happy Happy Birthday,
Mark (5 A 36)

NEEDED Student for yard clean-up, haul-
away. 559 3880 after 6 PM. (8 A 26)

/ free .

COLLEGE Students, part time jobs
available now. Variety of work. Services
Unlimited, 475 9531. (8AJ«)

MOTHER'S helper
to beach. 541 2357.

live-in, 3 children, close
(8M2)

'v^ ' r.' "• FIVE puppies eight weeks old Need good
homes, care. Reembursement for shots
desired 473 7633 Micki, Diane (FR M 1)

SURGIC Air Office secretarial work - paM-
I',7/;^Tk "««'»»'« C»" Tina or Carol. 271-
2177 S2 SOhour. (8A28)

>f Enterfainmeni 6 Vlosfi Found
. 9

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine &
lood Fridays, Sat. entertainment. 3360
Westwood Bl. Tel.: 474-9311. (6M3)

MAMMOTH Condominium: Ski/vacation;
kitchen, fireplace, stereo, TV, pool, sauna
lacuiii, S5/night/weekly rates. 360 0146
'""'^

(6 A 38)

J '

HELPBUILDTHE FUTURE
THROUGH MED ITATIQN

WESAK FESTIVAL

A Community

Meditation Meeting

8:00 PM Ttiursday, April 27
Los Angeles Convention Center

Rm.2i4
' 1201 S. Figueroa St.

LOST Brown backed cameo pin Vic CHSSentimental value. Reward. E»^.nl
^**^

^__ (9M2)
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bat« h«ii.

b" vrn'- '^.r""* «"»•«* Un?quR;'*Bo?w'B^nicc, 90391
. Phone 391-0933. ( 10

Q

TR)

y/ForRenf /^

RENT TV HIFI S7.50 mo Plan
851 5550. 35c A DAY TV RENTAL.

931 1773,

(13 A 38)

COMPLETE Fither stereo system 3
speakers, turntable S29S New in boxes. 733-
**" (15 A 36)

GUITAR with personality,
rosewood finish, mellow sound,
beginners. S3S. Call 837 8895.

beautiful
Great for
(1SA37)

^Research Subjeds Needed

MOTHERS of 3 1/2 t« S 1/2 me eld infants
' V.^t

*'''''••****'"•'**•• •«•*§. UCLA Call, 655"' '^* (RtNA

*7, ?*''Z'*^f ^'*'*^ *•• *•••' *'M. 611 Gaylev
*12 7wks Asltots No papers . ( i $ a 28

)

PANASONIC stereo cassette tape recorderwith FM/AM & FM stereo, $120/offer, 825
1!!L£?!L (IS A 28)

GEMEfNHARDT flute, $140; two bicycles

if.'"^^ '••""'•»•<» redwo;d desk?bJJtoHer^Phone4790343
(15 A 28)

STEREO need bread, must sell my ndwequipment Please call 477-76M. (15 A JJ)

^Help Wanfed b ^^,

fJJiJf
«*» AM/FM stereo receiver, 3

\^*^r,^ •'•'»'^<» Changer. Must sell. $i98

____^^ (ISA 36)
»21 0307

8M.%7 ***'•*•'*' »»•"«-••• ••WPorary

^^ V *"" ^""' °'"y •" ••'^'» Unlimited
potentiial selling newest scented YUMYUM
douche Samples Best cemmissions. Great
product. Please call, 879 1225 for info. (8M2)

COLLEGE Girl Mother's helper, S90 week
Mornings only Car necessary . Live-«wt. Bel
Air. 472 9929 (IMI)

HAVE A GOOD STATION WAOONr BV
CALL 472 3349 FOR EXCITINO SUMMiT*

< IS QTR)
— 8840400

«iw

Marbor treeway southbound 51 st, 4/6/73
automobile accident, approximately mid!mght Urgent notify, Pearli* Lewis. 121 0459want copiev

^ j^
•

m?ie?r''om*^v?;7;'5,S*'t*;r:** l*^^" '^»
2n 641 9735 '

*" **•*'"' *» '"onth.

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily 474-
"5" (16 A 27)

AUTO and Motorcycle insurance for

781-5527, 873-S8IS. Eves. 783-3S09. ( 1« OTR

)

>

STOP MISSING IMPORTANIL
PHONE CALLS

BE SURE YOUR MAIL REMAINS
STRICTLY PRIVATE

_ -_ use our phone no. A address - '

FROM $5 PER MONTH . ]Phone, visitor Write': -- •

.*-»^-^®^^^'"-Y HILLS »

MAILA ANSWERING SERVICE
265 SO.^OBERTSON, BEVERLY HILLS

659 4210
(Mon Fri,9-5, SatSun, 10-2)

PHOTOGRAPHY encyclopedia. New 20volumes Full color save $100. Only $3$Oliver, 8743977. Message, 659-2802. ( 15 a 27)

ALTER ATlOliS expertly done. Fast, neat,
reasonable. Call evenings. Sue Allan. 474-
'*^' (16 A 26)

PART time/full time. Contacting local
merchants for new promotional program
No charge-to merchants. "Soft sell" only!
This IS a new program successfully proven
•n NY, N.J., Pa. Ideal for quick high in-
come. 938 3296, Ray Rusoff. (16 A 28)

3M0RE DAYS LEFT
Enrollrtient for Student Accident
A Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself 8, qualified
dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 8250611, ext.

y Travel. 17

(§

,S75

$179
pius land

u

• new YORK
JUNE 150NE WAY

• HAWAII *^7

JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE17 SEPTI
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Also Studantrail and EurailpastM. Car PurchaM
Inturanca, Guidabookt

student travel headquarters

mBL ais/exits
^Wm^^ ^^^^ Santa Monica BlvdW IMP LA 9(X)69

2748742
(1V> bih aa«t of Santa fionica/Dohanwl

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AND-" EURAILPASSES!

Any make, any modeL

Call 'Fred' (213) 783-8453
FOREMOST EURaCAR

unregimented program, 4 wKs. Europe 7

Exp. in Travelling, 9862411. (17 QTR)

• SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
• L.A./New York (1-way) $78

(May 31st 81, June ISth only)

L.A./London/L.A. %mLA /Brussels/L.A. $)4g
L.A./Tokyo/L.A. Uii'
L A /Tel Aviv/L.A. S508
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475 1033^^ ^726We$twood Blvd.

tl ANNUAL JIT FLlOitTS

UROM: r«OM)22t ROUNDTRIP
JAPAN: FROMtMf ROUNOTRIP

I

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
one' way mn0 rovno trip 8tu«Mt flifftiti:
Inexpensive student camping tourt
throu«hovt West and East Europa, includina
Russia. SOFA Afftnt for intarCuropMn
studant cliartar Niftits. Contact ISCA. t1M7
-«an V iconta aiv<„ S«Nf»#4ri.A, CaMf., 9M4»v

T_tl:(213) t3«.SMf, 92$^$$

W..sh.reB.vd..LA^',7.V7Uj;^<^.C

^•tN

EUROPE, S220S27S R.T., also Israel A
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall fliglits,
E.S.E.P., 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA t004|. «$l-
3311. ESEP UCLA members. (17QTR)

Mare
Surppe

Flights

!

"ow youhavtea choice.

Cities....

ROUND-TRIP
JUNE 14

SEPT 14

JUNE 17
AUG 17

JUNE 21
AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 26
SEPT 18

JUNE 28
J\UG 17

JULY 9

AUG 27

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 2

SEPT 6

LA/LONDON '

LONOON/LA

LA/FRANKFURT
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
AMSTERDAM/ LA

LA/LON/AMSf
LONDON/LA

$262.00
93 Days

$272.00
62 Days

$272.00
61 Diys

$272-. 00
89 Days

LA/AMSTERDAM $272.00
AMSTERDAM/LA 85 Days

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

$262.00
51 Days

$272.00
50 Days

LA/LONDON $272.00
AMSTERDAM/ LA 29 Days

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

$252.00
36 Days

AUG 9 LA/MADRID $272 00
SEPT 18 AMSTERDAM/LA 41 Days

AUG 30
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

OCT 2

SEPT 14

OCT 15

SEPT 17

OCT 18

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA

$242.00
28 Days

$239.00
28 Days

$239.00
32 Days

LA/LON/FRANK $247 00
FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

ONj.WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14

.JUNE 21

JUNE 26
JUNE 23
JULY 26

AUG 9

AUG 30
SEPT 6

SEPT 19

LA/LON/FRANK
LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
I ONOON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/FRANKFURT
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$148.00
$148.00
$148.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

IN ACCOROANct TO CAB PECULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD
REN AND PARENTS7—AIRL I NE S kkl
BRITANNIA. CALEDONIAN. SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER DCS JETS
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT
ORDINATORS IN CARE OF...

you knoiv ust
weVe....

AND
YOU
AND
CO-

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

!!!5?5W4 Vm«g# 90QS4
»»«iHoiT>iavofVTMKi5I

TELE: 478-8286

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight _^
operation

authorized and
approved i)y the
University of ^
California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON- LA

^P- Ret. Days Prjct
Fit.

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

It

14

15

17

18

6/18

4/21

6/22

6/26

6/25

6/27

6/28

6/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12'

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

9/6

.9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$262

$262

$27S

1262

$262

$275

$262

%'Ut

$262

$262

$262

$26?

$252

Available only to »r^,iifide members ol fh»

University of Californir including stodentv
faculty, staff, and tb :.r immediate lamilies

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in ttte same tiousettold.

charter (lights

uc a Kerchkhoff Halimo
Betwreen S a.m. i Sp.m

•2S 1221

EUROPE ttjis summer? Unregimented
programs 4 or • weeks. Experiments m
Traveling, tt6.24ll. (17 0TR)

TWA Campus Rep. available to help
' students, faculty, and staff with travel

needs. Discounts. Call James Robcrson, 474-

7072 or 413 1*00 ext. 273S. ( Mi)

Our lltti year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples

• toLONDON(RTbase) S144 00OW
London TEL AVIV IIS90OW
London ATHENS S66 30OW
London NAIROBI tl7200Oytf

Hundreds of departure dates and

destinations Request free travel mlo

SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 277 $200 or 87t

3111, f|7S Santa Monica Bl., Beverly
HilU. (I7A2«I

I Mi fli'^! a ^ ^ a aa*
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS TO India,

Kastimir & Nepal Trans Africa H'l"

America. Travel and camp off the beaten

track to some rattter interesting unexplored

areas in 4WD trucks. Write Richard Mass.

Box 140«, Bellingham, Wa. »M2$ for detailed

information. (17M

OVCRLAND Expedition India Leavin«

London June and July. S»3$ Brochure

Entour^er Overland, 23 Manor House Drive.

London NWC. (17A2I)

^ CARS IN EUROPE
RCNTORIUY

SPCCIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TCACHCRSA STUDENTS

"IHlBt CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILMSI

EUROCARS

EUROPE Flights. SO 69p»r}ur9i.
»'*5yJ,J;

-Lfo^Hn**
""**»*•"' y/f^^oring

fi
CANON 0L17 3Smm
automatic Itns. fi*» m«*» " —""mcamera,

meter.
7-;;;;;;;

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 27l-0fl2. •3*2401
424IOverland. Dept.A.

I.,,. ,V"^^ * Cam ping Tourt

i?*w***r*
«"<• iSfc STEurope

CONTACT sOFAAgontVCDEPT UCLA13IM Vowtura Blvd

'^^ ' ''-«lt3 or 714.U77

FRENCH for Travoftrs with •«P«'^'*2l!j
flench native teacher: Conversation*

method No Translation Call now, 47$

1t07 (liAW

ItNOLISH Imprevvment: pronunciation.

9r»mm»r. sonttnce structure, otnt^

problems (specialty foreign studentsr
E xpcrienced English teacher. 3f» OJM ( '• *

2«>

7* mi^^t^'*i^mm iwyi . '» " .- . J--.
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Movies are more
'j<

- -'-
--y%S'.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

res

Here we go again kids! We've been getting such favorable

sponses from our home-grown TV trivia quizzes that we
ent out and commissioned Jeff Donaldson to write one on
novies. Your hard-working campus editors stop at nothing

keep you li'l ol' readers happy. Answer each question in

our best Bette Davis voice (or whatever impression you

lo ) If you score less than 80%, go back to watching the late-

late show.

What character did Gary Cooper play in "High Noon?"
Who was the man coming to kill him? What was his

wife's religion? In what town dfd the movie take place?

3 Who played these travelers: Christopher Columbus?
Tom Joad? Phileas Fogg?

4 In "The Best Years of Our Lives," what did Dana An-
drews and Fredric March do before the war? ^

5 In what movie did James Cagney push a grapefruit in a
girl's face? Who was the girl? Who was his girl in
"Yankee Doodle Dandy?"

(i What was Marilyn Monroe^s last movie? In what movie
did she star with Laurence Olivier? What movie was she
making when she died**

than: test yourself
movies there was a character based on lawyer Qarence
Darrow. Who played these characters?

11 Name the only DeMille movie to win the Academy
Award for Best Picture of the Year.

12 Name the four movies in which Elvis sUrred before
entenng the Army. Who were his leading ladies'

13 The song ''White Christmas" came from what movie?
14 To whom did Garbo say **I want to be alone."?
15 Who was John Wayne's leading lady in "Stagecoach?"

Who played the Duke's role in the remake?-

"Ladies and gentlemen, this is Mrs. Norman Maine."?
Who said, "Oh no, it wasn't the planes. It was beauty
that killed the beast "? Who said, "Dear Frances, We
just blew a bridge and took a farmhouse. It was so easy

so terribly easy"? —

^

7 Who played Eddie Duchih? Glenn Miller? Benny
Goodman?

8 Name the three eliaracters played Ijy James Deahln his

starring movies?

Dorothy Malone was to Mia Farrow as Lana Turner was

16 What did these men have in common: Joel McCrea hi
"Sullivan's Travels," Kirk Douglas in "The Bad and the
Beautiful," Marcello Mastroianni in "8 1/2?"

17 Who played Babe Ruth, Dizzy Dean, Jimmy Plefkall,
Lou Gehrig, Grover Cleveland Alexander?
Who sang "AslTime Goes By" in "Casablanca?"
In "The African Queen," what did Katharine Hepburn
do before she met Bogart? Who played her brother?
Name the remake of "Philadelphia Story." Name the
remake of "It Happened One Night."

21 In "The Fugitive Kind," who played Udy? Who played
Carol? What unusual piece of clothing did Marlon
Brando wear?

22 What presidents did these actors play: Raymond
Massey? Charleton Heston? Alexander Knox? _ •

18

19

20

to

10 What movie was based on the Leopold-Loeb case? What
fyni M^J*^-?^-Onjhe_l^opes Monkey Trial?" In both

23 What is the password in "Horse Feathers?"
24 Who played Esther Blodgett? Eve Harrington? Norma

Desmond? Vicky Lester?
25 Who said, "Shane, come back, Shane!"? Who said,

DAILY
BRUIN
^luforing . :^Apfs Furnished • • » 2*-- ^For Sublease . . . ..,.. . 24 / Housing Needed ^^-^-38^ ^Aufos for Sale . :,^r, 33

\

FRENCH 1,2,3 tutoring. UCLA grad ,

French minor. $4 hr. f3t-8727, «-7:30 PM ( !
M 2)

E X Math professor With PhD will tutor math
,)t All levels for reasonable rates. Pttone, 829-
>'02 1)tA27r

GRE, LSAT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction
Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson
6S74390 ' (18 QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Posritivt results any
•warn. Easy conversational method (triat).
473 2492. (18 QTR)

?m5i iJffh^ *" S^^ Furn/patio/air cond.
10941 Strathmore Dr. 477-8853. (21 M 11)

WALK TO SCHOOL __
'Spacious Modern Apartments

Moderately Priced
Renting Office: 516 Landfair #1

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfair«14
540Glenrock#l1

SUBLET 6/18/31, S.M./Westwood. Luxury
one bdrm, unfurnished, $170. Eileen, days,
746 2788

, nights, 826 0295. ( 24 M 1

)

S150 JUNE 15 Sept. 15 or part. 3 large
rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. *S9-
0253 morns.

^
(24 M 8)

ONE bedroom furnished UCLA housing,'
sublet July Aug. $125 month. 398-5411
evenings. (24 A 27)

NEED 1 bdrm apt Sublet/rent June 15 Aug
15, Westwood 472 0310 after 6.30 PM (28 A
28)

SUMMER faculty of American Film In-
stitute needs 4 5 bedroom house for month of
July.876 3078 or Barbara Smith at 278
«''7 (28MU)

FOR Sale '64 Chevy impaU. poVver, A/C,
Mean Best offer, call 473 1772 after 5 PM or
A»eehcnds. (33M2)

'68 MUSTANG Fastback 289 standard shift,
lull power, air fantastic condition, Qngmal
awnor Must sell, $1250 476 4277, 826 8917. (33
A 27)

MALE Japanese student will do
housekeeping exchange rm/bd ne»r U(
Call 474 1022 eves. (28M2)

do light

UCLA.

»40Qienrock#)) yu t n ,

25 yRoom&Bpard

FRENCH: Exam pre|ur»tion, intensive
lanquaqe study, tran»Mtion, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. 828-
6366 mm
^hP^r\g J9

LOWEST rates, theses and dissertations.
IBM selectric. Fast, accurate, dependable.
Also editing. Mike. 477-4402. (19M )

BEACH apt. avail. May 15 to Jul 1$. Furn.
single Venice. $100 /month. Rick, 392-
^339. (21 A 26)

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heatod
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gaytcy. 473-

6412. (21 QTR)

SUBLET house, yard, trees, privacy. One
person. S100 per month. Begin June 1. 3*4-
''** '

. (25 A 28)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm 4
f« «««**/" Charming yard. Culde Sac.
$59,000 Sands Realtors, 476 6464. ( 25 QTR

)

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals,
walk school, po6l, tv, garage Reasonable.
400 S Bentley. 272 4736. (RBM))^

HERSMEY dorm contracts for sale. 1 men's,
824 19)5 Stan, 1 women's, 824-2272 Jody. (RB
An I

)

70 TRIUMPH Spitfire Cherry condihon.^M/FM 24.000 miles 51295 257 5688 after
*

(33 A 282,

'65 CHEV, Mahbu SS, P/S, A/C, radio, V8.
XInt cond , $85lO/offer. (NNN 300). Pr. pty,
«S14fStaffer 130 (33A2ir

'68 VW automatic. Excellent condition!
Radio, new tires and brakes. Low mileage.
$1095. 935 S3 after 5 (33 Ml)

J

'72 CORV CM, British Racing Green Alartn,
AM FM, rack. 13,000 mile$, 270 fip, 350 cu.
in , mint condition (805) 255 0385. (33 A 27)

WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, furn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr., 650 Landfair, 477-5479. (21 M 2)

EXPERIENCED typist
theses, dissertations, etc.
service. Call 390 2491.

term papers.
Accurate, fast

(19 A 27)

SMALL apartment for summer /longer. $110
including utilities. One block from Venice
beach. Quiet. 399-0390. (21 A 27)

PROF'S 3 bdrm & den furnished. June 23-
Sept. 1 $300/mo, less for dog care. 836-
'^^*

(25 A 28)

BEVERLY Glen Canyon. 2 bdrms, coiy,
private, S240. Available May 1. 10310
Seabury. Ellen, 271-9781. (25 Ml)

LOW rates /quality typing - poport,
dissertations, theses, books, etc. Free
editing Emergency Service. Call, 838-

*^^!_ ( 19 M 2)

•Apf5 Unforn.s/.ed .... 22
/"°"^e ^^ Sa/e ..... 26

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac
curate. Tom, 473-0031. (19 QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers.
manuscripts, etc. Experienced., Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. > (19 QTR)

LIVE at the beachi Marina del Rey penin-
sula. Entire second (top) floor in new
building. 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. All modern
conveniences $375. At 3004 Pacific Ave.
Phone: 821 4625. (22A27)

PACIFIC Palisades: View, s bedrooms,
study, 2 baths, $68,000. Call 454-4420 eves.,
weekends. (24 Ml)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school Alice, 397 3304. (19 QTR)

m^I.^.' 7*V**' <"»»«rtatio«s, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Eiporienced. Coll

'"•
(IfQTR)

TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typin*
Accurate, rapid service. 7801074 neftT*
EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
"ptters, resumes, statistical. Guaronteed
results Eves after 5:30,weekends. Sharon,
t.38S687. (19 QTR)

1 BDRM unfurnished, carpets,'stove, walk to
campus, $140. 106S4 1/2 Wilshire - open }il

^"^l _ (22 A 28)

>/Aph fo Share 23
ROOMMATE wanted to share apt. w/3 guys
S52/mo A 1/4 util. Right on place w/pool. 478-
"'•^ (23 M 2)

ORlENTALContemporary - unique atrium
entry leads you fo unusual 3 bdrm, family
room & study. 2 baths, fabulous view. One

"•ere. Encino, $57,900. 783-5131. (24 A 28)

CLOSE in Encino! 3 plus 1 1/2. Dining /or
family room. Air. Newly decorated. Covered
Lanai. Many extras. Walk to park, tennis,
golf

.
$32,900. 881 5590. (24M1)—»———

—

— —^^—————^^^—^^_
4 ARTY Funky, 3-tfdrm houses for sale or
lease. Fireplace, patio. SM beach. Designed
by iamous architect. 2 houses and garage
apt , 550,000 each Also 6 bdrm house and lot,
543,500 140 2 Hollister. 399 7382 (26M 1)

DORM contracts for sale. $244 Springquarter Dorm your choice. Call 824-1441
message, 825 5451 (Edgerley) (R8A27)

$85 /month. 1/2 block from campus. 500Landfair 477 7421, call Herrief . PleaVe leavename, number. (RBA27)

WOMEN Summer and /or Fall housing
Reasonable, super convenient to camous
For info, call 474-3371. (RBMl)

^!Z^^^^^^ (RBM2)

/ Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
ROOM/Board 1/2 block from University inexchange for light housekeeimg. Mus IH^I ,animals 474 6879. ] -* ' % A 28? f

ROOM and board in exchange for sittinaBeginning Fall '72 Walking distance ?ocampus 475 5931 ^ ^ /iV, a ,1?

PORSCHE. 'S7', New rear end, trans..
Rebuilt eng $1800/best offer. Call B/4 4p.m.«,, "-"

(33/.931 4790 ^

DESPERATE am leaving this world. 1968
Opel Kadett Rallye.$895 784 3443. (33 Ml)

'64 VW, rebuilt en*gine, sacrifice. Sale. 474-

0647,399 8492 (33M2)

I:

'70 VW camper, new clutch, tires, rebuilt
eng., original owner. Blue t>ook. 472-4079
eves. (33M2)

'44 CHEVY Malibu, air cond., pwr. steering,
radio. Clean. 4 cyl. Economy. $450. Call, 824-

1374 (33M2)—

>

.'

'41 CHEVY truck /cab over camper • new
tires, brakes, engine |ob camper fully
equipped. $1500. 837 4875 evenings A
weekends, (33M2)

'45 DART cheap wheels, PB, R/H, xlnt.i

me.ch. 473 4442, $350 CoH mornings,'
evenings. (33 A 27)

'67 VW Karmann Ghia hardtop, excellent
condition, radial tires, original owner Best
offer 479 4744 (33 M 2)

$62.50 TWO bdrm studio
Utilities. Call 478 5144
Wilshire/Westwood.

w/3
after 5.

(23 A 28)

pler^ IK
."•"' «"••*>»• «rads Term

8 6 7472
^"•^•'•^•- '<«'»<V' 472-4143, Kav,

-LlH. (19 QTR)

t^he.M
**«•"*• »VP"»g Term papers,

B^ h \\^"**'*"» ^«»'»*''9 Weekdays, 9-
* B^.e, 828 2365. Mae, 394 5 182. (19ATR

'^b'So^n^^:!*"'*'''" " vpewriter (carbon

P'e-^cJalMeYM.'f"**' •««•'•• work.

I*»es ojr^.r"' »<'«"»'»'C,%?J. Moderate-—— '^'^ n9 A 24)

^ ,

'"*'^' ***-9*ia»M«« (19 A 24)

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singlei, S45, Kitchen, sun decks.
pool, gorage, 4734412. (23QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.
Room Mate Finders, 3288 Westwood,
475- 86)1,fee$15. (43M2)

GROOVY pleasant spacious warm
surroundings Optimum studying facilities.
Utmost possessions security. Very possibly
your thing. Ideal for one or two girls,
S65/mo Near Westwood. Don't sheepishly
wonder. Investigate' J4ck, 478-7588,

6

^^ ( A24)

^
BY owner: Mbdern, ^pacTous, 3-bdrm.
Lovely yard, room lor expansion. Man-
deville Canyon, 17 mm to UCLA. $54,500
Tel. 476 0406. (26 A 28)

yRoom for Rent 31

'70 VW Camper,
after 4, 652 8019

very good condition Call
(33 A 27)

COMFORTABLE bdrm/bath, separate
from house close fo campus. Responsible
student S95/mo. 472 2580 (31 A 28)

y/ House for Sale . 26

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm. 4
conv den. Quiet Culde Sac. $43,500 Sands
Realtors, 476 6464 (26 QTR)

PEMALE share
veniently located.
2037,837 1495.

w/3. Large apt, con-
Own bdrhi, $92.50. 473-

(23A27)

"^Wanted....

GIRL grad, i bdrnt. apt. in Santa Monica
near beach with same. $85. 824-4554, 451-
7031 (23 A 34)

20

OR*" nS?^ £il*l '^O* CARS.. RUNNING
AWA?r39,^«J.^.J/,J300. FREE^^T^OW.

-*>^d'eo?a5;'3;7o*,V'""*'*^ '^ "••«• »^-»•pe.jf 1.0570.
(20 A 24)

FURNISHED, super-close to campus
inquire at 555 Gayley Ave , call 479-9914. Ask
tor Steve Peters.

, (23 A 28)

JUNE $70 /month. Friendly girls (at least
21). Beautiful 3 bedroom 'singles' apt, Pool,
sauna. 824 2248. (23M1)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm, 2-bath apt., fur-
nished, pool, lacutii, Westwood. $157.20
each 473 0620 (23 Ml)

TRANSFER Forces Sale .... Lovely-home,
country atmosphere 2 bedroom, modern-
guesthouse /extra bath. Yard/fish-pond,
trees $34,500 Wynn ...477 7001. (26 A 27)

IDEAL professors' By owner Newly
decorated, bright corner 3 bedroom, 2 baths.
Mv>qniftcent view Hillcrest Golf Course.
Separ.tte panneted study $46,500. 1478 South
Roxbury Or 55) TS87 (26 A 24)

^House to Sfiare. 27

S75 QUIET girl. Bel Air mountaintop.
Private entrance Pool, share bath, break-
fast privileges, smogless 783 0148. ( 31 M 2)

}/Autos for Sale . , . . , .33
'70 VW snoo rebuilt. '44 VW $550 After 3,
397 2254 (33 A 24)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UCLA Students! 5*, off Peugeot,
Motobecane, Cenfunon, other fine makes
Expert repairs Lee's Cyclorama, Schwinn
Authonied dealer 3639 S Robertson Blvd 3
biks N Santa Monica Fwy 839 4444. (35 M 4)

A-1

FREE LOANCARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER*

A 1 AUTOSERVICe
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G M Plant
Call394 7075 24 Hours

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd from 577 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 47$ 3)70 ()S

Cycles, Scooters

ror ^oio«.«.,»«,„,„<»„„ i$Q

M

'70 NORTON 750 Commando. 5400 mi, racing
tuned, excellent condition $850 or offer 274-
"^' (33 A 28) 6

BEACH front, very spacious 4-betfrm,
fireplace $104 25 plus utilities. First andlast
month's rent. 392 3524. (27 A

FEMALE student, one child ok - Share
beautiful old home with family near beach.
•21313S. (27 A 24)

'41 JEEP Willys good mechanical condition.
Five Michelinradials. $1000. 454-1584. (33 A
27)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd 828 7489. (33 QTR)

'67 HONDA 450 Excellent cond, new tires,
carbs A other extras 820 1178. (34 A 28)

70 HONDA CT 90 Trail and street^e~Cie^
machine. I know. Call 397-7454. (34 A 20)

71 HONDA CB 450. Red, excellent cond.
only S775 Call Gene, 479.4$11 ext. 1145 or 791-
'^**»^g*

(34 A 28)

^Apts Furnished 2/ VFor Sublease 24

'^'»n*« $iV5 J^'
«• •«• bdrm apts in Santo

<'i»v«tor ^«^- "^ '^•"•' »«W«»T»*»««n garaoo,

•"os^s^rom'SJifi' *»• •»» «'^»*»' »»"'

;;^Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

•»'»1?^^pS?i' S mK*^* ' I**""*' •«««»•. 1 1/1
'H.l9ar7;'<Ji*''';i«*'«P"» 10824 Lindbroofc

*"**•*•
(21 OTR)

$85 month, including utilities Furnished
single. West L.A. Sublet June 13 September
15.473 029$. (24 A 24)

FOR iumm^r. sublet 4 weeks, furn. house.
S275 S23 6901 (24 A 38)! I.I ,|.„p^, ! H.^—^^^,—^i^^MH^,^^.—

.

SUMMER at Stanford, i bedrm Varnished
apt summer sublet Palo Alto Pool,' $i$o,
/ma (415)941 0586 (24M1)

—

'-- —
ONE bedroom, furnished, appliances ft

utensils included. 7/1/72 through 12/31/72.
$225 /month. 474 5804 (34 Ml)

•^-^l***^ '•**'•''" »•"»• • •»••«»«. next
parl«<^ Own room, ufil/incl. $90/nf>o. Eves
396 7718. days, (Barbara) 825-7401.

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom, furnished. $100
month, own room, 10 min. comptis, yard
Cathy, Ellen 393-aS2. (27 M 2)

NEED male own bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen. $lCd monthly plus utilities
After 5 PM, 279 1840. (27 M 2)

VENICE beach Furnished private l>tfrm in
spacious mixed house. Kitchen-garden. $90
includes utilities 392 1679 (27 M 2)

•71 VW Bug Excellent condition. $1800 /best
offer 479 1251 evenings (33 A??'*.

68 ALFA Duetto, $11S0. Blue convertible
enioy beautiful Spring in a beautiful car I 273-
O^M (33 A 28)

MUST sell 1947 VW camper Good condition.
Fully equipped Call anytime. 4IS SS47. (33 M
3)

1970 HONDA CB175, Less than 5000 miles,
rACk, perfect condition $375, 477 8393. ( 34 A

FOR Sale. 1944 Opel Sport Coupe Kadett.
Clean, $450 (wholesale bluebook). 835 4950,
454 0730. (33M2i

VW Camper Immaculate, pop-up top, new
car warranty still effective. $2100 474
**"

, (33M2)

'48 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Runs, but noods

1180,4 PM. --^ (J4MU^-
YAMAHA 100 $135 Low 7 ToV mii*« b.
cclient condition. Ore.rbu';'^rrO.Vs:
1212974, evenings, 473 8174. (34M2)

r !^SliPr ?
." 350 Excellent con<lition (l«mi) $700. Call 398 901$. (34A37)

,7/ V^H^I** '"• "•"*•••»» rebuilt; must
Vll *?«•

Excellent cond
, call JT/J. Oo^al,

• 36 6177 (14M2)

T
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Bi-cefitenniallangiiage

incentive prograiii starts
By Rufus Baker *

^
DB Staff Writer

**BLIP can provide a tasteful, meaningful way to parti
nation's 200th virthday

,

" according to Harry Jay Katz, execut'^^^ ^ ^
of the Bicentennial Language Incentive Program (BLIP)

^^^^^
"The need for bi-lingualism will become critical within th

years," Katz said. "The nation-wide Bi-centennial program
"*^^^

winter and summer Olympics in Denver and Montreal also
^ ^

major events which will draw hundreds of thousands of i

1" *^^' *'*

visitors. We must somehow erase the 'Udv AmAn^...' :_ "lernativisitors. We must somehow erase the 'Ugly American' imac
'^^^

that Americans can be both gracious hosts arid
^^^'^^'^»^'*

travellers." ^erstandiog

BLIP is a program designed to make many thousand of Ama^
ngual by 1976. The pilot phase of the program has been ftmnS^ '^•

$67,000 grant from the New Jersey Department of Educat on F
^ *

lingual by 1976. The pilot phase of the Program has l)^;i'f"nrt2^'^-
he New Jersey Department of Educatirm r 5 *

federal funding is forthcoming, Katz said.

I. * 4 t T

THAT'S FUNNY -^ vyOU DON'T LOOK
SHREWISH — "The Taming of Shrew", starring

Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burion will

shown ^t 11 am Saturday at the Monica I & II

Theaters, 1332 2nd St., Santa Monica, as part of the
William Shakespeare Film Festival. Sponsored by
the Undergraduate English Association.

The program will begin this September by giving students
ticipating high schools throughout the country the opportunity ? f^'
special conversation studies in any one of the nine princinal
languages (French, Spanish, Italian, German, Russian HebWlT'^
tugese, Chinese, and Japanese). Students will be paid' DossiWv t^'
session, and after three years of study, will be given a freevisiM l*
country whose language they are learning. **

In 1976, Katz said, '*BLIP students will be guaranteed emnlovm^
throught the United States as aides for foreign visitors seekT
formation on hotels, directions to historical sites, descriDtion« "Ji
American iandmarks, or help in restaurants and hotels "

Many firms, including Hertz, Avis, Air France, and others hiv
already agreed to provide six months' employment for BLIP PMrinof
and other BLIP volunteers.

sraauates,

The high school aspect of BLIP is only one parToTthe whole dtoU^^
program. **As we approach implementation, we wiU want ready accas

5 (ConthiuedonPageU)
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CrosswifOtd By Eugene Sheffer j Wlldt S OH;
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ACROSS
1. Mata Hari
4. Sedate

_ 9. Female
animal

12. An
enzyme

13. Old hag
14. Person-

ality

15. Scorned
17. Harden
18. Beverage
19. Hawaiian

ballad
21. Mr. Lawes
24. Longs
27. French

island
28. Holy ones

(abbr.)
30. Choral

composi-
tion

31. Buddhist
priest

33. Cebine
monkey

35. Hindu
deity

36. Set in

surround-
ing matter

38. New and
Nonoffl-

cial

Rehiedies
(abbr.)

40. Insect egg
4L Grief
43. A snarl
45. First-class

46. Large
bird

47. Massachu-
setts cape

49. Neil Arm-
strong

54. Color
55. Early

years
56. :^yrath

57. Asian .

festival

58. Obliterate
59. Stannum

f-_.»'i-. •

DOWN
1. Woeful

2. Greek
letter

3. An
affirm-

ative
4. Fish

laminae

5. Ascer-
tains

one's

bearihgs
6. Japanese

'^. -festival

7. Foe
8. Ransom
9. Abandon

ing
10. Time

life

Average time of kolaUon: 26 min.

IH
M
B

SHQti_S[i[i(nB[iBS
lO K A L lr\IorTl

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

. ll,Witty^
.

saying
16. Member

of the
family

20. Asian
country

21. Artifices
22. F])ran-

ciscan
mission

23. Famous
painter

25. Author
Shute

26. Declare
29. PoUsh

river
S2.Air:

comb.
form

34. HospiUl
residents

37. Give
39. Branched
42. Pied

Piper's
river

44. Domestic
pigeon

47. Skffl
4o* Bom
5%. Beverage
51. River

island
52. Swiss

canton
53. Denary

Tickets:
Campus and PubMc —^
—"Roberta Flack/' 8:» pm,

AAay 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Central Ticket Office,
650 Westwood Plaza, at S5.50, $4.50
and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for
students with picture ID.

—"Student Films/' 8:30 pm.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $2 (general) and $1.25
(students).

-"Sleight of Hand/' a Theater
Arts production, 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Friday, Saturday and
May 3, 4, 5 and 6, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, MacGowan Hall.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"Thomas Harmon,"
University organist, 8:30 pm,
today, Schoenberg Hail
Auditorium and Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwdbd Plaza.—'^ew Musics by Larry Austin
and Paul Chihara/' with viollst
Walter Trampler, and percussion
virtuoso Kenneth Watson, 8 pm,
Friday, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium.

-"Comfort and Joy/' a full
length play centering on Christ-
mas day in a New England
family, and what happens when a
daughter brings home her fiance,
4 pm, tomorrow, and 4 and 8:30
pm, Friday, MacGowan 1330.

Concerts:
—"Thai Instrumental MusIC/"

noon, tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Traditional music
will be performed with the pi phat
(percussion) and mahorl (string
and percussion) ensembles.
—"Music and Dance of Africa/'

noon, Friday, Schoenberg Hall
Quadrangle. Free.

Crosby, W.C FleldSV X«tr
Calloway, Kate Smith, Bob Hope,
Jack Benny, Walter WJnchell,
George Burns, and Grade Allen,
showing at 5 pm, today and
tomorrow, AAelnitz 1409. All films
are free; but their titles cannot be
released due to contract
arrangements.
—"The 5,000 Fingers of Dr, I^'_

1:30 pm, AAelnitz 1409. Free.
—"Cyrano De Bergerac/' 1:30

pm, AAelnitz 1409. Free.
—"No Deposit, No Return/'

7:30 pm, Melnitz 1409. Free.

- I

..'..1:

Films:

,

—"Films About Radio," a
series of films produced during
he heyday of network radio,
featuring such stars as Bing

Wednesday, April 26
—"Dynamic Analysis of

Pancreatic Insulin Secretion/' by
Richard Bergman, instructor in
bloenglneering. University of
Southern California, noon, CHS 23-
105.

—"Discriminating Bttwetn
Models of the Axon A^mbrane,"
by Rosalie Hoyt, profesMr of
physics, Bryn Mawr College,
Pennsylvania, noon, CHS 53-105.
—"Two Models for Classifying

Time-Dependtnt Observations/'
by A.A. Afifl, associate professor
ofbiostatlstlcsand
blomathematlcs, 3 pm, CHS AV-
139. %
—"The Influence of the Vienest

Volkskomodie on Haydn and
Mozart," by Eva Badura-Skoda,
professor of musicology.
University of Wisconsin, AAadlson,
3 pm, Schoenberg 1200.

-"The Vibration of a Rigid
Bk>ck Wekled on an Elastic Half
Space," by R. Burrdlge, associate
professor, Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, New
York University, New York City, 3
pm, Boelter 5264.

"""^•cts of Intraventribular
ACTH on Sex Hormone Secretion
and Sexual Behavior," by Charles
K. Haun, associate professor of
anatomy, University of Southern
California, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.
-"Genetics of Lipopolysac-

charide and Virulence in
Salmonella," by Bruce Stocker,
professor of microbiology,
Stanford University, California, 4
pm, CHS 43 105.

^-"Alternatives for Formal
Education," by Roland Paulson,

praWi^or of the School of

Education of the University of

Pittsburgh, 3 pm, Bunche 3211.

Sponsored by Latin-American
Center. Free admission; refresh-

ments served.

—"War as a Way of Life in

Classical Antiquityi»" by ^ric A.

Havelock, Sterling professor,

emeritus, Yale University, 4 pm,

Bunche 1209B.

—"Theory of the Magneto *

Surface Plasmons in Semicon- .

doctors," by Richard F. Wallis,

physics department, UC Irvine, 4 1

pm, Knudsen 1200. Coffee at 3:45

pm, Knudsen 1240.

—"The Relationship Between

Awareness and Love," by Paul

Weinpahl, author of works on Zen

Buddhism and leading figure in

philosophy of awareness, 7 pnr), in

Dickson Art Center 2160. Tickets

are $4.75 and $2 (students).

—"Epidemiology of Spina

Bifida and Anancephaiy," by

trvin Emanuel, assoclaf*

professor of epidemiology, School

ol Public Health, University of

Washington, Seattle, 8 pm, CHS

23-105... ,

—"Social Background of tht

Masked Dancers in Barotseland,"

(illustrated) by AAax Giuckman,

professor of social anthropology*

University of Manchester,

England, 4 pm, Bunche 1209B.

—"Mariner f — Results of tin

Radio Occultation AAeasuremairfi

of the Atmosphere of Mars," by

Arvydas J. Kliore, member of

technical staff. Tracking and

Orbiting Determination Section,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4 pnfi/

MS 5200.

—"Reproductive Processes Hi»

Urge, Slow Octopus," by Arthur

Martin, professor of zoology^

University of Washington, Seattle-

4 pm, LS 2142.

—"Songs for Today/' by

AAalvlna Reynolds, song writer

known as "The Muse of Parker

Street," 7 pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets

are $4.25 and $2 (students).

—"Participation In the Horse

Show and Recent Populations'

by Lamar KnIII, department w

biological sciences, California

State Polytechnic College

Pomona, 7 pm, LS 2147. Tlcktts

are $3.50 and $1.75 (students).

(Continued on Page ?•>
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Students join Raniona strikers

Thursday, Affiril*27, 1972 j

C ATTRACTION" — Chuang Tsetung, leader of the 2t.member
Chinese table tennis delegation, met several of Disneyland's permanent

I

residents yesterday when they toured ihe "magic Icingdom." The
[delegation is now in San Francisco. ,]

hinese table tennis -
earn tours Disneyland

By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

The table tennis team of the People's Republic of China ended its three-
Iday Los Angeles stay yesterday by meeting one of America's most
honored and respected citizens — Mickey Mouse.
The team, accompanied by other members of the official (Chinese

[delegation, U.S. table tennis players, security men and swarms of
curious bystanders, spent five hours yesterday touring Disneyland's
"rjiagic kingdom.''

In the course of the day they rode rides which spun, floated, crashed,
talked and sang. They were attacked by ghosts, wild animals, wild In-

dians, wild journalists and wild tourists.
"^"'

" Bobsleds
They saw "America the Beautiful" in 360 degree "circle-vision" and

walked with life-size Disney cartoon characters in 80 degree weather, but
when it was all over, their favorite attraction was that old standby — the
Matterhorn bobsleds^ .^ , ,

throughoufthelrooniing rides, smiles on some Chinese faces ^med
to be more d\kio politeness than enjoyment. Only during brief moments
such as whet} an English-speaking delegation member pointed out vent

holes in a Witinie the Pooh costume and called it an "air conditioned
tacility' — did the atinosphere completely relax.
Lou Ta-p'eng, an interpreter, best expressed the delegation's mood

when asked if the "Haunted Mansion" was frightening. "No," he said,
'hat is only for little children, you know."

Pile-up
The Chinese became more lively on the "Autopta," especially when

car;el.ess driving resulted in a seven-car Sino-American pile-up on one
secluded stretch of road.
The first sign of unanimous, genuine enjoyment, however, came when

the bobsleds carrying the Chinese descended from the Matterhom
carrying laughing, screaming passei^ers. Moat of them, including
delegation leader Chuang Tse-tung, one of the workl's foremost toble
tennis players, insisted on riding the bobsleds a second time.
during the final attraction of the day, a toemc film tour ot the United

States, the Chinese players proudly identified landmarks they saw during
their two^week U.S. tour. When a view of San Francisco, where the
delegation is now. flashed on the screen, they broke into applause.

ProleeU
Most regular Disneyland patrons were polite to the vl8itor8,«but there

were exceptions. One lady, informed that her family couW not enter a
nde until the delegation had finished, angrily told her chiklren they would
have to wait "because the chinks are here." And as the delegaUon
members boarded helicopters to take them to International Airport, a
lone picket carried sandwich boards reading "Commie swine go home"
and "Better dead than red."
Hollowing the ,tc|tr, Chuang made a flnal statement to the preas.

» hanking the Anfierican people for their hoapitolity, he said, "We came
here with the friendship of the Chinese people; we leave with the friend-
•>hip and understanding of the American people. Long live the friendship
fJetween the Chinese and American people."

UC-TV-LA to present marijuana panel
IVIarljuana >- Killer Drug or Harmless Weed?** will be the

Mibjecl of today's UC-TV-LA broadcast at noon.
Featured In the program will be a panel coosisting of George

Tillman, lawyer for the California Marijuana InHlative; film-
•"aker Dan Daltoti, who will show his film "The Fast Draw," a
tomic parody of marijuana smoking: Jesse Pratt, former addict
•Old now director of the RehabiliUtion House in Venice, and U. Lee
'*wis of the Pasadena narcotics squad.
Monitors will be located at the Gypsy Wagon, Royce Quad, the

^< korman Union Men's l^ounge, the Coop and the NPI auditorium.

PoUce arrestpbketers
By Todd Carter

and Heidi Yorkshire
DB Staff Writers

Students here have joined the picket lines at
Ramona Foods in Gardena in support of the
Teamsters' Union strike there, according to Bob
Kneisel of the Ramona Strike Support Committee.
During picketing at the factory yesterday, three

members of the Echo Park Food Cooperative were
arrested by Gardena police on penal code violations.
They were a part of the group of students and others
who have joined the striking workers at Ramona
Foods. ;.r^r„-,_ r^^: '-^^=™=_

v Although police would not reveal specific
violations, the arrests probably resulted from a court
restraining order, obtained by the Ramona Foods
management, which limits the number and
movement of picketers, Kneisel said. ^

Restraining order
"They are not complying with the restraining

order. There are a lot of people out there I do not feel
belong here," Carlos A Torres, president of Ramona
Foods, said in reference to strike supporters and
students.

"Many of them are bad-mouthed, yelling ob-
scenities at the building. 1 understand there are a lot

pf UCLA students out there too. I think they show a
lack of education," Torres said.'

The Ramona Strike Support Committee has
charged that the restraining order is illegal, but,
according to Paul Prasow, associate director of the
Institute of Industrial Relations here, limiting in-

junctions are "perfectly legal."

**In general, it's not unusual for the management
• of a company to limit the number of pkketers, tlieir

movements and distance from the factory," Prasow
said.

Beside the restraining order, complaints against
the management of Ramona Foods include charges
that illegal aliens have been hired to replace striking
workers and that United SUtes immigration
authorities have not acted against tlie company.

_ "Mrs. Ramona Banuek)s (owner of Ramona Foods
and Treasurer of the United SUtes) must have some
awful terrific cknit in Washington, because the
Department of Immigration hasn't done anything
about the illegal aliens," Nick Nardi, spokesman for
the Teamsters' Union Local 630, said.

Information
Immigration Department officials said ttiey have

received information about illegal aliens at Ramona
Foods, but have not acted "strictly because of a
manpower shortage."

"We've been to Mrs. Banuekw' place many
times," L. H. Dahlin, Immigration £>epariment
supervisory investigator, said. "But we deny that we
haven't acted because of her position in

Washington," she added.

Union officials described negotiations as being "at
a standstill, " while Torres called them "close to
settlement."

Student involvement with the Ramona Foods
strike began when the University was asked to stop
buying Ramona burritos for ASUCLA vending
machines. The University has since stopped tHiying
from Ramona Foods.

Assemblycommittee passes
proposa I proli Ibiting tuition

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Assemblyman Ken Meade (D —
Oakland) authored the proposal.

Assembly Constitutional
Amendment 56 (ACA 56), with the

support of the UC Student Lobby.
The amendment would prohibit

charging residents of California

any tuition or other fee for in-

struction or building maintenance
purposes at the University and at

the state and community colleges.

Only the University presently

charges tuition ($100 per quarter).

If the Legislature approves the

amendment, it will be submitted

to the voters on the November
ballot. However, according to

Student Lobby representatives,

the proposal faces its toughest test

when it goes before the Assem-
bly's Constitutional Amendment
Committee. "It's chances are up
ih the air," Fred Kaplan of the

Lobby, said.

Meade, in arguing for Ihe bilU

pointed out that while University

revenue from tuition amounts to

about $30 million annually, the

total University budget is over $1

billion. He said, "The total

amount raised by tuition will

operate the University for about

two days a year. It is false

economy to have tuition charges

so high as to prevent our citizens

from continuing their education

as far as their abilities will carry

them"
He also said approximately

1,800 students failed to return to

school this year due to financial

considerations.

Tuition was approved by the UC
Board of Regents in February,

1970 and instituted last year at $.50

per quarter and then raised to $100

this year. A constitutiortal

amendment, however, would be
binding on the Board.

The Assembly's education
committee also approved a bill by
Meade, Assembly Bill 337 (AB
337), which would allow a wife, for

the purposes of paying admission
fees, tuition or any other
education fee, to establish her
residence irrespective of that of

her husband.

AB 337 has already received
approval in the State Senate and
now must go before the Assembly.
Fees for out-of-state students at

the University are now $500 per
quarier, and, according to Meade,
**can discourage a married
woman from finishing her
education. This legislation

provides relief for those who are
being penalized simply because of

their sex."

ERdorsemeii Procedure
FoHowinf arc Hi* |Mroccdur«s tor tntfors*m«nt of SLC-OSA candidatM ky tti« Daily

Bruin. Th* Bruin staff Itas spant many Iwwrs working on this proposal. lapliMif into past
mistakas and discussing how tttosa mistakts can ba avoidod. Wt baliava tMt plan effars a
fair chanca to all candidatas as wall as pratarving tlia nacassary fraadaw af tt»a prass
inharant in our riflit to andarsa.

1 ) May 2, all OSA platlorms ara dua at ttia Daily Brwin offica by S pm. according to tlia
Royce Hall clock. Tlia platforms af all prasldawttal candidatas may nat axcaad M
typawrittan linas, margins at 10 and AS, and ttia platfarms for all candldtw far all ethar
officas may nat axcaad 4a typawrittan linas. margtRS 10 and «S. Tha ttaff af th« Daily
Bruin will adit from tlia last paragraph without contacting ttia candidate II that can-
didate's platform excaadft tliasa limitattons.

3) May 3, all SLC platforms arm dua at 1 pm, according to tha Rayca Hall clock, and
intarviaws of all OSA caMldtas wMI taka placa. Daily Bruin staff mamBars wha hava a
particular knowladga af fka praMams af OtA will conduct tha intarviaws, which will al«a
be monitored by at laatt ana mamBor •< Hm Cdttarial Board, intarviaws will be a« ttia

Allowing schadttia: Hmm-mmm. le cawd VKa-^asidaiit ; noan-2 pm. First ytcaPrasidaM»
2-«pm, ^nidant. Tha intarviaws wIN nat Ba priptad. birt thay w»H be tapa-racardad and
usad as one af ttia evaluation tools in wrtttpf tha Dally Bruin andarsamawta.

3) M^ 4, SLC Mtarviaws wiH ba candiKtad. AM tha principals discusaad l« fl above will
apply, with the excaptlofi of ttia scliadula, as laMawt: 10 am-naon — Bdpcfiaiial PoMcias
Cammission and Campus Events CammlMiaii; 1-2 pm — Financial Suppart Commission
and Cultural Affairs Cammiatiaii; 2-4 pm — Oanaral Rapresantatlvas antf Community
Sarvices Cammissiaii; 4-S pm — Student Waffara Cammission and Stadawt Facilitias
Commission.
Next day: 10 am naon; Administrative Vice- President and First Vica-Praaident; 1-3:10

pm, Prasidant.
Daily Bruin staff members will sign up in advancp for the interviaws so tfiat no can-

didate will be kept waiting.
4) After all intarviaws hava baan comalatad, a weakend-lang discussian, attended by all

mem bars at the Dai^y Bruin staff will ba canductad, and tha andartamant editorials
written.

5) The Monday following ttia canclusion of OSA-SLC intarviaws, ttia Dally Bruin En-
dorsement Editorials for all candidatas and all offices for the primary afactian will be
published.

A) Rebuttals must ba taken in to the Daily Bruin office by 4 pm, accarding ta the Rayce
Hall clock, and of the following lengths. Non-andorsad presidantial candidatas — 40 linas
typewritten, margins 10 and AS; all non endorsad candidates far all ather afficas — 22 linas
typewritten, margins 10 and AS.

Only non endorsed candidates may respond to our Endorsement Editorial No other
rebuttals will be accepted.

7) The Monday prior tattle final election, the Daily Bruin will re endorse candidates for
the final election

I) "Re buttals" fallow the safTie form as fA atMve.
f ) No studpnltMdy president may use this column to endorsr any cadidatas.
10) All material whiftt Elections Board(s) wish printed must be in tha Daily Bruin of

lice at noon the day before publication.
II) Membors of the Communications Board may nat write lattarft aii behalf of any

candidate.lof^ any office
U) Three days prior to the notification of nomination the atMve schedules will be

printed in bold face type on the front of the Brum.
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"Beginning 4if sexualnwolution

'

^ Speakers stress need
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Jorgenson views sex changi
for greater involvement

•^ri'^ .'/

/'

By Heidi YorkslUre

DBSurr Writer
••During my adoleflceq^ years, I could not com-

prehend why I feh I was different. And by the time I

was drafted into the Army. I was convinced that I

wasn't George W; J<ft^^iMn," Christine Jorgenson,
who became a woman in 1950, said to students here
yesterday.

Jorgenson, a transsexual, explained the
mechanics of her sex change operation ^nd het-
personal mental development to an audience of ovet
500 in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.

It wasn't until after the operation

Christine JorgeniiMl

got hold of the story and the headlines started,*'

Jorgenson said. "Tbey owned it, and they began to

own me.
Infuriated '

•'7

-**At first I was irritated and infuriated, but now
loolcing back, I realize that that wiis the banning of

the sexual revolution," she said. '-
'

Persecution against Jorgenson as a result of her
operation has been "pretty funny," she said. "Once I

-was4n Washington; fairly soon^ after the dperation^

and a colonel who I had known in the service came up
to me and said. 'Don't let me catch you using any
ladies' rooms in this city.' So I told him that I

wouldiil urinate in Washington D.C.
"I've asked Vice President Agnew for an apology,

but he hasn't given me one yet. He called former Sen.

Charles Goodell 'the Christine Jorgenson of the
Republican Party' because he is a party-switcher. If

Spiro were a gentleman he would have apologized.
Oh, well, I'll just wait until we meet one day, and see
whose face gets the reddest," she said.

Television

Jorgenson said that, despite many television "talk
show " appearances, she has never been invited to
appear on "The Tonight Show."

"I guess I'm still too controversial for Johnny
Carson, "she said "Maybe I'd touch him somewhere
that he'd rather not be touched, emotionally.
Physically. Jorgenson described herself as "a

woman who has had a hysterectomy " A vaginal
passage was created during her sex change
operation with tissue taken from her legs, but she
was not given a clitoris during her sex change
operation She does experience orgasm, she said,
"and my bust is my own — 36 inches now, but I'm
trying to get back down to 34." She takes a female
hormone regularly.

"Transsexuals are people who are completely
convinced that they should be of the other sex,
Jorgenson said. "A homosexual would not become a
transsexual because his or her love interest is the
same sex, and he would not consider a change.
Transvestites, on the other hand, are 97 or 96 per cent
heterosexual, so their situation is a behavior
problem more than anything else." :
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A Government Experiment that Worked
300.000 Found a Lost Weekend

4-Ctifwi Stfo Sound Mtrogilw

HOLLAND FESTIVALOFMUSIC
SANTANA, AL STEWART, CANNED HEAT T RF5<

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE. FAMILY TtS A B^UTIFUIiSavCOUNTRY JOE. DR. JOHN. FLOCK;THlBYR^S.PrNKFL^^^^

»^o<KK^ br l^rOLF 8CHIWT «dSAM WAYNKIIO. c»r.cl^ .^ MtON«)«U^
A CoMt InduttriM Pretentatlon of a One 34>tanet Rim ProducHon
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STARTS TOMORROW
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FOUNTAIN VALLEY • 830-1600
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durmg prison program
ByDaveMcNary *

r. ,

DBSUff Writer
Less than 50 students turned out yesterday for a symposium

problems of prison inmates. ^^ ^
11* program - consisting of speeches and workshops — includ^H

mates and Virginia Carlson. si4>ehnteiident of the California Institi,*
/^

Women (CIW), and attempted to "articulate from the inmate leveftkL
kinds of needs the inmates feel are not being met by correctional •

stitutions." according to organizers.
'wi id-

Speakers stressed the need for a greater involvement in prisons k
people from the outside society. Delores, a CIW inmate said, ''We H •

have a voice for our problems. The only thing we have to relv on .« !? 1

others be our voice."
* ^ ^ "^i

Carlson said there are strong motivational reasons for prisoners to
outsiders. "The institution should be as normal as possible to the outs?^We want intelligent and meaningful interaction, and I can't ovpri
phasize the need for it." she said.

"verem

Delores said the rehabiliUUon programs helped in educating inmatp«
beyond the sort of things that lead to prison. "It gets so depressing f^women to see people go out of prison and keep coming back You start /
feel Hey, I'm never going to make it/" she said.

^

Chris, another CIW inmate, who has served four y«irs of a seven-vear
sentence, said, "We're set up for failure when we come out We're wT
pected to go out and pull everything together as if nothing ever haD-
pened," and added that little a person did in prison would be of use to him
on the outside. Dekwes said, "Where can a woman go and get a job with
experience of working on a garbage truck in prison?'J

Cheryl Dearmon, symposium coordinator and head of the Black
Students Union (BSU) prison rehabilitation program, said. "If society is
brutal, its institutions reflect that. People like Virginia Carlson can onlv
work within that framework." She said it was essential for students to
direct more attention towards state and national leaders at prison
reform, as they control prison funding.
Delores said, "Society in this regard has not failed miserably it has

failed completely. WhUe a prisoner is in prison, he or she is in no oosiUon
to do anything constructive.'?-^— x^ -^^— ,- .' -

.*,r"
' • ^.x,

*^

A number of speakers spoke of widespread ignorance about the
problems of prisons and inmates. FoUowing the symposium, Dearmon
said, "I blame the situation and lies about prisons on the people of the
state more than anyone else."

—

She said the small turnout reflected "the extreme apathy" of students
here toward an educational, informative program, as opposed to seeing
Christine Jorgenson "out of curiosity." t
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By Cassy Mahoney Cohen
I)B Staff Writer

( Editor's nott: Thit is the ninth in a series of

interviews with the University of California

Reqents)

At 66, John Canaday has been a

tiegent for 14 years. He has also

been dne of the harshest critics of

the University's student

^ nu|&li*cations.

His most recent attack probably

occurred when he rebuked the

Daily Bruin in a letter to Chan-

cellor Charles E. Young regarding

a .review of the record "The

Sensuous Woman", which ap-

peared in the Icon section. There

have been other letters in the past.

( anaday explains that he does

not favor censorship of articles

and pictures, but does expect

t'ditorial responsibility" from

student editors. He said the reason

tor his recurring criticism was the

community exposure to

questionable" articles. _^_.
Publicalion

'A student publication is a

University publication, and it is

inseparable from the University

in the public mind and in legal

responsibility," , he said.

"Therefore, the University ad-

ministration must keep some
element of control over student

publications, the same as they do
over, all other University
publications," he added.

Canaday said he felt many of

the articles written during the free

speech movement contained
'gutter language" calculated to

"intimate, provoke and test how
far tbe University administration

would be pushed." He added that

when ''the campus administration

does not have the disposition to

handle or control such a situation,

then we have no choice'' ali& the

Kegents would intervene.

Canaday, who said He received
all the campus newspapers,

Stars to highlight

rally for McGovem
There will be a rally at noon

today to promote the campaign
of Sen. George McGovem
<I)-SD) for President. Par-
ticipating will be Warren
K<atty. Julie Christie. Jack
Nicholson and Goldie Hawn.
Skydog will provide the music.
The event is sponsored by the

( alifornia Students for
McCJovern.

stressed that it was generally
editorializing to which he objected
and said usually "dirty words just
roll off my back, although 1 think
It destroys the effectiveness of a
story. Besides, lately, there hasn't
been much of that." He said "If
for example, something is iii

quotes, like, 'Jerry Rubin called
someone a mother-fucker' then
that's all right ... I recognize
that we are in an era of change
but there are certain basic things
fundamental to^all human con-
duct."

Reminiscing
Canaday is a talkative, friendly

man. fond of reminiscing about
the early days of UCLA, his alma
mater, and times of crisis and
strife within the University. He is
a former vice-president of
Lockheed, having retired six
years ago, and has belonged to a
country club he has never seen for
the past 20 years.
Like many of the other Regents,

Canaday believes the role of the
Regents to be one of a policy-
making board and a protector of
the physical assets of the
University for the most part. "It is

our responsibility to establish the
policies under which these assets
are effected and exercised, " he
said.

^ Canaday does not favor the
initiation of a spot for a student
Regent on the board as *1t would
be difficult to find one who is

wholly represenUtive, in the first

place" He feels too many
problems would arise about the
factors to consider, such as
whether the student would be a
graduate, an undergraduate, or
from a particular campus. He
indicated that the student had a
number of other channels to rely
upon to communicate his ideas to
the Board, especially the in-

dividual chancellors of each
campus.

Criticism

Canaday agrees with the
criticism against the "publish or
perish" tradition within the
University, and terms it an
"unsound philosophy" for faculty

promotion. He states that while he
believes it must play a factor in

evaluation, the emphasis
presently placed upon the theory
is "ridiculous

"

As a self-proclaimed supporter
of the present 16-year term ap-

pointment for each Regent,
Canaday opposes any current
efforts to shorten the term.
However, he says he would not

oppose a measure to limit each
regent to one 16-year term.
Another term may put a Regent

'n an age bracket where his
judgment and health are not as
good as they once were. One term

_^[flUid- alsa^W a good thinr
because it would prevent a Regent
whose term is expiring, from
trying to act and vote in order to
ingratiate himself with the
governor", he said.

Controversy
One of the outstanding crises of

the University within Canaday's
memory is the controversy Over
the loyalty oath during the 1950's.
Canaday admits he voted for the
oath, and it was "his first
recorded vote as a Regent."
However, he says, on the basis of
his reflections over the years he is
"not sure we were right in
adopting a loyalty oath." He said
there were errors regarding the
amount of faculty support for the
oath, which was estimated to be
high. In actuality, "it didn't
exist," according to Canaday.
When he spoke of it, Canaday
sighed and said, "If you think
there is bitterness on the Board
now, you should have seen it

then."

iiBLACKARTl

John
It is Canaday's belief that the

Regents do not possess too much
power. '*In any institution,
someone must have the ultimate
power. And. in the University of
California this power is delegated
to the Regents. We are responsible
to the people of California," he
said.

Canaday does advocate

OB photo by Dennis Fritd

Canaday
delegation of power within the
University, however, with the
option for an overriding restraint
on this power. He cited the 1951
decision to delegate more
authority loathe individual
chancellors of each campus. The
authority established each
chancellor as the chief executive
of his campus.

I

INTERNATIONAL BENEFIT
AHair-Dance>Art Exhibit

Music by
RICHAROFLOWERSa.

.The Southern Fatback Co.

FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1972

9 pm till —
: at the

D'JON BALLROO(y(
5721S. Western LA, Calif *

• «

for ticket info: call 396-3493

POTTERY MIKIN6 USSONS
Beginning & Infermediate

6-10 IN
CLASS

}w 4 WEEK
SESSIONS

25 IBS. CUY, GUttflS& FIRING INCLUDED
'come in and visit our complete pottery woRHiHOP

THE POT FARM
828-707i - •

'

2909 Santo Monica Blvd.

Santo Monira
Across from BOB'S BIG BOY. JR.
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slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love"

RIXX
(formerly Glenn Loiken)

•pNlt^1tMM.SiU 114 OnJ

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear. Shirts, Belts, Knits
\

1021 OLENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997

OTHER LOCATIONS

CULVER CITY, NORTH HOLLYWOOD. PALOS VERDES
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Studenlvote gives
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big victory
-^>*^ «
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By John Miller
. ^^

and pave McNary . ^'i r
'

DPjStaff Writers ,
Newly enfraiWjhised student voters

swept all three' student-supported can-
didates into office in recent Davis city
council elections, demonstrating the
suprising strength of the student vote.
Campaigning on the issues of student

representation in community affairs, Joan
Poulos, Richard Holdstock and Bob Black
finished first, second and third in every
precinct except three, gaining control of
the five-man city council.

Harry Miller, the incumbent city
councilman finished second in the three

city
V, precincts, receiving 1,500 votes more than

last time in his losing campaign.

Campaign

Poulos. a teacher-attorney, received
8,113 of the 10,957 votes cast, 76 per cent of

the vote. Holdstock, the environmental
control officer at UC Davis, received 7,488
votes and Black, a former student body
president at UC Davis, received 6,463

votes, leaving Miller for behind in fourth
place with 3,680 votes. In addition, an
antiwar initiative passed with 76 per cent
of the vote. A similar measure lost 2-1 two
years ago.

The campaign seemed to overwhelm
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Miller, a mild 4-H Club youth specialist
and a University employee in the
agricultural extension whose elec-

J^ioneering was limited to a few personaL

CMII6!L

DB photos by John Miller.

^'^ L/D pnoTos oy J

mchard HoIdftock

appearances and distributing handbills at
shopping centers. But no one in Davis, not
even Miller, seems to feel that winning

^rthree city council seats will radically alter
Davis. On the night of the election,
Maynard Skinner, the remaining council
member (the fifth resigned), said, "The^
thing about council elections is that a lot of
political rhetoric takes place, but when the
smoke clears, the candidates work for the
total good of the community. This har
never — I mean never — failed to hap-

. pen.'-^..,.-^.-..-. .^ ,.., .-- ...-.

..f..:....-...
..

Even Miller, who served one four-year
term, did not seem much alarmed, r

^They'll learn a great deal, especially
once they have to start operating under the
city's budget constraints. They'U find they

can't^ a lot^f things they'd likeJ^O."

Miller said.
j|,

.

Bikeways

Davis, a town pf 25,000 (and 18,000

bicycles according to the chamber of

commerce), is a unique town to begin

with It was the first city in the United

States to build bikeways, it has virtually no

minorities (University students approach

a majority), and compared to those of Los

Angeles, its urban problems are non-

existent.

It seems unlikely thatDavis students will

demand a great deal of the new council.

I^rry Andau, a sophomore from Atwater

("a town where you probably wouldn't

want te g»'0 put it succinctly, '*The

biggest decision most students here have

to make is which record to put on the

stereo."

A large part 6f the success came about

through a professional-style campaign

that began in October with a voter

registration drive. One hundred fifty

students working for Black covered every

eligible voter in Davis three times before

the election, and 20 minutes before the

polls closed, hundreds of students hit the

streets to urge those who had not voted to

do so. '
.

Transient •

^ The election, then, may have been just a

political exercise to see if students would
turn out to vote and how they would. The
student population, like other college or

university towns, is highly transient and
most of the students do not plan to make
their home in Davis.

*

'Let's face it, there's

..nothing here that matters to mx)st people

except the University," Ton! McClure, a
\}Q Davis student said. "As soon as I finish

school I'm getting out of here as fast as I

can," he added.

Everybody in the city council race was
related to the University in one way or
-another. '":~ ^

— -m^ii:

—

--
' ; .

'

'

were pretty nnuch i^the sam^nr. r—
added (The initiative which i2k''' »*

- vote in the last election won wUh / ^^

cent of the voters approving g ^
indication of the influence of fh

'^"^^ ^
vote.

)

'"^ studenj

''Students who have been aoH
radical a^tivites for years went oul'

''

voted for us to see if anything wouM
^^

be changed, but we are notradS 7?''^
never ran on a radical slate likp if

*^

that won in Berkeley. A lot of pL^hf*
been disappointed in the new cS^r'
and we felt that we should runZml '"*

strengths and weaknesses We K^°^
make real change rather than rhe^ \
change/»-«okistock said. £!?w»ciL

Transportation /

Holdstock emphasized the nePd L
provide clean transportation for n»

^

-I'd like to see more bikeways buikS

Plurality

Miller, who "truly expected to win," felt

that the student vote in Davis definitely

hurt him. Yet, according to Holdstock, it

was "merely the frosting on the cake. It

provided the large plurality."

Holdstock said the three winners who
ran as a coalition originally did not run as
a slate. "But we alf came out for the anti-
war initiative on the ballot early in the
campaign and it showed people our heads

Harry Miller /

increased use of public transportation The
city should build a free parking area
downtown aqd charge a fee for parking on
the street overnight. We should make it

inconvenient for people to use their car
"I'm not Qpposed to growth as some

people have said. There are a lot ofpeople
who work for the University who can't

afford to live here because housing is so

expensive. (A two-bedroom apartment
rents for about $175-$200 a month) I'd like

to integrate low-cost housing with high-

•" -^ ^Continued on Page 5)
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(Continued from Page 4)

cost housing to assure we won't have an

economic ghetto," Holdstock said.

At the same time Holdstock is opposed

to what he calls "unplanned growth. Some

of the small town atmosphere of Davis is

being threatened. Every time I look up

there's 500 new houses being built in a new

tract on the edge of town," he said.

Vote^getter

Poules, the only woman on the ballot,

lives in Covelle Park, a recently com-

pleted subdivision on the north end <tf.

i
Davis. Although she was the top vote-

getter, many students indicated ^t she

was their second or third choice. Sue

Dorough, editor of the GAL Aggie (the

student newspaper at UC Davis) felt that

many people voted for her "because she's

a woman."
^ During an interview at her house, Poulos

said the development of Davis was not her

only issue and she was reluctant to

volunteer an opinion about the student vote

and its influence on her campaign and
election.

Tm unsure just how important the

student vote was, I think that I could have
won without it anyway. The youth vote was
important but so was the community
vote," she said. /

Concerned
Replying to charges that she didn't have ,

the interests of students in mind, she

^xeplied^ "No one has been more concerned
about students than me. I've worked with

juvenile courts and taught classes at Davis
-among the many things I've done for

students."

Steve Williamson, a student worker in

the campaign for the coalition, noted that

Toulos is "a nfioderate liberal. She really

doesn't have the interests of students at

heart. We could have run a woman student

and she would have won." "

Jef Loeb, an intern for the UC Student
Lobby and a campaign coordinator for the

peace initiative, said, "We don't expect
her to work very hard.*'

Frontruiiiier"^"^^^

Black, although he finished a s(Aid third,

had been labeled the front-runner
throughout the campaign, and many
students indicated they fluctuated between

WATERING HOLE - The wide open
tandscape at Davis is complemented by
Putah Creek which ftovirs through the
campus. Canoeing down the creek or
fishing from the banks of Mrak Pond,

voting for Black or for MiUer. Some
students indicated they felt he stressed his
association with the student body too
much. Loeb however, indicated that his
"trip was the community." (He owns a
health foo^alK^ - "The Natural Food
Works!

)

_i
Black's primary issue ^'WliS' the

-preservation of the^smatt town~at^
mosphere of Davis. "I'm not for keeping
anyone out of Davis who needs tq be here,
but I don't feel that developers should try
to lure people who work in Sacramento to
live in Davis (15 miles ^way)."
Black saw the student vote as en-

couraging to those who had previously
never voted. "I have a lot of friends who
have lived in Davis for quite a while but
have never voted, and this year they're
registering. Not so much to support me,
but they are saying, 'maybe the battle is

worth it once again,'" he said.

Pro-development ,

*~

To "Students For a Responsive City
Government" Miller was the clear cut
villain — representative of Davis buSinessff^
as opposed to student interest. Accused of
being consistently pro-development, r

DB photo by John Militr

named after ex-chanctlkN- Emil Mrak, art^
some of the more popular pastimes at
Davis, helping to make it one of the most
relaxed campuses in the MC system.

Miller pointed out that his position on
development was not all that different
from the victor's. "They claim that
housing costs are too high, and they are.
The only way to drive down housing costs
is to build more units and give the con-
sumer some power to select. If you don't
have enough apartments for students, they
are going to have to pay high j;^nts and^
sleep four to an apartment in order to be
able to pay for an apartment, " he said. , ,_

Although Miller's views on development
were somewhat unclear, there was no
question where he stood on the issue of

student participation in local government.
"Students who live here at most for

three or four years should not have as
much say in decisions that are going to

affect Davis for years to come as per-
manent local residents," he said.

Miller favored having two students on
the lO-man Parks and Recreation Planning
Commission as sufficient student input

into the decision-making process, a
position that enraged student leaders. "If

we have two students on the board, T feel

that the sttldent's position on any issue will

be adequately communicated if they do a

^ UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

good job of expressing Student desires," he
said.

Miller felt that more students woulcf *!

have voted for him if they had known his
true positions. "Pm disappointed that
students weren't as informed as they could
have been. They should have taken the
time to look up my record for themselves
rather than accepting what someone else ^

told them. ^ >;
•

~

"There is no question in my mind, the
CAL Aggie and the Students For a

.

Responsive City Government
misrepresente^l and distorted many of my _
decisions.wheb 1 was ^^mcilman," Miller
said. ^

Miller was mockecl in several pre-
election columns in the Aggie, some of
which appeared In' the news pages.
Although he did nd< • receive the en-
dorsement of the Aggie, interestingly

^PMgh, neither did Poplos. Yet on the first

T page of the Aggie edition following election
day, she appeared in a previously taken
picture along with Black and Holdstock,
the endorsed candidates, with the headline
"We Win!

"

_ Many Davis students were annoyed by
the seeming bias in the headline, and
Poulos. on seeing it, thought it was a paid
ad One student said, "Who are 'we'
supposed to be?" As campaign coor-
dinator for the antiwar initiative Loeb's
reaction to the displeasure expressed over
the Aggie headline was, "That's thejr
problem »»

Dorough denied any favoritism towards
candidates in reporting, saying that she
had questioned writers about election
coverage and had been satisfied with their

impartiality. Informed that Miller ap-
parently felt otherwise. Assistant Editor
Bart Fisher said, "Miller lies through his

teeth" -
Dorough also pointed out, "If the Aggie

was unfair, then the Davis Enterprise (a

local daily) was equally as unfair in the
other direction." She claimed that the
Enterprise had refused to accept ads for

.Holdstock until the final week of the
campaign, but a member of the ad-
vertising staff for the Enterprise denied
that claim saying, "We didn't do any such
thing. We would have welcomed the
money." J —

•

. ^ - :. (Continued on Page 25)
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"IN THE YEAR OE THE PIG"
A filmed documentation of U. S.

involvement in Vietnam with _
^ interviews with every major political

-,. figure associated with that tragedy.

"NIXON'S CHECKER'S SPEEC
Nixon's melodramatic appeal in response
to charges of improper campaign funding
which almost got himdumped from the

1952 ticket.
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Start yourown spring celebration with TyroJia, California
white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as
light and bright as that first spring day. With the
crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery
spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring.
- And celebrate!

rolla
Calitornia White Wine & Natural Fruit Flavors
t.allo Vineyards, Mcxiesto. California
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of t^all^B^
Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to volc4 an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not "g^^^^'^^V reflect the views of the editorial board.

WEdrtorials .
'

Recent cit^f coiiiicil elections in Davis, in which
three student-backed candidates were elected by
landslide margins, serve as a source for cautious
optimism for those who are looking for new channels
of political change.

^

The most impresisive aspect of the Davis election
was the widespread support throughout the com-
munity for the student-backed candidate.
Whether this election (and the Berkeley Qty

Council elections of a year ago that produced similar
results) is a forecast for meaningful student
representation in city governments is uncertain.
College students have traditionally been denied any
sort of access because of their lack of numbers or by
the argument that they are transient residents of the
town, and therefore not entitled to equitable
representation.

It should be clear to us that if we are to be
represented at any level of government, it is going to
have to be due to our own initiative. No one will give
us the power — we must gain it.

T^

We encouraged people yesterday to attend the
symposium on prisons, with the idea of becoming
educated toward the problem. They didn't. At the
same time, students turned out in droves for
Christine Jorgenson, which doesn't particularly
upset us. What is upsetting is the implication that
transexual operations are apparently far more
important in students* minds than the problems of
prisons and prisoners.^—^—^r~" —.~^--

ft.

Air war initiative
Perhaps you've heard about the Air War Initiative. There's been

a table (sporadically) on Bruin Walk, Joan Baez mentions it most
everywhere she goes, and a lot of us have been working hard to
circulate the petitions, but there is a tremendous need fbr more
workers.

Until the NLF offensive became headline news, there seemed to
be a wide-spread rumor that the war in Indochina was "winding
down". Facts like, '^since Nixon's been in office, more tonnage of
bombs have been dropped on Indochina than all of the tonnage of
bombs dropped in WWII and the Korean War combined", made it

obvious that the Indochinese War was nowhere near
*

'winding
down". What was happening was the U.S. troops were being
replaced with more Vietnamese deaths,
deaths.

The Air War Initiative states:

SOUTHEAST ASIA WAR. INmATIVE. PROPOSES ADOP-
TION OF STATEMENT THAT THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA ARE OPPOSED TO FURTHER UNFFED STATES
MILITARY BOMBARDMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASL\. CALLS
f'OR IMMEDIATE WFTHDRAWAL OF UNFFED STA'FES
MILITARY, LOGISTICAL, AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM
GOVERNMENTS OF DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM,
KEPUBLIC OF SOUTH VIETNAM, CAMBODL\, LAOS AND
THAILAND EXCEPT FOR PAYMENT OF REPARA'nONS,
DIRECTS REPRESENTATIVES AND OFFICIALS OF STATE TO
^0 ALL IN THEIR POWER TO PREVENT UTILIZATION OF
STATE RESOURCES FOR THE PROSECUTION OF UNFFED
STATES MILFFARY, LOGISTICAL. AND FINANCLU. SUPPORT
AND PRESENCE IN SOUTHEAST ASL\N COUNTRIES.
There has never been the attitude that the Air War Initiative

would end the war. Rather we felt it would be more of an
educational tool. But the tool can only be effective as the number of
people who are reached.

I'o get the initiative placed on the November ballot, we need
330,000 valid signatures by June 16, 1972. We want more! People arc
needed to man the table on Bruin Walk and at supermarkcU.
People are needed to circulate petitions in Westwood theatre linei,

Caches, house to house, etc. — anywhere there are people.

" you are interested — any amount of time is helpful — please
come to the Air War Initiative education and mobilization meeting
rhursday (April 27) at noon in 3517 Ack. Un. HELP EDUCATE TO
' IBERATE.

— Submitte<| by VIckey Jeans

ladochina information Project

Dope on Dope—

:
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Mari|uana arid drug abuse
( Editor's note: Mr. Christie U a fourth year graduate
student in social psychology and has been Research
Coordinator of the NIMHfunded UCLA Longitudinal
Marijuana Study since June. If71. The stody office is
in room C8-544 of the NPI, x 5ast3.)
The Drug Abuse Potential of Marijwa and Hash^,
The issue of the drug abuse potepUal of marijuana

IS now before the public in the form of making a
decision about the California Marijuana IniUative,
and in the recommendations of the National Com-
mission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse. It is the
purpose of this column to briefly review some basic
concepts necessary in thinking about drug abuse and
social policy, and some evidence on marijuana and
hashish. i

In speaking oCfidrug use and drug abuse, many
persons use the two terms as synonyms. They are
not. Anyone who drinks coffee, tea, coca-cola, or
alcohol, or smokes tobacco, is a psychoactive drug
user. There are many persons who use caffeine,
nicotine, and ethanol in a moderate fashion without
any visible harm. These are drug users. Other
persons iise these drugs too often, too long, or take
too much at one time, such that they undermine their
health and vitality and/or render themselves a
danger or burden to themselves and others. These
are drug abusers in my book.
There are several generalizations concerning the

drug abuse potential of any substance: First, all
drugs have an abuse potential, which may be very
low (caffeine) <^r very high (heroin, barbituates,
alcohol). Second, the abuse potential of any drug
increases as the dosage and frequency of con-
sumption increases. Third, a small proportion of the
population will be allergic to or otherwise react with
adverse side effects to any drug, however harmless
it may be in the same use conditions to the bulk of
people. Fourth, the chemical action of most
psychoactive drugs on the mind is fairly non-specifc,
such that the expectations of the user, the suggestive
influences of environment and social milieu may
have more to do with the effects than something
intrinsic to the drug's action. It is not uncommon to
find various Cultures and subcultures using the same
drug in entirely different ways with entirely different
symptoms of intoxication and results.

The following commissions have performed
comprehensive studies of cannabis use and its ef-

fects: Indian Hemp Drugs Commission, 1894; Canal
Zone Commission, 1934; LaGuardia Commission^
New York City, 1944; U.S. President's Commission,
1967; Wootton Committee, Great BriUin, 1968;

Canadian Government Commission of Inquiry on the

Non-Medical Use of Drugs, Interim Report, 1970;

Marijuana and Health, HEW to Congress, 1971 ; and
the current National Commission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse, 1972. The evidence gathered by all of

them has led them to the same conclusions, although
political considerations prevented these from being

explicit in the last two cases. The elegant English of

the 1894 report, done in a society with 3,500 years of

experience with cannabis, will suffice: "In regard to

the physical effects, the Commission have come to

the conclusion ttiat the moderate use of hemp drugs
is practically attended by no evil results at all . . .

The excessive use does cause injury ... In respect

to the alleged mental effects of the drugs, the

Commission have come to the conclusion that the

moderate use of hemp drugs produces no injurious

effects on the mind . .- .
"

The research of Drs. Hochman and Brill in which I

am involved seems consistent with these com-
missions. In college students, who are still in college,

marijuana use, regardless of frequency and
duration, is not correlated with academic per-

formance and other indices of functional desire and

" By R. L Christie

«*

r

ability. In a mixed population of about 400 chrome
smokers who were using cannabis on a daily or near-
daily basis, for from five to 44 years, we have been
unable to discern any systematic pattern of physical
or mental damage, and most are within the normal
ange of productivity, ambition, and over-alT
adaptation, albeit unconventional.
On the other hand, there are numerous well-

documented cases of persons showing acute mental
reactions accompanied by difficulties with memory
and personality, including paranoid symptoms and
social withdrawal, upon using marijuana at con-
ventional levels, and many recovering from these
symptoms when they ceased using it. Brill, Crump-
ton, et al, report an overall abuser/user ratio among
marijuana users in the U.S.A. of 1/100. By contrast,
the figure for alcohol is 1/10. This may be the ex-
pression of an idiosyncratic reaction, alluded to
above: some persons will display abnormal, adverse-^
reactions to any drug including cannabis, and if they
appear such persons should quit using immediately.

It is commonly held among workers in the
marijuana research area that most preparations
consumed in the U.S.A. are very weak by in-

ternational standards. Sporadic analysis of the delta-

9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC, the "active

—

ingredient") percentage in samples indicates a—

-

range between 0.5 to 2 percent for marijuana and
around 5 percent for hashish. By contrast, analyses
and estimates for Asian preparations run from 1 to 8

'

percent for marijuana-like preparations and from 5
to 20 percent for hashish-like resin preparations. The
"hash oil" recently appearing on the market here,
incidentelly, runs 13 to 40 percent THC by weight.
Although moderate use is characteristic of the

average cannabis user in any culture, one who is

prone to abuse of the drug in the U.S.A. has a hard
time of it. The Justice Departnifent estimates the
average dailWtiser of cannabis in the U.S. consumes
25 mg of TK per day, and the most dedicated,
fanatics rarem^xceed 50 mg/day. Our own review of

'

the intematimil literature and the work of Forrest
Tennant among American servicemen using hashish
in Germany^^orrespond precisely in fixing the„„.
dividing line between "moderate" and "excessive"
use in the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission sense at

about 100 mg/THC per day. Above this level adverse
drug effects, both physical and mental, are the rule

rather than the exception. Bek)w this dosage level, ill

effects are the exception. To reach 100 mg/THC per
day, the American user would have to consume 20 ^

joints of one percent THC "grade B street weed" or
two grams of hashish having a 5 percent THC con-
tent. Few people have lungs to meet this challenge. —
On the other hand, stronger preparations are

becoming available. We have seen two samples of ^

marijuana given us by chronic users for analysis .;

which were 5.31 and 5.6 percent THC; four joints a
day of this would reach the 100 mg threshold. -
Similarly, half a gram of 20 percent THC hash or a
quarter-gram of hash oil would reach it. Since
consum ing these amounts is physically possible, and
some people appear devoted to self-obliteration, the

appearance of an increasing number of persons
suffering ill effects from THC is predictable. These
ill effects would center about bronchitis and other
respiratory problems, and symptoms of central

nervous system damage.
In summary, the abuse potential from a health

standpoint of weaker preparations o|f cannabis
seems low, e.g., roughly equivalent to that of beer.

The health abuse potential of stronger preparations

rivals that of hard liquor, or in other wordis is quite

high (no pun intended). The Delphic Oracle said a
mouthful when it advised, "Moderation in all

things

.V(
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kTtPaid Advertisement)

BOOK SALE
Thb is th« maugurotion of on on-going solo of outstondtng bookf at vory spociol pricos

book store

T

^
f"

THE SEA. text by Yves Keradec. Over 100 color and b
& w photos. Beautiful volume that captures the

everlasting magic of the unending seas, ttie storms and
myths, th« beaches, the fauna and flora, without

forgetting the credit due it by artists and poets. Special

Import 4.?t

D.W. GRIFFITH: THE YEARS AT BIOGRAPH. By
l^obert M. Henderson. Explores the five crucial and
fascinating years (1908-13) that changed the history of

the movies. Describes Griffith stKX>ting hundreds of

one-to-four reelers in N. Y.> inventing the "grammar of

film," the spectacle movie, etc. Illus. with stills,

complete lists of films and actors Pub. $7.50. Sale 2.9t

Soloction will bo chongod froquontly to offor you maximum varioty and oxcollont buys
"" ^ Only a partial listing is prosontod horib — como soo thorn all -^ r^——^^tkt, b lovol, ackorman^ unioiv 825-77l4t opon mon-fri 7:45-7:30; tcrt 1 0*3
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THE SWITZERLAND I LOVE. Photos by M.
Seraillier. Text by F. Nourissler. 115 photos, 12 in color.

Legendary Lucerne, sunny Valais, cosmopolitan
Geneva, misty valleys and mountain peaks.
Beautifully captured in these magnificent pictures.

Pub.at$9_95. Sale4.9S

THE CHATEAUX OF THE LOIRE I LOVE. Intro, by
AAaurice Genevoix. A handsome travel picturebook
that romantically blends the awesome beauty and
imaginative detail of some of the most delightful

castles in the world. 110 photos, 12 In full color, and a
charming text take the reader on k fantasy-like stroll

through the Loire Valley. Pub. at $9.95. . Sale 4.98

THE ALPl I LOVE. Photos by M. Seraillier. Intro, by
AAaurice Herzog. 112 photo«« 11 in color. Breath-taking

trip to the spiritual world of mafestic peaks, mountain-
rimmed valieys/ deep, placid lakes, enchanting
villages, skiers ar\(\ cllmbert: Pub. at $9.95. Sale 4.98

I

I

THE NEW POPULAR HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
Ed. by W.E. Caldwell, et al. 2-volume history of

mankind from the earliest times to the present day.

Brings to life the famous people, dazzling events and
discoveries that have determined the path of

civilization. Over 600 illustrations, 49 in full color. 50

dramatic maps, 912 pages. Pub. at $10.00.The 2-

vols. Sale 5.95

THE RISE AND FALL OF AMERfCAN HUAAOR. By
Jesse Bier. Topics and trends from AAark Twain
through the era of W. C. Fields, the AAarx Bros., the
great radio comedian, Lenny Bruce, et al. Pub. atT'

$10.00. Sale 1.98

THE HERO: AAYTH/IAAAGE/SYAABOL. By Dorothy
Norman. A word-and-picture story of man's struggle

to transform darkness into light, fear into courage,
repression into the release of frreative energy. Pub. at

$10.00. Sale 3.98

HARVARD DICTIONARY OF AAUSIC. "By Willi Apel.

833 pages of accurate information on all musical
subjects, written with clarity and directness. Contains
comprehensive definitions of terms, many articles on
technical aspects of composition, performance. In-

struments; 49 special articles- on the characterlstc
music of various racial groups, short musical
illustrations, bibliographies, nriuch more. The stan-
dard work, 25th prinfing. Pub. at $10.00. Sale 3.98

^-^_.. **•

THE ILLUSTRATOR IN AAAERICA: 1900-1940's. Ed.
by Walt Reed. Pictorial history of American
Illustration presented decade by decade. A veritable
mirror of the changing patterns of American life as
seen through the eyes of 350 of the greatest American
illustrators — Howard Pyle, Edwin Penfield. H.C.
Christy, AAaxfield Parrish, Rockwell Kent. AAllton
Glaser. etc. Over 600 Illus.. 37 in full color. Pub. at
$25.00. :^ Sale 9.95

AAODERN BUILDINGS. By J. Winter. A lively, in-
formative introduction to works of established masters
from AAies van der Rohe to le Corbusler and Buck-
minster Fuller, at sites from New York's Seagram
Building to the Palace of Labour In Turin. 12 full-page
color plates, over 180 illustrations and plans, glossary
of architectural terms. Reg. $3.98. Sale 1.98

THE HANDBOOK OF AFRICA. Ed. by VI. Junod. A
compendium of factual information on each of the
fifty odd political units of Africa. Facts 8i figures orr
geography, history, government, education, health,
social services, transportation, communications,
resources, trade, industry, population. Alphabetically
arranged by country. Pub. at $10.00 ^ Sale 1.98

NAPOLEON AND THE BIRTH OF AAODERN SPAIN.
By Gabriel H. Lovett. Exciting, panoramic history of
the French emperor's Spanish adventure — a 6-year
conflict that proved to be one of the greatest factors in
his ultimate debacle. Analyzes the heroic revolt that
pinned down huge French forces desperately needed
elsewhere and shows how the War of Spanish In-
dependence produced the tragedy of modern Spain,
perenially burdened with civil strife. 2 vols. Pub at*^^ Sale 7.9$ the set

AN EYE FOR THE DRAGON — Southeast Asia Ob-
served: 19541970. By Dennis Bloodworth. Candid
portrait of the subcontinent tha* explains the area's'
turbulent contemporary history m terms of the habits
of thought, of^its diverse peoples and discusses its

search for an alternative to both dmnog^acy and
comm unism . Pub. at $8.95. r- *" Sale 1 .00

LAST SURVIVORS: Natural History of Animats in
Danger of Extinction. By N.AA. Simon 8i P. Geroudet.
The story of the Giant Panda, the Whooping Crane, the
Vicuna, the Blue Whale, and 44 other rare and beautiful
animals and birds whose imminent extinction could
spell a great loss% mankind's environment. Illus. In
color with 43 paintings by famous artists Helmut Dlller
& Paul Barruel. Pub. at $19.95. Sale 7.95

HISTORY OF ANCIENT ART. 6y Johann J win
ckelmann. 2-volume 18th Century classic on the historv
and principles of Greek art. The meticulous descrlo
tlons of works of art. enhanced In this edition bv
reproductions of Winckelmann's line drawings oivl
the book an enduring value. Pub. at $35.00. 2-volume «;m
now 17.50 ^ ; i--„ I

'
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INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
A Guide to the "New Psyctwlogy". By Roger AAuc
chielli. Thought-provoking work that challenaes
classic psychoanalysis and sets forth an approach tohuman psychology basecT on the study of an in
divldual's Interaction with his experiences and en
vironment. Lucid text- and numerous examples and
diagrams reveal how structural psychology deals with
the concept of reality— one of the maior psychological
and philosophical problems of all times. Pub. at
W.95. ,^, ^ -.,,___^. Salel.00

ISRAEL/THE REALITY: Pefiple. Places, Events In
AAemorable Photographs. Ed. by Cornell Capa. 180
fascinating photos eloquently span Israel's dramatic
history from pre-WWII settlements, through the
struggle for independence from the British, and three
warsof survival. 9" X 12". Pub.at$13.95. Sale4.98

SARTRE: IDEOLOGUE OF OUR TIAAE. By Thomas
AAolnar. Brilliantly Interprets Sartre not merely as a
philosopher but as a chief witness to his age. inquiring
into the influences of current history on his work, and
the trends of modern thought it embodies. Pub. at
^•'5-

' Sale US
iZ^-i^ASx^^ t-.«_S r
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THE SPORTSAAAN'S ENCTCLOPE O rA . Ed. by Bill
Burton. Deluxe illustrated ed. Complete how-to guide
for 34 different sports including surfing, archery,
hunting, canoeing, ice skating, fishing, golf, football, h rw
and more. Covers equipment, techniques, game rules. | rri
Over 1,000 photos drawings 8. diagrams. 8 1/2" x 11 . Kmw
Pub.at$7.95. -^ ..„ Sale4.98 ™™

AAASTERPIECE DRAWING SERIES ILLUSTRATED
IN COLOR & B.W.
FLEAAISH AND DUTCH DRAWINGS: 15th to 18th
Century. Pub.at$5.95. Salel,98l
FRENCH DRAWINGS: 15th Ctntury Through
Gericault.$5.95. Sale 1.98

FRENCH iAAPRESSIONISTS. Pub. at $5.95. Sale 1.98

GERAAAN DRAWINGS: Uth Cmtury to the Ex-
pressionists. Pub. at $5.95.

"
Sale 1.98

ITALIAN DRAWINGS: 15th to 19th Century. Orig.

^5.95. " Sale 1.98

JAPANESE DRAWINGS: 1 7 th Through the 18th

'Century. Pub, at $5.9S: •.. _/ Sale 1.98

TWENTIETH CENTURY DRAWINGS: 1900-1940.

Or'g«95. '* Sale 1.98

TWENTIETH CENTURY DRAWINGS: 1940 TO THE
ESENT. Pub.at$5.95. Sale 1.98

!»-•

ANIAAALS IN CAAAERA. By Jaroslav Holecek. Over
220 exciting photographs of a heart-warming bloodless
safari, in which more than forty species of animals and
birds are captured on film. The photographer's own
text introduces fauna observed in their natural habitat
throughout Europe, including the family life of
mammals, rearing of birds, and Brown Bear and
wolves. 8 1/2x11 1/4. Special Import 5.95

DESIGN AND FORAA: The Basic Courst^at the
Bauhaus. By Johannes Itten; Trans, by J. AAaass. First
complete description of the Bauhaus Basic Course
which was designed to evaluate students' creative
talents, aid career choice, and teach elementary
design for future irt careers; by the teacher who
organized the cour^ at Groplus' Invitation. 197 Illus; 8
1/2" X 11 1/4". Pub. at $13.50 Sale 5.9$

THE LIFE OF AAONSIEUR DE AAOLIERE. By
AAikhall Bulgakov. Wry and fascinating biography of

playwright — a story of struggle and dedication told
with warmth and compassion by thjiT famed Russian
satirist who authored The Matter aiid Margarita. Pub.
«»W*W. V_ Sale 1.98

THE PRAEGER EMCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIENT
GREEK CIVILIZATION. Over 750 essay entries
covering the arts, literature, myths, philosophy,
customs, personnages, heroes, etc. of ancient Greece.
Illustrated with more than 400 examples of classic
statues, paintings Pub. at $15.00 Sale 5 95

SBB
WORLD MYTHOLOGY SERIES profusely illustrated
in b. 8i w. and color.

African Mythology. Geoffrey Parrlnder.
Celtic Mythology. P. AAcCana.
Christian Myttwlogy. George Every.
Indian Mythology. Veronica Ions.

Japanese Mythology. Juliet Piggott.
AAexican L Central American Mythology. I.

Nicholson.

AAexican A Central Americal Mythology. I.

Nicholson.

]
Near Eastern Myfhology (AAesopotamia — Syria —

I

Palestine). John Gray.
North American Indian Mythology. C. BurlandH Oceanic Mythology. Roslyn Poignat.
Scandinavian Mythology. H.R. Ellis Davidson.
South American Mythology. Harold Osborne.

'uuuuuuyyqmuuuui*Y|f

THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION. By Gaston AAaspero.A classic work by the celebrated French scholar that
recaptures the fervor of Egyptology and Assyrlology inr p':;'.y,'^':So.°^'^

^^ "'"- «-
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£4,,^
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLDGEOGRAPHY. Ed. by Pierre Deffontaines. Fwd. by LDudley Stamp. 736 double-column pages, over 800
special maps and photographs. 86 In full colorl
Unequalled for reference, fascinating for reading -
n* Jit ^ ^"""^ P^'*'' ^^ widely-differing lands
In which they live, their inter-relationships and Inter-dependence Orig. $19.95. Very special at 9 75

WEBSTER'S UNIFIED DICTIONARY AND EN-
:

CYCLOPEDIA. 6 vols.. 1970 edition. A highly praised
dictionary, an up-to-date encyclopedia — all in one
copiously Illustrated reference set. Over 80.000 subject
articles and word definitions plus hundreds of color
photos, drawings, maps. 8 1/2" x 10 1/2". Pub. at

^^•'5. The 6-vol. set. Now only 12.95

AMERICAN DRAWINGS. By B. H. Hayes, Jr. IIC

reproductions, many in color. Illuminating survey
'^«^ European Influences to an Identity very mOch Its

own. Includes works of Copley. Remington, Cassatt,

Homer, Hopper, Levlne. et al. Pub. at $5.95. Sale 1.98

THE ENGINEER'S ILLUSTRATED THESAURUS.
By Herbert Herkimer. Over 8.000 Illustrations of

mechanical movements, devices and contrivances,
arranged and classified for easy reference. Pub. at

W.OO. Sale 3.98

WEBSTER UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY. Handsome,
unabridged edition containing THOUSANDS of full-

color illustrations. Over 1,700 triple-columned pages.
Includes a unique index guide for easy referral to the

multitude of fine art work contained In this outstanding
v^otume. 8 1/2" X 11 1/2". Pub. at $29.50. Sale 12.95

DICTIONARY OF MODERN PAfNTING. G. Lake &
R. AAaillard. 470 reproductions, 375 In full-color. The
only work to provide complete Information on every
important painter and aspect of painting since Im
presslonism in a single volume. Soiled iackets. Pub. at

saw. Sale 3.98

THE DISCOVERY OF NATURe7A. Bettex Great
men of science and great moments of scientific ad
venture and discovery In chemistry, physics,
anatomy, zoology, botany, and astronomy. Hundreds
of rare paintings, woodcuts, drawings, portraits. 9 1/2"

X 12". Pub. at $24.95. Sale 5.95

HEAVEN AND HELL IN WESTERN ART. By R
Hughes. Fascinating pictorial study of how two
religious themes Inspired Fra Angllco. Michelangelo,
Bosch, da Vinci, Breughel. El Greco. Botticelli^

numerous other masters. Over 200 rich Illus. in color

and monochrome. Pub. at $17.50. Sale 3.98
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The Fourth
Icon takes profuse pleasure in vfelcoming you to

our fourth Rock and Roll Poll, this being the ballot for
1972. There are a few things you should know about
what premeditation goes into this super fine project
This is a rock poll, not the Downbeat or Playboy Jazz
and Pop polls. So if you want to complain about Miles
Davis' or Pharoah Sanders' or John McLaughlin's

I:- J
v^'

K

absence from the ballot, forget it As always, there
are a few deleted categories and some new ones.
To encourage massive voter turn-out we are going

to give away FREE ALBUMS. Winners of these
prizes will be selected randomly and wilt be men-
tioned in Icon with the results of the Poll.

See pages 14, 15, and 16
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ASK THE MAN
FROM

EQUITABLE
ABOUT
THE YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
PROGRAM

_iUii

offering life insufnc<
with premium financing

for interns and resident

physicians

full-time gradtlflte students

full-time profetilonal- .

school students

-**-

lEdNARO RUBENSTEIN -^^'
EILEEN MILLER >

.1801 AVE OF THE STARS
CENTURY CITY 879-1^)1 ST-3 4600

THE
The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States.

New York. NY.

Long John Baldry
If one were to judge from Long John Baldry's

concert technique, full of foppery, jumping about,

and general •don't-try-to-lay-no-boogie-woogie-on-

the-King-of-Rock N' Roll" inanity, one would expect

Baldry's recorded labors to bear a similar lack of

control and taste. Not so with Everything Stops for

Tea (Warners BS 2614), Baldry's new offering, which

is enough to make one believe that Baldry is a split

personality. Which is what he is anyway, having gone

through being a folk singer, blues singer, Engelbert

Humperdinck-type pop star and boogie/blues singer

in his long career. Everything Stops for Tea retains

the best from each of those past ventures to form a
^

varied, but uniformly inspired, work.

As with Baldry's last LP, It Ain't Easy, each side of

this-oew album.hasa different producer, Elton John

** plunking which threatens at one point to becom
little fugue, and a tuneful version'of a coimtl^"'^

*

by South African John Kongos entitled '" ^"^
Cloud" round Out the side nicely.

'Jubilee

mmtm

r.

FREE FILM T

^ Thesis Film — Peter Jensen .^

7:30 Tonight, 1409 Melnitz Hall (main auditorium)

a
NO BEPOSIT -'

ABOUT -
:

"

• A girl named Hilary

• The awful things she tried and believed in

• A look back of the 60T -'^-^-
-

• •'A, ""-- —" -7^—aiXBT^i- - -—

SHOCKING - REVOLTING - SATIRICAL - LYRICAL - MEAN
Full lengfh feature in color '

'

^

Starring Moiinda Marx (Groucho'i)
AAusic by Bill Mane (Harpo's)

1^. Spociot Moforial - Biff Roso— —

and "Rod Stewart, both of whom were members of

Baldry's Steam packet band way back when, are the

two produce^, and for my specie Elton wins out for

his production of the first side. That side is greatly

enhanced by the presence of one Davey Johnstone,

whose delightful guitar, mandolin and banjo stylings

constitute one of the most enjoyable aspects of the

entire disc. His multiple guitars grace the kicky

"Come Back Again," a thumping little ditty which is

innocently treated t)y both the Klaus Voorman/Nigel
Olsson rhythm section and Baldry's coy, bouncy

vocal. With "Seventh Son" things get a bit heavier,

but still Baldry's good humor, and the restrained

Take Me to the Pilot" -type rhythm prevents things

from becoming anything more maniacal than a fine

understated boogie. Baldry's feel for folky material

is further shown in the lovely "Wild Mountain
Thyme," with an opening a cappella that shows
Baldry's distinctively straightforward way of

dealing with lyrics, an imaginative viola da gamba /

guitar / mandoHn backing, and some light Elton

John vocal help. Considering John's usual dementia,
it is heartening to note how meticulously he works
with Baldry to produce something with just enough
gusto rather than opting for the *'kick out the jams"
approach which has marred so much of Baldry's
past work. An exhuberant version of "Iko Iko"
(which is having a revival of sorts right now, what
with Dr. John's new rendition of it), replete with
churning percussion and some Johnstone banjo

The title tune starts off side two with a referenc
Baldry's cabaret singer career. Th*^ song com
from a little known English musical called "Co

^
Into the Kitchen," and Baldry lays on his best R^
Harrison accent, rolled r's and 'all, voice like hon/^
The bouncy, full orchestra helps Long John sine of
the virtues of the traditional British four o'clodr
break after we hear an opening scenario involvi^
Baldry being pestered by autograph hounds star
ving songwriters and bothersome

I'phone
solicitors, only to finally sit back with his tea The
final verse of the song is indicative of the sliphtlv
Cole Porterish air of tlie number: "Now I know wh
Franz Schubert didn^ finieh his Unfinished Synf
pfibny /He would*ve written more, but the cLk
struck four / And everything stops for tea." After a
perfectly executed boogie entitled ''You Can't Judge
a Book By It's Cover," which contains a suspiciou^v
Faces-like organ/guitar part, we are treated to Rod
the Mod himself playing the banjo and crooniM
along with Baldry for **Mother Ain't Dead," anothw
traditional folk song along the lines of "Wild
Mountain Thyme." The smooth facility of both in-
struments and voices reminds one vaguely of the
Faces' "Stone," and I'm even willing to give the
uncredited short electric piano part to Ian McLagan
Unfortunately, from here on in the LP skids through
two forgettable songs, "Hambone" and "Lord
Remember Me," rising a bit for an instrumental
conclusion by original Hootchie Kootchie Men pianist
Ian Arm it. It's called "Arm it's Trousers," and it

shows lan's peculiar facility for blending ragtime
and blues.

I suppose Baldry's successes here depends a might
too mueh on those whosurround him.mnd without the

likes of Rod, Elton and Davey to lean on there's no
telling how low Long John might sink. Somebody's
exercised admirable taste in the selection of songs;

maybe that's to Baldry's credit. In any case,

Baldry's managed to pull off a diverse and merry
album, and one which may mark a more acceptable
r^onciliation of all that Baldry is artistically than
we have seen up until now. _-

».» \
—^Mark Leviton

% NasK y'-j*:jr, utUrfivrf. rjkic/it£:*j*.».i « ---9L- - V-W.'-^-V .
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There they are hiigging and
grinning through the bleak black
of the album covers, strumming
in chummy guitar togetherness
into the wee and coffee hours of

morning. It would seem like such
a legitimate Jbasis, if not a nice
idea, for the friendship of Mssrs.
David Crosby and Graham Nash,
compeers of professional,
spiritual and financial
comraderie, to result in a cozily

accessible album, but for the

verity that love is not blind, just

myopic. For Graham Nash/David
Crosby (Atlantic SD 7220), the

first dual effort from- the two
refugees generally regarded as
the weaker links of the Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young alliance,

follows hot on the heels of their

two respective solo albums, in

showcasing not the individual

talents of two complementary
artists, but rather the collective

weaknesses magnified, blinded by

compatibility.

Other than the fact that the

songs are bland and in-

distinguishaUe, the crux of the

matter remains: whereas Crosby
can and does make pretty enough
acoustic music, and Nash is

capable of such nice soaring high

harmonies, both are known and

shown to write inexcusably awful

lyrics on more than one occasion.

(Continued' on Page 11)
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Crosby's stigma remains the

more difficult to pinpoint. With his

fondness for 9th and minor 7th

chording bom of baby Byrd days,

much of his experimentation with

soft-sounding abstract music and

then record producUori is indeed
in serious trouble. One forgetUble
Nashtune later and we encounter
Crosby's "Where Will I Be*^

"

rather familiar sounding in both
tune and concept, like a cross
between his earlier "I'd Swear
There was Somebody Here"
wailings and some forgotten
lullaby from the "Call Me Mr

non-verbal lyrics has proven
successful in songs such as

"Guinevere," *'Triad," **Song

with No Words" and most of the

work on his own album, but his

discrepant flaw remains: he is too

often victimized by his essentially

prosaic ideas that cannot be

translated property into com-
fortably phrased stanzas. With
Nash the problem is by far more
clearest. Despite his long years of

commercial exuberance in the

Hollies, Nash is childishly

presumptuous in assaying his

abilities, and generally resource-

less as a songwriter.

The album holds the grappling
evidence. Side one gets rolling

with 'Southbound Train," a
hollow metaphor dependent on a
John Wesley Harding-sounding
arrangement complete with
vin^ge harmonica, and victim of

Hash's runaway aUiteration.
Things continue colorlessly until

"Blacknotes," which is hopefully

someone's idea of a joke, for if

fifty-eight seconds of Nash's
unintentional pentatonic scale
random piano pounding
(blacknotes, ha ha, get it?) and
stupid observation is meant to be
anything other than pure padding.
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»$.00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anttiropotoov 5C — Plog ' ->
Anthropology 11 — Miller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B - Pedr«fti

.». Astronomy 3 - Rieg«l
Bacteriology 110 — PickeH
Chemistry IC —MMtti. ^troiiM
Chemistry 4C — Konrad
Chemistry 6C — Konrad
Chemistry 153 — Jordan
Classics 161 — Latimore
Ecorwmy I — La Force
Economics 2 — Clower
Economics W — Shetlar
Economics 101A — Murphy
English lOA - Rodes
Geography i»i - Logan
Geology Ml Ernst .,

History IB - SymCOK
H.Story IC - Wohl
H.Story 8 - Burns
H.Story I24D - Bdle
H.Story 1420 - Loewenberg
H.Story 174C - Yarneli
H.Story 17IB - DalIeK
H.Story 181 - Yarnetl
Humanities 1A — Austin
Philosophy 107 - Hill
^f'ilosophy 152 — Quinn
Pohtical Science 3 - B^erwald
Po it.cai Science 120 - Muller
Poht.cal Science 145 - Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology no - Carder, Roberts
Psychology ns - Krasne
Psychology i25 - Sadalla
Psychology 127 Yontef
Psychology 135 - Ravens
Psychology 149 - Barthol
Psychology ITOA - Lovaas
^*sychoiogy 1|9 - Sears

"We have a complete
line of Cliff's Notet
and AAonarch Notet"

^0^ oddHional counm €oU or

com« in
**••»• - fri. 9:30 — 4:30

10851 UN06ROOK OH
'BikN. Wibhire-

l.l/ZBlk. E. Westwood

Blue" era, which unjusUfiably
does nothing to further the idea.

I

Side two winces on with "Frozen
Smiles," a sunny little bundle of
cliches in the manner and tempo

of "Oh Yoko." and Nash deserves
a punch in the groin for his pat-on-
the-back "all the music in my
veins" lyric therein. "Games"
sounds like a loving glance in Miss
(Jom) MitcheU's direction, she
bemg the recipient of the album's
dedication. "The Wall Song" (no,
not at all a rehash of Crosby's
Byrdic pschedelegram ''Mind
Gardens" for you who recall such
a time) comes closest to being a
complete and cohesive song effort
by the two but for Crosby's in-

descretion of rhyme at the ex-
pense of credibility. Clincher
"Immigration Man" seems like
perhaps what would be expected-
from an indignant fourth-grader,
which signals that it's Nash's song
immediately, chiding our friendly
local customs inspector, "Im-
migration Man, with his im-
migration face," leaving us to
wonder just how dunderheaded a
grown man's reasoning can be.
Cleariy then, there is sadly little

cause to justify purchase of this
album except for cases of the
most extravagant curiosity, and
that in itself is most likely as
incurably hopeless as the
squandering of talent in this duo's
union.

• ,1'

i •

Jackson Browne

— Heather Harris

The songs
like "These
with hamra
gossip were
surrounding

Browne and

^^CU CaaiUTING OUR T&4TH YEAR I

of Jackson Browne have been sung by others for years. Songs
Days" and "Shadow Dream Song", second act appearances
Nyro and Tim Buckley, radio interviews, and musicians'
all contributing to the growth of speculation and puzzlement
this young writer from Long Beach — just who is Jackson
why in hell is it taking so long for him to release his album?

(Conthiucd on Page 12)
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It isn't as easy as it used to he. Your
hiiir is longer. And a quick once-

over in the morning with a hroken
pocket comh isn't enough. You
need some harlKM\s tools. And
some of his tricks.

^
To stiui with, your hair should

^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *» > wii vMM he damp. Then you can hegin to

style it to your taste. With either Panasonic s styling ct)ml). Or styling diyer —
Ifyour hiiir is hot tcx) short, and not too long, you need our styling a)mh. And

the 4 special ciccessories that come with

it. The thick hrush. Fine a)mh. Coarse

comh. And drying nozzle. Styje your

hiiir with the hrush. By hrushing it

towiuds your part. Not away fiom it.

And when your hair is almost dry, press

the cool-iiir hutton. And finish styling

with one ofour comhs. ^^
Curly heads need our styling comb, too. The brush attachment helps you

figlit through the tiingles. And the speciiJ nozzle cx3ncentrates the hot iiin To help

get iJl those loose ends in sliape.

For a lot more hiiir, weVe got a lot more heiit. Our
styling diyer. It hits a switch thiit cbncentViites the hot

air. For eitsy styling. Or turns it loose. For quick drying.

And to help you look like youVe just left the barber, use

a stiff brush. And
dry the hiiir fioin

the inside out.

So now thiit

youVe got your

biirber's secrets, niiike sure thiit you »

hiive one of his t(X)ls.
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Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.
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m A FINE CASTLE—

—

by Derek Walcott ~ r;- -t T^r:^^^-^^

Premiere ofanewplay whose events are set

against the background of the haunted, gay at-

mosphere of Carnival time In Port-of-SpaIn,

Trinidad --with George Stanford Brown, Kurt

Kazner,^Patjla Kelly, Joon'Vbrt Ark, Diane ——

—

^Veb ste r'
'"'*"~'"'*^''^'^'^'^'*™^*^'"^ ""~'^^^

SPECIAL $2 STUDENT THCKirS AVAIUVBLE
ONE-TIME ONLY!

ii»

SUNDAY, MAY 7 - 2:30 PM
on sale now at Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office to UCLA
Students with phoio ID. (A limited number of tickets •

may be avai'fefte to UCLA faculty-staff on May 4 & 5.)

By arrangement of the UCLA Student Corfirihittee for the Art«

Jim Capaldi

oh How We Danced (Island SW
9314) is the album with Jim
Capaldi's name printed on the

front and Muscle Shoals stamped
on the music — aRoi which is fine

ISecause "Oh How We Danced"
accurately describes the nostalgic

feeling of the alubm, Jim Capaldi

is unquestionably the presiding

vocal performer and Muscle
Shoals is, at once, the place where
the ^album was born last

December and the musical
identity which gives the total Lp
its instrumental "class" if you
will.

Unfortunately the album fails

as a successful solo venture on
Capaldi's part. There's some
damn fine music on the Lp, but

none of it is Capaldi's. The
significant sounds come from
Dave Hood (bass), Roger
Hawkins (drums), Barry Beckett
and Steve Winwood (keyboards),

Jimmy Johnson and Dave Mason
(electric guitars), Harry
Robinson (string arrangements)
and, of course, the Muscles Shoals
Horns. In light of the competence
of the personnel involved, and the
polish and flair of the production,

the mentality of the material
Capaldi has written for the Lp is

appalling. In fact, if Capaldi had
not produced the work (along with
Chris Blackwell), on the basis of

only the seven songs he con-
tributes to it, one would begin to

seriously doubt his musical talent.

friends does net make up for

seven tunes lacking both lyrical

grace and melodic originality.

Jim Capaldi writes lines like:

"Don't be a hero \ :/' / /
' Heroes are so sad

Don't be a hero

It'll just make you feel bad
Beware of the candyman
He doesn't realize that the

present

that he's bought for you
Is gonna bum out your
eyes."

and:

"You're asking me if I can
help you
In this world of live and die

But the only thing that I can
do _.

Is try to make you laugh or

cry." .

He strings hackneyed phrases

together, alternately squp^,
and Ytretching words "5

syllables for the convenience "12

rhyme, with little or no co^sideration given to savr
.
anything. Capaldi bestows Zl
ordmary melodic settings whirK
thanks to the abilitij of k?'
musical backup crew, are ^
mirably surrounded ajl
disguised. ^^^

Were performance the onlv.

''"^M^'^.L^
"^^ ^* danced

would be a superb album Th!
.brilliance of Winwood. Mason
Wood and friends as musical
technicians, and of Capaldi and
BlackweU as producers, is j^
disputable. As it is Oh How We
Danced is a valuable chronicle ofan uncommon musical
collaboration - the brains of
Traffic and the brawn (excuse the
pun) of Muscle Shoals, complete
with gospel chicks and pulsating
horns. But Oh How We Danc«d is

representative of the strength of
that combination only, and not of
the emergence <tf Jim Capaldi as
a solo talent.

—Leslie Millenson

Browne. .: /

N

The songs are not, in them-
selves, especially original, nor are
they particularly engaging. Dave
Hood and company are truly

supporting musicians; it is they
wtio provide whatever is of quality
on the album , and certainly their

performances represent a great
deal of quality stuff. But the in-,

strum ental virtuosity of Capaldi's

-^ TALISMANS
Translations of Ancient. Occult texts reveal that talismans

are effective againM all perils of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water; they
can be used against all kinds of iflnesses, against all terror and
fear^ and as protection against all forms of Magic and Sorcery.
It is also written,"that he Who carries these amulets wit<i him
always, will be invu Inerablc for all his life'\and that through
them one can acquire good will from his fellow man and good
fortune from the Fates.

Icon has selected talismans available, on T- shirts ($5.00) and
Sweatshirts($8.00),.o that you may avail yourself of their power..
Ihese talismans are made in strict accordance with all major
occult precepts attendant thereto, with one exception; we believe
that the form and design of the talisman is the all-important
factor, and whether it is placed on a piece of **virgln parchment''or engraved in metal is of lessor significance. .

"

To order circle which of the eleven listed talismans you desire*pec.fy shirt (Tor Sweat), size (S,Ma,orXL), placement (front or'
back), and send your check or money order, with this ad, to Icon.

Postage and tax included
SEDUCTION...
AGAINST DISEASES...
GKACE AND HONOR...
ALL MATTERS OF LOVE...
COMPEL LOVE INSTANTLY...
AGAINST EARTHLY DANGERS...
PROTECTION ON A JOURNEY...
CAUSE LOVE IN INDIVIDUAL...
AGAINST DANGERS BY WATER...
REPRESS PRIDE AND ARROGANCE
PROTECtlON AGAINST ATTACKS BY

icon

(Continued from Page 11)'.

That long awaited record is finally finished, Saturate Before ij«in«
(Asylum SD-5051). .-- -_ - .__:,^. ^-^^^ ^^"J^

Though the album is clearly worth the wait, Browne is not yet r^ady to
be heralded as the discovery of the year or the Dylan of the seventies
Jackson Browne is good,

.
. but there are problems to contend with. His

recent concert appearances leave one cold, uncaring, and unresponsive
His voice is at first an unpleasant blend of Van Morrison's droning and
inflections, only later seeming to flow unhesitantly with his music. And
his album demands from its listeners an incredible amount of time to get
into the songs and used to Browne's strange phrasing techniques.
As a songwriter, however, Browne has a definite gift for creating

unusual, yet simple images to express sentiments, and his sincerity is

never in quesUon. His proficiency in putting together a well modeled song
is evident, as are the small embeUishmenU which do much for the
arrangements (i.e. David Crosby's wicom,parably brilliant harmonies
especially in "Something Fine," Jim Fadden's perfect harmonica solo in

•A ChUd in Th^eHiUsJ'^ the siii^pkr]giittar/vk)la accompaniment in

"Song for Adam^Tlhe increasing ii^tensityln "Jainaica Say You Will,"
and the vibrant,SoUl ijerformance 4)f "Rock Me On the Water") After
seemingly endless listenings, suddenly particular songs erupt and make
their presence felt. ^ ^ .'..• . ^^
•'Song for Adam" is one illustration of that and is a transmitted ex-

perience of friendship. The meUphor of a candle is repeated, and begins
to incorporate more and more significance: "I sit before my only candle/
But it's so little light to find my way/ Now this story unfolds before my
candle/ Which is shorter every hour as it reaches for the day/ But I feel

just like a candle in a way/ I guess I'll get there/ But I wouldn't say for
sure." What is all the more remarkable, is that the power and feeling
experienced in "Song for Adam," and also in "Something Fine," "My
Opening JFarewell," and "From Silver Uke" never lessen in future
listenings. Once these songs entrap you, you become a willing captive to

their charms.
Jackson Browne, despite his debut album, stiU remains something of

an enigma. Unquestionably, he has great possibilities, for perhaps with
the addition of a little maturity and after a little more time, Brown will

emerge deserving of all the fine things said of him. Saturate Before Using
IS an apt and fitting description of the album and Browne's talents To
truly relate to and enjoy this performer, saturate yourself completely in

his words and music. If you're unwilling to do so, then settle for second
best. - *

—Marsha Necheles

EDW AHl) II, FHADIKEL, M.D., Dermatologhl

HOME TREATMENTS

ACNE-ZIT PICKER
PIMPLES . BLEMISHES . FLAKIISG - OILIISESS

BLACKHEADS - CLOGGED PORES
Ml A,„, it not the \amr. Acne Treatment requires sprcisl mfdicathm pr^fa-

Monall) ulcctrJ for )our %kw. Before purchaiinf^ tny other product or treat*»cytt,

nyiu-sf ADC hiforntatinn and medication. There arc no other more effective lx)mi-

trc^tntiut^. I want to acquaint you with medications that hate proven effcrfiir

Ti
'"^

f/'/'7''
^'"" complexion and scalp will feel clean, fresh and healthy.

Ihe^ w,H Mp ynu, too — or your purchase price will he refunded."

____ — Edward B. Frankfl._N> J!

f[?!JI!fn^^R '*^^^*l^^c?*•^^ CO.ryi;iiiix""rw7lA«WOOO, CALIF. 90714EDWARD B FRANKEL> M.D , DIRECTOR — DERMATOLOGIST
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The 'Uncinematic' Cinema of Eric Rohmer
According to the film purisL the

motion picture medium falls from

grace whenever it deviates from

its quintessential bulwark of l)eing

a visual and kinetic art. One of the

niost—articulate partsts, the

famous montage editor Sl|ivko

Vorkapich, puts it thus:

"One of my claims is that most
of the films made so far are

examples not ol creative use of

motion-picture devices and
techniques, but examples of their

use as recording processes only.

There are extremely few motion
pictures that may be cited as
instances of creative use of the

medium, and from these only

fragments and short passages

may be compared to the k>est

achievements in other arts."

While it seems eminently
reasonable, this posture suggests

that, except for a few clippings

culled from fewer sources,
movies are nothing but strictly

. ersatz borrowings from the other

arts and that, as such, they have
little or no artistic status per se.

All this and more is implied in the

thick laying on of that most
persistent of critical adjectives—
cinematic. —
Once meaning "of or relating to

the cinema," this nefarioiis little

word now exists to exclude from
the cinema all that does not
illustrate to the point the hyper-
bole the visual and kinetic
mainstays of film art. Film A is

"cinematic" because there are
scores of pans, tracking shots,

jump cuti(, opticals, helicopter

shots, and other gewgaws,
whereas film B is just plain bad
because it is all interiors and two-
shots. This is just like the old
phUosophical definition of man as.
a rational animal, which con-
yemenUy relegated such bestial
functions as copulaUon and ex-
creUon to the stotus of un-
mentionable acts and un-
nameable practices.

When a criterion of recognition
decays into a criterion of
evaluation, something is in-
variably lost in the process. In this
case, just about everything that
has been accomplished in fihn
over the last three quarters of a
century.

All the foregoing is by way of
introduction to a most un-
cinematic film, Eric Rohmer's La
Collectionneuse. In the tradition of
Dreyer, Ozu, and especially
Robert Bresson, Rohmer is
pregnantly austere. As a director,
his silences are filled with
repressed screams; his actions,
with moral cataclysms. Not that
there are any visual or even oral
pyrotechnics: Rohmer's
characters arc too much in
control of themselves to betray
more than the smallest flickering
of an emotion, Their constricted
tmiverse is, like ours, a series of
encounters leading to in-
volvement or detachment, moatly
the latter.

Rohmer's preoccupation is with
people whose minds rub together,
when what they desire is their

bodies riibbing together. My Night

by James Paris
#f

-.r-*.- _»..aj*-.jf, Iftl.'l J Cinematic? An action saquanca from 'Tha Lintup^'fliractad by Don Siagaf.
•^1 .- -i^jf-:

at Maud's, for example, follows a
young latter-day Jansenist who
tries to put Pascal's theory of the
cosmic wager into practice, only

to find that it is irrelevant, and
that — when confronted witH'a
lively young divorcee — his very
intellectualism is strictly de trop.

Rohmer's next film, Claire's
Knee, tells of a young man who
plays at influencing the course of

several people's lives, with the
ironic counter-point that the
people he "influences" are more
real than he is and successfully
resist his intrusions while
asserting themselves as in-

dividuals.

In short, we are in the world of

Henry James, where the clinking
teacup replaces the roar of can-
non, but with similar results.

Only, the bodies get up, dust
themselves off, and walk off the
battlefield bleeding from within.

Perhaps the best of the three
aforementioned films by Rohmer
is La Collectionneuse, which

RESTAURANT GUIDE

THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 Wilthire Blvd.
Beverly Com stock HottI
274-f2n

\ tafyriQg Greek & Continental Cuisine Open
for Lunch & Dinner 7 Days a week. En
tertainment Thurs thru Sunday FREE
PARKING Reservations Advised. 13 Full
dinner for UCLA students w/tliis coupon.

Uncinematic? A scana from Rohmer's 'La Colltctioneusa.'

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wattwood naor Pico
opan Zanv 1am

''Go\irme\ Soups like

mother never made"

Mother Nature ^
Plant Boutique

MNDOOR PIANTS FOR
MOTHETS DAr'
•OTTLE PLANTS
TIRRARIUMf

PLANT CLASSCS"aM«C C«r»"

10* OFF rn'''''''*^good till Mothdr's Oayl

10945 Vanica Blvd.

, ^12TL 5l»^»«W o» V«nk« Blvd.

OVaaoyts.Bc^HBB«ICi

PERMANENT --.

HAIR REMOVAL
WITH AIR

DESENSITIZER

«EC BY PHYSICIANS
Mpmh eioct AttOC.
•^onSat CvM by A^^: ••

474.7171

»ARAL.WANNERE
ALINEWANNERNAm
<WntwoodA»d*k»l

Prof BIdg.)

Under New Management Grand Opening

HOSPITAL
Gmorgm C. Scott

SUNDAY
BLOODY SUNDAY

P«t«r Finch

Ragulor AdmiHlon: Adults 12.00

Studonts ... .$1.50

Chlldrdn . . . $ .75

Midnight Shows Fri. - Sot. April 28-29

AdmluionOnly $1.25

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
Diiitin Hothnon • John Voight

NUART 11272 Swrfo MontooMvd.
1m ANf«!••, CA 9002S
Al SOTHaNd nwmr i«pwlvdd«

MAISON

LA CREPE i

1064 Glendon Ave 478 0437
Open 7 Days 11: 30 1 AAA

lOSSPECIALrriESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMElEnES"

West L A 479 9968 i» | X^l- Live MusIC - on W««it«nHtnext door to Papa Bachs"
nwsic on weOKenaS

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25474.0Mt-WWVMc««

AAcDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
nii
47t.994S

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
formerly the "Lucky U"
NOW AT: 12244 W PICO |LVD.
471.9010

MEXICAN AND AMBtlCAN FOOD
•lER. SOFT DRINKS, ORDERS TO OO ALSO
OPEN 10 am »• 2«n CLOSED TUESDAY

12423 WMthirdtlvd.

JLA 02^.9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our PIbo
Now opon doily for luncli

Tuot. akor 9 pm ony pozo $1.75

TWO WORLDS HEAITH FOOD
•022 WdM Ird Slr«dl

4SM212

I8S DISCOUNT W/TNIS AD
ICo«>*dr.NwlriHoM»-V idlaridw Rdd^dS

O^dn 1 1 •.m. »• 1 1 p.m.'fr\4mf% 1 1 •.m. !• Sundown

c//ne ou\ \on\gh\

i-

• -

j^^^.-—a5fti:'-.»u..i«-jiij-r.ir=««o*i-5»--.«t;i.

concerns a would-be art dealer
Jwho cannot understand, and
therefore readily condemns, a
young girl who sleeps with a
different bumpkin each night r

Even as he condemns her^
however, and plays out his vast
array of destructive numbers on
her, hie realizes that she fascinates
him. Instead of foUowing his urge
to its fulfillment, though, he
continues to judge her. On her
side, the young collectionneuse —
in the beginning all too willing to

comply — wanders off to her
round of nocturnal marathons
rather than agonize over the

matter. The young man per-

suades himself that he never •

really wanted her to begin with.

As in Claire's Knee, we realize the
irony of the ending and part
company with yet another Roh-
mer hero who wants but does not
know how to get.

cr.

T^^

',}*;•
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Hill
Film Society

Didbon2160
SoKirdoy Night

=MOVIEGUIDE
POTEMKIN

10 DAYS THAT SHOOK THE EARTH

119
15140 Sufis«tllvd.

Poc^ fditodot
454.5525

Clin*

DIRTY HARRY

ioson Robords, Jr. & Kfl*h«rin« Ro«t in

FOOLS

leierlycmi
205 North Conon Drive

BovoHy HiiU (ol Wilthiro)

275^5244

HOT ROCK
pnd

SICIUAN CLAN

PACIFIC'S

imrif mis

B«H*r than "lov* Stor/

'

JOY fN THE ABORNING (PG)
Wilfthiro Blvd. ol Conon Or,

1 bNi Eoft ol BovoHy Or, '^ **^ ^" *=^' ^^' »^^® »» »"

27M121
Sol. & Svn. 12:30. 2;30« 4;30. 6:30. SiSO. 10:30

Otcor Winn«r Jon* Fondo tn

ireiiwiil I KLUTE -

2524W;khir« i.lu. o«- Wi,n.,

|a>36«hs«.| THE SUMAAER OF '42
SonfO Monico 2 for 1 Monday & Tuoadoy w/(his od

829^3366 829-3367 Fridoy & Sc*urdoy AAklnigl*

irififiiiir
2524 Wilshiro
(of26fhSff.) —

5 Acodomy Nominotions

VonMfo Rodgrova, Glondo Joditon

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS (PG)
„ ,, -. ,„'

, ,
,

|>lu» Clinf Eastwood in -: — -^
BEGUILED -Sonfo Monica

829.3366 829-3367 ^''^^"^ * ^^"^"^
i^^"?.** ..— Foco« or Ballad of CobU Hoguo'

- DEALING *

rill or The Berkeley to Boston 40 Brick Loft^Bog Blues

^estwood Village— 6:15. 3:15, 10:15 doily —

—

Off 7.2487 iii.-&,*«:i2£a:iijt:ta:.--S.T-.ru5i:* ^latTNiS'aSts.^^-r;

1:15, 4:15 w««ii«nd
ip.3f::i.j>A:30-Trj:ia.xa,i?t:Ji:-.ja.r

Cliff Robertson

Cllirill llll^liEATNORTHFIElD
Sun..« N.ar Vin. MINNESOTA RAID (PG|
Hollywood _— Daily: 12:30. J:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

466-3401
-J.. #^ . Slortt Fridoy

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

"Now CtnomoKopo Wido Seroon" - -

MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
Omar Sharif in

.

THE HORSEAAEN
11 par parson on this od. good on on* tidiot only.

Iirlii
UBroo ol Molroso
WE 4-2944

— SHAFT

THE GANG THAT COULDN'T

SHOOT STRAIGHT

11 llllll
2139SvfiMt
LA.

389.925^ ONLY

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
2fid Foolura . Wdf DiMiay't

NIOK ORPHAN ELEPHANT

liiimif Paciiic \rrr.'''''
Hollywood Blvd.

^^"""^^ •^"^•'•^ •

Neor Cohuengo A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)
466-5211

12:30. 3:00, 5:30. 8:00. 10:30

h

LisFeiiz
1822 N. Vermont
Holly«vood

NO 4-2169

Two filmt by Eric Rohmor . mutt ond Tw^^

LA COUEaiONNEui(E
and J*an4Mii Triwiifowawi. Froncotoo Fabian in

' MY NIGHT AT MAUD'S
_S*arto Wad. May 3 Anna Kw^ina in 'Tba f^n"

Miriiir
214Sontoi
SontoMonko
451.4625

BUd.

Anno Haywood

I WANT WHAT I WANT
and

Bteobolb Woinor

MARRY ME, AAARRY ME
Fri. & S«l. Midnito Sbows: TRASH & TARGETS

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Street

Sonio Monica
451-8686

»wlwwar 2 Acodoniy AHvordt

rHE LAST PICTURE SHOW
•oon vonnory in

THE ANDERSON TAPES
S«. Aprfl 29, 11:00 a.m. Sbakotpoaro't

•THo Taming of Hig Sbrow"

MlllCI II

1332 2nd Street
SonIo Monico
451-8686

MM Ci6«m& JoMiMar aNoil in Mdi* Edwartb'

THE CAREY TREATMENT
THE GANG THAT

COULDN'T SHOOT STRAIGHT.
tm Wad. Uwit Moll*'. "Murmur of »ho Hoarf

& LoUvck't "TKo Crooli"

. . ^..__. *. .

f

.

r^r^ »«--— w -.
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Icon's Fourth Anni
(Circle your favorite in each category, and if they're

not on the list, feel free to write them in at the bottom

of the category's listings.) One vote per category.

'
. ;/"

:^, :

Guitar ' -

Eric Clapton; Jerry Garcia (Grateful Dead); B.B.

King; Ron Wood (Faces); Ry Cooder; Carl Wilson

(Beach Boys) ; Pete Townshend (Who) ; Jimmy Page
(Led Zeppelin); Leslie West; Carlos Santana;

Stephen Stills; Frank Zappa (Mothers of Invention);

Mike Bloomfieid; Danny Kirwan (Fleetwood Mac);
Jim Kath (Chicago); John Fogerty (Creedence

Clearwater Revival); Johnny Winter; Jeff Beck;
Alvin Lee (Ten Years After); Shuggie Otis; Richard
Thompson; Kim Simmonds (Savoy Brown); Steve

Cropper (MG's); Steve Miller (Miller Band); Mark
Farner (Grand Funk Railroad); Clarence White
(Byrds); Jorma Kaukonen- (Jefferson Airplane);

Robbie Robertson (Band); Mick Taylor (Rolling

Stones); Keith Richard (Stones); Neil Young; Marc
Bolan (T.Rex); Elvin Bishop; Robbie Krieger
(Doors); Rick Derringer (White Trash); Nils

X'

Palmer); Ringo Si
tacks; mch Iii5
(Procol Harum);

Ri
•'

Photo by Paul Takakiian/Stevc Katlcman

Lofgren (Grin); Henry Vestine (Canned Heat); Pete
Ham (Badfinger) ; Robin Trower (Jude); Dave
Davies (Kinks); George Harrison; Steve Winwood
(Traffic)j Pave Mason; Robbie Kri^er (Doors).

Bass -^ ' •

Paul McCartney (Wings) ; Jack Casady (Jefferson
Airplane/Hot Tuna); Pete Cetera (Chicago); Jim

fon^''
<?»o«»Sw^t and Tears); Bill Wyman

(Rolhng Stones)
; John Paul Jones (Led ZeoDelin) •

John EntwisUe (Who); Jack Bruce; Antom^ de liBarreda (Canned Heat); Tom McGuinness
(McGuinness Flmt); Geezer Butler (Black Sab-
bath); Ronnie Lane (Faces); Greg Lake (E LP )•

Keyboards
Rod Argent (Argent)

son; Leon Russell;

Nicky Hopkins; Rk
Manazrek (Doors);

Preston; Felix Cavalif

(Atomic Rooster); St

Brooker (Procol Hai

band); Billy Joel; Lin(

Copping (Procol Haruml

McLagan (Faces); Elt

Miscellaneous Inst.

Ian Anderson (Jethr*

harmonica; Fred Lij

trumpet; John Sebastu

(Seatrain)-flute; Rid

Byron Berline (Hot

Swarbrick (Fairport

CreecB (J. Airplane/Hot'

(Poco)-pedal steel gi

Nesmith)-pedal steelj

guitar; Chris Wood

LaFlamme (It's A Beat

(Move/ELO)-cello;

meUotron; Tommy
and Reynolds) -steel

Crofts)-electric mandol

iV-

Drums Pi'oto »>v Paul Takaklian/Sftvo Katloman

Keith Moon (Who)
; Charlie Watts (Rolling Stones) •

bS S^r '^^ ?PP"^>= Cozy%eU (?eff

fMove/ELm • ^"h n^''^"^
^^^^^^ ^ev Bevan(Move/ELO); Ed Cassady (Spirit); Frosty

Male Rock Singer

Rod Stewart (Faces);

Roger Daltry (Who);

Gearwater Revival);

Who); Steve Winwood

(Wings) ; Roger Chapr

Emitt Rhodes; Da'

Baldry; Ray Davi«

(Byrds) ; Leon RusseUj;

Howard Kaylan (Mor

Ryder (Detroit); Van

Nilsson; Steve Marnr

Lennon; Elton John;

Uttle Richard; Gary]

,,lcs); Kenny Jones

lerson, Lake, and
Baker; Dave Mat-

Miles; B.J. Wilson

lel.

iv.

jfo by Paul Takakjian/Stevo Katleman

ichaels; Keith Emer-
iton (Grease Band);
[eman (Yes); Ray
fudson (Band); Billy

lals); Vincent Crane
^ood (Traffic); Gary
infred Mann (Earth-
•tney (Wings); Chris
Gosling (Kbiks) ; Ian

ite; Paul Butterfield-

lorns; Bill Chase-
lonica ; Andy Kulberg
me (Seatrain)-violin;

teview)-fiddle; Dave
intion) -violin; John
[)-violin; Rusty Young

Rhodes (Michael
leeky Pete-p^Ud steel
iffic) -winds; David
>ay)-violin; Roy Wood
ider (Moody Blues)-
Hamilton, Joe Frank
ish Crofts (Seals and

^ <A

I'lul Tak«|lan/St*v« KMIwnMt

5|er (Rolling Stones)

;

fogerty (Creedence
' Cummings (Guess

f'c); Paul McCartney
»nUy);Ericaapton;
yon Thomas; John
''; Roger McGuinn
tjer; Colin Bluastone;
•i-nc Burdon; Mitch

^•i: Lou Reed; Harry
;We Pie); John Ono
oung; Chuck Berry;

^*rocol H«r«^

'n'Roll Poll

f^»;^^n:^^ ^;s!t)%rrj>:^stmHayward (Moody Blues); George nSn^
BT(?^Sf,n\^'l'*?'^"* ^^P>: Bob Tench (S
wWstl^ '^ '

P^t« To^shend (Who); John Ent-

Female Rock Singer
"

Rlfn^«t»^"t'\u^^,l^ J^y^**^:
Carole King; Linda

SSor^n^^^^'
McDonald (Big Brother knd theHolding Company)

; Bonnie Bramlett; Carly Simon-

sS n^^°' ?^"" S"^*' (J«««rson AfrpS);'Sandy Denny; Dusty Springfield; Rita Coolidge.

Soul Performer or Group . '

Joe Tex^ Jackson Five; Isley Brothers; James
Brown; Merry Clayton; Aretha Franklin; Roberta
Flack; Ike & Tina Turner; Sly and the FamUy Stone;
Martha Reeves/Vandellas; Chambers Brothers-
Junior Walker; Staple Singers; Four Tops; Im-
pressions; Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band;
Smokey Robinson/Miracles; Wilson Picket; Johnny
Otis Show; Marvin Gaye; Ray Charles; Etta James;
Curtis Mayfield; Donny Hathaway; Gladys Knight
and the Pips; Persuasions; Temptations.

,SiLt,:r;3-^i;.,r.;

Ptwtp by Roger Hir»h

Male Folk Performer
""

Donovan; Don McLean; ]?aid Simon; Gordon
Lightfoot; James Taylor; David Crosby; Graham
Nash; Tonj Paxton; David Bromberg; John Denver;
Jackson Browne; Kris Kristofferson ; Spencer Davis;
John Kay ; Taj Mahal ; Tim Harden ; John Sebastian

;

Cat Stevens; Richie Havens; Liv Taylor; Phil Ochs;
Tom Rush; John Stewart; Bob Dylan; Arlo Guthrie;
Doc Watson; Ian Matthews; Jon Prine.

Female Folk Performer
Joni Mitchell; Judy Sill; Joan Baez; Judy Collins;
Melanie; Mary Hopkin.

Folk Group ^"

_ ^ Pentangle; Dillards; Lobo; Happy and Artie Traum

;

New Seekers ; Brewer and Shipley ; Incredible String
Band; Logins and Messina; Seals and Crofts;
Fairport Convention; Batdorf and Rodney;

,^^;
America; Ian and Sylvia.

«0

Country Rock
Byrds; Band; Poco; Country; Rick Nelson; Michael
Nesmith; Nitty Gritty Dirt Band; Crazy Horse; Pure
Prarie League; Everly Brothers; New Riders of the
Purple Sage; Southern Comfort; Hot Burrito Revue;
John Hartford; Conimander Cody.

(CMtlnued on Paf9e 18)

Thur!tdayTAt>rn27, ^m --^^
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MBSiC Hall

MOVIEGUIDE

9036 Wilshir* Blvd.

B«v«Hy Hills (of Doh«ny)
274 6869

ChoHi« Chaplin's

CITY UGHTS

Nllillll V CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH (Gj
10925 LindbrookOriv*
4792866 ZI5. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15,

10:15 Fri. & So*, olto 12:15

Irliitii
7425 Sunt«|-

876^)212

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
•*• and

THE HOT ROCK
$1 for en* porson •/ this coupon plus cwrron* UCLA raa cord

5«^ •^ 90«« Soiurdoy night trftor 5 p.m.

PUPlCillC THE HOT ROCK

'^^^ ^t- DIAMONDS ARE FOREVEF
Fr«« Porking ^Hor ono porson ml Hm coupon pl«M cwrroni UCU rog

1^ ^«^ "«• good Soturdoy night oAor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

PlIIIIIS
Hollywood of Vin«
469.7161

Alittair AAocLoan'ft

PUPPET ON A CHAIN (PG)

Daily 12:30. 2:30. 4-JO. 6.30, 8:30. 10:30 p.m,
UtfoShowFrL&S«l.ail2Midiiitkl .-

PACIFIC'S

PICfflll ^
Pico Moor Wottwood
272-8239

Dwteh Film F««»hrol

STAMPING GROUNDS (R)

Mon.-Fri. 6:30. 8:30 . 10:30

Sol. & Sun. 12:30. 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

Starts Fridoy .^- / ^

WMtwood ViHaa<

OR 7.0097
TR 9-9077

Academy Award Winnor~~
Vittorio do Sico-f^

^^

™ THE GARDEN OF THE
FINZI - CONTINIS

Ffi. «, UH. April M &» WidniaM wily "WomMi in Uv.'

Unit
1045 BroKton

WMtwood VHIogo
BR 2^501

Irish VanD«vor% Mento MoHiham
^ Jonot LoigK Molvyn Dowglm in

ONE ISA LONELY NUMBER
Dirodod by Mol Siwarf Mtftic by Michd Ugrond

11523 Santa Monica Blvd.

Wott Lot Angolot
477^581

Academy Awwrd Winnor

CHARUE CHAPUN'S
AI|.Tim« Comody QoMic

MODERN TIMES
Co-Kit Didi Von Dylio in

THE COMIC
OionlL^Shpw'*OrooviMt Mpvio in Town"

Sllllt Ml!II CHARLIE CHAPUN -
611 N.
013-238^

$1.00

-A. -J^- LAUREL & HARDY
FATTY AMUCiaE . 8USTEK KEATON . MACK SENNEH

CHAS. HUTCHINSON SEMAL- THmU^

fill Li irii
La Broo off NinffH

WE 4-2342

LOVE FOR SATAN

TOURNAMENT
Dirodod by Kon kMbo«»a

THE NEW

Villlaij
2509 Wilshire

DU 72171

VBlorio do SIM'S

THE BICYCLE THIEF
(Tho WorM** Moit Honerod Film)

and FoNinrt 4S min. film:

'Tho Tompfalion of Dr. Antonio'
K^djociforini Irondo StorH Moy 10

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Wottwood
478-0576

Morion Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30, 12:40, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10

Fri. & Sot. flKtro loffo show 1:15 o.m.

ICLUBGUIDE
Tlirw Sondoy

SAN FRANC6C0 MIME TROUPE
8162 Molroto Avo "^

oil2^ LEN CHANDLER
___^ ;

Nitf wodi mmf 2.7; tooolio Sorrollo

Isiiriii

lizzirrl's
9039 Suntot

CR3.6606

TRAIN SWAY
CORDOVA ROCK

Monday — Lodios nigtrt, Lodio« odmittod froo
DANCE CONTEST »3M GRAND PRIZE

Wiin%fr oppooffton Roal Don Stool't KHJ TV ftkow (Cht)
Thurulov nifHt audition — NSW GROUPS

Sunday's Groovin' Admission FREE botoro I pm

PIZZI nilCI BRAININ and LAMPERT
In TKo Villogo

478-0788 *oMlwm«moifi«a&( doy & nigM"

..tt.

Triiiiiiir
9081 Sonto Monica Blvd.

LA
276-6168

Now throogh Svndoy

PETER YARROW
Formorty of Potor. FomI, and Mary

LAZARUS
•MO CAftlY SIMON

^
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Poll I

^ (CoaUnued from Page IS)

. S?.

T

Composers *

_^^
Reid-Brooker (Procol Harum ) ; Jagger-Richard

(Stones); Brian Wilson (Beach Boys); Bee Gees; his Winos.

Joni Mitchell; Randy Newman; David Bowie; Cat

Stevens; Laura Nyro; Smokey Robinson; Neil r

Young; Bob Dylan; Paul McCartney; George
Harrison; John Lennon; Paul Simon; Frank Zappa;
Dave Mason; James Taylor; Neil Diamond; Pete

Townshend (Who); Ray Davies (Kinks); Carole

King, John Hartford; Mickey Newbury ; Rick
Roberts; Kris Kristofferson.

* *'
.

' -
_

' *

Weirdos
' '

. ^
""

^

Mothen; of Invention; Captain Beefhart and his

Magic Band; Flash Cadillac and the Continental
Kids; Sha Na Na; Yoko Ono; Bonzo Dog Band; Alice

Cooper; Dan Hicks and his Hot Licks; Comma .u.
Cody and his Lost Planet Airmen, Mogan Davin
his Winos. ,, ,

«^»aaiKi

-••r'*'^"^ -^

I —-^•#..

Paul Takakjian/Steve Katleman ft!

i^A%WAWS?ii¥ft%y^^

Jk

.^ix m't4,f*

i;-4at» ^.^' ./K irv 3i-si.t^*jKAj:Zm:i:iiy^M.t.'K.'

2nd Annual Mad, Mad, SALE
" "

r -
,

with prices that will blow the heck out of

"LARGE FANCY STORE" and "LniLE GARRAGP' prices

J

-%

> "•

f

SPEAKERS
^'» 12" 3.Way tp«aliert

• ADC 303AX Bookshdf speoliars
• KR-8 Foam grill speakers
choke of 3 colors, orange, blue, brown

• Fisher XP56 speakers (Demos) -^

TAPE DECKS
'

• Brand Nome cassette deck
with oufo-stop and pop-up (Demos) -^

• Concord reel to reel wfifh

build in 8-track recorder and -7: ' ^

ampliphier - - -
,

• 8-frack record and playback

• Dokordor reel to reel auto-
reverse, 3 motor tope deck

- -
plus 24 rolls of scotch 1800 tape

TURNTABLES
• B.S.R. AAcDonold 51 OX Automatic

record changer, complete with
base, dust cover, and shure cartridge

• Pioneer PL'12 AC turntable
with shure M9 IE

RECEIVERS

• Harmon Kordon 100 watt
330a AAVFM stereo (Demoe)
receiver

• Brand name AA^FM stereo
- receiver 30 wotH, includes

walnut cose
• ScoM AM/FM Receiver
• Sony AAVFM Stereo Receiver

UST

$ 89.00
$I15.00@
$ 39.95@

$ 79.95@

YOUR PRICE

$ 29.95@
$ 74.95@
$ 18.95@

S^39.95@

$149.95

$399.95

Jr

$139.95

4379.95^

$144.00

$523.95

$110.95

^1^95 Jv

$ 78.95

S249.95

$100.00
(Demos)

$148.95

$ 53.95

S 99.95

» V V

$199.95

$139.95

$200.00
$139.95

$157.95

$ r6.95

$165.95

$ 89.95

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!

NOW SOUND
2525 W. Beveriy Blvd., AAonfebello

7214)207 AA-F 1-9, Sat 10-5

'••'••••••ri

Rock Comedy
Firesign Theater; Conception Corporation
Credibility Gap; Cheech and Chong; Congress of
Wonders; George Carlin. —
Groups ; . v

'""'"'
.JrCl^^ -.„-.,

(Write in your three favorite groups, making sure
that the ones you pick are groups which are presently
in existence.)

^

«t ••ififi^t

|Wi»K»f*ML--M*»f....-

FREE ALBUMS ^ ^^^^^^^^^ W^
Turn in your baUot to the Daily Bruin office, using

the appropriately marked box. Be sure to put your
name on your ballot so that you wiU be eligible for a
random drawing in which we'll be giving away
several albums. Vote once, and no sense stuffing the

ballot box because pseudonyms aren't eligible for the

prizes. Use the space provided to make any pertinent
commients about the poU, or anything else which
pertains to Icon. Results are coming soon.

V I i lfc
I

r j'
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Name (print)
.# ..f

Signature

.(Paid Advertisement)
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SHABBAT
CELEBRATION
at Rabbi Berner's Home

• DINNER
• SERVICES
• SINGING
• DISCUSSION
• 6:15 THIS FRIDAY EVENING

Call 474-153 1 for Reservations & Directions

On most of Aretha Franklin's

albums on Atlantic/"there is a

mixture of the absohitely ex-

cellent and the disappointingly

poor. Fortunately, the former
always outweighs the latter in

proper proportion to assure that

each album is an artistic and
commercial success, while
sustaining Aretha's deserved
reputation as the foremost female
rhythm and blues— soul vocalist.

Her Young, Gifted and BUck
album (SD 7213) is the latest proof

of all that has just been said.

Side one opens with five cuts c^

the type that show Aretha at her
best, the first 6f which is "Oh Me
Oh My (I'm A Fool For You
BabyX" which was a hit for Lulu a
couple of years ago. This sensitive

love ballad takes on an extra
feeling of warmth as Aretha
moves sensuously through the
lyrics with complete conviction.

Her two latest hits (and both her
own compositions) follow, and
nothing need be said to explain the
basic appeal and tasteful
execution of "Day Dreaming"
and "Rock Steady." The Utle
song, "Young, Gifted and Black,"
contains an important message,
while remaining siniple in lyric
ahd melody. The song is con-
cerned with the great amount o^
talent to be found in the black meh
and women in the world, and is

also a concise description of both
Miss Franklin and its composer,
Nina Simone.
Two other Aretha compositions

are also among the better cuts on
the album, both performed as
ballads While "AU The King's
Horses" likens the shattering of a

relationship to the HumptyDum pty nursery rhyme ( •* we
sat on the wall of love . . ") and
IS therefore <|uite accessible
First Snow In Kokomo ' contains

references of such a personal
nature that the audience tends to
be excluded from what could be
an insightful, revealing glimpse
mto the private life of Miss
tTanklm. and produces an air of
mystery. Both "I've Been Loving
You Too Ung" and "Border
5>ong should be mentioned
ampng the better cuts, although
these versions do not quite come
up to the quality of the other good
songs on the album nor to that of
their original performances by
Otis Redding and Elton John
respectively.

Now the bad news. ''A Brand
New Me," while never anything
more than a fair song, fails to go
anywhere due to Miss Franklin's
lackluster, unconvincing ren-
dition, and a horn arrangement
straight out of the fifties.
Backarach and David's "ADril
Fools>MlMlftM0^^WMtaMAj^
BellsWand goes quickly downhill
fr6m|therf| Ow-ivch

prGlvidBiol of lae Krics
t RfiW fBfrhaliclTmd

e of background singers in
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this song a prime candidate for
the "Kitsch on Vinyl" award. The
presence of this song is so in-

congruous with the rest of the
album, that it's laughable.
Almost. Finally, "The Long and
Winding Road" and "Didn't I

( Blow Your Mind This Time) " are
completely underwhelming. "^

—

It is evident that much of what
has just been said (i.e., the
presence of such disappointing
cuts) is directly attributable to
strictly second class material.
However, this is not to say that
Miss Franklin is relieved of all

responsibility in the matter, as the
pjerformer should have some say
regarding repertoire matters. It's

hard to imagine Aretha volun-
tarily performing a song such as
"April Fools."

Orchestration and
arrangements are, as usual, quite
good, except where noted, with
Aretha Franklin on piano on all

cuts. To work with such a per-

sonality on an album is no small
honor, and it must be duly noted
that the presence of Hubert Laws,
Donny Hathaway and Billy

Preston help make Young, Gifted
and Black what it is. (t:

i —AndyLinsky

pnfh..?*?"°u
^•^'<^*»'-«"«n <Kapp KS 3663)* features music for Santana

!nKcr!*? 1^^?,5^ '^*"*"^' ®'" "™^'*® specifically, unashamed, to accept

!n«K/i"
^^ *

^^'If
^""^ *^ *"^^ ^^^ S^"^"« Latin/African material which

slights lyrics and melodies for virtuoso improvisation and intense

whnTr 1 c^
^'''"P ^^""^^ ^® fundamental proficiency to bring it off.While Carlos Santana could work wonders with hack material (and he

Jias^^uiUrist Mickev LesDTO handles most of his solos rather sopho-

iTr^ Co u - " ©wnme roster, organist Bob Espinosa and bassist

Sfei"^2S2!!lS2!!!??^^"T"®"^*^
^^^ ^y ^^*" ^^^^ ^^ ^^p^ that this

:es.

yeanSeven
lichwmjenjnai

o! materiaTHiree quarters
vacant instead of paddini

inter put out a two disc album, one side of
" strange at the time that he would run out
the way through a project leaving a side

With filler. But Celebration illustrates that

^ ^ - Ve been so bad. While half of Celebration (the
ersatz Santana) makes good listening, the other half practically has a
sign hanging on it, "We ran out of material so we borrowed from several
artists with whom we have nothing in common."
Viva Tirado Otra Vez, bears no resemblance to the group's hit and

sounds suspiciously like Santana's Soul Sacrifice with a couple of sneaky
chord changes thrown in. It moves into Mas Zacate, which features some
innovative bass work from Sanchez. With such simple chord
progressions, it is essential that the bassman show a reasonable degree of
originality. Here the bass works in the same style as Dave Brown's
patterns on Oye Com© Va from Abraxas. El Grito is derivaUve of San-
tana's Jingo with the same bass/drum foundation and solo guitar. Juntos
and Satisfy Me Woman show the good and bad respectively of Mickey
Lespron's guitar work as he ranges from well-motivated harmonies and
trade-offs with the organ to cheap sounding Mosrite fuzz antics.
At this point El Chicano should have called it an album but still

needing 10 minutes to fiU out the LP, they dipped into their oldie collec-
tion for some more material. Van Morrison's Brown-Eyed Woman
betrays the group's whole style as its tempo, chord structure, and lyrics
seem foreign to the rhythm band's repertoire. I Feel Free lends litUe or
no further insight into the Cream tune and it closes out the album on a
mediocre not^.

The paradox of the album is that when the group borrows from jazz
they come up with the best and the worst cuts on the album. Horace
Silver's Senor Blues fits into the El Chicano format as Silver's style of
jazz is quite compatible with a highly rhythmic interpreUtion. However,
In A Silent Way bears about as much resemblance to Joe Zawinul's
composition as it does to Roll Out The Barrel. The cut was originally
titled Espinma Fooling Around In The Shower With His Electric Piano
but it was raitled, dropping in the jazzman's name, to give it a little
"class". ^ ________ ^

All this ajskis up to one unremarkable album. Both Santana and El
Chicano are working the same musical turf but the latter is still groping
for their style and, until they find it, I think I'll sUck to brand names.

— Mason L. Buck

The new Riiiport ConventkMi album
alMHit aguy ¥rlio nevergot hung up.
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FAIRPORT CONVENTION
BABBACOMBE LEE'

.SP-4333
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gc and hit y6 feu old mother photopvphcd at their cottafi at Abbottikertwell the day after he rame home Irom

^Babbacombe^Lee lives.
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Europe
Summer
Charters
Available from

April 24
Sept. 23

OMWay

$149
round trip

Reserve
Space
Now for

Europe!
Oporatod by stuclonts
for studonts.

Evelyn 395.6029
ttiMtont tsrvic— WmI

Quality
Airlines
No rip-offs!
SPECIAL NOTE: All chartsr flight
pric«« »T9 bsMd on a pro-rata tharm
of tha total flight cost and farry
ing chargat at 100% occupancy
All farat includa U. S. f adaral
tax and dapartura taxaa"whara
applicabia and admmittrativa f«««
of $4.00 par person All pricas are
tubjact to an mcraata or dacraasa
dapandtng on tha actual number of
patsangart on aach individual flight.

Avfi.Mble only to U C students, faculty, staff
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ATLANTIC ID 7220 05M

NOW ON ATLANTIC RECORDS & TAPES
-)k

Available At

TOWER RECORDS
8801 Sunset Blvd. phon« 657-7300
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16-3. Coming up a littie later are-
CHUCK BERRY at the Fox May
}2\ Fleetwood Mac at the Fox May
15; the Steve MiUer Band and the
Youngbloods at the Palladium
May 19.

CLUBS
Lots of interesting folk at the

clubs this week. Peter Yarrow and
Lazerus are at the Troub. At
McCabe's are Joyous Noise and

CONCERTS
The concert biz looks a little

brighter this weekend not to

mention diversified. Van
Morrison and Shawn Phillips are

at the Santa Monica Civic tonight

and tomorrow; tickets, $6,504.50.

Hot Tuna, Copperhead and Mick
Greenwood will appear at the

Palladium at 8 tomorrow. Procol

Harum will be at Claremont

tomorrow with Leo Kottke (so you

PH. freaks will have a drive

ahead of yoq) ; tickets, $5.50-3.50.

Shanti will be ^t CLSB's Bristol

Bay Trading Co. tomorrow night.

Kichie Havens will appear in two

shows, one night only, with the

Credibility Gap at the Fox West
Coast Theater Saturday night;

tickets are $4.50 in advance or $5

at the door. Finally, Bessie Griffin

and her gospel revival will be at

the Ahmanson at 3 Sunday;
tickets, $5.75-2.75.

Tom and Courtney Campbell; Doc
and Merle Watson wiU be there
Wednesday through next Friday
and tickets must be bought in
advance. Pharaoh Sanders is
currently at the Lighthouse.
Tower and the Atlanta Rhythm

Section are at the Whisky through
Sunday, with Max Ayne and Alex
Harvey coming in Monday and
Tuesday, and Osibisa and Uttle
Feet opening Wednesday. Esther
Phillips is at the York Club, to be
followed by Johnnie Hammond
and Hank Cfawford beginning
Sunday. Ron Coden and George
McKelvey are at the Ice House
this week. Down at the Four
Muses are Doc WaUon and Jo
Ellen Yester. -- -

Jimmy Dickens is at the
Palomino tomorrow to be
followed by Johnny and Jonie
Mosby and Mays Nutter on
Saturday. (There was an un-
fortunate typo in last week's
column — if you like country
music, the Palomino is worth the
drive. It is! It is! Honest.) SheUy's
is featuring Harry 'Sweets"
Edison. At Donte's this week are
Teddy Buckner Dixieland tonight,

Ruth Price and Dave Grusin Trio
tomorrow and Saturday, and
Teddy Edwards Sunday. See the
theater listings for the Ash
Grove's offering this week.
-Added note: Randy Newman

will be guesUng on KPFK's Folk
Scene Sunday. KMET wiU be
broadcasting Pharaoh Sanders'
show at the Lighthouse at 11 p.m.
tomorrow.

Upcoming concerts in the near
future include: Roberta Flack and
Donny Hathaway at 8:30 May 6 at
our very own Pauley Pavilion;
tickets $4.50-2.50 for students. Also
on May 6, there's gonna be *'A

Story of Rock and Roll" at 7:30 at
the Forum. Some of the people
who are advertised as intending to
show up include: ayde Mc-
Phatter and the Drifters (this I'll

have to see to believe). Bill Haley
and the Comets, Jackie Wilson,
the Olympics, The Fleetwoods,
the Chantels, the Hovers, the
Crickets, and the Four Seasons.
On May 7, Mark/Almond will
appear with Loggins and Messina
at the Santa Monica Civic; tickets,

'^^^^^"-^—(Paid Advertisement)

CLASSICAL
Works by Verdi, Mahler, and

Puccini will be featured at 7:30

tonight at Fiesta Hall in Plummer
Park. The Baroque Jazz En-
semble will perform at 8 tonight

at The Egg and The Eye; student
tickets are $1.50. There's a concert
featuring "New Musics by Larry
Austin and Paul Chihara" at 8

tomorrow in Schoenberg; student

tickets, $1. The Pasadena Sym-
phony Orchestra will perform at

the Pasadena Civic Saturday at

8:20; student tickets, $1. The
Meremblum Pioneer Orchestra
will give a free concert at 8

Saturday at Fiesta Hall in

Plummer Park.

Teachiig AsslsiaDis For

Sflimner OrieDiaiion Prograi
July 30 - Sept. 7, 1972

^• t"

• Only Americans are eligible to apply.
• Preference will be given to Graduate Students

with a social sciences background.
• Travel, Teaching, Counseling and Experiences with

foreign students will be helpful.

ine program provides a unique experience in international
living and facilitates extensive^ opportunity for a cross-cultural
exchange between TA's and foreign students. The TA's will live
in vvith the students In a dormitory; functiori as discussion Jeo-
aers for instruction in Contemporary American Issues; and pro-
vide counseling assistance. They will also be expected to help in

the overall planning and organization of the program.

^ke TA's will r«c«iv« q ttipwid for Mm program - wori study •§».

9i>tlity b Kalplul but iMl MMiiM.

For more details and application forms,

contact AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
In^M-notiofial Studwit CmiIw Foruigfi Sludwit OfVk«
1023 HNgord Av«. 247 Socid WeMoro BIdg.^ AngfltM, CaW. 90024 Cad^t
477-4587 825.1681

The LA. Phil will perform
orks by Ravel and Tchaikovsky

at 8 Sunday at the Santo Monica
Civic to continue their family
concert series; tickets for
students are $2.50. The Repertoire
Chamber Orchestra will give a
free concert at the Natural
History Museum at 2:30 Sunday.
The L.A. Chamber Orchestra will
appear at the Ahmanson at 8:30
Sunday. Albert I>ominguez will
perform Sunday at Sutro
Auditorium, 4900 Wilshire; tickets
are $2.25.

FILMS J

There are some good flicks
around this week not too far away.
Old film buffs might want to catch
a 2 p.m. showing of TTie Great
Walti with Luise Rainer today at
the Mayfair. The midnight shows
this weekend feature: Women In
Love at the Plaza, Faces at the
Brentwood I, The Ballad of Cable
Hogue at the Brentwood II,

Midnight Cowboy at the Nuart,
and Bogdanovich's Targets at the
Stor and the Mayfair.
The Shakespeare series con-

tinues at the Monica I and II at 11

a.m. Saturday with The Taming
of the Shrew, the Shrew
being Elizabeth Taylor and the
Tamer being Richard Burton.
Westwood Film Society continues
its series with "Academy Award
Films of 1931-32" at 6:30 and 9:30
tomorrow, and "Films of 1932-33"

at 7 and 9:30 Saturday.
The New Vagabond is featuring

De Sica's The Bicycle Thief and
Fellini's The Temptation of Dr.
Antonio. There's a horror double
bill at the Bijou this week — The
Tingler. with Vincent Price, and
The Boogie Man WiU Gel You,
with Peter Lorre and Boris
Karloff. The Silent Movie

Thursday. April 21, 1972
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having a Laugh Show this week.
Caltech begins a series of films by
Robert Snyder with Hie World of

Buckminster Fuller at 8 Tuesday
and Wednesday ; tickets are $2.50.

Finally, on campus there's a
free screening of a new film, No
Deposit. No Return at 7:30 tonight
in Melnitz 1409 The UCLA Student
Film program continues this
weekend with screenings at 8: 30 in

Royce; student tickets are $1.25.

Eisenstein's Potemkin will screen
Ht 6 and 9 and Ten Days that Shook
the World at 7:15 and 10:15
Saturday in Dickson; donation
asked.

Marriage Proposal plays at 8:30
Fridays and Saturdays at the Next
SUge, 1031 N. La Brea. The
Firehouse Theatre Co. from San
Francisco will give five per-
formances of their Escape by
Balloon beginning at 8 Wednesday
at Company Theatre, 1024 S.

Kol)ertson. -~

ART;.^'-'

Dickson Galleries are featuring
a new exhibit, "Four in On©/
Paley, Reigle, Robinson and
Young." European and South
American paintings from the
Sams Collection are cyrrently at

^Ki

18

THEATER ^__^
The San Francisco Mime

Troupe will present Dragon
Lady's Revenge at 9 nightly

through Sunday at the Ash Grova^
Sleight of Hand, a new play, opens
tonight here on campus at the
Ralph Freud Playhouse. It will

run at 8:30 Wednesdays through
Saturdays and at 7:30 Sundays;
studentJickets are $1. Hootsudle
opens tomorrow at 8:30 at the
Merle Oberon Theater, 817 N.
Hilldale Ave.
A Look at Sex, Love and a

the Municipal Art Gallery, 4804
Hollywood, the restrospective of

American Impressionist Childe
Hassam closes Sunday at the
Janta_ BarJ&ara Art Museum. .

t

tnr

DANCE
A film version of Swan Lake

featuring the Leningrad Kirov
Ballet Co. will screen at 8:30
Saturday at the Shrine; tickets
are $5.50-2.50. The Antranig 5ong
and Dance Ensemble will per-
form Armenian Folk music at 3
Sunday at the Shrine. — v.F.N.
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INVITE2000 to READ YOUR RKUME
Let MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT ASS6CIATES

tions and career objectives before 2000 potential employers .... .many
companies who do not recruit on campus.

Your resume will be professionally presented in a permanent reference

form to companies and organizations in every field of professional and .„

pbmmercial^ndeavor.

Subffiit your resume or complete the resume form below and return with
your $10.00 check or money order to cover editing, publication and distri-

bution costs and to insure inclusion in our selective 1972 distribution."
"^^^

SPECIAL BONUS: Receive your free copy of HOW TO BEAT THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND GET THAT JOB (selling In bookstores for $2.95) If

your resume is returned before May 19, 1972.——-— -_..^_^v-^„
_ , _ _ > •*•..'.,

.
;."

"' MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, Suite 1100
3807 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90010

r.,.

»__ K

;.. li...

Last NBm; First. Initial (print or typa)

Mailing or Horn* Addrasi (with zip coda)

A«a Height Weight Marital Status Phone No.

Employmant Rr«f«r«nc« (by function or flald)

Uu ..^K t
'

iiL
Oaographlcal Pr«f«rer>ca (If daslrad. Include overseas)

HI
Schools Attended >

111

J£L
Stete

f

Degre* Date

> , •<
'

(2L

Ui.
Mai9rs

'4^
Minors

m
(2L 12].

Honors. Awards, Extra Curricular Actlvltlet, Hobbles, Military Service

Language, Technical artd Office Skills

COn>panlet Worked For

OJ

ZRy" Function "Dinr

(2L

OL
AddHlonal Ramerks
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT !
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Ours IS the official

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the
University of California on all campuses.
for use^y alTTnemhers oflhot community"

>

The Charter Flight you sign with at UCLA l5 responsible
for being dependable and seeing to It you will

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed .

to mediocre service.

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedijlepre-flighf'orientation meetings,
arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per- • •

sonally see every flight off here and in London. ^^^-^ -

DAILY
BFHJIN
$WSS*:i»*:i!i»:^Wft¥^^
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fac8 Track S Field Leaders
•.X

100 ^.p.^-.-,^
1. IMirren Edmonson,
ti Don Quarr\e, USC

^^^-f5

f.3

^5^. 9.4
beH Hearvey/ - GregonT JoFiS AAaysT

Oregon; Willie Deckard, USC; l||pnie Wolch,
UCLA (n); Reggie Echols, UCLA '(n)# Steve

.«SNgWrH!ff,OSU
5. Gary WJiMams. Oregon
iL.Bob Williams, Oregon

S

^

:5

!.5 Edesel Garrison (njf;

^:

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience r

of an on-compus location and the assuran(!e of
personaJ attention in alt areas.
We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
our carrier - because of its long and distinguished
service record - and all our passengers receive
their first class service. ^

If r

. r

How many charter groups can claim all this?

-••^
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FLIGHT

r ;-? <

2

i

5

'

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

L.A. TO,

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

JLonddn

London

London

London

London

London

-(

. \

DEPART

June 18

June 21

RETURN

Aug. 28

June 22

June 26

Aug. 16

June 26

June 27

J^ne 28

June 28

June 29

"jLTyl

Aug^l^

Sept. 6

FROM

1padon
London

London

[M DAYS
I

PRICE
I

CARRlin
on 71 _ $1A2~ TRnKr' ZI

Sept. 13

Aug.^"

Sept. 9

"

July 4

July 8

July 1

1

July 12

Aug. l"2

Sej)t^ 1

6

_Aug. 29"

Aug. 27

Sept.'iz

Aug. ]T
Aug. 10~

Aug. 31

Sepf."f3

London

London

London

56

54

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

72

80

59
-#

—

_73

8l"

$262

$262

$262

$262

^75_
$262

$262

$275

BaAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC~_"_

BOAC' "'

Caledonian

•»,,

_<.-.

H's not too late to switch to the best iU^ _«• - i

-^

«

.. Gibson (n);

ill Stanford (n).

•^ J20 (20.2, Turner, OSU '67)

^n. Don Quarrie, USC
•i^ 2. Warren Edmonson, UCLA
^ J. Benny Brown, UCLA

.

^4. Gordon Peppars, UCLA
Leon Brown, t^
John Sntith, UCLA

. Steve Gib^u^UCLA
Willie DeMrdRl

440

1 John Smith, UCLiC
2. Edesel Garrison, USC
3. Benny Brown, UCLA
4. Earl Richardson, USC
5 Weidon Vance, Oregon
6 Ron GadlRir UCLA

,

7. Vincent4Mii^€li!^||o

1. H^m BbbaJmu
|. Steve Bence, Oregon
3. MllceAAcClendon, Oregon
H. Ron Borden, OSU
5. Ricic Brown, California

I. Cliff West, California

i. Mark Felg, Oregon
«WLE
K Steve Prefontaine, Oregon '

|.iHalluEbba,OSU ^
Ricic Ritchie, Oregon
Ciiff West, California

Ricic Carr, USC
Chris Camy, OSU

TWO MILE
I, Steve Prefontaine, Oregon
1 Rick Ritchie, Oregon
1. AAark Savage, Oregon
4. Pat Tyson, Oregon
1 Richard All)right, Washington
i Phil Burkwist, WSU
I Scott Daggatt, Oregon
THREE MILE
!. Bill Ko$s, Washington
2. Phil Burkwist, WSU
3. MarkHiefield, WSU
4. Rick Albright, Washington
5. Randy James, Oregon
6. Stev^^Brown, use
7. Spencer Lyman, OSU
STEEPLECHASE
1. Jim Johnson, Washington

*"
20.^

3:56.7

3:59.3^

4:01.3n

4:02.7n

4:03.6

4:04.4n

8:35.2

8:46.6

8:48.4

8:50.2

8:50.4n

8:52.7

8:53.0

7. Scott Jackson, OSU
8. Graham Hutchison, WSU
120 HH

J. Jerry Wilson, use
2. Lance Babb, USC
3. Charles Rich, UCLA (13.6wn)

Ivory Harris, Oregon
Bob Coffman, USC

6. Lowell Harris, OSU
7. Geof Newing, Washington
440 IH ; . rW
1 JeanPierr^lNal, UCLA

PaulW}IWrison,Or€«liiP
3. Jim Petralla, California ^
4. Jerry Wilson, USC

Steve Casey, OSU
6. Lance Babb, USC
440 RELAY
1, USC (Babb, BcoplQuarHe,

Deckard)
2, UCLA ( Echols, 0MlMn, Gaddis.

Edmonton)
3, Oregon (Mays, Hinis, Buford,

Hearvey)
4, California (Andrew, Bom marilft.

Smith, Burnt)
WSU (Peters, Mllier, Herald,

Rorem)
6. Stanford ( Barmeyer, Raines - -.

Anderson, CurJ)

7. Washington (Swift, P#lrlelgh,
Taylor, Lavery)C

8:55.6n:$

8:57.0n.fe

B:59.8n?:

9:00.2n^
9:07.5n::S

^mI
'.V

:**f^:"

4t.t
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Netters in Ojai meet;
Face conference foes

y By Charlie Mathews ^
•

DB Sports Writer |\ .

Today through Sunday UCLA's tennis team competes in the Ojai
Tennis Tournament. The compeUtion is currenUy in its 73rd yearmakmg this tourney the oldest in the country. -- *

Six players from each of the four California Pacific 8 schools and two
ath etes from the University of Washington will participate in the
Collegiate Division singles. RepresenUng the Bruins will be Jefif Austin

^

Tom
""^ SP«n<^r Segura and the Kreiss brothers. Mike, Bob, and

There will also be 16 players compeUng in the Open Men's section Ron
Krulevitz, a transfer from University of UUh and now attending UCLA
will be competing. Krulevitz played two years for the Redskins and wuihave just his senior year remaining after this campaign. Off his win over,

*u ^.V^J""
^" exhibition match. Krulevitz would probably have beeni

in the U(XA top six this year. \
-

No. 1 seed in the Open Men's will probably be BiU Brown, a victor over
Austin in PorUand earlier this year. Others in that division will be Dick
Kmght, best player in the Pacific Northwest, John Fort, former No 1 at
Arizona State and WAG champion, and two players from the Arizona
team currenUy touring the Southland. ^\

R(wcoe Tanner is expected to be the first seed^Tn the collegiate division
and he should lead his feUow Indians to the team tiUe (each match win
earns one point). A good showing in the tournament will give players a
better seed at the NCAA tournament and, also, help in entering Eastern
tournaments.

r •© i

UCLA has taken the team tiUe the past two years with Haroon Rahim
and Jeff Borowiak capturing individual honors. When Austin was a fresh-man he won the Open Men's with a victory over Jimmy Connors in the
finals. Tommy Kreiss and Spencer Segura will be in their first Ojai while
senior Ron Cornell's high point came as a freshman when lie and his
brother reached the finals of collegiate doubles.

,
A

41.4 I

A OSU (Glaze, Ries, Henry,
Bates)

MILE RELAY .:^^ )-'.^, '-=% 41.9 :•:

1. UfLA (G
^kwwn. Smith)

2. use (Babb, Richardson,
%. Brown, Garrison)

Bob and Mike Kreiss also advanced to the doubles finals two years ago
but l<wt to Borowiak-Rahim after knocking off former Trojan stors Erik
Van Dillen and Tom Leonard in the semis.
Good performances at Ojai will give the team confidence for another

upset victory over USC. The Bruin-Trojan match at Westwood has been
changed from Saturday, May 6 to Friday, May 5 with play to begin at 2 00
p.m. This was done in order to avoid conflicts with the USC-UCLA dual
track meet and the opening of the Southern California Tennis Cham-
pionships to be heki at the Los Angeles Tennis Club which get under way
the same day.

.

*
-^ ^

4'

i--,.-

2. Mike LongI, Or
3. BlllKot$,WaihTngton

13:41.0

13:46.2

13:48.8

13:50.4h

13:52J!

13:54.2

13:S54)n

8:43.7

eopn

8:54.6

•-'SS£S%%:SSSS5«*%::::a^

3: Oregon (Buford, C. Blackman.
Chapman, Vance)

4. Stanford (Anderson, Kessel,

_^._ Long, Bagshaw)
5. taliforrila (Stodden, Bonner,

Andrew, Brown)
6. OSU (Catey, Lowery, Gal Ida,

Pedrlck)
7. WSU (Rorem, Aynsley,

.f^, r*, »v ^Iverion, Herald) v

8. Washiniin (Lavery, Fairleigh,

Christenten, Hamilton)

1. Pete Shmock, dre^
2. Doug Lane, USC
3. Erni$ Catlicart, Wa

tker,OSU
5. Doug Cramtr« OSU

3:14.5

3:15.1

3:15.6

60-101/4

59-9 «

There will be a co-ed swim meet
May 10. The meet will have
novelty events. Signup in A^n's
Gym 118 until May 8.

Weigh-ins for men's wrestling
will be held AAay 1 in MG 100.

Wrestling begins AAay 2.

The deadline for signing up
men's singles and doubles entri«i
for badminton is AAay 12 IrrWic'
118. Action begins AAay 15.

t)orms, fraternities and In-

dependents can enter teams for
the AAay 15 men's swimming. The
AMU swimming is set for May 17.

Signup by 2 p.m. at the Recreation
Center.

The men's track meet for
residence halls, fraternities and

independent teams will be held
AAay 12. The All-U meet Is AAay 19,

Signups will be taken the day of
each meet by 2 p.m. in the Bruin
Track Stadium. — —^^

UCLA COMMITTEI ON FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

ROBERTA FLACK

DONNY HATHAWAY
Together! One Time Only

Clinics for girls Ir^erested In

joining the 1972-73 sor4 girl squad
jare wn<nolng every afternoon
from I to 5 behind the Women's
Gym.

* * * .

Next week's tennis match with
USC has been changed. The
Bruins and Trojans will play on
Friday, instead of Saturday, on
the Sunset Courts to avoid conflict
with the USC-UCLA track meet
scheduled for Saturday.

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
WHERE YOU HAVE All THESESERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

• PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY
• COIN OP DRY CLEANING • COINOP LAUNDRY
• BEAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE
• FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE RFPAiv

• COFFEE SHOf • XBIOXCOfY SERVICE • FAOOTUM

coupons good

only on

incoming

ordara

this offor

good for

limitod

time only

^!

SATURDAY, MAY 6th/8 30 PM
PAULEY PAVILION, UCLA
RlSfRVED SEATS: S5.50/S4.50/S3.50

UCIA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE, 650 WESTWOOD PIAZA
MUTUAL & LIBERTY AGENCIES, WALLICH S & TICKETRON

FOR INFORMATION,
PHONE 825 2953

PRODUCED RY THF MFRLIN CO A TRYING TIMES INC

ADDITIONAL $5.50 SEATS AT $1.00 DISCOUNT
TO UCU STUDENTS ONLY NOW AVAILABLE AT

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE. PHOTO ID REQUIRED.

2 TICKET LIMIT.

••v.

.

Phon«

477-5566

i:5i i:ii:i KIEENCO DRY CIEANING
• •• — .....

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CIEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

' NO EXTRA CHARGE laccn

•!•:.%•.••:•:•

• * • •

.•.V.
• • •

• • • •
• • •

IL,ft • •
% • •

• • • •
• • •

• • • •
• • •
• • •

• • •

v.v
• • • •
• • •

• • • •

I
v.v

pMi^iiS* KIEENCO DRY ClEANINGiii
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

PKon*
TKi Cdupon Good for 477-5566

• . •
• • • <

• • • •

* • • •

i:>'•.•-•

• • •_

I
$ 1 .00
on any Suede or Leather

OFF
OF '

REGULAR PRICE

i:«. H»|

«pir« 5.1072 SAT.

This Coupon mutt accompany incoming ordor

.v.v

• • •

• • •
• • • •

« • • •
• • •_

m•Xv
V.V

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

v.v

* KIEENCO COINOP LAUNDRY
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

T!iit coupon •nfiHos booror fo

•ipirM 5.10-72

Thit coupon ntuat accompany in-coming ordor

msmmmmmmmmmmm

_• • •
• • •

ft • •

v.v.

• • •
!•••

• • •
. • •
« • •

• • • •
• • •
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'.v;vy
sK'V-V
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Phono

47t.«060

• • • • •

1 WASH LOAD

FREE
(PUU 12 Ul WASHER)

«piraa 5-10*72

)101 GAVlEV AVEJ:

m
m
S

I
i

KIEFNCO COINOP DRY CLEAN iiii!^
This coupon •ntitles bmarmr to

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coir>-op Dry Clooning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

m

i

m
For

Only

Phono

478-9060

$1.50
R«g.

$2.50

Voluo

m

r.

:»V« 'V'T*'' «g^i

mfkm 5.10J2

5K^;.iiiig>^n01 GAYIEY AVE.lMMl!ii

A*-
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Volleyballers get fD Muncie-noyv
By Saul Shapiro

, DB Sports Writer

Muncie. Indiana will never be misUken

for a convention city. The town has but

three hotels and extracurricular activities

are scarce at best. Apparently, the only

"raison d'etre" for this Hoosier metropolis

is the Datsun three-speed transmission.

_J^Jonetheless, there, will be some ex-

citement in Muncie' this weekend. ^S~

convention of sorts will be gathering as

three Southern California teams invade

for the third annual NCAA volleyball

championships hosted by local Ball SUte

University

The previous NCAA tourneys were held

in Pauley Pavilion where Bruin teams laid

claim to both championships This time in

Indiana thmgs will be a lot tougher.

^•It shapes up as a real dogfight," UCLA
coach Al Scates remarked before his

charges left for Muncie yesterday.

"There's just no way I can predict what's

going to happen
"

The four-team tourney begins with a

round-robin series on FYiday. The Bruins

have a morning game against Santa

Barbara, an afternoon match with San

Diego SUte. and wind up the day with an

evening encounter against Ball State.

The round-robin series will determine

the seeds on Saturday The first seed will

then go against the fourth, while the

seconrd- and third-seeded teams battle for

the other finals position. i r'^'^^ r--,
-

There is a somewhat ironic note to this

tournament Last year's finalists were

UCLA and VC Santa Barbara, which had

finished second and third in the Southern

California Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association The first place school, San

Diego State, failed to qualify.

This season the SCIVA winner got an

automatic berth, but the second and third

place UCLA and UCSB teams, are here

again — the Bruins thanks to a telephone

conference that led to their berth via an at-

large position. In essence, they will be the

first darkhorse ever to come into a tour-

nament the favorite.

Yet this has been a very strange season

and the old cliche "anything can happen"

is not just mere rhetoric.
^

A look at the teams:

UCLA
IHe Bruins have been so erratic this

year, it's hard to figure them out. The

talent is most assuredly there, it just

doesn't a>wayii jeU on the appropriate

occasions The Bniins were *bounced by

classy 'open ' teams such as Chart House

and SanU Monica Y early in the season,

which is nothing to be ashamed of. Except

that against this stiff opposition, the

Bruins played rather sloppily, even with

chance for a win against the Y.

However, with the emergence of Jim

Menges as a capable setter in the back-

court, it appeared the Bruins had finally

jelled. Yet something was, and still is,

missing Against Cal State Long Beach the

Bruins were extended ^ough five games

and the decider was a cliffhanger, 18-16.

The following week was the San Diego

State fiasco.

Ahead two games to one in ihdi match,

UCLA dropped the fourth sUnza which

evened things up. It seemed only a tem-

porary lapse as Scales' troops raced to 6-0,

13-6. and 14-10 leads. Then, witli five

chances to bring the evening's activities to,

a close, they blew the lead and lost, 19-17.

It was the District 8 tournament the next

week and again the Bruins were

frighteningly flat on occasions. They had

to rescue their meager hopes for a berth

with come-from-behind wins against lowly

Stanford and Long Beach.

Nevertheless, UCLA is at Muncie and

with three All-Americans in the lineup, it

is a formidable contender.

Dick Irvin, the spiker; Larry

Griebenow, the setter; and John Zajec, the

middle blocker are the backbone of this

team. Each has been the bulwark of this

squad at various times. Irvin, for instance,

cracked (he doesn't hit the ball lighUy) 30

shots against Stanford during the second

game of the District 8 regionals.

Griebenow is usually all over the place

setting and spiking. He is, perhaps, the

best spiking collegiate setter.

Zajec has been the most consistent

performer Roaming the nets, he is con-

stantly stuffing and spiking shots with

such efficiency that Scates calls him the

"best middle blocker we've had in three

years. ^ , . ,

-^Elsewhere, UCLA gets hot and cold play

from fronUiners Bob Leonard and Jeff

Jacobs. When either is having troubles,

Ron Coon will Ukeover. Coon, however,

goes hot and cold, too. -
, _ '-

The Bruins could very well win the

NCAA championship. Thejj could blow it,

too. There has been a problem with un-

derestimating opponente, but it is doubtful

that this would happen with an NCAA title

at stake— unless they overiook Ball State.

San Diego State

This is a small, quick, spunky squad that

won the SCIVA championship despite the

fact that their best player, Duncan Mc
Farland, sat out the season preparing for

the Olympics. Still, Jack Henn was able to

mold an offense to suit his remaining

personnel and they worked it to perfection.

The key was setter Raody Stephenson,

volleyball's equivalent to Earl Monroe as a

move-man. Stephenson has a variety of

shoulder and head Jfakes before finally

setting the balL j
Unlike UCLA which relies on pure

power, San Diego employs a varied of-

fense using sharp angle shots and off-

speed hits that will confuse an opponent

rather than overpower him.

If a national rating service had

established a poll for voUeyball, San Diego

State would be ranked first. One should be

hestitant to bet against the Aztecs taking

home the trophy. If they do lose, they

won't go down easily. —

have three losses, too. The Gauchoe huA
apparenUy folded the week before it?
District 8 qualifications when the PacT
Coast Athletic Assdbiation chamniA«„i.

apparently folded the week before

*iation championship
were held at UCSB. ^ ^^^^

During that tourney both San Dip^
State and Long Beach State swept th!
Gauchos. UCSB recovered in time to mak
Muncie. *^

-^Thisis a team that bares many onc"
characteristics of UCLA, primariiv
because coach Rudy Suwara is a fonni
Bruin assistant. The stars are David
DeGroot, Gus Mee and Jon Roberts
DeGroot is the son of famed Santa Monica
College coach Burt DeGroot.

UCSB is probably too inconsistent to win
this tourney. They don't figure to be the
type of team that can upset San Diego
However, they could give UCLA and Bali
State a peck of trouble.

•'
•

:''' Ball State

Santa Bifrbara3^^^
Almost as erratic as the Bniins, the

Gauchos hold two wins over UCLA but

This is the reason that the tourney is held

in Muncie. On the surface it would appear
that Ball State having a quality volleyball

team would be analogous to Kansas
winning the national championship in

crew. However, the Muncie school is

fanatical about the sport.

Recently against Ohio State there were
mere volleyball aficiciandos than the Ball

State gym would hold. Despite the fact

that the place was bursting at the seams,

Ball State lost. They came back to claim

the District 4 berth, however, a week later

at Ohio State with a revenge victory.

The Cardinals are 18-1 this season and

were third place finishers in the nationals

last year. The loss to Ohio State was the

first setback for Ball State in the Midwest

^n three years.

For those who feel that this rundown is

shghtly esoteric, it may come i|i handy in

several weeks when ABC-TV presents a

delayed tape of the championship match

on '*Wide World of Sports."

When Millerbrews a
Miller brevirs it big.

V

^-r.
f ' >'' "*
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Intramural Sports Cornet

r
'S

-^

Tuesday's Softball Results

Nafka-Shesh 10, MIkkl's AAarauders 6 . ."^:.'

Long Bailers 8, N.Y. Yankees 5 7 ^-^

Delta Sigma Phi 15, Phi Kappa Sigma 3

Pussy Willows 14, Glee Club 2

K-2 by forfeit over Orion
Ball Four Again 11, Thunderthuds 6^

Carious Leslion by forfeit over Willie 81 Poor Boys

•" ;• -T" ^ ^ ^ ^

Today's Games
3 p.m. — Sigma Chi vs. Theta Delta Chi, field one; AAaccabees vs.

Cunning Linguists, field two; Another Liquor vs. The Ghazis, field three;

Portshead vs. Box Score, fleW four; Space Cowboys vs. AAA, field six;-

Ground Hogs vs. Hedonists, field eight.

4 p.m.— Sigma Nu vs. Beta Theta PI, field one; Chaos vs. Bowery, fieW

tWo; E 4 vs. Pussy Willows, field three; CBSA vs. Pussycat, field six;

Dental Floss vs. Reversible Error, field eight.

-(Paid AdvertjMmtnt)

UCLA Committee on

1

Try the big malt liquorfrom Miller.

- .. .and

Cultural and

Recreational Affairs

Presents

Diane Wakoski
In a poetry reading

Thursday, April 27, 8:30 p.m.

Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center

..^a£
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jAlumni recognize Stein,

'fi^'-' >.\

Lawrence contribution

.
'- '^ \Rita Lawrence

Rita Milaw Lawrence and Jules Stein received recognition for their
jntributions to society as UCLA alumni and distinguished
lumanitarians last Sunday at the UCLA 72 alumni awards presentation.
he event took place at the Ahmanson Theater of the Los Angeles Music
lenter. ^,,;

Lawrence, a 1940 graduate with a BA in political science and sociology,
ceived the ••Professional Acheivement" award. She works with her
isband in producing large-scale containers used for holding trees and
ants in office buildings and on city streets.

Lawrence uses clay, the oldest of man's materials, and fiberglass, the
west material, to produce her containers because, ••It is our intent to

eate objects that might become cherished antiques of the future " she
lid.

In addition to containers and planters, the Lawrences have produced
baa furniture that has been^exhibited in museums of modem arl^
roughoat the world. ^

Jules Stein, recipient of the ••Honorary Alumnus" award, was the
incipal donor to the Jules Stein Eye Institute here, and chairman of the
ard of the Music Corporation of America (MCA),
tein received his BA from the University of Chicago in 1915, and MD
m Rush Medical School in 1921, working his way through college
ying the violin and the saxophone in orchestras and bands.

II n 1924 Stein wrote an instruction manual for practicing op-

Imologists, ••The Use of Telescopic Spectacles and Magnifiers as Aids
Poor Vision," and left active practice in opthalmology to establish
"A, parentcompany to Universal Pictures and Decca Records.
\f\ addition to the eye institute on this campus. Stein helped establish-

esearch To Prevent Blindness Inc." -

i

I

,t •. V •• u, Jules Siein

MtONOHT SHOWS PIL-SAT APtH. 28.2f
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Boris KarlolV Joe Dellascindro

AdmiMion (A Foir Prke) ONLY $1.25

Regular Program

CUNT EASTWOOD

DIRTY HARRY

Ragulor Program

ANNE HEYWOOD

I WANT WHAT I WANT

"GET CARTER" "MARRY ME, MARRY ME"
MICHAEL CAINi tRin EKLANO EUZASETH WIENER RB3INE

Thursday, April 27, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

I'VE MADE A BLOODY FOOL OF MYSELF —
"Potemkin" and "Ten Diys that Shook the
WorM", two classic Russian films by #rg^
Eisenstein, will be presented^ Saturday ^ the

Alpha film society in Dickson Auditorium.
"Potemkln" screens at 6 and 9 i^m, "Days" at 7: 15
and 10:15 pm. Donation requested.

"^

wa^ a What's On
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(Cootmued from Page 27) ~

and to increase their ability and.
ease in expressing themselves
will meet 3-5 pm each Thursday in

Social Welfare 271. Experience
with video-tape feedback can be
included in the workshops. If the
participants desire.

—"Chinese Paintings of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Chow/' comprising
works by well-known Chinese
husband-wife team, emphasizing
the classical tradition In Chinese
floral-bird painting, through April
30 at the International Student
Center. 1023 Hilgard.

-' —"Stanley Morison Com-
memorative Exhibit (1M9.1947)/'
commemorating the life of
Morison, typographical advisor to
the Monotype Corporation of
London and author of many books

What's On
Deadline
Requirements for sabmlsskNi

of copy to the Campus section

and "What's on*' column Is as

follows:

All copy Is to be submitted to

the Dally Brula office by noon
one week in advance of the

event.

Submit afl copy typed, triple

spaced with marf^lns set at le-

ts, including pictures whenever
possible. Copy may not be

submitted by phone.

RV.A. w v.H.o.

•"< :

'

'j<'*yy

on printing, typography, and
medieval and hufanlstle^
manuscrfpts, through June 18 in

the University Research Library.
—"Image and Identity: The

Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
an awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their

association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 In the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
SundaV..

.

—"Four in One— Pa ley, Reigle,
—Robinson, and Young," talented^
artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation team, the four
artists to be represented are Dave
Paley, Will Reigle, Michael
Robinson, and Milton Young,
today through May 14 In the UCLA
Art Galleries. Hours are Tuesday^
through Friday, 11 amJo 5 pm,
Sunday, 1 to 5 pm.""
—"Medieval Manuscripts^"

through June 18 In Special
Collections, University Research
Library.

-. f

• OFFICIAL NOTICES•Z:
FROM: Dean of Students x

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE SUMMER COVERAGE

If you will be attending one or more of the sommcr scMlons, you
may purchase Student Health Service coverage forthescMion in which
yon arc regiitcred. Payment must be made at the time a^d place of
registration, or not later than the third day of the scMion, at jStudent
Heahh Service.

A^

./ec,

lit six-week sesaion, June 19 thru July 28 ^~$1S.00
2nd ifai-weck scMlon, July 31 thru Sept 8 $18.00
Elgfai-weck scMlon, June 10 thru Aug. 11
AfHcan Studies Program and Oriental Lahguagcs *^

$24.00
Ten-wcdi scBslon, June 19 thru Aug. 25
Blomathematics, Management, Etc $30.00

WlMthcr or not you are registered for summer SiMion, If you _
a continuing student and will be in the area, you may enroll in Student
Health Service summer coverage for the entire sununcr for approxi-
matchr $3.00 per week. Further faiformation to available at Studoit
Health Service, Dean of Shidents OfUce, or with registration materials
for summer session.

*» ---

FROM: Dean o# Students

USE OF REGISTRATION CARD
Al Studento are reminded that the registration card to tosued to each

tudent each Quarter as a means of identification for the use d etudent
services. A student should never loan hto registration card to another
student or non-student

•-. — • >

U^ulm Admlwlow Only 49< Dwrfcig

.... Jfl(ndlTH.7J»il fff. altar

SAHUMOHIC*

MAYFAIR

'(Paid Adv«rtlMm«nt)

25.000 HAVE ALREADY ENJOYED ANTRANIG IN CARNEGIE HALL - NEW YORK; MUSIC HALL -

BOSTON; SCOTTISH RITE AUDITORIUM - SAN FRANCISCO; CONVENTION CENTER - FRESNO;
P/iSADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM - LOS ANGaES

AND NOW DIRECT FROM THE MADISON SQUARE OASOEN CENTER OF NEW y6rk SEE THE

SECOND TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF THIS ARMENIAN FOU ENSEMBLE

SONQ & DANCE ENSEMBLE

SARKIS PASKALIAN, ARTISTIC DIREaOR-CHOREOGRAPHER •

HAMPARTZOUM BERBERIAN, MUSICAL DIR..CONDUaOR*
With a compqny of 85, and Guest Stars: ROUPEN MATEVOSSIAN from

Armenia, JACKIE SHAHBAZIAN and HOWARD CHITJIAN

Sunday, April 30, of 3:00 pm in fh« Shrine Auditorium

TklislK $10.00. $730, $«.S0. $SJO, $4.S0. and $1JO (Sp«clal 12.00 Tick«tt for S(ud«r>tt)

Tlcl(«tft avaliobU ol dl Mutual Tick*! Ag«nclM
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Befitted by Experts

Bra ond GirdU
Sp«€iolfi«sMM 773

tANKAMEttCAtO
MASra CHAIGE

VALIDATED PAMING
WITH PUtCHASE

931 WESTWOOO BLVD.. WESTWOOO VULAGE

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKa

Closest to campus of any out-of print store, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, ail subjects. Browsabie—buyable.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 San Vicente Blvd. ^^^ — M^-^SSJ

•%
-Just 5 minutes from campus Iby bus, bll<eor Iseachwagon^

tw

t^.x

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

1361 WeSTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613
•v

TYPEWRITER
478.7282-^^——Westwood

CITY
479-7282

» . -'P'

iy^-^

NEW ELEC. PORTABLE
NEW ROYAL PORTABLE
SMITH-CORONA ELEC. PORTABLE
SMITH-CORONA ELEC 120 - ,^

SMITH-CORONA 250 (250. vol)
^-

89.88

44.88

129.88

149.88

189.88

ELEaRONIC CALCULATOR
8 DIGIT DISPLAY, CONSTANT, AC-DC $169 88

NEW ELECTRIC PRINTING CALCULATOR
14 DIGIT, CONSTANT, MEMORY SQVe 200.00

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
BANKAMERICARD 1089 Gayl«y Ave. MASTERCHARGE

liTaCTTDl^iWiTi^

T
^i

• • • • a
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^ THIS SUNDAY NITE: 6:30 • _

a free.showing of

METROPOLIS
Frih Lang's 1919 film Propl^cy Of The
City in the 20th century.

(The ".omplete uncut original)

-o silent film classic but with
stereo symphonic accompaniment

DISCUSSION & REFRESHMENTS

'^/^^y/^^A-yy/y/.-

SUNDAY, APRIL 30, 6:30
WESTWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

10822 Wtlshire, Near Shio s

'Number 15'

This y«w*s program of UCLA student films

inundates the viewer with a cornucopia of ctioice

cinema, minus the usual self-indulgent excesses of

the genre. 'Number 15," as this year's package is

entitled, will k)e screened again Thursday through

Saturday in Royce Hall, however in a slightly

streamlined form, as the two films which most

puzzled last week's audience have been lifted from

the program. What remains is a two and one half

hour line-up of 13 short films, which are all so rich in

the best atiritnites of their particular genre, that it is

hard to imagine walking away from ttie show without

feeling cinematographically satiated.

Five clever animated films bolster the energy and
entertainment level of the entire program. Elena

Erenberg's Be Somebody opens the show with a

sharp phenomenological pan on the Barby DoU in-

terchanged bility of Madison Avenue's image of

women. The comic motif in Jim Keeshen's Jump is

probably as old as animation itself, yet Keeshen's

characatures and^ his dynamically distorted per-

spectives give the storyline new life.

I^reams
All the trials of baftling with one's nocturnal

fantasies as a child are vividly captured in Mike
Jittlov's Good Grief. Through gorgeous art work
Jittlov conjures up a gallery of hobgoblins ai^d

monsterous occurences that wholly surpass the moist

imaginative products of the everyday fevered brain.

This film comes closer than any on the program to ^

acheiving perfection. Its rhyming narration is lyrical

and insightful. The music and sound effects (most of

which Jittlov did himself) effectively evoke our
emotions. And the visuals are stunning. Altogether
the film is both entertaining and meaningful.

_ , _ :^ Childbirth _ ^__ _,_^
Of the artistis represented in, the program, Ian

Conner comes closest to matchmg Jittlov's wizar-
dry. Conner's Third Generation tells the simple
universal story of childbirth in a most lucid

minimalist fashion: strictly through ambiance and
pacing. Every frame is so perfect in composition and
clarity that the film often ressembles Edward
Hooper's tableaus of Americana. The soundtrack is

always precisely appropriate to the visuals. Both
sound and film are cut in perfect har^mony so, in the

absence of any dialogue, the mood of the film
effecUvely brought off by the track. ^^

Malt-shop
The perfectionist's touch is also evident in ai

Holleb's malt-shop musical comedy HeavJi ^
This film features highly recogniible char„?!^
types of the FifUes going through a cr^?"^
choreographed hybrid version of the mating dTi

^
the era. HoUeb's smooth doDying camera cao^
all the moves, while a brilliant original score bv p
Jans nostalgically recreated themood and mvtlwJ^
schlock. "/wiOBflf

Three dignified documentaries raise the {«
formation level of the program as a whole MwL
Bdch's, Sam. offers a sensitive rendering ofTml!!
unusual subject - a Japanese American ci«n!named Sam, who was drafted in 1941 and ak
sequenUy court martialed and sentenced to hanc f

ii»ubordination. Sam now supports himself and 1
wife who, mcidentaUy, is a survivor of the HiroshinT
holocaust by working as a gardener in Beverly HUIs

VieCnani
In Confession of jt Soldier Reza Bakhtminon

methodically recreates another Mylar on screen bv
co-joining some astounding press footage with tJ
testimony of a most wholesome and articulaJI
Vietnam veteran. Bakhtminoo's approach is commendaWe in that through artistry he transcends the
shrill dogmatism so common to most anti-war films
Max and Frances Reed's, Salima, is centered

around a coed English language high school in the
African nation of Malwai where the Reeds Uught for

9 year. Max Reed's documentary camera work is

consistantly correct in exposure and coverage as
well as pleasing in composition. The naturalness of
his subjects in front of the camera belies his in

timacy with them. The stirring simplicity and
delicate harmony of the native songs, which com
prise most the film's soundtrack, are effectively

rendered by Frances Reed's crystal clear recor-
dings. Sallna's casual pace is a bit disturbing to the

average audience, but certainly most appropriate to

the quotidian orientation of the film.

Altogether "Number 15" makes for an evening of

well-rounded entertainment.

. . Gilbert Bettman Jr.
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Learning to garden wmiout the aid of inorganic
pesticides and fertilliers is the purpose oTtht

Vegetable Garden. Located adjacent to parfcing

lot IS in tilt Omamental Horticulture w^, it is

open to all students on Monday and Wednesday
from 1-4 imi, aad SatiMilay i0-4 pm.

"^. Helpline b pm - 2 am 825-7646

The Coffee House Concert Series
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday night

DONNA CURRY
m

lute - voice - guitar

R«noissance, folk & contemporary tongs bv Enalish Fr.„rk
Italian. Spanl.h. German and American composers' " " '

MONDAY, MAY 1 - 8:00 PM

•old dh.r 8 PtA ^ •
"" ^ ^^ **"• '« ^C»-A •tud.nf, only, with ph6»o K). Fr^ co««d No ticket.

UaA Student Commm^ ior th> Art. & ASUCLA Cultural A«olr. Comm.Mlon

\^

THE CITY
"LA. 's finest Jazz Club, " Herald Examiner

KAI WINDING
& THE JIMMY ROWLES TRIO

opMiing Moy 7; Aniki (XDoy

open 7 p.m. till 2 a.m. nightly except Sunday

WO NO. lA QMEOA BLVD. 655^4464
LOS ANOaeS 657-M3S

riJrv GllL^m*^'"!^"' *^y ^'<^f>^' ^^ v'oio. 6«^"«v •<•"•*' ^•""^
^':l*

oT-fhicihr' ^ *^* ***•* « •^ <^ »»»• l«« orfW. thot walk th« .trw»i
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4
ANY SANDAL, PURS£. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM) I

441f Von N«y. Blvd_ „ 10912 I. Oh,.. Av.. - 4
SK«rm«n OiAi. CA 91401 W^^Kkkk* Villag.. CA 90024 I

Donna Curry, lutenist guitarist, and vocalist

will perform at 8 pm AAonday at tlie Buenos Ayrts
room of fhe Sunset Canyon Recreation Center as
part of the Coffee House Concert Series. Ticlcets

are 50< with photo ID, limited to two per student
Free coffee will be available. No tickets sold aHer
8 pnji.

Davis city council
4|p

]ili\o?^'^'^ --X-f- (213)478-8588 — 1

^^.J^i^2"!!ll ~^^:^4~~ (NEAR UCLA ENT^^^ '

j

(Continued from Pages)

According to most sources,

student interest in city council

elections was minimal until a few
months before the election. Bart
Fisher, last year's student body
president (and widely known
among students as "Fart
Bisher") pointed out that this

disinterest had also extended to

student body elections with only

six to eight per cent o( the students

voting when he was president.

Campaign coordinators in-

dicated that they hoped to

maintain something of the
political organization they built

for the city elections for the
national primary elections this

June, with most of the support
probably falling to McGovem.

Organization

It was by all standards an ex-
tremely effective organization.
Six months before the election the
organization was at work,
reportedly convincing over 20
different candidates to drop out in

favor of Blackv Holdstock and
Poulos with the idea of presenting
"broad candidates who appealed
to all segments of the com-
munity." :

Steve Williamson said, **We
could have run three 18-year olds
instead and still have won. But
that might have turned the
election into a student versos
community issue and we didn't
want that."

One is left with the impression
that it is impossible to judge just
how good an indication of the
student vote Davis really
provides.

Hideaway

Larry Andau comment^, "If
you wanted to find the ideal
hideaway from problems, this
place might be it."

Andau pointed out that the UC
Uavis student government had

spent $800 last quarter on a
project in Stockton (60 miles
away) to find jobs for farm-
workers put out of work by
mechanization. "They had to look
that far for something they felt

was worthwhile7"^e said.

Another sophomore, Steve
Sorenson, said, '*The thing about
Poulos and the rest who got
student support wasn't really the
issues. U was just that they were
the type of people students felt

they could trust."

It's hard to determine whether
all of this was ultimately im-
portant to the students. Perhaps
some indication was provided by.
Bob Makken, a Spanish major,
avid basketball player and
valedictorian of his high school

,
two y^rs ago.

"It's interesting how Davis
might be something of a modem
Utopia. It's almost an ideal city for
.students. There are lots of sports,
and the people are good, but I'm
bored shitless," he said.

Make o smorf move

ALTA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

Enjoy a worry-free move

... let vs ship your

personal effects inexpensively

Coll (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
-1834 S. Flower Str»«t,

Los Angeles, California 900 1

5

»-•-

A .

We ol$o sell 220V appliances in famous brands

also transformers and adopters

Kwasi Badu will perform on tlM "Matter Drum" at part of a free

noon concert Friday on "Mutic and Dance of Africa" wtilcti will be
held in Schoenberg Quad. ^

iw i t^t

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.
HAS IT!

:^2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
. Guitar -$3.25yPiano-^J5 - ^

'

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAli

TAKE NOTICE 2—r^-^ - We Are Not Greedy
Our Prices Are Lower Than Artyone

See Us Last ... To Save $
On New Or Used— ,

MARTIN-YAMAHA-GI BSON-VENTURA
FENDER-GUI LD-SUN-FANTASI

A

OVATION-ETC.
Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us ... Or Call

477-3238

-...•^

i^-

^

Blacl(heads' Doom
FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHIER SKIN

VcKuum Slun Therapy

Removal of BladihMds & Whiteheads

-5514 Wllshire Blvd.

Y 931-4242

Train— Rott
yfl Price

By appointment

M- F8:30-n A.M.
Sot. 10:00.3 P.M.

i

.^^ "I

>• '.

BENIN OF AFRICA
^: IMPORTS ^

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

if PINS ETHNIC COSTUMES if

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• QALABEYAH
• DAN8HIKI
• RINGS

u \ 1657-82561
'•Wx

1025 Pahn Ave, W. Hollywood

FRI-SAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25

SAM PECKINGPAH'

THE BALLAD OF

CABLE HD6UE

CottOV«lM

FACES

Next Week:

Follini s

Satyricon

Wait Until Dark

Jcison Roliards

Aucif ey Hepbui u

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER wilshire 26Th santa monica 829-3368
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AOVERTISINOOFFICES
KerchhoM Hail 112

Phone IIS 2JJ1

Clatiificd advertising rates * '

IS words SI SO day, S consecutive
. insertions S$ 00
^ Payable in advancd

DEADLINE 10 Nam.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University ol California's policy on non
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, m affording
housing to students or offering lObs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, -national orjgin or aw<o>tr y , MeitMi
the University nor Ithe Daily Brum has m-''

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call UCLA Housing Office %7i
4491 , Wcstside Pair Housing 473 0949

yf Campus Announcements 1

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion ' —
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
• overpopulation literature

^J ^ Help Wanted ..;.... 8

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Metp yourself while t|elpin« ottMrs.

^Jravel . . .

^Travel .

BEAUTIFUL handwoven Pergvian
tapestries private party 9M 7249. (I$M M

HOUSE La Pal Bolivia. */13 1/13/72, *t*r—

q<orqous lurnished bdrms with maid'
HSO/mo SS9 28^0, }4] 4)S8

•. J7

(17 A 21)

.^.^'^._.Cimpus Rep ,,3,„
•nd staff

*students. heic

1 Earn up to S40ia month
on our plasma fkogram.

Phone: 47I00SI iMtweeA 12 P M. and 7 P.M.

COLORADO River California S acres 1/2

mile from rt^tr S2 SCO, S2S down, S2S month.
21J *41 973$ (I5M 11

y Services Offered .... 16

i ^/EN 3 eves. Sat SM and up C«M 14 PM
Mon&/;edonly 474 3008 (IA2A)

HORSEBACK backpacking adventures into

(UQTR)
/.iioernipsr^tnrfTt

18427 Denver, 80218

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and round trip student flifhts.
Inexpensive student camping tours
throughout West and East Europe, including
Russia. SOFA Agent for int*r-lurop««n
itudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, nM7
ian Vicente Blvd., Suite '4, LA, Calif., 90049,

faculty, ,.,„ , ..^
needs Discounts Call j.mes R«h^ ''^•^•'

7072 or 413 1600 eiit 2735 '*0'»e''i0n, 474

< M$)

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER
Monday and Thursday 10 2

Ackerman Union 2412
sponsored by S L C Student run

V Campus Happenings . . 2

"MARDi GRAS Fun House moving floors,
breathing walls, strobes, and a lot of the
uneipected " A 7*1

AT Mardi Gras Le Chat Botte is Puss in

Boots and is rated X. .' (2 A 28)

SUPPORT your local AATP (Asian
Amrncan Tutorial Proiect j at ttte sign of the
B.»mboo Arches (2A'28)

TWO special children need special

babysitter, two afternoons a week 12 S *7«

1078 (%A2ti

COUPLE mature, child OK manage 32 unit

aptsbyUCLA Mamt e«p nee 473 03*3, 9 n
AM r 11 A 2»)

SHARP people needed for management,
distribution, membership enrollment
Highest income Part full time/summer.
Call Mr Kobritz. 441 8321 (8A28)

SUMMER Jobs national parks, camp'
counselling teach swimmmg, move fur-

niture, horse, care etc Services 47$-9$21. (8

A 28j —' ^' >—t i*i —

'

EARN e^tra money and have fun in process
B'CQme salesman for KLA Radio, selling

advertising time 82S 373) (8 A 38)

JOBS for* students, guys A ga's employees
needed Work for the summer, and part-
time lObs during next school year Wages to

S4C per day for those qualified m outdoor
activities Call 473 4401 (8Mn

SUMMEjR^housekeeping lObs with relaxed
student Tun business As many hours as you
vvant No lee S2 /hour. 838 1300. (8M3)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOWMONTHLY „
PAYMENTS

EUROPE. 5320 S27S R T., also Israel ft

Japan. Spring. Summer, & Fall flights,

E S E P 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA 90048. *S1-

3311 ESEPAJCLA members. («70TR>

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

.AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees Robert Rhee, 839-7370 or 870

9793or 45* 2544. ()*OTR)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.
RCA models Free delivery Free service 2<
hr. phone 274 9119 (UQTR)

)/ Lost & Found .

TERRPP m the- dark awaits you m the old

S^-f» C^ptam's House of Horrors at Mardi

—

Or;*-. (2M1)

y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

service -xerox
kerckhoff i2i
8250611

y Personal .

»'we&N/,NT' N' - d hilp' Call Lifeline, 981
Hf i^P ' ^ (SOTR)

LOST Brown backed cameo pm Vic CHS.-
Sintimentai value Reward Ellen, 82$
1091 (9M2)

REWARD S2S Lost brown key case, 20 keys,
n»-ar Gayley & Strathmore Dean. 479 4892,

morns, eves '9 M 3)

•VOddi & Endi W
ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks Umquity, Box 990
B, Venice, 90291 Phone 391 0933 (lOQTR)

y OoDortunities ,^, ..

PRE-MEDS

6th annual premed cpnference at LA
County use Med Center, Saturday, April
29th, 8 30 AM. Find out what medical schools
want Talks by Deans of medical schools
Resi.-rvations required: 744.7128, 74*

'*V (OP A 28)

MOT rockj that want to get them off go to
»h< Hop' Th»- Fabulous Fifties' (5A28) ^ Free .

r IROO Farah e mun aast tiroo, muhabat e

munaast (SA27)

SABRA Jiwish Younq Adults Wine Tasting
p.uly April 29 6S26 Mooro Dr L A SoCial.
cyitur,il ri crcational i-vnts Roberta, 824
IVii Su< 824 1736, Sieve, 824 8622 (5 A 28)

<'* REALLY groovy kittens 2 boys, 2 girls
Call 837 9354 (barbara) (FRA27)

PIVE puppies eight weeks old Need goodhom.s car... Ri-rmbursement lor shotidisind 473 7632 Micki, Diane (FRM1)

ACTIVE Ircc group <hcounter qroup has
•.'fious srssions lor (un and growth Also
Aim p,irtns and mountain hikes.
I'rolissionally mod<ratod Niar Westwood
I'H 7588 6 PM (5 M 2)

yf Entertainment . .

y^Research Subjects Needed [^
MOTHERS Of 2 1/2 to SI/2 mo old infants

iVl'g '!."i'^^_'-
*"**' ^e*''"'' IJCLA Call, 455-

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION. MEMORY", CON
FiOENCE ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERlAiL S^UPIEO
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily 474-

).3S0 <UA27)

AUTO .and Motorcycle Insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
781 5527,873 5815, Eves. 783 3509. (UOTR)

.. I' STOPMIS^ING IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS

BE SURE YOUR MAIL REMAINS
T- STRICTLY PRIVATE

use our phone no ft address. .

FROM S5 PER MONTH
Phone, visitor write:

THE BEVERLY HILLS
MAIL ft ANSWERING SERVICE

2*SS0 ROBERTSON, BEVERLYHILLS
_ 659 4210

7Won-Fri, 9 5. Sat Sun, lO-J)

PHOTOGRAPHY encyclopedia. New 20
volumes. Full color - save SIOO. Only S3S.
Oliver, 874 3977 Messag^, 659-2802. ( 15 A 27)

PART time/full time. Contacting local
merchants for new promotional program.
NO charge to merch'Snts "Soft selt" only!
This IS a new program successfully proven
in N Y , N J , Pa Ideal for quick high in

come 938 3296, Ray Rusoff. (1*A28)

2 MORE DAYS LEFT
Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified
dependents will close soon. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1,

convenient policy.

For information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Ke-ckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 825-0611, ext.

f.'cM^
Control for UCLA Students Call," "*° (16 A 27)

(RSN A

GASIHAUS Loriifi German beers, wine &
lood Fridays Sat entertainment 2260
W< ^twood Br T» I 474 ^311 (6M2)

>/ For Rent , . . ; . 12

r?ENT TV HIFI S7 50 mo Plan 931 17738V SSSO 2St A DAY TV RENTAL (12 A 28)

PIANO^Iunc r has 3 more uprights for rent
ilO R. bu.lt and tuner No minimum *40

!/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^n2M3)

y/Help Wanted 8 /for Sale |5

DO YOU NEED A RELIABLE, BONDEDAND INSURED UNIVERSITY STUDENT
I?^««'^** ^^ ^0"« CHILDREN ATSCHOOL' DO YOUR GROCERY SHOPPING FOR YOU' MEET YOU AT THEAIRPORT' 828 1300 -^ (I4M3)

MAMMOTH Condominium Ski/vacation
kitch'n (iriplaci

, stereo TV, pool, sauna,
iacu//i, SS/mqht/weekly rates 360 0146

(6 A 28)

L rcAi
e)R 78}7

••'Ct.tclry h,tM time, emptfrary
(8M3)

JfXTRA
> rtfid Fun' Only ten qirls Unlimited

potinfial s< llmq newest scented YUM YUM
douthf S,»ripirs Be,t commissions Great
produft Please call, 87» 122Slorinlo (8M3)

COLLEGE Girl Mother's helper, S50 week
Mornings only Car necessary Live out Bel
Air 472 9929 ,,^,^

GUITAR v/ith personality, beautiful
ros»v/ood limsh, mellow sound Great for
b< qinni rs, S35 Call 837 8895 (15 A 27)

DIRECTOR Ray Marsh will start classes in«t.nq technique very shortly For ,n'orma^lion^alt3471275
(1*M?)

BEEN busted' Community Action Center, a

JtTo^h
°''''*""*»'on. can help you. Call*'*"'° (UA27)

*f^"9l •••••„,,,, 1/

f§

1 —

—

I

GIRIS lor telephone political poll Smghts/A/erk 4 9, $ wks startingii/1 Central
location no selling Carberry Marketing
Research 272 3484, apply starling Mon
"; (8M3)

Ki^ 1?.^ l**^*"
'" •" **">,ects tor fifth gradeblack boy Pay offered Central LA. 1 maht

v^eekly Call 753 6118 (8M3)

ALTEC 12 601C Speakers Hand made
cabinets Cheap Days, 625 3754, » ves , 399
^^^' '

( 15 M 10)

ST Bernard puppy lor sale. 5100 611Gaylev
12 7 wks & shots No papers i 15 A 28)

PANASONIC stereo cassette tape recorder
with FM/AM & FM stereo. i120/offer 83S
'^" P-*" (15 A 28)

GEMEINHAROT flute, 5140 two bicycles
SlO/each, laminated redwood desk best
offer Phone 479 1143 (15 A 28)

GARRARD Zero 100, never used, brand newMth base and cover S15C 397 2339 (is A 28)

SURGICAL Office secretarial work part

V.T/' .^"."/^ Me«ible Can Tma or Carol. 271
2177 »2 SO hour (8 A 28)

DRIVER, counselors 5100 5 day week
Station wagon or bus required. 345 1948 afterJOQPM ,,^j,

CANON 0L17 35mm camera, fi 7 45mm
automatic lens. Cds meter, quick loadmq
feature Never used. $78. 848 45*8, Pete ( 15 a

577
S75

S17g
plus land

• NEW VOftK
JUNE I50NE WAY

• HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

• tokvoorient
JUNE17 SEPTI ,
SOFA STUbENT charters
EUROPF AFRICA ISRAEL ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Also Studtot..il .od Eur..lp„,«, C, Purch«.
Insur.nc*. Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

5^

JL AIS/EXITS
9056 Sknta M«fnta Blvd

L A ^0069
2741742

'1 Mk >W of S»n|. Mon.c* Ooh.ny,

^:*>^

MALE/Fomale needed sell sandwiches to

? A .^* ./"'tsAlwif part time tncofrie. Mfore
11 AM. 4*2 2<rt0,*54 0021 (•A27)

i3 9r"PEU Hour. Summer |0b» moving
furniture, 47S H2t, Wvices Unlimited (8 A
28

1

GARDENING «t)d/or hdutebOY one day
weekly Transportation ng<essary 'Sunset
and Coast highway Eipiri.nrr |»«rmanent,
references 459 20** (IM2)

«« If" •"«'"•»'« '<><"»' Lens w nomm Minolta mount (mterchangeable^W.,
new,

> no Leave number, 479 4204. (iTmi»

rj,®^**" "niponent stereo system, twr
Jto l"^*'

'••^•x^rs, and turntable satS270 New in bones 723 5*35. (ISMj','

HARMAN Kardon AM/^M stereo and twoU ""*" ^P^Kers Must sell, S200 iUUunder warranty, 721. 0207
, ,j m 3

FORTUNE Cookie
^pil stereo system '

MOTHER'S helpor
to beach 541 2317.

live •n»2 children, cImo
(IW2)

RECEPTIONIST/Typlst West Los Angelet
Publishers require sharp §•! with pleasant
lolephone personality. Fyll tIfWe only. MrsWck 834 8188 ,|A27»

'When iiyneed of broad
llili!L!lii_(15M3j

MATtRESSES Valley State marTeTuJ.grad can save you 40- SO*, on all qualities .Ssue sets Also, access Spanish and mVd^^
K* oJm

••*' ''•" "• *°'**^ •l^charrS:;"
* ^-

(ISOTR)

(1SMI)

TOURIST CAR SALES*
RENTALS LEASES* AND

EURAILPASSfeSf
Any make, any model.

Call 'Fred' (J13) 713-8453
FOREMOST EUROCAR

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTIR FLIOHT*
• L A /New York (1.way) 571

(May 3l»t4 JunelSthoniy)

# L.A /London/L A t^Am

fL.A./Bru*»el»/L A .,1;

L.A./TtI ^vIv/L A 5,J{
AV WORLD SCHOOLS 475 3033

as ^ ^yjy^jtttwood Blvd.

ore—
Europe
Charter
Flights

!

'Jow you have
a cnolce. more
Ctties....
Flights..
&Dates

!

ROUND-TRIP : I

JUNE 14 LA/LONDON S262.00
SEPT 14 L0N0Ofi/l,/\ 93 D«/s

JUNE 17 LA/fRANKFURT $272.OQ
AUG 17 -LONDON/LA 62 Days.

JUNE 21 LA/LONDON $272.00
AUG 20 AMSTERDAM/LA 61 Days

JUNE 25 LA/LON/AMST $272.00
SEPT 11 LONDON/LA 89 Days •

JUNE 26 LA/AMSTERDAM $272.00
SEPT 18 AMSTERDAM/LA 85 Days

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON S262.00
AUG 17 LONDON/LA 51 Days

JULY 9 LA/LONDON $272.00
AUG 27 LONDON/ LA 50 Days

JULY 23 LA/LONDON S272.00
AUG 20 AMSTERDAM/LA 29 Days

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Calidonian
707'S.- 1

all first class

service. ..

la-lond6n/london-la

Fit. Dep. Pet. Days Price

3 4/18 8/21 71

3 6/21 8/U 56

4 4/22 8/15 54

5 6/24 9/6 72

6 6/25 '/13 80

7 6/27 8/25 59

8 6/28 »/9 73

9 6/28 9/16 81

10 6/29 8/29 61

AUG 2

SEPT 6

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

S252.00
36 Days

11

12

14

15

17

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

7/?12 8/31

18 . 8/)l2 9/13

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

S262

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

AUG 9 LA/KADRIO ^--^-4272.00
SEPT 18 ANSTERDAM/LA 41 Days

AUG 30 LA/LONDOW
SEPT 26 -LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON
OCT 2 LONDON/ LA

SEPT 14 LA/LOf.OON
OCT 15 LONDON/ LA

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK
OCT 18 FPANK/LON/LA

'L'- SJ^,}!^y FLIGHTS

S242.00
28 Days

$239.00
28 Days

S219.00
32 Days

$247.00
32 Days

AvailabJe only to ••j.nfide members of the

University of California including students;

faculty, staff, and t** .r immediate tamilies
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living I'h the same household.

Charter flights

Kerchkhoff Hall mO
Between 8 am & Sp.m

82S 1321

JUNE 14 LA/LOS/Fr>ANK
JUNE 21 LA/LONDON
JUNE 2E LA/AMSTEPDAM
JUNE 2.'3

I O-.DON/LA
JULY 2e LA/LONDON
AUG 9 LA/ FRANKFURT
A'JG 3C LONDON/ LA
SEPT f, LA/LOr.DON
SEPT 19 LA/LONDOfi

S14R.00
$148.00
SM8.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also NY
Israel, i4ndia, Africa, S0°o off Student

rates/cards Since 1?$» EASC, 323 N Beverl/
Or , Beverly Hills, 90210, 274 6293 (17 QTR)

Our nth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
'- *or students, EKamptes

IN ACCORDAnct TO CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS, FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD
REN AND PARENTS. AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. CALEDONIAN. SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALi FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER DCS JETS AND
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY YOU
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS AND
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CO.
OROINATORS IN CARr OF . .

.

you know ust
weVe.e..

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE
Wtttwood Village 90084

T6LC. 478-8268

toLONDON(RTbase) SI^AOOOW
London TEL AVIV SM90OW
Lomlon ATHENS $*«-30OW *

London NAIROBI S17200OW

Hundreds of departure dates and
destinations. Request free travel mlq
SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 277 s:00 or 879

3111. 9I7S Santa Momca Bl., Beverly
Hills. (

OVERLAND Eiipedition India Leaving

London June and July S63S. Brochure

Encounter Overland, 23 Manor Houst Drive,

London NWC. (17 A 28)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REbUCTIONS TO
TCACHCRS* STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS

FANTASTIC Awareness E«perience >p«

England, Holland, Oermany, France, Italy.

Spam, Switi., or travel Russia earn credits

Studealtravtj r»f«$. I34327* June
Juiyr " (17 A 77)

fih ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM t22t ROUND TRIP

JAPAIi: FR0MS3O ROUNOTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN J7l.0t32, 83» 2401

4249 Overland. Dtpt. A.

FLIG^H^I"'*^ * ''^'^^^^ EASTCMARTeT

Nev. f'v^ Plights under 1100 one way
..«,""' • C:«mp,nq Tours
'VJ Stud', nt Guide BooKtofiuroRt

Student R.,|.p,4, 2^0' J, j()

CONTACT SOFA A,r.nt VIC OEPT UCLA
^^

'J»0« Ventura Blvd

PHONR 'aTi''»?f*'*
Calif tuoirnoNl: •'' JJlJor 714 U77

EUROPE, IsratI this summer
unreqimented program, 4 wk*. Europe. '

v/Ms. tsf«ei. Dig Kibbuti, plenty 'r** ''^1,

in*, in Travelling, fMMII. (17QT«)

OlSCOllNT Europe. Isr.^el, indi».

Africa Orient Contact M.C C,

Wil^fxffv Rivrf L A 9f)0}S 4710*44. M'

has'
12041

QTI»)

•»

.

V Thursday^ April 27. 1972

I wanTa WRafs On like the Vanderbilts have
rr««tiiiiied from Page»r -"Iranian Studa»n* n.— ^ ^^'^w %« w %^

UCLA DAILY BRUIN n

(CoBtinned from Page »)
—"Introductory Sport Para-

chotinfl/' 5-8 pm, sign up in

Boelter 3809. r •

—''How tp Survlvt In Raallty

Teaching/' 7-10 pm, Bunche 3211.

Political
—"UCLA Studtnts for

McGovern/' are mobilizing for

canvassing efforts, 9:30 am,
Saturday and Sunday, meeting at

the UCLA Headquarters, 1093

Broxton. For furttier information

cdm270-3462.

Meetings: .

Thursday, April 27
—"Overpopulation Center/' 10

am 2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Christian Students/' noon,

Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Communications. Board/'

1:30 5 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Iranian Student Organ-
nation/' 2-4 pm, Ackerman Union
2408.

K i:".?^" ^'"'''" ^-^ P^' »^«'-ck.
noff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Mesa Action Com-

mittee," 4-6:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.—"AIAA," noon, Boelter 4413,
film: "The Moon, Old & New "
—"The Lighted Way," 4 pm-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Nursing Service," 8 am -4
pm, Ackerman Union 3564
-"URA Budget," 4-5:30 pm,

Kerckhoff 400.

-"Photo Club," 7-10 pm,
' Ackerman Union ^41 2.

/^i^''^"*^
Club," 8 pm. Union

Oil Auditorium, 1010 Wllshire
Blvd. See AAen's Gym 14 bulletin
board for details on trans-
portation .

—"Conservation Club and
Earth Action Council," will

present a slide show "High
Sierra," by Don Barcos, 7:30 pm,
MS 5200. ,1,
URA Clubs: ^^
Thursday, April 27
—"Drama Club/^ 4 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Skin 'N Scuba Club," 7 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Mountaineerrr**—runm7

Armorial Activities Center B 146.
—"Air Rifle Pis»ol Club," 4-6

pm, Rifle Range. .•

Et cetera:

Northwest Corner of Moore Hal!
Lawn.
^"Figure Skatinii Ctub/' 8 pm.

Culver Ice Rink.

—"Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 pm,
Pleld/^7.

-—"Hunting and Fishing Clubs/'
noon, Men's Gym 102.

—"Indoor Soccer Club/' 7-10
pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"Women's Karate Club," 5-6
pm. Women's Gym 200.—"Hapkido Club," 3:30-5 pm.

—"Campus: Tomorrow/' tour
by Edison Junior High School, in

small groups, from 9 am -2 pm.
For further Information call Jeff
White, 475-4366.

. —"Draft Counseing," schedule
-t6r"5pr?ng i^uarter. Law 2114:
Monday, 9-5, 7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.
—"Mortar Board," national

honor society for senior women,
invites atg^y woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar
Board Information sheet in the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13.

—"VISTA OHice," at 5101 W.
Washington Blvd. near Crenshaw
needs a volunteer Interested In

conducting an art class every
Tuesday from 4 pm to 6 pm.
—"A male volunteer/' with

knowledge of bicycle building is

needed to be friend and help a 16 ,

year old probationer.

—"Applications for Summer
Enrptoyment," are now Sivallable_
for mitjorlty students in Kerckhoff
320. .

—"Tutoring opportunity," one
night a week from 7-9 with the Los
Angeles County Probation Camp.
For further details contact the
EXPO Office (Kerckhoff 176 or
call ext. 57041).

^

—"Speech Awareness Work-
shops," informal, drop- in groups
for people who wish to gain ex-
perience in speaking situations

(Continued on Page 23)

r

•Tiravi 17 y/Apts Furnished 21 /House for Rent . 25

EUROPE this summer?
proqrams 6 or 8 weeks.
TX/ivi-linq, 98* 2411.

Un regimented
Experiments in

(I70TR)

18^futoring .... ; . ; i -.

FRENCH T,3,3 tutoring. UCLA grad.,
French minor. 14 hr. 828-8727, «-7: 30 PM. (18
M 2)

EX Math professor with PhD will tutor math
<it All levels for reasonable rates. Ptione, 829-

1602 (18 A 27)

GRE, LSAT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson
^S^^^M.

^
(18QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prol. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversatiQiui metltod (trial).
473 2492. (II QTR)

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
Mnquagc study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. 828-
*366.

^
(18QTR)

FRENCH for Travelers with experienced
French native teacher: Conversational
method No Translation. Call now, 475-
1V07 (IS A 28)

y/jypiing 79

LOWEST rates, theses and dissertations.
IBM seiectric. Fast, accurate, dependable.
Also editing. Mike. 477-4M2. ( 19 Mi ')

EXPERIENCED typist -

theses, dissertations, etc.
service. Call 390-2491.

term papers.
Accurate, fast

(19 A 17)

LOW rates /quality typing - papers,
dissertations, thes..'-. books, etc. Free
editing Emergency Service. Call, 838-
4649. (19M2)
CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-i
curate. Tom, 473-003). (19QTR)'''

" > t »
EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
.Kcurate, dependable. 933 1747. ( 19 QTR)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick op /deliver law
school Alice, 397-3304. (19 QTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced '^h'"'"*';

(19 QTR)
TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 710 1C74 i ie nrm
EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
"eMcrs, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
L«"''2,

^*" •**»^ $: 10,weekends. Sharon,
838S487. (19 QTR)

P.Der^^.K*"**"' ^•'•'•»' ••-•««» Term
SelSclr.c ^***1 '•*"'"••• •••^» '"M
«2* 7472

' ^"*«''»'^» N««cy, 472-4143, Kay.—l-li
,

(19 QTR)

ThiV;
*""•»*• tvplng Term "papers,thiscs dissertations. Editing. WeekdayV 9^rbie. miUi; Mae, 394-5182. ( 19TtR

'*b'So*nr'*'rt!;!r^*'
••typewriter (carbon

Pi«. Experienced, accurate workPjgfse call 394 829t 7l9M24)

>/ Wanted 20

AWA?? w.^fJ^*** TOO ^«e« TOW.

^Apfs Furnished 21

eitvitt J?.!S' !^' «»M»rranean farage,

»'». 592-9M2.
(II QTR)

I) 'i£

llt.ti'* "F*-* Hoaray Spacious Mte Mrm.
M-l^"f.«''"^" • »••»•••»• bachelors. Oarage.^gr^ ^0 LaiKWaif . 477 547? (21 Ml)

JiUu
-^^''''"•'^•«' •««»uutr /lanter. tllO

"Kiu^ing utilities. One Mack from Venice
beach. Qpiet. 399.0190. (21 A 17)

S23S 1 bedroom pool. Furn/patio/air cOnd.
10941 Strathmore Dr. 477 8853. (21 M 11)

WALK TO SCHOOL
: Spacious Modern Apartments

~
"^ Moderately Priced

Renting Office : 514 Landfair /If 1

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
543 Landfair «14
540Glenrockili11

FURNISHED liMles to share, $70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473-

4412. (21 QTR)
— —

,

.

S11S SINGLE, deluxe, newer bidg, 1/2 block
beach, all electric, beautifully furnished, 4
months lease. 34 Brooks Ave., Venice, 399-
3509 evenings and wkends. (21 M 3)

SMALL apt. in Laurel Cyn. $90 per month
including utilities. June 18 Aug. 27. 454-
""

,^
(21 M 3)

TEMP, or Perm, apts at UCLA's door. 479-
5404. Air cond., pool, sundecks, gar. 425-441
Landfair. (21 M 3)

y/ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

$130, 1 BEDROOM, stove and refrig.. rug.
drapes, enclosed yard. Santa Monica. 1 or 2
adults, small child or pet ok. tall 9 to 11 AM
or PM. 874-9434. (22 A 27)

LIVE at the beach! Marina del Rey penin-
sula. Entire second (top) floor in new
building. 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. All modern
conveniences. $375. At 3004 Pacific Ave.
Phone:821-4425. (22A27)

1-BORM unfurnished, carpets, stove, walk to
campus, $140. 10454 1/2 Wilshire open til

.^"•k. (22 A 28 )

y/ Apis to Share .,.,,, 23

GIRL to share 2-bdrm, 2.bath apt., fur-
nist^ed, pool, iacuzii, Westwood. $157.50
each. 473-0420. (23 M 1)

ROOMMATE wanted to share apt. w/3 guys.
$52/mo & 1/4 util. Right On place w/pooi. 471-
52'0. (23 M 2)

$42.50 TWO bdrm studia apt w/3 girls.
Utilities. Call 478 5l44 after 5.

Wilshire/Westwood. (23 A 28)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $45. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 4734412. (23 QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood,
475 •«)l.lcc$15. (23M2)

FEMALE share
vcniently located.
2037,837-1495.

w/2. Large apt, con-
Own bdrm, $92.50. 473-

(23 A 27)

FURNISHED, super-close to campus -

inquire at S5S Gayley Ave., call 479-9914. Ask
for Steve Peters. (23 A 28)

JUNE $70 /month. Friendly girls (at least

21). Beautiful 2 bedroom 'singles' apt. Pool,

sauna. 824-2248. (HMD

)/For Sub-lease 24

FOR Summer, sublet 4 weeks, furn. house.
$275,823-4901. (24 A 18)

SUMMER at Stanford; 1 bedrm. Furnished
apt. summer sublet. Palo Alto. Pool, SISO
/mo. (415)941 0584. (14 Ml)

ONE bedroom, furnished, appliances 4
utensils included. 7/1/71 through 12/31/71.

»12S /month. 4745804. (14 Ml)

$150, JUNE 15 Sept 15 or part. 3 large
rooniis, fully equipped, West Hollywood. 459
0153 morns. (14 M 4)

ONE bOdroom furnished UCLA housing,

sublet July • Aug. 5125 month. 39i-S4n
evenings. (14 A 17)

SUBLET . 4/1-I/J1, S.M./Wettwaed. Luxwry
one bdrm, unfurnished, $170. Eileen, days.
744 2788 n.nbts, 874 029S (14M1)

ONE bedroom furnished, appliances,
utilities. UCLA housing. Sublet July • Aug.
tllS/month. 391 5-1n evenings. (24 A 17)

\/House hr Rml 25

PROF'S 3 bdrm l> den furnished June 11-

Sept I &300/mo, less for dog care. 834
2974 (If A II)

SUBLET house, yard, trees, privacy. One
person. SIOO per month. Begin June 1. 394-

1756. (25 A 28)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2-bdrm A
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
SS9,000 Sands Realtors, 476 6444. (25 QTR)

}/ House for Sale . . , , . 26

PACIFIC Palisades: View, 5 bedrooms,
study, 2 baths, $68,000 Call 454-4420 - eves.,

weekends. (24 Ml)

ORIENTAL Contemporary - unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3 bdrm, family
room & study. 2 baths, fabulous view. One
acre. Encino, $57,900. 783-5131. (24 A 28)

CLOSE in Encino! 3 plus 1 1/2. Dining /or
family room. Air. Newly decorated. Covered
Lanai. Many extras. Walk to park, tennis,
golf . $32,900. 881 5590. (14M1)

4 ARTY Funky, 3-bdrm houses for sale or
lease. Fireplace, patio. SM beach. Designed
by famous architect. 2 houses and garage
apt., SSO.OOO each. Also 4-bdrm house and lot.

S43,500. 140 2 HoHister. 399-7382. (24 Ml)

BY owner: Modern, spacious, 3.bdrm.
Lovely yard, room for expansion. Mart-
deville Canyon. 17 min. to UCLA. $54,500.
Tel, 472 0404. (24 A 28)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. Ibdrm. A'
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de-Sac. $43,500. Sandf
Realtors, 474-4444. (24QTRr^

TRANSFER Forces Sale .... Lovely-home,
country atrnosphere. 2bedroom, modern-
guest-house /extra-bath. Yard/fish-pond,
trees .... $34,500. Wynn .... 477-7001. (24 A 27)

^House fo Share, 27

BEACH front, very spacious 4-bedrm,
fireplace. $104.25 plus utilities. First and last

month's rent. 3923524. (27 A

PLEASANT 2 bdrm house at beach, next
park. Own room, util/incl. $90/mo. EvC%,
394-7718J days, ( Barbara) 025-7401.

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom, furnished, $100
month, own room, 10 mm. campus, yard •

Cathy, Ellen 393-4852. (27 M 2)

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen, $100 monthly plus utilities.,

After 5 PM. 279 1840. (27 M 2)

VENICE beach. Furnished private bdrm in

spacious mixed house. Kitchen-garden $90
includes utilities. 392 1479 (27 M 2)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

NEED 1 bdrm apt. Sublet/rent June IS- Aug
15. Westwood. 472 0370 after 4:30 PM. (28 A

SUMMER faculty of American Film In-

stitute needs 4-5 bedroom house for month of

July. 874 3e78or Barbara Smith at 27I- .

8777. (18M14)

MALE Japanese student will do light

housekeeping exchange rm/bd near UCLA.
Call 474 1022 eves. (28 M 2)

I

/Room & Board

——rrMALE student grad/undergrad, meals,
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable.
400 SBentley. 272 47)4. (RBM1)

HERSHEY dorm contracts for sale. 1 men's.
824-1915 Stan. ; women's. 8142272 Jody. (RB*
M I)

DORM contracts for sale. S144 - Sprinf
quarter. Dorm your choice. Call I14-1441,
message.825 5451 (Edgerley) (RB A17)

$85 /month. 1/2 block from campus. 500
Landfair. 477-7421, call Herriet. Please leave
name, number. (RBA17)

BEST deal! Dorm (your choice) contract
now. malt/female. $17S /(trade for?) 47S-
8038 /83S 1075. Box 280 (Carolina)
message.

rwr r I */»•

(RlS^l)

WOMEN Summer and /or Fall housing.
Reasonable, super -convenient to campus.
For info, call 474 3371, (RBM1)

J Room& Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
ROOM/Board 1/3 block Irom University in
exchange for light housekeeping. Must like
animals 474 6879. (30A78)

yRoom for Rent ..>>... 3 >

>8.50 WEEK large comfortable room near
irccway. Use of television. La Brea
/Olympic. 938-9244. • (31 A 27)

"comfortable bdrm/bath, separate
from house close to campus. Responsible
student. $95/mo. 472)580. (31 A 38)

)/Autos for Sale . 33

-*75. QUIET girl. Bel Air mountaintop.
Private entrance. Pool, share bath, break-
last privileges, smogless. 783 0148. ( 3rM 2)

>/Autos for Sale ...... 33

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

M
VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across fr'om G.M. Plant
Call394 707$ 24 Hours

'41 JEEP Willys good mechanical condition.
Five Michelin radials. $1000. 4S4-isa4. (33 A

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024

Santa Monica Blvd. 828 7489. (33 QTR)

'71 VW Bug. Excellent condition. $1800 /best
offer. 479 1251 evenings. (33 A 27)

'48 ALFA Duetto, $1150. Blue convertible -

enjoy beautiful Spring in a beautiful car! 273-

0788. (33 A 28)

MUST sell 1947 VW camper. Good condition.
Fully equipped. Call anytime. 455-5547. (33 M
2)

FOR Sale, 1946 Opel Sport Coupe Kadett.
Clean, $450 (wholesale bluebook) 825-4950.
454 0730 (33M2)

VW Camper. Immaculate, popup top, new
car warranty still effective. $2100. 474
5902 (33M2)

'71 TOYOTA Corona AM/FM stereo like
new $1650 /offer. 474 1627. 4 speed, red /bik
interior (33M3)

'49 BUG Automatic* mint. 30,000
miles,extras $1250. '44 bug, rebuilt engine,
$550 659 5227 (33M3)

'61 CHEVY truck /cab-over camper - new
itires. brakes, engine iob - camper fully

equipped. $1500. 837-4875 evenings A
weekends. (33 M 2)

'47 VW Karmann Ghia hardtop, excellent

condition, radial tires, original owner. Best

offer. 479 4744. (33 M 2)

'70 VW Camper, very good condition. CaJ
after 4, 452 8019. (33 A 27?—— — 1 .

ATTENTION Students: ^leet discounts
available on new Pmtos and all Fords. Credit
ok'd. By phone, call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato.
agents. 820 1431. (33 M 3)

VAN. '59 GMC. Factory rebuilt Dodge hemi •

2000 miles. 411 Gayley '1. 825-1815. 7-11

PM (33M3)

'48 MUSTANG Fastback 2H standard shift,

lull power, air fantastic condition, orjgnial

owner. Must sell. S1150. 4744177. 8DHI!M7. (33
A 17)

'71 PINTOS, full price. $1841. Order now.
Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, 110.1431. (31

M

3)

'44 VOLVO automatic AM/FM radio,
heater, $495. 2119 Ocean Front, Venice. 1X4-
4109 (31'M3)

'47 VOLVO Ills. Air. auta, radia. Clean. Ask
$1000 477 2089. (33M3)

'44 VW. rebuilt engine, sacrifice. Sale. 474-
0447,399 1491. (13 Ml)

'70 VW camper, new clutch, tires, rebuilt
eng.. original bwner. Blue beak. 471*4179
tvts. (IIMI)

'43 VW Beetle New engine and paint 1970.
Clean Ask $400. 477-1019. (3)M3)

'45 MUSTANG good cond , 3 Speed, 4 cyl ,

new trans. $725 Call Ed. 478 9919. (33 Ml)

'44 CHEVY MalHMi, air cond., pwr. stee'inf

.

radio, Clean. 4 cyl. Economy. $450. Call. 814.
'"» (llMl)

FOR Sale '64 Chevy Impala. power, A/C.
:\c»n Best offer, call 473 1772 after $ PM or
weekends (33M2)

'70 TRIUMPH Spitfire. Cherry condition.
AM/FM 24,000 miles $1295 2S7 S688 after '

*
, . . -r__ (33 A 28)

'65 CHEV, Malibu SS, P/S, A/C, radio. V8.
XInt cond , $850/o(«er (NNN 300) Pr pty,
451 4958 alter 5 30 (33 A It)

'68 VW automatic. Excellent condition.

Radio, new tires and brakes. Low mileage.'
$1095 935 5358 after 5. (33M1)

'72 COR V. cpe. British Racing Green^larm.
AM FM, rack, 13,000 miles, 270 hp, 350 Cu.

in .mint condition. 1(805) 2S5 0385 (33 A 27)

PORSCHE, 'S7', New rear-end, trans,.
Rebuilt eng $l800/best offer Call B/4 4 p m
9314790. (33/>

( ".'P

DESPERATE am leaving this world. 1968
Opel Kadett Rallye $895. 784 3463 (33 M 1)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35 -.,.,. -—^r

UCLA. Students! S% off Peugeot.
Motobccane, Centurion, other line makes.
Expert repairs. Lee's Cyclorahia, Schwinn
Authoriied dealer. 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3

biks N Santa Monica Fwy. 839-4444. (35 M 4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd Irom $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood.. 475 3370. (3S
QTR)

'ycles, Scoofers

f or JOio»««*««»**«*»««»««« «#o

70 NORTON 750 Commando, 5400 mi, racing
uned, excellent condition. $850 or offer. 274-

)747. (33 A 28)

47 HONDA 450. Excellent cond, new tires.,
:arbs& other extras. 820 1178. (34 A 28) •

'70 HONDA CT 90. Trail and street use. Clean
machine. I know. Call 397 7454. ...(34 A 28)

'71 HONDA CB 450 Red, excellent cond..
only $775 Call Gene, 479 4511 ext. 1145 or 791-
1346 eves (36 A 38)

1970 HONDA CBt75, Less than 5000 miles,
rack, perfect condition. $375, 477 8393. ( 34 A

'48 HONDA 305 Scrambler Runs, but needs
work, helmet included. Sacrifice, $120 395-
1480,6 PM. (34 Ml)

YAMAHA 100 $135. Low 7,700 miles. Ex-
cellent condition. Great buy. Hurry Days
825 2974

, evenings, 473-8174. (34 M 2)

'71 HONDA 2 CB 350 Excellent condition do
mi) $700. Call 398 9015. (34 A 27)

'70 TRIUMPH 250, completely rebuilt, must
sac , $500 Excellent cond.. call JT/J. Oopal,
•34*177 (34M1)

•71 TRIUMPH 450 Bonneville. Lugg. rack,
helmet, xint cond Must sell /best offer.
Jeff. 4542178. (34 M 3)

'71 TRIUMPH 450 Bonneville. Luggage
rack, helmet, xint. cond. Must sell /best
offer. Jeff, 454 21 78.

(m m?)
LIGHTNING for sale. 1H7 B.S.A motor-
cycle 9000 miles, very good condition. 5400.
894-4984 (34 A II)

'48 HONDA CB140. Fine Shape. SlSg or trade
for trail bike. 471-2910. (34 M 3)

'71 1/1 HONDA CB350. Like new, only MM
mi. $415 w/extras. 470 91 17 eves. ( 34 M 3)

<h
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Tickets:

Campus ahd Public
—"Roberta Flack/' 8.30 pm,

AAay 6, Pauley Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Central Ticket Oftlce,
650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50
and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

-students wftti plctu^ ID.

—"Student Films/' 8.30 pm,
Friday, Saiurday and Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $2 (general) and $1.25
(students).

—"Sleight of Hand," a Theater
"Arts production, 8:30 pm, today,
Friday, Saturday and AAay 3, 4, 5
and 6, Ralph Freud Playhouse,

• AAacGowan Hall. Tickets are $2.50
and $1 (students), available from
the Central, Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"New AAusics by Larry Austin
and Paul Chihara," with violist
Walter Tram pier, and percussion
virtuoso Kenneth Watson, 8 pm,
Friday, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium., - w----^

—"Comfort and Joy," a full
length play centering on Christ-

'

mas day in a New England
family, and what happens when a
davghier brings home her fiance,
4 pm, today, and at 4 and 8: 30 pm,
tomorrow, AAacGowan 1330.

#/

Concerts:
—"Thai Instrumental Music/'

noon, today, Schoenberg Hail
Auditorium. Traditional musl^
will be performed with the pi phat
(percussion) and mahorl (string
and percussion) ensembles.
—"Music and Dance of Africa,

noon, tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Quadrangle, free.

Films:
—"Films About Radio/' a

series of films produced during
the heyday of network radio,
featuring such stars as Bing
Crosby, W.C. Fields, Cab
Calloway, Kate Smith, Bob Hope,
Jack Benny, Walter Winchell,
George Burns, and Grade Allen,
showing at 5 pm, today and
tomorrow, AAelnltz 1409. Alljilms
are free; but their titles cannot be
released due to contract
arrangements.
—"The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T./'

1:30 pm, tomorrow, AAelnltz 1409.
Free.

—"Cyrano De Bergerac/' 1:30
pm, tomorrow, Melnjtz 1409.
Free. "

—"No Deposit, No Return/'
7:30 pm, today, AAelnltz 1409.
Free. ,.

LIAN KAN YUEN - far right, with three
students. Lian is demonstrating the ancient art of
Kuhg Fu, precursor of the modern-day karate.
Garbed in the traditional uniform, Lian teaches—^

—

'—•
I . .

the class 1.3 pm, Wednesday, in Women's Gvm
200, open to all students. Yesterday the Brirnerroneously identified student Michael AdierMaster Lian, in another picture.

Seminars:

ACROSS
1. King of
Judah

4. Dialect

8. Norse tale
12. Vandal
13. Exchange

premium
14. Exclama-

tion

15. Skill

16. Recording
instru-

ment
18. Animal
2d. Habitual

drunkard
2|. Failto

bid

24. Unruly
children

28. Stayed
32. Charles

I^mb
33. Salutation
34. New
36. Stitch
37. Caresses
39. Drubs
41. Entertain
43. City in

Nevada
44. Obese
46. Fuels

rftvo/v/ By Eugene
50. Freedom

from
bigotry

55. Irfltet

56. Burden
57. Back
58. Writing

'

fluid

^9. Subject
60. Tidings
61. Goddess

of retri-

bution
DOWN

1. Husband
of Jezebel

2. Certain
3. Pilaster

4. Military

officer

5. Past
6. Nothing
1 Trifles

' ^. French
j writer
'^.Wing ,
10. Breactt
11. Shade

tree
17. Sailor

(slang)
19. Health

resort
22. Social

climber
23. Cut

Average time of solulion: 22 min.

spyMsTplB
AS
D I

LA

AN

ON
I NEd

DAM
GO

AR^iS

BHCDB [§C3m
Nl

H
N

12

15

18

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

55

29 50

11

1..

41

19

50 51 52

56

59

21

13

16

22 23

3B

44

3^

\W

39

45

20

17

51

43

57

60

24

25. In addi-
tion to

26. Row
27. Adages
28. Enrap-

.

^ tared
) 29. Always
;
30. Distribute

"il. Erase .

35.19th
I

century
quadrille

38. Most
secure

40.SUrtling
sound

^ 42. Black oily

substance
45. Mountain

lake
47. Operatic

melody
48. Linen

fuzz
49. Japanese

drink
W. Tiny child
51. Undi-

vided
52. Illumina-

tion unit
53. Bom
54. Raven's

cry

lO

ss

;3 54

46

2S 26

36

47 48 49

5S

58

61

•27

Thursday. April 27

—"A Study on Guinier Preston
Zones in Aluminum -Zinc Alloys/'
by AAasanori Murakami, post-
doctoral engineer, 2 pm, Boelter
8500. — -

—"Advanced Topics in
APL/WO," by William Berqulst,
scientific marketing represen-
tative. Scientific Marketing

.

Division, IBM, Los Angeles, 11
am, Boelter 8500.

—"Studies in Non-Histone
Chromosomal Proteins," by
Sarah Elgin, postdoctoral fellow.
Division of Biology, California
Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, noon, LS 2142.

— "Personalizing and
Humanizing the Present and the
Future," by Jlvan Tablblan,
lecturer In psyct^latry, and
associate professor of urban
planning. University of Southern
California, 1 pm. University
Extension G33. Tickets are $4.25.

—" 'Jud Suess' and 'Stral-
kolonie' — Lion Feuchtwanger
und Franz Kafka," (In German)
by Bert Nagel, professor of
German, UC Irvine, 3 pm, Bunche

—"Periplasmic Sugar Binding
Protems from E. Coli and Their
Relations to Transport and
Chemotaxis/' by Herman M.Kalckar, professor,
Massachusetts General Hospital
Harvard AAedlcal School, Boston,
4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"Archaen Basement of
Western Australia and Africa/' by
J^A. Halberg, Division of
Mineralogy, Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Perth, Western
Australia, 4 pm. Geology 3656.

—"Some Variants of the index
Theorem," by Lewis Coburn,
professor of mathematics,
Yeshlva University, New York
City, 4 pm, MS 4000.

-"Physics Looks at Solar
Energy/' by Aden B. /Vtelnel,
professor of physics. Optical
Sciences Center, University of

1220b"*'
*^''"°"'

^ ^'"' '^"^5«n
^ #

-"Evolution of Human Sexual
Behavior," by Bernard Camp^n
visiting professor of anthropology,
7 pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are u!so[

o^iJ^^ Biological Aspects of Air
Pol ut,on," by J. Brian Mudd,
professor of biochemistry, UC
rrrt?''^*:^^'"'^^^^^^- "Tickets
are $4 and $1.75 (students).

-''Diane Walcoski," poet-ln-

tT^^T' ^^'•*0''^ia Institute of

ll^y^^y' Pasadena, will readtrom her own works, 8:30 pm,Buenos Aires Ponm c 1• relies Koom, SunsetCanyon Recreation Center.

further inforfna'tion
52401. ^.; '

call ext.
Friday, April 28 - ^

—"Ion Implantation of n-Type
Dopants into GaAs" by Jarf^es
Harris, member of technical
staff. North American Rockwell
Science Center, Thousand Oaks, 2
pm, Boelter 8500. ^ K.
—"The Position of Women in

Eastern Europe," by AAagdalena
Sokolowska, head, medical
sociology unit, Polish Academy of
Sciences and Professor, Faculties
of Medicine and Philosophy,
Warsaw University, 3 pm. Social
Welfare 147.

—"Recent Developments in Jet
Flap Theory and Applications to
STOL Aerodynamics," by C.C.
Shen, senior engineer, McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, Long
Beach, 4 pm, Boelter 5264.—

"Dtfferentiation in Vitro oL
Drosophila Neurons, Meiocytes
and Junctions," by Robert Secof,
senior research scientist. City of
Hope National Medical Center,
Duarte, 4 pm, LS 2322. ^., ---

^

—"The Absorptive Capacity of
Investment," by Richard S.
Eckaus, professor, MIT/UC
Berkeley, 1-3 pm, GSM 1246.
—"Pairing: The Search for

Intimacy," by George R. Bach, 8
pm, Rolfe Hall. Laboratories will
be held 6-8 pm or 91 1 pm. For

Professionatdirectory

lists faculty interests
By Rufus Baker

A ..n *
DB Staff Writer

nuhM^'ITvl
""^ Professional Interests in Foreign Areas" has been

ternaho^^i '?!!? ''""*' *^ '"^^^ members here engaged in in-

UmvJ^Ct r^""**"*'
according to David Wilson, chairaian of the

Th./!i fi^T"I"L^ "^ International and Comparative Studies

WiUnn Lu^^'^^
directory of its kind to be issued here in ten years,

acr^rtlfJt *^ ^^^ J"^^ '*^"8 ^"-^^h our bookshelves and cameacr^ the last one, and decided to come out with a new directory," he

laws «^"?i^ T T^ ''^"^ "*^ «s Swiss medical care, Israeli tax

dire^torv i^!^!?
/«n«"«8e of New Guinea, are listed by name in tht

total ofMf^i"^ '" thousands of other international studies, including a

E.C.:

Thursday, April 27

—"Astrological Open Group," 2^

4 pm, Ackerman Union 2412
^—"Beginning Meditation and
Raja Yoga," 8 pm. Architecture
1243C. '

—"Encounter and Sensitivity
Awareness/' 7:M pm, Ackerman
-iinlon 3564.

—"Parents and the College
Generation/' 7-10 pm. Young 2276—"Tai Chi Ch'oan," 7 10 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lodngc:—"Psychi Development ESP
Intermediate Level," 7 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408. .

^=^"A New Consciousness," 7:»
pm, Rolfe 2106.

—"German Conversation: Eine
Fahrt Ins Blaue," 8-10 pm, Arch
Itecture 1243B.

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

^ prti, Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs

Lounge.

—"Auto Mechanics L" 7 9 pm,
Bunche 3150. ^/ •

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course/' 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.

(Continued on Page 27)

It have l^n ?kI^T y^** ^^ compUe, Wilson said, and 2000 copies of

varfcl^^" ^^^^^ '^y "^^ distributed to th^ faculty here, and
venous places off-campus. The Research Library also has a copy. Wilson

an^n^nrJi^^f. i?^
directory is to provide simple Information to

uL to s ude^!^ ^**'^" ^^^^- *'^ ^"'* *'"«8i'^ thit it would not be of

eTp^rireTfaSremtTT '^
""^^ ^^ ^^^^^ '^' "^' ^"

^"''

of'r"atT^7s"t^t'^^^^ '' '"^--*^ '^ ^^' " - ^^'^ ^^

carriTc^rii^'L''''''""^^^
descripUons of international studies t)eing

revTewstZwnr^ J""!
^'"^ P"^"«*^ ^y ^ committee. This volume

gror^r^«rPh
"^^'^ interdisciplinary centers, ten inter-disciplinary

prog?amT ^'''^''^' ''"'^ ^* mtemational training and assisUnce

orcanlzafinnc
^^\ ""^"^^^ ^^« ^^ circulated to agencies andS haCon^^^^^^^ ""T^^ *"^ ^^^ N«^'«"«' Science Foundation,

Kenerahzerre^r.^^^ ^^^ University for these students, as "a

hfen us^'^'X^^ '^^ 'noney has gone, and to what good It has

i /

-* a.
'

. •i» if.
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Beatty, Nicholson star

rMcGovern
By Steve Rabin
DB Staff Writer

Senr —Georgr McGovern's
Presidential campaign train
pulled into the campus at noon
yesterday. A full load of movie
stars were expected but only
Warren Beatty and Jack
Nicholson arrived, and only the
former did any spealdng.

After a concert by rock band
Skydog (rock and politics are
becoming close companions in
this campaign), Beatty addrewed
the crowd of about 1,000 at Janss
Steps.

:

It's silly to be speaking to
people who are already com-
mitted to McGovem," he said.
The main thing we, as McGovem

supporters, have to do is go out

and tell others. We have to can-
vass LA."

•*This campaign will be dif-

ferent than any other in
California. We're relying on
people to people contact, not just
the communications medias.

Actions ^

**We don't have to convince
middle of the roaders anymore.
Muskie's recent actions (pulling
out of the primaries) chanjged the
structure of the Democratic
Party's campaign. It is now a
battle between the old wing
(Humphrey) and the new wing
(McGovem).*'
As he and other stars are doing

all across the country, Beatty
urged student^ to mobilize and
actively suppori McGovem. Slips

were distributed asking students

Eiiiorseiiieit Procedire
MrM^i'^^K'^o*''*

"^ proc«dMr«» for endorMmcnt of SLC GSA caftdMatet by the Dally

m cl-tl ^''"•" **•'* **** ***" '"*"V fHHirs working on this proposal, looking mto pastn siaKes and discussing how those m istakes can ba avoided We believe this plan offers a
,^^J-lf."*^*

*° *" c**»<»«<*^« «» well as presarving the necessary freedom of the press

hTn^^.JT ^"^ '''**'* *" endorsa CSA platforms will be printed AAay 3. SLC platforms willI'r prmTeo AAay 4.

ftiat*! '.'. •". ®*^ P»at»orms are tfwa at the Oaily arvMi aNice by S pm, accordinf ta the

\^^1 tl*" .f
••*''• ^^** P»«tforms af all presMaiitiai candidates may net exceed M

oii!!n
•" *"•*' •»»••'••» • »• •"* *. «nd the platforms lor all candidates for all other

Brmr '".f!^ •«cead 4* typawrittan lines, margins !• and 4$. The sfaH of the Daily

fU^LtJlL^ *'•*" **^ ••»• P«»'»»raph withowt cantacting the candidate If that can-

?ri P;»Worm eKceads these limitatlans.

int-rw!!l f"..**-^
platfarms are dwe at 3 pm, accordint to the Rayce Hall clack, and

oari.^T'*^ •'• *^*^ candidates win take place. Daily Bruin staff members who have a

b* m« f"^
"nowledge ol the proMams af OSA will conduct the interviews. «»hlch will also

IfliioJ - "^^ 5^ •* '•**• "^ member of the Editorial Board. Interviews will be on the

7 4 nnl S*^^!?***** ^•••h-noan, Secand VkaPresMant; naan-2 pm. First Vice President

.

u^A^T; ir**l^r**-
^^^ inttrviaws will not ba printad. but they wUI be tapa-recardad and

iioBiw \L' .J"^
•"•«'vl#»ivs w«M be candwctad. All the principals discussed In n above will

Comm •iception of ttie schadala , as follows. 1« am-naon — Educational Policies

*nd r.i. ". *."** C*»»»P«»» Events Cammissian; l-l pm — Financial Support Commission
%Jr>s,^V*l

AMairs Cammisaian. 1-4 pm — QmmrmX Kapresentatives and Community
rom!l commission; 4.S pm — Slwdant Welfare Cammissian afd Student Facilltlas
commission. ^

pm,*Presi^t
*"''****"' ^^^^^^"^^^ Vice-President and First Vice-President; M:|0

di£!i!l\-*»"i"
**•" '»»«*»»*^» will tl«n wp in advance for the interviews sa that m can-

JfAM **• "•'^ waiting.

mpmKir *!.* •J!*»»'''»*ws have been completed, a weekend lang discussian, attended by all

«vr.ti(Mi
'^"^ ^^^^ ***** **'" ^ canductad, and the endorsement editorials

tiorxJU^ja^V^^ taWmiring the canclwslan af OSA SLC interviews, the Daily Bruin En-
»...>:r-T.*y Editorials for all cawdlBatas and all a«f«ca« far the primary election will ba

to devote time to the McGovem
campaign.

**The concert at the Forum
(Al>ril 15) was just the begin-
ning," he said. We have found that
these concerts have proved to be
excellent ways to raise money for
the "^campaign. All around the
nation we are planning these
events. They represent a new
aspect of fund raising to go with
the new aspects of this cam-
paign".

Mandate
McGovern mentioned per-

sonalities such as James Taylor,
Joni Mitchell, Judy Collins,
Chicago and others who were
appearing around the nation in

support of McGovem.
"This is the first time in history

when the music and film industry
have been fully behind a can-
didate," he said.

Nicholson was asked about
Humphrey's chances against
McGovem. "I don't feel this

country can give a mandate to apy
political candidate who has l)een

inconsistent. Humphrey has
reversed himself several times.

McGovem has t)een totally con-
sistent He's been hammering at

the same issues since 1963. He was
against the war in Vietnam l>efore

anyone else." he said.

lad candidates mfy r •a 9m Cndarsament BdHarlal. Ma aNiar

PwMi

Han rSf**** "****^ ***'^ In ta ma Dally Bruin affica by 4 pm , accarding ta ttie Rayce
tvDMlr!^

'"^ ** ***• foMawing langlhs. Wan indarMd prasldantlal candidates — 4« Unas
uZlwiu!!!' '"*''«^« 1* and aS; an nan-endorsed candidates far all ether aHicas— » Una*

Owy •"•'tins 1* and «S.

f^ebuttais WIN

thi' ^nai^rtSSL"'^*'^
** *** ****** ttdCtian, the Dally Bruin will re-endorse candidates for

!! wl!i£?*.**Jl *••*•*• the same farm at f4 above.

10) AM -^* .^•*^ prarttam may wsa this cafamn fa andarsa any cadidatas.

«ic# *r!L!!lf!Sr'*i^''***<* MMtlant Baard(s) wItB prinfad matt ba in the Daily Bruin af

»i) J!2^J!** **y ••••^ pdBikaflon

candiiiw'^* ** *^ Cammdiilcatlans Baard may not write lattart an behalf ef any
m inl! ^ •"* •**<•'

priiif.i>!rti.^v* ^^^ *• **•• hbttficatiaN af naMhiattaii fha>^"n*d in bald face type an fHa frdNf af the aram.
will

SLC, GSA meetings

set for candidates
t

Mandatory meetings for all

SIX' and GSA candidates will be
held at 4 pm Tuesday.
The GSA meeting will be held

in Ackerman Union .1517 and
must be attended by each
candidate or his representative.

Petitions for candidacy were
due April 27.

Tlie SIX meeting will be held

in the Ackerman Union Men's
lx>unge. and petitions of can-

didacy are due In Kerckhoff 3i4

by \ pm Monday.

V t. *

•I

iGras72
to open tonight

^
* By Tom Humphreys -

.
DB Staff Writer

The 3lst annual Mardi Gras -opens tonight on the Athletic Fidd with
ceiet)rities rides, booths, and entertainment highttghting tmT^^^-dav
carnival the proceeds of which go to UniCamp, a summer camp forunderpnveleged children.

"*^

This year's Mardi Gras could be the largest ever according to BobL^y, the festivals publicity chairman. He predicts attendance wiU be
1 .MO over last year's 32,499 figure which broke all previous records
* mishmg touche? are being put on the booths and rides in preparation

for the opening at 6 pm today. From noon to 5 pm tomorrow is FamUy
day highhghted by the Pageant of the Masque at 3 pm. Mardi Gras wiU
also be open from 6 pm to midnight tomorrow night.

*^

^ ,
Celebrities

Celebrities expected to attend and help judge booths include George

If^^A ' ''^? ^^^'"' ^"*^ '^^'^ *"^« ^'•^^y Bunch." Bill Ballan<^,KOBS disc jockey, is Mardi Gras' official host

vp^^c^^'.p "''l"^^Vf
^^^^ ^^'"^ ^P"^ «"d ^^>. the new version of last

year s Rawhide booth, the Mardi Gras County Jail ; and the "House of
Horrors booth and a new attraction- "Alice in Wonderland "
At the "Marriage Booth", plans are being made to make "official" the

marriage of University police officer Ray Boyd. Boyd, who patrols the
University dorms, wis married last week in Las Vegas.

"

Booths include The Sensuous Taco," "Teriyaki" booth, and the "HotDog on a Stick booth. A new addition is a booth serving sweet and sour

Grand prize for the best booth this year is the "Ma Crandall Award*'
named after a lady who came year after year to Mardi Gras until her
death in 1967 For the past eight years, grand prize had gone to the'
House of Horrors " booth. Overall, 38 different awards will be presented

including best food booth and best entertainment booth. - '

The Pageant of the Masques tomorrow features huge papier mache
masques, the "cooky bear" from the "Andy WiUiams Show", Joe and
Josephine Bruin, and Disney characters, including Goofv

^^..

The booths and entertainment represent the work of 125 campus
organizations and an estimated 4,000 students according to Losey
Preparation and planning began in December and actual construcUon
started Sunday.

^
Rides at this year's Mardi Gras include "The Octopus " "The Um-

brella" and "The Turbo" among others, according to Losey. •

^(Continued on Page 3)

JesseJackson to speair

on 'Politics in '72' today
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr., national vice-president of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), will speak at noon today in the
Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.

"

Jackson, known to many as the "country preacher," also serves as the
national director of the SCLC Operation Breadbasket, the organization's
economic arm. He was named to the position by the late Martin Luther
King Jr. ,.

Lincoln University in Pennsylvania and the Chicago Theological
Seminary both awarded Jackson honorary degrees of divinity in June
1969. and he was selected 'Man of the Year " for 1968 by the Chicago Gub
Frontiers International.

Born Oct. 8, 1941 in Greenville, SC, Jackson turned down a professional
baseball contract with the Chicago White Sox when he left high school in
1959, opting instead for a one^year stint at the University of Illinois
financed by a football scholarship He received a BS degree in sociolocv
from A & T College, Greenboro, NC in 1964.

Jackson completed two years at the Chicago Theological Seminary in
the bachelor of divinity program.
The Associated Students' Speakers Program is sponsoring his ao-/

pearance.
,

^ ^ ^ r

\ -^
uii-

^ '

Jesse L. Jackson Sr.

-r
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Summersession expepts Crime and Ponlshmeni

- » / ^

777^/7/ 'non-UCstudents
UCLA will welcome 1^,500 students to campus this summer, according

to the Office of the Summer Sessions. Nearly 40 per cent of the students

will be from non-UC and out of state campuses.

Marjorie Johansen. assistant to the Director of Summer Sessions,

stated, "We had 8,500 students last year and we're expecting that many
this year. We don't anticipate an increase."

Johansen went on to explain that because there is no extra fee for out of

state students, many are encouraged to pick up extra units during the

sum nrier. * 'Forty p^r ^^^pt of the Student population of the summer are

non-UC students
"

1.

May 31 is the last day to apply without a late fee (May 10 for those who
wish to register by mail) and instruction for the first session begins

Monday, June 19. Application deadline for the second session is July 7 and
instruction begins July 31.

The two sessions, w^ich will offer courses in 44 departments, will run

consecutively ancf^will give the student taking both sessions the

equivalent of a full quarter's credit.

Highlights of the sumn^er session will include special workshops in the

Theatre Arts Department and an archaeological dig in Guatemala for a
graduate course in anthropology.

In addition to the regular faculty here, there will Y)e forty visiting

professors from such schools as Cambridge University, Oxford
University, the University «f Tel Aviv, the University of Illinois, the
I University of Padova, Italy, and the University of London.

Tuition for either session is $160; $280 for both sessions. Tuition for a
special 10-week program in management is $260. _^ ^

There are no laboratory fees in summer session.

Students are being encouraged to enroll in summer session because
crowded courses during the year are generally easier to get into during
summer. "Classes that have waiting lists in regular session are open with
no jA^aiting lists in summer session,'^ Johansen said.

Information concerning the sessions and copies of the summer
cataJogue may be obtained from the Office of the Summer Sessions in

Murphy or ext. 53870. • < - ,

Police report these recent

crimes and arrests on campus:

A 26 year-old woman reported to

police Saturday that a male ex-

posed himself to her in the

Dickson Art Library at 2:40 pm.

She called police ten minutes later

and reported the incident. An
officer responded immediately

and was given a description of the

^spect. A search pf the im^^

mediate area was fruitlesis. but as

the officer expanded the search to

Parking Structure Three he ob-

served a male who fit the

woman's description. The officer

requested the man to come with

him He complied and was taken

t)ack to the woman. She identified

the suspect and placed him under

citizen's arrest at 3:30 pm on
charges of indecent exposure. The
officer transported the suspect to

West Los Angeles jail, where he
was booked. Bail was set at $500.

«••

UCLA
volume No. LXXXV No

PublithMl tvtry wMkdiy during tht school ytar, txctpt during hoMdoy
•nd txamination ptriods, by ttio Communications Boord of tlio
Attociottd StudMitt of UCLA, M Wt^hvood Plaza, Lot Angolot,
California 90024. Copyright 1972 by tho Communications Board of Hw
Associatod Studtnts of UCLA. Socond class pottago paid at tlio Lot
Angtits Post OHico.

Police report that two batteries

took place in Rieber Hall a week
ago Wednesday. In one incident,

the victim, an 18 year-old male
reports that at 4:15 pm he was
walking between the lobby and the
elevator when he was accosted by
a male suspect and hit in the face.

In the second incident at 4:40 pm
the victim, also an 18 year-old
male, answered a knock at his

(k)or and was hit in the face. Both
incidents were reported to police

at 8:35 the next morning. Police
are seeking the same suspect for
both crimes.

Two other batteries were
reported, in Hoyce Hall on Friday.
In one, a 40 year-old woman was
attacked on the loading dock by a
male suspect. According to police,

she was grabbed around the
throat and shaken by her
assailant. She was also hit in the

!?r
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mouth and suffered lacerations on

her face. The woman reported the

incident to police at 5:20 pm. In

the second incident, which also

occured at 3:30 pm the 33 year-old

male victim was attacked in the

Koyce Hall basement by^ male
suspect. He was hit on the head
and neck and bitten on the left

palm according to police. He
feported the incident at 4:30 pm.
Police say two different suspects

are apparently involved jn the two
incidents. i _ .,,-.

In another incident, at Sprdiil

Hall coed reported to police that a

male entered her room at 10 pm a
week ago Thursday and slapped
her across the face, twice on both
sides. Police also report that the

suspect used obscenities while

attacking the victim, whom kapparently knew. Offilr **

-|c^ng the suspect on cC,«^;j

rnSusSieJ^nitS'o,
m the Medical Center w*™
apparently opened XtlT^
storage lockers and exp^ tfilm .nside. Damage toT^.^
w§sj^ported at $2,060. poHceS^S-anger was the apparent mSFmally, police report that i«!
l';^-t»'ela^twee'^neS'^
$1500 m 18 separate Incide^
Included m the thefts were th,!:
bikes which were reporte^^
on the same day, between « amand noon, two from arouTdAckerman Union and the thwfrom near the Women's Gym

Announcements
A May Day march, sponsored

by the Progressive Labor Party
and co-sponsored by the Students

for a Democratic Society (SDS),
will be held at 10 am tomorrow in

MacArthur Park, 6th and Park
View, downtown Los Angeles. -

The agenda for the event calls

for a demand to shut down the

universities, abolish ROTC and
eliminate university complicity
with the Vietnam war.

Nominations for Black Student
Union (BSU) officers will be
accepted until Monday. Black
students interested in running for
offices should visit the BSU office,

(Kerckhoff 320), the Afro-
American Studies Center (third
floor, Campbell Hall) or thpNOMMO office (Kerckhoff 115) to
place their names in nomination

* * ^ .

In^esterday's Daily- Bruin, the

first paragraph of the story
"Assembly committee passes
proposal prohibiting tuition," was
inadvertantly left out through an

editing error.

It should have read: "A con-

sittutional amendment to prohibit

tuition at the University received

its first approval Tuesday by the

State Assembly Education
Committee."

HELPLINE-825-7646

Student
committee .

forthearts^

,^ WHArS HAPPENING. . .

_:;£:: ° weekly look at $1 tickets on
sale to UCLA students only at

.— the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

$1 TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY

TNENOILDOF

MUeALITOVED
Dancer, singer, mime, musician

- this former principal dancer of

Israel's Inbal Dance Theatre has

won worldwide acclaim for the

intensify and lyricism of her to-

tal thexjfre pieced, embellished

by opulent costumes and sets.

SATURDAY, MAY 13 - 8:30 P.M. - ROYCE HAU
4-

f f

i
first Even^Block Culhire Week

^'IFII^. IHE LieHT

HEIIfEl CINTINEIIT

an audio-visual program, featu-

ring toround ten different per-

forming groups. Including Aman

Folk Ensemble, a narrator and

iJJustrated by slides.
1.

LEO SMII. PilliSl

KISUS OF lOME
f»

A 19th century view of 2,000

years of Roman history with po-

etry, literature and music in which

Leo Smit Interprets the works of

such great men as Berlioz, Listz,

Stendahl, Twain, Goethe, and

Howthorne — against a back-

ground of color projections of

places and landmarks where

they lived and received inspira-

tion.

SUNDAY MAY 14 - Z30 P.M. - ROYCE HAU

Regent Forbes e)qDlaihs^
opposition to tuition fees

.».
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By Susie HaUgo
DB sun Writer

( Editor's note: This is the tentli in • serlM of

interviews witlv,ttie University ol C«lif«rnia

Regents.)

The man who attended army
camp with the late Ralph Bunche,

was editor-in-chief of the Daily

Bruin in 1927 and drives a new
green Volvo is UC Regent William

Eugene Forbes.

Forbes, 65, is one of three

Republican Regents former Gov.

Edmund G. Brown appointed (the

other two were Norton Simon and
Edward W. Carter) . But his voting

record as a Regent has been

considerably more liberal than

conservative. ' 'l
The native of Anoka, N£ has

consistently been one of the Board
of Regents most vigorous op-

ponents of tuition.

Opposed
'i opposed it as vigorously as I

could," Forbes said in an in-

terview in the Kerckhoff Hall

upstairs lounge.

But we lost, he said, shaking

his head. "This was after 98 years

of a tuition-free policy which had
t)een one of the reasons the

University had grown to a position

of eminence and intellectual

success."

Forbes, a quiet, friendly man, is

convinced tuition inhibits students

from attending the University of

California. This worries him.
"UCLA's only two Nobel

laureates, Ralph Bunehe and'
(ilenn Seaborg, each told me
personally that had there been
tuition when they attended school,

they would not have attended.

Just think of the potential scholars
we are losing now," Forbes, a
graduate here in 1928, said.

Revisions
'

A distinguished-looking man
with grey hair and deep green
eyes, F^orbes considers some of

the major changes as **ttic

revisions of some academic
requirements," "broader input
trom the whole community" and
broader participation within the

University."

But he also cites the negative
developments in the University.
We've had some substantial

negatives, such as long hair,

different styles of dress," Forbes
said, but conceded his hair is

longer today than ten years ago.
"We've had protests about an

unhappy war which has alienated
a substantial segment of the
public and contributed to the
defeat of bond issues. However,
the profile is lower today," Forbes
said.

Education
Forbes was one of the few

Kegents to say the quality of UC
education has declined, but does
not present a pessimistic attitude.

I think the quality of education
at the University has been injured
hy a lack of financial support and
*>y a lack of comprehension on
part of sonte of the mission of the
University.

•But perhaps in the life of the
University as in th^ life of an

individual, there are cycles both
positive and negative. Society
reacts to outside influences as theUS public did in 1957 to the
challenge of Sputnik.

Development
**For immediately therafter

there was a. great surge in thi.
demand for an increase in
scientific development. This is
what is happening to the
University," Forbes said.
The criticism to whkh the

University has been subjected in
recent years does not seem to
bother Forbes: "The University is
tremendously strong. It has great
vigor and resources in its inherent
knowledge of people and ad-
ministrators. The University is an
extremely strong element in
society," he said.

Gov. Ronald Reagan's critidsm
of the npmber of hours UC faculty
members spend in the classroom
is not valid, according to Forbes.
"I think that the work week ol the

-1

average faculty meipber would
work out to more than 60 hours a
week. I don't think hours in the
classroom are a correct or per-
suasive measure of productivity "i

he said. „
- "^'1

Tuition '

:.
»

His g^realesl hope as a Regent if
probably shared by thousands of
UC students. **! hope that
someday the Board of Regents
would rescind tuiUop and give the
widest possible access to the
University by all qualified ap-
plicants.

,. ... --- V •

"Not with loans that are too
burdensome for the poor, not by
grants wherein a person must
prove he is poor, but by an open
door policy to those whd* qualify
academically and are willing to
pay for their ctothing, shelter,

housing and books.

''Unfortunately this is not
foreseeable during my term,"
Forbes said.

William E. Forbes

Mardi Gras . .

.

(Continued from Ph^»^ —
Last year's Mardi G^ grossed over $106,000 and netted over $35,000

for UniCamp. This ydir, Losey predicts that the gross will go over
$1 10,000 and net close to $40,000 fof the summer camp.
Losey said the reason he expects a record turnout is the extensive

publicity campaign for this year's event. Besides printing up 3,000

posters and 66,000 publicity flyers (twice last year's number), Mardi
Gras has received free advertisement spots on local radio stations.

According to Losey, this year's operation is one of the smoothest ever.

"There's been no problem setting up; things are running very well," he
said. _,.-•' '" '7 ^

David Lowenstein, Mardi Gras fiekl manager, who worked on his first

Mardi Gras in 1962 and has only missed two since, agrees with Losey's

predictions for a large turnout.

"If the weather holds up, this could be the biggest Mardi Gras ever,*'

Lowenstein said Wednesday, and added, "Things are running as smooth
if not smoother than previous years."

Th# Coffee House Ccfncert SeriojS

-pir#ft«nts a lovely woy to spend a Monday night

DONNA CURRY
lute — voice — guitar

Renalssonce, folk & contemporary songs by English, French,

Italian, Spanish. Qermon and American composers.

MONDAY, MAY 1 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTBt BUENOS AYRES RAA.

SCH fick«t, (iin^d ,^) ovoflob^i of »h« door, from 7 PM on, to UCLA ttvdiif only, with photo ID. Fro« coHvd No tJck«t»
•old after 8 PM.

UCLA Stud«n» Commm»« for th« Arts & ASUCLA Coltorol A«olrt Commlwloo

The fact Is, like I! or not, we have outlived It.

It died somewhere between bobby sox and Vietnam
somewhere between booze and dope,
somewhere between Guy Lombardo and the Beatles.

^
It died sometime between those days when college life was

full of roh-rohs, pom-poms, boola-boolas, class teas,
pep rallies, and freshman beanies . . .sometime between
those days and now. f- -
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Producing a Yearbook then was a fairly routine task\
organize the class sections and the clubs, '

—
organize the Greeks, >

'

organize the academe,
organize the organizations,

organize theim all.

Photograph them,
paste them up,

print It

and sell it to them^.

I-*' Vf .

Everyone was certain to wont one because they were in it,

Hght? And then there would be a big annual signing
party, so you could fill up half a dozen or so pages
(provided for autographs) wifh well-wishes from class

chums and "best of luck to a great guy" ... Well, it

used to work that way, didn't it? v
•

Well, maybe It did work then, whenever then wqs, and whenever
a college class was a closely knit group which shared
four years of common experiences, climaxed by one i

afternoon or evening in June when everyone showed up
for groduation-together-becouse you had to be there to
get the degree ...

t
• 1

That concept of a "senior floss" ts no longer valid In l972.We^~
now hove "senior cJosses" of December, March, June& Aug.;
and the particular sense of .attachment that once was/- ,^

^^'t among graduating seniors is no longer here.

i'
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There ore simply too many of us to en|oy that sense of

camaraderie. During our lives* at U.C.L.A.

n either thesenioj cjoss nor student body will ever ba
ossembledbn any one occasion . . .We'll never get together
to attend concerts, ploys or boll gomes
or attend commencement exercises-together.

We will probably never "get-lt-together" to do anything together
because there ore too many of us. We do however hove
something in common. We all were born and reached
maturity during the some era. General influences were
felt by all of us. Television emerged as on educator
rather than producing just entertainment. Social

attitudes were belr^ shared by many of us as we
responded to the life of Ozzie and Harriet, John Kennedy,
Toody and Muldoon, Amos and Andy, Dobie Gillis

and others. ^ •

TheTurTofdTedrbook was that you knew everybody In It. It

showed you old friends, who meant something to you.

The staff of Southern Campus reolizesthe impending death of

'our common experiences at UCLA. Southern Campus has
created "YOURBOOK" a pictorial color visit of the
lost two decades and our responces to them. "YOURBOOK"
deals with the common question of^who we are and why? _
It contains only the experiences we've shared as

generation.

j|r

YOURBOOK will bo ovoilobU for vi swing dnd distribution at
of May 4th in tho Southorn CamputOfficofacing Moyorhoff
Park. Yourbook it only $4.00 or froo with tho purchaf• of tho
traditional 1972 UCLA YEARBOOK for $8.00 unHt May 6th
whan it will bo raitod to $10.00. Both Southorn Camp^ and
Yourbook aro availablo in Karckhoff Hdl at tho Southorn
Camput Offico, Camput Shidio and Korckhoff Holl tkkot
offico.
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Unpublished writings

ofIVIacliiayelli compiled

byprofessor Chiappelli
.T

By Ann Solomon
DB Staff Writer

The tracking down and researching of 6,000 never-before-studied
documents is no easy task, particularly when the documents date txack to

-—the turn of the 16thcentufy. This has been« task that has taken more than
six years and has become a trans-continental project for Italian professor
Fredi Chiappelli. The subject of the project is the unpublished writings of
Niccolo Machiavelli in the Florentine Chanceryi ahd covers the period
between 1494-1512.

Chiappelli said he became interested in this period of Machiavelli's life

because "after reading The Prince,' a book that he wrote at the age of 40,

I began to wonder how he had achieved this maturity, this richness in his

writing. After all, very little, if anything, is known about Machiavelli's
childhood. So I got very interested in how he had developed into this
strong, mature writer," he said. ,. . I

»

While serving as an Italian professor at the University of Lausanne in QpQ x^ t%\k\U lofft iKMnm lo
- Svyitzerland, Chiappelli organized a team of research assistants and ^Hu 10 BVdIlldlB ColTlPllS
began researching documents found in the state archives of Florence. ,

The first year, Chiappelli paid the team out of his own funds, but in th^
following years he received grants from the Italian government. Two and
a half years ago, Chiappelli left Switzerland to come here, but the Swiss
research team has continued to work in conjunction with the American
team th9t was formed.
Now working with a United States government grant the project is

continuing. "The project is unique for bringing money into the Univer-
sity, if nothing else," Chiappelli said, referring to the fact that 51 per cent
of the funds from the government grant go to the University. ^ - . ..^

^^ At present, Chiappelli and his nine assistants must work with
microfilms and photographs of the Florence documents. "The
documents provide an almost day-to-day record of Machiavelli's work in
Ihe Chancery," ChiappeUi said. "One of the biggest problems was
decoding the majbrity of the documents; the language itself hasn't really
changed enough to pose a problem."

-r The^roblem of decoding many of the state documents stems from the
lack of keys for many of the codes and the bimonthly change of code in
every major European capital. "Thus a dispatch from Rome is in a
different code than a contemporary dispatch from Paris and both are
different from Milan. The breaking of these codes is sometimes made
easy by existmg keys or by interlineary transcription operated by thfi_
recipient, but these keys have often been destroyed, " he said.
The culmination of the project appeared last year as the first of seven

planned volumes. The book, which was published in lUly last year
covers the years 1498-1501. The book was well received, placing first iii
the competition for best books of the year. A great deal of the team's
work has been th6 assembling of data for the second volume

^

Chiappelli hopes to be able to increase the grant so that next summer
he \yill be abje to take a team of assistants to the Florence Archives so
that the assistants can work with actual documents instead of
photographs.-Chiappell^4>elieves ihat the project, ^hich should be
completed in ten years, has value "because the inner man is becoming somuch more important." ^

^. Fredi Chiappelli

needs
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mributed
By Steve Sacks
DB Staff Writer

Students here are being asked to

fill out and return ten Student
Resources Survey (SRS) as part
of a state-wide attempt to

ascertain the fitilihcial status of

the^sttident ^^'

The Ste was distributed to all

other campuses of the University
of California in registration
packets but this was not possible
here because of the distribution of
the Undergraduate Student
Questionnaire in reg packets.
Instead, surveys have been
mailed to each graduate and
undergraduate student here.

Wayne Smith, principal ad-
ministrative analyst here, noted
that in addition the SRS was sent
to students at all institutions of
higher learning in the state.

Information
The SRS will be evaluated in

terms of financial aid need of
students and will provide in-

ft^rmation for the federal
government and its programs.

Additionally, results will be
tabulated for the SUte Scholar-
ship and Loan Commission which
m^kes grants to about 9,200

students annually- The Office of
Affalytical Studies is responsible
for t^bulatinjj i^ results for the

-University, j- «^^ ^^_

The College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEP)
designed the Resource Survey and
the computer program which will
enable the results to be tabulated
through its affiliate, Educational
Testing Service (ETS).

Reasons
Paul Distenfeld, of the office of

the University vice-president for
planning, stated that the survey
will also attempt to ascertain
reasons for students' dropping out
of school. This information could '

enable the universities to re-
adjust financial aids programs
but Distenfeld expects no drastic
:steps will be taken. .

The SRS is in no way an
assessment of individual students'

needs as results will be tabulated

.®'li!L!PJitutional basis only

Responses have already comem from other campuses and
Distenfeld seemed to show sur
prise at the 90 per cent response
ratio which has been shown sofar
Usually, Distenfeld said a
response of 50-60 per cent is

considered good for a mailing of

this kind.

No deadline has been set for

return of the questionnaire but

students are urged to return them
as soon as possible.

Gay students needed

for B Interviews
A Daily Bruin reporter is

looking for gay students, both

men and womeii,' for con-

fidential interviews. Please call

Heidi Yorkshire at the Daily

Bruin office, ext. 52638.

CLASS

NOTES
$5.00 PLU&^TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C Plog
Anthropology H - Miller

Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 Riegel
Bacteriology 110 Pickett

Chemistry IC Kaesz, Strouse

Chemistry AC Konrad
Chemistry 6C Konrao
Chemistry 153 Jordan
Classics 161 Latimore
Economy 1 La Force
Economics 2 Clower
Economics 10 Shetler

Economics lOlA Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox ;

History IC ^ohl
History 8 Burns .

History 1240 Bolle
History 142D Loewenberg

History I74C Varnell
History 178B DalIeK
History 181 Yarnell ,^
Humanitiet lA Austin
Philosophy 107 - Hill

Philosophy 152 Quinn
Political Science 3 Baerwald

Political Science 120 Muller

Political Science 145 Farrelly

Psychology 10 Goldstein

Psychology 41 \A/icHens

Psychology 110 Carder,

Psychology trJ =^^t
Psychology 125 Sadalla

Psychology 127 Yontef

Psychology 135 Ravens
Ps/chology 149 Barthol

Psychology 170A Lovaas
Psychology 189 Sears
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line of Cliff*s Notes

and Monarch Notes"

for additional coursos call or

coma in
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Woman barber here tries
'to prove she can cut if

Friday, April 28, 1972 XJCLA DAILY BRUIN S

By Jan Berlnstein

DB Staff Reporter

In this age of increasing

freedom for women, one young
woman is proving she can cut it.

Helen Lee Van Buskirk is a

barber here. She decided to enter

that profession three years ago,

inspired by her female friends*

careers in the barber shop;

I used to laugh at them," she

said.

But she's not laughing any
more. And she isn't being laughed

at, either, because she has shown
ttiat she is both serious about her
work and good at it.

Acting

Van Buskirk, 30, is an easy-

going native of Massachusetts.

Before she became interested in

barbering, she was going to acting

school. But she says she won't

ever go into acting. She feels she
has outgrown her need for' it.

The turning point in her career
orientation came when some
friends inVited her to a barber
show one weekericl. (From time to

time, barbers have contests and

1

hair-cutting demonstrations )

Watchmg the people perform, she
was fascinated, and she began to
take the profession seriously:

~

Van Buskirk's decision to leave
acting for barbering brought
mixed reactions. r

"My mother freaked out," she
said.

- But her friends in tlie profession
were pleased. _ .

Problems
When she began working,

however, Van Buskirk ran into
some problems. She said older
men in particular didn't want to
get into the chair at first. And her
experiences with an employer in
Glendale who was prejudiced
against non-white customers
finally led her to quit her job.

'*It blew my miM," she said. "I
wasn't aware of it, but there's a lot
of it (prejudice) in the business.
That's one of the first things that
has to be changed about the
profession," she added.
She spoke bitterly about her

former employer.
*^The owner was chasing

customers away," she said ex-

plaining that he used to make anti-
Black comments to the clients.'

Elxperiences
•One of the first things they

teach us in barber school is don't
talk religion, politics, or — what's
the third thing? Race? Anyway,
he was blabbing away and then he
wondered why business was bad,"
she sa id .

— » ' —
But if Van Buskirk's early

experiences were mostly un-
pleasant, her experiences in the
two years she has been here have
proved otherwise. She has had no
trouble with male customers
(although she said sometimes
men are "shocked" to see her),
and she hasn't seen any racial
prejudice in the shop.

Also, she l}ke§, the people she
works with.

"We all get along weU - like
one big happy family," she said— - Fortunate— =r —
"Van Buskirk said she had no
more trouble getting hired than
anyone else.

"I've been very fortunate,'^ she
said.

Asked about her views on flie

women's liberation movement.
Van Buskirk said, **I love it — as
long as they don't draft us."
But she said her decision to go

into barbering had nothing to do
with women's lib. She admitted

that when she was in school, she
had no idea that women did not
become barbers.
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TOE Wmm ©0W1CTD«
A Government Experiment that Worked

300,000 Found a Lost Weekend

4-Channel Stereo Sound • Metrocolor

HOLLAND FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
SANTANA, AL STEWART, CANNED HEAT, T. REX,

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE, FAMILY, IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY,
COUNTRY JOB, DR. JOHN, FLOCK, THE BYRDS, PINK FLOYD

Produced by WOLF SCHMIDT and SAM WAYNBERQ,
Directed by JASON POHLANO, Co-directed by GEORGE SLUIZER

A Coast Industries Presentation of a Cine 3-Planet Film Production

A FINE niyNS RELEASE fa

STARTS TODAY

LOEWS #2
FOUNTAIN VALLEY • 839-1600

PACIFIC'S

^XCMiOOO
PtCO o» WISTWOOD llVD

271I2SI • 474-3Mt

PACIFIC DRIVE-INS

VICTORY DRIVE-IN
VAN NUYS • 763-6511

PAULO DRIVE-IN
COSTA MESA • 545-3313
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of ttM Dally Bruin
Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns art
open to responsible groups or Individuals vvho with to voice ^n
opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters repr^ienf the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Getting rapedbymd tape

^SiimO^m

By Ross Arbiter

Q&f^i

Mardi Gras, in all its traditional glory, opens
tonight on the soccer field. Viewed on its own termsj
the carnival is incredibly expensive and not exactly
the best entertainment available to the roaming
student on a Fridaynight.
But we must remember that all profits go to

UniCamp which sends over 750 dial^tic and un-

derprivileged children from the Los Angeles area to

the mountains for ten days, under the supervision of

student counselors.

Funds for UniCanlp are raised from donations, but
the largest portion of revenues comes from Mardi
Gras. UniCamp requires about $85,000 to run a full

program each summer, and so far, about $5,000 has
been raised from Camp Drive Week.
We urge students, faculty and staff (anyone with

$1.50 to get in) to go to Mardi Gras and spend
liberally. It's for a good cause, so you don't have to
feel guilty about it. -

As student Facilities Commissioner this year, one

of the projects I undertook was an attempt to provide

campus tie-line services to the students at large. The

tie-line enables you to call all the UC campuses at no

charge and off-campus in the areas of Berkeley, San*-

Francisco, and San Diego for a small charge. The

plan was to have these lines open from 5 pm to 11 pm,

on A Level of Ackerman Union, so that we shouldn't

interfere with University uses of these lines (thus not

hindering the designed function of the service).

«-•
plan is to give Umversity penomiel ^ r.»k
students — more flexibility^ ^*

Letter

In a recent letter by Jim Egan to Vice Ch«
obson. the student use of tif^]in«« *««- ., V"**^

^

I use the word "allempt** wlien referring -t»-my
work because like so many other plans, the

Jniversity's bureaucratic system has used its power
) crush an idea by grinding it 'through the

machinery. My proposal was originally submitted to

Vice Chancellor Hobson in the first week of

December and it has not been until now that anything
has really happened. It seems as though James Egan
of the Communication's Office (who must approve
changes in the telephone service) does not like this

idea and it would destroy a plan that he has been
working on which would provide another type of

service to the University. If his plan is implemented,
the students would never have a chance to benefit

from the telephone resources that UCLA has to offer.

Brief

For eight years, (lie issue of Vietnam War has been
thoroughly worked over by politicians, newsmen,
and student leaders.^

It is ap|)arent that people are tired of the same
debates, the same cliches and the same dire war-
nings day after day, year after year. Many who used
to oppose the War have dropped out of the fight from
sheer boredom.
Many people who used to stay informed on the

subject of our involvement now ignore any news
dealing with Vietnam.

It is hard to stay interested in a war with ho end in
sight and .which seems to have no justification for
ever taking place.

,

But if this war is immoral, senseless, a waste of
manpower and if it affects every person in the
country, we cannot afford to drop out of the fight
against it because of boredom or fatigue
Those who would do so must ultimately be found

guilty of complicity in the deaths of innocent persons

A brief look at the Campus telephone service would
show that UCLA has a capacity to hold three dif-

ferent types of services — that's all. Right now the
University has two: (1) restricted — which allows
only on-campus calls, and (2) unrestricted — allows
calling anywhere as weU as access to tie line. Thus,
we see the third type of service is open. Jim Egan's
plan would turn this into a line that would allow
calling in the 213 area code only. Students could not
get access to this because of the obvious increase in
cost. What's more important is that students would
lose that chance of ever getting a service to help
them.

^ The plan I submitted called for the third service to
be tie-line use only. Thus, University departments
could use it during the day and students could benefit
Jrom it at night. Granted that there are University-
wide rules which prohibit student use but I ask: how
can we change these, when our own University is not
willing to help in making that first step? In my
search for information it became very clear that
other campuses in the UC system provide the service
to students in an underground fashion, but take a
great risk in doing so. Again, our University per-
sonnel are blind to this because other campus
communications offices are not aware (or. possibly
will not admit to in order that students can conUnue
to use these lines) such use. It seems odd to me that a
University which claims to care would so easily put
down an idea which clearly benefits students I
certainly cannot say that Vice Chancellor Hobson
has not tried diligently to help, but what is he sup-
posed to do when those below him fn this inhuman
bureaucratic system, sUte on paper that the best

Stopping a genocidal wlfiz^iEMSta:

^ very high - it essentially doubles the c^!?^
' phones. Egan also failed to put down any ^^"^

•''^

- for implementing his service addiUon cSr«L^
range of use, its necessity or feasibiUtT?;^
certainly should have been considered ami -
before voicing objections that others arefA

^
with. Perhaps these points were purposely^^
This is one Ume where I believe that th* v

Chancellor went out of his way to help Mr kII?
Manager of Auxiliary and Service Enternri'
(which oversees the Communications OffiwoiZ!
over the report made by Egan and also had seril
questions on the concepte presented. What ra^T
from John Kropfi investigations was that^*
students could have this service initiated XUniversity-wide regulations sUll had to be dealt wiih
In a meeting between Kroph and the UniversS
Communication's Officers, student use of U^S2was rejected because of the codes which ore^
student use. I was not able to ascertain whether

»

not any effort was done to possibly chance the^
regulations by this group. On March 30 iwii
received a letter from Kropf stoting his reiisons J
total rejection of the program. They were (i) coAd
the system (2) University-wide regulations, and (3)
that the phones were to be used only to conduct
officia! University business''.

^ V Salient

I believe that the most salient reason for rejection
was the objections by the University-wide Com>
munication. I hope to take this issue before the

Student Body President's (JouncU where we can
overcome the judgment on a University-wide basis
Student support can definitely make the differenct

This issue can also be the start of a toUl UC student

effort to indoctrinate change for all. Speaking for our

nine-campus student body will carry the weight
needed to make those in control stand up and take

notice. We as students must be heard collectively if

our force is to be felt. This plan is just one of bun

dreds in which the students will be denied luxuries

which the University could provide.

Working with this issue leads me to wonder when
the University system is going to help those that it

serves — without any students there would be no

University — and without a Univerflty, there would

be no jobs for adminisdratora!

M What can be seen here is that in the bureaucratic

system, decisions that should be made by thoae in

charge are often shufHed down the line to others thit

are biased and far from any needed student input

..'•
'

'*'

After Auschwitz anything is possible. We must not
kid ourselves that Nixon is incapable of using nuclear
weapons in Vietnam. At this late sUge it represents
h.s only hope of victory, and only the fear of domesti^
chaos is holding his hand. That fear could be
dispelled by our apathy. Already hundreds of

Zirfw!'"'
"^^^ *" ^^^ ^^""^^ °^ "«"oi. without

ilivalion
^""^ ^'*''^*^ *^ ^"^^ ^^ Cambodia

\;!^in^T^^^
to Nixon's policy is the humanity of theVietnamese, refraining from bombing An Loc for

I'a ''^K^'*^'"^
"*^"*«"^' **^«»di"8 «n uprising inSaigon because they know the city would be leveledby US BOMBERS IF IT WERE LIBERATED

.Have no illusions - Nixon may not be anti-Semitic
(his closest advisor pretends to be a Jew) but his
attitude to non-whites is not so different from
Hitler s. witness My Ui, Attica, the rise of Clock-work Orange methods in the prisons, the sterilization
aws for welfare mothers, the caste system proposal
for brain operations for 'revolutionary sociopaths "
Combined with a garrison economy, the trend ofNixon s policies give us no reason to lie back andsmoke dope.

On May 4 the Indochina Crisis Coalition will parti-
cipate in a national action to commemorate the
heroes of Jackson State and Kent SUte We will
march through campus, then go to the Federal
Building to confront cogressmen there. We will
deniand their support for the Gravel Bill to cut offlunds for Indochina, and relate the war to such iimies

workJI^*!f/ f""*
inadequate funding for college

ronr^h
*•""' *"^ ^^ dictatorial economy.^approach i. not to rely on the Democratic or

by the IndoChlna Crisis Coalition
Hobson handles protesters

»••« • •,
' ••• • I

****>*»••<*! > ^ >ii«a%i. >,L»>^

Hepublican parties, but to pressiire them through
independent action.

*

On May 5 we will protest Marine Recruitment at
the Placement Center. Already petitions against
recruitment are being circulated for presentation to

c»Zf.
**'
^T*. '^'"" '^ ** '8"<"-e other forms ofcampus complicity with murder - ROTC the

KasI Africa™^'"'-
^<^^ "udies of Iran anS

•
Many students do 'not understand these issuessaying that ROTC and recruitment is vol^Li^rB«no we has a right to harm others. Campus comOw "^H Tr'""^ "'i"^^ '"e VietiSmLTeThird World, the taxpayers who must pay for ROTCand Oie like, humanistic students who must^akeasymbol of Death a part of their daily routineTsufev

K m!^
""^ '" P''«8rams planned by academics

Lh?L "^r*^' * ^^"^^ °f«<=er'. and worker

The Coalition has at least 50 active member. ,«i.,.
promised cooperation from the SM (30 morSive?
eiauons, and the rallies. Our publicity will inrinH.
leanets petitions, guerilla theatre, SucLAWand articles like this one. The publ cUy'^mmitTlmeets today at noon in Kerckhof £^ whS!Coalition meets Tuesday night in Haines «3Stop murder, prevent fascism - Join th* C^Hti„„,

— Submitted by
Daniel O'Hearn

Editor:

It seems to me that Vice
Chancellor James Hobson
deserves some kind of special
commendation for his handling of
the foul-mouthed protestors who
presented their arr^jant demands
to him on April 21. From what I

can gather from the Dally Bruin's
April 24 write-up of the event
(Daily Bruin. April 24), the Vice
Chancellor displayed a
remarkable combination of firm-
ness and deference in his remarks
to the students. One might read
intimidation into his signing of the
anti-war petition, conditions being
what they were, but I prefer to
believe he was simply acting
according to his own previously-
neld opinion and according to
what he felt to be expedient. WhUe
left-wing destructivists appear to
be intent on undermining
authority in as many American
mstitutions as they can, it's good
to know that administrators like
Hobson are still around. There
was a time, of course, when
student actions of this sort would
nave been grounds for
disciplinary measures on the part
of the administration. So much for
the good old days. \

- I also wish to extend my

compliments to the Daily Bruin

for its usual candid job of

reporting in its coverage of last

Friday's protests. I noted on page

four of the April 24th issue (DaUy

Bruin, April 24) that one student

organizer asked reporters to

'•please not make it sound as Iwd

as it looks. Just re^rt that there

was a rally, and that's all." To the

credit of the Dally Bruin it ajh

parently declined to imitate

Pravda and manage its news and

seems instead to have published

as much verbatim material as it

could, complete with the usual

vulgarisms and obscenities

There are those who feel that this

kind of reporting is mere pop art

or exhibitionism; they may oe

right to a certain extent, but I tcna

to think otherwise, and I ^
courage Uie Dally Bniln to keep on

with its policy of literal quotation

of campus speakers •""

spokesmen. ActuaUy it's a shame

that the Bruin down't have a

broader circulation than it has.

wish more people could share nn^

MOM of outrage at some of the

things that Uke place on this

campus.
Patrick M. Dempsej

Grad. Llngiil»||«V
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT

!

Ours is the official

Charter Flights authorized and approved by
University of California on all campuses,
for use by all members of that communityT^

The Charter Fhght you sign with at UCLA is responsible
for being dependable and seeing to it you will '

never be stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed^
to mediocre service.

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA •

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,
arrange for purchase of Euroftpasses; an^ef^~^^
sonally see every flight off here and in (.ondon.

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience
of an on-campus location and the assurance of
personal attention in all areas. ^ ,_
We havejphosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
our carrlfer - because of its long and distinguished
service record - and all our passengers receive
their first class service. .._^.. •

i\-

How many charter groups con claim all this?
^ *•' :^l

v-i't:-

FLIGHT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IP
11

L.A. TO DEPART—
'

'

12

14

IF

,f

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

JLondon

London

London

June 18

June 21

RETURN

June 22

June 26

June 26

June 27

_Aug^15^

Sept. 6

June 28

June 28

June 29

July!"

July 4

July 8

J^ly 11

'Jury~"l~2

Aug. T2

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

FROM
I
DAYS PRICE

London

London

Sept. n_

Aug.j5~

Sep^. 9j

_ Septje"

Aug._29

_ Aug. 27"

Sepry
Aug.! 7

London

London

London

London

London

London

56

54

$262

CARRIER •» I

$262

$262

Aug. 10

Aug^ 3]

Sept'. 13"

London

Lonjdon

London

JLondon

London

London

London

72

80

73

81

61

62

40

30

50'

33

$262

$262

$262

$275^

$262

$262^

$262

BOA^:

BOAC

BOAa
BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC
kw .tm

BOAC

$262

Caledonian

BOAC"~^
BOAC

$262

$262

$252

BOAC"

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

It's not too late to switch to the best _ »k<. -.«• •
i

Con. i».. R.O. 205D K.^h,« „^, . ,J. '^J,"^^^
" *''« <>«'"ol One. •
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Mt SAC final tuneup for Bruin tracksters
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v^ By Steve Kennedy
DB Sports Writer

With only eight days remaining until the

use meet, part of the UCLA track team
will use this weekend's Mt. SAC Relays as

a final tuneup for the long-awaited cross-

town struggle against the Trojans;.

The Bruins will enter three relay teams
in the annual Walnut affair and it will be a

pivotal meet for the 440 quartet of Ronnie

Welcli, Gordon Peppars, Reggie Echols T
and Warren Edmonson.

The Bruins, though they have the speed

to run a fast time, have had trouble with

this event all year long. Botched' baton

passes and dropped sticks as well as

varying participants due to injuries have
caused much grief for coach Jim Bush.

The 1971 coach of the year among the

collegiate ranks, Bush plans to use the

same foursome against USC. If it fails to

impress in the two meets. Bush will scrap

the team for the nationals, allowing Ed-
monson to run the 220.

For the first time this year, UCLA will

run a two-mile relay team. Rick Tschudin,

liicco Sanchez, Bob Langston and Paul
Williams will comprise the runners for

I Announcements I

The deadline for signing up
men's singles and doubles entries

for badminton is AAay 12 In MG
118. Action begins AAay 15.

Dorms, fraternities and In-'^;

dependents can enter teams for

the AAay 15 men's swimming. The
All U svylmming is set for AAay 17.

STgfl lip~~tjy—T' p.m. at the

Recreation Center.

The men's track meet - for

residence halts, fraternities and
independent teams will be held
AAay 12; The All-U meet Is AAay 19.

Signups will be taken the day of

each.meet by 2 p.m. in the Bruin
^

Track Stadium.

Clinics for girls Interested In

joining the 1972-73 song girl squad
are continuing every afternoon
from 3 to 5 behind the Women's
Gym.

* * *

Next week's tennis match with
USC has been changed. The
Bruins, and Trojans will play on
Friday, instead of Saturday, on
the Sunset Courts to avoid conflict
with the USC-UCLA track meet
scheduled for Saturday.
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Ifyou use
tampons,

yott already'
how to use
the I i'0t

deodorantZ.
Norforms.

Stopping feminine odor is

easier than you think. Each
tiny -as -a- fingertip Norforms®
Suppository '

is as simple and
safe to insert as a tiny tampon.
Just insert r- it begins dissolv-

ing instantly to kill bacteria,
stop feminine odor where it

starts .-V-. internally, in the
Vaginal tract.

You feel clean, fresh, odor-
free for hours. No shower, no
douche stops odor the way
Norforms do.

»— ^^ _^ __ <.

FREE NORFORMs"MrNI'PAcir
plus booklet! Write to: Norwich
Pharmac*lCa,Dcpt.CN<:,Norwich.
N.Y. 13815. EncloM 25^ to cover
inaHtng and handling.

Name___
Str<»i»f

aty__
Sute Zip.

I>an*l fctgct your tip code

|||if*^^ Ptoducu Dividon
The Norwich Pharmtcal Co. I

UCLA. The Bruins should be fortunate that
this event isn't included in the NCAA meet
for USC holds the world's record for the
event.

It isn't recognized, however, because of
a ridiculous rule prohibiting runners from
different countries to qualify for a world
mark. Don Quarrie hails from Jamaica.
The Bruins will also run the mile relay

_-With Ron Gaddis, Edmonson, Benny
Brown and John Smith. That same group
ran 3:07.4 last weekend at SUnford and
Bush says they can go much faster. It was
the best of the season for the Bruins and a
stadium record in Palo Alto.
One of the keys in the USC dual is the

triple jump. UCLA has a trio of top-notch
competitors and each of them went over 50
feet last week as the Bruins swept the
event.

James Butts and ne\yconfier Milan Tiff
will compete at Mt. SAC but Harry
Freeman is out with an injury. It was the
first time in Bush's coaching career that
three men had been over 50 feet in a single
dual meet.
A pair of seven-foot high jumpers who

will figure prominently in ^11 meets from

i
now on. Dwight Stones and Kfck Fletcher,
will jump in Walnut. Stones (7-0 3/4 this
season) has been over seven feet in four of
eight meets this spring. Fletcher, the
school record holder at 7-1 1/4, has qjeared
the mythical height twice in seven outings.
Francois Tracanelli and Ron Mooers

will coihpete in the pole vault, Tracanelli
attempting to improve on his form which
saw him clear 16-6, his seasonal best, last
week. Mooers has jumped 16-1.

Other entrants include Kent Pagel in the
shot put with Dale Gordon and Roger
Freberg in the discus. Pagel has con-
tinually improved over the season while
both Gordon and Freberg are within in-

ches of lifetime bests this season.
Looking ahead to the USC meet, Bush

says he doubts pole vaulter Jeff Sakala
will be ready to compete, despite the fact
Jeff has said his foot would be healed in
time.

Bush sayi'^igh hurdler Charlie Rich is

the key to beating the Trojans. "He's
slightly hurt now," says Bush, ''and he's
never beaten Jerry Wilson." Bush says the
Bruins have no chance if Rich can't at
least get second from Lance Babb, another

crack high hurdler for USC.
It would be no great upset if UCLA could

win that meet. Bush says, although the
Bruins certainly haven't gotten their share
of ink in the local press.

There are so many events that could go
either way, one team could put it all

together and win by a big margin, though
it's unlikely. UCLA lost some potential
points in the javelin with the loss of Peter
Jones to a back injury, but Rory Kotinek
has thrown well, uncorking a lifetime best
of 226-9 last week. »

The loss of Steve Gibson in the sprints
doesn't help either, but it would have been
a big upset for him to score against USC.
The sprints will make a large difference in

the final outcome, and, as Cal coach Dave
Maggard pointed out, much will depend on
Edmonson in the 100. who set a school
record last week, 9.3. .

~

"He richly deserves this record," Bush
says. "After all, last year he ran a 9.2 jn a
National AAU heat but it couldn't be
allowed as the school record because it

wasn't a winning time. Also, last year __
against USC, he posted a 9.3 behind Willie
Deckard's 9.2 winning time.^'

•.-,
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Tauruf the BulL
SchlitzMah LNiuor is always there.

If life seems to be hitting you with more boldness than usual,

it's not your imagination. It's the influence of Taurus. He has
that effect.

If you've run into Schlitz Malt Liquor, you already know
the Bull's characteristics. And you know the Bull is there whenever
you want bold, dependable good taste.

Even if you're of a quieter sign, you'll be drawn by the relentless

energies of Taurus the Bull. Just be prepared. Because there's no
denying the dominating boldness of Schlitz Malt Liquor.

Nobody mokos malt liquor llko SchlitXe Nobody.

..,' iu'.y
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Baseballers finished -will Stanford i)o same?
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By Ed Burgart S

DB Sports Writer

The Bruin baseball team, spoiled

already this season, hopes to inflict some
of its 'magic' this weekend against

Stanford, a team suffering its own troubles

'of late.

And what better place to play the three

Pacific 8 baseball games than Sawtelle^

Field, a park long spoiled in itself.

(iame one gets underway at 2:30 today

^'ith a doubleheader set to begin tomorrow
at 12:00. KLA (83) will broadcast this

afternoon's game live and tomorrow's

second game on a tape-delay basis at 6:00.

Funny things happened to Stanford last

weekend. The Indians were leading

( alifornia. 8-1, in the top of the seventh of a

seven-inning contest. The Bears
miraculously rallied for eight runs with

two outs to defeat the Indians, 9-8. Cal then

proceeded to sweep its hosts, taking the

nightcap,^ 5-3.__

'*! can't remember in my career when
that many runs scored with two outs,"

stated an amazed Indian coach Ray
Young. '*We also 16ft 15 men on base in the

second game."

By virtue of the two losses, Stanford's

record dropped to 5-4. two games behind

league-leading use (7-2). Cal is also 5-4 in

the Pac-8 South and UCLA is at the bottom

at 1-8.

So, Stanford is in the position where it

must almost sweep the Bruins. USC has

won seven straight conference games and

is favored to add a couple more against

Cal .this weekend at Bovard Field.

The Bruins' conference chances are only

mathematical, (|utting tljem in the

position to upset th^ applecart for the other

Fac-8 teams. The big question is whether

U(1.A will be in the right psychological

frame of mind.
«

"I'd hate to think that we're down, that

we'd want to stay in t^e cellar," said Bruin

coach Art Reichle. "I'll just go with our

best nine and hope to stimulate them."

But is the Bruin nine really their best?

Third baseman Mike Gerakos has not

started one conference game^ thanks to a

,

sprained ankle prior to the Pac-8. Whether
he plays this weekend remains to be seen.

Second sacker Steve Wahl is out for the

year, with a possible torn cartilage.

UCLA's other second baseman, Dan

Guerrero, suffered a heel injury against

Stanford two weeks ago and may or may
not be ready today. And first baseman

Tim Doerr and shortstop Luis Gomez have

been playing with a sprained wrist and

sprained finger, respectively. ,, ^

The Bruins retaliated by moving Earl

Altshuler from left field to third base and
inserting Jose Lopez (.333) at second base.

That means Mark Swedlow (.241) has been
playing left and Erie Swanson (.299) has

been in right. But it isn't the same lineup

that won nine straight— yes, nine— at one

point this season.
,

The current Bruin team is last in team
batting in the Pac-8 with a .201 average.

Only freshman Ken Egusa (.400) who has

played both second and third, is hitting

above .300 in conference play.

However, UCLA may be snapping out of

its slump, one in which the Bruins dropped —

14,of 15 games. UCLA won both its non-. •

league games this week, 7-6 against Long
Beach State and 9-2 over Pepperdine.

But Stanford may be coming around.

(Paid Advertisement),

too. "We've hit the ball better late tha„
all of the conference," stated Youna ••«!"

scored 13 runs on 17 hits against Cai s, .

Hayward Tuesday." '^''-alSUte

Young expects his Indians to h«v.
bad mernories of last weekend but do^admit the heat .s on the Indians to cS
"We've played just too many cWgames m the conference. If nobodv .1

going to beat USC, then we'll just ^^1*
sweep. '"veio

V In their effort to grab three wins fK.
Indians will probably start Dan Shaw (79!
on the mound today. Shaw has a pre-denilexam tomorrow and Young may go wm,Bob DiPietro (7-2) instead DiPieto k,
started the first game of every confenjn^e
series and Young doesn't want to take him
out of the rotation.

^^^

Assuming Shaw goes today, the Indianc
will start Nick Peterson

(4-n^
tomorrow's first game and DiPietro inZ
nightcap. "^

Reichle hasn't announced th^ Bruin
starting rotation but indicated Garv
Robson (5^, 2.27 ERA) and John Rouse {I
3. 2.27) will start two of the three games

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM 827 MALCOLM AVE. t BU(. EAST ofllClA

Supper follows. Convwtotion with Dr. Bwns
Shidonf hoahh ptychiolry "Putting H All TogatlMr"

" for ridMcall474 -5885
Lutheran Campus Ministry, ALC, LCA

. URC 900 Hilgord 475-5926

•r;-^.;.^

Bruii ermiiastic ciassiG huHgii

1 3^^ \(PA\ti Ar1wi>rti<^mpnt)

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVERING- 2 BU(S. WEST OF DORMS ^ -f-

Rides from dorm circles 8:20 a.m. & 9:50 a.m. .~

_.__-. SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.-
' "Come OS you qt9. God loves you; so do we!"

479-3645 For moro inio; Joct Tober, Choploin 823^248

SIX WEEKS OF STUDY
AND FUN IN MEXICO !

July 9- August 17
For Teachers. High School & College Students Accredited classes in Spanish, Mexi-'
can Culture, Music, Art, etc., at beautiful Monterrey Technological College. S425
•includes tuition, board, loom, laundry, and trips.

forn 2 semesters high school or 6 college credits. For detoils and catalogue, con-
tact Group leoder, Dr. Richard Mortin between 8 and 9 30 any evening at GR8-
3687

With a top field of talent as
usual, the annual Bruin Gym-
nastic Classic unfolds tonight in

Pauley Pavilion beginning at 8:00.

UCLA coach Art Shurlock an-

nounced that his team will per-

form, supplemented by gymnjists
from all over the country.

In addition to the Bruins' Bill

Beach, Shurlock added that New
AAexico's Jim Ivicek, a high
finisher in two previous Classics,
will be on hand, as will Richard
Pascale of Pasadena City College.

KanatI Allen, fdrmer UCLA
gymnast now doing graduate
work at th^ University of
Washington, also is entered.

,

i

^he picture is^orth a thousand
words...we can't print the words
so you'll have to see EROTiCON!

Li!f^'-
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NfAere fffffMsjr tni% mi lih htlns.. .j
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OK, WHO TOOK THE NET? — Tht Univtrsity of New Mexico's Jim
Ivicek will be looking for points, too, wlion ho and a host of the nation's top

gymnasts compete in the Bruin Classic tonight at • in Pauley Pavilion.

y r

BARNARD L.

SACKETT
Presents

Introducing

The Ladies

and

Gentlemen
of Now!

In Eattmancolor

•0.

SPECIAL GUESTS

RATING

Jim Buckley
Dr. Albert Ellis

Al Goldstein/Jeff Rund
Tomi Ungerer/The Select Scene'

AN ADELPHIA PICTURES RELEASE

Coi^lnuout p«rform.nc.«
Dally from 12:19 PM

NOW :«

SHOWING I

Continuous p«rfor^anc««
Daily from 12:15 PM

FOR ADULTS ONLY

ACADEMYAWARDWINNER
BEST SUPP0RTIN6 ACTOR— BEN JOHNSON

BESTsumiRTiNe actress— cloris leachman
and

NOMINATED FOR 8 ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING BEST PICTURE

THE
LAST
nCTURE

SEE IT NOW AT A
THEATRE NEAR YOU!
LOe\A»S TMPATRCS

HOLLY Hollywood 465 3491
CAPtI West Covina 9623579
COlomoo Pasadena 796 9704

Ui. FMW na LosAi«elcs-936«llmm AUTiSTS Iwflmod 678 8977

WOmg #1 • Santa Monica 451-1686

mmk DtLirtY Lwc. at Fiji 823-6724

UMWAOA La Mirada 5219980

K^iri'lV'J''^''^^^^^^ MMIIW#1-RedondoBeKh- 372 1109

"

m WrSii^ni M .?^^%^L,c '**»"•" M- #3 La Kabfa 691 0633WT Woodland H.HV6S3 8835 »WHH Downty 923^781

NATIONAt GCNCHAL THfATlttS

WKDN Hollywood 7663741
CAPil Van Nuys 7853156
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Jim Bush: Keeping ITCLA on top of the track world ^
By Clark Conard
DB SporU Writer

•The modem youth today doesn't like

pressure but the world is made up of

pressure, " says UCLA track coach Jim
Bush. f

,

"People don't like pressure at school but

if they are going to cope with the pressure ^

in the world later, they need exposure to it

here," he continues. "I don't like the word
pressure. It's not in my vocafaiilary. I

would like to change the itord to

challenge'. "I look at things as a
qhallenge and l try to get that niessage of

Challenge across to my athletes." » ..

A man of intense dedication to his job,

Bush has motivated a remarkable number
of young men over the years and has also

gained a reputation as an outspoken
fighter and defender of his own views
concerning his sport. ^^

In seven years at Fullertpir High and two
at Fullerton Junior College, he coached
numerous title winning teams and
athletes. Then, in three years at Oc-
cidental, Bush built the Tigers into the
foremost small college track power. His
Oxy teams whipped UCLA three straight

times. His fantastic success has continued
through eight years with the Bruins. His

UCLA teams have -^on four Pacific 8
championships and two NCAA UUes They
have also put together dual meet winning
streaks of 17 knd 20 ^

Recently, when a former Bruin great
Wayne Collett made some controversial
statements about fans, Bush remarked
"He's like me. He isn't afraid to speak his
piece and we both get into trouble quite
often. I think if you hold something inside
of you, you are doing more harm to
yourself. Ymi might as well let it out

"

And Jim Bush is true to his word. He lets
it out.

«*«*!:%y*%-:S::::!::S!SS:!S5^^

7 learned scene things that I

determined were wrong with
coaching.'

X*

Kelly'sKorner

Although he was tutored as a competitor
in both high school and college, he says his
own coaching philosophy doesn't really
reflect past coaches' ideas. "I learned
some things that I determined were wrong
with coaching," Bush reflects. His own
career was injury-plagued. He ran for

fun

'Doug Kelly
What are you doing this weekend? One thing's for sure, you shouldn't be

bored. Practically all of the UCLA sports teams are playing somewhere.
For those so Inclined to visit one of the scenic spots of the nation, the

Bruin volleyballers lock horns with San Diego State, UC Santa Barbara
and host Ball State In the NCAA championships at Muncle, Indiana. The
only thing ever to come out of Muncle Is a certain three-speed trans-
mission. For those who have to miss this excitement, ABC's Wide World
of Sports will show the championship game a week from tomorrow.-
The tennis team Is at 0|al, continuing play through the weekend.

Stanford is the favorite, but the Bruin netters could pull a few surprises.
If you want to get a look at the worst baseball facility In the world,

journey on out to Sawtelle Field for the Bruin baseball games with
Stanford. Despite their poor facility and even poorer record, the UCLA
nine has kept Its spirit up and could deal a serious blow to any pennant
hopes Stanford may still be entertaining.
Some members of UCLA's track team will be competing tomorrow at

the Mt. Sac Relays as.4lm Bush readies his men for the alMmportant
dual meet next weekend with U§C In the Coliseum

.

The crew team meets what may be the fastest shell on the West Coast
torhorrow when Long Beach State invades AAarlna del Rey for a 9:00
morning race with the Bruins. Th^ 49ers, however, could be in for
something of a shock. After a slow start, Jerry Johnsen's oarsmen e^re
coming around nicely and should be a factor in the upcoming Western
Sprints.

Tonight in Pauley, the Bruin Gymnastic Classic feati/res some of the
nation's top gymnasts In action. Activity gets underway at 8:00 p.m. .

Oh yes, there's one more event tomorrow. It won't be free, but the
money you spend tonight and tomorrow goes to an excellent cause. The
Mardi Gras begins this evening at 6:00 and continues til midnight. It

reopens tomorrow at noon and runs until midnight.
Although a number of people have worked on Mardi Gras for a variety

of personal and collective reasons, the real winners in this event is Uni-
Camp; all profits from AAardi Gras go to send underprivileged children to
camp this summer In the Son Bernardino AAountalns. Ergo, the more
money raised, the more children that go to camp. So try to make It out to
one of the sessions this weekend. You'll have a good time — and so will
some deserving kid who wouldn't otherwise.

three years as a high hurdler and quarter-
miler for California team in the early
1950s.

"I read everything I can," he claims in
explaining how he develops his coaching
philosophy. *'l attend all the coaching
clinics, listen to all the top coaches talk
and all the top athletes. I'm changing a
little bit every year. I try to change with
the times. If I see something is better or
that something else isn't, I change."
Ironically, he says he most respects
Oregon head coach Bill Bowerman, a man
he's had many a disagreement with. While
Bush was named coach of the year by his
fellows this year, Bowerman was named
Olympic team coach. Bowerman did not
select Bush as one of his assistants.
Two of Bush's innovations at UCLA have

been two or three team captains and a pre-
meet huddle. "I honestly think that seniors
should be the leaders, " he feels. "But this
will probably be the last year we'll have
captains because we are always getting
some injured or some have a problem
making the team. We may start a new
policy where all the seniors will be Cap-
tains."

The emotional handclapping, yelling,
gyrating huddle he considers his own
unique idea. "A lot of teams arp trying to
copy it now," he mentions. •^•T^e Ten-

nessee coach said it shook his team up so
much last year and his team liked it so;

well that they do it now." . f
He's talked a lot of athletes into coming f

to UCLA. Does he enjoy recruiting? **Notif
anymore, " he responds. "I used to eiyoy it

but I think the athletes are too spoiled now.
They expect all the coaches to come and '

make visits. Some of them like to leave
you hanging on a line;

'

t

"The minute we find an athlete like that
we usually drop him. We're lucky because
we have a good reputation at UCLA. We
feel we have an easy subject t6 sell with
our facilities and educational institution
here. If ihey don't want to come to UCLA
— if they want to play games, they can go'
Somewhere else. The athletes we are
bringing in next year and who came in this
year, wanted to come to UCLA.

"I usually figure out who I want and then
I and my assistant (Tom Teller) go out to

recruit^ We usually take a recruit to the
University to meet the team and if the
team likes him and we like him as a __
person and he can meet the entrance
requirements, then he can get in. When we
first check the newspapers and see that a
youngster has made a good mark or good
time, the first thing we do is go to his coach
and find out what kind of person he is. ^

.; V--

MCATDAT
Sunrimer home sfud|y

Review and Testing

Program >' i

For inform alion write: GRADUATE
STUDIES CENTBt BOX 386,
NEWYOnC N.Y. 10011

I V

(Continued on Page 14) . ,_

^Bit 0' Scotland

FISH&
CHIPS
SNRIAAf

CHtCKEN*
DINNERS

^^ .ua OUT

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
to Privai* Growp« «

Open Tu«s through Sun — 4 pm till f pm
Friday 1 1 : 30 am till 9 :M pm

CLOSED MONDAY
19M WESTWOOD BLVD. W.LA.

CAR LEASES in EUROPE
I

as low as $415 for 2 months

. TOTAL COST
Many sarvicas available

CAR SALES

-

RiNTALS - LEASES
Eurailpoaaaa • Sludantrotlt • Britaii

Call "Wally" (213) 981-0220 or
"JMn" (213) 872-2226

FOREMOST EURaCAR
VanNuys.CA 91401

w-

LE FOYER OE FRANCE
«

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

mur ike
] MARWAOE BOOTH

-^il^-
MARDI
APRIL 28 A^4D 29

\-\

*****
They just won't quit dept. —^Through the magical wonder of the U.S.

^iii yesterday's delivery gave us our favorite reading material, a copy
of the Dally Trojan. Seems the DT basketball team is finally salving Its

wounds and getting back on the basketball floor. Only the level of com-
petition has dropped. Instead of the DB, the men from Troy are picking
on subjects such as KUSC, whom they easily dispatched by an unim-
pressive 135-62. Earlier, KCET (?) fell by about 40 points. Come on,
I rojans. Get back In the big leagues. And Terry, get ready I

See you at Mardi Gras.
*"

(Paid Advertisenr>ent)

SABRA JEWISH YOUNG ADULTS
pratants:

\\

WINE TASTING PARTY
APRIL29.8PM 6526 MOORE DR. LAJ

PRICE: $1.50

FOR DIRECTIONS CALL 935-5889 - JOYA

FRIDAY.^, SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES

April 28 & 29

NiMEN In LOVE

May 5 & 6

IF...
I067GLENDON AVE
477-0098 579-9077

Being the adventures of a ydCing man
whose principal interests are rape,

ultra-violence and Beethoven.

BfST fllM

OF THE YEAR

BEST DIRECTOR

OF THE YEAR
NT (U W
C«llltS

'.H'

•I

®
From Warner Bros

I

!;.V.'.r«'^' NOW PLAYING
Daly 12:30 • IHX) * 8J0 • 8.-00 • 10:30 PM

/'ViABinC\

>** i.
' ,l"«H!li
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CLARICON
10Q W^TT IPP STEREO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
MODEri26-700 * . ^

,1

iR-

1'

;i"(

S\t\/\t^
oNOt^

^>3^

\0'

Com prete Catalog

MOTOWN
GORDY-TAMLA
RARE EARTH

o^
^V4^

lO^^
4

-^;j-

.l'-C..L_

Reg. 5.98 2.95
>»,

-> 1-- m

ROBERTA FUCK

c^o^v^°
^Ks^

**. ' *

Futuristic Stereo Entertainment Center Tncfudes AM/FM R
and Speakers. Outstanding value In a coniplete Stereo Sx/

/^*'^*'

with an AM/FM/MPX Receiver and tvyln wood full ronn
""

kers. Offers integrated circuitry with 1 00 watts of IPP
^ ^P*°"

a handsome walnut wood cabinet. Has slide controls for T7^^
'"

bass, treble, balance. Has push button AFC and loudn^"'"*'
trols with front mounted stereo headphone jack and inputs T ^°"

tape player. Speakers are 9" x 14" x 5 3/4" Rpr^
^"^

15" X 12" X 5".. ./• .

' ""^^^'^ens

MODEL *26'701 - Above System with foil size VM RemrH m

—

'

W/Diamond Stylus, on Base with Dust Cover.
"^^^

•.,:r.?-i.ii^:>!fi;:!;^.

139 95
.in^,.

includes headphones

^^̂
l

*rr

This was printed in the

"Do-f?e-/V1/'s records

the mevn of any sfo'

low."
So to get you into .

out we're gonna rune

u^
«M\H

gM^

^*f EARTH
- —-; -'Bjr '•' —

'

^'

Starts today, April

April 30 at 6 pm.

ridiculous to list.

liDXEPPEUN

\S^
0V^^

Complete Catalog

Rock - Blues - Fglk k ns

fi

5.98 LIST . OUR PRICE SO LOW YOU WONT BELIEVE IT

• ¥

^?r «.v̂ CARLY SIMON

^AUL BUHERFIELD

^Z"^
r

•4 >•
'

>\

- Rock - Blues

Complete datalog OOo/Js

, .
• — .

.
'

' ' '

'
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I
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Reg. 5.98- We cannot be undersold on this
i^^

oily Bruin April 1 2:

18 farthest below
tigated at 41c be-

i once to check us

Dther Grand Funk Gold . .

.

48 HOI ;rsale

ALL FOLKF .UES LPs

5.98 Lisi :T only

n and ends Sunday,
store surprises too

flrandFimk

^^^

New
2 LP

. 4 .

•* ..-'

-'''/

mark, Don& Mel
1969-n

uM f / ' -V- f ;

Set SABB-11042

7.98 List A^A t%^
Special 4.25 gWUil WIHI

A solid gold two-record set,

complete with Grand Funk color poster.

RANCHO PARK
10665 W. Pico Blvd.

los Angeles, Calif. 90064

879-2160 • 475-2943

MUSIC
INC.

OPEN EVERYDAY AND NITES MON THRU SAT

BRENTWOOD SQUARE
11651 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90049

826-3264

'^.jt'

A

.4t;x-
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blood donors 1 2 minus one does equal 1 3!

Your body contains about 12 pints of blood when you donate
a pint. That wonderful body of yours goes right to work and
manufactures more to replace it. And in short order, you're
right back where you began with 12 pints of blood once more. >

Everything is the same as before except now there are i3

pints of your blood in existence! -
.

Twelve for you and one for someon^e who needs a littU> extra

to stay alive.

You can save a life with the blood you can spare
C«nl«r for H«d«h SciancM (Stud*nt Loung*) Acii«rman Union (Mon's Loung* 2nd Floor)

Mon May I H 00am to3 30 pm WedMayS 10:00am to2:30pm
Tues May 2

Fn, May5
1 1 00 am to 3 30 pm
n 00am to3:30pm

Thurs May4 10 00am to 2:30pm
Fri Mays 10:00am to 2:30 pm

MvrpKy Hall (Rogants Dining Room 2138)

Men May 1 10 00 am to 2: 30 pm ONLY!

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE May 1-5
' sponsored by SLC

-^
A :- i i

c~

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH
$3.50 with student I.D. V2 tiour before curtain.

Sun. 4 PM Show Only

Last 4 weeks

CRITICS APPLAUD TOMMY
.^.*

-J^:
*fl'

:t

;'V.

"-^S*

..:^*

"An extravagant production,

spectatcularly bright and bouncy
. . . sends you out of the theater

feeling good."- David Sheehan, CBS TV

"Breathtaking production ... a
connoisseur's banquet of

sight and sound."— Ron Pennington, Hollywood Reporter

'Tommy is super-professional in

looks and performances ...
should enjoy a long and healthy run."— Bill Edwards, Variety

"A masterpiece of the rock
opera genre . .

."_ l.a. Times

''r,

\^
^'

rMi^^ ASSOCMrfS
and j,n

^%l ROCK OpI^^c ^%%

4

.^.

Written by PETE TOWNSHENOl and THE WHO
' Or.tin«lf»cofdrf»to»Tommypfodut«lby\ii»,„b«rt

Limited Engagement thru Marr^T^

ftOUARIUf Tli«ol«r

.4t

SUNSET AND VINE. HOLLYWOOD
mice SCHEDULE: mcuiM rfurMMANCf • m* mw, n

16^^ V) 4 So
'" * •*** *' W. * 40. 4 40 Sort

m»y Co *rtd ry w«r(] for inlorm*tion C*ll 461 J/U

30 PM »7 SO, 6 M)
4 PM .in(t ; 30 PM

Hill

.- SPECIAL PRIORITY COUPON
I

I

payable td:

Ho ofSttti

Pcrform«nc« datt

Prk« tach $.

\ti choic*
-Total I.

.. . r .. I -^i vi
2ndtho<ca Srdcholci'

Not*: For Sat. and Sun. perforn^ancet indicate time dtsired, '^

NAME.

(Continued from Page ID
< "Then we ask ourselves. 'Is he the type of young

man we want to represent UCLA?' We don't like hot

dogs. A guy could be the greatest athlete in the >yorld,

but if he's not the kind of man we want and isn't

acceptable to our teammates here, we'll drop him.

We have dropped a few very great athletes who came
down here and met two or three of our top men and
weren't wanted as teammates."

What about the value of the Bruin Tartan track in

recruiting? "I'm sure it has helped recruiting im-

mensely but everyone overlooks the fact that the

greatest track team of all time, our 1966 team, had to

compete down on that lousy track that most high

schools have beat. Trotter Field was one of the worst

tracks I've ever seen in my life. The track helps but I

still say desire m^kes the bi|;gest difference in

performance." TT *

'

Last year Bush asked at the national (fftches

convention that foreign athletes be declared

ineligible for the indoor and outdoor NCAA title

meets. "I'd say that about 100 per cent of the coaches
felt the same way," he declares. "It isn't that we
don't want foreign athletes competing but we feel too
many schools actually are cheating by bringing in

foreign athletes.

"A lot of them really aren't there to get an
education. They're there just to put the track team in

he limelight and we don't do that here. We bring
hem here for an education and if they happen to be-
ood too, that's great. We don't recruit foreign

^hletes anymore. We recruit nothing but California
athletes now." t

What about Norwegian Finn Bendixen and French-
men Francois Tracanelli and Jean Pierre Corval?
"Bendixen? " asks Bush. "We just heard there was a ,

young man in Norway who had very fine marks and country^
was interested in coming to the United States

believe 1 would. ! guess I'm a fighter i r .

everything that I think is going to help It^ ^»

our voiino m^n Eugene is a diffprln* • *^our young men
because th^r don't tave any profeSIi^'i ,«"'"*
Uke away fan support there, f ^

^"^ to

"If their football team is eoine wi»n i> „ .

publicity during the fall. W the bask^tL^ff *" »»

ter.

t \{

eni]

get out there with their JmbreUa^ MdZd^' ;,.amazmg! >
'uume,

ifj

doing great it gets all the publicity in the win^Vtrack team is always good. They can JT,?*
people and stuff that sUdium in the sprine evi !**
32 degrees and ifs pouring buckets of rain -S

""'»

eet out there with their umh..oiio. ._.. I" .'"ey
all

••'But we used to get 30,000 in the c^\u
When I was a youngster' I us^ ^'waS^U^ccom pete. They would bring out lUinois nr c
Big 10 team and get 30m for a dua^^^^
simply because they didn'^ haveTi
professional teams - basketballjhd footblnThat meant we got the front pa^^raot
You have to have publicity. Pel^le have 0^aware of what's happening."

^

What team has been the most enjoyable for him

.

coach^ "The '66 team is easUy th^ one I Hked JLfThey were very dedicated. They were hungry Th!
just improved every week. I don't enjoy coachina !team that I keep hearing say they are going to"'h!
there when it counts.' That's living in a dream worldThey have to prove someplace along the line thev pan
do it. You don't wait until the big meet against srand then just hope everyone's going to be there.

_
».—^--^ "

.
•':.. ']•''—--:^- -T-"-

'Pro track (s never going to go in this

We
wrote to him and he accepted the scholarship. The
same with the two freshmen last year.

"I had contacts in France and found out they were
outstanding students. UCLA has a good scholastic as
well as athletic reputation and they were interested
in coming. Now, I won't mention the young man's
name, but a world-class athlete wanted to come here
from a foreign country but after I Ulked to him, I

found out that all he wanted to do was compete in
athletics instead of going to class. I dropped him.**
Bush has often expressed dissatisfaction over the

small amount of publicity his sport receives in Los
Angeles. "Other towns really back their local
universities and colleges. Maybe it's because they
don t have any competition but the Los Angeles
Times just doesn't back the two local schools, UCLA
and use, who have had outstanding teams — the
best in the country— year in and year out."

'The Los Angeles Times doesn't
back the two local schools, UCLA &
use/

S%%%iS

Is there an answer? Would a change of ticket
• prices or radio coverage of away meets arouse more
fan interest? "No," says Bush. "I think we've just

—got to get publicity in the middle of tiie week I tiiink
radio-and television have helped us immensely I
think they do an outstanding job. The big local paper
will put something in on Saturday morning but with
so many professional sports in our area, most fans
have alrady made their decision in tiie middle of the
week as to where they're going to spend their money
Saturday. They only have so much money to spend

, It s killed us that we just haven't gotten the coverage
and ime for the fan to make up his mind to come tom eets

.

If professional track existed, would that help build
interest in the collegiate meets? "Pro track is never
going to go in this country," Bush states flatly "For

out and see the amateurs, they certainly aren't goine
to go see m pro track athletes who are probably
already oveKth.^hill. They would only pay to see theworld record holder and fans aren't gSng to^se^

,
that same guy wim week after u«>.>ir i.™i__
will upset him.™ "P'"* «>">««•>«

In retrospect, would Bush rather have been

sport. Oh, no, he thinks. "I don't really
No, 1

"That's why the team in '66 was so enjoyable
Every week they improved and there was no doubt inmy mind that nobody could touch us and they just
scared the daylights out of everybody they met. We
don't scare too many people now because they^ion't
know when we're going to be up and when we're
gping to be down."
Why has he had so much success in coiching

quarter-mile runners? "Because I work at it," he
suggests. "I understand the race and have studied it

and broken it down into different phases as to how it

should be run. The fall program really helps in

building the runner up. Also success breeds success.

When you have the reputation, the athletes believe in

you. Bowerman at Oregon is an example of the same
thing with distance running. I've done the same thing

in the half-mile before. My teams dominated the half

and quarter before I came here."
i| ,^ ^

Freshmen have just recenUy beei) made eli^ble

for basketball and football in major college com-

petition. How has freshman eligibility helped or

hindered athletes since introduced in track a few

years back? "Usually they've been great helps to the

team ,

" Bush responds. "Tracanelli helped us win the

NCAA championship last year and Benny Brown is

really helping this season.
"The only time I think freshmen ever get hurt is in

the distances. I don't think they can go up against the

college greats who have two or three years ex-

perience. They need to be brought along a little

slower. I think a lot of our freshmen distance runners

have been discouraged in their first year and never

really achieved what they could have simply because

they weren't ready for that type
qf

competition every

week. Of course, somebody likeTsteve) Prefontaine

is an exception.

The NCAA track championship is considered a

team title but often it only takes a few great athletes

to get enough points for a team to win it. How

reflective of a great team is the NCAA champion?

"For one thing," Bush replies, "The best team

doesn't always win. We won last year because SC had

some bad luck and folded. We had some great per

formances but won it really with just four runners

and five field event men. Cal won it for a half a year,

and then had it Uken away, when they had just four

sprinters and a triple jumper. You have to be lucky I

regard going undefeated through our dual meet

season as the highest award you can win. Nobody

else does. But it means you have beaten everybody

head-to-head.

(Continued on Page 15)

FRISAT. MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25

SAMPECKINGPAH's

THE BALLAD OF

CABLE HOGUE

BRENTWOOD TWIN ThIaTER

Costav«f4

FACES

Next Week:

Fellini's,

Satyricon

Wait Until Dark

Jason RoboTHT

;\udrey Hepburn
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Three Ail-Americans in pursuit of
BySauiShaBiro v^ .._ ^.^ .. ., i .
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By Saul Shapiro
DB Sports Writer

Larry Griebenow, Dick Irvin and John Zlijec are
spending this weekend in Muncie, Indiana. It Seems
that an NCAA volleyball championship is being held
there and, as usual. UCLA has decided to drop in on
the proceedings. ^^

Not that it was jeally a matter of choice. The
Bruins were a late entry, having gained a berth by
backdoor means. Finishing second in its league and
then second in the Districts regionals, UCLA was not
assured of a chance to defend its NCAA title until an
at large position was granted Tuesday morning.
A volleyball tourney without UCLA, the selectors

might have reasoned, would have^been laddtig. The
sport has had but two previous NCAA tourneys and
the Bruins have won both.

So, today and tomorrow, the three UCLA All-

Americans and a talented corps of co-workers will be
attempting to do exactiy what their predecessors
have done. The competition is San Diego State, UC
Santa Barbara and Ball State of A|luncie.

The NCAA host school constantiy fills its arena for
volleyball, an indication of the sport's growth across
the counU-y. A similar problem has always existed at
San Diego State and USCB, but that can be explained

:

because those are beach area schools and the best
volleyball players in this country are products of the
Southern California beaches.

Griebenow and Irvin, who gained first team All-

American recognition last yegr, are refugees of
Santa Monica Bay area competition. Griebenow
played his high school ball at Santa Monica High,
while Irvin performed at Pacific Palisades.

*

Gains experience at frat

Zajec, a second-team All-American destined to
make the first honor roll this season, is from the
oceanless San Fernando Valley, out of Birmingham
High. His presence on the volleyball team is unusual

That fraternity included former Bruin All-
Aniencans Ed Becker. Dane Holzman. Kirk Kilgourand Bruce Herring. Therefore it would not have been
unusual if Phi Kappa Psi would have claimed aniNtAA championship for itself.

'I learned how to play in tiie backyard of the
traternity

,
Zajec recalled. 'We had some good guys

in the house," he added in Irclassic UndersUtement.
When he went out for the'team two years ago wiUi

the encouragement of his frat brothers, "Scates (Al
the UCLA coach) had never heard of me. I just went
out for the team; anybody can go out for the team
and I thought I had potential.
"Experience is really important and I was for-

tunate to play with guys like Ed Becker. Dane
Holz|nan. and B^uce Herring at the fraternity,"
^aje^ Observed. -When I was learning Brtice and
some of the guys, we'd play every day for a douple of
hours. So even though I hadn't been playingjfor that
many years, 1 had played a lot of hours." 1

Griebenow and Irvin had more traditipnal up-
bringings in the sport, but their beginnings Vere as
different as the players are different from each
other.

Whereas Zajec is tall (6-5) witii a newly-acquired
bulk derived from weight-lifting, soft-spoken and
apparently mild-mannered; Irvin at 6-2 is a
somewhat stocky powerhouse with a wry wit; and
Griebenow, a 6-4 beach blond and probably the most
extroverted of the three, looks to have stepped right
off a surfboard onto the volleyball court.—Which is not altogether untrue.

Abundance of good players *^

"Now when I go to the beach I go more to play the
game than to go surfing," I^rfy remarked. '^Ac-
tually, I haven't surfed in a long time. As far as

^^ (Continued on Page 17) Can Brui|is JDo It Again?

fl/CAA
H

(Continued from Page 14)

i'd like to see the NCAA team championship done away with. Right
now there are only about seven or eight schools in contention out of a
possible 700-something. I don't think that is fair. By doing away with it

( team title), this would stop some of these teams from bringing in 17 or 18

foreign athletes just to win a national championship. Half of them aren't

even at their schools to get an education. , . ^,. ^

i could mention one school that brought in 18 foreign athletes in our
conference last year. Now you're not going to tell me they all came there
to get an education. They came over thereto help that track team.

i would like to see everybody get the same chance. I'd like to see some
guy who wins a gold medal get the recognition he deserves in his
hometown paper as the NCAA champ. That's theWay^he Olympics are
supposed to be set up." '•*

How does Bush feel about personal appearance? Does hair have to be
rut to a certain length? "I have changed over the years," he repeats.
"My hair is a little bit longer than it used to be. Long hair used to really
bug me but it doesn't now. The only thing I ask is that the athlete looks
neat. 1 always meet with my seniors in the fall and we set the dress code.
We agreed there would be no beards but mustaches are fine. If the hair is

so long it falls down over the eyes tiien I draw tiie line. We don't allow
headbands. I don't go for this ponyUil stuff. We say the hair must be held
naturally in place."

Track athletes are always coming up with minor injuries and ailments.
Does he make the ultimate decision as to whether a man competes or
does the doctor or the athlete himself have tiie final say? *'I let tiie athlete
make the decision if he shows he will use good judgement. It's really the
toughest decision to make. Sometimes an athlete wants to compete so
bad he'll want to take a chance tiiat I wouldn't If tiie U-ainer and I botii
think he shouldn't, he doesn't.

Of course, only the athlete knows how much he hurts, so sometimes he
can take himself out of an event even when the trainer and everyone else
thinks he should be able to compete."

(Continued on Page 17)

•(Paid Advertisement)

LJniversity Lutheran Chapel

^ziiz^zj invites you to join us in worship^.^^
Sgn. 10 am worship services _— —_. — _ In study ^

Wed. 7:30 a.m. Instruction with Pastor

w: »

109 1 5 Strcithmor« Dr. 478-9579 Amos Schmidt, poster

(Pakl Advtrtistment)
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...a little SHORT on
that NEW CAR DE/
get a lift from your

CREDIT UNIONI
' '-^'y.'

V

What you save with a Credit Union loan can make the

difference on those monthly payments— get you those extra

accessories— or let you buy a better model than you hoped

for.

At your Credit Union, loans are made by members—to mem-

bers, and NOT FOR PROFIT—BUT FOR SERVICE.

You will know exactly how much your loan will cost, in dollars

and cents ... and there are no hidden charges. You will

know too that your loan is covered by Loan Protection

Insurance, provided and paid for by the Credit Union at no

extra cost to you.

For that New car loan, borrow from your Credit Union where

your dollars stand a little taller.

• Membership open to UCLA faculty and staff

• Parking available on Lot 1 to all UCLA permit holders

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

Loll Ext. 51241
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What are you doing

— Sunday night?-
'1 -

CSLB a tough test for crew

Do you like jazz? Four-pi^ce jazz band per-.

formi(|g at the International Student Center
Sunday, April 30th from 9 to 1 1 .

.

—
^

"

SOUL TRAIN . . . learn the lastest dance steps

from American and foreign students. From.
7 to 9 pm Sunday. ,- : -

Remember folks, this Sunday at ISC. Both
events free to students and the public.

1

International Studenf Center

1023 Hllgord Avenge

n$2iio

Ulollensiilc
Rereo Cassette Reoinler

By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

You can't say UCLA crew coach Jerry Johnsen

isn't forewarned about Saturday's race with Cal

State Long Beach: "Though I don't like to make time

comparisons between teams, all indications are that,

based on past performances, Long Beach is seven to

eight seconds faster than we are."

The 49'ers, who have not beaten the Bruins since

1964, are determined this year to rectify that

situation. One of three undefeated teams on the

coast, they also boast a course record (5:49) win over

California..

The reasons for Long Beach's sudden rise to fame

are varied. A new full-time coach, new equipment,

and recruiting on campus through the athletic

department could all be mentioned.

But as Johnsen points out: *'You have to

,

remember that the best oarsmen in the United States

are down in Long Beach now practicing for the

Olympics. When you race several times a week
against a crew composed of several world cham-
pions, you have to improve."

But things may not be as bleak as they seem for the

Bruins. "We have a young and inexperienced set,"

says Johnsen, "and we have slowly but surely been

rounding into form. I would say that we are about 11

seconds faster nov^ than at the beginning of the year

when we lost to Cal. Yesterday, we ran a time trial of

5:59, our best of the year."

The Bruins would have a much better chance
again^ CSLB if they could improve the slow start

that has been plaguing them all year. It is fast

becoming known that in short distances, many
teams can beat UCLA, but the longer the race, the

more teams the Bruins will pass.

But again, according to Johnsen, the man with the

**CREW" license plate, the Bruins will probably spot

Long Beach a lead at the start. "I would expect \\u^
to come off the line high and fast and to gain a F^
length lead on us. If we're to win we must catch th!
by the 1500 meter mark, and then race to the finic!'?.
The junior varsity meanwhile is in the midst nf

horrendous season. Losers of just one race in \yj\
^

three years, the junior Bruins have lost five racef
^^

the last four weeks. With good, talented athl^pl"
there is unfortunately no unfty in the boat
Johnsen stresses however: "Several of the

who made last year's freshmen boat so good decidS
not to come back. Oarsmen like Jim McShane j
Lacy, Tom Urson. and Mark Spitz would have ijiv^
us probably both an undefeated jy and a murh
stronger varsity boat." "

However, that is just wishful thinking and the iv
boat is sorely lacking. Johnsen has plans to movl
another boat to jv competition just for the ex
perience, and make a varsity four-man boat from
the present juniors.

The freshmen boat, meanwhile is in the midst of an
excellent season. Winning all their races, never
being pressed, they even beat the varsity in a time
trial recently. However, Johsen points out that
"They are in a slump now even though they think
thejy are king of the earth. After they beat the varsity
that once, they have been beaten several times since
and it hasn't bothered them. It ought to."

Special mention should be given to both Jim
Everett and Steve Bohlman whom Johnsen says
have performed tremendously thus far. "In fact, the
whole boat has, and if they can keep their en-
thusiasm and develop a sprint, they will give
Washington a race next month.

Starting time at Bologna Creek Saturday is 8:40 for
the freshmen, 9:20 for the junior varsity, followed at

10:00 by the varsity duel.

I
4, e»

far $150
Th« Wollensak 4800 employt the Wollsnsak cassette

mechanism, known by everyone to be just about as good as
any cassette transport has ever been. It also has an amplifier
and a pair of speakers. The resultinglfhree piece combination
provides fine stereo listening from cassette albums and is

fully up to recording off tuners, record players, or other tape
machines; it can also be connected to a music system and
used as a deck. It was a good buy at its former price of
$199.95, now it's an even better value.

PaCIPiC
sneRGO

"T/ie PUue to Buy A Musfc System"
POMONA SANTA MONICA TORRANCE

LA HABRA NORTH HOLLYWOOD COSTA MESA
OTHER STORES IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
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ITTENTION DINCE MtJOIS

i PIOFESSIONU

ItNCE SIVDENIS!

Th« UCLA Student Comm!tt«« for th«
Arts will b« holding on onnuol mooting
whoroby allocations oro modo for tho sub-
sidy of $1.00 UCLA studont tidcots to tho
donco concorts prosontod by tho Committoo
on Fino Arts during its 1972-73 porforming
arts sooson.

Studont Committoo for tho Arts invitos
you to attond this mooting in ordor to ob-
tain advico as to tho numbor of $1 studont
tickots which should bo ollocotod to ocKh
donco concert. Romombor, you con holp
prevent disappointment if these $1 tickets
sell out immediately. You con also help
prevent a surplus of these same tickets,
left unsold, goina to waste. Help predict
the popularity of these events. Come to
the meeting. ^

^

TUESDAY, MAY 2 - 4:30 PM
AU CHANCELLORS ROOM (2408)

UCLA s crew laces stiff competition from CI State course at Ballona Creek tomorrow at » a.m.

Intramural Sports Corner
Wednesday's Softball Results

Republic by forfeit over Chaos
SAE 15, Lambda Chi Alpha 6
Phi Kappa PsI by forfeit over
Delta Tau Delfa<
ZBT 16, Sigma PI 7

Kilimanjaro by forfeit over
\ Himalaya
Sparta 11, La Mancha 2
F.O.'s 18, Co-op 5
Last Plan A byforfelt over Bug's
Boys |i , • - - ' - ••'

Sticky Fingers 2l, Spirit of Supal
17

Sierra 10, Stonehaven 3

Games Monday ^

3 p.m .
— Sigma Nu vs. Sae, field

one; Cork vs. Jefferson, field two;
Ralph vs. Bug's Boys, field three;
Mytosis vs. Schlachman's
Sluggers, field four; Co-op vs.

Physics 9 plus 1, field six; F.O.'s
vs. Spirit of Supal, field eight.

4 p.m. — Republic vs. Fubar,
field one; Crimes of Passion vs.
Son of Grasshouse, field two;
Gandalf vs. Last Plan A, field
three; E.F. Boozer vs. Hot Licks,
field four; Orion II vs. Hussong's
Cantlna, field six; Master Batters
vs. Ball 4 Again, field seven;
Grauna's Bulls vs. Scabies, field
eight.

Wednesday's Volleyball Results

Babies & Dolls d. The Ball Club,
15-8, 15-11.

Mommas & Poppas d. AAashers,
15-4, 8-15, 16-14.

Sigma Nud. Those Bolley Vollers,
15 8, 15-2.

NInjas II d. Maccabees by forfeit.

4

Games Monday
6 p.m. — Reld's Rovers vs.

Pleldes, court one; Blank vs.

From mer, court two;
7 p.m. — NInjas vs. Phi Kappa

Sigma, court one; AAaccabees vs.

Mashers, court two;
8 p.m. — Phi Kappa PsI I vs.

AAommas & Poppas, court one;

Subs vs. Pawllk's Players, court

two.

Co-ed Innertube waterpolo

begins today In the AAen's G)fm

pool. t.

There will be a co-ed swim meet

May 10. The meet will have

novelty events. Signup In AAen's

Gym 118 until A^y 8.

Welgh-lns for men's wrestling

will be held AAay 1 In MG 100.

Wrestling begins AAay 2.

I Wont What I Wont &
Marry Me, Marry Me

Frl « sat Midoioht Show "TAROtTS" .n< "T»ASM" All^H tl.lf

Dirty Harry &
Get Carter

I Mlv. lUI '>

MOIirWOOD

STAR
^r\ * Sat Midnight Show "TAHOgTS" and "TJAiiT^ AlllMtill.lS

tt4oNr«>oo4,

lli>*4*t

Volleyballers in Muncie forNCAA
[ .^

Friday, April 2§, 1972
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(Continued from Page 15)

volleyball being an outlet when I was through surf-

ing, it was there and was something to do.

And there were always the good players arwmdT
especially in the Santa Monica Bay Area."
There were so many good players, that the rosters

of the three West Coast teams at the nationals are
little more than all-star squads from the high school
league that Griebenow competed in.

•

"The league was very tough for high school Iwel.
Most players who are making good now are from
that high school league that we competed in. Dick
Irvin and Bob Leonard went to Palisades. Then
there's Randy Stephenson and Wayne Grayce from
San Diego State. They played at Palisades, too,'*

Griebenow commented*^- ,;—::v

—

^ -

All of which makes for a volleyball fraternity of
sorts around the local beaches.

"A lot of people know each other, especially since
we view each other collegiately,*' Larry said, ''We all

know each other, we've gone to school with each
other at one time or another. Everybody knows
everybody else by name, at least, if not by actual
'Sight.''.

-__-•----, rrr-r- --—-:•-- ^- —--'^

Dick Irvin was on the beaches when he was nine
becoming interested in volleyball.

i've always dug it since then," Dick admitted. '*I

always concentrated more on volleyball than
basketball. Not that I would have been very good at
basketball."

Like his teammates, he is playing at a time when
volleyball is undergoing an evolution in style in this

country. There has been the introduction of the quick
attack offense, borrowed from the Japanese
women's team, which has the ball set slightly over
the net, instead oif high and wide, for a quick spike.
The advantage is that the hitter will be spiking the

ball before one or two defenders can come up against
him. something which has never seemed to bother
Irvin. , . .. . ; :.- •

His own personal ^tyle, though, is somewhat
traditional. He slams the ball and watches the op-
posing blocker or blockers run for cover. The
amazing thing is that he will blast the volleyball
frofn as far back as 10 to 15 feet, a range which
makes others more cautious.

No dinking around ^

Talking about his game, Irvin looked at his
teammates and said "I'm the only one who doesn't
hit crud." He thc« conimented that just isn't his
style, ^

, ,
,;

.

-.• "r
.;. :_ .l_,_ __ ;; .,

i like to take a long run up on the approach, which
takes more time on the lower stuff and I may get

"

s^'a'^io:''""^
^ ''' ^^ «^^ like^one-on-one

JM^f^'^^'^^'L^"
Irvin whom^tSeleim will look>r this weekend when it gets in trouble.

am^fn^T ;!'"^'*»^«<* ;•! have a tremendous
amount of confidencem Dick. SomeUmes I just have
to watch m awe."

extr"Jif.1^
'''^'^\ "^^ *^^ 8^ ^ 8ood high set. he's

ball hTtte^'^~-^^
an extremely good high

'The hands may be Ihel^ against him,"
Griebenow interjected, "but if they're not at the right

ulem " ^*" ^* "^**^
P"^

^^^^^ ^^^^ *^ *"^

Griebenow is the quarterbjack of this team - he is
uie setter (along with Jinimy Menges^, He'U be
putting the ball up for his teammates to spike.

C'alling their own shots

'Each hitter calls his own sets, whichever one he
wants to hit. The "regular" or what John gets which
we call the "shoot" set. So I'll know what the hitter

^u"^ /2
^** ^^^^^ ^^^ P*ay develops but it depends

where the iniUal pass is and what the circumstances
are as to where the set will go.
As for Zajec's responsibilities as a middle blocker',

'the mam thing," he said, "is to try and get to the
t>all. You have to try and anUcipate where the ball is
going to go, but a good setter will fool you almost
every time. ,

'I'U look at the setter's head posiUon, the way he
holds his hands, and the way he holds his body."
A team with exceUent setting is San Diego Stole,

particularly when the ball is in the hands of Randy
Stephenson who has an assortment of fakes to throw
the defenders off balance.
The Aztecs^a sm^all butquick sextet as opposed to

the tall and power-playing Bruins, handed UCLA its
only best-of-fiveset loss. That was in the league title
match. San Diego now provides the Bnui]|i with their
stiffest competition at Muncie. "^ " T~

'

Will have to outsmart Bruins
"San Diego State has really small hitters and they

have to rely on beating the big blockers," Griebenow
said. "They have to try and outsmart us and outquick
us, so they have to rely on a lot of different j^ays.
They are a fairly decent passing team." ^_^
Today and tomorrow, the Bruins wiUnbe at-

tempting to cut off the good Aztec pass by forcing
San Diego State into mishandling attempts via the
UCLA power game. Of course, UCSB and Ball Stote
jTiust he stopped, too.

But the Bruins are an optimistic bunch. ,
'

Bush's non-vacation
(ContiBBed from Page IS) _' _
Bush claims he doesn't have Ume to relax. "I don't know what the word

IS," he answers. "I had a vacation back in about 1967 and I hope to have
another someday. I'U be going to the Olympics but that's not really a
vacation because the true definition of a vacation is getting away from
your type of work. I'm not getUng away from my type of work. Even
though I'm not coaching I'U be sweating out my athletes' performances
and hoping the United Stotes wiU do weU." :-y .

-

,

What's life like in the off-season? "That's thetrouble," Bush explains
"There is no off-season. That's why I think track coaches aren't going to
last too long. Track and field has just become too tough a sport. Summer
meets, cross country season and indoor meets overlap. I average two

m^^?^®^ in the summer. Igo and mingle with the athletes and, being
the UCLA coach, some want to toUc to me. *- r — ^ - -

"Most of the other coaches are out toking a vacation. They don't want
to spend that kind of time. I think that has helped us here. But, it's sure
aging me. I don't know how much longer I can keep doing it."
Bush can't point out any one athlete he's most proud of or has enjoyed

coaching the most. "I reaUy don't think I could name many without
slighting a whole lot more, he ponders. "My first captoin and now my
part-time assistant, Leonard Dodson, Uckles me with how weU he has
done m the business world. It doesn't mean much until a guy goes out in
the world and becomes successful. ^

Wayne CoUett spouted off recenUy about being fed up with the ex-
pectations of fans and wanUng to quit track. Why? "I don't think he was
really senous about quitting. He's high-stiimg and very temperamental
like many great individual athletes. Wayne also wants to do well in the
business world and is seeing you can't always have your cake and eat it
too.

,

' T

"You find athletes who keep competing don't do very weU making a
living. Wayne very weU may quit if he does weU in Uie Olympics."
Bush was aked about James McAlister, his long jump prospect who's-

had a rough go since he was declared ineligible. Bush is hopeful for him —
as well as optimistic "I have never met a young man who has taken the
abuse he has," Bush notes. "I admire him for taking it. I couldn't have
taken it. I'd have lashed out. I admire him at his age. I think it may have
taken a toll on him as far as spirit is concerned. He has had a tough time
overcoming all of it and not being able to be a part of a gooup is very
difficult when you've always been the great player on a team. He's
suddenly all alone and it may seem like the whole world is against himr-
He has stuck in there, Uiough, and I have to take my hat off to the man.
He is one of the bravest and finest young men I have ever met. It's about
time something good happened to him anc) I'm hoping and praying he'll
be able to make the Olympicleam. The thing about him is he is a super
athlete, so it is stiU possible for him."
Next week, UCLA meets USC at the Coliseum . Bush is anxious. "I want-

to beat SC so badly I can taste it. They ruined our perfect season last year
when 1 thought we were complacent. It's going to take a very dedicated
team to win. Not one that goes into it saying, 'Well, if we do our thing we'U
win'. It's got to be a team that will bear down even more when things
start going bad. If we can get by tiie Trojans, I think we have a good .

chance to defend our Pac-8 and NCAA championships."
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an all-new program of
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UCLA STUDENT FILMS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY, APRIL 28-29-30

8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

General Adm ission, $2.00; Students, $1.25isgpply_QLstudeAitk;ke»»-

limited). Available NOWat the Central Ticket Office and Kerckhof^

Hall Ticket Office.

presented by the Department ol Theater Arts and the Committee on Fine Arts Productions
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If you or« i^ Ot f«<Kt 21 ond 2* hov* hod outo insuronce »or
rh« lost V«or you probably cidbnSdriv* th<s kind <^ car Being
o colloge «fud«nt yon olsoprdbobly hove 3 a r«asonob)«
driving record. Put these happy co*nod«nces together or«d its

likely thot you quolify for roles that overoge 35% below sKm-
dord prices

And m cose yov don't fit this deKf^ion. coll oi»r local ollieo
onywoy. We just ^pmi sa yeors wofkmg «mHi the ovio imoi
nAfiary on bohoN ci college slydonls. Wo Hiifdi w
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Cilleie siiiKii iisiriice Serfiti
726 Sonta Monico Blvd. ('202) Sonlo Monica Cdi. 90401

.Atkinsoo stressed that his

hsvng lived in a fraternity houK
greatf> helped him "m^N^" in the

uBivcTiity system "It helped me
EOBie a lot of my naivete in

to do thmgs. and deal with

Students who are willing

Wbe honest about it find the same
kind of help now when they go into

a residence hall, fraternity house.

sorority house, or even an

apartment-type situation with

other students — some kind of

environment which places

Ibem together with other

Atkinson felt that much of his

visibility to students has

decreased "We (the deans) were

looked upon in simpler days as the

people who would translate

student wishes to the Chancellof*s

office They have their own inpigs

now. also now there are channels

such as the University Policies

Commission. I think anonymity

goes along with the job. I didn't

know who the dean of students

was when I was in school, in fact

the first time I metliim was when

I went to work for him. I knew the

name but never associated the

face, and that was on a campus of

only 7.000!"

Atkinson spoke of the virtue of

Ct0SSW€M By Eugene Sheffer
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4I- Adherent

• - of Islam
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AND
Born Karloil Jo« MIoMnd

MlfFU

"iMar
ro

^^^'^^••^o'' (A Fair Fricol ONLY $1^

OJNT EASTWOOD

DIRTY HARRY

"GET CARTERS
MKNMICAMt MnTKlAND

W

Kaovlor Progrom J

ANNEH€YWOOQ_
t WANT WHAT I WANT
MARRY ME, MARRY ME"

MAiirHWiINK UOINE

separate required fee or
*^

•tudenu so they ma^ iL be?^represented. They renr^nr^^
over 40% of ^ ZTl^
P^ti*"^^ U is Simpers
possible for them tV ^
represented adequately k
merely having their repj^!
tatives on an undergraZ»
council." .•

/^^^uate

OvUide hKerests

^ i!L£L!!!f "^^'^^ interest.
are ^onetemed. the dean ^literature as one of his strong
interests. He particularlyS
sailmg and skin diving and oZ
marine pursuits, and canSSv
admits that with advancing age hi

although he seems to enjoy theJ
activities more and more hI
confesses his dream is to seX
dowfi on a piece of property in the
high desert, (aboVe 5.000 feet) He
has acquired this property and
enjoys spending time there with
his chUdren who are both grown *

At this time the office telephone
rings and shatters his reverie The
Dean of Students from USC has
arrived for their scheduled lun-

cheon date. Again assuming the
responsibilities of his posiUon, he
leaves for his luncheon date with
all the fervor of a man who has
served students and the
University for 32 years and enjoys
every minute of it.

Mardi

Gras
,.-.•*..^"^ <"JK • A,

April

28 & 29

DB has

cheap
Si*.

coffee
<OU»'ON

%{

Natural Vitamin E

200 Units -Bottle of 100

top. $5.95

V^Mh this coupon $3.00

WESTWOOD DRUG

Intel V//.///V stylesin PaSsades

Fashijpnshow benefits URC

hPn^f!r!ffT w"^^ ^^^*I^^"
^^"""^ P'^^*^^^ ^« ^^ for the annual spring

(UKC). The fund-raismg project was presented by the Women's

nZ^H^'^iT'^K
^^"^

**.^1P
^' ^*^^ International Student Center (ISC) who

provided the show with models and costumes.

The show included models displaying the costumes df nine countries,
from Lithuania to ^fepal. The costumes themselves ranged from the
simply styled, intricately embroidered tunic from Ghana to the elaborate
holiday costumes of Panama. Modeled by native Panamanian NellieMane Kirmer, the orange, green and white full skirt and off-the-shoulder
blouse drew much attention when it was .pointed out that the entire
costume was handmade and had required aiout six months to complete.

Completing the costume in the traditional fashion, Kirmer wore her
hair up and secured it with many tiny handmade ornaments and combs.
The show s only male model, Tarka Gurung, was from Nepal. Aid was
enlisted from members of the association to help with the modeling and
several wiUmg volunteers were found to model costumes from Germany
Norway and India.

After the show, which was held in the home of the Rt. Rev. and Ms.
Robert C. Rusak in Pacific Palisades, models circulated through the
group to provide a closer look at the garmenU that had been shown.

Upcoming evente for ISC include a round-the-worid fashion show for
the International Fair on May 13 and 14, which will show clothing from
neariy three dozen nations. The Women's Associates will feature Rabbi
Gottschalk, president of Hebrew Union College at their next meeting.

„ite«*s»'j,<etfv

DB Photot by Oary Ltenard
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King Sim $10.95^

with this od

JeuMiLiTY , canDtae •

2807 pTgoBLVD.

SALES
MANAGEMENT

Carsof opportunity with the loodln^ worW-wMa monu-
locturor ot fasttn/Hf BfBtonM fotibntintctlon.]

If you have a dogroa (MBA prtftrrod) and ara an
aggressiva, succass-oriantad individual, an axcaptional

future in salas managamant coukt await you.

Our training program, conducted at corporate haad-

quartars, includes 6 to 12jmonths of intansiva sales

and managamant oriontatlon and leads diractly to ot%

assignment — a District Sales Manager with super-

visory rasponsibilltlas for 4 to 8 salesman.

Compensation is in the km to midtaans.

Pfaasa sign with

your Pl9Comont
Offlcor tor m

campus Intor^l^w

on May 2

iHiun
FASTENING SYSTEMS FOR CONSTRUCTION

An •qual opportunity omployor..

/.
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•(Paid Adv«rtiMm«nt)

HILLEL COUINiCiL
«;<X) Hilgard Avenue

4711531

SHABBAT CELEBRATION
^ at Rabbi B«rn«r's Hom«

» Jrt"'^''Pi^—T-"

• DINNER
., • SERVICES ^^

• SINGING
• DISCUSSION y

: • 6: 1 5 THIS FRIDAY EVENING ;

Call 474- 153 1 for Reservof/ons& Directions

• 1

—f-^

•(Paid Advtrtisemant)

If I forget thee, O Jerusalem ;

let my right har)d wither away;
let my tongue cling to the roof of my mouth

if I do not remember you,
if I do not set Jerusalem

above my hOghest joy.

It Zionism still o viable idaology todoy? was it over?

Con one bo a Zionist and livo in the Diosporci? ' ^ \

Has the American Jawifh Establishment forgotten Jaruiolom
(for surely ifi tongue clings to the roof off its mouthi)

Jay Hurvltz, Executive Secretary of the Radical Zionist Alliance,

• r 1

join the Free Jew U. for our
shore sortie of his thoughts on

a Socialist-Zionist collection/ w
oneg Shobbot this week, an<d w
Zionism and the Jewish People.

Dofo: Fridoy, April 28
Ploco: 10958 Ashton Ave.
Time; 8 p.m.

For further infomrolibn coll Roi, 475>3666 or 474.1531

?S

GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!

1. Bank financing available.

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST special

shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polished and
lubed at our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One Office

RALPH OUTRIGHT VOUSWAGEN INC
Tim Tylor —Tourist Dolivory Spociditt

2440 Santo Monica Blvcl., Sdnfo Monico • 829-1888
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Und^r N«w Manag«m«nt Grand Opening

HOSPITAL
GaorgoC. ScoH

ond ^'

SUNDAY
BLOODY SUNDAY

Pol«r Finch

Regular AdmlMlon: Adults $2.00

S(ud«ntfl ... .$1.50

Chlldrtn . . . $ .75

Midnight Shows FrI. - Sot. April 28-29

^ -Admt—teTt Only ..... .tV.TS
~

Jr««

^

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
Duttin Holfmon - John VoigM

NUART 11273 imi.

LMAi««l«,CA«OOaS
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fri^^^LM^^ Chosen •artist-in-residence'

/-

1 >

Pianfst stresses experience I Dean jAtk

Friday. April 28, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 21

1110 Gayley Ave

473-9549

''My initial reaction is that it

would be a great opportunity to

exchange ideas and feelings with,

while bringing experience to,

people our own age. I think the

results could he very exciting."

Thus did Mona Golabek

descrit>e her feelings on l)eing

chosen as one of the artists in-

residence program which will

t)egin here next fall. A pianist,

Miss Golabek will share the

position with Kathleen Lenski,

violinist, violist Paul Polivnick,

FOOD TO GO - k? l-p 1 23

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA -

Cocktail Lounge A Dining Room
OPEN 7 DAYS—'11 a.m. 'til 2 ^.m.

COME SLEEP ^^^^ /^^/
WITH ME!! ^J^S^ ^B^

JMSS PAT COLLINS the hmuiypmoust"
Thur$day 10 p.m. -Friday & Saturday 10 p.m. - 12 am.

Ctltbtit^ Club
9103 SUNSET BLVD. (AT DOHENY) 275-4596

; COCKTAILS . DINNER • ALL AGES WELCOME }_
VALET PARKING • GROUP RATES .

-

* •• V<:-' TWO NITES ONLY • MAY 2nd -3rd

LOUIE BELLSON
AND HIS 18 PIECE BAND

•^MMaMaaHiaiaiMfiiSSa

Mona Golabek

and cellist Jeffery Solow
•Audiences at classical cnncerts are generally composed*;

older people." she said ^Z'l
this repr^ents a rather g? f,situation. Responsible condS
and musicians should maZ'
e fort to interest young peop^^
classical music. ^ "^

,
\^}}^^Jl^mi\y concerts are aemffic Idea/; she continuedUs primarily the parenk^

responsibility to see that thel
children are exposed to cultural
influences" (Miss Golabek wH
perform the Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto HI at the Us Angeles
^Philharmonic Family "pops-
concert Sunday at the ^nta
Monica Civic Auditorium

)

"1 think the attempts at fusing
rock, which I love, especially the
Be5'tles, with classical music are
great. Not only do they bring in
the rock audience, I think it is

^*^^yi,.good to experiment.
provided it is a sincere and honest
searching. Some musicians feel
we've exhausted or nearly
exhausted many areas of music. I

think we should be ready to ex-
plore new avenues."
"One thing I would like to

stress," she said, "and that's that
musicians should speak out for

peace. They are such respected
figures, and their words would
carry more weight than
politicians'. I'd like to see music
become a way of life, so that

people Won't forget the love they
feel at a concert when they leave
it"

tackles problems of

\'

More What's On

tt
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t.) NO ONE UNDCn II AOMITTEQ

FoKMAI UMICAI

*Mir»MlM»NCII
IKO J 2iM m

>4)i\,()KH CtNfM^
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inEARlB
Ot 1 MMI

EVtRV OAV 1? 30 2 30 4 30 6 30 • 30 10 30 PM
MtONiGMT Show at )? 30 AM r«iOAr « satuhoav

He's X rated

and
animated!

3RD SMASH WEEK!

vunvv'

VERMONT DRIVE -IN
Los Angeles 323-4055

>-

SOUTHfiAH ORIVE-IN
Souihgate 564 1137

Also SNOWMC W ORANCC COUNTY

S0.C0ASTPLAZA2
Costa Mesa 549-3352

CINEMAUNO
Anaheim 635-7(01

nil <a,Ay /h.

<CMittiiiieii from Page 23)

—"Mountaineers^" noon.
Northwest Corner of A^ioore Hall
Lawn. . _ '

Saturday, April 29
—"Team Handball Club,

4:30 pm. Women's Gym 200.

-"Lacrosse Club/' 1^ pm.
Field it 6.

—"Organic Garden Club/' 10
am. Horticultural Gardens.

Sunday, AprM 30
—"Aman Folk Ensemble/' 2-10

.pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.
—"Indoor Soccer Club/' 10 am.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Karate Club," 10 am. Men's
Gym 200. i

—"Soccer Club," 10 am. Soccer
Field.

—"Cricket Club," 10 am.
Cricket Pitch.

-"Lacrosse Club," 1-5 pm.
Field at.

--"Draft Counseling," schedule
for spring quarter, . Law 2114:
AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.
—"Mortar Board," national

honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and

a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAcrtar

Board Information sheet in the

Mortar Board mailbox, located

outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before

Saturday, AAay 13.

—"Applications for Summer
Employment," are now available
for minority students in Kerckhoff
320.

,

<i

'M^*
w >

'Jj^S.

I

^.*4

Et cetera: ^; V

^̂

R4^

v"Unl Camp All 'U' Dance,"
8:30 pm-12:30 am, Friday,
Hedrick Hall Dining Room, 50c
per person. All mbney will go to
the UnlCamp Fund. Live Band
-"UCLA Political Scitnct

Honor Society," Is accepting
applications for membership.
Membership Is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or
4289.

--"GREEK NATIONAL
TOURIST OFFICE," will have a
representative In the EXPO
Center from ll:»am until 1 pm,
A^onday. This will be the only time
the representative will be on
campus this quarter.

f^

-rJ^Ji Z ^'"•^««" »Howt at « and 9 pm, tomorrow, with

A.^u ^
^* ^••^^ ^^'*>^"• y : " -nd 10: IS pm, in Dickson

r^!^^"" "^ '"•"• '^^^•^^ ^y Elaofwloln. Donation
requested.

\

•(Paid Adv>rtiMmenr><

University Catholic Center

840Hilgard 474-5015

HOLY WEEK SERVICES
Thursday 8:00 pm Friday 8:00 pm

Ecumenical Service on Seven Last Words
Friday, 12-3pm

i
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IlOO's of Wedding Band ideas

2nd floor location inwir^t low pric<*» I

University Mfg. Jewelers
|

1M> •roxton Suite 14 I

., OMI-t377
I

By Ron Rawson
DB Staff Writer

In appearance, a rugged individual but in personality
more like a friendly next door neighbor, Byron H. Atkinson
settled down to business in his office chair and casually lit

his pipe. During the past 32 years, "Barney" has been an
English instructor and an administrative officer for nine
University service departments. These include Dean of
Students to which the Special Services Office is attached
the Foreign Students Office, the Counseling Center the
Learning Skills Center, Housing Services, the Educational
Placement Office, and the Student Health Service and the
Placement and Career Planning Office. These last seven
offices are presently under the administration of Vice-
Chancellor Miller.

Today he tackles the work of dean of students.

After the administrative shuffle of Auguest, mo
Atkinson was made Assistant Vice-Chancellor of Student
and Campus Affairs (under Vice-Chancellor Norman
Miller) and Dean of Students. Atkinson now devotes more
of his time to counseling students.

^ '--—-—-—
Counseling •"™:^

~
' ~Hg admits, with fervor, that for the past sik or eight
months he has been able to see more students and give
individual counseling which he likes to do best. **Many of
the students who come to me for counseling do so by way of
discipline counseling. Many of the students who come to
me, come not because they want to, but because they must
This is always a hard way to start oif at counseling. In
addition to that, I am now able to act in many regular
ombudsman-type counseling situations."

Students are referred to the dean's office for a myriad of
reasons and Atkinson declares proudly, "If a department
feels that there is no one answer to a particular problem,
the student is sent to me, almost automatically."
Atkinson prides himself on not only being an academic

guidance*"Counselor, but also in helping students with
problems of life, love and change of interests. Atkinson said

-he likes to lend an ear te^* responsible student to help him
establish a suitable life style.

Criticism

Atkinson has been criticized by student leaders who think
he moves too slowly on isspes of importance to students. He
has been accused of being^"too traditional" and "a bastion
of the Establishment."

Before approval of %e Jewish newspaper. Ha'Am,
Atkinson had gone on record as opposing the publication.
Atkinson Said he felt it was not clear whether the Jewish
community on campus represented either a religious or an
£thnic group. As a religious group, the ratification of the

?h.^l'^''U*^
"^'^'^^^ ^^^ mandates of the separation of

^s ItTuVf^^^^^^^^
''' "^ ' '^'""^"'^"' ^^ ^'^ ^"*^^"*^y.

Ethnic publication '
'.

mlhlol^l 'f
^ ^^"^ '^ ^^ ^ classffied as an ethnic

?om^ ? '^ "" "^^ ^^^ '° enlighten the rest of the campuscommunity as to customs and cultural differences of that

ethnic group, and it must also be representative of a clear
and distinct minority group. Atkinson felt that student
funds should not be used to further a special interest
publication, unless it related clearly to .the rest of the
student community^ .r ,

r ^

Last year there was speculation regarding the possibility
of Atkinson retiring. However, he said he had never made
any public announcements about his intentions to retire. He
disclosed that he has considered retirement as any other
man might but he is in no hurry to dosa«^ -

Clianging '"

When asked if he thought students had changed
measurably since he began his administrative career here,
Atkinson replied, "Students haven't changed one bit, but
lifestyles have changed considerably. Problems of studente
are the problems of everybody. The University simply
mirrors the society outside, and students will continue to
have the prpblems of money, love, personality, and the
curriculum

.

There are confusions built into late adolescence that
don't change. " He continued, "The style has changed a

"^^ great deal, There is a good deal more of the 'chip on the
shoulder.' The student is much more apt to talk about his
rights than he is about his privilieges. When students come
to me for my help now, as compared to 20 years a^o, they
do not consider me a parent surrogate, and they do not want
their parents telling them what to do."

Drug Problems
Atkinson confessed that whereas drug problems are now

common among students, twenty years ago alcoholic
problems were a large concern of the University. J
When asked whether students are more satisfied with

their college educations nowadays, Atkinson conjectured,
"Students were never satisfied completely. They are a good
deal more verbal now in their objections to it. Previously
when a student questioned the relevance of a particular
course, he would accept the advice of the University which
maintained that the course might be relevant later.
Tongue-in-cheek, Atkinson recalls his undergraduate

days here, particularly his freshman year in 1935, when he^
was placed on academic probation for two reasons. "Based
on my high grades in math in high school I became a math
major here and got into the big league. - _„ _^___

Math major
"I had no more right being a math major than most'

English majors do, but it took me a year to find out. Nobody
has told me that you don't* just drop a course by walking
away from it. Well you know what happened when I

received my grade card. In those days a grade of F carried
a negative number of grade points instead of today's zero.
That little blunder is still on my record, even after I became
Dean I couldn't remove that little goodie from my tran-
scripts!".

(Continued from Page 18)

^^(Faid Advertisement) I

•AOUARIUMS-

AQUATIC IMPORTS INC.

Custom Aquariums i

Full line of

ponds supplies

Free Aquascaping

Repairs & Service :

2008 Westwood Blvd.

^ 475 9525

•AUTO BODY RFMII
COMPLETE PAINTING

& BODY WORK
Domestic & Imported

Complete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

4796103
PEHERSON'S STERLING

Automotive

2109SawtelleW.LA.

BOOKCASES

BOOKCASES

25% to 50% OFF

For Office. Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

170S.LaBrea,L.A.

933-9127

«00K STORI

•AUTO DEALERS-

WESTWOOO MAZDA
Sales & Service

"Service while you Study"

Call 879^1953
2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

•AUTO INSURANCE*
JAMES F. CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialists
* Good Student Discounts

* Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

Call Day or Night

322 8170
Phone Quotation Welcome

AUTO RENTAL USEI
BUNDY

RENTACAR
Older models -
Low Low Prices.

Weekly Monthly

Call 478 0676
12333 W. Pico. W.LA.

-AUTO WRECKING & PARTS-
ECONOMY

Autosupply- Wrecliers
U^- New- Rebuilt

Foreign and American
We buy wreclied

A used cars

EX J9956
1*31 Colorado - Santa Monica

COMPLETE
BOOK STORE

New & Used

Text Books

Bought & Sold

Mon and Fri. till' 9

4778051

1002 Westwood Blvd., WW

gRVlCE DIRECTORY
-DRUGS I. GIFTS-

PRESCRIPTION ^

GIFTS - COSMETICS

Open7 30to6 30

Validated Parking
.

4772027
WESTWOOD DRUGS

951 S. Westwood Blvd

FABRICS-

•CAR WASH'

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

Polishing - Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

1360 Westwood Blvd. WW
(3 biks. So of Wilshire)

474%36

•CLEANERS-

Cleaners

$100 Discount

on any $5 cleaning

order

Drive in Service

Same day no extra charge

Leather Goods

STERLING DRY CLEANERS

1600 Westwood Blvd WLA

COMPONENTS*

HI Fl & STEREO

COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount prices.)

Trade ins, Sales & Service

Most Maior Brands

870 3059 or 398^6747

BARSHEL's

5512S Sefnitveda

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center -

Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card _
330 S LaCienega Blvd.

655 7513

Los Angeles

FLORIST-

Huge selection of fresh

Flowers for all occasions.

Open 7 Days & Nights

Call 474 8070 or 474 9337

EDITH GREEN of

DAYS FLOWER SHOP

1718 Westwood Blvd. WLA.

-FORMAL WEAR-

DOG KENNELS'

THE DOG HOUSE

•Grooming * Bathing

'Boarding

A specialty large dogs

Mon thru Sat. 8^6pm
478 6411

2038 S Sepulveda W LA.

RENTALS- SALES

Your wedding party may

be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839 2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP

3114S SepulvedaBlvd.

•FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION

Furniture. Desks, TV & Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

. Purchase option -

«c«i*'ee Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE

CALL NOW! 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd. West LA.

HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOW'S

Craft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473-2021

11 685. National Blvd

(at Barrington)

—HOTEL & MOTa—
/BEL AIR SANDS~~~

FreeTV
~

Dining Room. Cocktail Lounge.

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd & San Diegy FWY

INSURANCE-

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of Insurance

Auto- Fire- Ufe - Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments

477 2553 or 879^0381

11716 W.Pico Blvd., WLA.

LEGAL SERVICES

LAWYERS' REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOLLYWOOD BAR ASSN

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

_ 462 6416
"^

First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

— MEN & WOMEN'S SHIRTSH
THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTS $4
Special Discounts to students

* Westwood Store
•

1244 Westwood Blvd.

475 1248
* Beverly Hills Store

•

9538 Santa Monica Blvd

2715289

MOTORCYCLE SALES I SERVICE

THRIRY LAD HONDA

Largest Dealer on the

West Coast Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles

Sales Service Insurance

Open 7 Days

2411 Lincoln Blvd SM

3924105

—MOVING & STORAGE-
HAMACK'S

'' Moving & Storaj

MIn Rates - 24Hr tervlce

Packing - Crating - Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

New & Used Furn. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR

TEK VAN LINES, lNC.il

> 254'6W Pico Blvd. V
DU 9 8891 - DU. 9-1214

•NIGHTCLUB & DANCING-

JACKIE'S JOINT

The Trolly ho lives on _
in J.C. Curtiss!

For Reservations

656-3840

8151 Santa Monica Blvd.

at Crescent Heights

-STEREO-RETAIL-

— OPTOMETRIST—
Contact Lenses

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions Filled

Mon Sat 9 30 to 5:30

Fri Nite til 8:00

DR DONALD S GOULD
Phone 451 4737

1301 Santa Monica Mali

Santa Monica

-PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT-

BEL AIR camera & hi Fl

Cameras - Protectors

Custom Finishing

Rentals - Trade ins New & Used

We specialize in Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call 477 9569

927 Westwood Blvd

HONDA DEL REY
sales parts service

Insurance

open 8 3a6 00 M Sat

3916217
4421 Sepulveda Blvd

RENTAL SERVICE

NEED
AN APARTMENT
OR HOUSE

Come and see

VIP RENTALS
1418 N Highland Ave.

HO 9^7205

BEL AiR CAMERAS & HI fil

Custom Stereos & Components
Recorders ~ Speakers - Portable

Radios & Tapes

r^ STUDENT DISCOUNTS .

y^
For Expert Advice Calk

477 9569

927 Westwood^lvd.

'TRANSMISSION

COTTMAN
TRANSMISSION

* Lifetime Guarantee
• Posted Prices

• "1 Day Service

(Free Towing with Service)

. Hollywood 46& 7361

6445 Santa Monica Blvd Wilcox

Los Angeles 737 0882
3355W Olympic Bl/ No Western

Santa Monica 3919873
825 Olympic Blvd/nr Lincoln

TYPEWRITERS-CALCULATORS-^

Repairs Sales

Rentals

That You Can Afford

Pick up - Estimates - Trade ins

WEST TYPEWRITER

473-3218

1651 Sawtelle Blvd, WLA.

—SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR.

CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE

Sales, Portable Appliances

Service on Small Appliances

For Service CALL 475 2532

2314 Westwood Blvd., WW

-WEARING APPAREL-

Men & Wonf)ens Clothing

CORRAL
Maxis - Midis - Minis

Jeans - Boots - Mocs

Jackets - Shirts - Vests

1000 Wilshire Blvd. WLA.
3910707

YARN i HANDICRAn-
Yarn - Needlepoint

Allied Art

All Phases of Rug Making

MAKGOS YARN SHOP
131 5 Westwood Blvd. WLA.

479-8811

J I
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 112

Phone: MS 2221
Classified advertising rates

IS words SI 50 day, S consecutive
insertions • SS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE IO:Na.f1l.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service wMI not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered her*.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office I2S-
4^71 , Westside Fair Housing 4730949.

^Help Wanted .... . . .T .
^^"^ ^<« •

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to S40. a montli
on our plasma program.

Phone: 471-OOSi bttwMn 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

BEAUTIFUL Ifandwoven Peruvian
tapestries, private party. «M-7249. ( IS M 1)

yf Campus Happenings . . 2

''MARDI GRAS Fun House -moving floors,
breathing walls, strobes, and a lot of the
unexpected." a2«i

4 MEN, 3 eves. Sat. SM and up. Call 1-4 PM.
Mon& Wed only. 474-)00l. (lAlf)

TWO special children need special
babysitter, two afternoons a week, 12-S. 474-

1 071. (iA2t)

COUPLE, malure. child OK, manage 32 unit

apts by UCLA. Maint. exp. nee. 473-0343, 9-11

AM. (I A 21)

SHARP people needed for management,
distribution, membership enrollmant.
Highest income. Part full time/summer.
Call Mr. Kobritz, 441-1321. (tAZI)

COLORADO River, California S acres 1/2
mile from river, S2,S00, $2S down, S2S month.
2'3*^'»y3S. (1SM1)

GEMEINHARDT flute, S140, two bicycles,
SlO/each; larmbated redwood desk, best
offer. Phone 479 1343. ( IS A 21)

GARRARD Zero 100, never used, brand new,
with base and cover. SISO. 397-2339. ( IS A 2t)

CANON QLI7 3Smm c»mer». h.7 4Smm
automatic lens. Cds meter, quick loading
feature. Never used, $78. •4S-4S4I, Pete. ( IS A
2i)_ .' . _ •

VIVITAR automatic Zoom Lens - 90-230mm Minolta mount (interchangeable) near
new, $1 10. Leave number, 4^9-4204. ( IS M 3)

1
.
»iT-

PIONEER component stereo system, two™ 1.^*^ speakers, and tifrhtabla, sac.,*r
S270. New in boxes. /23$43S. (ISM 3)

HOUSE, La Pai Bolivia, 4/13 1/13/72, ttirt*

georgous furnished bdrms with maitf,
SISO/mo. SS9 2840, 343 4150. ( 17 A 21)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and rouno trip student flights.
Inexpensive studtnf camping tours
throughout West and Cast Curopo, including
Russia. SOFA Agont for inftr-European
student charter flights. Contact ISCA, 11M>
San Vicente Blvd.^ Suite 14, LA, Calif., tM4f,

Tel : n 1 3) 1245449^124-fSS

EUROPE, S220S27S R.T., also Israel 4
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall flights*

E.S.E.P., 82)7 Beverly Blvd., LA 90041. 4S1-
3311. ESEP UCLA members. (17QTR)

students, faculty, and staff
needs. Discounts. Call James R«tl ''^•^•i

7072 or 483 1400 ext. 2735
**°'>«'^ion, 474

( M<i

AT Mardi Gras Le Chat Botte is Puss In
9oots and is rated X

.

( 2 A 28)

i

SUPPOR^i your local aatp (Asian
American Tutorial Project) at the sign of the
Bamboo Arches. (2 A 28)

SUMMER Jobs: national parks, camp
counselling, teach swimming, move fur-
niture, horse, care etc. Services 47S-9S2I (8A 28)

HARMAN Kardon AM/FM stereo and two
12" 3 way speakers. Must sell, $200. Still
under warranty, 72)0207. (ISM 3)

ERROR in the dark awaits you in the old
Sea Captain's House of Horrors at Mardi
G*^** (2M1)

yf Campus Services .... 3

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff l2^ !^.

82-5O61I

EARN extra money kn6 have fun in process.
Become salesman for KLA Radio, selling
advertising time. 825-2731. (8 A 28)

JOBS for students, guys & gals employees
needed. Work for the summer, and part-
time jobs during next school year. Wages to
S40 per day for tiioise qualified in outdoor
activities. CalU473 -fifOl. (8M I)

SUMMER housekeeping jobs with relaxed
student - run business. As many hours as you
want. No4ee. 12 /hour. 82aa300. (AMI)

FORTUNE Cootcle: "When in need of bread,
sell stereo system ." Eves, 477-7484. ( 15 M 3)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

siie sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me tpday. Richard Pratt,
M*-J400. OSOTR)
GOYA GG 30 Classical guitar A hard case.
Used only twice. Perfect condition. 553-
^^*'- (1SMI)

SEAR'S best portable stereo. Six speakers.
Cost $129.95, only $50.00. Also Noreico
carrycorder & charger, $20,00. 399-4940,
anytima.. _.. ^=.-_^.^ <lSA2t>

GIRLS for telephone political poll. 5
nighfs/week. 4-9, 5 wks. starting 5/1. Central
location, no. selling. Carberry Marketing
Research. 272 3484, apply starting Mon.
*/". '(8M3)

LAST dAY
Enrollment for Student Accident
& Sickness Insurance at bargain
rates for yourself & qualified

dependents will close soori. Broad
coverage offering, hospital,
accidental death, surgical,
ambulance, & out patient
benefits on a world wide basis in 1

convenient policy.

For information & application,
contact the Associated Students
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall,
room 140, or call 8250611, ext.

TUTOR needed in all subjects for fifth grade
black boy. Pay offered. Central L.A. - 1 night
weekly. Ca ll 753 6118. (8M3)

SURGICAL Office - secretarial work part-
time, hours flexible. Call Tina or Carol, 271-
2177. $2.50 hour. (8 A 28)

ALTEC 12" 40tC speakers. Hand made
cabinets. Cheap. Days, 625 3754, eves., 399-

^^ (1SM10)

ST. Bernard puppy lor sale, $100. 411 Gayley
*12. 7 wks. & shots. No papers. (15 A 28)

PANASONIC stereo cassette tape recorder
with FM/AM & FM stereo, $120/offer, 825-
1753. Dan. (15 A 28)

DRIVER counselors $100 - 5 day week.
Station wagon or bus required. 345-1948 after
5:00 PM. (8AA4f

S3. 92 PER Hour. Summer jobs moving
furniture, 475 9521, Services Unlimited. (8 A
28)

GARDENING and/or hoyseboy one day
weekly. Transportation necessary. Sunset
and Coast highway. Experience, permanent,
references. 459 2044. ^ (8M2)

HARMONY Meteor' electric guitar. Good
shape with case. $50. 397-7207. (ISM 4)

DOLBY cassette iplayer /Harmon-Kardon
cad 5. XInt machine /$90. 477-9921. ( 15 M 4)

DOUBLE size water bed. Complete - frame,
liner, foam pad, still under guarantee. $50.
Eves, 2440911.

_
(15M4)

FROSTLESS refrigerator almost new, $50.
Can be picked up Sunday, 4/30. Call Robert.
825 7041 /473-0400.

( 15 A 28)

MOTHER'S helper
to beach. 541 2357.

live-in, 2 children, close 1

(8M2)

.SUMMER Jobs. »y/eraqe over $3 hr Call-

^r»7.1'""'' ''''' ^«*' 5""' '^o"' » 00 AM -

12:00 AM for appointment. 213-748-1291 (8 A
28)

y/ Services Offered , . . . /6

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O Box
18427, Denver, 80218. (14QTR)

/ Church Services 4

TEACHERS Wanted: Contact Southwest

It? .^"[^/^J^^^y *"" ^"'' Albuquerque,NM. 87106 Our 24th year.' Bonded and amemberohN.A.T.A. (8M1)
\

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

WESTWOOD Friends meeting(Quakers),
Silrnt worship, Siyi 11 AM, Unlv YWCA, 574
Hilgard, visitors welcome. 472 7y50. (CS)

T^E Westwood Free Minyan will meet
tomorrow, 10 AM, 10958 Ashton. For in
formation call, 474-1533. Shabbat Shalom
A 28)

y/ Personal

J C S. In two days it'll be a year! You're
fantastic and I'm in love! G.W.S. (5 A 28)

BRITISH AIRLINE need 2 IN-TELLIGENT/ATTRACTIVE GIRLS. toWORK IN PASSENGER SERVICE at Ikx
y^^l"^ ""^"^^ ^ASIS from May iDec 30(JOOD I- HOURLY WAGE & FULLPRIVILtGES. 381 5061. i.Li^i

y/ LosfSi Found ,
.':. ',

. . 9
LOST Brown backed cameo pin. Vic CHSSentimental value. Reward. Ellen, 825-

(9M2)

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

J?klX.'i',°'*,^'*"••' "»CI.I UCLA r.lM

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-
*^ELP (5QTR)

R EWA R D $25 - Lost brown key case 20 kev«near Gavley * Sfrathmore OelJ 479.4I9}'morns, eves.
(9M3)

f.^JO *"*• Motorcycle Insurance for

MH S*75'5aire'^*«.,C'''^^^^^^^^^/I >»27. 873-5815. Eves, 783-3509. (14 0TR)
HOT rocks that want to get them off - go to
the Hop! The Fabulous Fifties ! ( 5 A28)

SABRA Jewish Young Adults. Wine Tasting
party April 29. 6526 Moore Dr. L.A. Social,
cultural, recreational events. Roberta, 824-
n04. Sue. 824 1734, Steve, 824 8422. (5 A 28)

VOdds&Ends^.^ 10

ACTIVE free group encounter group has
serious sessions for fun and growth. Also
wine parties and mountain hikes
Protessionally moderated. Near Westwood
^78 7588, 6 PM. (SM2)

IPUFF Have a very happy Sunday. Thanks
for 2, hope for 50. I love you, Fido. ( 5 A 28)

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 99o'
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 3910933. (10QTR)

y/Ooporfunities

PRE-MEDS
CARL Freedholtn alias Osky. Happy 21st.
Love, Manly A Roxy. (5 A 28)

yf Enferlainmenf 6

MAMMOTH Condominium: Ski/vacation;
kitchen, fireplace, stereo, TV, pool, sauna,
jacuiii, $S/night/weekly rates. 340-0144
»ves. . (4 A 28 )

MARDI Gras car rallye, Saturday night 4:30
PM, $3.50 per car. 50% to Uni-Camp. Balboa
Park in Encino, ten minutes from campus.
Take San Diego Freeway north to Ventura
Freeway West. Exit at Balboa. Turn right,
go one block then left into parking lot. In-

formation, 553 2229. (4 A 28)

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine A
food. Fridays, Sat. - entertainment. 2240
Westwood Bl. Tel: 474 9311. (6M2)

6th annual premed conference at i a

Reservations riq^frrd' 7171 1?,'^U.
*'"'»•"

<OPA28)

STOP MISSING IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS

BE SURE YOUR MAIL REMAINS
STRICTLY PRIVATE

use our phone no. A address
FROM $5 PER MONTH
Phone, visit or write

:

THE BEVERLY HILLS'
,.. c'^^LS.* ANSWERING SERVICE
265 SO ROBERTSON, BEVERLY HILLS

4594210
(Mon Fri,9 5, Sat-Sun, 10-2)

mt?rLir?^""' *""* Contacting localmerchants for new promotional programNo Charge to merchants. "Soft sell" only!

•n n.T., N.J., Pa. Idea for qu ck hiah income 938 3294, Ray Rusoff .
^

{ i?S jj)

y/free. . . .^

hnm!c
'**""'*" •'«"» ^PP»<* Old Need good

^r""^^^;MSv%M
(PRM4)

y Help Wanted . 8 >/*«ieorc/i Subjects Needed

DO YOU NEED A RELIABLE BOMner^AND INSURED UNTvERsfTY 's?SS?S?
I?HOm^/ a^ ^O"" CHILDREN XtSCHOOL? DO YOUR GROCFPV K.unJPING FOR YOU? MEET YOU AT ^«AIRPORT? 828 1300.

(uJJTsI

fcuna^\a^^ "'^ '^••'•»' *»'•" «••'» Classes inacting technique verv «hnr*iw
*•'"••", »n

lormation call. 347-im '^ shortly. For^ij.

SELF HYPNosiscTrrm tA c-w
CON C E N T R AT I ON MImoS Y^"ViSl*FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATION?"Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL ST uni\tl:and ELIMINATE CRAt^MTNO.V.My 4"

'. (14M4 )

AUTO Insurance available for all. Realisticrates per recprd, substantial savinai »^ssigned risk Call 8799818 or 553-9818 '14M
LEGAL secretary, half time, temporary
•It7t27. (iM2)

XXTRASand Fun! Only ten girls. Unlimited
potential selling newest scented YUM YUM
douche Samples. Best commissions. Great
product. Please call, 8791225 for info. (8 M 2)

COLLEGE Girl: Mother's helper, $50 week.
Mornings only. Car necessary. Live-out. Bel
Air, 472 9929. (8M2)

(RSNA
y iravBi,,,

^ j^

RESEARCH subjects needed Psvch exii}M0/hr 825 4004. Fran, Hall B271 VisN M

MALE /female dancers wanted for
professional Balkan folk dance ensemble
CallKay. 245 3107 , evening, 644 7442. (8M4)

COLLCOE students,
available now. Variety
Unhfnited. 47$ 9521

part-time <|eb|
of work, Servlcetii

(•A 28)'

\

I
"^forkwi...

,2
RENT TV

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
L. A./New York (1 way) $78

(May 31st* June ISthoniy)

L.A./Lendon/L.A. 12^$
L.A./Brussels/L.A. S269
L A./Tokyo/L.A. $433
L.A./Tel Aviv/L.A. $so|
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475 M33^^ —I'W Westwood Blvd.

More
fit

Charter
Flights!
iJow you havea cnoice. more
Cities....
Flights.T
&Dates!

±.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an '

official

charter flight

operation
;^,

authorized and
approved by the
University of!

California ;

on all campuses.

& Caledonian

ROUND-TRIP
JUNE
SEPT

JUNE
AUG

JUNE
AUG

JUNE
SEPT

JUNE
SEPT

JUNE
AUG

JULY
AUG

JULY
AUG

AUG
SEPT

r

Aug'
SEPT

14 LA/LONOON
14 LONDON/LA

17 LA/FRANKFURT
17 LONDON/LA

$262.00
93 Days

$272.00
62 Days

-BOffC
>07's-.

all first class
service. , /

LA-LONDON/LOMbON-LA

Fit. PSbL.. Ret. Days Price

21

20
LA/LONDON
AMSTERDAM/ LA

$272.00
61 Days *

25

11

LA/LON/AMST
LONDON/LA

$272.00
' 89 Days

$272.00
85 Days

26

18

LA/AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM/LA

28
17

LA/ LONDON.
LONDON/LA

$262.00
51 Days

$272.00
50 Days

9

27
LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

23

20
LA/LONDON
AMSTERDAM/ LA

$272.00
29 Days

2

6

LA/tONDON
LONDON/LA

$252.00
36 Days

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n
12

14

15

17

18

4/18

6/21

6/22

6/26

6/25

6/27

6/28

6/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8 '

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

9/6

^/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

9 LA/MADRIO $272 00
18 AMSTERDAM/ LA 41 Days

AUG 30 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5

OCT 2

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

SEPT 14 LA/LONDON
OCT 15 LONDON/LA

$242.00
28 Days

$239.00
28 Days

$239.00
32 pa^s

Available only to •r^.Dfide members of the
University of Calitornif including students,
faculty, staff, and t>* r.r immediate femilies
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in ttie same housettold.

Charter flishts

uca Kerchkttoff Hall JOS D
Between! a.m. A Sp.m.

•25-1231

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

Our ntttyearof

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

JUNE 14

JUNE 21

JUNE 26
JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
SEPT 6

SEPT 19

LA/LON/FRANK
LA/LONOON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LONOON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/FRANKFURT
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONDON
LA/ LONDON

$148.00
$148.00
$148.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

toLONDONCfttbase)
London TEL AVIV
LondOn-ATHENS
London 'NAIROBI

SIM.OOOW
$ 15.90 OW
SM.30OW
S172.00OW

Hundreds of departure dates and
destinations. Request free travel info
SIERRA TRAVEL INC. (213) 277 5200 or 879
3111, 9175 Santa Monica Bl., Beverly
Hills.

IN ACCORDANCE TO CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIQITS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD
REN AND PARENTS. AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA, CALEDONIAN, SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER DCS JETS
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT
ORDINATORS IN CARE OF...

you kno\v ust
weVe.ee.

UNI
10956 W6YBURN AVENUE

^•?'.3W4 Village 90024HMt IP M Fuvoft^A Mart?*

TELE: 476-8286

AND
YOU
AND
CO-

f»h ANNUAL JET FLIOXTS

EUROPE: PROM S229 ROUND TRIP

JA^AN: FROMt34« ROUNO TRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-«f32, Mf-2401
4244 Overland, D^pt. A.
jCuJvtr City, C«v 9(2]

EUROPE tliis summer? Un-regimented
programs 4 or S weeks. Experiments in

Traveling, 914 2411. (17 0TR)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE • ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd.. LA 90049 271-4344

45)4
'«»n»r. no minimum. 440-

(I2M3)
Africa, Orient. Contact M c c \^hI\
W.lshire Blvd , LA 90??$ V7i.oIii^-^t, '^^i]

FLIG^h"t''s°'*^
* MIDDLE EAST CHARTER

'

' New York Fligttts under $100 one-way
,.« .V^i**^ * Camping Tours
1972 Student Guide Book to Europ*

StudertI Rail-pass 2 mo. SI30
CONTACT SOFA Afent VtC DEPT UCLA

I3S09 Ventura Blvd.

''HONE: *'>22l3or 714 1477 I

^^ ^ IL

• NEWYOftK
JUNE 1SONE-WAY .„ S7B

•HAWAII »''

JUNE IS JULY 2 tt79
JULY 1 JULY to plus land

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE17 SEPTI
SOFA STUDENT CHAf^TERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUOEI^T ID CARDS

Alto Studentrail mmI Ewfilpmii. Car FurdwM
Inturanca, OuldabOOkt

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

mSl ais/exits^m SOBS SMta MoiMea BMlM IV t.A. tOOtt
274S74>

HH Mk. aaat of Swita IMonieWDofMnyl

. . ..I

^,
i

<r
r
f

!
'»; -"- .;>»•- ' *»
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Camptown what's on's five miles long oh doodah dav
.^ _« m. I.: • .M In/- 7.'w\ .. ... '^"^oi \,n, — ThP Ana4#fc«^»* -1^ Aw^ &«

termath of Ambivalence/' by
Carl A. Faber, lecturer In

psychology and staff member,
Student Counseling Center, 8 pm,
Dickson Art Center 2160. Tickets

are $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"Actions and Policy of Pay
Board," by Nell Jacoby, public

member, Pay Board, noon, GSM
1246.

—"Everything you always
wanted to know about China, but
were afraid to ask/' by Richard
Baum, 7 pm. Phi Mu, 646 Hilgard

Ave. A discussion will follow and
interested students and faculty

are invited to attend.

—"The Fulfillment of^the Old
Testament Accordirfg t^
Yaheweh's Revealed Purpose/'
by Fred Allen Jr., Institute of

Divine AAetaphyslcal Research,
Inc., 7:30 pm. Architecture 1243A.

Politics:

-"UCLA Students for
McGovern/' are- mobilizing for
canvassing efforts, 9:30 am
tomorrow and Sunday, meeting at
the UCLA Headquarters, 1093

M"3:r '"''^^ '"'^^'^^'-

Etcetera:

Friday, April 28

-"Nature of the Soul/' 7 30
9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.
—"The Dances of Universal

ReaceSufi Dancing," 7:30 10 pm.
Unity by the Sea, 1245 4th St.,
Santa AAonica»

-"The Anatomy of the HumanMmd Course/' 3:30-5 pm, GSM

-"Kundallni Yoga/' 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

-"African Activists
Association," noon, Bunche Hall
10362. Elections of new officers.

Saturday, April 29

—"Iranian Student Organ-
•wtion," 11:30-2 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Black Theater," 12 pm-2 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.—"Gestalt Workshop/' 7 pm-11
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.—

"Spartacist League/' 7 pm 11
pm, Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs
Lounge. »

Sunday, April 30

-"MECHA/' 1 pm-6 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Meetings:

Friday,"April 28

—"Christian Students/' noon,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Muslim Students," noon 3
pm, Ackerman Union 3564.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm 7
pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Nature of the Soul/' 7 : 30 pm

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.
—"Iranian Student Organ-

ization/' 3 pm-6 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517. ^ ^

" —"Black Students Union,"
noon, Rolfe 1200. General business

DAILY
BRUIN

meeting and election of new of-
ficers for next year.
—VASSP," noon, Ackerman

Union Grand Ballroom.
—"Big Town Caper," Kerckhoff

Hall Upstairs Lounpe. ~

URA Clubs:

Friday, April 28^

—"Hatha Yoga Club/' noon.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Tennis Club," 2 4 pm. South
Courts.

—"Karate Club," 57 pm,'
Women's Gym 200.

-"Judo Club," 1-3:30 pm.
Memorial Activities Center B,146.
^"Social Dance Club/' 11 km.

Women's Gym 200. 1

(C'ontinued on Pa^e 20)

^Travel 17

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July. S635. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 33 Manor House Drive,
London NWG. ()7A2t)

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N.Y..

Israeli India, Africa, S0% off. Student
rates/cards since 19S9. E ASC, 323 N. Beverl>
Dr.. Beverly Hills, 90210, 27«-4293. ( 17 QTR)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free time.
Exp. in Travemng, 984-2411. (17QTR)

^fuhring .\\ . . ..... /8
FRENCH for Travelers with experienced
French native teacher: Conversational'
method No Translation. Call now, 475-

(18 A 28)

hI'* ^"^w"-^' <*«'»'>«e, newer bidg, 1/2 blocksbeach, all electric, beautifully furnished 6months lease. 36 Brooks Ave.! Ven ce, 3993509 evenings and wkends. (21 M 3)

SMALL apt. m Laurel Cyn. $90 per month.nclud.ng utilities. June 18 Aug. 27 654
^

(21M 3)

5^04^Air°ronH'''" *?*' ** ^^^'^'^ «*««>• 479-5<ioi. Air cond., pool, sundecks, gar. 625 641

(21M3)

y/ House for Sale ..... 26 ^^^^os for Sale . . 33 /Autos for Sale .

BY owner Modern, spacious, 3btfrm.
Love v yard, room for expansion. Man-
deyille Canyon, 17 mm. to UCLA. $54,500
Tel, 472 0406. (24^28)

Landfair.

1907.

FRENCH 1,2,3 tutoring. UCLA grad
French minor. $4 hr. 828 8727, 47:30 PM I I'i

mJli c.'**?w°°'" P®"' PH'-n/patio/air cond.10941 Strathmore Dr. 477-8853. (21 M 11)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments

Moderately Priced
Renting Office: 516 Landfair #1

Also With Pool

• Glenfair Terrace
543 Landfair «i14

540Glenrock«ll

4 ARTY Funky, 3 bdrm houses for sale or
lease Fireplace, patio SM beach Designed
by famous architect. 2 houses and garage
apt., 550,000 each. Also 6 bdrm house and lot,
S43.500 140 2Hollister.399 7382. (26 Ml )

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm &
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de-Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 476 6464. (26 QTR)

GRE, LSAT other test preparation, in-dividual and small group instruction

Ac??«T''
Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson."^^^^° (UOTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial)
4732492. (1IQTR)

TurNlTn'^r
"*!""".* ' y/House to Share. 27FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated

pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473-

64)2. (21 QTR)

y/ Apts Unfurnished . . . . 22

BEACH front, very spacious 4-bedrm,
fireplace. $106.25 plus utilities. First and last
month's rent. 392 3524. (27 A

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
ia<iquage study, translation, literature Call
lormer UCL^.teacher for results. 828-
*^**

, (18QTR)
-

1

WRITE your own term papers, English MA
wii help you. It's legal, ethical, cheaper. 474-

n8M4)

1 BDRM unfurnished, carpets, stove, walk tocampus, $140. 40654 1/2 Wilshire opjn tn
(22 A 28)

PLEASANT 2bdrm house at beach, next
park Own room, util/incl. $90/mo. Eves.
396 77)8, days, (Barbara) 82S-760).

dark.

y/ Apts to Share 23

GIRL to Share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt., fur
nished, pool, jacuzii, Westwood. $157 so
each. 4730620. (23 Ml)

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom, furnished, $100
month, own room, 10 min. campus, yard -

Cathy, Ellen 393 6852. (27 M 2)

NEED rWale,...-.^, ovyn bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen, SlOO monthly plus utilities
After 5 PM, 279 I860. (27 M 2)

hil^^^J '^****' ******* •"<« dissertations.IBM seiectric. Fast, accurate, dependable.
Also editing. Mike. 477-4402. (19M )

ROOMMATE wanted to share apt. w/3 guys.

cita"*"
'^'* ***'• "'*"* °" P'*^^ w/pool. 478

"'" (23 M 2)

LOW rates /quality typing . papers,
dissertations, theses, books, etc. IPree
rditing Emergency Service. Call, 838-

S42.50 TWO bdrm
Utilities. Call
Wilshire/Westwood.

studio apt
478-5144

W/3 girls.

after s.

(23 A 28)

4649. (19M2)
CAMPUS vicinity (2
Dissertations, theses,
curate Tom, 473-0031.

blocks southwest),
papers. Fast, ac

(19QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate

, dependable. 9331747. (19 QTR)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /delivor law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (If QTR)

ROOMMATES Needed 433 Gayley.
Pleasant tingles, $4S. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473-4412. (23 QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.
Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood, «

475- 863MeeS15. (23M2)

VENICE beach Furnished private bdrm in
spacious mixed house. Kitchen garden $90
includes utilities. 392 1479. (27 M 2)

y/ Housing Needed .... 28

NEED 1 bdrm apt. Sublet/rent June 1$ - Aug
1$ Westwood 472 0370 after 4:30 PM. (28 A

.^?";c,T.r,,ti!r.rr.u;r;n^r'?Si

FURNISHED, super close to campus
inquire at 555 Gayley Ave., call 479 9916. Ask
for Steve Peters. (23 A 28)

JUNE $70 /month. Friendly girls (at least
21). Beautiful 2 bedroom singles' apt Pool,
sauna. 824 2268. (23 Ml)

SUMMER faculty of American Film in-
stitute needs 4 5 bedroom house for month of
July 876 3078 or Barbara Smith at 278
'^^^ (28M14)

MALE Japanese student will do light
housekeeping exchange rm/bd near UCLA.
Call 474 1022 eves. (28M2)

/Room & Board

B28 1162.
(19 QTR)

L„«r? c
**»•*•»' distertatJons, books, term

papers Specialty matti and technical typing
Accurate, rapid servica. 7iO- 1074 / le rvro

.

i^'if^^"''*^^ typewriter. Term papers!

csurfV
'**"'"?»' statistical. Guaranteed

ill ^11
^''" •**•'" »:30.weekends. Sharon,"""•'

(If QTR)

GRADUATE Student, 24, wants to share
clean, quiet apt/house near campus Can
occupy now, or in June No phone send me acard and I'll call back. Steve Radecki, 1370
Gaviota, Long Beach. (23 A 28)

MALE student grad/undergrad, meals
walk school, pool, tv, garage. Reasonable'
400 SBentley.2'2 4734. (RBMl)

yfFor Sublease . . .

HERSHEYdorm contracts for sale. 1 men's,
824 l915Stan, I women's, 824 2272 Jody. (RB
Art I

)

24

pJoor* .K*^'*'"'
English grads. Term

Soinrtr.; =•***' •'»>»*'"es- letters. IBM
824 7«T' ^»*^"»'*e Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,
-1^ (19QTR)

t^ho?r\' rt*.""?!* *^P*"« T*'"'" P^P*"-*'

B^h J*.\^:***'°"*
Editing. Weekdays, f-^Barbie, 828 2345; Mae. 394.siai (19ATR>

>/ Wanted . . . 20

ol Kni ItV* ^O" CARS.. RUNNING
a!/av? ;..^''^C'<5 TOO '^REE TOW-AWAYS 3919440,83$ 1443. (20 A

FOR Summer, sublet 6 weeks, furn. house.
$275 823 6901. (24 A 28)

SUMMER at Stanford, 1 bedrm. Furnished
apt. summer sublet. Palo Alto. Pool, $150
/mo. (41S)941-0S«4. (24MI)

ONE bedroom, furnished, appliances 4
utensils included. 7/1/72 through 12/31/71,
$225 /month. 474 5804. (24 Ml)

$150 JUNE IS Sept. IS or part. 3 large
rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. 4Sf--
0253 morns. (24M 8)

SUBLET 4/18/31, $.M./Westwood. Luxury
one bdrm, unfurnished, $170. Eileen, daVs,
744 2788, nights, 824 029S. (24 Ml)

?oi"m^7.'/fe^;re «;r/(^tr;iv'foSr4'7r
•038/825 2075, Box 280 (Caroh^Jr

'**"'' '"
"''''*'»* (RBM2)

Reasonable, super convenient to campusFor info, call 4743371 ^^(RB M I)*

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30
ROOM/Board 1/2 block from University in
OKchange for light housekeeping. Must like
animals 474 6879 (30 A 28)

yf Room for Rent . 3/

>/Apts Furnished 21
}/Hous±foiJent_^

Woni?.^ sVic*^"'L* »"* ^M*^"' *P»* *" Santa

tlevli«: " "** ^°^* subterranean garage,

2 55*4,592 9142 (21QTR»

25
PROF'S 3 bdrm A den furnished. June 33-
Sept. 1 S300/mo, less for ddg care, 836
?^3*

;
(21 A 21)

SUBLET house, yard, trees, privacy. One
person. SlOO per month. Begin June 1. 394

COMFORTABLE bdrm/bath, separate
from house close to campus. Responsible
student S95/mo. 472 2580. (31 A 28)

$7$ QUIET girl. Bel Air mountamtop
Private entrance. Pool, share bath, break
fast privileges, smogless 783 0148 (31 M 2)

(3SA38)

ifr«S! bachelors. tfO up. Sin«le$« $12$.

GP 1 Llf" Ov««»»''« 501 Oayley, OR 3 17M,
^^^_0$24^MrvKav. (21QTR)

<«'l««r?) OR s J*^*""'*'*
'°"* »-«"dbrook

--Jl__il_2jl"*!' (21 QTR)

^"'•qUe^f.hi ^•^•V »P»ciouf one bdrm.
W«»r 610 .rr-'. *"*•••»• bachelors Oarage.

'' "0 Landfair, 477 5479. (21 M 3)

y/ House for Sale .

>/A\)tos for Sale .33

26

WESTWOOD near Sunset Chl(|uc. 7 bdrm A
conv den Charming yard Cui de Sac
559,000 Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (2$ qtr)

FOR Sale, 1944 Opef Sport Coupe Kadett.
Clean. $450 (wholesale bluebook) 825 49S0,
'54 0730, (33 M 2)

PACIFIC Palisades: View, 5 bttfr«omt,
study, 2 baths, $48,000. Call 454 4420 - aves.,

weekends. (24 M 1)

'43 VW Beetle. New engine and paint 1970.
Clean. Ask $4go. 477 aggf

.

(33M3)

'4$ MUSTANG good cond , 3 speed, 4 cyl.,
new trans. $725 Call Ed. 47« 9919 (33 M 3)

33

ORIENTAL Contemporary • unique atrium
entry leads you to unusual 3 bdrm, family
room & study. 2 baths, fabulous view. One.
»<Te. Encino, $57,900. 783 5131. (24 A 28)

CLOSE in Encino,! 3 plus 1 1/2. Dining /or
family room. Air. Newly decorated. Covered
»*J,J^*"^ extras. WaMt to park, tennis,

golf
.
$32,900. 881 5590.

^'

-

(24 Ml)

M

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G.M Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours '

FOR Sate ^44 Chevy impala, power, A/C,
:lean Best offer, call 473 1772 after 5 PM or
A/cekends (33M2)

•49 SAAB: Sports car. (2 seatU Sonnet II.
Radio Tape Lorn I. 474 2449. (33M4)

VW Bug 1970 Lt. blue, $1400 offer. 454-8934
John. Check It out. (33 A 28)

'49 yw Bug, automatic, low mileage, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer over $1200 397-
''" (33M4)

69 CORTINA GT, good condition, new
Vt**!^'

** ^•" »>«»^««'' •.'». '5. 825 1649,

(33 M 4)

AM/p*Ai",'!f«n*:l
*':'"'^* ^''•^"^ conditionAM/FM 24,000 miles $1195 257 5688 after

*_ ( 33 A 28i

'65 CHEV, Malibu SS, P/S, A/C, radio, V8
XInt cond , S850/offer (NNN 300) Pr pty,
451 4958 after 5 30 (33 A 28)

"68 VW automatic Excellent condition.
Radio, new tires and b'''kes. Low inileage,
$1095.935 5358 after 5. (33 Ml)
PORSCHE. S7 , New rear end, trans..
Rebuilt cog, $l800/best offer. Call B/4 4 pm
9314790 - (33/

'67 VW Karmann Ghia hardtop, excellent
condition, radial tires, original owner Best
offer 479 6766. (33 M 2)

$1,000.

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3026
Santa Monica Blvd. 828 7489. (33 QTR)

ATTENTION Students Fleet discounts
available on r>ew Pmtos and all Fords. Credit
okd By pttone, call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato,
agents 820 2631 (33 M 3)

'68 ALFA Duetto. $1150. Blue convertible -

enioy beautiful Spring in a beautiful car* 273-

9J**^ (33 A 28)

MUST sell 1967 VW camper Good condition.
Fully equipped Callanytime. 655 5567. (33 M
2)

VAN '59 GMC. Factory rebuilt Dodge hemi -

2000 mites 6)1 Gayley «l. 825 2815, 7 11
P*^ (33M3)

'72 PINTOS, lull price, $1848. Order now
Call Mr Asato or Mr. Rossi, 820 2631. (33 M
3)

VW Camper. Imipiaculate, pop up top, new
car warranty sttlletfective. $2100. 474-
5^03 (33M2)
'71 TOYOTA Corona AM/FM stereo likenew $1650 /offer. 474 1627 4 speed, red /bik
interiorj

(33 M 3)

'49 BUG Automatic, mint. 30,000

(33M3)$550,459 5227.

'41 CHEVY truck /cab over camper new
ures, brakes, engine job camper fullv
equipped,
weekends.

$1500. 837 4875
per fully

evenings A
(33M2)

'64 VOLVO automatic AM/FM radio,
heater, $495. 2219 Ocean Front, Venice EX 4
4109. , J (33M3)
'67 VOLVO 122s Air, auto, radio Clean Ask
$1000 477 7089 {33M3>

/ Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UCLA Students' 5»o off Peugeot,
Motobi'cane, Cenfunon, other Hne makei.
Expert repairs Lee's Cyclorama, Schwinn
Authonied dealer 2639 S Robertson Blvd. 3
biks N Santa Monica Fwy. 839 4466. (35M4)

,
URir lEED

GOES

DISCOUNT
All 72 Models
Save Hundreds

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs low
prices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370. (3i
QTR)

.ycles, Coolers

,
'Or ^wfo..•»»•„„„„,,„ ^Q

70 NORTON 750 Commando, 5400 mi, racing
tuned, excellent condition $8$0 or offer 274-
'''«' (33 A 28)

FIAT
FACTORY "OVERSEAS " AGENT

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

1 LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES 774-1*44

5208 Centineta at La Cienega
Between Slauson & Florence

BEVERLY HILLS 274 022$
9022 Wilshire Blvd. at Wctherly

TORRANCE 722 1jg4, 370 $413
19019 Hawthorne Bl. at ifOth St.

•47 HONDA 4$o Excellent cond, new tires.
carbs 4 other extras 820 1 178. (34 A 28)

70 HONDA CT 90 Trail and street use. Cl^taiimachine I know. Call 397 74$4. (34 A 28)

71 HONDA CB 450 Red, excellent cond.,
fnly$775 CallGene, 479 451lext 1145 or 791-
1344 eves. (34 A 28)

1970 HOf«lDA CB175, Less than $000 m.ierack, perfect condition $37$, 477 839? (34 V

_ . I

TSi kiA^** '"eluded Sacrifice, $120 3f$i«ao,4PM.
(34 Ml)

-48 FIAT (850) Transmission needs workOtherwise in good condition, $350. 553
•'*' (33M4)

64 CHEVY Malibu, air cond., pwr steennaradio. Clean 4 cyl Economy: Ts! C^U.ZV
(33M2)

YAMAHA 100 $135 1 aw T taa «. . .
cellen, condition '^re'erbu^y'^u^r'^OaV.;
82$ 2974. evenings. 473 8 174. (34M2)

i?/fi!i'^r'*^ '.^' ««'"Pl«»««y rebuilt, must
MJi^ Excellent cond., call JT/J. Gopal,
*_**'^^ _^^ (34 M 3)

heUr.'^'^'^'* *50 Bonneville Lugg rack"

!.ir4*$V2"i'r;.
""^- '^•'*' ^'^

'^^^'ui^l

r'ack^ hLVmJ;'' .*" "'""evilie Luggaw
offVr jVf'fTsV,;;;'

""- ^«»
"I'/ljj;

894 4914 ""*•• ''•rv fvea condition $400

,
(34 A 28)

i^,

__^ C JJ nA 2)

«?-^^ ««»»'P*r. new clutch, tires, rebuilteng^, original owner Blue book . 4?;SyJ
(33 M 2)

It
of^^'L^I.^Jf ..•'" '?•>'*"« »»"» world 1948Opel Kadett Rallye $89$ 784 3443. (33 M 1) FriiftY
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Tickets:
Campus and Public
—"Robfsrta Flack/' 8:30 pm,

AAay 6, Pauley^ Pavilion. Tickets
on sale at Central Ticket Office,

650 Westwood Plaza, at $5.50, $4.50
and $3.50. $1 off on all prices for

students with picture ID.

t-"Student Films/' 8:30 pm,
today and tomorrow and Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $2 (general) and $1.25
(students).

—"Sleight of Hand," a Theater
Arts production^ 8:30 pm, tdday
and tomorrow and May 3, 4, 5 and
6, Ralph Freud Playhouse,
A^cGowan Hall. Tickets are $2.50
and $1 (students), available from

• the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwobd Plaza.

—"New Musics by Larry Austin
and Paul Chihara," with violist

Walter Tram pier, and percussion
virtuoso Kenneth Watson, 8 pm,
today, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium.

—"Comfort and Joy/' a full

length play centering on Christ-
mas day In ,a New England
family, and what happens when a
daughter brings home her fiance,
today, ^t 4 and 8:30 pm^
MacGowan 1330. -—

Crosby, W.C. Fields, Cab
Callovvay, Kate Smith, Bob Hope,
Jack Benny, Walter Winchell,

George Burns, and Grade Allen,

showing ai 5 pm, today, AAelnltz

1409. All films are free: but their

titles cannot be released due to

contract arrangements.
—"The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T./'

1:30 pm, today, AA^Initz 1409.

Free.

—"Cyrano De Bergerac," 1:30

pm, today, AAelnitz 1409. Free.—"Marlene Dietrich — Josef
Von Sternberg Classic," wrth
Cary Grant and Herbert Marstiall,

5 pm, AAonday, AAelnitz 1409, free.—"Potemkin/' and "Ten Days
that Shook ttie Earth," tomorrow,
Dickson Auditorium, donation ai

the door. Times: "Potemkin," 6
and 9 pm, "Ten Days", 7:15 and
10:lSpm.
—"Dr. Jekyll and AAr. Hyde/'

starring Fredric AAarsh, 6:30 and
9:30 pm, today, Weshvood Film
Society, 1703 Westwood Blvd.
—"42nd Street," starring Ruby

Keeler and Dick Powell, 7 and 9: 30
pm, tomorrow, Westwood Film
Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

Shen, senior research engineer,

AAcDonell Douglas Corporation,

Long Beach, 4 pm, Boelter 5264.

—"The Absorptive Capacity of

Investment," by Richard S.

Eckaus, professor, MIT/UC
Berkeley, 1-3 pm, GSM 1246.

.
—"Pairing: The Search for

Intimacy,'^ by George R. Bach, 8

pm, Rolfe Hall. Laboratories will

be held 6-8 pm or 9-11 pm. For
further information call ext.
52401.

Saturday, April 29 ^

—"Care of Animals in Cap-
tivity," and "Contemporary

Problems of the Zoo at a Plact for

AAan and Animal", two panel
discussions with James Dolan,
curator of birds, San Diego Zoo,
Nathan B. Gale, assistant zoology
director, Los Angeles Zoo, Philip

Ogilvie, execautlve director,
Portland Zoological Gardens, and
others, 9 am -5 pm, LS 2147.

Tickets are $3.50 and $1.75
(students).

-"THE WAR AND THE
WORKING CLASS STRUGGLE/'
with David Cunningham, member
of the Spartaclst League Central
Committee and editor of SfMr-

•clsf AAagazlneTTv^^^^

Monday, May i

^r'^'^^^^ *"<« Red ShiLof Galaxies/' by H C a
astronomer. Hale Observaw^'
California Institute Of T^chlT^
Pasadena, 4 pm, MS sna"^'
-"Family Life Styles an- «.Coonftr Culture/' b^ i?

^
Cohen, professor of social wei'Slf
8 pm. Social Welfare 147 •^'

-" 'Reality/ 'AAaturlty' w
Comfortable Living - Th* m

Seminars:

Concerts:
—"Music and Dance of Africa,"

today, noon, Schoenberg Hall
Quadrangle. Free.

—"Music and Dance of Japan,"
performed by the Gagaku and San
Kio Ku study groups under the
direction of Suenobu Togi and
Mitsuru Yuge, noon, Monday on
Schoenberg Quadrangle. Free.

-r-

Rlms:
—"Films Aboui Radio," a

series of films produced during
the heyday of network radio,
featuring such stars as Blng

Friday, April 28—
—"Ion Implantation of n-type

Dopants into GaAs," by James
Harris, member of technical
staff. North American Rockwell
Science Center, Thousar^d Oaks, 2
pm, Boelter 8500.

^"Ttie Position of Women in

Eas^efin Europe," by AAagdalena
Sokolowska, head, medlcat
sociology unit, Polish Academy of
Sciences and Professor, Faculties
of Medicine and Philosophy,
Warsaw University, 3 pm. Social
Welfare 147.

—"Recent Devetopments in Jet
Flap Theory and Applications to .

STOL Aerodynamics/' by C.C.

r-'

SLEIGHT OF HAND - Derek Stratton (AAark
York) explains tlie situation to Judy Craig (Katlil
Sawyer) in "Sleight of Hand/' a ThMiter Arts
Department production, stiowing at %:30 pm.

today, tomorrow, and AAay 3-4, In MacGowan Hall
Ralph Freud Playhouse. For more information
call 825-25il.

vv ^

i;

TF"

:'c^^

S^^ c,^^^
JiV ASUCLA

COMp"! RF°.\fpr?f^K?°!
'"^"^ '' HUNDREDS OF^APES FROM ST.PS .COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK, FOLK. BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, IMPORT

'4-

1^

;

.ifl- ;•

:<!--•

ESTHER PHILLIPS
FROM A WHISPER TO A SCREAM

^^

The Best

Price in Town
on Ctl and KUDU

Jaaz Albums

GEORGE BENSON
WHITE RABBIT

HANK CRAWFORD
HELPMEMAKEITTHROUGHTHCNIGHT

504 off flU regular 3.88 Albums
SATURDAYS ONLY

JOE FARREL
OUTBACK

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union «> Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
YoM must present this ad lor the Wiithire store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523
open late every nighi^

mnm J
-i— _ >i

Varsity band denied

reg fee funds due to

alleged discrimination
By Roger Wiesnoski
DB Staff Writer 1iti)

TRASH FIRE — Two fire engines and one trucic

responded to a 1:49 pm call Friday at Reiber Hall,

according to Fire Chief Dudley Sorenson of Battalion

9A. The fire broke out in the basement trash chute.

. . ,
^^ P»»ofo by Mark Rubin

but was quickly extinguished by the sprinkler
system. Several hundred studients were evacuated;
the damage was negligij^le.

DAILy
Volume No. LXXXVI No. 24 LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA AAonday, May 1, 1972

Jackson: ' \Ne must standup

The registration fee subcommittee has charged that ihe Varsity Band
here practices discrimination against women, and has recommended
that University Policy Commission not fund the band next ypar.
The committee, a seven member board headed by Steve Halpem that

decides how registration fees should be used, has recommended that the
band not receive its $45,000 registration fee allocation.
'Last year we posed a question to the band: "We knew no women were

on the UCLA varsity band, and we asked them to establish a policy of non-
discrimination,'* said Halpem.

Umbrella term^ \

He went on to say, "But KeUy James (director of the band) said UCLA
band is an umbrella term, that includes the Symphonic Wind Ensemble
and Victory Belles, which have women as members.
"This year, a week before the budget was drawn up, a girl came in with

a letter from KeUy saying although she was eligible to participate, having
passed auditions and all, as you know the varsity band is open to male
students only'.*'

The registration fee sub-committee referred their decision to the
Judicial Review subcommittee, to determine if the alleged
discrimination was a violation of University policy. ;.

' -—:^

Discrimination
At a meeting held last Thursday, the Judicial subcommittee decided

that the discrimination, if indeed there is discrimination, does not
represent a violation of University policy as there are now no statutes in
University policy dealing with discrimination against women (although
legislation in this area is pending).
However, the Judicial subcommittee sdid they would study* the

problem to determine if there is discrim ination ixi this case.

Accusation
"Whether the Judicial subcofilmittfee decides that the discrimination is

against policy or not, we (the registration fee sub-committee) have
decided that we will not appropriate funds to the band unless th^ band
stops this discriminatory practice," said Halpem. ' '

James, in addition to being the leader, is a member of the Judicial
subcommittee, and declined to make any comment on the accusation.
Varsity band officials were not available for comment at this time.

«

<
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By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer

/ may be black,

/ may he poor.

My mother and father may he joblest,

I may he on welfare and 9tar^dng to death.

But I am eomebody!

In the leaderless vacuum in which America has found
itself since the untimely deaths of several charismatic
leaders, few people challenge the creative genius of this

country to move the millions of young, minority and poor to
create a viable alternative to the crisis time in which we
live.

There are a few, however, one of whom spoke here last

Friday to a gathering of three hundred, who dare to tap the
reservoir of creativity which would create that new
America.

Political
lesse Jackson, founder of America's first Wack political

party, is not a Martin Luther King, or a Malcolm X, or a
Bobby Scale, nor does he profess to be. He is Jesse Jackson,
tempered by the long, trouble-filled and turbulent fires of
the civil rights movement over the last 18 years. Jackson,
former vice president of the Southem Christian Leadership
(onference founded by King in the early days of the
movement, marched at Selma and Birmingham, saqg at
the March on Washii\gton and Resurrection City, and wept
at the deaths of Medgar Evers and Dr. King.
Jackson never left the struggle or became disencnaniea

^ith its goals and ideals. He is an innovator who dared to
change the emphasis of his tactics in the face of changing
limes.

DIsenchantmefit
Jackson, in a dramatic break with the SCLC two months

ago, announced his disenchantment with its present func-
tions and leadership. Over a period of six years, Jackson
built and guided the economic arm of the SCLC Operation
Breadbasket, with such adeptness that many organizers
called upon him to lead the organization.
Jackson claims the issue for black people in the 1972 is

economics. He said the civil rights movement had come a
'ong way since the "bloody marches of Selma." but it has
not come far enough. "Fish have a right to swim," Jackson
^'d, "but if you deny him water, you deny him his fish

'nteghty and he dies.
"Black people now have the right to attend any school but

ao not have the ability to pay the tuition. We have the right
to buy any house, but we can't pay the notes. We have the
right to buy any car and we buy them for two months, but
^e can't pay for them We have the right but not the
"method," he said.

Courage
Jackson went on to describe how "the time is right," for

'^'ack America. "It's time for sleeping people to wake up,
jarful people to gal if courage, little people to grow Ull —
,

nation time for Black America." he said.

One of Jackson's major accomplishments while working
in the slums and ghettos of Chicago's east side was his

ability through Operation Breadbasket to get jobs for the
residents of one of America's highest unemployment areas
— for both Black and white. "This country can't create jobs
for its poor while it's jiving on the moon," he said.

"Jobs is the number one crisis faced by all poor people
and busing is the number one issue. We must make jobs the
number one issue, because it is the number one crisis," said
Jackson.

DB photp by Dennis f-ried

^ Rev. Jesse L. Jackson*

Jackson also indicted the welfare system. "Any welfare

is bad," he said. "Any system that feeds your body but not

your mind causes you to degenerate and you get locked into

the system and that is precisely where the Man wants you/*

Jackson told his audience.

A common theme in JackSon's organization is that of

Black Capitalism, a term often critizcd as "selling out."

"We have got to face it. We are on the bottom and God is not

upset about it. God, Yahweh, Buddha and the nation of

Islam aint going to give it to us. Financial provincy will.

Kxcellence is our chief weapon. To be needed is to survive.

To be of no use is to let computer genocide wipe you out," be
said.

"A Black man making 20 cents a day is a Black in-

dustrialist. Wouldn't it be bad if we took over all the airlines

and had to beg the Man to fly the planes, or an architect's

office and had to beg the Man to build the buildings.

I>evek)ped minds will look at a brick and will see con-

struction and will build with it. Undeveloped minds will look
at that same brick and will throw it," he said.

Elections

Jackson also sees hope for the disenchanted of America
in the upcoming elections. "We are trapped in the belly of a
big white whale," he said, "Moby Dick Nixon.

"If you move the wrong way inside this whale of op-
pression, the whale will dive into deeoer water, open his
mouth, and you will drown. If you use your head and guide
him, he will go into shallow water," Jackson said.

"Mao's little red bode isn't going to help us guide thST
whale. Castro running through the hills of Cuba isn't going
to guide us either^ We've got to write our owq book and
follow our own script," he said. ' •'^'^

Power *"
•

Jackson views the power of electoral politics as a viable

force in America. "Some people talk about power and
change, while other people are taking the power. Power is

the ability to make your enemy say yes when he wants to

say no," he said.

"The upcoming primary in California is pivotal. What
would you do if the major candidates burst in and asked,

'What do you want?' You can't say give us freedom, the

cafeteria and the administratiofi building for a week . . .

Don't say this election doesn't matter. Remember how
much power this President has. This President can declare

war without checking with the Congress. This President can

get 30 prime time hours of television and brainwash the

nation. This President appoints the generals and declares

war or peace," he said.

Jackson then called upon concemed individuals to get

directly involved in t^e electoral process. "Decide who has

the issues at hand. As^bad as things are now. things could

get worse. It's not viable to escape from it and declare that

dying in Selma was not worth it," he said.

:'«i^

Presidency

When asked who he was supporiing for the Presidency,
Jackson said, "Shirley Chisholm would be my ideal choice,

but McGovem is my practical choice. He is the most viable,

intelligent, involved candidate. McGovem came out in

favor of Dr. King's stand against the war when all the other

politicians from both sides were saying King had over-

extended himself McGovem, along with Bobby Kennedy,
made hunger visible in America. More recently, while the

other candidates were busy dodging Wallace and Nixon in

Klorida, McGovem met them head on with a consistent

stand," said Jackson.

"You have to understand we are niggers because of our

color. Young whites are niggers because they are connected
with us and we all net wiped out at Jackson and Kent state.

If our minds are paralyzed and our bodies are strong we are

like giants asking midgets what the next play will be. No
can help us. Africa would if it could, but it cait't America
could, but it ain't. We must stand up together.'*: toncluded
Jackson.
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SLC endorsement urged provide academic Optioni

Lyons backs McGovern,

Lamar Lyons, undergraduate student lx)dy president, announced at a

press conference Friday that he will endorse Senator George McGovern
in his presidential campaign. . ,

*

According to Lyons, Shirley Chisholm and McGovern are the only two
Democratic candidates with the i}otential of righting the iniquities of the

policies of the United States.

"But since California is a winner take-all state, I and other Black

students have no other option but to endorse, support and work for George
McGovern", he said.

The political structure is not ready to accept Shirley Chisholm.'The
political reality is that McGovern will have the best chance of winning the

June 6th primary", he said.

McGovern understands the problems of the Black community, Lyons
said. "He has supported the programs articulated by Blacks to deal with
our problems and he has backed what he said through legislation on
prison reform, welfare, drugs, health care and civil rights".

Lyons plans to propose to Student Legislative Council (SLC) that they
endorse McGovern. "SLC can endorse, but will it? It's hard to tell. I hope
petty politics can be put aside. With student body elections, the circus

begins in two weeks", Lyons said.

Financial aid schedules
The Financial Aid Department here reports that only those

students who have already submitted a complete Financial Aid
application for the 1971-72 academic year will be eligible for
summer National Defense Student Loans. The deadlines are listed

below. Also listed below are the procedures for notification of offers
of financial aid for the 1972-73 academic year.

Summer
May 15 rWbnday): Deadline for students to request summer

NDSL. Come to counseling window-Al29. (Only Students who have
submitted a complete Financial Aids Application for 1971-72 will be
considered.)

June 7 (Wednesday): A losting of the students who will receive
summer NDSL will be posted outside the window at A129.

"

June 12 (Monday): NDSL checks will be available. The checks
Mil be endorsed toihe Regents. Students should not pay the entire
fee ahead of time if they are hoping to get the loan.

1972-73 Aid ,

April 14 ( Friday ) : The Financial Aids Office here began mailing
1972-73 offers to eligible entering^- students (including entering
advanced standing students) on April 14.

June 1 thru June 15: Offers for eligible continuing un-
dergraduates will be available in the Financial Aids Office and
may be obtained at the counseling window-Al29.
Karly Summer: Graduate Students who are eligible for aid will

receive their offers by mail during the early summer. All students
are expected to return their offers within fifteen days of receipt
Students who applied for aid but are ineligible for funds will be
notified by letter.

Additional information regarding summer aid or notification of
roffers of financial aidTor 1972-73 can be obtained by calling 825-4531

"^
Ext. 221.

By Roger WIesnoski
DB Staff Writer

Students who find this campus
unable to provide the necessary

training for their major, or who
have just decided this campus
falls short of their expectations,

can take advantage of the inter-

campus transfer program.
Fach quarter, 200-400 students

I transfer from this campus, with

most studepts going to the

Berkeley anci Davis campuses.

To transfer from UCLA, one
must either be currently enrolled

here, or have last attended this

campus (students that at one time
attended this campus but had
their education interrupted may
return here to have their status^-

transferred to another campus).

Announcements
Neil Jacoby, member of

President Nixon's Pay Board, will

speak on "Functions and policies

of the Pay Board" at noon today in'

(ISM 1246, sponsored by Omicron
Delta Epsilon -•

.

^.."A ^^-mr^—'
—

A meeting for students in-

terested in organizing an un-
dergraduate economics society

will be held at noon today in

Kerckhoff 408. > : -*^ .- . ».. . -^^

There is a $20 transfer fee and
applications for transfer must be

filed one year in advance to

pfOvide sufficient time for

transcripts and applications to

travel between campuses.

Kaye Martin, registrar in

charge of the inter-c^mpus
program here, said, **Once a

student applies, he should receive

a card within a month or two after

applying explaining that his ap-

plication has been received and is

being processed. If you applied for

a campus transfer for winter

quarter next year (having applied

for a transfer for winter quarter
lasr November) you should
receive a preliminary notice of

acceptance within a week or two.

"This preliminary notice means
.^.i

if you do not fall below an „
2^0 during this lastTuaTteV?'
should be accepted Z ! ?"
At this time'the ear^T .

,one could transfer to an
j^'

campus would be for^^'
quarter, 1973. Applications *a„t'picked up beginning June 15 a„^returned beginning Jufy""
Campuses accept all apnlic/iiJ
turned in the first montTbut :^only permit transfers in as spl^^^

allowsonaf.rst-come-first-se?re^
basis. Applications can be pickSup at the registrar's window^!
Murphy Hall. * ""

Not all campuses accem
transfers and some only accen
transfers in certain ma Ir

'

Questions concerning
individual

campuses should be directed t«
Martin at Murphy 1105.
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CANDIDATE— Lola McAlpin Grant, ttia first woman to serve as Deputy
Attorney General in California, will speak from 7-9 pm today in Ljw
school 1327. Grant is a candidate for tlia Asstmbly in tht Mrd district.

INSURANCE
ISN«T,JUST FOR

FAT CATS.

SOMEGRAD SCHOOLS
AREMORE CHALLENGING

THANOTHERS.
It's graduation (Jay and

there you stand . . . diploma
in hand and future in doubt.
You could go on to graduate
schooLOryoucouldlookfor
a job in today's ever-tighten-

^ngjob market.Or,you could
put your education to work
immediately by applying for
the Air Force's OfficerTrain^
ing School program.

Upon qualification,
you'll find yourself begin-
ning 1 2 weeks of specialized
study designed to prepare
you for the challenge and
responsibilities ofan officer's

commission. And, give you
the chance to go on to flight

school to earn those faTT^nnc

silver wings as an Air Force
pilot or navigator.

OTS is your chance to
break away from the crowd
and be recognized.For all the
facts, mail in the coupon.Or,
call 800-63M972 toll free: .

Remember,with an Air
Force future, the sky's no
limit. * In New Jersey call 800-962-280).

l;^?„^'^'^^'^^^ RECRUITING SERVICE 4 NvDIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (RSAV»RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE ' ^^^^
TEXAS 78148

PIcntc lend mc more information on Air Force OTS
Niim*

Addreu

Ditc of Birth.

City

State

-Se*.

-County.

Date of Graduation

.

— ScKooL
I underitand there it no obliRation.

fM^l'Oiiweif in the Air force.

If you've got a cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money

you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows. ^
Financial Indemnity Company

offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we

can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert In speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio

neered motorcycle Insurance In

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone number,
the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us whether
you're interested in liability or total coverage

im
NAME.

Financial indsmnity Company. Attn. R. Ritt«nhouse
5858 Wilthire Blvd.. Lo« Angeles. Calif. 90036

PHONE

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE ^ YEAR CC't. VALUE

Inn intarettad In: Liability.

Pl«a»a glva ma a quotation.

Total Covaraga.

"»« /

Y^

Blowing

ough for

\ «*

%m,m, up over mm» rmn last y«tr,

bill l^'^r'^^^^^^ *^^ ''^ ^-*» -^^^-^^

LtL^f ^:.K ***'
^r " were up to luiliaw lottg. aid It

featured some startling aptkal lilusioiis. convisctii^m^S^, aMan ear-shattering air-rald sirea.
^^ ««»«r»,.wi

Le Chat Botle (Paw ami Boots), oir^ii^ » i^,y oightclab at-

rj^^T **^^^««»«'^«^*» »«««»« sto^lptease. w«i» the Chancellof.
award, theFamay Day award, and the Entertalnaieirt award.

Alice In Wonderland, portraying scenes of the book, wan the
C.raiid Marshall award, the most beairtlfitl booth award and th«
awariT ror being the best new booth
Tbe Marriage Booth, featming -No Tell Motel/' won the b«»t

jmWkity award, while campus ra<ti(o KtA won the best par-
tIcipatMW award, in addKlon to havteg p«iipt« itante htt songs, KLA
created something of a 'fHeadly Hot" by lossing Ml hundreds of
po$ter« to the crowd.

Bottle Bang won the Exectttlve award, Luwiwa Ktnimm
jimemait aMdo»t»> weah^tebtirt food faonth imirinttn»riipiiaf|g"
award, as did the Terivakf booth Mi>^rti« i^on Saturday's Pageant
of the masques.

Finally, the CTiaos IVfountaln Boys, dn lacrediblb conglomerate of
musicians and instruments (one onio<d(er called them "Dan Hicks
and His Hot ticks on speed'*), were given the best field en«
tertainmeht award.

—DaveMeNary

(Paid Advertisentenf)

HiLLEL COUNCIL
900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531

YIDDISH
Monday - May I - 7:00 p.m. Royce Hall 264
Dr. Zyglelbaum

MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE STUDY
Study with Rabbi David Berner ^

..
-

Tuesday - AAay 2 - 12:00 noon Rpyce Hall 164

WEDNESDAY DINNER and FILM FEST
5:15, 50^ ftiembers, 75^ non-members
Following will be a film on the night
life of Israel. "Israel Now"
Reservations please, Israeli Dancing Follows

SHABBAT SERVICES
8: 15, May 5 - Guest speaker:
Karen Orren - Prof, of Political Science
will speak on ''Jewish Identity"

AN I SCREAMED PARTY THAT
CANT BE TOPPED
May 6- 8:15, call 474-1531
for directions:

• '•««-A« »*«.•• »««. » m,mmmim»«im*

Who said you can't

DO IT YOURSELF?
Anyone can fix a bicycle with this brand new method!

When people with very little mechanical skill can be taught to

maintain and repair helicopters by the Xyzyx method, it's a cinch
you can fix any 5-, 10- or 15-speed derailleur bicycle. A few
readily available tools and this new method Xyzyx instruction

book is all it takes.

No longer is it necessary to wait on the convenience of a service

man.. Helps avoid walking home, tool

Send for this new book today developed by Xyzyx Information
Corporation. You'll be amazed how easy it is to fix a bicycle
with this revolutionary method. Send for this new book today.
Only $4.95. Money back if you can't understand it.

Also available in Coaster and 3-Speed Edition.
'

,

' *

',;—i.

J

Bicycling ma||kizine sc^fs,

^^Even if you hoven't

got common sonso,

^Bicycle Repair' from
Xyzyx Informotion

Corporation will pull you
through/t*

I
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M.O.X. Co., Depf. UCW-1
F.O. lex 444tt, Panorama City, Ca. 91413

Pleat* tend met

.capiat of Doroillour icycl* Ropalr

.capiat of Coatfor A 3-Spaod Ropalr

I oncloto Q chock G money order (don't tond cath) In tho

amount off $4-95 ffor oach copy ordorod. Callffomla rotidontt
ploato odd S% talot tax.

NONI*

Add rail

City Stgt*
\''
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA

CHARTER FLIGHT I

^«,JN

Q»rs is the official

Charter Flights authorized and approved by the
University of California on all campuses,

. ^ ... ,.,.,.- '
...-

. '» ^ijiw", - Mil i

I ^n7 iiHT 1^ I

1 II I ij^Mi 111 iti II I I

for use by all members of that community.

The Charter Flight you sFgn with at UCLA is responsible
- for being dependable and seeing to it you will - '

never-lbe stranded, suddenly cancelled or exposed
to mediocre service.

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,

^arrange for purchase 6f Eurailpdssei, and per- y

'

sonally see every flight off here and in London.

WjB offer a si^m payment plan/ the convenience
of an on-campus location and the^a^surance of -

personal attention in qll areas. *
^ V;

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
our carrier - because of its long and distinguished
service record - an^ all our passengers receive
their first class service. v - ..^^

How many charter groups can claim all this?

FLIGHT

2

3

i
5

-t" - "-

L.A. TO DEPART

London

London

London

London
^ 9

London

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

III I'l I T ii..yi"-' |-

RETURN

Aug^28^

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

S

no

12

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

London

London:

London

London

London

London

London

June 26

June 27

June 28

Jxinf 28 ,^

vfun^ 29"

July i'^"

July 4

July 8

July 11

July 12

Aug. 12

FROM

London

DAYS [price
I

CARRIER

London

London

Sept. 13

Aug.^'

Sept. 9

Sept. 1

6

Aug. 29

AugJ7
Sept. 2

Aug7j7

Aug. ^0

Aug. 31

London

London

London

London

London

Sept. 13

Loodon

London

London

London

London

London

London

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC~_~_

BOAC"

Caledonian

BOAC~~
BOAC

"

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

It's not too late to switch to the best - the official oneCm., inl. Room 2050 K.„*M( Holl - pho„. 825-1221
Op.nMo^^^^ „-^ 8,00 o.„. ^ 5 p.„., K„„ >,„„.„,, 8...H, w,„, C„^i„.„..
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Davis Picnic Day:
Monday. May 1, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

'just like when I was a l<id
By John Mfller mnA ENi've McNikry

DB SUfr Writers

When wa^ the last time you

went to a real down home family

picnic and community get

together? If you thought that sort

of thing didn't happen anymore,

you obviously weren't one of

100,000 people who earlier this

month flocked to UC Davis to

celebrate the 59th annual "Picnic

Day," a Davis tradition steeped in

Americana. ; '

.

—-^

A parade began the day— "Just

like the kind we had when I was a

kid in Ohio," according to a far-

mer from Modesto.

Riders of a 20 foot tricycle and a

four-man bike pedaled in the

middle of the parade, knowing

they had lost the coveted first

position in the parade to the Barn
Boysi special entry, whUe the

Webster-Emerson Marching
Kaz65 Band vied with the Ophir

State Prison Marching Kazoo
Band and Temperance Society for

the heights of absurdity. Also

included was the first gasoline

engine made in the United States

(from Gridley, California), floats

that included a 15 foot kleenex

cow, and a dozen high school

bands that sounded a lot alike.

Tribute

Flying overhead in tribute to the

American prisoners of war in

Vietnam, while the Cal Aggie
band played the last refrains of-

the national anthem, the Blue
Angels, the Navy's precision
flying team, suddenly swooped
down out of the sky, diving toward
the unsuspecting crowd, pulling

out af 500 feet above the ground.
The effect was electrifying,

eliciting the comment from a
bi:stander, "It was awesome,
t^rifying. It made me feel real

glad I'm not a peasant in Viet-

nam.'.'

For those caught by the spirit of

adventure, a trip in the hotvair
balloon Enterprise provided
am|)le excitement. Stepping out of

the baJJoon after its initial flight,

Marcia Arnasen of Sacramento
exclaimed, "It's simply the most
outrageous thing I've ever done
done in my entire life!" .-

A few jewelery and leather
stands blossomed for a day on the
large grassy quad. Five foot

genetically altered watermek)ns,
a cow with a three inch hole in its

side, "London Bus" trips to the
primate center and lavish
displays of antique farm equip-
ment such as- steam driven
thrashing machines were the
order of the day, along with six

different sporting events, m-
numerable animals, farm
machinery and bands; and a Van
Morrison concert the night beforer

Beer
Gallons of beer washed down

seemingly endless quantities of
sandwiches and poUto salad,
while entire families played
mamoth games of "Frisbee."
The only persons seemingly

disturbed by the carefree air were'
a few antiwar protestors mingling
through the quad haranguing
people, and a large contingent of
Jesus freaks who continually
posed the question to passersby,
"Are you happy?" as a prelude to
attempting to convert the person.
One student approached had good
luck turning a "J-freak" away
when he paused thoughtfully and
replied "No, I'm not because I'm
not getting any."

Highlighting the day's activities
was a sheep herding contest for, of
all things, sheep dogs. The
competition, which found an
appreciative audience, proved to
the delight of the visitors "Just
how dumb sheep are." Later,
their sensibilities still reeling, the
sheep found theniselves the
victims of eager young men
equipped with sheers. An en-
thusiastic audience roared their
approval, with students and
farmers seen clutching their sides
iir laughter while leaning on each"~
other for support.

Despite the jovial air of
everyone at Picnic Day, there
were many UC Davis students
who did not enjoy it. Though it was
billed as an open house for the
public to see the campus and
sponsored by student government
at Davis, some students said it

was one of the worst days 6f the
year for them, as they felt it

misrepresented their feelings and
attitudes.

Coffins

Earlier during the year, a group
of students failed in an attempt to

combine Picnic Day with an
Earth Day. In last years parade, a

contingent of students carrying"
coffins protesting the war in

Vietnam marched side by side

with the Cal Aggie band, while one
of the students in the group
pretended to shoot a companion
who had donned a Chinese straw
hat. This year's event, despite a

few rock bands and some
moderate dope use, maintained a

largely traditional air, according

to veterans at Picnic Day.
Tom McClure, a sophomore in

the College of Letters and Science

at UC Davis, expressed the
opinion that Picnic Day simply
overwhelms most students.
"Every day you go to class and
you're used to seeing so many
people Then one day a million
people descend on campus and the
place looks like a zoo with all the
animals around here.

"

Violat^

"There's a feeling among many
that their home turf has been
violated. Picnic Day just doesn't
represent what stuents or the
University is. Most students here
don't even know what a sheiep

looks like. Picnic Day is good PR
job for the University — that's the
best thing about it."

However, Joe Saul, a freshman,
pointed out "Most people simply
have a good time at Picnic Day
and those who don't like it don't
come. It's really not so bad to
have to give up the cam pus for one
day, especially if you can have fun
doing it."

The most unfortunate looking
person at Picnic Day was a janitor

who, surveying the empty quad
full of beer cans, paper and
garbage at the end of the day
muttered, "I don't <!are if I ever
see another Picnic Day again."

PICN IC DAY— About 100,000 pMpk attendtd th« aiNHMil aHair on ttM UC
Davis campus. Events of the day included parades, a Blue Angels show, a
sheep herding contest and a concert by Van Morrison. Above, a coed raps
with a "Jesus freak," but on the whole, students were a mliiority on the
UC Davis campus that day.

~
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Xif^^-Cellee Hou^^ es
presents a lovely way to spend o Monday night

•.-t4 '^kA*»

^ DONNA CURRY
^ \ufe — voice — guitar

~

Renaissance, folk & contemporary songs by EnglUn, French.
Italian, Spanish, German and American composers. " :"

MONDAY, MAY 1- 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER, BUENOS AYRES RM.
•or, from 7 PM on, to UCLA t»ud(

UCLAStud»n>C^mmmae for the Arts & ASUCIA Culturgl AHairs Commiwi

foVjfarVpr
'"°^ °\°"°^'' ^ '^^ ^°°^' '^°^. 7 PM or,, to UCLA .tud.r,t. or,ly. with photo ID. Fr,, coHed No tcl.,h

ion
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You work on the romance ...

we'll work on your wedding invitations

Let the world know you're getting married in the tra-

ditional way if you want to — double envelopes, beautiful

printing, the whole gig — or design your own Original

invitations or announcements, and bring them to us.

We have terrific somples of the formal variety —
for the original, you're orryour own, naturally. We'll

print them exactly the way you want them —
what we see is what you get. Be happy.

uca
••rr\

printing & duplicating

\ -

' v-;-'

121 k«ffdiholf holl, phon« 8254)61 1, Mt 258
open mondoy-frlday 8:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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Off-Season llateSf ln-Sea$on Wun
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1 ACAPULCO PRINCESS
NOTEL V CLUB DE OOLF
Fantastic new hotel with
everything including a -,

waterfall bar In the
swimming pool, *

discotheque, night club and
restaurants. 4 days. 3 nights.

- $58.* mcluding unlimited ^^
daytime outdoor tennis. •

3 PIERRE MARQUES Y
CLUB DE eOLF
Located on Revolcadero
Bjeach, with its own
championship golf course. ,

Every room has a terrace
and ocean view. 3 days,
2 nights. $38,* including
unlimited greens fees.

3 LAS BRISAS
Different from other hotels.

this one is a cascade of
pink terraced casitas. each
with Its own pool. 4 days.
3 nights. $87.* including
pink and white jeep with
unlimited mileage. And
all tips. ..

;4 PLAZA INTERNATIOMAL
NYATT REGENCY
ACAPULCO
This new hotel is located
right on the bay in a lush
tropical setting. 4 days, 3 '

nights, $»37,* including cover
charge to El Numero Uno
Supper Club.

5 ELCANO
Right on the bay. every room
has a view and balcony.
Beautiful grounds, a private
beach and a spacious

[

swimming pool. 3 days. 2
nights, $18.50.* including
welcome tropical cocktail.

.''.-".-. ' I .

'

S HOLIDAY INN
ACAPULCO
A new kind of HolidfayTnn'^
on the beach with two
pools. 8 days, 7 nights. $54.*

-including the seventh night
free of charge.

7 EL PRISIDINTB
Located' on Condesa beach,
this hotel Is a famous
international gathering
place. Swimming pool,
restaurants and bars. 7 days
and 6 nights. $69.* Including
25% dinner discount

In Acapulco, everything
happens at full sp^ed, even in
the summertime. There's plenty
to keep you busy -jai alai^
bullfights, the La Quebrada
divers, water skiing, swimmind'^ |*'

cruising or parachute riding J

around the bay, fishing and golf.
Then, the fantastic discotheques
and nightclubs that keep right
on swinging till dawn. Not to
mention all the restaurants
serving every type of
international cuisine. And, of

8 coifDBSA DEL MAR
Right on the beach, every -

room has a view of the bay.
A tropical setting with
2 pools. 3 days and 2 nights,
$33.* Including full American
breakfast.

_9 ACAPULCO HILTON tZZ:
Set in fantastically lush
grounds, this hotel has
everything you want for a
perfect vacation. 3 days, 2
nights. $30.50, Including
Acapulco Bay cruise.

10 PARAISO/MARRIOTT
Here, every days a fiesta
day right on Acapulco Bay.
4 days, 3 nights. $39.95.*
including complimentary
beach equipment.

11 EL MIRADOR
A rambling tropical hotels

nestled in the Quebrada
Cliffs, home of the famed
-Acapulco high divers. 4
.days. 3 nights, $24.35.*

Including diving show. A
Western International Hotel.

19 CLUB Dl PISCA
The only hotel with Its own
fishing boats. Six acres of
tropical gdrdens and two
pools. 4 days, 3 nights, $34,*

including one day deep-sea
fishing.

13 CALITA
A Western International

Hotel on the bay next to
Morning Beach. Every room
has a terrace and bay view.

4 days, 3 nights. $23.50,*

including one scuba diving

lesson.

course, hundreds of delightful
shops. What's more, the whole
time you're there, you'll be
saving money on your Iiotef.

And on Western Airlines, you'll
•;* ei\joy our Fiesta Flight service in
Coach, First Class legspace for
all and Champagne for all adults.
Round-trip reserved space Youth
Fare frbm Los Angeles is just $168,
mcluding tax. So don't wait- Do
Acapulco Now. Send in the coupon
for a free, full color brochure on
off-season Acapulco vacations.

Ask your TVavel Agent-he knows! Or call

nnann..^^^^^^ ^^®8« ^'"^^s: Los Angelcs at
776-2311; Beverly Hills at 273-8310; Santa

.TJo^^o!i^ Y?" Nuys at 788-6020; El Monte
at 443-0261; Glendale at 246-7311; Orange
County at 534-0881; San Pedro at 537-4705;

Sf?To1?
^^^""^

' ^^ Segundo
- Inglewood at

046-4311.

I

I

^IV^^^ AIRLINES TOUR DEPARTMENT
6060 Avion Drive
Lot Angeiot, California 90009

Please send your Free Acapulco brochure to:

campus

Prices based on per jierson/double Occupancy, plus air fareFeatures in addition to those listed are included fn each package.
Mfestem
THE CHAMfWiNE AIRLINE

OAliy

^^^'

unsigned edHorlalsrepresent a maiority opinion of the Daily BrJkT
Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position All other
columns, cartoons, and lettiirs represent the opinion of the author
ar.d do not necessarily reflect the views of fhe editorial board 1_
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Jhe Counselors Corner
ByPeterA. Wilson

DB Editorial

Tie up
Student Facilities Commissioner Ross Arbiter has

been plugging away for two quarters in his efforts to
gain administrative approval for a plan to open up
use of the inter-campus "tie line" telephone system
to all students. The idea, approved by student
government here, was referred to Chancellor
Charles E. Young, who referred it to Vice Chancellor
James Hobson, who referred it to Communications
Officer James Eagan, who turned in an erroneous
report to Hobson who vetoed, then okayed, the idea.
However, recently, word has been passed from the

University-wide Communications Office that the
suggestion to open up tie line use violates University

^ pohcy* „^_ _^ __ „

Chancellor Touhg, who first deferred a decision on
the plan, has frequently described his job as a
communications link between this campus and

"University poBcy making bodies. We believe Young
should approach UC President Charles Hitch and
attempt to convince him to change University
tglephone policy so that Arbiter's plan can be put into
operation. A good idea has been talked about for too
long; and Young, who should have made up his mind
and acted initially insteaci of leaving it up to his
underlings mustnow see that the idea survives in- liie
rarified air of deliberations on University policy

tMitors note: Questions to be answered either
privately or in the Daily Bruin sfiould be addressed to
the Counseling Center. Murphy 3334.)

^Teopie Are Jumpy All Year Round*'
^~

In a recent New Vorlier cartoon, two rather
disgruntled ioolcing witches are pictured sitting on
top of their upturned cauldron. One witch turns
wistfully to the other and says, 'The trouble with
Halloween this time is people are jumpy all year
around." This could not be truer. As Auden has
pomted out, we live in an age of anxiety. The word
anxiety characterizes the present era better than any
other. '

The scarl« thr^t pf anxiety runs through the
design in the complex fabric of our daily lives. Each
of us is conscious, to some degree, of our own pain,
but many believe that they are' alone in their suf-
fering. Others cannot understand for they do not feel
such deep anxiety. Yet anxiety is remarkably
democratic. Yound and old, leader and led feel it.

The person of the 70's is entitled to feel anxiety.
The times ar* filled with choice, change, and the
questioning of established traditions. What is true
today might not be tomorrow. If the contemporary
individual was not anxious we might do well to ask
whether he or she was in complete touch with reality.

^ _ Feelings „ '

!

T61)e human is to be anxious. Feelings Jttf anxiety
sometimes seem to arise from the very core of our-
being. The result of avoiding, narcotizing, or denying
anxiety can be a life crippled by psychological
symptoms and illness. Vigorous personal growth and
a meaningful resolution of personal problems can
come from understanding and properly dealing with
anxiety

Snxiety istrnot merely a phenomenon of "malad-
justment. If it were then the understanding of it

might well be assigned to the clinic and counsulting
room. The stresses and strains of living in our
changing world are such that few if any escape the
need to confront anxiety and deal with it* in some
manner. We know this to be true from our own ex-
perience as well as from observations of other
people. ^ '

.

>

There are the" more obvious anxiety-creating
situations in our day, the threat of war, of the un-
controlled atom bomb, of radical political and

Letters to the Editor:

economici, upheaval; and there are also the iw
obvious, deeper, and more personal sources of
anxiety — the inner confusion, psychological

"clisorientation, and uncertainty with respect to
values and acceptable sUndards of conduct. To try to
prove the pervasiveness of anxiety in our day is as
unnecessary as the provebial carrying of coals to
Newcastle.

Pervasive
Due to the uncertainty of the times anxiety is a

more pervasive emotion than it once was. We can
also see a change in quality. A generation ago in-
dividuals sought psychological help for concrete
fears. They usually had one or more specific,
sometimes disabling, symptoms. A man might be
afraid to leave his house, another, to remain in it A
woman might complain about a physically unex-
plainable pain in her abdomen. Another man would
be upset by recurring nightmares. Such symptoms
are still brought to counselors, but the situation has
changed, increasingly, individuals seek counseling
because of vague, indefinable complaints rather
than specific symptoms. Some do not like them-
selves while others complain of a sense of futility or a
feeling of emptiness. Others find no pleasure in
anything they do.

Many students beconie anxious when they must
take a test. Some experience so muc^ aniciety that
they cannot continue in school. The choice of a
profession often causes anxiety in the individual
choosing as does the choice of a marriage partner.
The uncertainty of everyday life results in anxiety
for many. We have all become anxious when we had
to speak before a group of strangers, especially if we

J!^^. "Pi P'^P^red well. Some are so filled with
anxiety that they will not venture from their homes.

Difficulty

One difficulty is that there is not a clear dividing
line between those forms of anxiety which we could
do without, and those which we must have to survive
and grow creatively. Severe anxiety has disastrous
aspecU which we all acknowledge, but a lower level
of anxiety can act as a drive to conquer difficulties.

The latter is present in achievement of any kind, in
the attainment of independence, and in general
personal growth. The concept of anxiety can be

(Continued on Page 10)
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for want of vision

iv.^A

Flditor:

As I watched last Friday's anti-
war raUy in Meyeriioff Park I

couldn't help thinking that tbere
had to be a better way to exproB
one's discontent than with the
shouting and yelling that so many
of the spealren displayed. I am
opposed to the war, but I have
never seen or heard of any dissent
that consisted of a rational
assessment of the entire war
situation (as opposed to; the
senseless four-letter word sloigans
that many protesters choose to
use) WeU, Friday night in PoweD
Library I found a leaflet which, at
iast expresses my views. It read
as follows:

THE ONLYWAYTOPEACE
'Nothing brings a hmip into my

throat quicker . . . than to see the

.

. . children . . . crowd up to the

train ... I know that if by chance
we should not win this great fight

for the League of Nations it would
be their death warrant. They
belong to the generation which
would have to fight the final war .

.

the very existence of civilization

would be in the balance."
Woodrow Wil8on,1919.

Wilson, that great American
President, knew the United States

could not be the policeman of the

worid. Unlike Wilson, Mao Tse-

Tung, Alexei Kosygin and Richard
Nixon are not men of vision. Red
China, Russia and the United

States are all embroiled in

Vietnam. All are also in the

United Nations which, like the

League of Nations, was supposed

to be a world forum for peace.

Political forum deadline
The Daily Bruin Axis secUon will present the fourth in the five-part
( andidates* Forum scries hcCweca mw aad the Jun« 6 California
primary. The Fonms wll ceasbt of sUtemenU and, hopefully,
courses of action o« difTcreal issaes — Civil RighU and Law and
Order, and the QMlMy of Ufe fai America — by all serious
Presidential candidhiles.

StatemenU shouM be prepared and sabmiUed by bona fide

groups snpporthig the differcat caikUdates (one platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines,
^il sutements are to be typed with IS-€S margins and must not
<*xceed M Ihies. All colnmns will be ran as snbmitted. without
<^>^ing. and must be signed by at least one takUvklual in all cases.
The deaMnes for the topics are as follows: \

C ivil RigbU and Law and Order - May 5

Quality of Life hi America - May 15

^ telephone number most be included with each column so the
Axis editors can contact the varioas groups should any difficulties
arise.

Questions regarding the Caadidates* Forum can be directed to
^f Cochran and Ken Peicrsoa. Asds editors, at the Daily Bruin
office or by phoae at 82S-22IS.

The "So-called" Peace AcUon
Council is no better than Kosygin,
Mao Tse-Tung or Nixon for want
of vision. They shout like biased
partisans, "U.S. Out of Vietnam".
They demand that Americans
denounce their own government
when it is not the United States

alone that is involved.

The facts are plain! Russian,
Chinese and American arms are
in Vietnam (Russian arms are in

Czechoslovakia and Egypt). All

should be withdrawn not only
from Vietnam, but also from Uios
and/ Cambodia. The North Viet-

namese should also withdraw and
stop their rocket and bombing
attacks in Indo-China.

Everyone truly for peace should

demand that all the people of

Vietnam, North and South, be
allowed to hold a general election,

supervised by the United Nations,

to determine their own destiny. If

the so-called Peace Action Council

has its fatuous way, the people of

Vietnam would have no say — just

substitute a Northern Dictator for

a Southern Dictator. Ask the

People of Czechoslavakia if they

like the substitute Russia forced

upon them!
Nixon, Kosygin and Mao do not

like the United Nations. The hue
and cry should be to demand that

they take the Vietnam ordeal to

the United Nations. Perhaps, it

will establish ^ precedent toward
settling disputes in the Middle
East, Ireland — throughout the

world in a peaceful manner as

envisioned by President Wilson
long ago. The shout should be —
Vietnam to the U.N. Now!

J.AIexCota

Mr. Cota employs a rational

approach which neither the

protesters, nor "The Establish-

ment," have been able (Willing?)

to do. ^^

-^ -^ Ken Bailey
^~ ^"" ^~^ " Senior, Sociology

^ Pollution
Editor:

Students will have to put tip with
another summer of pollution,

because our District Attorney will

not enforce the air pollution laws.

The big corporate polluters will

continue to get "variances,"
allowing them to pollute in excess
of what the law allows them, while

you will get prosecuted if your
muffler is smoky. One-half of the

people tried for felonies will l>e set

free, and the people in the ghet-

toes and barrios will be cheated by
businessmen who won't be
prosecuted, while the DA cries

law and order and busts some
more students for grass. The
incumbent DA has consistently

upheld the corporations and
special interest groups against the

interests of the people — and he is

running for re-election.

Vincent Bugliosi is opposing

him. If elected, he will put a force

of 35 to 40 lawyers to work im-

mediately on environmental
problems and crimes against the

public welfare, such as false

advertising, slum landlords who
violate housing laws, and loan

sharks who cheat the poor. He
supports the Clean Environment
Act "100 per cent" and says that it

will be a disaster if it is defeated.

He is endorsed by Edwin Koupal,

the leader of the People's Lobby,
which is sponsoring the Act.

While consumer fraud runs

rampant in LA. County, the

present DA has brought no

prosecutions against those who
defraud the consumer, especially

the poor consumer. But if you
write a bad chepk and give it to a
merchant, you will be prosecuted.
Bugliosi will reverse those
priorities.

Bugliosi believes in the most
lenient treatment possible for

grass "offenders" — no prison,

only a light fine, and prosecution
only under a misdemeanor
charge, if prosecution is

necessary. In addition, he has the
suppori oif the gay community.

Bugliosi will attack crime at its

causes instead of just throwing the

criminal in jail. He will do this by
prosecuting those who prey on the

poor — the landlords, loan sharks,

and false advertisers — and thus

use the DA's office as an in-

strument of social change.
The DA'S office is the most

powerful office in LA county. If

elected Bugliosi can clean up our
air. He can go a long way towards
cleaning up our ghettoes, by
improving the conditions there.

He can assure equal employment
for minorities. He is not scared of

the big businessmen and the

corporate polluters, and this is

why they have contributed over
two million dollars to his op-

ponent. To offset the money
disadvantage, he must have
people who will work for him. On
Tuesday, May 2, at noon, there

will be a meeting of UCLA
Students for Bugliosi for DA. Be
there, or come to our table on

Bruin Walk and sign up, or call me
at 824-1066.

Let's have people, not money.
elect our next D.A..

Doug .l;«ff«>

Chairman. UCLA Students for

Bug!
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to celebrate Cinco de Mayo

the asucia bookstore

presents a sale and exhibition of
.. i

books, posters, crafts and artifacts
•vr*T

yjr, J

f- -

from Mexico and the United

—r—

~

-.--, . • '

ii"

See it all in the Women s Lounge- third floor/ AckermanUh fon.
^ ..

f - ! '! >

nine a.ni. to six p.m,this week-May 1 through May 5

•t^t- •«». .V.I. ,/.

This is a truly exciting collection! There will be a representative from
*'-•--

the Mexican Academic Clearing House (MACH) present in the "
'

' '
'" "

- '• •

Women's Lounge, to discuss the books in the exhibition and answer '<

onhM^Iri A°M
•
^°" '°y r ? '"?

o^'^'*'
°^ °'* °"^ ^^"^""^'^ ^^°"^ M«'^'^° '^^°"9h the courtesyof the UCLA Museum of Cultural History, Patricia B. Altman, Acting

Curator of Folk Art. More art and artifacts are displayed in the
front of the Students' Store, and in the landing window of the Students' Store staircase
I tie Book Store expresses its appreciation to th«Chicano Studies Center ''

and Roberto Cabello, librarian, for their help in this event. _ . . _i

Special Cinco de Mayo celebration in the Terrace Room - all week '

long, there'll be something special on the menu at breakfast, lunch and dinnertimeEggs ranchero - pork burritos with refried beans - chicken mole -
chili rellenips - all those nriarvelous Mexican dishes. Don't miss them.

'

M

s *. •

books, b level, ackermon union, 825-7711 open mondoy-fridoY 7:45 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.; soturday 10-3as
uc

book store

I I I <ii I . I . >.
1

1
'. 1 1 II • I • I
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Kditor:

As a former graduate student of

UCLA when Frank Mankiewicz

was Editor of the Bruin, I used to

lecture on the History of the

Motion Picture in the nascent

Film Center there, and wrote a

column for the Bruin entitled, 1-

OBJECT.
I headed the Anti-Loyalty Oath

forces, ran for the State Assembly

in th^ 60th District, defeating

Jesse Uriruh by about 1000 vot^s in

the Democratic primary. That

was in 1948 while I was living in

the GI housing across the Athletic

Fields under the GI Bill of Rights.

A right-wing Republican by the

name of Levering defeated me in

the runoff, and then I helped Alan

Cranston and Dick Richards
establish the California club

system, moved to Venice and
became even more militant, then

edited the Los Angeles Free Press

and wrote the first national anti-

Nixon article, THE REAL NIXON
STORY.

1 came to Europe in 1961 after

producing the controversial

(then) COLD WIND IN AUGUST
Lola Albright and Scottie Marlowe
whom I discovered. And here, in

Germany and now Belgium got

into film making again. .__
I wri^e you this background to

orient myself with you, so that my
film, GENERAL MASSACRE
which I finished here last year

might be appealing to you both for"

a story and for a showing.
Every hiajor film company^

turned it down as being too anti-

American, which it isn't. If

anything, its the ultimate in

protest to mass-killing, and to the

massacre-prone military mind
which seems to rule such men as
Calley Jr., Capt. Medina and now,
our President, andCommander in

Chief, Richard Nixon who has
become the most accomplished
mass-murderer in history. He has
gone from the fine art of red-

baitmg to that of the general
massacre, having unleashed
more tons of bombs in Indochina
than any man ever unleashed
anywhere in the world before.
Please read my enclosed
statement concerning the relation
of my film to the war in Vietnam.
Also, the remarks of

enlightened critics, especially the
one of the local newspaoer,-
PASSE-PARTOUT in the
University town of Louvain,
Belgium.

Well, GENERAL MASSACRE
packed such a wallop against the
military mentality prone to
massacre civilians on. a mass
scale, that it evpked the wrath of
the censorious mentality in
France.

Two weeks ago we were starting
a French run in Marseilles when
the French National Censors
swooped down and banned it

completely. That it is a threat to
the French nation is ridiculous,
and I say so in my enctosed
"rebuttal."

If your protest people and film
JPO"sors could get together and
—make it possible for me to fly

there, I would do so and air my
views a little more cogently after

-r'% showing of GENERAL
MASSACRE. I have a print in New
York with an agent, and would
have to pick it up and bring it

___along. We've had nothing but full

houses, especially in towns where
the feeling against the Nixon
escalation runs high, and
Europeans are highly sensitive to

further involvement of our
country in the war.

I have formally asked the
Cannes Film Festival to have a
special showing to protest the ban
in France and to further the ban
on bombing, but suspect that this

bureaucracy isjn league with the
French National government and
censors. ^

The same is true with the

CHfJ&/ih

lit--

establishment American
distributors, and I've received
nothing but static from them
although everyone of their
representatives who have seen
MASSACRE in Paris and London
has praised it a& being a "very
unusual film." i refer specifically
to MGM, Twentieth Century Fox
and United Artists which
distributed COLT) WIND IN
AUGUST. •>

Now is the time to show it. of
course, and I'm sure it will be
excitingly received on campus by
those who oppose the war. A
normal honorarium and enough
for my air fare there would make
it possible for me to be on hand.
Already AP. UP I and Raters
have done stories on the French
ban. and the world press is taking
more and more notice of
GENERAL MASSACRE, so this
would help convince any doubters
on your end.'

Wilbur ( Burr ) Jerger

WaE
EditdrY~"~
This letter is in response to Mr.

Buskirk's attack on the
Philosophy Department's ad in

Iji® ^^Si April 21 which con-
demned the ^'continued
escalation" of the Vietnam War.
To refute the Philosophy
Department's "^assertion that the
war has escalated he points out
that: 1) U.S. troop levels have
been reduced and 2) U.S.
casualties amount to ''a few per
week "

J
First, I should likeToirffornTMr.

Buskirk that in the last month the
number of American personnel in

Indo-China has actually in-

creased. In addition, the level of

bombing at the present time has
never been higher.

Second, while American
casualties have indeed been

lower, the number of Vietnamese
killed each week has registered a
tremendous increase. But this

does not seem to bother .Nixon's
little minion. After all, aren't
these Vietnamese, these "gooks",
these "slant-eyes" of a differenT
race, poor, ignorant, somewhat
inferior in short not Americans?
Who gives a damn for people like

that? Mr. BuskfVk certainly
doesn't.

On the other haiid, while
agreeing that our troops should be
withdrawn, he wonders who will

protect them while they are
leaving. I know: the ARVN!
Besides, hasn't Nixon proclaimed
the success of Vietnam ization?
( Though the events of the past few
weeks cast some doubt as to' the
veracity of that statement.) In
any case, Mr. Nixon's word should
be sufficient as Mr. Buskirk is a
member of the Young
Republicans.

In fact the NLF would have very
little to gain by launching massive
attacks on American personnel,"
thereby risking a halt to the with-
drawals and possibly a return <rf

U.S. troops to rescue those
remaining in Vietnam. Time is on
their side.

Our Simple Simon then asks
who will prevent North Vietnam-
from gobbling up all of Southeast
Asia. Assuming that the North
Vietnamese are planning such
conquests, 1 don't see how we can
stop them now. with 70.000 men at
our disposal when we could not do
so with over 500,000 men, three
years ago.

Moving right along, Mr. Buskirk
labels as "hogwash" the idea that
Vietnam is one country and one
people and notes that different

"ethnic and cultural" groups have
inhabited Vietnam. True enough. _

But show me a single country
where over a^period of thousands
of years, this has not been so. A
cursory review of history will

reveal that the Vietnamese have a
cultural history which goes back

^before the time of Christ. That's
more than we can say for the U.S.

Last, but certainly not least. Mr.
Buskirk castigates those who are
outraged at the bombing of North
Vietnam but do not show "con-
cern" for those Vietnamese being
"massacred ' by the Viet Cong.
Here, our philistine seeks to
equate NLF terror with American
genocide. The implication is that
by pointing to the Viet Cong
killings, somehow we are ab-
solved from moral responsability
for our own actions. Actually theT
NLF doesn't need to engage in the
wanton killing of civilians. Unlike
the U.S., they don't resort to

"scorched earth" tactics and
"open area targets" in some
grand "strategy of denial". The
guerilla lives among the people,
like a fish in water, and the NLF is

not about to "dry up" that water,
^o to speak. This does not say that"
the NLF is morally exempt for it's

actions. The point I am trying to
make is that the enemy is in-

capable of matching our massive
destructive capacity. And wh ile

any murder is morally wrong, the
extent of the evil as author
Michael Parenti notes, "is to
some degree affected by the
enormity of the number of
deaths.

'

' We have done most of the
killing. We say so and produce
statistics to boast of it. We have
killed almost a million Viet-

namese, they were all enemies. In
a sense our claim is correct: our
enemy is the people. T^

John Marot
Sophomore, History
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NIW OPEN FOR LUNCH

starting today, LITTLE CAESARS
PIZZA u)lll 6e open zvzKydai^ ^p/i
tunck. And ja^t in ca^e t/ou have
not ytt tKltd tht {/ooKld* t gKtate,6t
pizza, you'Kd coKdlalty Invitad to
ouK FREE pizza tanch. 8e>Cu;een
12 Noon and 1:30 PM,. you can tat
alt you u)ant -- fUEEi O/e'^e only
golna to glvz au)ay plain cfiee^e
OK cheese and pzppo^Konl, but you
can't beat the pMccl ToK that-
mattcK, you can't beat the ta^te
clthcKi

v.i,

It '4 today and tomoKKovo only that
A.t' 6

little CaesarsPizza i^at
10974 LE CONTE AVENUE

OPEN: IIAM-IAM -^^ DELIVERIES After 5PM
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Layoff policy controversy
Jj^5 ^^A/75A

aired by UCLA worker
Over a year ago, when the appointment of the University Staff Per-

sonnel Board was announced, Local 2070 attacked the Board on the

grounds that it had no power to put any of its decisions into effect, that it

^was simply advisory to President Hitch and sat without authority,

without responsibility and at the whim of the President. Exactly how
powerless the President's own Board is has been amply demonstrated by

the so-called * *new" Personnel Rules just published by the University. ,

UCs layoff policies have long been a source of grief and consternation

to employees. So mtich discontent has been generated that a State

Assembly Committee even held hearings on the subject (Daily Bruin,

February 15).
'

i'

Last December, Hitch's Staff^Personnel Board also felt the heat and
was moved to recommend that any revised layoff policy include the

following concepts: 1) Seniority should be the major criterion in deter-

mining order of layoff; 2L Affirmative action goals should be taken into

consideration in determining layoffs; 3) At least 30 days notice of layoff

should be giv^n, and if less'^an 15 days notice is given the employee
should receive pay in lieu of notice; 4) Improved campuswide and in-

tercampus placement procedures for those on preferential rehfre status.

These are important concepts.- -,_

Significantly, not one of these concepts is contained in the "new*' layoff

policy (effective March 1)1) Order of layoff is still to be decided prin-

cipally on the basis of performance. 2) Frothing is said about the

relationship between affirmative action and layoff ("last hired, first

fired" continues to reign at the University). 3) Only 15 days advance
notice is necessary, and that only when "feasible," before booting out the

employee. 4) Preferential rehire status still means the laid-off employee
has no guarantee the Personnel Department will remember him or her
when job openings arise. ~

.

^^ The Staff Personnel Board, just like Nixon's Presidential Com-
missions, is free to recommend anything it wants. And, similarly, the
University is free to ignore anything the Board, the State Assemblymen
or anyone else recommends This state of affairs simply re-emphasizes
the current ability ol the University to set any sort of arbitrary,
inequitable employment policy it desires.

Presumably, the Suff Personnel Board's fearless recommendation of

a ten per cent wage increase for workers will be treated with the same,
consideration as their layoff policy concepts. Front groups appointed by
President, Hitch to "consider ' UC workers' problems cannot get action,

even if they want to If employees AND administrators AND state

legislators all seerp to know what changes are needed, how is it that no
changes are forth-coming?

Daily experience as a UC employee demonstrates the need for em-
ployees to get it together themselves. The Union has shown the way in
many areas Union members know how membership protects them and
brings results - ask one! Then join UCLA Workers Local 2070 to proipote
your continuing interest in obtaining better working conditions (1072
(iayley Ave. #5, LrA. 90024 or call 473 2350).

Watch this column for future articles on how the "new" Personnel
Rules effect you.

;, Jan Breideubach
' \. UCLA Workers Local 2070

AFSCME, AFL-CIO

IN A FINE CASTLE
by Derek Walcott --—^ -

Premiere ofa new play whose events are set

against the background of the haunted, gay at-

mosphere of Carnival time In Port-of-Spain.

Trinidad -with George Stan/ord Brown, Kurt

Kazner, Paula Kelly, Joan Van Ark. Diane
Webster.

SPECIAL $2 STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE
ONE-TIME ONLY!

SUNDAY, MAY/. 2:30 PM
on ial« now at Kerckhotf Hall Ticket Office to UCLA
Students with photo ID. (A limited number of tickets

may be available to UCLA foculty-staff on May 4 & 5.)

By arrongamant of th« UCLA Sfud«n» Commlltee for th« Art«

(Continued from Page 7)

studied from the viewpoint of a model of pathology or

from a model of natural human development.

What is anxiety? Psychotherapists divide it into

normal and neurotic anxiety. Psychologists make a

distinction t)etween it and fear. It is closely related to

conflict and is readily conditioned to substitute

stimuli. Anxiety acts as a drive and if intense tends

to dominate ^n individual's behavior. Laboratory

investigations indicate that high anxiety generally

but not uniform ily handicaps learning performance.

Fromm suggests that anxiety became prevalent in

the Anglo-Saxon culture during the Renaissance.

During this era medieval collectivism was replaced

by an emphasis on individualism and on triumphing

over others. Competition and individual power were
stressed to the detriment of community. In-

terpersonal isolation resulted and with this came the

seeds of modern anxiety. .

Psychologists are not the only ones for whom
anxiety is a key concept. Existentialists also put it in

a central position. In 1844, Kierkegaard wrote in the

Concept of Dread, that anxiety is always to be un-

xlerstood as oriented toward freedom. Without
anxiety man would be doomed to an unauthentic

existence, but with it he is aroused and awakened to

authentic life. Heidegger also felt that it led a person
to choose genuine existence. A person is fre6 and he
or she has choice but free choice is uncertain and
risky for the individual must be ready to accept
unknowable consequences. The exercise of freedom
is filled with anxiety.

Anxiety holds a place of importance in Jean-Paul
SartnTs explanation of being. He writes that anxiety
is the recognition of the full import of freedom.
Ethical anxiety results front a person's awareness
that he or she is fully responsible for values which
have no foundation other than his or her choice. An
individual's reaction to anxiety can be flight, aimed
at escaping the consciousness of freedom . It can take
the form of determinism as well as a refusal l;o

commrit oneself seriously to future projects. All such
attempts at escape are in bad faith since anxiety is

part of man's condition. --

Foot
Rollo May, a psychotherapist who has one foot in

psychology and one in existentialism, states that
contemporary man shoulders the painful burden of
the loss of the sense of significance duei to the
collectivist tendencies in modem society. Anlxiety is

the "pain " of which he speaks. It is anxiety ex-
perienced at the threat of the diminution or loss of _
personal identity. Coupled with the loss of

'

significance is the necessity of choice. The question
is not whether one will choose but what one's choice
will be.

•

, ^

Nowhere is the demand for choice more all-

encompassing than for students. Their decisions
must be the right ones for at stake is a style of life as
well as a career. And their decisions must be their
own for no one else can make them. As a result,
anxiety is an extremely important component in
students' lives. Any sensitive individual working in a
university setting will acknowledge this as fact.

^^tu<lents seek me out daily in my role as a coun-
selor to discuss the pressures they face in their lives.
These pressures have to do with decisions about
majors and careers, scholastic problems, personal
relations, crisis such as suicide or feelings of
helplessness, etc. The common theme running
through these pressures is growth. To a man and
woman they are struggling to become more com-
plete human beings. Anxiety is part and parcel of
this growth.

Filled
Our universities are filled with students struggling

to grow in an environment which is hardly conducive
to this most difficult of human activities. A strong

^^
,_ •

case can be made for the eroding, alienatin
even brutalizing effects of the imDersnnli

^"^

bureaucracy that is today's university Th
^'*'

vironment has resulted, not by design but rath^
^

slow default and the unawareness of'evolntil^'^^y
You need not consider yourself strange or diff«
you are anxious. To the contrary you can

^^"^

yourself among the thousands of persons wh^^^
oerience anxietv mor» fKj»n «wr.o«; •, .. ^ ^'perience anxiety more than occasionally Wh;.t
important is how you react to your anxietv D '^

try to run awajr from itliy convincing yottfsei?,i^
you are not free and have no choices or do vou
front it and make the choices that living deman?!)'
Persons who are trying to grow and become mlsensitive to theu- surroundings will feel more anl
than those who attempt to hide from reality thrm!!^
one defense or another. To be human is to grow
to grow is to exercise your freedom and mair«
choices. and to make choices is to feel anxiou.fn!
who is to say what is right and what is wrong except

• * •
The capacity f^man to respect his anxieties and

to discover honett ways to deal with them are 7^
most of us, gre&tly underdeveloped. As this articlp
has poignantly expressed, the experience of anxietv
IS very much a natural part of being alive. Our earlv
learning experiences, however, usually don't
prepare us for dealing with anxiety, and pervasive
social pressures exist to "play it cool," -don't be
anxious," and, above all else, "be happy." We pay a
high price for this, in terms of devaluing some of our
innermost feelings and diverting ourselves from
matters of importance to us.

The concerns which people discusslncoun^lin7
are often greatly intensified because people cannot
accept the experience of anxiety. They may accept
the objective concern or dilemma, but not of its

subjective concomitant. Being anxious is often
responded to as an indication of personal weakness
as if man should be capable of being emotionally
unaffecte<i by the unfamiliar, the uncertain, and the
stressful. Its unpleasant enough to be anxious
without compounding those feelings by becoming
anxious about being anxious. The menUl health
movement must accept some of the responsibility
for overselling the notion that something may be
"wrong" with a person if he or she is anxiou§, For-
tunately, the pendulum is swinging towards a

greater respect for, and even appreciation of, the

experience of anxiety. ---

—

.-..,-

BillHessell

To be human is to be anxious. Only humans can

contemplate their own demise; only humans try to

In a world which continually changes, to try to

control the future is absurd. The attempt only leads

to ft-ustration and panic. In order to cope with such

uncertainty man must learn to live in the present

Most of us have been taught to plan for the future

from the time v/e were children. This is so ingrained

in us that to unlearn the message is at best very

difficult. We have learned the lesson so well that we
tend to negate the present; we have become con-

trolled by futuristic thinking and often feel some
sense of guilt if we try to live in the now.
Living in the present does not mean that we have to

assume a "live now for tomorrow we die" attitude.

Hather it assumes that we take responsibility for our

actions and become present-centered. We must fully

experience and explore the present without defying

the future as in "the future be damned." To defy the

future implies being controlled by it. Most of us are

so concerned about planning for the future that the

present is dismissed; we plan for the moon and

people starve now. .

Ed Dreyfus

MITO ISIIIUKE FOI CiUESE SKKNTS
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Ift.!"" "' °' '^°" ^' °'"^ <2) have hod outo insurance (or

^tJTy W:ir.jlr:'*
'" •"* «'-rip«on, com our locol oHic.

PllOie: 45M3I3

College sivdeni iimaice service
726 Santo Monica Blvd. (-202) Sanfo Monica. CaW. 90401

Nyiiisis Fir siideiis

• l«M«r OradM • Smoking

• SpMch Piqblim • T«rMion

• Wajghl CwHrel • P«r*onol OoaU

University of Witcontin Ph.D., Myea"
teaching Speech Psychology and

Oentrai Semontict

William L Ristow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

473-2944 FOR APPOINTMENT
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DO IT AGAIN
^

Bj^saufshaptre-*^

;
DB Sports Writer

—A—UCLA team with a flair for
melodrama won the NCAA volleyball

championship by defeating arch-nemesis
San Diego SUte at Muncie, Indiana
Saturday night.

Losing the first two sets, 10-15 and 6-15,

the Bruins were on the verge of forfeiting

their NCAA title as the Aztecs rolled to

leads of 6-2, 7-3, 8-3 and »-6 in pursuit of a
three-game sweep. - :>

.

At that juncture, senior captain Dick
Irvin led a UCLA charge that registered

the next nine points to claim the 15-9 set

^'victory and turn the tide.

Irvin is the man the Bruins go to when*
they're in trouble and that point had been
reached. His response was to kill 25 balls

on 56 hits in a performance termed by the
Ball State Daily News' Mike Smith as
"simply incredible."

Not only did Irvin's spiking rally. UCLA
but it also changed the hearts of the 6,000
Hoosiers witnessing the finale.

Prior to Irvin's spectacular play, the
crowd had ardently supported the un-
derdog San Diego State sextet. But when
UCLA's two-time All-America spiker took
things under control, the house gradually
switched to support Irvin's heroics.

Last-second entry loses first two games of title match,
rallies for third consecutive NCAA championship

:\Vith Jnhn y^i^^ ___ . .
„^__:„ V- ^~- / -' "^"^' ^'^

'
^^-'

.

"*^
"

" ^—
.!'»*

iVith John Zajec, accorded NCAA AllAmerica status after the tourney, stuffing
numerous shots and Bob Leonard, Bob

cause, UCLA shot out to an 11-4 lead in the
fourth contest.

The Aztecs made a run at the Bruins but
It turned out to be a last-gasp effort as they
closed the margin to 13-10 before losing the
equalizing set, 15-10

Ther
blitz. B^nTIp jivt

rang up
advan

t

itaCElimk
Whenl?4v3

the NC
time. No other team has'^won it

And although the Bruins took a round-
about method of getting to Muncie
(gaining an at-large berth after failing to
win the league title or qualify in the
regionals), that didn't take the edge off
coach Al Scates' enthusiasm.

''Haven't you learned? " the exuberant
UCLA head man ribbed this reporter who
Tiad shown some deference to San Diego
State's chances, "this is the way we
always do it. L^st year we finished second
in the league and second in the regionals
but we won the nationals."

CAMPUS CAMERA
PRESENTS THE GREAT
RICOH SINGLEX
CAMERA SALE
6BRAUNSTROBE
ONE CENT RiPOFF

"»~T"

EVen during the match, when things
were at a particular low point for UCLAr
Scates was optimistic.

"I told them if we won the third game,
we would win the match, ' Scates en-
thused.

**rm glad we played San Diego," he
said. That't the team we wanted to play. I

know we couldn't really be the champions
without beating then^."
And then it was time to pass out the

ULtulaUM.

always
h and he

rom Bob
.—^ _ Jackcourt

substitute, but came aidross as a hittini;
sub."

*

Bob Leonard, who Scates benched
during the second set of the finale, also
turned in some inspired play when he was
reinserted in the third game. Leonard
handled 23 hits and kiHed 11

Ken Freeman came in as a k)ackcourt
substitute to replace Jeff Jacobs. If

anybody had a streak of bad luck, it has
been Jacobs, the former JC All-America
from Santa Monica. ,_

,

.
,

His play had suffered frotn the effects of
*

tonsilitis last week at the regionals in San

t

Diego as he tired easily Once in Muncie,
-^Jacobs came up with a dental ailment

which required the services of a local
practitioner. , "*>

;
^j--

Fortunately, Freeman, the 5-7 fireplug
was there to lessen the loss. As always.
Ken made crucial digs and helped with his
service in keeping the Aztecs off balance.

The only note of dismay on Scates' part
was the failure to include Larry
Griebenow on the All-America.

*i thought Larry deserved to be on th&
team." Scates commented. "He should
have been on it." f

— Although Griebenow failed to repeat as a
first-team choice. Zajec moved up to the
honor squad. His selection was partly
determined by his six stuff shots in the
final game as well as kills on 19 of 50 at—
tempts.

In the match for third place, host Ball
State was a two-set winner over UC Santa
.Barbara, 15-10 and 15-4.

Santa Barbara's fate was somewhat
^pical of the tourney. The Gauchos had"
finished in a three-way tie with the Bruins
and San Diego State at 2-1 in Friday's
preliminary action, ^which determined
seeding for final day's competition.

(Continued on Page 13)
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The Ricoh Singlex TLS Is a high quality 35 mm single
lens reflex, with thru-the-lens metering, and shutter
speeds to l/IOOO sec. It uses standard screw-mount
lenses. A bargain at the $244.95 list price, we'll sell
it tor $139.95 Including case, acces. shoe In a black
finish.

The Braun F34R Is a compact rechargable electro-
nic flash unit that can also be used with standard
penlite batteries or A.C. It's guaranteed for 2 years,
and sells for $37.95. With the Ricoh, Its yours for a
penny.
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DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGSJOO !

• Electric hairdryer • Two Insfamofic cameras • Two tennis
racquets -Billio Jean King and Jack Kramer • OliveHi port-

able typewriter • RCA portable radio • Corning Ware •

All you have to do is check in at the John Roberts class ring counter,

and fill In your registration slip. While you're there, a John Roberts

representative will be glad to show you how you can order your

class ring - exactly how you want It. AND - if you purchase

your ring In this week or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BIKE BAG
AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR RING!

. CAMmiS CAMERA
1048 BIIOXTON AVE.

WESTWOOD

as
UC

students' store

rings, b level, ockerman union, 825-771

1

open mondoy-frlday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

» It'll*'' «l

m* « *!> I I I « I I
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Bruins run 3:04.8 mile relay,
.^^^n by

N.C Central sets new mark
1

jP-

-

i- n il '

#- *
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> '« ^ ^ ; • i

"«y Clark Conard -

^ DB Sports Writer

On the same day that UCLA missed in its much-

J

- publicized effort to break the world record in ttir

mile relay, its own collegiate mark was taken away
by unheralded North Carolina Central.

At Mount San Antonio College, the Bruin quartet of

Hon Gaddis, Warren Edmonson, Benny Brown aAd
John Smith ran a 3:04.8 mile compared to UCLA's
old record of 3:03.4 set in 1969. At Philadelphia NCC
ran the second fastest relay in history, clocking

3:03.1 compared to Trinidad-Tobago's 1966 record

time of 3:02.8.

If the weather is right and North Carolina Central

sends its team to Eugene, Oregon for the NCAA
championships June 1-3, the old mark could fall.

However, with many of the runners at the NCAA '"*

meet competing in other events, that mile relay, the

final running event of the meet, might find runners
-.from both sides too tired.

.Until then, the Bruins will still have good shots at

the record this Saturday against USC, the West Coast
Relays in Fresno May 13, the Pacific-8 cham-
pionships at Stanford May 20 and the California

Relays at Modesto May 27.

Smith had the fastest Bruin leg Saturday, 45.7,

while NCC anchorman Larry Black ran the fastest

lap ever - 43.8. Other UCLA individual times in-

cluded Brown's 45.8, Edmonson's 45.9 and Gaddis'
47 4. Besides Black, NCC's other laps were by Mel
Bassett. 47.5, Robert Ouku, 46.2 and Julius Sang, 45.6.

Former Villanova star Larry James held ihe fastest
previous leg before Black ^t 43.9. ^
UCLA had no real competition Saturday as Cal

State Long Beach finished second in 3:14.4. A bright
spot for the Bruins in lieii of this Saturday's
showdown with Southern California was the per- ._
Tormance furned in by their" new sprint relay team:

"^

Ronnie Welch, Gordon Peppars, Reggie Echols
and Edmonson turned in a fine 40.1 time in the 400-

meter relay despite a poor final pass between Echols
' and Edmonson They finished second to SC's team of

Randy Williams, Leon Brown, Don Quarrie and

Millie Deekard (39.7>r

.r By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

If looks could kill, the look on UCLA oarsman Alex Frasco's f

"

have at least maimed. siace
Would

The Bruins ran a^two-mile relay team for the first

- timeihis year and easily defeated Cal Poly Pomona,
the Southern California Striders and Stanford. Rick

Tschudin, Paul Williams, Tony Veney and Rico

Sanchez combined for a two second win over Cal

Poly in 7:34.4.

In the featMred quarter-mile duel between ex-

Bruin Wayne Collett and ex-San Jose State star Lee
Evans, the 1968 Olympic champ Evans once again
overtook Collett right at the wire. Both were timed in

45.8 on the volcanic ash track, about a full second
slower than the pair ran two weeks ago on UCLA's
tartan surface. Colietf finished second in that one,

too, after leading most of the way.

Except for Kjell Isaksson's injury in the Drake
Relays, the 11,000 fans at the Walnut meet might
have witnessed another world record in the pole
vault. Isaksson reportedly cleared 17-7 1/2 by a foot

but then called it a day rather than take any un-
necessary chances with his slight groin injuryV

^
Former USC great and 1968 Olympic champion

Bob Seagren got right back in the running for 1972 by
also clearing 17-7 1/2. He lost to the Swede, however,
because of more miSses. It was Seagren's best vault
jn three years. "

.

Alex and the rest of the Bruin crew contemplated an asoni
Saturday after the heavyweight contingent lost their sh-n"^

^^
literally, to an aroused Cal State Long Beach shell. ' 9*^
The varsity, finding that elusive good sUrt for the first time tw

rowed extremely well for three-quarters of the 2000.meter raro k
^^•

...^ * -u 1

—

i.—1 ii-- r^_-• __ 1 .. . , "^^. but that

Another Olympic veteran, Ralph Boston, failed to

finish in the top five in the long jump with his 25-7 3/4
effort Ae did 26 feet plus last week. Henry Hines won
the event with a remarkable 26-10 1/2 wind aided leap
but Army's Arnie Robinson was more impressive
with two foul jumps estimated at 27-7. Robinson
settled for second with a 26-6 1/2 try.

^.Jxilm Whitley of California International was third
in the long jump at 26-2 1/2 while a rapidly improving
James McAlister finished fourth at 25-1 1/4.

- (Continued on Page 13)
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46
hove O Blood

40
hovo A blood

10
have B bbod

of these 85 have RH PosHive blood

«J#
7

ore 0-N«gaHve

only 1$ have RH negative blood
of these:

6
ore A-Negotive

h-

only seven-ienms 01 a secona over the course record set bv tVn'**''
States Pan Am Games' represenUtive, Washington last vear*

^^
Nonetheless. Long Beach coach Ed Grant was impr^sed bv thp iim

performance: "They seem to be getting faster and better each wl^ i^
closest anyone came to us this year was thre^ lengths before tndT l
here we were in a race.' ^-

,^
-

itxiay, but

UCLA coach Jerry Johnseii agreed. **I'm satisfied, no comnl;,in» .

thought we rowed an exceUent race for the most part Today we {c^ a
good start, and now we^have to apply the same work in Dractirp^^^
sprint." ' *"^«»ciice to our

Johnsen must now turn his attention to Washington _ „
•Several of the crew rowed great races today, incVudin7theTi«„."

Commodore (President), Rod Johnson, and if we can k^n thp
thusiasm up and get a sprint together, it will be a great race In fart^f
this boat does get a sprint, it could take anyone in the nation "

MeanwhUe, the UCLA freshmen were having a litUe hard luck of thpi
own, as they were edged by seven-tenths of a second. Long Beach's CrTt
explains: "Freshmen are always unpredictable, but I think it was kMt
case of our coming to row and finding them nonchalant "

Johnsen sees it the same way: "Our freshmen have been setdiMi
-cockier and cockier, and were ripe to get beat. But I am happy ^mZway they developed a sprint and closed to within one second '

'

The junior varsity also shpwed improvement, despite winding ud on thp
short end once again. "L think they stuck in a UtUe harder and closer"
said Johnsen, "and they seem to be getting better bit by bit

*'

Thank heaven for the lightweights. Even with a boat put together the
night before the race, the lightweights provided the Shell & Oar girls with
something to cheer about as both teams won handily.^
Next week, while the varsity is being entertained by Washington ud

north, the freshmen will be seeking to topple Orange Coast, the only team
to beat Long Beach's frosh^and the lightweights will join the JV's against
the same school. .

Ojai tennis results
Defending team champion

UCLA suffered a knockout in the

first round at the 73rd annual Ojai

Valley Tennis Championships
over the weekend.
Three Bruin netters were

defeated in th first round of the

Pac-8 singles competition. Cap-

tain Ron Cornell captured the first

set from California's Jim
Delaney, but then lost 3-6, 6-3. 6-2.

Cal ace Steve StefankiJmocked off

Tommy Kreiss, playing in his first

Ojai collegiate competition, 7-6, 6-

4. Spencer Segura had the

misfortune to draw Stanford No. 2

man Sandy Mayer, who defeated

UCLA's No. 5. 7-6,6-1.

Jeff Austin dispatched Bryce

Perry of Washington 6-4, 6-2 but

pull^ a leg muscle in the process

and had to default in the second

round. Jeffs injury also knocked

out the Bruins' No. 2 doubles team

of Austin-Cornell. Tommy Kreiss

and Spencer Segura were

eliminated in the first round of

IRlliSles by SCcfankf-Dave Camp-

beUof Cal.

Bob and Mike Kreiss each

garnered points for UCLA with

singles victories. Bob defeated

Gary Groslimond of Stanford 64,

6-4 and for the third time this year

Mike defeated Indian netter Chico

Hagey, this Ume by a 6-1. 2-6, 7-6

count.
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Your Type is Needed

'COUPON*

Natural Vltamifi E

200 Units -Bottle of 100

R«9. $5.95

With this coupon $3.00

WESTWOOD DRUG
951 WMhvood Blvd.

477-2027

Stanfordscores 4.1 mn^
?,: '.f*v • »
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L" P 52.4 1 Basemen drop two of three
;' ByEdBurgart

DB Sports Writer

History will record that the Bruins were indeed a
very confusing baset>all team.

Two -weeks ago, they scored eight runs against
Stanford in three games while Bruin pitchers

allowed just nine runs. UCLA won one game.

Over the weekend, they scored 24 runs aginst
Stanford in three games. Bruin pitchers however,
gave generosity an entirely new meaning, giving up
43 runs. Again, UCLA won one game.

UCLA garnered its second win in the Pacific 8,

edging Stanford, »-7, in the first game of a double
header Saturday at Sawtelle Field. The Bruins then
ran into a tribe ambush, 20-3, in the nightcap. On
Friday, Stanford outlasted UCLA, 16-13, in a
slugger's duel. .

Bruins 2-10

So. the Bruins are buried deep in the Pac-8 South
cellar with a 2-10 mark. Stanford is 7-5 and plays USC
three times next weekend at Sunken Diamond.

The Trojans swept California, 3-2 and 8-0, Saturday
at Bovard Field, while meeting the Bears in a
rescheduled game at 1 .00 yesterday. On Friday, USC
and Cal were tied 8-8 in the 12th when the game was
called due to darkness. Thus, the rematch.

Despite the losses, the Bruins had their bright
moments. Pitcher Bill Susa, making his first start in

three weeks, went 6 2/3 innings to gain the win in

Saturday's seven-inning game.

He'll go out there and challenge you," said Bruin
coach Art Reichle. "He gave up three home runs but
still didn't give up.*'

SuSa has been plagued by arm problems since the
^beginning of the season. Although not at his best, Bill-
managed to strike out six Indians.

The 13 runs UCLA scored in Friday's game was its

second highest output of the year. But the 16 Stanford
scored represented the most against the Bruin pit-

ching this year, that is, until Saturday's second
game.

' ~

UCLA right field Eric Swanson went five-for-six

Friday .^ includmg a home run and double. But he
didn't get any help from the pitchers.

Rouse rocked '"
'^-

John Rouse, who pitched exceptionally against

Three straight titles

.

^r^^ J""?
^^ *" ^^ ^^^^ P«<^^ Starts, was

f^. t^/"'*'"^
^^"^ ^"^^"s ^'^Pt^l for six runs in

the third mning, the big blow being Mike Nelson's
grand-slam homer. The Bruins had their backs

_Jjgainst the wall, 6-1, and had to play catch-up the
-^jremamder of the game. "•L"'^

u ^^Fl'^
^^^ ^^ ^*^ ^^^^ than it reafly was onBob Adams' grand slam in the bottom of the ninth.

Rod Boone and Nelson accounted for 10 of the
Indians 16 runs. Boone went four-for-six and had
tnree RBl's. Nelson was four-for-five with sev^

Stanford appeared on its way to victory number
two in Saturday's opener. After catcher Glen
Johnson homered to open the sixth, the visitors led, 5-
u.

But UCLA exploded for five runs in the bottom of
the sixth off Stanford hurlers Nick Petersen and Tom
Changnon. >

After Adams walked to open the inning, Tim Doerr
drove him home with a double to left. R.C. Sch-
wertfaeger, who was five-for-seven on the weekend,
got aboard on a bunt single. After Swanson struck
out, Pat Tormey lined a single to left center, Doerr
scoring.

OB piMto by D)lc SitnirmwTYOU EVER PITCHED BEFORE? - Bruin baseball coach Art Rtichle
sizes up his catcher at a possible hurler during Satuniay's doublthtadtr
Bruins won first game, 8-7, but bowed in nightcap, 20-3.

^~^ ~~'

The Bruins loaded the bases after a bunt single by Ix/ll' ^Si/^ IT^/^I^
Susa. Changnon's error on Luis Gomez's chopper to ^ "^ » *• • V/C7O LI Cl\^iX^m~m^m
the mound allowed Schwertfaeger to score and then
Mark Swedlow's two-run single put UCLA on ^op, 8-5.

A laugher
The nightcap was a laugher. SUnford salted the

game away in the second, Ugging Gary Robson (5-5)
for five runs. Robson has not won a game since April
1 when he defeated Quad Cities, 4-1.

"He's really been tipping off his slider," said
Reichle. "If he gets on top of his fast ball and slider,
he'll be tougher."

Stanford ace Bob DiPietro' (8-2) held the Bruins in
check, surrendering three runs on eight hits while
whiffing seven.

"^
Again, Boone was Stanford's hitting star, driving

in five runs and going three^ior six.__ _ __
Can Stanford catch USC?

-~**No,;notiiow," stated Reichle. "They should be
able to, however. They have more power than SC.'^

(Continued from Page 11)

the Gauchos were" seeded
second behipd the Bruins by
virtue of their prelim win over San
Diego State (which had been the
only team to drop a set that day to

Ball State). UCLA had beaten
I CSB, but lost to the Aztecs.

When the Gauchos and Aztecs
met in the semifinals, UCSB took
two quick sets from San Diego to

extend its string to four straight
over the weekend. The Gauchos

lost the next three and the match,
11-15, 13-15, 15-9, 15-11 and 15-12.

Similarly, UCLA (which had
advanced with a win over Ball

State in the semis 15-9, 15-9, 12-15

and 15-2) had dropped six straight

sets to San Diego State before

finally getting turned on.

The Bruins lost the final two at

Pauley for the league cham-
pionship as well as the two Friday
in the prelims and the two before

Dick Irvin took matters in his own
hands in the finals.

(Continued from Page 12)

Bruin hurdlers Charles Rich
and Duane Johnson both looked
sharp in the lOO-yeard and 110-

meter hurdles, respectively. Rich
finished fourth behind Lee White,
13.7, and Willie Davenport, 13.7, in

-W.8 while Trojans Jerry Wilson
and Lance Babb scratched the
race. —
Johnson was second ip his

meter heat in a respectable 14.3.

Triple jumper James Butts
warmed up for the Trojans with a
52-9 1/2 effort which was good for
third place. "^7. :_ :_^:. _

Back in Philadelphia, that same
^ North Carolina Central team from
Durham clocked a 1 : 21 .8 in thj^ 880

relay to better USC's winning
meet record at Mount Sac, 1 : 22.0.

The Trojans ran Brown, Edesel
(Harrison, Deekard and Quarrie in

a bid to break their own world best
of 1 21 1. NCC used a team of Jeff

Horsley. Bassett Sang and Black.—To top it all off. NCC's quartet of

S^. Black. Horsley and Ouku
ran the fastest sprint medley in

history 3:14.8 Sang ran the
opening 440 in 46.4, Black and
Horsley combined for a 40.7 in the
220 legs, and Ouku wound it up
with a 1:47.7 half mile. The time
may never be recognized as a
record because two team
members. Sang and Ouku, are
from Kenya. Kansas set the
previous mark at 3:15.2 in 1967.
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THRU CALIFORNIA

Fo^ PBOfiJL WHO 1>(C I^(^0QJE,
»M»)bE(l/MC O/O BACK /eOAl>S
••• AMD EACH orHe/2^.
LOW-COST TENT TREKS LET YOU SEE THE COUNTRY
UP CLOSE WHERE IT LIVES , WITHOUT THE HASSLES
OF "ORGANIZATION". IT WORKS LIKE THIS:
We supply, gas and drive a 14-passenger van,
^"P^^son tents, cooking and C2unping equipment.
(Everything but food and sleeping bag.) A
general route is made up but YOU fill in the
aetails: YOU decide when to stop, what to
see. It's YOUR trip. The driver doubles as
triend and guide? It's a co-operative thing,

nangs loose and is a great way to meet others.

One and two-week treks leave Los Angeles for
ail parts of the state and the cost is very
reasonable - around $90 a week. If you can
^^^^~*'^<S-take with a mixed group of young
adults, call or write for details of specific
treks, dates and costs. Call (213) 654-8822
or write:

Landtrek

1 (' I'^jii ••««....«i»tTi

2557 Laurel Pass,
LOS ANGELES , Ca1

.

90046
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CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of SLC
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MG MIDGET
It's a lot of sports car fora little price.

these days you don't have to look
very far to find a small, economical car.

But to find one that's economical
and a pure-bred, SCCA-winning
sports car—well, that leaves you a
choice of about one.

MG Midget.

Just the right size for you, your
friend and enough gear to see you
through a weekend.

You'll discover that the real

meaning of "sports motoring" has
nothing to do with V^-mile strips at

abandoned airports.

It has to do with roads that take
to the hills where the scenery and
fresh air are. Roads that turn and twist
and meander down the other side,
faithful to th^ contours of nature.

That's where terms like rack-and-
pinion steering, front disc brakes,
race-seasoned suspension and a
close-ratio 4-speed gearbox, start
making sense to the uninitiated.

And you'll wonder how you

ever drove without full sports car

instrumentation: an electric tachometer,

separate gauges for oil pressure,

water temperature and fuel level.

There's even a trip odometer.
MG Midget sports other standards

like a 1 275 c.c. overhead valve
engine, mag-style wheels, radial-ply

tires, leather steering wheel cover,

reclining bucket seats, full carpeting
and three-blade windshield wipers.

What do you pay for this small

economical sports car? Of all the
proven winners now in national SCCA
sports c^r racing. It's the one with
the lowest price tag.

A little for a lot of sports car.

For the name of your nearest
Austin MG dealer and for information
about overseas delivery, dial (800)
631-1972. In New Jersey dial (800)
962-2803. Calls are toll-free.

MG. The sports car America loved first.

/
AAonday, AAay 1, 1972

(Continued from Page 17)

—"Theta KapiM Phi/' 6: 30-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Modern Marie eting/' 710:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408. \

—"ASUCLA Tutorial/' 7-8:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.__^

—"Producing a TV Documen-
tary/" 7-9:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

^"Lola Grant Campus Con-
stituency/" 7-9 pm/ Kerckhoff 400.

—"Phi Eta Sigma/" 3pm/ Kerck-
hoff Alumni Lounge.

URA Clubs:
—"Conservation Club/" 10 am,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Judo Club/" 3:30-5 pm.
Memorial Activities Center B 146.

—"Kendo Club/" 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Mountaineers/" noon, Morth-
west Corner of Moore Hall Lawn.
—"Organic Garden Club/" 1-4 pm.
Horticultural Gardens*;

'

ee-tl-yl-yay, git along little What's On . .

.
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Et cetera;
—"Campus Tour," Visitors

Center will conduct a one-hour
walking tour of the central
campus, including the fine arts

area and the observation deck of

Bunche Hall, 1 pm, tomorrow
from lobby of Schoenberg Hall.

-"UCLA Political Science.

Honor Society," is accepting ap-
plications for membership.
Membership is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available in Bunche 4252 or
4289.

-"Greek National Tourist
OHice," will have a represen-
tative in the EXPO Center from
11:30 am until l pm, today. This
will be the only time the
representative will be on campus
^his quarter.

—"I>aft Counseling/' schedule
for spring quarter. Law 2114:
AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.
—"Mortar Board," national

honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a Mortar
Board information sheet in the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13.

--"Applications for Summer
Employment," are still available
for minority students in Kerckhoff
320.

London and author of many books
on printing, typography, and
medieval and humanistic
manuscripts, through June 18 In
the University Research Library.
—"Image and Identity: The

Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
^n awareness of ttie extensive

utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 In the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.-— ; ^_

_ —"Four in One— PaltV/ ReiglO/
Robinson, and Young/" talented

artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation team, the four
artists to be represented are Dave
Paley, Will Reigle, Michael
Robinson, and Milton Voung,
today through May 14 In the UCLA
Art Galleries. Hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 11 am to 5 pm,
Sunday, 1 to 5 pm . .^.

Exhibits:
—"Stanley Morison Com-

memorative Exhibit (1889-1967),"

commemorating the life of
AAorison, typographical advisor to
ttie AAonotype Corporation of A^ ^^''^I: ^^^^^^ - • •''" *•"•* ®n Cotonlal Audio Visual World Schools, 1730 Westwood^lvd

Africa will be shown at 7; 15 pm/ tonight/ at tha Cost to UCLA students and staff is $1.25.

DinnerSpecial

M-KF
SERVED 3-10PM

4 Pieces of
Broasted Chicken

with...

NOWTHATYOirVEGOT
THE RIGHT TO VOTE,

YOUYEGOTTHERNIHTTOKIiOW
liwmiMSiiiiEmMr

: ^V

In his explosive book, Who Owns
America?, former Secretary of the Interior
Walter J. Hickel gives you an insider's view
of the Internalwheeling-and-dealing of the
government and its disregard for the aver-
age American. And he even tells you what
you can do to change things.

The man who hated the SST. loved
Earth Day, stopped the Everglades Airport,
ended the Santa Barbara oil drilling, sued
polluting corporations, returned the sacred
Blue Lake lands to the Taos Pueblo, and
saved the baby seals, was fired from his job.

We ought to protest to the President
about it. But, unfortunately, it was the Pres-
ident who fired him.

"All those interested in saving the
American environment and in forestalling

the alienation of American youth should
read it." —Nawtday

"Hickel's direct and^ fascinating ac-
count of deception and lack of self-confi-
dence within the Nixon administration is

catching the thrust of most book reviews.
But Hickel's book has an environmental
message that will outlast the eddies of con-
temporary political
events and personali-
ties."—The Denver Pott

Let's get America
back into the hands of

the people. Before you
pull the lever, you'd bet-

ter read the book.

Only $1.50

ColeSlaw
Broasted Potatoes

Hot Roll & Butter
ii]

' :

-M

.#•••

BaK6d PoftxitO

B* Extra

iu-m
amm

fi::;llW!

Norm's

WESTWOOD
PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDA

11mIm«^ tjJKrt could change
th«T2«lectioii.

IPaperback Library
AvailabI* wh«r*vtr p«p«rb«ck« arc told, or write Dtpl.CN. Pip«rbtcK Library. 315 Park Avanua South, Naw York. N Y. 10010

For each copy ordarad. enclosa $1 50 plus lOc par copy lor mailing ar>d har>dllng Allow 4-8 waaka tor dahvary.
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kcrckhoff Hall 112"~ T Phone ns-mi

Classified advtrtisifig rates
IS words il SO day, S consecutive

insertions SS. 00
Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10 Ma m.
No telephone orders

_TME Daily Brum gtves Ml support to ttir-
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering iebs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-
vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call. UCLA Housing Office Hi-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 4730949.

^Help Wanted 8 ^ Serviceis Offered 16
^Travel . i

JOBS for students, guys A gals employees
needed Work for the summer, and part-
time lObs during next scfKMl year. Wages to

$40 per day for ttiose qvafified in Oiitdoor
.activities C*n, 473-4491, _, CtMUL

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?
tf . ,

• '. __^_ _

Help yourself while helpinfl ottMTS.

Earn up to MO. a mofrtk
on our plasma program.

Phone: 47t-00Sl between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M,

HORSEBACK, bachpackiifig adventures into

Colorado wilderness from S2S. P.O. Box
IM27, Denver, OMII. (tOQTR)

CARE your home while you're away, June •

^September. Stanford Law student working,
LA law .firm with wife (teacher).
References. (4IS) ^S-771«. (I*M S)

y/ Campus Happenings . . 2

TERROR in the dark awaits you in the old
Sea Captain's House of Horrors at Mardi
^'^'^ (2M1)

y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

,
service xerox

kerckhoff ]2i

8250611
Information and Referrals

, Efli^f

^^.GIRLS for telephone political poll. S
nigtits/week. 6 9, S wks. starting $/l. Central
location, no selling. Carberry Marketing
Research. 272 3404, apply starting Mon.
*''" (IMS)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
IN$URA»4CE -

REFUSED? TOO HIGH7
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3t« 222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way and round trip studMif fltflito.
Inexpensive student camping teiirs
Ihrougliout Mfest and Ea»t Curop*, inclMHiif
Russia. SOFA A««nt for inter-EuroMdn
stutfent chartdr fffiflits. Contact ISCA, 1IM>
San Vicente Blvd.^ Suite 14, LA, Calif., fii04f

,

Tel: ( 213^ W».S<*», tlA^SS

y/Trdvel
• • . . 17

needs Discounts Call Jaml.o "^'^^
''^li

7072 or 4i3-1000•xtVn'' ««b«r«,„,V;J

••••••M.

EUROPE, S2MS27S R.T., also Israel 4
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall flights,
E.S.E.P., 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA 9004t. «51-
3311. ESEf> UCLA members. (17QTR)

More

birtti control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies - tubal ligations
overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER
Monday and Thursday 10-2

Ackerman Union 2412
sponsored by S.L.C. Student run

)/ Personal 5

PRpGNANT' Neod help? Call Lifeline, 981-"^"-^ (5QTR)

ACTIVE free group encounter group has
serious sessions for fun ana growth Alsawine parties and mountain hikes.
Professionally moderated Near Westwood
47i 7588, 6 PM.

( 5 M 2

)

TEACHER OPENINGS. Current listings of
hundreds of California scfiools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in ^11 fields.
Elementary schools through colleges. S3.
California School Placement Bureau. 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Berkeley, Calif.
9470J. . ..... „ , <g^ „>

''•
'

GARDENING and/or houseboy one day
weekly Transportation necessary. Sunset
and Coast highway. Experience, permanent,
references 459 20M. (•M2).

)/Losf& Found ....... 9
LOST Brown backed cameo pin. Vic CHS
Sentimental value. Reward. Ellen, §2$-

^^ (9 Ml)

REWARD S2S LatI brown hey ease, tOk»y«~near Gayley ft StrathmorrSeaT 4795jjrmorns, eves. ^^JJ^;

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

9»«Tr'']^«^-"*'***'^* ""«*' "9 7270 or 870
9793 or 454 2544. (UQTR)

Ili^^J,??^'^"'" *»»*^*" "CLA rates.RCA models Free delivery. Free service 24hr. phone, 274 91 19.
( U QTR

)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
7SISS27, 873-S8I5. Eves. 783-3S09. ( U OTR)

• )•

Cliarter

STOP MISSING IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS

BE SURE YOUR MAIL REMAINS
, STRICTLY PRIVATE
use our phone no. ft address.
FROM SS PER MONTH
Phone, visit or write:
THE BEVERLY HILLS

MAIL ft ANSWERING SERVICE
245 SO ROBERTSON, BEVERLY HILLS

4594210
IMon .Fh , t i . Sa t Sun,

J

O tJ ^^--r;

''ow you hav6a cnolce. more
Cities....
Flights..

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight ^

operation

authorized and
approved by the
University of

California

on all campuses.

^Odds&Ends JO

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity,-Box 990
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933. (10 OTR)

DO YOU NEED A RELIABLE, BONDEDAND INSURED UNIVERSITY STUDENT
TO PICK UP YOUR CHILDREN AT
SCHOOL? DO YOUR GROCERY SHOP-
PING FOR YOU? MEET YOU AT THE
AIRPORT? 828 1300. (UM3)

ROUND-TRIP

acting technique very shortly. For in-formation call, 347 1275. (UM3)

)/Free

-"^^
l^*"**"****

choice puppys, Ridoebackmix intelligentrhealthy, beautiful Woofy's
(FRMS)puppys, call 3940313 after 9 Pm.

FIVE puppies eight weeks old. Need good
homes; care. Reembursement for shots
desir^^. 473 7432. Micki, Diane. ( FR M 1

)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes, to Enhance
p?r?ii^.V"^^*0''' MEMORY Co"FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIEDand ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily - 474-"^ (UM4)
AUTO Insurance available for all. Realistic
rates per record, substantial savings if
assigned risk. Call 879-9818 or 553-9818. ( 14 M
4)

UCLA Surf Club presents "Sea of Joy" surf
movie, Friday, May 5, 7 PM, Moore Hall

>/ Entertainment . . . . ^, 6

GASTHA4JS Loreiei. German beers, wine ft

lood Fridays, Sat. entertainment. 2260
Westwood Bl. Tel. 474-9311. (4M2)

DESPERATELY need homes lor 4 kittens
Litter box trained. Call after 4:00 PM. 397-
''^* (FRM4>

y^Research Subjects Needed

^?J^^V °' ' '"' » * '^^ •"«> old infants

( rsn a

'PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student 4
Commercial Rates. 341-4457 - tTl-niO 981-
"** ' (MM If)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 3W-I$4t. call anytime. (MM

RESEARCH subiects needed - Psych exo
SI 50/hr 825 4004, Frani Hall B27I. (RSNM

TRAVELING this summer? Free garment
oa°v"?!.:;**'

r"' -rycleanin,. StoJrn^i'!pay later. Campus Cleaners, 10934-38Weyburn Ave., LA, Calif. 90024. GR 8-

(UM$)

THE PRINCETONIAN THING
Now the West can play the game from the
same people who started it all back East.
Fill out our questionnaire (honestly, please)
and win yourself a summer thing. (Sorry,
your thing must be of the opposite sex) Mail
55 check or money order to:

The Princetonian Thing
Box 24A43

-Villag* Station

FEDERALLY authoriied Mariiuana expenment Healthy males over'
2* nm

^^JJ!^^^^^^^^(R$NM1)

y/ForRent .......,,,12

"St!iU"^Mo„5iwt? i. ""^ recommend

459-2802
Malcolm Kigar, 474-4924,

±H M 5)

JUNE 14 LA/LONDON $262 00
SEPT 14 LONDON/LA 93 Days

JUNE 17 LA/FRANKFURT $272.00
AUG 17 LONOON/LA 62 0#ys

JUNE 21 LA/LONOON $272 00
AUG 20 -AMSTEROAH/tA 61 Diyt

irnl
^^ LA/LON/AMST $272.00

SEPT 11 LONOON/LA
,

89 Days

JUNE 26 lA/AMSTERDAM $272.00
SEPT 18 AMSTERDAM/LA 85 Days

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON $262.00
AUG 17 LONDON/LA 51 Days

JULY 9 LA/LONDON $272 00
AUG- 27 LONDON/LA 50 Days

JULY 23 LA/LONDON $272 00
AUG 20 AMSTERDAM/LA 29 Days

i BQAC ft Cfllpjonian
707's.-

all first class

service.

LA.LONOON/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. R^i p3y5 p^.^

2 6/18 8/28

LA, Calif . 90024

^Help Wanted 8

s7a*1Kh"ir *'V?
'"^•'^ uprights for rent -

Sio^ Rebuilt and tuner No minimum. 440^^^ (I2M3)

y Travel. U

L^^il^
secretary, half time, temporary

*^'^"^ (8M2)

nnUJJ'^.* **).** *"""' ^'"y ^*" 9irls. Unlimited
potential selling newest scented YUM YUM
iVi .

l*'"P*" B«» commissions. Greatproduct Please call, 8791225 for info. (8 M 2)

COLLEGE Girl: Mother's helper, S50 week

A.rjnVo?.'^
^^' necessary. Live-out. Bel

-r_iL_ _'^i_ _^^^ (•M2)
MALE /female dancers wanted for

SUMMER lobs m national parks or camncounseling Room A board A pay tervTe?Unlimited, 475 9521 ^^
(8Ml)

s^Jii^^^^?!if*s^^
Service, unn^'l'l^'^ ^*" »«»• *PPO»ntment,services Unlimited, 4759521. (8M1)
MANAGEMENT. Young lnt»rrtatiiiii>i

with management potential. Part/full timeMr Cenovese, (213) 780-7584. (8M 24)

BEAUTIFUL handwoven Peruvian
tapestries, private party. 984 7249. (15M I)

H^^£^ •••P* ••»* mini treks. EuropeNorth Africa, Orient. Call. Student Tr.v^;

IB isaMM <"M1)

• SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
•• L.A./New York ( 1-way) S78

COLORADO River, California - 5 acres 1/2

2136419735 (ISMU
VIVITAR automatic Zoom Lens 90 230mm Minolta mount (interchangeable) neZnew, sno Leave number, 479-4204. msm!!

Tr^'Sw^av ^ra"^"*"* **r**
system, two

ti7n ii ^ speakers, and turntable, sacS270 New in bOKes. 723 5435. (15 M3)'

HARMAN Kardon AM/FM ^tereo and two
12 3 way speakers Must iell, 5200. Stillpnder warranty, 721-0207. n 5 M 3)

IS^l^^^ ^"••'** "VVhen in need of breadsell stereo system." Eves, 477-74a4. (lim ?>'

MATTRESSES Valley State marketiMgrad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

K«H.!:***
'^'*" •""* ^P*"**** •"«« •"Oder"

SL n^"" "** *^*" •"• ««*V Richard Pratt***°*°^ (I50TR)

!

(May 31st A June 15th only)

L.A./London/L.A. $34$
L.A./Brussels/L.A. S249
L.A./Tohyo/L.A. $433
L.A./Tel Aviv/L.A. $508
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033

^_ '''* Westwood Blvd.

Our nth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples.

AUG 2

SEPT 6

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 30
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

OGT 2

SEPT 14

oei-TS"

SEPT 17

OCT 18

LA/LONDON '

LONDON/LA

LA/MADRID
AMSTERDAM/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LDNOON/LA ^

$252.00
36 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$24r.dO
28 Days

$239.00
28 Days

$239.00.
32 Days

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

IS

17

18

«/21

6/22

6/26

^/2S
6/17

6/28

6/28

6/29,

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/16

8/15

9/6

9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$2i2

$262

$262

$275"

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

LA/LON/FRANK
FRANK/LON/LA

. ONE WAY FLIGHTS

Available only to »?o.i«fide members of the
University of Californir including students,
faculty, staff, and t** r.r immediate lamilies
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same tiousehold.

fHghts

a Kerchkhoff Hall ;0S

Between 8 a.m. ft 5p.m
125- 122)

S247.00
:i2 Days

--:
, '

toLONOON(RTbase)
Loncton TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

JUNE 14

JUNE 21
JUNE 26
JUNE 23
JULY 26
AUG 9
AUG 30
SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LON/FRANK
LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONOON
LA/FRANKFURT
LONDON/LA
LA/ LONDON
LA/LONDON

$148.00
$148.00
$148.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also NY.
Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student

rates/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N. Beverl^
Dr., Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE • ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
»000 Sunset Blvd., LA 90049 271-4344

siu.oeow
1 85.90 OW
SU.JOOW
SI72.MOW

Hundreds of departure iiat*« ..,^
destinations. Request frle tr«!ii .-".'*

3^^"«fJ«AVEL^Nc\213r27;?2^•or•8"^
Hilli

*•"* *^*" *' ' »«^«'^«V

CONSUMER Cooperative needs managers
wh up. Call Mr. Kobriti, 441-8321. (8M 5)

m/fh!^''*'"*.!*
"•"*•<* »••' sandwiches to

11 AM,4»2 2050, 454 0021. (8 Ml)
SUMMER housekeeping jobs with relaxed
student run business As many hours as you
want. No lee 52 /hour 028 1300. (8M3)

ThU^®!!.^
Meteor' electric guitar Goodshapewithcase $50 397 7207. (IJM4)

X
c°a°d?x^n^t-^rh!ne'^'tK.V7^^

1. \°,? ''•^*<' •" ••• subjects for fitth gradeblack boy Pay offered Central LA. 1 moht
weekly. Call 753 4118. (| ^ 3

1

DRIVER counselors 5100 5 day week
Station wagon or bus required. 345 1948 after
5:00PM. „^„

DOUBLE sit« water bed Complete tram.

(ISMS)

TEACHERS Wanted: Cont<iCt Southwest
Teachers Agency. Box 4337, Albuquerque,
NM. 87104 'Our 24th year.' Bonded and amember of N. A. T. A. (8M1)

BRITISH AIRLINE need 2 IN
TELLIOENT/ATTRACTIVE GIRLS toWORK IN PASSENGER SERVICE at LAX
on PART TIME BASIS Irom May 1 Dec 30GOOD HOURLY WAGE A FULL
PRIVILCOL'., 14 1 5041 (0M4)

(ISMt)

ON campu* - part time iobs «
~—

I

students l»l»dciallv JglST iTl^ ***
KerckhoH 201.

(ISifW
NEW Sony and Amna. .«..., .

H ANNUAL JET PLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROMM29ROUNDTRIP
JAPAN: FROMt349 HOUNOTRIP

• ncwvork
JUNE.150NE WAY• HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULV 2
JULY 1 JULY to

• tokvo/orient
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHAf^TEf^S
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICfAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Al» StMd^tr,,! »^ ^„rMpm^, c.r PmnMm,
InMranc*. OuidvbOokt

STU^T TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

JBk AIS/EXtTSm W^^ *0S> Santa Moni«a Blvd
.^^ mt§ LA. BOOM

2748742
MH bik. awt of Sant. MonK:.yDoh,nwiu

$179
plus land

IN ACCORDANCC TO CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CA
LIFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD
REN AND BARENTS. AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. CALEDONIAN. SATURN
AND ONA AIRWAYS. ALL FLIGHTS ARE
BOEING 707 OR SUPER DC8 JETS AND
ARE PRICED AT FULL CAPACITY YOU
MAY RECEIVE FURTHER DETAILS AND
APPLICATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CO-
ORDINATORS IN CARE OF..

you kno^v ust
woVe.ea.

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free time.
Eicp. in Travelling, 914-2411. (17QTR)

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd , LA 90025. 478 0444. ( 17 QTR)]

y/Jutoring \i

PRENCH 1,2,3 tutoring. UCLA graO.,
French minor. S4 hr. 828-8727, 4-7:30 PM. (HM 2)

W«Bt
n«at I

TELC: 478-8286

n«.ir??$.niiwM'R?5:

2 J J-.*^^' °***«'' «» preparation. In
dividuki ahd small group Instruction.

r«*5f-I!"^ Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.
457 4390. ^-', (UQTI|)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ek
perienced Univ. »»rof. Positive results any
•?'" E«*y conversational method (trial).

*'3-M92. (liOTIt;

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
language study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teach^ for results. 828
344. (HOTR)

WRITE your own term papers, English M*
Will help you. It's legal, ethical, cheaper. 47f
"3' niM4i

FLIG^H^'i*^'*^
* MIDDLE EAST CHARTCR

New York riights under 5100 one-way
Study A Camping Tours

t972 Student Guide Book to EurofM
Student Rail pass 2 mo. 5130

CONTACT: SOFA Agem VIC DEPT UCLA
U509 Ventura Blvd.

»'HONE: *72 2283 or 784 1477

^oJr^m*. a*"*
^"'"'"•^^ Un regimented

rrZii':;i.,v;4*r»^»
•"''•^TiriVR^

y/lyplmg 19

h?a
^*^ rates, theses and dissertations.

IBM selectric. Fast, accurate, dependable.
Also editing, Mike. 477.4002. (19M )

LOW rates /guality typing paper*-
dissertations, theses, books, ttc. Free
•dtting Emergency Service. Call. Ml
<0<9

( 19 M 2).

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest)
Oisscrtatlens. theses, papers. Fast, ac
curate. Tom , 473 0031 .

( It OTR

:

('

«

I
Announcements

^j .^6SU Nominations
Nominations for the Black Students U nion officers wiU be ooen untfl

May. Nominees for office, particularly Chairman and Vice Chairman
should have been on campus for two quarters or more, and have some
type of involvement in student acUviUes as well as some undersUndMc
of University politics and the Black community of camous Black
students interested in running for BSU officers should go to the BSU of
fice, 320 Kerckhoff Hall, 825-1437; or the Afro-American Studies Center
CampbeU Hall, 3rd floor, 825-7403; or Nommo Office, 115 Kerckhoff Halli

Volunteers Needed
The Peoples Lobby needs volunteers to work in all phases of their

operatwn that is woricmg for the passage of environmental protection
measures;

.*

AAonday> AAay 1. 1^72
•ML

Touching, feeling, sensing

ISC begi

UCLA DAILY BRU»N !

measures;

The Rincon ElemenUry School would like volunteers to work as
regular classroom aides, doing work with educationally handicaooed
mentaUy retarded and mentally gifted monors. Also needed are volun'
teers to work with programs such as English as a second language and
science seminars. ^ *

The American Red Cross needs volunteers to help with the SPFCTAi
OLYMPICS FOR RETARDED YOUtH: orientatici sessions are being
scheduled now. *

La Mandragold
"La Mandragold," by Niccolo MachiaveUi, will be performed in the

original Italian by the students of the Italian department, 8 pm May 4
Speech-Drama 121

.
Scripts in both Italian and English will be available to

the audience. Free. - "

Philosophy Contest
The Philosophy Department announces The Rudolf Carnap Prize

^'ssayCompeHtiott^or W7l.72.Aprize ofItwrwin be offered for an essay
of 5000 words or less on any philosophical topic. If no essay is judged to
merit the award, no prize will be givea D uplicate prizes wiU be offered in
case of ties. The competition is open to all students enrolled at UCLA
during 1971-72. Entries, typed and double-spaced, may be submitted to
the office of the philosophy department. Social Welfare 321, on or before
May 26, 1972. Participants will be notified of the results by mail. The
name of the winner(s) will be inscribed on the plaque of Carnap Prize
Essayists in the Philosophy Reading Room

DA I LY
BRUIN

Language is the essence o^
drama. Without language drama
becomes a type of silent film
where more imagination is

required on the part of the
audience. Similarly, when
reading a book, the reader foUows
not only the story but also can
often read the inner thoughts of
the characters. If the same book is

made into a film, a film-goer
would miss a great deal of the
original story if he is not alert as
only the alert audience would be
able to read what is not said
verbally.

The medium of language in
drama complements ^the ef-
fectiveness or im pact of the play.
The words, the tones, the
vehemance or softness of the way
sentences and phrases are
delivered, all help to portray a
state of mind or a feeHng. But
what if, in this case, EngHsh is not
your native language? No matter
how proficient you are in English
as a second langua^e^ youjkMi'l.
get the "feel" of the language
overnight or even in five or ten
years. There is a gap between
being able to use English as a
mechanical thing and being able
to "feer; the connotations, the
vague border betw een what is said
and what Is meant. For a foreign
student on campus interested in

drama workshop
drama, more often than not,

language in the "feeling" sense
b^omes a barrier, especially
among students who don't speak
each other's language. To bridge
this gap, to move from reading a
book to seeing a m ovie, from what
is exphcitly said to non-verbal
portrayal of characters, a new
acting workshop is beginning at
ISC.

Emphasis will shift to the new
realms of theatre arts. So that

people from different lands can
participate in the art of theatre,

emphasis will shift to emotional
recall and sense memory. Impro-
vision would require instant
resourcefulness on the part of_

actors and actresses. "We try to

combine the methods of both
Stanislawski and Grotowski in

training students interested in

acting." said Amir Mashaylki,
director. _

The acting workshop meets at
7:30 pm every Tuesday night in

the International Student Center.
All interested persons are
welcome to join.

EC secretary workshop
"Women students working for their B A in the Humanities and Social

Sciences are very likely to find themselves channeled into office work."
This is the major role for women at the present time according to'
Dorothy Gilden, secreUry and returning student who is offering "Office
Culture and the Secretary" as a workshop through Experimental
College. ; ,; j

The class is open to both students and office women on the earn pus.
T.ecfure/discussions dealwith how the w oman's role is woven into office
mores and interactions and how this affects women's behavior work
roles and work opportunities. The class will engage in problem solving
arising out of the real life experience of the participants as an aid to
greater awareness and better coping with the problems in the field.

The class meets Monday evenings in A rchitecture 1243C through June
3. The time has been set for 6:30-8:00 as a convenience for students and
office women on the campus. For further information call Experimental
College 825-2727 or 825-7041.

^Typing ; . . . . /9 V^pts Furnished ..... 2f / House for Sale . . . . . 26 /'^^''os for Sale .,.,,.33 yAutos lor Sale

'

33

EDITH - IBM typing. Th«s*s, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933 1747. (19 OTR)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (19 QTR)

sns SINGLE, deluxe, newer bidg, 1/2 block
beach, al| electric, beautifully furnished, 6
months lease. 36 Brooks Ave., Venice, 399
3S09 evenings and wkends. » (21M3)

^

S23$ 1 bedroom pool. Furn/patio/air cond.
10941 Strathmore Dr. 477-MS3. (21 M 11)

• -
'

" ^~^—
RUTH, ttieses, dissertations, term papers

Mtnjr"***
•*•••*«»••• Experienced. Cali

mo?;'; ^Apts Unfurnished .... 22
TYPIST - ttieses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 7W-t074 / ie nro

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S: 30.weekends. Sharon.
838 5487. (19 QTR)

PACIFIC Palisades: View, S bedrooms,
study, 2 bath«, $68,000. Call 4S4 4420 eves.,

weekends. (26 Ml)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunsel, 2 bdrm ft

conv. den Quiet Cul-de Sac. S43,S00. Sands
Realtors: 476-6464. (26 OTR)

CLOSE in Encino! 3 plus 1 1/2. Dining /or
family room. Air. Newly decorated. Covered
Lanai. Many extras. Walk to park, tennis,
golf . $32,900. Ml SS90. (26 Ml)

'63 VW Beetle New engine and paint 1970.
Cltfan Ask S400. 4771019.

( 33 M 3)

'65 MUSTANG good cond., 3 speed, 6 cyl .

new trans, S72S. Call Ed, 478 9919. (33M3)

69 SAAp Sports car. (2 seat). Sonnet II.
Radio Tape Lo mi. 476-2649. (33M4)

'69 VW Bug, automatic, low mileage, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer over S1200. 397-
''" (33M4)

S145 1 BORM, newly dec, w/w carpet,
drapes, built-ins, refrig., patk>, Robertson-
National area. 136-0169, eves A weekends. (22M S)

^TTPTigG^^EdiTihg.^tnglish grads. Ten
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,
"*^^^^ (190TR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations Editing. Weekdays, 9
6 Barbie, 828 2365, Mae, 396 5182. (19ATR/

1 BDRM - carpets, drapes, stove, incl.
-utilities, S13S. 10506 3/4 W. Pico, 838 6300, 933-
**07. (22 MS)

y/ Apts to Share 23
FEMALE share w/2. Share bath w/1. Own
bdrm, S92. SO. 473 2037. (23 MS)

4 ARTY Funky, 3 bdrm houses for sale or
lease Fireplace, p#tio. SM beach. Designed
by famous architect. 2 houses and garage
-apt , $50,000 each Also 6 bdrm house and lot,

S43,S00 140 2 Hollister. 399 7382. (26M 1)

^ House to S/iorg y

'69 CORTINA GT, good condition, new
clutch, tires. Call between 8 12, IJ. 825-1649,
SI, 000 (33M4)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3026
S;^nta Monica Blvd. 821-7409 . (33 QTR)

MUST sell 1967 VW camper Good condition.
Fully equipped. Call anytime. 6S55$67. (33M

'72 PINTOS, full price, $t040. Or<^er now.
CallMr Asatoor Mr. Rossi, 120 2631 '(33M
3) • :

1
— ' '

'64 VOLVO automatic AM/FM radio,
heat«r, $695 2219 Ocean Front, Venice. EX 6-

6109.
._,

(33M3)

'67 VOLVO 122s Air, auto, radio. Clean. Ask
$1000 477 2089 (33M3)

PEUGEOT 404. Wagon low mileage, as new.
Leaving country. Sacrifice S69S. 819-1043,

days. (33 MS)
— - ..^— . ^ , I. —.^1.

I

'67 XKE, auto, fact, air, immaculate!

t

$2000? or offer. 479 9634, 477-4S0S. ( 33 M «)

fT'

<
. * .

'70 VW Bug. 16,000 miles, immaculate! ! AM
FM, loaded, $i$$0 305 0041 days . 3^3*'H ^

eves. BE F 441. (33M$|

•67 VW Sguarebaek, bayish bik/inter., AM-
-Ff^, exceWent sond.,^ 53.000 miles, $990.

PLEASANT 2 bdrm house at beacli, next
park Own room, util/incl. $90/mo. Eves
396 7718; days, (Barbara) 825 760).

)/Apts Furnished 2/

iJ.m.es''L°^;.f*"**"" **<^»' Furnished.uiiiifies
P«« . r»#ng., balcony. 5 min. walk

^'•'•^^•*- (21 M$)

COME to 625 Landfair, roommates are there
singles and l-bdrms, pool, sundecks,

garage. 479 5404. (23 MS)

GIRL share w/2. Large 2bdrm, 2-bath,
furnished apt. Avail. June. $75. 477-0773. ( 23
M 5)

UCLA. Pat,

Mnm?5 c,«*^*'**
one bdrm apts in SantaMonica, S185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,

392 5556,592-9142. (JIQTR)

Lrn«^ bachelors. $90 up. Singles, $12$,

GR 3 0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

hlXP*"^*.'
*»««»»•'•«•» 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

m.uiJ!!?. V^J**"* ^•'"P*'* '0024 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR$.5504.

(21 QTR)

WALK UCLA. Hooray Spacious one bdrm.
M«l*"'f.'«!'^ ' *•"«'•*' bachelors. Garage.
^Agr., 650 Landfair, 477-5479. (21 M 2)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt., fur

nished, pool, lacutii, Westwood. S157.50

6ach 4730620 (33M 1 )

ROOMMATE wanted to share apt. w/3 guys.

SS2/mo & 1/4 util Right on place w/pool 478

5270 (23 M 2)

ROOMMATES Needed 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $65. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473-6412. (23 QTR)

RENT too high? Consider shared housing

Room Mate Finders, 2288 Westwood,

475 8631,fee$15. (23M2)

JUNE <70 /month. Friendly girls (at least

21) Beautiful 2 bedroom singles' apt. Pool,

sauna. 824 2268 (23 Ml)

yFor Sub-Lease . 24
501 GAYLEY

Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. K«y - GR 3-0524

VISITING Prof/grad. Single, furnished,
quiet, clean. S.M. 6/15 10/1. $90. Mary, 825
3281 (24M2)

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom, furnished, $100
month, own room, 10 mm. campus, yard
Cathy, Ellen 393 6852 (27 M 2)

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen, $100 monthly plus utilities.

After 5 PM, 279 1860. (27 M 2)

VENICE beach Furnished private bdrm m
spacious mixed house. Kitchen garden $90

includes utilities 392 1679 (27 M 2)

PEOPLE wanted to share Duplex in Venice.
Privacy respected $50 $75. Call Mac/Nancy,
399 6325 (27 M 2)

HUGE 3 bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darKroom, yard, W/grad art student, $125,

821 1483 (27M5)

)/ Housing Needed .... 28

SUMMER faculty of American Film In

stitute needs 4 5 bedroom house for month of

July. 876 3078 or Barbara Smith at 278-

8777. (28M16 )

MALE Japanese student will do light

housekeeping exchange rm/bd near UCLA.
C.ill 47^ 1023 eves (28M 2)

VW Camper Immaculate, pop up top, new
car warranty still effective. $2100. 474

^'^^ (33M2)

'71 TOYOTA Corona AM/FM stereo like
new $1650 /offer 474 1627 4 speed, red /bik
interior (33M3)

.—

x

69 BUG Automatic, mint. 30,000
miles. extras $1250 '64 bug, rebuilt engine,
S550 659 5227 - (33 M 3)

61 CHEVY truck /cab over camper new
tins, brakes, engine |0b camper fully
I quipped SISOO 837 4875 evenings &
wichends (33 M 2)

R-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGENCAR SERVICE
-OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A I AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours

Europe bound. 456 6133 anytime. (IJMTT"

'70 VW Fastback lied, AM/FK/I radio.

Runnmg smooth, best offer, 478 1407.(33 M S)

AUSTIN America '70, auto trans, good
cond .best offer, 886 2156. (33 MS)

FOR Sale, 1966 Opel Sport Coupe Kadett.
Clean, $450 (wholesale bluebook) 825 4950,

454 0730 (33M2)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

^ . . .... — ,^

UCLA Students' 5*o off Peugeot,
Mofobecane. Centurion, oth^ line makes
Expert repairs Lee's Cyclorama, Schwinn
Authoriied dealer 2639 S Robertson Blvd. 3

bihs N Santa Monica Fwy 839 4466 (35 M 4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd from $77 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 47S 3370. (3S
OTR)

68 FIAT (850) Transmission needs work.
Otherwise in good condition, $350. 553
8743 (33M4)

'ycles, Scooters

For Sale.. •••••*•••••••••• 36
66 CHEVY Malibtf; air cond

,

i.Tdio. Clean o cyl. Economy.
1376

pwr. steering,
$650 Call, 824

(33M2)

1970 HONDA CB175, Less than 5000 miles,
rack, perfect condition $375, 477 8393 (34 A

SMALL apt. in Laurel Cyn. $90 per month
•ncludihg utilities. June 10 - Aug. 27. 654
"" (21 M3)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments

Moderately Priced
.^Rentifig Off ice 516 Landfair #1

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
$43 Landfair «14
S40Glenrock«1)

SUMMER at Stanford, 1 bedrm. Furnished
apt. summer sublet Palo Alto. Pool, $150

/mo. (415)941 0586. (24M1)
,
—,

, —
ONE bedroom, furnished, appliances A
utensils included. 7/1/72 through 12/31/72.

$225 /month. 474 5804. (24M1)

$150 JUNE 15 Sept 15 or part 3 large

rooms, fully equipped, West Hollywood 659

253 morns. ,
(24M8)

SUBLET 6/1 8/31, SM /Westwood. Luxury
one bdrm, unfurnished, $170. EilCen, days,
746 2788 ninhts, 876 0295 (24 Ml)

^House for Rent 25

WESTWOOD netr Sunset Choice 2 bdrm A
conv. den. Charming yard. Cut de Sac.

$S9,000 Sands Realtors, 476 6464. (2$ OTR)

^Room & Board

66 VW. rebuilt engine, sacrifice.
0647, 399 8492

Sale 474
(33M2)

'68 HONDA 30$ Scrambler Runs, but needs
work, helmet included Sacrifice, $120 39$.
1480, 6.PM. (36 Ml)

MALE student grad/undergrad, N)eals.

walk school, pool, tv, garage Reasonable
400 S Bentley. 272 4736. (RBM1)

70 VW camper, new
eng , original owner.
evos.

Clutch, tires, rebuilt
Blue book 472 6079

(33M2)

HERSHEY dorm contracts lor sale i men's,

824 1915 Stan; 1 women's, 824 2272 Jddy (R8
M 1)

BEST deal' Dorm (your choice) contract
now, male/lenvale $175 /(trade for?) 47$.
8038/825 2075, Box 280 (Carolina)
message (RBM2)

WOMEN Summer «nd /or Fall housing.
Reasonable, super convenient to campus.
For info, call 474 3371 (RBM1)

y/ltbom lor l?enl

.

3}

TEMP, or Perm, apts at UCLA's door
i<04. Air cond., pool, sundecks, gar. 63

Landfair. (21

479
625441
(21M3)

4J Ov
r^ 'V,\

FURNlSf^ED Singles to share, $70. Heate^
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley. 473
6412 (31 OTR)

Friday 1

$75 QUIET girl Bel Air mountaintop.
Private entrance Pool, share bath, break
fast privileges, smogless. 7130140. ( 31 M 2)

GIRL to live with older woman in gorgeou$
Encino home, pool, view, $S0. 390-3229
FM (3IM$)

DESPERATE am leaving this world 1968
Opel Kadett Rallye $895 784 3463. ( 33 M 1

)

FOR Sale '64 Chevy impala, power, A/C,
clean Best ofler, call 473 1772 after 5 PM or

weekends (33M2)
1

^

'68 VW automatic. Excellent condition.
Radio, new tires and brakes. Low mileage.
$1095 935 5358 after S. (33 Ml)

ATTENTION Students Fleet discounts
Available on new Pintos and all Fords. Credit
ok'd By phone, call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato,
agents 820 2631 J33M3)

67 VW Karmann Ghia hardtop, excellent

condition, radial tires, original owner. Best

oiler 479 6766. (

1

3 M 2)

PORSCHE, S7', New rear end, trans.,
Rebuilt eng $1|00/best offer. Call B/4 4 pm
931 4790 (33/"

YAMAHA 100 $135 Low 7,700 miles. Ek-
cellent condition. Great buy. Hurry. Days
i25 2974, evenings, 473 8176 (36 M 2)

70 TRIUMPH 250; completely rebuilt; must
sac $400 Excellent cond , dall JT/J Gopal.
836 6177 (36M2)

^^'l TRIUMPH 6S0 Bonneville Lugg rack

3efTlIi,".» """ '^"* *•" ^'»»»» '»•^•Jeii,4j4 2178 (34M3)

'71 TRIUMPH 650 Bonneville Luggage

Xr j';Vf7$V2";y "- ^-»
-r,;V?;

^68 HONDA CB160 Fine shapg. $]S0 or tradeor trail bike 472 2910 ^ "
(j/mIT

$7 TRIUMPH 650CC, completely rebuiH
excellent condition. $47$. 4;o.47S4or 477.
"*• (MMS)

VAN '$9 GMC. Factory rebuilt Dodfe hemi
2000 miles. 411 Oayley »}. 82$ 211S, 7-ii
^^

(13 M 3)

a
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-- By AnnSoloman ~
'DB Staff Writer

*'I'm not willing to sacrifice truth for success.
Besides people like things that are pure and natural,
they really want to know what you're thinking and

_feeling." Roberta Flack has proved that she prac-
tices what she preaches. She has remained truthful
and has become one of the fastest rising popular
singers in the entertainment field today. She is

totally dedicated to her art and would rather not
become a superstar'. "The money situation has
become a kind of death. A lot of entertainers have
died by outpricing themselves." Ms. Flack will
appear with Donny Hathaway in Pauley Pavilion on
Saturday. The appearance will be their first and only
appearance together in the Los Angeles area this
year. ^ '

.

"I'havea great amount of security in music. I am
nothing else but a musician. I have 22 or 23 years of

music background." Her public entry into music
came at the age of ten when she took over the

position of church organist. By the time Ms. Flack
was in junior high she was conducting the school

choir in competitions and at 18 she conducted the last

act of Aide. "I learned .all techniques of "vocal
production because I was there."

After accompanying for sometime, in addition to

conducting Ms. Flack decided to go into teaching.
She gave a new interpretation to the music that she
presented to her inner-city Junior High students in

Washington DC. *'You can present material to the

kids in a way that they will fmd interesting. To them
my song Reverend Lee can be described in the terms

of a three act play." She found it easy to capture the

interest of the students in areas that had always been

difficult to communicate _ir^ _. . . ^_

"How can an inner-city child relate to opera or

classical music? It's totally alien to them in its usual

context. But if you portray Aida as a beautiful Black
slave girl who isjoved by a white prince, or point out

the relation to the plot of a cartoon to that of

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony they can really turn on
to it."

Her performing career began at the Tivoli Opera
Restaurant in Washington. Her tremendous success
helped her to reali ze that her interest in performance
was becoming extremely strong. "That first job was
just for the summ er. But when I went back to school

in September, I'd had a taste of it and I knew I loved

it. " So, Ms Flack quit her job.with the sc hool system
and took a job at Mr. Henry's 'Georgetown'. Her
populiarity grew to the point where the owner of the

restaurant had a special room built for her to per-

form Les McCann attended one of her performances
and was impressed with her ability that he per-
suaded Atlantic Records to audition her a nd offer her
a contract.

Campy Contest
Alright gang! We've had such good respon

to our trivia tests, and so many complamts wM^*
we've made mistakes (campus editors
human, too, you know), that we've decided?
give you, dear reader, a chance to participat '

the creation of a trivia test. Golly gosh! ^
^^

You may enter as many times as you wish and
in as many categories as you want We J!//
choose one winner and up to ten honorahl
mentions in each category. The four luck
winners will each receive $2.50 in cash monies ^
America. Honorable mentions get no money b t
their achievements will receive recognition
these noble pages. Note: any questions sub-
mitted without answers will be automaticaHv
disqualified.' ^

Contest is open to all- students, staff, q^^
faculty, excepting employees of the Daily Bruin
Entries must be received no later than 4 pmMayS; at the Daily Bruin Office, Kerckhoff no
The categories are: movies, television, olde
rock, and sports.

Name

Ctoss¥^otd B'y rem Shetter
ACROSS-
LThe
maples Z

5. Moisture
8. Straw

beehive "

12. Hindu
queen

13. A wing
14. Heal
15^ Fictional

dog
16. Actress

Main
18. American

dramatist
ZO. Russian

__ workers
group

21. Stannum
22. Wurttem-

berg
measure

23. Brother
of Moses

26. Girl of
song

30. Fourth
caliph

31. Female
swan

32. Wood
sorrel

33. Primers
,36. Actress

Leigh
38. Riode—
39. Treat

hides

40. Perry's

Miss
Street"

43. Actress
Monroe

47. Milky
liquid r

49. Flat-
' toppe^

hill ^
50. Greek

• weight
51. Wooden

peg
52. Biblical

name
53. I^oman
_ road
54. Commo-

tion

55. Fat
bacon' *

DOWN
1. Macaws
2. Singer
Johnny

3. Grafted
' '* (Her.)

4. Venetian
bridge

5. Friend of— Pythias
6. Ardor
7. Conflict

8. Dross
9. Author
Vonnegut

10. Large
lake

IL Fruit—
rind

17. Crowds
19. Loud

noise

Avrrji^f linir of ».olu|inn: 27 niin.
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L U N E E N E P SmSHi IHElD] R eJ T
Answer to Friday's puzzle.

22. Electri- r
fied par-
ticle

23. Swiss
river

24. Beverage
25. Narrow

inlet

26. The law
thing

27. Actor
Chaney

28. A dessert
29. Consume
31. Con's

' compan- •

ion ..

34. Monetarjr-
unit

35. Periods
of time

36. Container
37. Beast
39. A dance
40. Half: a

prefix
41. Discharge
42. Crescent-

shaped
figure

43. Humor
44. Miss

Home
45. European

river
46. Spike-

nard
48. Miss

Claire

What's On:
Tickets:

Campus and Public
—"Roberta Flack/' 8:30 pm,

Saturday, Pauley Pavilion.
Tickets on sale at Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza, at
$5.50, $4.50 and $3.50. 41 off on all

prices for students with picture
ID. -"'-i

—"Sleight of Hand/' a Theater
Arts production, 8:30 pm, Wed-
nesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday^; Ralph Freud
Playhouse, MacGowan Hall.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.
— 'Music for the 70$/' with the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Zublh AAehta conducting,
with pianist-harpsichordist Roger

Woodward, 8:45 pm, AAay 12,

- Royce Hall Audltoi-lum. Tickets
are $4.50; $3.50, $2.50 and $2

,
(students). Program will be
preceded by a keyboard recital
featuring Woodwa rd at 7 pm, open
to tlcketholders for the main
performance,

r

—"Pharoah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
AAay 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students).

, *

'

—"Jamaican Folk Singers iniEi

Dancers," 8:30 pm, Sund^Mu.
Royce Hall Auditorium. "rtckS
are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75
(students).

f
'

'
•'

—"UCLA Cham ber Orchestra/'
8:30 pm> AAay 15, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$1.50 (students).

Students/—"Africa the Light- Hearted
Continent," an audio-visual

program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm, AAay

14, Royce Hall Auditorium. $1

student tickets are available from

the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Vistas off Rome," featuring

pianist Leo Smit In a multi-

cultural presentation of 2000 years

of Roman history, 2:30 pm. May
14, Royce Ha)l Auditorium. $1

student tickets are available from

the Kerckhoff ^ Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140). '

—"Margalit Oved," singer,

dancer, musician, 8:30 pm, Royce

Hall Auditorium. $1 student

tickets are available^ from the

Kerckhoff Ticket bffIce ( Kerch

hoff 140).
^

(Continued on Page 17)

^l^-t.

DONNa tuRRY - MtnlTToultaHsrvocjS!^^
present Renaissance, folk, and cont.m^ ",'
by^English, French, Italian, Spanish, Gorman^lAmencan compo>.;»;;t , ^^. H>n««M ., .k.^.A'^

Canyon Rocrtatlon Center, Buenos Ayrts Room
student tickets are limited to two por student wifn

picture ID. Free coffoo.
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'It's a bird, it's i plane, it's . . /

Dummy
By Steve Rubin
DBSUff Writer

Students in the vicinitjrof Bunche Hall yesterday at
noon were terrified as a human form plunged nine
floors to an overhang on the northern side of the
building.

A professor, whose dTfice is on the llth floor
phoned University police who arrived along with aii

ambulance and fire department unit. At 12:15 pm
two firemen discovered that the human form was a
dummy.

Several bizarre incidents preceded the "event,"
according to Craig Fuller, an eyewitness.

Eyewit|iess .

^^

"About 11:50 I was taking some pictures for our
campaign literature (Fuller is running for un-
dergraduate student body first vice president) when
this guy comes running through the Sculpture'
Gardens. He began yelling: 'Don't jump, don't jump.

'

Think of your family.'

"At that moment we looked up and this dummy
came falling from the top of Bunche Hall. It shocked
a lot of people but you could tell it was dummy."

sout
Urtiversity police questioned Fuller to see if hecoud Identify the man who had run through the

Sculpture Gardens After a few minutes scanning the
crowdj^^uller could not spot him The man was

^mb scare
Between 12:15 pm and-12:30 pm. police and fire

units waited for a bomb squad unit from the Los
Angeles Police Departmem to arrive. They had been
called when the firemen had reported that thedummy was wired for sound.

The two detectives from the bomb squad arrived
around 12:45 pm and began taking the dummy apart.
The dummy was apparenUy stuffed with insulation

material and contained an "electronic device"
according to Lieutenant John Jensen of the
University police.

This device was termed a laughing box by a
member of the bomb squad. The dummy was
wrapped up, brought down at 1 :09 pm and thrown in
the back of a University police car.
As to the incident, Jensen's only comment was*

"Poor joke." »
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DUMMY UP — University police officers remove the remains of an
unfortunate dummy who yesterday plummeted nine stories from the roof
of Bunche Hall. Eyewitnesses reported the pra^k to both ttie police ami
fire departments, who investigated the victim to find a laughing box
implanted within.

.'..-TJ,^ r..i!^u--:t4-i»32?r4i!ri.'.:'sai-frK3x.»;.i«ic::«Sfc-.

Residence Hall conference - «^"'* »> Angela Davismring

to discuss dorm probieni.v ^^"^P"^ "^ay face censure

•..f:i-.raifrio^=;.-'-JrM»»siBi? ;

^.. - By Ken Ward
DBSUff Writer _

A two-day Residence Halls Symposium begins tonight in Sproul Hall to
discuss current problems in the dorms ranging from food service to
student rights.

Larry Olson, symposium chairman, said the student-created and run
program should give dorm residents a chance to "rechannel frustrations
and to make relevant suggestions. We, as students, 'own' the halls and we
should be the ones to make decisions on how we want to live. Iir the past,
that responsibility has been relinquished ioTtianagers and ad-
ministrators," he said.

Olson said Jack Kropf , manager of the Office of Auxiliary and Service
Knterprises, and Charles Cerbasi, residence halls administrator, will

attend the symposium. Norman P. Miller, vice chancellor of student and
campus affairs, and Campus Advocate Charles McClure are also
scheduled to attend. ^_

. _ „_ ._u
;rv.. .:.-- Dorm budget ^

A general introcfuctofy session will be held at 6 pm today in the Green
I ounge of Sproul Hall. At 6:30 pm a business staff will meet in a panel, at
which time the dorm budget will be presented including an explanation of
expenses and projected capital improvements for 1972-73. Ideas and
problems concerning food service and maintenance will also be
discussed. ***

Also at 6:30, in the Fireside Lounge of Rieber Hall, an advisory sUff
panel discussion will be conducted. Job descriptions, training procesObs
and employment outlook for various housing jobs such as house advisors
will be discussed.
At 3 pm tomorrow, a minority students palnel will be held in Sproul

Hall's Brown Lounge. A report on the problems, needs and concerns of
minority students is scheduled to be presented.

(Continued on Page 3)

By Terry Colvin
__ , ,„ DB Staff Writer
- A second front has been opened

'

surrounding the controversy of

Angela Davis, this one concerning
the actions of the University of

California Regents in firing Davis
from her position here as an
assistant professor of philosophy.

The American Association of*
University Professors (AAUP) is

expected to act today on a
recommendation made last fall

that the University be censured
because the Regents ''violated the
principles of |icademic freedom
and due process when they
dismissed David from the faculty

in June of 1970." ^ ^ _

If the report is approved today
by the AAUP's committee on
academic freedom and tenure,

then it will be voted upon by the

entire assembly on Friday.

Onsure
The University of California, if

censure is approved, will join a

list of 28 other universities and
colleges which have had a similar

sanction leveled against them by
the AAUP.
The result of a censure vote

would be that ttie AAUP would

I^^PARTY'S OVER — The AAonday aHormath of

oi kT'^*'*
Oras wtoktnd found the nortlioast corner

oIk!!**
•**''***^ *••«* strewn with wood, paper and

wner leftovers. Foltowing the clean-up comes the
"»»»t for rt-SMding the field with the final recovery

DB pilot* by D«nnit Fri«d

of the land often taking several months. An
estimated 40,000 people visited Mardi Gras, con-

tributing almost $140,000. Procoods will go to

UniCamp, summer camp for underprivileged

chiMren. V

urge its 95,000 members not to

accept a position with any of the
University's nine campuses. The
University of California would
become the largest institution to

ever be censured by the
association. Once on the censured
list it is assumed the University of

California would seek to remove
itself to avoid deleterious effects

on hiring of new professors.

The official explanation from
the Regents has been that Davis
was never fired from her position

once a court injunction was ob-

tained to prevent them from doing
so. They claim she was not
rehired when her contract came
up for review at the end of the

academic year.

Davis contract

Chancellor Charles E. Young,
acting on the recommendation of

the philosophy department here
recommended that Davis be
rehired. The subsequent action by

the board, not to renew the con-
tract, was based on what it felt

was a series of inflammatory
speeches given by Davis both on
and off the campus during the.

academic year.
,

'

The Los Angeles Times
reported on Sunday a statement
from William French Smlth7
chairman of the Board of Regnets,
who said he still felt the action by
the board was justified and not a
violation of academic freedom.
He said h.e beheved their case"

against Davis on murder-
conspiracy charges stemming
from the courthouse shootout
there. '

—-.^--^.^

The trial of Davis entered its

second month of testimony with

prosecutor Albert Harris reading
excerpts from the diarv they

claimed Davis kept in which she
makes her feehngs for George
Jackson known.

(Contlnned on Page 5)
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Emorseuil Proceilire
Following aro the procMlurtt lor ontforsomont ol SLC-OSA candidatts by the Daily

Bruin The Bruin stall has spent many hours working on this proposal, looking into past
mistakes and discussing how those mifttakes can be avoided. We believe this plan offers a
liar chance to all candidates as well as preserving the necessary fre#dom of the press
inherent in our right to endorse. CSA platforms will be printed tomorrow, SLC platforms
will be printed Thursday.

I) Today, all GSA platforms are due at the Daily Bruin office by S pm. according to the
Royce Hall clock. The platforms of all presidential candidates may not exceed 40
typewritten lines, margins at 10 and AS, and the platforms for all candidates for all other
offices may not exceed 40 typewritten lines, margins 10 and AS. The staff of the Daily
Bruin will edit from the last paragraph withovt, contacting the candidate if ttiat can
didate's platform exceeds these limitations.

}) Tomorrow, all SLC platforms are due at 3 pm, according to the Royce Hall clock, and
interviews of all CSA candidates will take place. Daily Bruin staff members who have a
particular knowledge of the problems of GSA will conduct the interviews, which will also
be monitored by at least one member of the Editorial Board. Inttrv;ews will be on the
following schedule: 10 am noon, Second Vice-President; noon 2 pm, First Vice President ;

3 4 pm, President. The ipterviews will not be printed, but they will be tape recorded and
w»ed as one of the evaluition tools in writing the DaHy Bruin endorMments.

3) Thursday, SLC interviews will be conducted. All the principals discussed in «3 above
will apply, with the exceotlon of the schedule, as follows: 10 am noon — Educational
Policies Commission and Campus Events Commission; 1-3 pm — financial Support
Commission and Cultural Affairs Commission; 3 4 pm — General Representatives and
Community Services Commission; 4-s pm — Student Welfare Commission and Student
Facilities Commission.
Friday: 10 »m noon, Administrative Vice-President and First Vice President; 1-3.30

pm, President.
Daily Brum staff members will sign up in advance for the interv^ws so that no can-

didate will be kept waiting.
4) After all interviews have been complJHed, a weekend long discussion, attended by all

members ol the Daily Bruin staff will be conducted, and the endorsement editorials
written.

5) Monday, the Daily Bruin Endorsement Editorials lor all candidates and all offices
for the primary election will be published.

4 ) Rebuttals m ust be taken in to ttie Daily Bruin office by 4 pm , according to ttie Royce
Hall clock, and of the tollowtng lengths Non-oMtersod presidential candidates — 40 lines
typewrinen, margins 10 and AS, all non-endorsed candidates lor all other offices— 31 lines
typewritten, margins 10 and AS.
Only non endorsed candidates flfipy rospdnd to our endorsement CdftdflM.-'lld otHor

rebuttals will be accepted.
7) TK* Monday prior to the final election, the Daily Brum will re-endorse candidates for

the final election
• ) 'Rebuttals" follow the same form as «A above
9) No student body president may use this column to endorse any candidates.
10) All material which Elections Board(s> wish printed must be in the Daily Bruin of

lice at noon the day t>«fore publication.
II) Members of ttie Communications Board may not write letters on beholf of any

candidate for any office.

12) Three days prior to the notification of nomination the above sdHidlas will be
pointed in bold lace type on the Iront of the Bruin.

:,.*/•
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Lights for courts considered
f

'

V**

V'

SeX'lifememosprepared

forpresidentialreading n
WASH!N(;T0N (AP) - FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover "happily

prepared secret memos" about the sex lives of public figures for Lyndon
H .Johnson's presidential bedtime reading, columnist Jack Anderson
testified Monday.
Testifying under oath at a House Government Information sub-

committee hearing into executive branch secrecy practices, Anderson
said he has seen FBI sex reports.

During secret probes of prominent Americans, Anderson said, **their

^ex liv^. drinking habits and personal affairs have come under FBI

Student apathy mars Tuesday, May 2, 1972

UPC Study: tennis anytimeT |departrnent elections ASUCLA Tutorial Project
rmanent night lighting for Theconstructionof new courts $17,000 to construrt an^ .. ^H - ^ .-1., ' - - ^ M." >?- -T^-ZZ^_^_:^ ^__ L_ ,^.y^..=JL.^^. r.^^^
:o ».>...*e ^^^ ;e K^i»<i c»..HioH mfH<>nrP«^nf Infill mic7hfhpmnr<» r,t la ^^.. ^ ^'"^ llKht Pa«L ^H By Dave McNarv **The wnrW hac »r.».^ : A.^ .^^ T _
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scrutiny, although the FBI has no jurisdiction nor justification for this,

kind of snooping •
.

"A love affair, no matter how sordid, is no business of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Yet FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover has demon-
strated an intense interest in who is sleeping with whom in Washington,"
Anderson said.

"President Johnson was one White House occupant who had a fine

iipprec'iation for stories about the extracurricular fove lives of public
li^ures. ' (he columnist said. "Hoover happily prepared secret memos,
loaded with intimate details about the personal affairs of the high a^d
mighty, for the President's bedtime reading " ^
Johnson and the FBI had no comment on Anderson's testimony.
Al the hearing, Anderson mentioned no names of those investigated.

When contacted by newsmen, Anderson said he had seen such a report on
the Kcv Martin Luther King, slain civil-rights leader.

Anderson said Hoover signed the reports, "and my White House
sources told me the President used to enjoy reading them." But Anderson
>said they are not furnished to the White House now because President
Nixon is not interested in reading them.
-Antlersoft urged an end to "massive overclassification," and said there
should be a law to declassify automatically all documents after two
vears.

Permanent night lighting for

tennis courts here is being studied

by the University Policies

Commission (UPC) registration

fee subcommittee.

The study is being conducted

partly in answer to student

dissatisfaction with the

availability of tennis courts for

student use, according to Ross
Arbiter, who is leading the study
by the Capital Outlay Committee,
which conducts research for the

reg fee board. The alternative for

increased use of the courts would
be to install night lighting.

The outlay committee is con-

sidering all possibilities including

building 19 more courts on South
Campus, Arbiter said.

The cost of installing lighting on
the Sunset Recreation Center

courts would run around $68,000

for installation and an additional

$30,000 for receiving power in the
area, according to an estimate
from private electrical company. *

The estimate includes eight
halide-type lights for each of 11

courts.

Another alternative is the in-

stallation of 19 additional courts
with night lighting which would be
builtin the present Parking Lot #1,

Arbiter said.

"The construction of new courts

in the present lot H might be more
feasible as parking is more ac-

cessible," he said. "Also, in-

stalling night lighting on the

Sunset Center courts might create

quite a bit of distraction for dorm
students wishing to study or sleep,

as these lights throw off quite a bit

of light." The cost of this alter-

native would amount tp $323,000 or

$17,000 to construct and liah»
of 19 new courts ^^ ^ch

Arbiter has also suggestPH »uthose who use the coi^Ufr^J^
surrounding

communkil'^K^^
defray the costs of insum^o ^^
lights. He said this Sfc^t
complished by havl st^*^'use a card key to reJ.^""^
lighte, whereas others

;^^^^^^^^^^
students would have to^ay"^

Join
Juvenile prisoners symposium slated
A .symposium on the problems of juvenile treatment in the prison

Comm

J^>'*t<'ni ^»*l*'^ ^e'** at 7 p Law School 1345. sponsored by
the School of Law here. *

The audience will be invited to question speakers, whichwill
include a law enforcement officer, juvenile commissioner, reform
school principal and probation officer.

The symposium is the second in a series of annual corrections
symposium offered by the law school. I

Financial aid schedules
The Financial Aid Department here reports that onlv th

students who have already submitted a complete Finanoi^i ?^
application for the 1971-72 academic year will be elieihi t

^^ummer National Defense Student Loans. The deadlines leVZ
below. Also listed below are the procedures for notification of nff
of financial aid for the 1972-73 academic year.

"^

May 15 (Monday): Deadline for students to request sum

m

NDSL. Come toxjounselihg win<1bw-Al29. (Only students whnK.
*"

submitted a complete Financial Aids Application f^imiiVSZ
considered.) *'^wiiiDe

June 7 (Wednesday): A loSting of the students who will recpivosummer NDSL will be posted outside the window at A129
June 12 (Monday): NDSL checks will be available The chprk.

will be endorsed to the Regents. Students should not pay theeS
fee ahead of time if they are hoping to get the loan
- AprU 14 (Friday); The Financial Aids Office here began mailinp
1972-73 offers to eligible entering students (including eS
advanced standing students) ori April 14.

'^

June 1 thru June 15: Offers for eligible continuing ui..
dergraduates will be available in the Financial Aids Office andmay be obtained at the counseling window-Al29.
Early Summer: Graduate Students who are eligible for aid wiU

receive their offers by mail during the early summer. All students
are expected to return their offers within fifteen days of receipt
Students who applied for aid^ut are ineligible for funds will be
notified by letter. " ' ^^

Additional information regarding summer aid or notification of
offers of financial aid for 1972-73 can be obtained by calling 8254531,
Kxt. 221. V .
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COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
black, brown, red, blue, yellow and or-
ange. (You need thenn anyway for school.)

2. Now—color In the picture according to
these color guide nunnbers. (1). Black (5)
Brown (2). Red (3). Blue (7). Yellow (6). Or-
ange. Please do not color unnumbered
areas.

I

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
^ 3. Congratulations! You have created >\H genuine full color portrait of someone

J / H., I
^°'"' ^''°''*^ presidential candi-

j ;
date, have patience. You'll see yourfavor-

[/
.te soon m the Flair Election Collection!

m^?r fhW *° ^s^^t)out Ralr-s runningmate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

S:
Gillette Company PaperMate Div ision C 1072

more than 1K(HM)

eligible employees o^

University of California
pay their auto insurance
by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,
call the office nearest you, collect.

^ Callfbmia Casualty
Shtrman Oaks L08 AngalM Long Beach

B1-4000 625-7272 426-2186

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Elections for student

representatives in seven depart-

ments will take place in tlie next

few weelcs — if enough students

decide to run.

As of now, some departments do

not have enough students signed

up for a complete slate of officers.

Any student interested in

representing the students in their

department should come to the

University Action Council (UAC)
offices in Kerckhoff 408 or call 825-

7306.

UAC, "organization for student

departmental participation," is

coordinating elections for majors

in art, English, history, political

science, psychology, Spanish-

Portuguese, and zoQlogy. It is part.

of the Student Educational Policy

Commission (SEPC).
According to Shirley Svomey,

UAC coordinator, the student

organizations in these depart-

ments have been fairly active this

year.

"A lot of the work was involved

in setting up professor and course
evaluations, for twth this year and
next year," she said. "The rest

was involved in setting up com-
munication within the department
between students and
professors." -r- r

She said that the "com-
munication" helped to provide a
student group that professors in.

the department could turn to for

student opinion, student input on
various departmental com-
mittees and, most important, the
UAC groups provide a base of

student organization should they
be allowed to have a voice in

decisions on faculty promotion.

Other activities have included
colloquiems, retreats, seminars
and departn^ental newsletters.

Dorms;;.
( Continued from Page 1

)

A student life panel to discusft

rights and the role' of^
student government will be
conducted at 6:30 pm tomorrow in

the Green Lounge of Sproul Hall.
Another panel entitled 'Students
as Employees' will be held at 6:30_
pm in the Fireside Lounge of
Hieber Hall. Labor unions and^
hiring and firing practices will be

''

discussed in reference to budget
considerations. .

.

The symposium is open to all

interested students. Olson said,

"Although this year is almost over
and this symposium may not
mean anything for those non-
returning residents, it is im-
portant for those new residents
next year so they can avoid some
of the frustration we lived with
this year." .

Gay stadentsneeded
for DP interviews

A Daily Bruin reporter it

looldng for gay studenU. both
men and women, for con-
fidential interviews. Please call
Heidi Yorkshire at the Daily
Bruin office, ext. 52SM.

,Kn

12010 W PICO BLVD
»-0S ANGtlES CALIF 90064

Pm. > C T.- r- . . . - . -..
4 70 1

**The work has come in spurU
but Its been very good for the first
year." Svornoy said. She added
that the faculty response to UAC
groups has been excellent.

In the elections, scheduled for
May 22 and 23, the majors in each
department will elect a president
vice-president, secretary and
programs chairman. Candidates
declaration forms and platforms
for publication in the Bruin are
due May 12.

Voting will take place in on-
campus booths, similar to those
used in student government
elections.

Besides the seven departments
in which elections are being held,
UAC groups have been set up with
^ficers in astronomy,
mathematics, physics and theatre
arts. Students in these depart-
ments make up a majority of the
undergraduate student body here
or about 10,000 of the total 17,000
Svornoy said, There are not very
many undergraduate depart-
ments with a substantial number
of majors in them."

In addition, efforts are being
made to set up groups in the
departments of economics and
sociology.

to aid preschool children
By Koger Wiesnoski
DB Staff Writer

The ASUCLA Tutorial Project
will again sponsor a Summer
IVoject this summer for pre-
school children in the Venice area.
The project, coordinated by

Cliff Judd, is designed to provide
preschool children with the
chance to learn skills needed for
school, and introduce them to
school structure in a friendly
atmosphere, according to Howard
Waxenburg. a member of the
project.

"About 30-40 per cent of the kids
m the project are Spanish
speaking. This ^ives them a
chance to get used to school and
have them learn some English so
they won't be too far behind when
they start school." he said.

Project

"The project is open to 100 kids
and teaches building,
photography, science— just about
any course offered here,"
Waxenburg said. "It's based
along the lines of an open school*
kids pick what they want to do and
get together in groups of about 10

with one teacher," he added.
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ALLYOU
CAN EAT

GENEROUS SERVINO OF
vs/Hixe

• CHOICE OF
SOUP or SALAD
or COLE SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES

(BAKED POTATO
15 <^ EXTFtA)

• 1AR1AR SAUCE
AND LEMON

• HOT BOLL
AND BUTTER
• ANY 20<t

f=RIED

Norm's

<('':PS7 PICO BLVD.

' V"-iSSBB^ EAST OF

The school is free for the
students, and is being held at the
Broadway School in Venice. Staff
members from Summer Project
go door to door to inform Venice
residents of the program, and ask
if they have children they would
like to have enrolled. Enrollment
is on a^ first come-first served
basis.

"In past years, the summer
project had been funded by the
Student Fund, but in the middle of
last year they cut off funds. So this

year, staff members wrote up
their proposal and sent it to

corporations and businessmen
and asked them for funds. They
rt»ceived more this way than they

ever got from the Student Fund,"
Waxem burg stated.

Transportation

The project provides free
transportation and a lunch
program for the children. At this
time, ^he Tutorial Project is

asking for donations from the
community and students for
supplies for the summer project.,

•^*We're asking for everything:
paper, old clocks, paints, crayons,
hammers and wood and material
to sew with for a few."Waxenburg
said.

All people interested in donating
materials for the project may
contact the Tutorial Project.
Kerckhoff 404,ext.5-23331.

Candidate meeting set for today
Mandatory meetings for all SLC and GSA candidates will be held

at \ pm today. ^

The (iSA meeting will be held in Ackerman Union 3517 and must
be attended by leach candidate or his representative.
The SLC meeting will be held in the Ackerman Union Men's

Ixiunge.
V .._,-.

Those candidates not attending the meeting will be dropped from
Che ballot. * :
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CAMPUS CAMERAr
PRESENTS THE GREAT

RICOH SIHCLEX
CAMERASALE
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The Ricoh Singlex TLS Is a high quality 35 mm single

lens reflex, with thru-the-lens metering, and shutter

speeds to 1/1000 sec. It uses standard screvsr-mount

lenses. A bargain at the $244.95 list price, we'll sell

It for $139.95 including case, acces. shoe in a black

finish.

The Braun F34R Is a compact rechargable electro-

nic flash unit that can also be used with standard

penlite batteries or A.C. It's guaranteed for 2 years,

and sells for $37.95. With the Ricoh, its yours for a

penny.
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Ours is the official

fr-T''*^T'T~Ti—"''"""'''rii.i-^a>.iai7..

j^f»^s<^jaA>BHSTiiMTOr'itwr 'I'jft^.'i.ffi
*

Charter Fliglifs authorized and approved by th

Js^fyersfty of California on oIT composes. ™l-~
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The Chorter Flight you sign with at UCLA is responsible
for being dependable and seeing to it you will

never^bie str<inded, suddenly cancelled or exposed
TO mediocre service.

^" flights are offered and operated in accordance with
all Civil Aerondutlcs Boord Reg ula tions. AStJCtA:

We offer a simple paymdpf plan, the convenience
of an on-campus location and the assurance of

4} firsQnQ l altanUoawoil Qfeosr
We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
our carrier - because of its long and distinguished'

'I

i,^~4a: 3^^.

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,
arrange for purchase of Eurailposses, and per-
sonally see every flight off here and in London. -

service record — and all our passengers receive
their first class service. 'rr -i:
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'K. How many charter groups can claim all fhi$? ^ ^-^_^-^-,- —-T,-^-,^.-^-,
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Angela Davis . ..
(Continued from Page i)

The controversial diary was finally admitted into evidence for the jury
to liear only after a promise by the state that portions of the diary which
do not relate to the case be eliminated.

Harris told Judge Richard T. Amason that the 18-page document found
in Jackson's cell after his alleged escape attempt last summer would
prove Davis' passion for Jackson and her Willingness to Uke any risks to
free him. ' .*

Arguing for the defense, Leo Branton told the court the document
shows nothing more than revolutionary love and is irrelevant to the case

•~r--. ....._•_._ Jackson -f-'
'-'

- :.L^\^^' ^:,-'.

The diary begins JuTy «, mi, after Davis' only face to face meeting
with Jackson at the Marin County Jail. She describes her feelings when
she first saw him

:
**A scene frozen in the mind. I am standing in the little

glass cubicle downstairs, standing, waiting, loving, desiring and then hot-
cold rage when the chains begin to rattle as you slowly descend the stairs
surrounded by that small army of mindless but armed automatons "

'As I re-experience this now, my pulse beats faster, and I begin to
breathe harder," reads the diary. "I see myself tearing down this steel
door, fighting my way to you, ripping down your ceU door, and letting you
go free. I feel as you do, so terrible in this love."

The document was signed, "Uve you, love you, with love even more
abounded, even more uncomquerable. Your lifelong wife."

_ _
*Diane Robinson* _ ' ^

Robert West, a San Quentin gpard, also told the court of an abortive
attempt by Davis to visit Jackson. He said he admonished a lady who had
signed her |iame on the visitors registry as Diane Robinson to stop
looking through a window into the visiting room.Jljs identified ttiii

woman as Davis when asked if she was present in the courtroom
West also said that Jonathan Jackson, Jackson's younger brother was

with Davis that day. Jonathon was killed during the escape attempt in
Marin in what the state claims -was an effort to gain the release of the
Soledad Brothers, of whom George was a part.

V
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'Summer is for all year
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Student volunteers for coun-
seling at UniCamp tKis summer
are still needed Positions are
open for all sessions except the
Asian session; interested students
can apply at the UniC^mp office,
900 Hilgard Ave, 475-4460.

counselors needed

Kach session is 10 days long
except the diabetic sessions which
are two weeks in length. There are
no formal requirements for ap-
plicants except that they be free
for 10 days during the summer
and be interested in helping
children.

The camp consists of two sit^s,
each with a swimming pool,
showers, eating and recreation
halls and individual "A': frame
sleeping quarters. Sessions are
run on both sites, often
simultaneously.

Volunteers
The camp will be opened June

13-22 when volunteers will
prepare the sites for the coming
summer. The first session will be
the Black session, ages 9-12, slated

June 24-July 3. The younger girls'

session, ages 9-12, will be held
July fi-15 on the lower site. The
Chicano session will be held on the
upper site at the same time.
-The diabetic sessions will be

held July 19-31; the younger
diabetics, ages 8-12, on the lower
site and ages 13-16 on the upper
site. These sessions are financed
by the Los Angeles Metabolic
Clinic in conjunction with
Children's Hospital.

The Asian session is scheduled
August 5114 on the lower site. The
junior high coeds session willbe
held August 7-16. The last UCLA
session will be held August 23-

September 1 for younger jboysv
ages 9-12. In addition, Ck\ State
Los Angeles will sponsor a session
in late August.

Applicant
Applicants will be interviewed

by the head counselor for each
session and notified before the end
of this quarter if they have been
accepted. All expenses during the

ten days are paid by UniCamp,
but no salaries are offered.

Funds for UniCamp have been
raised by students during the
year. Camp Drive netted over
$3,000 in donations, and faculty
and neighborhood collections are
still scheduled. Most of the funds,
however, come from the proceeds
of Mard.' (Jras which attracted
over 40,000 people and grossed
about $140,000 this year.

Drali coiRseilig
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Announcements
Candidates for undergraduate

president and head yell leader will

be presented to the student body
at noon Thursday on UC-TV-LA, A
meeting wtU * be held to brief

candidates on details at 7:30

tonight in Royce 170, the television

production studio. To be included

in the program, either the can-

didate or his representative must
attend the meeting.

speak at Janss bteys, also Spon-
sored by ASSP.

Chicano business sttidents

conference here
part GermanFound -^~K

Shepherd puppy tnthe parking lot
by the Research Library The
puppy is wearing a handmade
leather eollar without tags. Please
call Suz Rosen at 473-4062.

Rabbi Shlomo Cunin, director of

(habad at this campus, will speak
at noon tomorrow in the Acker-
man Union Grand Ballroom. His
speech, entitled **The Roli^ of

Mysticism in Modem-day
Life," is sponsored by the
Associated Students' Speakej^
Program (ASSP).

At 11 am Friday, Ralph Nader,
noted consumer advocate, will

There are a few openings in the
infant room of the Child Care
Center here for babies eight weeks
to one year old, according to
Barbara Spencer, director.
Anyone interested may call ext
52283.

- I < T^na^nr^T^^ - \ti, }

It was erroneously reported
yesterday that if one applied for a
campus transfer Tor winter
quarter next year he had to apply
last November. The line should

have read one needed to have
applied last November for sf fall

transfer next year.

~A <wiference to establish a national Chicano BusinessHSfudenls'
Association will be held Friday and Saturday here, sponsored by the
California Chicano Business Students Association (CCBSA) The con-
ference will begin Friday at 10:30 am in the Ackerman Union Women's
lounge and on Saturday at 10 am-in Social Welfare 147.
The objectives of the conference, designed to serve both the Chicano

and business communities, are to encourage Chicano students to study
management and to aid programs for economic development in Chicano
communities. *

Conference spokesman also hope to create a resource dooI for con-
tacting Chicanos with business degrees and to encourage the formation of
a national Chicano Business Students Association.

**Our goal is to establish a national organization based on the
awareness that a serious need exists for qualified Chicano businessmen
to serve their community," Ralph Carapia, conference spokesman, said.
-^Raymond Tellas^ Jr., commissioner of the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission, will be keynote speaker of the conference. Guest
speakers scheduled include PhUip Sanchez, director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and Gilbert Monteno, regional director of the
"SmalTBusiness Administration.

The national organization is planned to serve as a clearing house for
mformation relating to recruitment and admission of Chicano graduate
students to business schools in the United States and help in obtaining
financial aid.

BECOME AN
EYEWITNESS TO
THE IMPACT OF THE
MOST POWERFUL FORCE
IN THE UNIVERSE
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Opft For You 10 A.A1 - 1 1 P.M.

Anytime 1

of the month
can be

vacation time

You've been planning and
packing for weeks, without
a worry about whether your
period would interfere with

your vacation. Because
you're counting on Tampax
tampons.

With internally worn
Tampax tampons, you're
comfortably protected, free

to swim, tour and sight-see.

And they couldn't be easier

to pack.

So see all the sights and
do everything you've been
waiting a whole year to do.

With Tampax tampons
along, it doesn't matter
what time of the month you
take your vacation.

Safari lackat by The Hunting World

Our only IntorMi It protoeling you.
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Ours is the official

Charter Flights authorized qnd approved by the^

UffVfversfty of Colffdrnta on all campuses. ^—

-

for use by all members of thofc<Hnmunily . :

-"-i^

The Charter Fhght you sign with at UCLA is resportsible

for being dependable dnd seelnglb IT you will

Aev^f-.be-s^of>ded, 5uddenfy conce t led Or Bxpused "

to mediocre service. ~ '

—

All flights are offered and operqfed fn occorddnce with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA
Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,
arrange for purchase of Eurailposses, and per-
sonoHy see every flight off here and in London.

"~~~

We offer a simple payment plan, the convenience
of an on-compus location and the assurance ofzzzrr:

*Tygrs6nat oftenflbnTrTatt areaT!—T"""^—'"""^ ""

We have chosen British Overseas Airways Corp. as
obr carrier — becau se of its long and d istingu ished

f^-

service record — and all our passengers receive
their first class service.

How many charier groups can claim all fWi?
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ngela Davis ..^
(Continued from Page i) „

The controversial diary was finally admitted into evidence fof the jury

I

to hear only after a promise by the state that portions of the diary which
[do not relate to the case be eliminated.

Harris told Judge Richard T. Amason that the 18-page document found
in Jackson's cell after his alleged escape attempt last summer would

I

prove Davis* passion for Jackson and her willingness to Uke any risks to

I

free him. • »

Arguing for the defense, Leo Branton told the court the document
shows nothing more than revolutionary love and is irrelevant to the case.

Jackson

The diary begins July 8, 1971, after Davis' only face to face meeting
' with Jackson at the Marin County Jail. She describes her feelings when
she first saw him :

"A scene frozen in the mind. I am standing in the little
glass cubicle downstairs, standing, waiting, loving, desiring and then hot-
cold rage when the chains begin to rattle as you slowly descend the stairs
surrounded by that small army of mindless but armed automatons "

"As I re-experience this now, my pulse beats faster, and I begin to
breathe harder," reads the diary. "I see myself tearing down this steel
door, fighting my way to you, ripping down your cell door, and letting you
go free. I feel as you do, so terrible in this love."

The document was signed, **Love you, love you, with love even more
abounded, even more uncomquerable. Your lifelong wife."

' '- V *Diane Robinson*

Robert West, a Saifi Qiientin guard, also told the court of an abortive
attempt by Davis to visit Jackson. He said he admonished a lady who had
signed her name on the visitors registry as Diane Robinson to stop
looking through a window into the visiting room. He identified that
woman as Davis when asked if she was present in the courtroom
West also said that Jonathan Jackson, Jackson's younger brother was

with Davis that day. Jonathon was killed during thei escape attempt in
Mafin ip what the state claims -was an effort to gain the release of the
Soledad Brothers, of whom George was a part.

--1-'
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Student volunteers for coun-
seling at UniCamp this summer
are still needed. Positions are
open for all sessions except the
Asian session; interested students
can apply at the UniCamp office,
900 Hilgard Ave. 475-4460.
Kach session is 10 days long

except the diabetic sessions which
are two weeks in length. There are
no formal requirements for ap-
plicants except that they be free
for 10 days during the summer
and be interested in helping
children.

,
.j

The camp consists of two sites,
each with a swimming pool,
showers, eating and recreation
halls and individual 'A" frame
sleeping quarters. Sessions are
run on both sites, often
simultaneously.

Volunteers
The camp will be opened June

13 - 22 When volunteers will
prepare the sites for the coming
summer. The first session will be
the Black session, ages 9-12, slated

June 24-July 3 The younger giris'

session, ages 9-12, will be held
July «-15 on the lower site. The
Chicano session will be held on the
upper site at the same time.
The diabetic sessions will be

held July 19-31; the younger
diabetics, ages 8-12, on the lower
site and ages 13-16 on the upper
site. These sessions are financed
by the Los Angeles Metabolic
Clinic in conjunction with
Children's Hospital.

The Asian session is scheduled
August 5114 on the lower site. The
junior high coeds session wilLbe
held August 7*16. The last L^A
session will be held Augusrs23-
September 1 for younger boys,
ages 9-12. In addition, Cal State
Los Angeles will sponsor a session
in late August.

Applicant
Applicants will be interviewed

by the head counselor for each
session and notified before the end
of this quarter if they have been
accepted. All expenses during the

needed
ten days are paid by UniCamp,
but no salaries are offered
Funds for UniCamp have bifen

raised by students during the'T^'
^^

year. Camp Drive netted over
$3,000 in donations, and faculty
and neighborhood collections are
still scheduled. Most of the funds,
however, come from the proceeds .

of Mard.' Gras which attracted -

over 40.000 people and grossed
about $140,000 this year.

i

ik--^'-

Announcements
Candidates for undergraduate

president and head yell leader will

be presented to the student body
at noon Thursday on UC-TV-LA. A
meeting will t>e held to brief

candidates on details at 7:30
tonight in Royce 170, the television
production studio. To be included

in the program, either the can-

didate or his representative must
attend the meeting.

Chicano business students
speak at Janss Steps, also spon-
sored by ASSP. conference here
Found — A part GermarT

Shepherd puppy in the parking lot
by the Research Library. The
puppy is wearing a handmade
leather collar without tags. Please
call Suz Rosen at 473-4062.

Rabbi Shlomo Cunin, director of

Chabad at this campus, will speak
at noon tomorrow in the Acker-
man Union Grand Ballroom. His
speech, entitled "Tlje Role of

Jewish Mysticism in Modem-day
Life," is sponsored by the
Associated Students' Speakers
Program (ASSP).

There are a few openings in the
^infant room of the Child Care
Center here for babies eight weeks
to one year old, according to
Barbara Spencer, director.
Anyone interested may call ext
52283.

It was erroneously reported
yesterday that ifone applied for a
campus transfer for winter

At 11 am Friday^, ISalph Nader,
noted consumer advocate, will

"quarter next year he had to apply
last November. The line should

have read one needed to have
applied last November for a fall

transfer next yearr-

—

'— '

,
.
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A conference to establish a national Chicano Business Students'

Association will be held Friday and Saturday here, sponsored by the
California Chicano Business Students Association (CCBSA) The con-
ference will begin Friday at 10:30 am in the Ackerman Union Women's
Uunge and on Saturday at 10am in Social Welfare 147.
The objectives of the conference, designed to serve both the Chicano

and business communities, are to encourage Chicano students to study
management and to aid programs for economic development in Chicano
communities.
Conference spokesman also hope to create a resource pool for con-

tacting Chicanos with business degrees and to encourage the formation of
a national Chicano Business Students Association.
"Our goal is to establish a national organization based on the

awareness that a serious need exists for qualified Chicano businessmen
to serve their community," Ralph Carapia, conference spokesman, said.—Raymond Telles Jr., commissioner t)f theEquad Employment Op-
portunity Commission, will be keynote speaker of the conference Guest
speakers scheduled include PhUip Sanchez, director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and Gilbert Montano. regional director of tho
Small Business Administration.
The national organization is plannedl to serve as a clearing house for

information relating to recruitment and admission of Chicano graduate
students to business schools in the United SUtes and help in obtaining
financial aid. f
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Op«n For You 10 A.A1 - 1 1 P.M.

You've been planning and
packing for weeks, without
a worry about whether your
period would interfere with

your vacation. Because
you're counting on Tampax
tampons.

With internally worn
Tannpax tampons, you're
comfortably protected, free

to swim, tour and sight-see.

And they couldn't be easier
to pack.

So see all the sights and
do everything you've been
waiting a whole year to do.
With Tampax tampons
along. It doesn't matter
what time of the month you .

take your vacation.

Safari jacket by The Hunting World

Our only IntorotI !• protocting you.
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin

Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Heal thyself
' At a time when even the poor feel that good health

is their right, fewer and fewer Americans in any
income bracket can afford to pay their medical bills.

Kditor:

students have won a concrete

victory: the University has

discontinued its purchase of scab

Hamona's Foods products. The
University formerly had refused

to stop their purchases, claiming

that such action would be

"political".
'

The facade of neutrality in the

Ramona labor dispute quickly fell

when the University realized that

students were mobilizing a

militant campus boycott of

Kamona's products. Out of the

rally and demonstration last

Friday grew the UCLA R0mona
Strike Support Committee. The
committee made plans to have
members preseiit at each major
campus vending machine area to

educate students about the strike

and urge them to boycott the scab
burritos. The sudden decision of

the University to discontinue
buying Ramona's products
precluded the campus boycott,

but the Strike Support Committee

The Consumer's Health Protection Act, Senate Bill JiItiet?o7Rrmo^^s''?rUScte!^^^

770, has been proposefd by Sen. George Moscone, (D - it is important that students

San Francisco)^ as a solution to California's health l"!^"^®
^*^®^ ®^^.*?" *". ^"pp?"*^ °^

porck pricic the Ramona strikers m not bemgtme LI1M&.
. •

_ ,.
taken because of liberal pity. We

The bill would establish a comprehensive state-rtnr^pifght^ftL^^tri^^^
health insurance system to replace the present justice being done to them. But we
private structure and would pay 95 per cent of every
Californiari's medical bills to include annual health
examinations, hospital treatment, "dentistry,
psychiatric care and more. The benefits would go to
all California residents, including migrant workers.

The system is expected to cost no more than the
$7.5 billion per year that Californians currently spend
for health care and health insurance, and would be
paid for by a graduated payroll tax on employers and
employees. - ^ --^ . .;.-:

.

.--^—
:
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Students win burritd victory

Medical and hospital costs have exploded so far out
of sight that the phrase ''catastrophic illness" has
been created to describe diseases which impoverish
as well as disable. .-•

realize that students alone, acting

out of their genuine concern, can
do little to effect real social

change: We ^recognize that
students must unite with workers'
struggles before students can be
effective.

Mrs. Banuelos, owner of

Hamon's Foods, is a recent Nixon
appointee to the post of Secretary
of the Treasury. Her callous at-

titude toward workers in her own
plant typifies the Nixon stand on
wage controls. Workers are
striking against the policies

police have increased their

harrassment. On Tuesday, April

25. a day of light picketing, a

woman striker was run down by a
Ramona scab, and is now
hospitalized. The driver was
arrested on a hit and run charge.

Significantly, the ambulance
which was summoned for the
injured woman did not have its

siren on, perhaps so that no one in

the vicinity would be alerted to the
brutality which had just occurred.

On Wednesday, April 26, a man
and two women strike supporters
were arrested in what apj^eared to

be a deliberate provocation by a
company agent. (One oi the
women was arrested on a charge
of felony assualt for calling a
policeman a foul name.) Other
examples of police harassment
include attempted issuing of no-

picketing injunctions to strike

supporters, (an act without any
legal basis) and confining pickets
to march on a narrow sidewalk,
spaced three feet apart.

The UCLA Ramona Strike
Support Committee is arranging
rides to the Ramona plant in the
mornings (Picketing begins at

5:30 AM.) Call ext. 52339 or 664-

8903 if you can participate.

Striking workers need our sup-
port !

-^— --^ - ..^^ .....;'..

BobKneisel
for the UCLA

Ramona strike

_.„.,1 1 .„„ Support Com mittee

acknowledgment
that shirts

rtt'o?tL''^'"'^«"et^^^^^^^rwt of the university cnm^^which holds cheating T^"^^)
and inimical to the J^ "^'^^

process. It is a sad J!.;, "^^^'veK-^^wi. u 18 a sad reaiifu ?''^«

one s own of term
Paperi
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Thrust

A State Health Commision would be established to
"manifested by the Nixon controls.

administeiUthe^ystem and it Vvould be given the
power to supervt5e-alU>Uh^tate's health service
activities and control the cost an^ assure the quality
of health care.

While we admit that a proposal for a health care

.

system that delivers its wares to everyone without
discrimination, and does this at no additional cost to

-our society, is a little futuristic for our governor, it
seems fairly reasonable to us. „Z

'

Unfortunately the legislative prospects for this bill
are dim. The private health insurance interests will
surely fight to protect their pocketbooks. Business
will object to the mandatory payroll deduction
feature. Conservatives will be opposed to its element
of progressive taxation.

Organized opposition can be overcome, if at all
only by a people's campaign. Your support, through
letters to your legislator, is urgently needed if decent
health care is to be a reality for all Californians

And students can play a vital role
in the fight against Nixon policies

by joining the strike. Concretely,
•we as students can do the
following:

1) Boycott Ramona's f'oods
products where ever they are sold
until the strike is won.

2) Become involved in the
Kamona Strike Support Com-
mittee.

3) Join the picket liniT^ar
Ramona's Foods, on Western at
136th St., Gardena.

It is especially important that
students join the striking workers
on the picket line for many
reasons. First, a court injunction
has limited the number of striking
workers at each plant entrance to
four. Since students are not af-
fected by the injunction, their
presence can build a strong picket
line.

Second, now that the strikers
have been able to diminish the
number of scabs coming into the
plant each day, the owners and the

Kditor:

I was distressed by the thrust Of
your editorial of April 25 (Term
Paper Mills) for two distinct but
equally imporUnt reasons. On the
one hand, your assertion that the
pending legislative bill to make
the sale of term papers illegal

would preempt the University's
internal obligation to eliminate
plagiarism and cheating is off the
mark, and unfortunately
reiterates specious argument
made by opponents of the bill in
the Legislature. Your position
suggests the analogy that users
should be punished while pushers
remain undisturbed to ply their
trade. The obligation of the
Universty to deal with cheating
will remain urgent and unim-
paired if the bill is passed. The bUl
will simply help to atUck the
problem from both ends. While
implementation of the bill's
provisions may well prove dif-
ficult, as you point out, any
aggrieved party - not solely the
corporate University — may seek
an injunction, and the latter may
be expected to have a profoundly
dampening if not definitive effect
on the aid and abetment of fraud
encompassed in the sale of
commercial term papers.
The deeper distress which your

editorial evokes lies in the tocit

prepared by another ,n.
constitutes cheatinc hi ^^^
still that any TiT'oft'l^
community views che^tn^"^
acceptable so long asSl**
against the enemy !l*Sf^
professor, AdministraHnn ^^

8y*tem.''WhaeUrayfc^^^
It IS nonetheless true tCc£:
poisons the academic atmn^

'^

for the student as weiffc^^P*^''^
faculty. ^"^ ^«»' ^
What then of the nro..

which in your view S"^,
possibly justify cheatinB-^ Shr!55

wegotoalessintensesc'hedS
the semester system, feL
courses? Should we u n
pass/fail or pass/no reS'
could coninue with alternaL

both input and implemenution Afew years back the Snt
Educational Policy Commfi
agonized over some of ivZ
questions. SEPC's input bore fiS^
-albeit slowly and not to the full
extent desired. The process should
not end. Students have their
organizations of governance
Studente sit on Senate com-
mittees, and on the University
Policy Commission. I would hope
that students will accept the
rejection of cheating in all its

forms as an unexceptionable tenet
-- and to go on from there to press
for changes which will remove
mequitable burdens and provide
enriching innovations.

George G.Latlei
Professor, Botanical Sciences

Sports

Editor:

The following is addressed to

the Daily Bruin sports writers:

Why have the Daily Bruin sports

writers chosen to ignore the

spring football workouts? Nothing

has been mentioned in this regard

since the initial article appeared

over two weeks ago. I realize that

the football team doesn't have the

impressive likes of Wooden and

Company yet I, as an avid football

fan, feel that they have just as

much to offer. I have the im-

pression that the Daily Bruin has

adopted an "I don't care ' attitude

which is disheartening. Somehow.

I always thought that the school

would print anything concerning

it's athletic program no matter

how bad the team's previous

record had been. But perhaps

that's being naive.

Annice Burdeoi

Junior, Philosophy

.»:

—

r-

Political forum deadline
The Daily Bruin Axis section will present the fourth In the flve-part
Candidates' Forum series between now and the June 6 California
primary. The Forums will consist of statements and, hopefttlly
courses of action on different Issues ~ Civil Rights and Uw and

Presidential candidates.

Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide
groups supporting the different candidates (one platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadline
All statements are to be typed with IMS margins and must not

^l":!. ^ 1*"" ^" ^«*"'n"» ^"< ^ »•««« •• submitted, without
editing, and must be signed by at least one Individual In all casesThe deadlines for the topics are as follows:

( Ivll Rights and Law and Order • May 5
Quality of Life In America - May 15

A telephone number must be Included with each column so theAx« editors can contact the various groups should any difficulties

Questions regarding the Candidates' Forum can be directed toSue Cochran and Ken Peterson. Axis editors, at the Daily ^rZoffice or by phone at 825-2216.
^ "

What's Happening With the Farm Workers

FiTr the last six weeks the United Farm Workers
have been engaged in a life and death struggle for
the very preservation of their union. In early
March the National Ubor Relations' Board, at the
instigation of the Free MarkeUng Council, (a front
organization for the growers,) decided t^Ukeaway from the Farm Workers the right to boycott
In response to that threat the Farm Wcikers
mounted a massive* campaign asainst the
Hepubhcan Party charging that the G.O.P™ in the
pay of the growers, was attempting to deny the
F arm Workers the protection of the law while athe same time bringing them within the restric-
tive aspects of the same law.

Because of the vast cooperation and support of
so many people in the Los Angeles areT and
throughout the nation toUl victory for the Farm
Workers seems imminent. Now a new campaign
IS underway; the lettuce boycott. The goal of the

farm workers
boycott is to persuade the lettuce growers to sign

contracts with their employees, guaranteeing

humane working conditions, a living wage, and

other benefits ei^joyed by most other Americans-

There is a great need for people to join the Los

Angeles boycott sUff whose work it is to educate

the consumer about the boycott and its power, to

pickett stores, and in other ways to make the

boycott a success. The United Farm Workers

envision the boycott of non-union lettuce to be

com parable to the grape boycott in its duration, its

impact on the nation's consuming habits, and

hopefully in iu success.

The United Farm Workers need your help. IJ

you are seriously interested in promoting social

justice join us on a full or part time basis. The pay

is nominal, five dollars a week, room, board and

expenses, but the reward is great. Call Chris

Hartmire at 386-8133 or the West L.A. boycott

house, 734-3784.

~ Submitted by Erik Moreilo^

mmmmmmmmmmmm&m
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( Kditors* note: The following is an
open letter to Chancellor Charles

K. Young.)

Dear Chancellor Young:

We wish to draw your attention

to a national call for a

moratorium on May 4, clearly

motivated by the re-escalation of

the war in Southeast A«ia. Various

peace groups in the greater Los

urged to shut it down
Angeles area, in response to this
call, are organizing a massive
visitation to the offices of all
Southern California members..of
the House of Representatives.
' See enclosed literature.

)

Specifically on this campus a
rally is scheduled for noon on
Thursday. May 4, from which
members of the campus com-

munity will march to the office of
Congressman Alphonzo Bell,
located in the Federal Building at
Wiishire and Veteran.
Many college presidents and

chancellors have already spoken
publicly against the re-escalation
of the war We look to you for even
stronger leadiership; in par-
ticular, that you not only make a

statement of your opposition to
I his re-escalation, but that you
facilitate this campus com-
munity's participation in the
moratorium by cancelling on May
4th all afternoon classes. As ex-
perience has shown, words are not
enough; each of us must take^
some definite action against the
war.

on May 4

SLC: where
— w^'

(Kditers; note: Brand is chairman of Finance Commlttee-FIComm-the
body which oversees the expenditure of all SLC funds.

)

Of the $208.50 tiiat every student pays to go to UCLA, $3.50 of thatmoney goes to the Undergraduate Student Government (SLC) The S^
is spent in Three general areas: Overhead, Commissions, andPresidential Programs. ' ""

Overhead 35.9%
'

Commissions 1„ „:,:_: „_ 5L0% ;- ...-. I|';^

Presidential Programs 13.1% ^ \^

all the money goes
By Howard Brand .

«. '* *

Total Presidential Programs $.^>8.9:39 $23,440

Overhead costs and miscellaneous deficits will cause student'govern
ment to have a $5,000 loss. However the various commissions seem to be
runnfng at a rate where they may have a $5,000 or more surplus —
One of the major causes of the Overhead deficit was that the amount of

money that was saved for the General Contingency Fund was only eicht
per cent of the total budget. Whereas, according to common businL
practices, it should be around 15 per cent of the budget So with the
general contingency, the $3.50 is allocated by SLC to the various Com-

_ 70-71 Allocations 71,72 Allocations

;$ 8.200 $7,960

Overhead—™"""

SLC Stipends

SLC Assistance

Maintenance

(Jeneral Miscellaneous

Total Allocated 1970-71

Total Allocated 1971-72

Difference

^^ -- "*^^ SL(; ALLOCATIONS
President

.Administrative Vice-President
First Vice-President

' "
>

Student Welfare Comm issioner ^ „
'.

'

,
_ . ,. ^

Student Facilities Comm.
Kducational Policies Com m. .

( ultural Affairs Commissioner T
( anipus Fvents Commissioner " - _

.

Financial Supports Commissioner
Community Services Com m.
(ieneral Hepresentatives
Overhead ^
Onallocated Contingency

$208,239

178,800

$ 29,439

$20,300

320

L878
- 12,682

7,223

31,657

. 9,478

22,833

930

94.073

1.860

-~ 54^492

3.450

$261,176

3,00Q

7,000

4,000
Administrative & Support Services 23,250
Telephone

Payroll Taxes
Commissioner's Miscellaneous
Presidential, VP Miscellaneous
Student Judicial Board
Finance Committee
Selection Board

Total Overhead"

Commissions

Contingency

Cultural Affairs

Student Welfare
Campus Events
Community Service
Student Facilities

SEPC
Student Financial Supports

Total r^ /. .

Presidential Programs

Kirst V.P.

ASUC Legislative Lobby
NABS
TISP
OES
Speaker's Program
< Government Internship
Administrative Intern
Spirit Support

7,500

2,000 ,

- 900

1,200

150

8,30

a

$58,050

y

10,000

7,000

3,000

19,600

10,000

3,000

650

1,200

100

-^600
1,000

$64,110

$14,000

8,750

7,350

4,000

24,450

6,100

26,200

400

INCOME SOURCES
Membership F>es '

Regents Matching Funds _
l»7(M7l Carryover _ ~:

Other Sources
"SLCSurplus - - - ~ ~ '-' ~"

-z

66-67

67-68

68-69

69-70

70-71

71-72

__4_.Tolal Expe

$184,800

202,404

231,240

.^ 264,084

246,855

.r> r

1178.800

51,462

14,321

10,400

$261,176

Membership Income

$171,598

187,594

•204,721

214,342

180.000

178,800

Much has been said throughout the year concerning the funds allocated
to SLC. but few students know where this money actually goes. It is my
hope that the facts that I have presented herein will lead to a better un-
derstanding by the student body of the workings of student government.

$91,250

$ 1,750

:J.403

325

1.026

1,435

12.750

33,250

5,000

$91,250

$i,100
1,750

1,750

1.100

12.500

3,420

570

1.250

Want to write book reviews?

Come to the DB Office

TuHi ,

i- * ^if * t\^ -.^,
S* ^:.«' •

A.Y.S. AFFILIATES PRESENT

Annual Gala Concert ''_

mcrlcai Yeiilli Syiphoiiy

Miiii Mem

LMiiri riiurii
Soloist

SUNDAY, AAAY 7, 7:30 PM - WILSHIRE EBELL

# "BACH & SONS, Ltd. #-
AN EVENING OF MUSIC FOR I, 2, 3 AND 4

HARPSICHORDS, WITH STRING ENSEMBLE
as performed by

UCLA students from the Department of Music

II If K-M I

I r I I. \(

THURSDAY, MAY 11-8:00 P.M.

BUENOS AYRES ROOM. SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER

PROGRAAA^
PROKOFIEV Piano Concerto No. 3

MAHLER Symphony No. I *'The Titan"

B«n«*lt Concrt - Donation $10.00 \ Tox-d^yc»ibl«
Concert ond R«c«ptlon - Donation $25.00 /

Student Tickets at $2.00 from "B>ail" Box OHice

.t7PM P' • i»

facultv and std* J. ID require M

rf:.S«'

We are sending a copy of this
letter to the Kruin, the means of
communication on this campus;
and we are confident that you will

make your reply through the
same channel.

Twenty-eight students. -

staff, and faculty from the'

Department of Philosophy * "^

GPA
Editor:

It has just become clear to me
that I am a disadvantaged
student. According to Mr. 3.718
definition of the EPA, even if I

could get a GPA of 4.00. my I.Q. of
145 would make it impossible for
me to do any better than about
2.758620689655173 on the EPA. I

am not one to split hairs where
grades are concerned, but it does
seem a bit unfair.

In closing, let me leave you with
a few questions: 1. What happens
to a student with an I.Q. of zero
and a GPA of 00000001? or 9 GPA
of O.OpOOOOOOOOOOOl? 2. What
happens to a student with an I.Q.

of zero and a GPA of zero?

3.405

Orad. Math.

\ u " ; V '
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to celebrate Cinco de Mayo

the asucia bookstore

[^'
_

)

presents a andexhrbition of

books, posters, crafts and artifact^
-»•- •

froni Mexico and the United States.
.•f

See it all in the Women's Lounge-- third floor, Ackerrnan Un ion.

t

t.' vii"

•/'
' ^,

nine a.m. to six p.m. this week--MayT through May 5

?

1,-tf---

This is a truly-exclfTnTcollection! There will be a representative from
the Mexican Academic Clearing House (MACH) present in the .

' ' '~~
Women s Lounge, to discuss the books in the exhibition and answer «

'
>

ofThM^in a°m'
^°" '°?^'? '^f

°^'^'*' °^ °^* °"^ artifoc^^frSm Mexico through the courtesvof the UCLA Museum of Cultural History, Patricia-B. Altman, Acting •
^

Curator of Folk Art. More art and artifacts ore displayed in the

Z Ball I •!'
'"^ '" "^^ '°"^'"9 ^'"^°" °^ '^^^ Students' Store staircaseThe Book Store expresses .ts appreciation to the Chicano Studies Centerand Roberto Cabello,' librarian, for their help in this event. ,

...
. f ,

«
,

'

___. .

io^nn '?i
^'"

1^.?^
Mayo celebration in the Terrace Room - all week

long, there II be somethmg special on the menu at breakfast, lunch and dinner time
"

' ' '

Eggs ranchero - pork burritos with refried beans - chicken mole - •" ^^^

ch.l. rellenos-all those marvelous Mexican dishes. Don't miss them
'

'

*^

books, b level, oclcero^on union. 825-7711 open mondoy-friday 7.45 a.m.- 7.30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

book store

- - t - ^J- •yt-^

Mon fetters
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Indians' problem
UCLA DAILY BRUIN f

Editor:

This is a letter of rebuttal in

response Co an article by Bart
Sokolow appearing in the April 26

issue of the Daily Bruin. It is

apparent that Mr. Sokolow has
compiled another '^task force

report*' on the ''Indian problem"
without a thorough knowledge of

what is at stake at Black Mesa.
As regards the water depletion,

there are two aspects which Mr.
Sokolow neglected but are im-
perative to understand, First of

all, in order to cope with the slurry

line transport of Coal, 2,075 gallons

of water are tapped from Black
Mesa per minute. The danger
here is the threat of collapse,

cracking or shifting of the shale

strata which would further

groundwater remains as"" a
mounting threat to the Indian's
water whiie the thermal pollution
from cooling the electric
generators of the San Juan River
has further eliminated that river
as an irrigation source. The
Navaho and Hopi Indians don't
want to be vicUms of the techno-
fantasy that exists in white society
today. "Syphillization" is en-
croachmg on Indian sacred lands
their resources and tribal
customs, but above all, their
demands for self-determination —
yes Mr. Sokolow, the " 'White
man' is again taking advantage of
the Indian." This is what is at
stake at Black Mesa, human
problems, white problems, not
just a loss of water. I'm not even

t just the water

7 V7 "..-r- ——- .-....^. juat o 105S oi waier. rm not <

deplete the groundwater m upper ^ sorry if these groups and
layers. Many hydrological reports

have been done on Black Mesa,
but they all conflict as to the

dangers. Second, the thermal
pollution emmitted by the Four
Corners Plant has "done in" the

San Juan River, now nearly

devoid of fish, reaching 100
degrees F. in some places.

Have, these money maurading
power plants had any effect yet?

Mr. Sokolow, a UCLA engineer
living over 700 miles from Black-
Mesa says, "The use of this water
has excited the emotions of many
individuals and organizations who
are under the impression that the
'White man' is again taking ad-
vantage of the Indian, and he is

stealing his precious water; water
he needs to live." Mr. Sokolow
goes on to disclaim this im-
pression. He might instead check
with Nellie Parrish, an Indian who
hves near Black Mesa who states

:

**My father no longer has water
with which to water his com crops
because Peabody has used natural
fossil fuel water tables to

hydraulically strip-mine the land
for coal/^ ^— . : .

In conclusion, the water
problem at Black Mesa has two
aspects. The depletion of

m-
dividuals Mr. Sokolow speaks of
get excited because perhaps they
feel the' traditional Indian
lifestyles are worth saving. The
Indian doesn't want to enter the
mainstream of American society,
for the mainstream is already
polluted.

^ Richard Marston
Sophomore. Analysis & Con-

servation of Ecosystems

Confusion

rally, speakers, etc It was either
crude humor expressed in the
article and/or political
disagreement with the people who
teel it necessary to move against
the war and at the same time
relate this to how it effects other
movements in the country.
The issues today are too serious

to allow so-called 'iiberal"
reporters to get away with
slandering an attempt to stop that
damn war in Vietnam.
The rally and its issues are still

being developed and built upoir.
Next week the indoChina Crisis
Coalition is sponsoring and en-
dorsing a nationwide moratorium
which is scheduled for May 4. This
is a national call and we are
planning activities for that day at
I'CLA around the Gravel Bill
which would cut all aid to Vietnam
thirty days after its passage. On
May .5 we are also going to be
raising the issue of Marine
recruiting on this campus. We
have already won one of our
demands and that was Scab
Burritos off campus, and ap-
preciate the Bruin's recognition of
this victory. We still need to end
the University's complicity with
death It is going to take a
tremendous movement of both

workers and students on this
Campus We are well aware of the
fact that many problems will

l)eset us as we organize; but the
kind of help the Bruin gave the
movement is similar to the help
Nixon is giving to the Vietnamese.
KND THE BOMBING, NO

SUPPORT FOR THEIU, IM-
MEDIATE WITHDRAWL.

Clifford Fried
Michael Murphy

Members. Indochina Crisis

Coalition

Monoy
Editor

:

-

In your April 24 issue, you failed
to specify who the "sources" were
who estimated that it would take
$3000 to "repair the damages"
that appeared all over campus
Friday morning. Whoever these
sources may be, I feel that they
owe me and the rest of the people
on this campus an explanation for
such free use of our money, and
specifically, ^ome answers to the
following questions ^

How do you figure that the
buildings aRd sidewalks were
"damaged"? Are the rooms in-

side no longer fiinctional? Are w^

now unable to walk safely upon
the sidewalks'*

If. in turth, there is no real
damage in the physically
destructive sense, and the use of
these structures is not really
impaired, then is there any reason
for removing the slogans at all?

Are you afraid that the "damage"
afflicted not the buildmgs but our
minds, and that the continued
present of the painted slogans is

somehow threatening to the status
que of this campus'*
Whom did you consult, if

anyone, before you allotted $3000
to be spent on the removal of the
slogans? Is this students' money?
Do you think that the money could
have been better spent in another
area, for instance, financial aid?
.There are windows, blinds,
radiators, and toilets all over
campus which have been broken
for as long as I have been here, but
because of their more mundane,
less poltical .nature they remain
broken due to "lack of funds."

It is frustrating to think of the
hundreds of hours the average
student must work to earn $3000,
and then to see it thrown away, a^
punishment fpr our audacity.

- Susan Shankle

•r Anthropology

hi

Editor: i
The Dally Bruin Staff writers

have struck another blow for
confusion. As journalists (and I

use the word advisedly) placing of

emphasis and wording play
heavily on the characterization of

an event. By spending the first

three paragraphs, on the report-
ing of last weeks anti-war rally,

of a TWO column article on the
problems of the rally - i.e. people
taking the wrong elevator to get
-Hobson's opirtit)n on our demands
or the discussion of tactics on the
stairs - deflected from the rest of

the article which covered the

INSURANCE
I8N*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
If you've got a cycle, you should

have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-
tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can Insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance in

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

^nd in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone number,
the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tefl us whether
you're interested in liability or total coverage.

WINAIO-SPEED

-i
0̂^,

MMtikl^t^I^MB»

drawing will

be held

Friday

3

P Financial Indemnity Company. Attn. R. Rittenhouta
5858 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angalet. Calif. 90036

NAME PHONE.

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE

•'m interastad m : Liability.

'*'••»• «»v« n\m a quotation.

YEAR ^CC'a. .VALUE.

Total Coverage.

"eiL.i.M ii

12
no purchota n< '/ yow naadn't ba pratant to win

DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGSJOO !

• Electric hairdryer • Two Instamatic cqmeras • Two tennis

racquets — Billie Jean King and Jack Kramer •Olivetti port-

able typewriter • RCA portable radio • Corning Ware •

All you have to do is check in at the John Roberts class ring counter,

and fill in your registration slip. While you're there, a John Roberts

representative vy^ill be glad to show you how you can order your

class ring — exactly how you waht it. AND — if yog purchase

your ring in this week or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BIKE BAG
AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR RlNbl

as
uc

students' store

•i •: ;'''• • *l

,-j:-_.-.

rings, b level, ackerrnan uni6n, 825-771

1

open mondoy-frlday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

-\.
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^matter of conscience

DB photo spread

by Terry Colvin

Editor's noie— Pictured on this

page and the next i8 a aeries of
photographs of Anthony Russo.
Russo, along livith Daniel
Ellsberg. has been indicted and ia

awaiting trial for hia role in the

release of the Pentagon Papera,
the government'a aecret
documenta on Vietnam. In June
1971, the New York Timea began
publiahing the papera after they
were turned over to the editora.

After a seriea of court battles,

including a Supreme Court
deciaion, the paper won the right

to print the documenta and the
Pentagon Papera became public
record.

Ruaso, a former Rand Cor-
poration researcher, refused to

testify before a grand jury in-

vestigating the release of the
papers, was held in contempt and
went to prison for the remainder
of the grand jury session. He was
then indicted on chargea of
espionage and conspiracy for hia
role in putting the papera into

public record.

-^.^*^'^^P9'^y^^SJh^ photo eaaay
on Ruaao are five of the more
terse excerpts from the Pentagon
Papera.

., _.

•'/

"We shall need forces to support a counterguerilla war in Vietnam'
aircraft, helicopters, communications men, special forces, ground
forces, etc., etc., etc."

f j
,
uruuna

-_.a

"Only the Joint Chiefs, Mr. Rostow and General Taylor appear to havt
accepted the domino theory in its literal sense — that all of Southeatt
Asia from Cambodia to Malayasia would tumble automatically into the

Communiata if the linchpin in Vietnam were knocked Out. Yet the

Preaident and moat of his advisors seem to regard the struggle over
-Vietnam in more pr less the same terms, fir. McNamara wrote ^e
Preaident, " 'The South Vietnam conflict is regarded aa a teat case.

'

"
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Make a smart move ...

ALIA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

Enjoy CI worry-free move

... let us ship your

personal effects inexpensively

Coll (213) 749-7491

ALIA INTiRNATIONAL

1 834 S. Flow«r Street,

'
. - Los Angeles, California 90015

We also sell 220V appliances in famous brands ...
also transformers and adopters

,

Joes got the right ideal
at the UCLA
RESIDENCE HALI <;

parking close bC cle^nVnTIlv '

^°'^^' ^^°'' ^^^l^^^ ^°^ VO-.

f^ovies. rooLote ovided
'

Cdi 8257277
^'^"^"^"'- ^^^^'^

Assignment Office in HedrickHall
"°"' °^ ^*°P ^^ ^^'

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? 7 7

^t msm Bote
11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HASITI

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL '

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
See Us Last ... To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Ajso Complete Repairs
Come Tn and See Us ... Or Calli
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"A feeling ia widely and
strongly felt that the Eatabliah-
ment ia out of ita mind. The
feeling ia that we are trying to
impose some United States image
on a distant people we cannot
understand and we are carrying
the thing to absurd lengths.
Related to thia feeling ia the in-
creased polarization that ia taking
place in the United Statea with
seeds of the worst split in our
people in more than a century."

r^-

"It may ultimately become heceaaary to aend
^American troops into Cambodia and Laos and take
limited ground action in North Vietnam and China."

i
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^*'**"« ^^^ Viet Cong to' halt their actlvitea in thecredible threat to bomb the induatriea of Hanoi would South."
be enough to frighten the northern leaders into or- .

' '
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NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

LITTLE CAESARS PIZZA i6 nouo op^n
2,ve,A,ydaif Iqk lunch . And ju6t in
ca^z you nave, not yzt tKlzd tkt
^oKld^ t g/Lzatz6t pizza, you^ Kz
o^ofidiatty invitad to ouK V?.EE
pizza lunckl Setvozzn 12 Noon
and 1:30 PM, you can cat all you
mnt -- fUEEl Wt'xc only going
^0 give Oijoay plain ckcc^c ok
chcc6c and pcppcKoni, but you
can't beat the pxicc\ Vox that
mattcK, you can't beat the tatte
eithcKl

TOVKy i6 the la6t day iox oux ^REE
pizza lunchl ~^~

_, ±_

TJIE VIRSATILE ENLARGEafOR

LESS THAN

^5fl
• handles 35mm. 126 (cartridge film) an^2^
square negatives • includes Isco 50mm and
75mm f56 lenses • unique auto pre-focus"
feature saves time and effort • sets up in small
space, stores in bureau drawer

».-

MFC LIST $85.95
A SAVE $36.00

PAY ONLY

i^ittJe CaesarsRzza Treat

10974 LE CONTE AVENUE

OPEN: IIAM-IAM DELIVERIES After 5PM

#477 - 2006
••^ »

»

OR BUY .

15 PIECE OUTFIT

• J.66 ENLARGER
• 50 MM LENS
• 75 MM LENS
• DEVaOPING TANK
• DEVELOPING REEL
• TIMER
• 8 X 10 EASEL
• DARKROOM UTE
• 8 X 10 TRAYS (3)

•8X10PAPa
• CHEMICALS
• TONGS (2)

$116.00 VALUE

YOUR DARKROOM
HEADQUARTERS

Wa Carry

KODAK
8ROMAL
ILFORD
ARGENTA
AGFA
EDWAl
UNICOLOR
BESSLER

OMEGA
VIVITAR

BOOAN
DURST
H&W

-*--- ^

\

? ; \

OlMBOl&lim
927 WESTWOOD BLVD.
1/2 BU(. So. ok UCLA
4779569 - 27Z5214

WESTWOOD VIUAOE
LAYAWAYS
MASTERCHARGE
BANKAMERICARD
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GerlacliTeafls^mnasts

as Bruins star in Classic

-' \

..»,

"It was a big way to wind up our

season." said UCLA gymnastics

coach Art Shurlock following the

Bruin Gymnastic Classic Friday

night at Pauley Pavilion.

While thousands attended Mardi

(iras, 1500 fans saw the Bruins'

Steve Gerlach win the outstanding

athlete of the meet award against

40 of the nation's outstanding

gymnasts.' ,t

In addition to capturing the free

exercise with a 1972 best score of

9 3, (ierlach also placed third in

the long horse with a 8.95 score.

In th^* rings, UCLAs Mark
Sherwood captured top honors

j^ith a point total of 9.3.

f Bill B^ach completed UCLA's
scoring by finishing third in the

^horizontal, bar with a score of 9.0.

The Classic was the highlight of

the year to Shurlock, who coached

the Bruins to' a 4-5 dual meet

j-ecord.

"I was basically satisfied in the

tact that our gymnasts improved

rapidly this year," he em-
phasized. "Several of our gym-
nasts have come a long way. We
will be a lot stronger next year."

Shurlock was especially jubilant

about Gerlach's performances
this year "He won nearly every

free exercies he entered."

The UCLA coach also praised

Sherwood for his "e^ccellence on

the rings", Dave Cook in the

parallel bars and Dave Freeland

in vaulting and parallel bars.

Probably the most improved
(Continued on Page 13)

.\)t^:i:£^:K

JUMPING FOR JOY?— More likely the ball, which
is orbiting in the upper left corner. It was raining
horsehide last weelcend when the Bruins gave up 43

.
°" P»'«»o by Mark Rubifl

runs in a three game series with Stanford UCLA
hopes to land some of those flies today at 2-30*when it

encounters Cal Poly (F^mona) at Sawteik Field

hj
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Introducing the Hostel

encan -V- • '•

•'t .

Go European without leaving
the country. Fly with us. And stay
with us too. For only $4 to $8 a night.
In student kinds of places. At student
kinds of prices. With your kind of
people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

,

Now you can do it here on the
American Airlines Hostel Plan For
students who fjy (naturally) American
Airlines. If you're headed to some of
our biggest cities this summer, you'll
find clean, conveniently located
spots to hang your hat. At a cost that
won't hang you up.

The fun is that you'll find them at
some of the largest universities in
the West. In San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and San Diego.

You'll get fresh linens when you
check in. A comfortable double
room. And, depending on the school,
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts.'
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater
whatever happens to be happening
on campus.

To help you get around, we'll fly
your bike whenever you fly for just
$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only $5 a day, 50 a mile (if
you're over 21).;

This summer, get a Youth Fare
card If you're under 22 and fly for less
with American Airlines. To go all theway and stay for less too, call an
Amencan Airlines reservations
office. And ask about the'universities
on the Hostel Plan. ,

N

American Airlines
Our passengers gel ihe besl ol everything.

• Uw-cftt l0am

• SiYiiif facilitif

s

• Abfvt averagt divitffods

• Ctnvfiiiicf

• Prtvtii uf0ty

• Ctifitftiitltl service

• Privtte cfVRselinf

• Lean Prettctien Insurance

• Life Savings insurance

• Oemecratic eentrel

Do these services

••ring a beir with your

financial needs? If so,

a credit union can be of

valuable service to

your security now and

in the years to come.

Let us help you get the

right numbers for your

future. Call or write:

/ .

• M«*yb«nMo op«n to UCLA

foculty & ftoff

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

lOT I EXr. 51241

m
Jabberwocky Revisited Tuesday, AAay 7, 1972
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fiomJMyra (er, Raquel) to Joe and on to IVIuncie
By Saul Shapiro
DB Sports Writer ~

Joe Namath-football player, popcorn popper, movie star
and intellectual.

^

'

While there might be some validity to the first three
titles, the intellectual side of the New York Jets' quar-
terback has always remained mysteriously hidden. That is
until now.

Ms. Raquel Welch, formerly of La JoUa, Calif., has seen
fit to make it known that Broadway Joe is, indeed an
•intellectual."

Ms. Welch, who is something of a sport herself having
played a switch-hitter in "Myra Breckinridge" and the title

role in 'Kansas City Bomber" (a roller derby epic), was
recently escorted to the Academy Awards by Namath.
Jince Ms. Welch has fallen victim to the stereotyping

media which refuses to acknowledge her as anything but a
•sex symbol," it was particularly enlightening that she set
the record straight on Namath. After all, Raquel Welch
doesn't hang around with just anyone.

it takes brains to play quarterback," she commented,
'i would never go out with a guard."
The controversy over Namath's intellectual wizardy will

probably rage on. It should be noted, though, that Ms
Welch may be overestimating Namath's capacity for
brilliance.

He has admitted to an overall score in the 740's on his
' college board examinations, which would make many of
those lineman scorned by Ms. Welch look like Rhodes
scholars. '

One athlete who never overestimates his capabilities is

Gymnasts.

.

.

(Continued from Page 12)

Bruin gymnast this year was
Shawn McClenahan, just a
sophomore.
"He moved from the low man to

the top man on the horizontal bar
this year," said Shurlock. i

In the All Around, Shurlock
commended Dave Pivnik, Rodney
Fields and George Govednik and
acclaimed Gary Garrett in the
floor exercies and horizontal bars.

Shurlock beams about next
year's prospects. He is losing only
three gymnasts from his team
that finished sixth in the Pacific 8.

Results:

Floor exercise - Steve Gerlach,
UCLA 9.3 2.) MikeZapp, PCC9i
3.) Doug Boger 9.05. 3.) Richard

_

Pascale 9.05 - -^—

«

Pommel Horse - Glen
Heckenliable, CSF 9.25. 2.) Derek
Marchi, LBCC 8.9. 3.) John^
(ireene, USC 8.85' "-^

Rings - 1.) Mark Sherwood,
UCLA 9.3 2. ) Marty Krein PCC 9.2.

l-i Jim Ivicek, U.N.M. 9.05.

Bob Ueker. the former journeyman catcher and now
.baseball s answer to Alex Karras.

^ j-^ing cut from the team is a very sensitive thing
"

.T?^ ^^' "f"^
'""^ managers break it to the players

gently When I was at AtlanU. I wis sitting in the locker
room wondenng just what day I would be out when
manager Luman Harris walked up and told me that no
visitors were allowed in the locker room "

His greatest moment wis catching a no-hit game against
St. Louis. Ueker, though, happend to be on the team that
was being no-hit. "It was a thrill, nonetheless. " he quickly
adds, "and 1 did my part.'* ^, .^ :-
Not only was he lacking success during his playing days,

but Ueker continued his road to failure as soon as he turned
in his mitt as a radio broadcaster He gave that up when itwas found that the communists were using his play-by-play
to jam Radio Free Europe broadcaste.

^
And, finally, he has some words to the wise.

'

u^?*
*'"*'^'

' ^P®"^ ^ *^ ^^ ^^'"^ speaking to the high
school and coUege sports banquets and I always feel like I

u*^ f^""^
*^^'" with some serious thought after Ive

joked all night.

"So, at the end of the evening I tell them that if they
aren t any good at sports - to hell with it. They'll never
make it anyway." ~.- "• ' •

Baseball, of course, has bedome largely a laughing
matter, unless your ndme is Art Riechle and you prefer to
do some crying.

Two University of Florida lyricists. Country^ Tom Cor-
nehson and T. (Texas) Phil Whelpton, were recenUy in-^
spired by the plight of the professional version of the

national pastime and wrote "The Ballad of the Baseball
Strikes

'

For those interested in singing along, the tune is "The
Balladof Joe Hill."

I dreamt I saw Ty Cobb last night
* Alive as you or me.

Says I "but Ty. you're ten-years dead.** .

"I'll spike your ass," said he. «

"I'll spike your ass," said he. "

it was Saturday on NBC
At five minutes 'till three.

I tuned my set with<great regret
And watched "1 I^ve Lu-cy.**

And watched "1 Love LfU-cy,"

_ But now that's changed, they're friends again _ '

Ty Cobb can rest in peace.
The pension plan is fattened no:w
But attendance may decrease.
Attendance may decrease.

T From San Diego to Fenway Park "^"
In every locker room

,

Where baseball players defend their righ^.
It's there Tys ghost will loom
It's there Ty 's ghost wUl loom.^

A final note: ^ .
~ "T

The NCAA volleyball championships have been
scheduled to air over ABC's "Wide World of Sports " on M^y
27, which is a pretty long tape-delay.
Keith Erickson will be doing the color commentary from

Jhe,Muncie tourney which was won by his alma mater over
thef weekend. '

•**•
^.

-r

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of SLC

J.- -

a

.-»."-V-,^ l." •-* K ^T"' ' ''^•*^Vf*' t^rX^g'

Vaulting - 1.) Jim McFauI,
(Jolden West 9.1 2.) Doug Boger 9.0

3 ) Steve Gerlach 8.95

Parallel Bars - Jim Ivicek,
U N M. 9.15 2.) Dan O'Neil,
(Jolden West 9.1 3.) Leonard
(aling, CSF 9.1

Horizontal Bar - 1.) Kanati Allen
9 4 2 ) Mark Davis 9.1. 3.) Bill

Beach 9.0.

ROOR
GORGePt

' *^' -V-
„.^. V- . •• '-rfh

'COUPON-

Natural Vitamin E

200 Units - BoHle of 100

TiT7

Tuesdag, IHag z

featuring
•^

K<0.$S.95

W/fh fh\s coupon $3.00

WESTWOOD DRUG
951 W««lwood Blvd.

477-2027

BcpirMMoy I5 ^mmhim
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ncherman Union Grand Ballroom
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Food, pleasure, belly dancer

M-w^lw^.

More traffic control

Students participate in annual fete

(CoBtiBued frwB Page lt> n*>^

Stopping and starting of cars, waiting for lagging pedestria
across a crosswalk may be a bigger problem than havinc th^

^^ ^^^
wait for a lull in the traffic in order to cron.

SHiiaUoo
P^^triaa

,>v

- L

i .
:,

.1 J

I

By John Miller
"" ^~~- DB Staff Writer

—^The rolling hills that surround the small valley on
the Paramount Ranch in Agoura are still green, and
the creek that winds through the stoney meadow still

flows past a hundred long-haired youths assembling
the booths and attractions that will soon be the
Renaissance Pleasure Falre. In two weeks, an-
tiquated water trucks will pour hundreds of gallons
of water on the hot dusty earth, dampening the
choking clouds of dust raised by the footsteps of
thousands of people. The idyllic meadows will

become transformed into a huge Ventura Boulevard,
reminiscent of a Ralph Williams year end clearance
sale.

The Pleasure Faire is many tfungs to many people.
Many students will leave after a few hours,, disap-
pointed by the huge crowds, long lines and expensive
prices. Others spend relatively little other than the
$3.50 admission fee, and mingle through the crowds
drinking wine, finally passing out in the warm sun on
the sides of the hills. Whether or not you have a good
time is in large part determined by your state of
mind.

Costume
Sports shirts and tennis shoes are definitely not in

vogue, and wearing a costume is a must. The more
outrageous the attire, the greater the possibility it

will attract the unlikely Pity the poor sould left to his
own devices while b|s three drunken companions
dressed as swordsman swagger through the crowds
proclaiming their momentary and simultaneous
identity as 'Cyrano de Bergarac. greatest swords-
man in the land!"

Having made the long hike up the rise that

separates the parking area from the Faire, one's
sense€| are immediately assailed from 'every
direction. Batik streaniers and windmills fly in the
breeze, the first hint of churros (a Spanish pastry)
fills the air, and several erstwhile Arabs assail your
ears with cries of "Falahfels!!**

Leather goods, candles, pottery, ironwork,
glassware and jewelry of every sort surround the
fairegoer, and a myriad variety of foods wait to
strike the fancy of passersby. Artichokes, beef
sandwiches and fruit ices entice the hungry. If you
intend to eat or buy anything at all, be forwamed.
The prices usually are high and one can easily spend
$20 with little to show at the end of the ^ay.

Bellydancers 'f

The Pleasure Faire js definitely not a place to
^ring small children, as anyone who has seen a
digruntled parent try to quiet a bored child with
promises of bellydancers will attest. But there is

much to attract and entertain the older fairegoer.
Wandering minstrels, "bawdy" plays and the "Call
O' The Faire" procession, where costumed
fairegoers, the Lord Mayor, High Sheriff, en-
tertainers, craftsmen, various and sundry dogs and
anyone else who happens to be around at the time
parade across a hillside to the Great Stage provide
ample entertainment and opportunity to enjoy
onesself.

The Pleasure Faire begins this weekend May 6 and
7 and runs during the weekends through the entire
month of May from 10 am to 6 pm at the Old
Paramount Ranch in Agoura. Take the Ventura
Freeway West, turn off at Kanan Road and follow the
signs.__ ^

'
,

•.
,

•— ^
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Mosics' showcases iiiovaiiois, styles
-t

;-

It was an evening of syn-
thesizers and space sounds; an
evening of violas and voices; an
evening of percussion and per-
ception; an evening not to be
easily forgotten Thus was Friday
night's fantasy, an entourage
entitled New Musics, under the
direction of composers Larry
Austin and Paul Chihara.
Basically, the evening was

devoted to the performance of the

works composed by Austin and
Chihara, employing the com-
paratively new techniques of
electronic music: synthesizer,
taped music, and the as-yet,
unperfected quadrosonic system
(four-channel stereo). Walter
Tram pier (violist) and Kenneth
Watson (percussionist) were also
involved in the program which
ranged from a piece for four
choruses (with each chorus mixed

L

•$TICKIR (i»»ra«.riir)
l«r rivr cir tr rMiR « ^ ^
•r riinRati " 2 FOR $1.00

•BUTTON -3 (iX^lFOII $1.00
•$WBM5HIKT (.rT-ihIrt)

Mi. Sum ir Brit - Sii.,Mit,l|.

T-thirt-
i»\i Griy ir

S3.25 IVl

List cilor-siie

liJ.ri$i.-5Xtii.

i #^%A« mm.»m^. '^ cfc.-iKiHio cant

through one of the four speakers
mounted in the audience area), to
the final piece entitled Walter, a
theater piece portrait about, oddly
enough. Trampler.

The use of the quadrosonic
system was effectively used,
enabling sounds to seemingly fly
around the hall. The music, aside
from its rather obvious ethereal
qualities, is somewhat impossible
to comprehend, reaching into the
depths of inaccessibility. That is.

Where one may listen to a piece
and slowly realize the mood and
tone of the composition, this "new
music" is devoid of any handle to
which an individual may grasp.
Perhaps with repeated listenings
and a more sophisUcated ear, the
music might take on more con-
crete qualities.

Also worth mentioning were the
magnificent films created by
Keith Muscutt at UC Santa Cruz.

— Steve Rosen

The ideal situation would be to have regulated traffic cont
the cost is another major factor involved. For normal one

-^ ^
used for stop signs and crosswalks and other less exn^'^^^*'*^

^^
devices, the Traffic Safety Committee uses funds from thf'

^* ^^
Plant. However, for the more expensive items, such as sto T^*^^^
Chancellor's office must be approached for the money and

-^^ ^
budgets it's sometimes very difficult, if not impossible, to alW^/^

^^
for such safety measures.

^

' "^^^e money

Another point considered in deciding on putting up a stoo
visual aspect. Will the stop sign be aesthetically desirable? F^*^

^ ^
want a campus 'Mittered" with signs. ''But if we get a few m ^ ^^^
maybe people will not want to bring their cars on campus "^^!I?^'*»
half-jokingly. The Traffic Safety Committee is ti7ing to disc™.

"^
use of cars for "the fewer the cars the safer pedestrians we havA^-^o^

^
said.

^

^' °''own

Plans
Writer of the Campus Master Plan, Vajna is very interested

congestion problem on campus. Creating new streets widening^Sn"*
^

extending short ones, all faU into his plan of a **grade seDaratinn-' ?^
he feels is the safest method of traffic control. "Cars should bl
level and people on the other", he said emphatically "then wp^ ^
have no conflict between two different bodies." By different hoA'^
means cars as one body versus bicycles and pedestrians ThisT

^
major r^son for his designing the Peripheral Loop Road Sv^fpm !

Peripheral System of Parking here. On Circle Drive a motorist is
1*'!

have 1
)
a scenic drive around the whole campus and 2) a place to nark h

car, within the circle in a parking structure and then walk to the vari
places he wishes to go.

'^

Improvements
Many other improvements have been made in the congestion Drnhi««,

of Traffic Safety. Hilgard Ave.
, which used to be 22 feet in widlT has t^widened and is now used as a main street. Westwood Blvd used to gnTn

the way through campus unUl it was clos^ at the Student store 'Inst^
of one main entrance to campus as many coUeges have we haven
major entrances" said Vajna, which cuts down on congested morning
and evening entrances and exits. The Board of Regents has voted to £iw
free land around the campus to improve and widen the streets Some
streets have been grooved toput down on skidding possibilities
Parking, as many students realize is a major problem and out of the

18,000 parking spaces on campus, 13,000 of them are in parking struc
tures "We used to have oceans of cars on campus," says Vajna Now
with parking structures, much space is conserved and more cars can be
parked on campus 'without the vast parking lot spread-out that was
happening before. .

Consultant
The Traffic Safety Committee has hired a traffic safety consultant to

help solve the many problems arising frofn a commuting campus One of
the problems now being worked on is the parking kiosk in Westwood
Plaia. The visibility around that area is poor and it is blocking traffic.
A recommendation for better traffic safety concerns people going up

and down the auto entrances and exits in the parking structures. A ramp
alongside the openings would serve to give pedestrians a safer place to

walk in and out of the buildings.
Design Draftsman Tolentino has recently been hired to seek im

provements to be made on the north campus. Basically his job is to find

ways to help first-time visitors and students in getting around campus. At

present he is making out questionnaires to be given at random to

students, inquiring about problems people have had finding places here
From the results of these questionnaires he will then be able to determine
whether or not signs areneeded in cerUin areas and where they should be

placed.

Traffic measures such as these are a continuing source of work for the

-Traffic Safety Committee and with the growing number of cars coming
-on campus they will have their work cut out for them for some time to

come. —~ -^ "-

I New ckadlines r

§: It's deadline time again at the big U. The

.

g schedule for submission of copy to ^'What's On"|

I is as follows:^ |

I — Everything to be published the week of AAay
|

^ 22-26, is to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,
|

% Thursday, May 18. - - - - .

|

I — All copy that i^ to be published for ort-going
|

I activities from May 27 - June 15 must be In the

I DB office no later than 3 pm, Monday May 22.

I — The last issue of the DB for this quarter Is AAay |

i 26. I— The first issue of the DB for first Summer
Session is June 16. The paper will be Issued twice

weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays, with only one

issue weekly (Fridays) during the second

Summer Sessions.
g

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with'

margins set 10-65. Copy may not be submitted by

^telephone.

s
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HOTPANTS HOUDAY& BABY LOVE
STARTS WED

AM Night Show Brtakfast Fri«.Sat All Seat« 11 so'_P^es WOODSTOCK. OIMmIe $HlL?ii!{Se.

TIU7PM

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
& HAROLD & AAAUDE

'CTurg^ WOODSTOCK, QIMMfe SMKLTK* m%.

LEONARD RUMERY — wtll conduct
Music for tiM Virtuito/' noon, today, Schotnbtrg
AuditoHum. Frtc. Tht program will includt
mutic by Cortlli, Ttitmann, Marctllo and Han-

Vtrady (obott); Charitt Fitchar (rtcordtr);
Arthur Haat (harpticord); Carol Zaavin (violin)
and Marcia Ztavin (callo).

Littie Lord What's Ontlej-oy
(Continued fk^m Page 17

)

—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Amanda Marga Yoga

Society/' 5 pm, Ackerman Union
3564. '

. -*-:

-''Phitosophy of Meher Baba,"
7:3010:30 pm, MS 5138.

-"Integral Yoga Lifestyle," 8-

10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 7-9 pm,
Bunche 1265.

—"Cosmic A^editation," 7-9 pm,
MS 6201.

—"Beginning Ptiotography and
Darkroom," 7-9 pm, ArchJtectura
1224. :^ ..

-^"The Anatomy of th# Human
Mind Course," 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

Meetings:

Tuesday, May 2

—"Book Store Print Show," 9
am.6 pm, Ackerman Union
Wpmen's Lounge.

—"Christian Students," noon,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—''Experimental College
Board," 12-2 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"UCLA Students for
Bugliosi," noon, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Cultural Affairs," noon,
Ackerman Grand Ballroom.—"CASO Sound Staff," 2-4 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Chess Club," 3-5 pm, Ker-
ckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Bruin Belles," 3:30-5 pm,

Ackerman Union 3564.

-"OSA Elections Board," 4-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.—"URA Finance Committee,"
4-5:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Office of Drug Education,"
4:30-6:30 pm, Ackerman Union
2412.—"Prolect Amigos," 79 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Experiment in Personal
Growth," 7-10:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

URA Clubs:

Tuesday, May 2
^^

—"The Kenpo Club," 5:»-6:3d
pm, AAemorlal Activities Center B
146.
—'^The Karate Club," 57 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"The Lacrosse Club," 35 pm.
Field /I/7.

—"The Ice Hockey Club," 8-10
pm, l-lalnes 130.

—"The Mountaineers," noon.
Northwest Corner of Moore Hall
Lawn.
—"Sports Car Club," 7 pm,

Kerckhoff 400.

-"Bruin Sailing Club," 7:30
pm, Ackerman Union 3564.
Election of officers!

Etcetera:-
—"Campus Tour," Visitors

Center will conduct a one-hour
walking tour of the central
campus, Including the fine arts
area and the observation deck of

Bunche Hall, 1 pm, today, from
lobby of Schoenberg Hall.

—"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," 111 accepting
applications for membership.
Membership Is open to all

regularly enrolled students.
Forms available in Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Draft Counseling," schedule
for spring quarter. Law 2114:

Monday, 9-5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.

—"Mortar Board," national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at

least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a Mortar
Board information sheet in the
Mortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, May 13.
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Angela review
-7- ^ •

f

(ContiDucd from Page It)

The danger is that such consciousneas can lead one into a kind of
isolation from the people, a vast aeparaUoq between your needs and
theirs. One begins to see oneself as something special, a professional
revolutionary, an elite vanguard that wiU*'leadthe way."The world tenda
to become more and more unreal, and one b^ina to compensate by
neglecUng the theoreUcal and scientific work needed to analyte the needs
and intereste of the people one is trying to reach in favor of appeals to
moral conscience in order to get people to emulate one's own personal
commitment.

Rally Rhetoric '^'..f

When Angela tells a rally that they have to "see to it that'City Hall does
not funcUon, even if it means occupying it, until they call off their pigs

"

or that it is necessary to use arms to defend the community, or that
"Facism is here," or when she equates the BPP with the black com-
munity one hopes that it is just "rally rhetoric" and not an indicaUon of
the core of her political analysis.

In an interesUng view in the film she says that "We have to begin to
react as if we were struck down. That's how the Vietnamese react
You can't pose alternatives. You don't have that alternative any longer

"

The words sound nice. But the experience seems alien. So that when we-
hear her addressing a rally on campus saying that she saw people
jumping up and down, screaming and playing frisbee while there's a war
going on. She wants to know what there is to celebrate. There seems
something wrong in what she is saying. There doesn't seem to be an
awareness of the needs or an understanding of the interests of the people
to whom she is speaking; needs and interesU which if fully understood
would lead to a clearsighted undersUnding of the relationship of thoae
interests to the struggles of other oppressed peoples. There is nothing
wrong with commitment based on moral considerations, but it is not thc^
stuff on which revolutionary movements are built.

Treatment

Students are treated (by the orthodox Left) as if they were a privileged
elite, a group of petit-bourgeoise intellectuals. They are not. But while
they are not "petit-bourgeois" or "inteUectuals" - at least not merely by
virtue of being students — they do, in general, have the room to poee
various alternatives for themselves. The need is for theoretical work
which can analyze those diverse interests in the country and then con-
cretize that work into organizational forms that can meet the needs of
those diverse interests; organizational forms both democratic and
flexible which can adjust to changing social realities and yet rigid enough
to provide goals and leadership to those various segments of the
population who need organizational structures through which they can
channel the immense energy of dissatisfaction that existe in the society.
The organizational structures that can include various levels of

commitments including the aformentioned frisbee players. This is the
most important task confronting the Left movement at this period in
time. For those who find this analysis a bit Ume I am reminded of an
anecdote I heard a while ago about a discussion between a Cuban official
and a Chinese diplomat..The Cuban official was said to have remarked
(quoting Fidel), "The duty of the revofutionary is to make the
revolution." "No," replied the Chinese diplomat, "the duty of the
revolutionary is to build the revolutionary organization. Only the people
can make the revolution."

There is much to be said for a film that can evoke this kind of discussion
and even more to be said for Angela Davis whose courage and for-
thrightness have never allowed her to hide her politics from the people.
One final note: There is, for me, an extraordinary moment that joccurs

near the end of the film. As Angela is addressing a rally for the Soledad
Brothers at the Hall of Justice in June of 1970 there is in the deep
J>ackground on the steps above the speaker a young black man rettlfiily
pacing back and forth. It's Jonathan Jackson.

I think this film has a special significance for students here, and I urge '^

you all to see it. It will be shown at noon, tomorrow in the NPI
Auditorium

; and at 7 and 9 pm, tomorrow, in Haines Hall 39, and by the
BSU on May 19. Donationrequested at the door.

HELPLINE-82S-7646

iriiitit Fir iiiiiiit

• i«n«r Of«rfM • SmoUnf

• W«igKl Confrol • fmnmnd Oodt

Unlvtriity 9f WItcontIn ^.D.. 14 ytari
tcachint Sp««ch Ptycholofy and

Otntral lamantlct

William L Riitow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

473-2944 FOR AFPOINTAAENT

CRAIQ HUNDLEY — 11 year old nationally acclaimed |au
pianist, will appear at noon today In Ackerman Union Orand
Ballroom. Frtt. Hundley formed ttie now disbanded "Cralfp
Hundley Trle^* in Ifa. ^____

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACIES

we specialize In contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE 4 PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

1341 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0*13

MINORITIES
(Blocka. Chlconot, Atloni, Am. Indlani)

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHQOL OF LAW
WANTS YOU

FOR FALL, 1972 TERiM.

~ financial atilttonce available
— approved by the American Bor Attoc.

-^ fully accredited by the State Bar
of California

Wpmen ore o minority in the field of low.
for information & applicotion write to:

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
S.B.A. MINORITY RECRUITMENT -
SCHOURSHIF COMMIHEE

n21S. HlllSt.

L.A., Calif. Tel: 749-3077
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iFORwren&l
I Introducing Super-8 Filnn I
|Maker. Ttie new quarterly!
magazine written just fora

Super-81 New concepts,"
techniques, products, what's I
|happening at film schools I
and festivals. Articles by.
Super-8 pros and serious
film makers to help you get|
the most from Super-8. For|
special student subscription !
savings, send coupon to:"

|Super-8 Film Maker, Dep't|

S

113. 1190 Pershing Circle, i

Ij^lame

I
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666. .

I Address

I

I

I

I

I

City

State Zip

I

I

I

I

I
Bill me for: 1 year $4.00 Q|
2 years $7.90 Q or: Check"

_ encloted for: 1 year $3.50 nl
12 years $8.00 n Outside conti-|

. nental US, adaSI.SO per year."
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THE SPORTS CARJUSTVOTED THE
BESTUNOER$aOOOISALSO

THE ONE FURTHEST UNDER $3,000.
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If you're in the market for a
sports car that won't leave you

; too broke to enjoy it, we have
__news for you: l

For the second year in a
row, the sports car devotees who
read Car and Driver magazine
have voted the Fiat 850 Spider
the best sports car in its class.

Because the fact is, the Fiat
850 Spider offers the kind of
performance and styling you'd
logically expect from a car

' costing considerablv more, •

For example, the Fiat 850
Spider features a high-perform-
ance engine that goes through
its four-speed fully-synchro-
meshed gearbox to redline at
6500 rpms.

It has front wheel disc
brakes, independent suspension
all around, standard radial tires,
and even an electronic tachome-
ter (usually an expensive extra).

And although it's a sports
car, it isn't the temperamental
kind that ends up bringing more
joy to automobile mechanics ^

than it does to you.
Now, as to looks, the only

comment we can add to the
picture shown here is that the

850 Spider was designed by
Nuccio Bertone. The very same
Nuccio Bertone who designs
$20,000 Ferraris. ^

-.

—
The Fiat 850 Spider.

Considering what it has, it's

hard to believe it's the lowest-
priced true sports car in America.

..„. $2,470. (This is the manu-—
facturer's suggested retail price
POE theWest Coast. Of course,
transportation, state and local
taxes, optional equipment and __
dealer preparation charges, if any,
are additional, as with any other
new automobile.) -

FIAT

•-.'-

-^"- ••'-t_^_..

ALHAMBRA
HENRY S. PERREN INC
330 West Valley Blvd. -

ENCINO

ft?!^,'?,^^
IMPORTED CARS

17461 Ventura Blvd.

WILMINGTON
HARBOR IMPORTS

- «41 W.Anaheim St. ^

STUDIO CITY

mI^J,? * HUSTY. INC.
11647 Ventura Blvd.

POMONA
f
RANK WHITE IMPORTS

1407 West Holt Ave.

WHITTIER
SCANDEA AUTO IMPORTS
1402- E. Whittier Blvd. * '

WESTMINSTER

?4n R^^Px?^/^^^^ AUTO
13750 Beach Blvd.

TORRANCE

\^^^Z ^^^^ SPORTS CARS, INC.
19019 Hawthorne Blvd.

SANTA MONICA
KRAMER MOTORS INC
1717 Santa Monica Blvd.

EL MONTE
CAVALIER SPORTS CARS
10701 Garvey Ave.

CULVER CITY
I-INDQUIST MOTORS, INC.
4286 Sepulv«da Blvd.

COSTA MESA

'833'h^?S>S^^ ""^'^^^ 'N^-

COMPTON
FOREMOST MOTORS, INC
2110 East Roacians Ave.

LONG BEACH
C. BOB AUTREY MOTORS INC
1860 Un» Beach Blvd

• *

THE BIGGESTSELUNGiailir EUROPE:
^ Overseas dehvery arranged through your dealer. •mil..

INDIO -4i
INDIO MOTOR CENTER
45-660 Fargo St. ^ -

BURBANK

^?y^i ^.Hr^?^^^ MOTORS INC.
311 South Victory Blvd.

MONROVIA
GERMAN CARS SALES kSERVICES
139 West Huntington Dr.

HOLLYWOOD
^Pa]:^u^^^. ^^'^0 IMPORTS
6140 Hollywood Blvd.

BEVERLY HILLS

90^^22 W^i ?^^g, ^EVERLY HILLS
v\}Zi Wilshire Blvd.

GLENDORA
ROGERS IMPORTS . .

521 East Arrow Hgwy. .
*•

REDLANDS ^

GARVEY MOTORS
415 Orange St.

BAKERSFIELD
FRED CLAD IMPORTS INC
1100 24th Street

^'

LANCASTER
MAHONEY MOTORS INC
45134 North Sierra Blvd
ITALIAN IMPORTS '

GLENOALE

PASADENA ' '

SALT LAKE TAHOE ^*V-
TAHOE IMPORTED CARS
1020 Tata Lane '

VAN NUYS
KEYS MOTORS, INC.
5700 Van Nuys Blvd.

ONTARIO
THEU IMPORTS, INC
400 W. Holt Blvd.

RIVERSIDE

f^l^yP. '^n^?
^^LUE CARSd675 Merrill Street

SANTA ANA
BILL BARRY PONTIAC
2000 East Ist Stfeet

SAN BERNADINO

?2o7No^r{h''E^S^^^t^^^^^^^E«

LOS ANGELES
LARRY REED INC.
5208 Centinela Blvd.

HUNTINGTON PARK
2717 E. Slauaon Ave.

VENTURA

V*

;''/

^i^ZZ^SJi^%,?l ^'^^''^''^ fF?e"*W.LUS MOTORS
GARDEN GROVE
AUTO SPORT LTD.
9625 Garden Grove Blvd.

FULLERTON

39^0 W°r""^^^'^" IMPORTS
d»io w. Commonwealth Blvd.

MANHATTAN BEACH
SURFSIDE PONTIAC
400 S. Sepulveda Blvd

1230 Thompson Blvd.

OXNARD

5K\^ MOTORS INC.
760 South Oxnard Blvd.

BREA
BREA SPORTS CARS INP
619 South Brea BIvJ '

^^'

ANAHEIM

f2^2V N^H
^UTO SALES, INC.

1<!Z1 N. Harbor Blvd.

LONG BEACH

ine Modeling
of d«,.

Processes" by .'"^^"^'on

Carretto, associate nrnf'"'*"^*
engineering, San llZ!''^ ^
StateColl4e,3pm

B"^^^''^y
-'TheOrlg|„s7f'S^:;fO

the lnsects/Mhei97^H:'^'**'"
Lecture, by Edward ol,^°ck

.
professor of zooioi"

^'^'
.Biological Laboratory
University, Cambridge !^''^^^

pnr>. Young 2^50. ^^
'
<

/—"The Military, The sta»*
society in Changing'l.^'JV"-
Uma Eleazo, professor o?'a,^American Studies, Unive,li^°;

^/Warylar,d, and "Inter Am? ^
"^

Military and Social Hi.
"^' °*

Eastern Africa" 'by^TZ'"
«^"9«'-- professor of\iZ"«
pm, Murphy 2121.

^
—"Diseases of Dflm.

.

Animals Transmitted tote:
Donald G. DeValols, ^ nresearch In laboratory 11
medicine, science "Ztechnology, Wadsworth Veteran!
Administration Hospital ^MS 5200. Tickets are ;^ Tj
$1.75 (Students).

'"'^

Bill Ames, News Editor KNX-TV
9:35-11:05 am. Tea Room
Bullock's Westwood, SWe^burn Ave. Tickets at the door

-—"The Australian Outback"
with Tom L. Mc Knight, profess^
of geography, 7-10 pm
auditorium, Wlllard Elementary
School, 301 S. Madre St
Pasadena. Tickets at the door $4'—"Brillooin Scattering in

Crystals/' by R.S. Krishnan,
visiting professor of physics at

North Texas State University,
from Indian Institute of Science
Banglore, India, 4 pm, Knudsen
1220.

Seminars:
Wednesday, May 3

—"Evaluation of an In-

compatible Finite Element," by

L.R. Herrmann, professor of civil

engineering, UC Davis, 3 ,pm

._Boelter 5264.
'

—"Applications of the

Microinotophoretic Technique to

Neuroendocrinology -r A Critical

Review/' by Hiroshi Kawamura,
research pharmacologist,
University of Michigan, 4 pm CHS
73-105. „_ _—"Phylogeny of Immune
Responsiveness/' by William

Hlldemann, professor of medical

microbiology and Immunology, 4

pm, CHS 43-105.

-"Enzymatic Aspects of

Bacteriophage Replication and

Structure/' by Christopher K.

Mathews, professor of

biochemistry. University of

Arizona College of AAediclne, 4 pm
LS 2142.

—"The Kalahari/' by Richard

F. Logan, professor of geography,

7 pm, Bunche Hall 2209. Tickets

are $4.

—"Consciousness and EEG
Feedback Training," by Joseph

Kamlya, Innovator of one of the

most powerful new techniques for

research of consciousness and

leading figure In development of

models for understanding

awareness, 7 pm Dickson Art

Center 2160. Tickets are $4.75 and

$2 (students.)

—"Approaches to the Problem

of Drug Addiction," by Peter

Lomax, associate professor of

pharmacology, noon, CHS 23-105.

(Continued on Page 17)
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Summer home study

Review and Testing

Progrorrt

S For Informotlort write: GRADUATE
-^ STUDIES C»ITllt BOX 386,

NEWYOMt N.Y. 10011

( ( ontinued fron* Page 1*)

— "Quantificati on o f

Atherosclerosis by Image
Processing," by Samuel H.^

Brooks, research associate.
University of Southern California

School of AAediclne, 3 pm CHS AV-
139.

—"Songs and Games of the
Georgia Sea Islands," by Bessie

Jones, musician from Simon's
Island, offshore from Georgia, 7

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25

and $2 (students).

—"Digestive Physiology and
Related Problems — Colic —
Founder, etc.," by Dean C. LInr

dley, formerly associate professor

of zoology, California State
Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Ph.D. in Neuroscienc^: Past
Production and Future
Prospects," by Hora<?e W.
AAagourt, Dean of the GPaduate
Division, and professor of
anatomy, 8 pm CHS 23-105.

—"The Automated Air War/' a
slide show about U.S. weaponry In

Vietnam, noon. Social Welfare
121.

—"A equals 37 System and It's

Sufficiency for Solar Neutrino
Detection," by Al Howard, Cal
Tech, Pasadena, 4:15 pm, Klnsey^
230.
—"Exciton Droplets," by

Charles Kittel, UC Berkeley, 4

pm, Knudsen 1220B. Talk will be

preceded by tea at 3:30 pm. In
Knudsen 1246.—"Lamdaproton, Lamda bar— proton. Lamda -neutron Total
Cross-Sections Between 7-17

^jy ^y Konrad Klelnknecht,
LbRN, 4 pm, Knudsen 1240
Coffee will precede the talk at 3: 45pm in Knudsen 124CI.

E.C.:

Tuesday, May 2

pm.—"Astrology," 2-4
Ackerman Union 3564.

-"Death and Dying," 3 pm,
Ackerman 3517.

—"Experiments in Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union 3157. Closed to new
members.
—/'Hath^ Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Women's Roie in a Changing

Society — Affirmation for
Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408. i—^'The Psychology of Th«
Tantra," 7-9 pm, Architecture
1243C.

—"Reaching Your Higher Self— The Lighted Way," 8 lO pm,.
Social Welfare 50.

—"Self-hypnosis," 7:30 pm,
Architecture 1102.

—"Textile Printing and
Design," 7:30 pm. Architecture
1243A.

(Continued on Page 15)

ACROSS
' ^. Cordage

fiber

_ 5. Spanish.
hero

8. Speaker's
platform
(Gr. .4

Antiq.)
12. Appraise

carefully
14. Egyptian

god (var.)
15. Motherly
16. Nest of

pheasants
17. Turkish

officer

18. Turkish^
inn

20. Table
vessel

23. Scandi-
navian

-- name - ',

24. Large \ -

rodent

fKO/v/ By Eugene Sheffer

34. Take out
S5u Privy to 1^
36. Satisfies

,,

37. European
cavalry-

man
40. Flatfish

41. Grand-
parental

42. Trained
47. Far;

comb,
form

48. Put up
with

49. Devours
50. Farm

structure
51. Graceful

bird

DOWN
1. Surround^
2. Girl's

name
3. Become

felted

4. Gratify
5. Biblical

place
B.Green-

land
Eskimo

7. Libera-
tion

8. A fruit

9. Arabian
chieftain

10. Fashion
11. The dill

13. Stimulate

25. Worn by
a man

28. Chalice
:$9^ Biblical

place
30. Famous

sleeper
32. Pleasure-

seeking
fellow

Avrninr tinir of Moliiiion: 2 1 ntitiiil«>4

f^Wa Sg|£' '^Mf^

*

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

19. Appor-
tion

20. Chines^
tea

21. Sloping
roadway

22. Russian
river

23. Disciple
of Jesus

25. Small
stands

26. American
Indian

27. Scotch
garment

29. Talking
bird

31. Footlike
organ

33. Bridarl

paths
34. Precludes
36. A spice
37. Detest
38. Layer

of

the iris

39. Seasoning
40. Properly
43. Dowry
44. Game

at

marbles
45. Greek

letter

46. Lair

Razor Cult
HAIR CUT L0N6

Oakley & Sons Bari>«r Shop

(ocrottfrom Saf«way) 10^1 Goyl«v, WMtwood

Shoe Shines

k*«M*MW ««H

THIS
"You

LOT IS A LONG WAY FROM CAMPUS -
only Live Once" and "Metropolis" will be

screened Saturday in Dickson Auditorium as part
one in a series of Fritz Lang films. "Metropolis" at 6

and 9 pm, and "Live Once" at 7:30 and 10:30.
Presented by the Alpha Filifn Society. Donation
requested.

..J- i

Volunteers Needed Philosophy Contest
The Peoples Lobby needs

volunteers to work in all phases of

their operation that is working for
the passage of environmental
protection measures.

le Rincon Elementary School
would like volunteers to work as
regular classroom aides, doing
work with ecjucationally han-
dicapped, mentally retarded and
mentally gifted minors. Also
needed are volunteers to work
with programs such as Englf^h as
a second language and science
seminars.

The American R^ Cross needs
volunteers to help with the
SPECIAL OLYMPICS FOR
RETARDED YOUTH: orienUtion
sessions are being scheduled ivow.

ta Mandragola
^ "La Mandragola," by Niccolo
Machiavelli, will be performed in

the original Italian by the students
of the Italian department, 8 pm.
May 4, Speech-Drama 121, San
Fernando Valley State College.

Scripts in both Italian and English
will be available to the audience.
Free.

Dia de Las Madres
Students at UCLA are invited to

bring their mothers at 7 pm. May
9, to the University Religious

Conference, 900 Hilgard Ave. to

celebrate El Dia De Las Madres.
Invitations and further in-

formation about the coming event

are available in the SACA office in

Campbell Hall, third floor;

sponsored by MEChA
(Movimiento Estudiantil Chicane
de Aztlan).

Ballroom Dancing
The Social Dance Club is

presenting a ballroom dancing
party from 7 : 30-1 1 : 30 pm , May 12,

in the Vista Room of the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center.
Refreshments will be served.

Free to all comers, single or

couples.

FUTURE CPA'S
Learn Now About\he

nextCPA Exam.

COS ANGELES (213) SSl-933e
$AN DIEGO (714) Itl-77S3
SANTA ANA (714) S37 3430

The Philosophy Department
announces The Rudolf Carnap
Prize Essay Competition for 1971-

7T. A prize of $100 will be offered
for an essay of 5000 words or less

on any philosophical topic. If no
essay is judged to merit the
award, no prize will be give.
Duplicate prizes will be offered in

case of ties The competition is

open to all students enrolled j^t

UCLA during 1971-72. Entries,
typed and double-spaced, may be
submitted to the office of the
philosophy department, Social
Welfare 321, on or before May 26,

1972. Participants will be notified
of the results by mail. The name
6f the wmner(s) will be inscribed
on the plaque of Carnap Prize
Essayists in the Philosophy
Reading Room.

tSJ'

PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
GRE ATGSB

NOW ENROLLING
• Preparation for tests required for adrr>ission to

post gradu«tt schools

• Sim session courses - sn>ali«r groups

• Unlimited tape lessons (or review

• Course material constantly updated

• Home study material prepared by experts m each f laid

@

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
BDUCATfONAL CBNTER SSMMl Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890

1736 Westwood Boulevard

m
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DAILY
BRUIN

ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 112

^ Phone •25 2221

Classified advertising rates
IS words-si.soday, S consecutive

insertions SS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE 10 30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who. in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 12$-

4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-0t49.

V Campus Happenings . . 2

GIRLS' Sophomore Sweetheart Rush
(auxiliary to UCLA Water Sports) May 3, 11-

12, Kerckhoff 400 (2M2)
.
i I

UCLA Surf Club presents "Sea of Joy:' surf
movie, Friday, May S, 7 PM, Moore Hall
too OM <>

y Campus Services . , . . 3

wedding
announcements

^Help Wanted . 8 ^Services Offered .... W )/Travef , :.\ . iT y/Jravel 7:

DRIVER counselors S100 S day wetk.
Station wagon or bus required. 345-1948 after

500PM. (SMS)

MOTHER'S helper
to beach 541 2357.

live-in, 2 children, dost
(IM2)

PARKING lot attendants wanted part-time.
Good pay, no experience necessary. Call
after 6 PM. 823 9736. (8M3)

^ Lost& Found .. . 9

LOST Brown backed cameo pin. Vic. CHS.
Sentimental value. Reward. Ellen, 825-

(9M2)1091.

REWARD S25 Lost brown key case, 20 keys,
near Gayley & Strathmore. Dean. 479 6892,
morns, eves. (9M3)

LOST Sat. Mardi Gras: Woman's gold ID
bracelet. Front "Barbara", back, "Ron".
Reward sentimental. 391-5638. (9 M 8)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S2S. P.O. Box
18427, Denver, 80218. (I6 0TR)

DIRECTOR Ray Marsh will start classes in

acting technique very shortly. For in-

formation call, 347-1275. (UM3)

AUTO Insurance • available for all. Realistic
rates per record, substantial savings if

assigned risk. Call 879 9818 or 553-9818. ( U M
4»

PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student A
Commercial Rates: 341-4437 - I72-1710;- fll-
7244' (l4TWIf)

TRAVELING this summer? Free garment
storage with your drycleaning. Store now •

pay later. .Campus Cleaners, 10936-38
Weyburn Ave.^i-A, Calif. 90024. GR I-

8724. "< (14 MS)

VOdds&Ends . . W
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990
B.Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933. (10QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

EUROPE
1SR7\EL east AFRICA
ONE way and revno trip stvtfant fllflifs.
Inexpensive student campin« tottrt
throufHout West and East Ewrdipa, inclvdinfl
Russia. SOFA A9Mit for ii«pr-K«frMaan
itutfentc||4rter flifHts. CofitacTlSCA, 1141?
San V4emi Blvd., Suite ?4. LA. Calif.. 9004t.

Tel: (213) I24-S44f, •24-OtSS

Travel on Danube to Russia
Join Seminar at Leningrad

S895-22days, also31&43days ..^

KOVAL TRAVEL SERVICE*
1808 W. 3rd St., LA

388-3800; 484-141 1 ; 394-1700

EUROPE

E*?V:p'^:Vk-*"-'^r.v'y^.;»^?ei»

.:)'•

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

^ free

AUTO insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270 or 170
9793 or 454-2544. (16QTR)

More
•]•

kerkhoff \2

§2-506|l

y Personal .

"tr ..J

FREE Assorted choice puppy s, Ridgeback
mix intelligent, healthy, beautiful - Woofy's
puppys, call 3960313 after 9 PM. .(FR M S)

DESPERATELY need homes for 4 kittens.
Litter box trained. Call after 6:00 PM. 397-
"36 (FRM4)
ADORABLE Tabby kittens male/female. 6
wks

, litter trainad. need good home. Gwen
Tanney. day. 477^3, ^** (FRM3)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratetTRCA models. Free delivery. Free service 24
hr. phone, 274 9119. (16QTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
781 5527. 873-S81S. Eves. 713-3509. (UQTR)

V Travel.»ft*************••••••• WW

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-
HELP . (5QTR)

ACTIVE free group , encounter group has
serious sessions for fun ahd growth. Also
wine forties and mountain hikes.
Profpssionally moderated. Near Westwood.
478 7S88, 6 PM (5M2)

yf Entertainment ...... 6

'

y/ For Rent , . 12

PIANO tuner has 3 more uprights for rent -

S10. Rebuilt and tuner. No minimum. 640-
••5''» —-— —7 (12M3)

D SCOUNT Europe. Israel. India. East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041
Wilshire Blvd.. LA 90025. V« 0644. ( 17 QTR)

* SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FL4GHTS
• L.A./New York ( 1 -way ) S78

(May 31st & June 15th only)

Charter
Flishts!
now you have
a choice, more

Flights.

.

&Dates!

GASTHAUS Loreiei. German beers, wine, ft

lood Fridaysj Sat entertainment. 2240
vyostwocjd 61 Tel 474 9311 (6M2I

THE PRINCETONIAN THING
Now the West can play ^he game from ttie

same people who started it all back East.
Fill out our questionnaire (honestly, please)
and 'Win yourself a summer thing. (Sorry,
your thing must be of the opposite sex) Mail
S5 check or money order to:

The Prmcetoman Thing
Box 24A63

Village Station

ViviTAR automatic Zoom Lens - 90-230
Jiun. Minolta mount dpterchangeable) near
new. S1 10. Leave number, 479-6204. ( 15 M 3)

I

Vs

L.A./London/L:A. ' f}0
L.A./Brussels/L.A. S24f
L A./Tokyo/L.A. S433
L.A./Tel Aviv/L.A. S508
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033

1726 Westwood Blvd. ^

PIONEER component stereo system, two
12" 3 way speakers, and turntable, sac.
S270 New in boxes. 723 5635. (15M3)

HARMAN Kardon AM/FM stereo and two
12" 3 way speakers. Must sell. $200. Still
under warranty. 7210207. (15M3)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program. 4 wks. Europe. J
wks. Israel, Dig Kibbuti. plenty free time.
Exp. in Travelting. 986-2411. (17 QTR)

LA, Calif. 90024

ttttf

^ Help Wanfed .

'. .8

FORTUNE Cookie "When in need of bread.
sell stereo system. ' Eves, 477-7684. ( 15 M 3)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 SO'^o on all qualities, all
sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets Call me today. Richard Pratt,
8a40400 (150TR)

EUROPE this summer? Un regimented
programs 6 or 8 weeks. Experiments in

(17QTR)Traveling, 986-241

T

JUNE 17
AUG 17

JUNE 21

AU& 20

LEGAL secretary, halt tuna,
838 7827. - (8 Ml)

XXTRA Sand Fun* Only te«i 9«rts UMimited
potential selling newest scetated YUM-YUM
douche Samples Bk-frt cammtntmrni Great
product Please ca«i tr* tZXStar m^ (8 M 2)

COLLEGE Girl MAvmer s t»c>i»er SSt week
Mornings only Car nccesbar» ^uv^-trt Bel
Air, 472 9929 (8M2J

ALTEC 12" 401C speakers. Hand made
cabinets Cheap. Days, 425-J754, eves., 399-"•'

II_1_ (15M10)

HARMONY Meteor' electric guitar. Good
shape with case. $50. 397-7207. (15M4)

DOLBY cassette player /Harmon-Kardon
cad 5 XInt machine /$90. 477-9921 . ( 15 M 4)

JUNE 25
SEPT n

JUNE 28
AU6 17

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

ROUND TRIP

LA/ FRANK
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOON/UL_

LA/LON/AMS
LONOON/LA

lA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

JULY 9 LA/LONDON
AUG 27 LONOON/LA

JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONOON/LA

$262.00
62 Days

$262.00
^-Dbj

$262.00
79 Days

$252.00
51 Days

$262.00
71 Days

$251^.00
SO Days

$252.00
26 Days

^AUG^ ^-lA/mmi^

DOUBLE sue water bed. Complete - frame/
liner, foam pad, still under guaranlM. tSO
Eves. 244 0911. 15M4r

MALE /female oancers wanted for
professional Balkan folk daace ensemble
Call-Oav, 24$ 3107 evening. ««4.7442. (8M4)

SAVE $$$. Buy wholesale natural itamin*
protein supplements, etc. Call^. /i **•'

"
(15MS)

$3 $4 hr summer lobs moving furniture
Services Unlimited, 47$ 9$21. (8M5)

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive nten and women
with management potential. Part/full timeMr Gcnovese, (213 ) 780-7584.

i (8M24)

CONSUMER Cooperative needs managers,
supervisors, recruiters Part/full time. $70vi^ up Call Mr Kobriti, 441-8321. (8M5 )

GARDENING and/or houseboy one day
weehiy Transportation necessary. Sunset
And Coast highway Experience, permanent,
ri'ltrpnces 4S9 2066 (8M2)

SUMMER housekeeping tobs with relaxed
student run business As many hours as you
want Nofee $2/hour.828 1300. (8M3)

shots. Father fully pedigreed. Call 934-447?be ore 7 :30 AM. after 9 :30 PM. or ad
'"*'**""•

(ISMS)

VtJ*7* P**' P«rt time jobs for rigisttrod

{crc^itjtfSr^''"^ »^* "•'•
ofiK!

CHARTER FLIGHTS
tn "^ ^ ^^~~

official U-. >

charter flight \^^ j_
operation ^

authorized and
approved by the ^
University of

California
'

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian^
707'S-

all first class
service.

LALONDON/LONDONLA
NEED EXTRA DOUGH? V Services Offered ... . 16 «=" ^^' Ret. Days Price

SEPT 18 AMS/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONOON
SEPT 16 LONDON/LA

^272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

AUG 28 LA/LONDON $252.00
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA 30 Days

SEPT 26
LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

$239.00
29 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

^PT 26 LA/LONDON $199.00
OCT 9 LONDON/LA 14 Days

ONE

NEW Sony and Ampex reel-ta-reel,
cassettes, below wholesale. 390-3279 PM. ( ISM 5)

TUTOR needed m all subiects for fifth grade
blach boy Pay offered Central L.A. 1 nioht
weekly Call 753 4118. (IIMS)

DRUMS 9 piece R»velle set. 8 lug. Good
condition $150. Call Eric, 478-5133 /W2y
^*** (ISM 8)

ALMOSrT new mattress, movie camera,
screen, 14 Russian language records.
Electric roaster and miscellaneous. 938-
»< ' —' :' (IS Ml)

NIKONOS underwater camera, 3Smm lens,
case, finder, underwater flash, meter, must
sell S100 477 8393 (15M8)

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9
AUG 30
SEPT 6
SEPT 19

WAY FLIGHTS

LA/DUBLIN
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/ FRANKFURT
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$143.00
$136.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

Help yourself wfiile hafping atliert.

Earn up to $40. a montli
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478 0051 between 13 P m. and 7 P.M.

MEN wanted. Sub o« Alcoa (E.O.E.) Earn
SI.000 to 53,000 this summer 4 part-time
positions open now. Call 474-3008 Mon.
Thurs 13 PM (IMS)

CARE your home while you're away, June -

September. Stanford Law student working,LA law firm with wife (teacher).
References. (41S) 3as-77M. ( um S)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION. MEMORY, CON-FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn fo RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily 474-
"*• (UM4)

BABYSITTER wanted M-F
campus Child 4 yrs Days,
2U7 Evenings, 47) 5310

3 4:30 PM
Menette

:

(SMI)

PROFtssiONAL documentation servicesWrit ng, editing and research to
requirements. 387 1S4S, call anytime.

your
(UM

GIRLS for telephone political poll. 5
nights/week » 9, i wks starting 5/1 Central
location, no selling Carl>erry Marketing
Research I7j 3484. apply starting Man.
«^< (IM3)

TEACHER OPENINGS Current listings of
hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.
Elementary schools through colleges. t3.
California School Placement Bureau. 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Blerkeley. Calif.
*'«7 (iM13)

flRlTISH AIRLINE need 3 IN
TELLIOCNT/ATTRACTIVE GIRLS toWOPK IN PASSENGER SERVICE at LAX
on PART TIME BASIS from May 1 Dec 30GOOD HOURLY WAGE ft FULLPRWIltcrs IRt M41 (8M4)

DO VOU NEED A RELIABLE, BONDEDAND INSURED UNIVERSITY STUDEN?
I?u««I^,'* ^r ^<>^" CHILDREN ATSCHOOL? DO YOUR GROCERY SHOP

;:s?o;°T%i8Too:
-^^ ^0- -3

pi^N^;s?u thu?Sa;\?hr^
GR r9*7'rf,t7'»

canpVpi'iJtmVnV
?e"utj:;tiM;i^;e^Bi:7"' •»'^-

*%,^;:^,)

2iiii^:b.i-ra*t:rMaic".5m\.'"-*^ •^•«
*59 2803

'V^alcolm Kigar, 474-4f24,

. :,,.. (UMS)
WEDDING ,ind lonq dresses, unusual or
lr.id.fion.,i. custom sewn by me, Andria
i70 SM 4n 4151

I U M 8)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

f

10

11

li

14

IS

17

18

It 1 • »? - --»•*

6/18

6/21

6/22

6/26

6/25

6/27

6/28

6/28

6/2?

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

9/6

9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

»/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

»62
$262

|262
$275*

$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGUIATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAL
IFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY. AND
STAFF. IFflEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-
REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND CAPITOL
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707, 0C8 /Nfi
SUPER DC8 JETS AND ARE PRICED AT
FULL CAPACITY. YOU KAY RECEIVE AP
PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS BY

JS'^JJoJ^^
^"^ ''•'^^"^ COORDINATORS

IN CARE OF. . .

,

you knoiv ust
weVo....

tJNI
109S6 WEYBURN AVENUE

TELE: 47S-t2ee

»3M$175 R T
ing. Summer jl r -vi >

•217 Bever|y"'j;,/ ^^'1^*^^,

EUROPE: FROM<9«. *•-ROM S»»» »00N0 TRIPJAPAN: FROMiiM m^KOMS)49
tOUNDTRip

rates/cards since 1959 EASc* ii'Vl. 5'*«>ent

Or..^cverly Hill,, 90310, 276 m,3
, ,Vq?r*

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

S»»EaAL REDUCTIONS T«
coiTi^ ."^^'^CMERS A STUDENT

°
FREE CATALOGUE -AlJ?|3JJ„P,j^

EUROCARS
"WW Sunset Blvd LA 90069 271064

s'tud''entr'Va7u*lty"*!nd
'st'jlf

"' . '» ''^'P
needs. Discounts Catl Jam e.ol"'' '^**«'

7072 or 483 1*00 ext 2735
^°^^'ion. 474

EUROPE 4 MIDDLE EA«;TrT»?!*FLIGHTS "•-«= tAST CHARTER

New York Flights under SIOO one wav
,.„ Study & Camping Tours
1f72 Student Guide Book to Europe

Student Rail-pas^ 2 mo sno
CONTACT. SOFA Agent Vic DEpt UCLA

- •. '3509 Ventura Blvd *

PHONE:
5t»erman Oaks, Cai.i 9140,

•72 2283 or 784 1677

S179

plus land

I

^ NEW YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY

^HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

I TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE-17SEPT1
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Atoo StudMftrail and EuratlpatMs, Car Purchait
insurance, Guidabooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

Jh AIS/EXITS
9056 Santa Momca Blvd

LA 90069
274 8742

IIH Mk. a»«t ot Santa Momca/Doheny)

_}/Tuioring I8

FRENCH 1.2,3 tutoring. UCLA grad,
Frencti minor. S4 t»r. •28-8727, 6-7 30 PM ^(liM 2)

ORE. LSAT, other test preparation mdividua and small group instrucfioa.

f«'f̂ ^ Guictonce S*cs. 820 So Robertson**^^^
I (18 QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN Ex
penenced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-24fl. (II QTR)

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
languave study, translation, literature. Call
lormer UCLA teacher tor results 828
*W4. (18QtR)

WRITE your own term papers, English MA
will help you. It's legal, ethical, cheaper «74-

*'3»- (18M4)

yf Typing . . ....... /9

LOW rates /qualtty typing papers,

dissertations, theses, books, etc Free
editing Emergency Service. Call, 838
<*49. (19M2)— 1

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).

Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac

curate. Tom. 473-0031. (19 QTR)
-r

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shorthand

dictation. Term papers, theses, statistical,

whathaveyou. 271-4720. (i9Mi)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,

manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,

accurate, dependAbl«.933>i747. (19 0TR)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law

school. Alice. 397-330*. (19 QTR)

RUTH, thetas. dissertations, term papers,

m«nuscripts. Reliable. .Experienced Call

nt-nai. ' (19 0tr)

TYPIST . mates, dissertations, books, term

papers. Spacialty math and technical typing

Accurate, rapid tarvica. 7S0-I 0?fi
mftTo

EXECUTIVE typawriter. "farm papers,

letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed

results. Eves altar S:J0;wealiands. Si»S»"'

•3t-SM7. (19 QTR)

TYPING Editing. English grads Term

sapers, theses, resumes, letters IBA"

Seiectric. Exactftivt. Nancy. <'2^'*3' VJ',
124-7472. (1»0^

FAST, accurate typing. Term pap«r».

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays.

»

Barbie. Kl 2345 ; Maa» J94-51M ( " * ' '*'

Available only to •::..,i.de nfembers of th*

Our 11th year of \^4pfS Fumisfwd 2/
LOW COST FLIGHTS
or students. Examples:

toLONDON(RTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

S144.00OW
$ 85.90 OW
i 44.30OW
8172.00 OW

SUS 1 BORM,
drapes, bviltins, rafrif
National area. 134^U«. avas
M S)

w/w carpet.

^tio, Robertson^

rt 4 weekends, (n

uc
chartBr fHghit

aKerchkhoff Hallm o
iatween8a.m.*5p.m

^ - «aft-t221

Hundreds of departure ii«i«« ...«
destination, Request frte ?ra!ll ini«

n%l7^;:n'trl'-''^^<'''*"'"^-«^^^^^
Hills. ' *^* •'•' ••vtrly

LAROt attracttvt one btfrm apfs in $»nt8

Monica, S185 up. Pool, subterranean gara9«.

elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, nf»^

Santa Momca Fraaway. 2045 Fourth $t
- JJf

3t2-SSS4. S92-*142. (2lOT«>

SH5 SlNOLt, daltfxa. newer bidg. i/J ^^*[
beach, all electric, beautifully furnished, •

months lease. 34 Brooks Ave.. Venice, J"

3M9 evenings and wkends. (21W«J'

Review-critique

Angela

iiP'-i-

Tutsdayr May 2, 1972 UCLA DAILY BlUJ IN 19

By Ron Abramson .

DB Staff Reporter
Angela. Portrait of a Revolutionary is an hour-

length documentary film about Angela Davis made
by Yolande de Luart, a film student here. The events
in the film take place from the fall of 1969 to the time
of Davis' arrest in New York in December of 1970
The film opens with scenes of that arrest followed

by a tape recorded speech Angela gave at a rally in
her support at the New York Women's House of
Detention. The film then cuts back to the philosophy
dept. here in the fall of 1969. Davis is leading a
discussion in one of her classes. During the film we
see Angela speaking at the Malcolm X Center in Los
Angeles, at rallies in support of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) and the Soledad Brothers, at a rally on
campus, at work in her study, at a picnic with friends
and relatives, rapping with her comrades in the Che-
Lumumba Club, or merely being interviewed by the
filmmaker. Intercut with these scenes are in-

terviews with professor Donald Kalish of the
philosophy department and Max Rafferty, former
Superintendant of Schools for the State of California,
and shots of the Los Angeles Police Department
raiding the BPP office in December of 1969 and of
this campus in May of 1970.

Throughout all of this one thing stands out : Angela
Davis has committed all aspects of her life to the
struggle for liberation. Wherever we see her she is

engaged in political struggle. At one point in the film
Angela says that it is necessary to merge the per-
sonal and the political.

The chief quality of this film , it seems to me, is the
fact that the film never 'cops-out' on the presentation
of Angela's politics. I suppose I appreciate this
quality even more, being a student in the film"
department here and I understand quite well the
pressures on student filmmakers to turn out "per-
sonal expressions^.".— -v^. -

The cult of personal expression that pseudo-liberal
faculty members encourage as part of a do-your-
own-thing aesthetic reaches perverse proportions
when transposed to the field of documentary. That

m

screens
a^litioLi . "^"li^

'""^^'^ *" ^* anU-inteUectual and

f^ri .

^^"^"^^^^ - apoUtical in the sense that
formalist aesthetics invariably tries to cloak ite
reactionary ideological persuppositions in this way

Of the film department, is in itself an
achievement.

An^ir^^ l"^
^ momentary lapse - a scene with

Angela in her study growing fatigued and putting her
head in her arms on the desktop, no sync soimd, a
Slow zoom into her face, and Bach on the soundtrack
the scene seems stagey and pretenUous - the film
never indulges the inclination to impose the "per-
sonal vision " of the filmmaker on the material at
Iffnd, to create an artificial (i.e. not intrinsic to the
material itself) and superficial "film poem "

to
abrogate the responsibility for communication in
!av()r of self-expression, to negate the social and
political implications of Angela's life by emphasizing
a bourgeois individualism.

And in the end the film achieves a kind of poetry
more exciting and viUl than any of the masturbatory
self-expressions emanating from those film students
here whose existential anxieUes are so precious to
them that they refuse to acknowledge larger
totalities - larger, that is, than their personal
projects and their individual consciousness.
The strength of Angela's politics and the quality of

her thought resides partly in the fact that she can see
and understand those larger totalities and their
relation to her own personal struggles. At one point in
the film Angela explains that the only reason she's
"made it ' is because of the struggle that her
brothers and sisters waged in the streets. The
question can then be asked whether that un-
derstanding has been adequately trahsposed into the
area of practical politics. Because the problem is
how to transform that high level of consciousness
and tremendous commitment ("You don't see your
individual life as so important that it paralyzes you
from continuing the struggle. I've given my Hfe to
the struggle") into a strategy and tactics that can
reach masses of people. ^—

_

;:
" —

(Continued on Page 15)

Traffic CgntroLaims for

fewer accidents, injuries
By Pam Stanley

..^_ DB SUff Reporter
When was that put in?' queries a driver on the UCLA campus Thenew stop sign he was questioning had been there for about a month butb^ng used to a 2-way stop at the intersecUon for years, he failed to noUce

tne new addition.-^! L

Additions such as stop signs, crosswalks, lighte, sidewalks, parking lotsand a score of others are a constant source of controversy. Should a
crosswalk be painted across an intersection considered unsafe by the
average pedestrian? Why are there not more stop signs and stop lights if
people are so concerned about safety? Who makes these very imporUnt
decisions on campus traffic safety? Answering these questions and many
niore are George Vajna. campus and community planner, Harold Brown
(Environmental Health and Safety Office), and Angelito Tolentino
design draftsman.

Crosswalks
Many questions asked deal with the subject of crosswalks. Generally

people feel much safer if they know legally they have the right of way. but"
this false felling of security has ended in many accidents. "People look at
two white lines and say I'm safe'", says Brown. This is one reason
crosswalks are not put in without much discussion on whether or not they
would be beneficial to the public.

.

After conducting a survey, taking into consideration the number of
people and cars using a main intersection, it was found that there were
three to one more accidents in the crosswalks. "People are on the
defensive when jaywalking." Brown said, and, knowing they don't have
the ri^t of way, are more cautious.

Stop signs - -

"Stop signs are always a subject brought up when speaking of traffic
safety and the act of putting up a single piece of wood with four letters on
It requires much more consideration than is generally known.
"Signs involve many departments ". Brown explains, "Someone may

phone in and say a stop sign is needed at intersection." When this happens,
a "stake-out" is made with someone observing the intersection for
several hours or days, determining the problem. If a stop sign is found to
be needed, the matter is taken to the Traffic Safety Committee meeting,

.

which is held every other month, and discussion on the sign begins. First
they must consider what effect the sign will have on the traffic flow and if

iLwill provide adequate safety for the pedestrians. Many times t^ie^
pedestrian might benefit slightly from a stop sign but the constant

(Continued on Page 14)
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VApb furnished ,
... ,27 ^ApK fo Shore . . ^ 23 / Housing Needed r., . . 28 /Autos for Sofo .

SINGLES, bachelors. 3 bdrm, studio, 1 1/3
bath, pool, 3 blks. campus. 10834 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).6R5SSt4. (21 QTR)

FEMALE share w/2. Share bath w/1. Own
bdrm, S93. SO. 473-2037. (23 MS)

WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique, turn., singles, bachelors. Garage.
Mgr.,«50Landfair,477-S479. (21 M 2)

523$ 1 bedroom - pool. Purn/patio/air cond.
10941 strathmore Dr. 477.MS3. (21 M 11)

COME to 63S Landfair, roommates are there
• singles and 1-bdrms, pool, sundecks,
garage. 479S404. (23 MS)

GIRL share w/2. Large 2bdrm, 2-batli.

furnished apt. AvaiL June. S7S. 477-0773. (22
M S)

mg

SUMMER faculty of American Film In
stitofe needs 4 $ bedroom house for month of
July 876 3078 or Barbara Smi*h at 271-
"^' (28MU)

33

'49 HONDA CT 90, good cond., w/helmet,
S17S Call 7M 31 10 eves. Leave message. (34
M 8)

^1 aAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rafts

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June YStoStptiS

GR 31788 . Mrs. Kay • GR 30524

ROOMMATE wanted to share apt. w/3 guys.

SS2/mo & 1/4 util. Right on place w/pool. 478-

S278. (23 M 2)

^(OOMMATES Needed - 433 Oaylay.
Pleasant singles, S4S. Kitchen, sun decks,

pool, garage, 473-8412. (23 QTR)

MALE Japanese student Uill do light
housekeeping CKChange rm/bd ntar UCLA.
Call 474 1023 eves. .(28M2)

UCSD student desires turn, single apt. June
IS /Sept. IS. Contact P.O. 4819 La Jolla, Ca.
93037 (28M8)

'72 PINTOS, tuti price, S1848. Ord«r now.
CallMr. Asatoor Mr. Rossi. 820-2431. (33M
3)

II-
-

-44 VOLVO automatic AM/FM radio,
heater, S49S. 2219 Ocean Front, Venice EX «-

4109. (33M3)

'47 VW Squareback, bfyish bik/inter., AM-
FM, eRceUant cond., S3,000 miles, (990.
Europe bound. 4S4-a833 anytime. (33 Ml)

^Room & Board

RENT too high? Consider shared housing.

Room Mate Finders, 2388 Westwood,

47S- 8431, fee SIS. (23 M 2)

BEST deal! Dorm (your choice) contract
now, male/female $17$ /(trade for?) 475-
8038 /82$ 207$; Box 280 (Carolma)
message (R»M2)

$12$ LARGE, beautiful Bach. Furnished,
utilities pd., refrif.r balcony. $ min. walk
UCLA. Pat, 473-44I4. (21 MS)

LARGE bachelors, t«0 up. Sinffas, S12S,

across from Dykstra. SOI Oaylay, GR 3-17U,
GR 3 0S24, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

SMALL apt. in Laurel Cyn. $90 ptr month
including utilities. June 18 - Aug. 27. 4S4-
5J37 (21 M3)

^For Sublease 24 Y Room for Rent

.

31

VISITING Prof/grad. Single, furnished,

quiet, clean. S.M. 8/1$ - 10/1. $90. Mary, 82S-

3»1. (24 M 2)

S1S0. JUNE 1$ Sept. IS or part. 3 large

rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. *S9-

02$3 morns. (24 M 8)

$7$. QUIET girl. Bel Air mountaintep
Private entrance. Pool, share bath, break-
fast privileges, smogless. 783 0148. (31 M 2)

VW Camper. Immaculate, pop up top, new
car warranty still effective. $3100 474- .

S^2. (33M2)

'71 TOYOTA Corona AM/FM stereo like
new S14$0 /offer 474 U37 4 speed, red /bik
interior. (33 M 3)

'41 CHEVY truck /cab-over camper - new
tires, brakes, engine |Ob camper fully
equipped. $tSOO 837-487$ evenings A
weekends (33M2)

)/Autos for Sale . . . . . .A^ f
iL'i

-47 VOLVO 132s. Air, auto, radio Clean k«|
^1000 477 3089. (j^Mll—1^

—

'— ' ,¥
'

-67 XKE. auto, fact air, imnracdlate!!
$2800? or offer. 479-9434, 477 4$8$. iJJM^I

^0 VW Bug. 14,000 miles, immaculateli AM
FM, loaded, $1$$0. 38$ 0041 days, 393-41S9

}ves. BEF441. (33^$)
I-

-70 VW Fastback. Red, AM/FW radio.

Running smooth, best offer, 478 1487. ( 33 M $)

AUSTIN America '7g,<^a«»to-trans, good
cond., best offer, 884-21S4., (33 MS)

I-

"••••" ^House for Rent 25
WALK TO SCHOOL

spacious Modern Apartments
Moderately Priced

Renting Office : Sl« Landfair «1

Also With Pool •

Glenfair Terrace
$43 Landfair «14
S40Olanrock«11

TEMP, pr Perm, apts at UCLA's door. 479-

$404 Air cond., pool, sundecks, tfar. 42$ 641

Landfair. (31 M 3)

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 833 Gayley. 473-

6413. (21 QTR)

y/ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

1 BDRM - carpets, drapes, stove, incl.
utilities, S13S. 10$84 3/4 W. Pico, 838 6300, 933-
M03. (22 MS)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 3bdrm ft

conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
SS9,000. Sands Realtors, 47«-4444. (2$ QTR)

)/House for Sale ..... 26

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm. ft

conv den Quiet Cul-de-Sac. $43, $00. Sands
Realtors, 474-4444. (34 QTR)

2 BDRMS, 1 1/2 baths, 3 miles from UCLA,
bnck flagstone patio By appointment, 473-

$380" (24M8)

^House fo Slwre. 27

ROOMMATE to Share completely furnished

Ihrpc bedroom West Hollywood house Own
room, S80 894 3307, eves (27 M 8)

1-21$ 2 BED studio, fireplace, sto. ref. cap
ara. 11946 Goshep 'I. Mgr. WLA. 473-4010.(22
M 8)

^140 1 BED. carp, drap. stov. refr. Child OK,
1443 S Bundy '9 Mgr WLA. 830-1138. (22 M 8)

V Apfs to Share 23

YW YG two bdrm apt. Furni
La Cienega area. Daytime,
4S3438$

$100 Own room, quiet, rustic, far^e yards.

Great vibes, beautiful house. Janie, 4$9 1$80.

Pacific Palisades. (27>^»>

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom, furnished, $100
month, own room, 10 min. campus, yard •

Cathy, Ellen 393 48$2. . (27 M 2)

GIRL to live with older woman in gorgeous
Encino home, pool, view, $$o. 390 3229
^^ (31MS)

' " * " ' ,
FURNISHED room A bath for student Must
be clean, honest, ft responsible. Fairfax
district. 4$3 8247. (31 M 8)

OWN room m apt. ntar campus with parking
space S70 479 3424 (31M8)

)/Autos for Sale 33

'4$ MUSTANG good cond., 3 speed, 8 cyl.,
new trans, $72$ Call Ed, 478 9919. (33 M 3)

'63 VW'Beetle. New engine and paint 1970.
Clean. Ask $400. 477 2089. ( 33 M 3)

<67 TRIUMPH TR4 A IRS Konis. AM FM,
lots Of extras, S900 offer 393 7493 Mike,
eves. (33M8)

'68 OPEL Rallye 33M, nu clutch Make offer.
Call Dean, 834 1330. (33M8)

'49 SAAB Sports car. (3 seat). Sonnet II.

Radio Tape Lo mi. 474-2449. ( 33 M 4)

-49 VW Bug, automatic, lew mileage, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer over $1200 397
77$2. (33M4)

' M - -
I I » I... .W .1—- __l ^

'49 CORTINA GT, good condition, new
clutch, tires. Call between 8-12, 1 $. 82$ 1649.

$1,000. . -^^ (33M4)

MUST sell 1947 VW camper Good condition.

Fully equipped. Call anytime. 6$S $$67 (33 M
3» r-

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
79$7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G M Plant
Call 394 707$ 24 Hours

PIUOEOT 4«4. Wagon low milaaga, as naw.
Leaving cavntry. Sacrifice S89S. 829-1043,
days. (33MS)

'44 CHEVY Malibu, air cond., pwr. steering,
radio. Clean. 6 cyl. Economy $6$0. Call, 824-
'" (33M2)

'44 VW. rebuilt engine, sacrifice. Sale. 474-
0447 399 8492 (33M2)

-a.

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely- furnished,

Beverly Glen, $100 monthly plus utilities.

After SPM. 279 1840. (37 M2)

Shed, Wilshire

ASS 1770, eves,
(23 M 8)

GIRL Grad. Share 2bedrm,.)lbath turn. apt.
with same Pool, laundry. 477^7822 eves. (23
M 8)

SINGI^E male personnel counselor has large
*pt Share with one or two reasonable neat
qirls. Free One hour/wk. housecleaning.
Nc>ar Wostwood 4711 7Sa» (33M3)

VENICE beach. Furnished private bdrm in

spacious mixed house. Kitchen-garden. $90

includes utilities. 393-1479. (27 M 2)

PEOPLE wanted to share OuplaM in Venice.

Privacy respected. IS0-S7S. Call Mac/Nancy,
399432$ (27M2)

HUOE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard. W/grad art student, S13S,

8211483 (27 MS)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak m Santa Monica. 3024

Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489 , (33QtR)

'49 BUG Automatic, mint 30000
miles,extras. $13$0 '64 bug, rebuilt engine,
$$S0 6$9S327 (33M31

64 CHEVROLET Bel-Aif, Vl, 4.dOOr.

hardtop, automatic, power, new tires, clean,

excellent cond, $4$0 478 1378 (33M 3)

ATTENTION Students: Fleet discounts
available on new PinHos and all Fords. Credit
ok'd By phone, call Mr. Rossi/^r. Asato,
agents 830 3431. (33 M 3)

-70 VW camper, new clutch, tires, rebuilt
rng original owner. Blue book 473 4079
eves (33M2)

FOR Sale 44 Chevy impala, power, A/C,
clean Best offer, call 473 1772 after $ PM or
weekends (33M2)

—

r

'67 VW Karmann Ghia hardtop, excellent

condition, radial tires, original owner Best
offer 479 6766 (33M2)

VAN '$9GMC Factory rebuilt Dpdge hemi -

3000 miles 611 Gayley '1 82$ 381$, 711
PM (33M3)

'62 RAMBLER Classic, automatic, 6, good
transportation, $1$0, call Rich, 82$ 2$22
days (33 M 8)

6$ MUSTANG, V 8 automatic, air, power
Best offer ( 368 F BL I 343 04S4. ( 33 M 8)

CONVERTIBLE, Ford, 196$, pbwer
steering, automatic, radio, heater, w/w

. tirrs. runs well $600. Evenings, 828-$8S4 ( 33
' M 8t

"

44 1$00 S K GHIA XInt COnd AM/FM,
Micheiin tirei. Very clean..Make offer 478
'*7* (33M8)

^Bicycles for ^ale .... 35

UCLA Students! $•• off Peugeot,
Motobccane, Centurion, other tine makes.
Expert repairs. Lee's Cyclorama, Schwmn
Authoriied dealer 3439 S Robertson Blvd 3

blks N Santa Monica Fwy 839 4446 (3$ M 4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austrian,
-Aoierican, 1714 Westwood, 47$-3370 ( 3S
QTR)

.ycles, Scooters

YAMAHA 100 $13$. Low 7,700 miles. Ex-
cellent condition Great buy. Hurry. Days,
83$ 3974, evenings. 473 8176. (34M2)

-70 TRIUMPH 3$0, completely rebuilt; must!
sac . $$00 Excellent cond . call JT/J Gopal,
836 6177 (36M3)

'71 TRIUMPH 6$0 Bonneville. Lugg. rack,
helmet, xint cond Must sell /bes,t offer.
Jeff, 4$4 2178 T34M31

-71 TRIUMPH 6$0 Bonneville Luggage
rack, helmet, xInt. cond Must sell /best
offer Jeff. 4$4 3178. (34 M 3)

I I

68 HONDA CB160 Fine shape $3$0 or trade
for trail bike 473 3910. (34 M 3)

—
-i

71 1/3 HONDA CBJ$0 Like new, only 3900
mi S63Sw/extras 670 9n7eves (36M3)

'$7 TRIUMPH 6$0cc, completely rebuilt,

excellent condition. $47$ 478 47$4 or 477

2280. ( 34 M $),

71 HONDA CB1$0 Luggage rack, crash bar,
f xceilenf condition $,000 miles 824 7$94.

!$$0 must sell (34M8)

70 HONDA CB17$ Less than $.000 miles.
Rack, perfect condition $37$. 477 8)93. (MM
8)

-47 HONDA CL90 Original owner. Wittt

luggage rack and helmet. $12$ cash. 474 $990,

I ves (34 MB'

60 CHEV Impala, 348, 4 speed, mags, etc
Clean S$$0/offer 824 1017. (3)M8)

FOR Sale, 19*4 Opel Sport Coupe Kadett.
Clean, $4$0 (wholesale bluebook), 82$ 49S0,
<S4 0730. (3)M2)

^-
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Tickets: —^-^

Campus and Public

—"Roberta Flack/' 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Pauley Pavilion.
Tickets on sale at Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westvyood Plaza, at
S5.50, S4.50 and S3.50. $1 off on all

prices for students with picture

—
"Sleiflht of Hand," a Theater

Arts production, 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, MacGowan Hall.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"Music for ttie 70$," with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Zubin Mehta conducting,
with pianist-harpsichordist Roger
Woodward, 8:45 pm. May 12,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.50, $3.50, $2.50 and $2
(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. Program will be
preceded by a keyboard recital
featuring Woodward at 7 pm, open
to tkketholders for the main
performance.—"Ptwroah Sanders," 8: 30 pm,
AAay 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75. $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office^ 650

- Westwood Plaza^^ ~^~

-—"Jamaican Folk Singers and
Dancers," 8:30 pm. Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75
(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"UCLA Chamber Orchestra/'
8:30 pm, AAay 15, Royce Ha«
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$).50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"Oavtd Del," pianist and:
finalist in the Young Musicians
Foundation National Competition
in 1971 8:30 pm, Friday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2

an6 $1 (students), available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.
—"Opera Highlights,"

presented by the Opera Workshop,
2:30 and 8 pm, Saturday,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 and $1 (students),

available from the Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

Students
—"Africa the Light-hearted

Continent," an audiovisual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm, AAay
14, Royce Hall Auditorium. $1
student tickets are aviiiiable from
the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140). s

-"Vistas of Rome," featur|ng«v
pianist , JL90 Smit -in' a-
multicultural presentatior^/ of 2006
ytfiirs of Roman history, 2^30 um^
AAay 14, Royce Hall Auditorlprtl.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket t)ffice
.(Kerckhoff 140).—"Margalit Oved/' singer,
dancer, musician, 8:30 pm, Royce
Hall Auditorium. $1 stud]pnt
tickets are available from the
Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Ker
ckhoff 140).

l^"Men's Glee Club/' In a

program of compositions by
faculty composer David AAorton

on poems by Walt Whitman;
secular music of AAendelssohn;

sacred music of Bach, Char-

pentler, and Marcello; folk songs

of many lands; spirituals; and
selections from Bacharach's
"Promises, Promises," with
guest artists Thomas Harmon,
University Organist, and Barbara
Patton, soprano, tomorrow, 8:30

pm Schoenberg Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 (students free).

—"Music and Dance of China
and Korea," performed by the
China and Korea study groups
under the direction of Lui Tsun
Yuen and Dong Youp Lee, noon.

tomorrow, Schoenberg
Quadrangle.
—"Vocal Chamber Music/'

with Kathleen Terbeek (soprano)

and Dale Terbeek (counter-
tenor), noon, Schoenberg Hall.

Free. **',' '•:,;,

*'' '*
.

-f , - •.

Films:
—"The East is Red/' a full

length feature of the Chinese
revolution, 7 and 9:15 pm,
Thursday, Social Welfare 126.

—"Angela: Portrait of a
Revolutionary/' a documentary
film on Angela Davis, 7 and 9 pm,
tomorrow, Haines 39. Film will

also be shown at noon, tomorrow.
In the NPI C-Auditorium.

Pm,

^-"Tonight We Sing .
,

oday, AAelnitz 1409. Free
'

—"Will Success Sooii a
H«nt.rr" With Tony R^nl^^
Jayne Mansfield, "*" ««
tomorrow, Nelnltz 1409 f..

"""

"Harriet Tubman," p"*'/"-
Women's Studies Fii^ w"*
7:30 pm, A«toore 100 ^ >''«

Seminal^
Tuesday, May 2

^

—"A Learning Robot vftidiImproves Its PertormancT^
Modifyin, Its Own ProcrtL^
by Uorent Sil<lossy, assist

• 't^onUnucdonPageii,

Concerts:
—"Baroque Music for the

Virtuoso," featuring Robert
Ballanti and Paul Verady
(oboes); Charles Fischer
(recorder); Arthur Haas (harp-
sichord); Carol Zeavin (violin);
and AAarcia Zeavin (cello) in

music by Corelll, Telemann,
AAarcello, and Handel, directed by
Leonard Rumery, noon, today,
Schoenberg Auditorium. Free.

t

Campy Campus
Welcome to our campy Campus

Trivia Contest The idea, dear
reader, is that you are to submit to

us your favorite trivia question (e.g.

'*What role did Ruby Keeler play in

'Forty-Second Street'?" answer:
P^ggy Sawyer), We will select the
best questions and run a super trivia

test, compiled from your entries.

Our blue-ribbon judging committee
includes a Frank Capra devotee, ian

Everly Brothers fan, a sports buff,
and the chairman of the Ruby
Keeler for President Committee, to

it g fe ]

You may enter as many times as
you wish and in as many categories
as you want"' We will choose one
winner and up to ten honorable
mentions in each category. The four

lucky winners will each receive $2.50
in cash monies of America
Honorable mentions get no money
but their achievements will receive
recognition in these noble pages
Note: any questions submitted
without answers will be
automatically disqualified.
Contest is open to all students,

staff, and faculty, excepting em-
ployees of the Daily Bruin. Entries
must be received no later than 4 pm,
May 8; at the Daily Bruin Office
Kerckhoff 110. ; ^

The <^tegories are : mo vies.

television, olde rocK and sports.
Name

Address,

Phone

(Paid Advwtisementr

Stuffed

*.jt

one _
No?_^s;^iri^sT5^rrrm the expectations
we had about college never quite turned out
the way we thought they would. Does a year-
book seem as outdated as telephone booth

''''^"f
^l^oesn-i have to. This year there is

a rather special picture book that deals withwho we are and how we got to be that way.
The book concerns the lessons we learned from
people like Ozzie and Harriet. John F.Kennedy.

"

Toody and Muldoon. Amos and Andy. Dobie
Gil.s. the Beatles, Sgt. Bilko. and others in
reference to what it was supposed to be like.

to d I T "n
°'" ^"-°PP^^'^'"g -hat we were

to^d about college, sex. marriage, family life,work, the government, the police, war. and TV

von
'«.'' "'" '° """^^ ^^'"^ °'^ ^^'-ds in

YOURBOOK Will be available for Viewing andd str.b.t.on as of May 4th in the Southern Cam-

o ly $4 0; "? '"'^"'^^^ P-^- Yourbook isonly $4 00 or free with the purchase of the

n i M ::'
' ''' ^^^^ ^^^RBOOK for $8 00

Bo ^V :r^'" '» -'" be raised to $10 00

oHe in Kerckhoff Hall at the Southern CampusOff.e. Campus Studio and Kerckhoff Hall ticL

J U

<%•%•
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Debate rages in Sacramento
i ^

Abolition of tuition discussed

MYSTICISAA— Rabbi Shiomo Cunin, director of Chabad at this campusi
will speak at noon today in ttit Aclcerman Union Grand Ballroom. His
speech, entitled "The Role of Jewish Mysticism in Modern-day Lift/' is

sponsored by the Associated Students' Speakers Progrann.

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Are University of California
students going to be stuck with
tuition forever?

* The question has been hotly
debated in Sacramento for the last
lew months. There is little

question that UC student leaders
and most legislators and ad-
ministrators want to do away with
tuition — presently $100 per
quarter for undergraduates and
$120 for graduates who are
California residents for an in-

definite period of time.
The issue is how (officially

called the educational fee)
revenue should be utilized to

assure that it not become per-

manent.

Income
Income from the educational

fees has been budgeted at more
than $35 million for the 1972-73

year, with about $6 million going
to fee deferments. Thus the UC
Board of Regents was left with
about $28 million for its own use,

of which about $21 million was
allocated by the Regents for

capital outlay (new construction).

Three million dollars went to

supplement registration fees and

UC-TV-LA program ends
in fist fight, ricial

By Dan Sadler

DB Staff Writer

LA executive producer^ that^ ^worked very hard to make

•r
Instead of applause, UC-TV*^

I 'As noon broadcast yesterday
ended with a fist fight and charges
of racial bigotry.

The broadcast was supposed to
l)e a variety show, a showcase for
student talent. The MECHA
dancers, dressed in native
Mexican costumes and ac-
companied by a mariachi band,
had just finished performing their
first number before UC-TV-LA*s
remote camera located in
Campbell Hall patio.
At the end of their number, UC-

TV LA announcer Mark Wright,
referring to a puppy which had
dodged the dancer's heels during
their performance, said, **I

thought the dog had more
potential" (than the dancers).

'

As Wright explained later,
There was a lot of chaos in the

studio, so I didn't even get to see
their act. I just looked at the
monitor and saw the dog dancing,
so I meant to thank them (the
dancers' and say that the dog had
potential too.

As Wright explained later,
There was a lot of chaos in the

studio, so I didn't even get to see
their act. I just looked at the
"monitor and saw the dog dancing,
so I meant to thank them (the
dancers) and say that the dog had
potential too. Unfortunately, it

just slipped out wrong."

Apologiie
After Wright made his remark,

^" Beanes, the UC-TV-LA
^ociate producer for the dance
segment, ran down to the UC-TV-
^^ Royce Hall studios and
oemanded to Eyton Keler, UC-TV-

-Wright immediately apologize.

c. Wright did apologize, but even
he admits it was not a very good
effort. '*! was told to apologize,

but since I didn't know at the time
what I was apologizing about, I

apologized to the mariachi band
(the wrong group) and it didn't

sound too sincere."

At the end of the program, the

MECHA dancers and a group of

Chicano students marched down
to the UC-TV-LA ^tudios and
demanded another apology.

UC-TV-LA director Woody
Schlom did put the station back on

the air and Wright made another

apology, but Beanes speaking for

the Chicano students, said, '*Our

people watching on Royce Quad
said it wasn't on the air."

Fist fight

Wright also apologized to the

group in person, and at that time

apparently one of the dancers

jumped on Wright, starting a fight

which was quickly stopped.

Wright is 67", and according to

eyewitnesses did not strike back.

At that point the MECHA group

dispersed, but they may take their

protest to the Communications
Board, the committee which
funds and supervises student

communications efforts here.

If Mark Wright caused the in-

cident with a slip of his tongue, Gil

Beanes was the man caught in the

middle.

Beanes is the only Chicano who
works for UC-TV-LA. He recruited

the MECHA dancers to appear on

the program , led the protest to try

and get an apology from his

colleages in the UC-TV-LA control

room, and he was instrumental in

breaking up the fight.

the show a success, and now (after

remarks made by some of the UC-
TV-LA control room personnel) it

looks like I'm going to be black-

balled (by UC-TV-LA)."_
This, however, was quickly

denied by Keller. **Only Alison

Cross (UC-TV-LA general
manager) and I can speak for UC-
TV-LA and as far as we're con-

cerned Gil Beanes is still a
producer for UC-TV-LA."

$1.6 million to student financial
aids, despite a request of $14
million from the UC Student Body
Presidents Council (SfePC).
UC officials point out that the

educational fee was originally

instituted because of deficiencies
in the capital outlay budget.
Chancellor Charles E. Young said
last month, "New buildings are
the one area that we've been
absolute losers in for the past few

news analysis ^

years," and pointed that a
building program has only been
maintained through the
educational fee.

Enrollment
Other officials point out that

new buildings involve only one-
year-at-a-time commitments,
thus making the fee easier to

eliminate:^ -, But student
representatives point out that

separate stages of construction
take longer than a year. They also
point out that new buildings are
not needed as badly as expected,

due to drops in projecte
enrollmenL
However, the major

disagreement between students
and the University came about
last March while the State
Assembly's Ways and Means
committee was conducting
hearings on the UC budget for

1972-73. The committee recom-
mended an increase of $7 million

over Gov. Ronald Reagan's
proposed budget, but the real

fireworks were generated when
students asked committee
members to take note of their

opposition to use of the
educational fee for capital outlay.

Since the Regents are
guaranteed autonomy from the

state by the constitution,

technically the committee could

not do anything. However, one

committee meml)er proposed in

response that control language be
added to the budget regarding use

'-of the fee. ' ~ v -_ ^ .
--

.

-

Precedent
There was fear that this would

set a precedent for the Legislature
to gain control of the fee, osten-
sibly to provide that it be used for

student aid and services. It was
assuntfed that if this happened the
governor would item-veto that
amount out of the budget, thus
leaving the University $35 million
poorer.

Students opposed the proposal,
and the move was stopped. Steve
Williamson of the SBPC said, "We
feel the University's autonomy is

very important to the long run
operation of the University. This
issue should not be confused with
proposals to allocate some fee
money to assist low income
students.

"Each ediicational fee proposal
should bejudged on its own merits
rather than on the fact that the

Legislature liking it may en-

danger the University's
autonomy." Williamson added
that the issue was raised also

because of a lack of student in-

Olvement in University-wide
decision-making.

Oppose-
"We'll continue to oppose

University decisions and^ go to

Sacramento if we're excluded.

But if thex do invite us into it, we'll

back them all the way," he said.

Williamson said that at this

point there is something of an
informal agreement with UC
President Charles J. Hitch to

include the SBPC in decision-

making.

. Tuition was approved in

February, 1970, by the Regents,
but the issue of uses of the

educational fee did not come up
until last October, when the SBPC
proposed to the Board that half of

the fee revenues for next year or

(Continued on Page 4)

55 hopefuls vie for posts
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Election campaign to begin

i

1

I

Campaigning for undergraduate and graduate

^ student government positions gets under way
'^ tomorrow morning, with 63 candidates vying for a

total of 16 offices.

Candidates for undergraduate positions are:

President — John Cronin, Steve Halpem, Jeff

Lapham, Mike McGraw, Michael McTeigue,
Mando Miller, Larry Sander and Les Rosen.
Administrative vice-president — Hoss Arbiter,

;^ Craig Fuller and Dorothy Redmond.
First vice-president — Cheryl Lynn Dearmon,

Toni Kim and Oreet Zohar.

(General Representative— Howard Brand, Dave
Cislowski. Dennis Fried, Arthur Goff, Loren Ann
Lewis, Stu Needman, Bradley Reynolds, Rocky
Rothstein, Murry 'The King" Soloman and Ralph
White.

Cultural Affairs Commissioner — Gil Beanes,

%. Kathy Kerr, Beveriy Robinson and Robert "Rob"
» Ticher.

^; National Student Association Representative —
% Benjamin Adler, Peter Herreschoff, Craig Ira

I Streit and Esther Valdez.

Community Services Commissioner — Clinton

Burch, Gabe Elias and Wilo B. Nunez.

Student Welfare Commissioner — Sam
Okimoto, Mark Pierce and Harvey Tannenbaum.
Student Educational Policy Commissioner —

Heidi Hilb and Louis Munoz.
Campus Events Commissioner — Ira Katz and

Bob Losey.

Financial Supports Commissioner — Stuart
Adelson, James H. Salamon and Jeanette C.

Sylvester.

Student Facilities Commissioner — Roger
AVila, Peter Hubbard, Jerald Ptashkin and Suz
Hosen.

Head Yell Leader — Leland Cox, "Face and
Dish" (a duo made up of Bob Michael and Bob
Dischner), "The Incredible Hulk," "Uchida Spirit

Machine," Al "Fred" Uriate and Mark Wright.

Candidates for graduate office are:

President — Bob Elias and Leon Kos.

First vice-president — Gary Cohen, Bill Rawson
and David Vasquez.

Second vice-president — Mary Coleman and
Elliot Schlang.

Both undergraduate and graduate primary

>K

•»

i
5?

elections will be held May 10-11, with final

tions May 17.
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Stone to be retained
jon one-year contract

... i-.
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Kochelle Stone, acting assistant

professor of Slavic languages,

scheduled for dismissal by Phillip

I^evine, dean of humanities, will

be retained next year.

'•Unfortunately, it is only

temporary," according to

Thomas A. Eekman, Slavic

languages department chairman.

Eekman and another department
instructor will be on leave next

year, so Stone will fill their full-

time employment (FTE)
positions.

"All the department faculty is

in favor of retaining her," Eek-
man said. '*It is simply a question
of money and of FTE positions.

Enrollment in Slavic languages is

dropping, so no FTE*8 were
allotted for Polish languages and
literature."

Positions

The department has already
lost a few FTE's this year. '*We
decided it was necessary to keep
certain crucial positions," Eek-
man said. "Polish is very im-
portant. It is a required second
language for Slavic language
majors completing their graduate
studies," he added.
Stone also teaches the Russian

language, and is "a very good and
helpful teacher," Eekman added.
She has been on the faculty here
for 11 years, but until this current
year, only as a part-time mem-

MPaid Advertisement)'
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'U Dance forUnicmp
Live Bond-
The Shades of Difference

only 50<t per person
Hedrick Hall, Friday, A-Aay 5

8:30 p.m. - '

AW proceeds go to Unicamp!

I (Paid Advertisement) 1

HAWAIIAN SURVIVAL

EXPEDITION

now forming. 16 days on Kauai
island, fishing, surfing, dim
bing, snorkling, travel": by
rubber rafts, isolated camps.
All equipment provided. Lv
Jun^ 17, July 8 & Aug. 5, Fociull
info, write Box 91750. LA
Calif. 90009 .

Summer counselors

for UniCamp needed
students interested in ap-

plying for UniCamp counselor
posftions this summer can
contact the UniCamp office,

475-4460 or pick up an ap-
plication at the University
Keligious Conference, 900
Hilgard .Ave.

-J '')

ELEKTRA RECORDS is proud to announce

Grammy Award Winner
"1971 Best New Artist Of The Year;

will be appearing at

the Troubadour May 2-7, 131

•f->..

!'

J

Mmwn

records lape;

along with

"it

in his LA. debut.

>i\

* »

ASUCtAMviicpdytMy
AcktmiM Uiilof»-Ltvtl A

MUSIC ODYSSEY
iHl9Wil«hir«ilvd.

phOfM: 477 2S2I
op«n lat* ^v*rv ni«M

ANTfCIMTION
CARLY SIMON

IKt-7S01t
NKAOtATAMn
HARRY CHAPIN

IKS-7NM

^^^^^t^^T'^^f^^^^ K*^
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ber. For next year, he said "
were succ«sful by coindte

!

The students haveT
wanting to keep me becauL^"
rapport with them and bS^.'^'^ymy qualifications to ^k"^/
languages and literatureTM .,^«
said. "The departmenUan^
me to their benefit. I iavehirworking above and beyon>«
remuneration quite wilh>igiy ^

Discrimination
"Because of being a wnmorm being discriminated ag^^":

she said, describinf
""he

The administration
is b7in«

coy." she added.
*'"«

**A combination of factor.
caused my dismissal or^er
Stone said. "First, that lZ\
woman, and second, the FTEV
(lack of positions), which was
taken as an excuse. The ad-
ministration could get around the
problem of money if they wanted
but these problems are inter
ronnected.

•*God only knows the Univereitv
could spend $10,000 a year for a
Polish position. They waste at
least that much each year.

'Faceless machine'
•*I have not been able to speak

out on my behalf," she added
"Everybody seems to be helpless
here concerning the ad-
ministration — this machine with
no face. I even spoke with the

Gestapo, but here I can't speak
with anyone. Everyone passes the

buck in responsibility. I feel so*

helpless. This is a deplorable
situation."

Eekman said he hopes to in-

crease the number of Slavic

language FTE's. "Polish Js one of

the most important languages,

both because of its literature and
the language itself. A few years

ago, we were given promises for a

Polish program , but with the drop

in foreign language enrollment,

this has had to be postponed. But

we won't give up. We're still

hopeful," he said.

Send a kid

-to Camp
'(P«id Advertisement)

23-DAY SURVIVAL EXPE-

DITION IN COLORADO

Camp in Sangre de Cristo

Mtns., chmb, traverse snowy

ridges for 10 days. Survive 130

miles of desert for 8 days and

downtown Denver without

money or direction. June 19 &

Aug. 7. For full info., write Box

91750, L.A., Calif. 90009

APARTMENTS
We represent owners of over

80.000 units between our

two offices.

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee in our westside office

Is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of ou/ referrals.

The service In our Valley office

Is FREE.

11041 WILSHlMf eOUlEVAMO
LOS ANGELES. CALIF #0025

TELEPHONE (»1J» 477-12?'

1ft44ft VCNTUMA OUtCVAnO
SNIMMAN Oaks, calif t1403

jrEXJ|rM0N^ri3iji^*£*

••«*«*«««M,
*^^**»fciit»»iii»ti>fc>iW>i*<fciA<«i
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I
Foreign students voice

I
complaints againstISC

By Tom Humphreys

i^ A group of foreign students has charged that the International

:| Student Center here is not meeting student needs, and that foreign
:$: students have no voice in making student policy, it was learned

I yesterday. .; . :

I In a letter to Chancellor Charles E. Young dated April 23, the
^Foreign Students Organization said, in part, that /*the ISC .^^
:§ continually frustrates the attempts of the foreign students to im-
i^plement change."

g Maxwell Epstein, ISC executivedirector, answered the charges,
:•:• saying he is sympathetic with many of the concerns the Ic^tter

i-S expresses. Epstein, contacted while attending a convention in

:j: Atlanta, said a committee has been working for two months on the

5S problems of the ISC which is actually a corporation contracted by
:•:• the University to provide services to foreign students.

:^ Yesterday afternoon, the campus registration fee subcomm ittee

j:5 agreed to examine the charges in the letter, because of its financial

|§ interest in the ISC. Last year the subcommittee recommended
:§ $205,000 for the Foreign Students Office here, over $60,000 of which

i went to the ISC-

J

•^.^ _..v.;,.,,....,-,^_.:-

% In the letter to Young, the foreign students daim the ISC has a
jj: poor record of service. They say foreign students have no role in

I running the ISC and that their participation is limited to "volunteer

i^work and menial tasks."

g The group^ cited a recent ISC sponsored art exhibit in Palm
% Springs as an example of their grievances. According to the letter,

i:*:
students were misled about the exhibit and told it would give them

•ii: an opportunity to sell their work to a rich community.

:§ Instead, the letter charges that foreign students were mistreated
xjand that the exhibit was turned into a ''cheap bazaar." It claims

:§ foreign students were -taken advantage of by patrons and that

•^"disparaging remarks" were made to student participants,

i^ Yesterday, Epstein said that the Palm Springs exhibit, was an

i$ unfortunate incident, but added it was not a deliberate intention of

iji:
the ISC to mislead students. **The Palm Springs event was largely

:$ a failure in that it didn't accomplish what we wanted to ac-

i§ complish. I think that the students feel that something hke this was
$: set up, but it wasn't." .

The foreign student letter also charged that the ISC agreed to

jij: write a letter of apology to all foreign student participants in the

i$ Palm Springs event but that the letter was never sent. Epstein said

jii: that the letter was sent, although he admits it was belated and
%, apparently was received by the foreign students after the letter to

j$ Young had been sent.

In the letter the student group recommended that ISC be in-

ig v^stigated by an independent group of faculty, students, and ad-

ministrators. It also make^ specific recommendations including:

— That foreign students play a dominant role in ISC. decisions.
— That more foreign students be hired by ISC.
— That the ISC expose students to communities other than

giBeveriy Hills.,

% — That a permanent body of faculty and students be set up to
devaluate the ISC.

Epstein said that a committee has been evaluating the ISC for

« two months, and is still working. He added that the letter might
g have stemmed from anger over the Palm Springs affair and from

impatience on the part of the foreign students.
A spokesman for the foreign students organization refused to

cdmment on the letter saying that they will only talk to Chancellor
Young. -— -t.' ' K . _. .
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According to Vice Chancellor Norman Miller, Young has asked
:$ him to investigate the charges made in the letter. i
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Always Th« Unutuol • Pric«d Low

SUSIE SPEGM ANTIQUE JEWEUaV
11964 Wilshire Blvd. W.LA. B(A-7922

(Paid Advertisement)

HILLB.CCUMCL
900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531 —
4

* L
•'
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WEDNESDAY DINNER and FILM FEST
5:15, 504 members, 75i non-members
Following will be a film on the night

life of Israel. "Israel Now"
Reservations please, Israeli Dancing Follows

-( r.

SHABBAT SERVICES
8: 1 5, May 5 - Guest speaker:
Karen Orren - Prof, of Political Science
will speak on "Jewish Identity"

AN I SCREAMED PARTY THAT

CANT BE TOPPED

May 6 -8:15, call 474-1531
for directions:
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AAUP
UCLA DAILY BRUIN )

s censure

over Regents' firing of Davis
; , By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer
The American Association of University

Professors delayed a committee decision until today
over whether to recommend censure of the
University of California for the Regents' dismissal of
Angela Davis.

The committee report which was released last fall
recommended that the University be censured and
that professors not accept positions with the
university because the Regents violated "basic

"Angela: Portrait of a revolutionary." a
documenUry film on Angela Davis, will be shown
at 7 and 9 pm today in Haines 39. The presentation
is being sponsored by the Faeulty for Angela
Davis. The film will also be shown at noon today in
NPI *C" auditorium.

principles of academic freedom." Should the
committee recommend approval of its report, the
action will be presented before a general assembly
for approval on Friday. The UC would then join a list

of 28 institutions which have been censured by the
AAUP.

San Jose
In a surprise move at the murder-kidnap trial of

Davis in San Jose, Davis took the sUnd for the first

time and testified that she had a lawyer-client
relationship with George Jackson through his lawyer
John Thome.
Her testimony came in the wake of £^nother con-

troversy which caused Judge Richard R. Arnason to
dismiss the jury while the state argued a motion to
call Thome to the stand.

The controversy over Thome's testimony
surrounds "another one of the purported letters
between Davis and Jackson which was confiscated
from a lawyer's packet from Thorne while Jackson
Soledad Prison. The state also requested that Thorne
be allowed to testify conceming a telephone call he
received from Davis just 40 hours before the shootout
in Marin County.

Davis' defense counsel maintains a lawyer-client
relationship existed between Thome and Davis
which would prevent him from testifying on the
subject matter of the phone call. ^

Arnason ruled that a lawyer-client relationship did
exist, but that Thome should testify with the court
ruling on his testimony's admissability on each
question. -^

J Testimony f

The state claims that Thbrne's testimony con-
cerning the phone call would tie Davis niore tightly
to the crimes for which she is charged.

Davis told the court she was hired by Thome in the
spring of 1970 as an investigator in Jackson's case.
She also insisted that Thome was her attorney
although no formal agreements had been* signed by
either of the two. Thorne, she told the court, was at
the time representing her in a sale of a book she was
writing.

When she was arrested in October 1970, she said
Thorne flew from ^aris to give her legal advice.
'•Because Mr. Thorne had represented me in other
matters, I wanted to talk with him about the pending
case against me," she said.

Relationship

Prosecutor Albert Harris said Thorne, who was
adament about not testifying, claimed no lawyer-
client relationship existed between he and Davis at
the time the state investigators approached him
concerning the phone call. In the phone call, Davis is

alleged to hfive told Thome she was in Santa Cmz on
her way to San Jose accompanied by Jonathon
Jackson, who was slain in the courthouse shootout.
Such testimony would place Davis with Jackson
shortly after the two allegedly bought a shotgun
which was later sawed off and used in the desperate^
escape attempt.

the state will also attempt to show the shotgun was
sawed off in Santa Cruz the night the phone call was
made. . .

.-

Conceming the letter, should Thorne testify that
Davis was an investigator for him when the packet
was sent to Jackson at Soledad, the court wlU"^
question the legality of a Soledad Prison guard
seizing the letter while making an inspection of the .^

packet. He told* the court the letter was deemed
contraband because Jackson tiad no one named -

Angela on his approved mailing list. -r-— ; - .

Correction

The Daily Bruin erroneously

reported in Monday's issue that

the winner of the Executive
Award at Mardi Gras last

weekend was the Bottle Bang
booth. The correct name is the

Triangle. Delia Zeta showboat.

'(Paid Advertisement)

You con become o

Conservative

RABBI

-even if your Judoic

bockground is weak.

Leorn more about this

ot UCLA Hillel Library,

University ReliQJous Coft.
ference Building, Thursdoy

May 4. at 4 PM. .

'

i(Patd Advertisement)

CAN YOU SURVIVE IN

WILDERNESS?

Now forming small group to

spend 14 days learning and
testing, skills needed to survive

in wildemess, on prairie, in

mountains, desert and in heart

of large urban center. Start

August 4 in Colorado. For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A.,

Calif. 90009 . •

You can use our BICYCLE REPAIR BOOK even if you have a

COLLEGE EDUCATION
When people with very little mechanical skill can be taught to

maintain and repair helicopters by the Xyzyx method, it's a cinch

you can fix any 5-, 10- or 15-speed derailleur bicycle. A few
readily available tools and this new method Xyzyx instruction

book is all it takes.

No longer is it necessory to wolf on the convenience of a service

man. Helps^avoid walking home, tool

Send for this new book today developed by Xyzyx Information
Corporation. You'll be amazed how easy it is to fix a bicycle

with this revolutionary method. Send for this new book today.
Only $4.95. Money back If you can't understand it.

.

Alfo available in Coaster and 3-Speed Edition.

M.O.X. C«., »«fit. UCW.2
" P,0, Mmn 444M, Fwwtwio City, Ciu 91412

I .
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•(Paid Advertisement)'

LEADERSHIP IN GREAT

ouroooRs

14-day 0-credit course for
students, teachers, counselors.
Work with groups in outdoor
programs, refine own com-
petence in woods, mountains,
deserts of Sangre de Cristo
Mtns For full into., write Box
91750. L.A., Calif. 90009.^

FUTURE CPA'S
Leam Now About the

next CPA Exam,

LOS ANGELES (213) SS3 0330
SAN DIEGO (714) 2VI 7752
iAHTA ANA (714) 537 3430

OUW IvyorttWIL ITUDllfTt WiWHagliT|

1/5 OF USA

¥
AfB^

NEXT OOUIMi MIN8
i

^ tli«QUAUTVIumib«rsM' ^
^ 1500 w«stwootf blvd. ^

' '••%

FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICES
f SANTA MONICA

1401 tANTA MONICA MALL
<*rii«r lanta M«i»l<« tlvd.

•«*y «>M>*iM-M«a. « rrt.*i|0-f

• MIRACLE MILE
•473 WILSHIRI tLVO,
••*w««a •Mniamtr « C*«fcr«ii

'

0Wlly laiayt »«M^y-*,«,se

iMMAMmcua

• WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1000 WIITWOOD OLVO.
Caraar Wattwaa^ A'Warbara

Dally «tSO-*>SO-Maa. « »rt. aiM.*
Clatarf I»a4ar Vall^ta^ rarkia«

g OPiPK^/^ '^°'^ '* *^* ONCE»A«

i on th« PINT-iiz* Bonn*
B»M TEN«0*SIX

• HOLLYWOOD
0340 NOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Nallywaarf tl«4. at Ivar
Pally ».»0.<->a«. »;»0-*i»0- >aa. IP-SiM

1006 Lotion

• CULVER CITY
3a3« CULVIK CINTIR

Maat ta atarkat SatlM*
Oatly «•«-»«.. I0-*

'raa Parh«a«

• LOS ANOELES
43* NORTH rAIKPAX

Mast ta Cmm*»n
Biiy «:3«^iM-S«a. «:9*-«:«0

T.n-O-SiM Lotion i> th« on« clean.ing ond corrective
co.m.t,c that help, your .kin to compUt. natural beauty
I help, clear ,kin blemi.he. with immaculate deep
clean.mg and healing medication. Why not order two
pint, at our special annuai sale price?

M tt'tt'a'A'A a*aaaAKBAAAamAaB*b.^^_ _ _

^^^1

$095
mM Pint^^ Size

REGULARLY $5 50

V*

•SfB

:•»!

li--

Schick

SUPER II TWIN
BlaJe Cartridge Razor. The most
comfortable and ^ ^ ^
Closest Shave you % 1 DQ

w NEW REVLON

HAIR SPRAY
13 ounce Size
— Regular,
Hard to Hold,

Unscented Types
REG. VALUE $1.25

*>:

ft.

INSULIN USERS!
SAVE ON SQUIBB

NPH and LENTE Insulin
-

SQUIBB INSULIN MPH.rUNTIU40 ,;, ,.48„. S?? M.98
SQUIBB INSULIN mfm .r um« o so «„. 2.,3 «. T, »3.78

Buy 2 vials, aK
get t FREE. |«r5

•:•»:•:•:•:.:.:•!.
.i!i->•'•.'.'.•••

I
m
W!

I BI.RITE 1

"-VASELINE,
INTENSIVE CARE 5

vte,«,ine \ BABY POWDER

CI
90wnct
Sii«

95c
Value

_ thi 4 tSfi Mo I

COUPON

C^fMcoT

44.
l«HT7 f/^

rm

CEPACOL
ANTISEPTIC
"" **^ h-Ecoeemy

89«

J BI.RITE I

"ew VASELINE^
INTENSIVE CARE
BABY LOTION

9-0«iict
Silt

$1.29
Volut

»»f « met Uai t

I BI.RITE 1

vaselineE
INTENSIVE CARE «
New

VisfMfW

u.-.

BABY OIL

:s :iiMw«»

1 COUPON

I BI.RITE 1

Alk.i
Srltzcr

MowtHwesk
20-Ownct

Silt

$1.59
Value

1 COUP< "H

J BI.RITE 1

ALKA-SELTZER
TryH-Vee'lliikeitlll

Fell ¥lrmwp94
Pkf.«f34

$1.25
Value

1 COUPON

J BI.RITE 1

-V-'-JK

4-0«iKt
Silt

f9c
Value

1 COUPON

J BI.RITE i

One A Day

BACTINETf^f^C CREST

IS^f Toothpaste

99.
up

PRELL g
Shampoo Concentratt

First Aid Spray
Porceti-scratclitt-
krwist. - initct lifts

_ ^iOOc
Value

•Ml t tkfi M*, I ^^^

1 COUPON

1 BI.RITE i

*^« Ot. Iceeemy pVmily $1^tf«l«r er Mint
Flever

$1.09

IIMTJ
lUTiHni

Set. Tebt

$1.59 ••««• Frtt

Volue Vf**^*'
MtlfltSniM^I

1 COUPON

1 COUPON

I BI.RITE 1

Multiple Vitamins

Plus Iron

-WSIM
>- $3.39 I

1 COUPON

1 BI.RITE 1

$1.59

Volue

ANTI PERSPIRANT
Sp^irj OtHtraat

iiNi"6aftfM JitciTr'
-^^"^

atinf MscaiiM.

INMt;
Ma? 4 tkn

PETM FLEA COLLARS
Fer Oef s

er Cett

O—wtovrp

riiffut

1 COUPON

BI.RITE 1

M«|l 4 Itn M«| I

$1.79
Value

Ktip ytar

af Flyiai la

sffcttLaiH
I maatls

NO PEST STRIP

$139

1 COUPON
[^Itkreltoll

1 COUPON

|$1.98
Value 1^
INMT7 fl|g

[Ml
^'fc *^ ^ .^—a^^4.

^arfisspeatehere, raliies

aid for air war initiative
By Ken Wiutr^ ^ '

DBSUffWriter
,

••Most people think the goddamn war is over just beca
aren't coming home in plastic bags anymore . . . l)ut wlSt^ ^*^
is that there is a massacre going on, not a war," anti-war sn!!^^
Davis Harris said to a small gathering of the GSA Social Sci

^^"^^
in Haines Hall yesterday. He was on campus to rallv siinn^!??®

^^^^^^

War Initiative.
""^ ^PP^*^ for an Air

The measure which needs 400,000 more signatures to ha» nio ^
November California ballot, calls for an end to the bombiL ^q ^^
Asia. It would require the elected officials of the State of r w ^^t
prevent the utilization of the state's manpower tax mcmipi* T"* ^
resources for U.S. military and logisUcal support in SoutheastA •

^^
"This initiative is a very real and democratic method nf J^* r

and I hope all those people who feel strongly enough to ma?oh o
'*^"<»

war could give a few hours to get signatures, '

' Harris said ^
Citing statistics about theVietnam war and the bombinj? Ho^

the United SUtes has dropped more bomb tonnage in the xJf^l^t ^^
World War II and Korea combined. He said we are bn^tiv h^^^^bombs to the tune of a ton a minute.

^ P'^esenuy dropping

*•We have dropped the equivalent of 200 pounds for everv hum a ui-
in Southeast Asia and 22 tons for every square mile of the arftT*'1 "1?

According to Harris, 61 per cent of the one million Asians kill^'h«v! !!!?
children. * ^^"aveoeen

•Over 25 per cent of the land has been rendered unusable " Harric c ^
He indicated that stringing all the bomb craters end-t<>enTw™!M
produce a trench 30 feet deep and 30,000 miles long

^°
Harris cautioned that this statistic does not give an accurate nerspective of the bombing as ''over 50 per cent of the bombs droDDeTfnVietnam are antipersonnel bombs which are the size of softbalk ahh a

not create craters. These are dropped in clusters of 500 and gene^^^^^^
equivalent firepower of 15,5000 infantry men firing a 15.bullet rL f
minute. |_

^ *^^ ^"P

«

Harris asked students interested in circuUting peUUons to call rttho.
824-1305 or 851-0053. -

>*^ f^""w« lo can either

Tuition fee ...
(Continued from Page 1) ^

$14 million, be allocated to student
financial aids. None of this year's
fees were allocated to financial
aids.

SBPC had lobbied for i nine
months to members of the Board,
but the Regents moved instead to
allocate most of the fees — ap-
proximately $19 million — to
capital outlay, which will include
the construction of a new life

sciences building on this campus.
Four million dollars went
unallocated.

.
\

:

A month later, the Regents
finance committee defeated a
proposal to allocate $3.2 million of
the remaining amount to financial
aids. In a surprise xnove the next
day, the full Board approved an
allocation of $1.6 million— out of a
total of $28 million — for financial
aids, with the rest of the
remaining amount going to
capital outlay. ^^
At the time, Hitch's office had

presented a report showing an
•unmet student financial need" of
approximately $3.9 million, with
niearly half, or $1.8 million,
coming from this campus.

Most recentiy, the issue came
up with the introduction of a
proposal by State Assemblyman
Ken Meade (D. - Oakland) in the
form of a constitutional amend-
ment — ACA 56 - that would
prohibit an educational fee or
tuition being charged not only at

th^ University, but also at state
and community colleges.

The bill was approved by the

Assembly education committee
last week and is scheduled to go
before the constitutional amend-
ment committee next week.
Paul Gassaway of the UC

Student Lobby emphasized that

the Lobby would be attempting to

bring the question of tuition to the

public eye, adding that the Lobby

would seek to have a special

appropriation, equivalent to the

amount generated by the UC
educational fee, approved by the

State Senate's finance committee.

"We aren't expecting to he

passed," he slaid. ''But we feel it is

imperative for the Legislature

and the public to re-examine this

short-sighted public policy. The

benefit is too great to all of society

and the iMirden too excessive on

individual students to continue."

lEAIWail

i-^:.;Xi

Tho Coffoo Houto Contort Soriot
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday night

TIE IIHTEIK lUEIUSS »li
banjo, guitar, fiddle, bass & drums In the blue-
grass tradition - you won't want to sit still -

punctuated by righteous wit and wisdom.

MONDAY,MAY 8 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER-

«;n<t . L . /.
*"^N0S AYRES ROOM

504 tickets limft two) available at the door from 7-8
PM only to UCLA students, with photo ID. Free coffee!

- .--V i- ^ . . ..-T- '^t
•:,.^

E-i ON TIME ELECTION TIME ELECTION TIME' ELECTION TIME ELECTIOlfflM

; »
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. r? President
1
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Elias

->

Hi there. Many of you may
remember me from last year
when I ran for five offices in a

humorous campaign. However,
many people don't know what
precipitated my actions. Let me
set the record straight.

Last year 1 had enough units to

graduate and I had already been
accepted to Theatre Arts
'iraduate school at UCLA I

wanted to run for Graduate
President but I was told that you
already have to be a graduate
student in order to qualify. This

means that students who do their

i,-.»-

.1-

EXPLORE YUCATAN

UNDERWATERI

Now forming small group of

novices and expert divers for

scuba and snorkelling at

Cozumel, Mexico. College
credit in Marine Biology and
Naui certification included in

11-day expeditions leaving June
7. Jupe 19. Also July & Aug. For
full info , write Box 91750. LA.,
Calif. 90009

undergraduate work at UCLA and
continue to Graduate school here,

lose one year of eligibihty for

office

A graduating senior can vote in

the undergraduate election that

will not concern him next year. He
can even run for an un-

dergraduate office but if he wins,

he is not eligible to serve. The
whole thing is really ^ big mess
and if elected. I will i^hange this

procedure '

This year I am eligible to run

and serve'as Graduate Students'

President I fully intend to run a

serious campaign, yet never
losing track of my sense of humor.

,

Believe me, one needs a sense of

humor to put up with the daily

antics, that occur in Kerckhoff
Hall.

As Graduate President I intepd

on giving the students a fair shake
for a change. To start with, I feel

that at least a significant portion

of student money should be spent
on students. We've been blowing
money to the wind long enough.
Next year I will personally fill

out the forms to get the Medical
students and the Law students
pool-tables, and ping-pong tables

for their respective lounges. I will

get the Business students plants
for their lounge and I will be open

/ssiws
to requests by the other depart-

ments to supply them with items

that they are legitimately entitled

to have. It is about time we con-

cerned ourselves, at least par-

tially, with the students whose
money has in the past been
frivolously and extravagently
spent.

In my years as an un-

dergraduate student, I served as

political cartoonist and satirical

columnist for the Daily Bruin.

I was assistant chairman of the

Associated Students Speakers
Program in my junior year and
4ook over as Chairman in my
§Aiior year. Many feel that I ran a
very successful and popular
program

.

Next year I will be finishing my
requirements towards my Master
of Arts degree in screenwriting
and I will have time to give the

office the attention it requires'~ Bob Elias

Kos

Vasquez

an
The Executive branch of the

Graduate Students Association

'I
<

w .

T^r STEREO
« ft.

%«

2nd Annual Mad, Mad, SALE

with prices that wHI blow the heck out of

LARiSE FANCY STORE^' and ''LITTLE GARRAGE" prices

SPEAKERS
—

—

~
;

'"'.""•

• 12''3.Woyfp«ok«rf
• ADC 303AX Boobhdf speakers
• KR.8 Foam grill speakers
choice of 3 colors, orange, blue, brown

• Fither XPSd^eokers (Demos)

TAPE DECKS
%ron<i Name cassette d^dir

i
UST

$ 89.00

$115.00(3)

^ 39.95@

$ 79.95@

YOUR PRICE

$ 29.95(a) .

$ 74.95(S)

$ 1 8.95(a)

$ 39.95(a)

will be determined May 10th and
11th. To truly represent the needs
and issues that graduates con-

tinually contend with, a cross-

section of campus interests,

governmental expertise, and
experiences should be reflected in

the individuals that are elected to

office. A slate of KOS, VASQUEZ
AND COLEMAN will best express
this diversity and will result in

action which will com-
prehensively reflect the interests

of both present and future
graduate students. It is the con-
tention of this slate that it must
not only deal with the problems
that directly affect the functioning

of this campus, but also address
itself to the outside pressures that

greatly influence U.C.L.A.'s
administrative policies:

Considering past experiences
and participation in both campus

. and state-affiliated activities, it is

our opinion that: (1) joint GSA-
SLC commissions should be
established, not only to reduce
duplication of efforts and ex-
penses, but also to frustrate the
administration's attempt to play
off graduates against un-
dergraduates; (2) the Student
Lobby must be further
strengthened in order that
U.C.L.A.'s message be heard by
the public and legislature on such
issues as the EOP, financial aid,
and the elimination of tuition; (3)
minority recruitment should be
further encouraged within the
student body and faculty to
provide a heterogenous -^cross-
section within the university
community; (4) the university
administration should be induced
to adopt the recommendations of
the Office of Environmental
StudieS-^nd to establish an on-
campus reclamation center; and
(5) the Child Care Center must be
expanded to meet the demand of
all students in need of this vital
service,

•Certainly problems can only
remain as such without effective
solutions and the success of any
government will be judged by its

ability to implement workable
alternatives to the conditions of
the people it represents. But

answers require an inH»« .

understanding of the Sem*such as can only be had b/u^famihar through actual^
perience with similar situ«Hi!'
To this end this site ^^'^

courage and organize thoJJ^,

all those involved, instead of iu«tthe powerful few.
^"*^

Only through such a method trf

decentralization of responsibUity
to those most qualified ^l
plemented by our own insi "hSand suggestions, and coupled w^
the resources at our disposal canwe hope to make progress on kllthe issues facing this new ad
ministration.

And so it is that we will en-
courage a broadening of minoritv
representation, and work to
strengthen the Student Lobby But
the problems that exist cannot be
solved without your participation
just as those which have yet toemerge will not magically present
themselves. To this end we will
take positive actions 'to increase
student participation by opening
up all the lines of communication
available, by encouraging
committee members to be better
informed of the problems facing
their constituents, and by im-
plementing a simple direct line of

communication between student
and government!
We offer you our best in these

efforts and from past
achievements, experiences and
diversity of background, we feel

our slate offers a most effective

and representative combination.
LEON KOS, as President of

GSA, will bring a wealth of in-

formation assimilated from the

Schools of Law, Business, and
Public Administration, as well as

the practical know-how gained
from his management position at

UCB, his apprenticeship to a

prominent Glendale Attorney, and
his work in developing an equal

employment opportunity
program for the Pasadena Urban
Coalition. His current in-

volvenient includes membership
*^ (CoiitinuedonPage7)

-. 1

^'

with auto-ttop and pop-up (D«mos)
• Concord r«d to rod with

^ build in 8-trock rocordor and ^"
dmpliphior .^^_

• 8-trock rocord and playback

• Dokordor rod to rool outo-
rovorto, 3 motor topo dock
plus 24 rolls cH scotch 1 800 tap*

.$149.95

$399 95-1

$139.95

$379.9?
$144.00

$523.95

$110.95

$199.95

$ 78.95

S249.95

TURNTABLES

» •%-^

B.S.R. A^Donold 51 OX Automc^c
rocord changor, comploto with
boio, dust covor, and ihuro coHridgi

• Pionoor PU12 AC hirntabU
withthuroM91E

RECEIVERS

• Hormon Kardon 100 watt
330a AAVFM storoo (Oomos)
rocoivor

• Brand nam* AAVFM storoo
rocoivor 30 watts, includoi
walnut coso

• Scott AM/FM Rocoivor
• Sony AAVFM Storoo Rocoivor

$tt)0.00

(Demos)

$148.95

1'
• $199.95

$ 53.95

$ 99.95

$139.95

$200.00
$139.95

SI 57.95

S 76.95

SI 65.95

$ 89.95

AND MUCH, MUCH MOREIl

{

NOW SOUND
2525 W. B«v«Hy Blvd., A/U>nf«b«llo

721-0207 M.F 1-9, Serf 10^5

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:

Jim AlUn
WALKER-BUERGE FORD

West Loj Angelas -820-263

1

RBir-A-CAR

For students and faculty
21 and over.

Wednesday, May 3, 1972
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in the Student Bar Association

Executive Committee, Law
School Student-Faculfy Relations

Committee, and GSA Academic
Affairs Commission. Leon also

serves as Graduate Consultant to

the Academic Senate Standing

Committee on University Ex-

tension and maintains a part-time

job. To this office he will bring the

knowledge and experience to

perceive and analyze ' the

problems as well as the tenacity

and organizational ability to get

results.

DAVID VASQUEZ wiU attend to

Academic Affairs as First-Vice-

President. As past associate

ombudsman, and First-Vice-

President of the graduate Social

Work Association at San Diego

State College, he has gained ex-

pertise in dealing with students,

faculty, and legislative com-
mittees. His experience in dealing

with administrative policies that

affect students detrimentally
broadens his diversity and scope

for positive action. Other per-

tinent experiences include

coordinator for HELP (crisis

intervention facility), consultant

for a state assemblyman, and an
active member of the Chicano
Graduate Student Association on
campus.—i--- -

MARY COLEMAN offers to the

position of 2nd Vice-President a
variety of expertise and un-

derstanding only exceeded by her
energy. As an undergraduate
publicity chairman and past
editor of a regional newspaper,
she combines a mastery of the

language with the insight and tact

so necessary to be effective. But
success has not dulled her vision.

A^ a young mother living in

Married Student Housing, she
readily identifies with the
problems of off-campus housing
and the Child Care Center. Nor
have those less fortunate escaped
tier attention, as evidenced by her

studies in menUl health and
membership in an organization
dealing with epileptics. And yet,
despite all these demands, she
finds ample time to serve on the
Health Sciences Council and is

actively involved in writing a
series of articles for the Dally
Bruin on Student Health Services.
The noted competence and

experiences that are brought
together within this slate will
provide the Graduate Students
Association with a broader and
more comprehensive mechanism
in initiating student policy. To
elect such a qualified group of
individuals, the slate of KOS,
VASQUEZ, AND COLEMAN
request your endorsement by
voting and Uking an active in-

terest in the up-coming election
that ultimately affects you!

Leon Kos
David Vasquez
Mary Coleman

First VP

Cohen
Because the Daily Bruin is

allowing me only 40 lines, this

article will succinctly address
itself trr what are, for me, the
important issues. V
The first issue concerns the

relationship between faculty and
grads. Two separately abhorrent
conditions exist. One involves
faculty paternalism; the other the
capriciousness of faculty sitting

on students' Masters and Doctoral
Committees. Faculty paternalism
has caused faculty members to

substitute their judgment of what
is right for us, for our own.
Because the faculty tend to be
conservative, few changes are
made for our welfare. In addition,

the capriciousness of faculty has
caused non-pfofessionar school

t

Political foriim deadline
The Daily Bruin Axis section will present the fourth In the five-part
Candidates' Forum series between now and the June 6 California
primary. The Forums will consist of statements and, hopefullyr^
courses of action on different Issues — Ovil Rights and Law and
Order, and the Quality of Life In America — by all serious
Presidential candidates.

Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fide
groups supporting the different candidates (one platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines.
All statements are to be typed with l(M(5 margins and must not
exceed 80 lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without
editing, and must be signed by at least one Individual In all cases.
The deadlines for the topics are as follows: -

Civil Rights andUw and Order - May 5

Quality of Life In Am erica - May 15
A telephone number must be included with each column so the

Axis editors can f^ontact the various groups should any difficulties
arise. _

Questions regarding the Candidates* Forum can ie directed to
Sue Cochran and Ken Peterson. Axil editors, at the Daily Bruin
office or by phone at 82S-2216.

grads to become afraid to speak
out or complain, lest they offend
one of their Committee members.
Some grads are even afraid of
taking classes outside their
department for the same reason,
faculty paternalism will be partly
cured if student review boards can
be established in every depart-
ment so that students will have a
way to put pressure on faculty to
act responsively. Fear of
capricious Committe-members
could be dispelled if a neutral
arbitration board could be
established to air compaints, and,
if necessary, have alternate
faculty placed on the students
Committee.
Another major issue involves

the nature of student government
itself. Most unimaginative student
governments try to emulate
existing political bureaucracies,
and. like all bureaucracies, they
are more involved in sending
memoranda back and forth than

' they are in having their members
talk face-to-face. Students are
persons, not paper receptacles.
(JSA officers should hold informal
office hours and invite grads in to
discuss their ideas for reforming
the University bufeaucracy.
The next issue concerns pi'ices,

namely, food and book prices.

Because of its monopoly, ASUCLA
has little incentive to keep prices

tow. Student cooperatives must
break the nponopoly — some
already haV^. The Daily Bruin
still sells coffee for a dime; the

Management grads sell food in

their lounge; and the Law
students want to start a small Law
book store. New efforts should be
encouraged. (My 40 lines are up)

Gary Cohen

Second VP

I'm seeking re-election so that I

can continue to help provide
funding support to various
community service programs.
This year 1 was able to help get
support to legal aid programs and
dental care programs involving
the Venice Community and the

White River Arizona <Apache
Indian Rservation.

At present I'm seeking funds for

the UCLA Venice Clinic. The
clinic operates daily from 8-5:30

as a dental clinic and from 6-10
^^(Paid Advtrtlitmtnr) mimmim

MEXICO CITY ON A
SHOESTRING

Stay at Hacienda Spa Ponafiel,

$7 a day per person, minimum 4

nights. Price includes 2 meals
and airport transportation. For
full info., write Box 91750, LA.,
Calif. 90009

P.M. as a free medical clinic.
UCLA dental students, hospital
residents, staff, and community
physicians donate their services. I

believe that the student body
would like to see the university
fund this clinic. Unless the
university is convinced of this,
this clinic, which has been in full
time operation for three years,
stands in danger of closing.

Earlier this year I initiated a
proposal for a UCLA Mobile
Health Unit. It was proposed that
a mobile van, consisting of two
medical examination rooms, two
dental operatories, and staffed by
-faculty and students in the health
sciences would provide assistance
to existing Free Clinics in helping
LA'S medically indigent. We now
have an idea, a written proposal

and blueprints. With your help,
this summer we may be able to
bring the UCLA Mobile Health
Unit closer to a reality.

That's what I've done this year,
if you approve I'd appreciate your
vote next week.

Elliot Schlang

Write

a lett€fr

to the editor
ii

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR

This man took office of the Vice-President before you
could understand the meonlngs of his words. Now
twenty years later he's still In the executive branch
of this government. We're all fairly aware of whots
transpired In his life over the lasttwo decades. The
question which may be more obscure to us might be
what has caused the molding of our own life during
the last twenty years. Through some process we've
all arrived at U.C.LA. looking to obtain some Indes-
cribable Item. Southern Campus In Its first volume
entitled "YOURBOOK" Is presenting a pictoral mora-
torium on the experiences we've known as a group
over the last score of years. Old friends like Howdy
Doody and Engineer Bill will take part along with
Families like the Nelsons and the Andersons with
their naive statements on life. **YOURBOOK" doesn't
stop with the fantasies that wer^ given to us; It also

deals with the distasteful realities of our generation
such as Vietnam, Nlxon^ and Kent State and others.

Twenty years from now Yourbook might be able
to stop you from giving to many horrible realities,

for the Yearbook of 1 992 to reflect upon.

WILL YOU REMEMBER
TWENTY YEARS FROM NOW?

:-
;./.••

A YEARBOOK NEVER FORGETS-
BUY SOUTHERN CAMPUS :>>

"'*•*-

YOUItOOK «»lll b« ovoilobU lor vi^wlfip nnd dMrlbw«ton m «l M«y 4lK bt *K«

Setfth«rn Campwt Offic* fwii« M«y«rkolf Pork. YOURICGK it only $4.00 m* h—
with fh* pwrchot* of tko H-odiHofMl 1«72 UCU yoor^ooli for tt.00 vnNI Moy «*K

whon II will bo rol««rf to $10.00. loth SotftKorn Compv* ond yOUWOOK oro
ovolliMo in K«rdilioff Hdl ol fho SowtKorn Compwt Offko. Cornea S»wdlo ond
Kardiholl Hdl Tkhal Olfko.

mmmmtmm mm
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The selective service is taken to court
i

—

Kditor:

After a turbulent six year
relationship with the Selective
Service System culminating in a
recent felony conviction, I am
taking the draft to the United
States Supreme Court, r

A brief history: while attending
UCSB in April 1969, I was ordered
to a pre-induction physical which

happened to fall on the beginning
of Passover. Based on prior ex-

perience with the draft board I felt

justified in requesting a post-

ponement in order to observe the

religious holiday with my wife and
in-laws (who are Jewish).

At a June 1969 hearing on my
Conscientious Objector claim the
draft board indicated that they

would re-order me for a physical.

A year and several legitimate

transfers later I took the physical

(as ordered) at the U.S. Ar-

my/NATO Dispensary in

Brussels, Belgium (where I

worked on a peace conference for

the Fellowship of Reconciliation).

When NATO delayed sending test

results to California my draft

board arbitrarily "wrote me off'

and referred my file to the U.S.

Attorney for prosecution.

In July 1970 I returned to Los
Angeles unaware that there was a
$10,000 warrant out for my arrest.

Waiting FBI agents led me in

handcuffs to jail. Two days later I

was free on bond and immediately

^ti

the asucia

health sciences store

joins in

Open House festivities

this Sundayi

in the Med Center!
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Readi-Jet II

reg. $29.95

$18.75
Everybody needs their mouth washed out-right!
And o most effective way is doing it with Parke-
Davis' nlgy^ gadget made doubly attr^active now
with Its i^ec'ial Jow price. It has several advan-
tages-a variable-pre'ssure control-'keyboprd"
on-off controls-color coded water jets-sturdy cons;--:
truction. Four jets, in case there are that many ^

members of the family-if it's just for yourself,
you can make momentous decisions each day de-
ciding which one. Keep that beautiful smile held -
in place with hecHthy gums.

sale! men's and women's
support kosiery

Just about everyone knows the benefits of •

support hosiery - but for a long time good-
looking It wasn't. But Parke-Davis has changed
all that, with pantyhose with controlled, gradu-
ated compression that really look pretty.
Yours now at a sale price-regularly $9.95-now
just $6.95. For men, knee-highs, were $4 95-
$3.50. -.

y
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special 20% discount ^

on new medical and
dental equipment

Just ask for It-we are proud to have a
terrific selection of all your professional
equipment needs. And of course, we
will be happy to ploce special orders
for you. ^

Manuell Sera-Sphyg-wlth manometer
attached to bulb as one sturdy instru-
ment; eliminates "hooking" or "hanging'
no bulky table box. Proper diagnostic
set- pocket size that can perform all the
functions of large otoscope and ppthal-
moscope sets.

Statham's National Instruments - oto-
scope and opthalmoscope with change-
able head.

Professional equipment Isn't all you'll
find In the Health Sciences Store. We
also hove textbooks-ioods of them-
schoolisuppjles-greetlng cards, sundries
and nruinchies. Drop In!

20% discount

on

World

Placques

retained ACLU attorneys AUnSaltzman and Martha Goldin
""

Wtien we got a copy of ivL
dictment, we couldn't behele2eyes: ttie Government &
two counts of -failure to rei^rtT
pre-induction physicals ^j^!
before the trial. NATO's rer^n
arrived and I was acquitt^^
Count 2 (1970 in Europe)

^

Count
1 (1969). however stuckThe U.S. District Couri i ^

said:(l)AsaGLleTwa3l:
entitled to obsei^e PassoverT
preference to an armed forc^
physical even though my wifet
Jewish and I wanted to share he^

.
holiday. (2) My Uking the secoiS
physical did not clear me nf
missing the first one.
Sentence wa^ nine months in

jail, suspended; with two years'
probation. I appealed, but the
Ninth Circuit Court upheld the
conviction, chiding me for
^'exhausting the patience of in-
dulgent authority" and scoldingmy careful use of the draft
board s own rules and regulations
as a history of evasion."
Once again I have appealed, this

time to the Supreme Court For
the next few months the high court
will be pondering our principal
arguments:
- Lawful avoidance by-the-rules

- is not evasion. It is a basic right of
_th€ refeistrant to avail himself of
whatever means of delay and
appeal exist in draft law. (The
same is obviously true in tax law.)
A Government agency must be

consistent. For example, once a
draft board embarks on a certain
course of action (in this case,

approving transfers and post-

ponements), it must follow
through.

The significance of these
arguments to administrative law,

due process and constitutionai
rights should be apparent. Our
success will benefit thousands of

young men by setting constructive
legal precedents; conversely, if

we let the present verdict go
unqliestioned, thousands can be
hurt by "bad law."

If you wish to suppert the legal

challenge, please write to. Saltz-

man and Goldin, 6430 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028.

John Maybury

'(Paid Advertisement)'

X

Real genuine preservatives-nothing arti-
ficial here! Finest Imported Grade A wood
1/2-Inch thick, pretested for strength, skill-
fully cut and stained to your color choice
Seals your diploma, certificate, document
whatever and edges It with a thin gold
stripe. Great-looking In your home or o^
ttice-and far easier to keep clean than a
glassed frame thing. Loads of sizes, too
Just bring In what you want Inp placque
and we ll take It from there. Please allow
three to four weeks for delivery. Everyone
should have at least one real preservative
In this age of plastics. .,

JOIN EXPEDITION TO

CLIMB MLMcKINLEY
Now forming small self-

supporting group of ex-

perienced mountaineers to

climb highest peak in North

America via West Buttress

route. Plan to spend 30 days in

Alaska, starting Julyl. For full

info., write Box 91750, LA.,

Calif. 90009

i.PaM Advtrfisement)

m
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Uaat wllakir* blv«. • 4T7-Sltf

The Health Sciences Store is locafeH r^^ lU^ i- i .. r^

B„.d,„,.,30.B. CHS. Open ...°CVlr7,';^°.° r;:"'"'
^=^»»'

R.g>,lo, h„„„..7:30 =„,.^:30 p.„. Mondov-Frldoy 825 7711 „,. 243

10 -Speeds from Halyr

France, Jopan and England

Fully ossembled

and Guaranteed •

Put one between

your legs at the

AUIED BICYCLE SHOP

2 Blocks West of Barrlnqton

Letters to the Editor: f

•

Wednesday, AAay 3, 1972

u
F:ditor:

I am writing this letter to the

l)B as both a student, and em-
ployee of UCLA.. I suppose I

should have just told the Campus
Police about this incident, but it

seems as though the only things

they concern themselves with are

exhibitionists, bike riders, and
parking violators. I feel com-
pelled then to relate an incident to

all of you who live, work, and
attend classes on this campus.
Wednesday afternoon, while

driving down Gayley Avenue, my
car was struck by two objects

which were hurled from a

fraternity house rooftop. I stopped

my car further down the block,

and walked over to that particular

house. I obseryed several men on

the roof throwing (would you
believe it) water bidloons at the

passing motorists. I yelled up to

them to please stop the horseplay

because of the potential danger, (I

saw one woman wrestle with her

steering wheel after being struck.

She could have easily ran off of the

road and hurt herself.) but their

only reply was a *'fuck you," and
some additional water balloons, t

went up to the door of the house

and was greeted by someone who
said that he was **sort of

charge." This particular man was
very courteous, but his non-

chalance was shocking. He said,

i tried to get them to stop, but

s/jow offtheir talents

UCLA DAILY BRUIN

they're really irrational. In fact
now they're pissing off of the top
of the roof. I did talk them out of
throwing at motorcycles though,
and I think they've decided to only
throw at pedestrians instead of
cars from now on." He ended by
saying, "man, you don't know
what it's like to live with irrational
guys for a whole year."
Now 1 would like to address just

those men from the SIGMA
ALPHA EPSILON fraternity that
took part in this obvious display of

urinating from speeding trucks.
Their targets were innocent
peasants. Your actions and
mentality run strikingly parallel
to that of those frustrated G.I.s.
Now look, I fully understand that
you people must find something to
do with your time, but how about
confining your activities only to
other consenting ^fraternity
brothers. Most importantly
though, why don't you find
something that is less potentially
dangerous than throwing things at

cheerleaders have "flown of!
since the TV cameras are gone,
and the trips to Utah have past." I

am one of those song girls who has
"flown off," but not to a different
state, to a nearby library. I am a
student too remember. I am here
to get an education too. The many
times that I have been asked the
question, "How can you ever do
all the things you do as a song girl
and still find time to study?" — I

have never really been able to
answer it.

DAILy

immaturity. What motivates
people like you to do such stupid
things? To throw things, and
urinate on passers-by is no doubt a
symptom of some type of
frustration. What's wrong, can't

^^«)U—guys find any dates or
something? I witnessed this same
sort of thing when I was in the
service. In Vietnam I saw many
G.I.s throwing things, and

ITQRIAL

passing cars, and less repulsive
than urinating off of your roof.

Name Withheld

SINGLE voUeyball, tnw*, rugby,
soccer, tennis, swimming, or
baseball game, and especially at
every single footbair and
basketball game. Remember that
if we went to one spring sport,
wouldn't it be required of usHo go
to them all? You should realize
that there are other organizations
on campus such as Sophomore
Sweethearts, Shell and Oar, and
Bruin Belles and others that are
supposed to be attending ttiese

various sports.

Just remember that We are
students here at the University
also. I love volleyball and tennis
and soccer just as much as
football or basketball. And I

personally would love to be abid to
attend each and every support,
but to watch and ei^ the event.
But I am also here to learn and
until the day that UCLA hires
professional song girls and pays
them for everything they do, the
song girls will remain students
too. And l)elieve it or not, we

Cheers
Editor:

I am writing in regards to
"Name Withheld" who wrote
about how the song girls and

^S9ft%Wi8i8S«5S^Sw^ cS;
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From reading the letters to the editor of the
Daily Bruin, it seems there is still a lot of con-
fusion over what's really going on in Indochina
and what we can do to remedy the situation. What
IS going on is that the NLF is showing Nixon and
the people of America that- Vietnamization is a
farce. The North Vietnamese "offensive" testifies

to.theJact that the North is in solidarity with the
Souti^ in ousting the oppressive, puppet Thieu
government, and^U U.S. oppression. In response
to this, Nixon is bombing the hell out of North
Vietnam, even though the CIA and the Pentagon,
have told him bombing is ineffective in reducing
Communist war supphes or in breaking the high
Vietnamese morale. —r—^ i ,;,

',.-.' .'*:

In his latest public statement. Secretary of State
Rogers said the United SUtes "would not lose" in
South Vietnam. I think this is more testimony to
the fact that the Nixon administration is deter-
mined to "secure " South Vietnam, no matter how
many Asian lives are lost. This, people, is racism.
Are we going to let Nixon carry out this act of
genocide? The answer should be, of course, no.
But what can we do?

On May 4th, an emergency Nationwide
Moratorium has been called. This is not a student-
based action. It reaches out to all workers as well.
It is a call for all U.S. citizens to show their con-
tempt toward the war. All across the nation.

people will demonstrate at Federal Buildings and
military installations. The demonstrations at
Federal Buildings will be in the form of mass
lobbying for the Gravel Bill, a bill that would end
funding of the Indochina war within 90 days of its

passage. We urge all UCLA students to participate
in the local mass lobbying demonstrations at the
Federal Building in Westwood.
Feel free to bring musical instruments, or to

sing or chant during the parade to the Federal
Building. But by all means, PARTICIPATE. If

two students could give their lives fighting for
freedom at Jackson State a year ago, I'm sure we
all can spare one hour on one day for the people of
Vietnam

. But if it is the case that we are racist,

and just don't give a fuck about the Vietnamese
struggle, maybe we should cut off our long hair or
put our bras back on and show that we support
Nixon's genocidal plan. There is no "middle of the
road" in this issue.

We must remember that the Gravel Bill is no
end in itself. But at least, in passage, it gives the
American people solidarity in their opposition to

this war. And it's telling Nixon that since he
claims to seek democracy in Vietnam and the
"democracy" at home wants him out of Vietnam,
he has no choice but to withdraw immediately, or
be labeled by all as the hypocrite he really is.

Subm itted by Michael Murphy
Indochina Crisis Coalition
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WITCH

lEHI
• jeweler's jeweler
• 2nd floor location insures
low prices

University MIg. Jewelers
l007Brairtoii%iit«S4

ORMIT?
'(Paid Advertisement)

WHITE WATER RAFT EXPE-

DITION

now forming. 3 or 4 days
shooting Yampa and Green
Hivers of Colorado in 33 ft.

Neoprene pontoon rafts,
camping, hiking, archeological
exploration, swimming, etc.
June, July, Aug., for full info.,
>vrite Box 91750, LA., Calif.
90009.

Football games started Sep- { aren't handed out grades or given
tember 18th and the song girls

came back to school the 27th of
August to prepare for them. We
attended 8 of the football games

_ and havejust finished attending 31
basketball games. We have spent
over 400, yes 400 hours just
practicing to be representatives
for UCLA, not so that people will

ohh and ahh at us in our hot pants.
Vou stated in your article that
"the glory just isn't there for them
at these small nonsignificant
events. " Maybe if you had stopped
at a few of the soccer, rugby,
swimming, volleyball anjcl

waterpolo games, you would have

any extra points i^ class for being
a song girl. We want to graduate
with a degree like other people
and some of us are planning on
going to graduate school while tl»-
others have defmite plans for the
future.

I suppose you withbeM your
name because you could not txack
up your accusations. I am stan-
ding up for what I am proud of and
I can sign my name sincerely.

Meg Meager

Beef
^ seen us, either out in front leadhig

;g the UCLA spellout, which
•* everybody requests and admires.

:^ or in the stands, cheering as fans.

i

Editor:

The Daily Beef has been
upgraded. Reference is made to
the comics section on the editorial

A few of us attended almost page, DB, April 24. Comics see-
every water polo and tennis and tion?? Of course. Don't you
swimming event while others recognize the rendition of that old
attended rugby, soccer, and "Boy Who Cried Wolf?"*"
volleyball games. They are not D.Beefers your right! What we

,, "small, nonsignificant events" to need now is an incident. Why don't

^ us anymore than they are to you, you create one?

^ and I doubt if I could have seen Rkluird Renttea
your smiling face at EVERY Junior. Zoology

¥= ..^

cut:

Old
Time
Movies

People Pleasin' Pizza • Spaghetti
Salads • Sandwiches • Soft Drinks

OPEN FOR LUNCH TOO!

Straw Hat

:J^izza #^'^fE

GayUy & Weyburn
In Ihe Village .

47M788

,^„
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top war recruiting j ^^Who
By Steve Gushing

Many people are planning to protest the Marine and Air Force
recruiters who are coming to UCLA on May 5 and 10. SDS thinks
this is good, but that it's not enough. The recruiters should be
stopped.

J.

The U.S. military is responsible Cor the oppression of millions of

people in Indochina and around the world. They try to make
themselves look good by getting officers from college ROTC
programs and on-campus recruiting, but how much education an
officer has had doesn't make much difference to the Vietnamese
men, women, and children he orders his troops to kill.

Liberal politicians try to string us along by telling us that the war
will end if only we vote for them. But it was liberal Jack Kennedy
who got us really involved in Vietnam in the first place and it was
liberal LBJ who got elected because Goldwater was going to bomb
North Vietnam. Even Nixon got himself elected by claiming to

have a "secret plan" to end the war.

^
Some people think that the best way to fight against the war in

Indochina is to have peaceful demonstrations and to lobby for bills,

like the Gravel Bill, but a little reflection shows that that can't be
right. The Gravel Bill, like the McGovem-Hatfield Amendment
that the liberals tried to fool us with last year, contains a clause
that leaves it up to "the discretion of the president" whether or not
it will be enforced. Nixon can't be worried about that. If the bill

doesn't pass, he wins, and if it does, we lose.

Peaceful demonstrations, by themselves, aren*t much better.
Why should Nixon care how many hundreds of thousands of people
march peacefully against the war, as long as he knows that's all
they're going to do? He didn't start pulling troops out of Vietnam
because people marched and lobbied. He did it because he had to.
The troops themselves were refusing to fight and fragging their
officers, while students and workers all over the U.S. were blocking
military recruiters, burning ROTC buildings, and rebelhng in th^'
ghettoes. By going beyond peaceful protest, people made it

significantly more difficult for the government to carry on its
activities. The only language that the government understands is
mass action. It's onjy when there is direct interference in their

lability to function that the rulers respond to the people's demands
J^ome people say that they are against the war, but that the

military has a "right" to recruit on campus and that individuals
have a "i ight to choose a career" in the military. SDS thinks that
this IS wrong. The "rights" that someone thinks people have really
depend on whose side he's on. Did Eichmann have a "right to
choose a career" as an oven.director? The "right" of a murderer to
flo what he does is in direct contradiction to the right of other people
not to be murdered. The "right" of Ramona Foods to pay workers
only $1.65 an hour and to have them deported to Mexico whenever
they "make trouble " is in direct contradiction to the right of those
workers to organize and strike for better wages and conditions. And
the nght of the US. military to function as it wants is in direct
contradiction to the right ofjhe Indochinese people to run their own
countries.

To talk about Someone's "rights" in the abstract, in isolation
(rom the question of how those "rights'" conflict with the rights of
other people all over the world, is to leave the decision as to what
rights people will in fact have in the hands of those in power, ratherthan making that dedsion ourselves. Students and workers have
^;ot (0 be willing to take sides on the question of who has what rightsand to |act on that decision.

'

SDS ^akes the side of the Indochinese people. We say that thevhave i right to control their own lives, their own resources andtheir own destiny. Since the U.S. military plays a crucial Tole^nkeeping this right from being realized, it must^be pre^ent^^^^^^^^^^omg What ,
I
wants No one has a "right" to oppress peoSe th^Marines and A.r Force have no more "right" to recruit on cam dushan does the Mana. Protest is impo/ant, butSut con3e

oT?Ji^"m fu"^^^^
^'^"^ recruiting at UcAa on May 5 and 10_et s M\ get together, as students are doing on campuses all across

desere
''' '"' '"' ^'"^ ''''''' '""^^^^^^ the reception th^

EdiUM-:

rfeel I must respond to the April

25 letter of Raymond J. Van
Buskirk. First he denies
escalation by the U.S. and
"proves" his point by citing

reduced U.S. ground troops and
American deaths. By these facts

the point is valid. However the

Pentagon Papers show the
transformation of a U.S. ground
war to a U.S. air war. During the

"winding down" ('69 to present),

3.2 million tons of bombs (source:

Department of Defense) dropped
on Indochina. Johnson dropped 2.8

million tons during the escalation
('66- '68). The current offensive is

a response to Nixon's escalatio^.

Our involvement in Viet Nam is

not seven years old as he says.

Our active role in Viet Nam began
18 years ago when Col. Lansdale
took his CIA commandos and
raided inside of North Viet Nam
(sources: Pentagon Papers,-
Speech by Tony Russo). That
doesn't include the money and

'

supplies we were giving the
French before 1954.

Mr. Van Buskirk asks, "Who
began the invasion, anyway?"
The U.S. began the invasion in

1954, "Before the ink was dry on
the Geneva Agreements."
(source: Tony Russo's speech).
By those agreements, Viet Nam is

one country. How can a country
invade itself? What is happening
is that troops from all of Vietnam
are joining to fight the U.S. and its

client Saigon government.
Next, Van Buskirk asks who

would protect our soldiers during
immediate withdrawal, and how
could we get our POWs back?
Under the PRG seven-point peace
plan, in conjunction with the U.S.
setting a date for toUl withdrawal

. of "all troops, military personneL
weapons, and war materials of the
United States and of the foreign
countries in the U.S. camp ..."
there wiy be decided the methods
of,

a) The withdrawal in safety
from South Viet Nam of the
totality of U.S. forces . .

;

b) The release in totality ...
of all parties . . . captured during
the war (including American
pilots captured in North Viet
Nam y^~r^ —

:

These two operations will begin
on the same date and will end on
the same date." v.,

|

Van Buskirk has done little

reading about the war. He asks,
"Who prevents the North Viet-
namese from getting greedy for
all of Southeast Asia?" Every
good book on the war says that the

ifn/g letters

*"*
*

— -y- — .- -

war against the U.S. 19 nationalist

in nature. (See, for example, The
Pentagon Papers or The In-

dochina Story) The people of Viet

Nam, which includes the North,
are liberating their own country.

They are giving support to in-

digent, nationalistic struggles of

other nations so that these
countries can overthrow their U.S.

puppet regimes.
.

He points out that **it took years
for some of our prisoners ... to

be returned by North Korea."
That has no relation to Viet Nam.
Korea and Viet Nam are two
separate countries who's only
likeness is a similar economic
system. If Van Buskirk is a
believer in the United-
Commimist-Conspiracy-Theory

,

which has been disprqven many
times, I will be glad to write in

again and talk on that worn-out
subject.

He goes on about the three

:^.,
groups in Viet Nam of a period "

... before the time of the middle
ages." I'm talking about the
present, not hundreds of years

-

ago! In the 40's the people of Viet
Nam united to fight the Japanese.
In the 50's they stayed united to^
fight the French. They are still

united to fight the U.S.
'The de facto partition (DMZ:

author) which seems to have been
adopted from the outset . . . does
not Uke any account oir the
unanimous will for national unity
of the Vietnamese people.
(Pentagon Papers, Gravel edition
P 561)

Why aren't we ^'concerned
about the bombing of the south
. . .

?" is his next question. I am

!

Twenty per cent of South Viet
Nam's forest area has been
bombed with herbicides
^**Bioscience" 9/1/71). Three
point eight million acres of arable
land in South Vietnam have been
ruined by herbicides (Japan
Science Council Report, 1967; that
number has increased) . There are
10 million bomb craters in Viet
Nam. But more than Viet Nam, I

am concerned about all of In-
dochina, where there are 20
million bomb craters; where nine
million people (one-third the
population of Indochina) have
been displaced, primarily due to
U.S. bombing (Government
Accounting Office); where, ac-
cording to the Vietnamese
Mmistery of Health Statistics,
more than one-third of the civilian
casualities were due to bombing
and shelling by the U.S. Fur-
thermore, since "South Viet Nam
(IS) essentially a creation of the

United States." (p^„,
P«P«rs), without US s.L*£!!

therewouldbenoSouthVietl^Sr
and NO WAR. Therefore ^T'
death is direcUy ^T^^i^^^^l
the U.S. Why, Mr. Van Bi^L
aren t you concemed'> '

Finally, the Tet offensive ahh
the alleged Hue massacre t^^
'^"^P'^^t those deaths w^^notcaused by the intensiveCweeks of bombing. Some soured
such as U Monde haveTt^
mented on the high possibiiitv iARVN (South VieSLSt'
re-burrying bomb victims^
make it look like a massacres^
Mr. Van Buskirk, preve y^allegation of a massacre witha
source showing pictures and
autopsies of people who did not diefrom shrapnel or strafing runs Inany case, as stated earlier, the.
U.S. is responsible for all deaths
from the war in Indochina; but the
people of Indochina will win

^ ' Don Kraig

^ ;
A member of the Indochina

Uiformation Project-
• i

-jw

(Paid Advertisement)

TIEDTO YOUR CAR?

The UCLA Residence

Halls are v^ithin

walking distance

to classes, the Village,

and the R.T.D. Bus Lines.

Call now for more
information. 825-4271

Phooey
Editor:

The typical UCLA student is

wonderfully status-quo oriented
Wow - let's protest this, let's

protest that. Bullshit! Most of the
typical student's causes are the
ones that he or she can fit in

between his or her classes, if they
won't interfere with lunch. You'll
maybe catch typical s^ident at a
rally, but the administration of

this school has good odds on a bet
that any noise typical student
makes will be nothing more than
lip service to those students (yes,

perhaps there are actually some
here on this campus) who really

care about some of the things that

are bringing all of us, even typical

student, down:
At the same time he or she is

complaining about "the war,"

typical student is buying without

question an institution that will

take what's left of his or her

initiative and originality and mold
it to fit into the niche society has

waiting for him — hopefully. Does

typical student care? Not as long

as he or she gets the gold

fourragere and a good job.

Typical student has a price all

right, but if they won't pay it, you

have good odds on a bet that he or

she will be right back to com-

plaining.

Frank T. Wyley

Apathy

HELP

GREEN POWER
Feed the hungry

MAY 4fh 8:00

FOX WESTCOAST THEATRE
333 OCEAN, LONG BEACH
An enjoyable benefit "HIPPIES

HEAVEN". Green Power in

action at the Love-in at Elysion

Park.

PLUS BLUE CHEER
Live!

Admission $2.00

/our monmy wlllf«»d tomebody.

Wednesday, May 3, 1972

Kditor: » " '

I am appealing to the people of

the University to become aware of

things happening around them.

Not only war, racism, sexism,

ecology, bureaucratic bungling,

etc., but the health and welfare of

your fellow man. Are you aware
that there are hungry, uncared for

people out there? Are you aware

of the number of unemployed and
abandoned people that drift

outside our society?

Do you appreciate and support

those organizations that make our

marches for peace and social

change possible? I ask as a

representative of an organization

that cares for the needy and whose
participation in some of our most
important happenings was vital.

That organization is Green Power.

_Green Power feeds people. It has
fed people since 1967 at such

places as the Devonshire Downs
Pop Festival, the San Francisco

Peace Marches of Noveml)er 15,

1969 and April 24, 1971, the student

strikes at UCLA and Valley State,

the Long Beach Peace Festival,

and the LA Peace March April

22nd at MacArthur's Park.

Green Power's goals are not

only to keep on providing the food

for these important gatherings,

but to open free stores with free

food and free clothing. They had
one such store last year on Pico in

Santa Monica, but it was bombed
last summer. Such are luck and
people. Greek like Mother Nature,

but not as full of resoiirces as
Mother Nature, Green Power
wishes to provide for the children

of society.

But Green Power is not backed
by some walthy philanthropist. It

runs on the donations of those who
can and care to donate. Green
Power runs on the work and sweat
of Cleo Knight, it's founder, and
those that work with him. Green
Power depends on the support of

the people. .-
'

Support Greeq Power and enjoy
yourself also. We're having a
benefit this Thursday, at the West
Coast Fox Theatre in Long Beach.
There's going to be a good movie
produced by Robert Grant called--
"Hippies Heaven" of the love-in at
Elysian Park two years ago
Kaster Sunday, and of Green
Power's role in that event. It's an
uncast movie of real people
getting it together. That love-in
was one of the most famous of that
era of super, love-ins. Not only
that, but "Blue Cheer" is going to
be there, live, You can ei^oy
yourself and help Greeh Power by
giving two dollars to get in. Fox
West Coast Theatre is on the
corner of Long Beach and Ocean.
Take the San Diego South to the
Long Beach to downtown. Stay on
the downtown offramp and then
turn right on Ung Beach Blvd. I

THE JESUS PRAYER
One of the oldest Chrlstloni
rituals and practices pre-
served to us from the time of

Jesus, described In "THE WAY
OF A PILGRIM". An Indispen-
sable guide totheKINGDOMi
OF GOD WITHIN as practiced
|by early Christians.

S«iMl for "THE PfLOIIM". $2.^
PPd to OrfhodoR ChrisNm Boohs.
Dipt.OU, M5 Sonlofrf Id.,

Olofia FolU. N.Y. 12101

l(Paid Adv«rtis«niont)
I

ECOLOGICAL AWARE-
NESS EXPEDITION

to Colorado now forming. 8 days
in the forests, prairies, deserts
and windy peaks of the Sangre
de Cristo Mtns. Equipment and
transfers provided. Lv. July 16.

I'or full info., write Box »I75S.
I A., Calif. 90009

• •«••»«• rt tt

t

,»««••••••* •(P«*d Adv«rtt»«m«nt)

UCLA OAtLY BRUIN tf

a good time for Green Power^
know it's a forty five minute haul,
relax and enjoy trfeiffic. You'll
know that when yiu get there
you'll be helping us and you'll
enjoy yourself. See you at eight
o'clock.

Carol Wake

Vandals?

Editor:

I have an opposite view of your
I)B Editorial (April 24) con-
cerning the **act of vandalism ...
possibly ruining the facade of
Royce Hall with slogans." While
walking on campus last Friday
nite for student films, I was
personally elated to see the anti-

war protests on the Union wall.
My journey up Bruin Walk was
enhanced by a continuation of the
slogans, and when I reached
Royce Quad, God I thought I was
back in Spring '70 when the
student consciencness of the
nation was awaken to a level

never before reached with the
Cambodian Invasion. -

—

—
I am aware painting signs may

not radicalize those who are for
war and murder but the slogans
did serve as a reminder — for a
few days they at least brought the

subject of the war home to UCLA.*
The maintenance men painted

the whole front of the Union on
Monday — the earliest possible
date. I am curious how many
weeks it would have taken them if

the students asked the University
to paint it ilthere were no slogans,

just dull wall.

I saw the attempt by the

maintenance men to remove the
paint from the floor of Royce-
Beautiful-now instead of "OUT
NOW" we have disgusting t*ed and
blue blobs.

As far as I am concerned the job
was one of the finest I had ever
seen using the medium of spray
paint. The flags were even nice.

Three thousand dollars seems like

too much money to spend dotting

Royce and Powell with red and
blue blobs. In the future, let's

leave the decorations where they
belong and resp^t the artists^

^

works. '

.

~ '^"
B.Taylor

Senior

the use of a pickup truck for a few
hours.

For those of you who never
thought of it, there is an enormous
amount of electrical wiring
necessary for the booths at Mardi
Gras. Lights, tape recordedd
music, PA systems, stoves — all

these require electrical power.
This means large amounts of
copper wiring, electrical plugs,
and wall outlets are needed to
hook everything together. When
Mardi Gras is finished, the master
circuit panels and the main power
lines are removed by the elec-
tricians, and everything else is

left to be thrown away. Why?
Because it is cheaper to throw
everything away than to pay an
electrician God knows how much
an hour to salvage it. Yet these
articles are not cheap. The walT
outlets are of an expensive type
that must cost the University
about a dollor apiece, and the
heavy duty plugs don't cost that
much less. These are used by the
hundreds. The Marriage Booth
alone (plug plug) had six wall
outlets — and that is only one
booth.

My plan would be for some
group to cut these down, strip the
wire off of them, and either sell

them back to the University or to

an outside firm. The plugs and
wall outlets are virtually brand
new, having been used for only
two nights.

Another way of making money
would be to collect up and sell for

salvage the electrical wiring.

Literally miles of heavy copper
wire is left after Mardi Gras.
Copper today is virtually a semi-
precious metal and has a high
salvage value. All that would be
needed would be time, manpower,
and a pickup truck.

Surely one of the small groups
on campus would be Interested m
theise ideas. They would make
money and also conserve (in the
case oif the copper) diminishing
natural resources. *"

Robert Leahy
Junior, History

Secrets

f

MardiGras
Editor:

As I stood looking at the

wreckage of Mardi Gras Sunday
morning, I thought of two ways
smaller groups on campus could

contribute to UniCamp with no
monetary output at all. All that

would be required would be
planning, manpower, and perhaps

Editor:

I'm sure that the demise of the
UCLA Student Directory was
observed by many. But I wonder if

the symbolic significance of this

occurrence was noted. Why would
so many students want to have
their address and phone number
to be a secret? Yes, many good
reasons may t)e given: cranky
callers, creditors, ex-lovers. But
the real reason, I submit, has
something to do with the general
feeling of alienation so prevalent

in the high people density of a

-t-«*-

more than IIXMM)

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto insurance

by payroll deductkni

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

California Casualty

Stierman Oaks Los Angalaa Long Beach
961-4000 '625-7272 426-2186

large city. Yes, exposure is a risk
but refusal to expose is another
risk, potentially greater. The
listed person gets annoying calls
but the unlisted ^rson may
eventually listen only to himself,
which is a deadening experience.
A creature finds himself by

running toward other creatures,
not away. Only fright breathes
deep behind a barricade.

Jack B.Hood
Alumni

B/iss

Editor:

I am writing in response to the^
column entitled **The Counselor's
Corner^' by Mr. Peter A. Wilson,
which appeared in the Daily
Bruin, on May 1. We can certainly
agree with Mr. Wilson's
statement that **

. . . anxiety is

remarkably democratic. Young
and old, leader and led feel it."

However we cannot agree with the
proposition that "Anxiety is not
merely a phenomenon of

maladjustment." Our viewpoint
is that every man is by n,ature

blissful and full of knowledge.
Unfortunately,^ at the present
time, we have l)ecome artificially

separated from our natural life,

and that separation is causing so
much anxiety.

I beg to quote from another
article in the same edition,

wherein the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
has stated that '*Fish have a right

to swim, but if you deny him
water, you deny him his fish in-

tegrity and he dies." This
example is very nice. We are all

frustrated l)ecause we are outside
of our natural position, which is

pure spirit soul. This is not sec-

tarian religious sentiment,
because this conception is not

dependent upon mere faith, but it

can be perceived and known by
anyone courageous enough to

purify his consciousness. We
appreciate that Mr.. Wilson in his

"Counselor's Comer" desires to

comfort his fellow human beings
wIjo are suffering from great
anxiety, but why should he
prematurely decide that this

anxiety is necessary or useful.

We are recommending that
people come to a platform beyond
anxiety. That is called the
Vaikuntha platform, free from
anxiety, and filled with blissful,

cognizant consciousness. This
platform of life is not unrealistic
as Mr. Wilson has implied, but is

based on perfect knowledge,
which can distinguish between the
outward material body and the
pure self, which are different in all

respects. Misidentification of the
body as self, results in the con-
sciousness that 1 am American, or
I am Chinese or Russian, or
Christian, Hindu, eU;.. Actually
one should recognize himself as
pure Self, or Soul, or Con-
sciousness, and recognize that the
Self remains unchanging
Jhroughout the unlimited changes
of the body and the mind. This
does not condone at)andoning the
problems of life, but this is the
basis for solving them, un-
derstanding what We are, and
what we should do, and should not
do, in order to l)ecome happy. If

we misidentify what we are, how
can we understand the nature of

our real life. And without this
knowledge, how can anyone be
completely happy?
As Mr. Wilson points out, no one

is completely, entirely happy, and
here is the reason. Actually those
who are reviving their pure
consciousness are feeling entire

happiness and why not everyone,
including Mr. Wilson come and
feel this sublime consciousness,
and from that position of personal
peace and knowledge, expand it to

others. That is the highest
welfare,-- -. --^....-tUi

I am currently visiting in Los
Angeles, and I welcome any
comments or inquiries you may
have. 1 will be in Meyerhoff Park
for several days around lun-

chtime, and^^e are happy (ac-

tually) to explain further this

philosophy.

Hrindayananda Das
Adhikary

President, Hare Krishna
Movement

Houston, Texas

'(Paid Advtftisement)

L

A WEEK IN HAWAII ONLY
$28.50 ^

'
'

«;.•;.>•;'•

7 days/6 night, triple oc-
cupancy. $33 per person double.
Includes your choice of the Hilo,

Maui or Kona Hukilau, the
Kauai Sands, or Waikiki Bilt-

more Hotels. For full info.,

write Box 91750, L.A., Calif.

90009

lira ISIIUIRE FN CILLE6E SIHEITS

If you ore (1) at least 21 and (2|^ have had auto Insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of cor. Being

o college student you also probably have (3) o reasonable
driving record. Put these >happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rotes thot average 35% below stan-

dard prices. f

And in cote you don't fit this d«tcription. call our locol olfico

onywoy. Wo jutt tp«nl tix y«orf woHdng with th« oufo insurance

induihry on boholf of collago sKidonts. We think wo con Kolp.

run: 451 1313

college stieeii lisiraice service
726 Santa Monica Blvd. {"702) Sonfa Monka. Calif. 90401

".A
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HAPPINESS IS AN NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP - In fact, make that ttiree
consecutive NCAA titles for ttie Bruin volleyballerS/ stiown celebrating
after their deciding match with San Diego State Saturday at Ball State
University. ABC's Wide World of Sports will show the UCLA-SDS contest
this Saturday.

I splash of ceisorsbip?^
We, thesenlor«of the T972 UCLA swimming and diving team, are

writing this open letter to our coaclies. Bob Horn and Buzz Thayer.
We would like to ask them why they deprived us of the opportunity
to deliver our traditional senior speeches at our annual awards
banquet, Tuesday, April 11, at Bruno's restaurant.

It has been a tradition of the UCLA Swimming and diving team
that the depai^tlng seniors deliver a short farewell speech at this
occasion, to openly thank everyone that has been connected with
he success of the team

: coaches, parents, the athletic department,
the Daily Bruin, etc.

This year, however, that opportunity was denied us. No senior
was given tt^e opportunity to comment on this past season. And,
more importbntly, no reason was given for this sudden break with
tradition. ,*

> .

Our question is why? Why was this Important part of the awards
dinner ommitted? Was It the time element of having six seniors
give a five-minute speech each? Was It the possibility of our em-
barassing ourselves in front of our peers? Was It |ust an Innocent,new innovation? Or was It your fear that a few honest speeches
about how we really felt about the UCLA swimming and diving
program would have interrupted a happy evening?

pt^fl^'TK
Steve Gentes ' Bob R'amse;

,

Paul Becskehazy Sonny Gossick Carl Thomas I

I

^>a»<-^aiwaBaaBM(wirfmmmmmLmmmmmmmmmmmi

Swanson homers twice

as basemen rip Pomona
UCLA's baseball team evened

its seasonal record at 28-28
Tuesday as the Bruins outslugged
Cal Poly Pomona, 12-9 at Sawtelle
Field.

Kric Swanson was the hitting
star for UCLA as he blasted a
bases-empty home run in the fifth
inning, a two-run shot in the
seventh and then a two-run single
in the eighth. For the dny,
Swanson was four-for-six. His
second homer provided the
winning runs.

Pomona jumped off to a 5-1 lead
after the first inning, hopping on
Bruin starter Greg Zail for five
hits and three walks Zail threw 66
pitches in his two innings of work.
Steve Smith replaced Zail on the

mound, and his RBI single,
coupled with that of Luis Gomez!
rut the Pomona lead to 5-3 in the
lourUL Pomona widened the gap

to 7-3, but Swdnson's homer and
Gomez' sacrifice fly pulled the
Bruins to within two once again.
UCLA scored three times in the

sixth to take the lead. Earl Alt-
shuler's sacrifice fly started the
rally, Tim Doerr's single plated
another run, and then R.C. Sch-
wertfaeger walked with the bases
loaded for the go-ahead tally.

Smith, who pitched effectively
through the middle innings, got
into hot water in the seventh.
After allowing Pomona to tie the
game at 8-8, he departed the
premises with the bases loaded
and none out. The pitching was
turned over to eventual winner
Bruce Baranick, now 3-3, who
retired the side without further
damage on a force at the plate,
strikeout and groundout.
UCLA returns to Sawtelle this

afternoon at 2:30 against Loyola.

reflect on
By Saul Shapiro {

DB Sports Writer .

Through a crazy season, UCLA's volleyball team
couldn't be sidetracked by a heartbreaking loss in a
battle for the league title, failure to qualify for the
nationals in regional competition, and an anxiety-

packed two days of telephone conference calls which*
finally netted them an NCAA berth.

However, with the seemingly elusive NCAA title in

hand, the Bruins were finally derailed by daylight
savings time. f

Apparently the travel agency that scheduled the
Bruins return flight from Muncie via Indianapolis

hadn't figured on setting the clock ahead. When the
UCLA squad, minus coach Al Scates who flew to

Kansas City to take care of some Olympic
preparations, arrived at the airport their plane was
disembarking.

It was a long trip home. After leaving Muncie at
9:30, five Bruins were able to catch a standby flight

out of St. Louis and arrive home by mid-afternoon.
The remaining seven had a four hour wait and didn't
get home until early evening.

^use,

"P

>?ft;:WiWWVft:«W:

on the heels of the Gauche contest. The rfK^nu
tw(hset win over UCSB, but a two-set S t!M'
Aztecs.

,

'^^ »oss to the

Saturday the Bruins had the^riv spm r
comest against Ball SUte and weren't q^t"^
•'We didn't Uke control of the Ball State gam
e fourth game," Griebenow recounted 'ThT'p""^

only a one or two point difference until 8-8 ^n^T^we started to null awav ^ " ^"^ ^n

Nevertheless, it is doubtful anything could dampen
the Bruins' spirits after their come-from-behind win
over San Diego State in the championship game, IS-
IS, 9-15, 15-9,15-16, 15-17.

'We were so keyed up after that win," junior setter
Larry Griebenow said, "that it was like we were on
clouds. Everybody went nuts, screaming, yeUing and
shaking hands.

The victory climaxed a weekend in Muncie during
which the California invaders were treated royally.
"The town really treated us well," Bob Leonard

remarked. "They even had the Chamber of Com-
merce out to greet us.

"People are really different out there," Leonard
continued, "but it was really a trip seeing them.
When we first went out there I thought they were
really backward since they were such a contrast
from what you see in Los Angeles."
An example of the fervor of the home crowd oc-

curred during Fri^iay's competition when the teams
played to determineiseedings for the finals. The first-

seeded team v^buld play the fourth and the second
and third teams would battle for the final positions.
UCLA was in a position to gain the first seeding

Friday night if it could defeat the home team by a net
total of 19 points in the be^-of-three match. .The
Bruins won 15-2, 15-3.

-

-

"The crowd was amazing," All America selectee
John Zajec recalled. "Midwestern crowds judt go
bananas. They (Ball State) were down 12-0 and
scored a point and the crowd just went wild." —
"When they scored that point to make it 12-1 the

crowd gave them a standing ovation," a bewildered
Leonard observed. "I've never seen anything like
that.

"The crowd was Just really different," he con-
tinued. *Mt was like a Bruin basketball game. They
had a band there and cheerleaders and the
cheerleaders ran opt when their players were in-
troduced."

Other than being startled by the strange en-
vironment, the Bruins also had some close calls on
the court. While they had been mentelly and
physically prepared to play UC Santa Barbara in
Friday's noon preliminary, the edge was off when
UCLA went against San Diego State in a match right

we started to pull away.
"When they won the third game I said t. ^

This is ridiculous.' I wanted fo go homeIdSThat wasn't a cocky remark because slepn n.
'^

.

an important factor in the outcome of the ^2^:^
pionship game. While the Bruins slept Ur^'
Barbara and San Diego State locked horns intiUnic tilt that saw the Aztecs rally to wZhl \
three sets and the match. ^ " ^^^ ^^'^l

Both teams were exhausted, though UCSR \^^A .

take the court soon afterward for L S,l^game and the haggard Gauchos dropped a two ^match to the host school. Then the Bruins and AztS
battled for the title .-

<»na Aztecs

San Diego raced to a two-set advantage and h;.H
the Bruins down at 8-3, but not quite reeling
"In the first two games we had just been standing

around," Qnebenow said, "but we put on a late,2
for pomts m the second game.
"We started diving for balls and we were starting

to get our hands on them.JPretty soon they wer^
^ starting to come up." ,

w^> .^^^"^ ^^^"^ ^ "^^"^ *^« momentum
shifted, Zajec remarked. "They were kind of tired
and weren't playing as weU defensively, whereas we
were playing a lot better.

*'We probably could have played aU night, but thev
were pretty Ured." - ' -^ - ^
Until the mpnientum did shift, the Bruins were

having some doubts about.^m~ possible victory
celebration.

"I had counted it as a loss," Leonard said. "I was
nhmking about how I was going to talk to my friends
on the San Diego State team."

All-American spiker Dick Irvin agreed that things
'•were a little shaky. We weren't playing poorly at

the time. Things fell in placfc. Leonard made a couple
of saves that were pretty amazing."

Zajec also commented that "The deciding point
occurred halfway^hrough the mrftch when Leonard
made a couple of digs." '

Leonard, however, doesn't have total recall of the

occasion. "I hardly remember, I was in such a
trance. Sometimes that happens in sports, though.

'

Irvin was also credited with helping to spark the

Bruin victory.

"Just being around Irvin helped us be confident,"

Griebenow remarked "At one point I felt the match
slipping away, but we picked out their weakest
blocker and started to go whereever he went. And
Irvin started shelling the lines."

"People seem to think I hit the ball pretty hard,"

4rvin said, "but I hit 56 balls and Jeff Jacobs hit 56,

too.

"I didn't change my style except for one thing.

They were dug in, so we ht a couple of dinks. Then
they had to honor the softer shots. That was the only

major change we made. We just started playing a

little smarter."

Kelly's Korner

Last Wednesday, I posed the question of what
happened to the UCLA baseball team. Since that
time, I've heard a variety of answers, some valid
others ridiculous, but the interest has been such that
additional examination of the situation is ao-
propriate. \

*^

The Bruins have won only two of 12 PacKic 8 games
and rest at the bottom of the conference race behind
Stanford, USC and California witfi exacUy one-third
of the Pac-8 season remaining.
The record at this point does not really matterUCLA was eliminated from pennant contention quite

a While back, perhaps in the first weekend when Cal
swept a weekend SawteUe series that the Bruins
needed for a strong getaway. That is all past history

I mentioned that one reason the Bruins haven'tdone better is that they're paired with two of the
nation s best baseball teams in Stanford and USC I

UC? A ^t'«T/r!i'*l^
^^^^ ^^'"^ «»•« ^^^«r thanULLA. It s not hard to see that

beftero*" An!f'"T''' ^^ *^' *' ^^^ ^'"^ ^hese teams
better. And, is this only temporary, or wUl it con-tinue for some time to come^
Unfortunately, I believe I may have created theimpression that I am against the baseball programhere I am not Nor am I in favor of all its d^iSonTBut whether one reporter is for or against a p^^^

.s a moot point when that program is iniheK Tfa dismal season. Thereare reasons why UCLA is 2-10

Looking at baseball „ „„
,.. , _-—^-Doug Kelly

in conference play. Not all of them have to do with

perfonhfiance on the field.

It is a known fact that, in order to win, you must

recruit successfully. It's true in all sports The

winners in almost all cases are the teams with the

best athletes.

The best athletes, consequently, will go where they

know they will get the best deal, hopefully, in

educational terms, but also in terms of recognition,

facilities, accomodations, etc. The school that can

offer the most (and I am Ulking about above-board

beneflts) will attract the best players.
Whether or not Art Reichle is a good recruiter is

something we may never know. This is not to ridicule

Reichle's ability. The UCLA baseball coach has

borne his share of burdens over the past couple of

seasons, and some of them have not been his fault

Recruiting has been difficult for him, mainly

because he and assistant Glenn Mickens cannot offer

a potenUal ballplayer what he can get elsewhere_

USC can boast of a new stadium, which will be

ready next season, Stanford's park is a good one, and

California's is adequate. All three are on-campus

UCLA, meanwhile, is still playing at Sawtelle Field,

a facility that was to be used only temporarily The

construction of Pauley Pavilion wiped out the old

baseball field. The temporary quarters have lasted

for nine years.

(Continued on Page 13)
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UCLAL iitries

use i?5rUCL/
CoHeum, Saturday,^

V.

100— Warren Edponson (9.3, 9^), Ronnie
Peppars (9.5, 9.6). , ^ _
200 - Warren fdmonsorr (20.6, 20.6h Benny Brown (20.7, 20JL) ?-

John Smith (20.4 20,8). ^* ^i:

40t— John Smit^;(44.5, 45.9), Benny Brown (46.X 46.3), Ron Gaddfs ^<

(47,0, 47.1). ^
§:

880— Pat^ Wuw^lUS (1^,3, l:5L6), Rick Tschudin ( 1 : 52.2, l:52.2)v p
RiccoSanchez (t: 56^:^1 :54*4^or Bob Ungston (1:49.2, 1:52.7). ?:•

MILE — IStuben Chap^Jfl^ (4:05.0, 4:05.0), Joe Balasco (4.07,0;
:":•

4: 13.3), Tony VeneyXt-ta^^; 134) or Dick Tikker (4: 1X9, 4: 18,1 ) ^
TWO MILf ^ Joe Balasco (8:49.2.JM 56.2), Ron Johnson (8:532. ??

8:53.2), RUb#n MetJ»48:59.3, ).
•>

^ ''E^':#*""»«^elch, Gordon Peppurs, Reggie Echols,
WarrwgfcMpson (40.4^. {Best UCLA time, to date, 40 0, by \^^tr^
of Echw^teve Gibson, Ron Gaddls, Edmonson.)
MILE RELAY ~ Ron Gaddls* Warnwi Edmonton, Benny BroA^
John Smith (3g^,8, UCLA's fai^t time this sea$on«|idib> iV
HIGH HUR^^^ rK..i.c di.k f^%j^x%h Duaije JohnSn (iTs,

I

%
V.
V.

v.
V.

V,

i

i

I
if

I

I

1

14.3)

440 HURDLES
55.4).

SHOT PUT — Kent!

Dale Gordon (58-5

DISCUf^#Oale
Rich Qunther (1^
POLB^AULT —
(16.J, 16-1),

HimJUM
1/2,t-0^/4)

1/2

JAfEJlfN
0, f90-0).

LONG J

3/4, 24-7 ^^w ^
TRIPLE iPlP-Jb<
(531, 53-1), MH

51.7), Gary Wei^h(53^^,

r Freljerg (57-7; 57-7)-

Freberg (178 9, 178-1),^

1/2, 16-6), Ron

./H, Dwight StoMt (7.1

'/4)^r Jlfrf^A«f>owR|6.ri

eynnour Sllverttel

'^ 1/4), Rory

1,53-5 3/4), Har

§
&•
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INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
If you've got a cycle. Vou should

have insurance, too. ,

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance in

California.

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, ptione number,
the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us wtiether
you're interested in liability or total coverage.

n Financial Indamnity Company. Attn. R. Rittanhoute

5858 Wilshira Blvd.. Los Angalaa. Calif. 90036
I

NAME. .PHONE

ADDRESS^

MAKE OF CYCLE .YEAR CC'S VALUE—

I'm interested in: Liability.

Plt»«« five m« a quotation.

Total Coverage

.

i
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Oncampus baseballs must .

.

"^—*»—»•— »*^ - — —

'
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(Coatinued from Page 12)

There has been mention of a baseball field on
campus. The locations have varied from Lot 1 to the
Horticulture Gardens, but so far, the field has
remained in the talking stages. There has also been
Ulk of UCLA purchasing SawteUe Field, renovating
It completely, and making it the Bruins' permanent
home. While a refurbished Sawtelle has many ad-
vantages over the present situation, it has one most
undesirable drawback: baseball would still be off-
campus. Even with the new facility, this alone would
not guarantee additional student support. To me, the
only way to increase support would be to move on-
campus and stay there.

Yet, on-campus baseball is opposed by some
factions because a new diamond would take away
space they already need. The intramural office
doesn't like the idea of a field on the athletic fields,
doing one step further, would a new parking facility
have to be erected if the field were to go on what is
now Lot 1?

'

In toto, there are problems. I know that. The

Sports Shorts

athletic department knows it. Most of all, Reichle—
and his players know it. They are tired of Sawtelle,
and I don't blame them. It is not representative ii^
the least of UCLA. Before nine more years pass, let's
move baseball back on campus — where it belongs.

• • •

It's interesting that all remaining games of the
Knicks-Lakers series will be televised in Los
Angeles, including those played at The Forum. This
surprising (for me, anyway) turn of events took
place last week because of a rule I was not aware of.

Each NBA club can black out five of its games
which appear on national TV. The Lakers used their
blackouts for the early rounds of the playoffs, but
Jack Kent Cooke had previously blacked out the
league All-Star Game, believing it would not count in
his total of five. ABC did count it, however; thus, the
fifth (and if necessary) seventh games from The
Forum v.'ill be televised locally.

The third game is set for tonight, with the fourth,
also m New York, Friday evening. The two teams
return tO The Forum Sunday.

AM candidates for head
cheerleader should read the en-

dorsement procedure on page 14

of today's Daily Bruin.

J
Song girl clinics are continuing

behind the Women's Gym. This Is

the last week of the clinics, as
tryouts commence next Tuesday,
AAay 9 and Thursday, AAay 11. .

UCLA students will be admitted
free with their ID cards to
Saturday's dual track meet with
USC In the Coliseum. Action gets
underway at 1:15..

UCLA's baseball team takes on
Loyola in a non-conference game
this afternoon at Sawtelle Field.

Game time is 2:30. The Bruins
then depart on their last road trip

of the year, meeting California In

Berkeley Friday afternoon with a
doubleheader Saturday. ;

'

To avok* conflict with the track
meet, UCLA's tennis match with
USC has been shifted to Friday.
Play on the Sunset Courts begins
at 2:00.

DB photo by Dale Samoktr
SWANSON THE SWiNGtR - Eric Swanson takes his cuts during last
weekend's series with Stanford. Bruins make last road trip of season
Friday and Saturday when they visit California after non-leagut action
this afternoon against Loyola. Game time at Sawtelle Field is 2:30.

-ijiii:

16.95
recommended and approved
by t|ie UCLA police department
Five-foot chain of 3/8" super alloy links, with Hurd

key lock . • .tested out by our own police depart-

ment and found A-Okay. Weight-approximately 8

pounds, a real heavyweight that WILL do the job!

< it*/-

r

as
UC

students' store

a
cKpint, school tuppliot, b level, ockernKin union, 825-771

1

openmonday-lrlday 7:45 o.m.-7:30 p.m..Saturday 10-3
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Blue accepts

Coed badmintenentfs pay increase

season this week

ft%::W:%::%:::::::::A::%¥4a

It's been a busy week for the UCLA badminton team which wraps up its

season with competition on three fronts this week.

The birdie-bashers travelled to UC Riverside last night to chall^hge the

Highland racketeers. The Bruins return home tonight for a match

against Pomona College at 7. Finally, there's the sUte championship at

Fresno Friday and Saturday aqd five Bruins will be going to that.

Although badminton is under the women's intercollegiate athletic

program, males have managed to infiltrate the sport. There are four

men on the Bruin squad and their presence is very important since this is

one of those sports for both sexes.

There is competition in four women's singles and four men's singles. In

addition, there is men's and women's doubles competition and then

mixed doubles. .

The UCLA squad is 3-2 this seaspn, its first ever. The Bruins have
beaten Cal State Los Angeles, Cal State Dominquez Hijls and Cal Poly. An
the debit side of the ledger, Cal State Long Beach and San Diego State

hold victories over them.
The team consists of Isiah Mapoma, Bob Chafee, Sharon Guthrie,

Hilary Johnson, Jim Calkins, Dan Mihaljevich, Diana Smith, Jill Vin-

cent, and Barbara Wise:

The contestants at Fresno will be Mapoma, Calkins, Smith, Vincent,

and Wise.

The Bruins have their work cut out for them this week as they will be
without the services of coach Sharon M. Alexander, who is at the United
States Volleyball Association tournament in Salt Lake City.

Elsewhere on the women's sport scene, UCLA is hosting its annual
UCLA Women's Intercollegiate Track Invitational at th^ Bruin TracK
Stadium Friday at 1.

Those schools invited include Pierce College, San Diego State, Cal State
Los Angeles, Pomona College, Valley State, Ventura College, Los
Angeles Valley, VC liy'ine. Long Beach City College, Moorpark and USC.

^ u»»f •^o^ ftuv

^Y
m£

Tradition and People

May 13 1 :00 to midnHe
May 14 1 :00 to 10:00 p.m.

at the International

Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue
Westwood

Gen'l Adm. $2 Students & Children $

)
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BOSTON (AP) — Vida Blue, the

Oakland As young southpaw
pitching sensation, received a

whopping pay increase Tuesday

as he ended a long holdout and

signed his 1972 contract.

Blue, who received $14,750 last

year as he won the American
league's Most Valuable Player

and Cy Young awards in his first

full season with the A's, signed an

agreemend for $63,000.

However, the 22-year-old lef-

thander fell short of his original

goal of $115,000. x:

.

He signed during a 15-minute

meeting at league headquarters

and then appeared at a news
conference before joining the A's

for a scheduled games last night.

**rm signed, I'm happy, I'm

ready t6 play," Blue said. "I think

the team has a uniform for me,
but I don't know." **We have one,

A's " owner Charles B. Finley

assured him.

Blue, who has a 24-8 record and
was a big gate attraction around
the league in 1971, said he had
been doing "^ lot of running," but

probably will need "three or four

weeks" before he'll be ready to

pitch.

Blue's agreement provides
$50,000 salary, a $5,000 bonus for

his 1971 performance and $8,000

"for any possible liability under a
contingent four-year college
scholarship" which was part of

Blue's original bonus
arrangement when he signed in

1967.

"Vida will remain with the club
during the conditioning
program," Finley said. "Manager
Dick Williams will map the
program."
Told of Williams' prediction

that Blue will win 20 games this

year despite the late start, Vida
said:

"I'll be lucky if I win 10. TU take
what I can get."

-i .,

Track meet

UCLA
•-r<"«^- - .».•'!• ''•

vs

use

Saturday

at the Coliseum

1:15 pm

(Paid Advertisement)

AWEEKINACAPUICO^
FOR ONLY $29!

7 days/6 nights at Casablanca
Tropical Hotel. $29 per person,
triple occupancy, $35 per persop
double. Includes airport
transportation and cruise of
Acapulco Bay. For full info.,
write Box 91750. LA., Calif
90009

MAT.
;45AM

cieeriemer EmorseineDi

This year, the DB sports dofMrtmtnt will publitli the platforms of

candidates for head cheerleader. Following are the guidelines for

publication: v

1) All platforms must be submitted to the DB sports department
no later than 3:00 Thursday afternoon, according to the Royce Hall

clock.

2) Platforms should be typed, double- or triple-spaced, and
shouW be no tonger than 40 typewritten lines at margins of 10 and
65. This is roughly 350-400 words.

3) All platforms will be printed in Monday's Daily Bruin.
4) On Thursday and Friday, the DB sports staH will evaluate all

platforms. Then, on Sunday, all candidates will be interviewed by

the DB sports staff. Candidates should w^v^m^r in the DB office at

12
:
00 noon. Exact interviews times will be determined then.

5) After all interviews are completed, discussion will be con-

ducted and the DB's head cheerleader editorial endorsement will

appear in the sports section of AAonday's Daily Bruin.
4) Only those candidates who meet the Thursday, 3:00 p.m.

plaHorm deadline will be eligible for endorsement by the Dally

Bruin.

7) Rebuttals must be submitted to the Daily Bruin office no later

than 4:00 Monday, according to the Royce Hall dock. Rebuttals art

to be no longer than 32 lines, 10 and «5 margins. Only non-endorsed
candidates may respond to our endorsement editorial. No others

will be accepted.
8) The Monday prior to the final election, the Daily Bruin will re-

endorse candidates for the final election. Rebuttals follow the same
form as in item No. 7 above. *

. /

i

HOTPANTS HOUDAY& BABY LOVE
to")*" '52r.»'««<»«» Frl*S.f All Stats Jl.JO
4 PKJurw WOODSTOCK. OIMMC SMBLTlllI ife.

TILL 7 PM

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
& HAROLD &AAAUDE

J P'ctores WOODSTOCK. QlMMr SMlLTBII.^e.
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(Paid Advertisement)-
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NOT BY AN ASUCLA
CHARTER FLIGHT

!

Oui% is the ofFicial

Cbarter FJight$ Authorized and approved^yThe
University of California on all campuses.
for use by all members of that community.
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The Charter Flight y6u sign with at UCLA is responsible
' for being dependable and seeing to it you will

-^ever "be^-stftrndech-st^ddenty-cancefterf ornexpt^
_tci mediocre Service. . . .

We offer a simple payment plan, the conveniehce
of an on-campus location and the assurancW of''

piBrsonat Cftf^ntlon trrcill areas. TT

All flights are offered and operated in accordance with
all Civil Aeronautics Board Regulations. ASUCLA '

'

Charter Flights schedule pre-flight orientation meetings,;
arrange for purchase of Eurailpasses, and per-

sonally see every flight off here and in London.

Ml rwuy;
our carrier - because of its long and distinguished
service record — and all our passengers receive

'

their first class service. ^ -

How many charter groups can claim all this?

»y»^

- FLIGHT L.A. TO DEPART RETURN FROM DAYS PRICE CARRIER

2,

3

London

London

June 18

June 21

Aug. 28 London 71

56

$262

$262

BOAC

¥OAC
'

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

Aug. 16 London

4 London June 22

June 26

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

London

London

54 $262 1

' 5 London 72

80

59

$262

$275

$262

'

.:
^

, 6' London June 28 Sept. 13 London
'

7 '^^ London June 27 Aug. 25

Sept. 9

London

8

9

10

London

London

June 28

June 28

London
.
73

81

$262

$275

BOAC .

'

Ca edonianSept 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

"

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London June 29

July 1

61 $262 BOAC

BOAC11

12

14

London 57 $262
London

London

July 4

July 8

62

40

30

50
"33

1 $262

$262

^BOAC '

1
BOAC

15

16

London

London

July 11

Juy12

Aug. 12

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept, 13

$262 BOAC

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC17 London

» '•'

I •

If s not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Com« into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 o.nx. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

'
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Rock In Royce. .
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What if the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra gave a concert on
campus and nobody came? What iff that's the way they wanted it, and

- that's what happened?
Yesterday, in a rattier clandestine operation, the city's world renowned

orchestra held a concert in Royce Hall ffor the beneffit of a massive
recording machine and London Decca Records.
Not only was the guest off honor a huge piece off electronic gadgetry, but

the orchestra and Royce Hall were not at all prepared to meet the public.

Minus their usual tuxedos and coat tails, the orchestra led by Zubin
Mehta performed before the empty auditorium seats of which half were
covered by a huge extension of the stage, and the rest were draped in

plastic to help aid the building's acoustical attributes.
—-^

A spokesman for London Decca Records said that Royce Hall affords

the orchestra the best ffacilities available. "There is no ffiner place in ttie

city to do a recording. Royce Hall has some of the best acoustics of any
building in the world. The atmosphere is perfect for a recording session oHF

this type," he said. _ _ _ _ ' __.-

Meanwhile, as the maTdrfty of orchestra members warmed up, a few of
the boys with more nimble fingers and lips engaged in a game of dr«w
poller in the rear off the stage.

^ Director Mehta said that the yearly recording session in Royce Hall
^as not originally lilced by the orchestra. "But now we're getting used to
it and its iust ffine," he said.

1^ was diffficult to recognize the musicians from the entourage of sound
men and carpenters. But when it came to roalcing music, the
microphones ^pA hammers simply couldn't compete with one of the
world's best orchestras.

r

.

Zubin Mehta

4
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HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FROM $3 98
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK. FOLK. BLUFS IA77 riA«:.:irA^ ...pr.pr

«%
.T-

'I, t

:./

r.-

$2.99

Ifidividually &
The Fifth Dimension Mountain

Leslie West
Felix Poppolardi

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 8250623

TWO STORE SALE
.You must present thisod for the Wil^klr^ .^.^

AAusic Odyssey
11910 Wllshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open late every night

Perfect for your room or as
a gift. Solid plastic, molded
from actual size. Hand over ^^^^^^^^^^ ^
eVi" high. ^^^^^^^ ^

Q Red,White& Blue $2 98

MAIL ORDER TO- D R«d.Whitt& Blu«

. „ .^^ (Flourwcent) $2.98

VERNON 00. g r £S
P O.Box 7497 D Brown $2.49

San Antonio, Texas 78207 f*'u* 45^ -postage & handling.

^^ME; ADDRESS :

CITY: ZIP
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Power masks used by a
primitive Indian tribe in Mexico
will be discussed by Carlos
Castenada, doctoral candidate in

the department of anthropology
here.

Castenada wasHhe first to un-
cover the existence of this unique

MERIDA, MEXICO AT BIG

DISCOUNT.

7 days/6 nights at Panamerican
Hotel. Includes transfers. Also
available 20 % discount on tours
to Chichen Itza and Uxmal. $33
per person, triple occupancy;
$39 per person double. For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A.,
Calif. 90009.

type of mask used by the Yaqui
Indians of Sonora. The power
mask is utilized by the tribe's
shamans. Another type of mask,
the Pascola, is used only during
Holy Week celebrations.
The weU-known author of two Politirc-

best-selling books, -The
^"""^«-

Teachings of Don Juan" and "A
Separate Reality, "Castenada will

( Continued from Page 23)

Alloys/' by P^r Kofstad, director^

materials research/ Central In-

stitute for Industrial Research,

Blindern-OtlO/ Norway/ 2 pm,
Boelter 8500. i

—"Roles as Obstacles or Op-
portunities In SelfFulfillment" by
JIvan Tablblan/ lecturer In

psychiatry, and associate
professor of urban planning, USC/
1 prr University Extension
Building G33.

—"Structural Comparison of

Pituitary, Growth Mnd Lactogenic
Hormones and of Chorionic
Somatomammotropin," by
Jonathan S. Dixon, associate
research biochemist. Hormone
Research Laboratory, UC San
Francisco, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"Man the Hunter," by
Sherwood L. Washburn, professor
of anthropology, UC Berkeley, 4
pm, LS 2147.

—"Global Structure of
Spacetlme: Black Holes and
Singularities" by Kip S. Thome,
professor of physics, California
Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, 4 pm, MS 4000.

—"Architectural Research at
UCLA, 1923 .

"

—"Architectural Research at
UCLA 1923 - " by Vern 0. Knud-
sen, Emeritus Chancellor and
professor of physics, 4 pm, In

Knudsen 1220B.,

—"Present Status of Myocar-
dial Revascularization for Acute
and Chronic Coronary Heart
Disease," moderated by H. J. C.
Swan, professor of medicine, and
director, department of car-
diology; Cedars-Slnal Medical
Center, 10:30 am, NPI
Auditorium. •—
—"Man the Hunter," by Ber-

nard Campbell, visiting professor
of Anthropology, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.
Tickets are $4.50.

-"Pollution of Marine
Waters," by Raymond M. Hertel,
executive officer, California
.Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Los Angeles Region, 7 pm,
LS 2147. Tickets are $4 and $1.75
(studenti). ' •

illustrate his lecture with slides of
a Yaqi carver working on both of
the two kinds of masks.
The lecture is being given in

connection with the Museum of
Cultural History's current
exhibition in the Architecture
building, "Image and IdenUty:
the Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures."

The lecture will be held fn
Dickson 2160 at 8 pm tomorrow.
Admission to the lecture and the
exhibit is free

—"People's LobbyV^
today, Kerckhoff 400.

-notoiv

'-
k

PARIS
AIRFRANrg- NON-STOP

E.C.:

Wednesday, May 3
—'^Health Free University,"

7:30-9:30 pm. Public Health 16-
071. •

I

'

-- . .

.

...
, 1^1 '

.'* I

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In
Boelter 3809.—

" Poetry and the Short Story/'
6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131.
—"The impact of Drugs on

Human Values and Human
Culture," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
^^^"^•c»^P«cMng," 7 pm, Rolft

—"Cataciysmology," 7:M.9:30
pm, Royce 264.

A
""^••'oYoga Astrological

Action Awareness/' 8i0 pm,
Bunche A- 170.

—"The System of Sheikh Al-
Wahshi Dervishes (Sufi)/' 7:30
pm. Architecture 1243A.

—"Beginning Ballet/' rpm.
University YMCA, 574 Hllgard.
-"Kundallnl Yoga/' 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of ttie Human

Mind Course," 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.—"Gamvs Played In Us Vegas
and Reno, Their OCMi, BEP
Maturity and Systems," noon.2
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,
907 AAalcolm Ave., Los Angeles
(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm, Co^

op Center, 2021 Barrinm.
Los Angeles. *'""«*on Av,,

-"Exploring H^w
Vocations," 2%,n, AcUUnion 2408. ^^"^^ «,

-"Fundamentals
of iro^Astrology," 7:Xr:^\^^\

chltecture 1243C ^' ^-

unTc::*'i!sr"''^-^^'^''Ac..,,

3157.
' ^'"' '-'' ^^' Bund.

~-~ ( Conttnued on Pagem

CtOBSmfOtd By Eugene Sheffe
ACROSS

1. Amazon
estuary

ff. Kentucky
bluegrass

8. Fish
12. Dry
IS. Statute
14. Genus of

the bow-
fin

—
15. French

composer
16. Land

measure
17. Dozes
18. Abun- ?

dance
20. Quenches
22. Greek

letter

24. Psychia-
trist's

concern
25. Leopards
28. Apes
33. Service-

man's
friend

34. Witty
saying

35. Past
36. Colorless

gas
S9. Social

climber

40. Chemical
symbol

41. Chickpea
43. Love

apple '

47. Beast
51. Kind of

eye?
52. Sense
54. Prong
^55. Insects
56. French

season
57. Sea bird
58. Bever-

ages
59. Call for

4. help ^~
I

60. Bishop-

DOWN
1. Experi-

ence a
touch
sensation

2. Inland
sea

3. To
roil

4. Aphro-
dite loved
him

5. In New
York,
7:30 p.m.

• 6. Paddle
7. Over-
whelms

8. Late
actor Lee

^v«r«fr lime of nolulion: 26 nun.

umuH (=i[«i»]MauHi»]i
ni^mi=) u>:iii:4ii4rjfi[^

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

9. Malay
^lalady

10. Carnival
lure

11. Fail ^
to bid

19. Toward
21. Illumined
23. In the

midst of
25. Drinking

vessel
26. Tree
27. Also
29. Repeats
30. Embrown
31. Person-

ality

32. Weep
37. Becomes

vapid
38. Obtain
39. Hits

42. Article

43. Tissue
44. Roman

poet
45. Rodents
46. Is in

debt

48. Bog
49. English

queen
50. Dregs
53. Japanese

statesman

>H--
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LA-PARItLA
' v; YOUTH FARE ANYONE 12-25.

FROM $342

PLUS

EFFECTIVE MAY 25 THE ONLY
NON-STOP 7A7 TO PARIS.

RETURN ANY TIME YOU WANT UP TO I YEAR.

'(Pa»d AdvtrtiMrrwnt)

M>

Call Rand AAarlit

Campus Rap.

at 826-1201

or
AIR
PRANCB
le Don voyage.
626.4161

ZII0L06V MUOIS:
liLu^jlT'^??""? ^.°°'°«>' Association needs newK and^tl 'r°'''t*° P^°^"^« '^* UZA with fresh

orga'nlzatfon"
""^ ''' ^''""""•^ -•«»°- ^ the

lrtm.„T'
'"•'"•^ '" 0««'no Involved In your de-portment OS on ondergroduote representotlve votshould stop by A/\ath Sci.nr— aao7 » j i '.Jz"

to 2.on «r rf

ac ences 6627 today from 2:00

Sponiortd by SEPC of SLC

liiiisis Fir siiieiit

• •«H«' Or«d« • Sm«Un0
• IpMch Pr«M«M • TwMion
• W«%hl CMlrcl • Pcnond Oooii

Univ«rtity of Witcontlii WiD- MyMm
tMchiiM lim cti Piychelesv and

0(»n«rtl l«m«ntlct

William L Riftow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

47M944 FOR APPOINT^HNT

•(Paid AdvtrtiMmtnt)

>•< 'I 1 1

KAUAI ISLAND FAMILY

RETREAT

Spend 7 days camping in

isolated Honopu Valley then

return to Kauai Sheraton for

»

days. Perfect escape from

outside world. Lv. June 24, July

15, Aug. 12. For full info., write

Box 91750, L.A., Calif. 9000l>

T "2

UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

2-V^ |fiSl!.B?en looWn' low, lookin' for

h

Ewto's On U l"

'

'

(ContlBaed fnm Page 18)

—"Study of Wagner's 'Oer Rli^g

des Nibelungen/ " 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch Drive, North Hollywood.

—"Hand and Needle/' l.lOpm,
Architecture 1243B.

—"Intermediate Self-
Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm,' Kerckhoff

400.

—"Poetry Seminar/' 2-3:30

pm/ Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Grotowskl's Metliod of Voice

and Body Training for Actors/' 7-

10:30 pm, Bunche 2221 E.

, ir"*^**'*** ^•'•^ University/'
7:30-9:30 pm, Public Health 16-
071. . / .

, ,

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting/' 5-8 pm, sign up in
Boelter 3809. T
—"Poetry and the Short Stgr^/'

6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131. ';

—"Scuba Club/'
Men's Gym 201.

Et Cetera:

Meetings:
-"Water Ski Club/' 3:30 pm,

today, Ackerman Union 3517.

-"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," it accepting
applications for membership.
Membership it open to alt
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or
4289.

— Draft Counseling," schedule
-tor spring quarter, t^w 2114*
Monday, 95, 7-9 pm; Tuesday. 9-
10 am, 11-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm , 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.

—f'Mortar Board/' natlohal
honor society for senior women,
Invites any woman who^has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a Mortar
Board Information sheet in the
Mortar Board mailbox, located

outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday. May 13.

Exhibits:

Nobinson, and Young/' talented
artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation team, the four
artists to be represented ^r% Deve
Paley, Will R«igi,. Michael
Robinson, and Milton Young,
today through AAay 14 In the UCLA
Art Galleries.

-4

• •••. .^.••,'»«» w
''******<ii*«<»«Ba^
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Doift lust stand theie-go somewhcKr
Hy with Mesteri^s newYouthflight program.

It's more imrohred with you.
Now you can become more involved with
the places you fly to, the people you meet-
and yourself. It all starts with a Western
Airlines Youthflight Card (age 12 through
21, $3.00), and the latest copy of ^

Western's 24.page Youthflight Directory
listing all kinds of travel tips and almost
a hundred things we can do foir you

> wherever Western flies-mainland U.S.,
Alaska, Hawaii, Mexico and Canada.

For example, the Youthflight Directory
lists the following discounts available in
Hawaii (and to pick up your Discount
Book in Hawaii you just have to prove you
flew in on Western)- 15% of! on auto
rentals, 15% of! on diving charters
and equipment rentals, 10% discount
on surfboard rentals, lessons and
repairs, a free meal at McDonald's, 20%
discount on Honda rentals, and others.
And here aresome samples from the

Youthflight Directory, a teaser list of

"experiences" in Western's World (all

tour prices shown plus airfare)

:

Alaska, a thirty-day self supporting
expedition to climb Mt. McKinley.
Experienced mountaineers only for this

"Lifebound" adventure.

COZUMBL. Explore Yucatan underwater.
For scuba and snorkelling novices and
expertjs. Naui certification and college
credit included, llday "Lifebound"
adventure.—!><

DENVER. 8-day ecology environment
course. A "Lifebound" adventure in the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains.

HAWAII. Any island, take your pick,

7 days/6 nights from $37.50 per person
when you gang up with three others.

MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL. 7 days/6
nights from $46.00 per person.

. MEXICO CITY. Mexico Summer School,
6 weeks, approx. $240.00 includes lodging
in private homes.

SAN FRANCISCO. 7 days/6 nights from
$47.50 per person. Includes Grayline
"get acquainted" tour of the city.

MERIDA. 7 days/6 nights $33.00
per person. Includes lodging and transfers.

Sightseeing to Chichen Itza and other
^^^ayan ruins optional.

ZIHUATAN]SJO, MEXICO. 7 day8/6
nights under $30.00 per person. Boating,
scuba diving and water skiing available

at very low prices.

These are just samples of the things
^

Western has ready for you. A phone
call to Western ^Reservations (ask
for the Youthflij^ht Information Center)
will hook you into our computer, for

answers to everything from the actual price

of a hotel room in San Francisco to

where to rent a sailboat in Acapulco, not
just when our planes take off. Our special

Youthflight travel deals and discounts
are in the computer, too, waiting for you to
fire away with the questions.

But the main thing for you to latch on
to fast ia that Western Youthfiight

Directory. It's a gold mine of helpful
information prepared just for you, geared
to your special needs and interests.

Western's Directory is yours, now, and it'i

free from Western. Get yours, plus a
Youthflight Card application and a copy
of a special folder listing our best standby
flights, by writing P.O. Box 92006, Worid
Way Postal Center, L.A., Calif. 90009.
We've done our homework, but we know

there's a lot more to do, so we're stiU

plugging away at earning the right to be
your airline, by working for you in every
way we can. We want to do more than
fly our jets around taking people from here
to there and back. We want to feel we've
helped you go somewhere, in the fullest,

most involved sense.

'i-^

Western
YOUR AmUNE
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EMNT SUBMUINE
10968 LeConte. Westwood

-i
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with this coupon

discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE

good thru 1972

DB photos by Gary LeonardandDennis Fried
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DOUG ROTH 474-9145 and 474-9056
Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a
day. connecting Northern and Southern California At
owest air fares. So when you want to go. just call It's a
free service. (Sorry -no free seats. We really have
resections about that.) PKA oiiiiic VQU a lift

i(Paid Advertisemciifi

FAMILY EXPEDITION TO

COLORADO WILDERNESS

now forming. 14 days back

packing, mountaineering.

Ireking and climbing througn

Sangre de Cristo Mtns.

Equipment and food suppl'^^

Lv July 29. For full info .

w"^

Box!M750. L.A., Calif 90009

t -
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festivalon campus
-!f^

By Rufus Baker
DB Staff Writer

'%a semana de la. raza.'' a week-long festival of
music, arts, entertainment, and food, is being
presented here in celebration of Cinco de mayo (5^
of May), the date of the Battle of Puebla, in 1862,
when Mexican troops overthrew Napoleon Ill's
French occupation forcei.

*%a semana de la raza" is being sponsored by el
Movimiento Egtudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
(MEChA).

The Marlachi Zapopan will highlight a banquet
today from noon'3:30 pm in the Recreation Center.
Mexican food and pinatas will be featured at the
fiesta.

WL -

.^."i -zi
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Tomorrow, Rodolfo Acuna, of the Chicano Studies
Center at San Fernando^yalley §tate College, will
gpeak Jfom noon-l pm in the Grand Ballroom on
Chicano education. This will be followed by a
presentation of two Chicano theatre companies. A
San Diego company will perform in the ballroom at 2
pm, followed by a Tolteca company at 3 pm.

On Friday, a program of "Bailes folkloricos,"
Mexican folkloric dancing, will be presented from 4
pm to midnight in the Grand Ballroom. This
program will include children's folk dances from 4
pm-5:30pm, MEChA dancingfrom 6:ib'7:30 pm, and
a Pachanga nortena (traditional Mexican dance)
from 8 pm-midnight.

''All the college community is invited, and all the
events are free," a MEChA spok^man said.

The program, funded by the Registration Fee Sub-
committee, was co-ordinated by Roberto Flores.

^

•:^'

\ , .". »

May} mMayS
r

•(Pa*d AdvertiMment)

MPaW AdvartiMm«ftf)'

PIONEER THE WIIDS OF
COLORADO
Now forming group to spend 14
days in isolated valley in Sangre
ae Criato Mtns. Essentials of
food, shelter and outdoor skills
'nstructions provided, but group
Will form own community.
money system, government,
^tc Uavitig July 16. For full
info., write Box 91750, L.A.,
Calif. 90009.

URA SURF CLUB PRESENTS

''SEA OF JOY"
. . .The besf surfing film ever made
FRIDAY MAYS 7:00 OONATIONS Moor* Hall 100

LAW FOR YOU

J

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOWFOR THE JULY QB OCTOBER
LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction aiclutivaly in •torn totting tachniqua* u«ad tuccatafully by Colifornlo pf
low ttudanti. TougKt in Los Angalat by procticing iowyart. Cost: $75.

Course for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OaOBER
21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC-
TOBER INFOR^TION, CALL TODAY. (2 1 3) 655-8046.

,—«M \llornf.v

^2^
MID-VALLEY

ir>9U) \«niiiri* IIImI.

I*] iM-ino—9Kl»- 7 1 7.>

ENROLL NOW
KI-:<jriKI-:Mi:MS~60 unilfi, <*KADt ATKS receive LLB
\r<reiiile«l ^iollege Hork op «r Jil A quMlifv. for V.mUf
over 2.Y ami iiantt ex^tn. Har l-l^am.

•^tV'^ am ka ^.» .<"i'rV^ ';V"(w^f»<v/WsU Vr "
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff H«ll 112 <

Phone 125 2}} I

Classified ad vertisin9 ratM
'IS words SI SOday, Sconsecwtivt ',.

'' ~* insertions - SS.OO
Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
Univeriity of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
tiousing to students or offering lObs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier

the University nor the Daily Brum has m-
vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with fiousmg discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office tSS-

4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

yf Campus Happenings . . 2

GIRLS' Casual, fun group Sophomore
Sworthearts, »»ush Todav^ 'I '2 Kerckhofi
400 Tomorrow, II i: (2M3)

UCLA Surf Club presents "Sea of Joy" surf
movie, Friday, May 5, 7 PM, Moore Hall
100 (?M <»'

-»-

^Help Wanted 8 >/ Servkes Offered .... 16 VTravef^ }/ Travel . . . . •U
ON campus part t.me lObs for registered

students Especially hours nJ ^ppiv

Kerchhoff 201 _ ^'
PARKING lot attendants wanted part-time
Good' pay. no experience necessary. Call

after 6 PM «3"J* '
^

(IMlJ

^EMALE Subiects needed for Gynecologic
Research Protect for one month duration,

pay SIOO lor study course For details, call

DrN.S Assail. XSS347. (fM^i

HORSEBACK backpacking adventwr^t •««•

Colorado wilderness from $2S. ''O •»
l»427 Denver . •2U <'*0^*'

DIRECTOR Rav Marsh will start classes ••

acting lechn.que very sHartly For •«

formation call. J-»7 127$

ISRAEL
EUROPE

EAST AFRICA
EUROP' this summer.^^T^r---
p.oqran 6 o. weeks EVl^'""""*!
P'oqran- 6 oi
Tiavilii I 9a* 2411

(UM3I

•PROFESSIONAL T»piSt,

Commercial Rates: )41-4«S7 -

7244'

Stwdcfit *
•n-i7i« - Hi-

(MMH)

ONE way and rowna trip stwddnt tltvhH.
incipeiisivt student campinf tdvrs
nurtmnjlmwit West ami East Evrop*, itvclMdinf
Rwssia. SOFA Agent for iirtar-Europaan
itMdt wt ctiartar Ni«lits. Contact ISCA, IIM?
i9n Victfit* Mvd., Stfita «4. LA, C«lif ., 9BM*,

Tel: (213)t24-SU9,t24-«9S5

INTERESTING part time lObs. variety of
work 47S 9S21, Services Unlimited. (IM3)

TEACHER OPENINGS Current listings of

hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff m all fields.

Elementary schools through colleges. $3.

California School Placement Bureau. 1974

Thousand Oaks Blvd, Berkeley, Calif.

94707. (tM13)

MEN wanted Sub of Alcoa (ED E ; Earn
SI, 000 to S 3,000 this summer. 4 part-time
positions open now Call 474.300S Mon. -

Thurs. I.3C^(. (IM3)

TRAVELIMC ttiis summer? Free B»rme«t
storage wim foor drycleaiNiif Store imm
pay taler. Campus Cleaners. i»9J*-M
Weybwm Ave., LA. CaM 9tt24. CR •-

•724 (UM5>

^f^
WANTED Baroque ensemble (4 or less) to
play at wedding reception « 24 72. 710 2S79.
afternoons, eves. M9)

AUTO INSURANCE
. t MOTORCYCLE

- • INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGHI*
CANCELLED?
LOWIMONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 222$ ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Travel on Danube to Russia

Join Seminar at Leningrad ^

s«9S 22 days, also 31 A 43 days .^

KOVAL TRAVEL SERVICE
1808 W. 3rd St., LA

388-3800; 484-141 1 ; 394-1700

EUROPE. S22«$27S RT „
i*f*"„Spring, Summer 4*'y*„.'*^*" «E S E.P

, 1217 Beverly Blvd i **!L ''«*U
3311 ESEP UCLAmemSert ^?*« »»'-. ..rmoers. ,„---

••••••••••••••••••m;,

1"
)/ Campus Services .... 3 ^Losf& Found . . ,...9

complete
copying

service -xerox
kerckhoff ]2i
-82:506,11 _'

REWARD S2S Lost brown key case, 20 keys,
near Gayley & Strathmore. Dean. 479 M92,
morns, eves. (9M3)

LOST Sat Mardi Gras: Woman's gold ID
bracelet Front "Barbara", back, "Ron".
Reward sentimental. 391 S43«. (9 Ml)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates fer students
or employees Robert Rhee. 939-nn or fTt
9793 or 4S« 2S44 (UOTR)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Fre^ delivery. Free service. 24
hrptwne. 274-91 19.

, (UQTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Inserance for
students and empfoyees. Call All«n Sobel,
711 SS27, 173 StIS Eves. 710^3509 (UOTR)

VOddi&Ends. W
t
-

*-- 1^^

:- I

)/ Personal . . V . . . : . :*: 5

PREGNANT' Need help? Call Lifeline, 911
HELP (50TR)

MEET me Friday afternoon at the Student
Sale Lani,„ Westwood It's a Bargain
Hunter's Paradise! ($M3)

)/ Entertainment 6

COCKTAIL PARTY, Sun $/7, 1:30 PM POh
Shanty. .8500 Burton Way. Sponsored by
BHV'G P^m's J53 7110 (6MS)

^T

THE PRINCETONIAN THING
Now the West can play the game from the

same people who started it all back East.
Fill out our questionnaire (honestly, please)
and win yourself a summer thing. (Sorry,
your tiling must be of the opposite sex) Mail
SS check or money order to:

The Princetonian Thing
Box24A«3 -

Village Station
LA, Calif. 90024

-T -^

.MEN, Women. or-Groups tadraniatize the_

Coastal Protection Initiative by paf''
ticipatmq m a mile long Friibee Relay Race
on the beach. CaM Mane Lazar, iSS-«370.(* M
9 ) ^—

)
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^Helpmnted :::.:.. 8

MALE /female dancers wanted for
professional BatKatt folk dance ensemble.
Calltlay,24S 3107, evening, 444-7442. (•M4)

'»^' i

1)14 hr. suiAmer jobs moving furntture.
Services Unlimited, 47S9S21. (IMS)

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr. Genovese, (113)710 7S«4. (•M24)

CONSUMER Cooperative needs managers,
supervisors, Recruiters Part/full time, $70
wk. up Call Mr Ki.br •ti,4i1 •31. (IMS)

SUMMER housekeeping lObs with relaxed
student run business. As many hours as you
want No fer S2 /hour. 128 1 300 (8M3)

f :..

'1*
.

«

t'

TUTOR needed in all swbtects for fifth grade
black boy Pay offered Central LA. • t night
workly Call 7S3 6118 (8M3)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping ottters.

Earn up to 140. a monttt
on our plasma pre«ram.

PMoner 478^SV between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

SEEKING student interested child
development Plan activities daughter 11.
son 9 Beach 39S <^S40 after 7 PM. (•M9)

onBABYSITTER wanted M F 3^:10 PM
campus Child 4 yrs Days. Monette
21S7Eveningi, 473)310. (SMI)
-

GIRLS for telephone political poll. S
nights/week 4 9, s wks. starting S/l. Central
location, no selling. Carberry Marketing
Research. 272 3444, apply starting Mon:
4/24 (•M3)

DRIVER counselors - SIM S day weefc
Station wagon or bus required. 34S-t94t after
» OO^M (8M3)

SUItfMER JOBS ARE GOING FAST!
Summer camps trainee nurses aids and
orderlies. Services Unlimited, 47S9S21. (IM
3)

PART time iobs available in Santa Monka
and Beverly Hills, 47SfS21. Services
Unlimited (IM3)

FULL time summer iobs from SI.4S per
hour to S700 per month. Services Unlimited,
47S9S21 (IMS)

I I m ^
1.

SEEKING minority recruiter for heolHi
professions scltools. Background in sciences,
counseting.recruttmewt <d*sirdM«. Plient
•2SM20 (•M9)

I , I I I I I

GIRLS mdke Sit SIS, 211/1 lirs MF. tell

sandwiches Call EAT. IW I1S3, or 299

300a (IMtt)

BABYSITTER wanted care tor toddler, •

am toS Mp m , June 24 July 7 4S4 99IS (•

M4I

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box 990
B,Venice, 90291 Phone 391-0933. (10OTR)

^ free . . .

FREE, Assorted choice puppys. Ridgeback
mix intelligent, healthy, beautiful - Woofy's
puppys, call 394-0313 aHer 9 PM. (FRMS)

DESPERATELY need homes for 4 kiHens.
Litter box trained. Call after 4.00 ^M 397-

9736 (f-RM4)

ADORABLE Tabby kittens • male/female, 4
wks., litter trained,, need good home. Gwen
Tanney,day,477 3S93 (FRM3)

'WEDDING and long dresses, unusual or
traditional, custom sewn by me, Andria -

S20SiO. 474-41 SI. IHIABi
*- ^_—I "

I I

DO YOU NEED A RELIABLE, BONDED
AND INSURED UNIVERSITY STUDENT
TO PICK UP YOUR CHILDREN AT
SCHOOL? DO YOUR GROCERY SHOP-
PING FOR YOU? MEET YOU AT THE
AIRPORT? IM 1300. (UJM3)

PROFESSIONAL documenfatidii services.
Writing, editing and rescarcH to y««r
requirements. 3t7-1S4t,c«Naiiyti<iie. (MM
S)

AUTO insuraiice available for all. Realistic
rates per record, - sutrstantial savings rf

assigned risk. Call •79-9tlS or SSl-fBlf. (UM
4)

CARE your home wtiile you're away,
September Stanford Law studeUt
LA law -firm with wife (teaclier).
Referencesi (4IS) MS-773«. (UMS)

More "

Europe
Charter
Flights

!

now youliave
a choice, more
Cities..^
Flights.

.

f

V Rides Offered ...... 13 V ^^ovtl— ;/

NEED Rider(s) to NYC. Leave arounc
4/14. Return Sept. Share expenses/driving
After SPM, 783 134S. (13M9)

DISCOUNT Europe. Israel. iMfea. East
Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C, 1204t
Wilshire Blvd.. LA 9002S. 470-0044. (17 0TR)

I

)/For Rent 12

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

ay

PIANO tuner has 3 more uprights for rent
S10 Rebuilt and tuner. No minimum. 440-
45'4

.— MaM3)

VI VI TAR automatic Zoom Lens 90-230
mm. Minolta mount (interchangeable) near
new, $110. Leave number, 479-4^. ( ISM 3)

"1P10NECU compbnenT stereo system . two
12 " 3 way speakers, and turntable, sac,
S270 New in boxes. 723 S43S. (ISM 3)

New York FlifMs under SIOO
Study A Cawping T

1072 Stude nt Guide Book •• E
^^tudewt Rait^pass 7m: Oflf^ -^

CONTACT
: SOFA A«ent VIC DERT UCLA*

13S09 Ventura Blvd. _
Slierman Oaks. CalH. 91403

PHONE : 872 2203 or 704-l4n

EUROPE. Israel tkis sumnier
unregimented program. 4 wks. Europe, 7

wks. Israel, Dig KiMutt, piewt y free time.
Exp. in Travelling. 90^2411 (17 0TR)

I
HARMAN Kardon AM/FM stereo and two
12" 3 way speakers. Must sell, S200. Still
under wai'ranty, 721 0207. (ISM 3)

FORTUNE Cookie "When in need of bread.
sell stereo system." Eves, 4777404. ( IS M 3)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 SOS on all qualities, all

sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today, ttichard Pratt.
886 0400 (ISQTR>

ALTEC t?" 40tc speakers. Hand made
cabinets Cheap Days, 42S 37S4. eves., 399
*•• (ISM 10)

HARMONY Meteor' electric guitar. Good
shapewithcaseSSO. 397 7207. (ISM 4)

DOLBY cassette player /Harmon-Kardon
cadS XInt machine /S90 477-9921. (ISM 4)

DOUBLE sue water bed Complete frame,
liner, foam pad. still under guarantee. SSO
Eves. 244^11. (ISM 4)

SAVE t$S Buy wholesale natural vitamins,
protein supplements, etc. Call new. 704-
''" (ISMS)

JUNE 17

AUG 17

JUME ?1

AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
MJ6 J 7

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

JUlV 9
AUG 27

JULY 26
AUG ^
AUG 9
SEPT 1ft

AUG 19
SEPT 16

ROUND TRIP

LA/FRANK
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LON/AMS
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LOlfOQN/LA

LA/LONdON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONuoN/LA "

U/MAORID
. ANS/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

>NEWYOf)K
JUNE IS ONE-WAY S77

•HAWAII
JUNE 10 JULY } Bt79
JULY t JULV 16 '0m

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT I

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

A»«o Studwnrwl and EurMlp^M«. Cm

STUDENT TRAVELII^AOOUARTERS

JWL AIS/EXITS

774«742

AUG 28 LA/LONOON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT S^U/LONOON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

$262.00
62 Doys

$262.00
.61 Days

$262.00
79 Days

$252.00
51 Oiys

$262.00
71 Days

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00^ Oty»

$272.00
41 Oiys

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Cays

$239.00
29 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/ LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LA/LONOON
Oa 9 LONDON/LA

ONE NAY FLIGHTS

JUNE
JUNE

14

28
• JULY 26

AUG
AUG
SEPT

9
30

6
SEPT 19

LA/DUBLIN
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/FRAHKFURT
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

TWA Campws Rep. — trtjOfc ie
sjudlentv faculty «ntf »„„ ^^ ^^^needs Discounts. Call James RoftersM nZ
7072 or 403 1400 ert. 273$. ^[ mTJ

• SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
S7tL.A./Mew York ( l-wayl

(M«y3lstAi

S5f '^c 'L****?**^" P«IH>««S. SSO, 4AMIS, He
ii?S. f'rrJ"'!! »»«**'«^ Call 914^79
before 7

:

30 AM. atter 9
:M PM, or od

''»»'»^'" (ISMSr
I

MEW Sony and Ampex reel tereel.
cassetteH'kelow wtiolesaie. >90-3»9 PM. (is

9 L A./LiwdanA-.A.
L A /•r«sselsA..A.
L A /Tekyo/L.A.
L A./TH AvfV/L.A.

A VWORLDSCHOOCS 47S-I0»
.
_irH Westwood Mvd.

)

DRUMS 9 piece Revelle set. luf. Good
condition S1S0. Call Eric. 470-S123 /OlS-
^*** (IS MO)

NIKONOS underwater camera,
case, finder, underwater flash,
sell. SIOO. 477-0393.

jsmm lens,

mutt
(1SM0)

h°,'i7/.*** •• •^•^ ' »»••* •»• *•«*' •"<
3S2D,SH0 O0 Eves 749^004 (ISMS)

WHY kassle w/a flifM to Europe? Pi* AirFrance nun step 747 •• ttf fnr i i

12-2S.oa*-l»l,«lO-4UI. CITMfl

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIOOIS TO.— ^«'^C»««RfisTuSEIOT$FREE CATALOGUE aZsoSJILlpaSS

V Services Offered . . . '* ,.

EUROCARS

GUITAR Lessons UCLA music vr««
?ii*!2r,*'*'*

•'•*•* *^»COlm Ki«ar, 474-4914

(HMD

$199.00
14 Days

$143.00
$138.00
$133.00
$138.00
$138.00
$12*. 00
$124.00

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
f approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-^

all first class

service.

LALONDON/LON DON-LA

Fit. Dep. Pet. Days Price

6/18 8/28 71 $262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

6/22 8/15 S4 $262

6/26 9/6 72 $262

*/25 9/13 80 $27f

6/27 8/25 59 $262

6/28 9/9 73 $262

6/28 9/16 81 $275

6/29 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

7/8 8/17 40 $262

7/11 8/10 30 $262

7/12 8/31 50 $262

8/12 9/13 33 $252

Available only to ^^l slide members el IM

University of Californir including stud«ntv

faculty, staff, and t*> .r immediate fimilm

(parents, spouse pr dependent diildrenl

living in the same houseftoid
•-

r fligtiti

KercnkttoHHailMSD
Between 8 am ft Sp.n

•2s nil

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAL
IFOWIIA STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND
STAFF. I>f<EDIATE FAHILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILO-
KN ANO PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE
iKITANNIA, SATURN, ONA ANO CAPITOL
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707, 0C8 fUO
SUPCR 0C8 JETS AND APE PRICED AT
FBU CAPACITY. YOU KAY RECEIVE AP
PLICATIONS ANO FURTHER DETAILS BY
CWTACTING Tl« aiGMT COORDINATORS» CAK OF....

you know U0t
weVe.o.e

UNI
1099t WEYBURN AVENUE

TELf : 47t-ttt6

y/luforing . . .
18

ORE. LSAT, ottier test prpparatiofl In

dividual and small group instruction

Academic Guidance Svcs 170 So Robertson

4S7 4]f0. •
(IIQTRJ

FREMCM/SPAWISM/ITALIAN E»

pcrioncod Univ. Prof Positive results »«r

•xam. Easy conversational method (triw)

473-3492. CiO")

FRENCH: Exam preparation, mten^t*'

lanquage study, translation, literature C*ii

former UCLA teacfier for results Ml
«M4. (1I0T»I

WRITE your own term papers, En«IW»M*

will tielp you. It's le«ai, etfiicai, c'»**P*i ",
1731 (ill«it

y Typing '^

RUTM, ttioses, ditsortations, ^'^'"J*'fJ|
manuscripH. RoliolMt. Experienced ^t*'^

nt-iui. (1fOT«)

EXECUTIVE typewriter y*^^„,?jS
lottert. resumes, statistical Cu*;*"^

results Eves after $ W-'^''
•"<"*,,VStl

I

•3ttM7. *

COITM • IBM fypiwi Yl^ses. »•"" .^,
manvftcripH, etc. Expentoced. ^'^^'^j^)

accurato. dopondalKe. »33-1747^^J^.
FREE otffttNf , trammar /«P^»*S,S!?tti
Export tvpiii«, fast. Pick up ^'JT^tid
SCtlOOl.AHco,3«7-3JM. '

4S9.2M2.
H.r.

SELF HYPNOSIS classes, to EnH^nco

FIDENCE. ORAL PRESSHTATIONS
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUOICO
•n0 ELIMINATE CRAMMING Daily 474!
"*• <1«M4)

"Stolla". Monday ttiru Tkorstfay. M Hair cot
%i shampoo A sottinf . CaN lor ii|ii..|
GR f flit. m7 Westwood M««Midi
sooth of Wilthire Blvd. (t«IMl)

EUHOPC Ph0tH. m
tsratf, in««. MncmT^ix'^
;Mn/car«s«i«co in». EASC ttl 11Or

.
Bovrty 14^ ntn. PA4«ti Of art,

Vt»ANMUALiCTFU«Myi
EUROPE ^»OMtnf ROUWOTtip
iAPAM: FROMt»«» MMMOTWIP
^LIOttT CHAJRMA„ tf,^^«^.

**^0»4ilaiid

Oi»r Itfiiy^a,^

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for »t««0«H.C«MiipfM:

IBM Ex.cwtivo (carhon) •*•*"••'
^Xfici''

dictation Term popors. theses. "•',,10 n
what-have you. I7l-«7lt

•oLONDON(RThOM)
* TEL AVIV

-ATNCMS
-NAIROBI

FAST, accurato typinf. ^^^iay»,f

SIM.MOW
StS.MOW
SU.MOW
S171.MOW

"is
**d«Hc« Bl.. Bovorfy

theses, dissortations: iSditin* W^^JJ^m
i Borh»o.m.l3*S;MO0.m^^g_i!!!^

CAMPUS vicinltr (1 W^*"* 'tS^
Dissertations, thotes. pop**^ ^'

cwrato. Tolll.4?)^J1
(10T«l

LOW rata*/ qwaiity ^P^'*9p'f]i^tm

«*..^»»*ffiuHwsfv :t.Z.Z.ril-

d(Ssort«tions, s, etc Free

cmoryoncy service calL M*;***'-
lf*«'*'

M0«» iin"

poptrt. Speriofty math and ^,'i''**,U>^
Accvrpte, rapM servlco. ri»-i»"

..*
--^^-Tv

'm :-

% •

4»

Wednesday, AAay 3, 1972
r- •—'• — -* -^— —

^t
• 1_ UCLA DAI

Pardon ine boy, is that the Chatanooga What's On?(Contfc.«edfr«iP.ge24K ^
Structure/^ b^ Chn.tonh-. .. ..„ .

«%%«liVr\/^« WW 1101. d VJU i

UCLA DAILY BRUIN W - \

Revolutionary/' a documentary
film on Angela Davis, 7 and 9 pm,
today, Haines 39. Film will also be
shown at noon, today, In the*NPI

C Auditorium.
—''Will Success Spoil Rock

Hunter?" with Tony Randall and
Jayne Mansfield, 5 pm, today,

Melnitz 1409. Free.

—"Prudence Crandall" and
"Harriet Tubman/' part of the

Women's Studies Film Series,

7.30 pm, tomorrow, Moore 100.

—"The Hitler Gang/' directed

by John Farrow, 5 pm, tomorrow,
Melnitz 1409.

—"Strangers on a Train" and
"Torn Curtain," 7 pm, Friday,

Social Welfare 147.

—"Time in the Sun," an In-

terpretation of AAexico, 1 pm,
Friday, Dickson 2160E and 8 jprn,

Haines 39.

Seminars:
Wednesday, May 3

—"Evaluation of an In-

compatible Finite Element," by
L.R. Herrmann, professor of civil

engineering, UC Davis, 3 pm
Boelter 5264.
—"Apptlcations of the

Microinotoptioretic Technique to

Neuroendocrinology — A Critical

Review," by HiroshI Kawamura,
research pharmacologist,
• 'niversity of Michigan, 4 pm CHS
73-106.
—"Phylogeny of Immune

Responsiveness," by William
Hlldemann, professor of medical
microbiology and |iTirnunology, 4
pm, CHS 43-105. -^ -

—"Enzymatic Aspects of
Bacteriophage Replication and

Structure," by Christopher K.
Mathews, professor of
biochemistry. University of
Arizona College of A/\edicine, 4 pm
LS 2142.

—"The Kalahari," by Richard
F. Logan, professor of geography,
7 pm, Bunche Hall 2209. Tickets
are $4.

—"Consciousness and EEG
Feedback Training," by Joseph
Kamiya, innovator of one of the
most powerful new techniques for
research of consciousness and
leading figure In development of
models for understanding
awareness, 7 pm Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are 14.75 and
$2 (students).

—"Approaches to the Problem
of Drug Addiction," by Peter
Lomax, associate professor of
pharmacology, noon, CHS 23-105.

— "Quantification of
Atherosclerosis by Image
Processing," by Samuel H.
Brooks, research associate.
University of Southern California
School of A^edlcine, 3 pm CHS AV-
139..

—"Songs and Games of the
Georgia Sea Islands," by Bessie
Jones, musician from Simon's
Island, offshore from Georgia, 7
pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4.25
and $2 (students).

—"Digestive Physiok>gy and
Related Problems — Colic —
Founder, etc.," by Dean C. Lln-
dley, formerly associate professor
of zoology, California State
Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.50 and
$1.75 (students).

Ph.D. in Neuroscionce: Past
Production and Future
Prospects," by Horace W.

Magoun, Dean of the Graduate
Division, and professor of
anatomy, 8 pm CHS 23-105.—"Tlie Automated Air War," a
slide show about U.S. weaponry in
Vietnam, noon. Social Welfare
121.

—"A equals 37 System and Ifs
SuHiciency for Solar Neutrino
Detection," by Howard, Cal Tech,
Pasadena, 4:15 pm, KInsey 230.—"Exciton Droplets," by
Charles Kittel, UC Berkeley, 4

pm, Knudsen 1220B. Talk will be
preceded by tea at 3:30 pm, in
Knudsen 1240.
*—"Lamda-proton, Lamda bar— proton. Lamda-neutron Total
Cross-Sections Between 7-17
GeV/C," by Konrad Klelnknecht,
CERN, 4 pm, Knudsen 1240.
Coffee will precede the talk at 3: 45
pm in Knudsen 1240.

—"Hair, Nails, and the Aging
Skin," by Ronald M. Reisner,
chief of dermatology. Harbor

General Hospital,
MacCJowan Hall Little

Thursday, May 4

10 am,
Theater.

—"EIn Literaturskandal von
1706,: C.F. Hunolds Satyrlscher
Roman," by Hans Wagener,
assistant professor of German, 3
pm; Bunctie,

—"The OxidationNBehavior of
Nickel-Chromjum^^^om inum

(Continued on Page 18)

VOCAL CHAMBER MUSIC— will be presented at
noon, tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall. Free. Coor-
dinated by Jean Hugos. The program will include
music by Buxtehude, Bach, Dowland, and Ravel.

In photo left to right: Dana Chalberg (flute), Jean
Hughes (organ), Ruth Adams (gamba), ctnd Dale
Terbeek (counter - tenor). Not shown, Kathleen
Terbeek (soprano).

Tt

-"*•
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BRUIN
!/r:!.::

•.::•'•••• ^' /^P^^ burnished
.
... 22 ^/„ouse ,0 Sf^re ..... 27 /Autos for Sale . .TYPING Editing. English grabs. Term

p.ipcrs, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Sclcctnc, Executive. Nancy, 473 4143; l(«y,
826 747J. (I»QTRJ

y/Apts Furnisned ..... 21

sns SINGLE, deluxe, newer bidg, 1/1 l>fock
Dcjch, all electric, beautifully lurnished, «months lease. 3« Brooks Ave., Venice, 3W.-
3509 evenings and wkends. ( 21 M 3)

SIM l-BED,.car|>. drap. stov. refr. Child OK,
»443 S. Bundy ft Mgr. WLA. W0-n3i. (23 M)

Y Apfs to Share ....... 23

f£MALi share w/2. Share bath w/1. Own
bdrm,S92.S0. 473M37. (23 MS)

33 ^Autos for Sale 33

COME to 425 Landfair, roommates arc tliere
singles and I bdrms, pool, swntfoclis,

MraBO. 47VS404. (23 MS)

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen. SIOO monthly plus utilitioft.
After S PM, 279 ISaO. (27 Mt)

^Housing Needed 28
SUMMER faculty of American Film in-
stitute needs 4$ bedroom house for month of
July 174 307ter Bmrbara Smith at 27r
•^' (21 MU)

1*.«"P'!!.°'^
^^'®' «°°<' CO"*'

'
w/helmet,

S17S. Call 7S4-3no eves. Leave message (3«M I)

.»..*

•tJ VOLVO 122s. Air. auto, radio Clean Ask
S1000. 477-2089. TjI^*";

-•72 PINTOS, full price, $1B4S. Order now.
CallMr. Asatoor Mr. Rossi, «20 2631. (33 M
3)

hitl.^'"^^
bachelors, tf bdrm, studfp, I 1/2

4t!,^a^'J^i^,.y^^^* ^"" Lirtdbrooh
-4Hilgard).t»R* SS44. (2igTR)

loSl st?!fh«"*
P<»o' ^orn/pat»o/alr cofid'0941 strathmore Or. 477.li$3. (21 M 11)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-l7t| - Mrs. Kay . GR 3-0524

ui'LrpK;i/;:;a.; "^^''•"^ »

•"'r,,::'?

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $125,

An**.*!t.«"'"
Ovkstra. SOI Gayley, GR 3 I7|i,G» 3 0524, t^. Kay. ,2, qjJ)

GIRL share w/2. Large 2-bdrnfi, 2-bafii.
furntsfted apt. Avail. June. S75. 477-0773. (»-
M 5)

ROOMMATES Natdod • *33 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, M. Kitchen, sun docks,
pool, garage. 473-«4)2. (23QTII)

*

YW YG two bdrm apt. Furnished, Wilshire
La Cienega area. Daytime. 4S5-I770, eves,
453 4305. (23 MS)

GIRL Grad Share 2 bedrm, 2 bath turn. apt.
with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7022 eves. (23
M 0)

)/For Sublease 24

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm studio, den 3 baths.
Carpet/drapes, built ins, dishwasher, patio,
S375 Available June. 020 7400. (24 M 3)

X. A V^'"* desires turn, single apt. June
.
»S /Sept, 15. Contact P.O. ai»la jSla, Ca•"^ (20 MO),

VRoom for Rent . . . . . .3/
GIRL to live with older woman in goroeoutEncino home, pool, view, tSO. 300-32» "^
l!^ (31MS)
FURNISHED room & bath for student. Mustbe clean, honest. A responsible. Fairfax
district. 453 0247. o,^**

'44 VOLVO " automatic AM/FM radio,
heater, S495 3219 Ocean Front, Venice. EX 6-

*'<>»
' :j- (33M3)

"47 VW Squareback, bayish bik/inter., AMFM, excellent cond., 53,000 miles, 1990
-Suropo bound. 414^33 anytime. (S3M3)-

iV^vn^** *'..*"*"• '*^* *''"' immaculaferr
»0<fO? or offer 479-9434, 477.4505 (33MS1

70 VW Bjig. 14,000 miles, immaculate! • AM-
^M, loaded, S1550. 305 0041 days, 393-4159
?ves. BEF441. (33 MS)

'70 VW Fastback. Red, AM/FM radio.
Running smooth, best offer, 47S 1407, ( 33 M 5)

— •(

•71 TOYOTA Corona AM/FM stereo likenew $1450 /offer. 4741427. 4 speed, red /bik
"'*^''"»''

(33 M 3)

AU:tin America '70, auto trans, good
cond., best offer, 004-2)54. (33 M 5) J ~c

per month1^1 I:*-
••** *" '-•«"'•' Cvn. «90 per m^nciudinq utilities. June 10 Aug. 27 454

(21 M 3)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartm ents

Moderately Priced
Renting Office: S14 Landfair #1

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terraco
S43 Landfair* 14
S40Olenro<k«11

siso JUNE 15 Sept. 15 or part. 3 large
rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. 459-
0253 morns . (24 MO)

BEACH apt. avail. May 15 Jul IS. Pwn.
single Venice. SIOO /month. Rick, 392-
^339. (24M4)

FOR sublet June S thru Sept. 0; SISO
/month . quiet, furnished apt. , 1 bdrm. Close
to campus Utensils A linen included. 474-

.•»»
,
(24M0)

OWN room in ^pt. near campus with parking
space S70. 479 3424 (31 m 0)

FEMALE nice room w/ 1/2 bath with
family. Kitchen privileges, fftxibic
arrangements S70. 391 3317. (31 M 9)

)/Autos for Sale 33

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICEOUR PRICES ARE LOWER!
A I AUTOSERVICE

m i m7 Van Nuys Blvd.
"

.H" 1 *«''o** from G M. Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours

42 RAMBLER classic, automatic, 4, good
transportation, S150, call Rich, 025 2522

PEUGEOT 404 Wagon low mileage, as new
Leaving country. Sacrifice, 5495 393 5308
«*«V* (33M5)

42 VOLVO lilOOO Great shape' New oaintnag and wire wheels Best offer 343 34'iT?l]

}/ Bicycles for Sale .... 35

UCLA Students! 5% oM Peugeot,

days. (33M0)

'•S MUSTANG good cond., 3 spe««, 4 cvl ,new trans, 572S Call Ed, 47i-9919 1 33M 3)

'45 MUSTANG, V automatic, air, power.
Best offer (340 FBL). 342 0454. (33M0)

'n VW Beetle. Mew engine and paint 1070Clean. Ask S400. 477 2009 ("3 )J 3

,

;*7 TftlUMPH TR4.A IRS Konis, AMFM,
lots of extras, $900 offer. 303-74f3. Mikt,
•*•* (33 MO)

CONVERTIBLE, Ford, 1945, power
steering, automatic, radio, heater, w/w
tires runs well S400. Evenings, 030S0S4. (33
rn ml

44 1500 S K OHIA. XInt. cond. AM/FM,
Michelin tires. Vary clean.Make offer. 470
*'*

(33M0)
2 BDRM large, furnished apt. Wilshire
/Bev. Glon. June Sept. SI7$ per mo. 271-4030
"''•» (24M9)

)^House for Rent 25

IS?^ »
« '•rw. Apts af UCLA's door. 479-

t^\. r
*****•' P^'' »undocks, gar. 4tS-i41

*:*"«»«•"••
(2 1 Ml)'

dJiUi 'i25fl' "•^'^ ^' ^^^ «•'•^•

ytional ATM. i3«.oi40, tvts B wookontfo. itl

l^^iVHt **"^ • ^*^' •W Mo«fB<
POJ^. »Un dock, parking, 41) Oayloy .

473/^
"•

, (IIQTIf

UntaSJ^H 1^- ^••' •• boaclTwJdr

y/Apts Unfurnished 22

WESTWOOD n99r Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm 4
fSriL.*!^"^^'**''"'"** V**^- Cul-deSoc.
5S9,000. Sands Realtors, 474-0404. (is OTR)

)/House for Sale 26
BRENTWOOD soifth ol Svnset. 2 hgrm*! t
conv. den Outet Culde Sac. S43
Realtors, 474-4444.

i.**.?r^*-
"•"^* '***' "•» «««»«ch. AAako offer.

Call Dean. 024 1320. (33M t)

Radio Tape Lo mi. 474-1440 . (DM 4)

'49 VW Bug, automatic, low miloooo, tx-cellent condition. Best offer over StItO. 307-
'"

, \_ (33M4)

eV.JSy***^ ®^' •^ condition, newclutch, tires call between t-U, |.s. oiS-NOo!
*'''^ (3IM4)

MUST sell 1047 VW camper. Oood conBlttoii
Folly equipped. caIIanySe'^fSTmS

3 ilORMS. I 1/2 Baths, 3 mtles from UCLA,
brick flagstone patio. By appointmefit, 473-
SMO (24 Ml)

^Hou$0 h Shof. 27

ROOMMATE to shart compfefofy furnlsBotf
three bedroom West Hollywood hoose. Own
room, $00 094-3307, avfS. (27 MO)

li^'JS^ORTATiON cars S»f and vp
fl^r'^. **•*•••• "» »•»• Monica. MiaSanto Momca Blvd. ttt-74Bf

.

(ij otS I

•40 CMEV impala, 340, 4 speed, mags, ateClean $550 /off4r. 024 1017. (33M|)

VOLKSWAGEN Karmann Qhia, '42 con-
vertible. Good engine, damaged body S3so
or best offer. 394 7444 anytim e. (33 M 9)

CHEVROLET '«s Impala 2 door,
automatic, air cond , power steering, good
tires, low mileage, best offer. (SLY447). 473-^*^

(33 M O)

li °V.!ii'^
Roadster lAOOcc XInt. con-

ation. SI400 /offer Call anytime. 330-
****•

(33 M 9)

MOB '49 27.000 ml. XInt. condition AM/FM
radio, radial tiros 2743414.

( 33 M f)

Motobrcanc. Ccntunon, other Unv makesExporl repairs Lees Cyclorama SchwinnAuthonied dealer. 3439 S Robertson BUd '3
o'Ns N Santa Monica Fwy 039 44»6 (3SM4)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, salas, repairs lowprices, 10 spd from 577. French Austria^Am^er.can, T714 Westwood, 475^3370 ?M

.ycles, Scooters

ror oaie, ^^
ho'iJU'^'f^^ *" Bonneville Lugg rack

r'.ck^hiym^T*' i*V^
••""•v.iie Luggage

MseeSV/59ro'.- **"^*
'"« r,;sn;

,4.', t-i

v.

'•'• (34 MS)

S750. call, 024 0034. (33M 9)

'49 BUO Automatic, mint so oor '0 TR 4 10,500 miles. Many exfros. Orloinalowner. t2,S00. Bves, 47».n40. m^JT?)

s»50 must sell.
(34 MO)

R4ck. perfect condition. S37$. 477.4)0). ()4M

'44 CNtVROLer BelAir, V 0, ,.,^.
hardtop, automatic, power, new tires, clean,
excellent cond

, S4S0. 470 1370. ())M))

49 VW Bug. Air conditioning! AM/FM radioGreat condition. SHOO. Call, 471-1975 or 39«:
**•

(33 M 9)

utll't?Jl^i;. *.*^2?!f '
^•P^' »»•"•, Inci.u"litlas,Sl3l. 10Sa4 3/4 W. PkO, l30-430t, 033-

(MMS)

0100 Own room, qviet, roottc, large yardo.Great vibes, beautiful hovse Uni: 4S9 ISOO
Pacific Palisades i27M0)

dJl' nH?? *!?"**•' "^•^•<». »to rtf. cap.

J.. **^***''*" •' ^9r. WLA. 473 4010.(22M I)

HUGl 3-bdrm, Venica, 2 largo workrooms,
darkroom, yard. W/grad art student, 1135,
0311403. (27 MS)

WOO miles 411 Gayley .1. •2S-20Is7mi

IZ-^ (3)M3)

IV.^k/'®**
S**^*"** Fleet discounttavailable on new Pmtos and all Fords. Credit

*V!.V^.^
eioctra, full power, many extras.

J! 121
'"•<»••«*"' Must sell, make offer

^'•'**? (33 M 9)

iV, y,^/*'*^*"' AM FM,radlals, 4S1.0$29.

l*y^^ (33M9)

44 VW.
anytime.

IxcellOfH COfMl. S47S. 4SS-049«
(33M3)

•5$ VW chopped Baia Bug', sunroof, radio

m ?j)7:vor^"
^"^••••"^ condition^;?;;'

'47 HONDA CLOO. Orifinal owner Withluggage rack and helmet $12S caslTaM-Jm*"**
(34M 0|

•49 YAMAHA 100 street La<Ui.

04M9)

MYDUCOVFRfD?
(33 M»)
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TickBts: ^
Campus and Public

—"Rotefta Ftoai/' 1:30 pm,
Saturday. Pauley Pavilion.

Tickets on sale at Central Ticket

Otice, &S0 Westwood PUza, at

15.50, i4 SO and S3.S0. SI oH on all

prices for students with picture

ID—"Sleiflit of Hand/' a Theater
Arts production. 8 30 pm, today,

tomorrow. Friday and Saturday.

Ralph Freud Playhouse,
MacGowan Hall. Tickets art S2 SO

and SI (students), available from
the Central Ticket CXfice. 6S0
Westwood Plaza.

>-"Mus»c for the 7«s,^' with ttie

Los Angeles Philharmonic Or
chestra. Zubtn Mehta conducting.

with pianist harpsurhordist Roger
Woodward. $45 pm.-^ May 12.

Royce Hail Auditorium. Tickets

are U.SO S3. 50. S2.5p and S2

(Students) available from ihe

Central Ticket CXfice. 650 West
wood P\aza. Program will be
preceded by a keyboard recital

featuring Woodward at 7 pm , open
to tickettx)lders for tt>e main
performance
—"Ptviroah Sanders." 8:30 pm.

May 30. Royce Hail Auditorium.
Tickets are Si. 75. $4. S3-25. and
S2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office 650

-Westwood P^aia
—"JamaKan Foft Shigers and

Dancers," 8 30 pm . Sunday. ^

Royce Hail Auditorium. Tickets

dreS4 7S.S^S3 25.S2J0 and SI 75

isti#dents) available from the
Central TcMt Office, 650 West
•kood Pjaza.**' ••

.

- -

— HiCLA Chamber Orchestra.**

8 30 pm. May 15. Royce Hall

A^itonum, Tickets art S3 and
$ SO vstudients) available from
*He Central Tickets Office. 650
Westwood Ptaza .

-*'UCLA Madrigal Singers.*"

directed bv Donn Wetss, 8 X pm.

-M»y »0. Schoenberg Hall
— Auditorium . Tickets art S2 and SI

(students), available from the

Cantral Ticket Office. 450 West

wood Ptaza.

—"David Dei/' pianist and
finalist in tt»e Young AAusicians

Foundation National Competition

in 1971 8:30 pm. Friday. Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets art S2

and SI (students), available from

the central Ticket Office. 650

Westwood Piaza
— "Opera Highlights."

presented by the Opera Workshop.

2:30 and 8 pm. Saturday.

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets art S2 and SI (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office. 650 Westwood Plaza.

Students

—"Africa the LightHearted
Continent." an audio-Visual

program featuring a variety of

performing groups. 8:» pm, AAay

U. Royce Hall Auditorium. SI

student tickets are available from
the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Vistas of Rome/' featuring

pianist Leo Smit in a
multicultural presentation oi 2000

years of Roman history, 2:30 pm.
May U. Royce Hail Auditorium.

S) student tickets are available

from tt>e Kerckhoff Ticket Office

I Kerckhoff 140)—"Margalit Oved." singer,

dancer, musician, 8 30 pm, May
14. Royce Hall Auditorium. SI

student tickets art available from
the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(KerckhoH 140).

—"In a Fine Castle/; a con
temporary play set in Spain,

showing at 2:Xpm, Sunday. Mark
Taper Forum. Special S2 student
tickets are now available to

students with picture ID from the

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Ker-
ckhoff 140).

W 1

'MmIc and Dance ol SMida

Bali/' noon, Friday,

Schoenberg Quadrangle. Free.

Concerts:

-"Men's Glee Clwb/' in a

program of compositions by

faculty composer David Morton

on poems by Walt Whitman;

secular music of Mendelssohn;

sacred music of Bach. Char-

pentier, and Marcelk); folk songs

of many lands; spirituals; and
selections from Bacharach's
"ProiViises. Promises," with

guest artists Thomas Harmon,
University Organist, and Barbara
Patton. soprano, 8:30 pm, today,

Schoenberg Auditorium. Tickets

are S2 (students free).

—"Music and Dance of CMna
and Korea," perfornr>ed by the

China and Korea study groups
under tf>e direction of Lul Tsun
Yuen and Dong Youp Lee. noon,

today, Schoenberg Quadrangle.

-'Vocal Chamber !^ ^
with Kathleen Terb^.^'^'c,"
and Dale TerbeeT !^*H))
enor), noon, \1^''''^^^

ScN*"berg Hall. Free
^•'''>*.

Films:

I

—'Tke East is Red -
^^^^9^ feature on t^' ^. '^'

revolution, 7 and 91?"^
tomorrow. Social Welfare ij*'"'-"Angela: Portrait ^ ,

Caan^y^ Campus Trivia Contest
Welcome to our campy Campus

Trivia Contest. The idea, dear
reader, is that you are to submit to

us your favorite trivia question (e.g.

"What role did Ruby Keeler play in

^Forty-Second Street'?" answer:
P^ggy Sawyer). We will select the

best questions and run a super trivia

test, compiled from your entries.

Our blue-ribbon judging conj^mittee

includes Q Frank Capra devotee^ an
Everly Brothers fan, a sports buff,

and the chairman of the Ruby
Keeler for President Committee, to

name but a few.
.You may enter as many times as

you wish and in as many categories
as you want. We will choose one
winner and up to ten honorable
mentions in each category. The four

lucky winners will each receive U 50
in cash monies of America
Honorable mentions get no money
but their achievements will receive
recognition in these noble page«
Note: any questions .submitted
without answers .will be
automatically disqualified.

Contest is open to all studenU,
staff, and faculty, excepting em-
ployees of the DaUy Bruin. Entries
must be received no later than 4 pm
May 8: at the Daily Bruin Office
Kerckhoff 110. i„„ : ^
The categories are: movies,

television, olde rock, and sports.

Name
' ~

Address,

Phone

:»

•

4.,-

^»^ AtfwgrtiMmcut )

•iV^

». J*--

-4-

C-

.r._.
v^

tT

.^X-

y

To Speak
>-4-

May 5th 11:00 am.

Janss Steps

Under Ampicm of ASSP
Spo'ttored by SIC

^it^^— -a-

.-V _ l _.
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Kent State anniversary

Antiwar rally, parade set
Bv bflvfc M^Nary and Sieve Sacks

DB Staff Writers

A noonantlwar rally at Janss Sti^ md a march
to the Federal Building are schedtiled today, the
second anniversary erf the deaths of four stucUnts

at Kent State University.

The actlvites he«^ are p«pl oi a ''emergency
nationwide moratorium" tod^iy/ in response to

President Nixon's **re-e8calation<rf the war in

Southeast Asia," Students, staff, and faculty of the

philosophy department (sailed; on. Chancellor
Charles E. Young on Monday to cancel all af-

ternoon classes^oday.

There has been no response from the Chan-
cellor's office. YoMftg was also asiked to cancel
classes for Apdi 22 antiwar activites, and
similarly, there wAs no response.

Scheduieii speakers
Speakers scheduled to £^ppear at the nobn rally

are

— Carole Feraci of the Ray ComiiffSingers, who
during a White House performance of fiie group
delivered an antiwar statement to the President.
— Tri, a Vietnamese student from Da Nang,

who will speakon Vietnam izatlcm ami Vietnamese
culture.

— Cheryl Dcarraon and Peter Hall, represen-
tatives ol the Black Students Union** Prisim
Hehabilitation program, who will sp^ onrthe
killings of students^ at Kent and Jackson State.

^ Len Chancfier, a Black antiwar folkslnger.

Organisers ^ the rally ( tndochina C^sis
Coalition and the Student Mobiliaiation Com-
mittee) plan to lead a march, following the rally,

to the Federal Building at Wilshire Blvd. and
Veteran,

Actress Jane Fonda is scheduled to speak at a
rally there starting at 1:30 p.m. along with
Gabri^la Herrera, an entoainer who recently
returned from Vietnam, and Don Freed an an-
tiwar playwright

In additi(»i, spokesmen said they would attempt
to visit the Federal Buiiang office of Republican
CongressmMAlphonzo Bell in order to idbby for
support of the Gravel Bill, which would suspend
military appropriations to Vietnam 30 days after
its passage: Bell has generally supported ap-
propriati^-*^ > the Vietnam War.

Uncooperative

refused to speak to us. He's vecn very un
cooperative •' He said that, in contrast,
representatives from ^ offices <rf Califwnia
Senators Alan Cranston and John Tunney have
promised to speak With the crowd.

We're hoping for a large turnout both here and
down at the Federal Building," the spokesman
said. "With the new bombings in North Vietnam,
there should be,"

M<ratortum activities are planned at some of
the other UC campuses with the focus on marches,
picketing, and silent vigils

At UC B^*eley the rea^nse of the Daily
Californian newspaper to a question cm
moratorium activities was **what moratorium?**
A respresentative felt that any strike that was
planned did not have very much support and that
the most likely respoiase would be bt»iness as
usual.

UC Davis is holding weekly silent vigils to
protest the continuation of the war but no ac-
tivities are on tap today.

UC Riverside
UC Riverside will hoW a silent vigil today.

Students^ill be mged to join the vigil, eitlw
between classes or a)l day. Toin Hayden wiU be on
campus though his appearance is not part of a
Student MoNlhati<« Committee (SMC) program
At UC San Diego, a march is scheckded

following a speech by David Harris. A
moratorltiflfi has been called for today. Sources at
the Triton Times newspaper felt that in view of
past unsuccessful strikes at UC San Diego this one
would nc^ deter students from, attending class.

UC Santa Barbara reported tiuit two groups are
sp<ms<riiig activities. People*s Caucus is planning
a rally and a caravan to the Santa Barbara
Federal Building. The SNTC plans legal pickettipg
in front of thedraft board as well as leafletting.

Friday on this campus. Students for Democratic
Society had planned to pteket the Placement
Center where recruiters from ihe Marine Corps
will be interviewing students. Recruiters from the
Air Force will be here May 10.

However, the Placement Center said yesterday
that the dates had been shifted until the end of this

quarter. SDS spokesman said that they will at-

^eippt to have Young make a policy statement in

the interim

AAUP postpones

University censure
Compiled from Associated Press

By Terry Colvin
'

DB Staff Writer
The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) an-

nounced yesterday it will not act upon a motion to censure the University
of California until Friday during a general assembly meeting. Adecision
by the committee on academic freedom and tenure of the AAUP on
whether or not to recommend censure of the University of California for
the Regents' firing of Angela Davis will not be made public until the
assembly meeting.
That same committee in a report last fall recommended that the UC be

added to a list of 28 censured institutions. Such an action by the AAUP
would result in the 95,000 member organization recommending that
professors not accept positions with the university.

Meanwhile, as AAUP met yesterday in New Orleans to discuss Davis'
dismissal from her post here, a San Francisco pawnshop owner, Frank
Blumenthal, testified at Davis' murder-kidnap trial in San Jose that
Davis and a "young Negro gentleman" whose description fit that of
Jonathon Jackson, entered his shop late in the afternoon of Aug. 5, 1970
and purchased a shotgun which was used two days later in the Marin
County Courthouse shootout.

"I asked her what she wanted," Blumenthal said. "She asked to pur-
chase a shotgun. 1 showed her a couple. She said she wanted something
inexpensive," he added.
Leo Branton, assistant defense counsel, agreed that Davis did buy the

shotgun that day. Blumenthal told the court she paid $35 for it and he took
the gun apart for her so it would fit in a small package. Albert Harris,
chief prosecutor, asked the pawnshop owner why he took the gun apart.
"Probably because it's not good for a person to walk around the streets
carrying a shotgun in that form," Blumenthal said.

Earlier, Mabel Magers told the court she loaned Jonathon Jackson her
car, a Volkswagen, three days before the shootout. She said she had a
"warm and close" relationship with Jackson and had no "worries" about
loaning her car. She did not find her car again until late September when
Georgia Jackson, Jonathon's mother, led her to the car which was parked
in a lot at San Francisco International Airport. -«
She said she found a newspaper and a cigar box inside the ca^:Another

witness had testified to seeing Davis smoke small black cigars. ^

The prosecution is attempting to place Davis at the airport during the
shootout which left Jackson and three others dead. The state claims
Davis was waiting at the airport and had arranged for the would-be
kidnappers to leave the country aboard a jet plane. ^^..,___

. y^^vii-.''

Judge Richard T. Arnason announced he would rule tommorrow on the
latest issue surrounding the diary which the state claims establishes
Davis' love for George Jackson, the Soledad Brother killed last summer
during an alleged escape attempt from San Quentin.
Harris told Arnason that should he rule against allowing the diary into

evidence, the state "might as well pack up and go home, because that is

what this case is all at)out."

Student Lobby conference

to be held in Sacramento
4,

\By John Miller

DB Staff Writer
^

U. Gov. Ed Reinecke and Assembly Speaker Robert Moretti will be
two of the featured speakers at a joint conference sponsored by the
California community college, state college ^d University of California
student lobbies Monday and Tuesday in the state capital.
According to UCStudent Lobby coKlirector Paul Gassaway, the main

objective of the conference, which will host over 150 student leaders, will
pc to inform students of the legislative programs of the various lobbies,
build contacts with legislators, cultivate liaisons between legislators and
students in the home districts of the studente and to lobby on legislation of
mutual concern.

Workshops
The first day of the session will begin with an orienUtion session,

followed by workshops at Sacramento State College. Uter in the evening,
Moretti and Fred Marler (R-Redding) wiU address the studenU at a
amner to be held at Sacramento State.
Following dinner, there will be several workshops on specific types of

legislation, including financial aids. Educational Opportunities Program
< EOP), women's rights, child care "and just about anything else you can
'"J^gine," according to Jay Kaplan, student lobby spokesman.
Tuesday, students will spend most of the day lobbying legislators from

ineir home districts and those legislators involved in issues that affect
students. Robert Managan, assembly minority leader, and James Mills,
Senate pro tem leader, will speak to the conference during lunch.
Keinecke will conclude the two-day conference by speaking to the final
"meeting of the students.

Interest
Students interested in attending the conference are urged to contact

(Continued on Page 3)

GETTING TO THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM —
Student h«rt seaks the aid and comfort of a sacluded
tree fo spend his last few moments befort tha

midterm in peaceful confamplation. Four weeks of

class remain before students return to their favorite
studying spots to cram for finals.
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Couches, curtains, cMtlety

furniture co-op has it all Of facilities
Along with the housing e<vop» and Ihe food cacfa. students hwr can

savt* in yet anolhfi \sdy - thrm^h the liilJ^ Students F\irnituro
A'tiMiciatuu)

The sktuitent owned and run aaaociatton presHitly Kas about SOO
ntenibei^. itivorciuig to tnvop inaiuiger Atex H^lUrd and is open to all

iH*rrenUv eiirolM stuiientH here regardless oi their piai*e of rwidence or
their mantal status The assocuition carries a wide variety of household
aiei-essities ranguvg inun furniture and apiiliaiu'es to cutlery and chuui

'if a student wants to furnish an a|>artment. he can get everything here
lumi iiheets and hetlspeads to televi^uons and stereos/ Ballard said
1^ cuo|) carries a wide seleiiion of tahk« and d««ks ranging frtim

about i5 to $10 while there are 25 stove* and refrigerators averagmg
aiXHind $KS or |3U ^^alv stenlued mattresses run abut $4 with cooking
pots and itriiAing glasses sold tor just a few i-ents each.* aixwding to
Hallard

r

Most ivf the furniture and ap^iiiani^e* are rented to the students at a flat
rate and the items may be ke|)t as long as the student remains in school
KalUrd said a depi^it system has been uvitituted for the larger articles
suih as retrigerati»rs ain) stove* as an iiK-entive for returmng the items.
NUvsi s}i the smaller arlK'les and some ol the furniture can be bo^ttht
vHM right

-^-'^»

A $1 membership fee and a $:» deposit are required for a^oCiation
inembei>i HalUrd e\plamed that the depusat is returiwd to students upon
tN^ e«UH4etK)ii of fwe hours v^ work for iw*i4t of the first two vears of
meiube*>^p Kallard uidivaled that the return o* the deposit is proratedm uvstai>ces where oa^y a portion of the work was i*ompleled The work
^xMvsAsts ol cleai\uig and mainienam-e of the warehouse

l>»e assoi'»atK>ft »s kvated atrSXi^ Sepuivtda Bhd just south o* National
Wvd aiKl ks open ihkmv^ pi« Tue^sdavs and U am 3 pm Saturdavs For
tuithei uUoftt^atKMi call Stains or »l 7:8iM

^
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SLC interviews to bt conrfuctsd
UMec^iewH wuh aH deilared SlMdlvwi LegislatK<^ C

4hUk^ wiM W k^M i«MU> a4Mi t^MMMfrvw im tke U«i|> B
K^rrvkk^ ll«. 1\>Aiv. S*.IH\ NS.^ a«d iaaipiB Eve«l»
wkvoMiMrf via#Ail8ij , win ke M(er%iew«a W mm
SmhnmtI m4 t^mnral Vifairs i^MMnissieMr caa^Mate* will kt
iAlec^i«w«4 \.i H» A;e«tec<il Kepre«eMa4ive« and iMinMiU
J^v<p^c^gMW >ifiiiiitjr »aMiiate«i wiM ke iMerviewc4 ::a pw
StiMKiU Wekbtre aad SlMidle^ KaciliUe« cim
>*iM ke iil»r% tewed 4-3 p«i.

r<Mift«rr<Mi. cmmMmu* Ikr a^kMsiradve v
kiTHi >ice-prt«ii«My| will ke ktM i# sm^mmm.
Mbkie^ will ke iMer%i«w«4 K{ pM.
IHiiUMrmA 9i ciadNtott* Im lihe«e <»fftce« appear

ttiiig m pa^ ^
y.

Hy Sanford Rudnkk
DB surf Reporter ^ -

There has been an alarming
increase in the number of

graduate students who have
iH>mpleled all their classwork. are
working on their dissertations and
continue to use university
i^esouri^es without paying tuition

or filing a formal leave of absense
ac*iM>niing to David S. Saxon,
executive vice chancellor.

Saxon re^ased a graduate
enrollment survey in fall 1971

from the heads of the English,

history, chemistry and math
iiepartments showing that there
was a large drop in the number of

graduate students.

'The report showed that non-
paying graduate students use
tai-ulty. library and laboratory'
facilities without paying the
t^uired tuition fees The survey
Klentified 100 graduate students
who faile<) to pay $227 50 for the
fall (]uarter/* Saxon said He
estimated that there are probably
between 50U and I.OOO students

_who are actually in this category.
Saxon also said the majority of

these students would fall into"the
humanity departments becaiee
ihey could escape from faculty
supervKSHMi.

Survey
Kes^ponding to this survey.

<>nsto|Aer S Foote, chairman oi
tu\ graduate division in
chemistry, agreed that m^t «tf

these students are in the soeiaJ
sciences 'There is no real
proWem with his graduate
students not paying tuition
because they are CMtiiMawly
utiluing laboratory Mud lienlty
resources.' he said.

Kurthermore. he believes ^hftt

ASUCLA

te odg

"the existing fees for them are too

high.'*---— V /^

H. W. Magoun, dean of graduate

students, said this is strictly an
"internal administrative
problem." At the present time he
does not see "any plan to lower
tuition costs for graduate
students." ^

Economic
Saxon said, "One reason why

graduate students fail to register

is the increased economic
pressure because of the escalating

posts of tuition. Also, financial aid

from the federal government
failed to nieet the increasing

needs of these students. As a
result, graduate students suffer

economically.'*

Saxon said he "Is not sure of the
course of action" that should be
taken to alleviate this problem.
He suggested that tuition for

gractuate students be reduced to a
$100 per quarter But as yet no
specific recomendations have
been made.

(Graduate students wtio are not
now paying fees are in violation of

a University policy which
specifically states, "The policy of

continuous registration of
graduate students requires that

every graduate student in a^
standing, unless granted a fo^
for the filing fee. be register^?
a student each quarter ofll'academic year until he h!
completed all i^uiremenu tthe degree for which he «working." ^ ^

Saxon constructed
hypothetical deterrent for thoJ
graduate students who violate tW^
policy. He said they couldT
refused readmission into their
program or the University

coiJri

bill for those quarters which thev
neglected to pay tuition But Z
said 'this would be stretckin.
the authority of the University too

Officially, there has been no
action taken to increase the
financial aid for graduate
students even though many
faculty members agree that the
tuition costs are a menacimj
proWem. nor has any legaJ acUon
been taken to prevent these
violations, Saxon said He added
he would like the cooperation ofall
the faculty members to make
graduate ^^students "aware and
comply with the policy of coo-
timious registration

'
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Smith discusses post as Regent chairmanRviassvMahonev Cohen u^nAraiu. ^^^^.^ _. _ V^ ^" ^^ B^^
By X'assy Mahoney Cohen

DBSUff Writer

( This is the eleventh in a series of interviews

with the University of California Resents.)

As chairman of the board,

William French Smith prol>ably

invests more time as a Regent

than any other member.
it's a time-consuming job. If

one did everything one feels he

should, it could be a full-time

job," said Smith, a full-time

senior law partner in the Los

Angeles firm of Gibson, Punn and
rrutcher. . ,

*
'

He divides his duties into two

major categories; procedural and
substantivfe. ^^Procedurally, I

treside over full board meetings

J mi make sure all view-points are

heard. I also represent the entire

l)ody of Regents at various func-

tions and occasions," he said.

Substantitively, I try to fii\d the

lowest common denominator with

respect to the various issues

before the board, and try to get

them to arrive at a coi^sensus, as'

tar as possible." *"
;

President "
':

-

In addition, according to Smith,

he must work **closely with the

president of the university on a
host of matters" and serve as an
ex officio member of all Regental
'('cmmittees, save the audit and
omiiiating committees. He also

.
pp* tints all special committees.
William French Smith has been

1 member of the board for three

years, and chairman almost as
iong. He is a 1939 graduate of

. ^ LA, and 1942 graduate of

Harvard Law School and

j^enerally considered a political
conservative He appears to be an
amiable but cautious man, and
has been endowed with large
brown eyes that gaze intenUy
upon the focus of his attention.
Although h^ is an ex-officio

board member andtJov. Ronald
Reagan's private lawyer, he says
he has never had **a conflict of
interests, in that sense" and adds
that "it could happen on a given
issue, though. But it is hard to
imagine what that issue would
l)e."

Quality
Smith believes the question of

teaching quality and a possible

, required number of teaching
hours in the University is "one of
the most perplexing problems
since the discovery of the in-

stitution of higher learning." He
feels it may not be a question
"subject to being resolved," but
.does propose an approach to deal
with it.

"My main area of concern
regarding this is what is the
quality of the education we are
providing to our customers, the
students, and how we can
measure it ... "We must first

determine what criteria to use by
^ / hich we can measure it, and that
i a major effort in itself. If we do
this, we can apply it to what we as
T university are doing, in this and
other areas." ^ i_

Adequate
Smith sees no need for the

addition of a student member to

the board and considers student
input channels to the Regents
"adequate." According to Smith,

Student-lobby. . .

(Continued from Page 1) .

student lobby representative Fred Weiner, in the Graduate Student
Association office, ext. 51160, or call the UC Student Lobby in Sacramento
at (916) 442-3827.. \

"We encourage anyone interested in coming to come, but we are
especially interested in groups on campus like the BSU, environmental
groups and women's rights groups," Kaplan said.
Cost for the two^iay conference including registration fee, food and

accomodations will be $14. Financial assistonce may be available for
those unable to afford the cost.

a student regent would "be a
representative of a special iiv-

terest group, and might find it

hard to remain objective, a
traditional stance the board has
maintained. "It would be too
difficult for a student, or for that
matter, a faculty representative.
Now. it is possible to take an
overview and listen to all in-
terested groups and decide on the
basis of input," he said.
He indicated the alumni

association's representative
member could be a subject of
controversy regarding this
stetement and ^id he felt the
alumni association was "really
too diverse a group and hard to
characterize as a special interest
group."

Though he said he was "very
surprised" when appointed to the
Board of Regents, and claimed to
have no real experience in
education, Smith has served as
trustees of the Claremont Men's
College and the Cate School, and is

presently a member of the United
States Advisory Commission on
International Educational and
Cultural Affairs. :

Institutions

Smith continues to serve on the
boards of the small schools as he
has an "interest in small private
institutions." He feels that the
university and small colleges

•^together provide a valuable
asset tlo the states."

"I think everything should be
done to sustain private
educational institutions," he said.

Smith is pleased with the
"peace that has returned to the
campuses" and sees beneficial

effects within the university. He
said it relieves the "tensions" in*"

the university community and
allows the Regents and ad-
ministration to devote more time

to "educational, substantive
matters rather than a host of
specific causes."
One of the most difficult and

controversial questions the
Regents have had to deal with is

the subject of tenure within the
University. Smith does not favor
elimination of the system, but
expresses a desire for changes
within it.

"Its important that the faculty
should have some degree of
security, but there is no reason
why tenure should be so rigid and
firm as to restrict the ability of the
University .to reduce and
eliminate the incompetent," he
said. "Instead of passive
protection within the system, it

should take a more active role in

eliminating the incompetent."
*<ifi. '

n

William French Smith

•(Paid Advertisement)
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AllrVPance for Unicomp
•live Band

:^— The Shades of Difference

only 50< per person
Hedrick Hall^ Friday, May 5
8:30 p.m.

A// proceeds go to Unicomp!

iSa.

w ^
more than 1I,0(N)

eligible employees of

University of California
pay their auto insurance

by payroll deductkm
(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation** rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ Calrfbmia Casualty

V

Shtrmtn Oakt
961-4000

Lot AngelM
626-7272

Long B«ach
42»-2186

tr:. }

vju;-, . ii^^^t-..

(formerly Glenn Loikeh)

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits

.1021 OlENDON AVE. qthk lOCATfONS
WtSTWOOD yiLlAQg 473-4997 CULVER CITY. NOWTH HOilYWOOD. PAIOS VERGES
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Bullets or bombs it's still murder
\t 1,

Now that Quang Tri has fallen and the
North Vietnamese army is advancing on
Hue, President Nixon is probably pon-
dering new options in escalation even more
wasteful militarily and less defensible
morally than the firebombing of Hanoi and
Haiphong.
Events in the War are at an even more

crucial point than they were on May 4 of
two years ago, when Nixon mvaded
Cambodia, yet the call for a moratorium
today has been greeted with an all-

pervading apathy. Maybe we feel that
North Vietnam may get the US out of
Southeast Asia anyway, or maybe the lack
of organization and general hilarity
surrounding the masturbatory machi-
nations on April 24 turned people off.

But the moratorium today— and rally at
noon followed by a march to the Westwood
Federal Building offices of pro-war
Congressman Alphonso BeD — has the
potential for meaningful protest, despite
the lingering springtime cynicism. Nixon
has declared that all options are open to
protect our Asian fiefdom, and we must

turn out to register opposition to more
bombing and more killing for General

Thieu's regime.

In addition, students and faculty were
here two years ago all have an indelible

memory of the murder of four students at

Kent State University. A nationwide effort

to gather signatures on a petition calling
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Unsigned editorials represent a maiority opinion ot ttie Daily Brum
Editorial Board The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or individuals who wjsh to voice an
opinion contrary, to a DSily Brum Editorial position All other
columns, cartoons, anxi letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial tx)ard

for a Federal Grand Jury investigation .t

the Kent State shootings — prestigio
author James Michener said in h^mammoth work on the Kent State homf
that a conspiracy in those killings is
possibiUty— now has collected 50 thousan!
names. >

^"^^

President Nixon, who went to talk
baseball with horrified students after b
had condoned the killings, has promised
the petitioners an answer for months, and
for months there has been no answer Mav
4 is the anniversary of the day when
students realized the lengths to which the
government would go to protect its in
terests. The present Kent State petition has
been described as perhaps the Nixon ad-
ministration's best chance for a recon-
ciliation, and apparently they don't want it

So, for the War, and for the indifference
of Nixon to initiate an investigation into the
deaths of four who were shot because they
protested that war, we ask that classes be
suspended this afternoon, and that students
turn out for the rally.

Peace^._,
- —^1

Kent
f

By David E. EngdahJ
We fenow of March 5,1770,- - - -

And the symbol
'^^

The slaughter of that tragic day
Became to our fatherg. ' ^

Remember May 4, 1970,

And the witness

The slaughter of that tragic day
, Attests of our time.

•

r

Remember the soldiers-
Unwanted, unneeded—

IJsurping power like invading foes;
Countermanding law, and improvis^ orderM
As if civilian leaders were deposed.

*
-I-'

-1.

Remember the people
Who at Kent, as at Boston, ]'

Resent this intrusion of soldierly force
Into their sanctum of peace. - -

¥rom thiM resentment the troops will soon provoke
Those scattered acts of violence
Which later they will claim <u provocation

For their violent mimieeds.

They carry heavy rifles, -,.,,.„
Loaded with deadly missiles.

Able to tear the soul from a body at three thoutand
yards.

Such weapons make Goliaths of the smallest men.
Against this army of Philistines

Only a handful of would-be Davids
Lob their ill-aimed ttones. -^

Remember Jeff-
Spirited and bold-
Playing catch-the-cannister

with the guardsmen's gas. '

An easy target to remember
By his distinctive apparel
And his waving black flag.

His free-flowing blood is a crimson memorial
That cannot be rinsed

From the street where he lay.
*

Itemember Sandy—
^

A mere passer-by
On her way to a class,

Uninvolved in events of the ^lay;

Unsuspecting the missile that sped to iU target.
Wrenching her life away.
-From behind, at a distance offour hundred feet.

One long-hair looks much the same as another-
Whether boy or girl.

Remember Joe,

Standing near.

Well out of the main Hn9 of fire.

Incredulous, t

Doubting the bullets were real.

He lifted his finger, defying the couriers of death.
They shot him twice on the spot.

These, nonetheless, were the lucky ones.
They survived.

'-- '-'; • V.'

Remember the questions the FBI asked;
Remember the answers they heard. ^

"'

J)espite aU the efforts to cover it upi —
Remember those critical words:

"Unnecessary/*
i. J_ .

V "Unwarranted.''

"Inexcusable. »»

The dwindled crowd dispersed.

The soldiers turn and march up a hill.

Glancing back as they marcK
Falling out of formation.

Keeping in view the scattering youths they leave behind.

?

As ifon a signal, 6n cresting the hill.

The vanguard of executioners
Wheel.

Retrace their last few steps.

And launch the attack against the youOis th^y had left
behind.

Now one hundred yards away.
Turning first in wonder.

Other soldiers e€igerly join the fusillade.

Remember Allimm—
Tall and alive—
Anticipating all of life's fullness;

Imagining all of youth's dreams.
Her offense was placing a flower in the barrel ofa rifle

And whispering couneels of peace.
And shouting angry e^MmU against the gods of war.

Crumpled and small.

She dreams her fantasies of love and peace
No more.

As the President once again feeds the flames of the
Southeast Asia war, we ought not forget the outrage on our
own soil that followed the Cambodian Invasion two year«
ago. ^

Flags should be flown at half-mast, and we should call the
nation to mourning both for the slaughter of innocents at
Kent State University and for the shameful refusal of
fedreral and state officials to allow Justice to be done for
those murders.

Appropriate memorials of Kent and its shame will bemade by the survivors and the parenU of the dead on May 4
at Kent and in Washington, D.C.

In your own place and wav, will you Join in renewing the
y^orld s consciousness of I^nt?
Scores of simultaneous small and simple assemblies

throughout the country could tell the whole world that wehave not forgotten, nor ever will
,

Spread the word.

1

A basiis for criminal chargee—
'

Egregious federal crimes.

What is this mocking of Juetice I hear?
"We only prosecute dissidenU here!
Hide in the archives the proofof the crimes-
People forget with the passing of Hme!"

But have they a vault eo large.

So secure.

That truth iUelf can be there entombed
Forever?

Justice and truth in the same crypt interred

Together?

Remember Kent.

Remember Kent .

And cry!

L

Remember Bill—
No radical, he;

He's ROTO,
Groom ing to do his country's bidding on fields of war
But who can tell a felhw soldier at one hundred thirty

yards, ^
Out of uniform ?

Bill need no longer remain a cadet;
The demons of war have collected his debt

Here, on the nation's home soil

Remember also Jim and Don,
Dean, Bob, and Alan, Doug, Tom, and John,
And also Joe.

Cry for the nation
That turns the arms of her insolent war

Against her own children;
That rains the fury of her war-bom hatred

Upon herself;
And tries to escape the shame ofher madness

By turning her eyes away.

Cry tears of mourning;
Of outrage;

Of warning ...
But cry not the tears of deepair!

m^'

Cry out in voices resolved against silence.
Determined to speak for those silenced at Kent!
Cry out for Jutice!

For peace!
For compassion!

Cry out in loud voices^

Remembering Kent!
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President

Roseni
Kach year, students elect a

student body president with no

guarantee that person will do

anything. This year students don't

have to take that chance because

one candidate presents a record so

strong and a platform so specific

there is no doubt he will be an
active president.

Les Rosen as a General Rep
demonstrated leadership, ex-

perience and innovation in every
area that effects student life. As
director of the SLC Ad-
ministrative Intern Program, he
doubled its size and potency, and
established it as a shident power
base that places students in every
office controlling student life. His

drive and iniative in the ad-

ministration also provided for

next year's spring break.

To deal with Westwood, Les
originated the Westwood Con-
sumer Project as a forerunner to

a full-blown complaint board The
results, published in the Feb. 12

I)B proved this traditional

problem area can be solved. He
also facilitated a similar project
in housing,

In an effj^^t to inyolve students

in the pric^blems of society, he
organized and sponsored CAl/-

Advocates. Although it fell short,

it was a good attempt and a
growth experience for the whole
campus. He prevented the
elimination of legal aid service
and heads a UPC committee to

expand it. , .

He showed he was action
orientated by assisting SEPC in

the final stage of their 3 year
foreign language requirement
fight. He initiated and im-
plemented the final two phone
campaigns that secured victory.

The first phone campaign last

June was a dramatic attempt the
night before balloting ended to 200
science faculty members that
snatched victory by a mere 26
votes. '^

These accomplishments prove
Les Rosen is not a programmer or
junior bureaucrat, but a leader
who gets things done to better
student lives. This is also reflected
in his platform.

He was the first to pioneer a new
concept in student government
that other candidates now imitate.
In the Feb. 4 DB he stated student
government's role in the
university is not a student ac-
tivities board, but the shident
voice in campus governance on
par with Murphy HaU and the
faculty. He sees student govern-
ment as the vehicle for students
controlling matters we
traditionally believe out of our
control, such as the class size,

computer registration, library
operations etc. — things that
really concern students. He
proposes deemphasizing the
programming function and
concentrating on governance
function.

He has proven through the in-
tern program that no rule,
regulation or situation at the
university is beyond change, and
student government can be the
means of that change. Les will
continue pushing programs in-
volvmg students in social change,
"e win expand the Westwood
I'roject to its full potential and
extend those principles into
ASUCLA and Housing.

I es Rosen has a proven record
and a specific platform based on
proven concepts. No other can-
didate for president presents such

.*J«i^»B

Clear evidence he wiU get things
done. Seldom has a candidate put
himself on the line and given the
student body, SLC ^and Daily
Bruin such concrete proposals to
hold him accountable for. Les
Rosen will be an active president
and is the only candidate that can
provide dynamic leadership and
change in areas effecting student
life.

Miller
Unaccustomed as I am to the

written word, I feel compelled to

express to ypu, the students of

UCLA, my^ feeUngs about the

UCLA Campus and the entire

multiversity structure of which
we are all a part.

^ I attended UCLA for 3 years
beginning in 1967. Over those 3

years I started to feel that college

as a learning tool left much to be
desired. These feelings
culminated with me leaving the

university after the third year for

a year of contemplation and
reevaluation. Over that year I

have come to view the university

for what it really is — a bourgeois

playground for upper middle class

pseudo-intellectuals. This
playground, being of a liberal

tradition, has built-in guilt

mechanisms which allow on the

one hand, lower income people to

play with their toys, and on the

other hand, allow these liberals

restful sleep.

The liberal tradition of this

pseudo-responsible position high
atop Kerckhoff Hall. If elected, I

will doj my best to move to
establish this multiversity as a
liberated zone.

1 advocate the moving of the
army installation on our campus
(ROTO to a more suitable place
for training (e.g. Chancellor
Young's house).

Another one of my first actions
will be to support a move to
establish the Daily Bruin as a
semi-regular paper having the
same status as other papers ( La
Ciente, Nommo, Ha-Am ) enjoy on
this campus.

In total, I will try to establish a
humanistic approach to the
problems that face all of us in our
quest for true knowledge and
understanding of our selves.

ALL POWER TO THE
PEOPLE

t/ieir heads are at

McTeigue
J I came hew in 1969 and caught
frostbite. Have you got it? It laid
me up for two years, until my
recent spontaneous recovery. And
npw Im back to let you know I can
really shake 'em down.
But let me digress. The

University is in sad shape on the
two levels — economically and
psychologically. Outlook for ^The Student Body President at

better utilized Petty squabbles
must be shelved in an effort to
make UCLA a family instead of a
factory.

Realize that the possibilities are
endless, once we are headed in the
right direcUon. UCLA is packed
with intelligent, potentially
sensitive people who want to like
people again We must be open,
and patient with those slow to
come around — for they are in the
most pain. I hope you, especially
Blacks and Chicanos, won't say
I'm advocating party time at the
exclusion of world problems. I see
the problems. But people have to
be alive before they can take
action. First we have got to

produce Positive ENERGY, a
sensitivity to human feelings.

Keep doing your gig, biit help put
here; it will pay. Ifs too late for
hale. Usually 15% of us vote in
SLC elections: most of these
follow the Kerckhoff Kom-
mandos. I need the other 85% or
I'll be left whisUing in the
bathroom. If you think I've got the
right idea, vote for me and tell 5
friends to tell 5 friends.

You can elect me, or get the
same old wine in a brand new
bottle. ^--^ —

; ^

Lapham

immediate economic or other
policy change is bleak because
people won't cooperate. They
don't much like each other and

UCLA must be an individual who
embodies the qualities of ex-

perience, a desire for change, and
most importantly, he must be a

campus concern. This I have
done. , .,,

I have worked actively in
education this year in helping to
bring about revision of the
Foreign Language requirement
and the revision of the academic
calendar. I actively support the
institution of an interdisciplinary,
open major, Undergraduate
College that would be separate
from the College of Letters and
Science. I am also an advocate for
the Pass/No-Record system.

^ I have worked closely within
ASUCLA this year. If elected, I

will reinstitute the book bonus
plan whereby students who buy
textbooks at the Student Store will

be eligible for a five per cent to six

per cent book price refund at the
end of the quarter.

In sitting upon the Board of

Control Space Committee I have
pushed for the remodeling of

Ackerman Union— from a sterile

box to a more livable student
union. Plans are now underway
for extensive remodeling of the

Student Union for the coming
year.

I also stand against the raising
of tuition, for a reorganization of

-your Student Government and the
'

institution of a Westwood Con-
sumer Advisory Board as further
primary concerns for the coming
year.r . ;. ""'... *

_ _^ -^..^ .

I believe I have advocated and
lead constructive change this

year, based upon student opinion
and student need. If elected
Student Body President, I will^

continue to be a leader of change.

*
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Halpern

playground could at best be
labeled liberal fascism. The
playground directors ate
members of the corporate elite of

the United States, v^(hich just

happens to be the same corporate

elite which produce such lavish

productions as the "Vietnam War,
polluted air and water, heroin

addiction. V.D. epidemics,
poverty, and more."

I hate to dwell on the cliches of

the preceding paragraph, but as
we all know they are true. Moving
right along from these truisms, it

becomes very easy to see the

function of the university ac-

cording to these directors. They
view the university as the training

grounds for the next generation of

taskmasters.

If you have read this far and
thought about what I have been
^ying, you probably are asking

yourselves, "what is this asshole

doing back in school?" If you
haven't asked this question, then

there is no ho(^ for you : they have
already succeeded in frying your

brain adequately and you should

proceed directly tO the ad-

ministration building and get your
diploma.

f came back to school for two
basic reasons, one being economic
and the other social. The
economic motivator was that my
student loans became due and I

was faced with the problem of

either declaring bankruptcy now
or later. Behig a smart person, I

decided to wait for the revolution

to come, which would destroy the

Bank of America, and solve my
problem The second reason I

have returned to this vending

machine ()aradise was to run for

president

I feel I could do my part best in

undermining this arm of the

corporate structure from a

they cannot get along. Everyone
pulls in his direction and nothing
igets done. Nor is it rewarding for

the lone puller, who just gets

Irustrated and resentful. So the
Karma gets worse.

People feel isolated, friendless.

They spend lots of time thinking

about and criticizing themselves,

and wondering if others dislike

them. All of us occasionally have
the energy to try to turn things

around; and we make the first

step by being friendly or offering

help. But others are suspicious

and only deal fear or hate, and Mr.
Nice Guy gets pulled back down.
UCLA puts out polluted vibes,

despite the fact that none of us

wants it that way.
Bastante. We all know the

problem. There's only one method
of cure. First, someone has to

make it a issue. (I mean THE
issue). Second, everyone has to

stop saying, "We need it. but it

can't be done." Ca-Ca on you, pal.

If a lot of us tried opening up at

once, you'd finally get some
reward for your efforts. People
would return yotir smile. Someone
would invite you to lunch. Oooh.

Third, we have to deal with' two
bummers that destroy the

potential of social functions. 1.

I^ts of people can't dance and
wish they could. So they stay

home or stand around. 2. The
male — female ratio is tragic.

Ladies, where are you? If more
women would show up. everyone
would be happier, even the girls

now sorely out-numbered. Fourth,

we have to turn the Bruin into a

uood vibes rag let it foster

communication on campus.
'Today could be a wear a flower

day or hug a stranger day, giving

people an excuse to meet each

other Fifth, the tremendous
eneig> of SLC members can be

leader capable of using his ex-

perience to bring a change to this

campus.
~

—

'

Last year, you elected me as
Campus Events Commissioner.
Throughout this year, I have
worked not only as your Campus
Events Commissioner, but as a
concerned member of student
government; moving into many
areas that do not directly affect

the Campus Events Commission,
but do affect all of us as students.

As Campus Events Com-
missioner, I have worked at

totally reorganizing my com-
mission to make it more
responsive to student opinion, and
student needs. The Chinese Table
Tennis Delegation Visit here on
April 24th was an important
program to come from the
Commission. MardiGras, another

student nm program, broke all

records this year and is another
example of the success of com-
mission programs. Teach-In
Symposium Program (TISP),
under the commission, recently

sponsored the two day China
Conference. I promised last year

to lead a change in student

programming, and run programs
that would interest all segments of

the campus community. I believe

I have fulfilled that promise. I

worked with Centre Hispano on
their April Festival Latina,

changed totally the format of

Bruin Week, put together the

Child Care Center Fund Raising

Drive, and brought programs to

the South Campus area. I believe I

have brought change within my
ov^n commission and brought a

meaningful change to student

programming.

To be Student Kixly Pre.sident,

an individual must concern
himself with the many aspects of

TWO YEARS AGO. Steve
Halpern was elected to the office

of General Representative with
2377 votes,^the second highest vote
total ever cast for that office '

ONE YEAR AGO. Steve
Halpern was elected to the office

of Administrative Vice-PresidAit
with 2279 votes, nearly 70% uf I life:

votes cast.

THIS YEAR, Steve Halpern i«*

campaigning for student body
-president

\}r

Every candidate can off#»r

grandiose thoughts on the
problems of "student govern-
ment," etc The rhetoric is so
familiar it is a cliche. But talking

is much different than acting.

This is what Steve Halpern has
done the past two and a, half

years

:

PARKING - Chairman,
Parking Advisory Board
— gave students greater mobility
with new yellow permits by
eliminating the green ones.

— gfive non-permit holders the

ability to park on campus after 9

pm by raising the gates each
night.

— guaranteed continued operation

of the Lot 32'Ackerman Union
shuttle bus.

REGISTRATION FEES —
Chairman, UPC subcommittee on
reg fees •v--. ^^... .'•^

'"'

— in an unprecedented move,
obtained $150,000 of registration

fees for student programs such as

the symposium on China, the

Administrative Internship
Program, the BSU, MEChA, the

Speakers' Program, Campus
Tomorrow, the Health Science

Student Lounge.
— Determined that registration

fees should not fund the North

Campus Student Union.

"INIVERSITIES POLICIES
COMMISSION — Two-year
member
— Created a task force to

establish a campus legal aid

service

— 1.^ fight to continue the Child

Health Care Prepayment Plan
ArrangcHl compromise to Keep

libraries open until 11 pm when
(Continued on Page •)
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More from the presidential
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the hours were reduced from 12

p.m. to 10 p.m. . .

•STUDENT LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL —
— Made motion against banning
alleged racist textbook from
Psych 10 class.

— Moved for UCLA membership
in the National Student Lobby.
— Member of the Student
Educational Policies Com-
mission's Liaison Corps.
— Student representative to the
Executive Committee of L&S.
•ASUCLA
— Originator of the joint ASUCLA-
Residence Hall meal plan.
— Led fight to reopen check-
cashing service when closed in

summer, 1970.

ENROLLMENT
— Created the current 3-day
enrollment system with priority

numbers after students spent 14

hours in line in winter, 1970.

— Helped implement policy of not
having to pay your fees at the
same time you pre-enroll

.

-^'^—
= Lengthened spring break in

spring, 1970. ^^^
L_

It is very easy to talk about
leadership, philosophy of student

government, and other nebulous
terms. It is very easy to make
promises.

Steve Halpem could do the

same if he wanted. But he hasn't

and he won't. It's not promises
that elect a student body
president. It's his ac-

complishments.

Cron/'n
,
As ^candidate for President, I,

John Cronin, ask for your personal
support. To be effective, student
government requires fun-
damental change, a reordering of

priorities toward the solution of

our most pressing campus
problems.

How many times have we
cohi plained about the quality of

instruction — about inadequate
financial aid— about the ASUCLA

bookstore, the dorms or the

housing jungle in Westwood. How
often have we stood in a long line

at Window A while 20 employees

sat^t desks behind adjoining but

unmanned windows. Why must
we pay $880,000 for a Northern

Campus Student Union complete
with waitress service and con-

ference facilities when the great

majority wants and needs nothing

more than a nice indoor eating

area? ' —
Student government has failed

to make a difference in these

areas. Current programs may be
worthy, but a government that

fails to confront these other

problems becomes irrelevant to

its constituency. And that we i^fiust

change.

We can start with the quality of

our education. We all question the

sanctity of publish or perish and
are confronted by an increasing

number of poor instructors. As
students we have the power to

attack such problems. By
channeling student input into

tenure decisions. By involving the

University Action Council in

departmental policy-making. And
through college level reforms
such as extending the drop and
pass-fail dates until the final day
of clliss

Student government must also

confront the campus operations

that control our every day lives.

Decisions are often made by
administrators with little

knowledge or interest in student

problems. Questions like financial

aid, food and book prices, housing,

ticket sales and enrollment have
too great an effect on our lives to

leave them to the unbridled

discretion of business managers.

To be effective in implementing
such a philosophy, a President
must be experienced in the
solution of campus problems. As
Coordinator of the University
Action Council, I organized un-
dergraduate associations and
built UAC into a strong vehicle for

departmental involvement and
reform. Through SEPC I served

on the Faculty Liaison Corn annworked on tenure and eUmU^u"
of the foreign languL^

helped implement the ASUCI adorm lunch plan, led the {^,against an unwieldy %m^
North Campus Union a^
presented major legislation f^the revamping of SLC, the
President's office and financL
operations. Finally, I served i^
the ASUCLA Finance ^Jmission and the SEC Task-force
on Athletic Tickets.

If elected I hope to blend my
philosophy and experience

to
build more relevance into student
government. To drive politics outTo bring a • philosophy

of
represenUtion in. To open ao-
pointments to all students, not just
supporters of the winning can-
didates. Most importanUy, I want
to make student government
something with which we can
solve our common problems I

want it to make a difference in o#
daily lives.

Socialists present slate

-^.4,

i

s

IS

The Young Socialist Slate:
^

Mike McGraw for SB President

Toni Kim for SLC First Vice President

Roger Avila for Campus Facilities Commissioner
Peter Herreshoff for NSA Representative

In ld72 the influence of the U.S. presidential elections
IS felt in every area of society even vaguely associated
with politics. This is true even for the rump body known
as the Student Legislative Council. In a statement
reported in Monday's Bruin, LaMar Lyons, SLC
president, went on record advocating that the SLC en-
dorse George McGovem — this, despite the fact that
Lyons claimjs to be for the building of an independent
Black political party as an alternative to the two parties
of war, racism, oppression, capitalism; and despite
McGovem's antagonism toward Malcolm X and his
-record of voting large appropriations for "law en-
forcement" after the ghetto rebellions.
The SLC would have a much more profound and

positive impact on the '72 elections by endorsing the
Socialist Workers Party presidential ticket of Linda
Jenness and Andrew Pulley. Such an endorsement
would be an indication to the entire country that students
are seriously questioning the value of the two-party
system - that we s€e no difference between the
Republocrats and the Demolicans. And that this
disaffecUon from the so^alled "legitimate political
process" will have to be taken into account by all can-
didates for public office.

In the forthcoming SLC elections, there is a slate
organized around this premise. The Young Socialist
slate rejects the servile mentality reflected by those who

.
ook for salvation in the parties organized to maintain
the oppressive capitolist system. We will not com-
promise our goals in exchange tor a few crumbs The
lesser evil hoax has been sufficiently exposed by Lyndon
no wider war" Johnson and Eugene "keep them off the

streets McCarthy Given the choice, we would likeEugene Debs, rather vote for something we want aiid not
get It than vote for something we don't want and get itWe are activists in the antiwar, women's liberation
Chicano Asian-American, and student movements TheYoung Socialist campaign aims to challenge theRegente on the issue of who controls the UniSv aVSwhose Interests it serves. We believe that byorSSmobilizing and involving the masM of student! we afnbegin changing the University from a co« in 0^
mihUry-industrial-academic complex to a baL or 0^

AmJ '^'^^'^ 0^ Blacks, Chicanos, Asian-Amencans. native Americans, and working people.

The Antiwar University
The Young Socialist slate views the war in Indo<:hina

as the mo6t important issue in world, national and
campuA politics today. The struggle of the Indo-Chinese
for self-determination is an inspiration to oppmaed
peoples throughout the world. The Nixon administration
18 out to make an abject lesson of what happens to people
who refuse to accept American domination. The
massive re-^scalation of the war - the bombing of

«r<%ft::::::%'<::::::%:S:::%;.:::.:.:^^^

»r Hanoi and Haiphong — the dispatching of thousands
^ more U.S. Air Force and Naval personnel along with

hundreds more bombers and dozens more naval vessels
is clear proof that the U.S. government intends to defend
the Saigon dictatorship at all costs. As the Saigon regime
crumbles under the blows of the Vietnamese freedom
fighters, the U.S. government will consider further
escalations, using the pretext of foreign invasion to mine

- Haiphong harbor, bomb North Vietnam's dykes, rein-
troduce American ground troops, or even use nuclear
weapons.

In .this context, the U:S. antiwar movement and
students in particular have a tremendous responsibility.
The U.S. rulers are watching very closely for our
response to each new escalation. More than anything
else, they fear a repetition of the May, 1970 student
strikes, which in the context of the present over-
whelming sentiment against the war and the govern-
ment-imposed wage controls, could easily spill over to
broader layers of the population. The Young Socialist
slate sees this responsibility as its Number 1 priority If

.
elected, we will orient the SLC toward organizing a
movement for the cessation of war recruiting on
campus, carrying out the mandate of previous student
body referenda. We think that just as the Mafia should
be prohibited from organizing gangland killings from
campus, organizing for the perpetration of the Indo-
( hina war should be prohibited. If the recruiters want to
come to campus and debate issues of the war or debate
whether dr not they should be allowed to recruit, we wiU
be more than willing to host them. From ^st ex-
perience, we doubt that they will jump at this offer. We
will also work to expose and terminate any war research
that IS taking place on this campus, as well as any
contracts between the university and the armed forces
Along with making the campus off limits for the

organization of war crimes, we feel a responsibility to
make SLC resources available for organizing against
the war in Indo-China. The UCLA student body has gone
on record in favor of immediate withdrawal of all U S
troops and materials from Indo-China. The SLC can help
transform that sentiment into effective action by
building future antiwar demonstrations and promoting
the Air War Initiative. Concretely, it should provide the
antiwar movement with offices, typewriters, phones
mimeographs, and other suppUes. These resources are
miniscule compared with those the U.S. government
rips off to perpetrate and propagandize for its vicious
war. Despite this, we know from having built the April 22
demonstration with far fewer resources that these
facilities would play an important role in the process of
building a movement which is strong enough to end the

Women's Liberation

01 our society At UCLA, this oppression manifests itselfin discriminatory employment patterns ^eunavailability of child care for wome^who want tSpursue a career beyond that of homemaker. th^ ^Toitpermanent women's studies progrTm anddiscriminatory scholarship and feUowship^l^ies eteThe Young Socialist slate calls for
1

)

The transformation of the Women's Studies Program

^FDHntoTL""' '^'•'!r
""^^^ '"^ auspic^Tt^CED) into a permanent department of the Universil^

Decisions on curricula and staff should be made by
participants in the women's studies program.
2r The establiishment of a University-financed 24 hour
day care center for children of students, faculty, and
staff, controlled by those who use them.
3) Equal pay and job oppoi;tunities for women employed
on campus.
4) Endorsement of the National Abortion AcUon
Coalition and provision of facUities to organize for the
repeal of restrictive abortion and contraceptive laws as
well as for the repeal of forced sterilization laws. We will

putthe retaterial and moral resources of the SLC into the
struggle to achieve these objectives.

Student Control
The Young Socialist slate calls for:

1

)

Student faculty control of curricula, hiring, firing and
the use of campus facilities.

2) The abolition of all educational fees. Education is a
right, and should be provided free to all who want it. We
have no stake in the maintenance of an elite institution

whilsh serves to reinforce the inequalities of this society.
3) The establishment and funding of autonomous Black,
Chicano, Asian-American, and native American studies

departments. ^ -

—-^TTTj—- Teach-ins and Symposia "
The Young Socialist slate intends to implement a

program of teach-ins and symposia on issues whose
future importance could easily rival that of Indo-China
today. We will invite experts on the issues with many
points of view. Following is a tentative list:

1. Arab-Israeli conflict. Speakers from State Dept

,

Israeli consulate, fedayeen, . . .

2. Political defense. Speakers from Angela Davis, GI
movement, Cairo 111. United Front, Attica
3. Women's liberation. Debate on abortion laws. Roots of

i

women's oppression, films
4. Vietnam & Colonial Revolution. History of U.S. i

foreign policy. Cuba, Palestine, Africa, Bangladesh
5. Student movement: relevance for social change
6. Debate on '72 elections

\

7. Strategies for Chicano liberation. Speakers from La
\Raza Unida Party. YSA, MEChA. * ^

8. Strategies for Black liberation. Speakers from BSU,
Black Political Convention, YSA
9. Does the U.S. need a revolution? — debate
The socialist candidates for SLC arc people who arc

actively involved in the movements on this campus.
Running for SLC President is Mike McGraw, the

coordinator of the Student Mobilization Committee at

UCLA ( the organization which built the April 22 antiwar
'lemonstration. He was a student government
representative at Michigan Stote University last year.

Toni Kim, candidate for 1st Vice President, is a

welfare mother and an activist in the Women's
Liberation, Asian-American, Chicano, and antiwar
movements.
Peter Herreshoff, the slates candidate for NSA rep is a

freshman with 7 years of experience in the antiwar
movement and 5 y^afs in the Young Socialist Alliance
Roger Avila has been active in building the antiwar

movement.
We do not expect that our election to the SLC will

result in miracles at UCLA. We do think that our election
will help translate growing social consciousness into

constructive action which will facilitate social change
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Redmond
My candidacy for the UCLA

Student Legislative Council

presents to the students a proven

record of performance in public'

administration. As a future career

woman in law and as a graduate

of Jefferson High in Daly City, my
public service record includes my
election as student body president

of Jefferson High, head varsity

cheerleader, voted hriost likely to

sucee^, graduating class speaker

ahd numerous other posts. Having
been involved in many school

activities, I am sensitive to the

needs of UCLA. I faithfully pledge

my best efforts to serve those

needs. Unhappily, I found that a

political machine controlled

UCLA. In seeking election, I

cannot match the money nor

professional campaign manage-
ment enjoyed by **the machine"
— nor will I resort to smear
tapticK I twDe thai von ihA in-

volved student, wiU read my
campaign literature. The truths

are clearly stated. The machine
must not be allowed to control

UCLA. In asking your support I

pledge to represent all students

fairly and equally. As a candidate
for Administrative Vice President

I, Dorothy Mae Redmond offer

sincerity, not empty promises. As
an interested student I offer a plan
for the reorganization of UCLA: 1)

Representation of UCLA
STUDENTS BY AREAS OR
DISTRICTS RATHER THAN BY
UCLA AT LARGE. 2) PLANNING
COMMISSION MADE UP OF
T y E FOLLOWING

_ C_AXEG0R1ES_ a) women_Jil _

minorities c) students to work out
of Murphy Hall where decisions
are made that effect students
directly, because, Kerckhoff Hall
isn't where decisions are made—
Murphy is. 3) organization of all

^udents interested in changing
apathy in regard to student
government. 4) At^ntion to
budgets to eliminate' "waste"
spending and to keep up necessary
expenditure. 5) Open government
(Preparation of SLC meeting so
that every person present could
have choice to speak if he or she so
chooses.) I will represent the

students equally and fairly, and
give no special consideration to
any segment of government. The
direction and advancement of
UCLA is up to the student and I

represent all the students. I un-
derstand what the student wants
because of my civic background
and will work tb give students the
finest balanced school year of 72-

73 possible. I know UCLA — its

people, its problems, and I will
work unceasingly to benefit every
student at UCLA. I Dorothy Mae
Redmond pledge to make sure
that UCLA STUDENTS WILL
RECIEVE FULL VALUE FOR
KVERY DOLLAR SPENT. IF
YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW MY
FEELING ON OTHER SUB-
JECTS WELL HERE GOES: 1)
On Ecology — 1 plan to upgrade
the purchasing of more bike racks
in vital spots on campus. (Not to
mention the installation of night
lights in the tennis courts.) 2) On
legal Aid- To help if it is what the
students want to provide all

assistance legally possible. 3) On
Protection— to envoke a freeze on
the building of new buildings and
thin out the long waiting lines for
registration and in Financial Aids.
I want to insure high quality of
education and not fees. We can no
longer accept short range plan-
ning that creates long range
problems.

Fuller
1^.

I seek the office of Ad-
ministrative Vice-President
because I believe that student
government needs to re-orient
itself to better meet the needs and
solve the problems that confront
students. I will bring to the office a
new orientation towards student
government, the experience of
program administration, and the
experience of working with
students. As Co-Chairman of the
UCLA Government Internship
Program during 1970 and 1971,

and while assisting in program
development in the EXPO Center
during this academic year I have
worked to develop in programs
the means by which individuals
may find alternatives to their
education. In going as a
representative of UCLA to the
National Symposium on Ex-
perimental Education and while
serving on^a committee on ex-
periential education I have been
able to question the needs and
concerns of students. While
working as an intern this past
summer in Sacramento and while
working in the EXPO Center

developing community internship

opportunities I have worked to

demonstrate the importance of

community involvement.
^ These experiences provide me
with the background to work
closely with all students in

challenging student government
to meet the needs of students. I

will concentrate in the following
areas: 1) Education — We must
establish alternatives within
undergraduate education. In-

ternship programs, symposiums,
colloquiums, and other innovative
educational programs must be
strengthened and advocated.
Also, I support and will work to

develop an Undergraduate
College."2r"Campus — Student
government must act to solve

campus problems. Huge amoimts
of students' money go into

housing, parking, financial aid,

and student government must act

to insure that students are well

served. 3) Community— We must
deal with a wide 'range of issues

that affect students. I support and
will work with the Student Lobby.
l...will work to establish -^
Speakers' Bureau to maintain a
continuous flow of information

between the students and the

community.
I will, as Administrative Vice-

President, open my office to the

exploration by students of con-

cerns in these areas. I pledge to

mdke student government
responsive to the needs and
concerns of students.

If student government is to be a
meaningful and responsible
agency for students, drastic
changes must occur. The Student
Legislative Council must have the
power to make input and change
into any decision made by
University Administrators — on
activities or facilities — which
affect student life. Students must
be given a voice in all University
decisions; but, this is not possible
until Student Government
changes its Jocus. I WILL
STRONGLY WORK TO THIS
END— by providing mechanisms
for elected officers to gain access
into Administrative decision-
making and academic planning
for students. Programing can no
longer be the major committment
for Student Government when life

on campus is the way it is (i.e.

dorm life, social pressures,
academic pressures, etc.). The
key to student strength and a
viable campus hinges on this

change. A mechanism must exist
where students can change
anything which affects them.
Decisions on matters such as
Spring Break, classroom size, or
cost of books for a class must have
students involved. The only way
students can be heard is through a^
position of POWER ' arid

RESPECT in the University.

This is what I see for students
next year.

Vote ROSS ARBITER for Ad-
ministrative Vice President.

first VP

Zohar
Presently research is the only

criterion for promotion and tenure
of University professors. Through
SLC, I would hope to strengthen
the importance of student
evaluation of professors in these

determinations.

I believe we must investigate
new systems of incentive to ifn-

prove the quality of teaching. >.

Departmental evaluations of
professors should be published
quarterly in a special supplement
to the Bruin in addition to the
annual Professor Evaluation
Booklet put out by ASUCLA.
Bonuses could be awarded to

professors whose teaching was
consistentiy rated excellent by the
students.

Another area that must be
emphasized is the CED program,
which though fairly new has
tremendous potential as a means
of broadening the curricula. I will

work to expand women's studies
classes through this avenue and to

work with the Educational
Policies Commissioner in making
these CED courses applicable to

the major.
In line with this I intend to ex-

pand the current options now
available to students via an in-

dependent major.
Mirrored again and again

around me I sense the mounting
frustration and resignation of the
average UCLA student.

This frustration results from a
general feeling of impotence

-regarding the ability to effect
change and deal concretely with
issues confronting the entire
student body. —^^^- —^.

r

Nevertheless change can be
effected and in my,sincere l>elief

that the average student can get
involved, I Greet Zohar submit to

you my c^didacy for First Vice
President ^

I feel th^t the emphasis m
student government should be
toward the pursuit of a higher
quality of educational develop-

ment. Within this framework I set

forth issues which I intend to

pursue and direct in student

government.
It is time to come out and ac-

tively tackle these issues which
confront women as well as the

general student population.

Let us not passively accept this
system merely because others
have. We must constantly
evaluate what we want from our
education and take the iniative to
act.

Dearmon
UCLA student awareness

concerning vital issues such as the
war in South-east Asia, repressive
politics, and the unproductive
undergraduate educational ex-
perience is perhaps at an all time
high. We have refused to
degeneratiif into tHfe irresponsible
"student" and have continued to

demonstrate our willingness to be
a major contributory force for

social change in this country.
Aside from the issues that have

been championed by the students
since the mid-60's, a few more
pertinent issues have been raised
— such as women's rights, and the
social policies which stress
quality of life. The most debatable
issue of these l)eing the question of

the changing role of women and
the fundamental question of

human resource development.
Student advocates for these issues

have come in all colors, sizes and
sex. It is this kind of realization

that prompts me to run for the
office of First-Vice-President of

the UCLA undergraduate
population.

This office must transcend the
level of Tokenism, and become a
dynamic and functional force for

both women's rights in particular,

and human resource development
in genei'al. This can be done in a
micro fashion through the
development of serious and well-

planned campus programs which
are designed to maximize
campus-wide input; as well as
expand the undergraduate
educational experience to include

problem solving techniques. - ^~

( Continued on Page 20

)

Candidates for community services

Arbiter
As this years Student Facilities

Commissioner, I have been in-

volved and have gained in-

valuable experience dealing with

the University. Working with
various committees (Vending
Advisory Board, Parking Ad-
visory Board, etc. ) has taught me
how to get things done. The
headway made on Student use of

TIE-LINE PHONES and
LIGHTING of the TENNIS
COURTS for night play are prime
examples. Both these projects are

nearine completion.
Experience in working through

the system is the key to success

for students at UCLA. The
Bureaucratic system will stop all

efforts that are not periecUy

presented throughout the ranks;

thus, one must slowly learn how to

accomplish ideas when operating

in this structure — that takes

time. I have spent the time and
know the ropes.

A NEW ROLE FOR STUDENT
(iOVERNMENT

^As Community Service Com-
missioner, I hope to emphasize
four major points. First, I believe

that it is important that each
UCLA student should have a

variety of chances for in-

volvement in community
projects. My years of experience

in community projects have
helped me to see that most people

who are sincerely interested have
something to offer. This may
mean tutoring, working on
weekends at an Indian Reser-

vation, or simply talking with or

touching a person different from
yourself. You do not have to un-

derstand the Vietnamese culture

or go to Vietnam to be able to

empathize with or, in some way,
help the Vietnamese people.

Likewise, you do not have to live

in the Barrio to be able to em-
pathize with and help the people

who HVe there. As commissioner,

part bf my job will be to provide

opportunities for your in-

volvement in community
projects.

My second major effort will be

to help those students who have

experienced the UCLA
bureaucracy as a stumbling block

to the implementation of good

ideas. I have spoken to many
students who have great ideas for

community projects. I have had

experience with city, state, and

national bureaucracies. I believe

that my experience and energy

will help in this respect. My third

emphasis will be toward main-

taining accountability. All

projects under the Community
Service Commission should be

-evaluated periodically~4o assuri

high performance. I hope to set

and maintain office hours so that I

will l>e available and receptive to

new ideas. Also, I intend to serve
my whole term and not pack my
things up and go after two months.
Fourth, my experience in com-
munity projects since 1966 has
helped me to understand that

fresh, new ideas are a major part

of the life of community projects.

I hope to encourage new and in-

novative ideas from the campus
community. We can work
together tp see that worthwhile

projects pull through regardless

of the red tape. Working together,

we can overcome even the student

government bureaucracy.

•-M-:
Burch

Meaningless . displays of

political muscle-flexing gives one
a clear indication of both the

qualit3f of leadership and
programming that currently

exists within the hallowed
corridors of Kerckhoff Hall.

Fortunately the majority of

student programming sponsored

and/or developed by S.L.C. is so

useless that people are sekk>m
done the disservice of having to

use them. On the other hand, there

are two commissions within the

infrastructure of S.L.C. that are so

vital to the maintainance of the

quality of student life on campus
thdt they can ill-afford to be

subject to the pronounced changes

in the ebb and flow of political

reality that are so characteristic

of U.C.L.A. Student government;

one of these is the Community
Services Commission.

— -r .-l-J . JL-jt
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Since its inception in 1965 this —
^$^.000 commission (the largest in

S.L.C.) has l>een historically

plagued by too much enthusiasm
and not enough concern.
Programs were poorly conceived,

poorly administered and poorly

coordinated, thereby offering
little in return for the amount of

money spent.

When I took office as Com-
munity Services Commissioner, it

soon became evident to me that

the Commission could not con-

tinue at its current level. As a

result I have geared my whole
year's activity toward effecting

broad institutional changes in the

commission structure that would
insure its permanent, efficient

operation in the years to come,
including:

— Consolidation of existing

programs in the Venice area in

order to eliminate overlap and
increase efficiency

,

— Institution of an internal

evaluation procedure
— Securing of over $15,000 in

extramural funds
— Development of a proposal

for a curriculum for community
services

Coordination of Community
Services Activities ttn a- statewide

level

— Institution of two new
programs in the Area of Con-

sumer Protection and housing

services.

This is not the time to be
thinking about changing ad-

ministration in the commission.

If re-elected I will work as hard
as I have this past year to insure

the successful completion of the

changes that I have just outlined.

•ji^'.
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Facirities proposals

future facilitators

Educational policies plans

two

Munoz
'•-.-».

Rosen
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For those of you who have
read and loved our Bongo Congo
lea/let. thanks for the letters,

\ the fruit, and the candy; no
i; thanks to the Bruin who sent the

I
botulism-infested tuna fish

1
sandwich on the kaiser roll.

And if you missed that leaflet,

;
here are some of the issues and

:

a few more big ones:

1. An on-campus movie
theatre that shows first-run

films at non-ripoff prices.
Melnitz has the facilities.

_2. A Uni-x!op in^very parking
structure after dark.

3. Lighted tennis courts to be
used by students only.

4. Support the workers
striking against Ramona
Foods

3. A campus shuttle service to

and from the dorms and the rec
center.

r 6. Turn the Coop into a coffee
house with nightly en-
tertainment and get a goddamn
beer license. ^

TTTVn established Flea Market
~

where students and people can
sen their arts and crafts.

8. Continue the fight for

student-use of the campus tie-

line.

9. And for those of you who
have made it this far — our final

proposal is that one day in the
fall, we're going to fill the
grandstands overlooking Lot m
and h61d a giant demolition
derby, complete with Howard
(^ossell.

-

Suz Rosen — Administrative
Intern in Vice Chancellor's
Office, Student Representative
on Alumni Student Relation
Board, Co-Author original DAF
grant and Youth Ecology
Foundation, Student Rep on
Westwood Community Plan,
etc, etc - Student
Facilities Com missioness.

Ptashkin
I lam running for the office of

:|: Student Facilities Com-
f:

missioner and I have certain
definite stands on the issues and
ideas that may facilitate the
facilities.

i

i

Rooms are exhorbitantly
expensive. The costs of a set-up

III the Grand Ballroom can run
anywhere from 200 to 500
dollars. Small interest groups
cannot afford to bring their

speakers and must rely on the

established forums like the

Speakers Program and Teach-
in Symposium to agree with
their tastes and pick up the

room costs.

I will try and establish a fund
that would provide monies and
make programming readily
accessible to all.

I will fight against the waste
of almost three quarters of a
million dollars for a Student
Union on the site of the pr^ent
gypsy wagon. The money can
be better spertt expanding the
eating facility and then
providing lower prices for
student programming.

I will also look into the
possibilities of having a bank on
campus. The present check
cashing is inadaquate. Students
should not have to rush off

^'^•k**® iv caivil a UailK DcIOiC
it closes.

I will look into the possibility

of providing students with
sleeping quarters on campus.
Students who study late or want
to be on campus early will find ,

this most convenient.
I will seek out bright students

to serve on various com-
missions to prevent the ad-
ministrators from raising our
fees. Parking made thousands
of dollars last year and yet
there is always talk of raising
the parking fees. Why not in-

vestigate the possiblity of
lowering the parking fees? We
Already have one of the highest
fees in the universe.

I don't have all the answers to
the problems students face, but
I don't like getting ripped off
and I will do my best to see to it

that the students I represent
don't get ripped off either.

Hubbard
'

''--^^-
' "-,

,
»«., , ,

For the past two years, I have
served as a student voting
member on Board of Control.
These two years have given me
exposure and expertise into

fe%::::::::::::::yft%%::%::::%^

ASUCLA and the University |
<ind how it's facilities relate to ^'

student needs. As a member of :^:

BOC I was instrumental in ^
establishing the BOC sub- j^

committee. This sub- '^

committee is structured to j^i

maintain a check and balance |^

on ASUCLA management and '^:

the student facilities making |:^

certain they function to their ^:

capacity. ^
All student organizations on ^

campus are charged >^

outrageous amounts for the ^
usage of student facilities. %
Considering that Ackerman ^
Union is the "students center" |i?;

the cost of set-up operations for ^,
free concerts, or a speaker in j^J

the grand ballroom is ^
phenomenal. Anywhere from f$,

$500 is paid for such an event's ^
preparation. Once salaries are ^
paid for setup and main- U
tenance, a large sum of the j^

money goes back into ASUCLA. ^
This money is ear-marked ^
"profits," or "maintenance

^j
fund"; these profits are ac- :?^

—cumulated and nothing is done ^
with them. There is a strong :^'

need for complete in- in-

vestigations into the costs ^j

charged to students for usa^e of ^^
their "own facilities" and into f
the planning of any new ^
facilities. ;g

.
In analyzing the current '^

financial resources of ASUCLA S
and UCLA, two things must be M
considered. (l) What is ^
currently being done with ^
existing surplus funds and i|

(2) where do or how did these p
funds tome into existence, $
Currently there is a $500,000 ^
surplus in indentured funds, •§

which were set up for main- |
tenance of Ackerman Union and fi

other new student facilities. $
These monies cannot be $
touched unless the purpose, of ^
their usage is deemed lawful by •&

the Regente of U.C. As com- j?

missioner of Student Facilities •?

and former BOC member it >§
would be possible for me to ^
have a sound impact on ^ASUCLA and facilities planning ^:

committees making certain •§

that any proposal or program $
would meet with the '^,

specification of student needs.
:|

K
We. the students of the

University of California, have
been kicked around, manipulated,
exploited and educationally
ignored. The school's goals to give
its students an "excellent
education" have been reduced to

faded words on paper. The in-

stitution no longer seems to be the
reputed establishment of higher
learning it once was; rather, it has
given way to the research en-

terprises of the military-
industrial complex and its like.

Thus, we, the students, have
become mere pawns in a gigantic

industrial chess game, which has
delegated the school's primary
educational role secondary. I say
this is not right. The school must
serve its students and not some
business corporation. The
research playground must close
and education's Golden Age must
be allowed to come into fruition.

Heretofore, we have allowed
ourselves to be herded into
massive lecture halls and stuffy

overcrowded classes. We pay
$208.50 for an education that often
turns out lukewarm graduates
unable to get a job. We are made
\a study with the burdensome
worry of further and/or imminent
increase of educational fees, while
at the same time, financial
assistance declipes. In short, we
have fallen victim to a
bureaucracy, we little un-
derstand, who makes policies

affecting us without our par-
taking. I say this is not right; it

must stop and we are the ones to
stop it. We must not let classes get
larger. We must not let fees get
higher. Above all, we must seek to
make this an institution of true
higher learning. I believe we can _
all do this if we unite. ,

'

I believe in the establishment of
an Educational Student Union that
would give the students the power
to vote on matters affecting
students, e.g., field major
changes, fee increase et cetera.
This would be accomplished by a
referendum sent along with the
registration packet upon which
the student would vote for the _
particular issue. The majority -

would be representative of the
students. This bloc vote would
then share equal status alongside
those making policy.

Wb
Throughout my work with .u

Educational PoUcy ComSi

J

I have found one key word ^Zrenewal of education at U C I i
alternatives. I have develop;d i
concern over creating Z!
alternatives and. the student*
respons.b.l.ty over his o^n'

For this reason. I worked fornine months to abolish/the foreL^
anguage reauirement. Evfn
Uiough I am a Spanish major anSbeheve strongly in the imporlance
of mtercultural communication

I

also believe strongly in the
capabilities of students to decide
among educational options of-
fered them.

Through my work as
Humanities' Coordinator of the
Divisional Task Forces for im
provement of Undergraduate
Education, numerous lower
division seminars, such as Econ 3
and History 99, were created
These were designed to increase
the undergraduate's contact with
professors - to begin to eliminate
the two-dimensional image
projected on many professors in
large lecture situations, and also
to give the student a more active
role in his learning experience.

Students are now recognized as
adult members of society. They
are given full voting priveleges in

the decisions that affect their

lives. This is especially important
on the university level as well.

Through Liaison Corps, I have
been working for a greater
student voice in university
decision-making.

,
a student should be

given guidance rather than

requirements, for no one other

than the student can determine
that student's needs or goals. To
that end, I've been working for the

foundation of a new flexible' Un-

dergraduate College, which will

cut across traditional depart-

mental lines.

I come not clad in armor to
deliver, but to ask students to face
the problems which can not be
allowed to amplify.

./•

These have been some of my
concerns during my past year and

a half with the Student

Educational Policy Commission,
and long before. During the

coming year, I, Heidi Hilb, will

work to improve and expand the

student's voice in the educational

alternatives at U.C.L.A.

•iJ^*X"i Adver4i$«rnentJ

'

Does your oven eatT.V.

daily?

Drill Coiiseimo

IXI. 51/07

(P«id Advertlstmtnt)

Try a variety of dinners

at the UCLA Residence Halls.

UIBIS

Coll 825.4J7I I„ <„ opplkoHon.

Art gallery looking for

sale Items. Pleasecoll 475-

5419 Tues. thru Sot. 12-5

p.m. or come to gallery,

10469 Santa Monica Blvd.

(2 Bib. Wm! oI aavtrty Gl«n)
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Titcher

some culture into your affairs

1

I am THE candidate for

Cultural Affairs Commissioner.

There will be AT LEAST ONE
NOON CONCERT A WEEK, AT
LEAST ONE EVENING CON-
CERT A MONTH, AND ONE
SUNDAY CONCERT EVERY
THREE WEEKS. And because

graffitti is part of our culture, I

will take it off the buildings and

out of the bathrooms by building

permanent GRAFFITTI BOARDS
THROUGHOUT THE CAMPUS.
These are only a few of my ideas.

This year's Commissioner was
serving his second term, and

could not generate enough en-

thusiasm to run at least a half-

assed prpgram. He has the

audacity to put up one of his own
people as a candidate for this

office, someone who did equally

little on his commission. With my
vote on SLC, I will make certain

that in the future no com-

missioner will be able to succeed
himself.

This year's commissioner was
the INVISIBLE MAN. There were
many times when I had made
connections to bring en-
terUinment and culture to UCLA,
but when I tried to contact Dave
Stewart, he was never around. I

just want the chance to do the full

job that I tried to help Stewart
with. I could never get in touch
with the man.

I know that students would like

to have lecture material
presented as entertainment, and I

will do this. This would include
HAL HOLBROOK'S MARK
TWAIN and JAMES WHIT-
MORES WIL ROGERS as weU as
others. I will bring a great variety
of MUSIC GROUPS. Getting these
programs is a matter of

sticktoitiveness; I have it. Many
groups at the Troubadour would
like to and will play at UCLA, I've

been in contact with MAJOR
STUDIOS and they are willing to

PREVIEW NEW MOVIES at
UCLA to get a student response.
The STARS oC these movies will
come also. I will appoint a student
full-time to pursue this.

I will increase the quality of the
FILMS PROGRAM, by appointing
a theatre arts film student to lend
the program the highest level of
professionalism I will work
closely with Campus Events and
the Fine Arts Committee to insure
the best for UCLA.
VOTE FOR ROB TITCHER,

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COM-
MISSIONER.

Robinson
It is important to a university of

multi-cultures to represent these
cultures as best it can. It is the
Office of Cultural Affairs which
should attempt to appeal to all

these cultures on our campus, to
bring about a variety of cultural

composites through music, dance,
speakers and other forms of art.

(Paid Advertisement)

Therefore, it is necessary that we
attempt a multi-cultural program
which would benefit and represent
our highly diverse student
community These events should
be carefully chosen to not only
include areas of personal interest
but related academic interests as
w^ll. For example the social,
physical and related sciences.

I feel it also necessary to bring
the student community closer
together by establishing a
Cultural Affairs Board, who,
along with myself, will work in
conjunction with the Student
Committee of the Arts and the
Fine Arts Department. Such a
coalition of efforts and
representation will effect the
Cultural Affairs Office in ex-
tending a sequence of events
which will become learning ex-
periences as to the various
cultures on the UCLA campus.
Only a^ person of on-and-off

campus experience and initiative

is qualified to develop and in-

stitute these ideas. I have not only
the experience and initiative but
the creativity and' imagination to
function effectively as Com-
missioner of Cultural Affairs.

Kfiu
- D<r you ever wonder why li
campus the size of UCLA doesn't
have more noon concerts? I do,
and this is one reason that I am
running for Cultural Affairs
Commissioner. The concerts over
the past few years have been too
few and far between, and when
you cast your vote for KATHY
KERR, you are insuring yourself
of more noon concerts than ever
before next year, both indoor
performances as well as outdoors.

In addition to increased noon
concerts, I also plan to implement
and expand the proposed Coop
series through which student
talent may perform on campus. !

realize, as I believe most students
do, that an abundance of student

(Continued on Page If

)

.*
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5s if true that fraternities are ^ad?Find^^(^
^ear^sxeyealing expose creatively christened

'

^'Fraternity Fables." It's all a part of that big chro-
nicle of activity - Southern Campus.

-4.,

>'
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By the way - when you're 43 and paunchy, a year-

book may be the only proof that you were once vi-

rile and had real hair on your head.

YOURBOOK will be available for viewing and distri-

bution as of May 4th In the Southern Campus Office

facing Meyerhoff Park. Yourbook Is only $4.00 or free

with the purchase of the traditional 1972 UCLA YEAR-
BOOK for $8.00 unlll May 6th when It will be raised

to $10.00. Both Southern Campus and Yearbook are

available In Kerckhoff Hall at the Southern Campus
Office, Campus Studio and Kerckhoff HaJI ticket office.
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for you r protection before you go

to Europe on a Charter Flight.
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1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way.

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
ft"

2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received
approval or authorization from the University of California?
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ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

i
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3- Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does hot
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cole-
donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char
ter Flights.
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ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGWiS GO
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FLIGHT LA. TO

3

4

London

Depart | retu

London

London

London

7

8

June 18

June 21

Jujie 22

June 26

RN

Aug. 28

Aug.je

Aug. 1

5

London

London

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

June 26

June 27

June 28

June 28

June 29

July T'
July 4

July 8

JulyTT

July ]2

Aug. 1

2

Sept. 6

FROM

London

London

London

DAYS

71

Sept. ^3

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Au g. 29

Aui 27

London

London

London

London

London

London

56

54"

PRICE CARRIEe ik.'.'**!.. T

$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

72

80

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31 London

Sept. 13
I London^

London

London

Lindon
-^ .--

London

5^

73

8l"

61

57

62

$2^
$262

J275_

$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOaT

$275

$262

$262

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC n>

40

'^'9 ' ~

30

50

33'

$262 J BOAC

1

$262

$262^

$262
$252

I BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

the official one.

1

It's not too late to switch to the best -
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221
Op.„ «.„doy ,h..^. Fria„, 8,00 o.„. ,.5 p.„.,. K„.„ Dio^d, .^.H,W,^, c.,^,,^.

This is the offkial ChaHer Flights operation authorized and opproved for ««• by all computes of the University of Californio

' »
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This year's rock poll decidedly vin-
dicated the rise.to stardom of America,
Carole King, and belatedly, Elton John.
But at the same time, inactivity makes the
heart grow less fond, as evidenced by the
extremely poor showings of Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Santana, and James
Taylor. The slack was mysteriously taken
up by established groups, like Chicago,
Traffic, and Jethro Tull, who for no other
apparent reason emerged with relatively
hefty percentages.
Icon would like to thank those who took

the few minutes to fill out the ballot for
their enthusiastic response. Of course we
did receive the usual invective, accusing
us of beyig elitist racist sexists. Same to
you.

Please note that the winners of the I^on
staff poll are in boldface, with the previous
winners in parentheses.

GUItAR
(Hendrix) -'- •; >• '

'

"

E:ric aapton 21%
Pete Townshend (Who) ' '- ^
George Harrison |
Jerry Garcia ( Grateful Dead)
Keith Richard ( Rolling Stones)
Clapton picked up six per

modestly win his second
category experienced the
voting.

BASS
(McCartney)
John Entwistle (Who)
Paul McCartney
Bill Wyman ( Rolling Stones)
Jack Bruce
Pete Cetera (Chicago)

7
2

cent to

crown. This
most diverse

16%
12

10

8

6

32%
14

12

6

5.5

McCartney failed to win this position a
ourth time, with EntwisUe doubling his
last year's per cent. Jack Casady dropped
eleven per cent to five. BiU Wyman
remained the staff's favorite for the
second year in a row.
DRUMS
(Keith Moon)
Keith Moon (Who)

. Ginger Baker
Charlie Watts ( RoUing Stones)
JohnBonham (Led Zeppelin)
Cari Palmer (ELP)
Baker won the first two years, but Moon

currenUy has this category sewed up.
Chariie Watts was the noUceable im-
prover.

KEYBOARDS
(Keith Emerson)
*Jf***'?^"'*'-son(ELP) 20%
Elton John 19^
Leon Russell 19
Lee Michaels q
Steve Winwood ( Traffic) 6
This year's most hotly contested

category finds Keith Emerson winning by
a note., and with almost the same per-
centage as last year. For some strange^on Elton John, not even placing last
y««r, came out oT nowhere to challei^

Emerson. Leon, on the strength of Bangla
I>esh no doubt, strengthened his position.

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENT
(Ian Anderson)
Ian Anderson ( Jethro Tull ) -flute 33%
Mike Pinder ( Moody Blues)-meUotron 12
Jo^in Sebastian-harmonica $
Chris Wood ( Traffic )woodwinds 4 5
David LaFlamme (It's a Beautiful Dav)-
violin ^5
Anderson is top vote getter this year

copping his third crown in this category!
Pinder and LaFlamme are logical
newcomers, but Sebastian, largely
inactive and uninspired lately, made an
impressive showing.

KockPolt;

The Results

MALE ROCK SINGER
(Mick Jagger)
Mick Jagger ( Rolling Stones)
Neil Young
Rod Stewart (Faces)
Elton John

20%
19

12

5
Jagger'5^ three-time winner now also.

Young did extremely well, considering^
last year's no show. The other three were
the top three last year. (Notice that poll
participants selected their vocalists more
m regards to style than technical
capabilities^ - '

FEMALE ROCK SINGER
(Janis Joplin)

,.^^^

Carole King
Grace Slick ( Jefferson Airplane)
4^inda Ronstadt ;

- -
:
-^^~*^.^^

Tina Turner - .

Carly Simon

29%
20

8

7

6
Grace dropped a few points while Ms.

King tripled her score. Carly placed for the
first time, while Tina did better in the next
grouping. Poll voters seemed to have
cooled over Linda a bit. The Icon staff
couldn't make up their minds between
Rita Coolidge and Laura Nyro, winner two
years ago.

SOUL ARTIST
(Sly and the Family Stone)
Sly and the Family Stone
Ike & Tina Turner
Marvin Gaye
Roberta Flack

^.
Chambers Brothers
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles

Sly, with a few hit singles in the past
year, a golden album, and some boring
concerts, manages to win for the third
time. The Turner's percentage halved
while Marvin Gaye placed for the first
time. i -. ^.-,;r^~.^

16%
14

8

6

4

4

MALE POLKIE
( new category)
Bob Dylan

Cat Stevens 21
Gordon Lightfoot g
James Taylor '6
Donovan 4^^ Bob Dylan returns from a poll absence
and Cat Stevens bolsters his presence.
James Taylor, not quite a year since Mud
Slide Slim, slipped. Donovan, performing
for dwindling crowds and up to his beads in
legal hassels, is not forgotten, despite no
new album.
FEMALE FOLKIE
(new category)

,

Joni Mitchell 30%
JoanBaez 95
Judy Collins 10
Joni is a perenial UCLA fave-rave, but

Ms. Baez has markedly picked up a voting
following, owing at least a trifle to her
recent performance here.

FOLK GROUP ,.
,

(Simon &. Garfunkel) >.

'''"y- '

-^"/

America- - v^ 22%
Seals & Crofts - —

^ "T IT
Loggins & Messina "

10
Pentangle e.5
The absence of Simon & Garfunkel

produced interesting results. America on
the strength of one album and a single take
the title. Seals & Crofts tripled their poll
following and another new pair, Loggins &
Messina, also finished impressively. Last
year Pentangle received 24 per cent.

COUNTRY ROCK
(Byrds)
Band

**

Byrds
Poco
New Riders of the Purple Sage
Commander Cody
Crazy Horse
The Byrds and the Band seem to

alternate top honors in this category.
Commander Cody and NRPS, both per-
forming in the LA area every now and
then, made respectable first showings.
And to think, country rock is only three
years old.

COMPOSERS
(Neil Young)
Neil Young jg^
Pete Townshend 10
Jagger-Richard -

9
Dylan 9
Carole King 9
Young repeats, while consistent per-

formers Ray Davies (also a staff favorite)
and Frank Zappa fared poorly this ballot.
Paul Simon also was neglected in favor of
Jagger-Richard and Dylan, both who
bounced back, and first timers Townshend
and King.

WEIRDOS
(Mothers of Invention)

Mothers of Invention 20.5%
Flash Cadillac and the

Continental Kids 20
Alice Cooper I6

24%
14

13

8

6

5.5

Sha Na Na
9

Mogan David and his Winos 9
The Mothers continue their domination

of this category, lineup changes not-
withstanding Flash, on the other hand as
of now unrecorded, gave Zappa and cre^ a
run for their money on the strength of whatsome have referred to as the "best
received concert in UCLA history " Alice
Cooper's performance was almost iden-
tical while Sha Na Na's was quartered.
Staff favorites, the illusive and allusive
Mogan David, managed to sneak into the
standings presumably on the strength of
their new single.

-« :-^-

26%
24

23.5

10

HOCK COMEDY
(new category)
Cheech and Chong
Firesign Theater
(ieorgeCarlin
Oedibility Gap • .„
Much competition on this one, Cheech

and Chong did it through live per-
formance&^^George Carhn through TV
appearances, the Gap through radio, and
Hresign due to a vast underground
following Other candidates, Congress of
Wonders and the Conception Corporation
lacked the exposure and suffered for it.

FAVE RAVES '
. .

(Rolling Stones)

1 Rolling Stones
2. Who
3. Chicago
4a. Moody Blues
b. Jethro Tull /

6. Faces ' ^
7. Grateful. Dead
8 Traffic

,.„. 9,,. Kinks ',::

••""•••" '

_:„_-':iii;
The English copped seven out of nine

slots. Regulars Creedence. Byrds, and
Jefferson Airplane have fallen from
popularity. Tull, Chicago, and Traffic are
new. Fave raves no longer in existence
include past regulars Simon & Garfunkel
the Beatles, and CSN&Y. Procol Harum
and the Mothers were also liked by the
Icon staff, and we would like to make that
fact perfectly clear. Stroll On.

Random winners of four free albums
each are: Diane Zorick, Steve Lyttle, Bob
"AM." Acoste, Ira Goldstein, Cyndy
Bryck, Meenas Manjikian, Louis D. Skoda,
Richard L. Christie, Valerie Menager,
Shayla Blakely. Those so fortunate should
drop around to KH 113 after 11 to collect
their prizes. The rest of you can eat your
collective hearts out.

«»

-z-^A

».,'

.i:

Photo by P«u« rakakiiM^/Stovt Katloman
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MUSICON
LoggFns S Messina ^ c^

To have songs you can sing when your friends come over— that's what
music means to Ken Loggins, and to more than a few people who have
heard Kenny Loggins and his friends Jim Messina, John Clarke Al
Oarth, Merel Bregante and Larry Sims over the last few months, music
IS also -Danny's Song", 'To Make a Woman Feel Wanted", "House at
Pooh Corner" and eight other fine tunes Kenny sang for his friends
recorded on his Colum bia Lp Sittin ' In ( Colum bia C 31044

)

The Kenny Loggins Band with Jim Messina is a meeting ground for
Messina's fmely honed country-rock and Loggins' mixed bag of folk n'
soul. Kenny explains it, ''Jim's roots are country. Where Jim grew up
with a heavy rockabilly influence, I wasn't playing during that era I

Zll r^t"'"^ il "^^'i "^^f^*"^
^^"^ rock-a-billy thing, and just the natu^lway rock n roll evolved into rhythm and blues. I held on to what was

Changing, happening, and got into the rhythm and blues things too What

ZiTnH'fh":.*f
r^^''?"^ ^ '^^*^"^" ^^ rock-a-billy, rhythm and blues and

soul and the different aspects of rock n' roll that have come together over

mL^o^r rJ ^ "''^ ^ conscious thing, it just happens, and there'll be a lotmore of it happening."
Ken Loggins' musical roots are founded in the folk revival whichsprang up around the Pasadena and Glendale Ice Houses during the late

60s. the time when the Icehouse's most successful alumni The
Association, were breaking loose across the country, and the Icehousewas inhabited by groups like Mother's Cookies and Dunn and McCashen.Loggins attended Pasadena City College for a time as a broadcasting and

Tr^T Tk »^^\f
*^^^^ ^*'^ ^""" ^"^ McCashen and then signed a con-tract with the Wtngatedivtsion of ABC/Dunhill Music to write bubblecum"

sZLnno rr?^"^."*"^ ""i**
^"^ ^^y '^^""y g«t ^''^ of competingsongs none of his friends wanted to hear more than once

Jim Messina brought his rock-a-billy roots with him from Texas but^^SLonally speaking, he grew up m t^ musical company of Stephen

Thursday, May 4, 197? I listen to as much music^s I can. I dig up old albums and I try to get as
many releases as possible — by people that I like, and I try to listen to

I'vp n«>vor heard — cause you never know who you're going topeople I've never heard — cause you never know who you're going to
learn frogi I think the difference is in personalities Some people will
listen to maybe three or four albums . . . and they'll absorb Stephen
Stills. They'll say, 'this is Stephen S^IJs; this is who I want to be . .

.*

Subconsciously, that's what happens. And they get him down so well —
they get his accent down ... his phrasing down. They find themselves
throwing melodic lines he's already written into their tunes, and that's
called plagiarism. I listen to these people, and things soak in. I may go
through a period heavily influenced by Paul Butterfield or whatever, but

' it all comes together. It evolves. And I feel I've got a little of everything
I've ever heard inside my head."

.
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While Kenny Loggins admits that "Poco's people wiU probably be our
people", the Loggins-Messina band are not just another incarnation of
Poco Lyrically, of course, their material is similar in feeling to that of
the Furay aggregation, but it is not necessarily immitative. There is a
conscious nostalgia on the part of more than a few musicians for a
rapidly diminishing niral America, and Ken Loggins and Jim Messina
(along with Richie Furay) possess the rare ability to romanticize ar-
ticulately on an America outside their experience, but not outside their
perception, their intuition. ,

Nevertheless, there is a musical dichotomy between Poco and Loggins
and Messina. The musical foundation of Poco is the fluid beauty of Rusty
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^r.nir.r«r;»i^ J — * "* «J
.
t"»i «& udssisi lor me Buffalo

"Buffa ^ !• • r'.'^'.r"'?"^'
^^ '*^'* S"*'^"'' '"^ P«:<> Then, isBuffalo-ish quality about J.m still. There was something mystical andcompel ,ng about the Buffalo Springfield; somehow their mix'i^e^musical joy and lyrical agony demanded unreserved love MessinThasbrought the sense of that experience with him to the Lo^^nsS alongwith his own mildly sardonic wit and quiet, but affable manner 00^1^mention his musical and technical virtuosity

">«'»«. "ot to

.efXri^ra^rde^SSI^t^^^^^^
rerto"rh1m*"n^'"'°"';^fT«^'''«^^Ser^
Tt^Two^uS'sKri^S^ri^rfa.^wl": '^

ruran:..atS.''"i"^'^' '«'^"-«- '» -{^« 'n^mt^llS
Part of the succ^ of this musical partnership lies in the play betWeenthe wo personalities involved. Kenny is the natural ertrovert fl^Jbmg influences from the outside/retaining th^ftWngsThltTeemmusically valid tohim,diScardingthose things Uiat do not and bvwaTS

,n?r"JT""'""T' ^^--^^'ing a unique end producrj"mmy is a mo^
K n;tomrenr'jfmm':. 'r ""^ "^ '"'""'»" tha"b/iXTc"
himrpif^^^ ;

.;'"""'y.s basic approach (to music) is to divorce

f.ve.s.x years -that music is timeless, the really great rock is timel^

Young's pedal steel guitar. In a rock band, an organ is used to esUUishand maintain a sustained four-note chord. In a country band like Poco

^htafK *'! !H*'^.*"«l'>y
the steel guitar. The Loggins bakd sust^chords by introducing horns, or, as in "Vahevelte^ by using few

IZT. h P'f
^"^ simultaneously by two amazing flouttets. In oft^words, while Uggms and Messina may be lyrically Nashville they aremusically, morejijosely related to Muscle Shoals

^
'

i,^''?ri*'"*','f ^V^^ Loggins, the original concept of the album was "to

possible. But one night a new ne^hbor of Jim's droDivH in «» .
rehearsal of "Nobody But You" and left. hou« tater sSS.^ tu^ atthe tope of his lungs. The next morning Al Garth uSSmL^^
Loggins and Messina band gained a horn player named A^ cSh and^new musical direcUon that culminated in the completi,m ofswHTto

mpo^^Se"i::a=y\^So5^^^^

material bears, and is even complimented by such 4peSti«,

hi

•*I wake up and find your head -

snuggled up to my shoulder
I think of all the love that's there '* '

and I'm glad that you came over
ix)vin me like ho one I've ever knowii "

Aiy -

< '

-1

are not notably complex; rather thev arp «fr«i«K*^
with a unique rhythmic feeling

straightforward statements

The point is that neither Ken Loccins nnr Tir« lu .

personality has been blurred bv ^^TJ^Z. W«»»na's musical
parent ego hassles. LoggTrL and M^inr^r^^^^^ ^^"^ ^^ "<> «I^
partnership between tw^o^riend^rr^^^^^^^^^

—Leslie MillenMQ

' / S reallif nef

yo^hou.^ Friends
can split //te costof
a for4 Cortina, a.ida.
Tent 'f-fojlei- for Cb
little: o^er $iJ.^p^rda^ <Bac.lc ...

the people to see!

phenomenon known as n^**"
Your-Group-Breaks-Upor v

"'*•

Get-Thrown-Out Don'^ r **

Forin-Another.6'r<r'A'„^^«^'JP..

Out-YourOwn-ReZ
Tts^-

How-Much-Better ™ouw^-

than revenge. Guitars? ? '^

Banks left the grou^
er^^Jmonths ago because he was^i^

with playing the same t^^
and over again, and afteT^s^
stmt with Blodwyn Pjg TT
formed Flash, noTToi aslmusical alternative to ¥« fl
sounds are very similar) but as!new set of musicians to in*/
With. Keyboard mrTon ta?^^also formerly of Yes, was'S
nto the recording studio with^
four oUier Flash members whe^the Flash keyboard ^a^chickened out a week or t^"before recording time. ThrFlash (Capitol SMAS Sboasts two former Yes men ai«^has just about as much to offer^
Yes generally does

Pircision is the word -
the

stuttering rhythms are punched
out by guiUrist Banks, bass
p^yer Ray Bennett and drummer
Mike Hough right on the button
The complex Uming is augmented
by the consistenUy intriguing
classical-inspired riffs, which
jump arpund in the "Long
Distance Runaround" manner
Banks handles the tricky syn-
copated patterns fluidly, allowing
each note to genOy bump into the
next, falling ovfer each other in

sheets. The other players manage
to punctuate the guitar leads with
crisp, weU defined thoughts The
sound is Concise — perhaps an-

tiseptic at times biecause of its

accuracy.

Vocally the band resembles Yes
because of the timbre of lead

singer Colin Carter's voice - the

same Graham Nashish
throatiness which can b^ heard in

Yes' Jon Anderson. With Banks
and Bennett doing the superb

background harmonies the vocals

are as freshly alive as the in-

^ strumental portions.

^ There are five cuts on the LP,

three of which go over nine

minutes^ but they manage to stay

interesting throughout, mostly
because of Banks' fine restraint

and taste when he solos. Even the

two short interludes on A RP
synthesizer never freak into Keith

Emerson oblivion, staying long

enough to make their

stereophonic point and departing

like an aural electronic loop.

Things are craziest during a jam

in 6/4 time, part of
*

'Children of

the Universe" and the long,

disjointedly sectioned "Dreams of

Heaven," which is representative

of the group's usual spaced-out

lyrics, in that they never quite say

anything but nonetheless create a

gossamer mood or two.

It doesn't really seem im-

portant that Flash sound almost

exactly like Yes in the final

analysis, except for comparison's

sake. Both bands do the same

thing well, and Flash is to be

commended for a brilliant first

album, even if it doesn't carve out

new worlds of originality.

—Mark Leviton

?r'"»*'«S^ Travel 8«rv»c*
1271/2 Barrintton Pi., Lo. AngHe.

11681 San Vicente Blvd
Lot Ancelea
879-0521

n 74Q *W •'^^'"L'"** Tour.
478-0989"*^"* ^'^

• ^ A«««'"

Santa Monica Travel Servk*
201 Santa Monica Blvd..
Santa Monica
394-3271

Timetable Travel Inc.
^837 WiUhire Blvd..
8284503

Santa Monica

John Oibtoa Travel
3285 Wilthire Blvd., Lot Angclot
380-7441

as a style in itself - we need some further musical
justification for it. but we never receive it B«k
viH^ OftSg "'• *•«" •- >*« ™-'>-^^ thursday, AA^y 4. 197?
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Bob Tench strains so embarrasingly close to a Rod (\r\t^Ad^^ I \^\^4.C
&^orrr.r.:7r!!i^'l'?««'«yi"«H^

cordon Lightfoot

Jeff Beck
The Jeff Beck Group is a rotten band. By that I

mean they have no conception of how to play
together, or how each part amplifies and blends with
the others. The three major players in the band,
guitarist Jeff Beck, singer Bob Tench and pianist

Max Middleton, act as if they had only a vague idea
that anyone else was in the studio performing with
them. This problem is due mostly to Beck's in-
sistence that he be able to do what he damn well
pleases with the group, and that he be allowed to
produce whatever disjointed musical meanderings
he pukes up at the moment. Thus, Jeff Beck Group
(Epic 1^,^1331) is an album niearly devoid of any
reasoning, flWoughly muddled and horrifying to
even those who tnjoyed Beck's Rough and Ready last
year, y .-.

Beck's "style" has become a sequence of beeps,
short twitters, wah-wah moans, electric glissandos
ad infinitum and other fragmented tlistortions and
twistings. Beck's guiUr shrieks far too much, with
n6 melodic backing; this is strange considering the
lyrical solos on Rough and Ready. His solos on
"Going Down" and "Ice Cream Cakes" are stut-
terings which "evolve" without content, and once the
listener gets tired of remarkiqg how vaguely similar
the sound is to portions of "Happenings Ten Year's
Time Ago " and "Shapes of Things" from YardJ^ird
days, boredom creeps in. Beck wanders in fits but
the quick stops and note-bending cannot be sustained

Pomeranz
Recently I ran across an

alternative listening-style in

Davis Pomeranz' new album,
Time To Fly (Decca DL 7-5329).

Pomeranz is a New York-based
artist who has assimilated many
musical styles, especially those of
his NY peers, and has come up
with his brand of mellow jazz-
rock. Although he is appropriating
much from other influences,
Pomeranz demonstrates, like all

skilled artists from Stravinsky to
the Stones, that he can impose his
own invention on those influences
and thus comeup with an original
statement.

New Blues (Decca DL 75274),
Pomeranz' first album, showed
the singer sticking closely to

guitar-oriented compositions
which followed the lines of Cat
Stevens. "Singin' On the Train"
sounded more like Stevens than
many of the cuts on Tea For the
Tillerman or Teaser and the
Flrecat. He showed his jazz
potenUal with original cuts like
'New Blues" and **Brandy
Wine", which featurttl him on
piano. With back-up nfusicians of
the (^lib^r of Paul Simon, who
played guitar on two cuts,
Pomeranz' New Blues indicated
an optimistic future.
Much of that potential has

surfaced on Time To Fly, which
shows a more mature artist who is

possibly happier and more
"•••ured from his metamor-
phosis. "First ", the opening song

on the album, wins the "John
Sebastian sound-alike" contest,

although Pomeranz has sub-
stituted his own touch of
refinement for John B.'s naive,
spaced-out abandon. The LP's
lyrics are comfortably removed
from the tedious ranges of
profound (read: obfuscated) and
simplistic (read: cretinous) and
here they are tempered nicely by
a horn section led by New York's
Dreams - trumpeter Randy
Brecker. (The former Bg&T
flugelhom player is an under-^
rated talent in pop music and his"
force is always felt whether he is

playing with his own band or
backing up the likes of Todd
Rundgren, Paul Simon, or
Pomeranz.

)

"Mr. Middle's Summertime",
along with being the album's
tribute to the cheerful crooning of

Nilsson, is the most enjoyable cut
on the album. With jazz pianist

Chick Corea aifid drummer Bill

Cobham, Pomeranz rejoices at

the friendship of a Mr. Bojangles
figure who puts on shows for the

With You ' and "Going Do^'' thaii n^rrth^^wmy trendy Italian boots at the stenn, serTench^a^
the ability to sound like hundreds of garishSo^k
^^Y^Z^"^ "^ "r ^^'"P*^^ atmosphere(Where he disc was produced, and by MG SteveCropper!) did litUe to dampen his overS
t^^?^ ^^,^^ '^^' ^'^-^ i« cVrefully adcSd wiSBecks tacit approval, and with the to'tally un-necessary female chorus on a couple cuts it's enough
to make you want to raze both Memphis and Muscle
Shoals. As a singer Tench has litUe to recommend
him, and his performances here make those on

A^^ ""m ^^""^y ^^^^ ^« C«'*"so. Tench sounds
additionally lame when called upon to utter such ill
yrics as "I get high on your sugar cane/ the only
thing baby that keeps me sane/ so nice to have you
near/ someone so close and so dear," which appear
in a Cropper-Beck travesty on side one
Max Middleton, like Beck, runs rampant, filling in

linesimpossibly and inappropriately and showing his
leader's disregard for content. On the Motown "I Got
to Have A Song,"oneof the album's most offensive
cuts, Middleton's tinkling gets downright funny as he
attempts a flowery in-between verse filler. His work
on "Going Down" is laughably repeUtive as Max
fondles an incongruous honky-tonk trill every few
lines and singlehandedly manages to kill the strong
rhythmic drive of the tune, with its well-constructed
punchy bass/guitar riff.

Clive Chaman and Cozy Powell, bass and drums
respectively, are competant but they are never
called upon to pUy anythjing of consequence; they
exist as backups for the big JB and have no identities
to speak of. Considering the caliber of Beck's other
two compatriots, perhaps they come off best on Jeff
Beck (>rcnip

But by surrounding himself for the most part with
seriously flawed musicians Beck is re-enforcing his
self-chosen role as God; and the aesthetic choices he
makes as supreme arbitrator are disasterous. It is
quite well known that to ride against Beck's opinion
in a band is to risk instant dismissal from his
heavenly vale; perhaps he has at last found people
docile enough to obey him and not make trouble like
those ingrates Rod Stewart and Ron Wood — and we
know where it got them. Jeff has pulled the plug on
his bolero, and things are winding down swiftly.

— Mark Leviton

-^^^ kids in the park. "Forty cents was
all that they could pay, huddled in

his hand he walks away." Another
musical portrait of a character

r.'like Joni Mitchell's musician in

"For Free", but this one is more
of a celebration.

. "City Show" is a collage of New
York's images observed through
the eyes of the blues. The piano is

lonely Laura Nyro Tendaberry
and the lyrics show her city in-

spiration. "Streetmen and ladies,

giving their all, police to lead the
way, starry-eyed actor, stops for a
cup, scarfed and full of rain, give
the man a nickel and send him on
his way. It's been a long and
bluesy day." The evening is

reminiscent of Laura's "Black-
patch" morning — "Clothespins
on wash ropes, window to window
tie, socks and bells and
nightgowns, tassels in the mor-
ning sky."

It's interesting and indicative

(of something) that so many New
York artists relate to their milieu
in their work. From Sebastian,
Simon, Nyro to Dreams and
BSIeT, there seems to be a distinct

flavor (both lyrically and
musically) that is reinforced in

Pomeranz' new album.
Again, for those who are looking

for something a little different

after so long with some of the
more routine singers, Pomeranz
could be that proverbial change of

pace. The album, while it isn't all

good cheer, is an optimistic one
that leaves the listener in a good
mood. And, in today's en-
vironment, that feeling just might
be worth the price of admission.

—Mason L. Buck

To some musicians, success often means giving only 75% of theirpotential, because they realize that audiences, for tS^r^t wrt wiUte

neyer miss the litfle extras we used to give them - the emoUon thepoetic lyncs. the commitment, the caring. In the beginning ahTn S^beginning, well, those kind of things were necessary^ Ttoow" Y«
we'X'anThf; """J^ l^ITu

^^'^" "^^^^^^^^^ *" '^ haTiiimed his les^well, and has perfected the art of contributing only 3/4 of his capabilityboth in live performance and on his albums. His latest releaT cS^Quixote (Reprise MS 2056) is a perfect example of iU-TS ^frestraint and arUstic limitation of a virtually unliniited talent

«rrl^^
by Lenny Waronker. the songs in Don Quixote are faultlessly

? iZ^.!?' Z'^!^""^'^'^!^^
^^ Shea, Terry Qements, Rick Haynes. and

D^IrlnH r^t!
''^" ^'^^^ ^''^^"^"^ ^^*"8 arrangements by Nick

^^P 1 J^
Bob Thompson. Lightfoofs vocals too remain as excellent asm the past; he sUU has a pure, strong delivery. The disappointment lies

entirely in the songs themselves. The tide cut, ''Don Q^ote^' hasi
igh

,
repetitive melody and strong visual lyrics, but they lack depth and

fail to fully capture the mythical character of idealism . The lyrics in the
refrain, He is wild but he is mellow/ He is strong but he is weak/ He is
cruel bu he is gentle/ He is wise but he is meek" are close to Kristof-
ferson s The Pilgrim - Chapter 33," and far from songs with a similar
theme in Man of La Mancha," "Brave Mountaineers" and "On Susan's
F loor ( written by Shel Silverstein arid Vince Matthews) are no deposit
no return throwaways. "Alberta Bound' (with Ry Cooder on mandolin) is
a nice snappy number, very similar to "Cotton Jenny " and "Redwood
Hill from Summer Side of Life. "Looking at the Rain" is the old
Lightfoot at his best, and presents the story of two lovers and a rainy
evening personifying theiiopelessness of their relationship. ("Looking at
the ram/ FeeUng the pain of love lost running through my brain/ Looking

"1 -

at^the Wind/ Watching it spin, the leaves along the street, you Win")
Ordinary Man" is easily the best cut on the album, combining an

irrestible melody and lyrics. ("Try to see my side/ Its not your ordinary
pride that keeps driving me on/ It's that lonesome restless feeling thai
you feel under the gun/ And it leads me to the highway, but it keeps my
body warm"). "Ode to Big Blue' attempts to chronicle the lifrof a
whale, but does not sustain many listenings. "Beautiful" is musically
equal but lyrically inferior to previous Lightfoot ballads, like "Softly"
and "The Ust Time I Saw Her." Instead of lines exhibiting some
imagination and thought, trite cUches prevail. ("I think that I was made
for you/ And you were made for me"^ . "Beautiful" is only pretty Lastly,
"The Patriot's Dream" does not emerge as the new "Canadian Railroad
Trilogy" masterpiece. Its theme is ambitious, but lacks development
beyond a surface level, and the vocal, too, lacks emotional depth, a fault
never found in the old Lightfoot. ^

(Continued on Page 16)
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LA. PRESS SALUIE^MUSICAL COMEDY HIT

=—."KING UBU"
Super enthusiasm! - A lot of theater! - Great soirlt -

^:W:::W

%

S

i

Bouncing! — Timeless satire!

Delightful moments! - Superior performances! — Vitalltyi

LA. TIMES

^.

Joyfulnessf - Buoyancy! - King Ubu Is on the right track!

DAILY VARIETY

Streamlined! — Richly mounted production! — Much more en-
joyable than version in London's Royal Court Theatre!

B'NAI B'RITH MESSENGER
Show never drags or stroinsl - Rare quality! - Strong music'
- Stunning delivery! .

—
DAILY BRUIN

Fridoy through Sunday 8:30. General ^Admission $3.50 STUDENTS : S2.50
Santa Monica Playhouse. 1211 4»h bf. (neor WiUhire) lel: J94-9779 and All Mutuali
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Hern«y Travel Service
13S3 • 4th St.. SMite Monica
393.9S36

'»«*»ewident Trairel Service
501 Santa Monica Blvd..
oenta Monica
393-0670

The Leif Briceon Travel Service
22S . 26tli St.. S*nta Monica
451-3641

Oem Travel Inc. of So. Calif.

3156 Wilshire Blvd.. Loe Anffelci

Cardille Travel Agency
10100 Santa Monica Blvd.,.
Century City
553^ 1>4

Keven Travel Service
3450 Wilthire Blvd.; Lot Angelea
386-6555

Tone Correa World Travel
2322 Wettwood Blvd., Lot Angeles
475-4955 or 272-1806

Wolfe Travel Service
1657 Sawtelle, Lot Angelet
879-1317

PeUsadea Travel Bua^au *

15235 Suntet Blvd..
Pacifkr Palitadet.
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SEBA
Corporiff^*>^

Co//ect
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MOVIEGUIDE

llili
Film Society ._

.

wd^'lJjM YOU OhaV LIVE ONCE

Frilz Long's

METROPOLIS -*&•
•t 7J0 & lO-JOl

I

.

iir
15140Sunf«IBIvd
Poc. PditodM *^

454.5525

Acodmmy Avvord Winners

* KLUTE
BmI odrMt • Jon* Fondo Donald SuttMrlond

SUMMER OF '42
BMt origind Kor« . A^h«l Lagrond

leveriy canoi
205 North Canon Drivo
BeveHy Hills (at Wilshiro)

2755244

PLAY MISTY FOR ME

TAKING OFF

PACIFIC'S S\ari% Friday A^rlon Brando in

NIGHTCOMERS (R)ismifijiis
Wilthiro Blvd. ot Conofv Dr.
1 blk Eotf ot Bovorly Or ^^ ''^ ^" ^'^' ^^' ^^^^ P *"

271-1121
Sol. & Sun. 12:30, 2:30. 4:30. 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

Breiiwood I

2524 Wilshif•
(at 26th St.)

Santo /Monica

829-3366 829-3367

,.5«W'*'

5 Acodamy Nominations
Vonosso Rodgrovo, Glondo Jodison

A^RY, QUEEN OF SCOTS (PG)
wirti Sandy Duncan in

STAR SPANGLED QIRL
2 ^or 1 Monday & Tu*«doy w/this od

Fridoy& Saturday Midnight:

"F«Jlini'8 Satyricon" or "Woit Until Dark'

lreiiw8U#
Baobflth Taylor & Michaal Cain* in

XY nZ€t
2524 Wilshire
(at 26th St.)

Santo Monica
829-3366 829-3367

Jonnifor CNoil in

GLASS HOUSES
2 for 1 Mondoy & Tuesday w/this od

^Fridoy & Saturday AHidniglit:

About two years ago, I reviewed
a film called Cotton Comes To
Harlem. It was a rather average
detective comedy, but when I

called it escapist entertainment,
some black readers became
annoyed, to say the least. They
argued that since the fibn was
indeed a very accurate portrayal
of certain aspects of life in

Harlem, I had no right to describe

IL.Jo such prejudicial ienns.

»

•Follini's Sotyricon" or "Wait Until Dorli"

Furthermore, neither I, nor any
other white viewer could be ex-
pected to appreciate a movie like

"*^ahis because it was made just for

Westwood Village

GR 7-2487
.•'^ft-mf^';- .

M^- w"*- . .I?.'.' - T Vi:,i--v;j^i«r

~^" HOSPITAL ~r-"^

SUNDAY, BIOODY SUNDAY

9P«ns doily at 6: 15 , on Sat. & Sun. at 12:45

Ciieriia DoiDe
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466-3401

Cliff Robertson.

GREAT NORTHFIELD

.

,

MINNESOTA RAID (PG)
Doily: 12:30. 2:30, 4:30, 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

Starts Friday

nti Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

Goorgo C. Scott in ..

HOSPITAL
Anro Hoywood

I WANT WrtAT I WANT
%\ p«r porson on this ad, good on on* tidi«( ©nJy.

Po'ly 7 p.m. Sot & Sun. n^otinoos

eoriioD
LoBreo cA Melrose
WE 4-2944

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
$1 p«r porson on this od, good on I tidiot only

Doily 7 p.m. Sot. & Sun. motinoM

H.K. SIllllO
2139 Sunset
LA.

389-92!>4

tf-'-riT -"T - it - »»•

ONIY

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

ADIOS. SABAPAS

HoilyMrooil Pacilic

i4t.

Near Cohuenga
466-5211

X no one und9r 18
Stanley Kubrick'sHollywood Blvd. '

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

black people.

Rubbish. Anyone who maintains
such an absurd idea would also
have to believe the even more
absurd proposition that black
viewers shouldn't bother seeing

.,. films made by and about whites.
Or that only Italians would really
understand The Godfather, and
Italian Jews The Garden of the
Ffnzi-Contiiiis, and transsexuals
Myra Breckinridge.
This out of the way, there's ^till

the fact that Cotton Comes to
Harlem was one of the first of an
ever-increasing number of fUms
which were, in fact, designed
specifically for the black
audience. While this does not
mean that Cotton, or any of the
succeeding films, is necessarily
inaccessible to non-black
audiences, it does imply a certain
amount of commitment on the
part of the filmmakers. I first

_ began to question their so-called
^commitment when a friend of
mine told me that he didn't think
that pornographic movies had

_much future, and that he was
-Shifting his energies toward the
production of black movies
specifically, a black detective
filmp. "Black movies," he said,
"are really big right now."
The reason that these films **are

really big right now" is that the
black audience has proved itself to
be exccptiooally toyal to black

films — almost every black film.

And the black autiience is not just
some specialty audience either. It

alone can make it highly
profitable for a major studio to
produce a full length feature film
dealing with black people.

So with all that money waiting
to be had, it's not surprising that
the stench of exploitation has
begun to set; in, WheoAproducer,
was asked wfiy the blacks flocked
in such droves to see movies about
blacks, he answered that they had
just been waiting a long time for
films that they really wanted to
see. This statement is discon-
certingly close to what TV net-
works executives say when they
are forced to answer for their
moronic programming. "We're
just giving the public what they
want," they say. -t -

What does the black audience
want from a film? Sweet
Sweetback*s Baaad Asssss Song
broke records as an independent
production, but a few blacks had
reservations about it. Sweet
Sweetback, the film's main
character, seemed to be the
major source of their complaints.
Sweetback is exactly the kind of
black who frightens whites the
most. He's a sexual superman and
no less impressive in any other
department. In one scene, he
challenges a woman motorcyclist
to a "fucking duel' and comes out
most convincingly on top. In
another scene, he brutally beats a-
white detective, while at the end of
the film he subdues a pack of

'

vicious dogs by bashing their
skulls on the rocks of a river. ""^

Sweetback's not exactly the
kind of character who would
appeal to a middle class black
audience. No more so than a white '

racist film would appeal to whites
who are interested in some sort of
racial harmony. For middle class
blacks, the film was a rather
irriteting embarrassment, just as

George Wallace is to a number-
white people. But just asthas received much popS
support from not-so-K
whites. Sweet Sweetback wfenormous popular success in tJ
ghettos of this tountry.

Sweetback shares much witt

flf^'ftTi^^"'*^
entertain:;'

films, but I wouldn't call it an

^rtainment film in itself, f,
the film shows too much c*

-- viction and sincerity (misguid,^

perhaps) to be put into the same- category-^as~-stidr
relativeli

' uninspired fare as Cotton Conia
to Harlem, Shaft, Cool Brefit

r- and Buck and the Preacher Al

but one of these films w«
directed by blacks, and the fad

that none of the films has muchli
-say is sufficient to discredit those

' harebrains who maintain that i

you're going to make a movie

about a minority group, you better

bfe from Ihat minority yourseK

Being black didn't help any i
' those directors,, and being youn

and alienated didn't help anyrf

the directors who were resp»

sible for the repellant wave i

movies about alienated youth i

few years ago. The. fact thi^

blacks are now directing film

about blacks is no guarant&e thit

the films will be, on the whole, aiy

better than entertainment filw

that white people suffer througi.

This is especially true at tk

particular time, because tk

studios are in dire need of profit

and therefore interested in givinj

•.4he black audience exactly what it

wants, and no more than that, i

*
I

What it seems to want, judginfti

from recent examples, is gm
natured escapism, wherein w
"bad ass" black hero triumpli

over his enemies, usually whiter

ones. The heroes are no ange'

but seldom are they cold bloods-

killers or rapists Sweetbacbl

comes the closest to compiel»|

12:30. 3«), 5:30. 8:00. 10:3Q

LOS Feliz

TWO filrttt by Joequ- Riv^.. ^ring Sl,phon. Au^ron

THE NUN f

1822 N. Vermont and

Hoiiy^d PARIS BELONGS TO US

^r- — »ob«H Br—on't Un« Ptwn» PomcK>

Miyliir
214 Santo Monica
Sonto Monica

451.4^5

HOT PANTS HOUDAY
Blvd.

BABY LOVE
AH night show • BrMiMaal frl & S«t. • All •«

^ P^'»* Woodrtoefc. Oimm. $K«te«r.

$1.50

MBiica 4
1332 2nd Street
Santo AAonica
451.8686

MMica II

1 332 2nd Street
Santa Arnica
451.8686

Winner 2 Accdamy

IHE lAST PICnjRE SHOW
THE GANG THAT

COULDN'T SHOOT STRAIGHT
. May A, II :00 a,m. only ShdiMp«or«'t NMiry V

Jam* C«l»urn& Jwinifcr O'N.II ^ Bldl« bo..,

THE CAREY TREATMENT
Soon C«fm«ry in

THE ANDERSON TAPES
•••rt. W«d. Louit MofU'. "Murmwr of tH, M^orf

'

& Lclowch't "Th« Crook"

. infamy, in one scene sadisticaijf

stomping the detective, and it

.. -v.y.v

\
-X.

i A i -1=-^ ^

•iSS'.^

-'.f> 4
/

DtooQif o§ mm iCsDOQ ^®m
mM
)raining the dogs. But in a
and the film seem to be

[hfulfillment of the other

|n Buck and the Preacher,

jry Sidney Poitier guns

a table full of white

lers, but old Sidney gives

chance to draw, and this,

to the consideration that

whites are some of the most
unreasoning racists to

qn t^e screen in some
gives Poitier ample

ition. Harry Belafonte, as
teacher, is somewhat 1<

fous, but he's a charming
Ian. In Cool Breeze (a

|e of The Asphalt Jungle,

some important dif-

;s ) , the main characters

tough petty gunman, and a
master criminal, whose

prises have led him^in and
prison. In Cotton Comes to

and Shaft, the heroes are
tectives who are not above
ig around the law it if will

their essentially noble
>es. Thus, the heroes are

|s at least a little shady, and
completely pure.

Ither thing that these films
[in common is contempt for

The best that the whites
out is as naive oafs, and at

|, they're vicious murderers,
ey're presented in Buck and
reacher. In that film, a white
^f who dares to suggest that a
wagon train shouM be left

because "they haven't
bn any laws," is knifed by the
|r of a blood-thirsty mob. In

)ntemporary films, most of
[hites are cast as policemen,
ley 're generally an arrogant

[ineffectual lot, easily out-
Ited by a black who can put on
Wincing facade of ignorance
right time. The detectives in
and Cotton make occasional

istic references to this un-
fied contempt thi^i their white
riors have for '*black folks,"
lis can also be interpreted as

1

another sign of a more universal

contempt for authority that has
been seen in most private
detective films since the early
forties.

Something else that most of the
new black entertainment films
have in common is an earthy
sense of humor. Much of this

humor stems from outsmarting
the whites, and also sex, and
sometimes the two are mixed. In
Cotton Comes to Harlem, a black
^rl tantalizes an oafish white cop
^nd then asks him to put a bag
over his head before she'll go any
further with him. She runs out on
him leaving him wandering down
the hallway, the laughing-stock of

the tenement. In Cool Breeze, one
of the heroes is being chased
through a junk yard by two
policemen, whom he outsmarts
by maneuvering them into
shooting at each other. There's
also a lot of character humor, with
the fat, black smalltime hood
becoming an almost standard
comic figure in contemporary
black films.

Lastly, there's one thing that all

the films have in common and
that IS that their heroes are never
defeated. They live on for new
battles and possibly, in the case of

Shaft anyway, for sequel after

s^uel. Virtually unaffected by
their experiences, the heroes go
on to new adventures like the
heroes of weekly television series.

Only Sweetback is altered by his

encounter with the white power
structure, changing from a
complacent brothel-boy to a fiery

radical who, at the end of the film

warns from exile that '*a

baadassssss nigger is coming
back to collect some dues."
Again, it must be noted that

Sweetback is a special case
because it makes relatively few
concessions to middle class
morality. But it is nevertheless,

no more than an archetypal
version d all the other films. In

Cool Breeze, the concept of the
"bad ass" hero doesn't mesh too
well with the film's basic
storyline. The Asphalt Jungle
story. In the earlier film, a
mousey Sam Jaffe played the
master criminal, whose jail-

induced desire for feminine
companionship brought about his
downfall. In Cool Breeze, the
analgous character finds a

—
prostitute as soon as he leaves
prison, and at the end of the fUm,
in a scene which was in the
original only so Jaffe could get

~
caught, the new criminal becomes
entranced by some high school -

girls, but he, unlike Jaffe, is able
to talk his way out of the arms of

the law. This type of "happy"
ending is perfectly consistent with
general trends in black en^ »^^

tertainment films, but in the
context of the original story, it

tends to negate whatever points

the story made. The viewer is left

with a basicaHy inconsequential
crime thriller. .

The same with the other four
films. Everyone gets so excited
about blacks getting opportunities
in the movie business, and the
results are a remake of The f-
Asphalt Jungle, an imitation of

Butch Cassidy and The Sundance
Kid, and rehashes of countless
average detective movies. But
then, why should black audiences
expect any more out «f their —
entertainment movies than the
white audiences do? Granted,—

-

there's a lot of universality in A

these films — the contempt for

authority, the tough hero who
^aces great odds, the unjustly

/persecuted minority — all these
things do go beyond racial
boundaries. Just as certain white
entertainment films, like the Clint

Eastwood westerns, with their

"bad ass" hero,4iave become top
grossers in ghetto areas, so can
the black movies have an
unlimited appeal. For what that's

worth.

irf
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Misic Hall

MOVIEGUIDE

9036 Wilshir* Blvd.

B«v*riy Hillt (at Dohany)
274-6869

ChoHi* Chaplin's

CITY UGHTS

Nllillll
10925 UndbrookDrivo
479-2866

CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH (G)

2:15.4:15,6:15.8:15,

10:15 Fri.&Sal. also 12:15

s ..

Ofllllll
7425 Suntol
876-0212

*t

PJI PICIIIC
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Froo Forking >>

MINNIE AND MOSKOWITZ

TAKING OFF
lor ono poTMn w/ thi« coupon plus cvrrwH UCIA r«a cord

Sorry not yH»d Sgiwrdby night oHor 5 p.m.

Goorg* C. ScoN in

HOSPITAL

SUNDAY, BiooDY Sunday"
for ono porson w/ »Im coupon plwt cwrr«hW UCU r«g tmd^

\

Sorry no* good Sohmioy nigh* olfor 5 p.m.

.».

V •

PACIFIC'S

fiitiies
Hollywood of Vino
469.7161

Starts Fridoy

Sidnoy Poitior ond Horry Bolofont
"

BUCK and the PREACHER (PG)
Doily 12:30. 3M, 440. »:30. »:30. 10:30 pjs.

PACIFIC'S
Dutch Film Foitivoi

STAMPING GROUNDS (R)

Pico Noor Wosfwood
272-8239

Mon .-Fri . 6:30.^:80 . tO:JO

Sot. & Sun. 12:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10.30

Starts Friday

PIIZI
Wosfwood Villog<

GR 7.O097
TR 9-9077

-•5rt»«,j-,-rf5.-

Acodomy Award Winnor
Boat foroign film

Vittorio do Sice's ^

THE GARDEN OF THE
FINZI - CONTINIS

Fri. & S<*. Moy 54 6 NMnigH only; "IF.

I

t V*-

f* wr--»»rfsio3W4C.a!r i:i litltn-JtfM* -,t.T;'*rr-; rj;jjn~»:.

1045 BroKton

WosKvood Village

BR 2-0501

Trish VonOovoro, Monto MoHiham ^
Jonf I^K Moivy _

ONE ISA LONELY NUAABER
Diroctod by Mol StuoH Music by ^h«l Ugrond

— I

lif-

liyil
1 1 523 Sonto Monico Blvd.

WosI Los Angeles
477-5581

Two by Qoudo Chobrbl. ctcrring Stiphono Audran

LE BOUCHER
and

LES BICHES

Vidor Hugo's LES MISERABIES

CHAPLIN COMEDY

"Orooviost Movio in Town"

SlllltMlViK-

$100
~:^A'^A^^ MYSTERY - with Thodo Bor^"

^^__
Oliver Hordy, Jimmy Finloyson

-—

-

* ,

•

..

Ttt'-T^^

'^
.

1'

.

.

.

1^

1

.' 1

Toho LI Irei
Lo Breo of Ninth
WE 4-2342

LOVE FOR SATAN

TOURNAMENT
Diroctod by Kon Ichfliowa

THE NEW

vaiaiiojiii

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

VMorio do Sice's

THE BICYCLE THIEF
(Tho World's Mo# Honorod Fill

ond Follinrs 45 min. film

"Tho temptation off Dr. Antonio
todiscovoring Brando Starts Moy 10

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Wottwood
478-0576

Isiirivt
8162 Melrose A
013-2070

Marlon Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30. 12:40. 3:50. 7:00. 10:10

Fri. & Sot. adro late show 1:15 a.m.
I

ICLUBGUIDE
'fcn'S-'xi^ ROSALIE SORRELLS

SWEETS MILL STRING BAND
N«d wodk Moy 9-14: Milco SoOgor, BoMio Jonos & tho

Ooorgio Soo Islond singom. 6, Kajso Ohmaw

lizzirrl's
9039 Sonset

CR3-6606

EARLY MORNING SWAY
CORDOVA ROCK

-^ Monday — Ladits ni«ht. Ladies admittod frao
DANCE CONTEST S300 GRAND PRIZC

Wi-,ner appears on Real Don Steel's KM J TV show (Ch f

)

Tharsday night audition — I^EW GROUPS
Sunday's Groov in' Admission FRCI botorelpm

riZZI riilCI BRAININ and LAMPERT
In The Villoge

478-0788 *oM tymo fnovioa & day & night"

Irilllllir
^•^^"^•^ Carly Simon

9081 Sonto Monico Blvd *^
.

Harry Chapin
coming neirt: Bill WMhort

LA
276-6168
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IVKlT & TAifti
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500 New Behavioral Science Books I

^ 50% List
We have just gotten In Important new titles In Psychology, Urban
Studies, Sociology and Political Science with many, many more in
Black History, Literature and Americana. It will pay you to drop in
and browse.

Needham Book Shop
11613 San Vicente r\^r Barrlngton

•26^533

open Monday Satui-day 10A:M--6P.M.

:fi?»:^^^::::::::::::%%:ft.>;'«<A*

t

1-f -

MINORITIES i
- - (Blocis. Chkono*. As«ans, Am. Indions) ^

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF lAW |
WANTS YOU I

FOR FAU, 1972 TERM. I
- hnancioi assistance ovallable ^
- approved by the American Bar Assoc ^- fully accredited by the State Bar ^

of Califo'rnia g
Wom^n ore o minority in the field ollow. .

» j^ «n#ormatfon & opplkofion write to:

I

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
S.RA AWNORITY RECRUITMENT i- ^

SCHOLARSHIP COMMfHEE
1121 S. HillSt._

LA.. Calif. Tel:*749-3077

-• '/*

Under New Management

THE HONKERS

Cinema .
^

Losing the "West

by Jeanne (handilli .'

The Great Northrield. MiimesoU Raid is, believe it
or not, another story about Jesse James. ActuaUy,
the film is not about one outlaw, but two: Jesse
James and Cole Younger. In past pictures Jesse
Jantes has usually been glamourized as a dashing
young gun. This time around Jesse, as played by
Robert Duvall, is ordinary-looking, mean and
unappealmg. This is no ouUaw with a heart of goM,
but a cold, sadistic, definitely warped person without
conscience or humanity. Before one applauds the
film for its realistic rendiUon of a criminal. I should
hasten to add that the reason Jesse is portrayed as a
•rotter" is so that he will be a good foU to Cole
^Younger whow depicted as an outlaw with a heart of
gold Cole as played by Cliff Robertson is wise
loveable, whiskered and 40ish. He lik^ to tell stories'

hasa droll wit and wears a leather vest with n
cumulated bullet holes - in short a -rwTi^K

***

ter •' Cde only took to robblngbanks in setf ^l^'
after the railroad ran him off his land (he w«!f**
merly a farmer in Missouri). -^ '**

The railroad is cast as the real villain of tlw. c»
The Chief Detective of the railroad is t^^^
sort who. among other nasty tricks, has bribe^S!
Missouri legislature to veto ito amnesty billwhr?
would have pardoned the James' gang tL^I
Detective is also personally d^^ennined (obsesse!?
to capture the gang. In order to make thisd^^rUm conUnually cuts to the beady-eyed face of ^
Chief Detective as he ckises in vuWuk^^'^^^ ^
prey - a truly hidicrous device.

*^

Another device that doesn't work is used in \\^
to^nsitional scenes - the scenes wherein the cZ
has to switch locales. More often than not thU i!
accomplished by having the gang "mount in" anrfnde picturesquely through the tre^ to the accompaniment of a bouncy musical interlurip
reminiscent of Botch Cassidy and the Sundance Kw
When the music (jarringly inappropriate to tSdraggy proceedings) stops we are to believe that thegang is now magically transported to another place

leavmg some to wonder if they ever got out of
the woods.
The gist of the story is the gang's plan to rob "the

biggest bank west of the Mississippi" in (you guessed
it) Northfield, Minnesota. Cole rides into Northfield
befriends the sheriff and encourages everyone in
town to put all their money in the bank (so he can
then rob it). I suspect a lot of this was meant to be
funny — which it isn't except for one hilarious if
perfecUy extraneous, scene of an early baseball
game.

.

^

To furnish some popular occult overtones, the film
features a kind of combination gypsy-witch who
early in the film peers into her bubbling cauldron and
ommously pronounces, '^Winter wind is going to blow
.

child's cry across the slough. . . don't go." The
gan^, of course, ignores Granny*a insightful advice
which, of course, turns out to be correct. (Roll over
Macbeth ) In regards to this fUm, my advice is the
same as Granny's. .

.. . -

., ./-^P' i^-*t_m.iSfr. •.S;u;:.--Mr:*iws*s*ffi ^.*,«--:•=. .*_-.lK-.. >i- ;l:»-.c^.

-J**-

Jomes Coburn
and

WHAPS THE MATTER

KMothers

*f

HELEN
Debbie Reynoldi & Shelley Winter

t

R^gulor AdmiMion: Adults $2.00
Students . . . .$1.50

^ Children ... $ .75
Midnight Show* Fri & Sot May 5 & 6
Admission Only . . ^ , . .$1 .25

LiKhino VIsconti't

THE OAMISIEP
DirirBoaorde f^,.

NUART
phofi* 47S^79

1.'

—
- ---f-

ll272Son*oM(mkoMvd.
lo« AngelM. CA 90025 __
Al Sonrtolle i»«or U^^Um

^ The total Cimiulativeeffwt^
growing up in Southern California
has finally been imprinted into the
grooves of a phonograph record,
and, appropriately enough, it's

called Just Another Band From
L.A. (Bizarre/Reprise MS 2075)
by the Mothers. The neon brand-
name consciousness of Los
Angeles and Orange Counties is
the overriding concern of this LP,

^and iffiless one has spent several
years wandering
Hollywood and Burb
Fleming like details

comprehensible. En
of both sides are
George Putnam, _

Ralph's Market and
the-Box on Glenoeks
tjf-tpwners should beware
mediately,

ik, the Ian
irill

depend wholly on vulgarity,
profanity and sexism. He used to
aUack those things! It is one of the
more interesting cases of
hypocrisy in rock and roll when
Zappa finds a revolutionary
statement of sorts by saying
**fuck" on stage when he used to
ridicule 'phony hippies" Years
ago he drew people who were
certainly type characters, but
showed greater depth of un-
derstanding than his current
efforts The laughter is hardly
ever ironic: Zappa is cheap now ,

Magazine than the man who wrote
'Bi

^ral

himflslf int

eve a

le Jack-in-

un-

This album is full of words ^
Ff.*—

... .^

Just Another Band From LJi.

THE DELPHI ROOM
I99M Wilshirt Blvd.
aeverly Com stock Hofoi
27SMII

4-

1-

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wetfwood near Pico
open 7om-1ofn

fo^*?wn^h^;^*j5, * Continentol Cuis.ne. Open•or Lunch a. D.nner 7 Days a week in
^•AKKiNG Reservations Advised S3 Fulld.nner tor UCLA stutfewts w/ftHs ceyLJ.

^ide-long •'Billy the Mountain" as
anything else, and although Mark
Volman and Howie Kaylan do
have a tolent for reading lines, it

is Uke hearing pages of notes for a
project instead of the finished
thing. Even the music is chittered
with that old Zappa one syllable -

one note technique, which more
than once leads to long flowing

it

MAI SON

lA CREPE
•0S4 G(endon Ave 471 0437
Open 7 Day* 1) » i am

'Gourmef Soups like

moHier never made"*

THE HEAITH DEPARTMENT
wo»f L A 479 99M
next door to 'P«p« Bactn"

105 SPECIALmCS OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
XREPES

' & "OMElEnES

A No«urol Foods Rettcniront

^^ - ^^^^ Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
'

lOtst LiaArook Or LUNCH Irom $ 1 .40 to $ 1 90
474.0^-WW vai^e DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4 25

was recorded last August at our
own beloved Pauley Pavilion in all
its 'live" gtory, so the enormous
pandering to Westwood collegian
attitudes is hardly surprising.
Except when one considers that
Mr. Zappa's original Mothers
specialized in upsetting com- .

placency, not accomodating it. I lOhtfnr^f
put that's merely another symp- -& •^» V^*^
tom of the Mothers' shift to being,
in Zappa's own words, a **comedy
group." When compared to
earlier Mothers material (it may
be noted that the group has of-
ficially dropped *'of Invention"
from their name) this stuff has to
come out on the short end. There
is no way not to recall the days
when Frank Zappa's humor didn't

episodes of babbling. The ad libs

are inconsequential and reveal far
more about Kaylan's twisted,
psyche than those of the people he
speaks about.

There is plenty of sound and
fury, but what does it signify save
Zappa's own selfconsciousness
and his phmge ittCb an attempt to

be the commercial success he
used to be proud he wasil't?

Although this disc does contain
more decent material than the 200

Motels film, that isn't saying
_jnuch. The emphasis on

ing, has transformed even
•Call Iny Vegetable" and "Dog
Bleathi into inferior exercises for

^flmal and Kaylan.
!we have her6 is far less

Jnsiie than the FiUmore East
LP (t^e best selling Mothers^

to date), but it is still only

mildly amusing, and after

repeated listenings may become
insulting. Zappa has lowered his

sights; I don't mind so much his

changing over the years, but he
has taken such an easy route to

fame and fortune in his last few

offerings that one can't help but be

more critical. And less satisfied.

—Mark Leviton

(CaatlBned from Page 13) _^

«.S^^ ^"^ ^ "^ ^~ ^^^ ^^<^ My Mind," Lightfoot's
audience has greaUy mcreased. Don Quixote, too, wiU seU weU, and is

mildly enjoyable because of the few good songs. However, you'll have to
decide for yojjTself whether 75% of Lightfoot will satisfy you It obviously
satwfies Gordon Lightfoot, but I can't help but think of the enormous

S^ K^
""""^

l^!^^
"*** ^ ** **^^ "« «^o"n«nt. And I can't help but

^!7k^« I!
P*»^^'^s and appearances, when he would never setUe for

anything but perfecUon and 100% effort. Ah, in the beginning. . .

—Marsha Necheles

mP£!IiiiiP^i5
JOWN HOUSE

47t.fMJ
YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE»Of merly the "Lock"u" ^^^^
NOWAT:l2a*«WWCOilV0

nBEf^PIZZA
12423 Wil.KK«tM
LA •26.WI0

MEXICAN AND AMBNCAN FOOD
tEO, SOFT DtlNKS. OtDRS TO OO Al$0^^ ^0 mm to 2mm CLOSB) TUiSOAV

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
•022W..tlHSlrMt
4SM212

SINa 1949 Fomout For Our Piao
Now opon doily for lunch

Tut, tmmr 9 pm ony pino $1.75

••S DISCOUNT W/TNIS AO

OM" 11 •.m.»o n pm -Friday, II a.m. f Su«2i^

dine out tonight

Moko a smcNt mov« ,

ALTA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

En|oy a worry-free move

... let us ship your

personal effect! inexpensively

CfiU (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
1334 S. newer Street,

Los Angeles, Colifor^ 9001

5

We also sell 220V appliances in fomous brands
also >ransforn>ers and adapters .

•*"•••••• •«*•»•»»«) n mipB nmwpiwi »«, » « • • »» »-MVM»«,

HELP

GREEN POWER
Feed the hungry

MAY 4lh SM
FOX WESTCOAST THEATRE
333 OCEAN, LONG BEACH
An enjoyable benefit "HIPPIES
HEAVEN". Green Power In

action at the Lovo-ln at Elyslon
Pork.

PLUS BLUE CHEER
Live!

Admission $2.00

<our mon«y will f««d lOfndbody.

CONCERTS
Soul, nostalgia and a little

contemporary rock are on tap this

weekend. The Staples Singers,

featuring my favorite female soul

singer, Mavis, will be making a
rare L.A. appearance with the

Robinson Family at 8 and 10:90

tomorrow and Saturday at the

Lindie Theatre at Wilshire and la
Brea. Saturday night at 7:30 the
*'Story of Rock and RoU" will be
unfolding at the Forum . Emceed
by Dave Hull of KGBS and
Rockin' Jim Pewter of KMET, the
event will feature ^cts including

Jackie Wilson, The Olympics, The
Fleetwoods, The Clovers, Clyde
McPhatter, The Crickets, The
Four Seasons, Big Joe Turner and
many more. Tickets run $6.25-

4.25. - V'

Also Saturday night Roberta
Flack' and Donny Hathaway will

appear at 8:30 at Pauley Pavilion;

student tickets (if there are any
_ieft by now) are $4.50=2.50. Sunday-
night at 7 Mark/Almond will

appear with Loggins and Messina
at the Santa Monica Civic; tickets, -

$6-3. / • - .

Future concerts include^ the
king, Chuck Berry, at Fox West
Coast May 12; Queen, Christopher
Milk and Grandma at the Lindie
May 13(The same guy who started
the Fox goings-on is starting a
comparable program at the
Lindie); and Fleetwood Mac at
the Fox May 19. The Steve Miller
Band and the Youngbloods appear
at 8 May 19 at the Palladium. It's

a Beautiful Day will appear at 8
May 26 at the Palladium with
Spirit and the Elvin Bishop Group.
Linda Ronstadt will perform at
Loyola on May 26. Lee Michaels
will be at the Forum with Jo Jo
Gunne June 3; tickets, $6.50-3.50.

Finally, Led Zepplin will appear
at the Forum June 25 and at the
Jyong Beach Arena June 27;
tickets for the Forum appearance
are $7.25-4.25. —
CLUBS ^:""^

Cariy Simon is at the Troub this
week with Harry Chapin, to be

followed by Bill Withers. Doc and
Merle Watson are appearing
through tomorrow at McCabe's,
with Gross Junction tonight and
with Mary McCaslin tomorrow;
tickets may be purchased in
advance only. The Ash Grove has
begun a Folk FesUval this week
with Rosalie Sorrels, Bruce
"Utah" PhUlips and Sweet's MiU
String Band through Sunday Next
week features Mike Seeger and
the Women's String Band. J.
Henry Burnett and the B-52 Band

Jffill be at the Paradise Ballroom
this weekend. Osibisa and Little
Feet are currently at the Whisky.
Steve Gillette, Moon Dogg and

Mule Deer Medicine Show, and
Terrea Lea will be at the Ice
House this week, to be followed by
Tim Morgan and Michael
McGinnis. Honk is at the Golden
Bear this weekend. Disneyland is

featuring a Mexican Fiesta this

weekend. At The Palomino are:
the Chaparral Brothers and Billy
Armstrong tomorrow night and
Bobby Bare Saturdayr •

"^

^ Teddy Buckner Dixieland is at
Donte's again tonight; tomorrow
will be a Cinco De Mayo
celebration, and Saturday, Bill

Berry and the L.A. Big Band will

appear. Harry *

'Sweets'* Edison is

at Shelly's to be followed by Bud
Shank. Johnny Hammond and
Hank Crawford are currently at
the York Club. _

CLASSICAL—TT^"—^—
__Th«- Festival Players of
California will perform atr^t^

tomorrow at KPFK. Also
tomorrow the Young Musicians'
Foundation Orchestra will per-

U-^OUrt

fS A.

mdthCy

'(Paid AdvertiserrwHit)

'

Congressman Alphonzo Bell and Boris

Kochubievslcy will speak on Russian

Jewry, following the 8: 1 5 FRIDAY

NIGHT SERVICE, May 5 in the Main

Sanctuary at Temple Beth Am, 1039
S. La Cienego Boulevard, Los Angeles.

• •>••-«••»••»,
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form at 8:30 in Royce. The UCLA
Opera Workshop will perform at
2:30 and 8 Saturday in Schoen-
berg. Eduardo Falu will perform
Argentine folk music at 9
Saturday at the Pasadena Civic.
Jamaican folksingers and

dancers will appear at 8 30
tomorrow at the Wilshire-Evell
(tickets $5-3), at 8:30 Sunday at
Royce (student tickets, $1.75). The
UCLA Institute of Ethnomusicol-
ogy will hold 'Music and Dance on
the Grass" from 11 :30-6 Sunday at
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.
The program will be free, and will
feature music from Europe, Asia,
South America and just about
everywhere else.

FILMS
There's almost something for

everybody this week at your
friendly neighborhood picture
show — animation, nostalgia,
foreign films, whatever. The Long
Beach Art Museum is featuring
animation in its "Long Shot,
Medium Shot, Close Shot"
program at 7 and 9 tonight.
Cartoons featured are: Pigs is

Pigs, Ben and Me, Johann Mouse.
Jealousy, Boiled Egg, Tamer of
Wild Horses and others; student
tickets are $.50. While we're on the
subject of animation, the LA
County Art Museum is beginning
a series on the "History of
American Animation." How They
Did It opens the series tomorrow
at 8:30; on Saturday, Dots, Lines,
Curves and Angles shows at 3:30,
and The Anatomy of Humor
screens at 8 : 30 ; Sunday The Other
Uses of Animation is featured at
3:30.

There are some good on-
campus films to check out —
Hitchcock's Tom CurUin and
Strangers on a Train will screen
beginning at 7 tomorrow in Social
Welfare 147; admission, $1. Fritz
Lang's Metropolis screens at 6
and 9, and You Only Live Once

Thursday, AAay 4, 1972

screens at7:30 and 10:30 Saturday
in Dickson; donations requested.
Weekend midnight film

programs around town include:
If.

. . at the Plaza, The Damned
at the Nuart, Wait UntU Dark at
the Brentwood I and FeUini's
Satyricon at the Brentwood II.

The Golem ( 1920) will be shown at
7:45 tomorrow at Palms
Recreation Center, 2950 Overland.
The Shakespeare series continues
at 11 a.m. Saturday at the Monica
I and II with Henry V. The
Academy Award series continues
at Westwood Film Society at 6:30
and 9: 30^ tomorrow with films of
1937, and the same times Satur-
day with the films of 1938. The
Egg and the Eye wiU screen Right
On! at 3, 7, and 9:30 Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Rock Around the Oock and

Don't Knock the Rock should draw
all good fifties-fanatics to the
Bijou this week. (No need to rip
t)ut the seats this time around,
though.) The New Vagabond
continues its screenings of De
Sica's The Bicycle Thief and
Fellini's The Temptation of Dr.
/\ntonio this week. The Silent
Movie is showing Les Miserables
(1925) AND Madame Mystery
with Theda Bara and OHver
Hardy. Claude Chabrol's The
Butcher and Les Biches are at the
Royal currently; Rivette's The
Nun and Paris Belongs to Us ar^
running at the Los FelizT^

—

^—
THEATER \ .
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Firehouse Theatre Company from
San Francisco presents Escape
By Balloon through Sunday at the
Company Theatre, 1024 S.
Robertson.

Vine Street runs at Third Stage
Productions, 5060 Fountain, at
8:30 Fridays and Saturdays. To
Live Another Summer, a revue
from Israel, opens Tuesday at the
Huntington Hartford. Gene
Kelly's down Around opens
Wednesday at the Forum.

-!

The New Theatre for Now will
present In a Fine Castle, by West
Indian playwright Derek Walcott,
through Sunday at the Mark
Taper A Frog He Would A-
Woolng Go will run at the
Masquers, 1765 N. Sycamore
through Saturday. The Garbage
Husti^ closes Saturday at The
Press Club, 600 N. Vermont. The

MISCELLANY
ART: John Whitmore's

acrylics, "Flower Vendors and
Other Ladies," are on display at
Turtle Bay Trading Company, 466
N. Robertson. The Tetith Annual
Southern California Exhibition
opens ajt^the Long Beach Museum
Sunday.

DANCE: The Valentina
Oumansky Dramatic Dance
Workshop will perform "Who is

Hieronymous?" at 8:30 tomorrow
and Saturday at the Ruth St. Denis

_ Theatre in Hollywood. Jose Greco
and Nana Lorca's Flamenco
Dance Theater will perform at 3
and 8 Saturday at the Ahmanson;
tickets are $6.50-3.50.

TV: My Little Chickadee will be
on at 7:30 tonight on channel 9; a
good Russian film, The Overcoat,
will screen on Film Odyssey at
8:30 on channel 28 tomorrow.
Finally, Seymour will be showing
'41ouse of Frankenstein on his
Monster Rally at 10 Saturday on
channel 5. " • * ...™-w...w^„.*„

NOTE: The Renaissance
Pleasure Faire opens this
Saturday out at the Old
Paramount Ranch in Agoura (as
usual). The Faire will continue for

several weekends, 10-6; tickets

run $3.50.

.
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BECK IS BACK
With another new album

.«;/.

::..:..jt

s:
"-k- ..

JErrUECKGMKJF

^:a*H

Featuring

Qolns Down
Ico Cream Calcoa

. '*

A ••

Toniifht I'll Be Staying Here With You
I Can't Qive Back The Lovo

I Fool For You
Dofinitoly Maybo

-k>.

for an hour of Jeff Beck, tune to campus station

KLA, tonight 7 p.m. Albums will be given away.

On Sole Now Al

ACKERAAAN UNION
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TOWER RECORDS
8801 Sunset Blvd., Phone: 657-7300

.
• ,^,.'-: .' %:..

Atlantic and Atco Records and Tapes
.r-

vsi»-': m^p

Flack& Hathaway Will Appaor At Pauley Pavlllion, UCLA

Sat., AAay 6th, 8:30 p.m.
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(Continued from Paget)

talent exists at UCLA which needs

only a forum to showcase itself. If

1 am elected, UCLA students will

have that opportunity.

I want to re-introduce the

student-composed Cultural Af-

fairs Commission to represent all

the diverse interests and tastes on
campus. I believe the more people

t have working with me, the better

the entertainment we can offer.

The Student Committee for the

Arts is also of great concern to*

me. This committee is in-

strumental in influencing the

cultural directions UCLA takes,

but I believe this committee must
be independent of administrative

domination. This freedom would
permit students to have the

larg^t voice, and the greatest

input, in the cultural programs
brought to UCLA. If elected, I will

make certain this independence is

maintained. ^ .. W r . : ,.-

These are my proposals. But I

cannot do the job by myself. To
guarantee a better, more effective

Cultural Affairs program next

year, I need your help this year.

Vote for KATHY KERR for

Cultural Affairs Commissioner.

their talent through this program
This is part of the theme of my
campaign in having more student
input and involvement in the
various cultural programs here on
this campus.

My second point shall be to
solicit more student response i^
the type of programs that they
would like to see developed. I shall
use the Daily Bruin to put forth a
questionnaire as to the type of
programs, such as, types of
cultural programs that students
desire.

My third point will be a con-
tinuance of the free noon concerts
and having them at least once a
week. 1 will present all forms of
music from classical to rock.

My fourth point is to have a
foreign film festival where the
greatest films of the world will be
displayed on our campus.

If I'm elected your Cultural
Commissioner, I shall do my best
to serve the needs of the student
comihunity: And bring forth the
best cultural programs possible.

Financial supports seekers
19

Sylvester
Hi! You probably already know

me. I have worked in the
Financial Aids Department for
three years, first as a part-Ume
employee and currently as the
Student Legislative Council Ad-
ministrative Intern in the
Department. During the past
three years I have learned the
processes for applying for Federal
Funds and I have familiarized
myself with the various programs
of Aid that are available. ' *^

Two years ago you decided to
contribute one dollar of your
registration fees to help needy
students. Last year the Financial
Supports Commissioner, Mario
Flores, proposed a controversial,
program using that one dollar out
of your fees to give minority
students jobs as Administrative
Interns. As a black student I am
aware of the needs of the minor^ity
students on campus. Mario'9
program was well intended, but it

will not fully meet the need of the

:,.-'.i.-

._.i. * ^< :^=£_

I, Gil Beanes, have decided to

run for the office of Cultural Af-
fairs Commissioner. I have been
involved in the recruitment of

minority students throughout
California for the Educational
Opportunity Program (EOF).
I've worked as a coordinator,
recruiter and counselor intern for
the Undergraduate Recruitment
and Development Program
(URD) here on campus. I was
instrumental in the development
of the cultural program of the
Mecha proposal bringing to
campus a series of concerts and
speakers. Moreover, I am
currently involved in the Radio
and Television Media working as
a disc jockey and news reporter
for KLA, and KLAC. I'm 'disftr

associated with UC-TV-LA where
I help produce shows. '-

:,.;,

students. The sttfdents will
receive^y and experience for
tWfir joiBs. However, the money
they receive from the Internship
must be deducted from their total
award of Financial Aid. As you
can see the students will be in
effect working for nothing. There
are many alternatives to Mario's
proposal and I am currently a
member of a committee to re-
evaluate and possibly reap-
propriate the funds in question. As
the Financial Supports Com-
missioner 1 will be fully respon-
sible for seeing that the money is

spent to the advantage of our
needy students .

As Commissioner I will have a
Student Advisory Committee to
meet monthly with the Dean or
Associate Deans to discuss
Financial Aid policies, to make
suggestions or to present their
greivances. The Student Advisory
Committee will be comprised of
any interested students in the
University, and the student
employees in the Financial Aid
Department. There is often

scholarship and loan money that
goes unused because students are
not aware of the availability d
these funds I will be coordinating
a handbook that will list the
various types of aid available to
students.

If you are interested in voting
for a candidate that is well'
qualified for the office, then I'm
your choice.

«

Salemen
Forces of change have takea

place upon this campus, from the
student strikes of 2 years ago to)

the addition of much needed new'
facilities.

But one activity has fallen short,
that of helping the student body
receive the financial support for
one's attendance and use of thfe

university and its facilities. As a
candidate for S.F.S.C, it is my
obligation to find the monies and
distribute them to those who need
the help. To achieve these goals, I

propose two broad plans:

(Continued on Page 20)
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It is through my experience in

radio and television that I have
developed my Ulents in the en-
tertainment fieW. I know the
people with whom I can work in

organizing and establishing better
cultural programs here at UCLA.
The ideas that I will implement if

you make me your Cultural
Commissioner are the following:
a Coffee House Concert series in
which the students will participate
in presenting and preparing noon
concerts in the coop. There are
many talented students that will
have the opportunity to display

V *'
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10 -Speeds from Hak
France, Japan and England

Fully assembled

and Guaranteed -

Put one between

your legs at the

AUIED BICYCLE SHOP

2 Blocks West of Borrlnqton

It isn't as easy as it used to lx\ Your

luiir is longer. And a (juick oncer

oyer in the morning with a broken

l^oeket eoinh isn't enougli. You
.treed some hiuher's t(K)ls. And
some of his tricks.

~r^ stitrt with, your hiiir should

be damp. Then you Ciui begin to

style it to your taste. With either Panasonic s styling comb. Or styling diy(*r.

*Tlfyour hiiir is not tcx) short, and not tcx) long, you need our styling comb. And
the 4 si^eciiil ac*cessori*es that ct)me with

it. The thick brush. Fine comb. Coarse

comb. And diying noz?:le. Style your

hiiir with the bnish. By brushing it

towards your part. Not away fiom it.

And when your hiiir is illmost diy, piess

the ctK)l-iiir button. And finish styling

with one ofour combs.

Curly heiids need our styling ct)mb, too. The bnish iittiichment helps you

figlit through the tiingles. And the six^ciiil nozzle concentnites the hot iiir. To help

get iill those l(X)se ends in shiipe.

For a lot more hiiir, we've got a lot niore heat. Our
styling dryer. It hiis a s-witch thiit concentnites t,he hot

iiir. For eiisy styling. Or turns it l(K)se. For quick drying.

And to help Y9^^ '^^ '^!^^ you've just left the barber, use

a stiffbrush. And
dry the hiiir fix)m

the inside out.

So now thiit

you've got your

biirlx*r s secrets, niiike sure thiit you

have one of his t(X)ls.

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.
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/i7A /'^e Students' welfare
' I

Tannenbaum
Looking out for students'

welfare covers a broad range of

diversified^'^programs. We must
shorten the student waiting time
at the health center. We must
institute a system where a student

can call the health services and
have his file pulled — ready upon
his arrival at the center.

I will try to abolish the minimal
fees for pharmacy services. Such
services should be a part of the

tuition. We students pay enough
already.

I will look into the feasibility of a

once a year registration that

would eliminate the needless
repetition and hassle that we
experience each quarter. I will

work closely with commissioners
and commissions seeking
educational reforms. It is in the

students best interest to keep the

quality of education high by
providing checks and balances for

professors who have basically lost

interest in their work due to

tenure.

We must h^ve a full time legal

aid office which will provide

students with legal counsel. Right
now it is only providing limited

assistance.

f-anr new to the Kerckhoff
political arena which enables me

the window A*s of Murphy Hall.

We are accosted by the counselors

of the College of Letters and
Science. We are robbed by the

merchants and landowners of

Westwood.
As Student Welfare Conr^-

missioner I would fight for the

development of the total student

community of UCLA. I propose

that these actions be initiated by
the Welfare Commission:
(1

)

the establishment of an ef-

fective car pool share-a-ride

program so that commuters could

cutdown on gas and get to know
people

(2) The initiation of a student

evaluation committee to look into

the abuses of the counselors of the

College of Letters and Science
(3) The formulation of a student

review board to appeal the ar-

bitrary decisions of the Financial

Aids Department
(4) Get the bus to the dorms and
formulate a dorm life-style

commission to study the effects of

dorm living on students

(5) Work with the \}C Student
Lobby to provide state aid for in-

court representation by student
legal aids

We can at least begin with these

proposals to fight red tape and
provide more student input into

the University. I urge you to

support me and the goals I

^.^""^^^il?!ll P^'SP^^^^ ^° ^*^^ represents election day
office of STUDENT WELFARE.
If elected, I will pursue the
student interests with all my^
strength and vigor.

VOTE HARVEY TAN-
NENBAUM!

Okimoto

As a member of the Com-
munications Board, Student
Government Evaluation Com-
mission and the Goals Committee
1 realize that the University has
ripped-off students. We are in-

timidated by nasty bureaucrats in

My fellow students, in running
for the office of Student Welfare
Commissioner, I ask myself the
question "what can I do?"

First, I must refrain from
making promises, for promises
are not made to be broken —
right? Instead, I can tell you for a
fact that I am willing to devote a
tremendous amount of effort in an
attempt to solve the following

problems; 1. Parking at the big U,

is like playing Russian Roulette —

you never know which structure is

loaded. 2. Housing at the big U is

going through a bottle of Alka-

Seltzer after another delightful

dorm meal. Or, if you live in an
apartment, sharing the dubious

benefits of a well kept craven
manor. 3. Student Health — isn't

it marvelous that while we live in

such a technologically advanced
society, pur student health service

gives one the feeling he has just

wandered onto the set of "The
Hospital"? If your physician has
prescribed as treatment (for

some strange malady you may
have contracted) that you wade
through 2 hours of red tape while

exposing yourself to at least 10

hideous diseases, your prescribed
therapy awaits yoii at the Med
Center. You won't even, have to

tell them what ails you.

I think it's obvious to most of the
students at this University, that

most of these assertions are gross
exaggerations, but I still think

there are problems here that can
be worked out to lessen the now
inherent pain and trouble of at-

tending this University.

So here's the>lyg. I feel a new
commissioner can be effective if

he can redirect the commission.
One very possible approach is the
reformation of the commission
into a group of students from all

segments of our student com-
TTiunity, rather than the in-

vestment of all authority in
playing politics in Kerchkoff Hall.

Most importantly, he can use his
office and the students of his

commission to injuct student
input into the administration's
handling of the problems that
most affect student welfare at
UCLA.
Now that t've told you what I

can do for you, let me make it

perfectly clear that all you need
to do for me is to please DON'T
BE POKY, VOTE FOR OKI —
moto.
Later ...

Financial

continued
(Continued from Page If >

1

)

The soliciting of the business

and industrial community beyond
just the posting of job op-
portunities.

-
' ^

2) An information sheet which
informs the student which grants

and loans he is qualified for and
just where he iQUSt report to

receive them.

Yet, it isn't enough, there must
be a more active, and most im-
portant, a utilization of the great
human resources we have
available. These resources
organized and implemented into

task forces can understand and
then act upon the improvements
of the living condition faced by the

student body. Task forces which
will investigate claims ranging
from the housing complaints and
the lack of basic insurance: (i.e.,

automobile), to that of campus
crime and the cumbersome and
sometimes anncTying repetition of

the bureaucratic nonsense we all

face.

Yes, it is a large task, but I, with
your support am ready to attack
the problems and the goals I have
set forth. ~^^,^

L.

I^o you feel that the liv
conditions in Westwood aregS
1 doubt U very much. U^^^
overpriced and cramped.

The facts about hous

L'"^iTl* u*
""' "«* to me, any

housing

more than they are to you"whauwan* *«. A^ :-. x_ . .
^

' "nail

The student Financial Supports
Commissioner shall work to
improve housing conditions for
UCLA students. The Com-
missioner shall administer all

loan programs. The Com-
missioner shall also be charged
with the function of liaison
regarding financial aids to th^
UCLA administration.

Look at these functions and ask
yourself whether they've been
done. I know they haven't.

There has been a terrible lack of
effort by SLC to tackle these
jkoblems and I want to end the
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want to do IS to take the com
plaints of residents in Univer^TyDorms (I hved in DykstraTs
year), and complaints about locacampus apartments (I lived fn
one for a year). I will cauiog
them, publish them, name the
constant abusers of studem
residents, and organize. It can be

Dorms on the Hill can be
radically changed by my office
through my sitting down with the
directors and letting them know
that trouble will be the result if we
see no change in their policies
The Dorms don't have to be like
prisons.

I want to bring the huge amount
of On-Campus jobs directly to the
students, rather than thru small
notices in comers of Kerckhoff
Hall and Ackerman, Union I

propose a section' of the Bruin,
listing all the campus jobs, their
pay, andvtheir hours. You'll come
to one office, rather than following
leads all over campus.

Financial aids is a topic of much
interest on this campus^ Everyone
is confused about who gets it and
why they get it. Well, there are
more people eligible for grants
and loans, but they aren't aware
of it due to a lack of publicity and
lack of knowledge on the student's

part. My job would be to help

people obtain loans, grants, and

deferments of fees, instead of

their trying to get help from an

over-busy Financial Aids office.

Most of us are eligible for loans.

r

First VP cont.

(Continued from Page 7)

A number of my previous ac-

tivities have served as a basis for

strong interests and objective for

this office. In 1970-71 I served as

the first female chairman of the

Black Student Union at UCLA. In

the fall of 1971, I served as

managing editor of NOMMO,
UCLA's black student newspaper,

which has an audience of 25,000

readers nationwide. Presently, I

am directing the Prison

Rehabilitation Program at the

California Institute for Women.

Student government, therefore,

has to become a more meaningful

legislative body. It must move

from rhetorical debate to action

oriented programs. This can only

be done if SLC solicites expertise

in pertinent areas, as well as

make a concerted attempt to

involve the entire campus

population. The most substantive

aspect of that assertiveness has to

do with the level of participation

of elected student body officers

and students Jn general on

campus and community wide

issues and programs. YOUR
DECISION IN THIS AREA IS

MOST IMPORTANT.

• (Paid Advertisement)

You con become o

Contervotive

RAMI
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at UCLA Hilld Library.

Univ«rtity Religious Con-

ference Building, Thursday

May 4, at 4 P.M.
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Ualph White is not a member of

the traditional Kerckhoff Hall

clique or machine. Ralph White is

an innovator, a possessor of not
' only ideas but a means of im-
plementing these ideas into
meaningful action. He is presently

a member of the Housing Ar-
bitration Committee, the in-

terdorm council, and serves on
the task force to deal with housing
problems.

A major area of concern to

Ralph is the quality of life in the
dorms. To deal with this, Ralph
offers a number of new ideas
which reflect his keen insight into

the problems which confront
dorm students. He feels that there
should be student input into House
Advi.sor selection and that H.A.'s
should undergo a summer of

intensive orientation and coun-
seling prior to serving as H.A. ; he
ledls that SLC must become more
responsive to the needs of dorm
students; a tram from Ackerman
Union to the dorms must be
established.

It is also Ralph's contention that
SLC must become more assertive
in dealing with issues not directly
related to the university. Primary
focus: the Vietnam War. It is his
opinion that as young in-
telligentsia of this country we
must begin to assume a more
active role 'in determining our
destiny. Student reaction is

overwhelmingly anti-war; SLC,
purportedly reflective of student
views, has not once taken a stand
on the war. The moral complicity
of SLC into genocide being
committed in Vietnam weighs
heavily on the collective conscious
of all who value human life,

worth, and dignity. SLC must
reflect this attitude.

-

Ralph also recognized the need
for a student advocate, a
professional trouble-shooter to
handle grievance procedures for
students. While the campus
ombudsman acts as a mediator or
negotiator, the student advocate
would act more as a counsel who
would always represent the
student. He also developed an
employment-lottery project
which is ready for im-
plementation and feels that
parking service, improved health
services, and expanded op-
portunities for women are issues
which can realistically be dealt
with.

^ring the academic year has
been a toUl loss. One person who
has diligenUy served the student
population has shown that with
willingness and effort creative
projects can be not only iniUated
but carried out to compleUon
Roads are open to the office holder
If first he is willing to
acknowledge their existence and
second if he is willing to travel
their arduous paths.
(leneral Rep is an office without

specific guidelines; it can be
reduced to nothing or it can be
expanded.
My name is Murray Solomon,

and if elected I will serve you well
and wisely. I am running as the
"The King" because if the
students select the right
representatives they can be in
control, they can be "King".

Rothstein
For the past three years I have

been a spectator. I have watched
an unwieldy bureaucratic student
government attempt to meet the
needs of this campus; I have seen
an unresponsive student govern-
ment alienate those very people
who it purports to serve; and I

have questioned the relevancy of a
-^udent government which neither"
confronts pertinent issues nor
responds to the needs of the
campus populace.

Solomon
Being from south campus,

which is synonymous in some
worlds with being **square" or
better yet "not hip to the scene", I

as many of my peers have, with
some justification, have not Uken
student govemement seriously.
Elected officials played their
^am^s and enhanced their egos in
^•raft Hall, while I was in-
dustriously engaged in "cram-
ming for my next science mid-
erm In short, I did my thing and
Ihey did theirs and we didn't give
a shit about each other.
But not all that has transpired

I have decided that I can no
longer spectate, that I can no
longer be a passive consentor to
the injustice which is being im-
posed upon UCLA students by
their elected representatives. And
so I have decided to run for
general representative, an office
which I feel can, with innovation
and creativity, be transformed
into a direct communication link
between students and their
elected government. I perceive
the role of the general
representative to be one which
accurately reflects the views and
attitudes of the campus com-
munity; and to insure that this is

accomplished, I would propose
the following:

1. Weekly meeting of general
reps with students in an open
forum situation.

2. Measurement of student
consensus by SLC sponsored
r:.-?erendums and student
questionaires.

3. Use of news media (Daily
Bruin, UCLA-TV) to com-
municate and respond to student
needs.

1. Evaluation of the restruc-
turing of SLC to meet the needs of
the university community ef-

fectively.

5. Formation of an Advisory
Board to the general reps (con-
sisting of campus interest groups,
dorm reps, and greeks) to ac-

curately gauge campus sen-
timent.

In closing, let me say I hope to

institute innovative programs
which will attempt to make
student government not only
responsive to the students but also

accountable for its actions. I can
think of no greater challenge as an
elected representative than to

convert passive spectators into

interested participants.

I*

Reynolds
I, Bradley Reynolds, seek the

office of General RepresenUtive.
I seek this office becaiae I have a
desire to get things done.

I have consUntly, and still am,
working toward the abolishment
of the foreign language
requirement. Our fees are too
high but as long as they are here,
it is all the more reason why
students should be allowed to
make constructive contributions
to academic governance and
policy.

Thave and will continue to work
hard toward the abolition of
discrimination on this campus in
job hiring and pay levels and in
scholarship fund allocation. I will
also work for the esUblishment of
larger tutor programs and fun-
dings to EOP and other high
jx)tential programs.

I also believe Westwood prices
and services should be consistent
with other communities. For this
reason, the "Wesiwood Business
Project was created last quarter.
As Chairman of the Banking
Committee for the project, I know
the inconsistencies in prices and
treatment given students in
Westwood. For this reason, I

promise to expand my role in the
"Westwood Business Project and to
respond to your complaints about
the villaiite so thtft all students can
get their dollar's worth.

I respect inquisitiveness, in-

dividualism, the right to question
and the right to make demands
upon the system. I will listen and
respond to all students. I will not
be tied to any interest group or
segment, but will, in spite of it,

initiate and innovate. I will give
all students continuous repre-
sentation. Please, vote for
Bradley Reynolds for General
Representative.

Needman
Why do so many students

consider Student Legislative
Council a joke — writing it off as
ridiculous sand box politics? I

assert that the main reason is that
S.L.C. tends to get caught up in
petty issues while the real, im^
portant issues are mostly
overlooked.

The majority of students
complain about the archaic
grading system, stifling class
structures and other educational
practices that inhibit creativity,
but we fail to realize that
organized student pressures
applied at the right time and in the
right places can have a major
impact on reforming the
academic practices we have come
to detest.

Only one aspect of student
government, the Student
Educational Policy Commission,
seriously dials with these issues
of educational reform, even
though, according to a poll taken,
the overwhelming majority of
U.C.L.A. students consider im-
provement of the educational
system their number one issue of
concern.

Throttgh my extensive work

MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25
Next Weel<

Coming Apart'

with the Student Ec^ucational
Policy Commission this year, I
have seen that knowledgeable
studente can have a significant
impact on the immense
educational system. But one
Commission is not enough.
Student government will only

lose its pettiness when it concerns
Itself with the issues that U.C.L.A.
students feel are most important,
and the major issue is educational
.reform.

h Anyone running for office can
talk about educational reform , but
I've worked for it. I've gained the
knowledge and experience to
make my voice a strong voice for
educational reform. As General
Representative, I, Stu Needman,
will not Uke up residence in the
sand box. It's time to brush the
sand off student government.

Lewis
Hi. Many of us tend to view

student government as at best
unrepresentative, and at worst, a.
farce. Why? Because it has had
few noticeable and even fewer
significant impacts on our lives as
students. J
" It is amistakenflr^ssume that
student government has no powerr
Take money, for example (the
head cashier in the bookstore
did): 1) SLC allocates $250,000;
2) Board of Control of ASUCLA,
an $8,000,000 business, has ten
members, six of whom are
students; and 3) the sub-
committee, whose recom-
mendations usually govern the
iistribution of almost $8,000,000 in
Keg fees, has five student
members out of eight. In other

words, when coffee went from lOe
to 15<, and when the North
Campus Facility is built, maybe
even with waitress food service,
we have every reason to hold our
student leaders responsible. -
Why has student government

failed to come anywhere near its
potential? Because an in-crowd of
students is continually re-elected,
based on the dubious value of their
•experience" as Kerkhoff
Commandos. They can point to
accomplishments: projects and
programs that consistently fail to
cope with the things that bother
students.

Another year has gone by for

f
student politicians, but have
lines at Window A become

rter? Is there a permanent ban
on expansion-construction in
Westwood, to stop the upward
spiral of rente, prices, and traffic
congestion? Was there a lawsuit
initiated like the one at Ohio State,
to force the city to lift arbitrary
restrictions on off-campus
parking? Did the student majority
on BOC stop the construction of a
North Campus Facility, rollback
coffee, prices, or reinsUtute the
8% book discounf^ Did SLC help
investigate the racial problems in^
the dorms, or mismanagement of
on-line enrollment?.

The answer to each of the above
is "no:" Only in financial aid,
through the U.C. Student Body
President's Council, was there a
major breakthrough.
Student government must deal

forcefully with the minor irritants
and major problems which affect
us every day.

(Continued on Page 23)—*—-^—-— - - **
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losey
The Campus Events Com-

mission is the most totally

student-oriented commission on
campus. Even through it has
expanded with refreshing new
events this year, it can do more in

presenting a greater number of

evente. appealing to both the

asBssassssasz

broad student community and
individual interest groups. New.
innovative activities such as the

China Symposium and the Horror
Film Marathon were smashing
successes this year. I earnestly

promote the continuance of ex-

perimentation such as this: new
programs extending from
educational teaching symposiums
to contemporary entertainment
along with the traditionals, such

sas&sssss&ssBss

as Bruin Week and Mardi Gras.
On this foundation I t)elieve I can
lead a dynamic commission with

the objective to involve more
students in these diverse
programs.

.
. > * > •

As Public Relatioils Chairman
of Mardi Gras *72, I have
demonstrated my aggressiveness
to innovate in conceiving ob-

jectives, reaching them through

planning, and organizing student
involvement. My management of
(he $35,000 Mardi Gras ad-
vertisement budget reflects my
administrative abilities by this

year's record attendance and the
effective use of advertising
resources available to me. Also,
Mardi Gras has yielded extensive
contacts in the entertainment,
television, radio, and newspaper
industries which, I'm confident,

will prove invaluable to cAm
events in the coming year

**^

the administrft^'^ :^^^.alumn. thrtnigh the Acaderl

'

Senate's Athletic Policy C?''mission, the University ^Ath,!?"and Recreation PoUcy^^
mi&<imrt anri *u. ^.^ '-oin.
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Whatcha gonna do with NSA?
Valadez

The office of National
Students Association should be
completely re-structured Its

present role in the office of the
President can only be described
as worthless. As far back as
1969, recommendations have
been made to drop this office. I

believe that it should not be
dropped, but changed to the
standing of a fourth General
Kepresentative

Streit

dergraduates could be better

managed with an added
(General Rep These duties, few
that they are, could be easily

handled by the 4 General Reps.
1 am running for NSA so that I

may devote my time to the
duties of a student represem
tative, not to merely fill a
position and collect a stipend.

The office of NSA should not
continue, year after year, to be
a joke office, empty of duties or
responsibility. It should become
a viable force within the con-
fines of Student Legislative
Council, and actively work for
the greater number of students.

I am running for the office of
NSA so that I can work for its

reconstruction and contribute to
the increased responsiveness of
student government

Meaningful student govern-

ment can only be achieved if

there exists an effective

communications' vehicle
through which to convey
student attitudes — hopes,
desires, demands — to not only

the student community, but the

society as well. (Turrently, there

are over 1,000,000 college
students in California alone, an
amount large enough to in-

fluence our state's educational

"policies. Yet, there is no
coherent voice of student in-

terests in Sacramento, much
less the Los Angeles vicinity. If

elected to N.S.A., I will strive to

redirect and revitalize the office

so that it will become an actual
student representative prgan.
One of its primary functions,

then, would be to coordinate the
many diverse student lobbyists

activities in the capitol with
student needs at UCLA, and if

possible, throughout all state

institutions. If the student force
can be mobilized to actively
voice their wants in a unified
manner, lobbyists in
Sacramento will be able to
exert more pressfUre on
legislators to satisfy our needs:
if it is increased financial aids
support, better teaching
facilities, or more efficient

administrative policy, these

means would be effective in

accomplishing our wants.

In addition, I believe that a
governmental relations com-
mission should be founded to

supervise, maintain, and
promote students' needs on an
extra-campus level. Presently,
there does not exist an office in

student council that assumes
this necessary chore of voicing
student cravings in the com-
munity, and, at best, it devolves
upon a person who is either
disinterested, negligent, or too
Busy to accept control. A
coordinated, active union of
students is imperative if all of

us truly desire effective
educational policy to come out
of Sacramento.

- \ realize the impossibility of

outlining alJ my thoughts in this

brief article,,so if you have any
questions, please call me: 474-

8451. For meaningful student
government: Craig Streit for
National Students* Association
Representative.

Adl@r

NSA is an office that requires
no work. I feel that I can do as
little or even less than any of the
other candidates.

I have had much experience
doing nothing. For three years I

have done absolutely nothing
just to get myself mentally and
physically ready to run for NSA
representative.

I have the endorsement of the
present NSA represenUtive. -

who did such a marvelous job
doing nothing, that nobody
knows who he is.

If elected, I promise to
remain anonymous. I will
practice fading into the
wallpaper. I will not come to
any Student Council meetings
and I will get an unlisted reg
cardlfuimber. I will be so hard
to reach that by comparison I

will make Howard Hughes look
like a social butterfly.

Above all, I want the voter to
know that I have made no
political deals m order to fur-
ther my chances of attaining
this most coveted position.

-You will not see me cam-
paigning. Even this column was

.
handed into the Daily Bruin by a
close confidant, the only person
who knows my true identity,

identity. And he wore a mask so
he would not be recognized.

Please vote for BENNY*
ADLER. because a vote for
BENNY ADLER is a vote for
oblivion.

PS. After you've read this
column, try and put it com-
pletely out of yoar mind. Forget
about it. Go home. Shhh!

Policy Commissions L.Corp. This past experLnce L"
the Mardi Gras contacts S^^^^me ease into the job ofbaml
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mission, and the p,^.
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My goals as Campus
EventsCommissioner include: theuJni

more campus Ulent for weekdav
concerts, the development

„fcloser cooperation with ih.
Cultural Affairs Commissi
promote greater continuity of

^nr^^"" «" overall expansion

With th^T ^'^"'^ p'-'^^^"'"

of UCLA behind me, I'm ceruin
that 1972-73 will be a ye^r f
greater service to the students.
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The office of the CommissioneL
of Campus Events can and should
be a very important one. A good
commissioner can fill the 72-73

year with memorable events.
Some of us were very fortunate in

that we witnessed the exciting
play of the People's Republic of

China's Table Tennis Team last

month at Pauley Pavilion. The
match was presented under the

auspices of the Campus Events
Commission. Cultural exchange
activities are a necessary addition

to our campus. As commissioner I

will endeavor to bring more of

such programs to our campus.
As the Commissioner of

<^ampus Events, it is my
obligation to the student body of

UCLA to revive weekend life on

campus. I plan to present

weekend concerts and sponsor

programs that will appeal to the

diverse tastes and desires of the

student body. -.

Additionally, I plan to work

-closely with the Facilities Com-

missioner to make rooms such as

the Grand Ballroom, Men's

Lounge, etc. available at low costs

to allow more, special interest

programming.
A significant portion of the

funds alloted to the Commissioner

is spent on the Mardi Gras The

Mardi Gras was successful this

year, but the overhead was too

much. I feel that I can cut the

operational costs of the staging of

this event and thus enable more

kids to experience the joys of Uni

Camp.
^~ Also, I will work closely with the

Cultural Affairs Commisnion to

bring talent, ranging from rock.

folk, and classical to this campus

As activity coordinator foi* the

Southern Pacific Region of the

international youth movement,

Masada, I have had considerable

experience in planning successful

events. I have learned a great deal

from my experience in this area

of planning and I want to use my

knowledge and talents for the

benefit of the student body here at

UCLA, as the next Commissioner

of Campus Events.
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Goff
I, Arthur Goff, am running for

the office of General Represen-

tative because I would like to work
and solve these problems on
campus:
1) expand the meal ticket

program which presently exists in

the dorm; 2) solve the parking
problems around the campus and
the residence halls; 3) improve
poor student / merchant
relations including high costs;

4) impersonalness of inner-

campus community; 5) improve
imperfections in academic
curriculum including grading
systems; '6) improve
faculty / student relations;
7) improve ineffective student
referendums for purposes of

obtaining success on student-

backed issues; 8) improve
general rip-off of poor (and
other) students financially;

9) improve insufficient student

organizations for purposes of

national, international, and other
political issues and concerns; and
other student-oriented concerns
and initiatives.

My reasons for seeking to work
and solve these problems are
simple: I want my education to

become "something . more
meaningful than tt four-yei

conveyor belt of stale ideas. ^

What does a General Rep do?
"Who cares," is probably your
first response. Ask people in

student government the same
question and you will invariably
be told, "Anything he wants to
do." Keeping this in mind, I make
no promises or predictions as to
what I will do in office. I do
promise to serve the CURRENT
NEEDS of STUDENTS. So vote
for DENNIS FRIED for General
Hep; after all it rhymes with
need, greed, weed and a whole lot

of other relevant words.
Remember FRIED, even if you
don't care!

!

Cislowski
I

General representative is the
last office that any one ever thinks
oTTThis is misleading, however.
The job of General Representative
consists of tying together the
campus by making sure that all

the little things get done. That is

why the office requires three
people who can think for them-eople

elves/selves/ I'd like to recommend
myself for the job, because I have
no furtheir political ambitions and
will not be mfluenced by any
Kerckhoff Hall power groups. The
name: DAVID CISLOWSKI. Once
you kno^y it, you'll never forget it.

Brand
The duties of a general

representatives are those which
are not delegated to the President
or other members of SLC. In other
words, I will have a free hand to
deal with student needs on and off
campus, because I will not be tied

DB has

coffee

•^^^^^»J*i»l.TPl

2010 W PICO BLVD
LOS ANGELES CALIF 90064

down by constitutional
regulations. The office of General
Rep. was designed for the purpose
of being responsive to the
students. This my Pledge to the
students: I will be responsive to
your needs.
From my position on SLC.

Finance Committee Chairman, I

have seen many areas of concern
which have not yet been dealt
with. One of the immediate
problems of concern is the prices
that students are paying in the
surrounding areas. It is probable
that som^ arrangement could be
made so that stWents would be
able to get a discount on goods
upon presenting a reg. card.

Another problem is the idea of
recieving a D or F in class. There
is no reason why a student who is

capable of gaining entry to UCLA
should recieve a D or a F. I

propose a grading system in
which D's and F's would be
dropped and one would recieve no
credit.

I would work for such diverse
things as the legalization of
alcohol for those over 18 (it seems
absurd that 18 year olds have
every right to drink) to having
student government orientations
(students should know what all

this chaos is about). I would also
make the Parking Service
?sponsive to the students By

providing a way to make com-
plaints by mail, which the
Parking Service would have to act
on within a certain time limit. I

will fight for student represen-
tation in the Academic Senate —
they have representation on our
council. The most important
change would be to give some of
the University decisions a hearing
before students before they take
effect. This hearing will be im-
plemented by an Advise and
Consent Program. The ad-
ministration decisions concerning
students would have to be brought
before the student Legislative
Council for advisement and / or
consent before they are 'im-
plemented. Remember
HOWARD BRAND FOR
GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE.
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The Counselors Comer

k^**!''"-* ^^^*L
<^«'**»»<>«« to b« answered either orivatelv or in tk.Oa.|v Br«.n sho.d be addressed to the CoonsJL^'SSi.Vu^^^

(This article is based oh the author's book entitled
Youth: Search for Meaning. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1972)

IH'pendency. Independence, and Inter-dependence
Marriage, (For purposes of this paper the term

marriage shall apply to all two person Intimate
relationships whether they be legally married,
cohabitative, going steady, heterosexual or
homosexual.) like any other relationship, entails
mter-dependence and contrasted with either mutual
dependence or toUl independence. Dependence
entails needing to lean upon another person for
support, nurturance, solace, and decision making.
The dependent person in effect states that he is not
capable for functioning autonomously and ef-
fectively without another person to guide him. He
derives strength through another person and hia
identity is often contingent on the identity of another
person. He has little sense of his own center. In such
a relationship based on dependence there is a great
burden placed on the stronger member of the
marriage. He assumes responsibility both for his
own existence and that of the other person. Some
relationships need such dependence for survival.
That is, the strong person needs someone he can be
protective of and he derives much of his strength
through the power he has over another person. In
some marriages there is mutual dependence. Each
partner needs the other for a sense of his own iden-
tity. In effect neither party has a clear-cut identity
other than the fact that they are married. Marriage
offers a feeling of worth, and role of husband or wife
give the feeling of being a person. In such a
relationship the marriage takes on all.of the purpose
and meaning of life. Without it the parties feel lost
and life seems meaningless. In such a relationship
each person comes to the marriage out of need.
There is very little if any recognition of the
uniqueness of the individuals involved. The persons
are operating on the level of need, much like the
starving man needs food without caring what kind of
food. It is only when need is satisfied that man can
choose freely; with high level of need, choice is

minimal.
Independence is behaving in a solitary fashion, not

needing, wanting, or permitting someone to help or
provide nor allowing oneself to lean. In independence
one in effect states that he has to do everything for
himself with the option of allowing someone to help
not being available to him without considerable
anxiety. The independent lives for and essentially by
himself assuming little if any responsibility for
anyone but himself. He is protecting himself from

by Edward A. Dreyfus
cl<»gness abd intimacy and is unable to allow
himself to be vulnerable or the beloved; he i$ always
the one in control, always the lover. Relating to an
independent is difficult since they prefer to be by
therpselves with little communion with others. Men
are usually found trying to be independent, for since
they were children being the "strong, silent type"
was considered a virtue. Those men who are unable
to live up to this image end up feeling inadequate;
those that have achieved this dubiously virtuous
position experience aloneness.

Interdependence is wanUng or choosing to
collaborate with another person in the service of
meeting a need or desire, but not feeling compelled
to do so. It seems to me that people move from a
state of dependence, to independence, ~ to .in-
terdependence. Some of us become fixed at any bne
of the previous stages or try to fake being at a more
advanced state without fully experiencing the prior
stage. In order to move successfully from one stage
to another it is necessary to have completed the
previous sUge. The child is bom dependent. He has
needs and cares little who satisfies the need. When
functioning solely on a need level there is no
cognitive choice. Only when there is a relatively
comfortable level of need-tension can one choose
between alternatives to satisfy need. When need is
high there is little thought given to choice. As the
human organism grows, it finds that it can do things
for itself. This is a source of great pride and
satisfaction. The child wants to be his own master
and will seldom let others do anything for him; he
prefers to do things himself, often things he is not
capable of doing. If he passes through this sUge with
little frustration he is then ready to move to in-
terdependence. That is, knowing that he could do for
himself, he also q^n choose to allow people to do for
him. Often he prefers to have people do things with
him.
The dependent stage only allows for dependence.

There is little possibility of doing something for
oneself of collaborating with someone else.
Dependence does not permit either independence or
inter-dependence. The independent stage allows for
the possibility of collaboration with a preference for
functioning autonomously, and little possibility for
dependence. In the stage of inter-dependence,
several possibilities emerge. One can allow oneself
to be dependent, allow others to be dependent,
function independently, or collaborate with others^
All become options. The person who has reached thi^

stage of inter-dependence feels that most of his needs
are or can be satisfied and hence he is functioning on
the level of want rather than need.

(Continued on Page 24)

INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.

' «ro modrraln
Talli

#^ "BACH & SONS, Ltd. #
AN EVENING Of- MUSIC FOR I, 2, 3 AND 4

HARPSICHORDS, WITH STRING ENSEMBLE

as performed by

UCLA students from the Department of Music

M ,1: \ M

THURSDAY. MAY 11-8:00 P.M.

BUENOS AYRES ROOM. SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER

If you've got a cycle, you should
have insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to
lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-
tion the possibility of medical
costs and damage liability. FIC
knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low
and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks In

and still offer low rates. FIC has
been an expe^ In speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio

neered motorcycle insurance in

California.

There's no sense In taking
chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

S«nd in our coupon today and giva us your name, addrats, phona number,
tha make, year, cc't and present value of your cycle and tell ut whether
you're ihterested in liability or total coverage.

7 Pf.« Pr:

m Financial Indemnity Company. Attn. R. Rittenhoute
5858 Wilthir* Blvd.. Lot Ang«le«. Calif. 90036

I

NAME. .PHONE.

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE j!L YEAR .CC». VALUE—

I'm interested in

:

Liability.

Pleat* give m* a cfUdtation

_. Total Coverage -.te
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IN OF AFRICA
^' IMPORTS H:

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • AltrS AND CRAFTS

'"'

-k FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES it

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS ^

1657-82561 r-g-i
1025 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood IgS^

TYPEWRITER CITY
478.7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEW ELEC. PORTABLE
NEW ROYAL PORTABLE
SMITH-CORONA fLEC. PORTABLE
SMITH-CORONA ELEC 120

SMITH-CORONA 250 (250. val)

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
8 DIGIT DISPLAY, CONSTANT, AC-DC

89.88

44.88

129.88

149.88

189.88

$169 88

NEWELEaRIC PRINTING CALCULATOR
14 DIGIT, CONSTANT, MEMORY SOVe 200.00

SALES • RENTALS* REPAIRS ^

—

BANKAMBtlCAtO l6iB9 Gayl«y Av«. MASTERCHARQE

THiB SIGNS OF
THE ZODIAC 4 ~A-

Prinlfd in ral •r r*rrrspondiB|| I* ymur tlf^t

«' -v
'

2 OQ/soaly
SKucm,', MAY (*-m 9^530

.H.

The Corner cont.
h
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(Continued from Page 23)

Needs know no specifics; they

are global. We need affection, we
need food, we need sleep. Need is

non specific. Wants, however,
lx?C'»me choices. We want a

particular person to give us af-

fection, we want a medium rare

steak from a particular

restaurant, we want to sleep in a

particular hotel. It would seem
that in order to have authentic,

intimate interpersonal
relationships one has to be func-

tioning on the level of want rather
than need. If one is functioning on
the level of need then the other
person becomes nothing more
than a need satisfier and his

uniqueness is denied. Once the
need is satisfied the relationship

may indeed terminate because
the need no longer exists. For
example, a man may be sexually
aroused to the point that he cares
little about the woman who is able
to

' atisfy the need. Once the need
is

! Uisfied he realizes that he does
not really want to be with the
\Noman. The relationship ends.
Many of us have eaten food which,
if given the choice, we would not
ordinafily eat, but because of the
need, we do. A similar thing
happens with interpersonal
relations.

Marriage -A^-

Tn marriage the people involved
Trften^marry out of need and when
the need is met somewhere along
the way during the marriage, the
people find that they do not want

each other. If a marriage is to be
successful in terms of each person
growing it has to be based on want
and choice rather than need. And
here it should be clear that I am
referring to intense need and do
not mean to imply that spouses
should not be need satisfiers.

Kather, the people involved
.should l>e wanted even where
there is no need. We all know that
a steak can satisfy need as well as
much, but if we are starving we
will eat mush. Once the need is

met, we do not want mush and
may noi like it. Marriage, like any
other intimate relationship,
requires a state of inter-
dependence.

• • «

Let us communicate in the
language of being
Touching, feeling, sensing -
I have no need to define or classify
you j

Or ''know about" you
My heart reveals in silence that
you are beautiful

And that is good
I want to meet with you in a spirit
beyond Possession

.,

A spirit that allows us to be what
we must
With freedom to flow together or
to be Alone :;—

:

.
:-

I want to transceiMf time and
space

And affirm bur ephemeral being^
With the eternal value of love.

^
Charles Marcantonio

__ Comment ___.._„

discussion of Hpn*. a

irjdependence-interxleSST
the concept Qf choice Th*possibility of choice L ,*
freedom for if we arenotCl'^we cannot make a choice 7n^!!!dependence stage the individl*:dnven by need and thus 1 „"
free. The independer ^ "«

beheves himself7o be fr^"."!
actually js not for he restril k"*
relationships with othe^ tofh^"
in Which he is the oneTn^^He IS what a naturalist ^o^l
the Alpha Male. (Let me nrtn.
here that a woman c"nK?"

SrU^'The''''*^-"'*'"^rur ail the warm hum
relationships he has with otherh!
could as well be a hermit5Stop of a mounUin. A pe«on^wh„
has reached the intertJepenrn
stage however, is completSy frl
to make any choice he wante ^IS nrt driven by need but rather
directs himself. This, in Z
opmion, is the ideal. It is well
worth the struggle to reach
despite the pain of anxiety
inherent in the growth through the
Stages.

^i--^z:^: • PAW

Of crucial importance in this

Political forum deadllrie
The Daily Bi-uin Axis section will present the fourth in the fiveniart
Candidate*' Forum scries between now and the June 6 California
primary. The Forums will consist of statements and. hopefully
^®"»*ses of action on different issues - CivU Rights and Law and
Order and the Quality of Life in America - by afl serious
Presidential candidates, __ __ _^_ -^1 __ __
Statements should be pr^pared^nd submitted by bona^fide

groups supporting the different candidates (we platform per
candidate), and will be due no later than the prescribed deadlines
All statements are to be typed with 10-65 margins and must not
exceed 80 lines. All columns will be run as submitted, without
editing and must be signed by at least one individual in all cases.

I he deadlines for the topics are as follnw«:

Quality of Life in America - May 15
'

Axi^Pditors can contact the various groups should any difficulties

Questions regarding the Candidates' Forum can be directed toSue Cochran and Ken Peterson, AxJ^ editors, at the DaiirSnik^office or by phone at 825-2216.;.
iMi't

PATRONIZE
DAILY BRVIN
ADVERTISERS
Midnight to Dawn! Fri. & Sat. A/Uiy 5 & 6

Sunrise Buffii* Brmdiin^ (To R.wa
f|

AllS«atf$130

STAR

WHERE HAVE All

THE FIOWERS GONE
WOODSTOCK
GIMME SHEITER

EAT AT 5 A.M.

Rogular Program

DIAMONDS
ARE FOREVER

HAROLD & MAUDE

MAYFAIR

200 MOTELS

SOUl TO SOUL
GIMME SHELTER

YELLOW SUBMARINE
EAT AT 6:30 A.M.

I like this discussion not only
because the state of inter-
dependence, as defined, seems

.^ore adequate, allows one more
ireedom to act satisfaetoHlrin
more situations. It also allows
more dignity. There is more
digmty for each person in an in-

terdependent relationship: each
person's uniqueness is honored;
and prized.

It seems to me that is what
women's lib isabout; insuring that
there may be dignity for both man
and woman; the woman not to be
an object to be used; the man not

to be an object, or child, to be

manipulated.

Dignity, justness and freedom
(in ^ir terms) seem, in the end,'

^-|n^^|4ife tol^j-able.

. ^,.-: ^L. Dwp

Another way of describing a

successful interdependency
relationship in marriage is to be

found in Eric Erikson's Eight

Stages of Man in Childhood and

Society., W. W. Norton. He speaks

of developmental stages which

_one must carry out in order to

achieve mutuality, generativity

and maturity. Dreyfus in his

excellent book spells out in an

abbreviated form, as does

Erikson, the possibility that in-

dividuals may not develop in a

straight line but there may be

period of quiescence or even back-

ward movement. Traumatic
events, illness, loss of a loved one

and a variety of circumstances

may interfere in the growth

toward interdependence or lessen

it, once it has been achieved. In

such circumstances one must

reassemble his reserve powers,

make use of his coping

mechanisms and hopefully be

able to build on what came

earlier. . t^ ?

RSB

2206 SttMfnvd
-384-5070
i«ISJbodtS.\MS.

Regular Progron

HOTPANTS
HOLIDAY

BABYLOVE

^

I'll be with you in a
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Disease/' moderated by H.J. C.

Swan, professor of medicine, and
director, department of car-

diology, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, 10:30 am, NPI
Auditorium.
—''Man the Hunter/' by Ber-

nard Campk>ell, visiting professor

of Anthropology, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.

Tickets are $4.50.

—"Pollution of Marint
-Waters," by Raymond M. Hertel,

executive officer, California

Regional Water Quality Control

Board, Los Angeles Region, 7 pm,
LS 2147. Tickets age $4 and $1.75

(students).

Friday, May 5

—"Models in Neuro-
physiology," by Fred E. Yates,
professor of biomedical
engineering. University of

Southern California, 1 pm, GSM
2325.

—"A Theory of 'Excess' Jet

Noise," by David G. Crighton,

research mathematician,
department of mathematics.
Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London, 1:30 pm,

^-^oelter 2444. ^ V ; -

—"Necessary' anil Sufficient
Conditions for Stability of Viscous
Flows," by Friedrlch H. Bussey
associate professorDf planetary
physics, 4 pm, MS 6627.

—"Regeneration in Am-
phibians/' by Susan Bryant,
assistant professor of biology, UC
Irvine, 4 pm, LS 2322.

—"Presence of Second Order
Rac|iative Corrections to the
Triangular Anomaly," Lester
DeRaad, Jr., physics department,
3 pm, Kinsey 247.

.
—"Egalitarian Marriages,"

Sandra and Daryl. Bern, 3 pm,
Franz 1178* - . . ^
— "Presentation Design

. Seminar and Workshop," by
Robert E. Perry, 8:15 am-5 pm,
Boelter-^?04.

^

Saturday, May 6

^^

—"Contemporary Problems of
the Zoo as a Place for Man and
Animal," a panel discussion with
Mervin W. Larson, director,
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum,
Tucson; Philip Ogilvie, executive
director, Portland Zoological
Gardens; Ronald T. Reuther,

—director, "SSfl ^Francisco
Zoological Gardens; and Charles
R. Schroeder, director, San Diego
Zoological Gardens, 9 am -noon,
LS 2147. For tickets, see next
seminar. ,v

—"The Zoo at ttn Education
Center," with Phillip E. Frand-
son, associate dean of UCLA
Extension; Mrs. George N. Hale,
Jr., president, Docent Council of
the San Francisco Zoological
Society; Mrs. AAax K. Jamison,
president, Greater Los Angeles
Zoological Association^ and
Charles K. Obert, curritulum
coordinator for Kings County
School System, 2-5 pm, LS 2147.
Tickets for this and the preceding
seminar are $3.50 and $1.75
(students).—"Sex-Roitt and Sex Dif-
ferences," a two-day scientific
symposium presenting scholarly
papers from sociologists and
psychiatrists, including Richard
Whalen, professor of
psychobiology, UC Irvine; Jean
Lipman Blumen, research fellow,
Stanford University; Sandra
Bern, professor of psychology,
Stanford University; and Richard
Green, associate professor of
psychiatry in residence,
Neuropsychlatric Institute. Opens
at 9 am with registration In lobby
o| Franz Hall, continuing
throughout the afternoon, and on
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
^e« is $5 and $3 (students). For
information, phon« 125-2964.—"Chicano Health Carters
Conference," 9 am -3 pm.
University of Southern California
Medical School Auditorium. For
further information call Marta E.
Santoyo, 825-207S.

-^"Presentation Design
Seminar and Workshop," by

Robert E. Perry, 8:15 am-5 pm,
Boelter 5704.

E.G.:

Thursday, AAay 4
—"Astrotogical Open Group/' 2-

4 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Beginning Meditation and

Ra|a Yoga," 8 pm. Architecture
1243C.

-y Encounter and Sensitivity
Awareness," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Parents and the College
Generation," 7 10 pm, Young 2276.—"Tai Chi Ch'uan," 7-10 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.—"Psychi Devetopment ESP
Intermediate Level," 7 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"A New Consciousness," 7:30
pm, Rolfe 2106.

—"German Conversation: EIne
Fahrt Ins Blaue," 8-10 pm, Ar
chltecture 1243B.
-r"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Hail Upstairs
Lounge.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 7-9 pm,
Bunche 3150.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign, up in

-Boelter 3809.

What's On time...
Meetings-
Thursday, May 4
—"Student Store Print Show," 9
am 6 pm, Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.
—"Overpopulation Center," TO
am -2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Sophomore Sweethearts," li
am 1 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

-"Christian Students," noon,
Ackerman Union 2408.—"MEChA," 12-4 pm, Ackerman
Union Grand Ballroom.—"URC Programs," 12: 30-5:

»

pm, Ackerfnan Union 3517.—"Comgfiunications Board,"
1:30-7 pm, Ackerman l^lnlon 3564.— "Iranian Student
Organization," 2-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Chess Club," 3-5 pm, Ker-
ckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Mesa Action Com-
mittee," 4-6:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.—"URA Finance Committee," 4-

5:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"The Lighted Way," 4 pm,
Social Welfare 48.—"AIAA," noon, Boelter 4413.

URA Clubs:
Thursday, May 4
—"JWomen's Karate dlub," 5-6

pHTT^/Vomen's Gym 200. ^~
-^"Air Rifle Pistol Club," 4-6

pm. Rifle ptange^

—"How to Survive in Reality
Teaching/^ 7 10 pm, Bunche 3211.

'Dance on the Grass'

scheduled for Sunday
The Second Annual Music-and-Dance-on-the-Grass is slated for this

Sunday, from 11 : 30am till 6 pm, at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center
This free event, sponsored by the InstHute of Ethnomusicology and its
Associates, will present ensembles from the Institute, as well as from the
dance department here, and from ethnic groups in the community. With
the music and dances, there will also be available, at nominal prices,
exotic foods and drinks to heighten the afternoon's enjoyment.

In addition to the Institute groups, comprising music from Greece,
China, Mexico, the Andes, Sunda, Persia, Korea, Japan, Africa, Bali, and
Thailand (The Thai Association of Southern California), there will be
music and dances from Macedonia and Mexico by the Balkan and the
Mexican Performing Groups of the dance department here; from the
Basque country, the island of Krk, Bosnia, and Turkey by the AMAN Folk
Ensemble; from Poland by the ICrakusy Polish Folk Ensemble; from
England and Spain by the Westwinds Ensemble; from Lithuania by the
Lithuanian Dance Group; from India by T. Rangiinathan and T.
Viswanathan; from Italy by **La Nuova Italia Group"; from Scotland by
the James Lomath Scottish Dance Ensemble; from the Philippines by
the Philippino-American Students Chib; from Russia by Brian Meisel,
accordionist.

Some of these groups will invite and instruct the audience for par-
ticipation in their dancing.
The entire UCLA family, residents of Los Angeles and out-of-towners

are cordially invited to come and spend the day in an atmosphere of
musical celebration.

Doors open at 11 :00 am. Free Admission and Parking.
For further information call Marsha Lipman at 393-2025.
mmmmmmmmmmr

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONIACI LE-NStS, SPtCFACLtS
)

we specialize in contact lenses
made at our own office

3 hr service on lost contact lenses
call for service

; LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
rOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Doal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477 0613

VAr

Blackheads' Doom i\H

FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHIER SKIN

Vacuum Skin Therapy

Removal of Blackheads & Whiteheads

5514 Wilshire Blvd.

931-4242
By appointment

M- F8:30.11 A.M.Trblnmm RcifM

1/2Prk« Sot. 10:00 -3 P.M.

—"Mountaineers/' noon.
Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn..

pm—"Drama Club," 4

Ackerman Union 2412.

--"Figure Skating Club/' 8 pm,
Santa Monica Ice Capades Chalet.

—"Lacrosse Club/' 3.5 pm.
Field 17.

—"'Hunting A Fishing Club/'
noon. Men's Gym 102.

—"Indoor Soccer Club/' Mo
pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"Photo Club," 7 10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

By Eugem Shefft

ACROSS
1. Waste

cloths
5. Sloping
walk

9. Flounder
12. Concept
13. S-shaped

molding
14. Miss Le

Gallienne
15. Gopher

SUte
17. Pro's

compan-
ion

18. Cold
(fig.)

19. European
river

21. Chemical
symbol

22. City
official

24. Insane
27. Animal's

lach^
28. Yester-

day
31. Interna-

tional

language
32. Exist
33. Also
34. Deck of

ship
S6. Free

37. Yield
38. Armistice
40. Father
41. Venetian

navi-

gator
43. Golf club
47. Wing
48. Communi-

cation

device
51. Sun
52. Scandi-

navian
name

53. Discharge
54. Daughter

of Loki
55. Emit

fumes

Avcruitr timr of solution: 23 tninulci*

m^w^. mm mm
Nor^!

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

56. Commu-
nists

DOWN
1. Borders
2. Mine

entrance
3. Biological

factor
4. Most
normal

5. Opti-

mistic
6. Past
7. Joined
8. U.S. arc-

tic ex-

plorer
9. Adorn

10. English /

river —

IL Ruin
16. Hebrew

priest
20. Skip
22.— An-

toinette
23. Over-

whelmed
24. Immerse
25. Commo-

tion

26. Game
27. Fruit

refuse
29. Earth
30. Digit
35. Con's

compan-
ion

37. U.S. ^
writer

39. Sheer
40. Small dog
41. Currency
42. Medicinal

plant
43. Unituf

—

dry
measure

44. Large
/ volume
45. Feminine

name
46. Soa|3
49. Before
50. Prevari-

cate

. .1
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 112
Phone: 125 2221

Classifitd advertising ratts ..
ISwords Sl.SOday, Sconsecutivt

insertions - SS.OO
Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advartisi"« service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has iii^

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 125-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

^Help Wanted 8 V fo'^ Sale... l^ ^Jravel. . . . . . : .

«N

17

1

ON campus part time jobs for registered

students Especially hours 11-2. Apply
Kerckhoff 201. >A4)

'ATTENTION girls Need money? Full
part time. Distribute leading organic
cosmetics to coeds and friends. Frtt
cosmetics application classes with
enrollment. Car unnecessary. 39A-9lf1

,evenings for more informatioA. (• M 10)ngi

TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of

hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.

Elementary schools through colleges. S3.

California School Placement Bur9»u. 1974

Ttiousand Oaks Blvd. Berkeley, Calif.

94707. (IMU)

vyANTED: Baroque ensemble (4 or less) to

play at wedding reception A-24-72. 7IO-2S79,
afternoons, eves. M9)y /» 11 . A afternoons, eves. M9)

V Lampus Happenings .. 2 «««*«««»««
UCLA Surf Club presents "Sea of Joy" sur*
movie, Friday, May 5. 7 PM. Moore Hall'P^ (2M <)

V Campus Services .... 3

•r '
'

Tl«

^-|

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER
Monday and Thursday )0-2
Ackerman Union 2413

sponsored by S.L C Student run

XOQ COPIES

82-50611

kerckhoff 12-

CODING SUPERVISOR: Will assist head of

section at UCLA Survey Research Center in

all phases of work . Must have at least 2 years
experience in market survey research or its

equivalent. Must have basic data processing
knowledge, should be familiar with data
cleaning processes; have experience in code
construction and supervision. Rate ac-
cording to qualifications, starting at S3. 54

/hour. Apply to Survey Research Center,
I020GSM, 82S S964. (IM10)

MARTIN D-3S including case unused.
Perfect condition. S390 /best offer. Calt
Robert, 27S1M3 eves. (ISM 10)

PIANO Wurlitier console - walnut. Ex-
cellent condition. S«7S Evenings, 5:30-7:00.

Saturday morn., 100 - 12:00. 393-3357. ( 15 M
10)

y Services Offered .... 16

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S25. P.O. Box
10427, Denver, •02|il (UQTR)

'PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student ft

Commercial Rates: 341-«4S7 - 072-1710 • 901-
7244' (UMIf)

TRAVELING this summer? Free garment
storage with your drycleaning. Store now •

pay later. Campus Cleaners, 10934-30
Weyburn Ave., LA, Calif. 90024. GR 0-

0724. (1«M5)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
0>iE way and rouno trip student rttfhts.
Inexpensive student campina tour»
»hro«igliout West and East Europe, Tnclvdlnf
Russia. SOFA Agont for intor-lwropoan
student charttr flifhts. Contact ISCA, not?
San Vicente Blvd.^ Suit* «4, LA, Calif., »004f,

Tel: (213) 020-SMf, 020-09SS

V^ravel
j^

EUROPE this summer? Un r.oprograms « or O Wcieks «:"!!*'""«'»*«
Traveling, 90*2411 ^"Perimentj

,„

U7QTR)
EUROPE,
J«pan,
E SEP.
JJII.ESEI

fe. S220-S27S R T ai,,.
Spr.ng. Summer. A^'V^n'*';?" »
< 0217 Beverly BiCd i a iL*'''*"*-'
EP-UCLA member*

^^
'??'•«'

Travel on Danube to Russia

Join Seminar at Leningrad

S09S - 22 days, also 31 A 43 days I

KpVAL TRAVEL SERVICE
1808 W. 3rd St., LA

388-3800; 484-1411 ; 3?4-1700

FEMALE Subfects needed for Gynecologic
ReseArch Project for one month duration

;

.pay S100 for study course. For details, call

DrN.S. Assail, XSS347. (8M9)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE

. INSURAtNCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3** 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

More
• 10

PART time jobs available in
Angeles while they last. Call

,

Unlimited. 47S9S21.

West Los
Services

(0M4)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 039 7270 or 070
9793 or 45*2544. (UQTR)

Y Personal

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 98HELP 1

(SOTR)
Jrr ;-;-•

"

o^ . c .^ tomorrow afternoon at theSfuden Sale Lam Westwood. It's a Bargain
Hunter's Paradise! (5M4)

y Enfertainmenf ...... 6

t

i:

'r--
^

COCKTAIL PARTY, Sun. 5/7, 830 PM - Fish

auv'^rv""" ^"•''**" ^*y Sponsored byBMY GDem's 5S3 7t»0. (*M5)

FlN€ contemporary Jatt. 'Understanding/
Every Sunday afternoon at the Topang»
Xorrai SI 00, children tree. (*MSi

—

THE PRINCETONIANTHING
Now the West can play the game from the
same people who started it all back East.
Fill out our questionnaire (honestly, please)
and win yourself a summer thing. (Sorry,
your thing must be of the opposite sex) Mail
S5 check or money order to:

The Pnncetonian Thing
Box 74A63 ^ ;

,

. Village Station
LA, Calif 900?4 -^ —

s •

..<»

;••
i

i
:i'

MEN. Women, or Groups to dramatize the

. Coastal Protection Initiative by par-
ticipatinq m a milelong Frtibee Relay f^ace
on thr beach Call Mane Lazar, 6SS 6370.(6 M

^Help Wanted 8

MALE /female dancers wanted lor
proirss.ona^ Balkan folk d»nce ensemble.
CaM^fla^v, 2'lS 3107 , evening, 666 7442. (8M4)

SJ-S4 hr. summer lobs moving furniture.
Services Unlimited. 47S 9S21. (OM 5)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time
Mr Genovese, (213) 700 750*. (0M2*)

CONSUMER Cooperative needs managers,
supervisors, recruiters Part/fuH time, $70
wk up Call Mr. Kobritx, 4*1-0321. (OMS)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?..• 1

Help yourself while tiolping others.

Earn up to $40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone
:
470-OOSi between 12 P.M. and 7 p.m.

SEEKING student interested child
development. Plan activities daughter 1),
son 9 Beach 39S 05*0 after 7 PM. (0M9)

BABYSITTER wanted MF 3-*:30 PM on
campus Child 6 yrs. Days, Mof^ette: 4*4-
2IS7 Evenings, 473 5310. (OMO)

SEEKING minority recruiter for health
profession^ schools. Background in sciences,

de!.irable. Phone
(0M9)

counseling, recruitment
82$ 6820

GIRLS make $10 $15, 2 21/2 hrs M F, sell
sandwiches Call .EAT. 399 3153, or 399-

3000.
,

' (OM 10)

BABYSITTER wanted care for toddler,
am toS 30p m, June2« July 7. *5*-9915. (0
M4i

MALE /Female needed - sell sandwiches to
office excellent part-time Income. Before
II AM. 442 2050 /*S4 0021 r8M4)

SUMMER and regular jobs as drivers. In
total area' Must have car. $2.20 plus /hour.
020 noo (0M10)

SUMMER jobs for scuba divers $5 00 per
hour after training 475 9521. Services
Unlimited. -

(0M4)

^Losf& Found 9

LOST Sat. Mardi Gras: Woman's gbid ID
bracelet Front "Barbara", back. "Ron^\'
Reward sentimental. 391 5*38. (9 MO)

VOdds&Erids...:.:. W
ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990
B, Venice, 9029). Phone 391-0933. (IOQTR;

GARAGE Sale, Sunday, May 7, 0:00 AM -

5:00 PM. 3735 Mountain View Ave. ( 1 Bl N of
Venice, 1 mi. W. of Sepulveda). Furniture,
furnishings, linen, tvousehold, clothing,
bookfetc. (10M5)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
s^CA models, free delivery. Free service 24
nt^ phone, 274-9119. (UQTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance fbr
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel.
701-5527. 073 5015. E ves. 703-3509. (UQTR)

WEDDING and long dresses, unusual or
traditional, custom sewn by me, Andria

-S^th^OO M^^trh———-^

—

{MM%)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 3071540, call anytime. <I«M
5)

Charter
Flights

!

now you have
a choice, more
Cities.. ••

Flights.

.

f

' AUTO Insurance - available for all. Realistic
rates per record, substantial savings if

assigned risk. Call 079-9010 or 553-9010. ( 1*

M

4)

CARE your home while you're away, Ju^e •

September. Stanford Law student working,
LA law firm wittv wife C*eacher).
References. (415) 3*5-7734. (1*MS)

^ Free . . . . .

FREE - Assorted choice puppy s, Ridgeback
mix intelligent, healthy, beautiful - Woofy's
puppys, call 396 0313 after 9 PM. (FR MS)

DESPERATELY need homes for 4 kittens.
Litter t>ox trained. Call after 6:00 PM. 397-
9736 (FRM4)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to Enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily 474-
3350. j^ (1*M4)

E XPER I ENCED teacher wftti B.A. in music
offering lossons in piano ft voice. Call 277-
0«»0. (t*MlO)

V ffWes CMeTed ...... 7J

GUITAR Lessons UCLA music grad!
Reasonable rates. Malcolm Kigar, 474-4924^^^««? fl* Ml^^

JUNE 17

AUG 17

JUNE ^1
AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
AUG 17

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

JULY 9
AUG 27

ROUND TRIP

LA/ FRANK
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LON/AMS
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/ LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

^fyf\
«'der(s) to NYC Leave around

1.1 ^^"'^" Sept Share expenses/driving.
After S PM 783 136S ' (13M9)

)/Opportunities

dS/^.^
'°

v!?*
S»"<*ent Sale. Starts Friday 3-PM. Lanz Westwoott.- (OP M 4

SILVA MIND CONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

offers students SELF-CONTROLLED Alpha
Braip Wave Methods for Relaxation, Sub-
jective Communication, WRITTEN
EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES, and Habit
Control SATURDAY, MAY *TH No
machines used, and a written MONEY-
BACK GUARANTEE. For information and
free literature, call O'Kelly at 477-9520, or
473-4040. (UM4)

y/Research Su^^jects Neeaed V Travel

^^^^«ilB^^4piB-^aiO DISCOUNT

.. //

Psychology Experiment
$2.50 - less than 1 hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Sign-up in Frani Hall A349

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, Itudia, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041
Wilshire Blvd., LA 90025. 470 0*44. (17QTR)

JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONOON/LA

$262.00
62 Days

$262.00
61 Days

$262.00
79 Days

$252.00
51 Days

$262!00
71 Days

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00^
26 Days

CHAJSTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S-.

att^irst^xtass ^

service. ^ .^4

i.A-LOWb0M7L0N00N LA

-tli*,—I5«P- ReU Days Price

AUG « 9 LA/HADRID
SEPT 18 AMS/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONOON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/IONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

$27^.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days
.- . ,r-j.

$239.00
29 Days

4/18 8/28 71 $262

6/21 8/16 56 $262

4/22 8/1S 54 $262

6/24 9/6 72 $262
« 6/2S 9/13 80 $275^

$2626/27 .8/25 59

6/28 9/9 73 $262

6/28 9/16 81 $275

6/29 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262

7/4 9/2 62 $262

7/B 8/U
8/10

40

30

$262

7/11 $262
JJ19 fl/31 ^Aft 12 -•r«l TV $262

8/12 9/13 33 $252

Available only to h:.i)fide members of the

University of Calitornic'* including students,

faculty, stall, and tn -.r immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.

ch«rt«r flight*

k' CARS IN EUROPE

V For Sale . J5

RENTOR BUY
SPECIAL REDUCTIONSTO
TEACHERSA STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
000 Sunset Blvd . l A 900*9 27) -43*4

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT m^FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/ LA

SCOTT AM/FM stereo receiver. Also in-

cludes 2 speakers, giarrard SL*5 turntable,
earphones. $155,479-2*71 (15M10)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40 50*« on all qualities, all

sue sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt.
00*0400 (15 0TR)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 «vks. Europe, J

wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free time.
Eap in Travelling, 90*-24t1 (170TR)

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14 LA/DUBLIN
JUNE 28 LONOON/LA
JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 9 LA/FRANKFURT
AUG 30 LONDON/LA
SEPT 6 LA/LONDOrj
SEPT 19 LA/LONDON

$199.00
14 Days

$143.00
$136.00
$13o.00
$138.00
$133.00
$12«.00
$124.00

uc a Kerchkhoff Hall /OS

Between 8 a.m. & Sp.m.
025-1221

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also NY.
Israel, India, Africa, iO'^ off Student

rates/cardssince 1959. EASC, 323 N Beverh*
Dr., Beverly Hills, 90210, 274 4293. (17 0TR)

ALTEC 12" *01C speakers. Hand made
cabinets. Cheap. Days, 025-3754. eves.. 399-
*^^* ' (15M10)

HAR.MONY Meteor' eloctric ouitar. Good
shape with case. $50. 397-7207. (ISM 4)

DOLBY cassette player /Harmon-Kardon
cad 5. Xint machine /$90. 477-9921. (15 M 4)

DOUBLE sue water bed. Complete frame,
liner, foam pad, still under guarantee. SSO
Eves. 24* 0911.

( 15M4)

l^y*^
"* *."^ wholesale natural vitamins,

protein supplements, etc. Call now, 704-"" (15M$)

?K«t. c ^.w****?""^**
pwpp«»s. SSO, 4/wks, noShots Father fully pedigreed. Call 934**79

before 7 30 AM. after 9 30 PM, or ad
libitum ,„^„

^NEWVORK
JUNE ISONE WAV

) HAWAII
JUN6 ti JULY 7
JULY t JULY to

ITOKVO/OBIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE AFRICA ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT 10 CARDS

StTO
ptwttond

Alio Sfud«n|rail and Eurai
InMirancs. Guidebooki

ilpMlM. Car PurchvM

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

u
A

1 1 : bik

AIS/EXITS
9066 Santa Monica Blvd

LA 00060
274 0742

••«t of Santa Monica' OohanJi
NEW Sony and Ampex reel-to-rteL
cassettes, below wholesale. 390,1229 PM. ( is
nn 5)

Jt - Campus Rep available to heiostudents, faculty, and staff with travel
Call James Roberson, 474.

needs Discounts.
,7072or 403 1*00 eut. 2735.

< MS)

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGUIATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAL
IFORNIA STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-
REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA.. SATURN. ONA AND CAPITOL
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707. DCS /NO
SUPER OCe JETS AND APE PRICED AT
FULL CAPACITY. YOU '.AY RECEIVE AP
PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DCTAILS BY
CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS
IK CARE OF....

you know uiii

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE
WMtwood Viiiaof 90084

TELE: 47S-920e

9th ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM 0329 ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: FR0MS)4f ROUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271 0932, 839 2401

424* Overland , Oept. A.
;»ty.Ca,

ONE girl for crew on Columbia 43' June i$th

cruise to Mexico. Experience not necesvary
but must be intelligent, enthusiastic, pretty
Write Box 54457, Terminal Annex, Los
Angeles, 90052. (I7MI0)'

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under $100 one way

Study A Camping Tours
1972 Student Guide Book to Europe

Student Rail pass 2 mo SI30

CONTACT : SOFA Agtnt VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd

Sherman Oaks, Calif 91403

PHONE: 072 2203 or 704 1*77

TRAVELING? Stay overnight free* Stuck at

home? Meet travelitig people Exchanoe
privileges with memt>ers in U.S. and

Canaida. Write. University Travelers Ciob,

Box 9147. Berkeley. Ca. 94709. ( 1 7 M «)

DRUMS
condition
7**4

Good9 piece Reveile set. lug.
S1$0. Call Eric. 470 5123 /025-

(15 MO)

SUMMER CROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS
> L A /New York (1-way) 570

(May 31st A JunelSthoniv)

Our 11th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students Examples

NIKONOS underwater camera, 35mm lens
case lindcr underwater flash, meter, must
sell SIOO 477 8393. (15 MO) {

L A /London/L.A.
L A ,BrussclS/L A.
L A /Tokyo LA
L A vTel Aviv/L A

52*5
S2*9
S-JJJ

SS08

»°7V/.Vo'oo° r*" ^ »'*•'' •P* «««ch. model152 5150 00 Evp^ 7490*0*. (ISMS)

NEW Coronado 15' sailboat, rigged faf

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 47S.)033
'^W Westwood Blvd.

toLONDON(RTbast)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

SI**.00OW'
ft 05.90 OW
S**.30OW
tl72.00OW

W»4Y hassle w/a flight to Europe* Fiv A.r

)/luforing '^

ORk. L>Ai. OTPor ftsi preparafion. m
dividual and small group instruction.

Acauemic Guidance Sycs. 020 So. Robertson.

*57 4390. (18QTRJ

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex
pcnericed Univ. Prof. Positivf results »nv

exam. Easy conversational method (•''*''•

473 3492. (lOQTR^

FRENCH Exam preparation, intensiv*

anguage study, translation, literature Call

'ormer UCLAttacher lor results. 028
5M*. n80T»»)

I I. >

'

ii «

WRITE your own Hrm papers, English MA
Will help you It's legal, ethical, cheaper. 474-

3711 (18M41

More whafs on
^-t-

' i.

J - Thurtdav. AAay i . 107^ ^> UCLA DAILY BRUIN 27

(Coniimued tnm Page 2S)

—"The Hitter Gang/' directed

by Johr» Farrow, 5 pm, today,

AAelnltz 1409.

—"Strangers on a Train" and
"Torn Curtain," 7 pm, tomorrow.
Social Welfare 147.

—"Time in ttie Sun/' an In^

terpretation of AAexico, 1 pm,
tomorrow, Dickson 2150E and 8

pm, Haines 39.

. —"You Don't Have to Buy War,
Mrs. Smitti," and "Germ and
Chemical Warfare," 7 pm,
Tuesday, Social Welfare 121.

—"AAetropolis" and "You Uva
Only Once," 7 pm, Saturday,

Dickson Hall Auditorium.

Seminars:
Thursday, May 4
—"Ein Literaturskandai von

1704,: C.F. HunoMs Satyrischar

Roman," by Hans Wagener,
assistant professor of German, 3

pm, Bunche 3175.

—"The Oxidation Behavior of

Nickel-Chromium-Aluminum Al-

loys," by Per Kofstad, director,

materials research. Central In-

stitute for Industrial Research,
Bllndern-Oslo, hk>rway, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500.

—"Rotes as Obstactes or Op-
portunities in SeH-Fulfillmtnt" by
JIvan Tabiblan, lecturer in
psychiatry, and associate
professor of urt>an planning, USC,
1 pm. University Extension
Building G33. _—"Structurar Comparison of
Pituitary, Growth and Lactogenic
Hormones and of Chorionic
Somatomammotropin," by
Jonathan S. Dixon, associate
research biochemist. Hormone
Research Laboratory, UC San
Francisco, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"Man the Hunter," by
Sherwood L. Washburn, professor
of anthropology, UC Berkeley, 4
pm, LS 2147.

' —"Global Structure of
Spacetime: Black Holes and
Singuterities" by Kip S. Thorne,
professor of physics, California
Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, 4 pm, AAS 4000.

—"Architectural Research at
UCLA 1923," by Vern O. Knudsen,
Emeritus Chancellor and
professor of physics, 4 pm. In

Knudsen 1220 B.

—"Present Status off Myocar-
dial Revascularization for Acute
and Chronic Coronary Heart

" <€oBliMed on Page 2S)

BLOOD DRIVE - the annual blood drive is being
conducted from 10 am to 2; 30 pm, today and
tomorrow, in Ackerman Ufiion Men's Lounge. All
donors receive coffee or juice and cookies, as well as

OB Photo by Gary Leonard

a card designating your i^if ijq blood type and date
of donation. The donor may also specify if he wishes
to have the blood given credit to himself, a living
group, or to a specific patient.

/

^Typmg : , ; r rff ^/AphFumlshed }/House for Sale '. 26 /Autos for Sale .^,^-^. 33
TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
p.ipL>rs, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Silectnc, Eiccutive. Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,
§2*^472 ^ . tl»QTR)

S235 t ttedroom pool. Furn/patio/air cond.
10941 $trathmore Dr. 47700S3. (21 Mil)

IBM'S new Selectr*< II typowriter (carbon
ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394 029S. (I»M24)

YOU choose. We type your papers from
phone dictation. 24 hrs. or iMndwritton draft.

392*115. (IfMIO)

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shortliand
ilictation. Term papers, ftiescs. statistical,

whAt hj^vc-you. 27i-*720. (If MO)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, p«pors. Fast, ac-
curi»tc Toin,473-0eit. — <I9QTR»

LOW rates/ quality typing-papers, theses,
dissertations, books, etc. Free editing -

I mcrqcncy service call. 030 4*49. ( t9 M 1*)

TYPIST
poper s

theses, dissertations, books, term
. leciaity niaifi ant tectinicai typwf-

Accurate, rapid service. 700- 1074 1 1« nro

.

SI2S LARGE, beautiful Bach. Furnished

UCLA. Pat. 473.4400. (ai^,7

XARGE attractive one bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, SlOS up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beachy near
Santa Monica Freeway, 204S Fourtb St., SM.
392 SSS*. S92-9142. (21QTR)
t 1 :

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/1

bath, pool, 3 Mks. campus. 10024 Lindbrook
(H«l«ard).GRS'SM4, (21QTR)

^Apfs Unfurnished .... 22

S1*0 1 BED. carp, drap stov. refr. Child OK,
1443 S. Bwndy '9 Mgr. WLA. 020 1 130. (22 M 0)

'si4S I-BDRM. newly dec., w/w carpet,
drapes, built ins, refrif., patio, Robertson-
*at

].._

BRENTWOOD south ot Sunset. 2 bdrm. A
conv den Quiet Cul-de Sac. S43,S00. Sands
Realtors, 47* *4*4. (2*QTR)

2 BDRMS, 1 1/2 baths, 3 miles trom UCLA,
brick llagstone patio. By appointment, 473-
S300. (2* MO)

•*7 VW Squareback, bayish bik/inter.. AM
FM, excellent cond , 53,000 miles, 1990
Europe bound. 4S* *833 anytime. (JlMi!)

)/Autos lor Sale . .... .^^

$2000? or Oder. 4799*34, 477-4505. (33M<I

yf House to Share . , , . , 27
1 ' .III II I __i

NEED male, own txlrm, nicely turhished,
Beverly Glen, S100 monthly plus utilities.

Atter 5 PM, 279 10*0. (27 M 9)

REAL Malibu Beach,House /no smog /own
room /30 minutes UCLA. Female vegetarian
preferred. $150. A rather nice place. 45*-
"07. (27 M 5)

42 RAMBLER classic, automatic, 6, good
transportation, SI50, call Rich, 825 2522
days. (33 MO)

'«5 MUSTANG, V 8 automatic, air. power.
Best of (or ( 3*8 F BL ) 342 0454. m,- (33 M 8)

•70 VW Fastback Red, AM/FM radio.
Running smooth, best otter, 478 I48;( J3 M 5)

AUSTIN America '70, auto trans, good
cond

, best offer, 88* 215*. 1 33 M 5)

CONVERTIBLE, Ford, 19*5, power
steering, automdtic, radio, heater, w/w
fires, runs welL SAOO, Evenings, 82* $85*. (33M OJ -

'*7 MGB GT. Xlnt.cond. Nu clutth, radials,
wires. Make offer. 02* 07*4. (33 M 10)

'44 1500 S K GHIA Xfnt. cond. AM/FM,
Michelin tires. Very cteon..Make offer. 470-
*» (33 MO)

M 5)

LOWEST rates, expert
dependable, near campus,
dissertations. Professional
477 4*02.

typing. Fast,
Papers, tlieces,

editing. Mike.
( ;9 M 10)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers;
irttersi/ resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
ri-sults. Eves atter 5:30;weekends. Sliaren.
838 5*07. (I9 0TR)

fAST. accurate typing. Term papers,'
Ihisis, dissertations Editing Weekdays, -'
6 B.irbie, 828 2365, Mae, 39* 5102 (19ATR/i

1 BDRM • carpets, drapes, stove, incl.

utilities, SUS. 10SM 3/4 W. Pico, i3t-*300, 933-

0*02. (22 MS)

1 BEDROOM $100, spaciews, builTins,
carpets, drape^, stove refrt«orator. AtfutH,
1017 Federal. 39S4340, Mrs. Hudson. (21

M

10)

S21S 2 BED studio, fireplace, ste. rtl. cap.
dra 1194* Goshen 'I. Mgr. WLA. 473-4010.(22
M 0)

HUGE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
darkroom, yard. W/grad art student. $12$,
0211403. (27M$i— " -^——^^—.^——___ I

rustiCi loi-^e^ yerds^.
Great vibes, beautiful house. Janie, 459 1500.
Pacific Palisades. (27 MO)

FEMALE share 3 bedroom with 2 (own
room) $100 month, yard. 10 min. campus,
393*053. (27 MS)

BEVERLY Olen, 35 acres. 2-bdrms, pool,
volley ball, fireplace, etc. $150. Dean, 454-
0559 summer. (27M10)

I — -.^
^ROOMMATE to share comptotoly fvrmshed

three bedroom West ttollywood house. Own
room, SOO 894 3307, eves. (27 MO)

40 CMEV. Impala, 348. 4 speed, mags, etc.
Cl.ean S550 /offer. 024 1017. (33 M 0)

VOLKSWAGEN Karmann Ghia? 42 con
vertibl^-. Good engine, damaged body. $350
or bust otter . 39* 7*4* any time.

—"

—

(33M 9 )

•«« ALPHA Romeo, nu pamt & valves, $*90
or best. 391 0254. (33M10)

'** VW. Excellent cond. $*75. *550490
.inytime. (33M3)

VAN '59 GMC. Factory rebuilt Dodge hemi •

2000 miles *11 Gayley O 825 2015, 7 11

PM (33M3) ^. |^^

ATTENTION Students: Ffeet discounts
•ivailabic on neW Pinfos and all Fords. Credit
ok' ri, By phone . call .Mr .. R ost i/Mr . Atato,

S*

.iqcnts 820 2631 (33M3)
CHEVROLET '65 Impala 2 door,
automatic, air cond., power steering, good
tires, low mileage, best offer. (SLY**7L 475
30*2. (33M9)

T
'70 DATSUN Roadster UOOcc. XInt. con
dition. S1600 /oifer. Call anytime. 330
$480. (33M9)

MGB '69 27,000 mi. XInt. condition. AM/FM
r^fhe, radial ttres.. 374^^3*14. * TJTMVT'

'70 VW Bug 16,000 miles, immaculate!* AM-
FM, loaded, $1550. 385 0041 days, 393 *is9
eves BEF 441. (33M$)

'*0 PONTIAC 2-door hardtop. Factory air.

New tires, $1249 ST 4 3927 PM/HO 4 7373 ext.
43AM's. (33M10)

** VW Bus, part camper equtpt. Pvt. party.
.J_95Q, runs welL 4521110 ^-( 33M 5>-^

EDITH IBM typing. Tlieses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. 933 1 747. ( 19 OTR

)

^ Apts fo Shar€ ,' 23 ^ Housing Needed . 28
{>

•*7 VW 1500 notch back. PerlecK condition.
5750^^ Call, 02* 103*. (3aM9)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typmq, fast, p.ck up /deliver law
school Alice. 397-330*. (19 OTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced c3i*"'" - (19 OTR)

>/ Wanted 20
I

LYRICIST sought by music writer for
collat)oration Malcolm Kigar: 474-4924, «S9
'"^ (MMll)

SOMEONE to board my gentle, female
German Shepherd for M. Jarvik. M.D.,
Pharmacology, 025 5391 summer. ( M 10)

)/Apfs Furnished . . . . . 21

?„^A^I
'^WL clean refreshing single and

Block'%'?ri '"i*
^"""^ •^ P*!^ »"••«•

GarV« oh'^
A.r cond. Pool, sundeck*.

LJiiiV.r /,l*r.7 ^ »««•»" er fall. *2$-*41
Landta.r. 479 5404. (21 M 2*)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

BachelorsSinglesOne Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3.1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 30524

FEMALE share w/2. Share bath w/1. Own
bdrm. $92.50. 473-2037. (23MS)

COM^ to *2S Landfair, roommates are ttiere

singles and 1 -bdrms, pool, sundecks,
garage 479-5404. (23 MS)

GIRL share w/2. Large 2-bdrm, 2bath,
furnished apt. Avail. June. IJS. 477-0773. (23
M 5) V

ROOMMATES Needed *33 Gayley.
Pleasant singles, $*S Kitchen, sun decks.
pool, garage, 473*4 12 (23QTR)

•—

-

YW YG two bdrm apt. Furnished. Wilshire-

La Ciencga area. Daytime. *$5 1770, eves.

053 4305 (23 MO)

GIRL Grad Share 2 l>edrm. 2 bath turn, apt,

with same Pool, laundry. 477 7022 eves. (23
M Oi

FEMALE Share 2-bdrm /2 bath witti same.
S90 Wilshire/parrington Area. 470 7329
(leave message). (23MI0)

- - - - - -

TO sttare large 2 bdr. apt. with 3 students,
Wilshire and Westwead. fireplace. Evenings,
470 5144 (23M10)

}/For Sublease 24

$150. JUNE 15 Sept IS or part. 1 large
rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. *59-

0253 morns (24 MO)

SUMMEIf faculty of American Film In-
stitute needs 4 5 bedroom house for month of
iJuly 07* 3078or Barbara Smith at 270
0777. (20M1«)

UCSD student desires (urn. single apt. June
15 /Jcpt. 15 Contact P O *819 La Jolla, Ca.

(20M0):^
MARRIED medical students desife house
with fenced yard to rent starting September
393*195eves. (20M10)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 3Q

'70TR 6. 10,500 miles Many extras Original
owner.52,500.Xves. 479 1140. (33 M 9)

'69 VW Bug Air conditioning! AM/FM radio.
Great condition. $1400 Call, 478 8975 or 396-
5«S« (33M9)

'61 BUICK Electra, full power, many extras,
excellent mechanical. Must sell, make offer
478 1650. „_,.., .. (33M9J

'69 VW;ff astback, AM FM, radials, 651 0529,
J^JfJii. (33M9)

FREE private room, bath A board for
female student; light housework, babysit-
ting in exchange. 475 1045. (30M10)

)/Room for Rent .... , . 31
GIRL to live with older woman in gorgeous
Encinohome, pool, view, $50. 390 3229
^^ (31 M$)

fiA

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER^!

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call394 707$ 24 Hours

^Bicycles for Sale . . . . 35

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd from $77 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 3370. (3S
OTR)

UCLA Students! i% off Peugeot,
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes!
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama Schwmn
Authoriied dealer 2639 S Robertson Blvd. 3
bfks N Santa Monica Freeway. 039 44**. (3SM 10) , , ., :- .^p , - -^^^ .

.ycles, Scooters

NORTON Commando 750cc. 19*9 fastback.
Good condition Asking $875 477 2200 ext
(days) 020 9379 eves (3*M10)

-r*Tr >
• —

WALK TO SCHOOL
1^*51®"* ^'^^'•f •» Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Reservations for Fall also accepted.
Renting Office: SI* Landfair «1

...

Also with Pool

Olenfair Terrace
543 Landfair* 14
S40Glenrock*11

BEACH apt avail. May 15-Jul 15.1 Ifm^n.
single Venice $100 /month. Rick. 392- ^

'

m* (24M4)

FOR sublet June 5 thru Sept. 0, $150
month quiet, furnished apt. ; 1-bdrm. Close

to campus Utensils A linen included. 47*-

68«s (24M9)

> BDRM large, furnished apt. Wilshire
Bev Glen June Sept. $175 per mo. 271*039

eves (24M9)

PROFESSOR/grad student furnished 2
bed. apt 10 min from UCLA $150 /me.
June 15 Sept. 15 277*002. (24M10)

SUMMCR Sublease one bedroom • front
lawn Utensils/furniture provided. Ten
minut^waik campus /village. 479 **09. (24
M tot

FURNISHED room & bath (or student Must
be clean, honest, & responsible. Fairfa,,
district. *53 0247 (31 MO).

OWN room m apt near campus with parking
space >70 479 3*2* (31M0)

FEMALE nice room w/ 1/2 bath with
family. Kiichen privileges, flexible
arrangements $70 391 3317. (31 M9) «

'55 VW chopped 'Baja Bug', sunroof, radio,'
air horns, extras. Excellent condition $390
479 7801 eves (33M9)

LEAVING the country '*$ Triumph TR4A.
41,000 actual miles; runs great. $025 /best
offer 397 7**0. (33M10)

'*5 FORD Wagon V8 Power steering, power
brakes. Excellent condition $575. 39*4297
evenings. Nprman. (33M)0)

-.ki.

LAtE '69 VW Bug auto., excellent condition.
20,000 miles. $1195. Call Terri, 5*502 /02*-
yj^*

•*

(33 MS)

LARGE bachelers. $00 up. Stnffev S13>'
across from Dykstra SOI Gayley. GR 3 1700.
OR 3 0524, Mrs Key (21 OTR) ^ House for Rent . 25

)/Autos for Sale 33

'*7 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Konis, AM FM,
lots Of extras, S900 offer 393J493. Mike,
eves (33 MO)

68 OPEL Ratlye 33M, nv clutch. Make offer
Call Dean 824 1320 (13M0)

'*9 SAAB Sports car. (2 seat). Sonnet It.

Radio Tape Lo mi 47*.2*49 (33M4)

'*9 VW Bug, automatic, low mileage, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer over $1200 397
7752 (33M4)

'*9 CORTINA GT, good condition, new
clutch, tires Call between 12, 15. 825 U49,
$1,000. (33M4)

'71 VVy Camper. 5,000 miles only. Perfect
condition! New car warrantee. Fully
equipped Blue Book. 472 0053. (33 M 10)

•69 HONDA CT 90, good cond., w/helmet.
$175. Call 75* 3llOeves. Leave message. (3*
.V.

'57 TRIUMPH *50cc, completely rebuilt,

excellent condition, $47$. 470-475* or 477-

2200. (3* MS)

71 HONDA CB350 Luggage rack, crash bar,
excellent condition. 5,000 miles. 03* 7594.

S550 must sell. (3* MO)

'70 HON0A CB175. Less than 5,000 miles.
Rack, perfect condition. $375 477 0393. (3*M
8)

'*7 HONDA CL90. Original owner. With
luggage rack and helmet. $125 cash. 474-5990,

eves. (3*M*;

«9 YAMAHA 100 Street. Looks good,
dependable. Rack, electric starter, new
rinos $22S. 020 2417. (3*M9)

'i i»--

\ , 1

V

'*2 FALCON , FM, top condition. 50,000 miles
accumulated by fastidious driver. $300. 475
2170 eves. & wkends. (33M10)

'*9 VW - Red, excellent condition 3S,000
miles $1250 Call, 02* 0202 or 023-0S1S. (33M

RABBIT motor scooter. Good copdition
excellent transportation Great campus
transportation Sacrifice $110. Call 901-
4452

( 3* M 9)

•*2 VOLVO P1800 Great shape! New oaintma^g and wire wheels Best offer 3*3 2*21.(33

SACRIFICE! '** VW Bus camper w/'*orebuilt engiij.^ E,c.llent condl!!:;. Vet!Eves 709 2201 (33^5)
offer

FURNISHED Singles to share. $70. Neated
pool, sun deck, parkingi. *33 Gayley. 473-
*4>7 (21 OTR)

A' .TWOOD near Sunset Ctteicv 2 t>drm A
den Charming ya-d Cui de Sac

^^^ OM Sands Rralto«s,47*-«4*4 (2$9TR)

TRANSPORTATION C*r* i99 and up.

American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 302*

Santa Monica Blvd 020 7409 (33 OTR)

PEUGEOT 404 Wagon low miieag*. as new
Leaving country Sac • ce, S*9$. 392 $308
<**vs (33MS)

'70 1/2 HONDA CL4S0K3 Orange, SSOO mi .

excellent cond., $700. 025 2419, 7:309 PM
only, Stan. ^ (J4M10)

'71 YAMAHA 90cc twin, 1200 mifes, perfect
cond .helmet (02) 5 *47S. after 5:00 PM 037
1539 (}*M10)

FAR out '40 VW van with smile *.r/b engine.
$*00orbest 3910254 (DM 10)
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Ticksts:
Campus and Public

R«lpN .Fr%^ Pt>ylit».«s»
AAikOMmMN HlM. fVQMM 4VY ST .50

and $) ;!lK^9««H) »i»lti»H tram

PiM*. PrQ9r«n will be

preceded by « keyboard recital

feMwriiia VltoedNMrdTtU^ pn** opvi

10 tlcliilbel^r^ for the main

\

** 0:30 pm.
Situr^y. Plftnley P«¥tlion

TkkeH on «*le of Ceofro» Tkliet

Omce. 49 >W»>twoodl PiMo. of

tS.A S4.S0 «>d S3 SO. S) oH on all

pricoo «or sKidiAts with pkiure
IOl

~n>litilt Ol Hoad,"* « Tliooler

VH prcductigiv JO pm. today.

are S4.7S. $4. S3^, S2^. and $1.75

(students) available from ttie

Central Ttckei OHioe. 6S0 West-

\MOd

L04

w4ibpiai^s^^

\MD(Xt««U, t« pm.
Royce HoM Hiiiioilpi

are w^m Sim S?!
iStg^Wts)

0:30 pm.
Or May 20 Royce Hall Audllorium.

TidiKts are S4.7Sw S4. SiXlS. and
«S0 CitodowK) a>iailable from

12. tbe OMvIr^ Tidket Office, 650

« •dcets

SI

0.30 pm. Sunday.
Cf«*ral Tic^^» Or^«ce «» W^^s*

'i

Campy Campus Trivia Contest
Wtico^e to our campy Ca^npus lucky winners will each' receive S2.50

Trt\'ta Contest. The idea, dear in cash monies of America,
'y^der. is thai you are to submit to Honorable mefMotns get no money.

# ;^^ >XHi>^ /a\x>rtte trivia question (e.g. but tiwir achievements will rtc«tv«

, -„ ,..^ 1:30

pm. May 15, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are S3 and
S1.S0 (students) available from
ttie Central Tiaiets Office, 450

\llltofwwood Plaza.

by Donn \Metss, 0:30 pm. May ^
Sctioenberg Halt Auditorium,
rickets «^ S2 and Si (students),

available from ttie Central Ticket
Office. 450 VWestwood PUo.
—^" David Gel," pianist and

ilMiiit in ttie Young MksiciaRS
Foundation Hational Competitton
in 1971 0:3i pm. Friday, fteyce
HaM Auditorium. Ttckels are SI''

and.Sl (students), av«lable from
ttie Central Ticket Office. 450
^UtAtwood Plaza,

—"Opera Highligbts,"
rbyttieQpera

student fckeH are availably J^
the Kerckho« Ticket^?^
(KercfclioH 140). ^''^e—**• a Fine Castle "

a'temporary play set '. c^
sho-ring at 2: 30pm

,
Sor.ce

,^
students with ptdure ID froi* ,?
KerckhoH TKket OH^cTT^
ckhoff 1^).

-* ^^'

Dorothy Chandler p^Z,
^

Special %5 studer- .'^

Jo"SSl^ "iLr* **S»o shidents on a iirst z^Z^
'^om tt>s i( f^f'^tk^iMt

Ticket Office (ICerckN:*^^^
Concerts:
—•'Vi

JcVr K\>te^'i>S"^ judging com mil

..^-^

"p »i .'^ "

if ^^w^.:: -^:^t^^dld Ruby Keeler

J F^^r:y Second Street'?'* a

5 ^^itic.v 5<2w\vr We will select the

W >fs: >;,*^itivvi>' and ri4« a super trivia

^ test, compded from, your entries,

Ittee

Caipea de\x<ee. an
Fvviv F ze^ fan. a sports bijkff,

u :u :ie chairman of the Ruby

J
K^U- for Ptmtld^mi Committee, ta ^Kerchh^ IIIL

1^
tc-ne but a few. The eaUgones are: movies.

; V.X4 '-lay enter as many times m television. oUt rodt and spoets.

^ yeu wish atd ut as many mti
» a* \x>k want. We war cteosr one
^ Winner and up to ten

If Ckamber %Wsi</'
Terbee* vaprano)

noon, 'Z'^'zrrtim

l^ecognition In Oftese noble pages^
Note: any questions submitted
without answers will be
automatically disqualified,

—Contest is open to ^ stmdents^

staffs amd faculty^ excepting em-
ployees of tfte Daily Bruin. Entries
must be received no later than 4 pm.
May $: at the Daily Bruin Office,

ScKoenberg Hall
ri0ie«s m^ S2 and Si (2
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quiet on camjius
At noon two years ago today. Vice CtianceUor David S Saxon stood

before a crowd of 1,500 students in Meyertiolf Park and said •*! share
with you the horror that has kirought you together. But more violence is
not going to make it better ..." By nightfaU, 200 Los Angeles poUce
officers had marched onto campus, 74 persons had been arrestedand
classes had been cancelled.

^^
Prompted by the deaths of four students at Kent SUte on May 4, iiTTO

students here ransacked several campus buildings, ttirowing rocks and
bottles and breaking windows. They were met by police officers who had
come on campus upon request of administrators.

It seems strange, amid the campaign promises of SLC and GSA can-
didates on May 5, 1972, to imagine students being clubbed in the Royce
Quad. Only echoes of "On strike! Shut it down! " remain as students sit in
the sun in Meyerhoff Park today and listen to Swami X or cram for
midterms. But on that day in May two years ago:
- Of the 74 persons arrested, 12 required medical attention at the

police command post. Five police officers were also injured.
- Chancellor Charles E. Young called a general community meeting

in Pauley Pavilion for noon the following day to discuss "appropriate
actions which all of us collectively and individually might Uke as a step
toward solving these problems." .:

- A joint meeUng of present and newly elected SLC members Thur-
sday night passed an unofficial resolution calling for students to "strike
classes as a part of a nation-wide protest." They met in Weybum Hall a
now defunct private dormitory, because "conditions on campus
prohibited the use of Kerckhoff Hall." ^.„
- Saxon, after conferring with Young who was in Berkeley, announced

that classes would be hekl the next day even though a state of emergency
existed. The campus was closed down at 1 pm on May 6 at the direction of
UC President Charles J. Hitch. ' -

tJGLA

0f
"i^^^i

fotesfwar
Campus rally atiracts hundreds Fonda speaks at Federd Building

DB piMto ky Gary LMMird
OUT NOW— Addressing a rally at ttie Ftdtral Building plaza yettenlay,
Jane Fonda termed the second suspension of ttie Parts peace negotiatiofit
within the menth by the United States and South Vietnam "hypocritical.00

By Ron Rawson ——- ^ —
- DBSUff Writer

In commemoration of the second anniversary of
the Kent State incident an anti-war rally was held
yesterday at noon on Janss Steps. The rally was
mobilized partly by the Student Mobilization
Committee (SMC) and partly by the Indochina Crisis
Coalition to coincide with other demonstrations
around the nation. Similar rallies were held at UC
San Diego, Davis, Riverside and Santa Barbara.
The mainstream of the rally was characterized by^

a look at the student antiwar efforts in retrospect. A
spokesman for SMC said in a speech to the 400-500
people present, "The students have led the
spearhead against the war in Vietnam; we must
continue to make the country aware that a massive
air war is still being conducted in Southeast Asia."

'' : "^
' ,>.}, .Speeches ^T'~ ' r

Many of the speeches given by various spokesmen
for the antiwar effort were leveled at the military
recruiting procedures here. Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) had planned to picket the
Placement Center in opposition to the presence of

recruiters on campus today, but the recruitment
interviews were rescheduled for the later part of this

month.
< Continued on Page 4

)

UGTV-IA puhiic apdogy

ordered by Comm Board

__ ^^ By John Miller
^——

—

DB Staff Writer —
Amid chants such as "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh NLF is

going to win," and "U.S. out of Vietnam, cops out of
the ghetto," 400-500 enthusiastic demonstrators,
obviously pleased by the large turnout at the noon
rally at Janss Steps, assembled and began to march
to the Federal Building on Wilshire Boulevard
yesterday __ ^ .

The demonstrators marched festively through
-Royce Quad, hoping to swell their ranks before
passing through Westwood Village, but most
students appeared to be in class, unaware of the
noisy marchers.

Undeterred by their failure to gather additional
strength, the marchers, including 100 students from
Culver High School with Viet Cong flags, moved
toward Westwood Blvd., pausing momentarily at the
Placement Center. Marine corps recruiters were to
have held recruiting sessions today, but they were
postponed until the end of the quarter. "They didn't
want to face us today, but we'll be back when they
are," shouted a monitor through a megaphone.

March route

Moving again, the demonstrators passed through
the science quad and walked down Circle Drive to

(Contfamed on Page 4

)

; I

By Heidi Yorkshire ^

DBSUff Writer
During a tense meeting yesterday, Com-

municatiom Board (Comm Board) ordered UC-TV-
LA to apologize publicly to the MEChA dancers and
the C^icano community for allegedly racist remarks
made on a variety show Tuesday.
The incident occurred when Mark Wright, a UC-

TV-LA announcer, watched the performance of the
dancers with a dog barking at their feet and then
said, on the air, "I thoi«ht the dog had more
potential than the dancers."
Gil Beanes, producer of the show, went to the

studio to demand an apology, but he told the Board
he was treated rudely by the UC-TV-LA sUff and that
the only apok>gy that was broadcast was "half-
assed." A short fist fight then broke out between one
of the dancers and Wright.

Apology
SUting his case before Comm Board, Beanes said,

^,***^ ^ one thing — an apology. When one
^nlc«K) gets insulted, we are all insulted. People ask
"«» 'Why don't you involve yourselves?' and then we
get a slap in the face, an insult by a half-witted
comic."

Referring to the fist fight, BeHMi Mid, 'TTie
dancers Uke their work seriously, and to have some
naif.wit critidie his life, hli desires . "

Alison Cross, UC-TV-LA general manager,
apologized to the Chicanes attending the meeting and
said Wright would be reprimanded for his comment.

Reprimand

"I'd like to see him more than reprimanded,"
Roberto Cantu, a graduate represenUtive to Comm
Board, said "We should want to keep people like

that, who make remarks like that, out of the mass
media," he added.

Members of Comm Board then passed a motion to

prevent UC-TV-LA from employing Wright again for

any show Wright did not attend the meeting.
Eyton Keller, executive producer of UC-TV-LA,

planned to apok>gize on the televiskm show Tuesday
to the dancers and Chicanot; however. Board
members insisted that Cross, as the UC-TV-LA
executive who is hired by Comm Board, make the

public apology.

A motion to include apok>gies in the Daily Bruin
and on KLA also was approved unanimously by the

Board.

Tempers
Tempers flared when the exact terms of the

apology were being discussed and Toni Cook,
graduate represenUtive to the Board, exchanged
comments with Cross and Keller.

.' , t

( SB Pages:

UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED — Ralph Nader, noted consumer advocate,

will speak at 11 am today at Jantt Steps. His appearance here it spon-

sored by the Associated Students' Speakers Program.
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Police report these crimes and
arrests on campus recently;

A 20 year-old woman told police

she saw a man in the Ackerman
Union ladies' bathroom last

Friday night. When asked what he

was doing, he replied, **rm
waiting for my girlfriend." Then
according to the woman, he
squatted down and pointed his

finger at her. She said he grabbed

her coat, as she turned to run. She
struggled free and fled to the

record store where her husband

was waiting. The suspect followed

and tried to enter the store, but

was forced out. The couple was
able to lock the door, after which

they called police. Officers say

that as they arrived in front of

Ackerman Union the suspect was
pointed out by an unidentified

person who had followed him
from the record store.

Officers apprehended him and

he was later identified by the

husband who put him under

citizen's arrest for battery. Police

transported the suspect to the

West Los Angeles jail, where he

was booked. Bail was set at $250.

Police arrested a 26 year-old
woman a week ago Wedn,esday on
charges of battery. An officer say
he responded as a backup unit to a
disturbing-the-peace call in front
of Ackerman Union at 5 : 30 pm . He
found a crowd of people around a
shuttle bus and another officer
talking to the bus driver. The
officer reported that a female was
yelling obscenities. The officer
said he asked the woman to move
toward his^ radio car, and she

began to swear at him and the bus
driver The female then ran
toward the bus driver and he
officer said he moved to restrain
her. At that time the officer
reports he was struck by the
woman on the side of the face with
a closed fist. She was arrested at
that time and taken to the polie
station After an examination at
the medical center, she was taken
to the West Los Angeles Jail and
booked. Bail was set at $250.

S«?veral injuries were reported
to police during Mardi Gras. Four
young people were injured in
separate accidents at the *'House
of Horrors" booth, police said.

One girl tripped and hit her cheek
and wrist. Another girl stepped on
a nail in the booth. A third girl lost

her shoe in the booth and stepped
on a staple. A boy hit his head
when accidentally pushed. Police
described all injuries as minor.

Also at Mardi Gras, a 12 year-
old boy was arrested on charges of
possessing a switchblade. An
officer on duty received com-
plaints from several young people

urday night^^ boy with tt-

knife. After observing a shiny
object in the boy's right front
pocket, the officer frisked him and
discovered a switch blade, police
said. He was placed under arrest
and advised of his rights. After
efforts to contact his parents
failed, the suspect was taken to

the West Los Angeles Jail and
booked. He was then returned to

the University Police Department
and later released to the custody
of his parents.

'-' -1 • * •'•

In an unrelated incident at
Mardi Gras an officer observed a
juvenile walking through the
crowd carrying a knife with a six-
inch blade in his left hand. The
officer confiscated the knife and
told the boy his parents could
claim it at the police department.

[ .
.

* • •
Finally, petty theft figures for

last week are still incomplete but
partial figures show four separate
thefts netted $164. Included in the
thefts were two parking decals
and a wallet. &

Stanford bans research

into racial
-.iczzj::

STANFORD (AP) - A Nobel Prize physicist who contends blacks are
geneUcally inferior to whites says he does not think SUnford University
students would be 'poisoned" if he conducted a research class on the
subject.

Prof. William Shockley responded Wednesday to a university decision
not to let him conduct his proposed research course despite a faculty
committee recommendation.
Shockley said he would be pleased if his controversial theory were

proven wrong.
;^ ,

•

A faculty committee recommended, 3-2, that the course be allowed
without credit and Shockley said he agreed with a part of the report that
said: "It is difficult to believe . . . SUnford graduate studenU would be
significantly poisoned by error on the part of a professor.

'

'

Shockley's theory is that blacks are less intelligent than whites because
of heredity. |Iis proposed course would have involved the native in-
telligence of blacks and whites.
He said the faculty committee had a "preconception of results" about

the course.

The key issue is truth ... I Would be pleased if my worries were
proven unfounded, ' he said. "My scientific chagrin at being found wrong
would be more than balanced by a feeling of relief."

Shockley said he does not think the committee underwent "the in-
tensive soul'searching that I have undergone since becoming concerned
with the environment-hereditary uncertainty as factors affecting human
intelligence seven years ago."

MU&IC
FORTHE

LOOK FORWARD
LOOK BACH

Zubin Mehta conducting
"

Roger Woodward,
Piano & Harpsichord

Renaissance music for brass
and other old music by
Bach, plus new music by
Xenakis. de la Vega, and
Messiaen.

FREE* pre-concert recital at

7 p.m.: Roger Woodward
plays mind-boggling music
by Australia's Richard Meale,
Japan's Toru Takemitsu
and Cuba's Leo Brouwer,
and Beethoven's
Hammerklavier. --——7—
*free to those holding tickets

for the orchestral program

MM412
8:45 p.m., Royce Hall, UCLA
Tickets: $4.50, $3.50. $2.50.
$2.00 (students) at UCLA
Concert Ticket Office. 650
Westwood Plaza (825-2953).
Ticketron. and Mutual
Agencies.

LOS ANGELES
PHILHARIMONIC

U Xai^teHce BICYCLE CENTER
Now the lorgesf 10-i|^ed deoler in the country!*

NATIONAL BIKE MONTH
M«»tttr Cli«r«« a CAIS
••ukAiMrkcr^ OK — »**fc«

Optn Doily 95:30,
M. 'til 9,

ond Sun. 11.5

*1tt QmmrtT
1*73 a«»«ii

SI SI ionh#rtfcini Blvd,^ No. Hollywood^ Calif, 761-2624

The fact Is, like it or not, we have outlived It.

It died somewhere between bobby sox and Vietnamsomewhere between booze and dope
:- ^^^"^herM^^een Guy Lombardo ;nd t^e Beatles

It died sometime between those days when college life was
full of rah-rahs, pom-poms, boota-boolas. class teas,
pep rallies, and freshman beanies . . .sometime between

'

— those days and now.

Producing a Yearbook then was a fairly routine task
organize the class sections and the clubs,
organize the Greeks. _
organize the academe. 1

organize the organizations,

organize thepi all. .

"

Photograph them,
paste them up,

print it
-

and sell It to them.

Everyone was certain to want one because they were In It,

right? And then there would be a big annual signing
party, so you could fill up half a dozen or so pages
(provided for autographs) with well-wishes from class '

chums and "best of luck to a great guy" . . . Well, It

used to work that way, didn't it?

Well, maybe It did work then, whenever then wqs, and whenever
a college class was a closely knit group which shared
four years of common experiences, climaxed by one
afternoon or evening in June when everyone showed up
for graduation-together-because you had to be there to
get the degree ...

>•

That concept of a "senior class" Is no longer valid in 1972.W»-

^,

:J

now have "senior classes" of December, March, June& Aug.;
and the particular sense of attachment that once was
felt among graduating seniors is no longer here,„ _„ •

There are simply too many of us to en|oy that sense of
'-

camaraderie. During our lives a^ U.C.L.A.

neither the senior class nor student body will ever be
assembled on any one occasion . . .We'll never get together
to attend concerts, plays or ball games '

or attend commencement exercises-together.

j

We will probably never "get-it-together" to'do anything together
because there are too many of us. We do however have
something in common. We all were born and reached
maturity during the same era. General Influences were
feJt by all of us. Television emerged as an educator
rather than producing just entertainment. Social
attitudes were being shared by many of us as we
responded to the life of Ozzieand Harriet, John Kennedy,
-Toody and Muldoon, Amos and Andy, Dobie Gillis

and others.

The fun of a Yearbook was that you knew everybody In It. It

showed you old friends, who meant something to you. .

The staff of Southern Campus realizes the irhpending death of

our common experiences at UCLA. Southern Campus has
created "YOURBOOK" a pictorial color visit of the
last two decades and our responces to them. "YOURBOOK"
deals with the common question of who we are and why?
It contains only the experiences we've shared as a

generation.

«

YOURBOOK will b« ovailobUforviawing and distribution at
of Moy 4th in tho SouthornCon^ut Offico focing Moyorhoff
Fori. Yourbook it only $4.00 or froo with tho purchot* of tho
troditionol 1972 UCLA YEARBOOK for $8.00 until May 6th
whon it will bo roitod to $ 1 0.00. Both Southorn Comput and
Yourbook oro ovoilobU in Korckhoff Hd\ at tho Southorn
Comput Offico. Comput Studio ond Korckhoff Hall tickot

omco.

r
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Urges management control Friday, May 5, 1»7J

n criticizes news biis
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Gov.

Ronald Reagan said yesterday

broadcast management has an
obligation to see that its news is

free of bias and should exercise

more control over newsroom
operations.

Citing what he called instances

of biased reporting, Reagan said,

if someone down the line is

slanting things, you are not being

neutral because you keep hands

off."

Speaking at a luncheon of NBC
Television Network affiliates at

the Century Plaza Hotel, Reagan
said, **Let me assure you: I do not

suggest that news should further

the personal political opinions of
,

management or anyone else . . .

But, if management believes the

news ought to be objective, then

management has a responsibility

to see to it that the news is free of

bias — as much as it is humanly
possible to do so."

Because television is the type of

medium it is, Reagan continued,)

"bias cannot be measured solely

in the amount of time given to one

side or the other ... or to ex-

planations of what is missing

from the film story. The inflection

of the announcer's voice . . . the

arched eyebrow . . . the skeptical

[pressioa.......^ all those can and

Apology. .

.

(Coatinued from Page 1)

After Cross questioned Cook's
knowledge of Board procediu^.
Cook said, "If you're going to

insult me, motherfucker, then we
can just step outside."

In other Board action, Norman
Miller, vice chancellor of student
and campus affairs, said the
previous Comm Board ruling

allowing Daily Bruin en-
dorsements of election candidates
was invalid because not enough
members voted on the question to

effect a constitutional change.
Comm Board meets again today
to vote on Daily Bruin en-
dorsements.

478-0788

have injected an element of bias
in televison news."
*i have personal knowledge of

another way," Reagan added. "In
25 years in pictures, I never ac-
cumulated the footage on the
cutting room floor I have piled up
as governor."

In a question and answer period
after his remarks, the governor
said, "I don't think there is any
plot to slant the news. But I think
it can happen anywhere along the
line."

Julian Goodman, president of
NBC, told the affiliates in a
morning session that the network
has petitioned the Federal

Communications Commission to
rescind the prime time access
rule. He said the petition was filed
in Washington, DC, Wednesday.
"We believe that the first year's

experience under the rule shows
^that the public has voted against it

by reduced viewing," Goodman
said. The prime time rule went
into effect last October with the
objective of encouraging
development of alternative
sources of programming to the
networks. It requires the networks
to relinquish three and one half
hours a week of prime time to
local stations for local and syn-
dicated shows.

(Paid AOvertisement)

On campus ....

His arrest in Kiev ia
_ . „— -.^^^

-"'

1968 began the modern
Soviet Jewry Protest Movement.

This Monday Noon

A. U. WOMEN'S LOUNGE
• •

^
• "

.
.

'

.-J

. sponsored by Speolcers Program ASUCLA ^i.

Hillel Council Welcomes Boris

WIN
A 10-SPEED

BIKE! may 12

DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGSJOO
All you have to do is check in at the John Roberts class-

ring counter. AND - If you purchase your ring In

this week or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BIKF RAf;

AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR RING!

~ Students' store

UC
, - . «

rings, t> !•¥•!, ocUmion ufiion, 825-771 1
~

^pen monday-[riday 7.^45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday \0-3

'̂*-—
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for youF protection before you go
- • •

ii

to Europe on a Charter Flight

Friday. AAay 5, 1972

\%-

UCLA DAItY BRUIN 7

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way.

featuring the Unbeaten Bruins^
with no name 1

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
,.„-... --^,

.,

-*-
aito |

-i...4.iM iV,« ' "tr:

2. Can your Charfar Flight show you •vidonc* of having rocoivod
approval or authorization from tho University of California?

Tu^'ti ««»»»*»—
^.v.

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

J.
PkJ you know that if you or* on o Chortor Plight that doos not

hove propor liconsing and authorization, you stand about a 7B%
chanco of being strandod? At this writing, only BOAC and Col*,
donian airlinos have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char-
ter Flights.:—r~!iz::zz::::-:::i:lz:i_-- -i^i:.:!--::. -.....-

Jokn £iutk, Mif^ 10 ,

r'-

-- ,..)

ASUCU CHARTER FLIGHTS GO
. t*--

FLIGHT L.A. TO

4

5^

6

7

;, ;/^
;»•• .>.

8

9

London

London

London

DEPART RETURN FROM

June 18

June 21

June 22

London

London

London

June 26

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

22 Aug. 15

DAYS

June 26

London

10

11

12

14

15

London

London

London

16

17

London

London

JLondon

London

London

June 27

J^ne 28

June 28

Jjjne 29

JulyT'

Sept. 6

ne 26^ J^
Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 1

6

Aug. 29

July £
July

8'

JulyTT

July 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

PRICE CARRIER »

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

v- .»•,'

H's not too late to switch to the best - the official oneCom. into Room 205DK.rcUiofl Hall -phon. 825-1221
Op». Mondo, .hro^K F,ld,y 8:00 o.m. to 5 p.m., K,„„ „^^,^^ ,_,^ ^^^_^

t

This is the official Charter Flights operation ond approved for use by all campuses of the Unhrersity of Californio
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Sunday, May 7 7:30 p.m. to ?
'

^ beginners 7:30- 9:30

FOLK DANCING
URC Auditorium 900 Hilgard

Dances from Yugo^ftrvifl, Israel, Greece, Russia
taught by Jim Kahan \

^ FUNDRAISER FOR ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
DONATION REQUESTED
for mor« info call 473-2004

Coliseum, 1:16 tomorrow

Trojans-BruThS: TracK
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• . By Steve Kennedy
DB Sports Writer

If you asked 50 different people

to come up with dope sheets for

tomorrow's USC-UCLA track

meet at the Coliseum, it's just

possible you'd get 50 different

results.

That's how close the 1:15 clash

figures to be, though one team
could get hot and make the mile
relay and triple jump, the day's

last two events, virutally

meaningless.

That's doubtful, however;
**What we really need," says

UCLA coach Jim Bush, ''is a lot of

support, especially from the
students. They can make a big

difference. We figure to b^ behind
in the early parts of the meet, and
we need people to help us."
Students are admitted free with
their ID cards.

It was just one year ago that the
Trojans literally went berserk in

the Bruin Track Stadium as USC
posted a 75-70 upset with a series
of lifetime bests. It gave Troy the
national dual meet championship
according to Track and Field

jJ^ews..-" '.; . T, '. ^:z-^" . : '.^.—^—i-

Pointing to a key event is just
about impossible. Bush figures
only in four events — the shot, 440 4

r mile relay and discus — are
the winners a sure thing.

The others are virtually up for

grabs. Obviously, if the Bruins
could somehow win the 440 relay,

things would be made quite a bit

easier for the rest of the af-

ternoons

But the four men who'U run for

USC — Lance Babb, Leon Brown,
Don Quarrie* and Willie Deckard
— have run 38.8 this season, just

two-tenths of a second off the
world record. The Bruins hsve had
trouble with passes, injuries and
consequently, consistency of
personnel. -i

Ronnie Welch, Gordon Peppars,
Reggie Echols and Warren Ed-
monson will comprise the Bruin
quartet. Peppars, who suffered
..with a pulled muscle for part of
the '72 campaign, had a comment
which perhaps sums up the
competitiveness of the meet.

'If I pull a muscle," he says, "it

won't matter. TU be going so fast,

I won't even notice."

Bush feels the Bruins are
mentally ready for the greatest
challenge either team has had
since last year's dual meet.
Physically, the Bruins will be
without the services of sprinter
Steve CHbson and javelin thrower
Peter Jones. Gibson has a pulled
muscle, Jones a sore back.
And Bush quietly wonders if

Brown was really injured last

weeK, and if so, how much. He
runs on the 440 relay team and his

up

-- '-^t"

PARIS
AIRFRANCF NON-STOP

jLA.PARIS.LA
" YOUTH FARE ANYONE ) 2-25

FROM $342

PLUS

EFFECTIVE MAY 25 THE ONLY
NON-STOP 747 TO PARIS.

RETURN ANY TIME YOU WANT UP TO I YEAR.

Call Rand Marlis

Campus Rep.

at 826-1201

or

.i*

AIR
PRANCB
le bon voyage.
626-4161
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BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -N.Y Film Critics Awards
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absence would cause va
Garrison to run for "he%^^.'»«J

"^oT^^k'
o' « comedS^n^^^^-

*^or the Bruins, the ».
smallest man ^has th! u^*«
burden. Perhaps he'll.'!:**^*
meethimself.Tar'enEt;''"*
injiis last dual m^t as^B^
will run in four evenu ?^'
relays, the lOO and Z ^ ^
Willie Deckard hasn't had f^ly^r he did in 1971 for use 5for this reason, the DB t^Warren to nip the Trojan twosnnT

I'^'e"^"'^"^"^^^^^^^^^100. The 220 IS also tough to canIn the quarter, two tMn^
to mmd. First, that uosetT
Edesel Garrison of JohnIL J

andWayneCollettaylfrVo^^^^
^ond, What kind of sha^
Smith currenUy in? Bush hTh«w
to work Smith hard f^r h?ul
riT^ P,«^'«<^

8 meet and ZNCAA championship,
but Z

The half, mile, and two-mile are
events that cannot be seriously
doped. However, because Pau
Williams hasn't lost to s USC

. "^"f'' »n Ws career, the Bruin
t)redicts once again he will once
again be victorious.

Charles Rich will attempt to

'

break up the domination of Jerry
Wilson and Babb in the high
hurdles, and he is certainly
capable of an upset and if so could
place the Bruins in an enviable
position. That race comes early in

the meet and could provide a
spark for either team.

In the field events, the discus
throwing of Rich Gunther could
have a large bearing on the out-

come. He has a broken finger and
was in a cast until ThOrsday, bu^

should throw and one good toss

could give the Bruins a sweep in

that event. It is the only possible

sweep of which either team is

capable, save the triple jump.
Jeff Sakala will vault for the

first time since March, but Robert

Pullard of USC is their favorite.

Francois Tracanelli could

challenge for the Bruins, but his

form and speed have lagged

behind his 1971 performance.
The high jump could be far

better than just competitive. Five

of the six jumpers have cleared

seven feet lifetime, but only

UCLA's Rick Fletcher and Dwight

Stones and the Trojans' Dean

Owens have done so this year.

Rory Kotinek will also compete

in the high jump as a third UCLA
team member. The 30-man limit

for Pac-B meets is waived for

traditional meets, but no team

may enter more than three men in

any one event.

Kotinek has been improving in

the javelin over the course of the

season and might conceivably

outdistance Johannes Lahti for

second.
Finn Bendixen has leaped 25

feet in the long jump, but it will

probably take a better per-

formance than that to capture a

victory over the Trojans' Randy

Williams and Henry Jackson.

It's just possible, too, that the
|

whole meet will be decided AF- {

TER the mile relay as six com-

petitors in the triple jump have

surpassed 51-8.

But the Bruins' James Butts is

one of the best competitors in the

clutch.
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Intramural Sports Comer

Bro^

RitclMindn (USC).

440 rtl^y — USC
Mite relay — UCLArraiay

^^[(USCD, Brown

^H (uscK f>M0

rVitA. , -,. -..,,3"

, Balatco (UCLA),

.^-•liM^Ksftm. .-«<• .m^i'^^'.

Ung lump— Willlains (USC), Bandixtn (UCLA),
Jackson (USC). ^
Trlpte lump - Bum (UCLA), Jackson (USC),

Freeman (UCLA).
Final score — USC 74, UCLA 71.
USC Daily Tro|an final scora — UCLA 7$, USC 70.

-:..::» ...*-. i»*-,;-v-

SoffttMll Results
Theta Delta Chi by forfeit over
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Kappa PsI 5, ZBT 4 *

Cunning Linguists by forfeit over
Glee Club ~ «

Mother Liquor 17, Carions Lesions
5

Haverts Perverts 12, The Ghazis 3
Hedonists 12, Geology 9
Sea Slugs 12, Groundhogs 7

Beta Theta Pi 6. Delta Sigma Phi 2
Mikki's Marauders 8, Long
Bailers 5

9th Circuit 7, Nafka Shesh 3
Hagmose 12, Thunder Thuds 5
Edinburgh by forfeit over Cin-
cinnati Reds

Monday's Ganfiet

3 p.m. — Physics 9 plus 1 vs.

F.O.'s, field one; Spirit of Supal
vs. Son of Grasshouse, field two;
Sigma Nu vs. Delta Sigma Phi,
field three; Pushrods ve. Mother

Liquor, field four; The Ghazis vs.
Carion's Lesions, field six; Bug's
Boys vs. Gandalf, field eight.

4 p.m. — Cork vs. LaMancha,
field one; Orion vs. Stonehaven,
field two; La Familia vs.
AFROTC, field three; K2 vs.
Bacchus, field four; Last Plan A
vs. E.F. Boozer, field six;

_ Hagmose vs. AAaster Batters, field
seven; Ball Four Again vs.
Schlactman's Sluggers, field
eight.

-

Monday's Volteyball

6 p.m. — Reid's Rovers vs.
Pleides, court one. Blank vs.
Orion, court two.

7 p.m. — Ninias II vs. Phi
Kappa Sigma, court one; Mac-
cabees vs. Mashers, court two.

8 p.m. — Phi Kappa Psi I vs.

Mommas and Poppas, court one;
Subs vs. Pawl Ik's Platers, court
two.

(Paid Advertisement)

Pints
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Isn't it funny that 500
pints is very hard fb geLout

^00 people?-
- - .1. .-'
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J
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The Last Day is Today!I

'J,

1^

AU Men's Lounge

Center for Health Sciences

10:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
• , I- '..'

1 1 :00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega Blood Drive

Sponsored by SLC
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LUNCHfON& DINNER SERVICE
•o Prival* Gro«ip«

Open Tu«s thre««h Sun — 4 pm till » pm
Friday 11

: M am till « : M pm
aOSK) MONDAY

1938 WBTWOOD RIVD. W.LA.

John Smith Oly
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M Of Eden Colfee Hoosei
FRIDAYNITES-8PAA.12

840 Hilgard - ocrots from Botanical Gordon

rap - coffe^ -music -Taking - movies
P#^ovid«dby Chrlstlon Mintttrl«s'in URCT" ^
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Congressman Alphonzo Bell and Boris

Kochubievsky will speak on Russian

Jewry, following the 8:15 FRIDAY
NIGHT SERVICE, May 5 injhe Main
Sanctuary at Temple Beth Am, 1039

S» La Cienega Boulevard, Los Angeles.

'If

¥ '.-.• I

Have you ever wondered
what is happening at the

1

m

liieriilloial Slideitceiier

Sunday, May 7

Sunday, May 7

SOUL TRAIN. Sounds and movements.
Dance and learn the newest dances.

Tour: LION COUNTRY SAFARI. $5.50
Includes transportation and admission.
24 people maximum. Deadline for signup:
May 5. John Smith

:p
-4:
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ml gold to 440 world record
•>l •*. :^- By Saul Shapiro

John Smith may sound like an alias, but In the

track world there Is only one John Smith.

He's the UCLA speedster who set the world record

in the 440 with a 44.5 clocking last June In Eugene,

Oregon to win the Nattenal AAU championship for

the second consecutive year.

John Smith Is also the defending NCAA 440

champion and has a chance this year to complete his

college career as a member of four NCAA champion

mile relay quartets. .^ • .< n^r^ ;,. -
^

-

When did John Smith start running?

"T4>dt's sort of a funny thing to ask, because that's

the first thing most young guys start doing — run-

ning, it's just a natural thing, it doesn't cost

anything, you just get out there In your barefeet and

sta rt runn Ing

.

^ ^ -, ., .. .

"We used to have races up and down our block and

I used to be the slowest guy."
, i

"\ saw Jesse Owens on TV one time and I looked at

him, and figured out what the Olympics were, and

said to myself I wanted to be In the Olympics. >

"That was when I was dibout six years old."
^

The long and lanky Smith who had his troubles

sprinting down the Los Angeles streets gradually

grew into the powerful runner he Is today. While he

sits relaxed, it is almost Impossible to avoid the

explosive structure of his legs, which looked like

precision-tuned machines.: -v?, ->

"It took me a while to get going," John recalls, "I

really wasn't that explosive. But I could run a 660 and
beat everybody who could beat me In a 50-yard dash.

As I got older I started getting faster and quicker and
eventually I went into the sprints. -f V ^-^ .

"But the trouble was that I was having problems
with my legs, getting cramps and pulling up
sometimes, so I went to the quarter. After I went out
and beat everybody in the quarter, I got labeled. I've

been in the quarter since then— 10th grade.
. r • -

"It was sort of llk^ I was destined for it. I couldn't
beat anybody else in anything except the 440 and I

wanted to run track. So that was my only way to run
track or else not run at all. I didn't like It at first. As a
matter of fact, I hated It. But once you start winning^
you can't complain." .^ ,

'

• •_...•- :•
''

•
*^ •

Perhaps it has been a matter of destiny, but to
arrive where John Smith is now also takes training.

^The whole thing is to get strong. When I came to"
UCLA, I started doing a lot of distance work, a lot of
pace work. I have natural speed and the older you
get, the stronger and faster you g^. What i had to do
was condition myself to handle any kind of speed
drills that I would do, because If I didn't I would pull
all over. '.

JJe/rack season is getting into full swing with the
USC-UCLA meet Saturday the prelude to the Pacific
8 championships and then the NCAA meet. It's about
time to start measuring John Smith's progress.

"I couldn't really say," Smith answered in
response to the progress he has made. "I'm doing
better workouts than i was doing last year at this
time. I may be putting more Into It. I may be
somewhere In the area of where I was last year about
this time,

"The sickness is going to hurt. But as for my
mental state, and even my physical state, it gave me
a rest. I had been going and going and going and not
getting myself away from the track and lust
relaxing.

"Now I'm eager and have a great deal of Incentive. I

Then It was hard for me to get up because everything
was old. There wasn't anvthing newl

"Now I have another thing to shoot for, I have
another goal to make. I have to prove to people that
may think that I'm out ... I have to prove to those
people that I can do It. I don't have to prove to myself
because I know what I can do.

"It's a challenge and I love a challenge — making
the (Olympic) team, the gold medal, all these things.
When I get there I'll appreciate it more than If I

hadn't been sick." i_

The fact that he might miss the Olympics due to
sickness, he said, "never entered my mind. I didn't
take a defeatist attitude. I said "I'll be back." I told
the doctor I'd be back in two months. He told me I

was crazy. I was back on the track and running
wItWn two months." - r '

-

The Olympics are the ultimate In John's track
career. It overshadows any 440 record he might set.

"The 440 record is a nice thing to have; It's nice to
know that you're the fastest guy in the world. But It

doesn't necessarily mean that you could have a gold
medal. They can take a world record away from you,
but they can't take a gold medal away.

"Ttwt Is, of course, unless you're a Jim Thorpe and
they declare you ineligible because of amateurism or
something like that."

How much of John Smith is John Smith, track-
man?

/*!

So I started working on my strength and as I got
stronger, I got faster. Then I learned how to sprint
and get really explosive. I ran my flfst competitive
.100 last year, i think that was a big key, my learning
how to sprint and incorporating it into my quarter.
mile." ' 7

• .....
"*'•'

Fate would seem to have put a snag In John's plans
or a trip to Munich when he contracted hepatitis late
last year.

^'First of all, with any kind of sickness, someone
who s used to going and Is then put in an Immobible
state which is not natural to him will probably be
depressed because there's something holding him

.iHoK !c "^^^ '"y ^'•'" ^ muttonchap
sideburned Smith recalled.

anIlZ^,t.
^^PP^^ was that I got very depressed

and h. !'^
^o'-'-ylng about what I was going to do

re2lnJLT,r^Z^ « *> •• Then I came to thereal ization that the hard part of what I was doing was

?hL!.
1^^?'^' '''*'"

» ^•s ooing to have to goth ough and all the disappointmeni; I was gok^ to

Even3.'?rf'^?^^^
and iX't LL"V

"^'^ ^'"y**'* 'If I'm sick, I'm sick'
lust sat back and enjoyed it. I made it fun."

How does one make hepatitis fun?

yo7rrsicrar;c[^''^L^^ ^*^* *^«»P* ^^ ^^^ ^^
get wen ynf^**?w ^"^ ^^ "^^ ^r^ •"<< try and

whaTrm^^^J^^^^^^ •'^^^ ^"^^'^ -"^ ^y 'I know
' "^ ^'•"fl «nd go out and mess up."

and^7renl' ITJ*'
^.^ *« '^^^'^ofr^a a loss of weight

When yoX ,"„. • 'r ^ •'^^^'" o" ^ ^•'l^-

^nd Mrtm!LnJl'"i.* ^?^ you have a sense of feel

^ take me long, though, to get It back."

Posl"tllJ^^fLTwr ^J'^l
'"'^^^ ^^* ^^ ^^

ready.
""^ '"^^'^ ^* »'»•«' <> regroup and get

•n^XX'c?!'^r'** ' ^^ » *ort of incorporated

Everything ."^e^n^^l*^' '••''"•^ ^^* '""^>^-

*»>P»y1ng It nol 2!l*'"^ ' ^•^ •'^"l"«' I've been
8 now. And now it's paying off."

It's been a guideline for me for all my life. Let's
face It, If It hadn't been for track, I wouldn't have
-ever gotten out of the Los Angeles area. I would
never have gone to Europe if It wasn't for track. So
it's been a means to an end. I can appreciate the fact
that I have the ability to run. ,

"Now, as to how it's going to play later on, I'm not
going to live track and field. I'm not going to live In
th* sports world, period, I'm going to take on a
normal life.

.
"But for right now; ydu'dliave to say that any

trackman that's been successful, he's had to put
some time Into It and by being exposed to things,
you're going to learn. Even if you don't want to."

' A political science major, Smith is thinking about
going to law school but leaning a little more toward
business school. Why?

"Because I like money," replied the articulate
senior. Track has taught me the value of money
since I don't get any."

In the Immediate future, there Is Saturday's meet,
which is more than just a traditional rivalry in

Smith's case.

"I chose to come to UCLA because SC said I wasn't
good enough. They told me to try again In two more
years and they might consider me.

Did that mean going to a JC?

"Well, they didn't tell me where to go. They might
have told me to go to hell. It sort of pissed me off and
out of vengeance I wanted to come to UCLA. I didn't
know that It would be the better thing for me.

"Since I've been here, I've learned to be In-

dependent and do things in my own way. Tt>e main
concern In coming here is education and by
enhancing myself on tl^e education scene I would
benefit in track, because psychologically t would be
happy." I

"Anyway, I developed an ill-feeling toward them
(SC) because they they couldn't recognize talent
when they saw it. When I came to UCLA, the whole
thing became beating SC."

The main objective, of course, is fhe Olympics.
The competition Smith said^ "is very tight."

"I'm not a man to predict who's going to be In

there, who's going to win. I have to worry about me.
It's obvious who's going to be there, so I'll leave that
to the press to determine.

"Wt>en July comes, ttiough, those who'll mak« It

will go. The others will have to stick around for

another four years."

It doesn't figure to take John Smith that long.

VISIT i TAJTfc d A i •
I

•-11^ hJffN€iL 12221 Saita Mtiica
OfIII11AJILT0 7PJIL' 1 nei^ 12221 Saita Mtiica

aOSiDSHMDAYl ^tmiJA^ 820-1212

(m) ^ Fil" V«»»i«i •< • Bttt-Mliiiif N»*»l b, Ay«k« Sm»

Forsaken
A.

Direclort MawaanliH Drnr

PLUS
Kon ktilnvMi't

TOURNAMENT

i«*''

COME SLEEP
WITH ME!!

FINAL WEBCS

MISS PAT COLLINS "the hip hypnotist
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

ClubAT THE

9103 SUNSET BLVD (AT DOHENY) 275-4596
COCKTAILS . DINNER • ALL AGES WELCOME
^^^ VALET PARKING • GROUP RATES

• {Pild Advertisement)

W//- (/ dance for Unicamp
Live Band -

The Shades of Difference

only 50^ per person
Hedrick Hall, Friday, May 5 /
8:30 p.m.

-All proceeds go to Unicamp! ^
. ,

~j

-.1

'I

t::

I

'(Paid Advertisement)
. ij.....

Catholic Center

MASS: SUNDAY at 9 & 1 1 a.m.

6:15 & 7:30 p.m.
and at 5 p.m. at the Lutheran Chapel

Strathmore & Gayley

Iha Center Is open daily from 9 fo 5 and 7 to 10 pm i

840 HILGARD 474-5015

r^TTM
4--

iJ-

PREPARArTION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
GRE ATGSB

NOW ENROLLING
Preparation for tests required for admission to

post graduate sctioots

SiH session courses — smaller groups.

Unlimited tape lessons for review.

Course material constantly updated.
Home study material prepared by experts in each field

133

M

STANLEY H. KAPLAN '

EDUCATIONAL CENTER SSMMft Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1 890
1736 Westwood Boulevard

m

,^CgT ASSOCM,^^

S

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

aunoflDv
L GUEST STAR %

LOfiCMif & immii
IUflflMY7 8 PM

•am HmImMa
All Mati rtMTVM It. 19. $4. II.

Tickets avallabtt at ail TICKETRON OUTLETS Includlnf ail
May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores tftd
Swtti Klonica Civic Pox Offtea (313-9961]
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P. Federated^
.. -' •.-w

,; 4

* •
1

Things are pretty hectic at FEDERATED. And our store
is really in a MESS! We're tearing out the walls. Creat-
ing 3 NEW SOUND ROOMS. An expanded HI-FIDELITY
DEPT. A NEW FOUR CHANNEL SHOW ROOM and a
REALLY BIG NEW RECORD and TAPE DEPT. We have
virtually HUNDREDS OF DISPLAY MODELS, FLOOR

SAMPLES and DEMOS. Including some of the BEST
KNOWN BRANDS and DESIRABLE MODELS in the
world on SALE!
We are offering TREMENDOUS SAVINGS on this mostly
ONE-OF-A-KIND MERCHANDISE. In order to put out
fresh stock for what will t>e the ALL NEW FEDERATED]

AM fy STEREO RECEIVERS TAPE DECKS & RECORDERS

4

SONY HIIS5 2«» '^7lHt-'n»» «».«
AKAJ VtOO Mm rif /Ikst 199 -» 149.99
PtONCER SX-440 «0«r -eg U« i«9 95 159.95
PANASONIC SA 5500 TOW rtt /1»st 229 95 19i»
PIONEER SX 1500TO l«p '^^

^eg I'St 37995 249.95
SANSUI 2000-A 140W "^

reg/Mst329 95 ... 249.95
PANASONIC SA 5800 lOOW rig /list 309 95 249.95
PANASONIC SA 6200 150W reg/list 379 95 29995
FISHER 450 T 180W reg l.st 419.95 299 95
FISHER "390 140W reg/hftt 359 95 . 299.95
AKAI AA 8500 240W reg Itst 429 95 299.95
PANASONIC SA 6500 200W reg /l.st 429 95 349.95
FISHER 500 TX 200W reg / l.st 509 95 :. 399.00

AMPS.. PRE AMPS.. & TUNERS

=-=*
''.V ^ _

REEL TO REEL TAPES
TEAC TCA-43 reg/l.st 729.00 .-v ..w. rvw . . 656. 10
TEAC 6010SL reg /list 799 50 ,,. .. . 719.55
TEAC 1250 reg./list 499.50 .......... .449.55
TEAC 4070 reg./hst 699 50 . : «29.55
TEAC 3300 reg./list 549 50 494.55
TEAC 7010 SL reg /list 999 50 909.55
TEAC 7030 SL reg /list 949 50 -. . 854.55
TEAC 1230 reg /list 359 00 323.10
AKAI QUAD TAPES
AKAI 1730 OSS r«g./list 349 95 269.95
AKAI 280 OSS reg /list 649 95 549.95
AKAI GX 220D reg /list 42995 .

' 329.95
AKAI GX 3650 reg /list 559 95 459.95
AKAI GX-280D reg /list 519 95

., 399.95
CONCORD MK II reg /list 199 95 129.95
CONCORD MK IV reg /list 269 95 199.95
DOKOROER 6020 reg /list 289 9^ 229.95

CASSETTE RECORDERS

TEAC AT 100 reg./list 229 50
TEAC- AT 201 reg/hst 399.50
NIKKO FAM 14 reg/hst 13995
NIKKO FAM-400 reg/list U9.95
PREAMPS-—^

,

199.50

299.50

119.95

89.9S

CITATION MODEL II reg /list 295 00
PIONEER SC 100 reg /list 375.00
DYNA PAT-4 reg./list 164.95
AMPS. INTEGRATED
FISHER 420 reg./list 309.95
TEAC AS 201 reg /list 399 50
TEAC AS- 100 reg./list 299 50
DYNA SCA 80Q reg /list 254 ^5
STANDARD PM 1580 reg/hst 89 95
AKAI 4 CHANNEL A-6100 reg/hst 189 95
NIKKO TRM^OO reg /list 1 19 95
NIKKO TRM 50 reg/list 139 95
AMPS. BASIC
DYNA 120 reg./list 204 95

229.00

249.00

139.95

249.95

299.50

249.50

199.95

49 95
129.95

99.95

119.95

17995^

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

AR—3A reg/hst 26/50 . 189.50
AR 2X reg./list 107. 10 f^ •

.

'.,-.'. 79.10
AR 4X reg./list 6600 '

.

.
' . .. ^. , . . 49.00

ALTEC 886A reg /Hist 159 50 f?r3-:*i!^rl 19.50
ALTEC 887 reg./list 79.50 7. . . S9.50
TANNOY ALLEGRO reg./list 259.00 219.00
AKAI SW-30 reg./list 54.95 ^ 44.95
AKAI SW-35 reg./list 89 95 ; . . . , .-^ 69.95
AKAI SW-50 reg./list 119.95^ . .-.^^ 99.95
ALPHA 201 reg./list 39.95 . * . . .7. , . . , . . , 29.95
ALPHA 203 reg./list 49.95 . . . .7j; 7.7. S4.50
ALPHA 205 reg./list 69.95 '[ ,'

49.95
PANASONIC SB-750 reg./list 264.95 199.95
PANASONIC SB 300 reg./list 144.95 . 99.00
ULTRA LINEAR 200 reg./list 59 95 29.95
ULTRA LINEAR 300 reg/list 99 95 . 49 95
ULTRA LINEAR 100 reg/list 99.95 49.95

UNEAR DYNAMICS N reg/list 79.95 24 50
LINEAR DYNAMICS iireg/listlwS

'.

'.

'. 39.5
HARMON KARDON HK-20 reg./list 110.00 89.00
AMPEX 710 reg./list. 59.95 ^.. . 34.50
KLH 17x reg./list 79.50 . . 7: . i r:

"
. 59^95

KLH 32 reg./list 49.95 44.95
KLH 23 reg./list 129.95 . 99.95
KLH 6 reg./list 141.00 '

.. .^^c^.L. 99!o0
FISHER XP 16 reg./list 369.95 .

,•
"

••. 299.95
FISHER XP 56 reg./list 79.95 . , ^ e«. 59 95
SONY 9500 reg/list 149.50 :'zr^~x 9§9a
SCOTT 10 B reg./list pr. 99.95 ..^4^i:'v~49:fe
DYNA A25 reg./list 83.50,, 59 95
SANSUI SPlOOl reg./Hrt 139 95 ea. 119!95
SANSUrrSP-30 reg/list 119.95 pr. 99 95

COMPACT STEREO SYSTEMS

CAR STEREO

»«f {^.l*V<

AUTO RADIOS
BOMAN lOOM MANUAL reg./lisj 19.95
8 TRACK PLAYERS , ...-.-„^--.-.^.-.,-.- -

CAR TAPE X 8100 8 TRACK reg/list 39 95
BELL & HOWELL 3700 AUTO REVERSE

reg./list 99.95

HEAD PHONES

THE HEAD SET W/^fOU: CONTROLS "i^
reg./list 14.95

i
. 7 r~*

—

12i88

28.88

68.88

687

TELEVISION

TURNTABLES & CHANGERS

>':
'

^i

DUAL 1218 W/B reg/list 165.95
AR 2 SPEED rog /|,9t 91.35

THORENS TD-125 AB reg/hst 310 00
THORENS TO 150 MKAO NO. CART

reg/hst MOOu
PIONEER PI.4IA reg/hst 220 00
BSR 310X reg/hst 80 00
BSR 510X reg/hst 100 00
MIRACORD 650 W/BASE GRADO FE 3

reg /list 184.45
MIRACORD 770H W/BASE reg /list 241 00
MIRACORD 660H W/BASE reg./list 149 95
BSR A21 reg/hst 39 95
MIRACORD 50H W/BASE reg./list 195 50

139.95
. 64.95

269.00

119.00

169.00

49.00

59.00

89.00

189.00

119.95

2S.BB

129.50

CASSETTE PLAYERS
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDERS*
SONY TC-60«reg /list 59.95 ,7 49.95
SONY TC-40 used/demo reg/hst 99.95 84.96^
SONY TC 90 used/demo reg/list 99.95 84.96
SONY TCllOA used/demo reg./list 129.95 110.45
SONY TC-120 reg/hst 129.95 96 88
PANASONIC RQ-209 DAS reg./list 49 95 37M
PORTABLE STEREO CAS$ETTE
SONY 124CS used/demo reg./list 18995 161 45
CONCORD F 140 reg/list 139 95 . 99 9S

;/AM/rM CASSETTE PORTABLE
CRAIG 26l3 reg/list 69 95 . ..'..'/..., 48.98
SONY CF 200 used/demo reg./list 89.96 76.46
CONCORD F 103C reg/list 99 95 64.B8
REEL TO REEL TAPES
SONY TC 654-4 used/demo reg./list 875.00 743.75
SONY TC 366 used/demo reg./list 259.95 220.95
SONY TC 440 used/demo reg/hst 379.95 322.96
SONY TC 640 used/demo reg./list 349.95 297.46
SONY TC 650-4 used/demo reg./list 475jOO 499.95

STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
PANASONIC RS 275US reg/list 279.95 199.95
AKAI GXC^OO reg/hst 199 95 169.95
AKAI CS-50D reg/hst 149.95 129 95
CONCORDMK IX reg/hst 299 95 199.95
CONCORD F 107 reg /list 179 85 i ^ 149.85
CONCORD F 106E reg/list 149 95 79 95
CONCORD F 120 reg/list 229 85 ~ 169 85
8 TRACK DECKS
FISHER CPIOO reg/hst 169 95

, 149.95
AKAI QUAD. CR 80DSS reg./list 289.95 249.95
AKAI CR-80D reg/hst 169 95 149.95
STANDARD SE T591 DKU reg/list 1 19.00 79 00
STANDARD QUAD. QE 480 reg/list 189 95 139 95

-_k •<

dUNaco AKAI

COMPACT CASSETTE AM FHiT
*

JULIETTE CTP.20B3X reg./list 224.95 179.95
SONY H9T-399 reg/list 179.95 "7^777x149.95
PANASONIC RS-281S reg/hst 239 95,. . . . 199.95
PANASONIC RS-282S reg./list 289.95 259.95
PANASONIC RS-253S reg./list 169.95 159 95
CONCORD HES-35 reg./list 179 95 . . . , \ 149.95
COMPACT 8 TRACK— AM FM
$R irTS-28 reg./list 199.95 . "^ 139 95
COMPACT 8 TRACK — AM FM — TURNfABLE
LLOYDS 2D31 reg./list 219 95 189 95
COMPACT CASSETTE AM FM — TURNTABLE
FISHER 5055 reg./list 499.95 . 399 95
PANASONIC SC-777 reg/list 449 95 399.95
BENJAMIN 2036 reg/hst 329.50 269 50
COMPACT AM FM STEREO—

RECEIVER & 2 SPEAKERS
CONCORD STA-14 reg/hst 67.00 49 qO
COMPACT AM FM STEREO RECEIVER —

2 SPEAKERS — TURNTABLE
BSR RTS-20 reg./list 129 95 99 qo
BSR RTS-40 reg /list 229 95 179 95
COMPACT AM FM — TURNTABLE — 2 SPEAKERS
BENJAMIN 1046 reg/hst 349 50 289 50
BENJAMIN 3032 reg/list 239.50 199 50
FISHER 3556 reg/hst 379.95 339 95
FISHER 3570 reg./list 379 95 339 95
FISHER 3560 reg./list 439.95 369 95
FISHER 3580 reg/jiff 439.95 , 369 95
FISHER 3044 reg/list 319 95 ..... 289 95
FISHER 3055 reg/hst 399 95 289 95

PANASONIC AN^09 9 DIGITAL CLOCK
reg/hst 139.95

. 9995
PANASONIC AN 162 IZ' ^

reg./list 99.95 —.w^:?v;=p;;~-;=:^-:.^- 84 95
PANASONIC TRKXW re« /lift 179.95 139.95
PANASOMC CT-27 SWIVEL AFT AUTO COLOR

reg/list 359 95 3i9o«
PANASONC CT.604 SWIVEL AFT AUTO COLOR

rep./Hst 399.95..... .35995
PANASONIC CT-602D reg/list 369 95 . . . .329.95
PANASONIC CT-210 reg/list 519 95 449.95
PANASONIC CT-392 reg/list 399 95 339 95
TOSHIBA C-912B 19" AUTO COLOR AFT

reg./list 449 95 319 95

PORTABLE RADIOS

T08NBA RM.^1^<KjSH BUTTON
reg./list 5995

j 2888
TO8H0A 885W W/EXTERMAL SPEAKER

rea./list 79.95 39 05
80NV TR.1819 CUBE

reg./list 15 95 . 12.88
JUUjETTf FDC-1083 INGITAL reg /I is! 34 9524J8

I
I

BLANK TAPES

1 ALTEC
I A N S I N r ,

' Dual. R^^x

SCOTCH 150 7 X 1800* reg/list 4.11
SCOTCH C60 HI ENERGY reg /list 3.75
SCOTCH C90 HI ENERGY reg./list 5.35
BASF C60 LH. reg/hst 2 65
BASF C90 LH. reg /list 3.98
CAPITOL 40 MIN. 8 TRACK reg/list 1 99
CAPITOL 80 MIN. 8 TRACK r.g /list 2 39
AMPEX 80 MIN. 8 TRACK reg./list 2.95
MEMOREX C60 reg/list 2 75
AMPEX C60 reg./list 129
BASF 80 MIN. 8 TRACK reg/list 3 72
SCOTCH 80 MIN. 8 TRACK reg./list 3.20
MEMOREX 7 X 1200
CAPITOL T X 1200 reg/list 3 19 \

* .'^
AMPEX C60 CHROMIUM DIOXIDE ^

reg/list 3 95
t/iv»An/t

1.99

1.87

2.80

1.32

1.99

.87

1.27

1.37

1.27

.67

1.99

2.13

1.47

1.99

SONY p/mW//jJ

PANASONIC

® ^ TheRsher

p —PLEAtl NOTIs- -1
The above is only a partial listing. There

I

I

are hundreds of other "in store" specials
which manufacturers will not permit us to
advertise.

IVe fgrmt wm cannot quota prican by
phona.

I

I

€isrsujt_ K:::i.....H
«U< NCtCAMOl AMD OCVflOMHIMT COI»

INFINITY
SYSTEMS INC

J

lt«reo SyrtcwwXomponcim/ltectrowkt
. .M..^, M,n,.,, P,,^,,„ ^,„„ c^.-,e ,n. B.-^.lr.,r,:,r,
tIMO W Olrmpw Bl»d West Lot Ar>o«ie, 711.%Jiy 0,477 .,,4Open .very mah. ... 9 p „, Se.urd., ',., %\V, Hl^if ?2

Vp"*

w~~

JlLw
1 I - « Tj

« Copyrichi i»77 . Ftdcfcue CiMtronict. tftc.

Netters host USC in rematch Friday, AAay 5,1972
UCLA DAILY BRUIN 13

By Charlie Matfeews'

DBSporU Writer

Prior to the first UCLA-USC tennis match, Trojan

coach George Toley feJt his club should win 6-3 or

better. All the odds pointed in his favor, and Toley

wasn't boasting merely stating a reasonable

prediction. UCLA, meanwhile, registered a 5-4 upset.

Now, on the eve of this afternoon's 2:00 rematch at

the Sunset Courts, Toley is still optimistic, but more

cautious. "On paj^r, we're certainly the favorite. I

can't deny that. But we're approaching this match

more apprehensive than last time." Bruin coach

(;ienn Bassett is more confident the second time

around. "We beat them before and the match is on

our home court," he points out. :^--

Although the personnel is basically the same as it

was the first time, the Bruins will be hurt because of

No. 1 Jeff Austin's pulled groin muscle. The Trojans

also have some injury worries of their own. **We

should be able to beat them," Toley says, "if

(Marcello) Lara is not ailing." Lara's wrist was not

up to par in the two teams' initial encounter, but "we

know Marcello is all right now," Toley emphasizes.

Austin faces Lara in featured first singles. Jeff

defeated Marcello 6-1, 6-4 in their first meeting, but

Austin's muscle pull makes this match difficult to

diagnose.

use's No. 2 man. Raul Ramirez, has played very
well of late and he takes on Bob Kreiss Raul blitzidBob 6^. M in the first match, but Bassett says be
looks for Bob to snap out of his slump this weekend
"I think Raul is playing a litUe better now," Toley

says, Uit Bob isn't necessarily going to sUy in his
slump. SomeUmes players rebound from losses by
playing even better than when they're winning. Bob's
ability to break the other person's serve with his good
passing shots is the best part of his game." ^^
In other matchups, Dick Bohmstedt probably will

face Mike Kreiss and Ron Cornell most likely will
meet Mike Machette. Toley would not reveal the
exact Trojan lineup. Ust time, Bohmstedt whipped
Kreiss 6-1, 6-2 while CorneU bested Machette 7-5; 6^
Spencer Segura and John Andrews meet in fifth

singles. "Spencer has been the most pleasant sur-
prise of the season," says Bassett. "He's improved
more than anyone else." Segura defeated Andrews 7-
5, 6-7, 7-5 last month.

In sixth singles. Tommy Krejjss takes on Sashi
Menon. The 16-year-old Kreiss made his collegiate
debut against Menon, losing a 5-7, 7-5. 6r3 decision.
UCLA has a six-match winning streak. The Bruins

defeated the Trojans twice in 1970, Oiree times last
year and once this season. . .

>

Under New Management

THE HONKERS
JamM G>burn

tmd

while basemen travelto Cal

BILLY JACK
R«Qulc/r AdmlMion: Adults $2.00

^ Students . . . .$1.50

Children ... $ .75

Midnight Shows Fri & Sot May 5 8.

6

J Admission Only $1.25

Luchino Visconti't ^

THE DAMNED
Dirfc Bogarde

NUART
phon« 478-4379

1 1272 Sonfo Monica Blvd.

Lm An^alM, CA 90025
At SowfelU near Sapulveda

ByEdBurgart
DB Sports Writer

BERKELEY — The Bruin baseball team is on its

way to a record-breaking season, only the records

are ones that won't be particularly memorable.

With 10 losses already inlhe Pacific 8, eight games
behind first-place USC, the Bruins find themselves in

the unenviable position of having to win four of their

remaining six conference games to avoid setting a
new school record for losses — 13.

UCLA's attempt to escape the new standard begins
here today when California hosts the Bruins in a 2:30
game at Evans Park. The two teams meet again
tomorrow in a 12:00 doubleheader. The Bruins
complete the season next week with USC.

•Just because we are at the bottom," said Bruin
Coach Art Reichle, "we can't roll over and play dead.
I hope we can win six straight and knock USC out of
the pennant. I watit to salvage something out of a
frustrating season.

"^^^^^"
~ ;- , , •

Reichle, of course, was refeitfhg lo the Bruins'
poor league mark along with their numerous in-

juries, most notably the loss of third baseman Mike
Gerakos. Gerakos hurt an ankle and has played
sparingly since. ,

On the positive side. Earl Altshuler will try to
break Gary Sanserino's one-season record of 75 hits.

r

Earl tied the record against Loyola Wednesday when
J he went three-for-four. CenterfieWer Adams wOl be
pressing him. Bob has 73 hits this year.
The Bruins need more than hitting, however. Last

weekend, SUnford shelled Bruin pitchers for 43 runs.
ConsequenUy, UCLA's Pac-« ERA is a towering 5^.
Gary Robson was one of the victims, being tagged for
five runs in 1 2/3 innings. "His slider has been his
money pitch and now he's tipping it," said Reichle.
Robson (5-5) will start tomorrow's second game.

Today, hard-luck John Rouse (0-3) gets the call.
Rouse surrendered just three runs against USC and
Stanford but gained a loss and no decision, respec-
tively.

Bill Susa (ft-2) or Bary Woodruff (2-4) wiU hurl
Saturday's first game.
For Cal, Dave Forster (2-1) goes today and Ken

Nelson (4-1) and Steve Lacki (3-4) will throw
tomorrow. -~\

t"::
'• '':''"" '""^ " " ' ""' ' ---^—-^- ^r..^_=..

.

On the hitting side, the Bears are led by first
baseman Gary Hernandez (.375) and catcher Brad
Brian (.324),

Despite UCLA's slump. Bear coach George
Wolfmann expects no easy time. :

.^^"UCLA hits well and Gary Robson and a coui^e
others are good pitchers. They are going to be very
tough, especially with the idea of stoying out of the
cellar."

.^^r.-r -.. -.

»4--

.»-c-^^j "l«Yf'^^if^'^

- morethanlMXH)
- eligible employeeji of^^

~ Ifnivetslty of California
pay their auto insurance
by payroll deductton

(The .University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California CasTualty.) -

-U.

i

»

_~^_

,1:

•i-:

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,
call the office nearest you, collect.

^ Callfbrnia Casualty
Sherman Oaks Los Angeles rong Beach

981-4000 625-7272 426-2186
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RyiCg^IREGTORY-
-AQUARIUMS-

AQUATICIMPORTS INC.

Custom Aquariums

Full line of

ponds supplies
*

Free Aquascaping

Repairs & Service

2008WestwoodBlvd

475-9525

•AUTO BODY RFPAII

COMPLETE PAINTING

"^^

A BODY WORK
Domestic & Importsd
Complete Auto Repair..^

Free Estimates

479^6103

PEHERSONS STERLING
Automotive

2109SawtelleW.LA

AUTO DEALERS

WESTWOOO MAZDA

,
Sales & Service

Service while you Study"

„„, Call 87*1953
m\ Westwood (At Olympic)

•fUTO INSURANCE-
. \ iAMESF. CAIRO
Auto Insurance Specialists
Good Student Discounts

Renewal Discount
All Lines of Insurance

Call Day or Night

^^ 3228170
Phone Quotation Welcome

'^UTO RENTAL USEI
BUNDY

RENTACAR
Older models -
tow low^rices
Weekly Monthly

.

Call 478-0676
12333 W. Pico. W.LA.

WRECKING I part:

ECONOMY
Autosupply- Wreckers

Used- New- Rebuilt

Foreign and American —
We buy wrecked

& used cars

a 3^9956

1431 Colorado- Santa Monica

BOOKCASES-

BOOKCASES

D06 KENNELS-

THE DOG HOUSE
*6rooming * Bathing

*Boarding

A specialty large dogs

Mon. thru Sat. 8-6pm
478-6411

2038 S Sepulveda W. iX

FABRICS*

25% to 50% OFF
For Office, Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

170S.LaBrea,LA..

933-9127.

STORE-

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center

Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card

330 S. LaCienega Blvd.

655^7513

Los Angeles

— HOTEL & MOTEL-
BEL AIR SANDS

Free TV

Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge,

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call:476-l?41

Sunset Blvd. & San Diegy FWY

INSURANCE-

COMPLETE
BOOK STORE
New & Used

Text Books

Boufht&Sold
Mon. and Fri. till' 9

4778051
1002 Westwood Blvd., WW

WASH-

VILUWE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A W^k

Po'islmig- Steam Cleaning

ConpMt Shell Service

1360 Westwood Blvd, WW
(3 bUa. So. of Wilshire)

474%36

COMPONENTS-
HI Ft & STEREO
COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount pricei)

Trade^ins. Sales & Sarvki
Most Major Brands

87a 3059 or 398-6747

BARSMEL's
5512 S

.FORMAL WEAR-
RENTALS- SALES

Your wedding party may

be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839-2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
3114 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

•FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION

Furniture, Desks, TV & Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE

CALL NOW! 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd, West LA

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
AHTypes of Insurance

Auto- Fire- Life- Health. etc
Convenient Monthly Payments

477 2553 or 879^0381

11.716 W.Pico Blvd., W LA

-HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOWS
Craft Material

Mosaic Kibttc

OiscoMt to students

47^2021
1 1685 National Blvd

(itB«r«glM)

•LEGAL SERVICES

-

lAWYERS" REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOUYWOOD BAR ASSN.

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

462 6416

First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

MAIL i ANSIVERING SERVICE

Stop Missing Important

Phone CalK!!

Be sure your mail remains

STRiaLY PRIVATE!!

Use our phone No^ A
addrvss. Excellent

personalized service.

Spectil ftudmt files

Phone or visit our office

BEVERLY HIUS MAIL &
ANS SERVICE

265 S Robertson, Beverly Hills

6594210
MF9to5.SaASul0to2

MEN & VVOMEN'S SHIRTS-
THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTS $4

Special Discounts to students
* Westwood Store

*

1244 Westwood Blvd.

475 1248
* Beverly mils Store

•

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

2715289

MOTORCYCLE SALES i SERVICE
THRIRY LAD HONDA

r Largest Dealer on the

West Coast. Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles.

' : Sales Service Insurance

Open 7 Days

2411 Lincoln Blvd. SM
3924105

HONDA DEL REY
sales parts service

Insurance

open 8:30-6:00 MSat
3916217

4421 Sepulveda Blvd.

-MOVING k STORAGE-
HAMACK'S

Moving ft Storage

Min Rates- 24Hr. Service

Packing- Crating- Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

New ft Used Furn. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR

. TEK VAN LINES, INC.

2546 W Pico Blvd.

DU. 9^8891- DU. 9-1214

OPTOMETRIST—
Contact Lenses

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions Filled

Mon Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Fri. Nite til 8:00

OR DONALDS GOULD
Phone 451 4737

1301 Santa Monica Malt

Santa Monica

—PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT--

BEL AIR CAMERA ft HI Fl

Cameras - Projectors

Custom Finishing

Rentals - Trade ins - New & Used
We specialize in Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call: 477 9569
927 Westwood Blvd

—SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR.

CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Sales, Portable Appliances

Service on Small Appliances

For Service CALL 475 2532
2314 Westwood Blvd., WW

\ ,

-STEREO-R^AIL.
()

BEL AIR CAMERAS ft HI Fl

Custom Stereos ft Components
Recorders- Speakers- Portable

Radios & Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
For Expert Advice Call:

4779569
927 Westwood Blvd

- TYPEWRITERS-CALCULATORS—

Repairs - Sales

Rentals

That You Can Afford

Pickup- Estimates- Trade-ins

WEST TYPiWRITER

47^3218 ^

1651 Sawtelle Blvd., W LA.

YARN I HANDICRAR-
Yam - Needlepoint

Allied Art

All Phases of Rug Making
MARGOS YARN SHOP

J315 Westwood Blvd., W LA
479 8811

m
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HILLEL COUVCjL

900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531
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SHABBAT

Creative Earth Service . /;

,

8:15, Tonight - Guest Speaker:

Karen Orren - Prof.^of Political Science
will speak qq. "Jewish Identity"

AN I SCREAMED PARTY THAT
CAN'T BE TOPPED

May 6 -8:15, call 474-1531
for directions:

«.,>

By Saul Shapiro

DB Sports Writer

Failure to provide time for senior speeches at the

UCLA swimming team's annual awards l>anquet

was the decision of alumni organizers, Bruin swim
club president Russ Webb said.

The question of senior speeches was brought to

light Wednesday when an open letter to coaches Bob
Horn and Buzz Thayer appeared in the Daily Bruin
signed by the squads six graduating seniors.

The letter said in part:

"Our question is why? Why was this important
part of the awards dinner omitted? Was it the time
element of tiaving six seniors give a five-minute
speech each? Was it the possibility of embarassing
ourselves in front of our peers? Was it just an in-

nocent new innovation? Or was it your fear that a few
honest speeches about how we really felt about the
UCLA swimming 4uic[^ diving program would have
interrupted a happy ev^ing?" .

The letter was signed by John Balent, Paul Bec-
skehazy, Steve Gentes, Sonny Gossick, Bob Ramsey
and Carl Thomas.
Horn denies having been involved with the

proceedings. ^

"I didn't have anything to do with the banquet/*
Horn said. "That was one of the nicest things that's
happened to me in a long time," he added, men-
tioning that the Bruin Swim Association had taken it

off his hands.

Webb concurs that Horn and Thayer "had nothing
to do with it.

"Bob's organization ability is poor and he admits
it," Webb said. "They worked a lUde with it, but it
was Al and I who decided." -^-——^— -

Cutrow, commenting on the decision to forego
senior speeches, said "Russ Webb had a reason, I
had a reason, and Bob and Buzz had certain feelii^
which were expressed to us.

"But they left it up to us to decide what to do."

Sports Shorts

by banquet drjganizers I oarsmen tomorrow at Seattle
Most of the guys eiyoyed it this way " WehK"Although some guys had been prepared tn m u"*'^

speeches, most came without SDeecLTln^ ^^®^
know what to say or how to say ir^ ^"^ ^«^dn't

Webb admitted that the poasibUitv nf n^^ .

had^some bearing, but wai^ ttlt^SSj-S!

"Some of the guys would bitch and moah h.,f
of the guys would have wanted to spSc^^^^ T"'
you're going to cut the speeches JSTyo^^y^ «

have to cut them all."^ ' ^^" ^ 8^">«to

The matters which the seniors wished tr. a-
centered around a tack^ of Wl^u^rl?

'^'"^

scholarship promises that "weren't fulfilk^
^^° ^

'•We think he should be more flexible and listPnwhat we say." Becskehazy said of HorTT^^
think it should come down to whereT i **^

because of pressure." ^ ""^"^^

Horn repUed to the charge of a communicaHnn «
by saying, "I admit you can't commSte Inl?!.^

board, and a father-^nfe«i-:V;7re'Jv^HSS10% of the time."
"" "^ «uy a coach

Becskehazy and diver Terry Fitzpatrick claimedto have been promised full scholarships. Becske^
received only tuiUon and fees, althougrhe wSconsidered one of the top water polo pOaTyers in^
nation, and FitzpatpSt, theCanacSanS^ dwjchampion got $100 during his sophomore yearL
7^a

"«.^*''"«.'"«'^ was forthcoming, d^ded toforego his semor year "on principle."
'

Horn explained his position.
^*'The NCAA only allowed a certain amount ofmoney for any sport. There's a maximum that youcould receive. ^

"There may have been an implication or mistake
on my part, I won't deny it because I'm human If a
prior commitment was made on my part then all I

can say is that 4'm sorry."
'

Communicating is probably the best thing aScan do. As a coach, you're a cni.n«*u. * !. ^T*^coach, you're a counsek>r, a s<

, ;!

AAark Wright, Fred 'Big F'
Uriarte, The Incredible Hulk,
Wally Uchlda and Dish and Face
^r» -reminded of cheerleader
endorsement Interviews to be hejfil
Sunday at 12:00 In the Dally Bruin
office.^- ' - ••-. -^ -'-- -J--

* .
-UCLA students with their ID
cards will be adfnltted free to
tomorrow's USC track meet at the
Coliseum. The meet begins at
1:15.

UCLA's NCAA champion
volleyball team's title match
victory over San Diego State will
be shown tomorrow as part of
ABC's \Ande World pf Sports
Ijeglnning at 4:30 on Channel 7.

m

fxy-'

I

^'^Jh^ 'nvention of the wheel,"
' _ it took another 5,000 years to write a

GOOD BIKE REPAIR BOOK

LLm m u7
^"' '^" ""' '5.speed derailleur bicycle A few

Only $4.95. Money bock if yoo con't onderffond it.

"""'^

Also ovoiloble in Coosfer ond 3-Spe«d Edition.

No definite quarterback,

but Pepper isn't worried
- "' ' ByDougKelly J ___i

,,;.,^. ,
DB Sports Editor

rpmpl^^ry^^ri*^ ^^*^ unnerved over this turn of events and begins to

ofr. A H
^^

V^o
"^ '^^"^^ ^^^^"^ ^^"^TWO quarterbacks in place

ofone.AndcoachPepperRodgerscouldn'tbehappier.-^

rI tn'i^*'^ "^^i^U"^?
"P""^ ^^^ ^'^ "^^ QS candidates of which two.

P«^^ K^**
and Mark Harmon, loomed as the favorites. That's still the

case. Scnbner and Harmon, or Harmon and Scribner, it couldn't make

nl'iL^^^^r'^"''^ ^?,
^«*«««' ^ho said yesterday that he plans to use both

players frequently in 1972.
"If we were playing Nebraska tomorrow (the Comhuskers are UCLA's

first opponent, next Sept. 9), I'd flip a coin to see who sUrts, then I'd

Mf.if ^"''^^^^t'^i*^'*
^"y '^'^^ '" ^^ « Jot." said Rodgers. "Rob and

Mark are both doing a fine job right now. Quarterback has been a
pleasant surpnse for us."
Thus, the Bruins have no No. 1 quarterback. The possibility exists they

never will. Scnbner is the better runner and "a very good leader. " ac-
cording to Rodgers. Harmon rates the passing edge. He tossed a 40-yard
touchdown stnke in a scrimmage last Saturday

..^ (Continued on Page 15)

student
committee
for the arts

WHArS HAPPENING. . .

a weekly look at $1 tickets on .

sole to UCLA students only at

_:— the KerckMf Holl Ticket Office

$1 TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY
•fc

Bicycling magoilne soys,
^^lyi9n if you hoven'f
got common tonto,
'Bicycle Repoir' from
Xyvfif. informotion f
Corporation will pull you
through/'
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Come dig his horn . . .

riMIIIII SUIEK
tenor sax

with

MIKE WHITE

jazz violin

I Pharoah's music Is extended excitement. It Is at onqe
lyrically and screamingly Intense ... His Immense
control of his horns and the fantastic timbres he con
call upon at any moment make him a complete mu-
sician." pazz& Popj

SATURDAY, MAY 20 - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

The spectacle is never forgotten.

When the UCLA varsity crew looks down the

Montlake Cut Course at Washington tomorrow,

50 000 (that's right, 50,000) fans will be lining the

course, and beginning their traditional chant of

Huskies! Huskies! Huskies!"

While a Southern California chauvinist would

dismiss the above with the thought that there is

probably nothing better to do on a Saturday in

Washington, it's not quite that simple. Crew tradition

at Washington runs deep.

The Huskies have been among the top three teams

in the nation the past four years, and were unbeaten

on its home course before UCLA began its slow and
arduous climb to crew success.

It was in 1970 that the best UCLA shell in school

history nipped the Huskies by 18 inches, a feat duly

reported in the Daily Bruin as well as the New York
Times.

At the beginning of the present season, rumor
persisted that this Husky team would not be as fast

as those in recent years. However, it was laid to rest

last week as the Washington varsity beat California

by four bdat lengths.

UCLA coach Jerry Johnsen remains optimistic in

the face of adversity. "Washington alwavs rows
between 6:00 and 6:06. If we roHStirS^T^
times, we wiU give them a race." The BrSTwS^
5:57 last week against Cal SUte Ung Beach, alMon a faster course. *

,

•"•^^

,«o^"/ "!® """.'y improveihint the varsity mustmake to sUy close will be the sprint, that Ust aU-
important 500 meters of the raie. Johnsen, afto-

"The crew is already two to two and a half seconds
faster on the sprint. The race against Washington

ThiL
j;ny>«t exacUy like Long Beach. We maybeatthem off the Ime. be even until the sprint, and then

race them to the finish.*' - . « uicn

- The freshmen, jayvees, and lightweights will be
travelmg to Orange Coast College for a dual meet
Orange Coast has what is reputed to be the best

jayvee crew in the country, and the OCC frosh are •

always tough on its home course. ,

Ust year. Orange Coast was the only team to beat

nri A^T ??"^^n8ent, which was supposed to beUCLA s best in years. However, this year's frosh wiU
not be expecUng an easy win, foUowing last week's
loss to Long Beach.
The lightweights are stiU undefeated, and also will

be challenging the Orange Coast jayvees

'P«k1 Artviirti^m#nt)
I

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
. ««»i»«Na.aiuo.wHio»oowtt

....... -„ - *^ ""'•• ••^ < "< » » W o.n>.

SUNDAY MHE STUDY 8:30 • WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.
Com* Of you or*. God Iovm yoo; to do wol"

4yM44i Pmm9r.k4m}mk Tabor. CkmMm 828^348 inl^tjr

(Continued from Page 14)

"Our passing game will be good," Pepper believes. "I also know we'll
6e a much more interesting team to watch. The fans are going to see a lot
of long runs this fall."

The quesUon marks, Rodgers analyzes, are both lines and the team's
experience. The lines have been rebuilt almost toUUy^with sophomores
juniors andJunior college transfers. Offensively, tackle Bruce Walton has
hobbled<«onH bad ankle much of the spring while Eugene Clark has
missed most of the drills alter off-season surgery. JC transfers Al Oliver
and Ed Kazirian have been impressive. Rodgers is very high on the 6-6
260-pound Oliver. "He has the abflity to be a really good football player "

says Pepper. Oliver also gives UCLA something it hasn't had too much
of: a lineman with good siie.'--*^ v^-^^'.-

Defensivcly, "we've got our youngest team ever." But the unit is
Joaded with ability, and Pepper figures his defenders wiU improve with
each game. If UCLA opened tomorrow, only two seniors, Alan Ellis and
Allen Lemmerman, would probably start onihe defensive unit. Ditto for
xfie oiiense. ^

—'*—
^r~'"'

—

-^~— ™-^-,--- -

—

-- -,
^

- , — ..-

The backfield picture Is unsettled as iqfliries have knocked out most aU
the baU-carriers at one point or another. "I haven't got a clear idea of who
will play " Rodgers says, "though Randy Tyler and Kermit Johnson both
have had fine springs." These are the top two at the moment, though
Pepper looks for Gary Campbell and Charlie Schuhmann, among othera
to come through. Of course, there's one more runner ahnost cerUin to be
in the starting lineup: James McAlister.

INSURANCE
I8N*TJU8T FOR

FAT CATSf.
If you've got a cycle, you should
have Insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up In your cycle

goes down the tut>es. Not to men-,
tion the possibility of medical
costs and damage liability. FIG
knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low
and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIG has
been an expert In speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio-

neered motorcycle Insurance In

Galifornla.

There's no sense in taking
chances when FIG cycle insurance
is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

th\" make"yorTr".*°f•2 "** «'^* "* y®"'' "'"•. •ddrwi, phone number,

you'reint;rMtedlnli.hmJ*???*/""* °^ y°"'' ^^''^* ""<* *•" "• whether^^'••*"° •" liability Of total coverage.

MsVSrili?*^.'!!!^
Company. Attn. R. R.tt.nhou.7WM Wllthlr. Blvd.. Lo« An.ol.*. C.llf. 90036

NAME,
.PHONE.

ADDRESS.

WAKE OF CYCLE.

•f" intorottod

.YCAR -CC'i. .VALUE_

f^-' Th ,T, .--.,.,,,

Keraisssnce

10 Tit a ^^;^jp

mav

PARXniOlflll

vciXHnfMCMirii lOMs nciiT

nut Jnfawjiiow.
. . Piji : 6S« FAIf

«-og:<>:;ocO'Cc.':

Engagement ring
WeddEiff rinir

. . . wn*t it timefor you to 8\

her up to this distinctively
different design — of exceptional
grace and glitter? Designed
with a grace,find a sweep that
makes it unusually attractive,
both rings have the look-of-
one when worn — give an
unusually brilliant effect

Anmo wtnwooD's soewau
LIVINO crafts show
MAY6ondiMAY7

4t.

leiuelers
1055 wetfwood bUd. ^ waitwood vMT^iVgranite 9-6755 brodihaw V se!!

Or.d«.f 0««ologlit O.lX •
"^ 2-3945

r: Xi}

,**

C V

n

Man
\'

«\

<Hs £b«/((rc«4"

value! -^> value!

yours for We asking
"' "^

. • . "
,

'

one medium pizza free

when you try one of our

mSE ITAUAH PIZZAS

A
I

• /

WLA
475-6464

2118 Westwood Blvd.

JUST ASK
Sanfd Moriico

328-5601

2919 Wilthire Blvd.

ol>f 90od Frl. Moy 5 ^^«sk Mon. Moy 8
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GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE'

1. Bank financing available.

2. Return your car bV the LOWEST special
shipping prices on the West Coast.

3. Have your car cleaned, polished and
lubed q\ our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in

One Stop and One Office

J '
" 'raTph"cutwght"v5w^

I
Tim Tyler -Tourisf D«lrv#ry Specialist

I
2440 Sanfa Monica Blvd., Sdnta Monica • 829-1888

I
Nome

I Sfre»f

On the avenue I'm takin' you to

^•y — Zip . L_ ?hon«

I
•

I

I

I

I

UCLA COMMITTIE ON FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

ROBERTA rLACK
DONNY HATHAWAY

Together! One Time Only

Concerts:
—"V^cal Chamber ai

with Kathleen Terb^ ,^"*'«''

and Dale Terbeek f.'^*'^'
tenor), noon, today Sr^""**^
Hall. Free.

^' ^^^"berj

—"Music and Dance a# t
•"- Ball/' noon, c:^a/sct?berg Quadrangle. Free ^
Films:
^^"^^^•'^•" on a Train""Torn Curtain/' 7

'"
*

''^

Social Welfare 147. ^ '
^'^'^'

—"Time in the Sun " *«
terpretatlon of Mexirn ,

'"

today, Dickson 2150E and 8
'^'

Haines 39.
"*"*= ^"^ 8 pm,

^ —"Metropolis" and "Yo,, 1

:

Only Once/' 7 pm w ^''

Dickson Hall Aud^rTr'ium °''

Seminars:
Friday, AAay 5

t I

Nwrophysiotogy/' by Fred FYates, professor of biomedical
engineering. University „
Southern California,

i pm gsm
• Ac-r .%«w *^ ^...^ ^" '*'*°»° •'y ^•''V Leonard 2325. ^

'

^^'^

2.Miri7iSr«!n^N t^'^^^^ -"A Theory of Excess' j»2.30 pm, Ackerman Union Men's Lounge. All donors receive coffM or Noise/' bv D»^Z r r .
"'**

luice and cookies, and a card designating your btood type r*^ •^ _"''
. ^,?*^^ ^ Brighton.

I ^ » n> y uiw»w fype.
(Continued on Pa^.

,7,

•; ^

-^h:

s
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n^f
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SATURDAY, MAY 6th/8 30 PM
PAULEY PAVILION. UCLA

S2 50 TkI<cK bohmd the stage no,, ovailable at
UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE, 650 WESTWOOD PLAZ/5

PRODUCED BY THE MERLIN CO & TRYING TIMES INC

i»',, iii I. « 1
1 d t I

Photography Club
All members entering prints in the Photo Show

must contect BiU GJould immediately, either leave a
note in the URA office, call the URA office or BUI at
478-5852 tonight Of tomorrow. You MUST contact BiU
by Saturday afternoon or the showing wUl be can-
celled.

^
.
^

.

Linguistics Conference
The second annual California Linguistics Con-

ference wiU be held here this weekend, according to
t^eoi^e Bedell, program coordinator.
"The conference wUl cover many aj^te of

linguistics, and provides an opportunity for people to
discuss the newest developments in the field," BedeU

-said. "It should be of general interest to anyone
concerned with linguistics."

Twenty-one papers wiU be presented by speakers
from various universiUes, with 12 of these from UC
campuses.

Hi^i' ^^T,^*^'*'*" ^ presented free of charge in
Dickson 2160E. from 9am to 12 noon and 2 pm to 530-pm tomorrow and Sunday.
-Papers WiU treat such varied aspects of linguistics
as^ nasalization, English intonation, Dutch word
order, Hindi aspirates, pronoun agreement ia

$iMiEir
POlflER

Chadic, and tt»« case5 optional schwa deleUon in

12r3reS '^H.
^"^ «^«^^We from Bedell in Franz

Chicano Business Students

« !l®u"?!fL^^^''
Business students conference

wiU be held here Friday and Saturday, according toPedro Ajatorre, conference chairman
. Over 250 delegates from 35 schools nationwide will
be in attendance at the program, correlated with
Cinco de mayo, a Mexican National holiday

Tlie conference is intended to show Chicano
business students the growing opportunities
available to them, both for further education and as
business entrepeneurs „- ^

Guest speakers wiU inchide Esteban Torres
director of the East Los Angeles Community Union;'
Raymond TeUes, commissioner of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission; Gilbert Mon
tano, regional director of the Small Business
Association; and PhUlip Sanchez, director of the

Office of Economic Opportunity.
**A11 C^hicanos should come and find-out what is

going-on in the businesses world today, because they
haven't involved themselves in the business scene,

"

Alatorre said.

Further information is available in GSM 4343D

COLUMBIA PICTURE

3

Presents

^ J.

>:,

HARinr
BEmrOMTC

The fight was
against the raiders

but the feud
was between
themselves

!

> CAL JET CHARTERS ^

• EUROPE T972 •
S!lI.D*K,IiL"!S.?^..T*'

pricw. invMtliaf. first! Fly wHk mtr r«li«ble charter

oS?M.k?rrI^, •'!!•" ^*T '''•^••' '•"•»^ ^••^ y«» »»f« yo«r applicationu«n T take a chance w»tli an unkown charter airlin*.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST
— Round Trip Europe Flights —

>akland or LA to London ts low as $249 (round trip
ak and or LA to Amsterdam- - u low as $289 (round trip

awand or LA to DrusscU ~ ^ -. at low as $279 (round trip

'—¥ One Way Flights <
)akland o( LA

ii^ ^
^^ London & Brussels as low as $149 (one way)

[London & Brussels

lo Oakland or LA as low at $ 1 49 (one way)

lnter-U,S,A. Flights <•

_, BIKK«n4Th«PIIEJICHeR
RUBYDEE-CAMERON MJTCHELL- E^sr^^or -

ERWST KINOY and DRAKE WALKER BENNY CARTER • JOEL GLICKMAN • ^tHMPV DTXT.COAn E 4 R BEI PRODUCTION
Inj-^ lrrr:—- 1

1 . _ l

^^'- ^"-lorvMAN blUNEY POITIER
1«M^*»«»«»—I tfilUO«ll«<

NOW SHOWING AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATHE8 AMD DBlvr m«.
LOS ANGELES Tbeatri • Downtown 624 627 1 —— .7""^^® *"'» ORIVE-INSI

fWIWttS - Hollywood 469-7161 CENTOIY DRIVE-IN Los Angeles 673 1824

BALDWIN- Los Angeles 293 7164 CoIRmSK r''***."' 111*°"
.lOIW«.| -ro«.t,inV.,lev-839-,^ ^SI1^1^:^^'^..fSZe^^^ ^̂^

West Coast to East Coast (June) -is low as 076 (one vay
|l«t Coast to West Coast (Sept) -as low a^ 076 (one way)

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE 8, APPLICATION

NOW
~> $pac« is limited < —

MEMSeiiMrr FiJ J
"* '"•"•^» of tlMir lmmo«l«t« limMlM. TMro ore NO

iivlrl5i\ mtij'!n*?,i;j;i''^
"^"*' ••• •«»«»^»«» Com»Hmoi»t«ry mo.l. •«-

or Application A turtim Information writ*:

J'SOGroonStroot
sv»n Froncisco. California U}73

CAijgrCMAwat

or call WIS) W2 '434

What's On Street . .

.
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research mathenriatlclan,

department of nnathenriatics.

Imperial College of Science and

Technology. London, 1:30 pm,

Boelter2444. .^^
^
^-'.

—"Necessary and Sufficltnt

Conditions for Stability of Viscous

Flows/' by Friedrlch H. Busse,

associate professor of planetary

physics, 4 pm, MS 6627.

—"Regeneration in Am-
phibians/' by Susan Bryant,

assistant professor of biology, UC
Irvine, 4 pm, LS 2322. ^ *^
—"Presence of Second Order

Radiative Corrections to the

Triangular Anomaly," Lester

DeRaad, Jr., physics department,

3 pm, Kinsey 247.

—"Egalitarian Marriages/'

Sandra and Daryl Bern, 3 Rfn*

Franz 1178.

— "Presentation Design
Seminar and Workshop," Jay

Robert E. Perry, 8:15 am -5 pm,

Boelter 5704.

Saturday, May 6

—"Contemporary Problems of

the Zoo as a Place for Man and

Animal," a panel discussion with

Mervin W. Larson, director,

Arizona Sonera Desert AAuseum,

Tucson; Philip Og IIvie, executive

director, Portland Zoological

Gardens; Ronald T. Reuther,

director, San Francisco
Zoological Gardens; and Charles

R. Schroeder, director^ San Diego

Zoological Gardens,^ am -noon,

LS 2147. For tickets, see next

seminar. '

—"The Zoo as an Education
Center," with Phillip E. Frand-
son, associate dean of UCLA
Extension; Mrs. George N. H^le,

Jr., president. Decent Council of

the San Francisco Zoological
Society; Mrs. Max K. Jamison,
president, Greater Los Angeles
Zoological Association; and
Charles K. Ot>ert, curriculum
coordinator for Kings County
School System, 2-5 pm, LS 2147.

Tlcl^ets for this and the preceding
seminar are $3.50 and $1.75
(students).

-"Sex-Roles and Sex Dlf-^
ferences,^' a two-day scientific

symposiunri presenting scholarly
papers from sociologists and
psychiatrists, Including Richard
Whalen, professor ,.0f
psychobiology, UC Irvine; Jean
Lipman Blumen, research fellow,
Stanford University; Sandra
Bern, professor of psychologyT^
Stanford University; and Richard
Green, associate professor of
psychiatry In residence,
Neuropsychiatric Institute. Opens
at 9 am with registration In lobby
of Franz Hall, continuing
throughout the afternoon, and on
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Fee is $5 and $3 (students). For
information, phone 825-2964.

-"Chicano Health tareers
Conference," 9 am-3 pm.
University of Southern California
Medical School Auditorium. For
further information call Marta E.
Santoyo, 825-2075. *—--

Meetings:
—"Surt Club," 7 pm, A^oore 100,

Film: Sea of Joy.

URA Clubs:

Friday, May 5.

-"Hatha Yoga Club/' noon.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Tennis Club," 2 4 pm. South
Courts.

-"Karate Club," ,5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club," 13: 30 pm,
Macgowan B 146. . .-»/

—"Social Dance Qub," n am.
Women's Gym ,200. . ^
—"Mountaineers,"' noon.

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn.

ACROSS
1. Pronoun
4. Shake-
spearean
king

8. Which
thing

12. Feminine
name

13. Comfort
14. Scotch

historian
15. Athenian

philoso-
pher

17. Barren
18. Gratify
19. Sailor
21. Longing
22. English

university
26. King of

Judea
29. Exist —^
30. Rural

sound
31. Russian

name:^

37. Three-
legged
stool . -

39. Constel-
lation

40. Piece

Of
lumber

41. Straight-

forward
45.—

Morgana
48. Teacher
50. Redact
51. Govern
52. Crude

metal
53. Greek

philoso-

pher

By Eugene Sheffer

Midnight to Downl Fri. & Sot. AAoy 5 & 6
Sunrise Buffet Brftolrfpst (To Bootl|

-r All Seats $1.50 '

54. Hardens
55. Seine

DOWN
1. Metal

fastening
2. Heathen

deity
3. Spice
4. Rented
5. Con-
sumed

6. Peer
Gynfs
mother

7. Renew
8. Pier
9. Ben—

10. Friend
(Fr.)

32. Expire
33. Examina-

tion
34. Japanese

coin
35. High hill

36. Ever-
green—trees

Avrrunf lime of itplulion: 2S niinut<'»

I |N[N|E|S|oItIaBC"I0IF4]

Odig] »[dr^ oas

cUpm ILHE
maB gfggg Q[1HH
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

11. Spread
hay

16. Fabric
20. Hatchet
23. Augury
24. Flower
25. Specks
26. Exclama-

tion
27. Always
28. Wife

of

rajah
29. Atmos-

phere
32. Baseball

club
33. Crown
35. Also
36. Rates
38. Greek -

philoso-

pher ^
39. Mature

person
42. English

school
43. CenteT"^
44. Allowance

for

weight
45. Turkish

hat
46. Citrus

drink
47. Metal
49. Paya^^e"

i"" STAR '

WHERE HAVE ALL

THE FLOWERS GONE
WOODSTOCK
GliWME SHELTER '^

EAT AT 5 A^M.

- MAYFAIR

200 MOTELS

SOUL TO SOUL
GIAAME SHELTER

YELLOW SUBMARINE
EAT AT 6:30 A.M.

Regular Program Ragular Program

DIAMONDS '

ARE FOREVER

HAROLD & MAUDE

HOTPANTS
HOLIDAY

BABYLOVE

Raeulor AdmiMion Only 49< During

WmIi Till 7 PM 99< Aflar

L

THE WORLD'S FIRST
X-RATED FUtt

tENGTH CARTOC
"We're A New Breed

otcaLBabyr

He's X rated and animated!
A Cin«mation Induttnct R«I«mc

V .

MTlOMAi CCNfMAl S

NOiirwooiatwacoi
IB HO 3 21t4 wm

NATIONAL OENERAL S .

Cine ARTS
wi

OL a-13M|

EVERYDAY 12 30 2 30. 4 30. 6 30. 8 30 10 30 PM
MIDNIGHT SHOW AT 12:30 AM FRIDAY i S/KTURDAY

I'

:.n-;.:

'1

if

S0UTH6ATE ORIVE-IN
.Soythgate 5641137

ALSO SNOWmC IN ORAMSC COUNTY

S0.C0ASTPLA2A2
Costi MtM 549 3352_

(Paid Advertisement)

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
Sundoy 6 P.M. CONTEMPORARY COMMUNION LITURGY

827 Mokdm (1 block Mtf ol UCLA)
Svppar and Conv«rtalion fellowrt

for rklMcdl474 -5885

Lutheran Campus Ministry, ALC, LCA
URC900Hllgard 475-5926

MAT. DAILY
11:45AM

i
I

SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES -AT BARGAIN PRICES

HOTPANTS HOLIDAY & BABY LOVE

THRU CALIFORNIA

All Night Stibw Breakfast Fri&Sat All Seats $1.50
4 Pictures WOODSTOCK, GIMME SHELTER, etc.

TILL 7 PM

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
& HAROLO & AAAUDE

All Night Show Pr*akfast Fri&Sat All Seats Si. 50
4 Pictures WOODSTOCK. GIMME SHELTER, etc.

HOUYWDOO

STAR

imi^x>B(ii^ OK) BACK /eoAis
'

• .. AMD EAc« ontee^.
LOW-COST TENT TREKS LET YOU SEE THE COUNTRY
UP CLOSE WHERE IT LIVES, WITHOUT THE HASSLES
OF "ORGANIZATION". IT WORKS LIKE THIS:
We supply, gas and drive a 14-passenger van,
2-person tents, cooking and camping equipment.
(Everything but food and sleeping bag.) ageneral route is made up but YOU fill in the
details: YOU decide when to st^p, what to
see. It's YOUR trip. The driver doubles asfriend and guide»: It's a co-operative thing,hangs loose and is a great way to meet others.

One and two-week treks leave Los Angeles forall parts of the state and the cost is vervreasonable - around $90 a week. If you can
give-and-take with a mixed group of young
adults, call or write for details of specifictreks, dates and costs. Call (213) 654-8822
or write:

,»••'

A'

Landtrek
expeditions

2557 Laurel Pass,
LOS ANGELES, Cal.

90046
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Ktrckhoff Hall 113
Phont. M$J221

Clatsif i*d AdytrtitinQ r«ttt
ISwordt SI soday, Sconst<utivt

•nstrtiont - SS.M
Payabit in advanct

DEADLINE 10:30a.m. • •

No telephone orders
THE Daily Brum gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affordmg
housing to students or offering iebs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national ongm or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-
vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call. UCLA Housing Office IIS-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0f4«.

^Help Wanted 8 ^^^o'^'^ , . 15 ^Travel . '7 ^Travel .

L-

yf Campus Happenings . . 2

UCLA Surf Club presents "Sea of Joy" surf
movie, Friday, May $, 7 PM, Moore Hall

'^il f>M t>

)/ Campus Services .... 3

'
I

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff i2|^
82-506|l

V Church Serv/ce*-r-r-» -4-j

JEWELRY Craftsman offering com
mission Would like to share sidewalk space
with pecmit holder for Westwood Festival.
47S 33t9.

SUMMER iobs - nurses aM«, •rderlies, (will

tram), sales, service station, truck driver.

Services Unlimited, 47S-9M1. (IMS)

ATTENTION girls • Need money? Full -

part time. Distribute leading organic
cosmetics to coeds and friends, fr—
cosmetics application classes with
enrollment. Car unnecessary. 3n-9Ml
evenings for more information. (I M 10)

TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of
hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.
Elementary schools through colleges. S3.
California School Placement Bureau. 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Berkeley, Calif.
»<yoy (IMIl)

-WANTED: Baroque ensemble (4 or less) to
play af wedding reception *- 24-72. 7tO-2$79,
afternoons, eves. m9)

COOING SUPERVISOR Will assist head Of
section at UCLA Survey Research Center in
all phases of work. Must have at least 2 years
experience in market survey research or its
equivalent. Must have basic data processing
knowledge; should be familiar with data
cleaning processes; have experience in code
construction and supervision. Rate ac-
cording to qualifications, starting at S3.54
/hour. Apply to Survey Research Center>
1020GSM, 825 S9«4. (IMIO)

PIANO • Wwrlitivr console walnut. Ex-
cellent condition. Sa7S. Evenings, S: 30-7:00.

Saturday morn, 0:00- 12:00. 393-33S7. (ISM
10)

HOME Stereo t-track tape d«ck, amplifitr,
AM,FM, FM stereo all in one self-contained
unit. 2 speakers. Tapes. Offer. 477 3324. (ISM
11)

EUROPE this summer? Un regimented
c^qrams * or • weeks. Experiments in

'tng,9l*-241l. (I7 0TR)

EUROPE. $220S27S RJ „.J.p«n, ^Spring summj;'*'"

EUROPE
EAST AFRICA

J«pan, Spring, SummJ'/'V* '^i^**!
1

f
SEP., MI?Beveny 5[:/ .

^*" <l.9ht,
131). ESEP-UCLAmVmSi;; ' "-^

'???• St

MARTIN D-3S including case unused.
$390 /best offer. Call

(ISM 10)

Perfect condition. .

Robert, 27S-IMS eves.

FEMALE Subjects needed for Gynecologic
Research Project for one month duration;
pay S100 lor study course. For details, call
Dr. N.S. Assali, XSS347. (IM9)
CHlLDCAkt Laurel Cyn. 3 hr$., M F. Must
S25. J. Jenkins. 6S6 9U5. After I PM (• Mil)

NIKON Photomic FTN SOmm fl.4. World's
finest 3Snim SLR camera. Mint condition.
S300. Close-up accessories. Stove. CRS-
0072. (ISMII)

y Services Offered .... 16

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-
33^ (UMD)
HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures info
Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O. Box'
10427, Denver, •0210. (UQTR)

'PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student 4
Commercial Rates. 34I-44S7 - ITa-niO - ffl-

!}^ (UMI»)

TRAVELING this summer? Free garment
storage with your drycloaning. Store now -

pay later. Campus Cloanors, ie93«.3t
Weyburn Ave.. LA. Calif. 90014. OR 0-
•'" (UMS)

ISRAEL
ONE way aitc rowM trip tfvdam fliftett.
Inexponsivt studant camping tavro
throu«hout Watt and East Eurapa. Inclvdinf
Russia. SOFA A«ant far intar-Kurapaan
ttudant cliartar flifhts. Cantact ISCA, 1140?
San Vicente Blvd.^ Suita #4, LA. Calif., 90040.

Tel : (213) oa^-soo, oia^ss

NEED girl to share costs • Hawaii twa
weeks. Leaving Mid-June. Ashley. 934-
»5M (17 Ml).

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Europe. 7
wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free time.
Exp. in Travelling, 904-2411. (17 0TR)

WESTWOOD Friends meeting(Quakers),
Stienf worship. Son. 11 AM, Univ. YWCA, $74
Hilgard, visitors welcome^472-79S0. (CS)

CLERKS & Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments. Office-Aide, 3007 Wilshira
Blvd.

Wsonal .

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
tflSURAUGt - -^ '

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

More
Europe
Charter
Flights

!

now you have
a choice, more

. .

.

^ •
yOpporfunitie:

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
"^-"W ASK FOR ABE ORlCflT

it-f ,....

*?;
••- i » >' :'

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-
"^'-^ (SQTR )

BESSIE May the next «o years be as happy
as the last A. Happy Anniversary! ($ M $)

KCG Hope the nWt so are like the first 4.
Love yoo muchly. Anxious for 7/9. Bessie. (SM 5)

yf Entertainment ...... 6

SCRABBLE champs. Western league for-ming Fun & priie money. Call for copy of
rules 392 3«24, Alan - (Mil)

ADMINISTRATIVE intern program ap-
plications available Monday, May i. Due
Vtay 12th. Inquire Kerckhoff Hall 304C. (OPM $)

)/ Last& Found ,\. . . 9
LOST Sat Mardi Gras: Woman's gold IDbracelet Front "Barbara ", back, "Ron''Reward sentimental. 39l-$A30. (9 MO)

VOdds&Endi....... W

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

9793or4S4.2S44. (UQTR )

I^i^^'i'P'*^'^*''*** *»»•«*•• UCLA rates.RCA models. Free delivery. Fret service 24
hr. phone, 2749) 19. ( 14 QTIl)

• • ••

Flishts

^
CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the
University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC * CaledoniaB
707's.-

-
all first class

t^J°, *"*!. *^otorcycle Insurance far

701-SS27,073-S01S. Eves. 703.3$09. (14 0TR)

^^J^P***? *"*• "**•« dresses, unusual or

S20S80. 474-4151.
(14 MO)

C0CKTA1LI>ARTY, Sun. 5/7, 1:30 PM - FishShanty, 8S00 Burton Way. Sponsored byBHYGDems 553-7110. (tMs!)

FINE contemporary Jan. 'Understanding.'
Every Sunday afternoon at the Topanga
Corral. $1.00, children free. CAMS)

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dollspillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Bor990
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933. ( "o QTR

PROFESSIONAL documantatian sarvicas.
Writing, editing and rasaarch to yaur
requirements. 3071^40, call anytima. (14M

. ROUND TRfP

0\jk 17 LA/FRAHK $262.00
AUG 17 LONOON/LA 62 Ooys

JUME 21 LA/LOHDOM $262.00
AUG 20 LONOON/LA 61 Otys

LA/LON/AMS $262.00
LONOON/LA 79 Doys

in? fS
'-A/LONDON $252.00

AUG 17 LONOON/LA 51 Ooys

service*.

LALONDON/LONDON-LA

Fit. Dep. n^i o^yj p^.^^

Oim 25
SEPT 11

<

5 00 PM 3735 Mountain View Ave. ( 1 Bl N ofVenice, 1 mi. w. of Sepulveda). Furnifurr
!:;:;;»;;"««' '^nan, household, cTomilBOOKS, etc. (10 MS)

It

THE PRINCETONIAN THING
Now the West can play the game from the

^same people who started it all back East.
Fill out our questionnaire (honestly, please)
and win yourself a summer thing. (Sorry,
your thing must be of the opposite sex) Mail
S5 check or money order to:

The Princetonian Thing
, Box 24AA3
Village Station
LA, Calif. 90024

y/hee r.^ . ,

FREE - Assorted choice puppys, Ridoebarkmix intelligent, healthy, beautifur-vvjjf-'l
poppys, call 394-0313 aftir 9 PM. (FRM sj

CARE your home while you're away, Juna -

LA 4aw firm with wife (taachar)
References. (41$) 34$-7734. (14 MS)

ASK AROUND ABOUT ^-
AABCHEVYSERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accaptad

Student Discounts

y/ Rides Offered

,

477 4$S1

1 1027 S4nta Monica Blvd.
West Los Antalas

f3^

est. since 19S0

^ MEN, Won/ten, or Groups to dramatiie the
Coastal Protection Initiative by par-
ticipating in a mile long Fnibee Relay Race
on the beach Call Mane Laiar, 6SS 6370.(«M
O t

m -informatioli •«*-w/so for
(13M11)

^Help Wanted 8 y„ ,

"^— ?••
--— _ yiKesearch Si/^/ecf$ Ne^t^ 'or,
S3 $4 hr. summer iobs moving furnltuT;• ——!.«„«?? —
Services Unlimited. 47S-9MI /../:: "^^^^^^•^^i«B«ia pd
S3$4 hr. summer iobs moving furnitureServices Unlimited

, 475-9521. (iMj)

APARTMENT managers married couple
lor 27 units near Sunset & Doheny Small
child oK Mgmt plus minor maint. Rent free2bdrm apt. Call, 422 0705. (SM15)

DO what you do best graduate students now
needed to do academic research. 478 0427. (|M II)

rom^fn^^'^-'^^ ^'""'« internationalcompany needs aggressive men and womenwith management potential. Part/lull timeMr Genovese, (213)700-7 504.
( a m jj,

CONSUMER Cooperative needs managers
supervisors, recruiters Part/full time! »7dwh uo Call Mr Kobriti, 4411321. (OMS)

Psychology Experiment
S2.50 less than 1 hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Sign-up in Frani Hall A349

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yaurserf while helping others.

Earn up to 540. a month
on our plasma program

Phone: 471-0051 between l2P.iCr ,„d 7 p.m

SEEKING student interested childdevelopment Plan activities daughter 11^on 9 Beach 395 0540 after 7 PM || M 9)

JCOTT AM/FM stereo receiver Also in-
cludes 2 speakers, giarrard SL45 turntable,
yarphones. 5155. 479 2471 ( is m 10)

MATTRESSES Valley State markJtm^grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, aH
VJiLtl^^

Also access Spanish and modern
SfA^n"'

*•** ^•" *"* '><'*V Richard Pratt
"*<•*«« (ISOTR)

EXPERlENCEDtearh«r«.»M. i» .

—
offering lessons in Sfi^?^ '^ '" "»»»»•«

0010 •"«»"* •" P«ano A voice. Call 277-

._J _r_ (14MI0)

^^•'''AR Lessons uri a . '

'

^
(14MSI

DIRECTOR Rey Marsh will start classes inacting technique very sl-ortl7 fIT^iSformation, call 347- 127 5 ^
(I4M11)

PROFESSIONAL dressmaker /kt^au^noperator e«ct|.n,es babysiw;^ fi rm^/NTw L A E,^,„^„, ^^^^ ^^^^^ (waakdeys
(14M1I)

SILVAMINOCONTROL " "
INTERNATIONAL

offers students SELF CONTROLLED Aloha

,;c*;rve''*'?om*r^* *r
"•••"" »^b*

t*xiir,NA?roTT"ETH:il''u« ^.^ValTtcontrol SATURDAY,' mSv 'Vm^'Somachines used, and a written mombv
f*^^

GUARANTEE pJllUZ^^^S^l^
free literature, call O'Kally .t 477-9180 or iu-
miim»m»m^m^^ (UMS)

J«HE 28 LVLOHOOH
SEPT 6 LONOON/LA

JW.Y 9 LA/LONOONW 27 LONDON/LA

^HiLY 26 LVLONOON
^W^ » LONOON/LA

AUG 9 U/MAORIO
SEPT 18 AMS/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONOON
SEPT 16 LONOON/U(

AUG 28 LA/LONOON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

-»--S,

S262.00

$252.00
50 Ooys

$252.00
226 Ooys

$272.00
41 Ooys

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Ooys

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

17

18

4/18

4/21

6/22

6/2«

6/7S
4/27

4/28

6/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

9/6

9/1J

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

J3

$262

$2«2

$262

$262

$27S

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

SEFT S LA/LONOON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

$239.00
29 Ooys

Available only to ^^j.nftda members of the
University of Californif* including students,
faculty, staff, and ff ;,r immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in tha same household.

fNghlo

SEPF17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 0«y$

SEPT 26 LA/LONOON $199 00
OCT 9 LO^DON/LA 14^Ji

uca Karchkhoff Hall 205 D
Batweania.m A sp.m

025-122)

ONE

JUNE 14
JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG
AUG
SEPT

9
30
6

SEPT 19

hay\flights

LA/OUBLIN
LONOdN/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/ FRANKFURT
LONOON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$143.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student
ratas/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N Beverh
Or., Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 OTR)

Ourilthyearof

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. EKamples.

y/ Travel..•••••••••••••••••••••••« //

^
Africa, Orient. Contact M c r i»ir;i
Wilshire Blvd., LA 90025 471-0^4 ^?i 7 it,},'

BABYSITTER wanted MF 3-430 PM oncampus Child « yrs. Days, Monette 444
3157 Evenings, 473 5310. (OMO)

ALTEC. 12" 40lO>ipeai»rt m«»h -..-.
cabinets Chea7 Oa'y's"4»^*754"*eres '"3*^

— . (^ISM 10)

^'^Y^ "* B«V wholesale naturall vltamlnrprotein supplements, etc Calli;ii.VM-'"*"*'
"- (ISMS)

GERMAN Shepherd puppies tSA a/u^i..
Shots Father fully 1^u!ill;i*^'»u7uiX

r (ISM 5)

CARSfNBUROPE
RENTORBUY

^^^fi**- "EDUCTIONS TOTEACHERS A STUDENTSFREE CATALOGUE ALW IJiilLPASS

•••0 Sunset Blvd

eUROCARS

SEEKING mmority recruiter for healNi
professions schools Background in sciences
caunseling.recruitment desirable. Phone"'•''' (0M9)

NEW Sony end Ampex reel to r**icassettes, below whole.alJ 390-52» pm. ( is

GIRLS make »10 $15, 2 Jl/2 hrs M F, sell

il^"'"^'*" ^•" ^^ "^ 3W 3153, or 399-^^ (OMIO)

DRUMS 9 piece Revelle set. luo Gmmicondition S.50 Call Eric, 470-$123/0?5- ^^ (1SM0)

SUMMER and regular iobs as drivers. In

M.*\«A** ^'"* '**^* «•''• " " P««» /hour
'" '*°° (OMIO)

ON campus • part time fatos for ragistared
students Especially hours ii-a. Appiv
Kerckhoti 701 (OM )

PART ttm* |ob% are currently available in
\Nc%t LA Call Services Unlimited, 475M^ (IMS)

NIKONOS underwater camera 3Smin i.».

^,
I U nn %)

SON Vl> reel to real 3 h*A<t t...^ .• Z
"

—

1S2 D. 5150 00 EVesSlnm*'**
"•'"•(.TS'?'

^^^ Coronado li' ••iiiM.* ~1 ——

—

racing and compieiw/traSII' .!!•?•** *•'
»'200 224 3049, 4 74'oai

•*** »«CkefS.
"'• (ISM IP)

hu^'rP 5i?w stJr*:?':. "°?*! -ccupunture

Eves.4^7M4«*'*' •* •**""""^
••^.?:;'"r"

» "US Mil) ly

^NEW YORK
JUNE ISONE WAY

I HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY to

I TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EURO?E/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT IDCAROO

0170
pkit land

Alto Stuctentrsil and EurMlp,
Inniranc*. Guidsbookt

Car Purch«M

iTUOINT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

/bk
AIS/EXIT8
«»• 0«»i. Moniee Blvd

LA. 00000
274-0742

n /> Mk. .a« ol Sanu M^»i.,/r^- .

JHEJF^^^iTiT.^^IlJr^^^
REGULATIONS

THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF 3u
IFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY. 2S
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAmIl ES ALM
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-
REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRl NES ARE
BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND CAPIToT
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707. DC8 VnB
SUPER DC8 JETS AND ARE PRICED ATFOU CAPACITY. YOU MAY REtEIVE AP

jrCARE OF *^^ COORDINATORS

We^eeee.

UNI
10956 WEYBUfiN AVENUE

TILE: 47t-8ti«

taLpNDON(RTbasa)
Lon^n TEL AVIV
London-ATHENS
Lonrion-NAIROBI

sia.ooow
S 05.90 OW
SU.30OW
S172.00OW

Hundreds of departure dates and

cfil!!IL**'°"* Request free travel info

;...*'«5 TRAVEL INC (213) 277 5200 or 179
31 11. 907S Santa AAonica Bl., Beverly
Mills.

ONE firl for crew on Calvmbia 43' June )$th
cruise fa Mexico. Expariance not necessary
»yt must ba tntalligant, enthusiastic, pretty.
Write Box S44S7, Tarmifial Annex, Los
Angolas, 900SI. (17M10)

••mmer for 4 week, tl t *!?/ '"••^•» »»«

^ <"M1$)

FL.O^m7*s*"*^
*" "*•JjT'cSiSS

^'"^
^V^^*T^^ ""*•• *'»• one way

••T,*.-**^ .*/•"»•»*"• Tours
1972 Student Guide Book to Europa

*"<»•«««• pass 2 ma. SI 30
CONTACT SOP* «jj,.V,co.„OCLA

I'SOOVittwraBlvd.

"UNK
. 072 2303 or 7141477

TWA Campus Rap. available to help
Jtudents, faculty, and staff with travel
•ads. Di-scounts. Call James Roberson, 474-

7072or403 1400 ext. 2735. ( MS)

CAL JET CHARTERS
EUROPE 1972
Hat Your Cfiartor

B—n Cancelled?
Call or writt ut immtdiately - for

wo havo limitod space still

availabk.

Los Angolas to Europe
Oakland to Europe

Call us or write *ur our complete

cliarter schedule. Ctiarterflights

are on TIA, Saturn, or Britania

AirHnes wtiici) mv all FAA and

CAB approved. Flights are open

only to students, employees,

faculty, staH of the University of

California atid their immediate
families. Write or call Cal-Jet

Charters, 2150 Green !»treet, San

Francisco, California 94123 or

phone (415) 822-1494.

Friday, May 5, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

Please give your blood
Today AU Men's Lounge

\t.

^Travel 17 y/Apts Furnished 21 }^House for Rent 25 /Autos for Sale 33 ^Autos for Sale 33

9^ ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS ^

EUROPE: FROM S22t ROUND TR IB

JAPAN: FROMS349 ROUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 2710932, 039-2401

4244Qverlandi, Dopt.A.
Culvor City, CAv *4239 . (ii

WHY hassle w/a flight to Europe7 Fly Air
France non-stop 747 to the continent.

Reliable A inexpensive from 5342 for anyone
12 25 826 1301,626 4161. (17M9)

,^^^1^^^1^^^>4^^<oMI^*fll^*^^B<>4H^>^^^**^^Mt^l^o I

Travelon Danube ...^

to Russia

Join Seminar _i^V:

at Leningrad

$895 - 22 days, also 31 & 43 days
Koval Travel Service
1808 W. 3rd St., LA

388 3800; 404-1411. 3941700

WAUc" "s"HOOl" "
"

'

o.. ^9^*- SUMMER RATES.
Reservations for Fall^so acceptedRentmg Office

:
$14 Lajldfalrii

Also witti r>ooi(

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfainl(l4
S40Glenrockiiili

LARGE bactielors, $90 up. Singles, $13S,
across from Oykstra. 501 Gayley, OR 3-1700,
GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR

)

-^futoring .......... Jfl

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

"^

Reduced Summer Rates
Bache lo rs- Sing les-One Bdrm s

.

June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 r Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

GRE, L$AT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 020 So. Robertson.
657 4390. (10 QTR)

FRENCM/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Pj-of. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational mettwd (trial)
473 2492. (10 QTR

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intonsive
lanquagc study, translation, literature. Cali
former UCLA teacher (or results. 020-

^366^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

y fyp/ng 19

Typing Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. ^BM
Selectric, EKecutive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
f^nJiJl. (19 QTR)

IBM'S new Selectric II typewriter (cartx>n
nhbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394 8295. (19M24)

YOU choose. We type your papers from
phone dictation. 24 hrs. or handwritten draft.
3924115. (19M10>^

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and
one bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.
Block UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundecks.
Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 42S-041
Landfair. 479-5404.

. . (21 M 2«)

jfe LARGE COMFORTABLE^^ STUDENT APARTMENTS 4( .FURNISHED BACHELORS A ^)|C
1 -BEDROOMS M

_ Same rent Summer A Fall ^
Showing NOW— jIc Deposit will hold^^ Across UCLA

70i Gayley 479-0500

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, shortlMnd
dictationyTerm papers, theses, statistical,
what ha^e you. 271-6720. (19 MO)

^Apts Unfurnished . \ . . 22
sue IBED. carp, drap. stov. refr. Child OK,
1443S.Bundy<'9Mgr. WL A. 820-1130. ( 22 M 0)

1145 1-BDRM, newly dec, w/w carpet,
drapes, built ins, rOlrig., patio, Robertion-
Nattottararea. 0300U9, eves A weekends. (22M 5)

CAMPUS >«^ty (T
Di<isertationsr*~the$es,
curate. Tom, 47'' 0031.

blocks southwest).
papers. Fast, ac-

(10QTR)

^LOW rates/ quality typlngpapers, theses,
diSiertations, books, etc. Free editing -

emergency service call, 830 4M9. ( 19 M U)
TYPIST theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 700-1074 " -^--

\.?P''^ carpet*, dropcs. stove, incl.
utilities, S135. 10500 3/4 W. Pico, 030-«300, 933-^ ^(22 M 5)

^il?lh ^''*.^' **®^* refrigerator. Adutts.

!J"
^•<*^«»- »»-W40, Mrs. Hudson. (22M

(lenro.

L6WEST rates, expert typing. Fast,
dependable, near campus. Papers, theses,

^irfxA,**'""*
''•'ofessional editing. Miko,

^^^^"'- (19M10)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-330*. (19 QTR)

$215 2 BED studio, fireplace, sto. ref. cap.
dra.'l 1946 Goshen «1. Mgr. WLA. 473-4010.(22M 0)

1 BORM, unfurnished, large, newly
decorated, carpet, draperies, near campus,
no undergrads, S10S. 023 51 SO, 4730401. (22 M
M)

th
-ccurato typing. Term paaors,

thrscs, dissertations Editing. WeekdaM, 9
* Barbie, 828 2345 , Mae. 394-5102. (19 ATR)

iMif*^^^'^^
typewriter. Term papors,

"e'terv resumes, statistical. Guaranteed

7AT»i
^'" **•' 5:30;weekends. sSartJ"^""'

(10 QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papersmanuscripts, etc. Experienc^^ast K3''""'^^** «'^Pg"d*ble.933174r (19Q?y
f

Ta'^ie'^donKP**^'- ^^P'"' »» »»««««nt» «>< per

'in:scrttr'R;i;rbi?*'r*' r^* •»••*"'
M«n42 ^••»«Wt. Exporioncod. Coll

(10 QTR)

y Wanted 20

c^llliStaJ'ion***^"!* ^ •""»«« ^^^•^ *^cojiaooration. Malcolm Kigar: 474^924, 459-

^^ (20M11)

Ger^m^^'*!J^'*-*''*l ""V «•"»•' »•"»•••

PhirJ!^
Shepherd fdr M. Jarvik, M.D.,

^;;;;;;;^cologyj25j391 summer. ( M 10)

y/Apts Furnished 21

-'"fqlle.^fu^J *\mL?I
5P*c'0"* one bdrm,

nBTeir 7̂7.54yy (21M10)
tij$ largc kI

'— —
utilities pd refTir'Sl'

••«»«. Furnislwl,
"C«-A.p.t,473%^' •»••<•«¥. 5 min. walk

'
-'»•*—.

(21 MS)

p^'i!! s:j2e",i':sri.v*'r'. *'•• "••-
4412 '''•'^"•'•O'MjiOayloy.471-

(UQTR)

i?*ra\p?c.e«'^;^* *^^'T'^ J-»« '»

Glenrock 4n ;J! * '*'' ^OMh. $33 1/2

,

'"-»»50$
(21 MID

'H..gard).'^R'».';u*"''" ''•"
s'jfSTS';

!^oni?.%v,v,V'Voor.'sr'" •»»•• '" *•"•
••'•vator oV.aS ^'' 'uWerranean gara«o.

HUGE - Cheap two bedroom witli lar^c
living area. Wilshire Fairfax. As is • $120.
034.$1 50 774-4704. (22 Mil)

yf Apts to Share 23

FEMALE short w/2. Stiarc bath w/1. Own
bdrm, $92.50. 473-2037. (23MS)

COME to 425 Landfair, roommates are ttioro
• singlos and i-bdrms, pool, sundecks,
garage. 479-5404. ( 23M 5)

GIRL share w/2. Lar^ 2-bdrm, 2-bath,
furnished apt. Avail. Jtno. $75. 477-0773. ( 23
M 5)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gaylty.
Pleasant Singles, $45. Kitclion, sun docks,
pool, garage, 473-4412. (23 QTR)
— - -

YW YG two bdrm apt. Furnished, Wilshire-
La Cienega area. Daytime, 455-1770; eves,
453 430S. (23 MO)
""~

' - I. ! IP -- ^

GIRL Grad. Share 2-bedrm, 2 bath furn. apt.
with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7022 evesf (23
M 0)

FEMALE share 2-bdrm /2 bath with same.
$90. Wilshire/Barrington Area. 470-7329
(leave message) . < 23 M 10)

II I Ml y I III

TO share large 2 bdr. apt. with 3 students,
Wilshire and Wostwood, fireplace. Evenings,
470-5144. t (23M10)

- - ^ - - .

GRAO luxurious, 3 bod, Venice apt. noods
mature, easy living roommate(s), singles -

couples. 3990000, 7 AM 11 PM (23 Mil)

yfFor Sublease . 24

$150. JUNE IS Sept. 15 or part. 3 large
rooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. 459-
0253 morns. ' (24 MO)

FOR sublet June 5 thru <opt. 0, $150
/month , quiet, furnished apt. ; 1-bdrm. Close
to campus. Utensils A linen included. 474-

4W5. (24Mf)

SUMMER Sublease: one bodroom - front
lawn. Utensils/furniture provided. Ten
minute walk • campus /village. 479-4409. (24M 10)

2 BORM large, furnished apt. Wilshire
/Bev Glon June Sept. $17$ par mo. 271-4039
^^•» (24 M 9)

PROFESSOR/grad student • furnished 2
hod. apt. 10 min. from UCLA $l$0 /mo.
Jvno ^ Sept. l$2n -4002. (24M10)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2-bdrm A
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
$59,000: Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (25 QTR

)

»

S12S. GUEST house, 2 rooms, bath, garden
view, light cooking. Mature professional
business man. References. KO 3-5505/OL 2-

5274. (25 Mil)

47 VW Squareback, bayish bik/inter., AMFM, excellent cond.. 53,000 miles, $990Europe bound. 454 4833 anytime. (33M 5>

iJL?*'^,^!-^'*
'^'*""^' automatic, 6, goodtransportation, S150, call Rich, 825 2522

^^*' (33M8)

y/ House for Sale

6i MUSTANG, V automatic, air, power.
Bestofter (368 FBL). 342 0454. (33M8)

26

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm &
conv den. Quiet Cul de Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 474 4444. (24 QTR)

CONVERTIBLE. Ford, 1945, powei
iteerinq, automatic, radio, heater, w/w
Nres, runs well S600. Evenings, 820 5854. (3:M 8)

2 BDRMS, 1 1/2 baths, 3 miles from UCLA,
brick flagstone patio. By appointment, 473-
"'' (24 MSI

'60 CHEV. impala, 348, 4 speed, mags, etc
clean. S550 /oiler. 824-1017. - (33M8)
•"

I

VOLKSWAGEN Karmann Ghia, '42 con-
vertible. Good engine, damaged body. $350
or best oHer. 396-7444 anytime. ( 33 M 9)

yf House to Share 27
NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished,
-Beverly Glen, Sioo monthly pHts utilities.*
After 5 PM, 279 1040. (27 M 9)

CHEVROLET '45 Impala 2 door
automatic, air cond., power steering, good
tires, low mileage, best offer. (SLY647) 475

71 CORVETTE coupe, green, 14,000 miles,rmzn, alarm, mint, 4-speed, 270/3S0 ky
MT024. (005) 255-0305. (33M11)

REAL Malibu Beach House /no smog /ownroom ^]^jnjnuj9% UCLA. Female vegetarian
profcrred. ftlSOt A rather ntcvptace. 454-
"«'• J »7MM

64 1500 S K-GHIA. XInt. cond. AM/FM,M iche lin t4r4»s.Vory clean..Make otter. 470-
-"• '-IM^ai

HUGE 3-bdrm, Venice, 2 large workrooms,
?„^![«'"' ^•'^** W/grad art student. $125,
'^'^^"- (27M5)
5100. O^n room, quiet, rustic, large yards.Great vibes, beautiful house. Janie, 459 1500.
Pacific F'alis^des. (27 M 0)

FEMALE - share 3 bedroom with 2 (own
room) $100 month, yard. 10 min. campus,
393-4052. (27 M 5)

'/LnYi^Ji".
Roadster. 1600CC. XInt. con-tition. S1600 /offer. Call anytime. 330-

'^''
(33M9)

?iSi« ?L"'.°?° *"' ^'"^ condition. AM/FMradio, radial tires. 274-3414.
( 33 m J)

sm"r..;,T»7o'fi'
"'"• -"'«•

"TS^>

BEVERLY Glen, 35 acres, 2 bdrms, pool,
volley ball, fireplace, etc. $150. Dean, 454-
0559 summer.

. (27M10)

ROOMMATE to share completely furnished
three bedroom West Hollywood house. Own
room, S80 894 3307, eves. (27 M 8)

y/ Housing Needed , , . , 28
^^Wf^ Professor, wife, naod small aotwh.u, teaching UCLA, June U - Jul^** An.
hL... T)''*'^' °*P* 0* Psychology, Nor-theastern University. Boston, Mass 02115(Day) 417-437-3094,Meves) 417-734-3715. (20M

SUMMER faculty of American Film in-

stitute needs 4-5 bedroom house for month of
July. 876 3078 or Barbara Smith at 270- i

0777. (20M14)

'40 PONTIAC 2-door hardtop. Factory air

IlT.V,''**'
*'"' 5"^ "3927 PM/HO 4-7373 ext.'

*^ ^f^'i (33M10)

•49 VW Bug. Air conditioning! AM/FM radio.

?ato*
«0"«''t«On. $1400. Call, 478-8975 or 396-'"

, (33 M 9)

'61 BUICK Electra, full power, many extras,
excellent mechanical. Must sell, make offer
478 1650. (33M9)

'69 DATSUN 1600 convertible, rool bar, rack,
34,000 mi., new clutch, excellent condition.
Bestofter. Call 399 0812. (33M5)

UCSD student desires furn. single apt. June
15 /Sept. 15. Contact P.O. 4019 La :)olla, Ca.
'W37. (20M0)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 394-7075 24 Hours

MARRIED medical students desire house
with fenced yard to rent starting September.
393-^195 Ovos. (2iM10)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

,ii H^^^""*"?^ "i***
^''«'' swRroot, radio.

VJ^ ?i*/."*'
e*'""** Excellent condition. $390.

479 7801 eves. (33 M 9);

45 FORD Wagon VO. Power steering,,power
brakes. Excellent condition. $575. 3«4-4297
evenings. Norman. (33 ^ lo)

FREE private room, bath A board for
female student, light housework, babysit-
ting in exchange. 475-1045. OOMIO)

hMf *' ^^ "• •"o ' •xcellent condition.
28,000 miles. $1195. Call Terri, 54502 /024-
"'* (33 MS)

yfRoom for Rent . 31

^^ y^ camper. 5,000 miles only. Perfect
condition! New car warrantee. Fully
equipped. Blue Book. 472-0053. (33 M 10)

GIRL to live with older woman in gorgeous
Encino home, pool, view, $50. 390-3229
'*^-

(31 M S)

FURNISHED room A bath for student. Must
be clean, honest, A responsible. Fairfax
district. 453-0247. ( 31 M 0)

-

OWN room in apt. near campus with parking
space. $70 479 3424. (31 MO)

r

FEMALE nice room w/ 1/2 bath with
family. Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. $70. 391-3317.- (31 M 9)

}/Autos for Sale 33

'47 TRIUMPH TR4 A IRS Konis, AM-FM,
lots of extras, $900 offer. 3f3 7493. Mike,
evcv. r (33 MO)

'48 OPEL Rallye 33M, nu clutch. Make offer.
Call Dean, 834 1320. (33 MO)

TRANSPORTATION cars 599 aftd up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Mohica Blvd. 020 7409. ( 33 QTR

)

42 FALCON; FM, top condition. 50.000 miles
accumulated by fastidious driver. $300. 475-
2170eves.Awkends. (33M10)

Ai^£!!*^? *^* «®"n"'y '" Triumph TR4A.

offer. 397-7440. (33M10 )

'49 VW • Red, excellent condition. 35,000
miles. $1250. Call, 824-0202 or 0230515. (33 M

FLEET Student Faculty discounts. Brand
new 1972 Pinto^ $1040. Call Mr. R(
Asato, 820 2431.

phone.
Ofder now

Rossi/Mr.
credit OK'd by

(33M11)

ATTENTION Students: Complete selection
ot new and used Pintos and other compacts.
Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, 820-2431. Credit
OK'd by phone (33M11)

'71 CORVETTE coupe, green, 14,000 miles,
rack, alarm, mint, 4-speed, 270/350. KY MT
024.(005)25500305. (33 Mil)

miRY lEED

DISCOUNT
(means)

Summer Fun
Savings

All 72 Models

SACRIFICE! '44 VW Bus camper w/'40
rebuilt engine. Excellent condition. Best
offer. Eves.

: 709 2201. (33 M 5)

PEUGEOT 404. Waoon low mileaoo. as new.
Loaving country, lacrifico, I4*S. )02-5300
days. (33 MS)

42 VOLVO P1000. Great shape! New paint •mag and wire whools. Best offer. 343-2421.(3)

ATTENTION Students: 100 beautiful now
car trade-ins and transportation specials.

Compacts pick-ups etc. Credit OK'd by
pt»one. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato, 020

24iii. (33Mir,

TRIUMPH
Overseas Orders

Taken here

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

3 LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES 774-1444

5200 Centinola at La Cienoga
Between Slauson A Florence

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0225
9022 Wilshira Blvd at Wothorly

TORRANCE 722 1504, 370-5413
19019 Hawthorne Bl. at 190th St.

'7rvw Bug. excellent condition. $1950. Call,
^^^v'W. ^, (33 Mil)

'69 VOLVO wagon, automatic radio, must
sell at wholesale book or above. Eves,
wkends. 836 3087. (33 Mil)

VW '67 Bug, excellent cond., AM/FM tape,
rebuilt engine, extra tires, root rack, $875.
474-6162. (33M11)

70 DATSUN 510 Sdn., 4-speed,radials, AM
r,. c.^,"!'*"*"*

condition, asking S1350, call"'^'^^ (33M0)
~ '

'

'

VW '70 Bug Stick shift. Must sell $1195. See
at 12685 Rose Ave. WLA. (33M5)

lV««*i**^ '.*"*"' **^* *"^- immaculate!!
$2800? or offer. 479 9634, 477-450S. (33 MSI

'70 VW Fastback. Red, AM/FM radio.
Running smooth, best offer, 478-1487.( 33 M 5)

.AUSTIN America '70, auto-trans, good
cond, best offer, 806-2154. (33 MS)

_
A

'67 MGB GT. XInt. cond. Nu clutch, radials,
wires. Make offer. 826 0764. (33M10)

'66 ALPHA Romeo, nu pa>tlt> valves, $490
.orbest. 391 0254. (33M10)

'70 VW Bug. 14,000 miles, immaculate! ! AM-
FM, loaded, $1550. 385 0041 days, 393-4159
eves. BEF 441. (33M5)

'70 TR 6, 10,500 miles. Many extras. Original
owner. S2,500. Eves, 479 1140. (33M9)

'46 VW Bus, part camper equipt. Pvt. party,
$950, runs well, 452 3170. (33 M 5)

'69 TR Spitfire Mark III, excefTent condition,
radio, heater, new top, $1050. 392 9862. ( 33 M
5)

'69 VW Fastback, AM FM, radials, 651 0529,
747 9784. (33M9)

FAR out '40 VW van with smile & r/b engine,
(600or best. 391-0254. (33M10)

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

JCLA Students! 5% off POugept,
\^otobecane, Centurion, other fine makes!
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama. Schwinn
i^uthoriied deale'r. 2639 S. Robertson Blvd. 3

jlks. 14, &aotaJWVonica Freeway . 839 4444. (35
V\ 18)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (35
QTR)

Cycles, Scooters

ror ^miw».,,„,,,„,„„„' ^Q
L'Ji^® K^^^'^

'"°*°'^ scooter, isocc only 400miles, like new, $200. 475 2980 eves 554 3800
!^^ (34M11)

•68 HONDA 125 3000 mi; XInt. cond $200
Call: 279 3023, 6 9 PM. (34 Mil)

NORTON Commando 750cc. 1969 fastback.
Good condition. Asking $075, 477 2200 ext.
(days). 020 9379 eves. (34M10)

•70 HONDA CB175 Less than 5,000 miles.Rack, perfect condition. $375 477 0193. ( 34

M

rfir^^I'Pn^,'"'
"'^^ '""*»' xInt cond., $200.Call279 3023, 6 9 PM. (34 Mil)

'69 HONDA CT 90, good cond , w/helmet,
S175 Call 754 3110 eves. Leave message. (30M —at.

'57 TRIUMPH 450CC, completely rebuilt,
excellent condition, $475. 470-4754 or 477-
"*• (34 MS)

'71 HONDA CB350 Luggage rack, crash bar,
excellent condition. 5,000 miles. 024-7594.
S550 must sell. (34 MO)

'67 HONDA CL90 Original owner With
luggage rack and helmet. $125 cash. 474-5990,
eves. (34 MO)

•r- —_
69 YAMAHA 100 street. Looks gpod,
dependable. Rack, electnt starter, now
rings. $225. t20-2417. (34M9)

f-rJhJT. .°*°'^ scooter. Good condition •

excellent transportation. Great campus
transportation Sacrifice $110. Call 90i" (34M9)

'70 1/2 HONDA CL4S0K3 Orange, 5500 mi ,

excellent cond., $700. 025 2419. 7:309 PM
only, Stan (,4^ ,0,

warr^r^w „. "" ''^''"''t *"9"'«' "'««•'warranty, plus many other features, $1495
Call Barry, 397 9958. ,'33 ^ .,

'71 YAMAHA 90cc twin, 1200 milOs, perfect
cond.. helmet. (02) 5-4475. aftor S:00 PM 037-'" (34M 10)

'mor^iL^''}''- 900:- condition, must sell!S125or bestofter. Call: 3344020 or (714) 903
(30MI1)

'45 HONDA 4$cc Good transportaHon, $0S.
Call Mario: day, 825 2235, eves, 474-3147 (MM 5)
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Tickets: _
Campus and Public
—"SIvight of Hand/' a Theater

Arts production, 8:30 pm, today
and tomorrow, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, MacGowan Hall.
Tickets are $22.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office. 650 West,
wood Plaza. *

—"David Dei/' pianist and
finalist in the Young Musicians
Foundation National Competition

in 1971 8:30 pm, today, Royce Hall

Auditorium . Tickets are $2 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"Jamaican Folk Singers and
DancerS/" 8:30 pm, Sunday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50, and $1.75

(students) available from ttie

Central Ticket Office, 650
Westowood P\aia. .^

—"Opera Highlights/'
presented by the Opera Workshop,

O

2:30 and 8 pm, tomorrow,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 and $1 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 WeshA/ood P\aia.

Students
—"In a Fine Castle/' a con-

temporary play set in Spain,
showing at 2:» pm, Sunday, Mark
Taper Forum. Special $2 student
tickets are now available to
students with picture ID fr^ the
Kerckhoff Ticket Office (Ker-
ckhoff 140).

—"Richard Tucker/' tenor, 7:30

pm, Sunday, in the AAusic Canter's
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion,
Special $5 student tickets
(reduced from $15) are available
to students on a first come, first

served basis, from tfie Kerckhoff
Ticket Office (Kerckhoff 140).

—"Africa the Light-Hearttd
Continent/' ar\ audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

14, Royce Hall Auditorium. $1

student tickets are available from a

the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

?'••'

Campy Campus Trivia Contest
Welcome to our campy Campus

Trivia Contest The idea, dear
reader, is that you are to submit to

us your favorite trivia question (e.g.

*'What role did Ruby Keeler play in

'Forty-Second Street'?" answer:
P^ggy Sawyer), We will select the
best questions and run a super trivia

test, compiled from your entries.

Our blue-ribbon'judging committee
includes a Frank Capra devotee, an
Everly Brothers fan, a sports buff,
and the chairman of the Ruby

l i lH I I

*
llf » .

T

-4Ji..l- .-.

Keeler ^rJPresident Committee, to
name but a few.

"
r

You may enter as many times as
you wish and in as many categories
as you want We will choose one
winner and up to ten honorable
mentions in each category. The four

lucky winners will each receive $2.50

in cash monies of America.
Honorable mentions get no money,
but their achievements will receive
recognition in these noble pages.
Note: any questions submitted
without answers will be
automatically disqualified.

Contest is open to all students,
staff, and faculty, excepting %j
ployees of the Daily Bruin. Entrie\
must be received no later than 4 pm,
May^8j^at the Daily Bruin Office,
TCerckhoff 110. —~ ^ -

-:-
v-.^-^- ^ ^

•

The categories are: movies,
television, olde rock, and sports.
Name .

Address,

Phone ,

• >

---ii!^-),-

j

iuj%.T 1 4^—-

-•rr
,

If. .

---^ !-

.^^

••••••••••••••••9mm%m9i^m%%^^90^^^^^^f^ Paid AdvertiW'jient)

—"Vistas of Rome,"
fJ^"

l»^«nist Leo Smit
^*"''"9

multicultural
presentation

III *Jyears of Roman history^^.J^^y U, Royce Hall AJditJ
^'

$1 student tickets ar*
^'""^

from the KerSlh^f^Tck^^
(Kerd^hoff 140).

^''**
0«»ct

-"Margalit Oved/' .«„„
dancer, musician, 8:3o p„, X'
student ticlcets are available frJLthe Kerckhoff Ticket cir
(Kerckhoff 140).

^^'^

(Certfam^ooPtgen)

Med Center Open House

scheifiiled this Sunday
DemonstraUons of lung and liver transplants, open heart ahh k

surgery, the miracle of growth hormone therapy, and how genl^""
control the health and welfare of your child are among the hitS^J
the Open House scheduled for Sunday. May 7. li ^.m-yfpTf^,!i
theme of To Your Health- Present and Future**. ^^
Many of the diagnostic and therapeuUc facilities that airfprf ^

selection of the Center as one of the top ten hospitals in the nati^ ;«
recent AMA poU wiU be on display. Visitors wiD also be condXl

*

guided tours of research laboratories contributing to advances Ti,!^
provementof the mind, to solutioQ^of theCM«» problem, and to theon viruses. .

' ,> . r ;•
^»kww

A panfel discussion. "Show Biz Medicine; It's Impact on Health Can."
featuring TV medical show personalities and practicing physicianTVn^
nurses will be featured. The event is scheduled for 3pm in RoomTs-iK
of the UCLA Medical Center. The panel inchides Al C. Ward Drodii«*2
CBS's -Medical Center"; David Hartman, actor on ^mc4 'iSIfSlw
Ones"; Dr. David Sachs, assistant clinical professor of surgen;Z
Stevens, graduate nurse; and Jeanne Wallace, second-year medical
student..

.

^ ^

Participating in the Center-wide event wffl be students and faculty
from the Schools of Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing and PubMt Healtli and
Hospital and Clinics staff. Tours, exhibiU, movies, lectures and
demonstrations will also be conducted in the Center's special facilities
including the Neuropsychiatric and Brain Research Institutes the Jida
Stem Eye Institute, the Institute of Chronic Diseases and Rehabilitation
the Marion Davies Children's Clinic and the Biomedical Cyclotron
Parking is free and all food services will be operating. CHS booistort

open 1-4 p.m. \
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The UCLA Residence i-

Halls are on Campus, only
a short walk to

classes, Westwood and the
R.T.D. Bus lines.

Cal 825-4271

for an application.
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AAUP censures Regents for Davis' firing
By Terry Colvta ^' "TK« f.«.w*^ ^.^ :j^j _ j . .. .

^- ^^By Terry Colvia

. ' OBSUff Writer

The American Association of University Professors

(AAUP) voted Friday to censure the University of

California for its dismissal of Angela Davis two years ago.

In a statement to the press, an AAUP spokesman said.

Censure was directed today (Friday) specifically against

the University of California Regents by the American
Association of University Professors, when delegates of the

Association's 58th annual meeting in New Orleans acted to

place the University of California at Los Angeles on the

AAUP's list of censured Administrations." , .

"Censure is the AAUP's method af informing the

academic community that conditions seriously violating

(he principles of academic freedom and tenure have not

been corrected at an institution," the statement continued.

"The action was voted by delegates attending tlje annual

meeting, following the report of the AAUP investigative

committee concerning the removal of assistant professor

Angela Davis from the faculty of UCLA in June, 1970 by

action of the Board of Regents of the University of

California.

The report provided a detailed review and analysis of
the year-long controversy over Davis' role and over her
continuance at the University as acUng assistant professor
o Phil^ophy. the controversy culminating in the decision
of the Board of Regents to separate her from the faculty
contrary to the recommendation of her department and the
decision of the chancellor of UCLA," according Jo AAUP.
The AAUP announcement listed four reasons for their

action which will result in the SS.OOO-member
organization s recommendation that its members not fill
positions with the University of California. First the
convention accused the Board of Regents of violating
standard academic procedures" by withdrawing

academic credit from Davis' class. Second, by the Regents'
dismissal of Davis for public statements which the Board
considered inflammatory, the Regents acted in a manner
which nfust be judged to be inviolation of Miss Davis'
academic freedom." Third, the statements themselves did
not warrant the action which they prompted. Fourth the
Regents toolt an action which AAUP considers

'•

'ex-
traordinary" by dismissing Davis over the recom-
mendation of ChanceUor Charles E. Young "This action
violated academic due process," according to AAUP.

The investigative report concluded that recent new
developments including the dissents of members of the
Board of Regents over the action "demonstrates that
substantial efforts must be made to reesteblish in the
University of California the unquestioned sense of
academic freedom that is essential to a great University."

AAUP moved for a voice vote on the censure question and
according to Richard Peers, a spolcesman for the
Association, "there was no dissent on the issue."

William French Smith, chairman of the Board of
Regents, issued a statement in response to the AAUP
censure. . .,_^ ^ _

"The action by AAUP is not unexpected. In view of the
report upon which it is based it was a more or less foregone
conclusion," Smith said,

"What is surprisirlg is the AAUP's inordiante preoc-
cupation with the Ar^ela Davis case. While this case has
been under considei;^ion by AAUP, there have been many
genuine threats to academic freedom concerning which it
has chosen to take no action.

(Cofitinned on Page 3)
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/Vader hits conglomerates,

advocates 'citizen action'
What do Dita Beard, Avis Rent-a-Car, Sheraton

Hotels and Wonder Bread all have in common?
Ralph Nader knows and he told an audience of 500
here Friday afternoon that all these institutions that
help make America what it is today are subsidiaries
of International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT).
Nader, America's number one consumer ad-

vocate, and the father of the consumer interest
group, Naders Raiders, issued a stinging indictment
to this country's conglomerate institutions, including
its universities to "Accept the principles of the bill of
rights, the first consumer advocacy piece of
legislation, in serving the citizenery of the United
States."

'

,

Nader, who five years ago accused the auto in-1
dustry of producing cars unfit for the highways in his

Hirst i)ook, "Unsafe At Any Speed," is now ad-=
vocating the formation of citizen action committees
to mvestigate and legislate against the corporations,
who. m his opinion, are only interested in "growing,
and growing and growing."

Economic growth ^^-^

"The nature of the economy has very ftm-
damentally changed," said Nader. "We used to think
that economic growth would be one of the main ways
by which many of the problems like poverty and
unemployment, transportation and health and many
other needs of the society would be solved," he siad.
^ader said the ecomony has grown at such a rate

FSO deemed 'unresponsive"

that California's ecomonic output would be greater
than Italy. "We thought these problems would
diminish but this has not been the case. We have a
machine that is developing enormous aggragate
economic wealth without dealing with the enormous
problems that we read about every day," said
Nader.

Nader went on to say that the spiraling economy
-iias by-passed such problems as smog, rapid transit
and health care needs. "Americans spend just about
as much on medical care as the entire size of the
Chinese economy. What are we getting for it? " asked
Nader. "We are getting a system that approves of
inefficiency, waste and fraud," he said.
—^l*What we have to do is to stop this cult of economic
growth and say first what are the benefits to be ob-^
^ined byit, and who is getting them," he said.^ ,

LETTUCE REASON TOGETHER - Chancellor Charitt E. Young
Friday met about 100 students who were demanding that "scab" lettuce
not be used on campus. The students represented two Chicano
organizations, MEChA and the National Chicano Students' Business
Jkssociation (NCSBA).

Chicanos confront Young,
Whistle blowers

Nader described what he calls "concerned whistle
blowers," workers in the corporations who are
concerned about the quality of life enough to Uke U|r%A4 i^^ ^X ^^^^U^ I ^Xl.
actions against them When Ernie Fitzgerald, who D|dSl USc OT SCdU IfittUnP
is a cost analyst in thePentagon, blew the whistle on

^^^^^ \M%3\^ Ul OUUU ll^LLUUC
the C-5A cargo plane which is stiU full of cracks and
nothing more than a huge elephantine, airborne
lemon, because it was costing twice as much for half
as many planes, he told me he had committed truth.

(Continued dh Page 5)

Foreign students hit ISC
By Tom Humphrey*

^
DBSUfr Writer

Stud^nun*"
'°'" '•'* '*<=«""y f«>™«l Foreign

irrjf ^^.^o
'"""" ''»^« 'eveled a new blast at the

s"X. ITr
^'"****"' ^"'^^ <'SC) and the ForeignMudent s Office (FSO) here

Bruin ''*'!II2!,"
"PP*"""* on P«ge 10 of today's Daily

unr^nnn.^ . '''"'S* "«t ISC and FSO at«

seSZ?"!'*'^'^ ^^ ** University to provide

I a^f
'"':'•"*'»' student affairs.

letter from ihf'p""'
*''^'"* **« """'"^I '" "

' hanc riiSl'^Y ^''^':^ Oraganization to

Vice Chan~ii M ^"*"* ^o""8 has appointed

mauer
*^*"'*' '^"""*" filler to investitive the

'^ayng in Mrt .?^. Hi?
"'"""tion with a sUtement

"eeply comm ..!^
T* l^" "' '^ ""^ ISC are all

students'^ '** "* »*'^'«« of a" foreign

P'-So^"?hr'"''"'"8* "«' FSO and ISC haveaetioed the most blatant discriminatfon againat

foreign students and have remained insensitive and
blind to this issue." In particular, the group charges
discrimination in the firing practices of ISC and FSO.
Epstein said, in response, "We currently employ

approximately 30 students, all but one of whom is

foreign. These positions include supervisor,
receptionists, research assistants, clerical
assistants, program assistants and one which in-

volves the major responsibility for inauguration of
coffee hours within the' center."

The foreign students also charge that policy-

making decisions of ISC and FSO are made ar-
bitrarily.

Epstein said, in response, "With respect to

financial and policy decision making, during the past
year we have searched in various ways for a method
of establishing a stable program council fpr exactly
this purpose. Apparently our approach was not the
right one. It is hoped that the present high level of
interest Ih the center will enable us to reach that goal
more quickly f?
Also on Friday, the Foreign Students Organization

announced a meeting of the group at 5 pm tomorrow
in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.

By Steve Rubin
DB Staff Writer

About 100 students representing two Chicano groups marched on
ChanceUor Charles E. Young's office Friday, demanding the removal of
"scab" lettuce from campus.
The students, representing Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de AzUan

(MEChA) and National Chicano Business Students' Association (NCB-
SA ) ,

arrived on the second floor of Murphy Hall at 12: 15 pm and a small
group was admitted to Young's office. After hearing the demands con-
cerning the sellin^of "scab" lettuce, Young made a sUtement.

University policy
"This has been a useful conversation. The issue was presented and the

main question now concerns University policy and procedure toward a
boycott," Young said.

He continued, "I am convening a meeting Monday moring at 11 am and
at that time. University policies on purchasing and boycotts will be,
discussed, but I must be given time to investigate the situation." * ^

At about 1:15 pm, the crowd marched out of Murphy Hall clapping
rhythmically and shouting "Viva La Raza."
The lettuce boycott goes back to November, 1970. At that Ume, there

wore 200 teamster contracts with Salinas Valley lettuce growers. A court
ruling declared a boycott by the United Farm Workers (UFW) illegal and
upheld the validity of the contracts.

Court action
For 18 months, there was court action until the California SUte Court of

Appeals, two months ago, again declared the contracts valid and the
boycott illegal.

(Continued on Page 5

)

CommunicatMNis applicstmns available
Communications Board announces that applications for t>aily

Bruin Business Manager. Ha-Am Editor, KLA General Manager
and Nommo Editor will be received in the Publications Office.
Kerckhoff 112 until noon Wednesday. Interviews will be conducted
for these positions at the Board meeting on Thursday in Ackerman
Union :1537 starting at 2 pm. Applications can be picked up In
Kerckhoff 112.
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Anemia Week
Can Reagan nix pay hikes? ' ;

•f>
li^\

a^- > t

activities to begin today VetO right tO be decided
The National Black Students Organization chanter here in coniunrtion

^^ ^^ ^4

i

••ii f

The National Black Students Organization chapter here in conjunction
with the Black Students Union, is sponsoring a Sickle Cell Anemia Week
on this campus. -^ . . , '..

Workshops, panel discussions and seminars will be presented on
Tuesday and Wednesday. Included will be clinical and laboratory
diagnosis, genetics, psychological impact and community awareness.
"We feel that these two days will be of special significance to the UCLA

community interested in psychology, hematology and the medical
profession in general (both students and faculty)," a spokesman for the

^

group said.

A number of Black physicians, technicians and nurses of national
acclaim have agreed to participate. Included are Dr. Hubert L. Mem-
sley, diplomat of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology and
president of the Charles Drew Post-Doctorate Medical School; Dr.
Randolph Edmonds, pediatrician at the Martin Luther King Jr Hospitalm the Watts-Willowbroock service area; M. Alfred Haynes, dean of the
Charles Drew Post-Graduate Medical School; Ronald E. Lightbome
director of the South Central Multipurpose Health Center; Alvin Harry'
senior laboratory technologist at South-Central Multipurpose Health
Center in the Watts community; Herbert B. Avery, director of the
American Sickle Cell Foundation; and Dr. Elmer Anderson, co-foUnder
of the Sickle Cell Research Foundation.
The entire UCLA community is invited to partake in the Sickle Cell

Anemia Week. It is our feeling that insuiffieient information has been
disseminated concerning this killerofth Black population. Until recently
sickle cell anemia was an unknown disease to most people. Because theUCLA community is involved in personal as well as organized com-
munity self-help programs for many of the Los Angeles Black com-
munities, we feel that this viUl information may help you to detect

T^^ T ""^ ^^^^^'''' "''^^^^P^ y^ "*'«ht Jave a life." Se

u

""

Drinking rights fir students?

Salaries -

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A
ballot proposition stripping Gov.
Reagan of the power to veto state

employees' pay hikes "definitely"
will go before California voters in

November, an employees' group
announced today. "There is no
question but that we have already
qualified," Kirk Taylor, chief of
the communications division for

the California State Employes
Association (CSEA), said.

He said petitions bearing more
than 925,000 signatures will be
turned in to county clerks across
the state Friday and today. The
proposed amendment to the
California Constitution needs the
signatures of 520,866 registered
voters to insure a spot on the
November ballot.

Today is the deadline for tur-
nmg in the petitions. County
clerks will then start the long
process of checking whether the
signers are qualified voters.

The initiative petition campaign
was launched January 10 when
LeRoy A. Pemberton, president of

the 113,000-member association
said, "We are taking this step

because the existing machinery
for determining salary and
benefit levels has broken down.**
CSEA general manager Loren

Smith resigned in December
because of his opposition to the
two-thirds legislative vote
requirement. Smith said voters
would reject the plan because of
that provision.

Salary recommenc^tions would
come from the State Personnels
Board, the University of
California Board of Regents and

trustees of the California s»

.

Co ege and University^^^y^t

" passed, the amo„^
would strip the gUr'„rSveto power over state work

*
pay hikes, require C^*recommendations of the 1,"^

STeTu-^^KTS^rS?the state budget VrZl,
aii««, .k r*' proposal

j,^

the sute' l^me^,^

be changed only b^ a'Z2J!
vote of the stote Ll^."""^
.^ssembly

It would also require settlementof nonwage issues by cm^^^
bargaining. ^ ^^iective

Conference on death penalty to be heldA conference to discuss and implement activitv ti, i,^,^ ,,
i« reinstitute the death penalty J! C.UfJlitaS t^S?*.;«?'tomorrow at the First African Methodist Eplsconalrh*! . i?
South Howard Street, (two block, east of W«te« A^^' '1^'
block north of Adams, near the juncthmTSe ^u M^TFceeway and Western Avenue). The meettog 1, beLg^«„^!;'j'
the American Civil Liberties Union which b sponsStaifr^

''''

along with over fifty other civic and reUglousoJ^^."" ^"^

i
^^•••:^^A%y*yA%::%«iS^^

uorlaws

,-,-^j

_ .-...^-i-
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I

i

i
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SACRAMENTO AP - Eighteen year-old
Califomians could buy and drink liquor without
the law clamping down on them under a measure
that faces a key Assembly test today
The proposed amendment to the California

Constitution has a better chance for passage this
xear, according to the author, Assemblyman John
Knox (D-Richmond).
Last year several measures granting drinking

nphts to 18 year-olds failed. _._v ,*
' There'snot an enormous amount of opposition

to the bill,' Knox said in an interview. But, he
added. "Some of my mail is very upset about it

"
The East Bay legislator said he expects the

legislation to clear the Assembly Constitutional

T^?1?^"' Committee Monday and be passed
out or the Assembly later in the session.

' I haven't looked at the votes on the Assembly
noor yet, but I think it will pass the amendment ''

Knox said. ">yho knows what the Senate wiU do?"
The 18 to 20 year-old group has been granted^

most of the rights of full citizenship." Knox said,
and driftking should be one of those rights "
The Knox measure would also give the

legislature the right to pass legislation on rules
covering persons drinking in their parents' homes
or 4n_reIigiou{^ ceremonies -

If ihe legislature approves the amendment, it

then goes before the public for a vote on the
November ballot.

To clear the legislature, the amendment must
get a two-thirds vote in each house - 54 votes in
the Assembly and 27 votes in the Senate.

i
i
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get your senior

portrait token now ; .

graduation is no
time to dog it!

INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.

V

perma plaque your diploma
It's the best way to preserve it

' -

and you Can have your choice of
gorgeous woods and colors. See
them now - put in your order *

, (
send out your
graduation

announcements soon
The benefits will show up
soon - and besides, people
really like fo know you've
made it!

2.85
dozen

uca
campus studio

if you've got a cycle, you should

tiave insurance, too.

Because you've got a lot to

lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-

tion the possibility of medical

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
'offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low

and we never turn down a client

Never.

Because of our experience, we

can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has

been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio

neered motorcycle Insurance in

California,

There's no sense in taking

chances when FIC cycle insurance

is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat.

t1re"tL"krvlar"T..'*^"^
""^ «'"* "» ^^^"^ "•'"•• address, phone number.

you'rTlnt;rMtlH^n « •"V"**"* ^"'"^ °' ^^"^ cycle and tell us whetheryou re interested m liability or total coverase

Mi"wn' i?***:'"'»y
Company. Attn. R. RrtfohouJ"

5858 Wilshir* Blvd., Lo« Ans«l«», Calif. 90036

150 k^rdthoir hdl, 825^1 1, «t. 271, 272
open monday through friday 8:30 o.m.-4:30 p.m.

Group formed t6
extended degree program
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By Ken Ward
DBSUff Writer

A special advisory committee

has recently been formed by

c h&ncellor Charles E. Young to

explore the possibility ot

developing special degree

programs for part-time students.

The committee on the entended

university was formed in response

to a report by a UC task force on

the extended university which

strongly endorsed the principle of

providing more opportunities for

part-time study toward degrees

last December.
The^^pmmittee's report will be

submftted to Young and the

,

Academic Senate for their con-

sideration and it is expected that

the action will lead to the initiation
of a small number of pilor
programs next year, followed by a
continuous phasing in of
programs as resources permit.

Support .

Young said, **I am strongly
supportive of this move toward
the establishment of expanded
opportunities for part-time study.
1 believe it represents an im-
portant departure which is

responsive to the needs of mapy
highly capable students who are
currently unable to avail them-
selves of the chance to study at
UCLA."
Leonard Freedman, * dean of

University Extension, said the
need for a part-time degree
program is becoming massive
since there are too many people
unable to study at the universities
on a full-time basis.

He noted that there are two
major types of extended
universities: the British type
which is totally divorced from the
existing institutions and the
conventional evening college
which is merely a regular
university that meets at night.

Degree *
^

Freedman said the University
will probably consider a middle-

JEWRY — Boris Kochubiytvsky,
the first Jew to be imprisoned by
the Soviet government for his

demdnds to free Soviet H>m%, will

speak at noon today in the
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge- .""

- '

MMUC
FORTHE

of-the-road approach which would
be based on the existing facilities
but one which would branch out to
employ off-campus "learning
centers."

Obtaining a degree through the
extended degree program would
not be any easier than getting a
degree through regular full-time
study, Freedman said. Students in
the part-time program would not
be considered different than
regular full-time students, he
added. • '

It is believed that the institution
of a special degree program will
aid the ever-rising percentage of
older students to obtain degrees
on a part-time basis.

The committee is composed of
27 members representing a broad
range of academic interests from
the College of Letters and Science
to the Media Centner and the
University Extension. John C.
Kies, political science professor,
is chairman of the committee.

_ To achieve wide participation in
the Extended University, a letter
has been sent to all faculty
members requesting proposals >

for instructional programs for f

part-time students.

AAUPcensure.. .
(Continued from Page 1

)

''For example, during this period, universities throughouUhe nation
experienced, m the name of 'Reconstitution.' a comipUon of theacademic process and wholesale infringements upon academic freedom
Classrooms were used to propagandize political positions, free inquiryand expression were suffocated and academic fraud took place in t»^*
granting of credits^ Today there are reports of continuing threats toacademic freedom because of the nature of a particular research oroiector a viewpoint considered repugnant," Smith said

^

Smith further stated that attempts to prompt AAUP action on
reconstruction" by the B9ard of Regents were futile. He accused the

report of being ^seriously critical" from the standpoint of factual ac-

^I'Tf?;o^^"^"''^
"^^"^"^ ^"^ conclusions. Smith concluded the acUon

of AAUP IS "unsupportable."
Peers said in response to Smith's statement, "It does not bear too much

relevancy to what transpired during the Davis incident. Contrary to Mr.Smith s opmion, AAUP did furnish the Regents with the documents they
requested, and we took a stand on the issue.

^

tHZrw"^ ^^'^^^^l^u
^* ^ '^^*''® P^y '"«'*« attention to the censure

than Chairman Smith has," he said.
UCPr^ident Charles J. Hitch said, -I( the censure implies that theUCLA administration negelected due process or ignored academic

freedom in its handling of the Angela Davis matter, I want to say in my
opinion, the UCLA administration used impeccable care and judciiient incarrying out its responsibilities."

6»cmiii

Peers said he and AAUP agree with Hitch's statement on tiie censure.

o» f tI^i^a r '^ '" "^ "^^y ^ condemnation of the Administration or faculty
at UCLA^ It IS a censure for action taken by tiie Bbard of Regents of the
University, and that is where the blame for tiie matter should be placed "
t eers said. ^

'

,U,
-^,J^

HELPLINE-825-7646

Did
/•

college

live up toa

your expectations ? r ' »•

LOOK FORWARD
LOOK BACH

#:'•.K

Zubjn Mehta conductino
Roger Woodward,
Piano & Harpsichord
Renaissance musicfor brass
and other old musfe by
Bach, plus ne\N music by

Sen'' '^ '"^'' ^"^

^REE* pre-concert recital at

^
p.m.: Roger Woodward

Plays mind-bogghng music

Japan s Toru Takemitsu
and Cuba's Leo Brouwer

I

and Beethoven's
f^smmerklavier.

^or the orchestral program

«:45p.m..Royce Hall.UCLA

I»,51. 50. $3.50. $2.50.
*5 00 (students) at UCLA

IfvesTwood Plaza (825-295'^^

revisit some old friends in

Yourbook $5 or free

if you buy the traditional 1972 UCLA Yearbook at Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office
Campus Studio or the Meyerhoff Park window of the Southern Campus Office!
Book can be picked up on May 3.
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BIG SAVINGS IN ART SUPPLIES
SELECTED POSTERS- UP TO 50% OFF
Pickett N4/600 Twin Pack Slide Rule-retail val $40 25 00
Strobe Light; was W^^^^

, j;^^
Metal Zodiac emblems; were 1.95 B5i
btrathmore 14x17" layout pad; 2.35 1.75
Coloraid 3x5" box-reg. 4.10 2.00
Tapered candles~2.00 pair i*os
plastic kites i.., kq^
Mounted Spin-Art; 2.50 50% off !//.!!!'//.!. !!*///l.25
Tru-point lead holders; reg. 2.50 .V.V. K50
"Art in Correspondence" notes 2.00 1.50
Plaka paint-reg. 904 50% off [[[' 45^
Eagle lead pointers list 6.00

''

2,85
9-7:15 M F; 10-3 S

A-

10% OFF ON EVERYTHING IN SPORTSWEAR!
Big savings May 8-19 for the entire UCLA campus commonity!<2

' FOR GUVS:"""^7"'^"'''^^'^^'^^''^^^
Brand-name merchandlse~Levis-501-Unique |eans~10% off
Arrow-Loncer-Kennington-Pebble Beach shirts-HangT^n-
Cal Swimwear t-shlrts-Laguno Swimwear~Far Out Gear-
Keeper hosiery and Hones underweor-everything 10% off

FOR GALS:
Levis for Gals--Byer shirts and pinafores -Fritzi sporfswear-Trlm-
fit bodyshirts and hosiery-Pom Bee sportsweor-Alpac slacks-May
Queen hosiery-Kim jewelry- all 10% off '

-

1 s- .

'.*...•
' _ . ,• .

, ->rii.
"

*

T-V-: — - .

Have-A-Nice Day t-shirts-yellow or blue; r€«. 3.5QJL7JLr^ - '

Men's and women's umbrellas-now especially priced at 2.49

10% OFF ON AIL GIFTS! —^^" ' —
Reproduction^ of famous jewelry pieces-pins, earrings, neck-
laces-reproductions of famous sculptures- 10% off

'

UCLA
men's and women's jewelry-UCLA mugs, pennants, towels, glass-
ware-every thing now specially priced 10% off

Entire.stock of Cross, Parker and Papermate pens- 10% off

Candles, candle holders, incense, oil lamps, scented oils, terrariums
all manner of fascinating goodies-all 10% off Watches-including--
Timex-men s and women's-self-wind, calendar, electric-bright-faced
c'oc'^s-^ll no^ lO'/i off. Travelers' needs-luggage, travel bogs,
travel books, travel clocks-stationary and pens-the entire works 10% off

* • "

.

Attache cases by Samsonite and Stebc<>^with 5-year giwrantee-QQod
choice of sizes and styles-during sale, 10% off "^ •

"
""''T

'

-—:—

^ • • •
• • •

• • • •
« _. ^' > • • •

. ,.
* ' .- . V.V.

*:
.

* spocial

.-'.. :
'

,

. 1- • ' V.V.

BRAND NAME »>OLYESTER KNIT FUIRJEANS^T—

—

-.^v-
''

.. —^-^ -^^, ->.-.-,,. :_^.,^ J_.^ .x-:-:

woro to 1 8.00-irrMs.- ' p
=

, 28-38-whlU thoy l3.t M

COSMETIC CLEARANCE
Top Brass liquid halrdressing for men~reg. 49<t 30<
Rev on Natural Wonder medicated stick-reg. 1.39 90i
Rev on eyeliner speclal-reg. 994 ........^.U., 804Revlon lashes 'n' shadows-rea 199 '

vv •* .t^
^ .

'^©vion Llean&C ear c eanser- '^ o aa
Kevlon Intimate handlotlon

, ;.., ,, 1,75Revlon lemon shampoo ....!';!!!" 1*50
Revlon Fabulash and Fabullners^eddV.V.V/A'VV/"//// 3.*50

Shadow Spree sets - reg. 3.75 2.25
Revlon Natural Wonder eye kits (purple) 4.00 ".'.'/////..... 2.40
Living Curl hair sproy-reg. 99<t .. 60<
Aquamarine hand lotion; reg. 1 35 .'!! 8HAquamarine bath sprqy; reg. 3.75 .\\\3.V*.V.V 2.23
Style hair spray; 13 oz. regular or
super hold 99< j^Aqua Net hair spray; IsVqzV di'pur-
pose or super hold; reg. 79<t . 59^

PRE INVENTORY SALE MAY a 10 a j»,j>ALt MAY 8.19-A and B levels, Ackerman Union 825 7711Open Monday-Frldav 7-45 « «, T.on ^
^n'on, 6^5-771 1

y rmay /.as a.m..7:30 p.m.; Saturday IO.3

* «i
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CONSUMER ADVOCATES — Ralph Nader, '"««lve corporations. "Every citizen " said Nad^r
America's corporate gadfly, tailed upon students "has an allegiance to a higher order which demands
here Friday to rededicate themselves to rebuilding his utmost effort and ability "
America in the interests of the people/ instead of ttie -

Nader hits corporations .i.
( Continfted frdm Page tr

He told the Senate waste is a way of life at the Pen-

tagon."
"

Nader accused the auto industry of producing cars

just so they can sell spare parts for th^ autos when
they break down because of faulty engineering. He
also said th^t highway casualties are benefiting the

economy. "Its pretty tough to tell someone who is

laying on the highway with his body mangled that he
is contributing to the GNP, but that is what he is

doing," said Nader.

"Another point we have got to get over/' Nader
said, "is that we are number one — utter nonsense.
Its a cruel jolce to play on people. We're not numl)er
one in the medical care system ; c^rtainly^n't have
the best tax system; surely don't have the least
corrupt government of any country in tlie world; we
don't have the best housing facilities; certainly don't
have the best way of treating old people. The pockets
of hunger and poverty and deprivation in the cities
and in the rural areas is beyond belief when you see
how bad it is," he saidr^.--

"-^•" "- -—':-^---r^-
- - -.-

-

those massive conglomerates he so aptly pictures.
We must put an end to the corporate crime wave

Nvhi( h threatens to drown this nation," he said.
One of those areas which Nader feels sutdents can

best affect change in is the University. He indicated
an mterest group of his is going to research the in-
volvement of the Educational Testing Service in
colleges and universities across the country.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN i

Ch/'/dCare Center
to celebrate birthday
with ice cream sale

By Dan Sadler
DBSUff Writer

Swam i X may be playing to a younger crowd at noon today.
Instead of his normal audience of moUey coUegians, Kerckhoff Hall

secretaries and untenured faculty, the Swami will have to perform if he
chooses to appear, for a lunch-in of the student body of the ASUCLA Child
Care Center.

The children are not staging a protest. Their picnic is part of the ChUd
care Center s first birthday party, a fund raising affair which wiU seU icecream sundaes on Bruin Walk 10 am - 2 pm today. ..

VisiJ^le program
"We wanted to get the older children (their average age is five) up

there on Myerhoff Park so that the people could actually see what they
are supporting," Barbara Spencer, administrative coordinator for the
center, said.

The main event of the birthday party will be chocolate sundaes served
up by the Sophomore Sweethearts. The minimum price will be 25 cents
each, but Spencer hopes people will feel like donating more.
Since the ice cream

. topping, ice cream cups and labor are all donated
the ice cream sales will be pure profit for the center, according to
Spencer. She added that the proceeds will be used to support the center's
scholarship program. •

•^ Child Care Center
The Child Cdre Center opened a little more than a year ago as the

daytime home of more than 90 chUdren of UCLA students, faculty and
stalt. The center does not receive an operating subsidy from either the
administration or ASUCLA. 7

"^ '

The Child Care Center began as a cooperative baby sitting service by agroup of students here, and has evolved into a three-year pilot project to
test the concept of child care in the University

Patriotism '

The whole concept of patriotism has become
maligned. Every night across the country when TV
stations sign off with the "Star Spangled Banner"
and in the background are missies and jets and
aircraft carriers and so forth," said Nader. Nader
added he would much rather associate the notion of
patriotism with action in solving what is wrong with
America

,

:

—

_ —
America's number one consumer advocate palled

on his audience to become interested in reforming

7

In conjunction with the plea made by ciUzen-
advocate Ralph Nader in a speech here Friday, the
UCLA Student Lobby Annex here is continuing its
policy in regards to acting as a "Public Interest
Research Group." According to Fred Weiner, UCLA
Annex director, our role and importance in relation
to the statewide Lobby effort has increased greatly.
This is a result of the decision by UC President
Charles J. Hitch that theUC Student Lobby can only
work on strictly defined issues relatecjl to educational

-policy which is still an immuse Hole. This decision
would limit the scope of the Lobby to deal with other
issues such as: 18 year-old rights, reapportionment,
consumerism, women's rights, etc.

As a result, according to Weiner, "the individual
campus Annexes must fill this void in broad areas of
student and social concern." The UCLA Annex ir
planning to expand its perimeters and organize other
^ampus research groups to facilitate this.

Undergraduate and graduate students interested
in participating in this venture can contact Weiner fit

ext. 52449.
^

'(Paid Advertisement)

It IS now located in a bne-story stucco facility situated between Parking
Lot 1 and the NPl tennis courts, and is used as a laboratory for the
classwork of several academic departments.

'Scab' lettuce protested . .

.

(Continued from Page 1 ) ^
Within the last week, a National

Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
ruling that UFW secondary
boycott activities were illegal,

was itself declared illegal by a
federal court. Thus, the UFW
boycott is legal and a massive
state-wide boycott of "scab"
iet^e was ordered Wednesday
tsjruesar Chavez.
This week MEChA took ad-

vantage of the fact that the NCB-
SA conference was in town and
asked them to support the boycott.

NCBSA is made up of business

students from all over the United
States, including representatives

-^Harvard and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

**We are greatly sympathetic to

the boycott and we are urging all

the delegates to the national
convention to support MEChA and
all Chicanes in a fight for the
removal of "scab" lettuce from
this campus," Salvadore
Escamilla, president of the

. California branch of NCBSA, said.

Send a kid

to Camp

YIDDISH
Dr. Abraham Zygielbaum
Royce Hall 264 7:00 p.m.

<r

> CAL JET CHARTERS ^

A MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE SRiDY
Rabbi David Berner •. • _
Tuesday 1 2:00 - noon Royce Hull 164 ~

WEDNESDAY NITE DINNER
ANDFIUAFEST
pinner 5:30 - Followed by Silent Films
Israel: Dancing Follows at 7:30

HILLEL - YAVNEH SHABBATON
J^°y'2-I3 Cost: $5.00
KiVP and more informotlon-coll
474-1531 by May 9

SHABBAT SERVICES WIU NOT BE
HEIDATTHEURCONMAY12
BECAUSE OF THE SHABBATON

• EUROPE 1972 •
Oo«'t b* mislMl by tower prices. Investigate first i Fly with our reliable charter
group. Know your facts on your charter carrier before you sign your application
Don't talce a chance with an unlcown charter airline.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST
— Round Trip Europe Flights —

Hitia COJMCiL
"'

"i'L't^'""

Ibkland or LA to London^ as low as $249 (round trip
Oakland or LA to Amsterdam- - ts low as $289 (round trip
)akJand or LA to Brussels tt low as $279 (round trip— ¥ One Way Flights <— -—

~

)akland o( LA
to London & Brussels at low as $149 (one way)

{London & Brussels

to Oakland or LA - — - as low as $149 (one way)

> lnter.U.S,A. Flights « •

West Coast to East Coast Oune) -at low as 076 (one l^ay)
I'jitt Coast to West Coast (Sept) -at low an C76(ono way)

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
"^ space is I incited <-

^!' **''**J"5**'**?
*** Federal Tax and DepMrlvrt Tax where appllccM*, and an

administrative fee of M.M per person. TheM l«r«t are bated on a pro-rate share
of the totaleost and are swbiect to an inertate ar decrease depending on tl^
tual number of partkipanH on each individual Nifht. These CharterFliihts are
f/!"*".!^V'.?/^'***' •" •»'«V»«»' »•»«' «•««?. »hd eKtenslon students ofm
MEMiel[s^f; feSs"

'"•'"•»*^» • »»^ immedlata lamMlat. "mJrVare NO

SJllrlSiVitt3*Ilr?l5!J""**
'**'"• *•* ••''^•''' Complimentary meals ami

tor Application A fvrtt^ Information write

:

2150 Green Stroet
San F^rancisco. California 94}n

CAiJETCHAHmS 478-0788

•»"
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Th« Campus Evenfi Commission Announces

-ym cm

^mm

JUST ABOUTAYIAR ago:
you're invited to

THEASUCLA CHfLD CARE CENTER
OPENED ITS DOORS, ^

- .
- . -

• • -
^

^^^uT^l^Tl^ ^
?'*^® ^^^''y ^'*y ^o*- o^'^'- 90 kids ofthe UCLA student body> faculty and staff. After lotsof slar up pains, it's become a pretty neat operation!

The Ch Id Care Center has been trying to be self-
supporting-operating without University funds -and thanks to a lot of kind folk, hasn't done too bad.

But it still needs help to pay for scholarships, and to
meet expenses. Hence-this little fund-raiser in thtform of a birthday party.

Now you know at birthday parties, the honoree
usually gets presents. That's us - and the best
present we can think of is a smile on your face and
perhaps a donation. But also - because It's our
birthday, we want to be good hosts and give YOU
something. » n^w

The Campus Events Commission harf arranged forJhe Sophomore Sweethearts to sell chocolate Ice

^l^'^r^ ^''n'^^f'
°" ^''"'" ^«"^ oday - for 25< and

up. The Up is however much more you feel like
giving.* '

'

( Every penny helps change a diaper I ) And of course,
you don t have to buy a sundae ... If you can't make
FunHfrlu^^r'' ^t"

^"""^ * ^^^^•^ <> ^^^ Alumni
Pund/Chlld Care Center, 308 Westwood Plaza.

Such funds raised will augment the fees from
parents who pay a required tuition for attendance
(and also volunteer their time to help the staff.) The
Center received no tax monies or University funds.

Now since the Center was started for students In the
first place, we figured students should have the
opportunity to support It, by |olnlng in our party Andwe are fully aware you're being asked to donate rightand left ~ but we still hope you might feel this Is
Important enough to the welfare of the campus tomerit asking for money.

..lii^

help celebrate it on Bruin Walk

y.-

thit od '» al*o a thinly-diiguitad fund-raiter

WHILE YOU'RE EATING YOUR SUNDAE. YOU MIGHT ASK

HOW'S THE MONEY SPENT?

naX^ th-^hlr'*^ S!"'**
C"-' Ce"**--' h-vlng lMrn«d to crawl, has an .xptrlmental

n^s thlno.^h^f^AM'?:*."^ "^^ ' "" •*• '""^'on '«>r the mo$. Individuals. It

h^v *?h fl^r. tf* 5^ **'?*•** - "" '^"^''•"0 condition, causa the kids aren't

^CV-' sw^as rvi^iJ. ''-.T''
• »"»-""««"-y vintage typwvrlter - tape recorder -

^ tlT^rZ r^? T^-in '" "«• *'• •" o^«^ 30, and you know Vou can't trust

"

Itorwe arel^^^ "T** .*!"T "" «"' *^ *^'*^- Audio-visual equipment,

like w°n,^wt (If vf^.
""

"^^'l'*'! " =''"^' •"<* --o" 0"- F""* <> '"•P*"- 'hlngs.

ne^^CTtri^:;^^:;:^,^,!:^?^^^^^^^ ^"'" ^^-^-

^^^'.^VTmr^'^^^^T,^? C«,t.r-niid.-b^«, so badly, how^wt^

WHAT VyiLL YOU GET OUT OF
HELPING THE CHILD CARE CENTER,
BESIDES SOME GOOD VIBES?

^\\ ".!." *^*'''"'" '"«lo''». class credits,because there's a lot of coordination belw^academe and fhe Center. If you're an .1^
Kl L

' .scholarship", reduced rateshrough volunteer work, and augmented
financial set-up tor your child. You'nihX^a student complete an education - to aMoSthem to make a commitment, no a co^oST

ADDED AHRAaiON: FEEDING TIME

TODAY AT MEYERHOFF PARK
Genuine Child Care Center kids will have lunch In

Meyerhoff Park today, .to be present at the party.

These are the Big Okies — the babies are not allowed to
crawl across Weshwood Blvd. Unlike the campus
canines, they won't cadge your lunch,
cause they bring their own.
And they are fun to meet,
so you'll know what you're
paying for with your donation.

OAiur
^^^^v-

^i"^'

Da,yid Lees

Ed.-in-Chief

j^teve Ainsworth

City Editor
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ITORIAL The skeleton

:n

Dave McNary::--

Senior Staff Writer

Todd Carter
Managing Editor

Ken Peterson
Editorial Director

^^.__ _1^iii'Hum phreys
Staff Representative

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin
Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial tx>ard.

Skeletons have a habit of being
dragged out of the closet to haunt their
owners. Two years ago the UC Board
of Regents created a skeleton which
they thought could be locked up and
stored away in the closet of academic
cobwebs. But the persecution of
Angela Davis by the Regents and the
ramifications of their dismissal of her
on the concept of academic freedom is
a skeleton that will not be locked away
for a long time to come.
Last Friday, the American
^ A°,^«!'°"

°^ University Professors
(AAUP) censured the University of
California for a violation of the
precept of academic freedom, a
notion which every University has the
duty to protect.
We fully support the censure move

by the AAUP. Further, we call upon

.etter to the Editor:

the Regents to confront the issues
which they have so long avoided, and
to reaffirm the University's com-
mittment to entertain all schools of
academic thought.
Regent William French Smith,

chairman of the Board, again" in his
statement on Friday, artfully
sidestepped the issue which the AAUP
has raised with the UC. No amount of
political and rhetorical chicanery by
the governing body of this university
will condone the dismissal of Davis.
Every legal and academic appeal of
the case has found her innocent of the
charges brought against her by the
Board of Regents. >'<

It is time the Regents see to it that
the University be removed as soon as
possible from the censure list and
never placed there again.

1]

I

-^-rr
"rlh^

Kditor:

The Bruin reviewer of any given
concert in the UCLA Great Artists

series invariably comments on
the striking makeup of the
ludience. No students! As a
student at UCLA for several years
have often tried to obtain ticketsF

lor these concerts and have oc-
casionally succeeded. If one is in

line before 8:00 A.M. on ttie^

lorning the tickets go on sale
Ihere is a chance of getting one of
[he very few student tickets made
wailable. This is how I managed
[o get a last row seat for the recent
severly Sills recital. x

In the throwaway for the
evening was an order blank for
season tickets for the 1972-73
Great Artists series. I decided to
buy a season ticket for next year
and avoid the hassle of student

Jickets. I took the form to the
UCLA ticket office per the in-

structions. A surly clerk told me
that this fbrm was for renewals
only (it didn't say this anywhere
on the form), and that no tickets
are available now for new sub-
scribers. He said tq send in the
form with my money and maybe
in October some tickets would be
available, but he doubted it. This

et back seatatconcerB
way, ol course, there would be no
options in choosing seating.
I^(>reoVer, the form states "Note:
Gfjeat Artists Series subscribers
who become members of Design
for Sharing prior to July first will
have the opportunity of having
their, seats advanced to the
preferred section." According to
the form, membership in Design
for Sharing costs from a
minimum of $25 up to $100 or
more.
So it seems practically im-

possible to obtain tickets for the
conc^erts short of donating a sum
„?(money(ar beyond the means of

most students. This is
racketeering of the worst kind. It
is apparent that the purpose of
these concerts is not to provide
music for the students and staff of
UCLA but to rip off the people of
Beverly Hills and environs for as

much money as possible. This
clearly explains the existence of
the fur-coated student-lacking
audiences.

:"--_ liinKippen
<irad, Pharmacology

by Ronald iVI. Schwartz, M.D.

U

What's the bid for UCLA?
.t.;]

by Ivan Light

According to a story in Sunday's Los Angeles
imes, UCLA is trying to find a business magnateho wants to purchase the honor of having Royce
* renamed after himself. The asking pri^ is^ow
.

.on dollars. With the money. UClfATntenK
lew oh^^al" I"*""'

"*""''"'* ">* draperies, insUlllew photographic equipment and dressing roomsind othenvise improve the Hall's ability to aZci
_ural changes are planned. Ordinarily these in-

to them ?k!^?*'^"? ''"''set made, no provisions

CTs nl^ administration has d^lded to put

)rofLhi?^ .1
'" '"'" "•« ""d auditorium Into a

'a has n^^" "^'i''"™'"
''^^^ center.'^^he

•'osiah RoyceT^T,^'"* ""^ "1°"*^-

listiRKuishS^^ ni^^^L*' '* ""* '^ America's most

'ewTandWilliam f<!*^*"u.
''""'^"8 ^^'^ J**"

'"live CalifZia^ p
"*'' ^"' '^*>"t«'"PO"ries. As a

"ost outstan*r„,^^*'f ." ^*^*"'y 'his state's

imentaTage thlr? "i
'**"«"• '" « ""ore sen-

l"stificationj^*^ f^'^'^'!'
credenUaJs seemed

^a-npus rhor„^ 1 „hT^« ' """*"« »" this

""Ch money But oncf^''*"''*.^''
**'<' "*^«- ""ode

idden cost of thL .
.''='=°""""8 >"« "-evealed the

"ditorium bLr? th?"""'"'*'"^
"^^^ '^ould the

"•thing whenTh^r.^ "*""* °' "'<»*•'»' Royce for

^n/nds^^:::? rs.rKsii"''-^^^ to

^"ancial PosSuies i^'entl^^^
""«*""*"«• '^'^^

,^anyotheracademicK.HH ""'"^ ^''^ limitless.

h^ name ofpS whn ^'"l^'
°" ^«"^P"« "«^ ^^

J^» there is Sb^r^u 'll"'
"^^P*^ Williams"

Appropriate pubS^Kp ./" ^^ ^"""°" ^^^ ^^^^

l^J^'^^gettwominionfl^^^ should be
Kry Salvat^r • Ha r,^.^*«^"^»ding Moreover, as

r^ to afford the kVnH
,^®/^"s»c building will be

kessary to attract tc^H.."'^":^*'^^"«
that will be

t^^^^h-neededX n th.^
"^^"^ ^"^^"^ ^»" S^ve

wagons and cafeteriLs
^^ ^^^ '^^'^P"^ ^^^^

_Three million dollars ftchernow.lJCLAsffl^^ has
Ralphe Bunche Hall in reserve. Assuming that the
price holds firm in spite of the stigma of having been
named after a Black, the waffle wiU bring in $750 000
as **Walt Disney" Hall. This still leaves Sproul Hall,
Dickson Art Center, Macgowan Hall, Marion Davies
Children's Center, Moore Hall, Murphy Hall and
many other buildings with no franchised name.
Moreover, there are now on campus numberless
places which have no name at all other than a
worthless designation of what they are. There is, for
example, the University Research Library which
might as weU be the "Colonel Harlan Sanders"
Library for a couple of thousand megabucks. Now
nothing but a drain on the budget, the Sunset Canyon

. Recreation Center could more profitably become
"Smoke Kools" Recreation Center with its com-
panion, the "Virginia Slims" Child Care Center.
Th^e are also many blank walls for converting to
billboards, and empty spaces on which bill board
advertising could be erected. Theie spaces would
naturally be at a premium during graduation or
other academic ceremonies so the price would have
to be adjusted accordingly.
Oddly enough, the business faculty is housed in the

Graduate School of Management (GSM), which
name brings not a farthing into the sUte's coffers.
Surely this building should become "Ronald
Reagan" Hall! The Governor could finance the
tribute to himself by writing it off his income tox for
the next few years.

But why stop here? Actually, the whole university
( now called the University of California) has a name
which doesn't bring in any money at all. If Royce
Hall is worth one million dollars, what could the state
get for the entire University system? The State
University of New York has already approached
InternationalTelephone and Telegraph (a close
secondtotheR Party), so there's nothing left for
us but "General Motors" University. With a little
luck, a student will shortly find himself attending
lectures in "Have a Coke" Hall on the campus of
(Jeneral Motors University where he will bear the
Distinguished Feminine Hygiene Deodorant
Professor of Philosophy deliver a learned talk from a
podium bearing the inscription: "Come on down to
Zachary All." There's no stopping progress!

Question
:
During :& period four to six years ago when I was on the pill andhaving intercourse without the protection of a condom, I never hadreason to believe my sexual partner had gonorrhea, and I have never hadany symptoms myself and so have nevler been tested for it; tMit aU the

recent pubhcity about asymptomatic gonorrhea in women has sUrted

c'o^irtatrfiLd'^S'
''"

' "^^"^ ^^" "^" '' "' '' ^'^ *"y ^-^i
V

Answer
:
First of all, let me remark that although you have wisely pickedup on the possibility of having gonnorrhea, you have ignored the

possibility of syphilis. It is entirely possible that you may havesyphilis at

rtpIf^riHl* w*^ 'T.'*""" !*""" exposure during the time which you

^MfZ^ Y*
can detect it by means of a simple blood test aviUable to

Students at no charge. ^ ^. t
^'

!V^

The answer to your actual questions depends somewhat un^ your life
Style. If you are saying that you had intercourse 4-6 years ago and have
not been having it since that time, then it is rather unlikely that you could
Still.have asymptomatic gonorrhea. If you had only one sexual partnerdurmg the period you describe and he had no others, although this is
difficult to ascertain, I would tend to feel that it would have been difficult
for you to get the diesease. If you did have it, and had other sexual part-
ners whom you knew, there is a strong possibility that your contacts
would have developed symptomatic gonorrhea and told you about it By
the same token, if since that time you have been having intercourse
without a condom, a partner might have reported the disease to you.

^Atany rate, it is my strong feeling that anyone having intercourse withmore than one partner or with a partner about whom she or he is notabsolutely sure (again, difficult) , should be checked every six months forgonorrhea and syphilis. This may be accomplished by a simple vagi
exaniination and smear, culture and sensitivity for gonorrhea and bl
test for syphilis. I, of course, heartily recommend the condom
method is foolproof.

'

Question
:

What is all this discussion I've been seeing in the Dally^ruin
about getting health insurance for hospiUlization coverage beyond three

Answer
:
It is true that the Student Health Service, due to severe financial

imitations, must limit the number of "free" hospital days per student tothree days per quarter. Unfortunately, this will rarely cover anyone's
hospitalization. Therefore, it is my opinion that it is essential for all
students to carry some additional form of insurance. You may v^ash topurchase the ASUCLA policy or carry any of a number of available in

^our^'ar^
^'^^ ""^^ ^^"^ ^ ^^^ y^"" *'*® ^^'^^'^ ^" « Po"cy ^ith

If a student is admitted to the hospital by the Student Health Serviceand has no additional insurance to cover him or her beyond the tiiree
days It IS entirely possible that the student may have to be moved to the
Los Angeles County General Hospital for further care unless he or she
possesses enough private funds to pay the hospiUl bill here

m^i^r ^1^? ^^*^ information considerable thought since failure to do so

iTe^i^erydiLjl'triT"""
*''*=' "°"" *" '""' ""^"^'^ '^"^ ^
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Relevance of Marxist Utopian thought

—if

by DanielO'Hearn
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Marx criticised the Utopian socialists for their lack of
interest in the real process of historical development, and a
certain anti-industrial, backword looking attitude (the
technocrat St. Simon is an exception to these
generalizations). But any revolutionary philosophy must
have a strong Utopian element, which must be kept in mind
durmg the debate over tactics-it was the revisionist Bern-
stein who said that the movement is everything, the end
nothing.

The essence of Slarjt's program was of course worker's
control and worker's management of the means of
production. The two concepts are quite distinct. During the
Commune of Kronstadt, the insurrectionists counterposed
worker's management to the worker's control program of
the Left Bolsheviks. The Left Bolsheviks had demanded a
non-authoritarian, self-critical party structure, removal of
bourgeiose managers, and worker's control of the factories
through elected councils. To this the Commune responded
with a call for a multi-party system, actual worKer's
management to be achieved through rotation of technical
and accounting jobs, and state control of planning and
coordmation functions ( though I gather they (fid not believe
in centralization of the coercive apparatus — the authority
of the federation over the commune was to be exercised
through the threat of expulsion rather than by force) The
shocking degree of wage differentials in Petersberg led
many to believe that equality was impossible without the
immediate abolitioh of the wall between mental and
manual labor. The apparent failure of moral suasion and
terror to abolish living standard differences during the

^ Cultural Revolution gives new point to their theory - it is
Idealist to expect men to accept equality when the scarcity
of skills makes it possible for them to demand privUedges.

•*

'
"' — '-

"

_
-"The Marxist Utopia also has a number of ecological
aspects. Having recognized the distinction between city and
country is an instrument of class rule and parochialism
Marx proposed to narrow the distinction and encourage
combination of industrial and agrarian labor He
recognized the spread of huge cities as a pathological
development. Today, forced urbanization is carried on
through discriminatory farm subsidies and monopoly
conditions in agriculture, combined with the effects of the
^raff and pyrPR«;ivp pronnmiraiiy wasteful road building

by the sUte, which only serves to pollute the environment between work and leisure whirh ^i^^n
and raise everybody's transportation costs to benefit a few life.

' ««niizes both
aspect.

industrialists. Eliminate these conditions antt huge
population centers would soon dry up, and the country
would return to the more economical system of the general
store selling locally grown produce. Further, Marx sharply
attacked the theory of the insatiability of wants, which has
led to the ludicrous but potentially tragic contradictions
revealed in the MIT Report on Growth.

How will labor be compensated by soriptvscarcity socialism? The end of the monT^L ""^^ ^
by-the-hour labor (a simultaneous Seveb^n^'^^^ ''^

^

products have no objective value unlessS^'"^' ^^
of socially necessary labor time) imolieJ^

^
''^«gor?

form of self-realization, the appr^ia ^n^/^^'^^'^S
through cooperation and barter^t,/ ''^^^' ^

Ideoloev
^'"^"^.^ '^'" ^ evaluated only subjec ivek 7h^'''

""'^
"^'""^^ use-value. This would encourage ujrnLl^'i^^^^^^

distinction between culture and life is the--^!!7 P^^^^ct, ending dehumanizing markpf i u
"'^ «>

Hpoinav ^Juhinh offo^r^fo o* ^ .u. dSrdization. Automation wUl eliminafl ^ ^^'" stan-

personal jobs which lend thems^yTL^nT^''^ ^
methods of payment and replacement bv ml u '^P'^'^st

latter development is not pre^nt^ bv ^/'.^^^^t^
relations). Instead labor ^^r^rln^'^^""'"^^

To Marx, any ,^^ ^ ^^^
result of class ideology, which attempts at one and the
same time to identify and transcend social contradictions
by using culture to misdefine society. The abolition of aU
distinction between culture and society implies the
following, education would be practical, learning by doing
through apprenticeship, not accepting theoretical for-
mulations on authority; the distinction between art and life
would disappear - art would be simultaneously abolished
as a separate category, realized, and raised to a higher
level - beautiful, that is non-utiliUrian and non-coercive
human activity, would no longer be the exception but the
rule; perhaps science would become an art form with the
end of technological advance and the pursuit of theoreUcal
science as an exercise for the creativity of the human mind.
The^reapnopriation of these cultural forms means the end
of the alienation of specifically human activity, in whichman identifies only with the animal functions

instruments of producUon in jobs whirh ..""l!?^'" ^
subtle and unique facuiUes in t^USalTi.''^'^then be bnfh ini/oi..oki^ ««j *__ "'"'vauai. Labor would

Moreover, Marx envisioned the '^^MemfmWmint^ZS'Zl^^^^^T^'' ?**"' ^"^ ^"^h^^om other men. New, non-possesive fornis of enjoyment endini ^ro^" ^'i""***
'" T "^ *'« »' automation k

"lainlain
tlie

vould de

then be both invaluable Md"/,;;: "tteZ?,' ^f?'
would desappear With the e«l onibo^i^i'3°''f^ toe

way of evaluating individual labor It sCw L^"*
the above system is infinitely morl' Svid^.^',!^'

riii^iS?-"-;-'-"^^^^
Plausible

What present-day historical developments make fhpabove Utopia a plausible human goaP One surh ffL
^

has alreadv been allnH^ f« _^ETll.y"! '"^^ ^^^^^
from other men. New, non-possesive forms of en oymTn endini^'re^^^n^^^ '" 7 '*^ ""^'^ '' '^^^
w.l be developed in which an individual will find seS- fa^r^ f^'^?^^*"^ ^*L^

?j:^^*^^^
realization through appreciation and vicarious par- ^n^L^Hnn ^t

?^^^"^ • 'P^^^'*^^'«" «"d deper
ticipation in the labor of others. Under any social svstem

?^"^'*^"^«" ^^ ^^ samfe Ume; under socialism L
knowledge of one's own potentialities comrtS o^ Sh^sfjJT'^.";^

^""^'"^ ""^ emphasized '-"lihalS
servation of the activity of othere (we do not gain this d^inin^^^ h a

'"^^^"^ ^f social categories in

knowledge from nature or from an eternal soul as mSL ,^i« ''^*"? ^^ ^^"^' ^^' tomans
bourgeiose egoism asserts). Under socialism this fact

''
.

'^^^^^^^ movement foreshadows the release of wasted
would be illuminated rather than obscured and' denied bv rT energies which would make non-scarcity possible
the social system. Men will see in social cooperation the niL'^^^^'?^

^^"^ creativity of women, government em^
support and inspiration for individual laboVand self- ?hil^

salesmen, and white^^llar workers through
realization. These principles imply the end of division of h ^ u ^H

^^^ relations, scarcity would be greatly
labor (not necessarily in the literal sense) .nH^fTZZ^l ^^'"^n^hed apart fn>m automation.

^^^

(Continued on Page))
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DONNY HATHAWAY
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ASUCLA Music Odyssey
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phone: 825-0623
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f^Wl^dgamesata comm Soardcircus^^ ^^ig deal, anybody can sav. a —.;«.... ., ^. .

w*^^^

UCLA DAILY BRUIN^

<b

Kditor: ^^ig deal, anybody can say,

I just returned from a **Com- "Why are you so fucking sar-

munications" Board meeting in castic," and "If you're going to

which there was very little insult me motherfucker ..." So
"communication". As an unin- what does this accomplish? The
volved bystander attending the answer is nothing. All it does is to

meeting for other business than create negative feelings between

that being conducted, I was ap- the debating parties. It seemed as

A contingent of Chicano
students went to the UC-TV-LA
center to demand a explanation
and an immediante public
apology. Kathy Kiefer, the

position, while presenting the
complaints of the Chicanos,
because he would not leave the
premises. Tom Greenleigh of UC-
TV-LA said something to the

palled by the toUl lack of if everybody had a chip on their

that being

died by m^ ^w—. .«--— «. ,. ~.~.^.^x-j .,„^ « ^^my mi meir
maturity on the part of some of shoulder and was just waiting for

the student members of the board, somebody else to say something

I must give credit, however, to they didn't agree with.

Mickey Henschel, chairman of All this rhetoric slowed progress

Comm Board (himself a med of the meeting, and other pressing

student here), "•^- *-•-"* '-^ ;..o..^ u„^ *^ u^ ,^r .. ..

r's.i;!! i~^"-". «« -rBs;„™v.."i

tried to

keep the

who
maintain order and

discussion relevant.

As for the other student

members of the board who
displayed their oratorical talents

at this meeting, it is my opinion

that they are nothing but at-

tention-hungry, psuedo-political,

ego-trippers that were constantly

trying to say anything cool or

dynamic. It was a circus of people

who loved to hear themselves run

off at the mouth. The situation I

refer to was the so-called

"discussion" of the UC-TV-LA -

MEChA incident on the campus
television network last Tuesday
(May 2). When Gil Beanes,
associate producer of UC-TV-LA,
said that he had been told to

"Fuck-off," by another member
of UC-TV-LA when he protested

Mark >^right's uncalled-for

remark (about the quality of the
MEChA dancer's performance on
TV.), some other student
members of the board seemed to

take this as a cue to say "fuck-off"

Qivaiiything using the word "fuck"
whenever they could. It is one
thing to quote, but to overwork the
word to the point of using it as
their only adjective is ^uite
disappointing and shows a distinct

lack of class.

While I am not personally of-

fpnded by this graphic language,
and frequently employ it in
conversations with my room-
mates and friends, I feel that
other adjectives a little more
descriptive and meaningful might
have been used.

-nt

issues had to be left until the next
meeting; all because nobody was
communicating. It seemed as if

everybody was interested only in
themselves and didn't give a
damn about other people's views.
To all of you Comm Board
members who made your
eloquent little speeches (and those
of you who kept demanding an
answer from certain parties and
Hidn't even hear them give you an
answer THREE times), why don't
you grpw up and stop acting like a
bunch of third graders at a student
council meeting.

^ Ron Collins

SeiUbr. History

that they could not present an
apology until the following
Thursday. PersisUnce by the
Chicanos for an apology finally
resulted in one. Wright reluctanUy
gave a half hearted apology,
which when viewed by- the other
media sete was squabbled and
unclear.

Gil Beanes a Chicano media
student was threatened with his

producer was down.

These are just more aspects of
the bigotry, i ) the comment by
Wright 2) the refusal of an im-
mediate apology on the part of
Kiefer 3) the threat of Beanes
position in the UC-TV-LA
Production Staff, that prevails at
UCLA.
Today it was specifically

against Chicanos. Everyday it is.

against people of color This is the
result of a lack of Asian, Black,
Chicano, Native American people
in the Fine Arts department which
in turn is also partly to blame for
the lack of representation, con-
trol, and input of programs
relevant to people of color. The
real problem lies with the racist
^(^ system who's policy
(tokenism) is supported by the
UCLA Fine Arts department and
runs all the way down to the
Ignorant running dog lackies who
sometimes slip and blurt out their
ignorance and prejudices.

Guillermo Loo
John Rivera

Marx/St thought

zie:

Bigotiy
Editor:

UC-TV-LA has shown its frue
colors. After watching the
presentation of the MEChA Dance
Group, 01) Tuesday 2nd of May the
comment of, "that was nice if you
like that sort of stuff " was made
by Mark Wright an announcer. He
also commented, in referring to a
dog that was barking in the
vicinity of the performers, that
the dog looked more proficient
than the dancers.

The Chicano community was
making an effort to show the
UCLA population an aspect of

Chicano heritage. Bigoted
comments such as these really

show that those involved in media
at UCLA would rather watch a dog
that a presentation of cultural

importance.

(Continued from Page 8)
Third, the rise of ecological technology (solar

wind, and water power), which can be only a toy
under capitalist population arrangements, could be
applied under conditions of population dispersal and
town-country mix, as Marx knew. Such a population
arrangement implies federalist admininstration
promoting both coordination and local uniqueness
and experimentation. In this connection it should be
noted that social experimentation is largely im-
possible under state centralism, due to lack of a
control (we have no uncoerced population sectors to
s€ffve as a stendard by which to measure stete
policies) and to the limited number and creativity
not to mention class interests, of those in a position to
experiment.

Finally the rise of unemployment, particularily if
unemployment is defined as the absence of
productive work, wiU make the non-scarcity Utopia
necessary. International division of labor, fiercely
promoted by the ruling class, will soon eliminate
most US industry, except perhaps in an aritficaUy
protected form. The cost of imperialism and of
imperialist policies which favor national
bourgeiosies in the Third World will destroy
capitalism in the metropolis. Nixon's NEP reveals
these contradictions. The ruling class must use Ux

'

. Af^

CONCERNED

ABOUf

THINNING

HAIR?

!!lnr°'*w*''
^^"^^ *"'°" °"' '""'"«« ouf only business for 30

lonn% L
"""" *'*"'" '»'""«<' ° lot to stay in business thot

v^r ^, * "
u",°'

"""• '" °"'' '•' "« °PP"y 'hot knowledge toyour scolp problem^W.Ve been quite successful even if we do

analvl°v"'^°'- 5°T» '" '°^ " '">' exominotion and scalp

as bod n," *Lr^^^'^ ""«* y°"' ^°" ""d scalp are not quite

floino ,o hir",/""''
'^'^ °"'- ""^^"y <^°'"9 "°»hing is notgoing to help the-sifuotlon. So do something!

Why not call today for « . . .

.

FREE EXAMINATION

8CALP ANALYSIS

STENZ
HAm It scalp speciausts

^/k Sunset BM. (uiMtiIrt)
10:30 ajii. to tzOaiMii.

and antitrust favoritism to encourage exporters who
mcreasingly turn out to be multinational' cor-
porations which export only because they control
lactones abroad. Foreign investment, a fertile
source of domestic unemployment, is being en-
^^^g«l by the Nixon administration though it
nee^s ao encouragement. He also encourages
productivity gains which take tfie form of layoffs -
those workers who remain can face into a wage
Ireeze which leaves products for domestic con-
sumption <e.g. meat) uncontrolled against inflatioiw-
The resulting contradictions will mean a totaliUrian
economy and repression of welfare people - slave
labor camps, sterilization of welfare mothers, state
chjfd care ( which has a progressive element in that it
abolishes the family).
Such repression will concentrate the most

revolutionary elements in jails, work camps, the
army, and schools in ah environment where thCj,
abolrtton of the state wilTl&e an immediate and ob-
vious ( as wiell as practicable) objective. A number of
party-class problems will disappear due to the
declining need for organization and consciousness
from without as revolutionary conditions appear.
Today a Marjcist must strive to oppose repression
with programs encouraging proleterian class con-,
sciousness The outcome is not really in doubt.
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Bruin censorship
Woes of foreign student
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My article "Stop War
Kecruiting" (Dally Bruin. May 3)
was supposed to have contained
the following paragraph:

Liberal politicians try to
string us along by telling us
that the war will end if only

~

we vote for them. But it was
liberal Jack Kennedy who
got us really involved in

Vietnam in the first place
and it was liberal LBJ who
got elected because Gold-
water was going to bomb
North Vietnam . Even Nixon
got himself elected by -^
claiming to have a "secret
plan" to end the war. This
year it's McGovern who's
giving up the same old line

and we can be sure that he'll

pull the same old switch
once he gets into office.

When the article was printed,
however, the sentence on
McGovern had been deleted.

The purpose of my article was
to argue that voting for liberal
politicians, lobbying for bills, and
marching in peaceful demon-
strations are not enough to end the
war, but that mass action.

' directly interfering with the
ability of-the govemmierit to carry
on the war. is essential to ending
it. I pointed out that bills like the
(iravel Bill contain provisions
within them that leave the

letter, in all its irregular anJ
random meanderings through
fancy and allegations of fact, as
an attempt to demonstrate the
writer's own prejudiced
editorializing of the situation in

Ireland. __ _

The cavalier attitude with which .

she dispenses what are purported
to be facts, and her own disjunc-
tive presentation of them, leads
one to question the historical

perspective with which she ad-
dresses herself to the events in

Ireland. Ignorance may be bliss

<and she has demonstrated this
full well ), yet it is no substitute for
historical scholarship (a subject
with which she seems to be totally
unfamiliar).

, It is bitter irony that her letter
was published on April 24th, for
that is the anniversary of the
Kaster Rebellion of 1916 in Dublin.
On that Easter Monday, the Irish
Provisional Government
proclaimed that, "We declare the
right of the people of Ireland to the
owner^ip of Ireland, and to the
unfettered control of Irish ...^.^.^ ,

destinies, to be sovereign and llhn! Ik
i(fdjffeasible Y f In every
generation the Ir^sh people have
asserted their right to National
freedom and sovereignty

The International Student Center (ISC) and the
foreign Student Office (FSO) have failed sadly In

Ihrlr obllf^atlon towards the foreign student com-
munity of I C LA. In fact, not only has the ISC con-
tinued to assert its traditional irrelevant role in the
foreign student's experience at UCLA, but, more
seriously, has come to contribute to its detriment l>y
diverting funds to obscure ends arid by abrasing and
treating with dismal disregard the foreign student's
most important asset, his personal pride and dignity.
With this in mind we rnake the following specific
charges and allegations regarding the present role of
ISC and FSO.

' HI) Ironically, it is the FSO and the ISC that have
practiced the most blatant discrimination against
foreign studentr^nd have remained insensitive and
blind to this issue. Foreign students stand unique
Within this enlightened educational system in that
they alone are permitted a none but trivial role and
participation In the financial and policy decision
making affecting foreign students themselves, a
right exercised by all other groups on campus. The
standard retort given to this charge is that the
foreign student is incapable of objectivity and im-
partiality (a point invalidated by the existence of a
large population of foreign faculty).

Hiring

Discrimination can also be observed in the hiring
practices of ISC and FSO. Not only do foreign
students possess minimal representation as coun-
selors hired for the^ Summer Orientation Program
for fbreign students but, in an overall sense, are only
hired by the two organizations for menial and semk
literate, low-paying and part-time employment

more lucrative administrative and

numbers of non-student customers o a
riiaking money, the restaurant did n"?

''^''''^^

profit Despite this and the fact Iri '''''^
student's needs were fulfilled cont.w ^"^ ^^ the

the ISC failed to close 6o^tTr^^^ ^^^^^^s ^
(3) Decisions of policy and expenlwby the staff in a random and^rb £v'''

"^^*
without recourse to advice, council 1. ^ "^^^^er
procedures. Rather than meeting he n^L^^"'*^
students, expenditure is madeand then . ^! "' ^
often at the whim of individual staff mpll?^^^.are personally interested in a particularf^"" ^'^
example, frequent ski trips are orLam/.H 'J^^

^^
room has been installed at ISC prior tnV' ^^'^'^

the students ari» i>iiAr»«f^ »- __ .^ ^^ '"quiring
if

>»• them,

selection

president the option of whether or
not to enforce them and that
peaceful marches by themselves
give him nothing to worry about
either, if that's all people do. In
the above quoted paragraph I was
not simply dabbling in the history
of liberal politicians. I was

-specifically arguing that there is
no difference between the liberal
politicians who have fooled us in
the past and the current crop of
phonies Many people honestly
believe that McGovern is "dif-
ferent

"
in some way, but, if we

really scan our memories, we'll
fmd that that's exactly what we
thought about Kennedy and
McCarthy. McGovern is making
-exactly the same promTses that
the liberals have been making for
years and we're fooling ourselves
If we expect the results to be any
different

I was told at the Bruin office
that the sentence was cut "to save
spacr**, but the large number of

"The utter frustration of justice
which led to the Rising in 1916 is

the ^ame frustration of hopes and
negation of expectations
responsible for the current events
in Ireland. Before one can call into
question the violence of the past

1 three years, one must first ask
what has been done to render this
violence unnecessary over the
course of the last fifty years?

One of those who led the Rising
«n 1916, and who signed his name
to the proclamation, was a young
poet named Joseph Plunkett. The
second stanza of his *'1867" is
strangely prophetic:

In the days of our doom and ouf
dread

Ye were cruel and callous,
(Jrim Death with our fighters ye

fed

directorial positions are effectively restricted to non-
foreign participation. Discrimination is seen in the
manner in which projects and proposals worked on

^ and conceived by foreign students (without
renumeration) are given to non-university, non-
foreign groups to exercise for profit with full
managerial support and free use of facilities An
example of the latter was the turning over the
complete kitchen facilities of ISC free of charge to an
outside group to operate a restaurant.

( 2
)
The actions of ISC go unquestioned even by the

JJmversity which provides some $60,000.00 per an-num towards it. Basic to the existence and con-
muation of this extraordinary state of affairs is that
the Kxecutive Director of ISC is also the Dean of
foreign Students (both fully-paid full time^
positions!) with the result that the actions and
policjes of the ISC go unreported to and Undetected
by UCLA even though it is a major funding agencv
for ISC. Because of this any failure may be lighUv
dismissed as a mistake, an "overeight" or an **un.
fortunate incident

" no matter what the seriousness
01 the social and moral consequences or themonetary loss involved.

Incident
A case in point is the recent Palm Springs incidentm wh,ch at the cost of large sums of money a?d

personal dignity, foreign students were paraded like

the students are interested in or havp „J"?"'''^"«
''

Arbitrariness is shown by the orocednro .
*''*«•

of students for the little paSTor '!^'^
available. Jobs are not advertised h..f .,

^^^^ '^

the allocation of funds andTn thfacUvit ""l^^
'^

allowed at the center considerable arTt'4
'^'' '^

displayed. The arbitrariness of social elf ""^ ^
some counselors and staffmmE. p

'"'' '^

in the cultural confrontati<^ rTstng fr^^^^^^^^^^^
corporation of social activities and ex

^^1*^' '"*

psychology for interests other t4n th^^^."^'
foreign students. . . •

"" ^"^^e best for

V ' ' Budget
(4) Insignificant amounts of the total hi.w« *

set aside for student scholarshij^even^^^^^^
'''

fund raising efforts are advertiKwarffi^^^^

UCLA^h"' ^r"^^ ^^ -toleraK££2
corr^t^'fo r"/"

"^^'^ ""questioned and

t

(1) A foreign student committee shall be set tnreview, analyze and control all activities of L)tMh!
I

International Student Center and tL Pn^
'

! ftudentOfncetowhichboththeDTr^^^^^^
the Dean of Foreign Students will be accountable

(2) 50% of the staff of ISC and FSO will^ foretnwhilst the remainder will preferably N^S

foreign 'Snl^-
'"''™"^ ""^ ^ '^''^^^^ ^

(4) In order to establish a system 6i^chedis^n^
balances we demand that the posts of Dean ofForeign Students and the Director of ISC be separate
with one of the posiUons being assigned to a
foreigner.

-v^Z -i^"^—^rV ; Charges:'

In order to investigate the above charges and
implement the recommendations we have informed
Chancellor Young that an investigating committee
consisting of foreign students, members of the
student government and faculty, with the exclusion
or staff and board members of ISC and FSO, be set
up immediately.

^Meanwhile, in an effort to solidify the Foreign
Mudents' Organization on campus, a meeting has
been called on Tuesday, May 9, at 5:00 p.m. in the
Orand Ballrwm 3rd Floor, Ackennan-l^won. All

McGovern supporters who work
on the Bruin staff make it very
hard to believe that the choice of
that particular sentence to delete
was anything but deliberate
political censorship.

Steve Cushing
Cirad., Linguistics. SDS

Ireland
Fditor:

To receive the letter of Lynn
Harnett (Daily Bruin April 24th)
in a senous manner has provenT ^'f^'«^"»t a task for me. I am
^nly able to comprehend the

Through the jaws of the gallows p'^"«* uiKimy, loreign students were paraded like r.ranH Ron-^ '""iT^"^;
'""^ ''' *"' ""

M^^stingand blight wL^L^ ^^XS^^ILZ\ ^'^"^
fee

,

^»'om eagerly mmgledibme of the staff menTb^rs^
foreign students «re^irged to come.

For which ye had bartPrpH fh««, J"^ '5^ ^ further example is the previously men-
.— Submitted by

loned restaurant operated by outsiders. TTie proflU

[IT\ Jf T''''
P''«'»««> 'or foreign student

scholarship funds but although attra^ng la^e

For which ye had bartered them
And we smite with the sword that

from ye

,
We had gained when ye martyred

thent!

-

the organizing

committee representatives

P. Kakkar

G.T. Tchokokam

L. Barros

Joseph Plunkett was executed for
his rol_e in the Rising of 1916 The
struggle for dignity, bom of
desperation; continues in 1972.
Fanciful as her letter may be I

cannot condemn Lynn — she
obviously knows not what she
does.

Mark K. Neville. Jr.

Grad., History
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spirit decisive

Bush savors 'thBinost

gmtifying winr
'""r- By Clark Conard
.____; DB Sports Writer

"Spirit did it," UCLA's man-with-a-mission track coach Jim Bush
explained to reporters following the Bruins' 76-69 win over USC. '*That
puts us even again." : %^
Saturday's victory on the Coliseimi track gave UCLA a 4-4 mark

against USC since Bush became the Bruin coach in 1965. Overall, the
Trojans lead the series 37-4.

Seeing his team win seemed to lift a tremendous weight off Bush. "You
don't know how bad I wanted this," he grinned, savoring each word.
"There were so many reasons and I can't even tell you all of them." He
answered a few questions and then repeated again, *'rm so happy and I

wish I could tell you why. This is the most gratifying win I've ever had."
A few writers questioned how the victory could be more satisfying than

his 1966 team s first victory ever over USC, 86-59. "Only people very close
jo me know why it means so much to me," was all Bush would offer. :

However, it is a good bet that his outspoken criticism of certain
colleges' tendencies to recruit star athletes who are suspect students
(especially from foreign countries) had some connection with his happy
secret.

The relieved Bush, (who was so nervous that he didn't even carry his
trademark stopwatch around) also was obviously enthused about the size
of the crowd, deadpanning, "John Hall (Los Angeles Times' columnist)
maygetonmy back, but^l thought it was a good-sized crowd.'**

Hall, prior to the meet, had passed on someone's estimation that only
from 5-10,000 people would M(atch the big duel compared to an even bigger
turnout for USC's final spring football scrimmage. The attendance was
17,400. . . -. .

Earlier in the week. Bush, who seems to live and breathe track, had
taken offense at such poor coverage his sport was getting during the peak
of its season.

Too many fans apparently took the Times' word for the "Hall Truth'
because those arriving just before the meet wound up in a fair sized
traffic jam. It was apparent that there would be plenty of screamirtg,
maniacal fans on hand for the meet because of the gathering on the
crowded streets outside the Coliseum.

If there were any doubts in the minds of the two Urdy Daily Bruin
reporters concerning this meet's ability to generate drama and electric
excitement, public address announcer Dwain Esper erased them before
the two entered the stadium.

cr^flA^^^ ^*"" Bendixen's'bStlump of hiVlife, 26^)!" his Voice
'^rackied. Uud ooohs erupted inside. "It's also a new, Norwegian
national record," he yeUed over the fans' buzzing. -.,'
.^v!f

"*" spnnter Warren Edmonson didn't have enough to worry

ppIIh""""*"^
^^^ ^^' 220 and both relays, the next thing Esper kept

S!"^ )yaS;;;Attention! Warren Edmonson's brother: He wants his
glasses on the field. He needs them to run with."

riioI!m
P^r^*^''"™®"^^ «"<J "Psets were commonplace as has become the

chamnin" I ^^^^} USC-UCLA showdowns for the national dual meet

thanTp^pIPa u^^'
'^^'^ ^^* ^^^^ ^^«^ he values the dual title more

the wM^team 17'*-^"**^^^' admitted, "Bendixen's jump really gave

qutn^ ^f.i!**'^?*^^ ^^^^ ^ere any turning points, Troy's Vem Wolfe

sinclVn/if o !i!""*^
""^'^y " '^^" ^^ hec2ime more serious. "You can't

the whniin !1^ "^. ^^ ^^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^^^ i)erformances but the team on

know I'll a K
^?^,W)- '* """St have been a helluva meet for the fans. I

thousand timoT^'
*"^ '"™^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^'"^ ^® "^^^^^ ®

m^\ Ir? ^l^y '
^»*«>8h, where the final outcome hinged,

baton hani^ffr"^, ^^'^' ^ quarter-miler Leon Brown fumbled the

ovmaken Rpi T ^""^ ^^^'^ ^«^^ ^he Trojans couldWe
never bPkn^^^?"^ *"^ ^'^'' Smith on the final leRs of the event will

stretch
"***' ^•"'*^ ^^^ ^^« ^^^^ Smith on the home

RIVA RICH - UCLA's Charles Rich and USC's tucky DerbySaturday, with Rich winning the 120 hioh
Jerry Wilson staged their own version of the Ken- hurdles in 13.7. Wilson had identical clocking.

Bendixen, mile relay begin, end

Trojan Track Tragedy
^

By Steve Kennedy
DB Sports Writer

an even better one." HegavetS*!;;'^,^*^ """ '«*"- jo^ ^CLA did

and l*^T^^!^'^
^"^ ^'!''' ^'^'»- "J^ff Sakala wasn't supposed to vault

wanted to rmT^H'^'u^ilVPP^*^ ^^ ^">w»" he noted. "But they just

on his hrolTtT,^^^ ^^^
' '^«"y 8«^^ in " Sakala, with a splint

Peted since March ?r
^''^^'^ ^ '*'*" ^^^ «»*« ^«"*^ "^ ^^^^'^ com-

<Continued on Pase 14)

"We're going to win the mile relay, I don't care
what they say."

^ ^ , «,.i:^

So spoke UCLA track coach Jim Bush last week as
he discussed the upcoming crosstown dual between
the Bruins and Trojans in the Coliseum.

As it turned out, he was right.

A botched baton pass by USC between the second
and third legs of the day's final event marred what
had been a tremendously competitive meet* one
which saw nearly every event's entrants within
tenths or inches of others.

In the end, the 76-69 UCLA victory wfs viewed in

several ways by many different people. The heroes
for UCLA were several, but each pointed to one
thing: the 26-foot long jump by Finn Bendixen
leading off the afternoon.

It was the best jump of the Norwegian's career and
set a national record for Norway. He had co-held the
old record and he recalled both moments.

"I broke the recc^rd in this meet last year," Finn
thought back, "but then we lost the meet. It didn't
feel that good.

Tvc been resting for this meet. \ wanted to come
back strong to Norway. It's the first time I've
jumped well here. His somewhat emotional, I guess,
and I was up for the meet, but nothing super."
His 26-footer occurred on his first jump and he

didn't come close to that mark again. "You can
psyche yourself out when you're happy with what
you've done," Bendixen continued. "But I think the
big thing is that I'm in better shape than last year."
Finn said he doesn't particularly like the track at _

the Coliseum. **I talked to Henry Hines (the former
USC long jumper) and he never did better than 25-8

here. The runway is down in the grass and it feels like

you have to jump up to get into the pit. At UCLA, the
runway is elevated and you jump down. It's

psychologicail."

Then he reflected on his accompUshment.
"Twenty-six feet in an Olympic year is not that good.
You've got to go 27 or farther." Bendixen has a good
chance to represent Norway in the Munich Olympics
this fall.

There were other heroes, to be sure. The list go^
on and on. John Smith in the 440, Benny Brown in the
same event (45.8 for a freshman!), Paul Williams
and Ricco Sanchez in the 880, Charles Rich in the 120
highs, the duos of Rick Fletcher and Dwight Stones in
the high jump, James Butts and Milan Tiff in the
triple jump, Roger Frebers and Dale Gordon in the
discus.

But the most surprising win came from Jeff
Sakala in the pole vault. He hadn't vaulted in some
time because he broke two metatarsal bones on the
top of his foot. But he cleared 16-6 after a three-way
lie at 15-11 3/4 necessitated a jumpoff.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Trojans trip netters, 5-4

. Wl

^':

. 11T»snih&u(ac #15.

59^-S181
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PREPARATION FOR SUMMER
^ LSAT

f

GRE ATGSB
NOW ENROLLING

• Preparation for tests' required for admission to

post graduate schools '
• *•

.

• Six session courses smaller groups.

• Unlimited tape lessons for review -

• Course material const^intly updated.

• Home study matenii prepared by experts m eacti field

By Charlie Mathews
DB Sports Writer

UCLA netters were hoping that the home court
advantage might enable them to gain another upset
victory over USC last Friday afternoon, but the
Trojans, playing good tennis and benefitting from a
favorable line call, defeated the Bruins 5-4.

With first and second doubles in progress, USC
held a tenuous 4-3 lead. Both doubles matches were
in the third and decisive sets with UCLA, needing to
win both, up a service break in each. Bob and MiJce
Kreiss led Marcello Lara-Raul Ramirez three games
to two but were down 30-40 on their own service.
Lara hit a top-spin lob that fell just "out

.^-:\:^^

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^j^ift Since 1938^ In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890" ~T^

—1^ :_ 1736 Westwood Boulevard- ^..r.:.._:..__ =_^

J••#•••»»#^ » »

Our new pamphlet discusses o low risk
Commodity Option Plan, tailored to the
needs of the prudent speculator In college.
For more information or an opportunity to
tour the West Coast Commodity Exchange,
call or write: _ _.^

y¥^n
''."Vliv. '•.•••> ^n«

M3 S. (Nhft StrMi
los Angdts, Calif. 90014

(213) 4344M2

(2t3) M04M4
^> ' f

Q SEND PAKIPHU^
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O I WOULD IIKE THE TOUR
Nam*

« «— — — --., .-^MM j*mt9% vMfc ac-
cording to the Kreiss brothers. But the umpire aUCLA student, ruled the ball good, giving USC an all-
important service break. The Trojan duo went on towm the match 6-4, 6-7, 6-3 giving USC its fifth and
chnchmg point.

Bruin coach Glenn Bassett commented, *^e
played well and could have won, that's what really
hurts. What can I say, but that we gave our best and
lost?"

Jeff Austin, UCLA's No. 1 player, was competing
with a strained thigh muscle but captured first
singles and teamed with Ron ComeU to take second
doubles.

"Jeff played very well," Bassett said. "He had to
get out there and forget about his injury and he did I
was very pleased wih the way he came back when
down two breaks." ^ __
Bassett was referring to an amazing comeback by

Austin to capture first singles over USC freshman
ace Ramirez. Austin garnered the first set 6-4 but
was down 2-5 and 15-40 on Raul's serve. Jeff com-
mented, •! was just going to give him the second set
and try to get him in the third. But I hit a winner and
he double-faulted. Then he started getting nervous
and missing his volleys. I never thought it would go
just two sets but he sUrted choking."

According to USC coach George Toley, "Jeff got all
his returns in as well as his groundstrikes until Raul
would finally miss a voUey. I think Austin plays his
best tennis when behind."

Toley, naturally, was pleased with the team out-'
come^ "We all knew that if the six singles split three-
a 1, like they did, then one team would win 5-4. Many
players were not playing their best. Tennis is a very
pressure sport and the players think about this

match all year. Sometimes a player bpi, .and his game suffers."
"J-w «ets too u^

Bob KreiM sanpped out of his slump with a t, .hrashmg of Lara, who along with R^mirez^y'Vancouver after the match to play on th^M •"

Davis Cup squad against the Cana(^anc ^'"'W"

Kreiss said, "I worked a hard three h™,
day in practice this week and then cam^ h

^""^

hit a couple hours with my Dad I wa<! «! "" '^
backhand and t>,en coming in and cliS'"«„,^

"^

volleys. yf"'ii on uy

"On returning his serve I stepped back annaround my backhand to give me mVre timr. u
'*'

ball back hard instead of justXwng iS',,""
*«

In third singles, Dick Bohmstedt of nsp j .

Mike Kreiss again, this time^aM1 coun,
^'^^

captain Ron ComeU edged archrival MlkeMiet
also for the second time this spring w 7

'

Machette, thoroughly disgusted with hiniselg™m bled. •"n,at wr^ps upmy career. I'll never phy

Machette broke his word by participating
i„doubles where he was on the losing side once a«il

Cornell-Austin, conUnuing to play fine S™S
defeated Machette-Bohmstedt 4^, M ^3 "'

After defeating Machette, Cornell remarked "n,.
guy played all right, but he misses easy shits m
occasion. I had him down triple match point but Zmade a great comeback and held serve and in seTvmg to send the set into tie-breaker, he misstd

.

-couple easy shots.- r^ ?_
•'I demoralized him with a great winner of my ownand he double-faulted on the last point of the match

"^^ "ot towgh enough. I gutgedoutthe whote mal^

USC snapped a six-match losing streak to UCLA
but many thought the Trojans should have easily won
both contests this year. Toley offered this ex
planation. "There are several players on our team -
in particular, Machette, Ura and Menon - who are
on-and-off players. When Machette is on, he's as good
as anybody on the team and Menon just blitzed
people last weekend at Ojai.**—~ ^
UCLA's^ttention is now focused on the PacificF^

confereriCe championships to be held at California
May 18-20. For the first time since creation, neithei^
UCLA nor USC is favored to annex the conference
crown. That honor goes to Stanford on the basis of
their two wins Over UCLA (its first since 1942) and 9^
rout of USC up at Palo Alto.

Xitx. JUalt.

BhonsL

liSL

'T-~y ^ .[

>-Cu>Cu-C»-Cu-Cu-Cu>Cu.C»>Cu.Cu,Cu-Cu- Cu-gu.l?o,r.^r„^.

Intramural Sports Corner
Mike Zorlck, a blind student,

^yyon the 118-pound wrestling title
for the second straight year. Greg
Hansen was the heavyweight
champion.
The ZBT's finished- with a 226

4otal to whip SAE and Klflman-
laro (238) In the Intramural golf
tournament. There was a six-way

i'fl

tl't

. >

»
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10 he or not lo he
>

Not everyone vents e draft
deferinent to finish undergred or
grad school ... T

Not everyone needs $100 per month
during their last two years of
school ... ~,

Not everyone can use a schoUrship
.to pty tuition, fees and books . . .

Not everyone needs leadership and
management training and a real
challenge . . .

And not everyone wants to serve asen Army Officer . . .

But if TOSLDO. contact the Professor

for^i^h'^ ^i*''" ••^ "^ (825-7381)

ROTC
information about Army

Extension enrollments welcome, so
you don't even need to be a UCLA
•tudent.

y\e for medalist honors at 74
between Nick Buzollch, Jim
Goodman, AAark Lavin, AAark
Davis, Chris Young and Russ
Gardner. Lj
Signups begin today for the AAay

10 coed swim relays. The
deadline to enter Is AAay 8 In AAen's
Gym 118.

3rd Production. I S>72 Seoson, MARK TAPERFORUM
Center Theatre Grdop, MUSIC CENTER iJi

''^. ••*«.

HAROLD PINTER'S new play

OLD TIMES
an exploration of the relationship of a husband hiswife and her only friend - and questions as to whe-ther the memories they share are of actual eventsor figments of their tormented Imaginations. 1

with FAYE DUNAWAY, VERNA
BLOOAA, W. B. BRYDON
UCLA STUDENT PREVIEWS - MAY 19&21
8:00 PAA

. 7:30 ON SUNDAY

$2 nCKETS ON SALE MAY 8 - KERCKHOFF HAll
TICKET OFFICE

By Arran9.n,.nt of the UCLA Studio* Committee for the Art.

Intramural and open co-ed
doubles volleyball will be held

AAay 15-18. The deadline to enter a

team Is AAay 12.

AAen's two-man volleyball

signups end today in AAG n«r—
The men's track meet for

residence halls, fraternities and

independent teams will be held

AAay 12. The All-U AAeet is AAay 19.

Signups will be taken on this track

beginning at 2:15 p.m.
The All-U swim meet is AAay 17.

Dorms, trats and independents

meet AAay 15. Signup beginning at

2 p.m.

DB has

cheap

coffee

ATTENTION

COLOR TELEVISION

OWNERS
G>lor TV S«rvic«

Sup«Hb Wori Dona

$15 394-7878

24 hrt. 7 dovt

ioolk for owr large ad Fridoy

<l»l I »f
| r J (>;»l ***n -^^•^~ *- -« -»-^
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Cal wins two of three; basemen now 3-12By EdB»rg.rt , ^ ..But I an, nmud „r ... „.. .-
W.e.Wil ll\/VV %J i^By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

BERKELEY— It was quiet on the Bruin

^us Saturday after Cahfomia had taken

/o of three baseball games here this

/eekend. Then, relief pitcher George

{lotnick broke the icei when he muttered,

•It^s too bad we don't play our league

tames in the middle of the week."

Indeed, it is too bad. For two consecutive

/eeks, the Bruins have won a^l their non-

tonference games. And, for two con-

;utive weeks, the Bruins have dropped

/o of ttiree conference games.

Rallying in the 10th and ninth innings

fespectively, the Bears won Friday's

[ame 3-2 and split Saturday, winning the

lightcap 4-3. The Bruins erupted for a

fally of their own, scoring six times in the

jventh inning to defeat the Bears, 9-5, in

Jaturday's opener.

By virtue of the two losses, the Bruins

lave clinched last place in the Pacific 8

)0uth. Additionally, UCLA has tied a

;hool record for most losses in league

)lay with 12. And the Bruins have three

remaining games with league-leading

JSC this weekend. '
,;

Reichle Disappointed
^

While coach Art Reichlei wasn't
(xuberant over the setl)acks. He wasn't
7ing either. •

'

;.^ .

i am disappbinted in the fact that we
lidn't win three ball games," he said.

But I am proud of the way we played
considermg the few adversities. We areplaymg some interesting baseball "

Reichle was referring to the damp, cold
weather and the injury situation This
time. It was right fielder Eric Swansonwho was shelved. Swanson was on crut-
ches Saturday after suffering a badly
bruised ankle Friday when he fouled a
pitch off his foot. But the determined
Swanson said, "You can put me in the
lineup for Wednesday."
The Bruins jumped off to a quick 1-0 lead

Friday when second baseman Dan
Guerrero led off the first inning with a
double down the right field line. After
Swanson struck out. Earl Altshuler drove

""T^^Tf*" "^'^^^ ^*"«*^ ^o right.
The hit was Carl's 76th of the season,

breaking Gary Sanserino's single-season
school mark of 75 in 1968.
Cal came back to tie the score in the fifthwhen Don Thomas walked and shortstop

Randy Hooper drove him home with a
double to left.

But the Bruins went back on top in the
seventh. After Luis Gomez singled to
right the red-hot Guerrero singled up the .
middle with Gomez taking third. Luis
proceeded home on a wild pitch by Cal
hurler Dave Forster

^.: '...,. _^._

Rouse Sharp

Once again, the Bruins received an
outstanding performance from John
Rouse, who gave up just two runs in 7 2/Z

innings. Once again, however, Rouse kad
no decision.

Reliever Bruce Baranick succeeded
Rouse with the score tied 2-2 and
proceeded to retire six straight Bears unUlhe walked Neil Cummings in the lOth
Then, Baranick had to face Gary Her-
nandez, the same Hernandez who defeated
Baranick and Co. at Sawteile with a two-
run homer. This time, Gary belted a tripleupj^ right field alley and Cummin'^

Reichle had no regrets about using
Baranick. -He's been our best relief ,^tCher all year and you always go with your

The Bruins appeared on their way to a
second consecutive defeat in Saturday's
first game. ^

Cal got first blood when Bobby Tulk
singled to right and took second on Alt-
shuler s fielding error. Roy Meisner
smgled up the middle and Tulk scored
Then, after Dave Alderete moved Meisner
to second with a ground ball to first
Hernandez singled Meisner home.
The Bruins tied the score in the fourth on

Mark Swedlow's run-scoring ground ball
and Tim Doerr's single to center that
scored Bob Adams.
But Cal scored tallies in the fourth, fifth

andjsixth innings and opened a 5-3 lead
with just one inning to go.

Shellshock :

Then the Bruins shellshoeked Cal
Altehuler got his third hit of the game with

a single to left and Adams followed with a
single to right. After Swedlow and Doerr
struck out, catcher R.C. Schwertfaeger
singled to left, scoring Altshuler The
Bruins went ahead to stay with a two-run
single to right by Gomez. Guerrero's
three-run homer put the icing on the cake,
9-5. - • ^

The Bruins again jumped out on top in
Saturday s second game when Guerrero
homered to left in the third. But the Bears
came right back to score twice in the
bottom of the third.

The Bruins tied it up in the fifth on a solo
homer by third sacker Ken Egusa The
Bears then went ahead, 3-2, on a double by
Hon Coffman and a triple by Meisner in
the fifth.

UCLA tied it again in the seventh on a
run-scoring single by Guerrero, who went
six-for-13 for the three games.
With two outs and the ba^s full in the

bottom of the ninth, pinch hitier John Haro
hit a high chopper to shortshop that Gomez
couldn t handle, and the Bears won their
seventh conference game.

It was a tough loss for the Bruins and
especially for pitcher Gary Robson. 'Robo'
went the route, striking out eight and ^
walking just three. _ V_ ^

**U was the best pTfchfng he has done
against tough competition in the con-
ference, ' said Reichle. "We should have

*

won It for him. He threw more off-sp^ -
pitches today and he was getting on top of
his slider better."

I

'

with

ColeSlaw^7\
Broasied RDtoioes

Butter

-t'

groduofing $enior$, take note
: now w the Hme

to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now-
so you'll have time to address and mall them. It's a great vs^ay
way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only
happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope-
per dozen, 2.85 ^ "

Students' store

•"N. uca
art d#porlm«nt. o l«v«|, ocli«rmon union, 825-771

1

9:00a.m.-7:]5p.m. Mon-Frl; 10-3 Sot

7^
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UCLA-USC Track Results
LONG JUMP—1. BMKliK«.t (UfLAJ, .

26 0; 2. jMkMfi (USC), 751, Wiii.ams^
(USC), 2S-5V1.

^SHOT PUT-I. LaiM (OSC). A.1^; ».

Pasel (UCLA), 4/ Ml 3, Frtber»
(UCLA), 5*4)Vr. P •
440 RELAV-I. use WilJIa'ms, L.

^iO*tn, Ouarrit, Orchard). 39.1 (mttt
record* pid mark, 39.3, USC, 19M and
197H, 2. UCLA (Welch. PepcMrs,
echol«, Fdmonsoo). 39.f.
MILC— J. Carr (USC). 4:(»3.f; ?. CMdi>~--.>

pins (UCLA), 4.W.I, 3. Craria (USC),
4:10.1.

JAVPLIN— I Hsroff (l/.tC). 24.V<; ?.
R*^ (USC), »»-?; 3. Jones (UCLA),

I20HH-I. Rich (UCLA), 137. 7 Wir-
»o«> (USC), 13.7; A Johrton (UCLA).
')4.4.

<K^1. S?t»i<h, (UCLA), «.3 (meet rec-
nrd, oJd mar*, 45.4, Edesel Garrison,
USC, 1971); 2. Csriiwn (USC), 45.7: 3.
B'own (UCLA), 45.8.
lOT-l. Deckdrd (USC). 9 5; 2. Fdmon

-ion (UCLA), 9.5; 3. Ouflrrle (U5C), 9.5. v
MO— I. W.lliams (UCLA), »:50.l, ?.

nu/ks (USC), 1;50.3; 3. Sanchei (UCLA).
. SO 5.

PQLF VAlJLT-l. S^kala (UCLA), 15-
" -. 7 t.c hf.«....r«»o Pullard (U><")

'

and Tracanelh (UCLA). 15-1^; (S<w
kaia ctcarrd U-6 h> win iumpoff).
440IH-1. Corval (UCLA). 57.0. 3P.

Jackson (USC), 52.4; 3. Coffman (USC),
5?.?.

DISCUS- I Frebtro (UCLA). 177 4: ?.

Cor.Joiv (UCLA), 175-5. 3. S»evfn«i
(IJ5.C) 1^-7.
?70-l. Quarrle (USC J. 20.6- 9 Ortk-

aid (USCl 20.7, Rrown (L'SC), 20.?.

IRI^LEJUMP—1. Bu»t5 (UCLA). .^3

0*4 (meet record, old mark SJ-lO* .

J/^n^j. Bytt%, UCLA. 1971). 2. Ti((

(UCLA). 5? 5; .r Jackson (USC), SQ-IO

uvo AVI • - I s r.icwji (V'H.y
'^•Jft. ?. K»lCh'?t^oll (USC). 9;04.0. J.
PH«iC<> (UC'.A), 9;0S.i.
HKtH JUA^P— 1. Flelcfw (UCLA). /4»

(mcf) record, old m<»rk -lO',. Greo
Meet. USC. IfMU 2. Stonat (UCLA). /5;
J. HoliMis (USC). 6-10.

' ViLt RELAY- I. UCLA (Grtddi'. ,7 I.

'l.'dmo«non 47.6. B. Brown 46.?. SmUh
463). 3 06.2 (meet record, oM mark.
3r09.», UCLA, 1969). 2. USC (Richa.d=on
47.4. Deckdrd 47.8, L Brown 49. J. Gai
n$on 51.2), 3.I.S.5.

riNAi SCORE-UCLA 76. USC 69
AtferKlance— U.-IOO.

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: Dean of Students

GOOD STUDENT CERTIFICATION
FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

The Dean ol Students Office wilJ again be able to sign good student
automobiJe insurance discount forms in 2224 Murpliy HalL A 3.0 gna
Lm .F"^^'^J^l"^^ ^ **** criterion. A student requesting such a

certification must bring his registration card, the completed form, and acopy of his unofficiaJ transcript (available each quarter in Registrar's

n!i* ."* '°u°!
^^ ^^^ *** **«°«' immediately. If this form is to bemaUed, please bring an addressed, stamped envelope.

FkOM: Financial Aids Office

SUMMER WORI^STUDY PROGRAM

rFROMTGraaiate^SooIoflMi^^

TEACHING CREDENTIAL CANDIDATES '
.

d^!l^i^lf a?""^^^!^.!^ requirements for the Standard Teachinir Cre^

Any delay In this matter coJd^arfec|.,fciture employSi«['
HaU 201.

FRO^s Registration -*- En^-ofiment Office

SPRING QUARtER 1972 OFFICL\L STUI>Y LIST

^^i^t^K"^}^ ^d>iot receive an Official Study Ust dated Anril 11

rX«T ^^lU4'"M^rIL*^S''^ '^^'"If!.
«* the llS.i1SJS?io^!? ^J

c2uS«WTon thii s^^^^^
"^- A student, is responsible for all

If you have any questions please contact yUlta Cotter, x51Q91. -
-VI-1R-1

-^--•-^ ——-I"
it

1 ,>

Applications for the 1972 Summer Work-Study Program are now avaU-

A {29 m!JJ;iS'?£S!
^^""*"«" ^^«^ of the F^andST Aids (5hc^

All studente Interested In Summer Work-Study, including those who -f- i
5na%*''2 ****^ te"" ^o' ''2-73 Financial Aidf must apjjy brforrSSne Tr^nlcXAiin^^^^ ^P\"t^«« bring a self-addressed, stamped postcard? " <!*t/l\ Vyill.^Xrz:

I o be eligible for the Summer Program students must: • in^*t ^b^ « - ^

2 h^T^ ^!3'^* "?**. ^^ determined by the Fin^ancial Aids office)
^C^**""** ^O" Page »

>

fLi ?972.
*'*' "^"^ "'^^ *^ ^""*' ^^'^^ ^ « '"^-*»«« 8tud«t dS^ Then there were the cases of

Bruin Ruben Chappins and Trojan^
Nathan Burks running lifetime
bests in the mile and 880
respectively only to lose to Trojan
Rick Carr and Bruin Paul
Williams in near dead heats. Even
closer finishes occurred in the
dashes prompting Wolfe to
mention the need of a ^'television
playback" for the official judg^.
For Williams, overtaking Burks

in the final strides capped a
phenomenal success story. Bush
said, "Paul's tough. He had never
Jost a half-mile to a Trojan in
three years and he said he wasn't
going to start today. He "promised

'

us he wouldn't.

Paul said, ''Burks usually tires
earlier so I wasn't sure I could
make up all that ground in the
stretch. The important thing was
that I didn't panic."
Neither did triple jumpers

James Butts and Milan Tiff and
high jumpers'Dwight Stones and
Rick Fletcher after USC swept the
220 and took one-two in the two^
mile. Nearly the entire Bruin
team congregated around the high
jump pit to root Stones and
Fletcher over and Trojan Dean
Owens out.

Py that time it had become
obvious that the mile relay just
might decide everything and
Bruin world record holder John
Smith looked fit again. He had
eartier capped his comeback from
hepatitis by smoking Edesel
Garrison in the 440. His coach
eulogized, "John Smith is a true
champion. I told him all week
long. Just get second.' He just
gave me that look like, 'You know
I'm not going to settle for that'

'*'

Hedidn'l.

"tS

UP, UP, AND OVER — Rick Fletcher ^ .
new meet high jump standard when he cleared seven
feet against Southern Cat. Fletcher's jump and

another seven-footer by Bru^^n uwium «r-
(background) gave UCti a Z-U^TCh^T
event and crucial points.

""^•**
'" ^

FROM: Office of the Regish-ar

JiSUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
FlUHrAUDITiOHS

will be held in Los Angeles for the
forthcoming motion picture ver-
sion, to be filmed in Israel startino
in August for three months.

AUDITION TIMES:
Thursday, May 11 and
Friday, May 12

' Starting at 1 1 a.m. at '

^
Undy Music Theatre
9°["^/ La Brea Avenue and
Wilshire Blvd.

?^T5®^"'E« ARE:
.

1- All bass singers for the role of
* .

Caiaphus (be prepared to sina
Caiaphus" songs)

2. All white, black and Oriental
dancers who can also sing, under
age 25, male and female. Dancina
more important than singing.

3. For the role of Herod, age 26 or
under. Jolly, young and fat.
Expansive, playboy personairty
lii<e King Farouk.

4. All tenors, under 25, who can sina
the songs and handle full range ofJesus or Judas from "Superstar"
score.

All applltant, ihould com* pnpar^d to •/••«

I'LL TAKE THAT THE REST OF THE WAY - Benny Brown hands tfJ«

baton to John Smith, who completes the Trojan track tragedy witfii

victory in the mile relay Saturday. The 74-49 Bruin win went down tom
wire, but a bad pass between Troy's Willie Deckard and Leon Brown givi

UCLA commanding lead by last lap.

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -NY F'Jm Crifks Awarck 1

f
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UCLA DAILY BRUIN ISuskyrowers win,

ruins sink slowly
By CVaig Andrews
DBSporuWrller

Washington's Huskies reinforced their stranglehold on West Coast crew
minance, at least temporarily, with an easy win on its home course
turday over challengers Oregon and UCLA. .

UCLA, which had high hopes of an upset going into the race, saw them
shed almost at the outset. ''We lost at the beginning," explained coach

rry Johnsen, '*when Washington got a length's lead and Oregon three-

jartersof ajengthonus. We just didn't row aggressively.'* -.

Johnsen blamed poor racing conditions for the relatively slow times.

There was a wind, and the course itself is not very fast. The record there

I
under six minutes, so Washington rowing a 6:2L8 and us a 6:28.6 shows

1st how bad the conditions were." -

The Bruins may take heart, however, in the fact that this was the

losest race for Washington all year, and that the Bruins will get another
hance at the Huskies in the Western Sprints two weeks from now in Long
keach.

* ~ ' '

Speaking of Long Beach, which beat the Bruins a week ago by fiv^
econds, Johnsen feels that the 49ers match up well with the Huskies. "If

^ng Beach would have been here, it would have been a totally different

Face, and I think they could have won. But I also think that if we had
laced the way we did against Long Beach last week, it would have been
lifferent too." . :

[ Johnsen must now "earn his paycheck" by readying the Bruins for the
[prints "We're just going to have to work hard and show both Long
ieach and Washington that we're a better crew than we have shown."
Meanwhile down south, the freshman crew got back on the right track

/ith a surprisingly easy seven-second win over Orange Coast on Satur-
ay. With the win, the stage is set for a meeting with undefeated^
/ashington two weeks away. -

Johnsen, who saw the Husky freshmen row this weekend, feels it will be
great race. "Washington can be beaten this year, which is not always"

TH . H
" V Vr H

-...-..-..-.-.»,, 2!lir"?"r7.SlII'ib'i;«^„^o'^^^^^^^
nation., record s-k.1., .n-nwhil., cm. back

ue They always have a great freshman program, but I think tiiat we t9 track win over use sTturrfluiL^li-i ''^""' '" '"""^y '•»«» • capture the pole vault In a
in give them a race at the Sprints.—--—-—--— —nl^S^Xt?;^ aM^f^^^^

n":;S' a'^ok^t,!::''
^" ''•^""'^

-^

1akaIa returns
{Conthiued from Page 11) "^

The time off gave me a lot of

time to think," Jeff said. "I

beared 16 on Monday and had a
Douple of good tries at 17 when I

:;ot everything over except my
irms. The resting time shouldn't
really offset the heights that
mch."

Sakala commented on the
spirit "There was a big team
jnity We talked a lot about it and

Jknew it would take some clutch
[performances. But I think the real

Ithing was Finn. He set it off.

('each Bush told us to relax, but to
be confident. He said we'd lose
some that we think we should win,
[and the other way around."

That happened, all right. If it
[weren't for a 228-2 throw by USC's
mich Ram in the javelin, the
^Bruins' Peter Jones wotdd have=
captured thrid place at 224-11,
[injury and all.

Jones, who wasn't scheduled to
throw because of a painful back
which has caused inactivity over
the past month, demanded to
throw He had a mylagram
Monday, whereby a needle is
stuck m the back and oxygen is
pumped into the system.

I knew my best throw would bemy first," Petersaid."Ifelt loose
and didn't feel any pressure
Jjecause nothing was expected of

I'SC coach Vem Wolfe, how-
ever^ couldn't say the same. "I
couldn t see the baton pass but I'd

^y wed have had a chance
wcause we weren't that far^hmd at that point. If LeSJ

S^'l^^^ '^ Jike he did in El^aso. 46 something "

lack ^L't""*". "**«>•*« tieack with a Trojan helmet holdingthe neckpiece in place.
^

'here was a sword through it.

TRY
-.i::„ri...-.._ _.

Backpacking Is another way of living
of really living! Why not trade— pavement for mountain trails
. . . skyscrapers for giant redwoods
. . . smog for mountain mist
. . . neon lights for starry skies
... noisy crowds for peace and

solitude

TTTthe plastic trip for a natural
high

Living in the wilderness is

fantastic ... but iVs tough.
Nature makes no allowances
for inexperience.

ON FOR ^V>_'A._i, i4..#*

3ix;

^ k

I'lk

That's where we come in.

Sullivan Educational Ventures
leaders are experienced outdoor
men and women. They know their

way around a mountainside or
through the wilderness. They'll

"" .~':^ teach you to

^ ... weather a storm
... build a fire

. . . ford a stream
. . . pract ice trail safety^

; r I

I.:.

t*> - 1~^"

\;^

K

... fix a camp meal
. . . find your way with a compass

... climb a rock face

On a 2 - 3 week SEV backpacking venture,
not only will you have a ereat time, you'll

1 learn to survive.
Try on backpacking as a way of life.

•

i

I£ you think it fits

yours . . .FREE
SpTryr ot^. r

«^•^^ value. Use it on« yoJr fi^st Ventureran5lLp iUor^ary^SltteTacTpacki;:!

ST^oroolX^^
EDU'^CATIONAL VENTURES, 3250 l^lpirR^ad'^nlS^aXrA ^S^o/s*'"^^

I am interested In the Ventures checked below. Please rush me more Informa-
tion and an enrollment agreement.

SIERRA VENTURES (21 days, for ages 16 & up) $350' 1st choice 2nd choice
SV-1 June 19 to July 9
SV-2 July 15 to August 4

. _^
$V-3 August 12 to September 1

'

LASSEN VENTURES (14 days, for ages 13-15) $260*
iV-1 June 16-29
lV-2 July 2-15 ZZZZn
LV-3 July19-Augu$t1 "

-

lV-4 August 5-18

LV-5 August 21 to September 3 „

*^J1*
'?cludes all food, supplies, training, and use of mountaineering equio-ment, including backpacks and sleeping bags. ^ *^

Name.
-Age.

Address.

City.
-State..

SULU^^NEDUCAT IONAL

UNTtHlES
>ALPI«MnOAO.MINLO»AAK.CAilf.Mm

(41ft) »M

Ji ifcfl^ili M« Mm II i^,mm* mmim,^
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Here*s a
^r

* .*_

^ '*^'

« . ( r-,

^f

Quickie Quiz you should take

for your protection before you go

to Europe on a Charter Flight

a. *_.t.-^ ,i

[

. _. _^ _* i _ __ ^ ____ _ __

I. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way. .-i

"̂*..

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
_^—_^

-*'

2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence olT having receiyech=^
approval or authorization from the University of California? "

' :%:

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

• — -nt-' T*

C-.y.,) »/i •»<
.

3. Did, yoM know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only ^OAC and Cole,
donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char
\er Flights.

•>
' \

iJv,vj;.r" •••"''•'
'

'1

4-^

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO

r-f—

>•

I
>•*

)(-»

Ttmm

"if

1

4

rA. TO DEPART

London

London

London

London

1
^

8

' •• ,'^

10

London

London

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

June 26

RETURN

Aug. 28

London

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

LondorT

London

London

JuneJ7

Jjjne 28

June 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

FROM

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

June 29

JulyT'

July 4

Londo n

London

July 8

July 11

Aug^5

Sept. 9

London

London

London

DAYS

71

Londoji

56

54

PRICE

$262

$262

CARRIER

BOAC

72

London

London

Sept. 26
Aug. 2^
Aug727

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

London

London

J-ondon

_London

London

8^

59^

73

$262

$262

81

_?275^

$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

61

July 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 10

Aug^
Sept. 13

J-Ondon

London

London

London

57
«

62

40

$275

$262

Caledonian

BpAC"27

BOAC"
«

Caledonian

$262

. 30
^ 50"

"*"

33

$262

$262

$262

$262

S252

BOAC

BOAC

'r.

BOAC

BOAC

'•}•

BOAC

mDAC^

BOAC

This it th«

»'$ not »oo late to switch to the best - the official one
&»,.W.Il,«„M5DK.,dih,«H,ll-ph.„.825.,jI,

On the way to NPI-Cheerleader platforms
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Mark Wright r

;

I, a jock.
i.

That phrase almost became a

reality for me, several years

back. I came within a few fleeting

yardline markers, a mere dribble

away. I was fourth and inches,

three to make two with the score

tied and two seconds left to go.

Within sight was paydirt, a slam

dunk, the goal I had so vigorously

worked for through these many
years: Jockdom. I was "almost a

Bruin". The cheers of the crowd

still echo In my mind, a haunting

sound, much like the moans of a

woman making love to the fellow

next door. I almost tasted the

sweet wine of glory and victory,

sweated the sweat of heroes,

bathed In the shower of stars. Ah,

but for the grace of God, was I, on

the field of competition itself, in

full uniform, sprinting to greater

triumph than before, in the path of

all the heroes of years past.

Instead, ( punted on third down,
blew the one on zero layup. I lost

out. Today, In the uneasy comfort

of niy own gutter, armed with a
trusty bottle of Ripple?—

4

sometirjhes pause and reflect on
the success that was so nearly

mine. Slowly, the bitter tears oSf

frustration and disappointment
come rolling down my cheeks,
like a wishbone offense moving
steadily down the field to score.

Pride has abandoned me, jumped
to a rival league. In its place I am
left with only humiliation, merely
a third string t|uarterback whent
once had Bart Starr. I ani left with
only one alternative; a
desperation move, an onside kick,

a stall. \ appeal to you the voters,
the coaches of my destiny, the
trainers of my soul.

Give me the next best thing. Let
me af least venture near the field

upon which I so desparately
longed to roam. Let me mingle
among coaches and players,
heroes and goats, the great and
the near-great. Put me to my final
resting place, and there I wlH"
forever be happy, taking each
game one at a time, never looking
past the easy ones, reaching new
emotional heights for the
toughles. Take pity on me and
other "almost- jocks" like me;
elect me your he«d Yell Lead__
for next year. Get me out of the
gutter and back on the sidelines of
life. John Wooden would do it.

Dish and Face
The world has seen that all

good things come in pairs-
coffee and donuts. Funk &
Wagnall's, peanut butter and
jelly, pots and pans and now —
DISH 8. FACE, Yell Leaders
extraordinaire. This powerful
tandem's coliossal collection of
capable cranial contributions
can provide the only ray of
creativity that could shine
through the tangled web of past
pep squad trivia.

Jn'^l"/ <l»ssatisfaction with
ye I leading will become a thing
oMhe^past if DISH 4 FACE arS

coMiH ^""T^^^'
DISH & FACE

H.\ ?*?'*'=* ^"^ P''***"* »cHool

could play our national anthem

shaa ^?^ °* ^"* *"** ^o«W

FUTURE CPAS
Loam Now About

'^xt CPA Exam!

••* ANA (714) S37-M3I

OUR

••XT

1/5 0FUSfl

And what about the student
health center? As yell leaders,

.
DISH & FACE could replace the
health center wih a genuine
witch doctor, who could combat
our ills with powerful magic,
and dance for the students on
Janss steps.

Sure, leading yells t's im-
portant. But so is eating donuts,
and DISH & FACE eat a lot of
donuts. It's only right that they
do so, for students often eat
donuts themselves. So instead
of the proposed North Campus
Student Union, why not erect a
Winchell's Donut Stand? Then
ihe students would really have
something to yell about.

It'd be nice to^interject at this
time that the guy who said that
DISH & FACE look like Pierre
Salinger and Larry A^ndello —
Well, that's a low cut and it's

time to end that rumor right
now. DISH & FACE need no
alter egos— they stand alone as
beacons to broadcast to the
seduced, scorched, sterilized,
stagnated student l>ody the
wily, whinisical, wanton,
wassoling with which they
break the back of the
colonial istic, crafty, craving,
credos of yearning, yielding yell
leading.— In closing, DISH & FACE'S
intimate c^cern for all sports
and games would make them
true "AAen For All Seasons"/
Now is the time to end
mediocrity in yell leading! Be
concerned! Vote for DISH &
FACE! Try us, you'll like it.

Fred Uriarte

Hello there. Bruins. This is

"Qig F" here. Well, it's that
time of the month again — time
for those good ole elections. And
I've decided to put some of my
various talents to use here at
the Big U. Therefore, I'm
running for the coveted office of
head yell leader.

Sports are an important part
of university life at UCLA.
Although my athletic abilities
are questionable; as head yell
leader, I feel I could make a
great contribution to sports. If

Jlected, .^-.rwould first hold
tryouts to choose other
cheerleaders. This would be
done in an unbiased manner,
wittiout regard for friendships!
Their selection would be based
upon their good humor, per-
sonality, and loud vdlces. I

would also judge them on their
acrobatic skills which I plan to
reintroduce into UCLA
cheerleading. This would be the

first step in reaching one of my
goals as cheerleader — that Is,/
to develop a new and distinct'
cheerleading style which would
separate us from the other
squads In the nation.
Many hours of time and effort

will be devoted to the
development of new skits, yells
and routines in order to elevate
school support. All in all, I plan
fo make next year's
cheerleaders a hell of a lot
better than this year's.

Trferedible Hulk
Now that it is known that the

INCREDIBLE HULK has
shucked his hat and clothes Into
the ring, cynics have accused him
of pulling a Nixon trip out of the
bag before election. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Hulk
does not plan a China trip as an
election stunt. Shortly before the
last basketball home games the
Campus Comic Book Society
displayed their collection which
portrayed Superman and his
cronies dozens of times while the'
Incredible One was flagrantly
slighted, shown in scanty, pitiful
poses. HULK was Infuriated.
Superman and his friends are
outdated because they need to
undress in the seclusion of a
telephone booth, apart from their
fans. Unlike his opponents the
HULK bares no fear in exposing
his true-self.

Although occasionally
described by ear as a Turkey,
HULK <pannot be associated with a
Dick for the Incredible One's
primary concern is with domestic
issues. HULK Is of the Bruin
crowd, spawn forth frons^ the
Bruin crowd and cares solely for
the Bruin crowd. For this reason,
during basketball games HULK
will not detach himself from the
fans; he will not hide amidst a
flurry of pompoms; but he wilt
lead and perform cheers In ttr

stands among thp students, the
seat of his power. Football with its

larger audience is a different
matter. The Incredible meistro
will conduct his concert of cheers
at field level. Even then,
delighting all in the stadium may
overtax his vast ability, io yell

leading assistants, not deaf and
dumb stooges wearing UCLA
seatshirts would be needed. These
helpers would be selected on three
criteria: 1) originality, 2) humor
and 3) no inhibitions. Thus, each
assistant will be a potential yell

leader himself/herself, able to
substitute for their commander-
in-chief If he becomes ill or, worse
yet, dies in front of his audience.

Tntti

<-i • -

^ BACH & SONS, ltd.
AN EVENING OF MUSIC FOR I. 2, 3 AND 4

HARPSICHORDS, WITH STRING ENSEMBLE
as performed by

UCLA students from the Department of Music

l.irpsK ll.

THURSDAY, MAY 11-8:00 P.M.

BUtNOS AYRES ROOM, SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER

t twoj dt / FM. Hnof

•, .indstrtl^ invite- '
"^

•-••:.

.\,.y

Regarding the election cam-
paign, I must admit that theHULK IS somewhat green in this
matter. He is Inexperienced with
electioneering but believes has
has already exposed his talents
I.e., at Bruin basketball games. -

Elections smack of empty
promises. The HULK dislikes
deception and with your help he
can beat It off. Let's make it

unnecessary for one td go all the
way back to Engine^ Geoff to
recall spirited yell leadership and
entertainment. Let the revolution
of the Greening of America flower- VOTE HULK.

Leiand Cox
i

What can I say? LELAND COX.
My name tells of my sensuous
nature. But what is not revealed Is

my great and overpowering
desire to be head yell leader. -_

We've all seen what has hap
pened in the past. Everyone knows
of the '70 '71 fiasco, followed by
the newer '71 -'72 version.

I can offer my SELF, my
willingness and desire to work,
my exceptional talent. By these
offers, I wpn't be treated as just
another sex object. You will look
upon me differently. (Don't make
too much of that last statement.
You won't see me as jut another
candidate for, the centerfold of
"Cosmopolitan.",

.

I WANT to gruht and groan for
and with you. Bruins. I also want
to lead cheers. I want to combine
my forces with my NATURAL
RHYTHM to make it work.
So go to the polls. Scan the list of

candidates, stop at my name and
LEAVE YOUR MARK. It's up to
youtomakemewhat I want to be.
LELAND COX, the SENSUOUS.
(?) candidate. Vote for me and not
for my last name alone.

Wally Uchida
._—•—iv'-*—

:
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UCMIIM 5f IRIT MACHINC «^ Into

g«M. Lick apathy I Vert. UCHIDA for Haad r.U-L..d.r.

TALISMANS
bin tSOO Swcauklrl 98.00

KCTION ON A JOUINKV
L M'ATTKRS Olf LOVE..

CIACE AND HONOR. ..(•
AGAINST DISEASES...

SEDUCTION...
AGAINST EARTHLY

DANGERS...
'against DANGERS

fcV WATER...
feEPRBSS PRIDE AND

ARROGANCE...
PROTECTION AGAINST
ATTACKS RY ENEMIES..
HPEL LOVE INSTANTLY

LOVE IN INDIVIDUAL. ..(r

All are now offered in heart prlnta.
Icon, p.aaox 52». alhamrra.i a viroi

wkl«b lalUaiaa ar •!« jm^ waal,
wbribvr kaarl prtai ar fall tiac,

•fclri (TarS».a«). .I.a (s.

M.L.arXL). aarf aaarf ymt
rbarh ar m»m»j arrfrr

la %rmm. Patlaga aa^ laa.

U aajr. iarlarfa^ la all prirn.

T-«blrl.tS.M Smalablri, 05.00^^^ - ^^^ •••iri,a».»» 9w«al«felrl,0S.OO 'K J

ZODIAC SIGNS

Perfect for your room or as

a gift. Solid plastic, molded
from actual size. Hand over
eVa" high.

D Red. Wtiitefii Blue,. $2.98

MAIL ORDER TO- D Red, Whiter Blue

\ /P-T^fc^ k^^h. I K^^^ •
(Flourescent) $2 96

VERNON CO. ° r* *' ^'^^^^* n Black $2.49
P.O.Box 7497 D BroWn $2.49
San Antonio, Texas 78207 Plus AS^-postagaA handling.

'^^MEt ^ ADDRESS :

ClTVi 2ip.
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Righteous Bluegrass Band to perform
_ • -
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Ayres RoonKof the Sunset Canyon Recreation
Center The Righteous Bluegrass Band hail from
Boulder Colorado where they've been playing fine
bluegrass music to delighted audiences for the last

,JWO years.-.-.. ..^^.^^^^rr^^^^^..::^::.:...^^

...i,, .

,4-'

The band is comprised of stand-up bass, fiddle
banjo, guitar and drums and punctuate their
traditionally oriented music with highly topical

T/?^*u'^^^u
repertoire ranges from original tunes

about their home environment, like' the soft ballad
l^veland Pass to a classy bluegrass rendition of
Jacques Offenbach's Overture from Orpheus in*

"I

fn the two years Righteous Bluegrass liave been
performmg they have gained the respect not only of
their audiences but also of their musical peers —
^^^"egrass greats Bill Monroe and Doc Watson, Cajun
Doug Kershaw and folk-rock banjo player John
McKuen of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.

aJ.^^}^^^^
Student Committee for the Arts and theASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission invite you to

enjoy the Righteous Bluegrass Band's first
California appearance as this Monday's C6ffee
House offering, m tickets will be available at the
door (limit two) at 7 pm, photo ID is required. -

— Leslie Mullenson

(Continued from Page 24)

Chemical Warfart," 7 pm,
tomorrow. Social Welfare 121„* :

.V

Seminars:
Monday, May 9 / „

-

—"Photoinjectlon pf Electrons
In Very Thick Insulators/' by C.R.
V($wanathan, associate professor
of engineering, 3:30 poi, Boelter
8500.

—"The Chinese Family --
Traditional and Modern/' by
Lucie Cheng Hlrata/^ assistant
professor of sociology, 8 pm,
Social Welfare 147.—"Graclousness and Social
Lying as the Ethics of Am-
bivalence/' by Carl A. Faber,
lecturer In psychology and staff
mecnber, Student Counseling.
Center, 8 pm, Dickson Art Center
2160. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75
(students).

Tuesday, May 9

—"Fusion Reactors: When,
How, and How Much/' by Blake
Myers, division head, mechanical
engineering department,
Lawrence LIvermore Laboratory,
LIverm ore, California, U am,

JBoelter 8500. _._„.___.

—"Reactor Fuel Desigrt and ffl^
Effect on National Energy
Strategy," by Phillip Hammond,
adjunct professor of englneerlngr
3 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"The Soldiers and Nation-
Building In Former Belgian
Africa: From Force Publlqut to
Praetorian Guard," by Rene
Lemarchand, professor of African

nee upon a
studies. University of c.
"The Military ,,i,'^*'<'«.««

professor otantVop^*/«pV
Murphy 2121. °^^'

^ Pm,

-"Diseases of p^^ ;^^,

Trai^smmedtoMan,''byH>
M. Snow, veterinArw ^ ^^^

are U.SO and $1.75 (ZZ, !'*"«

-"The Kalahari-.'ta-F. Logan, professor of ^Zl^'^'0 pm, willard pi!^
•"''>

School AoditorlunC 301^!?'**
St., Pasadena, tlcke* are>

EC:
Monday, AAay 8

—"Beginning Ballet " A^ ^

.. "^''C«l"flraphy," 7 30
Architecture 1243B—

"Kundallnl Yooa '
-;

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lo'unge
—"Office Culture ann ..

Secretary," 6-7 30 pm T
chltecture 1243C.

'^'•

—".Philosophy and Yoga "

Lo^n^gT'
''''''"'"

^^"'^^'t«l^"

^ pm.Ackerman Union 3564- Exploring Emotions in

^eT^an"^;,'''"''''
''' ^^'MCKerman Union 3517

^-"^'^^hlm (GOD) The OriginaT
Pattern of the Universe," 7

1

pm. Architecture 1243A. r

iuill'^'l?
^"^^^'^y 0* the Human

Mind Course," 3:30-pm, GSM

(Continued on Page 19)

pm,

pm,

'Woodrow Wils
I .

(Continued from Page 24

)

,1, . .

Monday is usually the busiest day of the week for stanSfno rfi ""''=,1°" '^"S"^' *• '«»•
•the telephone operators, with Sun'^ay the sTowes ^ ^^ '"

""l
"^*'' ^'"""*''' "**•

day.
ri,.

' Turret system

service I winners from tliis campus
ist 4, 1968, "an out- w^.«„, t.r:i..^ r.._ . ^ ___

^

r- -..;;. ^-
The turret system is a completely new concept, not rtLj"J!?II*'*"l!!"*

^'"" *« P»^
ied by the commercial telephone comnanv -—-

degree have been awarded to four

1

j*^, ^<

r^-r-

t i

^

Heithoff Cited Monday, March 13 as an averAap , '"vTu ^^^^®'"*^^^^'"P^®^^^^
day, With a total of 3932'calls of a\

'

clasLs com^^LJ^e'^^^^^^^ company.^
ttrtrrtho =o,.,i»..-K....^i. mu . .

"""^ (.uramg ^we ean t get experienced operators on the
Uirrets because they are such a new development "
Heuhoff sa.d^ 'The best we can do is to pick up anoperator with basic telephone service." •

The communications department is al<n
responsible for compilation of the campus Centrex
telephone directory. Each department says how a^d

ZimL'trTi^.'"
"^'^ '^''^' ""*^- "» -'" ««S

^^^The operators serve also as "a sounding board forthe community," she said. Often, a meml^of theoutside community will call up one of the owrator^

Sl'emf
"''' '^ ^'^'^^ "^^ Unive^rsVyTnTiu

saKZi'l !«' i'^^on^ation operators, Zimmersaid Service is our job, and we're attemDUnfl toconstantly improve it."
-^icmpung to

Woodrow Wilson \ Dissertation
Fellowships to aid in completion
of requirements for the PhD

-rntothe servicer rurrete The peak hour that'day was
irom 2 to 3 pm, with 502 calls, including 190 on-campus calls to 33. In addiUon, there were 2840 calls
to (he hospitalboard.

I

Service Problem 8
"When users experience definite equipment or

service problems, they should tak^ the time to report
-^t to the operator at extension 53333, giving full in-
formation about the problem," Heithoff said

thP nrnmf
"''^ our scrvices, we have to know wherethe pxoblems are," he added.

*v,/ i#^
^^

Uhtil 1968, a manual switchbc^nH requiring 22
operators was operated in Royce Hall. In those daysZimmer said, "operators had to be six feet Ull "
with arms reaching to the floor," Heithoff addedThe new computerised turret system was installed in

•(Paid Adverfisement)'^

/•t

C
Vs V^-^

Teacijing jjsslsiaijis For

Simnier orieiiiaiiiiii Prograi
July 30 -Sept. 7, 1972 .-.•.* >. ' .

t

•

I PrXr«°" °"^,r°^«'9"
Students are eligible toapplyPreference w.ll be given-to Graduate Students '

with a sociol sciences background r .

• Trovel. Teoching, Counseling and Experiences wift,

graduate students here, Thomas
G. Hahn, Nancy Y. Nakano, Lyla
Hamilton O'Driscoll, and Richard
Alan White.

The Dissertation Fellowships
are among 205 awarded nationally
by the Wilson Foundation and the
Ford Foundation, which funds the
program, to encourage students to
complete the PhD within four
years.

"Thomas G. Hahn, a graduate of
Fordham.College now working in
medieval English literature, is
preparing a dissertation on
Salvation for Virtuous Heathen in
the Age of Chaucer. He has

reign students will be helpful

exchange between TA's ond foreign students ThrTA'.m?

vide counseling as.lstonc*. Th.^wl 1 oto be eT 'cLTh^T•he overall planning ond orgonlrotion-of°he prograi '
'^

'"

DEADUNE FOR APPUCATION: MAY 10

Infernotioncil Sfudant C«fit«r
1023 Hngord Ave. ^^~~

!«• AngdM. CalH. 90024
477-45S7

Foraign Sfudant bffica
297 Social Welfare BIdg.
Compui
825.1681

mEmm
THEATRE tITS MJIJOIS

Studant CommittM f«r tK> Arte Invito

TUESDAY, MAY 9 - 4:30 PM
ROYCE HALL 136

previously held a UCLA (ihan-

cellor's Teaching Fellowship and
a research assistantship in the

Center for Medieval ani
flenaissance Studies on this

campus. He is editor of Comit^itus
an annual of medieval literary

studies.

Nancy Y. Nakano, a graduate

student in English, took her un-

dergraduate work at Cowell

College, UC SanU Cruz. She is

preparing a dissertation on the

narrative concepts of 17th Century

epic, allegory and prose fiction

She was a Woodrow Wilson Fellow

in 1969 and a UCLA Chancellor's

Fellow in 1969-70.

Lyla Hamilton O'Driscoll of

. Santa Monica came to UCLA from

the University of Nebraska, from

which she was graduated with

distinction. Working in

philosophy, she is writing a

dissertation entitled Towards a

Theory of Natural Rights. A„

member of Phi Beta Kappa, she

has been a teaching assistant here

since 1969. >; ','

Richard Alan White, was

graduated from UC Irvine cum

laude in 1969 and is presently

working toward the doctorate in

Latin American History. His

proposed dissertation topic is A

Reevaluation of Dr. Francia. He

was fi California State Graduate

Felldw from 1970 to 1972 and held

a Vice Chancellor's Research

Fellowship in the summer of 1968.

The successful 205 candidates

were chosen by committees of

distin^ished scholars from over

500 applicants
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What's On
[(Continued from Page 18)

—''Games Played in Us Vtgas

land Reno, Their Odds, B.E.P.

'Maturity and Systems/' 12 2 pm,

Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Everyday Practical Ap-

plication of the 'Ancient Wisdom'

Can Lead to Inner Security/' 7:30-

10 30 pm, Bunche 3143.

—"Behind the AAafia/' 7 pm,

KInsey Hall 184.

Meeting^:

Monday/ May 8
;

—"Photo Club Print Show/' 8am-
n pm, Ackerman Union AAen's

Lounge.

—"Office of Drugi Education/' 11

am 1 pm, Ackerman Union 3544.

—"CPAO," 1:30 pm-3 prti,

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"SIMS," 23 pm, Ackerrnan

Unio'n 2408.

—"Uni Koi," 3-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"ECTP/' 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Dept. of Oriental Languages/'

35 jffn, Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.

—"Office of Drug Education/'

3:Jd-5:30pm, Ackerman Union

3564.

—"Phi Eta Sigma," 3 pm, Kerck-

hoff Hall Alumni Lounge. ' ^

AAonday,May8, 1972

m. -J

• r «

UCLA DAILY BRUIN If"^
pondered

Et cetera:

'Ifevfc'URA Clubs:
Monday, AAay 8

—"Conservation Club," 10 am,.
Ackerhian Union 2408.

-"Judo Club/' 3:30-5 pm.
Memorial Activities Center B 146.^

-"Kendo Ciub," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200. —'~

—"Mountaineers," noon, North-
west Corner of AAoore Hall Lawn.
—"Organic Garden Club," 1-4 pm.
Horticultural Gardens. .'

,

-"UCLA Politicil Scltnct
Honor Society/' is accepting
applications for membership.
Membership is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Draft Counsaling," schedule
for spring quarter. Law 2114:
AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 1-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday nona.
—"Mortar Board," national

honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick Kjp a AAortar
Board Information sheet in the
Mortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13.

—"Asian Students," Interested
helping organize the Asian
American Student Association
(AASA), for the purposes pf
serving the Asian students and
their communities, are urged to
attend an organizational meeting
at 3:30 pm, today, in Ackerman
Union 2412.

-——"Central Citr Y.M.C.A./*
needs 15 male counselors to work
In summer camp session, from

^„ July 8 through July 15 with boys
;;ages 912 years; 90% Chicanos.

^ Counselors must be 18 years or
over. Each will work with 7-8

boys. Interested persons should
. contact the EXPO Office (Kerck-
hoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

-^-"Ecummenicai Summer
Service of Los Angeles/' is

sponsoring a live-In program for
30 volunteers to do work in inner *

city, from June 23 to August 23. No
salary, but roona and board,
transportation and laundry ex-
penses are provided. At present
time, openings for men only;
must have finished at least 1 year

of college. Interested men should
contact the EXPO Office (Kerck-
hoff 176) or call ext. 57041.—"Montebello Intermediate p l-- -a.
School," needs five tutors to help CXlllDltS:
8th graders with remedial math
and reading. Call ext. 57041.*

—"Venice NAPP," office
looking for a volunteer to teach
Spanish to the EngHsVspeaklng.
Call ext. 57041. >

—"Asian Foundation Book
Drive," needs volunteers. Contact

the EXPO Center (Kerckhoff 176)
for details by Friday.

-"four in One— Paley, Relgle,
Robinson, and Young," talented
artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation iearrt, the four
artists to be represented are Dave
Paley, Will Relgle, Michael
Robinson, and Milton Young,

today, through AAay 14 in the
UCLA Art Galleries.

—"Image and Identity: The
Role of the AAask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
an awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 In the
Museum of Cultur-al History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

Campy Campus Trivia
Welcome to our campy Campus

Trivia Contest. The idea, dear
reader, is that you are to submit to
us your favorite trivia question (e.g.
''What role did Ruby Keeler play in
'Forty-Second Street'?" answer:
Peggy Sawyer). We will select the
best questions and run a super trivia
test, compiled from your entries.
Our blue-ribbon judging committee
includes a Frank Capra devotee, mi
Everly Brothers fan, a sports buff,
and the chairman of the Ruby
Keeler for President Committee, to
name but a few.
you may enter as many times as

you wish and in as many categories
as you want. We will choose one
winner and up to ten honorable
mentions in each category. The four

lucky winners will each receive $2.50
in cash monies of America.
Honorable mentions get no money,
but their achievements will receive
recognition in these noble pages.
Note: any-^questions submitted
without answers will be
automaticallyMsqualified.

'

Contest is open to all students,
staff, and faculty, excepting em-
ployees of the Daily Bruin. Entries
must be received no later than 4 pm,
May 8; at the Daily Bruin Office,
Kerckhoff i 10. ' 'J^I^
The categories are: movies,

television, olde rock, and sports.
Nari^e

"?.
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Address^
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for the greatest convenience
at the lowest price^

try the , V

UCLA Residence Halls
\r

Call 825-4271
Tor an application
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/or TVshowing today

'Image and Identity'filmed here

n<
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' By Steve Sacks i

DB Slaff Writer
**AII the world's a stage and all

the men and women merely
players They have their exits and
their entrances; and one man in

his time plays many parts."
William Shakespeare thus

probably best stated the premise
behind "Image and Identity: Role
of the Mask in Various Cultures,"
an exhibit of masks of gold, wood,
clay, basketry,' shell, and
papiermache.
This statement also reflects the

idea behind an ABC-TV "Monday
Night Special" which will air at 8
pm today with correspondent
Harry Keasoner. - ^^ i

Keasoner will pose the question,
"What's your own view of yourself
- your sdf-imagp?" the film
jllustrates that allofus play roles,
often running through many of
them in a brief period of time.
The inter-relationship of these

two events has been observed by
KABC TV in Los Angeles and a
news crew was sent to the 'image
and Identity" exhibit Friday.
The film made by KABC-TV

will air before the network
-^ presentation.——^~-—- -,—r—~—

.

In the network film, Keasoner
notes that "most of us see our-
selves as distinct personalities
and. generally, we dress, look and
Jry to act in a manner consistent
with the way we see ourselves.

"The real you probably doesn't
exist," observes Keasoner. "Or if

it does, the real you is made up of
many you's' that find expresision
in costume, gesture, movement,
speech — in your interactions with
other people In short, there's
nothing wrong with playing many
parts, acting out various roles in
which life has cast us, or which we
choose to play.*^

This "real you" comes under
scrutiny in -the 'image and
Identity" exhibit. The exhibit
JTiakesJt clw fhaf masks can

The exhibit is under the
auspices of the Museum of
Cultural History and is in the
museum's galleries in the Ar-
chitecture building. Pierre
Oelougaz, director of the
museum, stated that response to
the exhibit, which continues
through June 17, has been ex-
cellent

Divided into three parts, the
history of the maks, the
widespread distribution of masks
around the world, and the
multiple uses of masks, the
exhibit shows that masking
traditions have developed in

almost ei^ery country.

Masks have been associated
^ith both the simplest and most

complex cultures. Their 17,000

year history is intimately
associated with "man's physical

and spiritual maintenance,"
according to" George Ellis, an
organizer of the exhibit.

Ellis also noted that masks^have
served a variety of purposes.

Among them are protection,
concealment, and entertainment.
They have been associated with
curing, fertility and death. The
continents of Europe, Asia and the
Americas are represented in the
exhibit.

Slide presentations are included
to giv^ the viewer an idea of how
masks appear in natural setting.

A special catalog of the exhibition
is also available.

project a person in addition to
concealing him.

SVEN REHER — lecturer in music. Sponsor of vIaI^ ^«
for noon, tomorrow, in Schoenberg HaU Auditorium * *^*'^'"^

I don't care wtiat Irat you betong to.

No picturo ID, no basketball game.
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^-11 »TWA's LOW

WUTH lARESTO EUROPE.
»:•

«•')

Besides offering you
these low airfares,
TWA also offers you
great departure and

' arrival flexibility

You have a choice
of coming or going
fix)m almost any city
in the United States
orEhirope.

Aiid to help you in
-^urope, TWA offers
Stutelpass.*

A coupon booklet
that gets you a room and Conti-
nental breakfastineitheraguest-
house or student hotel in any of
50 European cities for only $4 80

CLASS

NOTES
09

=3

FRANKFURTsSth
ZURICH?
GENEVA
Theter«shown are Los Angeles round trip

Service marks owned exclusively by TWA.

a night. No advance
reservationsneeded.
Of, if you want,

there's our Bed
and Breakfast
Adventures* •

These are a higher
grade of reserved
accommodationsand
range in price £ix)m
$6to$18aday
Then to help you

pay for your trip,
there's our free

tele unL*^"^'
"^'^ "• yo" <^laKe up to two years to pay

b or more information call your
travel agent orTWA

-r-i

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C Ploq
Anthropology 11 Miller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Padretti
Astronomy 3 - Riegei
Bacteriology 110 Pickeff

Z
<

Chemistry IC
Chemistry 4C

"

Chemistry 6C
Chemistry 153

Claries 161

Economy 1 -

Economics 10

Kaesz, Strouse

- Konrad
- Konrad
- Jordan
Latimore
La Force

Shelter

$370

n

G9

Economics lOlA Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 — Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
H.Story 124D
H.Story 142D
History I74C
History I78B
H.Story 181

Humanities lA

Bolle
Loewenberg
Yarnell
Oaltek

Yarnell
Austin

Z
-<

TWA

Z

s

n

Philosophy 107 - Hill

Philosophy 152 - Ouinri

Political Science 3 - Baerwald

Political Science 120 Muiier

Political Science 145 Farrelly

Psychology 10 Goldstein
Psychology 41 Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder, Roberts

Psychology 115 — Krasne
Psychology 125 - Sadalla
Psychology 127 Yontef

Psychology 149 - BarthOl
Psychology 170A — Lovaas
Psychology »•? - Sears

Z
Ui
K
a
D

z

<
a
A
UJ

u

<

u
3
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"We have a complete

8 line oi Cliff's Notes

5 and Monarch Notes"

^ For adJHional courses call or

i como in

;^ Mon-Pri. 9:J0-4:90

10851 UNOBROOK DR.

IBffcN. Wjlfhire-

I )/2 BIk. E. Westwot^
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ogk collection winners announced
inners of the 1972 Robert B. Catfipbell Student

Collection Competition have been announced.

|A collection on parapsychology and the occult

? won first place in the undergraduate

nsion for Patricia Rempe, a junior in psychology
iences won first place in the undergraduate

,„, . «*ricia Rempe, a junior in psychology.

le will receive $125 in books of her choice from

im
' " "" • --— -- — '—

pbell's Bookstore, which donates all the un-

rgraduate prizes

In

nmmi:

the graduate division there was a tie for first

ice Elliot Mittler, of the Graduate School of

lanagement, won with a collection of illustrated

Irrealist books, and James Puterbaugh, a medical

dent, with his collection, Bees and Beekeeping.

ley will divide the combined first and second prizes

tailing $175 in cash, donated by the Friends of the

:LA Library.
*

'

_ •

Judges ,.,. *«.,.

Judges o( this year's competition were Agnes
)awson, antiquarian bookseller and member of the

rriends of the UCLA Library; Dr. Marcus Crahan,

libliophile and president of the Friends group; and
fames G. Davis, College librarian Dr. Crahan
)resented certificates to the winners at an awards
program held in the Special Collections Department
M the University Research Library.

J Ms Rempe described the books in her collection as
rworks of unimpeachable scholarship." She hoped to

Hemonstrate with the collection "that those topics so

lightly dismissed as bunk are matters worthy of

lerious scientific investigation."^ ^

imiir siciiiif sni:

ir. iiiei loiiim
Mortar Board Society, a

national senior women's honor
Society is continually seeking new
members. Mortar Board offers all

interested, qualified students to

biork with other intelligent girls in

scholarship, leadership, and
service. The honor society is

)resently especially interested in

recruiting minority members.
KequireinentS for potential

members interested in joining the
society are: a willingness to ac-
tively participate in projects, a
minimum gradepoint average of
bo, and an academic standing of
senior (135 units) by Fall 1972.

[information sheets are available
in Kerckhoff 3(HC, through Friday
)f this week.

Mittler's collection represents five decades nf
..llustrated surrealist books, fr^m i^ to^^ A^cording to Mittler, the artists and poetsoflurrealism

tofxHress't^^^H
"' '••* '"-tratrb^'eTe^" :^

- ST^? ^^" '^^' *''*a""8 a tremendous variety

P.^l»l^
"•rational, unconscious and surreal .Puterbaughs interest in bees began with a bo(*-but soon progressed to ownerehip of his own^

^fflculfri.«,T "*" f"** •'*'"«^' *' has been

mem " ^ ""^ °"'^^ '" ***** a"'' «^"*1>-

Comicbooks
The second prize of $50 in books in the un-dergraduate division was divided by Herb Byron andMichael Pemberton. whosubmitteda jointcXti^on comic books. Third place and $25 in books w^n to

uStiS"'"' '"'
"

"="""*"»" °" «"--

wil!/''?„^'"t'*"*'l*,'"'''"°"'*'***'"'^
place prize Of $25went to Franklin Spellman for his collection .

Unusual Editions of Lord Dunsanys Works
'

•bpellman also won a special award of $25 for aconection on the history of witchcraft. Anothers^ia award of $25 went to Toby Solorzano. Jr., forhis collection, Chicanismo.
The competition is sponsored joinUy every year bvKobert B. Campbell, Westwood bookdeale^ a^ tteFriends of the UCLA Library.

"!"'""

Helpline

825-7646
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It's deadline time again at tlie big U The
schedule for subm ission of copy to "What's On"
is as follows:

— Everything to be published the weeic of May
22-2«, IS to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,
Thursday, May 18.

— AlUopy that is to be published for on-going
activities from May 27 - June 15 must be in theDB office nalater than 3 pm , Monday May 22— The last issue of the DB for this quarter Jijyiay
26.

— The first issue of the DB for first Summer
Session is June 16. The paper will be issued twice
weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays, with only one
issue weelcly (Fridays) during the second
Summer Sessions.

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with
margins set 10-65. Copy may not be submitted by
telephone.

,
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McLean Survives
Two Obsucles

Singer Surmounts Irritated
Crowd and a Bomb Scare
ByDONHECKMAN
New York Times

A performer who can survive
a t)omb scare and an antago-
nistic audience must be some-
thing special. Singer-song-
writer Don McLean came on
stage at Columbia University's

Don McLean in Concert

Letter to the Editor

Buffalo Evening News

Wollmah Auditorium Friday

night and was greeted by lis-

teners who were justifiably

angry about the garish, bright

spotlights beaming down on
them. "Some friends " were
filming Mr. McLean, and their

need for appropriate lighting

apparently took precedence
over the audience's comfort.

Associated with a performer
whose psychic antennas are
usually highly sensitive to rude-

ness, it was a peculiarly

thoughtless action.

As if that wasn't enough, half-

way through the program Mr.

McLean was interrupted by a
man who unceremoniously
asked everyone to look under
their chairs for "strange or un-
usual looking packages" Wow.
Only a truly magical performer
could have kept me-and ,

doubtless many oth€frs in the

audience- in the hall after so
many hassles. But Mr. McLean

Is magical. ,,^

He sahg his current hit.

"American Pie!' of course, but

he also sang two particularly

impressive older tunes. "Three
Flights Up" and "Circus Song"
He led his listeners through an
enthusiastic interpretation of

the old folk round "Babylon','

he played super guitar and
banjo and he sang beautifully.

His songs -almost all of which
are written with the pen of a

poet and the voice of a min-

strel-are the Qtnterpiece of

his art, and they have as direct

and pertinent a message for

right-here-today young people

as those of any contemporary
songwriter I can think of

»

The bomb scare and the dis-

tracting film lights faded quickly

from my mind at the end of the

program. But Don McLean's
music hasn't; I expect to be
hearing it for a long, long time.

I am not a fan of Don
McLean, or wasn't before
Sunday.

I liKed ••American Pier
but knew i,tt,e Of McLean or h.s
^ofk before then

« sat .n the balcony, quite
Physically alienated from the

•cular expectations but curiosity

until step by step his words,

melodious voice, his attitude,

sensitivity, candor, and sincerity

brought my weary mind to a
warm reception of McLean's
works Just as we discovered
and respected the music of Bob
Dylan. Simon and Garfunkel.

Gordon Lightfoot. or Carole
King, so has everything I saw of

Don McLean seeped into and
warmed my musical sense!'

WENDY PATERSON.
Kenmore. NY On United Artists

Records & Tapes.

Monday. May 8. 1972
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AFRICA: PAST & PRESENT - Monday nights documentaryIm series on 24 rountrio< kt ai..:^, *^m'. .^y^^jZj'^'Vi^n.^«jm series on M countries if AfrTcaTlaV;77^^^^^
.^'ORLO SCHOOLS, ,730 Westwood Blvd. Adn^ssten! icLAstudents and staH $1.25.
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PRESENTS THE GREAT
RICOH SINGLEX
CAMERA SALE~6 BRAUH STROBE

ONECENT RIPOFF

I

V

M.

— ^'
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The Richo Slngle)r TtS Is a high quality 35 mm
single lens reflex, with thru-the-lens metering and
shutter speeds to 1/1000 sec. It uses standard
screw-mount lenses. A bargain at the $244 95 list

price with 1.7 lense, we'll sell it for $139.95 inclu-
ding case, acces. shoe in a black finish.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
The Braun F34R is a compact rechargeable elec-
tronic flash unit that can also be used v^th a stan-
dard penlite batteries or A.C. It's guaranteed for
2yaari and sells for $37.95. With the Ricoh, it's
yours for a penny. Including rechargeable batte-
ries cap.

IOaS BROXTON AVE.
WESTWOOD

1.1• 1 '
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' 1
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AOVC*riSlMOO#FlCCS^
K«rclill9lf H«M Ml

_ tts^mi

IS m9r0^t I M ««y, S cwincwtiy
mwrtfut ftS.M

PayaMt in a^viKt
DCAOLIMC l« n»m.

TMf 0«flv SriffM 91VM fwM »wppTt H nf
U«.v»rwty •« CAl»««rnt«'t palxy oil fi««».
tfi»criHiifi«ti*n and tUtrtfor* clattiftad
•tfv*rtis«M« MrvK« Will iwt »• ni*tf«

i,
«v««l«M« H •ny««i« w<m. m affertfific
fc»»»*«»^ • t«ifd*fitt or •«««nnf |«6t,
«rKrimiM«««s M til* b«««« of ract, co<«f,
r^i««i. nat»Mi«l •rtfin or aiKMtry. NtrtliarIM Univ»ri«ty «*or ttM Daily Brutn hat »«-
VMt»««««d any of m« MrvKM o#for»d bort.
for aimtaiKt wttH l»M»sin« di»<rim*n«tiM
9roM«m», call UCLA HMmfif Offico WS-
M . WmHi«« Fair HMM«f»f 47I-«94t.

^He/p IVonlw/

y/ Campus Services 3

wedding
announcements

APAffTMENT mana^art mjrnod cowiHa
for 27 wniti naar SwuMt A Oehany Small
cHiMaa M«mt plus miner mamf. Kanl fraa
}bdrm apt Call.*22 070S (IMIS)

CHILOCARE Laurol Ci^n 1 Itrt , M F Mvst
nave car, pick wp S yr old boy affar icheol.

S7S J Jankint 4Sa^*«4S. AOor 4 PM. (IMII)

SUMMER and rt^vif lotos a« drivtrs. In
lacal araa Must hava c«r. S2.30 plus /hevr.num (IMI»

OPENINGS far Southarn Campus and
"Yowrboolc" salesmen Very, very 9anarous
commissions Apply Southern Campus
Office (lacin« Meyerheff Park • Karckhoff
Hall)MWF,9 3 (IMH)

DAY camp counselor, maia-fafnala, wa«en
or ^»n required, top pay, 477 1004, 719 9442. (•
M 131

IS GIRLS, telepftone work, 5 , Mon Fri, $2-
SJ $0 hour, plus bonus Louise, 5 00 PM, W3-W« (tMU)

^Services Offered .... 16

PROFESSIONAL documenfatian sarvicas.
t^ritin«, editing and r9%t»rcti H fmtr
requirements M7 IS4«, call anytima. (UMy
13)

VW Tirad? SHystar machanics ^
down* Have your bu« engine rabuilf. Parts-
labor, SI40 0v9r»ni9^ Ron, 997 )3S«
•vav

. (1«MI3)

11^^ ^YPNOiii ciassat. ta antianca
CONCENTRATION, MCMORY, CON
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-
^'*®' (UMIt)

SUROPE ffcis %*tmm9rf Uii-ra«Hiiw..,«w
programs a ar I waalis Ciparimairts in
TV.Yv*lin«, 9t4a4li (I70TS)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE w«y «M rawM Hm —irji fu^a.
iJ*'»**»*r* *t>daiif CdinpiM TSSli
•Nranffttifi Wast and Ea«t raiaai ! ^^•'
Rwssia. SOFA A«aiM fw' >-Sl*J—
stiMfant cfiartar Nifllit». CMitact IScZlU*•" VicaiHa Mvd., SvHt #4. LA, ciHU

•-^'oo»V;;.o::,^

Tal:(3l3)i >n*-«fss

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures »«ito
Colorado wiidarnass from $35. PO Bo*
*«427, Denver, M2II. (UOTR)

Hi!!
'^.'•'^' *•.****•'• «•••» Hawaii twd

Ttt?*
•-•**"»• Mid-Juna. Ashlay. fja-

'"• (l7Mt)

Commarcial Ratas. 34i^S7 . tfim* W1-
'^•* (UMIt)

kerkhoff }2*

82-5O61I

y Personal .

ATTENTION girls Naad monay? Full
part time. Distribute leading organic
cosmetics to coeds and friands. fr—
cosmetics application classes with
enrollment. Car unnecessary. 394-9M1
evenings for mora information. (• M 10)

."^r

ARHiVEOERCI. Guide. I can't live on vino
and pasta aiona. If you want me, I'll ba at

*i4a MtffpHy. (SMI)

TEACHER OPENINGS: Cvrrnnt listings Of
hundreds of California schools soaking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.
Elementary schools through collages. $3.
California School Placement %\tTf». 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Barkalay, Calif

.

JJJ^^^^^^^^^^^^(0^3)

}/Opppriunifies .T777 "IZ

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

^REFUSED? .... TOO HIGHf
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY -
PAYMENTS

^. ,«. STUDENT DISCOUNTS
-2*J2* A*»^ ^0» ABE OR KEN

AUTO Insurance, lowast rates for studMttt

/yjor#»4.2M4.
^J^

qj^^ j

Ici m^^MuV*"*Jf'. *'**^**' "CLA rates.RCA models. Free delivery. Free service 24hr.plMme, 274a))9. (I4QTR)
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PIWBALL Now
ion Broxfon.

Legal! Coma, to Woody 's,

(SM13)

PREGNANT? Ne.d help, can Lifeline. 901-

(50TR)

rve moved out Keepthe water pipe and myOt 'cago "ocetds voaran find me af the
wnoargra-Joate math lab, beginning June 19Summer ^>e^Mon, l?4<MurDhw (SMS)

BECOME A Minister (men and women). Wa
will ordain you in the Universal Life Church
You will be able to perform m»rri»9t\ andmany other religious ceremonies. Sandname and address to: Universal Life

5 J!^'"^.*'**
*'^"'"' "•« **••' Los Angelas,

Calif, 90055, (213) 4i7.734l. You Will r^ive
your official ministerial credential by returB
mart. A free wnr Ofrarrng fo cover our ax"
penses will be appreciated. (OP Ml)

ftlii2t.*ri T^V^"^^^* insurance for
«^.«!.*-*'** employees. Call Allan SobeL
701 5537, ITI-SOIS. Eves. 703-3509. ()4 0TR|

I?5h'*.'*"*?
"*** '"**« <«resses, unusual or

More
Europe
Charter
Flights!
now you have
a choice, more
Cities.,u
Flig^its.

H.

gpUHO TRtf -

y/ Entertainment
. . . . . . 6 vLost& Found ....... 9

m^.L'^^c:'*'^^*^''*'"*'*
Western league for-

r'uieT ;?"3ot.,'';',';n.'""''^
^•" ''^

fTif;

MEN, Women, or Groups to dramatiie the
Coastal Protectipn Initiative by par-
ticipatinq m a mile long Friibee Relay Race
on the beach. CaJi Maria Laiofraoo-ajy.fa m

LOST Sat Mardi Gras: Woman's gol^ idbracelet Front "Barbara", back, "Ron''Reward sentimental. 3915430. (9 MO)

ASK AROUND ABOUT
Aabchevysjrvice

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles <

Most Credit Cards Accepted
StMtfent Discounts

VOdds&Ends.......

1 1027 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

10

w^551 est. Since 1958

/Free . . . . .

AOORabLe German 'Australian Shepherd
mix puppies. 4whs)^d.CaU 935 4431. tFIlM
.^^-.^^^_^ _'-*>•»

I

^ Help Wanted.. ..... 8

PIZZA Restaurant. Must like working with
people Full/part time. Now/summer.
Regular Jons, 024 3S4S. (0 M 12)

MALE/Female needed sell sandwiches to
oMic.'s cicpllent part time income. Before
n AM.462 JOSO, 454 0021 (IMI)

HELP WANTED 10 gals, taking interviews.
0«-n.'ral Foods Cosmetic Division, teach A
ir^in new make up techniques. 271-4045. (OM

TEMPORARILYsummar positions
P*';'*'"^^^ »pc^a»jries and typists.
3440

Call )«4.

(IM24)

li'.V^^*^'^'® P*""* •"'* lobs available inWLA Call Services Unlimited, 475 953). (Im

il^J PER Hour, full time summer jobsm«v,nq lurmture Call Services Unlimited,"*'"' (OMy 12)

FULL time summer |obs variety of work
jtv.|.labiv avoid the summer rush Services
Unlimited, 47S 9J3) (IMI)

APARTMENT Painter(T): Pay. 1200 M^iTt
piov.d*' own equipment and ^a*nt 9)4 SAir
b.-.wr.n* 10 PM lor information (OMy 12)

DO what you do best graduate students no«
niidffj to do academic research 470^0427 (<

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dollspillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box9tO
l^li:!:fl^M!l:Phona39i.oo33. (IOQTR]

y/ForRent. ::.,,,,, 12
„' .1*- •' ' '

^y^}-^ ^equipped darkroom and
photdgraphy studio. Hourly, daily, weelciv
Deia Vu Gallery and Studio. 1539 1/2
Wg»»WOO^ivd., 477 5472. 4734>4ai (I2M)2)

Hides OHered .. \3

yResearch Suhjeds Neeaed-

Psychology Ex»>«rimtnt
-* S2.S0 lesstHanlhowr

ESP •PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Omy

Sign-up in Pram Hall A349

For Sole 15

ICOTT AM/PM stare* receiver. Also in-
cludes 1 spaakars. gtarrard SL4S turntable,
•arpMonas 5155 479 2471 (15MtO)

Ofwring lessens ^ptano B voice. Call 277-^'^ (UM10)

JUNE 17
AUG 17

JUNE 21
AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
AUG 17

acting technique very shortly. For in-
formation,coll347;J275. (lOMll)

PROFESSIONAL dressmaker /keyi>unchaperator ekchanges Babysitting for rmJSi.WLA. Excellent refs. 47i-M03 (weekdays
•*"^' (UMin

/iravd 17
OVERLAND
London June

Expedition India. Leavina
Encounter Overir^ m'IiJSS m

•'^•^^"^•^

London N w ft ' " '***"•' »^»"*« Ot'iva.

(17M12)

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

JUjLY 9
AUG 27

JULY 26
AUG 20

AUG 9
SEPT 18

LA/FRANK
LONOON/U

LA/LONOON
J.OHOOH/IA

'

.. «

tAAON/AMS
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LOI|DON/LA

U/LONOON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

LA/MAORI
AMS/U

$262.00
62 Ooys

$262.00
61 O^ys

1262.00
79 Days

$252.00
51 Daysl.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flig|it

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of "

California

on ajtcampuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707^S- -___^

$262.00
71 Oa^

$252.00
50 Oiys

$252.00
26 Days

$272.00 .

41 Days—

all first class

Mrvice.

LA-LONDON/LONOON-LA

Ftt. ^0*p. p^^_ jj^y^ p^.^^

2 4/18

3 4/21

AUG 19
SEPT 16

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

$252.00
29 Days

5ARS IN EUROPE
•
^' RENT OR BUY

F«1C CATALOGUE ALSO IjJi.LPASS
"-^U^OCARS

^vaa s«n«#t Ki>M« i A K.^.S«»»set aivd
, LA 900*9 271 -4Ja

-Jii

To^.^^^^l"*^ ^*'"''« •"•rr.at.onal

w^Sm?n
""*"'** •W*«»'^« »"••» and wamanw.fh m.n«,ement potential. P.rt/full timeMr Gi.nov..*e, (j,j) 710 7SM ItMM)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself wttiie »»a«p*n« awiars.

KarnupfoMt amentH
on our plasma pfmr»m

SEEKING «tudent interested cliilo•I'^vHopment Pi»n activities dawffitar II

^" •tiroes sT.r.%a;r;-,:i iX^sr
couojHm,,r.cruitme:f ^^I!!^* ^

"" (aM9)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketina
qrad can love yov 40 50% on «ll qualities, all
sue sets Aisa. access Spamsti and modern
iM^dream sets. Call me taday. Richard Pratt,—*^<— (I50TR)

1^ CHeap Days, «25 3754, eves., 399-'^^ (ISM IP)

DRUMS
condition
7M4

9 piece Revelle set. • lua. Good
tisa Call Eric, 4715123 /I35

(tSMf)

NIKONOS undarwatar camera, 3Smm lens,

sail tiaa 477 aj93. (15 Ml)

OiRLS matre SiasiS. Ml/1 Rr* m-P,
»a»MlwicHe» Call i A T 199 JIflt, or m

(aMto)

(4
WANTED ^^rf^99
P«ay at wadding r«capHan *.l4^7r
attarnoons, eves.

CLIrW^ a Typtstt. Immediate tampdrarv.... ^^

*•*' ^^•f^ 15' saillMBat rimmmti i^

FORTUNE Caokte "Does accupunture
ijartT New stereo at painfully low prices."
i vas.477 74a4.

. (TsMII)

NOAOEMSNT rln«, solitaire. .Sa K ar«carved, flarentine. white iol? mJHsacrifice 4715714 or M5 2773. ( ij My "})

WALNUT Dresser, 530. Record cabinat tvi

?i'3":r*
*•**'•' *"• '" *"' •-"• ;p- *'^

assifnmants
•Ivd.

Ofika Aide, laa; *»ls*Mre

(aMiat

PIANO Wurlttter console walnut b«
i*?rJ

^»"<«'»'*»> »*" EveninErl?2:7 oSSaturday morn., 1:00 12.00. 39733S7. (ii m

CODING SUPERVISOR WMf asa^at Head of
section at UCLA ftwrvey ResaarcR Cotter m
all p4iasas af worli Mvst Rave af Iddsl I years
aiperionce in martiet swrvay rosodrcli or its
aRwtvaioRt M«st Have teste data pracaaMiM
knawiadaa; >hap»d ka fatnlHar wHH data
cloaalaa pracassas^ Ra«o aapariad ti m cade
captlriKttan and sdpafylslaa. Rata ac
carding to ^olificatians, sfartlna at S3 u
iJJi^ti^J. !? •^"'''•V ••^arcli Center,
IOiaOSM.M»-f9»4 (IM10)

• •

AM.FM, PM ttereo all in one lalf ra««.il J
-nil. 2 spaakars. Tapes. SffT 4V7V3;j*fi;:J

IZ v."""" *'-'» camera. Mint condmi,
J300

Close-up accassories. Stave. CRS •"

f»yi? fJ''"'*^ ^ <«epartures, also N.Y.Israel. India. Africa, 50% off. Student
rates/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N. BeverhOr, Beverly Hills, 90210, 274-4293. (17QTR)

CALJETCHARTERr'
EUROPE 1972
Has YourChaiier
Been CancellEdf

Call or write us immediately - for

.7.M.X' """*"' ^-'« »""

Los Angeles to Europe
Oakland to Europe

Call US or write for our complete
charter schedule. Charter flights
are on TIA, Saturn, or Britania
Airlines which are all FAA and
CAB approved. Flights are open
only to students, employees,
faculty, staff of the University of
California and their immediate
families. Write or call Cal-Jet
Charters, 2150 Green Street, San
Francisco, California 94123 or
phone (415) 822-1434.

• new YORK
^ JMNE ISONE-WAV
• HAWAII

JUNE IB JULY 2
JULYI JULY 16

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
tUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUOfNT ID CARDS

Al« 5tud«,tr«il end Eur.ilpa«.,, C« Pu,ch,
IrtMiranc*. Guideboolti

STU^T TRAVEL HEADOUARTERS

mQL ais/exits^rBm aoaa Umte Monte* Blvd^ BV LA aaoao
274at42

HH bill. M.t of Unxe Monic«/tV>K^^>

AUG 28 LA/LONDON $252 OO
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA 30 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
SEPT 26 LONDON/ LA 29 Days

JEWLJl LA/LON/FRANK $247.Q0
" l8 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

S

«

7

•

9

10

11

12

IC

4/26

6/25

4/27

«/28

«/28

4/2?

7/1

7/4

17 J 7/12
18 8/12

8/28

8/16

#/t5

9/4

9/13

8/25

9/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

SO

33

S2tt

$242

$242

$242

$275^

$242

$242

$275.

$242

$242

$242

$242

$242

$242

$2S2

Available only fo »*:.i)fide members of me
University of Calilornir includmq stiMt«fits,

faculty, stall, and t** ir immediate lamilKs
(parents, spouse or dependent children)

Hvirm in ttte same household

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/IONDON
LONDON/LA

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14 LA/DUBLIN
-JUNE 28 LONOON/LA
JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 9 LA/FRANKFURT
AUG 30 LONOON/LA
SEPT 6 LA/LONDON
SEPT 19 LA/LONDON

1199.00
14 Days

$143.00
S136.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

chartar nights

a Kerchkholf HatUOSO
Between la.m.asp.m

•2$ 1221

Si 79
plws land

u

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGUIATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAL
IFORNIA STUDENTS, FACULTY. AND
STAFF. IWEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-
REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND CAPITOL
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707. DC8 /MB
SUPER DC8 JETS AND ARE PRICED AT
FULL CAPACITY. YOU tlAY RECEIVE AP
PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS lY
CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS

you knoiv ust
wrt-6.0..

UNI
109Se WEYBURN AVENUE

naal |» 81 Fi^ivotVa Maria a

TELE: 478-8286

Our nth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples

toLONDON(RTbase) J'MOOOW
London TEL AVIV $85 90OW
London ATHENS S66 30OW
London NAIROBI S17200OW

Hundreds of departure dates and

destinations. Request free travel, mlo

SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 277 $200 or I7t

3)11, 9175 Santa Monica Bl., Bevr-rly

Hills.

ONE ftri for crt«v on Columbia 43' June isth

cruise to Mexico. Experience not necessary

but must be inteiliaent, enthusiastic, pretty.

Write Box $4457, Terminal Annex, Los

AiifIts. »ao$2. n7M10)

WHY hassle w/a flight to Europe? Fly Air

France non-stop 747 to the continei"

"-n' f~^ -r-^^:^^ > .*..

Monday, AAay 8, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23
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>/futor!ng 18 y/ApHFurnisfied . 21 ^For Suh-Lease . ... 24
[FRENCH. Exam preparation, intonsivo

I
language study, translation, literature. Call

[former UCLA teacl«er for rosufts. axa-

I *3t6 ^_.ia.gTai,

^Typing . .
.'

. •^ « • • • • t9
I

el.v.for, ocean viiS wIJTS^r !*"••'

«—

_

—

-

^- -I t2lQTR)

iJJJJ, o**^w**'" »»^' Forn/patio/air cond.II0»41 Strathmore Dr. 477.aa53. (21 Mil)

S1$0. JUNE 15 Sept. 15 or part. 3 larderooms, fully equipped. West Hollywood. 4S9.0«3 morns.
(24 Ml)

yAutos for Sale ...... 33
' /Autos for Sale .33

''t- )/House for Rent 25

'*4 CHEV. impala, 4-door, automatic, power
steering, runs excellent. Best offer, 397^137:
(after tPM) . (33My)
'*» TR IUM^H GT6 plus, 17,800 miles, likenew, new radiils, best offer. 848 9520. ( 33 m

VW '47 Bug, excellent cond., AM/FM tape,
rebuilt engine, extra tires, roof rack, »a75
474 4142 (33 Mil)

BM typing, all kinds, copies, printing, A'A A
'.IP. Inc., 8949 Reseda, Northridge, laa-

< 1tM 19)

1

2877

EXPERT typing, term paport«
manuscripts, theses, IBM, reliable, ac-
curare. 10 AM 10 PM. Joan, 392-8420. ( 19M
TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, lottors. IBM
Selectnc, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
8^*7472. (19QTR)

IBM'S new Selectric II typewrittr (carbon
ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394<829S. (19M24)

YOU choose. We type your papers from
phone dictation. 24 hrs. or ban4M(rilta« 4lraM.
392 4115. (19 Mia)
— y I I I. — I I,

IBM Executive (carbon) editing, slMrtlMnd
didation. Term papers, ttieses, statistical,
what have you. 271-472a. (19 Ml)

WALK TO CAMPUS beginning June 15.Extra spacious, 2 bdrms, 1 1/2 batli, full

t wienrocM, 473-SSaS.
( 21 M 1 1

)

oatti, pool, 3 Mks. campus. iaa24 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GRS-5Sa4. .*^ (JiStR)

S^'i^iL'Ht fiJf"
/•'^•»»»'"« «»ngle andono bednwm apts. Temp, or permanent.

^ >A*L*1^^°'^^0«TABLE

FURNISHED BACHELORS * ^

*

1 BEDROOMS
J.Same rent Summer ft Fall ^

) Showing NOV^
JV Deposit will hoRl^^ Across UCLA

Ou?et^ diiT-hf.**r'*
ConiPletely furnished,ouiet, delightful garden. Near ocean Forappomtment, 393-7Jh^, (M M ni;

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm ft

*«ftAn*lf":, S!'*'^'"'"« y*'"'* Cul-deSac.
559,000. Sands Realtors, 474-4444 . ( 25 QTR

)

5125. GUEST house, 2 rooms, bath, garden
view, light cooking. Mature professional

«Mx"*** *"*" References. HO 3 5505/OL 2-

,

"'* (25 Mil)

LEAVING the country '45 Triumph TR4A
41,000 actual miles; runs great. 5825 /best
offer 397 7441 (33M10)

i

'

'65 VW rebuilt engine, new tires, sunroof,

. ,,)[
•^*'»"''* engine, 5575. Leon, 441 9171

ext. 23l/394-442a, (33MW
'64 MERCURY Comet, VI, excellent con
d.,5475. 479 9991 or 479 9703. Ask for Joe. (33M 12) >.^.^

'65 VOLVO 122S. 4 door, radio, heater, runs
great, $475oroffer. Must sell, 474 4124. (33M
12)

1.:

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING— 4000 Mile

.. ,.
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER'

A
1 AUTO SERVICE

7957 Van Nuys Blvd
across from GM Plant
Call 394 7075 34 Hours

}/House for Sale . . ; . . 26
BRENTWOOD south of Suhjset. 2 bdrm ft
conv deo.<au»eiXu»-de^oc.-f43,500. Sandr
Realtors, 474 4444

.

( 24 QTR

)

2 BDRMS, 1 1/2 baths, 3 n^iles from UCLA,
«[i^ '**°"® "**•*' *y oppointment, 473-
"*" (24 Ml)

'67 TRIUMPH TR4-A IRS Konis, AM FM,
lots of extras, $900 offer. 393 7493. Mike,
®^" (33 M 8)

•68 OPEL Rallye 33M, nu clutch. Make offer.
Call Dean, 824 1320. (33M8)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-7489. ( 33 QTR

)

'71 VW Camper. 5,000 miles only. Perfect
condition! New car warrantee. Fully
equipped Blue Book 472 8053. (33 M 10)

^.w.

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast; ac-
curate. Tom, 473-003). (19QTR) —rrr..rr-2-. /"^^^ ashore .....27

r^f.T,^*"***"* Faculty discounts. Brandhew 1972 Pintos, $1848. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asato, 820 2431. Order now credit OK'd by
phone. (33 Mil)

42 FALCON FM, top condition 50,000 milesaccumulated by festfdfovs driver $300 47S-^2l70eves A wkends (33M10)
'44 VW Camper, rebuilt eMgine. underwarranty, plus many other features, $1495
CaII Barry, 397 9958. (33MI)

LOW rates/ quality typing-papers, thesos,
dissertations, books, etc. Free editing
pmergency service call. 131-4449. (IfMU )

I21ir«-!!!!*!!' **»«rtations, books, form
P»i»efs Specialty mafb and fochnicai fyplnaAccurate, rapid service. /ao-iaTa" oeSg

ie°prnL%'i.,^;:rr'e;;i';;v. ^liiii,:^^'
dissertations. ProfessiSSil ^^5%. '^i
_:zz: (If Mia)
FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
.Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (If QTR)

1*^
VApts Unfurnished 22
l-BORM, carpet, stove, refrig., drapes, dish-

3570. Close campus. (22M1f)

J SPS^l'
^•'»*»«' ^'•^P* ' *»ove, patio. HtMrS^M^freeway. Reasonable. Call 170-1054. (22

QIRL - Share furnished house in Hermosa
Beach utilities, view, extras. July, August
Tern, 125 0392, $150/mo. (27M12)

ATTENTION Students; Complete selection
of new and used Pintos and other compact^
Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, I20>2431. Credit
OK'dby phone. (33M11)

NEED liiale, own bdrm, nicely furnished,
Beverly Glen. 5100 monthly plus utilities
After 5 PM, 279 1140. (27 M 9)

$100. Own room, quiet, rustic, large yards
Great vibes, beautiful house. Janie, 459-1510
Pacific Palisades. (27 Ml)

71 CORVETTE coupe, green, 14,000 miles,-
-^H^^iJorm. mint. 4 speed, 270/350. KY MT-T^, (105) 25500315. (33M11)
'42 VOLVO P1800 Great shape! New paintmag and wire wheels. Best offer. 343 2421.(33

70 OATSUN $10 Sdn . 4.speed,radMiis. AM-
roT;,*,!""*"*

"'«»'»«on. asking $1350. call"'"'^
(33 Ml)

'47 MGB GT. XInt. cond. Nu clutch, radials,
wires Make offer. 124 0744. ( 33 M 10)

^Bicycles for Sale : . r: If

theses, dissertat ons. Editina Week^JT^^o
6_Barb.e, 828.2345, Mae SKlW^I'yrTR^;
EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papon.letters, resumes, statistical. Ouara^IS
results. Eves after *-io.i«».i.—^. eL^^^^
BM tAif

5 -30 .weekends. Sharon,'**"
(19 QTR)

1tl7Fodoral. m41i<W,M_^JS2Sl ^SiH

Jo^ipf hbiT ?'•"'. " "'•*' 2 Mrms, pool,
volley ball, fireplace, etc. 5150. Dean, 454-
1559 summer. (27M10)

ROOMMATE to share completely furnished
three si)edr.^om West Hollywood house Ownroom, 510. 894 3307. eves. (27 Ml)

JJl* ne"a!? *L*^*'' "'^•P'*"' fto. ref. cap.

Ml) " *' Mgr. WLiT 473-4010.(12

ma::rcri;fs'^e7c''K
^'^*^' *•"» ^^*

i^I^:!!L^^ '
nVo"??)

man«cn-.'»'«-'.»«rtatio,
>2I I1«2.

1 BDRM, unfurnished, large, newly
decorated, carpet, draperies, near campus,no undw-grads. SlIS. a23-S1S0, 473-0411. (22 M

/ Housing Needed . ... 28
PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt,
June/July until Sept. Prefers two bdrms.
West LA. Bruce Williams, English,
Louisiana State University, New Orleans
.(504)1919848. (28M23)

ATTENTION Students: 100 beautiful new
car trade ins and transportation specials.
Compacts pick ups etc. Credit OK'd by
phone. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato, 820-
2*31.

I (33 MU)
.^-- I

'-^ —

.

'42 RAMBLER classic, automatic, 4, good
transportation, $150, call Rich, 825 2522
«*»V». (33 M 8)

UCLA, Students! 5% off Peugeot,
Motob«cane, Centurion, other fine makes'
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama Schwinn
Author lied dealer. 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3
biks. N. Santa Monica Freeway 839 4446. (35M 18)

JNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
Jrices, 10 spd from $77 French, Austrian,
American, 1714 Westwood, 475 337a_ ^ fji. _._^ ; I

'45 MUSTANG, V 8 automatic, air, power.
Best offer ( 368 FBL). 342 0454.

.

(33 M 8)

ycles, Scooters

For Sale........••••••*••• 36 r

(»»QTR)

>/y\/anhd

WANTED
C

20

."».%*?.,X"„?'j!!;.'^':-''-»«,«^,-

HUNGER
<»^ well as
people wanted' CaTi 9M^10

Huge cheap two bedroom with large

34-51 Sa 774-4784.
(.22 Mil)

y/Apts to Share 23

COME to 425 Landtair. roommates tf
tl»ere. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun-
decks, garage. 479-5404 (23M24)

CONVERTIBLE, Ford, 1945, power
steering, automatic, radio, heater, w/W
tires, runs well. $400. Evenings, 828-5854 ( 33M 8)

n MONDA 450 CL Scrambler, 1200 miles

BRITISH Professor, wife, need small apt.
whilst teaching UCLA, June 17 - July 29, 1972.
Dr. C.W. Tyler, Dept. of Psychology, Nor-
theastern University, Boston, Mass. 02115.
( Day) 417 437 2094, (eves) 417 734 3715. (28 M
11)

'60 CHEV Impala, 348, 4 speed, mags, etc
Clean $550 /offer. 824O017. (33M8)

(5ive a damn • help Bangladesb
the LA Free Clini?. CoiKISSS

(20M12)

p-rance non-stop /#/ to mv ^^^m ^^^^'^-^^l^^BH^^^^^^^^^^B
Reliable ft inexpensive from $342 for anyofl* ^^H .

^^^^^^
i2-25^824j2o^424^4i4i.

^ ^ ,- -^ H ^^^'^ Fumished 21

ROOMMATES Needed 433 Gayley.
Ploatant singles, US. Kitchen, sun docks,
pool, garage. 473 4412. ( 23 QTR

)

— *

VW YG two bdrm apt. Furnished, Wilshiro-
La Cienega »re». Daytime, 45S-1770; eves,
4S^43aS. (23 Ml)

GIRL Grad. Share 2-bedrm, 2 bath turn. apt.
with same. Pool, laundry. 477-7022 eves. (23M 8)

Summer faculty oi American Film In
stitute needs 4 5 bedroom house for month of
July 876 3078 or Barbara Smithat278
f^ (28M14)

UCSO student desires turn, single apt. June
15 /Sept. 15: Contact - P.O. 4819 La Jolla, Ca.
»2037. (28M8)
MARRIED medical students desire house
with fenced yard to rent starting September
393-4195 eves. . (28M10)

^Room and Board

VOLKSWAGEN Karmann Ghia, '42 con
vertible. Good engine, damaged body. $350
or best offer. 394 7444 anytime. (33M9)

'R.mi,"'-^.^^"^"" ^'"^ "n*'' customRamhorn bars, rolling seat, backrestfigershin. $750 470 4390. (34M iV)

RUNS good, -49 Yamaha, $150 or best offerMust sell, leaving city Call Jessie, 394
'^^

' (34M12,

CHEVROLET '45 Impala 2 door,
automatic, air cond., power steering, good
tires, low mileage, best offer. (SLY447). 475.
3062 (33M9)
'71 CORVETTE coupe, green, 14,000 tniles,
rack, alarm, mint, 4-speed, 270/350. KY
MT024, (005)255-0315. (33 Mil)

tURpPt, Israel this summer
unregimented program, 4 wks. Surooe 7wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free fim.
E xp in Travelling, 904 aeii*^'*'"^ ,?, STii

ft°-rIl^K
^"^'^ SAILllfO CRUISE on IMft. grand three masted schooner. Loaves thusummer for 4 weeks to Tahit . $hl?j eipenses For info, call Oreoorv Co«L !•??»

37|.1„9.
•^""^T^m},*}

FLIG^hTs®'*^
* MIDDLE EAsTcSiSS

New York Flights under $100 oneway
Study ft Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Boropa
Student Rail-pass 2 mo tiM

CONTACT: SOPA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blv#

•HONE. •72-2203 or 704-1477

TravBl on Danube
to Russia

Join Seminar

at Leningrad

$8fS . 22 days, also 31 A 43 days

Koval Travel Service
1000 W. 3rd St., LA —

300-3000, 404-1411; 194 1700

Vtll Ai!INUAL JKT FLIOHTS

UROM: PnOMtW ROUND TRIP

JAPAN: FROM I34f ROUND TRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271^32. 139-2401

4244 Overland

WALK UCLA H^ """"
antique, furn

, sTSil^: ^^^J^* <>"• «>drm,

^:^l;650Landf^^ d^k

.

6412 "^ '^"•"•'^OayUy.473.

•M««^ ^ <»»OTR).

walktoscm^l"*"'

^•••WlfhPool

* « « « ^*^'^rack III ,

f-«^^V.^ *••''• a-ix^rm /2 bam with same.
SfO. Wilshiro/Barrington Area. 470-732f
(loavemotsato). (23M10)

GIRLS Spring ($270 quarter) and/orSummer (550/mo), rooms available. 724
Hilgard, 474-9034 Or 474-9130. ( RB M 12)

'64 1500 S K GHIA. XInt. cond. AM/FM,
Michelin tires. Very clean. ^ake o(lfer. 470-

'*"___ ^_
\iJMt)

'70 DATSUN Roadster UOOcc XInt
dition $1400 /olter. Call anytime. 330-

'

*
(33M9)

legal, brace ft manual, 4400 miles. S475. 021-
•'

^
(34M12)

m'Jiir." r5^^^ '""^"'^ scooter 150CC only 400miles, like new, $200 475 2900 eves 554^S^
(34 Mil)

:*«.«ONDA 12* 3000 mi XInt. cond $200
Call: 279 3023,4 9 PM.

( 34 M 11

)

con-

NORTON Commando 750cc 1949 fastback
Good condition. Asking $075. 477 2200 ext
(days). 020 9379 eves. ^ (34M10)

L?. ^.''* '•'"•• ' ^^ •P»- ^^^ 5 Students*
Wilsbiro and \Mostwood, fireplaco. Evenings,
47i-SI44. (2J.M 10)
' — *

ORAO luxurious, 3 bed, Venice apt. needs
mature, easy living roommato(s), singles •

couples. 3ff.aoaa, 7 AM-1 1PM. (Mmid

)/For Sublease 24

2 BDRM - large, fdrnitlted apt. Wilshire
/Bov. Olon. Juno SoRt. II7S par mo. 271-4039

VaUL (24 Mf)

ciLISiSl?^'^'" •*** Available June to Sept.convenient to campus, 114a. Tol. 024.aSf4. (14

MGB '49 27,000 mi. XInt. condition AM/FMradio, radial tires. 274-3414. (33 M 9)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

'^"^"cj^z,T,:
'"•' '••^'"^

-r;;!??)

c^^r2?9^°o?3:l^^^f-•--•-^^^^

nM

ROOM and board, 515 plus a week, for girl
student, in exchange for babysitting, light
housekeeping. Quiet, private room. Need
car. Start now or summer. 454-3090. (30 M 12)

'40 PONTIAC 2 door hardtop. Factory air

!l*)f.l*,''**'
*'" *T * *" PM/HO 47373 ext*^^^* (33M^0)

"49 VW Bug. Air conditioning! AM/FM radiaGrea, condition. 51400. Call! 470 W7$ or Jiji
• (33Mf)

^^K*^?^Rt f^ *® «*****• ^®'"'
' */helmet,

51175. Call 75431 10 eves Leave message. (34

'71 HONDA CB350 Luggage rack, ctash bar,
excellent condition 5,000 miles. I24-7S94
$550 must sell. (34 Ml)

9NIE-bdrm. furnisbod, utensils, colac TV,
JJLA. j„,^ |,.s.^ „ tm/m9. 473^12. (14

)/tutoring
6Rfe, OAi, omer test P«'»P»''*''*^;Jj
dividual and small group instruction

Academic Guidance Svc*. 020 So. Robertw"

4S7-43fO. (IIOTRI
*—

~

— ""^

FRRNCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN; ««"

periencod Univ. Prof. Positive f»««''7.!M
exam, tasy conversational »h«t»^.ivi.i)
473-3492 (llOTR'

501 GAYLEY

P^y®**
Pi-om Oykttra

Bach!^'*e^'""'"*'R«»t«
•^chelor..$infl,w.O,^ g^
OD,„fr*J«*o$tpti5

^•*

^«3-17M.Mr,.Kay.OR3.0S24

Jjam ceilings. June SO Auf. 20. SIM mo!"•**^'-
(24M12)

t^rtll?^* ***!'•" ''^« *»•"' ' •»•»»•».

o»f*y*^?*^' •**»*'*•»»' «»«l»«va»her, patio
«27S. Available June a24 74a0. (»4M •)

!«:•»$ fronToJkX'.'S.r****^' ">».
«« iMJ^^MrTKa? ^ ^^f^' OR S-ITOI.^*^

(21 QTR)

s:>Tio^^s"5.a^"^^^^vg^'?A•

iVJJITuT.i*^** •^ >«<'aaiii -*#ront

FREE private room, bath ft board for
fomale student; light housework, babysit-
ting in exchange. 475-1045. (30M10)

)/Room for Rent 31

FURNISHED room A bath for student. Must
be clean, honest, ft responsible. Fairfax
district. 4530247. (31Mi)

BLOCK campus • room, >^ivote batli,

private entrance, ideal medical-laculty.
graduate. OR 4 7543. ( 31 M 12)

SUMMER Housing S40/month. 4Sf Oayloy
Ave. 479 fffi or 47f-f703. ( 31 M If

)

,

OWN room in apt. near campus with parking
' space. t;0. 479 3424 (31 Ml)

)/Autos for Sale 33

'41 BUICK Electra/ full power, many extras,
excellent mechanical. Must sell, make oHor
^^*'*»P-

• (33Mf)

'47 HONDA CL90. Original owner. With
luggage rack and helmet. $125 cash. 4745990,
eves. (34M0)

•5$ VW chopped 'Baia Bua' ...
~~. '"''**

;
(33Mf)

>$ FORD Wagon VI. Power staoriH. ^

^47^4 ''"***•*•'' A'^'^M.radial.. asMSJf.

'49 YAMAHA IM street. Looks good,
dependable Rack, electric starter. ^Swnngs. $225. 020 2417. (34 fS»9)

RABBIT motor scooter. Good condition -

excellent transportation. Great campus
transportation. Sacrifice - 5110. Call: 901-

\ •• WW wf

(33Mf)

'70 1/2 HONDA CL450K3 Orange, SSM mi.,
excellent cond., S7M. ns-341f, 7:3a-f PM
only. Stan (3* Mia)

— —
404.

AUSTIN Hoaly 1fS4, 1M-4. xcollant cond..
t< wT 9 19 . im. oiinni J fit. Offmm. \um
12)

r^^x•s?.x^•r^-••••-y-..^.

i'Vlffw""''
•*""•" "condition. SifM. Call,

(33M1I)

brbost.3f1-02S4. (MM 10)

owner. 52.500. Eves,47f. ii40. (33Mf'
'•VOLVO wagon, automatir r«^i^ ^....
oil ai wWBiniii ta>irTr"above b"os!

'71 YAMAHA fOcc twin, 12M milos, porfoct
cond.. haimot. (13) S^7S. aMor S:M PM. nf-
^**»- (UM10)

mt^^r'iJi^'J.**' V^ c«^«t«on. must soiit
J1JI

or best dffer. Call: na-MM or (714) f«.
-ZIL .^ fHMll)

wkends, 134 2007.
()3M11)
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By Kufus Raker

PB St^ff Writer

"Campus information," UCLA
information, can I help you?"

Some :jo pleasant female voices
repeat these greetings several
thousand times a day to callers on
and off-campus requiring in-

formation:

The information services are
operated by the communications
department here, located on the
second floor of Parking Structure
8.

"The information service the
department provides is in terms
of specific numbers of individuals,
services and departments on
campus, and assistance in using

the Centrex phone system," ac
cording to Howard Heithoff,

communications officer.

Operators are on duty 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. Two
operators are on duty throughout
the night, Heithoff said, and are
kept busy with clerical work.
"Our primary service is to the

outside public, which has no other
way of getting campus in-

formation," he said. '*On-campus
information calls come second."
Anyone may use the campus

information services. "We serve
all the public equally," according
to Dorothy Zimmer, in charge of

operator training.

There are eight Centrex
telepHone attendant positions, and
there is a total of 15 different

services which t^e operators
provide. All regulal;^ operators
take care of calls to^all the in-

formation numbers, inohiding 33
and 825-4321, the local off-campus
numbier. The operators also take
care of the transfer extension,
53411, which is the proper number
to dial on phones here to transfer
an off-campus caller to another
campus extension.

"We get a lot of repeat
business," Heithoff said. Many
callers request the same number
from the operator every time they
need to call it. Heithoff said which conn^fT '"^^^'natiTI
callers should keep a record of with other 1. '"'^P'^ ^\
frequently-used campus num- - ^'"^^ *" ^'^ ^'

bers.

"Daytime volume of calls is so
heavy, we need six to eight
operators on busy hours," Zim-
mer said. ^

"Operators are routinely using
their capability of answering
more than one call at the same

time, and doine it

Heithoff added. ^"^^^hly;

Communications
oner.»

provide tie-line Tr^'^^l
which connects cam?""*^^'
-'th other ^UlX't"^^^
However, they do not o^l^tie-lme itself. "Pirate

tj|

Jn. addition,
the r

'

mumcations DeDarfmr *
^^^

hospital patiem'^fc^^
"manual switchhS ,r*^.i
outside callers w th Th"^
patients- rooms.

"""^'^

^ontinuetlmp,^^^^

J-

>^m

... r,7r

H
'li. «.

it'

Whafs
Tickets:
Campus and Public

—"Vistas of Rome/' a 19th
-; > century view of 2000 years of

Roman history, with color slides,
poetry, literature, and rnusictf^
beo Sm It, pfanTsf, 2: 30 pm

r-^i

_^-,«'

i:i.

Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets $3.50, $2.75, and $1.50
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood PJaza

—"Africa, the Lighthearted
Continent/' an audlorvlsual
program featuring a variety of
performing groups, 8:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50
(students)/ available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

-"Margallt Oved/' dancer,
singer, musician, 8:30 pm.

Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50
(students).

—"Music for the 70s/' with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Zubin AAehta conducting,
with pianJsi;-harpsichordlst Roger
_Woodwa r'tL JB :

i«: pnu„Fridayv
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.50, $3.50, $2.50 and $2
(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. Program will be
preceded by a keyboard recital
featuring Woodward at 7 pm, open
fa ticketholders for the main
performance.
—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm.

May 20, Royce Hall Auditorium
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

^'

—"Chamber Orchestra/' 8:30
prry, May }p, Royce Hall

li. H

Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$T.50 (students) available from
the Central Tickets Office, 650
Westwood Plaza. , -__
—"Madrigal Singers/' directed

by Donn Weiss, 8:30 pm, Wed-
nesday, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorlwn. Tickets are $2 and $T
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. *

-

—"Symphonic Wind En-
semble," directed by Clarence
Sawhill, 8 pm. May 17, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $2, free
for students. Program will Indude
classics of 20th century band
music, unpublished new works,
and traditional marches.

Students _^ :7
—"Africa the LightHearted

Continent/' an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of
performing groups, 8:30 pm, AAay
14, Royce Hall Auditorium. $i
student tickets are available from
the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Vistas of Rome," featuring
pianist Leo Smit in a
multicultural presentation of 2000
years of Roman history, 2:30 pm,
'^y '4, Royce Hall Auditorium
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Tickef Office
(Kepckhoff 140).

-"M^rgalit Oved/' singer,
dancer, musician, 8:30 pm, AAay
M, Royce Hall Auditorium. $i
student tickets are available f*-om
he Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts:
-"Music and Dance of Utin

America," noon, today,
Schoenberg Hall Quadrangle
Free. ^

pliil'y-**
Students of Sven

Kener, noon, tomorrow,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium For
program call ext. 54761

Ho7il??\1
''•<^'»««'" featuring

Herbert Nanney, professor of

^i*"
"^

r?,
university organist,

Stanford University, noon Wed
nesday, Royce Hall Auditorium

FiJms:
-"You Don't Have to Buy War,

Mrs. Smith," and "Germ and
(CooUnued on Page 18)

ACE06S
1. Make lace
4. Argot
8. Scrutinize

12. Mountain
' on-Crete

13. Chills and
fever

14.Measur- ~— -tng stick
^

15. Doze
16. Circus at-

traction
18. Concord,

for one
2f. Large ^

parrot, :

21. Moun-
tains ^

24. An armi-
stice

28.TwisU
32. Remain
33. Japanese

name
34. Imple-

ments
3€. Simian
37.aty

nuisance
35. Proclaims

the gospel
41. Part of

mortise
43. Talking

bird

44.UtUe
chUd u

46. Plum
or [^

cherry
M. IsUnd

continent
55. Pinch i^

SCReal -
57. Simpleton
M. French

island
59. Row
60. Great

quantities
•1. Golf

fnound

-DOWN
jLHigh-
—"-^itched

sound
2. Jewish
month

3. Bark cloth
4. Site of

the Round
Table

5. Mature
6. Domestic

pigeon
7. A hard
wood

ITLances
9. The

heart
10. Fourth

caliph
11. Bom
17. ObUin
19. White

House
'J.

nickname"^
22. Support
23. To

rage

AirrrsKe lime of solulioii: 27 aklnulM

1107^ OiSQ9 aSlQU

^^, Has aaBHHE

^„^ ass raasraan

Answer to Friday's puzzle.

25. Mormon
state

26. Headland

27. Ogles

28. Ancient

Roman
chest

29. Oklahoma

Indian

30. Time of

day
31. Weaver's

reed

35. Footwear

38. To waver

40. Elevator

cage

42. And
hot

45. U.S. Presi-

dent
. 47. Distinct

part

48. Heap
49. Fencing

sword

50. Asian

coin

51. Swiss

canton

52. Boy
of

song

53. Card

game
54. Electri-

fied .

particle

^ - •f* 4» ««» i
|

-t--.
,
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bmen to be allowed "«» »'ii» »> *»"»! «nirv m thefts

n all-male band here Riebsrpass keys missing?
By Steve Sacks
DBSUff Writer'

Is nothing sacred? This may be an alumnus' ^ly to the music
apartment's decision Friday to allow both sexes in the heretofore all-

,iale marching band and the varsity band.

JThe change was made at a faculty meeting after the University

[olicies Commission's (UPC) advises Chancellor Charles E. Young on

jgistration fee allocations, gave an ultimatum to the band to either

Imit both male and female members or face the possible loss of the

ind's $45,000 reg fee funding.

Walter Rubsamen, chairman of the music department, said a letter

)ntaining the department's recommendation had been sent to Norman
Miller, vice chancellor for student and campus affairs, and to the reg
subcommittee among others

Qualified

The letter read, in part: '*A11 qualified students, regardless of sex, shall

e admitted to the various performance organizations in the band
Srogram, including the varsity band, the marching band, the symphonic
Vind ensemble, and the symphonic band."

Steve Halpem, chairman of the reg fee subcommittee, expressed his

pleasure at the department's decision, noting that his threat had worked
lore successfully this year than last, when the funds were voted with a

Statement asking for fully equal treatment of the sexes by this year.
Nothing was ever done about that statement, Halpern add^.

Discrimination

Halpem added that he sent two letters to the department concerning
^he discrimination question and received no answer. The threat was just
(hat, but he deemed it effective.'

Halpern said the question was brought before UPC, of which Kelly
lames, director of the varsity band, is a member. He stated that James
took no part in the discussion at that time. ^

UPC decided that no University policy was violated by the
liscrimination because there is no policy forbidding discrimination on
the basis of sex.

James, had no comment on the decision to enforce a non-
liscrimination policy. He noted, however, that there were **a lot of half-
truths" in the article published in the Daily Bruin of May 1 but declined to
|identify any of the * •half-truths" specifically.

Policy
Rubsamen noted that the policy of not allowing women in a number of

Ithe bands stemmed from the bands' many years outside the music
Idepartment. 'They used to be under the ROTC program and were paid
jfor by ASUCLA. Only recently was acacfemic credit offered for the band
|organizations," he added. ^

"Now that they are courses," Rubsamen continued, **il is unthinkable
[that we should deny admission to anyone qualified."
Rubsamen stoted that until recenUy, the "segregation" was practiced

by all the Pacific-8 schools. He believes that UC Berkeley still
discnminates against women, and notes that only recenUy did USC allow

I

women in the band program. •

Dimension -^

Another dimension to the reg fee funding of the band has been brought

I

up by Halpem, though it wiU not be used to deny funds to it. Halpem

I

believes that courses given for academic credit should not be eligible for
lunding out of reg fees. Rather, they should be funded by the state as a
normal academic course would be.

.nv""!^'"^.!!^^
^^ r^ ^"^ ^^'^«* «> ^^ question and Rubsamen denied

I

any knowledge of it.

"j--- By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

"
^

Greg Blackburn, a seventh floor Rieber Hall
resident, had $791 worth of cameras and lenses stolen
from his dorm rt)om sometime between 2pm and
8pm Saturday night.

Yesterday, he said thieves probably entered his
room with a master key taken from the Rieber Hall
front desk. He said pass keys to both men's sixth and
seventh floor have been missing for over two weeks
and residents were never told, nor warned to protect
their valuables.

Besides Blackburn's? two other rooms on the
seventh floor were robbed over the weekend ac-
cording to University police. Officers saiiijl one room
was apparently left unlocked and two tape recorders
together valued at $175 were stolen between noon and
5pm Saturday. The other room was apparently
locked, police said, and a typewriter and tape
recorder valued at a total of $389 were stolen between
7pm and 11:30pm Friday night.

Officers said that in all three instances there was no
evidente of forcible entry such as pry marks on the
door. They said it was "very likely " that the same
suspect is involved in all three crimes.
According to Blackburn, he was told by a member

of Rieber staff that master keys for each floor are
kept behind the front desk under a glass cover.
During a Are drill, the glass is broken and keys are
passed out to staff members who then clear residents
from the hall. Blackburn was also told that three
weeksago, during a fire alarm, the glass was broken
and this procedure was followed. Shortly thereafter,
the master keys from both the sixth and seventh

X Hoor men's wing were found to be missing, ac-
cording to Blackbijrns' source.
John Peiser, also one of the theft victims, said he

was told a similar story by members of the front
desk staff and Anthony Barretta, Rieber Hall
manager. Both Blackburn and Peiser said no one in
the dorm was warned that keys jvere missing.

Blackburn added that he talked to Charles Cerbasi,
residence halls administrator, and Baretta; both told
him keys were missing.

Barretta, refused to discuss the possiblity of
missing keys, referring quesUons to the XJniversity
police. Cerbasi was unavailable for comment.^:

—

Barretta did however confirm Blackburn's
description of the way keys are handled in a fire drill.
He said the keys are given to house advisors and,

^^•^1 d«sk staff during the drni, but there Is noT
procedure to check the keys in or out because of
confusion during fire drills.

Baretta said the box holding the keys is in a room
behind the front desk and "is not very accessible;
it's high up on a wall." He added that the broken
glass cover is replaced "as soon as possible" after a
fire drill.

Police officers said yesterday Barretta told them—that keys were missing from the halt They reported -

that Barretta explained to them that many times
keys are missng and are simply misplaced.
Department spokesmen said no theft report has been
filed, on missing keys. J
Police said they would investigate the possibility of

a pass key being used but they cautioned that most
thefts in the dorms result from doors being left

unlocked.

Young discusses scab' lettuce Issue

policy may change
By Steve Rubin
DB Staff Writer

Chancellor Charles E. Young
said yesterday that there is a
possibility that current pur-
chasing agreements between
UCLA and Los Angeles lettuce

wholesalers could be adjusted to

please students supporting the

current lettuce boycott by the

United Farm Workers (UFW).

Meeting with representatives of

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan (MEChA) and National

.4.:

4y|.

Chicano Business Students'
Association (NCBSA), Young
discussed the basic purchasing
agreements with lettuce
wholesalers who are selling non-
UFW lettuce to UCLA, and the
University of California policy

toward boycotts.

The policy toward boycotts was
set by UC President Charles J.

Hitch during the grape boycott of

October 1968. In a letter to all

chancellors in 1968, Hitch said:

Issues

"The University of California is

a public institution, thus it cannot
take positions on public issues . . .

The purchasing department of the
University should not be ordered
to discontinue a purchasing
agreement with any wholesaler
unless there is not sufflcient

demand for the produce or there is

something wrong with it."

The lettuce now being pur-
chased here is Teamster lettuce,

according to Young. "Currently
UCLA buys a low grade lettuce

(iceberg) from six main
wholesalers on a weekly-low-bid-

gets-contract basis. These
wholesalers are currently buying
from Tfeamster Union afflliated

growers. Students had first

believed that UCLA lettuce was of

the 'scab' variety, that is non-
union, but actually the lettuce is

union, but unfortunately for UFW
supporters, the wrong union,"
Young said.

Solution

"As it looks now, the solution

according to your terms (those of

MEChA and NCBSA) would be to

buy only lettuce produced by UFW
growers," Young said.

"But if we discontinue our
purchasing agreements simply
because we want UFW lettuce

rather than Teamster Union
produced lettuce we are violating

University policy," Yo^g said.

"If we could find something
significantly different between
UFW and Teamster lettuce,"
Young continued, "then we could
have grounds for discontinuing
the agreements. 1 plan to in-

vestigate the situatitJn and will

either have the answers in 48
hours or another meeting will be
called. >

••The real issue behind this

UFW boycott is a powfer struggle
between UFW and the Teamster's
concerning Salinas Valley
jurisdiction, " said Vice Chan-
cellor James W. Hobson.

^•^»^« ^\^m\^ w^'T"?- '^"•^V' ••ong with^ ••HI W.ft. Brydon who will also appMr

here today, it set to star in Harold Pinter's play, "Old
Times/' at the Mark Taper Forum of the Los
Angtlet Music Center May 2S-July 9.

(Hi behalf of the staff, Editorial Board and particulaiily Ihe Ad-
vertising Department of the Daily Bruin, we wish to^iake this op-
portunity to apologize to MEChA and the entire Cliicano com-
munity here for an advertisement placed by the Oar House which
offends the sensibilities of everyone concerned with human
decency.

This newspaper takes this action of Its own accord, and not under
any order from Communications Board. Notice is helreby given
that the Dar House advertisements will no longer be accepUble to
the Dallv Bruin.
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AUTHOREDUCATOR - John Holt will speak on "Education and
Politics" noon-1 pm today in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom,
followed by "Coffee and Conversation" hosted by students of the
Graduate School of Education 1:30-3 pm in the Moore Hall Lounge. Holt/i
critic pf today's education systems, is the author of "How Children Fall/'
"How Children Learn," "The Underachieving School" and "What Do I

Do Monday?" ;

Students assemble
'acefu/protest

against ISC, FSO
Approximately 25 students peacefully gathered fnr I

the Faculty Center to gain support for an inv^tiffaHnn °.^ ^itsid.J
of the International Student Center (ISC) ^1^! J"^° ^*^ Pt^

'

Office (FSO )

.

*^^ and the Foreign
StuJ?

Two lines of students borderedthe entraS^the rpn». ,

an^^F^^
^'"''""^ '"'^ '^^"^'"^ ^^^ «"^*> ^>^«^ ^tX^

**What we are trying to do is get an investigation p. I

selected from student and faculty who are not connectedT^l^^
in any way,'* Samuel Manna, one of the protesting stud^u *^

In a letter subm itted to ChanceUor Charles E Yourt0 1 /

^'^

from the newly formed Foreign Students Organizatnn ^^^
charges and complaints. A similar letter was publishii vJ!'""'*^M
Daily Bruin. Charges inchided dxscnmxT^iorTmTj!'^^ '^^

foreign students by ISC and FSO, and a total lack of forpff"^ ^»'

in regard to policies by ISC and FSO which directly affm1u,^(^^*

'

Students claim they are the one group on the camous wi*K«. w .

representation. -All we are trying to do is haveT^vT^^M
pening", said one student. ''Our reg fees nay for wh«f aU ^'^'^

'^'l^

other groups, like MEChA or the BSU. ^have no S'^ii^^j^^decisions for an organization that was created for us."
^^

Young has appointed Vice Chancellor Norman P Millpr f«
the charges. Foreign Student spokesmen said they wm mi? '^l^\
Thursday afternoon."—

—

, ^ w./^: ^^^ ^^ ^^^ wifrrui^J

Foreign Students will meet at 5 pm today in Rolfe 1200 to elect «ffi^
for the new Foreign Students Organization. UntU then seveSlfn!!
serve as official spokesmen for the group. It is hooed^mll

"^
students will attend the meeting to learn more ahout the^tuation.
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FTD Sweet Surprised
UMiajly ivsiltble for dgtfll^

l«Mthan ly**
When you'd like to be there
and can't, let Mom know
you haven't forgotten
Mother's Day. Send her a
Sweet Surprise by FTD.
But send it early. Place
your order today. FTD will

send a beautiful Mother's
Day bouquet in a bright
and happy, imported
amic watering pitcher to
yourMom almost anywhere
in the U.S. or Canada.

CAMPUS CAMERA
PRESENTS THE GREAT

RLCOH SIN6LEX
^^CAMERASAU

BRAUN STROBE
ONECENT RIPOFP

^••••••••••%%m%m%%%%...
••••f«j

LioLda Rhbnstadt
Of

Loyola University

May 26/8:00 p.m.

^: _

A

llJickets $3.50 thru Tlcketron

(Also Qvojlable at door)

1DNE NIGHT ONLY - LIMITED SEATING

I

f

t

f
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FTD Sweet Surpri$e'2
Or send Mom a hardy, green
and growing plant... some-
thing she'll cherish year
•round. The plant In the im-
ported watering pitcher is

usually available for lets than

.f"

.1-

JL

And send it early
Thatlrealy
surprise her.

rif» fi* '"<*«PJ"d»nt butln«Mman. Mch

f J.'!.^
f^lorlils- Tf..nswyrld 0«liv«ry Ac.

sociaiion.

Westwood
Village

Florist

10933
Weyburn Avenue

479-1347, 473-6180

The Richo Stnglex TLS is a high quality 35 mrrT
single lens reflex, with thru-the-lens metering and
shutter speeds to I/I 000 sec. It uses standard
screw-mount lenses. A bargain at the $244 95 list
price with 1.7 lense. we'll sell it for $139.95 inclu-
ding case, acces. shoe in a black finish
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Ihe Braun F34R is a compact rechargeable elec-tromc flash unit that can also be used with a stan-dard penlite batteries or A.C. It's guaranteed for2y~r. and sells for $37.95.- With the Ricoh it'syours for a penny, including rechargeable batte-
riGs cop.

^••••^••••••eeeeeeee«MHl

;<- -* *.INSURANCE
SN^T^UST FOM

FAT CATS
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If you've got a cycle, you shouW

have insurance, too.-

Because you've got a lotto

lose. One slip and all the money

you've got tied up in your cycX

goes down the tul)es. Not to mw

)tion the possibility of medicil

costs and damage liability. FIC

knows.

Financial Indemnity Company

[offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle - from mi*

bike to chopper. Our rates are lo»

and we never turn down a client

Never.

Because of our experience. *|

can insure everyone who walKsJ

and still offer Iqw rates. FIC W

been an expert in speciality W

insurance for 26 years. We ^
peered motorcycle Insurance m

California.

There's no sense in taM«

chances when FIC cycle in$un«J

is so affordable. Feel like a fate*

CAMPUS CAMCRA
toes BUOKTON AVE.
"WESTWOOD

Send m our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone numb^'

the make, year, cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us wwin*

yo^Ve interested In liability or total coverage.
^

Financial Indamnity Company, Attn. R. RIttenhouM
5858 Wilshire Blvd., Lot Angeles, Cellf. 90036

NAME. PHONE.

ADDRESS.

MAKE OF CYCLE. YCAR. CC's _VALUE—

I'minterattedln: Liability.

Please giva mm a Quotation.

Total Covaraga-

<; A
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rocks the boat
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Norton Simoit OB photo by Susie Hatago

^
.

By Susie Hatago ,

,P.
'. DB Staff Writer

_ ^^^^!iy^r^l!:rj;i^^ ^ • -"« of mterviewi with th^.-

In these days of student calm , the UC Regents have
been a relatively sedate group Rarely are voices
raised; rare are the Controversies themselves.
Norton Simon is one of the few Regents to ignore the
don t-rock-the-boat atmosphere at meetings
i^imon, a name well-known in business, art and

political Circles, raises his voice at Regents'
meetings when he feels money is being misused or
m-invested. He is also involved with the SanU
Barbara campus's student community, Isla VisU
and watches carefully the acUons the board takes ori
the student community.
Appointed in 1960 to the Board of Regents by for-mer Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Simon was one of three

Republicans Brown appointed to the prestigious 16-
year Regent term. 6 "ua lo-

h;«if ^*!r"f ^^[ ^'^ appointment, saying, -I went to
high school with him (Brown) in San Francisco. He's
just an old friend."

In an interview in hs art-filled Malibu beach
home, Simon, 65, considered the key decision of the
Regents as 'the delegation of power to the Chan-
cellors" from the Regents.
This delegation of power -broke down the cen-

tralized power of the Regents," but Simbn adds 'It'sbecome more centralized again" and accuses' Gov
Ronald Reagan of being responsible.
"Reagan is the first governor to be an active

Regent. He says that is good, but I don't. He
politically capitalized on the fact he is a (ex-officio)
Regent and acts as th^ president of the Regents,"
Simon said.
"^ "This is evidenced by the loss of key executives in
the University, more than any other time in history."
Simon then cited a list of former administrators,
including former UC President Clark Kerr, former
Chancellors Franklin Murphy, William McGill,
Philip' Lee and Roger Heyns.
The point is, no one will say why they left, but

they left because of the centralizing of ad-

^
ministrative power caused by the governor," Simon
contended.
The role pf the Regents today, according to Simon,

is as a policy-making body, not one involved with the
administrative details of the nine-campus UC
system. 'There shouldlSI more delegation of power
to the local level," Simon said.

Going hand in hand with his belief that the Regents
-should deal more with policy, Simon feels tenure
cases should not bie decided by the Board.

__ "I believe it is wrong for Regents to judge tenure.
That is the job of the president of the University, and

^^^""^(Paid Advertisement)

if he is not a good judge of tenure, then we can get a
new president," he said.

Otherwise. Simon warns, a Regent "can make a
Dreyfus cas^ out of a tenure case."

Simon would also like to see more youth on the
Board of Regents, estimating the average age of the
current Regents to be in "the late 50's."

"I don't care if they are liberal or conservative
But there should be two Regents under 30. and two or
three in the 30-35 year group."

The quality of UC education "has gone down a
little," according to Simon, but he feels "this is
secondary to the fact that it hasn't been going up."
There are not enough new courses to keep up with
today's technology, he said. "We're running back to
the old rather than the new."
Do faculty members spend enough time in the

classroom? Gov. Reagan has said no. Simon is un-
sure. "The issue is overstated. I wouldn't profess to
know. But I do know the governor doesn't know what
IS going on. ^ V. "

•The issue has been discussed so much that maybe
now the faculty is more careful about the proportion
of teaching to research. But I don't know,"Simon
said.

The presence of faculty unions does not seem to
bother Simon, but it has irked the more conservative
Regents in separate interviews. "I don't feel I'm
qualified to say whether they are good or bad. I don't
think I've heard the arguments, pro or con," he said.

Simon believes the 16-year term of Regente is
needed as long as there are ex-officio Regents on the
Board There should be 16-year terms as otherwise
politics gets into it (the Board) too much. But if
several ex-officio positions were eliminated,* a 12-
year term wouldn't be so bad."

State Senate confirmation should be required of a
**^6«ntal nominee, according to Simon. "This serves
an important function; it makes the governor more
careful about who he appoints to the Board."
Although his presence is not greeted happily by the

conservative Regents at the Board meetings, Simon
plans to sUy out the rest of his term which ends in
1976. "In all probability, I'll stay out my term. If
nothing else, to keep up the defensive posture on the
Board."
One of the wealthiest men on the already wealthy

Board of Regents, Simon has an immense art
collection, parts of which are shown all over tiie

c^yn^O' His collections include the works of
Picassos, Van Gogh, Dega and Toulouse-Lautrec.
He attended UC Berkeley for only six weeks after

his high school graduation, then took off into the
business world.
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Is ilirue that^Fotern Jtler ere ciead? Find bijf% thls^yiorVrWea^
creatively christened"Fraternity Fables." It's all a part of that big chro-

nicle of activity - Southern Campus.
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By the way - when you're 43 and paunchy, a yearbook may be the only proof
that you were once virile and had real hair on

YOURBOOK will be available for viewing and distri-
bution as of May 4th in the Southern Campus Office
toeing Meyerhoff Park. Yourbook is only $5.00 or
free with the purchase of the traditional 1972 UCLA

head.your
YEARBOOK for $10.00. Both Southern Campus and
Yearbook are available In Kerckhoff Hall at the Sou-
thern Campus Office, Campus Studio and Kerckhoff
Hall ticket office.

m
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Rochubiyevsky speaks Jiiere

on struggle of Soviet Jewry

OB ptioto byT«rrrM«dn

^S^jLlI-
r-;;;^rT

rz? ":"• '.iz*^

'I

IMPRISONED — Boris Kochubiyevsky (1.) spokf yesterday in the
Ackerman Union Women's Lounge, through the aid ol interpreter Jacqes
Kupfer (r.), regarding his role in the current fight for Soviet Jewry,
liberties. ^ /]

.

By Tom Bims
OB Staff Writer

Introduced as one of the
*

'great

Jewish heroes of our time" by

Jefferey Grunfeld of the

Associated Students Speakers'

Program, Boris Kochubiyevsky

spoke yesterday in the Women's
Lounge of Ackerman Union on the

plight of Soviet Jews and the

Jewish national liberation

movement.
Arrested in 1968 for writing a

letter to the Soviet government
demanding to be allowed to im-

migrate to Israel ''where I can
read Jewish newspapers, where. I

can go to a Jewish theater, where
my children can go to Jewish
schools," Kochubiyevsky was
sentenced to three years at hard
labor in a Soviet prison camp.
Previously, Kochubiyevsky had

been fired from his job for

"slandering Soviet reality." At a
rally at the Babi Yar ravine
outside of Kiev commemorating
some 100,000 "Russian" victims
of the Nazis, he had stood up and
announced that 80,000 of those
machine gunned had been Jews.
Speaking through Israeli in-

terpreter Jacques Kupfef,
Kochubiyevsky said the Zionist

movem'fent in Russia on principle
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DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGS.TOO !

• Electric hairdryer • Two Insfamatic cameras • Two tennis
racquets - Billie Jean King and Jack Kramer •Olivetti poH-
oble typewriter • RCA portable radio • Corning Ware •

All you have to do is check in at the John Roberts class ring counter,

and fill in your registration slip. While you're there, a John Roberts

representative v^ill be glad to show you how you can order your
class ring - exactly how you want it. AND - if you purchase

your ring In this week or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BIKF [}/\G
AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR RINni . ,

Students' store

ringt, b l«v«l, ocksrman union, 825-771

1

open monday-frlday 7:45 o.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

refuses to associate itself with
other national liberation

movements in the USSR. ''Most of

the leaders of the Bolshevik

revolution were Jews. They hoped
that collaboration with other
nations would solve the 'Jewish
Problem.' And you know what
happened to them.

"The young Jews came to a
conclusion from this. They don't

want to be mixed up with the

problems of other nations. We
have enough problems of our
own," he said.

Appearing before 250 students
wearing a kipah (skullcap)^.

Kochubiyevsky said a young Jew^
must be very brave to walk into

the street in Russia wearing a
kipah. "The minimum penalty is

to be expelled from the university.

But more and more Jews are not
afraid. They gather by the
thousands outside of synagogues
on holidays." He went on to say

that Jews enterinc a «v«

Kochubiyevsky
respond,^'*^^

question on the tyne nn *" •

be used by Am/ri^a^ tf

'

concerned about thenr .
*•

SovietJews."iwam,„'^''*'«'
that my hberatrontS'*
the protests and den2°:^
an over the world,-'Zt^'°«
also advocated

boycot^n'
*

auempts at economic' S,i!between the U.S. andTS*
order to hurt Russial2»,"

y^" ."^"Chubiyevsky's „.
ZevYaroslavskyoftheCaliforat
Students for Soviet Jews apply
to the audience to send teEl.
.mmediately to Presid „t

£

urging him to use his inHuence

!

protest the military c^TS
several Jewish activists ml
Soviet Union.

"*

'••••••••••.wX'X/I'X'jAf,

Assembly group passes

liquor, tuition measures
SACRAMENTO — Two constitutional amendments direcUy af
fecting University students passed the Assembly Constitutional
Amendment Committee yesterday by overwhelming margins
Assembly Constitutional Amendment 56 (ACA 56) authored by

Ken Meade (D — Oakland) which would prohibit charging tuition

at any state-supported institution of higher education passed
through the committee by a vote of W>. ^
John F. Henning, executive secretary treasurer of the AFLao ^

testifying in support of the bUl, said, "The AFL-CIO can't un ;

derstand why the opportunity to attend institutions of higher;
education is not available if the opportunity exists at the elemen- i

tery and secondary levels. The AFL-aO has always stood for equal

:

educational opportunities and now stands in support of this bill."
j

Assembly Constitutional Amendment 25 (ACA 25) which would

'

lower the age for the consumption of alcoholic beverages to

correspond with an earlier bill sponsored by Paul Priolo (R -
Pacific Palisades) granting the vote and full legal adulthood to »
year-olds, passed »-l. John Knox (D — Richmond) author of the

amendment, stated that "Priolo's bill provides all duties and

responsibilities to 18 year-olds. We see no reason why it should not

provide all the advantages also."
Assemblyman John Burton (D — San Francisco) cut Knox's

testimony short after only several minutes moving that the

committee pass the bill with a "do pass" recommendation.
Both bills received no opposition at the hearings. The bills now go

to the Assembly floor for consideration. If approved, the bills must

also pass the State Senate and then go to the electorate for ap-

proval. I

g
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3rd Production, 1 972 S»ason. MARK TAPER FORUM
Center Theatre Group. MUSIC CENTER

HAROLD PINTER'S^new play

OLD TIMES
an exploration of the relationship of a husband, his

wife and her only friend - and questions as to whe-

ther the memories they share ore of actual events

or figments of their tormented imaginations.

with FAYE DUNAWAY, VERNA
BLOOM, W. B. BRYDON
UCLA STUDENT PREVIEWS - MAY 19 & 21

8:00 PM 7:30 ON SUNDAY

$2 TICKETS ON SALE AAAY 8 - KERCKHOFF HALL

TICKET OFFICE

By Arrongement o* the UCLA Student Committee for the Art$

mm^

WASHINGTON (AP) President

Nixon Monday night announced he has

ordered the mining of entrances to North

Vietnamese ports to keep from *'the

international outlaws"' of Hanoi weapons
supplied by the Soviet Union and other

Communist nations.

In addition, Nixon said, U.S. forces

have been directed to take action to

interdict all North Vietnamese supply

lines, rail and highway as well as naval

routes.

He told the nation that as he spoke in a

nationwide broadcast the new measures
already were being put into effect.

According to the formal notification

sent to the United Nations Security
Council, the mining of the approaches to

Haiphong harbor started at 6 pm with the

weapons set to activate automatically at

3 am Thursday.
Declaring intensification of military

force is the only choice left to the United
States, the President coupled the action
with this call on the Soviet Union:

''Let us not slide back toward the dark
shadows of a previous age. We do not ask
you to sacrifice your principles or your
friends. But neither should you permit
Hanoi's intransigence to blot out the
prospects we together have so patiently
prepared."

Looking toward his scheduled visit to
Moscow later this month, the President
added:

"We are on the threshhold of a new
relationship that can serve not onlv the
interests of our two countries but the
cause of world peace We are prepared to
continue to build this relationship. This
responsibility is yours if we fail to do so.

"

After outlining what he said were the
determined American effort to negotiate
a settlement, Nixon said North Vietnam
has made it clear it hMs no interest in
peace.

Therefore, Nixon went on. "There is
on y one way to stop the killing, and that
IS to keep the weapons of war out of the
nands ol the international outlaws of
^^orth Vietnam."

He added:
'Tn full coordination with the Republic

of Vietnam, I have ordered the following
measures which are being implemented
as I am speaking to you.

1 — All entrances to North Viet-
namese ports will be mined to prevent
access to these ports and North Viet-
namese naval operations from these
ports.

"2 United States forces have been
directed to take appropriate measures
within the internal and claimed
territorial waters of North Vietnam to
interdict the delivery of supphes.

.3 — Rail and all other com-
munications will be cut off to the
maximum extent possible.

" 4 — Air and naval strikes against
military targets in North Vietnam will

continue."

Without using the word, the President
took action amounting to a blockade of

North Vietnam, which is even tougher
than the so-called "quarantine President
John F. Kennedy applied during the 1962

Cuban missile crisis.

The President told his broadcast
audience the reason he ordered the
drastic measures was to protect the lives

of the 60,000 American troops still in

South Vietnam and to prevent the
military conquest of 17 million South
Vietnamese.
"In these circumstances, with 60,000

Americans threatened," Nixon said

somberly, "any President who failed to

act decisively would have betrayed the

trust ol his country and the cause of

peace.'

Nixon said these were the only

reasons. "These actions are not directed

against any other nation Countries with
ships presently in North Vietnamese
ports have been notified that Iheir ships

will have three daylight periods to leave
in salet\

"Alter that time, the mines will

become active and any ships attempting

D D

u Im

to leave or enter these ports will do so at
their own risks."

Stressing his claim that the United
States is not interested in conquest,
Nixon gave the terms which would end
the New American acts.

"First, all American prisoners of war
must be returned.

"Second, there must be an in-

ternationally supervised ceasefire
throughout Indochina.
"Once prisoners of war are released,

and once the internationally supervised
cease-fire has begun, we will stop all acts
of force throughout Indochina.
"At that time we will proceed with a

complete withdrawal of all American
forces from Vietnam within four mon-
ths."

In this, Nixon seemed to be setting his
most definite and shortest period of a
U.S. withdrawal target date, but he also
evidently expanded his demands on
Hanoi by calling for North Vietnam to
stop fighting in all of Indochina.
The President ended his speech with a

plea for unity, which was underscored by
a meeting he held with congressional
leaders an hour before he went on
television and radio at 6 pm.
While he made no mention of his

Moscow trip, scheduled to start May 22,

and while the White House said earlier
j)lans were proceeding, it was evident
Nixon had the Russian attitude on his

mind
He called on Moscow to continue the

negotiations he said had made
"significant progress" in recent months,
and national security adviser Henry
Kissinger met Monday night with ^Soviet

Ambassador Anatoly Uobrynin to inform
him of the American decisions.

In outlining the steps he said the
United States had taken to achieve a
peaceful solution, Nixon said he had sent
Kissinger to Moscow for four days of

talks last month.
He said the Russian leaders showed an

interest in bringing the war to an end.
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Quickie Quiz you should take

for your protection before you go
to Europe on a Charter Flight

>A«)M,. .»'...-

f- ^1

{ ii
. 1. '

;

a

h Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way. ,

4-^.

' .

»-*.

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidmco of having rocm'vMr
approval or authorization from tho University of California?

—A.-w.,-.f-.K;'--'|--

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
r-'uwnw»«a-i%) >n>Miw')M

3. Did you know that if you are on a ChoHer Flight that does nothave proper licensing and authorization, you stand aboit a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Caie-
donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char-
ter rligtits. ;';.: z' - ^ ^

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO

FLIGHT
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3

4

5

L.A. TO

London

London

DEPART

June 18

London

London

» •
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10
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London

London

London

London

London

June 21

June 22

RETURN FROM

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

June 26

i Aug. 15

June 26

12

li
15

16

London

J^ndon

LlDfidon

London

June 27

June 28

June 28

London

London
BOAC

Sept; 6

Aug. 25"

June 29

July
]'

Sept. 9

London

^ly 4

July 8

July 1

1

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27"

Sept. 2

London

London

J-ondon

London

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

July 12

Aug. 17

London

London

Au g. 10

Aug. 31
— ~ — -

_London

Londo n

London

J-Ondon

Lpndon

London

CARRIER

Caledonian

boaT'~
BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

i-

fhis is

BOAC

It's not too late to switch to the best « th« .>lls.-^iCome into Roon. 205D KerckhoH Hall - phone 8^ ,221
^^'^'""^ ''"*•

'^•"""""^^^ -V 3:00 a... to, p.. Karen t>ia.ond, BeveHy Wey, Coor^not...

'A:

H» .»id.l Chort., F,i,M. .p«Hio„ ,^,„,i.^^ ^ _

•^ .
PProvea tor w by all campuses of the UnlKr-'——V

of California
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ITQRIAL

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin

Editorial Board. Ttie Dally Bruin SoOndIng Board columns are

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary "to a Dally Bruin Editorial posltjpn. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Letter to-^h^FHitnr-
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Get down to it premeds

Edjtorjal

Worth
We wish to quote the following passages from a

jeech given by former President Dwight D.

iisenhower at a meeting of the American Society of

ewspaper Editors:

**Every gun that is made, every warship launched,

very rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft

rem those who hunger and are not fed, those who are

old and are not clothed.

This world in arms is not spending money alone.

It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius
its scientists, the hopes of its children.

Editor:

It seems to me that the replies
to the letter, *Tremed: A Knife in
the Back" (April 13) have missed
the point. Only those premeds who
half-believe that they truly are
"the lowest scum on the earth"
would react so violently to this
satirical hyperbole. The point is

that the antics of the premed rat-
race, cut-throat competition,
studying the least for the
maximum grade, and the con-
ception that as doctors our
technical skill can substitute for
humanity, is the fault of the
system of Pre-medical and

than in the medical profession,
except for the war in South East
Asia. "^

It is unfortunate that so many
believe and maintain that "There
is little we as undergraduate
premeds can do about the policies
of the A.MA. or the number of
positions available for medical
students." I would like to know
when we Will be able to do
something about the system? Will
it be when we are in medical
school, working 70 hours a week at
our studies? Will it be as interns
and residents working 100 hours a

medical education which has''"^^*^ ^^ ^ ^^P^^^^ W»U it be as an
developed into what has been established physician, who \yorks

u

a

(('

U'

The cost of one modem heavy bomber is this: a
lodern brick school in more than 30 cities.

/*It is two electric power plants, each serving a
)wn of 60,000 population.

It is two fine, fully equipped hospitals.

*We pay for a single fighter plane with half a
lillion bushels of wheat.

'We pay for a single destroyer with new homes
lat could have housed more than 8000 people . . .

/This is not a way of life at all in any true sense,
finder IHe cloud of threatening war, it is humanity
ianging from a cross of iron."

There was a time when President Nixon would
lave been happy to quote the man for whom he
jerved under as vice-president for eight years. He'd
look ludicrous doing it now.

called the American Health
Empire.
The AMA holds a great deal of

the responsibility for the present
shortage of doctors, through its

implementation (by lobbying
Congress and its accreditation
power over niedical schools) of
the doctrine that 'medical
education will not be com-
promised in quality for the sake of
numbei*." This policy,
progressive as it was in 1900 in

ridding the profession of diploma
mills, does not deal with the
central problem of medical
educaton today which is that the
system is turning out too many
molecular biological,
academically, research-oriented,
get rich quick, doctors. There is no
argument with the need for
specialists, but there needs to be
advocacy for doctors who as a
team of specialists and asv in-

dividuals can deal with the whole
patient as a person and not as a
commodity on the health care
assembly line. The contradiction
between the imperatives of social
utility and profit is nowhere more
glaringly exposed in our society

on the average 60 hours a week
and receives $30,000 a year along
with the power and privilege the
present system offers. I don't
believe jn the struggle postponed
to som6 magical time in the
future Nvhen we will be completely
imbued with the professional
elitism which plagues the medical
world. Such a postponed struggle
means no struggle, and tacit
compliance with the Status quo.

It is true that pie repressive
apparatus of professional
medicine is great, and for thir

reason this letter is name-
withheld. Many doctors have been
persecuted for resisting the
Vicious economic policies of the
A.MA. and corporate medicine.
So many times when discussing
these issues with fellow pre-meds,
they have expressed the fear, that
any kind of struggle against the
system would prevent them from
obtaining the education they
desire. It seems a reasonable fear
when the personal stakes are so
high.

^

This does not pa^n however
that we should remain silent. The
public as well as our fellow
students must be alerted to the
injustices of the American Health
Empire. The Medical Committee
for Human Rights and other
organizations have fought against
this empire of profit. The
organizational and political
means to combat injustice can
always be found if the will to
struggle for a better set of human
relations exists. For all those who
^re interested, the Medical-^
Committee for Human Rights
meets on Wednesday evenings at
7:30 in Public Health 16-071.

'^iinie withheld

^ CAl JET CHARTERS <

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -MY Fim Critics Awards

EUROPE 1972
Don't be misltd by lower prices: Investiflatt first! Fly wjtii our roliaMo charter

SKf; i."°r
1°^' **^** °" y®""^ Charter carrier before you si«n your application.Don't talte a chance with an onHownsharltraiclifle.

w»".«iiim.
•wiswjv^jwiv i >»'» 1

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST

-* Round Trip Egrope Flights —

^

):ikbnd or LA to London^^ as low as $249 (round trip
Jakland or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $289 (round trip
Dakland or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trip

» One Way flights <-—
Oakland o( LA

to London & Brussels as low as $149 (one way)
London &. Brussels

lo Oakland or LA - — - as low as $14^ (one way)

> lnter-U.S,A. Flights <•

West Coast to East Coast (June)
L^ast Coast to West- Coast (Sept)

as low as C76(one way)
asJow av v76(ono V^

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE 8. APPLICATION

NOW
^ space 1$ limited <•

s;.v.ii:i:? now p l a y i

Daily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:30

N G
PM

AM fares include US Federal Tax and Oapartwrt Tax whart applicaMa, and an
administrative lee of $4.00 per person. Tha»a larat are basad an a pra^atd thara
of the total cost and are subject^o an increase or dacraase dapandiiM an tha ac-
tual number of participants on eacli individual flight. These Chartar FlIfltH are
available only to students, employees, staff, faculty, and extansion stwdantt of tha
University of California and members of thair immediate familla*. Thara ara NOMEMBERSHIP FEES.
All flights via certified airlines flying {at equipment. Complimentary maolt and
beverages served in flight.

for Application A furtl^ Information write:

21S0 Green Street
San Francisco, California 94123

CAUETCHARTaS

or call (415) 922 1434

'(Paid Advertisement)

G "3^LCJ3oy ernment E^

' For Student Body Offices

VOTE TOMORROW
May 10 and 11 - Primary May 17- Finals

Polling Locations open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

See tomorrow's Bruin for polling locations

All registered Graduate and Undergraduate Students Orged to vote.

Sponsored by GSAand SLC Elections Boards
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Letters to the Editor:

Kdltor:

Considering the events of the
past few days, namely Tuesday.

- and considering the front page
article that the DB ran the
following day, I find myself
almost compelled to write. For
the first time in my life, I find
myself the instigator of a racial
confrontation, between a Chicano
organization here on campus and
the campus television station. I

am speaking, of course, of the now
infamous "dog-potential" slip

that was aired over UCTVLA
Tuesday, a slip that proved in-

sulting to a great many minority
students at UCLA and very em-
barrassing to me, the "witty"
M ('! of the show who made the
slip in the first place.

After the initial confrontation
outside the Royce Hall studio was
over, though I was indeed truly

.sorry and ashamed of my error, I

could not help but feel confused
and saddened over the extreme
sensitivity displayed by the
MKChA dancers as they objected
to my slip up. After all, I said to

myself, was not the remark
purely an accident, a shp of the
tongue, an innocent comment
intended to be humourous, in

_ keeping with the tone of the show,
rather than a purpojseful racial
slur, intended to insult and
degrade the integrity of a group of
peoples. Gould they not see my
sincerity as J^pologized to them
both personally and on the air. I

could not understand why they
took the whole issue so seriously.
By the end of Wednesday af-

"--ternoon.f began to understand
why. ^

After the story covering the
incident ran in the DB, it seemed I

couldn't walk two feet on campus
without running into someone I

knew or was acquainted with who
had read the article and felt

compelled to make some com-
ment. The number of people who

-virtually came out an^
congratulated me or in some way
implied apprval was appalling.
Though these people, fortunately,
were not in the majority of those
who commented to me, there was
enough of them to give me some

M^ea of just what people like the

MEChA dancers are up against.

This reaction from my fellow

students at UCLA proved to be

even more saddening than the

initial confrontation. The racial

sensitivity exhibited by the

MKChA dancers, puzzling to me
originally, now seems quite

logical in light of my experiences

the day after the incident.

I will not attempt to describe^the

circumstance of this unfortunate

mishap, for the DB's article on it

on Wednesday was accurate
enough. Nor will I attempt to

relate to those reading just what
their dance, and their culture,

mean to the MEChA dancers, for

that is something only they can
do. I dp know that it means
soniething terribly important to

them, for I will never forget the

hurt and the anger that I saw in

their faces as I confronted them
after the incident. In this letter, I

mean only to apologize to any and
all of those that I might have
offended by a serious and careless
mistake on my part, and I .

promise that I will do everything
in my power to avoid such an

house is composed of Anglos,

Mexicans, Spaniards, Blacks,
.Jews. Arenians, Orientals, Irish

Catholics, Irish Protestants, and
even a few Texans. We make light

of each other's ethnic differences

quite often, and nothing is ever
made of ij.

We appreciate the response to

our booth during the Mardi Gras
weekend. We played to audiences
of one hundred or more during
each show. We won three trophies

for entertainment, including the
Chancellor's trophy. It is my
belief that we would not have done
so had our show been nothing but a
racial slam

error in the future. The un-
fortunate thing about the entire

^.affair is that, though I can at-

tempt to atone for 4ny own

In this day and age, there can be
no hope of progress unless there is

cooperation between all the races.
We think we have found it here,
although sometimes the unin-
formed observer to our house
would, at times, think different.

Peace. -.,

, Socrates Peter Manoukian
President

: ^^— Theta Delta €lit—
-Resident Armenian

beliefs of the other side? If so, wiU
any contract be binding? Will
anybody ever believe the
promises of the others?

I do not know, nor do I suspect
that anyone at the Bruin knows,
the entire facts of the dispute
between the Teamsters and
Ramona. I do not intend to take
any side, although I am inclined to
believe that low paid workers get
the short end most of the time. I

also know that the views ex-
pressed in this letter are-not very
popular, nor do they make friends
in these emotional times when
persons are judged by labels. But
I am impelled to write this letter
in the hope of emphasizing thdt
every dispute does have two sides,
and in fact sometimes three, four
or more sides, and that blind
advocacy of only one side no
matter how popular that side is, is
a disservice to the students at
UCLA and indeed an insult to our
intelligence.

David Sabiih
School ofXaw and School of

-'

—

' —Ihiwin Plannlnf=^

Hegarding ju

statement that the t''''^'^
Project sUff raised moJt>'their own solicitation!"^'^
ever got from Ty^eZZT^^
this IS simply not true S^^
workbytheTutoiialpI?''^^'*
netted $700 thus Jlre,?'^'^
around $6,000 raised frr^'^The Fund last yZV^^^I
pledged so far th's yea'^

^^ «»

I^st year the Tutorial P^fecame a political Sb^^JJ?
tween a past Executive^ ^
of The Student Fund ^d ^^^
J^rector of the TutorialVC
This resulted in the is.
Project not even sub^i^"^
application to ThVstS^

to help the TutorTa7a^^^
suggest that Cliff judd in 0^^^rest of his staff as to the fa?ts

John Simon
F.xecutive

Director
The UClA Student Fund

-:-, T^ j.iH

mistakes, there is nothing I can
say or do for those who would
applaud my action. That, to me, is

the true tragedy in such a case.

Mark Wright
Senior. Theatre Arts

Burritor
» •» <*

Frat
Fditor:

It was brought to our attention
^hat during the recent Mardi Gras
weekend, several of the barkers
out front of the Theta Delt-DG ''Le
Chat Botle" booth were allegedly
acting in a manner that was
derogatory to Chicanos. This
included speaking like a bandito
artd other such characterizations.
The person who issued the

complaint was justified in feeling
the way he did; however, these
acts were not purposely meant to
be derogatory to anyone. It is not
the policy of Theta Delta Chi to
slatp any minority group; our

Editor: ~"-^: ^ --:

Your i:ecent editorials and
newscoverage about the Team-
ster's strike at Ramona Foods
show your singular lack of ap-
preciation of the laws of this
country and your tendency io take
a simplistic and popular approach
to complex issues. It is apparent
that the University has entered
into a valid contract to purchase
burritos from Ramona Foods. As
long as Ramona Foods fulfills the
terms and conditions of the
contract, the University can not
lawfully abrogate the contract in a
unilateral fashion. Nor can the~
University set itself up as the final
arbitrator of all disputes between
labor and managment, and make
its purchases conditional upon the
existence of harmonious relations
between labor and managment,
and-^make itS^^urchases con-
ditional upon the existence of
harmonious relations, between
labor and management at each of
the University's numerous sup-
pliers. What if there is a strike at
Ford Motor Co., and the
University agreed to purchase
several cars, at advantageous
terms, from Ford. Should the
University cancel said order
because of the strike? Is in every
strike situation management
always wrong and labor always
right? Is the University really
geared to be the moral judge of
the merits and contentions of both
sides, labor and management
alike? Does the Bruin advocate
the abandonment of solemn
promises entered into a contract
every time one of the parties to
the contract does not like the
political or religious or business

"

Editor:

This fs It! the filial injustice.
The ultimate In tyranny.

. I

demand a return of the burritos to
thevending machines. Not only do
I actually like them as they are
far superior to anything the UCLA . - „,... „
food service produces but 1 reswiT^ whatever- heedrTtlwther totu^
being denied the opportunity to to pages 14-16. If, however, we do
cast my monetary vote as I see fit.

Editor:

Regarding the "ICON Fourtj,
Annual Rock n' Roll PoH-
presented in the Daily Bruin, it is

certainly most helpful that we are
warned on the first page that this
IS a strictly rock affair -
therefore those of us with slightly

abberant tastes in music - soul

cotuntry-western, latin or

Whether or not I support Ms.
Burrito and her Co. is my own
business, and if I do not agree with
her politics or her business
dealings then it is for me to decide
not to spend my 35 cents on her
burritos. /.

I demand the right to make that
decision, and I object to a small
group of crazies or screamers or
anyone else making it (pr me.
Besides, I am sick (literally) ftnd
tired of soggy sandwiches, uggy
hot dogs and greasy eggrolls.

V. L. McCarren
Grad., Law

happen to scan the various

categories, we do find a tokeo

section, for Soul Performer or

Group, lumping together both

individual and group artists in

rhythm and blues, jazz, top 40/

etc. Evidently, someone on the

Daily Bruin staff still thinks blad

people are pretty much all the

same. And yet everyone wonders

why all the little ethnocentric

cliques still exist on this campus

with very little communication o^

understanding between them!
~

T RonaBrowM

-^- :•'-
,.
^ BA, History,m

Allegations
Kditor:

In reply to the article on the
ASUCLA Tutorial Project, the
allegations made regarding The
UCLA Student Fund by Mr.
Howard Waxenburg are wholly
unfounded. As to the charge that
The^tudent Fund "cut off funds"
in the middle of last year I per-
sonally picked up the last check
for the Venice Pre-school which
enabled them to pay off an out-
standing debt and continue
operation this year. That check
was secured through The Student
^ und efforts.

Football

0«W«y & Sons Bari>«r Shop
(ocro,.fromS<rf>^y)

,06, Goy,.y. w^h^
Shoo Shin«s

can split fke costof
a rord CortifKi (Urtdo.

T^^f'^traJlei' far cu

the peop/eto see!

Editor:

The following is addressed to

the Daily Bruin sports writers -

Why have the Daily Bruin sports

writers chosen to ignore spring

football practice? Is it due to a

general lack of interest among the

campus community or more

simply because no one in the

sports office cares enough to

report about the current football

team. After all, spring practice is

just as much a part of spring

sports as is baseball, volleyball

and ping pong. Funny, how the

Daily Bruin elaborates on the

activity of the Chinese Ping Pong

players yet fails to acknowledge

the fact that the football team

does indeed exist — R^^^

HERE ON CAMPUS .

Annice M. BunM
Junior. Phlkwopfcy

??7?r**S**
'''"^•' Service

*^7Vi Bttrrington PI., Lo«

11681 San Vtc«nU Blvd..
L>o> Angclct

Anfelet
Santa Monica Travel Sarvice
201 Santa Kfooica Blvd..
Santa
394-3371

n 74?*w Tw^'^'L'"*' Tours

47S.W89"'**"' ^'"**- ^ ^^^

Tfanatabla Trival Inc.
3837 Wil»hir« Blvd..
828-4503

Santa Monif*

John GllMon Travel
3285 Wilahirv Blvd.. Lo« Ante'**
380-7441
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uestlQnsfor'night-wriMrs'
I JVaikouts by worker

riitor:
'

Recently such astute remarks

STOP U.S. IMPERIALISM"

,d
SOLIDARITY WITH THE

LF" have been decoratively

se of more than one color)

rawled over the walls of

imerous campus edificies. To

jese concerned "night-writers",

would pose a few questions.

First, if there is room enough

^ft on Powell Library. I would

like to see the word imperialism

ore clearly defined. If one

cans by the aforementioned

.rm that the U.S. mainUins a

ligh degree of economic control

)ver the Western World, then I

j'ould agree with those who claim

ihe U.S. to be the most powerful

imperialist in the world. I do not

however, with those who
consider our economic control

)ver smaller nations as an

example of rapine and greed

irsonified. Even in the symbiotic

i'orld of smaller organisms, all do

lot live in equal comfort.

although cheap labor and currupt

jgovernments often add gold to

I S. coffers, the end result for that

country is often a more
technically advanced economy
|(for what it's worth) and a

jovemment that can iinally rear

[back on its own hind legs (i.e.,

^est Germany, Chile, etc.).

tUnlike Soviet imperialism, the

S. version d^ls in currency and
lot in human lives and minds.

Though our foreign policy and use
)f world resources are in need of

[very critical review,-especially in

[areas where monetary aid is

supporting military regimes, the

[pentagon can hardly be described
las a trained Murder Inc. acting
[under the orders of a demented
jemagogue no matter how many

Inon-union burritos they have
[dropped on the unsuspecting
Ifreedom fighters in the Central

as the invading force, are
required to secure their lines of
communication; and, therefore,
the enemy has the tremendous
advantage of choosing when and
where to attack. It is only through
the tactical use of airpower that
the struggle can be kept on equal
footing I would point out now that
I am against the renewed bomb-
ing of the North because I feel the
time has come for the U.S. to let

the South Vietnamese (corrupt
government or not) decide for
themselves whether the cost of
freedom is too high or not.

Whatever else is said, however, I

feel that the American forces,

never having lost a major eivr
counter with the enemy, ha^
conducted themselves in an
outstanding and courageous
manner while serving in Vietnam.
We have bought the Vietnamese
time and the cost has been ex-
tremely high. It may also prove to

have been a fruitless cause. We
now suffer many internal
problems at home as a result of
the war. I agree wholeheartedly
thai it is time, to unite, but cer-
tainly not with the NLF. How
about George McGovem?
- Richard Peksens
':.,-

^
:' Attempted Student

Regent
Editor] ^

Your issue of April 25 contained
a report of-«t interview with me
by the Ms. Cohen and Hatago and
I am grateful for the honest and
careful reporting I would,
howeve^, like to make a few
corrections for the record:

Fortunately, I have only been a
Regent for ten years and not
twenty. My hair would be even
scantier if the latter were correct.

I mentioned the Department of

Highlands. And as for Genocide I
.Chemistry at Berkeley not for its

And n hAinu por,..in<w4 ».^.^^ *«^-—lack-iM interest in stydents, but
rather as an example of an in-

and II being required courses for
ROTC students and the City Police
Department, these type of
allegations are as preposterous as
they sound.

Next I would like to inquire as to
the meaning of "SOLIDARITY
ITH THE NLF". Doeg this

mean that we should rush our
endorsement in support of the
mass murdersf carried out by the
liberating North Vietnamese
Army? In two years in Vietnam. I

observed many atrocities; all of
which were committed by the
illustrious liberators from the
north Outside Hue in the Tet of
1968, I observed the bodies of
hundreds of civilians liberated of
their woridly burdens by their
Northern comrades. As for being
a People's Army", in my entire
tour in T' Corps I saw Moodly
few enemy who were not equipDed
^*th full uniform a\id
sophisticated weaponry to include
napalm flamethrowers et al
Now the North has launched an

•nvading force with over five weU
equipped divisions (more man-
power than the U.S. needed in

^heARVNArmy, though as large

Write!

stance in which a distinguished

faculty had, as I understood,
made a consistent and effective

effort to teach undergraduates.
The headline of your story could

4mply a lack of respect by me for
my colleagues. I hasten to corr^t
such an impression, should it

exist. Anyone who has served for a
number of years on the Board of

Regents must be impressed by the
sincerity, hard work, and
dedication of its members. This is

particularly, but not solely, true of

those appointed Regents who,
supported by a relatively long
term, l>ecome increasingly aware
of the greatness and complexity of

the University. There is, of

course, diversity of points of view
on the Board and this is all to the
good. As a matter of fact, my
major concern for the future
would be that even greater

diversity will be required and
appointments to the Board should
be made on a more representative
basis.

William M. Roth

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
• ' r

Editor:

The May 5th Bruin contains a
story about UCTVLA announcer
Mark Wright's insult of a group of
dancers in a talent contest. Gil
Beanes (candidate for elective
office) is reported to have said:
"When one Chicano gets insulted,
we are all insulted." v

Using Mr. Beanes' reasoning, if

1 think that one particular Chicano
is an idiot, then I am insulting the
whole "race ", right Beanes? If I

call a Caucasion an idiot, the
same thing must apply, right?

Is a racist a person who says or
does a particular act because of
"the apparent color of his (the
object's) or her skin"?

If a Chicano, rather than this
evil Caucasion had said 'the dog
has. more -potential," would you
have been so vehement in your
verbal barrage? or laugh the
matter off as a joke? If this

Chicano insults another Chicano,
he must be insulting all either

Chicanos by what you say. Agree?
Disagree? If you agree, then an
insult to one person is an insult to
the rest of his race; therefore, we
cannot insult anyone without
insulting everyone else. If you
disagree, Oien the quoted
statement aBove indicates that
you are really the racist and the
case is closed since you verbally
attacked Mark Wright not
because he delivered an insult, but
because he was not a Chicano. If

you believed that Wright should
have been fired due to his careless
remark, fine. But your statement
above leads me to believe you
thought him a racist since by
insulting one Chicano, he has
insulted all. If you agreed to that

question I asked above (about
Chicano insulting Chicano), then
you must be a racist since you
have*insulted the 67" Caucasian
Tand therefore all other
Caucasians) since being called a
"racist " is ihdeed an insult, and
perhapis slanderous. Thus, by
calling him a racist, you have
called all other "Caucasians"
racist (a racist piece of
derrogation) and therefore, you
are a racist. (Think about it).

Have I failed in my reasoning? I

certainly hope you do not think me
a racist, for I may just be an
adopted Caucasian of Spanish
descent.

PS. If I am insulting you, I hope
all my brothers don't think me a
racist.

Bruce Frohman
Political Science

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONIACI LENStb, SPLCiACLL:)
\ WG specialize in contact lenses

made at our own off ice

, 3 hr service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

m\T^ J/'"'*' Service

Independent Travel tervio

Ovm Travel Inc. of So. Calif.
3156 Wilshire Blvd.. Lot Angclet

Cardillo Travel' Ag«ncy
10100 Santa Monica Bl
Century City
i«a-4174

vd.

Kaven Travel ••rvice
3450 Wilihire Blvd.. Lot Angelet
38^6555

Tone Correa World Travel
2322 Wettwood Blvd., Lot Angelet
475-4955 or 27;i-1806

Wolfe Travel Service
1657 Sawtelle. Lot Angelet
•70-13J7

PaliiadM Travel Bureau
15235 Suntet Blvd..
Paciflc PaUaadat

Oo Monday, April 17, union workers at UC Beritely walked off
their jobs. A few days later, union employees at the San Krancisco
campus also walked out. - iix _.
Why this desperate move? For over a year, representatives of

the building trades unions have been trying to reach an agreement
with the University. Even whUe supposedly negotiating in good
laith, the University unilaterally issued what amounted to an
ultimatum to the building trades workers — involving a 40-€0 per
cent pay cut. For many years, the building trades havfe had long-
standing agreements with UC that they will receive wages com-
parable to what employees in similar capacities make outside the
University. In addition, raises promised for last July have yet to be
seen When it became clear that the University was simply not
going to move on either issue, the building trades workers decided
they d had enough of the University's sUlling.
Other campus unions joining in the walk-out have raised ad-

ditional issues. For example, the custodians are pointing to the
speed-up resulting from the University's refusal to replace janitors
who have left. _ ii

AH unions are asking for new grievance inachinery to settle
disputes, especially for a procedure that would require outside
arbitration instead of allowing University officials to serve as the
court of first and last resort, as its now the case.
UCB Chancellor Albert Bowker issued a statement saying that

the University does not have the funds available to meet union
demands and that 'even if the funds were available. . it Would be
unfair to increase the wages of some employees and not all others

"

(S.F. Chronicle 4-17-72). Obviously this line of reasoning can be
used against every Uniirersity employee to keep wages depressed
forever. ^

It would appear that the unions are '*being used as pawns in this
particular fight between the Regents, the University and
Sacramento" as Richard K. Groulx. Executive Secretary of the
Alameda County Ubor Council, noted (S.F. Chronicle 4-15-72). The
University has reneged on prior agreements, refuses to settle on
nbnbudget-related demands, and points to the Regents and the
Legislature as supposedly being the "real" culprits. But the
University is the eniployer in this case, not the Regents or the
Legislature, and it is up to the employer to respond to workers'
demands. ^ y

Local 2a;o ( AFSCME) here at UCLA is in full sympathy with the
position taken by the Berkeley and S.F. campus unions. The issues
at stake affect all UC employees, not just those on the northern
campuses, who have put themselves and their jobs on the line.

Theonlywayemployees will gain the ability to put forward and
enforce thpir demands is to organize and preserve the only real
power they have — the power to withhold their labor. We urge all

UCLA employees to act — Join AFSCME! . - -

Thelm a Jackson
President, Local 2070

I.-
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ECKANKAR—
~

- ANCIENT SCIENCE OF SOUL TRAVEL

LECTURE & DISCUSSION SERIES
Alferncife Tuesdays 7:30-9 pm, Upstairs Lounge,

Kerckhoff Hall
^'^-^—"TECHNIQUES OF SOUL TRAVEL, TONIGHT

'^~^~-^

"W1

i^ SOLVING LIFE'S PROBLEMS WITH ECKANKAR. 5/23
iponsorad by UCLA Expcrimsntol Coll«g«
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10% OFF ON EVERYTHING IN SPORTSVVEAfti
Big savings May 8-19 for the entire UCLA campus community!

FOR GUYS:
Brand-name merchandise-Levis-50 1 -Unique (eans-l©% off
Arrow-Lancer-Kennlngton-Pebble Beach shirts-HongTen-
Cal Swimwear t-shirts-Laguna Swimwear-Far Out Gear-
l^eeper hosiery and Hanes underweaf-everything |0% off

FOR GALS: ^
s - •

Levis for Gals-Byer shirts and pinafores -Fritzi sportswear-Trim-
f.t bodyshirts and hosiery-Pam Beesportswear-Alpocslocks-AAay
Queen hosiery-Kim jewelry- all 10% off

^4qvc AN '

tce Boy f yhi rts- y t re;reg.5.50^

^^'^ °"^ ^^"^^"'5 ^T^rellas-now especiqily priced at 1.49^

10% OFF Orrttt GIFTS!
'^^

Reproductions of famous jewelry pieces-pins, earrings, neck-
laces-reproductions of famous sculptures- 10% off UCLA
men's qnd women's jewejry-UCLA mugs, pennants, towels, glass-
ware-everything noyv specially priced 10% off :--. '

Entirestock of Cross, Parker and Papern^af6 pens- 10% off "

XLandiBSf ccK^dle holders; incense, o1i f^jvips, iCeHfed'onsTiTe^rFdrlu^^
all manner of fascinating goodi%s-all 10% off Watches-includinq--
Timex-menj and women's-self-wind. calendar, eiectric-bright-foced
clocks-aff now 10% off Travelers' needs-luggage, travel bags,
travel books, travel clocks-stationary and pens-the entire works 10% off

Attache cases by Samsonite and Stebccv-with 5-y«rF guarantee-good
clioice ot sizes and styles-during snla. 10% off -

*i spociol

purchase!
^-.

BRAND NAME POLYESTER KNIT FUIR JEANS

mmsmmm

w«r« to 1 8.00-irrogs.-
28-38-whiU thoy last

.'•* -

m

•:•:•:•:•:.•
>••.•.••'."..•,

fi*

'} BIG SAVINGS IN ART SUPPUES
SaECTED POSTERS- UP TO 50^ OFF

'1

Pickett N4/600 Twin Pock Slide P..le-retail vol $40 25 00
Strobe Light; was $30.00 12.5©
Metal Zodiac emblems; were 1.95 (54
Strathmore 1 4x 1 7" layout pod;! 2.35 '''''!!!!'!!!!!!!!

1 .75
Coloraid 3x5" box-reo 4 10' O IMI
Tapered candles-2.00 pair 1 o«
plastic kites

^ ^^ cq^
Mounted Spin-Art; 2.50 50% off 1 *»«
Iru-pomt lead ho ders- rea 2 50 I «A
Art '"Correspondence" notes 2.00 1.50

Plaka pamt-reg. 90< 50« off 45^
eagle leod pointers list 6.00 2Ji5
9-7:15 M F; iO-3 S

COSMETIC CLEARANCE
Top Brass liquid hoirdressing for men-reg 49<t
Rev on Natural Wonder medicated stick-reg. 1.39':::;::rKevlon eyeliner special-reg. 99<t , .,
Revlon lashes "n' shadows-rea 1 99 '

••••••••

Kevlon Clean & C ear ceanser-
Kevlon Intimate handlotion
Revlon lemon shampoo ....!!!!!!!!!

^

Revlon Fobulash and Fabuliners'p'ecVaY
^'"'

Revlon Lash Doubles sets; reg. 5.00-6.00 Z... 3 OOShadowSpreesets-reg. 3 75...
'^'^'^

Revlon Noturaf Wonder eye kits (puVpleKOO **/.'.'.!!'.'.!*.;*.

Living Curl hair sproy-reg. 994
Aquamarine hand lotion; rea. 1 35 ;
Aquamarine bath spray; r^g. 3.75
Style hair spray; 13 02. regular or
super hold 99< .......^.» ,,.
Aqua Net hair spray; ^'s^V.'dl* pur-
pose or super hold; reg. 79<t

3(H

9CH
• 8(K
1.20
2.00
1.75
1.50
3.50
1.05
3.60
2.25
2.40
6M
8H
2.23

79i

S9i

PRf INVENTORY SALE MAY 8.I9-A end B level., Ackermon Union, 825-771 ,Open Mondoy-Friday 7:45 o m -7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

10 te or Mi 10 ho
Not everyone wants a draft
deferment to finish undergrad or
grad school • . l^

Not everyone needs $100 per month
during their Uat two years of
school ...

Hot everyone can uae a acholarahlp
to pay tultton, fee* and booka . . .

Not averyona needs leadership and
management training and a real
challenge ...

And not everyone wants to serve as•n Amy Officer . . . •

•>

of MiiJ^ Pff ' contact the Professor

for^.::!"^
Science at UCLA (825-7381)

Stc^ infonnatlon about Army

TolTJ'T *n"ll"«nts welcome, so

NOW FIX YOUR OWN BIKE
Anyone can do if with this

new, simplified instruction method.
WheiKpeople with very tittle mechanical skill can be taught to
maintain and rtpoW helicopters by the Xyzyx method, it's a cinch
you can fix any 5-, 10- or 15-speed derailleur bicycle. A few
•readily available tools and this new method Xyzyx instruction
book is all it takes.

No longer is it necessary to wait on the convenience of a sirvice
man. Helps avoid walking home, tool

Send for this new book today developed by Xy^yx Information
Corporation. You'll be amazed how easy it is to fix a bicycle
with this revolutionary method. Send for, this new book today.
Only $4.95. Money back if you can't understand it.

Also available in Coaster and 3-Speed Edition.

•« .> '.

J ;

Bicycling magoiina soys,

^^Even If you hovan't
got common sensa,

^Blcycla kapair' from
Xyzyx Informotion

Corporation will pull you
through/'
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M.O.X. Co., Dept. UCW.4
^.O. Sex 444tt, Panorama City, Ca. 914ia

Ploate send mes

.copies of Derailleur Slcycle Repair

.copies of Cooftter a 3-fpeed Repair

I enclose Q check Q money order (don't send cash) In the
amount of $4.9S for each copy ordered. California residents
please odd S% sales tax.

Name

Addrvii

city Slot* Zip
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17
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

U

M«|or

P.E.

»«Hir

Ccon.
P.E,

Engr.
Hist

P.E.

Matti.

Poll. Scl.

Soc.

Hist.

Ecwi.
Music
P.E.
Econ.

Poll. Scl,

Hist.

Atoth.

Hist,

TlMNi, Arts

EcOfi.

&dot> .

)'-.

. I'

.V
• •

V.

n
29

30

31

32

33

Hist.

Poll. Scl.

Ecoii.

Soc.

Psych.

Po«,Jk:l,-

Units

AttomiitMf

03.0

132.5

30.5

111.5

70.5

100.5

140.0

120.5

130,0

103.5

44.3

112,0

149.0

139.0

07.0

03.0

73.0

79.0

144,5

20.5

129.0

124.0

132.5

112.5

32.5

107.5

104^
90.5

141.0

114,5

132,5

130,5

03.5

UCLA
GPA

2.402

2.020

2,137

2.122

2.525

2.077

2.530

2.449

2.109

2.003

2.444

2,097

2.140

2.021

2.009

2,140

2.700

3.155

2.471

2,750

2.790

2.403

2,025

2427
X349
2.594

2.179

2.710

2J^
2.375

2.074

I

I
I
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FOOTBALL — As at most universitios. It Is the costliest sport at UCLA.
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"motorcycle emporium"

9320 W., PICO BLVD.
(near Robertson)

272-1020 278-5211

M F 9 cirn. 6 p.m. but 7 ti.in (; (j tn. Sun I J A p.m.

PARTS • SERVICE • INSURANCE

The Academic Senate has
responsibilities and concerns with
respect to intercollegiate
athletics. These responsibilities

and concerns are of three general
types; (1) To uphold academic
standards among student
athletes, (2) to maintain effective

communication with the
Department of Intercoliegiate
Athletics, and (3) to ddvise the
Chancellor concerning athletic
policy.

To uphold academic standards
among athletes, the Committee
or\ Athletic Policy participates in

decisions concerning the ad-
mission to the University of

recruited athletes who do not
meet regular admission
requirements, and, from time to
timp, reviews the academic
achievement of athletes. The
Chairman of the Athletic Policy
Committee, as a member of an
advisory committee to the Dean
of Academic Services, reviews the

:th
SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES -AT BARGAIN PRICES

t -

STARTS WED COOL BREEZE THE SPUT
Moo Fri All Seats 99t till 5PM after vit99k6ay%

Weekends & Holidays Adults 1.75, Sr. Citizens 1.25, Students 1.50, Ctiiidren 75<

^ ri Sat Midnight Show "LORD OF THE FLIES" All Seats St. 50

(

STARTS WED
49c till 7PM
After SI SO MARK OF THE DEVIL NIGHT VISITOR

HOLltWOOO

STAR

qualifications of athletes who did

not meet regular requirements
and makes recommendations
concerning their admission to the

University. The procedures used
in this review process and the

number of atMetes admitted on
this basis are summarized later in

this reporC*^,1 , J
' "^

<

Included with this report is a
summary of. .academic ac^
complishments of athletes who
participated in varsity sports

during the past three years. The
academic records of these
students indicate that capable
young men can me^t the time
demands of varsity athletics and
still make normal progress
toward graduation. By focusing

attention upon the academic
accomplishment of athletes, the
Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics is reminded of the
faculty's continuing interest in the
academic accomplishmentQ of
student athletes.

'""^

Committe*^—inlUience
upon athletic policy has been
achieved primarily by frequent
meetings with Mr. J.D. Morgan,
Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics, and Professor Thomas
L. Jacobs, Chancellor's Athletic
Representative. During the
controversy surrounding the
eligibility of James McAlister and
four other recruited athletes, the

n

Too tired to cook? Wash dishes?

Pullweeds?
,> •

Mow the lawns?
1 (•

Conimittee was fully informed
concerning the facts of the case.

The Committee obtained in-

formation concerning disputed

test scores directly from the

President of the American College

Testing Program.
The Committee supported ef-

forts of Professor Jacobs and Mr:

Morgan to obtain a change in

.NCAA. . .. .

.

pylingv permrtting

recruited athletes who do not

"predict 1/6" to obtain support

from EOP funds during their year

of ineligibility without sacrificing

future eligibility for athletics

This change in ruling was sub-

sequently approved by the NCAA.

Although the "watchdog"

function has been emphasized in

the past, actually the Committee

has served more as a com-

municatibti link between the

Academic Senate and the

Department of Intercollegiate

Athletics. In the exercise of this

function, the Academic Senate is

assured 4hat^hcommittee^4te

members maintains a continuous

dialogue with the Director of

Intercollegiate Athletics and the

Chancellor's Athletic

Representative, and is informed

concerning the problems and

controversies arising in the

athletic program. Moreover, the

Director of Athletics, in reviewing

these problems with a committee

of the Academic Senate, gets

insight into faculty reaction to

athletic policy which, ineviteWy.

affects his decisions.

For example, the televisiofl

program shown on channel 5

(Continued on Page 13'
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Sit under a tree and
UCLA Residence Ha

V

for you.

Call 825-4271

for an application

etthe

s do it

IPARTMENTii
We rOpresent owners of over

80,000 units between our

two offices.

We can find place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

'Vhe fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service In our Valley office

is FREE.

nt4i wiLSHinf eouLevAWO

KM ANOELft. CAUF tOOl*

TILI^HOMC (IIS) 477. UJ'

tM4e vt#fro»u §oui.fvAW
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The McAlister A
This Committto requosttd aiNl rtcoived full

reports on this C4S« from Athl»ttc Dirtctor, J. D.

Morgan and Profotsor Thomas L. Jacobs^ UCLA
Faculty Athlttic Representativo. In addition, the

Committot chairman. Professor Lindman wrote

to Dr. Fred Harckroad, President of the

American College Testing Program (ACT)
requesting answers to two critical questions

descussed below. Other members of the Com-
mittee also made efforts to obtain factual data on

the McAlister case. It would be repetitious to

review in detail the facts in this case; ttiey have

been widely publicized in the press. It may be

useful, however, to quote from a letter wrijlio to

the Pacific-8 Conference office by

Jacobs:

1970 letter and the adv
members of the NC

In August, 1971 Or.
J. O. Morgan appea
Wie total restorati

the

toration

of

4t
. it has come to

Johnson, Eugene Jone^

were all scheduled to takl

the national date of April

'ex

19/0, \tfu»nM liic ^^<

Test Supervisor in Santa M^tiica. The three young
te4S^i

examinaiti

have cf

(2) Did ani
excessive nitml

ved^y two notable
il.

nd Athletic Director
NCAA Council for

ligibility for James
" down ttie appeal
that McAlister's

^^^^ be substituted for
hy««^^^Betition and thereafter

ior and senior years.
lAlister could receive

aid Viuring his year of
_ e«ce more to ttie letter

Harcleroad of ACT, Professor
questions:

r (Dr. Verge) of the
rienced man in wtiom you

Summary ofA thietic

i^^chievements69 -71

^

jJiiiiiitifciiiaKi-tr-K^^^^^
' « B a «

$i

^Jr!i"^^"
srade-point averages for jttS athielee who received ^•:

athletic grants in-ald during 1909^71 were:
•wveo

;...

men showed up but forgot their nter ad-

J
mission blanks and were denied the opportunity of

^ taking the test on this date. However, Dr. Art

I

Verge, the ACT Test Supervisor, offered to give
them the test at a later date if it was agr^iieMt
with the ACT Testing Center, which it was, and ttie

test was administered by Dr. Verge, the Al^iJ'est
Supervisor at a later date.

On the basis of this nationally supei

have declared Kermit Johnson and Ei

as non-preclictors of 1.4 on tlie basis of

and James McAlister a predictor on
his scores. Since there is a technii

regarding the actual test date, ev^

test was provided by the ACT Testii

was administered by a national

who was the administer on
contacted Mr. John F.uzak

Michigan State University, and
present 1.6 testing proposal, ai

President of the NCAA and Fi

ative for ttie University of W^
whom concurred that

adhered to, and that

ministration and sui

results were valid.

Finally, I wouW like to point out that l|||i this
examination two you|i|fstfnfwere d^ar4
ineligible as well as one' being decHrid eliglb?

Eight months later (June 1971), the NCAA^icc
in Kansas City ruled James McAlister in^^lble
for the NCAA Track and Field Oiafiipiofiiiypt
because bis test score for 1.4 prei^^llon ifid^iiilit'l
taken on a national test date —
explained circumstances in Dr.

ttie answer sheeU contain an
^^ ^i^of erasures? Do you have a

Pfoc9dr« fir ddl|rmining ii the number (of
^•asures) Is excessive? In such cases, do you
«»WTiially withhold or invalidate the test score?

Dr. Harcleroad replied that the man who ad-
ministered the test to McAlister, Dr. Author Verge
of Santa Monica City College, "... served as
supervisor of the ACT national examinations for anumber of yeirs ... and we have had no reason to
question Dr. Verge's competency." The response
to the second question was more equivocal Or
Harcleroad states:

. "While we do not define il specie numbiror
erasures as "excessive", we do compare the
erasures with tiM typical of average made.
In the car- -^^-

••••

.V

Sport

baseball

Basketball
Crew
Football

GoM
Gymnastics
Soccser / Rugby
SiM^m / W#fer Poto
Tennis -

Track
Volleyball

Wrestling

Number

24

14

4

98

4

29

10

33

8

15

Mean GPA

/exq

the

Cross,

^present-

both of

rule was
national ad-

teat, that the

t

are
events

fact

well into

Mr. Mc
throughji

itial rei

miir ol

^nttonof
ooirary si

st^stantiit ^ ition to
position of thiy-vise. AH ef
vohred, ineMin|

^m ^

-5^4*15

mr. McAlister, ttie erasures^
rage by a very large
tenfoM or more for two
al procedure in suspect
Ivise the institOtkms or

eived ttie scores aa^
ing be arranged. You
the chronokigy of
McAlister and the
come to light until

""^

I* he typical goes
ind upon reviewing Ms

a censMerable

tlMf iiMlic«ltt any
nmiffee made a

tn^^^Wng meir In-

c||^tir

vis-a-vis Athletics.

ADMISvSION OF RECRUITED ATHLETES -^ —
JUT K^^^

^^''^"' ^^^^^^^ ^"'^'*^ ^*^" ^"^^ ^ere admitted on theregular basis, meeting ail admission requirements. Those who did notmeet th^ requirements were admitted by -special action" under the
University rule which permits admission of not more than 4% of the
entering class on this basis Similar exceptions are, of course, also made
for non-athletes. Recruited athletes constituted 10% of the "special action
admits" in 1969-70 and 9% in 1970-71.

^gfore recruited athletes are admitted by special action; their ap-
plications, high school transcripts, and test scores are reviewed by an
advisory committee made up as follows: Byron H. Atkinson, Dean of
Students; Paul S. Farrington, Chairman, Senate Committee on Un-
dergraduate Admission & Enrollment and Associate Dean of Students
Thomas L. Jacobs, Faculty RepresenUtive for Intercollegiate Athletics'tri^ L. Lmdman, Chairman, Senate Committee on Athletid Policy ;and^
Robert H. Kinsman, Dean, Academic Services. If Undergraduate
Recruitment and Development applicants are under consideration the
Committee is expanded to include J. Gonzales, Director, URD (formerly
EOP),
This Committee advises Dean Kinsman, who makes the final decision

in most of the cases reviewed this year, the applicants were deficient in
only one or two high school subjects.
A review of records available in the admissions office, showing the first

year's performance of all students admitted by special action from 1969
to 1971. revealed a cumulative gradepoint average for afthletes of 2.313
compared with a corresponding average of 2.150 for non-athletes. This is
sorprising in view of the time-consuming demands of varsity athleUcs
especially in basketball and football.

':M

•^1

(Continued from Page 1 2)
~

during half-time of the basketball
game at Berkeley this year
reviewed the contribution UCLA
students (non-athletes) are
waking to Unicamp. This was
excellent publicity for UCLA,
emphasizing activities of
students The value of the
program was discussed by the
Committee, and Mr. Morgan was
informed of faculty approval and
appreciation The Committee
believes that both the com-

munlcatlon fUt^ction and the
review of academic stAidards of
athletes should be carried on
continuously and not be subject to

ad hoc treatment.

Among the items which should
be considered by the Committee
on Athletic Policy (or its suc-
cessor) next year is the affect of

changes in NCAA policy, making
first-year students eligible for

varsity competition in football

and basketball. Formerly, fresh-

man students were restricted to

competition'cii freshman TbotbaS
and basketball teams, which
usually have fewer games and
less pressure, thus giving the
beginning student athlete a better
opportunity to adjust to university
life. This problem will be
reviewed at the next meeting of

faculty representatives of the
Pacific Eight Conference.

EDITOR'S NOTE: These
stories are all part of the annual
report on the academic per-
formance of student-athletes
and the Department of In-

tercollegiate Athletics, made by
the Committe on Athletic Policy
of the faculty's Academic
Senate. *- —

Tlie report is delivered every
third year as a part of the
committee's duties.

MIO MSillNCE FN ClUffiE SIIIEIIIS

Ihe^L ' ' °' '*"" ^' °"^ (2) hove had oulo insuronce fpr

o conlr°.' J°" P'^'^obly .doni drive this kind of cor. Being

drivtno r«r "j S' ^t"
°''° P'°''°bly hove (3) o reosonoble

likelv it,„r
^"' ',"•»• hoppy coincidences together ond its

do*d pricj,."""
""^

^ *°' """ •*«" '''•'°9'> 35% below slon-

^JL *w! •*?
**' ''• ••^» «»«^rip»Jon, coll our locd offk.

run: 451 1313

(liliie siiiiii iisiriice seriici
726 Soi.fo Monico Blvd. 1*202) SotHo Mo^ko. Calif 90401

mrioiius
H Mv 11 Friiir

The CHANNa 5 NEWS UPDATE wishM to adend on inv'i-

fation to all interested sfudents to join us os port of our oudience
for the lo#e evening news. For the first 35 minutes of our hour
broodcatt, your group will liove an opportunity to see a news
brocxicott in oction. During tlie lost 25 minutes, *'irS YOUR
TURN TO TALK BAOC' to ask newscasters, George
Putnam, Hal Fbhman, and Lorry AAcCormidi questions regor-
ding news events and current issues and to wpress your view^
point.

If you would like to join us, sign up at I.S.C. or coll 477-4587,
for more informdtion.

Departs 8^30 p.m. from I.S.C. - returrrs 11:00 p.m. at I.S.C.
504 for tronsportotion.

May 20
Saturday

May 21

Sunday

Knoll's Berry Form
$5.00 includes transportation, general
Odmission into Ihe Ghost town, Fiesta
Village and Gypsy Camp plus 6 rides.

24 Maximum
5/17 deadline

Queen Mary and Long Beach Art Museum
$5.50 includes transportation, admission
to the Queen Mary museum
24 Maximum
Departs 8:00 a.m. - returns 6:00 p.m.
5/10 deadline
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CLASS
NOTES
SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

.1

,•

'

Plog '

Miller
Anthropology 5C
Anthropology 11

Art ^4 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 Riegel
Bacteriology 110 Pickett

Kaesz, Strouse
Konrad
Konrad
Jordan

Latimore
La Force

Shetler

Chemistry IC
Civemistry JC

Chemistry 6C
Chemistry 153

Classics 161

Economy I

Economics 10

Economics lOlA Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 1240 Belle
History 142D Loewenb^r.g
History 174C Yarnell .

*'-

History 178B Daliek
History 181 Yarnell
Hum.intties lA Austin '

Philospphy 107 Hill

"^"T:--—

:. ^

t

Philosophy 152

Political Science
Political Science
Polilical Science
Psychology 10

Psychology 41

Psychology HOij

Psychology 115 -

Psychology 125~
Psychology 127

Psyetiology 149
Psychology 170A
Psychology 189

Quinn
3 Baerwald
170 Muller
145 Farrelly
Goldstein
Wickens
Carder, Rob«r>s
Krasne
Sadalla
Yontef

Barttioi

Lovaas
Sears

I

oc

ffi

idu

X

"§
"We have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes
and Monarch Notes"

z

t
-<

i

z

for aiUifk>nal courses call or

como in
Mda- Fri. 9:30-4:30

10851 UNDBROOK DR.
!BlkN. Wilshira

1/2 BIk. E Wettwocd» I
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Income vs. Expenses - andTOalances

tt

1. INCOME;

incidental Fee
Athletic Privileipe ^rds ( Faculty 4 Staff)

Foottiauaames
Basketbatl GamesfU^ular Season $434236
Post Season 64}f9
Football TV <National « Regional)
Football Delayed Telecast
Football Radio
Basketball TV ( Live A Delayod)
Basketball Radio
Football r»ost Season (Rose Bowl)
Concessions & Progrttm^
Donations
Track Meets
Gymnastic Meets
Varsity Ctob
All Other Sports IncludingJV

I»70>7| 1971 72

$275000 $ 142000

63180 60000

14M06 1025000

490557 454500

160558 222747

57000 65000

30000 3167^

76636 87300

10000 10625

136519 155000

26276 17500

50210 80000

50067 15000

6769 > 3000

248 2000

7W 15000

$2906^ $2386547

,>t
'

f

2. EXPENSC

General Expense
News Bureau
Ticket Office

Football General
Football Games
Basketball General
Basketball Games
Track 6k Field

Other Sports

Felkiwshlps

Varsity Club

3. RECAP:

TOTAL INCOME
TOTAL EXPENSE
CONTINGENCY RESERVE

f: '1

mhn

384111

731341

80630

201406

112636

294054

7000

470

$2686597

$2906925

2886597

$20326

^386&47

(1(117244)*

:.. ,.l

- . .i-

::y:^::::::yA::::y:::::::::::::%^^^
^^.^_^__^^_^_^^^

.

• ..... .••rtn»%VJ'lV»^VV»*»%'S"S'»'

* Deficit io belunded from previous years accwmulated rewrve

y *<4»

*^

summer
r aft.'r.-'.J.--iA.u:..A^

t*-*

;- i

n
<«

The figures listed in the above
table are the actual figures for theacademic year 1970-71 The
fjgures shown for 1971-72 are
estimations of proposed income

Finally, it should be noted that
the standing Committee on
Athletic Policy was eliminated
two weeks ago by the Academic
Senate, as part of the
reorganization of the Senate's

committee system. The principal

reason given was that questions of

athletic policy should be the

concerp of the Senate's Com-
mittee or Eckjeetional Poftcy

As a result, future com-
prehensive reviews q^ athletics

and academics, such as the above

report, will be done on an ad hoc

basis.

irr-;

f':'
!

^^^—
Introducing th

'. >

I .

^^^®5*?whollyAmeiican.Ji
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Go European without leaving
the country. Fly with us. And stay
with us too. For onl/$4 to $8 a night.
In student kinds of places. At student
kinds of prices. With your kind of
people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

Now you can do it here on the
American Airlines Hostel Plan. For
students who fly (naturally) American
Airlines.-lf you're headed to some of
our biggest cities this summer, youll
find clean, conveniently located
spots to hang your hat. At a cost that
won't hang you up.

r
The fun is that you'll find them at

some of the largest universities in
the West. In San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and San Diego.

You'll get fresh linens when you

"

check in. A comfortable double- .

room. And, depending on the school.
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts!
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater,
whatever happens to be happening
on campus. .

To help you get around, we'll fly

your bike whenever you fly for just
$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only $5 a day, 50 a mile (if ^
you're over 21).

This summer, get a Youth Fare
card if you're under 22 and fly for less
with American Airlines. To go all the
way and stay for less too, call an
American Airlines reservations
office. And ask about the universities
on the Hostel Plan.

h

T

American Mriines
Our passengers get the best of everything.

. >

LOOK FORWARD
LOOK BACH

Zubin Mehta conducting

Roger Woodward,
Piano & Harpsichord

Renaissance music for brass

and other old music by

Bach, plus neiv music by

Xenakis, de la Vega, and

Messiaen. .,,

FREE* pre-concert recital at

7 p.m.: Roger Woodward
plays mind-boggling music

by Australia's Richard Meale,

Japan's Toru Takemitsu

and Cuba's Leo Brouwer,

and Beethoven's
Hammerklavier.

*free to those holding tickeS

for the orchestral program

8:45 p.m., Royca Hall, UCLA

Tickets: $4.50. $3.50. $2 50,

$2.00 (students) at UCLA
Concert Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza (825-2953),

TIcketron, and Mutual

Agencies.

LOS ANQELE8
PHHJ4ARM0NiC

A/rwarpetitiongroup

seelcing volunt^raides
With the stepping up of the bombing in Southeast Asia, the Indochina

Information Project's attempt to place an. "air war initiative" on the
November ballot in California hat received new impetus, but workers
and signers are urgently needed to gather the 330,000 signatures
recessary. —-^^^

—

~ -^

Vickey Jeans, of the Indochina Information Project, stresses that the
Indochina war is not winding down. Rather, she says, "more tonnase of
bombs has been dropped on Indochina since Nixon's been in office than
all the tonnage of bombs dropped in World War II and the Korean war
combined."

What was happening, she added, "was the U.S. troops were beinfl
replaced with more Vietnamese deaths."

Because of this continuation of the war, the air war initiative project
was started. Jeans said there "has never been the attitude that the
initiative woul^^end the war/' The initiative is intended to be an
educational tool.

The air war initiative proposes the "adopUon of a stotement that the
people of the state of California are opposed to further United States
military bombardment in Southeast Asia. Calls for immediate with-
drawalofU.S. military, lojiisUcal and financial support from the govern
ments of th* Democratic Republic of South Vietnam, Cambodia Laos
and Thailand except fo^ayment of reparations, directs representatives
and officials of this state to do all in their power to prevent utilization of
state resources for the plrosecution of U.S. military, logisUcal and
financial support and presence in Southeast Asian countries " *

People are needed to man the table on Bruin Walk and to collect
signatures at movie theatres, beaches and supermarkets
Anyone interested in joining the project should sign up on Bruin Walk or

in Kerckhoff 406.

A party with entertainment and refreshments will be arranged in the
near future for all workers.

Tuesday, AAay 9. 1972
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THE GANG'S ALL HERE^-^"Fury- ttarring

:S"?^J''*''^
•"** ^y'^** ^•^"•y ^"» «crttn at 6:S•nd 9:30 pm Saturday in Dickson Auditorium.

^Sples- >j^ili be showrrat 8 pm. Both ffilms^art part of

^equest^'"
Society's Frlti Lanj program. Donation

More Entertainment Rev iews
(Continued from Page 17)

of the company. The commentary
primarily provided an ex-
planation of the formation of the
upcoming segment and inchided
such information as the fact that
calypso is not indiginous to
Jamaica, the evolution of slaves
singing as communication and
social commentary, and the
convergence of African religions
and Christianity. „

'

The program went smoothly
and quickly. What otherwise
would have been distractingly
long breaks between numbers
were made a part of the program
with demonstration of different
drum styles and indiginous music.
The only musical accompaniment
was provided by members of the

VIOLA ^OMrSDY -^ A J - * D* Py\o\o by Gary Leonj

«Mtupin«2!MS5IL JTJ***" I^"' S<*««*«^ Hall Auditorium,

to rloi??S^K •»."•«'« •"•p.rtmwrt. PictarMi ttanding, Mt
sliil rVnSJ'' f!*-'"' '^^ "«••*'• ^^' ^ ••right:>«iiy Ttmpltton and Pamato Buall.

group who played guitifrs, drums
and the piccolo. In the course of
the commentary, it was pointed
out that the vast majority of the
folk musicians have had little or
no niusical training. Training or
no, the musicians displayed a
tremendous talent and helped in
the creation of the light, relaxed
mood of the evening.

The enthusiasm and obvious
enjoyment of the performers
transmitted to the audience and
the rapport grew as the evening
progressed. The program itself

reflected many facets of culture,
ranging through light work songs
to love songs to religious songs.
The women of the group sang
several songs to accompany light

housework. The songs were done a

cappella and consisted of pure
voices and intricate harmony.
As the evening progressed the

presentations became more
complex and significant. One
segment was comprised of a Set-
up, a type of wake. Another
portrayed the customs of two
religious cults which originated in
the Congo and became intermixed
with the influence of missionaries.
After the performance, the

troupe eagerly greeted members
of the audience who came up to
talk and get autographs. This
highly talented group's friendly
interest was a demonstration of
the theory that the best way to
present cultul;^l exchange is on a
one to one basis.

— Ann Solomon

Ji('~—

'

Want to write bookreviews?
n

Come to the DB Office

PATRONIZE
DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISERS

\
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MTA INTIKNATIONAl WOUID WIDf OVmSiAS MOVERS

Enjoy a worry-free move

... let us ship your

personal effects inexpensively

Call (213) 749-7491

AI^TA INTUNATIONAL
1 834 S. Flower Street,

Los Ang«l«», Colifornio 90015

^« olio sell 2J0V «,s..i' . #

olio tr« t
°PP''«"C«» In fomous brands . . .olto tronsformer. and odopfers

\

Th« UCLA Student Committ«« for th«
Arts will bo holding on annual mooting
whoroby allocations aro mado for tho sub-
sidy of $1.00 UCLA studont ticlcots to
thoatro ovonts prosontod by tho Committoo
on Fino Arts during its 1972-73 porforming
arts soason.

Studont Committoo for tho Arts invitos
you to attond this mooting in ordor to ob-
tain advi€0 OS to tho numbor of $1 studont
tickots which should bo allocatod to oach
jiroduction. Romombor, you can holp
provont disoppointmont If thoso $1 ticlcots
soli out immodiatoly. You can also holp
provont a surphis of thoso samo ticlcots,
loft unsold, goina to wasto. Holp prodlct
tho popularity of thoso ovonts. Como to
tho mooting.

TUESDAY, MAY 9 - 4:30 PM
ROYCE HALL 136

RIOffrOM!
nNiniM«is...is about'nalt

in|[loMand«Mr...alNNit
raising tlw wind... Visual-
ly spectacular! -Mw mmiMc.

"REVOUmONMY REVEUmONT

nmiMI'maKes dear
then are ways to be in

prison without once beiie
behind behind bare. Laoer-

ating defiance.'-nw mmmnk

TKSSION, POIWER AND OMtlNG
FUSED iM!OBEWrr.--a««.,

RMMTOMls a total tri-

umpM Must be seen by
althebrathen&sistere:

_
-Will FM

OlERiUA DRAM(L.of StiMt
gangs, junkies, soul music
hustlers and,

Revolution.'
>NV MILT NIWS

4 nut §v immun
A wooee AMI mooucTioM

COiOA

TODAY A TOMOmiOW QNLY
TtMlOOft TIMIYI
StMWiLSHIRIILVD.
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You can bet Nanette was the pride and pet of the

. i

i
f.

(Continued from Page 19)

thur Delkman, author, and one of

the first In the field to research the
nature of awareness, 7 pm,
Dickson Art Center 2160. Tickets
are $4.75 and $2 (students).

~" Parasites and Diseases of

the Horse and Methods of Control:

Discussion Centered on Those
Parasites and Diseases Most
Commonly Encountered" by
Dean C. Lindley, formerly
associate professor of zoology,

California State Polytechnic
College, Pomona, 7 pm, LS 2147.

Tickets are $4.

—"Genetics and Intelligence: A
Status Report" by Arthur R.

Jensen, professor of education.

Institute of Human Learning, UC
Berkeley, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"John Barth/' professor of

English, State University of New
York, Buffalo, will read from new

unpublished fiction. He Is the

author of The Sot-W^ed Factor,

Giles, Goat Boy, and The Floating

Opera, 8 pm, Haines 39.

—"Applications of Samlcoii-
ductor Memories/' by Brian

7:30A '"''^•**-^ypnosis.
Architecture 1224.

' "*" ^^'

—"Textile Printing

fr^r '-.•>- aX.*:?
'•ecture

—"Eckankar," 7300. -in

KercKho,, UPS,,.. L,„„
» P"-.

>- :'.

Wachner, applications engineer.
National Semiconductor Cor- ^..«.,„o
poration, Sherman Oaks. 1 pm, Society,""!; nm AnfJ?* ^*««
Boelter 8500. 3564.

'^ckerman
Uniqn

't •>.

•».'.:

,.,l^-.v *^ *,,,,: *yy^«^

WIPEOUT! — "The Moods of Surfing" will be
screened tomorrow in Ackerman 3517 as part of a
program of free films beginning at noon. Spon-

sored by URA. Also on the program "String
Bean", "Moment of Love", "World of '68", and
"Waters of Yosemite." ^

E.C.: .

Tuesday/ AAay 9

—"Astrology,". 2-4

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Death and Dying," 3 pm,
Kerckhoff 400.

^"Experiments in Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412. Closed to new
members. ^

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"
5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Soul Ecology," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243C.

—"Women's Role in a Changing
Society — Affirmation for
Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408^ Closed to new
members.
—"The Psychology of the

Tajptra," 7-9 pm, Architecture
1243C. .

-
-

.

...,:
—"Reaching Your Higher Self

The Lighted Way," 8-10 pm. Social
Welfare 50.,^.=-^- -—^,^2^-

—"Phitesophy of Meher R^k
7:30-10:30pm, MS5U8 *^*»*'"

in"""'"*!*'*'^^* Lifestyle "0
10 pm. Architecture

1243c

^".'^l^'!^^'»^"'CsV'7,9p^,

pm,

pm, Bunche 3150

-"Cosmic Meditation," 7-9
Bunche 3143.

-"Beginning Photography and

— The Anatomy of the Hi.m?
Mind course," 3.5;,.

'c'sMTa;

Kerckhoff Hall Ups?ai'rs Loung"";

PolJtrcs:

I rr^"""*!^"*"".' "'Publicans,"

Meetings:
Tuesday, May 9
—

"'^•HJto Club Print Show," 8 am
II pm, Ackerman Union AAen's
Lounge, r;

~~ tCoBtinued on Page 17)

TUESDAY
gi£.u-'-ssirss3: sa^aagjaaf-^rJ

Dinner Special
w li^litwti II i^itrt

3-10 PM

ALLYOU
CAN EAT

u
t^f

graduating seniors, fake note : now is the time
to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now-
so you'll have time to address and mall them. It's a great way
way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only
happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelooe-
per dozen. 2.85

n A i'

Students' store

art d«parkn«nt, q level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

9:00a.m.-7:l5p.m. Mon-Frl; 10-3 Sot

GENEROUS SERVINQ OF DEEPBONELES3 VS/HlTE
"

• CHOICE Of
SOUP or SALAD
or COLE SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15* EXTRA)
• 1ARTAR SAUCE
AND LEts/ION

• HOT F»LL
AND BUTTER
ANY 20<t

FRIED

Norm's
WESrWOOD

WIW^ PICO BLVD.

f| - IIB
EA3T OF
SEPULN/ED/^

What's On Hotel . :

.
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—"Christian Stwdanfs/' noon,

Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Women's Stwdlas/' 12-2 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Experimental Collaga Board/'

12 2 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Graduate Students/' noon,

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

—"Chess Club/' 3-5 pm, Ker-

ckhoff Upstairs Lounge. •

-"Bruin Belles/' 3:30-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564. ,, i

'—"Office of Drug Education/'

4:30 6:30 pm, Ackerman Union

3517.

—"Project Amigos/' 7-9 pm,
Ackeman Union 2412.

—"Experiment in Personal

Growth," 7-10:30 pm, Ackerman

Union 3517.

—"Student Fund/' 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564, ^—1_
—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

-"Chicanes for Creative

Medicine," 1 pm, Campbell 2101.

7 pm

pm,

URA Clubs:

Tuesday, May 9

—"Sports Car Club/*
Kerckhoff 400.

—"Kenpo Club/' 5:30

Memorial Activities B 146.

—"Ice Hockey Club/' 10:30 pm,
Santa Monica Ice Capades Chalet.

—"Karate Club/' 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200. -—-^ '

—"Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 pm. Field

—"Mountaineers/' noon. North-
west Corner of AAoore Hall Lawn.
—"Sailing Xlub Executive
Comm Ittee,'* Tpitf; Ackerman
Union Women's Lounge. — /

Etcetera:
-"UCLA Political Science

Honor Society/' ts accepting
applications for membership.
Mehribership Is open to all

regularly enrolled students.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Draft Counseling/' schedule
for spring quarter. Law 2114:

AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 1-3 pm, 7-9 pm. Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
79 pm, only; Friday none.—"AAortar Board/' national
honor society for senior women.
Invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar
Board Information sheet In the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13. -

—

^

—"Central City Y.AA.C.A./'
needs 15 male counselors to work
In summer camp session, from
July 8 through July 15 with boys
ages 9-12 years; 90 per cent
Chicanos. Counselors must be 18
years or over. Each will work with
7-8 boys. Interested persons
.should contact the EXPO Office
(Kerckhoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

_-^" Speech Awareness
Workshopv'5 Informal, drop-In
groups for people who wish to
Increase their ability and ease in

expressing themselves, 3-5 pm,
Thursdays, Social Welfare 271.

Recent entertainmitnt here

Exhibits:
,

—"Four in One— Paley, Reigle,
Robinson, and Young/' talented
artist members of UCLA's
Gallery installation team, the four
artists to be represented are Dave
Paley, Will Relgte, Mfthael
Robinson, and AAllton Young,
through Sunday In the UCLA Art

/Galleries.

—"Image and Identity: The
Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 In the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, -1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

""

—"Nude Figures, Self.
Portraits, and Other Hang-Ups/'
an exhibition of paintings,
graphics, and drawings by Rush
White and Steve Jong, through
AAay 19, In the Kerckhoff second
floor gallery.

Donna Curry
Donna Curry

lutenist/guitarist/vocalist, per-
formed a collage of songs, both
traditional Renaissance and
contemporary, before a hushed
and attentive audience, Monday
evening at the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center.
Her material was a

chronological analog, beginning
with 15th century Renaissance
ballads by French, Italian,
German, Spanish, and English
composers, and ending the latter
of two sets with contemporary
pieces by such notables as Rod
McKuen. The first half of her
presentation was devoted entirely
to lute pieces, while the second
hour was composed almost
completely of guitar music.
Between sets, the lady minstrel

talked to members of the
audience, answering any
questions which they had about
the lute. In her discourse she also
mentioned she would be per-
forming every weekend at the
upcoming Renaissance Faire,
where she will be playing lute,

guitar, and singing

the entire ^scenario centers on lout crowd with a variety df in-
Stratton s desire to prove himself strumental and vocal
a capable actor, greater than his
renowned father. To this end,
Stratton has conceived and im-
plemented a complex, one-man
conspiracy to extort thousands
from a senatorial candidate,
requiring him >o play several'
roles.

Apstein's imaginative use of
videotapes, motion pictures and
sound recording contributed to the
overall sense of slick
manipulation which is a part of composers who are close to S«m

en-
tertainment. Despite the size of
the building the two were able to
create a friendly, intimate at-

mosphere. At Various times
throughout the show the pcr^
formers invited the delighted
audience to sing along or dance in
the aisles if they were in the mood
to do so.

The concert had a very personal
tone, the performers doing their
favorite songs as well as songs by

On her guitar pieces, Curry
exhibited less technical ability
than she displayed on the lijte.

Whereas her approach tp the lute
appeared to be similar to the
forms and figures used in
classical guitar, her Ulent on the
guitar was limited to folkish

strums and more-or-less,
elementary pickings and
fingerings. Her voice was an
adequate vehicle for her needs,
and if there was any real
drawback in her show, this is

"where the problem lies.

—Steve Rosen

Sleight of Hand
Amidst electronic gadgetry and

fast-paced action, the acfbrs and
actresses of ''Sleight of Hand"
rendered commendable per-
formances during the one-and-a-
half week period that the show has
been presented in the Macgowan-

Bit's deadline time again at the big U. the
schedule for submission of copy to "What's On"

Nis as follows: !
^

- Everything to be published the WMk of May
2226, is to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,
Thursday, May 18. "^

- All copy that is to be published for on-going
activities from May 27 - June 15 must be in the
DB office no later than 3 pm, Monday AAay 22.- The last issue of the DB for this quarter is AAay
26.

- The first issue of the DB for first Summer
session is June w. The paper will be issued twice
weelcly (Tuesdays and Fridays, with only one
issue weekly (Fridays) during the second
Summer Sessions.
Submit all copy typed, triple spaced> with

margins set lo^. Copy may not be submitted by
telephone.

I

^B; !W J

Hall Ralph Freud Playhouse
The newest play of Theodore

Apstein, "Sleight of Hand"
, delivered first class en-
tertainment channeled through a
complex, interwoven plot;

spinning a web of intrigue so
elusive that even as the final

curtain falls, the theatergoer is

still grappling with the last scene
in his mind, begging for an instant

replay. »,^

Apstein, a member of the

playwriting staff here, apparently
attempted to leave the members
of the audience with just this lack

of certainty, creating within each
person a sense of confused
disbelief, resulting from an
inability to separate reality from
illusion. ''How much of the action

is stage reality, and how much is

fantasized by the maniacal Derek
Stratton, actor extraordinaire?"

Stratton, portrayed by Mark
York, is perhaps the most in-

teresting character q( the pUly, for

Helpline

825-7646

(Paid Advertisement)

SENIOIS
Interested in top pay? Travel? One month
paid vacation each year? Free medical
and dental care? The chance to earn advan-
ced degrees? Then learn about these

and other benefits from our campus re-

presentative tomorrow between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m. at the UCLA Placement and Career
Planning Center (Building 1-L)

B^orm you know it you may find yoursolf
OS on officor in fho Air Forco.

Stratton's successful extortion
and control ^ over the other
characters' actions. Enhancing
this manipulative image are the
several scenes in which other
characters find themselves in
conversation with a tape recor-
ding or a sound film.

Yet when Stratton predicts
another character's exact line
with uncanny accuracy, the
members of the audience are left
with a feeling of having beeTlp'
cheated; that somehow this is too
well-staged to be real. It is at
these points that stage reality and
Stratton fantasy become in-
separable. York, does an ad-
mirably job portrayed the
energetic, slightly insane actor
who stops at nothing to satisfy his
own ego. — —

In all, it was a play worth
seeing, primarily due to an in-

teresting representation of
Stratton's character and an in-
triguing climax and surprise
ending.

— John Schroedeir

Flack/ Hathaway
Technical problems certainly

make things no easier for a
performer, and Pauley Pavilion's
•fine for basketball, lousey for
concert" acoustics constitute a
major technical probleni.
However, the great telents of
Roberta Flack and Donny
Hathaway performing for a vocal
and enthusiastic audience
overcame not only poor acoustics
but a variety of other drawbacks.
The effectiveness of the Opening

They did them well. Frequently, a
song was interrupted with ap-
ipreciative applause for Flack's
clear, strong voice or Hathaway's
music. The backup group too,
excelled in their own right, in

addition to complimenting the
voices of Flack and Hathaway.
The old 3n(J new intermingled

throughout the program, with
newly written songs, current hits
and old favorites. Midway through
the show, with the audience's loud
approval the pair combined in a
rendition of iheir Grammy-
nominated You've got a Friend.
Toward the end Flack entertained
with a monologue and marvelous
performance of Revemd Lee. —

After nearly three hours of
performing the two were together
again re-doing their opening song,
with no electrical problems. After
a thunderous standing ovation,
several members of the audience
presented Flack with bouquets^
Smiling delightedly she proceded
to throw the flowers out into th^
audience, as Kappy to give the

number (a duet by Flack and
Hathaway on I, Who Have
Nothing) was only slightly
decreased by the repeated failure
of the microphones. Lighting cues
seemed slightly off in places, but
all of these became insignificant
in the light of the performance
given.

Performing alternately
together and solo. Flack and
Hathaway provided the near sell-

audience flowers as they were to
have the chance to give her their

applause. The stars of Flack and
Hathaway have just begun their
rise.

^^^^^^^^AiiB Solomon

Jamaican Dancers
Without the aid of microphones

or electronic instrumentation, the
Jamaican Folksingers and
Dancers presented the culture of
their home to the Royce Hall
#tidience Saturday night: rlir
presenting this culture, on^ sUght
concessions to technology and
change were made, such as an
orchestral piccolo replacing the
traditional bamboo flute. The
show opened with a group of songs
that involved intricate harmony to

compliment the simple words.
Interspersed throughout the

program was commentary and
explanation by various members

^

(CoBtinued on Page IS)
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AN EVENING OF MUSIC FOR I. 2. 3 AND 4

HARPSICHORDS, WITH STRING ENSEMBLE
ds performed by

UCLA students from the Department of Music

iK WI

THURSDAY. MAY 11-8:00 P.M.
BUENOS AYRES ROOM. SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff Hall 112

Phone e2S 2221

Classified advertising rates

IS words-Si. SO day, Sconsecutivt
insertions SS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE 10:30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE paily Brum gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service wiM not be made
available to anyone wito, in affording

housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vevJigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
4491 , Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

V Qompyis Ser^ke^ .... 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i
82 50611

Y Personal 5

PINBALL Now Legal! Come to Woody's,
10l3Broxton (SMI2)

r

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981
HELR- —T— - (SQTR)

JACK. Lucky me 2S years with you. Happy
Anniversary! Helen.

_.T_.
{$M9)

TRAVELING alone in Europe this summer?
MP too Want to get togettter? Call Debbie,
477 7292 (5M15)

GARAGE Sale Westwood. 263 Loring Ave.
^>esks, furnishings, carpets, t>edST odds and
ends Bargains. 13th thru iSth. (5M12)

JEWISH CULTURE FREAKS: Professor of

Gl^rman seeks students who woifld like to

share interests in German Jewish literature
this summer. Meet me in German 121E.
Summer session. 1248 Murphy. (SM9)

ARTHUR: You can keep your promises of

flora and fauna This summer I'm going
field tripping m Biology 21B Begins June 19,

sum fher session. 1341 Murphy. (SM9)

^ free . .

ADORABLE German - AUstralifn Shepherd
mix puppies. 6wJ(s. old. Call 93S-4A31. (FR M
12)

V ir\\er\Q\nmer\\ :.,,., 6

t.SCRABBLE Champs. Western league for

ming. Fun & prize money. Call for copy of

rules. 392 3621, Alan. ( Mil)

MEN, Women, or Groups to dramatize the

Coastal Protection Initiative by par
ticipating in a mile long Frizbee Relay Race
on the beach Call Marie Lazar, «S$-«370.(* M

Vlfe/p Wanted. 8

TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typists, call 3M-
3440 (•M2A)

PIZZA Restaurant. Must like working with
people Full/part time. Now/summer.
Reguler Jons, Mt-SSAS. (tMH)

S3. 92 PER Hour, full-time summer jobs

moving furniture Call Services Unlimited,

47S9521 (IMyll)

APARTMENT Painter(s) Pay, S200. Must
provide own equipment and paint. 934-S017

between 6 10 PM fo*' information. (§My 12)

DO what you do best - graduate students now
needed to do academic research. 47I-0427. (I

M 11)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr.Genovese, (313) 7M-7SM. (IMIA)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping othei^.

Earn up to S40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 47I-00S1 betwfieen 13 P.M. and 7 P.M.

CLERKS i, Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments Office-Aide, 3107 WiUhire
l«lvd. (•M19)

GIRLS make SlO $1$, 3H/3 hrs M-F, sell

sandwiches Call EAT. 399-3153, or 399

3000 \ (IMIO)

SEEKING student interested child

development Plan activities daughter II,

son 9 Beach 39S0SA0 after 7 PM. (IM9)

SEEKING minority recruiter for health

professions schools Background in sciences,

counseling, recruitment, desirable, Phone
83SM30 (•M9)

HELP WANTED 10 »•»». taking interviews.

General Foods Cosmetic Division, teach 4
trainnewmake up techniques. 371 -4«4J. (IM

CODING SUPERVISOR Will "»;» »»«jj
J*

r.rtinit Mi UCLA Survey Research Center in

Vu'Xi\ Of w^Jk' Musfhave •»••"•
J VJVtl

exoerience in market survey research or in

USTvl'Iit. Must have basic d^.
PJ-JS*"'"'

kilowletf9«; should be ••««"•'
?!?« JlJl

Cleaning processes have •«P^»%» '" 'rj*.

construction and
"'^•'''i^rtin- at S3 M

cording to ooallflcatlons, stertinf at »J^«

/hour Apply to Survey Research Center.

1030 OSM. MS $944. IIMW

' FULL time permanent researcher wanted to

study multiple sclerosis Eiiperlence or
degrees in immunology or biochemistry »n6
LOdest secretarial aptness preferred,

ibrioussalary 471 37neKt. S113. (I MIS)

^Hefp Wanftd 8
APARTMENT mana«ers married couple
for 27 units near Sunset- A Doheny Small
child ok Mgmt plus minor maint. Rent free

2bdrm apt.CaM,633 070S. (I MIS)

CHILOCARE Laurel Cyn. 3 hrs.. M-F. Must
have car, pick up $ yr. old boy after ^hool.
S3S J Jenkins. AS* 994S After « PM. (IM 11)

SUMMER and regular jobs as drivers. In
local area. .Must have car. S3. 30 plus /hour.
M» '300^ ^ (JMIO)

OPENINGS for Southern Campus and
"Yourbook" salesmen. Very, very generous
commissions AppiV Southern Campus
Office (facing Meyerhoff Park - Kerckhoff
Hall) MWF. 9-3. (•MI2)

DAY camp counselor, male-female, wagon
or van required, top pay, 477 1006, 789-9642. (I

M 12)

IS GIRLS, telephone work, S-9, Mon Fri, S3-

S2.S0 hour, plus bonus. Louise, S:00 PM, 393-

2083 (8M13)

ATTENTION girls Need money? Full -

part-time. Distribute leading organic
cosmetics to coeds and friends, frtt
cosmetics application classes with
enrollment C^r unnecessary. 396-9881
evenings for more information. (8 M 10)

TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of
hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.
Elementary schools through colleges. S3.
California School Placement Bureau. 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Berkeley, Calif.
94707. rtMia)

NEEDED immediately healthy males over
21 to participate in a federally authorized
Marijuana protect 3S consecutive days,
SSOO 82S 0094, Monday thru Thursday, 1-4

PM. (8Mt)-

VARIETY of part-time jobs available in

West Los Angeles. Call 47S-9S31, Services
Unlimited. (8M9)

STENO typist, part-time, felxible hrs. Cal|-
398 7139 afternoons & eves. (8M9)

GUYS: Fulltime summer jobs, orderlies,
delivery, ' camps, parks, etc. Services
Unlimited, 475 9531.

——— (g^^j

EARN S400 plus/month now A summer.
ALCOA Sub (EOE) hiring, tall 474-3001,
Tuesday Wednesday, 1-3. (8M 10)

WANTED: Baroque ensemble (4 or less) to

pidy at^edding reception 6-24.-72. 780 2579,..

afternoons, eves. M9)

Like babies? Want part-time job for two
/three months begtnning^MaylSth? We n«ed
someone to stay at our house 11 :00 PM/8:00
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.
Only requirement in terms of your time is

. that baby's needs are met when he wakens.
You may sleep, study, read most of night,
interested? Call 476-4531. Sharon Hosta. (8M
18)

GIRLS^^arn %* /hour selling nutritional
foods. Must have car A insurance. Hours, 10-

1 daily Call 836 8616. (8 MIS)
II- ly.l HM Ml^ I—^^M^^^^^i^^M^—^-M^^^^M^^^—^—^^
AID, 3 afternoons per week, take care 10 yr.

oldfbby. Knowledge of psychology. 376-

1932 (8MI0)

)/ Opporfunifies

ADMINISTRATIVE Intern Program ap
plications available through Friday, May 13.

Due May 12th. Inquire Kerckhoff 304C. (OP
M 12) -t ,

VOdds&Ends W
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls,
'pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 990-

B, Venice, 90391. Phone 391-0933. (10QTR)

^ For Rent f2

FULLY equipped darkroom and
photography studio. Hourly, daily, weekly
Deia Vu Gallery and Studio. 1539 1/2

Westwood Blvd., 477-5472.473-0691. (12M 124

VWc/e$ Offered 13

NEED Rider(s) to NYC Leave around
6/14. Return Sept. Share expenses/driving
After SPM. 783-1365. (13M9)

L.A.-N.Y. Drive my car. Week of 5/15
References requested. Call TE2 0750 lor
information. (13M 11)

ytHesearch Su^jecfs Needed

Psychology Experim«nt
S2.S0- less than 1 hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Sign-up In Frani Hall AMf

SCOTt AM/FM stereo receiver. Also in

dudes 2 speakers, giarrard SL6S turntable,
earphones. SI 55. 479-3671 (ISM 10)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-50". on all qualities, all
sue sets Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt
•**°<00 (15QTR )'

ALTEC 12" 601C Speakers. Hand made
cabinets. Cheap. Days, 625-3754, eves.. 399
>^»> ^^ (15M10)

NEW Coronado 15' sailboat, rlaaed for
racing and complete w/trailer and iackets
S1300 3343849, 474 7031 (t$ M »•)

FORTUNE Cookie 'Does accupunture
hurt? New stereo at painfully lew orices "
Eves, 477 7684. (15 Mil)

ENGAGEMENT ring, solitaire. M K, art
carved, florcntine, white gold. Must
sacrifice 478 $716 or 825 3773. ( 15 My 1s)

WALNUT Dresser, S30. Record cabinet, SM
Class coffee table, S2$. 477 4194 eves, 937-SIM
K303days (1$Ml3)

7For Sale J5

NIKON Photomic FTN 50mm fl 4 World's

finest 35mm SLR ctmtr*. Mint condition.

5300 Close up accessories Steve. CR5
Od73. (15M11 )

MARTIN D 35 including case unused.
Perfect condition. S390 /best offer. Call

Robert. 375- 1603 eves. (ISM 10)

ALUMINUM wheel Chair ramp One step.

S50 00 788 0497. (ISM 15)

'PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student A
Commercial Rales: )4i-«4S7 - tTl-WlO • fll-
7244' _, ^ _ (l4Mlf)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?

U LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS ^

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-222$ ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

II

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7370 or 870
9793 or 456 3544 (16 0TR)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA fates.
RCA models. Free delivery, Free service. 24
hr. phone, 374-9119. (UOTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
701 »n7, 873 5815. Eves. 783 3S09. (UOTR)

ASK AROUND ABOUT
A&BCHEVYSERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles

_ Most Credit Cards Accepted
Student Discounts

477^551

11837 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

est. since 19SB

EXPERIENCED teacher with B.A. in music
offering lessons in piano & voice. Call 277-
••'« (UMIO)

n^lRECTOR Ray Marsh will start classes in
acting technique very shortly. For in-
formation, call 347-1375. (UM11)

PROFESSIONAL dressmaker /keypunch
operator exchanges babysitting for rm /bd.
W.L.A Excellent refs. 476-6863 (weekdays
*"'V) (UM11)

'^o!Sl^'-«
^"•^•«** * W^V recommend

Stella
, Monday thru Thursday, S3 hair cut

^1 *„''«'" poo* netting Call for appointment,GR 9 9760. 1227 Westwood Blvd.. a>id 1 block
south of Wilshire Blvd. (16M10)

V JraveL.......••••••••••••••••a 17

h ANNUAL JET ^LIGHTS

EUROPE: FROMS229 ROUND TRIP

JAPAfi: FROM$349 ROUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 371.0932, 839 3401
4346 Overland, Dept. A.

Ta.9«239 . il7QTI

^Travel

.»• Tuesday, May 9, 1972

17 VTravel .

EUROPE this summer? Un regir^entec
programs 6 or 8 weeks Experiments' in

T:.i. ting 98ft 3411 (170TR)

PIANO Wurlitzer console walnut. Ex
cellent condition S67S. Evenings, 5: 30 7 00.

Saturday morn, 8:00- 12:00. 393-13S7. UiM
10) * '

HOME stereo 8 track tape deck, amplifier,
AM,FM, FM stereo all in one self-contained
unit. 2 speakers. Tapes. Offer. 477-3324. ( IS M
11)

V Services Offered .... 16

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 387-1548, call anytime. (16 My
'2)

VW Tired? Shyster mechanics got you
down? Have your bu^ engine rebuilt. Parts-

labor, S160 Guaranteed. Roiw 997-1358

eves (16M12)
--1~

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESCNTATlONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-

3350. (16M11)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from S25. P.O. Box
J1427, Denver, 80318 (UOTR)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way Mna round trip student flights.
Inexpensive student campinf tawrs
Ihrougttout West and East Europe, including
Russia SOFA Agent for inter-European
itudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, 1168?
i»i% Vicente Blvd.. Suite •4. LA. Calif.. 90049,

Tel : (213) «3«-Sa«, I26-09SS

Write Box S4457,
Angeles, 90053 Annex,

,.0,

C^MIO)

EUROPE. Israel this ^~Zi;^,unregimented program, j wks f.?^wks. israe'. Dig Kibbutz, plenty TrelT '

Exp in Travelling, 986 2411 ^ M,i""«
"'OTR),

••••••r

More
•f

Flights

!

130W you have
achoice, more
Cities...;
Flights. •

&Dates!
•~

ROUND TRIP

__JUHE 17 LA/FBAMK
•"AUG 17 LONOON/LA

JUNE 21 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONDON/ LA

-iu-
4.

$262,00
62 Days

$262.00
61 Days

JUNE 25 LA/LON/AMS
SEPT 11 LONDON/LA

OVERLAND Expedition litdia Leaving
London June and July. S635. Brochure
Encounter Overland, 33 Manor House Drive
London NW.G. (17M13)

» NEW YORK
JUNE 150NE WAY 177

IHAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY i StTB
JULY 1 JULY 16 ptuktond

» TOKYO/ORIENT p

JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPf/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alio Sludantrail and Eurail

Inturanc., Guidtbooki
P«aM. Can PurchM.

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERSA AIS/EXITS
9056 Santa Monica Blvd

LA 90069
2748742

(1% bik. .a«t oi Santa Monica/Dohtty)

^UNE 28 LA/LONDON
"~AUG n LOHDOH/LA

J

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 6 LONOON/LA

JULY 9 LA/LONDON
AUG 27 LONDON/LA

JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONDON/LA

AUG 9 LA/MADRID
SEPT 18 AMS/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONDON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

$262.00
79 0«ys

$252.00
51 Days

$262 .00—iroayr

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
26 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
29 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
"OCT 1^' TRANK/LON/LA ^TTJIys

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON $199.00
OCT 9 LONOON/LA 14 Days

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14 LA/ DUBLIN $143.00
JUNE 28 LONDON/LA $138.00
JULY 26 LA/ LONDON $133.00
AUG 9 LA/ FRANKFURT $138.00
AUG 30 LONDON/iA

LA/LONDON
$138.00

SEPT 6 $124.00
SEPT 19 LA/LONDON $124.00

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGULATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAL
IFORNIA STUDENTS, FACULTY. AND
STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO
QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-
REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA, SATURN, ONA AND CAPITOL
AND UTILIZE BOEING 707. DC8 fW
SUPER DCe JETS AND ARE PRICED AT
FULL CAPACITY. YOU KAY RECEIVE AP
PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS BY
CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS
IN CARE OF....

3^ou know us!

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

WMtwood Village 90024
oMl 10 31 Fia«ora*4 Mario

TCLC: 478-t28e

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an

"^

official

charter flight

operation

authorized dnd
approved by the

University of •

California^^^

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian

all first class

service.

^ LALONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Oep. Ret.

2

3

4

5

4

7

•

9

10

11

12

14

IS

17

IS

6/18

6/21

6/22

6/26

6/25

6/^7
6/28

6/28

6/29

7/1

7/4

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

8/28

8/16

8/1S

9/6

9/13

8/25

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17-

8/10

8/31

9/13

.

/

X)N.LA

Days Price

71 %U1

56 $262

54 $2«2

72 $262

80 $275"

59 $262

73 $262

81 $275.

61 $262

57 $262

62 $262

40 $262

30 $262

AvjiitabTe only t^r^:.l1IC»p mpmtw* • Mw

University ol Calilornir including students,

faculty, staff, and !•• .ir immediate families

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in ttie same household.

UC
chartor flight*

a
KerchknoftHatiiWO
Between Bam & Sp m

l2SU}t

Uur llth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
° for students. Examples

toLONDON(RTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

SI66 00OW
$es 90OW
S64 30OW
$172.00OW

?haml.
Jwrn.shed apt July. August, ne.rChamps Elysees Living room, 2.bdrm,

bath Ouiet Dishwasher, telephone, childreWwelcome I month, S3IS, 2 months, $7^)Eves. J»0 43»1.f3$ 2740 (17 Ml?)

CARS IN EUROPE
RINT01IBUY

SPECIAL RIOUCTIONS TO
TEACHKKS A STMOINTS

PRII CATALOOUe ALSO iuRAlLPASt

EUROCARS
tOOO Sunsot Blvd.. LA fOMf 27MU«

SOUTH PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on ISO
ft. grand three masted schooner. Loavos this
summer for « weeks to Tahiti. Share •n-
p«ns«s. For info, call Grtgory Cook, (111)
37i-1M» M?M1S)

t - ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

EUROPE a MIDDLE CAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SIOO ont-way
Study A Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 3 mo. SIM

CONTACT} SOFA Agent VIC DtPT UCLA
11M« VentiM'a Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif . f1403
PHONE : tfttni or TW 1*77

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India. Ea«t
Africa, Orient Contact M.C.C. 1M4I
WiUhir»Blvd.,LA»*a»5.47i.«444. n7QTR)

EUROPE, I7».ivi R.T., alM l«r#el *
Japan, Spring, Summer, A Fall lllghts,

f,.V^«e:;f^" Beverly Blvd.. LA 9M4t. asi-"M FSP» UCLA members (UOTR)
-^—

^

Hundreds of departure dates and

destinations Request free travel mfe

SIERRATRAVEL INC (213) 277 S200orl7»

3111, 9I7S Santa Monica Bl. Beverly

Hills.

EUROPE Flights SO departures. »'*« N^^,

Israel, India, Africa SOS oH^ S»"-«5,

rates/cards since 1»$9 EASt, 323 n^ Bever^

Dr., Beverly Hill s. WHO. aH*»^^ (MQ^^^

WHY hassle w/a flight to Europe' Fly Ai'

France non stop 74? to the conliwn^

Reliable A meKpensive from S342 or anvj"

12 2$. •26 1201,424 4141 "^'*"

"CALJET CHARTERS
EUROPE 1972

Has Your Charter

^rBoon Cancelled?

Call or write us immediately -Wf

we have limittd space still

available.

Los Angeles to Europe

OaklaiMi to Europe

Call us or write lor our complj|«

charter schedule. Charter flljJJ

are on TIA, Saturn, or Bnt.n^

Airlines which art •» PAA
•"J

CAB approved. Flights are opt^

only to students, •^^^'^J^
faculty, stall of the Universit^J

California and their ••«'"%
families. Write or caH

^'i;
Charters, 21$0 Oreen Street, >•

Francisco, California »41» or

phone (415)^WJ•••-*•

This What'
(CootiDued fH>m Page 2f

)

—"Diseases of Pet Animals

Transmitted to Man," by HerbeH

M Snow, veterinary practitioner,

AAallbu, 7 pm, AAS 5200. Tickets

are $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

—"The Kalahart," with Richard

F Logan, professor of geography,

7-10 pm, Willard Elementary

School Auditorium, 301 S. AAadre

St , Pasadena. Tickets are $4.

—"Politics of the Arts," a

colloquium on the arts, extending

throu9h Wednesday. For further

Information call ext. 52014.

Wednesday, May 10

(—"Effect of Plasma Protein

f. * -•
UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

botli

if^i^s -r- *
"'4

Binding on Drug Action" by David
Campion, assistant professor of
medicine In residence, noon, CHS
23 105. •

.
.

—"The Hemoglobin-Oxygen
Affinity and Its Relationship to
Oxygen Transport" by Claude
Lenfant, associate director for
lung programs. National Heart
and Lung Institute, Bethesda,
Maryland, 1:15 pm, CHS 23-105.
—"Use of Indirect Technique by

Computer for Detecting Changes
in Physiological Status of
Patients" by J. Weldon Bellvllle,
professor of anesthesiology, 3 pm,
CHS AV-139.

^ —"Automatic Steering of

People Movers" by Elbert L.
Marsh, spacecraft control section.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, 3 pm, Boelter 5264*
—"Corpus Luteum Main-

tenance in Guinea Pigs, Ham-
.^ters. Rats, Mice, and RabbiH"
by Jessamine Hllllard, assocate
research anatomist, 4 pm, CHS 73-
105.—"Ttiggering of Lymphoid
Cells" by Richard W. Dutton,
professor of biology, UC San
Diego, 4 pm, C^S 43-105.

—"Results of the Mariner 9
Ultraviolet Spectrometer Ex-
periment" by Joseph M. Ajello,
research physicist. Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, Pasadena, 4 pm, MS
5200.

—"Some Properties and Ap-
plications of the BetheSalpeter
Equation," by Richard H. Dalltz,
Royal Society professor.
University of Oxford, 2 pm,
Kinsey 247.

—"Metal- Insulator Transition
in Disorder Systems," by D.F.
Hblcomb, Cornell University,

-

Knudsen 1200. Coffee will be
served at 3:45 pm, Knudsen 1240.—"Pion Nucleus Scattering
Experiments at the CERN Syn-
chrocyclotron," by Jean Pierre
Stroot, physics division, CERN, 4
pm, Knudsen 1240. Coffee will be

DAILY
BRUIN

served at 3:45 pm, Knudsen 1240.
—"Bend Propagation by Sliding

Filaments in Cilia and Flagella"
by Charles Brokew, professor of
biology, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, 4 pm, LSB
2142.

—"The Paradoxical Namib" by
Richard F. Logan, professor of
geography, 7 pm, In Bunche 2209.
—"Collecting for Singing" by

Frank Warner, singer of
folksongs, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.
Tickets are $4.25 and $2
(students).

— "Consciousness-" "The
Meaning of Everything" by Ar

(Continued on Page 1 d)

^lutorlng /S /^P^s Furnished ..... 2/ ^For Sub-Lease 24

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
lanquaqe study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. I2t-
'366 (ItQTR).

GRE, L SAT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 120 So. Robertson
"^ ^^»° (1>QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. *>rof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational metliod (trial)
<^3 ^493. (jjQTi

'•

Mi^Ka%v«up*;'oorsX'" "»**•" ^••'«
elevator ocean vifw; wirjo";*" «•"'••'

WALK TO CAMPUS "beginning June 15Extra spacious, 2 bdrms. 1 1/2 bathT fulld.n.ng room. S245 per month. 533 1>2Glenrock, 473-5585. (21 Mil)

^ Typing ^F-nt-iT.^ • • 4 19

bath, pool. 3 biks. campus. 10124 Lindbrook
(Hilgard). GR 5 55t4. (21 qtR)

IBM typing, an kinds, copies, printing, A'A a
ZIP, Inc., 8949 Reseda, Northridge, 888.
28;/. (1»MI»)

EXPERT typing, term papers,
manuscripts, theses, IBM, reliable, ac-
curate. 10 AM - 10 PM. Joan, 392-8420. ( l«M

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and

9iO€k UCLA. Air^cond. Pool; sundeckr~Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 425-841
Landfair. 479-5404.

(21 M 28)

SUMMER Sublease: one bedroom - front
lav^n. Utensils/furniture provided Tenm mute walk cam pus /village. 479-4409. ( 24M lOJ . .

VHouse for Renf ,.., , 25

5175 COZY cottage. Completely furnished
Q"»e»' ^itgntfui garden. Near ocean For
appointment, 393-7489. (25 m 12)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2bdrm 8.

conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
S59,000. Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (25QTR)

-S125. &UEST house, 3 rooms, batti, garden
view, light cooking. Mature professional
business man. References. HO 3-5505/OL 2-^^ (25Mn)

/Autos for So/e ...... 33 ^Autos tor Sale . . 33

'_ (33M9)
'49 CUTLASS Convertible, full power, 4
speed, xtras. Mu^t sell, S1495/offer. 823 7344
"'«»•»: __^ (33M15i
'44 MERCURY Comet, V 8, excellent con
d.,S475. 479 9998 or 479-9703. Ask for Joe. (33
-AV-12J .... ,. . _ , r. ^ . 1 , .

X.^ ,1
*"'• «««*^"en» cond.. AM/FM tape, ^>

'^^ (33Min
LEAVING the coOntry '4$ Triumph TR4A
^l.OOO actual mile^, runs great S82S /best
olfer 397 744r (33M10) .

67 MUSTANG auto. 289, power steering,
discs, air conipt. susp., mint. Beige SHOO
JUtm. 838 4044

. (.33M^5J-

'45 VOLVO 122s 4^loor, radio, heater, run*
qreat, S675 or offer. Most sell, 474 4824. ( 33 !>/

12)

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and upAmerican Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 828 7489. (33 0TR)

I

I

26) ^ __^_
TYPING Editing English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
4il'"ii^5j,J. ? gs,«JxYe.i . iimcx.. 471 4 1 43 .- kav^^»rm. (I9QTR)

IBM'S new S^lectric I rtypeyvriter (carbon
ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
^ase call 394-8295.

f ( 19 M 24)

YOU choose. We type your papers from
phone dictation. 24 hrs. or handwritten draft.
392 611$. (19M10)

f * hr^,^^^ COMFORTABLESTUDENT APARTMEnA ^
FURNISHED bJchEL^oVs^ **

1 BEDROOMS ja
Same rent Summer 81 Fall

*
Showing NOW

Deposit will hold
Across UCLA

)/House for Sale 26

ATTENTION Students Complete selection
of new and used Pmtos and other compacts
Cal Mr. Asatoor Mr Rossi, 820 2431. CreditOK d by phone (33 Mil)

I

I

I

YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLES

^. If you need a car --:/:-

and need financing
CALL FINANCE MANAGER

474-4128

I

I

I

-r
I

I
-»»»-"» l*0 m

705GAyley 479-8580

;'

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 4)3 Gayley . 473-
4412. r 7- V (210TR)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm. &
conv. den. Ouiet Cul-de-Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 474 4444. -' "- *- ^" -^ t28iOTRf—' =— -»'- -

MOVING to Canada. ..Charming 2-bdrm,
new carpeting, nice residential neigh-
borhood. Beautiful large lot. Immaculate!
S28,S00. Wynn. 477 7001. (34M15)

,A5 ? ^^^^ coupe, green, 14,000 miles,
racu, alarm, mmt, 4 speed, 270/350 KY MT
024,(805)25500385. (33M ill

'42 VOLVO P1800 Great shape' New oainf

"

m^nd w.re wheels Best offer. 343 24^2lT;f

'71 VW Camper. 5,000 miles only. Perfect
condition! New car warrantee. Fully
equipped Blue Book. 472 8053. ( 33 M 10)

CAMPUS vicinity (2
Dissertations, theses,

1^— curate. Tom, 473-0031.

blocks
papers.

southwest).
Fast, ac-
(1»QTR)

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $125.
icross from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, GR 3-1788.GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 OTR)

LOW rates/ quality typing-papers, theses,
dissertations, books, etc. Free editing -

emergency service call, 838-4449. ( 19 M U)

I/««1!V ^''"fi!'
'""•••»»ons. books, term

papers. Specialty math and technical fvoiiM
Accurate, rapid service. 7801074 'le^W

y/ House to Share . . . ,27
GIRL Share furnished house in Hermosa
Beach utilities, view, extras. July, August.
Terri, 825 0392. $150/mo. (27 Mil)

ATTENTION Students: 100 beautiful new
car trade ins and transportation specials.
Compacts pick-ups etc Credit OK'd by
phone. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato, 820-
^*^'

, (33 Mil)

VOLKSWAGEN Karmann Ghia, '42 con
vertible. Good engine, damaged bod><S350
or best offer. 396 7444 anytime. <33M9)

'42 FALCON; FM, top condition. $0,000 miles
accumulated by fastidious driver. $300 47$
2170Lv.s.&wkends, (33M10)

'67 MGB GT XInt cond Nu clutch, radials,
wires. Make off^r. 824 0744. "'-^33 M 10)"

'6$ M<;b, Michciifi lires. roll bar, radio,
he.iter, wire whe<^ls, good cond., $700 Eves,

(33M 15)39$ $745.

LOWEST rates, expert
dependable, near campus
dissertations. Professional
477-4402.

typing. Fast,
Papers, theses,
tditing. Mike,

(19 MID)

y/Apts Unfurnished 22

1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refrig.. drapes, dish-

3570 Close campus. (22M19)

i M^^H' '•'^'^»' <"'P5 ' »«ove, patio. NearS.M^freeway. Reasonable. Call 870 8054. (22

FRCt editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397-3304.' (IfQTR)

pSS5Sr%
10)

NEED male, own bdrm, nicely furnished.
Beverly Glen, $100 monthly plus utilities.
After 5 PM, 279-1840. (27 M 9)

BEVEteLY Glen, 35 acres. 2-bdrms. pool
volley ball, fireplace, etc. $150. Dean. 454
8559 summer.

(27 m 10)

NEAT! Large house in Santa Monica. Male
/female, $80 /month plus utilities, own
room. 828 0041 . (27M10)

MARINA Peninsula own unfurnished room,
huge 4 bedroom, 2 story, fireplace - on
beach. $104.25.^92.3524. (27M15)

CHEVROLET '45 Impata 2 door,
automatic, air cond., power steering, good
tires, low mileage, best offer. (SLY447). 475-ML ( 33 M 9)

rVr5°?i^^^^^ ""**•• 9'^**"' '*'0«0 '"••eVratK, aiarm, mint, 4-speed, 270/350 icv
MT024,(80$)2$$.0385. (MMm

con-
'70 DATSUN Roadster. I400cc. XInt
dition S1400 /offer. Call anytime. 330
"•• (33 M 9)

y/ Bicycles lor Sale . , . . 35

UCLA Students! $% off PeugeotMotobecane, Centurion, other fme makej.'

V.?^^ '^SV'^'
^*^'* Cyclorama sThwmn

Wks n'V^J* J^ti*'^
"" ^ Robertson Blvd 5

M 18)
Monica Freeway. 839 4464. (35

MGB '69 27,000 Mi XInt. condition AM/FMradio, radial t,res. 274-3414. iiiMV

UNIVERSITY Bicvc-les ««i«t r.-.
»r.ces, 10 spd Irom' $;V. F ench ''iuVt'rian''Jm^erican. 1714 Westwood, 47$",37'o /""'^^'fJi

thi?J'
*«»"'»• typing. Term papM-s,theses dissertations. Editing. Weekdays J6_Barbie, 828-2345; Mae. 39M182. (If ATR )

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term paiiers'
letters, resumes, statistical. GuarVntMd
mill?

''" •"••- »=3o;weeken5s"%5;;i^::;

^J^:^ - (WQTR)

^^i^ir;t?'KnL^***'' *^'" p'p*^

(IfQTR)

I BDRM, unfurnished, large, newfv
nn?;i5*' •if'^'***'

'*^'P«'-'«». neir'camVis!no undergrads, $185. 823-5180, 473-0481. (MM
11)

t

828 1162.

HUGE Cheap two bedroom with large
»'

r5?58'"7;4.4^r
'"^""" ^-

%,i:li,

'^Apfs fo Share 23

COME to 425 Landfair, roommates are
there. Singles and one-bdrms. Pool, sun-
decks, garage. 479 5404. ( 23 M 24)

"/ Wanted 20

^g»j;.°5>?'a.T;s.""?yyff,-

o! Shepherd for M. Jarvik, M D

^JJJjJJJ^'JjyjJ^jmu^^

y/Apfs Furnished 21

''ViTAVlSiSSJS-rtments
'»*»ervatl^';%f« RATES.

«*"t*n,office^^:*'.»y«iryr

A»«o With Pool

©••ntalrjerrace

«« ^ ^'^ Glenrock ii i

^'^'-K UCLA~iiII -™T*
J"»'«iue, turn.,''.';;;;, *J«'<Hi» one bdrm,
^''^ «50Landfa,r TyVi-?.*"***' *»" ^^

TO share: two bedroom furnished Malibu
cottage on the beach. Fireplace. $150 plus
utilities. Call, Doug, 454 2441 evenings. (27 M

/ Housing Needed . ... 28———— ii

UCLA L)>w Student would like to care fof
your home during the summer. Call 277-

?i!i (28M15)

PROFESSOR wants renf house/apt,
June/July until Sept. Prefers twobdrms.
West LA Bruce Williams, English,
Louisiana State University, New Orleans
(504)8919848. (28M23)

w5o7a.;T26'x?jr
""''' '•'^'^^

^T3-;!2,%",

/ tycles, Scooters

^_for Saler.•••••••••••••••• S6
48 PONTIAC 2door hardtop Factory air.

Srr*!*.''**'
*'"' " *^'" PM/MO 4-7373 ext.

^^AMs. (33M10)

GrJirr«lI2 .'*''^^r'******"'''«'
AM/FM radioGreat conditwn. ii400. Call, 478 8975 or 394^*•• (33M9)

-.mj;r.'iIr:?Jr'aUr',J,^*"*"r' ''°° -'"'
.638after 6 PM '

^'"^ ""d't'on 789^
(34M12)

»o,.».„, „«":;,' „;•""" »••• ^«'„"«.

»'<4r„:crM':.Ti,r-^.v:;s?;
(33 M 9)

>" 7i0lsie,
*««•"">' condilion. $3»o.^•"

/ 11 k.a •.(33M9)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 GayUy.
Pleasant singles, $45. Kitchen, sun decks,
>ool. garage, 473-8412. (23 OTR)

19. **•.••• ••''9« 2 bdr. apt. with 3 students,
Wilsiiire and Westwood, fireplace. Evenings,
*^*i^^ (MM 10)

GRAO luxurious, 3 bed, Venice apt. needs
mature, easy living roommate(s)> singles -

couples. 3ff-Mao, 7 AM- 11 PM. (MM 11)

FEMALE. Large 2 bedroom apartment
furnished. July and August. $95. 474-7541 or
474 21 78 after 5. (MMf)

—J
r '

'' —
FEMALE to share with two for summer.
$50. Call, 472 8937. (23 MIS)

BRITISH Professor, wife, need small apt.
whilst teaching UCLA, June 17 July 29, 1972.
Or C.W. Tyler, Dept. of Psychology, Nor-
theastern University, Boston, Mass. 02115.
(Day) 417 437 3094, (eves)417-734-3715.(28M
11)

MARRIED medical students desire house
with fenced yard to rent starting September.
393-4195 eves. (2lM10)

^Room and Board
GIRLS: Spring ($270 quarter) and/orSummer ($50/mo), rooms available. 724
Hilgard, 474-9034 or 474 9138. (RBM 12)

i.L 1^*9°" ^* '*»^»'^ Steering, power>rake$ Excellent condition. $575 3U-4797
-•vanings. Norman. (33M10)

i*47.97M
''""*"''' '^'^ '='^'''«<«*«'«. *51 0529,**

._, (33 M 9)

fJ!«"
"1! '" ^^ ^**' *'*»•» »»"»«• * r/b engine

»400 or best. 391.0254. (33/5!?)'

RUNS qood, -69 Yamaha, $)$o or best offer
JJj^sf

sell, leaving city Call Jessie, 396 *'
'

(34M 12)

____^^ (34M11)

Call 279 3023,6 9 PM I34M11)

«\Y««""'' •«"•'•" condition. $1950. Call,
' ' (33MI1)

NORTON Commando 7$0cc 1969 fastback

'44 ALPHA Romeo, nu paint A valves, $4f0
or best. 3f 10254 (33M10)

«INGLE male counselor has large apt Will
share with one or tow girls for one hour/wk
housework. Near Westwood. 478-7588. (23M
9)

FEMALE. Large 2 bdrm. apt. FurnishedJuly and August, $9$. 474-7541 or 474-2178
after 5:00. ,23Mf)

}/For Sub-lease 24
.< _

2 BDRM large, furnished apt. Wilshire
/Bev. Glen. June - Sept. $175 per md. 271-8029

^51 (24 M f)

LARGE 1 bdrm. apt. Available June to Sept
convenient to campus, $140. Tel. 824-«5f4. (24

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

'70 TR-4, 10,500 miles. Many extras. Onain^iowner. $2,500. Eves, 479 114 mMfl
'49 VOLVO wagon, automatic radio mu«t
sell at Wholesale book or alwve Evil.Wkends, 8342087.

( 33 M n ,'

•49 HONDA CT 90, good cond , w/helmet,
$175 Call 754 3110 eves. Leave message. (34

'69 YAMAHA 180
dependable. Rack,
rings $225,820 2417.

street,

electric
Looks good,
starter, new

(34M9)

ROOM and board, $15 plus a week, for girl
student, in exchanjie for babysitting, light
housekeeping. Ouiet, private room. Need
car. Start nowor summer. 454-^090. (30 M 12)

lt!.°,<'*F-
''•"^* *"» C'**"' '"tras. Must

sell Gil Boscoe 837 1453. (33M15)

FREE private room, bath A board for
female student, light housework, babysit-
ting in exchange 475 1845. (MM 10)

RABBIT motor scooter.
•-•Kcellenf transportation,
transportation. Sacrifice
4452

Good condition -

Great campus
$110. Call 981

(34M9)

)/ftoom for Rent ^f
A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VO^i<SWAGEN CAR SERVICEOUR PRICES ARE LOWER!
A

1 AUTOSERVICE
79^7 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G.M. Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours

'70 1/2 HONDA CL450K3 Orange, 5500 mi
*;""•"» "no- S700 825.24*;.'*7:*j?;';i^
°"'^'5»*" (34M10)

ONE bdrm furnished, utensils, color TV,

M 12)
"* '*> **P* 20,$IJ0/mo. 472-4912. (24

BLOCK campus
private entrance,
graduate. GR 4-7543

4^om, private bath.
Ideal medical-faculty-

>- (31M12)

'71 YAMAHA 90cc twin, 1200 miles, perfect
cond.,neimet. (82) 5-44t5, after $ 00 PM. I37.
^^^ (34M10)
'67 Suzuki 140, good condition, most sell'
S12$or best offer Call: 336 6020 or (714) 983
'*" (34M11)

(21MI8)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Bach!? '^•''^""••^•'•'^•tos
«^*chelors-Singlts-OneBdrm*

,

•'Mrs. Kay -OR 3-0524

»f»GE 2 bdrm house. Workshop, fireplace

,T. ?1,^»»'"»«« Jun« M Aug. 20 $180 mo.
(24M12)

>" 4831.

J^OFESSOR/grad student furnished 2

Juli.?f i .'•.?*"' '•'" "CLA $150 /mo.Juoa IS-Sept. IJ. 277-8at2. (24 M 18)

I
.
a/c, near bus, Wl A. 87* t»48 (24M24)

SUMMER Housing $40/month. 45f Gayley
Ave. 479 9998 or 479 9703. (31M19)

)/Autos for Sale . .... .33

AUSTIN Healy lf54, 100-4. Excellent cond.,
HXT 727. $950. 472 4087 ; eves, 459 2540. (33 M
12)

W»(LV/l"* »bdrm/sundeck, furnished

FLEET Student. Faculty discounts. Brand
new 1972 Pintos, $1848. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asato, 820 3831. Order now credit OK'd by
P>*on» (33M11)

PONTIAC '42 Tempest Excellent motor

^g^
3^^;nera. condition, new fj^

Da^rk*^^u^";•G?od^rg?nrtVirT7i"$s:
Westwood Volkswagen* ^

*'***
(Ya'

,****

OPEL OT 70 glacier white. Contrastina redvinyl interior 102 HP, engine l?adTo hi.new SI99) 475 5888 * * HSM is!

'44 MUSTANG cpe Radio, 3 speed tran

:!:;:^'°;5'sy;i;r-* "''-^-^>r5??!
'45 CORVAIR Corsa, 4 speed, tach . metalic
brakes Micheiins. XInt. cond , $400. 82$ 373$^V , (n

48 305 SCRAMBLER,
plus helmet Europe
offer After 6, 395 1480

'87 YAMAHA Trail 100 3800 mi
$200 Eves, after 7, 477 8159

runs Needs work -

Sacrifice. $300 /best
(38 MIS)

»int. cond.
(34M IS)

-t-
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To feature Cambins symposium «* -u

s ' ^ f
^

'

ft- Portuguese Community Day

t

t
t

By Rufus Baker

DB Staff Writer

A Camoens symposium and Portuguese Com-

munity Day will be presented here Friday and

Saturday, sponsored by the Spanish and Portuguese

department. -;

-

On Friday, a day-long symposium will be held in

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge in commemoration of

the fourth centennial of Os Li^iadas. Portugal's

major epic poem by Luis Vaz de Camoens.

"Camoens represents the highhght of Portuguese

history," according to Eduardo Dias, Portuguese

lecturer and co-ordinator of the symposium. •*He

lived in practically the only period when Portugal

had an international projection. Camoens captured

this international spirit of wonder and marvel

towards the new lands, and the sense of idenUty

which Portiigal achieved for the first time in the 16tn

century."

The symposium w^H be divided into three separate

programs. Donald Fogelquist, Spanish and Por-

tuguese department chairman, will open the sym-

posium at 9 am, Friday, followed by papers about

Camoens and Os Lusiadas by Brian Head of the

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brasil;

Norwood Andrews Jr. ; and Jorge de Sena. All papers

-Avill be presented in English.

From 11 am to noon, a student-faculty group will

read from Os Lusiadas. in English and Portuguese,

accompanied by Portuguese Renaissance and

baroque music.

Portuguese fold dancing will be performed by a

group of Azorean and Portuguese immigrant

children from the Artesia area from 12: 15 to 1
:
15 pm

in the Schoenberg Hall Quad.

A round-Uble discussion on Camoens will be held

from 2:30 to 4 pm, featui^ng the morning's speakers

as panelists.
* n

Saturday will be Portuguese Community Day,

honoring the estimated one miUion Portuguwe

immigrants in California, many of whom hve in the

Artesia and San Diego areas. ___ _

—

Alberto Machado de Rosa. Portuguese professor

here, will open the program at 10 am in Rolfe 2126.

Ten short talks on different aspects of Portuguese

life in California will follow.

Folk dancing by the Portuguese-American Club

Dancers of San Diego will be presented in the

Schoenbet-g Hall Quad from 12:15 to 1:15 pm. <~.

After a lunch break, the program will continue

with four discussion sessions concerning the

relations between the Portuguese community in

California and the University, introduced by

Frederick Williams, Portuguese professor here.

. Dias will present a final address at 5 pm. A "get-

together" for all symposium and community day

speakers and guests will be held from 7 to 9:30 pm in

the home of Machado da Rosa, 1646 Comstock

Avenue, Los Angeles.

WHAT DID I DO LAST NIGHT? — "Ptrformance/' featurin9 Midi

Jagger. James Fox, Anita Poll«nberg and Michele Breton at 7 and 9m
Friday, Social Welfare 147, $1 at the door. Sponsored by the Film Com-

mission.

i'c*«HwMM«wiH4l«^nr««-.'
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Crosswi^otd By Eugene Sheffer \ yyllSt §

4^

ACROSS
1. Biblical

term of

reproach
5. Possessed
8. Greek

letters

12. Pearl

} ''

• ••

-',•4

-•'it ';

1 r •

\

i

njf

.. ..... ;i ?

-<n,^'-

m

Buck
heroine

13. Madrid
cheer

14. Gem stone
15. Man's

'

name
16. Nothing
17. Badly
18. Kind of —

indelible

design
20. Abode of

the
blessed

dead
(var.)

22. Musical
instru-

ment
26. Measure

of length
29. Early

auto
30. Exclama-

tion

31. European
river

32. Bounder
33. Miss

Home

34. Girl's

name
35. Mr.

Levenson
36. Alleviates
37. Insipid

40. Rational
41. King of_^

the
fairies

45. Toddlers
47. Putrefy

49. Noise of

surf on
shore

50. Encour-
age

-51. WW. II

theater
52. Heroic in

scale

53. Telegram

54. June bug
55. A pile of

logs

DOWN
1. Origin
2. Canadian
_ prov.
S» American

suffrage

leader
4. One more
5. Good
name

6. Moham-
med's
son-in-law

7. Deferred
8. The
French.^
soldier

9. Over-
spends . ~

Average time of solulion: 23 mla.

T A T

1

C A N T
1

[si[C A N
1

N
G

D
A
R

A
P
A

A G U E p O L E
M ^ N A Q f R 1 E

pEH K E A^^1^BA L P St R u C E
C N T R T S S T A Y
1 T O T 6 O L A P E
s T P R E A

I
g

E s
T

A
1
N

!
T
N I
T
M Y
1
1

N
P
A
R ffl

T aA L A

1

N 1 p
T R u E

1
F Q O L 1 L E

T _Lfe|r TlaIn li tti, ETT
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

if. Adjective
suffix

11. Cunning
19. Pronoun
21. Past
23. Theater

offering
24. Sand hill

25. Affirma-
tives

26. The mid-
dle point

27. Icelandic
work

28. One who
drives
horses ,

'

32. Frolicked^
33. Having
^" several "77

thick- •>

nesses

35. Synonym
(abbr.)

36. Recede
38. Sew

loosely
39. Source of

power
42. Cowboy's

need
43. Of the ear
44. BotUe

part
45. Marble
46. Oriental

sash
48. Oklahoma

Indian

Tickets:
Campus and Public

—"Madrigal Singers/' directed

by Donn Weiss, 8:30 pm,
tonr>orrow, Schoenk>erg Mall Audi-

torium. Tickets are $2 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

—"Music for the 70s/' with the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-

chestra, Zubin AAehta conducting,

with pianist-harpsichordist Roger
Woodward, 8:45 pm, Friday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are S4.50, $3.50, $2.50 and $2

(students) available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. Program will be
preceded by a keytx>ard recital

featuring Woodward at 7 pm, open
to ticketholders for the main
performance.—"Margalit Oved/' dancer,
singer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce rtall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$1.75 (students^.

—"Vistas of Rome/' a 19th

century view of 2000 years of

Roman history, with color slides,

poetry, literature, and music by
Leo 8mit, pianist, 2:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets $3.50, $2.75, and $1.50

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. ^

—"Africa, the Lighthearted
Continent/' an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50
(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"Chamber Orchestra," 8:30
-/>ai^. Monday, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$1.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"Symphonic Wind En-
semble," directed by Clarence
Sawhill, 8 pm. May 17, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $2, free
for students. Program will include
classics of 20th century band
music, unpublished new works,
and traditional marches.—"Pharoah Sandtrt/' 8:30 pm,
AAay 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,"

presenting a new English tran-

slation of "Orontea, Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm. May 19, 20, 26 8.

27, Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3

(general admission), and> $1.50

(students), available from ttie

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

Students
—"Margalit Oved/' singer,

dancer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

$1 student tickets are available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Vistas of Rome," featuring

pianist 4.eo Smit In a multi-

cultural presentation of 2000 years.,

of Roman history, 2:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Africa the Light-Htarted
Continent," an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are avaHable
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Old Times,'' a play
presented by the Center Theatre
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8

pm. May 19, and 7:30 pm. May 21,

Mark Taper Forum, Music
Center. Special $2 student preview
tickets are presently available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office,

(Kerckhoff 140).—"f^haroah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
May 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are now
available in the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Play:

Concerts:
—"Viola Students of Sven

Reher," noon, today, Schoenberg

Hall Auditorium. For program

call ext. 54761.
• —"Organ Recital," featuring

Herbert Nanney, professor of

music and university organist,

Stanford University, noon

tomorrow, Royce Hali

Auditorium.
—"Ryan Selberg," cellist, noon,

Thursday, Schoenberg Haif

Auditorium. Program will include

Valentl's "Cello Sonata in E

Major" and Beetljoven's "Seven

Variations on a Tt>eme." Free.

Films:

—"You Don't Have to Buy War,

Mrs. Smith," and "Germ and

Chemical WaHare," 7 pm, today,

Social Welfare 121.

- _"Under My Skin," madefrow

Hemingway's novel, My Old Mai,

5 pm, today, Melnltz 1409. Free.

—"The Marx Brothers Go H

College," directed by Norman

AAcLeod, 5 pm, tomorrow, A^mm

1409. Free.

-"Maurke Chevalier SlnJ

Rodgers and Hart," witt^ Jean«ti«

AAacDonald, 5 pm, Tt^ursday.

Melnltz 1409. Free.

Seminars:
Tuesday, May 9

-"Fusion Rectors: WJ*J

How, and How Much," by B«^

Myers, division head, mech^^

engineering departmen^

Lawrence Livermore LaboatJ^

LIvermore, C^fornla, H

Boelter 8500. ,.«.nd»
-"Reactor Fuel Des'gn««J

Effect on National
J^*^^

Strategy," by PHli';P^^^^^^^^

adjunct professor of engineer nr

3 pm, Boelter 8500. ^
-"The Soldiers and J^^Btlfli**

—"Talce a Loolc," "The Sky ii

Falling," and "Forever Hold Your
Peace," original one-act plays,
running at 4:15 and 8:X pm. May
16; and 3:30 pm, AAay 17;

AAacgowan Hall tittle Theater.
General admission Is 25< at the
door.

Building in '•«'^""''
b,|qm

»

Africa: FromJ=orc^PubW ^^,

Praetorian Guard, l\.^\
Lemarchand, professor 0^

Ay
studies, university of Wi;^^^^

"The Militery •'^^,'T^kuP^'
Swatliand" by Hild» /^^
professor of anthropologV' |

Murphy 2121. .^p-ifl
(COntbiufdoB»^»»

V - 5
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gainst Vietnam war
march Twosiudenis wounSedas

By Tom Humphreys
and Roger Wiesnoski
DB Staff Writers

An estimated 2,000 antiwar
lemonstrators marched from
:ampus into Westwood Village
f'esterday afternoon to protest
'resident Nixon's naval bloclcage
)f North Vietnam and the mining
)f Haiphong harbor.
The Los Angeles Police

)epartment called a tactical alert
ind sent officers from several
livisions to Westwood to control
Ihe marchers. University police
^ere also on Uctical alert

Fifty LAPD officers stopped the
larch at the intersection of
Veteran Avenue and Wilshire
Joulevard Protesters, inchiding
Jasltetball center Bill Walton, sat
Jown in the intersection but
lispersed moments before of-
[i(

'

rs were to malce arrests.
Only one arrest was made.

k'hen the driver of a small pickup
ruck tried to drive through the
httmg demonstrators. (Police
Nid he was later released, and a
pmplamt is being sought against

f
m for failure to obey an officer.)

LnLTl ^^^ "^ »"J""«s were
"ported.

|~. Beginning

LT„
P"""""' began shortly

CI ",T '" MeyerhoTf Park.
"ere about SOO people gathered

,

hear speakers fjom theHenu for a Demo«S^c Society

txon/' m""^' «^"«« ""«'
['"on s Monday nieht an
hcement "^ "

W fr*!*" ^'^ for half an

U^h ^^M*^***"^ '^«"«<' for aC •«,5^ha"ceUor Charte. E.

telo^Thet:;- .««-eH„g

f^
Murphy Hall about 200

^^ng was waiUng for the

protesters on the first floor, and he
followed them to his office.

Young's office

Outside Young's office,

protesters demanded an end to

ROTC on campus. Young said,

"As long as there is a reason for a
military, we're better off having
them train at the University than
at a military establishment."
Young went on to comment on

Nixon's speech saying that his

decision was ill-advised. He said it

was in the opposite direction of

what should have been done. "We
can't win the war and statements
to the contrary are ridiculous,"
Young said.

He told demonstrators, "You
should do everything you can to

see to it that the President
changes his decision. Work to see
that someone else replaces him."
With that Young went back into
his office.

Through campus
After Young spoke, protesters

decided to march through cam-
pus. Shouting "On strike, shut it

down" protesters in the building
joined the crowd still outside
Murphy Hall and began to march
on the Social Welfare building.

Part of the crowd marched
through Social Welfare and the
I^w School, opening doors and
urging people to join them Then
they rejoined the main group and
marched through Schoenberg
Quad and into Royce Quad.
Marchers went through Haines

Hall and Royce Hall urging
students to join them. The crowd
then assembled on the Royce Hall
stepe and decided to march on the
ROTC classrooms in the men's

ROTC' classrooms
There, a small group of

protesters went inside, but ROTC
classrooms were locked. Mean-
while outside, the protesters had

(Continued on Page 4)

alleges erupt in protest
4^:M

lf <

y u

By Jill Hardwick
and Kenn Guernsey >

DB Staff Writers
Shotgun blasts injured two

University of New Mexico
students yesterday, one seriously,
during an antiwar demonstration
involving about 250 in
Albuquerque.

Carolyn Badd Coburn, 22, a
first-year law student and
freelance writer for the New
Mexico Daily Lobo, was listed in

serious condition last night by the
Presbyterian Hospital with chest
and face injuries.

Police denied responsibility for
the Coburn shooting, although no
eyewitnesses have yet appeared.
However, police admitted
responsibility for the second
shooting, a male student who
received only superficial injuries.

"The evidence is" very strong
that another individual, not a
policeman, was involved (in the
Coburn ..shooting)," an
Albuquerque Police Department
spokesman said last night.

He said the police were armed
only with tear-gas-launching
shotguns. However, Sandy Mc-
Craw, Daily Lobo managing
editor, said policemen *"at the
demonstration told her they were
using shotgun pellets.

Tear gas '

Coburn was felled on Central
Ave., Albuquerque's main street,

as demonstrators attempted to
block traffic. They had earlier
been routed by 50 policemen using
tear gas from interstate 40, a
highway about three blocks away.
On other college campuses

throughout the nation, violence
erupted for the second time in less

than a month in response to

President Nixon's announcement

of the blockade of North Viet-
namese ports.

At UC Davis about 200 students
blocked westbound traffic on
Interstate 80 for almost 30
minutes. The group dispersed
when California Highway Patrol
and Davis police officers ordered
them to disperse.

-_ • ^ Arrests

The demonstrators proceeded
to the Southern Pacific raik*oad
depot where they staged a sit-in,

blocking two westbound freight
trains. Fifty protesters were
arrested at the depot, including
one Davis city councilman and
three UC Davis faculty members.

( Continued on Page 4

)

i

Students call strike,

class pickets slated
Approximately 500 students

voted last night to call a strike

here against the escalation of

the Indochina War. They
demanded a total withdrawal of

the Ignited States from the War,
and an end to campus com-
plicity with the War (meaning
R(>T(). They also voted to

make ending racism on campus
a major issue of the strike.

Picketing of classes and
Murphy Hall is scheduled to

begin at 7::iO am today, with a
meeting at 10 am in Royce Quad
for to organize people going to

speak to classes, and a noon
rally in Meyerhoff Park.

1*'';

SIT DOWN - Varsity center Bill Walton (center) sat down with
demonstrators yesterday at Wilshire and Veteran. After two orders to
disperse, this small group of protestors joined the march returnino to
campus. .

^
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PIONEER THE WILDS OF
COLORADO
Now forming group to spend 14

days in isolated valley in Sangre

de Cristo Mtns. Essentials of

food, shelter and outdoor skills

instructions provided, but group

will form own community,
money system, government,

etc. Leaving July 16. For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A-.

Calif. 90009.
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* while you wait - ^

when possible |
* 2nd floor location i «

. insures low prices '- ' ^1

I
University Mfg Jewelers '

I 1007 BroKton, Sf« 34 '

^-^-^ GR8.8377
J

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

JEWELRY

REPJIIII

ATTENTION

tOLOR TELEVISION

OWNERS
folor TV Service

* Superb WoHi Done
$15 394-7878 .

24 hri. T^ays

looli for our largo od Fridoy

Meyerhoff to Wilshire

UCLA version of marii

J

SAYLES BROS. FAMILY THEATRES — AT BARGAIN PRICES

I ;

* * ,
"

COOL BREEZE THE SPLIT
ff^on Fri All Seats 99< till 5PM after weekdays '-

Weekends & Holidays Adults 1.75, Sr Citizens 1.25, Students 1.50, Children 75c

^ ri Sat AAldnight Show "LOROOF THE FLIES" All Seats SI 50

49C till 7PM
after $1.50 AAARK OF THE DEVIL NIGHT VISITOR

HOLLYWOOD

STAR
4«7 2S7I
46Holtywood

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -N.Y Film Critki Awards

From Warner Bros.

-\:.\\Vu[Vr NOW PLAYING
Daily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:30 PM
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COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
brown, red, blue, orange, purple and
black. (You need them anyway for school.)
2. Now—color In the picture according to
these color guide numbers. (1). Black (5)
g^own (2). Red (6). Orange (9). Purple (3).
blue. Please do not color unnumbered
areas.

•/••.y \'y.mn
ti?.A-

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
you know and love. Maybe. If heorX i!
"°'j'<»"';.*avorlte presidential candidatehave patrence. You'll see your favor fesoon ,n the Flair Election Collection^

'**

Gillette Company PaperMate Division O1072
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*-Jk ^.. 1 By Dan Sadler—--—:^ DB Staff Writer
It was UCLA's version of the long march. *

It was three hours of shouting, marching sitting
marching, shouting. It was a column of m-\ ooo rL^?^ ^ ^^
serpentined way through Murphy Hall, the Social Wel^^i! ^''^

ih

half dozen other classroom buildings. It wa«! o »u^ "^'^ngaiwu

BouleVSrd. ^ ^*'-»n on WiS
It was a serious effort to shut down the University comh

comraderie of a Kiwanis parade. There were strike I
?*^*^*^«^

their strident demands at couples who strolled the mur^t ^ ^^^"^

hand, seemingly obUvious to all the excitement ^^^^ *^1
At Murphy Hall, it was '^What has keeping Chancellor v

office got to do with blowing up ships in Haiphong harhn/^.. ^ "» ^
asked.

6»««rDor.'
onestude^

•'Everything helps," a demonstrator answered "MavKp
over to Vietnam and fight, but at least we can get ROrr n« ^® ^'^

»

Barracading the ChanceUor in his office was one of thL
^^"'P^

"

the demonstration. As it turned out, Young was climK^^^^^^^''
staircase in Murphy Hall chatting with a DaUy Bruin whI*

^ '"*

vanguard of 50 protesters surged by. Unrecognized Younah f*'
^*^«

his way throujgh the crowd to get to his office.
' ^ ^^^

The Administration did not seem worried by the demnnc* »•W Hobson, Vice chanceUor for administration saidZt n?i
'^""«

Police were on the campus and that he did not expect to havp t
^^*^®

"No one really seems to be in a violent mood," he said
^

After mounting a 15 minute blockade of 'the Chancellor', nfr
demonstration moved on to Social Welfare in an effort to .t!^ '

^
Shouts of -Strike now," "Shut it down," and 'On stl^^

through the corridors as a long parade of demonstrators wolLh tf^
one classroom building and into the next unUr finalTv th ^
procession spilled down Janss steps and gathered at the front H r

Men's Gymnasium, the home of Navy and Army ROTC here
^

'___^'"- —
< Continued on Page3)
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A WEEK In HAWAII ONLY

7 days/6 night, triple oc-
cupancy. $33 per person double.
Includes your choice of the Hilo,
Maui or Kona Hukilau, the
Kauai Sands, or Waikiki BUt-
more Hotels. For full info.,

write Box 91750. LA., Calif.
90009

^•(Paid Advertisement)'

LEADERSHIP IN GREAT

OUTDOORS

14-day 6-credit course for

students, teachers, counselors

Work with groups in outdoor

programs, refine own com-

petence in woods, mountains,

deserts of Sangre de Cristo

Mtns. For full into., write Box

91750, L.A., Calif. 90009.

FREE CILII Unili

THE FINEST SELECTION OF
CAMPING, SKIING,-
MOUNTAINEERING

EQUIPMENT \,

LOW CO-OP PRICES
DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS
FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

RECREATIONAL
c EQUIPMENTJNC

1525- IITH AVE. DEPT. UUL

SEAHLE, WASHINGTON 98122

i*t

r*i-

> ^. M'J^

(KIRMISH LINE — About M Los AngelM Police

apartment officers btocked Wilshire Blvd. %vost

festerday to prevent protestors from reaching ttie

in Diego Freeway. The demonstrators stopped at

Wednesday^ May 10, 1972

•(Paid An.-rtisc.nentJ

KAUAIISUND FAMILY

RETREAT

Spencf 7 days camping in
isolated Honopu Valley then
return to Kauai Sheraton for 3
days. Perfect escape from
outside world. Lv. June 24, July
15, Aug. 12. For full info., write
Box 917.50. LA., Calif. 90009
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(Paid Advertisement)

Wilshire and Veteran and sat down. After two orders
to disperse, the demonstration returned to campusThere was no violence.

Hfiiisis For Slileil;

• BeHer Grades
• Speech Problams
• Weight Control

• SmoUne
• TofMion

• PorMnol Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years
t^acliing Speecti Psychology and

General Semantics

William L Ristow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.
473.2944 FOR APPOINTMENT

UTBIS:

Ml MEM

Art gallery looking for
sale Items. Pleasecall475-
5419 Tues. thru Sat. 12-5

p.m. or come to gallery,

10469 Santa Monica Blvd!

(2 Bib. West ot Beverly Glen)

""*' ."»,''

:onUnued from Page 2)

I'he demands this time were simple. The protest^'s bullhorn called out
xessently, "No more ROTC. No more (military) recruiters. Shut down
lis place tight until we're out of Southeast Asia.'*

Still the crowd's mood was pleasant, and after confronting only the
>clced doors to the ROTC offices, the demonstration moved on to spread
ie call to strike to the classrooms of south campus.
The tone of the demonstration changed as the crowd lined up and linkM

jrms on Westwood Boulevard for the march to Westwood Village and,
jltimately, the Federal Building.

But the Los Angeles police department did not react to the march
ncept to direct traffic, and a confrontation between tired students and a
lub^wielding line of policemenended with the students marching back to
he campus. .^ ^-^^-r '

. . ,

In conU-ast to prior years, there was no great sentiment to get arrested
the man with the bullhorn said, "We don't have any alternatives If we
Itay here, we will be dispersed." The crowd agreed and began to drift
ack up Wilshire Boulevard, leaving only a few diebards sitUng in the
treet, who soon abandoned their positions.
The first confrontation of the year was over.

Hamp cratt%.i>
Hen'6 dHiRTd
fRi^n 5oL^i-\ ^\A.^-\5r

Ooer^AL &irp d^iitrd ^13»

3
r

t

-"Va — -— -«H-JLt.

WE GUATEMALAN PEMLER
I

1355 OesrtJoop BlOp.
^ (4 BLcKKS AMrri OF OilSMirO

••

"THE ONLY
REALLY FUNNY
MOVIE SINCE

^VOODY ALLEN'S
_ _'BANANAS'."

—Pioger Greenspan, New York Times

"». ITS MIND 18 so SANE, ITS
IMAGINATION SO FREeTaNDm FANTASIES SO LOGICAi!

JS^I UJS"^**^ SOMETOW
^c\?!Jl®K *^"« THANGOODSATmE,THAT IS, ITBECOMES

GOOD DIRTT SATIRE.**
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

IS there

after death?
MA&'iS?-SS2^i5l»»» DOWNEY

"BANIK Mi4 ALAM ABBS

MCHAttmoTiiiaiaD «««««v-«j|

^30*8:30 iIKMOIIO i LidtfB
^<»lN»wFfUStt 12:30AM

Daily-

815*815
410:15 RM.

Sat.aSvn.-

2:«-4:l5-815-815*t015PM

Tv'
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LA CIENCGA
•tt-t087

•»^m^»9H.li.Cmp.

JHw
slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love" /fnrr«-ri n .l »* (formerly Glenn Lolken)

Jgan, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits ^^^^%m,^4m n4««u

1021 GLENDON AVE.
WESTWOOD VIUAOE 473-4997

OTHER LOCATIONS
CULVER CITY. NORTH HOLLYWOOO. PALOS VERGES

J .
V tmm t^i^ =*
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Demonstrations...
regrouped and deaded to marcb
oo South Cam piA. ^
The crowd went up Braio WaiflL,

thnmgh Moore HaU and then
through ^ Boelter HaU. agaio
openmg damroom doon aod
asking people to join die proCat
before congregating on the steps
oi the Chemisto buildii^
After marching through Franz

Hall, the group stopped again, and
was told that CbanccUor Youns
had canceUed afternoon clas7
The Chancellors office later
denied classes were cahoeUed.)

Flag lowered

With that the group decided to
march up to north campus to
gamer strength for a march to
Westwood On their way, leaders
of the group, lowered the
American Flag in Portola Circle.
Marchers began to carry it in
front of t^ group, waving it up-
side down.

tfaejtieHand had begun to march
towards Westwood Village. At
in pm they enl^ered the Village.
LAPD officcrB met them at
Westwood Boulevard and Le
Coole Avenue, and ordered the
crowd to keep to the sidewalks The
officers were ignored.

yrr

The marchers then passed in
front of Bunche Hail, through the
fJypsy Wagon area, and back
down through Royce Quad and
down to Bruin Walk.
From there the protesters

walked between Kerckhoff Hall
and Ackerman Unioh, then to
Westwood Blvd By 2:10 pm the
chanting marchers had blocked

The marchers continued down
Westwood to Wils^ where they
turned right.

Police set up a skirmish line at
Wilshire and Veteran, apparently
in an attempt to keep protesters
from reaching the Federal
Building or the SanU Monica
Freeway Protesters then, sat
down blocking the street.

^
At 2 40 pm officers declared the

assembly unlawful and ordered
demonstrators to dispefSe. At 2:45
pm. the officers agai^ repeated
the illegal assembly an-
JK)uncement and gave protesters
15 minutes to disperse before they
would begin making arrests.

tndecided

Wilshjre march

EXPLORE VUCATAN

fATERI

Now forming small group of
novices and expert divers for
scuba and snorkelling at
Cozumel. Mexico. College
credit in Marine Biokigy and
Naui certification included in

1 l^y expeditions leaving June
7. June 19 Also July 4 Aug. For
iull info , write Box »175«, L.A.,
Calif 90009 . - — ~:

LAWTOR

At this point the . group was
undecided on what action to take.
Some wanted to return to campus,
others, including Walton, wanted
to stay in the intersection.

But shortly after 3 pm the
people sitting in the intersection
were finally persuaded to move.
The crowd moved to the in-

tersection of Wilshire and Gayley
where Walton and about 10 others
sat down again. They moved
about five minjites later.

The crowd then marched back
toward campus, to Meyerhoff
Park where about 500 people
heard Vietnam war veterans talk.
The demonstration ^broke up
shortly after 4 pm.

AS'^Tl!:"'*''^'nyrr'f X'^sistunt

\

MID-VALLEY
ro|.M.:i;|.; OI- L\m
15910 \«-nlurtf HImI.
Knrin«»-9ll#». 7 1 7.>

^"1 ENROLL NOW
%rrrecliled llollrgr «»ork or
»*^r 23 and paiw rftam.

(Cootfamed from Page 1

)

In reaction to the demon-
strations. Davis Mayor Maynard
Skinner j)roclaimed today **Peace
Day" an<j uged citizens to '*ex-

press themselves in various
responsible and peaceful ways to
their elected representatives and
to the President of the United
SUtes."

About 3,000 UC Berkeley
protesters marched from the
campus through downtown
Berkeley, smashing windows,
overturning and burning cars and
toppling telephone booths. "^T!^'"

Injuries ' -

Several people were reported
injured by police shotgun Masts,
although no injuries were believed
serious. The chain-link fence
surrounding "People's Park" was
"ripped up," according to a Daily
Cal spokesman. '

"Police were chasing demon-
strators all over town firing tear
gas," the spokesman said. "It was
very disorganized," he added.
A Berkeley waiter was stabbed

in the groin when he attempted to
stop demonstrators from
throwing rocks through the
plateglass window of a downtown

\restaurant. \

The march downtown followed a
noon rally at which Berkeley
Mayor Warren Widener called for
a one-day shutdown of the city to
protest the mining of Haiphonis
Harbor.

^^^
^'Potential riot'

RADl-ATK.S rerelve LLBOP JD « q.allfjr Uft Cllf.

Boulder, CO was in a "potemial
riot situation" last night following
demonstrations by atxNit 3,500
University of Colorado students,
according to Pat Weber of the
Colorado Daily.

Protesters there occupied two
downtown intersection for nearly
12 hours, in the driving rain beforf^

being routed by tear-gas firing
police forces. Forty demon
strators were arrested and therewere unconfirmed reports of
indiscriminate beatings by police
The city remained uneasy last
night under the threat of a
National Guard caUup.
A Nixon effigy was burned on

the front lawn of Governor
WiUiam T. Cahill's mansion by
300-350 protested in Princeton
NJ. After being toW that the
governor was in Trenton, the
demonstrators — mostly Prin-
ceton University students -
watched incredulously as 15

poUcemen filed out the front door
The students were flanked by
police lines as the effigy blazed
Two arrests resulted^

Airport sit-in ^
Santo Barbara County Airport

was still closed at 9 pm yesterday
after UC Santa Barbara students
occupied the runway and forced it

to close at about 4:30 pm, ac-

cording to an airport spokesman
The airport sit-in followed a

march by 1,200 protesters through
the UCSB campus to Perfect Park
in Isla Visto. The march was
"loud, but mostly in order, " ac-

^cording to Lt. Larry Larson of the

University Police Department
By 9 pm approximately 200

stodents remained on the runway
"chiinting and having a high old

time," according to airport of-

ficials. No demonstrators haVe^
been arrested.

At Yale University Monday
night, 800-1,000 protesters blocked

a downtown intersection for

several hours. At least 50

demonstrators were arrested
during the non-violent sit-in.

Student leaders have tentatively

planned a march to Washington,
DC Saturday.

(Paid Adv«rtiMment)

TIED TOYOUR CAR?
'> ^: ->

-V • -1*

(•UCU

[UNWERSnY CREDIT UNION

The UCLA Residence
Hglls are within

walking distance

to classes, the Village,
and the R.T.D. Bus Lines

Call now for more
information. 825-4271

'Kind of lets ffiings happen .
j. - r%. 1

•V*r',
JT'
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Dunawayjdms 'Old Times: ^^Z^"^"^^
'^^^

By John Schroeder

DB SUrr Writer

•Pinter kind of lets things

happen as they happen," Faye

Dunaway said yesterday in the

Koyce Hall Auditorium, referring

to Harold Pinter's play '^Old

Times."
Dunaway discussed the play

and responded to questions from

the audience as part of a panel

composed of director Jeff

Bleckner. actor W.B. Brydon, and

actress Vema Bloom. All are

involved with the production of

•Old Times," scheduled to play in

the Mark Taper Forum of the Los

Angeles Music Center, May .25

through July 9.
^^"^

"At first I didn't want to do it

very much," said Bleckner. "But

ihen something about it just

fascinated me . . . it's a very,

very verbal kind of piece," he

said, referring to the play's

dependence on spoken words to

make its point, much in the same
pattern of "Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf.'* , ^ y^ ^ ;t

When asked how ne directs

plays, the bearded Bleckner

replied, "You just kind of use your

instincts . . . when it looks right,

you keep going along in that

direction; when it looks right, you

keep going along in that direction;

when it looks wrong, you drop it."

"You cannot mature as an ac^or

in films/' Dunaway said in

response tg another audience

question. "There are very few
film actors who are really fine

——^-"(Paid Advertisemem)

actors," she continued, men-
tioning Paul Newman as one of
them.

"You don't have to choose one
or the other," she said about the
dichotomy between stage
production and fihn production.
**Actors are beginning to realize
this and combine the two
They're really both fun."
Touching on the subject of

audience reactions, Bleckner
steted, "A city has a kind of feel to
it. There's a different audience off
Broadway as on Broadway." He
added that, as a consequence,
actors and directors are in-
fluenced in the type of production
they present.

On this point. Brydon mentioned

the "contoct with the people"
inherent in the stage. "You're
sharing with thenv," he said.
Several students in the

audience, apparenUy interested in
film production,^uestioned Vema
Bloom about financial support for
young film writers. "Easy Rider'
made a lot of money, and
that's what counts," she said. She
added that as a consequence of
this, young film writers were
given lots of freedom, and there
were thousands of easy riders.'

"It kind of backfired," she said,
referring to the excess of quantity
and dearth of quality in the
resulting nouveau films. "The
door was opened and now it's
closed."

to Nixon statement

MEXICO CITY ON A

SHOESTRING -

Stay at Hacienda Spa Ponafiel,

$7 a day per person, minimum 4

nights. Price includes 2 meals
and airport transportation. For
full info., write Box 91750, L.A.,

Calif 90009 ..
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CLASS

NOTES
SS 00 PLUS TAX* '

PER SET PER QUAKTfiR •

Anthropology 5C — PtOQ
Anthropology if -, Miller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art io*B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 - Riegel
Bacteriology nO - Pickett
ci'em.stry ic - Kiew, Strouse
Chemistry 4C - Konrad '

Chemistry 6C - Konrad
Chemistry 153 - Jordan'
Classics 161 - Latimort
Economy 1 - La Force —
Economics 10 - Shetler
Economics 101A - Murphy
English 10A - Rodes >

OeogrJphy 191 - Logan
Goology Ml - Ernst

History IC - Wohl
H.s ory 8 Burns
H.S ory 124D Bolle
H.Story U3D - Loewenberg
H.Story 174C - Yarnell

Humflnit.es lA - AustinP >.losophy ,07 - 5m "

Pol' .°^?^^ '" ^ <^«n"

Po I IcJ l''^^ ^ ~ Baerwald .

^oiiTjcal Science US — Farrellw

^ Psychology m - S.»1J^*

3D

We have a complete
••ne of Cliff's Notes

I
and Monarch Notes"

g
^^ ^'ifhimlcowsm call or

J
"^-^ri 9:30-4:30

I W51UNDBR00KDR.

'•.'/2BlVE.We.twoc^^
§ 47M2tr

^^^^^ai«^^'NG OUR TENTH YEAR

Faye Dunaway

SACRAMENTO - People here
are angry about President Nixon's
decision to intensify the war in
Vietnam. Men and won^n
everywhere can be seen clutching
newspapers, waving them in
heated debate on street comers.
Sacramento forgot about
assembly bills and floor debates
yesterday, anxiously anticipating
the next developments in the war.
An indication of just how

acutely felt the war is here was
provided by the fact that one of the
largest fires in Sacramento
history was ignored. The fire,

which destroyed a large area on
the waterfront, rained cinders up
to a foot long down on street-
corner oraters, who seemed
unaware of anything but their
debates as the fire raged only a
few blocks away.

The furor extended to the
Legislature itself. George
Moscone (D-San Francisco),
Senate Democratic Majority
Leader told a combined gathering
of UC, state college and com-
munity college student lobby
representatives that "Nixon's
actions may cause us all to be
blown td hell It was a most
devasting statement I have ever
heard a President make in my
lifetime. He, seems to be fitting

himself intoJthe shoes of Kennedy
during the Cuban missle crisis,

but the situation is not the same."

(iov. Ronald Reagan seemed to
be the only man in the Capitol that

had praise for Nixon, releasing a
statement calling his actions **the
only course which can bring peace
and the return of our prisonei^/*

Lt. Gqv. Ed Reineke, speaking
to the same gathering of student
lobby representatives, defended
the governor's actions. Answering
yes to two questions by a student if

he considered Nixon's actions a
direct affront to the Soviet Union,
and if he thought that the chances
of a global confrontation between
the U.S. and the Soviet Union were
greatly increased, he told the
students he still supported the
actions There were no derisive
jeers or remarks, only a long
silence.

Reineke urged the students to^
^eo home and talk to your peers,
urge them to stop violent
demonstrations and tearing down
buildings. They won't work under
Gov. Reagan, just the same as
Gov. BroWn wouldn't have
tolerated them. You are only
hurting your own philosophy."

UCLA intern apps

available in KH 304
Applications for _ several

positions as UCLA administrative
interns are now available in

Kerckhoff :J04C. They are due
back Friday.

,

Yourbook $5 or free
If you buy the traditional 1972 UCLA Yearbook at Kerckhoff Hall Ticket OHice, Comput
Studio or the MeyerhoH Park window of the Southern Campus OHice. Book con be picked

up immediately.
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Quickie Quiz you should take
rc->VV

for your protection before you go

to Europe on a Charter Flight

' ' ^

»

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for

each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin^
or along the way. — 1=.^.

•>-" ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
• - - -i T

>.v<. .

2.<an your Charter Flight show you evidence of having rweived^
approval or authorization from the University of California?

>•
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3. Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale^
donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char-
\er Flights.

i:

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO
s^

FUGHT
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J
10

11

12

14

LA. TO

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

June 26

June 27

June .28

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

C '1

FROM

London

London

London

June 28 Sept. 16 London

i<i

15

16

17

London

London

London

London

London

June 29

July T

July 4

July 8

July 11

July 12

Aug. 12

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Aug. 29

London

London

DAYS

71

56

54

72

80

PRICE CARRIER

$262

$262

$262

$262

London

London

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

59

73

SI

61

57

S275

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$275^

$262

$262
62

40

30

10

33

$262

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian x^-

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$262

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC

^BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

i
.
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It's not too late to switch to the best - the official
Come into Room 205D K«rdihoH Holl - phon* 825.1221
Op.n AAondoy through Friday 8:00 cm. to 5 p.m.; Kor«. Dla„K,„d. Bovrly TownUy, Coordinotor..

Thii is fh# Cho««. Fli,hH ,^,K.„ o„,K„|.^^,^^ I., «., b, .U «.„»« i H- U.i,«.i., .4 C.lil.rni.

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board colunr>ns are

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an

opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

And do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board. **

STRIKE
Today is the day to strike. Today is not the day

for "business as usual". Today is not the day to

go to class. Today is the day to rally, to march, to

close down the Univeristy. Because today is the

day to end the war.

Reality is not in the classroom. Reality is out

in the streets, reality is dying in Vietnam.
Reality is not how many electric shocks it

takes before a rat doesn't grab the cheese.

Reality is how^ many bombs and deaths it will

take for the horror of the Vietnam war to become
so great that you will act to stop it

.

Reality is not that Constantinople fell in 1453.

Reality is when the American people will decide
they will no longer follow a President to World
War III.

Reality is not how many grams of carbon
combine with how many grams of oxygen to

form whatever. Reality is how many women and
children will be napalmed and saturation
bombed out of existence.

Reality is not when the Baroque period ended
and the Romantic period began. Reality is if the
Vietnamese will have any culture by the time we
are through destroying them.
Reality is not which bone connects to which

muscle. Reality is how many doctors will be
needed to repair a generation, two generations,
of mutilated Vietnamese.

Reality is not in the classroom, reality is not in

your transcript, reality is not whether you get an
''A" or an incomplete in F^rench, reality is not
whether you graduate this quarter or not.
Reality is whether you will have anything worth-
while to graduate to.

Reality is ending the war. Ending the war
starts with you, not the next guy, or the guy not in
class today. Picket today, rally today, march
today. Keep marching, keep it shut down, until
the war ends. Its the only way, people ... the
only way.

Racism
Tonight you have the opportunity to hear an

amazing man, Dr. Arthur Jensen, explaining some
[amazmg theories-that Blacks and Latins are
genetically inferior to whites in their ability to think
conceptually and should therefore be given
vocational training and hot academic instruction in
Iscnool.

1

1
^® ^°}^<* "ot advise you to hear him speak, except

tor the fact these theories are gaining a wide and
sympathetic hearing among government officials
anathey may be used as the basis for policy decisions
on education in this country. Jensen's works have

iS ^.^^buted to the Nixon cabinet as "must

cnK~^?^ ' f"** *^® ^^i consiered in restructuring
scnool systems from Los Angeles to Puerto Rico.

Lhti'f * ^^ '°® ^^^^^ absurdity of concludig one's
aomty to thmk is genetic - which totally ignores the

Ef»fi ''"^"^y °^ °"®'s education, the, effects of a

DsSi!!.- ®'?l''**'"'"®"*
on learning, and the

£r. l^'?*'
handicap of growing up in a country

becanJ°* ^ constanUy told that you are inferiorS Ho
^^^ ^^^^ o^ skin color -t we find Jensen's

Wnof"^®™"^ ^s «n instrument to prolong,

aSrS.n ^P°'*^"y"' segregation, and all the other

racS^'^.« ®.^^ ^hich go hand-in-hand with one

"superior"^
^'^^^ another and declaring itself

ListPnT«^K-
^°" *" ^ 80 and hear Jensen tonight.

youdPriH^l'^'u
^®" ^ yo" ^on't believe your ears. If

lot of imr^ ? .^ ^"^ ''own. remember there are a

his th^nr^ * P®0P'®' ''acists all, who would honor
uieones, not deride them

J • •
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The Nixon war disaster
- .4-

S

i

^ This IS absurd! Richard Nixon has reverted to

I
the lunatic fringe from whence he came. The guy

g IS a power hungry maniac. We must replace him
ig as soon as possible. It is essential to the survival of
ig the country.

The blockade of Hanoi is now in place. The
bombs fall on railroads and on dikes, on supply
lines and on hospitals. A peasant nation is being
slaughtered once again through the miracles of
modern warfare.

Richard Nixon still believes in the delusions
which he invented many years ago when he was
the most rabid of the rabid redbaiters. Though we
had hoped that he had repressed it, his paranoia is
obviQusly paramount in his personality. The
"Communist Conspiracy," the *'Domino Theory"
and the whole phanUsmagoric of the reactionary
right are the basis of his every action.

We want out of this war. We have wanted out for
years. The overwhelming majority of tjjis country
wants this war to end, now. We absolutely do not
want to support the Johnson-Nixon War any more.
The President continues to hide in his oval of-

:j§
fice. He pushes buttons, consults Spiro Agnew,

g; sends Henry Kissinger scurrying around the world
ig and keeps the bombs falling. We have shouted at
'-'' his door, paraded in front of his house, pleaded

with him, prayed to him, threatened him. AU in
vain. He will not listen. He is a crazy man.
This madness must be stopped The killing has

gone on long enough. For over 20 years we have
supported a defunct regime in a losing cause. The
Saigon government is corrupt. It always has been.
We now must realize that the US Government is

also corrupt. It is clear that the miliUry
manuevered us into this War, that they
manipulate forces in order to keep us there, and

By Richard Baker t-
^ji

&

I

i

that they will not let us out unUl our country is
completely destroyed.

Patriotism among the militery is a chimera.
Patriotism among government officials is a farce.
Nixon cannot possibly love this country or he
would not be taking such a patently ridiculous and
foolish step.

Nixon is deliberately placing the world on the
brink of a nuclear disaster, and there is nothing,
absolutely nothing, we can do about it. Never, iii

any so called democracy, have the people been so
powerless to affect their own destiny. The war has
been escalated to a point far beyond the com-
prehension of reasonable men It is a point which
is even beyond that envisioned by that most war-
like of Presidents, Lyndon Johnson. In fact,
Johnson would be a godsend compared to this
maniac who currently inhabite the White House.
What can we do? We are sick to the heart of all

this murder, all this death. The blood of millions
stains the land. The rivers of Indo-China run red
with gore.

"Nixon's the one," ran a familiar campaign
slogan. Never did we realize how gruesomely true
this would become. Never did we realize how
hideous this situation could become. "Nixon's the
one, Nixon's the one." The murder's name rings in
our ears, torturing us, angering us. Our anger
wells up and is shredded in the fixed bayonets of
the National Guard, it is pounded by the batons of
the riot squad. We are helpless. 'Nixon's the one,
Nixon's the one."
Damn Nixon. This war must end. It must end

now. The Saigon Government deserves nothing
more from us. We have given our lives, we have
given our money, we have given our honor among
nations. We are destitute from this war. It must
stop now. It must stop immediately..
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Letters to the Editor-

Attend, protest Jensen
Editor:

Arthur Jensen, Berkeley
psychologist and popularizer of

the "theory" that black and Latin
working people are genetically
inferior, is coming to UCLA on
Wednesday, May 10, at 7:30 to

speak on /'Genetics and In-

telligence—A status Report" ui"

Room 23-105 of the Center for

Health Sciences. We the un-
dersigned faculty and graduate
students of the History Depart-
ment urge our friends and
colleagues to attend and voice
their sharp disagreement with
Jensen's pseudo-scientific
"theories."

As historians, we can not be
unaware of the recurring role of

racist ideology in justifying racial

discrimination and economic
oppression. While ideology rarely

(if ever) causes oppression, it

helps to maintain oppression by
convincing people that the op-

pressed group deserves its fate.

Racist ideology often assumes a

pseudo-scientific form. One of the

most memorable examples is the

prominent Louisiana physician,

Dr. Samuel Cartwright, who
specialized in the treatment of

"negro diseases." One of those

"diseases," according to Dr.
Cartwright, was Drapetomania,
"the disease casing Negroes to

run away." Afr this point Cart-

wright's ideas may see humorous.
But he went on to say that "with
proper medical advice" the
disease could be cured: "whip-

ping the devil out of them" was
proper "preventive measure
against abscounding." For par-

ticularly severe cases of the

disease, Cartwright prescrit)ed

the removal of several to^ from
the slave. The slaves who were
treated by Cartwright's methods
found nothing humorous atwut his

ideas. A more recent example of

the use of ideology to justify op-

pression can be found in the racial

theories of the Nazis.

Jensen's theories are
T-"^^ kMi

reminiscent both of Nazi racism
and of Cartwright's medical
doctrines. His central argument is

that white, middle class students
can think conceptually, but that
working class students generally/
and especially (but not only)

_black and Latin students are
capable only of rote learning.

Moreover, Jensen argues that the
ability to .think conceptually is

transmitted genetically! He takes
these ideas to their logical con-
clusions. First, since black and
Latin working class students can
not learn, he suggests that they be
placed in vocational programs
early. Second, since black and
Latin students are genetically

incapable of learning, Jensen
proposes the elimination of pre-

school education for them.
Finally, he calls for (shades of

Adolf Hitler) what he calls

"eugenic foresight" to prevent the
births of those who can be
predicted (by him) to have a low
intelligence.

Since Jensen theories border on
the advocacy of genocide, there is

a tendency to see him as a har-

mless crank. Nothing could be
further from the truth. His ar-

ticles were distributed to the
Nixon cabinet as "must reading."
The superintendent of schools in

Puerto Rico, according to a
column in the Los Angeles Times
by Roy Wilkins, has announced
plans to base the ' entire
educational system of Puerto Rico
upon Jensen's theories of black
and Latin genetic inferiority.

Jensen's articles were used as a
justification for segregated
schools in a cout case in Virginia.
As a consultant, he has worked to

remodel the Richmond, California
school system according to his

theories. The U.S. government
has awarded $327,000 to Los
Angeles to eliminate academic
education and substitute
vocational training (for jobs
which often do not exist) for

working class studente. Even the
>

genocidal aspect of his theories
are becopning government policy.
In Illinois and Indiana, bills have
been introduced into the
legislature to forcible sterilize

women on welfare who have more
than two children.

Like Cartwright and the Nazi
propagandists, Jensen tries to
wrap this garbage in the mantle of

scientific research. But if we have
learned nothing else in the
twentieth century, we have at

least learned that racism is not
science. What Jensen is ad-
vocating is genocide, sometimes
cultural and sometimes physical,
but genocide consistently. It is One
thing to try to determine genuine
differences between racial
groups. It is another to exploit
such differences or, like Jensen, to

manufacture them in order to

justify inhuman and vicioous
oppression against a people.

(The signatures accpmpanying
this letter were collected hap-
hazardly in one day and by no
means represents the full range of

opposition to Jensen's views
within the department.)

Sixteen concerned students

and faculty

# • •
Editor:

Arthur Jensen, a UC Berkeley
psychologist, is the main
academic proponent of the
position that genetic factors
greatly outweigh environment in

producing I.Q. differen9es bet-

ween racial groups. He is coming
to UCLA on Wednesday, May 10 at

8:00 pm to speak on "Genetics and
Intelligence — A Status Report"
in Rm 23-105 in the Center for the

Health Sciences. Thus this is a
most appropriate occasion to

discuss the relevance of "Jen-
senism" and its racist im-
plications for the education of

children: black, latin, chicane,
and others of "lower socio-
econom ic status'

'
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( Contimied on Page R)
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(Continued from Page 7)

An excellent and detailed
refutation of this doctrine has
been published in a monograph,
The Jensen Hypothesis: Social
licience ilesearch or Social
Science Racism, by Franlc Morris
published by the Center for Afro-
American Studies, UCLA. (In
addition see, "Race and In-

telligence" by Richard Lewontin
in March, 1970 Bulletin of the
Atomic Sceintists.)

Jensen's argument consists
essentially of an elaboration on
two incontrovertable facts, a
causative explanation and a
programmatic conclusion. The
two facts are that ( 1 ) black people
perform, on Itm average, more
poorly than whites on standard
I.Q. tests and that (2) special
programs of compi^nsatory
education (e.g. Headstart) so far
tried, have not had nuch success
in removing this difference. His
causative explanation for these
facts is that I.Q. is highly
heritable with most of the
variation among Individuals
arising from genetic rather than
environmental sources. His
programmatic conclusion is that
there is no use in trying to remove
the difference in I.C^. by education
since it arises chiefly from genetic
causes, and the best that can be
done for black children is to
capitalize on those skills for which
they are 'biologically adapted.
Jensen conveniently ignores the
fact that I.Q. teste reflect the

more thoughts on Jensen
values of the dominant social

group — middle class whites. An
"inferior" score on such a test is

"inferior" only by the definition of

this group. Thus I.Q. teste are

culture-bound and value laden.

I^wer scores ai:e more likely to

reflect alternative perceptions,

skills, and values than they are to

reflect "inferiority."

If the subject of Jensen's work
were different, it might be
regarded simply as another
academic hypothesis formulated
from slight evidence and biased

inference. Rather Jensen's un-

proven conclusions will be hailed

by every individual or institution

with an interest in propagating
racism. Already his "findings"

have received an enthusiastic

welcome from government. The
Jensen article in the Harvard
was distributed as "must"

reading by Daniel Patrick
Moynihan to members of the

Nixon cabinet. Berube writing in

Commonweal says:-

"The Jensen piece will

strengthen the reasoning of

conservatives within the Nixon
Administration who are con-
vinced that pouring monies into

public schools produces negligible

changing the conditions of

poverty?"

An anthropologist at the

University of Arkansas told the

delegates at a panel of the 1969

meeting of the American An-

thropological Association that

Negro teachers in Little Rock, had
become discouraged about
teaching black children. This

discouragement arose from what
the teachers understood as Jen-

sen's "proof" that Negroes were
genetically less intelligent than

whites (New York Times, Nov. 23,

1969, page 38). Jensen and others

like him provide the important

"scientific" theories not only for

the continuation of racism but for

more sophisticatedly harsh forms
of racism. These theories are

already being used to justify

school programs which channel
children at an early age based on
I.Q. test performance. They will

be used by proponente of eugenics

to justify sterilization of those

considered "ingerior" because of

I.Q. scores.

As students many of us find

ourselves responding more ak>>

stractly than realistically to the

racism that Jensen expounds.
How does his position really effect

Boost I.Q. and Scholastic
Achievement?" Jensen concludes

that "There is a danger that the

current welfare policies unaided
by eugenic foresight could lead to

the genetic enslavement of a large

part of the population." (black

people) Already taking notice of

this "dysgenic trend", bills have
been introduced in the lUinois and
Indiana legislatures calling for

the forced sterilization of welfare
mothers with two or more
children.

It would be a mistake to think

that ideas are less dangerous than
actions. History shows otherwise.

"Scientific" raciste like Gobineau
in the mid-nineteenth century and
the anti-Semites of post-World
War I Europe helped create at-

nr)ospheres in which genocide was
an intellectual possibility. This
theory constitutes an alarming
threat to ethnic minorities in this

country. For these reasons we
believe Jensen must not be left

unchallenged. ^-.^-^

Stephen Lippman
and seven other

concerned zoologists

effective in bringing the war/
endandineffectinireal!^^^
in Oils country. Too'o[^^;J?^
•J^en over romanUc ann °"«

headed in makingC,^
to the war's escalation

^^
There are four ,„..

P06»ibilites we each co42.
,nV o^ent protest, (2) symbX
"'

violent civU disobe^e^'"*
to

massive person .o „.
educational activity, anT,!!

r^-^rrrKiS:

From experience we know

results. For the heredity thesj^ the lives of blacks and other ethnic
clearly implies there is little to oe peoples? Jensen himself can give

War
derived from tampering with
school^ or by improving the life

styles ^f the poor. If the capacity
to learn |jas already been settled,

why should government invest
heavily either in schooling or in

ArumUe

us a few clues: "Census data
show markedly higlber birth rates
among the poorest segmente of

the Negro population than among
successful, middle-class
Negroes.*' In "How Miijch Can We

Editor:

We all fecil rightly enraged by
Nixon's escalation of the war.
Most of us feel the necessity to do
something. The central point is

that whatever we do it must be

seat made a good cara litlie beltoi;
So does a rear dooL

violent proteste, whUe they v^nianger and appear dramatize
no effect on long run p^^actions and frequently^"
counter-porductive. The us.,li
effect of violence is to getS
like Nixon elected.

^^
Symbolic proteste aim to make

people aware of the issues andsway them by a couragZ
witness. These tactics, m,
valiant, have lost their effect in
recent years because they are
used to frequenUy. Few minds are
changed these days by such
symbolic witness.

Many people unfortunately
still

agree with Nixon; we under-
estimate his shrewd per-
suasiv^ness.

There is much work to be done
on Congressional elections. ''Set

the Date" has mobilized a lot of

people to work on diselecting all

hawks. Anyone who wants to work

on these elections, through which
the was pursestrings are

ultimately controlled, should call

iZSraSfiL

BillSchroeder

Acting Assistait

Professor of Philosophy

MUUC
raRTHE

OPENS
THIS FRIDAY

1972 Pinio tuAobovt ahownwItH opilonol whit* tid«woll »ir«
fO<k«r pon«l moldino and occ*nl group'

When you make a solid, sensible, economical llfHe car you don't
change it. Exceptto make It better.

/^"oni

Nowthatwe'remakingfhatkindofcaragaln,thafstheonlykind
of change we re going to nxike.

uL^ ^ exompks, weVe made a Runabout model of the Ford Pinto
Jhaa rear door the basic Pinto doesn't have. And rear seats thatfolddown
for extra cargo space thafs five feetlong. Everything else is the same

.,

^9w^ '^ •^*"«^ 90*5 the some Aionomical kind of gas
mileage OS the little imports. ^

'^*** -^L^ '** '-^ "o^ than Ite leoSngTLxt

See them at your Ford dealer's.

FORDRNTO
Wh«iW §• kiKlif. beslci^ y»» HI k«€k toV«r4

FORD DIVISION c/L^r</

S-y—rltwl aider i
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FREE* pre-concert recital

Roger Woodward
plays mir>d-boggling music

by Australia's Richard Meale,

Japan's Toru Takemitsu

and Cuba's Leo Brouwer,

and Beethoven's
Hammerklavier.

8:45 pm
Zubin Mehta conductifm

Rog«r Woodward,
Piano A Harpsichord

Renaissance music for brass

and other old music by

Bach, plus new music by

Xenakis, de la Vega, and

Messiaen.

*free to those holding tickets

for the orchestral program.

RoycoHaii,UCU^

Tickets: $4.50. $3.50. $2^50.

$2.00 (students) at UCLA

Concert Tlc1<et Office, 650

Westwood Plaza (825-2953).

TIcketron, Mutual Agencies,

and at Royce Hall Friday

starting at 6 pm.

LOS ANGELES
miLHARMONIC

fi

Man JBtters
^..^.

..f

Frat asked to apologize
TheU DeiU Oil:

I received a copy d your un-

dated letter addressed to

^Editor." The letter was not a

public apology to tlie Chicano

Community for your fraternity

brothers' racist remarlts as

barkers at the Theto Detta Chi

booth on Mardi Gras weelteiid.

The letter was loaded with latent

racial innuendos. It was more of a

praise for your organization or an

explanation to rationalize why you

do not regret what happened and

to continue with '^business as

usual.*'

For example, it goes to say,

''.
. . allegedly acting in a true

manner that was derogatory to

Chicanos." The facts are true, not

alleged. A characterization by an

Anglo barker of a Mexican ban-

dito is derogatory (and a

detriment) to not only Chicanos

but to the over-all, American
society. '' '-

You state, "We make light of

each other's ethnic differences

quite ofteny and nothing is ever

miide of it.'^ What you do in your

house is one ting, but when your

conduct is in public it's

everybody's business. Especially,

when it is at the expense of our

people - and hurts the image of the

University.

If your fraternity does have a
cross-section representation of the

population as members, as
mentioned, then you should by all

rational staii^dards be more
sensitive and appreciate the
differences of peoples. You must
also realize that in the history of

our peple there have always been
a few Americans of Spanish
Surname (ASS) who for some

vested interest have been un-
wiUing (or unable) to complain
about the manner in which his
European-American friends have
oppressed Chicanos and other
distinct minorities. For all intent
and purpose you might as well
have said in plain, simple words,
**We luv Mexicans. In fact, some
of our best friends are . .

."

*Texans!" Gentlemen (can I

call you that? ) Texans are not the
only bigots in these United States.
Yes. they too are stereotyped.
True, some of them just haven't
learned how to be *

'two-faced"
about their prejudice feelings.

It was my wish to approach this
problem low-keyed, in a con-
structive manner, by consulting
first UCLA's Dean of Students to
see if this type of conduct can be
minimized, no - be eliminated, in
an otherwise outstanding campus.
One method was suggested, that
of a public apology through the
Daily Bruin. Unfortunately, this
does not appear to be for-
thcoming. It is plainly obvious
that your fraternity does not
realize the seriousness nor the
damage your conduct has caused.
In another era, twenty years,
perhaps, even five years ago,
these type of paternalistic
apologies would have been ap-
propriate and/or accepted by
those days have come and gone.-

I am sending a copy of this open
letter (and your letter) to the
Chancellor, Chicano
organizations, such as MEChA
and La Gente and other respon-
sible individuals of the University
of California. Perhaps they can
suggest remedies.

Tomas Trimble^H^Hiandez

f
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classified ads
'(Pdid AdvertiMmcnt)

23-DAY SURVIVAL EXPE-

DITION IN COLORADO

Camp in Sangre de Cristo
Mtns., climb, traverse snowy
ridges for 10 days. Survive 150
miles of desert for 8 days and
downtown Denver without
money or direction. June 19 k
Aug 7. For full info., write Box
»'750. LA.; Calif. 90009

Ad^(Paid AdvartiMm^nt)

A WEEK IN ACAPULCO
FOR ONIY $291

CO

7 days/6 nights at Casablanca
Tropical Hotel. $29 per person,
triple occupancy, $35 per person
double. Includes airport
transportation and cruise of
Acapidco Bay. For full info.;

write Box 9l75e. LA., Calif.

90009

I (Paid Adv«rtift*m*nt)

1 .

WEDNESDAY NITE DINNER
AND FILM FEST
Dinner 5:30 - Followed by Silent Films
Israel: Dancing Follows at 7:30

HIUEl
. YAVNEH SHABBATON

JJjy
12-13 Cost: $5.00

•<3VP ond more information-call
474-1531 by AAay 9

SHABBAT SERVICES WIU NOT BE
"S?.tJ"<^"«CONMAY12
BECAUSE OF THE SHABBATON

mi P Qnj[i|%| '^W Hilpara Avrnue

.4-^
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Greetings

I am U My and the spokesman for the PRG
drEon"tr.K

^^^«'""o"«ry Government)
delegation to the peace conference in Paris Iwould be very glad to Uke this opportuniVy tospeak to the students of California. "^
Dear friends. We would like to first of all extend

to you students of California University our most
wonderful greetings of friendship. WhUe fighUng
on the battle field and in urban centers of South
Vietnam the South Vietnamese people and
students have been encouraged by the brave
strivings carried out by the students of the United
states who are opposing the war, waged and
prolonged by aggressive US administration
against the Vietnamese people. Demonstrations
and strikes by the students in the United States
against the intensification of the bombing and of
he war ip Vietnam have greatly encouraged the
Vietnamese people in their fight. We fully support
the students in the United States in their just
strugghng for peace in Vietnam in their anUwar
efforts. And we consider these activities by
students and people of the US a real manifestaUon
of the friendly bonds between the American and
Vietnamese people. . .

At present, though, having susUined years in
Vietnam the American administration still
refuses to withdraw all the troops from South
Vietnam and let the Vietnamese people solve their

Vietnam^
W *«v •-••* -^

own affairs. On the contrary it has stepped up the
bombing of both North and South Vietnam and is
planning to send American ground troops to South
Vietnam. ,_^

RecenUy talks indicated that the Americans
have already sent more tanks and marinet to
South Vietnam. The many troops of the third
Marine division in Japan have been dispatched
and have arrived in South Vietnam.

In view of the present critical situation we would
Ike all the people and students of the United States
to respond immediately to the new and dangerous
escalation of the war by Nixon. To demand Nixon
stop the war, stop the Vietnam ization policy, set a
permanent date for withdrawal from South
Vietnam of all American troop advisors, all the
military personnel, weapons, war material, and
stop supporting Tieu, to let the South Vietnames
people settle for themselves their own affairs.

The Vietnamese people desire nothing more
than peace and independence. However, if Nixon
stubbornly pursues the war, and tramples un-
derfoot the deepest aspitations of our people thenwe are compelled to continue our fight. We firmly
be leve the struggling of the Vietnamese people
wi

1 be crowned with brilliant success. We also
believe the friendly bonds between the students
and the people of Vietnam will be strengthened in
every passing day. Thank you very much.

Dear Bugle:

"Something strange has hap-
pened. An unusual recording by
a relatively unknown artist has
made it big on Top 40 radio. 1 am
referring to "American Pie" by
Don McLean.

Now that's not really the
strange part. What is strange is

that many supposedly aware
people have condemned the
record as being top 40 shiti

I object! , : .—
I would ask these dilletantes, '.

some of whom have indignandy
and pedantically complained to a
WZMF morning jockey about his
playing the record, to listen with
awareness and sensitivity to the
whole recording.

Let McLean speak of the day
"Music" died. The "Music" of
another age. An age when it was
so very good and easy not to have
to think too deeply. Yesterday, f

when your troubles seemed far
away Allow McLean to outline
for yoii as no history teacher ever
has, the events that brought us
where we are today. . . the demise
of Elvis, the incredible influence
of the Beatles, the assasination of
President Kennedy, the Demo
cratic convenUon of 1968, the
passing of Janis Joplin and all

that meant, the inauguration of
President Nixon, and the moon
flights ... to mentiorl just a few.

BUGLE AMERICAN, MilwaukecWis.

After that first big step, listen
to McLean's "American Pie"
album! McLean shows himself to
be not only a wonderful musician
but an intensely beautiful poet.

One cut. "Vincent;* says all

there is to know about the genius
that was Vincent Van Gogh. Mind
you, Don McLean does not write
song lyrics but poetry. McLean's
story' of Van Gogh's struggle with
himself and with an audience'

—
which was not yet ready to even
tolerate him fills the listener with
rage and pity. |

I find very, very litde of any
real value in the wide world of
art. Don McLean is an exception.
In the midst of a thousand heroic
attempts, McLean has made it.

Not since Dylan have 1 been so
excited about a poet-musician.
Please listen to him!"

David P. Ziglin
Rt L Box 375
Mukwanago, Wisconsin

On United ArtisU Records 4 Ikpee

-^:
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• SANTA MONKA
14*1 SANTA MOmCA MAU

• MlftACLI Mill
M7a Wli»NWI MVB.

••Mr iM*^ ••*nr -•!«•>•

• WISTWOOO VIUASI
. IMO WItTWOOe MVO.

• HOLLYWOOD .

*340 NOllTWOOO BtVP.
WlHf»< Mod. •• htmt

••My «i»*^-»#«. •M^iW-t«a. !•-*>>•

• COLVn CITY
9t** cuivia ciMTia

*•••• •• W«rli»» •>«
•Mr •••-••. ••-«

• LOS ANOIUS
4>« NOKTN »AMIPAX

M»a< •• Cw>**n
••My •iM^iM-t««. ».»« t i—

MATCHABim fMcmiias

SUNDAY
/nom t/i6 world's leading fragrance houses
WM SMf • My Sia • liprt»M • f^^

• lattaMl* •» ScMrt • krf§9 • NMMtlaM*^

;;i4 C0106IIB 4«wii»»ii»*i«i«i—>.>»««i«»

S(ho//

thayt-Hf

Sandals

clwsiv*

^ /» Vlc^-v-

the
unforgettable

FratrcMct fr*M
PriiK* M«tclMk«lli

WindsoiHi
from 3.00

Cachet

individual

like . _
you

REAAINSTOfST
PRINCESS*
SHAVER
AmMinflly low pricvd

E«v to handle Ad»uSI*^

bl« gu^rd conritn. styltth

9iti pack

raomsMHAi

•f. 14.fS

388

Coclitt

from 2.50

by PRINCE MATCHA8ELLI

(^.

4''

h

l'^.

MAJA ParfMM l««f U •««
trmmnmit H cImbm yMr k«4y
wmd c««tr H wHfc • MifMM

Itmi Mm pmrti tpmtitk
•!(«• •Mt-lt • «iM Mi4 l«i.
ri«H WMlllwit NMt will

Mha f9mr tktm Mftar
•4 v«*r Ulk Mcrt ^iMtwraM*.

ing starts vfitii.

lit. t Vaw- War I
ovaty. lack Dry*r
h packed ia aa at-

ikai.

Colognes and Cologne Sprays for

gracious giving lavish living See
them all - ^nd the entire Stra«> Mat col-
lection for Spring at the Faberge coun-
ter now From the group
Cologne Ealraortfinaira - 1.90 to 7.S0
Cologne Spray - 3.7S and §.m

4Scttiqs
terCfeMMtf
TMHratam

t«9. 30.00

1999

IMPERIAL
INSTANT-LOAD

OOTHT

COMPLETE OUTFIT
S»ocl No

901

l««t Prjci

19.W

*• aM (tartar

I ta ttart
v*r^i»

SIT Of 9^ua
MATCm UMAM

tW ia popvlar Awoc^korBlw.

HitterPlk
Oral Irrigating Appliance

'"''•*'' ~li..„>.,K,V,

^N^ iKfra Dry AatiMrtfiraat

BIRITE

LAVMHS
MOUTHWASH

tafw. ^rvAwro4 A ooo4 kf

20 Oi.

•f. 1.5f

/

COUPON
BIRITE

Artliritic StrMiftli

Pain Fenavia

Round Size:

Round si/e

Avoiloble in boxes
of 8 50ond5 50

Hond size

Avoiloble m box^s
of 6 00ond3 25

OattU
•140
tf. 1.09

COUPON
BIRITE

In ilwt coufant lailli

nch pufChM* •! . . .

V'^<M^s^.^Jg:iST.

SMque,
Btllt Oil
"OZ Sl/f

St* SpMifl Olltf

On Cannititi

COUPON
BIRITE

BIRITE

'taf.'iScMr

3 '•' 69*
COUPON
BIRITE

ULsm

u

4 0s.

;

lt|. 25.99

SqviU

*•— f -J

"

BIRITE

•IIWvMkMrfw
•f.7J9

49

ffM* Nm4«cIm PtiH I

iattU

•§.

COUPON
BIRITE

MiDICAnD

Foot

«V4 0l.

COUPON

uantl

NOXZEMA

idtiiuiiHu

DOUCMC UQWO
COMCtMTRATt

COUPON

COUPON

VKKS
NAItDtiSSINO
Naa«rifwaalr
IH^iLtate

COUPON

Spray

Ha waHiat *• <ry

(lainl ifcaLtays.

COUPON

NATURAL

SeeVxjisdfAs Otheis SeeMxi

0/>a/L D>!»y, OFFfCE OR
EVENING

• Far ^rftct mali«ap aaytiaM
• Stay caol. Urn bat balbt. Na |lart
Ha artificial tliaiawt.

a Swiv«l aiirrar fraai rMalar ta
Mnaifyiaf.

• Arfiatttaaayaaflt.

Ifthara

BROXODENT*
tn, 1..^ ^: TRAVELER

mtmwm^ IV wry. ^^ &% mOIH

^^^^-
kr

TRUETO-UGHT *••

MakeUpMlrror |

L-v.Vf COUPON
'^v»' > t

COUPON

Rtf. 19.95
SAU

PRICED

«•» 24.W ^

Clairol
CtEATES

TNECONOITIOIIIIIO
NAMSETTEt

Yoitli Bt.tr btct^tM |„ crltr. .,.,„ ^itfc...

SCHICK

WHIRLWIND
DRYER
MOOCI«MI130

^•rfai: aartaMe rfryer tka«
"•jJ»w«MleHtlyla*

Rtfl Vfllvt

17.95

13''

MAX
MM HAMMYER I

MM. IM* M.

V.*M

1299 '0 UM V«Im u..

"C.L" ElKTWC

ALARM aOCK
AatHatWMt* ft€%\

MaM#7n3 Basf.Ta-lto4 Dial

. r
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Regents come cIdiHt9jfr^
to approvnas Reagan nem^

blitzes mardwh^mslM

yJrffNrtaMR ^f M M
MSMfWrMir mJHhm

itfriMl

l<cl.r«l • IfralatM

..d 10 Mk •• •

i4mi
"—

loa I

rraadm UC
MlnM«anal

-I.

1 1, tea

la I07»TIii^L^i^rpnvM' Mk. I« • •• << tMMM l> 101

knd mJ^'W >• itTJ-TJ. "Hfc *• 5fi" •!«• "i,^

Thr .muui» "Wrti Mm«u prapoM. u* loan tkM In

»7I» by Ittl). Md Ik*
Hllrli'i (»«»0 turn btrt

>l*i> provMM '« rapaviMM *'*'.•'!

. • ivo-iMr r»o«««» WW tr**ui li

Oiiim.ui''.

HHth'i iKopoul

HMf.n'i la

Ind« Hitch • pi.

.Mid ^ r<)U.l>r nvWal IM*
nd« Hitch • pl.ii. Ihr r»»«nMM nmtUUmtnm

*m all mmt\

UC Regents

A view

from the past

ta lw.< ta>4H< la^ Into

•••

H»h »nd <ihtr UC
llM«.D'i pl.a IMMUM M IMM* ••wa.i

QunUm. which HMcb'i <uB MP* •• t^ <

• WUI ll**«u (uuui^ ih.1 » HUM tt i*tm* by Ua aUa
«tll no! b. oflM by Mli IB U» nip.y«n' iiaailiallga to UCt

• WUI ilw GoMraof modtfy bto alaa to biita il* •.«* .Il»

c.Uan uT luiMii for Mudanl fliwMtol aM, a* 4Ma Htak'aT
• KM(*n> pra|>a*.L IT aaaatid, «ttt B«t pratanbHaaMal

Tvwima tor mmni jmn ixaam >* ta aa«»lal» fatjpyana
;

illii paAubwi How wlllUCaDnt«*ABuaWhrlB«tob«4p|
c/M. iMuaaa. aadi Itaa?

Th.la«i
RMfaa ha* tbt votia to ka«* Ua alaa apfr.i>a4 aaal bmH^

pfovMl^ HMcb doaaa'l aaMrai art* facia ud Bgaim to akav
thai II mat nA. tana Fntarkk DaMoa koyaa to atoa • voli

by liarodadac aaiiaHila, am rlgbt atar taa olbar. WBIaa
CoMab ka. pnfwnd a l«al bfW wMak ailaf«a luMaa to b*
uncoa.llMllM.1 H. dtB lavMal Supraa. Court daclataa. t»lmm
•UM artlofi which vIolaM. lb* .qual pratocHao (]l UidlvMulila

•ad RilfMMlll.. _
anwal MB* b*l»a*» taasaa laMata to ••* toMaa a. a

naipalBilaauMtafU' OtoiataMaaUi ,^,^___^
ItRMfu^ oa iMa, ta aaa iMl'ft iEalMra^ aay

I prooilMd you rwoaM gal toMoa tapatad at UC, aari jraa

ab> I'W dow .BM«y taal.' If toMaa la talajrW for amftal
mfcntlu, bacanaaabafalaal Uanik. Hakaova Uanib^a i

liamllh.p^l^anlo'lt"
Ai a praai tfiiJinaii FrMay, taaga a. wtaa aAad IT

•aould b. • caaifalgB laaua, fatoaM:
Why .hould Ur- Ha "

on hi* part to laka M aaak.

tataalWtoiilMliai«>.»ow.»ataytaa«>- o-"—— ^—
,.,n,to.|i i

l«pa aad Md»4vaitoHaMl arkaola. •)§- .a tarfgai aaaMritaa wm laM^ZZ^

giaa u iabi n iiaa. rata ««tapaibMaHI »- yawtk Haaw ,

• *<— T^JaTal "a»*y i(iii|HH i paMaMal a( • atoa"
paM to taa iiliiilHili iM i piniin" ta ta p artto i i,

paitaag. taaMatol a>ta. l»i > ijii|rt Of
oa "tta taaatjr al

"ap.

1 by UCLA
*" gf^f***'." !." '".* *-^ * J[«r* « •iiiliia « taaaaaa 1W Aaaaata taaala aaataaw to ta- ati^-* " .—«-«— --^— ^^

-

"^itaraarvtotor]
). n to

al awtanrriaMtoaatatar- (banaaaral ipM*) matad to aa^^^
Maaito aad aantaata." Tta by Ptataatta Dutaa to "laatov"aZS^, aaaphaatoad taal tanMa Itan.

—<w

«b. Hactadltacaaato
Val»to<^ aaaaiHataiaMhMtatfd. data vatalM to a^ a

"y tonnw^ iwfca Lathar K^Ralamdai

idi
a«ta*%i

-

.

.-^
i n iita iiii i iii

~ '
,
Ttaa N»

ailiadaBdb»a.nM» "^ -'''"-
I _i_ |mm» dartaad tnm ato- M af^tto piiipiinh'- i_j _ij!jiL.

-^,

'You never hear Reagan talk about the gretatness
of the Unlver-slty. All you hear him talking about
are the wlld-eyecl professors and their constant
dehiand for more money.' 1 :;

— Edmund G. Brown

'The men on the Board of Regents are fine,
dedicated men. but some of them have axes to
grind . . .

'

^^Jhomas Dayis"WT

^^WT'— ••,

.

"}

'I was concerned that he (Reagan) was making
the University an issue In his campaign. I wrote
him a note asking him not to.'

— Donald McLaughlin

llegents hear faculty views

on question of workload
hH UC fAMiter gMag mmgk

mmrt^* ttordit }NM imrmim
iMtt

<i4|V... fl«««f4 AMfM IMS
r«tp««te<t}r hrmkfikt 09 Mm
tgxhtot v«rw» f«$mth tmam
MdlMti ««iMKfail thai tf teyM
«••< hr ftiwcr pfinHmai% aad
t»>«r*far» Mw HMM, ««•. Hm.
i^trivtrUty.. ' ;

tte vc timti «f ai^mti teltf
A«ili««. tiw fMwky «lMt«d •
4MhtiiH •( iliair watfiUwl

• i»-Mg* S(*««pp«rSi'^T*#

H«t4Mlli« an«Ml. •mrt flai dMt

*«« «ttMt«Mf ia Jtte IMmmify.
t>y tMi M« lb HA m«i» toMMM
dw Owrv it*v*bM« ao a»«a ia It,

•ad tiMt IS MM* llipMtWilllU
«met m$y Mt Iwve Imm a
4lii>r<9arttMMrtt MKflMiti «•
MMwrefti •iMnrtMMltaK. mmI «•

•adMat.

"W<» IM «tMM «( a« aMM
««MaM Kwilm ln«M M
ilM ttKMRjr-^ ttmmtimm tM on*

waiiMimud- te tiM mmiin.
(te faeafty «tvot«« • v«iry

rmtm»tm tmmiA «f umn* to

tMckiJif ao^ tt««M«c<r*t«t«d
•livttlM." 2Maar aiteL

StoWM. and elMtrsMui of tl»
faeaUyV «t«te«rMi Aea««ai«c

01). tip*
o iflll

0) ^»i!!

O)

•mi-

fattepriiiMllMllilrfHa tfMTO
UC au4fM. tiMi fManMr rafarrod^

t» MiMMie «wUm4 «f tttoo

hear* ptr wtok HU •lfl««
MtiMMMd tlMt ite air«nti UC
proiwMr had Moi^ aoty «.«

Mura ptr WMk a«li«g tyi^Tl
AtM ShMViN. Rat^Mi't (AM

•^hicfttMMri aide tad a VC
foyeholaty pfiofaator. aaid in aa
MarvMMP Matt •Oar tl|a hadfat
w»s«r(twaad. "IC MMtaf daaa
IMt ncrur M th« ciMaroaMi
aiQ^mart. aad new iMMMda of

>«a«h^ an hi^ uaad, lal tha
(iftivartttt prova that ta W and
mnix h» mora thi« imfff to
npaaaam our llgwai. ttaa far,

ttMFy havan't

"

»«MMT Mid that Hm M ftetire

waa HMwratt Ha aiMl 4 flMra
«»«r« accaraia w«yi to maawai
(t«eiuti« workloada (a»d ha
H«u«ad dMt HMra wara aat), te
av«r««o UC pr«f4i»Mr wa4A

twcMmxtanr <i it # u

' tlM p«|Mr Mft4a

Oaimitlaa oa
»*aBcy Pint, it ,

ttwTBMafti and tfia

•dihtiiiatratMa not impba*'
wortdoa^ataadardaoa tl» fO'^ttt.

aod- tiM Jtagaato '>Mrt
utnwwt eSorta to

st«Mg«vvrniMnt fraai daoaalit
aueh ttaadarda

" ^^
U farthar ttatad Utat ctMaroon*

(tmlMt iM«« ta«l l» br a
'mial(*4hRt moaaata whMit
r«v«al»ttt|iiteM tha

^^
mhI MkMm ahaal, „
rartitmaaa ^ taaraettoa . . . «
wirhlni lafiaMla a at
wtHM ii iiiHwaawiiaadat,
hantttai ta Vw aducatloaat
t«*«ata «r HM Uaivafaity."
SaoaMfty. It raomaaadat diat

data oa h»tnRtM«a»

iwf|MiMaf
i»a w$i
fa«Mrnar« l»M|Ht> at
Mat* or^/amin torai

TWrd, tt Mfcad that thta data «A
worhlMkd ahdaid bt ro«ti«aiy
comwi MiitataJ t» dopMiroaofei
*nd aelMala to hf4p thao) ac^alrc
<tnd •Haeata rosourcra and
rf^valap programt aaor* of

Tha|a»tf«iaaa*M.*' (««>
rw«rv«|»ana ahaidd not ba o«h
Mtfuetl aa a rajactka by tha
fatoUy of Ua duty of ac>
countaMHy ta tha paqpla (tf

r^Ottoraia Wodonotqaaattaaaar
oMidatla* to gravida taapaym
aad alactwi amciate

Regent Simc
^M^M-. anHtTMiAlta »•«•« a atfttaal liMr i lta« wM ta*
t'Mvan«y 0I CdNtaMW hniil

tnthMwdayatf aMdafitciUm thr tJCRagHda hMvo
b««n a r^Uvafy aadat* fraai^ Kara^ ato ««iaaa
rtiaod. raro arh tlia coMrovoraiaa thaaiaahw
Norton Simoa la OMMif tha fata RtfaaH ta igMra tha
don'l>rOCill>w tM^i almaanlM** al tn^i^it^fl^

(Kditor^s note: The interviews with past UC Regents following on
puges 12. 13, 14 and 17 were conducted hy DB staff writers Catsy
Cohen. Joyce Finii, Susie Hatago and Joan Weinstein. The DB
would like to note that several past Regents refused interviews for
this special issue, including Dorothy Chandler ("Once I dote tile
door, that's it"). Warren Crowell. and Philip Boyd. Several other
former Regents, including Jess Unruh. did not respon<| or were oet
available f^r comment. Special th|iks to Dennis Fried for phetM.)
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ECOLOGICAL AWARE-

NESS EXPEDITION

to Colorado now forming. 8 days

in the forests, prairies, deserts

and windy peaks pf the Sangre

de Cristo Mtns. Equipment and
transfers provided. Lv. July 16.

For fall info., write Box 91750,

L.A., Calif 90009.

tfi ff

• (Paid Advertisement) J ,

riESEIICES
Photographs by

Lelond 0. Rice

May 13- Jun«4
HOURS:

Thursday 2 5 pm
Sat Sun I 5 pm ,

and by appointment

de/a m^allezy
1S3« 1/2 We»tw90d Blvd.

47;M72 4730*91

Always Th« Unusual - Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 1 984 Wilshire Blvd. W.LA. E)C4.7922

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY 2£ OCTOBER
LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction exclusively in exam taking techniques used successfully by Californio pre-

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by practicing lawyers. Cost: $75.

Course for JULY 29 LSAT storts JULY 12. Course for OCTOBER —
21 LSAT Starts OaOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC-
TOBER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046

-
Edi

li^dmand G. Brown i \

things he did forThe in^''^"***
••UCLA would nXT,:!''^^4

Brown, who is now a laww.^* '* «3
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For eight years Glenn Anderson served as a UC Regent by vii;tue
of his being Lieutenant Governor of California, from 1958 to 1966.
Today Anderson is a Congressman from the 17th District, which

covers the area from San Pedro |to Hawthorne.
He said he does not follow the actions of the Regents "as much as

I would like," but said the impression he gets from newspapers is
one of ''lower morale among the faculty members.

'From the impression I get, education does not hav€ the support
of the governor, legislature or people. This is hurting the Univer-
sity. Bond issues are being turned down." Anderson said.

*'I couldn't say whether the quality of education is declining or
not. Quality depends to a great extent on the quality of the faculty. I
can't see the top facultymember leaving now," he said.
However, Anderson said he does notget a feeling of low morale in

the college systems of other states, including New York.
Anderson was one of the most active Regents who concurrently

held a political office. In fact, when the Watts note broke out in
1965, Anderson was called away from a Regente mieeting in
Berkeley. Since former Gov. Edmund G. Brown was vacatiomng in
Greece, Anderson was acting governor and made the decision to
tall out the National Guard.
One of the key areas he worked on as a Regent, according to

Anderson, was the development of the Master Plan for Hisher
Education in California. '

''I was deeply involved with the drawing up of the plan. This plan
affected the University's expansion, provided for the sUte coUege
system and laid the groundwork for the role of the two vear
colleges," he said.

'
t « y«tr

Former Gov. Brown had a different approach to the Board of
Regents than Gov. Ronald Reagan, according to Anderson.
"The governor's job is a big and full-time job. He doesn*t have

time to attend committee meeUngs. When Gov. Brown came to
Regents meeting, he'd preside over the board, but he suppwTed the
University of California and higher education in general

There were some fights between the Regente and the Gover-
nor s proposed budget for the University, but in aU we felt we were
all in this together I don't think that filing is there today between
Reagan and the Regente," Anderson said.

(CopttaiuedonPage IT)
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The quality of UC education is not declining
according to McUughlin, an executive wwiHomestake Mining Co. in San Francisco.

Ko7*!?
^^1^*'*^s and quality of education in theba.K disciplines and fields are exceUent.'^lid

|j9_his ninth floor office on San Francisco's

California St., McLai^hlin reflected on his years

as a Regent.
,

"When I came on the board, the loyalty oath ^|
controversy was in the foreground. My first year

we were trying |to resolve that with the faculty,"

McLaughlin, chairman of the Regente in 195^60, ti«!

said.

"It was a most critical issue. In retrospect it

seems trivial but it was very disturbing at the

time. We finally rescinded the loyalty oath, which

made most of the faculty happy," he said.

But times were not always tense on the board,

according to McLai^hlln. His tenure as a Regent

saw "the great development of the University

and was **very exciting."

"We stort^d the physical planning for the San ^
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Franklin Murphy
While Frankhn D. Murphy was never a Regent, he is, never-

theless, a voice from the university's past to be contended with His
reflections stem from nine years as ChanceUor here
The 56-year-old Murphy is presenUy the Chairman of the Board

of the Los Angeles Times-Mirror Corporation, a po$iUon he has
held since he left here. He is an avid patron of the arte ^nd is acUve
in Los Angeles society.

Dr. Murphy left office in 1968, during a time of violent student
turmoil withm the university and nation. His protege for several
years was the present ChanceUor, Charles E. Young Young
inherited the continuing student upheavals and weathered a
stormy first tow years after Murphy's departure. ^ J^ >

Having examined the four years he has spent out of office
Murphy says he is pleased with the recent quiet on the campuses
and gives the greatest credit to a change in thinking by the youth of
the nation. He objecte to the popular view that campus peace has
been the result of student frustration and apathy.

"It is not apathy. Studente are still very much concerned and Is^ them active everywhere in political campaigns and attempte to
change the system in such areas as poverty and the war," Murphy
said.

.

*^ -^

Murphy believes some of the changes are due to the newly
established 18-year-old vote. He finds it encouraging that studente
"have become serious about learning" and that "the university is
returning to what it was created to do — teaching and research."

The "healthiest" improvement Murphy has noticed about the
umversity has been "ite abilrty to escape the tyranny of the
minority" and ''get back to a degree of tolerance.
"The greatest threat to academic freedom came not from out-

side the university, but from within. A small number of studente
and faculty took the position that only their views had to be heard
and not opposing views. This erupted into a breakdown of academic
freedom and violence because, for a moment, academic freedom
iwas lost sight of. This sort of situation existed almost right up to the
Cambodia crisis and after." i , .-

Murphy thinks there is presenUy a sufficient amount of student
input to the university administration and the Board of Regente He
notes that channels for student opinion have vasUy increased since
1951, but regrete that many studente refuse to Uke a more realistic
view towards student requeste and demands.
"When I was chancellor, many times, a group of studente would

come to me with a list of, say, six demands and explanations about
what they thought. If I accepted five and rejected one idea they
thought It was a total failure. In the real world, it would have been
considered a success to get one of the demands fulfilled. Studente
had this absolute — all thing," Murphy said.
He added that studente "want everything today" because they

realize that they will be gone from the University tomorrow. The
Regente and administration are concerned about today and
tomorrow. We must get a proper mix of concern for both. This is
why the Regente and administration just can't turn the University
over to the studente."

(Continued on Page 17)
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"Being on the Board of Regents has a great influence on your
life," says past Regent Thomas Davis. ''It doesn't even influence
the University's life as much as it influences your own," adds the
soft spoken lawyer, a past Regent by virtue of his presidency of the
UCLA Alumni Association.

Davis, a UCLA alumnus and a past business manager for the
Daily Bruin ("The DB was different in my day"), says he didn't
make many decisions while on the Board. "I just went along with
them because in a year's time (Alumni Association representative
is an ex-officio member for one year and a voting member for one
year), you don't have much of a chance. At that time yog were
having your first campus riots with Mario Savio and that group of
people, so most of the attention was focused on that." /

Davis, who says he follows the present board "within limits
"

believes the Regents try to plan with foresight. "Probably no one
realized the University was going to be as big as it was. When I was
on the UCLA campus I think there were 4,000 cars. I think it was
farsighted of UCLA to plan for parking. It took a lot of foresight a
lot of effort on the part of the Regents to do it.

_^
VUCLA had some very shrewd, astute, far-thinking people in

their admmistration, much more so than ki Berkeley," Davis said
Although he said his sentiments lie with Berkeley because he at-
tended Boalt Hall Law School there, Davis added, "Berkeley is
much more high-brow and static in their thinking. Like at Berkeley
I thought Ifiey should acquire more property and I Ifiought that if
we re gomg to expand we should expand now and provide for future
development. I'd have liked tosee more parking. You couldn't park
there then and you can't park there now."
Davis also said the Board has always had "trouble with the

faculty, and the more faculty you have, the more trouble you have
The more faculty you have, the less you can control what they're
*
'!I^ A?l^ ^^^^ ^^^ professor's primary responsibility is to the

student. Davis said he was particularly surprised when he \irent to
law school because "it was the first Ume I ever heard a professor
say he didn't know something. At UCLA, the professors aU were
sure they knew everything and codd never admit they didn't
know. - f, ^^2^!^^

Although Davis said he did not know the extent of student input on

tl^'A- ^* ^^^^ ""•* *«='"«' ^*«=»' operation of the campus
akes a lol of wisdom

,
a lot of thought, a lot of planning. A person onhe cam pus for one year, or two years, or three years, even to come

^!! ^t l'"P'"y«'' <="»'' give full Ume to what they're doingThey would have a great deal of difficulty in making the rit^-
decisions. A new freshman coming in, who hasn't had any S-
^"ZIT ""'"'"«• " *°^'* ^^^ him time to become an ex-perienced person.

Clark Kerr ^^^ says the uiajw- cntnt^i *
aching is not i«,ffi!!v..f.^P^»'»tsteachmg is not sufflcienUy "emiT ^'^

tfif
curriculum is not sufficienUy reWV^'*"*^' dJ
understanding of themselv^ and !!!!

^° ^^^e^
are not sufficient opportunitiestr^^^y; Ctivities, and the coUege is not con7

'''

^

veto

lareer pirta«» k ^^<
whole, rather than by torUnfvi.^^.

"^^^^
that the UnivM^i^v J^^Zf.JiV^^^^y.m ^^
Kut^"''''^''^ '^ "'""^*'^ same'

When

.^- Fonper University of California President

Clark Kerr has tried to remain detached from the

University during the five years since the Board of

Regents fired him. i"^--^ v liyim^o oiiu
He is presently head of the prestigious Carnegie emotTonar'groSI^

Commission on Higher Education, which acts as a
'

nationwide study research group, and says that j^^ believes that student dissar
his work there takes up most of his time. Kerr who P™"ced to a much larger eytAnfT^^'^^oo
served as President and ex-officio Regent from
1958 to 1967, commented, "I have pretty much
tried to stay out of things with the University,"

despite the fact that the Commission's office is

only four blocks from the UC Berkeley campus.
He is a cautious but congenial talker and does

admit to ocasionally consulting informally with
his successor, "Charlie" (Charles J.) Hitch, and
State College and University Chancellor Glenn S.

Dumke. In addition, during the past quarter, he
taught a class at Berkeley on "Public Policy
Issues in Higher Education" without pay.
Yet again, Kerr, for Olb most part, refuses to

comment on the present state of the University,
preferring instead to talk about the Commission's
work, which consists largely of researching trends
in higher education and formulating predictions of
its future state.

'

asa

He also says there were verv fpu, n^u,
the Board of Regents during hi^^e^S^"^'^^
"Ninety-nine per cent of what T n^

Board passed unanimously," he sa^^^ ^° ^
he could recall only three insten^e^^i^lt'g that

Board d sa0m<ui «,i.i. •.•
""«•« in which ik.Board disagreed with him m??*WchHe

University employees in the CaHf^"'"P '•

Employees Association (CSFa > ,
"'""«'

'

the Communitv rh.i? 1?^^ '^ ^^'"tribui

Stuit

the Community Chest, and the intomH.
'^''»"«

steel contract ' " '"«
""erpretation

of,

"We had no problems with the i^ •

getting our budget approvS ^i:^'"*"^"
responsible budgets and the larE^**!^ ,'*«^.

remember amountedto three perwnt-T. "^

Kerr was probably the first college president to ^"j, 1,i*"
;?"** ""*^ ^' <=«« ari ^^^

deal with a major campus disruption - the Free tit than?h^ i ir
^"^ ""* Legislature a7o<^"

Speech Movement at Berkeley in 1964, which refund?" '^J^^.'^"^'«* »"<<. he added^^
served as a m ild precursor to the student activism ii^l° !Sf

™* "• *'
of the late 60's. Kerr's overall view is that "higher what K^ rti!'"i!i"'

*" *"** **"> ""e advent of
education during the 1960's was unprepared as to ^twee„hTmt^"^ *' """' '•^^'ble Se^how to handle emereencies." ^^S ^''^"'''^8an in late 1966 andZ.

current relative calm on coUege 'f^iSf"'
^*.^ "^'^ ^''''^ficio Begent,p^S

tionwide, he said, "I do not have aly L •%'^^'
?k?^,!:?

"«'. ^faWishm'ent'offi

As to the

campuses nationwide.caiiipuacs nauonwiae, ne saia, i ao not nave any ^„ ^ „
"~: "^™*» """ ^uiDiisnment of tuifi«.

f^li"i!*!!!. ^.^.."".^.E^Pl? .^^"J^ '"^'•^. *^PPy Sion '"
^^v<^"^ty budgetmx^A

Later that month, Kerr asked for a vote rfconfidence from the Board, which was denied Jj
mstead^of bemg allowed to resign, he wJTiSi
immediately. Reagan had been Govenftr fori^
days. -- *'^"

Five years later, Kerr says tie is not bitter VlXi
not my nature") but that he would rather still \»
worjpng within the UnivefSitv.

t

with society after 1970. it is a clear and costly
deceit to think that student unrest is over."
Some of this is borne out in the surveys of

student attitudes taken by the Commission during
the past few years, despite the fact that the survey
showed only 12.4 per cent to be dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied with their undergraduate experience.
However, Kerr says, "Within the general level of
satisfaction, there is great dissatisfaction."

Theodore Meyer
Theodore Meyer was elected

Chairman of the Board of
Regents during the Free Speech
Movement. He was the man
who made the announcement to
the press in 1966 that the Board
had fired then University
President, Clark Kerr.
Meyer says he enjoyed being

a Regent until the time of the
Free Speech Movement when
his feelings changed.

**I stayed on during the
constant turmoil and conflict^
because I felt it was a duty
someone had to perform and I

didn't want to run away, but
stay to help and cope," Mey<
said.

Meyer was one of the major
advocates of a set of behavioral
rules for students in 1965. The
rules, according to a Los
Angeles Times article, sai<r
students could be disciplined for
off-campus conduct "if such
conduct affects his suitability as
a student of the University."
These rules became a highly
controversial issue during the
Free Speech Movement.
Reflecting upon the past

situation, Meyer now says,
The restricted political ac-
tivity rules and their effects
were greatly exaggerated by

-w-.
^m

the students. After ' the
movement, a committee was
appointed to make up new rules
which they did. But, they were
never officially adopted apd I

am disappointed that they
never had more effect than they
did."- :- • -

He added, "A student could be
punished for some kinds of off-

campus activity. Some took the
position that they should not be
subjected to this. I disagreed

with that extreme position."

Meyer believes students
should still not be "exempt"
from University descipline. He
justifies punishment for off-
campus activities by saying.

mtehee BICYCLE CENTER

--iithe place where the offense a
committed Is not so importajit

^
as the offense itself." -

^ The quality of education has

not declined, according to

Meyer, although he admits he is

really not tdb close to the field of

education, because he is now

working with a law firm in San

Francisco.
>•* **I am not aware of any facts

that indicate education has

declined. But, I have been

disappointed in the ap-

propriations the University has

been receiving for operations

and capital expenditures."

Meyer believes the Regents

have "plenty of power", but

that "99 per cent" of the power

is delegated. The decision to de-

centralize the University has

received more attention than

many of the Board's actions,

according to Meyer. "The

Regents act on the recom-

mendations of the chancellors

and president, quite often"

Meyer contends the "publish

or perish" tradition in the

University is an old con-

troversy. He believes the

judging of University faculty

should be changed, and added,

"I am surprised the faculty has

not responded more to this I

have criticized this system for a

long time
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474-9019

STOOCf

n«2i!t^ * et«pnu siwfr tt

Ir Colli. 761-2»24

INSTANT-WALL-DECOR

PHOTO/GRAPHICS
"ME ART PMOTDQIUPHY

•CLF-AOHCglVE
V^CAOY 1X> HANQ PfMNTB
MOUNTED ON exnU THICK BOARD

sizEirxie"
MAimrv ivnv MOM
HAfTMCnVENMnB TOCNMtt JAOUMRCUB

AVAILABLE FOR $3.75 AT

Logos Chritfion Bookstore
^

10884 yj^burn 478-7232
OPfN 10 a.m.- 11 p.m.

^k*.

Intramural Sports Comer

,1-

UClAnAII YRRUthl fy

"^.

Monday's Softball Scorot-

rk 14, La AAancha 12

of Grasshouse 1, Spirit of Supat 8

.lehaven 6, Orion 1 _„
Familla 16, AFROTC 4

jma Nu 20, Delta Sigma Phi 10 r

fshrods 7, AAother Liquor 116 —~^

(cchus 16. K-2 n
[rjons Lesions 5, The Ghazis 4

[st Plan A hy forfeit over E.F. Boozer -

ister Batters 12, Hagmose 3

kll Four Again by forfeit over Schlactman's

_jger$

indalf by forfeit over Bug's Boys
Today's Games

p^ . Sparta vs. Cork, field two; Republic vs.

||lman|aro, field four; NROTC vs. Long Bailers,

Hd sl)i; Mytosis vs. Thunder Ttiuds, field eight. .

p.m. — Edinburgh vs. Pacific, field one; Sticky

igers vs. Crimes of Passion, field two; La AAanctia

Titan, field three; Chlmbo vs. Stonehaven, field

jr; N.Y. Yankees vs. Nafka Shesh, field six;

)rmal Deviates vs. Rick's Team, field eight.

p.m. — CBSA vs. Reversible Error, field one;

\\}rr\ vs. Cincinnati Reds, field two; Chaos vs.

)bar, field three; Ralph vs. Hot Licks, field four;

\fK VS. Foul Balls, field six; Hussong's Cantina vs.

|to & Do Beesy field eight.

Thursday's Garnet '^

13 p.m. — Siet*ra Club vs. Rick's Team, field one;

igand vs. Rainier, field two; Glee Club vs. AAac-

^bees, field three; Box Score vs. Space CowtH}ys,

'^

Orion II vs. Fool Balls, field eight. "

pmf;I!LT 2*"'*' '''•^ ^*- Pussycat, field one,

o ? V"' •^'P'^ Sigma, field ttiree; Lambda Cf>lvv Beta Ttn^ta Pi, field four; »th Circuit vs. ms^\
Marauders, field six; Portshead vs. Enzymes, field

,.\^'^ ~ ^"""ing Linguists vs. Pussy WllltMvs

ul ^' B»^«holins Glands vs. ReverslbirEr^

vs E^;?h..t^^";f*.V.*-
'^y*«'*' "'W three; Rhum

VS. bdinburgh, field four. a

tltr^Tn'^hT'l^rff
^* "^f»ndents for the team

wi^ S^^M^^TL*'*?.'?
*^^ completed lastweek. Sigma Nu tied with Theta Delta Chi for the

fraternity championship and Jefferson took the
residence hall title.

Jf!L/ll!r'^'''L'*''*'
c^«'"P'onshlps, Mike Zorlch

SLi? W^'^^iil^c? '" ^^'^ ^"^ division.,
Dale Siscon whipped Brian McNally at 126, Bob
Churchill downed Brian Nakamura at 134, Ralph

^^LT^J*'^ ^^"^ AAcNaughton at 143, HaroldYada defeated Mike Perry at 150, Tom Connoly
defeated John Murrin at 158, Jon Zaich defeated Tom
Davenport at 167, VInce Hewitt defeated Peter

^12^ ^^l
^^' ^^"^ "^"*«" defeated Bob Michael

at 190 and Gerald Peeke defeated Chuck Suter In the
heavyweight classification.
The coed open doubles volleyball signups will

continue through Friday in A/^'s Gym 118. Play
starts AAonday, AAay 15.

^•^
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whip 49ers

to win women's crown
ii^f! '??,^T?''1^^^''" *^^^" undefeated women's tennis powersUCLA and Cal SUte Long Beach last Wednesday on the 49er campusWhen the smoke cleared, it was the Dolls who had riddled their^p-
ponents 7-2, to capture the Southern California Women's IntercoUegiate
Tennis League championship. .^ V*
Ua Trumball. who moved into the number one singles position. sUrted

o/JF L^y'^**.^
^^o-set win over Darlene Roberts. M and 7-5. Lark

Piff^rini helped speed the PoU juggernaut along its way when she took a
quick 6-1 set from Dorothy Bogdanoff and then fought back from 15 toclmch the point with a 7-5 set win.
The Dolls' third and fourth singles had even less trouble with their

counterparts. Karen Dawson won her match. 6-3 and 6^), while GayleGodwm breezed. 6-2 and 6-0.

However, in the fifth singles match the Doll express was temporarily
slowed when Jennifer Louis lost her first set of the year 4-6 tVTerry

^?.!fif^ Pr ^f^f*'.'^^^ """'y temporary as Louis rallied t^ Uke thematch with final set wins of 6-0 and 6-3.

Janie Richardson wasn't as fortunate. She fell before Valerie Morgan
D-o and 6-4.- — ——:

—

-
'

In the doubles action, Cal State received some more of the same
treatment it was getting during singles play.:_, ^ _ ^ ^^
Trumball and Pifferini blitzed Sherry Drake and Bogdanoff.6-2 and 6-3

iA^"l^
particularly smart and aggressive tennis which was ap^

plauded by the partisan 49er audience.
Dawson-Godwin dropped the first set in their match but cami> hark
^•nmrhrttrregtgter a 5-7, 6-3. and 6^4:

^^^

^^ . **»:*"

,' V-

**V^

MH't

'
i -t!-

fRESNO RELAYS - UCLA'i trackmen return to
:tion this weekend at Fresno. Coach Jim Bush feels
Bruins may have a shot at the world record in the

mile relay. 440 features John Smith versus ex-Bruin
Wayne Collett and former record holder Lee Evans.

Playing against a combination of Cal State's first singles, Roberts and
Its sixth. Morgan, the Doll duo of Louis and Richardson came up short
after taking the first set, 2-6, 6-3, and 4-6. r

^

Friday and Saturday the squad will compete in the SCWITL cham-
pionshij^ at Gal State. It will be the second tournAment in recent weeks
tor the Dolls. " . "

At the Ojai Tournament Trumball reached the semifinals before losing
to the eventually tourney winner. Jane Shalton of Utah who dethroned the
national collegiate champion Pam Richmond of Arizona State for the
title. -

. _
{

Dawson-Godwin akd reached the semis, but they also lost to the
eventual champion, McNair-Bames of SUnford
Arizona State took the team title with 8 points, while SUnford finished a

point back. The Dolls were third with 6. However, as teams were only
allowed to enter one singles and one doubles, the tourney didn't allow for
depth which is the Dolls strong suit.

^cO!iS>
s^'

v<^
ASUCLA

4/'. /

t^-t' «•

HUNDREDS QF RECORDS fRQM.99 . HUNDREDS OF4AP€^
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK, FOLK. BLUES, JAZZ. CLASSICAL. IMPORT

NEW JANIS JOPtIN
t (2 Record Set)

Compare Prices.and Save

3 Record Set
>i

THE MUSIC PEOPLE
40 GREATARTISTS

3 RECORDS FORTHE PfVCEOF 1

Bob Dylan . Blood, 8w«at a Iters
Santana-lteMMrs After

Kris Kristoffsrson • JsfT Beck Group
The ByrdsThs Chsmbsrs Brolfwrs

Poco • D«vki CIsyton-Thomas
and 30 mors

Westwood Village

Record Store *1

Record Store ^2--

Record Store ^3

$4.79*

$4.44*

$4.98*

1.

...:i

t.

<\

\'\-

C3X 31280*

Your Student Store

ASUCLA

MUSJC ODYSSEY
99
Sale Ends

May 16

* Prices As Quoted To Us Mondoy May 8
These Prices Do Not Include Parking Fees
(If AnT)

-—

ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Acltermon Union - Level A
phone: 825-0623

TWO STORE SALE
You must mention this od for the Wilshire Store

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open late every night
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New Music

Prtton Trilogy (BiUy

RainlKW Road
(Don Fritt* ^ t)an Pcna) J^

Love Soiig ToA Straiiger
(JoanBaex)

Myths

t^me Fro» 1^ Shadow* Joanlaez *4
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A Stf^unge^ In My

Tunilileweed

The Partisan

ore past Regents i .

.

/r „-:r,.-«- Tr--'

Laurencp Kennedy

Laurence Kennedy is a Redwood City lawyer who only served on the
oard of Regents for four years. He was appointed by former Gov. Ed-
lund G. Brown to serve the final four years of a vacated term by one of

|ie other Regents.

Kennedy says he doesn't really follow what happens on the Board, now,
ther than what he hears or reads through the mass media.
He finds it difficult to single out any single major decision made by the

legents during his stay in office, and says, "Well, there were some
roposals put into effect, but the real problem then,was to just keep the
iniverstiy functioning. Students were picketing and striking, and the
iegents had to be careful to give everyone a full hearing."

I

Kennedy, who served on the Board from 1964-68, added, "The entire
jme I was on the Board, there was great turmoil on student conduct a<id
iscipline, and faculty rights. Many of these things are still issues today."
Both governors Ronald Reagan and E^dmund G. Brown "showed in-

jrest" in the University, according to Kennedy. However he did say he
elieved Gov. Brown was "much more oppose to tuition and more
^nsitive to the problems of students as far as financing their education.

"

tennedy said that "from the beginning" Gov. Reagan was for tuition and
pnted to call it tuition rather than registration fees.

Kennedy ^oes not think the Regents had or have too much power since
ley have "the ultimate responsibility for all phases of governing the
University. " He adds that he believes the power to be necessary in order
> successfully have orders carried out."--
'To what extent delegation of responsibility should go has always been
soiirce of controversey. At present, the faculty has been given almost

lutonomous control over curriculum," Kennedy said.

I
He also believes there is enough student iiiput on the Board. "The

Regents are aware of the feelings of the students and they try to
latagorize them and sift out the majority view. They always try to help
|nd never attempt to discourage them, he said. '^

Kennedy said he probably had the least conflict on interests while he
as on the Board. "Pm just an obscure country lawyer and I don't have
II the money and business connections of, say, someone like Norton
fmon, Edwin Pauley, or Edward Carter."

/ennAnderson . .

.

Continued from Page 12)

1 he role of the Regents should
J to pick good leadership for the
Jniversity then, in turn distribute
luch of the Regents' power to the
eadership," Anderson said.

The Regents shouldn't be
ivolved with the administering of
le University. They should in-
[tead set policy and guidelines,"
?e said.

Anderson is an advocate of a
Wudent Regent on the board of
Predominately middle-aged,
veaithy men.

There should be a voting
Mudent Regent and SUte College
trustee, with a certain amount of^t and expenses token care of.

•(Paid AdvertiMmcnt)MMH^

It would be a good healthy thing to
have a student on the Board of
Regents."

Tuition is a "terrible thing,"
Anderson, a UCI^A alumnus, said.

"It puts a heavy, heavy burden on
the students of middle-income
families. Parents have to tell their

kids they cannot afford to send
them to school, that they had to
get jobs instead."

Wednesday. AAay 10, }977 UCLA DAILY BRUIM 17

Murphy discusses UC
(CoatlDiied from Page 13)
CommenUng on the members of the UC Board of

Regents that existed during his time as chancellor
Murphy said he had never seen "a harder woridn^
board of volunteers." He stressed the "23 days each
month the Regents meet in consultotion " thecampus visits in between, and the "tremendous
devotion and pride' of the members
Murphy pointed out that the UC Regents have a
horrendous" respondibUity for nine campuses as

opposed to many trustee boards in the nation who
have responsibility ior the direction of one in-
stitution.

Murphy admits the atUtudes of the Regents have
"in all honesty," changed. He explains they reflect
the attitudes of the people of the stote. "They are
disturbed and bitter, as I was, and weren't happy at
seeing the University wounded as it was. You are notimprovmg the quality of education by rioting It's
like watching the gladitors kill the Christian^"

The vast majority of Regents have the best in-
terests of the University at heart. Really, about aU I
know about the Regents, now, is what I read in the
papers. The bitter differences between the Regents
didn t exist in my day," Murphy added.
Murphy lamented the involvment of Gov. Ronald

Reagan in the affairs of the Regents, as the governor

IS a political man by definition, and politics and
education never mix. They are like oil and water "

He added that he also believed there was an
automatic conflict of interests and explained that the
governor owes his primary aUegiance to the stote
whereas the Regents place the University first in th^
order of their priorities. Murphy did stress that he
was not "zeroing in on Reagan." but felt no governor
or other political figures should evem attend
meetings.

Education has not declined, according to Murphy
although the money "has slowed down." He believes
the budget cuts have come about as a result of "a gut
reaction" on the part of the people of the stote who
became fed up and hurt by student unrest and
violence. 'The people looked at dissidents as spoiled
brate running around, and saw the faculty en-
couraging them, or doing nothing to prevent them.
And the only way they made their voice heard was to
make the University suffer for a moment," Murphy
said.

"I'm an old-fashioned liberal, and I can get just as
mad at the John Birch Society as I can at students or
faculty who would try to cramp academic freedom
The totolitorians and the mindless deny the rights

of others, and I have fought hard to keep that
balance. And, I think rather successfully."

(CMitlniied from Page 13) . . . . .

"We have gone through a period
or growth when the University
was quite popular and a great deal
of money was available. This is

flattening out now and the
Regents have had to make an'
adjustment to a slower rate of
growth," McLaughlin, former
chairman of the Regent's
educational policy and grounds
and buildings committees, said.
The professor of mining,

emeritus, at UC Berkeley has
some definite opinions about
faculty unions. •"^ —^—

"I'm very much opposed to
them. The faculty is going to lose
very much their professional
stonding. They will lose their
prestige and go down further in

DB has

coffee

CAN YOU SURVIVE IN
WILDERNESS?

jNow forming small group to
spend 14 days learning and
testing skills needed to survivem wilderness, on prairie, in
mounUins, desert and in heart
01 large urban center. Start
August 4 in Colorado. Pot full

Y-Wi 90009

'(PiW AdvtrtlumMrt),

JOIN EXPEDinON TO
CUMBMTjikKINlEY

"PPortmg group of ex-

Si«*^' "*" '» North

Alo L " ^ ^P«n<J 30 days in

1 UHlKIHIillE

RnHPISmiB
nw IHUUitE

Dean of Students

Academic Change and Curriculum Development
ASUCLA Vending .

Auxiliary Services and Enterprises DormWorles
Counseling Center
Police Department
2 New Positions

ASUCLA Accounting "Financial Coordinator"
Auxiliary Services and Enterprises Parking

By placing Internt In these offices. Interns are able to influence
decisions, bring In student views, and learn about and parti-
cipate In the functioning of the University.

Pici % Mllcailiu liKllifl

nil IMC HI Frilll Mil 12

the eyes of the people. It's not
dignified." McLaughlin^ a-
gradate of Berkeley in 1914, said.
Research by the faculty "is a

viUl part" of their teaching,
according to McLaughlin. ''The
greatest people on the faculty are
distinguished both in their fields
and in teaching.

**But there are some who are
good at research and are also poor
teachers, and vice versa. The
University has to recognize this
when granting tenure," he said.
While he was a graduate student

at Harvard, McLaughlin recalled,
*

'there was one prof^or who
couldn't lecture to save his soul,

but no one could fail to recognize
his brilliance in Iris field:

'^—
'•Departments ought to be

willing to promote outstanding
teachers who are not out-
standingly productive in their
research," McLaughlin said.
Asked about three-year degree

programs shortening a student's
stay' at the University,
McLaughlin said, "That's one
possibility I'd like to see the
whole intellectual life of the
University made more in-
tensified. The whole pattern of life^
has speeded up, why can't the
University? Some of the busy
work whould be reduced."

^

•-^.

Got your \folksw69en

pointed FREEl

You can earn easy money, every month during school
for doing nearly nothing. Beetletx>ards of America will
paint your car FREE, in incredible fashion, and pay you
for driving it around as usual That's practically all there
is to it. For the full story, write immediately to:

Beetleboards of Anf>erlca, Inc.

7785 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles. California 90046

1. TVidt-marfc of Th« Coc»-Col« ComfMmy
2. Tr«d«-m«rk of Levi SlrauM 4 Co 3 Tf«d«-mwk of AnhMJMr-BuKh, Inc

DsaMaboard* of Am«r(o«. Inc. JtnaliM no claim of •ndorMmant accuracy Of
approval «>y any oonYMniat whoaa Iobo*. trada-marks or copyriaNad art.
m>rh may ba diaplayad or Italad harain nor hat any auch cc

•V^!^^!^** •* •• •wvteat of BaMlaboardt of Amarfca, Inc (
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ASUCLA BOOKSTORE OFFERS A FIRST-

RATE SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
FROM FREE PRESS

Books on a variety of loading social issues from
drugs and delinquency to ecology and
future technological change
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THE NEW AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Roderick Aya and Norman Miller

Thinkers of the New Left and black
movements articulate the revolution-
ary situation in modern America. They
explain why segments of the so-called
"affluent society" have turned into
revolutionaries and they suggest broad
outlines of strategy for a radical dis-

tribution of economic and political

power. $3.95

VALUES AND THE FUTURE
The Impact of Technoloficai Chant

e

on Afflerjcan Values

Kurt Baier and Nicholas Rescher
"An important, co-operative, inter-

disciplinary attempt to develop some
of the conceptyal and methodological
instruments for the systematic study
of values in a future-oriented, predic-
tive context."

—

The Journal of Poli-
tics $4.95

THE MORAL BASIS 01 A BACKWARD SOCIETY
Idward C.Banfield

Assisted by Laura Banfi»kl

"This study is not only of great im-
portance to the rural sociologist inter-
ested in economic development, but
also to the political scientist interested
in left-wing political movements in
depressed areas."—7/j^ y4/i/ia/5 $1.95

MINORITIES AND THE POLICE^
Confrontations In America
David H. Bayley and Harold Mendelsohn
"Unlike recent txx)ks published on
police-community relations, the au-
thors have attempted to present back-
ground material, attitudes, and social-
economic data.... sorely needed in this
new explosive area of pplice and pub-
lic concern."

—

Choice $2.45

THE BIRTH AND DEATH or MEANING >^
Second Editiiii 2'^..........,

. Ernest Becker '

The author synthesizes elements of
biology, religion, sociology, anthro-
pology, and psychology to approach
the problem of "the tragic bind that
man, is in—the basic paradox of his
existence—his awareness of himself
as a unique individual." $3.45

OUTSIDERS
Studios in the Sociology of Dovianci
Howard S. BH\m
A provocative tour of significant sub-
cultures, including the dance musician
and the marijuana user. The text pro-
vides stimulating commentary on
many of the important issues that re-
late to contemporary perceptions of
deviant behavior. $1.95

A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH
TO HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr.

"This is not a book which can be ig-
nored by any historian who wants to
understand what is likely to become
one of the major developments in his
profession during the past few dec-
adcs."-7owrna/ of Southern History.A truy brilliant bookr—Richard
Maxwell Brown $2.95

TRUANTS FROM LIFE

Bruno Bettelheim

Educators, social workers, psycho-
analysts, psychologists, nurses, and
other readers interested in the emo-
tional difficulties of children have es-
tablished this book as a modern clas-
sic. "The significance of the book far
transcends its import for psychoanal-
ysis. It is a mine of daU."—^m^r/can
Sociological Review $3 50

THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILin
OF THE SCIENTIST
Martin Brown
This exciting book sees the scientist
as one who has reacted to the sins of
science by becoming radicalized. He
no longer confines his studies and re-
search to the ivory tower, but involves
himself increasingly in humanistic so-
cial and political concerns. $3.95

•(

THE POOR ni MORE
David Caplovitz

"Anyone concerned with the various
programs, research, and action deal-
ing with poverty will find this book
invaluablc."--n<. American Journal

Sociology. -.
. .an excellent descrip-

\? consumption practices... out-
Iding. *— American Sociological
'*'**' ' ' $2.45

AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARIES
IN THE MAKING

|
Charles S. Sydnor
A vivid portrait of eighteenth-century
Virginia and its four sons, Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe,
who provided leadership in the early
years of our nation's life. ''Lively, en-
lightening history."—John Barkham,
The Saturday Review Syndicate

$1.95

INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY AND
SOCIAL WELFARE
Harold L. Wilensky and Charles N. Lebeaux
".

. .one of the best works <|vailajble on
the current efforts to handle the social
problems of today..."— Journal of
Human Relations. With a new intro-
duction: The Problems and Prospects
of the Welfare State. $2.95

DELINQUENT BOYS
The Culture of the Gaof

•

-AtbertK. Cotren ;

"Seldom do we come across an analy-
sis of a major social problem that is

both cleariy written and free of ex-
cessive statistics and irrelevant theory.
Professor Cohen's book is such a study
as American sociology only occasion-
ally prodUceis."

—

Science and Society

$2.45

m*

SUICIDE r

A Study in Soclolofy

Emile Durkheim
"With Suicide one docs not even have
to lean on the word 'classic,' for it is

commonly assigned to sociology stu-
dents in the content of contemporan-
eity (though this, to be sure, is the
hallmark of the true classic) a
book that has remained vital and rele-

vant."—J/ie Washington Post $2.95

THE ELEMENTARY FORMS
OF RELIGIOUS LIFE

Emile Durkheim
This classic treatise on religion by one
of the leading early sociologists ex-
amines religion in society in terms of
animism, naturism, totemism, myth,
and ritual. $3.50

THE ACTIVE SOCIEH
A Theory Of Societal and Political Processes

,

Amitai Etzioni

"This book is... great in purpose and
length. It is a comprehensive integra-
tion of an awesome array of the
knowledge and concept of modern
sociology and political science. It is a
grand program for societal action."

—

Robert L. Stewart in Social Forces'.

$5.95

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
*

Why tlie Anericin Common Man
BoliiVfs What He Does
Robert E. Lane

"A pathfinding book. Lane has pro-
duced our first sustained empirical
exploration of the contents, sources,
and consequences of common politi-
cal ideologies in psychosocial cate-
gories of analysis."

—

American So-
ciological Review $2.95

PUBLIC OPINION
Walter Lippman
"No other book thus far printed
comes so near to providing a text for
the social psychological interpreta-
tion of politics. There is much that is
new, much that is striking and interr
esting merely from the manner in
which it is stated. .. ."—/im^ncfl/i
Journal of Sociology $2.95

THE ACHIEVING SOCIEH
-Oavid^; McCle lland

THE SttF-GUIDING SOCIETY
Warren Breed
This work presents a «irk/Ni ,

cictics may more succes fSnt
^' ^

achieve their goals R«?k ? "^ ^
with particulars^iaVn^robr'" ^
author concernsSirSfc^of society that can deal wUh1 ^'?
Icms as they arise.

^^

f^-

DELINQUENCY AND OPPORTUNITY
J.TJaoryofpolinquentGani,'^^
Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohijn
\?»»f»^^nging and well-written bookwhich di^scusses, among othe ththow delinquent gangs arise S
members, develop d'^erem lawS
lating ways of life, and kZZ
change. The best availableSa^of contemporary criminoS
"*^^-

$2.45

.i>

THE ORIGINS OF MODERN SCIENCE
(Revised Edition)

*

Herbert Butterfield

"Destined to be a classic. A penetrat-
ing study ofjthe beginnings of modern
science."

—

Journal of the Philosophy
of Science. "~ •~~~'

^1.95

CONTINUITIES IN THE STUDY
OF SOCIAL CONFLICT
Lewis A. Coser -^

A major attempt to deal with social
violence and its functions by one of
the most creative thinkers in sociol-
ogy, this book is essential reading for
any student of conflict behavior.

$2.95

DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION r
An Introduction to tht Philosophy of
Education — ^1 -- -

_ John Deiiffly -^
•

One of the most influential books of
our time, this book represents the
philosophic foundations of Progres-
sive Education, of which E)ewey was
a founder, and on which so much sub-
sequent educational theory rests

$2.45

AN ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Charles A. Beard
"Any serious student of American his-
tory will want to have this volume "

—Daniel J. Boorstin, The New York
Times

12.95

THE OTHER SIDE
Porspocthrts on Dovitneo
Howard S. Beclter

How do we define what is "normal "

;*deviant," ^^permissible," "healthy," or
socially acceptable"? Sixteen rich es-

says deal with these questions and
other problems, such as drug addic-
tion, mental retardation, homosexu-
ality, prison subcultures, and gambl-
»««• $2.45

Bp^CK BOURGEOISIE
E. Franklin Frazier

The first thorough-going social study
of the thin, upper social stratum of
the Negro community in America.
"Franklin Frazier has devoted his
scholariy career to the single problem
of race relations ... a little book for all
to read, not the less scholariy for be-
ing more passionate. . .

."

—

Phylon ^
$2.95

THE URBAN VILUG^RS
Herbert J. Gans
This fascinating and disturbing book
presents an intimate sociological pic-
ture of a group of Italian-Americans
(and others) in Boston's West Ehd.
Anyone interested in the problems of
the city should read this condemna-
tion of the bulldozer brand of urban
renewal. $2.95

BEHAVIOR IN PUBLIC PLACES
Erving Goffman
This book should aid discussion and
research in fields as diverse as culture
and personality, small groups, and ab-
normal psychology, "...an important
book, witty, provocative and pro-
found, which ramifies into many im-
portant areas of social science.'*
Sociology andSocial Research $2.95

A SHORT HISTORY OF CHINESE PHILOSOPHY
Fung Yu-Lan

A remarkably cogent, comprehensive,
and systematic account of Chinese
philosophy from Confucius to the
present. The bobk'is a clear and reli-
able guide for all who wish to acquire
insight into the philosophical founda-
tions of the Chinese mentality. $2.95

THE PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER
A Social and Political Portraft
With a new prologue by the author
Morris Janowitz
In a new prologue, the author ex-
amines and places into perspective
"the agonies of prolonged hostilities
in Vietnam" and offers evidence of
the organizational crisis developing in
the military independent of the im-
pact of the war. $3 95

*A very significant contribution to the
literature of social science. It is most
unusual for ps)^chologists to develop
this kind of intemt, a^d to. converge
so fully with sofeidlo|ical work in the
area."—TalcolfJ>arsons. "...a Herx:u-
lean labor."—<}ordon W. Allport

$2.95

NATIONAL LIBERATION
Norman Miller and Roderick Aya *

'

This book of eight essays analyzes the
causes and dynamics of revolution in
the modem world, primarily those
"under-developed" areas undergoing
radical social change. "The quality of
the contributions is uniformly high."
-^-Fontgn AffaTra

~~ ^^lM~

MAXIMUM FEASIBLE MISUNDERSTANDING
Daniel P. Moynihan

I"?.
*!?-^.°^^°^'OLOfi'CAL METHOD

Emilc Durkheim

.^\ book remains not only a landmark in
-v^ the history of the social sciences, but

.also a dependable guide for the siu-
dent and the professional. His aim i^
to provide a new instrument to be
used by all social sciences. $1 95

The origin, nature, and internal in-
consistencies of a bold national effort,
the Economic Opportunity Act, are
examined by one of its drafters, the
brilliant adviser to Pi^sidents Ken-
nedy, Johnson, and Nixon. This book
is important reading on the subject of
poverty. - ^ $2.95

n -n •

THE MORAL JUD6MENT OF THE CHILD
JeanPiaget ^

' "^

This classic study examines a problem
that stands at the heart of society:
How does a child distinguish between
right and wrong? 'The most brilliant
Und persuasive of Professor ftaget's
studies of the child's mind."--;^^*^
Statesman and Nation $3.50

CHILDREN WHO HATE
Fritz Red! and David Wineman
This book develops attitudes and
methods that are applicable, not only
to the treatment of the extremely ag-
gressive child, but also to the daily
handling of his less troubled contem-
poraries by parents, teachers, and
youth leaders. $2.45

SCIENCE AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
B. F. Skinner

The author of Walden Two here ap-
plies the science of behavior to ex-
plicit analyses of problems in govern-
ment, religion, psychotherapy, eco-
nomics, and education, "...an impor-
tant book ... lo^cally consistent with
the basic premise of the unitary na-
ture of science." — r/,^ American
Journal of Sociology $3 45

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS
On Power. InvQjvement, and Their Correlites

Amitai Etzioni
".

. .includes a wide variety of organi-

za;tions, from religious societies to

concentration camps. . . . Etzioni's mod-
-el will doDbttess^e useful to many
people and will guide others who at-

tempt to develop their own typoi-

ogies...."

—

American Sociological Re-

-»l!f§^:r^ -:r::::r....- ^ $3.45

MOTIVATING ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT
David C. McClelland and David G. Winter

"Essentially a report on the evaluafion

of a series of 'motivational training

courses' organized by the authors.,,

may mark a turning point in the con-

flict of psychological theories of en-

trepreneunhip."

—

Journal of Sociol-

ogy $3.95

THE SOCIAL SYSTEm
Talcott Parsons

"Plainly... in the grand tradition of

sociology which stems from Simmel

and Max Weber, from Durkheim and

Pareto."—^David Riesman, Psychiatry

$2.95

THE cmr
Max Weber
In this classic work, Webei^A^
modem reader a perspdrove lai

brings greater understanding to to-

day's urban problems—housing,

transportation, overcrowding, and so-

cial disorganization. Here is a work

enlighten^ by keen insight and intel-

lectual vigor. J2.45

TNC ADOLESCENT SOCIETY

Tko Swial Lift of the TNR-ager

aid Its lapact to Edvcatloa

James S. Colenfian ,

This pioneering study of high school

students and their subculture reveal*

the extent to which non-academic val-

ues, such as athletic prowess and pop-

ularity, take precedence over scholM-

tic achievement among American

teen-agers. *^'

NEW SPRING
1972 TITLES

POLITICAL MAN
Edited by Robert E. Lane
The Msays and articica in this book,
five of them published here for the
ftrst Hme, place oMin and bis beliefs at
the center of the poiiHcai stage. In-
cluded are analyses of the way certain
rcatures of personality shape political
dccWons and the probiem of obedl-

A DICTIONARY OF ANGaS
jMlttdinf the Fallen Angels
fiustav Davidson
•*A wacky Und Wonderful compen-
dium of angelic lore.'*

—

Time $4.95

PtINCIftES OF SURVEY ANALYSIS
Travis HIrscbl and Hanan C. Solvin
Co.winner of the 1968 C. Wright
Mills award for the best book in the
•Id of social problems. "^Recom-
mended as required reading in any
course in research methods in sociol-
ogy that considers quantitative data."—Social Force§ $2.95

J?.?*1'1*!'""^'*'<^»"AVI0R
Edited by Marsball B. Clinard
*™t is a critical, carefully written
and annotated reriew of rwrent sodo-
iJPc thebfir aMi research in varieties

JL?*''*?'* i^^'^^^'—Journal of
Proiettirm Techniqu^t and PmrBon-
ofifr ^••«Mment. ^..some interpre-
lanve fashions among sociolodsli
take a dnibbtag.-—Social ForceT^

$2.95

FAMILY AND SOCIAL NETWORK

iTSii""*^:.?"*,^*^'"*' RtlatloiishiM
i» OrtflMnr Urban Fanlllos
Second Emtion
Elizabotb Bott
The diesis of this classic study Is that
Mcial expectations about the relation-
Jfcip of husband and wife vary accoid-
ing to the patterns of relationships
among outsiders known to the family.

$3.95

THE LEGISUTION OF MORALITY
Troy Ovstor

**A^oii^itfnl expose of the fallacies
MiiuljiBt the present narcotics pol-
icy... Hi reconunendatioBs-to legally
change the conditlMH of the addicts-
logctiier with the iapporting argu-
meaii riiouM be phiced la the hands
of men who moralize, legislate, or
Migmatize.*'--^m«Hcan Journal of
Sociology L $2.95

THEORY OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

NoH J. Snolsor . ^
"...as creative as it Is systemaOC|f

historical and empirical as >< »^
letical jmd structural. Its InHaea^

amoBg'^odologists Is sure toj^

deep.**—r*e AnnaU of <he Ain«nj

can Academy of Political anof^S
Science, "...for every serious stooem

of collective behavior.**—«»^"'

^

ciology

RACE, CULTURE, AND EVOLUTION

Goorfo W. Stoekinf , Jr. ^.
**...the first book about anjhropow

cal theory in which the skills of
J^

torbin and the sophitticarton omj;

tbropological trahiing have Y^^.
bined to produce the kind of P«^j
tlve that hislory alone can V^^-

heartUy recommend it to the yo^

anthropologiitfc..."-Margaret
M^

bing-dong the What's
Continued ft-om Paffc ti)

—"Catacly$mology/' 7:30-9:30

pm, Royce 264. .

—''Astro-YofA Astrological

Action Awartnttt/' 1-10 pm,
Bunche A- 170.

—"The Systtm of Shaikh Al-

Wahshi Darvishas (Sufi)/' 7:30

pm, Architecture 1243A^-*—~^-^

—"Beginning Ballat/' 6 pm.
University YAACA. 574 Hllgard.
—"KundaHni Yoga/' 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"The Anatomy of tlia Human
Mind Course/' 3-5 pm, GSAA 2224.

—"Games Playad in Las Vagas

and Reno, Thair Odds, BEP
Maturity and Systams/' noon-2

pm. Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,
907 AAalcolm Ave., Los Angeles

(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm. Co-

op Center, 2021 Barrington Ave.,

Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Life

Vocations," 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals of Tropical

Astrology," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-

chitecture 1243C.

—"Photo Communications," 7-9

pm, Architecture 1224.
—"Kilusan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman

Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-

vival," 7 pm, Bunche j3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche
3157.

'Study of Wagners 'Dar Rinn
des Nibelungen,"' 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch Drive, North Hollywood.
—"Hand and Needle/' 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243B.

— "intermediate Self.
Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhotf
400. ' ' - wK^
—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3:» pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
-"Health Fr**e University/'

7:30 9:30 pm, Public Health 16r

071.

-^"Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In
Boelter 3809. __^ '

—"Poetry and the Short Story/'
6:45-9:30 pm, Rplfe 3131.

Meetings:

Wednesday, May 10

-"Sigma Delta Chi (SDX),"
professional journalistic society,
noon, Social Welfare 51.

—"Photo Club Print Show," 8 am .

11 pm, Ackerman Union Men's
Lourtge.

—"Chinese Student Association,"
11 am - 1 pm, Ackerman Union
2408.

-"Baptist Student Union/' 10 am,
Ackerman Union 2412.

--7" ''.*?''*•'* Lobby/' noon,
Kerckhoff 400.

—"Students for Bugliosi," noon,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"New Life Vocations," 2 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Graduate Christian
Fellowship," 4 pm, Aciterman
Union 2408.

-"English as a 2nd Language/'
5:30 pm - 7 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

-"Alpha Phi Omega," 7 - 10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.—"SLC," 7 - 10 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.

-"AAardi Gras/' 7 - lo pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.
—"Bridge Club," 7 - lo pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Students' Union," 7 -

11 pm, Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom, Women's Lounge.

URA Clubs:
Wednesday, May 10 ^7--

—"Flying Club/' 4-6 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Lacrossf Club/' 3-5 pm. Field

wzr^-rr^-m-:— < TV \
-
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-''Organic Garden Club/' 1-4 pm.
Horticultural Gardens.
-"Mountaineers," noon.

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn.

':<>-

YOU CAN

Et cetera:
-'UCLA Political Sclenc^^

Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Membership Is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Draft Counseling," schedule
tor spring quarter, Law 2114:
Monday, 9-5, 7-9 pm ; Tuesday, 9-
10 am, 1-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.

^^'"''^^••c*» Awareness
Workshops," Informal, drop-In
groups for people who wish to
increase their ability and ease In
expressing themselves, 3-5 pm,
Thursdays, Social Welfare 271.
~ <*'*•«' Advertisement)

VACATION
AWAY

APpiJNp
ADAYSF

Look the greatetr
on the beach!
Be a new gal In
the fall . .

.

Or just plain relax
after those
awful finals. /

'

As low as

—"Judo Club," 3:30-5 pm,
AAemorlal Activities B 146.

—"Hatha Yoga Club/' 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200. ^
_~"Kung jFu Ciub/' i pm y

Women's Gym 200. ; „,

-"Radio Club/' noon. Southwest
Penthouse of Boelter Hall, rm
8761.

>! Pa id Advertisement) H^^^

FAMILY EXPEDITION TO
COLORADO WILDERNESS

now forming. 14 days baclc-
paclcing, mountaineering
trelcing and cUmbing through
Sangre de Cristo Mtns.
Equipment and food supplies
Lv. July 29. For full info., write
Box 91750. LA., Calif. 90009

day
includes room,
all meals,
activities and
M.D. supervision.

"v

Think of it!' Ybu can
lose a pound .a day

while you relax, unwind
and play in California's
desert country. Swim —
and splash the weight

away. Soothe yourself in our
new sauna - melt the pounds
away. Feel those tensions and
inches disappear at the skilled
hands of our masseuse. Think

how trim you'll look on the
beach in your new bikini and
how great you'll feel, pounds

ighter. Come with your friends.

Write or call lor free brochure today.

JLmHettmtiia inn /it^ueinaHesorl
Vftn?!QloM?o°^^

^'^''''^ "-ancaster • Calif. 93534
(805) 942-1493 Los Angeles phone (213) fiPfi.r^ii5
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WHITE WATER RAFT EXPE-

DITION ^ /

now forming. 3 or 4 day;s
shooting Yampa and Green
Rivers of Colorado in 33 ft.

Neoprene pontoon rafts,
camping, hiking, archeological
exploration, swimming, etc.
June, July, Aug., for full info.,

write Box 91750, LA., Calif.

90009. ,

WIN A 10-SPEED

BIKE!

HI..

i-

INSURANCE
I8N*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.
If you've got a cycle, you should
have insurance, too.-

Because you've got a lot to
lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up In your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-
tion the possibility of medical
costs and damage liability. FIC
knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mlnl-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low
and we never turn down a client.

Never. ,* .

Because of our experience, we
can Insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has
been an expert In speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio

neered motorcycle insurance In

California.

There's no sense in taking
chances when FIC cycle insurance
it so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

drawing will

be held

Friday

may
12
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DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGSJOO I

• Eladric hairdryer • Two Instamatic cameras • Two tennis
racquets - Billie Jean King and Jack Kramer • OliveHi port-
able typewriter • RCA portable radio • Corning Ware •

All you havQ to do is check In at the John Roberts doss ring counter,

and fill In your registration slip. While you're there, a John Roberts

representative will be glad to show you how you can order your

class ring - exactly how you want It. AND - If you purchase

your ring In this week or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BIKF RA
^Q

AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR PIMP,!
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NAME.
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WAKE OF CYCLE.
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students' store

YEAR .CC't. .VALUC_

Total Cov«res«.
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n'*9S' b level, ockerman union, 825-771

1

open mondoy-fridoy 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3
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(Paid AdvtrtiMment)

ASUCLA BOOKSTORE OFFERS A FIRST-

RATE SELECTION OF PAP£RBACKS=^

FROM FREE PRESS
Books on a variety of leading social issues from
drugs and delinquency to ecology and
future tecfinoiogical change

*• V
• «.

THE NEW AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Roderick Aya and Norman Miller

Thinkers of the New Left arid black
movements articulate the revolution-
ary situation,in modern America. They
explain why segments of the so-called

"affluent society" have turned into

revolutionaries and they suggest broad
outlines of strategy for a radical dis-

tribution of economic ai\d political

power. $3.95

VALUES AND THE FUTURE
The linpact of Technolofical Change
on American Values

Kurt Baier and Nicholas Rescher

"An important, co-operative, inter-

disciplinary attempt to develop some
of the conceptual and methodological
instruments for the systematic study
of values in a future-oriented, predic-
tive context."—The Journal of Poli-
tics 44.95

AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARIES
IN THE MAKING
Charles S. Sydnor
A vivid poftrait of eighteenth-century
Virginia and its four sons, Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe,
who provided leadership in the early
years of our nation's life. "Lively,* en-
lightening history."—John Barkham,
The Saturday Review Syndicate

$1.95

INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY AND
SOCIAL WELFARE
Harold L. Wilensky and Charles N. Lebeaux
".

. .one of the best works available on
the current efforts to handle the social
problems of today . .i"—~Journal of
Human Relations. With a new intro-
duction: The Problems and Prospects
of the Welfare State. - $2.95

Edward C. Banfield

Assisted by Laura Banfield

"This study is riot only of great im-
portance to the rural sociologist inter-
ested in economic development, but
also to the polilical scientist interested
in left-wing political movements in
depressed areas."--7/i^ Annals $1.95

DELINQUENT BOYS
Ctritofe of the fiant

Albert K. Cohen
"Seldom do we come across an analy-
sis of a major social problem that is

both clearly written and fre^ of ex-

SUICIDE

A Studv in Sociology

Emile Durkheim
"With Suicide one does not even have
to lean on the word 'classic,' for it is

commonly assigned to sociology stu-

dents in the content of contemporan-
eity (though this, to be sure, is the
hallmark of the true classic). ... a
book that has remained vital and rele-

vant."—J/i^ Washington Post $2.95

THE ELEMENTARY FORMS
OF RELIGIOUS LIFE

Emile Durkheim
This classic treatise on religion by one
of the leading early sociologists ex-
amines religion in society in terms of
animism, naturism, ptemism, myth,
and ritual.

—^ _^u^q
THE ACTIVE SOCIETY
A Theory of Societal and Political Processes
AmJtai Etzioni

**This book is.. . great in purpose and
Terigtli. It is a "comprehensive integra-

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
Why the American Common Man
Believes What He Does
Robert E. Lane
"A pathfinding book. Lane has pro-
duced our first sustained empirical
exploration of the contents, sources,
and consequences of common politi-
cal ideologies in psychosocial cate-
gories of analysis."

—

American So-
ciological Review $2.95

PUBLIC OPINION
Walter Lippman
"No other book thus far printed
comes so near to providing a text for
the social psychological interpreta-
tion of politics. There is much that is

new, much that is striking and inter-
esting merely from the manner in
which it is stated. ..:'^American
Journal of Sociology $2.95

THE ACHIEVING SOCIETY
—David C. McCielUnd

tion of $n awesome array of the
knowledge and concept of modern
sociology and political science. It is a
grand program for societal action."

—

cessive statistics and irrelevant theory. SXrtT^vJ^.^ • c • /I?"''"'
PrnfPQQnrrnh/.n'c ^w^^ .c cu^u o .,.J ' ROPCFt L . Stcwart m Social ForcesProfessor Cohen's book is such a study
as American sociology only occasion-
ally produces."

—

Science and Society

$2.45

MINORITIES AND THE POLICE "^
Confrontations in America
David H. Bayley and Harold Mendelsohn
"Unlike recent books published on
police-community relations, the au-
thors have attempted to present back-
ground material, attitudes, and social-
economic data. ...sorely needed in this
new explosive area of police and pub-
lic concern."

—

Choice $2.45

THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF MEANING
Second Edition

Ernest Becker

The author synthesizes elements of
biology, religion, sociology, anthro-
pology, and psychology to approach
the problem of "the tragic bind that
man is in—the basic paradox of his
existence—his awareness of himself
as a unique individual." $3.45

.

THE ORIGINS OF MODERN SCIENCE
(Revised Edition)

Herbert Butterfield ~^ -
-^^

"Destined to be a classic. A penetrat-
ing study of the beginnings of modem
science."

—

Journal of the Philosophy
of Sciertee^ :^,^.r:-;Tr^.:T.Tr^-ri^.-->-—-—

-i-^ ^-95-

—tf

OUTSIDERS ^
•

Studies in the SeclelOfy of Deviance
Howard S. Becker
A provocative tour of significant sub-
cultures, including the dance musician
and the marijuana user. The text pro-
vides stimulating commentary on
pany of the important issues that re-
late to contemporary perceptions of
deviant behavior. $1.95

A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH
TO HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr.

"This is not a book which can be ig-
nored by any historian who wants to
understand what is likely to become
one of the major developments in his
profession during the past few dec-
ades."—yowrna/ of Southern History
"A truly brilliant bookr—Richard
Maxwell Brown $2.95

TRUANTS FROM LIFE
Bruno Bettelheim

Educators, social workers, psycho-
analysts, psychologists, nurses, and
other readers interested in the emo-
tional difficulties of children have es-
tablished this book as a modem clas-
sic. 'The significance of the book far
transcends its import for psychoanal-
ysis. It is a mine of dsLtSL."—American
Sociological Review $3.50

THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
OF THE SCIENTIST
Martin Brown •

This exciting book sees the scientist
as one who has reacted to the sins of
science by becoming radicalized. He
no longer confines his studies and re-
search to the ivory tower, but involves
himself increasingly in humanistic so-
cial and political concerns. $3.95

THE POOR PAY MORE
David Caplovitz

"Anyone concerned with the various
programs, research, and action deal-
mg with poverty will find this book
mvaluabfe."—T/i*- American Journal
of Sociology. ".. .an excellent descrip-
tion of consumption practices... out-
standing," — American Sociological
Review

^^AS

CONTINUITIES IN THE STUDY
t)F SOCIAL CONFLICT n

LewisA. Coser
A major attempt to deal with social
violence and its functions by one of
the most creative thinkers in sociol-
ogy, this book is essential reading for
any student of conflict behavior.

DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION
An Introduction to the Philosophy ef
-CdMcatien ' ^
John Dewey — - ^
One of the most influential books of
our time, this book represents the
philosophic foundations of Progres-
sive Education, of which Dewey was
a founder, and on which so much sub-
sequent educational theory rests.

$2.45

BLACK BOURGEOISIE ^
E. Franklin Frazier

The first thorough-going social study
of the thin, upper social stratum of
the Negro community in America.
"Franklih Frazier has devoted his
scholariy career to the single problem
of race relations ... a little book for all
to read, not the less scholariy for be-
ing more passionate...."

—

Phylon
$2.95

THE URBAN VILUGERS
Herbert J. Cans —

^

. " ._

This fascinating and disturbing book
presents an intimate sociological pic-
ture of a group of Italian-Americans
(and others) in Boston's West End.
Anyone interested in the problems of
the city should read this condemna-
tion of the bulldozer brand of urban
renewal. $2.95

BEHAVIOR IN PUBLIC PUCES
Erving Goffman

_LThis book should aid discussion and
research in fields as diverse as culture
and personality, small groups, and ab-
normal psychology. ".

. .an important
book, witty, provocative and pro-
found, which ramifies into many im-
portant areas of social science."
Sociology and Social Research $2.95

*A very significant contribution to the
• literature of social science. It is most

,
unusual for psychologists to develop
this kind of interest, and to converge
so fully with sociological work in the

-area."—Talcott Parsons, "...a Hercu-
lean labor."—Gordon W. AUport

$2.95

NATIONAL LIBERATION t^

Norman Miller and Roderick Aya
This book of eight essays analyzes the
causes and dynamics of revolution in
the modern world, primarily those
"under-developed" areas uhdergoing
radical social change. "The quality of
the contributions is unifohnly high."
-^Foreign Affairs ~ - $3.95

MAXIMUM FEASIBLE MISUNDERSTANDING
Daniel P. Moynihan
The origin, nature, and internal in- ;

consistencies of a bold national effort. .

the Economic Opportunity Act, are
examined by one of its drafters, the
brilliant adviser to Presidents Ken-
nedy, Johnson, and Nixon. This book
is important reading on the subject of
poverty. * $2.95

THE MORAL JUDGMENT OF THE CHILD '

'"

Jean Piaget

This classic study examines a problem
that stands at the heart of society:
How does a child distinguish between
right and wrong? "The most brilliant
and persuasive of Professor Piagefs
studies of the child's mind."—^rn'
Statesman and Nation $3.50

THE SaF^UIDING SOCIETY
Warren Breed
This work presents a ^h^i .

ci«^es may more suSsf^^^^^^^^
achieve their goals Rathlr i^

""^ ^
with particular siij^'^i^'^u

^"^ ^
author concernsCiCfc^of society that can deal wUh ir.

^°?
Icms as they arise. "^ [^^

DELINQUENCY AND OPPORTUNIiy
J.TJtoryo* Delinquent Gang,'"
Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E OhiinA challenging and well-written bookwhich discusses, among other th^how delinquent gangs arise. Smembers, develop different lawSlating ways of life, and ptZZ
change. The best available ^umma,of contemporary criminolS^^^'

$2.43

J^.'H?^^ sowoLOGieALmm
Emile Durkheim
One of Durkheim's major works thisbook remains not only a landmark in

the history of the social sciences, but
also a dependable guide for the stu-

Oent and the professional. His aim is

to provide a new instrument to be
used by all social sciences. $1.95

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS
Or Powff, Involvtment, and Their Corrclitn

Amitai Etzioni

"...includes a wide variety of organi.

zations, from religious societies to

concentration camps. . . . Etzioni's mod-
el will doubtless be useful to many
people and will guide others who at-

tempt to develop their own typol

Ogies. ..."—Am«'/cfl/i Sociological Re-

^*^ $3.4i.L

MOTIVATING ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT
09vld C. McClelland and David G. Winter

"Essentially a report on the evaluation

of a series of 'motivational training

courses' organized by the authon...

may mark a turning point in the con-

flict of psychological theories of eo-

trepreneurship."—Journal of Sociol-

ogy $3.95

AN ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION OF TNE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Charles A. Beard
"Any serious student of American his-
tory will want to have this volume "

—Daniel J. Boorstin, The New York
Times

12.93

THE OTHER SIDE
Ptrsptcthru oil Dfviiiica
Howard S. Becker
How do we define what is "normal,"
"deviant," "permissible," "healthy," or
"socially acceptable"? Sixteen rich es-
says deal with these questions and
other problems, such as drug addic-
tion, mental retardation, homosexu-
ality, prison subcultures, and gambl-
»««• $2.45

A SHORT HISTORY OF CHINESE PHILOSOPHY
Fung Yu-Lan

A remarkably cogent, comprehensive,
and systematic account of Chinese
philosophy from Confucius to the
present. The book is a clear and reli-
able guide for all who wish to acquire
insight into the philosophical founda-
tions of the Chinese mentality. $2.95

THE PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER
A Stcial and Politlcil Portrait
With a new prologue by the author
Morris Janowitz

In a new prologue, the author ex-
amines and places into perspective
•the agonies of prolonged hostilities
in Vietnam" and offers evidence of
the organizational crisis developing in
the military independent of the im-

v.pact of the war. $3.95

-'-.

CRILOREN WHO HATE
Fritz Redl and David Wineman
This book develops attitudes and
methods that are applicable, not only
to the treatment of the extremely ag-
gressive childj but also to the daily
handling of his less troubled contem-
poraries by parents, teachers, and
youth leaders. $2.45

SCIENCE AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
B.F. Skinner

TW author of Walden Two here ap-
plies the science of behavior to ex-
plicit analyses of problems in govern-
ment, religion, psychotherapy, eco-
nomics, and education, "...an impor-
tant book ... lo^cally consistent with
tne basic premise of the unitary na-
ture of science." — The American
Journal of Sociology $3 43

THE SOCIAL SYSnM
Talcott Parsons

"Plainly... in the grand tradition of

sociology which stems from Simmel

and Max Weber, from Durkheim and

Pareto."—David Riesman, Psychiatry

$2.95
^ ' *

THE cmr
Max Weber ,

In this classic wofk, Weber gives the

modem reader a perspective that

brings greater understanding to to-

day's urban problems—housini,

transportation, overcrowding, and jj

cial disorganization. Here is a wort

enlightened by keen insight and intfl-

lectual vigor. w.45

THE ADOLESCENT SOCIEH
Tht SMiai Uft tf tiM Tiea^tr

aad Its iHMCtm Edncatiea

James S. Coleman .

This pioneering study of high schotf

students and their subculture revew'

the extent to which non-academic val-

ues, such as athletic prowess and po^

ularity, Uke precedence over schoJM-

tic achievement among ^^*"*^

teen-agers. *

NEW SPRING
1972 TITLES

POLITICAL MAN
Edtttd by Robtrt E. Lain
The ettays and articlct in this book,
five of them published here for die
Hrst time, pbce oHin and his beliefs at
the center of the political stage. In-
eluded are analyses of the way certain
features of personality shape political
dcciikMit and the proMen of obcdl-
^met to law. ^3 ,5

A DICTIONARY OF ANCaS
Inelidini tha Fallen AAfels
Custav Davidsen

••A wacky and wonderful compen-
dium of angelic lore.**-—rime ySOS

PRINCIPLES OF SURVEY ANALYSIS
Travis Hlrschi and Hanan C. SelvlR
Co.winner of the 19i8. t Wright
Mills award for the beat book in the
Meld of social problems. ^'Recom-
mended as required reading in any
cowee hi research methods in sociol-
ogy that considers quantitative data.**
^—•30CI0I Forcet $2.95

J?.?*l'l^S.°"^'*'*T"EHAVIOR
Edited by Manball B. Cllnard
•TOi is a critical, carefully written
and annotated review of recent socio-
IJPC theory ami research In varieties
•r deviant beliavior.**--yo«rn«l of
Protective Technique* and Peruon-
oMir A»»eMment. "...lome interpre-
tative fashions among sociologists
tjUte a dnibbtaig.-.-Soc.«| Forew

$2.^5

FAMILY AND SOCIAL NETWORK

I. nii***"^:.?"*/^^"** Rilatleniblpt
In Ordinanf Urban Families
Second Edition

Elizabetb Rett
The ttiesU of this ctassk study is that
social expectations about the rehition-
shlp of husband and wife vary accord-
ing to the patterns of relationships
among outsiders known to the family.

$3.95

THE LEfilSUTION OF MORALIH
Troy Ouster
**A thoughtful expose of the fallacies
underlying the ptrntmA muxotics pol-
icy... its recom«aathnions~to knlly
chMfe the conditioBs of the adSESl
together with the supporting anu-
ments should be phiced in the hands
of men who moralize, legislate, or
rtigmatlze.**—^m«Hcon Journal of
Sociology

12.95

THEORY OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

Neil J. Snelser . ^
**...ai creative as It is systemslic^

historical and empirical as It »»;
retkal and structural. Its Ib*^
amoog sociologists is sure toj"

deep.-—rfc« AnnalB of the/rj
can Academy of Political «"« ?2
Science, "...for every serious iO^
of collective behavior.**—

A?"^"'

J

cioiogy

RACE. CULTURE. AND EVOLUTION

fieerfo W. Stocfclnf. Jr. ,,.^^10^
-...the first book about " h'^'S
cal theory in which the »W1»»<^J^
torfain and the wphistlcarion o*

thropological trahiing have »«*"

bined to produce the kind of P«w^,

tlve that history alone can gi •

heartily recommend It to the 7 ,

anthropologists....''-Margaret Ji^

ing-dong the What's On 's dead
." 1 •. •—
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—"Cjtaclysmology," 7:30-9:30

Ipm, Royce 264.

\ —"Astro-Yoga Astrological

Action Awareness/' t-lO pm,
iBunche ArlTO.

—"The Systtm off Shaikh Al-

jwahshi Dtrvishas ($u«V' j£30
pm. Architecture 1243A.

—"Beginning Ballot/' 6 pm,
[University YAACA/574 Hllgard.
—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"The AnatiNny off tha Human
iMind Courso/' 3-5 pm, GSM 2224.

—"Games Playeil in Las Vegas

land Reno, Their (Mds, BEP
I Maturity and Systems," noon-2

Ipm, Ackerman Union 2412.

I
—"Anatomy off a WASP/' 7 pm ,

I907 Malcolm Ave., Los Angeles

(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm, Co-

lop Center, 2021 Barrihgton Ave.,

Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Lite

Vocations," 2 pm, Adcerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals off Tropical

lAstrology," 7:30-9:30 pm, Ar-

'

Ichitecture 1243C.
—"Ptwto Communications," 7-9

|pm, Architecture 1224.
—"Kilusan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman

Union 3564.
.

—"Poverty Commonify Sur-

Ivival," 7 pm, Bunche 3150.,

—"I Am," 7:» pm, Bunche
13157,

—"Study off Wagner's 'Der Ring
les NIhetungen,

*" 7 : 3 pm.

—"Photo Club Print Show," 8 am -

11 pm, Ackerman Union Men's
Lounge.
—"Chinese Studtnt Association,"
11 am - 1 pm, Ackerman Union

—"Baptist Student Union," 10 am,
Ackerman Union 2412.

--"People's Lobby," nobn,
Kerckhoft 400.

—"Students ffor Bugliosi," noon,
Kerckhott Upstairs Lounge.
—"New Lite Vocations," 2 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.
— "Graduate Christian
Feltowship," 4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"English as a 2nd Language,"
5:30 pm - 7 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

—"Alpha Phi Omega," 7 - 10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.
-"SLC," 7 - 10 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.

-"Mardi Gras," 7 - lO pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.
-"Bridge Club/' 7 10 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Students' Union," 7 -

T1 pm, Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom, Women's Lounge.

URA Clubs:
Wednesday, AAay 10 —

Arch Drive, North Hollywood.
) -"Hand and Needle/' 7:30 pm,
'Architecture 12438.

"

"Intermediati Salf^
Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff
400. ' V^

—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Health Free University/'

7:30 9:30 pm, Public Health 16-

1071. r ^^
— "Introductory Sport

Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In
Boelter 3809.—"Poehnr and the Short Story,"

|6: 45 9.30 pm, Rolfe 3131.

leetings:

Wednesday, May 10

-"Sigma Delta Chi (SDX),"
professional journalistic society,
noon, Social Welfare 51.

—"Flying Club," 4 6 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Lacrosse Club/' 3-5 pm, Field
#7.—''Judo Club^" 3:30.5 -pm:;^
AAemorial Activities B 146.

-"Hatha Yoga Club," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

I^"Kung Fu Club/'
Women's Gym 200.

"—"Radio Club," noon. Southwest
Penthouse of Boelter Hall, rm
8761.

J-
• J Paid Advertisement)

WHITE WATER RAFT EXPE-

DmON
m

now forming. 3 or 4 days
shooting Yampa and Green
Rivers of Colorado in 33 ft.

Neoprene pontoon rafts,
camping, hiking, archeological
exploration, swimming, etc.
June, July, Aug., for full info.,

write Box 91750, LA., Calif.

90009.

INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST F^R

FAT CATS.
If you've got a cycle, you should
have insurance, too.-

Because you've got a lot to
lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle

goes down the tubes. Not to men-
tion the possibility of medical
costs and damage liability. FIG
knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle — from mini-

bike to chopper. Our rates are low
and we never turn down a client.

Never.

Because of our experience, we
can Insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIG has
been an expert In speciality line

Insurance for 26 years, We pio-

neered motorcycle insurance In

California,

There's no sense in taking
chances when FIG cycle insurance
is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

p>.j^,^;^^;^£^^^
cycle and tell u. whethe.

^^^^P^B PtafeA^^l — >
^^^^ •• ^™»"^ ^i^•» ^1^ ^i^ <«^ WB^

I
the

me'ke"year"'!?c".*°!?nil!
''^ *^? "* ^"^^ '»•'"•' address, phone number,

you're jnteremf^i« K.u?lP''*^?*^'"« ^ yo^ cyda and tell us whether

m *• WH.hJr» Blvd.. Lot An,,lw. C.IW. 90036

NAME.

ADDRESS.

^AKE0FCYCL£,

'''"*nter«tedln;

.PMONC.

YEAM. .CC's. .VALUE

_

LUMIHy
, Total Cov«rae«.

Horticultural Gardens.
-"Mountaineers," noon.

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn. >Jf

Etcetera:
- -"UCLA Political ScienSr
Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership
Membership is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms available in Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Draft Counseling," schedule
tor spring quarter, l^w 2114:
AAonday, 9-17-9 pm; Tuesday, 9.
10 am, 1-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday. 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.
— "Speech Awareness

Workshops," informal, drop-in
groups for people who wish to
increase their ability and ease in
expressing themselves, 3-5 pm.
Thursdays. Social Welfare 271.—^—<Paid Advertisement)——
FAMIIY EXPEDITION TO
COLORADO WILDERNESS

now forming. 14 days back-
packing, mountaineering,
treking and climbing through
Sangre de Cristo Mtns.
Equipment and food supplies
Lv. July 29. For full info., write

'

Box 91750, L.A., Calif. 90009

YOU CAN

VACATION
.ftWAYAPpinvp
DAY

/
1/.

' ti

^<^^-

Look the greatesr
on the beach!
Be a new gal in
the fall . .

.

Or just plain relax
after those
awful finals.

As low as

'whi

day
includes room,
all meals,
activities and
M.D. supervision.

'X
\

Think of it! You can
lose a pound a day

lile you relax, unwind
and play in California's „
desert country. Swim —
and splash the weight

away. Soothe yourself in our
new sauna - melt the pounds
away. Feel those tensions and
inches disappear at the skilled
hands of our masseuse Think

how trim you'll look on the
beach in your new bikini and
how great you'll feel, pounds

lighter. Come with your friends
Write or call for free brochure tod^y.

Dept. 47 43019
fa Inn Hi^uvingHesori
Sierra Lancaster Calif. 93534

(805) 942-1493 Los Angeles phone (213) 625-3115

"^-"-^'

"ijh-'" —f'**JFrT»<'-^7:

r t

i V.
^r'

.•"*'
"^L.

WIN A 10-SPEED

BIKE
fi"^-

drawing will

be held

Friday

may
12

no pwrckos* ni fl you nMdn't b« prM«nl to win

DAILY PRIZE DRAWINGSjbO I

'

• Electric hairdryer • Two Instamafic cameras • Two tennis
racquets - Billie Jean King and Jack Kramer • OliveHi port-
able typewriter • RCA poHable radio • Corning Ware •

All you have to do Is check in of the John Roberts doss ring counter,

and fill in your registration slip. While you're there, a John Roberts
*

representative will be glad to show you how you can order your

class ring - exactly how you want It. AND - if you pu^rchase

your ring in this weiak or next - YOU'LL GET A FREE BiKF RAQ
AND A FREE SIGNATURE INSIDE YOUR PlKini

as
uca

Students' store

ringt, b lavd, ock«rmon union. 825-771

1

open monday-frlday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

\^
|:

^1
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In olden days a glimpse of What's On was looked
(ConUnued from Page 24)

Play
^

—"Take a Look/' "The Sky is

FallirHl/' and "Forever Hold Your
Peace," original one-act plays,

running at 4: 15 and 8:30 pm, A^y
16; and 3:30 pm. May 17;

Macgowan Hall Little Ttieater.

General admission is 25( at ttie

door. ^

Seminars:
Wednesday, May 10
—"Effect of Plasma Protein

Binding on Drug Action" by David
Campion, assistant professor of

medicine in residence, noon, CHS
23105.

—"The Hemoglobin-Oxygen
Affinity and Its Relationship to

Oxygen Transport" by Claude

Lenfant, associate director for

lurig programs. National Heart

and Lunigi Institute, Bethesda,

Maryland, 1:15 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"Use of Indirect Technique by
Computer for Detecting Changes
in Physiojogical Status of

Patients" by J. Weldon Bellvllle,

professor of anesttiesiology, 3 pm,
CHS AV-139.

—"Automatic Stetrrng of

People Movers" by Elbert L.

Marsti, spacecraft control section*

Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, 3 pm, Boalter 5264.

—"Corpus Luteum Main-
tenance in Guinea Pigs, Ham-
sters, RaH, Mice, and RabMtt"
by Jessamine Hilliard, associate
researcti anatomjst, 4 pm, CHS 73-

105.

—"Triggering of Lymphaid
Cells" by Richard W. Dutton,
professor of biology, UC San
Diego, 4 pm, CHS 43-105.

—Results of the Mariner 9
Ultraviolet Spectromtttr Ex-

on as
Ptrlment" by jo&p^
reswrchphysicisTjet^H
Laboratory, PasadJ!! ^/^^lena. 4

P^.MJ

ACBOSS
1. New York

ball club
5. Baseball

abbr.
8. Chicago
team

12. Discharge
13. Bishopric
14. Genus of

cetaceans
15. Washing-

ton team
17. Rhythmi-

cal swing
18. Famous

Gene
19. Baltimore

player
n. A silk

thread
24. To yean

(dial.)

25. Cincin-

nati's

pride
.25, Wander

I. Bearing
' (abbr.)
33. The yel-

low bugle
34. California

playei^
3f5. Broad

sash
36. Dance

step
37. Contest
38. Minnesota

player

39. Dancer's
cymbals

41. French
author

43. Atlanta
team

46. Metal
tag

50.— avis
51. Glutton-

izes

54. Amper-
sands

55. Knock
56. "Rio—

"

57. Pith
58. Cuckoo
59. Asterisk

DOWN
1. Broad-
topped
hill

2. Large
bird

(var.)

3. Pale

tinge

4. Initiates

5. Service-

man's
friend

6. Malde—
7. Mexican

coin
8. The eye-

lashes
9. Kind

of
weapon

10. Monthly
nuisance

11. Glut
16. Son

of .J

Odin ^

AvvruK<' ti""' »i i^uliilioii: 26 niin.

R AC AMm ADMp
OTTO
U L. A NMO L eMQ pa L

T_ATT|0|0MAAT

:\ mIi&BMR£Fde
A,D

B YP

TOTS

L L

20. Rod's
com-

_ panion
22. lUlian

river
23. Magnate
25. Noted

sleeper
26. Topsy's

friend
27. Poltroons
29. Interdic-

tion

31. Baseball
abbr. ^

32. Kind
of
rummy

34. Compe-
_ tent
38. Detroit

team '^-

40. Nautical
, term
42. Sailor
43. Boast
44. Hindu

"Some Prooerii*.

"oyal Society ' ^\
University of Oxford""'"*.
KInsey 247. ^' '

PHI,—
"M»t«|.|n»ul«tor t.

Holcomb, CorneT n ^ "f

Knudsen 1200 "ci,«"'r">.

— Plan Nucleus SrlT r
Expertments at the cedn*2?
chrocyclotron/' by jal .>

12

\S

IS

33

25 26 27

H UIRID YGU RTD V

tlEi
AMHE A

S.ANlOi0TB E R
BY

W I REWD

O
abetMetobepTc

ROTE

PECTK
Sfi

^ queen
"~

45. Rail

bird

47. Cafe au

48. Girl's- -

name
49. Peter or

Ivan
52. Carting

vehicle
53. Slender

i^nial

21

16

2Q

25

S9 40—

[43 44

\50

54

57

57

45

18

14

20

29

4^

Si SZ 53.

55

58

17

10 n

46

38

30 Si 32

35

5^^^^^ ss^v^

47 48

nm V« y "'Vision, CERMpm, Knudsen 1240 CoffoT ,.

'^

--"BendPropa9ationbysiil^
Filaments in Cilia and ci

^"«

by Charles Brokaw^^rft^^

Technology, Pasadena,
4 pr^UB

Kichard Fl Logan, profe.^

Frank Warner,
singer 1

TIcicets are $4.25 and m
(students). "

— "Consciousness:
tIiiMeaning of Everything" by Ar

thurDelkman, author, and one ofthe first In the field to research the

nature of awa reness, 7 pm

56

59

-.-..„ J-
5-/0

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

STEREO BUY NOW
AND SAVE

\\

Why pay more at a 'large Fancy Store" or a
Little Garage" for the stereo components you wgnt.

(Check Out THE NOWSOUND for Honest Student Discount Prices)

:
~ Compile PIONEER Stereo Syjjem

Fair Trade List Wa^ $499.95 _

NOW

$299.95
complete system

While They Last!

(This set has Pioneer's
^mous *'multi-amp system")

•(Paid Advertisement)

MERIDA, MEXICO AT BIG

DISCOUNT. :t

7 days/6 nights at Panamerican
Hotel. Includes transfers. Also
available 20 % discount on tours
to Chichen Itza and Uxrnal. $33
per person, triple occupancy;
$39 per person double. For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A.,
Calif. 90009.

Dickson Art Center 2160. Ticketi

are $4.75 and $2 (students)

*w~A''**'"****®* ^^ Diseases of

the Horse and Methods of Control

Discussion Centered on Thojj

Parasites and Diseases Most

Commonly Encountered" by

Dean C. Lindley, formerly

associate professor of zoology,

California State Polytechnic

College, Pomona, 7 pm, LS21<;.

Tickets are $4.

.rr-"Genetics and Intelli^enct: A

Status Report" by Arttiur R.

Jensen, professor of education,

Institute of Human Learning, UC

Berkeley, 8 pm, CHS 23-lOS.

—"John Barth," professor of

Engllsti, State University of New

York, Buffalo, will read from new

unpublistied fiction. He Is tt»

auttior of The Sot-Weed Fidor,

Giles, Goat Boy, and The Floatini

Opera, 8 pm, HaJnes 39.—"Applications of Semicon-

ductor Memories," by Bria"

Wachner, applications engineer,

National Semiconductor Cor

poratlon, Sherman OaHs. 1 pni<

Boelter 8500
('Continued on Paj,e 21)

Here's What You Get!
• Pioneer Am/Fm Stereo

receiver 1 20 wafts peak''
• Two Pioneer speakers
• Pioneer turntable

including dust cover, and
cartridge. (* 50 watts standard)

- GAL JET CHARTERS ^

Fisher
THE FISHER 201 • SO-WaH AM/FM StorM R«c«ivw

1

U
f

BSR 310X f
CNANGCRAUKNTASlf i
fVftYTHMG MCIUOED ||
•ASi. OUST COVER AND «
SHUK CARTRIDGf *

TWO
KHXII

SPEAKERS

• EURpPi 1972*
Do«'t b« misled by towtr pricM. Invtsttfato first! Fly with our reliable clwrttr

SI!!^.f ; *i"*^ ^•*"' *«» •" V«»«' cti»rHr canior boloro you stfln your appl»c*t»«».
Don t tako a chanco wiM an unkown charter alrlina.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST

-* Round Trip Europe Flights —
)akland or LA to London u low ai $249 (round trip

)akland or LA to Amitcrdim as low at $289 (round trip

Oakland or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trip

¥ One Way Flights
Oakland o^ LA

to London & Brussels - - - as low as $149 (one way)

London & Brussels

lo Oakland or LA as low as $149 (one way)

^76(onavay

Complete System

M.F1.9

1-,

THE NOW SOUND
JiMl 5 nun. Eail of Downtowm.Lot Anaalat

Th« Now Sound Sleroo
2525 W. Bovoriy Blvd., Montabollo 721-0207

Sot. 10-5

lnter-U.S,A. Flighls
Wen Co«st to East Coast (June) -a« low at

S76(on&W
l-ait Coaat to West Coast (Sept) -ai low «i 076 (onoW

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
space is limited 4

"*

ilJT«7Jir'rf.!r*!Li'L'»^*» TaK and Oopartiirt Tan wkart -PlMK-W*' •"jj.S

tuiriumif!S* •?!!.*'^ ••*»•<» •• ••» »«raa«a ar dacraaso <ip^»"« fiS/A

Unttrr.it^V*'.!!!!?^^'•^^yw. ttaH, ffaoHtTaiMl antanolaii *tXS!\!l MO
MrI?L«!l«*lfi*^"^ "^ mamfcars af thalr Immatflata famlllat. Thart »rt n^

Ji'wlIlSl!!^**
^•^"•^ aimna* ftyinf lot Muipmant Complimofitar^ mtol»«"

^vorota* Mrvod in ft(«ht.
-w »•

*or Aaplication A furtl^r infarmatlan writa:

CAlJETCNAItrtS
orcollM'5'»^'L.

2150 Groan Stroat
San Francisco. Calltomia 94123

.'• •< v/

lomething
itiDued from Page 2t)

iursday. May 11

Wednesday, May lo , 1W2

tiTime Reference and Time
bolism in Wolfram voft

henbach's Parilval/' by

hur GroQS, Jr., assistant

essor of German/ 3 pm,

Che 3175.

" Biochem istry off

limergic Htry Junction

Ions," by_Bruce_Howard

assistant professor of biological
chemistry, 4 pm, CHS 33-105. —

—"Sir Hamfflon A.R.Gibb alld
tt»e Study of Islam," by Albert
HouronI, director. Middle East
Center, St. Antony's College,
University of Oxford, England,
and visiting professor of near
eastern history. Harvard
University, Cambridge,
AAassachusetts, 4 pm, Bunche
2209A.

r but now,
UCLA DAILY BPUIM 21

-r"On flM Cenvtxity of
Hypersurfaces in Rn (Ex-
Posltory)/' by H. Wu, associate
professor of mathematics, UC
Berkeley, 4 pm, MS 4000. ^^ .-

--"Lambda.Hypernuclei and
Their Problems," by R.H. Dalltz,
research professor of the Royal
^•ety. University of Oxford,
England, 4 pm, Knudsen 1220B.
—"Human Society in

Prehistory," by Bernard Camp-
^' visiting professor of an-

knows, anything goes
ironofnnw. 7 Mm dVk. \„^^ rs^ m. .Rolfe 1200.

thropologvt, 7 pm
Tickets are S4.50.

"Water Quality Control to
Prevent Pollution," by Albert F.
Bush, professor of engineering, 7
pm, LS 2147. Tickets ^re $4 and
S1.75 (students).

—"Bioengineering," by Dennis
Heppner, 7:30 pm, Boelter 3400.—"A-Hypernuclei and Their
Problenw," by R. H. Dalltz, Royal
Society Professor, University of

Oxford, 4 pm, Knudsen 1 220 B. Tea
4Jt 3:30 pm, in Knudsen 2-222.

E.C.:

Wednesday, AAay 10

—"The Impact of Drugs on
Human Values |ind Human
Culture," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

"^"Backpacking," 7 pm, Rolfe
3134. ^

1

(Continued on Page 19)

l>oift just stand there-go somewhere!
nywHhMesCen^ newlbuthflislit proaram.

In more bwolved wMi you.
Now you can become more involved with
the places you fly to, the people you meet-
and yourself. It all starts with a Western
Airlines Youthflight Card (age 12 through
^1, $3.00) , and the latest copy of
WMtem's 24-page Youthflight Directory
listing aU kinds of travel tips and almost
a hundred things we can do for you
wherever Western flies-mainland U.S.,
Alaska, Hawaii, Mexico and Canada.

r :?u®^,TP^«» the Youthflight DirectSry
ust« the following discounts available in
"awaii (and to pick up your Discount
oook in Hawaii you just have to prove you
flew in on Western)- 15% off on auto
rentals, 16% off on diving charters
and equipment rentals, 10% discount
on surfboard rentals, lessons and
repairs, a free meal at McDonald's, 20%
discount on Honda rentals, and others.

Vn.,?k#i-T^^™® samples from the
Youthflight Directory, a teaser list of
experiences" in Western's World (alltour pnces shown plus airfare) :

A^SKA. A thirty-day self-supporting
«tpedition to cUmb Mt. McKinle^

^UmT^^ mountaineers only for thisIcebound" adventure.

pSS^h^^P*^'^ Yucatan underwater,

ex^^^''''^ snorkelling novices and
experts. Nam certification and college

a^enV^:''^'*^^^^^'^^^^^^^

^

DENVER. 8 day ecology environment
course. A "Lifebound" adventure in the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains.

HAWAII. Any island, take your pick,
7 days/e nights from $37.50 per person
when you gang up with three others.

MINNEAPOUS/ST. PAUL. 7 days/6
nights from $46.00 per person.

MEXICO CITY. Mexico Summer School,
6 weeks, approx. $240.00 inclMdes lodging
in private homes.

SAN FRANCISCO. 7 day8/6 nights from
$47.50 per person. Includes Grayline
"get acquainted" tour of the city.

MERIDA. 7 days/6 nights $33.00
per person. Includes lodging and transfers.

Sightseeing to Chichen Itza and other
Mayan ruins optional. v

ZIHUATANEJO, MEXICO. 7 days/6
nights under $30.00 per person. Boating,
scuba diving and water skiing available
at very low prices.

These are just samples of the things
Western has ready for you. A phone
call to Western Reservations (ask
for the Youthflight Information Center)
will hook you into our computer, for
answers to everything from the actual price
of a hotel room in San Francisco to
where to rent a sailboat in Acapulco, not
just when our planes take off. Our special

Youthflight travel deals and discounts
are in the computer, too, waiting for you to
fire away with the questions.
But the main thing for you to latch on

to fast is that Western Youthflight
Directory. It's a gold mine of helpful
information prepared just for you, geared
to your special needs and interests.
Western's Directory is yours, now, and it's
free from Western. Get yours, plus a
Youthflight Card application and a copy
of a special folder listing our best standby
flights, by writing P.O. Box 92005, World
Way Postal Center, L.A., Calif. 90009.
We've done our homework, but we know

there's a lot more to do, so we're still

plugging away ateaming the right to be
your airline, by working for you in every
way we can. We want to do more than
fly our jets around taking people from here
to there and back. We want to feel we've
helped you go somewhere, in the fullest,
most involved sense.

^i

r. : »

I ^i»

.4 '

<

\ I

• )»;rii':

r.i;

M/bsfem
YOUR AIRLINE

Tf— rr
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No telephone orders
THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wtio, in affording
housing to itudetin or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancastry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 47)-0«49.

yf Campus Services .... 3

wedding,
announcements

i..

kerkhoff ]2

82-5O61I

)/ Personal 5

(
PIN BALL Now Legal! Come to Woody's,
lOUBroxton. (SMISf

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, Ml-
^ELP (SOTR)

MABEL Irresistably drawn to Poli Sci 1S2
and IS3, British Gov't and Gov'ts of W.
Europe Contact me there after June l».
Marvin. Summer Session, I24t Murphy. (SM
10) •

.

-TWAVCL INQ alunt; In k urOf^ This summerr
Me too. Want to get, together? Call Debbie,
477 7292. (SMIS)

Hr,..

GARAGE Sale Westwood. 2*3 Loring Ave,
Desks, furnishings, carpets, beds, odds and
ends Bargains. 13th thru ISth. ($M12)

NICK
:
Returning home soon as I cottect<«ir

fare. Meantime, I'll be in Russian I24D from
June 19 on Oo svidanja. Sonia. Summer
^ession, 1248 Murphy. ^5 /v\ 10)

y/free .

,

r'-'i'
t

f.,

r

ADORABLE German Australian Shephen»miK puppies. 6 wks. old. Call 935-4*31. ( fr m

y En\er\ainmen\ .

SCRABBLE champs. Western league for-
f^'"*! Fun & prize money. Call for copy of

-> •m»m. -Am

rules. 392 3828, Alan
( Mil)

s;;;:

r.:.

^HelpWanfed ^
TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-
benenced secretaries and typists. Call 38*-
"^® ' (8M2*)

-.: r;

;

"ti^

PIZZA Restaurant. Must like working with
people. Full/part time. Now/summer.
Regular Jons, nA^SiS. (IMU)

43 92 PER Hour, f\jll time summer lobs
movinq iurmture. Call Services Unlimited,
47$ 9521. ' (8 My 12)

APARTMENT PainterU): Pay, S200. Must
provide own equipment and paint. 934 S017
between* 10 PM lor information. (8 My 12)

DO what you do best ' graduate students now
needed to do academic research. 478-0427. (8M in

t

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time
Mr Genovese, (213) 780 7S84. (8M2*)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to S40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone 478 00S1 betwe«n >2 P.m. and 7 P.M.

'fi

CLERKS li Typists Immediate temporary
assignments Office Aide, 3807 WiUhire

•''*'
(8M19)

GIRLS make SIOSIS, 2 21/2 hrs M F, sell
sandwiches. Call EAT. 399-3153, or 399
*'^ (iMlO)

HELP WANTED 10 gals, taking interviews,
General Foods Cosmetic Division, teach A
train new make 'jp techniques. 27l-*tas. (8M

COOING SUPERVISOR: Will assist head of
section at UCLA Survey Research Center in
all phases of work. Must have at least 2 years
experience in market survey rotearch or its
equivalent. Must have basic data processing
knowledge, should be familiar with data
cleaning processes, have experience in code
construction and supervision. Rate ac-
cording to qualifications, starting at »3.;4
/hour Apply to Survey Research Center,
1020 GSM, 825 59*4. (8M10)

TIME IS running out for summer |obs ar
dorlies, delivery, counselors, movers, etc
StTvicrs Unlimited, 4759521. (8MI0)
PART time sec. lor ecology magaiine,
friendly, typ M wpm 980 7830. (8 M U)

HANDY Person. 54 days house painting.
window washing, pull carpets, etc. sa.SO/h*-
825 4241, 391 7507 (8M

WIDE variety of part time iobs $2 to 52
per hour Start . immediately Servic
Unlimited, 475 9521. (8 Ml

VERSATILE combo needed lor weddi
r«c<ption in Sept Write R. Seagcr, 2439
Oirh.iiclDr Burbank «I504 (8M

APARTMENT managers married coupit

for 27 units nt»r Sunset * Doheny. Small

child ok. Mgmt. plus minor maint. Rent free— 2 bdrm. apt. Call, 622 070$. (BM 1$)

CHILDCARE Laurel Cyn. 3 hrs.. MF. Must
have car, pick up $ yr. old l>oy after school.

52$ J. Jenkins. 454 994$. After 4 PM. (8M 11)

-

SUMMER and regular jobs as drivers, in
local »re» Must have car. 52.20 plus /hour.
•M ^00^ (8 MID)

OPENINGS for Southern Campus and
"Yourbook" salesmen. Very, very generous
commissions. Apply Southern Campus
Office (facing Meyerhoff Park Kerckhoff
Hall)MWF,9 3. (8M12)

DAY camp counselor, male-female, wagon
or van required, top pay, 477-1004, 789-9442. (8

M 12)

15 GIRLS, telephone work. S-9, MonFri, S2-
52.50 hour, plus bonus. Louise. 5:00 PM, 393-
2083. (8M12)

SUBJECTS needed /psych experiment. Pay.
Frani Hall B27I /825 4004. (RSNMII)

Psychology Experiment
S2.50- less than I hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Sign-up In Frani Hall A34«

r-C

HOLSTV'S all breed custom dog grooming
Fluff hand drying, scissor finishing. Pf*
pick-up and delivery at UCLA, Monday thru
Wednesday. 340-5117. ( M U)

For Sale

ATTENTION girls Need money? Full
part-time. Distribute leading organic
cosmetics to coeds and friends. Fret
cosmetics application classes with
enrollment. Car unnecessary. . 394-9881
evenings for more information. (i M 10)

TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of
hundreds of California schools seeking
teachers, faculty, and staff in all fields.
Elementary schools through colleges. S3.
California School Placement Bureau. 1974
Thousand Oaks Blvd. Berkeley, Calif.
»<W' (IMIl)

f ''/^iLY. two small children, gives roo
and hoard to limiile studi-nt, help require
Call.«»v UH

EARN 5400 plus/month now A summer.ALCOA Sub. (EOE) hiring. Call 474-3008.

, (8M10)_*! Tuesday Wednesday, 1-3.

Like babies? Want part-time job for two
/three months beginning May 15th? We need
someone to stay at our house 11:00 PM/8:00
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.
Only requirement in terms of your time Is
that baby's needs are met when he wakens.
You may sleep, study, read most of night..
Interested? Call 474 4521- Sh^nyq ^acta fM

-tti ^-——
' 'S '

NIKON Photomic FTN SOmm fl.4. World's
finest 3Smm SLR camera. Mint condition.
5300. Close-up accessories. Steve. CRS-
0072. (ISM 11)

MARTIN D-3S including case unused.
Perfect condition. 5390 /best offer. Call
Robert, 27S- 1403 eves. (ISM 10)

GIBSON ES-175D guitar, excellent con-
dition, hardshell case, early M's model. 5300.
3949587. (15MU)

GARAGE Sale Westwood - 2«^Loring Ave.
Desks, appliances, furnishings, carpets,
b^ds, oclds and ends - Bargains. 13th thru
I5th. (ISM 12)

ITM Exec. Reasonable. Must sell. Evenings,
475 4474. (1SMU)

LARGE desk type Royal typewriter,
manual, almost new. Will sell for 57$. Call •
PM. 754 4075. (ISM 14)

,/f%WING machine - old but in excellent
condition. Sews eveit^ Heavy fabrics. Best
offer. Judy, 477 4870. (1SMU)

SOLID birch table 4 chairs w/black'vinyl
seats - great condition. Expands. Eves., 477-

4870. Best offer. (15MU)

SPECIAL Alfreda ft Roy recomnt«nd
"Stella", Monday thru Thursday, S2 hair cut
$3 shampoo ft setting. Call for appointment.
GR 9 9740, 1227 Westwood Blvd.. and 1 block
south of Wilshire Blvd. (UMIO)

ASK AROU 140 ABOUT
AABCHEVYSJRVICE

Complete Auto S^vice
All American Automobiles .,

Most Credit Cards Accepted
Student Discounts

1 1827 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

477.6551 est. Since 1958

1;

°**^ §•••» »or crewTiiTi; -^
cru»»e to Mex,cri;iL°'""'«'.Mr3;;r
«>« tnust be inUHioi^f''•nee «« n^S '*»

Write Box 54457 T' •"»»»"»iait?/***'^
A«9tles, 900S2 '

^^'"""'l Ani/'W

«20WTP *'EUROPE
Japa^n, Spring

331 1 . E
'pT2T7%*"'""'«^'4*'fJ*"«*
isE^'i'c^r;?.-v^L;v':i;

(17QTRI

More
f]8

EXPERlENCEOteacherwIth B.A. in music
offering lessons in piano ft voice. Call 277-
•«'• (UMIO)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE

. INSURANCE
• *

•
»

REFUSED? TOOtfiONr ^

CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3**»3S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

FROFESSlOli^AL dressmaker /keypunch
operator exchanges babysitting for rm /bd.
W.L.A. Excellent rHs. 474«M2 (weekdays
^'y>- (UM1I )

)/Travel .... 17

Charts
Plights!
2^ YOU have
acnolce. more

Flights.
& Dates!

GIRLS: Earn 54 /hour selling nutritional
foods. Must have car ft insurance. Hours, 10-
1 daily Call 836 8416. (8 MIS)

4ft 8 TRACK car stereo. Excellent condition.
Best offer. Nights, 879-1893 or SS4-1421. ( IS M
14)

A4D, 3 afternoons pet* week, take care 10 yr.
old boy. Knowledge of psychology. 274>
""

. ^ (8M10)

ALUMINUM wheel chair ramp.
550.00. 788 0497.

One step.

(1SM1S>

FACULTY Wives Extra 555. College
Marketing Group represents 18 publishers to
college faculties throughout the nation. We
need part time help with car in gathering
and disseminating information on local
campuses; responsible, resourceful persons
who can also help our regional salesmen
witjit displays at faculty book fairs and
nearby academic meetings. For more in-
formation about this opportunity to earn
extra money in a flexible situation, please
write to: Allan MacGregor, College
Marketing Group, 198 Ash Street, Reading,M»i^9mi. (8M10)

HOORAY!! BIG DEAL!! WHAHOOli
HOUSEKEEPING SALARY RAISED TO
cl:L«!!°^'"-^ SUMMERTIME AND/ORSCHOOL TIME ALSO NEEDED SER-VERS, BARTENDERS FOR PARTIESDRIVERS (WITH CAR). UNIVERSITY
HOUSEKEEPING. 828-1300. HOURS ONALL JOBS FLEXIBLE.. (8M14)

PIANO - Wurlitier console - walnut. Ex-
icellent condition. S47$. Evenings, S: 30-7:00.
Saturday morn., 8:00- 12 :00»393-33S7. (ISM
10)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities, all
size sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
«x A?«JI"

*•**• ^•" "»« «*»^- Richard PrdTt,
886 0400. (ISQTR)

jiOUND TRIP

JUNE 17 LA/FRANK
AUG 17 LONOON/LA

jjp.^i: U/iONOGff-
AU6 20 LONDON/LA

JUy 25 LA/LON/AMS
SEPT 11 LONDON/LA

$262.00

62 Days

61 Days

$262.00

79 Days

JIM 2!rTA7lON06»r
AUG 17 LONOON/LA

SONY'S Best stereo receiver #40AS,
watts, cost 5425, sac. 5295/offer. 394-1412.
M 14)

214
(IS

CHAPTER FLIGHTS

FINE hand crafted acoustical guitar with
hard shell case, 547$ value for @S27S. 478-
3498/478 4490. (1$MU)

""f-"

FULL time permanent researcher wanted tostudy multiple sclerosis. Experience ordegrees in immunology or biochemistry andmodest secretarial aptness preferred
Salubrious salary. 478 3711 ext. 5113. (8 MIS)

FULL/part time job in a new Beverly Hills

6i;V48V
'**"" ^"""^ ««P^^'«"ce preferred

fj^f^'^^,^**''' **« ^«*'V Transport 300lb motorcyclel? NY^ 12^422? or 27»?044S.(;

LIGHT meter, Gossen Lui.a S30; Underwood
typewriter. Look ski bindings 4
Osciltascope, S25 each. 782-fSit. (ISM 10)

TUR*ITABLE: Rek 0-Kut, Grado arm,
«.*'^?./*''*'"'*'«*' excellent condition, S40.
3914322. ^ (1SMU)
FORTUNE Cookie: "Does accupunture
hurt? New stereo at painfully low prices."
Eves, 477-7484. (IS Ml IT

an
officiaf

charter flight

operation

^r»

"

> «.

JOUE 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 6 LONOON/LA

•WtV '9 LA/ LONDON
AUG 27 LONDON/LA

'JULY 26 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONOON/LA

»«*-«i»"

: '.X

NEW Coronado IS' sailboat, rigged fbr

»f^Al?',?"*'
complete w/trailer an4 iack«tsS1200 224 3849, 474-7031. (tSMlO)

ALTEC 12" 401C speakers. Hand made
cabinets. Cheap. Days, 425-3754, eves.. 399-
**^'' * tni^ tot

fn^Ulii^ interviews. May ,5. ,0-3.

y/Opporfunifies r^

Ef^lENGAGEMENT ring, solitaire, .54 K, art
carved, florenti^ie, white gold. Must
sacrifice. 478 57 14 or 825-2773. ( IS My 1$)

WALNUT Dresser, 530 Record cabinet, 530
Glass coffee table, 525. 477 4194 eves, 937 5100
x303days (15M12i

ADMINISTRATIVE Intern Program ap
plications available through Friday, May 12Duo May 12th Inquire Kerckhoff 304C. (OP
rn 13) -^

SILVA MINDCONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

' '"ilii' < » i,. < ,,111 ii),,i,,( .il,,,n
IN.-. ' H)N M f MNiODI s S. M

AM,FM, FM stereo all in one self-contained
unit. 2 speakers Tapes. Offer. 477-3324. ( 15 m

SCOTT AM/FM stereo receiver. Also in-
cludes 2 speakers, giarrard SL4S turntable,
earphones. 5155. 479-2471 (ISM 10)

authorized antf^
approved by the
University of y /

.. California ;-'^'
'*v'"'!n^

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-.

all

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON.LA

Fit. Dep. R^i Q^yj p^j^

SEPT

AUG
1- ^u$tPT

9 LA/MADRIO
18 AMS/LA

19 LA/ LONDON

1$ LONDON/LA

-*» «8*'
LA/LONDON

"5EPT 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/ LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/ LA

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK
OCT 18 FRANK/ LON/LA

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA

$252.00

51 Days

$262.00

71 Days

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

26 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

J252..00

30 Days

$239.00

29 Days

$^47. 00

32 Days

$199.00

14 Days

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

N' ' (1,1 rn

M.ll O k. Ily 1) . V'iX

V Services Offered .... 16

PROFESSIONAL documentation services
Wntinci, editing and research to vour
requirements. 307 I54i, call anytime ( U My

y/Lost& Found . . ..... 9
LOST Malmut, white, dark back, 90 lbs

r«r '*•»"»•«• niono county license, nameCoke. Reward. 474 3050. (9MU)

^Odds&£nds. 10

ENCOUNTER Aids feataca bats, dollspillows, awareness disks Uniquity, Box 990-
B, Venice, 9029 1 . Phone 39 1 -0933. ( 10 OTR

)

yw Tired? Shyster mechanics got youdown? Have your bug engine rebuilt Parts-
labor, 5140. Guaranteed. Ron, 997 135a
'^^^^

(4*M12)

»^IDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATION*

6/18 8/28 71 $262
6/21 8/16 56 $262
6/22 8/15 54 $262
6/26 9/6 72 $262
6/25 9/13 80

'

$275
6/27 8/25 59 $262
6/28 9/9 73 $262
6/28 9/16 81 $275
6/29 8/29 61 $262

7/1 8/27 57 $262
7/4 9/2 62 $262
7/1 8/17 40 $262
7/11 8/10 30 $262
7/12 8/31 50 $262
8/12 9/13 33 $252

JUNE ?8

JULY 26

AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT

9

30
6

19

TA/DUBL!>< $143.00

LONDON/LA $136.00

LA/LONDON $133.00

LA/FRANKFURT $138.00

LONOON/LA $138.00.

LA/LONDON $12^.00

LA/LONDON $124.00

y/ForRenf 12

'PROFESSIONAL Typist
Commercial Rates: 34ll44S7

< OLLY equipped darkroom «nHPhotography studio Hourly, daily/ weekh?
S!'l\..^y. .9*!"^.V. and s^udiV ''l5>*%

(12M12)

' - - w-..^, y ana SIUQIO.
Westwood Blvd . 477 5472. 473 0491

V Rides Offered

.

13

LA NY Drive my car. Week ot |/ij

.nllrm^f.Vn
•^•*»''*»""« «•«' TE2.075O for.ntormation.

. (UMIlj

^.^* °. '•5'^' '** ^^*'' '" J""* P«V hall oas^L A .0 Amherst. Mass. Ives. 477.4|?0 Vm

O. Bex
(UQT R)

Student - 4
•72-1710 - 911.

. (UMlf)

"OJ'NO Tra'ne« (in'eTir:'*"- ^HAr'^
restaurants, supe
department stores
noliday
For deta
stamped
envelope 10 Pri«r-.« ^ ^"•nen IIPrinceton Research, Oepf.cBox 44 III

*^*'^'«

_ FMorama City. ca. 91411

Available only to *^z..%U6t members of theUniversity of Californir includlnrstodents;

ilrlV**"' '"^ •••••' """•Kliate faS^le;

i^io !«'tK?!"** l*"
<»•»»•''«»•« Children)

living in the same household.

charlBr flights

IN ACCOROANCE WITH CAB RfGUlATIONS

THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND

OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAl

IFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY, AM)

STi^FF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO

QUALiFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE, CHILD-

REN Ino parents, the airlines are

BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND CAPITOl

AND UTILIZE BOEING 707, DC8 'NB

SUPER DCS JETS AND ARE PRICED AT

FULL CAPACITY. YOU MAY RECEIVE AP

PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS BY

CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS

IN CARE OF....

you know ust
wwisfjr%9 • • • •

xjisa
109Se WEVajRN AVENUE

Wwtwood Vm«Q« 90024
n«it 10 31 Pidvori 4 MarlQi

reLE: 478-8286

uc a KerchkhofI Hall MS O
Between I a.m. A Sp.m

•251221

department s5«r'**:'"*.';'L»»»' »»ospita"ls':

•••P). hotels^
i, HospitalsSummer Englandc-mps, France Cam- r ^"•'•'»«

' »o Princlro!.! *'"•'"•" •«'•«

esearch Sui>jecfs Neeaed
NEtOEOimm«diatelvh*rithZ~in^

s;.;.^,:;":'^'-..;"-r^-''Jr""nr;i

(RSNM14)

•y»3or4S*-a$44 •3t-7220 or 170-

*yr Phone, 274.»n».
•"^•'^ ^'•^

TuQTlJ'

SOUTH PACIFIC SAlLlMft roiiie^
tt grand three "m *?d';iJ^f;^7J5 <»"'«>

summer tor 4 weeks to T^', "-i:!!!
»?*»

penses For info, call CregSv C^ !,??:
171 123»

"••^••ory cook, (213)

^^ n7M2S)

Our 11th year Of
^

LOW COST FLIGHTS
'or students. Examples.

nAMWUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROMS22» HOUND TBI'

JAPAN: FR0MI)4f kOUNDTRI^

FLIOMT CHAIRMAN 271 0932, 13* »<•'

4244 Overland, Dtpt. A.

Culver City, Ca, tQ2r

tOLONOONtRTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

S144.00OW
5 IS.H OW
iM.MOW
I1').«OOW

<UMin
formation, call 347 1275.

TRAVELING? Stay overnight free! St«cM

home? Meet traveling people ^x^^JT
privileges with members in US

'"J ".^J;,
Write: University Travelers Club, •*,,,
erleley,Ca.f47df. <"

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHA«Tf«

FLIGHTS
New York Flights under 5100 on»w»t

Study A Camping Tour»

If 72 Student Guide Book to Eu"p»

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. »"»

CONTACT ; SOFA Agent VIC OEPT »)CLA

1350t Ventura Slvd

Sherman Oaks, Cahr»»«»'

RHONE 172 2213 or 714 '''
^

DAILY
BRUIN

*

'

^Travel • 17 ^^ypi>ing 19
VAph furnhhed

. : . .
.
2

1 /Housing Needed .... 28 VAufos for Sole .

Exp. in Travelling, •4-J411. (UQTR)

LOWEST rates, expert
dependable, near campus
dissertations. Professional
477-4402.

I

typing. Fast,
Papers, theses,
tditing. Mike.

(IfMIO)

fT:

.T^

UD l!i?
H?®*^' **••' Summer rates, 5175 -

op. Fall leases now. 5200 up. Sll Clenrock.
(21 M24)

473f245.

CAL JET CHARTERS

EIHIOPE 1972
HAS YOUR CHARTER
BEENCANCELLEDI^

Call or write us immediately for we have
limited space still available. . .

Los Angeles to Europo
Oakland to Europe

Call us or write for our com plait Charter
schedule. Charter flights »re on TIA, Saturn,
or Britania Airlines which »f all FAA aiNl

CAB approved. Flights are Oftn only to

students, employees, faculty, staff of tht
University of California and their im-
mediate families. Write or call Cal-Jet
Charters, 2150 Green Street, San Francisco,
California 94123 or phone (4IS)I22-14)4.

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays »
4: Barbie, 121 2345, Mae, 3H-S1I2. ( l» ATR)

f.«fr^"^'^^
typewriter. Term pa'pers,

ll?.?!?.'
^•»'""??' »««ti»tlcal. Guaranteed

results. Eves after $:IO,wtekends Sharon.
I3IS4I7.

J.
(19QTR)

accurate, dependable. 1133 I74r ' *•*'
(1»QTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, ttfm papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call"*''*'• (ItQTR)

ZIP, inc
, 1949 Reseda, Northridge, lU-

(IfMlf)

TtT^*' " "** '^*®'' *w«>»«"onean garage.

V^Apfs Unfurnished ^ .^. 22

1 BORM, carpet, stove, refrig., drapes, dish-washer, available June S, Si's! 473.455i, 473-
3570 Close campus. (22M19)

1 SP?r^' ^*'»>5»»' '»'^P* • »»ove, patio Near5.M^freeway
. Reasonable. Call I70-M54. ( 22

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt,
June/July unt»l Sept. Prefers two bdrms.
West LA Bruce Williams, English,
Louisiana State University, New Orleans.
(504)191-9141. (2IM21)

MARRIED medical student couple desire
house to rent starting immediately or in
September. 393 4195 eves. (21 M 10)

VW '47 B
rebuilt en
4744142

^r
excellent cend.. AM/FM tape,

ne, extra tires, roof rack, tt7S/
(33Min

BRITISH Professor, wife, need small apt.
whilst teaching UCLA, June 17 - July 29. 1972.
Dr. C.W Tyler, Dept. of Psychology, Nor-
theastern University, Boston, Mass. 02115.
(Day) 417-437-3094, (eves) 417 734-3715. (21 M

MARRIED
with fenced
393-4 19S eves

LEAVING the country - '45 Triumph TR4A.
41,000 actual miles, runs great. SB2S /best
offer. 3«7-7*a. _ <M**»*L

'47 MUSTANG auto, 219, power steering,

discs, air compt. susp., mint. Beige. SUM
firm 1319044. (33 MIS)

'71 VW Camper. S.OOO miles only. Perfect
condition! New car warrantee. Fully
equipped. Blue Book. 472I0S3. (33M II)

medical students desire house

Mwl!?**** ^*'^ *® '^•"* starting September.
(2IM10)

1 BEDROOM
earn**. M-..^ "a

—
' '•'-»••'»«», ouilT-ins.

typing. term papers,
theses, IBM, reliable, ac-
10 PM. Joan, 392-1420. ( 19 M

EXPERT
manuscripts,
curate. 10 AM
24)

TYPING Editing. English grads
papers, theses, resumes, letters

Executive. Nancy, 472-4143

10)

*U0, spacious, built-ins,
_ ^ .»»•• stove refrigerator
Federal. 39S 03*0, Mrs. Hudson

- J^ .?^ female looking to lom commune
in West LA or Westwood area by June 3rd the

IVc'aI..^""^ ^•" «»*V»''»»*' "9 5301, eves,"""" (21 Mil)
(22M

1 BORM,

Seiectric
124 7472.

Term
IBM
Kay,

(190TR)

unfurnished, large, newlv
decorated, carpet, draper.es, neir campus!no undergrads, 51|S •23-5150. 473-0411. (22 M

^Room and Board

'42 FALCON , FM, top condition. 50,000 milas
accumulated by fastidious driver. S300. 47S-
2t70eves. A wkends. (33MI0)it -
'47 MGB-GT. XInt. cond. Hu ttvt(h. radials,
wires. Make offer. •24-0744. (33Mie)

'45 MGB, Michelin tires, roll bar, radio,
heater, wire wheels, good cond., 5700 Eves,
395 5745. (33 MIS)

GIRLS:
Summer

large

IBM'S new Seiectric II typewriter (carbonribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
()9M24)

HUGE Cheap two bedroom with

«4'"5^5r7?4 "H'Jf '"''''** "' *» • »'W.«4 515|.774-47ir (22 Mil)

^f;j"9 <*»'0 quarter) and/or
Hiia..rH A^sZiT^^' ''®®'"* available. 724Milgard, 4749034 or 474-9131 (RBM 12)

45 CHEVROLET Impala convertible,
white; one owner, very low mileage. Good
condition. 5550. 137-0505. (33 m 12)

Please call 394-I29S.

YOU choose. We type your oaoert frnm
Phone dictation. 24 hrV* or'ha^ndSJSt^J dr7fT.
3*2 4115.^ ^ (19M10)

y/ Apfsfo Share 23

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa, SOS off. Student
rates/cards since 1959. E ASC, 323 N. Beverh'
Dr . Beverly Hills, 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS

CAMPUS vicinity (2
Dissertations, theses,
curate. Tom, 473 0031

blocks southwest),
papers. Fast, ac

(19 OTR)

FEMALE. share large 2 bdrm. Walk cam-
pus. •replace, 5100. Ask for Diana. 475-
421* (23 Mil).

/ Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

student, in exchange for babysitting, lighthousekeeping Quiet, private room' flieeJcar. start now or summer. 454?3090. ( 30 M 12)

LEAVING the country. '43 Chevy Nova SS
convertible Good condition. 5300. TwI 27$
"'*

.. (33M12)

•44 PofiTlAC 2 door, VI, »,r, radio, heater,
power steering, clean. 5450. 474 5931. (33 M

AUSTIN Healy 1954, 100 4HXT 727 5950 472 4087
f2l

Excellent cond.,
«ves. 459-2S40. (33M

LOW rates/ quality typing-patoers these<
dissertations, books, etc. FrVe editing

(19M14)
emergency service call, 838-4449.

i

May 3lst & June I5th only)

L A /London/L.A. 5245

L A./Brussels/L.A. 5249

L A /Tokyo/L.A. :^
* 5433

L A /Tel Aviv/L.A. 5501

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033

1734 Westwood Blvd.

^WNH*T
pape
Ac

STUDENT trips and mini treks. Europe,
North Africa. Orient: Call: Student Travel.
'\\J^ (17M10)

P^'"p;!^j!^^;r;jJo«'tK.oks, term
curate^ap'yr;A;;^';a^sr"?;i^:gifi?.

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 3973304. (190TR)

y/Wanfed. , : . :. 20

yi'fiM.^^,,!?'*'
**•' ^*9^ P®^*'' fnicroscope.

Call 391-3737 day, 3912005 night. (20M12)

COME to 425 Landfair, roommates are
there. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun-
decks, garage. 479 5^4. (23M24)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley
Pleasant singles, 545. Kitchen,, sun decks,
pool, ga rage, 4 7 3 44 12. t23QTR)

FREE
female

private room, bath A board for

tma.no k"**"*'
'*«"* housework,

ling in exchange. 475-1145.
babysit
(30M10)

Phone
"° "" ^''^*' «o*' credit OK'd by

(33M11)

TO share large 2 bdr. apt. with 3 students,
Wilshire and Westwood, fireplace. Evenings,
^^'^'^< (23MIO)

.GRAD luxurious, 3 bed, Venice apt. needs
mature, easy livmg roommateisj, singles -

couples. 399 8810, 7 AM-11 PM. 7' TIJMTII

V^foom for Rent . : 31 ^
'*$ CHEVROLET

1 ton panel truck
celleni condition "
444 0i a2af tfei>4.

Perfect far r^mp^
Ex-

4400r
r:

BLOCK campus
private entrance,
graduate. GR 4 7543.

i
i —

•

room, private bath.
Ideal medica: faciilty-

(3)MI2)

70 VW Fastback, AM/FM radio
Must sell! 478 1487

(33M 14)

XInt. cond.
(33M 11)

SUMMER'Housinq 540/month
Av« 479-9996 or 479-9703.

459 Gayley
(31M19)

'49 FIAT 850 Spy
offer 825 4929,
Brisbois.

XInt cond.
399 2255

Must sell Best
Leave mess.

(33M 14)

FEMALE to share
S50 Call, 472 8937

>with two for summer.
U3M 15)

BLOCK campus-
private entrance

Vk
CARS IN EUROPE

RENT OR BUY

HUNGER! Give a damn help
as well as the LA Free Clinic
people wanted. Call 935-8810.

SPECIAL REDUCTIONSTO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd., LA 90049 271-4344^

Bangladesh
Concerned
(20 M 12)

HURRY, hurry! Need feminist to
Westwood apt. this summer /
Ov/n room. 479-4763.

^oom, private bath
^ ,

Ideal medical • faculty
graduate S85 GR4.7543. (31 M 12)

offer Sacrifice 479 8714.

r-

plus extras. Best
(33M 14)

share
next year.
(23M 14)

LYRICIST sought by music writer for
collaboration. Malcolm Kigar: 474-4924, 459-
"02 (20 Mil)

yf For Sublease 24
LARGE 1 bdrm apt Available June to Septconvenient to campus, 5)40 Tel 824-0594 ('>4M 12j

SOMEONE to board my gentle, temaleGerman Shepherd for M. Jarvik, M.D

,

Pharmacology, I2$.539l summer. ( m 10)

u ~>-

ONE bdrm, furnished, u'ensils. color TV.WLA. June ID sept. 20, STSO/mo 473 6912. (?4M 1 2

»

'

)/Autos for Sale . . 33

'49 CUTLASS Convertible, full power, 4-

speed, xtra5. Must sell, 51495/offer. 123-7344
"'9hts. (33 MIS)

'44 MERCURY Comet, V 8, excellent con
d ,5475 479 9991 or 479 9703. Ask lor Joe. (33
M 12) - '

'45 VW,
Leavmq
PM

many extras.
country." Call

Orig. owner. 5500
473 3243 after 10 30

(J3M14)

chrm whiv, Pirelli tires, AM/FM radio,^cellent cond.. pr/pty, S3400. 477 1752 ( 33 M

OVERLAND
London June

Expedition India. L«Bving
and July. 5635. Brochure;

Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House DriveLondon N.W.G. "_ "mv».

COLLEGE student looking for pvt. tennis
court to use for teaching. Mike, 348 3532. (20M 16)

(17M)ar vviLL

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

[ONE way and round trip student fliohfs,
.
"VP*"»'ve studtht camping iTJri

iTr ^i-r *^^* c?nt;?t*^^rrsB

Tel
: (213)I24J449, IM^SS

pay cash for cars runninf^ or
Wrecks too. Free tow aways. 394-9440,
^•*' - (20M24)

not.

835-

LARGE ^bdrm house Workshop, fireplace,

^"^"'- (24M12 ).

red°!If."°.n^"'"',5!t««ent - furnished 2bed. apt. io mm. from UCLA
June 15 Sept. 15.277-4102

TRANSPORTATlOl^ cars
American Kodiak m Santa
Santa Monica Blvd. 821-7489.

599 and up.
Monica. 3024

(33QTR)

5150 /mo.
(24 M 10)

y/Apts Furnished , . .
.'. 21

JUNE 15 Sept 15, 6r part. Furn. 1 bdrm,
S165, a/C, near bus, WLA 826 3948 (24 M 24)

WALK UCLA,
antique, furn.
Mgr

, 450 Landfair, 477 5479

Hooray. Spacious one bdrm,
Singles, garage, sun deck.

(21 Mil)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm/sundeck, furnished.
,wajk to campus, June 15 Sept. Kathy, 47|.
;
5393, after 4. (24 MIS)

• newvork
JUNEl5 0NE-WA^r~

• HAWAII .-^

JUNE 18 JULY!
JULY1 JULY 16

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNElfSEPfl -:-i~

m
SI 79
plut land

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT IO CARDS

AI»o S.ud«ot,..l ,nd Euf»lp«^, Cif ^ureh«.*
Inturcnct, Guidabooht

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

mOL ais/exitsWM^ ^^^^ S«nia MoniM Blvd^ BV LA 90069
274 8742

'^'' blh .»5t of S«oU Moo.c./Dn>.>.in/,

WALK TO SCHOOL
tKfi^.l*. ^'^•^n Apartmento-

EUROPE
P''oqrams
Travrling,

this

4 or 8

916 3411.

summer? Un regimented
weeks Experiments in

[««««' (1'OTRj^

EUROPEAN studentTRAVEL CENtS/e'*^

SPECIAL SUMMiR rates"
Reservations for Fall also accepted

Renting Office: SU Landfair>i•••

-:,_.. Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
543 Landfair «14
S40Glenrock«n

WA^XTO CAMPUS beginning June IS.

Extra spacious, 2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath, full

dining room. S24S per month. 533 1/2

Glenrock, 473 5515. (21 Mil)

\
LARGE COMFORTABLE
STUDENT APARTMENTS jfc -
FURNISHED BACHELORS A ^j|C

1 BEDROOMS M

SUMMER Sublease: one bedroom front
lawn. Utensils/furniture provided. Ten
minute walk - campus /village. 479-4409 (24M 10)

'i BDRM house, study, yard. Furnished.
June 20 Sept 13. Santa Monica/Saltair.
5200/mo. 477 4804. " " (24MI4)

tJ.^^^*}'**
Students: Complete selection

C^^Z "!? ""** **'"**»* *"«» o****' compacts
nt H^' i^^'oo*^ ^' «ossi, 820 2431. CreditOK d by Phone (33Mt 1)

71 eolH/ETTE coupe, green, 14,000 miles.
rack, alarm, mint, 4-speed. 270/350. KY MT
324, (805) 25500385. (33M11)

ATTENTION Students.: 100 beautiful new
:ar trade-ins and transportation specials.
Compacts pickups etc. Credit OK'd by
phone. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato, 120-

241i (33 MII)
'71

'59 PORSHE 354/A conv. Rebuilt eng newpaint Runs great. Need 51250 Stev"? RE ?~^^^ f3^MU)

52195, WEE 247, Pvt party. 392 7114 (33M10)

'70 VW Camper, poptoo, AMFm t*n«mech perfect, body l?ke „ew LerJin-jountry. Best offer. N.ck, 139.0257,472 "'

(33M14)

r*r5**?i^^^^^ ^'"'**' •''••"' 14,000 miles,rack, alarm, mint, 4.speed, "

MT024, (805) 255-0315.
270/350. KY

(33M 11)

]/House for Ri^j^f 25

PROF'S 3 br plus den, 1 1/2 ba. June 19 Sept
1.5300 /mo, less for dog care 834 2924 (25 M
I o)

I

I

V
I

I

I

YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLES

...1 «il you n—4 a c«f- : -r

«nd need financing
CALL FINANCE MANAGER

I

I

I

r
I

I

y/ Bicycles for Sale 35

l^.^'*f.^
'*«,'"*'""' Continental, new, 5100 orbest offer 723 4450 after 5. Also bike part

^_

'

(35MI0)

UCLA Students! 5S off Peugeot,
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makesi .

Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama. Schwmn
Authoriied dealer. 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3
btks. N. Santa Momca Freeway. 139-4444. ( isMil)

y\Ui

\l

*if

prices, 10 spd from 577. French, Austrian.
CIS

American. 1714 Westwood, 47S 33M.

.u...

5175 COZY cottage Completely furnished.
Ouiet, delightful garden Near ocean. For
appointment, 393 7619. (25 m 12)

WESTWOOD r\(:ar Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm A
conv den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
SS9,ooo Sands Realtors, 474 4444. (25 QTR)

'41 PONT I AC 2 door hardtop. Factory airNew tires, 51249 ST 4 3927 PM/HO 47373 ext!

ycies, Scooters

^\\

::t

45 FORD Wagon VI. Power steering, power
brakes Excellent condition. 557$. 394-4397
evenings. Norman. (33 m 10)

•''ia'ifh«rn^.''K"*«'"' *'"» <•«-•. customRamhorn" bars, rolling seat, backreot«gerskin, 5750 470 4393 '

nJ^'V)'

i«r.ut%

Same rent Summer A Fall
Showing NOW

>

ill Deposit will hold^^ Across UCLA
705 Gayley 479-l$|0 Jl

i12S
View
business
5276.

GUEST house, 2 rooms, bath, garden
light cooking Mature professional
man References. HO 3 5505/OL 2

(25M 11)

FAR out '40 VW van with smile A r/b engine,
5400 or best. 391-0254. (33M10)

RUNS good, '49 Yamaha. 5150 or best offerMu^st sell, leaving city. Call Jessie, 394-

(34M12)
3410.

y/House for Sale

'71 VW Bug, excellent condition.
473-1929.

SI9S0. Call,
(33M 11)

2S0CC single, street

26

•ces in Europe to KanJ.. *'*• '»*» '•<•• ••
prbbtems •"'*'• *•*' "»••• * travel

L0SANGELES/LONnr»M
ncwyork/VonSS?'**

imJi 5»?!?k"®'" \?°"' Purn/patio/air cond.'0941 Strathmore Dr. 477-1153. (21 Mil)

With
>-ONDON 170

100

*-»en.:'s:;;;„'-«J,r.' .:•„».«""•"•

5- .VI'^"'' ^'••" •'•'eshing single and

rLA "f"* Aircond. Pool, sundecks.
parage. Reserve for summer - fall. 42S'44I
Landfair. 479-5404. (21M24)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm A
conv den Quiet CuldeSac. 543.500. Sands

(24 QTR)Realtors, 474 4444.

'44 ALPHA Romeo, nu paint A valves, S490
grbest 391 0254. (MM 10)

'49 VOLVO Wagon, automatifc radio, must
sell at wholesale book or above. Eves
wkends. 134-2017.

( 33 M 1 1

)'

'70 SUZUKI Savage,
•ejjl. brace A manrai, USJ mr;;7,';i75";r^

(34M12)

days. 554 3110
(34MI1)

i \\

MOVING to Canada ..charming 2 bdrm,
new carpeting, nice residential neigh-
borhood Beautiful large lot. Immaculate*
528.500 Wynn 477 7001 (24M1si

'41 HONDA 12s 3100 mi. XInt.
Call 279 3023.4 9 PM.

'49 OPEL Rallye auto Clean, extras. Must
S'.M Gil Boscot 837 1453 (33 M 15;

cond 5200
( 34 M 11

)

'

CALL 274.$M7
(1'MU)

|D'5C0UNT

Blvd
r.»«^ '/•' •^'•el,
•^•ent Contact m ^

«'A 9002^ 4710444

Champs e1';s";;;*\*«»» -••"v. August, oear

^" '"-ne
1 mon^J*V3ts •'?*•*""'•• ^"'"'••i

!ll^li^0_434Ut3ya>^^"' ' '"onths.

London jun. ^'^^'''^•on

[LondonNW3 *" '^•"b'^ House Drive,
n^MUj

India. East
C.C, 12041

ri/QTR)

5700.

»?« • . Leaving

G<3ilNG to Berkeley this summer' 2

?:mgriy.yi7'^"^ "*"""«
'''''Ti^mZ

.

Singles, bachelors 2 tKJrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10124 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GRSSSl4. (21 QTR)

yf House to Share 27
) BDRM house on beach share with 2 girls,
580, util. paid 121 7450 liter 4. (37 M U)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
RtducRd Summtr Rates

BachtlorsSinglesOne Bdrms.
Junt 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 • Mrs. Kay • GR 30524

GIRL Share furnished house in Hermosa
Beach utilities, view, extras July, August
Terri,l25 0392,5150/mo . (27 M 12

,

BEVERLY Glln, 35 acres, S-bdrms, pool,
volley ball, fireplace, etc. S1S0. Dean, 4^.
1559 summer (27MI0)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREETOWIHC

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOL K SWAGE nTaR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A
1 AUTO SERVICE

m I '»*' Van Noys Blvd.
|4« I across from G.M. Plant

Cain94>075 24 Hours

VW 45 Van radio, overhauled, transmission
Dark blue Good engme 51295. 475 sua
Westwood Volkswagen

( jj m i$)

NORTON Commando 750CC
Good condition Asking 5175
(t><ys) 121 9379 eves
'48 HONDA 125

1949 fastback.
477 2200 ext. t

Uiifljo).

^i *

r

•
'i

•

" '

•
. # ^

'

'

*v4j.aTPM.
(34M11?

•49 HONDA
5JI75

Call 754 31 10 eves. Leave message. (34.

•70 1/2 HONDA CL4S0K3 Orange, SSOO ml.,
excellent cond., 5700. 125 3419, 7:309 PM
only. Stan. (34 M 10)

NEAT! Large house in Santa Monica
/•emale, si'-, /month plus utilities.
room 131 0041

Male
own

16
^^"foriog

^»ENCH^ »-. ~ ^ ,

'.•"«iu49t- Study JJ.n^y!?*'*''""- "»»»nsive
•orm.,ruCLAt.'.;K^l**"*"' "»erature. Call«vtAt,4cher for results. IM.

(27M10J
'44

?!^i'- ?J '* '!!''•'' *"*•• Contrasting red
/•nyl interior 102 H P - - * •"
n'.// i1995 475-5111

angine. Radio like

(31M1S)

'71 YAMAHA 90cc twin, 1200 miles, perfect
cond , helmft. (12) S-447S, aHer soo pm 137.
'** t34M10)

IV..^"'^*^' '"• «****• condition, must selli
512s or best offer Call: 334 4020 or (714) 913-
9491 (34M11)

6144

GRE Lit QTR
preparation in<''-'«»u*i*an'd\**^'

test

Academic
Gu.dan«*SvrV^"r^^ "'»«'"Ction.

$; 4)»o.
*^* *^«» •" ^rt Robertson

niQTR)
! " ^ ^ CHTiTXTTT
P^nenced Un •V Prof. Posit
<^i J492 ^ ••'•versationa

^iLLth'*N: „.

*URNiSHEO Singles to share, 570 Heated
^01, sun deck, parking, 433 Gayley. 473
H" (21 OTR)
~~~~——— '

LARGE bachelors, 590 up. Singles. 5125,
across from Dykstra SOI Gayley, OR 3 1 711,GR 3 0S24.Mrs Kay (21 OTR)

COTTAGE near beach Available for two
months from May 20. 5)50 monthly including

(31 M 10)

r - i

MARINA P*rninsula Own unfurnished room
hug'; 4 bedroom. 2 story, fireplace onbtach 5104 25 192 3524 tl7Ni\%,

TO share
cottage on
utilities Call
15.

two bedroom furnished Maiibu
the beach Fireplace 5150 plus

Doug, 454 2441 evenings (27 M

SHARE luxurious Matibu beach house Ownroom Female vegetarian preferred. 51S0Th. riy minutes UCLA 454 2207 (27 M U)

MUSTANG cpe Radio, 3 speed tran-smivsion, pov/er steering Matador red Real^M>p 475 5811 5195 iii £*yt[

ii CORVAiR Corsa. 4 speed, tech., metalic
br«hf,s, Michtlins. XInt. cond., 5400. l3S-37ic

filL (11 MIS)
YOU can buy good used car for under S200
44 Ford Galaxy 500 Clll 4S1 f77|. (33M10)

•41 105 SCRAMBLER,
plus helmet. Europe
off'r A«tirr 4, 195 14|0

runs. Needi work
Sacrifice. 5200 /best
- n4Ml5»

'47 YAMAHA Trail 100 • 3100 mi
5200 Eves, after 7,477 1159.

Kint. cond.
(34M IS)

JL

48 VY/ Bug
712 t5t9

Clean but could use work. 54S0.

; « 33 M lOi

HONOA CB150 Powarlul mint condition. Atruly Clean machine 542S firm. Call 'Arblo'
(HMII)

•74 8441.

jtiltti«-% 1««.S474

ve results any
• method (trial).

"90TR)

1125 LARGE, attractive furnished bachelor
'^* ** refrig, balcony great view! S
n. n

.
>.». iir, » , 7^4484 (I1M14;

• M • M I I /VA ^••f**''^*^'«P« i'COUont condition, si2$o
Housing Needed .... 28 can eve*. 931 9211 ,3,m,v,

'•' HONDA
cond., very
1434

nscc Model C9I
dependable Greg

UCLA Law student would like to care for
fOirr hom^ during the summer. Call 277-
'•''• '2IM1$,

PONTIAC 42 Tempist
bod/, paiht. general
"C SU'. 19».)4v.k^^^

H'cellent motor,
condition, new tires,'

tEAUTIFUL

SIOQ. Good
Jones, 391-

(34M14)

blue '70 Honda CL4S0 w»ii
fept 4000 miles, rack, canvas tar?' mus'ndgoodhom^ 824 7^19 (Umu!
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What's On;
Tickets: , '.

Campus and Public

—"A^drigal Singers/' directed
by Donn Weiss, 8:30 pm, today,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 and $1 (students),

available from the Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Music for file 70s/' with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Zubin A^hta conducting,
with pianist harpsichordist Roger
Woodward, 8:45 pm, Friday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.50, $3.50, $2.50 and $2

(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. Program will be
preceded by a keyboard recital

featuring Woodward at 7 pm, open
to ticketholders for the main
performance.—"Margalit Oved/' dancer,
singer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$1.75 (students).

—"Vistas of Rome," a 19th

century view of 2000 years of

Roman history, with color slides,

poetry, literature, and music by
Leo Smit, pianist, 2:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets $3.50, $2.75, and $1.50

(students) , available from
Central Ticket Office, 650 WesI
wood Plaza. -^: a";

—"Africa,, the Lighthearted
Continent," an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm7
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1,50
(studentsj/ available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. '

—"Chamber Orchestra," 8:

X

prr\, Monday, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$1.50 (students) available from

the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

—"Symphonic Wind En-
semble," directed by Clarence
SawhIII, 8 pm. May 17, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2, free

for students. Program will include

classics of 20th century band
musicc, unpublished new works,
and traditional marches.—"Pharoah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
AAay 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,"''

presenting a new English trans-

lation of "Orontea, C^een of

Egypt/' 8:30 pm, AAay 19, 20, 26 &
27, Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1.50

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

Students
—"Margalit Oved," singer,

dancer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Vistas of Rome," featuring
pianist Leo Smit In a multi-
cultural presentation of 2000 years

an history,-7y30 pm,
fbunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
ffdm the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Africa the Light-Hearted
Tontinent/' ah audiovisual
program featuring a variety of
performing groups, 8:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140). -
—"Old Times/' a play

presented by the Center Theatre
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8

pm, AAay 19, and 7:30 pm, May 21,

Mark Taper Forum, Music
Center. Special $2 student preview
tickets are presentfy available

from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office,

(Kerckhoff 140).—"l*haroah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
AAay 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are how
available in the Kerckhoff Tfcket
Office (Kerckhoff 140). i .

Coficerts:
—"Organ Recital," featuring

Herbert Nanney, professor of

music and university organist.

Stanford University, noon today,
Royce Hall Audltoriunr).—"Ryan Selbmrg," cellist, noon,
tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Program will Include
Valenti's "Cello Sonata in E
AAajor" and Beethoven's "Seven
Variations on a Theme/' FriM.—"Bev Robinson and the
Gathering," noon, tomorrow,
Myerhoff Park. Free.

—"Opus '72/' two uniquely
different evenings of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pm, AAay 18 and AAay
20, Women's Gym 208. Pr%%.

Films:

1-109. Frw. **^- t^

AAacDonald c ___''"J^MacDonald, 5 pm
'^•nitz 1409. FrtT' -^
-.jr"^*** Moods of W*;^

Ackerman Union 3517. ^^
T (Coatimj^p^^

K
4Qr

.4^:'

y^

-^ ^^

[t

W. i i

•

Students of Bess Karp will perform in a concMi
"Bach & Sons, Ltd." at 8 pm tomorrow night in th#
Baenos Ayres Room of the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center. Tiyketi are 50< for ifudents,

I

(Pa id Advertisement.^

6b photo by oay« om^
hmit: two, with pMo ID. Program incMn
concertos for 2,3, and 4liarpsich6rd$ by J.S Bad
as well as works by J.C. and C P. E. Bacli.

'
\ V^—ik^

••<.'-r ,.'

^;v,^" ^i;^..,^^..

*t
•

:A*^

^-..

Student
^t:fi^^

Offices

7^•

.1 - —

May 10 and 11 - primary
May 17 - Finals

Polling Locations
-^ ^ • voting:

Inside the Law School
Outside the Medical School
Bookstore

3. In Front of the Ackerman
Union Student Store

4. At the Bunche Hall elevator

In the Humanities Quad
In Royce Quad
In the Court of Science
Behind Placement Center
near Franz Hall

All registered graduate and undergraduate students urged

"a bote 10 better tJjan a kick in tf)e pmtsi
"

to vote

Sponsoretfby GSAond SLC Elections Boo.d.

4 V . V _J

-ri-— >.3
—tr^y:::

'•^.O! .V»

Bylrwtai

ami JUl Hardwleli ^

DBSUfrWritert ^-

[protests around tlie country against President Nixon's

of the Vietnam war continued into ttieir second

jy yesterday, marked by scattered incidents of violence.

[rtie conditiond Carolyn Badd Corbum, 22, who was shot

IV at a University of New Mexico demonstration, was

tedy improved, according to a spokesman from the

ily Lobo, University of New Mexico newpaper. Forty

lets were found in Cobum's body last night by
>ytenan Hospital doctors, who also found Cobum to

jve suffered a collapsed kmg. Daily Lobo spokesmen said.

Officer Phillip Herrera of the Albuquerque Police

apartment is being hekl responsible for the shooting,

to Albuquerque chief of police Ladis Molina.

iolina said Herrera was canying a shot gun at the time of

ly's incident, as required by standard riot-condition

oers. i

Demonstrations at the University of New Mexico were
)mewhat quieter yesterday, tempered by Tuesday's

against the warcontinue
KiST^^l '•" ""^ ''""y ^^ «'<* A march to

n.^^,
'^''/'•"=« ««s« »"»sWe Albuquerque drew 150-300

At the University of Minnesota, four policemen were
hosp.Ul.zed and 100 students injured during^^rl^
events, wh.ch included blockades of two mataintenJE
in MimieaMui-St. Paul and a march to the campus ROTC
ta!r,!ill*.„^* 1 "* approximately 2,000 protertersburned and turned over cars. Seventy Uctical squad

t^r^lTs*"
'='^'*"^ "y *P'"«y^8 •»«<* PePf-r f<«8" and

At another Minneapolis demonstration at 5 pm yester-day, two policemen and one demonstrator were struck byan automob.le attempting to run the protest lines set up to

.n°^n ^^
'' '"'f^Won Po'ice shattered the car windbwsm an attempt to halt the car.

National Gnard
Minn^ta Governor WendeU Anderson last night called

out the National Guard.

CLA
^olumeNo.LXXXVINo.32

_^

Antiwar demonstrators blocked Interstates 5 and 80 in
Sacramento yesterday and smashed holes in plaster wallsm the State Capitol after a noon rally on the Capitol steps
Five hundred to six hundred students from UC Davis

bicycled the 15 miles to Sacramento and were joined by
students from Sacramento S^te College, Sacramento aty
College and the American River Junior College for a march
up the Capitol Mall, which preceded the rally.

Arrested
No serious injuries were reported. At least seven studoits

were arrested, most for blocking the freeway.
In the nations capital. Speaker of the House Cari Albert

(D - Okla.
) barred the doors of the House visitors gaUery

for three hours yesterday afternoon as approximately 300
nigh school students chanted anUwar slogans outside the
building. The same group later staged a sit-in at the
House's Cannon Office building.
Sens. Alan Cranston (D- Dalif.) and Harold Hughes (D- Iowa

)
led a prayer vigil at 7 am EDT today on the Canitol&~ ^l ^"T ^^ ^^*^** ^^ ™^« i« North VietnJSi's

Haiphong harbor were activated. (Continued on Page 4)
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ptests remain peacef^l
march, ItfiKes

By Tom Hnmplireys
and Roger WiesiMiBkl

DBSUff Writers

Tie second day of anti-war
otest here ended peacefully as

1 archers from a noon rally first

loved on Murphy Hall and then
talked to the Federal Building in
estwood. About 300 demon-

Itrators staged a sit-in in Murphy
iall; at 5:30 pm 150 students were
still in the building.

At one point protesters blocked
Dff Buenos Aires Drive, in front of
Murphy Hall, with trash cans, and

car The blockade was later
?moved. As of yesterday af-

ternoon, damage to Murphy Hall
as reportedly light. Three
indows were brokeii ui the
?gistrar's office and telephones
irere vandalized on the first floor:
During the day, students, ap-
irently angered by President

Nixon's naval blockade of North
•ctnam, marched through
a n pus shouting, "On Strike, shut

it down " Marchers entered
classrooms, urging those inside to
)m them.

•
\\

A noon rally at Janss Steps
attracted a crowd of 1,500 who
heard speakers blast Nixon's
Monday night announcement.
Finally, leaders decided on a
march to Murphy Hall, and about
1,000 people followed them.

Bulletin

At press time late last night.

about 150 students were still in

Murphy Hall discussing
*- whether to evacuate, despite a
^near-unanimous vot«*at 9: 15 pm
" to do so.

Today, a noon rally at Janss
Steps has been scheduled.

At Murphy, 300 students went
inside. Some sat down in halls on
the first and second floors, and
others took over offices on the
third floor.

A squad of University police

dressed in riot gear, went to the
ttiird floor when a caller reported
that protesters had broken into the

Chancellor's communication

> J/ ,
-«r»-

'k

office and were rifling files. Of-
ficers made no arrests. , ::

In Westwood^ 60 Los Angeles
Police Department officers met
marchers at the comer of Veteran
and Wilshire, forcing them to the
sidewalk. One man was arrested.
The protest began shortly

before 10 am when about 200
students gathered to hear the
march organizers in Royce Hall
quad. They called for a student
strike, then began to march
through Royce Hall. The group
then went through Haines Hall to

Royce Quad where 300 people
were gathered.

~ After a few impromptu
31)eeches, the protesters moved
through kinsey Hall, through
Schoenberg, into Murphy Hall and
then to the Law school.

There, about 500 people crowded
into a corridor and began to clap
and chant, "On strike, shut it

down " Protesters, including
basketball players Bill Walton and
Greg Lee, stood outside a
classroon, ctianting and urging
students to join them. The
students refused.

The demonstrators moved on to

the Social Welfare building and
then at 11 am the group marched
through Royce Quad, and down to

the Women's gym where about 200

people disrupted a dance class.

Some student began ctianting,

"On strike, cha, cha, cha."
From there marchers went to

Bruin Walk, up to Moore HaU,
through Boelter Hall, the Chem
quad, Franz Hall, and then to

North Campus.

(Continued on Page 4)

H

T^^^n^l^J:^,?^'^»^ Charle. E Young't oHict on

r""'"" The craJri 2y!2!l? ' »'••*•'*•» •«< d«m«nd«l to tptak w>Hh

l»9reed to toMh^*^?!!**' ** *•*• *•» progrtitod, and Young finally
• >f>*an with ttwm at t pm.

Young may speak

on UC-TV-LA
ChahcfiftlToi' Charles E. Young

is tentatively scheduled to

discuss the campus strike here
at noon today on UC-TV-LA.
Students will be able to question

Young via two-way talk-lmck

monitors located in Royce Quad
and the Gypsy Wagon. At 12:30

pm. a debate between ROTC
representatives and antiwar
groups will be aired. Viewing
monitors will be located at the
Coop, Ackerman Union Men's
lounge and NPI.

• « I •

«

MARCH — Students poured down Janss Steps yesterday morning on
route to the Women's Gym where a class was disrupted. Later, over 1,500
people rallied at the Steps prior to marching on Murphy Hall.

Young confronts students,

voices objections to strike
Chancellor Charles E. Young met briefly with protesting students at 5

pm yesterday in Murphy Hall.

The Chancellor expressed his opposition to the strike and indicated his
belief in ite futility. He urged use of "the poUtical process" as an alter-
native.

Young attempted to hold an open session with students and press to find
out what studente occupying the building "planned for tonight and what
they feel they have accpmplished today."
The Chancellor almost left the meeting several times because of a

refusal of the steering committee of the strike to permit an open
discussion. Young stayed approximately 15 minutes and then retired to
consult with his vice-chancellors while the steering committee met to
discuss their further plans.

The Chancellor was accompanied by several vice-chancellors as he
spoke to students outside his office on the second fioor. Representing the
steering committee as chairman was LaMar Lyons, undergraduate
student body president.

Although the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the strike with the
Admmistration, the major focus turned out to be an angry shouting
match between the steering committee and students excluded from the
meeting along with representatives of the press who were also to be
excluded.

The Chancellor attempted to hold an open session and said to the group,
"I'm not trying to play games and split you. I want to talk."
He did answer several questions put to bun by press and committee

representatives. The Chancellor sUted his posiUon against the war in
Vietnam and his convicUon that President Nixon erred greaUy in
escalating the war.
Young asked protesters for a definition of "the strike, meaning a focal

point for organizational purpoaes." Students sUted that the Ad-
ministration building had been declared "strike headquarters" earlier

'*.'. »r 'I
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UAC elections scheduled
*/!,

!.

. . -ii

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Can students effect academic
change by working within the

System, and in particular, through

their departments?

This is the question and
philosophy behind the University

Action Council (UAC), which is

completing its first full year of

operation. Twelve organizations

of undergraduate majors within

departments are presently func-

tioning under UAC sponsorship,

with varying states of success.

Tomorrow is the last day to sign
up for deparmental elections for

anthropology, economics, history,

math, political science,
psychology, Spanish-Portuguese,
and zoology.

Check in Kerckhoff Hall 309 or

408 for more details.

"The most impor^nt thing is

that they've gotten their names
known this year," said Shirley

Svornoy, UAC secretary. "A lot of

them were set up for the first time

this year and there isn't even an

establishment for them to work
through."

Participation

Termed "an organization for

student departmental par-

ticipation," the goals of these

departmental associations vary
widely. But the central focus is to

provide student representation in

departmental decii^on-making

processes, particularly in matters
of curriculum and faculty

evaluation.

Some of the groups, such as the

undergraduate associations in the

English and psychology depart-

ments, have some recognition by
both the majors and faculty of the

department. Others are just being
organized and get by on the efforts

of one or two members' Response
to upcoming departmental
elections is just as varied. ^

UAC is a part of the Student

Educational Policy - Comm ission

(SEPC) of the Student Legislative

Council. Rhonda Abrams, SEPC
commissioner, said that her main
effort with UAC was "The
establishment of viable student

groups that have to be dealt with

by the faculty." ^ .

She reflected that during the

past three years, a number of

departmental organizations -^

most of them called "action

councils" — have been formed in

larger departments. "A lot of

these, with the exception of the

English department, fizzled out.

They didn't really establish
themselves as legitimate
groups," sh^ said.

Legitimacy

According to Abrams, the UAC
groups do have that sense of

legitimacy because the elections,

which are scheduled for May 22

and 23, are open to anyone in the

department; the groups are
funded out of student fees, and
they are organized cam pus-wide.

V ^o do this, UAC was allocated

$10,000 from S^ v- $6,000 for

programming and $4,000 for a
secretary and supplies. Abrams
said that less than $4,000 of the
programming funds have been
spent, so the UAC has represented
an investment this year of about
$8,000 of student fees. Has it been
justified?

"Definitely," Abrams said. "It
increases student power ten-fold.

Look, if there's no organization or
student group in a department,
the students can really get
stepped on, if the department
decides to institute a new
requirement."

Optimistic

Svornoy was not as sure. "I
think about it a lot. In the long run,
I've got to be optimistic about the
groups, and, in the long run, if

they take the direction the English

association hag if

thwhile. '
'^

'A lot depends

will
be

Wgr.

on
get the vote"~fo7';I:*'^tl»,
P'""'»«on." She Lid

*"*•
•«

At this point Ro«
Order lOz'^eipB?^.^'^
may vote on facui?;,l^*2
and studenu are not i?7"""i«»
studenu made a 71^'^'^
'«t year, bm C"!^4
faculty Academccl,'"'**
down before itT^'^««li
Regents. "^^'hed

nj

"We are adulk •• »k
"»"" if the £4^;^««t
students, we should be a u,"^have some voice i„^t^*
professor is promoted ^^lthere is a foreign l*^
requirement, and^ w '"h?"should take 45 or 3«?„

•"'

«

graduate." ^ '^"^
H

"We could have had „
student participation, brt,"T
believe that the S^Z^^
heart of our trouble? We ha,,^
convmcethem,"Abrams5''

VISIT & IMIi
IhlSample the difference of

125 »orie*iet of f:wafd wmmnql

OPEN 11 A.M. TO 7 FJM.'

MIONDAY TNMUSATUROAYI
ClOSIPmHOAYI

"^HineUj 12221 Santa Monica

Blvi West LA.

lu^^tXr 820-1212

VEMMEsyuuiim
NEW MUUBEMENr

Two students aequitteil one convicted
Two students here were acquitted and one convicted <» hi .

bing-the-peace charges last week stemming from alov^**
demonstration FelH-uary 28 at the Shrine Autit^ium

•^^'"^

_ Tom Blrns, a Daily Bruin staff writer, and Zev Yar-i. l
head of the California Students for Soviet Jews, whoS'^h„^ a banner reading "1^ My People Go" from the bS^tl^
wfre^;i;:;i"'

*^"*' """'•"" **'"•**'" "-^^^
Rob TItcher was convicted, given a $250 ffaie and a suspended »day jaU sentence, as a resuH of his involvement. Titcher mM k.u

planning to appeal the decision.
"wsawieii

Dresses- Sportswear-Yardage for LOW, LOWprices

NEWMERCHANDISE WEEKLY ,

COME TO SEE US, CHECK OUR PRICES: :._^

nm Tins jijim k mm m iisciuni
-.-.; ^> . o during the month pi May

1138 WESTWOOD BLVD. -"in the village" 479-9055 "

o^BRUIIM
volume No. LXXXVI No. 32
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_
Published every weekday during the school year, except durino hoiZ

li**
?"")"«««>" P«rtods, by the Communications SrttAss«c.at«l Students of UCLA, 306 Westwood Plaza, L^aI^Ca^f«rn» 9O0J4. C,pyrl9ht 1TO by the Communication J^^S

STEREO BUY NOW
AND SAVE

"I

SSSSafSg53SS5?::::SSa¥*-'»=«'^^^^^^^^f^mftmmmmsmmmmmmii
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Why pay more at a "Large Fancy Store" or a
Little Garage" for the stereo comJDonents you want. ,_ :

(ChfdL,9«tTHEWOWSOUND for Jtenesf Student Di«:o«nt Price.)
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Complete PLOA!EER Stereo System

CERAMIC & GLASS
SALE

• '

• "— FrWoy — Noon to 5 pm-
AAoy M. 1972

I

|r: - : :;
Dickson Art Center

^
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Fair Trade List Was $499^95

NOW

$299.95
complete system

While They LastI
I

(This set has Pioneer's
famous "multi-amp system'*)

Here's What You Get!
• Pioneer Am/Fm Stereo

receiver 1 20 watts peak''
• Two Pioneer speakers
• Pioneer turntable

including dust cover, and
cartridge. (* 50 watts standard)

CAL JET CHARTERS ^

Fisher
-*--

THE FISHER 201 • M-Walt AM/FM Storao R«c*ivw

1

U
s

BSR 310X p
CNANGfR/TUtHTAiif 1
fVftYTNING NClUOfD U
iASi, OUST COVn AND «
SHUif CAIITilOCi *

TWO
KHXII

SPEAKERS Complete System

M.F1.9

THE NOW SOUND
JutI 5 min. 6m» o» (>own»o.»n,to. Angola

The Now Sound Stereo
2525 W. Beverly Blvd.. M^i^^n, 72^^2j,7

Sot. IQlS

• EUROPE 1972*
^I^.!^*!!!! ^\ ••!!T

**'**^- "»v»»fl9aft first! Fly with our reliable cMrttr

Oo?t i«ii-V,I^ ^*!l*" ^•*"' ^***^*r carrier before you sign yoor appiicattonoon t telle a chance with an unkown charter airime.

FJl^'^TE'^S ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST
— Round Trip Europe Flights *-

'wi^"^
°' ^^ ^° London as low as $249 (round trip

JaWand or LA to Amsterdam as low as $289 (round trip

Oakland or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trip

One Way Flights < '

Oakland oc LA |

to London & Brussels as low as $149 (one way)

)ndon & Brussels
lo Oakland or LA as low as $149 (one way)

lnter.U.S,A. FIrghts «—
I

West Coast to East Coast (June) -as low as 076 (onc vay

I

last Coast to West Coast (Sept) -as low as 076 (one way

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
space is limited < '^

*im?n7»V:5'v'7::^!,S*ri,T" •»- p.|«m,r. Ta« Where .PP»c.bl.,
•"- JJ

of the total r2»^!^ •* •• '^ pwwon. Theta fares mf ^—4 on a pro raft iM"

tualJ«mbl^!i\l'2i!r* *•!?••* » •" »'»«rao»« or tfaci^ *e|»endinfl on tjac

•vaii.iSi^,^,'»?J2l''?"** •" ••<»• '"^vidual ftlflht. Thaae Charter Flight.
JJ

M«Sfii^^f;*l!jJJ
an* member, af th,ir immediata familla*. There art NO

iilJ!r1Si''i!lr?e?'ll1,i;K^ "^"^ '*• •'""^•^ Complimentary m..l.«"-

W Application A further Information wrilaj

2150 Grew» street CAl JtT CMA«fS
San Franc»»co. California U}72' — orcaMMlS)'^'^
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ill prohibiting tuition fee

lains favor in Legislature
ByJohnMUler ^

DBSUff Writer **

iACRAMENTO — There seems to be a strong wave' of anti-tuition

jntiment currently rising in the State Legislature, a surprising

»versal of recent history.

Assembly Constitutional Amendment 56 (ACA 56) would prohibit

state-supported institution of higher education from charging

,jition or any other sort of mandatory fee other than fees such as

Itudent association or laboratory fees.

Authored by Assemblyman Jim Meade (D-Oakland) and written

in close collaboration with the UC student Lobby, the amendment
^ssed two crucial tests in the past two weeks, giving an indication

)f the support proponents of tuition-free education have.

Passing through a ctose vote in the Assembly Education Com-
littee, the amendment sufept through the Constitutional Amend-
lents Committee by a vote d 9-0, picking up in the process a

surprising and powerful ally, the AFL-CIO. Several assemblymen
seemed stunned when the AFL-CIO executive secretary-treasurer

[appeared to testify in support of the bill.

Unanimous vote

Student Lobby co^lirector Kati Perry appeared surprised by the

[unanimous vote in favor of the amendment, but indicated that

although no one could be sure, the amendment stood a fairly good
chance of passing through the State Assembly as well.

The amendment would not affect the fees for summer sessions or
[University Extension, whiph are self-supporting.

A proposal (SB 50) by State Sen. Walter Stiem (D-Bakersfield),

to augment the State budget by $26,598,670 in order to allow the
University to dispense with the educational fee imposed in

February, 1970 will move on to the Senate floor next week. The
amendment to the state budget would fund the University's capital

outlay and operating budget, with the stipulation that the Regents
eliminate the educational fee in order to receive the funds.—._ 1 Good chance

""*"
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rea/fya Strike?

us reactions mixed
i
:
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Was there a strike yesterday?
Only Murphy Hall felt the direct

thrust of yesterday's events, as
demonstrators first moved to
"shut it down " and then made
plans to stay there last night.

Strike signs were placed around
campus, but no pickets appeared.
Instead, demonstrators spent the
morning going into buildings and
classroooms to try to get others to
join them.

Many of the classrooms were
full and the response to the
demonstrators was not up to

I

«

i

Although the bill was killed this week in the Senate finance
committee, by a vote of 4-4, with 5 not voting, the bill stands a good
chance of passing on the Senate floor, thus by-passing the com-
mittee's decision.

George Moscone, Senate Democratic Majority Leader (D-San
Francisco) will lead the floor fight, adding considerjably to the bill's

chances of winning approval.

An indicatiof of why this reversal of feeHng has occurred wisT
noted by Assembly Speaker Robert Moretti who, addressing a UC
Student Lobby conference Monday, said, ''Parents can see that
despite the imposition of tuition by Gov. Reagan, the quality of
education their children are getting is not what it was several years
ago." .

IT

I
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Jensen speech

nixed due to crowd
Arthur Jensen, professor of

education at the Institute of
Human Learning at UC
Berkeley, did not deliver his
scheduled lecture last night for
lack of a lecture hall to ac-
commodate a crowd of 300.

Jensen, who was to deliver a
lecture nentitled^'Genetics and
Intelligence,'* has received
much criticism for his theory on
the genetic inferiority of Blacks
and Latins.

Professor Harry J. Jensen,
whose seminar on neurop-
sychology and society was
sponsoring Jensen's ap-
pearance here, said **Dr.
Jensen cannot present an
academic lecture due to the
crowded conditions in the
lecture halL'J :

expectations, as most students
remained in class.

*it was as if we were ge^ng
intimidated," one girl said. **I

don't see any reason why I can't
go to class and be against the war
the rest of the Ume." Another
student who went to class said,
*i*m here because I paid my
$208.50."

Professors had varying reac-
tions to the call for a total shut
down of the campus, but few
actually cancelled classes. Most
of the cancelled classes were on
the North Campus. E. Bradford
Burns of the history department
told his History of Lating America
class that the situation called for a
change in plans. Instead of the
planned lecture, he talked about
the events in Guatemala in 1953-4.

He stressed that even con-
servative historians of that

period agreed that the United
States had intervened to bring
about the downfall of the
Guatemalan government. Thus,
the Guatemalan affair illustrates,
in his opinion, a fallacy in our
foreign policy which has con-
tinued until the present day.

In a French class, strike
demands were read inPrench.But
many classes seemed oblivious to
the strike. Other classes held
discussions of the Indochina issue.

Swami X drew a crowd of about
150 in Meyerhoff Park for his
afternoon rap, and said, "If they
shut down the motherfucking
university, then how can I make
an honest buck?"

Comparisons with the strike of
May; 1970 were obvious.
Yesterday's strike was nothing by
comparison, according to many
observers.

Announcements

S'a%=:=ga*ai:g»ggg^^ W5

Meyer Levin, author of
"Compulsion" and **The Fanatic"
will speak at noon tomorrow in the
Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom, sponsored by the
Associated Students' Speakers
Program. .

e * * e e •J-
-

'

Seventy students in the School of
Architecture and Urban Planning
voted yesterday to suspend
classes until Friday. They have
urged support for the University
strike and independent work for
peace. » *^t

-

The American Federation of
Teachers, Local 1990, is spon-
soring a campus meeting at 9 am
tomorrow in Royce 160 to protest
the escalation of the Vietnam war.

• • • Jl^Ji ^.^L:;.

IIIIILS EMM SEMIIIM
The learning Skills Center !s offering 2 Finals Exams
Seminars to help students prepare for and write final
exams.

,^,^

Wednesday, May 24 1: 1 5-5 pm OR i\

Thursday^ May 25 1:1 5-5 pm

A petition condemning
President Nixon's decision to
mine the port of Haiphong and
further escalate the war is being
circulated on campus. Petitions
can be picked up and returned in

the Student Mobilization Com-
mittee Office, Kerckhoff 406.

Pro-enrollmsnt is roquirod. Como to 271 Social Wolforo or
coll (82)5-7744 f

Thl» It o studenttervlce free to all regularly anrollad students.

«^/;^ ( Paid Advertis«nr>ent)
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Junior World Statesman

UNDERSTANDING

^ UNIVERSAL ,

INDIVIDUAL

FREEDOM
• SECURITY

and

FULFILLMENT
thru

WORLD
COOPERAnON

•iOlOl N. NOLMiS
SiNIOt WORLD STATESMAN

fodlltoter

P.O. tOX 24301

WESTWOOO, CALI»K>RNIA f0024

slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love" (formerly Glenn Laiken)

OpNll^ttMMi.M.i II-IISmU

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits

1021 GlENDON AVE.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997

OTHER LOCATIONS
CULVER CITY. NOPTH HOILYWQOD. PAIOS VERDE
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Former cashier
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?"""» iuropebo.
foOT telfci'¥fora*
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Pass lh« word SOFA can get you

to Europe. Africa. Israel. Ihe Far Easi ot

anywhere. AND. get you bark"
As Itie wttoNy owned subsidiary of 11

r«on- profit European National S)udent ^^^i^
Travel Bureaus. SOFA can issue you li^r f^
the International Student Identity a*

Card «r>d book you on ar»y ol our J ^«» /^—
5.000 student charier flights within ^^^C^
Europe. Asia, and Africa (including

Tel Aviv. Bombay. Bartgkok. Nairobi

etc ) Up to l(fi» savir>gs over

rtormal fares

SOFA also oHers an extensive

array of lours allowing tfte md<fpendent

student traveller to lake advantage ol

inexpensive group arrangements and ~
sightseeing We feature cultuially \
rewarding Israeli kibtHil/ programs and
educational lours within Europe and
tt>e Soviet Union •

Other services available Irom SOFA ^
include a great Car Plan Ihe Student \

(Student Overseas Flights

for Americans)

Railpass. language courses in Europe.

ar>d low cost accommodations in hotels,

holiday villages, and hostels

SOFA - don t sit on it - act now -

write for further details

J
Please send information on'lJFiights to Europe I

Slud<;rt Charier Flights f iCarPlan I iTours \
I I International Student Identity Card

I Student Railpass f ILanguage Courses I

I ITHE 1972 OFFICIAL STUDENT TRAVEL I
GUIDE TO EUROPE Enclosed is $1 95 >

postage (25( -3rd Class. 7SC 1st Class)

Name.

Address _.

I

I

I

ByTomBims "i
-y -^

DBSUff Writer

Eleanor Salzman, former head cashier of the

ASUCLA Students' Store, was found guilty last week
on charges of grand theift.

She was suspended from her jol> here September 2,

1971 after an investigation by ASUCLA indicated the

possibility of embezzlement. Salzman pleaded not

guilty and not guilty by reason of insanity to the

charges. This was the third insanity plea in an em-
bezzlement case in the history of the county, ac-

cording to sources in the District Attorney's office.
Q

Salzman was convicted of embezzling $231 in petty

cash during her employment here. At her first pre-

trial hearing on January 17, PhUlip Costic, a UC
internal auditor, testified Salzman embezzled an
estimated $130,000 between the years of 1967-68 and
1970-71. However, his estimate was ruled inad-

missible evidence on grounds of being conjecture.

Rather than go through with the regular trial

procedure, the defense allowed Judge Richard F.C.
Hayden to make a ruling on the basis of the tran-

script submitted from the preliminary hearing.

According to Richard Moss of thp n . ^
offiile, Salzman's de?^n™f.^»^t At^^
"calculated risk" in submitUng for?^ ^^

,going ahead with the trial the i/Lf "^
B,nsked havmg part or all of the aiwJi?^.''^^K

admitted as evidence. .^"^^^^^ ^testiiw

Sentencing for Salzman wiU \^ h^m
Shefaces a maximum sentence of one^i^r* ^^ K
a federal prison. However, accordi^tl ^^^^
Hayden has promised he wiuZ^l^'^'H
sentence due toSalzman'sageandSeac^ ' W
a woman. "*^*®ct that she j

ASUCLA ExecuUve Director Donald P t.was not very surprised by the judKe'l rt!n>^expected it. From the very beg^^^
^^^»on

'

concern has been the maximum recovl.!!^
'^

funds stolen from the Association '^h^
"^ ^

represents an important step toward" .l"^comphshment of that objective ''
he ^ h

^
According to Findley, Salzman is out of iail . v.own recognizance and has return^ n?"

'^^

arraignment with the
authorities.

full knowlege of

.Stale Zip.

Send to SOFA/EUROPFAN
STUDENT TRAVEL CENTER LTD

136 E. 57th St. New York, 10022/(212)586-2080

'(Paid Advertisement;

Demonstrations here

HILLIL - YAVNEH SHABBATON
A/\ay 12-13 Cost: $5.00
RSVP and more informati6n-call
474-1531 byAAay 9

i

:•* -4

4^^^-

i.. .".j.i-j

SHABBAT SERVICES WILL NOT BE
HELD AT THE URC ON MAY 12
BECAUSE OF THE SHABBATON •

".. ..i..r i,:

CWJINCiL
*.HK) ^Ifjpard Avenue

471.1531 ~
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TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

(Continued from Page 1 ) .^

After walking through Bunche
Hall, |hey ipoved on to the Gypsy
Wagon area, then through Royce
Quad and to^anss Steps where
about 800 people were gathered
for the rally.

^There, antiwar Ijeaders ap-
peared undecided^^^lwuf what
action to take. Finally a
reprejsentative for the Student
Mobilization Committee spoke
and told students they should
"turn Murphy Hall into a center
against the war."

Several other speakers
protested the war and demanded,
that the campus be shut down.
One girl, a university employee,
called for a worker's strike and
support for the Ramona food
strikers.

When speakers called for a
march on Murphy Hall, spec-
tators from the audience shouted
for a march to the San Diego
Freeway. Finally at 12:30, leaders
decided to march on Mwphy and
the crowd began to move up Janss
Steps.

At Murphy the DrotastftrB split

11511 PICO

\ : v '
"

BLVD.
HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar ^ $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

up, some going inside while others
sUyed outside at the north en-
trance. Inside, stuflents sat down
both on the first floor and in front
of the ChanceUgr's office on the
second floor.

Outside, leaders of the group
argued about what to do.
Speakers, grabbing- -the
megaphone, called for several
tactics: marching on Westwood,
marching on the Air Force ROTO,
and joining thfe demonstrators In
Murphy. ,

Finally, about i:30 pm fK,.

poup began to march towart

Westwood.Byi:45marchS
blocked one side of WestwnL
Blvd. Al^ut 400 demonS
entered the village, marchedl^
Wilshire and then west to Veteran.

At the comer of Wilshire and
Veteran. Los Angeles Police

Department officers directed the

group onto the sidewalli
Tlie

demonstrators crossed VeteraD

and marched onto the grounds rf

the Federal Building. They tbeo

marched around the

.,'»- ' **•

gathered at an interior patio tg

discuss plans.

After another argument the

group, now numbering about 300,

decided to march back to campu
and Murphy. Marchers returaed

to campus about 3:30 pm.

Z^n
Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone

See Us Lap ... To Save $
On New Or Used- ^ i

MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA
FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA

'-— .,, OVATION-ETC. ^^^~-

V" ^ Also Complete Repairs

(9

Coi^ie In and See Us . . . Or Call

477-3238

(Continued from Page i)

Berkeley police used rubber and
wooden pellets and tear gas to
disperse some 300 demonstrators
who had marched to People's
Park after a noon rally yesteniay
j)n the UC Berkeley campus.
~At the University of Colorado at
Boulder, 150 arrests were made
during repeated blockading of
various city intersections. Tear
gas forced the demonstrators to
move from comer to corner, but
no injuries were reported. A group
of 2,500 University of Colorado
students voted last night at a mass
meeting to strike, today.

•(Paid Advertisement)

Gov. Reuben Askew of Florida
ordered lOO officers to
Gainesville, Fla. yesterday after
220 students were arrested during
demonstrations Tuesday at the

JJniversity of Florida campus.
1^* Demonstrations continued
yesterday in Gainesville when
about 250 students blockaded a
highway bordering the campus
with a rope barricade.
And in S^ta Barbara, about

1,000 demonstrators yesterday
showed up at the Earl Warren
Showgrounds where Gov. Ronald
Reagan was addressing a lun-
cheon. The demonstrators.

I

our oven eat L V,

i

/.

daily?

*-
"^y

Try a variety of dinners

at the UCLA Residence Halls.

however, were kept by law of-

ficers approximately 50 yank

from the building in which tlie

governor spoke.

Later, three hundred demon

strators marched five miles to a

high %chool where Reagan spoke.

There were minor skirmisha

with police during the day, tut

according to S^^jita Bartura

authorities, no arrests were

made.

Arrest information

Should there be arrests today.

students are advised to cootact

the Student Bar Associatki

office. 825-3064 or 825-2243.

Workers there will attempt U

contact relatives and arrange

baU. Students witnessing u

arrest, should attempt to get tke

name and any information la

the arrest and report it to Ik

Association office. StudenU are

advised to write thew

telephone numbers on tl»eir

bodies before entering >

demonstration.

Call 825-4271 for an applieofion.

Work this summer

Kelly Coedas a

Th«d«mondwl^lb.highfhii«u"""''

for KaiY GIRL typi$»i. «»•"«-

and Mcr^tories.

En|oy VARIETY on th«»e ftmporo^y

offlc. oMJonmwti; TOP PAV-

CONVENIENCE di working wh»n

wh*!** yoo choot* and m»«H"fl

NEW PEOPLE. College «»'<*•"**''

wormly walcomtd^

Ch«d your phon; book for rH.I(^^,

SERVICES office n^rwt yoo ondc'^

In toon OS poMibU. .

(Equol Opportunity Employ*'/

KELLY GIRL
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Ed

signed editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin
cuitorlal Board: The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice Bn
opinion contrary to a Oaliy Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial tx)ard.

Editorial
^=^—

Pigs Is Pigs
The first day of the strike is over, and many lessons
ave been learned— mostly old lessons which we've
11 been through before.

The first lesson to grow out of yesterday's actions,
^hich lacked both coherence and cohesion, is that all

he pigs don't wear uniforms or an LAPD shield.

Certain authoritarian personalities, no less among
•lem the present student body president and a for^

ter chairman of theBSU have chosen to take control
\i this student strike to advance their own egos.
If this strike is to be effective it must concern and

.ivolve all interested students— not just a select few.
'hat means opening up the steering committee
meetings to all students, faculty and university
^rsonnel. This newspaper must condemn the
lecision by the strike steering committee to exclude
^e campus press from the decision-making process
resterday. Further, we cannot condone the com-
nittee^s efforts to bar the general body of this
[ampus from listening to Chancellor Young after he
fmerged from an administrative policy meeting late

r^ ;*^ «'% • * « ^ <M

-^.'^.
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Perspectives on Vietnam
Indo-China Crisis

Analysis

The Vietnamese people have
been fighting foreign invaders for
over a thousand years. Before the
French colonized, Vietnamese
society was based on two in-
stitutions: the village and the
emperor. The emperor was a
symbol of national unity (the
Vietnamese have a common
homeland in the Red River Delta)
but the basic unit of social
organization was the village. The
village paid taxes, provided labor
for public works, and men for the
army ( the individual had no direct
responsibilities). " 'The King's
law bows before village custom'
was the saying ' (The Indochina
Slory, by Committee of Con-
cerned Asian Scholars, p. 4) the
village generally, operated in a
communal manner with lands set
aside for the old and poor, literacy
was widespread, land and wealth
were, in general, evenly
distributed (although there was
an elite which exploited the
peasantry).

The French trie<^>A phAngi^ thin

We do not wish to stifle the strike, but we obj^t to
16 fact that strike leadership seems to be something
% an extension of Nixonian fascism

.

The campus must not believe that tfie only people
rho can tell us what is right and what should be done
ire. the people with bullhorns. ^

We call^pon the strike leadership to remember
lis is a student strike — by all the students. With
mly this resolve will our demands ever be heard —
md they must be heard, ^^^ __

to suit their own ends. It took over
forty years for them to gain
control of all of Vietnam due to
Vietnamese resistance. In order
to maintain control, the "country
was divided into three sections
(North, South, and Central), a
plantation system for the export
of rice and rubber was
established, most of the land was
controlled by a small percentage
of the population, French-
controlled monopolies were
established (e.g. Vietnamese

.ceremonial wine was outlawed
but villages were assigned quotas
of French wine which they were
required to consume — Indochina
Story, p. 6). In 1943, the French
Governor-General reported these
figures in his budget:

For Schools 748,000 piasters
For Hospitals 71,000 piasters
For Libraries 30,000 piasters
For purchase of opium by
State monopoly 4,473,000

piasters

( from Viet Cong, by Douglas Pike,
p. 41)

Defeated
After the Germans defeated

France during World War II, the
Japanese took control of Vietnam
but administered it through the
Vichy government, It was during
this time that the Viet Minh (lead
by Ho) was formed. They fought
the Japanese (with US aid) until
1945 and the end of World War II.

The Viet Minh triumphantly took
control of Hanoi and Saigon
(peacefully) and began to
Jesiablish a new gftvornm.,..^,
which initiated land reform, set
up schools, lowered taxes, made
an eight-hour working day law,
and nationalized public utilities.

The British .(who were ad

— the fight for'indepeii^nce was
on again.

After several bad defeats the
French (with strong US aid) were
defeated at Dienbienphu. The
Vietnamese over-ran this "im-
pregnable ' stronghold by
disassembling heavy artillery and
transporting it for hundreds of
miles through jungles and over
mountains with the cooperation of
the thousands of civilians who
carried the munitions General
'Fight-or-be-shot*' Trong fought
for the French here and was made
into a war hero — he is currently
in charge of the ARVN in Hue.

Zones
The July 1954 Geneva accords

divided the country into two zones
(in order to separate the
belligerents)

; they stated that the
seventeenth parallel "should NOT
in any way be interpreted as
constituting a political or
territorial boundary" (articles 1

and 8; article 6, Final
Declaration, cited in Indochina
Story, p. 24). In November of 1954,

ministering the Japanese
surrender) fought this by rear-
ming the French collaborators
and defeated Japanese and
allowing the French to retake
much of the county until, in

November 1946, 6000 Vietnamese
civilians were killed in a surprise
n^val attack on Haiphong Harbor

attempted^ to
subvert the Geneva accords
before the ink was dry. CIA agent
Lauxdale conducted clandestine
sabotage and psychological
warfare (e:^. issuing leaflets in
the name of the Vietminh which
caused panic and massive
migration to the south, Pentagon
Papers, p. 4 and 17). Secretary of
State Dulles cabled:

since . . elections mi^
eventually mean unification in

Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh . . ,— *——— J—- * -.
—-

—

—'- -
"

»
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(Continued on Page 7) .-'-W

Responding to the Vietnamese people's aspirations for
Bace and national independence, considering the
American and the worid peoples' desire for peace, showing

Its goodwill to make the Paris Conference on Viet Nam
progress, basing itself on the 10-point over-all solution and
following up the September 17, 1970 eight-point and the
Oecember ;o, 1970 three-point statements, the Provisional
evolutionary Government of the Republic of South Viet
Jam declares the foUowing: - /

-

I - REGARDING THE TERMINAL DATE FOR
t!" n I^^^^

WITHDRAWAL OF U.S. FORCES.
rie U.S. Government must end its war of aggression in

^let Nam stop the policy of Vietnamization of the war.
^'ithdraw from South Viet Nam aU troops, military pcr-
onnel weapons, and war materials of the United SUtes

rlrln 1, m"!^^
countries in the US. camp, and

nv n ^.^" U.S^ bases in South Viet Nam without posingmy conditions whatsoever.

,i]Mri^^i^''®"II"®"^ ^^^ ^^ « terminal date for the

forc^ .nH^h'^^ f^^^
^*^^ Nam of the totolity of U.S.rorc^ and those of the other foreign countries in the U.S.

tcirnp.
I

C anTh!2!"iy:**
Nam In «m or the totality of U.S. .K .hi "^ «>f "* other foreign countries in the U.S.

SiitlSor **""'"* "'"« toie agree on the

)^liw'Jffr"' '" ''«*y '«»™ South Viet Nam of the^ t^VsZmp"^
those of the other foreign coun-

»nd ''^^^,f "•" *^*y '* niiUtarymen of aU parties

tmerica^ J'T*"^ **»»'«««• ''"ring the war (induding

nTy^r/^"^S^ '" North Viet Nam ) . so that th^
Tl^Ji.,^'^''

'*'*^ ^ *«*' homes.

"^oTtl:''Zr£^'^'^""'^»^««^'«-«'^

•^l^sl^Kf '*,'**^«' «*t*«n the South Viet Nam
heUniM ^"°" ^"?'^ ''*^ «' "» •""«• forces of

' S camo^^ "•*
"L

'•* "^' f"""*" «»"tries in the

'ithdrawal7roT"«!!.?!,'^* ^^^ agreement on the

"Tcw and t^J^ X.**'
Nam of the totality of U.S.

cam^ "«" of the other foreign countries in the U.S.

^u5^v12? N?J"= WE8TION OF POWER IN
ThelJ<5 r

'^^^•

^am pe(»le^ nllir.'''^ T^^ "^^^ ^^^^ South Viet

[nterfeS i^t\ ^ ••»'^^*«tennlnation. put an end to iU

P«uS^e b^ii::^
ffir. of South Viet Nam. ceue^ S^fiSTiStS^*:^"r^ by Nguyen Van TWeu

" ^***Wi, and stop aU maneuvres, ikidudiiig

tricks on elections, aimed at maintaing the puppet Nguyen

By various means, the political, social, and religious
forces in South Viet Nam aspiring to peace and national
concord will form in Saigon a new administration favoring
peace, independence, neutrality and democracy. The
Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of
South Viet Nam will immediately enter into talks with that
administration in order to settle the following questions:

a

)

to form a broad three-segment government of national
concord that will assume its functions during the period
between the restoration of peace and the holding of general
elections and that will organize general elections in South
Viet Nam.
A cease-fire will be observed between the South Viet Nam

People's Liberation Armed Forces and the armed forces of
the Saigon administration as soon as a government of
national concord is formed.

b) to take concrete measures with the necessary
guarantees to prohibit all acts of terror, reprisal and
discrimination against persons having collaborated with
one or the other party; to ensure every democratic liberty
to the South Viet Nam people; to release all persons jailed
for political reasons; to dissolve all concentration camps
and to liquidate all forms of constraint and coercion so as to
permit the people to return to their native places in com-
plete freedom and to freely engage in their occupations.

c) To see that the people's conditions of living are
stabilized and gradually improved, to create conditions
allowing everyone to contribute his talents and efforts to

heal the war wounds and rebuild the country.
d) to agree on measures to be taken to ensure the holding

of genuinely free, democratic, and fair general AVrtigns in
South Viet Nam.

3 — REGARDING THE QUESTION OF VIET-
NAMESE ARMED FORCES IN SOUTH VIET NAM.
The Vietnamese parties will together settle the qoattion

of Vietnamese armed forces in South Viet Nam in a spirit of
national concord, equality, and mutual respect, without
foreign interierence, in accordance with the |iost-war
situation and with a view to lightening the people's con-
tritHJtions. A^

4 — REGARDING THE PEACEFUL RE-
UNIFICATION OF VIET NAM AND THE
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE NORTH AND THE
SOUTH ZONES.
a ) The re-unification of Viet Nam will be achieved step by

step, by peaceful means, on the basis of discuMlMis and
agreements between the two zones, without cooitniiiit and

ProposaT
«:

i

annexation from either party, and without foreign in-
terference. •

Pending the re-unification of the country, the North and
the South zones will re-establish normal relations,
guarantee free movement, free correspondence, free
choice of residence, and establish economic and cultural
relations on the principle of mutual interests and mutual
assistance. -- v..._—- j. W^ .

All questions concerning the two zones will be settled by
qualified represenUtives of the Vietnamese people in the
two zones on the basis of negotiations, without foreign in-
terference.

b) In keeping with the provisions of the 1964 Geneva
Agreemente on Viet Nam, during the present temporary
partition of the country into two zones the North and the
South zones of Viet Nam will refrain from joining any
military alliance with any foreign countries, from allowing
any foreign country to maintain military bases, troops, and
miliUry personnel on their soil, and from recognizing the
protection of any country or of any miliUry alliance or bloc.

5 — REGARDING THE FOREIGN POLICY OF
PEACE AND NEUTRALITY OF SOUTH VIET
NAM.

South Viet Nam will pursue a foreign policy of peace and
neutrality, establish relations with all countries regardless
of their political and social system, in accordance with the
five principles of peaceful coexistence, maintain economic
and cultural relations with all countries, accept the
cooperation of foreign countries in the development of the
resources of South Viet Nam, accept the economic and
technical aid of any country without any political conditions
attached, and participate in regional plans for economic
cooperation.

On the basis of these principles, after the end of the war
South Viet Nam and the United SUtes will esUblish
relations in the political, economic, and cultural fields.

« — REGARDING THE DAMAGES CAUSED BY
THE UNITED STATES TO THE VIETNAMESE
PEOPLE IN THE TWO ZONES.
The U.S. Government must bear full responsibility for

the losses and the destnicUon it has caused to the Viet-
namese people in the two zones.

7 — REGARDING THE RESPEQT AND THE IN-
TERNATIONAL GUARANTEE 6V THE ACCORDS
TO BE CONCLUDED.
The parties will reach agreement on the forms of respect

and international guarantee of the accords that will be
concluded.

< • «i
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s Hitting right back
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Cartoon draws response
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Editor:—~
Having Just read the April 27lh

Bruin, I was surpriied and
fascinated by the cartoon creation

on page seven. _. .

Not since Punch has satire been
used so effectively. The Nixon to

National Socialist Superman
Hitler Jeckyl and Hyde tran-

sformation in the phone booth
displaying the one-worici United
Nations emblem is superb and
hopefully recognizable to many.
Probably less obvious and thus

perhaps not understood by some is

the all-seeing eye of the notorious
but influential Illuminati on the
superman shirt of the tran-
sformed Nixon. The implications
are astounding! Some would
perhaps argue that since Nixon
has long been labeled as con-
servative, how could he poesibly
become an International Socialist

as the cartoon satirically implies?
Who or what could exercise such

compelling influence as to effect

such a change, if indeed it is a
change?

The artist, bless hift enigmatic

pen, has provided the chie for

those in the Icnow. For the stage of

this Jeckyl and Hyde satire is

clearly identified by the structure

of the building, and more
specifically the street sign in the

cartoon. I am sorely tempted to

shout it from this letter. Instead, I

hope you will put the letter in the

Bruin and let it serve to whet the

curiosity of your readers. A prize;

perhaps a free subscription, could
be awarded to the first letter

correctly identifying the building

behind the phone booth as the

home of the super secret Council
of Foreign Relations. The
powerful and highly influential

C.F.R. Superb saUre. Let's have
more by the obviously
Icnowledgeable though
anonymous artist. h

Larry Pearson
V
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES • -.
FROM: Dmui of Stndenti

GOOD STUDENT CERTIFICATION
FORAUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

The DMA of Students Office will again be able to ii«n good student
automobfle Insurance discount forms In 2224 Mumhy wJl A JLO mia^^vthe preceding qiiarter Is the crttiHon. A studcSrequestlng sucha
certification must bring his registration card, the completed form, and a
S2E'' v"r„r* ."»«nrial transcript (available each quarter in Rcftlstrar'i
Office). The form can then be slfned immediately. If this form Is to be
mailed, please bring an addrcMed, stamped envelope.

,— —-«t—

FROM; Financial Aids Office ^ ^
> 7—' -^-^UMMER WORK-STUDY PROCrST --^-^ -^

Bb^^X'cJZl^iT^^T'^^^^^'^'^^l ^««^"» '^^^ow avail-

5.129 Mwpl^SS!
^®""*"®" window of the FlnanclM Aids Office,

All studenjr interested in Summer Work-Study, Including those who
SS''5a?!?'5?**^ te^ '«' ''^''3 Financial AW, muS SpSS^ brfJrrS^^
^% ^r^Jii^S^,**'*?* * •df-addressed, stamped posteariTo be eUglble for the Summer Program stuaents mustT

"

} S°2^ ^^y?** "5**. ^" determined by the Financial Aids office)

FROM: Rcgiatration -»- Enrollment Office

j|j
SPRING QUARTER 1972 OFFICUL STUDY LIST

l^SiSVliJL^ JS""* fSJi''^*",i^*^ ^^y List dated April 13,

;57«i?# ?Sm^ 7?^*J.^*^? ^^^^^ *™»«^« at tJ>e Registration ^ E^
co^'eSileSS^o^n tii^d?5S!^ ""^ ^ '^'^ *• '-^^""^^^ '^^
If you have any questions please contact Anita Cotter, z61091.
FROM: Office ol the Rcgiftrar

thfal^ilfyHii ^?^5 *• •^ ^^^* *« «• ^oiUie of candM^ forthe Bachelor s degree to fate conferred June 13, 1972. A list of candSiTt..

ssions on tMS list should be repoHed at once to Wlndow^A'* ^^

Most of us who heard President Nixon's wcghitlfln

speech Monday night could only respond with

horrified silence to hit threatt of widening, imnndhig
war. He has authorized: 1.) the mining (rf Haiphong
Harbor effective immedUtely; 2.) continuation of

the murderous air strikes againat Hand; S.) doiring

of all rail and communications linea to the north;

and, 4.) use of U.S. forces to "interdict" tiie Vigt-

nameee offensive in the South. Nixon's motivation
for these actions if '*l»eping weapona out of the
hands of the international outlaws," and without
even choking once he spoke of the "unprecedented
degree of restraint" shown by the U.S. in

slaughtering Vietnamese.
In return for cessation of these attacks, Nixon caBa

for 1.) return of all U.S. prisonen of war and 2.)

establishment of an internationally-iuparvised
cease-fire. These he labels "generous terms" which
would cause the Vietnamese people "no
humiliation" and would allow for peaceful
negotiations between the people of the north and
south. Nixon adds that the new actions are meant to
protect the 60,000 U.S. lives threatened by the
Vietnamese "invasion" of Vietnam.
The SMC says: "Richard Nixon — you are a liar.

Lie upon lie uou have used to oil the path of your new
escalation of the war. Your time has come. The
American people are sick of your rotten lousy war
and we want out! We want OUT NOW! ! ,

You're right on one thing, Nixon. The Uvea of 60,000
U.S. troops are defhUtely threatened. The Viet- _
namese are determined to exercise their right of
self-determination which means removing the
American outsiders. The only way to protect the
lives of our men is to bring them home now.
But you won't get out, Nixon. We know you by now.

^^ur entire- admiiiistration has beeti a dieat and
^

your "withdrawal" policy a fraud. A TON of bombs
for EVERY MINUTE of your term of (rffice. That's
your real record! No, you won't get out because your
interests «re on the skle of the rich who profit from
continuation of the war.

lization Committee
the powor iMOMMuy to do It n».

ourdw«Kli to foi,»««j^».?*«5

Richard Nixon was dead wrong thinking thatw
will support his new war policies one iota, but he was
absolutely cwrect when he addressed the American
people sayirig "supp«Hl me in this as youhave so
often in the past because It Is you most of aH that the
world wUl be watching.'*

Only two septal tayw. ha'vetol?^'*"'^
tJ>»GU. who cu Just Slop flghUmi't?:'^»iworUng pMpie of this coih^whS,??*' "Nrf work - i... rtwt downS cS.^t'^^J
There la NO other way to fore. ...Ni«n speaks and acts for uSTwt'^^'^li

«le«fd«th.whotatumr^':'P2f"^*
keep working, the task^X^J^^*"**!
movement must be to reach n.*^«S,

^^^^f^]^
down andK^'^iJ^^^

them back up and using the ti2!^'^
rewurces. and facmtieTS^affbleZ.^^and mobiliie the popuUtioTJiLS^^^^^^
Local and tie-line phones wwHlLfl

""'

area actiooi. n)~kSr. barZZTn^^
departments made poate« and B^rll !?thousands, and hundreds of thoiZS^,*^ ^
were gotten out to high schocS^*, °^ '•^
union and communitymeetiSS' ^^ "^
TWa ^concept of the "antiwar univerttv"^

Jjotgi^thefocuaofourw

iJFlrst we must mobilize the students d mTbringing them out of the classrooms iSd into Jilsupporting the strike called on Tuwday^rtf?
l»vc to holdmaaa educational ralhWd£^^
the campus to teach the many "new" n^l

There are several focuses for action. A contimm-.
ma«ivepicketlineof Murphy HallwiuKS!
to stop the normal functioning of admS!
all UCLA ties to the warn— -^^^^M

After all, just whoMs the rest of the world? U.S
servicemen stationed throughout the world
especially in Vietnam. Oppressed peoples in Africa*
Asia, Europe, and Latin America. The poor and
hungry, students and workers, U.S. exiles and Asian
war refugees. Alj those sick to death of the slaughterm Vietnam, symbolized by Richard M. Nixon. They
are all watching to see just what our response will be
As the shock wave of this unprecedented escalation

sweeps out from our shores the cry of '*OUT NOW» !

"

will ring ever louder unUl united anUwar prot^
encircle the globe. The Aprir22 marches in NY. and
L.A. saw solidarity demonstrations in over 15
countries around the world. The outcry against thisnew attack could reach far wider and deeper than
ever before. _

It we are really serious about ending the wair we^ must first understond that we as studento don't have

.i-

1..

V tu

>i^.

Who said you can't

DO IT YOURSELF?
Anyone con fix a b/cyo/e with thi$brpnd n.w m.thodi

When people witli very little mechanical tkill can bo touaht tomalntam and r.poir helicopter, by the Xyzyx method ir° a c^ch
rZll ^.-rr ^•' °- "' '^-P-*" «<•'«"••«' bicycle A few

^IZIV '• " ?T'**^!^ * ^"'^ »" •»• convenience of o ..rvlcemon. Helpi avoid walking home, tool
<• "t o fervice

uniy ^4.?5. Money bock If you can't underitand It.

^*

Alio Qvaiiabie in Coasttr and 3-Spe#d Edition.

- M.O.X. €•., D«pt. UCW-S
^.O. iox 444SS, Panoram* Chy, C«. 91412

! • *•''•• • ©•r-lllwr tl<y«U |«^|r

! •^'•« •• ^•••w^ A 3-H««d R«^|,

I •mount ^ U.9B fir ^ Zll'^ (-•«'#••«- CMh) In «h«

A Candtelight Peace March wiU move thnusb tiii

school candle-marches. and then down UirouihT
Fnday night theatre crowds of Westwood. AXS
protwt action against the bombing and minhstf
Haiphong is being[ organized for nocn Saturd»«
Pershing Square*'

'

-. SMC calls upon aH UCLA studenU and faculty to

Joing the strike. The time for sUence is ow.
President Ni|pn*s mining, bombing and %
terdiction" of liorthem Vietnam is toying with wd
disaster. It is an act of desperation whicli caiaa

Nixon to risk either WW III or a repeat of theMiy

1970 strikes.

Caught between the twin walls of the Vietnamea

offensive and the American antiwar movemot,
Nixon is in dire straiU. We must move now! Maaivf

anUwar protests at this time can rally the nitiii

around the cry of "OUT NOW! " and expose the fiw
of Vietnamization and "winding down the war".

" Discuss and vote in your classes whether or nottj

come out on strike. Speakers are availible for

classes. CaU the SMC or come to 406 KerokhoffM

Mcycllng magaxina soys,
^*lv«n If you havM'f
got common §%n§%,
'ticycio RoiHilr' from
Xyxyx Information
Corfsonrtlon will pull you
Mirough."

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'The ftor pionitf to oppeor on the London conctrt

scent in recent months hat undoubtedly bttn

ioaer Woodword." —A«w«l< S Mu9i«fan$, Stpttmbtr 1^71

7 pm: Woodward prg-concort rocltal
IBoothovtn'i Hamm9rklayi§r Sonata, pluf Tal<tmitfu.

Mtalt, and grouwtr).

8:45 pm: Zubin Mohfa conducts th«

Los Angglos Philharmonic
Rogor Woodward, piono A harpsichord
Ronaiifonct muiic for broti
Xonokli: Eonto (Woodward, plono)
do la Vogo: Introto (promioro)
Bach: Concorto in F minor (Woodward, horpilchord)

Moiiioon: Ef Extpocto Rtiurroctionom Mortuorum

Tomorrow, iMoy 12, Royco Holl, UCLA
Tick.ti NOW at UCIA UnHml TIcUf OW<; *1C W.itwood ^l"'"

(•25.2933). T!ck*tr»n, •n^Mvtwol AmacIm. $4.30. 3.30. 2.30.

2.00 (•»ud«n»s with ID)

1 f
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Mai7black-out forpeace
ByLawnnee Wesehler

A group of students at UC Santa Cms has been

ang to formulate a mode of expression against

,16 war in Vietnam which would transcend the

/knee-jerk" psychology of crisis which has un-

Jortunately dominated the peace movement up to

[the present period. As effective as massive anti-

/ar marches have been they have usually proved

IS short lived as the crises they were mobilized to

:ounter. And yet the kiUing drags on.

We were very impressed therefore when we
[recently read of a peace action conceived and
[developed in Moscow, Idaho. We have begun to

imitate them and urge that some of you do
[likewise.

.

Actually it's a very simple plan. TURN THE
lAILS BLACK. First you gather a group of

similarly frustrated friends and begin delegating

-esponsibilities then find a print shop and design

[black envelopes. They should meet the following

specifications: A blank light box in the middle for

the address and (very important— there are post

office regulations on this) a blank space in the

corner for the stamp and its cancellation. In one
[corner include a few words such as '*In memory of

[someone who died this morning in Vietnam/'
[Print up several thousand copies. It should not

[cost more than a couple cents an envelope. Then
with some friends gather the envelopes into

packets of say 25, to be sold for one doUar, and
[donate the profits from it to a worthwhile charity:

'"

we have chosen the Vietnam medical aid com-
mittee. P.O. Box 100, 36 Wellington St. London WC

f«S!®MJ?!!^*^ ^'^^ ^^«^^ •nd distributeresh blood for the wounded in Indo China ) but

5>eu the envelopes door-tcnloor, in shoDDina
centers, parties or wherever.

™PPing

J^l ^7 ^ ^^® scheme, however lies in a notewhich is included in.each packet. In that n^Cthe buyers to use only black envelopes in aU their
correspondence unUl the killing i^ps Givran
address where they can get more emSopw Lte?
on. Also urge they pass on the idea toothercommuniUes This could become a chain letter forpeace and within a month perhaps, the federal
mails will be streaked in mourning black m a
silent witness to the horror to our national acUons
Perhaps we will get media coverage in time

SI?.lt^^T?' ^^^^ "^"^^ imporUnt thing!
though. What is important is that this acUon is at

h2^H '^''w?* ^""^ to you - think of how many
hands a letter touches through its Journey, how

iTJ^inP/® t^
touched), and ongohig (we wiU

use only black envelopes unUl the killing stops.

Li^ .il?^
^"^^ ?"''"'*'* ephemeral eruption of

^"^mf* ''*«®' ^"* ^»" ^»t as long - as short
god wiUing - as the war itself).

If this makes sense to you acUvate yourself or
your friends today or at least pass the word to
someone who wiU. Think especially of friends in

™j}ltowns throughout America and pass the
word 10 ihem. If you want more information you
can call Thad in Santo Cruz 408 423-1423 or Robert
Kearny in Moscow, Ida.

101 o^oooooom

lore letters
•f-xV

•^arch^lrt don'^ 9^^ '" the way
)

litor:

[To the striking college students

10 invaded the law school to

^ak up our Tuesday afternoon
isses:

[It may be that chanting slqgans
the most "relevant" and worth-

[hile activity of which you are
tpable, but may I suggest that
^ere are a nuMber of people on
impus who are already working

on (some fairly "relevant"
projects: not only learning how to
help consumers, C.O.'s, minority
groups, poor people, sick people;
the environment, etc., but also
actually working on those
problems through clinical
programs and research projects.

If you feel that demonstrating
for a few days is more valuable
than working seriously on these

AI^-

problems, that's fine. No doubt
some marching is needed. But
even if you don't have the energy
to eftgage in more than knee-jerk
politics, at least try to avoid
getting in the way of those who are
already doing something wor-
thwhile to accomplish our com-
mon goals. Thanks. . '

"^^

IliURoos

Law

ore perspectives .

lotinuedfrom Pag^ty^—1—.-

y should be only hekl . . . hi-~
iditions.

. . to give democratic
ments best chance." (Pen-
on Papers, p. 46) ^^ -. ,

.-, m. . ..

The Vietnamese in the south
lited for five years for the
^omised elections and

lification with minimal aid
)m the outside. In 1960 the NLF
18 formed and began to fight a
eniia war with a popular base,
late 1961, Kennedy began to

10 U.S. advisors to bail out the
jem government. There was
[inimal North Vietoamese in-
>lvement even as Ute as 1906,
•ien Secretary of State Ruak
ted: ^^;-.

"Eighty percent of those who
^ called Vieteong are
ithemers." (indochhia Story,*

iTu
" Cause

L Ml P*"^*^"
P*"^ "y that

Je
NLF cause was -by no means

ntnved in North Vietnam." The

)[itirri !^y' PP- ^-»>- Their
>mical and social organisation

closely resembled that of pre-
French Vietnam.
When Johnson escalated the

war, the North Vietnamese
^became involved. Nixon did not
change the level of escalation (in

terms of number of Vietnamese
killed per year); he merely
changed the method (i.e. bom-
bing). There is no such thing as
the "South Vietnamese" or
"North Vietnamese." There is

only Vietnam. However there is

an invaskm: the U.S. Invasion.
As Joseph Alsop wrote in 1964:

"I would like to be able to report
" I had hoped to be able to report
— that on that long, stow canal
trip to Vinh Binh, I saw all the
signs of misery and oppression
that have made my visits to East
Germany like nightmare Journeys
to 19B4. But it was not so^-r . Al
firet it was difficult to coneeive a
Communist government's
genuinely 'serving the people.' I

could hardly imagine a Com-
munist government that was also
a popular government and almost
a democratic government. But
this is Just the sort of government
the palm-hut sUte actually was

while the struggle with the French
continued. The Vietminh could not
possibly have carried on the
resistance for one year, let alone
nine years, without the people's
strong, united support." (In-
dochina Story, p. 17)

Fought
The Vietoamese have fought for

twenty seven years now. There is

no way, short of complete
destruction, they will be defeated.
A Program: Any peace

program must contoin plans for

these elements:
1) the reunification of Vietoam
2) free elections without a die-

Utor or foreign control (i.e.

Tl^ieu) in power
3) a return to traditional Viet-

namese culture

4) withdrawal of American
troops, materials, ships, eto.

5) POW's
Any politician we support

should make public an accepUble
plan dealing with all of these

points. Such a program is the
Seven Point Peace Plan.

— submitted by
Marshall Feldman

Thursday,
IRUIN ^t.

OF AFRICA
^ IMPORTS %

AFRICAN FAIRIC AND JIWILRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

. It - riNi eTHNic coaruMs *

^ii««

^\r

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BBAD8

\6S7.87S6
}

• (ULABEYAH
• DANBHIKI
• yiNQB

' 1

102S Folin Avt.. W. Hollywood

INTEINIITIONIIL FllliE 1172

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

1:00 to Midnight

1:00 to 10:00 pm
International booths, foods,

games, films, palmistry, belly
dancing, fashions, etc. . . .

Gen'l Admission: $2 Students : $1

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1023HllgQrd

Avenue

ONE BLOCK SOUTH

OFUMANCHA

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
MAY 19 A^Y20 AUY 21

MS. OOtDON CHiniNDiN. r.nowntd photoflroph.r, will b« condodlno o two
hoor worlchop on HOW TQ PHOTOGRAPH ^ZIOJAUN^ on B^I A^' Com-^
7 .J ""l ^\ ''• ^°.* ^'- ^'- ChlH«nd.n. whot* photogrophoi adorn th« On-
torlo Roc«trock bung, hoi b««n o photogrophor for "Rood & Trock" ond hot hod
h • phptoi puWuh^d by "Roolltlt.", "Rood & Trock". "WMt Mogoiln.". "Sport.

,
! '"•S^..,^"'.***'^

R«vlow". among othtri. H« hot wrIHtn ••voral boob In-

mls^ESts'^TlPEa^H?^^^^^^^
'""" ""*^ ''^'^'^'^ ^^"^'^^^

/T?i??!J?^ .U'!.
•**'"• "^'^^ ^'" *)• glv«n FRIDAY (MAY 19) & SATURDAY

^^ n n?' A°L °'°? ^^•'
J=°° ^'^- *"^ 3:30 P.M. o. wtll o. SUNDAY (MAY 21)

at 11,00 A.M. ond h30 P.M AHENDANCE IS OPEN, howov.r, du« to Mmlttd
•poco. rMorvotloni art tuggMtsd . . . Ihoro It a >^.00 odmiitlon too. Phono
rotorvotlont will bo hold until 1/2 hour ooforo ooch %vorkthop.

DOQi PtIZiS WILL BE GIVEN INCLUDING TICKETS TO THE TIMES GRAND PRIX.

PAaOWt IXPBRTS FROM THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES WILL BE AT BE AIR

SfHa^^ * "'"^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ CHOOSE EQUIPMENT FOR RACE CAR PHOTO-
fORAPHYt 1 • V

•lAUUlU HONIVWIU PINTAX
HURnn HONIVWIUSTIOtONAR

KONICA (Wtr DIMO) VIVITAR PUJICA
MAMIYA-SKOR NNCON tOUOOt

t27 WIITWOOD BLVD.
LOt ANOILIt 90034

1/2 llick S. If VCU

WItTWOOD VIliAOl
477.ff0f S71.I1 14

MASTEt CMMf lANKMIEMCAM

(Paid Advtrtlton^ont)

</2

M,W,F 124
•^om A3089 (CHS)
In

Studant

HMlth
S*rvic« '

RAP ROOM
'- Immediate counseling by students
- Referrals made for abortion, VD, health

care, drug problems, birth control

I

mmm
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*. -* REMODELING SALE CONTINUES
Floor Demonstrators-One -Of A-Kinds-Close-Outs-Just PlainGreatDeals

A GREAT BUY
ON A OIGI^Al
CLOCK RAOCO

ADO THIS COMPLETE 1 1 CLEARANCE PRICE | AMPEX 8 TRACK
CHANGER TO ON A 15" DIAGONAL BLANK TAPE
YOUR SYSTEM " = COLOR TV . I

gl STRACK FOR YQUR
g CAR AT A

Sg BUDGET PRICE .

\sl.a

Woke lo toothing AM or FV
and tee the time m bold b
numefol* Snoo/e button
fi'<d ileep tim^f

r*9. 49.95

$24-

CAPITOLS-TRACK
BLANK *-

CARTRIDGES
I if eiiiiie GiiOtfiniei^ -

'
'

I
BSP's A2I turofdbi '< ^ base
dij%» (Over Mild c^fdMiif ((ir»

r*9. 49 95

$27*8

tiitf 15" d«(Kjo'>ui pictof* jcfeen

r99 349 95

Use th^ i«i"<e tiii^t^.tfiit

mcjiiy 'eco'd 1 oi'"i'<»'''ei **•

or ijre 'ei jrded 8 "(Kkt

^ - _21
40

1

$|3T

'Oif ludmn V1511

80MIN

r*9. 49 95

$28

»0|> cons.i,,^,
,,„^^ ^

T'CKk o/^d Super
T'tuk .arfr.dcjei i„

or e«<.m,„e ,he vajr
'^ 17 95

#fiBBBBBHHB**BHBHHHIHHP^BHHH
A MINI PRICE ON A
MINI RECORDER

/H-

::3=:
. - f m ;t

44-
.i-.i*

»

'

40MIN. 87-
•0 HMH.

FOUR CHANNEL
g FOR YOUR CAR

PANASONIC
r»«. 49.95

lay.

A STEAL ON SUPER
CAR SPEAKERS

Vi PRICE SALE
ON MEMOREX
CASSEHES

o o
.Audio Cassette

I RECORD 8 TRACK
CARTRIDGES
YOURSELF

DUAl VOLUME
CONTROL

Z HEADPHONES

A WISE BUY
bN SCOTCH BRAND
CASSEHES

'^'^SC-M

ON SHURE "
CARTRIDGES I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

$8«T I»—«^
2-WAV ACOUSTIC |
SUSPENSION SPEAKHS I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

2 Woy <icouit,c So»uer„.o„
catentton Speokers
6" woofer. 3 fvveefe,

MOVE UP TO
MIRACORD'S NEW
MODEL 650

A pher^orrtenol buy on on
outo 4 channef system.

8 tfock d«cli. quadsonic'
odopter, 4 speakers incl.

rni. 89.80

Ml PRICE SALE
ON FAMOUS
BASF CASSEHES

Heoyy is the word for these
10 02^ mognet cor stere'o

speakers All hord>^vaf9 and
covers tnc'l .

reg. 34.95

$17*0

A SONY
AM/FM MPX RADIO
THAT TAUS BACK

\*>

h.,

A SUPER SALE ON
A SONY RECEIVER

r fe

'!

Si

1!
lb
_ 2 *^/^^ sivreo plus o builtm ^ ^
g g cot*«n« recorder Matchinga mm acoustic sutpension speakers " S

reg 2S9.95'^p«
if^HlOHTWIIOHT'' —
§ ADJUSTABLE

g g STEREO HEADPHONES g Z

AKAI
r»«. 169.9S

149"

MAJOR LABEL
8 TRACK
AND CASSEHE

Mirocord's new 630
awtemotK changer with
matching base ond GRAOO
FCR cortridge . .

'•9- 16'^ .00
II

99les

Sonyo record chooger. on
AM/PM stereo receiver, and
a cassette recorder.
Plus twin speokers'

r«»t- 249.95

SUPER SAVINGS
IN OUR NEW
RECORD DEPT.

FANTASTIC VALUE
ON AMPEX
350 SERIES CASSETTES S Z

The Concord Mork IV

reg. 299 95

»I99'»apaai
SAVE $100 ON
CONCORD'S BEST

CASSEHE DECK =

I
I
I

I

1
I

I

All big names from Worner
Bros., Reprise. Atco, Atlantic,

Elelitro, Motown, etc

««fl. «.98

•2

This top label clearance
IS only one eaomple of
the volues in Our new
Record Deportment

reg. 4.ft.S.9f

59*

Sony's

Snof/y 30vy AM/FM
stereo table top receiver

Headphone, phor^} &
tope locks

mg. 119.95 .

!

STRfTCH YOUR
HEADPHONES
If your head's not where
you/ heodphone cord
reaches try this eosy
eatension.

THE BEST BARGAIN
ON WHEELS

AMPEX
c-«,6y
c.^ 97*

ADD 8 TRACK
CONVENIENCE
TO YOUR SYSTEM

Bell & Howelli Auto Reverse
cor cassette deck Push
button eose.

_ '•9 4 95

>1*T 59

Get double use frorw those ^ ^Z
8 tracks m your cor Hooks |
easily into^horT>e systems. M

f^ Sf.fS S m
<39*«'i«

Just how good con your m
cassettes sound'' Fmd ou> *
with o Mk IX I

r»f. 299 95 |

»I99'* IV•
SCOTCH ISO I
ISOD FOOT. 7

" REEL |
VMlii* Quanlititi loiH |

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

r»9. 4.11

I

I

The above i% only « partial listing There
art hvndfdt of other "in store" specialt I
which manufacturars will not permit us to I

Iadvetrtiae. .

W9 r9§r9t w cannot qvofe prfcec by \

^ir-zsxr-si-^^i—s::nj;;..

- -• - I
• > »>» >«i>«« <fc«a«i»«'r-

Confessions of

on Ex-Filmfreok

S/ow Peath

24 Times a Second
KILL!

Not more than half a hundred

people anywhere really know
what a tilnitreak is and thixse

who do are too hu.sy con

tern plating the unsjX)oling of

celluloid at various darkened

locations throughout Southern

California to ope their lips I,

alas, have been one of these

Like De Quincey measuring
drop by drop his daily dosag<' of

laudanum I have participated

in iheii" solitais revels, in-

jecting the vile celluloid into niy

veins until I could stand lU)

^ more

Hut I am getting ahead ol

myself M> revulsion, and all

the other symplonis of that

dread neurasthenia that has ine

in its deadly grip, so tar lacks

an objective correlatue. which
1 shall herewith attempt to

supply

To begin at the beginning,
what IS a lilmtreak" The an
.swer briefly put: a film junkie,
a (if I may be permitttM] to use
that 11.Ml-; honored neologism'
cinemaddict one who lives on!>
to immerse himself m the
hypnotic motion of the shutter
and the tittul advancement of a
reel of film through the gate of a
projector Clearly, not everyone
who IS liaiianas ovrr movies
falls uito this category, unless
they manage to see at the
ver> least twelve feature
films a vveek

Kven th<-n. there .jre
distinctions to t)e drawn How
•«re wc to classify those who
I'm It their film viewing ae
tivities to the screen output of
Kudolph Valentino. .leannette
M.icDonald, or Judy (;arland'.'
There is nothing here but what
'he late .Arthur .hidd Smith
called 'morose delectation.'
and what I call necrophilia Nor
'J^ It eelluloid that brings the
Hollywoodians from their
'I'ilside haunts to ooh and ah
J'ver the \vmmetricallv
yvitating gams of ,. Husln
Berkeley prcxluction number
•^"d W(> must also exclude the
mnnbersofiheiount Dracula
•^'»^'"'J> who temper ihrir
17'^"" "1 a particular genus of
'•''^^ ^^'t^i a penchant lor
^'''^^'n^i up ,ri medals ;,nd
"f'lHms bestowed upon them hv
^'ontenegran nobihiv in exile
;\"^M>retendeiN to the thrones of
'^''"-"^ and San Manno

,,' 'V."'''
"^^^•"> '«> 'MipK that

^^'^''*''"'nia> n.,f dis.
against whole tijm
'"'^'^'<^ual picture^

^^"\^' lor his scon. .

,

;'>^'^'"^^H.wool turn.,.
^^"^7^'' IS an auleurisi '!

;;>•
^h^'nhe seesmamf.-v:..,,

,,

'i^'^^orkofsomet.ln:

»';77»T low „.,, .
IM'sli touch, ,,H,,,

learh dci-TirtJ
'^^"'•^<»'^alii, Mrelche

of his opus, however tenuously,
he joyously declares that he has
•'discovered an auteur At this

point like a medieval licentiate
in theology he is willing to take
on all comers and prove by
exhaustive and exhausting
allusion that his auteur is the
genuine article, and not merely
an anonymous drudge drawing
a weekly paycheck trom the
Hollywood dream factory

Auteur crticism f)y film-
freaks IS generally limited to

An.encan films not out of

'P- mispliKed sense of
patriotism, but rather because
It IS maddemng to collect

i-eferences to visual touches and
kt'cp up witfi the subtitles at the
>ame tmuv They rationalize
Mils phenomenon b\ declaring
that foreign films are
overrated, whereas no one but
themselves can carry the torch
loi Joseph H Lewis. Kdgar {\

\ Imei". or Harry fl'Abbadie
d .\iiMst

And so. rather than joining
the drooling mobs lo see the
latest Bergman, Fellim. or
Truflaut. the tilmfreaks con-
tinue to [Hit forth arguments on
how Douglas Sirkslmerliide a
smarmy piece of trash which
makes Lo\r .st«»i \ look per-
verselv enticing' is every bit as
stylish .IS his Written on the
Wind and Tarnished Angels
how Kuss Meyer really is an
*mteui- U'cause of the self

conscious! V hypocrit ical
inoralism he injected into his
!iot to be forgotten master
pieces, l.nrtia and Mndhoney;
how ( ieorge ( ukor really cannot
l>e an auteur because he merely
translates novels and stage
plays onto ttie screen without
infusing his own artistic per-

sonalitN
; and how dodard (ould

never be an auteur director

'even thougfi a seminal auteur
iritic because of Ins fatal

flirtation with polities

d K Chesterton once wrote of

oju^ of his characters that "no

living creature ever saw
lum except !)ef()re or after a

me(»ting ' So it is with film

I't'ak- it \ ou substitute
s( reening" for "meeting "

It

1^ at coffee shops atte?' a movie
.iulomol)iles hurtling

tfirough the i-repuscular
tvihght. (U in cluttered apart
ments while vi-aiting for a tardy

lfi< ir company that

Thursday May ' 1, 1972

tilmfreaks engage in their
otiose dialectic. 1 can
remember one session at
Canters Deli on Fairfax that
lasted from eleven cit night until
tour in the morning What was
discus.sed. 1 cannot for the life of
me recall, ll was undoubtedlv
the typical bubble-gum -card
trading meet, except that the
trading was in verbal tokens
The .sacred names of a dozen
auteurs or putative auteurs took
V arious paths over the decaying
remains of the corned beef and
cole slaw, never quite reaching
any destination, but having
been immeasurably enriched in

the very utterance
In this respect, there is

common ground between
tilmfreakdom and Nichiren
shoshu One man's nam nivoho
n'Mge k\o IS another mans
I'^dgar (i I Imer or James
Uhale Moth derive satisfaction
from chanting and
proselytization 1 was amused
to hear that at least one film-
Ireak has switclied his
.tllegianc(> trom the screen to

the tatami m.it and is now
spending his days chanting My
tale knows ot lew such happy
endings

The two lu'ky da.Ns in the
^w'ek of a film freak are
Tuesday and Wednesday On
Tuesday, the new issue of T\
<«uiile .ippears on the
newsstands No sooner is it

purchased than the glossy
sheets are ravaged by a felt

tipped pen seeking out the
names of films by favorite

(iirecfors and rating them l)y

\ lowing priority

The film freak makes
frefjuent reference during this

procedure to two Imoks. which
are the sine qua non if not the

t«)tality (»f his library: Leonard
.Maltins l\ Movies, which lists

r.iMK) pictures alphabetically by
title, including the director's

name and the original running
time for each entry, and An
drew Sarr.s's hieratic The
Aineriean ( iiienia. which
classifies American film

directors l)y their acceptability

to his markedlv odd tastes

This latter book, with its page
upon page of listings and credits

has been for tilmfreaks what
Burtons \nal«nn\ ot Melan
(hol\ has been tor the 17th

centurv Because of their

Mdevance to the thought

makes

proces.ses. such as they are. of
the average filmfreak, 1 have
listed Sams s eleven categories
below

:

1 Pantheon Directors
'2i The Far Side of Paradise:

"i'lH'se are the directors who
tall short i)f the pantheon either
because of a fragmentation of
their personal vision or because
ol disruptive career problems."

<•'?' Kxpressive F^soterica:
'Their these directors'-
deeper virtues are often ob-
scured by irritating idiasyn
crasies on the surface .

""

'4' Fringe Benefits; Foreign
directors who have made only a
few films in the Cnited States.

15) Less Than .Meets the Kye:
"These are directors with
reputations in excess of in-

spiration " Includes John
Huston, David Lean, Sir Carol
Keed. and B.ill\ Wilder

'<*>i Lightly I'akable

'7' Strained Seriousness
'tc oddities. One Shots, and

Newcomers
'9' Subjects tor Further

Best>arch Directors toward
whom Sarris has a guilt com
plex

HI Make Way for the
Clowns: i No kidddmg'

ID .Miscellany: .Not even the
Procrustean Bed could ac
commodate these mavericks
Sarriss categories have the

felicitous virtue of capturing the
frivolous hermeneutics prac-
ticed by the unenlightened
tilnitreak Thev come up again
and again m conversation with
reference not only lo movies,
but everything else under the
sun (Jovernor Heagan is

regarded as a marginal "Make
V\a> lor the Clowns'", while
William I'' Biickley falls under
I'lxpressive Ksotehca '

After Tuesday and r\ (.uide.

comes Wednesday, the day that

theaters traditionally change
their manjuees Not to mention
tin rlay that the new movie
listings come out in the LA
limes Section IV • The more
lanatical among the filmfreaks
cm now draw up a schedule lor

the coming week encompassing
films on both television and the
big screen .A typical scherlule

for a Friday might run as
follows

'» <MLA.M A vintage Nicholas
Bav [)icture on the tube

12:20 PM A rare Hammer
horror picture at one of the

'CLA DAILY BRUIN

HEMHER HARWS

triple-bill theaters on Broadway
downtown.
:C<K)PM Altera breakneck

drive across town, a :i.')mm

Disney classic shown at .Melnitz
Hall tor one of the motion
[)icture history classes

T::{0 PM Something like a
Fritz Lang double bill at the Los
\ngeles County Museum of Art

;

11.') AM A late night tidbit,

such as one of Max Ophuls*
American pictures on the tube.
One might say that six pic-

ture's in one day is a bit much
and (juestion my credibility I

myself, however, have endured
a (juintuple feature of Budd
Boetticher westerns four of
which starred Bandolph Scott.

Although It takes time to
develop, the filmfreaks sitz-

Ih'isch sits well with him for
hour after hour as the images
flash before his unblinking eyes.
One friend who was stric'ken

With the flu watched eleven
feature films in one day on
telcw ision

Alter seeing so man> lilms.

one luTomes a bit jaded What
pleases the majority of simple
souls isn't exotic or perverse
enough to sustain interest
From Nicholas Kav .md Andre
de loth, all of whose tdms he
has seen, the filmfreak
dc»scends from one bolgia of the
inferno to the next lowest: he
t»egins watching Monogram and
PB( pictures on television,

following the career of Wild Bill

Klliott or Keefe B.rasselle.

occasionally dipping into
dubbed imports on the tube,

sinking finally into a cataleptic
lassitude from which any
direction is up The (>xtreme
cases become like Huysmans'
immortal Due des Ksseintes of

whom \\v said, T imagined him
winging his way to the land of

dreams, seeking refuge in

extravagant illusions, living
alone and apart, far from the
present day world, m an at-

mosphere suggestive of more
corciial epochs and less odious
surroundings '

There is something romantic
about this (juote. whereas there
i^ something more than a little

told clamm> and
claustrophobic about the life

style I have described in the
preceding paragraphs The film

nomads come out of their

oblivion, pitch their lenLs for a
wfiile. and move on The next
lime you go to a theater to see
an unusually abstruse or exotic

tilin, look in the first ten rows
If >ou see any zombies with
blank eves riveted ahead of

them separated from the
others ot their tribe by the
privacy of their participation,

light a votive candle l>efore the
altar ot your fav(»nte deity and
think \\\ befoi 'sing

vourself in compulsive

"^f"
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JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
Why ftghf the uphill stream of intfrviews only to get into the 9 to 5 rut?

it An AllernaHve. lrrK)gineyourseKworkir>g inoneof o hundred •Kcitir>g pieces

like Englond, Hcnvoii, or SwMieHand. Such a job may be waitir>g for you but like

the other 98% of all college grads, you don't know how to opply for it. The foreign

villoge offers 2 foct filled booklets detailir>g type of jobs, requirements and speci-

fic oddretses you'll need to know . . .

For a better life & further information write to the: FOREIGN VIUAGE
P.O. BOX 9200

^ SANDIEGO.CA 92109

ciiwa '

Vioieice, Bad Task, anl oner Aiiinaied teiB
The business of cartoons is, of ^ km' liifhai UaBBla ben Rrv^a;.

"'

TYPEWRITER CITY
478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEW ELEC PORT, w/case

SCM ELEC PORT. (I59.P0 vol)

SMITH-CORONA 250 (260.00 vol)

NEW ELEaRIC ADDERS

89.50

129.50

189.50

69.50

4'i

IBM - MODEL "C": recond.

IBM - SELECTRIC: recond.

299.50

309.50

ELEaRONIC
CALCULATOR ACDC 159.50

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
BANKAMERICARD 1089 Gaylay Ave. MASTERCHAII6E

.{ ,.

.

I ^

v^

Thisgill iKtt
reservatioiis.

\.

l
ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a
day, connectirig Northern and Spythern California. At
lowest air fares. So when you want to go, just call. It's a
free service. (Sorry -no tree seats. We'i'eally have
reservations about that.) PSA gtVBJt VOU 3 lift

... ^X

M

V

- - '• 1: :

Linda Rhonstadt I

The business of cartoons is, of

course, an animated topic, and the

concentrated fantasy to be found

therein remains the safest form of

excapism to date. Truly fortunate

lor the closet cartoon rooter is the

growing accessibility of this

medium (which was once con-

sidered so potent a threat to adult

sensibilities and the American
creed of banality as to be confined

to corrupting small children on
Saturday mornings). For the
native Angelino, this is largely

due to the efforts of the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art
which for seven successful years
has presented annual com-
pendium s of the international

crop, politely known to preferred
circles as the International
Animated Film Exhibition. This
year they have augmented the
matter entirely with a tidy
nationalistic series, "A History of

American Animation" which
affords an expansive glance at

just what has transpired this

century in the area of the best
animation. Neophytes, this is your
chance to catch up while the
veterans can writhe in_ flb^^BCt

abandon. ' —

r

F'or the forthcoming month of
May, the series is divvied into
eight programs of various focal
aspects to be shown on the suc-
cessive weekends, featuring, as

.

you might suspect, plentiful
representatives from the Disney
studios, MGM, Loony Tunes,
Merrie Melodies and lesser-known

"sources. The categories will hold
-modulating levels of appeal for
the masses, but all are seen to
contain substantially excellent
viewing. For instance, one par-
ticular evening's fare is slated to
be Sex, Violence & general Bad
Taste' (kitsch-ie coo bang-bang!)
which, while spurning Everready
Hardon and Fritz for a more
sublimated approach, does offer
wanton sex-goddess Elizabeth
Boop, and Mae West as a busty
turtledove in Disney's **Who
Killed Cock(sic) Robinr*

ly liiilir iirrts
The historical is often tempered

with the hysterical, as with 'The
Anatomy of Humour' show which,
along with Daffy, Goffy, Bugs and
the Acme arsenal of Wile E.
Coyote, features *'Bad Luck
Blackie," a Tex Avery master-
piece of surreal absurdity In sight-

gag drag, with blacksmith anvils,

schoolbuses, horses and ocean
liners dropping from the sky
every so often. '

Other programs promise the
delights of Olive Oyl, the Disney
tribe and splinter cults ("Snow
White and the Seven Dwarves
fight Malaria") King Kong, Cab
Calloway, Gertie the everpresent
Dinosaur ( who caii Really do the
Brontosaurua) Don Quixote at the
funnyfarm, Krazy Rat, Gerald
McBoingBoing, a Zoot-suited Tom
& Jerry, Fear, Tweety, The Three
Little Pigs meet Hitler, Tubby the
Tuba, the Andrews Sisters, the
Sinking of the Lusitania, Donald
Duck bottomless,. Einstein's
Theory of Relativity, Johann
Strauss, Wynken Blynken and
Nod, Gremlins from the Kremlin,
the witch in 'Snow White,' the
American working man, Abou

^ Boogie and thp
What's Opera. Doc^'" '"^*^

Brunnhilde.(s^pX^^
Alice Cooper or DavTdl!"^^
dreamed possibleiT^'^*^
this sundry

assortment."***
on what day.

y'"^ 'PP^
animators, may draw v'' ^
conclusions, but the^^?:::^
remains as follows c£*^fam.har and lesser known'^^
personalities. Saturdavr>
3:30, Sunday the S?;^^^^^
Violence and general Bad t^Saturday the 13th atsl ^.
Cartoon Concert !?

"*:

ammation, Sunday \he^K
3.30, Saturday the 27th at r*
Persuasions and p V :*=

A;arieties of propaganda Pnlf''
the 19th at 8:30, SatVday\het^
at 8

:
30

; How They Did h n
^*

intech„^ues,SaS;a-
J.JO, Dots, lines, cutvk It
angles, Saturday the 20lhau>The Anatomy of HumourW

'

the2Utat3:30;andO,l';a
Animation, away from smJhumour, Friday the 26th at n^Take your picks, and know tta
your $2.00 student admission^
be well spent.

i

T,

III

iiiSL

K-1^^^^^^H

'a^Za^ iWMhh ' '.*?•

at

Loyola Uniyeait^

May 26, 8:00 p.m.

1

solitary letlienieits?

II EHII llllllii

All Tickets $3.50 thru Ticketron

(Also available at door)
"'

ONE NIGHT ONLY - LIAAITED SEATING

^•••••••.„,,„,,.„„^,,^^^^-^-—^^^^^^^jj
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Make a smart move ...

ALTA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

Enjoy a worry-free move '-

... let us ship your

personal effects inexpensively

Call (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
1 834 S. Flow«r Street,

Los Angeles; Giiifomia 900V5

We also sell 220V appliances in fomous brands . .

.

also tran|[fprn[).ers. and adapters ^
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One is a Lonely Number is a film that takes up
about four years after most HoUywood comedies
leave off, and the situation isn't funny anymore The
movie begins with^the once happy husband walking
out on his disbelieving wife, and foUows her from
here on as she at first refuses, and finaUy accepts
the challenge of making her own way in her own life.
The heroine is an upper middle class female Who

has floated through the pattern of least resistance
from home to college to marriage without ever

^nH^L'^u ?^ ^''?''^ ^'' ^"^ P«*>^«n Suddenly shefmds herself tossed into the world without a man or a
credit card to protect her.
There are a lot of things to be said about con-

nlirT^f'*^^"'^"'^'
^""^ ""^"y problems that need

n^^^f 1"^ """"^ "^^P*^"^^ '^^^ ^^Jd have been an

women s liberation, people's liberation Unfortunately, the movie never really goes beyond thLopemng gambit of the President of't^ Marin CoJ^

Sb ^Pf ;1 ^'"^ ^^r^ ^^^^ y^" ^^^^a do: get

«

job, get a lawyer, and get laid ".

J^h IZ^il^''^
*' P*'^^^ *" ^^ «^»^ hy JanetLeigh, and the movie gets some of its best scemni

Ser'^^hen'the^'
^'^^"^ plays a dw:!:^

h^. .t
*"*"'*•« heroine is disconcerted by the fact

retoru. That s because I never found a good man

•"» PREINVENTORY SAL

like you," and the fiUn takes on a nice, cutting edgi.

But when she adds, "All men are shit," one b^to
suspect that the movie takes her and itself rather

^more seriously than the situation itself.

^
After all, a film about American women todiijf

_ 1^^8**t to come up with women who are more

character than caricature. But Melvyn Douglas as

an old grocei^ is the most fully believable and

touching person in One. Trish Van Devere is

adequate as the inadequate heroine. She knows how

to be pathetic, and her scenes on the phone with her

husband, and later with Douglas are poignant. But

we never get inside her character to know what

really moves her, shakes her up.

The director, Mel Stuart, seems content to take it

for granted that getting a job (lifeguard), laid (bya

married man in an abortive affair), and a lawyer,

actually is enough to make a woman stop floating

and start swimming. But though the movie fades out

on a freeze of Miss Van Devere in a swan dive, it

m ight just as well have been a belly flop

One has the right ingredients for a tight and

moving drama, but Stuart has made a soap opera for

the Seventies. Douglas Sirk directed some fine soap

operas in the Fifties, using stereotyped situations to

understand the fallacies and problems underlying

women's roles in middle class love and marriage

But Stuart keeps to a fairly banal level throughout,

and doesn't so much raise questions as di«ni«

them.

He evidently disagrees with the premise that ma

are shit, because a man (Douglas) is the mo«

sympatheUc character in One. And good marriagji

must be possible, because the grocei^s was one It J

just too bad that Stuart couldn't have used such i

working, workable relationship as a foil in a movie

that talks a lot about rtiarriage, but doesn't deal witn

it except in the divorce court.
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fuinil ng Its desUny as a dumb, lumbering beast The

AH S.L' T't
^' ^"^' ^'^^^^^ machinations which mad^

All About Eve so fascinating is smothered under thefrosting of the Broadway musical form, and her infrica^

"mSrA'^^M '' "^f ^-^W»n« True, Cl

t

nl^of
About Margo than about Eve, but to leave Ms.

siS with LT
'"^ ^^^ *"^^ '^^ ^^^^"^^ «" ^« »«d<J«'- of

Z^i^^tZ comeuppance only weakly imphed, while

qi^^ilabTmo^^^^^^^^^^ ^' '^'"^^^^ ^"-' ^ ^ ^^^
And Margo's fate is especially despicible Happiness

Applause would have us believe, materializes when she
accepts the dictum of the song that says "Something
J.reater is ' being to yqur man what a woman should be "
Which turns out to be standing in the kitchen knee-deep in
asagna Bette Davis went the same route in AAE. but with
tons more class, and it was much less revolting to picture
Bette with Gary Merril than to envision Ms. Bacall settlingdown with that vacuous bruiser of hers.
Applause is a straight and simpleminded Broadway

musical, unflinchingly interrupting itself with in-
consequential song and dance routines and distended by
such trivial filler as the extraneous and incomprehensible^
complications in Margo and Bill's romance. The marvelous
story has been flattened into a one-dimensional showcase
for Ms. Bacall, which is alright, I suppose, for the many
who are madly in love with her. But it's impossible to ef-
fectively block out that bump, grind and wiggle
choreography; the attempts to titillate the doddering^ ^ w^^ ^% ^Aa^i^l>>ii^^^ audience with, in turn, a coupleof glimpses of ass, a gaudy,

oarSG ADD!3US6 ''y'^*'"^ ^^^ ^'•"^ ^^ ^" ^^^ ^^*"^ ^^^^^ oh farK"' ^^ ^KK" "«^V-r out party guest, and smatterings of foul words; and the
, -|. . _ ^ |.

^osi tacky costumes to be seen since Sears went trendv
by nlCnarCl CrOmelin — -»>•<*" tjnnged jackets go out two years ago? —

Were it not for the blatantly sexist, role-reinforcing

leme that the authors of Applause (Comden and Green)
ive seen fit to emphasize, one might almost s^uspect that

le play had fallen into the hands of a subversive group of

/omen's/gay liberationists. For the female characters

I
with the possible exception of Beverly Dixon as Karen
lichards) are endowed with at least a piddling measure of
ritality, but Lord, those men! "^

Don Chastain, as Margo's boyfriend Bill Sampson,
bomes on like Merlin Olsen hastily coached in the
idiments of musical theater by Howard Keel. It's difficulty

lo say the least, to accept this musclehead as the brilliant

^oung director he's supposed to be.

^ Ted Pritchard's Buzz Richards looks and walks like the
semi-simian Sid Melton (of Captain Midnight and Make
Room for Daddy fame), and it's equally difficult to see this

little simpleton as an acclaimed playwright (Hugh
Vlarlowe in All About Eve had the same problem, but it

^asa't quite as overt, and at least his name was Uoyd, nof

'

luzz).
^

^ Stan Harding (Ray Thorne), the theatre critic, sounds
ike a Bronx-raised sportswriter who's been wandering
round under the Polo Grounds for the last 14 years.
- The lecherous producer Howard Benedict (Norwood

^mith) wears the most hidequs toupee this side of Ben
lunter.

- Duane (Lee Roy Reams), who is gay, is the only man
ho manages to come alive, an especially remarkable feat
n that the role with which he must contend — Margo's
lomosexual hairdresser and confidante — is a formidable
bstacle He exaggerates a bit here and there, but mer-
ifully avoids slipping into caricature.— *
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Hoot has met his match, however, in his CincinnatF

concubine Sudie Mitchell She has an independent nature
big enough to overpower Hoofs ego, and more than often
succeeds in doing so. ' '

Une Bradbury is marvelous as me "whore-with-a-
conscience" Sudie. Somehow the petite Miss Bradbury has
created a character twice her size and still wholly
l)elievahle. When she and Hoot start to tangle, the outcome
IS just as unpredictable as she is.

Elizabeth Lane does a wonderful job as Millicent
Hamilton, Hoot's wife. It is a pleasure to watch her
beautiful, winsome Southern Belle mix it up with the feisty
Sudie. The subtle interplays between these two talented
actresses are great.

Lon Chapman, the author and director of Hootsudie, has
definitely come up with a winner. The script is reminiscent
of vintage Neil Simon and his direction complements it In
the past, Mr. Chapman has successfully directed numerous
plays at the Inner City Theater, among them the difficult
West Side Story. In Hootsudie, Mr. Chapman has combined
a broad-brush technique with numerous comic innuendoes,
and come up with an outstanding work.
Aword must be said about Michael VanLandingham's set

design. For the little operating space that the Merle Oberon
Theater provides, Mr. VanLandingham has done an
ingenious job. The set is the interior of Hoot's Cincinnati
apartment Not only is the set well-balanced and
adequately spacious for the ensuing ruckus, but Mr
VanLandignham has also added a touch of comedy genius
— baseball bats, sawed lengthwise, encircle every door.
The only problem with Hootsudie is the price: $3 50 to 1

$6.50 ( $1.00 off on Thurs. nights with student id ) Trytosee
It, though. You' It probably talk about it for a few days af-
terwards, too. i

J

/-"-v.

^ Mark Oslerstock

'Balloon'

More Hot Air?

'Hootsudie'
I 1

Ball TWo

Among the women who fare considerably better are. first
land foremost, Uuren Bacall, whose charm, energy and
dominating presence make her the only excuse for the
show Penny Fuller's Eve is at least partially alive, though
she has a lot of trouble coping with the ambiguities that
have been pasted onto her character. She is often engaging
though she doesn't act with much more depth (though

!
somewhat more skill) than Mr. Ed's Connie Hines, whom
she closely resembles. And mention must be made of
Leland Palmer, a sprightly gamin who, as a tough and
vivacious dancer, almost singlehandedly makes the middle
third of the show bearable.

In the long run. Applause falls flat because the story
rapidly comes apart in the second act. and no amount of

.^^i.

Itootsudie, at the Merie Oberon playhouse, is a joy. It is
one of those shows that you talk about for days afterward:
"Wasn't it great when she . . .

" or "What did you think
wh^n he . . .

" etc., etc. . it's fun to watch, easy to become
involved in, and performed with superb timing and real
comedic talent.

.t-

— The story of Hootsudie deals with a major-league ball
baseballer who becomes attached to a prostitute in Cin-
cinnati. He buys her a horse, an apartment, and other
various goodies in exchange for her services; and, of
course, his wife finds out. But it isn't the same old story.
After a few joints and a lot of wine, the wife and the girl
become good friends and scheme together to do in their
husband-lover — with hilarious results.
Charles "Hoot" Hamilton, the Houston Astro and future

hall-of-famer, is the wonderful characterization of Jim
Antonio. Mr. Antonio's Hoot is the stupid stud ballplayer

through and through, but with an internal psychological
complexity implicit in the script and subtly presented. Hoot
loves to play games with people. His overinflated ego
demands it.

---KMiape-^y^ Balloon, the Company "theater's latest of-
fering, has a lot going for it - an intelligent script,
provocative sUging and acting talent— to name a few
Sadly, however, the production as a whole falls far short of
being the sum of its parts, which can only make a show
disappointing. Worse yet, the obviously great but sub-
merged potential in Escape by Balloon makes it downright
frustrating.

^^ —

*

- :
•%

It is humanly impossible to take in and comprehend all
that Escape in a Balloon puts forth. The play has simply top
much to say and gets hopelessly lost in Its^own maze of
metaphors. The script touches on at least a dozen con-
temporary themes and gives an interpreution of each. As
such, much is lost in translation. That which manages to
sift through is, however, extremely thoujght-provoking

Escape by Balloon is a semi-improvisational production
which depends on a good deal of audience participation. Yet
1 could not help but sense audience alienation as we
struggled to understand all that was being thrown at us.
After all, what else can you feel when a man, for an un-
doubtably real but unfathomable reason, throws himself
into your lap, weeping? Or another sings Stephen Stills'

-

haunting "4&20 " a capella, using homosexual lyrics while
looking deeply into your eyes? Just as you cannot become
immediately intimate with a total stranger, neither can you
become immediately involved in Escape by Balloon.

•

The play is not at all offensive, however; merely foreigii. .::.:?

The little bit of nudity invofved was, for once, actually^"
relevant to the theme of the play and treated with ad-
mirable aplomb The actors never demand participation,
either— it's left totally up to the individual. If you don't get
into it, that's all right with them.

Unfortunately, Escape by Balloon's thematic complexity
is its own demise. The show should either slow down or thin
out, perferably the latter. At thi^ point it's just too much of
a pretty good thing.

-M.O.

*»
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While the rest of the English pop music world was involved with an
invasion, transporting Animahzed, Stoned and Yardbirded blues to
America, folk singers Dave Cousins and Tony Hooper blissfully ignored
the whole things. For them the birth of 60's rock couldn't hold a candle to
traditional bluegrass, folk and blues forms, and so they spent their time
wandering Britain as a folkie duo (The Strawberry HiU Boys) dead set on
maintaining their integrity in the midst of the turmoil of mods and
rockers. A stand-up bass player named Ron Chesterman joined the duo
and the act was renamed the Strawbs, a diminution of '*strawt)ernes/'
After running through several alignments (one of which included a
female singer named Sandy Denny who quit to join another *'trad" band
Fairport Convention), the Strawbs, then fairly successful as a live act
recorded their first album, entitled Strawbs (English A&M AMLS 936).
The cover showed a salad bowl filled with lettuce and shreds of flowered
fabric — an especially appropriate metaphor for the Strawbs' style
which was characterized by the attention to ancient folk forms and the
modem realizations of them mixed together. Producer Gus Dudgeon and
arranger Toni Visconti brought along friends Uke Nicky Hopkins and
John Paul Jones to augment the simple lineup which consisted of Cousins
(guitar, vocals), Hooper (guitar, vocals) and Chesterman (ba;5s).
Dave Cousins was the man in charge of the music — aU of the songs

were written by him with occasional aid from Hooper. There is a marked
emphasis on the lyrics, which reveal a talent still struggling to remove
from the lines the tendency toward pretension and a self-conscious ar-
tiness. The melodies usually fail to live up to the lyrics, being sometimes
little more than chant-like skeletons for the poetry. Cousins' voice a
somewhat nasal and absolutely distinctive one, sometimes shrieks and
grates as a substitute for emotion, but it's usually a fine tone for the
material.

Cousins' music on Strawbs deals mainly with themes of old age and the
waste of life; his ideas are usually conveyed through narrative story-like
lyrics concerned with individuals whose circumstances can be used to

The
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The group consciousness which evolves in the Strawbs thrtwsh themtergrauon of parts and Cousins' loo«ning of his completea«3,SScontmi*M on the groups second American release. From th^wLiS
(A&M SP 4304)

.
Here the equality of the players' c;ntriS^tWaU^wI^

a more sing^em.nded approach, as every Strawb gains in creauX b^learning further to play in ensemble. The unity is s^boli^^S^'SL^
sleeve Illustration, a Spanish tapestry called "The Vision of St J«^^which involves the spiritual acceptance of Mankind's place in Nature
The melodic and corresponding emqUonal lift (rf the short chorus of "AGlimpse of Heaven',' ("Could you only see what I've ^n^vSTv^wsurely know what I mean/ I think I must have caughTa gto^of

wK TiiLi'u •""'i??"
"' *^ ""•* "*»»'<l"e "sed so well in "Th^ManWhoCalled Himself Jesus" and "Martin Luther King's Dream '' a^Yikethose two It opens and LP majestically. TTw instru^entaUiLp makwgoodme of contrasting tonal qualitites- banjo, autohar^ceS ZaTguitar, ba^ and drums are used wiU. varying empha^s-.Wit?hw<^^Ms

the story of a wanderer magioilly transformed into a tree b^a Zdesland uses a plunky banjo and dulcimer bit. "Thirty Days" is Jolii Fortri-

Sk oTS""y^" '^^''*'?«' only American AM <-hit." and^TUcan7 On Beside You is a rousing rocker which encouraginly savs'Deep IS the grave/ may you rest in peace/ Preparimi your^tfM!
next time/ WhUe you still need to carry'W.I'Uca^^ll^^^ ""*

wTT t?^"^..^:^' "***' prominent compositions for From theWitchwood are "The Hangman and the Papist" and "Sheen "Thlf^m,-!
IS a mim-epic in four of those famUiar 8-lin^ ver^ ev1&tSfcSfinaUy realized that quality has as much to do with towering maS^^
Xl cldT'""^"J""

""** '"* ^^P*^'"
'

'^ <=omprossed aZi^ab ?fr'omwhat could have been ten verses
; its story concerns the drawing of lots to

»'.**;*' *»*-\

.^ee who will be the executioner of a Papist being held in a^small viHagr^
prison. A young man is chosen and forced to go through with the hanging
even when he discovers the man who is to die is his own brother The
snare drum's clamor, signalling the march to thS gallows grows
feverishly as the hangman utters his painfully ironic line, "Foriive meGod, we hang him in Thy name."

rorgive me _
In "Sheep" we hear the first Strawbs use of Moog synthesizer, electric

gutter and organ for a full blown rock number. The nightmarish
slaughterhouse scene is drawn expertly, and the parallel between human
sneep and ovis bovidae is made as subtly as possible, but unfortunately
Cousins lyncs degenerate when he attempts an obviously moral ending -

by descnbing the thoughts of a sensitive boy watching the slaughter as he
vows ''When he grows up/ When he becomes a farmer/ He wiU just plant
seeds of love/ And he wiU harvest peace." To be sure, Cousins still has
occasional sophoitioric slips during this fourth disc, but these lingering
problems are cortipletely cleared up on the group's newest LP. Grave
New WorM (A&M SP 4344).

-

Rick Wakeman left the Strawbs in late 1971 to join Yes and was
replaced quickly by Blue Weaver, a keyboard virtuoso of nearly equal
brilliance whose previous affUiations had been with the successful British
commercial rock band Amen Comer and the splinter of that group called
Fairweather. On Beginning From An End (RCA/Neon NE 1). Fair-
weather's only steteside record, one can hear Weaver playing strong
backups but having little prominence. "Before the Strawbs I was just
playing someone else's music the way they wanted me to" is Weaver's
assessment of that phase. The LP may be worth checking out if only for
the bizaree. racous version of "I Hear You Knocking," with Dave Ed-
mund helping out (readers wiU recaU that it was Edmunds' own rendiUon
of about eight months later which was numero uno in^ America all
summer long)

. Blue Weaver, then, is the ace tinkler of the keyboards on
Grave New World.

In a recent interview Cousins commented about the new disc: "I would r

say that this album is the definitive Strawbs. This is what we have been
working towards for so long. We got knocked recenUy for getUng too
rocky. Someone said we were beginning to sound like T. Rex, which I

thought was the biggest joke of the century. But it did make me think. We
musn't disassociate ourselves from the folk background too much.'*
Grave New World is a radical step for the group; in its unabashed rock
and electronic effects it resembles a combination of Yes and Pink Floyd.
The folk background is maintained through a few very deliberate at-
tempts at folk writing, but primarily it is something which leaks through
the new, more gargantuan surface. Grave New World is also unique in
that it includes a couple of musical references to EngUsh music hall
which have never come from the Strawbs until now.

jThe cover of the album is William Blake's colorful "Glad Day," the art I

of mystical revelation, and the album 's liner includes the following quote
from Baddha: "As a man of discemnijent, standing on a rocky eminence,
beholdeth those who are below and in distress, so doth the sage, who by
his wakefulness hath put to flight his ignorance, look down upon suffering
mankind from the Heights of Wisdom which he hath attained." Grave
New World, the Strawbs' first self-produced record, is an allegorical
adventure centering around the experiences of The Wanderet- who moves
through the countryside as he does through life. The opening of the album

If^**^ J***'"
which begins his journey, a song written by Cousins in

Benedictus," a traditional English manner. Blue Weaver plays
mellotron (an instrument capable of synthesizing an entire string or-
chestra), organ and piano, jolting us ^ith his own spectacular power

|while the chorus vocals incant "Bless the daytime, bless the night/ Bless
the sun which gives us light/ Bless the thunder, bless the rain/ Bless all

(Continued on Page 14
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Tfce SbviiK' noitlnA^iMr part harmony open tide two's
' the Yoing Man/' a contiiHiatJon of The Waoderer'f

what hat been perceptively labelled '^Strawba Zeppeltn,''

'Tomorrow.'* a thundering electric gititar/organ
the Um sides rockers harc^^worthy of the
"stomp^hording.'' Pink Floycfisfa space music

we^et
NRBQ

Godatdtef^CllB

' -tic

^^in^JiJaiaUlHLsKLJHe af a heavy
a chsis at The WazKfeter's

'^•' ^<rr mrratfve
^^^ cf^lrsr a mdk(y«i| tamed op fid blast

A vr^. ^tfve CoBMs' riiiii of destruction,aad rhsean. and his own
upon warmon^m There's blood in Oie dwt/ Where the

ie There is death In the air/ Witfa the l^hts
who flurrfve/ Sing a desperate hynui/ Pray that

yoo one fmaJ request/ May yon rest m year grave/ New

/As
O

neaiaifui atry ttme whKh has rnatini singing kn^ii^ly '^oildb't it be
nke/ For maybe an hour/ To not hnvea care?- The fint side of Grave

World ends with this desperate wirii for the nntiwilled life a
of the hues of The Weary Soi^' prwioasly
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THE HEALTH DEP/UnM£NT
*«'.' A^ 4/1rmm .

A Noinrof Foods

live Mufk ' on vrpotonds

plackl folk and assertive rock and Yes-like
Tomorrow" the epitome of 1?72 Strawbs. Dave

be no skaicfa with the fuzz-tone, note-bendtng
-and the cello background ^not sounding ^fBttiesised» is

the Electnc JLight Orches^a'a derailed Roy Wood.

Afler a taae i»1iich goes little beyond its title ( "On Growing Older'*) we
«rt «^ ^rf<>itful Music Hall;*Ah Me, Ah My" for a minute or so The

^py /"P «^ch«M3 and fabuJous xylophone knocks form the ac-

^ ijaalBum for this Tony Hooper ditty, infectous as hell with the Ray
Ckavies kind of humor about looking over old photographs.
H It Today. Lord^ ' brings hints of death to The Wanderer as he nears

the end of his trail The Indian sitar and Ublas are supplemented by
hoarre. altered crescendoing background vocals, which sound like
n^hal crashes played backwards. The voices are certainly meant tohe^ of the Dead, calling their new arrival from beyond the Void. *The^sEarf showsus that **the oW grey man with his heavy UmkI/ No-

needs a fnend .he who has travelled fary Must fiiid Inn wi^^
'^^ sincere, affeicting, pure ending tio a sometimes violent tale,

using only piano and voice, signals the unific^Uon which comes in the last
step toward death The completion of the cycle of birth and life is both a
moment of self-rekance and one q^ utter loneliness We are reminded of
how qwckly life passes and how experiences to be looked back upon may
he: sadly, the only things left of Earthly existence. But, the spiritual
reaiization of one s own individuality and knelinen may be eooi^ to
nsore rebirth.

, \-,.. .- •

.:

'

^i!^IL^!*^
^•rtd is Dave Cousins* flnest achievement, and the

phdooophic culmination of all the ruminations expi eased on the previoiB
four LPs, AU the elements come together in a protean, vital way wtiich
involves the hsiener as much as any work releaaed this year, and leaves
plenty of room f* additional appreciation with each new heariiai The
g^;*^ *re estabhshed once and for all, and on all courts,
saperemment association. That is to say, a damn good band. —

.A. PRESS SALUTES MUSICAL COMEDY HITi
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-VRBQ I don't

and blues here

le btzarre mix-up

€ eoaaliy. rocfc and swing which

skiAes eite form into another,

ff^akiag billing nearly im-

t a fantastic

it's hard to pinpoint

aU their attrilxites

into account and

duly noted — the bright, metallic

the guitars, the

ry melodies, the

catchy, cvci laeaem ostinatos.

the playftri lyHcs — they fail to

add up totiK thomnghly debghtful

turn out. Somehow,

comes together,

we 0et an enwitionil drive and a

feel for good times which

demands experience and defies

descripCioa.

You've got to give credit to a'

group that can render a song like

is made up of

for the

fact that they somehow form a

grammatically correct sentence,

right along side the swinging "Ac-

cent-tchtt-ate the Positive" and

the out-and-out country love song

**Only You.** Scraps contains

codLtail music in the form of

'^Magnet'* (''I'm like a magnet/

You're fike a piece of wood ) as

weU as insanities bke the toe^

tappy square dance called "Who
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Put the Gartic In the Glue'' .
a

tune which threatens to l^ecome

the soundtrack for a Dudley Do-

Right episode at one point

if I had to sum it up (and I do)

rd call NRBQ an exponent of

'scooby-doohy rock,", the kind rf

shuffling dQB*l>liaye-a-care music

that is sorely missing from

today's heavy messagism.
One Une ia **Scraps" goes

*They*re lliinaiag confetti or.
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— MarkUviUa
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Thomas • • •

(Coothmed from Page 14) ^:

expensive production, but all the money that was invested

hasn't made this album anything more than a carry-over of

the old David Clayton-Thomas, a good steady voice, but one

that fails to excite.

Part of the problem lies in the selection of some ab-

solutely worthless songs: 'Stealin' In The Name Of The

Lord " "We're All Meat From The Same Bone" and

"Magnificent Sanctuary Band" (the latter two being saved

only by their arrangements and beat). But even on the

songs that were written to b^, interpreted with feeling

(•'Dying to Live"), Clayton-ThOiinas merely goes through

the motions of singing.

The best songs on the album (if one feels compelled to

choose them) are Neil Young's "Don't Let It Bring You
Down" and '*Caress Me Pretty Music." It is indeed un-

fortunate that the strength of these songs rests with Jimmy
Giuffre's arrangement of the oboe, French Horns and tuba

on the Young composition, and Andy Muson's arrangement

around the tempo changes in '^Caress Me ... " Hopefully,

B. S & T without David Clayton-Thomas will be more
promising that David Clayton-Thomas without B, S & T, ^

—Andy Linsky

-TZkI^T^^^ ^^^ u^""*
^'^"^'^ ^«^«'« ^«n"n"« into

of ??^rr ^^ ^"^/ ''^''" y^ ^«*" ^« ^liiexX^yn thoughts
of epetition?". a four-count drum-shot bridge changes

r^fif
'"^' ^""^ *^'^ ^'^'*'' '" harmony, now. and a solidrhythmic accompaniment. Also some pretty hot guiUr

hcks. surprisingly mixed down in this case.
Song three, -Nothing Usts," restotes George Harrison's

emporal view of this life (all things must pass). The song
features a continuation of spacey classical strings sup-
plementing the standard mix of bass. guiUr. and druml
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^'^** ^"^^^ "Journey From Eden " is

probably the catchiest number - with the tightest
smoothest harmonies and a distant flow of strings It's a

n'^^r^ '^t?'"i^!i'"I
""^ ^ time/space vision - the midnight

flight of a blackbird: "She is standing in the doorway/ And

Steve Miller
The newest Steve Miller Band album. Recall The

Beginning: A Journey From Eden (Capitol SMAS 11022) is

a very pleasant LP, uneven at times, but strong enough in

its high points to merit your consideration. It's sorta like

Santana's second album Abraxas, in that its strengths are

not immediately apparent, and it's appeal seems to creep

up on you as riffs and rhythms gain familiarity, like a
triendship that grows out of modest expectations and gets

better with time.
r

- -

Side two is the stronger of the two, with side one being

more uneven. Actually, it's not bad at all, just a little sloppy

or careless. Songs go from "Welcome", a bumpa-bumpa J.

(ieils sort of rocker, to "High On You Mama", a laid-back,

stoney finger-picker. In between are "Enter Maurice", an
old-fashioned screw-off tune with talking vocals, a clap-clap

percussion and a "Bom bom bom bom do wah da di dit"

vocal fade-out, and "Somebody Somewhere Help Mef",'
' which returns to'*^VWelcome" 's rockability but doesn't
really progress. The harmonies are a little sour at times.
Miller teams up with his big-naipesession men (Jessie

Davis, Jim Keltner, Ben Sidran, et al) for an excellent
quartet of ^ter acoustic and string tunes on side two. The
production is superb— vocal mixes are carefully done end
overall sound balance is good. •.-—

'

^ ^

"Love's Riddle," in 3/4 waltz time, starts things off very
nicely indeed — a soft whispery-smooth vocal sailing over
flowing violins and swirling cymbals — spacey, thoughtful
beauty. The lyrical content lends itself easily to this gentle
Mructure: V*What can you do when your love is untrue aild
you're feeling blue and left in sorrow/ And your love is in
vain and it causes you pain, there's no tomorrow."

she beckons me to journey/ Through the night." Humanity
IS seen "wandering endlessly narcotic through the maze"
-r a long way from Eden.

The album, dedicated to Mahalia Jackson and Junior
Parker, also contains the following announcement: "This
recording completed on the full eclipse of the moonT
January 29, 1972." Nonsense? Appropriater

;
--,->?-.••

'''^r;T^-*^''
\r,*X^^ii'i:ii

—BUI Pique

Joplin in Concert (Columbia C2X31160) is a loving
compilation of the most memorable material that Janis
sang, recounting the themes of loneliness and dejection that
under-pinned her carpe diem philosophy. More than the
polished studio recordings, these live performances
demonstrate the way her power multiplied before an
audience - as if she took all the positivity from the crowd
and magnified it into the pulsing, raw energy that she sold
her soul for. »

Capsulizing the span of her career from her post-
Monterey success through mid 1970, Joplin focuses on a
number of red-hot performances throughout the U.S. and
Canada. The first two sides, cut with Big Brother are
marked by a delicacy and effortless control that slowly
degenerates, through the sheer strain of physical abuse, by
the time of the later recordings in Canada with the Fiill Tilt
Boogie Band.

The second disc, and especially it's second side, has |he
added compensation of the honesty of her voice showing
wear and tear, as weU as Janis rapping. If she laid herself
wide open in her songs, she amplified her innards even
more so when she talked to her audiences and used those
songs as punctuation. These little monologues validate the
whole album, giving the listener more insight into the
fragile/hard-hvin' woman who consumed each day like it
was her last.

^3">s' preoccupation with time, life/death, and love
seems even more tragic now that it is seen in the full con-
text of her life. We realize too late what she obviously knew
all along - she would keep "trying harder" to find that
illusive satisfaction that her audiences could only give her
vicariously.

The collection is invaluable to anyone who loved Janis
while she was here and refuses to forget her now that ^e's
gone. Biit buck yourself up before you gfve it a spin
because, especially in "Ball and Chain," Janis waS too little
with Us then and is too real a phantom now not to'be totally
unnerving.

-^^•It's called 'Get It While You Can' cause it ain't gonna be
there when you wake up." Oh why couldn't she have been a
more perfect existentialist? Why did she have to prove that
she could trade her life for her art? — Suianne Ready

J I.

O 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee and other ^eat cities.

FOR YOUR BEST BllY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any ouf-Of-print store, we stock 50,000 titles,
"«w and old, all subjects. Browsable-iniyable,^

NEEOHAM BOOK FINDERS
lUUSanVicenftBhfd. 124^33
-Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon—

lUHIBIUfflE

rUDNIB

lUUILE
Dean of Students

AQ?fri"i!'
w^^°."9® °"*^ Curriculum Development

AbUCLA Vending '

Auxiliory Services and Enterprises Dormitories
t.ounseling Center
Police Department
2 Nev/ Positions

ASUCLA Accounting "Financial Coordinator"
Auxiliary Services ond Enterprises Parking

decision"' bri'r'
'"."?" '^'"'' '"''rns ore oble to influence

e m me tunctlonino of tt)e University.

fM d iHiiciniis iirtuill

iiu 3Mt hi friiii yif 12

^ If life seems to be hitting you with more boldness

LxV*^®" "*"*'• '**• "°* y°"^ imagination. It's the Influence
jfiSri of Taurus. He has that effect.

If you've run into Schlitz Malt Liquor, you already
know the Bull's characteristics. And you know the Bull is
there whenever you want bold, dependable good taste.

Even if you're of a quieter sign, you'll be drawn by the
relentless energies of Taurus the Bull. Just bo prepared
Because there's no denying the dominating boldness of
Schlitz Malt Liquor.

N«b«4y meikM malt llqw^r lilc« ScMlfm.

i'
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will give a spteial concert Mon-
day.

The Bud Shank Quintet la at
Sheily's this weekend At the
Century Plaza are O.C. Smith in

the Hong Kong Bar and Dusty
Springfield in the Westside Room
beginning Tuesday. Donte's
features: Zoot Sims and Ro«
Tompkins through Saturday, Ruth
Olay and the Peter Christlieb

Quartet Sunday, Joe Pass and
Harb Ellis Monday and Tuesday,
and WiUie Bobo Wednesday. At
the Palomino are: Larry and
Lorrie Collins and the Stone
Canyon Band tomorrow and
Johnny Paycheck Saturday.

1
* ',' .

Margalit Oved" win k. .
*

at 8:50 Saturday iXr'*««N

P«^.rfe to Black CultiT;^-.830 Sunday in Roy^^
**«*,«
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CONCERTS
Taken as a whole, the Staples
show at the Lindie Theatre last
weekend was a rather
disorganized and uneven affair.
The show opened with a really
forgettable rock band who seemed
to be trying to imitate the style of
the Doors using out-of-tune
guitars. At least they played softly
enough, for the most part, not to
interrupt the audience con-
versation. The second act, the
Robinson Family, is sort of a
soulful Cowsills. But despite the
unimpressive programming, an
endliepsly chattering emcee^ a
schmaltzy intro from SamnijT
Davis Jr., and sound problems at
the beginning of their set, the
Staples Singers overcame all

obstacles and made everything
more than all right.

Pops kept everyone in good
humor throughout the delays and
Mavis took care of business
thereafter, showing why she's
possibly the most exciting female
soul singer around. The Stoples
family can take just about any
kind of song and turn it into an
experience — they sang protest
songs (including their hits as well

, ,
as "When Are We Gonna Get Paid
For the Work We Done?" which
was one of the highlights of Soul
To Soul.), gospel, and even a song
from The Unsinkable Molly
Brown which I doubt even
Meredith Wi^^ would have^
recognized. -

This was the first L.A. ap-
pearance in a long time for the
Staples, and hopefully they won't
wait so long to come back. When
they do, go — you owe it to your
soul.

The Lindie Theatre (Wilshire
and La Brea ) is an old opera house
now converted into a concert hall.

-4t'8 about thesizeof the Fox or the
Aquarius, but not as funky as the
Fox. Ticket prices, however, are
comparable to those at the Fox. If

-the concerts are as disorganized
as last weekend's the promoters
should try to provide some sort of
mtermission entertainment, as
the Fox dOes. Even if things aren't
as disorganized, it would be a good
idea. The parking situation is
fairly good — paid lots and on-
street space is available. Many
diverse acts, not solely soul
groups, are promised in future
concerts; in fact, appearing at the

Lindie this week (8:30 Saturday)
are Quean, Christopher Milk, and
Granma, (tickets $3.99) and that's

about as different a bill from last

week's as can be.

"A Story of Rock and Roll"
Saturday was even more uneven a
show The Forum was filled to

about two-thirds capacity with
over-30 suburbanites (I haven't
seen that much ratted hair since
my cruisin' days in Downey) who
came to hear the fifties-acts and
under-20's who came to hear The
Four Seasons, whom, I assume,
they consider as a re^ oldie
group. —-—

, .
Bjg Joe Turner, a veteran U

oldies shows, started things with
*'Shake, Rattle and Roll,"
followed by The Clovers ("Devil
or Angel," the original "Love
Potion m and Clyde McPhatter,
who's rarely seen performing
arouifd L.A. It was good having
him back. The Fleetwoods suf-
fered from the unbalanced sound
which marred most of the first

half— the girls about drowned out
the guy singer. The Crickets did
Buddy Holly songs, assisted by
Bobby Vee and Johnny Rivers.
But the real highlight of the first
half (of the whole thing, as far as
I'm concerned) was Mr. Ex-
citement himself, Jackie Wilson.
He did a long set which included
tributes to Sam Cooke and Otis
Redding, and in his own wiy
overcame the early sound im-

rr^lance — he drowned out the
instruments. The man has a voice
that sends those shivers right
down your backbone and he's got
moves that Mick Jagger hasn't
even thought of yet.

The second half featured
audience sing-alongs: The
Olympics started it all with "My
Baby Loves the Western Movies"
and "Hully Gully;" The Chantels
were next, followed by Vernon
Green and the Medallions, Chuck
Rio and the Champs ("Tequila"),
Shirley and Lee ("Ut the Good
Times Roll") and Ron Holden.
Audience participation resumed
with "Ooh Poo Pah Doo" (Jessie
Hill), "Rock-in-Robin," "LitUe
Bitty Pretty One" and "Gee
Whiz" (Bobby Day). Then came
Frankie Valli and The Four
Seasons, who basically did their
Las Vegas act ~ a lot of their
oldies in medley-form, some
newies (They just signed with
*'->West), and more oldies, in-

cluding "Don't Think Twice"
which they recorded as The
Wonder Who. Audience reaction
was split about in half — half

were real fans who called for
more and gave ovations ; the other
half gradually walked out during
the set.

the show moved pretty well, as
Dave Hull (KGBS), Jim Pewter
(KMET) and Huggie Boy
(KTYM) shared emcee duties.
The band, under Eddie Dennis,
performed creditobly. "A Story of
Rock and Roll, Volume 11" is

promised in "a couple of mon-
ths."

Now that 4Ve told you what you
missed, I'll mention what's
happening this weekend. CHUCK .

BERRY and Albert Collins will
appear at 7:30 and 11 tomorrow at
the Fox West Coast Theater.
Loggins and Messins will give a
concert at SFVSC at 8 tomorrow
with Gene Clark and Feather.
Fleetwood Mac will be at the Fox
Monday.
Next weekend, the Steve Miller

Band will be at the Palladium
May 19 with the Youngbloods.
George Carlin will appear with
Seals and Crofts at the San Diego
Civic Theater May 21; tickets,
$5.50^. Redd Foxx will be at the
San Diego Civic May 25-26 with
Demond Wilson and Slappy White.
Guess Who and John Kay wiU be
at the Anaheim Convention Center
May 26, tickets $6-4. Also on May
26, It's a Beautiful Day, Spirit, the
Elvin Bishop Group, and Boone's
Farm will be at the Palladium.
Linda Ronstadt will give a concert
at Loyola May 26. George Carlin,
Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks and
Dan Cassidy will appear at the
Santa Monica Civic May 27*
tickets; $5.50-3.50.

CLUBS

CLASSICAL
The LA. Phil wiU begin a new

series, '*Music for the 70's"
tomorrow in Royce with "Look
Forward, Look Bach," featuring
Roger Woodward on piano and
harpsichord. There will be a pre-
concert by Woodward at 7 and the
regular concert at 8:45; student
tickets are $2. The Hollywood
YMCA Opera, Musical and Ballet
Theater will perform at 8
tomorrow and Sunday in Fiesta
Hall, Plummer Park; it's free.

FILMS
Beginning with on-camn.

Will screen at 8 and fLI^
screen at 6:30 and 9:30 in soc^
Wejtfare 147; donation asked

the Brentwood I is Coming a1*^
attheStarandtheMayfairisUH
oftheriie8;.attheNuartis2oJr«
Space Odyssey. Showboat will
screen at 2 today at the Mayf^
Hamlet, starring

LaurenTe
Olivier, screens at ii am
Saturday at the Monica I and li a
portion of Kenneth Clark's
Clvlligation series, "The Pursuit
of Happiness", screens at 2
Saturday at the Museum of
Natural History.

Westwood Film Society wiU be
showing Academy Award FUms
of the year 1940 at 6:30.and 9 30

tomorrow; and the films of tlje

The Ash Grove continues its
Folk Festival this week with Mike
Seeger and the Women's String
Band tonight, Seeger and Bessie
Jones and the Georgia Sea Island
Singers tomorrow, and Jones, et
al. with the Scragg Family
Saturday and Sunday. Muddy
Waters is at the GoMen Bear
tonight through Sunday. Bill
Withers is currently at the Troub
witii Billy Joel, to be foUowed by
Randy Newman. Tim Morgon is
back again at the Ice House, this
time with Michael McGinnis, and
Franck and Jahz; Rene Heredia

(^tfit

'f. .
•

Ctccr mi St. ricrcbs

C^ristcprcr rrilli

Cnrrra h\tt fcujki|

Shony Alex Braun will appear at ft

Saturday at the Wilshire-Ebell.
Mary Spaulding Portanova will

-give a free harp concert at 3
Sunday at Sunset Canyon
Recreation^ Center. 7Im
Meremblum Pathfinder Or-
chestra will give a free concert in
Fiest HaU at 3 Sunday. The L.A.
Phil WiU give the last««f their
family concerts at the Santa
Monica Civic at 8 Sunday; student
tickets are $2.50.

DANCE
The performances by Bureti

Mann's Americana Dance
Theater set for tomorrow and
Saturday in the Ahmanson have
been canceUed. "The World of

POSTERS
2x3 FT.

( -v. •»

$5.98
24HR SERVICE

16 X 20 PROOF ^HEET$4.00

CUSTOM FINISHING ON PREMISES

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES

BEOIGE'S PHIITI SHtP
10909 KINROSS AVENUE
IN THE VILLAGE 479-6132

year 1941 at those same times

Saturday. The Plastic Age,

starring Clara Bow, Gilbert

Roland and Clark Gable, is at the

Silent Movie this week. The New

Vagabond is beginning a Brando

series this week with Streeicir

Named Desire and Reflections ii

a Golden Eye. The Egg and the

£ye will screen Richard Lester's

The Bed Sittfaig Room at 3, 7, and

9:30 Wednesday.

THEATER
Pueblo, based on the Pueblo

incident of 1960, opens tomorrow

at South Coast Rep, 1827 Newport

in Costa Mesa. The L.A. Art

Ensemble and Grill. Volume II

opens ^turday at the Company

Theater. 1024 S. Robertson and

will play in rep with Calibaa.

Finks Dipped in Cement Doni

Float runs tomorrow through

Sunday at the Oxford Theater,

Lower Level, 1089 Oxford.

Previews begin Saturday for

Pinter's Old Times, with Faye

Dunaway, at the Mark Taper;

tickets, $3.50. Odefs The Coiinti7

Girl, with Jason Robards and

Maureen Stapleton, opens Moih

day at the Huntington Hartford.

-V.F.N ^1
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time availability/ now and du-

ring summer.
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Henry)
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41.1

Intramural Sports Comer
Tu * ^^. Tuesday's Softball Scores
Theta Chi 15, ZBT 5
Theta Delta Chl 8, Phi Kappa PsI 6
Titan 13, Rainier 9
E 4 by forfeit over Band
Haverts Perverts by forfeit over Willie & Poor Boys
Hedonists 12, Grauna's Bails 9
Geology 13, Ground Hogs 9

^i'i^®'^"'^
Glands 11, Dental Pfbss 2AROTC by forfeit over Puigue

-
Sierra by forfeit over Orion
Scabies 12, Sea Slugs 7
AAA 8, Vito 8i Do Bees 6

Today's Games

field two~Gl''nnh"'' " «'"^'''^ ^*'"'' "*"' ""•'• B^'9«"<' vs. RalnW,new two, G ee Club vs. Maccabees, field three; Box Score vs Soace

F::xrj;t id° ei^h?""
"•" ^*- '^' ^^^ '^•' "•- *•- <>- •^-

Lambda Ch vs. Beta Theta Pi, field foor; m Ci^cilt v, MrkkriMarauders, field six; Portshead vs. Enzymes, field eight.

GllndTwrp^"""^, '-|r9"'*'*
^*- P"»V Willows, field one; Bartholin's

Rhirvt rdrrgr,;:K:' **". """""^ ^- '^^~'*' "•- «•--•

1:$<K3n

Steve Pr^on
Riek Ritchie.

Mark Sdvag€
Paif^yson. O
Richard A
Phil Burkwli
Scott Dag9«t

•3*

THREE MItE
1 Steve Prefnr

(I3:»j-5,00r

2 Bill Koiife^aj
3 lmim\
4 'Pat T^

5 Mark Savage dpetsor

6 PWtBurlcwls
7 AAark Hief

CQWfe^ajl^k
ard^MV

liiiur nm

3 Roger Smith,"

Roger Prebtrg, UCLA
Dele GordMi, UCLA

6 Gary Wolf , Oregon

JUMP
l^lttclitr^ UCtA

_ UCLA
ihOwena, use
n Woods, OJBF

die, WSU
. Arnold, UCLA

ILC VAULT
'-bert Pullard, USC

"T^ayior, Washington
^« TracanellL UCLA

ie, Washington
UCLA

>rnia

k
K)n

66-5

64-111/4
61-3 3/4

60-101/4

58-5

199-5

190-10

1«4.7

188-6

The coed doubles volleyball signups will continue through Priday in/Vten s Gym 118. Play starts /Wonday, AAay 15.

rnoay in

teJm. wN?'L* K^ M r^* ^""^ residence hails, fraternities and Independent

m^r !' ^ ^^'"^ tomorrow. May 12. The All-U AAeet is May 19 ShanuMwill be taken on the track beginning at 2: 15 p.m ^ ^ ^
ic \ll ^,'l"^c?'''"'

""*•* '* '^y ^^- ^''"5' ^''^s «n<^ Independents' meet

1787

^:.i-l

:i*i

1-,

1^ p i
16<10 1
16- 6 1
16- 6 tt

16- 6 1
16- 5 1
16- 1 1
16- 1 1

x\ f
• .• ' >

'^^\. / -, ^
\\ '

. •' ' -- •'

1

-i

'.
."--^'* -- —-r

' —

A 1

1*^3

^>

• -

• ., .1

'
-I

'Vi

>boot _

^iilL Both.
IC-

.. ;*<

3rd Production. 1 972 SMson, MARK TAPERFQRUM' '
'

C enter Theotre Group. MUSIC CENTER ijj^- , _1 ^ ; . ._: ,

HAROLD PINTER'S new ptdy -

OLD TIMES
on exploration of the relationship of a husband, his
w.te and her only friend - and t,uestions as to whe-

or finL, r'^^lt"" '^*y **^°'"® °'^ °f °c»"a" eventsor figments of their tormented Imaginations.

witli FAYE DUNAWAY, VERNA
BLOOM, W. B. BRYDON'

UCLASTUDENTPREVIEWS-MAY 19&21
6:00 PM

.
7:30 ON SUNDAY

$2 TICKETS ON SAIE MAY 8 - KERCKHOFF HAU
TICKET OFFICE

-^^

y
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WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101 GAYLEY (Cocn^r of Kinross & Gayley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
WHERE YOU HAVE All THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

• PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHEP LAUNDRY
• COIN-OP DRY CLEANING • COIN-OP LAUNDRY
• BEAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE
• FLUFF & FOLD UUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE REPAIR
• COFFEE SHOP • XKOX COPY SBIVICE • FAOOIUM

: KLEENCO DRY ClEANINGiliiiS^
ON E COUPON PER PERSON

25% OFF •' :.Thi. Coupon Goodfor ^S^M
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF 1 1 "- '$

1 QO
PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE ,cxc»r

'

OFF
OF
REGULAR f»tlCE

• • • •

:v:^ ^
''''''

:•:%
:•:•:•: :•:•:•:

.v.v .v.v

.v.v .ft.v

.v.*. «!•!•!•

• • • • • •
• • I

• • •
• • • •

• • •
• • • I

• • •
• • • I

m

on any Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

m^

m
m

m

TMi Coupon nwtt occompony in-coming ordor W' t^ It coupon mvH occompony in-coming ordar

• • •

I
^^g KIEENCO COIN-OP LAUNDRYm^ Mmm

This coupon entiMes bmarmr to
TSiit coupon enfiHes b«arer to

1 WASH LOAD

hr^ MMl

FREE
(FUU 12 Li WASHfft)

1101 GAYLEV AVE.

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry CI*oning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON
For

Only

Ftiono

47ft.fOM

$1.50
^M 5.34^2

Fro«al«am(ini«hif«

1101 GAYIEY AVE.
sxttaaiaoi
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Quickie Quiz you should take

for ypuf protection before yqu go

to Europe on a Charter

'l ^ *

. V •<.—

T

1. Can th« Charter Flight you t#l#ct«d show you a licmM to land
in tho country of your destination? Such a liconso it roquirod for

•ach and evory flight, or it may bo stopped at the point of origin

oif along the way. —— --^ —

^)
>\

i

/^

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
.^r-

; . ii ., ^M,^ ,.^,: .

-—:—:;

.n-',

ir
^"•i

2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received
approval or authorization from the Univerilty^of California? - -—

'r
I

Y ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTsIaN
V- -f

3. Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 7S%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale-
donian airlines have such authorization -through AiSUCLA Char-
ter Flights. i

». T.:. •/

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO
o ^^
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London

London

London

London

London

T-

i
J-

J

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

London

o

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

June 26

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

FROM

London

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

London

London

London

London

London
-» - - - .. u

London

15

16

17

London

London

London

June 27

JjinjB 28

June 28

June 29

JulyT"

Sept. 23

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

'

London

London

London

DAYS

71

56

54

London

London

London

Sept. 1

6

Aug. 29

July 4

July 8

July 1

1

July ]2

AUQ. 1

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

Aug. 17

London

72

PRICE

$262

CARRIER

BOAC

$262

$262

80

5|
~73

$262

S275

81

London

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

Londo n

Londo n

^ondon

London

London

London

61

57

62

$262

$262

S275

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$262

40

30

50"

"33"

$262

$262

Caledonian

boa"c

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$262
$252"

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

it's not too late to switch to the best ^ the official oneCom* into Room 205D Korckhoff Hall - phono 825- 122

1

Opon Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karon Diamond. Bovorly Townloy. Co^dinotor..

TW. it th* official Chortor Flights oporaKon awthoritod and opprovod U r

I

I.

^•i

u«o by oil compusoc of th* Unhforsity of Californio

^ , V<

Isliall

^^ridey^iiiMr^iyri
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a
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'"Commtmoration of ttit 4tfi

Ctfitvfintol of Tilt Lutieds/ " •

Rtnaiisanct tplc potm about

Portuguttt txpentlon In tht

world, ttpoclolly In Asia, a two-

day conftrtnctf 9 am^itolft 1200.

Tha first satslon, dtvotad to

"Camoans," a Portuguaaa poat

and writar, wilt prasant papars by

Jorga da Sana, profassor of

Portuguasa and comparatlva
litaratura, UC Santa Barbara, and

a foramost Portuguasa poat;

Norwood Andraws, Jr., chairman,
languagtdapartmant, Taxes Tact)

Unlvarsity, Lubbock; and Brian

Head, currantly diracting a

project In linguistics In Brazil

funded by tha Ford Foundation.

Sessions will follow at 3 pn^ and at

10 an) and 3 pns, Saturday, In

Rolfe 2126. For information,
telephone 825-1036.

—"Soma Appllcatlans of tha

Analysis o^ Stratifiad Flaws to

Water Quality Managamant," by
H. N. Brooks, profassor of wrx^

vironmental sclanca and civil

engineering, , California instituta

of Technology, Pasadana, 4 pm,
Boelter 5264.

—"John Hainas," American
poet, painter and sculptor, will

read from his own poetical works,
8 pm, Sunset Canyon Recreation

—"Soma Recant Exparimants
on Rotating Suparfluid Helium,"
by professor R. Parkard, UC
Berkeley, 2 pm, Knudsan 1200B.
-"Aspects of Schankar," by

Oswald F. Jonas; profassor, 7:30?
pm, Green Room, Schoanbarg
Hall.

-"Transcendental Meditation
as Taught by Maharishi Mahash
Yogi," by Bahdan DiaklsiskI and
Dennis Rowe, teachers of trans-
cendental meditation, noon.
Ackerman Union 2408.

MacDonaid, 5 pm, today A^lnltz
1409. Fraa*

-"Our Tawn," with AAartha
Scott and William Hoidan, 6:30
and 9:30 pm, tomorrow, W^tt-
wood Film Society, 1730 Westwood
Blvd. ~^~ .^

—"How Oraan Was My Vallay/^
6:30 and 9:30 pm, Saturday,
Westwood Film Society, 1730
Westwood Blvd.

-"Take a Leak," "The Sky is
Falling," and "Forever Hold Your
Paaca," original ona-act plays,
running at 4: 15 and 8:30 pm, /V\ay
16; and 3:30 pm, A^y 17;
AAacgowan Hail Little Theater.
General admission Is 25c at the
door.

Meetings:
Thursday, May n
—"Photo Club Print Show," 8

am-li pm, Ackarman Union
AAen's Lounge.—"^trpopvlatlon Canter," 10
art) -2 pm*, Ackarman Union 2412.
—"Christian Students," noon,

Ackarman Union 2408.

—"Communications Board,"
1:30-7 pm, Ackarman Union 3517
"-"Iranian Student

Organiiatlan," 2-4 pm Ackarman
Union 2408.

hoff Upstairs Lounge.

'^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^"^ Co»w-

u;!^;L/'*-* »*'^' Ackarman
Union 2408.

V'Llfhtad Way," 4.6 pm,
Ackarman Union 3564.

^r!!?'^^'" "^"' Boelter 4413.
'^"Social Dance Club," 7:30

pm, Vista Room, Sunset Canyon
Racreatlon Center.

On in my life

*. ?-

-i*

<«

E.C.:
Thursday, May 11

—"Astrological Open Oroup^" 2-

4 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
-"Beginning Meditation and

Ra|a Yoga," 8 pm. Architecture

—"Encounter and Sensitivity
Awareness," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

-"Parents and tha Collage
Oeneratian,V 7. 10pm , Younji2276.

-"Tal Chi Ch'uan," 710 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
-"PsychI Davalapmant ESP

Intermediate Level/' 7 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.
—"A New Consciousness," 7:30

pm, Rolfe 2106.

—"German Canvarsation: Eine
Fehrt Ins Blaue," 8-10 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243B.J
—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs
Lounge. /
-"Auto Mechanics I," 7-9 pm,

Bunche 3150.

..r'"'^*
Anatomy of tha Human

Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In
Boelter 3a09.

—"How to Survive In Reality
Teaching," 7-10 pm, Bunche 3211.

URA Clubs:
Thursday, May ii

I

* pm,

$t
8 pmi

pm

It

—"Scuba Club,"
Ackerman Union 3517.

7 pm,

—"Drama Club,"
Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Figure Skating Club,
Culver Ice Rink.

-"Lacrosse Club," 3-5
Field mi.

—"Hunting A Fishing Clubs,
noon, Men's Gym 102.

^

—"Indoor Soccer Club," 7
pm. Women's Gym 200. :

" A^\
-"Photo Club," ^iolpm,

Kerckhoff 400. ., . m....
'

• ^-"yW

Et cetera:
^"Adminiftratlve intern"

applications are now available in
Kerckhoff 304C. They must be
returned by tomorrow.—"Sickel Cell Testing," ii am
to 5 pm, today and tomorrow,
Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

-"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Membership it open to all
regularly enrolled studihts.
Forms available In Bunchef 4252 or
4289.
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to cpnibyourhair.

**-"it's Just the Beginning,
noon, today, Campbell 1201.
Refreshments.

—"Maurice Chevalier Sings
Rodaers a|id Hart," with Jeanette

CLASS

NOTES
Q

i
z
<

f

o
p

'

4

It isn't as eiisy as it used to beJfour
jjmr is longer And a quick oiice-

oVer in the morning with a broken
pocket comb isn't enough. You
need some bcirbers tools. And
some of his tricks. ^ .

To stcirt with, your hmr should-
be damp. Then yqu

' .-i.

^n:
-,...».,,l-i,

:-,-•.

J- ,

^rr —^ „, ,
" '"*-"»»

> •—w DC aamp. men you caH^egrrfo
At>^e itto your taste. With either Panasonic's styling comb. Orstyline dryer-=
rsJr vour hiiir is not ton vVinrf onrl n/^f f,n^ u^ j _ ^ .1. ,

"**¥f

-4t-

-ft

LUI TAX
ilT MR OUARTBN

Ai., ropology SC — Plog
Anthropology 11 ~ Milltr •

Art 54 Kaplan
Art io«B - ^ttfrattl
Astronomy 3 — Ritg«l
Bacteriology no — Pickttt

Chtm.stry 4C — Konrad
Chemistry K - Konrad
Chemistry )53 - Jordan -

Classics ui ~ LatJmora
Economy 1 - La Forct

Economics lOU - Murohv
English 10A - R«d„*^'*'U^
Geography i«i _ Looan
Geology Ml - irn,t
History IB - SymcPK
^•» o^V 'C - V^hl ,

H.Story I Byrn,
History 1240 - Bell*

'

*

i

H.Story 1420 - Loawtnbarg
H'«tory )74C - Varntll
H..fory I7IB - OilSl

Humanities 1A ~ Austin

PhllS^K^ '07 - HIM
"

"Wt havt a compitu
Hn« of Cllff'i Nottt
and Monarch No»«i"

^^ oddHhtml counm tall or

'OMiUNPttOOICDIl
., '•N'N.Wllthlr.-

'•»/2llk.tWa,twood

I

8

^^CaatATINOquHTBNTMVIAt

^^^^^^^,— ._.^. ..,,,. ^*"'^^ xiuiaauincs sxynng comb, ur Styling dryeif^==^
:^t your hciir is not too short, and not too long, you need ouTstyling comb. And

: the 4 specuil accessories that come with
it The thick brush. Fine comb. Coiu*se

comb. And drying nozzle. Style your
hiur with the brush. By brushing it

towiuds your part. Not away from it.

And when your hair is iilmost dry, press

the cool-air button. And finish styling

with one ofour combs.

Curly heads need our styling comb, too. The brush attachment helps you
fight through the tangles. And the speciiil nozzle ct)ncentrates the hot iiir To help

get iill those loose ends in s

For a lot more hc\ir, weVe got a lot more heat. Our
styling diyen It hiis a switch that concentrates the hot
iiir. For eiisy styling. Or turns it loose. For quick drying.
And to help you look like youVe just left the barber, use
a stiff brush. And
dry the hmr from

the inside out.

So now that— youVe got your
barbers secrets, miike sure that you
have one of his tools.

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.

il
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Ctossv^ard By Eugene Sheffer
'

.'' ACROSS
*. 1. Heath

5. Pronoun
), .. , -»^ *

8. Engrossed
, f

»*^1 - .

12. Assistant
t 13. Constella-

* .

'

'. , tion

14. Charles
Lamb

""— " -- 15. Common
. 17. Gasp

18. Whole
- r-;"-

^ amount .pi '
.

,

.

, 19. Browns
bread

,' ' '
.21. Form of

t •

:

Elizabeth
24. Tropical

* •

fruits
• 25. Medicinal

plant
» 26. Tele-

phone f

sound
30. Ucpent

'-

31. Slight
' ? coloring

",*"* 32. Animal's r

'

«

stomach
V ^ 1 33. The State

1 of Cali-

fl fornia
^9 35. Occasion
9k 36. Male

-1 sheep
'

37. Rhythm
in

verse

38. Grate
41. Assume
42. (Dwl's

cry
43. Prize
48. Preposi-

tion

48. Sense
organ

50. English
school

51. Equal ^
52. Com-

munist
53. Origin

DOWN
1. Chart
2. Lubricate
3. Lyric
poem

4. Discount
5. Acclaim
6.— Gersh-
win

7. City in

Chile
8. Meal
9. Exclama-
Uon

10. Measure
11. Makes

lace
edging

AviTugr lime of •oliili«>ii: 22 niin.

MI T SMJ M PMC y B. S.

E E
OTR S

UTRY

IV Al

OIL IE
MHEIAJN

R|0 VlEMBlR]
NGE

SMBlO U T
[lMlIoiti I

_ lAlG
foTy
R A P
IAN

LOB
N

,.r

16. dSThedral
town

20. Gaze
rudely

21. Mere
22. Jewish

month
23. Driven

obliquely
24. Discovers
26. Thickness
27. Neglect
28. Title

29. Wide-
mouthed
jar

31. Ensnare
34. Eloquent

speaker
35. Verb

forms
37. New Zea-

land bird
38. Vessel
39. Fruit of

the pine
40. Routine
41. Exploit
44. Type of

liquor
45. Shoshon-

ean
Indian

46. Fish eggs
47. Conclusion

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

12

22 23

8

16

2S

50

42

38 39 40

48

34

i\

24

19 20

26

36

8

14

10 H

43 44

49

52

21 28 29

41

37

35

32

SO

53

45 46 41
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INSURANCE
ISN*T JUST FOR

FAT CATS.

,"!•

i'

If you've got a cycle, you should
have insurance, too.

tSecmiriB you've got a lot to
lose. One slip and all the money
you've got tied up in your cycle
goes down the tubes. Not to men-
tion the possibility of medical
costs and damage liability. FIG
knows.

Financial Indemnity Company
offers every type of coverage for

every type of cycle - from mini-
bike to chopper. Our rates are low
and we never turn down a client.

Never^

Because of our experience, we
can insure everyone who walks in

and still offer low rates. FIC has
been an expert in speciality line

insurance for 26 years. We pio
neered motorcycle insurance In

California.

There's no sense in taking
chances when FIC cycle Insurance
is so affordable. Feel like a fat cat

Send in our coupon today and give us your name, address, phone numberthe maj^e. year cc's and present value of your cycle and tell us whetheryou're Interested in liability or total coverage
whether

m Financial Indamnity Company, Attn. R. Rittanhouta
5858 Wilahira Blvd.. lot Ancafaa. Calif. 90036

NAME. .PHONE.

ADDRESS

MAKE OF CYCLE YEAfl. CC'S. VALUE_-

I'm intaraatad in: '*'
Liability.

Plaaaa giva ma a quotation.

Total Covaraga.

Israeli dancer-choreographer -}

Margalit Oved vvill appear Saturday
_,. By Ann Solomon

DB Staff Writer
Dancer- choreographer Marga-

lit Oved, former principal dancer
for Israel's Ihbal Dance Theater,

will present her new concept of

"total theater dance-drama"
when she makes her solo ap-

pearance at 8:30 pm, Saturday in

Royce Hall Auditorium.

In a DB interview Ms. Oved
called her life "something of a
legend — from a Jewish ghetto in

Aden to Broadway"!sh«^eels that

the contrasting cultures she en-

countered in her youth are best

expressed through the
multimedia total theater concept.
In her opinion "Aden was
paradise in hell. The ghetto in

Aden too, was a part of a legend."

The legend she refers is a biblical

statement that the Yemenite Jews
would arrivQ in Israel on "the
wings of eagles." She feels that in

a way she did.

While in Israel Oved met
composer-choreographer Sarah
Levi Tanai and through her,
joined the Inbal Dance Theater.
Oved became the company's
principal dancer, and five years
later, the company opened at the
Martin Beck Theater on Broad-
way. "It was like a dream to me."
As a member of the Inbal

troupe, Oved performed
throughout the world, in such
places as the Sarah Bernhardt
Theater in Paris and Her
Majesty's Theatre in Australia.
She also gave command per-

formances for Oup^n ,

.

remembered carav» *' '^
market places.Z^' H
port city, the rhythmr.*""^
Aden -

..,t isZ\^^
crossroads of indl^" 1?^Africa and Spain " "''"

"tLP":**^''."}' ''Travel
Witt ^My Dove and Listen to Me'.'be comprised of three '»^

K^^aH^""!""" Wedding •?SiKmgdom of the Sniric \ '*

Uibbuk of Aden
'
ThL^>

drum interlude on h?l*'
Except for the sets anrt

'^'*'

Oved created The"*':?*
production by herse/t

;

<^omposed the music „ ^
success Ve traolrc „u. _.

" **successive tracks, She als^didS
cho^graphyandwilldo'J:;

The individual nnir^K.

sym^lize very, diffeJtThJ
TheKmgdomoftheSpiritistS
a humanistic story of David ijShepherd. "I chose David for Shuman qualities. But I see hi,one o his lambs, not the o?«Scomplex thing that is a man •-

"The Yemenite Wedding" j^
yolves 10 costume changes anda
ten foot by eleven foot hand-made
macame set that depicts a villaiie

house. Done by an IsraeU arti^
the set took one entire month to

construct. "Every piece of the

material was specifically jw-
chafed in the old city o(

Jerusalem." To Oved it is a

mystic production involving the

seven year old bride and her

crown which takes on the i^

pearance of a cage.

The final number involves the

=^ntrance of a Dibbuk, or devil

spirit, into the soul of the world

Within the number she employs

"Syrhbols to show the agony of the

world. To protest for me is to

protest quietly."

Tfckets are now on sale at the

Central Ticket Office. For ifr

formation call ext. 52953.
<>

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specialize in contictltiiiii - "

made at our own office
3 hr. service on tost contact lenses

call for service
LAJEST IN WIRE A PLASTIC FRAMES

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION ^
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye- Dealmi WESTWOOD BLVD. 4„^j3

' Tun,

• :•••

# "B/ICH & SONS, Ltd. ^4-
AN EVENING OF MUSIC FOR I 2 3 AND 4
HARPSICHORDS. WITH STRING ENSEMBLE

as performed by
UCLA students from t^o Department of Music

I'!'' M .K \\|

ISC Faire .

.

(Contfamed from Page 24) ~

languages classes including

English, German, French,

Italian, Spanish, Japanese,

Cantonese, Mandarin, and

Swahili. The instructors are

foreign students and their lessons

empasize a conversational ability.

Also there are cooking classes in

foreign foods, International,

African, Balkan, and Greek folk

dance lessons, an international

film series, tours all over

California, a Happy Hour in the

European tradition of wine and

cheese, acting worlishops.

cultural awareness groups, sports

programs, and nationality dinnen

sponsored by foreign studenl

organizations.

Admission to the Faire is $2 for

the general public and $1 iff

students and children. For more

informaUon call 477-4587 from W

am to 6 pm.

DB has

coffee

THURSDAY. MAY 11-8:00 PM
BUENOS AYRES ROOM. SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER iriiitis Fir siii"'^

• Sm«Un|

• W«%MConlrol •P«f»^^>*"

Uti4v«rftitv 9t WltconiinJJh 0.,
»<JJ^

0«n«ral Semantics

Wtlliam L Kf»ow, Ph.D'

1225Wi$TWOOD|lVD;^

47^^944 fOtt APPOINT^

Thursday. May 11, 1^72 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 21

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED J

REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optonrtetrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

'>!.. .."

'^^^S'^Sfe^ii

"ALLOWME TO INTRODUCE MYSELF/' UCLA
Social Dance Club is presenting a ballroom
dancing party on Friday, May 12, from 7:30 to

11:30 pm in the Vista Room off the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center. Free refreshments will be
served.

over the Whafs On. .

.

"BoBTKHScmcn
970 GAYLEY, WESTWOOD

(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE /,478-91 15
• TUNE-UP - electronic scope

• BRAKE - conventional & disc

• AIR CONDITIONING - repairs & service . ^
• COOLING SYSTEM - radiator repairs

• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM alternator, generator.

starters & regulators

• FULLY L1CENSH) BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL
^"^ ^

• FOR CKTIFICATION OF: smog devices, headlamps & ^
'

brake adjustments.

• ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS „. „' > '

• LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE ^

'THE AUTO HOSPITAL'

[Continued from Page 24)
^^

tickets are presently available

from the Kercl^hoff Ticket Office,

(Kercichoff 1^). _ _:!
—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm,

/\Aay]20, Royce Hall Auditoriunr).

$1 sfudent tickets are now avai-

lable In the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts: i

—"Organ Recital/' featuring
Herbert Nanney, professor of

music and university organist,
Stanford University, noon today,
Royce Hall Auditorium.
—"Ryan Selberg/' cellist, noon,

tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Program will include
Valenti's "Cello Sonata in E
Major" and Beethoven's "Seven
Variations on a Theme." Frti.
-"Ryan Selbtrg," cellist, noon,

today, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium. Program will include
Valenti's "Cello Sonata in t
AAajor" and Beethoven's "Seven
Variations on a Theme." Frtt.—"Bev Robinson and the
Gathering," noon, today,
Myerhoff Park, Free.
-"Opus '72," two uniquely

different evenings of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pm, May 18 and May
20, Women's Gym 208. Fret.
-"Bach and Sons Ltd.,"* a

student hacpsichord concert,
tonight, Buenos Ayres Room of,
the Sunset Canyon Recreation
Center. Tickets are 50c for
students with picture ID (limit-
two per person).

Cholimergic Nerve Junction
Regions," by Bruce Howard,
assistant professor of biological
chemistry, 4 pm, CHS 33-105. —
—"Sir Hamilton A.R. Gibb and

the Study of Islam," by Albert
Hourani, director, Middle East
Center, St. Antpny's College;
^University of Oxford, England,
and visiting professor of near
eastern history. Harvard
University ,. Camb ridge,
AAassachusetts, 4 pm, Bunche
2209A.

—"On the Convexity of
Hypersurfaces In Rn (Ex-
pository)," by H. Wu, associate
professor of mathematics, UC
Berkeley, 4 pm, MS 4000.—"Lambda-Hypernuclei and
Their Probkms," by R.H. Dalitz,

research professor of the Royal
Society, University of Oxford,
England, 4 pm, Knudsen 1220B.
—"Human Society in

Prehistory," by Bernard Camp-
bell, visiting professor of an-
thropology, 7 pm, Roife 1200.
Tickets are $4.50^

f»>

.tiling

—"Water Quality Control to
Prevent Pollution," by Albert F.
Bush, professor of engineering, 7
pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $4 and
$1.75 (students).—"Bioengineering," by Dennis
Heppner, 7:J0 pm, Boelter 3400.—"A.Hypernuclei and Their
Problems," by R.H. Dalitz, Royal
Society Professor, University of
Oxford, 4 pm, Knudsen 1220B. Tea
at 3:30 pm, in Knudsen 2-222.

(Continued on Page 19)

New deadnnes
-4->-

Seminars:
- Time Reference and Time

Symbolism in Wolfram von
Eschenbach's Pariival," by
Arthur Groos, Jr., assistant
professor of German,
Bunche 3175.

3 pm,

"Biochemistry of

It's deadline time again at the big U. The
schedule for submission of copy to ''What's On"
is as follows:

— Everything to be published the week of May
22-26, is to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,
Thursday, May 18.

— All copy that is to be published for on-going
activities from May 27 - June 15 must be in the
DB officeno later than 3 pm, Monday May 22.— The last issue of the DB for this quarter is May
26.

— The first issue of the DB for first Summer
Session is June 16. The paper will be issued twice
weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays, with only one
issue weekly (Fridays) during the second
Summer Scssions^^——.^-^_.-~i.»..

.
'» A* VM y '

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with
margins set 10-65. Copy may not be subnriitted by
telephone.

—^'—^—

.

., i ii

i I

M

•». ^ I

iOMVYTE
106"7 bnoxton avenue

westwood village, California
dally 1 to 7, monday and friday 1 to 9. Saturday 1 to 6
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DAILY
BRUIN

AOVEffTlSlNC OFFICES
K»rckhoff Hall 112
Phone: ns 222t

^r Clatsifi«4 •dvtrtiting ratts
IS words-Si. SO day. SconMcutivt

insortiont • SS.OO
Payablt in advanca

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.
""'

f No toltplione orders
THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the
University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wfio, in affordinf
iMusing to students or offering (obs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office ns-
44f I , Westside Fair Housing 47)-Ot4«.

Y Campus Happenings . . 2

KLA does it" again! The Great Record
Giveaway starts Monday, S-1S-72. Albums
every hour. Listen! (2 MIS)

y Campus Services .... 3

82-50611
^^*

kerckhoff 12-

yf Personal 5

«<^>.

PINBALL Now Legal! Come to Woody's,
lOUBroxton. (SM12)

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-

HELP (5QTR)

PARTY Jewish Young Adults, 11-29, May
nth, A523 W. 87th Place, LA. 776 0841. InfO:

824 2304./ (SM^12)

NEC Primal Therapy Inferesfed in turning

on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
254 4+44^^1 1 1 or eves., 257 7862. ( 5 M 24)

TRAVELING alone in Europe this summer?
Mo rpo,_w*nt to gej together? Call Debbie;
4jf7 7292. . (5 MIS)

GARAGE Sale Westwood. 263 Loring Ave.
Desks, furnishings, carpets, beds, odds and
ends Bargains. 13th thru ISth. (SM 12)

HENRY Can't handle your ping pong put
down Have enrolled in Poli Sci 13S, In-

ternat'l Relations of East Asia, starting June
W. Butterfly. Summer Session, 1248 Mur-
phy (SMin

MOM You can stop worrying. Found what
t'vr ftlways been yearning fjr. Latin Lit. in

English, Classics 143: staning June 19.

Clara Summer Session, 1248 Murphy. (5M
II)

y/free

ADORABLE German Australian Shepherd
mix puppies. 6 wks. old. Call 93S 4631. (FR M
12)

W Entertainment , . .

SCRABBLE champs. Western league for-
ming. Fun 8. priie money. Call for copy of
rules. 392 3828, Alan. (Mil)

^ Help Wanfed

.

8
TEMPORARY summer positions for ei«-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 386
3*^0 (8M26)

PIZZA Restaurant. Must like working with
people. Full/part time. Now/summer.
Regular Jons, t26-3S6S. (QMU)

S3 92 PER Hour, lult-time summer jobs

moving furniture. Call Services Unlimited,
47S9$21. <8My12)

APARTMENT Painter(s): Pay, $200. Must
provide own equipment and paint. 934-S0I7
between 6 10 PM lor information. (• My 12)
'

—

—-— I

'

MANAGEME.NT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr.Oenovese, (913)710 7SU. (IMli)

DO what you do best graduate students now
needed to do academic research. 478-0427. (•
M ID

•He/plVonfd.......« Z^^!^llli:illll-!^ ^ Servkes OHered
. . . . 16 /rrove/ "^

'^

^.. :. ^*^ » ttM Mfart^'ft ^ ^ —r- • • 1/

-'TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of

hundreds of California schools seeking

teachers, fdculty, and staff in all »«'«»•

Elementary schools through colleges. M.
California School Placement Bureau. IfM
Thousand Oaks Blvd, Berkeley, C»IH.

CHILDCARE Laurel Cyn. 3 hrs., M-F. Must
have car, pick up S yr. old boy after school,
lis. J. Jenkins. 6S6-994S. After 6 PM. (IM 11)

.

OPENINGS for Souttiern Campus and

"Yoorbook" salesmen. Very, very generous

commissions. Apply Southern Campus
Office (facing Meyerhoff ' Park Kerckhoff

HalDM W-F.9 3. (iMIl)

NIKON Phofomic FTN somm fl.4. Worttf •

finest 3Smm SLR camera. Mmt condition.

S300. Close up accessories. Steve. CR$-

0072.
f.

(iS^i«*

GIBSON ES 17SD guitar, excellont con-

dition, hardsliell case, early 60's model. »30#.

396 9SI7. (ISMU),

GARAGE Sale - Westwood 263 Loring Af^t.

Desks, appliances, furnishings, car^tft;'

beds, odds and ends - Bargains. 1)tfi ttmt

ISth. (ISM

PROFESSIONAL drossmokor /koypMich
operator exchanges babysitting for rm /bd,
W.L.A. Excellofit roH. 470-4W2 (we«kddy$
only). (UMIIt

iTMExec
47S4476.

Reasonable. Must sail, Evenings,
(1SMU)

Like babies? Want part time job for two

/three months beginning May ISth? We need

someone to stay at our house 11 :00 PM/8:00
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.

Only requirement in terms of your time is

that baby's needs are met when he wakens.

You may sleep, study, read most of night-

interested? Call 476-4S21. Sharon Hosta. (8M
18) ^

ilGIRLS: Earn »4 /hour selling nutritional

foods. Must have car A insurance. Hours, 10-

1 daily Call 836 8616. (8 MIS)

LARGE desk type Royal typewriter,
manual, almost new. Will sell for S7S. Call •

PM. 7S6 407S. (ISMU)

SEWING machine - oM but in excaHant
condition. Sews even Heavy fabrics. Bast
offer. Judy, 477-4t70. ( ISM U)

SOLID birch table - 4 chairs w/Mack vinyl

seats great condition. Expands. Evas., 477-

4070 Best offer. (ISMU)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE

f INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

^ STUDENT DISCOUNTS
SM-ms ASK FOR ABE OR iCEN

DISCOUNT Euroa. rl ! -—-.!^
Afnca, Orient. ContlVi**L '"^^Ti;^
W.lshire Blvd.. LASjliW..^.^^'

,
uff

More
• 10

y Frove/ //

_L

GIRL Needed sitting and housework.

Sioms and meals Small salary. Bever y

Hills, near bus. 27 S S900. itMvn

DANC^ Band drumqier needed Jewish A
popular music. Renumeration. Call 6S7-7043

eves. 4aMi7J

MALE/Female needed sell sandwiches to

offices Excellent part time income. Before

11 AM, 462 2050/654 0021. (8 MID

Established firm seeking 3

qualified sti^aight commission
part-time salesmen to sell a

service to businesses - tias no

competition. Earnings part-time

from $100 to $300 per week. Call

Mr. Greenfield. 385-5081. (8M17)

HOORAY!! BIG DEAL!! WHAHOO!!
HOUSEKEEPING SALARY RAISED TO
S2.20 HOURLY. SUMMERTIME AND/OR
SCHOOL TIME. ALSO NEEDED: SER;
VERS, BARTENDERS FOR PARTIESI,
DRIVERS (WITH CAR). UNIVERSITY
HOUSEKEEPING 828 1300. HOURS ON
ALL JOBSFLEXIBLE. (8MU)

FULL time permanent researcher wanted to
^0&Y multiple 5ClerosfS. Experience or
degrees in immunology or biochemistry and
modest secretarial aptness preferred.
Salubrious salary. 478 3711 ext. StU. (• M IS)

4 A 8 TRACK car stereo. Excelleot condition.

Best offer. Nights, tTt- 1*93 or SS4- 1421. (ISM
16)

ALUMINUM wtieef-chair ramp. One staR.
SSO 00 788 0497. (ISM IS)

MATTRESSES • Vallay State marketing
grad can save you 40-S0% on all qualities, aN
size sets. Also, access Spanish and madanr
bedroom sets. Call me today. Ricliard Praft*
884-0400. (1SOTR)

SONY'S Best Stereo receiver §§Ui. 19*
warn, cost S42S, sac. $29S/oHcr. 3t4U12. (IS
M U)

^

FINE hand craHed acoustical guitar wifli

hard shell case, S47S value for @S27S. 47B7
3498/478 4490. (ISMU)

Charter
Plights!
no[«v^ you hav«a cnolce. more

Cities....

Flights..
&Dates!

CHARTER FLIGHTS
'-f

TURNTABLE: RefiO-Kut, Grada arm
Shore cartridge,
3914322.

excellent condition,
(ISMU)

,f-

offficial

charter flight

operation
FORTUNE Coaliia: "Daas accupvntwra
hurt? New stereo at painfully low prices."
Evas,477-7«B4. (ISM 11)

STUDENT SPECIAL
S167 50

Abciru'. Businps'. Equipment

1 1S69 Scinta Monica Blvd
473 2424

FULL/pat-t time job in a new Beverly Hills
service station. Some experience preferred.
*"2481. (8MU)

STUDENTS. Make $60 easi^. Transport 30C
lb motorcycle to NYC. 82S-4229 or 27I-064S.((
M 16)

ENGAGEMENT Ting, solitaire. .S4 K, art
carved, florentine, white gold. Must
sacrifice. 478 S7 16 or •2S-2773. .(ISMylS)

i E STABL
I SHED dance school needs teacliar.

. Ballet Jan. Tap. Interviews. May IS, 10-3.
472 2614,390 1679. (IM U)

}/ Opportunities .....
ADMINISTRATIVE Intern Program ap-
plications available through Friday, May 12.

Due May 13th. Inquire Kerckhoff 304C. (OF
M 12)

yfLosti Found ........ 9

rOST Sony Cassette p:^;j^^^-Qij;i^fi^f^i^^-
Reward. (805)484-1461 - call collect or Box
664, Camarillo. (9M17)

WALNUT Oresser, S3e. Record cabinet, S30.
Glass coffee table, S2S. 47?- 1194 eves, 9S7-St0t
x303days. (ISM 12)

HOME Stereo t-track tape deck, amplifier,
AM,FM, FM-stereo all in one self-contained
unit. 2 spoafters. Tapes. Offer. 477-3324. ( ISM
11)

IRISH Setter puppies. AKC pet A show. SlOt

up. Cyntllia, 0S3-t023. (ISM 17)

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

. on all campuses. ~""-
'

"'* '' '
" .

• •'•^
,

" •

BOAC &. Caledonian
707's-^ - ™ —
all fh^st class

,^ 7T
service.___ „, _^ : ^. ..

*

LA.LQHIK>lll/LONOON.LA —

_

Fif. Dep. Ret. 6ayi Price

U MM black-white, unexposed film • • ( 100')
reels and editing equipment. Best offer, 823-»« (ISM 12)

J

^Services OHeredK .\ 16

PROFESSIONAL
Writing, editing
requirements. 387-

12)

documentation services,
and research to. your
1548, call anytime. (16 My

2 ^ «/l8

X Mil
«/»
6/26

</25

6/27

4/28

4/n
6/2?

7/1

7/4

5

«]
7

•

f
10

11

12

VOdds & Ends. W
VW Tired? Shyster mechanics got you
down? Have your bug engine rebuilt. Parts-
labor, $160. Guaranteed. Ron. 997 13St
eves. (UM12)

15 7/11

17 7/1?
It a/12

8/28

8/16

8/15

?/6

9/13

8/25

y/9

9/16

8/29

8/27

9/2

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

71

56

54

72

80

59

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

$275
$262

$262

$262

$262'

$262

$262
$252

JUNE 17

AUG 17

-JUNE 21
AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
AUG 17

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

JULY 9
AUG 27

JULY 26
-TUJG 20

AUG 9
SEPT 18

BOUNOJRIP

LA/FRANK
LONDON/LA

lA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LON/AMS
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/MAORI
AMS/LA

AUG 19
SEPT 16

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

AUG 28 LA/ LONDON
SfPT 26 LONOON/LA

$262.00

62 Days

$262.00

61 Days

$262.00

79 Days

$252.00

51 Days

$262.00

71 Days

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

'

26 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

!f252.00

30 Days

'

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00

SEPT 26 LONDON/ LA|^ 29 Days

SEPT 17^-*LA/L0N/FRANK $?47.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA

ONE MAY FLIGHTS

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolls.
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box tff.
B.Venice, 9029). Phone 3f 1-0933. (lOQTRr

SELF HYPNOSIS classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY. CON-FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-
33SO.

• For Rem 12 -——-—..ri'i
FULLY equipped darkroom and
photography studio. Hourly, daily, weekly
Dcia Vu Gallery and Studio. 1S39 1/2
Westwood Blvd.. 477-S472, 473-0*91. (12M12)

Hides Ottered ..... .

^ ASK AROUND ABOUT
A A II CHEVY SERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted
,, Student Discounts

Available only to *^z.t%U6t members of the
University of California including students,
(acuity, staff, and t»> r.r immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependant children)
living in the same household.

fllghls

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/DUBLIN
LONOON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/ FRANKFURT
LONDON/LA
LA/LONOON
LA/LONDON

$199.00

14 Days

$143.00

$138.00

5133.00

$138.00

$138.00

$12^.,O0

S124.00

KerchAhoH Hall its D
Betvraan • a.m. 4 S p.m.

•2SI22)

««'•
)3

477^551

1 in7 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

L.A.-N.Y.-'Orive my car. Week of $/i$
References requested. Call TE2-07S0 for
information. (13 Mil)

NEED rider 1st week in June pay half gas
LA. to Amherst, Mass. Eves. 4n-4070. (13M U)

est. tinct 1958

NEED EXTRA DOUGH? i/kesearch Suhjects Neeaed

Help yourself while helping ottiert.

Earn up ta t40. a month
, on our plasma program,

ftiane: 47t-00Si between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

CLERKS A Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments. Office-Aide, 3t07 Wilshire

Blvd (IMIV)

HELP WANTED: 10 gals, taking interviews.

General Fodds Cosmetic Division, teach A
train new make-up techniques. 27i-M«S. (IM
12)

FAMlLV, two small children, gives Toom
and board to female student, help required.
Call, 479 s«n.

NEEDED immediately - healthy males over
21 to participate in a federally auttiorited
Marijuana proiect 3S consecutive daVs.
SSOO 125 0094. Monday thru Thursday. 1-4
'•'^ (RSNMU)

Psychology Exptriment
S2.S0 less than 1 hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves miM shocks)

Males Only

SIgn-op in Frani Hall A349

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures intw
Colorado wilderness from »2S. P.O Box
11437. Denver, 10211. (UOTR)

PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student A
Commercial Rates: 34l-a4S7 - 172-1710 - 9|i.^^**' (UMI9)

•»•'<!•» cam.. V,...,. rTJT", ^nt'^n*

•^ '^'^•«««»o«i Research, Oeat c
Box 44110

''•"orama city, Ca. 9I4B2

SOUTH PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on ISO
ft grand three masted schooner. Leav« thissummer for * weeks to Tahiti. Share eipenses^ For mfo. call Gregory Cook, ^aij)''•'"' (17M2$)

Our 11th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

to LONDON! RT base)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGUlATIOfIS

THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED AND

OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY' OF CAL

IFORNIA STUDENTS. FACULTY, AND

STAFF. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES ALSO

QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-

REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN, ONA AND CAPITOL

AND UTILIZE BOEING 707, DCS /NO

SUPER 0C8 JETS AND ARE PRICED AT

FOU CAPACITY. YOU MAY RECEIVE AP

PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS BY

CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS

IN CARE OF.:..

3^ou know list

wW^Snr^ e e e e

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

WMtwood Village 90024
n«it Id SIRdvort A Marie

•

TELE: 479-9296
S1M.00OW
I IS.90 OW
S 44.30 OW
t172.00OW

Muodreds of departure dates and•destinat.ons Request free travel iitlA

H.iis
Monica Bl., Beverly

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates fr students

Ilil^l'^?".""';' *•«'•' «<««* '•'«.

APARTMENT managers married couple

for 17 units near Sunspt A Ooheny. Small
child ok Mgnit plus miiK»r maint. Rent free

1 bdrm . apt Call, 4M 070$^ (^^'» )

*
' t

—
DAY camp counselor, male female, wagoti

or van required, top pay. «77-10a4, 7i9-9*41. (|

M U) ___^_^____^
15 GIRLS, telephone work, S-9. Moh-Fri, %t.

sr.Vi hour, plus bonus. Louise. S:00 ^M, 19).

tot) (IMIt)

VERSATILB c^bo needed for wedding
reception m Srpi Write R Seager, )«)« N
OrchNrdDr BurbanH f1S04 (IMI*)

SUBJECTS needed /psych enperiment PavFran, Han B171/M$.»004. '^ (RSNM?r)
s'iliiSt/ri TSJ!'^''^'* •"•"'•'•ce far

7tlSi>7, 173 MIS. Eves . 7t}.]Sd9. ( U OTR |

acting technique very shortly. FoT^inform ation,calH47 1171. ^ (14MII)

EUROPE, S1MS17S R T., also Israel B
iTEP "*«,•;% '""I'^r' * ^'H »"iM»
3311 eJei! icflT^ Si^" '

^^^ «•• *5i:jjM feSEP UCLA member* (17QTR)

hj!*m2'»^yi!?'."'^ evernight free! Stuck athome? Meet traveling people. Exchange

B;;!:iey",''cr;i?i9.'^*^*'*"
^'^''

t?;^';^'

PARIS Furnished apt. July- *"«"*!:,,"

Champs Elysees. Living room, ^^7;
bath. Quiet. Dishwasher, telephone, ch"Wren

welcome 1 month, S3«5, 2 months. »'b«

Eves, 390 4141, 935 2740. l'^"" "

h ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROM1M9 ROUND TBI'

JAPAN: PROM $349 HOUND TRIP

FLlOHT CHAIRMAN 171 0932, 139 2401

4144 Overland . Dept. A.

EUROPE, Israel
jhrcgimented program, - »••'- --

jj^,

wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti, pltnlv
•'^^".Utr

this iurnmtr

4 wki EW'P*'

Ic xp. «n Travelling, 9t4}411
,,7om

4S GALLON aquarium, includes hood, lights
liters, heater, gravel/boohs. Call after 7-3ePM.mmt. 1 (iSMin

TYPING /Editing
campus pick up
Professional quality
•911

IBM Executive. On
delivery point

reasonable rates. It9-
(UM17)

ANTIQUE Morris chair, the original
rcclinrr good condition, eali $90 YesterdaJ
Antiques, Uit Culvti Blvd . Culver City. ( \\

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL RIDUCTIONS TO
•.. TEACHERS A STUOINTt^•ti CATALOOUt ALiO BUJllLPASS

EUROCARS
Sunset Blvd.: LA eaaM 99M)44

MOLSTYS all breed custom dM w^^.t^
Fluff hand drymg, .CisSTfXr.hT^'^rVTi
picli up and delivery at UCLA •!««]?«^.I
Wednesday Jaosii?"

^^^^'
^'^*''J^*^^1

OVERLAND Expedition India Laavln.London June and Julv ^^uTm *•••*•*••

Encounter Overi«nHViL "* Brochure
London NW J*

'•'"* " '^' '^'^ "•«»• Ortva.^' (17MI|>

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTE«

FLIGHTS
New York Flights under $1C0ontW«»

Study A Camping Toors

1971 Student Guide Book to Europe

Student Rail-pass 1 mo. n*"

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VI t OEPT UCL*

13809 Ventura Blvd

Sherman Oaks, calif. '<•»

PHONE: §71 1113 or 704 1*77 ^^

'
'

« " It
'

•m " ''^#nti4
EUROPE this summer? *^'"'''Vnt, m
programs 4 or I weeks. ^'^^iuqW
Traveling, 914 1411

*'

\

i^Mb

CAL JET Charters

EHOPE 1972
HAS YOUR CHARTER
BEEN CANCELLED? "

Call or write us immediately for wa hava
limited space still available.

Los Angeles to Europe '' '.
Oakland to Europe

Call us or write for our complete charter
schedule. Charter flights art on TIA, Saturn,
or Britania Airlines which art all PAA and
CAB approved, plights are open only to
students, empioyees, faculty, staff of the
University of California and ttiair im-
mediate families. Write or call Cal-Jet
Charters, 3150 Green Street. San FranciscO/
California 94133or phone (41 S)t31- 1434.

y Typing

tv^!!^-/.-?*' t."*' "••' »<cur.te

It^on? Sil!'"?;
'**P«f»' »»••»•»- d.sser-»«tio„j, books Near campus. Ellen. 471-"

( »9M }7)^

f.f
'•^ «

•
ENCED typ«at fh,ses, dissar-

ItVh^;
•»•»»•"•»• •«<urate, service. Call'"'"• (19MI7)

ts to Share ...... 23

^f?eT^^,n;"lSK*'
*»'^»;»»'»' »'»«'^« With same

>T2.Mi /month, 473-S7S3. '(23M11)

•

LOW rates/ quality typing-papers, theses
dissertations, books, etc Free editlST:emergency service call. •3«-4449. ( 19 MU)

*cc.r.Hr^.a']:j.r..'a.'y,T'^'..'y,y.

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice. 397-33M. (19QTR)

tiSli^ c*' .*" '-•'»«»«»*^. roommates artthere Singles and one bdrm s Pool, sundecks, garage 479 J404. (13 M34)

ROOMMATES Needed - «33 Oayla7feasant singles, sas. Kitchen, sun dJcU*
Poot.Barata. 473-4411. (13 QTR)

couples. 399tM0, 7 AM- 11PM. (13M11)

Wes'Iii^li'I.'^iK
*'••*' *•'"'"*»» • »''arewestwood apt. this summer / next yearOwn room 479.4743. (23 MU)

Exchange lor Help . . 30
ROOM and board. Sis plus a weok tar .iri

Ztte:,nV''a*''V - •»•V.mi•ng^i•gl^•

cJr lt-r?««'
°'"**' P'''^*^* ^^^ Needcar start now or summer. 4S4.3090. ( 30 M 11)

/gpom for Rent 3]

lam.iy Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. S70. 391-3317. (31 m II)

ROOM B bath or share apt Prl^at. •»trance, ocean vieww ri#».« T- ;
Tivate en-

S1$0 4$4g544 * *° campus. $100-

for Sale 33
'49 VOLVO wagon, automatic radta. niMf
sell at wholesale book or abovT Evas,wkends, •34.20f7 (33 m7?>

'40 VW Bug. Sunroof. Goad mechanical
conditio^l $225 CaH, 39S-t3)1. ( 33M 17)

(31M17)

'4$ VW, many extras. Orig. owner %smLeaving country Call 473-31*1 after ia^
\!r: (33 MU)
VW '47 Bug, excellent cond am/fim #>••
rebuilt engine, extra uATrJTrlcT, SSS.'* (33Mn)

in-VeM""''
•«••••" condition tiesa call.

(33MII)

^Wanted 20 VforSiMease 24

WANTED - low or high power microscope.
Call 391-3737 day , 391-2005 night. (M M 11)

i*5 J •"• ***^^'^"* »P» 'or iummtr.

Clenrock, 479 0193 evenings. (14 m 17)

SUMMER Housing $40/month. 4^9 GaylevAve 479 9994 or 47^9703 . ( 31 M 19

J

BLOCK campus room, private bath -

private entrance ideal medical faculty -

graduate. SI5GR 4 7543. (31 Mil)

70 VW Fastback. AM/FM radio. Xint condMust sell! 471 I4t7. (33 MM)
'42 VW Bus, radials, empi, new engine, $17S
or swap for motorcycle. 472 0240. ( 33 M 17)

HUNGER! Give a damn - help Bangladesh
as well as the LA Free Clinic. Concerned
people wanted. Call 935-MIO. (2om12)

LYRICIST sought by muiic writer for
collaboration. Malcolm Kigar: 474-4924, 4S9-
2t02. (20 Mil)

LARGE 1 bdrm apt. Available June to SeptConvenient to campus, S140. Tel. •24-0$94. ( 24

FEMALE grad, faculty. Kingsiie bedroom,
bath, kitchen privileges, gourgeous view
opposite campus. S60 per month plus break-
ait Eves

, 473 3274. (31M17)

ONE bdrm, furnished, utensils, color TV,WLA, June 10 Sept. 20, »1$0/mo. 473 4912. (24
)/Autos for Sale ,33

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y..-

Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student
rates/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N. BeverlV
Or , Beverly Hills, 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

• SUMMERGROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A./New York (1-way) $79

May 31st & June 15th only)

# L A./London/L.A. . _,.ii_i?t.

{L A /Brussels/L.A.
L A./Tokyo/L.A.
L A/Tel Aviv/L.A.

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 47S-3033
1724 Westwood Blvd.

COLLEGE student looking for pvt. tennis
^ourt to use for teaching. Mike, 344-3531. (

M

M U)

WILL pay cash for cars running or not.
Wrecks too. Free tow-aways. 391-9440, 135-
'**3. (MM 14)

bMm f.
1^'^"' *•**"** Workshop, fireplace,beam ceilings. June 20 Aug. 20. m£ mo!^^'

(14 Mil)

ATTENTION Students: Complete selection
of new and used Pintos and other compacts.
Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, 820-2431. Credit
OK'd by phone. (33 MID

sJl? »/'* ****J '*' "•' •»•''
^•i'^" 1 bdrm.$145, a/c. near bus. WLA. •34-3941. (24M 24)

MOVING to New York City, SeptemberNeed roommate. Call Laurie. 475-2I40TMM

$433
$501 y/Apts Furnished . .... 21

'^WafkVo'^cami '•''T'*''"**"*'' '"rnished.

r39y;fVrT'^"^^
-*""* '^ ^^^^

^vjivj,?;

l*^'',^ '?"**' **»***V. yard. Furnished.

^11^,
'® **"* '^ *•"• Monica/Saltair.

200/mo 477.4W4. (14 MU)

LEAVING the country. '43 Chevy Nova SS
convertible. Good condition. $300. TwI. 275-

li!l (33M12)

VW 45 Van radio, overhauled, transmission.
Dark blue. Good engine $1295. 475 sagg
Westwood Volkswagen . ( 33 m 15)

'70 VW Camper, poptop, AM FM, tentmech perfect, body like new. Leaving
country. Best offer Nick, 139 0294, 472

^11^^^^^^^—^, (33MU )

}/Bicycles for Sale . ... 35

GIRLS! 24" blue 3 speed, beautiful con-
dition S5S Call Cathy, 474-1759 nights. I2S
2141 days. (3SM17)

fa7fr?JJ?n1 Vi^T* ">« »»*•"*"' new
r«m„?,."* ?"*• transportation specials.Compacts pickups etc Credit OK'd bvphone call Mr. Rossi/Mr. Asato! 02?-

^
2431.

x
(33 MID

UCLA Students! 5% off Peugeot,
Motobecahe, Centurion, other fine makesi
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama. Schwinn
J"*"**^'"*"*"'*^ W»^ Robertson Blvd 3
piKS. N. Santa Monica Freeway. 139 4444. (3SM II)

• newvork
JUNE 150NE WAY S77

• HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2 t17B
JULY 1 JULY i6 plui land

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1 . .

SOFA STUDENT CHARTPRS''
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Also Studantrail and EurailpasMt, Car PurctMM
Insurance, Guidebooks _,

T

„,i„

STUD^T.TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

9056 Santa Monica Bhrd

L.A.j90q^9

274-B7* ..

{Dibfk.eHtol Santa Monica/Dolieny)

A .

ii?iu."f'-'^ ""••^•y Spacious one bdrm.
MO?' *« "TIL'.

*"*»'**' 9'^«9«' »«»" deckMgr, 450 Landfair, 477-3479. (11 M It)

vva"o school""* "

HV**;"* '^«-n ApartmanffSPECIAL SUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall also acce^Mi

J - «^»in9 Office: suliSdi";?^***- :"

^ Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
'-S43Landfairl14
S40 Gieni^iBck #11

^^^"^^^ I K

VHouse for Rent , .... 25 ^
TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and Up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 121-7419. (33 QTR

)

Am^er.can, 1714 Westwood, 475^370. ?»

1230 /mo. June 15 - Sept. 1. Secluded rustir s
br Woodland Hills. 117 4429. '(2iMm

I
.

S300 /mo., less for dog care 134 2924. ( 25 M

Chi?et*^^iT-H?^r«*
Completely furnished.

?:^\:,,t*l!!^'liil ?J!L^*» Near ocean. For
(25M12)

t^%\\^ tl*.*'^
'"*' '•« * Excellent cond.,HXT 727. »9|0 472 4017 ; eves, 4592540. ( 33 M

41 CHEV Van, '45 rebuilt engine. Customwood A velvet interior plus extras it?!
'-.^33M14)

.ycles, Scooters

For Sale.....'••••••••••a*.. 36

Offer. Sacrifice. 479 1714.

- ---•y..w> 9«ei «a<

appointment, 393-7M9.

WALK TO CAMPUS beginning June IS.Extra spacious. 2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath, fulljnnin# room, $245, par month. $33 T/2
Glenrock, fJi^i-S^S. (11 Mil)

WESTWOOD near Sunsel. Choice Ibdrm A
SM^ ifr-i. ^ir'T*''^

^•'^^ Cul-deSac.
$59,000. Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (15 QTR

)

view, light cook in^T Mature professional

«ru"****
'"*" ''***''*"ce$. HO 3 5505/OL 2-

5274. . .. (ISM 11)

Jh'.tp*^"„no**°'-^^
'""»•'• convertible.

White one owner, very low mileage. Good
condition. $550 8370505. (33 mU)
'45 CHEVROLET 1-fon panel truck

* (33
444 0183 after 4.

. Ex-
$1100.

M14)

J'r^ Ha >AROE COMFORTABLE Y Ho

EUROPE
ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
ONE way and round trip studant fliahti.'
nexpensive student camping toura

' Ru^sT'sopI** J"**
!«»lEuro^, IncludHS

."!. .
50FA Agent for intar-Europaan

San Vicente Blvd, Suite 14, LA, Call!., 90o5'
Tel:(213)tl4-S«49,ll*^9S5

EUROPEAN STUDENT ^ ^
TRAVEL CENTRE

NOW has an office in Los Angeles at 9034
Sunset Blvd

, to advise on flights, hostels
ix)bs, cars A tours. ESTC also has local of
••ces in Europe to handle your mail A travel

;
.problems. •-»»!

LOS ANGELES/LONDON ' m _NEW YORK/LONDON 100
with special connections to MarakeshAthens, Nairobi, Tel Aviv A Bombay

* »VM0E COMFORTABLE _^^ -^STUDENT APARTMENTS jk^^ BURNISHED BACHELORS A
^^

tBEpROOMS M
Same rent Sum mer A Fall ^

SfMntfingNOW

use for Sale I 26

• Deposit will hold
Across UCLA

705Gayley 479-ISM JL

wJi St?!fh«'" S^* '^urn/patio/aircond.>ov4i Strathmore Dr. 477-MS3. (n m 11)

SHERMAN Oaks So. Blvd., 5 bedroom. 3
oath, family, formal dining, heated pool

Ji^.'-^.^i* *•" **'•*• '•* 2I74 even.
, 393-

0411,x4S0day. . (MM 17)

I

I

I

i
I

I

YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLES
If you need a car

,-«. .*l**"**<"*''*"cing
CALL FINANCE MANAGER

,."J

474-4129

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm Aconv den. Quiet Cul de Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors. 474^444. (24 QTR)

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and

Block UCLA. Aircond. Pool, sundacks

Landfair. 479-S404. (HMM)
SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio. 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10124 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR5-5Sa4. (21 QTR)

MOVING to Canada..charming 2-bdrm.new carpeting, nice residential neigh
^.^^«,"**"****" •*•'»• •• Unmaculatai
$21,5^. Wynn. 477-7001. (14 MIS)

CALL 274 W^ (17MU)

Vfutoring ... .^. ..... Jg

•ormrr Uc[A,e-rhr'
**'°"' '**•-*»»"••• Call

6366
'eacher for results. Ilt-

roT — i'lQTR)

Academic Gu^anTeSvcsSMJ"^*';::'!'""-
4S7 4390 ^*- ''' *«• Robertson.

;
(itOTR)

Per.fn"ce'd"i'„rv'^S;*»^;'TAL7i;r--i7
exam Easy conv^r!l.i!!**'^* ''•»"'»» •"Y
473 2492 '•"^•"•tlonai method (trial)

(UOTHl

soigayleY-^
. Across From Dykttra

Reduced Summer Rates
Bachelors-Singles-Ohe Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 30524

12^°**^^ ^•*»* ^^' J^Mrtn. dan. 3 bdths,newer Pacific Palisades. $73,50a. 454-7934
^^**

(24M17)

VHouse to Share , . ... . 27
3 BDRM house on beach share with 2 girls,
$f0,util. paid 821 7450 after 4. (27 M U)

"I
I

ft

I

I

I

'40 CORVAIR 64,000 mile* Pnr.^.. i

"
'

n;ned. good body ani:;l\^ slii^'.^S-'i^^i.-r/i

brake^MKh'l.^V^t/.*'****'' »•'»'' '^••"corajes, Michelins, XInt. cond., $400. 825-3735
--^

, (33M1 S)

'r'aci^H^rV^^ ?"»»*' '^••"' '^'000 miles

iu'iis'ni^nr.' '''''''
"^^^^3'<r,riT

r«rf**!l^fJ^^ ^^y***' "'••"' ^*'^ '"'•"^

»aT«;^ iJI.T;.!;""'*' *»»••<«. 270/350. KYMT024, (105) 255-0315. (33M II)

"R.^h«'-^<^J^"*®"' '*"" ««>«««- customRamhorn" bars, rolling seat, backresttiger^kin, $750. 470 4393. (34M ll)»

'*> HONDA 125CC Model C9Z SIOO r^cond
.
very dependable. g'U iZ.,^Sf.

•48 HONOA lis. '3800 mi. XInt. cond $200
Call: 279 3023, 4 9 PM. (34M1D

. . .i ...,.

u*r
•*'i .

-4
. . •''<fv

Mi

'. 1 i

BEAUTIFUL blue '70 Honda CL4$0, welf
kept. 4000 miles, rack, canvas tarp, must
find good home. 824-7919. • (34 MU)

71 HONDA 450 CL Scrambler, 1100 milbs.

JrJr.*.!*' 'i*'-?!"^
**^^' •"•?• condition. 7g*-

5438 after 4 PM "^
(J»M I2J

HONDA CB350 Powerful mint condition A
truly clean machine. $42$ firm Call Arbie'
^'^•**' (34M17)

w

LAMBRETTA motor scooter. ISOcc only 4ao
miles, like new, $200. 475-2900 eves. SS4-3aM
'^*^*' (34 MID

'48 30$ SCRAMBLER, runs Needs work -

plus helmet Europe. Sacrifice. $200 /best
offer After 4, 395 1480. (34 MU)
'*' ^"'^"•^* '*•' 9O90 condition, must seflf
$121 or best offer Call; 334 4020 or (714) 9t3-
***'• (JAM II)

'49 CUTLASS Convertible, full power, 4-
speed, xtras. Must sell, $l49S/offer. 823-7344
nights.

OIRL Share furnished house in Hermosa
Beach utilities, view, extras. July, August
Terri, 125 0392, $150/mo. (i; M 12)

MARINA Peninsula own unfurnished room,
huge 4 bedroom, 2 story, fireplace - on
beach. $104.25. 392 3S24. (j; m 15)

(33 MIS) —
M42

FURNISHED Singles to share, $70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Oayley. 473
H^» (21 QTR)

LARGE bachelors, S9g up. Singfas, S12S.'
across from Dykstra. SOI Oayley, GR 3-17ia,
GR 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. (11 QTR)

TO share two bedroom furnished Malibu
cottage on the beach. Fireplace. $150 plus
utilities Call, Doug, 454 1441 evenings. (17 M

M

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A-l AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call394 7075 24 Hours

'® SUZUKI Savage ISOcc «i.^I "THZ.

^ 04M1])

$200 Eves, after 7, 477 8159. (34 MIS)

RUNS good, '49 Yamaha, $150 or l>est offerMust sell, leaving city. Call Jessie, 394-
"•® (34M12)

K C ., V Tc
SHARE luHurious Malibu beach house. Ownroom Female vegetarian preferred $150
Thirty minutes UCLA. 4M 2207. (27M 14)

^hpimg
I PROFESSlONAi .

I students 'ca°i^diiJ7,S;
^'iPKcnds 394 4441

^AST,

19

service far
* PM or on

(19M11)

12 BEDROOM, Pool Summer rates, $175

5ff, il*" •••*** "•*' *^** "P *'• Clenrock.
*^^^*i

( 21 M 14)

LARGE attractive one bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 1045 Fourth St., SM.
3915554,591-9142 (21 QTR)

•ccurate typ|„. Term
t. ,,,;^ '• Editing. w<
Mr2345, Mae, 394-5182.

EXECUTIVE

Hcses, dissertatlnnc cw*. ^••'" P'P'f*',

Marble^^r2•irL'e'XK,.r•^^^^
(19ATR)

[tetters

results

!
138 S6S7

typewriter. Ttrm oaoar*

-r.;i, H-:^. --siir
(19 QTR)

Uccur;"^-:.**^ Experienced. FastTneat.I*ccurat. rt-- "'i ="P«r»»nced|__^"[4trdependable. 933- 1 74^

lr'»"»'icr?p*,?*'»l;!!r**'*«"»' ••••"
N28 luj "*» "•"•*•' Experienc

(19 QTR)

Pdpars,
xperienced. Call

(19 QTR)

&'""^^^i^»ra^

V.^! h.^**®*' •"»»«•*•' furnished bachelor,
rutiiities; refrig, balcony great view! 5
nin. walk UCLA. 473 4484. (21 M 14)

i'**®
.^t**OLB ^^ UCLAVillZrPtroplace. Quiet secliid»rf r- .

•*:
parage optional i^jp^r"""^ ^^'i^*Ŝ \yl

y/ Apts Unfurnished 22

1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refrig., drapeS, dish-
washer, available June 5, $175. 473 4301, 473-
3S70. Close cam pus. (22M19)

1 BORM, carpets, drps.. stove, patio. Naar
S.M^freeway Reasonable. Call 870-MS4. (IJM 11)

COOL roommate needed for 3-bdrm near
beach in .Venice. $50 share, SfS own. 871-S7S4
•^''•» (17M17)

/ Housing Needed^ 28
BRITISH Professor, wife, need small apt.
whilst teaching UCLA, June 17 July 29, 1972.
Dr C W Tyler, Dept. of Psychology, Npr-
theastern University. Boston, Mass. 0211$.
(Day) 417 437-3094; (evas) 4I7-7S4-371S. (MM

UCLA Law student would like to care for
your home during the summer. Call 277-
^^^3 (28M15)

25 VR. old female looking to join commune
in West LA or Westwood area by June 3rd the
latest. Camy. Call daytime, 839 5308, eves,
•»•>•»

, (18M11)
i

FEMALE, 21, seeks roommata(S) and/ar
nearby apt. for September. Carol Con-
stantian, Wellesley College, Wellesley,
'^*»» 0^1>^ (18M17)

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt,
June/July until Sept. Prefers two bdrms
West LA Bruce Williams, English'
Louisiana State University, New Orleani'
(504)8919848. (18M13)

'48 FIAT spt. cpe. Excellent condition, SllSO.
Calleves, 931 9248. (33M14)

'49 FIAT 850 Spy. XInt. cond. Must sell. Best
offer 825 4929, 399 2255. Leave mess.
BrisboiS. (33M14)

FLEET Student. Faculty discounts. Brand
new 1972 Pintos, $1848 Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asato, 820 3431. Order now - credit OK'd by
P^on* (33M11)

'44 MERCURY Comet, V 8, excellent con-
d.,$475. 479 9998 or 479-9703. Ask for Joe. (33
M 12)

'4$ MGB, Michelin tires, roll bar, radio,
heater, wire wheels, good cond., $700. Eves
»"»'« (33 MIS)

'44 MUSTANG cpe Radio. 3 speed tran

:^;;^'4;5's;?'>ar-^"' ^'^'o-^sirj;
•47 MUSTANG auto, 289, power steering,
discs, air compt. susp., mint. Beige. $1100
firm. 838 9044. (33 MIS)

M*M ia«

;!^'SonrE?^^f!^^
|P'e«e can 394%$ "*•*•' •<"'•• work.

hY'^'NG eo„,„,
|P''P*rs, these,.
iSclectnc -
124 7472

(^V»M14)

Term
IBM

English grads.

P'^rt^iJ.o^i'^'Vjj, <' wacks~;;isi;;;7:
^"^•«' Tom.vsijJr '*•'*''• ^••»' •<

HUGE Cheap two bedroom with large

l7J1?.r** Wiishire-Falrfax. As is $1W^
•34 5158 774.4784. (IIMH)
I BDRM, unfurnished, large, newly
decorated, carpet, draperies, near campus,
no undergrads, $185. 813 5 ISO, 473-0481 . ( 31

M

^Room and Board

5.^!*^^* •* Westwood Village. 1 bedroom
$ 80 ufHifies intluded. Call, 478.32M dTyT:"'"'"^^^ (22Mi;»

curate
|4I

y/Apts to Share 23

3IRL$ Spring (S270 ^starUf) and/orSummer (sso/mo), rooms available. 724Nilgard, 474 9034 or 474.9138. (RB M 12)

WOMEN %utnm9r and /or f^ll housing.
Reasohable, comfortable, convenient to
campus. Fo^4nio, €01(4743371. (RBM17)

SUMMER Housing*
! On campus, coed,

heated pool, barbequOi parking, rec. room,
meals, cheap! 1479 9«93. (RBMW)

«n°r'*fi "•"^! •"*" ^'••'»' •**'•* Must
sell Gil Boscoe 837 1453 . (33MU)
OPEL GT 70 glacier white. Contrasting red

rj smVms.V.*''* •"•"'• "•-io 'iSnew. SITTS. 475 5888. (33 MIS)
1!.'..''!""'*°^ «" """> ""•• *lr, R/H

^VX\i" ^."•M" S.celLnt motor.

^ I

\^^tu^^,*?J^y' ****** ^^ *^' summer.
»D can. 472 1937. (23MI51

'$» PORSHI 3S4/A conv Rebuilt .».
P..nt Runs great. Need $iV,?'!;;.:7 i,??

.>. ., .,' ( 33M 14)

ch* m°" Ws^^'piV*,,! f.?**** -PPt-r Orp
j;c.u.n.c;n<.'^rr;js;o.^4y7^%/;£:

•••-
•

Ml^;^,- -r,.i--M. ra..^
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What's On:
Tickets:
Campus and Public
—"Madrigal Singers/' directed

« by Donn Weiss, 8:30 pm, today,

Schoenberg Hall Audlt6rlum.
Tickets are $2 and $1 (students),

^^ available from the Central TIclcet

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza. 1

—"Music for the 70's/' with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Zubin Mehta conducting,
with pianist-harpsichordist Roger
Woodward, 8:45 pm, Friday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $4.50, $3.50, $2.50 and $2
(students) available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. Program will be

/ ^preceded by a keyboard recital

featuring Woodward at 7 pm, open
to ticketholders for the main
performance.—"Margalit Oved/' dancer,
singer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25.. and
$1.75 (students).

—"Vistas of Rome," a 19th

century view of 2000 years of

Roman history, with color slides,

poetry, literature, and music by
Lea Smit, pianist, 2^30' pnl,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

^ Tickets are $3.50, $2.75, and $1.50

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.
—"Africa;th¥L[ghthearTed

Continent," an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm,
' Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50
(students), available from the
Central Tick:et Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"Chamber Orchestra," 8:30
pm* Monday, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$1.50 (students) available from
the „ Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"Symphonic Wind En-*

sembit," directed by Clarence
Sawhill, 8 pm, May 17, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2, free

for students. Program will include

classics of 20th century band
music, unpublished new works*
and traditional marches.
—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm.

May 20, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,"

presenting a new English trans-

lation of "Orontea. Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm, AAay 19,20, 26, &
27, Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1.50

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

Students

—"Margallt Oved/' singer,
dancer, musician, 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).,

«,—"Vistas of Rome/' fe€|turing

manlst Leo $mtt -in a
multicultural presentation of 2000
y^rs of Roman history, 2:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140). •• .

—"Africa the Light-Hearted
Continent," an audio-visual
program featuring a variety of

performing groups, 8:30 pm,
Sunday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$4 student tickets are available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Old Times/' a play
presented by the Center Theatre—
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8
pm, AAay 19, and 7:30 pm, AAay 21,

Mark Taper. Forum, Music
Center. Special $2 student preview

( Continued on Page 21

)

'':^^^:^

,J

"> ^

Booths, cartoons, fash/on show and games

ISC sponsors 'Faire' here
^

by Ann Solomon ^

DB Staff Writer ;.

For the third successive year,

the International Student Center
(ISC) will present its annual In-

ternational Faire this weekend.
The entire Center will be open at 1

pm Saturday at their 1023 Hilgard
location, and will close at mid-
night. The hours for Sunday's
festivites will be 1 pm to 10 pm.
The project is a culmination of

several months of preparation
which will represent 20 countries
with 40 booths. In addition to the
booths, there will be continuous
international entertainment
which will be in different places
throughout the Center every hour.
Included in the entertainment will

be an all day showing of in-
^

ternational cartoons. Evening
festivities will revolve around the
two planned fashion shows and
dances.

Fashion Show
On Saturday evening male and

female models will present a
fashion show of dressy, formal
clothes from more than 40
countries. Also Satui'day evening
there will be a dance featuring a
steel band from Trinidad. Sunday
the fashion show will be com-
prised of casual, everyday clothes
for the same countries and the
dance will offer presentation of
the Conga Drum Ritual.
— Booths will offer a variety of
international specialties including
foods. Other attractions will in-

clude belly dancers, authentic
Indian palm readers, Polish folk
dancers, a Chinese choir, Ghanian

(Paid Advertisement)

folk dancers, and even a few
games from other countries.
Booths will be judged by a panel
on the basis of their decoration.

-I' Non-profit

A non-profit organization, ISC
serves nearly 3,000 foreignP
students in the university com-

"»unity. The foreign .

population at th^
^^""^'^

represents one of the larol.!"'^''
nation, and is ^ s3''^'"^
nuential 10 perTen'!?'*
university. "^ ^^ k
Among the acUvities of isr^

,'• : »'

1 '

'1 '-:

Offices
May 11 - primary
May 17 - Finals

Poping Locations
*» ...

<

., 4 t^.
•. , .

'»W

voting:

Inside the Law School
Outside the Medical School
Bookstore

3. In Front of the Ackerman
Union Student Store

4. At the Bunche Hall elevator

.
•< ••

-fi'

5. In the Humanities Quad
6. In Royce Quad ^
7. In the Court of Science
8. Behind Placement Center

near Franz Hall

All registered graduate and undergraduate students urged

"a bore is; better tljan a kick in t Jje pmti
"

,

Sponsored by GSAond SLC Elections Boo-ds

to vote

UCLA
dAiur
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Chancellor LAjfo/i'ce sweep campus.
busmess' today arrest 52 demonstrators

By Catsy Maboney CoImii
and Kean G«enisey

n„ ., , DB Staff WrHert

violer^l L^,?f!?^ ^*L«^
on as usual today, despite yesterday's

violent police-student confrontoUoo. .

and no s^i^?^ canceUed or reKheduled by the Administration

cSarl^ Fvoiing
^""^ ^"^ 8chert.iled, according to Chancellor

onwS^ll *''^t'^*'"^^^^ busincss-as-usual policy is "the

no hin^wis c^i!2Ll5^^.i!l^^ "'^ *>*"« everythiog to doing

Ask^ JSf
considered yesterday by Young and his advisors, he said.

the O^ance^r «^^^^^^ ^ ^ '^""* •^^ from the Los Angeles police,

and d^?^L^' *^^ ^««* ^ *««€r. and the potential for death
'
"" J^^iruction was very great.'*

anyi^^^ to minimize what occurred today, ril Uke them on in

was in\m wav iTtol !
'^°*"^^'" ^«^ ">Wy What went on here today

engaged in ij' eaaencc, than that which is being decried by those

he^d
'^'*' ''^^'^ this WM intimidation ... this was warfare,"

cornrlr^Ind^^^ Murphy Hall doors, some doused with gasoline from

convinced Yo^oVJI^^"!,^ P«^ ^ threat which finally

"There waT^L^lV^^ "^^""^^ ^^'^«*^'^ »•*<«

had started wfthf^rlt^
no way out of this building," he said. "If a fire

"umber of tJnll ^?«fanic which would have followed, a subsUnUal
could have *r»S!!f

*" Murphy Hall could have been killed. And a fire

Young ^*^ easily."

^ay. said thri"?.h!l!2STu"'^
""'"'^^ ^^ ^™ <>^«<^" ^"^"^ ^«

sweep (thiWh ^t^Ji!^^''^. ^•^ ^*"" *^*"« ^ ""^ '"^l^''

'"Plicated theSILf^ili^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^* *^* "'^ eycwitnew reports
<^^oi theoperaUon was "somewhat leM well handled."

(Contbped on Pase 5

)

By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

Two hundred police officers

swept through central campus
yesterday after 1000 anti-war
protesters barricaded the en-

trances to Murphy Hall and
demonstrated outside. Fifty-two

people, including basketball
player Bill Walton, were arrested
for failure to disperse. Los
Angeles Police Department ' of-

ficers were called to campus for

the first time since May 5, 1970.

LAPD officers used clut>s to

subdue several students. Police

said two were injured. A hospital

spokesman said four students

were treated for facial lacerations

at the Medical Center and then
released.

Both Los Angeles and
University police called tactical

alerts yesterday afternoon.

Officers moved on students at

2:15 pm after ordering the crowd
on the west side of Murphy Hall to

dispel^.

Charged
Shortly after moving out, about

eight LAPD officers, following
University police, broke through

university Police Department
lines and charged the crowd.
Officers wielding clubs pursued
students and arrested several.

Police swept west through
Schoenberg Quad and Royce Quad
to Janss Steps, forcing protesters
back. Students responded by
throwing rocks, cans and pieces of

wood at police.

The LAPD was called to

campus after protesters mar-
ciiing from a noon rally at Janss
steps, joined a small group on the
steps of Murphy and barricaded
all entrances to the building with
tables, chairs and several small
parking scooters. Some em-
ployees and about 30 University
police were inside.

(Continued on Page S)

Apology
The Daily Bruin Ukes this opportunity to apologiie and. more

importantly. eKplain yesterday's editorial entitled "Pigs Is Pigs."
In that editorial, the Daily Bruin first and foremost had no In-

tention either expliclUy or Implicitly of calling any individuals
Involved with the Strike Committee "pigs." The point of the
editorial was to expreas a concern, felt at the time It was written,
that the CommittM did not reflect a wide base of student
representation. The Bruin has since been assured that broad
representation does exist.

Wc are presently discussing with the Strike Committee possible
ways of InsuHng beUer liaison work. We wish to extend our
apologies to those who feel that they have been labeled either
"pigs" or "fasclsU." and finaUy repeat our position that the war
must end and the strike continue. Peace, please.

David G. Lees
Editor-in-Chief

^^
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Murphy Halt
ByDaveMcNary -

DB Staff Writer
Yesterday morning's events gave little in-

dication that the police would be sweeping
campus and arresting 52 people here during the
afternoon.

,
^-,

Approximately 60 di&monstrators left the
first floor of Murphy Hall following an order
from the Uijiversity Police Department. They
left in an orderly fashion and offered no
resistance to the police, who numbered about
50.

Originally, there was some confusion among
the demonstrators as to whether they should
stay and be arrested. However, one student
apparently convinced the group that if they
wanted to get arrested, it would be more ef-
fective to do so after the noon rally.
Most of the group had spent the night in

Murphy, following the occupation of the
building Wednesday afternoon. Chancellor
Charles E. Young had given demonstrators
permission to stay overnight in Murphy Hall at
5 pm that afternoon, saying that they should
conduct themselves in an orderly manner.
A similar ovemiglit occupation took place

three years ago during the People's Park
controversy in Berkeley.
The strike committee had earlier declared

Murphy Hall its headquarters. However,

Young said at the meeting that business would
be conducted *'as usual" for yesterday.

During the night, the front entrances to
Murphy were barricaded from the outside with
furniture from the Regents' room, tables and
trashcans. The double doors at the northwest
entrance were tied together with firehose taken
from the first floor with the idea of keeping
workers from entering the building.

After the demonstrators had gone outside,
they remained in front of Murphy, adding to the
barricades with chairs and trashcans and, and
chanting antiwar and strike slogans until the
noon rally at Janss Steps. About 100 students
looked on..

Inside the building there was no "business as
usual" as only a skeleton work force consisting
largely of administrators and their secretaries
showed up. They were let in through side and
back doors. According to administrators,
many secretaries called in between 7 am and 9
am and were told either to call back at noon or
stay home for the day. _ -•-

One secretary said, ''Most of the people who
did show up today don't really feel like
working." Asked whether people there were
angry at students, she replied, "No, we

Some of the Universitv p^i
building and gminds3,e f''!,

^"^
the

most of them sat dow'Ts*ott" •* ^
amiably among themselvef !"^. '«^«l
newspapermen. Six had «„! ?'' *itk

building .11 night. In ad^uon"''
"^ «•

photographer was Uking picture ";.u* >**«
demonstrators, from inside thfbiS^"^*
At 11: 15 am the poUce went ouLsw.not gear, with the idea of form^!„ ^' ^ in

line and allowing men f^^ b^Idi
'"^'*

grounds to take down the ban.io^i*"«» »«
north side. Building and gmS^^ •» "»
already removed the other Ctd?" ^west door. "* "'^ae on Ui,

James W. Hobson vice oho.,- n
ministration, also went om.an^S '* '-^

"All we want to do is Uke fh! k**""*".
down/- The crowd then took a voice vll''*'decided to take the barricades <W 1"*"
selv^, pihng up the materials besS.^™-
As the barricades were being rpm„ 2.**
police backed off and rehi^^ S""' "*

After the rally, a much larger crowd p.»
to Murphy and «-barricadK ma^""f
and west entrances, using thiSe mateS

probably feel the same way they do, so' why" amvS K'^reC'Se"'!^*^ ««
take It out on us?

"

7* .

at 2 pm, V^^
'^•Keies I'olice Department

»M

l:f

The Daily Bruin advertising
department would like to notify
its advertisers that, due to
strike conditions on campus,
only those advertisements that
were time dated were run
today. Other paid ad
vertisements will be run as soon
as possible. Refunds will

j
be

made; for further details,
contact the Daily Bruin
business manager at 825-2221.

i
I

"•ftf''

^'i^BRUHM

Large-scale activity yesterday began with a
strike rally at noon on Janss Steps before
Students went to Murphy Hall and spent the
afternoon skirmishing with police.
About 1,000 gathered to hear speakers

selected by the united Strike Committee.
A speaker from the strike steering com-

mittee emphasized that the committee's
meetings are open to any representative of a
specific campus group. She also said the
committee did not exist to make decisions, but
only to formulate proposals for decision by the
general student ]^y.

and rallying at Janss Step
dress themselves to the American workers and
soldiers."

He told the crowd that their role as students
should be to influence the other classes in the
country to turn against the government, and

He added that the evening's activities h^Amuch more coherence. ''We sLuld hut uSuniversi y) down, because this may bemchance," he said.
w«....jr lu luiii againsi ine government, and LaMar I von«i iirtH«.^..«^ *
that this movement should become a long- pre^^nt aTL^n^^^^^range struggle -culminating in civil war.^' Sr^TrK? «toV l^^""^ committee chairman,

•• i-.-

i '•;/
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Explainmg why steering committee fast as possible.

range struggle "culminating in civij war>'
"

waTThp nn«T T^w"* ™'"'"'"ee chairmaB

A member of the Vietnam Veterans Against XwL ^^ »^r '. "* ^^^ Wednesdays

the War urged students to demonstrate at un vamo^X .^Jf.'
*" *^^^^

Nixon campaign headquarters downtown Los ^'&"L«'^'^«"'*'"><«n'pus during the

He commented that students tend to be
"idealistic" in t^rms of their demands beins
met and urged the crowd to "exercise
patience m attempting to have its demands
met.

Following "Lyons' speech, nearly all the
crowd began to march up Janss Steps to Royce
Quad and then to Murphy Hall, chanppg strike

slogans as they went.

Angeles, and said 25 people had been arrested
He also said most of the soldiers in Vietnam

were against the war and wanted to get out as

A noon rally at Janss Steps
has been scheduled today. A
delegation from the strike
committee plans to meet with
Chancellor Charles E. Young at
10 am to request that hej^ancel.
classe's for today.

'""^ ™

r
, Slogans as they wi

STRIKE ANNOUNCEMENTS \

*i^;--^

»
>'•

"
I

^Bit 0' Scotland

.^—

fw^ TO
" TAKE OUT

FISH&
CHIPS

SHRIMP
CHICKEN-
DINNERS

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
to Privol* Groups

Open Tuej through Sur - 4 pm till t pm
Friday 11 30 am till 9 30 pm

CLOSED MONDAY
l9Sa WESTWOOD RLVD. W.LA.

^Thcre will be an organizational of University,^mploy^ to protest

Ta^'I^^K^'^^^';^^'*"^^ ^^^'^ the recent SKfuT^^
TriiMen'Tl^L'"

'''*""""" employees can best respond to i^^
"^

Conce'I^^ed' S^gainst ... ^ ^<^<^o^^"g tc) a group spokesman.

War is being organized by a group a letter writing ^d telegraph
(PakJ A(»verri»om«nt)

campaign to ^'deluge Washington

with letters opposing President

Nixon's latest Vietnam actions" is

being organized by students at the

Law School.

Tables to vtrite letters af^

available ihth6 Law School patio

SHABBAT AGAINST
THE WAR

Creative Sereice For Peace
Tonight at 8:15 >

Hillel Council at UCLA URC Auditorium

BHEl-HOIBE
2037 Pontius Av«nu«, Wm! LA T#l 473-2878

(
I
block west of So I utvodo Blv. vd.. I '/i block* north of Olympic Blvd.)

presents:

Saturday, May 1 3 8:30 p.m.
Young Israeli Singing star SHUU-NATAN the

girl who made "Jerusalem of Gold'Msroel's
national anthem. Tickets purchased by moil or

in place. ; .

* * *
Sun & Men, May 14-15 8:30 p.m. —

,

Movie -one of the greatclassicis of our time
. . . "Battle of Algiers".

Tuesday, May 16 7:30 p.m.
Telephonorama: ISRAEL HOUSE is calling Jeru-

salem and Aman Jordan.
Saturday, AAay 20 8.30 p.m.
An evening of Classical Chamber Music. Bach,

Hayden, Mozart and Israeli Composers.
AAon, TuM, May 22-23 8:30 p.m.
The warm human Israeli movie-comedy "lupo.

The warm human Israeli movie-comedy "Lupo".

Saturday, May 27 8:30 p.m.
Discotheque with The Pencils and "singer" An-

drea Davis.

Sun & Mon May 28-29 8:30 p.m.
Israeli film "Every Bastard Is a King" with
Yoram Gaon.

II
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Xqllege prdtests c
Santa Cruz, Davis

'Slow motion re-run of 1970^
1 . ».

By Jill Hardwick
and Joyce Finzi .

DB Staff Writers
Protest around the country

against President Nixon's
escalation of the Vtetnam war
continued into their third day
yesterday, with most of the ac-
tivity concentratedW<>aHfohTia
campuses. r ^^

'

The greatest 'nuntl^r of arrests
occurred yesterday at UC Santa
Cru? where students attempted to
block^HJighwa^ri? by linking arms
and forn\ing a human blockade
shortly after noon.
^ Wednesday niightthe Santo Cruz
County Board ^ Supervisors
passed a resolution 3-2 urging the
citizens of Santo Cruz to sign ait
antiwar petition at a meeting
attended by 2,000 protesters.
Chairman Philip Harry was
chosen to deliver the petition
personally to the White House.
The action was a result of a
demonstration involving 1,000
students Tuesday afternoon.
Following the Wednesday night

Injuries

Following the Wednesday night
meeting, 1,500 demonstrators
participated in a torchlight march
to the Santo Cruz post office, at
which point the toctical squad was
called in. Nine people were
hospitolized and treated for minor
injuries inflicted by police, ac-
cording to John Bryent, editor-in-
chief of the UC Santo Cruz City-on-
a-hill Press. 1
At San Diego', a similar

resolution was defeated by the San
Diego City Council by a 5-3 vote,
while about 1,000 students mar-
ched through downtown streets
chanting antiwar slogans.

In Davis, about 300 protested
again occupied the Southern
Pacific railroad depot which
resulted in the rerouting of five

Southern Pacific trains. The
students spent most of Wednesday
night sitting on the ti^ks i^nd 50 •

.

60 ^eimpnstrators v^fe arrested

^'.>-.v

Students vie#
By Dan Sadler
DB Staff Writer

It looked like a reverse fire drill.

Fifty people stood on the steps of Schoenberg Hall
one moment, and the next they all stood inside. The
spectotors had retreated in the face of the Los
Angeles Police Department's first sweep.
Spectators were everywhere yesterday. They

stood at the entrance of every classroom building
mat faces Schoenberg or Royce quads. They perched
on the roof of Haines and Kerckhoff Halls and
seemed to occupy every window or ledge with any
l^ind of view at all.

They were observers of a confusing spectocle, and
neir reaction? ranged from bewUderment to disgust
10 anger. **

.»
. ^

„ . Previous vteH

nf M,"^.*'?!!!'"'"**'
yesterday's incident to the evento

Delrtm ?~ ^^ '"*' "">« ">« Los Angeles Police
iJepartment came on campus.

Hiri ih^^lll!'* *
***** "">*'"• «*-"" <* »«™ The cops

aid their thmg and the Icids responded in the same

^udenl^
*'"* *"' """"""S." said one

chana^'*i"l '" ?""** *'"''«•". "^ ^^ ha*

violer.ir" ','*" **"** !*«» - " *«« • X>t "«>«

could hi
,"""• P^^P"* "«^t"«"y ">««ht ««»t you

Uml ^T"*"' *"" "^ P"""* ""d^cceed. This

police^ "* ""»'• reluctant to challenge the

*«X^*.!eslTT";*«r'^ '•" "•" demonstraUon

school sf^..
of 'freshmen, sophomores and high

A 'Spring froHc*

serioS'^Sf tT^' "' P^*^ ^"^"^ ^
student^A Mf » • .1 demonstrators. A graduate

^»^''-eSisl^^L^I^"^ '"^"^ for the«. kids;

"ndergradu!?.^"^^ "^^^^ *" ^^^"^ ^«y« "^°«rgraduate, who said he wasn't representoUve

because he supported Nixon agreed it a frolic,

saying, "It is interesting, half of them (the
demonstrators) are out there having fun. It's like a
game really."

Reaction to police presence on campus varied
from anger to glee, but everyone seemed to agree
that the student body would be polarized.

United campus
•*I think it is great," said one coed. ''This is the first

time I've seen UCLA united. The police presence
agitates the students at a time when, because of the
week end, everything would have settled down."
Another student observed that ''it's almost like

they wanted to stort something here. Most people are
not behind the strike, but, on the other hand, most
people are against the cops. Before this happened
you could walk around here and be oblivious to the
strike. It can't be ignored any more."
A veteran of the 1970 melee said, "Sure people

were mad about Kent Stote then, but when the LAPD
came on campus it lit the powder keg. It becomes a
gut level thing, you can't help but react to people
getting hit by policemen."

Misunderstandings
Many people didn't understond the strike toctics

any more than they understood police presence. *i

fail to understond what burning trash cans and
closing people ihto Murphy Hall has to do with the

war," one student said. "What happened up in

Murphy was logically going to happen because the

whole thing was so poorly organized. There were a
lot of people sitting around with nothing to do when
there were productive things to do like closing down
Nixon headquarters."

The mood of the spectotors was best summed up
by one student who said, "I just don't understond it,

the war had almost wound down and things were so
cool. Calling the police on campus was like pouring a
whole can of gas on the last spark of a charcoal fire."

between Wednesday night and
yesterday morning.

use
At use, 200 students occupied

the second floor of t>ie Air Force
ROTC bunding Wednesday night,
use President John Hubbard sent
the acting vi^^jaresident of the
university -to ihe "^iuilding to
threaten the protesters with
suspension if they did not leave
the premises. Most of the students
evacuated, leaving only 35, who
were joined by 80 more students
yesterday afternoon. They
evacuated the building at 5: 15 pip
yesterday after addiUonal threats
of suspension.

At UC Santo Barbara, between
3,500 and 4,000 students gathered
at Shoreline Park near the
campus last night to ratify a
resolution to strike today. The
resolution had been passed by the
graduate and undergraduate
student councils.

Chancellor Vernon E. Cheadle
asked professors not to penalize
students for participating in the
strike.

IT

Stanford
At Stonford University in Palo

Alto, a group of students met
briefly with Stonford President
Richard C. Lyman, who refused
their request to suspend the
University's defense contracts.
Approximately 150 students
picketed nearby Moffet Air Field
and then attempted to stop traffic

On the Bayshore Freeway.
The Stonford Faculty Senate

voted by 2-1 mafgin to
"reschedule" classes today.
Across the nation, there have

been reports of antiwar activity in

23 stotes and the District of
Columbia.

\

At the Westover Air Force Base
in Massachusetts, over 300
demonstrators were arrested,
including the president t)f

Amherst t^oUege, his wife, t^e
*

wife of the president of Smith
College and approximately 24
Amherst faculty members.
At Pennsylvania State

University, Lt. Gov. Ernest Kline
agreed to protesters' demands
that the school's Ordnance
Research Lab used for war
related projects be closed. This
was in response to an antiwar
protest invol\^ng 5,000 students.
The condition of Carolyn Badd

Coburn, the New Mexico Daily
Lobo freelance writer shot by
police during a demonstration
Tuesday is serious but "im-
proved," according to the
Albuquerque Police Department.
Another student was reported

shot during a demonstration
yesterday on the University of
New Mexico campus and was
hospitolized. Police launched tear
gas into the crowd and fired
shotgun blasts over their heads.

Princeton
About, 90 students at Princeton

University in New Jersey
blockaded the Institute for-
Defense Analyses located on.
university grounds. Forty-nine
Princeton students were arrested
and charged with obstructing and
interfering with access to public
buildings and released on bail
Wednesday night.

\* )

Yesterday, approximately 225
protesters apin . blockaded the
building, this time resulting in the
arrest of fifty-nine students, seven
faculty members and five
Princeton High School students.
They also have been released on
bail.

Y^l^
^.^ „

At the University of Minnesoto,
protesters occupied street in-

tersections just off campus. At the
same time, approximately 1,000
students blocked Interstote 94 and
held it for 45 minutes, backing up
traffic for two to three miles.
Police avoided confrontotion with
the demonstrators.
A four-hour blockade of the

Marine Recruiting Center on the
Vale University campus was
interrupted ^twice by a clash
betweenjienioristrators and New
Haven, Cbnn. police. There were
11 arrests.

— ' n.-

Oh arrests ^

coordinated by students
The Legal Defense Committee of the Student Bar Association is
manning phones around the clock to aid. those arrested and to
collect information from witnesses to arresto.
Any students arrested can call the Legal Defense Committee at

825-1707, 825-2243 or 825-3064. The committee suggests that students
write the numbers on their hands in ink, and if arrested, that they
call out their names and ask bystonders to contoct the committee
at the numbers.

Anyone witnessing an arrest or incident involving the police
should try to get the arrestee's name and contoct the committee.
Besides helping to compile information on those arrested, wit-
nesses may be able to facilitote releases. Witnesses may call 478-
8281, 478-8282 or 478-8283 to report Brresto.
The Legal Defense Committee suggests that studente who are

arrested protect their righto by being aware of the following ad-
vice:

1. Ypu may remain silent. You do not have to answer any
ijuestions other than your name and address.

2. The police may search you for weapons by patting th^ outoide
of your clothing.

3. Whatever happens, you must not resist arrest. Even if you are
innocent, you may be subject to additional charges of resisting
arrest.

4. You have a right to complete two phone calls after you have
been booked.

5. The police must give you a receipt for everything token from
you including everything you were carrying when arrested.

6. You'do not have to give any stotement or sign any stotement
you may give to the police.

7. You must be allowed to hire and see an attorney as soon as you
are booked. If you do not have money to hire an attorney, im-
mediately ask the police to get you an attorney without charge.

8. Do not discuss your arrest withlother people as some may be
police agento.

Studente who have witnessed incidente or arrests earlier this
week are urged to contoct the committee in Kerckhoff 331 or to call
the numbers. Volunteers are also needed to help staff the offices
and interview witnesses.
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CULtURALAND
RECREATIONAL AFFAIRS
presents

John Haines
IN A POETRY READING

Friday, May 12, 8:00 p.m. '

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

li fff

7IESEICES
Pholographs by
Letand D Rice

Moy 13.Jufia4

HOURS:
Thursday ? 5 pm
Sat Sun I 5 pm

and by appovitment

f/a vuffoUet^

i

B»=5=«%¥:::!i%%:-^

"it.
«'

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

-V«n - <
>'» UCLA

*5i»i

15M 1/3 Westwood Btvd.

I
:?

CERAMIC & GLASS

-

v.

Friday - Noon to 5 pm
May li 1972

Dickson Art Confer
I

FRISAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $U5
A«AY12&ia

CASTRO GARVASi

GIRLS FOR HORSE ACT
mm

FOLK SINGER.FOLK GROUP
we Art assembling a unique show and would like to see to following:

CASntO GARVAr

GIRLS 18 75 to ride m st>ow looks and tior FEMALE SINGER 18 25 self accompany
semanst>ip important Will instruct people FOLK Folk Rock Group
witli promise

11 AM to 4 PM SAT A^Y 13 MAGIC APPLE
3533 West Olive, nr. Riverside Burbank
if unable to attend call 849 4549 aft 7 pm

original, uncut, subtitle version,

starring Yves Montand
origind, vncut, tubtiHa version,
~ storring Yvm IMontand

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER wilshire 26th

I (Paid Advertisement)

Next Weel,:

'MARLON BRANDO
,^,

••Burn"

MARK CROWl

"The Boys

. '" the Bond"
SANTA MONICA

829-3368

Jewisli Peace Fellowslirp Film Festival

DEATH
HAS NO
FRIENDS

*

"Deoth Has NoFriendt" ISO one-

hour movie pleo for Arob-isroeli

friendship and understanding. This

dynamic film fdcuses on the basic prob-

lems of relationships between young
Jews and Arabs on the West Bonk.

The photography is excellent, musical

bockground superb, and the message
vital to the future of the Middle East.

Israel Shajc(^d, writer, producer, ot\6

di,reclor of this excellent film will be
here as part of o film panel, to shore
his feelings with us.

&

PEOPLE'S

WAR
I

This film moves beyond the perception

of the North Vietnamese as victims tQ

o portrait of how the North Vietnamete
society is organized. It shows the relo-

tionship ofthe people to their govern-
'nient - how locol tasks of a villoge ore
coordinoted and its needs met.

Sat. May 13- 8 pm
UCLASoc. Welf.121

mor« info: 475-3666 or 879-9432 DONATIONS REQU I

. -v.:--

MOTHER'S DAY
v_SPKIAlOF«t

--^ BUY MOTHER A QUAUTY
. ': TENNIS RACQUET^

TX DAVIS ^IMPERIAL
//

^
STRUNG WITH AnEST BLUE

TWIST GUT ( RIVIERA)

V T

$0088
REG. $41.00 29

ufr'l

for less than the

PRICE QF OikE
.?!

«% 9t

'Tht star pianist to appear on the London concert
scene in recent months has undoubtedly been
Roger WoodWord." —Mone « Muiioom. September 1 97

1

7 pm: Woodward pre-concert recital
(Beethoven's Hommerfc/ovier Sonata, plus Tokemitsu,
Meole, and Brouwer).

8:45 pm: Zubin Mehta conducts the
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Roger Woodward, pidno & harpsichord
Renaissance fDusic for brass
Xenokis: Eonto (Woodward, piano)
de la Vego: Introto (premiere) •

Bach: Concerto in F minor (Woodward, harpsichord)
Messioen: Et Exspecto Resurfectionem Mortuorum

Tomorrow, May 12, Royce Hall, UCLA

L II "^' ^"^•'••»' »"^ Mutuol Agenciei: S4 50 3 50 2 50
2.00 (itudent* w.ft, ID)

^^ J 3W, ^ 30,

WILSON
JACK KRAMER
FAMOUS WOODEN
FRAME, UNSTRUNG

REG. S20.00 1 W

WIlSbH ^7-2000"
WORLD'S FINEST
STEEL FRAME.
UNSTRUNG '

REG $38 50 ^24**

I TENNIS shoes]
LOOKING FOR THE ULTIMATE IN
TENNIS SHOES? TRY "K-SWISS

"

SUPER LIGHT WEIGHT LEATHER UP-
PERS, LADIES' & MEN'S SIZES

m
Spoldtng "^Smosher"

FAMCXIS ALUMINUM FRAME
SMALL GRIP SIZE. LIGHT
WEIGHT. UNSTRUNG -

REG. $39.00
$24M

«%

CHEMOLD
OWEN DAVIDSON
STRUNG WITH NYLON

tt

REG. S2^.00
*14"

LADIES HIGH

FASHION TENNIS

DRESSES
' PRICES FROM
$|eoo_$22""

1 Void after

May 26, 1972

* Not redeemable for cosh

Good far one dollar

toward purchase of

$10.00 or more at any
Hollywood Sporting Goods Store.
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APD sweep campus
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IlaPD officers were called

out 1 : 45 pm. Chancellor Charles

Young said. They were sum-

loned because the barricades at

lurphy were fire hazards and the

Ds Angcd^ Fire Department

lid it wouW not answer fire calls

ithout adequate protection from

crowd. He said the demon-

ration had reached a stage

[here it interfered with

fniversity activities and en-

ingered University students and

^ff.

Shortly after 2 pm University

j)iice broke out of Murphy where

[apD officers joined them
loments later. Demonstrators

jthered at the comer northwest

Murphy Hall shouting "Pigs off

^mpus!"
UPD officers formed a skirmish

le across the street. LAPD of-

;ers who had marched from a

iging area across Hilgard Ave

"ommuniSt Dupes

'

\forgiven by Yorty
jtOS ANGELES (AP) — Los

JAngeles Mayor Sam Yorty. who
{calls himself a moderate
[Democrat, asserted "hardcore

Communists" had helped stir

ip demonstrations, adding '*the

[most charitable thing one can
Isay about the young American
dupes of the Communists is

'forgive them, they know not

k'hat they dOiM* ^ -^ - - '" "

formed two lines behind
University policemen.

Disperse
' Toliowing orders to disperse by
both the LAPD and Chancellor
Young, officers began to move
toward the crowd, about 150 ol
whom sat down in the street.
Some^ ^ including Walton,
remained sitting and were
arrested, but most retreated
before the advancing officers.

Stopping several times, officers
slowly swept down the street to
Circle Drive East which runs
north of Murphy. Protesters
moved before them ; the dispersal
order was repeated several times.
Students were told that they

could disperse along Circle Drive
East but at 2:45 pm LAPD officers
moved across t)ie street, sealing it

off.
J

Chanting
Then police began to move west

into Schoenberg Quad. Again they
stopped several times as they
moved, driving shouting, chanting
students in front of them.
Officers then crossed Portola

Plaza into Royce Quad and
stopped. At that time a student
inside Haines Hall turned a fiTe
hose on police. Officers ran into
the building to arrest him, but he
jumped from a window and
escaped into the crowd.^—^—

—

The sweep continued across the
Quad with students hurling cans
and rocks at police. Officers drove
lOie crowd down Janss Steps but
stopped at the top. After about ten
mmutes some students began to
move toward Westwood while
others milled around between the

fCJ TH 7Xrmmkm

Men's and Women's gyms. Police
pulled back toward Murphy about
3:40 pm leaving a snuOl resr
guard.

Regrouped
Shortly after 4 pm students

regrouped across from Murphy.
Those who had planned to go to
Westwood apparently changed
their minds and joined protesters
there. They stood on the west side
of Schoenberg. chanting and
shoutmg at about 50 officers in
front of the building.

Police called reinforcements
and began another sweep across
Schoenberg Quad. Students were
driven west again, toward Kinsey
Hall and Royce Quad. Officers
stopped east of Kinaey whUe
students retreated into Royce
Quad. ^

Students milled around in
Royce Quad but officers did not
move into the area. Instead, they
pulled back to Murphy. Most of
the LAPD moved off campus
about 5 pm.
Then students returned to

Miirphy. A few remaining LAPD
officers drove up and down the
street between Murphy and the
students in unmarked cars. At one
point the officers roared up the
street, stopped and leaped out of
their cars, scattering students.
One man was arrestedr '^

,

After the LAPD had left,

demonstrators ^ confronted
University police in front of
Murphy without incklent. They
sUyed in the area until after 6 pm'
and then dispersed. A squad of
University officers remained to
guard the building last night^_

%

Look at that grasshopper!

Chancellor Young :.

'^ CQ/iztnupus ^v^.
'^ tnuKxtmmtMii

I may ^^^-x^z-v^

^7l3142a2f272g29^

^^ vcniuufiKaayTOKaNinitiaiT bi

I

a kid

to Camp

<Coiitiiiaed jfrom Page 1)

Howfever. Young and Vice ChanceUor David S. Saxon agreed that police

Z^rtJ 'r*'*^
*» '"^^^"^ '^«'=«" *»>« "blew their coov" ta

S;S CS'^' 'IJ:^-
"•"" *""«' ^-*' "^ poUcemen ch..ed

«,2-^" ""<^'»'^<*' "^^h. why police - even the best ta-ained in theworld- can break and run when rocks and debris ar« thrown at them "
Young said. *

Students who were arrested are being assisted "in every way" bv
faculty and Administration "to see that they receive the full advantage of
their nghts, according to Young. He said this aid includes l^al adviceand emergency loans for bail.

«mvice

On another note, however. Young warned that University disciplhiary
action may be taken against some of those arrested, "and some of those
»ot arrested." —-^ - -^

I

TVyO NIGHTS ONLY
Friday^qnd Saturday, May 12 & 13

King of the Blues Hcirmonica, : ^ :

Shakey Jqke Harns & His All Stars

polydor recording star

OOli POtfAH DOO

"tr

Wednesday & Thursday ~-^-

^ May 16. 17 ^ -

HREE DIFFERENT BANDS EACH NITE1^^ ^r ^ just $ I Cover Charge \f\
7561 SUNSET BLVD.WEST HOLLYWOOD 876-9069 ' 1^
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Sunday AAoy 14

Marquis de Sade

OPEN 6:00 till 2:00
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CARS IN EUROPE
...^•NNTOREUV
*fi?5l^"«'>"CTlON$ TO

...« YEACMEESA STUDENTSFEEE CATALdOUB ALSO BUIlIlLFASS

AUTO INSURANCE
"•OTOECVCLB
INtURANCB

NNFOSBDt TOONIONT
CANCBLLBOr
LOWMONTNLV
PAYMBNTS

ms.*^*^^^**^ DISCOUNTSjH-rm MK worn abb or ken

EUROCARS
••••»«»»«tBh»<..LA^^

CAL JET CHARTERS

EIIOPE 1972
HAS YOUR CHARTER
BEEN CANCELLED?

m.4St4 CaN
liai

^LIoVtI®^' * MIDDLE EASTCmISS

<*n StaBam OaMa Baali la B«r«
Slatfaat Eaiiaatt f m: si«t

CONTACT: SOFA A«am VIC DEPT UCLA

''HONE: Rn.>n3ar7t4-U77

writa m% iMiiia«Ha«aly Hr ^ t»^
ftF*ca ktin aii%»Mf.

Las Awfl4> l4 Earapa
Oakland la Barapt

Call as ar wrifm far mr camatatt ciMrttr

schadttla. Chartar IlifliH art on TIA, U^^
•r Brltania AtHinas wkM» art all FAA »m
CAB appravatf. FiifMs art opwi ony »
stadtwis, ampiaTaas. facalty. ••< • Z
Ualvarslty af Callfaraia •»* ^*I ,,m
madiata lamilias. WrHa tr call C»i J**

."^•^

maatata familias. WrHa f can ».•.'••

Chanars, 2)M Oraaa SIrttt, San FrtncJuo,

CalMpmia «4ii)arpliafia(4lS)tIl x^^.

DAILY
BRUIN
^Travel .

sn

t17t
plut land

• newvork-"
JUNE IS ONE-WAY

•HAMAH
JUNE 11 JULY 2

JULY 1 iOtV 16

#T0KVO/OR»ENT• JUNE 17 SEPT I

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARD6

I, Car PtfrchaM
Alto Studantrail and Eurailf

lnsur«nc«, Guidabiwhi _ .: .

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^ AIS/EXITS
^H^k 9066 Santa Monica Blvd.M^^ LA. 90069^ ^^ 274-8742

II V4 bik. aa«t of Santa Montca/Dohany)

y/hping J9

LOW r.tes^ (a»f? ni^T ac7i^r«Tt

tations. books. Ntar campus. Elltn. 472
'' (1»MI7)

\ V • -.25; yRoom and Board

EXPERIENCED typisl thests, dissar-t.t..ns paptr,..|.sl. accoratt, service."Ill'""*'• ()»M17)

IBM
JVP*"«; ••• Mfids. copies, printing, A'A AZIP. Inc.. 1949 Reseda, Northridge, SM-

*SlL (1»M1»)

li!!J^iJl^J* H''*''*
»»^®^ dictation ar

pinch I (ifMli)

f'^atil^ jh.VTlA**^''^'^ •P*rtment

47i!iuK«ir"'s*
•***• ^•*^*» "» *'-'»*' o^« /a attars. (2IM12)

lu^*')'^' ".?'^*' »•'•'•»»' »»«*r» with same
fol[A/''"*J"*' P**®'' *'«»«»ng distance.
S9a.M) /month, 473 $7$3. (22MI2)

S2?l^ «*' .*" Landfair, roommatts art
there. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun
decks, garage. 479-5404. (23M24)

GIRLS: Spring ($J70 quarttr) and/nr

Miia.Td*'47?5;',r"''
^•••^» •v.Mab^'"' 7MHilgard. 474 9034 or 474-9130. (r b M 12)

WOMEN summer and /or fall housing.
Reasonable, comfortabit, convenient to
campus

/Aufos for Sale ...... 3J
'40 vw Bug. Sunroof. Good
conditieni S22S. Call. 39S-032).

mechanical
(33MI7)

For info, call 474.1371. (RBMI7)

'S9 PORSHE 3S4/A conv. Rebuilt eng
paint Runs great Need $1250. Steve. RE 3-"' (33MU)

SUMMER Housinq On campus, coed,
heated pool, barbeque, parking, rec. room,
'meals, cheap'! 479 9092. (RBMI7)

70 PORSCHE, 914 4 orange apptar Crpchrm v^Ms
, P.rtlli tirts, AM/FM radio

excellent contf , pr/pty, 53400 477 1752. (33 M

h?, I*T '^•«' »•»» tVP'^a on IBM Selac-
trie. Professional, axpariancad editing Neareampas. Call Mike, 477-4402.

( 19 m iSJ

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 OavlevPleasant singles. SOS. Kitchen, sun decks!
pool, garage. 473-4412. (23QtV)

M24) J

INDIA is our speciality! For most
economical fares ever to and from India; all

around the world, contact: - P. O. Box 3404

Hollywood, ca., 90020. Phone (213) 44S-

9263. (17M2S)

ONE WAY CHARTER FLIGHTS:

LA/Madrid/Frankfurt Augast 10 S13S
L A/Paris August 27 S12S

Contact: -^

Tte University Offica-Educatlan •

^ Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara

941-3023

LOW rates/ quality typingpapers, theses,
dissertations, books, etc. Free editinaemergency service call. t31-4449. ( 19 M 14)

2io.^ ^'-*"'"^' ****** feminist to sharewestwood apt. tttis summer / next yearOwnroom. 479 6763. '(23M14)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

?t!??»'!J.*"'*
•****!*•' ifS plus a week, for girlstudent, in exthange for babysitting, lighhousekeepmq Quiet, private room' Needcai\5tart now or summer. 454-3090. ( so M 12)

'40 SHELBY CT500 conv AM/FM, radials,
$2195. WEE 247, Pvt party. 392 7114. (33 M

40 yw Squareback XInt condition, blue
w/black Radio, 4 new brakes (2 disc),
completely overhauled fuel injection

VilW?., » /adial tires, 45.000 miles.
$1575/offer. Must sell, 703 0934. (33 m 12)

TYPIST - thasas, dissertations, books, termpapers Specialty math and technical typ'n?
Accurate, rapid service. 700- 1074 , i« qto .

•For Sub-Lease ......24 /Room for Renf . .31

swap for motorcycle. 472 0240. ( 33 M II)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typmg, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397 3304. (19QTR)

JUNE 15 - Sept. 15. or part. Furn. 1-bdrm,
$165, a/c. near bus. WLA. 024-3940. (24 M 24)

EUROPE Flights. $0 departures, also N.Y.

Israel, India, Africa. 50% off. Student

rales/cards since 1959. EASC. 323 N. BovarlV

Dr , Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. (17QTR)

• SUTWMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A./New York (1-way) $78
^

May 3ist 81 June iStti only)
• L.A./London/L.A. *24$

L.A.7BrusselS/L.A. *2*9

L.A./Tokyo/L.A. »j33

L.A/Tel Aviv/L.A. ^ »$00

A V WORLD SCHOOLS 47$-3033

1724 Westwood Blvd.
'^

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
.Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac
curate. Tom, 473-0031. (19QTR)
'•.^ 'VP*** wants farm papers, dissar-

y/Wanted . . . . 20
I

tf^aZ^^ '°^ °'' '''9*' PoWer microscope.
Call 390 3737 day ^391-2005 night. (20 M 1^)

'^" « "^ W.T— —
.HUNGER! Give a damn - help Eangladesh
as well as the LA Free Clinic. Concerned"
people wanted. Call 935-0010. (20 M 12)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm/sundeck, furnished
walk fo campus, June 15 Sept. Kathy. 470
5393. after 4. (24M15 )

2 BDRM house, study, yard. Furnished.
June 20 Sept. 13. Santa Monica/Saltair.
$200/mo. 477-4004. (24M14)

FEMALE -nice room w/ 1/2 bath with
family. Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. $70. 391 3317. (3i m 12)

'47 MUSTANG convertible - new biu.

!?.
.'*^*^'*^** furnished single, including

utilities. Near Pico, Sepulveda. Sublet June
13 -Sept. 15.473-0295. (24 Mil),

SUBLET one bedroom apt for summer,
walk to campus. $105 month. 507 3/4
Glenrock. 479-0193 evenings. (24 M 17)

FEMALE grad. faculty. Kingsiie bedroom,
bath, ititchcn privileges, gourgeous view
opposite campus. $40 per month plus break
last. Eves., 473 3274. (31M17)

ROOM & bath or share apt. Private en-
irancc, ocean view Close to campus. $100
$150 454-8544. (31 M lY)

65 VW, many extras
Leaving country. Call
PM.

Orig. owner. $500.
473 3262 after 10 30

(33MI6)

•62 VW Bus. radials, em pi, new engine, $175or swap for motorcycle 672 0240 ( )3 M 17)

VW 65 y/»n radio, overhauled, transmission.
Dark blue Good engine. $1295 475 5tM '

Westwood Volkswagen. (33MI5)

BLOCK campus room, private bath •

private entrance ideal medical - faculty •

graduate. $15. GR4 7543. (31M12)

LARGE 1 bdrm. apt. Available June to Sept.
Convenient to campus. $140. Tel. 824-0596. (24M 12)

vpNE-bdrm. furnished, utensils, color TV.
WLA. June 10-Sept. 20. $150/mo. 473-4912. (24M 12)

I

COLLEGE student looking for pvt. tennis
court to use for teaching. Mike, 34t-3S32. ( 20M 14)

EUROPE. ^
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
ONE way -and round trip student flights.'

Inexpensive stwdant camping touri^,
throughout Wast and East Europe, includinf
Russia. SOFA Agent for inter-European'
Mudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, 1140?
fan Vicente Blvd., Sulfa 04j LA, Cglifv, 00040,

Tel: (213) 024-S44«, 024-OfSS

WILL pay cash for cars running or not.
Wrecks too.. Free tow-aways. 391-9440, 03S-
'**3. (20M24)

Mi«-

LARGE 2-bdrm house. Workshop, fireplace,
beam ceilings. June 20 - Aug. 20. $100 mo.
935-4431. (24M12)

^House lor Renf 25
$230/1^0. June 15 Sept. 1. Secluded. rOStic. 3
br. woodland Hills. 887-4429. (2$ M 17)

SUMMER Housing $40/month. 459 Gayley
Ave 479 9998 or 479 9703. (31M19)

}/Aulas lor Sale 33

LEAVING the country. '63 Chevy Nova SS
convertible. Good condition. $300. TwI. 275-
'^'* (33M12)

70 VW Camper, poptop. AM FM, tent .mcch pcrlecl, body like new Leaving
country Bestoller Nick, 839 0294 472
''*'^ (33M16)

• YE 960. Eves, 656 3030, $2850. See to
'»*''*^*' (33M18)

•67 BUICK Skylark GS, automatic, PS/PB,
340 hp, excellent condition. $950. Marty, 371-
1155.440-5034.,

^ (33M18) -wf T^-

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 020-7409. ( 33 QTR

)

EUROPEAN STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTRE

NOW h^s an office in Los Angeles at 9034
Sunset Blvd., to advise on flights, hostels
lobs, cars A tours. ESTC also has local of-
fices in Europe to handle your mail ft travel
problems. ,^- ___*_:_

LOS ANGELES/LONDON 170
NEW YORK/LONDON 100
with special connections to Marakash,
Athens, Nairobi. Tel Aviv ft Bombay.

CALL; 2745027 (17MU)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program. 4 wks. Europe, 7
wks. Israel, Dig Kibbutz, plenty free time.
Exp. in Travelling, 904-2411. (17 QTR)

y EUROPE this summer? Un-refimenled
programs 6 or weeks. Experiments in
Traveling, 984-2411. (17 QTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India. Leaving
London June and July, $435. Brachura:
Encounter Overland. 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W. 3. (17M12)

»»h ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM)220 ROUNDTBIF
JAPAN: FROM $340 BOUND TRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-0932, 030-2401

«46 Overland!. Dapt. A.
,Culvgr City. CPi »tI3 m LTii)

RESPONSIBLE m^jcaf student wishes tomanage apartmenf 4iouse in exchange for
rent, within bicycio distance of UCLA,
beginning Septem ber . 4S7 3444, 223-0745. (20M lai

}/Apfs Furnished . . ^^^21
WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm,
antique, turn., singles, garage, sun deck.
Mgr., 4S0 Landfa^, 477-S479. (21 M IS)

WALK TO school"
SPEC AL SUMMER RATES.

Rasarvalions for Fall also accepted
Renting Office: S14 Landfair #1 '

•••

AlsowithPool

Glanfair Terrace
_^ - S43 Landfair 114^w-

S40 Glenrock 111

6

BEAUTIFUL Clean refreshing single and
one-bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.
Black UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundacks.
Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 42S-441
• andfair. 479-S404. (21 M 24)

)l| LARGE COMFORTABLE^ STUDENT APARTMENTS AFURNISHED BACHELORS A T
,
- I BEDROOMS ^
Same rent Summer ft Fall ^

Showing NOW
Sk Deposit will hold'^^ Across UCLA

70S Gayley 479-OSOO JL

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10024 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GRS-5504. (21 QTR)

PROF'S 3 br. plus den. 1 1/2 ba. June 19 Sept.
1 $300 /mo., less for dog care. 834-2924. (25 M
I6|

AUSTIN Healy 1956, 100 4. Excellent cond.,
HXT 727. $950. 472 6087 , eves, 459-2540. (33 M
*' '

- - •-- ,..'

"t

'

'41 CHEV. Van, '45 rebuilt engine. Custom
wood ft velvet interior plus extras. Best
offer. Sacrifice. 479 87)4. (33M U)

sell. $1495. Westwood Volkswagen. 475
**— (33M10)
'47 VW Camper. Nice inside. Stereo, wood
?«."«!!?' •^•'»®* ^"9 needs work. Must sell.
"•^**i (33M10)

'.
1

'70 VW. Lt. blue. Good cond. $1500 or best
Ask for John. 454-8934. (33 m 10)'

$175 COZY cottage. Completely furnished.
Ouiet, delightful garden. Near ocean For
appointment, 393 7689. (2SM12)

'

. II

-
-

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2-bdrm ft
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
S59,000. Sands Realtors. 474-4444. (25QTR)

45 CHEVROLET Impale convertible,
white. One owner, very low mileage. Good

,
condition. 5550. 837-0505. (33 M 12)

65 CHEVROLET 1 ton panel truck. Ex-
ff! t?]/®-"*''*'®" '•^fi««*.*or camper. $1100.
664 0182 after 4. .^jlMU)

'66 MUSTANG cpe Radio, 3 speed Iran
smission, power steering. Matador red Real
Sha^^. 475 5008 $89$. (33 Ml 5

)

-67 MUSTANG auto, 289, power steering,
discs, air compt. susp , mint Beige $1100
firm 838 9044 (33M15)

(allVe

WIS) y
«• Y House for Sale 26

SHERMAN Oaks So. Blvd.. 5 bedroom, 3
bath, family, formal dining, heated pool,
view. 2 fireplaces, beams, cul-de-sac. 7 min.
UCLA. Must sell. $42,950. 700-2074 even.; 393-
0411, X450 day. (24M17)

I

I

I

I

I

I

^n°/Fo ''*"^* '"*» C'**"' •«»*^** Mast
sell Gil Boscoe. 837- 1453 (33 MIS)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm ft>
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de-Sac. S43,S00. Sands
Realtors; 474-4444.

( 24 QTR

)

young married
couples

If you need B car
and need financing

2 CALL FINANCE MANAGER

I 4744128
J

'40 CORVAIR
:
64,000 miles. Engine fine, iusttuned, good body and tires. $200. 025 2041. (33M 12)

OPEL GT 70 glacier white. Contrasting red
vinyl interior. 102 HP engine. Radio like
new $1995 475 5888. (33M15)

71 PEUGEOT 504. 2U000 miles Air, R/H,
shift. Immaculate. Will sell below bluebook
224 2301 or 034 5109. (33M17)

PONTIAC '62 Tempest. Excellent motor,
body, paint,, geheral condition, new tires,
etc. $350 394 3093 eves (33M 15)

MOVING to Canada. ..charming 3-bdrm,
new carpeting, nice residential neigh-
borhood. Beautiful large lot. Immaculatel
$20,500. Wynn. 477-7001. (24 MIS)

4^

lH'JiyV f*P* Cod, ^bdrm, den, 3 baths>
newer. Pacific Palisades. $73,500. 454-7934
*^** (24M17)

y/ House lo Share 27
3 BDRM house on beach share with 2 girls.
$00, util. paid. 821 7450 after 6. (27 M 14)

giRL Share furnished house in Hermosa
each utilities, view, extras. July. August.

Terri, 825-0392. SI so/mo. (27M12)

'65 CORVAIR Corsa. 4speed. tach., metalic
brakes, Michelins, Xintvcond.. $400. 825 3735

.^'•V* * (33M15)

•49 CUTLASS Convertible, full power, 4»

speed, xtras. Must sell, $i495/0ffer. 823-7344
nights. (33M15)

^••••••eeeeeeeeeeoeeei
FREE LOAN CARS

FREE TOWING
4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER*

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
' Call 394 7075 -34 Hours

A-1
MARINA Peninsula own unfurnished room,
huge 4 bedroom, 2-story, fireplace on
beach $106 35. 392 3524. (27M15)

? ric^^'^n ^"'^Z*' '•^•••' •»<««•' Best
«/ icK ' «?"*"* Contact M.C C, 12041W.lsh.re Blvd

, LA 90025. 470-0444. (7 QTR)

>/^^loring _ jg

ranouloronS"!" preparation, intensivt

ormer JclaJ'JJk"*'.*"'^' "•^•»"^* Calligrmer UCLA ttacher for results. 020.

'l\ _nOQTRi
d.vrduaV aid °sm1..****

»»''*P»^«»'Pn. •«
Academ Ic Ju^an^e svcVSm"J "i',Zt!'°"

•

657 4390 •• •'• *'• Robertson.
' (ISPTRX

P-ien'ed*'i'nrv''S;i"i.TAT7i;jr"^.
exam Easv cI««^^ ..'^****^« •"•»"•» OftV- T:^«»y canversational method (trill)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 • Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

TO share: two bedroom furnished Malibu
cottage on the beach. Fireplace. $150 plus
utilities. Call.-Doug, 454 2441 evenings. (27 M

'44 MERCURY Comet, V 0^ excellent con
d.,$475. 479 9990 or 479 9703. Ask for Joe. ( 33
M 12)

'45 MGB, Michelin tires, roll bar, radio,
heater, wire wheels, qood cond., $700. Eves,
395 5765. (33 MIS)

FURNISHED Singles to share. S70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Gayley. 473-

4412. (21 QTR)

SHARE luxurious Malibu beach house. Own
room. Female vegetarian preferred. $150
Thirty minutes UCLA. 454 2207. (27 M 14)

COOL roommate needed for 3-bdrm near
beach in Venice. $50 share, $05 own. 821 5754
*^e* (27M17)

FRIENDLY Folks needed to share small
cooperative house on Mulholland near
Beverly Olen. 904-7443. (27 M 10)

•68 FIAT spt. cpe. Excellent condition, $1250.
call eves, 931 9260. (33M14)

^Bicycles lor Sale .... 35

GIRLS! l4" blue 3-speed, beautifui cgn
dition $55 Call Cathy, 474 1759 nights. 025
2'*' days (35MI7)

UCLA Students! 5% oil Peugeot.
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes!
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama Schwinn
Authoriied dealer. 2439 S. Robertson Blvd/s
Mks. N. Santa Monica Freeway. 839 4444 OS-M 18)

*'

3- L--

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, law
prices, 10-spd from $77. French, Austrian.
American, 1714 Westwood, 47$-3370. (35
QTR)

/ Cycles, Scoolers

ror oaie....:....»»...»»» «/0

350CC SUZUKI (..treet) Excellent condition
with extras Lighter, faster, more depen-
dable. $425/be«t offer. 441-4520 ( 34 M 17)

PAST, accurate
'hcses, disVe7taiT««I^^II^.-,

"''•'''" P»P*r*'
* Barbie 828 21*? L ^^'^i"' W**Ways. 9-

'''*^'^*C 396 5182 . (19ATR;

,ener^"V«^ »VP»writer. Term paper*
'"ui?.; ^nraXr Vi"**": ^^--'-SiSi
•38 5407

*" ' = »'^oohonds. Sharon,—-—^—— no QTR)

^alircripfs^ *,W ^^•*' •^•" f^P^rt

:^-».:%eVd^.s;7,r7;r "^ViVq";?;

^^''^XlSir^V-l^rn.
*U.\Hl

POpors,
Exparianced. CalJ

'''»'2o^rE*«^^^!^^
"'••wcallsOMm '•**' •«"•••»• «'•-»'urate warh.

MOM 24)

Solectric. ExlJJ;,;;*^?**' '•»•" IBM
M4 7472.

^"•^''"** Nancy, 4724143, Kay.

LARGE bachelors, SfO up. Singles, $12S,
across from Dykstra. SOI Gayley. GR 3 1700,
GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

1-2 BEDROOM, Pool. Summer rates. S17S -

up. Fall leases now. $200 up. 510 Glenrock.
473924S. (21M24)

LARGE attractive oneDdrm apts in Santa
Monica. $105 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean' view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway. 2045 Fourth St.. SM.
392 S(Sf4, 592-9142. (21 QTR)

$125 LARGE, attractive, furnished bachelor.
TUtilities; refrig, balcony-great view! S
min. walk UCLA. 473-4404. (21M14)

$140 SINGLE. Walk UCLA Village.
Fireplace. Ouiet, secluded. Enclosed

,
garage, optional. 473-0201. (21 M 17)

y/Apfs Unlurnished . . .,. 22

CENTER of Westwood Village. 1 bedroom.
$100. utilities included. Call, 470-3220 days;
17123l7eves. (22M12)

3 BORM/Santa Monica Beach/clean, need
3rd roommate. Prefer co ed grad. Eves, 399-
M20. (27M10)

tifoTSHARE beautifHf^ large completely fur-

nished home. West Hollywood. Own room.
$00. 451 1434 eves. (27M10)

}/ Housing Needed . ... 28

1-3 BDRM apt. Reasonable. Westwood, for
M.O. occupancy middle June for 3 years.
Write Dr. Dam us, 45 Langdon st. #12,

Cambridge. Mass., 02130. (21 M 10)

UtLA Law student would Hke to care far
your home during the summer. Call 277
2393. (20 MIS)

FEMALE, 21. seeks roommate(s) and/or
nearby apt. for September. Carol Con-
stantian, Wellesley College, Weilesley,
Mass 03181. (30M17)

IIIIIRY REED

DISCOUNT
(means)

Summer Fun
Savings

All 72 Models

(10 QTR)

^''•'»«' »trm papers,inanuscripti, theses' iba^ —k-...
"^«»o 10 AM 10 Pm' jIJ^;./*'"*'*' •«

74) " •^'^ Joan. 392 0420. (I9m

1 BDRM. carpets, drps., stove, patio, ^••r''
S.M. freeway. ReasotiaMa. Call 070-00S4. (22
M 12)

1 BDRM. carpet, stove, refrif .. drapes, dish

washer, available June 5, S17S. 473-4301. 473-

3570. Close campus. (22M1t)

', ?

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt
iune/July until Sept. Prefers two bdrms!
West LA. Bruce Williams, English,
Louisiana State University, New Orleans
(504)8919848. (28M23)

GIVING up good rental now Junet
Desperately need inexpensive hdvse apt.
takes child, eats. Prefer WLA, SM area. 024-
3041 after 12. (20M10)

FIAT
Overseas Orders

^•^•n here

LARRV REED
SPORTS CARS

3 LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES 774-1444

5200 Centinela at La Cianeg

a

Between Slauson A Florence

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0225
9022 Wiishire Blvd. at Wetherly

^°"*^I1?.*^ .^ 722 1504. 370-$413
19019 Hawthorne Bl. at I90th St.

71 HARLEY SS350cc, XInt cond., custom
Ramhorn " bars, rolling seat, Lickrest

tigerskin, $750 470 4393. ( ., . <^ ia|

•61 HONDA
cond., very
4634.

12$cc Model C92
dependable. Greg

$100. Good
Jones, 391

(34M14)

BEAUTIFUL blue '70 Handa CL450. well
kepi 4000 miles, rack, canvas tarp, mult
find good home, 826 7919. (34M14)

•71 HONDA 450 CL Scrambler, 1200 miles,
helmets, burglar alarm, mint condition 709-
5430 after 6 PM. (34M13)

'
II.

I

HONDA CBJ50 Powerful mint condition. A
truly clean machine. $435 firm. Call 'Arbie'.
474 0441 (34M17)

*i

40 305 SCRAMBLER, runs. Needs work
plus helmet Europe Sacrifice. $200 /best
offer After6. 195 1400 (34 MIS)

'70 SUZUKI Savage, 250cc single, street
legal, brace A t^anual, 4400 miles. $475. 021-
***»• (34M'3 )

'67 YAMAHA Trail 100 3800 mi., xInt. cond.
$200 Eves, after 7,477-8159. (34M15)

X
RUNS qood, '49 Yamaha, $150 or best offer.
Must sell, leaving city. Call Jessie. 394-
3400. (34M12)

'71 VESPA isocc. Like new . no milaAfa.
Chain and lock. S37S. Melissa. 477-S401 . ( 30 M
10)

'70 HONDA CB3S0. XInt. cond. Must OOll.
Coll : I2S-MS7 anytime, Dan. < 14 M YD

'49 HONDA 90 for sale, t17S. Call Judl. 477-
01 14 or 274-4104. (34M10)

1940 HONDA 140 CB. New tires, tune-up,
helmet included. $350/best offer. Bvaninas.
Ran 709 5334 (MM II)

nl
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Chancellor Young's

statement
»«-^, As a result of actions occurring

on campus today in response to

concern about escalation of
American action in Southeast
Asia, the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) was called,

and 53 people, among them an
unknown number of UCLA
students were arrested. I

requested the assistance of the
LAPD, and although I regret the
necessity for having to do so, I do
not believe that there was any
alternative. The reasons for this

are best stated by repeating, for
those who did no hear it at the
time, the announcement I made to

- the assembled demonstrators and
onlookers prior to the start 0f
action by the LAPD. The text of
that statement is as follows:

1 am the Chancellor of UCLA, At
about 1:30 I was advised by the
State Fire Marshal that a severe
fire hazard existed as a result of
the barricades on all entrances
and ekits to Murphy Hall con-
taining flammabile materials,
and, in some instances, spilled
gasoline. He also advised me that
unless the Los Angeles Police

Department was called, he did not
believe we could provide adequate
protection to any fire fighting
crews which might be required,
and, therefore, that the City Fire
Department could not provide us
with fire protection. This
demonstration had, therefore,
reached the stage where it not
only provided substantiaL in-
terference with University ac-
tivities, but endangered the well-
being of University students and
staff. I; therfefore, direct all

persons to leave this area im-
mediately.

Obviously, people who were not
actively involved in the actions
which resulted in the calling of the
police were caught up in the pohce
action and arrested. At the )&me
time, many if not most of those
who were active in planning the
actions in question yvere not ap-
prehended, t "

All of us at UCLA have sym-
pathy with those innocent
bystanders who were subjected to
force, were frightened and
frustrated by actions, the reasons

for which they did not fully un-
derstand. Members of the faculty
and administration are assisting
those arrested by appropriate and
effective means.

I hope the members (rf this
community will not participate in
any action that will further
jeopardize the safety and integrity
of this campus, and I believe that
there are ways to express ef-

fectively one's position regarding
the war that will not have negative
results.

DB phc^fts by Dennis Pried. Marie RuWn. Terry
Colvm, Dave Domlas and Gary Leonard.
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ampusj^let Friday^

lanning continues for

econd week of strike
By Tom Humphreys
DBSUffWrUer

Quiet returned to campus Friday as antiwar protest was limited to a
pen rally at Janss Steps, strike workshops and a small protest at the
len's Gym. Business returned to normal at Murphy Hall, the scene of a
)nfrontation between students and police Thursday which resulted in 54
rrests.

The noon rally at Janss Steps drew a crowd of about 1,000 people who
eard speakers discuss Thursday's confrontation and announce plans for
irther action.

AssociateDean Robert Ringler, who was arrested Thursday, received
1
cool reception when he told the crowd, "Those who did the barricading
nd really pushed things aren't and never were in jail. They were never
Iround." ,

^
' Chancellor

One speaker said, "This strike is not dead, no matter what the Chan-
Bllor says and what Mayor Yorty says." Another speaker met with the
rowd's approval when he said, "The tone of today is to avoid a-coo-
rontation and engage in serious work." -

At the end of the speeches leaders announced a series of workshops on
irioustfspects of the war. Workshops on Women and the War, Business

^nd the War and Workers and the War wereamong tho6« presented.
Most of the workshops were well attended : about 150 people gathered Ht
workshop on theROTC in Schoenberg Quad. There, they voted to picket

"le Men's Gym, which houses ROTC classrooms.
'Americans oiit'

The group marched to the Men's Gym chanting "Americans out of
outheast Asia, ROTC must go." At the Men's Gym, they went inside the
/est entrance and marched throt«h the building. The group came out of
ie building on the east side and circled hack to the west entrance.
There they entered the building a second time and moved into a

passroom on the west side of the building.
They began to plan further acUon, but discussion stopped when

[tudents confronted a man with a video camera and asked him to identify
Wmself. . >•*; ^ ^ ^

He refused to say whether he was a student and a heated argument
)roke out over what should be done. After about 10 minutes he was
dentified as a student and allowed to leave. A few minutes later the
jroup left the room and sat down outside. They left after about an hour

AAonday, AAay 15, 1972

BUST — Police converge on protests- (arrow) u/h<« ^..1.1
^"^ •*****• **^ '^''* *^""*

wasknocfcedtothtgroomldurirK^^^^^^ ^*'i^*^**
"'•"^ " ^ »^™"* ^•'^ •'''•"*«« ^^

in Westwinl FridayS TOs wJ? Zn!l,ZTt ^ol T '"'" '"^ ''' ""« '" ^**^''**- ''''' ''''''' *^
during the incidont in wWcfi^ least nine and

'Business as usual' policy

advocated by Young here

AppIFcations due for media positions
Communications Board announces that applications for La

Gente Editor. UCTV-LA General Manager and Southern Campus
tdltor will be received hi the PubUcatlons Office, Kerckhoff 1122
untn noon Wednesday. Interviews for these positions will be held
starting at 2 PM Thursday hi Ackerman Union 3517. Amplications
can be picked up in Kerckhoff 112.

I. '"!*'^'iT
^"^ **** ^"""^^^ •' "^y B«™*» Buthiess Manager.Ha Am Editor. KLA General Manager and Nommo Editor win be

conducted at a gpecial meeting of the Bovd begfamhig at 2 PMWednesday hi Kerckhoff ^IM.
^^ B «* * fin

h w^

{

k m..k/

r^^^i before a rli/w «! ''^^ ^"* "*••*• ^^ »^<>"<* appearance in two
sponsored by iht^AiJ^liT!^!^^^ ** "*•"" ^ttps. Her appearance is

I

ov »ht Associated Students' Spoaktrs Program

By DaVe McNary
DB Staff Writer

Despite Thursday's studlknt-
Ophce confrontations which
resulted in 54 arrests, business
went on as usual on Friday.
Chancellor Charles E. Young

announced late Thursday night
that "business as usual" was the
only possible policy he could
follow. As a result, Murphy Hall—
the administration building ^
appeared to be in full operation.
A few classes were cancelled or

rescheduled, but according to
most observers, the campus
seemed even quieter than usual.

Helicopters V
Much of the Murphy Hall staff

htdnot worked on Wednesday
afternoon or Thursday because of
student demonstrations inside and
outside of Murphy. One secretary
said she was glad not be have to
listen to police heUcopters buzzing
overhead. **It gets on your nerves
after a while. Today is the first

time in three days that I've gotten
any work done."

There were the usual lines at

Window "A" and t(te cashiers
office. ".'

'
'

Young said he was having ''a

very pleasant day," and added
that he did not anticipate having
to call the Los Angeles Police on
campus again, despite the fact
that some of the tactical squad
had been told to remain within a
five-minute driving distance of

UCLA.
He said no provisions would be

made for canceUing classes, and
added, "if profeaiors don't teach,

they shouldn't expect to get paid."

No dispensations

Young also said that there
would be no academic dispen-
sations from classes for striking

students, and said, "If people
hqve the overwhehning conviction
that they ought to do something
about ending the war, it shouldn't
make too much difference
whether they get a 'C or *B' in a
class."

Young spoke with a delegation
from the strike steering com-
mittee Friday morning, and said
he was given assurances that the
committee believed things wef©
under control. >

^ -^

The delegation also requested
that amnesty be granted for
arrested students. Young said he^
believed that "amnesty is inap-
propriate at this time" either for
those arrested by the police or
subject to campus discipline.

Majority
Norman P. Miller, vice-

chancellor for student and
campus affairs, said yesterday
that the majority of those students
arrested in Thursday's demon-
stration will not be disciplined by
the University. He explained that
prosecution for failing to disperse,

the charge brought against S3 of

the 54 arrested protesters, will be
conducted by municipal
authorities.

Miller added, however, that
some of the arrested students will

be disciplined for destruction of

University property and
barricading Murphy Hall. He also
indicated that University police
are in the process of collecting

names and descriptions of
students who were not arrested
seen violating conduct codes.
^^"We are not just collectings

information about students but
are examining evidence about
police activity too. We are being
extremely open-minded," Miller
said.

One University policeman in

riot gear was on duty all day at

MOrphy, and said he did not an-
ticipate any problems, despite the
fact that on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, the building had
served as a focal point for

demonstrators.

One employee in the Planning
Office, when asked if there were
any plans if students came into

the building said, **Well, we have
these vats of boilingoil outside our
office ..."

-f^—

t.^
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Businessman Wilson

namedas new Regent
Gov. Ronald Reagan appointed William A. Wilson, a Los Angeles

businessman and civic leader, to the Board of Rec^U of the
Univarsity of California Friday.
Wilson, 57, an engineer and president of a Los Angeles in-

vestment firm
, will succeed Edwin W. Pauley of Beverly Hills, who

has retired.

"Bill Wilson is a man of outstanding integrity and ability who
throughout his career has demonstrated that he is vitally con-
cerned with the problems of our society," Reagan said: "He will, I

know, prove to be a worthy successor to Ed Pauley."
Wilson, who is a registered mechanical and metallurgical

engineer, is a member of the commission of the Californias and
chairman of its narcotics and drug abuse committee.
He is also a member of the Board of Regents of St. John's

Hospital of Santa Monica and a past chairman of the Board of the
Holy Family Adoption Agency in Los Angeles
A native of Los Angeles, he is a graduate of SUnford University
His address is 1801 Avenue of the Stars, Ix)s Angeles. He is a

Republican. Regents are appointed for 16-year terms.

'i,
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Duttoo, a grmduMie of UC
Berkeky in IMC, said. He
reoenred a law degree from
ScaoCsrd Id \%m.
An appointee of former Gor.

Edmond G. Bnnm in 1M2, Duttoo
describes the Board of Re^^ents as
"a handful of rich men; heads of

big tuMinfsaes , lawyers or similar
hangers-on. It's a club of

Dottondanes tfie quality of UC
This is the

educated student

has attracted the
to the University.
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academic process is

there has been a re-

All with
thanks to the Regents,

or president of the
Unnrersity. These changes are
doe to the pasaing of social norm-
s,'^ he said.

The Regents hare two primary
functions, according to Dutton.
**They sbouM help raise adequate
financing for the University, and
they should act as a bridge and
bnHer between the Universtty and
outside society,*' he said.

Financing, of the University
should be taken care of by the
sUte, Dutton maintains.
^'Education is a sound investment
by the state, and it more than pays
for itself. Employers benefit from
it with a skilled labor force," he

.^j
iS-'\^-^-

FrMiwich G. Dvtton
^,^r"w !

Dutton also has criticisms of the
faculty. ;*The more conventkmal
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tine. They would hke to go back
lo tike old stodginess," he aaid.

'The faculty does not seen to

have ffMBngf' interest in sludwi
relations. The University of
California has advanced tlie

frontiers of Droflreas: we Aould
now go back and advaooe the

frontiers of student reiatiflBa.''

Dutton, who speaks rapidly and
has a dry, sharp wit, views with
distaste his positioa on the
Regents' grounds and bolduigi
committee.

*'! have no interest hi bricks abd
cement. This is the last

mittee.1 wanted to be on. I

the chairman of the

(William French Smith) and the
nominating committee heard that

I didn't want to be on that com-

V CQHie ont to a rj-i •- ^f^*"^ ••» # certain va»* ..vote
er he plans to juy

. .
• ^fxm which Mr

""*'» a U«^

stay alhre But ,«, i r^*?^"

Jl^ling at times
«l«re are

people

* nae whether
i

Dutton
said,

•X)f

to

mittee," Dutton said.,
H'

A lander and a writer Dutt^,
maintain, a Uw ofhcV

**

DC. One of his boob
-Cs of Power"

Mninated for a Puliuer
prne Uw ,«ar. "It tet." he said
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At least nine and possibly as mafty as 39 persons

vere arrested in Westwood Friday night when an

antiwar march down Westwood Blvd. met 100-150

Inolice from the LAPD MetropoUtan squad.

Before the incident, about 2,000 demonstrators,

including many high school studenU, walked

Ipeacefully through Westwood and returnod to Janas

Steps dia-ing a candlelight march against the war.

However, a splinter group of 300-400 protesters

then returned to Westwood where they met police at

Westwood and Wilshire Blvds. Police ordered the

crowd to disperse north along Westwood Blvd. back

to campus. '

The demonstrators dispersed east and west along

Lindbrook Ave, however, and poUce began to cliQar

I
the streets.

Eyewitnesses report that police chased the

[demonstrators in an attempt to break up the

I

demonstration. Reports of injuries vary widely, but

I
at least one person was treated for facial lacerations

i at the emergency clinic in the medical center here

iand two were treated for head injuries at the police

statiorf .
• .. ; y

AFT supports right to strike

the candlehght march. Sgt. Anderson, watch com-mander at the west Los Angeles poUci s^iL^^
only nine persons, including a KHJ reporterTd^e
'^T^^:7r ST"^ EyewitnesS^sl'h^^lev^!

^ted
or three busk>ads- of people were

The Legal Defense Committe of the Student Bar

Wn'^^'lT "^^ ^""^ ** ^^ 12 persons areknown to have been arrested and that their sources
indicate as many as 30 may have been arrested. The
Zt^""^ ^""^ '*^*^®**^> ^"^^ some of these.
KMPC, a Los Angeles radio station who had

reporters on ttie scene, Friday night, said 39 persons
were arrested. Associated Press reported that 24were booked. 1.

The police, after ordering the crowd to disperse
were apparenUy provoked by high school students iii
the demonstration who "had never seen the Metro
squad in action," an eyewitness said. It is not known
how many UCLA students were involved in the
march or how many were arrested.

s

I

Faculty union protests war

i

i
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The faculty union here went on

record Friday as supporting the

right of people here to protest the

war and the presence of police on

campus.

About 30 members of the

American Federation of Teachers
I AFT — Local 1990) unanimously
approved a resolution which
stated that the AFT *

'supports the

right of faculty, students, staff

and personnel to voice their

protest against the escalation of

(he war and the recent police

mvasion of campus by such
means as their conscience may
dictate." . :

:'•:,.

"We pledge to use our resources
in defense of those who may be the
objects ofRepressive measures,"
the resolutibn concluded. Faculty
members pointed out that
students here were worried that
their academic records would
suffer as a cfisult of the strike.

Definition

Anthropology professor David
P^pstein said the resolution meant

that *We as an organization are
committed to defending people."
However another member

pointed out that in 1970, many
students who worked on the spring
strike 'really got hurt" by faculty
members, and said, ''Students
shouldn't expect the entire faculty
to be benign."

The AFT also approved a
resolution stating: "whereas
President Nixon's recent mining
and bombing orders represent a
massive and monstrous
escalation of that warfare, in-

tensifying thereby our guilt,
shame and burning indignation,
be it therefore resolved by the
membership of this local:

Bombing Condemned
"That we utterly condemn and

deplore this disgraceful and
outrageous military escalation

and call again for immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. miliUry
forces from Indochina."
The AFT had already been on

record as "deploring and con-

demning" U.S. involvement in
Indochina.

A resolution to have the AFT go
on record as supporting Senator
George McGovern for President
was submitted but not approved.

In addition, a resolution was
submitted for consideration by the
organizing committee of the
student academic, employees
Cteaching assistants) of AFT
Local 1781.

Solidarity

It said, '(We) declare our
solidarity with the Vietnamese
people in their struggle for
liberation and express our op-
position to Nixon's renewed
escalation of the war."
The resolution also stated, "At

the very least, we suggest that
'business as usual' not be con-
ducted. We ask professors and
TA's to confront the issues of the
war and to allow students the
chance to participate in strike
activities."

< Continued on Page 4
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provided wiSriegal aid
By Terry Colvin

DBSurrWriter
A free legal aid service has been established bfm^nap of ^.

students from the law school here to assist in the legal defense of S
those arrested during last weeks demonstraUons '4

oc?^i^'^^®J^^'""'*^^^^'^ Student Bar Association has Uestablished round-the<lock aid for those arrested and wiU coUect -^
. information from witnesses of arrests. Ann HasUns, head of the *
committee, emphasized the need for photographs of arrests lastweek It s extremely important that we see the photos of anyone
"^ ? ^?^ £1!'^"''!^ **^^ ^^' especially between one and four
o clock on Thursday. Pictures which may not be significant to youmay be important to us," she added. . •

In addition, Haskins said the committee is in need of money to
cover bail for those arrested and for court costs. "The committee
nas had an encouraging response from lawyers who want to help
but we niged money to pay for their time," she said.

Volunteers
Haskins also said there is a need for any student volunteers who

would like to help the committee in taking statements from wit-
nesses involved.

^
She announced a meeUng to be held at 7:30 pm Tuesday in Law

5>chool 1345 to discuss the arraignment proceedings for all those
arrested. Arraignment will take place at 9 am Wednesday in
Division 93. West Los Angeles Courthouse. Any witnesses are in-
vited to that meeting, and depositions will be taken
The committee insures the confidentiality of any information

submitted to them. "Such information will come under the lawver-
chent privilege," she said.

information
The Legal Defense Committee is located in Kerckhoff 331

Anyone with information can call ext. 825-1707, ext. 825-2243 or ext.
825-3064,

All 54 persons arrested were released by 11:30 am on Friday
announced the Lejzal Defense Committee. Bail was set at $500 with
a bond of $62.50 on each person arrested. The committee gained the
release of those arrested, all but one of whom was charged with
failure to disperse, by promising a bail bondsman the money for
the bond by this week. One student was charged with assault on a
police officer. . - «

_-£,
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Antiwar petitions circulated on campus
- Petitions are being circulated on campus demanding the Im-
mediate withdrawal of troops from Vietnam and an end of the
escalation of the war. The petitions are being circulated in an ad
hoc fashion, and further information is available in the Student
Mobilization Committee office. Kerckhoff 406. Sources indicate
that over 2,000 people, including ^several administrators have-
already signed.

^
. A similar petition was circulated in the School, of Medicine
Friday. About 450-500 students signed, and a spokesman said Mie
petition was presented to Sen . Alan Cranston (D— Calif.

)

The Center forAfro-American

Studies is presenting tlie

following events:

MAY M, Wed. 12 noon
Benjamin Leshoi - African playwright
"Block Theater in Africa"
3105 Campbell Hall
Peggy Seary 2:00 p.m.
"j^How To Teach in the Black Ghetto"
Campbell Hall 2124

MAY 18, Thurs., 1 to 3 pm _

'

BLACK ENGLISH CONFERENCE
topics includ*:

,

^
- "The Scope of Black English"
- "History of Block English"
- "'Popular Styles in Black Language"

Teaching 'good' grammar to black kids"
speakers:

I rP''-
^'°'"'° Weddington, San Jose State

Ur. Sandra Garcia. UCLA
-ErniftSmith.UC Irvine
- Mary Hoover, Nairobi College
Campbell Hall 2210

ALL EVENTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!!!

ASUCLA

HUNDREDS OF RECORDS FROM .99 HUNDREDS OF TAPES FRO/ytja 98
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ROCK, FOLK, BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICALJMPORT

Come In and Ask To Hear This Record - It's A Winner

DOaOR HOOK AND THE
MEDICINE SHOW
DOaORHOOK

including

SyKna s Mother Hey, Lady Godiva Marie Lavaux
I CaH That True Love Sing Me A Ratntx>w

Buy

This Record

.]

And Enter To
I

C 30898

A San Francisco band who's combined
some raunchy music with the lyrics of
She! Silverstein to produce an album that
will bring you back for more.

Win A
Free Bike

(10 SPEED)

Details of this Contest Available In the Store.

Two STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Kdkmrman Union - L«v«l A
pkon« 825.0623

Music Odyssey
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

open lofo ovory night

You must mention this od for the Wilshire Store
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<CMiUniied from Pace 3)

Also at the meeting, English
professor Pat Story announced the

formation of a student-faculty

committee in the English
department called "Voters' In-

formation Concerning the War,"
with the idea of providing **a

factual and up-to-date analysis of

the American Involvement."

Their first activity is scheduled
Tn connection with Jane Fonda's
speech at Janss Steps today.

Afterwards, discussion groups

will be held with faculty members
of the English department

The committee has scheduled

more activities for tomorrow in a

noon rally at Meyerhoff Park.

Linguistics professor Joseph

Emmonds will speak on the

Geneva accords; history

'professor Jere King will speak on

"The Recent History of American

Involvement," and a speaker

from the Vietnam Veterans

Against the War is also scheduled.

But teachers disagree with war

Classes held
ByTomBims -^ *

and Joyce Finii

DB Staff Writers
'

Despite the general confuson on

campus last week and the

sometimes chaotic strike activity,

most professors continued

teaching their classes although

gave students the option of joining

the strike without being penaU^
academically. .f.•rt^*

-. ~r -'•»'

"t"
"

J \

Stores asked to display antiwar posters
A group of eight people, most of them students here, contacted

1 1 1 merchants in Westwood Thursday and asked them if they would

display antiwar posters in support of the strike here.

Of those contacted, 42 merchants agreed to display the posters,

10 accepted the posters and said they might display it and 59

refused. A list of the stores contacted and their response will ap-

pear in the Daily Bruin later this week.

The group, which calls itself the WesCwbod Peace Movement,
was formed a week aso.

**Our purpose is to provide another and hopefully effective way to

protest: an economic boycott," th^ group wrote. Tliey hope

students will show their support of the strike by patroniiing stores

displaying the poster.

Thomas Hill, assistant

professor of philosophy, opposed
Nixon's decision to escalate the

war in Vietnam but was unsure of

the effectiveness of the strike.

"I'm ambivalent about it. I don't

disapprove of it; I hope it does
some good."

Hill conducted his classes but
told his students they could leave

if they wanted.

.
' „ Opinion -

own personal opinion on this is

that I don't think striking at the

University is the way to reverse

this decision and end the war."

"I held classes but I'm making
my lecture notes available for

students who did not attend
class," Martin Wachs, associate

professor of architecture, said. **I

share the students' frustration but

I feel that they are striking

against themselves."

i Wachs believes there are more
constructive ways of opposing the

war. He is currently working on a

research paper with Barkley
Hudson on the urban planning and
ecological consequences of the

war. -J- -
'- -^'•''-- - - 7 : --^*--

strike

History professor Allen Yamell
said, "I'm opposed to what Nixon
has done. Having said that, my

Affirmation

R.S. Westman, assistant

professolt of history, said, "I

certainly disagree with Nixon but

I held my classes. I did so because
I think the very act of keeping the

University going is an affirmation

of our belief of solving things by
rational means."
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Altoough some
professor, .K.to discuss the war ^J^

plications in their „f^
*

Westman felt it 'u^*'
presumptuous of him to Wk^

**

the war because he is „^
'**«

pert on the subject '
*" «

Donald Babbitt, »«»
professor in the mafl^""
department, did not^'t'''^
speech either, but saW >'
opposed to the strilce atC*"
professor. "I feel ifs my]'

"

»

teach math as long asT^'"'
students who want to il!

**

Babbitt said. AttenU'cet'I
classes was normal. ^

' I>«nionstrations

• ^^ professor, who asiteriremain unnamed '^ntm
'

suctions on campus don't do a'nygood. If you go out and work fjMcGovern or somebody likeZ
you can do a lot more Rood

"

He added,J'I hate having
pouceon campus but if people break

law they have to suffer the Z
sequences."

^^
Morton Friedman,

associate
professor m psychology, said "j

think the students wanted the
confrontation as far as I can teU
but I wasn't impressed with the
police UcUcs. They could have
been much more cool."

He added, "The only thing the

students can get out of this is

publicity. I think having the pohce

department come on campus far

outweighs the protest value."

According to the professors'

comments, attendance in classes

varied from normal absenteeism

to as much as one third of normal

attendance.

Puppy founds
^^

introducingthe Hostel Pb
forstudentswho flyAmerican

w»

r
"\

Go European without leaving

the country. Fly with us. And stay

with us too. For only $4 to $8 a night.

In student kinds of places. At student
kinds of prices. With your kind of

people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

Now you can do it here on the
American Airlines Hostel Plan. For
students who fly (naturally) American
Airlines. If you're headed to spme of
our biggest cities this summer, you'll

find clean, conveniently located
spots to hang your hat. A1 a cost that
won't hang you up. ^

The fun is that you'll find them at
some of the largest universities in

the West. In San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and San Diego.

0^

You'll get fresh linens when you
check in. A comfortable double
room. And, depending on the school,
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts,
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater,

whatever happens to be happening
on campus.

To help you get around, we'll fly

your bike whenever you fly for just

$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only $5 a day, 50 a mile (if

you're over 21). ;... ...
This summer, get a Youth Fare

card if you're under 22 and fly for less
with American Airlines. To go all the
way and stay for less too, call an
American Airlines reservations
office. And ask about th? universities
on the Hostel Plan.

FOUN9 -^ A Germari Wepherd
puppy was found Thursday ii

Ackerman Union. For in-

formation, call ext. 52759 (days)

or 826-5031 (evenings).
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American Airiines
Our passengers get the best of everything.

Anthropology 5C
Anthropology 11

Art 54 - Kaplan
Art 106B — Pedretti

Astrorwnriy 3 - Riegel

Bacteriology 110 Pickett

Chemistry IC - Kaesz, Strouse

Chemistry 4C - Konrad

Chemistry 6C — Konrad

Chemistry 153 - Jordan

Classics 161 — Latimore

Economy 1 — La Force

Economics 10 - Shetler

Economics lOlA - Murptiy

English lOA - Rodes
Geography 191 — Logan

Geology Ml — Ernst

History IB - Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 124D Belle

History 142D - Loewenl>er9

History 174C - Yarnell .
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History 181 - Yarnell

Humanities 1A - Austin

Philosophy 107 — Hill

Philosophy 152 - Qu',^" ^^,,.
Political Science 3.^ Baer^aUJ
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'Political ^J«K*i<5 :/.*
PsychologylB - Goldstein

.Psychology 41 - Wickens

Psychology 110 - Carder, RoW^

Psychology 115 - *<''**P*

Psychology 125 - Sadaiia

Psychology 127 - Yontet

Psychology 149 Barthol

Psychology 170A Lovaas

Psychology 189 Sears
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Unsigned editorials represent a nna jorlty opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board coiunnns are

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an

opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. Ail other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

By Larry Borok

Xadies and gentlemen, let me tell you what it is
like being a young American today in 1972 It is
frustrating as heU. I don't sleep at night. I keep
trying to make sense out of this crazy universe
but people like Richard Nixon, Spiro Agnew and
Ronald Reagan keep turning everything upside
down. I hate these men. I think I hate them more
than I have ever hated anything in my life.

I ask myself, "What can I do to make my hatred
known?" Can I set a fire in the Administration
Building? Can I march down Wilshire Boulevard''
Can I throw a rock through a police car window or
better yet, club a policeman? Can I go to the
Republican ConvenUon and attempt to eliminate
Richard Nixon? .^

What can I do? Why should I do any of these
things, things which are fundamentally againstmy beliefs? Why am I forced into a position of
hating a thing so much that I want desperately to
do something in order to nriake my hatred known?

' ^ 7 HeiErrtless'""^ —— .-..--

Richard Nixon, Spiro Agnew, Ronald Reagan,

By Richard Baker
the nightmares of World War III begin. I awaken
from these dreams terrified, sweating, crying,
and then the process starts all over again. Over
and over, all night long. Waking and sleeping.
Hating and dreaming.

""
Peace

Occasionally I dream of peace and love and
happiness. Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy had dreams too. They were killed for the
dreams they dreamed. It is only the good people
who are killed. Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan
will never be assasinated. They are just too evil to
die.

I truly believe that Nixon is Hitler reincarnated.
Unless we can manage somehow to remove him
from office it may once again take an invasion by
a foreign power to stop the devU. Given the
existence of nuclear power that invasion would
clearly mean the end of the civilized world.

In a sense I would welcome the death of the
world. It would mean the end of the vile

*t

«,.

nicnara iNixon, spiro Agnew, Ronald Reagan 7 .

^""'" ""^^ ^"® ^i

Samuel Yorty and all the other vicious heartless'
»["stration of not being able to effect my own

spineless, impotent, lunatic, necroohiliacs who ^^^"^^^^^'^^^^'^"^^^^^ving men I hate push

VanquiBhed citadel

We stand on the edge of your civilization

We have learned to live without the 8un
,
We are learning to forget the clear wind

Vanish, citadel
"^ *

die now
-f

--^

not in 4 years, or in tv^lve, nor in 24

go leave us begone, murderers of the Earth

People, leave now

-

know what you h^ve seen «

and do not repeat it

choice is best with wisdom
move on . . .

spineless, impotent, lunatic, necrophiliacs who
believe the lies which the President spews forth
are destroying this country. They are destroying
this country with deliberate intent. I hate them for
their lieS and because they have the power to
enforce their will upon us. I dream of them
hanging by their pecks unUl death turns their lips
white and purple, and it scares me because I have
never wished death upon anyone.

Richard Nixon is destroying my life and the
lives of my friends and I am so frustrated because
there is nothing I cart do but sit back and watch
him do it.

I lie awake at night, thinking of ways to make
my voice heard, thinking of ways to make myself
known, thinking and thinking, until finally I fall
back, exhausted, asleep. As soon as I am asleep

^ - :^'

me around, the frustration of being terribly angry
at these men and yet having no means to assuage -

the anger.

Courage

To those of you who still man the barricades. To
those who still suffer the arrests and the beatings.
To those who still have faith, let me say that I

admire your courage. You are the best among us.
Nevertheless, I must say that I am sick at heart. It
has been a long march. The feelings of deja vu
are thick in the air. We have been down this road
before and the campfires of the resistance are
burning lower each time we go around. I would
like very much to be able |o pour some gasoline on
the fire. I would like to set a new spirit roaring
through the land, but I just do not know how to do
it. I just don't know how.

%\

1
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etters to the Editor: --^-
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-t—I-

c//c/allthe
litor:

What happened at the rally at
lanss Friday was a tragedy and a
betrayal, part of a recurring
bghtmare here. The ^'leader-
ihip

" first told the c^ird about
bontaneous, concrete actions
4urring all over the country,
hey then told the crowd what was

loing to happen here: the entire
[ally was to break up into no fewer
"han eight "workshops", which
I'ere to develop ideas so that a
lass meeUng could be heW in
loore Hall loe Sunday afternoon.
[he "reason" given^or scattering
he rally was that it was necessary
) "get our shit together."
Tuesday and Thursday proved,

|t least to my satisfaction, that
^any hundreds of us here do have
ar shit together. I, for one, am
inous at those who continue to
Mvide us, physically and
•Jeologically. At scores of cam-
yses across America, without
Bnefit of a leadership eUte, loud
ries of rag^ betrayal, and
rotest are being raised.
Jo offer altemattves to a crowd
^demonstrators, and then to help

!5 if"^
^t group's choice ia

adership. To dictate a dedsion

Jn k'!"!^
""^^^ especially

[hen that decision divWw die
TOt^t and quiets ite voice, is ego-
ipping tyranny.

NameWitheM

Fallacies
litor:

turns of the president are not

iance'S^a^^*"*^'*^*^

in anvLj^'*^*^^ '•'»*«»

r^e Li^.^"^ ^'« P«ce^« majority of pwpfe in a

university community prefer
peace, work to stop war, seek to

preserve fleeting freedom, thus do
not need to be convinced by
pickets that war is bad. A strike

against a University therefore is a
slash against freedom, and a
futile waste of potentially
productive protest against per-

petrators of war.

Since the University is the
cradle of freedom, destructive
elements in our society viciously
seize opportunities sucl) as
demonstrations and strikes at
Universities and use them to

destroy the credibility and utility

of these institutions.

Where then, must we protest?
The Viet Nam war has been
escalated by US presidents, the
pentagon, and perpetuated by the
congress that has not over-ruled
these pentagonal-presidential
actions, and has provided for the
disbursement of our tax money to

support this war. Clearly we must
protest to the president, the
senators, representatives, and
especially the voters that put and
keep these people in office.
Shutting down the University will

not accomplish this, it will only

endanger our freedom.
To those people thlit have been

duped into the physical action of

picketing the University to protest
war by infringing on the freedom
of others, by violence on the
structures of the campus, and as
recipients of the ugly retaliatory

violence from police, I say you
have proved that physically you
are not chicken. But in-

tellectually, you must be ranked
as cowards, brave enough to

blockade the administration
building against secretaries and
administrators, but without the
courage to broach the voter in his
den.

fi>

i— \%[

Physical violence, destruction
and civil disol>edience breed only
violence in return. I speak to this

point from the vantage of much
first-hand experience such as
participating in two "May Days"
in Korea. Shutting down the
University will not achieve our
goals, nor will other brave acts of
civil disobedience.

^

What can we do? Instead^ of
milling around North Campus for

several hours getting our heads
cracked open, 2-3,000 students
could gather a large number of
signatures requesting im-
peachment of the president or
other action by the Congress.

Austin J. MacInnis

Associate Professor of Zoology

Veteran for Peace

Hypocrites

Editor j::"""
—^-V—^-^ -"-

There are a whole lot hypocrites

on this campus who think that

they are committed to the end of

the war and think they're doing

something about it. This letter is

to suggest to the demonstration

day radicals on this campus that it

takes a lot more than a single

week of May every two years
filled with big talk to constitute a

committment to end the war.

Those of you who are guilty know
who you are. Face it. You are
marching because it's fun and
"in." Antics such as blocking

major thoroughfares are childish

stunts that originated when frats

were mad about UCLA getting
cheated out of the Rose Bowl. If

blocking the free-way couldn't get
UCLA into the Rose Bowl, what
the hell makes you think that

marching through campus and
onto Wilshire Blvd. will get the

mines out of Haiphong, much less
end the war.

Furthermore, this talk of
••STRIKE" is complete Bullshit.

If you are so God Damn com-
mitted, withdraw from school.
Don't shut it down. There's one
hell of a lot of Black and Chicano
kids that would love to have your
place here at UCLA. Those people
have some stake in advancing
themselves in our society and
shouldn't have to miss the op-

portunity because a bunch selfish

bourgeois choose ,io waste the
advantages they have instead of

giving them to others.

If you self-styled radicals out
there are so committed where the
hell have you been when
organizations have been chasing
you for help in building an ef-

fective grass roots effort in the
community to end the war as weU
as dealing with those weU placed
in the power structure. Those
^efforts have all but died from lack

of student participation. And now
you yell strike.

You better re-examine your
motivations. If you still think you
want to end the war, get with it.

Do something productive. If you
want some suggestions and want
to get active call >4^M921, the
Campus committee to Bi^dge the
Gap. Without your help, It folds,

and you can go back to playing
pranks on airlines and getting
busted in the streets.

Stephen Gayer
Physics

Reality
Editor:

On Wednesday, May 10, the
Bniln piddled upon us all some of
its self-styled immortal wisdom
which reflects of the broad

spectrum of worldly experience of
those sitting on its editorial board.
"Reality is not in the classroom^
Reality is out in the streets,

reality is dying in Vietnam. . . .

keep it shut down, until the war
ends." These statements truly

testify to the egotism of those on
^

the DB editorial board and those
others who think like them. Do
they really suppose in all their

vanity and suppositions of

preponderance that if the rabble

fousers and canaiUe succeeded in

shutting them all down that this

will influence the powers that be
to bring a quicker end to a war
that has been and is a continuing
national and international
tragedy? Whiplash and an-
tidemonstrator sentiment is the
more likely result.

If 'reality' for you, dear DB
editors and friends, is not 'in the

classroom' but is 'out in the
streets' and is 'dying in Vietnam',
then get out in the streets of the
city, go to Vietnam and ex-

perience 'life as it is'. But get the
hell off the campus. Leave the
University alone and in peace for

those of us who have already seen
enough of 'life as it is' to know
where our priorities lie and where
they don't lie (e.g. a very k>w
priority would be joining the

rabble wh^^ would disrupt the

University; all of whom are
adolescents, many of whom
mommy and daddy have sent

here for a vacation from reality,

all .of whom don't even know what
life, much less the war, is all

about).

Find yourselvis a new political

football. Take this riff raff
somewhere else. And leave us free

to pursue those things which we
know to be important.

J.W.

yre4aw
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Economic boycott to end t/je war
'».

Editor: '^

Strikes are symbolic; their
energies are quickly dissipated. In
an effort to channel those
energies, several law students
have formed a committee with
the cooperation of the Strike
Committee to establish economic
boycotts of American
manufacturers who economically
support the war in Vietnam.
The Committee position is that

(a) the war is economic; (b)
students, and workers as con-
sumers have in their buying
power the political leverage which
would make known their op-
position to that war; (c) con-
sumers in exercising that power
are taking a stand without
jeopardizing other life goals and
needs (e.g., jobs and school); (d)
such a boycott could incorporate
other like efforts (e.g. Ramona
Foods boycott) and thus acquire
solidarity and numbers; (e) a .

boycott is a cantinuous effort

demonstrating continuing op-
position to a continuing war; (f)

—such a boycott would cross the
~

barriers which exist between
student and worker, adults and
adolescents.

The Economic Boycott Com-
mittee is now in the process of
compiling lists of those
manufacturers whose activities
support the war. The Committee
intends tqj disseminate in-
formation which names the
company and explains the
con-elation between its business
and the war. This information
must be gotten to the consumer,
whose buying power supports the
economic powers which support
the war, in Vietnam anff in the
United States.

Since the Bank of America is

one corporate interest , whose
activities are infamous for sup-
porting the War, the Copimittee
asks Bankamericard holders to
express their opposition to the war
by mutilating their cards and
depositing them at the In-
formation Office at the Law
School by Wednesday morning.
These cards will be returned to the
Village branch of Bank of
America as a definite withdrawiil

of consumer support of an m-
stitution which supports the War
on Vietnam.

Ralph Boroff

Law School
Economic Boycott Committee

Security

answer for the improper behavior
of police, I certainly hope that you
will exercise greater prudence in

requesting their **help" in the

future.

With regret for this injustice

and for those much greater ones
wjiich led to it,

Edward J. Cripps

President, French Graduate
Student Association

(ICditors' noCc: U»« following Is an open letter
to ChancHlor Cliarles E. Young.)

Dear Chancellor Young:
1 am writing to inform you and

to protest the handling of

"campus security" on the af-

ternoon of Thursday May 11.

Regardless of what may have
happened at Murphy Hall, the
subsequent events were most
regrettable. I speak of what I

actually saw myself:
— Using trivial provocation
by the students as an ex-

cuse, police made an un-
necessary *

'sweep** of the
area between Murphy Halt

Teaching
t\

«i

and Janss Steps known as
•Royce Quad**.
— This unnecessary ad-

^

vance of course involved
unnecessary violence in

. several instances.

— In one particular case, _
the student standing next to
me on the Northeast steps of *

Haines Hall was seized and
'""

brutally beaten by two of
the police. Although he had
done nothing to pi^ovoke
such action, his being '.

beaten was followed by
arrest.

While the police bear respon-
sibility for this injustice, the
University Administration is not
without blame. Even if events at
Murphy Hall required some police
assistance (which I am not sure is
thfe case), it could have been
foreseen that the usual escalation
would Uke place. The presence of
large numbers of armed police
was the major provocative
element on this occasion, and the
only reason for so large a group of
students to have assembled at all.

While I realize that you cannot

Editor:

It will come as no surprise to

students of the Graduate School of

Management that the quality of
teaching here is so poor as to be
deplorable. It may come as no
surprise to the administration in

view of the GSM Balloon editorials
and the recent open letter by
students in the Professional
Masters Program. ...

'^ Surprise or not, this situation
exists largely because good
teaching is not rewarded (a fact
generally acknowledged by
professors and administrators
alike) yet, according to the
Balloon of April 4:

^.. !*._^^Jt was stressed by
7 Dean Williams that while

professors were promoted
or received merit pay in-

creases mostly on the basis
of research in the past, this
was not true today and
teaching effectiveness is

important to the ad-
ministration.**

This sounds more like good PR
than the truth in light of recent
departmental actions and the
existing quality of teaching. But,
if as the Dean says, it is important
to the administration, how im-
portant? Is good teaching im-
portant enough to be rewarded?

If anyone should know.
Professor Al Hofflander should.
As chairman of the department,
he has the last word on
promotions and on who's to go and
who's to stey. ReflecUng my own
biases (I'm more inclined to

believe what I see thah what I

hear) I asked him (wishing to
prompt an explanation rather
than a real controversy) why good
teaching wasn't rewarded. He
tossed it off as being attributable
to "the system.'* The question
hadn't been importunate and
merited more than a facile buck-
passing reply.

The fact is that Hofflander as
department chairman is very
much a part of that system. And,
as such, one hopes that the
cynicism (?) of his remark does
not bespeak the extent of his
commitment to this idea or the
disposition of his duties as
department chairman. Be that as
it may, it's one thing to not reward
good teaching but it's another to
actively discourage it. I*m
referring, specifically to the
denial of tenure tp Assistant
Professor Maurice B. Goudz-
waard. »•

The facts .are these: ^""^^"^T

Economic Study c,^n.^ MaUbu Incnr^^'"'^ «
mittee

^ut going even

-L.

As a teacher he is without peer.
In 1970, he received the ''Dean's
Award for ExceUence in Teaching
by an Assistant Professor," the
first ever awarded by the
Graduate School of Business
Administration. According to
Advanced Management Research
Inc. which conducts executive
education seminars in business,
he is their humber one lecturer by
-a wide margin. Further evidence
of his commitment to teaching is
reflected in the fact that he has
conducted more programs and
teught more executives than any
other assistant professor at the
University of California.

As for his research, he has
authored or co-authored some ten
professional journal articles, not
to mention various research
reports, and is co-editor with J.
Fred Weston oC a forthcoming
book.

above
criteTia'^;:",i3'2r?' *

Univers ty for ommM ^ *
acknowledge' ~''«'. he's,,

as is evidenced by h^
1*^8*

of written testimonv ^'*'*«
the CaliforniaS £? "**

">e United StatP^s "*" Mi

«>rded his being oTCfe
Directors or consultant ufr*business concerns. "**<«
Only one questinn .l

remains: WHY Has ^ '"•

DENIED TENURE' ^ ^^

hi" f^'nly cant be because ,<his teaching. He's the^tLAnd, It can't be on tlTtoS
his research: tenure'.^!

^3^ '""-o^* having p^lS;^ and the quahty is attestZby the journals in which Importhas appeared (j.pr,,,"'^
Finance, Sonthem Ec.i„»"
Journal, Western Ec..«k
Journal, etc.)

Nor can it be because of hjiservice to the University ^,
done more than most
FinaUy, it can't be community

service, not just because of ib
neghgible import in a dedsia
concerning granting teraire, bat

because he has fulfilled that, too

Since it is none of the triteria as

expressed by the Univereity fv
promotion, that leaves little ebe,

short of personal assessments,

such as the length of one's hair or

marital status or some other

equally specious criterion.

Tm not suggesting that Hof-

flander had some ulterior motive

when he overrrode the positive

votes of both the faculty and the

GSM Staffing Committee, two

years running; I'm sure he was

doing what he thought best. Still,

he is human and as such capable

of error. I submit that it's evident

that a mistake has been made and

ask that it be rectified. In fact^I

demand it.

Some of you (students, ad^

ministrators, faculty, ^.) may

Directors and chairman of the

-B .-u. _.?

The UCLA liesidenee HaUs
* « ,
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You Oin Win A Prize By Sending Your
Answer To

Residence Halls Contest
310 De Neve Dr.

Los Angeles, California

As for university service, he's
been on some 18 university
committees and has been a
recipient of numerous special
appointments as well.

« mi.^^"T'2' ««"^«*. »•• find this stance outrageous. Yw
a member of the Board of shouldn't. Even the most m-

servative elenients in this school

shouldn't feel uncomfortable with

the word demand or its com-

panion — supply. As but ooe

student, I represent only a fra^

tional part of the aggregate

demand for teaching services.

Unfortunately, (or fortunately as

the case my be), administratioos

tends to be more impressed by the

Theory of Large Numbers than a

commitment to admitting their

blunders. Consequently, I «n

circulating a petition "demand-

inR** that Professor Goudzwaani

be retained and given tenure. I

urge all former students of his and

all GSM students who are

dissatisfied with the quality d

teaching at the Graduate School of

Management to sign it. The

petition will be available in the

GSM Potlatch or you may see me.

Victor Hugo wrote, 'Nothing Ji

so important as an idea wbaje

time has come." How timely*

you consider good teaching?

RodHaiif

M.S. Fiii«»«

\
Or,Drop It Off At Rieber Holl

1 St Prize - $75
2nd Prize * $50
3rd Prize - $25

Enfr.es w.li be judged on originality, humor

be postmarked or dropped off before May 20Wmners will be announced June 26.

Jo« Brutn it

running to fh« UCLA RMid«nc«
Holls b«caut« ....

12010 W PICO BLVD

LOS ANGELES CALIF 9006*
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to US, Arthur Jensen!
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^EditMr:

On Wednesday night, 900-1000

I

people were denied the op-

portunity to participate in a finee

exchange of ideas with Arthur

I

Jensen. Many were Blacks and

Latins who came because they are

directly threatened by the policies

which receive pseudoscientific

support from "jensenitm".

Jensen refused to speak.

Harry Jerisoo, apparently a

local apologist for Jenaen, was in

charge of the arrangements. In

the kindest light, Jerison must be

viewed as naive. He invited a

person whose published views on

race and intelligence represent an

extreme position. Ostensibly,

Jensen was incited to speak to a

small seminar groiq>. Yet the

event was advertized in the Brvin

this week and last, and listed in

the UCLA Weekly. Jerison had
every reason to expect a large

turnout. Possibly his failure to

make adequate arrangements
reflects a lack of understanding of

the impact of *'jensenism'' and
the seriousness with which it is

viewed by those affected.

The lack of adequate
arrangements was offered by
Jerison as an excuse to explain

Jensen's failure to appear. This

was a transparent lie, a fact which
became clear when it was pointed

out that Royce Hall was available.

A number of individuals moved to

Royce Hall and found the staff

there prepared to accommodate
Jensen. Another rumored excuse
for Jensen's failure to appear was
that his 2x2 slides could not be
adequately shown in Royce. One
o{ys (M.L.) spoke to the staff

there and they make it clear that
they had excellent fafccilities for
projecting 2x2 sUdes.

" Despite the seriousness of the
issues and the anger and
frustration created by the Jensen-
Jerison strategic retreat, the
crowd behaved with patience and
restraint. There were no
"threats," no *'disniptioas,'* and
no ''violence." When it was clear
that a non-event had occurred, the
crowd quietly dispersed.
Jensen advocates policies whkh

in logical extension relegate non-
whites to an inferior status. These
policies are based on data whkh
he himself admits are in-
conclusive. ("I believe that the
causes of observed differences in
IQ and scholastic performance
among different ethnic grotys is
scientifically, sUU an open
question,

. . ." Bailetfa ef thit
Atomic Scicatisto, May, 1970. P.

Obviously, anyone who ad-
vocates such policies must expect
to be challenged. Thef« was
discussion among some members

t^ Zoology Department on
Wednesday as to whether the
tenet of academic freedom
allowed that Jensen be permitted
to speak without interruption. In
actuahty the question of academic
ireedom became academic.
Jensen refused to speak since he

could not control the conditions
under which he would be
challenged. This is the absdute
antithesis of academic freedom
and is a very important point to be
considered in any assessment of
Jensen. He refused to let his
notions be refuted.

Jerison has said that Jensen will
be invited ta UCLA at a future
date. That is unnecessary ~ the
man has already shown his
mettle. However, if Jemen does
return, it must be under cir-
cumstances which insure the
widest possible debate and the
most penetrating challenge.

Muriel Lederman
PhUlp T.Cohen

Acting Assistant Professors

Zoology

Editor:

Victory

As I write this, I am aware that
there is heavy and seemingly
senseless fighting going on in
Vietnam and that the mining of
the harbors has been ac-
complished. It is an inauspicious
time to be optimistic, but I believe
that a careful analysis of current
events permits, if it does not
compel, the conclusion that the
war will be over before the
November election.

. - In reaching this conclusion, I

rely on the following propositions:
1. In substantive terms (that is,

forgetting the current bloodlet-
ting, of which more anon) Nbcon
has capitulated to the demands of
**the enemy."

2. Nixon's "scenario'* calls for a
cease-fire by no later than June
15, with a troop withdrawal and
release of prisoners by no later

- than October 15.

3. Nixon is thus certain of
reelection because his "secret
plan" has worked and all

American troops and POW's are
back home.
My first point Is self-evident.

The Communists have never
objected to a true cease-fire, that
is, one which encompasses all of
Indochina, but this is the first time
when Nixon has agreed to stop all

acts of war over all of Indochina.
Significantly, such cease-fire will
permit the Communists to retain
the territory which they hokl at
the time when the agreement goes
into effect (which may explain
why they are stiU fighting) and,
during the four-month period of
American withdrawal, will per-
mit them to bring up supplies to
reinforce their position.

The other Nixon demand, that
the POW's be released, is also not
a major sticking point. True,
Nixon demands their immediate
release but probably some
arrangement will be worked out
for some phased release so that
the last ones will be released
concurrently with the withdrawal
of the last American troops.

Parenthetically, I believe that

Nixon may want to put all the
POW's under wraps until after the

'(PaM Adv«rtiMm«nt)
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elecUon lest they make some
inflammatory statements which
might reflect adversely against
the Administration and therefore
will not be averse to a delay in
repatriation. The Communists
have repeatedly said that they are
prepared to release the prisoners
when a fbced date for withdrawal
has been agree upon, so this Nixon
demand can readily be met
point in all negotiations to date
has been our insistence on the
nature of South Vietnam's
government, and on this point
Nixon has capitulated. He has said
(by saying nothing), you boys
settle it among yourselves. No
longer did he say that the U.S.
would not permit a Communist
takeover, or that there must be an
internationally supervised
election. Nothing. Could the
Communists ask for more? It is
clear that there has been a
complete capitulation to their
terms.

But there is "national honor" to
be preserved, our allies must
know that we honor commitment
all over the world and, oh yes, an
election to be won in November.
What to do? The answer is to do
what was urged on Johnson
(remember him? a former
president) in 1967, declare you've
achieved yoiu*. objecUves, have
won a victory over the forces of
evil, and run. This, precisely, is

what the current bloodletting is all

about. Nixon is making a noisy
and bloody retreat. His emissary
•Kissinger or another deputy will
haggle about when and how the
POW's will be returned, the exact
lines of the standdown, how much
Of our armaments will remain in
Vietnam, reparations for
damage, and endless other
details. With great fanfare an
agreement shall be reached, the
shooting shall stop, and Nixon's
peace shall have broken out
before the election.

I admit that this is an optimistic
reading of events to come in the
light of the blockade and stepped-
up bombing, but I submit that the
facts justify the conclusion. If I

am right, China and Russia will
issue strong statements
denouncing Nixon (Russia may
even pull in the Welcome mat),
but they will respect the blockade
because by my analysis it is only a
short-term farce. I think they will

see it for what it is — a
capitulation by the U.S. and a pipy
to get Nixon re-elected. They will

be happy with the capitulation

and, by my reckoning, don't give a
hoot about our internal affairs.

Which, hnally, brings me to the

point of my letter. If I am correct,

the students' actions in protesting

are 100 per cent wrong. They will

have precisely the effect that

Nixon wants and will help assure
his re-election, Just as the 1968

student protests acted in his favor.

If the students wish to be ef-
fective against Nixon, I submit
that they should Uke steps to
dramatize the fact that he has
capitulated. For example, they
can have meetings and pass
resolutions praising him for
having given in to North Viet-
namese demands and have
marches in support of this policy.
They can, at the same time,
declare as ill-advised his
bloodletting bombing policy, but
the emphasis must remain on the
fact that he lost the war and that
he joined us, not we him. Others I

am sure can plan more
imaginative ways to pubUcise the
fact that the U.S. has capitulated
to the Communist demands. If
you don't do this, and let the
people see the truth, we shall
permit the most monstrous
perversion of the democratic
process to take place and shall be
party to it. We shall permit the
American people to believe that
our might brought the Com-
munists to their knees and that
Nixon knows how to deal with the
Commies and how to put them in

their place. We shall help set the
sUge for World War III.

BenGrodsky

Journalism
Editor ^

•(1

The Daily Brain sUff could
benefit from a few basic courses
in journalism. DB carried an
Associated Press story (May 9)
concerning Nixon's decision to
blockade and mine North Viet-
namese ports. The entire article
was printed with white letters on a
black background. The use of such
printing is acceptable for an
editorial, but not for objective
news reporting. Who said that DB
does not believe in yellow jour-
nalism?

Name Withheld
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1 00' s of Wedding Band ideas |
2nd floor location insures low prices |

I
University Mfg. Jewelers I

* 1007 Broxton Suite 34
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OVEtMYtS.EXPEWENCE

PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL ,WITH AIR \
DESENSITI2ER

MEN & WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
Mpmb Elect Assoc.
Mon Sat Eves by Appt.^

474-7171

ze

SARA L. WANNE KE
ALINE WANNE UN ft RE
124S Olendon W.L.A.
(Westwood Medical

Prof. BIdg.)

'.•%» -

:^^-ii.i.

Hair Stylists
109661/^ U Conte Ave. (Between Broxton & Gayley)
Wethwood Village

^^^
^S-7779
478-7770

MEN & WOMEN HAIR STYIING

UCLA DISCOUNT for

SHAMPOO, HAIRCUTTING& BLOW DRY

' »»i

JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
Why fight the uphill stream o^ lntei^|«ws only to get Into the 9 to 5 rot? Tlwt
rL^"B^!^*^*''"°^'"*^°"''**'''*'°'^'''"«'"°"*°' ° hundred aKciting placet

L TIT*^; !?T"'.f^
SwiheHond. Such aloh moy be waiting for you but like

the other 98X of oil college grods, you don'tfno^M»e,^ to apply for it. The foreign
village offer. 2 foct filled booklet, detalllr^g ^e of job^.N riqurrement, and .peel
f Ic addresses you II need to know ...
For a better life & further informdtlon write to th* POtEION VttlAOE

P.O. tOX 9200

1,.. J

t jf

SANDIEOO.CA 92109

MEXICO WORKSHOPS IN

PHOTOGRAPHY
Summer 1972 - Four Sessions

, .
June 1940. Ovodd^oro
July S-14. OvoiKiiwalo
July a4.Au9wst 4, Cvemovocq

« Augwif 14-2S, Oococo

Professional instruction in still photography with emphasis upon scenic, documen-^ry and human Interest. Fee per session: $125. For brochure write: Box 6356
Carmel. California 93921. • ow oa^o,

I,

••*.•.M

-Tf

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -Niy Fifrn Crifics Awardi

lN«««tMtNT IN O W P L A Y I N
DeNy 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 • t.OO • 10:30 PM
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Yes, the policeman is our friend
.i-A-

: r :
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r
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. .V,

Editor:

Years ago we were taught that

the policemen are our friends.

People who would like to help us.

Most of us heard all about sym-
pathetic, understnading cops who
bought wailing children ice cream
cones to comfort them.
On tonight's news, May 11, 1972,

I saw four of our "friends" each
club a U.C.L.A. student. Perhaps
many viewers felt he deserved it.

Let*s not discuss that. I want to

know why four clubbed him.

Couldn't one or two "friends"

subdue the student without using

their clubs? He didn't seem all

that imposing relative to one or

two policemen.

But he was a demonstrator. He
took a risk that obviously wasn't

prudent. What about uninvolved

students carrying books who
wished to attend classes? The
police skirmish line blocked the

way to Schoenberg Hall, the

music building. One foolish

student disregarded calls from
the crowd not to approach our

'friends". He had a class that met
in Schoenberg and asked if he

.4*.^

J

Write!

could cross their line. We watched

helpless and horrified as a black-

clothed arm wrapped MS^^^y
around his neck, cutting off his

air. He made a second mistake

and did not go limp fast enough;

he struggled instinctively. The
peace officers clubbed him. After

his hands were cuffed behind his

back, a "friend" shoved the books

he had been carrying towards his

stomach area. I don't know how
he was expected to carry them. A
second policeman took the books.

This second '^friend" carried

them as the student was marched
to the paddy wagon.

Perhaps I should specify our

relative locations. The demon-
strators who made the late

evening news were about a city

block froni where this incident

took place. A large,

geographically long building,

Kinsey Hall, separated ^us. Most
people there were simply curious,

mere observers. We did not throw
rocks or bottles. The police there

had felt safe enough to leave their_

protective visors up and eiyoy the~
slight breeze.

We were doing no harm and
didn't expect police brutality. I

used to believe the cries of police

brutality should not be taken
seriously; I used to believe the

police were provoked in nearly all

cases. But then, we used to believe

that a policeman was our friend.

protecting us from evil and
comforting us when we cried.

P.S. Now I understand why pig

seems so appropriate to many
people. Yes, Mommy, that's what
I learned in school today.

_ MS. Ginger D. Doetsch
^U.C.LA. Student Against

TheStrike

Actio/i
Editor:

For four years we the un-
dersigned have seen attempts at

student protest *Tizzle** in a sea of

factionalism^ prompted, in

particular, by a small numt>er of

meglomaniacal radicals. The
value of radicalism is not at issue,

for we feel it is important.
However, one must become
disenchanted with people and
groups who place their own egos
above the immorality, illegality

and sheer physical and mental
destruction of the war in Vietnam.
Anti-War rallies at this campus

have bedome soap-boxes for

-radical groups, e.g. the SDS, SWP^
and CPUSA, to espouse their

separate philosophies. This was in

evidence again at the rally of May
10 at the base of Janss Steps.

Except for the speech by Cheryl
Dearmon, which even at times
strayed from the issue at hand,

there seemed to t>e a parade, or

shall we say a war, to see who
coul^ commandeer th«

microphone to rant next. The
verbal warfare on the platform

between the SDS, SWP and peace-

loving SMC degenerated into

physical warfare as each group
attempted to usurp the power
which the almighty sound system
bestowed. Many at the rally,

judging from the majority of

people who either left after the

SDS ram-rodded its proposal to

take over Murphy Hall, or became
spectators at the half-ass sit-in,

were not convinced of the efficacy

of this tactic. It is to those people

that we direct this letter

specifically; those disenchanted

by SDS controlled protests on this

campus.
The issue in question at this

moment is the further escalation

and involvement in the war in

Indochina. It is to that issue that

we owe our allegiance at this

time. We are fully realize 'that

there are other pressing issues

which cry out for solutions.

However, ending US involvement
in this ludicrous war will allow

this country to deal with these

problems more successfully. Let
us further state that we are not

members of any organization or

group but merely students
dissatisfied with the means of

protest available to us at this

time. Business cannot go on as
usual. We are in concurrence with
the student strike.

On Monday, at 11:00 A.M at the

Programs for immedLtr'"'
long-term action ^u •«

established. Bring your rde^,,^an open mind. Don't te h
**"

chanted. The average ,hv^
'^

be heard. OUT* nS,"'?-STRIKE! .,
"'* ON

\^f;>„ Concerned
StudeM,^

Press
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We've inveifled fhe small sensible solid

American cor all over
•-I

;-'
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Editor:

We would strongly Ukp u
dicate our protect' Zu^^presence of the press telle
cameras, and TV McoJSr
are peripherally partS^
with the student protLVa?uSWe feel that the presenc^ oShmessengers of the media ol
contnbute to further incitatirj
extra and unnecessary

activitv
that normally would not happen in

a peaceful demonstration
of

protest.

The. media are the ones who aw
seeking the trouble and violence to

present a biased view to the

people, especially to the middle
and working classes. The media
does not reflect on the symbolic
importance of what the protests

really stand for. The media are

purposely trying to villify and

deride students whose protests

and related activities are

signifying their feelings to the

mad, immoral monster in the

White House.

We feel that the media's

presence is uncalled for and

derogatory. If they want to report

the news in an unbiased; objective

manner, these people should seek

other means within the confines of

their own experience to cover

student protests (more student

and community reactions, etc.),

We feel the peripheral presence

of the media is a very poor

reflection about what student

protest signifies. We also feel that

the media should not be allowed

on the campus without a special

permit by the Governor or

Chancellor, to insure objectivity

in the news— not start to shoot the

fihvMvhen there'sonly trouble. Wc

feel it would be best if the media

have interviews with the students

as well as the rest of the com-

munity to get two sides to the

story instead of one. After all,

we're here to get an "education"

aren't we?
Steve Dabyi

Senior, Political Scleoee

Fam SherwoPi

Junior, HifUry

Bikes

When people shop fora smoll car, they Icok forsomevery simple
basic values. Dependability. Economy of money and style. Good mileage
and long life.

Those basics are our birthplace. The Model T, tfie Model A, the

first mass produced station v»/agon - name a basic idea, and chances ore
Ford built It. .

Now to Ford Pinto

Pinto is as simple and solid a small car as there is in the world.
And it's priced bwer tfxjn the three leading imports, lower tfvan its maior
U.S. con>petitor.>bt it has every basic modern necessity.

A gutsy little engine that gets the some economical kind of gos

mileage os the little imports.

A solid<»<wock four speed transmission. Sports cor steering.
A welded sleel body with six coats of point.

Boll-ioint front suspension, and a wide sloble slonce on the rood
Pinto is one small cor that doesn't have to fear a superhighway.

And finally: Pinto gives you comfortable interior leg and shoul-
der room - yet ifs only IM? inches longer thon the leodiwg little import

.1^.. ^*^''*';^^y^''^^^^'«^»'^* 40 years newer than the
Model A- but ifs still the some basic idea.

Wh««ym Ht kiKk !• b«si€vy«« ••! back !• Fsrtf.

FORD RNTO
FORD DIVISION <Jor<^

Editor: .

There are enough hazards m
nui^nces on Los Angeles streett,

80, Will those bicyclists who dnve

against traffic, meander acroj

lanes without signaling, and Wod

right-hand turns at intersectioi»

leindly observe some coo-

monsense driving rules? i«

appreciate it. ^
Concerned Mo«»»

LEARN

4^i

See your Ford DederMw.

THE POTTER'S CRAFT

A friendly, newly equ.pp^d
^ ^^^^

,ffering U.tons, Membe-sh.ps, ^

THE ponarv
38M P«rry Or.

Ciilvr City

DAILY
BRUIN
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Gridders look explosive

Edmonson, relay

switch a Si
^.%. -^' ,c»-

By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Editor

"Tm always tough in the

spring." Pepper Rodgers was

joking with reporters after

UCLA's spring football game
Saturday, and, if a spring game is

any indication, the Bruins may be

tough in the fall as well.

'^ Quarterback Mark Harmon
(son of former Michigan All-

America and current KTLA
sportscaster Tom Harmon)
served notice to the capacity

Spaulding Field audience that he

can run Rodgers' wishbone of-

fense with authority and can pass

well enough to give the Bruins a

strong two-pronged attack.

It was Harmon's passmg that

stood out Saturday. Taking part in

-ever^ scoring . drive, Mark .

completed 10 of 13 passes for 250

yards and a touchdown as the

"North" team defeated the

'South", 36-3.

Runs for 72

When he wasn't passing the ball,

[he was running it. Sixteen carries

earned 72 yards as Harmon up-

staged Rob Scribner, with whom
[he's been competing all spring for

[the starting quarterback slot*

Scribner, however, was
?ngineering the second team
)ffense and had some good plays
)f his own before he was forced to

the sidelines in the second half

with a rib injury. «e will be X-
rayed today.

The Bruins operated the wish-
bone with a polished smoothness
fumbling the ball only a couple of
times in what some have termed a
"high-risk offense." The for-
mation's explosiveness was
evident also as UCLA got a couple
of long runs, two of them for
touchdowns.

Breakaway bolts - .

Charlie Schuhmann, a redshirt
sophomore, bolted for 78 yards in

the second half. Jimmie Lee
Jones, a little-used transfer from
East Los Angeles JC, had a 62-

yarder shortly thereafter.

Schuhmann was the day's
leading rusher with 92 yards on sbc
carries. Rodgers noted with
pleasure the efforts of Bobhy^.
Perrell, Kermit Johnson and Mike
Owens, all of whom ran well. With
Janrres McAlister set to return in
the fall, the backfield appears
Explosive.

Of course, a lot of what happnes
to the running backs is deter-
mined by the offensive line, one of

Rodgers' question marks all

spring. The line performed
creditably Saturday and should be
better later on.

;

Oliver Impresses

Bruce Walton did not play, as
he's still recovering from a
lingering ankle problem, so that
gave transfers Ed Kezirian and Al
Oliver an opportunity. Both were

impressive, especially Oliver,
who delivered the days biggest
blow ^hen he leveled defensive
tackle Art Fry on a crackback
block. The sound exploded all over
Spaulding Field as Brad Lyman
picked up nine yards on a reverse.

Eugene Clark also did not play,
but will be back this fall. Rodgers
smgled out Randy Gaschler for
special praise. "I think Gaschler
was our best offensive lineman
last year,*' he said of his new
center. '^

,

Lyman, attempting a
comeback, tight end Jack Lassner
and sophomore wide receiver
Norm Anderson were all on the
receiving end of Harmon's passes.
Lassner hauled in four passes for
124 yards.

When it was all over, Rodgers
uMerstandably happy,"WSI

By Clark Conard
, D .

DB Sports Writer ^^ .

;,pruin track coach Jim Bush took a calculafArf rieir i«;* i. •
'

ticipation of this week'^ Punifl o *

calculated nsk last week m an-

The new Xelav .?,^ „?n ^"if,
'?"/"«'«' *<"-ld record is 9.9.

especially with the quar-
terbacking. "I wanted to come out
of spring practice with a good
feeling about my quarterbacks,"
h6 said, "and I did. I know that
Harmon is a much better thrower
than anybody thought he was."

The Bruins get even more help
come fall, as McAlister, Clark,
tight ends Gene Bleymaier and
Eugene Jones and defensive back
Jimmy Allen all join the cast. For
^..moment, though, Rodgers
wasn't thinking of the futute.
"Even if we didn't have anyone
joining us this fall, we'd be in the
fight with those players you saw
out there today/*--:-— ~—^-^

M?n1n» hiJIli
'.^* T"'"« '*8 '" " somewhat disappoinHng 47 6' aftergaming his Irfetime best of 46.7 the Saturday liefor^ aeainst iisr phmonson went aboutasfastashopedfor (45.6) bu?5^wn?45TL

45^) were slightry above what times they are capable of BusMhinks th^

sei Dy ine Tnnidad-Tobago national team in 1966

NrTi^'^fu^
'""' "**'* ^'"' participation in other events at the Pac-8 and

use's 880 yard relay team of Edesel Garrison, Brown, Deckard and
Quarne set the only world record at this year's relays by lowering their
own previous best to 1:20.7.
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QUI Where to live?
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for the greatest convenience
at the lowest price,

try the
-

UCLA Residehce Halls
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Quickie Quiz you should take

for your protection before you go
" to Europe on a Charter Flight

n*.'

/
—J.

.>;

1
.
Can* fhe Charter Right you selecfed show you a license to land

in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way. '

••r-r—-

mMtuvmM0t -^mi* itttiufi*miikmi^0 * ' m*^ i ' n *if tf *• ' •»%««<» -m >^*^ i'. '• -* ^^m^.itm^^tt aniwr,
..j— . ^ .., . ^ m. -.»..,

ASUCU CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

Y
>. . v« 2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received

approval or authorization from the University of California? -"^
wJ'pi'Sna.**.

-1^-=-

I:

.» 1,

•" ,^

• 11

•if

{

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
<"

H

-J*

3. Did you know that if you are on o Charter Flight that does not
have propler licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75^
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale-
donian airlines have such authorization-through ASUCLA Char-
ter Flights. ,.,

i.

~-r-^''\—

,.)^ ^

^p. -T
ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO

V
, tijU-

* 1 !

f1

FLIGHT

3

4

5

L.A. TO

London

tfitaHi

. jA —i'nit»*»»i» '-
., ^ '

DEPART RETURN

London

'. \ s
'

t i

7

London

London

London

June 21

June 22

June 26

Jj^ne 19, J Aug. 28

June 26

-JiCiifc

9

11

12

14

15

17

J^ondon_Mune 27

London Ijune 28

June 28

June 29

July T

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

FROM

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 1 6

Aug. 29

July 4

July 8

London

London

London

DAYS

71

56

PRICE CARRIER

$26i

London

London

London

London

54

72

80

59

$262

$262

$262

$275

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

London

London

London

73

81

61

$262

$262
"$275

57

July 11

July 12

Aug. U

Aug. 17

Aug. 31

London

J-ondon

London

London

62

40

30

50

31

$262

$262

$262

Caledonian

BOAC"'~

BOAC^_
Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
$262| BOA C

$262

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

the official one.
It's not too late to switch to the best -
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221

This I. the official Charter Flight, operation authorized and approved fc r u .. . •approved f«r use by oil compute, of the University of Californio
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tin falls toups^t Gonzales
Southern Cal iiet crown
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By Ctiaiiie Mathews
DBSporU Writer

Pancho Gonzales U a living legend in the world of

nnis. Last Saturday, in the semi-finals of the

^uthem California Championships, UCLA's No. 1

tlayer Jeff Austin had match point against the

sgend four times. But the "Old Man's" (he's 44)

»erve pulled him from the brink of disaster and
inally won the match for him on the last point of tie-

weaker in the third and decisive set.

In the box score the reader will only see Pancho
;onzales def . Jeff Austin 3-6, 6-3, 7-6. But that doesn't

xplain the tensk)n, drama, and excitement in the

natch.

Austin caught Gonzales a little sluggish mid raced
the first set win. In the second set Gonziires broke

\ustin only once when Jeff \Aevf a couple of easy
•verheads but that one break was enough and
ancho had a 6-3 win. .;

, ;

In the third set each man was holding serve but
ancho was taking his easily while Austin had to

cram ble several times to avoid being broken.

. The first two match points for Jeff came when fie'

[had Pancho down five games to six and 15-40 on
Gonzales' serve. Austin had double match point

[against a player who, at times, is still one of the very
[best in the world. Gonzales got in a good serve, Jeff
Ireturned weakly, and Pancho voUeyed it away to

[avoid defeat to the coUegian.

I
Then came the point that will linger in Austin's

[memory for the rest of his life. Jeff still had Pancho

?rr; ^^' ^"^ ^"^^ *^«^ ^^ opportunity to

i2T'u kT ^^^'.^^ ^'^^^ "^^ player he's
laced He hit a good return of serve but the 6'3"
Gonzalf^ i«ed his long reach to hit a short forehand

^v!^; K^?
''^"

"1 ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ "^ ^^^^% he would

Burhf 1 \^'^ cross-court shot to win the point.

1^^ tJ^'L""^ ^" *"^^ ^® "^ «n<i as he later
lamented. -I actually had the whole court because hehad guessed wrong and was standing on the line.

"

Pancho had pulled back to duece and eventually

match
^
^ti^^

tie-breaker after surviving another

Jeff held serve to win the first two points of the best
of nine point Ue-breaker. Austin then played two
fairly good returns but Gonzales held for two-all
Pancho took a 4-3 lead as he hit a winner volley off

Austin s backhand try down the line. Pancho hadmatch pomt but Austin pulled off a good return and itwas 4-all. The entire match, thus, came down to one
measly point. Gonzales had been serving the middle
to Austm s backhand but tiiis time he served wide

-lorehand and Jeff couldn't return it.

"He rarely m isses a first serve and his motion is so
smooth that it's deceptive how fast it's actually
coming in," commented Austin. "He's so big at tiie
net and with that great reach he's awfully difficult to
pass ' Teaming with Ron Cornell, Austin also lost in
doubles on the last point of tie-breaker. "StiU I like
tie-breaker and I know the audience does. When itcame down to 4-all you could hear a pin drop." said
Jeff. .

*^'

FHULS EUM SEMilll
The learning Skills Center is offering 2 Finals Exams
Seminars to help students prepare for and write final
exams.

Wednesday, May 24 1:15-5 pm OR
Thursday, Aftay 25 1:15-5 pm

Ihis is g student service free to oil regulorly enrolled students.

HEAR;

(Paid Advertisennent)

asebaflers finally beat USC
lend sour season with 7-6 w

DR. ELIAS ZIAAMERMAN, PhD
'

Could A Former Rabbinical

Student Believe

In Jesus?'

t-'

^rt'.iM»Miria»inniii>iw>iw wfuWff ntcf^ix:

-i V
By Ed Burgart
DB Sports Writer

The Bruin baseball team concluded a very sour
season on a sweet note Saturday afternoon at Bovard
'^ield.

Scoring five times in the first inning, the Bruins
iefeated Pacific 8 champion USC, 7-6, in a
ioubleheader nightcap. The Trojans won the opener.

It was UCLA's first win over USC since 1969 and
the victory snapped tiie Trojans' 13-game winning
streak over UCLA.
USC, however, won the weekend series by edging

the Bruins, 8-6, Friday at SawteUe Field. The Trojans
'von five-of-six from UCLA this season. -
The two rivals finished Pac-8 play with completely

jpposite records. USC was 14-4 and UCLA 4-14.
Overall, the Bruins finished 32-33 and it was the first
losing season U^LA endured under assistant coach
Glenn Mickens.iwho came to Westwood in 1964.
The Trojans now prepare for the upcoming Pac-8

) ayoffs this weekend against either Oregon or
/Vashington State. All the Bruins have left is a game
against the Anahfeim Merchante, a semi-pro team
^ay 28 in Anaheim Stadium.

Despite the embarrasing number of Bruin injuries
this season, head coach Art Reichle was still a very
disappointed man. :.

"I feel we haven't had a good year. I expected us to
do more than we naturally did. But you just can^t tell
because of the bundle of injuries we had."

Injuries or no injuries^ the Bruins would have had a
t^ugh time defeating USC when there is a man
jpmed Roy SmaUey at shortstop.

"I can*t think of anyone in 10 years that is as good
as he is as far as his defense is concerned, praised
Reichle. "Smalley's glove was the difference in two-
of-three games this weekend. We'd get a rally going
and he'd stop you."

In addition to Snialley's defense, Fred Lynn and
Tim Steele helped USC considerably offensively,
driving in four of the Trojan's eight runs Friday, -^
USC actually wrapped up Saturday's opened tiie

first inning, scoring three runs on three walks and
two singles off losing pitcher John Rouse. '^^

former fhjd«nf^
--- Vilna Yethivah
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\Bruins host

\Pac-8 golfers
The Pacific 8 golf championship

opens play today at the California
Country Club in WhitUer with
yCLA as host. The two-day
tournament includes six golfers
from each of the Pac » schools
competing in the 72-hole event.
two rounds each day.

Oregon State's Scott MasingiU
will defend his 1971 championship,

ori^a ^^ ^^'^^ ^y "^^ stroke over
Oregon's Doug Roxburgh, another
top retiirnee to thi. year's tour-
nament.

The Bruins warmed up for the

over Stanford. Don Truett
-other Pac^,conte«iLr.lS^
way with a four-under-pM 66.

The Bruins were able to salvage the nightcap
against a Trojan team that did not have one starter in
the lineup

.
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YIDDISH

Monday night at 7:00
Dr. A. Zyglelbaum
Royce Hall 264

MODERN APPROACH TO BIBLE STUDY
Tuesday at noon - 12:00
Rabbi David Berner ^^^

~^' "^
Royce Hall 164

WEDNESPAY NIGHT DINNER
5:30

ISRAELI DINNER follows 7.30

SHAVUOS AU NIGHT STUDY SESSION
AND CELEBRATION

]2:0D midnight, May 18 to 7:00 a.m. May 19
Call Hlllel 474-1531 For more Information

DANCE
May 20, at 8i45 p.m. at the URC auditorium
$2 per person. Net proceeds will be donated
by the Hlllel Council a\ UCLA to the Nan
Freeman Memorial Fund of the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee.
We urge you to support this cause.

g

1 • . -

Thurs. Evening lectures, Perspectives on Women.
Coll 655-5410for information - "

$5.50 per lecture, $3.00 for student? • Group rates

T>ATRONIZE THIS WOMEN^S^UNIC
FUNDRAISER / , -

T'

.-.J ^ COME TOGETHER

9 XX Wanted
- ggCliUdren

A

HiLLB. COnVCiL
<^Nl Hil^ard .Axmiir

47HS.'^1
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IMMEDIATE CARE:
pregnancy tests

contraception

vasectomy
pap smeer & breast exem
VD tests end treetment

^ . urinelysTs

[
' veginitis

REFERRALS:
etx>rtion counteUng end referrel

tubel ligation

__: ,
,

.
WQmrm bank
adoptions

DISCUSSION GROUPS:
physiology A MifeMeminetion

MX education
reproductive problems

•ocial a potitlcel problem*
in reproduction
femily concepts

RESEARCH A TRAINING:
trein counselors

~- para-medic training
birth control reseerch

know
your
own
body

^y UIMOBRBTAIMOINO

•
" WQMENS

^ l^ir.t s GblNIG

NO MpRE EXPLOITATION OF WOMEN
Deor Slster.: ""P"

ECONOMIC GAIN
WOMEN'S CLINIC Is a non-profit advococy service (for better
tieoltti core with lower prices) run \ot and by women. We offer
• mnfiediote core, diagnosis and testing, etc. Women who want
abortions are referred to gynecologists, well-trained in the Kar-
man technique (non-traumatic procedure), who charge the lowest
tees (5V50 up to 10 weeks) Also avo^llable: free referrals for
adoption, natural childbirth, tubal ligation (laporascopy-$300 00)
vasectomy ($50.00) and sperm bonk; VD tests and treatment-
counselling on sex. reproductive and family problems, etc Open
Mon-Sot 12 noon at 8 p.m. Coll 655 541Q> Mm
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more rhan IM)00
elij$ible emplovees of

Uni\wsit>ofCalirbrnia

pay their auto insurance

by payroll deduction

(Continued from Page 1$)

Wednesday, Atoy 17 *
,

—"Aircraft Malnttnanet
Policy. United Air Lines/' by
Howard IHeap, manager,
Reliability Analysis, United Air
Lines, noon, Boelter 3400.

In the spring a young man'«
PMtfA IS) —"Activities In RA«*Ar«>k , ^.^ ^ W

Laboratory, New York u^l:15pm, CHS 23-105 ^
—"Activities in Retearcli

laboratory," by RolE>ert George,
professor of pharmacology, noon'
CHS 23-1054—"Frontlen of Tlirombosis/'
by Peter Harpel, associate
professor of medicine, Cornell
University School of Medicine and
associate director. Coagulation

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

f

'.'..-».
1

' '
1 " ..

-

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

— call the office nearest you, collect.*

^ California Casualty
^

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach
981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

|n<J associate Cn^Sil^Engineering, UC Berl<.r"** <
Boelter 8S00. ^•'•'•'pn,

EtostostaWc Field NlVrJl"*- Crack," by E %\^,^»*
professor of "S
California Institute of W>?^
Pasacjn^ 3 pn,, Boe^,:^'^.

^.na,f..a.ics%%-%3-

?.? u
" ^ '''" ***** *"^ present, part of a series of films on Africa

will be shown at 7; 15 pm. today at Audio Visual Wdrkf Schools, 1730
Westwood Blvd. Admission; UCLA staH and students: $i 25 JWHWWWf | |1H|»WI

New
^€

-5-

Jiak

B^nkAmericard®
Travelers Cheques

Free Budget Planning Kit

-1.1

AT BANK OF AMERICA'S WESTWOOD VILLAGE BRANCH
1099 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD "^

°"'"^^"

BANK OF AMERICA NT4SA . MEMBeR FOIC

^f^-^;

> GAL JET CHARTERS -t

M

ii- 1-''

• EUROPE 1972 •
CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST— Round Trip Europe Flights —

'akand o ^A t J^"*[<'«"»- " •« 'ow as $289 (round tripalcland or LA to Brussels .s low as $279 (round trip+ One Way Flights <
^

Oakland 0( LA

iLondolrrtrilf "l"*""
"
!— '''^V

'149 (one Way)

10 Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)* Inter-U.S.A. Flights

It s deadline time again at the big U. The
schedule for subm ission of copy to "What's On"
is as follows:

— Everything to be published the week of May
22-2«, is to be in the DBoffice no later than 3 pm,
Thursday, May 18.

— All copy that is to be published for on-going
activities from May 27 - June 15 must be in theDB office no later than 3 pm , AAonday May 22.— '''NMtjssue of the DB tor this quarter is May

— The first issue of the DB tor first Summef^
Session is June i«. The paper will be issued twice
weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays), wHh only one
issue weekly (Fridays) during the secondSummer Sessions. _, . w ^ - . -

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with
margins set 10-65. Copy may not be submitted by
telephone. '

feV/rw .'" w 'I
^""*

Ji""'>
-" '"'^ « 076 (one way)Uit Coast to West Coast (Scpt) ^„ low a, 076 (ono way)

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
space ij limited -^

•r Ap^lkatton A furtliM- InfM-matlon wrlf»:

miEiiniii

NBC WJNt

2150 Green strt«t
,San Franc»»co, California f4123

CAiJITCMAgr»«

orcall(415)f22 1434

I

ArJ. J/i^";? l*".!?"* <^'»"»»»t«« for the
Z^* r"' S« holding an annual meettna
^••Jy* f"t'"*»on. are made for the •»£•Wy of $1.00 UCLA rtudent tickets to

Tn*&»V^'j Pr**^n*««ibytheCommlttoo

::v.!r.«'l:;!r
*""'"» '*• '^^^-^^ PTformin,

VJ**'?!!!II/!rj?.'**** '?'^ *»•• Art. invito*ywi to attend this mooting in order to oti-

ionSS* S***"" t* •"«»«"•<» to eachconcert. Remember, you can kaln

f^7«"* «l««ippolntment If those S tickfi••li ovt Immediatoiy. You can also hlh!prevent a .„rp|„. «J the.,^m. t?ck%left un«»id, goina to Waste. Help prodS

TUESDAY,iyiAY 16- 4:30 PM_R0Y6e HALL 136

—" Effects o( Hypoth,u»
E^Herentation JZr^i^Ovarian Transp|,„„ '^
P«Woctoral fellow, dJpS
of anatomy, 4 pm. CHS^i^
-"Guilds in MkWIe Eirt».H.sotry." by Gabriel bITprofessor of islamic

histoJ^'Hebrew University, Jerus^^^;
pm, Bunche 2209A.

Physioloflical Properties ZHistochemical Characteristic,^
Muscle Fibers Belonging to SiMk
Motor Units in the Cat g1^
nemius/' by Robert Burke
research physiologist, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda,r AAaryland, 4 pm, CHS 53-105

-
--"Experimental Evaluation of

Biological Interactions! i^ th,
Marine Interdidal/' by Paul
Dayton, professor of marine
biology, Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, UC San Diego. 4

prn, LS 2142

—"A Folksinger for All

Seasons/' by Guy Carawan, folk

singer and Instrumentalist in

residency, PItzer College.

Claremont, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.

Tickets are $4.25 and $2

(students).

—"Basic Equine Reproductivf

Physiology/' by Dean C. Llndley,

former associate professor of

zoology, California State

Polytechnic College, Pomona. 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.75 and

$1.75 (students).

—"Bohavioral Aspects of

Masculinity and Femininity

(Sexist Society or Sexist Brain)."

by Richard Green, associate

professor of psychiatry in

residence, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"Zen Buddhism: Awareness

in Action" by Thich ThtervAn,

author of "The Psychology o*

Buddhism,'' 7 pm. In Dickson Art

Center 21^. Tickets are $4.75 and

$2 (students).

—"The Desert Nearest Home:

Physical Aspects of the Mojivt"

by Rictiard F. Logan, professor 0*

geography, 7 pm. In Bunche 2209.

Tickets are $4.

—"Ctramlc-Metal InteHacts."

by Joseph A. Pask, professor oj

ceramic engineering, assistant

dean. College of Engineering. UC

Berkeley, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.

Sponsored by Materials OtpBrt-

ment.

Politics:

Shinty

today.
-"Students for

Chishoim/' noon,

Ackerman Union 3517.

(C«itlnuedonPt<«»5'

THE
HEAfrr Js^'^EUROPE

-with toy m. (w« coll W SwlM C0f»)

ON YOUTH FARES
I2»h lo 26»f> birthdoy. trov«l ony *»r

SWnZERLANDII
$352 botic for«, accapt

$370 during Jon«, July, AuflU**

ind trip from Lot Anfl«l«*. volid oo«y«*

Air For« Sub|«d To Chang*

Adt full datoilt from:

SWISSAIR 5low *».».

? at.

ancy lightly turns to thoughts of What's On
ndnned from Pace 12) :

*" '^"Self.hVDnoiift." Tin «-^ '"^^JSI.. .-_. « I"r~'^^

—

:
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lUnued from Page 12)

mday. May 15

-"Beginning Ballet," 6:30 pm, —"Bckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
InJverslty YWCA, 574 Hllgord Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Self.hypnosis/' 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1102. '

—"Textile Printing and
Design," 7:30 pm. Architecture
1243A.

,;

—"Bckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm.

-"Ofil Koi/' 3-5 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

-"Integral Yoga Lifestyle/' 8^
10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

-"ECTP,
400,

3-10 pni, Kerckhoff

Every other Tuesday.

L-"Calligr«phy/V7:30 pnf\. -^ --Ananda Marga Yoga
.chltecture 1243B

—"Kundallnl Yoga," 5 pm,

erckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Office Culture and the

.jcretary," 6-7:30 pm, Ar-

;hltecture 1243C.
—"Phitosophy and Yoga," 2-

30 pm, Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs

i.ounge

—"Producing A TV
>ocumentary. The Roles Lawyers

May," 7-9 pm, Ackerman Union

Society," 5 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.J,- . -.

-"Philosophy of Meher Baba,"
7:30-1<l:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 7-9 pm,
Bunche 1265.

-"Cosmic Meditation," 7-9 pm,
MS 6201.

-"Beginning Photography and^
Darkroom/' 7-9 pm. Architecture
1224.

—"The Anatomy of the Human

—"OHice of Drug Education,"
3:30-5:30 pm, Ackerman Union
3564

—"English as a 2nd Language,"
5:30-7 pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

-"ASUCLA Tutorial," 7-8:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Modern Marketing," 7-10:30
pm, Ackerman Union ^17.

-"Producing a TV Documen-
tary/' 7-9:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Phi Eta Sigma," 3 pm, Kerck-
hoff Alumni Lounge.

w..

nmnmmi^-i

^

1

-^,

NO, WE'RE NOT GOING TO PLAY SPIN THEfSw!''TJirrm5ny^^
BOTTLE - Mike Nichols' "Who's Afraid of Virginia at 7 pm, Friday, in Soclarwi^arr^/ Adm^^^^
Woolfj'with Elizabeth Taylorand Richard Burton; $1. Sponsored by the Film Commiss^in 1
land Francis Ford Coppola's "You're a Big Boy

^«mmi55ion.
^
__—

Modern AAarketing," 8-10 pm. Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSMAckerman Union 3517. 2224.
-"Elohim (GOD) The Original -"Kundallnl Yoga," 8 am.

Pattern of the Universe/' 7:30 Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounaepm. Architecture 1243A. « - . .
^P'^""^* Lounge.

-"The Anatomy of the Human iVlGetingS:
Mind Course,"3:30pm,OSM 2224. ' ^
-"Games Played in Las Vegas AAondaV, AAav 15and Reno, Their Odds, B.E.P

-7/ nnay id

URA Clubs:

Monday. May 15 -^—

—"Conservation Club," 10 am,
Ackerman Union 2408.

Maturity and Systems," 122 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Everyday Prattkal Ap.
plication of the 'Ancient Wisdom'
Can Lead to Inner Security," 7:30-
10:30 pm, Bunche 3143.
-"Behind the Mafia," 7 pm,

Kinsey Hall 184.

—"Judo Club," 3:30-5 pm,
—"Art Rental Program," 9 am-5 A/temorlal Activities Center B 146.

5-7 pm

Tuesday, May 16

pm. Women's Lounge.
—"Overpopulation Center," 10 —"Kendo Club,"
am -2 pm, Ackerman Union 2412. Women's Gym 200.-—"OMIce of Drug Education," 11

ami pm, Ackerman Union 3564.
~ Mountaineers," noon, North-

—"CPAO," 1:30-3 pm, Ackerman ,^®** Corner of Moore Hall Lawn.

Union 3564. '-*^"-

UniU'^ii" ^ '""' Ackerman -"Organic Garden Club," 1-4 pm.Union 2408. ^ Horticultural Gardens.

pm—"Astrology," 24
j

Ackerman Union 3564.
-"Death and Dying," 3 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

-'^Experiments in Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union Closed to new members.- Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"
5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

^^i
.•'"•'''» ^^^ in a Changing

Wnml^.; Affirmation fo?Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
•Umon^^J408. Closed to new

T2«c
'^^ Arehltecfure

FUTURE CPA'S
Learn Now About the

next CPA Exam.
Biclur CPA Rtvimv Coum

iANTA ANA (714) $37.343t

gj^iocgssruL ^...^ ^

PARIS
^_„. AIR FRANCE NON-STOP

* '*..
r .--•.

. ..
, "

. ,_, ,

:

LA-PARIS-LA

J, YOUTH FARE ANYONE 1 2-25

FROM $342

PLUS

EFFECTIVE MAY 25 THE ONLY
NON-STOP 747 TO PARIS.

I

RETURN ANY TIME YOU WANT UP TO T YEAR.

Et Cetera:
—"Green Thumb Tour," of the

Botanical Gardens, with com-
mentary by staff members of the
Gardens. Tour starts at l pm
Tursday, at the parking In-

formation kiosk, Hilgard-

Westholme entrance to the
campus, and then proceeds to the
Botany Building.

ti—"Campus Tomorrow,
campus tour for Belevedere
School, from 9 am-2 pm.
tomorrow, meet In front of
AAacgowan Hall Fountains.

t

I L

Call Rand Marlis

Campus Rep.

at 826-1201

or

le bon voyage.
625-7171

ACROSS
1. An insect

larva
4. Grab
7. Beetle
genus

U. Man's
name

1J. French
friend

14. Rabbit
fur

15. Girl of
song

16. Below-
par

18. Madrid
cheer

19. Mountain
crest

20. Headlanc)
22. Compass./

reading
HB8. Sown

(Her.)
27. Rude

building
29. Austral-

ian
badger

SI. Hungar-
«^. i^
^ composer
34. Actress

Taget
Vi, Yugoslav

author
37. The

turmeric

IVO/t/ By Eugene Sheffer
S8. Attica

township
39. Fourth

caliph
41. Tatters
45. Old-

womanish
47. Labor org.
48. Passable
52. Harden
53. Cocktail

garnish
54. Electrical

unit
55. New
- Guinea

port
56. Records
57. Donkey
58. River to

the North
Sea

jtoriat} ilmr nf ami

DOWN
l.Oxlike
animal

2. Papal veil
S; Stories
4. Zola noyel
5. Love
token

6. Morsels
7. Medicinal

plant
8. English
halfpenny

9. Service-
man's
address

10. Spanish
river

11. Amper-
sand

17. Fret
21. Disgrace

'IBU1^9

23. Daub
24. Recede
25. Deface
26. Greek

letter

28. Swiss
canton

3d. Poem
31. Young

boy
32. Nether-

lands
conunune

33. Man
in

Genesis
36. Biblical

town
37. Valleys

on
the '

moon
40. Sign

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

of
the
zodiac

42. Bridal
path

43. Glow
44. Gluts
45. War
"*^ god -^ •

46. Congers
4g. Toddler
49. Palm leaf

(var.)

50. Labium
51. Miss

Arden

I

^ 1

' ",/» '

. J?

-

•

"i

•
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: Dean of SItidcnts

GOOD STUDENT CERTIFICATION
FORAUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

The Dean of Shidcnts Offkc will again be able to sign good student
antomobUc Inaurancc dlacount forms In 2224 Murphy HaH. A 3.0 n>a
forthe preceding qnartcr is the criterion. A student rcqucating such a
ccrtfic^on mnal bring his registration card, the completed form, and a
52E^ . «?• .'^no^^clal tranacript (avaUablc each quarter in Rcglatrar's
OfflceX. The form can then be signed immediately, ff this form la to be
mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped envelope. _ i

FROM: Financial Aids Office

SUMMER WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

^^^^^"^ '®'^}^^ Summer Woric-Shidy Program are now avall-

^iW Ih^b'^iu!
'^®""***®" window of the Financial Akls Office,

AU "^dcnte Interested In Summer Work-Study, hidiidlng those who
;n<S!> S?*f' JPJJ™* '''!:J^!?

Financial AW, must apply before Jpnc
^^r^ ^V^:,!!^^,^"^ aelf-addreaaed, stamped postcarZ
To be eligible for the Summer Program students must:

1) show financial need (aa determined by the Financial Akls office)

fLi 1972
*** '^^^ ^^^^ *• * fuU-tinte student during

FROM: Rcgkitrallon -»- Enrollment Office

SPRING QUARTER 1972 OFFICIAL STUDY LIST

i«2fS**/^*V^*'® a^ "®* receive an Official Study List dated April 13,
1972 for Sprlng^hiarter 1972 should biquh^ at the Registration -- En-
roUmait Office, 1134 Murphy HaU. A student Is responsible for all
courses Uatcd on this study list
If you have any questions please contact AnUa Cotter, x51091.

FROM: Foreign Student Office

Ml 'S!!**"
•*"«*«n^ on F or J visas must secure permission to accept

^i A*"?.™!!'
«nploym«ni or part ttme summer employment off-

,!
.

• '^1

• iitii mii.iiiiiiin.il. ill II Imummummim 11,11,, ,,„ ,,,

4
ff
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AOVERTISINO OFFICES
Ktrckheff Hallii]
PkoiM: t3S-222l

Classifi«tf atfytrtitinfl ratM
IS words-S I .M d«y, S coi*s«ciltivt

iilMrtions - SS.OO
Pav«M« in advanct

DEADLINE !•:!• a.m.

THE Oiily Brwin ffivM full support t» tiM
Univtrtlty of Colilornio's policy on nofi-
tfiscnmination and tfitrofort clattifiod
advertising servict will not bo mado
available to anyono who, in affordint
nousing to studonH or bfforin* jobs,
discriminates on ttio basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-
vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-
*<^'' Westside Fair Housing 4730f4f

/He/p Wanfed

Like babies? Want part-time iob for two
/three months beginning May ISth? Wo notd
someone to stay at our house 11:00 PM/l:0«
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.
Only requirement in terms of your time is

that baby's needs art met when he wakei s.

You may sleep, study, rtit most of night,
interested? Call 476 4S2I. Sharon Hosta. (IM
It)

GIRLS: Earn S4 /hour selling nutritional
foods. Must have car A insurance. Hours. 10-

I daily Call IS* MU. (IMIf)

GIRL Needed - sitting and housework.
Rooms and meals. Small salary. Beverly
Hills, near bus. 27SS900. (IMI7)

GIBSON ES I7SD guitar, excellent con-
dition, hardshell case, early M's model. $300.
3n»S07. (IS Ml*)

LARGE desk type Royal typewritor,
manual, almost new. Will soil for S7S. Call I
PM. 7Sa-407S. (1SMU)

SEWING machine - old but in excellent
condition. Sews even Heavy fabrics. Bost
offer. Judy, 477-4t70. (1SMU)

SOLID birch table • 4 chairs w/black vinyl
seats great condition. Expands. Eves., 477-
4170. Best offer. (ISMU)

• SUMMER GROUP/CNARTKII ^LIOMTS
L.A./N«w York (Lway) $Jt

AAay 3ltt & Junt istli only)
# L.A./London/L.A. tfM
fL.A./Brussels/L.A.

L.A./Tokyo/L.A.
L.A./Tel AVIV/L.A.

A-V WORLD SCHOOLS 4yS-)Ml
m^^^ ''2* Wesfwood Blvd.

VTravel ....
^^

I'^'ca orien"?*'^?** "^•••- TniT-^

%2§9
S433

.— ' w
ALUMINUM wheel-chair ramp. One stop.
SSO 00 788 0497. (ISMtS)

;

> *

!

"
;> ,

»

^.^

/ Camptts Happenings . . 2

KLA does it again! The Great Record
Giveaway starts Monday, 5 1$ 72. Albums
e very hour L isten! (2MI$)

y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

,
service xerox

kerckhoff |2i
82 506JI '

-^
seeking 3Established firm , ^

qualified straight commission
part-time salesmen tq sell a
service to businesses • has no
competition. Earnings part-time
from $100 to $300 per week. Call
Mr. Greenfield. 385-5081. (8 M 17)

FINE hand crafted acoustical guitar with
hard shell ^ase, S47$ value for '??$27$. 471-
3498/478 4496. " (ISMU)

KELVINATOR Foodarama side by side U'
refrigerator/freeier. Warranty, best of-
fer/SIOO. 475 2594 eves. ( is M It)

STEREO excellent condition, H.K., BSR, 3-
way speakers. Must sell, need bread. 477
'**" (ISM 19)

EUROPE this summer? Un-rogimontod
programs a or • weeks Exptrimonts in,
Traveling, 9ia-34ll. (I7QTR)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST WRICA
ONE wgy Mid rmmm trio ttiiiieni m^t.

More
(17 OH,

V Personal .. 5

. it.

f

'
,

rf r-tff^'t

-.

. ':: ;.'> -"
i --- - -

r'-" 4 ^

$
^f"

^ »'' » \
V

.'f-

» •

-': {

t

JlJ^JI^ANT' Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-
"^'-'^ (50TR)

ARTHUR
:
Get back into the rhythm of life?

Join me this summer in Dance ISIB.
Katherine. Sym ner Sesiioa, 1248 Murphy. (5M 15) j' . 1

-^ '

NEO Primal Therapy Interested in turning
on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
254 4)41 /4in or eves., 257 7862. (5M24)

FULL time permanent researcher wanted to
study multiple sclerosis. Experience or
degrees in immunology or biochemistry and
modest secretarial aptness preferred.
Salubrious salary. 478 3711 ext. 5113. (8M1S)

FULL/part time |ob in a new Beverly Hills

A«V/.V***'°" ^*""* experience preferred
t^H: (8MI6)
STENOGRAPHER Girl Friday. Typinq Asome Shorthand EPermanent p^l?«antsurroundings^ txcel oppor. for right person
M « *'/; «'0'l«16, JSH Electronics, 8549Higuera St., Culver City. (8M19)

fioth^"'!^*^^'^ part-time Cashier. Men's

Sa°^rdJv'r!;?rp'"*'****"**^' ^"^**«V "•»«!Saturday. Call Franceen 931-1487, lO-S daily.

. (I Mil)

mo^h^iui
*"•".'"*'' »**•**' ^O''* "»" *" far-mers Market or waitress, cashier, nursesaid. Services Unlimited, 475-9521. (8 MIS)

IS/^-^!!**
Reasonable. Must sell. Evenings,

475-4478. j,j^

IRISH Setter puppies. AKC pet ft show. SIOO
up. Cynthia, «S3 8023. :— - (ISMl7)

SONY'S Best stereo receiver «M«S, 214watts, cost S425, sac. $295/offer. 394.7*12. (?$

TURNTABLE:
,
Rek-0-Kot, Grado arm

39
"«»""'•''*""'' """*" condition, $2:•*" (ISMU)

iJ^JI?^"^^ ^•"*y *•« marketing
grad can save you 40 50% on all qualities, all

*«tfroom sets Calf me today. Richard Pratl.
884-0400. (ISQTfc)

Plights!

Flifi^t&.

i« ?^» '^^'^ *^*'' ^^^••o Excellent conditionBest offer Nights, 879.1893or 554-1421 (li%

M^lo^o^ w^^ t'T '" ^"'°*»* •»•* summer?
j; ;?J.

^^"» <> ^^ together? Cal. Debbie,

____! (5MI5)

STEVE I thought you'd change. But you're
Riaying the same old tune. Enroll in classical

MilrphJ'
' ' Summer Session 1248

WIDE variety of part-time jobs available.

4^f Q«,'
«'"*•« can Services Unlimited,

1^21^^^^^^ ( 8 MIS)

^)/ Lost& Found . ...... 9^— '

LOST Sony Cassette Recorder, GSBA BIdgReward (805)4841461 call coUect or Box
664. Camarillo {9M17)

)/Free

ro?ad''?oo!o7y DTpt'*";M3 l'?;^*''^
•"* ^'^

M 19)
'' ^P^' ''•"-ife Sciences. (9

—V Services Offered 16

-^— ASK AROUND ABOUTtAABCHEVY SERVICE
Complete Auto Service

All American Automobiles -^- —-—
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

11827 S^nta Monica Blvd.

477-6551 est. Since 1958

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation ~~"

authorized and
approved by the
University of •

JUNE 17
AUG 17

JUNE 21
AUG 20

JWE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
AUG 17

JUNE 28
SEPT 6

LA/ FRANK
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

l-A/LON/AMS

i-ONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

California ^f
on all campuses. ;^

'?/
••

\

FREE Beautiful kittens, 3 pink, 1 gray, to
loving homes. Call Aleta, 472 0194, (FR M 18)

)/Odds & Ends....- W
LARGE dog Mastiff needs good home and
room to run Kittens available, too! 374"" (FRM19)

B, Venice, 90291. Ph.>n. 391-0933 ^noSTR)

?„?^*w®'^^'^' »»a<:Xpacking adventures into

18427, Denver, 80218. .^^ CUOfSJ

PROFESSIONAL
Commercial Rates:
7244'

Typist,
341.*4S7 -

BOAC & Caledonian
707's- . ; . '

,all first class

^Help Wanfed ....... 8
'^*"'" ^^^'^ •

Student &
•72-1710 - fil-

(UMIf)
•4

TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 38a-
34^0 (8M24)-

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full timeMr Genovese, (213) 780-7S84. (8M2«)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to $40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.m. and 7 P M

CLERKS 8. Typists Immediate temporarvassignments Office Aide, 3807 wn^h.rl

^^^ (8M19)

SSOO cash paid to auto fire specialist helping

J^sVo^'J
""'' '"^ "*"" '0 General Motors"*'°" (8M19)

13

^^f 'Jo'lf^V
'** ^*«** *" J""* pay half gas^L.A to Amherst, Mass. Eves. 477-4870 m

y/Researcf) Su^/ecfs Needed

J'i^«°^°.""'"**''***'V healthy males over^ to participate in a federally authoriJS^ 'll2s"JooriS'' H " "n«cutive d7y?$500. •25-0094. Monday thru Thursday, 1-4
-^'^- (RSNMU)

^ Psychology Experiment
S2. so less than 1 hour ..-

ESP* PERSONALITY
1— (involves mild shocks) "

" '"" Males Ohiy
'—'^

i^BS EUROPE guaranteed and salaried^

ISutn' \^'9't>m,»n6 Switzerland yeTr!
re°^ao?anu"7" ^«*"*''" ^'^'P*' »'Otell
h;V> V supermarkets, hospitals
Sornr*"*!!! **°''" Summer Enilind
inrJiX "*"P»' P'-ance Camp CounseUnq
ft/J?®**- * ""* applications, send $1? witj'.

»* •" »'r«nceton Research. Dept C
Box 44188

Panorama City, Ca. 91402

service.

LALONDON/LONDON-LA
^«4-

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

If*^^'i'°'* rental. Special UCLA rates.RCA models. Free delivery. Free service 24
hr. phone, 274 9119. (16QTR)

s'^tudlnt/r„*L
'^°»?''<:vcle Insurance for

JiMS27 iT^JiTS"^*" ^"' Allan SobS'/t SS27. •T^S^IS. Eves. 783-3509 . ( U OTR

)

Fit.

2

3

S

«
f
10

14

15

17

18

19

Dep.

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/25

6/28

6/29

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

9/12

Ret. Days

8/28 71

8/16

9/6

9/13

9/16

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

56

72

81

61

40

30

50

33

Price

$262

$262

$262

$275

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

Jutr 9
*U6 27

JULY 26
.AUG 20

AUG 9
SEPT 18

AUG. 19
SEPT 16

AUG 28
SEPT 26

-5EPT 5

SEPT 26

SEPT 17

OCT 18

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/ LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/MAORID
AMS/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/ LA

LA/LON/FRANK
FRANK/ LON/LA

S262.00

62 Days

5262.00

6) Days

$262.00

79 Days

J252.00

51 Days

J262.00

71 Days

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

26 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$252.00

3G Cays

$239.00

29 Days

$247.00

32 Days

LA/LONDON $199.00

LONDON/LA 14 Days

OffE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG
AUG
SEPT

9

30
6

SEPT 19

LA/ DUBLIN
LONDON/LA
LA/ LONDON
LA/FRANKFURT
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$143.00

$138.00

$133.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

Signup in Fraoi Hall A349

TYPING /Editing
campus pick up
Professional qualitv
8922.

IBM Executive. On
delivery point

reasonable rates. •«9.

(UM17)

STUDtNT d.str.l)utOrs »or' q.it/noveltytcms Comm.ss.on bAs.s Jack A.M lio'"' ..«t A76 PM 874q248 (8 MIS)

[^•" >f For Sale... js I M 14)

s:;rji*rti^%";^ci°i.f':;rrrr»»'" •* '^^
faculty, staff and »^« I

'"«•"<*•'»« »t«Ml«it»,

(parents sp;,;re 2r dll!":5f*t*'
•""««

•-m,inth.s;;*ihSisXi;"***"* '""'^^^^^

Charter flights

WORK for a ctianqe National nonprofit
-nv.romi.ntal orq.in.iat.on needs students to

pZ'" o'
'""''•^'i^^'' Hours 2:00 P.M. 10 00

^' M Part time paid positions now fullUmv summer positions Citiiensfor a better

I

nvironement 9056 Santa Monica Blvd Callor appts 9 5p m 274 9396 (• M 19)

t^^M V'"'"''
"'"* '•'P/Silver dollars. Immediate cash Jack AM 380 7711, ext 42*^^ '^^ "^« ns M 1

9)'

TEAC A 20 cassette player almost new!'!Necdcash help! Askfor J p. 479 9US. (1$
An i9

)

uca K«rcimiioff Hall MS o
Between lam. 4 Sp.m

M$ 1221

^J^.f^^^.^''^*' **^ ^***'y Transport 300lb motorcycle to N VC. 825 4229 or 278 0645.i;i|

OAltLING, Siamese Blue Point kittens 7

' (ISM If)

laNM®':i*"l° ***"" "''»<»• «*•««* teacher

4V2"2Vl4^l9'o':il7V
"'^•^^••'^' ^'^ ;j'JO 3-

•

• \ • An 1 4

1

VERSATILE combo nootfed for weddinq
reception m Sept Write P. Seager, 2439 NOrchard Dr Burbank »1504. (IMU)

L^IT^k"-^:!^? *""" «'»*««»^»n. fllves room

Can,47V5*n
**"***"• •»•'»» required

4SGALLON aquarium, includes hood, liqhts

PM «. f,«^''
O^^^^^'/books. Call alter 7:30PM, 87. 7798 (1$M17)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

"E'^WSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY

' c.^'*AYMENT$
396 2MS "'*^'!!I DISCOUNTS
- "" ;i*ff0« ABE OR KEN

.tT-ndTh^Ve'^^as't^^i^E^^
summer »- ^wVJkl 'trrrT.Ji.S'Srr: T^*

IN ACCORDANCE WITH CAB REGUIATIONS
THESE FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED MO
OFFERED ONLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CAl

IFORNIA STUDENTS, FACULTY. AW
STAFF. I^WDIATE FAMILIES ALSO

QUALIFY TO INCLUDE SPOUSE. CHILD-

REN AND PARENTS. THE AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND CAPITOL

AND UTILIZE BOEING 707. DCS /NO

SUPER DC8 JETS AND ARE PRICED AT

fUlL CAPACITY. YOU MAY RECEIVE AP

PLICATIONS AND FURTHER DETAILS BY

CONTACTING THE FLIGHT COORDINATORS

IN CARE OF....

you know us I

j^ii:-.:.:^s:s^--^^^ UNI""^•^^^^^^
I fnacA ka«ew« lei*.!

NEED younq woman live-in or day care

fX^--'. /^l^ ^*'« children, flexible
schedule/salary. 819-5854. (IMIt)

APARTMENT managers married couple
lor 27 units near Sunset & Ooheny. Small
child ok. Mgmt. plus minor mainl. Rent free
2bdrm.apt.Cal l. 423 0705. (• m IS)

S3 50 PER Hour summer jobs moving fur
niture. 12 units of college. Services
Unlimited, 475 9521 (IMIt)

—-— . (ISMU)

cVrvfd^^no^''^''*"'' »»••»•*•'•' " K, artcarved, florentme, white gold Mu«tMcr.f.ce 478 5716 or 825 2773. ' (ij My ?5)

ANTIQUE telephone, oak, reg price S4S

beds. Odds and ends BargaiJs. Ilth mrw
(ISM

MEN: Part/full t»me positions, WE A I

Wed, 1 10 3 30 Only (8MI9)

«oS?FJrro?J.5 °^^^" WHAHOoT;HOUSEKEEPING SALARY oaiccn *^

I'rMolJP^^'-^ summeSt.me'1nd/oS
\i*tR^*^ ^"^^ '^LSO NEEDED SERVERS, BARTENDERS FOR PARTIES

:;?L"5SSf^^'^n?.iLy"^^
"*'7.^m?4';

OANCt A.)nd drummir nei>dcd Jewish ApopiiUt mii-.K l*.Awm«.r.»tion C*ll 457 7041
" <8M l;»

ClASfiimP
ISEtli6»r;mm

O.lewav POB ».3J3 L.A. »0M» !MV.*." —-—-

—

' '••M19)

EUROPE Flights 50 departures alt!. niT

• ANNUAL JiJVTlOtl^r
'^ ""

C"«OPE: FROM f2» ROUND Tm^
JAPAN: FROM U4f HOUNDrm^

EUROPEAN student '

TRAVEL CENTRE

f09S6 WEYajRlM AVENL'E

WMtwood Village 90024
nMt It 91 FItfvorg A Maries

TELE: '47t-t28e

Our 1 1th year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Eiamples

5144 00 OW

CALL: 174.sn7
(17 MU)

toLONOON(RTbase)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIAOBI

$85 90OW
S44 30OW
$172.00 OW

dates

CARS IN EUROPE

VV^'li^^fJOCTllNSTO
-«c;n^LSl!5l^^-'>-Ts^^^^^^

EWROCARS
0«« Sunset Blvd.. LA oooaevMw*

and
mle

Hundreds of departure
destinations. Request free Travel "—
SIERRA TRAVEL INC (213) 277 5200 or •/»

1111. 9871Santa Monica Bi., Beverly
Hftls.

LA/Madrid/Frankturt *
LA/Paris

'^'^•'"'""^» August 10 4,3,
August 27 ),2,

ri.. .. .
Contact:

Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara
_»*MI21

EUROPE, Israel thi.
unreg,mented prj^ram i'wk.^T"**'

!•.• c.^^ * ^*"'P"»« ToursW72 Student Ou,de Bo^k to Europe

CONTArt
"••"••"

' "*«» »'»CONTACT SOFA Agent v.CDEPT UCLA
1j509Vrnt«raBlvd

PHONE r2'i2?;:%.^*''' •'•^

177

plus Und

• WCW YO«)K
JUNE ISONf WAY

• HAVVAIt

iUNE It JULV 2
JULY 1 JULY 16

• TOKYO/ORItNT
JUNE 17 SEPT I

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
iUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASiA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alio SfwtfMtrad and lurallpin . Cf Pu'chM

inwirenc*. Ouidebaoka

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^ AiS/EXITS
^rM^L tost S«««* Monica B)vd

M mM LA 90089^^^
274 8742

« 1 • bik •«! of tanta Mon>c»/Do>'»"v]

1

i .

r\

hats On a clear day you can see forever.
nutsdtnmPmgtH) ' Jesus/* bv Ellas 7immor»«^^ .«^ « .

^^-,^^.^. . - -^ •

UCLA DAILY BPUiM if

tiMoche Iconography: An

I lysis of Mn Anciont Porvvian

Stylt/' (illustrated) by

istopher Donnan, assistant.

fessor of anthropology/ 8 pm,

Ife 1200.

."Ambivalenco as Witdom,

ivement. Healing, and
itlvity/' by Carl A. Faber,

rurer In psychology and staff

(mber, Student Counseling

Iter, 8 pm, Dickson Art Center

Tjclcets are $430 and $1.75

/dents).

An Intellectual View of00

Jesus/' by Ellas ZInr»merman,
noon, Boelter 3400.

—"Moche Iconography: an
Analysis of an Ancient Peruvian
Art Style/' Illustrated vilih slides,
by Christopher Donnan, assistant
professor of anthropology, 8 om.
Rolfe 1200.

Tiie$<lay, May u
—*^TIia Soviet Union/' by

Roman Kolkowicz, professor of
political science, 9:35-11:05 am.
Tea Room, Bullock's Westwood,
10861 Weyburn Ave. Tickets are
$3.50.

Z7^. '•••••^toxical Namib/'
with Richard F. Logan, professor
of geography, 7-10 pm, Willard
Elementary School Auditorium,
301 S AAadre Street, Pasadena.
Tickets are $4. "—.--—--- -=t^

—"Image of the Generation of
1914 in French Literature," by
Robert Wohl, professor of history,
4 pm, Haines 213. Sponsored by
French department graduate
lecture series. <

-"Radiation Transport: The
Free Piston Shock Tube and
Related Studies/' by Ralph Grelf,
associate professor in thermal

IDAILY
BRUIN

systems. department of
mechanical engineering, UC
Berkeley, 3 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Evolution of the Bhies/' a
lecture and demonsh-atlon by
B.B. King, blues singer and
guitarist, known for his potent
style, mastery of lyrics, and
legendary guitar technique, 3 pm,
Royce Hall Auditorium.

-"The Military Musical Chairs
In Sierre Leone Politics/' by
Martin Kllson, professor of
government. Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, with
visiting assistant professor of

political science, Abdul Jalloh,
commenting, and "The
Curriculum of Cokmial MiJitary
Academies: The Origin^ of
Disruptive Ideology in Modenf^
African Armies," by Clement O.
Udeze, professor of history,
California State College,
Domlnguez Hills, 7 pm. Murphy
2121. ^

—"Diseases of Laboratory
Animals Transmitted to Man," by
SIgmund T. Rich, campus
veterinarian. Center for Health
Sciences, 7 pm, AAS 5200. Tickets
are $4.50 and $1.75 (shidents).

(Continued on Page 12)

^Travel

IpariS: furnished apt. July, August, near
ichampsElysees. Living room, 2-bdrms,

[bath Quiet. Distiwashcr, teleptione, ctiildren

I welcome. I month, $3tS; 2 months, S700.

/Aph Furnished .... .21 /For Sub-lease 24

Eves, 390-43*1, 93$-2740. (17 MIS)

llNDiA is our spacitlityi For most
leconom ical fares ever to and from I ndia ; all

laround the world, conttct: - P. O. Box )M4
iHoilywood, Ca.,«0t3t. Phone (213) 445-

(9263 (17 MIS)

EUROPE. JMA-tim ^,J.f aha l»ra>l A
Japan, Spring, Summer, A' Fall flights,

E SEP., 8217 Beverly Blvd., LA 9004t. ttl-

3311. ESEP-UCLA members. (17QTR)

«i* . .

iMO SINGLE. Walk UCLA-Villaoe
Fireplace. Quiet, secluded. Enclosedgarage, optional. 473-0201. (21MI7)

WALK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

RMorvations for Fall also accepted
Rtnting Office: SU Landfair #l•••

i..«? ..^ ^f"*f' **"*'y' V"^** Furnished.

S200/mo. 477.4W4. (24 MU)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

5<BES

•^'•yr^

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfairil'14
S40 6lenrocki|f1l

nt-^ l i mni

SUMMER Rental or exchange for LA house

J iw.^Tc'i'nVv
"•^"'»»»<^' "•••' Harvard. GR

ioyai, 275 7393.
(24 M If)

i^.^*"^^ °"* bedroom apt for summer,
walk to campus, $l«s month. $07 3/4

_Glenrock, 479 01?3 evenings. (a4MI7)

LIVE in care for child. $ eves. Must be
neat/able to cope with anything unusual. 275-
9427 eves (30M19)

}/Autos for Sale .

.J3^
TRANS>»ORTATION cars $99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 121 7409. (33aTR)

^Ropm and Board

I CMEV Van, '»$ rebuilt engine. Custom
wood & velvet interior plus extras Best
oiler. Sacrifice. 479 1714. (33MU)

WOMEN uitoimec -and /or fall -^ housing
Reasonable, comfortable, convenient tt

'47 FORD Mustang, 4-cylinder, stick, ex-
cellen i , » yoo . 9tei3tu efes.— ' t«M ttr

^ ^ BEACH bachelor apt. furn., liew bidg, $12$.

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
language study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. Ut-
4366 (lIQTR

j
GRE, LSAT, other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.

30*4 Pacific
•21-442$.

Ave, Marina del Rey. Phone
(21M19)

\/House for Rent ..,: 25
$230 /rno. June 1$ - Sept. I. Secluded, rustic 3
br. Woodland Hills. M7.4429. (SmiV)

campus For info, call 474 3371. (RBM17)

SUMMER Housing: On campus, co-'ed,
heated pool, barbeque, parking, rec. room,

lis. Cljeap!! 479 9092 (RBMI7)

45 CHEVROLET Hon panel truck Ex-
!!! «?« °r.'''*'""

**P'^»««» 'or camper, tnoo.
444 0142 alter 4.

^ (33M14)

I
Academic Guidance Svcs. $20 So

1 457 4390.
i^^

Robertson.
(laOTB)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
{exam. Easy conversational method (trial).
47J-2492. (IIQTRI

y/ Typing \ . . . ^ . ..... 19

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, f-

16 Barbie, 428 234$; Mae, 394.SU2. (19ATR)

M-?!?^ «•,«'"•«* '».'»«'«><«'^"' "Pt* In Santa
JMonica, Slis up. Pool, subterranean garage,

392-$$S4. 592-9142.
I

- (21QTR)

||( LARGE COMFORTABLE**r STUDENT APARTMENTS j||^FURNISHED BACHELORS *
^

^' 1 BEDROOMS ^
SamerentSummerAFall ^

"r^- Showing NOW
^ " jIc Deposit will hold^^ Across UCLA
^•)^; JOSGayley 479-t5M JL

r^Sl^'* ' '*' '*•*'* **•"'
'
'^' "» •»""• 19 Sept.rs3O0 /mo. less for dog care, ua-afai. (2SM

14|

tLn^^^^^t*'' **"»"* C*»*«* ^*>^rm A
SmSoo *!.™..^D^*T''*« y*''** Cul-de-Sac.
S59.000. Sands Realtors, 474-4444. (2$ QTR)

/House for Sal^ . . _ . 26

JTi^^Ki.'^. ^1"* ^ "•^*'
'

5 bedroom, 3oatn, family, formal dining, heated pool.y.ew 2 fireplaces beams, cul-de-sac 7 SJS

0411.K4$0day. (24M17)

)/Room for Rent .3/
I.

:

f ^J!^^^^ •'^•**' »««">. Kingsise bedroom,
oatn, kitchen privileges, gourgeous view
opposite campus. $40 per month plus break-
fast Eves, 473 3274. (31MI7)

*'..°^f» "*"** *"*• Clean, extras Musi
sell Gil Boscoe. 437 1453 . (33M1$|

'70 VW. Lt. blue. Good cond. $1$00 or bestAsk for John. 4$4-a934.
( JJ^ iV).

•$$ MG Classic (TF 1$00). Red, 41 M miles,
lYE 940. Eves. 4$4-3030. $2t$0. See to
*••••"•» (33 Mil)

ROOM A bath or share apt. Private en-
*""";.*^**" ^••^ C**** »• campus. $100-

<. (31M17)
il50. 454-8S44.

'47 BUICK Skylark OS. automatic. PS/PB,
340 hp. excellent condition. $9$o. Marty, 371-
11$$, 444 $034. (33MW

SUMMER Housing - $40/month. 4$9 Gayley
Ave. 479-9991 or 479 9703. (31M19)

EXECUTIVE typewrilar. Term papers,
letters, resumes, sfatislical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after S.M.-weekends. Sharon.
tnM%7. (i»qtr(

I
EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. t3S-1747. (If OTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experionced. Call
»^'"*»- (If OTR)

'IBM'S new Selectric II typewriter (carbon
rnbbon). Experienced, accurate work.
I Please call 394-tlfS. ( ifm 24)

ITYPING-Editing. English grads. Term-
[papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
'"^472. ^ (If QTR)
E)iPERT typing. term papers,
manuscripts, theses, IBM, reliable, ac-
curate 10 AM 10 PM. Joan, 3f2-M20. ( If M
26

)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm A
?e"a»orfT74*il'i*

^""^^^^ »«'»0. Sands
Realtors. 474-4444.

. (24 QTR)

" ^'.??**^'^' '*'»•• Summtr rates, $17$ -

up. Fall leases now. $200 • up. $ii Glenrock.
(21M24)

MOVING to Canada.charming 2-bdrm,new carpeting, nice residential neigh*

SI^»«*••^*i*,"tA•^»* •« ••hwiaculatet:
$2I.$00. Wynn. 477-7001. . ^^ <24M IS)

ROOM for student. Private home, private
bath, kitchen privileges, quiet, pool. Ten
minutes drive from campus. $$0. GR 2-

"*' (31M1f)

FEMALE - nice room with 1/2 bath with
family Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. $70. 391-3317. oi m If)

'7tVW sguareback. New red paint. Priced to
sell. $l4f$. Weshwood Volkswagen. 47$-
>*** ^ (33 MU)
'47 VW Camper. Nice inside. Stereo, wood *

paneled, icebox. Eng. needs work. Must sell.
3ft-0447. (33 Mil'

I

I
I

YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLES r

If yoo need a car

I

•r

I

«73-f24S.

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and
-?• T*^?**" •^»- Temp, or permanent.
Block UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundecks.
Garage. Reserve for summer - falL 42S-441
Landfair. 47f-$404. (21 m 24)

501 GAYLEY_ Across From Dykstre
Reduced Summer Rates

Badielors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-17$$ - Mrs. Kay - GR 30524

TWO-story Cape Cod. $-bdrm. den. 3 bathsnewer. Pacific Palisades. $73,$00. aiT/fM
*!!!:__ • (24M 17)

y/House to Sliare , ... .27
3-BDRM house on beach share with 2 girls,
$80, util. paid. 821 7450 after 4. (27 M 14)

^^^^^^^B M end need financing

/Aufcs7orfc/e . ==T33~ |Call^inance manager I

aTa aiiA V

MARINA Peninsula - own unfurnished room,
K^'*K*..^^'^°*""' *»»orV' fireplace on
beach. $104.2$ 3f2-3$24. , (27M1$)

4$ CORVAIR Corsa. 4-speed. tech., metalic
Drakes. Michelins. XInt. cond.. $400. i2$-373$
''*^*- (33M1$)
'4f CUTLASS Convertible, full power. 4-
speed, xtras. Must sell, $l4f$/oHer. 123-7344
"'•*'»• (33M1$ )

'44 CORVETTE Convert. 4 speed. Silver
Blue, black leather interior, excellent cond..
jnake offer. 474-32f4. -^s xU-Mifi

'a^ MUSTANG auto. 2if. power steering,
di^cs, air compt. susp.. mint. Beige. tllOO
firm 838 9044. (33M1$)

LOW rates, fast, neat, accurate
vp.nq/editing. Papers, theses, disser
ations, books. Near campus. Ellen. 472
" (1fM17)

TO share: two bedroom furnished Malibu
cottage on the beach. Fireplace. $150 plus
utilities. Call, Doug. 4$4 2441 evenings. (27 M

l^^*^££t##«««

tations, papers- fast, accurate, service. Call
(1fMI7)

M77 '
•'^' **"«<»•. Northridge, 8M-

(IfMlf?

•
M your type 24 hours - ptione dictation or

S?n"ct:"""
''^•*»»- call e^amYi" iS

•;
'^ ^" (IfMli)

tV?c^lr!Jp[f!!!'.*•** *^^'*9 •" '•'^ J*!^-

"-prr;ii»e*;7'^2K^----'^7v:r^

LOW rates/ quality typing-papers thata«
d'ssertations, books, etc Free iditlliemergen^tervice call. 838-4Mf nt M U)'

MDer!\«11**f.*' '•*»»«'-»«»»ons, books, term
Acjrri.i'?'!!'*^

'"•»*' ••»** »»c»»nical typing'accurate, rapid service. 7i|.i074 /lanro.

expert typing, f«t Pick up /deliver law
i If QTR)

school. Alice, 397-3304

CAMPUS Vicinity (2
D.ssertations. theses.
l^'-ate.Tom,473.oISl'

blocks
papors.

southwest).
Fast, ac-
IfQTR]

^Wanted. 20

wrecks too Free tow-aw^ys. 3f1.f440. 83$-

(20M24)

rent Within r*"*. '**"*• '" ^change for

beoinnlil c
.'»'«)'*•• ««»»tance of UCLA,

-^!!!!!!:!:?if^^^;[^be^^

c?ur.SoufefoM::;Hi'^*:r» '^^ »»^» •"«»
M U) »«4Ching Mike, 348-3532. (20

MOVING th' M ' _

WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
antique turn., singles, garage, sun deck.
Mgr.. 4$0 Landfair . 473-$$71. (21 M 18)

V.^Mrf^"®^' •"'active, furnished bachelor.
TUtilitias; refrig. balcony-great viewl $
min. walk UCLA. 473-4414. (21MI4)

SINGLES, bachalors. 2 bdrm, stwdiOr I 1/2
bath, paol. 3 Mks. campus. 10824 Undbrook
(Hilgard). GR $-$$84. (21 QTR)

y/Apts Unfurnished 22

1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refrig.. drapes, dish-
washer, available June $, $17$. 473-4301, 473-

3$70. Close campus. _*'''^ '*>

^Apts to Share 23

FEMALE to share with two for summer.
$$0. Call,472-8f37. (23 MIS)

COME to 42$ Landfair, roommates af^'
there. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun-
decks, garage. 479-$404. (23M24)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Oaylay.
Pleasant singles, $4$. Kitchen, sun decks,
pool, garage, 473-4412. (23 QTR)

HURRY, hurry! Need feminist to share
Westwood apt. this summer / next year.
Own room. 479-4743. (23M14)

BEACH cottage; urgently need friendly,
neat girl - share large bedroom available
now or summer $47. 3ff-474$ (23M19)

GIRL grad needed to share 3-bedroom apt.
pool, partly furnished, modern. $80/m. 398-

05$4 evenings. (23M19)

SHARE luxurious Malibu beach house. Own
room. P«male vegetarian preferred. $1$0
Thirty minutes UCLA. 454 2207. (27M14)

COOL roommate needed for 3-bdrm wr
beach in Venice. $$0 share. $8$ own. 82l-$7$4
e^" (27M17)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 394 707$ 24 Hours

I 474-412t J
a MUSTANG cpc. Radio, 3 speed tran
smission, power steering. Matador red. Real
sharp. 47$-$888. $89$; (33mi$)
•71 PEUGEOT $04. 21,000 miles. Air, R/M,
shift. Immaculate. Wilksell below biuebook
224 2201 or 834 $18f. (33M17)

'at^lAT spt. cpe. Excellem condition. ^12$0.
Call eves. 431-9248. (33M14)

42 VW Bus. radials, empi, new engine, $17$
>r swap for motorcycle. 472 0340. (33M 17)

}/ Bicycles for Sale . . . 35

.)t
I

'
]

GIRLS* 34" blue 3 speed, beautiful cofi'
dition. $$5 Call Cathy, 474-1759 nights. 82$
2'41days. (3$M17)

FRIENDLY Folks
cooperative house on
Beverly Olen. 9U-7M3.

to share small
Mulholland n9»r

(27M18)

45 MGB, Michelin tires, roll bar, radio,
heater, wire wheels, good cond.. $700. Eves.
395 5745. (33 MIS)

UCLA Students' 5% off Peugeot.
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes!
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama. Schwinn
Author lied dealer 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3
Wks. N Santa Monica Freeway. 839-4444. ( 35
W" Hi

3 BDRM/Santa Monica Beach/clean, need
3rd roommate. Prefer co-ed grad. Eves, 399
WM. (27M18)

'48 SHELBY GT500 conv AM/FM, radials.
S3l95,WEE247,Pvt. party, 392 7114. (33 M

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales. fp9ir\, low
prices, 10 spd from $77. French. Austrian.
American, 1714 Westwood. 47$-3370. (3$
OTR)

SHARE beautiful large completely fur-
nished home. West Hollywoqd. Own room,
$80. 451-1434 eves. (27 MIS)

W/1, 2-bdrm, grad preferred. 1$ min. UCLA.
Furnished? Hear everywhere. Sherman
Oaks. $87. $(1.789 2470. (27 M If

)

YOUR ^ent can buy you stock in a cor-
poration or ownefship of land adjacent to
UCLA; plus room and board. For details,
call 343-$37$ eves or weekends. (27M1f)

)/ Housing Needed .... 28^

1-2 BDRM apt. Reasonable. Westwood. for
M.D. occupancy middle June for 3 years.
Write Dr. Damus, 4$ Langdon st. #12,
Cambridge. Mass.. 02138. (28MU)

FEMALE, 21, seeks roommate(s) and/or
nearby apt. for September. Carol Con-
stantian, Wellesley College, Wellesley,
Mass. 03181. (38M17)

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt,
June/July until Sept. Prefers twobdrmi,
lA/est LA. Bruce Williams, English.
Louisiana State University. New Orleans
(50J) 891 9848 (28M23)

•44 OLDSMOBILE F-8$, automatic, power
steering A brakes. $3$0 or... Julie. 44$•" (33M19)

OPEL GT 70 glacier white Contrasting red
vinyl interior 102 HP engine Radio likenew S 1995 475 5488. (33M15 )

'48 TOYOTA, 4 dr, yellow, R/H, air, auto.
excellent con^., $107$. After 4 PM, 477
3*"- (33M1f)

J Cycles, Scootwrs

for Sale,....
350CC SUZUKI (street)

•••••••••••.. 36
Excellent condition

with extras. Lighter, faster, more depen
dabfe. $42$/best offer. 441 4$38. (34M17)

t$f PORSHE 354/A conv. Rebuilt eng., new
paint. Runs greah Need $12$0. Steve. RE 3-

*0'» (33M14)
^ ——— —.^
'70 PORSCHE, 414-4 orange appear. Grp.,
chrm. whis., Pirelli tires, AM/FM radio,
excellent cond, pr/pty, $3400. 477 17$2. (33M
14)

BEAUTIFUL blue '70 Honda CL4$0, well
kept 4000 miles, rack, canvas tarp, must
find good home. 824 7919. (34M14)

, '
I ^.

'41 HONDA I3SCC Model C9Z. $100 Good
cond , very dependable. Greg Jones, 391-
*'< (34M14)

,HONDA CB3$o' Powerful/mint condition. A
truly clean machine S435-^irm. Call 'Arbie'.
474 8441. (34M17)

'41 PONTIAC, air conditioned, all power,
automatic, new brakes/pump/starter,
rebuilt transmission, good tires. 825-2134
(days), 398 4441 (eves) (33MI9)

'48 305 SCRAMBLER, runs. Needs work
plus helmet Europe Sacrifice. $300 /best
offer After 4, 395 1480 (34M1$)

^?J*^*\^ ." Tempest. Excellent motor,
. V,.^*',"*'

••"•'^' condition, new tires
etc $350. 394 3893 eves. (33*^4*$)'

•47 YAMAHA Trail 100 3800 mi , xInt. cond
1200 Eves, after 7, 477 8159. (34 M IS)

ypor Sublease 24

(20M $•$ MONTH furnished single, including

Li

LOOK INO for «m>ii I
or pirmanent pJll/.tll**' »»<»«*»4summer

l^m (20M19)

^Apts Furhished
21

S^"--'^^!45is;v.;;*4,?--
(21 OTR)

Utilities. H—r P\£o, Sepulveda. Sublet June
13-Sept. 1S.473-«1fS. (24M18)

JUNE 15 Sept. 15, or part. Furh. l-bdrnt,
$145. a/c, near bus, WLA. 824 3948. (24 M 34)

SPACIOUS 2-bdrm/sundeck, furnished
Walk to campus; June 15 Sept Kathy, 478
,439' -•fter4 ^ (24M1$)

BEVERLY Glen cottage sublet summer ( or
more) beginning middle June.
Faculty/responsible person. 82$ 4770, 474
3654 (24M19)

GIVING up good rental now -' JuneT
Desperately need inexpensive house • apt
takes child, eats. Pfpfer WLA, SM area. 824-
3941 after 12. (2tM18)

UCLA Law student would like to care for
your home during the summer. Call 177
"'3 (28M1S)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help ^. 30
MATURE married student couple residence
directors, Womeni' Co Op Apartment,
meals for evening, morning duties Oavs,
'^^^0" (30M19)

m„,K ^•'"PP"'' Poptop, AM-FM, tentmech perfect, body like new Leavinocountry BestoffSr. Nick, 839-0294, 472
'

(J3M14)

'71 VESPA l$Occ Like new no mileage.Cham and lock. $37$. Melissa. 477-$40i . ( 34M

49 HONDA 90 for sale. $17$. Call Judi, 477-
OlMor 274 4104. (34M18)

'48 VW Bug. Good cond., Ijight
owner, $9$o Ronnie, 472-1101

blue, one
(33Mlf)

'4$ VW, many extras. Orig. ownbr ssaaLeaving country. Call 473-3'242XV 1(m1)
•

__^ (33M^14)

'43 VW Bus. radials, empi, no engine, $17$ orswap for motorcycle 473 0240 ( 33 m 18)

1948 HONDA 140 CB |ilow tires, tune up,
helmet included $2$o/best offer. Eveninos
Ron 789 $334 (3*Mli»

70 HONDA 175 good condition needs npw
battery, S290 )94 05$4 evenings (34Mlf)

'40 VW Bug. Sunroof Good
condition. $J2$ Call, 39$ 8321

'71 HONDA 70, less than 1000 miles, helmet,
make oiler, 390 3939, after 4 and Sunday (34M 19) ' "•

mechanical
(33M17)

VW 4$ Van radio, overhauled, transmission
Dark blue Good engine S1395 475^88
W.stwood Volkswagen (33Ml$7

49 HONDA CL3$0 Good Condition, extras.
new gaskets, battery $450/offer Day, Jf4$l •

eves 191 4117 (34M1f)

47 HOOAKA, excellent cond.. extras, must
"U C,i»l»H0493 alter 4 'vknds. (34M19)
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Tickets:

Campus and Public

—"Chamber Orchastra/' 8:30
pm, today, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and
$1.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

—"Symphonic Wind En-
sembie/' directed by Clarence
SawhIII, 8 pm, Wednesday, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2,

free for students. Program will

include classics of 20th century
band music, unpublished new
works, and traditional marches.

—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:» pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.

— '^ Opera Workshop,"
presenting a new Engfish trans-
lation of "Oontea, Queen of
Egypt," 8:30 pm, Friday,
Saturday, and AAay 26 & 27,

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1.50
^students), ava i lable^ from the

Students

—"Old Timts/' a play
presented by the Center Theatre
Group, starring Faye Ounaway, 8
pm, Friday and 7:30 ;im, Sunday,
Mark Taper Forum, Music
Center. Special $2 student preview
tickets are presently available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office,
(Kerckhoff 140).

—"Pharoah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 studeht tickets are now
available in the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts:

and Mllhaud at noon, Tuesday, In

Schoenberg Auditorium.
—"Woodwind chamber music

concert," with works by Em He
Bernard, Harold Owen, and
Mozart, noon, Thursday,
Schoenberg Auditorium.
—"University Chorus/' under

the direction of Donn Weiss,
presents Handel's "Samson"
(Part ID with soloists AAary
Rawcliffe (soprano), Carolyn
Pegg (mezzosoprano), Kenneth
Westrick (tenor), and Nick
Shumway (baritone), with Irma
Gray, accompanist noon, Friday,
in Schoenberg Auditorium; >-

Tuesday and 3: 30 pm, Wednesday
AAacgowan Hall Little Theater.
General admission Is 25( at tha
door.

Seminars: _

Atonday. MaytST
—"Art and Architecture off

Yemen," by AAahmud A. Ghul,
professor of arable and Semitic
languages and director. Graduate

—"Culture - Horn .
Outward Bound?"X'H^r»
•^lunct professor ^of^.^^i'*.
administration and h?^''^
graduate program t'^»^management,

e "^ ".«ftj

Welfare 147.
pm,

SocIj

< Continued on Pag^

Films:
—"Opus '72," two uniquely

different evenings of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pTr\, Thursday and
Saturday Women's Gym 208.
Free.

tenfral Ticket Offfcel 650 West-
/vood Plaza.

•JA

—"Tenth Anniversary Con-
cert," of the Piano Practlcum,
featuring students of Pauline
Turrfll, wiw> retires in June.
Performers include Irene Balla,
Annita Borodin, Helen Prinz, Iris

Kaphan, Ester Landon, Nancy
_Q'Brien, Diana Lyons, &r\6 David
Terauchl. They will present works
by Chopin, Brahms, Schumann,.

—"Frenchman's Creek," with
Joan Fontaine, 5 pm, today,
AAelnitz 1409. Free.

-"Anything Goes," with BIng
Crosby and Ethel Merman, 5 pm,
tomorrow, A^lnitz 1409. Free.—"HoW Back the Dawn," with
Charles Boyer apd Olivia de
Havilland, 5 pm, Wednesday,
AAelnitz 1409.

Play:
—"Take a Look," "The Sky It

FaWnfl," and "Forever HoW rew
Peace," original one-act plays,
running at 4:15 and 8:30 pm.

America as viewed by tb^ BUdTc^m^uIi'uy" 'll^if'l''l**'*'*«<*i«'
cording to Arsenetta Hawthorne, cultural coorLator of the ^i"**^

"^
The program wiU present a variety of events amnna.K "

Henry Franklin Jazz Quintet at 7 pm mSZZ ick"^^
"* ^

Ballroom
;
Afro-Ethnic sound Unit let by Rob«t Davif nl^*" "^'"•l

{he^aanss Steps; B.B. King'. ^^^^^^.^^"1^^^^;^

Men"; noon Thur«lay skits by studentS^C iS^e ot"f^^
°"

Grand Ballroom
;
Friday at 8:30 in the GrandsEm |£^"'f'

'"'^
the Georgia Sea Island Singer will perform rtTfS^rev^^;^'^
for Friday in Royce Hall at «:» pm wd wii be N^Ce Bh^"*"For further information contact the BSU ^"* *••*

DinnerSpecial

'. J ... -J

SERVED 3 -10 PM

4 Pieces of
Chicl^n

^special purchase
^«* '•ft - *^

-^^- ^*'**.-'*'»*,

PENGUIN ^
PAPERBACKS

\

^ -T-vl

-/

-\.

with...
for $1

V

GoleSlcavv , ^
Broosied Potatoes
Hof Roll& Butter

BaKed Rotato

,^. i

':
. t o ;..< M , I I I ,Jii i^ifM y ^> B n i

^
, .h II ii4fc

j
)i^i .' i\ i;

!

v,..^

-r

fomL a1^-°"*o ^°°'" '" '^'* ^^^ *°'« ''"V - ^''"Sing from Penguin's

^d /tS?«rfS "". '^''"' *^^°"9h Shakespeare's ploys. Eorlpedes.
JDC.P studies, fiction, loads more. Yoo coo select ony three yoo wish-

please LooTf .*!"'* ?"' tf°'-
P"^cha,e,ln onlls of^ee, only,

dotrv t^r.^ V°'! *?'''^ '" '^^ <^«"«'°' Book deportment-onddo try to come eorly for the best selection.
i

nr

-¥

uc
•ttfd«nts'«tor«

a
^J^*y ^J****'

•^''•""O" ""ion. 825-771

1
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Fonda condemns genocide
support strike activities

'i^^_

rURAL GENOCIDE — Actress J«n« Fonda spokt out against U.S.- in the Vietnam War at a noon speech yesterday before 2,000
She said the U.S. is practicing 'cultural genocide' in Southeast

ind expressed her support off strike activities across the nation in
St of those policies. ^^ ^

By Tom Humphries
DBSUff Writer

Actress Jane Fonda told a crowd of about 2 000
people at Janss Steps yesterday that the United
5>tates government is practicing '^cultural genocide"
against the Vietnamese people with its policies in the
Vietnam war. In an emotional 20-mintue speech she
said Americans are ''turning the l)eautiful Viet-
namese culture into a plastic consumer society "
Her speech was sponsored by the Associated
Students Spealcers Program.
Before Fonda spoke, the crowd heard Doan Leong

""' * Vietnamese graduate of Harvard, blast
American policies in Vietnam. He denounced
President Nixon and asked, "Who are really the
international outlaws, the North Vietnamese or the
U.S. Imperialists?"

^'Fonda, winner of an Academy Award for best
actress this year, voiced total support of the strike
activites both here and around the nation.

**With 400,000 people in prison in South Vietnam for
speaking out for freedom and their rights, the least

rm^Q9n do i^dose down the schools and universities
here." /
She said the first priority is unity among

Americans against the war. "We must cement our
differences and unify ourselves in order to stop
genocide in Southeast Asia. The people of Southeast
Asia must be victorious," she said:
Fonda charged that Americans are responsible for

all the deaths in Vietnam because "South Vietnam
and the division of Vietnam are an American in-

vention. Vietnam is one country and it is supposed to
be united," she said.

She Ulked about the American political process
saying, "I don't feel that Nixon and the people that
work with him, represent the interests^ of any of iis
be we Black or white, Indian or Chicane, yeUow or
brown."

While she stressed the importance of voting, she
sai^ Americans should not let candidates get in the
way of the issues. Fonda said those issues revolve
around the war and include racism, sexism and
imperialism,^ *i

cademic Senate reviews

complete 'gradepolicies

With regard to particular candidates she said,
••Every time Humphrey speaks, we must confront ^

him with the Pentagon Papers and never let him
forget the role he had in planning the Vietnam war."
But she cautioned, "Our problems will not be

solved by McGovem or even a saint in the White
House. It is we, the people of this country, who must
do it."

In a question-iemd-answer period, after the speeoh
she called McGovern the "only choice" and saicj, "I :
don't think that there's anybody else that's going to
end the war faster than McGovem."
At the end of her speech, leaders of the strike

steering committee called for a picket line around
the Men's Gym which houses ROTC classrooms.
About half the crowd left, while one of the steering
committee members cried over the microphone,
••How can you get up and leave? I don't see how you
people can leave." Demonstrators later occupied the
ROTC headquarters for a short time.

'.-;rr*v if^t

u arters
[forms in the "incomplete"

regulations will be con-
red by the faculty's
Islative Assembly of the
Bemic Senate at 3 pm today in

faculty center.'

changes, proposed by the
'te's Committee '

.>ii

national Policy (CEP), are:
Courses in which an "in-

iplete" is treated isis an "F"
zero grade points until it is
? up.

Once the grade is made up.
grade points are assigned
Tiatically by the instructor.
would do away with the
nt procedure of having to

ion the dean to have the
omplete" removed.
Once the grade is made up,
•ncomplete" wiD no longer
«r on the student's tran-
^t, as it now does. As a result,
^o**ld be no way to tell that
dent originally received the
^mplete."

A student wiU have one
er to make up the "In-

P'ete". Otherwise, he wiU
«vean"F"ora"No-Pa«s" In

addition, once he receives that
grade, it becomes permanent and
there is no further opportunity to
make up the work. The CEP
argued. ••This change is offered as
a means of preventing the
unlimited accumulation of 'in-

complete* grades."
—^

Should the Legislative
Assembly approve the proposals,
they would require approval of the
UC Statewide Academic Senate.
CEP said a major reason for the

proposals is to shift the respon-
sibility of giving the ••incomplete"
from the dean to the instructor.

"Traditional grading practices
seem to embody the assumption
that a student who is given an T
grade is really gainmg an unfair
Advantage unless he can prove
otherwise to the dean ..."
The committee also said the

reforms reduce the occasions
whoi a student's success depends
on how well he can petition, and
they protect the student from
someone reviewing the transcript
and drawing negative inferences
because the student once received
an "incomplete."

. \ Despite the student strike here,
no proposals have been submitted
regarding the academic standing
of strikers by either faculty or
students. Two years ago during
the student strike, the Senate
voted that any student could with-
draw from the University without
loss of status, that a student could
drop any course without penalty,
although it was well past the drop
date, and any student Waive
scholarship requirements if

taking "incompletes" for classes
that quarter.

Other items of interest on the
agenda are the annual report of

the Committee on Athletic Party
and a resolution concerning the
equalizing appointments and
Senate participation of women
and ethnic minorities. '^' '.

.

Antiwar protesters broke into ROTC headquarters in the Men's Gym
and occupi^ it for about 10 minutes yesterday. The demonstrators en-"
tered the Men's Gym after a noon rally at Janss Steps where actress Jane
Fonda spoke. Police were not called and no injuries were reported.
After Fonda's speech, about 150 people began to picket the north en-

trance to the Mfen's Gym, chanting "US out of Southeast Asia, ROTC
must go." Then, after about 10 minutes of picketing, students shoutins
••Let's take ROTC" led the group inside.—

-

^-
The protesters marched in and found the doors to the ROTC area

locked. After several tries, the doors were kicked open and the group
moved to a corridor inside. The demonstrators ripped plaques and
posters off the wall as they marched in.

They were met by Col. Frank Burgher, professor of military science.
He told protesters, "I'm against the war like all military people are" and
explained that Vietnam was not a military decision but a political one.
Burgher added, "It is strictly a defensive operation in Vietnam." This

was greeted with loud disapproval from the protesters.
After Burgher spoke, the group decided to march to Murphy Hall, the

scene of a confrontation between police and demonstrators last Thur-
sday. They left the building but stopped on the steps of the Men's Gym.
There, after a short debate, the group, noW numbering: about 50. marched
back through the Men's Gym and outside. The march broke up a short
time later. ' V /

Hit low times m arm, akdomeii
'-f~»-

Wallace shot during campaign

Announcements
Reeling of Concerned Em-^ Against the War will be

i^x^TV^^ *" Ackerman
>n 3517. They will discutt what
hyees can do to^ J^lam war.

"*

Legal Aid Committee will present
information and answer
questions. Further information
can be obUined by calling 478-

8282, or ext. 517-7.

• • •
• • •

Iw students have caUed a;^of all persons arr^SoJ
tions last Thursday and

^ nm !IIf^"«^ "^ held

«£l^***y ^ Law School

Dalton Trumbo. director of
**Johnny Got His Gun," wiU speak
at 7:30 pm tomorrow in Dickson
Auditorium. Sponsored by the
Associated Students' Speakers
Program. JYumbo wiU discuss
and show the movie "Lonely are
.UieJtovit"

LAUREL, Md. (AP) — Alabama Gov. George
Wallace was shot down Monday as he moved with
outstretched hand through a campaign audience at a
Maryland shopping center. He was apparently hit

four times by a spray of bullets that also felled three
other persons.

One man was reported taken into custody. He was
described as a young blond man in his early 20's.

very well dressed. A police spokesman said he was
not armed when seized, "but there was a gun found
near him on the ground."

Wallace's condition initially was reported as
serious but stable as he underwent surgery starting
at about 6 pm EDT. Medical concern centered
around "a possible spinal cord problem," officials

said.

•1 have very good hopes as to life," Wallace's
press secreUry. Billie M» Camp, said.

From the state capitol in Montgomery. Ala., came
a report that that the governor "appeared to be hit
three times in the right arm and one time in the right
sidetf the abdomen well below the rib cage."
Camp said the governor remained conscious after

the shooting and remained so throughout the trip to
Holy Cross Hospital, a dash during which his at-

tractive, dark-haired wife, Cornelia, was by his side.

"He kept reassuring her he was all right," Camp
added.

The shopping center where the shooting occurred
is a large U-shaped complex in the Maryland
suburbs 15 miles north of Washington. DC.
"There is some indication of bleedhig internally,"

Tom Burke, public affairs officer of the hospiUl said.
••At least one pint of blood has been administered,"
he added.

The President's personal physician at the White
House, Dr. Walter Tkach, was in the surgery suite.

fcr « ifcThi
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By John MiUer
DB Surr Writer

Even during the best of times,

the conditions under which the UC
Student Lobby must work are
often discouraging. Yet despite

the obstacles that necessitate an
unusual approach to lobbying on
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Coppertene Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and^
cocoa butter fof an incredibly fast deep tan. That's
why more people biitter up with Coppertone Tanning
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Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 12 great
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issues and legislation that affect
and concern students, the Student
Lobby appears to be growing into
a vital and effective organization.
Paul Gassoway, codirector of

the Student Lobby, spoke during
an interview about the successes
and failures of the Student Lobby
and of its limitations and ef-
fectiveness. \^

"On the basis of last year ( the
first year of the Student Lobby), if
you measure effectiveness by the
number of bills successfully
lobbied on and passed, we have
been very effective. But I don't
really think that is a fair way to
judge the lobby.

Successful
••What is more important, we

have been successful in
establishing ourselves in people's
eyes as legitimate represen-
tatives of Student interests. The
Legislature is increasingly aware

•^^pf what we have to say, and
almost all of them listen to us.

**Th5e second stipulation of
success„lhat of getting issues of
our own through the legislature
such as increased financial aid for
students and an inventory tax
exemption for the bookstores at
UCLA and Berkeley, remains to
be seen. But we have managed to
keep this legilation alive in the
face of opposition from the
governor, and that, I think is a
measure of some success in it-

self," Gassoway said.

. ^ Legislature "^^^ '- ."
Although Gassoway feels the

Legislature has been responsive
to the Student Lobby, "Gov.
Ronald Reagan is essentially
unapproachable. On issues like
increased financial aid, faculty
salary increases and the
University budget, he has already
made up his mind. We have a
cordial working relationship with
Alex Sheriffs, his educational
advisor, but absolutely no in-
fluence with him on matters of
legislation," Gassoway said.

. The Student Lobby occasionally
finds itself in an uncomfortable
position— at odds with the officii
"^ition of the University.

«4
Sen

m
(Waltt

make state gen^,^
available toR' '<«« u

^ucational fee J'^
"e nght dirl'ti'>

the UniversityS^^and 1 think it is ITl ^Sl
agn^tdealof/a^^yS
feeU that the Ugiri,?,'

•**««(

gLr?nte"er"S.*^q
autonomy. ^^""^^^^^^

Ed fee

"Idon'tfeelthouffhtluifL.
an attempt to inteX"?L^*
S7J,»?\RegentstheopS2

Of revenue. The decisis:^to accept the money o^
completely in the haiL"*
Regents," Gassoway^7
AlUioughtheUniversity\u,

";terfered with the a £'
policies of the Student iX
President Charles J. Hitchia statement which said the!
rnust limit itself to matlenrf
higher education. TheSwhich was based on 7Z\opinion issued by Thomas Smngham, the Univereity's 1^
counsel, affects the Lobby, as fcRegents can withhold stud
funds designated fbr theM
because they admiaUterS
student funds.

Counter opinion

"Mark Bookman is draftii^ii

counter opinion right now thalii

at least place Hitch in the posiiii

of having to review his im\
and it will open the door to himJ
reverse his position since bed
have another legal opinion, wfaid

is equally as valid as Ci

ningham's which he never lii

before.

••Anyway, fight now it probata

isn't really a bad idea toliml!

ourselves to higher educatiai

that we may establish legitime

(Continued OP PiffO I

Tffe Center hrAfroA/nericm

is presenting

'ing events:

MAY XI. Wed., 12 noon
Benjamin Leshoi - African playwright

"Black Theater in Africa"

3105 Campbell Hall

Peggy Seary 2:00 p.m.
**How To Teach in the Black Ghetto"
Campbell Hall 2124 _

MAY 18, Thurs., 1 to 3
"^ BLACK ENGLISH CONFERENCE ,

topics include:

- ''The Scope of Black English"
- "History of Black English" -; :

~ "Popular Styles in Black Language"
- "Teaching 'good' grammar to black kids'

speakers:

- Dr. Gloria Weddlngton, San Jose Stale

- Dr. Sandra Garcia, UCLA
- Ernie Smith, UC kvine
- Mary Hoover, Nairobi Cpliege

Campbell Hall 2210

ALL EVENTS
OPEN TO THE PI/BLICai

einecke explains reason
Mff"
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^hind supporting tuition
COME SLEEP
WITH ME!!

BySttfleHaUgo
- _J>BSUIf Writer

pr s nott: This is Wit lourt«««Wi i« a s«riM •! lRt«rvi«wt with th*

rsity o» C*li«ofni« R«f«nts.)

Iman with a firm, almost punishing handshake,

ov. Edwin (Ed) Reinecke has been a UC Regent

iree years by virtue of holding that political

Gov. Reagan does not exert his influence or at-tempt to control votes at the Regente meetings.
Reinecke said. „ _j-

^^

.•» /*'i-.. \' .f

was appointed lieutenant governor in January,

by Gov. Ronald Reagan when Robert Finch

(ned to become head of the office of Health,

;ation and Welfare (HEW). Reinecke then ran

id won election to the office in 1970. " ^ 7

le decision of the Regents to impose an

national fee on UC students stands out in

lecke's mind as one of the k^ decisions jof the

rd. .-: --
- K ^

'

,

'

Tuition

ipported tuition, with the urging that no qualified

lent be denied access to an education for financial

)ns. In other words, that loans or grants must be

crated that would be sufficient to be certain that

)ne during his or her time as a student is being

ied that education for financial reasons/'

lecke said. /; :;;'.:> - ^^

iinecke, 48, said in a private interview at the

)assador Hotel he was financially supported by
GI bill while he was an undergraduate at Cal
h. .

jdents themselves constitute a major change in

University, according to the personable
tenant governor. ,

Demonstrations

'hree years ago, when I first came on the Boards
kpus demonstrations and outright defiance of law
order, total disregard for the rights and

sieges of anyone, outside of themselves, was just

thing to do," Reinecke said, speaking quietly and
iculately.

[it was a very selfish wave of thought that was in

minds of many campus people at that time. I

tk that in the last three years an awful lot of
ients have realized that this was a mistake and
have exhibited much more mature judgment.

[They made up their own minds that there are
^re things in life to be gained than to violently

jonstrate., I have a great deal of confidence in

ig people today, in their wisdom and their
|gment," Reinecke said. •

. -^

Qualtty - •''

the quality of UC education is not diminishing,
tording to the former Congressman from the 27th
'trict. __ • -; ,..;-j

-. ,
:

.

'I see it as improving. I think the students are
ling out better. I'm certain that any reduction (in
proposed UC budg^) particularly in capital

lay (construction) has an effect, but bear in mind^A
^t every department of the stote government has

its budget reduced. v
[Td still like to see more money go into the
kiversity but not unless it's available," Reinecke
Id. adding that "not under the present dr-
istances" are any additional funds available.

stressing that the state government supports the
He and community college systems, he said, "We
It just put blinders on for the University alone.'*

At no time, during three and one-half years, hashe ever suggested, or any of his people ever
sugg^ted. how I should vote or what position I
shouTd take. As far as I know, the same thing goes for
the rest of the Regents.
"He doesn't need any more problems than he's

already got," he said.

'Publish or perish'
Asked whether there is a "pubUsh or perish"

tradition in the University of California, Reinecke
answered with an emphatic ^'Yes." He considers the
policy basically bad," saying, "I'm afraid we have
too many cases where people are put on the faculty
for the principle purpose of teaching and they spend
too great a percentage of time in doing research and
writing papers."
Asked whether he plans to run for governor in 1974

Reinecke said, "I intend to run. I've made my in'
tentions known."
During his leisure time, Reinecke said he enjoys

swimming, fishing, saihng and backpacking in the
Mign Sierras. He is married and has three children

J^ ^jf!^
FINAL WEBCS

MISS PAT COLLINS the hip hypnotist'
i THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

-HE Celebrity Club
9103 SUNSET BLVD. (AT DOHENY) 275-4596
COCKTAILS . DINNER • ALL AGES WELCOME

. VALET PARKING • GROUP RATES

TWO NITES ONLY TUES MAY 1 6/WED MAY 1

7

Dee Barton and His Big Band

TEL AVIV UNIVERSin
ISRAEL 1972-73

CREDIT EARNING PROGRAMS OPEN
TO AMERICAN STUDENTS

r

• Special One Year Undergraduate Program
(Freshman, Sophomore or Junior Year)

• Summer Sessions and Archa^logy Program
Send coupon for more information

Amerkon Friend* off Tel Aviv UnlversHy, Inc.

} 4 1 lost 42nd Street, New York. N.Y. 1 001 7 • (2 1 2) MU 7-5451

Weose Check One: _One Tear Protran^

Address.

i CHy, Stote A Zip

TUESDAY
Dinner Special

Served
3-10 PM.

OB Photo by Gary Leonard

Edwin Reinecke

ALLYOU
CAN EAT

!
i

(Paid Advertisament)

-TIMKO-TKAIIWISIUNIVIRSAL-VASOUI-WASHINOTON QUILT- X

GENCRCXIS SERVING OF DEEP FRIEDBONELBSS \A/HITE

• CHOICE OF
SOUP or SALAD
or COLE SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15 <r EXTFt^)

• TARTAR SAUCE
ID LEMOH -

• HOT ROLL
AND BUTTER
ANY 20<t

fcniTB

il inX»^

Norm's
WESTWOOD

PICO BLVD.
EAST OF
SEPULVEDAv

W90^^^ f » »
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Administrative internship^

availalileMstudents tierp
Students loolrin# h«»vnfwt ft.« b^W-« »^ __ ! .

^^ C7

Perfect for your room or as
a gift. Solid plastic, molded
from actual size. Hand over
6y2" high.

P R«d.White& Blue. $2.98
MAIL ORDER TO- J D Red, White& Blue

VEFHSION CO. ° -- -:' ^S
D Black $2 49

P.O.Box 7497 D Brown $2 49
San Antonio. Texas 78207 Plus 454- postage & handling.

!^l^il£i ADDRESS:

*^\' S

Students looking beyond the
summer for a good part-time job
wilJ be happy to know that there
are several positions as ad-
ministrative interns now
available for the next academic
year.

The UCLA administrative
mtem program is the true student
government. not Student
Legislative CouncU (SLC)," Sue
Steinhausser, director of next
year's intern program here, said
"By working in the ad-

ministrative offices of UCLA
mtems come in direct contact
with affairs that direcUy concern
UCLA students. Being an integral
part of an office, interns can in-
fluence these affairs, and
represent the ultimate in student
input," Steinhausser said.

Starting in September and
running through June, 1973, intern
positions will be available in
several offices, including the
Dean of Students Office, the
Academic Change and
Curriculum Development Office
the ASUCLA Vending Office, the
ASUCLA Accounting Office, the
Auxiliary Service and Enterprises
Offices in Parking Structure 8 and
^t the xtorms, the University

Police Department, the student
counseling center and others
which may become available.
Administrative interns have

many duties and responsibilities
They must be in their respective
offices at least 10 hours a week.
They sit in on all staff meetings in
their respective offices. They
attend all intern meetings and
keep in contact with their director
and other interns. Each intern is
assigned a dormitory floor and
once a month acts as a sensitizer
to all stud^t problems. Interns
should belong to at least one
student group "to facilitate tiieir
information input and

The person has to h.

I"
student TeKr^"««

'^osen said. ™ thi. <*..the

stand of the ad^i'"«l41"» same wavo^'^''«ioiiL]

stand someUmS'\^'Sl
continued. "He ']»,%
around tearing udT. '*''

ll

aToL'r^:r^",f^a

cliih, BSU). ^ S"""*" from five '^N
Students receive a stipend for EZ'.i """"> « Mtheir year's work but the job is

"'J"'st«tion. "* «

more than a way to earn money, J^^"^-^^ ^'udenl
sImuIh ^

according to Les Rosen, current Rerrt h T^^'^^^ this^
director of the intern program. S ,n

,^»^C. siude^I^^

"It takes a lot of hours and a lot ShauLr""^' """*«
of work to be a succ^sful intern. SSaV4T?St'

'1 '.»'" ,'','.¥*

f I-

I
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'CoQtiniied fk^m Page 2>
and competency in a particular
area of legislation before we
expand to otiier areas, " Gassoway
said.

^

Gassoway incficated Uiat tiie
Student Lobby suffers from a
number of faults, originating
pnmarily from the fact tiiat tiie
Lobby is made up of shidents.

•Building up tiust relationships
of the sort Uiat a man can feel free
to speak his mind is a key
problem, because most are here
for only ten weeks, and it is almost
impossible to build strong
relationships in such a short
lengUi of time. We also don't have
very much money, so we can't

entertam legislators We be.rely upon the validity 7.1arguments and the stre^li
ofJbase of support.
"

"The November
electionj n

f^'°«^,obecrucialtothej
and students everywhere
students turn out inDa4,
UCLA and Santa Barbara, al J
the campuses in the state J
turn out the legislators wtw J
philosophically opposed to I
interests we represent, oratlcM
prove they are the balanced
power, then we will exert a iHod

stronger influence than we|
now. If students don't vote, n
won't be nearly as effectived
will loose much of oil

credibility," Gassoway said.

"An extraordinary film-
worthy of special attention."

-Rex Reed, NewYbrtc OaHyNews

PIBY BROKB
JfyeRY COMMANDMENT
IN THE BOOK!

( .

Over five thousand books in fhic k!« r^T L""^
— - ."1 V - *:'-_-_ ^j

Earned AAodern Clai ser es loLh Ih l'
~ '^""^'"9 ^^°"' P«"9uin's

soclol studies, ficfion. load more Yo^ can^TT''' l'°^'' ^^^'P^^es
:=IheyVe yours for just one dolbr Pnr.K *" °"^ *^^«^ V^" ^'»h-

Pleose. Look for »he soteloble r^.helrorBooTd -^^^' °"'^'
do try to come eorly for the best selection

°'' -^^P^^'r^ent-ond

i-

ANTHONY NCHEL .

PERKINS PICCOU^

students' ttor*

J
ucia
^T^^ ^A^^' '^•'"^'^ «"'on. 825-771

1

M-Th 7:45 a.m.-8:30 p.m.; F 7:45 a.m.-7:3(30 p.m.; S 10-3

^ '^
' •l^ ' .l '
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Queen^lBII D^IK*
A Film by

,

Claude Chabrol

Produce by Andr^ G^novfes . Ad.r>t«n by Paul Gegauff
scrsenpiay by Eugene Afcher »nd Paul Gardner

B..*joothtn<,v..byEllery Queen . Dir.ct«iby Claude Chabrol

I Distribute K.. ? !r'''*"*' ^"•^P'*^. »ne. Prwtntation --

I

D.»tr.bufd by L.v,tt RKkman Film Corporfion • Technicolor- IPGISS^

WCLU8IVE ENQAQEMOfT

NOW PUYIN6
'wi.i rmum m TNUTiit tUiioiMc

I. ..•75V - -
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GAiur lAL

Gay at UCLA

The problems facing gays

^Igned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Bruin
jltorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns are
in to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice an
[njon contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other
lumns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

I do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Editorial

Carry
16 people, it would seem, have spoken. By their

mce, most UCLA students have voiced either
ithy towards or disagreement with strike ac-
fties here. Yet at the same time, if polls are to be
peved, most of you oppose the war.

^erhaps the idea of a strike, with the ac-
ipanying visions of violence and missed mid-
is (which you weren't sure you could get out of by
dng) doesn't appeal to you. We stiU believe a

ll shutdown of normal University functions an
active way of registering anti-war feelings, but

|y if those student energies released by a strike are
^cted concretely towards ending the war.

lur country, in addition to murdering millions of
)ple who merely want to run their own lives and
•ning what was once a productive land into a
iteland, has now pushed the world to the brink of

)rld War III.

le last thing you should do now is to go back to
bsiness as usual". Even if you don't support a
rike, take some positive action to end this
[iserable war. If you feel politics offers a solution,
)rk for a candidate. If you believe in talking to
iple and changmg attitudes, do that, and often,
latever you do, dbn't go back to sleep (if you ever
)ke up). If nothing else, t^e strike should serve to

[ir up some action against the war. We may not win
acting, but by remaining passive we will surely

56. : •

Open letter from union

to Chancellor Young
ancellor Yoniig: *

Once again you have caUed police on campus. Once again there have LetteTS tD the
i^^^'^'y predictable excalation, confronUtions and poUce

"^^^^^"'^
taiiey.The pvirpose of this letter is to inform you as weU as the campus

ramunity that Local 1990 AFT (APIXIIG) voted at iU meeting of May
nJ.1

"*^^.^<! support your acUon and to hold you responsible for the
^cesses which took place on the afternoon of May 11. 1972. Our reasons

If the university - and the whole educational
system- is designed for us to develop our potentials
to improve the quality of life, just about all of us are
in a pretty sad situation as students; courses
generally have litUe meaning for improving how we
IT^' 'w

a personal sense. Being gay, growing up
through the educational process, the problem is

r magnified. Except for developments in the last year
or two. 1 had no where else to turn for reassurance
and the educational system represented, perhaps*
the most unavoidable medium of degradation for me!A medium that I could not avoid if I was Ho make
something of myself."

I am about to graduMe in June, and I find I am in a
continual debate with myself - Was it worth if
Financially-

1 see friends who graduated within the
last few years resigning themselves to driving cabs
waiting on tobies, or filing law briefs. InteUectually'
spintually - most of my growth, my increased
awareness of myself and the world, has been outside
of school. And the most important— to me— and the
most difficult, was to buck the odds and learn to like
and to appreciate myself. Not despite being gay
Maybe because of being gay. But certoinly to be able
to include my gayness as part of my posiUve self. Not
only did the educational system ignore that need— in
myself and my mariy gay brothers and sisters — it
actively worked against that need.
The straight student is unaware of this built-in

bigotry. Indeed, for most it is a prejudice he or she
does not even question. But to be tought that James
Baldwin or Oscar Wilde or one of many other authors
was **a good writer despite being homosexual" tokes
neat little nibbles out of one's self-respect. To have a
suspicious (and very 'iiberal") high school senior
English teacher toke me aside one day and warn me
that if I ever dropped my guard and consented— just
once— to **queer sex", I would never be aide to have
sex with a woman again (which says something
about his attitudes^on heterosexuapty as much as
homosexuality) tokes a few more king-size bites. To
be made aware that one's natural drives are un-
natural— that one's loves are ugly— to be ignored in
sex education classes (do I exist?) and the one
marriage-children-mortgaged home alternative
offered (will I either have to lie for the rest of my life
or be lonely?) eats and corrodes whatever self-
^teem and hope one has managed to grab ontd. To
find oneself discussed only in psychology classes as a
sick deviant — not a person, but an oddity to be
analyzed by heterosexuals who have determined
themselves as standards of desirability. That's it.

The instonces are endless— they still continue— and
every gay has his or her own painful memories that
sometimes are conmion and sometimes unique. The
educational system is, of course, not the only
destructive force for gays, but as the supposedly
most enlightened, its attitudes are infuriating.
The molding process -- so limiting— storts young.

The most basic definitions in primary grades is

sexual — whether it be as innoceht as which Une to
stond in or as stringent as how to occupy oneself— in
play and in work. Ttiere is no room for personal
exploration. There is no room for choice or
possibilities. One learns very early to keep one's
variances a secret if one is to gain any respect. And

.- ;
'

:

-by Richard Gollance
so a terrible cycle evolves: Gays, being constonUy
derided by myths and bigotries, are afraid to identify
themselves. Nothing contradicts the myths, and so
they continue. Gays feel the need to "pass", and
waste untold energy - energy that could be directed
productively, if allowed — holding in large parts of
their identities against fear of discovery. In the end,
nothing positive has been achieved by the myths.
They haven't "straightened" any one out, if that was
their intent, but they have forced most gays into
feelings of alienation and isolation. A black student
wouldn't accept being taught that he is a lazy, stupid
nigger. A Jewish student wouldn't accept being
pictured as a heartlessly money-hungry kike. Why,
then, is the gay supposed to accept his equally
inappropriate fag labels?
And what of the gay professor at U.C.L.A.? For the

most part, he or she is forced to hide his or her
homosexuality, an integral element of a personality
that could enlargen the perceptions — the scopes —
of both gay and straight students. Both students and
professors alike are denied.
The university has storted to realize its respon-

sibilities to provide avenues for minority groups if
they are to become a proud, contributing Corce in our
society — Blacks. Chicanes. Asian-Americans,
Women (not a minority, but treated like one) —
either the university itself or one of its branches has L
instituted courses — sometimes even majors — to
give one a sens^ of cultural and social identity. To
make one feel one's worth as oneself, and not as an
imitation of something else. Several universities —
notably the University of Nebraska of all places ~
have begun courses in gay liberation. If the turn-out
at the U.C.L.A. Gay Liberation Front's recent
evening of films is any indication, there are literally ,

hundreds of students on this campus with an interest
in such a course. The sociology department seems
the natural sponsor, but although gay students have
discussed their needs with members of the depart-
ment several times, nothing has been accomplished.
No action token. No conscience moved.
And so, the only regular places for gay men to

confront and deal with their gayness on campus are
some bathrooms. For gay women (as far as I know),
nothing. We are expected to become invisible,
sexless. There are occasional gay liberation
meetings, but that by itself is far from adequate.
With no other preparation, attending Gay Liberation,
and thus, semi-publicly identifying yourself, can toke
a great deal of courage and determination. The Gays
that attend have already gone through the processes
leading to that openness — the ones who need Gay
Liberation the least. And so the Gay is left to fend for
himself. To work at what becomes his most im-
portont growth and awareness totally apart from the
institutions that are supposedly designed for his
growth and awareness. We are left to learn about
ourselves in bathrooms and bars ~ and then
criticized for it. The last two years, especially, have
seen a tremendous relaxation, pride, and love among
Gays — and in Los Angeles, the opening of a gay

. cornmunity center— but the educational system was
an obstocle to be overcome instead of a process to be
employed for greater self-realization.

_ 1__ _ (Continued on Page 6)

)llow

iPl uh ^^^ "^ demonstrable emergency on campus on the afternoon of

IdminicfSl;'^?^';?.'.
* ^^^ disturbance had occurred in front of theK oo r ^^^"^ ^^ ^**««^ interpret this disturbance as causeor police intervention.

«

hinrt?n='*lK'^*
**'* ""• """pus. ostensibly to protect the AdmintetraUon

Knu^*h"ir'*'' f
"*• *•'" *""* P"^* "Itowed to march against

kc?mp ^n 1
committed no crimes? Why was police action aUowed to

^ZiSttT^T *"'""•"' '*^"" *"**
" *" 'r

Zlmt^,!^*^^
occurred, were witnened and have t)een reported, in

tairrS H ^ ^^^' **•""« '>' • '*»^^ ''hoee blood sUined the

kn chT«^" T ""' " '"^*"'» '^•«v«J *ron8«y. they would have

fe and ex^Hit7*l'*^ ^ ""* *=«'»'«"T', police again acted as judge,

feversal JfTe d^^m.^^STr.;:^.'*"'*"
•""^ ""^"^

^ ' '"^«*

'iw'"an'S'!!!^H!'^ ^•** •"^« »8k«* ">• to express to you our

»ny Ciian«.iw . T'i"*" *>' ^"^ "ct"""* Perhaps it is impossible for

:umstaneTwM.K ^,^* correcUy and humanely under the cir-

I'hen a resnnn. ki
'*^^"" '" ""^ '"^'"'y tod«y " "»at should be the case,

allow thenf?^,.. P^"^"* should resign. To caU in the police and

demonstrate 8o«i!.!..I
"*"*" **'*' '"^*^^ "8ht to assemble and to

's to sacrifir» .n 1 .
•"***"' PoWcies of our government in Viet Nam

Our
'" enlightened leaderahip.

l«me"rge1!^rHirt!l!'f T***^ y^ *» '"»*' *at we consider that if an
wlicies in whth

'*='**'*' 'Thursday afternoon, it was created by your
I « m which we have lost all confidence.

Lora Weinroth. President
for the Membership of Local IMO AFT (AFL-CIO)

KaewMy Uai— at UCLA

Don't strike, do something
Editor:

All right kiddies!!!! Taking
over the administration l)uilding

will not end the war. Boycotting

classes will not end the war.

Disturbing other classes,

students, and professors, trying to

get them to join the strike will not

end the war.
^ It seems that notxxly has got it

into their thick sculls that striking

has just not worked. It hasn't

worked in the past and it probably

won't work now. It hasn't worked
in the past because obviously the

war is still going on and those four

people shot at Kent Stote seemed
to have been killed in vain.

XJCLA thinks that since every

other college is going to act

against Nixon's new movement in

Vietnam that we have to go ahead
and do the exact same thing. Did
anyone eyer think that ULCA
could ma^be use a different toctic

than this.futile strike and actually

make a difference to really in-

fluence our govemnient in a
meaningful way. Why doesn't

UCLA, or I should say the people
involved, use their initiative, use
their brains, and think of

something different to really

affect Nixon's administration.

I've been thinking, but haven't
come up with anything yet, but
with all the tolent and energy and
mass here on campus, we should
be able to come up with something
better than this stupid strike

which is only making things more
difficult here on our campus. I

thought our purpose was to end
the war, not to disrupt the cam-
pus. Think atxHit it.

Cynthia J. Post
Sophomore, llieater Arts

Venice

T

Editor:

This is to inform the UCLA
Students, especially those who
live in Venice, of the Venice Free
Theater II's upcoming Rock
Musical Production ''Misa del
Mar ". This Rock Anti-Mass will

open Off the 4th of July week-end at
the Venice Pavillion. Like the two
Rock Musicals that played last

summer and fall and were seen by
more than 12,000 people, Misa del
Mar, Mass of the Sea will also be
free and reviewed by all of the
trade papers and the LA Times.
For those interested in

auditioning, auditions will be held

Wednesday of (May 17) at 8:30 pm
and Thurs. at 7:00 pm. at the
Venice Pavillion (the Pavillion is

on the beach at Windward Street
in Venice).

VFT II is also sponsoring a
"Fifties Night" next Saturday
(May 20) at 8:30 p.nL. It is a
money raising trip to get money
for costumes and sets etc for the
production. For just a 50f donation
(or more if you want) you will be
treated to (or subjected to) "The
Creature from the Black Lagoon"
(that film we were all raised on)
and two rock bands for dancing
afterwards.

Harold Pierpoint

Ecclesiastical Advisor

FpR THE ProducUon

.. I

F/ash/
Editor:

What this university needs is a
return of Flash Cadillac!

Ed Hllmes
Sophomore

Scott Campbell
Sophomore

Leon Palmer
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(Continued from Page S)

A course — or courses — in gay liberation is not a complete answer
. Gays need counselling services on campus sympathetic to their Editor-
problems Other courses should include gay topics and treat homosexuals

it is of course no secret thaf in

clusively for heterosexuahty - not as separate courses of study, but Reforms" this university's
mtegrated. where appropriate, in already-existing courses. The criteria for ex^^eUence in teaching

^'rJtJ^
»s no^^ the only educationa level whose bigotry must be at- and true value in curriculum must

Ucked.Gays obhterated self-esteem frequenUy cripples their academic become correspondingly more
performances - a similar situation as often found with blacks, women, rigorous As it receives less and

.

and chicanos - and denies them the cnance to reach universities. less financial support, the
In earlier years, the rigid expectations of sex roles must be eliminated, university must reorder its

A positive representation of homosexuality must be included in sex priorities. Surely, this seems
education classes. An environment must be created where each child can reasonable to everyone. It is,

freely express himself and experiment to find what he or she is without however, truly difficult to stand
intimidation and fear. And perhaps most important, the hiring of openly passively by when one believes

^^A ~u^
^^^ ^^ heterosexual — teachers, so that the alternatives of life that an injustice is threatening the

and the wide range of its possibUities, can become real and respecUbility of those priorities. I
acknowledged. And so that gay students can find the models to relate to. am speaking here of what would
so sorely lacking now. The university - and the entire educational appear to be indifference tto an
system - could be a major - perhaps the major — force to help instructor whose contrabt is
eliminate the barriers that so regularly robs society of all the con- running out at the university and

,

tnbutions gays are capable of. But, looking at the past, it seems clear that who will thus be lost. She is Dr
the changes will not come from an enlightened academic conscience. Ruth Kunzer of the Department of
They will only come when fed-up Gays and concerned straights make

"
more and more demands on an unjust system until it is forced to
recognize its responsibilities.
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POSTERS

2x3 FT.

$5.98

24HR SERVICE

16 X 20 PROOF SHEET $4.00

CUSTOM FINISHING ON PREMISES

^TUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES

•>

ri-.^ CEOMiE'S PHOTO SHOP
10909 KINROSS AVENUE
IN THE VILLAGE 479-6132 •

Germanic Languages.
I feel that this situation con-

stitutes an injustice, above all, to
the student body, as it imperils
opportunity for fine quality in-

struction. Dr. Kunzer meets, in

my opinion, the most rigorous of
criteria, both in her teaching and
in her influence upon curriculum.
This quarter Dr. Kunzer is

teaching a course of her.own
design entitled "German-Jewjsh
literature in translation." Such a
course has never before been
offered, to my knowledge, on any
campus of this university, despite
its obvious relevance to the many
other courses with conventional
themes given in the department.
In this first quarter more than

60 students are enrolled. Cer-
tainly, this indicates strong
student support for the idea of
such a course. Moreover, the vast
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THE OMLY REALLY FUNNY MOVIE
SINCE WOODY ALLEN'S BANANAS'!

—Roger Greenspun. N.Y. Times •

that 1$. It becomes good dirty satire."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

^^^OQJKU -Leonard Harris, WCBS-TV '

' "^ "*• ^^^*^ -^*'^"'» Crfst, New York Magazine

.« Mliu UUniiSUN! -Stewart Klein, Vi^NEW-TV

-?^^-
""™''"'' l»™«-«POol genre...lt

provides considerable naughty-bawdy
comedy."_p.„„v„ ««,/, n^ yon,,, utume
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majority of students enrolled are
NOT German majors. (Only five
are German majors). Can one
then question the broad appeal of
this course? All of this makes one
wonder why a language depart-
ment which has lately devised
courses to attract students would
not take great pains to guarantee
the continuation of the very course
with the greatest enrollment of
any in the department.

I hope the university will not fail
to take note of this very positive
response of the students to in-
novation in the curriculum, and I

ask that the university ponder its
position with respect to the in-
novator and make a generous
effort to retain a valuable in-
structor. If there is to continue at
this university the level of
academic excellence for which it

has so often been cited, the
foregoing must be carefully
considered. I fully expect that this
"if" will prove a mere manner of
speech, for I am absolutely faith-
ful that the university will deal
wisely and justly in this matter.
As a member of the class in

question I respectfully withhold
my name. Let's keep German-
Jewish litfJrature and let's keep
Dr. Ruth Kunzer on our campus!

Name withheld

students Will verif
""»

^
nto that catego

" '^ ""' H
Of course Organic Oh.

harder than mZoJ^»*).
classes and is not en..^'N

"•a* Organic chemsl^lmany of us. 'PP«alii<;

His humor knnu,i j

ability to relate to'^at^me to really eniov rl **<

And When I cLpa^^jCh*™*^^
to other professors

(in ci*^and other subjects ? ?"«I

whatafantestifefthi'''"**
.The petition

currentiv"
H*

circulated has as its Dri!*
'*^

to retain Dr ll^'^V^
af.itsprimaryaj

purpose goes bSnd',^ *

undergraduate
's1 f

*•

Chem tenure

cannot judge a'^^lf'f ^
capacity in research Wp !
can't judge a r.l t M
chen,isi;ii4ntr„:a
professor, but after observZ™
attending lectures of 1!'
professors, a student can fom'meaningful opinion a^
professor's teaching cap,!

IThe petition, hopefully SZ
that we as students, Vn'I'Slsay m discussmg the (eaclZ

case. Otherwise he wouldn't
T)een here for seven years

^Editor:
~

__
How do you "judge** d"^6d

professor? Well, to start with,
check the classes taught and
students enrolled. Are there the
famous "Pre-Meds" competing
extra hard for grades? Is the class
meeting at the ghastly hour of 8:00
a.m.? Is the classroom crowded
with varied abilities? Is it a class
which many take because they
have to, and really don't care
about it?

It is in a position like this that a

-Jiewasontheborderhne,thenliii
teaching ability should have
pulled him over. If a professor B
on the borderline, why should

research have a priority as the

deciding factor. '

Ihopeallof Dr. Lightner'span

students sign the circulatinj

petition, and that all students

write to the Daily Bruin and the

Academic Senate to express your

views on this point.

Deborah Juster

Pre-med, Chemistrj

Sophomort
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Economic boycott a way to peace

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 7

,
more than seven years of

^, marching, and rioting in

rjases, after more than seven

I of protest against this war,

jo we have but another in-

scalation. So what will we

is time? Some of us will

I, others will write letters,

istill others will occupy

[igs on campus,

some of us want another

show our disgust with the

lent and his policies, and

, why the Westwood Peace

sment was formed. Our

jse is to provide another and

fully effective way to protest:

tonomic boycott.

[Thursday, May 11, the eight

bers of the Westwood Peace

^ment visited 111 merchants

iestwood Village. We had

krs depicting a dove flying

flames with the words,

SUPPORT IMMEDIATE
[hDRAWAL - PEACE
^" and we wanted the Village

:hants to place these posters

leir windows to show their

rt of and solidarity with the

movement. We felt that if

we had expected. Of thellll stores
we visited, 42 merchants placed
our posters in their window, 59
merchants refused, and 10 others
accepted our posters and said they
mi^t display them.
Of the merchants we visited, the

most enthusiastic were Pier I

Imports, the Donut Shop (the
-Corner Shop), and Jason's. We
urge that all students and
members of the community
patronize those establishments.
On the other hand, we were very
poorly treated by MR. C (a
clothing store) and although many
of you probably never go there, we
recomment that you continue to
stay away. In regard to the banks
in the area, the manager of First
Federal Savings said he'd try to
place the poster in his window,
and the Bank of America refused.
In any case, we suggest that a
positive way to protest would be to
remove all checking and savings
accounts from banks in the
Village until this war is over.
Below is a list of merchants that

have accepted our poster. If they

bythe West¥mdPeace Movement

..«v^«.^»v. ..X, .^« .— .. still are displaying the black-and-

.„ stores in the Village had white poster of a dove flying above
poster displayed, then that flames with the words "WE

-._. . SUPPORT IMMEDIATE WITH-
DRAWAL — PEACE NOW," we
urge that you support them either
verbally or financially.
(Lawrence Martin Kling Jewlry
tried to deceive us by displaying
our poster at first, but removed it

within two hours. Others may do

Id be a strong statement

_5t the war, especially con-

ing ^om whom it came.

It we didn't expect all the

chants to agree with us. In

we were very pessimistic

jt the possible results. In the

our results were better than

the same. Look for the poster.)
That list is followed by a list of
merchants who refused the
poster. Boycott those stores.
This is yet another way in which

you can protest against the war. It
can be effective only if we have
widespread support. Show the
power of your dollar and help
bring about immediate with-
drawal, peace now.

SUPPORT THESE STORES
WITH THE POSTER
Restenrants—Eateries—Food

:

Alice's, Woody 's. Mario's,
Jason's. Donut Shop, Coffee
Gallerie, Hip Bagel, Little
Caesar's.

Record Stores:

The Wherehouse
Clothing Stores:

Rinx, Cover Giri, Alandale's.
Candy Happening, Saffron Robe,
Lanz, Estes, Archibald Fox.
Travel Agencies:
Student Travel -—r=::=i:r:^rr:'bz=:i

Health Food Stores:

Nature's Health Cove—

^

Shoe Stores:

Leed's, Village Shoe Parlour,
Youth House. ^

^

Book Stores:

College Book Store, Westwood
Book Store

Jewellers:

Westwood Village Jewelry, Muriel
Chastonet . -

Cleaners:

Le Conte Cleaners, London
Cleaners.

tters to the Editor ii

et's crack down on racism
>r:

I't it appalling? I mean the
easing incidence of racist

arks heard on campus. Like,

kn(M, the guy who wrote to

DB tne other day complaining
how he couldn't walk around
)ut some stranger coming up
making a racist slur right in

face, unsolicited no less! And
[not only him who's getting it.

Ir, I mean, you can't even open
IDB without being offended by
|ie racist ad or letter, etc. I

you editors ought to screen
material better,

id I won't even mention the
itories in this regard, where
k're practically captives to the
|ist obscenities Flaired and
Melled all over the booth and
V Don't get me wrong; I mean,

very broadminded when it

les to so-called pornography,
know, sex pictures and dirty

rds like you find there. WeU,
?r all It's only words, and if you
It to express yourself like that,
your thing and you've got a

^stitutional right, don't you?
[t those racist insults are
lething else. They're so stupid
Know, and show the ignorance
the writer, and I really em-
[nize with the minoriUes who
\ to sit there and be
uliated.

(here did all these dumb
Jists come from, anyway? How
I tney get on campus? Maybe it

fs when they lowered the ad-
^sion standards. We didn't use

to have all these racist incidents. I

think the administration better

screen their applicants more
carefully; don't let any more
racists in. I mean, discrimination
doesn't belong in a university,

does it? And another thing the
administration could do to help
the situation would be to organize
student and faculty observers to

report on people who make racist

remarks. Some kind of cameras

could be installed in restrooms to

catch the ones who write on the
walls anonymously. Then this

anti-racist campaign could be
made relevant to the whole
student body by instituting a Court
of Racial Justice and by having
them participate democratically
in the conviction and sentencing of

those racists.

JeanSlevens
Slavic Languages

HUIS EUM SEMINIUI
The learning Skills Center is offering 2 Finals Exams
Seminars to help students prepare, for and write final

exams.
Wednesday, May 24 1:15-5 pm OR

Thursday, May 25 1 : 1 5-5 pm
Pr«-«nrollmanf is required. Come to 271 Social Welfare or
coll (82)5-7744

Thit It o student torvlce free to all regularly enrolled students.

pmt For siiiiiis

^••ght Control .

(

^•nerei Sementict

William L Ristow, Ph.D
1 225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

'«•-<'
:r

•THE ECHOES OF HOME
STARRING DIRECT FROMTHEIRT.V. APPEARANCE

KARPATOK
HUNGARIAN FOU< DANCE ENSEMBLE

With Guott Appooroncoc by:

KRAKUSY- Polish Folk Dance Ensemble
ISTVAN CZOVEK- Hungarian Bariton

KITKA - Bulgarian Folk Dance Ensemble

SATURDAY, AAAY 20, 8:30 P.M.

OCCIDENTAL CENTER AUDITORIUM
1 150 So. Olive Street, Los Angeles

Tfeli«ls Sold in Advonce Only All Seott $5.00

INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS: 788-3063 & 473-7129

Hair Dressers:
Tony Sassoon's, Doreen Hair
Stylists, Sir Charles.
Drug Stores:

Bi-Rite

Pipe Shops:
The Tinder Box, Comwell of West
Miscellaneous stores:

Anthony Bass, Optometrist, Pier I

Imports, Tomnoddy Faire, Fabric
and Trim Shop, Antonino Ajello &
Bros. House of Candles, Students
International Meditation Society,
McGovem Headquarters.

BOYCOTT THESE STORES
Restaurants—Eateries—Food

:

See's Candy, McDonald's, Lum's,
Taco Bell, Swenson's Ice Cream,
Wil Wright's, 31 Flavors, U
Maison Orepe, Winecellar West,
Popy's.

Record Stores:

Vogue, Discount.,

Clothing Stores:

Jeans's West, Viennese Jr.,
Lucille Howard, Leather Bound
LTD., Lim's, Krystall's, The
Family Tree (maternity). Lew
Ritter & Co , Mr. C, Vaughn, A La
Mode, Dena Carll, Jr, Sophisticate
Fashions r~~— —
Travel Agencies:
ABC Travel

Book Store, Logos. _

Jewellers:

Jay's Jewelry, Crescent
Jewellers, Morgan & Co.
Jewellers, Lawrence Martin Kling
Jewelry.

Cleaners:

No. 1 Cleaners
Hair Dressers:

Beauty Supply, Blue and Gold
Barber Shop
Drug Stores:

Newberry's, Rexall, LaLonde
Westwood Pharmacy.
Miscellaneous stores:

Campus Camera, Cambell
Tolstad Stationary, Bel-Air
Florist, Body Counter, Skillet,

Schock Stationers, Nancy Nolan
Employment

, Delphi
(glassware). Hazel Crist
Stationary, Westwood Posters,
Westwood Sporting Goods, Up-
stairs, Foster's (glassware), >

Jurgenson's Grocery, Smith
Sporting Goods, Fischer Music
Co

THESE FOLLOWING STORES
CONDITIONALLY ACCEPTED
THE POSTER^—--—-— —

Health Food Stores:

Westwood Natural Foods
Shoe Stores:

Chandler's, Richard's Shoes,
George Schwab.
Book Stores: ,,-

Campbell's Book Store, Village

"Party^
" Smarty, - Chlldremr

Bootery, Hobbies and Models, Ski
Haus, Ritz Cleaners, Campbell's
Clothing, Charliene Reveal,
Design Imports, Michel's Knits,

Monique. -

(Note: The movie rtheaters were
closed at the time and wiU be
approached in the near future:)

Make a smart move

ALIA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

•' Enjoy a worry-free move

. > • 1®^ us ship your 1

personal effects inexpensively

Call (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
1834 S. Flow«r Str««t, '

.' Los Angelts, Colifornio 90015

We also tell 220V oppliances In famous brands .

.

also transformers and adapters

SATURDAY
MAY 20

SUNDAY
MAY 21 .^

FRIDAY
—^ MAY 19

MR. GORDON CHIHENDEN. renowned ohotoqraph.r. will b« conducting a two
hour workshop on HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH AUlO RACING on B«l Air Comero
& Ht-Fi on May 19, 20 & 21. Mr. ChiH«nd«n, whos« photogrophat odorn thtt Un-
torio Roc«trock lounge, has been a photographer for "Rood & Trock" and hos hod
his photos published by "Realities", "Rood & Track", "West Mogozine", "Sports
Illustrated", "Saturday Review", annor>g others. He has written several books In-

cluding HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH AUTO RACES and photogrcphed SURVIVAL OF
THE SPECIES: THE EtEPHANT SEAL

WDRKSHOPSc The some workshop will be given FRIDAY (MAY 19) & SATURDAY
(MAY 20), at 10:00 A.M.; 1:00 P.M. ond 3:30 P.M. as well as SUNDAY (MAY 21)
ot 11:00 A.M ond 1:30 P.M. AHENDANCE IS OPEN however, due to limited
spoce. reservation* ore suggested . . . There is a $2.00 odmlsslon fee. Phone
reservations will be t\«id until 1/2 hour before eoch workshop.

DOOt FRIZES WIU BE GIVEN INCLUDING TICKETS TO THE TIMES GRAND PRIX.

FAaORV EXPERTS FROM THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES WILL BE AT Ba AIR
CAMERA & HI-FI TO HaP YOU CHOOSE EQUIPMENT FOR RACE CAR PHOTO-
GRAPHY:

SEAUUEU HONEYWEU PENTAX KONICA (WEST DEMO) VIVITAR FUJICA
HEURna HONEYWEU STROaONAR MAMIYA^SEKOR NNCON SOUOOR

OMERnfrHm

«w
^ » • I • * « » J

927 WiSTWOOO ILVD.
LOS ANOILiS 90034

1/2 Itock S If «CU

iiij

WiSTWOOO VlilAOE
477-9S49 271^214

MASTIR CHARSE IAHMMIMCaRO
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Tuesday, AAay 14, 1972

Presidentialcandidates
Political forum

(Editors' note: This it the foarth
Axis Political Forum, on avil
Rights and Law and Order.
Rather ironically, it is appearing
the day after the shooting of Gov.
George Wallace. another
Presidential candidate. This is

just one of the many symtoms of

the problems facing this country
today, and to which the candidates
will have to address themselves in

the near future. So. without fur-

ther ado. the candidates . . . . )

Nixon
In dealing with any matter of

the nature of the Civil Rights of an
individual or group, the supreme
test lies in the conscience of the
individual citizen. For the laws of

government alone will not change
men's attitudes. Only legal action
weighed in the absence of
demagoguery, and in light of

fundamental constitutional
principles will be of lasting help to

all. In 9ppraising the role of civil

rights and law and order, we must
remember that the critical factor
is that there can be no civil rights

Crime Control Act of 1970, and the

District of Columbia CourtReform
Act; all are aimed at providing
the tools for improving Federal
efforts to curb criminal activity.

Also, the President has initiated

forceful measures to improve the
quality of Federal, State, and
local enforcement agencies.
Money for law enforcement was
boosted by more than 200 per cent
in the first three years of the
Nixon Administration; a further
increase of 2.3 Billion dollars is

proposed for the coming year.

Leading the fights against
organized crime is a pool of six-

teen Federal Strike Force Units.

In 1971, these units brought 600

Federal indictments, naming
nearly 2,500 criminal suspects —
including major criminal leaders.
This was 2 1/2 times the number of
indictments during the year
before the President took office.

Substantial success has been
achieved in reducing serious
crime. The rate of increase in

major crimes has been cut in half
— to a five year low. 51 major
cities reported an overall
decrease in crime in the first nine
months of 1971. In Washington,
DC. serious crime fell 13% in

1971. The Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration

without civil order.

-=^aie--eff^rts -Of 4he Nixon Ad—fLBAAi^ is helping to fondioear
mmistration have been directed at and state agencies as well as
not only reducing crime in the moving to improve courts and
streets, but also at spearheading
an attack on organized crime. The
President's legislative iniUatives
have included the Omnibus Crime
Control Act of 1970. the Organized

correctional facilities — geared
for effective rehabilitation.
Outlays in fiscal 1972 totalled $705
million — a six fold increase from
'968.

.

I ( Paid Advertisement)

SPEND THE NIGHT
ATHILLEU!

Shavuoth Study & Celebration

With Kiddush and Snacks
May 18-12 P.M- 7 A.M.

^ CAL JET CHARTERS ^

• EUROPE 1972 •
pHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST- Round Trip Europe Flights —

,»;iklaiid Of LA (o Undon «$ lo* » $''40 /r^„^ ,

PaMa^dotLA to brusscU - - „ fow ., $279 (n,«nd uflOne Way Flights <« .

:)aklaiia o( I.A'

>ndo;r 2^;!;;^lf
a^^»*— « >ow „ $,49 (o„e way)

lo Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)— > lnter.U.S,A. Flights <--
West Coast to Cast Coast \jiinc) -as low as ?76(onc vav)|l«t Coast to West Coast (Scpc/ -as low a^ 076 (oSc vay)|

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
spac« is limiied ^

o« ti„ t^i^c*»t and •^•uS^iJ^HlS^iVSllir^ »^'I

MCMttRSNIF ^,5,
•^"••'"•^ ••»*•*' »«»"»«<»«t«f»ml||#» TkM^tlr. NO

b*vMa«tft Mrv«« in iij^i ^ "• *^ •^*#mMrt. CMnpllmMitary niMfs .nd

2<J0Gr»»nSlr«#t
S^n rranctsco, CaMornia •4173

or<!<i»|(4l5)92? 1434

Under the leadership ^ of

President Nixon, the budget ot

Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) has
been im^reased from $14 Million in

1968 to $42 Million in 1971. The
BNDD agents, under new ad-

ministration directives, have led

recent operations against maior
heroin and cocaine distribution

centers in the United States. In
one operation, the three-year old
Bureau made 223 arrests and
netted $25 Million dollars worth of

heroin and cocaine.

The Nixon administration does
recognize that an important factor
in preserving the civil order is the
enforcement of the civil liberties

of individuals and groups; a
positive approach toward civil

rights encourages respect for the
law.

Despite the stereotyped claims
of certain members of the op-
position, the Nixon administration
has been more active in enforcing
civil rights laws than its

predecessors. The result has
been a measureable advancement—
in minority rights. Across the
country, for instance, the number ^

of Black students attending all-

Black schools has decreased from
40 per cent in 1968 to an estimated
12^-per cent™in 197I7 dtirin iarge
part to Federal enforcement ef-
forts. Aside from continuing to
press these actions, the President

has actively sought to o|>en new
legislative initiatives and has
achieved clear progress in efforts
to insure fair employment in
government, in women's rights,
and in advancement in related
areas for Spanish-speaking
citizens and American Indians.
The President has proven that
solutions — workable, realistic
solutions — can be found to such
controversial problems, and that
America's needs can be fulfilled
by working within our democratic
processes of law and justice.

Our problems are often the
responsibility of local agencies
and of the individual. Yet, the
nation has moved far from the
unpleasant past of ^ 1968. The
President is determined to see
that the wave of crime is not the
wave of the future, and that this
civil order shall be the basis of a
continuance and growth of Civil
Rights for all Americans.

Jim Straw

Muskle
Senator Muskie fias declared

that he would not accept a Black
man as a running mate. Indeed,

"contrary to the aBlpNgfSTonscasfon"
Muskie, the senator's position was
molded by his acute awareness of
the extent to which racism still

Political foruin deadline
J^^n ^!li'i' P"™"

Axis sectioii wUI present the nfth In the Hve-part Candidates' Forum series between now and the June •
California primary. THe Forum wUI constat of statements and.
hopefully, courses of action on the issue - the QuaUty of Life ii^America ^ by all serious Presidential candidates
Statements should be prepared and submitted by bona fidegroups, supporting the different candidates (one ptatfonn nw

All statemenu are to be typed with 1045 margins and must not~^exceed 80 Itoes. AU columns wiU be nm as s^mltted. ^^^^edlttag, and must be signed by at least one Individuai in aU cases.
*

The deadline for the topic is as follows: , ^ -^

Quality of Life in America-May It '

Avi.:'!!!'"'™"
"""*' ""*' ^ Included with each column so the

arise
"" '"""" ""* ""'"'"*"' ^"""^ '"'•"" "»> «««•««»»*•

Questions regardtag the Candidates' Forum can be directed to
—

!i«i k'" t""
•'•" ''•*«'*^' Axis editors, at the DaUy Bruin

"
office or by phone at 825-22K. ,

j- ™uin

- JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
k i-AlU'ilil'''"," "T"' "• ""•"'•»™ ""ly 'o g.l Into Ih. 9 to 5 rut? T\m,

K« oHTr «3fti \rT u
^•"•^"<* Such o lob fnoy ba waiting for yoo but lik«

For o b«l.r IK. 4 furlh.r Information writ, lo It,., FOUBON VIUAGE
r.O. SOX 9300
SAN DIEOO, CA 9210*

BankAmericard*
Travelers Cheques

Free Budget Planning Kit

" ''""^
°^X-;is^^^a°°-U.AO. B.A.CH

pervades our ^«
M"^ie is 7L7Z' ^
with a Black man a L*^ H
'•«*. President 11'' ^%
would surely Jin r

'*'• "i*

Black people wIh^u"*^

nommeestothesupl^n^^

cognizance'^ofTl^r,*"" "' *•

if
the country "Mrj"^developed sensi^iv?*! ^

reaching
propose,' T ^

amelioration of^' J"', *
Hculties. In an Mr'"'

«

demonstrate the refi'T
J-

ditions common to Si
*

Muskie.Jws advised LdL"?
races to share thel^effciT?"
efforts made intSa*
effort to secure fe^»
insurance, Muskie has L^
endeavored to make T^aware of the fact 1^,^^
enhancement of the availab it,/proper medical serviceswS:
apan-human'i.d'vaneeandMk

.a^^Jnefit serving a^
V

aid deprived Americann
hammers away at the comni

-~«f estabhshing a rapport amow
people of every race. OtS
candidates may opt for civil right,

legislation; they may also Zl
vigorously for the improvement

(<

our cities. However, Minkie
emphasizes repeatedly that the*

improvements must l)e a raUyiw

point for all races. While this is i
course, self-evident, for tooionja

period of time, candidates wm
making promises only to Blad

people, thus poor people of otto

races justifiably felt left out aod

bitter. Muskie realizes that it

order for unenlightened and

impoverished non-Blacks to «*
- their grudge against Black peopfe

their lot must also be improved

Indeed, the more "garbage" wt

remove from the lives of "wjiile

. trash,** the more we reduce the

possibility of their votijig fir

Wallace.

Muskie, then, who voted for the

^ aVIL RIGHTS ACT of 1960, M',

and 68'; the VOTING RIGHTS

ACT of 1965; and the QUALITY

INTEGRATED EDUCATION

ACT of 1971, truly deserves the

opportunity to heal our internal

wounds.

With regard to bussing, Muskie

has pointed to the overall us-

desirability of making childreii

undergo long journeys to distant

schools everyday, if such i

practice be continued for an ifr

definite period of time. The

senator also considers bussing i

drain on resources that could be

uaed to provide better schools

However, Muskie believes that

bussing is a legitimate short

range tool for achieving in

tegration, so long as priority K

given to the tesk of providiK

schools of sufficient integration to

render buasing 4innecessary

Muskie sees no conflict betweei

social justice and vigorous iJ*

enforcement. He believes that it

»

the duty of the federal gov«»

ment to provide local police''«2

with funds not only for impro»*

training facilities but also for w

hiring of more administratis'

/i^o.,<l«MPliOllPtg»'

DISCOUNT
>«-FI STEREO COMPONENT,

SHELLEY'S

CUSTOM INSTAIIATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BlVD

OR 7^281

)iomondNe6dl»f>Racor(iingJ;

MON ANDFRI T0 9P^^

.••«Bir»»r»rT- <.r-
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concern for the individualcitizen
luedfromPageS)
inel in order to free

len for the street. Muskie

•lieve, however, that such

^^ as no-knock entrance

iretapping are violations of

Jual freedom that in no way

the cri^e rate.

, be honest. Most of us who

le DB are so well-versed in

^ral rhetoric of the past few

as to make any statement

ling the necessity of getting

, "root causes of crime'* a

adinous restatement of what

Juskie, McGovern, and

irey all believe. Therefore,

just mention Muskie's

jration with Senators Javits

[Hughes on legislation to

le the states with funds to

.leroin addiction, a cause of

not yet hackneyed to death.

jkie is still in the race, and

ime is still on the California

He is the best man.
Eddie Tabath

cGovern

)rge McGovem's legislative

*d is the most eloquent

iony" to "his lohgstan£Diiig~

»rn with civil rights: these

[deeds, not words. He has
>nsored every piece of civU

legislation enacted during

ist decade. The Onmibus
Rights Bill of 1969 contained

and sweeping proposals to

discrimination in em-
lent, housing and education
0. Other legislation con-

ked increasing voter par-

Ution in the District of
ibia (S.4567) and increasing

federal employment of
ish^urnamed persons ,to a

consistent with their
Lulation percentage
res.ia). His proposals in the
Rights area tnchide: Home
for the District of Columbia;
mgressional investigation of

FBI pracUces; repeal of the
preventive detention, no-knock,
and wiretapping provisions of the
Nixon-approved D.C. Crime Bill;

support of the 1st Amendment
righte of newspapers to publish
the Pentagon Papers; opposition
to widespread illegal government
surveillance and computer data
banks involving non-criminal
citizens.

'*I am a firm believer that when
it comes to equal opportunity, the
first opportunity must be for equal
political power. For it is from that
fundamental opportunity that all

others spring.'* His leadership of
the McGovem Commission on
Democratic Party Structure and
Delegate Selection has resulted in

a series of reform guidelines
which will make the 1972 Con-
vention the most open and
representative in the history of
any national party. He has
sponsored a whole series of bills

dealing with campaign and voting
reform and more representative
legislative apportionment, in-

cluding the Federal Campaign
Assistance and Disclosure Act of
1971, the Campaign Broadcast
Reform Act of 1969 (S.2876),

legislation to extend the Voting
RighU Act of 1964 to encompass a
ban on discriminatory tests and
devices, 1969 (S,2465), and a bill

calling for redistricting reforms,
1969 (S.IO).

Senator McGovem realizes that
women and youth — as groups —
have been overiooked in the areas
of civil rights and employment.
He decries the practice of
tokenism and has specifically
pledged to appoint women to his
Cabinet, to the Supreme Court, to
the National Security Council, and
to ambassadorships. He was a co-
sponsor of the Equal Rights for
Women Amendment of 1970, the
Women's Equality Act of

'

1971
(S.2185), and the Comprehensive
Child Development Act of 1971. He
co-sponsored the Voting Rights
Act of 1970, which granted 18-to-20-
year-olds the right to vote in all
federal elections.

Balancing his concern for the
preservation of political civil
rights is McGovem 's concept of
the basic right of all citizens to be
secure in their personal safety and
property. He has criticized the
current Administration both for
failing to deal with the menace of
street crime and organized crime
and for attempting at the same
time to suppress the legitimate
rights of law-abiding Americans.
His Policeman's Bill of Rights
of 1971 (S.2232) would upgrade the
quality of police education and
training.-,—.Th«_. -^ Juvenile^-
Delinqviency Prevention Act of
1967 would expand our nation's
attempts to understand and
combat juvenile delinquency. The

Gun Control Bill of 1968 (S.3681)
orders stiffer penalties for the use
of firearms in violent crime. He
has also sponsored legislation for
upgrading the judicial machinery
for jury selecUon (S.2454) and for
increasing the availak^ility of legal
services (S.1305). H^ feels that
major improvements in our
correctional facilities would
eliminate a great source of
criminal recidivism. McGovem
would focus attention on the grand
jury system as a potenUally
powerful, community-based anti-
crimfe resource, and would also
study the urban blight that has
such a strong economic,
psychological, and sociological
relationship to the causes of
crime. He has proposed a tough
crackdown on organized crime
and hard drug pushers, along with
the establishment of a nationwide
program to aid community drug
rehabilitation centers, increased
drug research (S.674, S.1835, and
S.1836) and amelioration of
inequitable and unrealistic
penalties for marijuana
possession.

George McGovem's legislation
and proposals show that he can
effect major improvements in the
vital areas of civil rights and
crime control. And George
McGovem keeps his promises.

Gregory J. Firman

Jenness
The Socialist Workers Party has

no use for "law and order". This
term is (and can only be) a catch-
word for the maintenance of the
inequalities which characterize
our oppressive social system.
Historically, it has been used as %
rationale ior attempting to crus^
such movements for social change
and human liberation as the
American colonial insurection
against England, the abolitionist

movement, the women's suffrage
movement, numerous antiwar
movements, and the trade union
movement. ^^-^—
Today, the term 'iaw and or-

der" has been resurrected in

(Continued on Page 10)
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•Juath Crist f^C TV Today

VIEIINESE JL IS iider

MIIIU6EMEIIT
Dresses -Sparfsweor-Vardage fpr LOW, LOWprices

NEWMERCHANDISE WEEKLY
-COME TO SEE US. CHECK OUR PRICESr^

./

IIINI IJiJS H IN Fll rSPECIU 1IZ IISCM
during the month of Moy

1 138 WESTWOOD BLVD. -"in the village" 479-9055

aamng MICHAEL SACKS • RON LEIBMAN
Based on Itie novd l^ Soeenplay t)y

• Oirccted try

^J^tVomecutJL StepbenGcler George Roy HiU

A Uraversal PictureSelected for Showing at

theCarwes Film FestwaL

VALERIE PERRINE
Produced by Muse^ Wooash Qenn Gouid

lechnicoior

f'W^l ifTtiiffii ~~T
l^^l »»i«M»««KH nil I

I link » Academy Award Winnlrif Cartoon -"TH| CWUMCH imO"|
etCLuwvc CNOAocMkNT 7th BIG WEEK!

Mon. ttiru Frl. 6:00 • 8:00 • 10:00 PM
Sat. ft Sun. 2:00 • 4:00 • 6:00 • 8:00 • 10:00 PM

/.CftM/- CREST *fM*GOD

-AQUARIUMS-

AQUATIC IMPORTS INC.

Custom Aquariums

Full line of

ponds supplies

Free Aquiscaping

Repairs & Senrice

2008 Westwood Blvd.

475^9525

•AUTO BODY RFPAII

COMPLETE PAINTING

& BODY WORK
Domestic I Imported
Comolete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

479^6103

PEHERSON'S STERLING
Automotive

i^lOSSawtelleW.LA.

*AUTO DEAURJ

WESTWOOD MAZDA
Sales & Service

Service while you Studv"

o,«,
Call 87^1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

'AUTO INSURANCE-

^
JAMES F CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialists
Goal Student Discounts

Renewal Discount
All Lines of Insurancf

Q«il Day or Night

322 8170
Phone Quotation Welconw

•^WTO RENTAL USI
BUNOY

RENTACAR
Older models -

[;J*
lo* Pricw.

**wWy Monthly

.
Call 478^0676

»2333WPk».W.U

SERVICE DIRECTORY
kUTO WRECKING

ECONOMY
Autosupply- Wreckers

Ihtd- New- Rebuilt

Foreign and American

^ We buy wrecked

& used cars

EX. 3-9956

1431 Colorado- Santa Monica

DOG KENNELS-

BOOKCASES-

BOOKCASES
25% to 50% OFF

For Office, Study or Dorm.

VANCO SALES

170S.LaBrea,LA
933^9127

STORI

COMPLHi ^^
BOOK STORE

New&Used
Text Books

Bought A Sold

Mon. and Fri. till' 9

477 8051

1002 Westwood Blvd.. WW

^ THE DOG HOUSE
^Grooming * Bathing

*Boarding

A specialty large dogs.'

Mon. thru Sat. 8-6pm
478-6411

2038 S. Sepuiveda W. L.A.

FABRICS-

iR WASH-

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center -

Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card

330 S. LaCienega Blvd.

655-7513

Los Angeles

— HOTEL k MOTEL-
BEL AIR SANDS

FreeTV

Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge,

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd. & San Diegy FWY

•INSURANCE-

.FORMAL WEAR-

llt^^Jl.'
ttll

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

Polishing- Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

1360 Westwood Blvd. WW
(3blks.So ofWilshire)

4749636

COMPONEN..

HI Fl ft STEREO
COMPONENTS
(Checkout

student discount prices.)

Tradrins, Sales i Sertlce

Most Major Brands

870 3059 or 398-6747

BARSHEL's

5S12S.Siputvida

V

I

- RENTALS- SALES

Your wedding party miy

be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839 2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP

31 14 S. Sepuiveda Blvd.

-FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE selection .

Furniture. Desks, TV & Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

U RENT FURNITURE

CALL NOW! 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd., West LA.

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of insurance

Auto - Fire - Life - Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments

477 2553 or 879-0381

1 1716 W.Pico Blvd., W LA

i
/

HOBBIE SHOP^-

HOBBY HOW'S

Craft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473^2021

11685 National Blvd

(at Barrington)

LEGAL SERVICES-
LAWYERS' REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOLLYWOOD BAR ASSN.

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

462 6416

First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

MAIL & ANSWERING SERVICE

Stop Missing Important

Phone Calls!!

Be sure your mail remains

STRiaLY PRIVATE!!

Use our phone Kb &
t. addreu. Excellent

personalized service.

Special student rates

Phone or visit our office

BEVERLY HILLS MAIL &
AN S SERVICE

265 S Robertson, Beverly Hills

6594210
MF9to5,S«&S|il0to2

i«
k\\\

JUAAiMM****^

- MEN I. WOMEN'S SHIRTS-
THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTS $4
Special Discounts to students

* Westwood Store
•

1244 Westwood Blvd.

4751248
* Beverly Hills Store

•

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

2715289

MOTORCYCLE SALES & SERVICE
THRIFTY LAD HONDA
Largest Dealer on the

West Coast. Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles.

Sales Service Insurance

Open 7 Days
' 2411 Lincoln Blvd. SM

392 4105

HONDA DEL REV"*^""^
sales parts service

Insurance

open 8:3a6:00 M-Sat

3916217
4421 Sepuiveda Blvd.

•MOVING & STORAGE—
HAMACK'S

Moving & Storage

Min. Rates - 24Hr. Service

Packing - Crating - Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

New & Used Furn. - Appliances

AGENTS FOR

TEK VAN LINES. INC.

2546 W Pico Blvd.

DU.9 8891 - DU 91214

—PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT-

BEL air camera & HiFi

Cameras - Projectors

Custom Finishing

Rentals- Trade-ins- New & Used
We specialize in Cinema Photography

Student Discounts

For Advice call; 477 9569
927 Westwood Blvd.

—SMAU APPLIANCE REPAIR..

CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Sales. Portable Appliances

Service on Small Appliances

For Service CALL: 475-2532

2314 Westwood Blvd. WW

-STEREO-RETAIL.

OPTOMETRIST-
Contact Lenses

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions Filled

Mon Sat 9 30 to 5; 30
Fri Nite til 8:00

DR DONALD S.GOULD
Phone 451 4737 ^

13Q1 Santa Monica Matt
' Santa Monica

BEL AIR CAMERAS & HIFI

Custom Stereos & Components

Recorders - Speakers - Portable

Radios & Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
For Expert Advice Call:

4779569
927 Westwood Blvd.

— TYPEWRITERS-CALCULATORS—

Repairs- Sales

Rentals

That You Can Afford

Pickup- Estimates- Trade ins

WEST TYPEWRITER

473-3218

1651 Sawtelle Blvd. W LA.

HANDICRAR-
Needlepoint

YARN &
Yarn-

i
' Allied Aft

,

j
All Phases of Rug Makings

vMARGO'S YARN SHOP
1315 Westwood Blvd., W LA

479-8811

\\

't;
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the law.

'H
"Enoimousfy entertaining!"

or

nm— or even in

curry oat nmr-
aod live oo profits

mg people. Tbeie
legal" under tte

CapiUiift '^iaisbee^ far
euBple, doesn't put Ronald

far steaKiig from
tke pabbc by paying DO taxes last

>raxon and former attorney
general Ifitdieil won't be tm-
prisoned far iQegaDy dropping tlie

btOioB-doIlar ITT antitrust suit.

Owners ol war industries are not
put on death row far living off

pwfits — for living off the
systematic slaughter of the In-

peoples and American

stock fnmd, etc.) they
fmcs which can he piQwd
thev iUegai profits, aad, i

eucptional' cases, light

rsipM I lliii to
sentence inflected on
Jackson for the alkaed thA

The entire legal system,
system, and the
capital piwishmeut are

those who have been most
Umized by this society, the _
downtrodden and brutalized
the mequality and
capitaHsm. ^

As to whether the kws
everyone, more thaniS per
an crimes are coounitted
property. Of the remaining 15
cent, a large majority are
to

fundamental redistribittion

by
of

piHI 111%) anti-sociaj ^'"«

J^H^ parties
thi.k 2•".» too radical T>

r^««c«veofanZ

Omnibus Crime m
«n the wake of oT^

» •ystcm. We see H*
«rif-action of the bni« people against

their-« as the social
fore,

win transform this entirerWe tiiink it will take,

me present ruling class.

PeterHerresMI

"+fttinphrey

Humphrey first came to

na^onal attention by pleading k
Qvfl Rights in a time whensuchi
pie« was considered "radical"
His fight for a strong Civil Rigbd
Pl«iik in the Democratic Cam-

Pf*gP platform drove Strom
ThwiiMMl from the Democratic
party* **

From the time he was first

elected to the United States

'̂ ^^"te, Ihibeft Himiphrey begao

forgmg the legislative tools that

eliminated existing poU taxei,

segregated public facilities aod

transportation, job discriminatia

and the most l>arbaric practice of

afl: Ijmcfaing.

All al the' liberal social
^

(ContiBued on F*age 11)

CLASS

NOTES

^

Olympia'8 hip full-color hip-pocket poster is a great way to
show you're hip,

hnioo /f ^^^
M
measures 24 by 37 inches .

.
just perfect for covering large

holes in dorm wall plaster ^

^ To get yours,

send $1 .00.

OfympJt BfwinQ Company. Tumwft»f. WMhinglon 'Oly H

PLEASE PniHJ PLAINLY

MAILING AOOWESS

iiu—t AddrMt)

^ .

^^•^ ?5ti?il Wfj^SB^

Si!Jf^r« ^ !f^ f
" "°* ^ accepts Return the com-

ColS O ^rSi?!^ **" ^^* ^'^ ^'^^P OLYMPIA BREWINGCO. P. O Box 947. Ofympia. Washington 98507

\
I

iS.tr -PLUS TAX
PCK SET PER QUARTER

Antttropotoqy SC — Piog

AmmoMOiogv )1 - AiAiier

Art S4 — K«plan
Art 10*8 - Pedrert
Astronomy 3 — R<egel

Bacteriology nO - Pckett

Cbcmisfry 1C — Kaesi Sfrouse

Oiemisfrv *C — Korrad

Chemistry *C — Konrad
Otcmistry 153 — Jordan

Cins«cs 1*1 - Latimore
Economy 1 - L* Force

Economics K) — S^etler

Economics lOlA - Murphy
English 10A - Rodes
Geography |«1 — Logan
Geologv Ml - Ernst
ttiSMry IB - Symcox
Mtstory IC - WoM
History t — Soros
History 1340 - Boile

History 1470 — Loewenberg

History I74C - >arne;i

History 17iB — Oallek

History itl ^ Vamell
Humanities 1A — Austin

Philosophy lO; — Mill

Philosophy »52 - O**'""

Petltfcai Science 3 - Baerwald

Political Science 1» ^l'*^,

Poiittcai Science ub Farreiiy

Psychology W) - Goldstein

Psychology il — Wickem ^^^
Psychology llO - Carder, fiobtm

Psychology US -~ Krasne

Psycttoiogy i» — Sadaiia

Psychology IT7 - Yonte*

Psychol6gy 14t — Barfhol

Psychology in)A - Lovaas

Psychology 199 - Sear*

•*We have a complete

line of CliH's Notes

and Monarch Notes"

foradSHonalcoursmaJlof

Man. -Prif-^- 4:30

lOSSIUNOBROOKD^
IBUiN. Wilthire-

|-|/2Blk. E WestwotKJ

>•

I

Z
111

8
:

11
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(CoatiBiMd from Page If)

legislation passed during those

years invariably involved Hubert

Humphrey. His crowning

achievment in human rights came
in 1964, when as Floor Leader he

pushed through the Qvil Rights

Act of 1964, the most sweeping

legislation for human rights ever

passed in our country.

Hubert Humphrey has always

had a special sensitivity to the

"right of the individual to fulfill

his own potential, to pursue his

won destiny." He is a co-sponsor

of the Equal Rights Amendment.

He wrote all the State legislature

considering this amendment,
urging its passage. As President,

Senator Humphrey would appoint

a woman to the National Scinirity

Council, to key positions in depth

throughout government. He urges

"women to join fully in the political,
~

economic, intellectual life of this

country. He reconunended that a
woman be appointed to the

Supreme Court, when justice

Black died.

Of the 13 profenioniQ~position8

on Senator Humphrey's staff, 6

are occupied by women: his

Director of Advance and
Schedultag ia a woman, as is his

Director of political intelligence.

Director of delegate operations

and Director of Speakers Bureau.
Campaign operations in three

states are run by women.
~ He fought for the Day Care
provision in the Welfare Reform
biU which President Nixon vetoed,

and he has proposed further

legislation to protect working
women from losing their Job or
seniority because of childbirth.

The plight of other minorities
are a major concern to Senator
Humphrey, who is very aware of
the changes taking place in an
ethnically aware America. For
Mexican-Americans and others of
Latin descent, Senator Humphrey
realizes the lack of representation
in Washington. He would appoint a
qualified individual of Latin
descent to the cabinet, plus
representatives with Spanish
surname to other governmental
posts in order to involve more and
more Latin Americans in the
political process.

Senator Humphrey, in 1971
spoke out in Congress on behalf of
the Indian Education Act of 1971
which called for **a fhm com-
mitment in national policy to
restore pride and promise to the
Indian people." Senator Hum-
phrey urged that Indian parento
be consulted and involved at every
level of educating Indian children,
m order to preserve their precious
birthright and cultural heritage,
while they were receiving the help
^Q^tter the appalling conditions

THE POnER'S CRAFT

^ ^•"°"». Membership,. Gallery

«!• Parry Or ««,

* -^* —7-00S4

in which they have been con-
demned to live.

Equal rights without equal
JusUce under the law would be
meaningless. Equal jusUce has
suffered some severe blows under
the Nixon administration. Senator
Humphrey points to "bugging
phones, ammassing dossiers,
investigating journalists, *no-
knock' methods, illegal mass
arrests (May-Day)."
Senator Humphrey calls for a

'^National Institute of Justice"
independent of government
control, above politics, that would
join law students, criminologists,
social workers and people in the
community for a national effort to
attack the problems of judicial
and penal reform. Only then, can
we really be a nation founded on
justice.~

V Kathy Brown
KathyHand

Chisholm
Now that <:iyil Rights has

become as popular as motherhood
and apple pie, is it really possible
to meaningfully distinguish the
"liberal" Democratic candidates
on this vitol issue? The people on
the firing line think so. A few days
ago Huey Newton, Bobby Seale
and the Black Panther Party
^icially endorsed Shirley

^ghts
Chisholm for President. This
endorsement comes as no surprise
to those who know of Represen-
tative Chisholm's courageous
stands on every quesUon involving
human dignity and freedom.

Shirley Chisholm supports and
encourages the desire of people
everywhere to be free. In
Rhodesia. In Vietnam. In Bangla
Desh. And in the United States.
There has never been a safe
middle ground for Shirley
Chisholm when the lives and
dignity of people were at stake.
Without hesitation Shirley
Chisholm has voted against
military provisions of foreign aid
which support corrupt and
repressive regimes. Shirley
Chisolm has totally opposed the
brutal US intervention in Viet-
nam. And she ha$ voted against
every Defense appropriation biU.
At home she has been equally
concerned about human rights
and has voted against the No
Knock Law, prevenUve detwiUon,
wiretepping and any domestic
spying. No oppressed minority or
issue has ever been or will ever be
"too hot to handle" for Shirley
ChishoUn. The personal freedom
and dignity of all are the cam-
paign planks of Shirley Chisholm.

In this respect her comments on
the Equal Rights Amendment are
typical. "When a young woman

-

graduates from college and starts

looking for a job. she is likely to
have a frustrating and even
demeaning experience ahead of
her. If she walks into an office for
an interview, the first question she
will be asked is. *Do you type?"
There is a calculated system of
prejudice that lies unspoken
behind that quesUon. Why is it

acceptable for women to be
secretaries, librarians, and
teachers, but totally unaccepUble

'

for them to be managers, ad-
ministrators, doctors, lawyers,
and Members of Congress.
The unspoken assumption is

that women are different. They do
not have executive ability, orderly
minds, stebility. leadership skills,
and they are too emotional.

It has been observed before
that society has for a long time
discriminated against another
minority, the blacks, on the same
basis — that they were different
andtanferior. The happy litOe
homemaker and the contented
"old darky" on the plantation
were both stereotypes produced
by prejudice.

As a black person, I am no
stranger to race prejudice. But
the truth is that in the political
world I have been far oftener
discriminated against becaise I

am a woman than becau9e I am
black.

— It is true that part of the
problem has been that women

tyofpeopli
have not oeen aggressive in
demanding their rights. This was
also true of the black population
for many years. They submitted
to oppression and even cooperated
with it. Women have done the
same thing. But now there is an
awareness of this situation par-
ticularly among the younger
segment of the population.
Regarding special protection

for working women, I cannot
understand why it should be
needed. Women need no protec-
tion that men do not need. What
we need are laws to protect
working people, to guarantee
them fair pay, safe working
conditions, protection against
sickness and layoffs, and
provision for dignified, com-
fortable retirement. Men and
women need these things equally.
That one sex needs protection
more than the other is a male
supremicist myth as ridiculous
and unworthy of respect as the
white supremacist myths that
society is trying to cure itself of sA^
this time."

Huey Newton and Bobby Seale
have realized the depth of Shifley
Chisholm's committment to op-
pressed peoples everywhere.
There is no candidate who has laid
so much on the line for so long for
you and me. Shirley Chisholm now
asks for your vote.

,-.i.—»..
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Bean intellectual. . .

Quote the Daily Bruin^.

Carl Schiermeyer^
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An evening of hilarioui contedy with

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\
CONTACT LENSbb. SPFXTACLtS

)
we specialize rn contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses
call for service

; LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Doa!

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD 477-0613

-"-"1^^— •*vv

SPECIAL GUEST STAH

HICKS and his HOT LICKS
introducini DAN CA88IDY ^^~

M iim SAT. MAY 27
T. .. . *".?•?** '•»•'»•* "t $5.50, $4.50, $3.50
Ticket* available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS including allMay Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and

Santa Monica Clylc Box Office (393-9961)

'•f

8 PM
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Why isJoe Bruin Running To

ne UCLA Residence Halls ?
> J

.

— ;— —w i .i,^

YoujCan Win A Prize By Sending Your

Answer to
tv

Residence Halls Contest

310 De Neve Dr.

Los Angeles, California

Or Drop It Off At Rieber Hall

1 si Prize > $75
2nd Prize - $50
3rd Prize - $25

Entries will be judged on originality, humor
approprlotenesij, and clarity. All entries must
be postmarked or dropped off before May 20.
Winners will be announced June 26.

Joe Bruin i$

running to th« UCLA Residence

Halls becaus*
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Qu icki^ Qu iz you shou Id take

for your protection before you go
,(••;

H.I

to Europe on a Charter Flight.

.^-#

1. ^on the Charter Fh'ght you selected show you a license to land

in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for

each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin

or along the way. —- — —rr^-; -»
'

' ; .
~- ' -^^^-^^^-X-—^--^ ~ -

•Pt-

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
.-\

I
!iji m 4» A '

^.

.f

,.*.».

2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received
approval or authorization from th^ Univarsity of California? 7 T ' J * '

TjT' ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

.Ti rt;. ^

'1

* ?

.... w *
.

3. Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale-
donian '^ifrllnes have i^uch authorization -through ASUCLA Char^
ter Flights.

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO
.-'^f- V *4

t

i.

\-

. I
,

'

FLIGHT L.A. TO

London

London

London

London

London

8

10

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

RETURN FROM

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

June 26

June 27

London

London

11

12

14

15

16

17

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

June 28

June 28

June 29

July r"
July 4

July 8

July 11

July 12

Aug. '12

Aug: 15

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

DAYS" PRICEl CARRIER

71

56

54

72

80

$262

$262

$262

$262

$275

59

73

London

LoriBon

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 3

1

Sept. 13

London

London

81

61

57"

~62

$262

40

London

London

London

30

50'

3y

$262
$275"

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$262

$262

$262

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC

I m

BOAC

the official one.
It's not too late to switch to the best -
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825-1221

Open AAot,doy through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond. Beverly Townley. Coordinator..

This is the official Charter Flights ooeration authariT*^ #«m^ ^ ^ #2«i» operation authorized and approved f< r u.e by all campuses of the University of California
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player to equal

8 golf lead

RESTORING AN ART — Th€ Bruin passing game, one of coach Pepper
Rodgers' main reconstruction areas, seems in good hands with Mark
[Harmon and Rob Scribner running the offenscT. Here, Harmon searches
for a downffield receiver in intrasquad game last Saturday.

theWews^
Dennis Dummit ex-UCLA quarterback, has signed a contract with the

[Ottawa RoughRlders of the Canadian Football League and will report
[next month. Dummit, who tried out with the Rams last season, will
[compete for the quarterback slot with Rick Cassata, formerly of
Syracuse, and Paul Brothers, ex-Oregon State star.

Also trying out in the CFL is former Bruin defensive end Bruce Bergey.
Bergey, who played last year with Kansas City and Houston, reports to
Toronto as a free agent. Bergey has switched to offense, playing tight
lend.

Bob Geddes, who played wIth.DummIt on the Bruins' 8-1-1 1W9 squad,
Ireturns to the Denver Broncos' camp this fall. Geddes sat out most of last
year witha foot injury after he had made the Broncos' 40-man roster.

18"

THE
HEART s:^ OF

EUROPE

ByDougKelley
DB Sports Editor

Subduing, at least temporarily,
a course that is as ^fficult as it is
long, Craig GrisWold of Oregon
took a one-stroke lead through the
first two rounds of the Pacific 8
golf championships at the
California Country Club in
Whittier. USC leads in the team
competition at 595.

Griswold, a senior who finished
in a four-way tie for first place two
years ago, was the only golfer in
the 48-man field to equal par as he
carded a 74-70- 144 over the 6,756-
yard layout.

Terry Esvelt of Washington
State, Bruce Robertson of Stan-
ford and Oregon State's Tom
^^ge tied after the first round
with par-72s, but fell back in the
face of Griswold's two-under-par
afternoon round. Esvelt is a shot
back at 145 after an afternoon 73
Robertson two behind at 146. Egge
Wew to an 80 and is well back at
152.

From the opening of play early
yesterday morning until the final

round late in the afternoon, the
cream of the Pac-8 experienced
considerable difficulty with the
course. That, plus the fact that
"everyone had trouble getting
untracked in the morning round,"

according to UCLA coach Vic
Kelley.

For the Bruins, it was a
disappointing day as the best
UCLA finisher was sophomore
Jim Porter at 149. Warren
MacGregor, a freshman, was in at
150, while Don Truett followed at
151. The remainder of the Bruin
squad is out of contention, Steve
Brown at 156, Rick Lebby 158, and
Mike Bellmar 160.

4i-,

•*(

kWCERTT^^lATf

Defending champion Scott
Masingill of Oregon State had his
troubles, too, as he shot 76-77 —
153 to join a group of five at that
position. Oregon's Doug Rox-
burgh, runner-up last year to
Masingill, was two strokes better
at 151, on rounds of 74-77,

TrueTf, still within^trlking
distance of the lead, ran into fqjur

straight bogies in the morning
round, en route to a five-over 77.

He recovered slightly in the af-

ternoon w;th a 74. Tnieft is the
only golfer in the field to have won
two tournaments this year, taking
tht UC Riverside Invitational
before successfully defending his
title at the recent Sun Devil
Classic.

Kelley was enthused with the
play of both Porter and
MacGregor, neither of whom was
expected to be so close to the lead.

149

"They're both playing somewhat
as I'd hoped they would," he said.

In team competition, USC holds
a two-shot edge at 595 to Stan-
ford's 597. Oregon is next at 599.

followed by Washington at 601,

Washinton State 603, UCLA 606,
Oregon State 612 and California
629

The leaders:
Craig Griswvold, Oregon . . , 74 70 — 144
Terry Esvelt, Washington State 72 73 —
Bruce Robertson, Stanford 72 74 — 146
Doug Ruland, USC 73 74 — 147
Gary Vamer, Stanford . . 75 72 - 147
Craig Stadler, USC . 75 73 - 14S
Jim Porter, UCLA . . 74 7S — 14»
Gary Safer, Washington 75 74
Lawson Abinanti, Washington State

149

Warren MacGreqor, UCLA . . . 74-74
Don Baker, USC 76 74 - 150
Mike Haney, USC .74 76 150
Harry Fisher, USC 75 75 — 1$0
Jin» Jrvin, Washington, 75 75 150 " "'

•ohn Beutler, Washington State . . MS-K —
iio

I

—

—

—

^

,„v :_^
Don Truett, UCLA . . . 77-74— 1$|
oe B.ityko, USC 75 76 151

'

Doug Roxburgh, Oregon . . . 74 77 151 ^
1 dr\ Sthwanje, Oregon 75 76 — 151
r oug Campbell, Washington 76 75 -
Craig Matheson, Washington . . 77 74 -
Tom Keelir), Stanford 75 77 - 152
Danny Colvin, Stanford 80 72 — 152
Tom Egge, Oregon State . . 72 80 - 152
Dave Baskins, Stanford,. . . 77 76 — 153
John Adier, Oregon . 12 71 — 153
Jim Thompson, Washington
Scott Masingill, Oregon State
Doug Robbins, Oregon State
Conrad Nilmeier, Stanford . .

Scott McBreen, Washington
Mike Gitch, Oregon State
Steve Brown, UCi.A . .

Mike Zichy, Oregon . . .

Dave Bosley, California

i;

.*'-

7475

150

1

liT

75 78 - 1S3
. 76 77 - 153
81 72 - 153

79 75 - 153
78 76 ^ 154

75 79 — 154
78-78 — 154
76 80 — 156

79 77 ^ 156
Don Smith, Oregon . . . 78 79 — 157
John Enright, California . . . 82 75 -^ 157
Rick Lebby, ucia . . . 77-81 — 1S8
Dave Schweiger, Oregon State 78 80 — 151
Dave Brown, California 7682 — 158
Dave Compton, California . . . 82 76 — 158

- wifh love - (we coil it SwIm Cor*)

ON YOUTH FARES
)2th lo :^6th birthday, travel any day

SVmZiWLANDII
$352 bosk fare, axcapt

$370 during June, July, August
round trip from Los AngeFes, volid one year

Air Fores Subject To Change
AskM details from;

SWISSAIR 510 w. 6th St..

lot Angelee. CA 90014 (2U) 62».M75

12010 W PICO BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90064

^ONE TODAY (?13) 479 4383
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more than 11,000

eli|$ible employees of

University of California

^r f

••• -'

pay their auto Insurance

; by payroll 4leduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loin Them!

— t ,' t.

For a "no oftllgatlon" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^Calrfbrnia Casualty
Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach

981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

I (Pa Id Aoverrisement)

%: GSA - SLC Government Elections

For Student Body Offices

VOTE TOMORROW
May 17- Finals

l:U

*!

n

Polling Locations open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

See tomorrow's Bruin for poMing locations

All registered Graduate and Undergraduate Students urged to vote.

Sponsored by GSAand SLC Elections Boards

1^ •-—»
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Lack of pitching, injuries

keys to baseball decline
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Was Leo Duroucher, Chicago Cubs manager, regerring to Glenn
Mickens when he said, 'Nice guys finish last?'
Following eight consecutive winning seasons under assistant coach

Mickens. the Bruin baseball team finally succumbed to the loser's
column, compiling a 32-33 record. That includes a dismal 4-M Pacific 8
mark.
« The 14 conference losses are the most in UCLA annals. UCLA setUed
fpr last place in the Pac-8 South, thanks to a .256 team batting average
and an astronomical 5.25 ERA.

«» o

The amicable Mickens was disappointed but took the 1972 season in
^ stride. - '

* "You can't say it was successful," he said, his normal carefree ex-
pression slowly disappearing as he thougjht about the injuries, the

... slumps, the pitching, the overall season.

"li;^ ^A^^ ^^ ^^^^ ''"" "°* ashamed of anyone on the club," he continued.We didn t quit m any game."
In Pacific 8 action, UCtA lost four games by just one run and threegames by only two runs.
But the turning point of the season was the Chapman contest April 5When Mike Gerakos sprained his ankle trying to beat out a grounder.
You have to credit a big piece of it to Gerakos' injury," said Mickens

referring to the Bruin skid which saw UCLA lose nine straight and 14^f

'

ID.

nn^^oT
^'^^ ;^as forced to the sidelines, he was hitting .358 and workingon a 20-game hitting streak. The Bruin thrid basemen played sparingly

the remainder of the year.
^v^xim^^f

v^l "^^f,'^
^^"^

"""Jy
^'*"^" ^*^"« ^^"^^ baseman Steve Wahl popped aknee cartilage in the Bruins' first conference game. First basemanTim

^2r^f i"""?
*" ""' ^"^^ conference with a sprained wrist. Catcher

finger
^'"^^^^^^ ^^ ^' uniform for a couple weeks with a split

But the most noUceable setback was on the mound. "We knew we had
^ have Susa (Bill), Zail (Greg) and Woodruff (BanT) " exZnSMickens. "They were on and off . ^I having sore arms.

"

^^P**'"^

(Continued on Page 15)

UP THE MIDDLE — Quarterback Mark Harmon is
almost knocked down as he hands off to junior
runnmg back Gary Campbell (31) during Saturday's

intrasquad game which concluded soHnT! JT
Alongside Camotell is «Aaiu^r ? "' '*'^*^«

Ferrell (30)
«>P»H>more

,
hopef„, Bobby

r^"^
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ALL NEW
FOR
'72

• spill si/vs lor J
pi»rrc»< I rit pc'iiie thru

IJ i up
• J widr sc'Ic'c lion «»f Ihe

*»ofl bra l(Mik

• inlrodui ing one* si/e fits

all

• maUhinK cover ups
long and shor I for a

finishinK touch

Pawllk<^ Players defeated
Babies andXtolls, 1510, 15-13, to

"win the coed six-man volleyball
title.

Hedrick No. 2 took the rourid-
robln innertube waterpolo title
with a 3-1 mark. The Ball Team
was runner-up with a 2-M record.
Semifinal matches will be held

Wednesday at 3 p.m. in Pauley
Pavilion in the men's doubles
volleyball play. First-seeded Jim
AAeyers and Steve "Kruger face
fourth-seeded Steve Lefkowltz and
Bob Cole in one match and un-
seeded Parker and Ayres meet
Terry Schofield and Bob Taylor in
the other.

Inttatnural Sports Comer
Those interested in competing

in coed swim relays should
register at AAen's Gym 118.
The All-U swim meet is May 17.

Dorms, frats and independents
meet is AAay 15. Signups will begin
at 2 p.m. at the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center pool.-; r-^^
The All-U track meet will be

held AAay 19 in the Bruin Track
Stadium. Entries will be taken on
the track beginning at 2: 15.

Tuesday's Softball Games
3 p.m. — Pushrods vs. Carlon's

Lesions, field two; Haverts
Perverts vs. AAother Liquor II,
field three; Groundhogs vs.
Scabies, field

. four; Cork vi.

ISHEL NOW

(Paw Advertisemmit)

• SUMMER 1972

\.

BEVERLY HILLS '^
.

245 SO. BEVERLY DR.
THURSDAY Mil «l:00 P M.

fOK discount w/thident I.D. good till 5-29-72

the bikini shop

27J-<>«I48

Stfinmar m lObbuli^ia w««i(s, $660
Daporture dotas: Juna 4, 1

1 . 25- July 2
iM-oal Swmmar liMllivt«.7 y^^^i^ $9^

'

Departure dotas: Jun> I8; July 2. 9
Fo* Oonca WoHuKop.7 weaiii, $999
Dapartura dote: Ju|y y

Everything included No •cfrosl

Tha«<ra Wo«folio^7 waaks. $1,075 Da-
partura data: July 2

!.?7 .

«'*"*'' Daportura data*: Jona
2 1 ; July 9M %mn}mm.7 waalcs, $960
Daportura data-. July 2

Arclwiaplogy Dlg^lO waak». $799

« ^c*
^^'"•^"•^ DeparturadotatrJuna ^ ^"

18. 25; July 2 '
. .V-

Ra.nier, field six; BanHr
Cunning Linguists, field seven

.^IJ*'"*
~" ^'^' Yanlcees v$

AAikkl's AAarauders, field or)e

!«'^*^0' Sea Slugs vs. Hedonlsh,
field three; La Famiiia vs Rit-

tenberg's Rovers, field four,
Pacific vs. Cincinnati Reds, field

six; Physics 9 plus 1 vs. Sticky

Fingers, field seven; AROTC vs.

Edinburgh, field eight.

Wednesday Games
3 p.m. — Orion II vs. Enzymes,

field two; Sierra Club vs. Rit-

tenberg's Rovers, field three;

F.O.'s vs. Son of Grasshouse, field

four; Sparta vs. London, field six.

4 p.m. — NROTC vs.

Nafkashesh, field one; Physics 9

plus 1 vs. F.O.'s field two; Ride's

Team vs. AFROTC, field four;

Sparta vs. Titan, field six; K.2vs.

Sierra, field eight.

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION
515 Porii A»».» N«, Y«t. N«, Y»H. lOOM {7li) TSi-toro

" f
•?< lotie/y?

I -t

Join us

UCLA Residence Halls!
There are all kinds of
people living under
our joof.

Call 825 4271
for an application

•"'
» i.iiimmM.

Volleyball wm
A combination of UCLA's

national men's and women's

championship voUeyball teams

regained the West Coast coed tile

last weekend in Pauley Pavilion.

Jeff Jacobs, Larry Griebenow,

John Zajec, Laurie Garduque,

Sharkey Boehnert and Hillary

Johnson whipped Los Angeles

Valley College, 15-6, 15-6 in the

finals of the Seventh Annual

UCLA Invitational Six-Man Coed

Volleyball Tournament. Defen-

ding champion Santa Monica City

College failed to reach the finals of

the 13 school (20 teams) com-

petition.

Los Angeles City CoUege took

third place honors by edging Cal

Poly Pomona. Other finalists

included UC Riverside, Long

Beach City College, UCU No 2

and Harbor Junior College.

Griebenow also led the Kool-Aid

Acid Kids to the championship of

the coed intramural tourney last

week. Along with Dick IrVin» Bob

Leonard, Natasha Karazissis,

LaOTei Gauden and Melanie

DeMe, the AcW Kids defeated

Sluggo's Gub and Phi Kappa Pa

r-
I

I

I

I

I

J
100'$ of Wedding Band »dt»»

I University Mfg. Jewelers

WEDDINfi

BUNDS
h\
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|M Softball Standings
League 1

Sigma Nu
SAE ^^—-^
Beta Theta Pi

Delta SigmaW ^

Lambda Chi

Phi Kappa Sigma

League 2

Phi Kappa Psi

Theta IDelta Chi

Sigma Chi -

ZBT V

Sigma P|

Deli^^av Delta „

League A
Jefferson

Cork
Sparta ^ ^^ --

Rainier
;^

1^ Mancha ' _
London r

Brigand ,/ :-:u

Division A

'*'

3-1

2-2

1-3

1-3

1-3

4-1

3-1

3-2

2-2

1-3

0-4

4-0

3-1

3-1

2-2

2-3

W
0-4

League B
Republic
Fubar
Kilimanjaro
Bowery
Chaos
Himalaya

League C

4-0

3-1

2-2

2-2

0-4

Bacchus
Chimborazo
Stonehaven

Orion

League S
Cunning Linguists
Pussy Willows
AAaccabees
Glee Club

Band

League T
Carion's Lesions
Hovert's Perverts
TheGhazis
Mother Liquor 1

1

Pushrods
Willie & Poor Boys

League U
Long Bailers
N.Y. Yankees

"

Mikkie's Marauders
NROTC
Ninth Circuit^

NafkaShesh Y

Gandalf
Hot Licks

Ralph
"^

Last Plan A
E.F. Boozer
Bug's Boys

Leagu^) r̂--'-

?S!=5:=;_

3-1

3-1

2-2

2-2

2-2

0-4

3-1

3-1

2-2

1-2

1-2

1-3

4-0

3-1

2-2

2-2

1-3

0-4

Division B
League 1

Hedonists

Sea Slugs

Scabies

Geology
Ground Hogs
Grauna's Bulls -

4-0

3-1

2-2

2-2

1-3

0-4

League 2

'La Famiiia 2-0-1

Rittenberg's Rovers 2-0-1

Normal Deviates 1-1-1

Rick's Team 1-1-1

Sierra Club 1-2

AFROTC 0-3

League 3

Edinburgh '^': 3-0

Pacific " 2-1

AFROTC 2-1

Rhum 2-1

C^nn. Reds 0-3

Pulque 0-3

League W
AAasterbatters

Ball Four Again
Hagmose
Thunderthuds
Schlactman's Sluggers
Mytosis

League X
Bartholin's Glands
Reversible Error
Pussy Cats _ _ —_^
Dental Flo^s

CBSA

League Y
Box Score
BFD
Portshead
The Enzymes
Space Cowboys

League

Z

Hussong's Cantina
Orion 1 1 ^ :^:^,^::±:^-^-^^~^-

AAA t

Foul Balls

Vito & Do Bees

League 4
~

F.O/s
Son of Grasshouse
Sticky Fingers

Physicis9-1

Spirit of Supas
Co-op

4-0

3-1

3-1

1-3

0-4

0-4

2-0

2-1

1-0-1

1-1-1

0-4

4-0

2-0-1

2-1-1

1-3

0-4

«

4-0

3-1

3-2

0-3-1

0-4-1

3-0

4*1

2-1

1-1

2-3

0-4

Pitchinga factorin baseballdecline
(Continued from Page 14)

Despite recurring arm trouble, Siisa still compiled
a 2-1 Pac-8 mark and was 7-2 overall. But the other
Bruin hurlers could do no better than a combined 5.25
ERA. . ..

.

•*The pitching we were worried about early in the
year showed at the end," agreed Mickens.
Perhaps the most disappointing UCLA pitcher was

Gary Robson, a member of the 1971 All Pacific 8 first
team. Gary was 6-7 overall this season but drew a
blank in the conference, going 0-5. On the positive
side, Robson broke the school strikeout record with
1 12 but walked 62 batters in 107 2/3 innin^i.
"After Gary's year in 71 (6-4, 2.31 ERA), I looked

for hinri to have a fantosUc year," said Mickens.
The bases on balls were his biggest slarins

weakness." »^ •©

UCLA did have some stars; however.
"We got an outstanding defensive job from Luis

Gomez," Mickens said. "He is one of the best
shortstops around. We also got a floe Job from Tim
I>oerr at first base.

o«^^?I?^ *^^ '^^^-^ collapse. UCLA's batsmen
cwnpiled a .284 team average, led by Earl Altshuler
' •o7«f )

.

**He is as pure a natural swinger as I have ever
seen," said MickenS. The Bruin left fieldef also set a
single-season school record with 89 hits.

'

Another outfielder. Bob Adams, broke UCLA's
run-scoring record, crossing home plate 53 times.
Ray Arrington held the old mark of 51.

~~ —
What is the outlook for next year?
"Adams and Swedlow (Mark) will be back," said

Mickens, "and we are recruiting four of five out-
standing pitching prospects." Iv ~-
Swedlow led the Bruins with nine homers overall

and 14 RBI in the conference.

It appears the Bruins will also be at Sawtelle Field
next year, their absurd version of Chavez Ravine.
Most of all, however, Mickens wants to see a

revision of the Pac-8.

"It is completely ridiculous. It is not a league when
you only have to play four teams. Either eight teams
play each other an equal number of times or it is no
eight-team league."

use, winner of the Pac-8 South, will host either

Washington State or Oregon of the Pac-8 North
Friday and Saturday in a best two-of-three series for

the Pac-8 championship. The Trojans will be bidding
for their third successive NCAA championship.

/'...Nothing less than the best

mixture of guffaws, gore and

grim reahty since BONNIE AND
CLYDE bit the dust...a wild ^
and woolly wonderment!" w}
— l.A. FriiPrtti

M

^LIFF ROBERTSON -

TBBIBUTNOaTBnBU,

mmiBSOTiuio"
A IINIVfRSAl ROBERTSON AND ASSOCIATES

PRODUCTION • TfCMNlCOlOR' (PO]-3]I-

DAILY 12-30 ><'**'''''**v
NOW!

2:30 . 4:30 . 6 30 /f'::^^^C\¥%CS C^flCXiilKB DOME
8:30 • 10:30 PM .>a,«p«|iR^ vT^ IHO SUNUr IIVO (AT VINtI NOlLTWOOe 411 1401

HELPLINE-825-7646

BEST PICTURE BEST DIRECTOR -NX Film Critics Awards

• »•• a ,

OiJ 'jum """'*' .•••••^

IMertousftf man, hMimiy
iMfeiM and supeitty UMicuiml

emnrialnnioiii iHit on tarauL"
-JudMi Crist. New York MagaziiM

Wre A New Breed

oiCaiBabyr

INTRODUCING

He's X rated and animated!
FRITZ THC CAT" • A SMv* Kranti Production • Bm«4 upon charMlpra crMtad

by liCfHJMS • ScrMnptay l^r RALPH ftAKSHI • Oiraclod by RALPH BAKSHI • Ptodwcatf by
•nVf KRANTZ * A CMiMMNon lAd«««lriM RcImm •[

NATlONAl eiNKUlt

MUnPtMMWlMl
INOStlMM

tVIHY DAY: 1t:Se t M. 4 M. IM.
%m. tOJO PM MIONtOHT SHOW
AT Mm AM PPIOAY A tATUAOAV

NATIONAL OfNCRAL

-PnEARIB-
OL. t-ISM

Mon«^ mtu rr««av •10 I M •
«e 30 PM tmuttf MM tMiMav

II M 7 M 4.M. • M • M 10 M PM
MIONIOHT show at 17 M AM

rMOAV • SATUNOAV

tOUTNBATI NIVi-IN
Southiatt- 564-1137

Ai$e SttfWMC M NMMi t9mvr

COAST PLAZA 2
Costa Mtu 549-3352

i
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Westrick (tenor), and Nick
Shumway (baritone), wltti Irma
Gray, accompanist noon, Friday,
in Schoenberg Auditorium.

IVIere alcohol doesn't thrill me at iail, so tell me

Play:

—"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?", with Richard Burton,
Elizabeth Taylor, George Segal,

Sandy Dennis, directed by Mike
Nichols, 7 pm, and "You're a Big
Boy Now," directed by Francis
Ford Coppola, 9 pm, Friday Social

Welfare 147, admission $1.

»i ti*The Sky is

"Forever Hold

—"Take a
Falling," and
Your Peace," original one-act
plays, running at 4:15 and 8:30
pm, today, and 3:30 pm,
tomorrow, Macgowan Hall Little

Theater. General admission is 25<
at the door.

Seminars:

Films:
—"Anyttiing Goes," with Bing

Crosby and Ethel tMrm&r\, 5 pm,
today, AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—I'HoW Back the Dawn/' with
Charles Boyer and Olivia de
Havilland, 5 pm, tomorrow,
Melnitz 1409.

—"The Soviet Union," by
Roman Kolkowicz, professor of

political science, 9:35-11:05 am,
Tea Room, Bullocks's Westwood,
10861 Weyburn Ave. Tickets are
$3.50.

—"The Paradoxical Namib,"
with Richard F. Logan, professor
of geography, 7-10 pm, Wlllard
Etiementary School Auditorium,
301 S. AAadre Street, Pasadena.
Tickets are $4.

^" Image of the Generation of

1914 in French Literature," by
Robert Wohl, professor of history,

4 pm, Haines 213. Sponsored by

French department graduate
lecture series.

—"Radiation Transport: Ttie

Free Piston Shock Tube and
Related Studies,^' by Ralph Greif,

associate professor in thermal
systems, department of

mechanical engineering, UC
Berkeley, 3 pm, Boelter 8500.. .

—"Evolution of the Blues," a
lecture and demonstration by B. B.

King, blues singer and guitarist,

known for his potent style,

mastery of lyrics, and legendary
guitar technique, 3 pm, Royce
Hall Auditorium.
—"The Military Musical Chairs

in Sierre Leone Politics," by
Martin Kilson, professor of
government, Harvard University,

Cambridge, AAassachusetts, with
visiting assistant professor of

political science, Abdul Jalloh,

commentinq, and "The
Curriculum of Cotonial Military
Academies: The Origins of

Disruptive Ideotogy in Modern

African Armies/' by Clement O.
Udeze, professor of history,
California State College,
Dominguez Hills, 7 pm. Murphy
2121.

—"Diseases of Laboratory
Animals Transmitted to Man/' by
Sigmund T. Rich, campus
veterinarian. Center for Health
Sciences, 7 pm, MS 5200. Tickets
9^re $4.50 and $1.75 (students).

Wednesday, May 17

—"Aircraft Maintenance
Policy, United Air Unas/' by
Howard Heap, manager.
Reliability Analysis, United Air
Lines, noon, Boelter 3400. „
—"Activities in Research La-

boratory," by Robert George,
professor of pharmacology, noon
CHS 23-105.—"Fronteirs of Thrombosis/'
by Peter Harpel, associate
professor of medicine, Cornell
University School of AAedicineand
associate director. Coagulation

Oiemical
Reacti...

izT^^ • GUs^i2?* ^^^•" by Jose^^' 1^

processor of cerate erJ^ ^«H=I associate deln ?''*^
Engineering^uc^;,.^'^-
Boelter 8500. "^"^^H 2 p,^

—"An ^ymptotic Fi«i^,^•wimflTion Anaivti. ^^^

professor
by

Of
California Institute Of T;'^;:::!^:

' 3 Dm, Boelter ^'Pasa<^na.

rrrr

'^thematical Ug^^mory Trace and r
^^^." by Photio^"' Zrrassistant nrofp.. ^^

(ConUnuedonPtge,;)

New dsadliifes \
^'^•^ "^'^ "^ f^"

It's deadline time again at the big U. The
schedule for submission of copy to ''What's On"
is as follows:

— Everything to be published the week of May
22-26, is to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,
Thur^ay, May 181

— All copy that i^ to be published for on-going
activities from May 27 - June 15 must be in the
DB office no later than 3 pm, Monday May 22.— The last issue of the DB for this quarter is May
26.

— the first issue of the DB for first Summer
Session is June 16. The paper will be issiied twice
weekly (Tuesdays and Friday*), with only one
issue weekly (Fridays) during the second
Suifimer Sessions.
Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with

margins set 10-65. Copy maV not be submitted by
telepfione.

MhloeaOamltt

1110 Gayley Ave
W.MW..4 Villas.

473-9549

inEnM
MBR mm

wh*r«by allocations ar« mod* for tho sub-
sidy of $1.00 UCLA studont tickats to
music ovonts prosantadbythoCommitto*
on Rna Arts during its 1972-73 p«rformina
arts sooson. "^

"^ w

Studont Committ** for th« Arts invitos
YOU to ottond this maoting in ordor to ob-tain advic* as to tho numbor of $1 student
tickots which should bo allocotod to oodiconcort. Romombor, you con holp

soil out immodratoly. You can also holn
PMivont a surplus of thoso samo tickots,
loft unsold, goina to wast*. Holp prodlct

TUESDAY.MAY 16- 4:30 PM
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Survey offers chance for digs
By Ken Ward
DBSUff Writer

At a time when the opportunities for student
fieldwork and research are at low-ebb, the Ar-
chaelogical Survey is giving over 200 graduates and
undergraduate students a chance to explore land
throughout Southern California.

'-^

At his office located in the Survey's World War n
vintage building near Boelter HaU on Westwood,
Chief Archaeologist N. Nelson Leonard said, "The
Survey provides a unique opportunity for s^dents
and particularly undergraduates, to do research on
individual projects for academic credit." Leonard
said two-thirds of the students at the Survey are
anthropology undergrads who wish to utilize the
facilities and the advice of the Survey.
Here since 1958 and having compiled over 35,000^

site records and maps, the Survey is presently
concentrating efforts in the SanU Monica mountains
and the Catalina Islands. Leonard indicated that
these areas had been chosen as places which have
remamed relatively untouched and areas which
might give clues to Southern California pre-history.

Twelve thousand years ago
Leonard said there are strong indications that man

lived m this area 12,000 years ago and that in-
forniation about the hunters and gatherers of those
pre-histonc times could be obUined by studying the
land where men supposedly Uved. "We have to be
aware of the resources before we can talk abouthuman behavior and societal changes," he said
Notmg a change is tradiUonal archaeological

practice, Leonard said people at the Survey try to
preserve the land instead of excavating it. "We don't
just try to grab everything, we observe and usually
don't even pick things up," he said. He added that aU
information gathered in fieUJwork is compUed on
standardized information sheks and sent to other
archaelogical agencies throughout the stote as weU
as the US Geological Survey.
Through its cooperation with other archaelocical

groups, the Survey has acted as an ecologicalwat-

frn'^H T'^''"* f*'^'^^^
*"^ ^^^^ govermnentsfrom developing land considered to be valuable as

floral or fauna preserves. Leonard noted that aproposal for a state-run ecology organization wa^vetoed by the governor andlat the bulk^^
responsibUity for providing ecological awaren«
has-been put on archaelogical groups such aTS

SUte and Federal inCeresU
"The small archaelogical divisions of the state and

federal agencies help but they are mosOy interested
in balancing their books and projecting a good imaie
to the pubhc," Leonard stated.
The Survey was recenUy involved with the state

when it helped block attempts to develop Point

Magoo into a state recreation area. "They wanted tt

turn it into a 'Disneyland' but there was considerable
floral value and itJiasnow beto labeUed a preserve."

Leonard said.

The Survey also has to contend with private ownen
of unused property who may want to develop

naturally valuable land Leonard said, the private

land owners are harder to deal with than sUte d-

flcials, but the Survey has still been "reasooahiy

successful" in stopping development of this privatdy

owned land.
, _.

There has been a change in attitude among lan^

downers, according to Leonard; 'Where we were once

thought of as dirty commie hippies, people are not

wiUing to let archaelogists on their land," he said

"Land owners arc being taxed to death, they cant

sell their land and they would be glad to have the

state buy it as a natural preserve, so they even drive

you around in their jeeps and give you a tour,"

Leonard added.

Areas covered
So far, the Survey has covered the areas in tlie

Santa Monica mountains where prehistoric

populations were supposedly most dense and

Leonard plans to cover all coastal and foothill

regions by the end of the summer. "For the fint

time, we are getting ahead of ourselves, " he said

This summer, 25 members of the Archadogicil

Survey plan to explore areas in central Arizona while

50 students are scheduled to spend time in the Malibu

mountains.

Brujn Band Banner Bearers

VICTORY BELLES
for

1972-73 Football Season

will have

Practices: May 17, 18 & 22

Tryoots: May 23
(3:00 - 5:00 on all days)

Volleyball Field on West Side of Pauley

.J

Id*
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.

stdoctoral fellow, department

)f anatomy, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.

—"Guilds in Middle Eastern

iistory#" by Gabriel Baer,

>rofessor of islamic history,

lebrew University, Jerusalem, 4

)m, Bunche 2209A.

—"The Correlation Between the

Iphysiological Properties and
IHistochemical Characterics of

JMuscIt Fibers Belonging to Single

Motor Units in ttie Cat Gastroc-

jnemius," by Robert Burke,

[research physiologist. National

[Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

AAaryland, 4 pm, CHS 53-105.

—"Experimental Evaluation of

I

Biological Interactions In the

jMarine Interdidal," by Paul
.Dayton, professor of marine
biology, Scrlpps Institution of

Oceanography, UC San Diego, 4

pm, LS 2142.

—"A Folksinger for All

Seasons,^' by Guy Carawan, fold

[singer and instrumentalist In

[residency, Pitzer CollegOi
[ciaremont, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.

Tickets are $4.25 and $2

(students).

—"Basic Equine Reproductive
Physiotogy," by Dean C. LIndley,

Mormer associate professor of

I
zoology, California State
Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.75 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Behavioral Aspects of
Masculinity and Femininity
(Sexist Society or Sexist Brain)/'
by Richard Green, associate
professor of psychiatry In

residence, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"Zen Buddhism: Awareness
in Action," by Thich Thien-An,
author of "The Psychology of

Buddhism," 7 pm, in Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are $4.75 and
$2 (students).

-"The Desert Merest Home:
[•Physical Aspects of the Mo|ave/'
;

by Richard F. Logan, professor of
geography, 7 pm, in Bunche 2209.
Tickets are $4.—"Ceramic-Mttal Interfaces/'
by Joseph A. Pask, professor of
ceramic engineering, assistant
dean. College of Engineering, UC
Berkeley, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.
Sponsored by Materials Depart-
ment. ^
Tuesday, JMay 16i / ^

—"Textile Printing and
DtsIgn," 7:30 pm. Architecture

—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge
Every other Tuesday.—"Ananda Marga Yoga
Society/' 5 pm, Ackerman Union—"Phitegophy of Meher Baba/'
7:30-10:30 pm, MS 5138.
—"Auto AAechanics I/' 7-9 pm,

Bunche 1265.

—"Cosmic Meditation/' 79 pm,
MS 6201.

—"Beginning Photography and
Darkroom," 7-9 pm. Architecture
1224.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.—"Kundalinl Yoga," 8 am,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Politics:
—"BSU Elections," are 9 am-2

pm, AAay 22-23, In the Afro-
American Studies Center, Bruin
Walk, In back of Campbell Hall,
and In the BSU Office. Candidates
for chairman are AAonroe Wooton,
James Currle, Clarence Kirkland,
and Bennle Franklin.

Meetings:

Tuesday, AAay u
-"Campus Crusade for

Christ/' 9 am, Ackerman Union
3517.—"CASO Sound StaH," 10 ami
pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Christian Students/' noon,
Ackerman Union 2408.

-"Experimental College
Board," noon, Ackerman Union

—"Women's Studies," noon,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

i,7'i5*??"
^*"'*'" 3-5 P'"' Ker-

ckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
-"Bruin Belles," 3:M-5 pm,

Ackerman Unloi^ 3564.
-"Calif State Employees

Association," 6 9:30 pm,
Ackerman Unloh 3564.
-"Project Amigos," 7-9 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Sailing Club," 7-io pm,
Ackerman Union A^n's Lounge.
"""Campus Comics Society,"

7:30 pm, MS 5203.

—"Mortar Board," will NOT
meet today.

^ —"Skydivers Club," T pmT^
Boelter 3809.

-"Sports Car Club," 7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 400.—"Kempo Club," 5:30 pm,
Memorial Activities Center B 146.
—"Ice Hockey Club," 10:30 pm]

Santa AAonlca Ice Capades Chalet.
—"Karate Club," 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Lacrosse Club," 3-5 pm.
Field a?,—''Mountaineers," noon,
Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn.

Et Cetera:
—

"AAedicus,"will hold elections
from 3-5 pm tomorrow, 1st floor
Lecture Hall, CHnical Health
Sciences.

—"Green Thumb Tour," of the
Botanical Gardens, with com-
mentary by staff members of the
Gardens. Tour starts at 1 pm

today, at the parking Information
kiosk, Hllgard-Westholme en-
trance to the campus, and then
proceeds to the Botany Building.
—"Campus Tomorrow,"

campus tour for Belevedere
School, from 9 am-2 pm, today,
meet in front of AAacgowan Hall
Fountains.—"Skydivers First Jump
Course," 5 pm, tomorrow, MS
3970. Course will meet Wed-
nesdays and Thursdays through
AAay 25.

—"Draft Counseling," schedule
for spring quarter, Law 2114:
AAonday, 9-5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 1-3 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9-2 pm, 3-5 pm; Thursday,
7-9 pm, only; Friday none.

^evi

—"Mortar Board," national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar
Board Information sheet In the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
SaturdayTMay 13.

—"Image and Identity: The
Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 In the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

Oved displays talents

«S"!!! 'T"**'
'*"" ^^y" ""•• '^^^^ into danc(MJrama. I is aalent worthy of respect. If this interpreUve talent is worthy of »«.^"then her stamina is hothing short of awe-inspiring

Oved presented a program that gave, on the surface, only a glimmer ofthe amazing amount of work which she put into the pn^uclion wXut a

orLt^TvtM^ '"''='««H««1 of the prxxlucuon one wouldt 1"
S!? .

^ ">e total presentation, those who realized the amount of timeOved put mto the show were doubtlessly amazed.
~

ti

— pm,

3 pm«

—"Astrology," 2-

Ackerman Union 3564.

-"Death and Dying,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Experiments in Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union. Closed to new members.
—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
-"Women's Role in a Changing

Society - Affirmation for
Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408. Closed to new
members.
—"The Psychology of the

1243C*'"
^"' '^' ^<=^'*«^^«

-"Reaching Your Higher SeH
The Lighted Way/' g-io pm. Social
Welfare 50.

The sound for the show was an eight track tope collage which at timeswas'pmg-ponged' electronically to as many asS tracks. TheXt SS
™r^TfJ"^ ^T;^^' ^!!:[^' cacophony, but, it did not sound like onewoman, 20 different times. The only problem that those sitting near thestage were almost overwhelmed by the volume

Ov'lSwl!i;!?i{!l!'^"^"^!l;
'"^"^ ^^^^^^^ wedding- amply showcasedOved s versatility as a performer. Working in, on^nd around a lO'Xir

w^dilT^
macram^ set, she presented no less than 10 facets of the

After a brief intermission. "Kingdom of the Spirit was presented
against a starkly simple striped backdrop. Again, the sole performer
Oved, was impressively versatile. She made lightning changes ofcharacter - from a lamb to a shepherd and from the terrified David to
the ternfying Goliath. These changes were accomplished without Oved's
ever leavmg the stage or even changing her costume in any way
After a light-hearted and highly competent drum interlude by theevemng s star, an exercise in the symbolic was presented. Sets were

simple and contributed to the mood of mysticism Resented in the
Dybbuk of Aden" number. Masks and props were skillfuUy employed to

create a fascinating whole. The enUre evemng demonstrated amply the
great abilities of the legendary Oved. i

Ann Solomon

HELL-BENT for LEATHER
I

$1.00
f

ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE cduPON PER ITEM)
4419 Von Nwyg Blvd. 10912 U C««t« Avo.
Sh«rmo« Odi^ CA 91401 WMtaood Vill<««, CA 90024
U 1 3) 783-5690 (213)478-8588
(213) 872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

CLARENCE SAWMILL - will conduct the UCLA Symphonic
Wind Ensemble in a spring concert at 8 pm, tomorrow, in Royce
Hall. Tickets available at the door: general admission $2, students
free. Progam includes classical band pieces^ unpublished new
works and traditional marches.

ai^tence BICYCLE CENIER
0-sp«Ml dmalmr in the countryi^ —
NATIONAL BIKI MONTH «i.t Q.«rfr

SALE

J

1972 •tail

W. 'Hi f/
^"^

I* '.' •

'

CHARTERS TO EUROPE -

LAND IN AND LEAVEFROM LONDON. YOU
HAVE TO CROSS THE CHANNEL TWICE.

!

AIR FRANCE TO EUROPE

p'

»1SI Uwl,,..,^,^ g,^^
^
,j^ Hollywod. C«Hf. 761-2624

LANDS IN PARISANDPICKSYOUUPFROM
ALMOST ANYWHERE, INCLUDING LONDON
FROM $342 ANYONE 12-25.

747 TO PARIS WITH NO HASSLES.

STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT,
UP TO ONE YEAR.

PRANCB
le bon voyage.

625-7171

Rand Marlis

Campus Rap.

826-1201
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FayaM* hi a#»wic«
DEADLINE 1«:3I«.M.
Mo »tl«p»iw f<tr^

THE Daily Brum 9iv% tu»» lupfirT H Nto
University of Caltfornia't pol»cy urn mm-
discrimination and therefore clastiffio^
advertiiing service will not be iiia#e
available to anyone wtio, m aHor«Ni«
bousin« to students or offerini lobs.
discriminates on the basis of race, cotor,
reli9ion, national origin or ancettV>. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-
vestigoted any of ttie services offered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing OHice tlS-
«4»l

; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

^Help Wanted 8 ^for Sale 15 ^Jravel 17

y Campus Services .... 3

JQQ COPIES

82-50611 ^^*

Like babies? Want part time tab for

/lUree mo««bs beginning May iSth? We need
someone to stay at owr bowse M M PM/f M
AM »o give wmr new baby nightly feedMif
Only regoirtmtnt •• terms of your time is

t«»at baby's needs »r^ met wt»en tie wakens.
Vo« may sleep, study, read most of mght.
Interested* Call 47* 4SI1 Sharon Hosta (IM
III

GIRL Needed sitting and tiouseworti.
Rooms and meals Small salary. Beverly
Hills, near bus 37S S9M (IMU)

Established firm seeking 3

qualified straight commission
part-time salesmen to sell a
service to businesses - has no
competition. Earnings part-time
from $100 to $300 per vveek. Call
Mr. Greenfield. 385-5081. (8 M 17)

GIBSON ES I7$D guitar, excellent con-
dition, hardsliell case, early M's model. S300.

19»^9Sty. (ISMU)

LARGE desk type Royal typewriter,
manoai. almost new. jMill sell for S7S. Call •
PM 7$*-407$. (ISMU)

SEWING machine old but in excellent
condition Sews even Heavy fabrics. Best
offer Judy. 477 4t70. (ISMU)

SOLID birch table 4 chairs w/black vinyl
seats great condition. Expands. Eves., 477-
4t70 Best offer. (ISMU)

FINE hand crafted acoustical guitar with
hard shell case, S47S value for 'fi S27S. 47t-
3491/4714490 (ISMU)

STEREO excellent condition, H.K., BSR, 3-

way speakers. Must sell, need bread. 477-
'*»4 (15MI9)

* SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIONTS
t.A./New York fl-way) PS

May 3lst A June I5th only)
• LA /London/L.A. SMS

fL.A /Brussels/L.A. ttH
L.A./Tokyo/L.A.
L A./Tel Aviv/L.A. '" "

A-V WORLD SCHOOLS 47SMi3
._ 1 72* Westwood Blvd.

EUROPE this summer? Un regimonted
programs * or • weeks Experiments in
Traveling, 9M 2411. (17QTR)

1 It

V ^1
' ll

I <

'

I
«i.

•<-

FULL/part time |0b in a new Beverly Hills

licT^*i!f«V****®'*
**"'* eupenence preferred.

**-*^**''
.
(tMU)

VARIETY of summer ,obs, »1.*5 to S2 30 oer
hour. Call 47$-952l. Services Uolim?ted.(fS!

IBM Exec. Reasonable. Must sell. Evenings.
47S.447*. (ISM

IRISH Setter puppies AKC pet A show. SIOO
up Cynthia, AS3M23. (ISM 17)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip stvdMtf fliflits.
Inexpensive student camping tOMr»
throughotft West and East Europe, inclddinf
Russia SOFA AgMit for intorEuro^
ttudent charter flights. Contact ISCA. nO?
S»n Vicente Blvd., Suite #4, LA, Calif., 90049.

Tel: (213) n^-SaM, l2lf09SS

More
Europe
Flights
1972

SONY'S Best stereo receiver «60«S, 214
wafts, cost S425, sac. S29S/offer. 394-U12. ( 1$M U)

»

1

*>h:
1

f- '. ^-

^==^Personal ^ . . ^ ^ .^^„ . 5^^
PART-time summer job in ice orocessino
-«*nt^M.2$ - S3.00/hr. 733-S177, m-wS (iM V Services Offered .... 16

-, i

PREGNANT? Net^ help? Call Lifeline, 9tl.
*^^'-*^ (SQTR)
LOLITA Sorry i had to split. Bring my
acupuncture kit to Spanish Lit. 124, and I'll
try to get the needles out. Summer Session,

'

I24« Murphy (SMU)
NEO Primal Therapy. Interested in turning
on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
a»4-4l4l /4in or eves, 2S7 7142. (SM24)

bachelor. Every 2nd Saturday. 394-4341. (| m
>40RSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $2$. P O Box
• •427, Denver, M21t. (UQTR)

"f

TIRED? Listless? Feeling Blah? Droo inand freak out in Sociology's*, SimuSS. 3Social Processes. Summer Session, 1240'^*"'^y (SMU )

tJ^im il^'* * beautiful 22nd birthday.

« 5. i *"'•"»»• »«n"ner jobs, delivery.
$2.00 to M 4$ per hour Company car. $er-
--j.Umimited,47S-9$21 J^ <«MU»

TELEPHONE SOLICITING
Verify Appointments

No Selling - Pleasant Working Conditions
Top Pay Plus Bonus - part time

Commercial Rates: 341-44S7 . I7M710 - 911-
^^** (UMI9)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, •39-7270 dr 170-
793or4$4.2S44. (UQTR)

Call4S7-4340
-between 1-3 PM

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.RCA models. Free delivery. Free service 24
hr. phone, 274-91)9. (UQTR)

• Fi

*."J^. •"•* Motorcycle Insurance for

7llSS27,a73-St1S. Eves. 7t3-3S09. (UQTR)
-H-

ree . . . . , y/losf& Found / r;~r. 7
^^ '-------•«

.^*^^^ Beautiful kittens, 3 pinlc, I gray, toloving homes. Call Aleta, 472-0)94. (FR M It)

f

-»- —»M--<I-
t

room to run. Kittens available, too! 374-
^^^ (FRM19)

^•:
J.

^HelpWanled 8

'
* r^% y

•. * '

TEMPORARY summer posifions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typislx. Call 3«4-
"*® (BMJ*)

7*r-^

Jim'ifn^^'^!'*^ ^"""^ international

w^S m?nr^^***
aggressiviS men and womenwith management potential. Part/full timeMr Genovese, (213) 7f0 7504. (I M 24)

NEED EXTRA 00U6H?

LOST: Sony Cassette Recorder, GSBA BIdg!Reward. (•05)484 14*1 call collect or Box^4. Cama rilto. (9MI7)

^?^L .
*'*^*' Briefcase with classnotebooks, etc. Powell Library, 3:30 Thurs

.

Reward. Barry. 4S3-7S27. ^ (9Mv !41

FOUND: Two com purses. Identify and pay
for ad Zoology Dept., 2203 Life Sciences. (9

o, Venice, y0291. Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

C ^ITJ I'l^^if '•fTI* *^ *»* *» *»"• Monica,-

ASK AROUND ABOUT
A* BCHEVY SERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

477-6551

1U27 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

est. Since 1958

TYPING /Editing
campus P4C4( u^
..Professional quality
•922.

IBM Exefutive. On
^ delivery point .

reasonable rates. ^^9-

(UMl»

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter fligM-
operation ^_^
authorized and
approved by the
University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first xlass^

service.

ROUND-TRIP n jnuj^

JUNE 14 LVOUBLIN
JW-Y 9 LONOON/U

JUNE 17 LA/FRANK
^^ 17 LONOON/LA

JUNE 21 LA/LONOON
AUG 20 LOf<0ON/LA

J^NJ 25 LA/LON/AMST
SEPT n LONDON; LA

JUNE 28 LVLONDON
AUG 17 LONDON/LA

.

JULY 9 LA/LONDON
AUG 27 LONOOH/LA

JULY 23 LVLONOON
AUG 20 tONDQH/LA

AUG 9 LVMAORIO
SCPT 18 AMST/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONOON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
_S£PT^ LONOON/LA

J262.00

26 Days

$262.00

62J5iys

J262.00

61 Days

S262.00

79 Days

$252.00

51 Days

J252.00

50 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

SEPT 5
SEPT 26

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

> <

$252.00

30 Bays

1239.00

21 Days

$247.00

32 Days

$199.00

14 Days

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON
OCT 9 LONOON/LA

ONE WAY FLIGHT^

LA/LONDON " • $148.00
LONDON/LA $138.00
LA/LONOON $138.00
LA/ FRANKFURT .$138.00
LONOON/LA 4 $138.00
OUBLIN/LA ' $138.00
LA/LONDON $124.00
LA/LONDON $124.00

JUNE
JUNE
JULY
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT

14

28
26
9

30
31

6

19

Fit. Dep.

'•i'l

Help yourself while helping othert. KdoS Offered

WlO will

Reasonable.
PM.

Phono

Earn uptoS40.s month
on our plasma program

.

<'*^$i between IJ p.m. ahd 7 P.m

|5

CLERKS A Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments Office Aide. 3M7 Wilshirc«»vd flMI»

5500 cash paid to auto fire specialist helping
substantiate my claim to General Motors."*•* (fMlf).

1 :

/, ' »

WORK lor a change National nonprofit
i-nviromental organiiation neeos students to
•x'gin as iundraisers Hours J:00 P.M.-J0:OO.
P M Part time paid positions now full
time summer positions Citiiensfor a better
t-nvironcmcnt 90S* Santa Monica Blvd Call
lor appts 9 Sp.m. 274 939* (•MI9)

STUDENTS Mahe SM easily Transport 300
lb motorcycle to NYC •}$ 4229 or 271 0*4S.(|M lA)

ESTABLlSHEOdance school needs teacher
%aUq\ Jail Tap Interviews May IS 10-3
4/7 76.4. 390 .679 (g'^'/;

VERSATILE cottibo neoded lor weddino
rrtipiion m Sipt Write R Seager, 2439 N
Orcii4rd Or Burbank 9tS04. (IM.*)

f^AMiLY two small children, giyes room
aind board to Icmale student, help required
C.»ll. 479 S6.1

y/Research Suhjecfs Needed

5'i^!°«^?.'"""r****"y »»*«'«*V males overJ» to participate in a federally authoriiS
s^Jo 'ws"^^;'"^"* " consecutive dly^SSOO. i2S 0094, Monday thru Thursday, M

(RSNMUJ

Psychology Ex|»orimont
M.$0 less than l hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Signup in From Nail A34f

^^ 5o/e ;5

BUY silver coins Ihe/Silver dollars im
PM 074 0240 (ISM If)

W*22J$

Will buy books. i2f-)M2 «Her «
(UMU)

•«
AUTO INSURANCE

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOMT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY • i

»»AYMeNT$ .

UOENTDISCOUNTl
ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

7

3

5

$

f

10

14

IS

17

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/2S

6/28

6/2y

7/8

7/11

7/12

Rot. Days

8/28 71

18^ T^
19 9/12

8/16

9/6

9/13

9/16

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

56

72

80

81

61

40

30

50

33

Prtce

. S2«2

$262

$262

$275

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

1252

$135

NEED young woman live in or
during July. Two children,
schedule/salary. IJt-SSS*. ^

day caroi
flexible*
(•Mil)

TEAC A 20 cassette player almost new!!fNiMdcash help! Ash for J P 479 91*5. (IS

r
I*

SI. so PER Hour summer iobs moving fur
nitore 12 units of college- Services
Unlimited. 47S-9S2I. m . (IMH)

DARLING, Siamese Blue Point kittens. 7

r74 S7>^" *""'** *"<><> ''''' P'^" o* 'i^^*^'

MEN Part/full time
Inc Earn S3 25 plus/hr.
Wed, 1:30 3 30 Only

positions. WE.A.I:
Call 474 3000, Mon 4

(•M19)

it.* .1:°^ *quanom includes hood, lights

Pill .iAV-T qra VI I/books Call after 7 30PM. 174 7790 nSMIT)

^OORAY•• BIG DEAL!! WHAHOO!!
r>OUSEKEEPINC SALARY RAISED TO
S2 20 HOURLY SUMMERTIME AND/OR
SCHOOL TIME ALSO NEEDED: SER
VERS, BARTENDERS FOR PARTIES,
DRIVERS (WITH CAR) UNIVERSITY
HOUSEKEEPING 1211300 HOURS ON
ALL JOBS FLEXIBLE (IMU)

DANCE Band drummer needed Jewish A
popular music Rcnumeration. Call *S7 7043
*"*'' (IMU)

GOOD chlld'care in my home
rates. Any shift. Vicinity 20th
394 5747.

Reasonable
A Wiifthire.

(•M32)
NEED 10 gals interviewing now General
Foods Cosmetic Division Teach A train newmake up technigues. Full/pt. 2710M5. {%f^

STENOGRAPHER Girl Friday Typing Asome shorthand E Permanent pleasant
sori'oondings Encrl oppor (or right personMr K*qy 17044. 6, J$H EleCtrOniCS. 1549
Higurra St

. Culver City (•M19)

•20 M3 *'^ "^ P""* C*" •venlngs.
-

*
: (15 Mil)

PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4 SMC lens n«w*r

STEREO speakers, big 50 pountfi each

t^Vofwr^tVr^h.T'J*''
^*"'*"" "'"«=" "^•'i'ft

xt;; a7te?r ""*' '"'"*"*
^''yiV^a

TURNTABLE Rck O Kut. Grade arm
«."'.^,,"'^""*"' '•"ccMent condition, s«o!
39 1 4 311

^1 , ^ ,^j

MATTRESSES yjMiim^ c...
'

grad can save you 4^0".
oJ'a*,?pJlime? al?

(ISOTit)

Oitewiv Po» MJJJ L.*. 4ii (MM It,

^;a^r^ro%%L?A^VM:?E%^"ArsVu•s^El3
jr^ ELIMINATE CRAMMING.''0^^474—- . (UMI9 )

ii!o*w.isJrre 47*?-7iT"**" "•'^•'fr/iij?;;

ILVA MINDCONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

OUvrs ALPHA BRAIN WAVE
Methods, Relaxation. Subjective
Communication,

FXAMINATION TECHNIQUES
SHI Control No Machines
STUDENT RATES Free
Literature Next class beq.ns

SATURDAY, MAY20TH
M.IIO'Kolly, 473 4048,6 PM

charter fNghtg

uc a Kerchkhoff Hall igs o
B^weenta.m.ASp.m

WSIMl

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTfR FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE OfHy J0< 'UCLA
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
eiUS THEIR IJflEOIATE FAMILIES
LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-
HOLD. ALL SCATS ARE SOLD ON A
FIRST-COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS.
PARTICIPATING AmiNES ARE
BRITANNIA. SATURN,. ONA AND
CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILUING
BOEING 707 AND SUPER DC8 JETS
EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR
FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-
CATION FORMS.

SOUTH PACIFIC SAlLIMr /^bTTTTT T""

(17MI$)

CARS IN EUROPE
«.> "ENTORBUY
Ve^CI AL REDUCTIONS TO

rRrprlriFIl^''** STUDENTSFREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILFA$$

EUROCARS

FU6HT COORDINATORS:
John ^nd Susan

478-8286

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

VjraveL^^. ....... ,7

wLw „« .Am,»4y,.,^'^i,^y«;

TRAVELING? STAY OVEBMiauT eo..~

«""-;•-« i>'.vM.,„w'm"m:Xl TSt•iM Canada Writi Univertitw r-. 7
*

cyb. «o. .,47. B.r.,.i,""c'. 7;;^ V,V^';;?

LA/Matfrid/rranhfurt
LA/Pari» AufusMO

Au«utt27

EXPERIENCED pert-time C««h«fr Mens
cloih.nq stere WedneMley, ThurMley night,
^etwrdav Call Franceen til I4t7, 10 S daily.

(IMIt)

« e« '

a

„ -
. - - -

.

1 '^^

Contact:
The University oilke Education

Abroad Pro9ram
UC Santa tarbara

S13S
4I3S

MfriQcr.»tor/«ro»'x.>r Vti»rrll*tl \. . ^* Urael. India. Alnca, $0«, off StuttJii

<'»M1», Or Beverly M.II».f0110,J74.4Wj (ITOTRi

t»h ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: PROM t2» ROUND TRIF
JAPAN: FROMS349 ROUNDTRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN J7l-0na. •)t.240l

424* Overland
. Dept A

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unrcqimented program, 4 wks. Europe, 7wks Israel, Dig Kibbutt, plenty free time
Enp. in Travelling, 9»6 2411. (I70TR)

EUROPEAN STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTRE

?u^nVy,v7 Voi^dj:s.'-t*„^,rj" • ^^*
lObs. ear, i tours EsJcIi^'tr**'. ""»••»
.cos in Europe to ha«di.w«*® ***» ••«•• <>

problems """• ^'"^ '"••• * travel

A;;:«"s;;;;„'r.rAV;:Y,*°„C'""''-

170

100

CALL 274 5127
<»7MU)

G THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to fhe

world of student dis-

counts The ISIC was ere

Oted by the InternotionoJ

Student Trovel Confer-
ence ond enjoys world-
wide recognition. It is

required for all student
flights obrood

G INTRA-EUROPEAN '

STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to ond within Europe,
Israel, East Africo.ond
the For Eost-ot fontostic

savings, enabling you
to travel as for as pos-

sible for OS little OS
possible

you kno'w u0i
^Voa ©a a a a

UNI
lOf86 WtYIUPIN AVENUi

Wtttwoad Vlliagt fOm*

TCLi: 47t-t28e

, -«,? .^ -i. eA^ fm^ -
liŵ v^in 'i-^ '

i

t̂
m ' •!****» .' I k ffi

• •«»>(i^jfc»

UNDERGRADUATE^ PRESIDENT
AAfke AAcGraw
Norman Miller (AAando)

* Steve Halpem
johnCronin
JeffLapham
Larry Sander - >

Michael AAcTelgue

*Les Rosen
ADMINISTRATIVE
VICE-PRESIDENT

Ross Arbiter

Craig Fuller

Dorothy Redmond
FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

TonI Kim ' * * 474

Greet Zctiar :
• 9S»

Cheryl Lynn Dearmon 957

GENERAL
REPRESENTATIVES

^ ^

755

592

546

SI

130

838

1520

679

534

•Murry "The King"
Soloman
*Stu Needman
*RalphWtiite
Dennis Fried
* Pat "Rocky" Rothstein
Howard Brand
Bradley Reynolds
*Loren Ann Lewis
Dave CIslowskI -

•Arthur GoH

COMMUNITY SERVICE
COMMISSIONER

^Clinton Burch i238
Gabe Elias . 577
•WiloB.Nunet

. 495

363

692

561

343

533

330

359

804
323

458

^"(Pard Advertisement)

Primary Election

Results

NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOC.
REP.

•BaniarfilnAdler * - U2
•Esther Valadez 718
Craig Ira Streit

'*''

577
Peter Herreshoff 213

CULTURAL COMMISSIONER
•KathyKerr >- 883
Gil Beanes 477
•Beverly Robinson sfi
Robert "Rob" Titcher 544

CAMPUSEVENTS
COMMISSIONER

••Bob Losey 1266
Ira Katz 884

STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSIONER

Harvey Tannenbaum 411
•Sam Okimoto |009
•AAark Pierce 795

EDUCATIONAL POLICY
COMMISSIONER

••Heidi Hilb 1345
Louis Munoz 995

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
COMMISSIONER

•Stuart Adelson .. 729
James H. Salamon 434
•Jeanette C. Sylvester 802

^Travel '/ ^^YP^f^Q

STUDENT FACILITIES
COMMISSIONER

••Suz Rosen 1313
Peter Hubbard 501
Roger Avilz 355
Jerald Rashkin i83

HEAD YELL-LEADER
Al "Fred" Uriarte 142
•Face and Dish 978
AAark Wright 227
The Incredible Hylk 856
•Uchida "Spirit Machine" 886
Leiand Cox 302

••Elected
• Run-off election is Wednesday
May 17.

19 y Ap^s fo Share . 23

EUROPE, S220S27S R.T., also Israel ft

Japan, Spring, Swm mer, ft Fall fliglits,

E SEP., 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA t004t. ASI-

3311. ESEP-UCLA members. (17QTII)

(§ • new YORK ^
JUNE150NE-WAY ilt

•HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2 $179

JULY 1 JULY 16 plus lend . ^

• TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE17 SEPT1
SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRACL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

Alio Stud«ntrail and EurailpauM. Car Purchaaa

Insurance, Guidebooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADOUARTERS

^^ AIS/EXITS
^rH^k 90S6 Santa Monica Blvd.W BjS L.A. 90069^^ 274-8742

n>i bik. aast of Santa Monica/Doh«ny)

S^

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest)
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
curate. Tom, 4730031. (ItQTI

y/Wanfed 20

JILV *•**/• "^^ •'^••» * «»«<troom, 2 bath

^^^'^^ (23M24)

r^'^^if 'a°^!L ^'' « »*^*'"* »^o bedroom
apt. in WLA with one. St7.S0 /mo. 124-
*'•*• (23M22)

/ Housing Needed 28 y/Auhs for Sale . 33

FEMALE. 21, seeks roommate(s) and/or
nearby apt. for September. Carol Con-
sfantian, Wellesley College, Wellesley,
Mass. 02181. (2SM17)

TRANSPORTATION cars S»» and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 302*
Santa Monica Blvd. 828-74t«. (33QTR)

WILL pay cash lor cars running or not.
Wrecks too. Free towaways. 391-9440, 83S-
'**3- (20M24)

MOVING to New York Citv S»nt«miw>r
Need roommate. Call Laurfe'^I^-'SiTM M

SPACIOUS dwelling near Westwood. Share!
free to girl doing one hour/week housework '

Jack. 478-7588 PMs. (23M22)

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt.
June/July until Sept. Prefers two-bdrms.
West LA. Bruce Williams, English.
Louisiana State University, New Orleans.
($04)891-9848. (28M23)

•41 CHEV. Van, '4$ rebuilt engine Custom
wood ft velvet interior plus extras. Best
offer. Sacrifice. 479-8714. ( 33 M 14)

'47 FORD Mustang, 4-cvlinder. stick, ex-
cellent. S700. 980-3814 eves. (33M19)

GIRL grad needed to share 2-bedroom aot.pool, partly furnished, modern. sU^m. lil
0$$4even,ogs. (jj^^*

I

LOOKING for small rental house-summer
or permanent. Preferably in student area
Lisa, 938-2481/44M389. (20 M 19)

RESPONSIBLE medical student wishes tomanage apartment house in exchange for
rent, within bicycle distance of UCLA,
beginning September. 4573444. 223074S: (20

Jacques. 820.2417.
^""'^''^" ^^"^

qV^^,;;

«i"rtm*AV'.!r^.»r**» ' bedroom. 2 bath

IxoVSS
**••' '""^ •"*'• »»"<«Mt..Tom.^^ (23M24)

Our llthYgarof—
LOW COST FLIGHTS

for students. Examples:

toLONDON(RTbase^
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

S144.00OW
S 85.90 OW
S 44.30 OW
S172.00OW

Hundreds of departure dates and
destinations. Request free travel info
SIERRA TRAVEL INC. (213) 277-5200 or 879-
3111, 9875 Santa Monica Bl., Beverly
Hills. . f

INDIA is our specialityi For most
econom ical fares ever to and from India ; all
around the world, contact: • P. O. Box 34ft«
Hollywood. Ca., 90028. Phono (213) 44S-
"*3. (17M2S)

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Flights under SIOO one-way
Study ft Camping Tours

1972 Student Guide Book to Europo
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. SIN ^

CONTACT: SOFA Ageiit VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91403
PHONE: 872-2283 or 784-1477

WILL pay cash for postage stamp collec-

l'„ hJ!***'
»""""«•• cash. Sell your stamps.

^"•^^^^- (20M22)

-tourt to use Tor teaching. Mike. 348-3532. ( 20rn IS)

y/Apts Furnished . . . . , il

P.rLil"^*^^^ ^*"' OCLA-Village"
Fireplace. Quiet, secluded. Enclosed
garage, optional. 473-0201. (21M17)

FURNISHED Singles to share. $70. Heated0001. sun deck, parking, 433 Oayley^73-
**"• (21QTR)

WALK TO School"
"""

'

Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations for Fall also accepted.
R*ntlng Office :-5MLandl«ir#l —

\
Also with l>ool

Glonfair Terrace
S43Landfairiifl4
S40Glenrocki|fll

82?
44«"''*^ '^^*' ^•'''"* *••' "•V. Phone

•' ^^•"- (21M19)

)/lutoring ..... .TTT. /8

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
lanquj«qe study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. 828-

__fl80TR^
ORE, LSAT. other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.
""^m: (18QTg^

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prol. Positive results any
!« !r.;,^**^ conversational method (trial).
4732492. (18QTR)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $185 up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, nttr

;o^"ct.^°.1!f i,''!**'^*^' *•*' ^»'"'»'' St., Jm.
392-SSS4. 592-9142. (21 QTR )

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE^^ STUDENT APARTMENTS
FURNISHED BACHELORS ft

1 BEDROOMS
Sfme rent Sum mer ft Fall

Showing NOW
9kl Deposit Will hold^^ Across UCLA

7P5Gayley 479-8580

y/jypii"9 19

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Sinoles SIM
GiVUi:z'''''j'" «' 6-vi.y GR VwS:GR 3 0524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

12 BEDROOM, Pool. Summer rates, $17$ -

up. Fall leases now. $200 up. 518 Glenrock.

.K
««wrate typing. Term papers,

imscs. dissertations Editing. Weekdays, 9-
6 Barbie, 821 2345, Mae. 394 5182. (19ATR>

4739245 (21M24)

EXECUTIVE typewritar. Term papers,
• ttors. resumes, statistical. Guaranteed

fiU^.A^T
"" *"*'^ 5 30,weekends. Sharon.""•'

(19 QTR)

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and
one-bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.
Block UCLA. Aircond. Pool, sundecks.
Garage. Reserve for summer fall. 625 441
Landtair. 479-5404. (21M24)

EDITH IBM typing Theses, term papers.
m^noscr.pts. etc Experienced. Fast, neat,
^ccurate, dependable. 9331747. (19 QTR)

m>J"' '*•*»•$' dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced Tali

": (19 QTR )

Mb'SoVr'^EfJlr':*" " vP*^^»««r (carbon

Please caiMa^^Jf""*' •«««'fafe work.•;'eaj^c^^l39M295.
(19M24)

S01GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates
BachelorsSinglesOne Bdrms.

June IS to Sept 15
GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

MD^r? iK^
*'"• English grads. Term

826 74n
^"""•*« ''ancy, 472-4143, Kay.

11. _, (I90TR )

f^-^sfr^pu, \cji!: ,B;;:'"reiia£r';;:5;.Mte 10 AM 10 PM. Jean, W-Iiio ( 19 M

W°p-o/;7?^ 'p^^!,,/*r'
-ccur^Te

».^t,ons, book, N,.r. / '• »•»*»' «*i»»er-
19J7

^^*' cafflpu* Ellen, 472
-

--——

j

^^_ n9Ml7)

•«n 0727
**' 'C^*"^***' service. Call

'. (19M17)

z'ip. I!;;'"J,4V r'::!2'
"P'« Prmting, A'A ft

7877
«»»ada, Northridge, 886

( 19 M 19)

ha^dCmert**diim''';..i!52f'* ««««»«»»on or
oinch!

'"^•'•- Catf-extAMiis in a
.^

.
(19 M 18)

t'r^^VoTes^^Vi/V; •^f"** ^ ••'^ «?»•<
campus Cau M?k/;??i»r*** •*"»«"f Wear

:
*••" '^•"t. 477-4402. (19M18)

!::;^*ncyse^*.„'^' •^iting^.

wwrJVpIJt"V' i'"!'^«»»«n». *^». term
Accurate riSilJ^V *"** •«hn*cal typing^'/apid service. 780-1074 m«ot».

C?P^.rt*&' '[•?"'•;;;>*»•••*«« electric
*chool Al.rl. '^7 ,S* *'^'' *"* /deliver law

^^^*
(19 QTR)

WALK UCLA. Hooray. Spacious one bdrm.
M-l*'"fJi"" :./•"•••*' S*"^*?*' »«" deck.Mgr

. 450 Landfair, 473 5571. (21 M 18)

$125 LARGE attractive, furnished1>achelor
TUtihties, refrig, balcony-great view! 5
min. walk UCLA. 473-4484. (21M14)

SINOLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm, studio. 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).CR 5 5584. (21 QTR)

y/Apts Unfurnished .... 22
1 BDRM. carpet, stove, relng., drapes, dish
washer, available June 5. $175. 473 6301, 473-
3570 Close campus. (23MI9)

yf Apfs fo Share ...... 23

COME to 625 Landfair, roommates *rc
there.. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun-

decks, garage. 479 5404. (23M24)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Oayley.
Pleasant singles. $6$ Kitchen, sun decks.
pool, garage, 473-t412. (23 QTR)

HURRY hurry! Need Lminist to share
Wistwood apt. this summer / next year.
Own room. 479-4743. (23M14)

BEAC^ idTtage, urgently need (ricndly,
neat girl f.hare lar^ebAdrOOm available
nowor summer $47. 39f 4765 (23 M 19)

Vfor Sub-Lease 24

ii;o"??-8,?o'"
'' """»"'

^^•*'%*i|,'
1 BDRM, 4/12-9/15. Quiet,
i'C'-'^^Paculty grad preferred,
eves. Sherman Oaks.

20 min
784-9781
(24M22)

GIVING op good rental now - Junef
Desperately need inexpensive hous* - apt.
takes child, eats. Prefer WLA, SM area. 824-
3»41 after 12. (28M18)

1-2 BDRM apt. Reasonable. Westwood. for
M.o. occupancy middle June for 3 years
Write Dr. Damus, 45 Langdon st. #12.
Cambr idge, Mass., 02138. (28M18)

J Room & Board

V Exchange for Help . . 30
MATURE married student couple residence
directors, wwomens' CeOp Apartment"
meals for evening, morning duties. Days.
*^*^<i^2. (30M19)

ni^t/;.hi-^.r*
*"•' ^'"•**' * «^" Must be

i37 l!ol*
*° ""^ ^'^^ anything unusual. 275-•^" (30M19)

45 CHEVROLET 1-ton panel truck. Ex-
!!l «?!/°!l**'*'®"

Pei'^'ct (or camper. $1100.
664 0182 alter 4. (3?M14»

Py.^- •-*• •*'"•• ®®«<* «»«<*• 51500 or best.
Ask for John. 454-8934. ( 33 M 18)

'55 MG Classic (TF 1500), Red. 41 M miles,
I YE 940. E^S, 454-3030. S28S0. See to
believe! (33MI8)

'47 BUICK Skylark GS, automatic, PS/PB,
340 hp, excellent condition, $950. Marty, 371-
"»'*^<»^034. (33M18)

'70 VW squareback. New red paint. PricdtfH
sell. $1495 Westwood Volkswagen. 47S--

(33M18)

'47 VW Camper. Nice inside. Stereo, wood
paneled, icebox. Eng. needs work. Must sell.
398 0447. (33M18)

FOR Sublease June 15 Sept. 15. Furnished

V.'1 ',^iSi
""""""^ '•" ""X•pi. t.H/i-qan.

^

(24M22)

2 BDRM house, study, yard. Furnished.
™®. '® ^*P* '3 S»"»* Monica/Saltair.
$200/mo. 477 6804. (24,

^Roonn and Board

^^^

WOMEN summer and /or fall housing.
Reasonable, comfortable, convenient to
campuv Por info, call 474 3371. (RBM 17*

SUMMER Rental or exchange for LA house
6 room duplex, furnished, near Harvard. GR
2 4928.275 7393. (24M19)

SUBLET one bedroom apt for Rummer,
walk to campus, $185 month. 507 3/4
Glenrock, 479-OT93 evenings. (24 M 17)

S!m.;
°'^^** fornished single, including

utilities. Near Pico. Sepulveda. Sublet June
13-Sept. 15.473-029S. (24M18)

JUNE 1.5- Sepf 15. or part. Furn. 1-bdrm.
$165, a/c.|iear bus, WLA. 824-3948. (24 M 24)

BEVERLY Glen cottage sublet summer ( or
more) beginning middle June.
Faculty/responsible person. 825-4770. 474-
2*S4. (24M19)

LARGE one bedroom apt. Jufie 2S-Sept. A
/part. UCLA housing, furnished, appliances,
utensils. $125 /month, 398-54 11

.

( 24 M 22)

SUMMER Housing: On campus, coed,heated pool, barbeque, parking, rec. roommeals, cheap! 1479 9092. (RBM 17)

)/Room for Rent 31
' '

" ' '
'

-

I,, _i_ii_i^^

FEMALE grad, faculty ..Kingsiie bedroom,
bath, kitchen privileges, gourgeous view
opposite campus. $60 per month plus break-
fast. Eves , 473 3274. <31M17)

ROOM & bath or share apt. Private en-
trance, ocean view. Close to campus. $100-
$150,454-8544. (31M17)

SUMMER Housing $40/month. 459 Gayley
Ave 479 9998or 479 9703. ' (3IM19)

FEMALE • nice room with 1/2 bath witH

—

family. Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. $70. 391-3317. (31 M 19)

I YOUNG MARRircT""'
I

CpUPLES •

I If you need a car^ J
I and need financing '
: CALL FINANCE MANAGER i

I 474-4128 f

'71 PEUGEOT 504. 21,000 miles Air B/u

Call eves. 931 9248. ^ _-^ ^jjm 14)

'42 VW Bus, radials, empi, new enoin* sit*or swap lor motorcycle. 472-024^. '(JaM 17?

\-

Ith^^
""*'

r***'***'
«'nP«' no engine. $175 orswap lor motorcycle. 472-0240.

( 33 M 18)

Itf-..^.^ 1^?- *«""^b«» Good mechamcal
condition. $225. Call. 395 8321. (33 M 17) • >*l

^ Bkycles for Sale , \ . . 35

yHouse for Renf .... ,,-.^aj. ,y^ ,-.„.^-.._-- _-
„«, . ,

- Y Aulas for Sale 33

OtRLS? 24" blue 3 speid. Heaurrrbl ten-~
dition $55 Call Cathy, 474-1759 nights, 825-
_1141llAXi.___„™ „^ <48M iy

>

$230 /mo. June 15 Sept. 1. Secluded, rustic, 3
br. Woodland Hills. 887 6429. (25 M 17)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm ft
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul de Sac
$59,000. Sands Realtors, 476 6464. (25 QTR)

'44 CORVETTE Convert. 4 speed. Silver
Blue, black leather interior, excellent cond.,
make offer. 474-3294. (33M19)

itU.l**^'-*''^
^"""'^ ""v AM/FM, radials,

$2195, WEE 247, Pvt. party, 392 71)6 (33M

«^.'l5
Students! 5% off Peugeot,

Motobecane, Centurion, other fii»e makesi
f^lf/*

'^•P*'"' »-**'« Cyclorama Schwinn
K.^ •Z'?*'

'^••'•'^ "^' 5. Robertson Blvd 3
Diks. N. Santa Monica Freeway. 839 4444. (3SM 18)

Y House for Sale . 26
SHERMAN Oaks So. Blvd.. 5 bedroom, 3
bath, family, formal dining, heated pool
view, 2 fireplaces, beams, cul-de-sac, 7 min'
UCLA. Must sell. $62,950. 788-2874 even , 393-
0411,x650day. (26M17)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm ft
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de-Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 476 6444. (24 QTR)

•64 OLOSMOBILE F 85, automatic, power
steering ft brakes. $350 or... Julie. 445-
**" ^(33M 19)

'48 TOYOTA, 4 dr, yellow, R/H. air, auto.
excellent cond., $1075. After 4 PM. 477-
3423. (33M19)

59 PORSHE 356/A conv. Rebuilt eng , new
paint. Runt great. Need $1350 Steve. RE 3-

6079. (33M14)

i''"VER$iTY BicVcles. sales, repairs, lowprices, 10 spd from $77. French, Austria^American, 1714 Westwood. 4753370. 'Js

'ycles, Scooters

I or Jwio.»«»««,*,,.„,„„ ^0
350CC SUZUKI (street) Excellent condition
with extras Lighter, faster, more depen-
dable $425/best offer. 441-4528. ( 34 M17)

TWO storv Cape Cod, 5 bdrm, den, 3 baths,
newer. PAific Palisades. $73,500. 454-7934
^'VP* (24M17)

y House to Share 27
3-BORM house on beach share with 2 girls,
$80. util. paid. 821 7450 after 4. (27 M 14)

'70 PORSCHE, 9144 orange appear. Grp..
chrm. whis.. Pirelli tires, AM/FM radio,
excellent cond., pr/pty, $3400. 477 1752. ( 33 M

'61 PONTIAC, air conditioned, all power,
automatic, new brakes/pump/starter,
rebuilt transmission, good tires. 835 2134
(days), 398 6641 (eves). (33M19)

BEAUTIFUL blue '70 Honda CL450 w*.iikept 4(>00 miles, rack, can", Ur^' musfind good home 824 7919 (34M14)

r*^^H^^°^ '"" '^'^•^ C92 $100. Goodcond
, very dependable Greg Jones, 391

4634.
(34M14)

SHARE luxurious Malibu beach house Own
room. Female vegetarian preferred. $150.
Thirty minutes UCLA. 454-2287. (27 M 14)

COOL roommate needed for 3-bdrm near
beach in Venice. $50 share. $85 own. (21 -5754^
eves. (27M17)

FRIENDLY Folks needed to share small
cooperative housa on Mulhoiland near
Beverly Glen. 984-7443. (37M18)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
_ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWERI

A
A 1 AUTO SERVICE

m 7957 Van Nuys Blvd.
•I across from G.M. Plant

Call 394 7075 24 Hours

HONDA CB350 Powerful mint condition. A
truly clean machine $425 firm. Call Arbie'
474 8441. (34M17)

•71 VESPA isoce. Like new no mileafo.
Chain and lock. $37$. Melissa. 477 $40 1. (34M

••>•

'49 HONDA 90 for sale. S17S> Call Judi. 47?-
01 14 or 274-4184. (34M18)

3 BORM/Santa Monica Beach/clean, need
3rd roommate. Prefer co-ed grad. Eves, 399-

(27M18)2028

•70 VW Camper, poptop, AM FM, t«nt ,

mech perfect, body like new. Leaving
country. Best offer. Nick, 839-0294, 472-
•'*''' (33M14)

1948 HONDA 140 CB. New tires, tune-up,
helmet included. $250/best offer. Evenings,
Ron 789-5334. (34M)8)

70 HONDA 175, good condition needs new
battery, $290. 398 0554 evenings. (36 M 19

SHARE beautiful large completely fur-
nished home. West Hollywood. Own room.
$80. 4$1 1636 eves. (27M18)

W/lt2 bdrm, grad preferred 15 min. UCLA
Furnished? Near everywhere.- Shermar
Oaks $87 50. 789 2470 (27M19)

YOUR rent can buy you stock in a cor-
poration or ownership of land adjacent to
UCLA, plus room and board. For details.
call 343 5375 eves or weekends. (27 M 19)

'68 VW Bug. Good cond.. light blue, one
owner, $950. Ronnie, 472-1103. (33 M 19)

'6$ VW, many extras. Orig. owner. $5oo
Leaving country. Call 473-3242 alter lOM

'

( 33 M 14)

'71 HONDA 70, less than 1000 miles, helmet,
make offer, 390 2939, after 4 and Sunday. (34
M 19)

PM.

'49 CORTINA GT 2 door Deluxe (tike a

H'hV." /Jl*
Excellent cond., Michelin X

radifis, $900. 398 7473. (-33 m 22)

'49 HONDA CL350. Good condition, extras,
new gaskets, battery. $450/offer. Day, $7451

;

eves. 391 4117. (34M19)

WIDOW rent rooms in palatial estate
privatf, main house available Kitchen
pr.vilages. $25 week. Five minutes

(27M22)UCLA/Beach Oirls, 454-7405

m

)/ Housing Needed . , . . 28

UCLA Law student would like to care for
your home during the summer. Call 277
''' > (28M22)

u-UL
FRENCH UCLA couple desotrately needs
cheap housing or will care for home during
hummer Morn or eves, 475 2812 (28 M 22)

i!Lh?"*^ ^'^'*^' •«•»••"» body ft woodNeeds engine work. Must sell. Call Al. $$3:

(33M22)

**. ^^1^'AC LeMans Hardtop < spe^
^r^JrV Perfect Original owner, movemg
$800/be»t 82$ 6473, 988 3458 (33 My 22)

'
. -

'47 CHEVY 4 speeds, AC, power steering,
Jlue $800 Frani Hall A2$4G PM, 15 (33 M

'47 HODAKA. excellent cond., extras, must
soil. Call 838 0492. alter 6, wknds. (M M 19)

'68 HOMDA 125 Good condition. $140. Call
824 1084. (MM 22)

'48 HONDA 305 Scrambler, 4000 miles, $350.
Evenings, 451-5257. Santa Monica. (34M22)

'47 HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine. Excellent
cond.$325. 292 8384 tves. (34 Mat)

'68 MGB, original owner, low mileage, $3$Qondcr biuebook, excellent shape 823-JJJ?
*^^*'*

(33 M 221

•48 MG Midget. New tires, battery, brakes,

![?A, 'J **•• ^••^* '«a»»age David, 393
2502, days. 498 500$. (33M22)

70 HONDA SL 350
0705 .

5,000 miles $525. 883
(34M22)

•71 90cc SUZUKI motorcycle. Excellent
cond

, best offer, call after 4 PM. 824 7932. (34M 22)
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WhafsOn:
Tickets':

Campus and Public

—"Symphonic Wind En-
semble/' directed by Clarence
Sawhjil, 8 pm, tomorrow, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2,
free for students. Program will
Include classics of 20th century
band music, unpublished new
works, and traditional marches.—"Ptiaroah Sanders/' 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,"

presenting a new Engyilsh tran-
slation of "Orontea, Queen of

-^gypt," «:30 pm, Friday,
Saturday, and May 26 & 27,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1.50

—(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"University Symphony Or-
chestra with the University
Chorus," 8:30 pm, AAay 24, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Conducted by
AAehll AAehta, program will In-

clude Kremenllev's "Elegy," and

Evolution of the fi/npc

Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy,"
with soloist Mark Richmond.
Tickets are $2 (general) and $1

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

Students

—"Old Times," a play
presented by the Center Theatre
Group, ^tarring Faye Dunaway, 8
pm, Friday and 7:30 pm, Sunday,
Mark Taper Forum, Music
Center. Special $2 student preview
tickets are presently available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office,

(Kerckhoff 140).—"Pharoah Sanders," B:X pm,
Saturday, Royce Hail Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are now
available in the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts.

—"Opus '72," two uniquely
different evenings of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pm, Thursday and
Saturday Women's Gym 209.
Free. - . ^

—"Tenth Anniversary Con-
cert," of the Piano Practlcum
featuring students of Pauline

FAYE DUNAWAY ^ will appear in the Los
Angeles premiere of Harold Pinter's play "Old
Times," in special student previews at pm,
Friday and 7:30 pm, Sunday, in ttie Mark Taptr

Forom on the Los Angeles Music Center AhTappearing in the play will he actress Verna BiZand actor W.B. Brydon. * ^"^
':,*:

Turrlll, who retires In June.
Performers Include Irene Balla,
Annita Borodin, Helen Prinz, Iris

Kaphan, Ester Landon, Nancy
O'Brien, Diana Lyons, and David
Terauchi. They will pesent works
by Chopin, Brahms, Schumann,

and AAllhaud at noon, today, in
Schoenberg Auditorium. -^ r^
—"Woodwind chamber music

concert," with works by Emile
Bernard, Harold 6w^n, and
Mozart, noon, Thursday,
Schoenberg Auditorium.

WHiniversity Chorus," under
the direction of Donn Weiss
presents Handel's "Samson''
(Part 11) with soloists Marv
Rawcllffe (soprano), Carolyn
Pegg (mezzosoprano), Kenneth

(Continued on Page 16)

B.B.King
By Rose Zoes-Robinson

DB Staff Writer
"Whenever I think I am going to

do something foolish I look at my
^guitar," said B.B. King, who will
be appearing at 3 pm today in
Royce Hall. King will be lecturing
on Evolution of the Blues as part
of Black Culture Week here.

In a Daily BnrinlnteTvTg^, King
explained why he calls his guitar
"Lucille." He previously stated,

^while playing in Twist, Arkansas
at a dance in a very small place
that used a street comer type

Crassvifotti By Eugene Sheffi

garbage pail fiUed with Icerosene
for heat, two men started to fight
and one luioclced the pther into the
container which overturned and
started a fire. King ran outside
and then returned to the burning
building for his guitar — during
the course of his efforts he nearly
burned to death. Later, he found
out the men were fig^iting over a
woman named Lucille. And that is
why he named his guitar Lucille.
King went on to express his

humility that people thought
enough of him to award him a

Grammy. "It was a great thing
for this artist. I never dreamed it

would happen to me," he said.
When aslced about his musical

baclcground and music idols, King
responded, "I have had no formal
training. I am self-toi^ht. I

started out in church doing
spirituals, then branched into
other fields of music and finally
blues." King said he has no
favorite song writer because he
writes about 5(K60 per cent of his
own music. He listens to other
people's recordings and if he likes
them then formulates ideas of his
own. He likes to play the songs of
people he idolizes; Blind Umon,
Lonnie Johnson, Charlie Christian
and Django Rhinehart.
King does not feel he has a

particular place he likes to per-
form. "I wUl play anyplace —
where people are and where
people ei^y me. He enjoys the
coUege circuit because students
like to learn. "Students have
respect for music and the blues,"
he said.

He feels that^Blacks are the
creaters of the Blues. "Whether
they like the artist or not, they
respect it ( blues) becauM it is a
part of Black culture.

King said "he would like to go to
Africa, do a concert behind the
Iron Curtain and just make people
happy. He has been involved in a
new foundation called "Fair." It
is geared to provide instruments
and music for inmates in prisons
across the country. AU concerts
given in prisons are free of
charge. He has made one fUm that
has already been released, called
Medicine Ball Caravan, and
working on another documenUng
the life and works of B.B. King
King concluded the interview by

offering this advice to studenta
mterested in music: "Any studnt
studying music should learn to
play and play weU ; not stey in any
one arte. Don't type yourself. But
be versatile and extend yourself
The blues can be better than
anything through creativity "

ACROSS
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12. Consumed
IS. Thor over-
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theater group from UC Irvine. At
7:30 pm, the film •Burn" will be
shown in Moore 100.

Bessie Jones and the Georgia
Sea Island Singers will perform
•strongly African and gospel
harmonies and rhythms derived
from their rich legacy of early,
almost forgotten slave-style
vocalizing" at 8:30 pm in the
Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Black Culture Week will close
Saturday night with a concert by
Pharoah Sanders, tenor
saxophonist, and jazz violinist

Mike White. The concert will be
presented at 8:30 pm Saturday in

the Royce Hall Auditorium.

[ECTOR — Dalton TrumlM, director of the film "Johnny Got His
/' will speak at 7:30 pm today in Dickson AuditorKim. Sponsored by
Associated Students' Speakers Program, Daltort will show and

fuss the film "Lonely Are the Brave/1 „„^.-f

SU to present program

\ Blad art, culture
The events of Black Culture
jek, described as ''a con-
isation of the artistic and
Itural forms of the Black ex-
rience in America as viewed by
i Black community" by Ar-
ietta Hawthorne, cultural
)rdiantor of the Black Students*
lion (BSU), will continue, today
[ough Saturday.

\ seminar on the "Black
?ater" will be headed by Madie
>rman, Orville Ballard and
?ysie Taylor at 10 am today in
[kerman Union 3564. At noon, a
Jtry presentation will be given
Lance Williams, foUowed by

reening of the film "Right On."
['Ceremonies in Dark Old Men."
[play which takes place in a
rber shop m Hanlem, will be
Jsented at 8:30 pm today in the
^kerman Union Grand
illroom. The play was written
Lonne Elder and was first

rformed in 1969 by the Negro
isemble Company in New York.
ie play is being presented here
theater arts students from Cal
»te Los Angeles under the
rection of Carolyn Griffm.
Thursday's activities will begin
10 am with a seminar on Black
[mmunity development headed

L;eroy Higginbothman and
ix Norman in Ackerman Union

I Ik ^^, '"®®"' "Black
Mebration," a series of relevant
Pts reflecUng the American
perience as lived by minorities,

f"
^ presented by a guerilla

Speakers Program
app's available

,^|:p"^«V^""
are now

va able for the position of
chairman of the Associated
^"dents' Speakers Program.T^;y are available in Kerckhoff
^4 and must be turned in by

Iv^n?\T^''*"« to UMar
'I:y2:i!:»tudent body president.

Chancellor Charles E. Young
said yesterday he has had no
second thoughts about the
decision to call the Los Angeles
Police Department oh campus
during last Thursday's distur-
bance in which 54 were arrested.
Commenting on the demon-

stration, Young said, 'it will be
some J^e before we'll have
sufficient reports on exactly what
did transpire." ^t

The Chancellor, speaking in a
press conference said the LAPD
^'handled themselves much better
than they did two years ago
(during the May 5, 1970 liemon-
stration) but not as well as I would
like to see it." He added that there
were "nriany ways in which it was
handled very well."

.
Young commended the

University Police Department for
their part in containing Thurs-
day's demonstration, saying, "I
have nothing but praise for the
way they handled the situation
from beginning to end. I neither
saw nor heard of any incident
which would bring about a
negative reaction on my part."
Los Angeles police were called

after protesters barricaded the
entrances to Murphy Hall

praises poli
asked why police simply did not
clear students away from Murphy
Hall and stop there instead of
sweeping across campus.
The Chancellor said from what

police told him, such a move
would have been tactically wrong.
"In their opinion, if they did that,
they would be right back where
they started." He added that in
holding a perimeter around
Murphy Hall, "the building of
antagonism is greater under that
condition than anything you can
think of.'* Young said it was ap-
parent the LAPD had learned
about 4he campus since 1970. —
On the question of University

discipline against those involved.
Young said an investigation is

under way to determine what, if

any, action should be taken
against individuals. But as of

yesterday. Young said no
University action had been
initiated against any students.
The Chancellor said demon-

strations this week seem to have
cooled because of events on the
national scene and because by last
Thursday afternoon, ''a lot of
people became disillusioned when
they realized how ridiculous it was
to close down Murphy Hall.

"First of all it couldn't be done
and secondly it wouldn't make
any difference if it was." Young
called barricading Murphy Hall
"counterproductive."
-in^ commenting on other
campus business, Young said the
$600,000 North Campus Student
Facility will probably be built.

According to Young a meeting to
choose an architect was planned
for yesterday afternoon.- .aji;_r..v =?»-

Chancellor favors ROTC;
program to remain here

ByDaveMcNary
DB Staff Writer

Branton: That is all you have?^

Thursday afternoon. At that Ume; acIordfnL' tll'rKiin^r^ i^^l^
Programs will be elimimited here,

Young said the barricades were a
^^^^"^^'"^ ^« Chancellor Charles E. Young.

fire hazard and the fire depart- ,.
'" ^S!^ conference yestenday. Young supported the presence of the

ment would not come on campus ^^^ ^OTC units on campus (Air Force, Army and Navy) as he did
without LAPD protection. He

^^®'*^* ^^^^ last week when asked by demonstrators in Murphy Hall,
decided the demonstration in- in both Instances, he pointed out that he believes it is preferable for
terfered with Univeristy activities colleges to be providing some of the officer corps in the military, rather
and endangered the well-being of ^^an solely officer candidate schools and that the University is obligated,-

as a land grant college, to provide for ROTC programs. ,.,....

The Chancellor said, "As long as any major armed force is required for
this country, I feel it is preferable that the bulk of the officer core be
educated in academic institutions,"

He characterized ROTC graduates as "civUian" soldiers, as oppos^ to
the "professional" soldiers produced by military academies.
The legal argument can be traced back to the Civil War, when the

Morrill Act was passed in 1862. It required all institutions of higher
learning Which received federal land grants, to offer militory Uctics on
at least one campus ( presently on UC campuses, there are ROTC units at
Berkeley, Davis, Santa Barbara and here).

^' (Cimtinuedon PageS)

f'

University staff and students

Young said Thiirsday's events
will be investigated, but he was
not sure how. After the May 5, 1970

demonstration Young appointed a
commission to examine and
report On what had happened.
When asked about tactical

matters during Thursday's
demonstration, Young said the

L.A.P.D. had control and made all

decisions. Specifically, Young was

Davis trial prosecution

la

SAN JOSE — Ten weeks and a day after the
prosecution opened its case against Angela
Davis, charging her with murder and con-
spiracy in the abortive shootout-eascape at the
Marin Counly Courthouse, it rested its case,
with prosecutor Albert Harris saying to the
jury, ''The evidence, as it stands, not only
sustains a conviction, it compels one."

Almost immediately after the close of the
state's case against the former assistant

philosophy professor here, Leo Branton,
assistant defense counsel, asked the jtidge to

dismiss the ctiarges for want of sufficient

evidence to sustain a conviction.

Branton, who angrily accused the state of

wasting time on "useless prosecution " told the
judge, "The evidence as it now stands, without
calling a single defense witness, is insufficient

to convict Miss Davis."

Motion

Rictiard T. Amason, Superior Court judge,
who had earlier yesterday dismissed the jiu7
to tiear the dismissal arguments, took the
matter under consideration and indicated he
would rule on the motion before the conclusion
of the trial. He told Branton to be ready to call

his first witness Thursday when the trial is

scheduled to resume,
Over the ten weeks of testimony, the

prosecution called 104 witnesses, ranging from
a gas station attendent who said he saw
Jackson and Davis together at the courthouse,
to a prison guard who saw the couple at San
Quentin visiting Jackson's brother, George.
The crux of Branton's move to dismiss the

case on lack of evidence was based on the
defense's contention that the purported "love
leUers" which the sUte introduced to esUblish
a commitment on Davis' behalf to gain
freedom for convict George Jackson "by any
means necessary" shows Davis to l)e nothing
more than a "human being who has love and
compassion in her heart."

Case

Were he a juror, Branton told the court7 he
would be forced to tell the prosecution "'You've
proven a heU of a case against Jonathon
Jackson. But against Angela Davis, the only
thing you have proven is that she is a warm,
articulate human being, who has love and
compassion for George Jackson, for humanity,
and especially for the Blacks whom she
represents so well."

Branton indicted the prosecution's presen-
tation of the letters as being immaterial to the
case against her, saying, "Nowhere in any of

these letters is there one word that talks about
any plan to free Jackson by illegal means.
These letters do show a deep and warm per-
sonal relationship between one person and
another. How can. the prosecution say that

t)ecause she had that kind of love, it means she
was automatically capable of committing a
crime?"

Conspiracy charges
Branton attacked the use of the state's

conspiracy charges against Davis, claiming,
"Conspiracy laws are overused and misused.
Somehow, prosecutors have come to think all

they have to do is show an association of people
together and that adds up to a conspiracy."
Harris conceded to the court that no one

testified they heard Davis agree to conspire

with Jackson. But he added, "Conspiracy by its

very nature is concealed and secret. It is not
discussed in public."

Harris then pointed to previous testimony
that they heard kidnappers call for the release

of the Soledad Brothers and such testimony
fortified the motive.

Evidence
"If there was no evidence in this record of

any kind to establish the explicit purpose of the

conspiracy, this case would still stand," Harris
said.

(1 ontinued on Page 3)
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Why fight the uphill 8tr»am oi lnt«rv»«wt only to o«f Into tK« 9 to 5 rut? TImt*
Is An AJlamcrthr*. Imogin* yours«H working in on* of a hurxirad wciting plocai
like England, HowoH, or SwilscHcmd. Soch o job may b« waiting for yoo but like

the other 98% of oil college grods. you don't know how to opply for it. The foreign
villoge offers 2 foct filled booklets detoiling type of job*. requirem#nt» and speci-
fic oddresses you'll need to know ...
For o better life & further information write to the: FOtBON VHiAGE^ P.O. BOX 9200

SAN DIEGO. CA 92109

Regent Grant speaks i

faculty
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" w r By Cassy Mahoney Cohen
DBSUff Writer

(Editors note: Tt»l$ is me fifteenth in a series
ot interview witt> tt>e University of California
Regents.)

Allan Grant has been a Regent

Gov. Ronald Reagan each of the
last four years. -^

The President of the State
Board of Agriculture has held a
seat on the Board of Regents since
the State Constitution was written,

PREPARATION FOR SUMMER
1

''^'e are eish* ^
officio BegenteX? ** .
elected State memti>5
troversy; many wo^5 liJ*

<»

^eposiUonseUmiMN^S

.^—.-

.t->-.

y-

•»
', \
LSAT

NOW ENROLLING
Preparation for tests required for admission to '^-

post graduate sctiools

Six session courses - smaller groups.
Unlimited tape lessons for review »

,

Coursi* material constantty updated
Home study mafenal prepared by experts in each field

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER SSJg^ Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2 1 3) 273- 1 890
1736 Westwood Boulevard

for the last four years because he over a century ago. By virtue of Cra k
--ica. i

has been appointed President of his office. Grant sits on the board ahJ?" i
•
^^ 'strong Ui:

the State Bureau of Agriculture by as one of the **ex-officio" Regents. " ^"'nination nr Z.^^ I

..•0»-

fk' ': i,-i V ,'-•

^ .

n

'-.^^ ^

more than 11,000
- elij^lUe emplo\'ees of

UniverslhofCalltbrnia

pay their auto insurance

In' payroll deduction

f«ct that he hZlJ^ k
*(1

holds one.

wouldn't
they

were"eii;;[naM''Tl!i^ «

one more point of vie^«*
board, though." ^^«J*

The
representation

«/ .

Mechanics
Institute anH.w'^'^

Board ofAgriXel^^^
of Regents has In?'^
criticism in rewntyeaJt*
''«^« Maimed ^C"?

responds defensivSy t,"?*cnticism:^
—

"v:: Y
'^."Renjember. agffc-^
biggest single indusl"*
Cahfomia.Oneoutofeven

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten 'by
California Casualty.) t

DB Photo by Gary Leonard

Allan Srant

LEARN

I

loin Them!»
;.},

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,
—

call the office nearest you, collecf.
' ^^ * '

^ Califomia Casualty ' > ..^ ^

I
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T

related to agriculture. p5
such a. large part in the ec2
just.f.es the input. Also, m^
University research is spent

!

agriculture. This mar,;
remember why their n^
tative was put on the board in a,
first place," Grant said.

(Continued OB Pip,)
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A friendly, newly equipped studio
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The Center forAfro-Amem
IS presenting the .

following events:

revlon lashes 'n' shadows

1.20 were 1.99

->. IK .. »

^n ln,K 1 -^"^ ^^f^
eyelashes ready-to-wear, trimmed; Rev-on lash adhesive-ond everyone's favorite Revlon shades- Fros-

ty Wh.te, Frosty paffodll, Shy Brown, Cornflower Blue, Meadow-
green. And there's o shadow brush, too.

revlon brown eyeliner and eye makeup remover

students' store

f
'.»••»

cosmetics, b level, odi«rman union, 825-771

1

open mondoy-frjday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

MAY 17, Wed., 12 noon
Benjamin Leshoi,- African playwright
''Black Theater in Africa"

31,05 Campbell Half
Peggy Seary 2:00 p.m.
"How To Teach in the Black Ghetto"
Campbell Hall 2124

MAY 18, Thurs., 1 to 3 pm
BLACK ENGLISH CONFERENCE .

topics include:

- "The Scope of Black English" i

- "History of Black English"
- ''Popular Styles in Black Language"
- "Teaching 'good' grammar to biockkids

speakers:

- Dr. Gloria Weddington, San Jose State

- Dr. Sandra Garcia, UCLA
- Ernie Smith, UC Irvine
- Mary hoover, Nairobi College
Campbell Hall 2210

ALL EVENTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!!!

SA claims victory;
-V^r !>- --^—. ' -

;—J*

^':- W^^niday, May 17, 1972
'X^
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C fair cancelled Davis trial prosecutlon
recently formed Foreign Student Association (FSA) has claimed a

)ry in its battle to pressure the International StudenD Center (ISC)

, serving the needs ol foreign students, by forcing ISC to cancel the
>mational Fair scheduled for this past weekend.

:cording to a sUtement submitted to the Daily Bruin, the FSA
nimously decided at a general meeting May 9 to boycott the fair as
expression of protest against the practice of ISC and the Foreign
lent Office. The foreign students are not opposed to the fair itself and
I to hold one "at a later date, once a satisfactory settlement of the

rges has been made."

I a prepared statement, ISC announced the cancellation of the fair due
^a wide difference of opinion among the foreign students as to the

isability of having the fair at this time."

/hen asked directly if the FSA boycott was the cause of the fair can-

Jation, Max Epstein, dean of foreign students, said, "We certainly took

it into account." According to Epstein, "There were very few students

he organizational meeting who wanted to be involved." The lack of

Jent support in combination with the boycott led to the decision to

jcel the fair, he said.

The International Fair was scheduled to be a twoKlay display of foods

i entertainment from various foreign countries represented here.

:harges made by the foreign students against ISC included
crimination in hiring, financial records being closed to students and a
jeral lack of student input into decision-making. Epstein's only
iponse to a question regarding actions to be taken of FSA's charges
^s, "The Chancellor's office is looking into the subject.'*

rhe Foreign Student Association is planning its second general meeting
5 pm next Wednesday. Elections will be held to select an interim
imittee aiid a final constitution will be formulated.

(Continued from Page 1)

He said the closeness of
Jonathon and George Jackson
Davis* love for the older brother
and her constant companionship
with Jonathon in the weeks before
the shootout were sufficient proof.
Of the love letters and the diary

as evidence, Harris said, "The
letters clearly indicate a motive— to free the man the defendant
loved."

Branton's reply to the
prosecutor was to turn to him and

say, "Sir, you mean to say that is

all you have?"
Branton, whose courtroom

demeanor has been equated with
that of turn-of -the-century lawyer
Clarence Darrow, paced the
courtroom floor and pointed an
accusing finger at Harris, stating,

"The prosecutor has subjected the
people of the Stote of Califomia to

millions of dollars in costs and this^

defendant to all the worry and
aggravation of a useless
prosecution," he said.

Branton then concluded the
defense motion, saying to Ar-
nason, "The only way justice can
be done in this case is for the court
to dismiss these charges on my
motion."

Be an intellectual . . . Quote the Daily Bruin

[The Student Mobilisation

)mmittee is holding a meeting to

lin monitors for Saturday's

itiwar demonstration at 1 pm
lay in Ackerman Union 3517.

le "March Against the War"
Kll meet at 10 am Saturday at

[acArthur Park, proceed down
Ivarado Boulevard to Hoover
treet at 11 am and then raUy at

[position Park at 1 pm.^ ;

• * •
^Winners of this year's Samuel
[oldwyn Creative Writing
>mpetition will receive a total of

1,000 in awards at 11 am today \n

le Macgowan Hall Little

leater. All students may attend.

• • •
I
A massive walk-out to join the
^omen's March Against the War

is slated tomorrow , beghming
with a short rally at 10 am in
Meyerhoff Park. Pay a buck to
ride a truck — sign up on Bruin
Walk. The March will begin at
"Beneficial Plaza," one block east
of Western Avenue and Wilshire
Boulevard. Carpools have also
been arranged.

Fall quarter 1972 registration
packets will be available begin-
ning June 1 in Murphy 1134. The
first day to enroll or register' by I

maU is noon, July 21; priority for I
enrollment is by postmarked
date. The last day to enroll or
register by mail is midnight,
August 25. If fees are not paid by
this date, enrollment in classes
will be cancelled

mm MAKING LESSONS
• Begrnning & Intermediate

$27«o6-10 IN
CLASS

4 WEEK
SESSIONS

25tfiS.aAY.GlAZES&FKINGINaUDED i-
COME IN AND VISIT OUR COMPLETE POTTERY WORKSHOP

THE POT FARM ^2909 Sonto Momco BIvJ.

ft 9ft 7071 Santa Monica

^^fl^^^xuuf\i\ui\lt\\\\ [\€tutttt\n^
^''^^^ *-TAQ^'^ b'g boy, jr

WEDNESDAY NIGHT DINNER
5:30 . V

ISRAELI DINNER follows 7:30 . ;

SHAVUOS AU NIGHT STUDY SESSION
AND CELEBRATION

12:00 midnight, May 18 to 7:00 a.m. May 19
Call Hlllel 474-1531 For more Information

DANCE
May 20. at 8:45 p.m. at the URC auditorium
y^ per person. Net proceeds will be donated
by the Hlllel Council at UCLA to the Nan
^eeman Memorial Fund of the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee.
We urge you to support this cause.

«

HlLia COUIMClL
""

"TM^a^"""

(Paid Advertisement)

H'

KOSHER

available at the

OASIS ROOM
IN ACKERMAN UNION

sponsored by

CHABAD HOUSE
741 Gayley Avenue 479-9282

1'
'

- \\

:' I

M"

slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love" (formerly Glenn Lalken)

•pMlt^llMM-tiL) 114«mJ

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits

1021 GLENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4?97
OTHER LOCATIONS

' CULVER CITY. NORTH HOLI YWOOD, PALQS VERDES
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Ex-officio Regent Grant
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(Continued from Page 2)

The 65-year-old Grant has spent most pf his life

involved with agriculture and farming. He owns a
ranch in northern California which he runs for his

own pleasure He is an elected officer of several
farming organizations.

University
Grant said the greatest change in the university, in

his opinion, has been the change in the ''desires

students have in choosing their Hfe vocation."

"Right now, we have more PhD's than the market
will absorb, and many of them are losing interest in

working, or are trying to change vocations. This is a
mistake because this overflow is only temporary,,
Grant said.

He noted that undergraduate students, "happily,"
are now more "determinative" of their own futures,
and said, "Many freshmen have returned to junior
colleges or have dropped out of their own initiative.

Many others are now majoring in what they want to

do.
'

Education
Grant never finished his undergraduate education

here. He quit school at 22 to support and educate
seven brothers and sisters when his father died. He
values education highly, as a result, and has
inaintatned^a strong interesrih it all His life. Grant
has served as a school board member and a trustee
at various schools in the past.

He disagrees with the notion that the quality of
university education has declined, and says, "This
university is foremost in the nation. People all over

t. * — -

-,1- ru !
;

the world know the University of California and
respect it. Grant has visited Europe and Asia and
made the statement that, "A period of four to six

months at this university is equivalent, in prestige, to

four to six years at an English university to the

people of India, for example."

Faculty unions

Grant is also against faculty unions. He feels the

faculty would "lower their status" by actively using
such an organization. "The faculty is part of a
profession and they don't need or use unions. They
shoqld just work together towards common ob-

jectives," Grant said.

Grant is another of the critics of the "publish or
perish" tradition within the university. He desires a
more balanced approach to evaluation of teaching
and would hke to see teachers retained in the
University not only for research, but for classroom
teaching as well.

Violence
Grant has been pleased with the "students and

their individual attitudes towards life." However,
commenting on the violence on campus in the past
week, Grant said, "I am opposed to violence.
Everyone is opposed to the suggestion that a student
Regent sit on the board and feels there are enoMgh
avenues for student input. But Grant did say that he
wished for more student and administrator contact.

"It is a long time between meetings. We meet only
once a month, and though students are free to make
their wishes known to the Regents, this is the only
time they can do so," he said

History of Vietnam
war

viewed at teach-in
herpWe need to know a great dad

more about this war," Pat Story,
assistant professor of English,
said, expressing the reasons
behind the English department
steering committee-sponsored
teach-in, held yesterday in
Meyerhoff Park.

Pat Story, assistant professor of
English, said, "We need to know a
great deal more about this war,"
expressing the reasons behind the
English department steering
committee-sponsored teach-in,
held yesterday in Meyerhoff Park!
The teach-in concentrated on

the history of the Vietnam war
from its colonial days under the
French, to occupation by the
Japanese, to the setting up of
zones which now comprise North
and South Vietnam, through
various U.S.-supported dictators
and finally to the present
government, which fir^t took
office in 1966.

— -—'-

The possibility of changing
other persons* views on the

Evans hammerpd .

Administration-S^^yatt^
the North Vie?i!^ '^^ge'

aggressors in the war p'^ ^
stated, -there isnt 'k^"^^.2
shred of doubt that the II'.^aggressor in vLh! ^""ttie

cording to us ZtT ^
added. -p.vo«

jjj^'^J^^.
hmadded, "Even ,.., „,

filtration and agg^sTo "* *
jnuch higher fofthfu^sr^^
North Vietnam." ^•^- ^Mcr

of
Evans spoke of th. n»*egime from l956-i96r •*•

I^inT'^y
^"d political

In fact, more men died
UOIL

political struggles „T " **

years than in%u y^" "^ '«•

war from .seo-.se*'^;^,"^^'
actual

I/I/ant to write book reviews? Come to the DB Office

Vietnam issue was raised by Joe
Evans, another speaker at the
teach-in. "Knowledge of the facts
and properly communicating
them can be influentia] in swaying
an opinion. Get people who aren't
totally reactionary to act," Evans
sakL

_, -

'^-i m I'l

-Xl^,-

The ^nall space
About the only thing missing in the average

n >*•
11-

» I

I

guy's pad is space. And good stereo.
That's because it's hard to pack a big stereo

sound in a small space. And big jobs take up so
much room you have to throw out half your li-

brary or pile it on the floor. —
Which is why you should check out the new

Sylvania ACS 12WH. Big sound. Small size.
Big sound from two globe speakers you can

swivel and turn to get the best stereo balance for
your room. Each one has a four-inch extended-
range air suspension speaker that sounds as
good as conventional ones two sizes larger. Yet
they're small enougti to fit on the shelf right next
to "War and Peace.".

The solid state AM/FM/FM Stereo receiver
fits on a shelf, too. It's less than a foot deep and
only five inches high. But it's still big on features
Like a Field Effect Transistor FM front end
Ceramic Filter I.F. Strip. Fifty watts of peak
music power. '

If space is really tight, just stack the turntable
right on top of the receiver. It'll work great any
place you put it because it's a BSR Micro-mini
with a diamond stylus.

Put it all together and it'll fit on one two-foot
shelf. For about $200.*

How's that for no-space age living?

•Manufactorcrs suggested relail pftce for Model ACS12WH .s $199.95.

'

h

Ombudsman
post

open to grads here—A position as ombudsman i.now available i„ th.G^
School of Education.T
plications are due May a ,1must include name./adi^s
telephone number and a Zpage statement of previ««

that, in the applicants opinion
*ould qualify him f.r ^
position.

Applications for thc^jtion
must be submitted to Assistant

Dean Richard Williams
i«

Moore 244. Further i
formation can be" obtained by

-contacting Williams. 825-2621
^ ext. B43.

'(Paid Advertisement)

i

A WEEK IN ACAPUICO

fOR ONLY $291 -
7 days/6 nights at Casablanca

Tropical Hotel. $29 per person.

triple occupancy, $35 ger person

double. Includes airport

transportation and cruise of

Acapulco Bay. For full info,

write Box 91750, L.A., Calif

90009 ^ „

»«

CLASS

NOTES
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:#5.0C PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Antt>ropology 5C Piog

Anthropology 11 Miller

Art $4 Kaplan
Art 106B Pedretfi

Astronomy 3 Riegel

Bacteriology 110 Pickett

Chemistry IC Kaes/, Strcwse

Chemistry 4C Konrad

Ct^«mistry AC Konrad
Chemistry 153 Jordan

Classics 161 Latimore

Ecorx)my 1 La Force

Economics 10 Shetler

Economics 101A Murphy
English lOA Rodes
Geography 191 Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History 18 Symcox
History IC Wohl
History 8 Burns
History I24D Belle

History 142D Loewenberg

History 174C Yarnell

History 178B Daliek

History 181 Yarnell

Humanities 1A Austin

Philosophy 107 Hill

Philosophy 152 Quinn

Political Science 3 Baerwaio

Political Science 120 duller

Political Science 145 Farreiiy

Z

<
It

s

si

<
J

i

I

>

1

I

X

Qi

Psyctiology 10

Psychology 41

Psychology 110

Psychology 115 -

Psychology 125

Psychology 127

Psychology 149

Psychology I70A
Psychology 1^9

Goldstein

Wickens
Carder, Roberts

Krasne
Sadalla

Yontet

Barthol
Lovaas

Sears

X
-<

X

"We have a complete

Ijhe of Cliff's Notes

and Monarch Notes'

For additional coor$9S call or

com« in

.-Fri 9:30-4:30

10851 UNDBROOK DR.

iBIkN. WilsKire

M/2Blk. E. Wesiwocd

47t-5289
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<
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$
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4
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Final Election Candidates S.LC

K^\ W7-

k

« <^4A4
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ITHERN IRELAND — An informational tlidt

J on the currant civil unratt in Northarn Iraland

be prasantad at • pm Friday in Matti Sciancas

A. Tha slidas include a sarias of childran's art

W'

showing th* influtnct of ^^rUr^nvlit^^^Tvl

iHd^urtk."*""*^
by tht UCLA Aitombly for P..c.

on
r:.;*.

itinued from Paget)

|nder the ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964, the

Iversity has entered flfito contracts with the

retary of each military branch to establish ROT(^
jrams. Prerequisites of the contract are that the

;er in charge of the program be given the rank of

fessor and that a curriculum as prescribed by the

retary be adopted.

ie UC Board of Regents may brealc this contract
any branch of the University at any time.
/ever, there has been little indication that they

I do so, despite the fact that in recent years ROTC
often borne the brunt of student dissent at

[•keley, Santa Barbara and here. — -—
roung said "as long as there is substantial sen-
lent" similar to his regarding ROTC, the program
probably remain on UC campuses. -

FThe University, as the leading land grant
Iversity in the country, cannot malce the change
Its own. For the University to cease to have ROTC,
TC itself will have to cease,'* Young said,

le also said many of the universities that had

eliminated ROTC programs in recent years have
been attemptmg to get them baclc.

,
As to the quesUon of whether the ROTC

curriculum, which consists of classes in miUUry
science and leadership classes (also known as
drills), 18 appropriate for an academic environment.
Young responded, "I'm not saying that ROTC as
currently constituted is ideal."
He pointed to the work of the Academic Senate

Committee on Preprofessional Militory CurricuU
which IS currenUy conducting an invesUgation into
the problems involved in the maintenance and
operation of ROTC curricula and claims to have
completed a "detailed invesUgation" -of ROTC
courses. The committee plans to make "concrete
recommendations" to the Senate next faU or winter
quarter.

Young said some of the recommendations would
probably include increasing the amount of academic
work required, lessening the number of required
military science courses and providing that more of
the ROTC courses be taught by members of the
regular faculty.* * _

I

(Paid A(iv«rttMm«ntj

President

Steve Halpern
Las Ros^n

It! Vice President
Oreet Zohar
Cheryl Lynn Dearmon

General Representative
Murry **The King" Solomon
Stu Needmon '^

"

Ralph White
Pot "Rocky" Rothstein
Loren Ann Lewis

Arthur Goff

NSA Representative ^
^

Benjamin Adier
Esther Valde?""' ^^—"^^

' (*—

•

Cultural Commissioner
Kathy Kerr

Beverly Robinson : ' -•'
/

Communtfy^emce Co^^
Clinton Burch __

-- -^ ,

Wllo B.Nunez '.•'-t^'*:-''-

Student Welfare Commissioner
Sdm Oklmoto i.

Mark Pierce
i

Fiffancial Support Commissioner^^ ^^^

Stuart Adelsorr —- :__ ZTUT
~~^~---

Jeanette Sylvester • _

•• i

Head Yell Leader
Face and Dish ^—
Uchldo "Spirit Machine"

*- r,-'*-

Graduate students may vote for yell leaden
Sponsored by SLC election commission

* M

•^A
•'1

'
•*<«-s-

,•

fc.-

.•u
'

GSA-SLC Run-off Elections
.,,.».. . .,-r^nfi-.)

ForStudent

,T'

-.J... ^_

-\.. -<

May 17 -Finals

Polling Locations
t voting:

1. Inside the Law School
2. Outside the Medical School

Bookstore
3. In Front of the Ackerman

Union Student Store
4. At the Bunche Hall elevator

.,., ^.-". .

5. In the Humanities Quad
6. In Royce Quad
7. In the Court of Science
8. Behind Placement Center

near Franz Hall

All registered graduate and undergraduate students urged to vote

Registered Graduate Students May Vote For Cheerleader

Sponsorad by GSAond SLC Elactioni Boordt

^ I
I

WT" •k-U.
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-J Dope on Dope
••i .^^ ,*^r

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily Brum
Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are
open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice an
opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Roadblock to equality
/ly Cathy Swajian

( Editor's note : Swajian is a UCLA intern in Sacramento.

)

Formen m ust worlc

and wornenmust weep,
And the sooner it's over,

the sooner to sleep.

_ .
Charles Kingsley, 1851

The irresistible force of the women's rights movement in
California has met an immovable object in the California

J-egislature, Senate President pro tem James Mills (D-San Diego).
The results, for the moment at least: a scoreless tie.

The issue is state ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), the proposed 27th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
which guarantees that a person's rights shall not be abridged on the
basis of sex. After the,.measure sailed through the Assembly with
bipartisan support late last month, its counterpart in the upper
house ran aground in MiUs' Senate Rules Committee, through
jVTiich all bills must pass to be heard in committee. Making his ire

IK '!!!.?'u^\^?Jr^
''*^''' ^^"^ ^"^^*^y '•^'sed the flag of fatherhood,

labeled the bill a ''Minnie Mouse Amendment," and sunk it belly-
up, on a short voice-vote.

*

"Anyone who tries to teU me to vote for a measure that would
send my two small daughters off to war aren't going to get
anywhere," Mills said, (apparently unaware of the minimum draft

.age). ._,.,.;_ . ,^ ,„._..... ,..._,.. _.;,..._i.^^_ .,...,...._..,.
•

,,.

Revealing his strategy to bottle up the ERA in Rules in order to
spare the full Senate membership the embarassment of a roll-call
vote. Mills concluded: "The legislature of the largest state is not
going to turntail and run on this phony issue."
On the surface, Mills' hard-hne opposition appears to contradict

his oft avowed liberalism. But behind the scenes is organized
labor, to which Mills owes much of his political clout. Labor quieUv

. opposes the ERA. fearing a feminist stampede on unionized trades
During floor debate in the Assembly, one member offered a labor-
drafted amendment to the ERA which would have keyed its
passage to the extension of women's protective labor laws to men
Pivn^TcM^ T!" l^r

^'"^ ^'"^^y '"^P^^ ""^«'' provisions of the

Sihe PR^i^rol-^ ^"i^!iT ^^ "^^' ^^"'^ ^^"^« ^h« defeat

M lo!f/\k
.?^»^«'*"*«' J^bor's friends and enemies alike joined

Th»!^^ L r J'
^PP''ov»"g an unencumbered ERA resolution

^^lK '^l f^:i
^>-eEHA ratification movement feU

As an aside, many ERA advocates lay the blame at the feet ofmate chauvinism," impure and simple. Ye? f^ whl^^^^^^reasons, personal or political, the ERA has been st lied at teast for

m:X"rs^"f'therr"^
""'l

"^" '^*^^"« ''' «" out Eli^Vhe ^'u^^^

^Tro! n
^^^^'nan Senate Rules Committee. It is comoosedof three Democrats and two Republicans: one Democrat^Kthe measure; a second voted against it i^the waK h^l i^^nounced retirement; and the third is MiL one R^^Jan '^^^^

was m dTnTh' r'.'
^^""'' ^"^'^ I^gomaSo o^i'wS

^ote1i'^S^he'^^L'''"":*""^""^*^' ^« *"^^^«^«^ that h^ may
chance.

^^'""^ '" '"^*'^'' committee if he gets the

In him then, ERA advocates see a flicker oThone- if Mill, oi^*

^orf;'^r^ '^^"*^'^«^»«d^^^^^^^^
rfMillselects

rejme^fi^^i? ; '^ K^lf
^"^ ^^^*««^ ^« amendment, and 3

Arim to th^^^^^^^
''^\^' '^^ states, the 2?th

later.
ConsUtution would ^o into effect two years

chnrsu'pi'nlTcustr't^ '^ ^'^ P'^P^^ ^^ ^ ^«ft;

religious^d charitabt^Ln ^'^^'^^"?P^ «^tus of fraternal,

and'union memKp ''^""^'*"'^' ^^«>' «*"'««io" Policies,'

who wants grass

Political forum deadlines

c.ndld..e). .„d will be due no later th.nXprl^^rll^"":™,JT/All statements are to be tvoed with itUL'i «^..Ji V '*"**•

exceed «• „„e.. All columrllH L^ Zntlt^lL""'!'^
The deadline for the topic 1. as follows:

"**•

Quality of Life in America-May 1»

(Editor's note: Christie is • 4th year fratfuate stutfent working on tfi«
Longitudinal Marijuana Study tier* as a research coordinator.)

Amorphia, th€ "Cannabis Cooperative*' in Mill
Valley (P.O. Box 744, ZIP 94941) which markets
"Acapulco Gold" rolling papers, has recently begun
an intensive effort to inform interested people of "the
most important question about marijuana today.*'
The cooperative, co^lirected by Blair Newman aiid
Mike Aldrich, is the major supporter of the
California Marijuana Initiative financially, with over
$10,000 in contributions from paper sales so far. The
CMI has gathered, as of May 2. 319,000 of the 326,504
signatures needed to place the initiative on the
November ballot, and has until late June to file
more. Gordon Brownell, former Nixon aide and now
statewide staff member for CMI, says it has now
reached the point where it is "virtually impossible to
keep it off the ballot." Thus, Amorphia is assuming
eventual decriminalization and subsequent
legalization of marijuana, and asking about the
consequences. —.——;— ——
According to Amorphia, the most important

question is: "
. . . since legaHzation is inevitoble

what kind of legalization dowe want -=? a government
controlled, highly taxed 'alcohol model* regulatory
system that turns the marijuana industry over to
giant commercial profiteering industries or a
system controlled by the people, the weed smokers
themselves, which keeps profits from weed in the
underground?"

If you have read the CMr,-yoii wiH note that it
makes growing, harvesting, drying, processing,
transporting, possessing and using marijuana non-
criminal. This illuminates Amorphia's basic stand-
they w^nt "free, legal backyard marijuana " To the
extent that marijuana is grown, processed and sold
they wish to see this done by cooperatives ©;
collectives of weed users. The reason? Mike Aldrichwho spoke on this caiApus with John Sinclair April
20, made it clear: the major source of income for the
underground in the United States is dealing'
marijuana. This trade, according to the Justice
Department figures of June, 1971, in Report SCID-
TR-2, IS currenUy estimated at 870 million dollars
per annum and is increasing 20-26 precent per an-num. The report estimates there are about 170 000persons in retail seUing earning an average of $200-3W per month per 25 customers, and 12,000
wholesalers averaging $20,000 per annum By

J^J^!u^^ intrusion by such elements is noted,'
«ccept at the importing phase. If this inpome soured

'^•^- Christ,
were lost to the "freaks - th

^

USA would be almost ba„.l.%nSt^*
It is a popular myth that the tnh
aive trademarked various ^r^^";:^ comp^

Gold, Panama Red," etc.Thic i
''''« "AcanT

has the trademark tJt.t^^,' "otlrue. a^'*"
The tobacco companies areZl^'?' "" ''^7
older Southern gentleme^ ^o'°^He e«;*
marijuana as a drug in these Ĥ^, ,"?' ^ \
IS. They are divereifying inS?ui^,h"^"»»'*
blades and processed f4 """» « r^

Nor do the tobacco comDanJM n^
advantage. If legalizT mln^^ *" '"^
restricted by potency limite anrt ? '"^l
brands would, like cigarettes b^"f '','""<« «8
Most would be impoLd£^^««ti«pn:
seasons, cheap land and labof andt «^
problems of a crop worth so mucha^J^.^won t change much either; if th^S^'Prt-l

•rr ir«

The critical factor here is marketin0 V

alcoho.andtobaccoLadvr4i"Sr„r£
•s a sweUmg of opinion towards CZ^verfsement of a^ drug used recreatK

andTutr'"''.
'""'"« "^ ^''-^-iT^

An obvious contender is the liquor industry ita
are often the most direcUy displaced by mitijZ
TT booze sales are down almost 70 percent in son.

*'"n£"! 1'"T-. '" »<'*"on. advocates of legalist*
on the 'alcohol mbdel' such as John Kaplan presoi
proposals to have pot sold in hard liquor stores aid

administered by state alcohol beverage conW
boards Thus the liquor industry, whicli vlrtuallj

controls the alcohol beverage control boards »
cording to Ralph Nader, could cut their losses ami

gain control of distribution. In addition, marketa
would represent little problem if marijuana wen
available only in hard liquor stores.

~T— <CoaUiinedoaPi|(|||

t^rtfertothfiFHt^nr.

'<!•*

*-r

Editor: ^ :^-; :
f

•
• •

I am saddened to see that in
printing the arUcle "Greeting
from Vietnam" in the May lo
Bruin, the Bruin staff has
displayed

.
the same sort of

childish naivete as the campus
artist who painted buildings with
"Victory to the NLF" and
"Solidarity with the NLF "

I am
sick of the attitude, which seems
to pervade some anti-war circles
on this campus, that we ought to
Identify with the NLF and that theNLF (or any other faction, for that
matter), are working for the
"victory of the Vietnamese
people."

In the article, Le' My, the
spokesman for the Provisional
Revolutionary Government's
delegation to the Paris Ulks
congratulates University of
California students opposing thewar and backing the Vietnamese
struggle He reassures us that
the struggling of the Vietnamese

people will be crowned with
brilliant success." and that we
ought to demand that Nixon mustamong other things, -let the SouthVietnamese people settle for
Uiemselves their own affairs."
Settle their own affairs, my ass
Anyone knows that a communist

thf'n tri' '*«'"*" soon „the North deems that the U.S has
sufficiently withdrawn support
•since Vietnamization has l^n
pi-oven a failure)

you gets

Now, I am opposed to the war I
think we should get out Now, and

leave that mess, which we helped
create, alone. I believe the Thieu
Regime is corrupt and full of
Vietnamese elite and U.S. backers
who are making money, and I
believe that the war has kept our
economy going and I believe that
U.S. industries are given huge
contracts every year for the
manufacture of war supplies and
war-related materials. But just
where the heU do you get off
telling me that the new regime
will beany less corrupt? When the
new regime is set up there will be
an ehtist core at the top just as
there is in any scramble for
control, such as will occur when
we are gone. The Vietnamese
people will be better off because
they wonn be dodging bombs and
^ting herbicides, true, and for
,Uiat reason I agree the U.S. should
get the hell out, but on the other
nand, there is no positive reason

fu K?^ ''"PPo'-tIng any faction in
the North, or anywhere else, for

i^\'"f"®'"
^^ '^ disgusting that

u.c^L A. IS being congratulated
for helping them and it is a thing
to be ashamed of, not publicized.

Our ONLY basis ^or opposing
Nixon and U. S. involvement is on
the grounds that we are causing
relatively greater harm than
would befall that nation if we were
not there. Our involvement there
IS immoral. There is NO grounds
for positively supporting the
North. The situation in Vietnam is
pitiful, but that's the way it is;
there will be NO "brilliant sue

.L

cess" for the Vietnamese Out

this mess there will be no victon

only death and vast indifferew

and a new phase of the sameol

cycle of peace and war ft

Vietnamese peasants don't giwi

shit who is in control, except*

ones who have money to 1*

They have wives and children*

care for and they only wishi

return to their homes and jobsM

they were before tbcy were ford

to move for the hundredth timei

hell with who is making i

possible. And if you or I had wivfl

and children to care for and wfl«

•in their position, we'd feel tj|

same way, and you damn wel

know it! ^
It's ludicrous to think WJ

Northern control will bring aW

a "victory" and "let the ^a victory anu ici «- -.

Vietnamese settle for>hems<J«

their own affairs." This may »'

very bitter and cynical attiti»

but at least it acknowledges""

the new regime will probablyw

be a new phase of "the saineo^

thing" to be repeated at s«^

future date. 1 see no reason

allow our outrage over ourj

moral involvement in Vietnaj

turn into support for the NortnjJ

any fraction thereof.
They

^

seeking control of the r

Vietnam as ambitiously
as

have sought to keep it .

In brief; I say OUT NOW, bU*

far as Le My's thanks to "^^
hA nan fairp his fhanks and jn^
he can take his thanks

IT.

Junior

Steve BrtJJ

Phll^

•
' if. ,, «, J ,,

^

• ' « . /-

-

—
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Here's a
^"j

J \.

'

•••Kii.1

ickje Quiz you should take

for your protection before you go
to Europe on a Charter Flight.

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the points origin
or along the way. _._j :^ . ..° .^„

''v^-

• ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

-T-^r^0iry<^
erf having roJiiived

approval or authorization from the University of Californio?

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
V,/'

3^ Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cole-
donian airlines have such auttiorization -through ASUCLA Char-
ter Flights.

I

•

. i-
'u •»«-^ •-. i

'-i ASUCU CHARTER FLIGHTS GO

FLIGHT L.A. TO.

London

London

London

London

London

8

J
10

n
12

DEPART

June 18

June 21

RETURN

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

June 22

June 26
.^1

June 26

London

London

London

June 27

June 28

June 28

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

FROM

London

London

London

London

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 9

London

London

14

15

j6

17

London

London

London

London

London

June 29

July 1

July 4

July 8
nr

July 1

1

July 12

Aug. 12

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

Sept. 2

London

London

DAYS I PRICE

Or
71

56
"54

72

80

London

London

London

London

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

London

London

London

London

London

59

CARRIER

$262

$262

$262

$262

S275

73

81

61

57

62

40

30

50

33

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
T-l

Caledonian

B0AC7 ~

BOAC

Caledonian

B^AC

BOAC.

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

•* -t

v.,

> 1 »*»(

it!..

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.
Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hall - phone 825- 1 221

Open /Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

This is the official Charter Flights operation dnd approved f< r use by all campuses of the University of California

i^''



The Doctor's Bag tetter th ThTFtit.;
Wednesday. May M, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN f

by Ronald M. Schwartz, M.D.

ilditors* note: Questions to be answered either privately or in the I^aily

ruin should be addressed to Dr. Schwarti, c/o Student Health Service.)

uestion: How easily »l>tataable are abortions for UCLA stndenU? Could
)u also comment on the cost?

iswer: Abortion is no longer difficult to obtain for anyone. A woman
Mng apart from her parents, and handling her own funds, and over the

je of 15 may obUin an abortion without parental consent. Otherwise the

le of majority of 18 is commonly employed. Of course, if the woman is

has ever been married there is no age limit.

Unfortunately, we have no special faculties available for UCLA
^udents. Any woman with a problem pregnancy is urged to come to

tudent Health Service and discuss the alternatives with our Medical
:ial Worker. If the decision is finally reached that an abortion is the

^3t course to follow, the Social Worker will refer the student to an out-

ide agency for its performance.

Abortions performed at the UCLA Hospital are considered
prohibitively expensive by most students when compared to costs in the
ommunity. However, if there is insurance or sufficient money to cover
16 cost, we do recommend the UCLA Hospital.

Abortion costs certainly vary but we can refer you to agencies that can
lelp you for as little as $150. That is if the pregnancy has not progressed
^yond the twelfth week. Other agencies and private physicians are more
Expensive than that of course. If the abortion is done in the fifth month
vhich is the latest it may be done by State law, then a more expensive
)rocedure must be performed and the cost may run to four or five hun-
ired dollars. *, _

Don't quit on the strike

\i*.

.uestion : I read in the L.A. Times that abortions are considered by some
eople as a good alternative to the more usual contraceptive methods. Is
his true? — — •

. , ^*t •

Lnswer: I am sure it is true that some people do consider abortion a
feasonable means of regular birth control. However, I think they ignore
^he fact that there still are complications even in the more simplified
hiethods of abortion that we now have available. One must consider that
Ihere is always the significant risk of hemorrhage, perforaton of the
uterus, and infection. Of course, these risks become more prevalent as
the length of duration of the pregnancy increases. They also may vary
inversely with the quality of the procedure.

Something else that many people fail to realize is the emotional impact
If an abortion. Although there are those who deny that there is any
Emotional involvement of a pregnant woman with the conceptus (and
liese are probably the same people that advocate abortion as a method of
Mrth control), it is well documented and established that in the vast
lajority of the cases there is a very serious involvement. That is why
lunseling is a very significant part of any abortion service.

It is obvious, therefore, that I feel thai the answer is precaution, not
^xcessive treatment. Remember that all students and spous^ of
ktudents are welcome to attend the Wednesday night Conception Coun-
leling and Education class in the Health Sciences Students' Lounge on the
first floor of the Medical Center at 6:30 pm. You may then get in-
Srraation concerning conception, contraception, problem pregnancy
exuality, and venereal disease. Thereafter, for $22, any coed or spouse
lay enroll in the actual Clinic itself and receive one year's full con-
raception care. Students or spouses in URD or other OEO-funded
)rograms may receive direct free care from the UCLA Hospital's
fam ily Planning Clinic ; but we sUU urge those students to attend the free
'iss prior to making the appointment therein. -: ^—

Editor:

If we can stay on strike for a
week it will be a heavy scene If
we can sUy on strike for a month
it will be as heavy as Paris '68

(labor movement less advanced
but soldier movement further
advanced). We must and we have
related our anU-war demands to
the just struggles of prisoners
workers, and soldiers. The
repression and torture in the
stockades, the rise of fascist
Skinnerite methods against
revolutionaries in the prisons
(California prison administrator
Procunier, who West magazine
calls a liberal, favors brain
operationstomake
•'revolutionary sociopaths"
completely docile), and the New
Economic Policy of open state-
capitolist ripoff of the working
class in this country are all
reflections of the imperialist
system. The Paris '68 student

^"IScliSn was the most progressive
ever because the students un-
derstood their connection with the
working class and called for a
general strike. After^r month
their call carried real weight,
since they were putting their
careers and even their health on
the line.

Our demands relate to our self-
interest as well. Minority students
face EOP cuts, White students pay
tuition (they should be paying us),
TA's face shit pay and un-
deremployment because of the
fucked-up priorities of im-
perialism, the same priorities
which led Nixon to decree the
abolition of academic education in
working class high schools, a cast-
system proposal justified by the
fascist "science" of racist Jensen.

Our high school brothers and
sisters have been among the most
miUUnt strikers on this campus.
Free the high schools, the

prisons, the stockades — all the
ipstruments of fascist state
repression, whether it take the
form of 'methadone main-
tenance; stimulus - response,
sterilization of welfare mothers,
torture in the stockades, or
National Guard, ROTC-trained
murderers. Support the Ramona
strikers and the businessmen and
lawyers who are getting busted at
the Federal Building. Prevent
nuclear genocide - Nixon must
lose in Vietnam, and understand
that he will lose everywhere else
for lack ^f troops (which he will^

{PBHi Advertisemenr)

_MEXIC0 CITY ON A
SHOESTRING

Stay at Hacienda Spa Ponafiel,
$7 a day per person, minimum 4
nights. Price includes 2 meals
and airport transportation. For
full info., write Box 91750, L.A.,
Calif. 90009

accept if the alternative is im-
mediate revolution instead of
revolution in ten years). Smash
his scheme for a UN world state
led from the White House.
Educate yourselves so you can
help educate others. If we have
time in the coming weeks, maybe
read a little Marxist political
economy -^ understand why
Nixon wants to fuck you up, along
with everybody else on the face of
the globe. ,,.

Above all, keep it shut down. *

The Tac Squad can only lengthen
our strike if we respond with a
little guts.

Daniel 0*Heam '

Communicatkms Comm itte^

United Strikers
•(Paid Advertisement)'

LEADERSHIP IN GREAT
OUTDOORS

14-day 6-credit course for
students, teachers, counselors
Work with groups in outdoor
programs, refine own com-
petence in woods, mountains,
deserts of Sangre de Cristo
Mtns. For full into., write Box
91750. LA.. Calif. 90009_-

BRAND NEW 1972
VOLKSWAGEN 2-d60R (BUG)

::M Monoi A\c -GK S S30l-Wcsl I os Anoolcs-Opon S .^0 PM

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

'4

"TT

Why pay more a t a "Large Fancy Sto r
e" or_o

4- ^

Little Garage" for The stereo components you want.

(Check Oof THE NOWSOUND for Honest Sfudent Discount Prices)

Full Cosh Price (Model No. 1111)
,

112223S«*t A 112232SS*}

^^ _ ^^ ^^ ---% - -' ;,^-"

Complete PIONEER Stereo System

•iV

$99 DOWN PAYMENT

fl«t T«x ••4 licmM

^65,82 PER MONTH

Fair Trade List Was $499.95

NOW

$299.95
complete system

While They LastI
I

(This set has Pioneer's » '
'

famous '*multi-amp system")

»-.!

Here's What You Get!

• Pioneer Am/Fm Stereo
receiver 1 20 watts peak^

• Two Pioneer speakers
• Pioneer turntable

including dust cover, and
cartridge.!" 60 watts standard)

f'

FOR ONLY 34 MONTNS
^«s, you can buv thu 't« wtA< < . 1

fV»''P'"«t.x»\,7;;/,»^;\*»^»«^»m^ •» finance charge*. rad»o, freight, dealer]
I

'Of only 34 ,„onfh» Withm iil?-*^ '^•"*!* ^^•t^^»^ion%. underteal, taxes A '72 license./

IMMEDIATE DELIVEBY
Our Used Car Dept. Needs Your Tradol

Fisher
THE FISHER 201 • 80-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Wesivooii
1550 WESTW

p
i

u
s

BSR 310X
CHANGtt/TUONTAtlf
iVHVTHMC MClUOfD
•ASf, OUST coves /MO
SHUMCARTIOGC

P
i

U
s

TWO
KHXII

SPEAKERS

list $489.95

NOW
$25995

"1

G>mplete System

BLVD. West L.A.

475-5888
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK,

AA-F1.9

THE NOW SOUND
JutI 5 min. Eott of Downtown Let AngalM

The Now Sound Stereo

2525 W. Beveriy Blvd., Montebello 7214)207

Sal. 10-5

V.
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Legal weed.
(ConUniwdfromPaKeC) ;

"^
^

However, without advertising it would be difficult for the
tobacco and liquor compapies to bring their big dollars to
bear on marlieting, leavihjg an advantage to corporations
that already have a strong marketing vehicle. The major
beneficiary is Playboy, which is read by far more pot
smokers than any other non-news magazine, and has
maintained a pro-pot editorial attitude for some years.
Playboy could indrectly promote "Playboy Pot" (and even
'•Playboy Pot Clubs?") through their magazine's editorial
content and lifestyle image. Indeed, Playboy is fun-
damentally in the business of marketing hedonism, and it is

i y 7

w

generally held that marijuana enhances sensual en-

joyment. Playboy also has the important tactical ad-

vantage of being able to move openly much earlier — note

the quiet increase in the number of dope stories and ar-

ticles, their running of the "Feds'n'Heads" dope game, etc.

Suppose Playboy could create an organization that would

become the popular figurehead of the 'ieagalize marijuana

movement." When the law finally came down they'd be the

big heroes, and evervbody would buy their brand of grass.

Last year Playboy established the "National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NOR-
MD"; hired an $18,000 a year professional lobbyist then

working for the American Pharmaceutical Association to

run it; and started pouring in roughly $200,000 a year in

cash and services. Note that $200,000 is more than the total

amount spent by all legization groups combined Qver the

past ten years. »

Playboy currenUy earns aoo-aon miiii . ^
Capturing the legal mariju«„ nurkeTw l^"" • y*least.

.,,
"*'""<' doubltH^

. Counter to thin RIair m<... ^ (I

iast. •
.,, "'"Ooubldii''

Counter to this, BUir Newman oose. ih. .,

'

Co^)perative: a non-profit organSat^n C«h«.l
people, that would market leiaTS '•""^"«<1

!S^same price and quality as esUblishmen. * *' ^iZ
:?!!:?." 'MPT*^. '» «^«" -i Snomi°'??^«S5

lie i»rn:c ana quality as esUblighm^n. '
*»«ctlviL

I all the proceeds to serve as an L^l'T'wCS
social acUon. alternative cuirurrexZ'r'^'^S
munities, research, education, etc h„ "'*"'«1 cJ
work primarily depends on what percenr,

**!' "^ »3
smokers, when they walk into a store

* ^ ""fiC
Co-op's grass over establUhment cornnrJ ' "^^
they like whafs happening with their

2°"'' l^ci
participate equally in deciding exacUy wht7; '"Ucan assume the percentage wiU be one ™,^"*"ft^
smokers ... then the C<H)p-s total y^rlv

'*'
**«^t,

'

easily exceed $100 million." '"^oniewim
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Western's Hawaiian Triangle fare lets you
make a three-cornered swing between California
Alaska and Hawaii for no more than the regular
round-trip fare between Los Angeles and
Anchorage or San Diego and Anchorage. (For
the triangle f^re from San Francisco, add $20).
And the beautiful thing is, you can take as

tnuch time as you want-inAlaslcaahTTn Hawaii.

xvy'j

-;<: J_

^

4^

•4 i^i

I. JL-. ..;-X..)..i! ..!.

" r-^'-i <
'

: i

you pay
round-trip
forone leg

^
What's more, you can stop over in any city along

•^e way. Great way to shoot the whole summer

!

r' But before you take off, get your Youthflight
_jCard (age 12 through 21^ $3.00), an^the latest

copy of Western's 24-page Youthflight Directory
listing all kinds of travel tips, where you can get

discounts on hotels, auto rentals, diving charters,

equipment rentals, surfboard rentals, lessons,

repairs, meals, Hondas and more—by writing
Youthflight at P.O. Box 92005 , World Way

Mestern pays

m ^^^^ '

r .

''- -^^^i ^--. -—. ^^^ — — j^. — -^ -w ^ _ V V ^^4k A^

m JPostal Center, L.A., California 90009.
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Alaska
-,-- *

—
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Seattk/Tacoma

(V*
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\
^

.;

.v-v^

Hawaii #

And, i f you want still more information, a
phone call to Western Reservations (just ask for
the Youthflight Information Center) will hook

^
you mto our computer fbranswers to everything

" from the actual price of a hotel roomin Alaska to

where to rent a sailboat in Hawaii. ;:;^ ^
In addition to our Hawaiian Triangle, we've

got lots of pther terrific trips-foTyoiTK experience
in Western's World. And we're still treating
more— to earn the right to be ;/c?/;<r airline.

Western
YOUR AIRLINE

•:>

Portland

#

SanFlandsco
M

^' .

LosAngeles

SanMego

It fitters to the Editor:
I

"i-

Wednesday, May 17, 1972

woes of
[Editor:

^
Regarding your article from the

|3rd of May about the Foreign

[Student's Assn. conflict with the

Foreign Student Office and the

Jl.S.C., I would like to say a few

[words.

From your article it seems as if

lUCLA finances all the operation of

ISC. This is incorrectly

presented and it should be known

[that the l.S.C. is a communiiy^

supported operation. It is

[therefore directed to all foreign

[students — not just UCLA's.

Being a foreign student myself,

ll found it extremely hard to adjust

to American society. Fortunately,

I was aided greatly by family and
friends I have known many years,

but not all foreign students are as

fortunate as I; the majority of the

foreign students I know have
great difficulty. Places Uke thc^

ISC. are supposedly there to

help, but a striking fact is that

only abput 40 per cent of my
small, privately organized poll of

foreign students knew what I was
talking about when I mentioned
il.S.C. Only about 60 per cent knew
jthey were ever in the Foreign
(student's Office — although
[supposedly all of them had to go
there as part of the adiiiissi

[process.

When asked why doesn't the

[Office take affirmative steps to

correct this situation, the stan-

dard answer is, '*We don't want to

[suggest things — we want the
[students to tell us what to do, and
we will carry it out." When finally

'the students do so, all hell k>reakB

I
loose in the Office.

A foreign student finds himself
in an embarrassing situation
[when he uses wrong terminology
regarding the multitude of

processes he has to undereo.
There was no one in the Foreign
Student's Office to help me in
clearing up such misun-
dersUndings due to incorrect
usage of terms. Worse, I didn't
even realize I was in a mess
running around departments
trying to get permission to
register in classes. Somebody in
the English dept. finally told me
some valuable secrets about the
workings of the system. But no
one in the Foreign Student's Office
volunteered this simple in-
formation. True, I didn't ask
them. But how could I ask about
things I wasn't even familiar
with?

I lost my confidence in the
Office as suppliers of essential
information when whoever is
supposed to ^ive information or
help find ar source for information

"

on draft status didn't know the
draft board phone number (the
one on llOOO Wilshire Blvd.) and
had only a vague idea of where it

was locatecj... Furthermore,
matters which I confided in an
FSO counsellor, under the
assumption that they were con-
fidential, were somehow released
to the Immigration Office which
then promptly proceeded to calf
me to "further discuss the mat-
ter". Now, when I deal with the
FSO, I identify myself by
nickname, do not make ap-
pointments to discuss private
matters, and generally I am more
skeptical of their competence and
sincerity. Occurences of a similar
nature happened to at least two
other students that I know.
Last and most important of all,

it is my conviction that everyone
in the Foreign Student's Office has
a personal interest in the success

UCLA DAILY BRUIN II

n students
of the Office's operation. Many
students enjoy the beneficial
services of this office and that
includes me. However, some
changes must be implemented,
the most important being a
change in the office's philosophy
of "sit and wait until customers
come". 1 assume that, following
the current conflict, hard and
bitter times will ensue for the
office and its staff of gifted
counsellors and workers, but 1 do
hope this will benefit all involved
parties by airing some of the
points of friction existing now.

I have asked that my name be
withheld in order not to hurt a
close, ^rsonal friend.

Name Withheld

Editor: '

While Mr. Kakkar & Co. in their
letter in the DB of May 8 have
maintained that the ISC and the
FSO have failed in their
obligations, they have not sub-
stantiated their stand. As a
foreign student I have found both
the ISC and the FSO not only
helpful but also playing theirparts
effectively enough to deserve
.genuine appreciation. If these
organizations are indeed squan-
dering money it does not mean
that facilities are lacking but only
that the present facilities can be
provided at a smaller cost. As to
hiring of students, I agree with
Mr. Kakkar that foreign students
must not be discriminated against
for campus jobs, as the ISC at-

tempted to do last week in hiring
TAs for the summer orientation
program. By the same token,

I (Pa id Advertisement)

however, they must not be given
any special privileges either.
The main problem of most

foreign students is finding enough
money to go to school. The FSO
must make greater efforts to
raise money for scholarships, and
also help deserving students to
obtain non-resident tuition fee
waivers. At present efforts in this
directioti are not discernible, if at
all they exist. ;

As to conselors, I do not un-
derstand Mr. Kakkar's contenUon
that some of them should, of
necessity, be foreigners. The
important thing is that they
should be qualified for the job.
One thing lacking in the area of
pounseling is a mechanism for
hearing and acting on the
grievances of foreign students. We
must feel happy that the t)B, as oh
this occasion, has been able to
meet this need even if only oar-
tially. ^

"^ "^ ' ' Ram C Rao

EdkoT;:

IrelandT'

Over 300 deaths in three years.
Fifteen thousand British troops
patrolling the streets, the
Parliament dissolved for a year, a
Special Powers Act that allows for
arrest without warrant and
detention without trial ... this is

Northern Ireland today., The
people of Northern Ireland suffer
the worst conditions of the British
Isles. They include: the highest
unemployment, atrocious
housing, and antiquated voting
laws, directed mainly against
Catholics.

The majority Protestant
population has existed in Northern
Ireland for over 300 years.
Transplanted there to protect
British interests, they continue to
rule with little regard for the
rights of others. Though many
attempts were made to fight these
conditions, progress was
minimal.

In 1968 the Civil Rights
Association began to take their
protest to the streets. It was their
march to Derry in October of 1968
that brought their plight to the
world's attention. Like other
marches it was attacked by irate
Protestents. Riots broke out in
1969 and the country seemed on
the verge of civil war. The British
troops were rushed in, later in-

ternment was introduced and
direct rule from England was
enforced. Next came "Bloody
Sunday " in Derry. How has this
affected Northern Ireland? Is it

really Catholic against
Protestant?

— The Los Angeles Chapter of the^
Northern Ireland Civil Rights
Association has asked David
Thompson to present a portrait d
Northern Ireland today. David
and his brother Phil visited
Belfast in October of last year^
and Phil Thompson has returned^
twice since. The slides by Phil
Thompson include a series of
children's art that shows the in-

fluence of warfare on the young.
The slides of Belfast today will be
presented with a general
discussion of the tipic, at 8 pm,
Friday, May 19 in Math-Science„
4000A. The program is sponsored
by the UCLA Assembly for Peace
and Justice.

NameWllhheld -
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' - Hundreds of Records from .99
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Hundreds of Tapes from 3.98 • _ '
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Complete Selection of Rock, Folk, Blues, Jazz, Classical,, Import

AV:

PCfiiSVINIAGE SEFOES:

\

''vl tlt; !».

Great Personalities
Some historic, all-star, ^all
group recordings, with such
artists as Gene Krupa, Benny
Goodman, more. LPV-578

^--'j'

t> ifV ^ ,-y*^r •;s;3srCi^"..-

"

w .

--™t-t

%•
.1 •
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.,.•

16 sides featuring Washboard
Sam, a famous blues singer of the

'30s. with Big Bill Broonzy and
other well-known blues artists.

LPV-577

First One=

On Your Block to

'

Own The Whole Set!
^..

* 'I

,

* t
.

»'"',- -t
'

X
.0

1
'

'J

^ . ^ u

Volume I of a Lionel Hampton
series which will eventually en-

compass most of his small
band recordings of the '30s.

LPV-575

16 selection^ by one of the all-

time great jazz trumpeters and
singers, featuring his big band
of the '308. LPV-576

"^uiGAcen
Vlnta^

A collection that spans 30 years
of Crudup's Innovative style

-

from blues ballads of the '308

to rock n' roll. LPV-573

Lil Green is usually known as

a blues singer, but In reality she

was probably the first R&B or

soul singer. LPV-574

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

I

—

"

-,
IVou must mmitionfhis od lor the WiUhir# sforJ

Music Odyss«y
.

lI9IOWllshireBlvd.^
phone: 477-2523
open lofo evory night
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REVIEVIf

By Rhonda Abrams

/

UCLA is one of the country's

^ajor universities — in national

itings, it's graduate and
)fessional schools are ranked

;h, often among the top ten.

:LA's faculty includes many
>ted and distinguished scholars;

traditional measures of ability

id achievement, it's students are

msidered among the best in the

intry. It has human, financial,

id library resources of a class

other universities can match.

)netheless, UCLA cannot yet be

illed a great university, for

Ithough it may excel in all the

mcrete requirements of

Istinction — noted faculty,

iperior students, abundant
iources — UCLA lacks a most
iportant aspect of greatness —
|ucational leadership,

he fact that UCLA has
iblished many innovations in

(rams and policies over the

isi few years is intended to give
impression that UCLA is in

^t a leader in educational

are the following four charac-
teristics of educational change on
this campus.

First, and perhaps the most
telling, is that academic reform at
UCLA is treated as a political
rather than an educational
matter, and for the most part
arises from political motivations.
Due to the fact that the faculty,
who theoretically have control
over the curriculum, are for the
most part unwilling and resistant
to any academic change, and the
students and lately the public and
legislature are demanding
changes, the Administration has
been placed in the position of
having to respond to publie and
student pressure, yet not alienate
and offend the faculty. The result
has been that educational .change
for the most part has been more a
facade than an actuality. Num-
bers and statistics are
manipulated to make it seem like
the few changes made are in fact
sweeping. It may come as a great

'Academicsiin Retreaf

at six major universities-,

Where does UCLA stand?
manifestation of UCLA's
academic timidity, is the
piecemeal^ approach to academic
change that is characteristic of
the reform process here. Because
change on this campus is ac-
complished only in response to
pressure, there is an absence of
long-range planning and no in-

stitutionalized method of in-
corporating change. Even the
report of the CkMds Committee,
which was supposed tdr look at
long-range goals for UCLA, will
only be treated piecemeal, if in
fact its recommendations ever get
instituted at all. UCLA's approach
to educational reform is the
*

'band-aidapproach" — cover the
bleeding sore without ever trying
to heal the patient.

form Indeed, a quick reading of
e chapter on UCLA in
bademics in Retreat (Fashing
tl Deutsch; University of New
wico Press) leads one to believe
It great strides in educational
licy have been made here, far
Idistancing the changes at the
»er five insitutions studied. One
Nleft with the impression that
PLA is exploring new frontiers
academic innovation.

["actuality, UCLA's approach
leducational improvement has

[
been that bold or that dif-

rent Quite the contrary.
"JLAs approach has been a
Jically timid one and one very
»ilar to those taken by other
iversities discusded in
'Idem its in Retreat. A basic
purity relating to an over-
atious concern about UCLA's
fional repuution and standing
Evades the campMs*
icational reform processes.

f
"nsecurity has acted to

rease the effectiveness of
« innovaUons tried and as a
ler to UCLA assuming an^e roleof reU educatkmal

"^rship. .

JCLA's insecurity in regiii^ to

lutM.
''"*' standing «„d

utatlon and its resulting^ty m regard to educatkml
^ement is manifested in a
^^y ^ ways. Primary amongc manifestatkws, hoirwr^

surprise to most UCLA students
that, on paper, it appears that
UCLA has made vast im-
provements in undergraduate
education over the past year. But
the numbers are there, even if the
reality is missing.

Also firising from this basically
political approach to educational
reform, and a second

The third way in which UCLA's
4nability to assume real
educational leadership is shown is

by this school's exaggerated and
pyer-cautiojis^ regard for
'academic standards.' Over and
over, one hears the faculty cry for
Vigor' and 'academic content' —

especially in the institution of new
and innovative programs. The
problem is not in the desire for
content, rigor, and high stan-
dards, all of which are desirable,
but in the use of these catch-
phrases to maintain the academic
status-quo. 'Content " and
"rigor" are always defined in the
traditional manner of academia
(usually a long reading list, a
midterm and final, and three
lectures a week), without regard
to whether or not they really exist
or whether they can be ac-
complished in new and different
ways. The problem with UCLA's
concern for academic standards
is that it is not, in fact, a concern
over standards, but a concern
over how well UCLA fits into the
traditional academic mold.

Finally, the last major way in

which UCLA manifests its in-

security about educational im-
provement is by its resistance to

allow anyone but the 'safest'

traditional members of the
community to take place in the
educational decision-making.
This exclusion from the decision-
making process extends not only
to students, who have been
refused a vote in the Academic
Senate in 1970 and in departments
in 1971, but also to non-tenured
faculty, and sometimes even to

associate professors as well. The
most important committees of the
Senate are usually exclusively
senior faculty members; the
Legislative Assembly of the
Senate (now the Senate's
governing body) had to have a
student-initiated provision written
into its legislative description to

+-t.

insure non-lenured faculty^ par-
ticipation, for in 'previous years
there was often only one non-
tenured faculty member involved.

Apparently the fear is that
unless a person has been tested to
show that he won't rock the boat
(which in most cases is a
prerequisite for receiving tenure),
he can't be trusted to maintain the
traditional values of academia,
instead establishing new values
and new programs, and therefore
might jeopardize UCLA's national
standing, even if it does improve
the quality of the education. The
fear of having a diversity of views
involved in decision-making, the
failure to trust students and non-
tenured faculty in being able to

share in making academic
decisions is the most significant
show of UCLA's insecurity about
itself.

It is not that UCLA cahH be a
great university — it is just that
UCLA is afraid to become one. We
are afraid to become the leader—
we are afraid to break away from
what others have defined as the
standards of excellence, even
when we know that those stan-

dards are wrong. We are afraid to

set our own standards of ex-
cellence. Greatness in a univer-
sity requires leadership and the
confidence to assume that
leadership — UCLA is lacking in

both.

When, and if, UCLA ever does
develop that confidence and
leadership, enough to trust all

memk)er8 of the community and
to share in making all of its

decisions, to lose its blind reliance
on catch-phrases like 'rigor* and
'academic content' and get back
to the real business of learning,
then and only then will UCLA h»ve
a chance to achieve greatness.
Until then, regardless of its

national ratings, UCLA will never
be a great' university

(

,
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JOIN EXPEDITION TO

CLIMB MT-McKINLEY
Now forming small self-

supporting group of ex-

perienced mountaineers to

climb highest peak ih North

America via -West Buttress

route. Plan to spend 30 days in

Alaska, starting Julyl. For full

info., write Box 91750. L.A
Calif. 90009
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Alwoyt Th« Unusual - Prk«d Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWEUERY ~

1 1 984 Wilshir* Blvd. W.LA. EX4.7922

LAW FOR YOU

'U ^-

^—ail \lloriit*«

• —a LaHXT** .\»-'>io|anl

MID-VALLEY
tAU.l.h.i.y OK L\Vi
ir>9l<» Nt'iiliiiai HI%«1.

Kii.iiio-986-7175

ENROLL NOW
KKOl IKhWKMS-60 units, (,K \Dl ATK.S receive LLB
\<-«*reilile(l Tollrge Hork <»r or Jl> & «|uiilify for C^alif.
o%er 23 and |»ll;(^ e&am.^ Bar l':!^ain. ' 1

TiiiHsl, , Stii,l,„tn A'ri/thil • /ill,/. h:..,in>il A MV.A, ,.,/ fUtittf*

:H
x

V ^ tr"'
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Allie MSHmNCE FOR COLLEGE SIDDENTS

Y: -fe

^ r' ^

«
' I :

If you are (i) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably don't*drlve this kind of cor. Being
a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable
driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify fpr rates that average 35% below stan-

dard prices.

And in cos« you don't fit this dMcrtption, colt our local office

onywoy. W« just spont six yoors woHiing with tho auto insurance
industry on botwlf of collogo students. We tttink we con help.

Pllii: 451 1313

coiieie siifleit iisiriice Service
726 Santa Monica Blvd. ('202) Sonto Monica. Colif. 90401

i i

i
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The Coffee House Concert Series
presents a lovely v^ay to spend a Monday night

anofher round of country music f

COUNTRY GAZETTE
with banjo, fiddle, boss & guitar
performed by members from Flying Burrito
Brothers, Kentucky Colonels, Bill Monroe

MONDAY, MAY 22 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER-

BUENOS AYRES ROOM
bOi tkk»t» (limit two) ovoilabU ot the door at

7 PM lo UCLA ttudanlt wHK photo ID. frm» rafrMhcn^ntt

Mop* lo ••• you th«r«. TK»i will b« the lo«t CoH»«
Hou«« Conctrt until nma foil.

Pr««»nt«d by UCLA Stud«nt Commltt.. for th« Arts &
ASUCLA Culturol Affairs CommlMlori.

. ' II i> Hf l^i
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Papers Books on
Harvest of Deatti : Ctiemical Warfare in Vietnam and

Cambodia by J.B. Neilands, G.H. Orians, E.W.

Pfeiffer, Alije Vennema, Arthur H. Westing. Free

Press.
Tlie Winter Soldier Investigation: An Inquiry into

American War Crimes by the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War. Beacon.
The Air War in Indochina by the Anti War Study

Grpup, Cornell University, edited by Raphael Lit-

tauer and Norman Upoff. Beacon.

The literature about the Vietnam war ranges from

the hysterical to the calm, from the theoretical to the

factual. At first books assumed a debate format

where government spokesmen and pro-war social

scientists confronted various anti-war spokesmen.

The early teach-ins also reflected an attempt at

•^y Bru,
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sUnces of their use. and the eloudv isurrounding gas warfare. ^^
In 1925 a convention of nations at r..

signed a protocol agreement Drohn^?*'"^,war of -asphyxiating, pois^tS* "»»iof all, analogous liquids, materia?>8«^JBecause of pressure from thp hI * *»ij
United SUtes Senate never raUf^.J"Sr
although the Soviet Union. Chinal; ^S
Canada. Mexico and 92 oiherTaiiSr '

"^
never to use gas or chemicals in warT,

^"H
States has not. **'^'":e. lheI3

.
The American government ha<! !,i„,

that we never violated the t^tv ^'^
.

claim even when American troops weS!!?^useagentCN (mace) and agent cs y^,^

rdson
^^f—SSr^

\

> >

*^,

A mangrove forest defoliated by herbicides.

2ing"^'" ^"' ^^^^^^^^

ForestUnd- 5,2000,000 acres
Crop Land -560,000 acres

^ - , _ 7?^^ ~~ 5'760,000 acres
Approximately 11% of South Vietnam-^

land 50% of its total forest arTC
destroyed by herbicides. The loss totals ^^1.
board feet of lumber or enough to sS
country's domestic needs for about %\l

- Mangrove forests sprayed as long ago i
show no signs of further growth Th^L
play an important part in the natural ororS
delat formation, and stabilize the coastliuM
river banks. They also provide essential cover
food during the life cycles of many fish a
animals. The spraying was done to
sources of shelter from the enemy. Unforiunai

it has also destroyed an essential part 0(1

economy and ecology of South Vietnam

balance. As the opponents of the war became more
outraged and the government's position became
more outrageous government officials became
reluctant to face hostile crowds and lie about
government policy.

The war literature fell then into three catagories:
attacks on the war, technical explanations of new
war procedures and methocJs in military journals,
and secret government reports. Defenses of the
government's position were limited largely to
newspaper columns (Buckley and Alsop for
example), occasional articles in Foreign Affairs and
Lyndon Johnson's speeches, and Dean Rusk's ap-
pearances on Meet the Press and before the Foreign
Relations Committee. Books and articles followed
and grew out of the teach-ins.

They included collections of documehts, tran-
scripts of the Foreign Relations hearings, and
passionate but well argued essays from I. F. Stone,
Paul Goodman, and Noam Chomsky. Chomsky and
Stone especially set high scholarly standards for
their anti-war writings and proved that you can be
passionate and sensiWe at the same time. Chom-
sky's energy has yet to flag even after countlessv
essays, three b«oks, (American Power and the New
Mand^rians, At War With Asia, and Problems of
Knowledge and Freedom ),jiumerous speeches, and
much organizing activity (In Resistence especiaUy)
he continues to work. In the May Ramparts he
analyzes through a discussion of current government
papers the economic motivations that underly
American policy.

Though he is not a professional social scientist,
Chomsky is certainly the most important and
distinguished linguist writing in English. He brings
from his discipline a sharp mind able to argue
logically and muster appropriate facts. In his
famous essay 'The Responsibility of Intellectuals"
Chomsky argued that men who share the resources
and abiliUes to understand government policy have
an obligation to analyze, criUcize, and if need be
challenge that policy.

*

"Inteflectuals are in a position to expose the
lies of the governments, to analyze actions

' according to their causes and motives and
often hidden intentions. In the Western world
at least, they have the power that comes from
political liberty, from access to information
and freedom of expression. For a privileged
minority, Western democracy provides the
leisure, the facUities, and the training to seek
the truth lying hidden behind the veil of
distortion and misrepresentation, ideology
and class interest, through which the events of
history are presented to us. The respon-
sibilities of intellectuals, then, are much
deeper than what (Dwight) MacDonald calls
the the responsibilities of peoples,' given the
unique privileges that intellectuals enjoy "
J B. Neilands, a professor of biochemistry at

Berkeley 18 one intellectual who has fulfilled his
responsibility. Over the past several years NeUands
has traveUed ove^r 50,000 miles (including trips to
Southeast Asia) and has spent countless hours
studying documents to assemble a strong factual
report on American use of gas in Vietnam. The
report, which takes up the first hundred paM of
Harvest of Death, discunes the chemical properties
of gases in the American ^th^^\

Saigon riots and on the batUefield. Dean
- claimed that this in no way violated the .«

.
Protocol. "Weare talking about a gas which hall

commonly adopted by the police forces of the

i

as riot control agents — gases that are au
comi^erciaily and have been used on maiji

/ casions." ; ,w*

_ ^_ - Tear gas, nonetheless, is certainly an ai
. ,

agent and thus its use violates the treaty. To 1

1 that future Secretaries of State understood Ihet

. in 1909 the United Nations General AssemWyi

^ plicitly added herbicides and tear gas to the 1

p^ prohibited by the Geneva Protocol. Only

nations opposed this move, among them the I

States.

Rusk was also wrong when he implied that I

was neither lethal nor especially dangerous

. troops in Vietnam use gas to rout civihans asi

enemy soldiers out of tunnels and buniceni

Vennema, a doctor in Vietnam, reports 00

1

i in the second chapter of Harvest of Death. This

^nt occurred after a battle in Bia Gia region.

long the hundreds of dead and wounded, both

and military, were three children and two

(mother and grandmother) who suffered

[gas poisening. They had been exposed to gvk

lay before their arrival at the hospital. The
jest was three and moribund. The other

;n were six and nine years old. The mother was
over the worst of it. It was through her

[ge and willpower that she had managed to get

roup out of the tunnel and away from the em-
d area. The three-year-old died within two

after arrival, the six-year-old died the next

ind the grandmother two days later. Only the

jr and the nine-year-old survived."

ti-personnel fragmentation bombs are about the

)f a baseball and contain about 250 ballbearing-

Isteel pellets imbedded in a metal casting. A
|ing mechanism and explosive are placed inside

isting.jyiany of these small bomblets are placed

a much larger casing which is opend in mid-
scatter the small bomblets over a large area.

I bomblets are armed in descent and explode on
let, sending a shower of deadly pellets in all

[tions. They tear the flesh and smash the bones
lans in the area while leaving buildings intact.

bombing war there is no way to precisely

line what will be destroyed by the attack.

rican bombing has been so indiscrimate and
se that over 1,050,000 South Vietnamize have
[killed or injured by American air attacles. The
igon Papers report that 80% of the casualities of

rican bombing attacks are civilians. '_

'i970 President Nixon presented the Geneva
;ols of 1925 (Genocide Treaty) to the Senate for
:ation. The Treaty is out of committee and
the full Senate. If the Senate approves the

^y it will be interesting to see if the Americans
ising tear gas and herbicides in Vietnam.
the second half of Harvest of Death E.W.
fer (Professor of Zoology at the University of
ma) and Gorden H. Orians (Professor of

>gy at the University of Washington) report on
se of herbicides in South Vietnam and Arthur H.
ing (Professor of Botany and Chairman of the
:e Division of Windham College, Vermont)
about herbicidal damage to Cambodia.
damage in Cambodia has been particularly

stating. Unreported herbicidal bombings by
rican planes (a U.S. State Department in-
bating team confirmed that the damage was
d by American weapons) destroyed 38,300
of rubber trees or approximately 32% of the

V

ObscenitiM/ar Poetry
\

-^^-:, ^v
'%

^ bi^M>re — ':

ObsceniUes, is a collection of fifty-three

drawn from the author's experiences in Vk

Michael Casey, now twenty-five ^"^ *
,

student in physics at the State University of I

York at Buffalo, was drafted in October of Wj

sent to Vietnam for a year, where he servedij

MiliUry PoUce without encountering any

action.

This is one of the first serious volumes of
1

come out of America's iU-sUrred role in

Asia and it reflects the sense of futility, n

and senselessness that has become synonomfli

•the war of the babies," as Casey soapUym

The poems are tersely written from a

"J-

point of view; many are aimed direcuy

military itself and what it takes to survive

^

army. For instance, "Knowledge," is wJt^^

instruction on how to keep your cool unaer

pressure:

When the Command Sergeant Major

Asks ya somethin

Don't get nervous or scairt

Don't get flustrated

Say to yaself

I'm not scairt a nothin

SUnd tall an speak up proud

Ya gotta know
That ya know
What ya know
Look tall

rtflonlliUH

Whip it to me, Command Sergea'

An know ma shit

Whip if to me . . yjur

Why is there such a need to advisej
^^

soldier on how to make it t^rougn ^^
Because the cruelty and callousness

itMif are almost as harrowing as co

easily seen in the poem, "Serious inc>

Maltreatment of Trains:

"

This here s^ifMint's

Ohit ii aUKf

\

[ain't even bullshittin

Kven willies from another unit
in him kick

lis trainee

the balls

this trainee

hurtin

[ain't even bulljivin
i\ the doctor can do
put ice down there
:tor says

le dude'U .
' ''' '

'

sterile
^^

i
"

at least

le left nut
Hor says

|is balls is

flat as a pancake

laL"'^ v'l
"""^^ ^ ^^« G

'
»n«o that has

k .? K L^^"™ ^^ ^^ « for^ to explain his

inn^Ln ^"^"™ 0^ e«ch page. Without these

kVnffn
t'^P^^'^tions, a few of the poems would

hintelligible to those who have not been through

arra''''^"T'^ ^* ^^««^ »«»"<«• He "«»tSe

fcis hwf" excellenUy and is to be commended
t ^^^trl^

«^ >t. By employing this slang, he

henrTh'
"" r^.*Pturing the immediacy of the

reader '^'"^ ^® communicate, and allows

ttd ^^i.TZ wV"*^^"^
*"^^ ^^ experience,

k GJ lingo
^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ example of his use

^e National Police Captain
apped his soul brother
Id *ew his forty-five
>cking and loading it
PF nearby

'h^?,P>" from a grenade
Id held it high
ck and JohnJohn

* ^tween the pistol and the GI

-U'
i—
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nation's rubber crop and a sUghUy higher percentage
of the trees in use. The economic loss to Cambodia
will run to over 11 million doUars.
The damage to the land by American war policies

is severe but of course the damage to the population
is worse The reports on the My Lai massicVe have
acquainted us with the brutal facts about the conduct
of American ground forces in Vietnam. We hearmuch official sympathy and concern expressed for
our boys over there, but seldom do these same

officials express any care for the trail of victims theyhave left behind. Mark Une and James Simon
Kunen have already reported first person accounts of
American war crimes in Vietnam. The individual
tales of horror and atrocities are so overwhelming
that at first you find it impossible to believe them

A surgeon operating on anti-personnel bombvictim
|

but after reading through a number of the accounts
patterns emerge and separate accounts corrobrate
one another. -

, ^ ^- .1

Now Beacon has published a selection from the
testimony of the Winter Soldier Investigation,^-
convocation of Vietnam veterans held in January
and February 1971 in Detroit. For tiiree days 116

^veterans gave firsthand testimony to war crimes
they either committed or witnessed. Al Hubbard, the
Executive Secretary of Vietnam Veterans Against
the War explains that the investigation was held to
show that "the occurence at My Lai was not ah
isolated incident" which could be explained by such
statements as "They must have gone berserk" or
"My Lai was clearly an abberation on the part of a
junior officer and the small group of men he com-
manded."
Here are two accounte of characteristic incidents.

"The destruction of crops and killing of

_^ domestic animals was common whenever the
nth Armored Cavalry Regiment operated in

populated areas. Crops were destroyed in the
building of defensive positions and animals
were run over when the tracks — armored
cars, tanks— ran through the villages. Civilian

.. deaths were quite frequent, Vietnamese
civilians were killed accklently when tracks
and tanks running through their villages, often
at excessive speeds, struck them, ran off the
road, ran into their houses, hit their bicycles.
On at least one occasion, the village of An Phu
in Binh Long province was struck by irtillery

fired from Quan Loi base camp causing
several casualties.

A civilian riding on an ox cart, just south of
Quan Loi base damp, was intentionally struck
by an American aircraft which came in out of

the sky, hit him on the head, and travelled on.

The man was killed; the aircraft was never
identified. A helicopter, also never identified,

dropped two white phosporous grenades
(they're incendiary grenades) into the village

of Sa Troc, also in Binh Long province, burning
down several buildings and two small Man- .

tagnard children. In Loc Ninh, a young boy
about 12 years old was attacked by two
American soldiers, severely beaten, resulting

in a broken arm. There is no reason known for

this attack."

The second instance is even more revolting.

We went up on this hill and fired on a village

while the people Were trying to bury their

dead, while they were doing the burial

ceremony. And killed another person in the

village. The people, they didn't wait to see if

the guy was dead or not. They just rolled him
over and put him in the hole with the other and
covered him up. We went down the same day
to get some water s^d there were two Uttle

boys playing on a dike and one sergeant just

took his M-16 and shot one boy at the dike. The
other boy tried to run. He was almost out of

sight when this other guy, a Spec 4, shot this

other little boy off the dike. The little boy was
lying on the ground kicking, so he shot him
again to make sure he Sifk^ d^d."
Even with the withdrawal of American ground

I II rrontimiadonPagag)
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ON YOUTH FARES
12th to 26th birthday, trovel any day

SWITZERLAND!!
'S352 basic tore, exceot

$370 during Jun«. July. August
round trip from Los Ang«l«s, valid one year

Air Fores Subject To Chonge
Ask full detoils from:

SWISSAIR siow.6*hs*..
Um Anoelee, CA 90014 (213) 629-2375
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HAWAIIAN SURVIVAL

EXPEDITION

now forming. 16 days on Kauai
island. fisMing, surfing, clim-
bing, snorkling, travel by
rubber rafts, isolated camps
All equipment provided. Lv
June 17, July 8 & Aug. 5, For full
info, write Box 91750. LA
Calif. 90009
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BRE-LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY Qg OCTOBER
LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

raw ttod.nls. Taught .n Los Ang.les by practicing lawy.rt. Cost: $75.

Course for JWIY»^AT starts JUIY 12. Course for OaOBER
tXJ?^^ ^'°''** OaOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY ai^nTOBER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (2131 655 8"^^ ^
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_Bra.ndeis University/The iocob Hiott InsHH^te
5tudy in Jerusalem/February-June, 1973
30 students/Juniors. Seniors, and Grad students eligible

Four courses/Earn 16 credits
History, Literature, Archaeology. Independent Research

Costi $ ] 750/Tuition,

Application deodlirK

room, board, intra-lsrael travdl
November Isf. .1

THE HIAH INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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letnam
tinued from Page 15)

Ack had his M-sixteen

On autogetem

And John John had '

Only his M-seventy-nine

And John John -,_;y, .,^,_
•

Says to Ack "'"t:

**Ack, ,
r

I don't' got

Any cannister ,r~ ^
•

For this,

Just AG** . . ^ .

"Thump one'*

'i'm hep** says John .

Upon reading the notes, we find that **autogetem** means automatic
~F" means Popular Forces, (the Vietnamese Government Militia)

seventy-nine*' means grenade launcher, "cannister** means pellet
nd, and ''AG** means grenade round.

Casey presents the soldier as being forced to adopt a veneer of
ughness to survive, as seen in "The Box Riot,*' where some prisoners
lot and Casey is forced to deal with them

:

They started biffin us with

Two by fours

I grabbed a two by four

An start biffen them back

Christ Almighty
They not cutting me no slack

I'm not cuttfiig them any
'~' ~ "

Ind yet, he makes it clear that this outer show of toughness is only aWk defense and th^t beneath it all lies a pervasive fear:
He says ' •

* ^ -
.

Don't you cross my path again

An I says

ril cross your path :^ _ ^> ,

Whenever I feel like itr^- ~-~ ^r t-r'rr' ^ _^^ .^.^^^

—

I said that ^ :' .
^

And walked away -^ r" r

,

^^- --^
'\

'-'"":' ——r-
Nearly all of the poems are anecdotal in character and focus on the

jifferent aspects of military life in Vietnam as a draftee. There are love
jms to Vietnamese women, ("You should see her fill sand bags'')
jms about brothels, practical jokes, bushwacking, and on wishing you

^ere in the National Guard, but the most startling poems are on^ the
)rrors of the war itself. Wrapping his emotions in understatement
This litUe girlsan . . . ^ ,

Stepped on a mine
.

It blew her leg off '

,

Below the knee
~

It wasn't too nice,

id trying to keep his sanity by accepting what's happening around him
Ind simply following orders because he doesn't know what else to do
^ Aim foi* the middle targets ^ --

—

'

Leaders stay in the middle to better
Direct their people —~—~" '—

-

'''

:
—*

In every army in the worid
Aim for them 7 ~ ~

And then fire to the left

Because it's the nature
Of The M-sixteen
To fire to the left

And we don't fire ^ '

Against the nature of things.
gives only limited advice, as in "A Bummer,*^
We were going single file

Through his rice paddi<>« .

And the farmer
Started hitting the lead track
With a rake

(Continued on Page 19)

i^^i

or lot to he
Not everyon* wmntB m draft
deferment to finish undergrad or
grad school • • •

Not ev«»yon« needs $100 per month
during their lest two yeere of
school , e e

e e

Not everyone can use a scholarship
to pay tuition, faes and books .

Not everyone needs leadership and
management training and a real
challenge

. . ,

And not everyone wants to serve as
•n Army Officer . . .

?f mIi V^^ PQ» contact the Professor

f«^^ f^ Science at UCLA (825-7381)

Stc?''
•'' information about Army

Extenston enrollments welcome, so
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ECOLOGICAL AWARE-
NESS EXPEDITION

to Colorado now forming. 8 days
in the forests, prairies, deserts
and windy peaks of the Sangre
de Cristo Mtns. Equipment and
transfers provided. Lv. July 16.

For full info., write Box 91750,
L.A, Calif. 90009
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Forty Days with the Enemy, by
Richard Dudman, (Liveright,
Ncfw York)

In the lengthy debate over the
war in Vietnam, little discussion
has been devoted to the strategic
mainstay of the Communist ef-

fort, the guerrilla. In part this is

due to the nature of guerrilla
strategy, which demands secrecy.
And in part, it is a consequence of
our pre-occupation with
America's role in the war. If,

however, a journalist were able to
violate the guerrilla secrecy, and
author an account which was
politically significant, the gap in
this nation's knowledge of the war
would begin to close. Richard
Dudman has done so with a
journal describing his captivity in

Cambodia, Forty Days with the
Enemy.
Forty Days is most compelling

in the things it suggests about the
guerrillas' political purpose. The
professed purpose is simple: ''We

will continue to fight," explains

veteran revolutionary Hai to

Dudman, "until the Americans
are driven out and Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos have gained

their independence." This raises

an interesting question: Is this

statement based on exaggeration
and bravado designed to impress

validity, grounded not on the

guerrillas' desire to communize
the world, but to rid Indochina of

American influence.

In fact, the assumption that the

primary purpose of Communist
action is to communize South
Vietnam has to be challenged.

Superficially, of course, this is

undebatable. But the goal appears
not so much to be communization

//t Guerrilla

declares Hai. **The imperialist is

happy when he ^ control of
many countries . . . and can ex-
ploit their people and resources
." Although phrased in Com-
munist terminology, the main
thrust of this statement is not that
the Communist system is

limitlessly virtuous, but rather a
workable and desireable
rcftacement for foreign

the American daptives, or based
on a genuine determination to

liberate " all of Indochina? If

absolutely genuine, this tends to

give life to the enfeebled domino
theory, discredited because it is

thought by its critics to be based ^

solely on the hysterical premise
that Communism is a monolith
bent on ruling the world. Perhaps
the domino theory has some

By Seth Weisbord
as simple elimination of

American influence.
Replacement of the South Viet-

namese "puppet regime" with a
Communist regime is just part-

and-parcel of the victory over the

American forces, the numt)er-one
target. "The revolutionist is

happy .when the people are
liberated, when there is a good
and improving society . .

-.'i -

»»

domination. The Vietnamese have
always sought substitutes for
foreign domination; this theme
saturates Vietnamese history, its

memory compelling dedication to
the cause: "We aren't afraid of
any invaders/' boasts Tu,
member of the NLF, "because of
our history. We beat back the
Chinese invaders five times, the
Mongols once, and the French

^S5SfiSS^$SS$SS!S^^
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special

purchase! '

Lbrand NAME^

POLYESTER KNIT

FLAIR JEANS

7.99

EVERYTHING IN SPORTSWEARf
Big savings May 8-19 for the entire UCLA campus communityl

FORGUYS:
Brand-name merchandlse-Levls-50l-Unlque jeans-10% off ^
Arrow-Lancer-Kennington-Pebble Beach shirts-HongTen-
Cal Swlmwenr t-shlrts-Laguna Swimwear-For Out Gear-

'

Keeper hosiery and Hanes underwear-everything I0% off
FOR GALS:

^^ere fol 8.00^rregs.-
28-38-while thev la.t

.V. . . -

•.••••••V

they lost

Levis for Gols-Byer shirts and pinafores -Frtei sportswear-Trim- -

tit bodyshirts and hosiery-Pam Beesportsweor-Alpocslocb-AAoy
Queen hosiery-Kim jewelry- all 10% off '

10%OFFON ALL GIFTS!
Reproductions of famous jewelry pieces-pins, earrings, necic-

'

laces-reproductions of famous sculptures- 10% off UCLA
'

men s and women's jewelry-UCLA mugs, pennants, towels, glass- ill
wore-everything now specially priced 10% off

"^ ~
Candles, candle holders, incense, oil lamp,,' scented' oils, ferrariums
all manner of fascinating goodies-all 10% off Watches-includZ.:

Ii'!!^rT
' ^"dw '..^^i^.^.^j ^^^ electric-brigKcS

clocks-all now 10% off Trovelers' needs-luggage, travel baastravel boob, travel cipcks-stationary and pens-theS.;orb 10%^Jh

., >

BIG SAVINGS IN ART SUPPLIES
•SELECTED POSTERS- UP TO 50X OFF

'

Pickett N4/600 Twin Pock Slide Rule-retail vol $40 25 00Strobe Light; was $30.00 V. - ,| 50Metol Zodiac emblems; were I 95 .
*' gSC

Strathmore 14x17" layout pad; 2.35V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V' 1.75
Coloraid 3x5" box-reg. 4.10 2 00
Tapered candles-2.00 pair i*o«
plastic kites ........ 5j^
Mounted Spin-Art; 2.50 50% off , | 05
Tru-point lead holders; reg. 2.50 V..V.V. K50
_Art m Correspondence" notes 2 00.. . 1 SO

;;tagle^ lead pointers list 6.00 2.85
9-/ 15 -M F; 10-3 S

as
uca

students' store

COSMETIC CLEARANCE
Top Brass liquid halrdressmg for men - ^ "

J-eg. 49<t M^
^^''^orx Ho\kstq\ Wonder medicated' stick -^-^

Revlon Eyeliner speclal-reg. 994 •©<
Revlon Lashes 'n' Shado>ys-reg'. 1*99 -f1.20
Revlon Clean 'n' Clear cleanser ... '

*

2.00
Revlon Intimate hand lotion K75
Revlon lemon shampoo . . \ SO
Revlon Fabulash and Fabullner' special . .3.50
Style hair spray - 13 02., reg. or super-
reg. 99<t ^

Aqua Net hair sprtiy - I3 02.'. all purpose
or super hold-reg. 79<t 5^

PRE INVENTORY SALE MAY 8-1 9-A and B l^w-.u a i.

r^ w .
^ °"** ^ 'evels, Ackermon Union 825 7711Open Monday-Fridoy 7.45 « m 7.in .

^nion, tti5.771 1

r may / m:^ a.m..7;30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

The attitude of tk i

'he struggle i,™fj*vi,*i;'
•«»l»st tl)« foro. Woja'
perialism-

rathe '* " \\
forces of cZL **"* i

Of «« desire 'tri'*f«« J

»«re not even awaJl '^^

guerrillas told Dmh^*' « *
considerable s^g"S«.<
Amencan people *«« •

'
»•

opposed to tJie war „,
»"",

protesUng the recenn»"***)
their country C^'^-N
political sophistical„t„2S
to know that Ameril C?**ters tanks, and iZ^^
death? "The Am.^T*^ ""«

Shoot at Places'w"&«^
Civilians

. .
•' pvnu ^ ^

'(This) promote?t^
failure, since it destroys w"'"
P«>Perty and tm«T «"*

United States."^ ^J^
hatred is nonpolitLl .^
stinctiyelybasic'^utih'
^nahst colIeaguerS
Pond and Michael MSSarriving at a village so«, !«

'

their capture, wei^'theZ^
a violent display of hatred^'^o^
young man reached out with^
tiand in a clawina .;

gesture, as if to eaZeli'^^^^

,
.^r''*'^P«, the greatest

cod-
Uibution of Forty Days with (heEnemy is not the knowledge
brings to the political debate^ bu
the insight it provides into' Z
nature of man. The first weeks o(

^ptivity were dominated by fear

^>w»»nan and his fellows

(Continued on Page 111"^^f Pa id Advertisement)^^

WHITE WATER RAFI EXPt

omoN
now forming. 3 or 4 days

shooting Yampa and Green

Rivers of Colorado in 33 ft

Neoprene pontoon rafts,

camping, hiking, archeological

exploration, swimming; etc

June, July, Aug., for full info,

write Box 91750, LA., Calif

90009.

PIZZA
PALACE
in the village

GAYLEY & WEYBURN

y

incf the war goes on;

^rces our air force continues to kiD and wound South
id North Vietnamese civilians and destroy their

i/untryside. The Air War In Indochina written lyy ten

ornell faculty members and ten students from
lornell University surveys all aspects ol the bomb-
ig attacks on North Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and
^uth Vietnam . This magnificent book is an esMfitial

ompilation of facts for anyone concerned with the

'ietnam war or with any aspect of modem air

arfare.

The raw statistics are well known: the United
itates dropped 2,000,000 tons of air ordinance in

Vorld War II and by the end of 1971 had dropped
1,300,000 tons pn Indochina.

I

An air war, especially an air war against an
Uusive and often invisible foe, requires large bomb
irops because bombing is so inaccurate. Over half

Jie bombs fall outside their intended target area
[cEP, circular error probable) which itself is ex-

^emely large— a circular arc with a diameter from
'^ to well oyer 1,000 feet. The main problem is that

lir war -

"is war waged at a distance, both physically

and psychologically. Participants remain
emotionally detached, not only because flying

the plane and operating its complicated
gadgets demand all their attention, but also

because the magnitude of the forces they
control, the extent of the destruction they
unleash, would otherwise overload their

emotional reserves. These men operate in an
atmosphere where professionalism is essential

not only for technical reasons, but for

psychological ones as weU."
The removal of individual judgement and emotion
cm the battlefield and the substitution of
lechanized warfare is an essential part of the
/ietnam war. The war has served as a testing

ground for what is called "the electronic battlefield'*.

The advent of ground sensoring devices which can
respond to smell or marks on an infra-red spectrum
^ave turned at least the Ho Chi Minh Trail into a sort
jf jungle version of "The Anderson Tapes." The
iresponses on the sensors are reported to central
Icomputing devices which then relay the message to

jaircraft which pound the spot with bombs. Bombs
are now occasionally directed by laser beams, to a
specific target.^

\ There are, Of course, numerous technical
Iproblems with such devices. Viet Cong have driven
jthe urine sniffers craisy by scattering buckets of
[urine as a decqy to their real movements. Such
Idevices by further dehumaniiing^ the war create
[some very real human problems.
The war has become so professional and the goal-
ecomes efficiency in the crudest seive. Whether the
/ar is won or lost becomes less important than total
bns dropped, total supplies destroyed, and total
Casualties inflicted. The destruction of supplies does

~

lot win the war it merely means that the enemy will
lave to send more supplies through to receive an
idequate amount. Suppose American bombers are
ible to destroy 75% of the VC and NVA supplies in
transit in 1972 while they were able to get only 50% of
Ihe supplies in 1971. Does that mean the VC and NVA
^vill have half as many arms? No, it means they will
Jave to ship twice as many supplies as in 1971 to

^

keep up their stockpUe. Recent history has proved

HSmS?'^ armies'' ire quite capable of keeping

to cut their supply lines.
«»"4h»

The bombing will not win the war but it at leastmak« It easier for the United SUtes to keep it going
despite opposition. ^ * *

"Automated warfare has certain ad-
vantages, however, apart from iu technical

. futures. Instruments do not defect. They are
'

not known to Uke consciousness-expanding
—

drugs,̂ -nor to have ethical qualms about
coincidental kiUing of civilians. They do more
or less what they are told, and r^resenH ^
powerfu

, mechanized mercenary army
UUimately we can have the machines fighUng
the target signatures" with no human beings
involved on either side." .. ,,.

Machin«, being easy to command, increase theP^er of the few individuals who do command^em
P^S^T^^*^" ^^ P^^^ ^ P"^isely what Uie
t;resident needs to wage an executive war. To con-

con'Itao';^';^*''^"
^^^^ "*«*» ^^^ relatively smaU

w^5 1^
of airmen and their machines they operateand the lack of contoct with their victims thesTmen

are qmte capable of commitUng outrageous warcnmes with almost no twinge of conscien^

^^!?f'^ !"'^*' war conducted by electronic ob-

!^^ T fr*''"
^^ airplanes and aircraft is less

subject to the normal restraints of civUized morality
and law than hand to hand combat by infantry On
the ground one can choose at least whether or not to
kilK an individual whUe the

. bomb does not
discriminate at all. In Vietnam, unfortumitey.
Anierican military policy has been forced by the
nature of the war to be indiscriminate or criminal
As pointed out in the introducUon to The Air War in
Indochina:

••If government forces wnat to attack the
guemUas in their base of strength, they are
usually forced to atUck the population whose

~ »oyality it is hoped to obUin, so as to deny
resources and support to the guerrillas. The
dUemma is sharpened if the miliUry forces
are highly mechanized. Their massive -
firepower, which is an asset in a set-piece— conventional battle, becomes a liabUity if used

"

am.ong the people it is intended to "save." At
some point the political and ideological ob-
jectives of modem counterinsurgency warfare
must be called into quesUon if, in the process of

.
,
rooting out the insurgents, it destroys the very
society that is being contested."
The Winter Soldier Investigation shows that the

American ground war failed to distinguish between
the Communist-Nationalist forces and the ordinary
population of Vietnam and in fact usually made no
attempt to do so. Over 1,050,000 South Vietnamese
civilians have been kiUed or injured by the American
air war and probably the civilian casualties of
American ground fighting equal or surpass this
number. American napalming and herbicidal at-
tacks on the vegeUtion of Vietnam have destroyed
most of the country's agricultural capacity.
What can be the rational purpose of a policy that

destroys a country in order to save it? American
honor is surely at stake in Vietnam and what little of
it remains after the barbarism of our ten year war
can be saved only by withdrawing our ground troops
Md our electronic sensors, and fragmentation
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EXPLORE YUCATAN
UNDERWATERl

Now forming small group of
novices and expert divers for
scuba and snorkelling at
(ozumel, Mexico. College
credit in Marine Biology and
Naui certification included in
11 day expeditions leaving June
7. June 19. Also July & Aug. For
full info.^write Box 91750, L.A.,
(^alif. 90009

mils
We represent owners ot over
80.000 onlti between our
two off Ices.

We can find o place for you to
I've by matching your requlre-
menti to our unitt by computer.
ihefeelnourwestsldeofflce
's 510, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.

.'^! **;^»ce in our Valley office
•s rKEE.

cbombs, and napalm, and B-52s and Cvery other
vistage and relic of electronic genocide.

(Continued from Page 17)
He wouldn't stop
The TC went to Ulk to him

• And the farmer hit him too

_
So the tracks went sideways

\; Side by side

Through the guy's fields ...
If you have a farm in Vietnam

And a house in Hell
Sell the farm \

And go home.

Some stare n ->

'

Some keep on walking
Some adults stare too ;

With handkerchiefs
Over their nose

***

A woman
Sits on the pavement , _

Beside \ '

Wails

And pounds her fists

On pavement
Flies all over
It like made of wax _ „__
Nojaw'^''

'
.

'
.

' ?—:,-' •.- - r---

Intestines poured ,

Oui of the stomach "' ^
The penis in the air

It won't matter then to me but now
I don't want in death to be a
Public obscenity like this.

»..Sf®^ r^^""?
abstracts and many of the poems go limp due to theirtotelly physical nature, and yet, to demand tSt tl^ poet absU-act a^detach himself in the conventional manner, is perltt^s^kiS mi^^Given the gnm realities of the war, this slim vdumfofST^S?

'

S^forll'Ji'^n nl'H^/'""^'^ ?^ circumstances of the ASLnTwho
is forced to fight It, IS enough. », "

:Guerrilla captlvltyf;?
(Continued from Page 18) a : j« T .. .

recognized they might "be shot
and buried in a shallow grave."
The stay of execution reassured
them that their lives were not in
immediate danger, but excited
suspicions that they were going to
be held for the duration of the war
to be used as propaganda
machines for the Communist
cause.

However, as the guerrillas
gathered proof that their captives
were prominent, dnti-war jour-
nalists, the tension relaxed. Asi^n
Communists and Americans,
nominal enemies, began sharing
the same food, the same houses,
the same fear of American attack,
the same pleasure from games of
chess. Dudman and his colleagues
observed that the guerrillas led
lives of austere struggled, fighting
nriiles away from their homes at a
time, not only against the

American and South Vietnamese
forces, but against the forces of
nature as well. The guerrillas
understood that the Americans
were "good", not in sympathy
with the "bad" Americans pur-
suing the reestablishment of a
colonial Indochina Eventually, a
friendship develops, based above
all on the mutual discovery of a
common humanity. , .."*( Paid Advertisement) J

KAUANSIAND FAMILY

RETREAT .
^

Spend 7 days camping in
isolated Honopu Valley then
return to Kauai Sheraton for 3
days. Perfect escape from
outside world. Lv. June 24, July
15, Aug 12. For full info., write
Box 91750. L.A., Calif. 90009
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l/HliylsJoe Brum Running To

The UCLA Residence Halls ?
-U

<*:

^fCXh'

You Can Win A Prize By Sending Your

Answer To
.wr—'^ '

VPHI
TiLi^MONt (111) 4rr.Vif,

•HfWMAN OAKS CAilF t14M

Residence Halls Contest

310 De Neve Dr.

Los Angeles, California

Or Drop it Off At Rieber Hall

1st Prize- $75
2nd Prize - $50
3rd Prize - $25

Entrlei will be judged on orlglnollty, humor
approprfateneif, and clarity. All entries muit
be poitmorktd or dropped off before May 20.
Winner! will be announced June 26.

Joe Bruin it

running to the UCLA Retldence

HolU because

-%'
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Qriswold holds off late rally

to win Pac-8 golf by one shot
By Doug Kelly
DB Sports Editor

It is a good thing Craig Griswold
is a determined young man.
Otherwise, he might never Jjave
won a Pacific 8 golf cham-
pionship. ,r°

Griswold, a senior at Oregon
who has already established
himself as one of the top amateur
golfers in the West, took that
coveted prize yesterday at the
California Country Club in
Whittier. He fired rounds of 75 and
71 to go with opening-day scores
74-70 for a two-over-par 290 total,

one stroke better than USC's
Craig Stadler, whose furious rally
at the end fell just short. Stadler
started the closing two rounds
four shots back of the lead.

Griswold has been to the win-
ner's circle before, but never
outright. Two years* ago, he
finished in a four-way tie for first,

only to fall to eighth last year
For a time, it apppeared he

might have to settle for that tie as
his best effort. . ^-

Beginning the day with a one-
stroke lead at 144, Griswold shot
his worst round of the tour-
nament, a 75, which served to give
several challengers, namely
Stifdrer and Stanford's Gary
Vanier, new life. Vanier led after
Ihree rounds with a 218, thanks to
a 71 in the morning. Griswold lay
a shot back at 219.

But Vanier proceeded to take
himself out of the running as he
limped home with A 77. Mean-
while, Stadler mounted his
charge.

His 74 to open the day kept him
withiq range of the lead as he
began* the final round. Stadler
then fired a one-under 35 on the
front nine, canning eight pars and
a birdie as he made the turn.
He was even better coming

back. Three birdies in seven holes
pulled him to within a stroke of
"riswold, but Craig refused to wilt
under the pressure.

The turning point was the 15th
hole. Stadler receipted for his only

bogey of the found here while

Griswold was getting his birdie for

a two-shot lead with three holes to

play. Although Stadler was to get

within one once again, this hole

decided the match.

No UCLA golfer was ever a real

factor in the tournament, though
coach Vic Kelley thought his team
played "fairly well overall." He
was especially impressed with

sophomore Jim Porter, who
finished six shots back at 296, and
who, Kelley says, is a new man.

"I wasn't surprised at all by
Jini^s play the last two days,"
Kelley emphasized. "Ever since
the Sun Devil tournament at

Arizona State, he's been a new
golfer. He has found his pace, he's

playing faster, and I'd say he's not
even close to what he was before."

What accounted for the change?
"We did a lot of talking down there

iat ASU). He picked up things.

-

from other players. When you're
together for several days, you do a
lot of talking, and it helped him.

T~ His future now is what we thought
it would be before," ^

-^

Don Truett, winner of two
tourneys £|lready this year,
finished at 300, tied for 11th.

Truett did not play badly,"
explained Kelley, "he just didn't
have a hot tournament. Usually^
the winners of tournaments are
the ones w^o play hot golf , and a
very good golfer won this tour-
nament."
In team competition, USC won

its second consecutive cham-
pionship with an 1187 total, 10
shots better than runner-up
Washington. The Huskies were a
bit of a surprise since Oregon was
believed to be the best team from
the Northwest. Stanford was third
at 1199, followed by the Ducks at
1203. UCLA took fifth at 1213,
leading, in order, Washington
State 1221, Oregon State 1224 and
California 1259. .

Leading scorers:

Craig Griswold, Oregon
Craig Stabler, USC
Gary Vanier, Stanford
Jim Porter, UCLA

74 70 75 71—290
75 73 74 69 — 291
75 72 71 77 — 295
74.75-7$.72— 294

Doug Roland, USC 73 74 73 76 — 296

Bruce Robertson, Stanford 72 74-74-77 — 297

Gary Safer, Washington 75 74 75-73 — 297

Jim Irvin, Wastiington 75 75-72-76— 298
Doug Roxburgti, Oregon 74 77 73 74 — 298

Harry Fisfier, USC 75 75 73 75 — 298

Don Troett. UCLA 77-74-74-75— 300

Terry Esvelt, WSU 72 73 79 76 — 300
Doug Campbell, Washington 76 75 73 76 — 300
John Beutler, WSU 75 75 75 75 — 300
Scott Masingill, OSU 76 77 75 73 — 301

Don Baker, USC 76 74-75-77 -'-302

Craig Matheson, Washington 77 74 76 75— 302
Danny Colvin, Stanford 80 72 75 76— 303

Do//sw/n SCW/rt

andPac-8 net titles

Two weekends .— two titles.

UCLA's women's tennis team
has killed the last two weekends
by knocking off its opponents at

the Southern California Women's
Intercollegiate Tennis League
tourney at Seal Beach and the

Pacific 8 championships at
Corvallis, Oregon.

Having already garnered the

-ilual meet title during the regular.-

SCWITL campaign, the Dolls took
the post-season honors despite
their failure to notch any in-

dividual championshipsr^^^
~ Once again, the Dolls' depth
paid off. Lea Trumbull picked up
three points as she advanced to

the semifinals in the singles

competition and Lark Pifferini

added two more as she gained the
quarterfinals.

The Dolls' doubles duo of Karen
Dawson and Sharon Guthrie
racked up four opponents before
succumbing to Cal State Long
Beach's Sherry Drake and
Dorothy Bagdonof^f in the fiftals, 6-

4 and 6-4. Nevertheless, Dawson-
Guthrie contributed four more
points to the winning total.

The two points that put the Dolls
over the top were provided by the
doubles team of Jennifer Louis
and Janie Richardson. They
reached the quarterfinals before
falling to Drake-Bogdanoff, 6-1

and 7-5. i

_ The final standings had UCLA
with 11 pointe, CSLB 9, Cal Stete
Los Angeles 8, and San Diego
State 7.

(Continued on Page 22)

9» pHotos by Daw r^
'*

WHO STOLE MY RUBBER DUCKYt- Th, Inf.mou, b.ni.^^tube* was waged last week between Hedrick II and the wi U.-

^

numbers one and two coed water poto teams, witli tlie »orm«rVl- ' "*

on top. (The rubber dwiky wa* never located).
™™*'^«"»i«9M

Cbed innertube water polo

new intramural
:z^

A new innovation, coed innertube water polo, a success on othpr
campuses, has been added to UCLA's intramural program
The gan^e, very similar to regulation water polo, tes a few added

alterations, one of them the composition of tiie teams. Each side hasZmen and three women, and all players are required to sit inside an in.

nertube during play. In order to be attocked, a player must have
possession of the ball. Players may be dumped from their tubes if they
have possession, but no player may venture inside the two-yard line
The new sport was coed sports director Ron Andris' idea. "We feit that

by the addition of certain rules, we have opened the game up to more
action," he said. "We also initiated a rule giving girls who score two
points while the^ys only receive one point for their efforts."
Over the past few weeks, the five top teams here have engaged in a

roiind-robin playoff. Hedrick II won this competition and was to be

UCLA's representative at the All-Cal weekend last weekend at UC Santa

Barbara. The tournament was canceUed, however, due to the antiwar

disturbances on tiie UCSB campus. Hedrick II included Terry Haugen,

Pam Clarke, Laurie Raymond. Gary Fowler, Ron Rawson, Forest

Carmicheal, Jack Smitii and Lou Finkelberg.
Coed innertube' water polo began two years ago on the UC Davis

campus with six teams participating, but this year, over 150 teams from

the UC campuses were competing for AU-University honors. After Davis

took the lead, the eight other UC campuses quickly caught on, as the new

game filled the vdd during the warmer portions of the fall quarter and

the entire spring quarter.
"It's really a great sport because previous experience isn't necessary

or required," pointed out Andris. "Even those who cannot swim can play

as they only need to sit in their innertube." Anyone is eligible to jiay,

although water polo players who have had varsity inter-collegiate ex

perience "are allowed to play goalie only." says Andris.
A new round of competition will begin this Friday at 3 p.m. in the Men's

Gym pool.
-»—-•••»

Safe anywhere in theworkL
Write
•{Paid Advertisement)'

MERIDA, MEXICO AT BIG

DISCOUNT.

7 days/6 nights at Panamerican

Hotel. Includes transfers Also

available 20 % discount on tours

to Chichen Itza and Uxmal. $33

per person, triple occupancy,

$39 per person double For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A..

Calif. 90009. ,

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WHOIESAIE4BEL0W

W% True - Unbelievchk

Prkes

SEE

'THE YARD

SCHTlOf' .
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for Mm mod ttmmt^
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- trim*

_ mocrom*
- iuppll**^ V

1006 B^lfon OR 70880

di«oonallv •crvujrorn

FOK Wwtwood Theatre
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(Paid Adv«rti««m«nt)

These days you don't have to look
very far to find a small, economical car.

But to find one that's economical
ancf a pure-bred. SCCA-wlnning
sports car-well, that leaves you a
choice of about one

MQ Midget.

fri.J"®*J^® '''9^^ ®'^® ^oi'you. your
riend and enough gear to see you
through a weekend.

You'll discover that the real
meaning of "sports motoring" has

nothing to do with V4-mile strips at

abandoned airports.

It has to do with roads that take

to the hills where the scenery and
fresh air are. Roads that turn and twist

and meander down the other side,

faithful to the contours of nature.

That's where terms like rack-and-

pinion steering, front disc brakes,

race-seasoned suspension and a
close-ratio 4-speed gearbox, start

making sense to the uninitiated.

And you'll wonder how you ever drove
without full sports car instrumentation:
an electric tachometer, separate
gauges for oil pressure, water
temperature and fuel level. There's
even a trip odometer.

MG Midget sports other standards
like a 1 275 c.c. overhead valve
engine, mag-style wheels, radial-ply
tires, leather steering wheel cover,
reclining bucket seats, full carpeting
and three-blade windshield wipers.

What do you pay for this small
economical sports car? Of all the
proven winners now in national SCCA
sports car racing, it's the one with
the lowest price tag.

A little for a lot of sports car.

For the name of your nearest
MG dealer and for information

about overseas delivery, dial (800)
631-1972. h New aersey dial (800)
962-2803. Calls are toll-iree.

MO. "riw aportt ear America loved first

» n
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Intramural Sports Comer
There will be a mandatory

managers' meeting Thursday.
AAay 18, at 6: 30 p.m. in Men's Gym
118 for all teams In' the .Softball

playoffs.

Monday's Softball Results

Stonehaven 5. Bacchus 1

_.Last Plan A by forfeit over Ralph
BFD 13. Hussong's Cantlna O
Sticky fingers 13, Co-op 1

Fubar 8, Bowery 1

Physics 9 plus 1 by forfeit over
Crimes of Passion
Gandalf by forfeit over E.F.
Boozer

Wednesday's Games

3 p.m. — Orion II vs. Enzymes,
field two; Sierra Club vs. Rlt-

tenberg's Rovers, field three;

F.O.'s vs. Son of Grasshoujse. field

four; Sparta vs. London, field six;

Republic vs. Himalaya, field

seven.

4 p.m. — NROTC vs. Nafka
Shesh. field one; Physics 9 plus 1

vs. F.O.'s. field three; Rick's
Team vs. AFROTC. field four;
Sparta vs. Titan, field five; K-2 vs.

Sierra, field eight.

Thursday's Games
3 p.m .

— Orion vs. Chlmbo. field

one; BFD vs. Box Score, field

three; Geology vs. Grauna's
Bulls, field four; Theta Delta Chi
vs. Sigma PI, field five.

4 p.m. — Lambda Chi Alpha vs.

Delta Sigma Phi. field one; 9th

Circuit vs. Long Bailers, field

two; Dental Floss vs. Pussycat,
field three; Sierra Club vs.

Normal Deviates, field four; La
Familia vs. Rick's Team, field

six; SAE vs. Beta Theta Pi. field

eight. . ^ r

5 p.m. — CBSA vs. Bartholin's

Glands, field one; Pussy Willows

vs. Maccabees, field two;
Reversible Error vs. Pussycats,

field three; Normal Deviates vs.

AFROTC. field four; Rhum vs.

AROTC. field six; Chaos vs.

Kilimanjaro, field eight.

*****
Those interested in competing

in coejd swim relays should
register at Men's Gym 118.

*****
Semifinal matches will be held

today at 3 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion

In the men's doubles volleyball

play.
*****

The AIIU swim finals begin
today ^\ 2 p.m. in the Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center pool.

iaa4HiffiiSSSA%^%WSfci!^^

c-8 Best Track td Marks

1 W^rrtn Edmonson, UCLA 9.3

2 Don Ouarrie. USC 9.4

9.5 Albert Hearvey. Oregon; John Ma
^1 Oregon; Willie Deckard. USC; R«mii«

^; UCLA(n); Reggie Echols, UCLA (n);
-•* Gibson (n); Edesel Garrison (n); *'-

Stanford (n); Dave Rorem WSU.>

220

«5^vn

Nlnoton

1

2

3

Don Quarrie, USC
Warren Edmonson, UCLA
Benny Brown, UCLA
Willie Deckard. USC
Gordon PepfMirs, UCLA
John Smitti, UCLA
Leon Brown. USC
Steve Glbsan, UCLA
Ken Curl. Stanford
Dave Rorem, WSU

:| 1 Jotin Smith, UCLA
:| 2 Edesel Garrison, use

3 Benny Brown, UCLA
4 Earl Richardson. USC
5 Weldon Vance. Oregon
Ron Gaddis, UCLA

7 Vincent Buford, Oregon
a John Anderson, Stanford
Dave Herald. WSU

S

20.

20.4

20.7

20v7n

20.0

20.0n

20.8n

20.9

21.

t

21.1

45.3

45.7n

45.0n

46.5n

4d.9n

44.9

47.2n

47.8

47.8

* • * * * 4

TWO
1

/'Oregon

Jre<|on

>n

>ax^ Albright.
fIB

i?^oni
' Joe Balasco. UCL

10 HH
Charles Rich, UCLA (13.«wn)
Jerry Wilson, USC
Lance Babb. USC
Ivory i^arrls. Oregon
Bob Co^an. USC
Lowell Harris, OSU
Geof Newing, Washington

8 Dave ilagshaw. Stanford
KenMllier, WSy
Duane Johnson; tiCLA

440 IH

1 Joan-Pierre Corval, UCLA
Paul Wilkinson, Ore (51.4m)
Jim Petra- ^ drnia
Htiiryjacig^

Jf^ry W'*—
N^ieve v»* jtsixi

Ken MM /$U
Lajpa:^^.., JSC
Jei^O^Bi.OSU

3

4

6

7

3

4

5

9

9

The AIIU track finals will be
held Friday at 2 p.m. In the Bruin
Track Stadium.

Dollswin Pacific 8 title
(Continued from Page 20)

Last weekend the DoUs had an easier Ume of it against the Pacific 8
(minus Stanford) as they tooli the team UUe with 12 points, while
Washington, Washington Stete, and Gal were weU back in second with 5.

Trumbull again led the way in singles by reaching the finals where she
suffered a setback at the hands of Washington's Pat Bostrom the tOD-
seed, in split sets.

*

Pifferinialso found Bostrom to be a nemisis too tough to overcome as
Lark fell in the semifinals, 6-3; 1-6, and 6-4.

It was an all-DoU finale in doubles as Dawson and Godwin met Louis
Richardson. Due to G^win's iUness, though, the match was never
contested and Louis-Richardson, UCLA's third doubles team, became
Pac-8 champions.

Two tourneys may not have satisfied the bolls' desires, though Thev
will threaten to turn the routine into something of a habit this weekend as
they journey to Goleta for the UCSB tournament

1 Hallu Ebba, OSU
2 Steve Bence, Oregon
3 AAikeMcClendon. Oregon
4 Rick Brown, California

4 Nathan Burk^SC
7 Ron Borden, <^U
Ricco Sanc^z, UCLA

9 Cliff West, liilifornia

19 Mark Feig, Oregon

MILE
1 ShivePtefontaina,Oregon (3:39.0 1,500
m)
2 Haitufebba,OSOC3t4D.4 1,500m)
3 Rick Ritchie, Oregon
Jim Johnson, WasHlngt^
Ciitf West. California
Rick Carr, USC
Ruben Chappins, UCLA.

8:404

»i».4,

•:S3.0

13.7

13.7n

I3.tn

:

14.0
:'

14.0

:

Hi ;:

i4Jn|

H3 ^
14.3 I

JIJ i

51.7 %

«.3 \

a.5

1

52.6 I

52.7n ;i

G JUMP (26-

Randy Williams
Bouncy AAoore,

^ T^WfW BaiHftxen,

4 i^ry Jaclcson, \mc:
5 Ross Btad(man, Oregon

alg Conway, Cflifomia
nn Delam

« Rory Kot ^^ ^„*
ford

ine$* USC 71)

5 1/4 w)

4

5

6

7

8 Mike Long, Oregon
Chris Carey. OSU(3:41.8 1,500m)

10 Rick Albright, Washington

mt^

3:59.:

4:0K3n
4:01.9

4:02.7n

4:03.4

-4:04.1n

4:04.4n

4:04.4n

4:04.6

Osi1(7-4 1/

J KICK ^JeIcl8M'. UC
2 Owla*-' MCtA
Dean v^wcjia. uoC

—Jim AmoM, UCLA v
'

;
'

7 AAarty Hill, Oregon
.

BobNlehl,WSU
9 AAal AAacFarlene, California

? i *iitiA >

^11 1/2

6-10 1/4

6-10 1/4

(Paid Advertisement)

CAN YOU SURVIVE IN

WILDERNESS?

Now forming small group to
spend 14 days learning and
testing skills needed to survive
in wilderness, on prairie, in

mountains, desert and in heart
of large urban center. Start
August 4 in Colorado. For full

info, write Box 917^. L.A,.,

Cjilif. 90009

('aid Advertisement)

FAMIIY EXPEDITION TO
COLORADO WILDERNESS

now forming. 14 days back-
packing, mountaineering,
treking and climbing through
Sangre de Cristo Mtns.
Equipment and food supplies
Lv. July 29. For full info., write
Box 91750. LA., CaliflOOOOB

MILE RELAY
1 UCLA (Oaddjs. Edmonson, B. Brown, J.
Smith)

2 USC (Batllpiiiiirdson, L. Brown,
i^ Garrison) W
I 3 Oragon (Buford, Hearvey, Chapman,
« Vance)

:| 4 California (AAadlson, Bonner, Andrew,
* Brown)

5 Stanford (Anderson, Kessel, Long,
Bagshaw)

^ S?cV/,^^^' L^^'V' Gallda, Pedrick)

« ^ T.^^*"^' Aynsley, Iverson, Hm-aid) ., ,^.«
8 Washington (Lavery, Falrleigh, Chrlstensao,
Hamilton)

3. ^^3

%

>i

S

3:(M.8

3:07.4

3: 10.9

3: 13.2

3: 13.7

3:15.1

3: 15.6

Naii£ric^|tty|||^^^^^^

POLI
1 Robert Puil«rd, use
2 Jeff Taylor, Washington
3 Francois TracanalH, UCLA

Kirk Bryde, Washington
Jeff SateiNa. UCLA

6 Ed Otter, California

7 Ron Mooers, UCLA
Tinker HatflekJ, Oregon

9 AAikeWeidig,Caiifomla
Gary Dankworth, Washington
ScoH Crydwr, USC ^
Jim Cochran, USC

^^^^'^'^'''^^^^

I

HELL-BENT for LiATHER
i

$1.00 OFF!
ANY SANDAL. PURSE, BE.T (ONE COUPON Rifi ITEM)

|

•TIMMO^TMUWItlUNIVfRtALVAtQUrWASNINOTON QUILT- S
«r ' —" —^^

44lfV«nriWytaM. lOf12 U Con** Av*. 1

9k«rm«n Odh^ CA 9140t WMtawod VMc«% CA 90034
U 1 3) 783-5690 (2 1 3) 478-«588
(2 13) 372-2344 (NEAR UOA ENTRANCE) I

I (Paid Adv«rtlMm«nt)

SPEND THE NIGHT

ATHILLELI!

Shavuolh Study & Celebration

With Kiddush and Snacb
May 18.12P.AA..7A/Vi.

URC Building, 900 Hilgard

T'
i. ,' •

^^ »., t :.' -:* c ^r.
-. K ^

'(Pdki A(Jv«rlisem«nt)
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STUDEim. FACULTY, STAFF
SpMial ... WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE GROUP PURCHASE PUN
on new »ire$, .hock absorbers, automotive batteries wheels mu*«^. J .u

' *''*';*''> ^O" -""> receive wholesale worehouse prices
fee or obligation to ony company or organization fo'r the ipoTtun fyof ptt^l'^tir^":!.'

"" '^''"°'"' '"'^'^ *'" '»« "° membership

,
CAPITOL TIRE SAIES/WAREHOUSES sell first line ond oremir^tT ,

.
"'"•'" P°""9 '" '•"» P'OS'--"-

VOU «*r PAV MO.E aSIWH»E «^°'.^''^^l,Tl^ --^--
Pr...nt Y.», Uni..„Hy ld.«ifi.rti,„ Cord To M<*. P„„|,„.. a, An, CAPITOl W«r.h,„..

FHaXHASS M1T60 - DTNACOH »aTH> ond mnp USUM. mk
IHMTN eVNACM
!,<• m4k9n twi« wfc«

C7I 13

D;8 14

E7I 14

F7I 14

C7I 14

H7I 14

J7I 14

F7t IS

C7I IS

H7I 15

J7I 15

171 15

7t SiRliS

.000 otie te««4 m^m. rsad *>»»mt4 ut>4 >«rk

•OlMSCAWt

i y SfMES

^7 -'•''*"•' '•'< •— ••••< t>«. -h..^.M SO 000 -.I. fZ^ill

COMPAa AND MAPOtno CAR TMfl
MWT mMIWI^T.M... htm,kZ^ NMO-.il. „^~:^,
•»4 owkMaik.^ f<MraMM AM $1 00 !•« «k.to.«Nt

•CAW t'CAH*

(700 131

(695 I4M402 WT.)
(733 141

(775 141

(•as 141

(•55 141

(••5 141

(775 151

(•25 15)

(•55 15) -'—

^

(90015)

(915 151

(•.«l

2095
(•.76

19.93

20 9^

'22J5

2391
20.90

21.19

23.9«

23.92

24.91

200
237>
237
2 54

2«9
295
305
2.42

2^0
301
3.12

327

lAMM RACNAi PiY TMIS

•7* SiMES
AOtAl mum I 4 tUai IM* W»i«e T>ik«4«M «»—i<l»n.,,< by .
••rM t Iwfetl life aMtwt I ^ly pmlrnHt <mf4 barfy ptm* 4 p<i«i rai

« ftf I'vW JOjnOaile >f9*4 wew. mmrttmrntutup and raarf kmMm4 «

C7^ 13

E7S 14

F7« 14

C7S 14

H7« t4

J7S-I4

C7« IS
M7«.15
i7« IS
178 IS

E70I4
f70 14

C70 14
H70 14

G70 13

M70 13

01

(700 131

CSS 141

(773 »4|

(•23 141

(•S3 141

(••3 14),

(•23 131

(•33 13)

(900 13)

(913 13)

WIDE 70 SiRIIS
(735 14)

(773 14)

(•23 14)

(•53 14)

(•23 IS)

•CAMtCAMTMOW •ncouNi

20 92
71 90
22 as
2497
26JS
^•92
2390
76 93
2^90
2995

23.95

2496
25.94
2^.95
27 96
2a.9i-

tm
2 00
234
254
269
•2 95
303
2J0
301
2.96

327

231
264
2J4
3.05

2J7
~A4^

550 12

400 12

520 13

540' 13

400 13

540 15

40015
540 14 X

13.90
13.90
12.90

13.90

13.90
13.90
14.90

13.90

h sr
T.J7
1.44

1.34

1.41
1.40

1^4
1.91

1.S4

AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES |

.IMADI •¥ TMI WOtlOS lAtCIST t|flACI*»fNT
•AnitY MANU^ACTUtEII

CAPITOl HEAVY DUTY -4 2 month .....<• guo-ont.. The.
lit** «i» moti I 2 volt Am««.can and foreign cdt

.%NO TRAOC •EOUIREO
'turn • CM«T

,1

RADIAL PIV TIRiS POR COMPACT
AND IMPORTfD CARS

COMPACT SIZES—WMITEWAll TUREIESS
40.000 *i.l« i«m4 »Mr. rMi4 tmtmi4 •»4 yrnkmrnrnthtp fMtwHM:

24C
29Nr

4C
^40

53
42 VW

4} Monrtti

«•••• tm4 beMt. « ^, t,a«4 -SO.OOOail* »t9m4 '••4 lieiarri an^ .aft-

••7^ 13

eR7ri4
FR7ri4

Ct7^ 14

HR7R-14

•R7^ 15

»7^ 15

Gt7ri5
HR7^ IS

iR7ri5

lR7t 15

(700-131

' (735-141.

(775 141

(•25 14)

. (•55-14)

(400/735 15)

(775-15)

(•1 5/^25- IS)

(•45/^55 15)

(900/^55-15)

(9)5151

'r^

24.94

37.90

29.90

31.94

33.a5

2^92
29.90

31.94

33^5
35.90

37.«5

1.95

2.47

2^1
~1M
3.10

252
2.49

2.a5

321
34^
3.51

A7^ 13

C 7^ 14

E7^ 14

F7^ 14

~07« 14
M7^ 14
J7^I4
C7^ IS

'?• IS

G7^ IS
M7^.|5
i7^ IS

17^ 15

1600-13)

(695 14)

(735 14)

(773 14)

(•23 14)

(•33 14)

(••5 14)

(733 13)

(•23 13)

(•S3 13)

1900-13)

(913 (3)

20.^7

22^«
24^4
26.72

27.93

29.^S
30.93
24.94

26.95

27 93
29 90
3093
31 ••

R70 SIRtiS RAOIALS

Aa70 1

3

01170 14

Fa70 14

0(70 14

(650 13)

(735 14)

(775 14/15)

(•25-14/15)

26.^7
27.93
32.^0
34.7«

1 92
2.39

2.^2

3.01

itTZON SUPffR 7* STfil IflTED

2 ' 3 *t

C70-U mSi4\ '

4 ' 2

H7^ 15 (•SS 15)

17^ IS (9IJ1SI

•i't aMkart
f4
E60 IS

F60-I4/IS
C40 14/13
J60 1

3

160 13

SUPCK WfOC 40 SiRIISM MITfO IW»M0«-M.a.«a«..re< b"

1.R6

2 17

2.30

? 45
267
2.93

-n_ 3 tl

2.23

2 75
2.77

29^
I

3 0^
322

1S5SR-13
165St 13

17SSR 13

-*65SR 14

ISSSR 15

USSR 15

145SR 13
15SSR-13
145SR 13

17SSR 13
USSR 14

1S5SR 14

14SSR 14

173SR 14

1RSSR 14

155SR 15
I4SSR-1S

(540 13)

(590/400 13)

(440/650 131

(590/400 14)

(560 IS)

(590-15)

2590
24.S5
M.97
27.95

27.9«

COMPACT SIZES—•UCKWAll TUtflESS
(350 13)

(540-13)

(590/400 13)

(440/450-13)
(520 14)

(540 ) 4)

(590/600 14)

1640/650 14)

(700-14)

(540 15)

(590 15)

21 93
22 ^9
24.9^

.24.49
.23JS
2591
25.92
24.93

27.90
• 25 94
2497

1 39
\M
1.««
1 79
1.73

.144

1.3S

1.4*

••KOtlWT
r%m
13 93
1593

_ 1 5 93
15 95
13 93
13 93
16 05

CAPITOl SUPER HEAVY DOTY-For cor, lood«d «.... h^
droin •lro« 60 MONTH GUARANTEE .\ •

^H_ 40 MMMti. f^,„

;; .... '»93
IT .. .. '9 93

«/ —^,..__. .. „. —^

—

J , ,J

ill 21.95

CAPlTOi MIWY DOTY 4.VOIT 36 mo«tti «wo.om*« a"
I 34 MenMii i ] «<

flora lata 'MM* aa

I.Sf

1.M
1.f4

202
1*3
1.92

I.

a«« at M>a «arl4 i W'teti
Na-ait laa*—S««a« ..«• M ••..••-f.ka.ftati baM.4 tm»y*f'

UMOUSINt • AiMlUlANCf R-PIY HEAVY
DUTY WHITiWAll—NYLON CQRO

(735 IS)

1773 14/13)
(•23 14/13)
(900 1 3)

(913 IS)

27 ^9
2^96
29.91

3>.9^
34.79

2J^
2JI
293
353
3.74

•90 1 5 Hiway i A bMvrfiful

•90 1 5 AAwd/Snow ( Tif (or Pitliwp*

I COMI

cftrrm's nmkomte kpuccmciit mhertcummhe
W boMory it (ownd d«f*cfiv* and will no« liold a cKorg*

(I) FREE r«plac*m«nt wifltin 90 doyt'of pwrchoM.

(a), Altf 90 doy«, CAPITOl will raplOc* thm boNcry. chorg
ing o pro-rata amowm ba*«d on lt«« origmol pwrchot*
pfko and ltt« nwfp^r of monthi w«*d EXAM^E If a
42 menHi battery, cotting $13 93, foil* in 20 monthi.
yow got a now battory (rw $7 60 ' T

|Aa#li«i la arifKal »m»». aHtf can wtaa .m na,..) pa<H<i«*> car ••r.-.t aalyl

-^ .- — -—
'

^ f"

*

r

"-^p—
—*-

:

n !

3495
33 95

3J1
3J1

COMMERCIAL HIWAY TRUCK NYLON CORD TUBE TYPE

CONVENTIONAl AND WlOi OVAL TItIS

E-Z RIDE SHOCK ABSOKBEtS~[
(IMM If «K OF THE WltrS UMHOI
SNoa AKonu iMiNir«auRi»>

KAWt • CAMT

31 JO

34.70

3^«0
3.47

356

ANAHEIM (92806)
2020-A HOWEU AVE.
PH. C714) 639-9440

IIMTN m AM JOO Mw..tMi««a4 by aaa af M>a ovW • IfrgaM lir, m4k»n.
f-n 4 iMy «ytaa <ar4 wkita.a« Wrii^a W.M6-aiUa W^ wear. raa4 kaiarri

a*4 warkataath.p fwarax)**
•CAW 4 CAMT

450-13
7001

3

4^5 14
735-14
775 14
•25- 14
•15-14^

14.9^

15.74

15.92

15.94

14.12

17.72

••5-14
735-15
77515
•25- IS
•55-15
900.15
400-14 ntL

19.90

14 7^
14.92

17.94

11.90
30.93

13.45

1.74

1 95
1 95
2.01

2.14

33;

470 15

700 14
700-15
400 14
450 14
700 16

750 16
700 17

700 17

750 1

7

700 I •

4

•tKOWNf
MHCI

_^J^.95 „..
^21.90 -

24J9
17 95
20 ^6
23J3
30.91

26. 7^

,
30JS
33 90
3773 ^

ImIm
laa

2.42

2.t7
3 17

23^
241
301
172
334
3.72

4.27

3.97

* ;

C7t-13

E7tl4
^7i-14

C7^ 14

H7R 14

J7I 14

F7^ 15

C7« 15

M7J 15

900 15

L7^ 15

tr
(TOO 13)

(735 14)

(775 14)

(•25 14)

(•55 14)

(900 14)

(775 IS)

(•25 IS)

(•55 IS)

(915 15)

2.t1

1 01

214
2.37

2.54

2.f9

V
_^

l.»4

hi *TIATA.raiT at OtMIW—Wa» vida iMk-TltM. by aaa af Nm ••Hd'i
lafMi Nra mmkmt PaN 4 ply ^yaMar tartf—«M«a»oM M400-*Ua traa*

1.95

2.24

2.39

254
2 75

295
243
243
2JI

290
3 14

COMMEROAL MIWAY TRUCK NYLON CORD TUNELESS

700 13

700 13

700 14

700 14

4 70 ir
717.5
• 175
• 195

4
1.
4'-

t

T .

v'-^..

20JO
23J4
20J^
2495
1940
2^JS
3295
37J5

330
257
2.45

24t
241
3.27

4.00
445

• STNNOMO Dim—EiCMds orifiMl n«ipiiwt fMaNly ~
244IOOHiiJlt or 24-nioiiIIi* gMmilw UJO udk-4 ht
$1710. /

|«v or. $190 aMli - 4 fir S2SjO0

• EXTM HOW OUTY-UttiRW*
MR ym c». SUP sKft - 4 fw $32A 9afmi
far ipacW sr Mavy Arty MrvKt—RidRg prtMR.

• ROMNMSTER LfVUMC UNIT FM OVCRLOAOS-frMrt mi
nm-»m^ik* gmraiUM 113.75 iKli.

• LOW NNOIESAU flMES ON MR SHOCKS.

.•^MONROC MR SHOCKS OR IMRCMONT WEICHT IIFTCRS
H WV VROMSaM pncRS.

hA

LOS ANCaES (Soufhw«tf) (9006T)
13208 $0. FIGUEROA ST.

PM. (213) S32.1671

A70 13

D70 14

P70 14

G70 14

H70 14

C70 15

M70 15

19.45

19.95

20 ••

21 92

23.90

2400
20 90

21 92
*13.90 r

24JO
2590

- »lo<*iKa4 by »mt if Iba

4 •»« ^y ^yaitar iar4— lAISfO WHITI linilS

(650 13) 20 7^

(733 14) 22 90

(773 14) 23 94

(173 14) 24 91

(•55 141 7691

(•23 IS) 24 99

(•33 tS) 76 9)

rm SMcu-oino rw-mioii can mmns miht

•00 165
•00-14.5

• 75 145
950 145
10 145
10 145
10 145
12 145
12 145

4

I
10

i
10

30 95
34 90
34JS
45 92
39 93
4SJS
54 ••
5^95
4SJ4

m
3 30
357
395
445
454
473
5.40
593
43^

COMMRtOAl NYLON CORD EX TRACTION MUD • SNOW

1 76

224
2 35

2 72

2 92

2E4
2 9^

670 13

670 IS

700 IS

600 16

630 16

700 16

730 16

700 17

7S0 17

TulMloti

6
6
4
4
4
•

J

20 93
21 95
2395
20 90
22 93
23 95
33^0
33 92
3« 72

2J2
3 11

323
240
2.95

32S
4 It
4 44
4 95

INGLEWOOD ^^^

COR. FLORENCES. HYDE PARK
977 HYDE PARK BLVD.
PK(213) 671-0466

mm siNCK oupta vm-nih^ c«r4 im i s>w« irKtiMi

MUFFLERS
MEmium heavy duty AllOt- COATED STEEl OOUtlE
WRAPPED »- Monu(^'i<i j'cd by on» of (ba wOfId I lorgott
<rw*«*r mn^«r> UnivOMCil typo ».l« mo»t Aftioncon cart

Cotb and Cof'y G'Cup ftiia^ ., $9 ^V

'Ur»ro"d'»'ono//y Cworontaad Cuttomtt Satii'octien

•00 M 3

•00 165'

10 165
10 163
17 16 3

12 163

4

*

10

31 9S
34^2
42 97
44 96
60 93
67^0

3 43
3 71

4 36
4 94
631
6 76

•OtAl gutt TtAC—nXKiUM MinO-MI4
ti>* *alar> } biat »*••• ^yailaf (a<«— J l,^

aa4 ^tafa a*4 varkiaaatkip faaraoiaa

INDUSTRIAL - SOAT TRAILER NYLON CORD

*tAiH AND tUtY HKMi^-Mm»iMi*9

400/480 •
"400/480 •

400/4^0 12

••400/480 12
••570/500 •

530/430 12
••530/450 12

4

4

4

4

6
4

4

3 93
7 63
• 30
9 60
9^0
995
10.45

32
61

73

•9
1 07
91

1 00

C7^.14

E7R 14

F7^ 14

G7^ 14

H7^ 14

J7R-14

F7^ IS

G7^ IS

H7a-15

J7t-lS

171- IS

(695 14)

(735 14)

(775 14)

(•25 14)

(•55 14)

(••5-14)

(775 15)

(•25 IS)

ISSS 15)

(••5 15)

(915-15)

1

by aaa at iba «ar<d'« ta<«a>i

22 92

23 93

24J3
2590
26J3
2^63
24^3
2390
24.93

2^45
29 95

I

^

2 IS

2 37

254
2.49

29S
303
242
2J0
301
3 13

3.27

WHEELS

LOS ANGELES (90039)
^23 BtAZIL STREET
^H. «13) 24<M350

?^7,^M»^NTf)9SRi4
1811 2na ST at .S

PH. (91ft) 443.2^24

STOCK TON 95204

PH. 4209) 46S- 5416

Gl I NDAI I

^2:»BRAX|| ST.
PH. (211) 240.4350

TItE COOING SYSTEM - SEE CAPITOl'S UST Of TIRE PtOOUCEtS
Th4 NoHotmI Traffic ottd Motor Vthicic Act of 1966 ottd th« AAotor VghicI* Sofoty Stondord No. ip9 rgquirg
tKot goch tirg bo lobolod witti th« nomg of tfig monufocturgr or hit brand noAtg and on opprovod tod« mork
to pormit tHo tollor to idontify »h« monufocturgr of tito tiro to thg purcKosor upon roquott. Most tiro* liitod on
fhit tcHodulo oro manufocturod by t)t« world'i nKijor producer* or thoir tubtidiorioi. Bocouto of tl>o low pricoi
offgrod wg cannot olways usg thg monufocturgr 't nomg.

ASK TO SK THI MAKR'S lOfNTIFYING COOC MAtK.

SAN I^ATK»
4220O|.YMPI( AV^.
PH. (415)574-722.1

0«l«.« »r«ai«,>i Cf^mt Sta.i Wkt»ii I „a. >aikMo«ik a a«a aaHoat
««»aaiaa— I yaai »»aa 'aala<#*a<«< a«a>«ti lO.^a .^ a»a »•••

a*OiM
««• mti
I4i6 Solid Diik Chroma 13 90
I4a7 Solid DitK CtMomo 17 90
13a6 Solid Dith Cbromo 17 90
15a7 Solid' Oitit CHroma 10 95

i

,'.^

.-.' %

SloNad CKromo

SloHod Chiiomo

SIOII44 CKrom*

SloMad Chroma

17 83

19 95

20 95

TWIN SINOU • DU9UX AND OTHER WHHLS IN
STOCK AT LOW WHOLESALE PRICES

EUCFN) 97402
909 GARFIM n ST.
PH. (503) ,142-7601

ANAIII IM OiKOft

2020 HOWl I I

PH. (7|^ftl9.Q440

PC)R TLANO 97202
904 S.F. DIVISKA ST
PH. (503) 2.13-24.1)

SAN FRANCISCri 94101
101 SO. VAN NFSS AVt
PH. (4) S) 621 -2316

SAN JOSt 951
1760 ROCFRS
PH. (40«) 287-

12

Avr'.

91)2

DAI I AS, Tf XAS9S247
1l70lRVINfi Rl VD
PH. (214) 6.14.05V)

WESTERN REGIONAL WHOLESALE WAREHOUSES
ALL ARE OPEN TO GROUP MEMBERS 8 TO 7 WEEKDAYS-8 TO 5 SATURDAYS

€APITOL TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES IMC,

K>RT W()RT)( 76118
714(-A or GW(K>D PARK
PH. (117) 3R4-4R^I

OAK! ANO AR( A
2059 Wll I IA)US ST.
SAN IKAI^RO ST 94577
PH. (415) 15l.f434

»^^%*»-» w o ai a . ,
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What's On . .

.

Tickets:
Campus and Public
—"SyrTtphtrhrc* Wind ^n-

sembit/' Idirected by Clarence
SawhilL 8 pm, today, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $2, free

for students. Pro9ram will Include

classics of 20th century band
musiC/ unpublished new works,
and traditional marches.
—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm,

Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza.

— "Opera Workshop/'
presenting a new English tran-

slation of "Orontea, Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm, Friday,
Saturday, and May 26 & 27,

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3

(general admission), and $1.50

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

—"University Symphony Or-
chestra/' 8:30 pm, AAay 24, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Conducted by
AAehll AAehta, program will In-

clude Kremenllev's "Elegy," and
Chopin's "Concerto No. 1," and"-
Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy,"
with soloist Mark Richmond.
Tickets are $2 (general) and $1

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 65- West-
wood Plaza.

Students
—"Old Times/' a play

presented by the Center Theatre
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8
pm, Friday and 7:30 pm, Sunday,
Mark Taper Forum, Music
Center. Special $i student preview
tickets are presently available
from the Kerckhoff Ticket Office,

(Kerckhoff 140).

't'
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PANTS • SNIRTS • ACCESSORIES
TODAY'S STYLES AT POPUUR PRICES

CAD ^^^^^^ - *OII«l.^ lOAfU
run lUSINESSMAM - PROFESSIONAL

THIS WEErS SPECIAL

SLIM FIT

JEANS
PermaneRt Priss

Taptrti Lag

REG. $1 t, $9

NAriONULV KNOWN IRANOS YOU CAN TRUST'
LEV! HARRIS A- 1 H D LEE
SWANK VAN HEUSEN BUXTON
LANCER WEMBLY KENNINGTON
HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY. HANES
PARIS INTERWOVEN HQiMAN

MEN'S
APPAREL

11911 SANTA MONICA BlVD 4/8 9595
'^ Bills Eu\f of Huntiy Drive

PARK FRFf IN PICK S lOT

—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm,
Saturday* Royce Hall Auditorium.

$1 student' tickets ar9 now
available In the Kerckhoff Ticket

Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts:
—"Opus '72/' two uniquely

different evenings of original

choreography presented by the

senior class of the dance depart-

ment, 8:30 pm, tomorrow and
Saturday Women's Gym 208.

Free. ^

—"Woodwind chamber music
concert/' with works by Em He
Bernard, iHarold Owen, and
Mozart, noon, tomorrow,
Schoenberg Auditorium.
—"University Chorus," under

the direction of Donn Weiss,

presents Handel's "Samson"
(Part 11) with soloists AAary
Rawcllffe (soprano), Carolyn
Pegg (mezzosoprano), Kenneth
Westrick (tenor), and Nick
Shumway (baritone), with Irma
Gray, accompanist noon, Friday,
In Schoenberg Auditorium.

Films:
-J

-"Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf?", with Richard Burton,
Elizabeth Taylor, George Segal,

Sandy Dennis, directed by Mike
Nichols, 7 pm; and "You're a Big
Boy Now," directed by. Francis
Ford Coppola, 9 pm, Friday Social

Welfare 147, admission $1.

—"Hold Back the Dawn/' with
Charles Boyer and Olivia de
Havilland, 5 pm, today, AAelnitz

1409.

—"History of a Battle/' a Cuban
film depleting the battle against
Illiteracy and the Bay of Pigs
Invasion. 1 pm, Friday, Dickson
2160E and 8 pm, Friday, Haines
39. Free admission.

Seminars:
Wednesday, May 17

—'^Aircraft Mainfenance^
Policy, United Air Lints/' by
Howard Heapr manager,
Reliability Analysis, United Air
Lines, noon, Boelter 3400.

—"Activities in Research
Laboratory," by Robert George,
professor of pharmacology, noon
CHS 23-105.

—r"Fronteirs of Thromboiii^"
by Peter Harpel, associate
professor of medicine, Cornell
University School of AAedicineand
associate director. Coagulation

Laboratory, New York Hoepltal,

1:15 pm, CHS 23-105.

—"Chemical Reactions and
Adherence at Glatt-Mttal in-

terface," by Joseph A. Pask,
professor of coram ic engineering,

and associate dean. College of

Engineering, UC Berkeley, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500.

'

—"An Asymptotic Finite-

Deformation Analysis of the
Eiastostatic Field H—r tlie Tip of

a Cracic," by E. Sternberg,
professor of mechanics,
California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, 3 pm, Boelter 5264.

—"Mathematical Model of

Memory Trace and Forgtt-
fulness," by Photios A. Anninos,
assistant professor of

biomathematics, 3 pm, CHS AV-
139.

—"Effects of Hypothalamic
DeaHerentation on Intrasplonic
Ovarian Transplants after
Ovariectomy," by Shlnjl HyashI,
postdoctoral fellow, department
of anatomy, 4 pm, C^^S 73-105.

"^"Guilds in Middle Eastern
History/' by Gabriel Baer,
professor of islamic history,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 4
pm, Bunche 2209A.

—"The Correlation BttWeon the
Physiological Piopertits and
Histochemical Characttrics of
Muscle Fibers Belonging to Single
Motor Units in the Cat Oattroc-
nemius/' by Robert Burktr '

research physiologist. National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland, 4 pm, CHS 53-105.—
—"Experimental Evaluation off

Biological Interactions in the
Marine Interdidal/' by Paul
Dayton, professor of marine
biology, Scrlpps Institution of
Oceanography, UC San Diego, 4
pm, LS 2142.

—"A Folksingor for All
Seasons," by Guy Carawan, folk
singer and instrumentalist In

residency, PItztr Collagct,
Claremont, 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.
Tickets are $4;t3 and $2
(students).

—"Basic Equine Reproductive
Physiology/' by Dean C. LIndley,
former associate professor of
zoology, California State
Polytechnic College, Pomona, 7
pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $3.75 and
$1.75 (students).

—"Behavioral Aspects off

Masculinity and Feminiivlty
(Sexist Society or Sexist Brain)/'
by Richard Green, associate
professor of psychiatry In
residence, 8 pm, CHS 23- 105.

'(Paid AdvtrtiMmtnt)

23-DAY SURVIVAL EXPE-

DITION IN COLORADO

Camp in Sangre de Cristo
Mtns., climb, traverse snowy
ridges for 10 days. Survive 150
miles of desert for 8 days and
downtown Denver without
money or direction. June 19 &
Aug. 7. For full info., write Box
»1750. L.A., Calif. 90009

•(Paid AdvtrtiMm«ntJ

A WEEK IN HAWAII ONLY
$2150

7 days/e night, triple oc-
cupancy. $33 per person double.
Includes your choice of the Hilo,
Maui or Kona Hukilau, the
Kauai Sands, or WaikiW Bilt-
more Hotels. For full info
write Box 91750. LA., Calif!
90009

^^

Bruin Band Banner Bearers

VICTORY BELLES >. ,-
•-•

for

1972-73 Football Season

will have

Practices: Moy 17, 1 8 & 22

Tryootf: May 23
(3:00 - 5:00 on all dayj)

Volleyball Field on We«t Side of Pau •y
* «.

—"Zen Buddhism: Awartnttt
in Action/' by Thich Thltn-An,
author of "The Piychology of
Buddhism/' 7 pm, In Dickson Art
Center 2160. Tickets are $4.73 and
$2 (students).

—"The Desert Nearest Home:
Physical Aspects of the Moiave/'
by Richard F. Logan, professor
geography, 7 pm. In Bunche 2209.
Tickets are $4.—"Coram IcAAetal Interfaces/'
by Joseph A. Pask, professor of
ceramic engineering, assistant
dean, College of Engineering, UC
Berkeley, 2 pm, Boelter 8500.
Sponsored by AAattrials Depart-
ment. 4. •-- '

Bertelll, director ll^j; ^2
bureau. Ministry of Cri>^«P^ic
ffonuments anS S,^*^for
- y; and Visiting p,^*^ Art,

'ailan culture, ur »L ?*» ^
pm, Dickson Art Cento ^"•M
-"Changes In trip* ' ^'^

th. Non.RSiter.t':^ IT'>
theDevetepmentofther?!!''^
Slime Mold nir? ^"""'•r

DItcoldeum," by p?!.**'"""'

ACROSS
1. Fat bacon

^ ff.Swab
8. Heroic in

8cal«
12. Dies—
IS. Abever^

age _
14, Redeco-;

rate
15.— soud
1%. Bishopric
17. Region
18. Renoir
2$, Medium

of ^
Degas

tt.Menu
item

2S. Legume
Z4. Erato, for

one
ST. Curative

agents
S2,Peer

Gynt's
mother

S8. Girl's

name
S4. Negative

particle
85. String on

finger
S8.Serf r

88. Peruvian
city

48. Harrison
48. High

explosive
45. Turkish

inn
48.Mediciiial

plant^!
50. Indone-

- sianof
Mindanao

52. Wash_
58. Wire

measures
54. Droop
55. Very

(Fr.)

58. Keats
57. Summer

on
the

-^ Loire
58. Dis-

patched

1 DOWN
1. Gh-rs
name

t, Sandarae
tree

8. Rave
4. Crave
5. Overcame
6. Corrida

cheer
.

Avwag* timm of •ointloat 26 mla.

TMIOVVI^ENHVnAlPM

I IMII SKDM/HBPTTv

naaa anas dhe
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

7. Cheep
8. Expunged
»• Relates

JJ— fixe

11. A fuel '

19. Therefore
21. Imiute
24. Deface
25. Employ
26. Florida

Indian
28. Night

before

holiday
29. Wedlock
30. An eter-

nity

31. Sainte

(abbr.)

36. FrosUest
37. Burmese

. demon
38. Elevates
41. Printer's

measure
42. Ram down
43. Medley
44. Comfort
46. Steak

order
47. Tied
48. Examine
51. Make

lace

,'r.' .-.

.|- > POSTERS $5.98

2x3 FT. 24HR SERVICE

16 X 20PROOFSHEET$4.00

CUSTOM FINISHING ON PREMISES

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES

BEouE's nmo shv
10909 KINROSS AVENUE
IN TflE VILLAGE 479-6132

••••.••••<
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ream of a What's On that might have heeh-forever
ilnuMi from Pace 24) ' —"The Sv«tAm ^t ci.>:i.i. ^. ._ . .itinued from Page 24 )

\e\. postdoctoral fellow,

artment of biology,

pisachussets Institute of

[tinology, Cambridge, 3 pm, LS

'Studies on Ribosomt
icture and Function/' by

3ert R. Traut, associate

fessor of biological chemistry,

Davis, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

'Nerve Impulses," by John

ins, associate professor of

Ihematlcs, UC San Diego, 4

AAS 4000.

. 'Laser Light Scattering and

heal Phenomena," by David S.

inell, professor of physics, UC
kta Barbara, 4 pm, Knudsen

)B.

r"The Population Explosion,"

Bernard Campbell, visiting

lessor of anthropology, 7 pm,
re 1200. Tickets are $4.50.

-"Noise Pollution," by Wern O.

)dsen, chancellor emeritus and
fessor of physics emeritus, 7

LS 2147. Tickets are $4 and
\s (students). -

ilitics:

'Students for Bugliosi," noori,

y, Kerckhoff Upstairs
ige. *

'

Education and the War," a
(Shop on the Vietnam War, 10

today, Royce Quad Flagpole.

/'Economics of the War," a
Ikshop on the Vietnam War, 10

tomorrow, Royce Quad
jpole. ..»„, ,-.-™-™

-" People's Lobby/' noon,
ly, Kerckhoff 400.

idnesday, May 17 *
-"The Impact of Drugs on
[man Values and Humah
lure," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

"Backpacking," 7 pm, Rolfe

—"The System of Sheikh Al-
Wahshi Dervishes (Sufi)," 7: 30
pm. Architecture 1243A. _ _^_
-"Beginning Ballet," 6 pm.

University YAACA, 574 Milgard
-"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of the Human

AAind Course," 3 5 pm, GSAA 2224
—"Games Played in Las Begas

and Reno, Their Odds, BEP
AAaturity and Systems," noon-2
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,

907 AAalcolm Ave., Los Angeles
(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm. Co-

op Center,.^21 Barrington Ave.,
Los Angelas.—"Explbring New Life
Vocations," 7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals of Tropical
Astrology," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243C.
Photo Communications," 7.9

pm. Architecture 1224.—"Kilusan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-
vival," 7 pm, Bunche 3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche 3157.

—"Study of Wagner's 'Der Ring
des Nibelungen,' " 7:30 pm, 4211
Arch Drive, North Hollywood.
—"Hand and Needle," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243B.
— "Intermediate Self-

Hypnosis," 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff
400. j_—,___— -^— _
„—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3: 30 pm^
"Rerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Health Free University,"

7:30-9:30 pm. Public Health 16-

071.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up in
Boelter 3809.

—"Poetry and the Short Story,"
6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131.

—"Baptist Student Union," 10
am, Ackerman Union 2412.— "Chinese Student
Association," n ami pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Water Ski Club," 3:30 4:30
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.
— "Graduate Christian

Fellowship," 4 pm, Ackerman
Union 2412.

— 'Election Board," 5-11 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.
—"Delta Sigma belta," 5:30-8

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"English as a 2nd Language,"

5:30 7 pm, Ackerman Union 3564.—"AAardi Gras," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Kilusan," 7 10:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Intermediate Self Hyp-
nosis," 7-10:30 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
—"Bridge Club," 7-10 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Black Culture Week," 8:30

11 pm, Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

URA Clubs:
Wednesday, May 17 1

-"Flying Club," 4:30 6 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Lacrosse Club," 3-5 pm.
Field lf7.

—"Judo Club," 3:30 5 pm,.
AAemorial Activities Center B 146._—"Hatha Yoga Club," 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

-"Rung Fu Club," 1-3 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Radio Club," noon. South
west Penthouse of Boelter Hall,
Rm. 8761.

—"Organic Garden Club," 14
pm, Horticultural Gardens.
— "AAountaineer*;** noon.

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall
Lawn.

Et cetera:
—"AAedicus,"will hold elections

from 35 pm. today, 1st floor
Lecture Hall, Clinical Health
Sciences.—"Skydivers First Jump
Course," 5 pm, today, AAS 3970.
Course will meet Wednesdays and
Thursdays through AAay 25.

—"Draft Counseling," schedule
for spring quarter, Law 2114:

AAonday, 9 5, 7-9 pm; Tuesday, 9-

10 am, 13 pm, 7-9 pm; Wed-
nesday, 9 2 pm , 3-5 pm ; Thursday,
7 9 pm, only; Friday, none.—"AAortar Board," national
honor society for senior women.
Invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and
a 3.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar
Board Information sheet in the
AAortar Board mailbox, located
outside Kerckhoff 304-C, before
Saturday, AAay 13.

— " Image and Identity: The Role
of the AAask in Various Cultures,"
designed to generate awareness of
the extensive utilization of masks
and their association with man's
cultural history, through June 3 In
the AAuseum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

—f» .f -—^

./

^

no. 1

-"Cataclysmology,"' 7:30-9:»
I, Royce 264. ^
-"Astro- Yoga Astrological
lion Awareness," 8-10 pm,
»che A 17p.

Meetings:

Medicus
meeting

AAedicus will hold a meeting
for the election of officers in the
first floor lecture hall of the
Clinical Health Sciences. Dr.
AAcKee and Dr. Zentner will
discuss application to Medical
School. For information call
ext. $1917.

((illlWW'
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m sun
protection

Only one name can offer such a
complete line of sun screen
products f6r the patient who
needs protection from the sun.

Even two makeups—a liquid and
a creme—both in 9 shades for the

discriminating women. All are

hypo-allergenic with known
common irritants and sensitizers

omitted.

PHYSICIANS FORMULA

oneness
_

—

478-1248 We Deliver'

1001 GAYLEY AVENUE

In fusinj^ together man's religious

symbols the artisan has created this

.subtle pendant as an expression ol

the spirit of an en^erging age which

^*'''^*'l.^?.""'fy,maRiiind thru recon-

ciliation and love. ^

Sterling silver with 24"chain.S| 6.00
14k yellow gold with 24"chain. $32.00

California residents add 5% sales tax

Complimentary ratalo^;

ISAAC SOLTES DtSIGN DB
I9i3 SOUTH McPHERRlN AVENUL
MONTEREYTAi^KTCAUF g^r^^

( MM K OH MONL^ OHOUt M< >Nt > HMH « .DAHAN If P

^

—"Campos Crusade for
Christ/' 9 am, Ackerman Union
3517.

FILMS AT MlbNl6Ht; FftlbAV AND SaTURdAV

-ri-r

New deadlines
-•

\ .,,. •'

It's deadline time ag»in at the big U. The
:nedule lor submission of copy to "What's On"
as follows:

Everything to be published the week of May
26, is to be in the DB office no later than 3 pm,

Thursday, May 18.

^ All coply that is to be published for on-going
ktivities from May 27 - June 15 must be in the
"B office no later than 3 pm , Monday May 22.
- The last issue of the DB for this quarter is AAay

The first issue of the DB for first Summer
sssion IS June u. The paper will be issued twice
'eel(ly (Tuesdays and Fridays), with only one
sue weekly (Fridays) during the second
fummer Sessions.
Submit all copy typ«i, frlple spaced, with
argins set l0-«5. Copy may not be submitted by
)lephone. ^ '

( MAY )?- 20 ) ADM. SI.SO

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
MAYFAIR »4tANTA MONICA

" (t.M.) 48I.4MS
MUSIC CLASSICS: MAYFAIR THU

, 27m"LILIj^^ PAWK (483-7767) Aff oAY TUE. 'MERRY WIDQW-ADir^

FELIINI'S ^^SATYRICON" TkILLING OF SISTER GEORGI
NUART ^'S^VTOilfflff* 1 STAR S54t HOLLYWOOD OLVO.

(MO.) 407-2171

-^

U

\

*'^t*f*'**.r*^f:'»^^%

Floor Pillows handwoven b^^ the Mayan Indians of Guatem:

THE OUATBMALAN PEDMEK
13SS WESTWOOO BlVD., IDS ANGELES, CAIIEORNIA 90024

I

i^l -I

970 GAYLEY. WESTWOOD
rvice

(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 7478-9 11

5

• TUNE-UP --.l^tronktcop.
• BRAKE - conv«nlionol & disc

• m CONDITIONING - r^air. & ,.rv,c«
• COOLING SYSTEM- rodlotor r«>o»r.
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- olt.rnofor. g.nerotor.

ttarters & r»gulotors
FULLY LICENSH) BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL
FOR CRTIFICATION OF: .mog d.vk«. h^dlomp, &

, ... brok» odjuttmsntt.
ALL PARTS & WORKNUNSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS

• LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR ^.v«.c*.A«^

•UMIiSV miillKKft

tHE AUTO HOSPITAL'
>*•• ••*ai^»»»«

\:i\VMNOWPLAYIN
Dally 12:30 • 3:00 • S:30 • • 00 • 10:30 PM

/VmeMe\

^™™f^ ff T
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AOVERTISINO OFFICES
KtrckhoN Nail III

Clatsifi*d •dvtrtisin9 ratM
iSwordftSi.Mday, Scons«<utivt

ins«rtions • tS.OO

Fayabit in atfvanct
PCAOLINE lOMa.m.
No ttltphonc ordars

THE Daily Bruin «ivts (vll support to tha
Univarsify of California's policy on non-

discrimination and thtrtfora classifitd
advartising sarvict will not ba mada
availabia to anyona who, in affordinfp

iMusing to studants or offaring jobs,

discrtminatas on ttia basis of raca, color,

rfligion, national origin or ancastry. Naittiar

thf Univarsity nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigatad any of ttia sarvicas offarad hara.

For assistance with housing discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 12$-

4491 ; Westsida Fair Housing 47)0«49.

^/HelpWanled 8

Like babies? Want part-time job for two
/three months beginning May 1$th» We need

someone to stay at our house 11:00 PM/IOO
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.

Only requirement in terms of your time is

that baby's needs are met when he waKens.

You may sleep, study, read most of night,

rnterested? Call 4;«-4S2l. Sharon Hosta. (I M
II)

STEREO excallant condition, H.K., BSR, 3-

vMav speakers Must sell, need bread. 477-

7*a4 ^ (1SM1»)

IBMExac
47S-447*.

Raasoaabla. Must sail Evanlfift«
(ISM

IRISH Setter puppies
up Cynthia. «S3 1023.

AKC pat & show. S100
(ISM17)

\

« ^ h

V Canuws Servkos

complete
copying

service -xerox
kerckhoff ]2i

8250611

y Personal

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, Ml-
HELP (SQTR)

:ai
BRUNO: Going underground June 19 in
Fundamentals of Earth Science, Geology
140. Really dig it. Summer Session, lUt
Murphy. (5M17)

NEC Primal Therapy. Interested in turning
on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
2$4 4141/4111 or ev6s., 257 '1*2 (5M24)

PIERRE: Cherchet la femme in French
11 70, 17th Century Philosophies, Moralists
and Novelists. C'est la vie. Renee. Summer
Session, 124S Murphy. (S M 17) L

^^ANSIM/P). traveling Europe, Summer
72, informal get together, for information,
47t.H49(9 11PM). ($M23)

*'

' » '

,;a

KOSHER sandwiches available at the Oasis
Room in Ackerman Union Chabad House. (SM 23)

GIRL Needed sitting and housework.
Rooms and meals. Small salary. Beverly

Hills, near bos 27$ 5900. (•M17)

MOTIOK^ PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGER PROJECTIONISTS: $125 ST$0.

Some previous management experience

necessary. 21 or over. Full time. Common
sense required & good current references. If

you don't have this, don't bother. No heads,

freaks, mtelligensia or movie buffs. Must
speak and understand English language. If

still interested contact Mr. Shan Sayles,

Sayles Bros. Theatres, 465-1273 or 4«5 1333.

Openings in WLA * Santa Monica. (I M 23)

Established firm seeking 3

qualified straight commission
part-time salesmen to sell a

service to businesses - has no
competition. Earnings part-time
from $100 to $300 per week. Call

Mr. Greenfield. 385-5061. (8 M 17)

PART-time summer job in ice processing
plant, $2.25 $3.00/hr. 7335177, 293-8904. (I M«
22)

GIRLS: Fulltime summer job, S2-$2.«5
delivery, company cars. Services
Unlimited, 47S-9S21. (IM17)

TRY us. You'll like us - deliver sandwiches •

established territories. $50-M/wk. for 12-
15/hrs a wk. or $2.2S/hr. Full time summer,
must have car call t>efore 11 :00 I3A-9091 or
821 3034 after Ao'clpck. (8M^3)

MALE: Part-time liquor store stock and
clerk, permanent position. Start: $2.40/hour.
Tuesday, Thursday A Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday, Frttfay, & Sunffiy, 4ni I»m:
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2^33 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, Monday thru
Friday, 8 AM - 4 PM. Prefer no long hair or
beards, mustache OK. (iM23)

ASSORTED apt. furniture, cheap. Hidaa-
bed, $35 $50 desk, marble dining table, etc.

4772144. (ISM 23)

NEW Pentax 4x7 A access. Autoflash, Linhor
tripod, Durst enlarger, etc. 473-7772. ( ISM
23)

KELVINATOR Foodarama side by side U'
refrigerator/freeier. Warranty, bast of-

fer/$100. 475 2594 eves. (ISM 19)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate in valley, altar
5 PM, 780 4349, days, 785 3154. Broker. (IS M
2A)

SAMOYEO pups, AKC, Shots, wormed,
champion sired, $75. 474-49S3, evenings. (1$
M '

USED AUTO PARTS: TRANSMISSIONS,
REAR ENDS, GENERATORS, STARTERS^
BATTERIES& BODY PARTS. 2258 BARRY .i

AVE. WLA. 477-70*4. (1SM23)

ELECTRIC Smith Corona, 12 inch carriage
typewriter; blue, pica, excellent ihapci $130.
839.tt»4 after 4. (ISM 22)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities, all
siie sets. Also, access Spanish and modarn
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pran.
•a«0400. (ISQTIt)

' SUMMER OROUP/CHARTEIIFUOHTS
L.A./N«w York (1-way) $78

May 31st A Junt 15th only)
• L.A./London/L.A. $2*S

fL.A./Brussels/L.A. S2«f
L.A./Tokyo/L.A. S433
LA./Tel Aviv/L.A. SSM
A V WORLD SCHOOLS 47S-MS)

_ 172* Westwood Blvd.

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimentad
programs 4 or 8 waaks. Exparimants in

Traveling, 984-2411. (17QTR)

EUROPE
ISRAEL . EAST AFRICA
ONE way and round trip atvdam flffHtt.
Inaxpansiva studant campinn t*«r»
MiTMifhoiit Wttt and Cast iuro#a. iiicl«fdinf
Russia. SOFA Aflant for tnfr-ldrapaan
studant ctiartar flifiits. Contact ISCA, ll«B>
San Vicanta Wvd^ Suit* #4^ LA, CdlH.. MMf

,

Tal: (213) UA-SUf, t2*-«fSS

SKIIS, metal 18S cm,
bindings, $75. Humanic
Phyllis, 392-S440.

Salamon stap-in
Boots, S3S. Call

(ISM 23)

y/Jravel

Europe
Pliglrts
1972
•'^'-Y 9 LONOON/LA

JUNE 17 LVFRANK
*"G 17 LONDON/LA

^^ 20 LONDOH/LA

26 Oiyj

$262.00

62 Oly,

J262.00

61 Days

crSr ?? LA/J-ON/AMST t2s? ««

->

ANTIQUE clock very ornate wood, chimes -

22" high. Regular $190, reduced to $140.
Yesterday Antiques, 943I Culver Blvd.,
Culver City. (ISM 17)

CHARTER
an-
official

I ^

^/ Services OHered 1^
—charter fjight

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $2$. P.O Box
18427, Denver, 80218. (UQTR)

}/Free

FREE - Beautiful kittens, 3 pink, 1 gray, to
loving homes. Call Aleta, 4720194. ( FR M 18)

LARGE dog - Mastiff • needs good home and
room to run. Kittens available, tool 374-

TELEPHONE SOLICITING
Verify Appointments

No Selling Pleasant Working Conditions
Top Pay Plus Bonus - part time

— ^ ,-'.,. Call AS7-4340
between 1 -3PM

'PROFESSIONAL Typist. Studant A
Commercial Rotas: 341^S7 - 173-1710 - ••I-
"*^' (UMIf)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for studants
or employees. Robert Rhoo« •39-7270 or 070-
9793or4S«-2S44. . (UQTR)

rTELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone. 274-9119. (UQTR)

,

' ' ^

J . J I M r% ^ I
Students and empioyaas. Call Allan Sohai

^ Help Wanted...: ... 8 ^fLost&Esund y
.'•M«7..n!Mi$.'6,:;..,.,5l!,*'%?T'?,'

LOST: Sony Cassette R»rnrrf*r acq a ».^_ •'^^i"i»^^^«i[^«l

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for

781-SS37,87¥St1S. Eves.783-3t09. (UQTR)

TEMPORARY summer positions lor ex-
"Twrtencpo secretaries and typists Call 388^^

J440 (8M24)
•»

'

*n iT<i

-4--
i

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with manaqement potential. Part/lull time
Mr Genovese, (2U) 780-7$84. (8M28)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up ta $40. a month
on our plasma program.

LOST Sony Cassette Recorder, GSBA Bida

lircIlJ'??'*** '*' • "M coltecT orkVx
.644. Camartilo. yy^^°"

fJ^^M^ T"*"*
•=.?'" P""**- »<»e'»»*»y •na pay

S .Vl
'**°'»9y DeP*

'
"03 Ltfe Sciences. (

ASK AROUND ABOUT
^ A B CHEVY S^RVICC

authorized and w-^-^~^
approved by tho^—r.

University of :Tr~ /^r^
"

California

on all campuses. ^

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S-. ^ •

all first class
service,^^^:y^^-^--^^r^ -

JLA LONOON/LONOONUt—

_

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON
AUG 17 LONOON/LA

JULY 9 LA/LONDON
MIG 27 LONDON/LA

1

JULY 23 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 tONDOH/LA

AUG 9 LA/NADRIO
SEPT 18 AMST/LA

}W6 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16' LONOON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

"SEPT 5 LA/LOHOON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

$252.00

SI Diys

$252.00

SOOiys

$252.00

29 Oi^

$272,00

41 Diys

$252.00

$252.00

30Diys

$239.00

21 Oi^

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247 00[OCT 18 FRAHIC/LON/LA 32 D^j

^EPT 26 LA/LONDON $199 00

OCT 9 LONOOK/LA 14 oiys

ONE MAY RIGHTS

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles*
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

VOdds & Ends W
477-4551

11827 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wesi Los Angeles

est. since 1958
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca hmu rtAii."
P.llows, awareness disk! UniquitI Box tSS'B, Ven.ce. 90291. Phone 391-0933 ^'r fo St7)

Phone: 478-0O$l between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

c\n i'l^t^ot '•I'l?
***'' '•" • Santa Monica,

TYPING /Editing
campus pick up
Professional quality
8922

IBM Executive. On
delivery point

reasonable rates. 889-

_ .. LlAMUi

"""""—
VPolWcal . .

CLERKS A Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments Office Aide, 3807 Wilshire
Blvd (8M19'

4'

SSOO cdsh paid to auto fire specialist helping
substantiate my claim to General Motors
'^i»0*$ v (8M1f)

"WAR Why?"
Socialist Labor
Brooklyn, NY 11202

^ft leaflet. Write:
Party, P.O. Box 200,

(11M28)

-V-

i-'i
WORK lor a change National non profit
onviromcntal orgamiation need's students to
b«qin as fundraisers Hours 2:00 P.M. -10:00
P M Part time paid positions now full
time sumtncr positions. Cititens for a t>etter
cnwironcmfnt 90S4 Santa Monica Blvd. Call
lor jippts 9 Sp m 274 9394 (8M19)

^] yfResearch Suhjeds Neeaed

AUT01NSURANCE
^^^- MbTORCYCLE ]

INSURANCE , .

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?

,—"- LOW MONTHLY " -*- -

PAYMENTS
Jx ^^^.^^^^^""^ DISCOUNTS
'** "" ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Fit.

1

I

S

6

9

10

14

15

17

^P- Rtt. Days

«/18 8/21 71

«/21 8/U H
«/2« 9/4 72

6/25 9/13 ID

«/2r 9/U 81

6/29 8/2t 61

7/8 8/1? il^40
7/11 8/11 M
7/12 8/31 50
8/12 9/13 33
9/12 one-way

Price

$262

$262

$?62

$?75

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

JUNE 14 LA/LONDON $148.00

JUNE 28 LONOON/LA 1138.00

JULY 26 LA/LONDON $138.00

AUG 9 LA/ FRANKFURT $138.00

AUG 30 LONOON/LA $138.00

AUG 31 DUBLIN/LA $138.00

SEPT 6 LA/LONOON $124.00

SEPT 19 LA/LONOON $124.00

NEED youn^ woman live-in or
during July. Two children,
schedule/salary. 839-$SS4.

day care
flexible
(8M18)

' I

^\:'j-

i-

,
.

%
«

•

. •
J

,

SJ^SO PER Hour summer lobs moving fur-
niture u units of college. Services

(IMIt)Unlimited. 475 fS21.

MEN Part/full time positions, WE. A.

I

inc Earn S3 2$ plus/hr. Call 474 3008, Mon «
Wed. 1:30 3: 30 Only! (8MI9)

I r-

OANCE Band drummer needed - Jewish A
popular music. Renumeration. Call 4S7-7043
ovos (8M17)

TIRED OF GOING IN CIRCLES? MAYBE
NOT' HELP MEDICAL SPACE AGE
fc^A^^"^" ^'^^^ " ^**^ CAMPUS X
*"*' (RSNM23)

Psychology Experiment
S2.S0- less than 1 hour

ESP* PERSONALITY
(involves mild shocks)

Males Only

Sign-up In Frant Hall A349

UNIVERSAL Principles can i,ni^
higest potentials. SeJd to- f^ee Ji^noDsis'Gateway PoB 69323 L A. 90C 9. (UMjV)

F«DENCE. ORAL PRirENTAT'ONs"Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUniBriand ELIMINATE CRAMMrNO.'D'aT47?—
:- (UM19)

Jo?nd^1l?oT3*5?';;•:m"r'*i"'' ^^^ ^^^^
n90* W.lsJlr."47*;-7MT'"""

"•'^•'fr* m'27,'

Wn?inf "i??'^^ documentation serviceswriting, editing and r»t.»Mrrt, »I LV

SnC^lf.I'Vlli.'^*'"'* '"•"'«»" ol Nwuniversity of California ncludina itiMtettt*

JirenV^V*'
'"^ '*^'' ^f^nt1SSS.*lS^ii

(parents, spouse or daoandant cKiMrMt
living in the same housiSSU!^"* ^I^H^^

charlBr fttghtt

Kerchkhoff Hall lOS
^•«WMii 8 a.m. ft s p.m.

8}S-ini

SOUTH PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on ISO
ft. grand three masted schooner. Leaves thissummer for « weeks to Tahiti. Share Vi

^''"'
(17 MIS)

^ Rides Wanfed . 14

GOOD child cara in my home.
rates. Any shift. Vicinity 20th
394-1747.

Reasonable
& Wilshire.

.^ (8M22)

NEED: 10 gals interviewing now General
Foods Cosmetic Division- Teach A train new
make up techni()ues. Full/pt. 271 i84S. (8M

l*?.r,!i:n;s:',r,j-.t,-'"'-;,;™-i

\4>

STENOGRAPHER Girl Friday. Typing ft
some shorthand E Permanent pleasant
surroundings E«ccl oppor for right person.
Mr Kagy, 870 4«u, JSH Electronics. 8S49
Htguera St , Culver City. (8M19)

EXPERIENCED part-time Cashier. Men's
clothing store. Wednesday, Thursday night.
Saturday. CaH Francaan 931-1487, 10$ daily. -

(8MU)
STUDENT needs help with statistic
problems Econ. 140. Will pay. 473-3SU,
anytime. Best, S 7 PM.

SSO 40 /wk for 12 IS /hrs. a wk. or S2.2S /hr.
Full time summer. Must have car. Call
before 11 00834 9091. (0M2I)

FULLtime summer iabs. Variety of
positions availabia. call 47S-9S21, Services
Unlimited (8MI7)

BABYSITTER. Tadtflor Regular basis-
MWF, 7 4s 11:4$ AM. Your house. Hancock
Parkere^.4Mf91S. (8M18)

FOREIGN Students with good command at
English for translating (714) S84 0S9S/(213)4Wtm (8M23)

BUY silver coins, Ike/Silver dollars. Im
?!!«?.*.^ "'"•' ^ '^ 380 7711. OKI. 424,•'*"*• (ISM 19)

P M

I!^^
A 20 cassette player almost new! •<

Need cash help! Ask for JR. 479 9145 (is

DARLING, Siamese Blue Point kittens 7wks boK trained S2S.00 For pick ol im'er!*" (1$M19)

4$ GALLON aquarium, includes hood, ligtits

PM V^A^oT' '"•^••^«»«»«'«» Call after 7 Vl)PM, 874 7798
(1$M17)

(1SMt8)
PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4 SMC lens never

SMC-lans f/3.$

(15M22)

so7n;^^,ar;f,v*p.r;' o'l t."'' •«•»•

4S4,,iaa'vemesVi;e'**"
''*'"''

'""tVi'^A^

471 777* * ' ' ^•y ^»"'«» »PHrs, etc
(15M23)

SILVA MIND CONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

OKrts ALPHA BRAIN WAVE
Methods, Relaxation, Sub|ectivc
Communication,

rXAMINATlON TECHNIQUFS
X'I.^^°"^'°' No Machines
STUDENT RATES Free
Literature Next class beams

SATURDAY, MAY20TH
Mill O'Kelly, 473 4048,6 PM

•froveL^^.^ '7

«o'Jit ica'l faV/s ev\7,?.'':V ^•''^'^t
around the worVd cSntJct l*"? 'iT*'*;*"Monywood, ca..9oo2rp*s;„.r,„° jr "^

^

(^yMii)
TRAVELING companion for ovar&Ma •^isummer? Chech the board at thiVirTSCenter (KH 174)

•"^'^w a? Tna (X^
HTM 23)

IHchWI^V K""" OVIRNIOHT FRlJi;

c.ub,Vo79%.rk%i.-iv7r^.^--^^

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY '^ ':

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERSft STUDENTSFREE CATALOGUE ALSO CURAILPASS

EUROCARS
W«0 Sunsat Blvd., LA 900M.^94^3M

*Hl ANNUAL JIT FLIOfrrS

EUROPE: FROM tZlf ROUND TRI^
JAPAN: FROM 8349 ROUND TRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 27I^J1. 199 MBl

- ^j**Ov»'^«»r»d,Dtpf.A.

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCLA

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IFtjEOIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLD OH A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SE«VED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA, SATURN. ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEING 707 t^Q SUPER DC8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETATLS AND APPLI-

CATION FORMS.

FLIGHT COOROINATOtij;

Oohn and Susan

478-8286

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

unregmen,,^ program. 4 wks. turepa, 7

fII •*;•«' 0.9 K.bbutt, piantv fraa timaE«o in Travelling. 914 1411 (I7QTR)

EUROPEAN STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTRE

CALL: 174$tJ7
.-i

(17 MU)

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCAID

Your passport to fhe

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC wos cre-

oted by the Intemofionol

Student Trovel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world-

wide recognition. If is

required for oil sfodenf

flights obrood.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
R.IOHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, Eost Africa, ond

the For Eost-ot fontosHc

^vings, enobling you

to trovel OS for as pos-

sible for as little as

possible. .

you know uii

UNI
10M4 wiveuw* AVB«*

Tf Li: 47i-Mit

-^--x^'

f^Trove/......;..-'7
/hping 19 VApb '0 Shore ..... .

Ieurope, SMt-Sa7S R.T
(jaoan. Spring, iummtr,
E S E P., Ut7 Bavarly Blvd., LA 9M4«. 4S1

Sjn.ESEP-UCLAmambars. (UQTt*

alto Itraal ft

ft Fall fliflhtt.

• new YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY S77

•hamaii
JUNE It JULY? il7<
JULY 1 - JULY 16 plus tona

# TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17- SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID cards

Alio SludentrMl Mid Eureilpwm . Car PurctMM

InMirance. Guidebookt

STUDENT TRAVEL HEAOOUARTERS

^%. AIS/EXITS
^PH^k 9066 Swita Moniu BlvdWm^ LJ^. 90069^^ 2748742

(1H bik. —t»^ot SwiU Mon»c«/Do>>fiy)

Our nth year of

LOW COST FLIGHTS
for students. Examples:

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest)
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac-
cui:jta,Jow^ 473 0031.

*^ *^ * nVarmi

y/Wanfj^.:.....:,20

WILL pay cash for cars running or not
Wrecks too. Free towaways. 391-9440, US
'**5 (20M24)

rilrtm.„f •|r\«L"* ^y^'^oom. 2 bath

E¥oiT» "*••' *"^ *"•• »t«<lent. Tarn,**"•""
<23M24)

•ptMn WLA wrth one. SI7.S0 /mo. 124-"• (23M22)

/ Housing Needed . . , . 28

FEMALE, 21. seeks roommate(s) and/or
nearby apt. for September. Carol Con
il!r.*'«r,..^""*'*y Collate, Wellesley.
Mass 02iii. (2IM17)

TRANSPORTATION cars S99 and up.
American Kodiak in Santa Monica. 3026
Santa Monica Blvd. 120 7469. (33QTR)

MOVING to New York City, SeptemberNeed room mate. Call Laurie, 475-2440 7mm

frtf5L'°^? J''*'*'""'
"••'' ^Mtwood. Share

tree to girl doing one hour/weak housework
Jack.47l-7$ltPMs. (23 MM)

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt
June/July until Sept firefers twobdrms
West LA. Bruce Williams, English
h^".?!!?*..*****

University, New Orleans
($04)«9I.9i4«. (2iM23J

'47 FORD Mustang, 4cylindar, stick, an-
cellent, S700. 9t0-3ti4 evas. (is m 19)

.

;

LOOKING for small rental house summer
f*^

•**!«•."•"* Preferably in studant area,
Lisa. 930 2401/441 -1309. (Jo ^j ,^,*

RESPONSIBLE medical studant wiahes to'"•'"9* P«'^"'*nt house in exchange forrent, within bicycle distance of UCLAbeginning Saptambar. 4S7-3444, 223074S (20

GIRL' grad needed to share 2bMir««m >-•

\ «a IVl It)

Jocques. 020 2417.
WLA. Leo or

(MM 22)

toLONDON(RTbasa)
London TEL AVIV
London ATHENS
London NAIROBI

siaa.ooow
S 05.90 OW
$ 44.30 OW
S172.00OW

(Hundreds of departure dates ind
Jestinations. Request free travel info
|SIERRA TRAVEL INC. (213) 277S200 0ri79-
ni 1 1, 987S Santa Monica Bl.. Beverly

lills. -
:

--

»

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional
Matistician, UCLA grad. Consulting on
lieses, publications. Beginners, too. 423-
•355 (10M23)

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
iFLIGHTS

New York Flights under S100 one-way
Study ft Camping Tours —

1972 Student Guide Book to EurofM
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. S130

Tone J?^ "*" *"* P0«»»«« *»omp collec

l77 9395 " *""""*• "*" 5*" your stampi.^^-'^^
(20M22)

3 INSTRUMENTALISTS: sax/trumoet
rflToV*'^-"' "*"' '"^""P P'«y"»9 ballroom'

^"*"'*-
(20 MM)

y/Apfs Furnished . t . . . 21

S140 SINGLE. "wIliT UCLA-Village'Fireplace^ Quiet, secluded. Enclosedgarage optional. 473 0201. (21 M 17)

^pa^u'nr^d7al';rn?aln'*^•"' '
»»•»»•

E XO-5522. '"•'• ««»<»•" Tom.

FEMALE grad wants >«me to cibedroom apartment. WLA. $M*5o jsl
'. (23M 23).

GIRL to share 2-bedroom with 9 b<^i -•
;o campus, village. S7r/':o"':7Vo,j9'"''('i'?5;

01 VINO up good rental now - Juna?

t^*iS*JUf.!.'^
wood inaxpansiva hovsa apt.

W41 after 12. (MMH)
1-2 BDRM apt. RaasonaMa. Wastwood, for
|M.D. occupancy middle June for 3 years
Write Dr. Oamus, 45 Langdon st. fi2.
Cambridge, Mass., 02130. (20 M 10)

**»« >or jomi. 454-0934. (MM 10 ).

iliLwIt^ ^***' *»*»•*>• »>«• Soa to•"•^•' (33M10)

«>-ky<t<<i^

*1 BUICK Skylark OS, automatic, PS/PB,

?M, ?;.*!l^f!'*"*
"•^*»*««' »»• Marty. 371-

1155,440 5034. (33M10)

(23M24
^

same to share 2

fh,*^J^ y^^^ *•**"*•• ««*»Porately needs

summer Morn or eves, 475-2012. (20M22)

your home during the summer Call 277-

(20M22)

selL S1495. Westwood Volkswagen. 475-
****• (MM 10)

'*! ^IJL*^*"!'*^ **'«• ••»*«• Storeo. wood
^rS^' •"*•« *"• •»•««» ^'••^fc Must SOIL
^•"•**'- (MM 10)

FURNISHED Singles to share, S70 Ha.t*Hpool, sun deck, parking, 4M Gay'l.V i73.
*•**

. "• (21QTR)

,

WALK TO school" " "
'

IS.Vi?.".*.'^®***''" ApartmentsSPECIAL SUMMER RATES.
Reservations for Fall also acceptedRenting Office

; S14 Landl^i*#V-^—

-

MALE roommate wanted - private room ibedroom apartment w/twi ofVe?! ;«;
^jj|j|^||e|J3r â>ter 4 PM (M m 23?

yFor Sublease\^^^ ,24

V^rT* i
'5/»'. 2 bdr. turn, cottage lawTNear W.lshire Barrington. 473 00«'' (2?^

Jim ^T^.^n*'" '"* """P"* Available 4/21.
(24 MM)

SIOO. 477-0130.

CONTACT SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403
PHONE: 072-2203 or 704-1477

>ISC0UNT Europe, Israel, India, East
kfrica. Orient. -Contact M.C.C, 12041
hlshire Blvd., LA 90025. 470-0444. ( 17 QTR)

ONE WAY CHARTER FLIGHTS:

Also with Poof ;
'.

Glanfair Terrace
S43 Landfaini'14 ,_

^OGIenrockitll

3"oo4''pac?ncX' "iSar^rd^ri^^^^"-
021 4425

Manna del Rey. Phone
(21M19)

J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

dlfp^rVnl!
'"•"**«' *»<»•'' couple resideifce

me!u lor
^»'"*"»' C» Op Apartment.

«!*«i* *^«'»"»«' morning duties Days,""•
_____^ (30MI9)

iea\/able"7oX,SaJ'v.l '^"^ '^"*» »»«

942> eves
anything unusual. 275

'. (30MI9)

Change lor babysitting A lite housekeeoino
^^^*nwonda,\Y 452 4000. mMU)

j/lfoom and Board ^

SUBLET one bedroom apt for summer,
walk to campus. $105 month. 507 3/4
Glenrock, 479 0193 evenings. (24 M 17)

SMS
il2S

lA/Madrid/Frankfurf August 10
A/ Paris August 27

Contact:
Tha University Office-^duoHlMi— -AbroadProgram ^—!

UC Santa Barbara
941-3023

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student
rates/cards since 1959. E ASC, 323 N. Beverly

Beverly Hills, 90210. 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

LARGE attractive onebdrm apts in SantaMonica, 5105 up. Pool, subterranean gariSe

iL^n.l m; °"*2 ^'*^' ^•"' »° beach nea;

3V2";?5'r,T9'/-;,:2"*"'^'
""''

''"I'ji^i^i

* cVJ^GE COMFORTABLE
r?^"^^^"'' APARTMENTS ik•BURNISHED BACHELORS* ^

1 BEDROOMS j#
SamerentSummer&^all/^

Showing NOW
SK Deposit will hold

r'
"' Across UCLA

^^

SUMMER Rental or exchange for LA house

5 !i??r«i!'i',*J^'
'"'^"'Shed, near Harvard. OR

2^»2a, 275 7393. (24M19).

utfiitiTf)!.^"
'urrlished single, including

n slV. f^V^.^^i^:
Sepulveda. Sublet Juni

13 -Sept. 15. 473-0295. (24M10)

cM?^." ^^P* "' <"^ P**^* P*"^"
' bdrm.

SI45,.a/c, near bus, WLA. 024 3940 (24 M 24)

705Gayley 479-0500

)/fuforin^ . . . . , IB

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
rianquaqi^ study, translation, literature. Call
lormcr UCLA teacher for results. 020-
*"* (10 QTR

)

Im^^J S^AT, other test preparation, in.d.v.d„a, and small group instruction.

457 41^"
Guidance Svcs. 020 So. Robertson.

' ^'" (10 QTR j

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALI'AN: Ex-Ipenenced Univ. Prof. Positive results anyEasy conversational method (frial)

ht?®^ bachelors. $90 up. Singles sn«

*/3V245.
(21M24)

SS^I'^"'- ^'•" fetreshing single and

SSct^^T."!. 'K' ^*'"P ''' permanent
c,MrL. at'^

A.r-cond. Pool, sundecks.parage Reserve for summer - fall. 425-441
Landfair. 479-S404. (2)M24)

BEVERLY Glen cottage sublet summer ( ormore) beginning middle June.
Faculty/responsible person. 025-4770. 474-

J=!^ . (24N\IJ>Jt„

/^Ji^urPl '****•:»«'" 'P^ June 25-Sapt. 4/part. UCLA housing, furnished, apolianeas
otensils. $125 /month, 390 54 n. (24M22)'

Y House for Rent , , ... 25

RESPONSIBLE attorney moving to L.Ariwishes to rent faculty home or apartment ^
lor summer or longer. References supplied.
Call collect (417) 044 4740 between 9 PM
(Pacific time) or write M Gould. 1

7
~"

Everett, Cambridge, Mass. 02130. (25 M 23)

$230 /mo June 15 Sept. I. Secluded, rustic, 3br Woodland Hills. 007 4429. (2SM17)

Reasonable, comfortable, convenient tccampus For info, call 474 3371, ( RB M 17)

.^'a^'slo^,•;«^^
meals, cheap. • 479 ?092.'^'"'**' '(Tb ^fin

}/Room for Renif 3;
LOVELY room m Beverly Hills home of

PoL?/*" """'^ *" /mo!^w/kitchen pri!Reference asked 553 9155 131 M 23)

ba^tI^^^frhI^**' "^^V*^
"K,ngsi,e bedT^

oath, kitchen privileges, gourgeous view

.fast. Eves., 473 3274 (3IMI7)

ROOM A ^th or shar^ apt. Private en
I'itn"^^.".?//

^-^ C'o- ro'campit^iS-
(3IM17)

5150.454 0544.

fMt R tfousing~'-^'$40/
Ave. 479 9990 or 479 9703.

439-tyarvTpy-
(31 M 19)

r.^iu ir ?^K
^'**'"' ^'*'» '^' •»«" withfamily Kitchen privileges, flexiblearrangements $70 391 3317 (31M19)

}/Autos for Sale 33
'44 CORVETTE Convert. 4 speed sAver

mlf!;^'.^*' '.V*^!'
interior, excellent cond .makeoffer. 474 3394. nsMiei

itJ.fin?!';^"."-^.
*" "' •"•'"•tic. powersteering 4 brakes $350 or . Julie. 445

, (33M19)

exam.

y/ hping . 19

501 GAYLEY
_. Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates
Bachelors-Slngles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15
GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

nr?* ?«
""** August. 10 minutes from

MrJ^J^Lr*'"^ ''^°'" '***^'' Furnished, 4-bdrms $200 monthly (negotiable). MarianneMoerman. 255-5151 ext. 440. 0343237. (25 M

auto.
'40 TOYOTA, 4 dr, yellow, R/H. air.
excellent cond., $1075. After 4 PM. 477-
'*" (33MI9)

)/House for Sale

41 PONTIAC, air conditioned, all power
automatic, new brakes/pump/starJer

26

rebuilt transmission, good
(days), 390 4441 (eves).

[fast, accurate typing Term oaoars
[!'";^";,«l'»erfations Editing. WkdayTJ:U Jarb^eJ2rM45^Mae, 394.51»2. (19 AT R,

I
,^„«
^^'VE typewriter. Term paper7iiH.ers. resumes, statistical. Ouar^nTaSi

[•38 S467 *
****' 5: 30.weekends. Sharon,

' (tygtR)

Im^iy** 'f*^ *yP'"9 Theses, term papers.manuscripts, etc Experienced. FasrSaataccurate, dependable. 9M-I747. (tVoTR)

n?.«l .^'-'^ Hooray Spaciaus one bdrm.
Mar^xJr" :..*""'"' «••'*»•' »«n deck.Mgr

, 450 Landfair. 473 5571. (21 M 10)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm. studio. 1 1/2
,bath, pool. 3 biks. campus. 10024 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR 5 5504. (21 QTR)

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2 bdrm A
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac
$59,000 Sands Realtors, 474 4444. ( QTR)
SHERMAN Oaks So Blvd., 5 bedroom, 3bath, family, formal dining, heated pool
view, 2 fireplaces, beams, cul de sa<;. 7 min'UCLA Must sell $42,950 700 2074 even ,

39j"
04n,«450dav (24MI7I

tires. 025-2134
(33M19)

A.1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICEOUR PR'CES ARE LOWER!
A

1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hours

I ^'•"PTs. Reliable. Experienced. Call

1 BEDROOM near beach. 1410 California
Ave., Santa Monica. S155. 1 yr. lease. 394-3441
/395 0701. (21M17)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset 2 bdrm A
conv den. Ouiet Cut de Sac. $43,500 Sands
Realtors, 474-4444. (24 QTR)

L*20 1142.
(19 QTR)

TWO story Cape Cod, 5 bdrm, den, 3 baths,
newer. Pacific Palisades. $73,500. 454-7934
^"^^ (24M17)

'40 VW Bug Good cond.. light blue, one
owner, $950 Ronme, 472 1 103. ( 33 M 19)

!"b'So^rExpe*j:;;%:v^r'^»»*^ *"^'«"
Bl. ^"perienced. accurate
•'•«se call 394 0295

•ccuraia work.
(19M24)

y/Apts Unfurnished 22 ^!ir"T"I!!"""""^"" —
1 BOPM,—-rrizr: vi -7- iJ^ouse to Share .-. ... 27 H

;49 CORTINA GT 2 door Deluxe (like a

rAT /Ji'
Excellent cond., Michelin X

radials,.»900 390 7473. (33M22)

Mp^r^^thP^'Il"' ^''•"»'' •••«*» Term
I. "ric. Executive. Nancy. 472-4143, Kay,126 7472

[tXPERT
[manuscripts,
turaie lo AM

|3«)

(19 QTR)
»vP«ng, t.rr papers.
;•»•»' 'BM, .ehable ac-
10 PM. Joan. 3920420. (19M

Itvp.nq/cditino pM'- W' «ccurate
[t«t.ons.booh» NMr,^/" »"•»•»' <**»»or-
Il927 * '*'^*'^ campus. Ellen, 472

(19M17)

'•onspa^.^r'fa.t^^^! tboses, dissar-
•»'^ 0727 *"' *«<vrate. service. Call

12077. *"**»•«'«' Northridge, Oi».

(19M19)

1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refng., drap«s, dish
washer, available June 5, $175. 473-4301, 473-
3570 Close campus (22M19)

y/ Apts to Share',^. .... 23

COME to 425 Landfair, roommates trt
there. Singles and onebdrms. Pool, sun-
decks, garage. 479 5404. (23M34)

BEVERLY Glen, own bedroom, own
bathroom, fireplace, live in mountains, 5
minutes Irom campus. 474-7939. (27M23)

ROOMMATE wanted to share six room
house in WLA $45 each for three. Richard
^^^*^*0 (27M23)

COOL roommate needed for 3 bdrm ntar
beach in Venice. $50 share, SOS own. 021-5754
«v*4 (27M17)

mLh?"'* ^^^V' •"cellent body A woodNeeds engine work Must sell. Call Al. Vs?.

. J^I3M22)
44 POf^TlAC LeMans Hardtop 4 speed
tlll.^1 ?•«"* Original owner, moveing

'

SOOO/best. 035 4473, 900 3450. ( 33 My 22)

'47 CHEVY 4 speeds, AC, power staerino
blue. $000. Frani Hall A254G. PM 15 (33 &

f LOWPCT '

'

!ifjHprttlrji»'S"'f../*^.ii^^^^^^ or

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Oaylav •

Pleasant singles, $45 Kitchen, sun decks.'
pool, garage, 473 4412. (23 QTR)

BEACH cottage; urgently need friendly,
neat girl share large bedroom available
nowor summer 547. 39]^ 4745 (23M19)

FEMALE roommate(s) to share 2bdrm., 2-

story apt. with same. 524 1/2 Landfair. 477-
>947 $4S. (23M23)

FEMALE Huge, clean, funky I bedroom
*pt. Wilshire at Westholme. $75 month. 474-
•*'* (23M23)

FRIENDLY Folks needed to share small
cooperative house ofi Mulholland near
Bavarly Olan. 90«.74«3. ( 27 M 10)

3 BDRM/Santa/Aonica Beach/clean, need
Pref -^ " ~

" (33M22)

3rd roommate
2020.

•refer coed grad. Eves. 399-

(27M10)

pinch! Call IXAMIIS in a
(tOMiO)

'^"
oJS:?jl*!!r«l«o"«' booksT'^

cwrate,

^'EEed

P«P«rs Speclaitw mI;Z"""*"»' *•««*' ^•^n

NEED 1/2 girls for own room bathroom -

spacious studio. Dishwasher furnished
/unfurnished $74.25. Lauren, 020 1913, 024
'^•0 (23M33)

SHARE beautiful large completely fur-

rii !?. w«*' ^"^ "o"V*oo« Own room,
500 451 1434 eves. (27M10)

W/1, 2 bdrm, grad preferred. 15 min. UCLa"
!!*'.""*1!*'.' !*f/ overywhere. Shorm.,;

(27M19)

'40 MO Midget. New tires, battery brake«

'S9 VW Sunroof, good tires ooo<i

(33M23)
7449 or 025 7301

IJ'j^j^^A
Romeo coupt, Clean. 474-1744. (33

Oaks, $07.50. 709-2470.

nehTB

^^•'oo. A.ic;vvr3;4
'^''•' "»'

mmar /spelling. Electric

GIRL neededtosJMre beach apt. $110, Piaya
rt"! Roy. 023 4419 or 430 7497. (33M3>t

YOUR rant can buy you stock in a cor-
poration or ownership of land adiacent toUCLA plus room and board. For details,
call 343 5375 eves or weekends. 1 27 m 19)

^,?.Vi^^ '**** *•**'» "^ »-<»^ •"*»•»' runs*oline Grey, mag wheels Mark, 024"°^
(33M23)

'40 MOA bubble top Very r»r; must see to
•»»r»«»«»» Call Steve at 174 915*. (33 m 23?

/deliver law
(190TR)

MALE urgently naads to sliare large 2-bdrm
«pt summer and/or next year $00/mo.
V^il(<- R7« 7757 After 4 (23M23)

Pri??!^ mr^^"" '" •»•'•'•• ••••
-r wfl.;.. ?,.'^*'" •^•»»«b»4 Kitchen

uria/2!!;.. v. **'••" '•^* minutesUCLA/Beach. G.rls 4S4-740S. (27 M 22)

'44 VW Bug Sunroof,
tires, battery points,
cellent cond , S525/B O
4US015 1

radio, heater, new
plugs. Wiring, ex
Eves, Jim, 474 $425,

(33M33)

I

I

I

YOUNG MARRiEcT " "'
COUPLES .1

If you need a car '

I and need financing |

I
CALL FINANCE MANAGER

J
I 474-4128 . I

7',r^"^^OT 504 21,000 miles. Air R/H
;?r 2 r„T.',?[iit

^•"- '»*'ow oiCebVoS:224 2201 or 034 5109. (33M 17)

;;'>::rpr„,';r;cr.'yi:?i;.-"';j3v;;?

r I:

1—7

'
1

sw*^?«?«' :•*•'•'!' •»"?«• no engine. $175 orswap for motorcycle. 472 0240. ( 33 M 10)

'40 VW Bug. Sunroof Good mech.*nirai
condition. $225. Call, 39$ 032?. (33Mm

I I ..Mill '--'*- •—*——'1—— . " ..AJ I

'47 FIREBIRD maroon /bIk, 4 spd., Ansen
Sprints, polyqlass, track, sony tape deck,
offer 475 4049. (33M23)

41 PEUGEOT 403 69 engine, new battery"
and qenerator, good michelin X tires, new
upholstery, suhroof, luggage rack with
luggage, radio, excellent condition, original
owner. 472 5970, $705.

( 33 M 23)

.« ^!^^ •" Spydv. Best offer over $1100."'"** (33M23)

$7 CHEVY 2 door hardtop, V automatic,
good cond., $425, phone Afternoons, 475
'®''

( (33M23>

'50 CHEVY Biscayne, running, new battvox body $99 or rtearest offer 473 7772. (33

M

y/ Bicycles for Sale . . ; . 35

GIRLS! 24" blue 3 speed, beakitiful con
ttTTlonT-SST-Call Camy."i|7rr759 hlghts, 125'
2161 days. (3$M17)

MALE 24" bike 15 speed $50. Good con-
dition. Call Debby, 47$ 1101. (35M23)

"•'•••

UCLA Students! 5% off Peugeot,
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes IExpert repairs! Lees Cyclorama Schwinn
Author I »ed dealer 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3
Difcs. N. Santa Monica Freeway. 039-4444. (3$M 10)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low

AmeVican 'Ifu'l^""^!
*" '^rench.TsVri'aT

QTrI
Westwood. 475 3370. (Jf

'.ycles, Scoofers

350CC SUZUKI (street). Excellent condition
with extras. Lighter, faster, more depen-
dable. $425/best offer 441-4520. (SOM 17)

HONDA CL350 Excellent cond Rack
aackrest, helmet, $375 /offer, 4 PM. 390
*•* (34M23)

70 HONDA CB450 K3 $700 or make offer
Disc brake Call, 024 2304 after 4 (34M23)

tONDA CB350 Powerful mint condition A
74 I/..

^*" machine $425 firm Call Arbie'
''•*^'

' (34M17)

n VESPA 150CC Like new - no mileaga-ham and lock. S375. Melissa. 477-5401. (3«M

** HONDA 90 Vor sale, S17S. Call Judi, 477-
n 14 or 274 4104. (SOMIO)

940 HONDA 140 CB. New tires, tuna-up,
»elmet included. $250/bast offer. Evenings,
<on 709 5334. (34Mli) .

70 HONDA 175, good condition needs nOw
battery, $290 390 0554 evenings. (34M 19)

&

Ji^

11

71 HONDA 70, less than lOOO miles, helmet,
makeoffer, 390 2939, after 4 and Sunday. (34

•49 HONDA CL350 Good condition, extras,new gaskets, battery $450/offer Day, 57451.g^"'^^'*"^ (34M19)

'47 HOOAKA. excellent cond , extras, must
sell. Call 030 0492, after 4, wknds. ( 34 M 19)

'40 HONDA 125 Good condition. $140. Call
024 1004. (34M22)

'40 HONDA 305 Scrambler, 4000 miles, $350
Evenings, 4^ 5257. Santa Monica. (34 M 22)

'47 HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine. Excellent
cond. $325, 292-0304 evas. (MM 21)

'70 HONDA SL 3S0 5,000 miles. SS2S. ItJ-
0'0» (34M21)

71h**h^ .^V.'"*^* •"••'cyelo. Exc«llant
cond

, best offer, call after 4 PM. 024-7932. (34M 22

)

-lit^***^."®" '-»*' '^»«*»««' •"Calient

,

llVt ^! JlV"***^*
•*" helmet, must seii atonce 4>4.0944. (I4M23)

70 KAWASAKI 500, beautiful cond., 4SM miW50 call Mary 4«4 22S2, eves ( sJmTs)

•ff
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Have they finally gone far enough,to get
you to do something about it?
It's got to stop here.
Help McGovern stop it ^

Help:

ABSENTEE VOTE ^-

NAME
1 !

< «

(Print as KeKi'sipred)

I

- ! NAME

CANVASS

ADDRESS^
ADDRESS_

(Where reKistered)

'.jji.'J' -: k

PARTY
REGISTRATION

SIGNATURE

(Where ballot is to be sent)

-1-' '
:l

ADDRESS

PHONE _

I want to vote absentee because:

1. I will be out of my election precinct on June 6.

2. I live more than 10 miles from the nearest pollinR place
3. It itairaintt my relifcion to voteon June6.
4. I will be unable to get to the polls on June 6.

D
D
D
D

Send this to the Refciitrar of Voters in the county of your rexislrati

Return to McGovern table on campus or your loci jheadquarter,.

Call or come info AAcGovern Headquarters ah

1093 Broxton ^212, Westwood (477-9791)

8844 Olympic Blvd., Beverly Hills (275-4454)
ion.

FOR INFORMATION GOTO THF Mor^i#eB^. •^^*v Iu FME MCGOVERN TABLE ON CAMPUS
Paid for by California Students for McGovern
M(3x Factor, Chairman
Art Kamlnsky, Treasurer

office? wH Z '^^°'l'^^
^'th 'he oppropriafe supervisory

dents U S r°"°''°'''«
^°^ P-irchose from the Supt. of Do

20402 ' •
°°"«^'""«"» Printing Office, Woshington D.C.

\ .

..,—j.-^» -» — —ff—
'

—M .
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lalpem wins Presidency

undergraduate election
By KenB Gnernsey
DBSUff Writer

Editors note: For related editorial, see page 4.

ve Halpem was elected undergraduate president for l»72-73
irday in a run-off election. Halpem polled 1,559 votes, to 1,2M for his
nent, Les Rosen.

je Uchida ''Spirit Machine" won the batUe for the head yell leader
, l)eating the duo o£ "Face and Dish" 1,527 to 1,287.

the race for first vice-president. Greet Zohar defeated Cheryl Lynn
irmon by a narrow margin, 1,275 to 1.206. Ross Arbiter had been
ed to the office of administrative vice-president in the primary
ion last week.

another close race, Esther Valadez edged Benjamin Adler for
lonal Student Association representative, 1,010 to 977.
[owever, the tightest vote of all came in the general representative
' tting, where three winners were selected from six candidates Stu
man topped the field with 1,164 votes, followed by jUrgaAna Lewis
1,153: ' :

"' ' " —.. .^-~

J
thur Goff, with 792 votes, finished third, but the remaining three

ktenders are all within 22 votes of Goff (Pat "Rocky" Rothstein — 788
Iph White - 782, Murry "The King" Soloman — 770). A re-count of
tots is required in any race if a candidate requests it, according to
ve Phillips, Elections Board chairman.
Uthy Kerr won the position of cultural affairs commissioner with 1 292
-s Beverly Robinson, her opponent, polled 937,
ie largest winning margin of the run-off went to Sam Okimoto in the
J for the student welfare commissioner post, who crushed Mark

brce 1,407 to 812.

ninton Burch, the only incumbent running, was successful in his bid
re-election to the posiUon of community services commissioner

leating Wilo Nunez 1,389 to 1,064.

the financial supports commissioner spot went to Jeanette C
Ivester over Stuart Adelson. The vot^ was 1,149 to 934.

llso elected in last week's primary voting were Suz Rosen, Student
hlities commissioner; Heidi HUb, educational policies commissioner
Bob Losey, campus events commissioner.
le newly-elected officers will officially take over their posto at a
ient Legislative Council meeting next Wednesday.

In the Graduate Students Association election last week, Leon Kos
fvid Vasquez and EUiot Schlang were elected to the posts of president'
'St vice-president and second vice-pnpsident, respectively

Thursday, AAay 18, 1972

Senate passes budget bill

may be eliminated

fatewide ratification necessary

^nBomplete

'

By John Miller
DB Staff Writer

The possibility that the
educational fee imposed by the
Regents in 1970 will be abolished
was raised yesterday as the
Senate approved an augmentation
to the state budget of $26 mUlion
which, if accepted by the Regents,
would eliminate the $300 a year
tuition charge. ^.

By a vote of 22-14, the
Legislature's more conservative
body overruled its finance
committee which had previously
killed the measure by a split vote
of 4-4. Capitol observers were
obviously surprised that the^
augmentation, initiated by the UC^
Student Lobby and carried by
Senator Walter Stiern (D-
Bakersfield), was able to get the
necessary floor votes.

4- Floor debate
The floor debate was intense,

with the majority of the debate
focusing on the propriety of
making a major policy decision
within the budget. Randolph
Collier

; (D-Yreka), Senate
Finance Committee chairman,
argued that "such decisions
should be made by the policy
committee, not Within the
budget."

Senator Steven Teale (D-
Mokolume Hill), replied, saying,
"Several years ago, the governor
gave the University a budget
which was unacceptable, and so
the Regents imposed tuition. The

budget is the proper place to
resolve this issue."

Stiern added that the state was
in deep financial trquble when the
so-called "educational fees" were
established, and that they are
unnecessary now.

Tuition
Many senators commented on

their strong belief that tuition was
imposed, not to raise needed
revenue, but as a penalty against
students, and, because of the
hardship it imposes on middle and
low-income students, it was a
time to remove the burden:-—

—

In light of the recent demon-
strations against the escalation of
the war in Vietnam on many
campuses, the vote was especially
surprising. Student Lobby of-
ficials expressed optimism about
the changing attitude toward
students by the Legislature.

Changed minds
Fred Kaplan, an intern from UC

Irvine who worked with Carney
Ouye, an intern from UC Davis on
this issue, said, "The vote in the
Senate and the debate on the
tuition question reflects the
change in legislators' minds. It is

amazing that even after the
disorders of the last three weeks,
the Senate took such an incredible
step. It shows that they are willing
to listen, especially when there
are potential voters concerned."
The budget now goes to con-

ference committee where the
Assembly's and Senate's versions

of the state budget will be
resolved. Although tiie Assem-
bly's version of the state budget
did not contain a similar
augmentation, Student Lobbyists
were optimistic about chances ol
gaining Assembly support.
The amendment to the budget

could still be vetoed by tiie

governor if it remains in the final
version of the budget passed by
the Legislature.

Stiern said the Legislature was
told in 1970 that a«»ubstantial part
of the fees would be used to
"provide scholarships for stiidente^
who could not afford to pay the
fees. -But only $1.6 million of the
$26.6 million is going to financial
aid while the major partis being
used to pay for steam plants and
new buildings," he said.

Opponents of the amendment
told the Legislature that students
whocould not afford the state fees
could still go to state colleges,
drawing the reply from Stiern that
students in many professional
fields cannot get the same
training in a state college.

Stiern told the Senate that the
average UC student pays between
$600 and $625 a year when all

educational, laboratory and other
student fees are added up. The
registration fee (which would not
be abolished by the amendment)
is $300 a year, the educational fee
is an additional $300, and students
here pay $25.50 in student fees in
addition to miscellaneous lab and
use fees.

Vote tally

\ Z

jr

By Dave McNary
DBSUffWritM-

Changes in tiie regulations for
"incomplete" grade were

)roved Tuesday by the faculty's
[gislative Assembly of the
kademic Senate.
^he new regulations must be
proved by the statewide
'idemic Senate to go into effect

» statewide Senate wiU con-
?r these next month, so the
»ng^ will probably go into

pwrt for fall quarter.
T'he changes, propoised by the
'date's Committee on
Jcational Policy are:
Courses in which the "in-

'Plete" is given will not be
inied m computing tiie grade
int average. Presentiy, -in-
'^Pletes" are given Uhj same

I h.f»''""^"'^^«« pointedllhat treating the grade as an
f was unfair, as an -\l

»"ty but incomplete.

Grade points

M^ points are assigned

liege ^^ ^*^ ^" ^^ ^^

-;A student will be given an

laeupthe 'mcomplete" within

^-"'ed"Yt:;^;nt" • ^^«"^-'>

^P'tethe objection. Of Re^S?

William T. Puckett, who claimed
the changes in regulations would
create "a lot more" record-
keeping for his office.

F^ucketi said presentiy there are
from 6,500 to 8,000 "incompletes"
filed each academic year, and
pointed out tiiat the "automatic"
change from an "incomplete" to
an "F" along witii the subscM[]uent

recomputing of grade points
would create additional expenses,
and generate many more
mistakes on transcripts.

' *Incomplete* '

CEP also recommended that
once the "incomplete" was made
up, it no longer appear on the
student's record. Ralph Turner,
CEP chairman, told the Assembly
"If you've ever been on a com-
mittee that reviews students'

transcripts, I'm sure you've heard
speculation about the history of

the "incomplete" that has been
made up, and if it is worth as
much as a regular grade."
However, the Assembly voted to

delete that recommendation, as
several faculty argued that a
student's transcript should
"reflect his full academic
record."

tn other business, the Assembly
approved a resolution stating that

there be an explicit University
procedure "to insure that in the
search for the most highly
qualified personnel, departments
shall make all reasonable efforts

to find, rank and recommend
women and ethnic minorities."

The resolution was a substitute
for one submitted jointly by the
Senate Committee on Equal
Opportunity and the Status of

Women. In their proposal, they
pointed out as of last October,
there were three Black, two
Mexican / Spanish-American, and
29 women full professors out of 623
here; six Black, 12 Mexican /

Spanish-Americans, and 23
women associate professors out of

approved
321; 20 Black, 12 Mexican /
Spanish-American, and 58 women
(including eight non-Caucasions)
assistant professors of 479.

The Assembly also defeated a
proposal that the membership of
the Senate's powerful budget
committee (which is in charge of
review of faculty promotions and
budgetary matters) ."be made
more representative" of women
and ethnic minorities.

Senators (whose districts in-

clude a UC campus) voting for the
measure were: Anthony
Beilenson (D) UCLA, Donald
Grunsky (R) Santa Cruz. John
Holmdahl (D) Berkeley, Nicholas
Petris (D) Berkeley, Robert
Stevens (R) UCLA, Milton Marks
(R) San Francisco and George
Moscone (D) San Francisco.

Voting against the measure and
irts^avor of continued tuition were:

jre Burgener (R) San Diego,
Derinis Carpenter (R) Irvine,
Robert \Lagomarsino (R) Santa
B^rbaral, Fred Marler (R) Davis
and^Jack Schrade (R) San Diego.

V il

) ^1

steep thyself in a bowl of tummertimt" - Virgil ^* ****'*** *** *^^' c.ti«w»i..

#
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Dresses — Sportswear — Yardage for LOW, LOWprices

NEWMERCHANDISE WEEKLY
COME TO SEE US. CHECK OUR PRICES. —^—^^^

iimi fNis II II Fii I tnm m iisciiif
during the month ol Moy

1 1 38 WESTWOOD BLVD. -"In the virioge" 479-9055

Strong competition
Samuel Gold\A/yn Awards

^ I

pto w(/"tfc«/ q/uxA4-

There's a natural amphitheatre

in the Sculpture Garden.

A perfect place for a portable

stage, a pantomine family,

and music. A delight for^

eyes and ears. ,.

Come enjoy a free noon concert

.

with music F>4riormed on both
the harpsichord and harmonium

By Terry Cofvin

DBSUff Writer
Did you ever hear of a screenplay called '*Doc X/'

or another by an author named Jeffry Andrus? No?
Well, you may be hearing a lot about these two and
four other writers and their works because Andrus is

the recipient of the first-place award in the 18th
Annual Samuel Goldwyn Award for Creative
Writing. ..:-.

Andrus' first-place work, the story of a doctor who
retires after years of practice and returns to medical
school only to nearly flunk out, earned him $3,000 in
film magnate Goldwyn 's traditional contest. Second
place and an award of $1,000 was captured by Robert
Tucker for his novel, "The Bundy." The other three
awards, each worth $500, went to Steve Erickson for
a novel entitled "TTiree," Oscar Pittinan for his work
"Ephrem Tate: Christ Figure," and Curtis Allen for
'Take dead away, play music please."

Competition

Walden Boyle, chairman of the Theatre Arts
department, indicated to a small gathering wit-
nessing the awards ceremony in MacGowan Hall
that competition this year was extremely intense due
to the submission of 127 manuscripts by students. He

ysaid the situation was compounded by the fact that 30
OTthe entries were novels.

~

"UCLA is extremely ffratpfi.i o
and his conunuing spon^rsh.W

th*!'''*' ««SGoldwyn recognizes the imporun^^,"*'^*^
to striving young artists." Bojae^w'"*'«»l 44

the theater arts department here s^r^"*™'*"*manuscripts and submitted the bei.T^"'^ "» IT
panel composed of Richard Leium u

* "* »i^
English department, Robert Ei'^^'^oiofiJ
playwright, Leonard Spiegelfia. .»

* **" *^
«|reenwriter and represe^tatW^ Tl ^^ .

Pictures Academy of Arts and ScienL^.*'^*

,

^.Mgniflcm honor
^^

Mueller, speaking for the panel of i,.rt.Goldwyn Aw^-d is the m^si^^'^^^
writing honor for students in theuS cJ

L"*^
important that we continue tonoSf"^ ""«

who are as of yet unrecognizedTam =""« '*«
extreme development of Hie ar TZT*'^'^campus," he said. "''"8 on ii|

"We have noticed a decreasing number „f ,,-stories being submitted to the contest anrtL
**

more full length novels are olacS '„ " '"'*"*l

Some of these novels were mSoSITt
Mueller said.

Announceitf^nts

^
^fj-i-

TUESDAY-MAT 23-12 NOON SCULPTURE GjillDEN
Soulh-East end. near Graduate School of Business Administration

By arrangement of UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productions
andStudent Committee for the Arts

— Wolfman Jack, Art Seiden-
baum, Carroll O'Conner, Sam
Yorty, Joseph Benti, Tom Snyder,
Dick Wittington and Steve Allen
win allhelp UC-TV-LA"Piffge the
Devil from California" at noon
today. Monitors are located at
Gypsy Wagon, Royce Quad (a
renaissance motif viewing tent
will be available), the Coop, the
Ackerman Union Men's Lounge
and the NPI Auditorium. .__.___-

• • it ^^ ::"•!.--

UniCamp still needs volunteers
for summer counselors at all the
sessions this summer. Further
information can be obtained at the
UniCamp office, 475-4460. -.^--

The^ Child Care Center has
openings for children two to three
years ten months old who can
attend five days a week 2:30-5:30-
pm. For information call ext.
52283.

* • it

the Black Students* Union will
be meeting to discuss BSU
elections at noon tomorrow in
Rolfe 1200.

—--^v" --: —

UCLA
DAIiyBRUM

Joseph Heller, author of "Catch-
22" will be speaking at noon
tomorrow in the Ackerman Union
Grand Ballroom under the
auspices of the Associated
Students' Speakers Program, v^

'**'*>l'shed every weekd«
^ring the school year, exc«

periods, by the Coinmunicationj
Board of the Associated Studenh
of UCLA, 308 Westwood Plaza, Loj

Angeles, California
900J<

Copyright 1972 by the Com'
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STEREO
OividLN

ToddCms

Cathy Wortiiiqii

NmaA.PiulQf

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

re" or o
Why pay more at a "Large Fancy Stoi—-"litHe Garage'' for tW^^reHo components you want.

(Check Out THE NOWSOUND for Honest Student Discount Prices)

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

'^

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
optometrist

,

* 10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED

POLISHED

GR9-2)11

«-*.— :_

'^' ,.'<:•
'''

Complete PIONEER Stereo System

» . ' 1-

Fair Trade List V|i^iiifi9.95

NOW

$299.95
complete system

While They Last!

' (This set has Pioneer's
famous ''multi-amp system")

Here's What You Get!
• Pioneer Am/Fm Stereo

receiver 1 20 watts pealc"^

• Two Pioneer speakers
~* Pioneer turntable

including dust cover, and
caHridge. (* 60 watts standard)

v. V

Fisher

..' ..-i-^.,

r <

THE FISHER 201 • 80-Watt AM/FM SterM Receiver

I

U
s

BSR 310X
CHANGCIAUtNTAMC
fVCrrTHMO t4ClU0fD
•AS! . OUST COVE* AND
SHUM CAMnilOGC

I

U
s

TWO
KHXII

SPEAKERS

$259
Coiftplefe System

AA-F 1-9

THE NOW SOUND
Ju.l 5 mm. Eat» of Downtown lot Angalo*

The Now Sound Stereo
2525 W. Beverly Blvd., Montebello 721^07

Sot. 10-5

The Center fbrAfro-Amerim

Studies is presenting the
~^~^

following events:

MAY 17, Wei, 12 noon
Benjamin Leshoi - African playwright

"Black Theater in Africa"

3105 Campbell Hall

Peggy Seary i _ 2:00 p.m. .

"How To Teach in the Black Ghetto"
.Campbell Hall 2124

MAY 18. ThurCI to 3 pm
BLACK ENGLISH CONFERENCE
topics include:

- "The Scope of Black English'*

- ]]History of Black English"
- "Popular Styles in Black Language"
~ '^Teaching 'good' grammar to block kids"

speakers:

- Dr. Gloria Weddington, San Jose State

- Dr. Sandra Garcia, UCLA
~ Ernie Smith, UC Irvine
- Mary Hoover, Nairobi College

Campbell Hall 2210

ALL EVENTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!!!

•j^

C Regent ell strives
-V

Ttiursday, AAay 18, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3

guard academic excellence
""By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

ior's note: This is the sixteenth in a wrivs

|er views wit»< the University ol California

«ts.

falling himself "one of the few

-affluent Regents," Glenn

,jpbell is employed at a rival

icational institution, Stanford

iversity. .. . .

pampbell, 48, is director of the

jver Institution on War,

solution and Peace. The In-

lute is a center for advance

jy and research in political,

tial and economic change in the

century.

[n an interview in Hoover Tower

the Stanford campus, Camp-

il discussed his views on the

diversity of California. _ v . L

'he politically conservative

jent considers "a whole series

[decisions" made by the Board

ring the four years he has been

[Regent as resulting in "the

>tection of the intellectual

cellence and integrity. of the

liversity of California.^'

Administration
""^

le cites, as an example, a

)sal adopted at a Regents'-

?eting in June, 1970 (which he

troduced) "directing the Ad-

ministration to make certain tl^
:edures were adopted so there

)uldn't be a repetition of such

roblems." " . .^^.. . ..

[The amiable Regent defines

such problems" as the students

I. administrators struggle over
Peoples' Park" near UC
;rkeley and campus demon-
irations. -

His thoughts on sit-ins are
traightforward. "I am opposed to

16 mass occupations of

University of California buildings.
No good purpose is served by
these occupations, certainly no
educational purpose that I can
see," Campbell said.

Disruptions
The most important role the

Regents can play with respect to
campus disruptions, according to
Campbell, is to set "general
policies to make certain that the
UC campuses are not used as
staging or organizing grounds for
political activities and that the

VISIT & TASTEi
Somple t»ie diM.reot, oi thJ
»25 .0'i«f.ri of r»ord w.wn.ngl^

0PEN11AJM.T0 7PJIL'
MONDAY TNRUSATUROA

SUNDAYS 1 2 TO 6

'^''aiik\i<m

regular instrucUon and research
work continue."

A amn who speaks deliberately
with a subtle humor he often
betrays by laughing, the
Canadian-born Regent (a
naturalized tf:S citizen In 1953)
does not see ihe quality of UC
education as declining.

"I am convinced that despite
the much-publicized budgetary
problems, the quality of education

(Continued on Page 19)

'Min€%9, 12221 Santa Monica
'"^•BUd West Li

-••^ 820-1212I CiHiO

— — JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
Why fiflHMhe uphill str^gm of mlarvi«v«or>*r^<» 9»» ^nto \hm 9-ro5 TulTTIiirl

iL cZ.. "IJ*^* 'T^'"*^°'''''®'^^°''''"«'"°"«°' ° hundred axciting ploc«$

h. JS "^i T^'^T ^'*'*'*r'-"*'
S"^^ ° \^ '"OV be waiting for you but likethe other 98* ol oil CO lege grods. you don't know how to opply for it. The foreignvHloge offers 2 foct filled booklets de.oiling type of jobs, requirements ond speci

fic addresses you'll need to know ... ^
For a better life & further information write to the: FOREIGN VIUAGE

P.O. BOX 9200
SAN DIEGO, CA 92109

T
'(Paid Advertisement)

iniernaiioDai siudeiii ceaier

TOURS
May 20th KnoH's Berry Form
Saturday $5.00 .

includes transportation. Generar admissiofl
into the Ghost Town. Fiesta Village and Gypsy
Camp plus 6 rides. 24 maximum. Departs 8:00 am
returns 6 pm. i

Queen Mary and Long Beach Art Museum
$5.50 includes transportation, admission to the
Queen Mary museum. 24 maximum. Departs 8 am
- returns 6 pm
Lawry's Food Center ^ ±^^ -

$1.75 includes transportations, lunch. Departs 1 0am
- returns 3 pm

May 21

Sunday

May 26
Friday

Glenn tanf|irt>ell

DB ptioto by Susie Hateyo

.-.1y- ——" t

I want a Wile
A'' •!>•/

This is no put on
I'm for real

Are you?

Girls call mel Murray 851-1806

May 24
Wednesdoy
May 31

Wednesday

Tuesdays

Supdayll

May 24

INTERNATIONAL FlUVl SERIES
Fre« admission . . _ - .-',.

SWEDEN: Seventh SegLwith Ingemai Bergmorv -^ "=~^

BRITAIN: L-Shaped Room with Leslie Caron and
Brock Peter>. r-

OTHER ACTIVITIES
i

Qireek dancing. Free lessons in an ' international
atmosphere. 7:30 pm
SOUL TRAIN. New steps in dancing. 7':30 pm
Cooking class: From Iran: Khrelsht + Badem. Rice
and eggplant with meat. Taught by Pary Fakheri.
Maximum 25. Fee: $1

10 be or ml io bo
Not everyone wants a draft
deferment to finish undergrad or
grad school

^

~f

'
I

Not everyona needs $100 per month
during their last two years of
school ...

Not everyona can use a scholarship
to pay tuition, fees and books . . .

Not everyone needs leadership and
Mnagetnent training and a real
challenge . . ,

And not everyone wants to serve as
en Army Officer . . .

lTu4i ^^ ^' contact the Professor
or Military Science at UCLA (825-7381)

ROTC
*^ information about Army

Extension enrollments welcome, po
you don t even need to be a UCLA
•tudent.

slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love" (formerly Glenn Laiken)

•p>it»-10MM.M.) 1M(Sm.)

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits

1021 GlENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VIUAGE 473-4997
OTHER LOCATIONS

CULVER CIT\, NOPTH HOLLYWOOD. PALOS VERGES
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Elections
Astute Brums will have noticed thai; today's

publication of the results for recent undergraduate
and graduate elections marks the first mention of the

elections in our news pages. We feel we owe an ex-

planation to those concerned office holders like
"7" Graduate President Mark Bookman and Un-

dergraduate Elections Board chairman Steve
Phillips who were appalled at events surrounding our
''blackout decision" as well as to the student body as
a whole. —

^

-~

^\ A clause in our constitution prohibits endorsement
for student body elections. This year, an attempt was

^

made to amend the clause pertaining to en-^
dorsements; seven out of the ten members of

v Communications Board — our publishers — would
have had to cast **yes'* votes to give us the right to

endorse. Two of the six student members voted
against the move, one student representative ab-
stained.

J
It has become! convenient in recent weeks for some

students to
^^

the Administration for their in-

terference in our rights. They express Horror that v^
blacked out the coverage of the electiop rather thali

blasting the inhabitants of Murphy Hall. While th0
Administration Representative to Comm Board ha|
played an active role, and an^bstructive role, thi|
year his vote is only one voice against. The fact ig

that one-half the student delegation failed to support— the endorsement, n r"

—

^—"""—~~~

There is no responsible hews medium in America
which covers events that it does liot have the right to
comment on. It is our position that if Comm Board
adopts the unintelligible stance that the Daily Bruin
is allowed to report and comment on student
government during the year but must refrain from
that comment during the election weeks when any
changes could occur, then we will suspend our
coverage during election week to reflect that
position.

The issue is basic: freedom of the press. The
student delegation voted against endorsements:
student government, the institution that appointed
those members, must take the consequences of a low
voter turnout.

Striking at Ramona's place
by the UCLA Ramona Strike Support Commima

• a»
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Our UCLA campus has undergone a rapid change
during the past week. Last Tuesday morning, it was
as if we all awoke frorh a sound sleep and suddenly
became alert. As a result of Ae Nixon Ad-
ministration's new Vietnamese policy various
sentiments became apparent among the students
and faculty members. Some of us were outraged,
some of us mildly upset, others of us as yet ignorant
of the facts, some of us even indifferent of them. Yet
it is reasonable to say that in time most of us were
concerned. In the ensuing days, though, the situation

on campus had evolved to the point where there were
the protesters and the non-protesters. -^
At first glance, it may look like the student body

has been polarized. On the one side there are the
active and involved, while the rest of us stand by
silently and merely spectate. Yet we cannot speak of
polarization beyond this point for it would not be fair

to say that the protesters are the concerned ones and
the non-protesters the apathetic. It is not apathy. It is

feeling that comes to people when they consider the
immediately available means of striking and
shutting down the University but then go home and
hear on the radio little other than disgust-laden
criticism directed at the protesters' march. It is a
feeling people get when they consider the fruitless
efforts of past demonstrations and the wasted
energies of letter-writing or campaigning for
"promising" candidates. It is a feeling people get
when they sense the bigness and the complexi^ of
this vast machine we call America: a machine
seemingly insensitive to the people's will regardl^s
of their methods of voicing that will. It is a feeling
people experience when they want to do something
effective, but wonder if there is anything effective
that can be done. -

Such a feeling is not indifference or lack of con-
eefn.nTs "a feeling ofHeTpTessriess, a rrighlehihg arid
frustrating feeling indeed when one considers what is
at stake. .

I write on behalf of a handfuT of students who
together probably represent a substantial portion of
the student population. We would like to see an im-

Letters to the Editor: T

mediate end to the fighting and vet u,o
of futility in trying to attain suJhl^''

"^"^ a (W
We would all like to beb^VrtLr^^^^^^
problem as this war could be rLnn ' '^
simple solutions imply simple ornWo^ ^'^^d. y«
is far from that. We feel h%^^'^'^,^'/^^the'^
feel equally helpless ~ like rSk ! "^^^ otJ
Monday. May il wante to^n^'u^,^> i^
known but just doesn't "know hol'%^%Baker feel frustrated and are ouesL ^ ^ Mr
we can do that wiU be effecUvf wH^ ^^^ wt^

suggestions, but for a starter we dnT! ^ to

we can dor-^^ -— ^ ^^ ^^^^ one t^
The only way we can get out of Vief«»^power, political power. That power

.^"^ '' ^^
' President and with Congress^ k!^ ,^^ the

Congress if it can muster enough vot^^^ '^ "^^

further federal appropriationTtoT war ^l^^^more, ifthe President and members omeHnf^"^pressured into doubting their chanc^ at r^^^m November, they might move to1 i'!;'^^^*
mediate end to this war. ^ ^^ "»•

So we are presenting not a reacUon againcf .u.protesters, but an alternative for thos^ of 1 ^
for one reason or another cannot ioin thpm S ***'

all, if you care to help in some way S^ J? ^

whc^e feelings this letter descri^' S, n 2Doplemore at this number: 82^^07 1 f*^
message at 825-2965. Secondly you can tJJJnl^
column and take it to the Uble on Sn L^
nriarked ••Editorial Response" There you wiuT!stamped envelopes addressed to CongrLrnln^
your district. All you need to do is sK^ "^

do'the r^ ^"" "^^ ^^"^^*"« stateXfaTdr;

* • *

l^^^""^^^"^^ »n your districLlaillaot
vote for you m June or November unless you mmnow to end this war ; which I do not believe inNAME — '

'I

ADDRESS
(Continued on Page5)

Bullet no answer
Editor:

Our nation seems much like the
drunken parents who wonder why
their children mess with drugs: so
long as we continue to perpetuate
violence abroad, we can expect

nothing less than violence here at
home .

- .__i„___ „._^

Endthe war thru pol
by Gilbert T. Doplemore

This past week marked the beginning of the third
month of the strike of 180 workers against the unfair
policies of the Ramona Mexican Food Products Co
owned and operated by Mrs. Ramona Banuelos'
President Nixon's U.S. Treasurer. The iiivolvement
of the UCLA campus community did not cease with
the disappearance of Ramona burritos from our
local vending machines. The Strike Support Com-
mittee has continued to make significant con-
tributions in developing this strike into an instructive
case which we must all be aware of. The causes and
the issues surrounding the immediate events are of
vital concern to us all.

*>«

Mrs. Banuelos latest offer to the workers is a good
definition of the word exploitation. The workers first
struck against a starting wage of $1.65 an hour; she
now offers a fifteen cent a year raise for the next
three years. The workers demand a fifty cent raise
for the next three years, and in addition they insist on
a guarantee of a forty hour work week; Mrs
Banuelos now keeps them on call for six days a week
with individuals rarely being allowed to total over
thirty hours. This gives the worker and his family the
grand sum of fifty dollars a week before deductions
to support a full family on. She offers no guarantee of
hours, no guarantee of strikers being rehired, and
wants to keep the scabs she now employs and con-
trols on the job. Her positions are in direct conflict
with the workers demands.

The workers knew from the start that Mrs
Banuelos was their immediate adversary, but the
strike has also been a learning experience for themm terms of the politics of their Union, Teamsters
local 630. When we of UCLA joined u'ith the
Silverlake Food Conspiracy to form thQ Strike
Support Committee, we first went to the picket lines
to talk with the workers and undersUnd the
situation. We soon built a basis from which to plan

Z T ;l''«^««ies and tacUcs in developing the
DoiififlU^ Ramona products as weU as attacking the

"production.

The combined tactics of the workers and students
forced a production cut of fifty per-cent, and our
unity with the workers continued to build in the face
of escalating tactics on both sides. Injunctions were
served against us in an attempt to limit our strength
of the picket l^nes while three members of the Strike
Support Committee were arrested after an alter-
cation provoked by Ramona's scabs. It is indicative
of in who's interests the police acted here when no
scabs were arrested. Such events only served to
define our unity of interests with the workers, and
our unity of common goals and opponents.
As these events developed the workers soon

became aware of the necessity of taking as much
control of the strike into their own hands as possible
and at the Union meeting of Sunday, May 7 the
workers admonished the Teamster representatives
for mishandling the strike, not keeping them in-
formed as to the progress or substance of the
negotiations, and not identifying themselves with the
interests of the workers. Proposals put forward by
the Strike Support Committee and the workers which
woiUd involve other local unions with direct support
of the strike were finally acted on by the Teamster

^IT^'^T-
'^^'^ ''^'' "^^ "8hUy distrusted bymany of their own union members. To merely winthe strike is not enough, and the workere now realiwwhat effective control of their union can m^n totheir conective power, and that this could emerge as

? t l^"""^*
constructive outcomes of the sUike

lolvJS^" " ''""'""' *""'"*"« ^P^'^^"^^ for «"

Although social movements may most often begin
at the work place or the community level, their
objective causes are actually the economic forcesand institutions of the United SUtes at large Wehave seen the divergence between the workers
conception of their interests and those of the union

ranks of the Teamster organization we find Fitz-simmons their top man. sitting on Nixon's PayBoard enforcing a 5 1/2 per cijnt wage freeze

Regardless of one's political

beliefs, the attempted
assassination of George Wallace
cannot be condoned. It is wrong
that any man should have to risk
his life in merely trying to express
hUs views. As much as we may
disagree with Governor Wallace,
he does have the right to speak,
and he does have the right to run
for President. I am saddened he
was shot, I am greatful he wasn't
killed, I am hopeful his recovery
will be complete. I think we all
agree that it should be the ballot,
not the bullet, that ultimately
decides the Presidency. Yet until
we establish peace abroad, we wiD
not know peace at home; until we
stop fighting abroad, we cannot
expect to curb the domestic
violence we have now seen only
too often.

In a way it seems ironic that
George Wallace, a man who has
supported our war policies in

,

Southeast Asia and who has
refused to support strict gun
control legislation, should himself
be struck down by an act of
violence. But in light of the con-
tradictions between what we are
doing abroad and what is expected
of us at home, the attempted
assassination of George Wallace
is not at all surprising. These are
indeed sad times.

Evan J. Vtneberg
Graduate, Engineering

Band
Editor:

This is

UCLA so

my first -quarter at
I was unaware that

women are excluded from the
varsity band unUl I read it in last
Monday's Bruin. I was angry
enough about that, but when I

read further and discovered that
the Judicial subcommittee finds it

necessary to make a «tudy, no
less, to determine whether or not

discrim ination even exists - weD.

—I nearly went into cardiac arrest.

I was a member of the varsity

band at the University of Georgia

17 years ago. Georgia's band was,

and still is, as good as any

university band in the county'

(and better than most) because its

sagacious director does not reject

talented players simply because

they happen to be womea
As far as I know, one's

reproductive apparatus has very

little to do with his or her musical

aptitude. In fact, I think that

might be the crux of the problem

If the chauvinists in the band feel

their masculinity threatened by

the prospect of playing second

chair to a woman, then they ought

to practice their instruments

I congratulate Mr Haipem for

the stand he is taking. Since

women pay the same fees the

male students pay, we should

have equal access to all the

university's resources. And if

discrimination against worneo

does not violate University ^H
then that policy clearly needs

updating.
1

Ms.PatRefflP«

^. PsycholoC

Petition frdud

Editor:
'

..„

Attention impetuous petiti

signers! The long-hair greeting

you with the words "Sign

petition to help the farmworKers

is actually a mercenary »»

admitted to us) for the big ts^

interests. If you remove Uie cwj

which is cunningly placed on i^

petition clipboard so as to co^

descriptii

ot proposi

is actually an
''^-".\^it

restricUng boycottmg and su

rights of farm workers, t^

before you sign.
^^^^^^^^^^

---•rat-
Grad.Socl«Wy

petition clipboard so as w vv

the description of the p^^
ballot proposition, you will see

is artiiallv an attempt
,_^

liters to the Editor:

' '- .i-^'

";•" Thursday, AAay 18, 1972

t A coup/e cases ofthe cops in action
'• th<» followinir letter to a mw^Arm v,^ ...»« 1.. m

UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

Ikors' note: the following letter

[adressed to LAPD Chief Ed-

Ird M. Davis.)

ir Chief Davis:

Lt 3:30 p.m. on Thursday May
1972, I was walking from the

of the Student Union to my
ice in Royce Hall on the

I pus of UCLA. I arrived at the

ler of the Powell Library and

Central Quadrangle at exactly

same time that police arrived

bm the Quad to stand at the head

[the walk. I asked the nearest

icer if I could go to my office in

|yce Hall. Instead of answering

I

jabbed the end of his club into

stomach, in the region of the

|een, hard enough to cause me
>tagger back several steps, and

[leave a bruise. After regaining

balance I approached the

e officer to note his badge
iber, while announcing my

*pose. For a second time the

le officer — badge number
JO — hit me with repeated quick

)ws of his club in the area of my
{ht arm, elbow and groin. At

point two other officers on
ler side of him stepped forward

Itween him and me and
jvented striking of further
)WS.

draw this to your attention

;ause it demonstrates proper^
[ercise of judgment on the part

the latter two officers and a
igrant case of overacting
lavior of officer 4480, which is

[compatible with law efir..

rcement'^j "1
Am in Banani

Acting Chairman
Department of Near Eastern

Languages

tq.a midterm, he was caught in
the police sweep and herded with
the other students to Janss Steps

> There the police line broke, and
students nearest to police were
arbitrarily arrested. My husband
was tackled by three pigs from the
Metro squad. (Members of this
special riot unit were asked by
Santa Barbara poUce not to return
after their brutal conduct during
the Isla Vista riots.)

One pig hit my husband in the
throat with his baton. (Several
others were also "subdued** in this
manner, including an assistant
dean.) Another kicked him in the
groin, while the other repeatedly
beat him on the arm.
One pig gleefully announced,

"We got you, mother-fucker!'
Another, seeing that my
husband's glasses had fallen off
yelled to another pig, "Kick his
glasses away!"
When my husband protested

that he had done nothing, a pig
told him that it was LAPD policy
to arrest anyone until their buses
were filled.

I learned of his arrest at 7 pm,
four hours afterward. He was
released at 3 am and immediately
went to the V.A. hospital for
treatment of his injuries. His arm

Jiad been so severely beaten that
we thought it was broken.
We feel the actions of the police

were needlessly rough and that
the arrests were unjustified in
^inany cases.

TBe one encouraging aspect of
our experience was the helpful

;
advice given us by the UCLA
Legal Defense students. They
were great!

J^Imlay
Gnld Jottmalism

litor:

[My husband was one of those
rested at UCLA last Thursday.
Ithough both of us were in

^mplete agreement with the
rikers, neither of us participated
the demonstration. On his way

Jensen
Editor:

Thereare several fac&ial err^
in the letter from Lederman and
Cohen (DaUy Bruin, May 15) of
the Zoology Department with
regard to the Jensen affair, and I

would like to correct three of
them.

Firsts Dr. Jensen was wiUing to
speak, and it is simply not true
that he insisted on controlling the
conditions. I made the unpleasant
decision that conditions were
inappropriate for his talk. I did
consult others before making that
decision, including the State of
California Fire Inspector, but
Jensen was not among those
consulted.

With regard to my '•transparent
lie" about lack of facilities, I wish
I could describe the scene as we
called all over campus for a
larger hall. The only place large
enough for the audience, which
met the Fire Inspector's stan-
dards, was Royce Hall. With the
help of a number of UCLA ad-
ministrators we found that the
Hall could be made available in
about half an hour (the
Philharmonic had just completed
its rehearsal), but we could not be
assured a slide projector and
projectionist. The last in-
formation may have been wrong,
but it was all that we had to work
with. Finally, I did not say "that
Jensen will be invited to UCLA at
a future date".

- Much_x>f. 4he-iedermanCohen
letter was a personal attack on^e
and illustrates the dangers of
bringing a controversial person to
the campus. I am especially
surprised by their superior hind-
sight about the size of the
audience. It happens that
Lederman and Cohen were in-

volved in the plans for Jensen's
visit through their class. Biology
185 (Biology andiSociety), which
was to join us iti our seminar.
They must have known that this
open meeting, which was being
handled like others in our series,
was originally scheduled for a
relativel){ small room (HS 23-105;

capacity: 135). They never
suggested that this might be too
small.

I took the initiative to move the

meeting to two rooms with a
combined capacity of 434 and with
connecting TV-monitors (to
enable everyone to view the slides
that were crucial to the lecture) . A
memo about the move was hand-
carried to the Biology 185 staff a
day before the . lecture. If
Lederman and Cohen were less
naive than I about the anticipated
audience and knew that "500 to
1000 people" should have been
expected, they withheld their
advice when it would have done
the most good.
On a final personal note, I must

say that I have never considered
myself "a local apologist for
Jensen " If Lederman and Cohen
mean what they say about in-

suring "the widest possible debate
and most penetrating challenge"
to Jensen's views, they will find
that Jensen, himself, is the person
most qualified to present Jensen's
views. If they invite him, they
should be prepared to be labeled
by some of their colleagues as
"local apologists for Jensen."

Harry J. Jerison
Professor in Residence

Psychiatry and Psycholoev

RIUMPHANT RETURN ENGAGEMENT

Ramona strike . .

.

(Continued from Page 4)

In terms of the Ramona strike, 5 1/2 per cent translates into a fifteen

offer^ThP T "^^'t'
""^ ^" '"^' "^"^ '^ ^''- ^^""^»«^ justificationfS

otter. The Teamsters are caught in a contradiction, terming her offer to

JwhiZ.r '" ^'^"^''
^'"f

P"y*"« ^"'"^^^ ^«f^^"<^« to the Pay B^d
-^which IS the very source of her legitimacy. In such a clash of intereststhe only action which would truly be in the workers interests wou^dS
organize actions including strikes against the wage freeze

Vietnam w^?\k^
consciousness to raise here is the relation of the

tol Zl^r mian.r'r*'" ^^^r' «""" "^ '^^ ^"^"^"t inflation, whichto a worker means that you get less when you need more It also meansunemployment, which provides a labor piol from wS rn^gTiTem

a'rSllTn'/; "J""^
^° TV^^ minim'^rwages to Hght^S^frwhoare only trying to keep up with the spiraling cost of livlngr

Hp^L^^TIT"^*"^ skyrockets, taxes go up and social spending
declines. With businesses scrambling for profits as consumer buying
power stagnates or declines, prices rise. Recent events in the escalation
of he war are rapidly bringing to a head the need for workers to take
militant action to bring the war to an end.
Only workers have the power to bring the war-economy to a halt The

workers are caught in a stranglehold, and betrayed by the leadership of
all these insUtutions presumably devised to protect workers interwts
they must fall back on rank and file organizing to fight these over'
whelming forces. Who screws the workers? Their bosses. Who backs up
the bosses? The government on all its levels, with all of ite ingenious little
devices for denying workers rights. Who's interests does the government
serve? The big corporations; Where was the profit freeze, anyway'' And
how do the big corporations conUnue to exist? Through policies of profit
and exploitation, the hand-in-hand hallmarks of our capitalist system of
political economy.
So the struggle at R^oili^StinuesWffie pk^^ lines at 6:00 everV

morning, and here is something which we as students can do concretely
to fight oppression and the system. Join the workers and students at the
picket lines at 135th and Western. Join us, work with us, and learn with us
There's a lot to be done, and the time is now!

.^Submitted by Jonathan Olom

4-.^r^

Opening May 30th For 5 Weeks Only!
.'-""-

nAIR will open up your head like no other en-
jtertainment going down these days. ^

When HAIR opened on Broadway4 years ago,
everyone associated widi the production expected
that understanding, social justice and an imminent
end to the war in Viet Nam would soon date the
show. In a far better world, HAIR would have
dated itself; yet it remains "Broadway's biggest hit
in history."

*.•'
1

jn/^ an even bigger waliop than it ever
laid. If you haven't seen it, go. If you have seen it,

I ^^ifIf
^^' ^^^ ^'^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ surprise, because it is

I

still fresh as a daisy. By the way, the chances are

I

one of the kids in the show will give ybu a daisy.

pXR^}^ Ma)UCED RATES FOR STUDENTS
'•tifFS. MON. THRU TMUR8 • PM • FRI. A SAT. «:30 PM A IftSO PM

AQUARIUS THEATER
•230 SUNSET OULCVARO. LOS AHQaES, CALIF. 9002S

TEL(213)4S1-3712

RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
FERRANTE AND TEICHER
ASTRUD GILBERTO
SAMMY DAVIS & COUNT BASIE
BURL IVES

WILLIE BOBO
S.T. DR. DOLIHLE
ROBBIE BASHO
ST. SJAR

SUPREMES '

HAIR
JACK BRUCE
TEMPTATIONS
STEVIE WONDER
T. REX
KATE TAYLOR
MIRACLES
JOHNMAYALL

HUGHMASEKELA
CHER
MARVIN GAYE
HOUR GLASS(WltK Duane.
Greg & Allman)

VANILLA FUDGE
BOOKER T& THE MGS
LOVE
HELLO DOLLY (ST)

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odystvy
Adi«rman Union • Laval A
phon« 825-0623

Mutic Odyttay
]19I0WllshireBlvd.
phone: 477-2523
op«n lata avary nigKf

You must mention this ad for the Wilshire Store

^.
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Quickie Quiz you should take

for your protection before you go
i - • » \ —

,

- -
*

to Europe on a Charter Flight
*:'.

J "«

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show yooTlieense to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped a* the point of origin
or along the way. .

,"^"^fc=«»»-

=.=«if.—.jif ASUCLA CHARTER FtlGHTS CAN

2: Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received
approval or authorization from the University of California?

/•;'

^ASUCLA CHARTER FlIGtfTS CAN

'. «..

3. Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does nothave proper Sensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cole-donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCU Char-f0r riignts. •

ASUCU CHARTER FlJiaHTS GO
• « . .

"

I

» 1

f >
* • - *-

i
.

FLIGHT

», •
•J

t

LA. TO [depart
I return!
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London
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June 18

June 21
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Aug. 16
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. Sept. 6

FROM
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London

London

June 27

15

16

17
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London

Jjme 28

June 28

June 29

Sept. U
Aug. 25

Sept. 9

'

London

71

5^

54

PRICE CARRIER

London

Septje

Aug^_29^

Aug. .27"

J-^ndon

London

72

^$262 I BOAC
$262 1" BOAC

$262

80

London

London

59

73

$262

BOAC

BOAC

$275^ I Caledonian

$262

81

London

London

$262
$275'

BOAC

BOAC

London

London

London

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

Aug. 17

July 11

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC'

BOAC

BOAC

This is

Iff nof too late to switch to the best - tko ««:-• i
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California

Thursday, l^ay 18, 197?

by Jim Martin

..agine . . . It's 5:15 a.m., Christinas day, 1966 ... A
tly apartment in Manhattan's lower east side. A tense,

h-strung young man with fishy but penetrating eyes and
,
curlydark hair sits composing a poem about his state

-T'

,^
Lmind:

f.

Tm locked in a closet

The house does not '

Belong to me^
^

"^ —,'

The cloths*

Fit. Almost
One cannot expect

To be correct in

the middle of ^

A closet.

jmeday, perhaps, Lou Reed will set these words to music;
laybe he'll even record the song, imposing upon it the
Clique style of his favorite idiom : black street vocal R&B,
-} music of the Ravens, the Diablos, the Cleftones, the
.3ters . . . (•It's not that Lou' a poor speller; just that he
[ways wrote with a great sense of urgency, almost of
-isperation. He was Bartleby the Scribbler, always jotting
iwn this and that observation, thought, poem or platitude
"all those weird things people were saying" all around
jw York.) \ '

]:^,

Lou'd taken a long hard look at the violence and savagery
America's greatest city, a concrete prison loaded with
lutiful losers, grotesques for whom Lou promised: "I'll

your mirror." It was the aesthetic of Warhol, too, that
fant terrible of pop art who was to get up the money for

.ju's group, the Velvet Underground, to record their first

,p, The Velvet Underground and Nice. It's cover Wbuld be
haracteristically Warholian: a peelable banana, almost as
ecious a symbol for Andy as Jhe more immediately
nonymous Campbell's soup can.

Life, for Warhol and for Reed, was too perfect to be
mpered with. All that was was natural. Life was Art. The
nkies, pimps, hustlers and diverts were all as "normal"
jd "natural" and no less decent, no less "respectable'',
jan the posh and pompous who were, themselves, cons and
amies. To stylize is to dress the truth in a deceptive facade
' Art, and the Warhol aesthetic allows for art only with a
jwer case "a."

John Cale was there, almost from the beginning, of
tourse. A Welshman of sorts, he'd shuttled (in 1963) across
^e Atlantic from England where, it is said, he was actively
Involved in provo, neo-dadaist, conceptual art, in the New
Avant-Garde whose musical madmen busted up pianos
/ith sledgehammers and, if we're to believe Jim Bickhart,

rscreanr^ed at potted plants until they died." Cale and Reed
Were both child prodigies of one sort or another: Cale
:laim^ to have mastered the piano at seven; the viola, at 11.
\nd Reed claims to have made his first record at the age of
l4. John's early orientation was classical; Lou's, popular
:ale had "formal" training, but he doesn't believe he ever
learned anything that way, "because I trie^so hard not to

^ .
I knew what I wanted to know. "The valley I came

from (in Wales)," recalls Cale, "was a mining area, and
iiere were little farms dotted all over the place. But the
/alley wasn't as exploited as the one where Tom Jones
:ame from ... I mean, all those valleys look really
terrible.

.
these shells of old buildings, all through the bed

M the valley, and these houses terraced on the side; they're
^ally crammed together . .

." Young men had a choice:
k'ork m the mines or sing. An easy decision for John, the
nusic, not the mining. When he got to Undon, "I sUrted
anting these pieces, running around London saying 'Hey,

look at this, let's do this, with these pieces that were sort of
*»vant-garde, had nothing to do with rock and roll . . . and
>ecause I didn't do any of the work I was supposed to, I got
thrown out."

*

IK^?*^*^! ^ ^"8 '•^"^' ^^^ 8«y8 ^ "played in . . .

noodium bands where there were fighte." He "attended

S'rLf^*'?''!'
""^"^^^ ^^ ^^^^ *•« PMha and the

r^nnilf
• y^- *"^ ^ Eldorados," and penulUmately,

accordmg to Melody Maker's Richard Williams, the Shadi
(which was changed to the Jays when Lou discovered,

Sp ^hln '^ ""^^^^l
^^""^ ^^'^ "^^^^ ^" « group ca"«J

Itrl t
"^^ ^ "^ ^° «^ ^"'y '«'• "^«>«*« Mke that, that

Phri^'^ *?"^'" ^ »«»^ ^»^*ch similarly obsessed

thi^?!^ ;^.*?''^"®^^^'»«^«^ <«»ong with the Who,

H^llan^?:.f« ^^^^ ^^"^i!*"*' ^ ^^^^y* HoUand-Dozier.

Ptr f A .;
^^^?*Kin«. the Beach Boys, the Chords, etc. etc.

unfirV iL."!^^"^
''"*'"' ^^^ '"""y ("deemed mentoUy

rl\ uT ^^'"^ * ^^ ^'^ter. Why not?

IwritinJ .Lyl ^ "^ ^«^ compniiy ... He was

annhiSa^^ ^ m?!^L^"^^ """^^'^ >«* him record

Ks L^*"!i^ ^^ ***^ ^^ *'<^ •<««'; n<'w, I hate folk

"Hemin" ',^ « >«* at it . .
." T1,e folk song was

••Mo^ nf f
* ^?^®'» Pa««n to the god who lives in a syringe.

A^nt^^ ^"^ depressing. But strong and

butK^. ^^^
'l^'^^y ^^^ y^"'<i caU Top 40's fare,^^k songs neverthelea.~4f you ascribe to the theorj!

S^^A%ona .H 't^ ^1^'
'^^" *^^^^ 8«*"« «'^tric (what

sonc ^'^ Zl 1^ Watchtower" if not a surrealisUc folk

profess T^I^.l^Vl'^''^^ '' ^^*"*^' «"^ '' « « kind of aprotest, Its even been suggested that if it is "about"anythmg at all. it is about th? assassination of SalcolS^ X
. . Listen once more.

)

add^ J^hP^'''^^^^^ ^^' ^"^ ^^ Lou and John

of h^rt. K Z ^ ^""^^^^ ^"^ S^®''*»n« Morrison, a friend

S phLo
^' ^^"""^^^ recalls that Lou and John "ran into

^nl ^firHV"^"""?
^"^ ^«y Their first job was at a

^d hi!i n"^ r'^^
''^^'•" ^"^ «« ^«y »««^ that Maureenhad been flailing away at a set of drums for a month ortWshe was invited to sit in with them. A novel idea at Se Ume

J^^I "^T^"^^':
*.'' «"«ss the sound was a bit rough, but thestandard of musicianship was lo^r then, so eve^b^ had

IS '"*'""' '^^ Velvets^ known asKKJ
They first spiked into the rock and roll mainstream with a

l^T^'^u\'^'
Cafe Bizarre in the Big Apple; i^Ser^

I./ ^u^t ^^ ^''^'"' ^^ ^^^"^ bookiS into the DOM
( ater. the Electric Circus; later sUll. the Balloon Farm) a

nwn IT.^ ^J ^"'li^'
'^^ '^^ ^^^ "^^ ^«« ^^^ OWnil^oli;own club Moe reflects, "but when we went to California

lewrfrom 'li^'^'"'^^®
'^ *"^'' ^^^ ^*"^" ^*™ '^*^*^ ^

Nico's entrance into the Velvets seems to have been
Warhol s idea

;
she'd been around the Factory- "walked in

one day when we were practicing." Moe says, "struck a
pose and said 'I vant to sing" - and would later appear in at
least three of Andy's epics: The Onset; a T^minute

^^^^^umentaiT
'
on The Velvet Underground and NIco, and

that most famous of Factory films, The Chelsea Glrit. She
didn t 1 ke the label "vocalist." She was a "chanteuse."
unlike Lou and John, who has arranged and/or produced
two of Nico's subsequent solo Lp's. Moe apparenUy
remembers Nico with something less than awe: "She only
sang a few songs, and, actually, she was quite good on
hose. When she sUrted getting uppity and wanted to sing
Heroin we said 'Bye'. She's been gone from the group Ave
years and I still can't decide what to believe about that
ston;;." (The legend that Nico left the States because she'd
stabbed a giri in the face with a broken botUe; she's Uvingm Pans now. married to a young French filmmaker, forwhom she records soundtrack material.)
At the DOM, and, later, on tour with Warhol's Exploding

Plastic Inevitable - sa|d to be the first self-contained
peripatetic light show-freakout-mixed media happening —
the Velvets became something of an overnight cause
celebre, acquiring the unsavory reputation of being a pack
of perverts and dopers led by what one Velvet cultist has
described as "a malevolent dwarf" (Lou) and followed by
an entourage of satyrs and sadists including the un-
derground poet Gerard Malanga.

^
"The idea," John says in retrospect, "was to improvise in

front of an audience, to never give the same concert twice."
It's not hard to perform aleatory rock music, particulaiiy
when you've got a dozen merry pranksters accompanying
your group. John recalls that first West Coast tour in 1966
with a kind of wincing nostalgia: "All o( those freaks! . .

."

There was the group, on stage at "The Trip on Sunset
Boulevard, smack in the middle of "Heroin." and Malanga
was prancing about the periphery with an enormous cake
syringe, plunging the bii into an imaginary vein, deifying
the gargantuan gun, "reminding viewers of nothing so
much as Beriih in the decadent 30's," one astonished
magazine writer commented at .the time. Another called
the VU/EPI experience "a three-ring psychosis." Still

another: "a non-stop horror show."
The Velvets' best gig. John recalls, was a set in San

Diego, where they did "Sister Raj^" and a free-form, im-
provised version of the same piece which they decided to
call "Sister Ray. Part Seven," during the midst of which
Lou began to yell like an evangelistic Southern preacher.
But the Velvets were, not quite so well received in San
Francisco. There, they'd been set to play Bill Graham's
Fillmore. "He threw us out," John said. "Threw Sterling
and Moe out of the club

. . . He'd ask us definite questions,
like 'Where are you going to set the drums up?' and I said,
*Well, oh, we'll figure it out,' and he said, 'Well, if you donH
know, I'll tell you; you put the drums right there.' We were
going to perform that night, and he threw them out; he said
'(jet out and never come back!'" j*

In March of 1967 MGM released the "banana" album.
MGM mishandled the Velvete from the stert. For one
thing, release of the Lp was held up for months because the
company was pushing the first Mothers of Invention album,
and the execs said "We don't want to hype two freak groups
at the same time." Zappa and the Mothers, you'll recall,
were "only in it for the money," and they, too, were
produced by Tom Wilson, one of the hottest telents in the
business at the time. Another mistake MGM made was in
not releasing a single immediately; not that "Heroin" or
"I'm Waiting for the Man" or "Venus in Furs" was likely to

^'•1

/-,
.,/

have won much airplay — even in those pre-FtC direcUve
days - but the tracks with the "big" Spector sound ("All
Tomorrow's Parties." for example, with iU thick, lush
background and throbbing up-front beat) could have
become hits. Worse sUU, MGM did litUe or nothing to
promote the Velvets. No biUboards on the Strip. No ads in
the underground press. Nothing, really.
Which didn't stop the VU from winning a growing cultist

following. Enough so that Velvet fans, a special breed from
the sUrt, anxiously anUcipated their second album, and
trickled into the various clubs and concert halls spaced out
on the touring circuit whenever the Velvets were billed
Even without the EPI, the Velvets had a legendary image
of sinister perversity. Moe says, "Because we sang
Heroin,' people assumed we were junkies; because we
played Venus in Furs,' they thoi«ht we beat each other
There were no smack heads in the group ... Lou was
strung out before the band got started, but to my knowledge
he wasn't even chipping all the Ume he was in the group "
Which didn't stop self-styled rock historians like Lillian
Roxon from suggesting that "One can easUy imagine
someone performing black masses with the Velvet Unr
derground's albums . .

." Black masses? Not likely
Shooting up? Maybe. Indeed, kids did shoot up to "Heroin "
or so Lou says. "Kids would say, 'Hey, I shot up to your soilg

•Hey, I nearly OD'd on that song' (Kids of 13 orl4)

.

•Heroin' was never a song I cared to sing too often.
Audiences would always ask for it"
MGM finally released a Velvets single- in November of

l^-w7/i.*ri!^'^
^^ ^^^^ Now

"
backed with "White

Light/White Heat." neither of which had any subeUnUal
degree of airplay at the time, radio sUtion programmers
bemg by this time at least aware of the VU (aware and
therefore wary: "Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds" was one
thing; "Heroin" quite another; "underground FM'* was not
a reality at the time, and the AM pop stations were not yet
into playing album cuts, particularly from Lp's by "ob-
scure" or cultist rock groups).

In January of the following year, White Ught/WhHe Heat
was released. Again, the cover was graced by Warhol art
work ( a minimal art concept : black on black, with what has
been variously viewed as a skuU, a hypodermic or a

(Continued on Page i]
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(Continued from Page 7)

Quixote-like visage — subtly seen only when the sleeve is

held at a certain angle to the light). The second Velvets Lp
had an overall sound markedly different from the first.

Some suggested it was because Warhol's name was con-

. spicuously absent from the production credits — but Andy
had really nothing to do with the physical production of Hie
Velvet Underground and Nice. Lou says, save perhaps for

' his playing tam bourine on a track or two. ( It's also said that

Arif Mardin helped put the first VU Lp together, and in fact,

it could be Mardin you hear playing celeste on a couple of

tracks ... In any case, such Velvet curiosa belongs to a
rock archaeology which will, no doubt, someday serve as
excellent fodder for some pop scholar's master's thesis.)

*

Again, John Gale resurrects the truth: "
. . . By the time

we came to do White Light/White Heat, we were really
ragged at the edges . . . All the songs went too fast and the
concentration of involvement in doing it just wasn't there;
we had no rehearsal for it except being on the road, and,
like there was no working out of arrangements like we did
on the first one, like on 'Heroin' and 'Venus in Furs' where
we had good arrangements, good ideas, but not on anything
on the 2nd Lp"

I recall purchasing a copy of the album in a Santa Monica
disc shop where the clerk gave me a peculiar stare, as
though I were a madman or something, and asked, "Are
you sure you want this one? The banana one is better, you
know.-. This one's so speedy, it sounds like they just shot

~
some meth and went in there with no idea what they were
doing; they've just shot up so much speed they don't even
know the chords

. .
." But speed had nothing to do with it.

Ignorance of studio techniques, maybe. Lou has admitted
asmuch: "We never did learn how to record, asa matter of
fact," he told Melody Maker.
Yet, in retrospect (and especially since the release of '

Loaded, fourth VU album ) it seems to me the quality I most
admired in early Velvets vinyl was a certain awkwardnp^t
and^lmost seemingly calculated lack of polish, a chaotic
frenzied quality which had all but vanished by the time they
cut their third long-player, The Velvet Undergroiiod. That
early Velvet rmighness was perhaps epitomized by the ^
fmal, mesmenzing grooves of the 17-minute "Sister Ray '*

a blast of sonic white heat in the form of surging electronic
feedback-crackle, SHTUT, SHTUT, SHTUT, fading away to

^
a silence that is golden insofar as it means release from the
>sp^ll of junkie paranoia: bloodstained carpets, fellatio and
Whos-that-knocking-on-the-doordoor?Could-it-be-the-ppo-

lice? !" A hairy naked lunch if ever there was.
• If the Velvets were ignored by radio and mismanaged by
their label, they were nevertheless beginning to win the
support of a few underground papers and music magazines ^
Unfortunately, though, most critics completely missed the
point of their songs. The Lester Bangs/Wayne McGuire
school of rock criticism, which thrives on self-indulgence
and what Susan Sontag describes as "excesses of in-
terpretation," never seemed to pick up on the key Velvet-
statement, "I'U be Your Mirror," which Lou kindly
reiterated in the third album's "Pale Blue Eyes":

If I could make
The world as pure
And strange

I'd put you
In a Mirror

1

I'd put
"^'

.

" r:-'- > .: _ .-- -

. In front of me.

^jrm'J'^ •'*

Joan Baez
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(Continued on Page 1 1

)

n nfeeds saying, and no preUminary bows towards oast rnnhnK..are going to soften up the saying of it one bit, because^nol^^^^^^^^
now: Joan Baez's current release Come Fn^m the Shrnl '.! w^
4339) is nauseating, revealing not only B^^'s Lj^^^^^^^^^
anything but cUche, but illuminating as weU in he™i .1.

^'

"

stylizations a cynicism so pervasive^han one can qJt^itS^her smging for Lyndon B. Johnson on May 2fr, 1964. l^""^

.^It^^ ^"^^ '^'^''^^ ^f^«-d l«»>els, and her new corporate partn«at A&M have meanwhile been busy trying to cet nnt ti!1 v .u

.

(Which is fine) by releasing absolutel/i^r^ni?^^^^^^^^^^
(w^ch is not fine). Coupled with Baez^. im^Wet ^e f^^^^^^

r h'l^ ""^l
"^'"^** ^^^ ^"^ fi"*^^^ for the boys downl llSrSshould be PoUtical. The graphics department gorbusy Ba^^Stypewriter and from the front cover photo to the Statemihi byliJ^on the back it s clear that you have to be involved.%iXlufidever packagmg will appeal to a select audience which gets an T^.

^irrZ^'^^l^'^^^r^'^
«"d thus involve them tothetiSieofw£

curr^t np-off record pnces are being collected - no discounts in die

record revolution, please note— is never dealt with.

^^

However, it's the music that brought us here, and Baez's efforts inspiresuch a sen^ of seU^Hit that a vote for Nixon seems the only antidote

^^^^^ "^''^'' ^^^ ^'"^' ^"^ especially topical songs. She deals
with injustices so grotesque that they are absolutely identifiable as evil,

yether songs about prisons ("Billy Rose'*), Bangladesh ("Bangladesh")
and economic oppression ("AH the Weary Mothers of the Earth") are

written with such an unerring sense of the hackneyed that one wonderswny She bothers to call those evils to our attention in the first place
topical writers should be simple and direct, and truly mirror the way
inost people express themselves; Woody Guthrie is the best teacherrf
inat lesson. But Guthrie never said what anyone, anywhere had said

(Continued on Page!)
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Geronimo Black
rronimo Black (UNI 73132) is

[albunn I can relate to because

( band is nearly as punky as me.

may not think that statement

>levant to a record review, but

)n't give a damn what you

That's one of the things that

Les me such a punk. Geronimo

:k's album is full of punk rock.

bch means, of course, it's

ific. I think it fits pretty well

veen Wild Thing and Psychotic

iction but mayl)e not. This is

and that means punlis are

Iferent. Not necessarily

ikier. Just different. Sort of the

[ference between stenciling

lidnight Mover*' or *'Evil

^ys ' on the smoked side window

^our lime Chevy.

Phis album was recorded in

lorama City, California. That's

16 San Fernando Valley, close

igH to Pacoima to be cool (I

ider if they still have knife

its every day after school

ler the Golden State Freeway).

^norama City itself in my mind

|1 always be a cross between

)m Thumb, the slot car racing

ice which was converted from a

;e shoe store when slots got hot,

the McDonald's near the

rner of Woodman and some
ler street. I remember when it

isn't even there.

leronimo Black is a band made
of members from the Mothers
Ir]ivention, Love, Dr. John's^

md and Tim Rose's band.^Not*-

ich a bad mix, considering the

ianiacal way it all comes
;ether on this twitiching hunk of

^nyl. This band has both no
^rsonality and every personality,

ley are totally unique and they

teal from the Stones, Moody
flues, Mothers, Black Sabbath,

Doors, the Coasters, Thun-
Tclap Newman, Captain
^efheart and Black Oak

frkansas. Sometimes the l>ai;id is

clear, precise ensemble, and
ler times they seem to be at-

jmpting to prove the theoretical

:iom about an infinte numl>er of
lonkeys sitting at an infinite

imber of music stands with an
ifinite number of musical in-

iments .;, .. ^

The unrelenting rhythms of
[Low Riding Man" which lead off
lings are set next to some daz-
lingly uncontrolled guitar work
id some dual saxaphone styHngs

^y Bunk Gardener and Tjay
'entrelli which lie somewhere
Jtween Beefheart and Bobby '

>eys. The Jimmy Carl Black
rocal is as scuzzy, sinister, per-
rerse and attractively repulsive
IS you could want in your most

potent airplane-glue-induced
flighte (I mean before they put
that stuff in it that makes you barf
if you try to smeU the stuff, but
that's okay because they don't
make Big Daddy Roth *Weirdo"
models anymore either). The
lyrics describe a breed perfectly.
Next to this we get "Siesta," a
dreamy instrumental with flutes
and strings for godsakes, •*Other
Man," which has lyrics that sound
Uke a Free Press ad from a
Frenchman who wants to try his
hand (hah hah) at satisfying some
Valley housewife who spends a lot
of time with Monty Hall, "LA
County JaU '59 C/S," an ac-
ceptable rip-off of "Riot in CeU
Block Number Nine" which adds
some Lumpy Gravy strings in a
thoroughly berserk manner, and a
political rap called "Let Us Live."
The side seems over before you
know it. The production is fan-
tastic — there's hardly a moment
when instruments aren't pushed
together into brilliant distortions.
Once, the electric piano and guitar
are phased into madness. Hotcha!

The second side contains a
combination James Brown/Frank
Zappa tune called "BuUwhip"
(nobody in theWORLD could have
played this but geronimo BlackX,
an absolutely stunning in-

strumental called ^'Quaker's
Earthquake" which owes a lot to

Zappa's "Uncle Meat Variations"
for its concepts of texture, har-
mony, melody, rhythm and
overall structure, and uses harp-
sichord, bassoon, aboe, piano and
two violins like nobody's business,
"Gone," a song with Thunderclap
Newman chord progressions and
Howard Kaylan/Mark Volman
type vocals in one place and the
epic "An American National
Anthem." Jimmy Cari Black uses
his Indian blood in a number
which although utilizing the most
predicUble tom-tom Injun beat of
the century comes out povv'erfully
in the emotional column. When
the huge pipe organ enters around
the middle of the seven minutes
the listener has just about had it

with these smart ass effects which
work so well it makes you want to
write a letter to the Moody Blues
or someone, but Black keeps
pourin' it on until he triumphantly
shouts the last line out — "I want
you to tell me WHO ARE THE
SAVAGES?!" The altogether
noble pipe organ coda leads us
out, whimpering, with a
crescendo.

One time on the A-9 Lawn there
was a fight and this huge gym
teacher had to tackle one of the
guys and take a knife away from
him. All I remember about that
day was the way the gym teacher
slammed the dude onto the grass.
"Relive moments of your
ridiculous past" the ads should
read, "with Geronimo Black!"

They'll kick your punk head
right in.

\ —MarkLevlton

Baez . .

.

1

(Continued from Page 8) -

before, while Baez offers us summaries of the most-employed rhetoric so
that on the first listen of the album , it's possible to predict the next lines of
any of her songs.

But worse, much worse, than her lack of soiigwritihg skill is Baez's
unrelenting attitude of detachment. Ironically, the Queen of Peace
exhibits an utter contempt for the content of her songs, a contempt that
immediately brings up the quesUon of how much mortey she's made
slngmg about peoples' bad times. Her detachment is easy to spot; on her
topical songs, her voice is clear and operatic, expressing an attitude
conducive to the Brave SenUments expressed. The "country" songs, like
Kenny Rogers' "A Stranger In My Place" get a faked drawl, which
switches back to high octave emphatic on the next cut. A case could be
made that Baez is showing some technique at last by utilizing radically
fluctuating vocal styles, but the songs she sings deal with the roots of
human misery, and one has a right to expect some honesty in their
delivery, as well as an avoidance of any stereotyped "backcountry
redneck '"drawls. Finally, Baez is the producer of her album, and in her
role as musical controller, she displays the familiar lack of Uste that's
made the record business famous. She manipulates our sensitivities by
throwing in violins at those places where we are supposed to feel em-
pathy, not as shading for the beliefs being sung, but rather as emotional
filler in just the same way that any producer flings in some strings to
elicit emotions which the words and vocal delivery of a song cannot ex-
press without the violin cue. Again here, does Baez have so little concern
for the content of what she is saying that she resorts to production tricks
to pull her through?

Maybe Al Cappwas right about her all along.
'

. —David Lees

^
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Velvets, conf.. .-

(Continued from Page 8) ::_ ^J l_„:r^

For Cocteau, mirrors were the doors through which death

comes and goes. (And what was **Black Angel's Death

Song" if not a homage to Blood of A Poet? ) For Warhol, and

for Lou, too, they are nothing more and nothing less than

reflected reality; to mirror anothef human being in one's

own visage is to reveal to him all that he is, all that life is.

It's the aesthetic of Pop Art, the notion that value

judgments are subjective and that everything has its

justification merely in being. But McGuire and some other

Velvet buffs want to replace the simplicity of Lou's

statements with something they read into the words; so

they tell us that Lou hasn't been singing about blow jobs and
smack, but about **the greatest cosmic upheaval in the

history of mSn." To which Lou counters, ''It's just simple

rocic and roll." ^
^

These same hype^critics were no doubt taken aback
upon listening, for the first time, to the VU's third and final

MGM release. 'Tm Beginning to See the Light" is a key
track; in it, Lou expresses a new outlook on the way things

are, a renewed faith in himself and in life itself, althomgh he
never betrays the mirror aesthetic. Indeed, he reinforces it

on the viscerally sexy "Some Kinda Love" and on the

amoral "That's the Story of My Life," a terse (four-line)

statement on the absurdity of trying to live by the moral
codes of others:

That's the story of my life:

There's a difference between wrong and right.

But Billy said, 'Both those words are dead.' ^~ ~

That's the story of my life.

'*How does it feel/To be looooo-a-oooo-uv'd?" Lou asks,
paradoxically, at the end of "Light." And on "I'm Set
Free," he posits:^^

—..,---.^,~- --.

I've been blinded but ,

"" "

Now now I can see T^^ ' .•' -••
"
--,

tferground. and one can hardly dispute Jim Bickharfs
estimation that Reed "ranks as oiTof t^T gr^t rSck

EVr'" "'""^ ''^' ^«» ValentinrRfrDavSRoger McGuinn and the Highway 61 ' Dylan (Reed?

rh'^fh^T':;^'''r ?
"^^"^^^ whininess 'i siFange s^^ ^rhythm and a wobbily flutter which intrudes eve^ time 1^hits high notes." For the first time, too, the VeWete had

ftTrrrr^ftv^"^^"^"^^*^^^^^

lilr?ara'l\'^."f?f?K'^^
'" '*^^ ^P' *^"^ ^^'^^^ ^^^ were

seTem rprJr ^^! ?^P?^"^« ^ John Cale and his sub-

fa^ who wSI^h"™^"^ ^^.F^"^
^"^^^ "«" ^^^Boston schoolboy who was kidnapped by the Velvets to balance off the

^Pv^' f I**"* ^^ ^**' ^»*>'*«s). Lou said at the time

myself. Yule could play, though; eventually, if we're to

ft IllVntlcS ^•'""' ^'^ ^^'^ ^^^^^ "P ^^^lor Atlantic/CoUllion),hewasto master every instrument

What in the world has
Happened to me ;

4'm set free.^^r:-^--i_.-

! I'm set free

To find a new illusion ..."
As though he's been deluded all along, as though freedom is

nothing but another word for being in the ultimate bondage:
self-delusion.

If The Velvet Underground brought Lou Reed to the
height of his potential as a folk poet, it also returned him to
his street R&B roots: the sound was refreshingly un-
cluttered, nearly acoustic, with a bare minimum of am-
plicati6n^^ii its obligatory wiriness and distortion. And
Lou's ballad style finds its epitome in a sexy blueser called
"Some Kinda Love," which is a subtle folk poetic hymn to
the casual affairs and all manner of kinky sex ("If you
wanna know wliat it's all about/Put on a leather jack't ah'
find out"). Lou is in top form, vocally, on The Velvet Un-

the others could play, including drums. And he had a
brother Bill, who was a burgeoning percussionist.
John had split for California, where he was to arrange

and/or produce albums with the Stooges and with Nico, and
to record two Lp's of his own (Vintage Violence and Church
of Anthrax, the latter a collaborative effort with Terry
Riley, the brilliant avant-garde sax and keyboard artist and
composer of In C and Rainbow in Curved Air). Vintage
Violence, somewhat marred by a tendency to Top 40's
condescension, was nevertheless an intriguing and in-
novative album, incredibly weU arranged and quite
hstenable. "I want a hit record," Cale told me in an in-
terview, and he sure enough seemed to be trying to get just
that. His back-up group on the Lp was called Penguin but
their real name is Grinder Switch. "They're really avant-
garde," John said, "only they sound a lot like the Band.^^
They should

:
the pianist used to work out with Levon Helm

and Ronnie Hawkins (in Toronto), where they did a lot of
Jerry Lee Lewis material.

Church of Anthrax was as esoteric as Vintage Violence
was pop^ Riiey, well known in avant-garde circles for his
all-night concerts' on sax and organ (and participation in

various mixed-qnedia presentations, including a piece with
film loops and other visuals, called Balls), was teamed with
Cale at the suggestion of their producer at Columbhk, John '

McPure. -If Terry could go out with the equivolent am-
phfication and equipment of. say. Grand Funk Railroad "

John told me, "he'd be sensational ' Anthrax was recorded
seven months before Violence, but Columbia released them
in inverse order; neither of the albums had much airplay,
but both were critical successes. Later. Cale would lend his
talents to stiU another pop artist: Mike Heron, on whose
Smiling Men With Bad Reputations. John played various
instruments (including harmonium and viola) and didsome vocal arrangements.
Loaded was released on the heels of a gathering tide of

gossip and rumor concerning Lou's supposed disen-
chantment with the Velvets' probable future. The switch
from MGM to Cotillion and the return of the Velvets to theNew York concert scene were simultaneously announced in
a pr^s release with the by-line "Danny Fields "

the
legendary Big Apple rockmeister who was said 'to be
responsible, along with Adrien Barber (erstwhile producerand/or manager of Vanilla Fudge and the New York Rock
& Roll Ensemble). According to Fields, it was Barber who
was to produce Loaded, yet the liner credits list Geoffrey
Haslam, Shel Kagan and the Velvets as coproducers and
Barber gets demoted to the role of coengineer. And Lou
Keed is listed third in the personnel, under both Yule and
Morrison.

"

For all of the toKio about the bowdlerization of Loaded
following Lou's departure from the group, it is an ex-
ceptional Lp. surely the finest by the Velvets, and the first
in vyhich it was f 'really obvious that the VU are a very good
rock and roll band" (Bickhart again). The idiomatic scope
of the Velvets had been extended to include country-rock
influences ("Lonesome Cowboy Bill") and mainstream
British rock ( "Who Loves the Sun," surely a homage to the
Beatles), and Lou's devotion to early R&B found its zenithm 'I Found a Reason,^^?omplete ^vith spoken lover's

^

lament midway through the track.
Said to be half out of his head with bitterness and

remorse. Lou retreated to the peace and security of Long
Island, where he wrote poetry for Fusion and an essay on
suicide and superstardom in which he more or less
suggested that had he gone on as a Velvet he might have
met the same sad fate of Janis and Jimi.
What really happened to Lou and the Velvets?, I asked

Cale. who has always been in touch with Lou and remained
his friend. ''It's very personal r-r-r hard to telk about,—
really; He's changed a lot . . . much more solid and con-
fident now

. 7 ." And the break with the Velvets? " —
"Bad management >i

NEXT WEEK: PART TWO. THE VELVETS AT MAX'S
LOU REED GOES SOLO. AND JOHN CALE'S ACADEMY
IN PERIL.

i
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MOVIEGUIDE

Film Society

Dickson 2160
Sohirdoy Night

Fritz Lang's

DR. MABUSE otsis

THE BIG HEAT at6:30and10:00

fsBV

15140 Sunsot Blvd.
Poc. Pdisodaf^
454.5525

Theatre Closed Temporarily—

—

for Remodeling

leverlf
Moy 20-23

CASABLANCA KEY URGO
205 North Canon Driv« Moy 24-27

??r«L"*"'
^"* WiUhiro) TREASURE OF SIERRA AAADRE

2755244
PETRIFIED FOREST

\i

PACIFIC'S

liverfy mils
Wilshiro Blvd. ot Conon Dr.
1 bik East of Bovorly Dr.
271-1121

Morion Brando in

NIGHTCOMERS (R)

Mon. thru FrI. 6:30, 8:30. 10:30 p.m.
So». & Sun. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

G«org« C. Scott in

"^PAHONIreiivood t

2524 WHshiro
(at 26th SI.) — ^~

Bi;«i# r x^f^ .7. - -~r~^-
Santo Monica

'

.

B''«« Gould . Dondd Suthorlond

829-3366 829-3367 ^ .. ', ' '^'»A5H
^_ Fridoy ond Soturdoy midnight Morion Brondo in 'Bu

ireiiwom u
Twiggy in th« oil nm^ musicol

THE BOY FRIEND

Th« Fomily Comady Hit

2524 Wilshire
(ot 26th St.) " , ^v...-, ..-

Sonto Monica ^"^ GANG THAT COULDN'T SHOOT STRAIG l

829-3366 8294367 rj **«•
'
**o~*"y & Tu««Joy w/thi$ pd

P'-woy ond Soturdoy midnight Morion Brondo in "Burn'

Jone Fonda

; KLUTE

Wcttwood Villog*.

GR 7-2487
/SUMMER OF '42

doon opon 4iMy «* 6^45, SdT * Suh. ot 1 2:45

Cliiriiiiiie
Sun%^ Noor Vin«
Hollywood V-

466.3401

Hurry, lost weok
Cliff Robertson

"-' GREAT NORTHFIIID

rr^tNNESOTA RAID (PG) "

Doily: 12:30, 2:30, 4i30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

III Mir
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

"Now Wido Cinamoscopo Scroan"

,_ XXRNAL KNOWLEDGE
•^

ond

HAROU) and A1AUDE
DoMy 7 p.m Sot & Sun. motinoo*

% I P«r poTMn on this od. good on on* tidiot only.
l^^it niyht - Wadn—dov Si

iirlii
—~

LoBroo at Molroso
WE4-2944

$1

N.K. Slim
2139 Sunsot
LA.

389-92V

Ik Tovlor - Michool Coin*

XY&ZEE
I WANT WHAT I WANT

Ooily T p.m. Sol. & Sun. m<rtn.M

. DIRTY HARRY

PAINT YOUR
WAGON (PO)

Hiiiywood raciiic
Hollywood Blvd.

Noor Cahu«nga
466-5211

Xnooneundor 18
Stonloy Kubrick's

-\ CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

1 230. 3:00. 5:30, 8:00, 10:80

It '

..,.*

Tf

— i-

LIS FlIIZ
1822 N. Vormont
Hollywood
NO ^-2 169

Dominiquo Sondo in Robort Brotson's

UNE FEAAME DOUCE
co-h» Morcol Pognol's Fronch dostk

THE BAKER'S WIFE

Miyliir
214 Santo Monica
Santa AAonico

451.46:Z5

Wv** MIDNIGHT COWBOY

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Stroot
Sonto Monica
451-8686

Winnor 2 Acodomy Awordt

THE LAST PiaURE S^tOW^
CO- hit Jomot St«wort in

FOOLS PARADE
S^. Moy 20, HKW o.m. only Shaliotp«or»'t Othollo

MlllCI II

1 332 2nd Str«ot
Sonto Monica
451-8686

•nds Tuotdoy
Two ^lighHully Fronch filmt

Leui«Moll«i

MURMUR OF THE HEART
JoMi-louit Trintignont in Cloud* Lolouch't

THE CROOK

The critical reaction to Edward Albee's latest play, All Over, was
somewhat annoying because it exemplified much that is wrong with the
way we look at contemporary plays and playwrights. Annoying as this
reaction was, however, it does provide me with the opportunity to set
down a few jottings, thus fulfilling an obligation I incurred to the Dally
Bruin Arts Editors, this despite the personal betrayal I suffered at their
hands when they senselessly dropped the much respected name "Intro"
for the flat sounding "Icon". Those who hesitate to read on for fear that
an article on Edward Albee will be tedious, fear not— I intend to keep this
a lightweight piece, saving my heavier insights for Esqnlre.

Critics were divided into camps in their attitudes toward the play:
there were those who felt that Albee had once again shown that the
theatre isn't dead and that he is America's best playwright, and there
were those who felt the play to be a dreadful bore and seized on its title to
make clever puns on Albee's career. Why, we might ask, do critics need
to either heap ejaculatory praise on Albee's work or else condemn it in
vituperative terms: it is slightly ridiculous to ask whether the theatre is
dead; it's more so to suggest that some given play shows that it isn't and
it is simply a waste of time to ponder the irrelevant question of who is our
best playwright. "

.

The answer lies in AlDee himself. His arrogance and pretentiousness
are so boundless that it is difficult not to either despise hiln and
everything he does, or else elevate him to a stotus high enough to excuse
these shortcomings. His endless, self-righteous stream of arble-garUe
about the responsibility of artists and audiences, his sententious
Pronouncements— •Theatre is the ultimate reality.", "The good writer
defines reality." - on Art, his being what is best described as a spoiled
little bitch about virtually any other writer who makes it, all contribute to
his being not a likable man. Rightfully angry over not getUng a Pulitzer
Prize for Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolfe? in ay^ when the committee
didn't see fit to give anyone an award for drama, he nevertheless later
accepted the award for A Delicate Balance, saymg that the Pulitzer
would lose much of its significance if he refused it In a luncheon that Ihad with Albee back around 1968, the sentences that he used in conversing—
with me were lifted verbatim from his Paris Review interview It waj—
somewhat disconcerting to hear a pause where I distinctly remembered
seeing an ellipsis.

m^c«,v

But I digress. What is to be remembered is ttiat, «we la^i^rff^l^;^
tn. whohadamirrnrnAfi>AHtnfKAinei#iAo./Ki«*^^u^A ^i.-^.. ....

^ •
(

ft

.

. f

.•i^. ^

•»_V / "' -

' «• ' • >'"

Ed
>vai lee

^11 OverHBefore
.»•

Ltv.y.

— , „ ,„ .^ .«.«<^iiiM««;u 19 uMi, as we Know trom Ib-
sen, who had a mirrorpa^^ to the inside of his tophat so that he could siton park benches and gaze at himself, and as we know from O'Neill who
told a son who later kiUed himself that if he didn't become great he WoukI
never be forgiven, an artist's work should be judged on its own merite.
Judging Aibee's Wqrk on ite own merit is not easy. On the one handAlbee IS, in the opinion of many- myself included- a skilled dramatistwho has shown over the last decade that he can use theatrical devices

with great dexterity, But on the other hand his style, tone and

Tnri^T ''^.^ ''I^T^'^'Z
''^''^^ ^^"^ ^^y^ P^*y> «> °*"<^h so that one isforced to ask whether there is any substance behind the bag of theatre

tricks. Not that a playwright should remain stoUc, but one expects him toprogress through periods as, for example; Ibsen o;Strindb^
I believe there ii substance to Albee's wort although there is seldom as

celin rilt'"''"'^ '^r ^^" ^"^^^ '^ substancTcan be seenZ^S
bMutiful hon^t expression in All Over, a modest work in comparison to'

r:rhrifrTer;;^r'"^^^

ho'^??''
",'**<=«* '^ Hoating around Greenwich Village, Albee turned hishand to ptaywriting and his flr^t attempt. THe Zoo slSy;^T^^The play prints a young man who launches a verbal a»ault on a1^*onfonn.st bourgeois sitting alone on a park bench.^ wSit^t toamovjhg account of the young man's faUure to make contort^mmnlS 'hirrhfJ**! ." "^ *'" "'" ««'*^ «« bench sTtl^tot^^SS:bing him, thus at least removing him from isolation in death BM>d«racters bve in isolaUon, of course, but the bench si^ isn^awaSI!

The Death of Bessie Smith seems to me to be relatively unimnortant awell crafted social criUque that tells us litUe about Albee
™™'*"*°'' •

^^J^^""^'^*" •*'"" ^* ^**^ 'o ««' » ft^lw picture of EdwardAlbee and his concerns. His feeling for personal estrangement i^S
^'''i*'.

¥"'"** "^^ backdrop. The American FamUyTL^ faabsurdist temis, to be empty and insensitive to anyWi^ reZLvhuman: a context is given for the alienation of THezTCTlnTb^ad s llusionmem with the ideals of America is givS1w WDre-LUnfortunately, this "new expression" is stolentrZlZ^ ^th^SSilines complements of Genet. . ,
,

*^'«*-"» wim certain

wllt^^^X\"'''"^ "^l^ P'-y^ (along with a fifteen minutework, Hie Sand Box) were Albee's Hrst four play. Most oeoole atthl.me eagerly awaited the day when he would fiJdW^ownVoi^n iSL^

Play. Strindberg's inferno period was real he lived on filil«k/

U looking MoS^'fc!^*^'*T 8eU the impression that Albe^

himself
^' ^ ""*" •^*'' ""'^ '»*«"» The Great Play than into

After adapting Carson McCullers' Ballad of th. «.d r< t aii

' St^::;.;"^"
^""'"""^ ^--^c'^r^e^t* ^th'^^/it.'^

s^yirh'^r.rsre-i^X^utrer
^trrsiri^s-^-ranS^-^^^^^^
have heard inteSe and^tSn-L^'"?

'"*y*' ^ ""'*^»» chicanery. 1

sense thatthe«aoX"S!rhirrt^te °' "" ^'^' ^' '

progressively'cSnitSby tJe ,^rwl«l "^'^ T^"' ^ "
aphrodisiacs, he is literallv f.S?kJ7 ^

until under the influence of

that the work was na and Hfel^'t^„^„*f,?'^Yr^^^ '^^^-ne agreed
original.

*'*"' ''"'"S all of the style and humor of the

S^f

- imnaf^ ..^

- is considerably toned down tau^^viS<^ll^^*'^'« "^ "
. lUusions, the characters try to avoid thpf»^^.^^ *° *^ ^•y '
_ . iUusions which pass for Ufc in Z-J^... ^

^' "*"* *'"' ""'^ *^
Wo.ll.. it neve.?^ JTms Z^^li^,^^"^ "^ ^«'«^- Tl«tone,however,iswr::^rrti2^^^'SstSi^C?S^^

.

correcUy notes: A relaxed idiom is continwdlv »Si^^„ T
, grammatical accuracy 'You are a ou^. •^ sacrificed to clumsy

r-which the other r^\Z aL^^uXl^^^^ ™* character, to

invariably accomS by'^-^^'^S'^ 'Kl*" u"^
""^ drinks iike the famous fisl^- TuT^^ oteSs T^^ar^'S*'

- ctssieSs^r.^s'j^ihrt'^^^^^
and insenswVity shoWtalhSv^^^^ ^'^"^ '^'^ '^ '«^

finally puzzles the wiU is how very UtUe AlbeTnow tw^i^.?^' i.

^"'
,

play
:
a few confessions, a few^^tio^JV^^^!^^ '""''* ** "

. emoUonal third art soe^h "If^^^i 't^*
spookiness. and an

:
rale-i-^irS^S^^^^^
ami a senumental speech about a cl^y ^/S^r^lTw^^^^^^^^^

^S'at^ ll^l
'^«"* **"• ^*^--^^ '"^downX s'!^et

.:;; Albee's next play, an adaptotion of a play by Giles Connr .,.. .„

" SJef "^ '" '**"* *"•*"" ''"^' "^ ^'"« forS^^
Ail Over presente us with a wife, mistress, son, daughter and best

^*"fJT!L""?
'"* '^*^ of a famUy patriarch. TheUZS isLXaS

K^f.^»^"f!"''
'"""'u'^* '^^ ">«" « hidden throSSiSTSTKbehmd a hospite^ screen: his idenUty is never discloseOut «»pr«^of thene>wjnedia outside of his house tells us he isfamou^-^^^

fTj^'^'^.f " '^"'*^ "f ««•** The acUon of the play isSw tStott of the different character as the man dies. Albee iSSLtoZt tlSs^m a conversat^nal tone, without urgency, more lanpwwity
" IJK"

he no whispering; the languor is not boJ^rfom, but

'"^if!''.?*'"* ^ •* ^'**'* ">«" honest. Albee's personality wasravaged by the upper cUss Larchmont society that he waV^l^t up fabut until now he has avoided focusing his attenUon on this wofld fa to
cri"?^!"!'T.^ '"*

"^^^l
^'°'*"'=* Pennstrated on each of us. A s^KiSS

_ critique of the upper class - a la the embarrassfag Everythtag ta uTeGarden- is not called for, but I feel that the Tudor mansionMhe nuw«
'-

l^il!!"*'
*."^"' ««<• fashionable Eastern piep schools have permeatedMb^ s mmd, and that he betrays himself - as, for exam^Se, fa Wsmisuse of languagem A DeUcate Balance- by nrt recognizing thii tf All

"

t to Alb^
'"*'"**'* ''""" " '**™*"' "^ "* *«*"* audience, it is

-^

— 'T-,.

Josem n

1 >•

.*)
•

'

I can weU understand people not liking AU Over. Fu^Uy, it deals with
charactere whose mode of living is remote from our own: it concerns
Itself with an almost aristocratic establishment famUy. But it is not a
family that might fascinate us, like the Kennedy famUy. Secondly AlbeeV exercises a remarkably tight control over his play, and this restraint in

_ using the theatncal devices which ran out of control in much of his earlier
work depnves the audience of the easy (but very real) excitement that
those works generated. Virginia Woolfe was an immensely powerful
play, but it was a play that put you through the wringer: you were asked
to do little more than sit back and let your senses be assaulted. In All
Over one has to work for.much of what one gets out of the play. Finally,
All Over is a very artificial play— the main characters are called simply
The Wife, The Daughter, The Mistress, The Doctor, The Son, and The
Best Friend — it is a play whose language is the embodiment of

;
Brustein's complaint that in Albee's work the "relaxed idiom is con-
tinually sacrificed to clumsy grammatical accuracy."

These apparent faults, however, turn out to be virtues. The worid that
Albee gives us here is the worid that shaped him as a person. He has
every right to explore this world just as those who cannot relate to it have

- every right to ignore it.

If his theatrical restraint robs us of thrills, it allows us a sense of
- compassion for his characters heretofore lacking in much that he has
^ written. The characters are given a measure of humanity to balance
i their insensitivity and cruelty. Albee has retreated from his cannibalistic
* vision of man.

The artificiality of the language in the play is central to what is being
explored. All Over is primarily a play of form — empty formal roles and
empty formal talk— but form always in tension with the realities of pain,
loneliness and death. The stilted language is a good represenUtion,
though not a good recreation, of the artificiality of society in general and
the upper class in particular. Put another way, Albee deals with that
point in time long after the ritualization of experience when only the
ritual remains for people to wander aimlessly through — the raw ex-
perience of life lying somehow beyond their grasp. From birth to death
the people in Albee's world have their roles to help them get through life,

but Albee is not criticizing these roles: their hollowness and destruc-
tiveness are apparent — Albee appears to be sadly resigned to their — if

not neceaaity — inevitability.

The spiritual isolation of the characters is not revealed in incident, but
in words, their conversation drifting, not connecting, except in some
shared insight of failure. At one point the Mistress says, "It's when it

happens calmly and in full command: the tiniest betrayal — nothing so
calamitous as a lie held on to in the face of fact, or so niggling as a fantasy
during the act of love, but in between — and it can be anything, or nearly
nothing, except that it moves you back into yourself a little, the
knowledge that all your sharing has been . . .

" "... arbitrary", the
Wife concludes for her.

J- .... .* ^
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Misic Hail

MOVIEGUIDE
~ BKJusive Bngagmmt^

9036 WilsKir* Blvd.

B«v«Hy Hills (of Doh«ny)
2746869 /

LOOT

Niiiiiai
10925 UndbrooliOnve
479-2866

CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH (G)

2:15,4:15,6:15,8:15,

10:15 Fri.& Sal. olso 12:1''

. J

Irliiiii
7425 Sunset
8764)212

Gaorg* C. ScoM in

1^1

HOSPITAL
Ann* Haywood in

I WANT WHAT I WANT
•«^IM«on w/ »ki« coupon ply. cwrront UCU r«. ,-^V»rry not ynwf SolMnkiy nisM oNor 5 p!m.^

*"^

Pii Picille
7554 B«v«rly Blvd
WE 8-7070

Bis^oth Tovlor & Sosonoh YoHi in

XY&ZEE
iomoa Cobom

THE HONKERS
^J^ f^!». *' '^ •"• »•'«>" W Hw coupon plu. cwrron* UCIA m
— Sorry not good Soturdoy ni,!^ oHor 5 p.m.

.**»«r Mior and Horry S«Mont#
PACIFIC'S

Jil'iy *
u.

^^^^ ^'"^ ^^^ PREACHERIPG)
Hollywood at Vine

,
pj„,

—\s^^f

^^^'*' MAROONED (G)— cowtinoot from 12:30 noon

PACIFIC'S

rieiiii
Pico Nmt WMlwood
2724239

itortaFridoy

From 'Sholr' Chri^ophor St. John

TOP OF THE HEAP (R)
Mon-Fri 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

_fc*& Sun 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

riizi
Woitwood Village

GR 7-0097
TR 9-9077^^^

Academy Award Winner
Boat forojgn lilm

VHforie do Sico's

THE GARDEN OF THE
FINZI - CONTlNrS

Frig. Sot. Moy 19 & 20 midnight only; "Blow Up"

_^ Trioh VonDovorck Monto Morthon.
Jonot LoigK Mfllvyn Douglos in111111:2

^S2^!::n!ii<.,. QNLlSA LONELY NUMBER
BR2^S01

Dkodod by Mol Stuart Mulk by Mkhol U-rond
5»artrWod. "Sloughtorhou.ofJyoV

liVll -.
J^***-^'* Trintigonont. Oominiquo Sondo

||||| ond Staphono Audron in

1 1 523 Santa A/kmica Blvd. WITHOUT APPARENT MOTIVE
West Los Angolet pl«« co-hit: Eric RolMn«r's

477^581 LA COLLEaiONNEUSE
Starf Fri, Moy Jb: Tho ConcortW Sonolod-h'

Giant Loff Show
Charlie Chaplin's 'The Cure"

UUREL& HARDY ^^^"^

'•n

"Orooyioat Movio in To«rplu«

:iiiii Mini -_
611 N. Fairfoc . 4
CH 3-2389

$1.00
Joan HarWm . Son Turpin - Modi Sonnotl— Chariot »«ftchinM>n Smoi-Thrillor

. 4-
t r* (•

Till LI irii
La Broa at Ninth
WE 4-2342

BORN DANCER

THE NEW

viiaMiii
2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

REDISCOVERING MARION BRANDO
EndaTuoidoy

VIVA ZAPATAI
and

^ BURN ~—
NoKtr "On Iho Wotorfront" & "Wild Ono' 1 1

National Oonorofs

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Weshwood
4784)576

Asiirm
8162 M«lros« Ave.
OL3-2070

Marlon Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30, 1Z40, 3:50, 7.00. 10:10
Fri. & Sat. actra late show 1:15 a.m.

ICLUBGUIDE
Now through Sundoy:

GERONIMO BLACK
Coming N«rt, Moy 23-28

JIM PULTE

6 IZZirrI '1 ^^^"^A GROOVE COMPANY SWA?^

9039 Suns«t

CR3-6606

Monday - Ladies night, Ladits admittfd frta
DANCE CONTEST SMIhGRAND PRIZE

Wi-in*>r appoarsonReal DonSWei's KHJ TV show (Chf)
Thursday nigt«t audition — NEW GROUPS

>undav>Groevin' Admission FREE btfort Ipm

PIZZI nilCI BRAININ & LAMPERT
In Th« Villog*

478-0788 'old tymo movios & cartoons doy & ntgKt"

\

Triiiiiiir
9081 Sonto Monico
LA
276-6168

Blvd.

Now through Moy 21

RANDY NEWMAN
witli

JENNIFER
coming ncRt: Molonio

I-^
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ALL NEW
FOR
'72

• splil si/fs'lor .i

^'rU'cl lit iM'lilc (hru
"D" < up

• a wiilr st'lc'< lion ol Ihi*

soil hr.i l(N>k

• inlroduc iii^; om* si/t* fits

all

• matching covrr ups
lon^ and shorl for a

finishing louih

BEVERLY HILLS
24'; so. BEVERLY OR.
IHUKSDAY Mil «l:00 PM

27 { *I'I4H

10% discount w/sfudenf I.D. good fiU 5.29.72

the bikini stiop

DEABWOOI

IICX

ji.ciiianjMi.Tii

i!?

'< i ?-r tS

^^

The Coffee House Concert Series
presents crfovety woy fo Spend a Monday night

^„ another round of country music!,,

COUNTRY GAZETTE
with banjo, fiddle, bass & guitar
performed by members from Flying Burrito
Brothers, Kentucky Colonels, Bill Mcnroe

MONDAY. MAY 22 - 8:00 PM
- SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER-

BUENOS AYRES ROOM
50< tickets (limit two) available of the door at

_^ 7 PMtoJJCLA students with photo ID. Free refreshments_
Hope to tee you th*re. This will be the lost CoHee
House Concert until next fall.

Presented by UCLA Student Committee for the Arts*
ASUCLACulturol Affairs Commission.

RESTAURANT GUIDE
THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 Wilthire Blvd.
Beverly Comstock Hotel
2741211

Fpafurmg Greek &, Continental Cuisme Open
tor Lunch & Dinner 7 Days a week. En
tertamment Thurs thru Sunday FREEPARKING Reservations Advised %i Full
dmner for UCLA students w/this coupon.

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico
open 7anv 1am

''Gourm^l Soups like

mofher never made"
MAISON

LA CREPE
1084 Glendon Ave 47S 0437
Open 7 Days 11 30 1 AM

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
"J2I Santa Monica Blvd
West L A 4/9 9968
next door to Pupa Bactis"

105 SPECIAirriES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

A Nohfrol Foods Retfourant

Live Music - on weekends

IE FOYER DE FRANCE
loejsiindbrooko;

'^^'^^^^ LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90
4744)W8-wwvaia». DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds town houseni8 WMtwoodMvd.
478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
formrrly fhp "LucKy U '

lyOWAT: 12244 W PICOBIVD.
178-9010

MEXICAN AND AMEtlCAN FOOD
SEER. SOFT ORINKS, ORDERS TO GO AISO
OPEN 10 om to 2om CLOSH) TU ESDAY

12423 WiUKiroRlvd
LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza
Noinr opeif daily for lunch

Tut, olfor 9 pm ony pfaaa $1.75

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD
8022 Wm( Ird S«rool
M34212

10». DISCOUNT W/TMIS AD
Koclior.NwtritiowK-Veoolorian Recipes

Opon n •.ml. n^p.m..Fridoyt n o.m to Sundown
Soiwrdoys Sundown to Midnite

dine out tonight

Coltrane

& Company
I recall my amazement when,

years ago in grammar school,
I learned thai an artist of the
stature of Mozart could die a
pauper. Today I am no less

amazed by the phenomenon, but
observation of the current music
scene offers many parallels which
coiuJusively demonstrate that
time has done nothing to change
the situation John Coltrane died
in 1967, a hero to some, a revered
name to others, and unknown to
most. Nonetheless Trane records
are still being released and still

continue to amaze the ears of
those who listen to them.
When he split, Trane left behind

enough recorded material for
about 40 albums, much of which
has been released over the last
five years. Each album presents a
different faceVof the genius of
Trane, a man whose creativity
and expansiveness have been
equalled by few mortals. Those
who doubt this are referred to his
thr^ recorded versions of "My

Favorite Things" which collec-
tively span more musical fron-
tiers than most artists ever dream
existed. In the past year, two sets
from mid 1965 were released. One,
Sun Ship (Impulse AS9211)
features the John Coltrane
Quartet with Trane on saxes,
McCoy Tyner on piano, Jimmy
Garrison on bass and Elvin Jones
on drums. The other, Uvc in
Seattle (Impulse AS-9292-2) was
recorded a month later and
features in addition to the quartet
Pharoah Sanders on saxes and
Donald Garrett on bass clarinet.
The most outstanding feature of

Sun Ship is Tyner's piano work,
providing both rhythmic and
lyrical support to the band, while
also unifying the rhythm secUon
and Trane's sax lines. Trane well
uses this base, sometimes playing
with Tyner in the traditional
harmonic sense and other times
playing above him, screaming,
crying and honking as only Trane
can do.

The addition of Sanders aiid^
Garrett on the Seattle set gives the
band even nfore room to move
outside in a diabolical assault on
the, listeners' emotions. Listening
to the music is an active process
whei:eby the listener must put a

I

HELL BENT for LEATHER

$1:0 OFF
^'^^it^^^'--

^^'^^^- «^^^ (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

-(213)783-5690 ("^TTTasJ?*
^^

(2.3)872.2344
(N^RUaA'^TRANCE)

EUfmm»
WOOOTWWrTBlDWCTH) BrAND STARmc
CHRISTOPHER ST.JOHN METROCOLOfi

l*».AI,«u«P«««,
.-«.«HII«u«li«»ui,,5ni'''*"*'*"***™"

Ba|inFRIMYI9ilil

part of himself mi
'

^wharine drip ii?* ^S
different re^^^^^'^C^
human

qualiti« ,
'
*•**U

physically
drained K

*"*^
penence-dra^^Jl"**
and ready toreZ?,^*<
"•ore out of it "^""'ses
Trane lives on t~i I

through his owTS^»«H
through the recor^?^' ill
who were closeT?** " H\
pU>y on todard^;;;^ *
he association ^I'^^^l
foremost exampteS

tt"° Mw'fe Alice and herIt 'Hd'ngs, Universal r^. '«•

'Impulse AS.92 0)
,';**•

of these albums ai*T ' ^\
hy the teachTnss rfl'"'"'**
chidananda.ThSel!!!"'S»
highly spiritualT„d"'ar*
.Great Cosmic Unseei? , M
World Galax, li'^^^*^
albums are both domi,^'^
Ahce playing harpT^I)
^mboura, andp^S S?
backed up by^rTZ *'

binationsofstringrbTd^
and saxes. It shoiUdft^
on World Galaxy s^C!
sions^f ..My Favorit.^4

and ^'A Love Supreme," tworf

John Coltrane's finest worfa

( while "My Favorite Things" wn

written by Rogers and Ham

merstein, it is* one song mcK

intimately associated with Joii

Coltrane and his interpretations o(

it were unique.) However, its

side two of Universal Cm-

sciousness which demands at

tention as one of the most soui^

soothing musical endeavors m
recorded. Lay real far bad, pot

this side on and float off to another

galaxy, leaving this earth fir

-behind.
" -H

. Relating to more immediatt

problems are reedmen Pharoil|

Sanders in Black Unity (ImpolR,

AS-9219) and Archie Shepp i

( Continued on Pagt ID

LEARN

THE POnER'S CRAFT

A friefSdIy, newly equipped rfi|*»

>Hering Lessons, Membership!, G«'"*

THE POHERV
i838 ferry Dr

Culvor Citf

OHkeMMili

MFGR'S FABRIC OUIlR

WHOLESALE 4 BEIOW

H'sTrue - IfnbeSW*

Prk9S

SEE

"THE YARD

OF WESTWOOOI

VILLAGE

For tho mod unuwd

_ fabric*

- trJrn*

- mocrome

- »oppll«*

•k

1006 Broxton GR

diagonally fcro« !:K
Fox vCTrttwood ThM"-'

•;-.; ^%-^>r; ^ I.
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ir'rt S Jo Jo Gunne
p personnel shift which saw

iFerguson, Mark Andes and

ly California leave Spirit has

rently left that aggregation

*what short on talent, as their

album, FeedlMicit (Epic KE
\) indicates.

their original incarnation,

were, purely and simply,

^.lite . . . five individuals

the ability to perform with

isiasm as a unit and with

jiality and finesse as soloists.

kassidy's drum solos were at

intricate and amusing; John

Le's keyboard competence
(putable; Mark Andes'

j-ic bass solos of the melodic

Cisually executed by only the

1 highly qualified stand-up

I

craftsmen. Randy California

no Segovia, but he was
led good, and Jay Ferguson

[a vocal and musical force to

:koned with. Together Spirit

Itered a very special

listry which culminated in

[production of "Clear'*, an
n of exceptional quality.

reedbiack" is exceptional, too,

or its incredible lack of taste,

srguson's absence, the task of

)sition has fallen to Al—
?ly who, along with his

ler Chris, is trying to fill the

left by Ferguson, Andes and
fornia. Staehely has
)nded with, five totally ob-
)us tunes entitled **Chelsea

/Cadillac Cowboys'!,
)e and Ready", **Earth
;r ' and 'Right Time." (His
tune, 'Mellow M'oming", it

be admitted is a fairly in- ,

It, if innocuous narrative.)
Locke's one bit of

mtness, 'Darkeness", ahe
ig grace of the album) and
strange noise pretentiously
kJ Tuesta del Scam" and

lincas Fog-out" round out the
^ter. . . .

* .-7^

fith the one exception ol
?llow Morning", Staehely's
s are, essentially, inventive
[fantasies. For example, an
)t from "Ripe and Ready":

'Name of the game is to
Tiake it last,

smart girls like you always
:atch on fast

your little girl days arc all
in the past

Today you are a woman;
I'm gonna be your man
NJo need for the sweaty
lands."

from 'Earth Shaker":
Organ grinder
^in't hard to find her
^ink your eye and she's on

the scene

neness

ffusing together man', religious

!",
'' the artisan has created this

^tie pendant a, an eiprcuion of
'
^'"t of an emergmg age which

Pves to unify mankin^l thru recon-
^»ion and love.

'^''•ngMlverwith24"cha,n.S|6.00

'yeUgoldw,th24"dwiin,t32.00
UUom«re«d«,t.*«5^tt|«tM

c •

^AC SOLTES DESIGN DB
>
SOUTH McPHERRfHj AVENUE

-' 'w;V^'^*^-^^LIF.'9'7^4

——Org^ grinder needs no

—

reminder
X_:,To make it good and keep it

clean."

The lyrics are generally offensive
to any sensitive, intelligent
woman, and, addiUonally the
melodic setUngs are conUived
and repetitive.

Dominated by the rhythm and
blues influence of the Staehely
Brothers, Spirit have lost their
jazz rock identity, and, at the
same time, the sophistication that
gave their material and per-
formances originality and ex-
citement.

Jo Jo Gunne*s (Jay Ferguson,
Mark and Matthew Andes, Curley
Smith) first offering, Jo Jo Gunne
(Asylum SD5053), seems to show
more promise; that is to say, it is

a great deal less offensive to one's
musical sensibilities. Essentially
it is Ferguson's Lp: six of the nine
compositions are exclusively his
own, the other three are
collaborations with Matt Andes,
and, of course, it is Ferguson who
dominates the tracks vocally.
Stylistically, however, Ferguson's
voice works best in a solo
situation, complimented but not
cluttered with background in-

strumentation. Unfortunately
only two such situations occur on
the album — the first is

"Academy Award", a tune about-
some Hollywood-type bitch trying
to make it in pictures — one way
or the other. "Academy Award"
is^ however, instrumentally and
structurally, much too close to the
early "Fresh Garbage" and the
more recent "Apple Orchard" for
comfort; in other words, if you
think you've heard that bass line

before, you have. "Take it Easy"
the track which follows
"Academy", is probably the most
singable tune tn the Lp, and, once
again, gives Ferguson's voice a
chance to be heard. But, for the

^
most part, the album is just too
damn noisy — plagued by nearly
unintelligible background vocals

- and songs which are neither easily
sung nor easily listened to. The
composition of the album lacks
aesthetic sense - all the heavies
are crowded onto Side 1— "Run
Run, Run" and "Shake that Fat''
are both respectable dockers, but
crowded on top of one another as
they are, both tunes suffer.
"Babylon" is somewhat less
obtrusive; in fact, it has a nice
lyrical feeling to it, but it is
followed by the idioUc "I Make
Love ", a new-African (or
something like that) rhythmic
piece with lyrics of the "Me
Tarzan" mentality. Side 2 fares
spmewhat better. It opens with
"99 Days", a heavy lonely-rock-
band-on-tour lament, and meUows
out through "Academy Award"
and "Take it Easy" to Ferguson's
dream -like "Flying Home." Had
the last three tunes been more
evenly dispersed, the album
might well have been more ef-
fective as a total work, whatever
its musical merits. '. ^—

The fact remains that Jay
Ferguson has. in the past, proved
himself to be a competent and
imaginative composer, and one
must take into consideration that
he is presently handicapped by the
mysteries of a relatively new
musical environment — Jo Jo
Gunne have been together just
over a ye^r, and the album was
complete last fall. Commercial
pressures, however, demand that
bands release recorded product
whether they are prepared
creatively to do so or not. It is to
be hoped that Jo Jo Gunne's next
release will more than excuse the
inadequacies of their first. ,

Leslie MUIenson

f

. <

. J(EllFIIID'A«YBflllK!
. .^.-. We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from
our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service
Drop jn and see us today. ; •

_NEEDriAJVI BOOK FINDERS
1U13 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) tU-tiii

POSTERS $5.98
2x3 FT. 24HR SERVICE •

16 X 20 PROOF SHEET$4.00

CUSTOM FINISHING ON PREMISES

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES

1

GEOUE'S PHOTO SHOP
^: :'10909 KINROSS AVENUE
ZIZ_ IN THE VILLAGE 479-6132

-W

AfPLICilllOIIS OilE

M,liri8F0R

TYPEWRITER CITY
478,7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEW ELEC PORT, w/case

SCM ELEC PORT. (159.00 vol)

SMITH-CORONA 250 (260.00 vol)

NEW ELEaRIC ADDERS

89.50

J29.50
189.50

69.50

IBM - MODEL "C": recond.

IBM - SELECTRIC: recond.

299.50

309.50

ELECTRONIC
CALCULATOR AC-DC 159.50

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
BANKAMERICAM) 1089 Goylcy Av«. MASrnCHAKOE

mJUmSTIUTniE IITEU PISIIIONS

Dean of Students -^
Academic Change and Curr^lculum Development
ASUCLA Vending

—Auxiliary Services and Enterprises Dormitories
Counseling Center
Police Department
2 New Positions

——ASUCLA Accounting "Financial Coordinator"
~~^

Auxiliary Services and Enterprises Parking

By placing interns in these offices, Interns ore able to influence
decisions bring in student N^ews. and learn about and' parti-
cipate in the functioning of the University.

BE SURE TO $IGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS

Picl H IppllHliii: lercllill

Hill 3I4G im III iiin. Miir ii

!'

:^-:

T

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -NXFilm Critics Awards

KUMUCm f .- *

,

1 4.

f
"~1
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VU\i thru Sat

Cinema
April |0 _ via\ :'

GROOVE CO." There Red Dots
Irk kAAAkkAAAkAA iJi

/ t/nrtnf^

' ' ' ' llt4 »4f

'J /////>

^^r:jncr Ave -oR SSiO.-Uesi Los An^vles-Open 5 30 P\1

.^.a- como blow your horn

PHAROAH SANDERS

c«»n rjo-

»•*•> *9<» • »nr* •»; w

' ' -Unn.- ' "net

^*»J SfcOw

I hope someone gets the idea to make a doiible4>ai
out of CraUcM and Is There Sex After Death? The
for^ler is your runHrf-the-mill sex documentary
while the latter is a pointed satire of them so care
must be taken in the order io which they're
presented. ,

First, in EroticM. you'D be treated to one of the
grossest examples of setf^emorship in recent
memory. Just as things start to get hard core in a
massage parkir or a wife-swapping party, these
giant superimpositions appear on the screen. The
obstructions Uke the form of excerpts from personal
want ads, examples of Indian erotic art, and at one
point, a giant red dot that turns black and then back
to red again Along the edge of these thinfi^ you can
see arms, legs, heads and other, le« readily in-
dentifiable, portions of the anatomy. v

Not that you miss ail that much. The Free Press-
style ads are even pretty lascivious, but red dots can
aire be amusing The publisher of Screw magazine
has an am using scene in which he declares that some
people are perverted and everyone else is sick and
there are a few other interviews with doctors and the
like but they generally lack the humor of that
publishers sequence But the best part of the show is
the wife-swapping party, specifically the unnamed
yoimg lady who \& Vvni seen in the bath tub 7Ac-
tually. she is named, but the cast credits don't give
the surnames of the actors and actresses. And we're^t to our own devices to figure out which name
belongs to whom.) This woman takes baths while
still wearing her wig. and that, of course, would

f

a;^pf«vj«tiooal variety at Rh? "^Hewteanng about her is that at the^L^
'
' "^

lakes on her own "husband " h^h^^^' *'*'

*

andUje buddy's wife (X^ ifded'^'^^''^
rubber goods), this tady, if ,^ !fj"f '"^ttelS
head I. toe. is at hMt atUred ^id ^hI^*^^
Uu-ough it aU. her wig and a^i'"?,"* *«»ri»
That's class.

K "^ a pair of spijte hej
Is there Se» .Her De«ifc? featiires Ri,.t u« doctor named Louise who^ ^^^. "«»>sex A^tor named LouisTwiT^^ ^Ifl"cure for an¥i»^l/ /^*/^^ ^«:i- _ /^^ D^ndness

as y

piympics'^aS^Ji,

18

'"k.

:^;::::^

'

MUNlMY.IlAfi^-l:00liito3i00PM^ ::
MENS LOUNGE ACKERMAN UNION _

Presented by UCLA Comm. on f .ne Art, Productions & Student Comm. for the Arts
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Erotic*. mKlists. the sexual Ej'f *«

«

about everything else in the Held T^"^ 1\"^ W
performances aU around, and some oT.h

*"' f*

surprisingly subtle. c^iOe^^^J^^r"^^
There are a lot of jokes wUch aret^' ""'"»

H-own away. m«:h more uS'CTwS "i

'"^

the film's present situation at rHMi ''^H
theater which tends to^Z to ^^"eSi^ifaged men m search of an X-ratedmlvi? ^
rated movie. But this isn't just anv Y rn *")' ^

too bad that it's con.lemn^"''^T;ch'^:„''"''
appropriate showcase. • *" *

1 really hope the two films are co-bUled some Mm.If you've never seen anything like them SeZwould be a must. But if you have theTat «
"*

bring you to any concIusioL that y^W 1*°".'

r^^. so you might as weU fo'r"et1^b:uuS:

—Stan BerkoHJti

Coltrane..^
(CoothiBed from Page \i)

Thing* Have Got to Change
(Impulse AS-9212). Both of th4
records are dominated by
floating, rolling rhythm sectioiK
whose repeated structures are
accented by solos and words On
Black Unity there is an especially
fme bass duel with Cecil McBee
and Stanley Clarke. Of special

note on "Things Have Got to

Change** is the harmonic Id-

terplay between Shepp's soprano
sax, Leroy Jenkins' violin and

James Spaulding's flute.

Recordings are nice but it is the

live product that conveys a

I sponUneity never to be found io

recordings. But here in Los

Angeles we are forced for the

most part ot enjoy recfjutis and

rea'd about the heavyweights
playing in New York Not this

week folks. Saturday night in

Royce Hall Sanders will b«

playing on the same bill as

*^iolinist Mike White The

following night at the Santa

Monica Civic Auditorium. White

will be playing with Alice

Coltrane, Archie Shepp and

saxophonist John Klemmer. Do

yourself a favor and take in some

cosmic entertainment, just the

opposite of the usual heathen

heaviness found in these parts

Bob Lynn

(Paid Advw^»s*ment;
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COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
l.-euy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
gray, black, orange, purple, yellow and
blue. (You need them anyway for school.)

2. Now—color in the picture according to
these color guide numbers. (10). Gray (1)
Black (6). Orange (9). Purple (7). Yellow
(3). Blue. Please do not color unnumbered
areas.

'•HHlftlM.

FESirai OF WEEKS lEr-^-

Not' So-
Cheap

Thrills

ONCERTS
The concert schedule this

eekend will please jazz and a few

ock fans. The Steve Miller Band
ill appear with the Youngk>loods

nd J. J. Cale at 8 tomorrow at the

alladium. Daddy Cool is at the

ox tomorrow and Saturday.

*haroah Sanders and Mike White

^ill appear at Royce Saturday —
jtudeht tickets are $1.75 if they're

;till available — Alice Coltrane

will perform Sunday at the Santa
Monica Civic (See the article on
p.l4 of ICON.)
Next weekend, Guess Who wiU

appear with John Kay at the
Anaheim Convention Center-
tickets, $6-4. Linda Ronstadt will
be at Loyola. It's a Beautiful Day
will be at the Palladium with
Spirit, the Elvin Bishop Group and
Booner's Farm. George Carlin
will be at the Santa Monica Civic

iinema

Ten Days' Wonder'
by Janey Place

,

Claude Chabrol's latest film. Ten Days' Wonder, may be his most in-
tellectual work to date. Set misleadingly in the murder mystery genre it
painstakingly works its way through the mystery using Chrisu'an
nythology, and everything fite neatly into the pattern by the end of the
tilm Orson WeUes plays Theo, — Zeus, God the father - who can stoD
[ime (suspending it at 1925 in his isdated garden of Eden), control lives
^ass judgments, and exact punishments. Anthony Perkins is Charles (a
leat puzzle in itself for Chabrol followers, who can trace Charles Paul
jnd Helehe characters through nearly aU his films) adopted son of God
vho sins and flees the garden. But WeUes is a less merciful god than the
hnstian one, compeUing Charles to return to the garden and stor in the
irama of his destruction. '

. r_ . _.

Helene ( ''the woman I absolve," according to Chabrol) must play some
ispects of almost every ro|e women have had in Christian mythology not
loo difficult a taslfesince they are all one-dimensional. She is the temp-
tress Eve and the innocent worshipper and holy vessel of God, Mary She
is also the least interesUng character in the movie, possibly because

TaU^ ^'''? ^ "1"^^ "^ rationality in the mythology, and Chabrol has
idded none to Helene.
Michel Piccoli plays the observer and interpreter of the drama Paul

I
^'^^^"i,;^hom the story would have no meaning either as a mystei^ or a
myth. This is generally true of the "detective" character in a mystery
fcut Paul entere the/ilm on the flimsiest of pretexts (a teacher of Charl^'md his only fnend) and his tenuous relationship to the action seems

oTairt'h.''onp^'''^^ 'I^
^'^ "^ ^"^ "P being guilty of thewoS

KingS ^^^ Paul walks away from- the sin of

Chabrol a French director, chose to make Ten Days' Wonder inEnglish. Although this is not his^irst experience workfng T^^xl
tot h3f Fnal^H^'

7^'^'^^
^'J,^^

^"^^^ ^^^^^ *" ^^ ^^^^ ^e doeS

pretentions m.fi ^?^'?!^'' ^^" ^"^** ^ *^ «^"»^ ymn^iyxr^X and

IreadvTif^!.
^^ I

^'*"'^^ ^^^"^ '"^''^ ponderous and talky than it

It me towtnlfh? ""^'^'^ "* ^"^ """^^^ '"y^^^'T^ ^^"^^ fo*- « very short

|by Ss step
^ ^ ^' ^^^ ^^ «^ ^*^'^"«*^ ^^ ^'"^^^'^ «^«P

Iwo^kfilTinfZfhT "* ^''"'''^' inteUectual self-<;onsciousness, which

KnS at!^ bel^rf.m""'''*K^'P^*
^^^ «^""^ ™« dichotomy ChabrolMniegrated beautifully in his preceding fUm. Le Boucher.

With Dan Hicks and his Hot Licks
and Dan Cassidy; Uckets. $5.50-
3.50. •

Upcoming are: Ella Fitzgerald
and Count Basic at the Santa
Monica Civic June 2; Lee
Michaels and Jo Jo Gunne at thetorum June 3; Black Oak
Arkansas at the Ung Beach
Arena June 4; Buffy St. Marie at
Chandler Pavilion June 4; Deep
Purple. Bull Angus and Malo at
the Anaheim Convention Center
June 6.

June 9-11. of course, feature the
local concerts by the Stones and
Stevie Wonder. Cheech and Chong
will be at the Long Beach Arena
June 16. Jethro Tull will be at the
Forum June 23 (tickets go on sale
Saturday). Led Zeppelin will be at
the Forum June 25 and at the Long
Beach Arena June 27.

CLUBS
Randy Newman, writer of so

many good songs, is at the Troub
this week with Jennifer, whom
you might remember from our
local Hair in years gone by;
Melanie comes in next week
Linda Ronstadt is at the Palomino
this weekend.
Jackie De Shannon and Tom

Ghent are at the Golden Bear. At
the Ice House are Chuck MitcheU
Walt Conley, aind Kicenski; Oliver
comes in for a one-nighter
Monday. Chris Darfow, Frank
Hamilton and Mike Jannus are at
McCabe's this weekend. Freddie
Hubbard is at the Lighthouse;
Mose Allison is at Shelly's. At
Donte's are Teddy Bu^kner
Dixieland tonight, Zoot Sims and
the Ross Tompkins Trio tomorrow
and Saturday.

Thursday. AAay \%. 1973

$4.50-2. The Comptoir Civic
Symphony will give a free concert
at 7 Sunday at Compton College.
The Southern California Wind

Quintet will perform at 1:30, 2:30
and 3:30 Sunday at HunUngton
Galleries. The Baroque Jazz
Ensemble will perform at 3
Sunday on the Third Floor of The
Egg and the Eye; students. $1.50.

FILMS '
4

On campus films this weekend
are: Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? and You're a Big Boy now
at 7 tomorrow in Social Welfare
147; admission $1. The Lang
festival concludes with Dr.
Mabuse. Der Spieler at 8:15 and
The Big Heat at 6:30 and 10 at
Dickson Saturday.
Off campus there will be a

"Cavalcade of Cartoons" from the
30's and the 40's at Palms
Recreation Center. 2950 Overland,
at 7:45 tomorrow. The midnight
films include: Blow Up at the
Plaza. Fellini Satyricon at the
Nuart. and Midnight Cowboy at
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with The Anatomy of Humor at
3:30 Sunday Ray's Kanchenjunka
screens at 3. 7 and 9:30 Wed-
nesday at The Egg and The Eye
students. $1.50.

THEATRE
No No Nanette opened Tuesday '^

at the Ahmanson with alas, not
Ruby, but June Allyson. Preview
performances of Old Times
continue at the Mark Taper
through next Thursday; tickets
$3.50 Spoon River Anthology
opens tomorrow at Theatre West.
3333 Cahuenga West, with four
members of the original
Broadway cast. L.A. Cabaret wiU^
present improvisational theater
tomorrow and Saturday at 8:45 in
The Used Room, at the Oxford
Theater. 1089 N. Oxford. Heaven
Can Wait is running at the
Theatrecraft Playhouse, 7445 1/2
Sunset at 8:15 tomorrow and
Saturday.

MISCELLANY -

Art: LA. County Art Museum Is
—

featuring The American West"

'(Paid Advertisement)!

CLASSICAL
There will be a free chamber

music concert at 8:15 tonight at
the Long Beach Art Museum. The
UCLA Opera Workshop will
present Orontea, Queen of Egypt
at 8:30 tomorrow and Saturday in

Schoenberg; students, $1.50.

The Ujima Jazz Band and the
Uhura Dancers will present a jazz
mass in demory of Malcolm X's
birthday at 8:15 tomorrow at
Occidental. The Pasadena
Symphony will perform works by
Mahler and Strauss at 8:20
Saturday at the Pasadena Civic;

students. $1. The L.A. Phil will

present "Music of Black
America" at 8:30 Sunday at

Chandler Pavilion; tickets are

UAC

vA.

POSTER "OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he or she

IS not your favorite presidential candi-
date, have patience. You'll see yourfavor-

\
rte soon in the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's runnina
mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

THURSDAYMAY18-

FRIDAYMAY19-

SHABBAT AAAY 20 -

7:30 P.M. Services and AAeol

11:00 P.M. All Night Learn-In

10:15 A.M. and 7:30 P.M.

Services and Meal

10:15 A.M. and 7:30 P.M.

Services and Meal

^onsored by SEPC of SLC

Nyiiisis For iiiiiieitf
—

^

• Sp««ch Problams • T«ntion
• W«<Bhl Control • Porsonof Ooolt

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. Mytars
tvacliing Speech Psychology and

General Semantics

William L Risfow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.
473-2944 FOR APPOINTMENT

Gillett* Company PaperMate Oivi&ion O 197?

11 1
'

. tT'

GHJIBJID HOOSE
741 Goyley Avenue 479-9282

\
'

iiiinuuiiiimv.iur'
WWfltVI

'LA. PRESS SALUTES MUSICAL COMEDY HITi

3 ,
KING UBU

"

Joyfulnessl^'r'"''' ^ ^"P^^^°^ performances! - Vitality! -
y uiness! > Buoyancy! - King Ubu is on the right track!

Streomlinedl ~ Ri.ui .
^'^'^^ ""^^^^

ioyablethnnv ^ mounted production! - Much more en-^fe .than version In London's Royal Court Theatrel

Show never A
B'NAI B'RITM MESSENGER

Stunning deJilTwl'''
**'"'''"'' ~ ^""'^ ^"°"*y' ^ ^^'^^^ "^^^•^•

Fri $- ..^ : L DAILY BRUIN
'

•'
*^

•«J
TW.**. $3.50. FrI. & Sufi. 2 for t»»o prko ol 1,

Sonto .Monict. pi y^
*«•• >' •*» ra^. prico. Irine tkia odi^^ °^^;;;;J^jjj;!;jMn#or Wllshirt) Tol; 394 9779 ond All Muluals

"PIESENCES'
Photographs by
Leiand D. Rice .

AAoy 13- Jun«4
HOURS:

Thursday 2 5 pm
Sat Sun 1 5 pm

* and by appointment

^fa vugallee^

the Mayfair. The Shakespeare
series concludes at 11 a.m.
Saturday with Othello.—^-^Don't knock the Rock. Jaittiouse
Rock and Rock Around the Clock
will screen at 8 Saturday at
Caltech's Baxter Hall. Westwood

_Film Society will screen
"Academy Awards Films of 1944"
at 7 and 9:30 tomorrow and those

- .^f the year 1945 at 6:30 and 9:30
Saturday.

If you're a Bogie freak, run to
your friendly Beverly Cannon
Theater — there's a Bogart
festival in full swing. High ^ierra
and Marked Woman screen
through^^^'tomorrow, and
Casablanca and Key Largo screen
Saturday through Monday. If

you'd rather see Brando, there's a
festival of his films going on too,

gt the New Vagabond; Viva
Zapata and Burn screen this
week.

The Silent Movie is featuring a
laugh show this week. It's French
films at the Los Feliz — Une
Femme Douce and The Baker's
Wife. The "History of American
Animation" series continues this

week at the County Art Museum

(Students, $.50). ''Body Shells",
and "Shadows", and ink drawings
by Avigdor Arikha. The Municipal '

Art Gallery has on exhibit 100*~

European and South American
Naive Paintings from the Sams-
Collection; the gallery is at 4804
Hollywood. Japanese prints are on
view at the San Pedro Municipal
Gallery, Municipal Bldg., 7th and
Beacon. Erotic prints are on'
display at Clark Polak's Gallery,
918 N. La Cienega. ,_

TV: The learning Tree wilL_
screen at 11:30, tonight on channel
2. "Film Odyssey" features
Vojimbo at 8:30 tomorrow on
channel 28. Marty is on at 7:30
Saturday on channel 9. The Great
Chase, clips from films of Buster •

Keaton, Pearl White and William
S. Hart, is on at 1 1 : 30 Saturday on
channel 13.

Events: The>UCLA Art Coun-
cils Thieves Market will be on at
Century City beginning tomorrow.
There will be an International
Arts and Crafts Festival, 1-5

Saturday at Memorial Library
4625 W. Olympic.

—V.F.N.

^
w^.

I

./*("

^^:

1539 1/3 Westwood Blvd.
^"M" 473-0*»l

To

THE
HEART s:^ OF

EUROPE
• wffh love - (we call it Svi^itt Care)

ON YOUTH FARES
1 2th to 26th birthday, travel any day

SWITZERLAND!!
$352 basic fare, except

$370 during June, July, August

round trip from Lot Angeles, vplid one year
Air Fares Subject To Change

Ask full details from:

SWISSAIR Slow. 6th St.,

loe Angel-. CA 90014 (213) 629.2375

HOUSEm
12010 W PICO BLVD

,

LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90064

U»I«I«I&^»1ii:tlJ|:I!UriQ
PHONE TODAY (213)479 4383

FRISAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25
AAAY 19 & 20

The Man Who Soils Wor

^Marlon Brando m
Th« Man Who S«llf War

Marlon Brando in

Next Week:

Moy 26 . 27

The Boys

in the Band

The Boys in the

Band is not a
musical

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER wiishire^. 26Th 'santamonica 829-3368
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'Aigryouth fare ticketcansxviyoujnfmey

-i. V(^can
-yr. getting toEurope.

-ts^;

:
*>'

:
Again this year most airlines are making it possible for

young people to go to Europe. By offering them low round
trip student and youth fares. ,

Pati Am. included.

_ We can give you low fares direct from the U.S. to more
European cities than any other airline.

*i^^^^^'^
l>:-:#:^**^^

-7 «f—*

'.M-

f

y.t.

^^^ ^" addition to giving you low fares, we also eive
you some other things. Things that will help you save
money whjle you re in Europe. .

--^

ASiirvivalkit ^ ^—— First of all when you buy a Pan Am student or youth
tare ticket, we 11 give you a youtjb survival kit. It s a package
of pamphlets and brochures filled with useful information

Information that will help you get around ""

Europe cheaply. ,, .

For example, when you're in Amsterdam or
Copenhagen or Munich or over 150 other European cities
you'll be able to flip through one of the pamphlets to a
chapter on student youth hostels and restaurants and find a
decent place to eat or a decent place to sleep for just a
few dollars.

And when you 're trying to get from Amsterdam to
Copenhagen or Munich or over 150 other European cities
you'll be able to flip to another chapter and find out which'
flights can take you there. At a special price. On recularlv
scheduled student charter flights. .

^^
Or you can fill out our application for a student rail

pass. If you're planning to do a lot of moving around from
city to city, It's about the cheapest wayyou can do it

In the survival kit you'll also find informations
mexpensive student tours, as well as educational tours like

- an art workshop in Florence or a tour that lets you y'lslt the
main cities of Russia. We have thousands of these survival
kits waiting for you, but don't--' ^

wait too long to get yours. Be-
cause we expect thousands of
others will want them too.

- Of course as you travel, if

you need any maps or help with
any problems pur survival kit
can't help you with, feel free to
stop in at any Pan Am office.We
have 50 of them scattered

throughout Europe, so justabouY
anywhere you'll be, we'll be.

Cyciingloiirs

i-

111'" '

.1, 1 !

.

^!^°'^^ o^ ^'' '^e'll give you somethinc not in our
survivalkit. '

•
- .^y

Information on our European cycling tours
We have them inlreland, England, Holland. Denmark

apd France.

They start at $38 for 9 days and the pnce includes
bike, bed and breakfast. - .

,

.

If you plan to be in one country for any length of time,
this IS an inexpensive way for you to get out and see it,-We have a booklet that explains all of our cycling tours

*MAir
*" " '"^^ '^^ *'' ''*" ^'"'^ Holiday

vAnd if you clb plan on a cycling tour, you may want
to take along a backpack. If you don't have one, we
nave them available for $4.50. : :

Just stop in at any Pan Am office and pick one qp.

OurTkkcOffCafd
And finally, if after all this saving you still

find yourself a little short of cash right now, we can
still help you out.

Just ask about our student Take Off Card. It's
a special plan that lets you charge your ticket
and some of your expenses in Europe.

So you can still take advantage of Europe
this summer and pay us back when you get back.

For more information stop in at your
International Youth Fare Headquarters at
any Pan Am office or Pan Am travel agent.

' {

^ BinAffi
The world's most experienced airline.

'1 H
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ins on historically the high

of excellence. '

Educatloii

[igher education both public

private has had budgetary

>lems during the past several

rs. At the University of

omia the problem perhaps

ed a little earlier. As a result,

lave the problem much better

er control than some other

Tersities where the financial

[h came later.

)ut I don't mean to imply it

t hurt," Campbell said,

g.
-

.

1948 graduate of Harvard

„ a PhD in economics says he

^ys meeting with "today's"

lents. "One of the nice things

[ut today's generation of

Jents is that they're not bashful

ut telling us when they think

ive made a niistake.

Preference
,

-
-

—

fl have a preference meeting

\h student groups. I find the

changes much more free and

ich more frank. I enjoy them a

more than meetings with

linistrators and faculty," he

w^

V.
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At a Regents' meeting last year,
Campbell introduced a proposal to
increase the educational fee in the
medical and dental schools. After
several months of delay, the
Regents defeated his proposal

"It's ineviUble that tuition is
going to increase. This is the trend
all over the country, particularly
in the professional schools.
Graduates of professional schools
receive a very expensive
education.

Elite group

"They're an elite group. There
is going to have to be a fairer
sharing because this education is
of great value to the recipients,"
Campbell said.

A former instructor of
economics at Harvard, Campbell
said UC is putting more emphasis
on teaching than in the past
However, he adds ''a great
University like the University of
California is always going to insist
that its faculty members show a
capacity for, and a substantial
achievement

,
in, research and

publication."*^

Some degree of male
chauvinism is present on the 22-

J^ija^WomAn Board of Reaente.

according to CampbeU. "I think
here's tended to be a tradiUon
t^t the chairman of the Board
should be a man. that the chair-
nrian of the important committees
should be a man. I happen not to
agree with that.

Excellent Regents
"I would hope there would be

more women appointed to the
Board. I think that if you search a
bit. you'd find a good many
women in California who would
make excellent Regents." he said
Campbell says his role as a

Regent "has its quota of
satisfactions, its quota of
frustrations. I happen to be in-
tensely interested in quality
education. I am very pleased to be
a Regent."
He, his wife (also a PhD in

economics) and three daughters
make their home in Los Altos
Hills. Campbell is interested "in
tennis, swimming and gar-
dening." He added that one of his
tennis-playing daughters warned
him not to mention tennis to in-
terviewers chiding, "With your
game, Dad, I wouldn't say that."
From his wife, Campbell

receives "hints about the sUte of
the garden." ——

FROM: Graduate School of Education

' T^CHING CREDENTIAL^CANTDIDATES

tton paper. InunMiAtS^lb^^^^^^^f,^^ credcntiai appika-

* BOM: RccMradoo and EnroUmait OtHce
'

FALL QUARTEB 1972 REeiSTRATION & ENROLLMFMT nv
. — »«A»1. FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

'^ '*

J-"*
Name A to G June Ito Aumiit 25 '

iiS.25?**'"^ June 7 to Aumi* 25

S?llSS%W&^"^««» MAtelc'^P FORMS AT THE
Architecture

'

—

ChSlS^ t 2!*^t*'"4!!^ UndergraduateCh^ljhry & BlochcmUrtry Graduates

Engineering & Pre^ngineering
Engineering & Computer Science
i^aw
Management
Mathematics Graduates
Medicine
Public Health
Zoology Graduates

Archills
WG Young 2356
WG Young 20S0
Hit Sci 10.137

'^oeUer 6426
Boelter 6730
Law 1224

^ GSM 3320
MS6375
Hit Sci 12.1di9 .

PH 51-279
LS230h

fs'Kl^'^j™ Y^'l^ ^^'''^^^Jt'^^'''' BEGISTRATION
25 ll fh^ I—* io *

^™°«*« **"« warned that Wednesday. Auffust

^LU^,l^.I.r^^j;„T2:Sg1;2g<^^^^ ^ «».

•REPARATION FOR SUMMED

NOW ENROLLING
Preparation for tests required for Mlmitsion to

pott graduate sctiools.
'

Six session courses — smaller groups.

Unlimited tape lessons for review

Course material constantly updated.

Home study material prepared by experts m each field

TrWrABERS-
•- MvA.0 (• ••' -. —t. ^' - i^^"* *^i-'l0rJt*^H*-'

WESTWOOD

-t.
^-

STANLtY H. KAPLAN
eDUCAJIONAL CENTSR Since 1938

In Los^Angeles Areo (273) 273-1890
1736 Westwood Boulevard

[eMBiiiisiiiaiBiiliHi
Saturday, May 20th, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m

MEET AND TALK WITH REPRESENTATIVES
FROM SEVERAL MANUFACTURERS:

'-»(

Earthy
Alpenlite/Lowa/Sierra Designs

Eiger/Mountain House
Vasque --—--y

Jan Sport/l<2

Washington Qu ift

Richmoor ~~t
DMC/Pivetta/Raichle/Tempco Woolrich/Wigwam

Lead * *

.

' PLUS v'^""^^ ZI
Food Tasting Air Day * Door Prizes From All Companies

ONE DAY ONLY!
BARGAINS IN MOUNTAINEERING ITEMS

sw CONCEPTS

NOW AT RICHARD'S-WESTWOOD
10S5 BROXTONI AVfNUf

Normally
Name-brand Sleeping Bags,

2# Prime Goose Down . . . t: . . S60.00

Name-brand Sleeping Bags/
3# Prime Goose Down ....... 99.50

Name-brand Hiking Boots,
All Sizes . • •'•'••» 26.50

Corduroy Knickers . 12.00

Universal Pack frame & Bag . . . . . 29.95

Universal Packframe & Bag 39.95

Jan Sport/K2 Captain
America Day Bag 12.95

ALL FREEZEDRIED FOODS - 20%

NOW

$49.88

79.88
/ ., 1-

18.88

7.88

22.88

32.88

7.88

OFF

•»^«4M«Ci<im. j*i»Y»

JICHAROS SHOES
^iMirttonAvt., 2991 204

•106 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Lai Anfalti, California

Talapliona 856-2153

WESTWOOD
10b7 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
477 l?b4
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Be fitted by Experts
)...

•.!v

Bro ond Girdle
^ Sp«€iolti*s

G«7.|773
BANKAMERlCAtO
MASTER CHAtGE

VAIIDATH) PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

How to sudceed in

nB5B ervice
970 GAYLEY, WESTWOOD

(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE / 478-91 1

5

• TUNE UP - electronic scope
• BRAKE - conventional & disc

• AIR CONDITIONING - repairs & service
• COOLING SYSTEM - RADIATOR REPAIRS
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- alternator, generator, starts & regulators
FULLY LICENSED BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL

• FOR CERTIFIQATION OF: smog devices, headlamps & brake
adjustments.

• ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY
QiJARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS

\ LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

"THE AUTO HOSPrTALti

iContinued from Page 24

)

Indium Antimonide'' by Helmut
Heinrich, associate professor of

ptiysics, Lakehead University,
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada,
3:30 pm, Boelter 8500.—"Applied Combinatorics" by
H. Ryser, professor of

mathematics, California Institute

of Technology, Pasadena, 4 pm,
AAS 6627.——"Report on Baku Con-
ference," by C. Fronsdal, physics
department, 3 pm, Kinsey 247.

—"Transcendental Meditation
as Taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi," noon, Ackerman Union
2408.

—"Ireland," slide show and
discussion, 8 pm, MS 4000A.

—"An Approach to Women in

Renaissance Florence," by L.

AAartlnez, 3 pm, Ackerman Union
3S\7.

E.G.:

Thursday, May 18

~"Astrological Open Group," 2-

4 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Beginning Meditation and
Raja Yoga," 8 pm. Architecture
1243C.

—"Encounter and Sensitivity

Awareness/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Parents and the College
Generation," 7- 10 pm, Young 2276.—"Tai Chi Ch^jjan/' 7-10 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.—"Psychi Development ESP
Intermediate Level," 7 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"A New Consciousness/' 7:30
pm. Architecture 1243 A. —-^:^
—"German Conversation: Eine

Fahrt Ins Blaue," 8-10 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243B.

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners/'
5 pm, Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs
Lounge.

—"Auto Mechanics I/' 7-9 pm,
Bunche 3150.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course/' 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In

Boelter 3809.—"Ho-v to Survive in Reality
Teaching/' 7-10 pm, Bunche 3211.

What's On
Meetings:
Thursday, AAay ie
—"Overpopulation Cent.am.2pm, Ackerman Un

!['''•

-"Christian Students'
"'

Ackerman Union 2408.
^^^'

—"Black Culture Week "10.
Ackerman Union

' '>-
-Ballroom. ^""and

—"Communications Rn«

.

l:30-7pm,AckermanUnfr''
— "Iranian 351?

Politicsi

I (Paid Advertisement)

—"Economics of the War/' a
workshop on the Vietnam War, 10
am, today, Royce Quad Flagpole.

Organization,""2-'4pm^ii!*'''
Union 2408.

Ackerman

hoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Black Mesa Action r
mittee," 4-6:30 p^^^^
Union 2408.

-Ackerman

—"Lighted Way," 4 z*

Ackerman Union 3564
^^'

5.30 pm, Ackerman
Women's Lounge.
—"Mortar Board," 4

JKerckhoff 400.

—"VESP," rap session, 3
Campbell 1218.

(Continued on Page]

Union

pm,

Pti,

--.._4r

.-h'i^t

-^t*
Zymurgy*

"-i- .-. :••

•1*-^.

"*•" ''^^f., 'r^u,''^-*^

UFIW.

Mi

\ 'i'^ < a'' it:

• •{ '
'

•

^udw
>rK'

^tirn^-

c .

i2a.«. dweis^^'

^udweise^'bt^
LAQCR BEER

***"»0«IV«M« M««

LAOER BEER

^ J7 'Tim —^ if^SStd
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(Think about it)

• Ltw-cftt Itans

• SaviRf fMilitift -
• Akffvt avtrif* dividends

• CaivmltRCf

• Prtvtn Mfity

• CtnfitftRtial sinrice

• Frivatt ctiRSflinf

• Ltai PrtttctiM insurinci

• Ufa Savinft intvrance

• DaMacratic eaatril

Do these servioaa

"ring a beU" with your

flnandal needs? If io.

a credit union can be of

valuable aervice to

your security now and

in the yean to com^-

Let us help you get the

right numbers for your

future. Call or write:

»Evtnlfh/,n'rth€iMt-word-hth> dictten.rv. w. think vouH Hod th. phcM do^s d«Mrib« th« last word In b#.r.

*'**'**'^\y.%'*^\\^'*%
. . » . ,

•M«nb«rthlpo|»enfoUClA

fMukv&ttaff

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

LOTI EXT. 51241

l^ii IUt»M^«*H*J^•',,i»"^'>'

ithout really trying

.

*. .Thursday, May 18, 1972

itinoed firom Pagf If)

RA Clubs: ^

.ursdaV/ May 18

Drama Clyb/'4^^i Ack^T-

)n Unton 2412.

'Figure Skating Club/' 8 pm,

Iver Ice Rink.

Lacrpsse Club/' 3-5 pm. Field

Hunting A Fishing Clubs/'

Ion, AAen's Gym 201.

Pindoor Soccer Club/' 710 pm,

tmen's Gym 200.

pWomcn's Karate Club/' 5-6

Women's Gym 200.

Air Rifle Pistol Club/' 4-6 pm,

fie Range. ^
"Mountaineers," noon,

rthwest Corner of AAoore Hall

iwn.

lis

Surf Club," 7:308:30 pm,

rckhoff 400.

cetera:
L"The Extramural Programs

id Opportunities Center," an-

unces a new service this week,

r the use of students who want

need to attend summer school

.5 summer, the Center has

sembled a collection of 1972

mmer class offerings at more
an five hundred accredited four

.ar colleges and universities

ound the country. As Cecile

jumgart, EXPO Center coun-

lor, put it, '^f you're going to

mmer school, why not make a

OSS-cultural experience out of it

taking your classes In Boston

New Orleans or at a small rural

liege?" The new summer

school catalogue collection can be
consulted in the EXPO Center
(Kerckhoff Hall 176) weekdays
from 9 am to 4 pm. •

—"Gimmick Car Rallye," 7:30
pm, Friday, starting from Rancho
Park Recreation Center Parking
Lot, on AAotor Ave., one-half block
south of Pico Blvd. Registration
will begin at 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm,
the first car will leave at 7:30 pm.
The entry is $3.00 per car, for
further Information call 397-4088.

— "Speech Awareness
Workshops," Informal drop-In
groups for people who wish to gain
experience In speaking situations
and to Increase their ability and
ease In expressing themselves, 3-5
pm, Thursdays, Social Welfare
271.

—"Finals Exams Seminar,"
1:15-5 pm, AAay 24, 25 Social
Welfare 271. Prereglstratlon
necessary, call ext. 57744.

"Central City YMCA," needs
15 male counselors to work In

summer camp session, from July
8 through July 15 with boys ages 9-

12 years; 90 per cent Chicanos.
Counselors must be 18 years or
over. Each will work with 7-8

boys. Interested persons should
contact the EXPO Office (Ker-
ckhoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—'^CLA Political Science
Hondr Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Membership Is open to all
regularly enrolled students.
Forms^vallable in Bunche 4252 or
4289.

Make a smart moya. ..

ALTA INTERNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

Enjoy a worry-free move

. . .let us ship your

persondr effects inexpensrvely

.— ,1

Coll (2T3) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL
1834 S. Flower Street,

Los Angdes, California 90015

We also sell 220V oppliances in famous brands .^^
also transformers and adapters

BRAND NEW 1972
VOLKSWAGEN 2-

2159
Full Cash Price (Model No. 1 1 1 1

)

1 1 2223S*M A 1 1 2]32«S«S

$99 DOWN PAYMENT

flift Tax mni Licenst

^65.82 PER MONTtt^

.^,'^

Ji
f
.l1M)t|iw*i<Ml > H lli^lill

FOR ONLY 36 MONTNS

c«»h,7luJ*tII»**i\IJl!;l" ^^J"*^ ""'V •^"••W •" '"•nee ctiarget, radio, freight, dealer]
'or only 34 month. -!!?•: ?L 1* " »*^ monlt» preparations, underseal, taxes A '72 license.l
Ocierred PsvmMf Dnil .^T.?**^" •••^'"•f**- O" •PPtoved credit. Annual percentage rati''yment Price o«S24i 1.50 includes ».1S%.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Mugt Stock of '7J's Ready To Gel

ourUsedCarDept. Needs Your Trade I /

Wesiwooi Voikswageijiic.
'550 WBTWOOD BIVD. West LA.

475-5888
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEKi

Exhi

n
—"Nude Figurts, Stif

Portraits, and Other HangUps/
an extilbitlon of paintings,
graphics, and drawings by Rush
White and Steve Jong, In the
Kerckhoff second floor gallery
through Friday |
—"Image and Identity: The

Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures," designed to generate
awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through June 3 in the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday. ^

,

SACRAMENTO AP - A Senate
committee was ur^ed Tuesday to
approve a five bill anti-obscentity
package by Sen. Johm Harmer
aimed at shutting down "adult"
movie houses and book stores
along with topless-bottomless
bars.

The bills before the Senate
Judiciary Committee also would
ban some sexual conduct on stage
in taverns and theaters.

'The fact is none of us iy

^

a^

complete civil liberUrian," he
told the committee. "There is

some place where we all feel the
authorities ought to step in." .

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 21

ISHEl NOW

(Paid Advertisement)

SUMMER 1972

Summer in Kfcbuli-8-i3 weeks. $660 ,

Departyre dotes: June 4. I 1 . 25; July 2
iM'oel Summer InetiM*.? weeb, $960
Departure dates: June 18; July 2. 9
Foft Dcmce WoHishop-7 weeks, $999
Deporturo dale: July 9

Everything included: No Mtras!

Archoeolooy Dig.«-IO weeks, $799
(Eorq 6 credits) D^arturedales: June'
IB. 25; July 2

Tl»«^e WoHnKop.7 weekt. $1,075 Oe-
porlure date: July 2 : . ^. •.•

Univer»i#y Study OroMp^is weeks, $975
(Earn 6 credits) Deporlure dates: June
21; July 9
Ah Seminar.7 weeks, $960-
Departure date: July 2

l>.i< ..Hum
'

^*.

Individual detoil^i brochure and applicatians available an each prograrr,. Contact

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION
SI5 Parfc Avenu«. New YoH,. New Yori 10022 (212) 751-6070

[(Paid Advertisement)

SPEND THE NIGHT
ATHILLEU!

T-.'

Shavuoth Study & Celebration

With Kiddush and Snacks
May 18-12 P.M. 7 A.M> ~

,^c

URCBiMMing, 900 Hilgard

To molce room for Summer Quarter textboolts, we must start— ,
-*

returning unsoldi Spring Quarter books to their publishers. Buy
those books you need tor finals NOW- RETURNS START ON THE 19th

V - . •

We will be changing the textbook selling floor from Spring Quarter
to Summer Quarter on May 26.. After May 26, Spring Quarter
books will be available through clerk service at our Information

Counter. REMEAABERI Returns start AAoy 19 . Selling floor—
changes AAay 26.

Textbooks, B Level, Ackerman Union, 825-771

1

open monday-friday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3'

book store

'i , I

^-^* III ]
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ADVERTISIHO OFFICES
KcrcklioN Hall 112

FtM>n«:nS-2m
Classified advertising rat*»

' 1SwordvSl.Mday,Scons«€Utivt—
. insertions - SS.OO

;-;
- FayaMa in advance z

DEADLINE 10:30 a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tlie

University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wfto, in affording
housmg to students or oNering jobs,
discriminates on ttie basis of race< color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.
For assistante with lK>using discrimination
problems, call: UCLA Housing Office I2S-
4491 ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0949.

y Campus Services .... 3

lOO COPES

82-50611

kerckhoff 12-|

r Personal . . . : . . . 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-
HELP (50TR)

NEOPnmal Therapy. Interested in turning
on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
2S4 4141 /4ni or eves., 2S7 78«2. (5M24)

UCLANS (M/F), traveling Europe, Summer
'72, informal get-together, for information,
47»-»»«9(9.»»PM>. fSM23,

KOSHER sandwiches available at the Oasis
(loom m Ackerman Union - Chabad House. (5
M 23)

'-^ BRUINS: Thank^ for the votes and flowers.
Watch for word ort Victory Party. Love,

'~~5u«-
'

- (5MH

/ Free ;

.

FREE Beautiful kittens, 3 pink, 1 gray, to

loving homes. Call Aleta. 472-0194. (FR M II)

LARGE dog - Mastiff - needs good home and
room to run. Kittens available, too! 374-

2092. (FRM19)

^ Help Wanfed . \ . . . . . ff

TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 3M-
3440 (•M2A)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with m9nagement potential. Part/full time.
Mr Genovese, (213) 7IO-7SM. (•M2«)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

f

f*

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to $40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 47I-00S1 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

SSOO. cash paid to auto fire specialist helping
substantiate my clatm to General Motors.
275 906S (•M19)

WORK for a change: National non-profit
enviromental organiiation needs students to
begin as fundraisers. Hours 2:00 P.M. -10:00
P.M Part time paid positions now full
time summer positions. Citiiensfor a better
environement 9056 Santa Monica Blvd. Call
for appts. 9 Sp.m. 274-939* (•M19)

b

NEED young woman live-ih or day care
during July. Two children, flexible
schedule/salary. t39-SSS4. (I M II)

TRY us. You'll like us • deliver sandwiches -

established territories. (SO *0/wk. for 12-

IS/hrs a wk. or S2.2S/hr. Full time summer,
must have car call before 11:00 136-9091 or
•21 3034 after 6 o'clock. (IM23)

MEN: Part/full time positions, W. E.A.I,
inc Earn S3.2S plus/hr. Call 474-3001. Mon *
Wed, 1:30 3 30 Only! (IMlf)

GOOD child care in my home. Reasonable
rates. An.y shiH. Vicinity 20th A Wilshire.
394-57*7. (IMM)

NEED: 10 gals interviewing now. General
Foods Cosmetic Division. Teach ft train new
make-up techniques. Full/pt. 271-4MS. (I M
U)

STENOGRAPHER Girl Friday. Typing A
some shorthand. E Permanent pleasant
Surroundings. Excel oppor. for right person.
Mr. Kagy, 870 4*1*, JSH Electronics, IS49
Higuera St., Culver City. (8 M 19)

EXPERIENCED part-time Cashier. Men's
clothing store. Wednesday, Thursday night,
Saturday. Call Francten 93M4I7, lOS daily.

(•Mil)

y/Help Wanfed 8 ^Opporhinities

STUDENT needs help with
problems Econ. 140. Will pay.
anytime. Best, S-7 PM.

statistic
473-35U,

-fW »0 /wk 16^ 12 TSVhrs. I wk. or W.?$ /Iir7
Full-time summer. Must have car. Call
before 11 :00. 83A-9091. (IM23)

YOUNG, ambitious m/t 18 27 work on cir
culation lor national ecology magaiine ft

fund raising for environmental groups. $2
/hr plus benefits. Mon-Thurs. 5-9 PM. Jeff
Richards, 980-7130. (iM 13)

! . . _
COUNSELORS needed for summer day
camp. Besides counseling children, must
drive own station wagon. Good pay. 455-

1100. (IM24)

BABYSITTER. Toddler. Regular basis.
MWF, 7:45 11:45 AM. Vowr house, Hancock
Park area, «5* 9915. (I Mil)

MOTION PICTURC THEATRE
MANAGER PROJECTIONISTS: S125 S1S0.

Some previous management experience
necessary. 2i or over. Full tin^e. Common
sense required ft good current references. If

?ou don't have this, don't bother. No Iteads,
reakt, intelligensia or movie buffs. Must
speak and understand English language. If

still interested contact Mr. Shan S'ayles;
Sayles Bros. Theatres, 4*5 1273 or a5-133).
Openings inWLAftSanta Monica . ( 8 M 23)

Like babies? Want part time job for two
/three months beginning May 15th? We need
someone to stavj^<our house noo PM/8:00
AM to give our new baby nightly feeding.

Only requirement in terms of your time is

tKat baby's needs »rt met when he wakens.
You may sleep, study, read most of night.

Interested? Call 47* 4521 . Sharon Hosta. (IM
18)

'

FOREIGN Students with good command of

English for translating. (714) 58*0595/(213)

438 8113. (aM23)

PART-time summer job in ice processing
plant. 52.25 $3.00/hr. 733 5177. 293 8904. (8 M
22)

JOBS/TEMPORARY
EARN XTRA DOLLARS

VOLT
INSTANT PERSONNEL -

ISNOWINW.L.A.WITH
DOZENS OF TEMPORARY

ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGHOUT THE AREA
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
TYPISTS, SECRETARIES,

CLERKS, PBX, STOCK
CLERKS,

GENERAL LABOR.
REGISTER NOW-WORK WHEN
AVAILABLE
VOLT INj^TANT PERSONNEL

2330 Westwood Blvd. Ste 200
474-6501

CLERKS & Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments. Office-Aide. 3807 Wilshire
Blvd. (IM 19»

53.50 PER Hour summer iobs moving fur-
niture. 12 units of college. Services
Unlimited. 4Z5-952 1. > .(ftMlO)

MALE: Part-time liquor store stock and
clerk, permanent position. Start: S2.40/hOMr.
Tuesday, Thursday ft Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday. Friday, ft Sunday, 4-11 PM.
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores. 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica. Monday thru
Friday, 8 AM 4 PM. Prefer no long hair or
beards ; mustache OK. — (I M 23)

TELEPHONE SOLICITING
Verify Appointments

No Selling - Pleasant Working Conditions
Top Pay Plus Bonus • part time

Call«S7-4340
between 1-3 PM

CASHIER - part-time, weekends. Big 5
Sporting Goods. 1S29 Wilshire. (8M19)

GIRLS - full-time summer iobs up to $2.*S
per hour. Call Services Unlimited. 475-
'"' (IM1I)

GUYS - summer iobs full-time or part-time.
Variety of work. Call Services Unlimited.

<'$-«l»- (I Mil)

MEN Make big S this summer. Talk to
single girls. Easy sales iob. Terry, 933-7291.
"^- (IM24)

BABYSITTER (man. woman) 5 year old
girl 3 afternoons weekly. Own children ok.
Valli. 39S-3904. (IM24)

y/lostSi Found 9
FOUND one month ago, 1 year female part
germ an shepherd. Broken left ear. Leather
collar. Free to good home. Sui. 473-40*2,
evenings. (9Ma4)

REWARD: Lost Research notebook on
Assays, May 1* from Parking Lot 8 to
Wilshire/Bundy. S. A. Kaplan, MD, 82S-
*»•' (9M24)

FOUND Two coin purses. Identify and pay
for ad. Zoology Dept., 2203 Life Sciences. (9
M 19)

VOdds&Ends... W
ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 99o'
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933 (10QTR)

FLY - UCLA learns for less at Santa Monica.
C 172. $15.95 and C-150, S12.95. Call 825 1129.
477.9**0, 39.PLANE. (10 M 2*)

VPol'ifkal . 11

Socialist Labor Party, p.o. Box 200.Brooklyn. NY. 11202.
( 1 1 m 2*

)

y^Research Suhjeds Needed
TIRED OF GOING IN CIRCLES? MAYBENOT! HELP MEDICAL SPACE-AGE
RESEARCH. MAKE S2 /HR. CAMPUS X
*"*' (RSNM23)

>^KdB$ Offered 13

NEED riders to New York City - S40. Laava
••15. drive straight through. Rich, m-
"'* (13M24)

^DcoATiON venos - LA'S Ut V.D. Hotline
OPERATION venu»

^^^^^ enthused
and "»"•?"

'^,7jfi„ at dorm front desks

!!L"::*rf7nft'^Ji5» Vtvei i. (op m 2*)

For Sale 1j

STEREO - excellent condition. H.K., BSR, 3-

way speakers. Must sell, need bread. 477>

7*84. (ISMIf)

IBM Exec. Reasonable. Must sell. Evenings,
475-447*. <W M

yf Services Offered .... 16

AUTO Insurance, lowatt rates for ttwdants
or employees. Robert Rhee. 139-7270 or I/O-
9793or45*-l544. (UQTR)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery, fr^m service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. >_' (14QTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobal.
Ill 5S27,l7a.>HS. Evos. 7I3-3S99. ( U OTRJ

THESIS Covers while-u-wait; soft or hard-
bound, 51.50 $3,50. Hamilton Reporductions.
1190* Wilshire. 477-7511. (UM2*)

ASSORTED apt. furniture, cheap. Hide-a-

bed, S35 S50 desk, marble dining table, etc.

4772144. (HM23)

NEW Pentax *x7 ft access. Autoflash, Linhor

tripod. Durst enlarger. etc. 47?-7772. ( 15 M
23)

KELVINATOR Foodarama side by side 1*'

refrigerator/freeier. Warranty. I>est of-

fer /S100. 475 2594 eves. (15M19)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate in valley, after
5 PM, 710 4349. days. 715-3154. Broker. (IS M
2*)

^Travel 17

EUROPE this summer? Un-regimented
programs * or I weeks. Experiments in

Traveling, 98* 2411. (17 0TR)

SAMOYED pups. AKC, shots, wormed,
Cham pion sired, 575. 474-4953, evenings. ( 15M

USED AUTO PARTS: TRANSMISSIONS,
REAR ENDS, GENERATORS, STARTERS.
BATTERIES & BODY PARTS. 2258 BARRY
AVE. W.LA. 477 70*4. (15M23)

ELECTRIC Smith Corona, 12-inch carriage
typewriter ; blue, pica, excellent shape! S130.
839-8124 after 4. (ISM 22)

MATTRESSES >Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities, all
size sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt.
88*0400. (15QTR)

SKiiS. metal 115 cm. Salamon step-in
bindings. S7S. Humanic Boots, S3$. Call
Phyllis. 392-S4*0. ( 15 M 13)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
OWt way and round trip student flights.
Inexpensive student camping toura
througfiout West and East Europe, inclvdioa
Russia. SOFA Agent for intar-Europaan
student charter flights. Contact ISCA, 11*17'
San Vicente Blvd^ Suite #4, LA, Calif., 90049.

Tel : (213) I24-SM9, I2A-09SS
idHli^M^Ma»«MaMMM«MMVin»««aNi«w

INDIA is our speciality! For most
economical fares ever to and from India; all
around the world, contact: - P. O. Box 3*14
Hollywood. Ca.. 90028. Phone (213) 4*5-
W*3. (17M2S)

DARLING, Siamese- Blue Point kiHens. 7
wks., box trained. HS.OO. For pick of litter.
474 5221. (15M19)

5i^S -1 .M' European girl sails her clothes

i^*Lli!?L}i!l!lJ2!' »»••*«•* Call gvenlngi^
*^^**»' (fsMll)
PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4 SMC-lens never
Jt.i?'* t^^ Pentax 35mm SMC-lens f/3.5.
Offer, 397-5571. (15M 22)

STEREO speakers, big 50 pounds each.Sound great. 5120 pair. David Small. 123-
4541. leave message. (ISM 22)

SONY portable stereo records/playsbk.
cassettes, reels, 2-2 way walnut spkrs. etc.
^737772 (15M23)

'«l SUZUKI 120CC. Just overhauled. Good
condition. I2M.CA1I Altx tet. 9-S PM. 125-
'041. (ISM 24)

uco
» ' JI '

.

CHARTER FLIGHTS

'Uijj-.t-

GIBSON L*0 guitar - SSO. Argus super -I
camera with extras. S*0 or make offer.
Debbie, 475-43*4. (15M24)

BUY silver coins, Ike/Silver dollars. Im-
mediate cash. Jack A.M. 310-7711. ext. 42*.

'"
' ^^ (15M19)

officKil

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.
P.M. 874-0248.

TEAC A 20 cassette player - almost new!!!
Need cash -help! Ask for J. .P. 479-91*5. (15M 19)

y/ Services Offered \ . . . 78
HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from 525. P.O Box
11427, Denver, 10211. (UQTR)

'PROFESSIONAL Typist, Student ft
Commercial Rates: )41-44S7 - 172-1710 - 911-
^^^' (IIMIf)

ASK AROUND ABOUT
- AABCHEVYSERVICE

Complete Auto Service v~,-
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

I

477-6551

11127 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

est. since 1958

THESIS Covers while-u-wait; soft or hard-
bound. 51.50 S3.S0. Hamilton Reproductions.
1190* Wilshire. 477-7SI1. (1*M2*)

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S--

all first class
'•

» -^

service.
r '*" /

*

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA ^

Fit.——^—— J

D«P- Ret. Days Price

2 «/18 8/28 71 $262

,
3 6/21 8/16 56 $262

5 6/26 9/6 72 $262

6 6/25 9/13 80 $275

.

*• 6/28 9/16 81 $275

10 6/29 8/29 61 $262

14 7/8 8/17 40 $262

IS 7/11 8/10 30 $262

17 7/12 8/31 50 $262

> 18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

\9 9/12 one-way $135

AUTO INSURANCE
- MOTORCYCLE

INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHtOHT ,

CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
398-222S ...... ASK FOR AftS OR KEN

Available only to bonafide members of tba
University of California including studants,
faculty, staff, and their immediate famlliat
(parents, spouse or dependent chiMrtn)
living in the same household. . \

cliartor ftlghtB

uca Kerchkhoff Hall MS D
Between I a .m . ft S p.m

.

I2S-I221

UNIVERSAL Principles can unfold yourhigest potentials Send for free s/nop*iVGateway PoB *9323 LA. 900*9. (WMytk

SILVA MINDCONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

Oli.is ALPHA BRAIN WAVE
Methods, Relaxation. Subjective
Communication,

rXAMlNATlON TFCHNIOUES
Sr-ll Control No Machines
STUDENT RATES Free
litrr.Ttn,.. Npxt class booms

^A»URDAY,MAY?OTH
• ^••lO'Kolly, 473 40.J8.6 PM

SOUTH PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on ISO
ft. grand three masted schooner. Leaves thitsummer for * weeks to Tahiti. Share ex

??r»t;
^"^ '"*•' *•'• ^•^•^y Cook. (213)"'"'

(17M2S)

trh ANNUAL JET rtlOHTS

EUROPE: rROMS229 rMjNOTRIP
JAPAN: FROMtS49 IIOUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271-0912. 139 2401
«4* Overland. Dept. A.
.Cujvfr CItv. Ca. 90231 i II

>/ Rides Wanled M
PROFESSIONAL
Writing, Siting
re<|uirements. 317
23)

documentation servfcet
and research to your
lS4t. call anytime. (Um

TWO girls naed ride la to Boston areun.iJune 15 Call evev 7*5 703;
( umSI

RIDE wanted to Yellowstone or viclnltv

f.ViV^ "•*"*• *'*•''• *«^»v»n»^nd enponsel;'*'*" n4M24)

40, call

FIDENCE, ORAL PRSIENTATIONtLearn to RELEASE MATElflAL STUDi.T;and ELIMINATE CRAMMrN^^aT*,?
(UM19)

TRAVELING companion for oversaat thissummer? Check the board at the EXPO
Center (KH 17*). (17M2))

Li!v!** r!J^^ '*' • ^''^*»'»* Not a chartar.

'

inton. iVM"r*"^*lT* ^''•"•••rved saatt.Anyone, 12-2$. From S342. 1241201. «2S-

(I7M24)

CARS IN EUROPE
...^««NTOR»UY
»r«CIAt R80UCTI0NI TO

P*K« rllif^»* STUDENTSFREE CATALOGUE • ALSO BURAILPABS

EUROCARS
••• »ons«t Blvd.. LA 9ooa* ??mh4

More
Europe
Flights
1972
JUNE 14 LVDUBLIN
JULY 9 lONOON/LA

JUNE 17 LA/FRANK
^UG 17 LONDON/LA

JUNE 21 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONOOK/LA

JUNE 25 LA/LON/AMST
SEPT 11 lonoon;la

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON
AUG 17 LONOON/LA

JULY 9
AUG 27

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 19
SEPT 16

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/MADRID
AMST/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

AUG 28 U/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LOHOON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK
OCT 18 FRANK/LpN/LA

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON
OCT 9 LONDON/LA

ONE WAY RIGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUQ 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA
LA/ LONDON
LA/ FRANKFURT
LONOON/LA
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$262.00

26 4)ay$

$262.00

«62 Day

J

$262.00

61 Days

$262.00

79 Days

$252.00

51 Days

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$272,00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$252:00

30 Days

$239.00

21 Days

$247.00

32 Days

$199.00

14 Days

5148.00

$138.00

S138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCLA

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR I>f€DIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA, SATURN. ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEING 707 AND SUPER DCS JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

CATION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS:
John and Susan

478-8286

More
7XJNI
Student
Stuff

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD
Your possport to the

world of student dis

county. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the International

Student Travel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for all student

flights abroad.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel. Eost Africa, and

the for Eost-at fontastic

savings, enabling you

to trovel as far as pos-

sible for as little os

possible.

t • • •

you-

UNI
109M WfYiUWN AVEf*^

Tltf: 47i-MM

-v-y.

^Ttavel //

EUROPE, snO-Sirs R.T.. aim lsra«f ft

jaD«n, SpriiHi, Summer, A Fall fli«M«.

E S E P.. 13)7 Mverly Blvd., LA M04a. «S1-

a3n.ESEP-0CLAm«mbw». (17QTII)

fyping
'9 y/Apis fo Share . \ 23

^•*******'*' ^P«»»« s*rvic» tor -»--

—

cwMia) fer '-• - -5---

'

/ Housing Needed . ... 28 ^Aulas for Sale 33

177

tITB

• NEW YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY

•hamaii
JUNE ia- JULY] =

JULY 1 - JULY 1« ".

#TOKYO/OI«l£WT
JUNE 17- SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROfE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

AI*Q Stwdantrail and EuratlpMna. Car Purchaw
Insuranc*, Guidsbooks

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^ AIS/EXfTS^m 9066 Santa Monica Blvd.WBS LJK. 90069
274-8742

(IK bik. aast of Santa Monica/Dohany)

EUROPE a; MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
FLIGHTS

New York Fliglitt under S100 eiM-way
Study ft Camping Tours

1973 Student Guide Book to Europf
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. SIM

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. ti403 ~
PHONE: a72-22i3or7S4U77

DISCOUNT Europe, Israel, India, East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041
Wilshire Blvd.. LA 9002S. 4780M4. ( 17 QTR)

8
^Wanted

bath
student. Tom,

(23M24)

...20
PEMALE, over 21, to share two hmttrr^m,
JPt m WLA With one. Itili'/m^!!*^''^'^

MARRIED law Students care for your home
this summer. Services exchanged for
reduced rent. 44S OSaa (evenings) . (28 M 24)

(23M22)

2^ *-S.^ 't*** *^ ^•'^» »^«nfiing or mtWrecks too. fret towaways. 3fM440, ny
**^-

. (20 MIS)
MOVING
Need
17)

'~-.'^.rc.,Tr.uj;:>,.^,s?Ti^

LOOKING for small rental housesummoror P*rman«it. PreferaMy itTSH^i JH7
Li»a,»38-24ai/44M3a». '

(20 M ?J)

RESPONSIBLE medical stvdent wishM t.manage apartment tmne i^^cZlSP^
rent, within bicycle distancl oTTlYbeginning September. W.U4i.\2St74i in
WILL pay cash for postaae «t*m- •-!•
tions. Raise summer CMh $1|| llll^.l^**
477-»3«S

^••an. »eil your stampt.
• (20M12 )

3 INSTRUMENTALISTS sai./trum«.t"drums, string bass, group ptAi^i^UrZm
mTim""'' '^'"•** cl«£.Vjr"1l'^8i':t!S

(20M23)

yApfs Furnished ..... 2 /

fre??o2.>?^''*'""« "**' Westwood. Share

iack 47V7s£'JS.r'
»»«"^^*'««'« houseworkjack, 478-7588 PMs.

( 23 M 22

)

^*
(23Mlf)

JUMMERRoommate(sl

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt.
June/July until Sept. Prefers twobdrms.
West LA. Bruce Williams, English,
Louisiana State University, New Orleans
(504) 89 If848. (28M23)

TRANSPORTATION cars »»f and u^
American Kodiak m Santa Monica. 3024
Santa Monica Blvd. 828 7489. (330XII)

'*7 FORD Mustang, A-cylinder, stick, ok-
cellent,S700. V80-38Ueves. (33M1«)

'70 vw Lt blue. Good cond.
Ask lor John. «S4-at34.

tiSOO or best.
(3) Mia)

I;' J^ORM apt. Reasonable. Westwood, for
M.O. occupancy middle June for 3 yOars.
Write Dr. Damus. 45 Langdon st. #12,
Cambridge. Mass., 02138. (28M18)

'55 MG Classic (TF 1500), Red, 41 M miles,
lYE 940. Eves, 454-3030, 12850. See to
believe! (33M18)

V*'
»•• cinv.""L';S*ji„"»^- <>>^n room

Jacques. 820 2417
''^"*^"- WLA. Leo or

(23M22)

rpl^tVe'nV'.Sl.'SJ-m'..;*^;'^"'' ' ^^
EXO-5522. ^'^ "*••• »»«<»tnt. Tom,

(23M24^

FRENCH UCLA couple desperately needs
cheap housing or will care for home during
summtr. Morn or eves, 475-2812. (28 M 22)

'47 BUICK Skylark GS, automatic, PS/PB,
340 hp, excellent condition, S950. Marty, 371-
1155.448 5034. (33Mia)

bedroom aprr7me;t"'iir.T2%;^,:'"- '

. (23 M 23)

^sr^i'tis.? !*."•'•»••-••."., .«,

MALE roommate wanted private room i

Heated
Mike 824-2757 aMer 4.

Jjoi, sun deck, parking,
43i"5;;',eV.''i7T

' _ <2I0TR)

(23M23)

ONS.WA.Y CHARTER FLIGHTft*

|LA/Madrid/Frankfwrt August 10
,A/Paris August 27

S135
S12S

WALK TO SCHOOL

oJJ^^V^^ SUMMER RATES.
Reservations for Fall also accepted

Renting Office. 514 Landfalr#l
•••

Also with Pool

V,.

rnr-i-^j^^,;?;-..*^--

Vfor Sublease
. . 24

^^^
iisnire Barrington. 4730843. (24 M

UCLA Law student would like to care for
your home during the summer. Call 277-
^J*3

( 28 M 22

)

GIVING up good rental nowJune?

824 3941. after 12. (28M23)

y Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

?!?e''cVo''r! "'womJn ^V*'*"'^""'*'' ^"*-*"«uirecTors, Womens' Co-Oo Aoartmpnt

^- (30M19)

'70 VW sguareback. New red paint. Priced to
sell. S1495. Westwood Volkswagen. 475-
Maa. (33M18)

'47 VW Camper. Nice inside. Stereo, wood
paneled, icebox. Eng. needs work. Must sell.
398-0447. (33Mia»

H#r

'42 VW Bus, radials, em pi, no engine, $175 orswap for motorcycle . 472 0240. ( 33 m 18)

'47 FIREBIRD maroon /bIk, 4 spd., Ansen
Sprints, polyglass, I track, sony tape deck,
offer. 475-4849. (33M23)

'*» PEUGEOT, 403 49 engine, new battery
and generator, good michelin X tires, new
upholstery, sunroof, luggage rack with
luggage, radio, excellent condition, original
owner 472 5970, $785. (33M23)

LIVE-in care for child, $ eves. Must be

49 FIAT 850 Spyder
477 2144.

yjjVe'vS's'
'' '°'' "'»" -nyt'hi„Vrnusua"r275'

(30M19)

Best offer over $1100.
(33M33)

FEMALE Room, board, salarw in &•>

(30M23)

'57 CHEVY 2 door hardtop, V 8 automatic.
good cond., S425, phone afternoons, 475
'"3 (33M23)

afternoon daily 652 6000.
Si CHfcVV Biscayne, running, new battv

JJ,
»'<«lV::*'tor nearest offer. 4/a 7772. (33M

I I V

Contact

:

The University Office- Education
Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara

941-3823

EUROPE Flights. SO departures, also N.Y.
"Israel, India, Africa, $0% off. Student

I

rates/cards since 1959. E ASC. 323 N. Beverly

Or , Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 QTR)

EUROPEAN STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTRE

NOW has an office in Los Angeles at 9034
Sunset Blvd., to advise on flights, hostels
iobs, cars & tours. ESTC also has local of-
fices in Europe to handle your mail ft travel
problems.

LOS ANGELES/LONDON f7t -
[NEW YORK/LONDON 100
with special connections to Marakosh/
Athens, Nairobi. Tel Aviv ft Bombay.

—^ Glonfair Terraco - —
S43Landfairi»i4
540Glenrock#li r.' *•?"? »•»'" to camous. Aw>ii>Ki. T/ii

$100,477-8130.
campus. Available 4/21.

(24M22)

^Room for Rent . ,3 ] '^!,!7tl^,l!S^\''^'^' »«pe deck. otheT*^' "••^•*'P"«e'le'»» cond, $850. 441-4354. (33 M

021-4425. ^
Rey, PhoneSV M

1

eval"^! *^"'*1L«'^*'' preferred,
eves. Sherman Oaks.

LARGE attractive one bdrm apts in Santa

(21 QTR)

20 min
784-9781
(24M22)

LOVELY room in Beverly Hills home of
European family. $75 /mo. w/kitchen priv.
Reference asked. 553 9155. (31M23)

SUMMER Housing S40/month. 459 Gayley
Ave. 479 9998 or 479 9703. (31 M 19)

'49 VW Bug, automatic, lo mileaoe excaiiantcond
, make Offer 397-7752. '*' "3 MM)

•arg'e^i'Mrm \T. " ^ " '^"^"i*'*^*'•«rge I Ddrm. $195 month, 10947 Roebling
(24M22)

apt. 1.477-4837.

f^mtt^^ hZ^^ ''°°'" **"" 'a bath withfamily. Kitchen privileges, flexiblearrangements. $70. 391-3317.
'

(31MI9)

LATE '49 VW bug automatic.
Only 28,000 miles. $1195. Call
/H7* 7794.

Mint cond.
Terru 54S02

(33M 19)

392 5556. 592-9142.
SUMMER Rental or exchange for LA house
4 room duplex, furnished, near Harvard. GR
2 4928.275 7393 (24 M 19)

cfv^l^l^ COMFORTABLE^^ STUDENT APARTMEnA ^
FURNISHED BaJhel^orj* ^

1 BEDROOMS ••
Same rent Summer ft Fall ^

•
1 Showing NOW

-—
- S|( Deposit wiH hold

^

JUNE 15 Sept. 15. or
S145. a/c, near bus, WLA

part
.824

Furn. l-bdrm,
3948. (24M24)

BEVERLY Glen cottage sublet summer ( ormore) beginning middle June.
Faculty/responsible person. 825-4770, 474-

(24M19)2454.

Across UCLA
705 Gayley 479-a$a8

SUMMER Sublet, $170 /mo. 1 bdrm /furn
Pool, Brentwood. July 1 - Sept. 15. 4744125

CALL: 274-5827 (17 M U)
after 4 PM. (24M24)

EUROPE, Israel this summer
unregimented program. 4 wks. Europe, 7
wks Israel, Dig Kibbuti, plenty free time.

LARG^ bachelors, $90 up. Singles, $125,

GR 30524, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

$140 /month. July Sept: dates flexible.
Large, furnished, 1 bedroom, study. Walk
beach, shopping. Couple preferred. 394-

(24M24)

»4i
.
summer only. Roxy, 474 2444. (31 M 18)

}/Kuhs for Sale . . 33

itu^iHyu^yi^'"'''*'^ *»P"«* Silver
«.!' l!-**

'•»»»«' interior, excellent cond.,make offer. 474-329». r33M lii

•44 OLDSMOBILE F-OS, automatic, ^w7rsteering A brakes. $350 or... Julie, 445.

(33M19)

y/ Bicycles for Sale . . . 35

MALE 24" bike 15 speed
dition. Call Oebby, 475 1 181.

UCLA Students! 5%

SSO. Good con-
(35M23)

luZ.^K "»"""'»! 5^ off PeuoeotMotobecane, Centurion, other fine makes,'

oiks^ N. Santa AAonKa Freeway 839-4444. TJJ

0435. A_ -"-- ''Om $77. French iAm^er.can.,1714 Westwood. 47$ 3370.

prices, 10 spd from $77'. French, Austrian,

(IS

3575.

4« TOYOTA, 4-dr, yellow, R/H, air, auto,
exceUent cond.. $1075. After 4 PM, 477
^*" (33M19)

Exp in Travelling, 984-2411. (170TR),

EXPO Center International Travel Fairmeet, fa k with reps of Foreign Tourist ofl.ces airlmes. etc. films. Wed. May 24, AJMen's Lounge, 10-4.
(

,

j]^ J|

j

I 2 BEDROOM, Pool. Summer rates $17$
V?. f.*'J '*«es now. $200 up. 518 GlenViV

(21M2a)
473-9245.

AU
24)

Vfuforing jg

VfT.'STiCS can be fun. Professional
stativician, UCLA grad. Consulting on
theses, publications. Beginners, too. 423-
"* (iaM23)

o^^^iiU'^"*-
*•••" refreshing single and

Ittc^u^r^'K^ T^P. or permanentBlock UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundecks

LaiJiVir''«l*r.''«*/°'
summer - fall. 425-441

Landfair. 479 5404. (21 M 28)

}/House for Renf .'

25

busmesi'man^^J."' '^•^"•« P''0'«"ionalou^smess man. References. HO 3-5505/OL 2-

(25M24)

A1,PONTIAC, air conditioned, all power,
automatic, new brakes/pump/starter,
rebuilt transmission, good tires. 825-2134'
(day$),39e 6661 (eves). (33MI9)

5274.

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive
anquaqe study, translation, literature Calllormer UCLA teacher for results. 828-
"**

( laOTRj
GRE. LSAT, other test
dividual and small

501 GAYLEY
———Across From Dykstn

Reduced Summer Rates
BachelorsSingles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15
GR 31788 - Mrs. Kay . GR 3-0524

RESPONSIBLE attorney moving to L.A.
wishes to rent faculty home or apartment
for summer or longer. References supplied.
Call collect (417) 844 4768 between 8 9 PM.
(Pacific time) or write M. Gould, 17
Everett, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. (25M23)

A-l

FREt LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICEOUR PRICES ARE LOWER!
A

1 AUTO SERVICE

10 SPEED bicycles (2) $35 540. Good /faircondition. Call eves , Mon-Fri. 874^^(35 m

/ cycles, Scooters

ror ^ufO...,.,. •„,„ 3v

•i

'

message

HONDA
(34M24)

7957 Van Nuys Blvd.
across from G.M. Plant
Call394 7075 24 Hours

CL350. Excellent cond. Rack -

ff/.*"^P»»' helmet, $375 /offer, 4 PM. 398
- (34M33)

•'- ^ '•^ I -^ J

/$9$.

preparation. In-

r „ . morm

(laoTR)

nr?A "?? "*•*• '^»'9«»» 10 minutes from

liirL.'<,««"""*.
l'^"'" •*"«*• Fvrnished, 4bdrms $200 monthly (negotiable). MarianneMoerman, 255 5)51 ext. 448, 834 3237. (25 M

;70 HONDA CB450 K3 5700 or make offer.
Disc brake Call, 824 2384 after 4 (34 M 23)

'48 VW Bug. Good cond., light
owner, $950. Ronnie, 472 1103.

blue, one
(33M19)

rK.^^*-^ ''*•" '-*•'* "•^ no mileage.Ojain and lock. $375. Melissa. 477-5401. (34M 4'

Tntiiue^furSf "'^•^ *»»«*•*» «'»• •>-•••"anrique furn., singles, garageMgr, 450 Landfair, 473 5571.
sun deck.
(21 Mia)

)/House for Sale 26

'•9 CORTINA GT 2 door Deluxe (like a
Datsun 510). Excellent cond.. Michelin X
radials. $900. 398-7473. (33M22)

'49 HONDA 90 for sale, $17$. Call Judi, 477-
0114 or 274 4104. (34M18)

SINGLES, bachelors 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
oath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR5 5Sa4. (21 QTR)

Whpi
FAST,

ing .

accurate

19

' ° ,^!ll'" "*^ • '^•g. 394 5182. (19ATRi
executTve _

Guaranteed
> Sharon.
(19 QTR)

.-.. resum;rn;t!:;ica['^^ '^•^-'

•mj'iJ;^^"
"»'^ 5 30,weekends. Sharon.

SI 30 LUXURIOUS batchelor with wet bar
fireplace

^ huge closet and patio. Palms
area. Call 824-2828. (21M24)

y/ApIs Unfurnished 22
1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refrig., drapes, dish-
washer, available June 5. $175. 473-4301, 473-
3570 Close campus. (Ji M 19)

r^nw^^°°°^!*' *""*** Choice 2 bdrm Aconv den Charming yard Cul-de Sar
SS9.000. Sands Realtors 47;.4W. ( QTR

,

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset 2 bdrm ftconv den Quiet Cui de Sac. $43,500. Sands
Realtors, 474 4444. (24 QTR)

.5Lh°'"^ ^***'*^^ excellent body A woodNeeds engine work. Must sell. Call Al, 553-
*•" (33M22)

1948 HONDA 140 CB New tires, tune up,helmet included. $250/best offer. Evenings.
(34MI8)Ron 789 5334

'66 PONTIAC LeMans Hardtop 4-speed
extras Perfect. Original owner, moveing
S800/best 825 4473, 988 3458 (33 My 22)

70 HONDA 175, good condition
battery, S290 398 0556 evenings.

needs new
(34M 19).

GLEN covered patio, garden, sidewalks,
spacious 3 bdrm, j 3/4 bath, carpeted,
••replace $49,000 own. 474 4894. (26 M 24)

47 CHEVY 4 speeds, AC, power steering,
blue $800 Frant Hall A254G. PM. 1-5. (33 M
22)

71 HONDA 70, less than lOQO miles, helmet,
nake oiler, 390 2939, alter 6 and Sunday (34
A 19)

'

H-J^^crTpV^'pti"';:**'*"*' ••-•« p«P«-s.
128 1162

"••••ble. Experienced. Call
(19 QTR)

$U5 DELUXE modern one-bdrm. beautiful
trench normandie building. Builtins. Palms
•rea. call 824 2888 (22M24)

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm apt. suitable for 4
students Must Have qualified sponsor.
$285/mo 399 8014. (22M24)

4 BDRM den, 1 3/4 baths, forced air heat,

^'ue?9'7^;;28^*^^
"''"'"' '''''''^^

J!;:,

V House to Share 27

68 MGB, original owner, low mileage. $250under bluebook, excellent shape. 823 6847^"^^ (33M22)

'48 MG Midget. New tires, battery, brakes,
rollbar 5980. Leave message. David. 393-
2502. days, 498 5005. (33M22)

it HONDA CL350 Good condition, extras
cw gaskets, battery $4$o/of»er Day, 57451,'

(34M 19)
ves, 391 4117

67 HOOAKA, excellent cond , extras, must
ell. Call 838 0692, after 6, wknds (34 M 19)

€HONDA
1084.

125 - Good condition $U0. Call
(34M22)

CLEAN 3 bdrm house, suitable for 3
students Must have qualified sponsor. $270

( M24)

'71 TRIUMPH TR 4, under warranty, phone
985 6468. Best offer (444 EJT) (33M23)

48 HONDA 305 Scrambler, 4000 miles, $350
svemngs. 451 5257. Santa Monica. (34M22)

mo. 399-8014.

^^o'nrE'x'p'e'J!;;^:' ^^^•-^^•^ '"^"^o" ^yT^T^^
;;'ease call 394^5 "**' •««^*»« .^ork }f AptS fo S/lOfC .

'^PING Editing
»*Pers, theses,
^•ectn

(carbon
'ork.

( 19 M 24)

English grads. Term
resumes, letters. IBM

23

BEVERLY Glen, own bedroom, own
bathroom, fireplace, live in mountains, 5
minutes from campus, 474 7939 (27 M 23)

59 VW Sunroof, good tires, good
mechanical condition. S250 or best offer 478-
7469or 825 7301 (33M33)

47 HONDA 305 Rebuilt engine.
:ond $325, 292 8384 eves.

'''lecTric, Executiw. ki
•»••»»». iswi

"6 7472
*"•*'"'*•• Nancy, 472-4143, Kay,

(190TR)

'COME to 425 Landfair, roommates arc
ttiere Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun
decks, garage. 479-5404. (23M26)

XPERT
•««nuscripis

:urate

vping,
theses.

»OAM 10 p/U" .
^' 'eiioble, ac-^ lOPM Joan, 392 8420. (19M

,^^^typ.n,a,u,„^,^^p^^
'•'« Reseda, Northridge, 884

!iP,lnc
)«77.

I"0WF tT I

tmr'"**"*!>*««^'Vxpi'rrJ;;;jrjr'^ *•••«•
l^Pw Call Mik, ;j7.Viy«<'

•<»«»"« Near

I'M

'«. printing. A'A ft

184-

(19M 19)

"« •« IBM Seiec.
]ng. H9»r
(19M18)

ROOMMATES Needed • 433 Gayley
Pleasant singles, $45 Kitchen, sun decks'
pool, garage. 473 4412. (23 QTR)

<—
BEACH cottage; urgently need friendly,
neat girl share large bedrgom available
nowor summer $47. 39f-474S « (23M19).

FEMALE roommate(s) to share 3 bdrm.. 2-

story apt with same 524 1/2 Landfair 477-
»*' 5*5 (23M23)

f

ROOMMATE wanted to share six room
house in WLA S45 each for three. Richard:
479 8760 (27M23)

FRIENDLY Folks needed to share small
cooperative house on Mulholland near
Beverly Glen. 984 7443. - (27 M 18)

•43 ALFA Romeo coupe. Clean. 4741744. (33M 23)

'70 HONDA
0705

SL 350 5,000 miles.

Excellent
(34M22)

$525. 883
('34M32)

69 DATSUN 1600 sports car Low miles, runs
so fine Grey, mag wheels. Mark, 824
3109 (33M23)

'71 90cc SUZUKI motorcycle Excellent
cond

, best offer, call after 6 PM. 824 7932. ( 34

'40 MGA bubble top. Very rare, must see to
appreciate. Call Steve at 174 9154. (33 M 33)

70 YAMAHA 2$0cc Low mileage, excellent
good boy, includes Bell helmet, must sell atnnrti AH mat.* » . . ••" ' 11
once 474 8944

BEACH house Venice /S.M. 2 bedroom
furnished Parking, 17 minutes UCLA
Available, 4/8. 5112 50 394 0547. (27M24-

(34M33)

HOUSE on S.M. Beach. Semi-Communal
living. Congenial group /own room. Pets
welcome. 570 80 394 9271, (27M24)

'64 VW Bug Sunroof,
tires, battery, points,
cellent cond., 5525/B O.
474 5015

radio, heater, new
plugs, wiring, ex
Eves, Jim, 474-5425,

(33M23)

n«M li)

I
"''"sprj^is'j mi!!!^?!,'*"' 'x"*«rii;^

FEMALE Huge, clean, funky 1 bedroom
apt. Wilshire at Westholme. $75 month. 474-
••*•» (23M23)

CAMPUS
•Cinity

^'^^Tta lonT .h! "
'-•"r Tor^„ ro;?!*-

blocks
papers.

(19QTR)

southwest).
^•>t. ac
M9 0TR)

GIRL needed fo share beach apt. $110, Playa
del Rey. 823 4419 or 430 7497. (33M23)

NEED 1/2 girls for own room bathroom
spacious studio Dishwasher furffished
^unfurnished. $74.25. Lauren, 820-1913, 824
^^*0 (23M23)

2-4 FEMALE roommates needed for large
Westwood apt. Summer/or Fall; Patti, 553
'»" (23M24)

YOUR rent can buy you stock in a cor.
poration or ownership of land adjacent toUCLA plus room and board. For details,
call 343-5375 eves or weekends. ( 27 M 19)

3 BDRM/Santa Monica Beach/clean, need
3rd roommate. Prefer co-ed grad. Eves, 399WW (27M18)

,?*V*51 fe**""*"' •••'•• completely f^r-

70 VW Bug, sunroof 15.000 miles Body
/engine excellent condition $1650 /offer. 473-
0222.472 2530,474 4111 (33M24)

'43 RAMBLER Classic, automatic, $140 Call
Hanne, 825 2498 (days), 4775407 (eves) (33M 18)

'57 VW Bus. Rebuilt engine, orig Paint,
radio, heater, good tires $450. 455 0299. ( 33 M
U)

grad preferred.W/i,2bdrm
Furnished? Near everywhere
Oaks, $87 50 789-2470

15 min UCLA.
Sherman
(27M19)

'43 1/2 GALAXY XL, swell condition, new
tires, astros, 390 auto. 5*00 /best offer. 399
5933. J»ck (33M24)

FEMALE roommate over 21 to share 3
bdrm apt in WLA Own room, $75. 477
•OS (23M24)

WIDOW
Private,

rent rooms in palatial estate.mam house availablt. Kitchen
privileges. $25 week. Five minutes
UCLA/Beach. Girls. 4S4-740S. (27M22)

'49 VW tan, clean, tires, brakes, everything
line 37,000 miles. $1399. 345-2848 or 393-
">* (33r.24)

'44 CHEVELLR Malibu Convert. Auto , PS,

V.1 ««Ia V""* Perfect. 4SM, $550/offer
721 0050 anytime f33M 24)

70 KAWASAKI 500. beautiful cond , 4500 miwso Call Mary, 4S6 2252, eves (36M23)

«—

~

^/KkK
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Roman play 'Adelph

bepresented hf
•> «-•*

!l

'e

r~f(

Dr. AAabuse The Gambler'' and 'The Big Heat/% AAabuse, master criminal who makes his fortune

c f J '^'»«i!'"»*
^'"^ '•»^" • **30 •"<« 10 pm, through a variety of enterprises. Donation requested

Saturday, m Dicicson Auditorium. "Dr. AAabuse"
•hw«iwi.

By RttfwBaker
: rDBSUffWriter
\ "Adelphi" (The Brothers), a Roman comedv hv t
performed in ite original Latijp, at 3 pm WednJi ''*^.

wiiiLl

Theater of the Recreation Center. ^ ^^^esday in ti^ ^JjH

The play wiU be presented by jitudents of Evelvn n .
course, Latin 150: Roman Drama, Study and PpwIu. ^**^'8

cla*^.

**This is a boistrous. but not tdo dirty nlav " lu^ *"^
Roman in its rowdy kind of fun.'^ __ ^ ^»^ "'^

ttpn*
Her students are also making maskfand costumpc

performance. "We'U have the play just as autSc ^^^^^^k
said. -The Outdoor Theatre is an appropriate plait f' f, ^^l\
Roman plays were also performed at open-air th^tr^,?^^^^\
-Adelphi" is set in Athens. The protects o^^^

brothers, one a cranky old country man the oth<>r ! "^>ddle^

dweUer. ^ ^^' ^^ ^y-gmiT\
**,The old crank has two sons, and gives one to his rifvK »u

she said. *The theme becomes how to raise children thT?*" ^ ^^W."
the hard rule of the rod; the city brother is a permiss^^vl I^!^

^*^ »i
The conflict comes between the two old men «nH v!^^'^'

'

actions of the two young brothere. -In the end vou i.^ S*"^^**^ by iw

LridSS.
""^ "^"^"^ ^^"^ <^^^^^SiS

She said that "Adelphi" was selected because i. i. . l
1000 lines, and is "one of the best works leftin Btoman . '^ ^y^ n*
"We are trying to allow for pe«rfe whowsTa^^,

"
'.T*^

'

libretto in English to all spectatarHx^^S^2t '^' "^ ^^^
There are seven students enroUed in hercourse \rf^^h fit!**

this quarter for the first time. "Acting-cut theotov S vl .i*^*««,
dramatic feel of the author, but the class U not to fI^i, .f

"^l'
studied the play as literature." Mohr said

'^^ *«*
Mohr, who has been on the classics department facuit«K.~. •

worked in Shakespearean the,t,e >JC;:!i^''£.^?„'r.?|

'
'
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ACROSS
1. Marsh
4. Ribbon
5. Social

dance
U. Exist
13. Com

iily

14. Charles
Lamb

15. Enter-
taining

17. Baton
18. Expires
19. Walking

sticks

20. Male -
bovine

- > animals
22. Scorch
24. God of

war
25. Disgrace-

ful

29. Donkey
29. Gaze

intently
31. Epoch
32.F&ial

utterance
34. Valises
35. Enrap-

tured

86. Stringed
instru-

ments
37.

—

Peninsula
49. Reckless
41. Roman

poet
42. Quivery
49.

—

Descartes
|7. Assistant
49. Female -

49.Skifls
59. Graceful
- animal

By Eugene Sheffe

Whafs On
51.Perch —
DOWN

!• Obese
1^ Make a
mistake

3. Unneces-
sary

4.Loaitions
5. Indian
deer

6. Trans-
gress

7. Crone *

9. To take
care

9.— King
19. Cord

ATcraffc time of olutloa: 25 mia.

aoBE DHffla ado
BKaoagoaa hhd;

SBQSEr^ \swsmKHUH Baaaaaaig

KlffifflO SEBaS
Hfflaiaa ehqe
rawa (BEziaHoaaa

oaa^aan affloS
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

11. Youths
16. Suffers
19. Arrived
29. False

god
21. One of

the Bears
22. Map
23. Difficult

25. Halt
26. Plumage
27. Exhort
29. Young

girl

39. Oscillate
33. Barters
34. Piece of

sUtuary
36. Subset

quently
37. Tree of
""Guiana
19.Affirm
39. Bits of

thread
49. Discour-

teous '

42. Fashion
43. Predi-

cation
44.BibUcal

name
45. Still

Tickets:
campus aifil Pubttc ~~
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, AAay 25, 26,
27, 31, and June 1, 2, and 3; and
7:30 pm. May 28, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.
Tickets are $2.50 and $1
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.— —"An Armenian Evening,"
dinner and program, 6:30 pm,
Sunday, University Religious
Conference, 900 Hilgard Ave,
Tickets are $3.50 (general) and
$2.50 (students), call 665-5654, 824-
2162, 342-1981, or 466-7472.—"Pharoah Sanders," 8:30 pm,
Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25, and
$2.50 (students) available from
the Cenh-al Ticket Office, 650
Westwood Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,"

presenting a new English trans-
lation of "Oontea, Queen of
Egypt," 8:30 pm, tomorrow,
Saturday, and May 26 & 27,
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Tickets &r^ $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1.50
(students), available from the
Cenh-al Ticket Office, 650 West,
wood Plaza.

—"University Symphony Or-
chestra," 8:M pm. May 24, Royce
Hall Auditorium. Conducted by
AAehll Mehta, program will In-
elude Kremenliev's "Elegy," and
Chopin's "Concerto Uo. 1," and
Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy,''
with soloist Mark Richmond.
Tickets are $2 (general) and $1
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza.

Students
—"Old Times," a play

presented by they Center Theatre
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8
pm, tombrrow and 7:30 pm,
Sunday, AAark Taper Forum,
Music Center. Special $2 student
preview tickets are presently
available from the Kerckhoff
Ticket Office, (Kerckhoff 140).
—"Pharoah Sanders," 8:30 pm,

Saturday, Royce Hall Auditorium.
$1 student tickets are now
available In the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office (Kerckhoff 140).

Concerts:
—"Opos •72/'"lwb uniquely

different evelngs of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pm, today and
Saturday Women's Gym ^09.
Free.

-^"Wbodwind chamber music
concert," with works by Em lie

Bernard, Harold Owen, and
AAozart, noon, today, Schoenberg
Auditorium.

—"University Chorus/' under
the direction of Donn Weiss,
presents Handel's "Samson"
(Part 11) with soloists Mary
Rawcliffe (soprano), Carolyn
Pegg (mezzosoprano), Kenneth
Westrick (tenor), and Nick
Shumway (bariton), with Irma
Gray, accompanist noon,
tomorrow in Schoenberg
Auditorium.

Films:
—"Who's Afraid of Virginia

WooH?", with Richard Burton,
Elizabeth Taylor, George Segal,
Sandy Dennis, directed by AAike
Nichols, 7 pm; and "You're a Big
Boy Now," directed by Francis
Ford Coppola, 9 pm, tomorrow,
Social Welfare 147, admission $1.
—"History of a Battle/' a Cuban

film depicting the battle against
illiteracy and the Bay of Pigs
Invasion. 1 pm, tonriorrow,
Dickson 2160E and 9 pm,
tomorrow, Haines 39. Free ad-
mission.,

Seminars:
Thursday, May 18

—"Painting In Medieval Rome:
Icon Making and Icon Workshop,
from Seventh to Middle off Twelfth
Century," (lllush^ated) by Carlo
Bertelll, director of photographic
bureau. Ministry of Education for
Monuments and Works of Art,
Italy, and visiting professor of
Italian culture, UC Berkeley, 3
pm, Dickson Art Center 2160.
—"Changes In the Expression off

the Non-Reiterated DNA During
the Development of the Cellular
Slime Mold DIctyostellum
DIscoldeum," by Richard A.
FIrfel, postdoctoral fellow,
departmenf of biology,
Massachussets Institute of

*

Technology, Can^bridge, 3 pm, LS

2142.

^-^"Stodies on Riboswif

Structure and Funcfion," *y

Robert R. Traut, associiii

professor of biologjcal chemistry,

UC Davis, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"Nerve Impulses," by Joti;

Evans, associate professor i\

mathematics, UC San Oiega^l

pm, MS 4000.

-"Laser Light Scatttring ui

Critical Phenomena," by Oavidl

Cannell, professor of physio, UC

Santa Barbara, 4 pm, Knudscfi

1220B.

—"The Population Expbsioii/'

by Bernard Campbell, visitinf

professor of anthropology, 7 pm,

Rolfe 1200. Tickets are $4iO.

—"Noise Pollution," by Vemtt

Knudsen, chancellor emeritus and

professor of physics emeritus, /

pm, LS 2147. Tickets are $4 and

$1.75 (students).

J—"Black English, a Mattird

Speaking," with Arthur Smift

chairman; participants: San*i

Garcia, Mary Hoover, ErnH

Smith and Gloria WeddlngtonJ

pm, Campbell 3105.

—"Can Tanzanian SociiH*

Succeed?" with Henry

Chlpembere, chairman; ^
tlclpants: Emanuel Bavu, Gllbin

Gwassa and Shem Migot-AdhoHi.

7:30 pm. Architecture 1102.
^

—"Stress in Animals and M**

with Bernard Campbell, visitlnj

professor of anthropology- ' '«

pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets at door:

$4.50, students $1.75.

-"Disposal of Nuckjr

Wastes," with O.R. Lunt, dlreciff-

Laboratory of Nuclear AAedicw

and Radiation Biology, 7-9:30

PJ^

LS 2147. Tickets at door: h

students $1.75.

Friday, May 19

-"Public Goods" by Bry*

Elllckson, assistant P^^^^
economics; presented by

Interdisciplinary colloqu^'^J

mathematics In the behavi^

sciences, 1 pm. Graduate :>cn^

of AAanagoment. ,_.^

-"The Prospects ^rL
by David W. Olive, l-^-^Z

professor of electric P^

engineering, USC, 2 pm. ^

-"Ounn Domain ^^^lZ$i\

-i—.-—.«—
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egents delay action on
By Gassy Mahoney Cohen

DBSUff Writer

[n FRANCISCO — The finance committee of the UC
Urd of Regents postponed action today on a proposal to

[lect $1.50 each quarter from UC Berkeley students to

ince a public interest research center. .. „, ..
,

,.

le student-proposed center, last year, named "Cat
Ivocates, ' received the support of Berkeley students in a
ferendum. The Regents, who must approve all strident

I increases, have balked at the idea of using student fees

[support a non profit corporation which la not under the
[mediate jurisdiction of the board. * ^^

'

Berkeley law students, the primary backers of a public

jrest law center, have submitted the proposal in several

ms since late last year. The center was originally to have
solved itself in litigation, if necessary, while studying

considered to be of public interest.

lany Regents have voiced their objection to the fact that
Board would have had little authority over the actions of
center. They also have questioned whether the law

Iter "was a function" of the University of California, and
Aether the "taxing ability of the Regents" should be used

it. ^ ,••
, -f) .. .

The law center proposed yesterday by UC President
paries J. Hitch, would not involve itself in litigation, one of
earliest objections of the board to Cal Advocates. Hitch

inted out that the Berkeley students had approved of the
increase in the referendum , and that the program would
terminate after three years.

CJiancellor Albert Bowker of UC Berfcefev snake hefnr.!
- "^

''"f"« <='»»"'"»•* favoring the^SST^ ^°"

present fom, It ,s an appropriate project and iWommend
Chairman oT the Board of Regents. William French

the University as the two outstanding problemSal^said the research center has "charaft^^^as fTr as J^University is concerned, of liUgaUon "

and their particular projecto? " he said
'^""^' ^""^

se^^o^J!"*""f!l!f'^5 ^*^8 expnissed a desire tosee a complete and deUiled contract of the proposal a

•It seems to me that the main problem is the form of thecontract between ASUC and or IL IFniversity «7a nor^

law center
profit corporation. In some forms, this mfghl be a viable
arrangement, but in othere it is not," Youngsaid
The question of the research center will once again b^brought up at the next Regente meeUng in Jui^

Proponents of the plan are expected to present the deUiled
contract requested at yesterday's meeUngs.

A.™ "."t"cf
^"""*"ee a'so approved an increase in the

Associated Stwlents fee at UC Santa Barbara. The current

lll^
Pe;: student per quarter fee wiU be raised to $13 25starting this quarter. One-third of the proceeds from theproposed fee increase will be used to support intramural

Eics
'*""*"*'*' *'" *^ "'**'

"". »"PP«t intercX^te

JZ! '^'t'*"'*'™
.^on^icted by the Associated Studente at

a''pS:v'ror^eTn'c^^r
"""• '"""'^•^ " "«- -"^

In other action. Regent John Canaday said durino a

n;:f''"8
.ff.'he Regents Educational pZiS Comm"fte2

that the University was "leaning over too far" in the hiriMof minonty workers.
"'i«iis

"r^e^l ^''^ '^* ""'^«""y was moving towards
,

rev«^ discr^ination," which he said he did Sot believe

r^M*
i^marks apparenUy irked Regent William KCoblente. who said. "Ifs been a weU known fact that there

s^,.pm h! VJtl^T"" ""eKarding religion" in the UC
«aZi»n '"'**' ""* ^" Francisco medical school as' an

fo ZtlL'^tX'" "' ""^ '"'^^
™^T" '"

^"'-'•^

' j ' i

UCLA
<*^!t^-~ B^

T"" CAiiy'
lume No. LXXXVI No. 38
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^ "— \i tmm

Ck ^.*ir ."l!?^
•*•"*' •""*' of Iht bMt MllM- "Cateh-M" will

wonl?^h!^'' Z
•*• *«*«^«» «"•«• C'"* Ballroom. His spMcktponsored by the Atsociat«4 StwdMts' Speakers Program. ^^

faculty promotion decrsTons

By Terry Colvfai

DB Staff Writer
Despite an administrative mix-

up that sent ten defendants to the
wrong court and a heated
argument between a judge and an
attorney at the Law School here,
ill 52 persons arrested during last

week's demonstration were
arraigned in Los Angeles
Municipal Court this week.
The arraignment hearing,

v^hich was scheduled for 9 am
Wednesday in Van Nuys began
late because several of the
defendants had be^ given orders
to appear at West Los Angeles
Municipal Court. Arraignment
proceedings began when all

defendants were present on
charges ranging from disturbing
the peace to participatk)n in a riot.

Bruce Fisher, a lecturer in the

bids granted

Teaching emphasis criticized

Law School, appeared before
Judge Edward Davenport to ask
permission to lend legal advice to
those facing arraignment.
Davenport, however, would not
allow Fisher to advise any of those
in court because he did not for-

mally represent anyone. In trying
to persuade the judge to allow him
to advise the defendants, Fisher
was ordered to sit down by
Davenport. / - :-^

As Davenport proceeded with
the arraignment, only four
defendents entered a formal plea.
Those that did plead had their own
lawyers, pleaded "not guilty" and
asked for jury trials. The other 48
defendents, one by one, filed

before the judge and requested a
continuance to obtain counsel
before entering a plea.

Davenport granted the requests
and set 9 am May 26 in Division 20

downtown as the new date for
entering a plea and setting trial

dates.

Section 404 charges those
arrested with participation in a
riot, which is defined in that
section as, "Any use of force or
violence, disturbing the public
peace, or any threat to use force
or violence by two or more per-
sons acting together and without
authority, is a riot.

Another of the six chargesT
violation of section 407, accuses
the defendants of disturbing the
peace. It reads, '^Whenever two or
more persons assemble together
to do an unlawful act in a violent
or boisterous manner, such an
assembly is unlawful."
The defendants are also

charged under section 409 with
failure to disperse from an
unlawful assembly. Under section
415, those netted by the Los
Angeles Police Department are
accused with disturbing the

Additionally, theypeace. Aoaiuonaiiy, they are
charged under section 415.5 with
disturbing the peace on a state

The Legal Defense Committee college or university campus. A

By Kenn Guernsey
DBStaffWrltcr

i« Ir^"^**"*^^ ^^ ^^ teaching abUity

LarH^a^"u^"'P^*^^^ «»««h in decisions

Im W^nff. ^^ promotions, according to results

r.1^'"'^''^ ' referendum etecUoiT

mi^L ^^"" we" ^^ '««1 faculty^^bers

K'sScTeaT" "•^-^'y'' ^ ••poorly'

'!jhfnL'7«'^^r*'"^
Of the 2,825 who voted beUeved

'sions
*'

,f
''^>^""y emphasized in promotion

Ch and
4^"*"' ^' ""^^ '^'^ »* *« "ot strwMd^"gn. and 36 per cent had no opinion.

^ fomh«^f^"^ P**^ "^"^ opposed by nearly

iHoi s^V^^ (72 per cent). A
late

^^^ itle is now before the SUte

^XT^'',:^^^^^ ^^^^ students were

•Crr n ?h'*.'?
..very weD/' "adequately"

«ng7«Hna" ^* '''"o^"^ *r6M: teadUng. ad-

^ov^^ZT^^"^ curriculum planniiS and

Djecte
"^'""^ ^^ encouraging indiWdual

**Very well" responses drew only light voting,
ranging from eight to 17 per cent. Moat students said
faculty fulfill their responsibilities '"adequately" (46
to 68 per cent), while 15 to 46 per cent felt they per-
form "poorfy."

Ability

Teaching ability received the strongest student
endorsement, with 68 per cent rating it "adequate"
and 17 per cent "very good."

On the other hand, almost half (46 per cent) of

those voting said faculty memt>ers do "poorly" at

encouraging independent student projects. Another
46 per cent rated their performance "adequate."

Of two proposed amendments to the Un-
dergraduate Students Association comtitution, only
one passed by the required two-thirds majority.
Seventy-two percent of the voters Tavored
elimination of the current restriction that the first

vice-president be a woman. The change will take
effect next,year.

The other ammendment, elimination of the
position of National Student AsMclatkin rcpreaan-

tative as a voting member of Student Legislative

Council, failed for the third consecutive year by a
wide margin.

is now searching for lawyers to

represent the 48 defendants who
asked for a continuance. The
committee itself cannot represent
any of the defendants because of

its status as a student law com-
mittee. A meeting for persons
arrested last Thursday is set for 1

pm today in Law School 1327.

All of those arrested, among
them basketball sUr Bill Walton
(who was not arraigned with the
other 48), and a member of the
clergy arrested on campus, were
charged on six separate counts.

Under the California Penal
code, the defendants arrested
were charged with violations of

sections 404. 407, 409. 415, 415.5 and
626.4d.

conviction under this section of
the penal codes carries a punish-
ment of $200 or 90 days in the
county jail, or both. Section 415.5
reads, "Every person who
maliciously and willfully disturbs
the peace or quiet of any state
university by loud or unusual
noise. offensive conduct,
challenging to fight or fighting or
by using any vulgar, profane or
indecent language within the
presence or hearing of women is

guilty of a misdemeanor."
The last charge, section 626.4d,

brought by the district attorney
against those arrested alledges
that the defendants remained on
the campus after the Chancellor
withdrew permission to remain."

a,.

''ri

Daily Bruin editor-in-chief to be chosen
Communications Board announces that applications for Daily

Bruin Editor must be received in the Publications Office, Kerckhoff
112 before noon Monday. Interviews for the position will he con-
ducted at the board meeting starting at 2 pm next Thursday la
Ackerman Union 3517. Applications are available In Kerckhoff 112.
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MEXICO WORKSHOPS IN

PHOTOGRAPHY
Summer 1972 — Foi#r Sessions

criine and

• ^-1'
19^,

14.25.

Pro^Msionol Instruction in sNtt photography with •mphosts upon K«nic, documan-
tory and human int«r«st. F— p«r sMskm: $125. Fpr brochur* writ*: Box 6366,
Corm«l, Caltfofnia9392l. - / / .
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The Center for

Afro-American Studies

presents
„—^^

AAAY 22 (AAonday) 1 2:00 noon
te.

^t

-vrr

n-

t^. Stephen Wade
''Psychological Death In the State Prisons"

alJJ5 Campbfill HalL^
.. - 7 -r- 3:00 p.m.

v-\

Minister Louis Farrakhn, national spokesman for the
Notion of Islam

™

"Political Prisoners: Economic Development
Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Union .. r. -.,,... -.S.'-', ..

'

I

MAY 23 (Tuesday) 3:00 p.m.

-^:ii i.-^j««™

Peggy Seary f<—
*'How to teach in the.Black ghetto
2124 Campbell Hall

...... _l:^- - /
-- 1-

--4

H:-

l'

Public cordially invited

to attend all events

!

t

University Police report these

recent crimes, arrests and in-

cidents on campus:
A 54 year-old tiousewife was

raped in a Franz Hal^ women's
restroom a week ago Monday.
Police arrested a suspect in

connection witti ttie crime last

Sunday, but rape charges were
later dropped.

The victim first saw the suspect
shortly after 7 pm in Parking
Structure 2 when she asked him
directions to a classroom. He said
he was going to the class and
walked with her to Franz Hall.

They rode the elevator to the fifth

floor where the suspect pulled a
knife. Then he forced her into a
women's restroom where the
crime occurred.

After she reported the incident
to police, two suspects were
picked up for questioning, but
later released.

Then, last Sunday, a woman
caller reported an incident of

indecent exposure in Melnitz Hall.

Police responding to the call went
to the 'B' floor women's
restroom and ot)served a suspect
inside. At that time he was
arrested on charges of indecent
exposure, and taken to the
University Police station. Police

-said the suspect, identified as
Robert Lee Greenfield, 33,

matched the description of the
Franz Hall rapist. On the advice of

University detectives he was
taken to West Los Angeles jail and
booked on charges of rape. At his

arraignment earlier this week,_
the rape charge was dropped,
however, he was charged with
lewd conduct and disturbing the
peace. '

Yesterday in Division 90 of
Municipal Court he was found
guilty of disturbing the peace and
snetenced to 10 days in jail. He is
now servingjhat sentence. -^^^^^^^

University plain-clothesmen on
a special burglary detail arrested
a suspect in the early morning
hours a week ago Tuesday for

defacing billboards on Election
Walk. Officers observed the

suspect acting in a **8U8picious

manner" at atxMit 3 am in

Meyerhoff Park. According to

police, he was carrying two cans
of spray paint. They observed him
spraying slogans on signs, and
arrested him on charges of
malicious mischief. He was taken
to West Los Angeles Jail and
booked. Bail was set at $500. Two
cans of paint were k)oaked as
evidence at t the University Police
Department

• * *
Officers received a report last

Monday morning that someone
had put several boxes of rocks in a
Kerckhoff Hall closet. They went
to the scene and found three boxes
filled with rocks in a fire hose
closet on the building's second
floor. Police descrit)ed the rocks
as *'(he size that could be thrown
easily and concealed in pockets."

A coed reported that someone
broke into her car on May 4 and
smeared the insides with ex-
crement. The car was parked on
the second level of Parking
Structure 14. Police said ex-
crement was smeared on the front
seats, steering wheel, dashboard

and the gearshift knoK n

of mahcious m^^"^

Two studenu wi>«

Gypsy Wagon. C^^l"**!
preached them aLJ"" «>

cgarette and engaglJll" 'J

«Kl tried to pick one ca^""*!]"»«* BytheendoftLt^"'*
twohadlost«O.They^^:iH
incident to Dolic. ^'*l»'<«m,ipolice.

i«
An employee at ih. w.Canyon Recreation CeZ.^

thatashagrugmtsZ'T^
*« stolen from Thrsl;"Canyon Recreation Vn^"Buenos Ayres Room S, '

ployee ""•-' •
•*Ployee said the thpft H *

a'dslrth'*'*""'^'^and 8 am the next day Akn!2.was a dimmer switc'h'^S

the switch was put at »3o**
Finally, two coeds report iw

fwrses were stolen CXUmversity Research LibrZi
9 in separate incidents. One mi
^s^valued at $31.80; U,rK
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-AOUARIUMS-

AQUATIC IMPORTS INC
Custom Aquariums

FuNiitaf
ponds supplies

Free Aquascjpuif

Repairs I Service

2008 Westwood Bhd
475^9525

AUTO BODY RFPAII

COMPLETE PAINTIMG

iBOOYMfORK
Domestic i Imported

Complete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

479^6103

PETTERSONS STERLING

Automotrae

2109SawtelleWLA.

IVRECKING &

- ECONOMY _
^i^Mg^pif — MfrediefS

Ihed- New - Rebuilt

FofCi0R and American

We buy wrecked

iioedcars
EX 3-9956

1431 Colorado - SanU Monica

DOG NENNELS-
-^ THE DOG HOUSE

~

•Grooming *Bathm|

•Boarding

A specialty large dogs.

Mon. thru Sat. 8-6pm
478-6411

2038S.SepulvedaW. LA

T

t

—

'

MITO OCALERSi

i

WESTWOOD MAZOA«
Sales A Service

"Service while you Study"

Call 87$ 1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

•AUTO INSURANCE-
JAMES F^ CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialiiii
• Good Student Diijimi

• Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

CallDayorNifM

322 8170
Phono QuotatioiiWMeMiii

AUTO RENTAL USEI
BUNOY

RENTACAR
niitar mnrtoli

Low Low hicn.

CaN47S4ll7l
12333 W Pico. WUl

BOOKCASES*

BOOKCASES
25% to 50% OFF

For Office. Study or Dorm.

VANCOSAUS
170S.LaBfta.LA.

933^9127

STOR&*-
COMPLETb
BOOKSTORE
NewiUstd
Ttxt Books

BomhtftSold
and Fri till' 9

477 8051

1002Wiil»oodBMr.WW

FABRICS-

-CAR WASH-

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

("•li^MC-Sliiiii Cleaning

1360 Wntwood Blvd. WW
(3blks So ofWilshire)

4749636

COMPONENTS-

HI Fl 4 STEREO
COMPONENTS
(Chock our

TradoM Sates & Service

Mat liaior Brands

87a3059or39B.6747

BARSHEL's
5512 S

HOME SILK SHOP
Complete Fabric Center -
Register Now For Your

Student Discount Card

330 S. LaCienega Blvd.

; 655-7513 ,

Los Angeles

.FORMAL WEAI
RENTALS- SALES

Your wedding party may
be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839^2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
3114S.SepulvedaBlvd.

-FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION
Furniture, Deslis, TV & Refrig.

LOW Monthly Payments
Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

U-RENT FURNITURE
CALL NOW' 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd. West LA.

HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOW'S
Craft Material

Mosaic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473^2021

11685 National Blvd

(at Barrington)

—HOTEL I MOTEL
BEL AIR SANDS

FrwTV
Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge,

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

Call: 476-1241

Sunset Blvd. & San Dtegy FWY

-INSURANCE-

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of Insurance

Auto- Fire- Life- Health. etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments
477 2553 or 879-0381

11716 W.Pico Blvd., W LA

*•

\

•LEGAL SERVICES-
WWYERS' REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOLLYWOOD BAR ASSN.

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

462 6416
First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

MAIL A ANSWERING SERVICE

' Stop Missing Important

Phone Calls!!

Be sure vouf mail remains
STRICTLY PRIVATE!!

Use our phone No. A
address Excellent

personalized service.

Special student rates

Phone or visit our office

BEVERLY HILLS MAIL A
ANS SERVICE

265 S. Robertnn, Beverly Hills

659-4210

MF9to5.Sa4Sul0to2

MEN & WOMEN'S SHIRTS-
THE SHIRT TALE

SHIRTS $4
Special Discounts to students

• Westwood Store
•

1244 Westwood Blvd.

475-1248

•Beverly Hills Store*

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

2715289

MOfTORCYCU SALES A SERVICE
THRIFH LAO HONDA
Largest Dealer on the

v' West Coast. Hundreds

of new and uflM] Motorc^dos

Sales - Sa<«iice Insurance

Open 7 Days

2411 Lincoln Blvd. SM
3924105

HONDA DEL REY
sales- parts-service

Insurance

open 8:3a6:00 M Sat

391-6217

4421 Sepulveda Blvd.

-MOVING A STORAGE-
HAMACK'S

Moving & Storage

Min. Rates- 24Hr. Service

Packing- Crating- Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

NewliUsedFurn - Appliances

AGENTS FOR
TEK VAN LINES. INC

2546 W Pico Blvd

DU 9 8891 - DU. 9-1214

—PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMERT-

BEL AIR CAMERAS HI-FI

Cameras- Projectors

Custom Finishing

Rentals- Trade ins- NewilW

We specialize in Cinema Photojiplj

Student Discounts

For Advice call 477-9569

927 Westwood Blvd

—SMAU APPLIANCE REPWU

CALIFORNIA
~

aECTRIC SERVICE

Sales, Portable Appiiancu

Service on Small Appliances

For Service CALL: 475-2532

2314 Westwood Blvd., WW

STEREO-RETAIL-

BEL AIR CAMERAS 4 HI-FI

Custom Stereos & Componenb

Recorders - Speakers - Portw*

Radios A Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

For Expert Advice Call:

4779569

927 Westwood Blvd.

OPTOMETRIST-
Contact Lenses

Eyes Eumined
Pticriptions Filted

Mon. Stt 9:30 to 5 30
Fri Nite til 8rt)0

DR. DONALD S.GOULD
Phone 451 4737

1301 SanU Monica Malf

SmUMonlca

— TYPEWRITERS-CALCUIATOHS*

Repairs - Sales

Rentals

That You Can Afford

Pickup - Estimates - Tradfr'n^

WEST TYPEWRITER

473^3218

1651 Sawtelle Blvd.. W LA.

YARN A HANDICRAFT-^

Yarn- NewJIepomt

Allied Art

AMPhaiesolRugMf('''«

MARCO'S YARN SHOP

1315 Wistwood Blvd, WL.'t

479 8811

1

lairns 'no male chauvin
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Heller discusses RQTC, ed fee
By Svsie HaUgo
DBSUffWiitfr^

•^

t-

»^*

Enitor's nol»: Thi» is the Mwcniainth in a

r .es or interview ^m thm University of

pMornia Regents.)

She loves the mountains and

jtdoors, plays tennis regularly

^ her backyard court and water

Lis occasionally just to prove she

[can still do it."

Elinor Raas Hefler, (J7, has

>nt ten and one half years as a

JC Regent, filling the unexpired

econd term of her hushand,

Idward Hellman Heller, who died

lifter serving little more than a

[ear of his second 16-year Regent

jrm.

A woman much admired by her

jUow Regents, Heller is one of the

iberal voices on the Board. In an

iterview in her Spanish-style

itherton home, she spoke of

|>ecent and past developments in

le University of California. «

Key deciskm

One of the key decisions of the

(oard of Regents, according to

[he Phi Beta Kappa graduate of

[ills College, was **to allow

myone to speak on cam|Nls.*'

"Before, Communists were
irred from speaking on campus.

he decision had such far-

caching consequences. I've

ilways thought that was one of the

ley decisions," Heller said. —
She speaks slowly and ar-

ticulately whUe chain-smoking

Mgarettes. ("Isn't this terrible?

)on*t ever take up smoking," she
/arned.)

The male UC-^ population
>robably agrees with what Heller

!onsiders "a very import9nt
lecision " "ROTC had always

?n compulsory. Several years
igo the Regents voted to make it

voluntary. Tve always considered
that a very important decision,"
she said.

[Prosecution rests after 10 weeks

Major changes in the Univer-
sity, according to the Regent
mclude the shifting of authority
from the Regents to the chan-
cellors, increased student input to
the Board, increased com-

munication between the Regents
and faculty and more attention
made to the quality of un-
dergraduate teaching.

Heller said she approves of all
the above changes. ''These things

% -

' V

'^••^*f -^" -*« ^

y
tf ii.^.^. ^.v II . .-,-^.;i

Elinor Raas Heller
.4N

Davis trial defense postponed
Compiled from the Associated Press ,

5AN JOSE — In a surprise move yesterday, Angela
3ayis' defense team announced they will have an
[abbreviated defense," that wiU allow the murder-
udnap case against Davis to go to the jury soon.

Howard Moore, chief defense attorney
, requested a

postponement until Monday, when the defense may
[begin final arguments.

Judge Richard T. Amason graiited the post-
ponement to allow Moore to pare the defense witness
list down to a minimum. **I hope that before this
month expires, this case wiU be completed," Moore

I
told Arnason.

Under the judicial process, the prosecution carries
the burden of proof that Davis is guilty of conspiracy
«n the shootout at the Marin County Courthouse. If
the defense feels that the state has not proven its
case. It may remain silent.

Moore told the court Thursday, **There is a sub-

stantial possibility we won't go forward with any
witness."

Leo Branton, assistant defense attorney, said to
reporters earlier in the day, ''If you are asking me if I

I think we have to put on a case, my answer is no. If
you are asking me if we will present a case, my
answer is I do n«t know."
The prosecution rested its case Monday after ten

weeks and one day of testimony and nearly 200 pieces
of evidence. At that time, Branton asked Albert
Harris, chief prosecutor, if that was all the state had
to present. He then told the court the state had
constructed a "beautiful case against Jonathon
Jackson," who was killed during the shootout, but
had not presented evidence to link Davis to the in-

cident.

The defense accused the prosecution of presenting
a "useless prosecution" with insufficient evidence.
Branton said the "love letters" introduced by the
state show Davis to be a "warm, articulate human
being with love and compassion in her heart."

come in waves, but I hope it will
always be that way," she said.
Although she denied the quality

of education is diminishing, she
added, 'We're always afraid it

will. A salary squeeze has made
our level weU below the national
level. We might not be getUng the
best assistant professors."

"But it's hard to put your finger
on it yet," she said, lighUng
another cigarette.

Regents* role

The role of the Board of Regents
"is to make, approve or disap-
prove policy proposals," Heller
said. She considers this role
"essentially what it's been over
the years; we are responsible for
everything that happens at the
University. Even courses are our
ultimate responsibilities."
An additional role of the Board

according to HeUer, is to "fight for
our budgets and get our finan-
cing."

She admitted libraries are her
"pet subject" in the University.
'*A great institution of learning
has at its heart its library
resources. There must be plentiful
resources in the libraries and the
staffing to handle the resources.*.'

(Continued on Paee 4)
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THE CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH
fG'ht.*"A*r.""'| "PPl'/^O'h <••»••"» <«« '•»eo» I Originol Sound Trqtli kn^aUt On Appt* iKortftl Tt<hnKolo>-
L^il :c 1

-'- : ' J

STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 26 -*»-'jT

AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES AND DRIVE-INS
stereophoniic sound at aN walk-in theatres

I
(Pa id Advertisemenn

THEWOMENS
RESOURCE CENTER

AT UCLA
OPENS MONOAY,

MAY 22nd
Advisement and referral v^ill be

•

available Mon-Fri, 9-5, on a

great variety of subjects important
to all UCLA women:
Medical Career choice

Legal Academic choices

Employment Women's acffvities

Life-Style Organizations

Whatever you want to talk about,

ask or do-drop in-

this is YOUR place.

Powell Library, Room 90 (Bottom floor

off Bruin Walk, 2 doors In) 825-3945.

'

»
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ARMENIAN STUDIES CLUB OF UCLA
PRESENTS

"orr

THE ANNUAL ARMENIAN WNNER
.^.: AND PROGRAM :^^

Sunday, May 21, 1972 6:30 PM.
UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE
900 HILGARD AVE. (CORNER IE CONTE)

Students $2.50 General Public 3.50

Regent Heller comments^
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(Continued from PaRe 3)

A state auditor's report on the UC libraries

criticizing purchases of rare books and suggesting

use of microfilm and inter-campus exchange of

books "upset" the Regent, whose own home, she

readily admits, "is spilling over with books.'*

"The report didn't take into account what the real

- function of the library is. It is the greatest source of

information on any campus. Specialized, collections

are great repositories of learning which just might
disappear," she said. -m

Asked her reaction to tuition, she smiled and said,

"That's an easy question to answer. I am against it.'^-

She added, "I suppose we'll never get rid of the ed fee

now that we have it. "
. r; .

^ '
,

Elite group
"I really do believe the state should finance the

education of its students. It's very important to the

students not to have an elite group formed on abUity

to pay." she said quietly.

The native of San Francisco called the ''publish or
perish" tradition "a slogan, that has gone too far."

She said she beUeves in publishinc "n^
work," but that it is "up to the faculty x^J""^way to evaluate great teaching quiinr^'K
Research "shouldn't" interfw wi iT

vice versa, according to Heller -Rese^ ?^^ »
a person's teaching capacity. There isTv.

^'^
correlation between teaching and reLlJI'^
said. Male chauvinism

^^^^^ ^
She denied emphaUcally that there i« .

chauvinism on the Board. "There's abJjuf",^
^^

no sign whatsoever. I've been askedfn ^ '^•
every committee on the board," the viop T^^ *
-of the Board of Regents said. ^^^an

The opera and ballet do not suit hS \J^^
Heller enjoys the San FYancisco symnhnnu '

^
theater. She also dabbles in DemocraSr "^

was Democratic national committewom^t',?!^
52. She has two sons and a daughter

"^ ^^

.—I

The Coffee House Concert Series
presents a lovely way to spend a Monday nlg^ht

onothor round of country music I

tOUNTRY GAZETTE
with ban|o, fiddle, bass & guifar
performed by members from Flying Burrllo""
Brothers, Kentucky Colonels, Bill Monroe

MONDAY, MAY 22 - 8:00 PM
SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER^

BUENOS AYRES ROOM
5CK tickets (limit two) available at the door at

7 PM to UCtA students with photo ID. Free refreshments

Hope to see you there. This will be the last Coffee .-
House Concert until next foil.

;

Presented by UCLA Student Committee for the Arts &
ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission.

The 1972 Roscoe Pound Meet
Court Competition will be held at 4
pm today in the moot court room
of the Law School. The third year

team of John Collins and Nancy
Kelse and the second year team of

Shel Lytton and Doug Neilsson

will argue the court case "U.S. ex.

rel. Packs vs. Brig. Gen. Scott"

which bears a close resemblance
teT^lhe 1971 Calley vs. Medina
cases. Closed circuit television

monitors will be located in Law
School 1411 and 1425.

Alvarado St. to Hoover at 11 am
and meet for a rally at 1 pm in

Expsition Park. It is sponsored by
the Student Mobilization Com-
mittee and the National Peace
Action Coalition.

• • • • .A

Warren Soloski, candidate for

state senator in the 25th district,

will speak at noon Monday in Law
SchooI141(L-

A March to End the War will

assemble at 10 am tomorrow at

MacArthur Park, march down

• -* •
Rep. Shirley Chisholm (D-New

"York) will speak at noon Monday
4h the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom, sponsored by the
Associated Students' Speakers
Program. .

The Black Students' UnW*i||

* * *
UniCamp sUU needs vohmteen

X *«™'n«' counseling
positions

this summer. Further
in.

formation can be obuined bv

iMm. the UniCamp office, «».

Paul Priolo, Assemblyman
from the eoth district, will speak

at noon today in the Neuop^

sychiatric Institute here. Priolois

a candidate for reelection.

I V Sat^ the trees- Today'sDBonrecycledpape^

'(Paid Advertisement)
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Looking for peopje your
own age? For the

best variety and
the most freedom,
come to the

UCLA
RESIDENCE
HALLS

Call 825-4271
for an application

iloyeesmay

LCRAMENTO (AP) - SUte

iloyees would receive ortra

increases totaling about $45

Son, and another $11.2 million

ild be distributed among
»e and university employees,

»r a plan released by Gov.

jan today.

I increases are intended to

. state salaries more into line

,
comparable jobs elsewhere

would be in addition to the

million increase already

>mmended in the 1972-73

5et proposed by the governor.

. approved by the legislature,

extra increases would affect

It 90 per cent of the state's

. service employees, Ed Gray,

governor's press secretary,
' today. Gray said he did not

Iw what percentage of

tensity and college personnel

id benefit.

le extra money would come
ii savings in the welfare and

li-Cal programs and from

reased revenues resulting

the improving economy in

state, the governor's o^ce
)rted.

- ^
~

;agan had told a state em-
ees' meeting last month that

increase was coming but he

no figure could be announced

Iditiqnal concert

[tickets on sale

:

t i •

ly popular demand, more $1
^A student tickets for a
cert by Pharoah Sanders.
>r saxophonist and Mike
ite, jazz violinist, will be on
today only beginning at t

[at the Central Ticket office,

Westwood Plaia. Tlie
:ert is scheduled for 8:30 pn
irday in Royce Hair
litorium. Photo ID is

lired to purchase tickets.

unUl the State Personnel Board
had a chance to decide how the
windfall would be distributed
Walter Taylor, general

manager for the California SUte
Emptoyees Association, said of
the governor's announcement:
"That's one giant step for Reagan.

alaryph
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one small step for state em-
ployees. The total sUll is $24
million short of the Stete Per-
sonnel Board's salary recom-
mendations. We won't be satisfied
with less than the full amount, but
the governor has taken a step in
the right direction."

"TEDOniLY
FUNNY,
BRIGHT
AND
COMPLEX

-WPIXTV

"WHAT THEY DO
TOTHE DEAR OLD

DEPARTED IS A

CAUTIOH."-^N.Y. Post
rwv^'

SAM UNO antf J. ARTHUR EUIOT prwant An ARTHUR LEWIS productiM
•tMrinf - "^

LEE REMICK mcHARD AHENBOROUGH- HYWEl BENNEH
MILOO-SHEA-ROyi401.0£R

mH^^I^^^H!^^ Kenneth Galbraith will speak $„«Uy in the THE
KASTMA»«4COL.Of«

^ Daily 7:«0-t:4S-10:N
Matin««s Sat. Sun 4 Nol.
1:45 3:30 5;15

Write!

CLASS
NOTES
;.S00 PLUS TAX
PtR SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Anthropology M — Millar
Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 - Riegcl
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett
0>em,stry ic - Kaesi, Strouse
Chemistry 4C - Konrad
Chem.stry 6C - Konrad
Chem.stry 1S3 - Jordan
Classics 161 - Latimore
Economy

1 - La Force
Economics 10 - St>etter -—

—

fronom.cs 101A Murphy
Enql.sh lOA Rodes *^ ^

Orography 191 - Looan • -

Ooology Ml Ernst
History IB SymcoK . > .. ,

H.Story IC - Wohl ,'

H-Mory 8 Burns '
' "

H.Story 124D Bolle '

H.Story .420 Loewenberg
H.Story 174C - Varnell
H.s ory )78B Daliek
History 181 _ Varnell

PhT«f**^ '* - Austin
f '"losophy 107 - Hill
Ph.losophy 152 - Owinn

Po : lea
^^'*'"'* ^ - ftaerwald

Political Sc.ence MS - Farrcllv

p vrh^SS^ '° Goldstein ^
Psychology no Carder Ro»>*rt«Psychology 1,5 - KrasS^*
Psychology 125 S^J^
sychology 127 Yontef

^slch^S^J i;;,
BarttK,.

— A At last.

Abibebagtha
will probably outlast

your bike.

2
S

X

'' >

*'v

* <
•

ffi

(d

Sears

"We have a complete
line of Cliff's Notes
and Monorch Notes"

r ^ «Wi>K)no/ courses call or

[•^"-^ri 9:30-4:30

^MSIUNDMOOKDR.
'BM.N.W||,hira-

» l/2Blk EWaslwocKi.

CaaRATING OUR TENTH YEAR

I>
X

8

t

ffi

s

We feel this is fhe"3urdiest
bike bag ever offered.

It's made of water repellent

DuPont* Nylon, with extra wide
shoulder straps, waist band,
a two way nylon zippered top
pouch, plus an extra zippered
side pouch.

This bag is perfect for the
day hiker or bike rider. It's size
Is fifteen inches high, twelve
and a half inches wide, and
five inches deep.

Olympia Beer is offering this

bag for $7.50.

\.^: .1

r^

Enclose check or money order made 'pay-
able to OLYMPIA BREWING CO. Cash can
not ba accepted Return the completed
form and check to The Gift Shop, OLYMPIA
BREWING CO, P D BOX 947. Olympia
Washington 98507 ..*.. , .UCLA-2

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

(First Name) (Last Name)

Visitora ara always welcome al the Olympia Brewing Company. Tumwatar, Washington, 8 to 4:30 everyday *0ly*9

(Street Address)

(City)

(State)

indicate choice of color.

(Zip Coda)

Blua or Or«n9«.
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Quickie Quiz you should take

for your protection btefore you go
to Europe on a Charter Flight

...
J

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land
in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for
each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin
or along the way. ^- ^

^-r"t'

lAKER^

2. Cpn your Charter Flight shew you evidmce of having received
Jipprovd or aothorizotlon from the University of California?

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
^^-•« '

-Mi--

TT-^-^

1j .

3. Did yoo know that if ,yoo are on a Charter Flight that does not
have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about o75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cole-
donian airlines have such authorization -through ASUCLA Char-
ter Flights.

-*:-

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO
u>

t-

FLIGHT

3

4-

L.A. TO

London

I

'

J \

London

DEPART

London

London

June 18

June 21

RETURN FROM

June

Aug. 16
no

June 26

Aug. 28

jept. 6

Septula

London

London

DAYS PRICE CARRIER

BOAC

BOAC
London

9

10

Au g . 25 '

I

London

London

June 28"

June 29

London

15 London

London

jhily 8

JulyTT

Sepjj 6

Aug. 29~

London

London

London

London

July n
Aug. Ti

Aug. 17

Aug. 10

Sept. 13

London

London

8_r

61

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

BOAC

J27^
$262

40

1

30

«0A&
Caledonian

BOAC

$262 BOAC

$262 BOAC

BOAC

vt,'--?*

_

This it fh<

H's not too late to switch to the best - the official «n«
C<-„.lh..Ro.»„ 2050 K.,d*,«H...-ph,„. ,25.122,

""" **"*•

Op.„ Mondoy .K^o^H FH*^ 8,00 o.„. ,. 5 p... Kor«. Dio^,, ^^, ,^„,^, ,_„„^.

California

signed editorials represent a ma|orlty opinion of the Daily Bruin"
jjtorlal Board. The Dall^ Bruin Sounding Board columns are
en to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an
i\n\on contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other
Humns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
Id do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

Editorial

i rtT -i^

^-•. Friday, May 19, 1972 UCLA DAILY Rpi I
f 1^

The Counselors Corner

.e California State Senate gave the University a
f hope Tuesday by approving an augmentation to
UC budget of $26 million for next year. If ap-
ed by the Assembly, the Governor, and the
•d of Regents, the increase would do away with

ion. ^_
!6 million is the approximate revenue from tuition
his year raised by charging each undergraduate
per quarter and each graduate $120 per quarter.

^tion is paid by one of the segments of the
lulation least able to do so. A survey conducted by
UC President's office last fall showed an "unmet
lent financial need" at the University of about
million, with over $1.8 million at this campus

ut what is probably most distressing is the effect
ion has on those who can't come to the University,
mates have not yet been made of how many
Jified students are unable to come to the
iversity because of the added imposition of tuition
I the necessary diversion of funds to the increased
icial need of those already attending the
ersity.

Jtion is making the University less accessible to
poor, while the State is still asking that they give
same support to the University through state
5s.

••-
-

'";- "
-

\e **no-tuition" bill now goes to the State
embly, and we urge you to contact your
emblyman and tell him to vote "yes'' on the bill.

it the same time, we should not be deluded that
fuld the Assembly approve the bill, the Governor
I not veto it. Since 1968, Reagan has not approved a
Je UC budget augmentation. Even then, the
Isibility of an override by both houses, though
Iht, is not entirely out of the question.
ye should remember that Reagan will not be with
hforever (January, 1975),. to be exact) and the
frent budget crisis will pass someday. We should
to lay some founjdations for that future.

privately or IB the Daily Bruin should be addressed tothe Counseling Center, Murphy 3334.)

Women's Roles
My Dear Mrs. Rati.

yel« r/.';''h
'""•"•^•'^ »•• ^ot it ha. been three

enroiiea at UCLA. I found the move very difficultleaving family and friends, adjusting toTnew cUv

.mtK!:t1'* ^f .^^" •'^"^ - then .:dt'i

fnrli- ^ "^ "« **"* - ««* o' the country, toforeign parts! In the last two years. I hivediscovered that being a wife and moier is n^enough for me. and I have embarked onV careerTf

iTiTJ ''.K*'^'^"
"^" '"^^^^ ^ the.?er^«d

Hr?«.« ^Z***^
workshop, and now I even directdrama groups for chUdren in a community center^

^euisftaVncV..?^^
••'^'^« "^-"y* ••well as financially. It helps pay for the workshop, andto contribute to the household. I am .1.6 thinSd^g ofgetting a credential in order to teach Drama in theschool system.

.

En^Zh'"*''* l?*^' *^ "^y ^^'^ tf we go to a noB.
English speaking country, to which David .eem.most drawn'^ I trt^mm, k^ t. At 1. . . .

by Elsie Katz
women have ready answers such as that of your

Trl^?"
However, to resist falling back on

lir^^aT 1?^??'^ "^eans that you will have to
stniggle in finding your unique solution
- Students have come up with a variety of solutions
flowing from the individual and unique situation

fil k'^I;^'*'!.^"'*
^^** ^^'""y '«c« In one family,

the husband synchronized his job search with a
school plan for his wife; that is. he confined his job
applications to cities where there were also
imiversities in which his wife could enroll. In another
family the husband took an interim kind of job toallow his wife to have two more years to complete
her schooling. In another family, where there wereno children, the couple decided to pursue their
separate careers in different places, seeing each
other on week-ends, and/or vacaUons. In still
another family, they arranged a summer tryout
period, during which the one who didn't have a iob
could try to find one.

^

fJ^fK^T ^^i ^^^ ^^ '"^"y poesibiliUes, and
together if you should come to the Counseling Centerwe may come up with sUU another one. V

- ' . r^ :, „ Sincerely."

Elsie KatT

:- -.: .* *^..-^ -. --
x•^^

in .K ^fj""*!* !*'*'>'• "•« solutions described are alln the How to" area, because they are summarized.-
in capsule form; in arriving at these solutions, the

-1,^,.,, , ~ r-"' -«-«wtoB«._^"f'2.**f
">« '««'"-pe«o'»' relationships was the« this time, andmy t.iu7 now Just provides e^nZ °«'e'™"!>ng factor, and the process by which,but doe. that me.. th.( 1 h.ve to give up ^.mettSjT^T'"*''!:^**** '*«'='«^ could only b^sacKe^"

Vervmeanintffnl*A».^ . -.i__T^ T. .
'^*"*"« descnhAd n a H*.»«n-w* J i^^il .

-^-^uaicuiy

Itters to the Editnn

but does that mean that I have to give up wmeSing
very meaningful to me. a. weU a. a poeJible career?My mother .ay., "of courM your hu.band*. Jobmust come first." but must it? David can be a
husband, a father and a teacher; why cant I be a
Wife, a mother and a teacher? I enjoy all three role.,
and I know Im better at all of them when I don't
have to restrict myself to one or the other. I hope youcan help us work this one through,

^^^\
—— - -^ , ^ . Sincerely.

-. , ^...u
Judith aient

Dear Judith* ^^
I do remember ycCand am glad to Sear from you

again. As you undoubtedly recall, while you were the
family member who expressed the most concern
over the move, from Texas it actuaUy affected all of
you very deeply, and so I counseled with you and
David together. This present concern is certainly one
you both share, and I would suggest you call for an
appointment.
At present I can teU you that in the last two years

the concern which you present is one which has been
raised more sharply, and more often than ever
before in my experience at the Center. Not aU -

described in a deUii^i d;;^rio;i:^ cTan"^^^^
The way in which men anrwomen viewSi

selves and their roles vis a vis each other has cleariy
changed m recent years. The argument about the"man being the "primary breadwinner" which used
to be a cUncher, is no longer viable. First of all
womeivare now fighting for equal pay for equai
work. Even more important, money is not. and can
not be the major issue, where life goals are con
cerned.

^

Most of the women students we see are stiU in-
terested in family and chUdren, but no]t to the ex-
clusion of all other facets of existence. This then
becomes part of a real struggle on many levels, with
the society, within the individual, and between
family members. Men, as weU as women, are very
much a part of the struggle, and "liberaUon" for one
becomes liberation for the other.-^^^ ~- - -

• * •
The following are some other responses which

counselors might have offered Judith. There are no
nght answers. Each counselor will respond dif-

_ -^_ ^Continued on Page 10)

^

^3:

Bomb
•..

«

• •

recent investigation of the Los
nos and Livermore Labor-
hes' relationship with the
Jersity of California brought
^ some astounding facts. Not
are the findings appalling
he reasons behind them ar^

'
^"^^ I as a student do not wish

e; associated with th«n
ccording to the U.C.L.A.
Me Report of the Special
^mittee on University
jarch, the University of
lorna has a five year
twable contract with the
'^ic Energy Commission

'I

and together bear the
» national responsibility for
Jloping new nuclear and
hrnonuclear explosives in
^nse to the requirements of
)epartment of Defense and as
cted by the Division of
[,tary Applications of the
- Jn fact, in recent years the
[labs have been responsible for

r ^^^ United States fission and
Pon weapons stockpile
^^pment. Eighty per cent at
"TTiore and 65 per cent at Lospos are the budgetary
•cations to weapons work, with
remaining percentoge used

Research for peaceful usss of
?;^,^"^W Both in theory and
.^7^^^.'/>>«Jab.areSain^

his contract from theAEC is of
^magnitude that iu total su^
'^ per cent of the total

University of California budget*
Of this, the University rakes off
only $2.45 million. The sum is

quite small in realtionship to the
two hundred million dollars of the
^otol budget. It is, however,
politically important. The
Regents use this private fund "at
their discretion for a variety of

projects that could not otherwise
be financed because of the
decreased Stote support of the
University." _

"As benevolent housekepper"
the University of California has
not delved into the ethical
questions behind such activiUes.

Why is the university dedicated to

humanistic values contributing to

the systematic destruction of life?

Why is the university associated
with a project where study
facilities are minimal and
granted only with the. hope that

the education be recycled right

back into the lab? And why is the
university conning the worid into
believing that the weapons related
work is indeed beneficial to man,
as the association with a
university usually does?

The second question, con-
cerning study facilities, is the
easiest to clarify, but not answer.
The policy for the Ubs works like

a recruiting office: "A graduate
thesis program permits both
graduate students and regular
emploirees to do thesis work at the

laboratory. The principle purpose
of this program is to attract
promising graduate students to
Los Alamos in the hope that they
will remain as permanent staff
after completing their thesis." In
additon, about 1000 PhD's are
employed between these two labs.

Perhaps the University likes the
idea of finding positions for its

graduates on their own staff, but
the aaswer is only speculative.

The first quesUon about con-
tradciting values has many an-
swers. One is the personal interest

in the project of the Labs. Some
enthusiasts find it patriotic, others
find it necessary, and still others
find it convenient. The Regents
hold the contracts with the AEC,
and their Committee on Special

Research Projects for 1909-70 was
content to "leave complete
freeedom of action" to the AEC.
"Aside from trivia such as
stationery with the University
letterhead. University citations

for meritorious service.

University paychecks, and the

like, the presence of the
University of California is in no
way manifest either at Livermore
or at Los Alamos." How heart-

ening it is to hear that the Regents
have ultimate trust in the AEC.
That's not convenient, that's
damn profitable!

Debby Puretz
Freshman Seminar Program

Freedom
Editor:

Freedom of expression must
invariably entail freedom FROM
expression. '

Last Wednesday, May 10,
Professor Stanford Shaw per-
mitted a spokesman for the Strike
committee to address his Turkish
history class. The spokesman
claimed that the immediate
discontinuance of normal
university life would be the most
meaningful protest against the
President's escalation of the
Indochina conflict. He a^ed us all

to leave our seaU and Join the
strike. Out of 170 students, not
more than five left their seats.

About 20 minutes later, a mass
of demonstrators passed through
the building and proceeded to
open the doors to our room and
exhort us to Join the strike.

Repeatedly, many of us made the

attempt to close the doors;
however, numbers of demon-
strators forcibly prevented us
from closing the doors and
thereby disrupted the proceedings
of the class. When we finally

managed to muscle the doors
shut, a sea of fists began pounding
on the glass.

Even if those demonstrators
who were attempting to break in

were unaware of the fact that one
of their spokesmen had made the
class cognizant of the option of

joining the strike, they should
have been able to discern the
mooa of the class from the
resistonce to their "open door"
policy.

Indeed, with reference to my
opening statement, I contend that
if an individual wishes to express
his horror over Nixon's conduct in
a manner other than boycotting
classes, that individual should not
be coerced into participating in a
boycott. If an individual SMpports
Nixon's conduct and wishes to

express no distaste with last
week's escalation or wishes to

express approval of the
President's conduct, that in-
dividual's right of expression
must t)e respected.

The problem stems from the
fact that many proponents of

various causes believe that their

cause is the ONLY cause which is

of such importance that the im-
position of their views or the
imposition of their mode of
conduct becomes Justifiable.
Indeed, if every advocate of every
cause would maintain that the
rectitude of what he stands for

leaves no possibility for even the
expression of neutrality, let alone
diverse points of view, society
would be composed of a
multiplicity of "mini-fascists,"

each violating the freedoms of the
other.

Think about it.

Eddie Tabash

^M
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GOING TO EUROPE
WHY CROSS THE CHANNEL TWICE

defense of FSOJsc

,-,»

:A Vt_ i .(

cVri AIR FRANCE

-7- x:

LANDS IN PARISAND PICKS YOU UP FROM
ALMOST ANYWHERE, INCLUDING LONDON..
FROM$342 ANYONE 12-25. '

,

•n

747 TO PARIS WITH NO HASSLES.

STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT,

UP TO ONE YEAR. A

-
I

gf ..

.» M

y \

.• ' -t

le bon voyage.
625-7171

Rand Marl is

Campus Rep.

826-1201

I'r'
'7 1:

Editor:

To: P. Kakkar, p.T.

Tchokakan, and, L. Barrosr t

In your letter of May 8, you

made some statements con-

cerning the International Student

Center (ISC) and the Foreign

Student Office (FSO). I feel that

some clarification of positions

may be necessary; particularly in

regard to the following points:

The ISC and FSO have failed

sadly in their obligation towards

the foreign student community at

UCLA.
How have they failed? You

stated that tours and other
weekend trips were not put before

the students for consideration.

This is somewhat true; yet, if your

main argument, that of general

disinterest is true, how t)ien can
you explain the success of those

tours as measured in student

participation?

'*In fact, not only has the ISC
continued to assert its traditional

irrelevant role ... But (it) has
come*" to contribute to its

detriment by diverting funds to

obscure ends."

Traditionally irrelevant? Are
Language classes irrelevant? Are
English Conversation and English
in Action irrelevant? Are services

such as aid in finding housing for

students, Foreign Scholars Office,

weekend trips and parties,

musical programs, speakers, art

shows and fine arts exhibits,

Happy hour, and Orientation for

new Foreign Students irrelevant?
(As I remember, you were once a
new student and availed yourself

of these "Irrelevant Services.*' As
for the cheap shot of "Diverting
Funds" to obscure ends., which
sounds like embezzlement, that

comment doesn't even dignify a
reply.

As for blatant discrimination in

hiring practices of the ISC and
FSO, explain to me please how the
vast majority of students em-
ployed by the ISC and FSO are
foreign. Explain how a recep-
tionist, clerk-typist, and manager
are semi-literate, menial jobs.

Are you saying thaf fh
employed are'em£who^
yousaymgthatitonytS^^'^
'derate skills to be elt"^tee capacities^

in ^^.^^i
text these Charges ^r'iForeign Student p ^
sMlbesetuptoreWeS^"'™^
and control all achJ^' ^J*
the Intemationrs;i'^,>
and the Foreign StX, '^which both the directorL-^S
and the Dean of P^Z,^M
will be accountable

•''^^'"**

Who will comprise
this

^

mittee? Will all na.i .
•*•

represented" Sn^m'^^''
must Change tsV:^:^
changes, will any semw!

"•«

continuity exist' WUifc*

I

political_ pressures swS'if^*
I

01

recent India-PakistanT ."'

UnUl these qSiS T,

'• ! I' ' ' 1
"^
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'
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For $95 youd
so long-a£4tJands in Europe

lMH>t«

>
^>-.

.^^

pick Air-India?
Besides the fact of our youth fares.

-$190 to London and back; $10
more for Paris-You should fly

with us for the simple reason that

you'll have a more enjoyable trip.

You'll be treated the same as we
treat everyone. As though you're """^—

-

very special. For that's our way.

Plus you'll like the atmosphere,
whether youiake our 747 or 707.
Instead of the usual standardized .J

airline scene, there's a visual feast. i- :

(Including sari'd girls who look as
though they stepped out of a fable

to serve you.) .
*• */^

But then, you'd expect it from the
people who brought the world sensory
awareness about 5000 years ago.

Now briefly for the facts:

Our fare for young people between
the ages of 12 through 25 round trip

economy class is:

London -$190
($210 June 1st through August 31st)
Paris-$200
($220 June 20th through July 25th)
Frankfurt -$210
($228 June 20th through July 25th)
Rome- $199 ^ -- ...,... v^ .-

all year round with immediate confirmation
Make your reservation now and

we'll confirm jt within a week of your
departure.

We're also offering similar low
fares to Brussels. Amsterdam, Zurich,
Geneva and many more cities.

Call your local Air-India office

or any travel agent.

*..

J-

V.

.,4

AIR-INDIA-YOUTH FARE (213) 626-6834
D«pt. #3, 643 8. Ollv* St.. Lo* Angelas. Calif. 90013
Please make a reservation 'or me for London n
Paris n Rome q Brussels D Amsterdam n
Frankfurt D Zurich D Geneva D
I want to leave (Date).

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

doubt as to the efficacyTZl

"50% of the Staff wiU be fnroi.

whilst the remainder wiU^;7'
minority groups who are m»l
se^tive and sympathetic ::

This statement is an examoleJracism. What is implied is L
anyonewhoisnotaforeignerd
minority is insensiUve or \m\

sensitive to the views and needsrf
a foreign student I fail to see hoi
color or nationality has anythiaj

to do with an ability to help Z
render assistance. Why draw i

line at nationality? Why not w
say only Non-Americans

can

apply? Why not say ''only tboe

who are not white citizens of tlie

U.S. can benefit from em

ployment ^t the ISC and FSO"

because only those people art

good enough, or are sensiliTt

enough or care enough to k

employed. Supposedly, racism i

not practiced by those who m
enlightened and broadened

bi

experience in a University i

travel to a foreign country

.

Maybe that statement is no loop

true.

Admittedly, there have bea

problems in programs and r

tivities in the ISC and FSO. Noob

is denying that. But slander aoi

personal invective leveled at th«

who work at the ISC and FSOani

who sometimes work their giib

out to make things work is ml

only unfair but shows a calloi

disregard for the pride and i»

tegrity of those employed

presently. You stated that the ISC

and FSO displayed disregard to

the pride and integrity of foreip

students. Don't those preseflU!

employed also deserve regard to

their pride and integrity? Racii

and prejudice is wrong and i

changes nothing. Maybe i

rhetoric and emotion were ^

aside, then something c*

stnictive could be accomplisW

Michael D.WK

Junior. ZooiiC

* th.QUAUTYh.mlH'ffJ
;

\ 1500 wettwood biv» ^i|

» y Y T ^ ^ - "

telephone number FARES SUBJECT TO GOVT. APPROVAL.

a^

,2010 W. PICO BLVO

LOS ANGELES f*i,, ,;)•

•JEL TODAV 1^" ^

kk-M. —>mm »» t,mmt»^

^.V^ ^ . -!
,
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|F:ditor: ^ '
'

Many thanks are in order to all

^f the people who have helped me
realize our goals. Of course the

[Kxecutive Committee, General

['om mittee, the groups who did

[such a great job on their booths,

ILyle, Dave, the guys in the prize

Itent. on the food truck, and the

ticket takers and sellers can be

Jescribed with nothing less than

(superiatives. But I think that it's

jabout time that the outstanding

Ijob all of the physwal plant people

[and the University Police

JDepartment did for Mardi Gras

Ithis year be described as above

[expectations. Having worked very

(close with each of these depart-

[ments, I was impressed with the

[total cooperation, effort and
concern for the safety and success

[of our event.

1 would also like to publicly

[apologize to Mrs. Sybil Brand for

[the unfortunate mix-up.

Thank you's are always

I

nebulous ^d never enough but

[thank you. 7 .^

I
Paul Ham mons

Kxecutive Chairman
V Mardi Gras 1972

- even though it has not been
stated in so many words — that
the United States is now at war
with North Vietnam. And though
we haven't said it outright, we are
asking them to surrender on our
terms; unless you can call
surrounding and atUcking the fort
and telling the setUere your
conditions for an end to the seige
anythhig but an appeal for a
surrender. The games are over,
and now there is war.
And where do we stand on the

issue of this war? I can only hope I
am speaking for a majority of the
people in the UCLA community
when I say I am deeply opposed to
this action and to all US
agression in Vietnam. If we are
opposed to Nixon's new policy,
then we should demonstrate to
-him that we are. Put what did we
^o? On Wednesday, the tenth,
-several thousand people were
gathered at Janss Steps, filled
with outrage and emotion.
Together, these people could have
staged a powerful protest against
the new war strategy. But what
did they do? While the so-called
leaders struggled among them-
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selves for control of the rally, the
crowd yelled and fidgeted and
argued. The result was chaos —
people occupying portions of
Murphy Hall (and Columbia '68 it
wasn't), others marching on
Westwood and the Federal
Building, and sUU more people
alienated by the confusion, going
back to class or else milling about
aimlessly. What these actions
came across as, in the public eye,
was not a serious antiwar protest
but the irresponsible antics of a
disorganized bunch of college
students. We got attenUon. but not
the kind we wanted.

If we honesUy feel that what
Nixon is doing is wrong, then we
have to teU him so. We have to get
together— and together is the key
word — to form one massive
group that can stage serious
antiwar protest. As Nixon said in
his speech on the eighth, the eyes
of the world will be upon us. It will
take a united effort of all antiwar
demonstrators to make the worid
take notice. Power to the people,
but only if they are organized
enough to teke hold of it.

Nina Levin
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Bikes

I
Editor : „ ^ __.j_

."
• „ '
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To "tfibse f"^•Concerned
Motorists : '^ -

,

,

Will you motorists who open
[your car doors without looking,

pull away from the curb without
looking, sideswipe us into storm
[drains and scare the shit out of us
by blaring your horns when we
[know you're there kindly realize

[that a bicycle has everyright to

[the road as long as there are no
separate bikeways?? We'd ap-
Ipreciate it.

Battered BicycUsts

^- NOW RL.iiVING AT A THEATRE OR^^^^ r-l^#i%Tir«U DRIVE IN NEAR VOU!

-J i..

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR «*oIi:^

inniiicKV~^

Demonstrations
editor: ..V ., .. ~
We are all outraged at Nixon's

escalation of the war, but have we
really stopped to examine the
amplications of his new policy of
Agression in Vietnam. We must
look at what is going on, and then
Ti,ake decisions as to what we
/ant to do about it.

Ever since the introduction of
S. fighting men in Vietnam, we

ihad been playing games —
lefending South Vietnam, but not
really trying to win a war. If we
^ad wanted to win and keep
Vietnam divided, we could easily

[have done so. We have the power
|to anihilate North Vietnam and to
lorce the few wretched survivors
)f our attack to beg for our mercy
ind our aid. Of course, if we did
)omb the North Vietnamese into
Submission, we'd have the whole
A'orld at the throat of the United
Hates condemning our use of
inneccessary force to smash a
smaller, weaker grOup of people
7^' '"Stead, we defended the South
letnamese government from the
^orth Vietnamese aggessors.
But we have abandoned that
ohcy now. Nixon has blockaded
iorth Vietnamese ports and is
aKing measures to isolate the

e'rL/Jf!!?*"'^
people fromw rest of the worid by cutUng off

jeir communicaUons and sup-
wies. These actions make it clear

NOW PLAtING
Dany 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:30 PM 4«»-5gll
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Why IsJoe Bruin Running To

The UCIA Residence Halls ?
\

You Can Win A Prize By Sending Your

Answer To

UAC

Residence Halls Contest

310 De Neve Dr.

Los Angeles, California

Or Drop H Off At Rieber Hall

pepartm«nfal Elections
will b« AAon. & To«. ol
|n«itt w««ii.

Sponsored by SEPC d SIC
'

1 St Prize - $75
2nd Prize - $50
3rd Prize $25

Entries will be ludged on originality, humor,
appropriateness, and clarity. All entries must
be postmarked or dropped off before May 20.
Winners will be announced May 26.

Jo« Bruin it

running to fh«

Hallt b«caut« .

UCLA RMid«nc«

'
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The Corner continues
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FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

R. E S T A U' R A N T
11813 wiLSHlkl BOULEVARD^
WEST LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room
OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m^ 'M 2 a.m.

'(Paid AdvertisemenO

Join Us For Pentecost Celebration

High Mass Sun 10:00 A.M. Coffee following

Pastors Information Class Wed. 7:30 P.AA.

University Lutheran Chapel
1 09 15 Strafhmore Dr. 478-9579 Amos Schmidt, pastor

I (Paid Advertisement)

SPRIN6 SEMESTER-ISIUEL
BrancJeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

.Stu(dy in Jerusalem/February-June, 1973
30 students/Juniors, Seniors, and Grad sttjdents eligible

-_?Pf-'ci*>;,^'Fi-7W"»*- ;»=*'<'-»»*-•***

^Ji.-.

fdur C6ufses/Edi^ri 16 cfeHTFs"""
^"^ '-^-----_^^

History, Literature.. Archaeology. Independent Research -•

Cost: $I750/fuition, room, board, Intro-Israel travel _ : :,
Application deadline November lit.

THE HIAn INSTnrUTE ^
BrondelsUn ivnersTfy^

' _.=^--^^-.-.

Waltham, Massachusetts 02 1 54

'
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•
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(Continued h-om Page 7)

ferently. The purpose of the dialogue being to clarify

and explore. The final decision of "what tQ do" is up
to Judith. -^ '

i^--^ .V
'

-' ; . , .1 -'''I * .

Dear Judith, -V —
This is certainly the key question faced by most

women/mothers who find their life controlled by
decisions made as a result of a husband's profession.

The implications for you and the feelings and con-
flicts aroused in you by this choice are more im-
portant than a written response can meet. So I tiope

you will come into the office and we can discuss it

together; I would also like to suggest that your
husband come with you, if possible. The issues are
many and go far beyond where you live, but how and
why you build your lives together.

Here are some questions you and David might
want to think about until we can talk. Don't be
overwhelmed by them; they are meant to help
clarify and focus so when we talk we can perhaps use
the thoughts they have triggered as a place to start. 1

would like to delineate all the objective conditions
inorder to understand and see more clearly the
central issues of who you— woman, wife, mother—
are in this moment and what you direct your life to.

What are the possibilities for working in drama in
this other country? Are there universities, American
English schools, theatre groups, Air Force Bases,
missions, etc.? '

^ .. . -. „
Is it a country that could offer you a learning ex-

perience of another culture and it's form of drama?

Will you be able to study there? Whafsichool will
your daughter be attending there?
What are your husband's other opportunities? How

do they compare to this one?

• What are your priorities; what are your hus-
band's? Which priorities do you both hold in com-
mon? . . ,

Freedom resides in having oh
ready to assume the responsibUhv"? '"^ Ssequences of the choice made. ^^ ^^
What are your choices in this mnr*, ^—

wv ^JT."*^
consequences Of S"'^ .

Which risks are you ready to assum e responsifor?

Which are you not yet ready for?

ibiliiy

Very truly

• •

yoan.

— How can you determine the benefits of (or
determents) this experience — -

" 1 :~
. v „ ^-

to your mutual life; ^ ^ -^ .Qf'r^^^
to your individual lives; ^ ;;

to your families lives.
'

How would that compare to the beneflts or
determents of not taking this teaching job?

Is this a decision you are making together
regarding where and how both want to live your
lives?

Dear Judith.

Your letter raises several reaiiv « ^
which all of us who are married .1^^^
varying degrees of awaren^T '^^^^^

If being married means that either m. ,
has to give up something very meanino?.^ .^^ * I

are both the losen.. and I^ s2^e o^ma^l^ "«' ^
show the effects. Either of us might chlT^^l ^^<J

on something of importance if afterTH ^ ^^^^
our needs, wants, and theimm£ l^^^f of

lives, It seems obvious that the timingS^ w
"^

that our immediate wants invX^cnnl^^^^'*
which we don't want. The essenS 2^!believe is recognizing each others nee^f^^^
their importance, and joining in anlxnirt.^^
how they can best be fulfilled To ^eextte ^

can do this, we are at least dealing with ™,ri^
**

potential or real conflict, and twf llsZT'.
times when immediate solutions ora^rct?
aren't possible. agreemenu

rm very uneasy about the notion that husbands iflhmust come first. If either the husband or wife"Z
this as a basic promise in resolving incomS
needs, the legitimacy of the wife's nefds arenC^
recognized and the process of joini&^oeeti^
seeking possibiliUes and altemat]\^ V^^
avoided. « uang

needs are likely to arise. The way in which tiS
people join together in dealing with these needs are
to me, of major importance. The tendency for a wife
to automatically defer to her husband, or for her
husband to expect this, are, I hope, increasingly i
thing of the past.

^'

^ Sincewiy,

^''-:

SANTA a xn-f -y^'
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Alice Coltrane

Archie Shepp

AUDITORIUM
guest star

to be

announced
• /

Aice ColtraneWKh strings
WDridGdaxy

MY FAVORITE THINGS • GAlAXV AMQUND OLOOUI«A»»
GALAXY IN f U»«YA . CAIAXY IN SATCMIOANANOA

NwrMionon lOMt tiy Sm«itm SatchmdMiMdi on A lOVC SUWEM
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MAY 21

SERIES

OF RNE RECORDINGS
(These LP'S available everywhere)
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All

Tickets

$3.00
Box Oftlce, Tickefron & Mutuol Outlets

T'aelfrc peed vs.TJistari

UlLA Challenges Oregon
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^<'H love (w« coll it SwiM Car*)

ON YOUTH FARES
1 2th to 26th birthday, travel any day

SWITZERLAND!!
$352 bosk fare, except

$370 durir>g June, July, August

round trip from Lo« Angeles, valid one year
Air Fares Subject To Change

Ask full detoils from:

SWISSAIR 5iow6»hs*.,
-\ |>"^^«<-. CA 90pM (213)629.2375

Oregon favored as Pacific 8
track opens today at Stanf

t
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Some speaker systems, not

necessarily the biggest, are so

beautifully balariced they" con-

vey a naturalness that critics call

"transparency" - meaning you
hear the music, not the speaker.

' Quadraflex Q55's are like

that. Their ten-inch acoustic sus-

pension woofer, 4y2-inch mid-
range, and three-inch tweeter

blend inconspicuously into the

very image of reality.

STEAL A TRADE
Even though you may feel

satisfied with the speakers you
now have, listen to the Q55's. Then, if you want^to trade,—
we'll allow you 120% of the top HALB Blue Bbok trade-in

'

value of your old speakers. Bring this ad with you to get this
special allowance /^ RaCIPlC

."The Place to Buy A Music System" - -
POMONA SANTA MONICA TORRANCE

LA HABRA NORTH HOLLYWOOD COSTA MESA
OTHER STORES IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

iii^r^i

II

D
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By aark Conard
DB Sports Writer

"I feel Oregon has the best team
but feel we have the best com-
petitors/' Bruin track coach Jim
Bush announced earlier this week
in prognisticating the outcome of

the Pacific 8 meet today and
tomorrow at Stanford Stadium.
"We have our ups and downs,"

he continued, "but usually keep
our poise/' Last year, the Bruins
trailed the heavily-favored Ducks,
45-18, after the first day but
buoyed by an upset of USC's 440
relay team, outscored the Ducks,
108-72, to win 126-117.

Oregon led that meet, 11M06,
with only the high jump and pole
vault left. Bruins Doug Huff and
Rick Fletcher cleared 6-10 to edge
two Oregonians for second and
third in the jump and Francois
Tracanelli vaulted to a third to

toe-

~5ail out UCLA.
Bush later credited the win to

his team's upset defeat to
Southern California. Con-
sequently, the Trojans might be
the team to watch if they get a
similar psychological lift from
their loss to the Bruins this year.
Oregon, runner-up to the Bruins

the last three years and to USC the
year before that, hasn't had any
crucial meetings this year and
could prove very unpredictable.
The Ducks, with a horde of

distance runners, could be hurt by
the conference rule limiting the
number of entrants per school to
24. Bush says, "I don't think it's

hurting them more than anyone
else," but Oregon's Bill Bower-
man of course, disagrees.
••These meets are for the

champs," Bush emphasizes.
"This is where the true athletes
make their marks, I think our

three championships in
cession may help our poise cf
confidence — whatever you w^
to call it."

UCLA is sending a full aqtisd
which inchides: the 440 relay
team of Ronnie Welch, Goctlao
Peppars, Reggie Echols and
Charles Rich; the mile relay
quartet of Ron Gaddui, Warren
Edmonson, Benny Brown and
John Smith; half milos Paid
Williams and Ricco Sandwx;
inteirmediate hunfter Jean-Pierre
Corval; p6le vaufltm Francois
Tracanelli and Jeff Sakala; high
jumpers Rick Fletcher and
Dwight Stones; discus throwers
Roger Freberg and Dale Gordon;
shot putter Kent Pagel; long
jumpers Finn Bendixen and Rory
KoUnek; triple Jianpen James
Butts, Milan Tiff and Harry
Freeman; und miler Ruben
Chapping.. V

Many of the above will be
competing in more than one
event. Kotinek, for example, wiD
probably go in the high jump and
javelin as well as the loi« jump in
preparation for his decathako in
the NCAA's in June.

Though Oregon has depth,
UCLA remarkably has enoi^
high-calibre talent to win nine of
the 18 events. Edmouon (lOO
yards), Rich (high hunUes)^ Butts

n
??*• <» Fletcher

"* mUe relay team ^P'

«

However, Oregon r.

««« to nearly evSv/^k
"» triple jumn !?^!**«««|l
overhaul tlSi^ "

f*^

JS^ Jumpe. ^^^

(Williamst, ZC^^^
reallv think n i„

"** ""P* 1

»»

really

«wW be a stupri*
Bush talked abou theme-

.

esatement. "^mw),

[eH be pulUng^for ih.^
northern schools to «,

*"

0«»« points in thei^,^'*ev« pjjuing for (DougTue^
SCtobeatOregonlsli^SoSl

"We have to do so wen i,

-

ei»e. That s what makes thisZ
Sn'onSe??^^^

1^^ ^^ ^^ y«w H
really to great character ad
tnat makes me proud "

FILMS AT MIDNIGHT: FRIDAY AND SATURDAY (MAY19 -20 )

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
AbM. S1.50

MAYFAIR "iSff"."^"^'* .. NUART
FElllNI'S "SATYRICON" TklLHNG OF SISTER GEORGI

11272 SANTA MONICA
,m. IJ^.) 47M37t

9S4f HOLLYWOOt ILVB.
(NO.) 4t7-2l71MUSIC CLASSICS: MAY^AIH THU..,PM

, .. I __tAJAgKJ4«,7767) aJTbav TUE-M^Rr^i.^'^-In^ «.

K -

\ . ^wt.-,*x t,v

r > t ^^'.y,*'_i^

make your appointment ^^

now for youi-"^—*^—

"

wedding pictures

Right here on campus, you con
moke all arrangements

needed for wedding pictures-
exactly as you want them. ,

Portrait-Informal

and formpi groups-canc^J^f pictures
-color or block and white.

Come let us help you.

-CAL JET

• EUROPE 1972*
DMt bcmi
9ro«fp. Khm
Oofit tak* a I

facISM
Mrstl Fhr wltfi our reliaMt durHr

•lar* ymt stfn your appik«tiM.
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CJC3 can^pus studio

uca
150 ksrckhoff hall. 825-061 1, •«!. 271, 272
open monday through fridoy 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN. SPAIN & EAST COAST
- Round Trip Europe Flights *-

Dakland or LA to London as low as $249 (round trip

)akland or LA to Amstcrdtm as low u $289 (round trip

)akJand or LA to Drusseb as low ts $279 (rDund trif

One Woy Flights <
Oaldand oc LA

to London A BcusmIs as low as $149 (one wiy)

' ondon & Brussels

(o Oakland or LA as low u $149 (one wiy)

lnter-U.S.A. Flights <—

—

[West Coast to East Coast (June) -as hw as
C76(one wa?

Ust Coast to West Coast (Sept) -as low as 076 (one i«y

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
spaca b Hmittd

appllcaW*.

nuiiiiirini
iVVMIIMIIhUiiU^MnWM ' M iiiim^ff,

avaitoM*amy u „
""**fl»J»y •• Cal»Hnrta mm iMCMaiasNiF pass
All fll«i«f« via canWM alrfMwa MylM tot
b#vara«aft larvatf to fii«M.

rtMnlNM.TMr«

iMt. Cam^ltoiaiitary mtf*^

2»50Gra#nStraat
franclko. CalHomto faitl

cAiJWCiawu
orcatlMH)»"fl

'*'***''"''«'«««Ws*W««49fte«ftM^

The architect of Oregon's track dynasty
— - By Clark Cooard

DBSporU Writer

Three years ago, Oregon head track

^oach Bill Bowerman landed one of

\merica's premiere high school

istance runners, Steve Prefontaine,

spite a "very low-profile recruiting

[campaign., .

However, as John Wooden has a fiabit

)f landing the nation's best basketball

^lent, Bowerman always seems to get

the great distance runner. Sometimes
'le builds unknowns into super runners.

Then again, sometimes he discovers

^reat runners he didn't even know he
Ihad. "^>'

•'' :'''
• .• -f^'

This year, for instaiicetlSowennah

_iys, "Steve Bence was a complete
isurprise to me." Bence, a half-miler

'rom an army family in Spain, enrolled

jX the Eugene school without Bower- C

iman's knowledge and, of course, no J
;cholarship. His coach now says, **He is

»nly 18 but I'm sure he is going to*be a
orld class runner in a couple of years,

ell be like Wade Bell."

When Prefontaine was recruited, he
id he felt like Bowerman was some

ind of a god. Other schools, like

illanova were writing and calling him
laily while Oregon maybe contacted
lim once a month. Bowerman, selected

s the 1972 Olympic coach, simply has
lis own philosophy about recruiting. As
Yefontaine found out, he hardly acts
ike a god. In fact, t>ecause he so

liked army regimentation requiring^—
refer to a sergeant «a **8ir^i^|

—

We (Oregon) are offering a man a

f/^"^! ^?f.«
«o«* college education and

tf I m Ulkmg to a kid who has a chance
fora better education someplace else I
tell him to go." r ,

*

Often Bowerman has recruits write
to him first if they want a scholarship
If he doesn't write he can't be veir

'^^'^^^t^U
*** rationalizes.

Everybody knows about the
Umversity of Oregon. We further
confuse him if we conUct him." :^,,

During Bowerman's 23 years at
Eugene his teams have won four
national championships (1962-64^65-70)
two conference titles (1965-67) and
finished in the top ten nationally in 14 of
the last 19 years. However, his usually
deep' teams have been runner-up

four straight years in the Pacific 8
meet. The last two years his team went
into the meet as the favorite and
probably will do so again this weekend.

i

J

_„ — .... y

bowerman encourages his athletes to

:allhim "Bilt". ,.

The fact that he doesn't always ac-
jtively recruit has often aroused anger
[among the more fanatical Duck
ifollowers but the 61-year-old coach
[sticks to his principles. "Oh, I recruit,**^

he has confided. "But I don't go out and
[make love to some kid. ^ ...

»»--

Bowerman thinks the Ducks should
be rated the dark-horse, though
especially because of the 24-man limit
of entrants per school in the com-
petition. -We think the rule makes a
great deal of difference in our chan-
ces," says the man who has coached a
dozen sub-four minute milers at last
count.

^I'Dur*^ strength has always been the
number of people out for track " he
con^ues. 'This year we have 39 p^le
who qualify for the meet and we have 30
who are eligible for the nationals. But
jve have only about six national dass^
athletes." That means that while the-
Ducks may not get as many firsts as
other schools, they have plenty of
potential point scorers with the first six

flO^tr^^*'^
in the conference totals

"From a competitive standpoint it is
not logical to limit the number of
qualifiers," he argues. "It wouldn't be
that much more costly to send more to
Stanford. I don't know of any other

conference that has a limit on the
number of compeUtors in their meet"
Who are his six national class per-

formers? Bowerman selects Prefon-
taine, long jumper Bouncy Moore
miler Mike McClendon, Bence. javeliii
thrower Mac Wilkins and shot putter
PeteShmock.
Bowerman doesn't have his team

winning on his personal dope sheet for
the meet and won't reveal the scores or
individual picks he has made for the
outcome. \ think that is my business "
he says. "The only reason I doped it 'is
to amuse myself, I suppose. I don't
consider myself a prophet or seer."

Because this is an Olympic year, the
"TnCAA championships this June on
Oregon's own $125,000 yeUow tartan
track will use the metric measuring
system. Bowerman is a little disap-
pointed that the conference meet won't
also use meters.

"I like the idea of running with the
meters all the time," he explains. "But
since most sportswriters treat meters
as a joke, it will probably be a long time
before America converts to them. Until
the educational system decides to
make the change to meters, we wiD
probably stay behind the rest of the
world."

- Since UCLA and USC broke off th^
dual meets with the Ducks, Oregon has
no chance to win the top national dual
meet ranking as chosen by Track and
Field News as long as one of the
southern schools goes unbeaten
-rt)eating the other, naturally). UCLA
coach Jim Bush has said that this
ranking means more to him than
winning the nationals.

Bowerman, when asked how he fdt,
answered, "I haven't paid any attention
to that ranking. It means about as
much to me as all the All-American
teams chosen by the football press."
He gives three reasons for the can-

cellation of meets with the Bruins and

"rack Notes
Imjsslon to Stanford Stadium
the Pacific 8 track cham-
ihips is $1 for students with ID

^though this weekend's meet
:ludes the conference season,
i\ of the athletes will be
ipeting against each other a
[more times, first at the NCAA
ipionshlps June 1-3 and then

ie Olympic Trials June 29-July
Mh of these events will be held
Oregon, which recently In-
Hed a new tartan surface.

Trojans. First, he points out that it
would have been UCLA's turn to come
to Eugene this year. UCLA's Bush
claims he doesn't want to go north
because of the inconsistent weather
there which has often resulted in
hazardous conditions for the athletes.
Except for this difference of opinion
both say they would love to meet.
Secondly, Bowerman complains that

the two southern schools don't want to
run the full schedule of events. "They
didn't want the steeplechase, "

Bowerman states. **They wanted to run
the two-mile instead of the three. They
don't throw the hammer and don't want
to run the six mile." He was asked why
he wanted the hammer throw if it

wasn't a conference event. "It isn't in
the Pac-« meet because the southern
people legislated it out," he confides.
"We consider it an event (it's an

_ Olympic pne)« We don't have any good
throwers right now but Oregon State
has a pair of good ones."
His final reason for discontinuing the

UCLA and USC meetings is regional. *'I

feel that in a conference, you should
meet the other teams." Neitiier tiie

Bruins or tiie Trojans feel it worth theu-
while to meet some of the other nor-
thern schools he implies.
Bowerman related that his Olympic

team will not be forced to face the in-

consistencies of Eugene weather. He
and his assistants began plans for the
team last October and decided that only
those who had no place to U-ain after Jthe
trials would have to stay in Oregon.
After lOdays the camp will be moved

to Brunswick, Maine and then about
two weeks later will be rekxiated in
Norway. ''We want the athletes to
realize we think they're mature and
know how and when to have fun and
how and when to work. Before we made
plana we talked to the athletes and
decided if they want to come late, fine. I

think there has been plenty of latitude
in the Olympic program before."
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come blow your horn
with

THE POnER'S CRAFT
A friandly. newly equipped studio

>tfaring Le«$oni, Mambarships, Gollery

rHiPonarr
jasa Parry Dr Offica S364S08
^^•^ Ci»y Homa 837-0064

•

Hoiiand-where is the baby?
I

.

»

/l

There have been all the others. '|'|

Now there is

F«.rr.„.
"^"n'-Pox presents A Robert Mutliffin Productwn Tlif Other

K".!!".'^"''
^"''•"' aiH;"::""M.rt.n Udvamoky

^••oc..u ProdjrOiSJi K
**^^ Mulligan RKcr,...ve Producer Thomas Tryon

\UutK by Jerrv rVrOH^^i?"**
»creenpl.y by ThomaS Tryon Bnwd upon h.» Novel

I m£ ^ ^P'OSmith Celer by De Lu«.'

Tenor Saxophonist

in a Ml mmm i jam session for mi

So, after years of training, at much bread as the
saying goes, come play and rap with one of the
jazz greats. Bring your tubas, saxophones, trum-
pets, bassoons, whatever. It doesn't matter whe-
ther your training has been strictly classical or
mainly jazz. The point is to share ideas with
Pharoah Sanders on this one day only. And
have some fun. And it doesn't matter if you
don't blow a horn at all. You don't even have to

ask him questions about music, if you don't want
to. It's a jam session for all.

MONDAY. MAY 221:00 PM to 3:00 PM

[;:^Shockmg B^st S«.||

MEN'S LOUNGE
"f B«'< nrnes Ihi^ Shtn king M(

ACKERMAN UNION
PGk

'^^Vf'^ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRI. MAY 26
NATIONAL THEATRE, WESTWOOD

y
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Bruin, Trojan
wiri: clash in P^-8

1110 Gayley A
W**l«r*«4 Villat*

473-9549

( ...

"Packed with action! -DON^D J MAVeRSON.
Cue M»gszint
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SIDMET HMinr
POmpR BEMMNTl

BIKK
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RUBY DEE-CAMERON MITCHELL
A COLUMBIA PICTURE [pG]

PANTX6ES Hollywood 469 7 16

1

continuous shows
from 12:30 pm

3rd SMASH WEEK'
AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES AND DRIVE INS

"ack; tio'vf »«%

LOS ANCELES Theatre • Downtown 624 6271 CENTURY ORiVE-IN Los Angeles 673 1824
MiomcwT SHOWS m . sat. i sun VERMONT DRIVE IN Gardena 323 4055

..,n^,„ , , ,—ZTTr; COKPTON DRIVE IN Compton 638 8557
BALDWIN Los Angeles 293 7164 NEW ORANGE DRIfE-JN 1 Cityof Orange 558 7022
LOEWS #1- Fountain Valley- 8391500 cah thiathi for showtivi.
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By Charlie Mathews
; DB Sports WHter

Thanks to a pair of 9-0 victories,

UCLA's and USC's tennis teams
meet this afternoon for the third

time this year. Only now, the

stakes are much higher.

UCLA opened defense of its

Pacific 8 cliampionship yesterday
at California by routing
Washington, as none of the six

singles matches went more than
two sets. The Trojans ac-
complished almost as much
against Oregon. " • "T

But the Trojans suffered a
damaging blow in the process.

Regular No. 1 player Marcelo
Lara, who's playing behind Raul
Ramirez in this tourney, re-

injured his sprained right wrist

midway through his singles
match and was forced to with-

draw from further play. His
doubles position was taken by
Dick Borrelli.

Despite the recurrence, Ulfec

coach George Toley is optimistic
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Saturday, May 20th, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m

MEET AND TALK WITH REPRESENTAT±V£&
FROM SEVERAL MANUFACTURERS:

Alpenlite/Lowa/Sierra Designs

Eiger/Mountain House

Vasque

DMC/Pivetta/Raichle/Tempco

•I . -i.

• J3n$port/K2 i

Washington Quilt

• Richmoor
^ Woolrich/Wigwam

Lara wiU be able to return today.
*'Hi8 wrist was feeling fairly good
through the first set," he said,

"but Marcelo experienced con-
siderable pain thereafter and that
is when we withdrew him." If

Lara plays, he wiU face Bob
Kreiss.

Jeff Austin started the Bruins
off with a e-1, 6-2 rout of UW's
Gary Yee, as the Huskies swit-

ched their Nos. 1 and 2 men. The
ploy failed as Bryce Perry suc-
cumbed to Bob Kreiss, 6-1,6-2, who
will play Lara today, injury
permitting.

Brother Mike Kreiss had no
trouble with Don Beer, 6-1, 6-1.

while captain Ron Cornell
decisioned Mike Scharman, 6-1. 6-

1. -Spencer Segura defeated
Hussein Lofty, 6-2, 6-2 and Tommy
Kreiss topped Joe Cannon, 6-1, 6-0.

The Bruins and Trojans, who've
had a virtual stranglehold on the
Pac-8 tournament since 1960, may
find new bedfellows at the top
when this is over. Stanford, which
had not defeated either Southland
school since 1942, owns im-
pressive victories over both UC3LA
and use, and is easily the con-
ference favorite. Stanford edged
the Bruins, 5^, in Los Angeles and
routed UCLA, 8-1, in Palo Alto.

An omen for the Indians is the
fact that in 11 of the past 12 years,
the Pac-8 champion has become
the NCAA tiUeist as weU.
. Stanford also has the easier
road to the finals in that three
northern schools were bracketed
with the Indians when play opened
yesterday.

= Tribe coach Dick Goufd,
typicallv, remains cautious.

**f don't know if we're the
favorite. It looks awfully close to

n^f- .Wehad to really struggle

botli'

semi
against UCU down th«.course, we lost Jr*\ .,

we re on a neutral coum *»

sure,rUbealotdS«'^f.

Different for some ~*
not Washington

J^*''*.^Cougars bowed to S^„» o '»'

-ryawhimper/esS^';'*
the Indians dropped jusi7,'H«
in 12 singles seU iwn T"'
without its U>p"]S^^
Docherty, who qK ^
earlier this we* for

"^

ttetermined reason. " •'

UCLA coach Glenn Basw.

ThlSiV^-roti^'
"Realistically spealung^ll!!

i-al our chances aren't tooJWe have to get by bothK
SUnford and that's aa »JTl
difHcult Usk.

™ »»i«ll||

"If we get by use then we h«.
naturally, to make it mJet,
against SUnford than thettime we met. The neutral CMand crowd will certainty be^
tors m our favor. I kn„» J*
Austin ,s ready to beat anyonel.
Bob Kreiss' ankle is going tohZ
to be 100% or we'U be in^
trouble."

use's Toley sees the Trojansa
having a 50-50 chance agalnstlie

Indians. "Of course, we have b
get by UCLA in the semifinals K
we meet Stanford, all the matcha
figure to be so close it's hardii

predict. We haven't won first n
second singles either time. Ifw
can break and win one of them, k
will have a good chance."

Play continues today aoil

tomorrow on the Berkeley

campus. Stanford plays a mor

ning match against Cal while the

Brtiins and Trojans collide at It

>_.Jj:
*
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: : .PLUS
Food Tasting All Day * Door Prizes From All Companies

ONE DAY ONLY!
BARGAINS IN MOUNTAINEERING ITEMS

.>...„

n

f

Normally
Name-brand Sleeping Bags^™ r^

2# Prime Goose Down $60.00

Name-brand iSleeping Bags, .. .

3# Prime Goose Down 9S(.50

Name-brand Hiking Boots, i

—All Sizes 26.50

Corduroy Knickers 12.00

Universal Packframe & Bag 29.95

Universal Packfranieifii Bag^ 39.95

Jan Sport/K2 Captain
America Day Bag 12.95

NOW

$4988

79.88
'

'
:\

18.88

7.88

2^.Q8

32.88

-1'

Earthy

Footwear

for all

The
Lives

You
Lead . .

.

—^—u_

CONCEPTS

7.88

ALL FREEZE-DRIED FOODS - 20% OFF

"HMMyUMMM

WESTWOOD
1 Ob 7 Gayiey Avenue
Wesiwood Village
'^nqelrjs, Calif. 900P4

'W7 1204

NOW AT RICHARD'S-WESTWOOD
lOSSB^frONWENUE

^^Mmui^ {lieUiwiudAi

MCHMDS SHOES
4«41 MarltM An., 2N-1204 Tileplione

,'t

-pigskin star IMorm Duncan
ps down as Pauley director

Friday, May 19, 1972
r .
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Duncan has been a virtual landmark at

las the school's first All-America honoree as

jback and middle linebacker on the 1931 Bruin

[which he also captained

leadlines that year read **Norm Duncan is the

Norm Duncan is the hero as Vandals
" "Norm Duncan is ranked by Bill

kng as one of the best fullbacks on the coast."

only an outstanding gridiron performer,

1 won the coast collegiate boxing champion in

•pound division. And he also played on the,

it or not. Bruin ice hockey team.

[y, besides being a member of the physical

Don department faculty, Duncan is also th^

[isor of recreational facilities— which includes

^ration of Pauley Pavilion. It is a post he has

.ice the Pavilion opened, but soon he will be

ig down to devote .full-time to his teaching

m started out at UCLA on the old campus in

le was the captain of the ffosh football team
ir. The following year the campus moved,

^tock and barrel, from Vermont Ave. to its

It locale.

with the physical move, UCLA also changed
iletic affiliation. Previously in a conference

icluded such schools as Occidental and
la, UCLA had grown to a position where it was
eluded in the Pacific Coast Conference.

Duncan recalls, though, *'We were too strong

Mother conference, but not tough enough for the

Coast Conference."

(difference was clearly pointed out when Bill

ling's forces engaged crosstown rival Southern
jrhich had gained the nickname "Thundering
under the leadership of Ho^i^ard Jones.

final score of the 1929game was 76-0. :^~^

^as quite a shock when we ran into one of

Jones' teams and got thoroughly walloped/*
Unremarked. :Ji-^,.^ -^

by the time Duncan graduated, UCLA had
iiccepted into the ranks of the bigtime football

The great leap forward came against St.

(, a highly-ranked school in those days which
iten Fordham — which was considered on par
lotre Dame and Southern Cal.

idline before the game read "UCLA revealed
-e threat— Howard Jones. * * StUl, not even the

UCLA team believed that the Jones proohecv wouldbe realized so suddenly.
propnecy would

siI!L^7l f^r ''''^!^^^ 12. St. Mary's 0. The

-Rn^c 1 ^^".«V»"8
day stated the significanceBruins leap into grid fame with win over StMary's' blared the Los Angeles MiWor

Norm Duncan played a key part in the newly-found
pigskin prominence and he would continue to be
influential on the UCLA sports scene for yea^ tocome. . "^Tr •

After graduation, Duncan worked for the city

^e nri A^f "^i! ^'f' ^i^'^
"^^*"^"8 * position on

Lhvc V^i^''"^*^
'" ^^^"on to his position in the

physical education department, Duncan found time
to coach the frosh football team and the boxing
contingent. He was also the hockey coach.
"At that time," Duncan stated, "football andhockey were the only two teams that made a profit
"We had a rink in the village and the team worked

out at 7 in the morning. Eighty percent of the players
on the team, we got from Canada.
Duncan points with pride to the fact that many of

the hockey players became prominent professionalmen in the Los Angeles area.
Following five years military service during WorldWar II Duncan returned to UCLA to head the

physical education department. He added another
job in 1946 when the Cleveland Rams moved west-
ward - he became an NFL official. That lasted 15
years. .

The lack of a major sports facility on campus had
been a major problem that was solved with the
construction of Pauley Pavilion.
"^Vhen it was decided to build Pauley Pavilion it

was decided that its operation would fall under the
physical education department," Duncan said.

Norm Duncan
*•.- -. *

Because of his involvement with the recreational
facilities operations on campus, Duncan "fell heir to
this job." .

First, however, ''the Chancellor (Murphy)
established a committee on operations policy and
procedure," Duncan commented. "We had
representatives from all the agencies that were
interested in Pauley and I chaired the committee."
This committee, which was set up l\ monthr

before the arena opened, "did such a good job
"

according to Duncan, "that Pauley is basically
operating under the same policies and procedures."

Tfiis girl hso^
reservadons.

•f«t»4_'

u- .^'

^ramral Sports Comer

., ANNALEE Mcdonough / 475-5060

Your campus rep has reservations, for 160 PSA flights *a

day. connecting Northern and Southern California. At
lowest air fares So when you want to go, just call It's a-
free service (Sorry -no free seats We really h^ve
reservations about thatj PSA'^flVCS ¥011 S lift

re will be a mandatory
|ls meeting today at 5:30

the Bruin Track Stadium.

^esday's Softball Results

I's Lesions 20, Pushrods 5
[ts Perverts 12, Mother

II 11 .

18, Ground hogs 4

^y forfeit over Rainier
»g Linguists by forfeit over

I's Marauders 10, N.Y.
>s a

lour Again 11, Hagmose 10
lists 7, Sea Slugs 2

La Famllla3, Rittenberg's Rovers

Pacific 12, Cincinnati Reds
Sticky Fingers 13, Physics 9 plus 1

AROTC 9, Edinburgh 7
^"

Wednesday's Scores

Orion II by forfeit over Enzymes
Sierra Club 17, Rittenberg's
Rovers 12 .

NROTC 14, Nafka Shesh 7

F.O.'s 12, Physics 9 plus 1 3

Rick's Team 6, AFROTC 3
Titan 11, Sparta 10

Sierra 5, K-2 2

i:

If the Clean Environment Act
hod financial backing like tR^
w^ wouldn't be asking you

• ( Paid Adv«rtiMm«nt)

vieroaiiiiai siiMii Ceiier

20th

irdoy

21

Iday

26

lay

i^

24

Inesday

31

inesday

^sdays

idays

24
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TOURS
KnotftB«rry farm
$5.00 includes transportation. General admission
Into the Ghost Town, Fiesta Village and Gypsy
Camp plus 6 rides. 24 maximum. Departs 8:00 am -

returns 6 pm.
QuMn Mary and Long B^ch Art Mutoum
$5.50 includes transportation, admission to the
Queen Mary museum. 24 maximum. Departs 8 am
- returns 6 pm
Lavvry'i Food Confer
$1.75 includes transportation & lunch. Departs 10am
- returns 3 pm

INTERNATIONAL FlUyfl SERIES
(Freo admission

SWEDEN: Seventh Seal with Ingemar Bergman

BRITAIN: L-Shaped Room with Leslie Caron and
Brock Peters.

6THER ACTIVITIES
Greek dancing. Free lessons In an International
atmosphere. 7:30 pm
SOUL TRAIN. New steps In dancing. 7:30 pm
Cooking class: From Iran: KhroftM -^ Sodom. Rice
ond eggplant with meat. Taught by Pary Fakherj.
MaximuffU^ fqy. U^

to volunteer.

KaiMT IndiMtriM |so 000

Bravo Oil Co. (Subaidlary of Southarn Pacific) 80.000

'''•"•««
•

• 2S,000

O"" - 2S.000

'>"»*o^ 2S.000

Southam Califomia Editon i 25.000

Pacific Ga« and Elactric 20 000•WflWWf

Ganaral Elactric 25,000

Waatinghousa 25,000

Bank of Amarica Foundation a,foo

.,'-' .' ,'-'.f ' .. . .
'

"
•
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With contributions such as the.s<', the. biff pollutei-s

and thoir allips have rtTised .$841,000 so far to finance
their campaign against the Clean Envii-onment Act,
Pi-oposition 9*. So they can afford plenty of radio and TV
time, new8i)ai)er and magazine .s|)ace, billboards and
mass mailings to get their message out

Unfortunately, nobcnly's, showering that kind of
money on the People for the Clean Environment Act.
We've rai-sed $176,000 so fai-, from more than 7000 small
contributoi-s*. And much of that money has already
gone (mt for things like i-ent, telephones, paper, etc.

So if we'iv going to get our message out, it's largely
up to you. We'i-e printing up hundn'ds of thousands of
leaflets explaining the Clean Knvii-onment Act, and if

you'll help us distribute them to the homes, shopping
centei-s, tieachi's and stn'et comers of California, we know
the Clean Environment Act will pa.s8. In fact, a massive
personal contact campaign would actually be more
effective than a massive media campaign. (Just ask (Jene
McCarthy what it did for him in 1968.)

So, to paraphrase John Kennedy, you know what
the Clean Enviixinment Act cart do for you ; what will you
do for j7? IMeaA*' call now to voluntiH'r, even if you fwl
you won't be able to work for the campaign until after
exams. We must know how many volunteei-s we'll have 90
we can organiz*' the leafleting.

' Call: Ted Bavin 874-9429
•Sourtr: RrportMnf rampaiirn rontrUnition*. AM with 8tat»
Attorn^ GcMral's oArr, April Wth and 27th.

>

I

/

Vofe yes on Prop. 9, June 6th

i««VPI

Paopla lor tha Claan Envtronmant Act

3456 W. Olympic Blvd., l^ Angi'les • (213) 781-8321
K.I Kouval, hirrrtor MnrKiint Chrup. Trraiiunsr

1
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By Charlie Matthews
DB Sporta Writer

O.K., quickly now, name three
brothers who all played on the
same team at the same time.
Nope, the DiMaggio brothers
(Vince, Don^inic afta Joe) never
played together. Ah. yes. One fine
summer day the San Francisco
Giants outfield was composed of

' Jesus Alou, Matty Alou and Felipe
Alou. All three are active major
leaguers with lifetime batUng
averages hovering around the .300
mark. Of course, the Giants in
three strokes of brilliant wisdom
dealt each one away.
But wait, the Giants are not

alone. The UCLA tennis team has
a brothers act. Nineteen-year-old
junior Bob Kreiss holds down the
No. 2 position on the Bruin net
squad. Also a junior, 20-year-old
Mike Kreiss follows in the No. 3
slot. Playing sixth singles for
UCLA is first-quarter freshman,
16-year-old Tommy Kreiss.
Coach Glenn Bassett didn't have

to go far to recruit the Kreiss
brothers. They live with their
parents in Bel-Air, less than a
quarter mile from the northern
border of campus. The Kreiss'
two-story home rests on a
spacious lot with a swimming pdol
in back.

Two features of the Kreiss home
stand out to the first-time visitor.
A trophy room houses the hun-
dreds of trophies, plaques and
medals that have been won by
family members over the years.
And to the east of the swimming
pool is a tennis court with so manyi
lights that playing at night isn't a
great deal different from playing
on a bright, sun%enched day. '

One might think that the Kreiss
boys would be less "hungry" than
most athletes, coming from such
a comfortable environment. But
such is not the case. All three are
known as tough competitors and
Mike quickly points out, "I think
we have to prove to people that
we're not spoiled rich kids." Bob
adds, "I think the three of us play
harder than anybody." The

driveway contains a Rolls-Royce,
Datsun 240-Z, Shelby GT 350 and
Jaguar XJ-6 but that belies the
fact that when watching the three
men play, the casual spectator
might think that their matches
were life-or-death struggles.

Mr. and Mrs. Kreiss have been
the primary influence in shaping
the tennis careers of their sons
and they've done a good job. All
three are confident players with
games that derive strength from
superb groundstrokes loaded with
top spin. "Our parents want us to
be the best in the world, not just
mediocre, and if we're going to be
the best we have to think
positively," comments Bob.

>W:K •:«.>>K«%%¥ft%%%%?A¥S•^•^.y.-••wft«S?

7 think we have to prove
to people that we're not
spoiled rich kids.'

In Southern California the
emphasis is on the bi^.serve and
volley game, so why the emphasis
on groundstrokes? "Good
groundstrokes are the basis for
the best tennis," Mike says.
"Ninety-five percent of the courts
m the world are clay or some
other relatively stow surface."
Tommy is several years away

from turning professional, but
both Bob and Mike will quickly go
pro after completing their senior
years. As could be expected, both
say that if they don't develop ihtb
worid class sUtus, they will join
their father in the retaU import
businci^.

The two older, brothers would
like to play tennis in ^Europe
perhaps for an extended length of
time. "Over in Europe it's a
different situation. Your top
tennis players over there are
treated much better than here
They get the best hotels, best food
and It's a lot more fun playinfi in
Europe," offers Bob. *^ "^

*
**Over in Europe, if you get real

good, you get money, fame, and
girls," Mike adds. Commenting

remarked, "We have no ob-
jections to tennis groupies, as long
as they're cute."

Most 16-year-olds who enter
UCLA are usually wizards in
some field of math or science.
Tommy's distinction is that he
can play on a competitive basis
with all but a few players in
college tennis and thus he is a
valuable member on the UCLA
squad. Tommy says that he hasn't
found UCLA -tough academically
yet, but he's starting out with
Jazz, Italian, and Subject A.
Tommy had the dubious

pleasure of facing USC's" Sashi
Menon in his collegiate debut.
Despite the tremendous pressure
in a Bruin-Trojan showdown,
Tommy performed admirably in
a tough three-set loss. Just last
weekend, he garnered his most
impressive collegiate win
defeating UC Irvine's No. 1 man'
Bob Chappel, in the Southern
California Championships. Bob
says that Tommy is the family
clown "because he looks a bit like
Bozo."

Bob and Mike have played
doubles together almost since
toddling age and this has
sometimes presented problems.
"We have to be real excited when
we play because if one of us loses
his singles we have a tendency to
get down," Bob explains. All three
are political science majors and
Mike uses a poll sci teaching in

7/ one of us loses, it

seems like the other two
play poorly. ' . ^^

.

a3(«Sgr "It's sort of like the
domino theory. If one of us loses
It seems like the other two play
poorly." That's exactly what
happened two weeks ago when aU
three lost their singles matches hi
use's 5A defeat of UCLA.

All three were excellent players
before entering UCLA, but there
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Art Supplies on A Uvoll
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Students' store

ucb
9»*H, ftportsw«or, b l«vd
ori tuppliw. a l«vd, ocfc^rmon union - 825-771

1

mondoys-fridoys 7,45a.m.-7:30p.m.; safurdoys 10-

battle. "I went to UCLA because
it's right down the street," said
Bob. "Also, coach Bassett is a
grwt coach. He's the best for
condUioning, well-organized
practices and he's very loyal to his
players." Mike's second choice
was Stanford. "There was no
chance of me going to SC. It's a
bad area and I just don't like it for
some reason." After Bob and
Mike enrolled at UCLA there was
little doubt where Tommy would
go and he comments, "I guess
most coaches assumed I would go
to UCLA because coach Bassett
was the only one who took an
interest in me. He went out of his
way to be nice tome the past three
years."

The Kreiss brothers practice
hard and long and their effort is
rewarded with extensive travel
and many satisfying triumphs.
Mike Kreiss has been to South
Afnca twice and on the last trip he
defeated Tom Edlefsen, No. U in
the U.S., and Mark Cox, Great
Britain's No. 1 player. Bob Kreiss
won the prestigious Junior
Wimbledon Championship and

Tommy
ranks No iCalifornia

le-yelVj^J
and No. 5 ^^' boy,

nationally. "Jte

There have aNn .

^jsappointing 't^'
.PJayed three bad m?*"^

"> he dual m^t^fi^
Jro^ns at theu t"^Sandy Mayer ofV>^
Menon in the I^^^"
collegiates. ^J«»

Mike has lost \v.
already this ye^J*'^? I

Bohi^stedt.TKj^^^
n^eet again today inr«T
tournament. "He "„'?

l^^"

a player. I've had i"^'
wms, but so'eSM^ay real weU agains

;^l
said Tommy would likeLhis losses 10 J\l€nri,
GroslimondoflSr.'"^'
team play.

^^^rd^,,

But these are iiKf u
setbacks and ^X^""rwm figures u. Ce
additions before thei
come to a close,

; oarsmen
Friday, May 19. 1972
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^^H.;;-
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'i^^^^H

.'^jfl ^^^^PpT^i ^B
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Tommy, Bob and Mike Kreiss

Th«»'« a natural cmipliitfi*atro

in tho Sculpturo Goition.

A porfoct placo (or a portablo
•tog*, a pontomino family,

and muaic A doligfat for

•yMond

Com* onjoy a frM noon concoft . .

.

i
fiumcr

wHh oTuaic p»Horm«d on both
»• harpsichord and harmonium

™"w>AT-iiiiT tg-^Yi NOON scuLPrniii: ojuidbh

South<Eaat ond. noor Graduate Sobeol of BuainoM Adinini«tr<^<'"

y •rranf.menl of UCLA CommHiM on Fln« Arts Production

and ttudont Cofnmmee for the Arts

pe for Western Sprints upset
Bv Oaic Andrews " ^

"^
By Craig Andrews
DBSpMrtt Writer

day of reckoning has arrived. UCLA crew
Jerry Johnsen will finally discover just how
his oarsmen have improved over a thus-far

"re season when the Bruins 'get their second,

ussibly last, chance to upset heavily-favored

ington at the Western Sprint Championships
jay at Long Beach.

lalistically,'* Johnsen reflects^ "a win is not

1 our grasp unless we row the best race we have
•owed. We will have to give it everything we've
even make it a race."

Bruins expect to make it ckise, hoping to

lize on two weeks' hard practice after the
^ in Seattle when they were blown off by
iding champion Washington.^ ^^

v.

Johnsen feels that the varsity shell may peak
; race. '*We now know what it feels like to row

[enough and hard enough to win. Whether we can
cate 6ur workout efforts under Regatta con-
^s is the only question."

final obstacle faced by the UCLA oarsmen is

Tience. But Johnsen sees improvement even
t facet. ''Our stroke and captain Jack Salyer is

ly asserting himself as a leader and also Tom
er is finally coming around and developing into
M)at's driving force."

i^u
^»eni. we will have to stay in contrni '»

wonH be by any more than one ^ond " ' '

The varsity lightweights meanwhile will be

wU hopefully improve both rhythm and timiM

SraTcCS.^'^'^ °' --«'"« '--Sfe
Lineups: "' *

^^^^^^'-'^^i\ol^^^^ '^-scoe. warren
loxwa.n Sam GlasbarS

'V^^ver, Joel Coster, Jack Salyer an^

i#

ASTONED?"
Got the Munchies

CALL Pizza Man
"Jit U^diotxx"

2118 Westwood Blvd.

Fried Chicken, Pizia, BBQ Spare Ribs, BBQ Chicken
Losagne. Spoghetti, Sondwiches, Plus all the extra goodies.

All

wain Rod iohnson
Pa<lsa<Jeck., Chari.e Jackson and cOx

roxwa.n Herb Molano
Z^chlm, John Jensen, Kevin Curran.

ArCj^^s'i^^lT.eve'BoNmaT'RoK*?^ '^*^»^ Breeding. Dave
.oxwarPete RcSmsS, '

°^ -'"'^''' J*'" Everett, Mark Ellis, Ir^

piiios mode fr«h to order, any combination. "Half & half

'

_^Whynot?l Order, for Pick Up ready in 1 5 min.

1

Off on any
large pizza

1

or large bucket

,
ofcfiicken

y^ '

^
" dinner

Thu coupon good thru Thurt.. May 18. 1972

Off on orty

medium pizza.

riZZfl niftn <>'' 'P<>9h*tti dinner

u

*».-4

Just pick up your phone!!

475-6464

til

440— Smi
(UCLA)> V4

(O).

880 — R.
Clendon (Oh
(UCLA).
Mile —

(OSU
(UCLA).

three,'

(0)/Hr

"Hutchison (W$U),
(OSU)./
440 lfel#|«- use.

Shof

(CAI
fO), Borden (O'

t>>^^;Pre#onta»r

iOSU),llMisL4CA

(CAD, Wilkh
-A); \ii#^6)> Goi

^ (W),|P|itslund (W), Ban
(C^Li^ qaiSj^ CO), F4nd»^4)^

imp— Moore (tth Bendixen (tt|LA), ft,

^lams (USC), Jackson (USC), Blackllin (0),
^way^CAL). J^

^'
MfHi Jump — Fletcher iuvi-m&I
ILA), Hill (O), Wooils (OSU),

teVa Bryde(W),
III! (W), %kala (UCLA),

field (|)
trips Jwrtflp B'.nt', (U:

^-^AL). .J^c-

"^ '*'fHams (USt

n^i(t th^ $e/ne .

»:k»^l»i^. »i.'.^* » »f.>«*T, .»v«-Oi>.s,;#w. if>

International

Cfilici Pcit
MANNNCIM FES'IVAL

ChO'ca ol Oirtclor*

CANNtS rtlTIVAL

THE ORIGINAL LAST POETS

waam
I

./ ^
iBiEtt,'

Pone one
to keep to carry

ACTUAL SIZE
PRINTS dVi"
AND 2W
SQUARE

RCOISTCRCO TKAOCMAKR OF SNCMSON RCSCANCH« INC.

BONUS PHOTO processing
gives you an extra wallet

print with every regular

print on your roll.

i'l?

ALSO

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD

cowrioiMCE

BRAND
NAMES

, fATitrAcrrtow,

LEAVE 126. 127, 120. or
620 KODACOIOP FIIM AT

WESTWOOD DRUG
951 W«#wood toulcvord Lot AngvlM, 90034

477-2027 or 2724994

Fr«« D«llv«ry

I' - —

angela: portrait of a

revolutionary

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
MAY 22 AND 23
RIGHT ON - 7 30 PM
ANGFLA: PORTRAIT OF A
REVOLUTIONARY 930

50<OFF OF NORAAAL PROCESSING PRICE
Plus

A FREE ROU OF KODACOLOR FIIM OF THE SAME SIZE

SUBMIHED FOR PROCESSING III

COUPON EXPIRES JUNE 15

inner City Theatre 735-1581
1615 W. Washington Blvd. (.it Vermontl

.D> ,

'•41
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Friday. AAavm 197?

'*' fif'

r
(Paid Advertisement)

^•
^- -

.

ATTENTION
UCIA PRtlAWSOCIETY MEMBERS

'^•V

Mr. Joseph Busch will be speaking today q\ noon in Bunche
Hall - Room 2168. Your attendance is requested.

'(Paid Advertisement)

University Catholic Center

MASS: SUNDAY of 9 & 11 a.m.

6:15 & 7:30 p.m.
and of 5 p.m. at the Lutheran Chapel

Strathmore & Gayley

The Center is open daily from 9 to 5 and 7 to 10 pm

.
- 840HILGARD 474-50 15

> .yi
^
i»wii« w i» III

, «wf iii i ^ vJ I

usic of the '70's

„•-•-'.
. i-_

,, .. ><.^-4 \
'All* ,iti V.*; A/1 *k iT\i, i *»

to feature
Tlday. M»y 19. 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 19.

orks of various w6men composers
By Heidi Yorkihire ^«_: . .. . _ '

^
co^lij^^Tes

>.
»«

An evening of hilarious comedy with
^f

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

1^

IAN HICKS and his NOT LICKS
intfodttciflf DAN CA8SIDY

•im SAT. MAY 27 s pm

T. u . *".?•!?* •'•»•"'••« « 15.50, 14.50, 13.50
Tickets avalable at all TICKETRON OUTLETS Including all~ May Co. Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and

Santa Monica Civic Box Office (393-9961)

I'rodiKrd hy (;()\( I Kl Ass(m

I ( Paid Advertisement)

DANCE
-May 20; a?-8:45-^m at the URC auditorium $2
per person. Net proceeds will be donated by
the Hlllel Council at UCLA to the Nan Free-
man Memorial Fund of the United Farm Wbrk-
ers Organizing Committee. We urge you to
support this cause.

^^^ HILLEL COUNCIL AT UCLA
~~^~

''^iMousiy fiiwMUi^
MnM and supeittyexBGUM
^MMainnioiit. rfgm on taiiieL'

-Judith Crist, New York iMagazine

'IVmXlew Breed
01 Gal Babyr

l^f^RODUCING

He's X rated and animated!
Jerry OroM ^retewit . "FRITZ THf CAT" • A OMm KrJu PrnA^iinn . »—

^

MTIONAI UmUit

- OX .
MllWIMMmiMl

•Vt«V DAY ia-M. tM^Tjb. •«•.
Me. leiMMt IMOMI«NT>MOW

NATIOMAL OfNEHAL'!

ARIB

tOMPM tMurtf^r MM •»!«•«

MONIOHT SHOW AT 1} M AM
miOAV * aATUAOAV

6tii

MQWEEK
OLYMPIC D(HVE-IN
Los Angeles- 477-9817

••wnMuifionnn-
Soutli|il|.S64-1137

AlteMfWIMIIieiAMCCMIlTV.

to.cauTnjizAf
CostiltoM-549-33S2

CIIKMLAMI
MMm 635-7(01

<N»*JU#»e*»»>i

SING ALONG WITH BITCH- Mike Nichols' "Who's
Afraid of Virginia WooH?", «dth Elizabtth Taylor
and Richard Burton, and Francis Ford Coppola's
"You're A Big Boy Now/' with music by the Uvin'
tt

Spoonful, will screon Friday, AAav io I* , " ***^
WtHar. 147. Admission $1 SensorJir^ ^^
Commission.

sponsored by the FibFilm

RockjazzandOthercontemporarysounds

By Heidi Yorkshire

DB SUff li'riter ^

[program of music totally composed by women
be presented here next Friday night by the Los
jeles Philharmonic Orchestra as the last concert

leir Music for the Seventies series. The concert

;30 pm, will be held in Royce Hall Auditorium,

le concert, which is the only one of its kind that

ever been performed by the Los Angeles or-

stra, is also a first for a major symphony in the

ted States. It will inchide works by six female
iposers. four Americans, one English, and one
ish.

• Program

luegro con Fuoco, by Amy Marcy Cheney, will

|[in the program. The allegro is a movement from
mey's Symphony in E Minor, the first symphony
Itten by an American woman, which was
fmiered by the Boston Symphony in 1876.

W movements from Ruth Crawford's String

^rtet (1931) arranged for string orchestra wiU
ktinue the program. Crawford composed until her

marriagetofolkoristCharlesSeegerinlWi She wasthe mother of folk singer Pete^eger
Contradiiiooe. by Grazyna Bacewicz, and Maslc^jr Och^r. u. by Elizabeth LutyemT^tXasTb^

performed next FYiday. Lutyens, one of theiS«ipromment of all English compost o^ne^f^

R^il "".^"r*" " ^*« composed in 19S2Bacewicz studied at the Warsaw CoiK«^atory amiwon an mternational prize at Uege in^i '

nx A I.T .
Elegy for RFK

Gladys Nordenstroms worit. Elegy for Robert F
eZ. ' '"L

"^"'"^ ^ ^ prSrammtd TieEulogy^itten m 1968 after Kennedy's death wasEw/ Dartmouth in 1969 .ISuterperf^S

wf™n*"'^r *" One Movement by Elizabeth RemickWarren wiU conclude the program. The Symphonywas commissioned by Stanford UniveSuT^d
premiered in 1970. Warren, who was bom in LosAngela, attended Westlake School for Giris and

t^i^o f^'^T ^"^ *^^ ^^V^^ the carrilliontheme for the chunes at the Music Center.

\<

Jazz Ensemble to perform Tuesdav B^'"' w'^^*'s on comeS naturally
Soing to be entertainment Affair, rnmm «•«{«« ^fi,^c»„^"ii u..__ ' ^,.;^^^»itfaiued from Page 21) ---——~ Portraits, and other Hano.UM." r..i«..^ .. -._. . .

"It's going to be entertainment,
not esoteric."

Director Gary Gray chose the
adjective entertainment as the
most descriptive for the upcoming
spring concert of the Jazz En-
semble. The free concert, which
will be sponsored by the Cultural

Affairs Commission of the Student
Legislative Council (SLC), will be
at noon, Tuesday, in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom.
According to Gray, the concert

will be composed "of jazz, rock
and other contemporary sounds."
Tlie Ja2z Ensemble came into

ago and now exists as two 8member bands. The aim rfV*course, said Gray in a DBttS*

skills with an eye toward woZ
as pop mstrumentalists

"

Ensemble^ music ranges
frttt--^zz m a Count Basie - QuZ

Jones style through rocHS
Latm sounds, to Afro-Americaa

f.rf''^'°"'n"
^^"^ Ensemble

utilizes all forms of student

participation including perform.
mg, composing and arrangiM
Gray also emphasized that tbe

Ensemble is constanUy seekiof

new participants and it is "opeflto

all students who arfe interested

and have potential in their

medium."
Among the members of the

present Ensemble, there are such

individuals as Mary Fettig,

recipient of this year's $500 Frank

Sinatra Award and Jeff Stillman,

who often performswith Bobby

Sherman. Director Gray is i

member of several movie aod

television orchestras. He has

recorded for television com-

mercials as well as many network

shows and pop recordings for

Columbia Records. Gray is

presently a performing member

of the orchestra for "Applause"

The upcoming concert is» in-

tended to emphasize the ver-

satility and variety of styles ex-

plored by the Ensemble. All in-

terested people are invited to

attend the free concert.

thiued from Page 21)

.0 GPA to pick up a AAortar

rd information sheet in the

tar Board mailbox^ located

ide Kerckhoff 304-C, before

day.

hiblts: "
Nude Figureli, Self-

Portraiti, and Other Hang.Ups,"
an exhibition of paintings,
graphics, and drawings by Rush
Whitfe and Steve Jong, in the
Kerckhoff second floor gallery
through today.

—"Image and Identity: The
Role of the Mask in Various

f<

Cultures," designed to generate
awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their
association with man's cultural
history, through iune 3 In the
Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday.

Save

the

trees - -

Today's PB on recycled paper
oo-'

•*i.

''4

T.-, -, . I

/, J

Mm »iiwir liieatre' sei
Ac'irrc^siS'nM:^"''^.i^'^ ^^^r^tr.
1340.

'*'"• "*^^""™«*y •«» Friday in aiacgowan ItaU

Vietnam war ^^^ ^ *"P"*» "^^ '"elto** about tS

partsofaptaycalted^^i^?"^ *? "«?« «»»« This includes

the strike acUvities here
^' "«»«*««• »Mt Friday, after

Correct answer for

Wednesday,May 17

ILIAIR1DMM|0|P|
'ntiQH aHr§ mm

MEM9EH FOIC

WEST
INDIES

BIGSUR

f=i[3i'niB(»:aa„|Bii9
HMD ginnraii

m^ ^ » "•(Paw Advtrtl»«m«nt) -

BENEFIT CONCERT
for Sovi«» J«ws Featuring:
Yoal Don. lsro«li .tor curf.«rty « J.rk:ho Club

H^vo 4 Dovki l«ro.n tor. curraoHy of Hopur»dokRJckay Coonc. of »h« GroM Root.
Contor Boruch Cohen
Eddl. Sorron. comic froriuMlomI Booch

TEMPLE ISAIAH 1 0345 w... y^^ BouUvord
8:30 p.m. SAnjRDAY, MAY 20

$2.50 / pTw>n of tho door

Answer to Wednesdaj^^spjBriel

"riESEICES
Photographs by

Lelond D. Rice

A^ 13- June 4

HOURS:
Thursday 2 5 pm
SatSunlSpm

and by appolr»tm«ni

I
is3f.l/2W»»twoodSlvd.

^k ITALY CENTRAL
AMERICA

ROMANIA

more than 11,000

ellj$ible employees of
University of California

pay their auto insurance
by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten bv
California Casualty.)

loin Them!

^r^r

For a "no c*ligatlon" rate quotation,
call the office nearest you, collect.

Calfornia Casualty
Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach

981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

riic iMiisical Sensation ot the Seventies'

JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR

OpcniniiJune2X
HMHHBHHBii^^^ ^'^^^^^s^is^^^^^

1 J H. * j>ft V- \^,:^\

r rf*

BOX OFFICE OPENS MAY 22
Universal Studios - 10 am to 6 pm - Every Day "

'

Tickets oh sale at all Mutual and Liberty Agencies, Wallich's Music City

Stores and So. Calif
. Music Co. ~ 637 S. Hill - Los Angeles.

OPENING NIGHT Wed., June 28, 1972; 8:45 pm; Price: $7.50, $6.50, $5.50

TUES. thru THURS. and SUNDAY; 8:45 pm; Price: $6.50, $5.50, $4.50

FRI. A SAT.; 8:30 pm; Price: $7.50, $6.50, $5.50

FRI. 4 SAT.; 11:30 pm; Price: $6.50, $5.50, $4.50

Previews Tuesday. June 20 thru Tuesday, June 27 (except Monday)

Same times -$1.00 less than regular performances.

FOR THEATER PARHA 6R0UP SALES INFORMATION PHONE (213)980-9343

thc^mphltheot^, universal City. Opening June 28

For information, phone (213) 980-9421 ©1972 Univarui city studios, inc.

Tks Anpliitlisattr is m sutdsor tktatir to don't foriit ts drttt wamly.

Tickets available by mail through July 30, 1972.

^- -i-

'\~

I
Enclose a tclf-p^r^itrJ ttampcj cnvclopv witt> check or moiiev order payable I

L|<««The AfnpH|ch«ater. P.O. Box 8679, Ur>iver»al City. California 91606.
{

I
No. of mmmtm Mce each t ^Total $

I
Performance date: Ur chaU-r 2nd choke

I

I Note: for Friday aitd Saturday performance indicate time detucd
I

V
I ..

RaKiI' '

. 3rd choice.
I

ADDRESS

ffAtE ZIP

ITOFJTisirr NIGHT TSaT
D 5/12 I

1-—

M

»'J

hi"

M.—.»< Ill .

... ^ .
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PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
NOW ENROLLING

Preparation for tests required for admission to

post graduate sct>ools.

Sm session courses - smaller groups
Unlimited tape lemons »or review
Course material constantly updated
Home study material prepared by experts m each field

w en

B

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^^mmmm. Since 1 938

In Los Angeles Area (2 1 3) 273- 1 890
1736 Westwood Boulevard

POSTERS $5.98

2x3 FT. 24HR SERVICE

16 X 20 PKOOF SHEET $4.00

,_^,. r-

w
•M - *t

CUSTOM FINISHING ON PREMISES

STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL DARKROOM SUPPLIES

IPIt- i-

%

Wmi PHOTO SHOP
10909 KINROSS AVENUE

- IN THE VILLAGE 479-6 1 32

\^'l

4
<lr'-

i:

'\i

I

I

I

I

I

I

GOING TO EUROPE?
THEN ECONOMIZE WITH VOLKSWAGEN

USE OUR 3 POINT PLAN AND SAVE!
1. Bank financing available.
2. Return your car by the LOWEST special

shipping prices on the West Coast.
3. Have your car cleaned, polished and

lubed at our expense on return.

All These Arrangements and Others in
One Stop and One Office

RALPH CUTRIGHT VOuTsWAGrN'lNC
2440 Santa Monica Blvd., Sdnta A/U>nica • 829-1 888

^klme

Street
. —-—IZZZZZIII~~

City__
PHone.

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

We will have these What
i

..•^

^.

%

> /"Ul

\ \k

V
'../.K

COUNTRY GAZETT^3wlttibanjo7^
,,^^

guitar performed by members from Flying Burrito students with phito m t!1?1' *lu^ '"^'^
^'•"'itN

Brothers. Kentucky Colonels and Bill Monroe, 8 pm, C«S ^the ^^^^
^'' '^ ^^^ '*^» Coffee^Monday, Buenos Ayres Room, Recreation Center. ^ ^ ^

(Continued from Page 24)

Bankhead, John Hodlak and
Wllljam Bendix, 7 and 9:30 pm,
today, Westwood Film Society,
1730 Westwood Blvd
—"Music for Millions/' 1945

Academy Awards, featuring
AAargaret O'Brien, June Allyson
and Jjmmle Durante, 6:30 and
9:30 pm, tonrrorrow, Westwood
Film Society, 1730 Westwood
Blvd.

sciences, 1 pm. Graduate School
of AAanagementr

Seminars:
Friday/ AAay 19
—"Public Goods" by Bryan

Elllckson, assistant professor of
economics; presented by the
Interdisciplinary colloquium on
mathematics in the behavioral

—"The Prospects for Power"
by David W. Olive, L.F. Hunt
professor of electric power
engineering, USC, 2 pnn, eoelter
B500

- - "^
—"Gunn Domain Formation in

indium Antimonide^' by Helmut
Helnrlch, associate professor of
physics, Lakehead University,
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada,
3: 30 pm, Boelter 8500.
—"Applied Combinatorics" by

H. Ryser, professor of
mathematics, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, 4 pm,
MS 6627.

—"Report on Baku Con-
ference," by C. Fronsdal, physics
department, 3 pm, Kinsey 247.

New deadlines^
~*^'' P**Py "« '« » ^ published for on-going
activities from AAay 27 - June 15 must be in theDB office no later than 3 pm, Monday May 22.— The last issue of the DB for this quarter is May

- The first issue of the DB for first Summer
Session is June i«. The paper will be issued twice
weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays), with only one

surmr*t!"'
<'=''''*«y»> <«"rtng the secondSummer Sessions.

,

Submit all copy typed, triple spaced, with

t^reXne"**
''"**• ^^^ """^ ""* *** submitted by

„ """Transcendental
Mwjilaib

•t Taught by /^harisrXSS

-"Ireland," slide show u
discussion, 8 pm, MS 4000A
-"An Approach to Women it

Renaissance Florence," by L
Martinez, 3 pm,AckermanUnk»

Sunday, AAay 21
—"Qaii Salim,"

personal

emissary of Pakistani Presidot
All Bhutto will Speak at 2:M|)iii

Sunday at the International

Student Center. Salim, tl«

secretary-general of the Paldstani

Human Rights Association, b

making a visit to the United Stain

to explain the new domestic and

foreign policy of Pakistan.

AAonday, AAay 22 "

-:_„—"An Extended Mixing-LemtH

Approach to Problems of Con-

vection," by Roger K. Ulrich,

assistant professor of astronomy,

4 pm> MS 8118.

—"The Transcendent Sharing li

Am biva lence as Love," by Carl k

Faber, lecturer in psyctiology/

and staff member, Studwf

Counseling Center, 8 pm, Didcscn

Art Center 2160. Tickets are Mi

and $1.75 (students):.

EC:
Friday, AAay 19

—"Nature of the Soul/' 7:»

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 211.

—"The Dances of Unlversil

Peace-Sufi Dancing/' 7:30 10 pm

(Continued on PipflH

I
"

Bruin Band Bonner Bearers

VICTORY BELLES
for

1972-73 Football Season

will have

Practices: May 17, 1 8 & 22

Tnyouts: May 23
(3:00 - 5:00 on ail days)

Volleyball Field on West Side of Pauley

kHCERL^SSOCi

^.
y^

I ,'

H-

"'^^l)imi^

mm FRI. MAY 26
CKNTKR 8 PM

ALL SIATS RESERVED AT $•.. S.. 4.
Tickets availabit at ill TICKCTRON OUTLETS Including «ll

M«y Co.. Montfomtrv W«rd A Sears Stores; So. Cal. Music Co.

637 So. Hill, all Mutual Afftncies, Walllch's Music Citv Stores

•nd Anaheim Convtntlon Center Box Office. (714) 635-5000

,y'

» \ jf^
-%

^

remember
IfktMBPageSi)

Ittie Sea, 1245 4th St.,

Ilea.

^natonny of tlia Human
' 3:30-5 pm, GSM

ilini Yoga/' 5 pm.
Upstairs Lounge. ; -

Ings:

May 19

itional Educatfon/' 9

Kerckhoff 400.

IS," noon, Ackerman

itian Students/' noon^

Union 3517.

|ijm Students/' 12-3 pm.
Union 3564.

Commission," 2-5 pm.
Union 2412.

anian Student
Jtion,"3-6pm, Ackerman
17.

ire of ttie Soul/' 7:30-

Ackerman Union 2408.

:k Culture Week," 8:30-

kckerman Union Grand

ly/May 20

ranian Student
iation," 11:30-2 pm,
in Union 3517. - —
ick Theater," noon,

ft Upstairs Lounge,

h t n e s e St udt nf
fion," 1-6 pm, Ackerman
)8.

(talt Workshop," 7-11 pm,
Ian Union 3517.

, May 2T"
'"'^''

\

;CHA," 1-6 pm, Kerckhoff

Lounge.

Cfubs:

, May 19

ith^ Yoga Club," noon,

rs Gym 200.

mis Club," 2-4 pm. South

irate Club," 5-7 pm,
^s Gym 200.

»do Club," 1-3:30 pm,
|al Activities Center B 146.

:ial Dance Club," 11 am,
's Gym 200.

lountaineers," noon,
jst Corner of Moore Hall

lay. May 20

tarn Handball Club," 2-

I, Women's Gym 200.

icrosse Club," will meet
>ple City Lacrosse Club, 2

leld 1116.

rganic Garden Club," 10
jrtlcultural Gardens.

iV/ May 21

lan Folk Ensemble," 2-10
)men's Gym 122, 105, 200.
loor Soccer Club," 10 am,

J's Gym 200.

irate Club," 10 am, AAen's

)ccer Club," 10 am. Soccer

tricket Club," 10 am,
' Pitch.

icrosse Club," 1-5 pm,
16.

Correction 1

Delphi" (The Brothers)^ presented Wednesday,
31, and not next Wed-

>y as stated in yesterday's
' Bruin.

Et cetera:
—"The Extramural Programs

and Opportunities Center," an-
nounces a new service this week.
For the use of students who want
or need to attend summer school

.this summer, the Center has
assembled a collection of 1972
summer class offerings at more
than five hundred accredited four
year colleges and universities
around the country. The new
summer school catalogue
collection can be consulted In the
EXPO Center (Kerckhoff Hall
176) weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm.

—"Gimmick Car Rallye," 7:30
pm, today, starting from Rancho
Park Recreation Center Parking
Lot, on Motor Ave., one-half block
south of Pico Blvd. Registration
will begin at 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm,
the first call will leave at 7:30 pm.
The entry is $3.00 per car, for
further Information call 397-4088.

—"Finals Exams Seminar,"
1:15-5 pm, Wednesday and
Thursday, Social Welfare 271

Preregistratlon necessary, call
ext. 57744.

-"Central City YMCA," needs
15 male counselors to work In
summer camp session, from July
8 through July 15 with boys ages 9-

12 years; 90 per cent Chlcanos.
Counselors must be 18 years or
over. Each will work with 7-8
boys. Interested persons should
contact the EXPO Office (Kerck-
hoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Forms available in Bunche 4252 or
4289.

—"Travel companions."
Persons seeking companions for
overseas travel this summer can
contact one another by posting
cards on the bulletin board In front
of the EXPO Center (Kerckhoff
176).

—"Mortar Board," national
honor society for senior women,
invites any woman who has at
least 135 units by fall quarter and

(Continued^bii Page 19)

ACROSS
1. Tranquil
_5. Feminine

name
9. Greek

letter
12. Exchange

premium
13. Poker

stake
14. Possesses
15. Versifier
17. Fortify
18. Headwear
19.1^00

coverings
21. Strength
24. Insinua-

tion
25. Above
26. Traffic

violators
39. New

Zealand
parrot

31. L4u:ge
'—

animals
32. Menu

item
33. Pleads
85. Network

-

40. Medley
42. Conjunc-

tion
43. Family's

dwelling
48. Over-

whelm
49. God of

By Eugene Sheffer

DO¥m
1. H^dwear
2. Past

50. Austen
novel

51. Spread
hay

52. Trading
center

53. Destruc-
tion

3. Norwe-
gian
statesman

. 4. Parent
5. Spar

r 6. Ins^pts
7. Shosho-
nean
Indian

8. Bowlers
9. Hired

10. Listen
carefully

11. Doctrines

Average lime of eolalioai 2S Min.

36. Search
37. Portends
38. City in

Belgium-

snaa saijiaa

RiAIPiyLIUITIEISI
^Q1QB3 SQSIS

> V DBF L U T T PiRiyi
sMsm BOSS 'smm-

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

16. Swiss
river

20. Conjunc-
tion

21. Jab
22. Furnace
23. Survived
24. Pronoun
26. Chair ^
27. Caress
28. Routine
29. Perceives
31. English

philoso-

pher --
34. Operate
35. Supporter
37. Twice
38. Insect
39. U.S.

inventor
49. Hebrew

* measure
41. For

fear
that

44. Money
of
account

45. Large
bird

46. Friend
(Fr.)

Dailey

Friday/May 19. 1972
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Bit 0' Scotland

FISN&
CHIK
SHMMF
CHICKEN-
OINNftS

TAKE OUT

LUNCHEON & OINNEI SEKVICE
to Private Groups

Op«n Tues through Sun — < pm till t pm
Friday n 30 am till t: 30 pm

CLOSED MONDAY
193S WESTWOOD BLVD W.LA

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WEDDING

BANDS

\

:V-I

lOO's uf Wedding Band ideas |
?od floor location insures low prices I

University Mfg. Jewelers
1007 Broxton Suite 34 |

GRta977 >

»P*iH Arlv«»rti^«»m#nt)^.^ :^ KKAin Anv«»rTi^«»m#nt) M^^^H^^M^H^^iMiii^iMB^^

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVEtING

. 2 lUS. WEST OF DOKMS
Rides from dorm circlej 8:20 a.m. & 9:50 o m

SUNDAY BIBLE STUbV 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M
"Come OS you are. God loves you; so do wel"

479-3645 For tnore inloe JoA Tober. Choploin 823^248

JWn MilllllCE FOR GOUEBE SIIIDENTS

1'

J

If you are (!) at l^ast 2r^d (2) have had auto insurance for
the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car Being
a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable
dnvmg record. Put these happy coincidences together and Itr
likely that ypu qualify for rates that average 35% below stan-
dard prlces.'^^^^^'^'^^^--^'^'^^"^"'"''^'''^

SL „ „

And in case you don't fit this description, call our local office
anyv!«y. We just spent six yeors working with the auto insurance
indushY on behalf of college shidents. We think we con help.

PNONe: 45M3I3

College siDdeni iNSHraice service
726 Santa AAonica Blvd. (*202) Santo AAonico. Calif. 90401

' *{

FREE COLOR GATAL06

THE FINEST SELECTION OF
/CAMPING, SKIING, .

MOUNTAINEERING--^~~^
EQUIPMENT

LOWCO-OP PRICES
DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS
FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

RECREATIONAL
c EQUlPhAfHl. INC

1525- IITHAVE. DEPT. UUL
SEAHLE, WASHINGTON 98122

«il III; ( ( )\( \SS( M

VIENNESE JL IS iider

NEW MMieEMENl
|resses~Sporf$weorr-yordoge for iOV^, LOWprices

N^WMERCHANDISE WEEKLY
COME TO SEE US, CHECK OUR PRICES.

I'PI Tilt Ai II Fil I SPECIIL 1IZ IISCIINf
^^r^r\Q the month of Moy

n 38 WESTWOOD BLVD. -"In the village" 479-9055
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ADVERTISING OFFICES "T^
KerckhoH Hall 111
Phone: ni-n7\

Classificil advertisinf rattt
IS words-Si SO day, S consccttttvt

insertions - SS.M
Payable in advance

DEADLINE lOrMam. •*
'

No teleplNme orders
THE Daily Bruin gives full support to ttic

University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not bo made
available to anyone wIm, in affordinf
housing to students or offering iebs« ^_
discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,

'

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of tite services p'fered here.
For assistance with housing discrimination.^
problems, call: UCLA Housing Offict MLft—

'

44«l ; Westside Fair Housing 473-0«4f . i -,

Help Wanfed . 8 y^^^^ ^^^^^ .....: [3 Y !*^'"'^« Offered . ;. .

.

FOREIGN Students with good command of

English for translating. (714) SM-0SfS/(2l3)
43riHl (IM23)

PART-time summer iob in ice processing
plant, S3.2S t3.00/hr. 733-St77, 29J-I904. (I M
»)

JOBS/TEMPORARY
EARN XTRA DOLLARS

n*^ -i«<«f> VOLT

Y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

,
service xerox

kerckhoff ]2i

_82 5o6M

yf Church Services ..... 4

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),
Silent worship. Sun , I) AM, Umv. YWCA.
574 Hilgard, visitors welcome 472 79S0.

Y Personal

SPEN-CER: Discovered a great time
machine Will visit Chaucer; Dante Milton
this summer m English 1S7. Arrie, Summer
SE^ssion 1248 Murphy. . ' (%SMIV)

-.-fgEGNAN T ? Neid help? Call Lifeline, 9I1-

NEO Primal Therapy Interested in turning
on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
254 4141 /4n lor eves, 2S7 7M2. ($'M24)

UCLANS (M/F), triifiUugEurfloe. Summar
TT^; informal get together, for information,
4788»49(9 n PM) ($M23)

KOSHER sandwiches available at the Oasis
Room in Ackerman Un»an Chabad House (SM 23)

DEBBIE and Daryl, Thank you for con
tribufing your kegling prowess to the Middle,
Earth Dynasty Bruce and Bill (5M 19)'

THANK you baby It's great being 22 and in
love with you ! k P. Y

( S M 19)

PERitoNAL to prosecuted: You shouldn't
have told the ludge that lustice is blind.
When your 30 days ~ are up, enroll in
Philosophy 157. Summer Session I24t
Murphy (SM19)

>/ free . .

LARGE dog Mastiff needs good home and
room to run Kittens available, too? 374-

221̂ (FRM19)

VHe/plVonfed...:. .. d-

TEMPORARY summer positions for en-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 3M-
a^«. ^ LIM2AJ

MANAGEMENT Young International
company needs aggressive men ahd women
With management potential. Part/full time
Mr Genovese, (213) 780 7S8A (iM2«)

VARIETY of part time |ob openings. Guys
or girls call Services Unlimited, 475 9521. (•M 19)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn uptoS40 a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 471-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

SSOO cash paid to auto lire specialist helping
substantiate my claim to General Motors
"*'''** (IMIf)

JcI^kJ^k^-".'"
•'"*' "* '**''^*' sandwiches -

cstablishi'd territories S50 40/wk for IJ.lS/hrs a wk or S2 25/hr Full time summer,

821 3034 alter 6 o'clock (•M23)

MEN Part/full time positions, WE A I

GOOD child care in my home. Reasonable

lolV,^, ^^ *"*" Vicinity 20th A Wilshire
Jv«J7*7^ (•M22)
NEED^ 10 8*lvvn»«rviewing now General
Foods Cosmetic Division Teach A tram newmake up techniques. Full/pt 271 M4S. (tM

TELEPHONE SOLICITING
Verify Appointments

No Selling Pleasant Working Conditions
Top Pay Plus Bonus - part time

Call *$7 4340
between 1-3 PM

STENOGRAPHER Girl Friday Typing A
some shorthand. E Permanent pleasant
surroundings EkcpI oppor for right person
Mr. Kaqy, 870 44 U. JSH Electronics. 1549
HHNvra St , Culver City. (tMtt)

r.Uy.'l^
.'""'"*'°"^ "'^' '•" ^orh on cirr

'

:sX r'rn;ir;r?:..r;-r I
^ih'i;^s''j;i^5;i --^»-^*' »*£-);

.uZ?^ »«Mde* counscimg children, must

... .V. own s.irtion wagon Good pay 4$S
If MM)

' tl

INSTANT PERSONNEL
ISNOWINW.L.A.WITH
DOZENS OF TEMPORARY

ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGHOUT THE AREA
FORTHEFOLLdWING:
TYPISTS, SECRETARIES.

CLERKS, PBX; STOCK
CLERKS,

GENERAL LABOR.
REGISTER NOW-WORK WHEN
AVAILABLE
VOLT INSTANT PERSONNEL

2330 Westwood Blvd. Ste 200
474-^01

CLERKS A Typists. Immediate temporary
assignments. Office-Aide, 3807 Wilshire

-iV
S3. 50 PER Hour summer jobs moving fur-
niture. 12 units of college. Services
Unlimited, 475 952 1. (8M19}

MALE Part time liquor store stock and
...ll?!:!''P*r."l?.'??.'??.P?.Ht'.?n Start: $2.40/hpur.

Tuesday, Thursday K Saturday ,4^1 i "PM;
^ Wednesday, Friday, A Sunday, 4-11 PM.

Apply Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd

, Santa Monica, Monday thru
Friday, 8 AM 4 PM Prefer no long hair or
beards, mustache OK. (iMlS)

CASHIER part-time, weekends. Big 5
Sporting Goods, 1529 Wilshire. (8 M 19)

MEN Make big $ this summer. Talk to
single girls. Easy sales job. Terry, 933 7291.
''^ (8M24)

BABYSITTER (man, woman) 5 year old
girl 3 afternoons weekly. Own children ok.
Valli, 395 3904. , < (8M24)

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGER PROJECTIONISTS: $125 $150.
Some previous management experience
necessary 21 or over. Full time. Common
sense required A good current references. If

you don't have this, don't bother. No heads,
freaks, mtelhgeosia or movie buffs Must
speak and understand English language. If
still interested contact Mr. Shan Sayles;
Sayles Bros. Theaifres, 465 1273 or 4&5 1333.
Openings in WLA A Santa Monica. (8 M 23)

HOME earnings addressing mail. Details
send stamped, self addressed envelope and
2$c handling DE ECO 317 Box 9308, North
Hollywood, Ca. (8M19)

GIRL Pretty, 18 22, 5'7 " 5'10", long hair.Summer |ob /amusement park. $125 /wk
FlaireAgeifcy, 278 22^2. '

- (•M2S)

52 SO, less than i hr. Psychology exper.
Males only Involves mild shocks. Frani^^"^^^^ (8M25)

WOR^K Jfor a changes National non profit
rnviromental organuation needs students to
begin as fundraisers Hours 2 00 P.M. 10:00
P M Pirt time paid positions now full
time summer positions Citiiensfor a better
environcmcnt 9056 Santa Monica Blvd^ Call
lor appts 9 5p.m 274 9396 (11^19)

NEED driver, drive Oldsmobile, Detroit
area anytime before July 1, financial
arrangements open. Call Joel, 78S-S60e. (8 M
"251

FULL time summer lobs for girls. Call for
appointment. Services Unlimited. 47S-9S21(8M 19

)

DOORMEN, ushers $2.00 per hour Neat
appearance No heads, hips or freaks.
Evening IB years or older. Work Sat A Sun.
Apply 3 5 PM Mon Fri. Nuart Theatre, 11272
Santa Monica Blvd., West L. A. (8M23)

irs. y

-• • »

•

9.

FOUND one month ago, 1 year female partgerman shepherd Broken left ear. Leather
collar Free to good home. Sui, 473 4062
evenii.gs (9M24>

REWARD: Lost Research notebook on
Assays, May 16 from Parking Lot 8 to
Wilshire/Bundy S. A. Kaplan, MD, 825-
*'•' (9M24)

!?'«, FOUND: Two coin purses. Identify and pay^"> for ad Zoology Dept 2203 Life Sciences. (9M 1

VOdds & Ends. JO

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dolltpillows »^r»reness disks Uniquity, Box 990B V enice
.
»029

1 Phone >9 1 0933 ( 10 OTR >

c^ Ji J'm^? '••-^'V* !•' ••»* •» *•" Monica.

//o/'^icof
. ,

,

so^jfa^t ~^:::' p,;,7%'"'''; ^"^J^
Brooklyn NY 11302 **** ^^'

<'I M 26)

yfResearch Subjects Needed

1

1

•"f.^Sp.^P*"® '^ CIRCLES' MAYRc'• HELP MEDICAL SPAre 7"^
;^L.E ARCH MAKE S2'^U'ci;5,'pJ^S°S

(R'«N(V,,j';

NEED riders to New York City • S40. Leave
6 IS, drive straight through. Rich, 399
»S14. (13,

\'i

J Rides Wanted 14
^ • -. -'. .-. -- • ..,

TWO girls need ride LA to Boston around
June IS. Call eves, 76S-7037. ( 14 M 23)

RIDE wanted to Yellowstone or vicinity.
Early in June. Share driving and expenses.
836«24S3. * (14M24)

'r '
,

NEED ride to Houston, Texas after June
tOTh Will share expenses / drivinof Lucy,
<y^^'<» (14M22)

}/ Opportunities ... .

AUTO Insurance, lowost rates for studonts
or employees. Robort Rhoo, tJt-ri/O or 170-
9793 or 454 2544. (UQTR)

TELEVISION rental Spocial UCLA rAtos.
RCA models Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9)19. (UQTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insuranct ' for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobol,
7|1S$27. •73St)S. Eves. 7a).3SOt. ( U OTR

)

OPERATION Venus - LA's 1st V.D. Hotline
and Education Project • now needs enthused
volunteers. Application at dorm front desks
and A.U. Info, d^sk, level 1. (0PM 24)

STEREO excellent condition, H.K., BSR, 3-

way speakers. Must sell, need bread. 477-

7684."^ (15/W»9f

SILVA MIND CONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

Ollrts ALPHA BRAIN WAVE
Methods, Relaxation, Subjective

Communication,

FXAMINATION TECHNIQUES.
SrII Control No ^Aachlnes.
STUDENT RATES Free
Literature Next class beqins

>ATURDAY.MAY?OTH
\\\\\ O'kolly, 473 4048, 6 PM

^UG
17 L0N0Of</LA 11^'^

JUNE 25 LA/LON/AMST-j,!;;^
SEPT 11 LONDON/LA 7?^*

ASSORTED apt. furniture, cheap. Hide a-

bed, S3S 'sso desk, marble dining table, etc.

477 2144. (15M23)

NEW Pentax 6x7 A access. Autoflash, Linhor
tripod. Durst enlarger, etc. 473-7772. (15 M
23)

KELVINATOR Foodarama side by side 16'

refrigerator/freezer. Warranty, best of-

fer/SlOO; 475-2594 eves. (ISM If)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate in valley, after
S PM, 780 4349, days, 785 3154. Broker. (15 M
26)

SAMOVED pups, AKC, Shots, wormed;
champion sired, S75. 474-4953, evenings. (IS
M

THESIS Covers while u-wait; soft or hard-
bound, $1.50 - S3. 50. Hamilton Reporductions,
11906 Wilshire. 477-7SI1. {HMU )

UNIVERSAL Principles can unfold your
higest potentials. Send for free synopsis
Gateway PoB 69323 LA. 90069. (16M19)

^UNE 28 LA/LONDON
AUG 17 LONDON/LA

JULY 9

AUG 27
LA/LQNDON

LONOON/LA

PROFESSIONAL 'documentation services
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 387 1 548, call anytime. ( 16 M
A J /

^Travel

USED AUTO PARTS: TRANSMISSIONS,
REAR ENDS, GENERATORS, STARTERS,
BATTERIES A BODY f^ARTS. 225« BARRY
AVE. WL. A. 477 7064. (15M23)

ELECTRIC Smith Corona, l2-inc^ carriage
typewriter; blue, pica, excellent shape! Si 30.
839 8124 after 4. (15M22)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST /AFRICA
ONE way and round trip student fliohtt.
Inexpensive studoivt cam»fn« tourr
throughout West and East EuroSuncludInT
.. L •; !°^^ ^••"^ 'or infor-Europoan
student Charter flights. Contact ISCA. nit"San Vicente Blvd.^ Suite #4, LA. Calif., 9004f

,

Tel: (213) 82«SM9.82i-0«SS

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing
grad can save you 40-50<^o on all qualities, all
sue sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt,
886-0400. (ISQTft)
''' ""'

'
' ' -~- IK^^^.M 1

SKIIS, metal 185 cm, Salamon step-in
bindings, S75. Humanic Boots, S35. Call
Phyllis, 392 5460. (15M23)

DARLING, Siamese Blue Point kittens, 7
wks , box trained. $25.00i. »=or pick of litter,
^^^"28. (15M19)

PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4 SMC-lens never
«if ,1',*° '*«"«" 35nfm SMCIens f/3.5.
Offer. 397-5571. (ISM 22

51 Olys

$252.00

29 01,$

J272,00

1 Oiyj

J25;.flo

.29 Days

J252.00

30 0a„

$239.00

.2IO1/J

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANk $24700
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Dajj

iStPT 26 LA/LONDON
, $190 m

OCT 9 L0N5ON/LA ]\l;

' ONE_WA]^LjGHTS

LA/LONDON $148 00

LONDON/LA
$138;oo

LA/ LONDON $U8 00

LA/ FRANKFURT $138.00

LONDON/LA $138.00

OUBLIN/LA $138.00

LA/LONDON $124 00

LA/LOHDON $124.00

i?y II LA/LONOON
AUG 20 tONOON/LA

AUG 9 LA/MAORID
SEPT 18 AMST/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONDON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

gPT 5 LA/iOHOON

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6

SEPT 19

STEREO speakers, big SO pounds each.Sound great. $120 pair. David Small, 823-
4541, leave message. (ISM 22)

SONY portable stereo records/playsbk,
cassettes, reels, 2-2 way walnut spkrs, etc.
^737772. (15M23)

'M SUZUKI 120CC. Just overhauled. Good
condition. $260. Call Alex bet. 9S PM. las-
7041. (YSM24)

GIBSON L60 guitar $50. Argus super-8
camera with extras, $60 or make offer
Debbie, 475-4364. (15M^4)

BUY silver coins, Ike/Silver dollars. Im-
mediate cash Jack A.M. 380 7711, ext. 426,
P.M. 874 0248 (ISM 19)

TEAC A 20 cassette player - almost new!!!
Need cash help! Ask for J. P. 479-9165. (1$M 197 -

t

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an .

"."^'''"^".•""^^'"_^;:;^'^^

official V j_^
charter flight ^~^
operation

authorized aifif

approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

V ''

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCU
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEI,R I^flEOIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SCATS ARE SOLD OH A

FIRST -COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA, SATURN. ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZIN6

BOEING 707 AND SUPER 0C8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELY, CONTACt US FOK

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

CATION FORMS

FLICHJ COORDINATORS:
"^John and Susan

I 478-8286

ANTIQUE oak table with drawer small, $6;

l!',*'o ^^ '^ S*"*" P""* Yesterday Antiques,
9638 Culver Blvd., Culver City. (15M19)

T-*'--*

NEW car stereos, radios, TV's, stereosystems Jassette recorders unbeatable
(15M25)

prices. 475 4849.

2 ROLLING Stone tickets. 1st row, floorLong Beach. Best otter 288 5154. (15M19)

PHOTO button machine, brand new 2 1/j"
buttons, camera, buttons included call 473
7913. 3993012 after 6 PM (15M25)

y/ Services Offered 16

r?,'^^^^^^^ backpacking adventures intoColorado wilderness from $25 PO »«?
18427, Denver, 80218. " TuQTR)
'PROFESSIONAL Typist stud.nt *commercial Rates: 341?4/7V' tll'ylTut
i MMBMW <«*Mlf)_

.
,

ASK AROUND ABOUT
^^

AABCHEVYSERVICE
Complete Auto Service

All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

1 1B27 Santa Mohica Blvd

UTT xrr,
We>» Los Angeles

.----- est. Since 1958

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

I

MI. uep. Ret. Days Price

2 6/18 8/28 71 $262
3 6/21 8/16 56 $262
5 6/26 9/6 72 $262
6 6/25 9/1J 80 $275

^fyv 6/28 9/16 81 $275
10 6/29 8/29 61 $262
14 7/8 8/17 40 $262
15 7/11 8/10 30 $262
17 7/12 8/31 50 $262
18 8/12 9/13 33 $252
19 9/12 one-way $135

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

ehartor flight

•

II

AUTOINSUltANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

CANCELLED?
LOWMONTMLY

.,. '*AYMENTS

396J225 ^°^'!II^'*C0UNTS'""
,l*m*LABEORKEN

uca Kcrchkhoff Hallm O
BetweonSa.m.ASp.m

125-1221

surtimer for 6 weeks to ?lhm tJi:"
*****

penses. For ,nfo, call OrealJl riSf!•?*•
378 1239.

Gregory Cook. (i]j)
(17M2$)

SELF HYPNOSIS clmttm, 71 T
CONC e NT R A T ,o\"*i't"«o'R°y"VSJ,*

PRESENTATIONS.PIOENCE, ORAL

i^n:^„7.^/.v?RT„^i^"'i:S
('M19)

m ANNUAL JKT FLfOHTt
cUROpe FROMS229 ROUNDTRIP
JAPAN: PROM «)4f ROUND TRIP
PLJOHT CHAIRMAN 27'l.0932, 829 2401

4246 Overland. Otpt. A.

a THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD

Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cfe-

Ofed by the Internofionol,

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition It is

required forol' studefti-—

—

flights abroad. , ,

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to end within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and

the For Eost-at fantostic

sovings, enabling you

o trovel as far os pos

sibleforos little as

possible

you know u»l

UNI
109S6 WEYBURN AVEf*jE

wettwood vmig/jjoejj
fttai iR |i FUvor8 A Miri»"

TiLC: 477-1111

fnct or inductive methods of teachiiii

Innovative Spanish daises

Friday, AAay 19, 1972 ' UCLA DAILY BRUIN 2)

By Rafiis Baker
DBSUffWrtter t--^^

fo new methods ai teaching Spanish will be in-

luced this fall in all beginning clMies, according

lose Cniz-Salvadores, Spanish lecturer. One of

will be an inductive, direct method, and the

»r will be based on applied linguistics.

direct method, devised by Jose Barcia,

mish professor, will be similar to the method used
the French department here, in which "the
mt deduces the grammard the language, in the

a child learns to speak his native language,"

said. The applied linguistics method, developed
William Bull, Spanish proCeasor, will teach
lish to the student based on the student's

fledge of English.

Opposing methods *

'hese are the two most 'opposite methods of

;hing a language, and respond to the two
racteristics of all human beings,*' Cruz said.

ich method will have its own cttentele. The direct

liod will appeal to students who are more ex-
verted, and who enjoy talking in class. The ap-

linguistics classes will stress intellectual

ing, appealing to more introverted students.*'

ich method will use its own textbook. The direct
lod classes will use Lengua y caltura developedT~

Barcia, and the linguistics classes will use
lish for CommuiiicatkMi written by a team of

writers working under Bull. Also, separate languagetaboratory carr^lswill be available f^eachmC
^^ KT^T^ ^*" ^ "^'^"^ to studentTofSpanish I in the fall, and wiU be identified inX faUclass schedule, available later this quarter In Te
rno^*?"^"^''

'*^' ^^^^ ' ^d 2 will t^ UuSt
extended to include Spanish 3. Each quarter the

ZZ^^'!^^*^^"*' ™*"^ of Spanish wiu'con

V" l^^ P»»sejk)ut. Students wiU have a choice as

^k?*'*'^^^' ^P""*«*> introduction theypX to

al^t.T^ i^^ ""^y "*^8« methods f^mon^
<^uarter to the next, Cruz said.
^;*Our interest is to move students to the unner-

L!I!I?"
Spanish classes as soon as possible ''^

added. -With the aboUtion of thTlftuag^
requirement, we can dedicate ourselves to teachiM
languages to those students who want to learn "

TA Orientation
All present tas wUl be jtaking orientotion

workshops m order to teach the new methods in the

«iS"^^
^^ .examination and placement tests wlM

s^^ ''''?ll^^^
^^^^ «^^«"ts in the fall.

Students wiU be given Educational Testing Service
tests to determine the local norms in Spanish. Other^te wiU be administered to place a student in the
best level of Spanish for his abiUties, and grades will
be available for those requiring credit, Cruz said

HELPLlNE-825-7646
»»iW*«».»'»J»»'

AILY
lUiN

Travel «

•

Ji

l»OP€. itlQilJi R.T., also Isra*! A
9»n. Spring, Summer, A Fall fli^Mt,
E P , 1217 Beverly Blvd., LA MMt. Mi-

ll ESEP UCLA membM-t. <I7QTR)

y/Jutoring . , . .^, ,m^
; ig /fi^ph Furnished .

?.If .-"'^^^ ^•'' '»«»"' Prolessional
stal.sf.cian, UCLA grad. Consulting oh
theses, publications. Beginners, too. il^."" (ltM23)

JUNE ISONE-WAY
I HAWAII
JUNE 18 JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY It -?

I TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT*-

t17«

rf'-^'--

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASI

A

OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CAROB
Alio Studvntrail and Euraii

Irmiranc*. Guidaboolis
CarPwrdMH

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERSA AiS/EXITS
•QMSanu

LA

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive'
language study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher for results. 821-
"**

- (ISQTR)
FREMCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-perienced Univ. Prof Positive results any
«iSii *^ conversational, method <trlal)*'^^^^

JIIIOTR)

Sw.^'..}-.*^^'..
•*'**'^ *''** preparation. In-

IrJi^Ji
*"«>,»•"»" 9^oup Instruction.

$7 m?'^
Gu'dance Svcs. 820 So. Robertson.

3'oo4%ScHic'Zv; 'SJiZ^.rv'"'^' *»»•
•21 4*25

Marina del Rey. Phone
(2IM1V)

I ^ mg ^ ^ ^
WALK TO school'

21 y/Apts to Share, .rr^^^-^fpr Sublease 24

»
"
tpVr". a'.'^c?^

••'" AP««^nients -
*_ SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall also acceptedRenting Office. SH Landfairyi

Also with Pool
'

""""'
Olenfair Terrace
$43 LandfairifM
S40Glenrock/|fn

ROOMMATES Needed Ait «- .

J»^.fS".
^''"•««' urgently need friendly,

.^aeat g.rl share large bedrpom - availablenow or sum mer $47. 39]^.67«S (23 M If)

FEMALE roommate(s) to share 2 bdrm., 2-

Jl^^^^f* *"*" »•"'• "* '^' Landfair 477-
'^*^ *** (23M23)

F€MALEgrad"~wants same to share ibedroom apartment, WLA. $92 $0 $$4-
'«•' (23M2J)

r.?a'L*l'^r*^* "'.",2! " *••» '» ^•"•nished.

A.'! 1,^1"'' *'* month, 109*7 Roeblino
•pt. 1.477 4837.

ng
<34M»)

JUNE 1$ Sept. 1$. or part, Furn. 1 bdrm,
SUS, a/c, near bus, WLA. 82* 3948. (24 M 24)

274*^42
1
1 /> bih twt ol S«ou Mo>nc«/Dohoiv>

.r^u^xl®**^
* MIDOCE EAST CHARTER

New York Flights under SlOt Ofw-way
Study A Camping Tours

)«7] Student Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail-pass 2 mo. SIM

>NTACT SOFA AgMit VIC DEPT UCLA
i3S09VentacaBlvd.

M^^' *'»«'^"»anOaks,CalH.fl4t3
*ONE 872 2283 or 7i4-l«/7

y/Typiiing 19

WILL fBM tyiM form pap*rs, •?£.,
reasonable. Call Karen. Days: 274-S204, nite:
8S7-4S9*. (19 M 2S)

LARGE attractive one-bdrm apts in SantaMonica, siss up. Pool, subterranean garage,

392 5$$*, 5929142. (21 QTR)

GIRL to share 2 bedroom with 2. Pool, close
to campus, village. $75 /mo. 474.81$9. (33 m
A (I /

KOUNT Europe. Israel, India, Cast
rica, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 1384f
'^h.reBlvd,LA9tt2$ 47MM4. (170TRI

ONE WAY CHARTER FLIGHTS:

[Madnd/Frankturt
[Pans Avfustlf

August 27
S13S
tl2S

Contact:
The University Offico-Etfvcation

Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara

ni-3S23

SR

OPE Flights. S« departures, also N.Y.
I India, Africa, $0% off. Studenf

^s/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N. Bov
Hills. 90218, 27a^2»3. 1 17 QTR

le*'«?mp^„.^
'*•*••• *••*• tommer

I [?!.**! '*''^*'"' < •^» Europe, 7
» Israel, Dig Kibbuti. plenty free time

•"Travelling, 98* 241 1 (17 OTR

|

M^fairw.'.K"'**""**^*' Travel Fair •

H a^rirneTIt^nrms'^ wSV'"^''*
•-

f" » Lounge 1^4 ^ ^•^ '^•^ '*' ^^
' T **' '•^-

1 17 M 24)
' tr*

t^^K S' companion for overseas this

r,KH m^' *•*' ^^^''^ •' inT'expS"mM17*). (I7M21I

Fast, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

4: Barbie, 828 234S, Mae, 39* 5182. (19ATRJ

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumts, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after 5: 30 /weekends. Sharon,
•MS487 (19 QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. .Experienced. Fast, neat,
accurate, dependable. t33-1747. (19 QTR)

RUTH, tUtses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call
t2S-1U2. (19QTR)

IBM'S new Selectric II typewriter (carbon
ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394-8395. (19M24)

TYPING-Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
82*7472. (19 OTR)

EXPERT typing, terr- papers,
manuscripts, theses. IBM, teliable, ac-
curate. 10 AM - 10 PM. Joan, 392-8420. ( 19 M
2*1 __^
IBM typing, all kinds, copies, printing, A'A A
J*'*'

•"« . iW Reseda, Northridge, 88*"^^ (1fM19)

TYPIST - these!, dissertations, books, term.
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 780-I07a /leoTo.

FREEediting, grammar /spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
school. Alice, 397 330*. (19 QTR)

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and
one bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.
Block UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundecks.
Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 63S-A41
Landfair. 479-5404. (21 M 2*)

MALE roommate wanted • private room, 3-bedroom apartment w/two others for_>ummer. 837 9523 after *PM> mMJW
^^.^.iJV^ ""•*' *'••"' »""«V 1 bedroom
apt^ Wilshire at Westholme. $75 month. 474-'" (33M23)

FURNISHED Singles to share. $70. Heatedpool, sun deck, parking. *33 Gayley. ^73-

**V^ (31 QTR)

"v^"®^ ^°'^^0«TABLE
*c?7„^°f'*^'^'*'^'»TMENTS 4CFURNISHEDBACHELORSA ^

1 BEDROOMS j^
Samerent Summer A Fall

*
Showing NOW

jl{ Deposit will hold^^ Across UCLA

GIRL needed to share beach apt. SIlO. Plavadel Wey, 823 4419 or 430-7497. (23M23*

NEED 1/2 girls for own room • bathroom -

spacious studio Dishwasher furnished
/unfurnished S74 25. Lauren. 820-1913. 824-
^**^ ^23M23)
r4 FEMALE roommates needed for large
Westwood apt. Summer/or Fall; Patti, 553-"" (23M24)

SUMMER Sublet. $170 /mo. i bdrm ./turn.
Pool, Brentwood. July 1 - Sept. IS. 47*-4l2S
after 4 PM. (24M24>

ST40 /month July - $epr dates flexible
Large, furnished. 1 bedroom, study. Walk
beach, shopping. Couple preferred. 394-
35'J (34M34)

SPACIOUS 3 bdrm /furnished; utensils;
sundeck. Near campus. June IS - Sept.~
Kathy,478 5393 after 4. (34M3S)
*

'

"
' '—'

' ' P " ' I -

LARGE 2 bdrin duplex. June 15 Sept. iSth.

Negotiable Nr. Pico La Cienega. $14S /mo.
Prefer Graduate /responsible person.
Furnished. Appliances 275 33M. (34M3«)

•UMMER: Huge 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt.
lalcony, garden. Westwood. $250 mo June-
iepf. 477*470 <34M25)

}/House for Rent

.

.... 25

I

70SGayley 479-8580

FEMALE roommate over 21 to share 3bdrm apt. in WLA. Own room, $7$. 477-
^*0> (23M24)

GRAD student needed to help manageWLA. apt. Summer fall. 1 bdrm , $58
/mo , George. 473 95*4. 5 7 PM. (23 M 25)

S125 GUEST house, 2 rooms, bath, garden
view, light cooking Mature professional
business man. References. HO 3-5505/OL 2
"'* (2SM24)

e

RESPONSIBLE attorney moving to LA.
wishes to rent faculty tiome or apartment
for summer or longer. References supplied.
Call collect (*17) 844-47M between 8 9 PM.
(Pacific time) or write M Gould. 17
Everett, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. (35M33)

LARGE bachelors, $90 up. Singles, S135,
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, GR 3-1788.
GR3-0534, Mrs. Kay. (31 QTR)

la llSfJi?^
'****" Summer rates. $175

^^ 9i!i
••*** """^ ^^^^ "P- »'• Clenrock.^""

(21 M 3*)

OWN bedroom /bath. 1/2 bik campus. $110
/nfto.George, 825 4375/479 81*4 eves (33 M
25)

MID June mid August 10 minutes fromUCLA 10 mins from beach. Furnished, 4
bdrms $300 monthly (negotiable) Marianne
Moerman, 255 5151 ext. 4*8; 834 3337. (25 M

$01 GAYLEY,
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates
BachelorsSinglesOne Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15
GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

WILL Share my great 3 bedroom. 2 bath
t'L'lVl?.''*

'*••' *•'' •"••• ttudent. Tom,^^0»" (33MM)

''^'^^':.' '^••' *'' *® »*»••'• *»• bedroom
apt. in WLA with one. $87.50 /mo. 83*-
"®* (33M32)

)/House for Sale 26

SPACIOUS dwelling near Westwood Share
free to girl doing one hour/week housework
Jack, 478 7588 PMs. (33M33)

WESTWOOD near Sunset Choice 3 bdrm A
«r««»« c^ ^« •''""« ^*'^ Cul^eSac.
$59.000 Sands Realtors, 47* *444. ( QTR)

GIRL' qr ad needed to share 3 bedroom m
M^;?!'"*'

"^"'»''«<»' modern, $80/m 398-'
0$5*oven,9gs. (23M19)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac
curate. Tom, 473 0031 (190TR)

SINGLES, bachelors 2 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2
bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR 5 5584. (31 QTR)

y/ Wanted ,. . 20

CARS IN EUROPE
coe^ "^»<TORBUY
Tlf,l^'-"^OyCTlOM$TO

|CE CATALOGUE ALSO iSIllLPASS

*^WROCARS
I »«00 Sunt^t Blvd.. LA eooae ,„.4H4

07Mn)

'^' ^a..9Bm. ^l,ono(2l3)4M-

H7M2S)

WILL pay cash for cars running or Viot.

Wrecks too. Free tow aways. 3f1-«*40, 135

»M* (28M34I

LOOKING for small rental house summer
or permanent. Preferably in student area.
Li»a.f38-2481/44M389. (30M19)

S 130 LUXURIOUS batchelor with wet bar
fireplace huge closet and patio. Palms
area Call 824-2828. (21M24)

y/Apfs Unfurnished .... 22
1 BDRM, carpet, stove, refng , drapvs, dish-
washer, available June 5, $175 47) 4301, 473.
3570 Close campus. (22Mt9)

ilV^wn^^r""*'"'"***'*' "••<«•<» Own room»or $80. Conv Location. WLA Leo^Jacques 820-2417.
(2^3 M 2?;

WILL share my great 2 bedroom, 2 bath

EX05T2T '""' '"' '"••• »»"-"» Tom^""" (23M24)
MALE urgently needs.to share large 2-bdrmapt, summer and/or next year SM^^T
M.l,e82* 27J7 after 4

^**'
(23 M^))

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 3 bdrm Aconv^ den Quiet Cul de Sac $43;500 Sands
Realtors. 474 4444. (34 0TR1.
GLEN covered patio, garden, sidewalks
spacious Vbdrm. 1 3/4 bath car^tei;
''^gP'acg ".OOO own. 47* 4894. ( 34 MM)

W <r^

4J80RM don 1 3/4 baths, forced air hoat.

Oeque 397 8128 (24M24)

PROFESSOR'S rttreaf Serene country
•tving 3 bedrms 2 baths Peace/ A privacy •

immaculate condition. $*9,500 Mrs. Martin.
834 44IS/S4) ^017 (24M3S)

y/For Sub-Lease

OPENSUNDAYl:00-4
3249 Beverly Glen Place

00

24

WILL pay cash for postage stamp collec-
tions. Raise summer cash. Soil your stamps.
<yy»W (30M33)

J INSTRUMBNTALIITS: sax/trumpet,
drums, string bass, group playing ballroom
dance music, private clubs. Over 21 134 2007
^"* "* (30M33)

UCLA graduate teaching assistant needs
private tenms court to give tennis lessons.
Call Bob, 834 1910, (20M2S)

$1*5 DELUXE modern one bdrm, beautiful
trench normandie building Built-ins. Palms
area Call 83«-3838 (33M34)

?p°>^.Ti.^z:x':u"^r\\z

BEAUTIFUL 3 bdrm apt, suitable for 4
students Must have qualified sponsor
$285/mo. 399 8014. (22M24)

$PACI<)US deluxe, one bdrm. turn., pooiair cond. Walk to campus. Avaiiabi^ *^{'
(3<M32)

5180.477 8130.

yf Apts to Share 23

IOPE
•ims

"'•••no 984 2411 * Riporiments m
(17QTRI

URGENT. Sponsor lor conscientious
••Ivaflonan Mudent LA new Any work.
•••^-^7«davs/a»fer 10 30 PM (J0M2$)

3 BEC- JDROOM furnished June 15 August ^
within walking diitance UCLA •271 J' <>,

>.»m Aom (20 MIS)

— -," '

" •

.

—
T- • ' -

CO/IMV to 425 Landfair, roommates are
there. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun.'
d«cks, garage. 479 5404 (33M2*)

FEMALE Student to share my S.M, apt.
W3 50 Must love dog Before $00, LeAnn
4510243 ,, (33M35)

u??a"/1J;
•('"''» ©"'•t. 30 minUCLA/Faculty grad preferred 784-9781

*ves Sherman Oaks. (24M22)

SUMMER Rental or exchange for LA house
* room duplex, furnished, near Harvard OR
2 492i, 275 7393. (24M19)

BEVERLY Glen cottage sublet summer ( or
nyor0) beginning middle June
Faculty/responsible person. 825 4770, 474-
2*J-» (34M19)

Large living dining r9om w/fireplace
Paneled den w/bookshelves A fireplace 3
1?*;^''^' **•*"* P**'« Lovely settingunder the oaks »4§ OOO

r » .ng

OPEN SUN 2:00 4:00
2973 Hutton Drive, Benedict Canyon

' off Benedict in the 3$oo block

)

Family home with 4 bdrms, upstairs plus
den, L.R. w/tireplace, b/in hit, dining area,
A 5th bdrm Room tor pool plus wheel toy
play Bfa $*9,500

Immediate possession on both I

CaH»78 I3B*

LIL MELOCr^ANO ASSOCIATES lf4C.
M05 Brighton Way
Beverly Hills '90218

Continued on next page

'[>
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Whafs On:
Tickets:

Campus and Public

—"Cabarvf/' a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, AAay 25, 26,

27, 31, and June 1, 2« and 3; and
7:30 pm, AAay 28, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. - •

—"An Armenian Evening/'
dinner and program, 6:30 pm,
Sunday, University Religious
Conference, 900 Hilgard Ave.
Tickets are $3.50 (general) and
$2.50 (students), call 665-5654, 824-

2162, 342-1981, or 466-7472.—"Pharoah Sanders/' 8:30 pm,
tomorrow, Royce Hall Auditor-
ium. Tickets are $4.75, $4, $3.25,

and $2.50 (students) available
from the Central Ticket Office, 650
Westwbod Plaza.
— "Opera Workshop,''

presenting a new English trans-
lation of "Orontea, Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm, today,
tomorrow, and AAay 26 & 27.

Schoenberg Hail Auditorium.
Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3
(general admission), and $1J0
(^fudenfsi; available frbm^^^^^i^

Central Ticket Office, 650 Wfest-

wood Plaza.

^"University Symphony Or-

.

—"AAosic for the 70s/' Gerhard
Samuel conducting the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,
8:30 pm, AAay 26, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $4JO,
$3.50, $2.50, and $2 (students),
available from the Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.
—"A Cappella Choir," directed

by Roger Wagner, presents
Haydn's "Creation," 8:30 pm,
AAay 31, Royce Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $3 (general) and $1.50
(students), available from the
Central Ticket Office, 650 West-
wood Plaza. "^''V.v<^

.i4,/v
•»A-

- - '* '• V*student!;

. ^"Old Times/' a play
presented by the Central Theatre
Group, starring Faye Dunaway, 8
pm, today, and 7:30 pm, Sunday^
AAark Taper Forum, AAusIc
Center. Special $2 student preview
tickets are presentty avaftable"
from the KerckhofI Ticket Office,
(Kerckhoff 140). >

Plays: .—^-

f-- AAARGARET SCHUELTY- will appear in "Opus 72," presented by the,
senior class of the dance department, 8:30 pm, tomorrow, in Women's
Gym 208. Concert is free of charge and open to all persons.

chestra," 8:30 pm, AAay 24, Royce
Hail Auditorium. Conducted by

.oAAehli AAehta, program will in-

clude KremenI lev's "Elegy for
R.F.K.," Tchaikovsky's "Sym-
phony No. 4 in F minor," and
Chopin's "Concerto No. 1," with
soloist AAark Richman. Tickets
are $2 (general) and$l (students),
available from the Central Ticket
Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"La AAandragoia," by Niccolo
AAachiavelli will be presented in
Italian by the San Fernando
Valley State College tteffflm-
Players, noon, AAay 31, AAacgowan
1330. Free.

—"Anti-war production,"
presented by the Theater Action
Council, 4 pm, AAay 25 and 26,
AAacgowan 1340. */^ *« .c^i

Concertsr r ^^ ^i;r-

:

—^"Opus '7T/* two umquely
different evenings of original
choreography presented by the
senior class of the dance depart-
ment, 8:30 pm, tomorrow,
Women'a Gym 206. Fret.

Tr-":-

I

DA I LY
BRUIN

—"University a^ I

the direction
^,'^'t"''" «*

Westrick
(tenor) '^***

Shumway
(baritone), wl .'•i

Gray, accompanist noor'*>
.

Schoenberg Auditor?u7"^»
iwice Ensemble "H, Iby Paul Chlhara, no*,' t

'*^

Schoenberg Hall Toa^>feature young cell? ? *•

Jeffrey Solow and ..>Rosen, proteges
Of >

P-atigorsky.
pe'rtom^' >

-«rto,n,.slc,ort'«:|

Films:

Wooll?", witti Richard oL*
Elizabeth Taylor, "^^.^
Sandy Dennis, directed'^^
Nichols, 7 pm, and "You'lh
Boy Now," directed ^ VJ*
Ford Coppola, 9 pm.tX '^3Welfare 147, admission $1

Im deplctmg the battle agZ
Illiteracy and the Bay TZi

2160E and 8 pm, tonigi;,,^^^
39. Free admission
•- -"People's War" and "Diy-
the Plane Hunting/' 7 J^'
Tuesday, Social Welfare 121'

Donations requested.

—"Saturday Nite Fjicki"

featuring Chaplin, Fields andi
Little Rascals — dance af-

terwards, 7 : 30 pnr^, tomorrow,

»

Hilgard Ave, sponsored by U
SSA, .50< at the door.

—"Lifeboat," 1944 Academj

Awards, featuring Tallulali

(Continued on Pigei

; , V < .

' .' :

Continued from page 23

)/ House for Sale . • • • • 26

AUTHENTIC Spanish ...on Glendon Ave 3bedrooms, 1 3/4 bath, forced air heat,
formal dinning room/breadfast room,
f treplace...* bux »t S4*,500. Wynn, 477

y/ House to Share , . . . . J7
WIDOW ref»t rooms in palatial ostatt
fTivate, mam house available. Kitchen

UCLA/Beach. Girls. 4S4.7MS. (27 M 23)

YOUR rent can buy you stock in a cw-poration or ownership of land adjacent to

call 343 5375 eves or weekends. (27 M 19)

ROOMMATE wanted to share Oir ra«».
jooje n WLA s*5 each ?or*rh*r7..*Kch.°?d"

*" (27M23)

''. ,t''»

BEACH house. Venice /S.M 2 bMlraAm

. ( M14)
BEVERLY Glen, own bedroom, own
minJt^'Vr.i:'***'*"'

'*^* *" "'oIIII;inr5minutes trom campus. 4747»3f . {jj m 23)

hi!Ii?^r'*"
^'^ B***" Semi-Communal

welcome. 57040. 3»4 ^371. (37M34)

fyrnl!^?- 1'*" ^'•^•^^•^ Hmm. UCLA.

Exchange for Help . . 30
MATURE married student couple residence
directorv, Womens' Co Op Apartment,
meals lor evenins, morning duties. Days,
474-4012. (30M1»)

LIVE in c^re lor child, 5 eves. Must be
neat/able to cope with anything unusual. 27»-
^^^^^^^^ (30Mlf)

PEMALE: Room, board, salary, in ex-
change for babysitting A lite-heusekeeping
afternoon daily. A52-A0O0. (30M23)

)/Room for Rent 31

LOVELY room Mt Beverly Hills home ofEuropean family. $75 /mo. w/kitctwn priv
Reference ashod. 553 t155. (3IM23)

SUMMER Housing t40/montti. 4Sf Gayley
Avc.47f f«flor47f«703. (31MT«)

FEMALE nice room wifih 1/2 bath with
iamily Kitchen privileges, flexible
arrangements. 570. 3»1 3317. (3! m I»)

/Aufos for Sale 33
'** CORVETTE Convert 4.speed. SMvei^Blue, biack leattier interior, excVllent condmake offer 474 32t*

f 33<yrf-

'«4 OLDSMOBILE P IS, automatic, po«^
steering A brakes. 5350 or.. Julie, MS
•*" (33Mt9)

fine. 27,000 miles. 512W. 345 3MI or 393-
^^

*'•* . (33M24)
-•

45 OLDS Cutlass Perfect'. '41 Chcv vMcustom home'. Must sell, sacrifice. Best
offers. 47ri714.

(33 MM)

y/ Bicycles for Sale, i^ i

.

35 4 ycies, bcoofers

I or ^Ui0*«.«.t ••••••• vO

'*' ^[WEBIRO maroon /bik, 4 smt An«^

\ JJ M 23)

'• NORTON 750, Pll A Engine, fast, n
ctfllent condition, offer. Days, «20-M)l,«m.,
"-^••*. ()4MIS)

•^

43 1/2 GALAXY XL, swell condition, new

ifJ2. Jack.
_

(33M34)

'iff«f"^^^'-45 '^•'«*»« Convert. Auto, M

TRANSPORTATION cars Iff and upAmerican Kodiak in Santa MMiica vSiSanta Monica Bivd •2t 74W. (jSoti?)

!if^*«!"**'"'»0.»P^ MOW 5447. (3SM

MALE 2*" bike IS speed 5$o. Good co«dition Call Debby, 475 niK (MmJi)

lw«)fr^t«S!'« ****** *•"<*' •*•»»» Wue. oneowner. S9S0. Ronnie, 472 1103. (3JM H)

4» HONDA CT-fO, good condition w/helid.
S450/offer. Call 754 3110 eves Liivt
mesrsage. {^MW
' e- I II ,. -

'
I- »

HONDA CL350. Excellent cond Rack

backrest, helmet, S37S /offer, 6 PM Itl

75*5. (MMU)

'70 HONDA CB450 K3 S700 or make efffr

Disc brake. Call, 124 3384 after t (MMID

owner 472 5f

7

0, 5705 (MMM)

oartim 510). Exceftent cof»d., Michetin Xrodials, 5900 3fi-7473. (MMU)

*• l?^?^'^ **^' V*'****' «^H, air, auto,excellent cond . 51075 After « PM. 4:7-

. " (33M1»)

Y Housing Needed . 28

•41 PQNTIAC, air cenditiened, all power,
automatic, new brakes/pump/starter,
relMilt transmission, good tires. 125-2134
(daiys). 3914441 (eves) (33M1ff

-^4-

MARRiEO law Students caj^i^ for yout- home
'nis summer. Services exchanged forreduced rent 445-05H (evenings ). (2tM24)

PROf^EsSOR wants rent house/apt
June/July until Sept. Prefers two bdrml'
T^S.^ ^'^ .

•'•*«• ^*'l«oms, Engush

47 FORD Mustang, 4 cylinder %Ueti .^
cedent 570o fop 3iu eves (33M?;;

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

MOO Mile
Warrenty

^JLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
^^•''•"•CfS ARE LOWER!

A^l AUTO SERVICE

FRENCH UCLA couple desperately neeits
che*p housing or will care lor home durina
summer. Morn or eves, 475 2t12. (20 M 22)

A»1
./•"VanVu^rBl'vV

I across from GM Plant
Call 394 7075 24 Hour,

Ulir REEI

DISCOUNT
(means)

S'immer Fun
SavinBs

All 72 Models

UCLA Law student would like to care tor
your home during the summer . Call 277
'J»> (2tM22)

'47 OLDS Cutlass 2 dr , quad, stick, new
clutch (900 324 3140 (33 M 19)

oiyjJJS..*'*' V*"* '*"*•• now June?
takowrtl^ "'f**

•''•«Pen»»ve house apt ,.

r.^Ian^?? ''•** ***" *»•«*• »» ««o Chores

St .C*mbr,bqr,M.,ss 09n« (MM2|)

^

^49 I

t.i.'jV
*'° ^PV^*^ *•» Offer over SDOO^''" (33M23)

r^H y^«i K ^r" ."•'•»"•' ««9'ne. excellent

c2r« !« :)*'^'*'«**'*"** ^^ *'«reo, Europe -

^•00 470 4341, 395-1400, 9 PM (33 M 25)

Ju»5 S days l«ft to advertise!

IRIUMPH
Overseas Orders

Taken here

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

LOS ANGELES
]L6cations

S20I Centinela at La Cienega
Between Siauson A Florence

'H 1444

BEVERLY HILLS 274 0»M
W22 Wilshire Blvd at Wetherly

TORRANCE
722-1S04 37e-lAl»

'Pit Hawthorne BlatlfogV^*^
***'

5»FORO Woody. eKcellent body 4 wood
22«» eng.no w«^|i. M«st sell, cill AlT mS:

(13MW )

'44 PONTIAC LeMans Hardtop. 4-saeed.

JZ!l5!l-?*l!*** ^*9in»l owner, mev^"
SMB/beftt. t}S-44n. tM-34St. ( I) Myll,

70 HONDA 175. good condition needs Mt
battery. 5390 391 0SS6 evenings ()4Vltl

'» •

71 HONDA 70, less than 1000 miles, Hrlmel,

nake offer, 390 3939, after t and Sunday {»

M 19)

49 HONDA CL350 Good condition, eitrat

lew gaskets, battery S4S0/offer Day. Viih

*ves. 391-4117. (J*Mltl

Mue. S«M. Freni H«li AtS«0. PM. I-I. (U jS

--_: ojMiti

ItSibl? *Ji!r*.
**^ '"^•*' ^^^*^y- Brake*,

<»ua, eays. 4ft- SOBS. (33M2I)

w«Iil"il?.M* •' ••^^ warranty, phone
»iS-044i. Best otter (444 EJT) n(33 Mlt)

'S9 vw Sunroof, good tire«« dbod

/4aferl25-73tl (MM 23)

j**^^^* ••"••coupe. Clean. 474-1744. ())

•47 HODAKA, excellent cond , eitrat, miiil

seM Call 131 0492, after*, wknds ()4Mlt) |

'4t HONOA lis - Good condition. SIM. Cll

024 1014. (MMni

'40 HONDA 305 Scrambler, 4000 miles. 1^
Evenings. 4S1-S2S7. Santa Monica. (MMHl

'47 HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine. CicdljJ

cond. S32S. 392-0304 eves. 0*^°'
1

^tTifii^ft"'^
iMt sports car Low milet. runtso fine. Grey, mag wheels. Mark, 124-

^'^ (33M23)

atLJlSi't.i*'^'*'.! i?**'
^•^y ^••'•' •""» »•• »•

eppreciate. Call Steve at 074 9154. (33M 33)

'?0 HONOA SL 3S0 5,000 mileJ S525 »
070S. ()«MB)

•II tOcc SUZUKI motorcycle E«t«fl»^

cend.. best offer, call after « PM. M» 7t«.')»

M 22)

" -

'70 YAMAHA 250<c. Low mileage- ""'•***'

BOdd boy, includes Bell helmet,
»»'"*|»u,i^

once. 474-1944.
(UN^ii^

'70 KAWASAKI 500, beautiful W"*' JJ* J;
S750 Call Mary. 454 225^ eves. «'*"'"'

.frerba?t';?y,'roX X*.' ^J*?;: ^
5n «!s'*^ '

*"*^* ° Kv?s?'ji:T7!:s4rs:
,
'*3 (JJM2J)

70 vw Bug, sunroof 15,000 mlle« Badv

LATE
Only
/•24 7794

; '49 vw bug automatic Mint cJJ
20,000 miles. Silts. Call ^'^[j^^

•$7 CHEVY 2 door hardtop, VI •ufo'"*'*'

good cond.. 5425, phone afternoons, ''j^j^y)

1073.

radio, heater, food tires S450. 49S-0m. (33 M

'$0 Cnevv Biscayne, ronfiifJO; "*?'
,„(«

ex. body. 599 or nearest offer 473 7771. i*

23)

^*!Z^V'U .•'^vcles. tales, repairs, low

Amii'Jn m-*:?'"^.!''
^'•^^' Auttrlon,

OTif)
^'••N^'dBd, 4IS<lS7f. (1$

'oi'!t!o'n^in^"** '*' *"**«• «••* ^•'^onditlon Call eves., Mon Fri. •74.2447.(n M

'4t vw Bug. lactory, radio, •»»«?•*'",
"JII

extras, excelleflt cond.. 5150. 441 *»4 "
,

14) ^___——^^
•4^1/i Bug. aotomatic, rt> ^^^^^^^9^^^^)

CBnd., make offer. 397.7752^^^^^J^^

'«• SUZUKI IJBcc. Jutt orV^jA*
condition. 0140. CoM Alen Bet. > j;,^^
7041

w^fmmm^

^.;» -• i"

Black isa

• ^1 <.* * f'

(*^i*

Chisnolm to speak today&
By Irwin Bomstefai

DB Staff Writer

Shirley Chisholm (I>N.Y.) brings her drive
Presidency of the United States here at noon

in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.
sholm, a candidate for the Democratic
Jential nomination, was the first Black woman
[elected to Congress. '*Being Black and being a
Sn, 1 feel a historic responsibility to represent
Jews and aspirations of those — Blacks and
[jminorities— who have been under-represented
I long. ' Chisholm said in campaign literature.

[is a demanding job as there are only 10 Blacks
igress," she added. i >

sholm also spoke of the woman's cause today.
>1 a sense of urgency to bring into focus the
fi of the ''minority role'* which women play in

rica today. They have many of the same
ems confronting them as do Blacks and other
rity groups, especially in the area of job op-
nities," she said.

.)ean to expose these iniquities to the public and
)resentatives so that we may see them for what

are: prejudiced, stereotyped and
iminatory," Chisholm said.

r^The penalty for the use and possession ofmarijuana should be leaspnS ?«^?
Chisholm '^li™ •»

lessened, accordmg to

"AtUcking the drug problem by attaddn.

rew problem ^ the source, organized crime." she

On draft reform, the presidential hopeful s«MDraft reform .s long overdue. I favor a voLteBrarmy A volunteer army wiU giveyoZl^fe^'^

V^e?n^^
""popular wars, such as the ^u in

^K-V*'!''*
*" protesters should be listened to "

Ousholmsa^..Student gnnips. women^s H^raUongroups, academic groups, religious groups BUekgroups - a great cross secOon of AmVriS' -1«
saying that this war must stop no^ w^ canSSdismiss such ap outpouring of pMc opinion^'^
Chisholm -s appearance here is sponsored bv th»

Associated Students' Speakers PrognUm^ ^

Mi' '-' *''

!
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erkeiey bamboozie-j UC Regents refuse tb hear
lyeariast issue

I

i

rint^ijran
g Striking labor union official

,i{ >•
I

. ft^,4«

IBy KeBB Gnemsey
DBStaff Writer

lUC Berkeley students arriving for classes Friday were shocked
I find on the front page of the Daily Califomian the foUowing
tice^ "Last issue of the Daily Cal.'*^

\ statement on the back page, signed by the stoff, explained that
Daily Cal editors had decided there is "no more news" worth
/enng and had; therefore, simply quit printing the newspaper.

ivS /oir^tt^^"'^"^
continued,.a group of con^Sried

Iividuals, calling themselves "Point BUnk-" had offered to take
Br management of the publicaUon t

;

students were even more shocked when they found it was a hoax
more precisely, an anarchist plot to overthrow the U.S.'

I

/emment.
f

;

"

Point Blank " it turn out. is a sUaD biind of honest-to-goodness

nf«n ,;f '^'t?..""'*^"*^"'" **««»«« to the eventual

^L^ «P««U«n Instead of throwing bombs like their
nmners, they try to create sitnaUons wMch might lead to

Inlfv "^"TZ,"^? Cal was one of those "situations." Ap-

iW r,.if
"' ^"^ members took several thousand genuiM

Uc^^^Tk ?""'„?•"'»'**" boxes on the campus and

^^T'Z^,^ "statement" fr«m the newspaper staff, it In-

StlHna.i!."S: "?'.®*^'«y Chancellor AJbert &>wker

cailS^
^ '' *" «*»U««ing i«card of service to :

i«inB .H^i*^.?** *'*'* filled with essays and picturescung the plight of students and haranguing govenJnent in

TkeleTrim™^^'*" '"<' I*'"^ ««***» <^ "«« sweep the

cortngT^ .?*??"P«*^ «* •ttributed to the f.ctthat.

mmLtor^.fK.^'' ^ estimate, only about 2.000 of the in

TZl^^J'S^^T ^•"•'^ "^ '^"y cal has a daUy

•TolmBi^ntT "SP^nfy only a small part of a master plan

'iori!,^S '"'"**«""»«P«*«ley area through a seri^

•kadf NnViili"'
*'"*''' ''^'^'^ President Nixon's order to

tal^ a h^^.'""^** P*^' '« "-mpte. the grtwp cir-

nlThl^o * ""*"• to bMT. and loot the city,

existent r! ^'^" P""'*^*" the advertising last year of a

kelev l-IT^ T**^ «« the phUosophies of Marx. The UC
mbers «^~ **^ department (some of its most prominent

contest
"'*"tloned by name) was listed as the sponsor of

ident^revolMl f*^ ** sported to have grown out of the 1968
i

^onlv20«.^KK ?"^ Rumors in Berkeley indicate that there i

ea
^^^^ situationists in the world, five in the Bay

\

^everth^n^i H*^ »nachinations of these revolutionaries,

.v«!.i!!Il^^'
conUnues today its normal routine.

By Susie Hatago
DBStaff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO - The
University of California Regents
refused Friday to hear a labor
union official nf striking UC
employees and did not take a

': position on a State Senate
amendment which would
eliminate the educational fee for
students.

In a well-attended and often
angry Board meeting (only
Regents Glenn CampbeU and
John Lawrence were absent), the
Regents did not permit Richard
Groulx, executive secretary of the
Alameda County Central Labor
Council, to speak on the month-oM
strike at UC Berkeley and UC San
Francisco.

The strike was originally called
by members of the building and
trade union, but many other non-
academic unions have refused to
cross the picket lines. Ap-
proximately 100 pickets were
stationed at the entrance of the UC
Extension building at 55 Laguna
St. where the Board was meeting.

Recess
William French Smith,

chairman of the RegenU, called a
sudden recess when Groulx at-

tempted to address the Board.
Most of the Regents left the
meeting, excluding liberal Regent
Frederick Dutton, who chastised
Smith for not calling for a vote on
whether the labor official should
be heard.

Dutton accused the Board of
having "an anti-union bias" which
"can be documented over and
over." "This Board has a closed
mind. We're afraid to listen," he
said, at times yelling.

In turn. Smith accused Dutton
of "making a political speech/'
and called the recess.

The meeting resumed some 15

minutes later. Regent William M.
Roth of San Francisco made a
motion to hear the strike
representative "for 10 minutes."
, Roth's motion was soundly
defeated by a 17-5 vote. Only

liberal Regents Norton Simon,
William K. Coblentz, Assembly
Speaker Robert Moretti, Dutton
and Roth favored the 10 minute
presentation.

OpponenU^

;
Opponents of the m^otion^ both

liberal and conservative, voiced
their opposition to intervening
with « dispute UC President
Charles J. Hitch is attemptingto
settle.

•I suppose I'm the only union
member at the table," Gov.
Ronald Reagan said, eliciting a-
general snicker from union
members in the audience.
••Regent Dutton has often

charged the Regents with in-

tervening in the administration of
the University. This would set a
precedent for going over the head
of the University and directly to
the board," Reagan said. He
added, "the matter properly
belongs" in the hands of Hitch, not
the RegenU.
Groulx was permitted to hand

Majorie Woolman, secretary to
the Regents, a box of petitions
supporting the strike, after
Smith's suggestion that Groulx
mail them to Woolman was loudly
criticized by some Regenta and
members of the audience.
A report on the strike situation

is expected to be presented by
Hitch at the Regents meeting in
June.

,
TuiUon Elimination

The' Regents also discussed at
length a State Senate amendment
to the state budget which would
increase University funds by $26.5

million if
. the Regents would

eliminate the $300/per 3 quarter
year educational fee.

Several Regenta, even those
who have consistently opposed the
ed fee, balked at the idea of
supporting an amendment which
would, in essence, tell the Regents
what to dp.

"As a Regent opposed to tuition,
this bill puts me in a terrible
dilemna," Elinor Heller said. She
appeared concerned over "that
control language" in the amend-
ment.

William E. Forbes, another
long-time foe of tuition, asked to
be associated with Heller's
remarks. Gov. Reagan, in a press
conference before the Board
meeting, said he was opposed to
doing away with tuition and in-

dicated he would seek to establish
tuition at the stato college system.
The Regents are expected to

discuss the amendment again if it

passes ihe State Assembly.
Reagan, at that point, could blue-
pencil the amendment.

Basketball
On a lightar side, the Board

unanimously adopted a resolution
commending the UCLA basket-
ball team for winning ita sixth
consecutive jMCAA championship.
The resolution expressed "their
admiration and appreciation to
each member of the UCLA team
and to Coach Wooden for their
notable achievementa."
Several RegenU, including John

Canaday, Edward W. Carter and
Fork)es have season basketball
tickeU to Pauley Pavilion games.

*
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Fall quarter rag packs to be available
Fall quarter 1972 registration packets will be available for pick-

up according to the following letter groups beginning June 1 at
Murphy 1134: AG. June 1. 2 to August 25; H-R. June 5. i to August
25; S-Z. June 7, 8 to August 25.

The first day to enroll or register by mail Is July 21 beginning at
noon. Priority for enrollment is by the postmarked dato.
The deadline to enroll or register by mall Is midnight. Aogvst 25.

If fees are wot paid by then, enrollment in classes will be cancelled.
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'With Reagan, it's all

statistics and dollars

and the people suffer'

f
I

> By Cassy Mahoney Coheii

DB Staff Writer
-V'lEditor's note' This is the eighteenth in a
.^.scries of interviews with ttie University of

'^'California Regents.)

—^**You are soooo bad," hissed the

Regent. - -

/ • * I know,
'

' grinned the other one.

Thus went a very brief con-

versation at a recent Regents'

meeting at which Regent Robert

Moretti was criticized by a fellow

-Regent for his "no" vote against

higher medical tuition.

California State Assemblyman
Robert Moretti has been on the

Board of Regents for 16 months,

since his election as Speaker of

^hat House. In that time, he has

proved to be one of the most
outspoken members of the Board.

run-in with present governor.

Ronald Reagan. '
"

-.

Though he never served as a

Regent under former Gov. Ed-

mund G. Brown, Moretti was able

to compare individual approaches

to the University and education by

the state's two most recent

governors because of his activity

and experience as an Assem-
blyman.

Difference

**The main difference between

the two: with Gov. Brown
education was something that

affected people, human beings.

With Reagan, it's just all statistics

and dollars. He doesn't un-

derstand that there are people and
feelings behind every program.

This has been most evident on the To him, it is all dollairs and cents.

jubject oLMtioiL Uie lMyersit>L™ Aw^ suffer,'' Moretti

fee that he abhors.

•Italian kid*

Moretti, 36, is a tall, handsome
man who, at one point, described

himself as "an Italian kid from
.Detroit". He is married with three

children, and is generally con-

sidered to^ be a very liberal

Democrat.
There is no question in the

Speaker's mind that tuition should

be eliminated. He has stated, "As
long as I am speaker, there will

never be any tuition at the state

college, and I will try to eliminate

University tutition."

Because of his stance on tuition,

Moretti has had more than one

said.

Moretti said he will not attempt

to oppose tuition until he is su^e

"the effort will not be fruitless."

He added, "We won't move till the

votes are there."

Moretti cites medical tuition

and the choice of the new Berkeley

chancellor as the two most im-

portant things that have happened

since he became a Regent. He
stresses the recapture of the

California State Legislature by

the Democratic Party as the most
important occurrence affecting

the Board and the University.

"It meant that Reagan wasn't in

coi^trol anymore. Riles was in

I (Paid Advertisement)
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Robert Mqretti
"<..

OB photo by fnnij Ffjg

office and he turned the Board

around. We have been able to stop

^me of the things Reagan tried to

do since then," Moretti said.
"

'

'

Active interest

Moretti admits that he did not

take an active interest in

education before his term as

Regent began. He said that this

lack^-expertise was one of ihe

reasons he appointed John
Vasconcellos as the chairman of

the Committee on Higher

Education. -.

Moretti spole intensely against

the unwritten rule that professors

at the university must "publish or

perish." He did stress, however,

that it wasn't just in "isolated

California" that this was so.

"It is outrageous. The
professors are at the University to

teach and/or do research. Just

because a professor managed to

pubhsh something does not make
him a better instructor or

researcher. I am opposed to it,

and I think that one day the

academic community will get

intelligent enough to throw it out,"

Moretti said.

Along with his desire for the

future elimination of tuition,

Moretti would like to see another

change take place within the

University. He would like to see

the ^tudent-teacher ratio drop.

_ ^Factories*

"The campuses have become
factories. If we could drop the

ratio to IT^tudents to one teacher-

it would be better for all con-

cerned. As it is now, the professor

is isolated and the students lose

too much," Moretti said.

Possible elimination of the ex-

officio Regents on the Board has

been -a continual subject i
controversy in recent years
Moretti does not favor such j
move. He defends his position

in

regard to the elected state i-
ficials who are Regents by sayiw
"We need the poUtical influence;

Moretti would like to see the

president pro-tern made a

imember of the Board in pUw rf^

the president of the Senate.

"That's probably the way they

wanted it originally anyway.
I

think the people who drew up tht.

constitution meant the president

pro-tem," he said.
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GRAND OPENING SALE
.,4.,. , %

ALVIN LEE & COMPANY'
CREE)ENCE CLEARWATER Mardi Gras :

DAVID CROSBY & GRAHAM NASH
ROBERTA FLACK & DONNY HATHAWAY
DAN HICKS & HIS HOT LICKS Strlltlng H Rich

HOT TUNA Burg«rt

KENNY LOGGIS With Jim Messina SlHin' In

FLEETWOOD MAC Bare Trees

A . -^..

AND . . . WITH THIS AD ONLY
any ofhAr 4.98 or 5.98 mfg list

*''..

dbunn in ttock - including Procof Harum -
N«il Young - Paul Sinnon - Hunnble Pie - elc.

CLASSICAL BONANZA EVERY:
RCA Red Seal • Mercury or Philips In^Mrt Clottk «

London • APCO • TELEFUNKEN • L'OISEAU-LYPE

ALL DGG • 3.98 PER DISC

PER DISC

5.98 MFG UST

TAPE
David Crosby & Graham Neth
Roberta Fl^ck & Donny Hathewvey
Fleetwood Mac, Bare Trees
Hot Tuna. Buroert
Gordon l.igtitfoot, Don Quixote

AND . . .Every Other 6.98 Tape 4.44

NO LIMIT. . . BUY ALL YOU WANT w-hs AD ONi^

WtSTWOOD
tots Broxton

47t»3»5

GOOD AT ANY WHEREHOUSE INCLUDING

I

WESTWOOD I HOCLVVirOQO I

107tGeyley I 909N.LaClen«Be I
479 MM I 6S7nM |

SANTA MONICA

311 Santa Monlc» Blv«

394 9106

•.^••^••^••PWWFI^PffPWffTVfflNFPPn
k ' . e-'v* J>'-Ac» *. • 1 > w

ft;ftWeP:%ftiS»V?:P$J

Students here petition I Make your 8fe haveme«^
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to save professor'sjob
By Heidi Yorlitliire 'v

'

r^^ DBSUff Writer

Students of'Ruth Kunzer, acting assistant professor of German §
[here have gathered over 600 signatures on a petition aslung the :^

department of Germanic Languages to reUin her after her gi

teaching contract runs out this year. ig

1 Kunzer teaches a course titled "Modem German-Jewish :§

rLiterature" which has the highest enrollment of any class in the %
department of Germanic Languages. %
Her contract will not he renewed because the department is short ;g

of money for hiring faculty in non-ladder positions (positions which :^

are not eligible for tenure) , according to Franz Bauml, department |
'

The course in **Modem German-Jewish Ut^erature/* which *

iKunzer designed herself, is the first course in that subject ever :§

offered at a university in the United States. She has written two :g

books of literary criticism which will be published this year, and %
has been commissioned to write an article and two book reviews %
for literary journals. |:

Last year, Kunzer's first year of teaching, she received 4.6 out of '•^:.

a possible five points in the campus-wide Professor Evaluation i§

Survey. She was the only member of the German faculty to be §:

rated by students in the survey. i^

"We have received the student^' petitions and they have been ig

I duly passed on to the dean in charge,'* Bauml said. Her course has g
apparently been a success. **But she had been given a one-year %
appointment for this academic year, and we have no FTE (full- §:

time equivalent position) available. We would love to retain her," i§

[he added.
'

'^ v- ^ ^
"Right now it doesn't look like we'll be hiring any acting %

professors next year, although there is one man who may be |
hired," he said. —~t^

|g

I
Bauml said that he looked for outside funds to pay faculty last ^

[
year, but that he "wasn't successful in stirring up more than vocal

:|

Because KunirePi" liomSe M so p<H[)Ular this quartir,^
Bauml says that if she is not re-hired, "we will not let the subject |
matter lie fallow:

^ ^ %
'*The material is not so terribly recondite that we do not have a ^

faculty member who could prepare himself to teach the course," ^
Bauml said. "Dr. Kunzer has certainly dotie the research :§

necessary and taught the course in a more than competent man-

i
"We feel that Dr. Kunzer is an essential part of the course " said ^^

Jeanne Katz, an initiator of the peUtion drive. "PracUcally the |
whole class is participating in the petition drive. • . ___

'"'"

Katz charged that terminating Kunzer's employment Is "an act

of discrimination against her as a woman. The majority of students
,

.

in the German department are female, but there are no women
jg

faculty positions eligible for tenure," Katz said. i^

rd love to stoy," Kunzer said. "I find my work challenging and |
satisfying, but I was hired on what they call *soft money.' I'm %,

really rather flexible. I can teach any level of German, or any kind %
of German literature. I've offered to teach Yiddish, too,"

^^

"Modem German-Jewish Literature" includes only seven g:

students who are German majors and many non-Jews, according

to Katz.

"The course is a survey of 200 years of German-Jewish culture,
j^

which is dead now. It lasted from the end of the eighteenth century g
until HiUer's regime," Kunzer said. "I would really like to make it

|
a twoKjuarter course, with another in 'holocaust literature.

'

"

^
Among the authors studied in the course were Moses Men- %

Idelssohn, Heinrich Heine, Sigmund Freud and Franz Kafka. &

:S

t(Patd Adwerti&emant)

The Center for .ki.

' _ <

II

Afro-American Studies

presents:
'

"
. *-"

\

tAoi 22 (Monday) 1 2:00 noon

Mr. Stephen Wade
"Psychological Death In the State Prisons

3105 Campbell Hall
j.qq ^^

iMinister Louis Farrakhn, national spokesman for the

Nation of Islam

rPolitical Prisoners: Economic Development
[Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Union

May 23 (Tu#sday) 3:00 p.m.

Peggy Seary
"Hov^ to teach In the Black ghetto

2124 Campbell Hall

AAay 24 (Wednesday) 1:00 p.m.

Mr. James Baldwin, world

renowned author

**Angela Davis: Political Prisoner"

^ Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Union

Pulff/c cordially invited

to attend all events I

It

Veteran hits Vietnam war
"Ttte most patriotic place to be right now is in jail

with our brothers and sisters for trying to stop the

crimes against humanity being committed in

Vietnam," said Ron Kovic of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War at a rally here Friday.

Kovic, who is paralyzed from the waist down as a
result of bullet wounds he received while serving

with the Marine Corps in Vietnam, spoke to a crowd
of about 150 in Meyerhoff Part'.

"We may be out blocking the streets and breaking
the laws, but the Administration in Washington is

blocking people's right to live," he said, j

Recruiter

Kovic said that he had tried to speak It'Fairiax

High School earlier this week when a Marine Corps
recmiter spoke there, but was prohibited from doing

so by the school principal. "The Marines said they'd

make a man out of me. The Marines don't build men
they destroy them and cripple them."

Kovic was also arrested two weeks ago and
allegedly beaten by the police at a demonstration at

Nixon headquarters in downtown Los Angeles.

"I'm thankful that I'm still alive, but a whole lot of

me died; and a whole lot of this country died, but

maybe it still has a head and it can feel the top part of

its body after what it did in Vietnam."
Decency

"And maybe it can find the honesty and the

decency to admit that what happened in Vietnam

was not a mistake. It was systematically fanned by
people who knew what they were doing, who wanted
to do it for the sole purpose of exploiting people.

'

'

He spoke of the need for everyone to participate in

anti-war and anti-government activities, saying,

"We must all move together as one with a clear

conscience of what we l>elieve in; we seem to he the

vanguard of a new society and a new life. Our
commitment will last for a lifetime." ^

Exploit

"We are looking to the time when the only men in

jail cells will be those who exploit their brothers and
sisters, and when the only police are not there for the

rich but to protect and serve all the people.
'

'

He asked the crowd to join him in this com-
mitment, and to "make your life have some
meaning."
Following the rally, a group of about 20 went to

Murphy Hall to protest the alleged cancellation of

financial aid by the Administration from Juanita

Dickson, an American Indian student here, for her

participation in "organizing strike activities"; and

to ask for amnesty for those S2 students arrested

here on May 11 by Los Angeles police.

An official from Vice Chancellor James W. Hob-

son's office met with the group and told them they

would farther investigate Dickson's case; he said

there was little the Administration could do for those

arrested.

Announcements
Warren Soloski arid

O'Neill will debate at noon today

in Law School 1410. Both are

candidates for the Democratic

nomination for the 25th District^

seat in the State Senate.

flections for the Black Student

u6ion have been scheduled for the

following times 9 am - 2 pm
Wednesday and 9 am - 2 pm
Thursday.

Polls will be located at the BSU

'6Tfice7Keireldi6ff'3^^

American Studies Center, third

floor, Campbell Hall; behind

Campbell Hall and along Bruin

Walk.

All Black students, faculty and

workers are eligible to vote

provided they present University

identification.

The recmitment and selection

of House Advisors for the

KesTdenee Halts here for the next

academic year will begin May 30

with a series of three introductory

meetings.

The meetings are scheduled for

6:30 pm May 30 in the Rieber Hall

Fireside Lounge; noon May 31,

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge;

and noon June 1, Ackerman Union

Men's Lounge.

Applications will be available at

these meetings and also in the

Office of Housing Services,

Campbell B103, after June 1.
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Rom
ghetto hustler

to leader of

a revolution...

on the screen

as it really

happened.

i«r^

BasecJ upon his electrifying

test-selling autobiogrrphy

MALCOLM X A MARVIN WORTH PBOOUCTlON • Ad«p««d lor th« ^'•^^^^^^^^'^^^^ 'SSSS^tSfSl
^ TO!^ ml^̂ -^ AUTOBIOOMAFMY Of MALCOLM X with !»>• M«i«Uinc« o< ALEX HALEY • A WARNER BROS PHfcBCNTATiqri^

.ndA«^0 WJt^BjJJd^lN^^TOBJO^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ COMMUNK^TIONS COMPANY -

STARTS FRIDAY MAY 26TH
PACIFICt

l*'"'*"'^*-'*-^ '^"^^^•^itOtWl'lfc^lMW |l«»««>*<w»»«»ilW»««—ItlW*—t—*"***

MOiiTVVOOe tOUilVAaO at viNr

PACIflC*S^

CEMTURy^^iiy"
C«i>turv Vl>wt of Crfwhaw,

673-1824
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Joseph Heller

NOW IN THE VILLAGE
and two other salon locations

TONY SASSOON and his international staff

extend their thanks to UCLA

students and staff with a •

SPECIAL HAIRFARE

FOR YOU
Sets, Cuts & Fantastic Hoircutting

By oppoinfment : 925 Broxton 477-4585 or 479-9634

Men's hoircutting tool

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK & LATE EVENINGS
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FRCDDIS KinCl
LONG BEACH AUD. SUN. JUNE 4 73opm

f SPECIAL

GUEST

STAR

TICKETS: $5 IN ADVANCE. $5.50 AT DOOR
PALLADIUM SmE SEATING (NO CHAIRS)

Tickets available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS includins all

May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and Long Beacn Arena

Box Office, and by mall order. For infornrwtion call (213) 437-2255

Mtr€3tdeathh

author Heller t udien
ByKenWaH ^ V ^ '

.
*' DBSUrrWriter

**I treat death humorously; I have to because ifl

thought about it seriously. I'd die of fear." Joseph

HeUw. author of the war-satire 'Catch 22,' said

Friday in the Ackerman Grand BaUroom.

Speaking before a crowd of 500 studente, Heller

discussed topics ranging from ''Catch 22" and lU

relation to America today, to the publication of a new

hovel entitled 'Something Happened."

Heller said the military ideals in "Catch ^"
combine a reverence for God and an insatiable

greed He said the father of a major character m
K^atch 22" resembles Nixon in that "his idea of a

good joke is aiie and that any profession other4han

farming represents creeping socialism."

•Catch-22* • I _ _^ _^
When asked to enumerate the themes in "(Sitcn

22," Heller said, "The book depicts a closed society

where there is little hope of escape. Things can be

improved with some help from heaven and positive

action." He noted that there is a correlation between

this situation and "the sense of hopelessness

surrounding the anti-war movement where all

methods of peaceful protest have failed to reach a

government which is supposedly acutely sensatiytia

the people."

The tiUe "Catch 22," Heller said, was made to

correspond to a statute which can be used to remove

individual rights and can supercide all existing

statutes. Hen noted that a real version of "Catch 22"

was used in Washington DC. two years a^ to break

up the anti-war demonstrations. ' '

Citing anothermodem paradox in todav.
which typifies the theme of •'Catch 22'' uS
dicated that he has been correspondinB

i^ith
^

man who was recenUy drafted for tL?*^
playing the trumpet at Fort Dix. He said tl?** *

cited two sUtutes at the base : l ) no one canT
"^^

assigned area for coffee or ottier nZlT'^^
purposes without seeing the Master SerJ^n*^
orderly room. 2) the orderly room is Srr "**»

personnd.
«» w Umitui

"I got the experience for writing "CaSl-a..
bombardier in the Pacific during World Wt***

»re importanUy I got the experience from^ ? ^
i

the United States and witnessing the disintMrar
^

American ideology and ideals," Heller saS^
'

more

California tour

Visitiftg California last week, HeUer said h«i

"greatly impressed with Lockheed as a monun!!!
of success by failure. It just shows that if oneZu
up a consistent record of failure, one micht^
become president." he said. ^
Heller said he had toured Orange County last wmi

and noted that it is "a rare part of the universe whrn
the President is held in high esteem." SpeaS
along political lines, Heller stated that Nixon\^

'

win the upcoming election: "he has no chance"

Concerning his new book, "Something Happened"
which is due to be published in six months, H^l
said it describes a middle-aged executive in Ameria
who is confused and cannot decide what he wants tg

do with his life. "It is not about war, not like Catdi

22' and not funny. The title is ironic because almat
I

nothing happens and it may make for a very boriu

book," HeUersaid. T
^1

Feather views origins of the blues

-^rBvKing lectures on jazz

rrodm rd hy IKI \ss(H

By Rose Zoes-RobinsoD

DBSUff writer ^

B.B. King^ appeared in Royce
Hall Tuesday, sponsored by tiie

music department and the

African Studies Center in honor of

Black Culture Week. Leonard

Feather, noted jazz critic, was a

guest of King's and assisted with

an exchange of remarks during

the lecture.

The lecture began with Feather

explaining "some of the origins

that are relatively obscure, about

the blues before the days of B.B.

King." He then proceedied to read

from an article written by Paid

Oliver, an "outstanding British

authority on the blues" and an
album called the Story of the

Blues just released by Columbia.

Feather continued by giving a
" brief synopsis of the varied belies

of the blues' origin. He further

outlined the blues before the B.B.

, King era by playing excerpts from
' tapes and records of old bhies

artists such as "When I Lay My

Burdens Down", by an oki man
known simply as "Mr. Pool." and

Olive Brown singing "Graveyard

Dream Blues." -

King explained the differences

between the style of early blues

singers and his own* - ?-, .

He explained the highpoln^ of

early recording techniques.

"Sometimes when you listen to

something, it may sound a bit

'tinny' and you'll listen to that and

may not listen to the artist," he

said.

"Well, with the new sound

systems of today, if you want to

listen to guitar or maybe you like

saxophone, or trumpet or

whatever instrument you like, you

listen to that and you don't pay too

much attention to the record."

King discussed the in-

novativeness of the bhies of

another artist, "Blind Lemon'*

Jefferson, who inspired hi^ in-

terest in the blues, and demon-
strated the 'mellowing of musical

tones' by a later artist. Lonnie

Johnson, who was another of In

admirers.

During the course of the lecture,

King told of various experienca

of his musical elevation and i^

structed students who were

»

• (Paid Advertisement)
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Does your oven eat T.V,

daily?

- L

Jry a variety of dinners

at the UCLA Residence Halls.

Call 825-4271 for an application.

terested in music, blues or

whatever style "to learn and lein

well."

In conclusion, King answertj

questions from the audience aij

gave a demonstration of his ^t

of the blues by playing a few ban

from past recordings and turn

songs from a sUll unreieased

alburn;^
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HARrtkHORD INSTRUCTION

tought by Nell Robert*

OeiS«ANLEIDE«& OPERA

by Somoel Von Do««n •

JAn PIANO
by Abby Frmer ,^_-^u«|^$lC
WWAISSANCIiBAROQU^'*'

by Andrew Chorlton

OUfTAM WOKSHOP
by David Grlmei
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The year ofthe computer?

^
By Larry Miles

Editorial

Strike aid
students from the Law School here have

)tablvshed a legal aid service to deal with the

idicial aftermath of the recent StriHe. The service

jin be found in the Student Fund office, IBH 331, and

[honed at extension 53901.'

Whether you are outraged, glad or indifferent to

le fact that 52 people were arrested last Thursday, it

nevertheless imperative that those arrested

.'ceive the best defense possible in order that the

icts of their particular cases can be fairly deter-

lined. •-

The legal fallout surrounding mass arrests —
larticularly of a political nature — are often

ibyrinthian, say the legal aid staff members, apd

ley further point out that they desperately need

ritnesses to any arrests to contapt them if justice is

be served. • -
'^ ^^

We urge any witnesses to contact the legal aid

Tvice; even if you think what you witnessed was

^nothing,'' or even if you aren't personally

icquainted with anyone arrested, your account is

[till needed. Don't leave those arrested stranded.

The Chinese may refer to this year as the Year of

the Rat, but we at ucla know better. This is the year
of the Computer. The almighty punch card in the sky
has designated us the hapless victims of this suc-

cessor to Mothra. v^

Actually, the computer isn't that bad. (Like heck,

is it windy in Chicago! ) Bruins take a dim view when
they are inconvenienced by this mechanical mon-
ster, but have you ever stopped and looked at the

other side. ]'
*

,Let us flash to a suburb of iL.A., IBM just on the

edge of the punch card. Mr. Computer is just coming
home from a hard day at work. He is met by his wife.

The scene is touching, and one is cautioned not it cry

because of the threat of rust. "How did it go today,

honnywell."

"Ah, pretty bad, Ibeem. I handled 20,000

screaming brats today. Some dumb operator spilled

her nail polish on me. Had trouble with Poly Sci

Again. I don't know how I'm gonna fit 700 into that

class. I felt so sorry for a senior today. Started crying

in the middle of the Men's Lounge. Said he was
graduating and had never been given any of the

classes he asked for. Something about Basket-

weaving 1, 2, 3 and 4 fall, winter, and spring."

"Ah, that sounds sad. Why didn't you give'm his

classes as a kinda going away present.*'

"Are you kidding, and spoil my record? And

anyway If you do it for one of them, you got to do it

for all of them. ^

"

"I'm getting tired of all these permission to enroll

classes. Oh, well, what's for dinner tonight, hon."

"I cooked up something special,folded, spindled,

and mutilated card chops."

"Are you crazy, I had that all day!"

So you see, the life of a student is not all that bad.

But still, I wouldn't mind not getting my classes if

the computer would stop printing out after every

time I get rejected, "Tough Tarts Big Stallion.

Better Ruck Next Time."

I don't want to be the one that says Computers are

starting to get a mind of their own, but a friend of

mine said that he tried to get into a class called

"Computer Destruction." Not only did the computer

reject his card, it rejected the class, fired the

professor, and wrote a nasty letter to its

congressman.

Some of my cohorts in combat have talked about

pulling the cord at the end of the golden rainbow. We
went to scout the area where the outlets were. We
were met by a trained elite corps that punched us,

spindled us, and in general mutilated us. This force

field sent us reeling across the room, and a company
of adding machines surrounded us. Then this giant

punch card came in and said, "Ve have vays of

making you talk!" Oh, we were doomed, we were

going to die at the hands of a giant punch card. "Dag
nab it," 1 said to myself, "1 told you to lay off the

dorm food!"

And then all of a sudden I was awake. "Hey, you,"

sleepy, come on, boy, the computer's fixed, come on,

_ man, it could blow any second, if you want those

classes you better move it."
"

Who^m I to argue with the computer?

PttftTstotheEcmSofT
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[I i ^. (pant, pant) for th&dormsL
Editor:

This is in response to the ad-

fertisement that was run in the

iruin the last few days. It says,

fWhy is Joe Bruin running to the

ICLA Residence Halls . .
" I

/ould like to submit my answer so

lat it can be made public. My
Answer is: ... so that he can get

le biggest screw of his

ifetime!!! Please allow me to

cplain myself. For the paltry

im of just $140.00 a month you

^et all of : 1) a place to sleep and 2

)

/enty meals (?) a week. That is

fine to $5.00, and an increased

charge for replacement

processing. These proposed in-

creases are intended to encourage

the return of "lost " books. The

charges will still not be sufficient

to cover the Library's actual

replacement costs, but they

should serve better as a deterrent

to deliberate "losses " than the

present charge schedule does.

-I am soliciting comments from

I've lived in the dorm for four

rears and have 'watched the

srvices he cut and the rent in-

crease every year. As a freshman

lere was a waiting list to get into

le dorms. As a senior there are

Iany empty rooms. People are

not willing to pay the ridiculous

>rices that are being charged so

[hey have to run these enticing ( ?

)

ids in the paper. If you want to get

^he people back in the dorms you

had better fmd some way of

lowering the coQts if you do not

)lan to keep some decent services

^or the residents. As it stands now,

would guess that the dorms will

a losing venture within the next

^ew years if they are not already.

By the way, if my answer should

^in, just use the money to drop
^he costs or something instead of

/asting it on dumbshit contests

mch as this one.

A Four Year Dorm Resident

Libraries
Rditor:

As the graduate student
represenUtive to the Library
"ommittee of the Academic
?nate, I would like to call at-

tention to the following:
The Library Committee will

leet this week to consider
)ropo8ed changes in the Library

[Lending Code. The proposed
^rhanges are generally in ihe
direction of more Hbend loan and
renewal procedures together with
[improved recall service, an in-

graduate students on library loan

privileges, procedures, and fines

so that I may more adequately

represent your views at the next

meeting of the Library Com-

mittee. Comments should be

addressed to me, in care of the

Graduate Students Association

Office. 301 Kerckhoff Hall.

Joyce D. Falk

GSA Consultant to the

Academic Senate library

Committee

Editor:

After my letter of April 25, two

fine gentlemen; Mr. Marot and

Mr. Kraig were kind enough to

respond. My letter requested

objectivity by those who would

advocate a position ox^ the war.

Since the responses were less than

objecUve, I wiU reply lest anyone

be prompted to accept their views

without refuUtion. I would warn

you, however, that you should not

necessarily take the word of a

individual who Mr. Marot and Mr.

Kraig woiOd have one believe is a

"simple Simon", war monger, a

racist, a fascist, a "minon", a

"Philistine", a Young Republican

(that part is true), a believer in

"the United Communist Con-

spiracy-Theory" (straw man), or

of a person who has "done little

reading about the war" (I won

•evcral wards for debate on that

M*}Mt). Maybe I should, tit for

Ut, call Mr. Marot a toilet-

tounged radical of the left, but I

Mr. Marot was kind enough to

point out that combat troop levels

really didn't decrease last month
because "the number of personnel

in Indo-China increased". These

"personnel" are not combat
troops but naval and air personnel

sent into the general area to

support South Vietnamese
operations. Admittedly, Viet-

namese casualties during the

invasion have increased since

they have replaced U.S. troops.

As to Mr. Marot's belief that the

NLF (primarily North Viet^

namese) have "little to gain by

launching massive attacks on U.S.

troops "since U.S. troops would be

re-introduced" (?), I will remind

him of the bombing halt which

resulted from the Tet offensive.

U.S. deaths would provide

amunition for the North Viet-

namese publicity campaign in the

U.S.

As I noted before, demon-

strations against the war have a

way of being planned to coincide

with communist offensives, U.S.

elections, and periodic

escalations. Even so, Mr. Kraig

sees "the current offensive is a

response to Nixon's escalation". I

say that the current Invasion is a

response to Nixon's offer for

peace. i * ^ -

As to our "18-year" in-

volvement due to some so-called

•*CIA" commando Lansdale

raiding inside North Vietnam

(How is that different from

Vietnam, Mr. Kraig?), I honestly

fail to seethe connection between

that and Johnson's decision to

send combat troops to defend

South Vietnam in 1965? Moreover,

since Mr. Kraig is a member of

the Indo-China (MIS) Information

Project, I am sure that he knows

that at the time Vietnam was

partitioned, the Vietnamese were

given a choice as to whether or not

they would live in the communist

north or in the south. That

provision re-inforced the already

exisFing cultural and ethnic

distinctions with a further

distinction — ideology. The dif-

ferences in ideology are apparent;

the puppet regime in North

Vietnam had its election i.e.

purged (murdered) hundreds of

thousands of political rivals while

South Vietnam has had several

free elections (with fewer

irregularities that our own 1960

presidential election).

Mr. Kraig would mention the

communist seven point peace

(like in piece of S.E. Asia) plan

that he assures us will gain the

return of the allied prisoners. All

we would have to do is cut off all

aid to South Vietnam and over-

turn the elected government

there. Sounds reasonable? How
about If South Vietnam promised

to return all communist prisoners

if. all Russians and Chinese left

North Vietnam and cut off all

military aid, after disposing of the

North Vietnamese puppet

regime? I pointed out the fact that

U.S. prisoners in J^orth Korea

were badly treated and returned,

if at all, only after several years to

demonstrate that we need more

than Mr. Kraig's assurance that

all of our prisoners would be

returned. Every assurance given

to has been broken. Nevertheless,

the communists have not met the

International Red Cross

regulations concerning prisoners

nor have they furnished a com-

plete list of U.S. captives (this is

documented by newsreels taped

by foreign observers) . I ask, why?

Further, I would like Mr. Kraig

to critically analyze all that he

reads including his "Every good

book on the war . .
.". The Mc

Namara (Pentagon) Papers were

written to express a particular

view taken by certain people in

the Johnson administration and

by researchers from Rand. The

Papers contained suggestions,

contingency plans, and some
actual policy. To conclude that all

or even a substantial part of the

Papers is actual policy or fact

demonstrates a severe lack of

comprehension 1 might note that

W.F. Buckley published in the

National Review, several

documents (all fake) that were to

have been reportedly written by

advisors to Johnson. Their

discovery was reported by ' the

national news media and accepted

by even the people who were to

have suptx)sedly written them.

1 am not doubting that the U.S.

has done substantial bombing

(which does blunt communist
offensives), but 1 do doubt the

conclusions that are made con-

cerning "unamimous will for

national unity", or that the U.S.

has created nine million refugees.

Many have sought the protection

of the South Vietnamese govern-

ment (not the* comntunist's) to

avoid the calculated communist

policy of control and subjugation

by terror and torture.

On the other hand, Mr Kraig

contends that the massacre in Hue
by the communists was merely

"alleged", and can be explained

(Le Monde) by U.S. bombings. To

say that the civilians that were

found with their hands tied, shot

through the head, or decapitated

were the victims of U.S. bombings

is" tantamount to believing the

Nazi contention that the Jews in

the concentration camps com-

mitted mass suicide.

H

f «..,

In conclusion, I am deeply

concerned about the many who

have died in Vietnam, but I cannot

see that by urging or helping the

communists to win in Asia that we

can or will save any lives.

Raymond J. Van Buskirk

Economics and PoliUcal Science

Bal(er
Editor:

Richard Baker's letter

"Feelings of Frustration", (Daily

Bruin, May 15) was a sentimental,

disgusting tantrum. Dry your

tears and wash yOiir face, little

boy. If you've been broken, it's

t)ecause you're brittle

l^orlMarkman
FineAr^
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Undergraduate

PolKical Science

Association
The following Is a joint platform statament for
Craig Strait — Candidata for Prasidant
Richard Oaringar — Candidata for Vica-

Fresidant
Laofiard Mintiar — Candidata for lr%%\MT%x
Kavin Allan — Candidata for Progi^amt

Chairman

Sinca tttis it only tha »acond yaar that
Political Science Department Representatives
will be working, it is essential that they be able
to work together as a unified force, a force that
can be a coherent communications vehicle in

which to voice student attitudes. This fun
damental goal bf reflecting student feelings is

a necessity if the Undergraduate Political
Science Association is to fulfill its objectives. 1

1

is our feeling ttiat we, as a united group, can
better achieve these goals than a set of in

dividuaiiy elected strangers compelled to
labor togetttar.

Now we ttave materialized some thoughts on—what we will aim to accomplish. Yet, these
tttoughts are still open to suggestion, and
disposal. More than not, they represent our
collective personal feelings on how we can
improve the major. If elected, we plan to voice
student opinions, though not necessarily our
own.
F irst we feal that there is a need for more

lower division seminars. It is in these small
oroup discussions that effective learning can
really occur, not m a 600 student class in
Moore Mall 100. Furthermore, these seminars
be pertir>ent in orientating students toward the
major and introducing tt>em to various fields
Of specialization.

Secondly, there is a need for a course and
teacher evaluation survey for the Political
Science Department because the professor
and course value is worthless. Substantial
student participation in formulating the
survey is a must, as is more actual movement
on tt>e professor and course value. The intent
of this is to compile a mutual informative
survey that may t>enefit students as well as
professors.
Anott>er thing we would like to all initiate is

"f^^ kOMiona" ¥vhare teachers and students
can get togattiar informally to discuss political
science issues of mutual interest. It is our
belief tt^at such a session will not only generate
student interest in the deparment, but also will
ttandle professor awareness of student desires.
These are only some of our gogls, but we

can't accomplish them without student sup
port. We urge all to consider our slate as tfie

most viable organ in achieving student en-
deavors.

Tt>e following are statements of candidates
running independently.
President
Pat Anderson — "Why do we go to classes

anyway?" Many political science majors ask
ttiemselves that question as they file out of one
classroom after another. I know because I've
often asked myself. I am running for President
in tt>e Poli. Sc. departmental elections because
I feel I can help find a student answer to tttat

question
T he Political Science Department has. in the

last year, reorganized requirements and
classes in response to changing student need.
But more needs to be clanged, new programs
implemented, and the key to accomplishing
new goals is the department's student
representation. Students, we're the ones who
go to classes, read tt>e books, and write the
papers We should be the ones who have a
voice in the design of new classes, restruc-
turing o4d ones and reviewing department
requirements. And there is more to classes
tt^n just lectures a few of my ideas include:
sdecia I seminar programs with experts in
various fields, film series seminars, student
panel discussions and information on current
topics (ie. campaigning processes in
Presidential races, Vietnam, etc.). Last year's
officers tried to publish class and professor
evaluation information, but failed. This
comtnq fell we could make it work.

All of these ideas art just that -- ideas. If

elected President i would like to help make
ttiem fact. Leadership should be strong,
energetic and responsive to the votet^. I can
provide that leadership.

Just take a moment to mark an "X" next to
Pat Anderson - President Then, we can start
looking for answers to everyone's question:
"What BT^ we doing here anyway?"
Morris Davidovitz - Why should I care

about the Undergraduate Political Science
Association? After all, what has it ever done
for me? Anyone taking such an attitude, it

seems, has beeiS more than justified by past

experience Too often have candidates
proposed grandeoise schemes for making tha

world a better place for mom and apple pie,

bogging themselves down with multifarious

plans for innovating as far and as wide as their

offices will carry thim, with the result that the

obvious solutions are all to often overlooked (to

the dismay of everyone who thought that their
.' vote really meant something in the way of

tangible results) The power of elective office,

it seems transforms the once humble can
didates into ego trippers, who apparently find

it betow the dignity of their positions to work
along simple lines in order to satisfy basic

needs.
After three years in the Political Science

Department, I too have acquired enough of

ocademia's "measures of success" (i.e. 3.88

OPA, Phi Eta Siqma Honor Society. Letters

,i)nd Science Honors Program! Deans List),

.ind enough of the general "indices of com
mittment" (i.e. membership in the American
Civil Liberties Union and the American
Political Science Association) to qualify me as

a potential ego tripper. However, one of the

stark political realities long ago impressed
upon my then naive mind was the following: a

group's needs and interests must be
aggregated and articulated soas to be part of a

system's input, in order for that system's
output to be significantly directed towards
satisfying the needs and interests of that

group. For those of you who have yet to take
Poli. Sc. ) this simply means that a group
devoid of the prgper orgainization finds its

output to be significantly directed towards
satisfying the needs and interests of that
group

Getting down to the specifics of the matter, it

seems to me that the Undergraduate Political

Science Association can become the institution

to mediate between the needs and interests of

the political science majors and the Depart-
ment of Political Science. I tfiereby propose
that the Undergraduate Political Science
Association function as an interest group,
lobbying those in tlie department who have ttte

responsibility to see that the interests and
needs of the majors are met. For example,
some measures that might be successfully
lobbyed for are:

1) tmroilment priority in political

science courses for political scienct„
majors, and '

2) abolition of the Political Science 101

requirement, that last archaic vestige of

the defunct core course system
I will not, however, attempt to delineate the

full extent of what should be done. For that is

for you to decide; tf is the function of tttose in

the major to make the policy choices, and the
responsibility of those in the Undergraduate
Political Science Association to implement
them Hence, if elected, my first task would be
to gather your choices among, and priorities

for, as many policy alternatives as can be '

formulated. With such a mandate, I feel that
the Undergraduate, Political Science
Assiciation could function with a substantial
degree of power. But for the present, all that I

can do is ask that you give me the mandate to

begin organizing in this way — by voting May
22nd and 23rd to elect me, Moris Davidovitz,
President of the Undergraduate Political
Science Association.
David Pasternak — SURPRISE!!! There

6X9 really student officers in the Political
Science Department. If you elect me
PR€SIDENT, I guarantee that through my
actions you will also learn our functions. I will

~

encourage:
1) A change in the unrealistic political

science 101 requirement.
2) "Nader style" public interest groups
for political science credit.

3) Current topic seminars of which you
will always be informed.

AND: I will always be receptive to any
suggestions you voice.
So vote for DAVE PASTERNAK for a

STUDENT VOICE in Political Science.
Bradley Reynolds — i seek the office of

President of the Undergraduate Political
Science Department. I seek this office because
of a desire to serve. I will innovate and initiate.

Because of recent changes in the curriculum
of the Political Science Department, some
persons feel that there are no more issues.
However, many issues still exist in the

^

Poiitid*! Science Department, such as tha
settlement of the language requirement.
So vote for Bradley Reynolds for president of

the Undergraduate Political Scienoe Deprt-
ment I'll work for all of us.

""

Vice President
Leslie imlay - As Vice President of the

Undergraduate Political Science Association, I

Will in the coming year attempt to work with
the student representatives in establishing
effective representation of tha Political
Science Department. This representation
must involve the students in their department.
I have listed my goals for the upcoming year
and promise to work in a dedicated manner as
your student representative. As Vice-
President I will:

1) Establish interaction with tha Shident
Political Science Representatives.
2) Establish a day or period every month
that students can meet and present
suggestions directly to the ad-
ministration.

' 3) Coordinate with the Speakers
Program to tih'^% speakers and
Programs pertenent to our educational
goals
4) WorK to establish an effective

^
professor course evaluation survey.

' Jim Lahana - These past three years In the
Political Science Department have been truely
a disgusting experience. Certain aspects of
this abhorance result from the lack of student-
professor rapport, a comprehensive professor
evaluation survey, and a more responsive
ct>airmanship.
The lack of rapport is primarily causad by

the tremendous arrogance of certain
professors. (Never have so few, known so
little, thinking they know so much!) Tha
"godly attitude of the chairman and certain
professors is inexcusable.
The deparment should publish a long

overdue comprehensive profesaor evaluation
survey, incradaa protyaor-ttMdawi r*fport
and devise a method for satactKn of the
department chairman (wlttwut exduding
third world peoples) in order to mm%M this
DeiMrtment a more responsive organ to tha
needs of each and every stwdowt.
Pregrams Cliairman

Stapliaii f. KapldR — Tha Untversity m it

exists today does not allow for tartgibla
knOATladge opportunities. The world outskfe of
this community raquiraa axporlanca In the
environment, outside of tt>a re—rch orien-
tated dictates of academiclant. Work study
prodrams must be initiated If Political Sclanca
students mr^ to have a valid sense of the entire
political sphere. Politics >a the principal
science requires that sludtm.ob|actlfy their
beliefs into actural implamenmtlon of policy
decisions and policy formation^and it te my
intention to initiate activities In the political
science department which will t>elp all

-fttudents toward ttta raalixatlon of this goal.

. \

Philip Chase - i am running for Programs
coordinator in the Poli. Sc. departmental
election Organization of programs takes

enthusiasm and work. I'm enthusiastic and
willing to work (up to a point). Those are my
qualifications Experience, well, I have just

been the president of the world famous UCLA
C hess Club for the past year. I n conclusion, if I

am interested enough in the Poli. Scl.

department to run for office, the least you can
do IS to vote for me. (Actually, tt^t's not

strictly true, but don't worry about it). Thank
you.
Treasurer » »

Merrick Tatt**- The political science

department is in need of modification so as to

remain responsive to the timely and varied

requisites of the political science students. I

«im presently engaged in a foreign studies

program in Russia and Sweden, and,

therefore, am acquainted with the attributes

and deficiencies in various approaches to

political science programs. The incorporation

of these specific concepts can result in a

progressive change in the department.
Secretary
Connie Lynch -

I ^m interested In running
for the position of secretary of the political

•••r.

(Editor's note: The Daily Bruin

is presenting on pages six and

seven platforms for University

Action Councii (UAC) elections

in nine departments. Elections

are being held from 9 am to 3

pm today and tomorrow, with

polling places located at the

east entrance of Campbell Hall,

the Science Quad, Royce Hall

quad, and in front of Ackerman
Union at the base of Bruin Walk.

Students may vote for can-

didates only in the department
in which they are majoring.

Reg cards and ASUCLA Photo
IDs must be presented at the

polls. UAC is sponsored by the

Student Educational Policies

Commission (SEPC) of Student

Legislative Council (SLC) to

provide student input in

departmental decision-
making.) , "'

Science Association, in order to become in-

volved in the dec Isibn- making process whlcK
directly affects our major, as to wttaltMrr or not
it is tt\e fullest educational experieiKe
possible. Such progranvs as ttw Ralph Bunctte
Speakers' Program in International Relations
could bring currant problems and innovations
in world politics to the attention of the
academic community, professors and
students alike. The Profetsor Evaluation
Program is also an important n\%%^ni for
students to actively voice tt>eir opinions as to
the effectiveness of professors and course
content and directly influence tt>e educational
policies Of the Political Science Department. I

would like to sea these and similar programs
instituted and furthered, arnJ to involve all

those who so desire to actively participate in
their department.

Undergraduate

Association
Seven representatives will be elected to the
UPA BOARD from the following candidates:
Caral Agnew - The Psychology Department is

so large that students need an active un-
dergraduate association to creete a more
personal atmosphere. I have helped UPA this
year with various projects such as the for-
mation of the undergraduate lounge last
quarter and other projects that have baen
formulated this quarter Specifically, I

propose that the Senior Advising Project for
undergraduates should be expanded with the
formation of a separate office, adjacent to the
Psychology Advising Office If possible. I

propose to continue the Graduate School In-
formation Project collecting Inforpiation
about degrees -offered, specific requirements
etc. from Graduate schools In the United
States with the incKiSion of information about
possible iob opporhinities after graduation.
Finally, I feel that it is euential that the
present core course requirements should be
evaluated with more emphasis on a peaslble
clinical program.
Carisse Beels — As a member of the Psych
undergraduate Board I would like to help in-

crease undergrad voice artd InfKience in
departmental affairs. Having only recently
become a psych major I may be able to brina
some fresh idees to ft>e board. '(

Sarah Blady — As a junior at UCLA, I feal I

can oHar a fresh approach to cllnlca4ly
oriented program* m ttia Psych^loty
Department.
The dIrecHon of the Psychology Departmant
needs not only N> be led to a rigarous un-
derstanding of academ ic princlpl«» Bul«lsa to
give opporhmit^ to apply those prlndptts In
clinical programs haiplitg paapla.
I wfould like to some of these programs Im-
plemented. For example. presanMy there may
be two psychology classes rotating to thesame
subject taught at the same time. Let us sup
pose one of these classes is rasaarch oriafttao
and the other is clinically oriented. ShKlents
should be given the opportunity, in advance, to
select the approach to the subject which is
most relevant to them and their career goals
Accordingly, i propose that the faculty
designate that certain claMas be taught with a
clinical approach or a rasaarch approach, with
an option to the student to choose his preferred
mf^% at learning.

I am convinced that there is a lack of op-

portunity tor the student who is interested in

n>«aninqful one to one or intrapersonal group
cotitact to obtain any kind of t9^>im\\ ex
pereince at UCLA. Students should be given
class credit on a Pass/No Record basis for

rlinicaliy onented programs and tt»a op
jwrtunity to apply- within the scope of those
programs, the theories they t»ave learned In

oresently established classes.

I would like the opportunity to worti for tttasa

goals.
Michael Filkeff - As an original membar of

the Undergraduate Psychology Association I

have participated actively in ttte Association's
various projects incHiding the inauguration of

the Psychology lounge in A2St. However, as
the Association moves into its second yaar it is

time to focus strongly on the Psycttology
major and the Psychology department itself.

For example we can investigate the
requirements for the Psychology maior and
work t9 change course descriptions to more
accurately describe Psychology courses.
These two items are but a part of the many
things to be done. With your vote ttiase can be
accomplished. I urge you to re-elect Mike
Filkoff.

Lynda Olasser — As an interested Psyctwiogy
major, I'd like the opportunity to try to im-
prove or cttange existing feelings toward
undergraduates in the Psych Dept at UCLA.
As a member of the UPA Board, I would ba
given the opportunity to work with tftosa
committed to definifH) the alternatives offered
to ttte undergradtiata psych m«ior. For
example, I'd like to work toward ttta

f inalization hear from the students themselves
what curriculum cttangas tt>ey'd like to saa
implemented, which could give rise to
ix>sstk>te protects to meet their needs. The
students poll would be the start, but if we,
psych majors barul together, the cttangas we
seek can be implemented.

Philip G. Goulding — The Psyctwiogy
Dapartment tias two areas where ctwngas arg

,

necessary. Of ttta 65 or so courses offarad, only
5 are related to counseling clinical psyctwlogy.
I want to see more courses of tt>eir type of-

fered. \ also want to saa a greater similarity
between professors teaching the same cour-
ses. There is a large discrepancy of malarfail
covered by different professors. I fdol ttiat ttip

same basic material stiould Im covered aftda^
which tt>e professor could go into his owA'
specialty.
Charles C Horan — My name Is Cftarlas
Horan, and I am a third qudtier Junior in

Quantitative-Psychok>gy. I am seeking a seat
on tt>e Board of ttte Undergraduate Psychotogy
Association.
If elected, I would do all within my altotad
pwoer to moM^ certain tt>at-tt>e Association
works for the best interest of ttte Un-
dergraduate, and furtttermore, that it not
become ^r* elite, dictatorial body ttiat wouM
endeavor to tell YOU wttat you need and want,
but rattter to see that it be a rasponsiva,
feedback-orianted oraganiiation ttwt woutd
simply serve as a manifestation of YOUR
voices. I do not wantmy opinions to t>a of more
weight ttwn any other studaftfs — I rattier
desire to serve as a channel for tt^ opinions of
the average undergraduate student in
Psyctwiogy.
I hope ttiat you will give me your votes, as ttwy
would enable your views to gat tt>a attOntlon
that they have for so long deserved but
NEVER.g8tl«n__ ..
Ronald D. Hudson — We need more viable
student participation in ttta Psych Dept. I

would like to give those students wtM> are in-

terested in helping to shape their education a
chance to do something about it. I will actlvdly
wQr:|i to improve the department. I would lllie

t<^ see more humanism in the department. In
this way we could view a more electric ap-
proach to psychology In the past as a member
of the UPA Board I have actively supported
departmental improvements. I fiope to con-
tinue this in the future.
John Hutchison — If I am elected to tha
Psychology Board I plan to work on thrat
courses of action to Improve the department In
its relation to students. F irst I will attempt to
mal^ known to al4 students witat opportunities
and possibilitesa hr% available toe psychology
major. This would bast be eccomplishad by
requesting a professor from each ffeltf of
psychology ( i e clinical, social, personality) to
write a brief description of the type of work his
field involves and employment opportunities
etc. Something like this is not available now
and I feel tt>at it would be a tenr>endous help to
those people, who vr% psych mejors rMw, to
help them decide if pfychok>gy is for tham.
Such a program wootd alsO aid those students
who are attempting to deckle on e particular
major.
Secondly, I will listen to psych mahM^
suggestions. For improving the department
«»nd what they want from the dapartment.
will work within ttte department to make tttaaa
suggestions and requests a reelity. Thirdly, I

will talk to gruduate students wtto twve been
through ttie undergraduate dapartment and
ask them what tttey feel coukf be done to
improve the department I realize that to put
these projects into action a great amount of
time and effort must be involved. I am willing
to put in the time and effort necessary if I am
elected to the board, i give a damn about
where the psychology department is going.
StevVh Robert Jecebs — Psycbodynam icists
unitel Are you tired of the same old
behavioristic smug complacent, tttaorettcal
considerations nmv affecting moat psychology
departmenH in universities today? If elactad,
I will attempt to enlarge ttte undergraduate
curricula of the department to inckMte a more
rigorous (and more positive) investloation of
Freudian. Neo Frueudian, Junglan, etc.
theory and Its practical implications, par-
ticularly its clinical approaches. Recently
most courses discussing the view of man's
mental processes use Freudianiam aa a
platform from which behaviorism Is shown to
be for superior. If given the opportunity I will
seek to discuss and inftuaiKe curricula
showing the values and currant topics of ttia

psychodynamic theme lately unavallaMa to
university students.
MKhael McTetfoe - I am running both for lun
•fid axparlence. i need same new ffrlaniii mtt
I'd like some vaica tm ttw dssimwa Ol^lto
Psych departmank i wa«»t to meat Ihd fMolty
and I wonder what ypu want.
AAy ideas run from lnsl«flM«Hlt i» fnind
boggling: < 1) Lundh time sdfiiaiHMHMlBr«g
(2) smofier classes O) mara caniact with
proH and grad students <4) your food bddi
grading methods. (S) Some cheap social
funcitons so we cen nr>eet each other. (*)
Encounter and training groupa far credit (7)
and on and on.
The Psych Deportment faces one \mmi>»
challenge: to do enything to impove the bum
voyege 75% of this cempus is on.Jl'd like to
improve our human reiationa. ii guaas wd
should start at home. So smile on your brother
- and sister. Prevent a shut out — vote Mc
Teigue.
Dean Melson - I hdve boon working as a board
membar in the Undergreduate Psychotoay
Association for tha past year: I woutd llkeli

continue working on thi< *e^ it as a viabi? ^rcen!^°^***•« tw^

Ed Oliver -
i «,«

^
<»«rgraduate Psycho^yT?'^^ 'or ^, ^am seeking this oft icehlrl °^'*''* boL*

shident input to the deot n«?^^'*^"»9 »il!!would continue the t^^T>^ '» •Sfl

deleting current cour«i#* i„ ^•^-wiiii.-
*»»0 like to get mor^'stTcen "oS«*^l. iS
J«|tf«». The UPA b^?d S'^rj^bth*feen skidents and the d^M ^ « '5
Barbara L. Vis - AAy pur^?'!'^««

student participation m ?h
^ "*'^

Psychology. it is my belief" J^' "••<!«
part Of en education in 'J'**^ ^i
pract.cal application of cr/rl^^'* » ih.
practical applI^atTon « concSiS.""* • •!
class room. °"'^'P^'««rn«diniJ

If elected - i will work not oniu ^
thte program, but also to aids^U^*mteractlon in any poss.ble wJ? P"»«w
Valerie C. Walker

i m seLin„membership because i would iS. toi.'**'organization and effoMoit ?«?**«*
munications behween the Psvchoio^?^

^"^

and the shidents who are ^l^XlT*^more or less hit or miss prSr«7-'!;"j

»«toresting speakers set up i fWTTV*buietin thet informs the indv3Sii*tf'*2goings on affecting his course o?iSSylJJbe a temendous help, i feel a goidiSJS!shouldbe maintained by faculty^ Sjmembers for psychology studenJi ^-

Undergraduate

_ History

Association
President .—
Robert Bamberger - in the p»$t yiif ^
discussion and consideration of stutM
representation has become fashionable but

«

always fruitful. The term itself, "jtuZ
representatioa" lacks any spKific commi
except where shidents themselvtj ie« i
substance and meaning. While tite u»
dergrackiate History Association in iS lk«
year of existence has had to struggle tola
press its legitimacy upon the history dc^at
ment, this year has yielded the groundMt
essential to communication and the itYingol

trust and mutual respect As the siphoning

d

of funds from the university continues, aida
long as students lack any effective meank
axprass tt>emselves on the quality of w
dergraduate teaching, it is impsrttivt M
undergraduate associations, which providti

t channel of expression, be developal m
utilized.

Ttte experience and information I hm
acquired while Vice President of ttit UHA

would be invaluable in a second year's iMrt

towards realizing the full promise of ttw

Associatkm. While the notion of an tacli«

usually holds a political connotatioa ttMrta

little, if any element of shident politia inM
office. For in departmental affairs, ont finii

much common ground amongst all wfwm
students. How can I fail to protect your i«v

terests wt>en they will also bemy own?

IMichael Oavlssofl — in seeking the prtsitfNCY

of tt»e History Department I hope to bt i

bonding ager^ between the teachers and Ke

students, as well as trying to promok

qualitative cttange. As it stands now, IM

History Deportment does have ih flOCt

features, like high quality professors, and •

wide cftotce of ciasaes. However, i do »•• *•

need for cttanges in the area of:

n student teacher relationships: grNttr

T.A.-student and shident professor interKtion

outslda the classroom win help open com

munication channels by increasint

familiarity.
2) More use of an informal seminar i^

proach to teaching History rather than w
traditional strait laced lecture and note taking

sessiorts presently in use
3) Groeter emphasis on looking at fodayi

events through a historical perspective

Francis C. Pennington (Buddy) - Somj

might say that any department at iw

university is only as good as its faculty i •«*

disagree, for such a notion paints only half iw

(Continued on Page I)

v"^i::w«

•—• --- • • - m^i —

<!i:Lie»»^»r^»!'aiaii^.y^Jr-' 'i??««<--.

-?• ..-*
"5^

resentedfor departmentalelections
.tlntteair«BF«f«««>

nn.ntv must also be measured In

^* ^tHJmnH^or more specifically, in

Vrof thJ' r!?5;e2 T?f^r educational

^selves in a ridiculous waste of money, es

. 'i^h*o4 many are looking for this thing

''i'^uc?tl^"h> besomethlno more ttjan

\ !^^^Sls and taking notes. If thaf s the
^ ?J I t"iJk it is. then the academic

L*' .""^nK at UCLA must not go on defining

hllSrrt?oS<S roles beNveen shidents and

'^en^ts w*h whJfS^ "hire their knowledge

I deas It is the interaction behveen

dents and faculty that makes a <<*Pf;[
'"•"'

it (S the degree of this interaction which

•»»<; as the true measure of its worth.

Ke undergraduate History Association can

Vothing better than working as a^body to get

lents and faculty in history interacting In

^': meJnrngful ways. It is with tN, pr^ity

[m.nd that I apply for the position of

iitrieynolds- I, Bradley Reynolds, seek

office S? the Undargraduate History

irtrnent President becausa I've found tt»at

-ct involvement is theonly way to generally

rthe job done. I'll give just one example. f=or

fcerai years I worked to abolish the foreign

Duage requirement. Finally the College of

iers and Sciences leff the requirements up

[the departments. But the t'istory depart-
'

nt to thfs day still is trying .tJJJ^cW* «" *

Juage requirement. I've written letters to

members of the Advisory Committee of

dpoartment and I've met with the

^.rmanTtre department. Al 1
1
'v gatj*" l»

response. I've been given the run around^

'time that we students know where we

ind on this and other issues that are rojevant

lus as history majors. So. let's get together

_ vote for Bradley ReynoWs.

ce Presidents '
... » »w n-

ristine Bentley - I believe that the Un-

rgraduate History Association can be an

ctive means of opening communication

veen History majors and Department. As

ce President I would work to open this

im munication and seek more shident input

!lo departmental decisions, particularly

se on policy and faculty evaluation. These

visions affect all of us as History majors and

leei we should have a voice in determining

isan Wasserman - Last yaar. In my work

feth University Action Council (Treasul-er,

kstory Department), I found meny shidents

terested in working for change. Un-

rtunately not much was accomplished or

itituted except for History 99 and a reform of

,e Professor Evaluation Survey. Both of these

^ve been worthwhile changes in acquainting

Jents with the professors of the department
™l improving the quality of education.

1 1 hope to be able to work this year in an

nportant area of educational reforms — that

I alternatives in educatk)n within the History

tprtment. This can best be Inetihited In

i/eral ways:
It) By allowing History department credit

\r more CED classes. Some of these classes

^e at present allowed History credit. However
Jiere are many other classes relevant to a
listory major for which no History credit is at
Vesent given.

12) By allowing credit for experiential

Jucation. What I mean by that phrase is ttia

llowing of History 199 credit for many diverse

ttivities relevant to a History major, la,

btoring and teaching in History. I am a tutor

ir the Associated Students Tutoriel Project,

r»d have been told that many departments
ive cooperated in the granting of credit. The
story deportment where applicable, stKwId

J one of them.
1 hope that in the coming year the History
tpartment Assoc iaton will be one of the most
:tive departments in organifUng and

'>oting tfte aims of History AAajors at
ICLA.
rofessor fvaiuation Survay ChairmiNi

representetive end of groeter benefit if tttey
are brought to the classroom itself.

Reii A. Rose — The Office of Professor of
Evaluation Survey Cttalrman is one of greet
importance and involves a dedicated person to
carry it out. I believe I can provide this, but It

is important thaf you, the voter, know the
function of the office. The Professor
Evaluation Survey which originated severel
years ago has many primary functions that of
which include the reporting and improving of
teeching quality, With tt>e knowledge ecquired
the quality of courses being evaluated cen t>e

improved. This is one of the most Importent
functions t>f this project If the evaluations are
carefully done and published (qeartarly) the
student will have an invaluable sorce of In
formation to turn to when selecting classes at
the beginning of each quarter. Finally the
survey can provide an information source that
can be used to make tenure decisions. I believe
that as Chairman I can continue to improve
the Professor Eveluation Project and to fur-

tt\er maximize its usefulness.
Steve Webb — I feel that the Professor
Evaluation Survey can be a valuable asset to
the students and would like to make sure that It

. - '^ I'. .

Undergraduate

Zoology

llch Cahill — A vital facat of ony aducattonat
Mrtment is the directed action that it must
capable of taking in order to evaluate tha

irrent curriculum. The consequences Of such
t«on siMMild result if* an advance in teeching
hniques and a graeter student ytn-

rstanding of the vital statistics of any
jrticular class within tttat department.
lowever, the surveys that are Intended to
icrease teaching efficiency and to broaden
udent awareness currently are not
resentative of the classes being studied

imariiy because of the survey procedure
elf Class evaluetion cards have previously
~n inserted in registration packets as op-
al cards, which in essence, have resulted in

.jucing them to compleint cards for
lissatistied students and class affirmation
rds tor those students who did well. The
ere thought of completing another
icmingiy trivtel card causes an apathetic
titude toward an important aspect of
lucational progress. Through a greater

munication between the feculty and the
jrvey chelrman, the procedure could be
ansformed to incorporate those students who

.ave legitimate remarks but have remained
illent as a result of the incessant paperwork.
'he surveys will undoubtedly then tm more

POLUNG PLACES:

East errtrance

Campbell Hall

Science Quad

Royce Hall Quad

Front of

Ackenn^n Union

9am-3pm

office should be a piece any Interested English
major will want to frequent.
Retreats and events between faculty and

students should continue to remain the en-

joyable events they are i also feel students
and faculty should feel free to use UEA as a
vehicle means organizing political and social

teach ins. if elected i propose also to attempt
to organize interdepartmental and inter-

school (encounters) seminars.
Donna LeOrand I am running for Programs
Chairman of the Undergraduate English
Association. I feel that i can help tt>e UEA
continue to be a vital student organization
active in programs such as curriculum
reform

.

Deborah Schwarti - I'd like to serve on the
UEA cabinet in order to best be able to work
with and move the English Department, the
students and faculty I'd like to see us all have
opportunities for involvement if we want
them, and to maximize departmental com
munication so that all work is done with full

input from interested people.

Kris Slaback No Statement
Leanne Warner I heve a sincere desire to

get involved in the Undergraduate English
Association. As,a Program Chairman I feel I

could contribute interest and enthusiasm to

the organization.

Undergraduate

Antliropology

Association

President
Gary Small — The need for change exists in

all aspects of university life. The Zoology
Department is no exception. It has seen
curricular changes this past year: there are
now more elective choices within the major
and Biology 1 has baen revamped con-

siderably. But there is room for more change.
It is my feeling that most Zoology majors
agree and should have a voice in deciding
future changes.
The majority of undergraduates in Zoology

are pre meds and pre dents. Would they not

benefit from broader curricular options? The
competitive pressures of getting into
professional or graduate school leave little

time for exploring one's interests, and the

danger always exists of our becoming
apathetic ^ and one dimensional. The
acquisition of a degree in Zoology should be
less painful and more meaningful. These are
the sorts of issues to which I would address
myself if elected as the department's un
dergraduate president.
Vice President

Paul Jaffa — I am running for the office of

Vice President of the undergraduate Zoology
Department. As a junior, I feel that my three

years at UCLA as well as the numerous
Zoology courses I have had will enable me to

better judge the lockings in the department
and put forward positive suggestions for an
improved com munication betweenfacuity and
student. As a victim of various large classes, I

fully sympathize with student complaints,

whne realizing the often insurmountable
difficulties encountered by some professors.

For the past yeer, my advisor has been Dr.

Vaughn, coordinator of the proposed new
Biology Department. Fully aware of these new
changes and their effect on incoming fresh-

men as well as continuing shidents. I will try to

focus on the facilitation of a smooth transition

to the new program, with minimal adverse
effects to the student i ncluded In this program
will be a drive to reduce the departmenfs
student. Included in this program will be a

drive to reduce the department's
requirements, allowing the student a greater

diversity of study.
Thank you.
Robin Morton — As Zoology Vice President

of UAC I will be open to any problems,

suggestions, or plans that you may have while

working on some of the problems I've noticod,

such as:

1) availability of class descriptions

before registration including grading
-^

I Standards and brief statements of

requirements (papers, tests, texts).

2) more individualized work in labs,

more rats along with more humane,
jl^ieanar Implements for animal
txacution.
3) Definite, free MCAT review sasskms
for those planning to take the exam and -

fiHI the need for review.

4) More employment opportunities in

research, volunteer work at the hospital,

or in community projects connected

with zoology and / or pre med interests.

John Krump If elected V^ice President I

hope to work with the University Action

Counsel to further improvements alreedy

made in the zootogy biology curriculum,

specifically in ,
the implementation of

suggestions froni zoology majors who ex

pressed their ideas on the student question

naire from this quarter's registration packs.

The desires and needs of both Zoology

Graduate School candWates and other pre-

professional shidents will b# taken Into con-

sideration, and changes being made with the

cooperation of the Zoology Department heads.

Representetive ^ ^ »

Michael e. Kati — The zoology shident

needs the opportunity to become familiar with

his fiald on a practical basis, in general, the

placement center and zoology department do

not supply the means to gain practical ex-

perience. As a Zoology Association

Representative. I will work with faculty and

administration to make jobs and practical

latwratory experience, in many arees. easily

available to zoology shidents. ,^, _,^
Melanie Lee— La»t yaar the shident division

of the zoology departmertt did not show •hougii

concern in UAC. to help anyone. Please, don t

let it heppen age in I Elect a person who realh^

does cere and who is willing h) work to gat

action from the U.A.C for the zoology

department especially for zoology ''•l®^-

I'm running for represantatlve because I faai

that a representative's duty Is to the poople she

represents. If elected, all declsk>ns concemlfig

zoology majors will be mode after a personally

conducted poll on the subject from zoology

students, in this way I feel I will gat more

student pertlclpation in departmental
decisions, i will also try to work on a better

shident profess6r relationship. Ramenriber, on

election day vote for a person you feel will do

tf»o lob. . ^, ,^
Sherllyn Malloy - If you are Kx*"?*/<>^

Maybe^ou would like to know what I want. I

would like to see a little more human biology
classes: hematology, human physiology and
serology for those of us who do not plan to go to

medical school. Such practical courses might
make the Zoo graduate a little more salable
for para- medical fields.

Raffi Simonian — I am a new student at this

university, but I do not feel that I am acting too

soon to set things straight. The Zoology
department I saw when I entered this campus
was a strict-one where the opinion of students
concerning the curriculum and the running of

the department is not heard. I will not make
any promises on what can be accomplished.
However, I will promise thet my main ob-

jective as representative of the Zoology
department to the University Action Council
(UAC) will be to represent. That is, the voices

of the students must be heard and will be. or

else.

Barbara Vis — For a long time there has
been dissention between the Zoology majors
and pre med students in certain classes which
are required for both. The most obvious

example is Biology lA and Biology IB. Fra-

med students don't I ike the present Bio 1 series

because it is irrelevant in many ways. On the

other hand, other life science majors don't like

the Intense competition for gredes that Is

encountered in all pre-med classes.

There have been many editorials written to

the Daily Bruin about how the Bio 1 series

should be changed. It is my belief that there is

noway to change the Bio l series to make both

groups happy. Therefore, if I am elected as a

representative for the Zoology department I

will work to establish a dual biology series.

One bio series will be specifically for life

science majors, while the other will be for pre-

med students. And. since many students are

both life science majors and pre med students.

I will work to have both bio series in-

terchangeable for credit.

While this is my main goal If elected, I will

also work on any other projects In the

department which will improve student

professor interaction.

Sonia Offutt — The zoology department is

now in a position to make the important

decisions involving specialization versus
diversification. Personelly. I am prone to

diversity. There is a growing number of

zoology students who realize the importance of

broadening their outlooks, their educational

backgrounds Specifically, I am refering to a

union behween the Zoology and Geography
Departments resulting in some form of en

vironmental major strongly rooted in Zoology.

Undergradate

Englisli

Association

someone dependable, then you have gotJt^ •
you would like toj^ru wr,^,^ ..— .w see someone stand up and

voice your feelings. I am a notoriously for-

midable verbal warrior. I can guarantee that

if I am elected you will always be able to reach

me by phone or in person Any complalijts win

be heard and none will be too trivial to take to

department meetings. I cannot guarantee that

anything will come of my efforts, but I can

guarantee thaf I'll be there

Co- Presidents ^ ^ , ._,.
Keith Endo — i am running for Co President.

Being Programs' Chairman for the UEA this

last year. I have gained experience in all

areas financial, academic, social and

political I did most of the work on the UEA
retreat this year Many English Majors don t

know what the UEA is, and recognition is going

to be our primary problem. The only way to

solve this is by having a staff of program

chairmen whom I can assist to run more

events. By this system, hopefully the UEA carj

be stabilized as an effective organization I

uroe anyone who wishes to know more about

the UEA and help it function effeclently to

come up and help us.

Logan Slagle - The UEA has the capacity to

develop depertmental communications, to

examine and act on ideas and problems

relevant to the English Major as • »tV<««ht

( especially as a student of the humanities) we
can challenge eech other and educate our

•.elves to take the greatest advantage of our

role as humanists and members of the com

munity that includes the University jjimjor

office with the hope that i can help m t^^wort

of meeting these aims and challenges Of tf>e

Undergraduate English majors.

Programs Chairman ..e* u k.wi««
Robert Blair As of now the i^^A is having

trouble doing enything because « •^•thy^
Jf1»

campaign is a striking out against apathy (at

least on my part), if the UEA is to become •

viable organization then we need unapathetic

candidates vote for me for Programs

Chairman. i^^^^^m^ m
Pam Brown I am very interested in

becoming involved with the English DeparT

ment. I am presently Evolved with the

Creative Teeching information Center, ano

feel that information from CTiC will oe

beneficial to the UEA The U.l A can bean

effective way to let the faculty know the needs

of students, and it Is important that It Is an

active and functioning part of the department^

Debbie Jones The Undergreduate Ehflll»t^

Association should continue to remain the vital

link bahiveen faculty and shidents. More tharj

an organization fo improve •cutty student

?elati<Srs, the constant study of irhproving

curriculum is vital. The UEA should not

consider itself comprised of the handful of

elected officers but as the voice for everv

member Of the English department. The UEA

Association
President
Mary Judd — I would Ilka to see morf.student
participation in the AUSA in things like the

selection and suggestion of courses to be
taught during the school year, orientation of

new students to the department, and
development of a program of seminars with

gue^t speakers for undergraduates. Second, i

would like to see AUSA carry out special social

and extra curricula educatiorMi activities

related to cross cultural understanding
special films, batik making, etc.^

Secretary
Laura Stein - Howdy do. I've been asked to

say a few words concerning why you should

vote for me for the office of secretary. One
good reason is that there is no one running
against me. Another is that I was AUSA
Secretary before, so I am mildly aware of

what I am getting myself into and yet I'm still

offering my services.

Executive Committee
Carole Deets — From my expertence with ttie

—

Educational Policy Commission's Creative

Teaching information Associates I have
learned to understand the problems faced by
professors in balancing teaching with

research. I have become acquainted with the

University Action Council and hope to see our

department interact more with that group^
Having seen that complaints can be rectified

by students utilizing the growing numtier of

input channels, I hope to see our association

become more viable in 1972 73 not only within

the faculty/student relations which the offices

are designed for. but viable among all students

of anthropology.
Mary Hants — Too often In the past the an
thropotogy department has not been
responsive to the Interests of the un-

dergraduate student. I feel that a student

representative on the executive committee
can be instrumental in rtctifylng this

situation. Many issues that are important to

the undergraduates' interests are often set

aside and ignored, or n9)fr get proper

publicity. If I am elected i will see thet these

issues art dealt with. Having been an un-

dergraduate for three years l am well familiar

with the def>artment and the problems and
needs of the undergraduates.
Student Advisory Committee Representatives

Erica Ann phambre — I will attempt to im-

plement an innovative program which will be

beneficial to all shidents in the anthropology

department through the bettering of shident-

faculty communications channels.

(A part time student advisor will be hired In

the new advisory program.)
Curriculum Committee Representative

Barry Sachet — It is possible to redically alter

the present situation of mass lectures, oft-

times boring lechires, and the general lack of

cohesion found in the department. Through the

AUSA the undergraduates will be able to

collectively change course structures, work
loads, and major requirements by confrontirtg

the professors with vieble alternetlves to the

present formats Professors will be provided

with direct feedback from these clesses

through the AUSA. and thereby use It es the

channel for curriculum change
Student Adivsory Committee Representative

Erica Ann Chambre — i will attempt to im

plement an Innovative program which will be

beneficial to all shidents in the anthropology

department through the bettering of student-

faculty communication channels.

(A pert time student advisor will be hired In

the new advisory program.)
Faculty Meeting Representative

Gereldlne Frank — (No statement.)

Gloria Mann — ( No staten>ent.

)

Vice President
RwfMS Baker Our department of Spenlsh and
Portuguese is recognized as one of the t>est in

the country AAany Of our professors and
Lecturers are internet k>na I ly known in tt>elr

fields. Yet no institution Is so good that It

cannot be improved. There ara many reforms
which students would like to see carried out
within the departmenrs curriculum or ad
ministration. And, although drastic cuts In the
department's budget must force a deley in

introducing new course offerings. Im
provements within existing clesses and
changes in teaching methods to suit the needs
of the students, requires no money.
My intention in running is to serve as your

representative in the student government and
as a liaison between you, the department
faculty^and the Administration of UCLA.
This year, I have been actively involved in

department activities and events and t\ave

worked closely with Rosalinda Grief, president
of Centre Hispano. In my two yeors at UCLA, I

have taken 9 upper division courses in Spanish
and Portuguese and am a member of the

^
Spanish and foreign language students \
national honour socieites. As a staff writer of

the DAILY BRUIN, I have focussed my
coverage on stories concerning the foreign
language departments of UCLA.

I have attended all the departmenfs
curriculum review meetings this year and am
aware of the widely varying concerns and
interests of Spanish and Portuguese majors. I

feel I am qualified to represent you and the

department in the student government, and I

therefore respectfully solicit your vote for me,
Rufus Baker, as department representative.

MuctMS gracias, y lo agradezco mucho. -^- -

Marisol Gandarillas — As a candidate for the

Student Educational Policy Commission my
interest are twofold.

\.) First. I would work wlth"^ the com
mission to bring about many possible ctMnges
within the department (i.e. getting course
credit by examination).

2.) To act as a liaison for the Spanish
department and the commlsston In order to

bring out new ideas into the open.
My qualifications are, an interest In people;

and above all, a deep interest in the ___
development of new t)enefrts for our depart-

ment., r

Undergraduate

Economics

^ Association

Undergraduate

Spanisli and

Portuguese

Association
President
Dale Salto — ThS Spanish Department
receives several valid proposals for

restructuring of courses and curricula. Un-

fortunately, nothing is ever done about the'« •

feel this lack of action is due to an allenatlijg.

intimidating gap beh-rwh »tudants and •cuity

members Students need to roflize that given

the momentum, action will ba taken.

I propose to bring the students end faculty

down to a comfortable level of com-
munication. I virouid like to see more breadth

in complimentary fields outsWe of Spanish and

Portuguase. more offerings In linguistics, a

course in Spenlsh end/or Spanish American
poetry; e course In Black Brailllan

Lltereture; a course in Brazilian Folklore;

more effective course struchiring In Spanish

105 and 109 (composition); a mare effective

lower division curriculum which will provide

courses to better prepare for advanced

literature courses; and among other

proposals, regular shidant faculty meetings

where new Ideas (and resistance to them) may
be expressed. Above all I would like to Impress

upon my constltuonts thet even the Spanish

Department is not static to change.

We, Chris Worthing, Warren Bonney, Jeff

Palmer, Bruce Byers, Rodney Jackson, and
Theodore Hankin, all economics majors, art

forming the Undergraduate Economics
Association to 1 ) represent economics majors
in important departmental decisions, 2) in

form members of their future opportunities

after graduation, 3) provide information on

courses and professors, and 4) promote
socialization and communication among
students and faculty. .^

Most of our future value to ourselves and
society depends on the work we do now, and on

the effectiveness of our education; thus,

students should have a say in the direction,

quality, and type of education they now
receive We shall represent student opinion in

the planning and decision making of our

department. We shall investigate the quelity

and effectiveness of our education and present

proposals for necessary change. ^^

Since we spend numerous hours a week pinned

at our desks studying economics and since

over a four year span we will take at least nine

upper division economic classes, we feel that

we should know what future we are prepering

ourselves for We will establish a program to

provide assistance in graduate school planning

and information on employment op
portunities. For those planning to go to

graduate school In economics or business, the

program will start a student feculty graduate

school committee in order to inform and assist

the students in gaining admission to the

schools of their choice. In addition the

program will provide up to the minute in

formation on the current job market and will

put on an all out effort to assist students in

finding jobs Thus in short we will try to Insure

that the work we do now will pay off later.

Information is the key to decision making and

the key to productivity; thus, we plen to start

an information and statistics program. The

program will provide students with in

formation on professors and courses, will have

old exams, keys, notes, and reports on file, and

will inform students on where to recleve

tutoring, and will counsel students on the

different opportunities and options the ma|or

has to offer. In short, the program will provide

key information necessary to students in

planning their programs and studies. The

program may just have the necessary in

formation on a class or professor to inch a

student over the hill of a low grade and down

the mountain of a high grade.

We must heve some control over our future,

we must have some control over our present

education, and we must have some control

over our identity and social life in this

University. To be effective we need tp know the

feelings of our fellow students.
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to Europe on a Charter Flight.

1. Can the Charter Flight you selected show you a license to land

in the country of your destination? Such a license is required for

each and every flight, or it may be stopped at the point of origin

or along the way.
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ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN
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2. Can your Charter Flight show you evidence of having received,

approval or authorization from the University of Cqlifornin? i -^

'«r i

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS CAN

3. Did you know that if you are on a Charter Flight that does not

have proper licensing and authorization, you stand about a 75%
chance of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale-

donian airlines have such authorization— through ASUCLA Char-
ter Flights; —-': - -^^^ -— -^ ;---— ——
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June 18

June 21
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June 26
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June 29
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July 12
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It's not too late to switch to the best - the official one.
Come into Room 205D KerckhoH>1all - phone 825-1221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

Thii it the official Charter Flights operation authorized and approved fcr use by all campuses of the Unh^ersity of California
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note from

e dean ' or.
.
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. :„ Special Ittue -,
- - -

By Steve Ainsworth

DBSUffWriter
*About a month before I was to graduate, I got a note

the dean telling me I wouldn't be graduating because

French 3 class didn't count. I had taken three years in

school, but sUrted in French 3 because I could not

idle French 4. No one had ever told me it wouldn't count;

adviser never mentioned it. I had to go through all the

jl of petitioning the College forcredit,"a 1970 poUtical

lence graduate said. >.^:^' ::" ^

[Tour days before I was to graduate, I received a letter

ring I was lacking one upper division history class and I

Idn't be graduating. I had taken my transcript to an

nser who approved it. So I went to the ombudsman, and

ly because I had the piece ol paper with the adviser's

lature on it, did I get to graduate," Deborah Childs, a

ri history graduate, said.

Jtories like these have prompted efforts by advisers in

College of Letters and Science to seriously examine the

idemic advising system for undergraduates hi the hopes

|improving and enhancing present services.

The problems of the advising jiystem are many and

ried, but they ultimately effect and usually tiarm the

ident looking for help in a complex university. Long lines,

ies of paperwork, myriad rules and regulations, in-

iplete information, misinformation and a general lack^

coordination plague advisers and their student clients.

Wreng InformatkHi

i

A survey by the Academic Senate Committee on Student

ilfare reported that in 1W5, 31 per cent of undergraduate
idents received wrong information in conferences with

I^There is not an adequate system of

cademic counseling on campus.
'tudent needs and yearnings for

valuation, academic counseling and
examination are often poorly met and
>orly integrated."

i\T faculty advisers. A similar report last year sUted that

itudents obtained inadequate, or, more seriously, in-

Tect information in a disturbingly large proportion d
inseling experienc^.*'

iThat report summed up the problem stating, '*There is

bt an adequate system of academic counseling on campus,
ludent needs and yearnings for evaluation, academic
Sunseling and examination are often poorly met and
wrly integrated."

[The problem is that this '"system" of academic advising

\ in actuality, many systems. The College of Letters and
nence office in Murphy Hall is a large complex of offices

and receiving windows. Ten advisors there see about 90

students by appointment per week and try to handle several

hundred more who come to the windows.

Sarah Hogan, assistant to the dean, said they try to

maintain a walk-in service. In her cubbyhole in the College

office, she handled six or seven phone calls in an hour from

students and parents while discussing academic advising.

In contrast, departmental offices are scattered across

campus. In a tiny room on the sbcth floor of Bunche Hall, in

a small office tucked away in a comer of Rolfe Hall or in a

converted laboratory in the chemistry building, advisors

talk with students over a table and with the College over a

telephone.

For example, Sylvia Dillon, undergraduate history ad-

visor, was trying to get information for a student who

wanted to transfer to UC Berkeley. In an attenipt to

esUblish which of the students; credits would be applicable

to the Berkeley degree, she ipesii 30 minutes and seven

phone calls (two of them to Berkeley, 3 of them to the

College) and never did obtain the information. The student

said a polite "Thank you" and left without any answers.

The differences between departmental systems are

clearly shown in a survey conducted this year by the

College office. When asked if they required that studente

come in for advising at cerUin intervals, 13 departments

said yes and 16 said no. When asked if they sent bulletins to

studente notifying Ihem of policy changes, curriculum

junior coed in Fine Arts entered UCLA as a junior in 1970

and received five degree checks before she grafted.

Letters and Science, recognizing the need for enhance-

ment of the academic advising services, has formulated

a program utilizing about $125,000 from UC Vice President

Charles McCorkle's office. The program provides every

student entering with 45 or more unite an automatic degree

check. It also allows any student to get a degree check upon

request.

The L&S program, written by Hogan and Assistant Dean

Jules Zentner, has been presented to Raymond L. Orbach,

assistant vice chancellor. The funds, however, are not yet

available, nor has the program been officially approved.

are''Many advisors are so crushed with

numbers of advisees as io preclude

much detailed, thoughtful, individual

career planning." •w

"Ifany of you have any ideas how we can

cut down on the petitions, we'd certainly

be glad to hear about it." There were no

suggestions.

changes and other matters of importance, 10 departmente

said they mailed the information, 27 said they posted it and

one said they did neither. .

Despite these differences, the systems of academic

advising share many common problems.

Degree checks

All studente are required to fulfUl a cerUin curriculum

before they can obUin their degree. Advisors spend a great

majority of their time teUing studente what they need to

Uke before they can graduate, but in many cases, the

student's only contact with this type of information comes

when he receives his degree check.

L&S studente usually receive their degree checks the first

quarter of their senior year. On it, they are told what they

have Uken and what they must Uke before they can

graduate. However, many studente never receive this

check, and do not know what th^r need to graduate unUl

they actually do graduate or receive a note from the dean

telling them why they will not be graduating.

••I feel we need more degree checks and a better system

of assuring studente actually get a degree check. A tot of

studente I have counseled don't ever, ever get a degree

check," Edith LufWn, undergraduate English advisor, said.

Presently, the CoUege of Letters and Science only

provides one degree check, iH the student's senior year. The

College of Fine Arte, however, gives every student in his

junior or senior year a degree check every other quarter.

Freshmen and sophomores receive one every, year. A

Certainly, the most aggravating problem to both studente

and advisors is the high amount of paperwork, petitions and

redUpe involved in academic counseling. The receiving

windows in the College office are designed solely to handle

petitions and other bureaucratic chores. Studente often find

long lines here and as one sophomore English major put it,

**I waited about an hour at the College window Ji»t to find

out I had come to the wrong place. What kind of shit it

that?"

The College has initiated a new short-form petition which

it hopes will speed up the system. However, this form is

only for substituting courses for credit and does not cover

other areas like petitions for leave of absence, change of

major or reduced work load. DiUon said, "We definitely

need to research ways of streamlining bureaucratic chores

and reducing the paperwork." Hogan said at a meeting of

advisors, "If any of you have any ideas about how we can

cut down on the peUUons, we'd cerUinly be glad to hear

. ,' (Continued on Page 11)
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Chemistry departme,,

offers advising exaiDDkHcademic

•J •v ^^0'Hidy,AAay22, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN "if- '^^^?*
.• J^:

The chemistry department offers what under£rarii.o»
M. Knobler termed a "weU-develope<lprogram

for an • ^CLlI
1960, the chemistry department esUblished thp tiZ?^^'^^
dergraduate advising. "'^^ office f^*'

The large majority of the advising is done bv thp r
professors counsel about 20 students, each on a conf • ^^ ^^i
student in the department is assigned a faculty mem 1!!"^"^ ^'^2
the department, but the student always has the on o ,

" *>««2

visors or se^g another one.
f on of changjn,^

here. K •-

Knobler said about half of the facultv are involved in art
is considered a departmental duty and is therefore consid

'^^^ ^
of promotion and tenure under the category of departme S^ ^-^^

Chemistry faculty are assisted by Dorothy Seymour a fullTx
faculty advisor who is versed in University and College "^l

She assist ins the preparation and distribution of a chemist^*"'^"'^
printed once each quarter. In it, new curriculum or requipenif

"^^'^

and other matters of concern to the student are outlined ^^^ ^*^l

Students are required to see their advisor once a year wHp fK^
given an unofficial degree check. Registration information is di.?^*'l
at the departmental office, and here students are checked to

^
they have been advised. A file on each student is maintained^MTk

*"

vising office. "" ^aiiue^i

Knobler said the only real disappointment in the system is that
students still refuse to use it. Coincidently , those are usually stude f^l
are subject to dismissal, who are doing poorly, who are most in3

— V-
r'-;^"

Faculty counsel bridges professor-studentg
The role of faculty has raised the largest controversy in

the area of academic advising for undergraduates. A
survey in 1965 reported that *'a gulf in interpersonal ad-

vising between UCLA students and faculty existed . . . and
it appeared to be widening.^*"

That report, conducted by the Academic Senate Student

Welfare Committee, said only 40 per cent of the faculty

participated in undergraduate advising. "The faculty

members in the assistant and associate professor

categories did far more advising than did the full

.professors," the committee wrote. ^

A similar study done last year by a blue-ribbon com-
mittee appointed by the Chancellor reiterated that fact. It

wrote, "Less than a majority of UCLA faculty participate

in such counseling and the great bulk of undergraduate
counseling is presently handled by the youngest and least-

experienced faculty members."
Faculty participation

Non-faculty departmental advisors agree that faculty

participation in advising is a necessary facet of a well-

rounded program . Chemistry professor Charles M. Keobler
said faculty can assist the undergraduate in his choice of

graduate schools and can help him be realistic about his

opportunities and abilities in his chosen field.

Furthermore, he said faculty can help a student cut
through the red tape associated with advising by simply
using his title ^nd the telephone.

' Faculty apparently agree that their role in advising

should be one of personal and vocational goal counseling.

The 1965 report said, "Faculty, like students, were strongly

in favor of advising on personal educational goals but less

enthusiastic about advising on University, CoUege and
^ major requirements." ^^

In fact, the committee said 95 per cent of faculty believed

that it was their "responsibility and prerogative" to advise
on personal educational goals.
V y Dispell rumors ^^——— —
Undergraduate history advisor Sylvia Dillon said she

hopes counseling will help dispel some of the rumors that

faculty are unapproachable. "Many students are scared of

faculty. Many students feel it is presumtuous to talk to a
professor unless they have something profound to say," she

Another advisor said an '*aura of fear" exists arouiid

faculty which causes many students to avoid seeing them
on a one-to-one basis. .

.^
.^

;

This "aura of fear" and these "rumors" are related to the
"widening gulf" the Student Welfare Committee discussed
in 1965. To close the gap, officials from the College of

Letters and Science wrote this year that "successful ad-
vising within the department depends upon wide-spread
participation by departmental faculty members. The
faculty^ member's contribution to academic advising is

based on broad and deep experience of his discipline and

usual familiarity with his own and some closely related

departments.

"He also has insights into the vocational aspects of the'

discipline at the doctoral level and frequently at tii

master's and bachelor's levels as weU. A faculty member

designated as the undergraduate advisor should coordinate

advising within the department."

^ ' Counseling center

In a report to the Chancellor, a committee asited himtj

"imagine 500 faculty ^voting just 10 hours each per

quarter. The 15,000 man ihours so generated could servw

all UCLA undergrads with roughly one hour of counselii^

per year. If located in suitable close-contact office spaceo

a regular 8 to 5 basis, one can contemplate a permaoot

open-door faculty-manhed academic counseling center

with adequate capacity to deal with virtually any c*

ceivable problem." L ,

Faculty complain that they "just haven't got the time'tj

advise undergraduates on a regular basis, however

Recognizing this, a committee reported to the Chancellor

that "good counseling requires time away from productive

scholarship and may not compete successfully M the

faculty meml)er's devotion."

Furthermore, they recommendecTthat ^some com-

pensatory released time or other reward (for faculty) I

;
would probably be necessary to insure sufficient dedication

|

to getting the job done right."
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Departmental Elections
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- , '" ,fJT. .'. v:English —
Psychology

/

Political Science

History

Zoology

Spanish/Portuguese
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'^il: Today
May 22 - 23rd 9:00 - 3:00

candidate statements
available at polling booths
and in the Dally Bruin

polling booths at the following locations:

1. East entrance Campbell Hall
2. Ackerman Union - near

Bruin W alk
3. BoyceQuad
4. South CfamDus between Life Science

& Bomb Shelter

^i"

sponsored by SEPC of SLC

.•dflrwB Paget) " .^ ^
, . _.^

it" Her secretary smiM wryly and nodded

Iment. There were no suggestions. ' - * v-

Regwlatloa changes *«

academic regulaUons book sits in the CoDege office.

Mammoth coUecUon of several hundred pages.

iremenU within the departments, within each school

iiie every year and, according to Shirley Wilson,

5Unt to the dean of fine arts, "It's very difficult to keep

ith the rej?ulations of one school, let alone two."

combat this incredible collection of "Do's and

L'ts
" the LAS advisors are presently compiling a

Ibook for students and advisors which outlines the

oirements in an ••informal, coherent and readable

lion One geography professor advised College officials

recent meeting to **make it a loose-leaf affair. By the

you get it printed, most of it will be out of date."

resides what is required to graduate, students need to

[w what is required and what is preferred by graduate

[)ols before their senior year. One third year medical

Jent said he was told medical schools would not accept

tnish as a foreign language. "I took five quarters of

tnch instead, even though I know Spanish very well. I did

do weU in French and it lowered my GPA considerably.

irely managed to get into med school, but when I did, I

id students there had Uken Spanish and had been ad-

iied
"

beyond the^e specific problems, many students are faced

1 the problem of having nowhere to go. The second

iest department in the CoUege is the department of

Jeclared majors. This quarter, 1,493 students did not

^e a declared major. These students do not have advisors

lilable and are forced to scurry from department to

artment until they choose one to call their own.

blue-ribbon committee composed of fa«tfty, sUff and

lents reported to the Chancellor that "the large

^'^^UA

population of undeclared majors do not fit into> depart- '

ment-based system of counseling."

Furthermore, many of the smaller departments do not

have sufficient personnel to adequately handle the number
of students in their department. This s&lne committee said,

"Many advisors are so crushed with numbers of advisees

as to preclude much detailed, thoughtful, individual career
planning." :, -. •

Departmental advitert

Many of the larger departments employ full-time, non-

faculty advisors. Dillon said she sees "saveral hundred
students per week," and during the first andUast weeks of

the quarter, this number increases tremend^^usly . Sitting in

her small, sixth floor office, she advised three students in

an hour late one Thursday afternoon. ^
Smaller deartments do not employ these non-faculty

advisers and the load is carried by faculty who are pressed

with teaching and research responsibilities. The committee
concluded that "departments generally acknowledge that

they lack the staffing and resources to carry on these tasks

(academic advising) adequately."

Counseling sessions rarely last more than 2D minues. At

an L&S advising meeting, a biology professor said he, with

the proper information, can handle a student in 20^25

minutes. "We can tell thepnall they need to know about

requirements in 20 and certainly no more than 30 minutes,"

he said.

Yet the 1% Academic Senate report said, "Students felt

strongly dissatisfied with advising conferences lasting less

than 20 minutes," and said students desired counseling on a

more personal and informal basis.

The L&S proposal also allows for the hiring of one

counselor to assist in coordination of the advising network

and six more counselors for departments presently without

one. In addition, it provides $6,000 for the housing of four

resident faculty advisors in the dormitories. '

tf

II

^^^f^

wSm

, The use of students as counselors during the academic

year has also been proposed in the L&S program . Patterned

after the Orientation Program which advises and pre-

enrolls incoming students each summer, L&S officials hope

the program will be effective because "students naturally

turn to their peers for much advice on academic matters."

Orientation program
The Orientation program, formerly termed "Uni-Prep,

has met criticism frqm departmental counselors because

of what many of them t^rm "inadequate training in

academic requirements."

Students who enter theUniversity are advised during the

Orientation session. This is considered the initial counseling _
experience, but many departmens consider it inadequate.

Wilson said the program is geared to L&S students and is

not sufficient for Fine Arts students. * -

"The Uni-Prep program is a very bad service. I know

they're trying to improve, but I haven't been very im-

pressed. They are uninformed, and I think often

irresponsible because I've found they've given out much
misinform aton and often reflect a general neglect of

necessary, detailed information," one L&S departmental

counselor said.

Steve Kennedy, assistant program director for Orien-

tation '72, countered these criticisms by saying that the 18

student counselors will receive more comprehensive ,._

training in academic advising. He said the students will

receive four to six hours of training from LAS advisors

during spring quarter and more intense training in the two

weeks prior to the first session.

Kennedy said last hear the 30 counselors each received

different training and all of them were not prepared to do

academic advising. This year, the students will be trained

in academic requirements and programs.

Advising requirement

The Orientation advising still satisfies the initial advising -

requirement, but Kennedy said all the new students will be -

urged to see their departmental adviors.

**A lot of them don't know what they will major in, so

taking them up to see the department chairman isn't too

advantageous yet . However, we do hope they will visit

Iheir department on their own . . .

'". '

Another departmental advisor said she felt the program

was "fairly good," but also said entering students should ^
also see their departmental advisor before enrolling.

Realizing the size of the work load needed to solve many

of the problems involved with academic counseling,

campus officials are turning more and more to the idea of

employing "experienced studente" in as advisors. A

committee reported to the ChanceUor that "seasoned,

upper division UCLA students be incorporated into the ^

counseling system. The new concepts of expanding the

orienUtion program into a year-round operation may serve

this end admirably weU by utUizing students who have

received special training and who would be monetarily

compensated." ^'-

Kennedy said a program utilizing full-time student ad-

visors would be "really outsUnding. They can relate much

better to new students and it would be good for a freshman

to be able to come to the LAS office and see a familiar

face."

Academic advising has come a long way since 1960 when

the first departmental office for undergraduate advising

was esUblished but many problems remain unsolved and

m^ny snew ideas remain untried. The magnitude of the
'

problem remains unclear, for solutions run the gamut from

additions of degree checks to the esUblishment of a special

office solely for the coordination of undergraduate coun-_

seling efforts. Clearly, however, much remains tobedoiie

before studente will not have to receive a note from ths-

dean or have to say "Nobody ever told me about that

requirement."
'
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A pOTwd plac# lot a pettaoM

log*, a ponlomin* ianQy.

ond nuite. A dsliglit tot

•fMondMna.

Com* anieT a Im* noon ooas

TWHODr
with music ptiotm»d
Um horpnidumi ond

BONUS (8)

•mOltTCHCO TMOIMAIMI Of BRIMaON MtCAACH, WC

BONUS PHOTO processing

gives you an extra wallet

print with every regular

print on your roll.

M'

coMriDCwct

BRAND
NAMES

,
•ATI»rACTIO»^

LEAVE 126. 127, 120. or

620 KOOACOI OR FILM AT

WESTWOOD DRUG
951 WoiKwjod BoMloirord Loo Ant«*«^ <<»*•

477-2027 or 272^994

Froo Dotivory

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD

504 OFF OF NORMAL PROCESSING PRICE

PIUS

A FREE ROU. OF KODACOLOR FIWA OF THE SAME SIZE

•fUOA onFinoArt*

lor «io Arte
SUBMITTED FOR PROCESSING !!!

COUPON EXPIRES JUNE IS

'1

•v^rv^rt «%^F»» »%^ »•«•«
M»««HV«« >>! anil • • I
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ENTER PACIFIC STEREO'

PHONY LIST PRICES and
€Ok^SAL PRIZES

WIN FANTASTIC, STUPENDOUS

*^
Ever bought an item with a ilOOO list price fdr $27,99? Well, if you can get behind our campa

explode inflated "savings" claims, start tearing out stereo ads for the biggest "bargains" you ^.^\

You know the sort of thing we're talking about - just about everybody does it. But let's face it ^
prices" just have nothing to do with how much value you're getting for your money. So help usdefl*

the whole phony rigamaroleuby entering our contest; you may be one of three lucky winners who

*^

something like a fabulourweekend in Marvelous Milpitas. How's that for big spending? We've also*'

several other equally awe-inspiring prizes, but the greatest thrill will be the honor and sheer joy of

^

one of our list price champions.
beiJ

You have from now until Saturday. June 10. 1972 to find ads with "big savings;" the least you'll getf

your effort is a free bubble, guaranteed not to burst until you're out of the store or*your bubble back.*

You can start by scanning the Pacific Stereo ad right here. We're fair game too, and while you're lookup

\ for big savings, notice that some excellent systems and components are offered here'at very low pr«8.

There are a few restrictioos ¥we should mention; namely, adt must be current. In English and from West Co^

publications. To simplify things, ¥«'re limiting our contest to print ads (in newspapers, magazines, etc.) for sti,„

products, and you have to bring the actual ad or a facsimile to any Pacific Stereo storfe. Winners will be decided on Hn I

besis of the largest dollar savings in various price categories, and the earliest-dated entry wins in case of a tie. Everyixxjy',

^ eligible except employees of Pacific Siarao and their familiat. Winntrt will be announooq about June 19, 1972.

I I WANT ADVANCE SALE INFORMATIOM^g ^
I'D LIKE TO ORDER BY MAIL D

I

If you want to be among the first and only people to be"^ You'd tike to order some merchandiM In thiiad, chtckni,

given the opportunity to save enomrKMJS anrH>unts on selectMi *>««' '" •" '^•^ vou went end tend in the coupon with

merchandise offered to people on our list, check the box end c»»«ck, money order or charge card identificationJf you

send in the coupon. •V»t»^. ««^" *row In fifty feet of wire. If you livih,

: 1—

:

'

.

.
California/ Include 6% ealet tan plus >^% transit tax for s»|IFrancieco, Contre Coet^ ffifiilAlemeda counties.

rLcAot rnlNI
,^ ' D Check or money order encloeed. Ship my order freight coiiiei

I
NAME ^ — D Deposit of $ enclosed. (Mutt be 20%) Ship my ord«r

ADDRESS.

CITY_-_

C.O.D. ril pey freight charges.

O Charge to Benkenr>ericerd Q Mastercharge

Card No. .

STATE. ZIP.

I'D LIKE TO ORDER,
Exp. date

Signature.

Send to PACIFIC STEREO MAIL SALE, 6601 Bay Street, Emeryville, California 94608
ucLsa

OUR NEW osrc wsTEm
IS EVEN BETTER THAN OUR OLD $200 SYSTEM

Because the NIkko mj bettar. We've sold torw of our old $200 syitem wH>! the Nikko »)1 recwver, and nom «wrt

we have |ba new and even better NIkko 2010, we expect to srtt megatortt of this one,

\fk the fim place the Ntkko 2010 AM/FM t»feo iSs^»** ^^ m«di better looking than the 301, and comef J«i an

elegant <^led wafnut case, it^ also i«uch^^ *^^ becai«e now you can disconnect tfie amplifier from the

pre-wnp to accc^nmodate foitt''<^anni^ adapt*>r$ <^ Like the 301, the 2010 has full tone control

fai^ltties, tipe functions and extras like a headphone Jack and a loudness switch for full mtisk at low tlstenlog

levels. If its price seems suspiciously low listen to it and be reamired.

11^^^^<^ 408 IS also an outstanding value; It's a totally relie^le three-speed record changer with a cue^ layer

to put the stylus gentry on your recortte for you. The system price includes a base wiA an ADC 220X cartridge.

The new Ouadraflax Oil speakers complete this system. In each compact walnut veneer eali^iiet f$ a six-inch

axtandad ran^s j«^»ei^ar M*|eh d^ »» Icinds of nn^ic.

g^lJHP jwwuiu player olian gets W^
'1loliit''ikava to strii^^

our outstanding $2^70 system,

Nikkc 10 AM/I^M st#eo t^s^^ ^
warm v^^ic*^ isviW you m^t ncmtt^
wat .... ., optlonafj

'^^ OarrstftI 4QB record #»^ger^^i>ri)W

m Mt*c 220X cartridgi m^e It (MW <>f tl*i

Ouadrafl^ic 022 spa^

vanear c^>inet e<wttalns a six-Inch bass

very p^awd with their sound of music.

^ic« indi

To purchaw th«M Mp*-
ratvlv. you wouM pay:

. ei3e.Ntkko aOlO
Garrard 408
•v/tMaa, cartTKi^

Owadraflati Ol 1

(pair)

TOTAL

.M.oe

4e.90

rAOflCS
SYSTEM PRtCS

SAVE

^'

Ont*!*^

AS A0VERT1S€D
IN TIME MAY T2

60 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGES. If you're not heppy with whet you bought from us vvithin 60 deyf from

the time you bought it you cen bring it in end exchange it.

A WRITTEN NO HASSLE 6 YEAR WARRANTY. Yoti get free perts for 5 yeert and ebeolutely free labor forT
yeert right at the store wnere you buy on any complete music system we advertise. What you don't gat is the

fine print or bunch of exclusions you'll find on almost everyone else's vvarranty form. Our only exclusion is the

needle on the record player. Thil warranty also can be made available for any system you wish to meke up.

A LIBERAL TRADE-IN POLICY AND A LARGE ^^^^^'^^^^^x»
itoras have e Halb Blue Book in which the trade-in value of )us

made is dearly stated.

PROaABLY THE BEST PRICIB IN TOUimi. Wi'ra almost ^'^^'^^^i
will. Just in caia tOfnaoM would have or will, we'll be glad to rs

may be within 30 days.

TORRANCE 3842 Sepulvede at Hawthorne 378-6284 POMONA 600 Nonti Indien Hill Bhtd. 621-3877 LA HABRA 2321 Whittiar near Beach 694^3^

1

^*:
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PRICES EVER ON JHESE KENWOODS A WOLLENSAK 4800

FOR HALF PRICE OR THEREABOUTS

[claim credit for redudnglha pfllce by $80 for the Kanwood 5002 amplifier

for the 5000 tuner. Kenwood did that by reducing the minimum fair trade.

jly admit to not wasting a single moment in making use of the new

, pass the savings on to you* :^,

^ood 5002 ia a direct-coupled stereo amplifier rated at 60 RMS watts. One

unusual features is a Null Balance Switch which helps you set completely

ince for any listening level. It also has selectable phono impedance levels so

:h your cartridges properly, and provision for four-channel adaptors,

/ood 5000 is an AM/FM stereo tuner worthy of the 5002. It has an

luency response of 20 to 15,000 Hz and a sensitivity to match - 1.7 uv. It

)le output level control and interstatlon muting, and it also has an

AM section, as you miflht expect from Kenwood. Audio enthusiasts may

to know that the 5002 and the 5000 both derive from Kenwood's famous

j^which helps to explain the advanced features.

ttrade prices used to be $219.95 for the Kenwood 5002, $179.95 for the

); the new fair trade prices of $149.95 each are excellent values by any

)d you can be among the first to get them.

$119.^
complete with speakers and

12 Ampex C-60 cassettes

$99.95
cassette deck

1
—

You can get a great deal now on the Wollensak 4800 as either a cassette deck or a

complete cassette recorder. Frankly, it isn't too easy figuring exactly how much you

save. Instead, we'll give you the facts so you can select your own savings. The 4800

originally fair traded - not just "listed"—at $229.95. <Li»t was $299.95) We

have been selling it at $149.95, which was a good savings enough. Now you can get it

for $99.95 as a deck or $1 19.95 as a recorder. If you choose the recorder, we'll throw

m 12 Ampex C-60 blank cassettes (usually 89^ each). You can derive an almost endless

permutation of savings from all these numbers, but whichever you choose, this

excellent cassette machine is a very, very good deal indeed.

The Wollensak 4800 employs the Wollensak cassette mechanism, known by

everybody to be just about as good as any cassette transport has ever been. It records

from tuners, record players or other tape machines and provides good stereo listening

from cassette albums. It has a built-in amplifier, so all you need to make it a complete

cassette recorder instead of a deck is the pair of Wollensak speakers that were designed

to match it.
'

"
r

^

AVER'S HIGH D?
mni blurred beyomi racogrittlon whm his

stereo or '^f^*:*^'**- Rtit he won't oet lost on

iftc 1^ tesiuu an<J f<x»i«l to deilvter^ BMS

power from a recalvar^ Its prkja range. (A

naactta^«wlf^ cueing lever, ami its base aod

detailed and accurate sound. Bech walnut

speaker, and a dlvirfma netv»K)rtc, You'M

inty

PACIFIC'S

TEM'S PRICE

kVE t8a.M

A $330 RECEIVER IN A $370 JYST6M
P«c»ic Stww tm bwn MHing «• «>to»»^lv oomrM ^wstnaoolc 300 for $329.95 riflht up unffi »»* month;

it's now I* prtowJ « M69.95, iwd *af• the onJy r«a$oli we on squww tt Into a $370 sv««m. And $370 «

«tiU $80 te« than «»• $Mdm yo<i'd *p^ << you bou#tt «me compowwtt j^wratrty, figurlna t»w Spectrowwic

at itt n«i» pfi«. it * •» » m omMina. but we wanttKJ to show you ju»t why tt.i» te one of th« ^raatast vaJue.

wo'v* war offerad in a music tyvtam. ^/ , . .. * i.

The Spactrwonic 30O AM/FM starao rac^ver « capable ot 110 «MS watta wfth no 4l««orlion to haar o». It

has tha^vanlanc* iaalum you'd expect on a top-oftheUne model (which It was), and a tonar laetton nobody

wirbe art»med of. Its parfomiaoca made it riflht at home In die $600 and $700 systems wa'va pr«rto«riy

built around it. The walnut case is included, awen in » system priced this low,
^ ^ ., .

Garrard's SL65B turntable featuiet antidcate. cueinfl, a dead aceurasesyneNronous motor and a gentle fatt-safe

'«co«l chan«ng mechacttsm.Ow«yf»m price includes th. base and a flood ADC .220X cartridge.

^nZZ^ systems «a among the best selling speaker in th. world, and have been highly rat«l by people

:v*o ^ouWanTito know. In each watt.uti,rain caWnet t, an IghMnch acoustic ««p««lOB bass speaker «id a

!2lWnch trabte speaker that produce the good clean sound Acoustte flesearch is known for.

' -'jtTj^r.n'r.'.'f^'^-i-^-''-

Prica iiickidn *MHte Starws'i 6v««r WMrrwity

To buy »»••• compootott stpa-

rsMly, you vwould pay-

SpMtroMnic 300 S269 0ft

Oarrard MB wttb
cartrid** .

.ee.oo

A»«4X (pair) IIS 00

TOTAL

PACIFIC'S
SYSTEM'S PRICE

lAR. Afl our

luipmtnt •Ver

'price than wt
pric8 M th«

^^^^IBBBB'^^^S^^^^r^^^^rio rvcaivTyour full purchaM prtc« pf iny

S^T^S^TSSTer trial ••""^'"'•.•""jr^' "^^r^ v~d r.Lj^
HPHHHBHBHBBBBHH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ . ^^ ^j pacific \% 'ully cov«red by •<•

MANUFACTURER* WARRANTIES AT ''^'^^^ ^tt^kz^ «.rr«,tv «.l*on fof ..mo.1 .M th«.

f
paciFic
sceneo

Mfvicins, in or out o< im|^w<tV^Drm^^^^^^^^^^^^^__^_

The Place to Buy A Music System"

VMEKDAYS 9 9 SAT 10 ^ ^"N 1
S

2338 Harbor Harbor Canttr 979-1231 SANTA MONICA 2828 Wllihtra Blvd. at Vit 829-1726 NORTH HOLLYWOOD 4830 Vio^laodat Lankarthinr) 980-77%}
, .
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(ContlBsed from Page 14)

use, however, was grabbing

major upsets and except for a

couple of bad breaks would have

romped by more. Trojan Bob
Coffman held on for a third-place

in the high hurles, Garrison

whipped Smith, Henry Jackson

improved to second in the triple

jump, Nathan Burks stole fourth

in the 880 and Leon Brown ran

second in the 100 and then won the

220.

_It didn't even matter that SC's

200-meler world record holder,

Don Quai*He of Jamaica, pulled a

muscle in the 440 relay and con-

sequently scratched in the 100 and

merely jogged through the 220 to

score one point. It didn't matter

that Jackson, looking like he had a

good chance to overhaul UCLA's
Jean Pierre Corval in the 440

intermediate hurdles, started

sprinting for the tape too soon and

tripped on his final hurdle,

causing him to stumble to fifth.

Can't get worse

Oregon coach and Olympic

mentor Bill Bowerman took his

team's incredible collapse

philosophically. "As long as we
were going bad," he suggested, "I

guess we might just as well have

everything go bad at once. Maybe
we'll have all this out of our

system by the nationals." The
Ducks certainly figure to because

Ihey might not be aT)le to live

through another dismal showing

like this Pac-8 at the NCAA. That

meet will be held in track-

conscious Eugene.

Bowerman couldn't explain

what happened to his team but

indicated that it might have lest

some momentum after the

traditional showdown with Oregon
State. Even his 5,000-meter

hopeful, Steve Prefontaine, looked

"a little flat" to him, though he

awed the Northern California

audience with some blistering

early laps. Tre' had laid off 10

days for the competition and
because this is an Olympic year,

didn't double in the mile. He led

by over 30 yards after just one lap

and ran on his own the entire way
which partially explains his later

apathy.

The brighest moments for

UCLA had to be the great triple

jump by James Butts (54^ 3/4),

Dwight Stones' and Rick Flet-

cher's high jumps (7-1), Warren
Edmonson's 100 win and 220

second despite a pulled groin

oscle and led by Ron Gaddis

(46.2) and Reggie Echols (46/7) on

the winning mile relay team.

All boded well for the Bruins'

chances at the nationals.

Freshman Stones was excited

after winning the high jump on

fewer misses. "I always come out

of my slump about this time of the

year," he remarked. "Owens

(Dean of USC) was hot, but I just

can't let that guy beat me."

Owens probably wants to know

what slump Dwight is talking

about. •;

Butts not surpised

Stones admitted that, "Butts

really fired me up with his jump."

James wasn't surprised with his

new conference record -"I wanted

55 feet," he stated. "I couldn't

fight the elements. There was a

strong wind that blew me off

balance and left n^ almost

helpless on my best try.'''

"I couldn't go through my full

mechanics because I had to

control myself against the wind,"

he continued. "Jordan (Payton,

the Stanford coach) told me this

runway was just like UCLA's, but

I found it to be dead." Butts also

modestly alibied for teammates
Riff and Freeman, saying the

wind especially affected the more
slighUy-built Tiff.

But it only takes a reminder

that use's Jackson did his 51-6

second place effort into a 9.5 mile-^

per-hour wind to realize how
much the once-defeated Trojans

wanted to regain lost prestige.

The Bruins will need to have
some of Butts' competitive edge

rub off if they are to recover to win

the NCAA

SC golfers win
use won the Pacific 8 dual meet

golf championship Friday with a

42-12 victory over UCLA at Los
Angeles Country Club. The title

was coach Stan Wood's 12th in the

past 17 years.

The Trojans' Craig Stadler, who
finished second in the recent

Pacific 8 tournament, shot a one-

under-par 71 to defeat Don Truett,

who had a 77. Warren MacGregor
was the only Bruin to win a singles

match. He was one shot better

than Harry Fisher with a 78.

UCLA's Mike Bellmar tied Doug
Ruland at 79, while Joe Batyko
and Steve Brown were also

deadlocked at the same figure.

The Trojans swept all three beit-

ball matches.

FIIU rEIFIIMINtE
» •"FORCEFUL, MEANINBFUL

.

EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD SEE IT . .

.

THE QUALITY OF ACTINO . . . MAKES PATENTLY
RIDICULOUS THE CONTINUED PRACTICE OF

CASTING NON-ORIENTALS IN ORIENTAL ROLES."*

^ Gardena Valley News

MOMOKOIKO^

Gold Watch
nr«:tMl by C. BlflNAm) JACKSON
Wl» MAKO and NOMJ MCCARTHY

Thtr* It No PlM»fW A Tlr«tf Ohoil
Wrtttwi and Oir^lMl by Maho

INNER .CITY THEATRE 735-168t
UVS W. WMhtngton Blvd. (at Varmont)

l^ri Sun. •¥•>. atliMpm
Sun. Mat. at 2 :30 pm

UCLA Stutfant* tl.SO at alt parformancat

WINNING FORM~ Charlie Rich (l«ft) was ont off a

couple bright spots for UCLA's track toam as ha won
th? 120 high hurdles in 13.7 Saturday at the PacHIc t

championships at Stanford. UCLA won six ovants.

btft use's dofith provtd greater as Trojans walk^oH with conference championship, their first k\1
IWt.

^^^
^^W:

J

Depth deals degth blow r.

.

(Continued from Page 14)

— Saturday, a similar fate befell the Bruins. Running
with a quartet of Ronnie Welch, Charles Rich,

Gordon Peppars and Reggie Echols, UCLA hoped for

eight points and second place behind USC. Instead,

tlie total was zip, a pass between Rich and Peppara
never taldng place. -J

It wa$ indicative of the day ahead and Bush said

after the meet he would disband the sprint rday
team and not talce a foursome to the nationals.

Whether he changes his mind or not remains to be
seen, but the Bruins have had trouble with exchanges
all season long^ due to injuries and resulting shuffling

of personnel.

Won't run at nationals

''Every time our relay team doesn't do wdl, it

hurts the team's morale. It bothers the rest of the

team. 1 don't think it's worth taldng them to the

nationals," Bush surmised.

While some Bruins disappointed, others were
praised by Bush. Included was Butts, who captured
his lifetime best with a 54-5 3/4 effort in the triple

jump on his first leap of the afternoon.

Hurdlers Rich and Jean Pierre Corval also

received kind words as did discus throwers Dale
Gordon and Roger Freberg. They combined for

three-four in the event while both Rich and Corval
won their specialties. Dwight Stones and Rick
Fletcher were outstanding in the high Jump.
Bush also said Warren Edmonson pulled a groin

muscle in the 220 during the Friday trials but nobody
knew it. Edmonson won the 100 in 9.4 and finished

second in the 22D.

As Usual, the mUe relay team did its thing. Despite

the absence of John Smith and Edmonson, UCLA
won in 3:06.7. Bush said before the day's final event

the Bruins would be lucky to get third.

**Our guys don't like to lose that mile relay," Bush

s^id later. "They feel it's their event." Echols (46.7),

Paul Williams (48.5), Ron Gaddis (46.2) and Benny

Brown (45.3) outlasted the remainder of the field.

Bush, understandably a bit distressed otherwise,

at least had a rather enjoyable problem on his hands!

If Smith and Edmonson run on the team, who gets

the fourth spot — Echols or Gaddis?

Butts, meanwhile, looked ahead to the nationals.

"We lost about this time last year, if you'll

remember," James recalled. "T^ut we still came

back. We can still win the nationals, and we will."

Better chance at NCAA
It*s just possible the Bruins have a better chance to

take theNCAA for the second year in a row than they

did to win the Pac-« title. With the whole country

competing instead of just eight teams, the first place

points are of greater significance.

While the Bruins had an off-weekend andcame up

short, they weren't the only ones who had their

problems. Take Oregon, for instance. The Ducks

were favored by some in this meet, yet faltered

badly the first day and never had a chance to catdi

up.

Typical of the Duck's effort was their performance

in the mile relay. Running midway into the second

leg and comfortably in front, LA. High's Albert

Hearvey cruised along with the baton.'

He dropped it.

OVBWYtS.' BWtnBKE ^
PERJMANENT ^in^
HA« REMOVAL ^ /n

WITH AIR mk/jm
OESENSITIZER //j3k
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fskies take Sprints...
lued from Page IS)

le iv's performed adequately.

against the premier com-

ition at the sprints, fmished

of three, both days. AU

insen could manage was a

,k smile and: **1 guess it WM
ticipated."

Overpower Washfaigton

Ifter the jv's came the boat on

Ich UCLA's hopes had expected

Ibe riding, the varsity light-

Ights This Bruin sheU was

lefeated in Ughtweight com-

ition all year, and its only loss

16 to the Sprint JV champions

inge Coast a week ago*^

;ig things were expected i^

The race was of the seesaw
variety, which is the only way
crew can k)e exciting for the

spectators. At the start, Long
Beach by a **seat", then at 250

meters it was UCLA with Long
Beach third.

At 1000, it was all Washington
and Long Beach, with the

University of British Columbia
and UCLA following behind.

And, despite a desperafion
sprint by the 49'ers, that's the way
it stayed at the fmish, with
Washington retaining at least for

another year that strangehokl on
Western crew, with Long Beach.
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'he

ost at the start, especially

r the sheU posted a qualifying

e 12 seconds faster than its

petition, again Washington, in

qualifying runs.

He race wasn't even very

e, as the Bruins beat the

kies for the first time in five

rs, which is as long as the

tweights have been competing

.e Sprints. When it was over, a

py lightweight coach pointed

the effort and said: "Just

.ember it took 16 men (eight

smen on the sidelines from the

ond lightweight boat which

t make the trip), but I must

that coaching this group of

s was great; people have even

n coming to me and saying

t this group seems to be having

out there, enjoying them-

Ves whQe rowing the way It

ht to be."

ast in the day came the race

ryone had been awaiting, the

sity finale.
' " ' ' "' ' '•

Varsity finished fourth

CLA had qualified on the first

Friday, posting an impressive

e But still, the emphasis was

Washington. How good were

y really? Better than the

est challenger from the South,

o undefeated, Cal State Long

ach?

Wait till next year

A contented Jerry Johnson
stood outside the boathouse, and
sighed; "We had the best race of

the year, despite the terrible start.

All I can say is that we gave our

best and came up short."

Similarly, the mood of Long
Beach's Marina was almost
universal. "Washington, you won
this time, but waititill next year."

And that must siut Washington

just fine.

VARSITY 1. Washington, 5.58.5; 2. Cal
^tate (LB), 6.00.5; 3. British Colunr^bia, 6:05.5;

4 UCLA, 6:06.8; S. Stanford, 6:17.6; 6. Loyola,
no time. — *

VARSITY CONSOLATION — 1. Oregon
State, 6 06.9; 2. UC Irvine, 6 10.1; 3. California
6 12.2; 4. Western Washington, 6:13.4; 5. use,
6 20 5; 6. San Diego State, no tinne.

JUNIOR VARSITY - 1.
' Orange Coast,

6:09.9; 2. Washington, 6:14.9; 3. Oregon State,

6 19.9; 4. California, 6:20.6; 5. British

Columbia, 6:21.9; 6. San Diego State, no time.

FRESHMAN 1. Washington. 6:17.5; 2.

Ctrttfornia, 6.M .5; 3. Santa Clafr »t26.3; 4.

UCLA, 6:28.4; 5. Orange Coast, 6:29.5; 6. Cal
State (LB), no time

LIGHTWEIGHT - 1. UCLA, 6:19.4; 2.

Oregon State, 6 23.9; 3. Washington, 6:25.2; 4.

UC Santa Barbara, 632.1; 5. Cal State (LB),

»A:32.5; 6. UC San Diego, no timf.

VARSITY FOURS WITH COXSWAIN — 1.

Washington, 6:52.9; 2. Pacific Lutheran,

6:55. r; 3. Santa Clara, 655.6; 4. USC, 6:59.8; 5.

Oregon, 7 06.0; 6 UC Irvine, no time.

VARSITY FOURS WITH COXSWAIN
CONSOLATION 1. Orange Coast, 7^17.1; 2.

Stanford, 7 23.2; 3 UCLA, 7:37.1.

-FRESHMAN EIGHT.S CONSOLATION — 1.

,UC Irvine, 6:36.0; 2. Stanford, 6:36.1; 3.

Loyola, 6:39.3; 4. UC Santa Barbara, 7:05.3.

JUNIOR VARSITY EIGHTS CON
SOLATION 1. Loyola, 6:29.1; 2. Cal State

:LB), 6:37.3; 3. UCLA, 6:54.4. . -

By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

For the average spectator, the

best thing that can normally be
said about a crew race is that its

over.

Fortunately for the thousand or

so stalwarts who showed up in

Long Beach for the Western/
Rowing Championships, the
above doesn't hold true.

A beautiful day. Well-placed

bleachers, a capable public ad-

dress system, and a race every
ten minutes on the dot, all com-
bined to make the day worthwhile,

even enjoyable. In fact, for some,
it even reUeved the thought of

finals for a while. ^^- -

Im press!ve scene

The scene was impressive,
although it didn't remind one of

the intensity of some of the more -
normal sproting corwds.

The scene was impressive,
although it didn't quite remind
one of the intensity (rf?ome Of the

more normal sporting crowds. -^

On either side of the channel,

one would have seen rows of cars

lining the course, with breaks for

bleachers every twenty or so.

Nothing really unusual about

that, save for a car that was
hanging precariously over the

side of the channel* victim of a.„

misplaced parking brake.

But if one looked inside those

machines, it was like looking into

three hundred little worlds. There

were the people: reading, writing,

lounging, sleeping, yelling,

necking, eating. No matter what

you could imagine, it was there.

Drive-in regatta

And crew's answer to a drive-in"

movie was noticed, by the par-

ticipants, those who weren't

CTying.

"It was amazing," said UCLA
coach Jerry Johnson. *'You looked

and saw all these cars, and you

wondered where all the people

were." Inside, of course.

But some people, including

Johnsen, had more important

things about the day in mind than

the crowd.

Winning coach upset

Washington's coach, Dick
Ericksen for example, was upset.

"They didn't do us any favors

down here," he said slowly,

carefully choosing each word.

"They weren't sharing boats; we
didn't get the boat we raced in

until one hour before the race.

Two crews in the finals wanted the

same shell. But there was no flip

of the coin; instead the decision

was arbitrary, and against us."— Was it dehberately so? "Ab-

solutely," Ericksen finished. "The

next time we come down, I'm^

going to bring my whole goddam
trailer."

Crowd helps 4^rs
Long Beach's Ed Grant was

happy with the regatta. "I thought

it was extremely well run, and I

think the crowd helped our boys a

lot. I'd like to know where all those

people who came in the cars went
though."

As for Ericksen's charges,

Grant professed no knowledge. "I

know nothing about it. Ask the

man in charge of boat assign-

ments, Jerry Johnsen."

Alright. Johnsen: "The man
blows off a lot. He has the largest

program and more money than

anyone on the Coast, and that's

exactly what we'd like for him to

do: bring his trailer like everyone

else has to do when they go to,

Washington."

Two-year old coach

A companion agreed. "He's

acting like a two-year old, and you

can quote me on that. The boats in

question wee exactly alike: same
builder, same time, one was just

of sentimental value." .

: Excepting Ericksen, everyone
was enthused by the regatta, and
for an event of that caliber it is

disappointing that more people

didn't show up. But with crew on

the upswing, what was said of the

participants can be applied as

well to the spectators: "Wait till

next year."
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The Women's Resource Center
H I •'^ —i

* •»«• at UCLA
-^'

Opens Today [lat 9 A. M.

in Powell Library, Room 90

Advisement and referral will be available Mon-Fri, 9-5

on a great variety of subjects important to all UCLA v^omen:

>«« I
. . ,Madicol

Lagal

Employm*nt
Ufe-Styl*

.Car*«r Choice

Academic Choices

Women's Activities

Organizations

Whatever you want to talk about,

ask or do • drop in -

this is your place

Powell Library. Room 90 (Bottom floor off Bruin Walk. 2 doors in)

825-3945—'

—

*— - -——^

—
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GoJeSlaw-^
Broasled Potatoes

Hot Boll © Butter
BaKed RoitatO
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JEFFREY SOLOW —will appear with Nathaniel Rosen, with Paul

Chihara, director, in Twice Ensemble, noon, tomorrow, Schoenberg Hall.

Free. Included on the program will be duos by Krummer, Boccherini,

and Gliere.

(Continuea from PaRe 24)

—"The Transcendent Sharing of

Ambivalence as Love,'' by Carl A.

Faber, lecturer in psychology,

and staff member, Student

Counseling Center, 8 xntrs, Dickson

Art Center 2160. Tickets are $4.50

and $1.75 (students).

Tuesday, AAay 23

-"Chemistry in Plain English"

by Rudolph AAarcus, chemist,

Office of Naval Research,
Pasadena/ noon. Young 1096.

—"Visitors Center," conducts a

one-hour walking tour of the

Department of Meteorology,
featuring the cloud physics
laboratory, with commentary by

a staff member, 1 pm, lobby of

Schoenberg Hall.

—''Applications of Source
Multipole Expansions to Simplify

Reflector Antenna Calculations"

by W. V. T. Rusch, associate

professor of electrical

engineering, USC, 3 pm, Boelter

5704.

—"Electrochemical Machining"
by Dieter P. Landolt, assistant

professor of engineering, 3 pm,
Boelter 8500. ^

—"Transformation of Cells by
Chemical Carcinogens: A Con-

ditional State" by Giompiero Dl

Mayorca, professor of

microbiology, University of

Illinois School of Medicine,
Chicago, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"The Differences in Current
Voltage Characteristics Between
Pacemakers and Non-

»*' * i-r
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Pacemakers of Aplysia" by
Douglas Eaton, postdoctoral
fellow, department of physiology,

4 pm, CHS 53 105.

—"Generation of Magnetic
Fiekis by Convection — ttie Non-
Linear Dynamo Problem" by
Friedrich Busse, associate
professor of planetary physics, 4

pm, Slichter 3853.

—"Miscellaneous Diseases of

Animals Transmitted to Man" by
Donald G. DeValols, chief of

research in laboratory animal
medicine, science, and
technology, Wadsworth Veterans
Administration Hospital, MSB
5200. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"From Traditional to Colonial

Armies: A Survey of Africans in

Transition" by Sylvanus J. S.

Cookey, visiting professor of

history; "Poujadisme and
Military Coups in Africa: A
Corporate Analysis" by Michel
AAartin, visiting scholar, African
Studies Center; and "Political

Problems of the Military ii^

French Speaking West Africa" by
Claude Welch, professor of
political science. State Univ^ity
of New York at Buffalo, 7 phi.

Murphy 2121.

"The European Community/'
by Simon Serfaty, assistant
professor of political science, 9:35-

11:05 am. Tea Room, Bullocks
Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.,

$3.50.
.

•: 7ry:.-^-';.-:\ ..-••••^y ^v

•r-"The Desert Nearest Home,"
physical aspects of the A^jave,"

Libraries determine hours for week of finals
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UCLA LIBRARY— HOURS OF SERVICE
I 1 i I i«y, 1 I •^"^^^itmrt^ "^rf

Spring Quarter Final Examination Period, June 4-13, 1972

The following schedule of hours will be in effect in the libraries

listed below during the final examination period in the Spring

Quarter, from Sunday, June 4, through Tuesday. June 13.

University Research Library (Loan Desk, Graduate Reserve
Service, Reference Room, Periodicals Room, General Reading
koom, and Stacks):

Sunday, June 4 - l:O0pm-midnight
Monday-Friday, June 5-9 7 :45 am-midnight

Saturday, June 10 _ 9:00 am-midnight

Sunday, June 11 l:OOpm-midnight
Monday, June 12 7:45am-midnight
Tuesday, June 13 7:45am-5:00pm
University Research Library (Microform Service):

Monday, June 12 [) : 7:45ain-midnight
Tuesday, June 13 7:45 am-5 :00pm
Powell Library, 1st and 2nd floor Reading Rooms:
Sunday, June

4

Monday-Friday, June 5-9

Saturday, June 10

Sunday, June 11

Monday, June 12

Tuesday, June 13

Biomedical Library:

Sunday, June

4

Monday-Friday, June 5-9

Saturday, JUne 10

Sunday, June 11

Monday, June 12

Tuesday, June 13

9:30am-3:00ain
7:00am-3:00am
9:00am -3 :00am
9:30am-3:OOam
7:00am-3:00am

. 7:00 am-5 :00 pm'

l:OOpm-midnight
7:45am-mi(|night

9:00am-midnight
l:OOpm-midnight
7:45 am-midnight

yrr

I!

r

Sunday, June

4

Monday-Thursday, June 5-8

Friday, June9
Saturday, June 10

Sunday, June 11

Monday, June 12

Tuesday, June 13

l:00pm-ll :00 pm
9:00am-ll:00pm
9:0Oam-5:OOpm
9:00ain-5:00pm
l:00pnfi-ll :00 pm
9:00am-n00pm
9:00 am-5 :00 pm

«*.*-

College Library (Loan Desk, Reserve Section, Main Reading
iloom, and Stacks) :~: ~. '" ~~

Sunday, June 4 --~^--: ^^
Monday-Friday, June 5-9

Saturday, June 10

Sunday, June 11

,l:00pm-midnight

7:45am-midnight
9: 00am-midnight

l:OOpm-midnight

' 7:45 am-10: 00 pm
Other library units will continue to observe their present schedules
during the examination period, but will dose at 5:00 pm on
Tuesday, June 13, except the Law Library; ^

The Law Library will observe the following schedule of hours
from Tuesday, May 30, through Tuesday, June 6, during the
l^aw Sctiool examination period:

Tuesday-Saturday, May 30-June3 « 8:00 am-midnight
Sunday, June 4 -, '"\ 9 : 00 am-midnight^
Monday-Tuesday, June 5-6

Wedrtesday-Friday, June 7-9

Saturday, June 10

Sunday, June 11 -^i^-.y n •

8:00am-midnight
8:00 am-10: 00pm

9:00 am-5 pm
CLOSED

FOR JUNE 12 ON SEE SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
fit'MNWJW^VWWVWVWVVVVm
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A nothing balance
can keep your

checking account
—open all summer:

= At no cost
toyou

When you come back in the Fall,

you won't have to wait in line

to re-open your account.

Just ask any teller about our
Summer Inactive Checking Account Service.

with Richard F Loga„ i

o« geography, 7.10'!^ "^O*
Elementary

School T' %
30) S. AAadre St Pa^C
-"What about c«m^^V

Robert Ringr a«ur'"*«%
students tor'camp't>
programs, 7 » „„ ^"*>ii,

Union Wen's Lounge **'^

^'^^^^^ J
with speakers from iC'"'"«S 5,27. Sponsor^ '^^M

wrr7':rir"s*:S'r^
academ Ic personnel andL?
noon. Social Welfare "„'*''*l.|

E.a:
Monday, May 22

7:30
Pfli,

—"Calligraphy,
Architecture 1243B.—

"Kundalini Yoaa " <

Kerckhoft Upstairs Lo'ung ^1
-"Office Culture and Ji

S^jcretary/' 6-7:30 pT Jctiitecture 1243C.
*'

—"Philosophy and Yoqa",l

U^n'gT.'
''"''''°"

"^'''

W

—"Producing a tvI
Documentary, The Roles UwvJ
P^y/'7-9pm,AckermanSl

^
~"^*P'o'''"9 Emotions

ii|

Modern. Marketing," eio pm
Ackerman Union 3517.—"Elohim (GOD)TheOriginii
Pattern of the Universe," /j
pm, Architecture 1243A.

—"The Anatomy of the Huma
Mind Course," 3: 30 pm, GSM2m

!

—"Games Played In Las Vejit

ind Reno, Their Odds, l\i
Maturity and Systems," I2 2pni!

Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Everyday Practical A^

plication of the 'Ancient Wisdom'

Can Lead to Inner Security," 7:3^

10:30 pm, Bunche 3143.

—"Behind the Mafia," 7 pm
KInsey Hall 184.

pm,

BANKOFAMERICAB)
•ANM or AMtWic* NTASA • MCMttN fOIC

n

• OFFICIAL NOTICeS •

FROM: Regiflb-ation and EnroUment Office ^
.

FALL QUARTER 1972 REGISTRATION & ENROLLMENT BY
MAIL FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

A continuing itadcnt U one who complclcs the Spring/^artcr 1972 and
whose lUtas (undergraduate, limited, or graduate) li not changed. All
continuing itudcnto may pick u|^ forma from June 1 to Anguat 25
according to the foUowhig achedule at the Rcgliftration and Enrollment
Offkc, 1134 Murphy Hall, from SKW am to 5:00 pm.
Laat Name A to G June 1 to Angual 25
Laat Name H to R June 5 to Angnaft 25
Laat Name 8 to Z June 7 to Anguat 25

OFhlV'X^^^''*^ *"^ "*=* "•• '*>*»« *^ "•'
Architecture
Chemistry & Biochemistry Undergraduate
Chemistry & biochemistry Graduates
Dentistry
Engineering & Pre-engineering
Engineering & Computer Science
Law
Management
Mathematics Graduates
Medicine
PubUc Health
Zoology Graduates

K*5L?K^ M?i^\'f
IN ENROLLMENT AND/OR REGISTRATION

M K^'i y}i^ ^}' ^4«** "^c warned that WedncKiay, August

«L«JrJ^'*?'' ^P-J^^'^v*? ''?*"*«^ ^y «•"• ^'^^ *o complete

^^roSmmi^cU^Sit' ^^ """^ ^ '^ '••^ *" canceflation

^r«*il« K*^£?T%'.^^ •*"^^*" ^^ ^ "•*»«* InformaMon about
r^istratlon by the admitting or re-admitting oflicer.

^532^^^^ """^ "•^••^ ^^ "•" ""^ rfiWSln person Sept

FtolMi2f£l*iL*^Ii2^H^'T"oS*-^ ^ATE FEE begins Sept. 25.Ftaal date for late registration is 2:00 pm, Oct. 6.
--• "^

Archills
WG Young 2356
WG Young 9080
HH Sd 10-137
Boelter 8426
BocUcr 67«*'>

Law 1224
GSM 3320
MS 8375
Hit Sd 12-109
PH 51-279
L82301

Tuesday, May 23

—"Astrology," 2 4

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Death and Dying," 3 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Experiments in Personal

Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman

Union. Closed to new members,

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoft Upstairs Lounge.

—"Women's Role in a Changing

Society — Affirmation for

Women," 7:30 pm, Ackermaft'

Union 2408. Closed to new

members.
^^"Raaching Your Higher Self

The Lighted Way," 8-10 pm, Social

Welfare 50.

—"Textile Printing «n^

Design/' 7:30 pm, Architecture

1243A.—"Eckankar," 7:30 9:30 pm.

Kerckhoft Upstairs Loung<

Every other Tuesday
—"Ananda Marga Yofli

Society," 5 pm, Ackerman Unior.

—"Phitogophy of Meher Baba,

7:30-10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 7 ' P^

Bvnche 1265. ,^^_
—"Cosmic Meditation," 7 9 pn

MS 6201. ^ .—"Beginning Photography »"

Darkroom/' 7-9 pm, Architecture

-"The Anatomy of the Human

Mind Course/' 3:30-5 pm, G5W

224
-"Kundalini Yoga," 8 aw,

Kerckhoft Hall Upstairs Lou^S^

-"StlfHypnosis/' 7:30 ^'

Architecture 1243A. .

-"Integral Yoga Lifes^"*'

10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

(Continued on P«y^

,cn\
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Stafford Warren

Dust Devils

distinctive crowns, and evidence of jawbone and

gum disease seen in the 1944 X-rays match exactly
;

-V

^j^ Russian report describing ttie remains of the

Jtafford Wanren, vice-chancellor emeritus fiL_4^rned jawbone of Hitler, uncovered from the_

alth sciences here, shared the Enrico Fermi burned remains of his Berlin bunker,—:::

irard bf the Atomic Energy Commission last

^ursday in a Washington. DC. presentation

remony.
, ^,. . ^.

/barren was the chief medical officer of the

anhatten Engineering District, the World War II

Cency which devised and produced the atomic

inib. ^ . .

The annual Enrico Fermi award is given for

leritorious contribution to the development, use or

Urol of atomic energy."
'-^—--^— ~^

.

IWarren has maintained an active research

)gram here since 1965 in Warren Hall, which

ises the Laboratory of Nuclear Medicine and

idiation Biology. : " ^ t

co-direciors somHil Mr ISC

Interprep, an orientation program for new foreign students, is seeking

co-directors for the 1972-73 academic year, according to Marstia Lewis,

staff co-director.

'*Interprep is run by two student co-directors in conjunction with

myself, the staff co-ordinator," Lewis said. **The co^iirectors will be

^responsible for the development of the program and its execution. *!

^, At least one co-director must be a foreign student, and both will need to

spend about 10 hours a week during the summer planning the program.

The hours are flexible, but must be during the daytime.

All students interested in applying for the position must attend two

training selection meetings, Lewis said. The first will be from 4 to 6 pm
Friday at the International Student Center (ISC), 1023 Hilgard Avenue.

The second is from 4 to 6 pm Wednesday, May 31 , at the ISC.

An honorarium of $600 per co-director is given, Lewis added.

Library Involvement
**A11 UCLA students are encouraged to involve themselves in working

to build a new library in the Boyle Heights area," according to Alex Cota,

president of the EastsideWestside Concerned Citizens Committee.

The Boyle Heights area of East Los Angeles is one of the most con-

centrated local barrios of Mexican-American and Spanish-speaking

citizens, including many Chicano students here.

The old Benjamin Franklin Library at First Street and Chicago in East

Los Angeles, built in 1916, has been closed for 16 months since being

declared a hazardardous building after last year's earthquake. Since that

time, Cota said, there has been no public library serving the Boyle

Heights area.

"There is a 30 per cent unemployment rate in that area, and the

building of a new library will provide employment to many thousands of

people— laborers, carpenters, librarians and their aides," he added.

CoU urged all students to write a postcard or letter calling for the

construction of a new Boyle Heights area library to Marvin Braude,

chairman of the Finance Committee, Los Angeles City Council, 200 North

Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012.

For further information, students may contact Cota at 47S-1214.
[
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Hitler's Teeth

An intensive study of Adolph HiUer's X-ray plates

om 1944 and the Russian autopsy report indicate

;yond a shadow of a doubt that Hitler is dead, ac-

)rding to Reidar Sognnaes, professor of dentistry

fire. " ^ ^'

'

•Few Americans probably doubt that Hitler is

ead," Soggnaes said, "but there has been con-

poversy in Europe over whether remains recovered

[y the Russians were his or those of a stand-in."

Soggnaes said that some unusual bridgework.

Dust devils, swirling pillars of sand which have

fascinated desert travellers for centuries, have t>e6n

created under laboratory conditions for the first ime

by Daniel Fitzjarrald, meteorologist here.

Fitzjarrald performed experiments on nearly 1,000

real dust devils in the Mojave Desert before con-

structing a three-foot test chamber in which a heated

aluminum plate simulated the desert floor from

which the dust devils arose.

Fitzjarrald found in his studies of the mechanism

of turbulent motions in the tower air that the

dynamic spiral objects range in size from six inches

to 100 yards in diameter, sometimes reaching 8,000

feet in height, with vertical updrafts of 25 miles an

hour. -

Dust devils are similar to but milder than tor-

nados, he said, but they have been known to blow off

roofs. His studies show that heat from the desert

floor creates energy, setting off convection currents.

As heated air rises with a slight spin, more air rushes

in, magnifying the swiri and creating a vortex.

According to Fitzjarrald, the laboratory dust

devils may show the way to send air polluUnU from

stationary sources harmlessly into the upper at-

mosphere. i».^.^>,,T'j|fy7i-

WEST AFRICA — Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia, Guinea, Senegal, Cameroun

and the Ivory Coast, will be the subjects for "Travel Night", 7:1$ pm,

today. The Audio-Visual WorW, 1730 Westwood Ave. Last in a series on

Africa. X \
"/-

^fg^
w
*

^ tM QUALITY iMMtarBer ^ I

^ 1000 wtatwoed blvd. ^ I

DISCOUNT
HI-FI STEREO COMPONEIMTS

SHELLEY'S
STFRFO HI Fl CFNTER

SAieS ond SBtVlCI

CUSTOM INSTAUATIONS

1581 WESTWOOD BLVD.

GR 7-8281

^iomond Nggdlgf • Recording Topi

MON AND Ft?l TO P M

GOING TO EUROPE
WHY CROSS THE CHANNEL TWICE

I

AIR FRANCE
LANDS IN PARIS AND PICKSYOU UP FROM

ALMOST ANYWHERE, INCLUDING LONDON,

FROM $342 ANYONE 1 2-25.

\ •

+ 747 TO PARIS WITH NO HASSLES.

.: :. STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT.
' - UP TO ONE YEAR.

Mls.Nvusic
L08 ANGELES PHILHARMONIC plays

MUilC
F#RTHE

'•^ t

w^^ia^^^H #« U ill I tf

PRAIICB
lebon voyage.

625-717T

Rand MorlU
Comput Rap.

826-1201

MUSIC BY
WOMEN
COMPOSERS
GERHARD SAMUEL conducts works by Grazyna

Bacewicz, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Elizabeth Lutyens,

Gladys Nordenstrom, Ruth Crawford Seeger, and

"Elinor Remjck Warren. -
.

This Friday, 8:30/Hoyce Hall, UCLA^

Tickets Available NOW: $4.60. $3.50. $2.50, $2 (students

with ID) at UCLA Central Ticket Office. 650 Westwood

Plaza (825-2953), TIcketron and Mutual Agenciet. ^

I n«;T vni IRSELF IN A SEA OF CONFUSION? TROUBLED WITH

S?H00L LONLINEts, SEXUAL PELAIIONS, DRUGSTDON'T

KNOWWHO lO TALK ra^D^P POOM
•

In Student Health Service Room A3089 (CHS) M. W F 12-3 No Appointment Needed - Student Run

' \
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AOVERTISINO OFFICKS
KarckkoM Hall 112

FUmm: OS-mi
ClAMlfi«tf atfvarttotMfl ralM

IS wordt-Sl.SI «ay, S camacutlva
twwrtlaii* • IS.M

PayaMa im atfvanca
OEAOLINI H :3ta^iw
No tata^liaiia afdart

THE Daily Brwin fivat fvH Mfpport t« ma
Univanity of California't palicy an non-

discrimination and tharafora clattifiad

advartisint sorvica will not ba matfa

availaMa to anyona wtia, in aHardinf
housin* to stwdontt or offarinf iabt,

discriminatas on ttia baais of raca, calor.

roligion, national origin or ancottry. Naittiar

tha Univar»ity nor ttio Daily Bruin has in-

vostifatad any of ttia sarvicas offarad fiara.

For assistanca witti tiousing discrimination

proMams, call: UCLA Housing Offica 125-

4491 ; Wastsido Fair Housing 47)-0f49.

.^
^Help Wanted 8

RN'S: Vacattan • raliaf • all sMfts. Kaisar

Foundation Hospital, J425 W. Manchastar,

inglowood. 77»-510P txt. 2245. Equal Op-

portunity Em ployor . ( •M 2» •

WANT young, ambitious m/f ig-27 work on
circulation for national acology magaiina A
fund raising for tnvironmontal groups. 12/br

plus bonofits. Mon-Thurs. S-9 PM. contact
Jeff Ricliards 9a0-7t30 (•M 22)

GIRLS summar iobs dalivary, waitross,

sales, housokaoping, nurses aid. Call Sar-

vices Unlimitad.47S-9S21. (•M22)

VARIETY of full time summer jobs

available, girls or guys. Services Unlimited
47S-9S2I (IM24)

V Campus Services

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i

825o6,ll__

)/ Personal

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-

HELP (SQTR)

GEORGE: You can't fool me. I know you've
been gerrymandering. Need time to work it

out in Political Geography. Alice. Summer
Session. 1241 Murphy. ($M22)

NEO Primal Therapy, interested in turning

on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
2S4 4141 /41II oreves.,2S7-7M2. (SM24)

DEAR Ralph: Need money? Have a
camer£? Enter the Dirty Picture Contest
Tecdrogicairy obscene ) . For info, C.B. E./
9054 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood,
Calif. (SM24)

UCLANS (M/F), traveling Europe, Summer
'72; informal get-together, for information,
478 8149(9-1) PM). (SM23)

KOSHER sandwiches available at the Oasis
Room in Ackerman Union - Chabad House. (S

M 23)

DEAR jack LaLane: Sorry, but something
in the way he moves me makes me want to

enroll in Physical Education 220. Summer
Session 1248 Murphy. (SM22)

M.D.F. - Happy Anniversary A 1 day. Love,
Sharalyn.

;
(SM22)

/ Free

FREE PuppiOs - beautiful German
Shephard/Terrier mix. One white, one black
one. Call 93S-4431. (FRM24)

y Help IVonfed r r ^ i^-. . 4
TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 3M-
"40 (•M2«)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
:ompanv needs aggressive men and women
«nth management potential. Part/full time.
Mr. Genovese, (213) 7M-7SS4. <*J12|1

NEED EXTRA D0U6H?

Help yourself wtiilo helping ottiars.

Earn up to t40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phana: 47»-MSi between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

TRY us. You'll like us - deliver sandwiches -

established territories. $S0-40/wk. for 12-
is/hrs a wk or $2.2S/hr. Full time summer,
must have car call before MOO 134-9091 or
821 3034 after 4 o'clock . (IM23)

GOOD child cart in my home. Reasonable

\tl*^,.^"^
'"•** V'cn'^V JOth A Wilshire.

"^^^*^
,

(8M22)

NEED 10 gals interviewing now. General
Foods Cosmetic Division. Teach A train newmake up techniques. Full/pt. 271-4US. (• M

TELEPHONE SOLICITING
Verify Appointments

No Selling Pleasant Working Conditions
Top Pay Plus Bonus - part time

Call 4S7 4)40
bctwreen 1) PM

FOREIGN Students with good command of

English for translating. (714) $t4-0$95/(213

4311113. (i^"'
I pi " -

PARTtime summer iob in ice processing

plant, S2.2$ • $3.00/hr. 733-5177, 293-1904. (IM

JOBS/TEMPORARY
EARN XTRA DOLLARS

VOLT
INSTANT PERSONNEL
ISNOWINW.L.A.WITH
DOZENS OF TEMPORARY

ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGHOUT THE AR£A
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
TYPISTS, SECRETARIES,

CLERKS, PBX, STOCK
CLERKS,

GENERAL LABOR.
REGISTER NOW-WORK WHEN
AVAILABLE
VOLT INSTANT PERSONNEL

J: 2330 Westwood Blvd. Ste200_
474-«501 " y

MALE: Part-time liquor store stock and
clerk, permanent position. Start: S2.40/hour.
Tuesday, Thursday A Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday, Friday, A Sunday, 4-11 PM.
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, Monday thru
Friday, • AM - 4 PM. Prefer no long hair or
beards, mustache OK. (IM23)

MEN • Make big S this summer. Talk to
single girls. Easy sales job. Terry, 933-7291.
^' 3 (IM24)

BABYSITTER - (man, woman) - 5 year old
girl 3 afternoons weekly. Own children ok.
Valli, 395-3904. (•M24)

MOTI^K. PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGER-PROJECTIONISTS: S125-S1S0.
Some previous management experience
necessary. 21 or over. Full time. Common
sense required A.good current references. If

you don't have this, don't bother. No heads,
freaks, intelligensia or movie buffs. Must
speak and understand English language. If

still interested contact Mr. Shan Saylet;
Sayles Bros. Theatres, 445 1273 or 445-1333.
Openings in WLA A Santa Monica. (I M 23)

GIRL - Pretty, U.22, 5'7".5'10", long hair.
Summer job /amusement park. $125 /wk.
Flaire Agency, 271-2292. (•M2S)

$2.50, less than 1 hr. Psychology exper.
Males only. Involves mild shocks. Front
H4IIA349. „M25)^2i
ACTIVITY Directors for students,
guys/i^als. Work full and or part time during
summer A school year. Wages to $40/day for
those qualified in outdoor activities. Na
selling. 473-440^ (•M24)

DOORMEN, ushers - $2.00 per hour. Neat
appearance. No heads, hips or freaks.
Evening II years or older. Work Sat. A Sun.
Apply 3 S PM. Mon-Fri. Nuart Theatre. 11272
Santa Monica Blvd., West L.A. (•M23)

SUMMER jobs moving furniture. $3.S0/hr.
need 12 units of collage. Services Unlimited
475-9521. (•M22)

y/Losf& Found 9
— ' n

FOUND one month ago, 1 year female part
german shepherd. Broken left ear. Leather
collar. Free to good home. Sutr 473-4042.
•^•rtirtgs. (fM24)

REWARD: Lost • Research notebook on
Assays, May 14 from Parking Lot I to
Wilshire/Bundy. S. A. Kaplan. MD. ns-
4319. leMM)

/Odds & Ends.. 10

-YOUNG, ambitious m/l 1127 work on rir
curation lor national ecology ^,,.^0.

1

fund raising for environmVntal g?oups $j^hr plus benefits MonThurs. 5-9 PM JofJRKhards, 900.7430. (iM^j!

COUNSELORS needed for summer dav •
camp Besides counseling children, must
drive own station wagon Good pay. 455
'*<><> (IM24)

NEED driver, drive OHKmobile, Detroit
area anytime before July 1, financial
arrangements open. Call JoaL ri5-S4M. II

M

35)

EARN ISO $75 - $100 a waok at hama in

spare time. Send today for a list ol places
that need mailers and addressers. Enclasa
stamped self -addressed envelope and $1.50
in check-money order. Send to Stwdant
Services, P.O. Box 45103. L«« Angolas, Calif.
9004S. (IM24)

PSYCHOLOGY experiment. Earn $1.50 for
interesting half-lia«r sessian. Males aniy.
Frani Hall 4537. <IM34)

REAL estate Licensee • part time - fa handle
rentals an campus to students and faculty
for a lar«e property manafament company
IB ttit Wggtwood area. Commiuioiu. Cab Oil
between 9 and 5 Woohdays at (213) §19-9101..
**/' (IMU>

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 99o!
B, Venice, 90291. Phone 391-0933. (10QTR)

FLY UCLA learns for less at Santa Monica,
C.172. $15.95 and CISO, $12.95. Call 125-1129,
4779440, 39.PLANB. (10M24)

S/Pollfical M

CLERKS A Typists immediate long A
lorm temporary assignments. Otfice-AMo
Inc ,)g07 Wilshir* givo. (IM14)

"WAR Why?" . Free leaflet. Write
Socialist Labor Party. P.O. Box 200
Brooklyn. NY. 11202. <11M 24>

y/ForRenf |2

*JVPi° *^ iwmmer. Balcony bdrm, patio.

yResearch Suhjeds Needed

VJ^f? 2^ GOING IN CIRCLES? MAYBE
iilmAii^y MEDICAL SPACE-AGE
Tcf/,*^*^^ '****^^ " ^"« CAMPUS X»"*' (RSNM23)

4 DAYS LEFT TO ADVERTISE

y/jides Offered..:... 13^ y/ Servkes Offered ... . W
NEED riders to New York City • S4g. Leave

4 15, drive straight througb. R^. JW-

9514.
*'*'^

I

GOING to Mexico - Maiatlan/Ouadalahara.

want to share rIda/expanse* I Laavlng JM(aa

•.CallH0 4-S3t1. (13MM)

THESIS Covers whila-u-wait; soH or tMrd-
baund, $1.50-13.50. Hamilton Raprodwctlatia,
11904 Wilshire. 477-7SB1. (UMM)

RIOUCE - drap lbs. - Palm Spiiwfi - iradt
food • exercise - yo9a • mmt • wmmt.
Monaco Villa, 371 Camino Manta Vista.
Palm Springs. (714) 32S-tf12 (UMU)£ rmtm ^^ twwTgm. i »•»,••*-»» •• \ tw rwt mmt

RIDE wanted to Yellowstone or •itRRlp.

Early in June. Share driving and •«P»"«J*-
•34-2453.

(14MMI

NEED ride to Moiffbna June ttli or 10th. Will

share expenses. l4^104iaHar 5. (14M23)

TWO girls need ride LA ta Boston around
June 15. Call eves,flS-7037. ( 14M 23)

.
,

NEED ride to Houston, Texas after June
10th. 1MII share expenses / driving. Lucy.
4771149. (14M22)

^Opporfunifies . * . .

.

ASK AROUND ABOUT
AAB CHEVY SERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobilas
Most Credit Cards Accaptad

' Student Oitcounto

1 1027 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angolas

477-^551 est. Since 195t

SELF-HYPNQSIS Classes, to aniianca
CONCENTRATION, MBMORY, CON-
FIDENCE, ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIEC
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily. 474-

-33S0. (UMU)

More
Europe
FliglS
1972

iSyNO£[Rip_rLiej^

X
OPERATION Venus - LA's 1st V.O. Hotline

and Education Proiect - now needs enthused
volunteers. Application at dorm front desks
and A.U. Info, desk, level 1. (OPM24)

SERIOUS Photographers - 10 day Wyoming
wilderness seminar at Darwin Ranch with

John Oldenkamp of Psychology Today.
Maximum 15 people. June 20-30. S47$.

Transportation and film not included. Ibol

inc., 454 India St., San Diago, CaUf.

For Sale ... 15

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA raits.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free sarvlca. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (14QTR)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insuranct far
students and employaos. Call Aliaa SaM.
711-5527, tTS-StlS. Eves. 7U-3St9. ( 14 OTR)

THESIS Covers whila-u-wait; salt or hard-
bound, Sl.SO - $3.S0. Hamilton Ropardtfctians.
11904Wilsb4ra.477-7St1. (UMU)

PROFESSIONAL documentation sarvicas.
Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 3t7-1S4t/ call anyttma. (UM
23)

ASSORTED apt. furniture. Cheap. Hide-a-

bed. $35 - $50 desk, marble dining table, etc.

477 2144. (ISM 23)

NEW Pentax 4x7 A access. Autoflash> Linhor

tripod. Durst enlarger. etc. 473-7772, ( 15 M
23)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate In vattay.antr
5 PM. 7I0-4349, days, 705-3154. Broker. ( 15 M
24)

SAMOYED pups, AKC, Shots, wormed,
champion sired, $75. 474-4953, evenings. ( IS
M

I

USED AUTO PARTS: TRANSMISSIONS.
REAR ENDS. GENERATORS, STARTERS.
BATTERIES A BODY PARTS. 22S0 BARRY
AVE. W.L. A. 477-7044. (15M23)

ELECTRIC Smith Corona, 12-inch carriage
typewriter ; blue, pica, excellent shapal $130.

1391124 after 4. (ISM 22)
•—.- ft

I i ir_

MATTRESSES - Valley State mafkatinf
grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities, all

siie sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt,
114 0400. (IS OTR)

SKI IS, metal 115 cm, Salamon step-in
bindings. $75. Humanic Boots. S3S. Call
Phyllis, 392-5440. (ISM 23)

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wildamoss from S2S. P.O. Eax
11427, Denver, •0210. (UOTR)

^Travel 17

jyjlj LVOUBLIN
^"f 9 LONOON/LA

22^ ]l LVFRANK

JUNE 21 LA/LONOOH
^^ 20 LONOOH/LA

$262.00

26 Days

$262.00

62 dy,

J262.00

61 Days

JWE25 LA/LON/AMST $25200SEPT n london;la
79 bi55

JUNE 28 LA/LOHDON
^"6 17 LOHDON/LA

iHi^ J LA/IOHDON
W5 27 LONOON/LA

JULfS LVLONDON
AUG 20 tONDOH/LA

^ 9 LA/MADRID
SEPT 18 AMST/U

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONOON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LOHOON
SEPT 26 LONOON/U

$252.00

51 Days

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$252.00

30 Days

$239.00

11JWJ

.mU

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANIC/LDN/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON $199.00
4ICT—»- tOHOON/LA M Days

ONE HAY aiGHTS

CHARTER FLIGHTS.

PENTAX Spotmatic F/1.4 SMCIans ne^t
used. Also Pentax 3Smm SMCIans I/3.S.
Offer, 3975571. (15M 22)

STEREO speakers, big SO pounds eadi.
Sound great. $120 pair. David Small. 123-
4541^ leave message. ( ISM 22)

SONY portable stereo records/playsbk.
cassettes, reels, 2-2 way walnut spkrs. etc.
4737772. (ISM 23)

GIBSON L40 guitar - SSO. Argus super-«
camera witft extras, S40 or make offer.
Debbie, 475-4344. (ISM 24)

NEW car stereos, radios, TV's, stereo
systems, cassette recorders - unbeatable
prices. 475-4049. ^

" (ISM 25)

PHOTObutton machine; brand new - 2 1/2"
buttons; camera, buttons included; call 472-
7913, 399 3012 after 4 PM. (1SM2S)

an- f^-

official

charter flight

operation

-'/

-*-^

authorized and
approved by ttie

University of

California ; ;

on all campuses.

SONY tape recorder model TC 2S0 and
microphone. As new, Sto. Eves, 074-9710. .( 1$M 24)

KLH Model tuner-amplifier. Model 13
'

stereo adapter A twin speakers 0120. Eves,
*^*-^^^0 (ISM 24)

?,'/5!tfy '.•".*' "•^•^ ^**^' *"* on'V' «•"
470 2700 late at night. (1SM24)

2 WAY 0" speakers, amplifier, 34 rms. 4-0

«lVi??* **'^' •«»»»'V tapes. Offer. Eves,
*"-'334. (15M24)

J?
^^,.****'*»*^' «•"»»»« Stones concert, 2

tickets Forum, 2 tickets Long Beach. Best
offer, call 292 9032. (15M22)

STEREO - Scott. 40 watts, amp-FM.
receiver, 5120. Ampex tape deck, SIOO JTbMt
offer. Drafted! 399 5093.

y ismS)

y Services Offered .... 16

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-.

all first class -

service.

LA.LONPQN/I.ONDON.LA

Fit. Oeir. Ret. Days Price

2 4/it %/n 71 $242

3 4/21 8/U 54 $242

5 4/26 9/4 72 $242

4 4/25 f/13 88 $275

9 4/2t 9/14 81 $275

10 4/29 1/29 41 $242

14 ?/• 8/17 48 $242

15 7/11 t/IO-_._.|i $242

17 7/12 8/31 • m '*
$242

18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

19 9/12 on«>w«y $135

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LOHDON
LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/ FRANKFURT
LONDON/LA
OUBLIN/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$148.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCU
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

MOLD. ALL SCATS ARE SOLD ON A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEING 707 AND SUPER DC8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT UlS FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

CAT^ION FORMS.

aiGHT COORDINATORS:
John and Susan

478-8286

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates far stwdawii

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

RECUSED? TOO HIONT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
W*^»« ASK FOR AEC OR KEN

Available only to bonalMa mambart 1 tHa
University ol CalHomia iiKlwdlfie stiHteitts,
faculty, staff, and their ImmadiAta familiat

ISai^i^y*^**^^ ««Ptiidairt cMMrao)
tivinf inHia Mine hovsaliokl.

dMftof Wghls

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

Kardikhoff H«flm O
tatweaw t a.m. A s r.m

•is-ini

SILVA MINDCONTROL
INTERNATIONAL

on. t'. ALPHA BRAIN WAVE
Mffhods, Rc'Idx.ition, Sub|pctive
Communicdtton

i XAMINATION TECHNIQUES
SMI tuntrol No Mi»chines
STUDENT RATES Erpo
Litrr.^ruro Noxt ri^'. boqin^.

SATURDAY MAY 20TH
Hili O'Krlly, 473 4048, 6 PM

EUROPE. 5326 5275 R.T.. also Israel A
Japan. Sprinfl, Summer. A Fall fllflits.<

«.*^^-' "" *«verly Blvd.. LA ftMt. «S1.
nn.ESEf'-UCLAmemfears. f17QX«)

If INCWYORK
JUNE 150NEWAY t77

IHAWAII
JUNE IB -JULY 2 tITt
JULY 1 JULY 16 0kH

> TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNC17.SEFTI
SOFA tTUOCNT CHAPTERS
EUROPE/APRICA/ltRAEl/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CAROt

AIM StMdwHfrtI and
Ira

CcrrwfclMw

rrUOtWTTRAVgL HCAOOUARTERt

mSL AiS/EXITt

274-1742
'^^^ —«<»«««<mi)lon<€WDoh«nvl

D THE INTBINATIONAL
STUDCNT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis

counts. The ISIC wo$ cre-

ated by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for oil student

flights obrood.

D INTHA-IUROPIAN
STUDCNT CHARTEK
nJGHTS
to and within Europe.

Israel, East Africa, and

the For East-ot fontosfic

savings, enabling you

to travel as far o$ pos-

sible for OS little OS

possible.

youknowu
wievo* • • •

UNI
totti wiymjWN Avo<wf

TlLi: 477-1111

eater Arts' 'Cabaret'

open here Thursday

.%

~7l(onday. May », 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

'Vrf» By Ken Ward
DBSUrr Writer

ibaret this quarter's Theater Arts production, which promises to be

more fantastic than the movie," opens Thursday in the Ralph

u Playhouse.

re many stage works. Cabaret has many fathers as it is based on a

by Christopher Isherwood entitled Goodbye to Berltai and a play

ten by John van Druten called 1 am a Camera. The music was done

Bhn Kander andthe lyrics were written by Fred Ebb.

tempting to describe the play, sUge director, Barbara Gellman said,

cannot be called a tragedy because it has its funny scenes but it

lot be called a comedy because it has tragic moments too." Cabaret

in Germany during 1929 and is a blend of Isherwood's troubled book

ting the eve of Hitler's rise to power while portraying the lively and

jal life of the 20's. ,

;llman said most of the scenes take place in a chic-sleazy cabaret for

purpose of the showing the gradual decay of society during the advent

rte Nazi era. In addition to the portrayal of the generally decadent

fety Cabaret is also sprinkled with subplots ranging from the treat-

it of Jews to the numerous predicaments of a young American

^list living with a prostitute in Berlin.

The play shows that no matter how much you think you will be

Iffected by the environment, it will eventually catch up with you,"

Iman said referring to the rise of Nazism.
. . ,^. ,

le said, "there will be a lot of comedy, music and dancing in this play

the girls' costumes are very brief."

le production is run by students in the Theater Arts department with

I
Cauble acting as director and Charles Corum and Douglas Herro

cting the music. The orchestra will mostly consist of students with a

"off-campus volunteers donating their time,

oilman, who has been working on the play all quarter, said the cast

\ been pared down to 45 people from the original try-out list of about 90

ons She listed the lead players as: Michele Bemath, Ray Bukenica,

Land, John McCartfiT, David Schacker, Cynthia SzigeU and Kim

^eger. ^v
:;* *tt-^^- 4%v, -^ <r (Continued on Page 19)

COUNTRY GAZETTE —with banio, fiddle, bass and Tickets available from 7 pm, at 50C each (limit two)

guitar performed by members from Flying Burrlto students with photo ID. This Is the last CoHee House

Brothers, Kentucky Colonels and Bill ^Aonroe, 8 pm. Concert of the year. , y-
Monday, Buenos Ayres Room, Recreation Center. '"S/-'

"'

AILY
[bruin
Travel . n ^Travel » ^7 J Typing ..... 19 ^House for Sale............. 2J ^ Aphfo Share

)UTH PACIFIC SAILINO CRUISE on 150

, grand three masted schooner. Leaves this

»mmer lor 6 weeks to Tahiti. Share n-
tnses. For info, call Gregory C'.jok, (113)

kg., 239 {17M2S)

lAVELINO m Italy this summer? Want to

ly a while in Florence comfortably ft

ixpensively? Penslont Tamorici - Hi Clly

Iter (near Train Station) double room 4
^eaklast. 2400-2SP0 (4.S0) per d«y. Via

lume, f4o. $. Tel. 24) $4 Florence. (17 MM)
" UROPp A MIDDLE EAST CHARTER
IGMTS.

New York Flights undor $100 one-way

Study « Camping Tours

197J Student Guide Book to Europo

Student Rail-pass 2 mo. $130 -.

CONTACT : SOFA Agtnt VIC DEPT UCLA
13309 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

PHONE : 172-2203 or 7I4U77

9Hl ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

EUROPE: FROMf22» ROUNDTRIP

JAPAN: FROM $349 ROUNDTRIP

FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 2710932, 039-2401

4144 Overlandu Oept. A.

IBM'S new Selectric II typewrltor (carbon

ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394029S. ( )* M 24)

EXPERT
manuscripts,
curate. .10 AM

typing, terr papers,
theses, IBM, leliable, ac-

10 PM. Joan, 392-0420. (19M

LARGE attractive onebdrm apis in Santa
Monica, S10S up. Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Monica Freeway, 204S Fourth St., SM.
392 SSS4, S92 9142. (2V0TR)

GIRL to share 2-bedroom with 2. Pool, close

to campus, village. $7$ /mo. 474.01$9. (23 M
33)

MALE roommate wanted private room. 3-

bedroom apartment w/two others for

summer. 037 9$23 after 4 PM. (23 M 23)

INDIA is our speciality! For most
econom leal fares ever to and from India ; all

around tfU world, contact: • P. O. Box 3404

Hollywood. Ca., 90021. Phont (211) 44S-

9243. (I7M2S)

ISRAEL
EUROPE

EAST AFRICA

kiSCOUNT - Europe, Israel. India, East

(frica, Orient. Contact M.C.C, 12041

Vishire Blvd.. LA 9002S. 470-0444. (17 OTR)

ONE-WAY CHARTER FLIGHTS:

^/Madrid/Prankfurl August 10 $13S
^/Paris August 27 »12S

ONE way and round trip studont flights.

Inexpensive student camping tours

throughout West and East Europo, including

Russia. SOFA Agent tor intor-Europoan

studont charter fUghts. Contact ISCA. 11407

San Vicente Bivd^ Sufte #4. LA, Calif •« 90049,

Tel : (213) I24-S449, 024^SS

EMERGENCY sorvico/lBM quality typing,

low rates - free editing papers, disser-

tations, books, etc. Call 030-4449. ( 19 M 24)

^House for Renf.•.^..—•- 20

RESPONSIBLE students(s) to drive '47

Camaro to Boston or New York, early June
call Michael Bettmann after S :00PM..

213/033-4S4S (20M24)

LARGE bachelors. »90 up. S»"«»^' »'2'
across from Oykstra. 501 Gayley. O'J.V?*?*'
OR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. • r (21 OTR)

WILL pay cash lor cars runnrng or not.

Wrecks too. Free towaways. 391-9440, 035-

501 OAYLEY
"' Across From Dykstri

Reduced Summer Rates •

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

OR 3-17U • Mrs. Kay • GR 3-0524

GIRL needed to share beach apt. $110, Playa

del Rey. 023 4419 or 430-749r (23M23)
1 -T

~~

FEMALE. Huge, dean, funky i bedroom
apt. Wilshire at Westholme. 575 month. 474-

1954 (23M33)

•t

NEED 1/3 girls fcr own room
spacious studio. Dishwasher
/unfurnished. 574.25

7400.

bathroom -

furnished
Lauren, 020 1913, 024-

(23M33)

2-4 FEMALE roommates needed for large

Westwood apt. Summer /or Fall; Patti, 553-

1311 (23M24)

, f

A
1643. r20M24)

WILL pay cash for postage stamp collec-

tions. Raisa summer cash. Sell your stamps.

477-9395. (20M22)

FEMALE roommate over 21 to share '3

bdrm. apt in WLA. Own room, 575. 477-

9005. (23M24)

^Tuforing . . .

3 INSTRUMENTALISTS: sax/trumpot,
drums, string bass, group playing ballroom

dance music, private clubs. Over 21. 024-2007

/024 2390. (20M23)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm. studio. 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 biks. campus. 10024 Lindbrook

(Hilgard).9R 5-5504. (2IQTR)

Contact:
The University ONIce-Education

Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara

941-3t33

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational mttliod (trial).

473-2492. (10 OTR)

STUDENT traveling to Pittsburgh. Pa., to

check in at afrport w/3 chiMren. Details, call

^24-5142. (20M24)

5130 LUXURIOUS batchelor with wet bar -

fireplace - huge closet and patio. Palms
»re: Call 024-2020. (21 M 24)

^URN ISHED Singles to share. 570. Heated^
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Gayley. 471-

4412. (21 OTR)

'-m:

kUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N/Y.

iraei, India, Africa. 50% off. Student

Ites/cards since 1959. EASC, 323 N ••vtrU

Beverly Hills. 90210, 274-4293. ( 17 OTR)

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional

statistician, UCLA grad. Consulting on

theses, publications. Beginners, too.

4355.

423-

(10M23)

UCLA graduate teaching assistant needs

privatt'ohhis court to give »•""»»
X»«»J»-

call Bob, 024 1910.
(20M25)^ ^Apfs Unfurnished 22

GRAD student needed to »»elp manage
WLA. apt. Summer fall. 1-bdrm., 550

/mo, George. 473 9544, 5 7 PM. (23M25)
— '—

I

—

: —

~ ~"

OWN bedroom /bath. 1/2 bik campus. 5110

/mo George, 025 4375 / 479-0144eves. (23 M
35)

WILL Share my great 2 bedroom. 3 bath
apartfrrafft. ttfeat for mate etudent. Tom^
BX0-552r (23M24)

FEMALE, over ll, to Share two bedroom
apt. in WLA with one. 507.50 /mo. 024-

9709. (23M22)

n

.lUROPE, Israel this summer
inregimented program, 4 wks. fwoj*' '

»ks Israel, Dig Kibbutx. plenty hr— tl»"»-

[xp. in Travelling, 9U-2411. (17 QTR)

^XPO Center International Travel Fair -

meet, talk with reps of Foreign Tourist of-

fices, airlines, etc. - films. Wed. May 24, AU
[Men's Lounge. 10-4. ( 17 M 14)

FRENCH: Exam preparation, intensive

language study, translation, literature. Call

former UCLA teacher for results. 020-

4344. (1»QTR ).

GRE, LSAT, other test preparation, in-

dividual and small group Instruction.

Academic Guidance Svcs. 020 So. Robertson.
457-4390.

URGENT. Sponsor for conscientious

Salvadorlan student L.A. now. Any work.

0200029 days/after 10 : 30 PM. (20M25)

2 BEDROOM furnished June 15 August 15

within walking distance UCLA *"3-4930

9am 4pm (20M25)

y House for Sale ••••••••••••• 21

/RAVELING companion for ovorseas this

summer? Check the board at the EXPO
:enter(KH174). (17M2J)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL RtOUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FREE CATALOGUE • ALSO KURAILPASS

EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd., LA 90049 971-4304

y Fypfng »'

WILL IBM type ttrm P^P*;**
•J.'-;

reasonable. Call Karen. Days: "*»»*'"';•;
457-4594. »^^'^"'

FAST, accurate typing. Term MP»«'».

theses, dissertations. «<««:»?•• .^••ff/iV.i
4: Barbie, 020-2345; Mae, 394-5102. (19ATRi

EXECUTIVE typewriter, "farm P«l>«rs,

letters, resumes. ••'••"L-S.^'iKl!?
results. Eves aHer 5:30.waekond». Sharwi.

030 5407. ^'^^^*'

1 BEDROOM 5170; 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 5250.

Shags, built-lns. Adults - 1017 Ftderal -395

0344),
(21M24)

1145 DELUXE modern onebdrm, beautiful

trench normandie building. Built-ins. Palms
area. Call 024-2020. (22M24)

BEAUTIFUL 2bdrm apt, suitable for 4

students. Must have qualified sponsor.

5205/m o. 3990014. (22M24 )

1 BDRM, 2 bath, Venice apt. 2 bIks beach.

Cpts, dps, stove, fireplace, balcony. June

5300. 399 0000. <"^^*>

LAUREL Canyon, KIrkwood Dr., 1 bdrm
apt. w/2 balconies, view, quiet, 5100. 452-

1341 . - (22M24)^

SPACIOUS dwelling near Westwood. Share

tree to girl doing one hour/week (Musework.
Jack. 470-7500 PMs. (23M22)

I

SUMMER Roommate(s) needed. Own room
for 500. Conv. Location. WLA. Leo or

Jacques. 20 2417. (23M22)

FEMALE student to share my SM. apt.

572 50 Must love dog. Before 5. 00, LeAnn
4510243 mM7i}

FEMALE to sublet 1-bdrm apt. in Brent-

wood. June 1 Sept. 1. 505. Near UCLA, 472-

0434. (23M24)
' $\

1 BEDROOM 5155, attractive. «twlV
decorated, shags adults, no P^*r J\y
Federal, 395-0340, Mrs. Hudson (21 M 24)

^ Apis h Share 23 /for Sub-lease . . . 24

lovERLAND Expoditton India. Leaving
{London June and July. S43S. Brochure:
[Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,
London N.W. 3. (17 MH)
[EUROPE this summer? Un-regimentod
»rograms 4 or weeks. .Experiments in

[Traveling, 904-2411. (17QTR)

AIR FRANCE • 747 to Europe. Not a charter.
Leave, retorn anytime w/rtMrved seats.

Anyone, 12-25. From 5342. 034-1201, 425-

7171. (17M24)

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER PLIGHTS

L.A./New York (Iway) $7t

May 3ist 4 June 15th only
I- A./Lo«den/L.A. 524S
L.A./Brttssels/L.A. 5S49
.A./Tokyo/L.A. MU
.A./Tel AviuyL.A.

"\7^Wi?tia4°?.u.*»'*"

EDITH IBM typing. T»iws. tartn papjr;

manuscripts, •^^^^^li^.''*' '%SlV)
accurate, dependable. 933-1747. utwiwj

RUTH, theses, ««»»»«f*»»'S"*'.*Trr^J^'Si
manuscripts Reliable. Experieocad. Cal

020-1142. t IV win*

BEAUTIFUL Clean refreshing »••»••••",*•

one bedroom apts. ^on^p. or permanejt.

Block UCLA. AI;«on!. 1^1. ;w«««J»-
Garage. Reserve for summer ••••*»:
Landfair. 479-5404. (21M24»

'" WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Resorvations for Fall also accepted.
Renting Office: 514 Landfair #1

.*•

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace

FEMALE roommate(s) to share ^^f"«-'
*"

story apt. with same. 524 1/2 '-••»<«;»»^- *"
5947.545.

<WMWl

FEMALE grad wants same to share 2

bedroom apartment, WLA. 592.50. 554

1007. - JIJMJJI

- furnislted,
4-15 • 915.

524S/mo. 533 1/2 Otenrock 473 55«. (24 M24)

SUBLEASE: Walk to campus
spacious 3 bdrms, I 1/2 bath.

APT • 3 people S4S each Close to campusi
June 15 Sept 15. 739 Levering, 473-1421.(24M
24)

MALE to Share one bedroom apartment

near campus. 505. 473-4717 (23M34)

OWN room 3-bdrm with UCLA senior,

starts 4 4, 3 months, 1 mile from UCLA, 5S4-

2044. (23M2*)

TYPIST theses,
<««»»!'ii*!r^».!SS t^UiT

papers. Spocialty "»«»h«hd^«««<»n'<«*
J^i!}.';^

Accurate, rapid service. 710 1074 1 1* ftT»

FREE editing, •^••r'"v:;*^j'','Sii"yeV*ui
Expert typing, fast Pick up

^*«"j;j,|V)
SCftOOl. Alice, 3973304^

UfOTW^r

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks »o«;j;-»;>

f';r'Tr''473"o:s"
'^•^" 'oVotV,

'543 Landfair* 14

540Glenrockl11

r

Term
IBM

1

TYPINGBditing. English gradv

Dopers, theses, resumes, '•"•;». k,
sJK!r.c, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143.JCav,

4347472.
(19 OTR)

1-7 BEDROOM, Pool. «"•"•"•';••*:*'",.

up Fall leases now. 5200 up. 510 0»o«rock.

473 9345
(21M34)

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE -^V 5TUDBNT APARTMENTS 1|l

FURNISHED BACHELORS A
) BEDROOMS AA

Same rent Summer A Fall

Showing NOW
Deposit will hold

Across UCLA

MALE urgently needs to share large 2bdrm
apt, summer and/or next year. tOO/me.

Mike 024 2757 after 4. (23M23)

ROOMMATES Needed • 433 Oayloy.
Pteasant singles, 545. Kitchen, sun docks,
pool, garage, 473 44 1 1 (230TR)

LARGE ibdrm furnished apt., 5150 plus

utilities, July/August only, nfr campus,
call 553 7140. (24M24)

FOR Sublease June IS Sept. 15. Furnished,

large i bdrm. Sits month, 10947 Roebling

apt. 1. 477 4037^
lUfAll )

JUNK 1$ Sept, IS, or part. Furn. Ibdrm.

514? a/C, near bus. WLA%34.3940. (34 M 34)

BBACH cottage; urgently n—4 friendly,

neat girl share large bedrpom - available

.now or summer 547. 39f-474S (23MI9»

.705Gayiay 479-0500

4 DAYS LEFT TO ADVERTISE .••••--------

WILL share iny great 2 bedroom, 3 bath

apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,
SXOSS33. (»M34)

SHARE 3-bdrm, 2 bath w/2 Built-in, air,

must be neat, over 31. >40. 039 5130 (33M34)

cOMf to 435 Landfair, roommates af
fh le. Singles ""d one bdrms. Pool, sun-

i.cks.garMe 479.5404. (23M24)

FURNISHED. '
1 bedrm apt. doorman,

oarage poo . pat.o. v.ew, dishwasher

I's'lbi* Jurt* Sept 5230/mo. 470 7092. (SL

My 34' .

SUMMER Sublet, 5170 /•"•» •^T'^ll^'fr?-
Pool, Brentwood July l Sept.

»»
J'*--*?"

•Iter 4 PM. (l4Miei

; utensils;
15 Se^.
(S4M3S)

SPACIOUS 3 bdrm
tundeck. M—r campus. J

Kathy,474$393after4

Cotitinued on next M9«
—«-—---M,. .--.—1-
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Whafs On:
Tidkets:
Cafnpos afid Public

Cenfral Tlci(«t Office, 450

wood Plaza.
.f. ,

PHAROAH SANDERS —
Residency, a lam srwioa for alL

I's Lowwt. Spoaiorod by flw

, wiN
1-3

—"Cabarat/' a thaatar arts

praduction, 8:30 pm, Thursday,

Friday, Saturday and May 31,

June L 2, aiid 3; and 7:30 pm, A^y
20, Ralph Freud Playhouse,
Mac90w»i Mall. Tkibets an t2J0

and SI (studonts), available from

tha Cenh-al Tfdsat Offica, ASO

VWgstwood Plaza.
*

—"Opera lOirlaliop," presenting

a new English translation of

"Orontea, Queen of Egypt," 0:30

pm Friday and Saturday.
Schoenberg Han AudWoriun^.
Ticliets are $4 (reserved seats), $3

(general admission), and $1.50

(studentsi, available from the

Central Ticket OHice. >» Waaf-^

wood Plaza.
""

—"University Symphany Or-

chestra," 0.30 pm, Wednesday,
Royce Hall Auditorium. Con-

ducted by Mefili Mehta, program
will include Kremenliev's "Elegy
for R.F.K.," Tchaikovsky's
"Symphony No. 4 in F minor,"

and Chopin's "Concerto No. 1,"

with soloist ^Aark Richman.
Ticfcets are $2 (general) and $1

(students), available from tt>e

Samuel conducting tfia

Angeles Philharmonic Orctwstra«

0:30 pm, Friday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets arm 04JO,

$3.50, $2.50, and 02 (studanit),

available at ttie Central TidnO
OHice, 650 WesKiwod Plaza.

"A CappaMa Ckair," direded by
Roger Wagner, presents Haydan's

"Creation," 0:30 pm. May 31*

Royce Hall Auditorium. TkteH
are $3 (general) and $1.50

(students), available from ttie

Cenh-al Ticket Office, 450 Wwt^
wood Plaza.

Italian by the San p,^VjH^St^e Coneg/^
"•v«»- iioon. May 31. Mac^JJ

^owncti* 4 pm. Thursday ZFriday, Macgowan la^O. ^

Hlms:

Concert:
"Twice Easembfa.'' dkacM by
Paul Chihara, noon, tomorrow,

Schoenberg Hall. Program will

feature young cello virtuosi

Jeffrey Solow and Nathaniel

Rosen, proteges of Gragor
Piatigorsky, performing a rarm

concert of music for two celkia.^

Free.

Oayellfce Slave Hunting/' wiiij

SoJMJMHfare uy C^
~^—

*•••§ Flads His Voice," a ]nMax Fleischer carloon .UoZ
how talking pictures are madi
also "Read House Nights," (i^j
by Ben Hectit, with Heen /Vbrgai
and Jimmie Durante, 5 an
MelnHz 1409. Free.

Seminars:
Monday, May 22

Mtl

Plays:
—"La Mandragala," by Niccolft^^

Machiavelli will be oresenled in

t» Problems oi Con.

va^laa.- by Roger k. uirich.

of astronomy,

MS 01 10.

(CoatiauedonPageii)
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LOVELY rMOi Hi S«««fiY HilH tmmf 9t
C«fr«peMi family. S7S /hm. w/kifdMii prtv.
m^tm tmLt Mkt^. SS>-flSS. (SIM 13)

Arm.lCATlOWS W09 SUMMCK SCHOOL
(ALL SCSSIONS) AND FALL
NOW sciMo Accemo

FO* LA MANCMA

'M DATSUN IMt
imHmt. Grey,mm MartuI

(»MtI)

'tr FfKEBIRO manom /Mk, 4 sp« , AntM
I. t-traclr, sony tape d«ck.

(UMUI

'M MGA b«bM* tap. Very rar^. MM!
ap9r*<iatc. C«« Slav* at t/Af IM. i^mtt}

'i» CHEVY SHcayna, nmmim§.

'M irw

priviia^a^. siS waafc. Fiva »ia«fa«
UCLA/SaadL QirH. aM-^Mi. (27M 22)

» .; •OOMMATE w
^mm» m WLA. US aacli far

ECACM ka««a Vaoaca /SJ*. 2

lianlM^ ^»mim%. 17 MiMrtea UCLA.
AvatlaMa. «/§. SllUt. >H-«My. (HMM)

S4JI

(27M23)

"3^
iivXM»

«x . batfy . $f« araaaratt
23)

473-7772. (ItM 474-StlS.

I# ra4i«. h««t«r, NMr
,- ^ i. pia«s, winm, »|.

. tS2S/B.O. Eves, Jim, 474-S4U,

(UM23I

¥al^09«a avO^H

MANem
Saitas Av«ilaM#

'«7 vw %m9. factary. ri
aKtrat. aa c iMmt caiK., StH.Mt-OM. (SIM
M) ^

'SI FOKD

1«M INDCSTRUCTIELE Volvo 1»s. 4-s«4,

J. wMta. •aadcaiirfMiaa. S3M firm . Call evn.
(UMM)

• CKcaHant
MMt saM. CM AL S»-
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|
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(9*

ilSi/aM A-lSi/V -IS.

. wv* Faca(»v/Cratf
MUti^ -

BEVEELY Olaa. awa
firaplaca. Uv ia aiawataMa. S

aaipM. 474-7939. (271^22)

HOUSE m S.M.

'4tM6B.

UNIVERSITY B«cyclas, sales, repairs, low

It IraaK S77. French, Auttriwi,

rMWMtwaad. 475)170. (IS

t)

(ISM 21).
6IIILS W
47S-11ti.

a mf» Muopat . loaw firaa.

2SB2,Bayv

-i4-
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(UMM)
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^Home for ten!

'71 TKIUMPN TK-4,
ttS-44M. Baatafffar (44* EJT) (»M1S)
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L FVI A Eafiao, lost, ti-
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(SIMSM
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~~j^ SlSW^tlar. Call 7S«-I11« eves
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'Tt NONOA ca«» f^xvmm »"•"
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Disc Braiw. CaB. n4.SIM t0^^ t>***^'

f«MlS)

BBENTWOOO
caav Boa Oaiat CiB-
BoaWars. 474-44*4.

2
S«3.i

(Moraf

VOLKSWAOCNOM SaKVICK
Qua ^ICfS ANE Lownat

A-f AUTO saavica ""^

l«S7Va«l
aJUL I

Moact a«Mr M LA ta aacrmca ^CoOffl&%MrdTBANS
e»c_
w/aec%t arif pricaB ar/Brftr in y».
i4's Ssty.IMrM. 2 If. BHift. Baa w/^Mf
laBaar BBO. Bif.M kWi aB aariF' <

aaraBo. Opaa lHaoa Sat. Saa A Maa -

1st) Saa Boaia Or.. Fac. Fal Ptfm.

may pBaaa oaaar caWact (Arti) M2-2rr
farBHa«Hpriar la FrlBay. Na Bi> (

3*1

BTESTWOOO
caav. 4am CBarmiaf ^ar4.
SSfJW. SaaBs Bealtar^. 47*-*4*4

toomiihoard

Exchofige for Hd|p . . 30

CMawii
(

t rrm%
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Chisholm promises new input

into bloodstream of ctiuntry

1^

By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

Presidential candidate Shirley

Chisholm told a turn-away crowd
of, 1,600 here yesterday her first

act as President would be to

rename the White House "The
Polka-Dot House," because of her

dedication to **the multi-

facetedness of America.'*

Chisholm, a contencter for the

Democratic Presidential
nomination and the first Black

woman elected to the House of

Representatives, told the

audience she has .encountered

"twice as much" criticism in the

field of politics because she is a

woman as than l)ecause she is

Black.
. _

"I knew even before I ran for

are double and triple standards,

so I make sure before I start that I

fit the standards," she said. -

Chisholm said she hopes,

through her politics, "to bring new
input into the system, new cir-

culation into the bloodstream of

this country."

She assailed her opponents as

people who "every four years

come out of their cobwebbed
political holes and get the Madison
Avenue men to put them together

a little differently. •
.

M DB photo by Mark Rubin

bN THE CHISHOLM TRAIL — Shlrlty Chisholm, candidate for th«
.^ ^ t.

Bmocratic nomination for Prtsidant, spoke before about 1,600 people Congress that I would have to be

%e yesterday She said her first act as President wouM be to rename the two, three or four times as good as

lite House the "Polka-Dot House." ' the other candidates. I knew there

efense witnesses testify

) whereabouts of Davis
By Terr^ Colvin

DBSUff Writer

Attorneys for Angela Davis

punched her defense yesterday

presenting testimony from

fitnesses that contradicts

rosecution witnesses concerning

^avis' whereabouts before and

fter the Marin County shootout

)r which she is accused of sup-

fying the guns.
—^^-^-*^--——r^

—

In addition to testimony plachig

vis at locations other than those

dicated by prosecution wit-

ses, a former roommate of the

rmer philosophy professor told

e court Davis searched
frantically" for the three guns

istered in her name, fearing

y might have been used in the

looting of a judge and three other

pie.

Marvin Stender, an attorney

d husband to Fay Stender, who
presented the Soledad Brothers,

tified that Davis telephoned

im the morning before the

Stender said he met
vis in San Francisco and drove
r to Berkeley, leaving her at a
end's home at noon. ;- / .

Courthouse
Three prosecution witnesses
tified that Davis was at the

rin County Courthouse at the

e when Stender says she was
th him.

Susan Castro, executive
tor of the Model aUes Day

re Program in San Frandsco,
tified she had lunch with Davis
August 5, 1970, at the time a
n Quentin prison guard claimed
have caught a glimpse of Davis
the visiting room of the prison.

Castro also said the two drove to

Soledad House, headquarters
San Francisco where the
ense committee was staying,

Jonathan Jackson drove
vis home at three that af-

loon.

People's WorM
Juanit* Wheeler, a Blaek
ployee of the "People's

brid," the Communist party

gan, swore that Davis was her

guait tha weik of the

shootout. She said she saw Davis

every day of the visit. "We had

breakfast every day together,

including the day of the shooting,
'

'

she said.

Wheeler also testified that she

and Davis "packed her (Davis*)

bags and put them in the trunk of

my car." Then, she said, they

went to the People's World office,

and she and the editor drove Davis

to the airport. -.

Wheeler's testimony is in

complete oppositon to prosecution

testimony which attempted to

prove that Davis went to /the

airport in Jackson's car and

waited to escape along with the

kidnappers. She took an earlier

flight to Los Angeles only after

learning of the abortive escape

attempt.
Discredit

Chief prosecutor Albert Harris

attempted to discredit the defense

testimony, noting that all the

witnesses had been active in the

effort to gain freedom for the

Soledad Brothers, who were

acquitted last January, and the

"Free Angela" movement. All the

witnesses conceded they had not

reported their meetings with

Davis to authorities. Stender,

under cross examination, told

Harris, "On the basis of my work

with the case, I didn't think your

office was particularly interested

in finding out the truth."

Both Slender and Castor said

they were In committee meetings

where members — including

Jonathan Jackson — discussed

security to protect the Soledad

"Did these discussions Involve

the advisability of firearms to

protect the house? " asked Leof

Branton, assistant defense

counselor.

"Yes, I do recall a few times

discussing it with Jackson," said

Stender.
Seil-protectlon

Guns registered to Davis were

found at the murder scene. She

has contended she bought th«n

legally for self-protectkm and did

not supply them for the com-

mission of a crime.

Valerie Mitchell, a former
roommate of Davis' was the first

witness to supply a plausable

ex|51anation of how guns cOuld

have reached Marin without

Davis' knowledge.

Mitchell told the court their

home was the headquarters of the

Che Lumumba Club of the

Communist Party and weapons

. (Continued on Page 12)

"People running for the

Presidency do not even have to be

very bright mentally or in-

tellectually, but they have the

money to have access to speech

writers and the like. God help

them if they are outdoors and the

wind blows that speech away,"

she said.
-.^—^.

Chisholm described herself as

"the only real people's candidate

in the race" and claimed that her

opponents are controlled by large

financial contributers. "He who
txEiys the piper calls the tune," she

said.

"

Chisholm's speech was in-

terruped numerous times by

applause as she lashed out at one

target after another, from racism

and sexism in politics to the lack

of student political awareness.

'The American people want out

. of the Vietnam war, and look at

you, just look at you," she said,

pointing at the student-dominated

audience. "Marching 'til you're

crazy; having all kinds of

moratoriums and vigils.

everything possible. And yet, they

(politicians) don't care.

"It means that they don't really

have to listen to you, because you

have not made politics important

enough in your lives to begin to

start doing something atx)ut it on

the local level. You have ab-

dicated your citizenship rights

and responsibilites l)ecause you

are fed up. By abdicating that, you

get what you deserve," she said.

At a press conference before the

speech, Chisholm said she would

consider a third or fourth place

finish in the June 6 California

primary election a "good
showing," indicating that she does

not expect to win the nomination

at the Democratic national

convention in Miami Beach.

"Bi^t I can tell you," she said

later, *Htiat we are going to be

iteard from at tiiat convention,

delegates or no delegates. All of us

are going to be there maneuvering

and negotiating and what have
you."

Chisholm said her chance of

being influential at the convention

is gwd because the campaigns of

the major candidates have

already peaked. Alabama Gov.

George Wallace peaked in

Florida, Sen. Edmund Muskie in

New Hampshire, and Sen. Hubert

Humphrey in Pennsylvania,

according to her analysis.

"Meanwhile," she said, "I won't

reach my peak until we get to two

states with late primaries — New
York and New Jersey." Chisholm

said she hopes to have between 50

and 65 delegates pledged to her by

convention time.
«... 'T

SLC president

opinions ofinvestigation
By Tom Humphreys
DBSUff Writer /

Student Body President LaMar Lyons and DaUy

Bruin Editor David Lees reacted yesterday to a

Communications Board investigation of an alleged

confrontation between Lyons and Lees in the DaUy

Bruin office a week and a half ago during the student

The incident in question occurred on Thursday,

May 11 when Lyons and several others entered the

Daily Bruin offices and engaged in what L«e8 terms

a "scuffle" with Lees and two other Daily Bruin sUff

members. ~~^ p-^ ^ _ ;

Lyons was apparently angered by a Bruin editorial

entiUed "Pigs is Pigs" which atUcked strike

leaders Although the editorial did not refer to Lyons

by name, it criUciied the acUons of "the present

student body president." The next day, an apology to

that editorial, signed by Lees, appeared in the Bruin.

Comm Board

Last Wednesday, Comm Board, prompted by its

professional repreaenUtive, Scott Shurian of KABC

radio, launched an investigation into the matter.

Shurian charged that the Bruin was intimidated by

Lyon's actions.

Yesterday, Lyons comment, on the inveatigallon,

said it was poUtically motivated He "W Mark

Pierce (undergrad representative to Comm Board)

has "been politicking " all year k)ng.

Lyona also criUcized Comm Board chairman

Mick^Henschel and said, l^^^^'l^l'^
chairman If he geU pre«iured the other way he

bends that way " He said Uw-chel waa "as big a

racist as anybody else on tJii« camP»;
.

On the investigation itseU, Lyons
"J^'J^J

intend to confront it, I intend to let it go because as

far as I'm concerned, the witch hunt which is being

pushed by various people on this campus is going to

continue."
Lyons said the May 11 inadent was between in-

dividuals and did not involve the newspaper as an

institution.

"What happened is on an individual level and

anyone who argues that freedom of the press is in-

volved is completely off base," he said.

He said his action on that day was in no way in-

tended to force an apology from the Bruin Com-

menUng on the personal aspect of the incident, he

said," David and I have resolved this thing on a

personal level."

Communicating

Lees agreed with Lyons' sUtement and said that

what has come out of the incident is "a decision oo

both our parts to make sure we're always together

and communicating ..."
He also discussed the Comm Board investigation

yesterday. Lees characterized the DB editonal on

Lyons as a mistake and said the investigation is

useless becaioe it is trying to institutionalize the

prevention of mistakes.

Lees added that he stands by his signed apology for

the "Pigs" editorial. "I've never been in favor of

attacking personalities. That apologywm • P^f^
one from myself for a certain shirking of respon-

sibility that had occurred" ^.^^.^Uv
Lees said he read the editorial only perfUnctorilly

and the enUre incident could best be explained by

saying that "everybody was ""^
. . , . ,,,^ j_

LeM thinks that the campus •^*'**^^<^-»

trying to play up the Incident
*«J*J,*^ "S!!^^

iaid the administration is wary of alllancet brtweaa

S^ student body prt^sWent and the Bruin editor.

:titu.

n^
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Regent Watkins takes stand WSenatorialhopefuls debate f«eis jgnored \»mim^mm "
,

on student behavior, tuition Wii/w/iw/?, ecfl/o^ry/y^w^ Teach-ih on war to be held
DB Staff Writer

(Editor's note Triit »s •«• ni inaMriMOf

Regent Dean A. Watkin leems to vend lut life in

quarten. He q)eDds "oneniuarter" ol his time witli

Univerwty-related matters and ofwns six quarter

Dean A. Watkins

Watldns, 49, was appoioted as Regent by Gov.

Ronald Reagan to fill the vacancy on the Board when

Robert Halderman left in 1966 to become an assistant

to President Nixon.

A tall, slim man with a d^iberate speaking
manner, Watkins has a tendency to shift his eyes

rapidly, almost furtively.

The approval and appointment of several chan-

cellors are 'the most important things" the Board

has done during his tenure as a Regent, Watkins said

during an interview after a San Francisco Regents'

meeting.

A former electrical engineering professor at

SUnford, he sees the faculty today as the major

change in the University.

**I think the faculty went through a period of

confusion and distress over thet)^avior of students.

They have since come to grips with it and have their

feet on the ground," Watkins said.

Hut stiidmti alto have cfaansed arrnt^t;

graduate of Iowa State in mT^lhiS^^
acting more responsibly and more consbi^ *«

he said.
^^«stnjctive|y

.

Watkins denies the quality of UC education
the decline. "I don't think it is decliniMT^, !!

*

there is any evidence that it is ^ '^^N
"I think the effect of budget cuu can be benrfu.

It forces the administration to eliminateZ^.
programs. If the University ahvays Rot !^
money, programs woukl buiki up and a lot Jj?
wood wouki occur," he saki. ^ *««(tead

Reagan hokis some mfluence over the Rpo^
because of his pmninaU^r^according toS
*He has some mfhience because of the power^
office and his personality. After aU, he can hbl!
pencil any item in the budget" /^
One of the roles of the Regents today. accordiM »«

Watkins. "is the appointment, evaluation of ISh
necessary, the dismissal of the UC presidenrii
also considers the role of the Regents

"ft!
devekipment and adoption of broad policy for h!
operation of the University."

Watkins feels there is enough student input to thi

Board, but is unsure whether student opinion k
always reflected in presentations by the Student

Body President' Coimcil, a liaision of UC student

body officers.
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Sit under a free and let the

UCLA Residence Halls do it

for ydu.
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Call 825-4271

for an application
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LoWenstein tospeak

for McGovern today

AUard K. Lowenstelii. {he

former Congressman from New

York who spearheaded the

damp^lohnson movement ii

I9M, wfll speak on behalf of Sei.

George McGovern 's candidacy

for the Presidency, at 2 pn

today in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom.
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Anthropology

Economics

UAC
Departmental Elections

f •• tu *

English
I,. • ,-

Psychology

Political Science

History

Zoology

Spanish/Portuguese

^7

Today •T'

May 22 - 23rd 9:00 - 3:00

• candidate statements
available at polling booths
and in the Dally Bruin

• polling booths at the following locations:

1. East entrance Campbell Hall
2. Ackerman Union - near

Bruin Walk
3. RoyceQuad
4. South Cfamous between Life Science

& Bomb Shelter

rhat was originally intended to be a debate turned into a question-and-

wer period that found both Cathy O'NeiU and Warren Soloski,

rmocratic candidates for the 25th State Senatorial district, essentially

reeing with each other on every issue that was raised. , ~t

•neaking before a meager audience in the Law School, O'Neill said

onator (Robert) Stevens (R-Los Angeles) has never taken a positive

•ition toward environmental legislation. The coastline protection bill

Ihored by Alan Sieroty died in the Senate last week because our senator

rer took a stand on the issue."

oloski agreed, saying, "I favor a five-year moratorhim on all

/elopment on the coast. I don't want to see a commission created to

itect the coast because commissions inevitably grant variances for

house here, another store there. If you've got the money, you go down

the planning commission and get a variance. I want to see a statevide

)ratorium imposed to prevent that." ^^-

(oth candidates emphasized higher education and the University in

'ticular.

in 1964-66, when I went to school here, the University was adequately

ided it was a relatively interesting place and it wasn't an expensive

ice
" Soloski said. **But the governor doesn't like the University, he

sn't liked the University. Just before he took office, he said our best

idents should go to private institutions. If I'm elected, I'd like to try and

ledy that," he added.
.

. ^ ^.

Neill charged that "Stevens has never raised his voice against

^ding cutbacks. He has voted consistently against the University."

ioth candidates felt that Stevens was very vulnerable to atUck and

It he could be beaten. They did, however, in an answer to a question,

igree on who.could best unseat Stevens.

-'1

A teach-in on the Indochina war
is scheduled for noon today in

Meyerhoff Park. x

**Voters* Information Con-
cerning the War," a group of

English department students and
faculty, is sponsoring the event.

English professor Patrick
Story, one of the organizers, said,

"We're doing this because there's

a need for the real history of the

war to be presented."

Speakers for the teach-in in-

clude Story, speaking on **Why

Study This War," Zoology
professor Peter Cohen, speaking

on "Eco-cide in Indochina"

(Cohen is the co-author of the

Stanford University Study Group
report on the eiivironmental ef-

fects of the Vietnam war);
English professor Jerry Cushman
on the "The Vietnam War and
Children.". (Cushman teaches

Children's Literature here) and a

speaker from the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War.

Following the speeches, faculty-

led small group seminars will be
held until about 2 pm.
Story said, '*We hope to bring

out some of the facts that have
been ignored or hidden or ex-

plained away by the media or the

Administration."

He emphasized that the focus of

the teach-in was toward voters.

"The minimum commitment
someone can make is to vote for

peace candidates."

The teach-in is similar to one

held a week ago by the group,

which was formed as a part of the

strike activities here with the idea
of providing "afactual and up-to-

date analysis of the American
involvement."

The event is also being spon-

sored by the Teach-in Symposium
Program and the .University

Action Council of Student
Legislative Council.

DB has

cheap

coffee
KPaid Adver»iS'?met.t)

C-TV-LA presents

[Black Mesa' show
UC-TV-LA will present

•Black Mesa — Deadly Smoke

tial" at noon today on UC-

rv-LA*s two-way lllfc Ifcact

system

.

Guests on the show include B.

Currie. assistant chief

jngineer for the Department of

/ater and Power; John Adier,

law professor here who
ipecializes in the environment;

luss Begaye, a spoftcsman for

^he Navajo Indians; and Nick

Irestoff, a member of the

atorney General's committee

lor the environment.

RcBor Cuts
MIR Cin LONG

Coldey & Sons Bart>er Shop

(across from Sof«way) 1061 Gayley, Westwood

Shoe Shines

NEED A JOB?

RT^REENBER
Candidate for 57th Assembly District NEEDS VOLUNTEERS!

Greenberg, 21, (A.B. - UCLA V/72) is free from Political.

Financial. & Personal Commitments and is committed to change.

DO YOU JUST WANT TO TAU( ABOUT
IT OR CHANGE n? CAU. 346-7525

The Center for—r^

Afro-American Studies
presents:

May 23 (Tuesday) 3;00 p.m.

f
' Peggy Seary

*

"How to teach in the Black ghetto" _^
"~~2T24Campb "

"

May 24 (Wednesday) 1;00 p.nu

:AAr\ James Boldwin, world 7
renowned author -^

"Angela Davis: Political Prisoner"

Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Union

- Public cordially Invited

to attend all events !

KPaid Advertisement)
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Teach-In-Symposium Prograin and University Action Council Present

In Coordination with

,
UCLA English Department

^
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"lilff Yifvfnam Wai-;^^E &
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TODAY MEYERHOFF PARK 12 NOON to 1 PM

students have been speaking out against the war on

campus for the last two weeks and the last 6 years.

Today students will have the opportunity to hear three

of their professors speak out with them.
"'?t-;,.

•r^-—^"-r-

Professor Patrick Story UCLA English Dept. "Why Study the War"

Professor Peter Cohen UCLA Zoology Dept

(Co-Author of Stanford Study Group Report on Ecocide in Indo-China)

essor Jerry Cushman UCLA English Dept. "Vietnam W ar and Childr.

Representative from Vietnam Veterans Agamst the W ar

Group Discusisions to follow
_|
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IF YOU Travel to Europe

ON AN ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHT,

YOU WONT BE SINGING

• - - 1- ,-.-..•.

fc '

'-*

< - —.;

Every ASUCLA Charter FligM can fhdvr yatt

their license to land in England and the U.S. If

they couldn't, you stand about 75% chance of

being stranded at your point of origin, along

the way, or the way back.

Every ASUCLA Charter Flight is authorized

and approved for use by all campuses

of the University of California on all campuses.

It's the ONLY Charter Flight organization

with this endorsement. And it's the

ONLY one that can give you concrete evidence

of that endorsement.

Every ASUCLA Charter Flight uses either —

;

BOAC or Caledonian Airlines-both properly

licensed-and on ASUCLA Charter Flights,

you can rest assured of getting personal profe-

ssional service at both LA. airport and in

iondon., Get first class service-confidence id

your flight-and remarkably low prices. ASUCLA
Charters-the better way to fly.

^^

(For you monolinguists-that Poor Soul up there

is asking in German, 'Ms anyone traveling

to California?" It should be obvious.)

m4^ I
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Flight

^

—

3- •;

5

6

9

10

14

15

17

18

19

Destination

LA-London/London-LA
V

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA^

Depart

June 18

June 21

June 26

Return

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Sept. 6

Days

71

56

72

Price Carrier

$262

$262

$262

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA July 11 Aug. 10

June 25 Sept. 13 81 $275

June 28 Sept. 16 81 $275

June 29 Aug. 29 61 $262

July 8 Aug. 17 40 .:**- $262

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London

July 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

30

50

33

$ept.12 One Way
S9BS iVK iTiri

$262

$262

$252

$135
S9SBPH

BOAC
* w

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

Come into Room 205D K*rd(hoff Hall - phon* 825-1 221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Tot^nley, Coordinators.
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Workers and the War
fnslqned editorials represent a nnajorlty opinion of the Doily

iruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

ire open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

opinion contrary to a Doily Bruin Editorial position. All othet

tolumns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

ind do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

Editoriat

Eating it

ou don't have to be a gourmet to know that all is

well with the ASUCLA Food Service.

he food is mediocre at best, the service is only

equate and the facilities are almost insultingly

[pleasant. As a result, the customers are staying

ray in droves. ^, ,

,

ASUCLA cannot be Blamed for all of this. Acker-

in Union, besides being spectacularly ugly, is

anted by the kind of design blunders that make

[icient restaurant operation almost impossible.

Still, ASUCLA has little to brag about. They have

jated their food service with a kind of "benign

gleet*' that is a major cause of their present

fencial difficulties . Thi^y have left management

jitions unfillejj when innovative managers are

jperately needed.^--^ -
. ; >,

)ince the quality of the food and service at

UCLA's fo<xi service is a major source of student

satisfaction with their association, we think im-

vement is long overdue.

The Workers and the War Committee,
outgrowth of the campus strike, is sponsoring two

teach-ins on the interrelation of the Vietnam War
and the situation of the American working class.

The teach-ins reflect the basic concerns of the

committee, which are to hinder U.S. actions in

Vietnam by advocating work stoppages, and to

form 9 polilically conscious worker-student

alliance.

The first teach-in, on Tuesday, May 23, at 12:00

in Social Welfare 167, will focus on the interests

stated above. Both workers and people from the

academic community will speak to give students

an opportunity to overcome the media stereotype

of the worker as an ignorant reactionary and, at

the same time, gain a historical perspective on the

fight of labor against economic and human op-

pression in this society.

Because it is the base of the economy, because

goods and profits are produced by its labor alone,

only the working class has the potential power to

radically change this society. Obviously, a

longshoremen's strike against the Pay Board's

cuts of their wages and against loading war
materials would be an effective attack on Nixon's

war machine.

What anti-war students need to determine is

how to increase the likelihood of such political

strikes. One important factor is spreading the

awareness among both students and workers of

the relation between the domestic attack on

workers (falling real wages, high unemployment,

government wage controls, the 6 per cent rise in

profits since the wage freeze) and the attack on

the Vietnamese, who are the "test case" for

whether the U .S. ^Wvemment can continue ta

control third world economies and peoples.

The war itself of course is highly profitable and

highly inflationary. Defense companies spend well

over two billion dollars a year (of tax money) to

market war materials that are either never used

or else /'consumed" by (on) the Vietnamese

people and other "enemies.

But a "stable" third world means principally

cheap natural resources and labor for American

capital, besides the suppression of national

liberation. (As it already means in the Phillipines,

Thailand, Formosa, South Korea, Indonesia,

Africa, South America, etc., etc.) Active

realization of this can unite the anti-war and

working class struggles. i-

Students need to know that this move toward

political strikes and actions by workers has

already begun. Rank and file groups have called

for strikes against government wage controls. As

workers become more aware of the inter-

connections between the attack on them and the

war effort, it will become obvious that political

strikes against the war are in order.

Students also need to rejilize that many workers

are already perfectly aware of this, and to know
the danger^ and obstacles such workers face in

organizing strikes and actions on these and on

economic issues. Further, they need to realize the

inhuman working conditions and low pay of

millions of workers is part of the same American

policy which demanded intervention in Vietnam.

By standing with the workers in labor strikes, they

will hasten the emergence of real worker-student

anti-war actions, and will be ready to stand with

American working people in the struggles that^will

come after this particular war is over.

The student-labor teach-ins will focus on points

such as these. Each will last about two hours with

five speakers having fifteen minutes, plus

discussion periods. Delegations from the Laborers

Local 300 and the Ramona strike will have

speakers in the first teach-in. There will also be

speakers on the connections between the war and

the economic crisis, on the role of the Democratic

Party in the labor and anti-war movements, and

6n the relative strategic value of "workers'

power" vs. "peoples' power" politics.

.,i>

~ Submitted by the

'^Workers and the War"
Committee of the Strike

ytters to the Editor:

Creeping mind dpot
Yes on Proposition 9

Iter:

fUCLA is going to 'pot!'
"

that statement is probably

bre truth than fiction in more
[ys than one, I'm sad to say.

In a letter to the editor in the

\, the writer said homosexuality

nobody any harm. ^^,

listory shows that those

Jtures which become weak and
jminate, fall prey to stronger

)ple.

*erhaps, the above writer has

read "The Decline and Fall of

Roman Empire" by Gibbon or

"Six Man" by Jess Steams.

do not want to embarrass
['one; but history is replete with

n-ies about great Greek and
Iman statesmen, sculptures and
inters who were homosexuals,

to produced no offspring and
IS did not pass their brilliance

to future generations.

fhe United States is going the
(T of Ancient Rome.
^here is UCLA going?

Robert Arledge

student UCLA

Opposition
,

Iter:

^e as employees (non-
idemic staff, TA's, RA's,
^ulty, and part time) declare

r opposition to our country's

folvement in and escalation of

illegal and immoral In-

:hina War. The war has
sady caused the death of over
million people and displaced
ie to five million Vietnam«#:

>re bombs have been dropped
Indochina since President

con took office than the total

Ld million tons) dropped during
Srld War II and the Korean War

tbined. The war has caused
ling unemployment, wage
?zes, inflation, deterioration of

cities, and we as workeii d6
believe 61 per cent of our taxes
>uld be going to prolong this

Hess war.

We see a responsibility to

educate ourselves about this War.

We are planning various activities

to implement this, ie. speakers,

seminars, slide shows, in many
areas of this campus.

Join us at our next meeting on

Wednesday, May 24 at noon in

Aickerman Union 3517.

Recently UCLA made an effort

to give blood, now we should join

together in an effort to save blood.

Joyce Mundel, Miriam Snider,

aiff Fried. Joe Burkes. Gucnter

Rose. JUI Glenn. Elsie Uyemateu.

Eduardo Torres. Frank Reams.

John Newport. Rodger Nadelman.

Barbara Phillips. Sandy Rich.

Barbara Holecek. Anna Duran.

Rachel Lord. Betty Hayden.

Lorraine Gardner, Jane Ohi. Fred

Zuhike, Marlyn Mackey. Helga

Keman. Jim DeMaegt. Vivian

Matsiv^higa, Henry Hernandez.

Gordy Baxter, Evelyn Stern, Pam
Reese. Toby Altshuler. Rose

Fuentes, Jon Amiden, Judy AneJ,

Mark Negrle. Cynthia Townscnd.

Sheila Mann. Eric A. Homak. Jan

Breidenback. Norlne Non^ura,

Paul Worthman. Linda Wor-

thman. Steve Brier. Pam Brier.

Keith Dodds. Jerry Goldfeder.

Pearl Leti. Robert Fremont,

Heleana van Raan. Sherrlll

Kushner.

Propaganda

Editor:

Here we are at a university,

where, if we believe the

propaganda, great ideas are bom
and great men are bred to carry

those ideas to a waiting world.

How ludicrous, then, is the

spectacle presented by a segment

of that university community
banding together along

ethnocentric lines, expending
their energies against burritos

and lettuce (the preceding is not

irily a rhetorical question).

Are these hobgoblins the

engrossing issues spawned by the

20th century university? Is um-

brage productive of anything?

Can fractious individuals be

mollified through acquiescence?

Judging by administration

reactions, the answer to all three

questions is yesi '--^

Therefore, in the spirit of

constructive action, let us at least

be swift and efficient in fore-

stalling any more agonizing

situations over comestibles. In a

word, ban all foodpreparation and

sale from the campus. After all,

this is a marketplace of ideas, ^not

groceries. In so doing not only will

the burrito/lettuce controversy be

laid to rest, but also other

potential sources of irritation will

be eliminated. For instance, can

we any longer ignore what a

constant insult to human dignity

UCLA vegetarians must feel at

the sight of so much meat being

consumed daily? And dental

students, who have a certain

expertise, itiust be seething over

the profusion of candy machines.

And how about the alcoholics

whom the university symbolically

persecutes by serving only soft

drinks? How much longer can

these offended groups be expected

to keep silent in face of the

cultural genocide being practiced

against them?
Moreover, by turning away the

food vendors, the university will

be saving money for those

students and faculty on fixed

incomes who can no longer pay

the price of someone else's higher

standard of living.

With such a list of in-

stitutionaliied inequities, the best

minds on campus ought to be

enlisted to investigate, test,

analyze, consult, debate, and

report on the best way to avoid the

impending gastronomic
upheavals.

Jean Stevens

Slavic Languages

byAndrew Moss
' i

Perhaps the most persistent voice raised over the controversial -

Proposition 9 (EnvironmenUl Initiative) has belonged to those who

protest the bill's complexity. The bUl is technical, its wording the

language of engineers, chemists, and economists.

Yet the bill must pass. Its complexity needn't deter anyone who

seriously weighs the arguments both pro and con. One of the bill's

provisions — perUining to nuclear power plant construction — deserves

special consideration. I now believe that this provision (which sets a j

moratorium on nuclear power plant construction for the next five years)

is the most important and mostneeded portion of the Act.

In the last few years, a growing body of research and governmental

investigations has brought to light the awesome dangers of nuclear power

production in this country. Not only do the country's nuclear power -
plant's produce great quantities of toxic, long-lived atomic waste, but _

they also constitute the profound threat of a nuclear accident, an accident

that could release enough riuclear radiation to destroy major urban

populations.
, ^ . ^^,^ ,.^.

The Union of Concerned Scientists, a Boston-based scientific coalition

(numbering MIT and Harvard researchers) published last year an

analysis of the faulty cooling systems in plants now built or under con-

struction In the case of a breakdown of those systems, the heat

generated in the reactor could literally mealt through its shields to spew

forth a deadly cloud of radioactivity. According to Dr. John Gofman, the

co-discoverer of U232 and Professor of Medical Physics at UC Beriieley,

an accident at the San Onofre plant could destroy the Los Angeles

population under Uie right meteorological conditions.

Proposition 9 doesn't call for a permanent halt to power Plant con-

struction; rather, it sets a period in which the plant technology could be

perfected for the well-being of the peopleit was intended to serve^

The utility companies that oppose Proposition 9 have threatened power

shortages, brownouts, and the ugly alternative of increased fossU fud

plant coniltruction. Yet Dr. Gofman said that tiie elther-or (dirty fossU

and "clean" nuclear power) alternative fostered by Oiese companies is a ^

lie Not only can Uie fossil fuel plants be cleaned up, but they can also be

employed while other energy sources - such «8 ^eoUiermal solar,

fusion, and synthetic fuel energies - are Upped. Ralph Nader has en-

dorsed the nuclear constiiiction moratorium written \ntp Proposition ».

I began working for Proposition 9 because I saw »« jt aslgnlflcant

citizen-generated beginning to the problem of air pollution To Uils

sSc problem ti^blU addresses many of Its major provisions, m-

cSg the phasing-out of lead in gas by 1976 and tiie suspension of new-

car d^ler Hcencl when cars are sold tiiat

f^^-'^
";^. <^.«^^

emission sUndards. It also limits variances ^^\^\^^^'^
pollute, and it allows pollution control agencies to InstaU sealed

monitorinii devices on Industrial smoke sUcks.
, . ,. , .

?nl^e process of woridng for the bUl, I discovered provisions tiiat must

be streiKned by oUier legislation. The biUJs ofUy a l^^ng, an

initiation of action. It Is also the beginmng of an ^^^J*^"*/ PJf**' „ .

For further information, stop by tiie People's Lobby Uble on Brum

wSSthePeople'sLobby^^
people to ask questions about such Issues as nuclaw pe#«. And we

cannot find the answers unless we've asked tiie questions. ,

Vote YES.

~j

• •

^A\

H ' ! »
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GOING ABROAD THIS SUMMER *»

THE

EXPO CENTER
Znvita* Vo«i To

AN

INTERNATIONAL

TRAVEL FAIR

WEDNESDAY MAY 24
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ALLVOU
CAN EAT

-ti.

GENCRCXJS SERVING OF DEEP FRIED
BONELES>S VS/HITE

• CHOICE OF
SOUP or SALAD
or.COLE SLAW
• FRENCH FRIES
(BAKED POTATO
15 <r EXTRA)
• TARTAR SAUCE
AND LEMON

• HOT BOLL
AND BUTTER
• ANY ao<t
BEVERAX3E

Norm's

r- r(;;:i%7 pico blvd.
V'~liSr^ EAST OF
\\^ lll"l/ SEPULVEDA^

s,-'

More letters

Happenings at the DB office
v-

Kdltor:

This morning 1 heard something

which upset and angered me
greatly. It concerns LaMar Lyons*

alleged reaction to the Daily Bruin

editorial, "Pigs is Pigs" which

appeared last week. This is what I

heard:

\. LaMar Lyons, with several

others, entered the Bruin office

after the editorial was printed and
physically roughed-up the editor

of the Bruin and others.

2. A photographer took pictures

of the incident biit Lyons ordered

him to expose the film, r-^ .

I've heard many rumoi^ g©
around the campus, especially

during and after a strike, so I

decided to go to the Bruii^ office

with a friend and see if I ci^uld get

the facts. We talked with three

staff members (I didn't get their

names) who told us the following:

1. LaMar Lyons did "push soipe

people around," but no one was
hurt.

2. The photographer did take

pictures and Lyons ordered him to

expose the film.

3. Some members of the staff

wanted to write a news story

about the incident but after

lengthy discussion no story was
written.

4. Their discussion was based in

part on facts which the staff

couldn't reveal, but many im-

portant people, including Chan-

cellor Young, are aware of what'

happened." '^ ~"

5. Lyons has already suffered

much from the incident.

It seems that something did

happen between LaMar Lyons and
some memt)ers of the Bruin staff,

and given the fact that Lyons is an
elected official of the student

body, I demand a clear statement

of the facts. The Bruin's silence on
the incident is indefensible: their

editorial touched off the incident,

an apology was printed, and the

matter dropped. But what could

be more "news worthy" a story

for the school paper than a

physical clash between the

student body president and the

editor over something the paper
printed about a campus issue?

Surely the Bruin is manging its

news (when I suggested this to the

staff member I talked to he said,

"Yeah, we do it all the time),

filtering,.what it prints according know what 'their^Zf a
* ^

to what's comfortable for the are doing through thpo^^''"^ I

editors without regard for their Papers so the eV i ^"^«i

disagrees with or crin
Arm-twisting

is a ."^J*!
tactic and should be e^ «S
such. I'm sure itt ^^*
>i»^ed to keep DUa BelT ^
quiet, but a resDZu'**^
published thefun&!?
Bruin should do the^^J!^J?^
the Bruin's silent aUiUidp.^'^
this incident, 1 have mv 1 ^^
to Whether this l^Tetft
Panted. But just as the ciS^
the United States have

^""^

responsibility to teU the studenb^- * nght to know wmI? ^'''

at this school what really hap- nrftsidpnt Hit^o :^ __^ ^^"^ ^
pened in this important, campus-
oriented issue._ .,.,:.

to
,4

But even more important is the

moral issue involved. IF Lyons
actually did the things I describe

above, the editorial, "Pigs i^^

Pigs" is even more appropriate to

him than it was during the strike.*

The issue of whether or not

someone should be free from-
physical coercion while ex-

pressing their views is raised

every time the LAPD is called to

this campus, and such action by
an elected official is unthinkable.

Such Gestapo-like tactics will

never bring peace to this campus,
and if someone does beat on

another, he should be exposed.

Isn't this what we're all opposed
to, aren't we all against physical

coercion whether it's from the a«>«.^««„ o •
i i . .

-

-government or any other source?™^i^^"^f"f°^^^^ ^^
•^ ^

.

has evolved to the point at which

One arguement in favor of

keeping the alledged incident

quiet is that its exposure would
weaken the purpose of the strike

by accusing the chairman of its

steering committee, LaMar
Lyons. But this is an arguement
from expediency; it ignores the

moral issue that it is wrong to

twist someone's arm when he

president takes in campus e,«»,The most sickening as^,';*^
sauat,on,s that It looks sosS
to the way issues are mishaJS
by the US government. It!^,
theBrumtosetthefacUstridJhi

Paul ChiMichtti

Senior, Psj(

Sympathies
Editor:

Please convey my sympathiei
Richard Baker. I doubt his

!

Feelings of Frustration,"
ex-

pressed in Monday's Bruin wen
relieved by the shooting

of

Governor Wallace on that same
day. But what a terrible coit

cidence!

It is unfortunate that the

some people feel so pressured-

and so impotent — that they mmt

write hysterical diatfibes or shoot

political leaders. The greater pitj

is that such uncontrolled ragj

resolves neither their inner

conflict nor the environment that

feeds it.

» A.Cohei

Associate Profess*

mggmgimam

Want to write book reviews? Come to the DB Off'm

^ . . ii-

^-

rijti.

.«* iif—.rfn, i^itraii iiJliiM i4i^ I

. rp.:

We're afraid to admit that in the past dormitory

has for so long meant bad things...like gang

bathrooms at the end of long hallways, bad food,

rules and hours to keep...things like that.

But meanings for words sometimes change

and dormitory is one of them. Now it means

La Mancha. You might even say we're

a dorm that isn't a dorm,. r-.^^,^^-...

The Un-dorm. .
>

D Co-educational

D Open hours and visitation

D Swimming pool —
D Rooms in suites

D Saunas

D Game room
D Good food

D Physical fitness room
D Close to campus

Come to the Un-dorm. Its got to be. one of the

best around...besides whk:h it is a nice place

to live...

U\lMHNeH?\
9i0 HUGAftO AVINUE • lOS ANCflCS, CA 909124 » aia)47S>&»^^ -

LA MANCHA WILL BE OPEN FOR ALL SUMMER
SESSIONS. APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.
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Food Servic(fe-i problems and promise
Kcess for a University food

nee is a hard thing to define,

ch less to achieve.

- UC campuses were sur-

a for this article and all o£

^ with the possible exception

JC San Diego, suffer to some

ree from declining patronage,

•riorating quality, escalating

Its poor servioe. Inadequate

hlities and a thousand other

1plaints.

le ASUCLA Food Service, If

d by some campus Michdin,

Id probably deserve as many

« as most of the other UC food

rvices. It is not nearly as good

[the service at San Diego which

jperated by the University, nor

irly as bad as the service at

fvis which is operated by a

Ivate concessionaire. This,

jvever, is no shining

timonial.

ASUCLA

even ASUCLA management

lits that quality and service at

»ir five major food service

Rations are not what they could

[should be. Their customers, if a

unscientific survey taken by

Daily Bruin indicates

anything, regard the food service

and its food with apathy Iwrdering
on antipathy. -> ? '

*

Robert Herre, ASUCLA food

service manager, fs probably

right when he claims that **You

can't find more food for less

money anywhere." But his

customers seem to feel cheated
because of quality which is

uniformly rated low.

Berkeley suggested, **You can't

please everybody, and in this

business it seems that sometimes
you can't please anybody." This
may l>e too pessimistic, but it

expresses the dilemma of other

campus food service executives

who find themselves trapped
between rising costs and frozen

prices. For many of them the only

solution to this riddle has k>een

lower quality and poorer service.

nine per cent from last year — is a

sign that something is going

wrong, iHit even in a recession,

people must eat.

Fewer patrons

Fewer patrons inevitably result

in less income which leads to

attempts at cost reductions. These
usually result in lower quality and
poor service which lead to fewer
customers.

>c- • Dtlemma
1 A food service executive at UC

Declining patronage — sales at The ASUCLA response to this

the ASUCLA service are off by vicious circle has been to slash

costs. Now that ii has almost

exhausted that remedy it has

belatedly begun to talk about

innovations, merchandising.

l)etter facilities, improved service

and the other things that are

necessary to lure people back into

its restaurants.

Prognosis

Whether these efforts will be

successful, and, in fact, how soon

ASUCLA management will take

steps to implement these plans is

not known. At this time, however,

there is only one decision-making

executive employed by the food

service rather thn the four which
Donald E. Findley has said are

required and, in an effort to save

on expenses, hiring efforts will l>e

deferred until late summer. Also,

planning for renovated facilities is

stalled pending the development

of a comprehensive food service

plan — a project which has not yet

begun.

The prognosis, then, is for some
progress, but not much. A salad

bar and a hot sandwich line may
be added to the regular fare soon,

but significant change in the food,

service or facilities of the

ASUCLA Food Service should not

be expected anytime soon.
\

Story by:

Tom Bims
John MUler

Dai| Sadler

-Photo by:

John Miller

Dan Sadler

[at your way intd my heart \

[aSUCLA's food service problems have hit the

iociation where it really hurts — its pocketbook.

ISUCLA expects to lose almost $50,000 on ite

ling operation this year — last year's loss was

7,827 — and even Uiough the Food Service con-

ibutes $100,000 toward ASUCLA's administrative

ferhead, ASUCLA managers consider the Food

^ice their most serious and intractable problem.

loses mone^^^^^^
Competition isn't the only problem. WhUe the food

service's prices were controlled by the wage and

price freeze last year— a restriction which was lifted

in January — some of its food prices rose by more

than ninety percent, according to Wehrle.

*

.

zfmilMrakzjan expert

looks at foodservice
I-

J
Food costs

f'While the association as a whole has turned

>und more rapidly than I had expected, the Food

rice is one area that hasn't turned around," said

)nald E. Findley, ASUCLA executive director.

Food service-—^

'he financial decline of the food service here is

imed on a long list of factors.

^Tirst vending (a service provkied by the ad-

Inistration under contract to ASUCLA) is much
Iter this year and that has taken some of our

itomers," said Gary Wehrie, ASUCLA project

mager. "Second, we are getting iriuch stronger

I petition from the recently expanded Health

ience's cafetejria, and third, over the last year or so

have witnessed the grofwth of a number of low

ice, high volume operations in Westwood such as

Sizzler and McDonalds."

Gary Wehrit and Donald Findlay

This development plus a trend toward higher labor

costs has led Findley to warn the ASUCLA Board of

Control (BOO - ASUCLA's board of directors that

"some adjustment in prices" will be necessary this

year. Findley, who has not forgotten the controversy

which surrounded his efforts to boost coffee prices

last yfear, promises that any price increases will be

made selectively and in line with food cosU."

The surface symptom of ASUCLA's problems is a

nine per cent decline in its sales volume from last

year. This means thai either fewer people are eating

at the service or they are spending less money for

their meals or both. ASUCLA's remedy has been to

try to cut costs to meet its reduced income.

Employees

"Since Bob Herre (ASUCLA food service

manager) came to ASUCLA, four years ago, he has

dropped the nunibcr of full time employees in the

food service from 120 to 55. We have dropped ISjull

Ume people in the last year alone, and all of this has

been done through attrition. This is in line with the

BOC's policy of employing as many studente as

possible and has substanUally cut our coste," said

Findley. "Unfortunately, we just couldn't cut fast

enough to match our volume decline."

ASUCLA has just About reached the end of the line

with cost cutting. Gary Wehrle said, "We spent most

of the year regrouping our forces and now we are

pretty lean and ready to move ahead again."

Improvementf

ASUCLA plans to do this by Improving the

organization of the food service operations and,

according to Findley, by engaging in an "aggresive

merchandizing program that creates a sense of

expecUti6n " about the food service's resUiffanU.

Breakfast specials, spaghetti nights and chicken

nighte in the Terrace Room, all inUwhiced this year,

are the first phase of ASUCLA's promotional efforts,

and Findley promised more '^specials" will be of-

fered in the future.
(Co«th.uedonPagel2)
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Emil Mrak, one of the worid's

leading experts on foods and

nutrition and former chancellor

of UC Davis, offers some
opinions about food and food

services:

"Generally speaking.
Americans are not

distinguished eaters. They don't

reltoh what I would call good

food. Even If you have a high

quality food you are going to

have unhappy people, you Just

can't please them all.

"So you have to put out food

that will satisfy the most

amount of people. Diversity is a

must, and self-service and the

scramble system should be an

integral part of Uie operation.

Good management is a must.

Even if you have good quality

food, a lot has to do with the

people who prepare the food,

but it coste money for people

who know how, and often food

labor can price iteelf right out of

the market. You can freeze food

to avoid this, but you also lower

thei]uality.

**Siie of operation Is really not

a prohibition on a good food

service. You'ye Just got to get

good people, be careful about

cosU. food preparatkw and

cleanliness.

"If you go Into a cafeteria,

there are a set of elemenU that

go Into food acceptance: 'is the

food warmed over?', 'Does It

look good (colors)?'. 'Are the

surroundings appealing?' At

VacavUle there Is an onkm plant

neaf the side of the road and a

mUllon hamburger staada right

on the road that alwayt teem to

do a good business. It seems

that the smell of the onions

make the people who are

driving by hungry.

"When I was in the army,

there used to be a cook whom
the men always rated higher

1

Emil Mrak

than the others. They tried to

discover the secret of his suc-

cess until one day they found

him frying onions on the grill at

4:30. half an hour before dinner

with all the doors to the kitchen

open. When the men would

come In they were so hungry

that the food Just seemed tm

Uste better."
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gourmand's delight:
a

- T

. UC Davis - <

If you can't claim that the food you've eaten here is

the best you've ever had, at least food poisoning

hasn t been a problem. Two hundred students at UC
Davis probably wish they could say the same thing.

After eating scalloped potatoes prepared for

dinner on Friday and served as leftovers on Mon-

day's menu, approximately 200 students complained

of tjeadaches. stomach cramps and diarrhea, and 86

confirmed cases of gastroenteritis were reported by

the office of Environmental Health and Safety. Tliere

were reported cases of poisoning last year, but Done

of these instances were ever substantiated

All of the food services at Davis are operated on a

contractual basis by ARA-Slater, the college food

service division of ARA, and if present Davis

students think the food quality and service is had

now. it may have been worse in the past. When the

University ran the food services, it was not un-

common to have *'three of four cases of food

poisoning a year ...,*' according to Richard

Holdstock. UC Davis environmental safety officer,

and to fmd ''mold on food in the refrigerators,**

according to Emil Bfrak, ex-cfaancellpr of the Dam
campus.

Slater officials, **in an effwt to And oit what
students are thinking and what they want,** man
tat>les set up in the cafeterias, take survesrs and
circulate questionaires. Although most students

seemed generaUy unimpressed by the show of

concern, Slater officials say this input has resulted in

such additions as the organic foods section in the

cafeteria and a food service which is more reayaH'
sive overall ^ r

ARA bases many of its claims to success on an
efficient and professional management, claiming.

all things being equal, '^Management makes the

difference. If our manager here in Davis died

tomorrow," the regional representative for ARA
said, '*we could have a replacement for him who is

equally qualified in two days at the longest. We also

have the advantage of a professional dietician that

Works for ARA and the purchasing power that ac-

companies an institution as large as ARA.'*

UCLA akvet many of iu student .»robinu with UC Berkeley. *** M|
Accordiiig to a high executive in the fond,

Ito remain anonymous so that-i'T .myour disputes-*-UC Berkeley hasZl'*^m restaurant patronage. ""'^^suffertdt]

-Actually, we peaked in food servK^ vol.».
years ago, and we have faced problems mSl'"'
then," be siad.

""»cms m tha

TheBerkeleyoperationck)selyresemblesthk.
terms of sm, menu and prices, but its A^'
anything offeied here. The Bears L^'
hamburger, coke and sandwich resUuranriL!
the Coop, boasts wood paneling and fumit^^'

Eavironment

Room, isa bngbt, au7 room distinguished bvalx
seems to float two stories above the floor and a «?
that overlooks a smaU stand of evergreeia w
vironment, even plastic furniture, the same kiml
used in our Terrace Room, seems tolerable

^«»- V

t*
rJi

;rf^

W^

Slater has found that the scramble system, rather
than traditional cafeteria lines, reduce wasted time
and "saves on the amount of effort and frustration on
txHh sides of the counter There is no question that

ttie scramble system is most efficient in any large
institutional cafeteria." -

,j^

Yet as hard as any food service tries, "The food in

an institutional kitchen is not going to be as good
as pleasing as at home, and I think that is the
for many complaints", an ARA official said.

"People's tastes aren't all the same. The muk from
New England likes Boston baked beans and there is

no way we are going to sell him refried beans like the
that please the man from the Southwest'

A3UCU

%% >- , _ .rfV -^

The custoi

Willi

The frcnai fritt are saggy if

yov really waat fo know ... I

put a lot of stuff on my tiam-
bTiti la give it some taste. ITt
iMt that it has an abiactiaiiablt

>Miat I «slike Hm

Coop mTmk'\ tea toC b«t

places wlierg ygn

Ws ak, liiionn say »f» vj

gaaC ITS !•« •* -J^
me quality •» «>^ •*

at all.
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t three food services
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UC San Diego

»rkeley union food service faces competition

ints on nearby Telegraph Avenue and from

>rs who hawk their wares on the union's front

Doy in the Bear's Lair, a transfer from this

ilained "It is reaUy funny. At the beginning of

this place is jam-packed, but as the quarter

business really drops off. There are a lot of

)ps close, and people prefer them because they

<-\'^-:\
' Competition

. to competition, the food service executive

-Troubles on factors as diverse as increases in

I episodes of campus violence ("People get out

[t of using their unlop"), changes m campus

Younger undergraduates spend more money

') and a shift in student tastes. ,

.langing and this area of life (eatfaig testes) is

much or more than any other, so we (the food

; have to change with it," he said.

^'•*»*^i ^^' ^<fi

Ik

At UC San Diego, people actually say they like the

food. v*--- ...

Improbable as it may seem, the food at San Diego
is often more acclaimed than complained about, and
the man most responsible for the success of the

operation is Holly Holmes, food service coordinator.

Holmes began to manage the food service this year

when the University assumed control after three

different outside contractors failed to reduce sul>-

stantial losses and win student acceptance. One
student complained, "for a while you couldn't buy a

hamburger without a n\eal ticket. The basterds

wouldn't even accept money and the food tasted like

shit."

Quality food

"When I first took over, I added several ounces of

meat to the steak sandwich we serve, lowered many
prices and bought a better quality food," Holmes
said.

~

"I don't like grilled hamburgers and I don't think

students do either, so we replaced all of the grills in

the cafeterias with broilers," he continued.

-^Holmes greatest success so far has been the

establishment^of a hot sandwich line he dubbed the

^Bull and Boar.' "I decided to try a hot sandwich line

and see if I could do something with it. The meat for

the sandwiches is cooked fresh every day and served

on a french roll, and students tell me that it is the

best food they have ever eaten in a cafeteria."

Although it is open only three hours a day and is the

smallest part of the cafeteria's operation, it does

almost 60 per cent of the lunch business for the entire

campus. :":":":':',:.:., J .:..,.....—i

f-- '
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University of Wiscensin Pti.D., 14 yeer«
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Oe«ierel Semenlict

William L Ristow, Ph.0.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL. PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

441f Van Nuy« Wed. ^^ 10912 U Con»e Ave.

Sherman Odo^ CA 91403 Woilwoad VW^e^ CA 90024

U 1 3) 783-5690 (213)478-8588

(213)872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)
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Success —
Responsiveness may be the key to Holmes' suc-

cess. "Some students said they wanted honey for the

tea, we got honey for the tea. They don't like the

lettuce shredded, so we stopped shredding the let-

tuce. Others wanted pork ribs for one of the special

dinners, so we served pork ribs. I've g|^ a letter here

from a girl that says the pork ribs she had last

Thursday were the best she's ever eaten," he said.

i Holmes was surprised that coffee at UCLA sells for

15 cents a cup. "Coffee is something that almost

everybody wants. We sell our coffee for 5 cents and

we do a little better than break even. Even if we lost

money on something like coffee, I wouldn't raise the

price l)ecause we are here to serve this community,

and we can't make any money from coffee anyway. I

tried raising the price of coffee to ten cents with

unlimited refills, but people were saving their cups

for two weeks and coming back for refills, so I had to

limit the amount to one cup for five cents again."

The thing Holmes feels most strongly about is the

quality of the food he serves. "The one thing I ab-

solutely refuse to do is serve leftovers, and I buy all

of my meat fresh, and as far as possible all the

vegeUbles I buy are fresh. I don't like institutional

food," Holmes said.

135] WESTWOOD BLVD. GR39989 o «l
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Moke a smart move ... ^

ALTAiNTiRNATION« WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS "

Enioy o worry-freft 'move

... let us ship your

personal effects inexpensively

Ccill (213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL

1834 S. Flower Street,

L9» Angeles, California 9(X)1
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We also sell 220V appliances in fonr^ous brands . .

.

otfb transformers and adapters 7 — ~;: 7
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Clark, Freshman —

-

link ttit quality of the food
I but I've tasted better . . .

^suggested a different food
rict, the prices would
ibly go up.

Ann Hasklns, Graduate —
All I can say is that I still

think that coHee fhouM only

cost a dime.

Tom Ortli, Buildings coor-

dinator for the Library System

I'd like to see more variaty of

food at a diminished cost, but

whether this it feasible at this

time is another question . . .

Hopefully. t<>ere will be an

upgrading of the food tervict on

this campus.

Thf't a natural ainphHh«alr«

in the Sculpture Garden. ^

A perisct place ior a portable

stage, a pantomine fennily.

and music A deligtti lor

•Y«e and aoie.

Come enioT a free noon concert .

.

wocc
with music pariormed on both

the harpeichord and harmonium

TUCSDAT-NAT
Souttv-CcMt Mid.

U MOOM BCULPTURE OARDCM

t Groduote School oi »u«n«« Admmi«tration

.By •rrantemeot cH UCLA Commiltee on Fk>e Art* ProducttoH

and StudtM Committet lor lite Arts
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faster tan '
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Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning
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™
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tanning products by Coppertone.
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Robert Herre

Robert Herre: manager

of a jniilion dollar maze
—Mere than a miUion doUara a

year in sales, 132 employees and
almost 12,000 meals per day are

the responsibility of Robert Herre,

ASUCLA Food Service manager.

A small, white-haired, slighUy

nervous man who operate^i out of

a small, cluttered cubicle in the

back of the kitchen, Herre begins

his day at 8 am by inspecting the

kitchen to make ^ure the day*ft

menu is being prepared and that

all the breakfast lines are running

smoothly. He doesn't leave until

he sees the dinner meal is v^ell

under way.
"^Herre, who has been at here for

nearly five years. Is a former
dishwletsher and short-order cook.

He eventually became vice
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Anthropology 5C — PIOQ
Anthropology 11 — Miller
Art S4 - Kaplan
Art I06B . Pedretti
Astronomy- 3 — Riegel
Bacteriology \\0 — Pickett

Chemistry ic — Kaesz, Strouse
Chemistry 4C — Konrad
Ct>«mistry 6C - Konrad
Chemistry tS3 — Jordan
Classics 161 ~ Latimoris
Economy 1 — La Force >

Economics 10 Shetler *
Economics 101A - Murptiy '

English IDA Rodet
Geography i?T — Logan " » -• ^"^

Geology Ml - Ernst j

History IB Symcox
History 1C Wohl
History 8 Burns
History 124D Belle
History 1420 Loewenberg
History 174C Yarnell
History )7tB - Daliek
History 181 - Yarnell
Humanities 1A - Austin
Philosoptiy 107 '- MiH
PI>ilosophy 152 — Quinn
Political Sct»nce 3 — Baerwald
Political Science 120 - Muller
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psyctwiogy 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psycttoiogy 1)0 - Carder, Roberts
Psychology 115 — Kratne
Psychology 12S - Sadalla *

Psychology fj7 - Yontef

Psychology 14» - Barthol
Psychology 170A - Lovaat
Psychology lt9 Sears
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"We have a ccxnplete

line of Cliff's Notes
and Monarch Notes"

for addiHonql coursm call or

comoin
^ Mon.~ fri. 9:90 - 4tl0

I 10851 UNDBftOOK DR.

president of the western division

of Ontra cafeterias, where hewaj

employed for 20 years.

Few complaints

Judging ^y the low number (<

complaints received by the Food

Service, Herre believes most

students are satisfied with the

quality of food available here "1

get very few (complaints). Maybe

one a week. Usually something is

overcooked or they just don't lilie

a dish."

Herre also said the only case i

suspected food sickness here that

he can remember occurred about

ihree years ago, but it was never

confirmed that food sold here

caused the sickness.

Herre can often be seen serving

in one of the lines, lending a hand

in clearing tables or washing

dishes. Last week he carved hot

roast beef sandwiches on the line

as the Terrace Room ex-

perimented with hot sandwiches

Responsibilities

Besides improvements in the

menu, facilities are also Herre's

responsibility. He regularly

considers suggestions for

redecorating or expanding the

Terrace Room and the Coop

Herre is also beginning to make

preparations for eating facilities

for the proposed North Campus

Student FacUity and is making i

preUminary study for an ice

cream parlor in Kerckhoff Hall

The Food Services managff

must order about $2,000 worth of

fresh meats and vegetables every

day. Herre said he takes bids fron

two or three suppliers but only

deals with union produce houstf.

Herre denies charges that tne

Food Service lays off employee

during the summer and winter on

seasons. 'That was the practi«

prior to my coming her« ^,';

never laid off a person since 1

^
been here. Through attnUo^

^
has reduced the sUfffrornov^^^^^

fulltime employees to 54. Tneg f

is made up with part-time
student

labor.

FUTURE CPAS
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Sawtelle Field: A temporary move 10 years ago

Baseball may be the .. ..^time but, at

UCLA* it may be more apt., ed the veteran's

pasthne.

The scene is Sawtelle Fidkl» property of the

Veteran's Administration and home of the UCLA
t>a9!^ball team . It is a typical Friday afternoon and

UCLA prepares for a Pacific e game.

Coaches Art Helchle and Glenn Mickens waU(

from the condemned clubhouse to the dilapidated,

first-base dugout where there are numerous holes

in the ceiling.

The outfielders attempt to field ground balls on

the soggy turf. In front of the visitor's (ihigOMt lk»a

huge mud puddle. Posted on the screen behind

home pl^te is a sign that Ireads: Eestrooms in

BIdg. T-56. T«56 is located in the bowling alley, 300

yarc^ away. Sawtelle no longer has its own

restroom facilities.

Before 1963, UCLA playedat Joe E, Brown FiiM

located where Paidey Pavilion now rests. pH|/\ I

understood agreement was for UCLA to movAW^^

»

Sawtelle temporarily, until arrangements c

be made f<nr an onK^mpus bail <tiamond.

What has happened hd the intierim?

•'UCLA was jt»t to go to Sawtelle on a tem-

n(»>ary basis until we coiUd relocate the baseball

cKamond/' said J.D. Morgan, UCLA athlelk

director. '^We never had a specific spot. We
always bought about going down to the old

agricultural gardenn < Parking Lot 1 )
. **

It was four years ago when the Bruin baseball

team wns W^<^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ at Lot L So

$1^ was Morgan that the athletic department

loan^ 160.000 to Campus Parking Service for tlie

ctmstnicHm^el P»l4B«g Lot 4^^^^^^^^ so no lost of

parking would result.

So, why dIcbiH the baseball team get Lot l?

•*The main reason was stiMient protest against

usif^ student fees that were in reserve," said

Morgan
Duriapi the summer <^ 1909, S13S (Students for a

D^ocratk Society) raised a furor about i»ing

student fuiids for athletics. After the Daily toiln

and student government supported the SDS

conle^HEiraref«<^<^um regarding an on^mpus
ball field was fwesented to the students. It was

voted d<wn.

That brings us to 1972. After a number of

proposals have been considered, two major ones
are in the discussion stage: 1.) The development
of the horticulture gardens at Montana and Gayley
into a multi-faceted recreational area — baseball

included. 2.) The purchse of Sawtelle FUAd.
Chancellor Charles E. Young estimated that the

cost of such a complex ( Gayley-Veteran) would be
'between 175.000 and $150,000*' in the January 12

edition of the Daily Bruin. He also said that if such

a proposal was to be effective, a (tecisimi would

have to be made within the next month or six

weeks. That statement was made four months
ago.

What is the situa^on today?

''We have put the project on the capital program
for next year," said Norm Miller, Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs. "The horticulture area would

be developed for a recreational field. We are

trying to give it a high priority. It hasn't been

priorized yet."
I I mtmi iiiiiit; yciiji» iu uuii m suw uiatj. wuiguii

makii^."
So the Bruin baseball team is in the same

position as it was 10 years ago. No baseball field.

''It is most discouraging not to have something

your own," said Art Reichle, UCLA head baseball

coach, "and have no control over it. It iH'esents a

handicap on scheduling and it affects yoiur lat-

ching."

In addition to UCLA, California Ang^ far-

mhands, the American Legion Teana and Little

Leaguers occt^y the premises.

"They tear up tl^ equipment and don't put in

one cent." continued Reichle. "It's not our

property; we're guests th^re. We are the cmly

major school in the country without a diamond on

campus Weslioi:tfd do it rightornot haveit/

Assistant coach Glenn Mickens concurs.

'It is a hopdess situation. High schod, semi-pro

teams, everyone comes in. We have no complete

control, no maintenance. The VA has no peo^ to

•maintain it. They just cut the grass. The clubhouse

has been condemned. If UOLA wasn't using it. the

VA would tear it down."

It is especially tough for pitchers to hurl when
the mound is different each game.

"AU the other ball chjt>8 use it and chop it up,"^'

says pitcher Bruce Baranick. "We play under

adverse conditions. One day, the mound will be all

chopped up. It is lower in some places at the end.of

the season.

"If there is a Legion game one rUght, and they

don't fill the holes in the mound, it is tough to

pitch. Then, it might also l>e lower around first

base. Tim (Doerr) might get a bad hop and we
could tose the game."

What do opposing coaches think of Sawtelle?

"None of us are happy playing over there," said

California coach George Wolfman. *'The at-

mosphere over there isn*t the greatest. The
conditions have been bad. The field has been

flooded and if it hadn't been for the two coaches,

we wouldn't have been able to play two or three

games there."

In fact, Ray Young, Stanford coach and

nksident of the Pacific 8 Coaches Association, has

, mpted to do something about the situation.

i^I've had at least two conversations on the same
with J.D. I don't think anyone likes it, in-

^^^^^ling the UCLA team. First, there are no

available facilities for the opposing team. Second,

UCLA has no rights to the«Mld as far as upkeep is

concerned.

'

"The dugout is almost like a cave and in one

game,there was a mud puddle right in front of the

dugout."

Probal^y the most involved Bruin was third

baseman Mike Gerakos, who was entangled in

three meetings with Chancellor Young concerning

the Bruin ball diamond.
"Sawtelle is probably the worst ball diamond a

four-year school is forced to play on. In the first

meeting. Young said to get the people involved.

The second time, we (Rick Popa, Bill Susa, Ralph

Punaro and Gerakos) proposed the plans and he

told the guys to investigate the different proposals,

fe the third meetingVaU^Lhaard were reasons why
they couldn^t use any of the proposals and that an

answer should be forthcoming."

For the past 10 years, an answer has been for-

thcoming. Meanwhile, the Bruins are still at

Sawtelle.

Tomorrow: Hie possibility of a basebaU

diamond and oiher recreational facilUles.

IPmilMENTS
Ivye represent owners of over

|80,000 units between our

[two offices. •*"

We can find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

[The fe% in our westside office

lis $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

[The service in our Valley office

is FREE. . . ,
t

mtematiODai stiiiient center

Juesdays

Greek dancing from 8:30-10:00 pm. Nev/

members v^elcome.

Wednesdays ir30-4p.m.

Free instruction: paper mache. tapestry,

tie-dye, collage, v/eqving, macrame, etc .^

•^1

IMs. IKusic
LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC playsl

11*41 WtLSHIMf SOOLCVAfN)
LOS ANQELC8. CALIF f002t
TELEPHONE (21S) 477-1221

1S44S VCNTUMA BOULEVARD
ftHEM4AN OAKS. CALIf •1403

TEUPMONl (2131 tlf-MOe

Sundays 7:30 pm

SOUL TRAIN. Newest dance steps taught

by foreign and American students.

For more information, call 477-4587.

MUSIC BY
WOMEN
COMPOSERS

MUSK
raRTHE

Gi^RHARD SAMUEL conducts works by Grazyna

Bacewicz, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. Elizabeth Lutyens,

Gladys Nordenstrom, Ruth Crawford Seeger, and

Elinor Remick Warren.

This Friday, 8:30/Royce Hall, UCLA,

Tickets Available NOW: $4 50. $3.50, $2.50, $2 (students

with ID) at UCiA Central Ticket Office, 650 Westwobd

Plaza (825-2953), Ticketron and Mutual Agencies.

I

(Paid Advertisement)

M ATTENTION
The UCLA ExperImeiital College

will be offering classes during both summer sessions (1st summer

session, June 19th thru July 28th - 2nd summer session, July 31st

thru September 8th) _

Anyone interested in organizing a clq?s and/or
^^^IP'^Q j''^ ;_V. ,,,

Please phone X52727 or X57041 or come and see us in Kerclchoff 407 or 161.

^T^ote: Anyone who is interested in being on the Roord nt the _

Experiemental College next fall, please come and see us.

^

_r

t

f

1

J

^^^I^^^B
^^^^^H^^^^^H t

, 1
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•
^^^^^^B^^^^^H

1^^^^^^H

I
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UC Regent Watkins
(Continued fr^m Page 2)

-The student body officers do a good job of communis
interests. There have been cases when I wasn't sure stud^iM!!?^
were representing student interests." he said. ^oflW
The low turnout in student body elections •'bothers" Wa»ir

more studente would vote," he said quieUy. '^auins. *«i^

As chairman of the Regents* educational policy com mitt
says his duties consist mainly of presiding at the meetiiute u'

^*^
meets "very rarely" with students and would like ''to bej^i ^^\
campuses, but I don't have the time." °*® ^ visit

|^

He is chairman and chief executive ofncer of his own
company, Watkins-Johnson. An author of over 25 technicaUir i^
book on electronics, Watkii^ is inventor and holder of sevpn
electronics.

^'- .>.»

TEA. ANYONE? — Mick Jagger and two beauties in

"Performance/' also starring James Fox, showing

at 7 and 9 pm. Friday, in Social Welfare 147. Donation

of $1 is requested. Also starring Anita Pallenberg and

Michele Breton, the film is about "madness, sanltyr

fantasy, reality, death, life, vice, and versa. — —

.1 > •*•

.. (i .' ,

<(M*

4_:_.. i^.

1. . i L.

\..,.i'

BEST PICTURE BEST DIRECTOR Nyp^cn^csAwords

^«-*i
»,—
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^1;
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WHO'S GOING
to PAY? -

'
i' ' I" II jii^

4-',-'iif

CLAREMONT COUEGES
Clor«monl, Califo. 91711
Tel. (714) 626-851 1 mA 2220

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA
Santa Barbara, Cdif. 93106
Tal. (805) 961^042

tSr AnqyllcnC

College is expensive:
^ But so are all the worttiwhile thingsr

If you're curer^tly focmg the probloffH Who'* QGin§ to pay?

Here's the.answer— Army ROTC fT ' -,^
. ^

A
f.

-"
' - :

We've got scholarships for 4 years, 3 years, 2 years of co-

llege, which will:

—Pay you $100 tax free, per month (during the school year)

—Buy all your textbooks

—Pay all your college tuitton and fees

The Cost: 4 years active service as an Army Officer.

If you don't need a scholarship. Army ROTC has this to offer:

—Draft deferment while you're in college

• —$100 tax free, per month during your Junior and Senior

cpllege years

—Optional flight training while in college (which can give you
a civilian pilot's license)

,<-—Leadership training and experience while you're still In

college
J' ^

—Commission as an Army Officer

* The Cost: 2 years active service as an Army Officer upon^ com-

pletion of your academic studies .,<.,.

ARMY R.O.I.e.
* Cross enrollment from Junior College to a college that offers

ROTC is possible
* Attend any college or university within the U.S.A. that offers

the ROTC program

for furthor information contach

U.S. ARMY INSTR. GP (SR. R.O.T.C.)
Univ. of Calif., Lot Angolot
Lot AfigolM, Cdif. 90024
825-7381 or 825-7382

seven

Watkins received a MS at Cal Tech in 1947 and a PhD at Qf

1951 . He lives in Portola Valley with his wife and three sons ^ •

Tuition, currently under consideration by the State Ucisl f

possible abolition, is supported by the Regent. "I've alwayTf ^*

moderate amount of tuition. I think human beings tend t^ a*^^'
things they have to pay for." Watkins said. ^VVf^i^k

Asked whether the Regents are contemplating an increase
educational fee, Watkins shook his head and said, "I'm not aware 15

^
pressure tomove in that direction in the next five years .

"

^l
Is there a publish or perish tradition in the University for a^s

professors? '^Yes, there is," Watkins answered. "When I was a mi
at Stanford for 10 years, there was a definitTtendency in the acadT*
community to measure a professor's professional

status t
publications.

Watkins feels this tendency is beginning to change in favor of m
consideration given to teaching ability, but adds, "if you are a contribute

to a body of knowledge through research and publication you're mn!!

likely Jto be a better professor."
^

The "ideal professor," in Watkins's estimation, is able to combb
research and teaching effectively. "The two (research and teachiMi

supplement each other. Research makes his teaching effectiw^
teaching makes his research effective," he said. \

There
"Anyone who just wants to do research shouldn't be in the Univeraty

lere are industrial labs where you wouldn't have to teach."

When asked If he enjoys being a Regent, Watkins replied

"Sometimes" and laughed. "It just about balances out the good andS
bad.

"I find the association with other Regents, faculty and occasionally

students, interesting and enjoyable." — -

.

Dav/s defense

.

(Continued from Page 1)

were routinely kept on a gun rack

in the closet. "Were these guns

available to all memk)ers of the

collective?" asked Branton.
Mtichell told the court they were

available.

On the following Saturday after

Davis had gone to San Francisco,

one day after the shooting, Davis

and club president Franklin

Alexander returned to the house,

searching for the guns.

"They seemed pretty excited

and concerned and asked me if the

weapons were still on the gio

rack. We opened the closet and

saw the two carbines were gone

Also missing at the time was a

Browning automatic pistol," said

MitcheU.

"Miss Davis said 'Oh, no!" At

that point they showed me a

newspaper Angela had in her hand

showing Jackson with a carbine io

his hand. They sai<) they thoughtit

might be the same carbine," said

MitcheU.

Financial losses...
' If

(Contliiiied from Page 7)

Even offering more exciting

food, ASUCLA officials fear that

they won't be able to entice

enough of their customers back

imtil the decor and efficiency of

the food service facilities are

improved. "The Terrace Room is

not a pleasant atmosphere, the

Coop is extremely unappealing

and the Gypsy Wagon is

inadequate to meet existing

needs," Findley said. To remedy
this, ASUCLA has supported the

effort to build a North Campus
. Student Facility to replace the

Gypsy Wagon with a restaurant,

lounge and meetihg room com-
plex, and is beginning to for-

mulate renovation plans for the

Coop and the Terrace Room.
Dim prospects

Even so, the prospects for any
immediate improvement in

ASUCXA's facilities are dim. The
$600,000 North Campus Student

Facility project — a source oi

bitter controversy during the past

two years — is almost ready to

name an architect, according to

informed sources, but may not be

completed within the next few
years. Renovation for the Coop is

tentatively planned for 1972-73,

with redecoration of the Terrace

Room to follow the next year But

planning work on these two

projects has been stalled until an

architect is selected for the nortli

campus facility. At that time,

ASUCLA and the arcljitect will

attempt to settle on a food service

consultant who would create a

comprehensive food service

for ASUCLA.

Speculation

If all of this happens soot,

Wehrle speculated that "We could

be ready for the Coop remodelii*

at best, by the end of summer or

early next autumn." And if these

weren't enough problems for any

operation to face, Findley doubts

his food service management

team is strong enough. "We have

excellent supervisory peoP'^ "

our sUff . but at the currentm
(because of the illness of the fwo

service's banquet manager) B»

Herre is our only decision

maker."

Findley has told the BOCthat
he

is going to hire two new pe^^

aid Herre - one to supery^e
^

Terrace «oom and one to ha^^

aU the outlying stands -dw

now plans to delay any hinng'^^

after the food services
summer

sales lull.

ECKANKAR
ANCIENT SCIENCE OF SOUL TRAVEL

LECTURE & DISCUSSION SERIES

rONIGHT 7!30-9 pm. Upstairs Loung*, K«rckhoH \

SOLVING LIFE'S PROBLEMS WITH ECKANKAR

;'» =' I* ' ?

•
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II the What's On that's fit to print ...
lOBoedftroiii Pagelf) v"

[•grated Gas Chroma-

iraphy/Mass Spectrometry."

Donald Jenden, professor of

irmacology, at noon, CHS 23-

"Probltms of Iron Ex-

jnge" by Clement A. Finch,

ifessor of medicine, and head,

;ision of Hematology,

ijversity of Washington School

liclne, Seattle, 1:15pm. CHS

ll05.

Environment and the Law"

Frank P. Grad, professor of

,, Columbia University, New

k City, author and authority on

)|ic health and environmental

2 pm, Knudsen 1200B.

'Conversion of Androgens to

rrogen by Brain Tissue" by F.

rtolln, assistant professor of

itetrlcs and Gynecology, UC
Diego, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.

"Structure and Function of

:terial Sex Pill" by Charles

fnton, professor of Mlcro-

jlogy and Biophysics,

Iverslty of Pittsburgh School of

Heine, 4 pm, CHS 43-105.

Interfaith Relations In

lieval Islam In the Light of

Uro) Geniia Documents" by

fessor S. D. Goltein, fellow.

Institute for Advanced Study,

Inceton, New Jersey, 4 pm,

:lal Welfare 146.

"When Graupels Fall" by

s R. Pruppacher, associate

^fessor of meteorology, 4 pm,

5200. —
"Orlgln^^ ©f the Resting

lential: The Assoclatlon-Cap-

ror Theory" by T. L. Jahn,

fessor of Zoology, 4 pm, LS

"Singing School Teacher of

Ozarks" with JImmIe Drift-

I, teacher In a small school In

mountains of Arkansas for

ty years who taught his own'

positions as well as

lltional songs, 7 pm, Rolfe

Tickets are $4.25, and $2

idents).

Breeding and Foaling" by

inC. Lindley, former associate

Fessor of Zoology, California

ite Polytechnic College,

lona. 7 pm, LS 2147. Ticket*

$3.50 and $2 (students).

"Art: Explorations In

treness" by Robert Irwin,

figure in the arts whose
'ks include daring and
ferful explorations of

ireness, 7 pm, Dickson Art

}r 2160. Tickets are $4.75 and
[students).

"The Desert Nearest Homer-
iral Aspects of the Mofave"
tichard F. Logan, professor of

iraphy, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

cets are $4.

"Public Health Programs:
Ncipated and Unanticipated
ic\%" by Roger Detelt,
relate professor of

lemiology. School of Public

ilth, 8 pm, CHS 23-105.

Exploring the Moon's
lace wmi Apollo U," by
les K. Mitchell, professor Off

II Engineering, UC Berkeley,
present an illustrated talk at 7

Boeiter 4442. r :

I 1.

^''Experiments In Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union. Closed to new members.
—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

5 pm, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Women's Role In a Changing

Society — Affirmation for
Women," 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408. Closed to new
members.
—"Reaching Your Higher Self

The Lighted Way," 8-10 pm. Social

Welfare 50.

-^"Textile Printing and
Design," 7:30 pm. Architecture
1243A.—"Eckankar," 7:30 9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
Every other Tuesday.—"Ananda Marga Yoga
Society," 5 pm, Ackerman Union.—"Phitosophy of Meher Baba,"
7:30-10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Auto Mechanics I," 7-9 pm,
Bunche 1265. —

^

—"Cosmic Meditation," 7-9 pm,
MS 6201.

—"Beginning Photography and
Darkroom," 7-9 pm. Architecture
1224.—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
224.—"Kundallnl Yoga," 8 am,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Self-Hypnosis," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243A.

—"Integral Yoga Lifestyle," 8-

TOpinri, Architecture 1243C.
^

r.^

—"Woman's Role in a Ctianglng
Society," 7-9:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.—"Prolect Amigos," 7-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Experiment in Personal
Growth," 7-10:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Sailing Club-Executive
Committee," 7-10 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564;

—"Sports Car Club," 7-9 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 400.

—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Group," 7:30-10:30 pm,

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.—"Skydivers," 5 pm, Bpeiter

3809.

—"Campus Comics Society,"
7:30 pm, MS 5203.

URA Clubs:

Tuei^day, May 23

Et cetera:
—"The Extramural Programs

and Opportunities Center," an-

nounces a new service this week.
For the use of students who want
or need to attend summer school

this summer, the Center has
assembled a collection of 1972

summer class offerings at more
than five hundred accredited four

year colleges and universities

around the country. The new
summer school catalogue
collection can be consulted in

EXPO Center (Kerckhoff Hall

176) weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm.
—"Finals Exams Seminar,"

1:15-5 pm, Wednesday and
Thursday, Social Welfare 271.

Prereglstration necessary, call

ext. 57744.

—"Central City YMCA," needs

15 male counselors to work In

summer camp session, from July

8 through July 15 with boys ages 9-

12 years; 90 per cent Chicanes.
Counselors must be 18 years or

over. Each will work with 7-8

boys, interested persons should
contact the EXPO Office (Ker-
ckhoff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Forms available In Bunche 4252 or

4289.

—"Traveh companions,"
Persons seeking companions for

overseas travel this summer can
contact one another by posting

cards on the bulletin board In front

of the EXPO Center (Kecckhoff

176).

—"Alpha Lambda Delta,"
(national women's undergraduate
honorary) certificates and pins

may be picked up in the Dean of

Students Office, 2224 AAurphy HalL

isday. May 23
'Astrology," 2-4 pm,
»rman Union 3564.

"Death and Dying," 3 pm.
'man Union 3517.

Tearn

L
•ponjorjdbyUClA6m«rlm«Jtol Corii

le pottery

THE POnErS CRAR

»ring iMtont, M«fnb«rftKipt,'Gotl*ry

ponwrt
Pmry Or.

Iv«r CMy
oiik«M6aaoi

U74MM4

Meetings:

Tuesday/ May 23

—"Sports Car Club," 7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall 400.

—"Radio Club," 4:45 pm,
Boeiter Hall, Rm 8761. Election of

officers will be held.—"Kenpo Club," 5:30 pm.
Memorial Activities Center B 146.

—"Ice Hockey Club," 10:30 pm,
Santa Monica Ice Capades Chalet.

—"Karate Club," 5*7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Mom n ta I n ee r s /^ ^noon

,

Northwest Corner of MooreTfalT
Lawn. r-

—

Trivia Contest News
Stay tuned, trivia buffs, the lucky winners of our campy campus

trivia contest will appear in Friday's DB. We had planned to an-

nounce them sooner but the Everly Brothers freak-|udge was
struck down by an attack of catarrh and the judges are about as

easy to get together as the like poles of magnets. So |ust be patient

— Ruby Keeler had to rehearse for weeks in tlie chorus before she.

became the star of "Pretty Lady" in "42nd Street," you know.

„ "^ Ha»A» A t.rf.9.

am,

pm

—"Kundallnl Yoga," 89
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Fine Arts," 8-1:30

Ackerman Union 351 >.

—"Campus Crusade for

Christ," 9-10 am, Ackerman
Union 2408. '

—"Christian Students," noonl
pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Women's Studies," noon-2

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Experimental College
Board," noon-2 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Cultural Affairs," noonl
pm, Ackerman Union Grand
-Ballroom.

—"Administrative Intern," 1

pm-6pm, Kerckhoff Hall 400. ,

—"Astrology," 2-3:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Death & Dying," 3-4 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Bruin Belles," 3:X-5 pm.
Ackerman Union 3564.

; —"Chess Clufcb" 3-5 pm, Ker
ckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Board of Control," 4-6 pm
Ackerman Union 2412.
—"OHIce of Drug Education

5-7 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Song Olrl Tryouts," 5-9 pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

PHOTO
• RCOISTCRCO trademark op tRCMtON RUCARCH, IMC.

^ . , ,

' ^

BONUS PHOTO processing

gives you an extra wallet

print with every regular

print on your roll.

(8)

LEAVE 126, 127, 120, or

620 K0DAC0ir9 FILM At
'•I

WESTWOODDRUG
951 W«fl»weod Boulevard Lot AngdM. 90024

477-2027 or 272.39^4

Fr«« D«llv«fy

SPECIAL WITH THIS ADl

It 504 OFF OF NORMAL PROCESSING PRICE
PIUS

A FREE ROlU>F KODACOLOR FILM OF THE SAME SIZE

-StilBMIHED FOR PROCESSING Ml

COUPON EXPIRES JUNE li

^-•-s

ANY SANDWICH ONLY

1000 GAYLEY AVE.

478^788
"IN THE VIUAGE"

Pick From Any

Of Our 12 Delicious

Sandwiches

!

S«rv«d

'till 3 p.m.

FREE SALAD BAR

Your choic« of pokito talod or colo i\aM,

olivot, vorioty ol picklo*. ok. Sofvod ckiring

lunch only HI 3 p.m. Wo 0I.0 corry to

Iar90 vorioty ol gourmot tondwichot.

void after June 23, 1972

MOVIES & ENTERTAINMENT

^
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ADVERTISING OFFICES v,

Kcrckhoff Hall 112

FhOfM: nS-2221
Classifivd advvrtlsinf rattt

1Swords-S1.S0tf«y<Sco«s«cutiv«
initrtions - SS.OO

Payabit in advance
DEADLINE 10:90 a.m.
No ttlaphonc orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tiM

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wIn>, in affording

housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier

tlM University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 125-

4491 ; Westside Fair Hjousing 473-0f4».

^Campus Services .... 3

^>/HelpWonfed.....8 ^^-^ ^^ "^^ ^^«»Q<^^ 16

RN'S: Vacation - relief • all shifts. Kaiser

Foundation Hospital, 3425 W. Manchester,
Inglewood. 771-SlOO ext. 2245. Equal Op-

portunity Employer. (IMliO

VARIETY of full time summer jobs

available, girls or guys. Services Unlimited
47S-tS2l (tM24)

FOREIGN Students with good command of

English for translating. (714) St« 0S9S/(2I3)

4311113. (•M23)

S2.S0, less than 1 hr. Psychology exper.
Males only. Involves mild shocks. Frani
HallA349. (•M2S)

ACTIVITY Directors for students,

'

guys/gals. Work fuH and or part time during
summer A school year. Wages to t40/day for

tftose qualified in outdoor activities. No
selling. 473-4401. (IM2«)

lOO COPIES

,1 .

82-50611

'

kerckhoff ^2^

y Personal 5

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 981-

HELP. ($QTR)

GEORGE: You can't fooime. I know you've
been gerrymandering. Need time to work it

out in Political Geography. Alice. Summer
Session, l24g Murphy. (SM22)

NEC Primal Therapy. Interested in turning

on the real feeling you? Call Mike McLane,
254 4141 /4ni or eves., 257 7862. (5M24)

DEAR Ralph: Need money? Have a
camera? Enter the Dirty Picture Contest
(ecologically obscene). For info, C.B.E.,
9054 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood,

"Cairr.
——~ (TM787

DOORMEN, ushers • $2.00 per hour. Neat
appearance. No heads, hips or freaks.

Evening. 18 years or older. Work Sat. A Sun.

Apply 3 5 PM. Mon Fri. Noart Theatre, 11272

Santa Monica Blvd., West LA. (•M23)

REAL Estate Licensee • part time - to handle
rentals on campus to students and faculty

for a large property management company
inthe Westwoodarea. Commissions. Call Gil

between 9 and 5. Weekdays at (213) 879-9101..

M/F. (IM2«)

CLERKS A Typists- immediate long A short
term temporary assignments. Office-Aide
I nc., 3807 Wilshire Blvd. (•M2*)

MALE :r Part-time liquor store stock and
clerk, permanent position. Start: $2.40/hour.

Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday, Friday, A Sunday, 4-11 PM.
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores. 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, Monday thru

Friday, 8 AM 4 PM. Prefer no long hair or
beards, mustache OK. (8M23)

MEN Make big S this summer. Talk to
single girls. Easy sales job. Terry. 933-7291.
113. (M24)

BABYSITTER - (man. woman) - 5 year old

girl 3 afternoons weekly. Own children ok.

Valli. 395-3904. ' (•M24)

UCLANS (M/F). traveling Europe. Summer
'72, informal get together, for information,

478 8149 (9 11 PM). (5M23)

KOSHER sandwiches available at the Oasis

Room in Ackerman Union - Chabad House. (5

M 23)

T~r^"
f^

^ free

FREE Puppies- - beautiful German
Shephard/Terrier mix. One white, one black

one. Call 935 4631. (FRM2»)

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGER PROJECTIONISTS: 5125-5150.

Some previous management experience
necessary. 21 or over. Full time. Common
sense required A good current reterencn. ff

you don't have this, don't bother. No heads,

freaks, intelligensia or movie buffs. Must
speak and understand English language. If

still interested contact Mr. Shan Sayles;

Sayles Bros. Theatres, 465-1273 or 445-1333.

Openings in WLA A Santa Monica. (I M 23)

GIRL • Pretty, 18-22, 5'7"-5'10". long hair.

Summer job /amusement park. 5125 /wk.
Flaire Agency. 278-2292. (•M2S)

:i

.'-I^. 'IN -.

KITTENS, part-Siamese, two black, two
tiger stj-ipc, one black with white feet. 664-

0182 evenings. (FRM26)

y Help IVonfed ....... 8

PSYCHOLOGY experiment. Earn S1.50 for

interesting half-hour session. Males only.

Franz Hall 4537. (8M2*)

» TV. \

h

TEMPORARY summer positions for ex-

perienced secretaries and typists. Call 386-

3440. (8M26)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr.Genovese, (213)780-7SU. (1^24)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

''
Help yourself while helping ottMft.

Earn up to 540. a nvonth
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

MEN Want to make 52000 plus this summer
part-time? Start now, if you have an open

mind & like girls. CUTCO needs managers.
Call Tuesday, 2 5 PM. 474-3803. (8 M 23)

MEN: Full A part-time positions available.

WE.A. I. Earn 53.75 plus /hr. Call, 474-3001

Tuesday A Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 only! (IM
24)

.

GIRL night student to care for three-year old

boy. Live in or out. Home in Westwood. Call

Linda, after 6 PM. 474 7231. (8M24)

DA y Camp - male or female, S110 . 5125 (M-
F) per week. Station wagon required. 340-

2966. (8M24)

WANTED BAROQUE TRIO TO PLAY HT
HOUSE WEDDING SUNDAY AF-
TERNOON, JUNE 11TH. VICKI SEGALL,
274 0648 DAYS. 874 2638 EVES. (8M 24)

,
"n^ANTED Mother's helper

J SIBwk. 776 26d0.

3 hrs on MWF,
(8M23)

-i^

--

TRY US. You'll like us deliver sandwiches -

established territories. S50-60/wk. lor 12-

15/hrs a wk. or $2.25/hr. Full time summer,
must nave car - call before 11:00 836-9091 or

821 3034 after 6 o'clock. (SM23)

COUNSELORS neMed for summer day
camp. Besides counseling children, must
drive own station wagon. Good pay. 455-

1800 (BM24)

( f

NEED .xiriver, drive Oldsmobile, Detroit

area anytime before July l, financial

arrangements open. Call Joel. 785-5600. (8M
25)

JOBS/TEMPORARY
EARN XTRA DOLLARS

TYPIST • part-time transcription typist - <

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing offices,
i2.30/hour. Mrs. Beck. 824-83M. <8M24)

MANAGEMENT Trainee. A unique op-
portunity to learn on part time basis while
still in school. Prudential Insurance Com-
pany part time/full time salary 5150 to 5200
per week for those who qualify. 937-7570. (8 M
24)

MALE athlete to model nude for color
centerfold of new national magazine for
superchicks. 474 1871. (8M24)

VOLT

I

INSTANT PERSONNEL
ISNOWINW.L.A.WITH
DOZENS OF TEMPORARY

ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGHOUT THE AREA
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
TYPISTS, secretaries;

CLERKS, PBX, STOCK
CLERKS, \

GENERAL LABOR.
REGISTER NOW-WORK WHEN
AVAILABLE
VOLT INSTANT PERSONNEL

2330 Westwood Blvd. Stt 200

474-4501

ATTRACTIVE young girl part time 52.00 per
hour. Exclusive men's st>op. Allan Ludwig
Ltd.. 8221 Santa Monica Blvd. (8M26)

GIRLS • part time or full time summer iobs
available Variety of work. Services
Unlimited, 47S 9S2t. (8M23)

3 INSTRUMENTALISTS: sax/trumpet,
drums, string bass, group playing ballroom
dance music, private clubs. Over 31. a24-2007
/•24 2398.

COCKTAIL Waitress, part-time. Beverly
Hillsarea 53 /Aour plus tips. 271-4354. (IM

WANTED Mother's Helper 3 hrs. on
M.W.F. 518 wk 776 2680 (tM23)

^ losfi Found . .

-
'
'

FOUND one month ago, year female part
german shepherd. Broken left ear. Leather
collar. Free to good home. Suz. 473-4042,
evenings. (9M24)

REWARD: Lost - Research notebook on
Assays. May 14 from Parking Lot 8 to
Wilshire/Bundy. $. A. Kaplan. MD. 825-
«• (9M24)

--"''--
- VCkUsi. Ends 10

YOUNG, ambitious m/l 18-27 work on cir-

culation for national ecology magazine A
fund raising for environmental groups. 52
/hr plus benefits. Mon-Thurs. 5-9 PM. Jeff
Richards. 9N 7830. (IM23)

EARN 550 575 • Sioo a week at liame in

spare time. Send today for a li«t of places

that n^ed mailers and addressers. CnclOM
stamped self addressed envelope and 51.50

"In check money order. Send tO Student
Services. P.O. Box 45103, Los Angeles. Calif.

90045 1 8 M 24)

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca ban, dMH.
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity, Box 99%.
B, Venice, 9029) Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

FLY UCLA learns for lots at Santa Monica,
C 172, 515.95 and C-1S0. S12.0S. Call nS-lllt,
477-9440. 39-PLANE. (10MU)

•PoWiair n
SUMMER iobs move furniture Sl.SO per
hour need i3 units of college Services
ijniimitid, 4?S 9571 M8Mt))

'WAw Why?' Pree leaflet. Write
Socialist Labor Party, P O Box 2*0
Brooklyn. NY 11202 , (11 MM)

TIRED OF GOING IN CIRCLES? iAAVftE

NOT? HELP MEDICAL SPACE-AGE
RiSEARCH MAKE SI /M«. CAMPUS X
55241. lm9mmmJsi_

THESIS C«v«r« o>Hiia m wit; M«9 dr li«r«-

beend, Si.SB-S3.St. HamilfMi Reprodwctldiit,
1 19B4 WiHIlirt. 4n-?SB1

.

( 14 M 14)

PftO^ESSiOilAL tfecMnentatiOM sorvic**.
Writi«9. editiav and roMarch t« yoiir
re^nirew ewti . MJ- 1 S4B. c«H anytHn o. (UM

yf For Rent • • • '^ houseb

STUDIO for s«MiiniOr

skyliglit in larf*
itilttles. 477-gjW.

Sits aid; frvd

^ Rides Offered 13

NEED riders to Mew Yorli City - Sdi. Li

4 15. drive straifHtftaiMgh. «•<», JW-

GOING to Mexico Ma«AWAn/Cw»dAf>»r».
Want to share ride/eKpoP««! »-^^*^.i«2?
•.CAliH04-S)fl. flJMJ»l

^ Rides Wanted M
RIDE wanted to Yettow stone or vicinity.

Early in June. Share driving and eii#cnsM.
•34^2453. (14 MM)

NEED ride to Montana June 9th or igM. Will

share expenses. •49-ia4a afters. (14M21)

TWO girls need ride LA to Bntton
JunelS. Call eves. 745-7037. (14M21)

HOUSEBACK, bacMacliint advent«»ros Intn
wiMomoss from 525. P.O. Box

IB417. Dcnvor, Milt. ( 14 QTR)>

ASK AROUND ABOUT
AABCHEVY SERVICE

Comploto A<>tia Sorvio «

AN AmoricAn Autnmobildt
MMt Credit Card* Accepted

Student Dttcownts

1 1B27 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Lm An«olM

477-4SS1 Mil. Sine* IfS«

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhanco
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn fa RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-
nSi. (14M24)

AUTO and Motorcycle insurance for
students and employoos. Call Allan SobdI.
7fl-SS27,i73-St1S.Eves.7U-3S0t. (14 0TR)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr.plione, 274-9119. (14QTR)

^OpporfunHies . . . .^
1)*^

OPERATION Venus - LA'S 1st V.D. Hntlino

and Education Proiect - now newts mttoused

volunteers. Application at dorm front desiis

andA.U info, desk, l^vell. (OPM14)

SERIOUS Photograpners - 10 day Wynninej
wilderness seminar at Darwin Rancft wilfc

John O^denkamp of Psycftntofy Today.

Maximum 15 people. Jdino l*-*-^ *^^i
Transportation and tilnt net indvBdS. nm
Inc.. 454 liMfia St., SanWdid.CAIir. ^
92103. (OPM.IM

For Sale , ,,,,. 15

MARTIN D18 1 yr. old. Excellent condition,
hard shell ease, 5290, best oHer. Days, OS-
1932 (ISM 2*1

ASSORTED apt. furniture, clieap. Hide-n-
bed. 535 - 550 desk, marMo dining taMc. etc.

477-2144. (1SM23:

NEW Pentax 4x7 A access. AuOnflwIi,
tripod. Durst enlarBer, etc. 473-7772.

23)

THESIS Covers wlUte-u-wait; soft or hard-
bound, 51.Sd - S3.sg. Hamilton Reporductions,
JI9t4 Wilshire. 4n-7Sgi. ( 14M 24)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or efliployees. Robert Rhee, 139-7270 or 170^
f7y3or4S«-2S44. (14QTR)

^Travel t • • • • '7

uea

JULY 9 LONOON/U

JjNE 17 LA/FRANK
A^ 17 LONOON/LA

JUNE 21 LA/LOHOON
AUG 20 LONOOH/LA

JUNE 25 LA/LON/AMST
SEPT 11 LONDON; LA

JUNE 28 LA/LONDON
AUG 17 LONOON/LA

JULY 9 LA/LONDON
AUG 27 LONDON/LA

JULY 23 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONDON/LA

AUG 9 U/MADRID
SEPT 18 AMST/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONDON
SEPT 16 LONOON/LA

AUG 28 U/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONOON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

..-$1*^.47-lA/l^/FRAW
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON
OCT

'

9 LONDON/LA

(ISM

LEASE or sell. Junior estate

5 PM, 780-4349. days, 715-3154

34)

in valley/aftfl

BreAer.* (IS

I

SAMOYED pups, AKC, shots, wormed,
champion sired. S7S. 474-4*53, evcninvs. ( IS

M

USED AUTO PARTS: TRANSMISSIONS.
REAR ENDS, GENERATORS, STARTERS,
BATTERIES A BOOV PARTS. 22S1 BARRY
AVE. W LA. 4n7g44l. (15M21)

MATTRESSES Valley Stete niaitiali«B
grad can save you 40-50% on ail qualities, aN
site sets. Also, access Spanish and medem "

bedroom sets. Call me today. RicAard Pratt.
(ISOTR)

SKI IS, metal IIS cm, Snlamon step-in
bindings, 575. Humanic Beets. 535. C«N
Phyllis, 392-544«. (ISM 23)

SONY portable stereo recerds/pUysbli*
cassettes, reels. 2-2 way walnut spkrs. etc.

4737772. (1SM2»

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an •

official

charter flight ^-
operation .,

autliorized and
approved by ttie

University of

California

on all campuses.

ONE WAY FtlGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT

9

30
31

6
SEPT 19

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONDON
LA/FRANKFURT
LONOON/LA
OUBLIN/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

J262.00

26 (Xyj

J262.00

62 Oly,

J262.00

61 Dayj

$262.00

79D8yj

$252.00

51 Dayj

$252.00

50 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$272.00

41 Days

$252.00

29 Days

$252.00

30 Days

$239.00

21 Days

32 Days

$199.00

14 Days

$148.00r"

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

-^'-jf^

(HBSON L44 «uitar - SSO. Ar«us
camera with extras. S4i or mak* offer.

Debbie, 475-4344, (ISM 14)

BOAC & Caledonian
707's~

all first class

service.

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCLA

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IFfCDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLO ON A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN, ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEWG 707 AND SUPER DCS JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLl-

D^TION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS:
John and Susan

478-8286

NEW car stereos, ' radios, TV% SterW
systems, cassette recorders - unfeeataMe
prices. 475-4«4f. ^ (1SM2S)

LA-i.OWDOW/LOMPOH-LA

PHOTO-button machine; br
buttons: camera, buttons
7Y13, 3«t 3013 after 4 PM.

2 1/r'
; call 472-

(15 MIS)

SONY tape
microphone. As
M 24)

model TC 2S4 and
, SM. Eves, B74-971B. (IS

KLN Wdel 5 toner-amplifier. Model 13
stereo adapter A twin speakers S13t. Eves,
74^710 (ISM 24)

NIKON F 1.4 lens,
r47l 3704 late at n««l»t

,S2ISen«y,call
(ISM 24)

2 WAY •" speakers, amplifier, 34 rms, 44
cartrid«e tape, factory tapes. OtPir. Eves,
<yy 'P< (1SM24)

S'iEREO - Scot. 44 watts, aMp-FM,
receiver, 5130 Am pex tape deck, SIM or Best
offer. Drafteot r^SBtS. (tSM14)

Pn. 0«p. Ret. Days

2 4/1t t/tt 71

3 i/21 t/U 5«

S 4/2« 9/4 n
« 4/2S f/U M
f 6/n f/U tl

It «/29 t/at 41

14 ?/• t/lT 40

15 7/11 t/IO 30

17 7/12 t/ai $0

IS t/W f/lf W
19 9/12 offM-way

TEAC 35« Dolby cassette

with warranty. 275 3244. (ISM 24)

Prke
$242

$242

$242

$27S

$27S

$242

$242

$242

$242

$252

$135

AvaMaMe enty to benafide members •( ttie

University el CelHomia includln« students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate famiHes
(parenta, spouse er dapandawt cMMren)
livint m tHe same I

FLUTE all sterling silver. Recentceniplete
servicing, includinv new pads. Phone 47J-

3344 after 4:40 PM. ( ISM 24)

WEDDING «own, site t. S75. l21-71tS

eves. (ISM 24)

MOVING Salf. Desk, aoeli shelf, dishes,

records, boohs, clothiiv, hou tehold poods.
13434 Texas at Centinela (15M24)

Wglitd

Kerchkheff Hall Its O
Between • a.m. A S p.m.

•2SI221

y Services Offered . 16

TEAVELING in Italy tMs swmmert Want te

stay a wHile in Florence cemfertaMy A
inexpensivelyT Pensiene Tamerici > In City
Center intmr Train Stetlen) double roem 4
breakfast. 24M-2tM (4.10) per day. Via
Fiume,Ne. Su Tel. 241UPference. (17 MM)

REDUCE - drop lbs. - Palm
food - exercise yofa - men
Monaco ViNa, 371 Camino Mewta vista.
Palm Sprtelts. (714) 33Vat13 ( 14M 34)

v:. (§

AUTO INSUKANCE
MOTORCYCLE
IMSURAHCB

REFUSEDt TOO NIONT
CANCBLLEDt •

LOWMOMTNLY
PAYMEHTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
IH-lfiS ...... AIK POR Ail on

PROFESSIONAL
Writing, editino and researcti to
requirements. 3^ 1544 call anytime (14M
34)

i77

tt79

• NCWYOftK
JUNE 15 ONE-WAY

•hamaii
JUNB tt • JULY 2
JULY 1 JULY 14

• TOKVO/OAIfNT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

torA STUOfNT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAE L/ASI

A

UFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

end EureHpwoM. Cer Furehaw

ATUOIMT TAAVAL IHADOUORTAIU

^^ Alt/EXITS^^ toss SM«t« Moniea blvd

274.S742

lIH Mk. mm of Se«w Mowi—

^

Oohewy)

More ^=
UNI ^

Student
Stuff

I'c-.

yi

n THE INTiRNATIONAL
STUOENTIDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

worfd of student dis -'

counts. The ISIC was cre-

oted by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world

wide recognition. It is

required for oil student

flights obrood.

G INTtA-IUIfOPEAN

STUDENT CHAPTER
FLIGHTS
to ond within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, ond

the For Eost-ot fortosnc

savings, enabling you

to travel as for o$ pos-

sible for OS little 0$

possible. .

yOUkSAOWUfi

Ttti

AILY
UIN

Travel 17 ^Jutoring . . .V . ; . ^.^ VHooje for Sofo »»»>»»»«*•••

,TM PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on 154

ramlThree masted *^*>oo^- L;*];" *^
.'^^ lor 4 week* to Tebiti. Sbare e«-

'7s For inlO. call Oroeory C»ok, (313)

.133t.
(17M35)

STATISTICS can I

Statistician. UCLA
theses, publications.
4355.

to fun. Prolessional
frad. Consultinf on
Be«mners, too. 433-

(14M33)

21

#•4
}/For Sublease . » . . . . 24 /Housing Needed 28

iROPE, 53205375 R.T.. also Israel »
an Sorino. Summer, A Fall fliflits«

LS E P ,4317 Beverly Blvd., LA 90044. 4S1-

111.
c

c

g P-ucLAmembers. AJlffmi

"luROPEA MIOOlTeAST CHARTER
JGMTS

M»M( York f liibts under SIOO oneway
**

study » Campins Tours

1973 Student Oulde Book to Europe

Student Rail-pass 3 mo. S130

)NTACT : SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
' I350f Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, calif . t1403

IpHONE- S72-2243or7M-1477

l^^°"^\i.nVTo^»:Vt'*l^.c.c'' mV!
KhrreB°ii.LAi025.474^. (170TR)

ONE WAY CHARTER FLIGHTS:

August 10

August 27
^Ma0rid/Franh|urt
^Paris

Contact:

The University Office-Education

Abroad Program
UC Santa Barbara

y41-3t23 .^_

5135
5135

|rael, '"<*'*'„.fiVs, eASC, 333 N. Beverl>

f^^^B'^eJlVn ms. JoS'O^ 374-4293. (17QTR)

this summer
4 vtfks. Europe,ROPE, Israel

?^;s"a%tDiS''irbrti, Plenty free tim.
'

.'»V'r>wetlino, 944-3411. (17QTRI
l»P

Hi ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

lUROPE: FROMS229 ROUNOTRIP

lAPAN: FROMS349 ROUNOTRIP

(flight chairman 371-0933, S19-2401
ir

4i4jOverrandi.Oept.A.
Culver Cit

FRENCH. Exam preparation, intensive
language study, translation, literature. Call'
former UCLA teacher tor results 434-
*344. (14QTR1

ORE, LSAT. other test preparation. In-
dividual and small group instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. 430 So. Robertson."^•"*0

^
(140TRI

AN American who spent 13 years in USSR,
Moscow /Samarkand • tutor modern
Rossian. 779 4444. (14M34)

y Typing . , . . 19

WILL IBM type term papers, etc..
reasonable. Call Karen. Days: 374-5304, niter
457-4594. ( 19 M 35)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

I: Barbie, 438 2365 , Mae, 394-5142. ( 19 ATR)

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term papers,
letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after 5: 30,weekends. Sharon.
S38 S487. (19QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, neat,

accurate, dependable. 933-1747. (19QTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

838-1143. (19QTR)

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 r i* nro .

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law'
school. Alice, 397-3304. (19QTR)

CAMPUS vicinity (3 blocks southwest).
Dissertations, theses,, papers. Fast, ac-
r

u

rate. Tom. 473-0031. dtQTR)
TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters.. IBM
Selcctric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
436 74?f; 4*9^Tll)

SOI GAYLEY
Across From Oykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June IS to Sept IS

GR 3-17M . Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0S24

5144 /month. July • Sept: dates flexible.

Large, furnished. i bedroom, study. Walk
beach, shopping. Couple prelerred. 394-

3575. (24M24)

5134 LUXURIOUS batchelor with wet bar •

fireplace huge closet and patio. Palms
area. CaH 424-3t24. (21 M 24)

FURNISHED Singles to share. 570. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 433 Oayley. 473-

.5^3. (21QTR)

/ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

5145 DELUXE modern onc-bdrm. beautilul
trench normandie building. Built-ins. Palms
area. Call 424 2434. (33M24)

BEAUTIFUL 2-bdrm apt, suitable for 4

students. Must have gualilied sponsor.
5385/mo. 399-4014. (33 M 34)

LARGE 1 bdrm duplex. June 15 • Sept. ISth.

Negotiable. Nr. Pico La Cienega. 5145 /mo.
Prefer Graduate /responsible person.
Furnished. Appliances. 375-3314. (34 M 34)

SUMMER: Huge 3 bedroom. 2 bath apt.
Balcony, garden. Westwood. 5350 mo. June-
Sept 477 4430. (34M35)

SUMMER sublet - mid June. Furnished
kpacious seven room apartment, Westwood.
Responsible person 5200/month. 474-1435. (24
M 34) -

I

Si50/mo. 6 15/9 .15. Large turn, single.
WLA. Faculty/Grad preferred. 436-4447. (34
M M)

S175 /mo., 3 bedroom, large lurnished,
utensils etc., short walk to beach. June IS -

Sept IS (llexible), Santa Monica, call eves.
394 0134. (34M34)

SUMMER rental. Spacious 2 bedroom
lurnished apt with pool. Beverly Glen Bl.
S300 Call 47S 4004. (34M36)

HARVARD grad will house sit. do chores,

exchange for room Dan Hirsch, 64 Linnaean
St.. Cambridge, Mass. 03134. (34M35)

GIVING up good rental nowJunet
Desperately need inexpensive house - apt..

takes child, cats Prefer WLA. S.M. area.

436 3941, after 12. (34M33)

PROFESSOR wants rent house/apt,
June/Juiy until Sept. Prefers two-bdrms.
West LA. Bruce Williams. English.
Louisiana State University. New Orleans.
(544)49)9444. (34M33)

MARRIED law students care for your home'
this summer. Services exchanged for
reduced rent. 465 05M( evenings) (34M34)

/Room & Board

3 BDRM. 3 bath,

Cpts. dps, stove,
5300. 399 4440.

Venice apt. 3 Mks beach,
fireplace, balcony. June

(33M24)

TRAVELING companion for overseas tWs

iTmrnfr? Check the board at »•»• EXfJ^
>enter ( K H 174) -- — - ( 17 M 23)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS TO
TEACHERS A STUDENTS

FfREE catalogue - ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
9000 Sunset Blvd., LA 90049 271-4344

IBM'S new Selectric II typewriter (carbon
ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
Please call 394-4295. ( it M 24)

I

- - — ' ^^^^^^—1^^—11 II -11

EXPERT typing. terr- papers,
manuscripts, theses. IBM, leliable, ac-

curate. 10 AM - 10 BM. Joan, 393-4420. ( 19 M
34) -, : ..

EMERGENCY service/IBM quality typing,

low rates - free editing papers, disser-

tations. books, etc. Call 834-4449. ( 19 M 24)

BENEFIT from our typing. Neat paper

eauals good grad. 24 hr. phone dic-

tation/handwritten draft. 393-6115. (19M34)

LAUREL Canyon, Kirfcwood Dr., 1 bdrm
apt. w/2 balconies, view, quiet, 51«0. 452-

1341. (22M24)

S40. LARGE single. Venice, kitchen, bath. •

1/3 blocks from beach. Skylight: can be

studio. 396-6604. • (32M24)

UNFURN. M>drnt Brentwood. Takeover for

summer. Pet ok. Immediate occupancy.
Leave message. 424 2150. __(22jA24)

/Apis lo Share ...... 23

FEMALE roommate(s) to share 2-bdrm., 2-

story apt. with same. 524 1/2 Landfair. 477-

5967.565. (23M23)

FEMALE grad wants same to share 2

bedroom apartment, WLA 192.S0. 554^

1047. (23M23)

FURNISHED, one bedroom apartment,
doorman, garage, pool, patio, view, dish
wiishcr. Available June September. S330
mo. 474 7893. (34M34)----- "

FURNISHED 3 bdrm, seven room with

character. Large. June IS - Sept. 15.

S14S/month. 10 mm/campus. 436-0334. (34 M
^^ _ ___

JUNE IS Sept. IS. Large, sunny, 1 bedroom,
lurnished. Walk to campus. 474 4417,
eves. (34M36)

JUNE IS Sept. 15, or part. Furn. 1-bdrm,
514S, a/C. near bus. WLA. 836 3948. (34M34)

SUMMER Sublet, $170 /mo. 1 bdrm. /turn.

Pool, Brentwood. July 1 - Sept. 15. 476-4135

after 4 PM. (34M34)

SUMMER Housing: on campus, co-ed,
heated pool, barbogue. parking, roc. room,
meals, cheap! ! 479-9093. (REM 34)

Roan} & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

SPACIOUS 3 bdrm /furnished; utensils;

sundeck. Near campus. June IS - Sept.

Kathy.474 5393 after 4. (34M35)

^House for Rent 25

FEMALE: Room, board, salary, in ex-

change lor babysitting A lite housekeeping

alternoondaily *' 000 (30M23)

ROOM and board, SIS plus, a week for girl

student, in exchange lor babysitting, light

housekeeping. Quiet, private^reom. Need
car. 654 3090. ( M24)

MALE some math /science background to

study with boys 13 A 14 Room, kitchenette.

Start July 1 or Sept 10 lor year. Student with

position will help interview 473 J079, 4 4

PM. (30M36)

/Room for RenI ..3?

SUMMER housing for girls! 540/month/
pool, kitchen, large rooms. 10934 Strath-

m ore. 479 9041 (31M36)

BEL Air room /bath in beautiful private
home. 10 mm. UCLA. Graduate student,
$100 473 3919,473 7539. (31M36)

\

-I

MALC to share one-bedroom apartment
near campus. 545. 473-4717 (23M24)

OWN room - 2-bdrm with UCLA senior,
starts 4-4, 3 months, I mile h-om UCLA. 554-
3444. (23M24)

MALE urgently needs to share large 2J>drm
apt, summer and/or next year. SOl/mo.
Mike 424-2757 alter 4. (23M23)

ROOMMATES Needed • 433 Gayley.
Pleasant singles. US. Kitchen, sun decks..

pool.garage.-473-4413. (23QTR)

5135 GUEST house. 3 rooms, bath, garden
view, light cooking. Mature professional

business man. References. HO 3-5505/OL 2-

5274. (2iM24)

LOVELY room in Beverly Hills home el

European lamily. 575 /mo. w/kitchen priv.

Relerence asked SS3 91SS. (31M33)

yooosunset Blvd., LA vooer If !-*»•• in / B i OA
••••••••••••••^^^^ y House for icenf ............. zu

)verland Ex^ltlon India. Leaving

London June and July. 5435. Brochure:

Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive.

,ondonN.W.3. l^fNiM)

LUROPE this summtrt Un-reglmented

krograms 4 or 4 weeks. E "P*"^'•"•"» '1

Traveling, 946 3411. (17QTR)^

[SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER PLIGHTS

..A./New York (1-way) JP::
May 3lst & June istti only [/-

A /London/L.A. S24S
A/Brussels/L.A. S249
A /Tokyo/L.A. - S433
A/Tel Aviv/L.A. SSOI

A-V WORLD SCHOOLS 475-3033
1734 westwood Blvd.

EXPO Center International Travel Pair •

meet, talk with reps of Foreign Tourist of-

ifices, airlines, etc. - films. Wed. May 24, AU
[Men's Lounge, 10-4. (17M24)

3 WEEKTENTTREK
THRU WEST CANADA JUNE 4

loom for 14 young adults. All tent/-

camp/transportation costs included excepf
lood A sleeping bag. Route is up coast to

Vancouver, meander thru British Columbia
10 Rockies, Banff. Lake Louise. Columbia
llccfieids, return thru Idaho. Wild scenery.

inusuai trek. Total cost: S290 each. Call:

fLANDTREK (213) 454-4422. (17M2S)

RESPONSIBLE studentS(l|^to
Camaro to Boston or New York,
call Michael Bettmann
213/t3M^'

drive '47

early June,
after 5:00PM.,

(20M24)

WILL share my great 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,
EX0SS23. (23M24)

SHARE 3-bdrm. 3 bath w/2. Buitt-in, air,

must be neat, over 21, 5M. 439-5120. (23 M 26)

RESfK>NSIBLE attorney moving to L.A.

wishes to rent faculty home or apartment

lor summer or longer. References supplied.

Call collect (617) 864 4764 between 4 9 PM.
(Pacilic time) or write M. Gould. 17

Everett. Cambridge, Mass. 02134. (35 M 33)

MID June mid August. 10 minutes from
UCLA; 10 mins from beach. Furnished. 4-

bdrms S300 monthly (negotiable). Marianne
Moerman,3SSSlS1 ext. 464, 436-3337. (35 M
33f

APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER SCHOOlr-
( ALL SESSIONS) AND FALL
NOW BEING ACCEPTED

FOR LAMANCHA
f-H^

\t-
Singles, Ooubles,

Triples, Suites

laf^iTini^Ai.nr5 suites Available

Call La Mancha or Drop By
930Hilgard Ave.

LA 90034
475-5ttl

or not.WILL pay cash for cars running

Wrecks too. Free tow aways. 391 9640, 835-

SHARE for summer nice apt. 590 includes

everything with great jirl. Ne'ar Pico,

LaCienega. 371 4013. (33.qtrO

^House for Sale . . 26

1443.
(30M34)

STUDENT traveling to Pittsburgh, Pa., to

check in at airport w/3 cWMren. Details, call

924-5142 i^f^ 2*>

UCLA graduate teaching assistant needs
uti.« gr««u

^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^.^ lessons.

GIRL to share 2-bedroom with 2. f>ool. close

to campus, village. 575 /mo. 474-4159. (23 M
33)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 3 bdrm. A
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de Sac. 543.500. Sands

Realtors, 476 6464. (24QTR)

MALE, undergraduate. '•*»»«"**»»'•'
j,'»*'h!n

large room, view, garage, kitchen.

privileges, 550, Summer. Near "•»«P«»^"*:

6730.
(31M14,

U

private tennis

Call Bob, 836 1910. (30M2S)

MALE roommate wanted - private room, 3-.

bedroom apartment w/two others lor

summer. 437 9533 aHer 6 PM. (23 M 33)

GIRL needed to share beach apt. 5110. Playa

del Rey, 43 3 44 1 9 or 430-7497. (23M33)

URGENT, Sponsor for conscientious

Salvadorian student L.A. now. Any work.

424-0039 days/alter 10: 30PM. (20M25)

2 BEDROOM furnished June 15 -*•»»«»!*

within walking distance UCLA #273-4930

FEMALE. Huge. Clean, funky 1 bedroom
apt. Wilshire at Westholme. 575 month. 474

4954. (33M33)

9am - 4pm (30M2S)

NEED 1/3 girls for own room
spacious studio. Dishwasher
/unfurnished
7440.

574.25.

bathroom -

furnished

Lauren, 420 1913. 436-

(33M33)

MNDIA is our tpeclalityt Per most
conom ical fares ever to and from I ndia ; all

iround the world, contact: - P. O. Box 3444
lollywood, Ca., 90028. Phone ( 213) 445-

r263. (17M2S)

^*WmO garage for VW. July thruW Ca«
392 4416/11 no answer, keep trying. (20M 24)

/Apfs Furnished 21

1 BEDROOM 5170; 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 5250.

Shags, built-ins. Adults - 1417 Federal - 395-

0340^ (21M24)

1 BEDROOM 5155, attractive, newly
decorated, shags - adults, no pets. 1517

Federal. 395 0340, Mrs. Hudson (31 M 24)

3-4 FEMALE roommates needed for large

westwood idl. Summer/or Fall; Patti, SS3-'

1311

TRANS, architect owner in LA to sacrifice

exceptional, low-maint. Riviera view home
w/decks orig. priced w/brkr in 40's. now
60's 3 sty, 3 bdrm, 3 Ig. bths, den w/wet bar.

indoor BBQ, bitin ktch all purp, conv.

garage. Open House Sat, Sun A Mon 10-6,

1502 San Remo Dr., Pac. Pal. PrJ" ©"'V

may phone owner collect (Aril) 403 377-9544

(or details prior to Friday. No Brokes. (34 M
34V

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 3-bdrm A
conv den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
559,000. Sands Realtors, 476-6464. ( OTR)

GLEN covered patio, garden, sidewalks,

spacious 3 bdrm. I 3/4 bath, carpeted,

fireplace. 549,000 own. 476-4894. (36M34)

/Auhs for Sale . . . > « .» 33

•71

inter

PM

PINTO Big engine, low mileage, deluxe

,nor. Royal blue 51800 *"
^^^Jjj'^'J^J

PERSONALITY plus 1967 Mustang con

vertible, automatic, excellent
""^J'j'?"' "•r!

transmission.SlOOOor? Anita. 478 1835 (33 M
34) _,.

71 HONDA SPdan, like
'^^l*'^\lZ'^*!^^'J^!i{

>est Oiler Afters 00 PM,, 346 7831. (33M36)

73 PINTO Runabout. R H. air and loaded

w/extras Mileage under 5m.
»2*J2 "\

6392 ; 583 8944 *--— » ** '^ *•'

J-

(23M24)

FEMALE
bdrm. apt
9005.

:k

roommate over 21 to share 2

in WLA. Own room, 575. 477-

(23M24)

GRAD student needed to help
"^•"•'JWLA apt. Summer lall. 1-bdrm., ssa

/mo G«»rge. 473-9564, 5 7 PM. (33 M 25)

OWN bedroom /batli 1/3 bik campus 5110

/mo George, 835 4375 / 479-8166 eves. (33 M
3S)

PROFESSOR'S retreat. Serene country

living 3 bedrms. 3 baths. Peace/ A privacy -

immaculate condition. 569,500. Mrs. Martin,

836 4685/54 1 3043. (36M35)

AUTHENTIC Spanish ...on Glendon Ave. 3

bedrooms, 1 3/4 bath, forced air heat,

formal dinning room/breadfast room,
iireplace... a buy at 544,500. Wvnn. 477

/House for Sale 26

•69 VW tan, cleah, tires, brakes, everything

fine 37,000 miles. S1299. 345 2448 or 393
• ^ (33M34)

•65 OLDS Cutlass •Perfect'. '61 Chev van

custom home^ Must sell, i***^'*'"- f"!
oilers. 479 8714. (33M35)

ISRAEL'
lUROPi;

EAST AFRICA

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and

one bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.

Block UCLA. Air-cond. Pool, sundecks.

Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 435*441

Landfair. 479-5404.

WILL share my great 3 bedroom, 3 bath

apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,

EXO-5533. (33M34)

4 BDRM, den, 1 3/4 baths, forced air heat.

Culver City schools, Iireplace, bar

397-8138. (J*^^">

•63 1/3 GALAXY XL, swell condition, i»ew

tires, astros, 390 auto 5600 /best oMe*^- "»

5933. Jack iiiM7*i

•64 CHEVELLE Malibu Convert. Auto., PS.

XInt. in/out. Runs perfect. 6SM, 5S50/offer.

2210050 anytime. (33 MM)

pool,

beque.

FEMALE student to share my S.M. apt.

(21M24) S72.50 Must love dog. Belore 5 00. LeAnn

4510343. (23M25)

TRANSPORTATION cars

American Kodiak in Santa

Santa Monica Blvd 828 7449.

t99 and up.
Monica. 3036

(33QTR)

/ House fa Share .... \iT
>He way and round trip student (llthts.
inexpensive student camping tours
iroughout West and East Europe, including
tussia. SOFA Agent for inter-Burepean
btudent charter flights. Contact ISCA, 1144?
in Vicente Bivd^, Suite 14. LA, Calif., 90040, +

_ Tel: (213) 424-S44f,424-09SS
,

hiR FRANCE 747 to Europe. Not a charter.
-rave, return anytime w/reserved seats.

[Anyone, 12 35. From 5342. 424-1201, 425-
17171 (I7M24)

TENT TREK THRU EASTERN CANADA
ROOM FOR ONLY 14 PEOPLE

INCLUOESOUEBEC
FOR SOLAR ECLIPSE

Spvpn week tenting trek thru Eastern
Canada leaves L.A. by van June 4. returns
by air July 23. All tenting /cooking stuff
supplied except food and sleeping-bag.
Route Is N E thru US to Manitoba then
Icisurly pace around Oreat Lakes on Ontario
Mdr, Stratlord, Niagara, Toronto, Ottawa
tho capital, Montreal, the St. Lawrence
Rtvi?r to Quebec City, Cap Chat for the July
10 total eclipse of sun and thru Canadian
Maritimes to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Free-
whfcling vacation is cooperative thing for
young adults. Unusual experience, mind-
biowing scenery. Total cost including airfare
roturn is 5830 each. For more details call
LANDTREK. (313) 454-0432 or write fast:
2SS7 Laurel Pass, Los Angeles, 90044.

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations tor Pall also accepted.
Renting Office : S14 Landfair II

•*.

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
543Landfairll4
seooienrocklll

FEMALE to sublet 1-bdrm apt. in Brent-

wood. June i Sept. 1. 545. Near UCLA. 472-

1434. (23M34)

3 GIRLS to share 2 bdrm .'apt. with I.June IS

Sept. S70 each. 477 4163. (33M24)

ROOMMATE wanted to share six room
house in WLA. 565 each for three. Richard:

479 4760. (27M23)

BEAUTIFUL Ocean View Malibu apart-

ment. 3 bedroom, 3 bathroom, separate

entrance, close to campus. 454 8544. ( 33 M 34)

BEACH house Venice /S M. 2 bedroom

furnished Parking, " no^"" "C27 MsJ)
Available, 6/4. 5113.50. 396 0547. (37M24)

•61 PEUGEOT, 403. 69 engirt*. «»w battery

and generator, good michelin X tires, new

upholstery, sunrool, luggage rack witlj

luggage, radio, excellent condition, original

owner. 473 $970, 574S 133 M 33)

_! '

'70 VOLVO 2-door sedan, automatic, radio,

heater, XInt condition, teacher leaving

town 273 9777, 277 6044. (33M26)

CLEAN 3-bdrm house, suitable for 3

students Must have qpalifitd sponsor 5370

12 BEDROOM, Pool. Summer rates, 517S -

up. Fall leases now. 5300 • up. 518 Glenroch.
473 9245. (21M24)

* LARGE COMFORTABLE ^^
STUDENT APARTMENTS ^t
FURNISHED BACHELORS A ^

1 BEDROOMS AjA

Same rent Summer A Pall

Showing NOW
Deposit will hold
Across UCLA

70S Oayley 479-i5go JL

FEMALE share 1 bedroom apt. with same
Strathmore veteran. Pool, garage incl.

547.50.479-1162. (23M24)

mo 399 4014. ( M24)

ATTENTION Students Complete selection

of new and used Pintps and other compacts.

Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, |20-243l. Credit

ok^d by phone. (33M24)

NEED someone to share 3-bedroom house in

Venice 570 plus util. Call 431 9137. Ask lor

Rob (33M36)

COME to 635 Landfair, roommates are

there. Singles and one bdrms. Pool, sun-

decks, garage. 479-5404.

/For Sub-ltfbse

(23M34)

.24

BEVERLY Glen, own bedroom, own

bathroom, Iireplace,
'i^;*

'"
'"•""i^'J^'ia}

minutes from campus 474 7939. (27M33)

MOUSE on S.M "•«»»• **"'*:2J!"'po?l
l.ving Congenia, group /own room^ ^P.t.

welcome. S70 80. if*nn. _^__

WANT roommate who favors qw'«»n«" •?!
mce place to live S56 own room. W^83r

ATTENTION Students. 100 beautiful new car

trade ins and transportation specials.

Compacts pickups etc. C*"***** »•' <• •»*

phone call Mr ROSSI / Mr As.t0.8W-^^_^^^

3631

•AA CHEVY II blue stationwagon, everything

shock absorbers) S5S0 836 7J13. (33M34)

GIRL share furnished Santa Monica house

with grad Own room S70. Sharon, Sir
^ ^^^

4004 .

64 CORVAIR for sale, engine usable for

Dune Buggy Best offer, call 454 3131.

Randy, Apearna. (33M24)

SUBLEASE: Walk to campus

LAROE bachelors, 590 up. *l»^«»' *1"
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, GR '-"•••

OR 3-0534, Mrs. Kay. (210TR)

furnished,

spacious 2-bdrms, i 1/2 ;•»;• *-\'j;'*)
5245/mo. 533 1/3 Glenrock. 473 5545. (34M36)

/ToTS?Jring 18

LAfiGE 8ttr4ctive one bdrm apts in Santa
Momca, 5145 up Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Sent* Monioa Freewey, ^444 Fouv«A St.. tM.
392 5554,592 9142. (21QTR)

APT 3 people 56$ each C'o»« !» ""jP"!!

June 15 - Sept 15. 739 Levering. 473 I63i.( 34m
34)

FEMALE roommate Spanish hous*- O);'"

ro^m 50) /month Call 474.6343. (37 M 26)

furnished
S mi.

(27M23)

69 FIAT 8S0 Spyder.
477 2144.

Best offer over 51100.

(33M33)

FEMALE grad Share lovely

homeforsummer 580. Utilities paid

campus 398 6884

66 VW (asfback Rebuilt ehgino, ficettent

condition, bndgestenes. FM stereo, Europe

S800 478 4341, 39$ 1480. 9 PM. (33M35)

'69 VW Bug, automatitrio mileage, excellem
eond, make offer. 397 77S2. (33M34)

LARGE ibdrm furnished apt.. S150 plus

utilities, July/August only, near campus,

call 5517141.
434M3A3. / Housing Needed . . 28

$7 CHEW J door hardtop, V 8 automatic,

good cond , S42$. phone afternoons, 47$.

^ ^^^
1073.

FRENCH/SPANISM/ITALIAN: Ex
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
eiiam Easy conversationKjnethod (trial).
^'12493 ^N^ (14 0TR)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2 bdrm. studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool. 3 Mks. campus 10034 Lindbrook
'HilgardI GR 5 5544 (3I0TR)

FURNISHED, 1-bedrm apt. doorman,

garage, pool, patio, view, dishwasher

IJiJible June Sept. 5330/mo. 474-7H2

My 7A

PFACEFUL House wanted by 3 responsible
*^*^

June Rfltrtnces r.|..n-

<1L law s'ocli'nl* Sept
'*^

pr.-ntwood oiH. rr. d V* «9>»

Conti-iu' tl on next page
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What's DAILY
On:
Tickets:

Campus & Public

—"Cabaret/" a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, Thursday,

Friday, Saturday and May 31,

June 1, 2, and 3; and 7:30 pm,

Sunday and June 4, Ralph Freud

Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and AAacgowan Hall box

office.

— "Opera Workshop,"
presenting a new English tran-

slation of "Orontea, Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm Friday and

Saturday. Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4

(reserved seats), $3 (general

admission), and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

-"University Symphony Or-

chestra," 8:i» pm, Wednesday,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Con-

ducted by Mehli Mehta, 'program

will include Kremenliev's "Elegy

for R.F.k.," Tchaikovsky's
"Symphony No. 4 In F minor,"

and Chopin^s "CoTLcerto Na 1,"

with soloist Mark Richman.
Tickets are $2 (general) and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

~

—"Music for the 70s," Gerhard
Samuel conducting the Los

Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,

8:30 pm, Friday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4.50,

$3.50, $2.50, and $2 (students),

available at the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"A Cappella Choir," directed

by Roger Wagner, presents

Hayden's "Creation," 8:30 pm,
May 31, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $3 (general) and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.,

—"Jail Concert," with Gary

conducting the Jazz Ensemble,

noon, today, Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom.

Plays:
—"La Mandragola," by NIccolo

Machlavelli will be presented In

Italian 4jy the San Fernando

Valley State College Italian

Players, noon, AAay 31, Macgowan
1330. Free.

—"Anti-war production/'
presented by the Theater Action

Council, 4 pm, Thursday and

Friday, AAacGowan 1340.

Films;

Concerts:

—"Twice Ensemble," directed

by Paul Chihara, noon, tomorrow,
Schoenberg^<Hall. Program will

feature young cello virtuosi

Jeffrey Solow and Nathaniel
Rosen, proteges of Gregor
Piatigorsky, performing a rare

concert of music for two cellos.

Free.

—"The People's War" and "The

Day of the Slave Hunting," will be

presented by the Documentary
Film Society, 7 pm, tomorrow
Social Welfare 121. Donations

requested,

—"The Good Earth," based on

Pearl Buck's classic novel of

.family life In old China, 7:30 pm,
Westwood Film Society, 1730

Westwood Blvd. Students and

staff, $1.

—"The Four Feathers," with

Richard Arlen and Fay Wray, 5

pm, today, AAelnltz 1409. Free.

Seminars:
Tuesday, May 23 —*^—

—"Chemistry in Plain English"

by Rudolph AAarcus, chemist.

Office of Naval Research,
Pasadena, noon. Young 1096.

—"Visitors Center," conducts a

one-hour walking tour of the

Department of Meteorology,
featuring the cloud physics

laboratory, with commentary by

a staff member, 1 pm, lobby of

Sctw)enberg H&\\.

—"Applications of Source
Muttipole Expansions tf Simplify

Reflector Antenna Calculations"

by W.V.T. Rusch, associate
professor of electrical en-

gflneering, USC, 3 pm, Boelter

5704,

—"Electrochemical Machin-
ing," by Dieter P. Landolt,
assistant professor of engineer-

ing, 3 pm, Boelter 8500.

—"Transformation of Cells by
Chemical Carcinogens: A Con-

ditional Stilt!! by Glompiero Di

Maorca, professor of

microbiology. University of

Illinois School of Medicine,
Chicago, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

—"The Differences In Current

Voltage Characteristics Between

Pacemakers and Non-Pace-

makers Of Aplysia" by Douglas

Eaton, postdoctoral fellow,

departmental of physiology, 4 pm,

CHS 53-105.

—"Generation of Magnetic
Fields by Convection — the Non-

Linear Dynamo Problem" by

Friedrlch Busse, associate

professor of planetary physics, 4

pm, Sllchter 3853.

—"Miscellaneous, Diseases of

Animals Transmitted to Man" by

Donald G. DeValols, chief of

research In laboratory animal

medicine, science, and
technology, Wadsworth Veterans

Administration Hospital, MSB"
5200. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.75

(students).

—"From Traditional to Colonial

Armies: A Survey of Africans in

Transition" by SIvanus J. ' S.

Cookey, visiting professor of

history; "Pouiadisme and
Military Coups in Africa: A
Corporate Analysis" by Michel

Martin, visiting scholar, African

Studies Center; and "Political

Problems of the Military in

French-Speaking West Africa" by

Claude Wefch, professor of

political science. State University

^^f New York at Buffalo, 7 pm.
Murphy 2121. .

_"The.European Community,"
;-j9y Simon Serfaty, assistant

professor of political science, 9: 35-

11:05 am. Tea Room, Bullocks

Westwood, J08$l. Weyburn Ave.,

$3.50.

—"The Desert Nearest Home,"
physical aspects of the A/Vojave,"

with Richard F. Logan, professor

of geography, 7-10 pm, Willard

Elementary School Auditorium,

301 S. Madre St., Pasadena, $4.

—"What about Communes?" by
Robert RIngier, assistant dean of

students for campus activities and
programs, 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union Men's Lounge.
—"Job Opportunititi for

Mathematicians in Industry, ''

with speakers from IBM, 3 pm,
MS 5127. Sponsored by the un-

dergraduate Math Students
Association. /--^

—"Teach-in on Workers ami the

War," with speakers from
academic personnel and Industry,

noqn, Social Welfare 167. t...

CtOSSW^Oiti By Eugi'ene
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ACROSS
1. Box
5.Pick-
: ^ pocket
«.Vcdic V

god
12. Ripped
U.Palm

leaf
(«r.) .
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amuse-
'^
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16. Intern-

gence
17. Greek
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18. To scold
20. Rave
22. WeU-—-known
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26. Dried"
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tubors

29. An; J,

.

eternity
30. Govt,

agency
31. Garlands
32. High, in

musie^ »'

33. Legal
pi4;>er

34. Footed
vase

35. Bitterr-
—vetch

S7.]aket
succes-
sion of
foolish
state-
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.

40. French -

river
41«Fur-bear-

•nlnuils
45. Fences in
47. Pose for

-"— portrait ^
49. Egyptian

god (var.)
50. The diU
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child ":
52. Girl's

-name
5S. Baronefs
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reading

55.LetfaU
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1. Pierce
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search-

, togly

S.Sandarac

4. Discounts
5. Endow-
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Asia
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0.1Caturing
9. Caves

10. Insect egir
11. Miss

Claire
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Lmo
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36. Cup (Fr.)

ran^ia ^nasia
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21 1«

in

25. Nest

of

26t5!?^

conjb.

form

JJ-Tirried
32. Checks

H-Poltn)on
35. Sense

organ
36, Asian

festival

38. Fetid

39.1fi88

Lehmann
**• Arabian

, chieftain

43.ChUean

woAnian
44, Break

under

strain

45. French

formal

dance

4€.lfi8cel.

liny

*«-Cyclade$

island

Wednesday, AAay 24
in'An Approach to the Study of

Acetycholine Turnover Using
(Continued on Page 13)
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^Aufos for Sale 33

'«« OATSUN 1M0 sports car. Low mil«s, runs
so line. Grey, mag wheels. Mark, nt-
3109. (33 M»)
'40 MGA bubble top. Very rare, must s«« to
appreciate. Call Steve at 174 fISA. f 13 M 23)

'SI CHEVY Biscaync, runnin9. new batty,
ex. body. $W or nearest oHer. 473-7773. (33 M
33) 1,

.

'*7 VW ihig, factory, radio, tape deck, otiter
extras, etcellent cond., MM. «4t-43S4. (33

M

CLASSIC IfSV Austin Hcaley 3000. Excellent
condition. Call Nancy. 47I-I9t3. (33 M24)

AH Sprite, lf*4, excellent 1100 engine and
tires. Hard and s*ft tops. Fiborglass front.

*t1 4307. (33M24)

FLEET Student, facfilty discoiNiH. Brand
new 1972 Pintes, S1l4t. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asate. no-2431. Ordor now , credit ek'd by
P»»on« (33M24)

MUSTANG 'a. 4 cylinder, automatic, low
mileage, new tires, radio, heater. Must sell.
S7A0.M0 427S. (33M23)

•*• VW AM/FM. Lo mi. New tires, engine
rxcpllent. S1000. Call evenings. I24-73M. (33M 2*)

UNIVCRStTY Bicvdosk Mies, repairs, lew
pricos. lOspd frem t77. Frtncli, Amtrimt,
American, 1714 \Wo«twood,47S-337l. (IS
QTR)

Xycles, Scooiers

V for Sale . . . • . • • • »'T

lOSO FORD powor steering,
pdwer, brakes, automatic transmission,
radip. heater. Runs smooth. S19S. 307-
•*' (33M24)

'S9 VW Sunroof, good tires, geed
mechanical condition. $2S0 or best offer 47|.
74*forM$.7301 (33M23)

65 DODGE Dart. Mags, glass pact. Air
shocks, 4 speed. Must sell. Leaving country
M.kC. 473.403S. (33M24 )

$ CHEVROLET Wagon. 4S,0O0 original
miles Bought new. Jxcellent mechanical
condition S3S0 /best. Call, 30S-4374. (33M34)

UCLA students! S% off Pottfept.
Motobecane, Cefitvrlpn, other fine maliPtf
Expert repairsi Lee's Cyclorama ScHwinn
Authoriied dealer. M30 $. Robertoen Blvtf. 3
biks. N. Santa Monica Freeway. nt-MU (ISM 24)

GIRLS 24" Mke. )-tpeed, SIS. CpII DeMy,
47Snt1. (ISM 14)

'71 TRIUMPH TR-4. under warranty, phone
9IS A4AI. Best offer (444 EJT) (33M23)

'44 CHEVROLET Caprice power brafcos,
steering, hydromatic. air cond.. radio, ex-
cellent condition. SlOOO/offer . SS4-044:. (33M
74)

'70 VW Bus. red, AM/FM, new Nres, extras,
excellent condition, must sell, S335e/olfer.
304SiS4. (33 MM)
'44 PONTIAC Grand Prix, immaculate, 4-

speed, tach. radio, 44,000 miles, original
owner. $995. 474 9470 eves. (13M24)

'44 IMPALA Convertible - automatic, power
steering, new tires, glass rear window. Very
clean. Best o«fr<r.39S 3104. (33M241

U CORVAIR.
4314

PMclaO^ Bert aMar > 139-

(33M34)

VW Camper, 1971 pop top, AM FM radio.
Many oxtras, oxcflfent condition. 474 34S4,
«9M (I3M34)

43 ALFA Romeo coupe. Clean. 4741744. (33

'70 VW Bug, sunroof. 1S.000 -wiles. Body
/engine excellent condition. S14S0 /offer. 473-
0333, 472-2S10, 474-4111. (33M24)

'S7 VW Bus. Rebuilt engine, orif. Paint,
radio, heater, good tires. S4S0. 4SS-0299. (33 M
24)

S3 WILLYS Jeep Warn. hul>s, new brakes,
better y. Robuilt generator. Oooa condition
«SC »3y S447

( J3 M j4)

•49 PLYMOUTH OTx. extras, clean. S21S0.
•U-^Mr (33M24)

DAJ$yN .A 4 door,, white, now tires, radio,
heater, private party. Must sell. iS4S. 420
"74. (33M33)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREETOWINO

4000 Mile
_ Warranty

^S.^JSWAOEN CAR SERVICE
^VA'5l^f^«SLOWER!?,' AUTO SERVICE

79S7 y^n Nuys Blvd
across from O.M. Plant
CaM^ 19407075 ^24 Hours

yd9$, Scooters

For Salo..^, S6
'49 NORTON 750, Fit A Rngine, fatt, ex.
cellent condition, oHor. Dayt, 420-Mf •, evoo.,
477-4it4. (MMU)

•47 FIREBIRD maroon /bik, 4 spd., Anson

ir.;n„'a;.""''
'-'"- ^y ^.y, y;? .

1944 INDESTRUCTIBLE Volvo 122s. 4-spd,
white, good condition S200 firm. Call eves
^*»>"^ (IIM24)

'S7 FAIRLANE, strong, auto, excellent
transp., Si2S/besl offer. 4430291 eves. Must
»«•'•• (33M24:

'40 OFRL Kakett, European. 47,000 miiet
S700 After 4 PM, •20.3$20 (33 MH)

44 VOLKSWAGON transporter biu. iia
horsepowor powerhouse, exceptionally
v*ni1ary, gas heater. S12$0.7$. 4S7-7IS1. (33 M
76 1

3 DAYS LEFT TO AOvTrtIs*

SISO/offer. Call 7S4-3110 eves. Leave
message (I4M24)
—' i—^^^^ii

I giO 1^—^^^^w^—^^^—i^.^^»^^^

HONDA CL3S0. Excellent cond. Rack
backrest, helmet, S37S /offer, 4 FM. Ifl-
^»»« (14 Mil)

'70 HONDA CB4S0 Kl. S700 or make offer.
Disc brake. Call,l24-2la4 aHerO. (34 Mil)

'70 YAMAHA 2S0CC. LOW mileage, exceflofit

.

good boy. includes Boil helmet, must toN at
once 4741944 (14 Mil)

70^KAWASAKI MO.MaufHu) tmt., 4S0V Ml.
S7S0. Call Mary, 4S4-22S2, eves. (34 M 21)
i. ! »^1W^—^^^^H^—^^^W^^ I 11

I
. <

'40 SUZUKI iMcc. Jiitt •vorhaulod. Ooo«
condition. •t240. Call Alox Bot. 0-S FM. tlS-
7041. (ISM 24)

71 1/2 honda cl 100, good ^^'^ll'^JI^L^
4900 mi. SUO/Offer. Must sell or»**JJ
Ron, 4S1-94li^

^^^JJMM*^

•OS HONDA 30S recently rebuilt Scr.i«bl.f

Strong, really nice. 443 0394 eve*. Wu«
^^,

•70 HONDA SL 380. ''W«,'"'*!V,^* (tS
seM ; cowtact Mike Bartlett at 479 »14» «»

10)

HONDA les, new battery, iust «"•*'•*!

conditiop, make offer. 391 ti44^^_^3**^

1944 NONDA 90 - Clean, «»«P«"<'****,'JIJh)

SOS. Call 4S4.S479. '*

YAMAHA, 1949 IMCC. txc«llf"» '"•Jj^
contfHiofi. Helmet included »^,^n)
9S33(eve«.) --

—

VESFA 1S0CC - Iik9 "«r' ^S^/'^JUj*'
and Chain. Call Melissa^«7M40V

Mile 4S0CC

illOO. Mint cond • DomesU< ^--^^^
•71 TRIUMFH »«"n«^'i|5^5^.V hIw^^,
illOO. Mint cond Domein* ..,^,^1

Gloves. Call 023 0413..^ —' " V trail N^v*'

10 YAMAHA '«« .fl^r.A'^ 3X^70' '»

used on dirt. S340/olfer. Eves.

OTR)
, ^

•47 HONDA 305 Rebuilt enfli««'
JJj,^^)

condition S32S, 292 4344 eve*

LAST. SP^lN't^"
'pU&LI CATION
FRIDAY MAVifc^
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i Witness relates Davis' shock

Seven departments alert
j after |V|arin cOUll shootOUt

student representatives

Election results for undergraduate student departmental

)rganizations of the University Action Council (UAC) were an-

Dunced yesterday:

Anthropology: Mary Judd. president; Uura Stei, secretary;

^arol Deets, executive committeee; Erisa Ann Chambre,

jralidine Frank and Barry Sochat, committee representatives.

English Keith Endo and Loren Slagle, co-presidents; Robert

Hair Pam Brown, Debbie Jones. Donna LeGrand. Deborah Sch-

/artz, Kris Slaback and Leanne Warner, programs chairmen.

History Robert Ramberger, president; Susan Wasserman, vice-

iresideht; Rich Cahill, professor evaluation survey chairman;

5teve Webb, evaluations assistant.

Political Science: Craig Streit, president; Richard Geringer,

rice-president; Leonard Mintzer, treasurer; Kevin Allen,

)rograms chairman; Connie Lynch, secretary.

Psychology: Carol Agnew, Sarah Blady, PhUip Goulding, John

lutchison, Michael McTeigue, Barbara Vis and Valede Walker,

jpresentatives.
~~ ~"~

Spanish and Portuguese: Dale Saite, president; Rufus Baker,

nce-president.

Zoology: Gary Small, presidem; Robin Morton, vice-president;

[ichael Katz, Melanie Lee, and Sherilyn Malloy, representatives.

The elections were conducted Monday and Tuesday for the

iiajors in those departments by UAC through on-campus balloting.

leff Levine, UAC coordinator, said, "For a campaign that lasted

nly a couple of days, the UAC elections compare favorably witii

16 turnout for the student body elections, which had a much longer

:ampaign period." .

^1
- r"

The most ballote cast were for the election in political science

nth 179. Others ranged from 23 to 74. Seventy-two candidates ran.

{Continued on Page 4)
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By Terry Colvln
• DB Staff Writer

SAN JOSE — The story of a

tearful and heavily sedated
Angela Davis after she learned of

the death of Jonathon Jackson
was revealed by a defense witness

yesterday in the murder-
conspiracy trial of the former

philosophy instructor here.

Ellen Broms told the court of

Judge Richard T. Arnason that

Davi^ learned of the shooting

deaths at a dinner party in her Los

Angeles apartment 10 hours after

the incident at the Marin County

Courthouse.

Broms testified following the

morning of the shootout, Davis

read a newspaper article con-

_taining a recounting of the

abortive escape attempt and
photographs of the incident.

"Upon looking at the pictures.

Miss Davis declared, 'My God,

there's something here about a

shotgun and I just bought a

shotgun in San Francisco a few

days ago for the defense of the

Soledad House and I gave it to

Jonathon,' " Broms told the court.

Soledad House

The Soledad House was a San

"Francisco apartment used by a

defense committee for four black

convicts accused of the murder of

a prison guard at Soledad. One of

those accused of the murder was

George Jackson, whom the

prosecution in the Davis case has

said was in love with Davis.

&S faces largest cutback
h, I

FTE's of
•a«i':

Jackson was killed last summer
in an alleged escape from the

Adjustment Center at San Quentin

State Prison. The other three

Soledad Brothers were acquitted

last January.

Broms was the seventh defense

witness in what the defense
counsel headed by Howard Moore
Jr., had promised to be an "al>-

breviated defense." It was felt by

the defense that when the

prosecution concluded their case

against Davis, the accusations

had not been strongly enough

supported by the evidence.

; Phone call

Broms said Davis first learned

of the shootings during a phone

call, and later saw the incident on

television. "1 can't believe it. He is

so young," were the words used by

Davis, expressing her shock over

Jackson's death, according to

Broms. The witness also told the

icourt that Davis required heavy

sedation after the news reached

her.

Broms said Davis and a friend,

Franklin Alexander, rushed to

Davis' apartment to see if ,the

guns were still there. Four
Aveapons registered in Davis'

name were found in the blood-

spattered escape v£m used by

Jackson in committing the crime.

Unde^ cross-examination from

chief prosecutor, Albert Harris,

Broms admitted she had worked

from time to time for the Angela

Davis Defense Committee, but

she did not consider herself a close

friend of the accused.
' .. 'Objections

Harris raised strenuous ob-

jections to the introduction into

testimony of a sopial and ex-

perimental psychologist; Dr.

:obert B. Buckout, who is to

testify on social and perceptual

factors involved in eyewitness

identification.

The purpose of Buckout's
testimony will be aimed at

discrediting prosecution wit-

nesses who have placed Davis

near the courthouse the day
l)efore the shooting, and at the

airport in.San Francisco.

Buckout is widely known in

academic circles for what is now
considered a classical experiment

in perception. He clothed a

student in a black bag and sent

him out into the community.
Eyewitness descriptions of the

person varied drastically.

"We found that people's ex-

pectations and biases influenced

what they thought they saw," said

Buckout, adding that many people

identified the\student as a black

man, when he was in actuality a

white student in a black bag.

Legal question

Harris told Arnason there were

"serious legal questions involved"

in allowing Buckout's testimony.

Arnason said he would rule

Wednesday on the admissibility of

the testimony. --,^. .

The defense also challenged the

identification of a phone numl)er

found in Jackson's wallet. State

v^itnesses have told the court the

numl)er was traced to a phone

booth in San Francisco's Airport.

However, Harris' investigator

said the nun>ber had no area code

on it. A telephone company of-

ficial, James J. Finnegan, said, at

the defense's request, that he

checked the Los Angeles area

code and found the same number.

He said it belonged at the time

to a man named '^ome
Kasnikowski, a resident of

Huntington Park, but was later

disconnected. The defense alleged

that the prosecution was using

"highly imaginative speculation

to turn a meaningless phone

number inta incriminating^

evidence."

ByDave McNary
DBSUrr Writer

^e College d Letters and Science faces the

{est budget cut for next year ci all schools here,

>rding to figures released from Vice ChanceUor

rid Saxon's office.

College will lose a total of 24.21 faculty Full-

^e Equivalents (an FTE is the amount of money
lired to pay an assistant professor to teach fuU-

^e for the academic year). This reduction will

ibly be made up by not replacing retired

lessors and making cutbacks in guest lecturers

new programs, rather than by dismissal of

lessors.

Hters and Science took some of the brunt of an
rail reduction of $3 million in the campus
rating budget for next year, as determined
^h the office of the UC President. As a partial

lit of the budget reduction for UCLA, the general
Ipus faculty FTE allocations for next year are
m 13.85 from this year.

Breakdown
ie breakdown by colleges determined by the

incellor's office here follows:

1972-73 FTE
Jhitecture and Urban Planning
icil on Educational Development
ication

1971-72 FTE

(ineering

Arts

tters and Science
)rary Service

inagement
:ial Welfare ^-^
'iai programs (assistant vice-chancellor Ohr-

^»i> 6.00 2.00

»ls 1,430.15 1,442.00

29.24

6.00

56.65

152.90

160.81

47.11

n8.42
11.33

89.51

25.24

6.00

50.82

152.67

162.21

42.11

877.63

9.55

87.59

17.18

Breakdowns by department for Uie large coUeges

(Engineering, Fine Arts, and Letters and Science)

are not available at this time.

Chancellor Charies E. Young said last week ttiat

the major allocation cuts were made in Letters and

Science rather than other schools because

enrollment in that school is substantially down whUe

it is increasing in other schools. According to the

College, the enroUment for faU quarter was 15 464, as

opp^ to 15,509 in fall quarter, 1970 - a difference

of 135.

The Chancellor siad, "At tiiis point, it's a question

where we can manage to make cuts with Uie least

long-term effect."

No comment

Kenneth Trueblood, dean of tiie College, said "One

isn't happy about losing that many FTE s, but other

than that, I have no comment at this time.

Trueblood said the breakdown of FTE's by

department for next year has been set except for two

or three departments at tempting to initiate new

programs.

Various students and faculty members believe

that the foreign language departments will suf er tiie

largest cuts because of the drops in class enrollment

following abolition of the College's language

requirement.

The original FTE allocations from the permanent

operating budget have been augmented by about 40

during both years by "pooling" additional money

from the UC Board of RegenU, in order to maximize

the FTE allocation. ^
This arrangement began last year as a result of a

cyt of 90 FTE's here for this budget year and 157 for

last.

\i
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PIONEER THE WILDS OF

COLORADO

i. .r

', <:.

Now forming group to spend 14

days in isolated valley in Sangre

de Cristo Mtns. Essentials of

food, shelter and outdoor skills

instructions provided, but group

will form own community,

money system, government

etc. Leaving July 16. For full

into ,
write Box 9175P. L.A.,

('alif. 90009.

ByDaveMcNary
DBSUff Writer

One of the major demands ^
striking students has l)een **an end

to campus complicity with the

war," meaning Reserve Officer

Training Corps (ROTO off

campOs. „ J ^
ROtC students generally do not

agree. They see the program,

which provides some of the of-

ficers for the miliUry service, as

an important aspect of keeping

the armed forces relatively

liberal and open-minded.

"We consider ourselves

students before anything else,"

said Hall Miller, a member of

ROTC here. '*When people in

ROTC graduate, they're not

ROTC majors. They are history

majors. English majors, and so

—Bill Lee, history major and

ROTC student, pointed out that

the curriculum includes ROTC an

average of only one course per

quarter in military science, along

with 'leadership" classes, better

known as ''driU." He said, "It's

just a class you take, not a way of

life."

ROTC students believe that the

officers produced from college

campuses are lert mllitaraUy

oriented than others. Jordan

Pistol of ROrrC said, "MiUtary

academy graduates arc

professional soldiers, while ROTC
graduates are civilian soldiers.

That difference is why it's im-

portont to keep JIOTC on cam-

pus."
Lee said officers who come out

of ROTC are probably the most

liberal in the military saying,

"The people that you get out of

academies live the military night

and' day and they never get ex-

posed to anything like the peace

movement. Officers coming out of

ROTC have a much better idea of

what happens on college cam-

puses, and can make a difference

in militery policies," he said.

ROTC students stress the need

for the United States to maintain a

military service. Pistol said,

''AUnost everyone, including the

demonstrators, admits that we

need one. If we are going to have a

military then we need officers.

And if ROTC is kicked off coUege

campuses they will simply ex-

pand the military academies to

get the needed officers."

There seems to be wide

variation in political opinionsnf
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stuilent-faciilties
about you while
around you iare

ROTC students, although their

views are generally more con-

servative than those of the

campus-at-large.

**None of us like what goes on in

Vietnam," one said. **You have to

be a nut to like war."

He went on to say that some

ROTC had been wearing black

armbands on the day following

Nixon's announcement to mine

Haiphong Harbor. At the same

time, many of the ROTC students

are identifiable by the Prisoner of

War bracelets they wear.

In addition, many believe, that

Nixon's decision to mine
Haiphong was correct. '*The

mines do not escalate the war.

They'll- de-escalate the war by

helping to stop the How of war

materials from Russia. I think we
should have mined the harbors

long ago," Pistol said.

Another ROTC member, Hal

MiUer, said, "As far as pushing

Russia and the United States onto

the brink of Worid War III, it

simply won't happen. Nixon's

move was good because we can

end the war right now."

Another member, who asked

not to be named, said, **Look,

Nixon has really loused things up.

There's no telling what Russia

might do, and this could be the

Cuban missle crisis in reverse. I

think we should reeognize we
jnade a mistake getting into

Vietnam and withdraw as fast as

possible."

WHITE WATER RAFT EXPE-
S r ,l,,j i.l. Il l
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In a never-ending

effort to give you
something for nothing,

we vyrould once again like

to make you avrare of our

free rental service. It is

available to all students

and faculty of UCLA with-

out any cost or obligation.

No hype, no hidden

charges, no lease, no
kidding. Moss & Company
oWns and manages over

40 apartment buildings in

the Westwood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur-

nished and unfurnished

-from $130 to $450. We
vrill find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-

where in the greater Los

Angeles area. Free. So,

drop 1:^ our office or

call and take your choice.

We'll give you the earth

and everything that'sm
it, and—which is more

—you'll be a man, my son.

Free Rental Service
MOSS & COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213)879-9031/474-3555

DmON '' -T'

now forming. 3 or 4 days

shooting Yampa and Green

Rivers of Colorado in 33 ft.

Neoprene pontoon rafts,

camping, hiking, archeological

exploration, swimming, etc.

June, July, Aug., for full info.,

write Box 91750, LA., Calif.

Colonel David L n
executive officer far .v.""^.

ROTC because of a decisZ?*!
govememtn to mirS^l
was "rather shalkm " iJ?*^!
"We are forbiddeT by^"^ I

generate policy. What ,*! M
carry out the policy esUbtoM^
our superiors, who. by jSt^
are civilians." '"**fl.

One of the major awi.ml.1
anti-ROTC studenteofra
ROTC has no place on the canZ
of an insUtution of highau!
mng. and that in having onej
the University is "train; I

killers." ^^*H
Most ROTC students resDondJ

saying there is a need^**.
mihtory. But, according to mJ
Bailes, -It's not as if w

J

robote." ^H
Finally, there does not seem J

be a great deal of antipailBl

among ROTC students
tovwrtl

campus radicals. One said "il

wish that some of the people wlul
are yelling 'ROTC off camptfl
would come by and ched us out|

All our classes are open to anyoDel

who*^might want to come by ai^|

drop in." (Twice during the pa«|

week, marchers have gone into!

ROTC classes, but the Wk\
students were skeptical that thej

were interested in finding (A

anything.) 1

"We are not being trained A
kill," he said.

'

FUTURE CPAS

Laam Now About the

next CPA Exam.

Bteker CPA Review Coom

LOS ANGELES (113) iM4in
SAN DIEGO (714) m-77S2
SANTA ANA (714) S37-M30

guocmniL snoeiTt wctjwt

5 OF USA

I
(Paid Adverttiement) ^
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i>ANCE
Saturday

May 27th

8:30 p.m.

Benefit dance for the Southern Cali-

fornia Dental Clinic. Live bands and

entertainment. $2.00 before dance.

$3.50 at door.

ARTS & CRAFTS EXHIBIT

'f

FILMS
May 24th

May 31th

TOURS
June )5,

16, 17, 18

Sunday
Ttiurs. -

From India: Batikscrolls,Batikscarves

hand-leathered belts, pendants, tine

lewelry. On display and sale until

June 10th.

Sweden: SEVENTH SEAL with Ingmor

Bergman . ,
i.^

Britain: L-SHAPED ROOM with Lesh

Caron ond Brock Peters. Free adm.

sslon.

YOSEMITE. $25 Includes three-night

accomodations, transportation & ^

lunches. 24 people mo^-P^P"''Lod-
7:00 a.m. - returns 9:00 p.m. Deao

line June 9, Friday.

Tuesdays Greek dancing. New memkjerL_

Sundays
come. 8 p.m. ^ . i.^rinfl.

SOUL TRAIN. New steps m dancmy

7:30 p.m.
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Riles

[^

is, tuition issues 'traumatic 'JS-

1

By Susie lUtog*
DBSUff Writer

Willi Hm Uiliv«r«ilv
BT '» note : ThU it tM I»•!>•<»¥^*»nm •! I«l«rv*«w»

le most soft-spoken man onthe Bawrd ol Regents is,

idoxicaUy. a poUUdan. A^B^erintendent of public

ruction Wilson C. RUes is JB?UC Regent, by decree

jlicle IX, Section 9 of the SUte Constitution.

big man with a resounding, roUicking laugh, Riles has

bi one of the more Uberal voices on the Board since he

tbecame a member in January of Ust year.

iiles 54, spoke of his impressions of the Board and the

[versity in an interview which stretched from the UC

tension Center off Market Street to the financial district

in Francisco and back again to the center.

teince I camf on the Board, the most traumatic

bisions had all been made," he said, shifting his 6' 4"

Le in a chair. He cited examples of "traumatic"

Lions as Angela Davis* dismissal and the imposition of

tion.

\ Issues

•The issues we have had to deal with are not of the

kcnitude and as controversial as they have been in the

There's been a period of tranquility that I did not

Soft-spQJcen Regent

hits Reagan vetoes

i't'^,!^ ^* : .-,.»K.^. j^.Mlv

• I

tiles sees many social issues as having an effect on the

Iversity of California. "T^e whole impact of the women's

cement is going to affect the U&versity very soon. It is

-y obvious to me that the key positions in the University

re been dominated by males," he said quietiy.

The leveling-off of the state's population is going to

K:t the number of students attending the University. We

going to have to turn our attention to quality, rather

trying to deal Aidth quantity. ^

Urban problems

fAs the University has led the nation in research and

riculture, we now need to turn ourselves to the traumatic

m problems which have gone unsolved," he said,

fven with the strained financial condition of the

Iversity, Riles feels the quality of education is not on the

Wine. "I don't think it's gone down. Instead its focus is

igmg. • - -

/e now have to learn how to search for the facts we

. The problem is that you cannot learn everything,"

:s, who is alsoa sUte cdlege trustee, said,

le native of Alexandria, La. admitted, "Unless the Wilson C. Riles

funding situation for the University doesn't take a turn for

the t)etter, the quality could be in jeopardy." "^ ^

Gov. Ronald Ileagan, also an ex-officio Recent, has some
influence on the Board, according to Riles. "Whether he
intends to or not, the fact he is attending a Board meeting
has some impact on the Regents.

"After all the governor has that blue pencil in his pocket.
-

Even though he may not intend it to, it can intimidate,"

Riles said, unleashing his thunderous laughter.

The superintendent said Reagan "never" asked him to

vote a certain way, but that it would be a "little naive to

assume he had no influence."

Riles would like to see more student involvement in

University policy-making decisions. "I hope we can make
sure students' voices are heard," he said. "All voices, not

only those who are loud and militant, but those whose
voices are muted and soft." :}'

Student interest Ky
Student interest in the University is something Riles

hoi>es will never fade. "It would be very unfortunate if we
were to go back to the times when the most exciting things

to do were panty raiding and swallowing goldfish.

"The problems today are too great for that kind of non-

sense," he said, relighting his pipe.

A graduate of Arizona State in 1947 with an MA, Riles

thinks students should become involved with policy

decisions "where it originates at the staff level. "There
students should make their voice known. It seems to me
that's the most effective way to have student input.

"By the time policy proposals get to the Board of

Regents, all the questions have been ironed out and the

Regents usually have their minds made up," Riles said.

Tuition

His opinion of tuition is clear and concise. "I think the

—

University should be a free institution for all those who
qualify to attend."

The primary role of the faculty, according to Riles, "is toj

provide education for students^" He says there "ought to bir"*'

a reasonable balance between research and publication,"

but is more concerned with the q^iality of publications

rather than quantity.

Riles says the Board "is seriously imbalanced" and

would like to see more minority representation on it. He is

in favor of the 16-year Regent term, saying it gives ap-

pointees "a kind of security."

His hobbies are photography, writing and golf, but adds_^

sadly, "Unfortunately most of my hobbies have gone by the

wayside. I like to play golf and vent my frustrations on that

little white ball, instead of my friends."

,1

•(Paid Advertisement)

[3-DAY SURVtVAl EXPE-

imON IN COLORADO
. - . ? V « "". *?*?"

' '"
' ' -: • fc>' '^"'i

imp in Sangre df Cristo

Ins., climb, traverse snowy

Iges for 10 days. Survive 150

liles of desert for 8 days and

iwntown Denver without

mey or direction. June 19 &
7. For full info., write Box

l750, LA., Calif. 90009

•(Paid Advertisement)

MERIDA, MEXICO AT BIG

DISCOUNT.

7 days/6 nights at Panamerican

Hotel. Includes transfers. Also

available 20 % discount on tours

to Chichen Itza and Uxmal. $33

per person, triple occupancy;

$39 per person double. For full

info, write Box 91750, L.A.,

Calif. 90009.

.

* CAL JET CHARTERS ^
JL

• EUROPE 1972 •
Don't be misled by lower prlCM. Investl«tt«« flrttl Fly wllti o*»r «»»•«•

.f»»|'j2!r
group. KtwN your focts on yowr charter carrier boforo yoo tifln yoor application.

Don't take a ckance wWi an onkewn charter airtlHt.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST
— Round Trip Europe Flights —

eland or LA to London - m low at $249 (round trip

eland or LA to Amsterdam ai low as $289 (round tnp

land or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trip|

One Way Flights •<
Lland o^ LA ^ >..ir;\' . .

to Londoii & Brussels - - - ft low as $149 (one way)

idon & Brussels

lo Oakland or LA u low as $149 (one way)

-^ lnter-U.S,A, Flights <
«t Coast to East Coast (June) -as low as 076 (one -Mayl

st Coast to West Coast (Sept) -as low as Q7o(onc wa:/»|

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

NOW
^ spact is limited ^

All fares include US Federal Tax and Departwro Tax whore appllcaMo, and an
•dminittratlve fee ofUM per por«on. Thoee faroe art hated on a aro-rato share
of the total cott and are «vh|ec1 to an Incroaeo or docrooM denondint en the ac-
tual number of partlafpanH on each individnal fllfht. Theae Oiarter fllfhto ore
avaiiaMe only to •tvdonta, employoot, ttaff, facolty. and oxtonalon etodawH of the
University el California and momhorft of thota* immedlato famillot. There are NO
MEMaCRSNIP PtCf.
AM fii«htavla certHlod oirtines Nyinf M t^olpnunt. Compllmentary moalt ond
b«vera9e« fterved In fllfht.

^lor Application 4 further inlormation wrHo:

I Green Street
Francisco, Califomla 941)3

CAiJErcHAtrns

or CPU (415)922-1434

A.~ri«''
''

slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love" (formerly Glenr, Loiken)

,n Slacks. Outerwea r. Shirts, Belts. Knits *..»»-*" '"-^

1021 GLENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VIUAOE 47M997

OTHER LOC VTIONS

CULVW CITY. NORTH HOLLYWOQO, PALPS VERDES
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Ml year of operatioa. with 12
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believe that the

wiD bectxne tniy

Ehin two or three

Some associatioas, BUttsly years; farwm, the effort has been
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tke

math, pre-medkal, P^J9k%
IhtaUr Arts.
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many

IkMPevcr. the ceotral

to ntfahtwti temselves as

that can

' le^Uimately represent student

If this can be done, the

wiD have to listtt to whM

departmeBtal
and funded by

Legnlatnre CdoociL tfac^

par-
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of

departnu^ntal

particularly in matters of

curriculom and faculty
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interested in forming

groups should come

to Kerckhoff 406 or 309
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ASUCLAGSA
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lost year only 2 of 50 studepts knew whot these initials stood for.

This year, UCLA's student government wonts to reach those sluderts
«•'- uwha don't know.

In order to do this, students who are willing to put time and e^ort

into serving on these university boards are urged to pick up app i

cations for these positions in Kerckhoff Hall 304.

Explanations of the funttions of each board are available in KH 3L-

Previous experience is not a prerequisite.
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Alumni Uoison

Boord of Control

Gommunicotions Board

Finance Committee
Hou$ir>g Board
International Program Commission

Student Fund Board of Directors

Student Parking Review Board
University Policies Commission—"—-— ' —

1

-

*'•

^ecfiohs Board +

Tntercompus Athletic Advisory Board

Public Ceremonies
Stadium Executive Cpmmittee
Student Judicial Board
Teach In Symposium Program Chairman

University Athletic & Recreation Policy Commission

Westwood Community Committee

Vending Advisory Boord
. y .... ~^. ^Y ' ^ - .

By Deborah Ashln

DBSUff Writer

deUiled directory of all undergraduate courses

Uted to environmental study will be distributed

xt week to assist students interested in en-

ronmentol curriculum plan their fall quarter

Varies Bennet, geography professor and diair-

an of the Letters and Science Environmental

lucation Committee (EEC) which is responsible

compiling the 16-page directory, said, "We felt it

5 imporUnt to bring together in a single

jlication all courses of an environmental nature

It are being offered next year."

Me said most catalogue listings are "outdated and

lisleading" about course content.

Barbara Cohen, a student member of the com-

ittee who also works with the Office of En-

ronmental Studies (OES), is primarily responsible

compUing the directory and said the course

riptions are "right from the professor's mouth"

cover classes in all departments.

^•Due to the ever increasing need for en-

ronmental education we thought it was important

It students have available a concise but in-

rmative list of aU environmentally related cour-

she said.

The directory, which will be available in Murphy
1134, is the first project of the Letters and Science
Environmental Education Committee wtiich was
formed last January.

Bennett, who is not only the committee's chairman
but also responsible for the new environmental
major. "Analysis and Conservation of Eco-
systems," said the committee's primary respon-
sibility is to disseminate information to the un-

dergraduate campus community and eventually
serve as a clearing house for environmental
curriculum development and activities.

"Our first task was to define environmental."
Bennett said. The committee decided to include

under that heading all courses which contain a
"significantly large element consciously concerned
with relating to the environment in which man liv^
and operates.'*

The environmental major now has about 25 par-

ticipants and Bennett hopes next year, with sufficient

communication, more students will become aware
of the major's existence.

When the committee meets again in the fall.

Bennett said it will evaluate other needs in

developing environmental ctirriculum and hope, to

establish the machinery to make the Committee into

an effective clearing house for such information.

Be an intellectual. . .

Quote ttie Daily Bruin

JESUS
SAVES & HEALS

TO REQUEH PRAYER FOR HEAUN6
FROM TN£ HOLY GHOST. CHECK HERE_

TO REtMIEST MSTRUCTION SHEH
TO RECEIVE HOLY 6H0ST. CHECK

ONLY THE SAVED 60 TO HEAVEN. TO
RECEIVE JESUS AND BE SAVED YOU
OR LOVED ONES EACH WRITE YOUR
NAMES ON A LINE SaOW:

CLASS
NOTES
,$•0 PLUS TAX •*

PCR SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C Plog
Anthropology n Miller
Art 54 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 Riegel
Bacteriology HO - PicKttt

X
<

x
c

o
pj

Kaesz, StrouM
Konrad
Konrad
Jordan

L at imore
La Force

Shetter

Announcements

NAME.

iThe Foreign Student's

ssociation (FSA) will meet at 5

today in Franz 1178. The FSA
tecutive committee for next

ar will be elected. All foreign

idents are urged to attend.

lElections for Black Student

lion offices will be held 9 am-2

today and tomorrow.

[Polls will be located at the

llowing locations: the BSU of-

;e, Kerckhoff ^; the Afro-

lerican Studies Center,

impbell Hall, third floor; along

ruin Walk ; and behind Campbell

ill.

I All black students and faculty

id workers can vote provided

they present some form
University identification.

of

* •*

Applications are now being

accepted for positions on com-
mittees and boards to which
members are appointed by the

undergraduate student body
president.

Steve Halpem, newly elected

president, said the deadline for

applications is Tuesday, May 30.

Positions are open on the

following committees: Alumni
Liaison, Board of Control, Student

Fund (Board of Directors),

Finance Committee. University

Policies Commission, Com-
munications Board, Elections

Board, Student Parking Review
Board, Housing Committee-
Residence Halls, Housing Board-

Westwood, Student
I

Health

Committee*^ Committee to

Reform Student Government,
International Program Com-
mission, Stadium Executive
Committee, University Athletic

and Recreation Policies Com-
mission, Westwood Community
Commitfe, Public Ceremonies,

Student Judicial Board and
Registration Fee Committee.

NAME.
!

IN OUR FILES THOUSANDS OF LH
TERS REPORT MIRACLES AND 6REAT
NEALIN6S. AND UNSAVED ACCEPTIN6
JESUS CHRIST AS THEIR SAVIOUR.

HP YOU SEND THIS AD BACK. WE WIU
SEND YOU AN UNBREAKABLE POCKCT

ft SOME JOY SERMONS

RAINBOW EVANGELISTS ELDRIDGE I

RUTH PLUNKEH. P.O. BOX 75855.

LOS ANGELES. CAL. 90005. ALL FREE
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Chemistry \C
Chemistry 4C

Chemistry 6C
Chemistry 153

Classics 161

Economy 1

Economics 10

Economics 101A Murphy
English 10A Rodes
Geography 191 Logan
Geology Ml Ernst
History IB Symcox
H.Story 1C Wohl
History 8 Burns
History I240 Bolle
History 142D Loe,vvenberg

History 174C Yarnell
History 178B Oallek
History 181 Yarnell
Humanities 1A Austin
Philosophy 107 Hill

Philosophy 152 — Quinn
Political Science 3 — Baerwald
Political Science 120 - Muller
Political Science 145 — Farrelly

J Psychology 10 -

Psychology 41

Psychology 110

Psychology 115 -

Psychology 125

Psycholoav 127

Psychology 149

"

Psychology 170A
Psychology 189

Goldstein
Wickens
Carder, Roberts
Krasne
Sadalla '

Yonte*

Barthol
— Lovaas
Sears

"We have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes

and Monarch Notes" , i

For addifhnal courses call or

comoin
Mon. ~£(i. 9:30 -4:30

10851 UNDBROOK DR.

IBtkN. Wilshire-

^^/2BH^.F"Westwoc.cl

,

478-5289

UCLA. CaEBRATING OUR TENTH YEAR

^(Paid Advertisement) ^i"""'"'"^"

CAN YOU SURVIVE IN

WILDERNESS? . _

Jew forming small group to

spend 14 days learning and

testing sidlls needed to survive

in wilderness, on prairie, in

jountains, desert and in heart

)f Is^rge urban center. Start

Lugust 4 in Colorado. For full

linfo., write- Box 81750, L.A.,

^alif. 90009 ,„-„

LEARN

THE POHER'S CRAR
A friendly, newly equipped studio

iK«ring LMSons. Memberships, Gallery

>

'*\\

^ •

T

rH€PonBPr
itat Ferry Dr.

Culver Cily

Office 836<8S08

Home 837-0084

^

f » >1
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Wo/if aJ's ShAditS, Pro^r^f^ ^t UCLA pr^se^fs :
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From
ghetto hustler

to leader of

a revolution...

on the screen

as it really

happened.

V--'

/or /yore /^-fcrna-hoN rail S25'2S3\

Bcised upon his electrifying

best-selling autobiography— MALCOLM X *-s-2£s:;^?sfcT«x*r:^r«':^--r.e^ristrrv/.sj^sS
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Every day at approximately 5:00 Westwood

drowns in traffic. UCLA students, faculty and staff—
as well as other victims — spend precious time in

long car tieups that originate at the approaches to the

San Diego Freeway.
This hopelessly crowded freeway backs up traffic

all the way into Westwood, qreatmg hazardous

driving conditions. The Gayley Ave., Circle Dr.,

Strathmore Ave. intersection is being called **suicide

alley" and similar intersections are also aggravated

by increased south bound traffic toward the San
Diego Freeway.
City pranners have offered a solution to the major

portion of Westwood's traffic woes, the addition of a

new access route to the San Diego Freeway.
The access route would connect Le Conte Ave., the

San Diego Freeway and Montana Ave by utilizing a

two direction roadway across the Veteran's

Cemetery. The proposed roadway/access route

would not disturb present grave sites but would
merely widen a present road across the cemetery.
The access route plan also provides a plan for ad-

ditional grave sites and plans for monuments on
either side of the road have also been considered.

But consideration of this vital access route has
been stopped due to a storm of protest from the

Veterans Administration.

We endorse the proposed access route as long as it

Most of us will soon be lucky enough to escape the

confines of Plastic Fantastic Westwood and the

absurdij^ies of Window A, if not for a lifetime, than at

least for the summer. I, for one, will not be seen in

my present mortal form on this glorious campus

long after my last final exam on June 13th. I would

guess that 90 percent of the student body has no in-

tention whatsoever of being on campus at anytime

between June 16th and June 30th. Therefore, ask

yourself '*Why in the world is my Spring Quarter

parking permit valid until June 30th?" Trot down to

Room 280 on level 2 of Parking Structure #8 (one of

the single largest parking structures in the world— a

rather dubious honor) and ask the clerk at the front

window to explain to you the current fee schedule.

She will tell you that parking fees are determined on

a semi-monthly basis and that the basic rate is $9.00

a month or $4.50 per half month.

The question you should now be asking yourself is

"Why did the Parking Service sell me a half month's

worth of parking that 90 percent of the students are

not going to use?
*

' Good question. Why are we paying

$27.00 for a Spring Quarter parking permit valid

through June 30th when we should be paying only

$22.50 for a Spring Quarter parking permit valid

through June 15tb? Shouldn't Parking Service be

required to cough up $4.50 for any student who
returns his Spring Quarter parking permit before 4

pm June 15th? Sure would be nice.

A side note: If you are going to attend the First

Summer Session and you presently have a Spring

Quarter parking permit valid through June 30th you

are entitled to pay only $9,00 for a Summer Session

parking permit valid from July 1st. If you paid the

full $13.50, hustle on down and demand a refund.

AneUier side nele: The deacQine for reappticaUon^

for parking for the 1972-73 academic year is July

By Charles
Kr

, ^ „„^ on down to ParWi.,
and pick up the necessary forms or ^W^ ^

• request that an application be sent to y^^

'III

18th. so be sure to trot on down to Paru
' "

conuct Parking Service. Parking apIS^
not receive

not be in your Reg Pack.

StUI another side note : Student Bovemm. . I

and go, the poUticoe pick up their S*"*"*
thousands of dollars, pay for their books^i^ ? *•!

body funds, receive "X" parkingwm^H
they merrily go off to law^hwr^"!'*"
reciUTing uproar and the monotonous'r^Acandidates for student body office the ,hu^.

*•

still getting screwed. The poliUcos hav^pSt*
change year after year yet the infamoT?^'
System has received only cosmeUc changwlT!!!
result m the same inequiUes for next v«rTJ
men living in La Mancha will receive assiinim«r
ar«i #3 behind Dickson so they might<k&
and Seniors Uvuig m Venice wiU have to settletarea nv.

—~— '•i

An after thought: ever wanted to park in area il
behind Rolfe Hall? Parking Service will not ad
student permits in this area becuase "it is reservri

for stoff and faculty." Then why does ParkiM
Service insist upon selling hundreds of dollar a dw
permits in this area each week? Hopefully the newh
elected politicos will see to it that Parking Senin
learns that there are many students on this campn
who will not let themselves be treated as the scum i3

the earth. Just as the University teaches the juoiir

lawyers and the pre-meds to grubb it out for gradn

amongst themselves, no holds barred, anythi^

goes, Parking Service forces one to put down phm
jobs and Aunt Meisenholder's home in Idlewiid asr

commuting address.

Letters to the Editor:

Comiti Board actions protested

does not disturb present grave sites; those who travel

by car from Westwood are running out of choices.

The traffic situation is becoming critical and any
system to decrease the traffic volumes would be
intensely appreciated by all.

Once ttie access route is completed, motorists will

not have to travel all the way down to Wilshire to get
to the freeway. We respect the Veteran's belief that
the cemetery should not be crosised but critical

traffic congestion is paralyzing Westwood and with
the ever increasing number of motorists entering the
city every year, something has to be done.

We also endorse the Westwood Community Plan, a
basic design for the future of Westwood dealing with
traffic control, parking and zonings. Its recom-
mendations include the reorganization of the present
on-off ramp system to the San Diego Freeway at
Wilshire. This system is badly in need of redesign due
to the dangerous merging patterns that motorists go
through to get on and off the freeway.
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UC-TV-LA apology
Editor:

Communications Board has ordered UC-TV-LA to apologize in

the Daily Bruin and on KLA for the unintentional Chicano insult

that took place a month ago. In so doing, the Board is forcing us to

violate professional standards of ethics and integrity. Cross-media

apologies do not exist in the real world. Furthermore, our regret

over the incident has been expressed again and again. The day of

the show, the moderator who made the derogatory remark
apologized once on the air and once in person, before he was
jumped by three of the 40 Chicanos who came to^ir small control

room to protest his statement. The following day the executive

producer of UC-TV-LA went to a MECHA meeting and apologized

in person, before he was clapped down. On our next show I

apologized on the air to MECHA and to the Chicano community as

a whole. That day our moderator also had a letter in the Daily

Bruin expressing his sorrow and shame over the remark. We
believe that our good faith and our regret over the incident have
been amply demonstraled. Again, no racial Insult was intended,

and we apoAoglze to those who were offended by it. We still believe

this final apology is unnecessary.

Alison CroM
General Manager, UC-TV-LA

Editor:

I would like to make a comment
on the proceedings of the last

meeting (May 17) of the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The
purpose of the meeting was
purportedly to interview and
sielect, en the bases of interviews

and api^cations. Daily Bruin

Business Manager and editors for

several other publications. While I

take no issue at all with the final

decisions, I and several others

were angered and insulted by the

- conduct of several of the Comm
Board members during the

selection process, particularly the

chairman, Mickey Henschel.

First, although applications were
due a week before the meeting
took place, the majority of Board
members never received a copy
of the application until during the

interview, and tliose who did

failed to read them. I was insulted

several times by the Chairman
with questions whose answers
were obvious to anyone who had
even glanced at my application. I

was not given the same courtesy

[ as other candidates id being in-

troduced to the members' of

Comm Board who took part in the

selection process; I was several

times referred to as '*the other

candidate" when the other can-

didate wasnreferred to by name.
Lastly, I think Harry Morris of

Publications owes an apology to

both the DaUy Bruin editorial

board and several employes of

ASUCLA Printing aild

Duplicating for insinuating that

there was political involvement in

ideas which were ENTIRELY MY
OWN. I think some members of

Comm Board demonstrated they
had made up their minds before
ever hearing arguments
presented at the meeting and
showed themselves to be rigid and
unopen to constructive criticism.

Terry Nelson
'Sealor, Fsycholofj

Library has been besieged by a
crew of workmen doing repairs,

maintenance, and refitting. These
operations have not been quietr^

and some of them have been
downright deafening, the more so

because the normal silence that

prevails in the library is broken

at erratic intervals.

For those of us whose sensitivity

to noise has not been destroyed by
the din of rock culture and of

contemporary urban life (not to

mention Vietnam service), the

racket is hard to bear. The
problem is, you cannot avoid it.

Moving around the library to find

a quiet spot becomes a game of

musical chairs, and this noise is

decidedly unmusical.

My question to the library ad-

ministration is, why can't

something be done to lessen the

effect of noisy workmen in the

library? If the policy of Buildings

'and Grounds is '*Dig We Must",
and presumably it is, could the

library require workmen to un-

dertake noisy tasks only at

specific times? Could the library

not also put signs up at the URL
entrance forwaming people of the

presence of noisy woHl, indicating

when and where it will take place,

and apologizing for the in-

convenience? Con Edison (New
York) does it. Why can't the

library do it?

I understand the exigencies of

labor rules, and I wouldn't be so
rash as to suggest that workmen
work in the library in the wee
hours of the morning so as not to

inconvenience students. But
coMldn't some communication
toke place so that a student
seeking quiet would know at least

when and where to find it? Finals
are approaching and quiet is more
useful than ever.

, WUIiam B. Welch

Noise

Speech

>^^>***^<Mfpf!9«

Editor:

Lately, the University Research

Editor:

Just yesterday, I was speaking
to a few of my loyal, but misin-
formed, frtm^i.^ After inquiring

as to my major and being b

formed that I was still a speed

major, they laughed and con

-mented, **Hey, you'll get your

degree in talking." I beg to differ

with these well-intentioned youB|
|

lads and also with all other

misinformed UCLA students wl» I

are under the misconception that

all that speech majors do in

speech classes is speak. If taUdng

were the sole criterion for i

speech degree, my freinds wiD

vouch for the fact that I wu

eligible for my doctorate in the

field before my second birthday

The fact is that upper divisia

speech classes require only i

minimum amount of individui

speaking, per se. There ii

research and analysis to be doK

in the fields of smaU gr«j

discussion, argumenUtion, and

audience analysis, to name just 1

1

few.

There are numerous classes ii

many of the UCLA departmerti

that are considered **n^»cB^

have yet to hear any stuflw

advocating a mass ^^"^f^
toward the micks of the Spew

department. These classes simpjf

do not exist in our departmwt

Furthermore, who needs miOB

when one can talk to the proft

find out what's expected, aa

questions, and get evaluated on I

personal basis?

We are . a small. clowHoj

department, with a m niro

J

am^t of bs and a ma«J
amount of interaction^ At a

^"J

when the vast majonty
t^^

cUsses are of little reKv«

there is a lot to be gai»^«;

many of the speech cla-«,^i

small groups ^20^;;;^^
themselves to class Pf^f7^.

thermore, there is no "^^
the notion that in response w

^

math major who sjud P>^

squared, pic speech rnajo

s>iered, "No, pie are r^

combread are square,

the speech major is mtftt*^

phasidwt,tryit,you«jWe;^

Wednesday, AAay 24, 1972
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life inAmerica in 1972
ilitical forum
, the Un»\ pr»-priiii«rv Ji»t»Mm««»« •
political Forums. W. IW»J»*ey »»iiv*

voo betttr o«d«-»t«M$ th« v«rlo«»

les and their positlOM. This »^m»nt

IS. the overall quality of III* m
, which transcends t»m«lvl»si»w ajd

broader general pliilos«pliy H>r ttoa

[Nappy reading • •

cGovern -

le McGovem's bold plan

revitalization ol life in

[^a is not mere rhetoric, but

ler a well thought-out series

5 to restructure the present

Jestructive national

ies. The central areas of

are: economic recoo-

the environment, and

[and urban decay,

itor McGovem was the first

ir of Congress to a propose

jnal program for economic

j-sion to redirect the course

national economic life. And,

the other candidates, he

^tailed the sources of funds

^s proposed increases in

bng for needed domestic

ams He has pledged to strip

>illion from the defense

^t and use that money in

pc programs to stop poverty,

•, urban and environmental^

and institutional racism,

same time, he has spon-

legislation which will

le benefits for workers and

lunities that are affected by

[cks in arms and aerospace

ling (S.1631) as well as job

uning, and utilization of

ise manpower for tran-

ition research (S.32 and
I

!).
-

iovem has long been a

ig advocate of conservation

jnvironmental protection,

[re not going to have another

)ce at replacing these

rces once they're destroyed,

iieve that they're God-given.

dividual homeowner tax breaks in

the order of $6 billion annually —
without which the suburbs would
not have boomed. And, what have
we done for the cities? Approved
urk>an renewal plans that have
destroyed more low-income
homes than they have IhuU.

Continued to ignore the plight ol

rural America, driving millions

more poor to the already
desperate cities." He has
proposed a system of financial

incentives for local jurisdictions

which agree to cooperative
programs for new recreational

facilities, pollution control

treatment facilities, day care

centers, and neighborhood health

clinics; expanded federal

programs to improve living

conditions in rural America which
will help to slow migration to

overcrowded urban centers

(Senate Bill S.IO); federal

financing of the entire welfare

' program and more of the costs of

education and health as a

workable alternative to President

Nixon's revenue-sharing
proposal. Senator McGovem's
plan would avoid disastrous

confusion of responsibility in

revenue collection and disbur-

sement. Aiming further at the

rural side of the problem, his

legislation includes the Rural Job

Development Act of 1971 (S.346),

the Rural Community Develop-

ment Act of 1971 (S.742) and a bUl

to remedy the population im-

blance between metropolitan and

rural areas.

George McGovern offers a

means for chance.

Gregory J. Finnan
UCLA Students for McGovem

system. The President, rather
tlian pouring money into a bad
system, has sought to revise the

organizational and conceptual
framework. The President has
proposed welfare reforms that

will provide incentives for work,
encourage development of selfr

sufficient family units, and put a
dependable floor under incomes of

families everywhere. The Family
Assistance Plan provides for

financial dignity for the needy and
lends a helping hand to the

worlung poor.

The Nixon Administration has
been a major force in Federal

efforts to protect the en-

vironment. The President has
sponsored 25 separate bills

regarding the environmeht. The
President consolidated Federal

programs in the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA); in 1971

the EPA had directed legal action

against over 200 U.S. businesses,,

industries, and municipalities

that pollute our environment.

Since the President took office,

money allocated for natural

resources programs has risen

from $2.2 Billion to $6.6 Billion in

1972.

In the area of education, the

President has established the

Office of Child Development in

HEW to coordinate programs for

pre-school children. In addition,

the President proposed the Higher

Education Act to increase federal

assistance to both colleges and

students. . •

Yet, perhaps we can see the

blending of the President's con-

cern for change and his opposition

to governmental dominence in the

President's health care

Administration has tried to

provide legislation to facilitate the

funding of minority businesses.

Funding requests for the Office of

Minority Enterprise for fiscal 1973

represent a 263 per cent increase

over the 1969 level.

Jim Straw

Spock
Benjamin Spock is the

provisional candidate for

President of the People's Party,

with Black District of Columbia
leader Julius Hobson the can-

didate for Vice-President. If no

other candidates are chosen at the

People's Party convention in St.

Louis, July 26-30, Spock and
Hobson will be runnng in

California on the Peace and
Freedom Party ticket.

The Peace and Freedom Party

cannot agree with the apologists

for American Corporate
Capitalism that the quality of life

in America is better than ever

before. While it is ture that we
have more material goods than

any people in world history, the

traditional concept of ''standard

of living" does not take into ac-

count the spiritual side of life,

where Americans are Sorely
lacking. Ours is a false prosperity,

based on the destruction of our
' environment, and the oppression

of the peoples of the Third World.

Our economy depends upon

planned obsolesence and over-

production of useless goods. This

wastes our resources, poisons our

environment and produces a

sense of frustration on the part of

the working people who can no

longer take pride in their work.

Working people hate their jobs,

but yet cannot escape them,

because they are deeply in debt

(mortgages and installment

payments being hidden forms of

debt). ^.
'^

Blacks, Chicanos, Native
Americans, Women and Gays are

expressing in a most vehement
manner their dissatisfaction with

the quality of their lives, while

Senior Citizens suffer in quiet

misery. The American family has

failed as an institution, as

evidenced by the high divorce

rate. Laws and prisons have
become instruments of op-

presssion, while students have
come to view schools as prisons of

a different sort.

The Peace and Freedom Party,

the La Raza Unida Party, the

George Wallace campaign, the

George McGovem campaign, and
the Shirley Chisohn campaign are

all manisfestations of a vast

movement of discontent with the

quality of life that American
corporations have created. The
Ruling Class of this country fails

to heed us at its peril, and the peril

of all Mankind. - ^

HFlumphrey
-Have you ever wondered what

it would be like in American if we
had uniformly good schools with

quality education for all of our

children?

rces that this country has

more richly endowed with

I
any other people in all of the

)f mankind. And we have a

il obligation as stewards of

we have been entrusted With

^ke care of it, not to abuse it,

destroy it, not to foul our

lest to to the point where an

^able life becomes im-

fble/' Senator McGovem has

^onsored .all major en—
^mental protection laws in-

iced during his terms in the

and the Senate. He feels

there should be a federally

'anteed right for all

ricans to a pollution-free

ronment, enforceable through

^pollution suits in federal and
courts by ordinary citizens

>t other citizens or against

;ovemmental agencies. The
ronmental Protection Acts of

and 1971 implement these

His National Land Use
:y Acts of 1960 and 1970 (S.237

.3354) provided for a national

(y on environmental
:tion and land-use planning,

proposes a new super-agency,
(rned after NASA, to deal

pollution: its first-year

|et would be $3 billion.

Itor McGovem has sup-

all meaningful efforts to

ly the problems of urban

ky. "The problem with the

ral government in recent
is that it has been spending
tuch of its vast revenues for

iken priorities . . . The first

ing priority has been the
nng suburbs — subddies that
te our more recent in-

tents in the cities look like a
in so many buckets. We have

ssted billions in highways
)out which the suburbs woiidd
have boomed. We have en-
raged suburban land spreads
igh tax breaks without which
suburbs would not have
led. We have given the in-

oAiur ITORIAL
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If all our elderly could live out

their lives in security and wiih

decency?

If there were enough gopd jobs

for all those who wanted to work?

If our health system provided

quality health care for all

Americans instead of for just a

few?
If peace were a fact of life in-

stead of just a longsought Utopia.

No, we would be living in a

!ountry where government

Nixoiv
For many years, one of the most

fundamental recognitions of the

Republican Party has been that

the role of government J in

determining the quality of Life of

America's people should have its

limitations. •*The role of govern-

ment is to do for people what they

cannot do for themselves: to

mobilize private energies to meet
public needs, to protect and

defend every citizen, and to create

a climate that enables every

person to fulfill himself to the

utmost — in his own way and by

his own choice."

The President, while having

confidence in these basic tenets,

has also recognized that without

change there can be no progress.

,

The progressive work of th^'

Administration has often been

criticized by the PrCi^ent's
opponents. But, Inuch of the

criticism has been over a ^-
ference of emphasis, not of fun-

damentals, or over a difference of

speed of change, rather than

direction of change.

A ckMe look shows that the

President has changed the order

of national priorities: More
money— 42 per cent in 1971 — was
being applied to human needs;

military spending has been cut to

34 per cent of the national budget.

(In 1968 it was 32 per cent of

domestic and 44 per cent for

defcpiaa spending).

Prominent in domestic needs

has k>een reform of the welfare

^v».

initiatives^ Basicly, the President

has sought to establish a program

that would provide health care for

everyone with govemment help—
not govemment takeover. The

President has proposed the

National Health Insurance

Partnership to insure that no one

— rich or poor — will be denied

medical care because of lack of

funds. It would supplement, not

replace, private programs. The

President has also signed

legislation to begin an all-out

battle to find a cure for cancer.

New programs have been

initiated to prevent occupational

accidents, combating alcoholism

and drug abuse. The programs

call for construction of veterans'

hospitals, expansion of staffs of

existing ones, improvement of

communications, and training of

emergency personnel. ^
The Nixon Administration has

developed strategies to increase

Social Security benefits for the

elderly by. one-third. The

President has advanced

programs to enable the elderiy to

live in their own homes, to im-

prove nursing care, and to in-

crease jobs for older Americans.

The President has also sought to

improve the quality of life in

America for various minority

groups. In 1971 new housing starts

reached their highest level in

history. Subsidized housing for

low and moderate income

families are projected to increase

by 1973 to 3 and one half times

their number in 1989. Also, the

The technology which has

brought us all our creature

comforts has at the same time

grown to the point of affecting

vital processes over the entire

planet. We have seized the im-

mediate benefits of technology

without accepting the respon-

sibilities of maintaining a

balanced ecosystem favorable to •

man. This now poses the serious

and imminent threat that

ecological systems will break

down, triggering catastrophies of

human suffering and social

collapse.

,

The resources necessary fdr our

economy have been taken from

peoples overseas, and little given

back in return. By defending and

encouraging investments abroad

by U.S. Corporations (which grew

by $32.4 billion last year) we have

contributed to the im-

poverishment of other peoples,

turning the people of the Third

World against us, and we have

been drawn into foreign wars in

support of dictatorships and

oligarchies which represent only a

tiny percentage of the world's

population. What will happen to us

as the Third Worid rises against

us and either denies us its

resources or demands just

compensation?

On the spiritual side of life,

America is a vast wildeness.

Young people are searching,

searching for something in fife

which they can believe in, many

turning to drugs as a substitute for

a meaningful, fulfilling life.

worked — where the goal of

govemment was people."

These words are from a speech

Hubert Humphrey made not long

ago. He was tolking about a

possible America. An American

that got sidetracked in the sixties.

This is the verdict of the sixties

that came down to us. We had our

troubles — and they were severe.

But we learned that problems are 'r

never solved by looking back-

wards. It is to the Horizons of

tomorrow that we must cast our

eyes. We face a crisis of public _
responsibility.

Govemment itself is at fault. .

Widespread doubt clouds our

system of govemment.
- We are a great nation of

massive wants crying for at-

tention. We need new schools,

hospitals, clinics, roads and

parks. But with more than five

million people out of work

nationally, can govemment move
forward.

Good govemment that responds

to the needs of people must first

have agreement with the people

as to what is to be done, how it is to.;

be done, and when it is to be done.

One, we must organize a con-

certed attack on special tax

privilege, tax shelters for the

wealthy and tax unfaimess. The

American tax system is rigged

against work, agaisnt wages,

against salaries. It is rigged

against the elderiy. It is rigged

against the middle income

worker. It is rigged iigainst the

poor. And it is rigged in favor of

unearned income.

The American people will not

tolerate a system which allows 301

Americans with income in excess

of $200,000 to pay no income Ux at

a"
The American people wiU no

longer tolerate a system which

relies too heavily on the

regressive and unjust property

(Continued on Page 9)
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FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICES
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TOTE BAG
HEAVY DUTY VINYL
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BABY LOTION
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Tlie Jiazardous withdrawa
Editor:

Warning: withdrawal may be

hazardous to your health. I would

like to warn any student that ia

considering leaving the Big U in

the land of a different colored sky.

fie prepared for computer cards

telling you about classes you are

enrolled in that you never knew
you had. Your refund will come
just about the time your social

security checks begin. No matter

how many letters, threats, and

angry phone calls, (forget about

going in person, you'll only get

blisters, a few parking tickets and

an Excedrin headache with your

student number) you send to

Murphy Hall — they will never

acknowledge the receipt or the

truth of them. My guess is that to

avoid the drop in enroUment, they

try and make you give in and stay.

That way they can figure out a few

reasons to fine you. It seems

Murphy is full of the finest finers

around. They like to see just how
nasty your letters can get and how
much you need your measily

couple hundred dollars more than

they think they do. It is rather

humorous (ha ha) that while it

takes only a few forms and days to

get in to the place— it takes many
more to get out. But it sure is

worth the hassle to get out of the

clutches of those big university

KLUTZES!
From the land of true blue sky,

EX -CXJ 43334 Oil

Blanche-Marie Kelley

Getting out alive major

fMPr CIwIm - timttk

NiMI ^99C#vv9a " Bf^a^WB

iHItt

I • • »» DISCOUNT COUPON

never came back tn k-^

Po.ter. You'U be sSpJi^

'

Sophomore.
Ai.thrJJ2|

Peace
Editor:

I would like to protest the

boycott listing of Westwood
Village merchants who would not

display the Westwood Peace
Movement's poster:

Granted that the J.J. Newberry
Company is not the fairest

organization in the world, we do
feel that the Westwood Village

store was done an injustice.

The store was listed in the May
16 issue of the Bruin as a store that

would not display the poster. After

talking with the assistant

supervisor, we found out that she

had not said "No." Instead she

had said that she would have to

ask the manager. He was not

present, so she told the group to

come back on Monday. Well, they
(Paid Advertiscrrent) w^iBMMi^

HAWAIIAN SURVIVAL^
EXPEDITIGN

now forming. 16 days on Kauai
island, fishing, surfing, clim-

bing, snorkling, travel by
rubber rafts, isolated camps
All equipment provided. Lv
June 17, July 8 & AMg. 5, For full

info, write Box 91750, L.A.,

Calif. 90009

AMA
Editor

It saddened me to seethe*
old generalities

attacking
medical profession .j
specifically the AmerirJ
Medical Association in the Na?
Withheld letter publishSC,
Specifically, I would challJ
Name Withheld to namel
many doctors who have M

persecuted for resisting^!
vicious economic policies of 11
A.M.A. and corporate medicine 1
Living in a world in which J

expects organizations of workeal
such as labor unions, to J
anything possible to limit J
numbers of individials competinl
for work within their grol^J
seems, of course, very logical

1

presume that the A.M.A.

exerted similar policies. Itmu-
the lie of such activity believabkl

without any shred of gJ
evidence to this fact. As J
physician (yes, even a memberJ
the A.M. A. ), and a member of tin

Curriculum and Admissiom

Committees of the School A
Medicine, I know that limitata

of the production of physicians i

not, and has not been witlil

recent periods of time, the
1

the American Medicil

Association. It is too bad thattk

A.M.A. makes such a convenia

scapegoat.

If one really wishes to prodinl

more physicians, as certainly tli|

overwhelmning majority of tkl

A.M.A. members would like to kI

accomplished, the way to do tli|

is to pursuade state and federil

legislative bodies to provide thil

money for enlargement A

medical schools. The unnamed

writer of the letter in todayil

Dally Bruin will realize this wbed

he is a physician, rather than il

medical student.

^ Robert S.Hepler.MDJ

. Associate Profeswrw

,

.
;: OphthalmokO

>(Paid Advertisement)

"KAUAI ISLAND FAMIW

RETREAT

Spend 7 days camping

isolated Honopu Valley tl

return to Kauai Sheraton foril

days. Perfect escape fron

outside world. Lv. June 24,m
15 Aug. 12. For full info., wnl»

Box mso. LA.. Calif 900W i

Ms. I^uslc
LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC plays

MUSIC BY MUM«
WOMEN ^3^
COMPOSERS Iw
QERHARD SAMUEL conducts works by Grazyna

Bacewicz, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Elizabeth Lutyens,

Gladys Nordenstrom, Ruth Crawford Seeger, ana

Elinor Remick Warren.

This Friday, 8:30/Royce Hall, UCI^

Tickets Available NOW: $4.50. $3.50. $2.50, $2 (students

with ID) at UCLA Central Ticket Office, 660 Westwooa^

Plaza (825-2953), TIcketron and Mutual Agencies.

bre candidates •.".
.

itinuedfromPageT)

as a major source ci local

Miue. This tax is a hardship for

[rniddle-income home owner.

>vents full educational op-

lity for all children.

uc time calls for tax reform at

[state and federal level. We
restore the balance between

responsibilities and state

icial resources.

^ federal government pays

khan 7% of the toal education

of our chOdren — yet all

.n are citizens of the United

-c must strengthen the part-

Ciip in the budget decisions of

federal government. How can

I

federal government form a

biUion budget when stotes are

asked about their housing,

or education needs?

^ crisis of public ^t0ponr

bty will be ended wHioi the

ierican government
[embers the furst three words

le Constitution. "We tiie

)le. ./• -- .

le American people are

ag to government: "Give us

ties we can believe in — give

ervices we want and can pay

.ierica*s goals do not have to

topian. We know that we have

)urces to provide com-

liensive health care; at present

rank 15th in the work in the

ity of our care. That obviously

J be improved.

le have over 5 million people

[of jobs who want to work at

I that have dignity and

ming. We know that rebuilding

mbling cities, inadequate

[pital facilities, poor tran-

tation can provide the kind of

{-term ipenaingful work
We have the structure

jdy for workable plans to

lination of pollution of our

earth, we need only to involve the

peopks themselves in solutions to

their problems. In this way, the

people have a stake in what is

happening to their own lives and
property.

We are a nation built on
diversity, energy and spirit. Let

us put these qualities into effect

Tom Castro
Humphrey *72 Youth Coordinator

Jenness

Revolutionary socialists have
been accused for many years of

wanting to overthrow the U.S.

government by force and
violence. When they accuse of

this, what they are really trying to

do is to imply that we want to

abolish capitalism with a
minority, that we want to force

the will of the minority on the

majority. The opposite is the

truth. We believe we can win a
majority of the people in this

country to support a change in'^e

system. It will be necessary to

make a revolution^precisely
because the ruling powers will not

peacefully accept a majority rule

which wants a basic change.
**We have already entered the

early stages of the Third
American Revolution, the ob-

jective reason for which is the

developing Contradiction between

the fantastic potential for solving

human needs in this society and
the existing reality.*'

Take the question of hunger.

There are people going hungry all

over the world, and the U.S.

government recently reported

that there are a lot of people going

himgry right here in the United

States. And yet, because of the

profit system, the U.S. govern-

ment is now paying some farmers

not to farm. Farmers don't make

their <)ecisions by saying; "We
need a lot of com in the U.S.. so
I'm going to plant a lot of corn.*'

They never say that. They say,

"How much money am I going to

make if I plant com?" If decisions

were not made on this basis, the
U. S. alone would have the

economic potential to feed the
whole world.

With the money spent in Viet-

nam, we could build beautiful,

free homes for every nonwhite
U.S. family. Four million
potential producers stand idle in

the countiV while the nation needs
hospitals, homes and food.
BilUons are spent on napalm and
cluster bombs while school
children go hungry here in Los
Angeles. Why don't we solve these

problems? Because it won't pay
under the profit system.

Under the profit system wealth
has become concentrated in the

iiands of a tiny minority of our
society (less than 30,000 people).

It is this minority "ruling class"

which makes all the basic
decisions about what to produce
and how to distribute it.

America is a land of illusions,

and to a certain extent everybody
knows it. When was the last time
you heard someone say:

"Capitalism sure is a great

society!" Take for example
democracy. There are two sides to

democracy in this country. The
first is that it's phony. We don't

mn this country. Every four years
the ruling class gets up, picks two
or three candidates and says:

"Okay, everybody, we're having

elections. Now you can vote for

McGovern or Humphrey or

Nixon."

The other side of democracy is

that revolutionaries can use it to

organize openly, and we take

advantage of that to build the

Young Socialist Alliance.

Today, as many people begin to

struggle against the problems
confronting them — women
fighting for the right to abortions,

gay people demanding equality,

Wsdnasday. May 24> 1972 ^

Blacks and Chicanes demanding
community control, and millions

struggling for an end to the

Vietnam War — many also wake
up to the way this society is run.

They see that ti will be necessary
to effect a transfer of power from
the hands of the ruling class to the

vast majority of society — the

working class.

Linda Jenness and Andrew
Pulley are the Socialist Workers
Party candidates for President

and Vice-President of the United
States. They present the
revolutionary alternative for

those young and old who are really

serious atwut changing society to

meet the needs of the world's

people. Our candidates are
traveling the country helping to

organize people to solve the

problems confronting all of us. It

is not some Lone Ranger
politician but ourselves alone that

we must rely upon if we are to

better the quality of life both here

in the U.S. and around the world.

IVflchael McOraw
Peter Camejo

Socialist Workers Party

UCLA DAILY BRUIN f

Muskie
The quality of life in America is

a subject composed of as diverse a
number of factors as there are
differing Ufe styles in our country.

In a political context, then, it is

necessary to narrow the

discussion of the quality of life in

America to those facets of

existence subject to enhancement
by proper political conduct. .

^^

Thus, we are directed to such
fields as ecology, education,

health, and most significanUy,

people's attitudes toward each
other. In all these areas, Senator

Mukie has distinguished himself. I

dare say that NO candidate for the

Presidency in 1972 can claim as

resplendent a record on ecological

matters as that of Senator
Muskie. He authored and

managed the CLEAN AIR ACT
OF 1963. WATER QUALITY ACT
OF 1965, SOLID WASTE
DISPOSAL ACT OF 1966, CLEAN
WATER RESTORATION ACT OF
1966, AIR QUALITY ACT OF 1967,

WATER QUALITY IM-
PROVEMENT ACT OF 1970.

CLEAN AIR ACT OF 1970,

RESOURCE RECOVERY ACT
OF 1970, and many more im-

portant' pieces of legislation.

Muskie's record 00 aid to

education is outstanding, with his

co-authorship of the bill for

educational training films for the

deaf (1962) standing as a par-

ticularly farsighted and sensitive

piece of work.

In addition to his advocacy of

general national health insurance.

Senator Muskie has paid

assiduous attention to the plight of

older Americans. As such, he co-

sponsored tiie SENATE SOCIAL
SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1965, which included the
MEDICARE PROGRAM.
The quality of life in America

will never improve unless we
leara to trust each other. There is

a very real sickness in America
today, and that disease is a
strongly entrenched polarization'

among the American people. To a

large extent, the fear and distrust

that tarnishes interpersonal

relationships in our society

derives from the words of hysteria

peddlers like former Senator
George Murphy and President

Nixon's former attomey general.

The greatest crimes committed
by these people is their thinly

veiled attack on the motives and
characters of their political op-

ponents. ::

On November 2, 1970, Ed
Muskie attempted to undo some of

the damage. Muskie pointed out

that there is no "issue" of law and

order; there is only a problem of

crime and prevention. The
Republican Party holds no

monopoly regarding solutions to

(Continued on Page 10)
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Volunteers for the ASUCLA

i • CItild Core Center

Summer program starts May 30

The little kids at the Child Care Center

n6ed you! If you can contribute

a MINIMUM OF FOUR UNINTER-
RUPTED HOURS PER WEEK - you're

guaranteed a fabulous experience

being wlttTour kids. They're atT
"

children of UCLA students, faculty

and staff.

Who's eligible?

Everyone — from 15 years up — men
and women. (Are any grandmothers
listening?)

THE CHILD CARE CENTER REALLY
NEEDS YOU! Call 825-2283
betvsreen 9:00 and 4;00 — or come in.

We're located off Westwood Blvd.,

between Parking Lot 1 and the NPI
tennis courts.

WHO'S ^ING
TO PAY?

4-t

'^'•.-.'i

' :.^.i_ .)' 4,« '.

\

CLAREMONT COLLEGES .

Cloromonf, Cdilo. 91711

Td. (714) 626-8511 «f2220

UNIVERSmr OF CALIFORNIA

SANTA BARBARA
Sonfa Borboro, Colif. 93106

Tal. (805) 961^042

jflf AfmyHPTO

College is expensive: * '

But so ore all the worthwhile things:

If you're curently focing the problem: Who's going to pay?

Here's the answer- Army ROTC ~7"~
..

JJLWe've got scholarships for 4 years. 3 years, 2 yeors ofco-

llege, which will:
, • \

-Pay you $100 tax free, per month (during the school year)

—Buy all your textbooks

-Pay all your coWege tuition and fees

The Cost: 4 years active service as an Army Officer.

•
If you don't need a scholarship. Army ROTC has this to offer:

-Draft deferment while you're in college

-$100 tax free, per month during your Junior and Senior

college years

-Optional flight troining while in college (which can give you

a civilian pilot's license)
^

-Leadership training and experience while you re still In

"college

-Commission as an Army Officer

* The Cost: 2 years active service as an Army Officer upon com-

pletion of your academic studies

ARMYR.O.T.C.
'•Cross enrollment from Junior College to a college that otters

• AHlnd'oTcolrege or university wUhin the U.S.A. that otters

the ROTC program

for further inlormation coMocf:

U.S. ARMY INSTR. GP (SR. R.O.T.C.)

Univ. ol CM., toe Angdw
Lot An9«l#t, CaW. 90024

825-7381 or 825-7382

>

,\
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Improving quail
(Continued from Page 9). ^Idy

this problem. Muskie pointed to

-the reality that th6re is no more

*iaw and order" in California

after a number of years of

Governor Reagan's admin-

istration than there was before

Reagan took office. Muskie pin-

pointed the turning of "our

common distress to partisan

advantage" as the major

Republican crime. Indeed, the

Republicans have by and large

portrayed this country as a nation

'(Paid Advertisement)

JOIN EXPEDITION TO

CLIMB MLAAcKINLEY
Now forming small self-

supporting group of ex-

perienced mountaineers to

climb highest peak in North

America via West Buttress

route. Plan to spend 30 days in

Alaska, starting Julyl. For full

info., write Box 91750, L.A.,

Calif. 90009
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Everyone these days talks "ecology"

. . ^ even oil companies do it.

But of all the politicians who talk

about the environment in this election

year, one has the record to prove the

duration and depth of his concern.

That man is Councilman ;;

Marvin Braude. \
-IWe have a real chance to elect him -
^^

as one of the five county supervisors,

one of the five men who control .

regional planning, pollution, health ^
and welfare services—and the one
who represents the entire county
coastline.

We need your help . . . because,

bluntly, Marvin Braude's record as

an effective environmentalist means
he's going to be opposed by the

special interests who have
traditionally dominated the Board
of Supervisors.

Join us. It*Il make a real difference.

BRAUDE FOR SUPERVISOR
COMMITTEE
lohn H. Rubel, Chairman

3017 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica * 829-3022

BRAUDE
for Supervisor

with potentially virtuous ideals

that is currently hurtling headlong

into anarchy as a consequence of

the presence of **squishy soft"

public servants. The virtuous

ideals which the Republicans

believe will preserve this country

entail the .abandonment of

government paternalism for the

needy while increasing govern-

ment spending on weaponry that

is already nothing more than

redundant overkill. ^^ ,\ :'r

Ed Muskie is a man who can

appeal to all. His style of viewing

issues in their totality and

explaining himself prior to

defining his stand on the issues

may rankle the superficial slogan

lovers, but his conscientiousness

is his greatest asset. Those

to Muskie's left accuse him of

wanting to slow things down. They

neglect his record and accuse him

of being nothing more than a

religious orator of Maine
homilies. Those to Muskie's right

accuse him of being stubbornly

committed to social reforms that

should, by right, stem from

private but not public initiative.

Muskie is not a 'square," and his

recognition of the necessity of an

enlarged role for the federal

government in the improvemtn of

the quality of American life does

fK>t border on totalitarianisHK

all topic 'Quality of Ufe". No
other topic has come to be so

popular in Middle America as

this. And, as they always do,

political candidates will wave
their hands and beat their breasts

about the evils of pollution. And,
as she always does, only Shirley

Chisholm will fight the real battle

in the Quality of Life: The
Inequalities of Life. "Quality of

Life", as a phrase, is ultimately

the most obscene twisting of

words in a society that has long

prided itself on its ability to

subvert and to twist the noble into

the common.

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM is the

only candidate who has refused to

play this game, '^llie time is not

far away when Black people,

Indians, Mexican-Americans and
other Spanish-speaking
Americans, young white people,

poor white people and old white

people will force the political

robber-barons of this country to

stand up. It will happen because

the present Social Revolution is

now beginning to determine both

power and priorities in terms of

the positive value of human life."

This ''positive value of human
Hfe" that Shirley Chishohn speaks

of does mean, of course^ ultimate

aid and comfort to America's

r""*' slavery .^ ,

and has urged "onc^f*^

care centers and a
.'^^

bills she^

and a t»»

annual income of i^
family o( four L '•

telling than the
sponsored is her unwa..commitment

to "h"
'*

vantaged of all ages „ *

nations. President! c'on^^^
they have been by ^^A
terests groups. haveW ^

concen for people. I„st,^d1
always been: our nS
terest, honor, oil ti*,^
mitments, anti-comm^'iL^*
the hke. Never have™^J«
nation enuntiated as natli
policy a concern for neonk71
For after all. it .soWckS
complain." or "Ut Me^
learjkEngUsh", or "i,.,'^

*Tir'° "e dying." L*l
peopTWay they care. But JSHIRLEY CHISHOLM c^
about people first and everyr
caring just doesn't make a i
ference. "

Shattered America needs

Muskie. " '

.._.,•.. EddieTabash
Codialrman

UCLA Volunteers For Muskie

Chishoinf
It is more than coincidence that

the Daily Bruin should — at the

peak of the political campaign —
name as the last topic to be ad-

dressed by the various political

candidates the ephemeral catch-

middle and upper classes too. F^
a respect for human life means
laws against exploitation both of

workers but also of the people

living around those plants.

Polluters show disrespect for

human values and life and would
be strongly regulated by Shirley

Chisholm. But the real polluters

poison far more than our air and it

is these who are the target of

Chisholm*s campaign.: the war
makers, the dictators of the

world, those who hold people in

.(PakJ Advertisement)

: ^f fe tired of leaden J
glonfy themselves through otk
misguided achievements;

leada
who okay without thought »
billion for an expedition that caifi

r^ven bring back green cheese J
feed our hungry citizens. AndJ
are tired of would-be leaders whi|

Ulk about extending those tripsJ
pilgrimage to the throne of thei

pagan god of war. As far as tW
trip is concerned now is the iIibIi

to repeat a chant that was qii
popular among young people J
few years ago: Hell no - i
WONT GO!!"
We ask you to examine eadl

candidate to see how far he or sin

would go to protect the dignity J
people. Only SHIRLE!

CHISHOLM, you will find, willj

all the way> She asks for your vol

on June 6th.

Carl Schiermeje
I

GOING ABROAD THIS SUMMER?

the

EXPO CENTER
invites you to an

^

TODAY!!
from 10.00 u (Vi to 4.00 p.ni ir. tho Ack. ir*:r>n Men's Loonge

UoH.ilov books, gear and answers
Whc»e you con see films and cjot cidvic*^ hfo.rKu,..-, ^.r I'oHiilos books, gear a

from the r eprescnfntivps nf

The Notionol Tourist Offices of Austria Denmark Israel Netherlands Thailand -

.^^^^
Australio France • Greece - Great Britain - Ireland Japan Mexico Norway ^"

^

^

PLUS Lufthansa - A.r India Japan A^r Imc. SAS China Air Lines TWA -
EL A

A PrnncC 0'"'

landic Airlines Tonoir Argentine Air Lines Mexicono Airlines Air
^^^^

Panam Rritroi! The French National Railroads Cook s Toi ^'^*''''*^°"
^^!r^^h n^^

rican Youth Hostels • Urn Tours Tho Council on national Educational ^^"°
"^ofj

ASUCLA Charter Flights - International Student Club of Am. UCLA Education

Program and the Foreign Student Office International Studc

No charge just I

The tXPO Center is a service of tho Campus Pri ActuMiub Office

- * -
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.
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•
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Campus computing:
-<'*?«»•

- .. j;:

*<

Rnancial cutbacks

V-

cause reductions
.-* /

'
: -'"^'i^

in use, services
^

What c^ you do with a computer? Edit your thesis. Do

)ur homework. Quiz yourself on course material. Even

jiy a game of hangman or tic-tac-toe.

Many a student wiU never do any of the above, even

rtoujsh the resources for them currcntiy exist. The closest

le^ll get to a computer here wiU be by way of registration

tard and preferred program.

The chances for a student here to discover the utility of

le computer wiU probably be even more scarce during the

ocoming fiscal year (starting July 1). The principal

imputing facUity here, the Campus Computing Network

^CN) will experience a drastic cut in its fmancial
'

purees- from $3 miUion in 1970-71 to $2 million in 1972-

, The cut will occur primarily in funds which have sig^

jrted computer time for classes, graduate work, and

^erwise unsupported faculty time.

Already CCN has notified about a fifth of its 70 or so

mployees that they wiU be laid off on or before July 1. Two

•mote service facilities will be shut down comj^etely.

These will happen regardless of the fact that computer

psage has been steadily climbing since CCN*s creation in

[%7. Sources in Murphy Hall and CCN claim that all this is

|ue to how the U .S. govermnent audits CCN's books.
*

Whereas many scho<^ have only one, if any computers,

ire are two large scaki facilities here.

In the medical center, a large scale IBM computer aids in

esearch funded by the Natkmal Institutea fd Health. A

irge display screen enables a eomputer user to wateh the

^TOthetical heartbeat of a man about it have a heart at-

SmaUer display screem connected to typewriter

rds allow other users to sianittMieourtyyregntfn the

representing the numbers one and zero. For that matter, its

entire existence is built on ones and zeroes.

Computer hardware can be divided into three major

sections — input/output (1/0), memory, and its central

processing unit (CPU). The data transmission hardware

between all these components is not unlike the nervous

system of the human body.

Input/ouput consists of devices capable of translating

symbolic characters (letters, numbers, punctuation^ etc.)

into, or from, proper sequences of ones and zeros. In

essence, the I/O devices are the sense and speech organs of

the computer.

Memory consists of devices capable of holding long

strings of ones and zeros for use by the I/O and the CPU. _

The central processing unit consists of wiring which

manipulates strings in memory into new strings of still

more ones and zeros.

The~^roper sequencing and manipulation of ones and

zeros results in airline reservations, bank statements,

paychecks, the Los Angeles Times, and a certain amount of

dating.

CCN owns about $5.8 million in computers and supporting

hardware, and rents m#e of the same at roughly iao,Ot» a

the UC computing centers are not automatically paid by the

University. The centers must sell computer time to the

University and outside users.

Financial support for CCN is divided into intramural and

extramural money.
^

' T
Usually, extramural money comes from companies andT

government agencies supporting faculty research

requiring computer time. A promotional booklet CCN puts

out says, "CCN services arc available to other

organizations and agencies whose activities are consistent

with the goals and ideals of the University of California.**

Intramural money for CCN comes from the University

iteelf. Actually, only about $600,000 of $1.8 million yearly

come from the university. The other $1.2 million has come

-from two grants awarded to CCN — one from IBM, the

other from the National Science Foundation (NST).

\\

Taxt by Rick Kwm
Phbtosky Mark Rubin

•• .-\..

«ft
.•»v

. The c«mp«ter of ttie Health SdenceaCWpulkii Facility

IHSCF) is known as a System/JW Model tl -; one ol the

rgetCand fastest commercial latMaia to ^liatooee, one

IBM's supercomputers. It is tte smaBer of tw «MeI
's on campus.

The larger one is the heart of the Cma^fm Computing

Network-by far thelargest Model 91 in eziamee. r

supercomputers are nevfv coimected to

month. In addltton to the nato machine, CCN operatoa Ml
smaller cQmpgton far remeto servke — both Systeia^i|i:

Model 20's. 0B#1t toeatod )n Beeiter Hall, the othv I^M^
graduate schad il malMgemeirt (GSM). Both iMT'^

scheduled to be leiiiiisated June 30. :"^;,vSgy^Hr

During the fall «iart«r of 19T0 (and accordhig to aomt >

sources, afler much fiersuaskin), CCN set up QUICiCmiMt:
a system which aivti More immediate accesa to M>'

computer, imhit^jiiiiiirti can enter thekr pregrama toto^

the computer an^ get thdf output II mhmtea Uter. ByW
of a TV monkar, vmit cmi see whether the compiMr Is l

The IBM grant, awarded soon after CCN's inception, •

expired last month. The NSF grant, awarded in 1969 to help

CCN purchase the Model 91, expires in June. These grants

provided about a third of CCN's yearly budget. '"
^

As is all money that flows through CCN, these grantf^

were looked upon in terms of computer usage. In daing so,

this mean' three times more computer usage for itudenta

and otherwise unsupported faculty usage. ^'f^

Even thoi«h the computer sits idle 60 per ceal of the

time, it is not shut down. Electrieity is a very mhMr coat,

and it is probably more profiUble to keep the macMno on in

the event that even a siiile person wants to use it ^
However, federal reguUtions keep CCN from aUocating^

the unused portion of time at its own discretkni. Easen-

tiaUy, these regulations say that the federal go¥frMn«nt

must be the most favored cuatomOr. No uaar may ha

charged a lower rate than the federal guvuHUpL PiA ^

another way, no one can recehrt ftet computer tim*tmkm
the federal govemmeal can.

^

HNiertage of funds haa curtailed computing «• M^Maiii
91 twice

"

^
Accordii^ to CCN senior pragrammer Sta Mfto, fti

first time occurred 99 dayt aftar the machine wailmliilii

'

hy IBM. The ckpcumstoncea of theahutdoum areuntiaar but T
reportedly had to do with Ihe lack of a prevsattf ^^i
tenance contract for the macMae. This shutdown laatod

01^ one day

i

-r-l

»••

provide backup for each other except during enrollment, at

[the beginning of each quarter.

CCN's current financial criaia has ralaed the qoaatlon of

whether or not the presence of two supermacWnea on the

'same campus is Justified. CCN*s machine la used at about

40 per cent of ito poaaibie capacity. Critics of computing

here have si^gested getting rid of one machine and having

all )ahe run on the other.

On occasion, the full capacity of CCN's machine is uaed.

Programs such as simulationa of global weather conditkNW

simply cannot be run on a smaUer machine.

What makes a computer like CCN*8 Modd 91 tick?

The computer is often described As an electronic braUi,

thinking machine, high-q[)eed moron, or (according to one
version of Roget's Theaaurua), '*the Profeaaor.**

The diet of a computer la eompoaed of atotlrsulc puiaet

reading li^ieinobr«ea^^ ^
waiting for a printer to bO ready for new output.

With Uie elimination of ttie Model 20*s, all QUICKRUN

jobs will have to be run at the Math Sciences buikUng.

Ust year, CCN insUlled APL (A Pn^TMjming

Language), which allows users to "converse with the

computer via typewriter consoles. Witii APL, computw-

sided instruction is possibte. A student cm ccmwivaljf

review or learn new material in a course at his indivkhml

pace.

Members of the Academic Senate here, and others fed

that part of the problem with computingm the UC system is

thatitis^ilasaifiedasan institutional service ratherjhan mi

academic one. This means ttuit every UC compu^N; a^«^

must be self supporting. The net residt is tiia »t^5»
J^

faculty do not have unUmited use of tiM5 machineM^^
of how much it aits ide (60 per cent of tiia time). Bins for

However, CCN intramural uaai« get tiis4r

of what funding shortages can dp as tiie 1979-71 flactf year

was drawing to is ckjse.

Diring the eariy days of May 1971, CCN projected that If

iU then-current intramural rate of usage persisted,JUndS

would run out by May 19. Intramural computing wmM the«
'

have to sUnd stiU untU July 1.
, .... w

The shorUge did not hit the users on May 19. It hH them

on May 10, when the following notice was circutoted to

them:
jc

'

Te: All CCN latramural Users

The UCLA Campus Compotiag Policy Cemmlttoe

directed thet all CCN Intramaral charge aamhers, exceH^

classes, he laspended at aiMnlght, Sunday. May 9. Any

user whe hat aa extremely argert aeed to ase the cempetor

between new and Jane 19. 1911. can fUl •*!*•
EMERGENCY REQUEST ferm avattaMe la Ream <•« *>

Matk Sciences AddHiaa. Thte ferai must be cempbM aM
rHumed . . . hy 4 p.m.. Wednesday. May It. DO NOT

MAIL ...

Class charge aumberi wlU aat have to be CMiceBed.^

However, all tostractors mast complete and rMrhjne

EMERGENCY REQUEST form by noon. Wednesday. May

12. in order to ebUhi aa adjusted aHecaOan. ^^ claaa

allocatiea wUI be cancelled if the farm is not camptotod anfl

retamcd. DO NOT MAIL . ,. > .. - —
When IBM announced its System/360 series of computM

in April 1964, computer users and admmistraters nsjre

apparentiy began to Uke a close look at upgradhig Uia

campus facilitiea.

System /360 was a series of tiiird-generation machinea

(the first two were vacuum tubes and transistors) em-

ploying "integrated circuite." They were ^a*^"^
reliable, consumed less electricity, and generated lam neat

than their predeceaaers.

Soon after the series was announced, rumors began to

circulate that IBM was building a new supercomputer - a

360 Model 90- announced, but not yet buUt.

(CeaUnaedonPagelt)
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(Continued from Page 11

)

At that time, the late Prof. C. B.

Tomplcins was in charge of the

UCLA Computing Facility. Ac-

cording to Math Professor David

Cantor, Tompkins wrote a **letter

of intent** to IBM, expressing

University interest in purchasing

a Model 90 series machine.

What evolved was a plan to ease

the computing responsibilities

from Western Data Processing

Center's 7094 computer to a

360/40. WDPC would then be

upgraded to a Model 70. Finally,

the Model 90 machine would take

over.

All this was proposed, said

Cantor, when computing was
popular and budgets were ex-

panding. A partial incentive to

buy the IBM 360/91 was a huge

educational discount — larger

than any IBM competitor cpuld

afford.

It is unlikely that IBM will

provide another grant for CCN.

Once the benevolent provider for

educational institutions, IBM's

competitors claim that the

computer giant is actually trying

to drive them out of the

educational markets. _

lOWEST
YOUTH FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

Fly Icelandic's Daily Scheduled

Jets From New York To Luxem-
bourg In The Heart Of Europe.

Cl^C round-triplet

^109 YOUTH FARE.
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of

age. Add $10 each way for Peak

Season departures eastbound

June 20 thru July 25 and west-

bound July 20 thru Aug 31.

?Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

#«|||P round-triplet

^It9 student farl
Ages 26 thru 29. Show proof of

age and enrollment in bona fide

school. Add $10 each way for

Peak Season departures east-

bound June 1 thru Aug 31 and
westbound July 1 thru Sept 30.

Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

C«i}f one-way jet

*IZ» YOUTH MRt
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of

age. No extra charges. For
youths wishing to remain over-

seas rnore than a year, this fare

is an exclusive with Icelandic

and is less th;i^ half the com-
parable one-way fare of any
other scheduled airline.

Toi k:«tandic A ir lines
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585 "
Send folder ON on Youth/ Student
Fares to Europe.

Name,

street.

••.
. . the organization for

coordinating and managing
computing at the University

should be designed along the

lines of the library

organization." -^ Academic
Senate committee on com-
puting

NSF, on the other hand, is in no

position to be charitable. With the

funding of scientific research on

the decline, NSF has been a

victim of the Congressional
budget sword.

—'^~

Before the suspension of service

in 1971, intramural money was
easy to come by. Whenever a

professor ran out of money, he

could cjasily get a second
allocation from CCN. With both

grants gone, faculty now have to

look to big corporations and
government agencies for com-
puter usage funding.

The financial situation might
~hot be so bad, except that

University fwiding of computing

did not increase as expected.

Budget working papers for 1989-

70, according to planning office

officials, indicated that University

support of computing was to in-

crease from $537,000 in 1968 to

$2.12 million by 1974. Instead,

support remained relatively

constants

In spring 1^0, enough concern

was aroused to create an

Academic Senate Committee on

Computing (ASCC).

As directed, the committee
issued an annual report last Oc-

tober. It recommended replacing

the IBM and NSF grants with new
University funds.

Senate concern for computing

did not end there. A joint report

was issued by the computing,

educational policy, and research

committees. These committees

"agree that computing is inap-

propriately classified as an In-

stitutional Service to be 'ad-

ministered by the Vice President

for Business and Finance.*!^ .;^' ji

i(Paid Advertisemen!)

A WEEK IN HAWAII ONLY
$28.50 > V

7 days/6 night, triple oc-

cupancy. $33 per person double.

Includes your choice of the Hilo,

Maui or Kona Hukilau, the

Kauai Sands, or Waikiki Bilt-

more Hotels. < For full info.,

write Box 91750, L.A., Calif.

90009
•

; V ^
•

City.

state. Zip.

My travel agent It.

ICBUkNDIC

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

W's True - Unbelievable

Prkes
SEE

'*THE YARD
SCKTICK"

"~~
OF WESTWOOD
VILUGE

For fh« metl unusual

^ ""* -Wics
— trims

— mOcrdme
— supplies

1006Broxton GR 70880

. diagonally across from —
Fox Westwood Theatre

educational service like the

library.

Sinc^ the events of May, 1971,

using CCN facilitites has gotten

progressively harder. • ;'*^

Since May, all requests to use

CCN have been reviewed by the

They recommended that faculty

support a transfer of computing
responsibility from the UC vice

president for business and finance

to the vice president for academic
affairs. - .." 7^

To some, Kthl is keeping CCN
alive. To others, tku mild-

mannered, soft-spoken director

would mahe^ a^ good used car
salesman. M.A. ' . i X . .. (XV-. .-.;.i:^

f-J

Fuirthermore, they advised that
" ... the organization for

coordinating and managing
computing at the University be
designed along the lines of the

Library organization." Com-
puting would then be an

Campus Computing Policy

Committee (CCPC), headed by
Assistant Vice-Chancellor Albert

Barber. This includes requests for

additional intramural allocations.

Since last summer, free IBM
cards have been eliminatcKi. CQN

'v*J5*t.i

ctauued It was losing toTSSmoney m providing cards tS
cards would wind up in \Z
computer installations, and ino^
case as advertising in a barbed
shop. Furthermore,

unpunched
cards were being wasted.

The responsibility
for

distributing cards in CCN has
gone to the campus's Auxiliary

Services and Enterprises division

They installed vending machines
in CCN advertising 125 cards for a

quarter. Departments wanting

boxes of 2000 cards were directed

to the campus storehouse.

Stickers on the vending

machines erroneously stated that

commisions go to ASUCLA.
ASUCLA subsequently decided to

sell cards in the students' store.

iContinaedonPacell)

I

(Paid Adv«rtisem«nt)

-i^
ATTENTION

The UGU Experimental College
will be offering classes during both summer sessions (1st summer
session, Jun^ 19th thru July 28th - 2ncl summer session, July 31st

thru September 8tn)

Anyone interested in orgonizing o class and/or helping the E.G.

Please phone X52727 or X57041 or come and see us in Kerckhoff 407 or 161.

* Note: Anyone who is interested in being on the Board of the

'_ Experiemental College next fall, please come and see us.
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ri*he dreamy thought of a Steak dinner going through his

lind, Murray Kaufman plunged down the accelerator of

1969 Camaro and tried once more to get across Witehire"^

^d It was no use, the whole intersection was blocked by a

11 of cars backed up all the way from the San Diego

eeway.
•'Dammit,'* he yeBed and turned on the radio. All over

^stwood, students and anybody else caught in the "5:00

kstwood Crawl'* were doing the same. »-

lA student reported that the left hand turn lane going from

iset Blvd. onto Barrington Ave. was so tiny that you

ild4)arely fit three Volkswagons in it.

i casual observation of the offramp situation of the San

»co Freeway at WUahire wiU show a very dangerous

lation.
*"

^

Haiardoiis

i

Nina Pinsky's 1965 Volvo sped hurriedly west toward the

9 ramp to the southbound San Diego Freeway off Wilshirc.

was 5:00 pm and the traffic was heavy. Slowly merging

ght, she quickly noticed a new Cadillac which had just

)me off the freeway merging left. For a spUt second, both

rivers continued their plan of action. Then, as if by elec-

inic force, both the Volvo and Cadillac sped off in their

jpective lanes, avoiding an accident that is possible every

„cond of every day on this stretch of highway.

While heavy traffic created hazardous conditions in

festwood, other dangerous situations can be found here on

impus, especially in the heavy traffic hours of early

lorning and late afternoon.
1 ^_ Inadequate —

~

,

Steve Ainsworth's 1964 VW Van waited impatiently at the

irner of Circle Dr. and Strathmore Ave. He watched as the

ream of cars came flying through the intersection from

larby Gayley. These cars were not impeded by a stop sign

.id moved hurriedly east on Strathmore. Steve had to

eigh the situation carefully. VW buses do not have high

ites of acceleration and a stall could be lethal 1^ was

most like crossing a freeway on foot. ;

Steve threw the van into first and shot out into Strath-

ore at 8 miles an hour. Just then a 1968 Mustang came

aiding in from Gayley Ave., missing Ainsworth's van by a

ard. Reheved, he drove on moving further south toward

e environs of Westwood where further dangers awaited.

A study of the traffic situation of Westwood has been done

the Transportation Planning Division, Department of

affic, City of Los Angeles. Its findings back up student

iports of the traffic problems that confront Westwood

rery late afternoon.

The report stoted: "The street system of Westwood is

crating at capacity during the peak hours. Like many of

le streets in the city, they were substential for their

•iginal design conditions, but are inadequate for today*s

igh traffic volume."
Average

"Wilshire Blvd., Sunset Blvd. and SanU Monica Blvd. are

irrying a combined average daily traffic (ADT) total of

i2,000 vehicles (over one million per week). Sunset is

Trying the heaviest density of cars (985 vehicles per peak

r per lane per peak direction) whUe Wilshire is carrying

heaviest vdume, 69,000 ADT, according to the most

.^ent traffic count. '

The ^bove traffic figures are for an average day. I>«ring

ial events in Westwood, the ADT count may quickly

^rease.

Students wondering why there is so much traffic on

ilshire Blvd. in the Village area are confronted with ikjfm

affic sUtiatk»:

^ Percentages
"Forty-two per cent of the traffic southbound on Glcndon

ve. turns west onto Wilshire, 32 per cent of the tnifllc

^thbound on Westwood Blvd. turns west onto Wilshire,

nd 63 per cent of the southbound traffic on Gayley turns

est onto Wilshire.** ^. ^^^
' The traffic vollHMt from these streets combine^" "*

rge number ol vehicles ceming from the ef^ •^^J
ilshire from plMss tucli as Century City and Beverv

iUs. Figures shc^ an hourly figure of 1540 v«Wcl« moving

est along WttMre at the appronches to Glendon Ave.

I This figure indicates an Intersection capacity of ^per

cent. Thus WUiMn Blvd. isn't bad until It Wts wesiwooa

^**^

finKfr mtm

Special Issue by

Steve Rubin

DB Staff Writer

-ts

,-.n

(starting at Glendon) where the capacity ratio jumps to 108

'

per cent at Westwood Blvd. and 128 per cent at Gayley Ave.

Situation

The above situation resembles a fast-flowing river

(Wilshire Blvd.) being continually fed by another river

system (Westwood). At peak hours the flow of the other

river system begins to increase creating an overflow on the

mam nver. -rfr^

^ Currently every student, faculty member or clerk caught

in the "5:00 Westwood Crawl" is a victim of the tremendous

overload of the accesses to the San Diego Freeway. Besides

the steadily increasing number of people pouring oi|t of

Westwood each day (current figures show 166,000 people

traveling to Westwood and 165,900 people departing from

there daily), the situation is hurt considerably by the

geography of the area.

Dead end
Westwood is a big dead end to many people who are

unfamiliar with access routes through the campus here.

Thus when cars leave Wilshire for the Village they

generally come back to Wilshire to go home. This situation

creates a tremendous burden on the strategic Wilshire

Blvd. San Diego Freeway corridor. Students will notice that

the major traffic tieups occur in the half-n^ile area between

Gayley and San Diego Freeway.

The Los AngeWs City Traffic Department recommends

that the traffic fness in Westwood could be cleaned up by

the addition of at least one new access route to the San

Diego Freeway.
Access route

If it is completed, students, faculty and sUff here and

anybody in Westwood will not have to go down to Wilshire to

get to the freeway.
'"*

The new access route would start at Le Conte Ave., move

west across Veteran Ave., move along and widen a road

through the Veterans' Cemetery and intersect MonUna

Ave.

One man who miist deal with the difficulties of me
average Westwood driver is Thomas Stemnock, head of

transporUtion and public facilities, Los Angeles County

Planning Office.

The view from his window looks west onto a hehport and

the traffic Clogged sU*eets of downtown Los Angeles.

Stemnock is involved in the Westwood Community Plan,

(WCP) acting as the voice of the Los Angeles Planning

Department in the proceedings. — ^

—

Major design

The WCP is a major design for the future of the Westwood

community as to space, traffic flow, parking and zoning

regulations. It has received input from many citizens

groups ancd Westwood businessmen besides the research

of the Los Angeles County Traffic and Planning offices.

The new access route and the reorganization of the San

Diego Freeway/Wilshire Blvd onramps and offramps are

both part of the WCP.
Stemnock commented on the proposed freeway access

route* *
'

'

"The new route would eUminate the heavy traffic flow

through Westwood to Wilshire and the freeway. People in

Westwood could use this route to get to the freeway and

people on the west side of the freeway could use this route to

get to Westwood. Thus Wilshire could be re(hMed to a

normal .77 capacity ratio along its enUre route.

Fixing

**The WCP also involves a proposed fixing up fli the on

and offramps to the San Diego Freeway at WUiblrc. In-

stead of directing traffic onto Wilshire from the freeway the

new on and offramp system ^^o^^* ?^^. ,^**J^-,?"^
Veteran Ave. decreasing the amount of Wilshire trmfflc.

The plan is receiving a storm of prokt̂ mm uie

Veterans' Administration and servkie o^ganMens in-

chiding the American Legton, ^^^^''^Z^^^^J^
Ameri^n Vete«ns and the Military Ord-roHJjl^^
Heart who are adamanUy against any roadwty which

would travem the «^^^^J^^^^j^^l;^^^ k^
CurrenUy aU mention of the praposed roedq^ltge «>y

^^ orlncWe question Is not whether th«^i could be
*^

(Cs«llMM4<niPe««i4)
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New ftf wwig smalljproi* ^
nov ices «id expert* dKrefS far I

scuba and snorkelliBg at I

Cozumel. Mexico College I

credit in Manne Biology «id I

Nam certification induded in I

1 inlay expeditions leaving Jime I

7, June 19 Also July & Aug For I

full info . write Box fI75#. L.A-, I
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

,4419 Vm Nmf
CAfl40t

VI 3) 783-5690

pi 3) 8 72-2344

16912 U
WMKMod Vila««k CA 90014

(213) 478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)
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Meditation is a practide & powerful

alternative to street demonstrations

The Festival of

Humanity
^i4 Community Meditative Effort

^ A Community Meditative Effort

8:00 pm, Saturday, May 27, 1972
Los Angeles Convention Center

.1201 S. Figueroa St., Roon 214
Los Angeles, California 90015

'
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discount on any Giant S#pi

SUBMARINE
1
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GOING TO EUROPE
WHY CROSS THE CHANNa TWICE

' ft .

AIR FRANCE
LANDS IN PARISAND PICKSYOU UP FROM
ALMOST ANYWHERE, INCLUDING LONDON,
FROM $342 ANYONE 1 2-25.

747 TO PARIS WITH NO HASSl ES.

STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT,

UP TO ONE YEAR.

le bon voyage.
625-7171

Rand Marlis

Camiput Rap.

826-1201

(Continued from Page 13) ^^^^
additional gravesites but that present grave rites be left

alone. Now if we were dealing with a parking lot and a

roadway which promised 50 additional parking spaces, it

would be a different story. But we are dealing with the

bodies of fallen comrades, thus the whole question of a

roadway will be unalterably opposed/' Tom Ryder, said

assistant to the director in charge of the Southern California

J^edical District of the Veterans Administration.

_ (ieorge Vajna, principle campus and community plan-

ner, is sympathetic to the Veterans' stand and has

presented a plan for buikUng a memorial to the veterans to

<:ompen8ate for the '•harmful, effects*; of the new access

route.
'^^

^
'^

Vajna gazed west through his Murphy Hall office window

out onto Portola plaza. »-

"It is inleresUng that with all the traffic proUems around

Westwood, my office looks directly out on an area that was

once the only traffic artery in the whole area, a bridge.

(Portola Plaza is actually the surface of a stone bridge,

UCLA's first structure. TWs bridge was covered over many
years ago and now is a storage area).

His office is filled with maps, aerial photographs and

books piled everywliere. He has spent a long time coo-

sidering the difficulties of the new access route and has

proposed a plan that, he claims, "would please both the-

Veterans and the many service organizations and, at the.

same time, get the job (kme."

ExpkMlve

"We are dealing with an expk)8ive topic whenever we
consider going over the cemetery with a roadway. I have

devised a plan that serves three purposes: — Using

massive walls on each side of the roadway, the plan would

provide a mausoleum capable of interring a number of

additional corpses— It provktes a beautiful monument to

the sokUers, complete with possible gardens and walkways
— it (the walled mausoleum) disguises the roadway

making the road visible only from the ah*."

"Someday it could be enlarged to an immense pyramid

structure with underground parking lots, many gardens

and walkways, an impressive tribute to America's fallen

men," Vajna said.

"It is sad that we can not move faster on the plans for the

roadway. At present, with all the legal bottle necks and the

heated protests, it will be at least five years before any

action takes place and possibly twenty-five.

If current projections are correct, something has to be

done to alleviate east-west traffic congestion. By 1965 ee^
weft traffic on the 10 designated east-west streets betwem
Moraga Ave. and National Blvd. will increase from 272,000

to^,000 ADT, a massive burden on the already Uxed road

system.
Reports S^ne by the Los Angeles City Trtrffic Department

recommend that the San Diego Freeway be supplemented

rm.

fir.
, »

by additional n

one new east-west

existing east-west

Plans include a

Freeway, a Beveiiy

streets like Santa Ml

Ave. (WilshireBlvd

according to Stem

merging pattern and

-A study done by
"

-U"!- ' shows that with tliel

access route in (

San Diego Freeway

be reduced to 154,«

19B5, the total woyMj

Several students i

controls to keep

"The use of traffcj

and sometimes iniF

major north-south'

stated.

As proposed

logistic l)attles than

motorist has tunK^"

nate forms of trajj

"I toke Sepulvedii

simply could not
^

longer. .

"I escape tnw!

side streets to av«^

"Circle Dr. to?'

Often the traffic"

motorists find tlr"

unable to do anyt

Some students

alternative to the)

years there has WJj

pedaling to sclw*"

bikeway, Los Anp

show only 2.3 perc

bicycle as a meaKJ

"The Califomi*'^

lanes) makes pr<^

with the street sy

capacity of a roa^

futiffe traffic detnj

capacity, the mi«

must be discouiJ»

One student was«

the bike routes:

••Bike ridingJp

student Roger
M*

^TTjKM
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K^ ^^^M
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ECOLOGICAL AWARE-

NESS EXPEDITION

tQ.Colorado now forming. 8 days

in the forests, prairies, deserts

and windy peaks of the Sangre

de Cristo Mtns. Equipment and

transfers provided. Lv. July 16.

For full info^ write Box 91750.

LA.. Calif. 90009

^ t

VINCE'S TEN-0-ONE PHARMACY
1001 Gaylay Avenue

VINCF CARTUSCIELLO ---

Serving Westwood for 20 Yearf

We feature a complete line of cosmetics from

CLAIROL CARVEN
MAX FACTOR WORTH
LOVE F.MILLOT
DOROTHY GRAY. JEAN NATE
ALLERCREME L'OREAL ..

PHYSICIAN FORMULA

47S-1248

•CSTMOO VHXAd

•MM* UU!

IVEED A JOB?

RTGREENBER

i

Candidate for 57th Assembly District NEEDS VOLUNTEERS!

Greenberg, 21 ,
(A.B. - UCLA W72) is free from Political.

Finar^cial, & Personal Commitments and if committed to change.

DO YOU JUST WANT TO TAU< ABOUT—
IT OR CHANGE IT? CAU 346-7525

*mm If ' '...I,

'1

J>

"What tliey call a bikeway is impossible to follow so I

have to run the gauntlet up Veteran. Did you ever try to ride

a bike along that street? There are some people who think

Ithat bike riders are enemies of the state of something. They

\ drive so close that they practically give you a haircut."

Proposed in addition to bikeways are elevated pedestrian

walkways which would link buildmgs in Westwood. These

walkways are a product of the principle Of grade

separation, more simply steted— a separate road for cars

a separate road for people

"The design of the UCLA campus i3 based on this prin-^

ciple, also, Vajna said. "We are planning to move Circle Dr.

East further east to eliminate a possible accident in this

area of heavy pedestrian traffic.

—. i. ^ Grade separation ^^.^

^1 'This problem of grade separation was encountered

before and resulted in dosing Westwood Blvd. to through

tinffic beyond the Men's Gym to Sunset The situation

today, if Westwood Blvd. were open to through traffic,

would be highly dangerous to students trying to go from one

Me of Westwood to the other safely," Vajna added.

A final proposal to ease the traffic mess in Westwood

concerns zonging restrictions (proposed regulations

limiting the size of buildings). This, the traffic study con-

tends, is crucial if Westwood is to rid itself of a massive

traffic tienip in the future.

Current long range zoning plans will keep the buUding

density of Westwood at a minimum (at around three

stories) If all buildings were to increase to height district 3

(10 stories) the traffic in Westwood would be five times

wtiat it is now. -" • *& t*« .. nw' , ^ ..

As ilhistrated by this report, the rituatioo confronting the

Westwood motorist is becoming critical and solutions to the

traffic problem remain far olfi

People looking for quick action to ease the "Westwood

CrawTwill continually be disappointed. The fact that Los

Anoelea' finest ei^ineers and ptanners are constantly

tooEf« over the situaUon is litUe consohition to people like

Kaufman who spend half their lives waiting to get across

intersections.
Adventuroes

it was about 5:45 pm and about 10,000 car radios were

playing the same thing:

"Get your motor running,

Head out on the highway.

Looking for adventure,

A^b^St'llrcSTfrn^m rwK?t.t.o«s at the same t.mr

At .SShl^ o^ w.. in th* mood for the .dventurou.

..iiivafiMM of "Bom To Be Wild.

T.!l:r «me"^"n« Murray,K."f-"^f- " « 'Z
Mnfl hit the airwave*. It wag called

f««"2.
*•"»"• ""

;S2^ hawen«l to be by a group caUed Traffic

.

A
>^HCE«X*SSOCM,-

•r>

SPECIAL

GUEST STAR

Wm FRI. may 26
eONVJHT.OJ| 8 PM
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Carhpus cpmputing ; ;

.

12)

dK Compoler Clob bere

CCN

^

theCCPC. ThetvQ
to be

AH tfaii is

m—tri im iil

And unfasppioes with the CCN
means t^uUhJMtkm with its

However, it is not universal. Both
swerving coolidence in Kefal

and outside CCN.
To some, he is keeping CCN alive. To others, this mild-

mannered, soft spoken director woold make a good used
car salesman. **He may not be the greatest computing
center director, but he's a great politician," according to

one empk>yee
One of his most vocal critics is Classics Professor David

Packard. Kefai has reportedly referred to him as 'ihat

young Clasncs professor who thinks he's a computer center

director." Despite his criticisms, Packard acbnits CCN is

probably mt sf^ the better computer centers of any

is most commonly critictaed for its

lack of cooperation with the rest of the

Dimd CMIsr. who now chairs fiie Academic Senate

Coraputii^ Committee, notes that the library puts out an

awal report So does the Health Sciences Computing

Facility Why can't CCN?
Furthermore. CCN apparently does not consult faculty as

to the academic needs of computing here. Asked what the

ASCC might recommend if CCN asked for its advice,

Cantor was not sure. The main point, he said, is that CCN
simply doesn't aks.

In the minds of Packard and others, there is some doubt

about whether or not CCN is even currently serving campus
computing needs.

.According to members of the Computer Club, CCN's
Model 91 IS primarily a high-speed ''number crunching"

machihe. Packard has suggested that perhaps the campus
needs a somewhat slower machine, but one that has greater

input/output capabihties. This would allow for coo-

versational computing like APL's, but dn a far
widespread basis. Such a system might be (da^
student benefit than the current facOity ^^
One way to accomplish this would be to restrict thp y«^
to funded research and obtain another ms^rul!^91 to funaea researcn and obtain another machi^'

educational use only. This woidd probably mean thatXJ:
other machine would have to go. Presentiy, no one siJ^
want to kise their facility.

^seenui,.

Fiscal malnutritioo now seems hnminent What it rm.

going to do?
"^

Last March, about 20 per cent of the CCN staff wai k
fjormed that it would be laid off. Some employees, 2
ticipating OCN*s bad times, left before the notifiStioi
Witii its staff getting smaller, the employee workkadi
getting heavier. Probably still more employees will lem
as other jobs become available. How this will affect CCN
services cannot be known until the new fiscal year starti

"As for mcreasing student access to the computer then
are plans to allow QUICKRUN jobs of limited size to nn fcr

free. Also, the cost of naming through APL may be

lowered. These changes, though probably of principii

benefit to student computer taers, will apply to all i|.

tramural and extramural use.

There are indications that some System/360 equipment a

t«ing removed Still otheraqiapment is tieing replaced witi

brand new System/370 equipmeat, IBM's newest lioe ii

computer hardware. Though it is unlikely for the in-

mediate future, some speculators wonder if CCN eveo-

tually wishes to replace the Model 91 with a largMcile

System/370.

Stu Feigm, a senior programmer who'has been wiHi

CCN since its inception, perhaps best eicpresses the cer-

tainty of CCN*s outcome. '*! want to see how it (the fiscil

crisis) ends. Pve been sitting around for years, watdm^ it

come. Leaving now would be like walking out on the last

five minutes of a mystery movie."
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ly«ii*

>jecl8

IjtoFebrufe

liredfc
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list of I

On Ma:
kmt^<

4 of

Mir

t

i. North <;»

Develott-

into I:

\. MAC'
i. Sttidtfit Hear

^. Tennis C' *9

CxyMiitsion oi lamiiy iiiool St Hec Center

,. Leisure ArtsA Crafts Wdg. at Ihw: OiP*^r

} IHMmS Sarv*'^^ traf'tHfv :&t fitter CmiAltr

200,900

1,000,000

2,000,000

2,900#000

22S4OOO

100,000

10,000

$4,645^000

(l>eiow $45,000)mHKm CA9
II. Reconversion of P^

to fletd sfNice * »,000

Boatliooso EX|Min»ion 10,000

l^ililin9 at Hie Track SMIam A0»000

I, installl^tOffl of tourl>a€kl>oarif« at 5o«th Tennl« cotirts 10,000

\^ OHNisoiliHi Center allaratlof^ 5^<H>0

k l^oadway to Rec Center amphlttwater 5,000

tHmislngOHIceaHeraiions 30,000

Alterations to Intramural Sports Office 1^400

. KerdclioH Hall allerattons 30,000

t Women's Tratninf Room l=aci»iii«» JO^OOO

«in,ooo

[Two ^hcr projeets are seeking futfKBng from the state since they

ire in academic biMkJIiigs: refurnishing of MG 200 floor and

teration of the small shower room in the WG Into a Jbody con*

tioniY^ room for women.)
At the May 12 mee«i«. iK!cording to Halpern, Young gave his

idt apjMTOval to these |ir<^|ects, asking the reg fee subcommittee to

back to him on the pri^^ity of the various projects and

methods h cting '

iOKtn CAMPUSSTUDENT FACILITY IWO.OOO

This ASUCLA pr hich was dtaiied reg fee funding last

iovember by the .uhcommittee, is to be, built from

JUCLA sown func e Hittnanities Blife. The project was

:ludfed id the reji^
' require reg fee fading

•AYUBYA E* i iL.*\^i^ ^\jc*i:^/i^ f#00,000

Thte project would re<feveIop the ornamental horticulture area

Tield space for soccer, rugby, and a temporary baseball

lamond. It would not interfirf* with \hp institute of Environmental

Evolutinnarv Riolnsfv

JAC-C $1,^,000

Part of the original plans for Pauley Pavilion, this project would

Satellite "C ' U) be built at the southeast comer of Pauley. It

Id conUin office and activity space for the office of Citftural and

ional Affairs.

(Continued on Page If >

NEED MONEY?
Try

• •

BABYSiniNd
TUTORING 7^ -

(If you're a Junior, Senior, ^

or Groduate Student) "" V

TEMPORARY WORK ^

(Housev/orkers, Gen'l LoborersT

^^f*

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private ,

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities in exchange for

v^ork ore also available.)

Come to the ^^^r».-f»
PLACEMENT ^ CAREER PLANNING CENTER

BIdg. IG & place your name on these

files. (East of Moore Hall)

Oeadlinefor summer registration is Tuesday May 30th

^
,
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Maop
EMMoiDeRep
UOIPILES

MoooTAiO \/iLLA^ed
or c^oATeMAu^.

1ME CUATIMALAN PEMUR
1355 WE5TW000 BIVO., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024

TIT FOR TAT
AT

WEST LA MUSIC'S

SEMI-ANNUAL, BI-CENTENNIAL.

GOING OUT OF OUR MINDS (NOBODY'S BUSINESS)

GUITARSALE
Now thru Saturday, (May 24-27)

<.;'

ITEM

Martin Classic
Martin D 18

Martin O 35

Martin D 28

Martin D 41

Guild O 35
.Ouild D 4a
Guild O 44

Guild O SO
"Gu»»dP3l2
Ovation Bait.

Ovation Dlx«.
Yamaha FG 180

Classic Guitars
Guitar Cas«s
Guitar Strings

\

DESCRIPTION

Very, very nice
( oik Guitar
I oik Guitar
I oik Guitar
insane!
hoik Guitar
f oik Guitar
folk Guitar •

Kosewoooood
Toociood for yo» ——

-

Verry round
Billy Gratiam ptays it

A Micks Signature Model
Ynmatia «i Greco
AM Cup sires

Two ii) sets for ttie price of ONEf

TIT

SIOO

3»5
S3S
495
•SO
330
3tS
4M
533

-ALSO: Oikwm electrics and •couftks _ .. :^.::..^,;'.:^^.,..:.{^:jy:

Fender Amps and Guitars ^ .. ^ ..» a a—..** A«nM
* ' S«nn, Acoustic, Standel, RIsson, Plush. Marshall, Kustom A Ampef Amp*

MS
l»Sm

' m

:.^^-^,

TAT

ftSfS

289
419
3«9
S95
349
199

419

ITS
199
99
49

2SHOFF

4

rl

1*1

• AU AT RIDICULCXiS DISCOUNTS

All Items are covered by WIST LA. MUSIC'S tXCLUSIVI L1«TIM« OOARANTtl. Trade, are welcome And, it you

M»ewmeth.ngyouiike.atleastputadepos»tonittomakesureyougetlt. ,^

West L k Music
1 1345 Sonfo Monko Blvd. 479-6898

^•tf iM Ang«lw. Cdif. 477-8802

(2 BLOCKS WKT Of THE SAN DIEGO FRY )

OPEN DAILVIM.FRI.. SAT. 10-6

i>
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IF YOU TRAVEL TO EUROPE

-r^

ON AN ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHT,

YOU WON'T BE SINGING

——THE STRANDED BLUES!
Every ASUCLA Chorter Flight can show you

their license to land in England and the U.S. H

they couldn't, you stand about 75% chance of

being stranded at your point of origin, alon^

the way, or the way bock.

Every ASUCLA Charter Flight is authorized

«nd cipprbvckl for use by all campuses
of the University of California on all campuses.

Vs ifHl ONLY ^haHer Flight oi^onixqtigfi

endorsement. And ifs tlie ," •- .'
HJl.

4 .: .v» ?;,
;

I'

' r
'

. ! ^

^t
iir

v^

fc *»«
,

. . « -

>NIY one that con ^viuymi concrete ividenci

f thel.eiKlorsemefit. • ••^--:>t;i^;^'^^^

fv#ry ASUCLA ChdHer FU^ uses eitlnK ^ .

ilQAC or Coledonion Airtines-bolh properly

lkeffised--a^ on ASUCLA CWter FligKls,

you con rest ossured ef geRliig personol profe^

fsiomrf service ol bolli LA. oirporf Ofid in

loiMlon^ Get first doss service confidence in

"yovr HighMmd remorhdbly low prices* ASUCLA
i|»liOiTerS""Tffie wetter woy to fly« f^r^

^eir you nu>nolinguists-thol Poor Soul up there

isnsking in GernKin, ^'k anyone traveling

to CalifornioT' H should be obvious*) ^^l-_zrzi
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Flight Destination Depart Return Days Price Carrlttr^

5

6

9

U)

14

IS

17

18

19

LA^jodpn/London-LA June 18

LA-London/London>LA June 2\

1
'

LA-LondonAondon-LA

LA-London/London-LA

>i*.r .

lA-London/London-LA

lA-London/London-LA

June 26

June 25

June 28

^une 29

LA-London/London-LA July 8

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 17

>'.

?v .a

LA-London/London-LA July 11 Aug. 10

LA>London/London-LA July 12 Aug. 31

LA-London/London-LA Aug. 12 Sept. 13

72

81

sr

61*

40

30

50

33

LA-London Sept. 12 One Way

J262

$2^2

$262

$275

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

BOAC

*
J--.'-.

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

9 . -

Come into Room 205D KorckhoH HoN - phono 825-1221

Open Momkiy through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Koron Diomond, Bovorly Townloy, G>ordinator«.

e ion

riJDKNT HE
This pro

iry/infii

ive the I

jation. Poaai

;nt SHS o-

PENNISCOU!
This proj^^*

t2~bed on-campus dispen-
^ Service, allowing SHS to

.v^^ated in a mofce central

project would be the sale oC the

coital.

ling for the teoBis courts

low the I

UTHCAr $»»,•••

Similar tv 'rth Canapus Student Facility, this ASUCLA<

fnroiect would serve the southern campus.

K^NSION i IE FAMILY POOL IKMMMW

This project would provide an achilt pool next to the children**

Ipool at the Rf 'tcr.

ARTSACRAFl^ CENTER |1»»W0

—

*

Yell leadertJchida

needs assistants

Head yell-leader elect Wally

Uchida announces that signups for

assistant yell leaders and the two

mascots will be held in KH 161

until 5 p.m. tomorrow afternoon.

Uchida also is open to

suggestions on how yell leading at

UCLA can improve. All

suggestions should l)e left in KH
161 as soon as possible.

Wedo—day, May 24, 1972 UCLA DAI I

Intramural Sports Carreer

Thispro)^

[general pro

rOOD SER
This proj

lorders, an<

Of all thes

^Facility ha

ASUCLA Bo4i

i

Eec Center would contain activity space for

ich.as basket weaving, clay modfOlng, ^c.

vCILITY PMm
e Rec Center would make poasiMe short food

efre^ments.

¥ #^ Jf

or projects^ only the North Campus Student

iiK^ past the **talk*' stage, basically, because the

^c»uv ^» —^ ' Control te providing its own funds Cor tib» cn-

^Ji^kwi Ciirn^juuy , an ardbiltect is being sm«ht to plan NCSF.

The remair-"- 'projects, according to Halpcrn, have yet to be

finalized by L^^ -^'C? reg fee subcommittee. The subcwnmittee,

Hklpern salC^^^ ^'^Hitif upon Vicc-C^anc^^ ffPo«P

for its recom Waxm
Presently, there is $a3i,000 available in registratkm fee^fdant

r^s^^es for capital construc^on. While it is possible that gifta and

loans may be used to fund some of the above pwjects, r^lstratl<m

fees will probably bear the brunt of the costs, according to Hatpem,

State fvmdf lotbeui^fornon-academlcbttil^finp.

Halpem gf indication on what, il any, projects would be

fund^ne^i year However, Iw expressed optlmisim that some^

the protects, especially in the recreational area, would be funded.

Wehaven't constructed anynew recreational faciliUes for some

years now. Present facOities are alreaify over-used. We don't have

a million doUars or so to throw away on ic>ne project like the $1.9

million in student fees for the track stadium, but some of the

project are very rcasiHiaT^le - lightlhg the termls coorts^i^ «ie

women's t)ody conditioning room , for example, ** hesaid.

Halp^n^s committee did n<A aUocate any reg fee money to ttie^

plantReserves for 1972 73, except for the $2(»,Ooa from ttie reg fee

fund whicfi is ah annual payment to pay off the loan for Patrtey

PavilicH)

We tfamH have enough reg fee income next year because of

lower student enndimeirt," he said, "so we have had to sp«id all

our money for the reg fee programs - like SHS, for ii»tance. Once

we get more mcome, then we shotdd have a^ylgoroos capital

program again , ' \^ t a # ^-^^-i
Halpern saw two possibt^Etie^lor increasing the funds for caj^tal

outlay. First, he said, the Wf^m payment for Pauley Pavthw

ends in lff73«74 but the UPC subcommittee has already stated that

the $208^000 allocation should^ continae annually in 1974 75 for

facility improvement in the athletic/recreation arw.

Second, Halpem explained, there is some possiblity that the

educaticmal lee fund, over which Halpem's subc<wnmittee has no

On Sunday, the UCLA baseball

team makes its last 1972 ap-

pearance at Anaheim Stadium.

Following the Kansas City-

California game, the Bruins will

take on the Anaheim Merchants, a

semi-pro team. UCLA finished the

season with a 32-33 record. Left

fielder Earl Altshuler was the only

Bruin to make the All Pacific 8

Southern team.

The Scholars outscored run-

nerup Highsteppers, 38.5 to 22.0, to

win the All-U track meet last

Friday. Intramural records were
set by Bob Schiowitz in the two

mile, 9:51.1, David Hosmer In the

mile, 4:20.9, and the mile relay

team of David, JacksoOf Charles

and Smith, 3:28.6.

Other individual winners In-

cluded Bill Simpson In ttte 100

yard dash (10.0), Jim Skidmore in

the 440 (51.0), Sean Collentine in

the 880 (2:03.7), Carl Johnson In

the 220 (23.5), Paul Christman for

the shot (52-4 1/4), Roger Sypek

for the long jump (21-9), Roy
Roberts in the high jump (6-0),

Berky Nelson in the hurdles (14.9)

and the same relay team in the

440
1^ 1^

Dr. James Popham won the

badminton tourney defeating Jeff

Hughes in the finals.

Steve Lefkowitz and Bob Cole

downed Terry Schofield and Bob
Taylor, 11-5, 11-8, to win the two-

man volleyball championship. i

Dr. Donald Skinner whipped

David Larsen to win tt>€ squash

singles title. , _^

Jl'
^

The Sunset Recreation Center

Red AAountain Raiders edged

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 52-50, In the

AIIU swim meet. Individual

winners were: AAark Rubke, 200 ^
free (1:53.2); George Boisseau, 50

free (22.4); Scott AAassey. 100 IM
(1:01.0); Tom Burns, 50 fly (25.0);

AAark Rubke, 100 free (50.0); Bob
Neuman, 100 back (1:01.9); AAlke

Verity and Jim Puffer, 100 breast

(1:06.9); Lindroth, Massey,
Boisseau and Rubke, free relay

(1:33.5); and Gary €llss, diving.

AAonday's Softball Playoff Scores

A Division

Hot Licks 7, Haverts Perverts 5 :--

Fubar 10,^Hussong's Cantina 3' -^

Long Bailers 9, Carious Lesions 4

BFD 14, Cork 3

AAasterbatters 14, Fubar 2

B Division

Son of Grasshouse 6, Pacific 1

I (Paid Advertis*m«nt)

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT

TRANSYLVANIAN STEW
THE STEW KEniE- 1019 BROXTON - 473-0707

BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOft -N.Y ?^ Critics Awords

cmitrol, mav
projects.

One other p-

program, ft

of the

become available for non-academic buil<Ui^5

lat Halpem emphasized that' such a DuiWing

rom student fees, would be initiatedonly with the

sM(»tt bod
ItflMlMlliiiiilliMiiii ittmm

BLISS i BOIHWEll HUB SERVICE

'^ii^.

Formerly Bliss &Paden Chevrolet

475-8651

\-

^^^ff%ymi%l^mi^ n r\vii auto

repair facility staffed with

factory technicians.

— Our new location is at

"^^10785 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Juft w«it o# th« Mormon T«mpl«)

B«p« B<M*am«ricflrd & McMl«rckafB«

HowrK 7:30-5:30 W««lid0y«. 7:30-noo« S««.

DEUVERY SERVICE TO CAMPUS

MAY WE BE OF SERVICE TO YOU
n.

revlon lashes 'n' shadows

1.20

W • •••••••• e4i
PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
NOW ENROLlINC

Pr«p»r»tion for twH f»qulr«d %9i •dmiMton to

poftt 9radu«t« schools

Sim Mtftion cowTMt - »m»ll«r group*

UnUiniY«« Up« ••»»on» for r^Wm
CoufM material constant! v opd«tad

Mom* study mat^f .al prapartd by »iip«rts m aach «••«

m

STANLEY H. KAPLAN ^^^.^ ^ ^^^
EDUCATIONAL C£HTBB Wt^^ Sinct 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 273-1890

1736 Westwood Boulevard

r.

wer«1.99

Soft feathered Soft Block eyelashes reody-to-wenr, trimmed: Rev-

Ion lash odhesive-ond everyone's favorite Revlon shades- Fros-

ty White, Frosty Daffodil, Shy Brown, Cornflov^er Blue, Meadow-

green. And there's a shadow brush, too. ^ ^
%. -t.

revlon brpwn eyeliner and eye makeup remover

80^
V.

3.15 valu«

Students' store

eoMn«tics,bl«v«l,<icli»rman union, 825-7711
^

o^ mTnday-friday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3

B
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Mass communications, molecularbiology

GLADYS NORDEHSTROM— i» tlM composar of Eltgy for Robort

F. Kennedy for Orchestra which will be performed by the Los

Angeles Philharmonic at 8:30, Friday, Royce Hall, as the finale of

the Music of the 70's series.

,^f :> '

AnthropologyX405

,:; i:''
I »—+^ fl^

Man and the Wilderness: Field Study in Anthro. a unique opportunity

exploring the relation between environment, personal experience and
social values is a 3Cr day backpack trip in the High Sierra with two weeks

classroom study. This will provide experimental and intellectual content

for a course focused on non-literate cultures (e.g. pre-literate

''primitive" Indians and Africans, the **tribal** level of awareness which

evolves in our own nomadic group and the emergin post-literate '*hip*'

way of life). June 26-30 will be a week of preliminary study on campus,
Monday through Friday 9 am-3pm. July 1-30 backpacking with minimal
contact with "civilized world" (back in time for second summer session)

and final week to get papers together (Hrs TBA with inst. ) 8 units credit.

Deadline for applications is May 29th so we can get your food.

—For~further Information write SoctaT Sciences Extension, course

y.
number Anthro X405. or call <*Trt. 54520

By Steve Rubfai

DB SUff Writer

To the student whose interests

do not fall neatly into a current

undergraduate major, the in-

dividual major program is the

answer. This program allows

students to make up theu* own
curriculum with the help of an

advisor. Current approved in-

dividual majors include:

Environmental Studies (with

Economics and Physics em-
phasis)

Mass Communications
Human Development
Intra and Interpersonal

Relations

Cultural Anthropology and
International Relations

Public Relation-
s/Comm unications

General Studies in Humanities

Integrated Arts for Dance
Therapy

Political Psychology
Molecular Biology

Special Education— Deviations

in Social Psychology

Creative Arts/Social Sciences

for Elementary Education

, Urban Studies

Musical Performance As It Is

Related to the Social Sciences

Medieval Studies

t'hysical Education and Music
Environmental Sciences --^

Ecology Activism

Contemporary Psychopolitical

Behavior
Aesthetic Function of Literature

in Bourgeosie Socie^^
Communication
Jewish Studies

Child Psychology/Education
Humanities/Folklore

Economics and Computer
science

Social Change and Its

Documentation
English in the Performing Arts

. Psychobiology
Biological Chemistry
Chinese and Linguistics

Folklore and Mythology Iviffi^

related courses in religion

~ Molecular Biology - - ^

Environmental Science

Social Psychology

Man and expression

Physiological Psychok>gy
Institutional Structures

Neuropsychology
Communication and Public

Policy

History of Conscienceness

Sociology in the Media
Formation of Language
Economic and Political Histroy

Psychology of Latin-American
Societies ,

Pre-Elementary Ektucation

Biological Illustration

Humanties
Biochemistry
Teaching English As a Second

Language
American Cultural and Social

History and Economics
Human Institutions and Urban

Dynamics -^ -^^

Spanish and English i u
Political Theo^ Ji^?;*.

Change ^ *nd Soc^

Creative Writing
Physical Chemistry

J^^beral Arts Prep„ati« „
Philosophical Studies

fP?""!
""<» flench Ul«,h«

J^^.^rts and P.,«5

^ Chemical Engineering

PsyZS"" '"'""""'

JournalUUc Studies
This list was compiled bv lb,-.

Nelson, intern in De^nl^ei.^
Trueblood's office in the^t,
Letters and Science. Murphy^
All questions concerning IT
dividual majors sliould 1
directed to Nelson or TruehlnM
at ext. 54286. ^

I ^Two latin American plays

Teatro Leido, H student Spanish-language theater group here wiH
present two short, one-act, Latin American plays at 3 pm todav in Snr!!

Welfare 147. ^ ^*
La historia del hombre que se cobvIfUo« perro (The story of thelfi^

who Changed into a Dog), by the Argentine dramatist Oswaldo Dragni
will feature Ronaldo Koff, Lucas Hernandez, Adolfo Contreras aod
Angela Cook.
- The second play, El delantal Maneo (The White Apron), by the ChOen
writer Sergio Vodanovic, will star Marina Pianca, Gretti Felcenbuch aod

Rolando del Cid.

The two plays are directed by Susana Castillo and are sponsored Jointly

by the Spanish and Portuguese department, the Centro Hispano, aod tiie

Center for Latin American Studies here. <

The program is free and a reception will foUow.
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(Paid Adv*rtiMment)

A WEEK IN ACAPULCO
'

FOR ONLY $291 ., .

7 days/6 nights at Casablanca

Tropical Hotel. $29 per person,

triple occupancy, $35 per person

double. Includes airport

transportation and cruise of

Acapulco Bay. For full info.,

write Box JllI5j>, ^L^.^ G|lif

.

90009 ^^

i(Paid Advertisement)'

FAMILY EXPEDITION TO

COLORADO WILDERNESS

now forming. 14 days bad[-

packing, mountaineering,

treking and climbing through

Sangre de Cristo Mtns.

Equipment and food supplies.

Lv. July 29. For full info., write

Box 91750, L.A., Calif. 90009

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QR OaOBER
LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE — --

Inilrudlon •Mchi«iv«ty In flRom taking t«chnlquM o««d tocc«t«fuTly by Cahformo pre-

low stud«ntt. Taught In Lot Ang«l*s by practicing lawy«rt. Co»h $75.

Course for JUIY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OaOBER

21 LSAT starts OaOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC-

TOBER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.
KB

((Paid AdvertiienrYent)

-ii. vr

LA MANCHA WILL BE OPEN FOR ALL SUMMER SESSIONS.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOWBEING ACCEPTED.

INTERPREP
Foreign Student Oriantotion Program

Co-D/recforsh/p AppUcanfs: All interested should come

to the International Student Center (1023 Hilgard Aveji

Friday, May 26, 4-6 p.m. The second meeting is W«

nesday, May 31, 4-6 p.m. at I.S.C. Both are f^andatory.

For more Information call Marsha Lewis at 82>I0

V .

ffie, Gloria, Cndo, Sanctus. a us Dei

"i\Vt ,^'i -(f/i/'. ^hUrtJltOvVv
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LAW FOR YOU
by Ann Solomon

DB SUff Writer

I ttiink I wanted to shofw that dance isnH always

-jociated with the secular, dancehall sort of at-

losDhere and connoUtion." Seven months ago,

iduate dance major Antoinette Marie Scinocca set

t on a project to prove that dance can and should be

level with painting and music in religion. Her

roiect consists of a dance which is a physical in-

[rpretation of a Roman Catholic mass.

I
Titled "Vitam Celebrare," the dance will be

•rformed by an eight-member group to Mozart's

Mass in C." In an interview with the Daily Bruin,

•inocca said of her work, **I have always wanted to

Ipress in dance what I have for years sung in choir

the five music sections of the mass."

The dance will be composed of the Kyrie, a prayer

supplication, the Gloria, a prayer of praise,

)nfirmation of faith in the Credo, the Sanctus, an

:t of praise, and the Agnus Dei, a prayer in

reparation for the people's participation in Com-

lunion.

*'I worked with the intention of stirring peo|de

^.

through the kinesthetic flow of the movement. I think

people have been too long sitting idle in their pews.

Man's entire being, body and soul, can execute a

truly religious and aesthetic statement," she said.

Scinocca 's plans for the future involve the

choreographing of several other masses, her

philosophy being: *'Dance, for primitive man, was
life itself and he conveyed his ideas through gestures

and body movements. References to dance can even

be found in Bible. Even today, movement plays a

vital role in the ritual of every religion."

The project is a joint effort of the dance depart-

ment here and Loyola-Monument College. Music will

be directed by Martin Neumann. Dancers will be

members of the dance department except for guest

artist Ron Bush of the Donny McKayle dance

company. '*It is notmy intent to change the liturgy of

the mass but to add another dimension to a beautiful ^

ritual of long tradition," she said. <

The dance will be presented at 7 : 30 pm , June 3 and

\ in the Loyola-Marymount Chapel. Although there is

no required admission fee, donations will l)e ac-

cepted. I^or further information, contact the dance

department.

Scltiarskii iiiir

spiisor pm
Little Eyolf , by Henrik Ibsen, is

being presented Friday, Saturday

and Sunday at the (Myssey.

Theatre, 5230 Hollywood Blvd., by

a group of student and
professional actors, sponsored by

a University sctwlarship. " ^

The play is produced by Wendy
Gordon, an undergraduate here,

and directed by L. L. York, a

graduate student here^. A
President's Undergraduate
Scholarship award was given to

theater arts students here for a

project to produce a play

professionally with the use of

students and professionals. This is

the first time the University has

sponsored this type of program.

Little EyJif, starring Julie

Adams, Catherine Monroe, Frank

Becker, Steven Hall, Wendy
Gordon and Robert Carricart Jr.,

will begin at 8:30 pm Friday and

Saturday, and at 7 : 30 pm , Sunday.

Students tickets are $1, general

admission, $2.50.

,—«n \H«»mry
• —41 L«i«»«rr*» .\»»i>.iaiii

MID-VALLEY
roi.i.M.I-: OK l.\u
I.>VI0 \«titiini 111% «§.

KiH-iiM*—VIM»-7I7.>

ENROLL NOW
KI-:OI IRI-MK.ISTS-60uniu. t.RADl 4TKS receive LLH
\rrrr«lilr<i Tollrgr nork «>r or Jl> (k qualify for (*alif.

«i«rr 23 and |»aK» eKam. Bar Kxam.

I fU^W^ |@fe r̂vice
970 G^YLEY, WESTWOOD

(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE / 478-91 1

5

•TUNE UP - electronic scop«r~ ~-"~^-^—^7:

—

T'., ^^V
• BRAKE - conventional & disc '

;

• AIR CONDITJONING - repairs & service 1

• COOLING SYSTEM - RADIATOR REPAIRS
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- alternator, generator, starts & regulators

: FULLY LICENSED BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL V

K^OIt^CCRTtflCATlON OFrTmog devices. -heod4amp*A^rak«

adjustments.

ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY

„ GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS , -

• LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

"THE AUTO HOSPITAL"

Simpa
I M po rIt s
12X OfF TO UCLA SnJDENTS

SAN 'il£MO
SHOES
LEATHER^OOOS ajii

BOOTS
' <

HELPLINE

825-7646

^

1351 WESTWOOD BLVD. GR39989

I
^LMS ly iJibKiiaUT: PRIPAV Ahb flATUR&AV may m to 77 Tonit* ADM. f I

Mthli MtMa, OirMtor of tht Unlv«rslty Symphony Orclmtr*, will

conduct a concort tonlglrt In Reyco Hall. For ticktt and program

information consult tbo "Tlckott" laeWon of "Whart On"

FEUINI'S "SATYRICON"I
"THE T.Ail

NUART ".S

AJLI. SHOW FELLINI'S "SATYRICON"

IHnUNTA MONICA STAR "-jK^sr

MAYFAIW TMU,3PM ;ra.0^.off;i»OTHt«S'll.ii^ » ^ ;.-C
^
a«>.77«t)ALLD^U«."G»tAT

HCON" 1

1

(Paid Advartlsement)

MEXICO CITY ON A

SHOESTI^ING

Stay at Hacienda Spa Ponafiel,

$7 a day per person, minimum 4

nights. Price includes 2 meals
and airport transportation. For
full info., write Box 91750. L.A.,

Calif. 90009

• (Paid Advtrtisement)

LEADERSHIP IN GREAT

OUTDOORS

14-day 6-credit course for

students, teacherr, counselors.

Work with groups in outdoor

programs, refine own com-

petence in woods, mountains,

deserts of Sangr^ de Cristo

Mtns. For full into., write Box

91750, L.A.^ Calif. 90009

ALL AMERICAN MEAL

A #
An evening of hil»nout comedy with

^v
\n evening of hilenout comeay ^^rr--J

IMfMltUK

^ FRENCH FRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT

SPECIAL 6UEST STAR

lAi HICKS aai Ms MOT LICKS

DAN CAS8IDY
mmm SAT. MAY 27 s pm

iiitro^ucini
»<e^Vr^

\ssn(

!i:::p5

Kim

noi=<m S 1

WESTWOOD : 7 DAYS
ii 9PMt.ll1AM

eA3T OR

>i¥mmmmfmmmmamtmkmmaam»mmmmmi&tm
tmmmt
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ASUCtA

TCHAIKOVSKY'S *
GREATEST HITS «ouMi

OnmiOY/PNUOafMA OKMtSTIA
nEBUR/NSTMPOfS
MUNCN/NSTOII SmPNONV

S«««ittirS»N|l:Ml2

SMi UM. riMi tcMI

Composers Greatest Hits
-I c

TCHAIKOVSKY. Vol. 1

MB) SEAL

TCHAIKOVSKY'S
GREATEST HITS.,
NOFnZ HNO

MUICM MWTEIIX

Villi CwMrti

raoKXE^

W/HRWI
/OKMISII

Records
and Tapes

BEETHOVEN, Vol. 1

RBJI REOSEAL

.A
MENDELSSOHN'S

GREATEST HITS

SMhIhSmi * VWhCMMrti

nOLaSTDMEKIZAWA ftfem

VERDI'S -^
GREATEST HITS

HHCE-CAMUi tavlClMrai

MOFFO DMMMO CiitstoMii

KMMa UMis •!n'««****L

VERDI

IMl

MENDELSSOHN

TCHAIKOVSKY. Vol.2

^Siaumiis^au^^^imii

JOHAIin.
STRAtI?5S
(WEATKST Hn-S

^leoseAi

rfr^
^t.

•r i

TMikMiMi
ll#M«Wto

FIEOLBiyiOtTON MM
RaNei/CNICAOO SVMMfONV

---^f*''^'.'*'**-

JOHANN STRAUSS

S&fimv^
Claii«ilni-I

itfaFMi

HQFm
aillAIIOT/PWUOILfHU MCNESTU

Vi, ,-

-•.>' -..M

AEOSlALr

HEAVY HITS^
MEAT MilSC TMT SSHKI TOMrS NTS

LMMilWrMMMi
tlM*ifeillHMIiLt

imiti
\mm

UB.WU

H^VY HITS

DEBUSSY Qroal Mu*lc That
Inapirod Today'a HIta

REOSEAL
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TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

[you

Music Odysssy
H910WilshlreBlvd.
phone: 477-2523
op^n Idle •v«ry night
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—"B»Rti»t StudBnt Union/' 10

,,
AckBrman Union 2412.

|_"ChlnBSB Studtat
[jsociation/' 11 ami pm.

:kerman Union 2408.

—"ASSP/' noon, Ackerman^

inion, Grand Ballroom.

(.^"Afro-AmBrlcan Studlts

»nter/' 1 pnr»* Ackerman Union

irand Ballroom.

—"Studanf Organic Gardtn/' 3

Im, Ackerman Union 2408.

^"Graduate Christian

teltowshlp/' 4 pm, Ackerman

In ion 2408.

—"Mortar Board," 4 pm,

kckerman Unton, 3564.

—"Alpha Phi Omega/' 7-10 pm,

kclterman Union 2408.

—"Bridge Club/' 7-10 pm,
Cerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Asian American Tutorial/'

:30-10pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

URA Clubs:
—''The Radio Club," noon,

Southwest Penthouse of Boelter
Hall, Rm 8761.

—"The Judo Chib/' 3:X-5 pm,
MacGowan B146
—"The Hatha Yoga Club/' 5-7

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—"The Kung Fu Club/' 1 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"The Organic Garden Club/'

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.
—"The Mountaineers," noon,

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall

Lawn.

Etcetera:
—"The Extramural Programs

and Opportunities Center," an-

nounces a new service this week.
For the use of students who want
or need to attend summer school

this summer, the Center has

Crossword By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
LPart _

of a
pedestal

5. Kind
of

S. Egyptian
skink

12. Entrance
13. Man's

name
14. Allow-

ance
'«?-">•"'

waste:

37. Chinese
wax

38. Appends
89. Malay

isthmus
41. Lath
j43. Purpose
48. Rescues
50. A fuel
5L Bar \^

offering"

i4. Large— lake
S5. Indian
S8.Site

; of

'X

DOWN
1. Moist
2. Jewish
month

S. Calami-
tous

luatic

mammals
5. Bar

offering
Swiss
cantoii

7.Chtirch
. service
S. Essence /

of roses

i«.Girl's

28.

23.

28.

27.

29.

31.

15. Bar
offerings

17. Air
18. Dress

feathers
IS.Tilta
21. Hindu

queen
24. Sacred

vessel

25. Leather
moccasins

28. Fragrance
30. Likely
33. Commo-

tlon
34. Wading

bird
35. Edible

rootstock
38. Dry

"^TTosspot
10. Small de-

pression
11. The

sweetsop

Avorafo time of solution: 26 mlnniiei

NepaT
57. To

season
'58. Roosted
59. Vault'

34.

S8.

lo.

name
Songbird
Observe
Pagan
gods
Dance ^^ ^

step
American
humorist
Bar
offering
Spoken
School
of
seals

Poet's
word
Extend
over
Ketae-
drum

IQR
N I

N

(susmsei wsm 9sm
rnm^ nsg OBSSii

Lease ^

again
42. Tree
43. Freezes
44. Ibsen

heroine
45. So
47. Container
48. Charles

Lamb^^

—

assembled a collection of 1972

summer class offerings at more
than five hundred accredited four

year colleges and universities

around the country. TYie new
summer school catalogue
collection can be consulted in

EXPO Center (Kerckhoff Hall

176) weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm

.

—"Finals Exams Seminar,"
1:15-5 pm, Wednesday and
Thursday, Social Welfare 271.

Preregistration necessary, call

ext. 57744.

—"Central City YMCA," needs
15 male counselors to work in

summer camp session, from July

8 through July 15 with boys ages 9-

12 years; 90 per cent Chicanes.

Counselors must be 18 years or

over. Each will work with 7-8

boys. Interested persons should

contact the EXPO Office (Kerck-
off 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"UCLA Political Science
Honor Society," is accepting
applications for membership.
Forms available in Bunche 4252 or

4289.

—"Travel companions,"
Persons seeking companions tor

overseas travel this summer can

contact one another by posting

cards on the bulletin board in front

of the EXPO Center (Kerckhoff

176).

—"Alpha Lambda Delta,"

(nationaTwomen^s undergraduate

honorary) certificates and pins

may be picked up in the Dean of

Students Office, 2224 AAurphy Hall.

—"A Parent-Toddler Group,"

summer session for children of

students will begin June 19 at the

Community Center of Married

Students Housing at 3327 South

-Sepulveda, and continue for six

weeks, offering play and learning

experiences for children 18

months to three years old under

Faculty families may also par-

Viclpate In the co-operative school.

Call Dee Dee Schurman at 391-

9155 for more information. Fall

term enquiries also t>elng taken.

^msm ^nu ^mmm
niBiiiiH ^^m nsscsia

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

49.

52.

53.

Hit
Green-
land
Eskimo
Obtain

« « %.i - v» k> « Sx* < > O M

The Center forAfro-American

Studies presents

MAY 24 (WadnMdoy) 1:00 pm

Mr. James Baldwin, world renowned author

"Angela Dovls: Political Prisoner"

Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Union

Public cordially invited

to attend all events I

Newlyorganizedclub

'NOVA ' seeks members
New Opportunities for Voluntary Action (NOVA) will hold an

organizational meeting open to ail interested persons at 3 pm, tomorrow,

in Ackerman Union 2412. -

"We are working to make the mental health system responsible to the

consumer of the services in mental health," according to Mark Schwartz,

NOVA co-organizer here. Gary Flint is the other organizer ol the

program.

"Three years ago, a research project called NOVA was started with

federal funds for the purpose of deeding with the problems psychiatric

patients find on returning to the community — social stigma, legal dif-

ficulties and discrimination by potential employers and even agencies

such as the Department of Motor Vehicles."

Schwartz added, "We find that mental health professionals are very

unresponsive to their clients' needs. They don't ask their clients if their

needs are being met, or how best to meet them. The purpose of this

project is to organize former patients on their own behalf.

"

There are several NOVA chapters around Los Angeles County, and

Flint said, "We felt it was time to expand our efforts to UCLA."

Schwartz, an ex-patient of the Neuropsychiatric Institute here, added,

"I know there are many students who are ex-patients or have received

out-patient treatment, and others who are interested in working for

changes in the present mental health system."

W« can bring about the

millennium now. Hear Jim

Robertson author oi

"THE BIRTH OF

HUMANITY BEING"
NOON FRIDAY MAY 26

'V

I

'

ROOM 2412 ACKERMAN UNION

SPONSORED BY EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

TRY SOHETHMB DIFFERENT

THE STlWKETTLE
RESTAURANT TAKE-OUT CATERING

ELEVEN UNIQUE VARIETIES OF THE

WORLD'S MOST POPULAR FOOD $1 75-2.25.

LUNCH: MON-FRI DINNER: MON-SAT

1019 BROXTON - WESTWOOD - CALL 473-0707

. . >i

•1

ONE
KEEP TO CARRY

ACTUAL SIZE
PRINTS 3W'
AND ZVi"
SQUARE

®
ORCOItTIRKD TMOWAIMl Of IRtNiOM RCtCAMCH, INO.

BONUS PHOTO processing

gives you an extra wallet

print with every regular

print on your roll.

coMrioiNCi

BRAND
NAMES

LEAVE 126. 127, 120, or

620 KOOACOI <^'» ^" ** AT

WESTWOOD DRUG
•SI W*iK«K^ tmiAm^md U* A«g«l«^WM

477-2027 or 272^994

FrM D«llv»rv

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD

504 OFF OF NORMAL PROCESSING PRICE

PLUS

A FREE RbU OF KODACOIOR FIIM OF THE SAME SIZE

SUBMIHED FOR PROCESSING Ml

COUPON EXPIRES JUNE 1

5
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*

.
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(Continued from Page 28)

public health and environmental

law. 2 pm, Knudsen 1200B.

—"Conversion of Androgens to

Estrogen by Brain Tissue" by F.

Naftolln, assistant professor of

Obstetrics and Gynecologyi UC
San Diego, 4 pm, CHS 73-105.

—"Structure and Function of

Bacterial Sex Pill" by Charles

Brinton, professor of

Microblol9gy and Biophysics,

Tan shoes with pmk shoelaces and a big PanamaBth a ourole What's On '*

Wednesday. May 24, 1f72

:v*'

UtLA DAILY iRUIN IS

University of Pittsburgh School of

AAedicine. 4 pnri, CHS 43 105.

—"Interfaith Rt'«t«o"* *"

Medieval Islam in ttie Light of

(Cairo) Geniza Documents" by

professor S. D. Goltein, fellow.

The Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey, 4 pm.

Social Welfare 146.

—"Wtien Graupels Fall" by

Hans R. Pruppacher, associate

professor of meteorology. 4 pm,

MS 5200. ^___

Potential: The Association

Capacitor Theory" by T. L. Jahn,

professor of Zoology, 4 pm, LS

2142.

—"Singing School Teacher of

the Oiarks" with JImmie Drift-

wood, teacher in a small school In

the mountains of Aricansas for

many years who taught his own

compositions as well as

traditional songs, 7 pm, Rolfe

K students).

—"Breeding and Foaling" by
Dean C. LIndley, former associate

professor of Zoology, California

State Polytechnic College,

Pomona. 7 pm, LS 2147. Tickets

are $3.50 and $2 (students).

—"Art: Explorations In

Awareness" by Rot>ert Irwin,

noted figure In tt^e arts whose
works include darlnq__and

powerful ov»i
awareness, 7^r"Dfe «
Center 2160. Tickets arL.°" ^
S2.(students). ^^'^^'sij
—"The Desert Nea

Cultural Aspects of'JirLS
*"'

profess^prof.

Bunch
220,,

by Richard F. Log
Geography, 7 pm
Tickets are $4.

—"Public Health Pr^
Anticipated and UnaSlp^i

(Continued on P.p,^

.*-5*'

t*t^»

round-trip

forone
IMesternpays

fort¥io!

LjiK/^estern's Hawaiian Triangle fare lets you

make a three-cornered swing between California,

Alaska and Hawaii for no more than the regular

round-trip fare between Los Angeles and

Anchorage or San Diego and Anchorage. (For

the triangle fare from San Francisco, add $20).

And the beautiful thing is, you can take as-

much time as you want— in Alaska and in Hawaii.

What's more, you can stop over in any city along

the way. Great way to shoot the whole summer

!

But before you take off, get your Youthflight

Card (age 12 through 21, $3.00), and the latest

ropy of Western's 24-page Youthflight Directory

listing all kinds of travel tips, where you can get

discounts on hotel$, auto rentals, diving charters,

^mpfflent rentals, surfboard rentals, lessons, —
repairs,meals, Hondas and more—by writing ^

Youthflight at P.O. Box 92005, WorMWay ^

Postal Center, L.A., Carifbmiir9000?r

And, if you want still more information, a

phone call to Western Reservations (just ask for

-theYouthfltght4ftformationCenter y^wiil-book-

you into our computer for answers to everything

from the actual price of a hotel room in Alaska to

where to rent a sailboat in Hawaii.

. In addition to our Hawaiian Triangle, we've

got lots of other terrific trips for you to experience

iaWesternTWortd. And we%«tf|l creating

more— to earn the right to be your airline.

•

1

'"
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ff»" bu Roger Detels,

late professor of

imiology. School of Public

rh, 8 pm. CHS 23-105.

ExplorlM the M*on's

kce WlfH Apoito H/' by

K Mitchell, profeswr of

Engineering, UC Berkeley,

resent an Illustrated talk at 7

jiter 4442.

^day# May 2S .

^"«on of N^^trM}^9^
ics," bf ^' ^' punihah

or of engineering, 2 pm

/

Decomposition f^r Riemannian
ManifoMs" by L. W. Gremi,

professor of mathematics,
University of Minnesota, visiting

at UC San Diego, 4 pm, MS 4000.—"Tlie National Acctlerafor

Laboratory: Progress and
Prospects for Pliysics" by Ernest

AAalamud, National Accotorator

Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois, 4

pm, Knudsen 12208.

—"Stress and Adaption in

M«n/' Jry Bernard Campboll.

visltinf^-ofossob^ iVfttHr'opolQOyj

^ pm, RoKo ftOf. Tlckj^ &r% $4.90

and $2 (students).

—"Disposal of NiKlear Wastes"

by O. R- Lunt, director.

union 3SM.—"foverty Community St

<vi¥pr' 7 pm,>incho 31% ,'—"^4i»/^'^J^ Pt«' oun<
_ AT - . * . ^

*?!^- ^and Radiation ^Sthgyfi ^n!!fw.
Tickets are $4 and $1.75

(students).

.ove," by Pa^k Carnes,

"iate student In German, 3

launch 3175.

IfSymbollc Analysis of Linear

)rks" by Jacob Katzenelson,

isor of electrical engineering

computer science, UC
jley, 10 am, Boelter 8500.

'Some Unsolved Problems in

,iquake Engineering/' by_^

)e Housner, professor of civil

leering and applied

wnlcs, California Institute of

Inoiogy/ Pasadena, 3 pm,

ler 5264.

'Study of Callular and

>ral Immunity with Enzyme
jtors," by Stratis Auameas,

le National de la Recherche

ktifique, Vlllejulf, France, 10

:HS 33-105.

'Jan Erik Void," Norwegian

twill read and discuss his own

both In Norwegian and

Ish, 3 pm, Royce 266.

'Precambrian Paleobiology"

/illiam J. Schopf, associate

issor of geology, 4 ptn, CHS

E.G.:

Wednesday, May 24

—"The Impact of Drugs on
Human Values and Human
Culture," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
—"Bjackpacklng," 7 pm, Rolfe

3134^ -
-

' '

—"Cataclysmotegy," 7:30-9:30

pm, Royce 264.

—"Astro-Yoga Astrological

Action Awareness," 8-10 pm,
Bunche A 170

op Center, 2021 Barrlngton Ave.*.

Los Angeles.

—"Exploring New Life

Vocations," 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2400.

—"-Fundamentals of Tropical

Astrotogy," 7:30-9:30 pm, Ar.

chltecture 1243C.—"Plioto Communications," 7-9

pm. Architecture 1224.—"KIKisan," 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

ft«r

3157.—"Slifdy of Wagner's 'Der Ring
des Nibeiunfen,' " 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch .Pclve, Ugrl^ HoUywiod.
—"Hand anTNiliU," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243B.
— "Intermediate Self-

Hypnosis," 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoff

400.

—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Health Free University,"

7:30-9:30 pm, Public Health 16-

071. .

^"Introductory Sport
Parachuting," 5-8 pm, sign up In

Boelter 3809.

—"Poetry and the Short Story,"

6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131.

Review "'•"•.

ir--, -':..
.

- • ••.^

Pharoah Sanders
For nearly three hours, a near-capacity Royce Hal Mkttence was kept

attenUve by tlie likes of Michael White (violinist) and Pharoah Sanders

(saxophonist). • - ;.

White, opening the show, performed several pieces (all originally

composed material, one would assume) which plaialy displayed his

talents on the violin. Backed up by piano, percussiM and bass (non-

eiectric). White proved to be an uptcntrically intcrteting musician, as

relltli Boose

I
grotesque

\ sounded
ibsenceo^

Andgra

id liafmomes

fGeology orChTna"~by PoW
visiting professor of

jical sciences, UC River-

4 pm, Young 3656.

An Iwasawa-Type

"The System of Shoilch Al-

Wahshi Dervishes (Sufi)," 7:30

pm, Architecture 1243A.

—"Beginning Ballet," 6 pm.
University YAACA, 574 Hllgard.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge, r-"^:-

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vegas

and Reno, Their Odds, BEP
Maturity and Systems," noon-2

"pm, Ackei
—"Anatomy of a WASP," 7 pm,

907 Malcolm Ave., Los Angeles

(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm, Co-

g^ II Hal
Politl
—"Bruin Youfi|| Ppmocrats,"

noon, tomorrow, Kerckhoff Up-

stairs Lounge. Roger Diamond,

candidate for the assembly will

speak.
: —"Students for Bugliosi," noon,

today, Ackerman Union 3564.

was evidenssd im one piece.

White's music was a mixture of

certain phsfffl he woiikl pla^

scates (a|bAa|fi|1*iM:fid) a see

times his playing ^thid take on

well-thought-eut melodies.

Pharonh Sanders is a musical Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

two Uter, sJmS Is Wowing'sucfTbeautif^ m
from his saxophone that one is led to believe that such angelic music was

only heard from the harp& of God himself.

Sanders played but one piece— for an hour and a half! For the opening

measures of the number, each member of Pharoah's group togk up some

form of percussion instrument (bells; blocks, cymbals, tambourines, et

al) and proceeded to shake or strike it. Sanders' first notes played were

plagued by a saxophone which would nottj^e, but even from the outset

there was something evolving in the air

Along with playing very fine jazz, Pharoah Sanders is a feeling which

was felt by everyone in the hushed hall. Regardless of whether Sanders

was making his saxophone sound like an elephant with the runs, singing

African-sounding chants, or striking a xylophonish-type instrument, the

Pharoah proved successful in reaching the people. ^ -

If audience reaction is any determinant (which it inevitably must be)

of the success or failure of a performance, then Sanders indeed played to

~a1iouse full of admirers. Pharoah's back-up ensemble were all efficienV-

musicians and specifically the drummer has to be one of the finest this

reviewer has ever seen. Playing for what amounted to nearly two hours

,

of continual drumming, he proved an excellent backbone for the group'

and incessantly drove them to ever-increasing frenzy. After experiencing

Pharoah's music (live) for the first time, his half-dozen or so albums

would prove to be a boon in anybody's collection.

, 1— Steve Rosen

\\

Wednesday, May 24
/* 7 pm, Boelter 4442.

—"Campus Crusade for

Christ," 9 am, Ackerman Union

2408.

(Conthiued on Page 23)

YOURBOOK Buy "l

is Your Book /
n Campi

J
V"

FORGONG
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MIKE SHAPIRO, a former UCLA student and legislative aide

to Senator Alan Cranston and at 24. the yo^ngf^J,5^°"9''^

ssionol candidate injhenatjon, NEEDS YOUR HELP and

YOUR VOTE June 6th.

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: All military aid should be imme-

diately withdrawn- from Southeast Asia. The Geneva conte-

rence should be convened to guarantee fh^release ot

POWs. "
"

. , *

(Your curr»>t Cono-.Mn.on ho. vol*) 24 Hm« WdIr«H» or lndlr«lly

continii* th« wor) ^
MIKE SHAPIRO IS WORKING to turn our wdi-producing in-

dustries from Vietnam to our inner cities, from electronic

battle-fields to pollution free transportation systems trom

weapon development to building health and education fa-

cilities for our people.

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: The U.S. should have an all volun-

teer army with limitations of service to prevent military pro-

fessionalism.

(Your <;«rr.nt Cor,9r«.man hot con.l.nll, vol«) to «n.lou. Ih. droO)

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: The oil, chemical, and other indus^

trial people have polluted our air, ravaged our land and

stagnated our waters long enough. Absolute, loop-hole free,

-legislation is immediately needed to return our air, water,

and land to our people.
.
y""^!

(Your Congri«.mtin voted againtt cleon water ammendmenl. In 1969»^.:

and 1971)

*\
MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: All victimless crimes should be

free from criminal prosecution, including the possession ot

marijuaha.

(Your Conflr««non oppo... ony al..mpt lb l.golte. morlluona)

MIKE SHAPIRO has worked with Senator Bayh and the Ju-

diciary Committee to defeat Haynesworth and Carswell.

MIKE SHAPIRO has worked with Senotor AAcGovern on the

Selecf Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, inves-

tigating hunger in California.

(Your current Conflrewmon hot constantly votea lo con-nu, -^^- . M-riilir HAI ITIAO

SBD II i-BBON 10 WIIS«II6IQII IHMWHLPW PWLE MO reOHEKfOHE PflLITICS

MCGOVERN need. th. help of people like MIKE SHAPIRO in Congre...

MICHAEL SHAPIRO FOR CONGRESS COMMHTEE

If you would like to help contact, 435 Levering. LA. 90024. 472-3307
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No talaphofi* Of-dart

TMl Daily •rain fivat full waport lo tha

Univarsity ©I California's policy on non-

discrimination and thtrtlora classifiad

advortisin* sarvica will not *•"'•••
availaMa to anyona wtio, in aftordinf

housing to stwdonts or offarin« |o5»,

discriminatas on tha basis of raca, color,

raiiffion, national orifin or ancastry. Naitl»ar

ttia Univartity nor ttia Daily Bruin lias in-

vastifatad any of tna sarvicas offarad f**f*'

For atsistanca witn housinf discrimination

proWams. call: UCLA Howsin« Offlea M$-

44»l ; Wastsida Fair Hoosinf 47J.0t4f

.

^Help Wahfed 8

HNS: Vacation rtliaf • all shifts. Kaisar

Foundatian Hospital. 34IS W. ManclMStar,

inflawood. 77t $100 ant. 114$. Equal Op-

portunity Em ployor. (IMiao

VARIETY of full tima summar iabs

availabla. girls or guys. Sarvicas Unlimitad
47$fSll (I MM)

S}.$0, lass ttian I hr
Malas only. Involves
Hall A349.

^sycholofy axpar.
mild shocks, frani

(IM1$)

1

-

jt.
> < .'

^Campus Services . . . . 3

82-50611
^^*

kerckhoff 12-j

)/ Personal .......... 5

VOTE for Barbara Maora,:Timi Hallam^
County Democratic Committee, p. 3. June 4

Primary Ballof. ($MJ4)

LINDA D., please |0in me for lunch at the

Stew Kettle, any day at noon. ($M34)

MARSHALL McLuhan: I Still don't un-
derstand what you're doing. So I'll be in

Journalism'T»2 . Spiro. Summer Session, 1240

"^Murphy TSMJ*)

ACTIVITY Directors for students,
guys/gals. Work full and or part time during
summer & school year. Wages to S40/day for

tfMse qualified in outdoor activities. No
selling. 473 4401. (IM24)

REAL Estate Licensee - part tima • to handle
rentals on campus to students and faculty
for a large property management company
in the Westwood area. Commissions. Call Gil

between 9 and $. Weekdays at (213) 179-9101..

M/F. (IM24)

CLERKS A Typists- immediate long A short
term temporary assignments. Offica-Aida
Inc., 3007 Wilshire Blvd. (IMIA)

MEN Make big $ this siynmer. Talk" to
single girls. Easy sales job. Terry, 933-7391.
113

, (IM24)

\ PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline, 911-

HELP ($OTR)

NEO PrimTal Therapy. Interested in turning

on the real iccling you? Call Mike McLane,
2$4 4141 /4niorcves.,2$7 7»«2. ($M24r

BABYSITTER (man, woman) • S year old

girl 3 afternoons weekly. Own children ok.

Valli, 39$-3904. (IM14)

MALE: Part-time liquor store, stock and
clerk, permanent position. Start: S2.40/hour.

Tuesday, Thursday A Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday, Friday, A Sunday, 4-11 PM.
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, Monday thru

Friday, 8 AM 4 PM. Prefer no long hair or

beards , m ustache OK

.

GIRL Pretty, 11-22, $'7"$'10", long hair.
Summer job /amusement park. $12$ /wk.

^Flaire Agency, 270-2292. (8M2$)

PSYCHOLOGY experiment. Earn SI.SO for

interesting half-hour session. Malas only.

Franz Hall 4S37. (I MM)

r .

** » ".

DEAR Ralph: Need money? Have a
camera? Enter the Dirty Picture Contest
(ecologically obscene). For info, C.B.E.,
90S4 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood,
Calif. ($M2A)

MEN Full & part time positions available.

WE. A. I. Earn S3. 75 plus /hr. Call, 474-3000

Tuesday A Wednesday, 1:30-3: 30 only! (OM
24)

PERSONAL to Caesar
this summer. Hide out
Session, 1248 Murphy.

Be wary of friends
in Latin I. Summer

($M24)

/f/ee . . . .

.

GIRL night student to care for three-year old

boy. Live in or out. Home in Westwood. Call

Lioda, after 6 PM. 4747231. (IMM)

DAY Camp - male or female, S110 - S12S (M-
F) per week. Station wagon reqpirad. 340-

2966. (IMM)

WANTED BAROQUE TRIO TO PLAY AT
HOUSE WEDDING SUNDAY AF-
TERNOON, JUNE 11TH. VICKI SEGALL,
-174.0A48 DAYS. 074.2630 EVES. («M24)

1

; .,. r

FREE Puppies - beautiful German
Shephard/Terrier mix. One white, one black
one Call 93S-4631. (FRM26)

PUPPIES: Male A Female cocker terrier
mix. Desperately need good homes.
Michelle. 473 7632. ( FR M 26)

KITTENS, part Siamese, twO black, twc
tiger stripe, one black with white ieet. 664-

0183 evenings. (FRM26)

^'^:i

I i-f •

?-?i;

^HefpWanfed . . . . . . . 8

TEMPORARY summer positions for ex
penenced secretaries and typists. Call 304
3440 (0M30)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and womar
with management potential. Part/full tima.
Mr.Genovese, (213) 700-7$0«. (OMM)

GIRLS part time or full time summar iobs,
also full time permanent jobs. Services
Unlimited 475 9521. (0M24)

TYPIST part-time transcription typlot •

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing officas.
S2.30/hour. Mrs. Beck, 026-0300. (0M 36)

MANAGEMENT Trainee. A unique op-
portunity to learn on part time basis whMa
still in school. Prudential Insurance Com-
pany part time/full time salary SISO to $200
per week for those who qualify. 937-7S70«-(tM
26) ""' ' —" 1 1 . Ill I I

MALE athlete tq^ modal nbda for color
centerfold of >new national ntagazine for

. superchicks. 474- 1«71. (OMMI

ATTRACTIVE young girl part time $2.00 par
hour. Exclusive men's shop. Allan Ludwig
Ltd., 0221 Santa Monica Blvd. (0M34)—^ .

4 INSTRUMENTALISTS: sax/trumpat,
drums, string bass, group playing t>allroom
dance music, private clubs. Over 2>. ai4-1007

/024-2390.

COCKTAIL Waitress, part-time. Bavarly
Hills area - S2 /hour plus tips. 271-43$6. (0 M
26) ' -v

MANAGEMENT Earn $1S00 plus /mo.
Comm. men or women, part / full time
fashion. Mr. Hurlbarl 271-6M7. (I M 26)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help ypursflf wttila helping athari.

Earn up to $40. a montli
on our plasma program.

Phone: 470-O0S1 batwaafi II P.M. and 7 P.M.
'! I I f

• • - *
.
: '

. II I* J^ Hi'

'ij:

(:l
COUNSELOil'S needed~lor summar day
camp. Besides counseling children, must
drive own station wagon. Good pay. 4S$-

1800 (0M24)

NEED driver, drive Oldsmobile. DatroM
area anytime t>efore July 1. financia
arrangelnents open. Call Joel. 70$-S000. (0 M
25)

JOBS/TEMPORARY
Eif^RN XTRA DOLLARS

GIRLS - Sales, no experience necessary but

should have pleasant personality. 47$-$$$0. (i

M 26)

WORK for a change: National non-profit

environmental organization needs students

to begin as fundraisers. Hours 2:00 PM -

10:00 PM. Part time paid positions now - full

timesummer.positions. Citizens lor a Better

Environment. 9056 Santa Monica Blvd. Call

. tor appts. 9 $ PM..174 SOO, Xl M JO)

DESIGNERS, photographers, artists, print

production geniuses wanted for new weekly
newspaper. Freelance and lull-time. 47S-

8726. (»M26)———^————— ^
•'

SUMMER tolM move furniture $3.50 per
hour need 12 units of college. Services
Unlimited 475 9531. (0M26)

yfLosl& Found . .

VBL1

FOUND one month ago, 1 year female part
german shepherd. Broken left ear. Laathar
collar. Free to good home. Suz. 473-4001,
evenings.

»-
1

(9 MM)

INSTANT PERSONNEL
ISNOWINW.L.A.-WITH
DOZENS OF TEMPORARY

ASSIGNMENTS
THROUGHOUT THE AREA
TOR THE FOLLOWING:
TYPISTS, SECRETARIES,

CLERKS, PBX, STOCK
CLERKS,

GENERAL LABOR.
REGISTER NOW.WORK WHEN
AVAILABLE
VOLT INSTANT PERSONNEL

3330 Wtttwood Blvd. Stt200
474.4S01

STUDIO for summer ••'«•"» Sf«-^2l
skylight in large studia area. $l»$

7»;'J2J
tilitias. 477-0391.

^ ^ Rides OHered J3

............ VMtkal n
^^B ^^V ^^0 ^^» ^^W ^^" ^^* ^^* ^^^ ^^w ^^^ ^^^

i^mU

EAitN $$0 $75 $100 a week at home In

spare time. Send today for a list of placat
that naad mailers and addressers. Enciota
stamped sell -addressed anvalope and II.

M

la check-money order . Sand ta Stwdant
Sarvicas. P.O. Boh OSItl, Lot Angalaa, CaIIIm
90061 (OMM)
WITNESSES: Anyone who saw flflht bet-
ween man and woman April list back of
Royce. Call 799 2269. (0M36)

NEED riders to New Vdrli City MO. Laavt

6 15, drive straight tUrough. Rich. JfJ

fc|4 »
( li IW J^i

GOING to Mexico Mazatlan/Guadalahara.

want to share rida/axpansasi Laaving June

0. call M04JWLL (13 MM)

^ Rides Wanted -M

RIDE wanted to Yellowstone or vicinity.

Early in June. Share driving and expansas.

036 2453.
'

REWARD: Lost Research notebook on
Assays. May 16 from Parking Lot to
W'ishire/Bundy. S. A. Kaplan, MD. I2S-"• (tMM)

VOdds&Ends ?0

WANT to buy reviews on abortion and
maniuana for legal research? Leave
message anytime. 393-2t77. (10 MM)

' _
ENCOUNTER Aidt. Bataca ban. doH»,
pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box tog.
B, Venice, 90191. PhOfialtl-Of13. (MQTR)

FLY - UCLA learns for lass at Santa Monica,
C 172, $i$.9S and C-1$0, SIl.tS. Call llsniO,
477-96*0. lO-PL^NB. (10 MM)

(14 MM)

^ Opporfunifies . .

OPERATION Venus LA's 1st V.D. Hotline

and Education Project "OIT "•*<*»
•"/I'ltt.

volunteers Application at dorm »'',or» *«*i*
and A.U. Info, dask.lavall. (OP MM)

SERIOUS Photographers »• ;»V WVJ"lf"J|
wilderness seminar at Darwin "•n^JJ^'Y'
John Oldenkamp of »*»V«»»«'»S[V ^^ftV
Maximum 15 people. June 10-30. »47J.

Transportation and film not included, iboi

inc., *$4 India St.. San Diago. Calif.

fllOJ. ^ - lOP M Ml

For Sale .

MARTIN D10 1 yr. old. Excellent condition,

hard shell case. $290, bast offer. Days. 12 $-

,932 (ISMM)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate in valley, altar

5 PM. 700 4349, days, 7tS-31$4. Broker. (1$ M
M)

SAMOYED pups. AKC, Shots, wormed,
champion sirad, $7$. 474-49$3, evenings. (IS

MATTRESSES Valley Stata marketing

grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities, all

size sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call ma today. Richard Pratt,

106 0400. (1$QTR)

GIBSON LOO guitar • $S0. Argus super-t

camera with extras, $60 or make offer.

Debbie, 47S-4364. (ISMM)
I

•

)

NEW car stereos, radios, TV's, stared
systems, cassette recorders • unbeatable
prices. 47S-4049. (IS MIS)

PHOTO-bvtton machina ; brand new - 2 1/2"

buttons; camera, buttons included; call 472-

7913, 399 3012 after 6 PM. (1SM2S)

SONY tape .'cordar modal TC ISO and
microphone. As new, $00. Eves, 074-9710. ( IS
M M)

KLH Model I tuner-amplifier. Model IS
stereo adapter A twin speakers $120. Evas,
174.9710. (ISMM) -

NIKON F 1.4 lens, never used, $21S only, call
470-1700 late at^night. (ISMM)

2.WAY •" speakers, amplifier, M rms, 4.*-
cartridge tape, factory tapes. Offer. Evas,
<yM3M. (ISMM)

STEREO - Scot 60 watts, amp-FM,
receiver, $110 Am ,>ax tape deck, $100 or best
offer. OrittW! r /-$W3. ( 15 M 24)

TEAC 3S0 Dolby cassette deck, brand new
with warranty. 175-3266. (15M26)

FLUTE all sterling silver. Recent complete
servicing, including new pads. Phone 475-

3344 after 6 :00 PM. (ISMM)

WEDDING gown, size 0. $75. il1-710S

eves. (ISMM)

MOVINd Sale. Desk, book sliaif, dTsResT"
records, books, clothing, t>ousehold goods.
11414 Texas at Centinela. (ISMM)

BARGAIN furniture, toaster, iron, radio,
lamps, shelves, good books, free kitties.

Eve. 394-0940 (ISMM)

DIAMOND Wedding Ring. Beautiful 7-dia,
ring on l4k white gold. Stones are very high
quality and total .76k. Written appraisal.
S650 value sell for $335. 3120947. ( 1 SM M)_.

TV, RCA, portable, IS inch B A W. Good
condition, $40. Day, 01S-177S,ave. 170-

0920. ^ (ISMM)

10 FT. TravH trailer, rod and reel, with air-
conditioning. Self-contained. Excellent
condition. 473-9034. (IS M M)

LIKE new! White Italian provincial
bedroom set - 7 pieces; $171, liast offer'.

Casual dinette set. $40. OM-74ao. ( ISM IS)

STEREO - Brand new H.K., BSR, S-wby
speakers. Must sail, need bread. 477-7404, ( is
M 14)

DESIGNER wedding gown. Bullocks,
organza, size 11, long ti^ain, blusher, juliatta
cap. Worn once half price. Day: 743-71)3;
eves, 704 7007. (ISMM)

THESIS Cavers while-w-walt ; soft f tiard-

bound. $1.S0-$3.S0. Hamittan Repraductions.

119*4 Wilshire. 477-7Stl. (14 MM)

PROFESSIONAL documentation sarvica*.

Writing, editing and research to vo«r

requirements. )i7 lS4t call anytime. ( »* **

M)

HORSEBACK. iMchpackinf advantwrga into
Colorado wilderness from SIS. P.O. Box
1*417. Denver, MHO. (UQTK)

ASK AROUND ABOUT
AABCHEVYSERVICE

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

477-4SS1

1 1027 Santa Monica Blvtf

.

West Los Angelas

•St. sinct ifSt

'™ ! ^^1— —! »!! 11 III—M^—1^——^^M^^—^^
SELF HYPNOSIS ciatsas. to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MffMORY, CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-

33S0. ^ (tOMlO)

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance for
students and employaas. Call Allan Sobal.
7II.SS27, 073-501 5. Eves. 7i3.3S0f. (UQTK)

TELEVISION ^^ntal. Special UCLA rata*.

RCA models. Fr99 delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 174-9119. (UQT|i)

THESIS Covers while-u-wait; soft or fiard-
bound, $1.50 • $3.50. Hamilton Reporductions.
11904 Wilshire. 477-7501. (14M24)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rata* for stvdants
or employees. Robart Rhea, 039-7270 or 170-

9793 or 454-2544. %. (UQTR)

an
official :

charter flight

operation ^—
authorized and

_jipproyid b^JhtJj:—-^
University of

California

on all campuses. — - -

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-.

all first class

JUNE 14

JULY 9

JUNE 17

AUG J7

JUNE ri

AUG 20

^^UNE 2&
SEPT 11

JUNE 28
AUG 17

JULY 9
AUG 27

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 19
SEPT 16

AUG 28
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

SEPT 17

SEPT 26
OCT 9

lLEULLUghts

la/dublin
lonoon/la

LA/FRANK

london/la

la/lono(Jn

LONDON/LA

LA/LON/AMST
LONDON; LA

LA/LONDON

LONDON/LA

la;LONDON

LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

U/NAMID
AMST/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

LA/LOHDON

LONOON/U.

LA/LON/FRANK

FRANK/LON/LA

J262.00

62 0|„

5262.00

61 Dj^

J262.00

79D4yj

$252.00

51 Diys

$252.00

SODiys

$252.00

29 0iys

$?72.00

41 Diys

$252.00

29 Days

$252.00

30D«ys

$239.00

21 Dtys

$247.00

32D4ys

LA/LONDON $199.00

LONDQN/LA 14 Days

INE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6

SEPT 19

LA/LONDON $148.00

LONDON/LA $138.00

LA/LONDON $138.00

LA/FRANKFURT $138.00

LONOON/LA . $138.00

eUBL IN/LA
"

i

LA/LONDON $124.00

LA/LONDON $124.00

ser^rice.
A. • ' .. - --v:-

LA.LONDON/LONDON.LA

Fit. Dtp. Rtt. Days Price

4/18 8/28 71 $242

4/21 8/14 S4 S242

4/24 9/4 72 S242

9 ' 4/25 9/13 80 »75
f

—

^m ^H^ tl «7»^

4/29 8/29 41 S242

?/• 8/17 40 0242

7/11 8/10 30 S242

7/12 8/31 SO 0242

1/12 9/13 33 0252

If f/12 on«-way- - 0135

More
XJNI
Student
Stuff

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE OTILY TO UCLA

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR I>f€DIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLD OH A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

-fARTieiPATING AIRLINES M
BRITANNIA. SATURN. ONA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEING 707 AND SUPER DCS JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

CATION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS:
John and Susan

478-8286 J

Available amy to bMiafitfa mam tort ol fM
Untversifv of California indvdln* tfwdofitt,
faculty, staff, ami tl»air Immadiato famlHas
<para«t». tpovM or dapondanf chiWron)
livinf in ttia tama hoottliold.

fUghta

y Services Offered

REDUCE • drop lbs. • Palm Springs • grtat
food > axarcise • yoga • man - woman.
Monaco Villa, 371 Camino Monta Vista,
Palm Springs. (714) 32S-I912 • (UM34)

POTTERY lessons at th« potter's studio,
call 477 7737 between 1-4 Tues. tbru Sat. (

U

M 14)

Kercbkboff H*ll MS D
Betwaen a a.m. t s p.m.

a2S0231

TRAVELING in Italy this summert Want to

stay a while in Florence comfortably ft

inexpansivalyr ^ensiane Tamarici - in City

Center (near Train Station) double rodm 4
breakfast. IMailOt (4.a0) par day. Via
Flume. No. S. Tel. 24154 Florence. ( 17 MM|

"WAR WtiyT" Wraa Itaftet. Write:
Socialist Labor Party, P.O. Box 204.
Brooklyn. NY. naott ())M34)

VResaorch Svhjecfs Neeaed

SUBJECTS needed /Psych. Experiment.
Pay «ood.B171Frani Hall. (RSNMU)

P»#•<

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLI
INSURANCi

REFUSED? TOOHIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

^ STUDENT DISCOUNTS"« ASK^OR AEB OR KEN

S77

t179

OIL portraits. S3S this week lifeslie. exact
.•.^•** •'•'" •**••*• ••' *•«»»»«. Arlane, 4T7.""• (14Mt4)

^

• new YORK
JUNE ISONEWAY

• HAWAII
JUNE ia-JULY2
JULY 1 -JULY ta

•TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17- SEPT 1

80FA STUOENT CHAPTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARDS

AIM StudentrsN Mid SuraMpMM*. Ca^ PurcHaw
InMrane*. Ouidaboakt

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^ AI8/EKITS^m tOSa 84Mits Mofiiaa Blvd.Mm^ L.A.aooaB^^
274 174}

J MH Mk.—r'ef tmnia Mowtca/Dohewyl

D THE INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT IDENTITYCARD

Your passport to the

world of Student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the Internotlonol

Student Travel Confer

ence ond enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for oil studaot :=^

flights obrood.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
HIGHTS
to and within Europe,

l$roel,Eo$t Africa, ond

the For Eost-ot fontostic

sovings, enobiing you

to travel os for as pos-

sible for OS little 0$

possible. .

you know xi«'

wwe.«««

TiLl: 477-1111

UN

.i.

Travel . 17 y/Juforlng . . . ,^ 18 yApis. - Ftfirnb
/For Sub-lease 24

•TH PACIFIC SAiUNO CWUISE^ m
Urand three mastad schiinar. Laawaa

imer for ' —»•-

les. For
.123t

4 waahs to Tahiti. SMraw-
info, CI oraeonr C.-.Mt»|

FRENCH:^!
Hnniaia stwdy
former UCLA
«ii

IS

idlensive
1 BEDROOM f«rnis»td j««r.;M ^»5?"i^distance UCLA •17J-4»14

(SSM
WlthHI
fam

walking
BEDROOM refularly SUS. new SMS.

.»r»e, lireplact, $ min. to UCLA. Day. SIS-

l2SS.nieht.477SSIt. (14 MIS)
' ratalfs.

(IIQTRI

IROPE, snssiTS m.J.. ataa .itryl^

LS.E.P.. nv Beverly Bive.. la woJ^*^
,,.

g

e

g».ucLAmembar|^^ ^]ff3t
Europe a middle east cmarte*

LIGHTS

New Yark FliehH ORdtr SlSJo«a-wav

Study »CampiiitTaiir»^
ie71 Student Goide •Mh «•

f"JJ^
Student Rall-poMl wo. SI Si

INTACT: SOFA Aeont VIC DBPT UCLA
' 13SB9 Ventura Etvd.

Sherman Oatit. CalH. 91443

•HONE: •72-MiJor7M^1477

GRE. LSAT, amor test preearattan. In-
dividual and small troup instruction.
Academic Guidance Svcs. tS* Sa. RaBertion.
*»7 4W0. (IIQTRl

y/ Typiiing 19

S016AYLEY ,

Across From Dykstra
RtducEd Summer Ratts

Bachtlors-Singl«s-On« Bdrmt.
JuneiStoSaptiS

GR 3-17M • Mrs. Kay • GR 3-0S24

BDRM., well furnished available 4/11-

»/1S. Faculty /grad or rtsponsibit person.

>44-97l1 eves. (a4MI4)

SUMMER Huge 1 bedroom, 3 bath apt.

Balcony, garden, Westwood. S3S0 me. June-

Sept. 477-4430. (34M2S)

/ Housing Needed .... 28

MARVARD grad will house sit, da charea^

, exchange for room . Dan Hirsch, 44 Linnaean
St.Cambridee. Mass.OlllS. (MMIS)

MARRIED law students care far yaur home
this summtr. Services eichanged for

reduced rent. 44S-0SM (evenings). (StMS4)

SUMMER Sublet. S170
Pool, Brentwood. July
after 4 PM.

/mo. 1 bdrm./furn.
I • Sept. IS. 474-413S

(34M14)

^Roon^ii Board

]•

WILL
rea:

4S7-4S94.

type term
CaH Karen. Days

atc.#

»4-S3B4, nita:

(19M1S)

llMt

iKhrreB^CyrLA Sis. 47^4444 . C»OT«>

ONE WAY CMARTBR FLIGHTS:

FAST, accurate typing. Ti
ttieses, dissertatians. Editing. Weekdays. 9-

4: Barbie. •2t-334S; Mae. )H-Sin. (n ATR)
. I I -

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Term paperv
'letters, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
resulH. Eves after S:St,-«ueke«ds. Sbaran.
•3t-S4t7. (19QTR)

EDITH - IBM typinf . THases. term .

manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast. neat,

accurate, dependable. 9)>-l747. (1«OTR)

^Madrid/Frankfurt
rparis

Aueustit
Au«u«tX7

sns
S13S

Contact:

The university OHIca-Educatlan
Abroad Prafcam
UC Santa Barbara

941"

RUTH,
manuscripts.
t2t-1141. -

> dissartatfans
ReliaMe. Can

C19QTR)

TYPIST
papers. Specialty math
Accurate, rapid service

term

1474 I «« AT* .

reel. India, *!l*"v/i? 3,3 m Bevert\

IROPE, •»'••• «»•'» »'*T'"^ »

FREE editing, grammar /spefiint. Electric
,Enport typing. iMt. Piai up /deliver law
scbaal. Alice. 397S)S4. (19QTR)

CAMPUS vicinity (3 Macks sautbwest).
Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, aC'
rurate. Tom. 473-4431. (ItflTB*

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and
one-bedroom apts. T^mp. or permanent.
Block UCLA. Air-cend. Pool, sundecks.

Garage. Reserve for summer - fall. 43S-441

Landfair . 479>4t4. ( 21 M 34)

FURNISHED Singles to share, 474. Heated
peal, sun deck, parking, 43) Gayley . 473-

,4412. (210TR)

LARGE bachelors. $90 up. Singles, S12S,

acrass tram Dykstra. S41 Gayley, GR 3-l7il«

GR3-4S24.Mrs. Kay. (21QTR)

^ApH Unfurnished .... 22

S14S DELUXE modern onebdrm, beautiful

trench normandie building. Builtins. Palms
area. Call §24-2128. (22M24)

BEAUTIFUL 3 bdrm apt. switaMff for 4*^

students. Must have qualified sparser.

S2iS/mo. 399-4414. (22M24)

WALK UCLA. 1 bdrm/den tiSO. summer.
Laiies, pets, child welcome. 472-1ISS (34 M
34) -+-*-,.

"H

^URNISHEO 3 bedroom apt. 7/1-9/1S, Mar
/ista. Large fenced yard. S130 /mo. with

itHities. Deposit. 394 Old (24 M34)

SUMMER sublet - mid June. Furnished
spacious seven room apartment, Westwood.
Responsible person S300/month. 47S-1B3S.,( 34

M 34)

S1S4/mo. 4 IS/9 -IS. Large turn, single.
WLA. Faculty/Grad prtferred. 434-4447. (34
M 24)

S17S /mo., 3 bedroom, large lurnished
utensils etc., short walk to beach. June IS

Sept. IS (flexible), Santa Monica, call eves
394 0)34. (34M34:

SUMMER Housing: on campus, ca-ed,
heated pool, barbeque, parking, roc. roam,
meals. cheapi I 479-9092. (REM 24)

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

ROOM and board, $1S plus, a week for girl

student, in exchange for babysitting, light

housekeeping. Quiet, private room. Need
car. 454 3090. ( M24)

MALE some math /science background to

study with boys 13 A t4. Room, kitchenette.

Start July ) or Sept. 10 for year. Student with

position will help interview. 473 3079, 4-4

PM (30M34)

^ l^oom for Rent .31
SUMMER rental,
lurnished apt. with
S300. Call 47S-4004.

Spacious 3 bedroom
pool. Beverly Glen Bl

(74 M 34)

3 BDRM, 3 bath, Venice apt. 3 blks beach.

Cpts, dps, stove, fireplace, balcont- June

S)44. )99-4ia0. (22M24)

FURNISHED, one bedroom apartment,
doorman, garage, pool, patio, view, dish-
washer. Available June September. $330
mo. 478 7493. (34M34)

SUMMER housing
pool, kitchen, large
more. 479-9041

for girls t $40/month,
rooms. 10934 Strath

(31M34^

Kibbuti

ip. i'nTVavelllng. 914-2411

plenty free
TYPING-Editing. English
papers, theses, resumes,
Selectric, Executive. Nancy,
824-7472.

grads. Term
letters. IBM
472-4143; Kay.

(19QTR1

eti, ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS

iUROPE: FROMSIW ROUND TRIP

lAPAN: FROMS34f ROOMDTRIP

SLIGHT CHAIRMAN 271.eW2. i39-24t1

-"4144 Overland I, Oapit. A.

IBM'S new Selectric II typewrttgr (<

ribbon). Experienced, accurate work.
.Pltasecall)94-«29S. (19M24)

LAUREL Canyan, Kirkwood Dr., 1 bdrm
apt. w/2 balconies, view, quiet, $180. 4S2-

1J41, (22M24)

$10. LARGE single. Venice, kitchen, bath. 1

1/2 blocks from beach. Skylight: can be

studio. 394-4404. (22M34)

EXPERT
manuscripts,
curate. 14 AM

typing. terr« papers.
IBM, reliaMe. ac-

id PM. Joan. 392-«43g. (19M

UNFURN. 1 bdrm Brentwood. Takeover for

summer. Pet ok. Immediate occupancy

Leave messaee.824-21S0. (22M34)

EMERGENCY service/IBM RuaUty typing,
low rates • free editinf papers, disser-
tations, baofts. etc. CaN tSMdot. ( 19M 24)

S14S UNFURN. apt. util. included, 1-bdrm,

center Westwood Village, new carpets,

paint. Call 271-2317 eves. (22 M 2$)

CAR^ IM EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS T04-
TEACHERS* STUDENTS

CREE CATALOGUE ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS -

9000 Sunset Elvd. , LA ftMf 171-4M4

.EENEFIT from our typing
equals good grad. 24 hr.

tatian/handwrmen draft. 192-41 IS

Neat

rTIfMw ^^^ 1^ Shore ...... 23

Y Wonfed 20
FEMALE roommate for summer. Fairly

strai<dit. 31 or over. Westwood area. Call 4-10

PM.477 4ef4. (33M34)

VW window van, caimbi. bus
Mike, 2134 MandeviRe Canyon

gto'TI.SlTll.
4744141. (M

ROOMMATE
_.jjMiaslier. 2 mi.

Dan,82MSS7.

large 3bdrm, 3-bath, dish-

west - off Wilshire; message,
(23 M 24)

^ M 14)

IVERLAND Expedition India. Laavint

»ndon June and July. $435. Brochure:

Encounter Overland, 23 Manar House Drive,

ondon N .W. 3. ^^^M OB 8

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS

t.A./NawYprk(l.way) S71

May 3lst * Jiiiia 15th only

./London/L.A. SMS
^Erussels/L.A.

—

RESPONSIBLE studontalt) to drive '47

Camera fa Boston f New Yark, early June,
call Micliaal Bettmann after S:11PM..
213/13S-4S4S (SIMM)

OWN ream - 2-bdrm with UCLA senior,

starts 4-4, 3 manths. 1 mile from UCLA, SS4-

2ia. (23M24)

WILL pay
Wrecks
144).

cash I

Frtf
er cars
taw-aways 191-9441, US-

(21M24)

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley
Pleasant singles, US. Kitchen, sun decks,

garage, 473-4412. (23 0TR)

.A./Tokyo/L.A.

.A/Tel Aviv/L.A.
A-V WORLD SCHOOLS 47S-S1)3

1724 Westwood itvd.

son

STUDENT traveting lo

check in at airpart.w/S
»24-St4» .

—

—

PittsfeuTfli. Pa., to

DaldHa, call

WILL Share my great 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,
EX4^SS22. (23M24)

UCLA graduate teaching assistant

private tennis caurt ta give lanni:

Call Bob, •24-1911. (21

M

4S1M S4) SHAR E »-bdi m, ^-battT wsa. Bwttt-tit, »trr
must be neat, ever 21, $41. 839 S120. (23M24)

SHARE for summer nice apt. $90 includes

everything with great girl. Near Pico,

LaCienega 371 4013. ,
(23qtr0

tUROPE this summer? Mn-
4 or 8 weeks. Exporimente in

(17 0TR)
rograms
rraveling, 984 3411.

tmGEftT.
Salvadarian student L.A
nB-1129 days/after 14 : 31 PM

conscientious
Any
(MM

2-4 FEMALE roommafes needed for large

Westwaad apt. Summer/or Fall; Patti,.5S3

1)11 (2)M24)

3-WEEK TENT TREK
THRU WEST CANADA JUNE 4.

loom for 14 young adults. All

inip/transportdtion costs included except
A sleeping bag. Route is up coatt to

Vancouver, meander tluru British Columbia
Rockies. BanM, Lake Lauisa. Catonbia

Eefields, return ttiru Idatea. Wild scenery,

isual trek. Total caat: S291 each. C«N:
^NDTREK (213) 4S4.1B». (17 MIS)

WILL pay cash for postaB* stamp callac-

tians. Raise summer cash. Sell yaur
stamps. 477-939S. MM)

2 BDRM furnislied June IS - August IS within
walking distance UCLA. f27)-49M. 9 AM - 4

PM. (MMM)

FEMALE roommate ever 21 to share S

bdrm. apt. in WLA. Own room, $7S. 477- ^
(2)M24)*

GRAD
W.L.A.
/me

student needed to help manage
apt. Summer fall. 1-bdrm., $S8

473-9S44, S-7 PM. (23M2S)

ftERO garagi for VW.
192-4414/11 na answer, keep trying.

CdM
(MMM)

IXPO Center Internatlanal
tt, talk with reps of

aiHines, etc. - films
's Lounge, 11-4.

Travel Fair -

of-

May M. AU
(17MM)

NEED gara«e for VW. July thru Sept. Call

392 44U/H no answer, keep trying. (MMM)

^Apls Furnislied 21

OWN bedroom /bath. 1/2 bik c«"P«- **•
/mo. George, 82$-437S / 479-8144 eves. (23 M
2$)

WILL share my great 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,
BXl-SSn. (2) MM)

mast
;

IDIA is aur speciality f For
I leal fares ever ta and ffram I

ind me tivarM. canlpct: - P. O,
llywood, Ca.. 9giM. PHam CID)

(17 MIS)

2J 1 BEDROOM StM; 1 a B9^K.
Mt?

S2M.
• S9S-

(21 MM)

FEMALE student
$72.91. Must love

4S1^43.

to share my
Before S

S.M. apt.
:10, LeAnn
(23M2S)

iRAEL
way

ixpensive

EUROPE
EAST AFRICA

1 BEDROOM
decarated,
Federal, S9S.1)41, Mrs. H

S1SS, attractive, newly
1S17

(21 MM)

FEMALE to sublet 1-bdrm apt. in Brent-

wood. June 1 - Sept. 1. SIS. H—r UCLA, 472-

14)4. (2)M24)

2 GIRLS ta share 2 bdrm . apt
Sept. $70 each. 477 4143.

With 1. Juhe IS

(23M24)

SIM LUXURIOUS batchelar
fireplace • huge closet
•r^m. Call 1M21M.

with
patia. Palmt

(21 M
and round trip student Rlfliis. fireplace - huge closet and patia. Palm
'• student campint tour* area. Call 1M21M. (21

M

WOft and Inst uiopa.Tarliiaiii — «»—^ —«^FA ABant far IwloMlaripiin
•••••iisia, SOFA

tent charter flMMs. Cantact ISCA.
Vicente Blvd^ SuHo #4, tA, CUM
_ T4l;(11)) Sa4.S449, •2449SS

R FRANCE 747 t* Eurupo. Not a I

ave, return anytime w/reserved
yone, 12-2S. From S)42. IMIMI. 42S-

(17MM)|71

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spaclaus Madsrw Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES^_

Ranting Offfica : SM Landfair it

AtS# WIfn W9^ \

I

i
TENT TREK THRU EASTERN CANADA

ROOM FOR ONLY 14 PEOPLE
INCLUDES QUEBEC

._ .^OR SOLAR ECLI PSE

levtn week tenting trek thru Eastern
:anada leaves L.A. by van June 4, returns
»y air July 33. AH tenting /cooking stuff
ippiied except food and
loute is N.E. thru U.S. to Manitoba
Msuriy pece around Great Lakes on Ontario
Me, Stratford. NiaBara, Toronto, Ottawa

capital. Montreal, tt»e St. Lawrence
liver to Quebec City. Cap Chat tar the July
" tetel eclipse of sun and ttru Canadian
^aritim'^s to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Freo-
leeiing vacation is co operative thing far

roung idults. Unusual experlance, mind-
lowing scenery. Total cost including airfare
roturn is SIM each. Wf mare details call
.ANOTRSK. (31)) 4S441» er write fa*t:
IS7 Laurel Pass, Lea >

Glenfair Terrace
S4) Landfair f14 «

S41Glanradifn

1-2 MLDftOCMML Peal- Summer rata*. $"$
up Fall leases now. SSM up. S11 GHu^PCh.
473 924S.

(Iimj«

^ LARGE.COMFORTABLE ^^ STUDENT APARTMENTS !
FURNISHED BACHELORS A

1 BEDROOMS |L
Same rent Summer * Fall

Showing NOW

BEAUTIFUL Ocean View Mollbu apart-
ment. 2 i>odroom, } bathroom, separate
entrance, close to campus. 4S4-8S44. (23 M 24)

FEMALE share 1 bedroom apt. with same.
Strathmore Veteran. Pool, garage ind.
$87.91.479 1142. (23M24)

NEED someone to share 2-bedroom fiouse in

Venice. $70 plus util. Call 821-9137. Ask for

Rob. (23M34)

COM* fo 42S Landfair. reammates ara

there. Singles and onebdrms. Pool, sun-

decks, garage 479 S404. (23M24)

JUNE IS Sept. IS Mae. Ten min. from

UCLA $92.$4/month, ai* conditioning, pool,

garage, peai table. 479-*4U (3)M34)-

OWN room in

from campus
M79, Ed

3 bdrm- S78.3S. Six minutes
Start June first, almost. 471-

(33M34)

^For iubleaie 24

O^^Mit will hoi

Across UCVA

71S Gayley 479-1S18 ^

'
" '

.ig'

Vhloring I8

'ReAcH/SPANISN/ITALIAN: •
Iperienced Univ. Prof. Puslttve results any
toxam. Easy HRWii'illgRii metHad (trial).
[473 M»3. (UQTRJ
AN American wtio spent 12 years In USSR.
Moscow /Samarkand tutor ma4arn
Rustien. 779 4444. (l8Mf4)

/

Sits. DELUXE
beautifully furnished,

parking. 4 menth lease

Venice 399 3919.

1/2 Mock beach,
bar, builtins,

34 Brooks Ave.,
^ (It M M)

SUBLEASE: Walk ta camput • furnished,

spacious 3 bdrm s, 1 1/3 bath, 4-19 • 9-IS.

$349/mo. 933 1/3 Olonrock. 473-991S. (24 M 24)

APT - 3 people US each. Clase to campus)
June IS - Sept 19. 729 Levering, 473- 142 1.(24 M
M)

LARGE 1-bdrm furnished apt., $190 plus

utilities, July/August only, near campus,
call S93 7144. (24M24)

LARGE attractive ane-bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, $189 up. Pool, subterranean garage.

elevatar. acean view, welk to beach, n—r
Santa Monica Freeway. 2149 Faurth St.. SM.
392 9SS4. 191-9142. (UQTR)

FURNISHED,
garage, pool

SINGLES, bactMlors. 3 bdrm, studto. 1 1/)

bath, pool, 3 bMs. campui. tlt24 LindBreek

(HHgardl.GRS-SSM (21QTR)

1-bedrm apt. frm»n.
patia. view, dishwasher

Ivai'lable June Sept. $2M/me. 478-7iW. (SL

My 24)

LARGE 2-bdrm duplex. June 19 Sept. I9th.

NeSrtiSble^r Pico La Cienega $149 /mo

Srrir Graduate >'••: «?1'*'* (SmM)
Furnished. Appliances. 37S))14. (34 M 34)

FURNISHED 2 bdrm, seven room with

character. Large. June 1$ - Sept. IS.

$lSS/month. 10 min/campus. 834-03)lt -( 34 M
34)

JUNE IS Sept. IS. Largc.suoqy. 1 bedroom,
furnished. Walk to campus. 47I-U17.
eves. (34M34)

BEL Air - room /bath in beautiful private
home. 10 mm. UCLA Graduate student.
SIOO. 47} 3919, 473 7S39. (31M34)

APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
(ALL SESSIONS) AND FALL
NOW BEING ACCEPTED

FOR LAMANCHA

JUNE IS • Sept. 1$, or part. Fum.1 bdrm,
S16S. a/c, near bus, WLA. 834-3948. v24 M 34) LftlMWMANSHA

Singles. Doubles,

Triples, Suites

and Singles in

Suites Available

SPAck>US 3 bdrm /furnished; utens«l»;

sundeck. Near campus. June '5,,- **f;;
Kathy,478S393a.fter4. (JiNiJi)

LARGE 1-bdrm apt, furnished, sleeps 3.

4/15-9/1$. S mins. front campus. 10947

Roebling #1.477-4837. (34M34)

Call La Mancha or Drop By
930Hilgard Ave.

LA 90034
47S-SU1

^ House for Reni

.

25

MALE, undergraduate. "^PO*****^' ,%*!*'

large room, view, garage, »««»c^5"

pr;?..eges. $S0 Summer. Near campus^-l^ irv

$13$ GUEST house. 3 rooms, bath, garden
view, light cooking. Mature professional

business man. References. HO )-SS0S/OL 3

$374. ^ (29 M 34)

II '

MID June mid August. 10 minutes from
UCLA; 14 mins from beach. Furnished, 4

bdrms. $300 monthly (negotiable). Marianne
Moorman, 39$-9191 ext. 444; 834 3337. (39 M
33)

SUMMER rooms single.

Open kitchen, clean, coed.

4749134.

shared $100 up.

On Hilgard. Call

,

(31M34)

ONE block from UCLA. Private room
bath Pvt. entrance $$S /month during

summer, $75 in tail 474 7S43. (31 M34)

FEMALE lovely large furnished roorn

^

1/3 bath with family. Kitchen privileges, $4$.

391 3317 (31 M34)

PACIFIC PALISADES ELEGANT 3-BDRM
HOUSE, $350 MO. 454 449*. (3SM34^

^ House for Sale 26

BRENTWOOD south ol Sunset. 3 bdrm. A
conv. den. Quiet Cul-de Sac. $43,900. Sands

Realtors, 474-4444. (34QTR)

TRANS, architect owner in LA »o sacrifice

exceptional, low-maint. Riviera view home
w/decks orig. priced w/brkr In M's, now

40's - 3 sty, 3 bdrm, 3 Ig. bths, den w/wet bar,

indoor BBQ, bit in ktch all purp, conv.

oarage. Open House Sat, Sun A Men - 10-4,

1502 San Remo Dr., Pec Pal. Prin. only

may phone owner collect (Arii) 403 377-9SM

for details prior to Friday. No Brokes. (34 M
.3*1

WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 3-bdrm A
conv den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac
$99,400 Sands Reeltors, 474-4444. ( QTR

)

GLEN -' covered patio, garden, sidewalks,
spacious 3-bdrm, I 3/4 bath, carpeted,
fireplace. $49,000 own. 474-4894. (34 M 24)

PROFESSOR'S retreat. Serene country
living 3 bedrms. 3 baths. Peace/ A privacy -

immaculate condition. $49,500. Mrs. Martin,
824 444S/94) 3042. (24M29)

AUTHENTIC Spanish ...on Glendon Ave. )

bedrooms, 1 3/4 bath, forced air heat,

formal dinning room/breadfast room,
fireplace .. a buy at $4*,500. Wynn, 477-

7001. (24M29)

^Aufos for Sale . . > . 33

•71 PINTO. Big engine, low mileage, deluxe

-inlowot^RovAi bUMIx i«WkA?»-M$| *H;r 4^

PM^ ^"f^^*'

PERSONALITY plus 19*7 Mustang con-

vertible, automatic, cKcellent condition, new

transmission. $1000 or' Anita, 471 1835. (33 M
I*)

power^eering, power
bucket seats, 83*-2894.

(33M24)

_»

'*7 CAMARO
brakes, loor

Ml 3401.

blue,
shift.

73 PINTO Runabout, R H, 4ir and loaded

w/extras. Mileage under 9m. $3400. 371-

4393; $43 8944 (33M34)

'49 VW tan, clean, tires, brakes, everything

fine 37.000 miles $1399 349 3444 or 393-

9109. (33M34)

'45 OLOS Cutlass 'Perfect'. '41 Chev van

custom 'home'. Must sell, sacrifice. Best

offers 479 8714. (33M3$) -^-
I

'43 1/3 GALAXY XL,
tires, astros, 390 auto.

9993, Jack.

swell condition,
/best offer, 399-

(33M34)

'44 CHEVELLE Malibu Convert. Auto., PS.
Xint. in/out. Runs perfect. *SM, $SSO/offer.

33) 0050 anytime. (33M34)

TRANSPORTATION cars
American Kodiak in Santa

Santa Monica Blvd 838 7489.

$99 and
Monica. M24

(33QTR)

4 BDRM, den, 1 3/4 beths, forced air hoot,

pool. Culver City schools, fireplace, bar-

beque. 397 8128. (24M24)

y/ House lo Share 27

ATTENTION Students 100 beautiful new car

trade ins and transportation specials.

Compacts pick ups etc. Credit ok'd by

phone Call Mr. Rossi / Mr
3*31

Asato. 430
* (33M34)

ROOMMATE
house in WLA.
4798740. —

wanted to share
$49 each lor three.

six room
Richerd:
(27M23)

BEACH house. Venice /S.M. 2 bedroom
furnished. Parking, 17 minutes un a
Available, */8. $112.50. 39* 0$47.

CLEAN 3bdrm house, suitable for 3
students Must have gualifieo sponsor. $270
mo. 399MI4. ( M24)

'44 CHEVY II blue stationwagon, everything

new (tirts, batteries, alternator, plugs,

shock absorbers) $554. 834 7312 ( 33 M 24)

'44 CORVAIR for sale, engine usable for

Dune Buggy Best offer, call 454-2121.

Randy, Apearna. (33M24)

'** VW fastback. Rebuilt engine, excellent

condition, bridgestenes. FM stereo. Europe
$400 478 4341,395 1480,9 PM. f33M29)

Continued on ntxt pagt

HOUSE en SM. Beach
living. -Congeniel group
welcome. $70-80. 394-9271.

Semi-Communal
/own room. Pets

(27M24)

WANT roommate who favors quietness and
nice place to Itve. $9* own room SM. 834
3My. (37M34)

GIRL share furnished Santa Monica ftouse

with grad. Own room. $70. Sharon, 838-

4004 (37M3*)

FEMALE roommate Spanish ftouse. Own
room $83 /msnth Call 474*342. (27 M 24)

MALE or female to shirt 3 brm. house in

Venice naar beach, 4 months starting Juna i.

Own room SiOO /month plus utilities. Daniel

or David p99 3413. H7M24)

SHARE 4 br halfway to beach from UCLA.
Own, $79. Summer or naxl year too. 830

3383 (27 M 2*)

NEAT I Large house to share, Santa Mbnica.

Male /female, $80 /month, own room.

ASAPI 838 00*1 <27 M 39)

PEACEFUL House wanted by 3 responsible

law students. Sept June. References. Oien-

Brentwood preferred. 478-4993. (38 M 3*)

I' I
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Tickets: .

Campus & Public

—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, tomorrow,

Friday, Saturday and May 31,

June 1, 2, and 3; and 7:30 pm,

Sunday and June 4, Ralph Freud

Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and SI

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and Macgowan Hall box

office.

— "Opera Workshop,"
presenting a new English trans-

lation of "Orontea, Queen of

Egypt," 8:30 pm Friday and

Saturday. Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4

(reserved seats), $3 (general

admission), and $1.50 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"University Symphony Or-

chestra," 8:30 pm. today, Royce

Hall Auditorium. Conducted by

A^ehli Mehta, program will in-

clude Kremenliev's "Elegy for

R.F.K.," Tchaikovsky's "Sym-

phony No. 4 In F minor;" and

Chopin's "Concerto No. l," with

soloist Mark Richman. Tickets

are$2 (general) and $1 (students),

available from the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"Music for the 70s," Gerhard

Samuel conducting the Los

Angeles Philharhnonic Orchestra,

8:30 pm, lEriday, Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4.50,

$3.50, $2.50, and $2 (students),

available at the Central Ticket

Office, 650 Westwood Plaza.

—"A Capella Choir," directed

by Roger Wagner, presents

Hayden's "Creation," 8:30 pm.

May 31, Royce Hall Auditorium.

^Tickets are $3 (general) and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

Plays:

—"La Mandragola," by NIccolo

AAachiavelll will be presented In

Italian by the San Fernando

Valley State College Italian

Players, noon. May 31, AAacgowan

1330. Free.

—"Anti-war production,"
presented by the Theater Action

Council, 4 pm, tomorrow and

Friday, MacGowan 1340.

Films:
—"The People's War" and "The

Day of the Slave Hunting/' will be

presented by the Documentary
Film Society, 7 pm, today. Social

Welfare 121. Donations requested.

—"Somebody is Waiting, and

"The UCLA Mental Retardation

Program," two films concerning

education and psychologists,

noon, today, A^oore 130.

—"The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals," by James M. Barrle,

with Gary Cooper and Beryl

AAercer, 5 pm, AAelnitz 1409. Free.

—"Beyond the Blue Horizon/'

with Jeanette A^ac Donald and
Jack Buchanan, 5 pm, Melnltz

1409. Free.

-"Three Lives," "The Most,"

and "Welfare Rights," three films

on Women's rights, 7:30 pm,
Moore 100. ' '

—"Three Lives," 7 and 9 pm,
KInsey 51.

Seminars:
Wednesday, May 24

—"Hadron Production in

Colliding Beams/' by J.D.

Bjorken, SLAC, 2 pm, Knudsen
1200.

—"Cyclotron Resonance
Amplification of Whistler's — A

i '. k '/...ivy. '

>

Laser Interpretation ^ ^^7
Altshuler. staff manag'er^^
Systems, 4 pm KrujT' ^
Talk wil, be 'r.J^'^M
3:4Spm inKnud»niJ;**«—"Nuetron Stars" h
Moszkowskl,

professir i,,^
Kin$ey230. ^''^«««i,

—"An Approach fo tht «i.^

lnt.,r,t.d Gas Chr.m,tL>
N»a$$ Spectrometry," b^'Jenden, protessiV

o,^
macolo«yatnoon.CHsC
— Problems of iron t

change" by Clement A >,„!
professor of medicine, and ZDivision of HematoS
University of Washington il
of Medicine, Seattle, l:i5pn,lS
23-105. ^ '^^

—"Environment and the [iw
by Frank P. Grad. professor

^
Lav*^, Columbia University Nm
York City, auttior and authority,

__
<ContlnMedonPage2||

Expo sponsors

International Fair
--^.
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^^~As a service to the thousands of students here expected to be travehng

.. in Europe and elsewhere this summer, the Expo Center is holding an

International Travel Fair next Wednesday in the Ackerman Union Men s

Lounge. " ^ .
'

^'

, . .. ...

Alex White, an Associate Dean of Campus Programs and Activities

Office, said that based on the large numbers of students touring Europe
'

last year, "It seemed to be a good idea to get them together." )^'--^.

Representatives from National Tourist Offices and airlines of such

countries as Japan, Norway, India, New Zealand, Greece and Israel wiU
^
be present to distribute literature and answer questions on matters of

interest particular to their countries. Of the 41 organizations to be taking

part in the open-house style fair, campus travel office such as ASUCLA

Charter Flights and the Education Abroad Program will also be par-

ticipating.

According to White, the Fair will be open from 10 am to 4 pm May 24

and will be open to all students and staff with no charge.

Travelogue films will be shown continuously on the third floor of

t;,

Ackerman Union. The schedule is as follows:

t
^\h-

^
•

A :. ,
•

.

Starting Time
10:30am
Ham
ll:30am
12:30 pm
.ipm
1:30pm -,

2 pm
2:30pm
3 pm
3:30 pm

Room 3517

Mexico
Argentina

Japan —

......a'u,.

Israel

US
France

EURAIL
Scandinavia
Netherlands

Room 3564

Thailand
Honduras
— Austria

Greece
/;«-
—

EAP
Ireland

Britain

Australia

The dance department here will present its final

master's concert of the year, Friday, June 2, at 7:00

pm . The one hour program consists of three works by

three choreographers ^nd will provide plenty ol

variety. ' " "^—"^
in the first piece. Figments: A chair odyssey In

three parts, Barbara Ball will expkire the use of

chairs as props, taking them from the functkmal to

the symbolic to the absurd. Mkid Image by Ronnis

Brosterman will be the second offering. She suggests

this abstract dance be viewed as an environmental

equivalent to the process of thinking. Betii Rm

Weinberg's lively Dances to Klee closes ttie concerl

In an intricate suite of four dances, Weinberg will try

to capture the essence of Paul Klee's paintings; wHk

particular attention to his approach to movtmwl

through line and cotor. The exciting costumes for tf«j

piece were designed by Susan Hughes.

The conceH will take place in the l^boritonf.

T^atre, WG 208. Admission is free but seating*

limited.

' i» I :{. V
H»,
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" ^Autos lor Sale .... 7733 ^Auhs lor Sale . . :

.
.

. 33 /Autos for Sale

-JL.

^Autos lor Sale 33

'44 VW. ExctllMIt CO«d. M75. C»H UJ-JfUf
•77-«in< altar 9PM.) (33M24)

1««4 INDESTRUCTIBLE VolVO MH. 4-ftpd.

whit*. 90od canditloii. tlM firm. Call tvas.

19S-Stn. (MM J*)

57 FAIR LANE, strong, auta, •Kcallant

transp.. SilS/liesl oftar. ui^m ava». Must

sell.
(S3M24)

'44 VOLKSWAOON transportar bus, 110

horsepower powerhouse, exceptionally
sanitary, gas Neater. S12Se.7S. 457-7SS1. (MM
Ml —
SWEET oM IfSl Ford 2-dr. sedan. Sun visor.

Clean, perfect transportation car. •2S-2S47

/47t-MS7. (33M24)

'71 HONDA sedan, like new. Low miles. AM.
best offer. AHer S:M PM. 344 7421 . (33 M 24)

III, - -

'S4 CADILLAC. Beautiful body, clean in-

terior, good condition. S1$O.I2r4iSO. (33 M
24)

'70 OPEL Kadett 102 hp engine. 17M miles.

S1700. 2124 Mandevllle Canyon. 474-4143

anytime. (33M24)

'44 VW Bug. FM. Sunroof, new tires, batt.

44,000 miles orig. owner. Best offer. VW-
S41$. (33M24)

'4t AUSTIN America 4 sp. Radio /heater',

very good condition. MSO. Call 477-1 lOt
evenings /mori.'tigs. (33 M 14)

'47 LE Mans. White, power steering, power
brahes. flaar shift, vinyl top. n4-2«94. 4S1-
1401. (33MM)

DODGE Van, '49 V-l. Auto. Xtnt. cond.
Travel equipped best offer takes. •37-3413
/•70 4347 (33M24)

PLEET Student, faculty discounts. Brand
new 1977 Pintos. Sii4t. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr
Asata, 020 2431. Order now , credit ek'd by
"" (33M34)

'43 1/2 GALAXY XL, new tires, astros. 390.

S4S0/best offer. 399 S932 Jack. Must sell.

Swell condition . ( 33M 24)

ATTENTION Students. Complete salactloi)
of new and used Pintos and etiiar campacH.
Call Mr. Asato or Mr. Rossi, 120-2431. CradM
ok'd by phone. (3)MH)

'7« VOLVO 2.door sadan, automatic, radld.
heat4r. XInt condition, teacher laavlng
town. 273-9777. 277-4044. ( 33 M 24)

'49 VW Bug. automatic, lo mileage, excallaiit

cond.. make offer. 397-77J2. (33 M 14)

CLASSIC 19S9 Austin Healey 3000. Excellent
condition. Call Nancy. 47t-l9t3. (33M 34)

AM Sprite. 1944, excellent 1100 engine and
tires. Hard and soft tops. Fiberglass front.

941 4247. (33M24)

19S9 FORD pow^r steering,
power W-akes, automatic transmission,
radio, heater. Runs smooth. I19S. 397-

0942 (33M24)

'71 VW Bo«. air-conditioning. AM-FM. A-l in

and out. $2900. (087 DSK)454-M94. (33M24)

'49 VW Camper, pop top, AM-FM. air con-
ditioning, rebuilt engine. S23S0. 24S-1734. (33
M 24)

VW -f'44 Vaf). new '71 engine, new paint,
interior, clutcf), brakes, etc. Must sell. S9S0
or offer. After i PM, 394-S4$1. (33 M 34)

AINO'S '42 Volvo, very well worth S200,
radio, good transportation, personality.
Eves. 394 0941. (33M24)

'S7 VW Bus. Rebuilt engine, orig. Paim.
radio, heater, good tires. $4S0. 4S50299. (33 M
14)

'U CHEVROLET Caprice power brakes.
steering, hydromattc, air cond.. radio, ex-
cellent condition, tlOOO/offer. SS4-0447. (33 M
24 )

'47 VW Bug. factory, radio, tape deck, other
extras, excellent cond.. ttSO. 441-43S4. (33 M
24)

'40 VW AM/FM. Lo mi. New tires, engine

excellent. 41000. Call evenings. •24-73ti. (33

M 24) „____ :—
'4$ DODGE Dart. Mags, glass pacs. Air

shocks, 4 speed. Must sell. »-aaving country

Mike. 473 403S. _
(33M24)

•S4 CHEVROLET Wagon. 4$.000 original

miles. Bought new. Excellent mechanical

condition. 43S0ybest, Call, 39S-4374. (31M 24)

%•#

'43 VOLVO, 4-dour tan, ItlS, Amaian, good
cand., S43S. Eves, 599-3012. (»M 24)

A-t

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
. Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
'^UR PRICES ARE LOWEIVI

A-1 AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 194 7075 - 74 Hours

44 TRIUMPH TR4A. Wire wheels, Miclwlin
X's. Excellent mechanical condition. t9S0.

Day, 12$ 0100, eves. •2I-SI$3. (33M 34)

70 VW Bug, sunroof. IS.OOO miles. Body
'engine excellent condition. S14S0 /offer. 473-

)222, 472 2530,474 4111. (33M24)

44 MUSTANG - S400. 1940 Cougar XR7 -

i229S. Call 475 3974 (after 4 PM week-
lays). (33M24)

VW Camper, 1971 pop top, AM-FM radio.

>^anv extras, excellent condition. 454-7445,

174 2454, S29S0. (33M24)

44 PONTIAC Orimd Prix, immaculate, 4-

>peed, tach, radio, 44.000 miles, original

3wner. 4995. 474-9471 eve». (33M34)

'44 OPEL Kakett. European. 47,000 miles.
S700 After 4 PM, 420 3530. ( 33 M 24)

'44 IMPALA CoMvartibla - aulamatic,
steering, new tirat, glass rear windaw.'^ Vary
clean. Bast offar . )fS-I1M. (13 M 34)

'70 VW Bus. red. AM/FfM, new Hre», extras,
excellant condition, must talf, 423SB/offgr.
394-S0S4. (33 MH)
'S3 WILLYS Jeep. Warn. hubs, new brahos,
battery. Rebuilt generator, Good condition.
5050. 939 5447. (33M24)

'44 VW Great trans. AM-FM. Must sell

immed. Call eves.. •3M93S. (33M24)
' I. —

'43 CORVAIR. Runs perfect. Best offer. 139-

4214. (33M14)

'49 PLYMOUTH OTX, extras, clean. i2lS0.
•24 1153. (33M24)

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35
1 1 II. I

•
J I

111

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, solas, repairs, low
prices, 10-spd from 477. French. Austrian,
American. 1714 Westwood. 475-3370. (35
QTR)

<» I
ii

UCLA students! %% off Paufeot,
Motobecane, Centurion, other fine makes I

- Expert repairs! Lee's Cyclorama Schwinn
Authorixed dealer. 2439 S. Robertson Blvd. 3

biks. N.Santa Monica Freeway. 039-4444 (3S
M 24)

GIRLS 24" bike. 3-speed, SIS. Call Dabby,
47S-11S1. (3SM24)

ycles, Scoofers

^ For Sale. 36
'49 TRIUMPH Trophy 250. Oood condition.
Must sell, 5350. 905 0252. (34M24)

'47 HONDA 305. Rebuilt engine, excellent
condition. 5325, 292-«304 eves. (34 M 34)

"" Xycles, Scoofers

VforJalej^^^_^^:Ji

HONDA CB14«. Good
conditHHi. '0-OW m-';,

tl-.420-11^0 . ^^---^

Z HONDA 30r^^^%trM^;
Strong, really mce. 443 0294 evt»

^^^^^
sell. . iTMrti

24) ^ \

-

HONDA 305. new battery. !«« ^gS)
condition, make offer 391 »444

9533(eves.i -

—

— .^

VCSPA IfOcc - IIIC9 ^/''^\Z <WMW)

and chain. Call Melissa. 47rMOi^^_^^^ — yty miltt.

'71 TRIUMPH ••«n«^*"*^''e°5iV ^Z%
51300. Mint cond. • D«"'" (jiMvl*'

Gloves. Call •23 0412. ^_____^-

70 YAMAHA '00. Street •"-^'i^,
,)i

used on dirt. 5240/offer. Eves. ^^

QTR) ^pjj;

'49 NORTON 750, P'1 ^ ^^f^iX^l
cJllII»?eo!Sition.offer.Oay».*»^»*„^M»l

477.4«t4.

'49 HONOA CT-^. i;^ J,7-T.r.S
$l50/offer. call 754 31i» ,j4MJ«'

message. ——1^

, DAYS LEFT TO ADVERT^

i\
'•it^-^ ... •»%- _>

•p<

T
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/ % Soledad Brother testifies

as Davis defense concludes
Compiled from AP
By Terry Colv in

DB Staff Writer

San Jose — With his feet

chained together in iron anlcle

bracelets, Soledad Brother Fleeta

Drumgo testified yesterday

during the final day of defense

.— - testimony in the murder-kidnap

I THE MAIN TENT — Meyerhoff Park patrons were treated trial of Angela Davis that he had

IV to a luMling act by an unidentified practioner of the art, no knowledge of a plot to gain

Jing four robber balls and a British accent. A small crowd freedom for the three Soledad

I
and showered him with applause and an occassional coin . Brothers until after the abortive

tuition

full Assembly^
By Steve Sacks ^>.-..,»:^ -.-•

DB SUff Writer __.._
which would place the

ion of tuition before the

>ed the Assembly Ways
»ans Committee Wed-

[and now goes before the

jmbly needing 54 votes for

[bill, a constitutional^

lent (ACA 56), was in-

by Assemblyman Ken
(D Oakland). Introduced

the bill did not get

the Ways and Means^
ttee. The passage vote this

IS 12-4.

^lephone interview, Meade
lat a 'big fight" is ex-^

Ion the assembly floor.

Administration is com-
tuition; they will oppose

lid. Meade needs to pick

1st 11 Republican votes to

issage, assuming the 43

|y Democrats all vote for

AvailabilUy

! brought up the fact of the

lity of funds in the state

ithis year which would

University to eliminate

ith no corresponding loss

mue. The Senate has

already [>assed a $26 million

augmentation to the budget which

would ehminate the need for

tuition.

Meade thus concluded that the

Senate may be receptive to the

measure, should it pass the

Assembly.— The measure is supported by

the UC Student Lobby and the

AFLrClO. Student Lobby Director

Paul Gassoway felt although the

bill's chances are "bleak at the

moment" the Student Lobby 'has

been instrumental in having it

pass the Ways and Means^ Com-
mittee this time around."

^^

Caucus

—Gassoway agreed the

**Republican caucus will probably

come out against the bill . . . You

just canl teU, though."

As originally reported, one

Republican did join the 11

Democrats voting for the bill in

rCommittee. Richard Barnes (R-

San Diego), was first reported as

voting for the measure. In a

telephone interview, he said, "No,

rm not ready for that yet,"

meaning that he was ideologically

not prepared to vote for the bill.

When asked whether he had, in

fact, voted for the bill, he was

evasive and said he would have to

check with the Ways and Means

Committee's secretary.

Apparently Barnes changed his

vote during the meeting, as he is

now listed as opposing the

measure. Assemblyman Frank

Belotti, a Republican, is now

listed as voting for the measure.

Advisor

Alex ShefrlSs, chief educational

advisor to Gov. Ronald Reagan,

stated, that should the legislature

approve Meade's bill, he

"suspects that4t would be placed

before the voters" (the governor

would sign it). Her continued "I

have no reluctance myself about

finding out what the voters think."

As for the question of continuing

tuition, Sherriffs remains in favor

of its continuance. He stated that

because of administration's

program of financial aids —
waivers and deferments, "more

people, not less, can attend the

University."

Sherriffs commented that "the

economic status of students at

UCLA is no different from those at

Pomona College or USC."

Therefore, he does not favor

"taxing the poor to send middle-

class kids to schod.^*
-

escape attempt at the Marin

County Courthouse.

"I heard it on the news," said

Drumgo, referring to the shootout

which left a judge, two convicts,

and the brother of Soledad

Brother George Jackson dead in

August of 1970.

Drumgo, whose cell in the

Adjustment Center at San Quentin

State Prison adjoined that of

William McClain, one of the two

convicts killed in the escape at-

tempt, said he did not know of the

plot which led to Jonathon

Jackson entering a courtroom,

freeing McClain and covict

William Christmas and taking

four hostages, including a judge

and an assistant district attorney.

Connection

Drumgo also related to the

court of Judge Richard T. Ar-

nason that he had no knowledge of

the prosecution's alleged con-

nection between the -^escape at-

tempt and a conspiracy including

Davis to hold the hostages for

ransom until the Soledad Brothers

were released.

"I read about that one in the

paper the next day," said

Drumgo, drawing a ripple of

laughter from the packed cour-

troom which included seven

marshals from Santa Clara

Cojnty to provide security for

Drum go's appearance.

Drumgo's testimony was in-

terrupted during

4

testify until Arnason ruled the

legality of his testimony, told the

court he specifically doubted the

testimony of state witness Alden

Flemming, who said Davis was at

the courthouse the day before the

shootout.

Buckout noted that Flemming is

color blind, yet positively pointed

out Davis as the women he saw.

According to Buckout, a light-

skinned black would have red

pigments in the skin which color

blind people could not distinguish.

Buckout also said Jackson, who

Flemming said was with Davis,

had reddish toned hair, and a

color blind person could not detect

that either.

a cross-

examination by Albert Harris,

chief prosecutor for the state,

when Branton challenged the

state's efforts to quiz the convict

about a meeting between Davis

and Jackson in July 1970.

The defense argued testimony

about Drumgo's part in that day's

events is irrelevant to the case.

jArnason susUined the objection.

Psychologist

While Drumgo waited to testify,

the jury saw a slide presentation

by a perceptual psychologist,

Robert Buckout, to illustrate his

theory that eyewitness te&tjmony

is unreliable.
j

"-^Buckout, whowas not allowed to

Identification
'

Next Buckout proceeded to test~^

the identification abilities of the

jury by showing them a set of

Tplaying cards. He asked the jury

members to identify how many
aces of spades they saw. Flashing

the pictures again revealed the

presence of two red spades for

which the jury had not accounted.

The psychologist from

California State Univer^ at

Hayward listed fourteen factors

on a blackboard which he said

could influence the jury. He also

criticized the process the state

used to have the witnesses select

Davis' picture from a stack of

mug photos. One group of photos

included nine pictures, four of

which could be ehminated as

being Davis because they bore

names or were not blacks. "The

odds are a person who had never

seen the accused would pick her

out of such a sUck three out of five

times," Buckout said. ^

Before the defense rested atj

shortly after 2 pm the last witness

-called was Charlotte Gluck, a

secretary in the philosophy

nnouncements I INIew ethnic

^^ ^ m .

department here, who testified to

the number of threats against

Davis' life. The defense claims

that is why Davis purchased the

guns which Jackson used in the

shootout .

major
for Black Student

ffices will be heki 9 am-'

lay.

will be located at the

_ locations: the BSU of-

irckhoff 320; the Afro-

(an Studies Center,

^U Hall, tMrd floor; along

^alk; and behind Campbell

ick students and faculty

len can vote provided

'esent some form of

Uty identification.

* -* •
-LA'S last show of the

will begin at noon today,

ig appearances by
lor Charles E. Young;

[Phillips, election com-
•r; Greet Zohar, first vice-

it; and Gil Seanes of UC-
Two-way talk back
will be located in Royce
at the Gypsy W«gon.

* * *
Students are advised

2 is the deadline for

summer work study applications.

Applications are available in the

Foreign StudenU Office, Social

Welfare 297.
—

pC w ^
There will be an organizational

meeUng of the Sudent Academic

Employees Union (AFT Local

#1781) at 8 pm today at 10795

Wilkins Ave ———^ --w-r r^-.

The Benefit 54 Concert com-

mittee will meet today at noon to

plan a free benefit "Boogie for the

54 " The meeting will be held m
the Kerckhoff Upstairs tounge.

The rock boogie at Janss Steps is

scheduled for Friday, June 2 from

3-8 pm, and it is being heki to raise

funds for the defense of the 54

people arrested when LAPD came

on campus, to give information on

on-going anti-war acUviUes, and

for a good4ime get together

before finals.
,. , i ^

Anyone interested in helping

with monitoring, working as a

stage hand, or in any other

organizing activiUes should at-

tend.

mav receive final approval

' a

. II

By Steve Sacks

DBSUffWriter

A new ethnic arU major with inter-departmental

,^ rr-college scope is a-'«ng finaU^rova^^

the College of Fine ArU, ecgected to take ptoce

tomorrow.

The major, which includes courses in sU depart-

ments, has been approved by the ^^"^^"^^^
mittees of the College of Letters and Science andthe

College of Fine Arte. Final approval has been

received from the CoUege of Letters and Science.

Alma Hawkins, chairman of the dance department

and coordinator for the committee which drew up
the

oroDosal noted that the ethnic arts major is

CXng about which studentt are quite excited

^e feete Uiat^eal true progress" has been made in

f^ areaTf inter<ollege and interdepartmenUl

communications.
Committee

The committee which drew up *« Propo.^

pomoosed of faculty from the art, theatre artt,

^:r^lWore, m^ic and anthropoloer de,«rt-

mente These departmente are available for con-

Ten^r^tion as partof the major's requiremente.

The proposal for a major like the one now proposed

crew out of the deliberations of the committee

mentioned previously and the Work of the Chan-

cellor's Usk force on undergraduate education last

vear The task force considered innovative ap-

proaches to undergraduate education that wouW

enable the student to incorporate ,«»|;;;*«^f™"'j

different disciplines into a meaningful and coherent

program of studies.

Valid major

An important feature in the d«.ign
<>{ «?f'"''^2

the concept of the major as having validity in ilaetf

and is not viewed necessarily as a direct preparation

for graduate study.
. j , .i„ ™.i„r

S^en core courses are required for the major

alona with a concentration in one of the six

Sli:r at least th..e co-ses in o^e^re.gn

language, a senior colloquium and elective* selected

''l^,4"1n"lhe program will be granted by both

co^r^t^s not n^essary that a student switch

colSS to participate in the major^ Application,

may S made to either college; if the P««r.m 's

Twroved. a limited number <rf studento will be ad-

mitted to the major in the fall.
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Democratic Assembly hop

r

: -l '^"i!::^'!L'!!rJr.fJ::r:!.V discuss environment

;

The Assembly Reveave and TaxatlM Committee has approved a

bill that, if passed by the SUte Legislatwre. would exempt student

body organixatious at Uuiversity of CaUfornia campuses from

coaaty property taxes.

! csscace. AB 1133. authored by AssemMyman Paul Priolo who

represeuU the district that encompasses this campus. wiU grant

the bookstores here and at Berkeley exemption from present

county inventory taxes of jipproximately $lS,aM each.

Testifying in support of the biU. Student Lobby faitem Noel WeiM
from Berkeley said the measure would bring the sUtus of ASUC
bookstores to the same level SUte CoUege bookstores have enjoyed

since itSS. AdditionaUy. the biU would bring sUte law into eon-

fformHy with federal income tax laws.

V i
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Roger , Diamond and Jim
Sellers, the two Democratic

,, candidates for the 80th Assembly

District, spoke yesterday in the

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge,

sponsored by the Bruin Young

liemocrats^ -

Diamond, former president of

the American Civil Liberties

Union, spoke for about 30 minutes,

and primarily discussed

Proposition 9, the Clean En-

vironment Act .which he helped to

author.

Diamond also spoke about

certain problems that directly

concern this campus — mainly

tuition and teachers' salaries.

"Professorial and teacher

salaries must be raised," he said.

There is a completely negative

attitude toward education in

Sacramento. (Incumbent
Assemblyman Paul) Priok)*s (R-

Pacific Palisades) views

correspond with Ronald
Reagan's We must revitalize the

system up north to create a more
favorable attitude toward
education legislation."

Sellers, a former Democratic

Party campaign worker, men-
tioned his other experience.

'Tm not a lawyer, Tm a

politician, a working man. I got

into politics years ago, starting

out doing all the idiot jobs/' he

said. Sellers coordinated all

Democratic campaign activities

in Santa Monica in 1968 and 1970.

'*The environmental issue does

not only include
ecoloKv

contmued. "it iTr -
ghetto,, the parks ^^'f
«»PP«y- I feel thar>
ployment issue, „o,

.-
vironment is the maktlj
this campaign." ^^
Both^UersandDiamoM,

discuss Proposition 9 ^'• • ^Fwiiion s next »»

*

next Thursday i„ "^fh
iwl

itio

according to Diamond."^*

Students UkingCED
101 whn

«^?fi«f^the propiS
scheduled to attend the

Fall registration packets available s
Fall quarter 1972 regtstration packeU wiU be avaUable fornk

up accordfaig to the faHowing letter groups at 1134 Murphy HaU
AtoG Junel.ZtoAugiigtg
HtoR -

H.^ June 5, 6 to August 25~ StoZ ''nne 7. 8 to August 25 i

First day to enroll or register by mall is noon, July 21; prim,
for enrollment is by postmarked date. ' ^^{
Xast dayto enroll or register by maO is midnight, August 25-

iff.

are not paid by this date. enroUment hi classes will be cancM
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SIX BIG
SIHIWS

CLASS

NOTES
iJ.H PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Fri .7:30-1 1PM; Sat.1:30-5PM; Sat .7: 30-1 1PM; Sun.1:30-5PM; Sun.7: 30-1 1PM; Mon.2-10PM

TICKET PRICES: ( . ) v.. ,J» ,

FRIDAY-SUNDAY: $3 per Show; MONDAY: $5 per Show; ALL SIX SHOWS: $15.

l__fK\ THE FREER FESTIVAL GROUNDS
(Which is really our huge parking lot, located "behind the Free Press office at 6013 Holly-

wood Blvd., just East of tjower). CAPACITY IS 5,000 PER SHOW.

1

Because of concert commitments, we can noj mention the names of many of the big acts

that will be appearing. But some of those that we can mention are: MURRAY ROMAN
(MC), ALEX RICHMAN. SPARKS, HIGH VOLTAGE, GERONIMO BLACK, "THE MAR-
TIAN SPACE PARTY" (first L.A. showing of the new film by the Firesign Theatre),

ALBERT COLLINS, JEFF THOMAS. TIM ROSE, BONES, CHRIS SMITHER, JIMMY
WITHERSPOON. ENGLAND DAN & JOHN FORD COLEY, SPIDER, LAMBERT &
NUTTYCOMB, GYPSY BOOTS plus more names being added every day! For complete
schedule of performances and performers, see the ad in Friday morning's TIMES or listen

to radio stations KPFK, KMET, KNAC or KLOS.

Tickets available NOW at the Free Press office, or at the Box Office

5959 Hollywood Blvd. (just East of Gower).
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AnttiropoJogv 5C

Anthropology n
Art $4 Kaplan

Art 1MB - Pettrett.

Astronomy 3 ^'^^e"

Bacteriotogy nO P'<:»^«"
^

Chem.stry IC Kaes2. SfrouM

Chemistry 4C Konrad

Chemistry *C Konrad

Chemistry 153 Jordan

Classics \6^ Lat.more

Economy ^ La Force

Economics IQ ^^tl
'

Economics »01A Murp«V

English lOA Rodes

Geography I9i Logan

Geology Ml Ernst

History IB Symcox

History IC Wohl

History 8 B""""*..,

History 124D »«"* ^^
H.Story M2D Loewenberg

History I74C YarnjII

History 17IB Dallef

Hom'!:;!ities lA Austin

Philosophy 107 H. I

Philosophy tS7 ,«*""" ^,id
Political Science 3 _ b»J ^,^

Political Science 20
f^

^^

Political Science '<j .

;

J

Psychology lO
^'fj!^"

Psychology 4i ^^^^^ ,^
Psychology i » ^f^Y^ I

Psychology
;J5

K^jjoe |

Psychology w a«"?
.

Psychology 1?7

Psychology '<'

Psychology '70A

Psychology I89

YoniH

Barthol

Lowaa*

Sears

X

m ••WehaveacofTif

i line of Cliff's
Notes

I and Monarch Notes

^ foratUHionalcoursii^]

9 coma in
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I
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Regent Wiisort questio
^^^ *-.••

ppbTntrnentto UC Board

§
»

with the university o« CaU^ Reoe»»t».

By Casty Mahoney Cohen

DBSUff Writer

On May 12. WiUiam A. Wilson

-ame the newest member of

..J Univeristy of California's

j'^rd of Regents. The new

Legent admitted his surprise at

le appointment, in an in-

>rview last Monday.

Wilson supplied some honest

inswers to why he was chosen

succeed outgoing Regent

Jdwin Pauley.

1 really don't know why he

Igov. Reagan) chose me. I

jve a good idea it is because

ire have pretty much the same

jlitical philosophies . . . Also,

/e are personal friends and,

^er the years, I guess he

jided I think in a way ac-

;ptable to him," Wilson said.

The new Regent is a Los

Lngeles resident whose

business largely concerns

[upervising his own in-

vestments, which include

inches in Santa Barbara and

lexico. He is married and has

fo daughters

&

s

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Villagt

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist

10959 Weyburn Av«.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2ni

The 57 year-old Wilson admits

has no experience in the field

, education, a trait not un-

ommon to newly appointed

egents. Until he joined the

oard, Wilson said all he knew

bout the Regents was what he

read in the papers." He says

hopes he can "learn and

ork at the same time."

Though Wilson can hardly

roice the opinions of an ex-

rienced Regent, he does have

DB photo by Susie Hatago

William A. Wilson
definite opinions concerning

issues with which the Board

deals. One of these issues is the

subject of tuition, or the more
euphemistical

*

'educational fee.

'*! favor tuition. And I believe,

as time goes on, it is inevitable

that tuition must increase," he

said, ^.i

Wilson said he had resons

behind his argument for the

student fee, and said, '*The cost

of running this institution is

extremely high and has to be

shared by students, as well as

taxpayers. In addition, having^

to pay for his education gives a

person a greater sense of value

for what he is getting and gives

him more incertiveT'^ ~^~~

-Wilson added that he did not

S

Board of Regents, a view more
J:;

clearly seen when he descrit>es^ ^^
his impression of the role of the :§

Regents. :$

'i look at the whole Board :$

and its responsibilities as a :$

business situation. We see the iv

citizens of the state giving the ^j

responsibility for ownership :§

and managment of the :^

University to the Board which '^

delegates certain of those
f^,

responsibilities as it sees fit. I :§

see as its prime responsibility ''^,

the proper operation of the §•

University and, from both an
educational and a business

standpoint, to make the

University financially stable,"

Wilson said.

Wilspn feels the Regents
should remain primarily a

policymaking Board, rather

than one involved in direct

administration.

,
Like many other Regents,

Wilson disagrees with the elitest

description frequently applied

to the Regents by critics. After

carefully examining a list of all

members, he said, **I think

you'll find the Board has a ..

pretty rounded group of people ^.

linddoesnn necessarily fall tnto^
a category of being born rich

and powerful."
"— Wilson received

PenERY MIIKIN6 LESSONS
Beginning & Intermediate

6-10 IN ^oioo 4 WEEK
CLASS SESSIONS

25 LBS. CLAY. GLAZES & FIRING INCLUDE
COME IN AND VISIT OUR CO^APLETE POHERY WORKSHOP

2909 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica
828-7071 Across from BOB'S BIG BOY, JR

THE pOT FARM

i

I

I

LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS DO THE WORK

• NEW IN TOWN?

•"APT TOO SMALL?

• RENTS TOO HIGH?

• LOSING A ROOMMATE?

• ON YOUR OWN?

(

2268 WMtwood Blvd.. . fM of SIS.

«»•><» 208. Lot AngetM, Calif. B0064

W. v213) 475-8631 Open 10-« daily. lO-S Sal.

ROOA\VVVATE FINDERS

S

an un-
i

aa»ii»^^rg««rniiimHlHmHI PBg

IIMI UYON IIIILLEM
I

see why there would be **any

hardship" involved for students

unable to afford tuition, if, *'a

viable system of loans has been

instituted."

Wilson indicated he takes a

businessman's approach to the

Wf
idergraduate degree fro

Stanford in mechani
engineering. He is an Active/ §:

member of the Board of %
Regents of St. John's Hospital ^
and a past chairman of the ^
Board of the Holy Family g
Adoption Agency. »

y,y^::.%%:ft^^

DeMONT MOORE

MUY s:sissoN I
Vote for these students -

LA. County Democratic Committee

- p. 3 - June 6 primary ballot

Sponsored by Citizens for a More Responsive County Committefl

• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

pn: Registration and Enrollment Office

[all quarter 1972 REGISTRATION & ENROLLMENT BY

MAIL FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS
-^

.tinuing rtudent Is one who complete, the Spring ^^fj^]^ "jj
t 8ta^ (undergraduate, limited, or graduate) ta no4 changed. AU

lulii studenU may pick up form* from June 1 to Augurt 25

iln?toXfoilowtai Schedule at the RegUrtratlon and Enrollment

1134 Murphy HaU, from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Name A to G June 1 to August 25 ^.^

Name HtoR June 5 to August 25

Names to Z June 7 to August 25 .^ ^„«.
FOLLOW ING MAJORS MAY PICK UP FORMS AT THE

TlCE AS LISTED:
lecture •-^-'

, ^x
dstry & Btochiemlstry Undergraduate
ilstry & Biochemistry Graduates
Istry

leering & Pre-cnglneerlng
leering & Computer Science

9-t*--^.

^agement
latics Graduates

—^.

Archills
WG Young 2356
WG Young 2080
Hit Sci 10-137
Bodter 6426
Boeltcr 6730
Law 1224
-0«M3320
MS 6375
Hit Scl 12-109
PH 51-279
LS2301Ic Health

'T-fDaT*TO MAIL IN ENROLLMENT AND/OR RI«I8^^^

lOON, JULY 21. Shidents are warned tha^
^^S"!?**^' ^fSl

I the last day to enroU or register by maU. FaRuxe to com^^c
lent of fees (registration) by August 25 wlU rcMilt In canceUatlon

[*AND*RE.ENT?klNG students wffl l>e maUed Information about

tration by the admitting or re-admlttlng officer. ,^^^ fl-«i
Its who do not register by mafl must register In person Sept.

rE REGISTRATION WITH $25.00 LATE FEE begins Sept. 25.

date for late registration Is 2:00 pm, Oct. 6.

.*'- .^^;
h Graduate Scbod of Education

^

TEACHING CREDENTIAL CANDIDATES

ients completing the requirements for the ^'^'^^'^^J^IT
U at the end of the current quarter must obtahi ««**""

uS'^ani"
papers Immediately In the Office cTStudcat Services, Moore Hall 201.

Iday In this matter could affect future employment

FadUHes DcvdopneaMMd Managemcat

LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTICE
lent lodccrs Issued from Murphy HaU, Custodian HeadquaHers,

im Gymnasfauns must be deareri by 5 P.M. Tuesday.;
f"»f i?%

FaUure to remove lock and/or contents wUl result In a Wt^.w

ELtTmay redaUn personal bdonglmg^ after J«n« ^J; *^'
^yhig the service fee at the Cashier's W»ndow to Muijjy HaU

ilstration BuUdlii>) and presentiiig the t-him** ^^^^^
- McBtilcation tothe loil and fbund department In the physical

bufldlng at 601 Westwood Plaza.

p»i: Foreign Student Office

deadUne for Mmacr work study aPP"^***®«» fS/""*-?-,.?!!^
>- at the Fordgn 8t«a«t Office, 297 Sodal Wdfare BuUdlng.

iU:

slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love (formerly Glenn Loiken)

Jean, Slacks, Outerwear, Shirts, Belts, Knits

1011 GlENDON AVE.

WESTWOOD VtlLAGE 473^997

OTHER LOCATIONS

ri.ivFPriTY NORTH HOUVWOOD PAIOS VERPES

UCLA CaBRATlNG' OUR TENTHS
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority Opinion of the Dally Bruin I

Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns are I

open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice an I

opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other I

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author I

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board. |
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^he Doctor s Bag

j-i ;
••.!;:

4- ^^» t .

'
I

1-

. •
' T

!
\'

'

I' i

^ by Ronald M. Schwartz, M.D.

(Editor's note: Questions for the Doctor's Bag should be directed to Dr.

Schwartz, c/o Student Health Service.)

Correction: It has been brought to my attention thatH pregnant woman is

exempt from the usual age restrictions regarding medical care that I

enumerated in my last article. The California Civil Code permijs an

unmarried pregnant minor to give valid consent for a therapeutic

abortion permissable within the Therapeutic Abortion Act.

Question: I will be getting married this summer. Is there any way I can

obtain a premarital examination from the Student Health Service? ^
Answer There are two courses you may wish to follow within the Student

Health Service. The first is tor^t a PremariUl VDRL. The test will be

performed and you will be issued a report thereof, at a charge of $2. This

report would still need to be signed by a physician and you may wish to

iise your private physician or a Free Clinic for that service.

If you wish a Student Health Service physician to sign the report, then

you will be examined for venereal disease in the appropriate fashion and

given premarital counseling along with your prospective spouse. (A non-

student spouse is not eligible for any but that part of the service. )
The fee

for the entire procedure is $14 If both members of the couple are

students, the fee is $22. —

:

-^

Question: How does one become a Student Health ^Service Peer Coun-

selor?

Answer: As a matter of fact, applications are now being accepted for _a

new group of Peer Counselors to be trained this summer. The training

session will last 8 weeks, and consist of about two hours of formal lecture

and discussion weekly. Inservice training for the new group will begin in

fall.

Applicants must be beginning their senior year in the fall, be available

for eight weeks of training beginning the week of June 19, and be

available thereafter for at least two hours of service weekly for the next

three quarters. If you are interested, you may call 825-2251 and request an

appiiratinn blank. Your returned information will be reviewed and you

will be asked to come in for a personal interview if approprlalerAp^

plications must be in my office by June 2 and all applicants are urged to

call on June 5 to see if they have been granted a personal inerview.
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The Student Parking PeUtions System was set

up by the Student Parking Review Board and

approved by the Dean of Students to replace a

first come, first served" system which resulted

in long lines, inequities and unhappy students. The

petition system was designed to assign permiU on

the basis of need. Criteria were set and point

values assigned to each criteria by the Student

Parking Review Board. In an effort to respond to

changing student needs and desires, the point

values are reviewed annually.

There are problems. Students will always try to

"beat the system" and often do attheexpensc of

others. IndeciskHi also works ag^t the system

"When students change their flRnds about lot

choices and/or decide not to buy parking permits

after their application is approved. The time lag in

recalling unused staff and faculry spaces make it

impossible to determine how many additional

permits are available for student assignment

before the computer runs. In spite of these

problems, the system can function rather ef-

ficiently with the help of the student applicants.

Review

Let's review the petition system and how you

can make it work for you. First, fill out the IBM

petition completely and accurately. By falsifying

information, you may be^t the system or you may

get caught; but you can be sure you wiU create

inequities for your fellow students. Only request

parking lot assignments that you are willing to

accept. Why? Because you may be assigned a lot

you will not accept and keep another student from

receiving a permit which he or she needs and

wants, the compiiter assigns permiu »^ ^
with the highest number of points tot^
comparing available spaces with lotslL

*^

You can only be assigned a lot you hav?IS!?*
and in the order of preference you havpL^
on the peUtion. ^ ^^^ "^^ted

Each Fall Quarter, there are two anm '

deadline. After each deadline, a comS^
made. The first run assigns all avaUablp ,..^1
p^mite to first run appUcants and aDDrovau
maUed out. Ten working days are ailowtl^
acceptance of approvals offered and for nl?
of parking fees. Students who receive no a^^
ment on the first run are automaticallv «?^
sidered witH new appUcants when the a^
computer run is made. All permits not assiaft^
not accepted after the first mailing are reaS^
on the second run and the same process^
place. ^ ^'^

Hope
If you sUU have not received an assignment

in

the lot of your choice, there is still hope. A thiri

and final run is made after one week of school and

a waiting list is generated which includes
late

applicants and all "no assignment"
applicants

Permits turned down by other student.*? or recalled

from departments are then assigned manually
to

students on the waiting list.

Spaces are usually available in some lots but not

always in the lot you may want. When about 17,500

spaces are available for a community of about

50,000, problems are bound to arise. Our system

isn't perfect, but it's the best we've got. We're still

looking for ways to improve it. Any suggestions?

^ —Submitted by Joe Mendelsohn

,*'

I fitters to the Editor:

Getting marijuana legalized
Editort„ .__=_^ _ _
I'm making an appeal to all you

dope smokers on campus who are

kicking back languishing in the

sun and enjoying spring. It's a

great feeling, I know. I've been

doing the same thing since the

beginning of the quarter.

However, I just read an article

in the Dally Bruin by Lance

644 Uindfair m\ or Kerckhoff 312

anytime of the day or call 479-7685

or 477-4651.

BobZirgttUs

UAC

YV

K
$d rwtfjube Hiut reason

Christie titled, "Who Wants Grass

Legalized?" A thought flashed in

my mind, **We all want dope

legalized! Why? So we don't get

kHisted, of course.*' ^

.The chances of eventually

getting btisted are pretty good.

The 1969 marijuana arrest rate in

California for males, 18-20, who
used marijuana once or more
times during the year was 7.4 per

100 according to Amorphia. Over
60,000 of oiu* friends are busted in

California every year at a cost of

over $72,000,000.00 of our tax

money.

^Weil we*ve g6t a chance to stop

all this idiocy and decrininalize

dope if the California Marijuana

Initiative gets on the ballot.

As of May 2, 319,000 signatures

out of the 326,^ needed have

been collected. The problem is

that only 65 per cent of these

signatures will be valid. This

means we have to get 200,000

signatures collected by Juiie 12

the final deadline.

It's about time we use some of

the potential energy we've stored

up lying around and start cir-

culating the Marijuana petitions

for the final drive that will get us

on the k>allot.

UCLA has been alrea'dy well

covered with petitions but the

Westwood movie lines have been

hurting for petition circulators.

The few people who have
covered the movie lines report

that the response to the petition is

very favorable with 70 per cent

signing. Circulators are greeted

so enthusiastically that at times

they are offered free joints and

hits off primo haslLfrom people

eager to sign the petition while

waiting in line.

If you plan on going to any
movies at all, pick up some
petitions to take along with you at

Editor:

FRAUD. That one word seems
to hesi describe the UAC electidns

in the Political Science Depart-

ment. On Monday, the first day erf

the elections, a group of friends

and I observed the two election

officials operating the polling

booth next to Campbell HaU
wearing "Craig Streit for Poll Sci.

President" campaign badges. We
immediately confronted these

officials with the unethical nature

of their practice, and after we put

up enough of a hassle they finally

removed their campaign badges.
'

.- • -
>:... -*

.

Thinking that this was but an

isolated incident, 1_ decided to

overlook what had happened.

However, after discussing the

election with some other students,

I received additional information

to the effect that these and other

unethical practices were part of^

an over-all pattern. One person

informed me that on Monday he

observed the election officials

operating the polling booth In

front of Campbell HaU telling

those people they had given Poll.

Sci. ballots to, to vote for Craig

Streit. In addition, someone else

told me that those officials

operating the booth in front of

Ackerman Union on Monday were

similarly "advising" PoU. Sci.

majors to vote for Craig Streit.

Moreover, still another told me
that on Tuesday she witnessed

those officials operating the booth

In Royce Qnad displaying Craig

Streit campaign literature and

intimidating pM>ple who asked for

a Poli. Sci. ballot into voting for

Craig Streit (going so far as to

question someone with regard to

why they would not vote for Craig

Streit after they were "advised"

to do so).

I may l>e mistaken, but I still

believe that election officials are

obligated not to display any overt

or covert partiality; biased

election officials are notoriotBli

prone to exerting undue influen

and to the stuffing of ballots

-

practices that can significant))

alter the results of an electii|

(especially an election witht

small voter turnout, such as tli I

one) . Based on this belief, I inteoi

to bring up ttie matter of Cra^

Streit's election victory (?) bef(«|

-both the Elections Boar4 anit

Political Science Department (lhi|

witnesses mentioned above

dicated their readiness to testifjl

as to their observations of cornel

election practices). A full ifr

vestigation of the connectioi

between candidate Streit and tin

members of ZBT Fraternitym
operated the UAC election bootli|

seems in order.

Anyone who has witnessed

questionable election practice»,i

anything similar, should pleaf

call me evenings at 824-2136

that the full extent of what

pened can be made public

formation and so that

necessary action can be init

to remedy all wrongs that

occurred.
Moris Davidov

. ™ :: Junior, PoliticalSck

Thanks

Edlt4ir:

It is fitUng at the end << *

academic year to thank hem»^

department for their fw
«J

concert series. In the pM^J*
the department stage!««^
programs; the P^'J^^^^'J
t^ere extremely entert.«.g;

enjoyable, and »' *e ""^

professional quality ««

Find no better P'a" to

^J. "a
every Tuesday and Thurswj

at the concerts.
J

To the many ensemW«

soloists, and to the fineJ*^
(especially Mr. Thomw^
moJirmuchthanlcsforyo*^

and effort; you made tne

hour so pleasant.

VerW"''

Gr»<""

urry''

Gr»dP»I

ire letters
1^ *• .. . ••"- . -tA

,
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Buckley- a different DA candidate
•i.':

is a candidate for L.A.

-District Attorney who is

Int from both the present

[bent and his deputy who is

itly challenging him.

je Buckley has never been

-iber of the D.A.'s office —
[s been a lawyer on the side

people.

Je the other candidates

fbright campaign promises,

\ Buckley, when elected

n\\ only continue to do what

IS already been doing as a

e attorney and as a Director:^

jverty Law Office. What has

ten doing? She's been filing

against Chief Davis and the

— successfully ridding the

i community of two brutal

knd the division captain. So

[ Marge says she will

kute police for violence and

bment, you can beUeve her

fs already been doing just

le says she will prosecute

J and appointed govem-

ll officials who are guilty of

ing their offices to make

elves and their campaign

jjutors rich at the expense of

[blic. You can believe her—
already taken on city,

and state officials in legal

igainst Medi-Cal and other

. where she's defended the

k against the governmental

^ies which cheat arid defraud

ot Marge's opponents

(es in the "most lenient

lent" of grass offenders.

, Buckley has unequivocally

[that she will NOT prosecute

.offenders at all. She feels

khe will be using the 400

mt district attorneys and

investigators full time to

jealing with real crimes and

il criminals. These are the

collar crimes that for too

lave gone unprosecuted by

enforcement agenci^;

hice who have nullified the

Itution oxi the streets.ofour

brown, gay and poor

kunities; and the cor-

)ns which pollute our air,

the consumer and then buy

politicians who whitewash

iblic outcry with "no con-

interest" rulings,

line the records. The other

ral" candidate has not been

he got the first mass
conviction in Los Angeles

against students arrested

[San Fernando Valley State

demonstration in 1970.

Marge Buckley has been defend-

ing demonstrators.

.Marge Buckley is a serious

candidate in this race — and a

serious threat to her opponents.

Because Marge alone can back up

her campaign promises with her

own record. No other candidate in

the race can make that statement.

Marge's campaign is a people's

campaign. Come out to add your

support to walk a precint or leaflet

for Marge— call the office at 933-

7517.
Kathy Cleaves

Student for Marge Buckley

JEWELERS (YES): Muriel
Chastonet

JEWELERS (NO): Martin Kling,

Crescent, Jay's Jewelry.

Westwood Peace Movement
. -/ '

Jensen

jectives of millions of persons of

good will. But in the University

there is no excuse for the silencing

of unpopular opinion.

Robert Gayle

Pre-Engineering

Rationale

"riESEHCES
Photographs byT
Leiand D. Rice

- Moy13-Juff«o4

HOURS:
Thursday 2 5 pm
Sat Sun 1 5 pnn

and by appointment

ffa vugulletff

Boycott
Editor:

We xeroxedl copies of the Bruin

article on the boycott of Westwood

and distributed a copy of the

article along with a poster, to the

stores which had earlier refused.

Many were now eager for the

poster, others continued to refuse

(**Leave your litter somewhere

else" — Jr. Sophisticates).

Below is a list of stores in

Westwood. Support those stores

with the poster (YES) and boycott

those without the poster (NO).

Posters are either in the window,

or in the store itself. Remember:
You can helpwith« littlebuy from

our friends.

FOOD (YES): Jason's, Lum's,

Woody's, Hip Bagel, Donut Shop,

Nature's Health Cove, Westwood

Nutrition.

FOOD (NO): Alice's, Poppy's,

Pizza Palace, McDonald's, Taco

Bell, 31 Flavors, Swensons, Coffee

Galerie. ^ _„_____
RECORDS (YES): Music

Odyssey (on campus),

Wherehouse (Gayley Ave.)

RECORDS (NO): Vogue,

Wherehouse (Broxton Ave.),

Discount Records.

CLOTHlNb (YES) : Saffron Robe,

Avante, ViHageJShoe Parlour, A"^

La Mode. Monique, Comwell of

West, Alandale's, Village Shoe

Repair.

CLOTHING (NO): Jr. Soph

isticates, Jeans West, Leather

Bound LTD., Hell Bent for

Leather, Archibald Foxx, Mr. C,

Cover Girl Fashions, Leed's,

Lanz, Vaugn, Campbell's,

Chandler's, Charlene Reveal.

CLEANERS (YES): London

Cleaners, Le Conte Geaners

CLEANERS (NO): Ritz aeaners.

HAIR (YES): Sassoon's, West-

wood Beauty supply

HAIR (NO) : Sir Charles, Blue and

Gold Barbers

Editor:

This is in response to the

editorial (Daily Bruin, May 10) in

which Arthur R. Jensen, professor

of education at the Institute of

Human Learning at Berkeley,

was attacked for proposing

allegedly racist theories. There

are several questionable points in

the editorial.

The Daily Bruin claims that

Jensen's theories enjoy **a wide

and sympathetic hearing among
government officials." I doubt

that the Daily Bruin can

document that any government

official has espoused those

theories. The fact that Jensen's

works are read by Cabinet

members indicates only a proper

consideration by government of

potential influences upon public

sentiment and therefore upon

public policy. It is proper that

research with such volatile im-

plications as Jensen's come i^ider^

the scrutiny of many pcf^ons

concerned with..„4iuihlic... ad:...

ministration.
_— There is a tendency in the

emotional dialogue concerning

current genetic research ^
confuse men and ideas. Jensen

should not be held accountable for

the views of other researchers

who may not assume the

. responsibility " for caution and

rigor incumbent upon them.

Scientific research provides

knowledge and tools; Uie ap-

plication of these to social in-

teraction is the responsibility of

the entire society, acting with the

most complete information
"^ possible.

Finally, I think the Daily Bruhi

must bear a large share

responsibility for the silencing of

Jensen at UCLA on May 10. The

Bruin attracted to the seminar

scores of persons who are not

concerned with the scientific

validity of Jensen's work. The

seminar was well attended by

persons in a position to question

and probe Jensen on a scientific

level; the seminar was to be a

technical discussion of research,

not a forum for social theory.

Jensen's work has disturbing

implications, obviously. The

implications contradict the ob-

Editor:

Whatever its wisdom and
humanity, the rationale for United

States policy in Vietnam rests

ultimately on the premise that

North and South Vietnam are

separate nations; otherwise one

could not invade or commit
agression against the other. But

this premise is of doubtful

validity.

Historically, Vietnam has been

one country. It was divided into

two zones in 1954, at the end of the

struggle for independence from

the French, to allow the orderiy

withdrawl of French forces.

Vietnam was to be re-united under

an elected national government in

.1956. The Final Declaration of the

Geneva Conference, which

created the division, described the

border between North and South

Vietnam as ".
. . provisional and

should not be interpreted as

constituting nr~ political or

_tfirotoriaLboundary
.

'^

The 1956 elections were never

held. The^^ere blocked by the

Diem Government of South

Vietnam, which was supported by

the United States, because of the

probability that Ho Chi Min,

widely known as the leader of the

struggle for independwjce, would

be elected. The Pentagon Papers

indicate that the United SUtes

shared this view, and from 1954

moved systematically to establish

South Vietnam as a separate state

(see "Landsdale Team's Report

on Covert Saigon Mission in 1954

and 1955"). .'" -"_.
South Vietnam has never

existed as a self-sufficient state.

ents"of South Viet^
nam have always been dependent

on military and economic aid

from the United States; tbeirtmly

legitimacy has been that given the

US military power. Accordingly,

military action among Viet-

namese cannot be called an in-

vastion within the common
meaning of the word, which

perhaps can be more suitably

used to describe the presence

within Vietnam of the miliUry

forces of the United States.

Gerry Hale

and thirty others

I
IS3« 1/3 Weitwood Blvd.

I «7 S47J 4730491
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THE POTTER'S CRAR
A friendly, newly equipped studio

TfTenny Lessons, Member$nip$,'Ocilfeiy

rHE POHERV
3S38 fmr>, Dr.

Culver City

Lonely?

Join us at
iji... * - « ' -

I ..J r-

UCLA Residence Halls!

There are all kinds of

people living under

our roof.

Call 825-4271

for an application

1]

478-0788

\.%- ^ • •
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.(Pdid Advertisement)
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SOPHOMORES $1000 up a year. SELL MUSIC

STEREO, SPORTS, efc. equip, at a LARGE DIS-

COUNT. For details and interview write: __^
T.W. MORGENTHALER

^

21318 Davey Ave., Newhall. Cal.
•~~^~-

S«nd fwmm and phon« miiWb«r b«for« May 27.

sanous inquiries only

Man iBtters

Just the

-4.

Mil.
'*(

If

-f.

Mak« o smart mov« . .

.

ALTA INTIRNATIONAL WORLD WIDE OVERSEAS MOVERS

Enjoy a worry-ftee move

... let o^ sMp your

personal effects inexpensively

Call J213) 749-7491

ALTA INTERNATIONAL

1834 S. Flower Street,

Los Angeles, Californio 90015

We also sell 22QV appliances in famous brands . ..

also ironsformers and adapters
^

1

Editor:

Your issue of May 8 contained a

letter about Great Artists* Series

tickets, to which I would like to

reply in the hope of clarifying

some of the erroneous statements

made:
1. **No students at Great Artists'

Series events*': The Student

Committee for the Arts allocation

of $1.00 tickets to Great Artists'

Series events has averaged

around 400 per event for the two

years prior to this one. This year

the numt)er was reduced to 900

because there were 8 Great Ar-

tists' events as compared with the

5 we have more recently

presented. But anyone who looked

around Royce Hall saw plenty of

students.

2. Difficulty of getting $1

tickets: It is true that a number of

students are turned away who
would like to have $1.00 tickets,

because after all, even 400 is not a

large supply for & campus this

;8ae: liut — since the entire

'\

j'
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Everyone these days talks "ecology"

... eveji oil companies do it. .

But of all the politicians who talk

about the environment in this election

year, one has the record to prove the

duration and depth of his concern, ____

That man is Councilman
Marvin Braude.

We have a real chance to elect him
as one of the Rve county supervisors,

one of the five men who control

>T

t

•(

regional planning, pollution, health

and welfare services—and the one . ..

who represents the entire county

coastline.
^ ^__^,^. -.^^^

We need your help . . . because,

bluntly, Marvin Braude's record as

an effective environmentalist mean?
he's going to be opposed by the

special interests who have
traditionally dominated the Board

of Supervisors.

Join us. Ifll make a real difference.

BRAUDE FOR SUPERVISOR
COMMITTEE
John H. Rubel, Chairman

3017 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica * 829-3022

BRAUDE
for Supervisor

professional cultural program is

offered without subsidy (and costs

about a half million dollars a year,y

all of which must be recouped

from ticket sales), it is not

possible to make $1.00 tickets

available to students without

financial assistance — and this

subsidy (from student Incidental

Fees) is, by action of the Student

Committee for the Arts, limited

today to $38,000 for professional

fine arts events. In the past the

Committee used the bulk of is

$64,000 to make $1.00 tickete

available to UCLA students; but a

couple of years ago the SCA
decided that it was more im-

portant to present free or low-cost

pop events to the students on this

campus than to provide as many
$1.00 tickets as they used to for

professional concerts, dance,

theater. Unfortunately, they could

not do both, so they decided to

.limit the fine arts $1.00 tickets to

-the43»,000 1 have mentioned, and-

use the balance for pop or such

informal events as are presented

at the Recreation Center under

the title of Coffee House Concert^

and limited -residencies.

3. PutitHrtickets for the series:

The writer says he was told by the

Ticket Office that **no tickets are

available now for new sub-

scribers." This is quite true. The
flyer to which the writer refers

contained the information that no

orders could or would be filled

until July 1, "at which time

seating will be allocated to season

subscribers and members of

Design for Sharing in the order of

receipt of subscriptions — and

after that, to the general public."

This is in accord with traditional

selling of tickets, which every

theater in America follows — that

is, to give returningsubscriber the

seats he had before; but there are

always released seats for

newcomers after a given deadline

date. There is nothing venal or

heinous about the practice, and if

we didn't follow it, we would loae

hundreds of valued community
subscribers whose patronage
makes it possible for us to bring

these great artists here for the

students. (With great artists' fees

running to $8,000 or $9,000 these

days, and a hall scaled to less than

$10,000 in any given instance —
because our prices are lower than

almost anybody in town; and with

students at t)est constituting a

third of our ticket buyers — even

when tickets are available, it

would be utterly impossible to run

a season costing half a million

dollars if we didn't also cater to

the public. But the fact remains

that the public is mainly a means
to an end — and that end is

making artists available to

students.)

4. Priority to Design for Sharing

members: It is quite true the

form also says that, in addition to

season subscribers. Design for-

SHaring members will have the

opportunity of preferential

seating. It is also qidte true that

Design for Sharing members
contribute from $25 to $100 or

more for their membership. But

what the writer of the letter didn't

bother to investigate is the reason

Design for Sharing members
make this contribution: It-4s to

enable this UCLA based
organization to buyTickets at face

value from the University and

give them to deserving arts

students, high potential

minorities, the underprivileged,

and a variety of other people in the

community who would not

—otherwise have this opportunity .

And certainly, in return for

making hundreds of tickets an-

nually available to people who
could not possibly afford them,

including any number of talented

music students, these Design for

Sharing members deserve to have

decent, seats themselves — for

which they also pay. And there are

still tickets left over for the

general public.

5. Student abiltty to buy UckeU
at face value: The writer's

sUtement that it is "practically

impossiUe to obtain tickets short

of donating a sum of money far

beyond the means of most
students" is absolutely untrue. He

has three
alternative* m.stand in line for ttI1,^^8e.

^2) he can buy th^^iV*^
^hat the Univeri^^
avauable at ^T^l JL^y; or (3) he can

"^
plication the wa?."^
member of the

public '^Jrecieve the best ^ ***

available to hS^^^^
subscribers and contnW
July 1. And thei^ w^iH?
such tickets. There^

'

And they are diatrilH^"
basis Of first cZ?t^,^
We do not make a^slbetween students andn,
except in terms of tZ {and the balcony seats rese,?
$2.50 for students T^^
problem, according

to ^
-surly") Ticket SelrwlL
him, was that he wanted tok
specific seat now, nevermind
many people had gotten
ahead of him or wlut

pn,
others had establish^.

6. ''Racketeering": The „,

ignorant assumption
(withwt

effort whatsoever to investi

that "the purpose of these o
certs is to rip off the public

Beverly Hills and environs for

much money as possible"

practically moronic. With

cultural institution in Aim
reeling from deficits, connq,

sense should indicate even toi
uninitiated that UdA is J
"making money" off its coocat'

We^strain every effort to bnij

even annually on a half milH

dollar investment, but m
doesn't begin to pay for staff ij

volved in recouping that

vestment, and particularly l

spending endless hours -

developing student programniij;

and administering m'mm
programs.

If the students on this caiiipil

think that more than $64,001 il

Student Incidental Fees ough(li|

be allocated for the cultril

program oiv^his campus itil

students on this campus think tklL.

more than $38,000 of thatmM
should be spent to provide JllP

tickets .for professional fineaitil

events; if the students oo ttal

campus have interest ill

developing the program «|

guiding its philosophy or practtalf

principles, the Committee on Fia' .

Arts would be only too happy I

j

hear from them, to meet wij

them, and work with them

implement their suggestions

Frances I

Executive i

Committee on Fiwi

Prodi

,paid Adv«rtis*m«nt)

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT

UNCLE LOUIE'SHOBO STOO
THE STEW KEHLE - 1 1 9 BROXTON - 473-0707

^^

> Tall Dude Smiles on

.afternoon in 1965 I walked mto

Un Chicago and found out what a

il cocaine freak must feel like after

fix. At age 13 I became a radio

strung out on the exciting

ities of a medium, even then, in

a medium fast being obliterated

visual capacities of film and

on Funny about that, but the same

jppened to a boy named Bob Smith

[ears prior to that. One day in 1966

ted into WNJR in Newark, New

land the next thing he knew he was

ig engineers on that East Coast

il station. A year later Bob Smith

^morphosized into Wolfman Jack,

Icter bom of a combination of every

„_k on the air- people like Daddy

tnd Mr. Blues — and Smith's own

monster movies.

lan Jack first emerged as a radio

jility on XERF, a Mexican station

luth of Del Rio, Texas. XERF
ist high on the a.m. dial — 1570 —
I
the entire North American con-

/ith 250,000 watts of Wolfman Jack.

{ht years, from 1958 to 1966, you

rive from New York to Los Angeles

fCT lose the Wolfman.

Lmerican citizen cannot own a

. radio station, but he can own the

Jhts to such a broadcast operation. _
|es rights to XERF during those

jars the Wolfman howled were

)y a man named Bob Smith. Ac-

only mail order sales products

.igs for $4", etc.) for advertising,

pulled in four to five thousand

[a day and, minus taxes and fran-

to the station, the Wolfman

a small fortune large enough to

the sales rights to XERB (now

the Soul Express), a similar

station based in Los Angeles,

^e worked for five years, until 1971.

rolfman Jack let loose his first howl

»ment on KDAY sbt weeks ago,

indicated on 1,000 stations in the

600 ArmedJ'orces Radio stations

the world, the WoIfmanTia^ac-
^orked for only three other stations

:ourse of a 16 year career in the

It business of radio,

lis own admission", 1^olfman's

las been at least partially directed

icial opportuni^. "Money," he

fis really where it's at. I'm a

St — that's basically why I swit-

[kDAY. By getUng off the powerful

station, I'm able to sell the

to each individual market on the

Joast." Since starting at KDAY,
has sold the show to stations in

Bakersfield, San Jose and

lento.

fully, of course, from KDAY's point

the Wolfman won't be the only one

by his seven to midnight howling,

Viet Nam weather reports and X-

lovie soundtracks. For months now
(and most other a.m. radio

i) has been shafted by the ARB
Surveying exclusively by written

lRB mails out 2200 books, receiving

fl500 usable diaries from their

group. 1500 surveys, then,

^nt nine million potential listeners

Angeles Market. For the last two

iriods KLOS FM has emerged
one in afternoon drive time. The

Eeles marlKt has an estimated FM
ption of 19% (comparatively low for

itry — Detroit, for example, has a

itration). 81% of Los Angeles'

nine miUion listeners now have
• an FM set. The possibiUty, theii^-

^M station pulling high numbers
drive time, with most of the

audience in transit, is nU.

Program Director Bob Wilson

feel that the ARB diaries lend

Ives to inaccuracy because they

>le a chance to think about what
^to say. It's not hip to listen to AM

so more than a few people fudge

iries and insist they listen to FM,
ring times when they actually have

to an FM radio. Naturally no

showing numbers consistently is

gripe about the inequalities of the

system, but, meanwhile.
Ions like KDAY are suffering

loss from ad agencies and clients

V
^•««*«
»«»••

I.
Jeff Duna$ Photography

rating in deciding^—-They sang: Short fat Fanny she's my
who _

where to place their commercial time,

Unable to singlehandedly reorganize the

rating system, Wilson has chosen the

second alternative and hired Wolfman

Jack to sell his philosophy, enterUinment.

. Wolfman claims his whole responsibility

to his audience is to entertain. "I'm not

there to be a big politician, and I'm not

going to cure the ills of the world. What

I'm trying to do is get people to think about

love and life, and that's my whole point—
to have fun. There's enough shit on the air

waves putting people on downer trips. At

least let one program be on the air that is

not Uinted, and they're gonna tune in and

get entertained and maybe forget about

their problems, forget about their mama
and papa whipping them, forget about the

war in Viet Nam, forget about that idiot

^ Nixjjn. t don't want people to react to

something I might say on the air

politically. I'm not into that. I'm into

entertaining, and that's the only thing I

want people to understand. I don't want to

stond up and fight for the blacks; I don't

want to stand up and fight for the

Chicanes; I don't want to fight for the

whites. 1 just want to entertain people. I

want people to be able to get off on my
program, lay back, get stoned and get off

for a couple of hours Do ya understand?

Wolfman is, therefore, understandably

•nosUlgic. for a time when the music he

was playing was less poUUcally aware and

in general more innocuous than anything

David Cassidy has yet turned out. "The

music from 1956 to 1962 was a nriuch

happier music. They sang about love.

They sang about having fun. They sang

about rocking and rolling and dancing.

heart's desire/ Short fat Fanny sets my
soul on fire/ Short fat Fanny yes I love her

so/ Never let short Fanny go.' They were

stupid songs, but they were fun. Now every

album has a theme; either they're ^eally

down on the war, or they're down on the

political thing, or they're hyping drugs.

Half the time I feel like I'm apjiealing to

the downer freaks out there. We start to

play one downer record after another until

I begin to get down myself. Give me
something from 1960 or something; let me
get up again. The music of today is for

downer freaks, and I'm an upper. I like to

be gay. And how can you be gay when

someone's singing about getting their arm

cut off in Viet Nam? Who wants to hear

that shit? Know what I mean? I have a

feeling that the masochists, the self-

destructive people are really ruining us.

Like at UCLA the/^re rioUng now . . . Who

the hell wants to hear that shit when I'm

trying to enterUin people? . . It's bad

enough every media in town is carrying

that crap. I say hey, if you want to get out

and destroy yourself, go ahead, but don't

bug me. Do your own thing. Do you un-

derstand what I'm saying? They're too

many fucking people trying ^^ desU-oy

themselves, and it's a sihame."

Wolfman Jack's activities are not

limited to his five hour sUnt on Kt)AY. He

does a weekly "Jesus" program tran-

scribed to disc and distributed free to

stations across the country as a public

service feature. The show is programmed

with music like Harrison's ''My Sweet

Lord" and includes a six or seven minute

Bible sermon done "in the hip jargon of the

day, the street language, so the people

icon

Hairy Diuh
by Lesl'u* Millenson

know what s going on, and it doesn't sound

religious at all. " Wolfman explains, "1 do

that as like paying my dues to the Tall

Dude for letting me be so successful. You
might call that my conscience program."

Experimenting outside the medium of.
"

radio, Wolfman appeared last year in a.

cameo role in the Russ Meyer feature, The

Seven Minutes. In order to gain the picture

an "R" instead of an "X" rating, Meyer
wrote Wolfman into the script, in-

tercutting his studio broadcast with a rape

scene, conveniently slipping Wolfman in to

cover up any possible obscenity .Wolfman

will shortly begin work on a second film, a

Francis Coppola production tentitively

entitled American Grafitti. "It's all about t

1958 when they had the lowered cars, when
the kids used to wear da. haircuts, peg

pants, and they used to cruise up and down
the boulevard with the radio blasting

looking for broads and things. Then —
they're pulling like forty songs from about

—

Fifty-eight to Sixty-two — all the rock n'

roll things, and it's going to be the Wolf-

man Jack show — the way it used to be in

the Fifties. I'm like the fifth character in

the film — the guru on the radio, and these

four kids who have problems call me and

. ask me about their problems Then I have

a big scene at the end of the film where this -
kid comes to me, and I give him the right

advice, and he rides off into the sunset.

As if film and radio were not enough, _
Wolfman Jack has just signed a recording

contract with Wooden Nickel Records^-

which will release his first album and^-
single next month The Wolfman is not

merely representative of a nostalgia for
~

the lost era of the Fifties, nor is he a

howling maniac strangely obsessed with £;

_ phoning mental institutions for weather

reports. Wolfman represents an approach

to radio nearly abandoned since Bill

Drake's super clean up job in the ^early

Sixties. Wolfman's move to 1580 is im-

portant not only in terms of KDAY's
ratings, and his own financial gain, but .

also in terms of its effect on radio as a

whole •

With the gjcl^tion oi Wolfman Jack to

their talent staff, KDAY is in the position

of innovator, resurrecting a style of radio,

which, like their newscasts, is more__

concerned with creative entertainment

and information than with the Top Ten —
the kind of radio Wolfman never stopped

practicing, even when it went out of style.

Wolfman claims that "Everything goes

in cycles. If you can relate back to the

Fifties, things are coming around again.

. In other words we started in' the Fifties

when rock n' roll began with the per-

sonality disc jockey Then they started

cleaning it up, cleaning it up, cleaning it up

to the point where it's so God damned

clean now that it's sterile. So now they're

gonna dirty it up some more. They're

going to put the personality back in and it'*

gonna get dirtier and dirtier and dirtier,

and then they're gonna start cleaning it up

and cleaning it up. That's the way it goes.

Bob Wilson knows what the trend in radio

is. He knows that you've got to do a little

more than play records. He knows that

KDAY is a AM station and that the music

. they're playing really should be played on

FM stereo If you're really going to get into

it. So therefore, if he's> going to compete

with the FM stations he's going to have to

have a personality on the air so the people

can hear the music they want to hear and

still be entertained."

Wilson is equally convinced of the im-

portance of personality radio to the sur-

vival of AM commercial broadcasting. "I

think that, at the moment, AM radio is

very confused. Originally we were the only

AM station playing progressive music,

and I think that's all there's really room

for on AM. And now you have KRLA

playing exacUy what we're playing and

KHJ delving into albums one week and

dropping back in fear the next. They just

hired Jimmy Rabbit, I guess that he s

going to be their token progressive man at

night. There's just too much on AM. We

were just trying to provide a service

originally, but I think AM radio is going to

have to go personality to survive. 1 don't

think you're going to see many AM radio

(Continued on Page 12)
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Jethro Tull

"I don't think music should be

easy to listen to. To be getting

somewhere in communications,

both musician and audience must

grow and climb toward something
— making an effort. And probably

not getting there.** — Ian An-

derson

Jethro Tull's career has been

distinguished by an ever in-

creasing-desire to expand and

mature to "get somewhere",

usually with favorable results.

This Was, (RS 6336), was a

creditable first album that

revealed a band who was not

content to stagnate in the blues

bag of so many of its con-

temporaries like Ten Years After

or Spooky Tooth, with whom they

were playing the London club

circuit. The inclusion of numbers

like Rahsaan Roland Kirk's

"Serenade to a Cuckoo" showed

the group was eager to acquire

and incorporate new influences.

Stand Up. produced a new
guitarist and a new confidence.

Compositions such as •'Bourree"

again demonstrated a tasteful

branchmg out, this time into 17th

century Baroque music. Benefit.

(RS 6440), marked the unofficiM ,

addition of John Evans on

keyboards but it showcased the

intricate guitar-bass riffs of Barre

and Cornick on cuts like ''Cry You
a Song" and •Nothing to Say".

After the success of Benefit, a

logical follow-up was a concept

album and the result was the

anachronism called Aqualung.
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WESTLAMUSrCS
SEMI-ANNUAL, BI-CENTENNIAL.

GOING OUT OF OUR MINDS (NOBODY'S BUSINESS)

GUITAR SALE
Now thru Saturday, (May 24-27)

ITEM

M.irtin Classic
Mflrtin D 18

M.irtin D 35
M.irtm D 28
Martin D 41

Guild D 3S

Guild P 40 • .

Guild D 44

Guild D 50 -

Guild F 212
Ovation Ball
Ovation Dtxe
Yamatia FG 180
Classic Guitars
Guitar Cases
Guitar Strings

DESCRJPTION

Very, very nice '

F- oik Guitar
f-otk Guitar , -

roik Guitar
Insane!
Folk Guitar /

Folk Guitar I

Folk Guitar
Rosewoooood
-Tooqood for you
Verry round
Billy Graharti plays it

A Hicks Signature Model
Yamaf»a 8i Greco
All Cup sizes
Two (2; sets for ttie price of ONE!

TIT TAT

S400
1 tm

395 4> 2tf

s
41f

sts
I4f

3«5
454
533
440
265

395
139
69

199

3$»

419
339
178
299
99
49

25% OFF

ALSO: Gibson Electrics and acoustics
Fender Amps and Guitars
Sunn. Acoustic, Standel, Risson, Plush, Marshall, Kustom A Ampeg Amps

* ALL AT RIDICULOUS DISCOUNTS

All items are covered by WEST L.A. MUSIC'S EXCLUSIVE LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Tradtt »rt welcome. And, 4f ypo
s«t»omething you like, at least put a deposit on it to make sure you get it.

West L A Music
1 1345 Santa Monka Blvd. 479-6898
W«tt Lot Ang«Ut, Calif. 477-8802

(2 BLOCKS WEST OF THE SAN DIEGO FRY.)

OPEN DAILY 10-8, FRI, SAT. 10-6
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Anderson's sermonette against

organized refigion coigured up
images of Anderson-As-FeUini-In-

8 1/2 being perverted and
disoriented as a boy by the

church. The music seemed to

complement the banal lyrics —
only **Mother Goose" and
'^Locomotive Breath" penetrate

through the mediocrity shelved

between ''Aqualung'* and "Wind-
tTpr.
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Thick As a Brick. (MS 2072)

Tail's new LP, shows the band on
a rebound from Aqsaiaag.
Definitely one of the year's most
important albums, Thick takes on

a project that is geared toward the

exceptional rather than the
average and pulls it off quite well.

The record is a very intricate

work but it avoids the pitfalls of

many previous '^complex" works.

Hiick is one song spanning two
sides but it lacks the tedious

stitching and stealing of Emerson,
Lake, and Palmer's Tarkos. The
music is serious without taking

itself too seriously. (Flagrant

violators in recent months include

David Axelrod's Rock In-

terpretations of Handel's Messiah
and Lalo Schifrin's Rock
Requiem . ) While it has something
intelligent to say, it avoids the

preachiness quality of the
previous Aqualung.
After the somewhat juvenile

attack on Christian hypocrisy on

Aquatung. Andenon has taken to

penning the lyrics of Thkk under

the pseudonym of Gerald ''little

Milton" Bostock, an 8-year old

child prodigy. It seems that little

Milton has recently won a poetry

contest in the obscure little burg of

St. Cleve for his poem Thick as a

Brick. Unfortunately his paradise

is lost when he is disqualiHed for

jising the forbidden word g—r.

fTevertheless, his infamy spread,

precipitating his acquaintance
with Anderson and the result is,

supposedly this Lp.

Voltaire once stated that when
words fail as poetry th^r become

muLicanraf^^^^^^^^^
to ignore lull's lyrics

a'Td^Jlmysel with the music wS
ttus album is excei^ij!^
derson uses his voi^,'
fectively as an instrl
working with tremoloandS
his flute, that one susowh
this time around he toTk
concerned with the lyrics h

"^iuJ^^i"
trademark mil

Although Anderson's
ac

guitar often dictates the strba
of the music (most soogg

centered around his capofdd
progressions.), it is John E«
organ work which gives the^
their texture and which hebi
bridge the separate song i

with rich shades of jaa -
classical influences. Itiseid
mistake Evan for a tone

Keith Emerson or,

specifically, BS&T'i
HaUigan as he shows a >^
tication that previously hat I

latent and unfulfilled.

Evan's Hammond blanket t

sound also may be impleinenlii|

chahgihg the recurring

strumental stylings of the alb.

Gone for the most part are I

intricate riffs of Benefit

Aqualung — riffs that atten^

to compensate for the lack till

well-integrated second rhyil

instrument to work withM
guitar. In its place are ant

chording which is usually _

cented by double-tracked flute i

guitar, or combinations i.

flute/guitar, organ/guitar tnd

offs and counterpoint soloing

Side One is flawlessly exe
^

and contains about five dii..

musical ideas which are brid,

by subtle and well-balanced

strumental passages. Itallwo^

including lan's debiit

formances on sax and tn

and time changes of 3/4, 5/4l

"heavy" 11/4 (composed of i

and a 6).

( Continued OD
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WEIL mi AiNY BOM!

.^TTT. We'll help you find those elusive titles, either frow

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service

Drop in and serus today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

11413 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) tt*-*W3

d(P«id Adv«rtiMm«nt)
,\H «ih« *'

INTERPRiP
Foreign Student Orientation Program

Co-Dlrecforship Applicants: All Interested shouldjn
to the international Student Center (1023 Hilga';^

Friday, May 26. 4-6 p.m. The second meeting is

nesday. May 31, 4-6 p.m. at I.S.C. Both ore mana^

For more Information call Marsha Lewis at oz

1
from Page »)

luslc is dynamic and,

lyrics are decipherable,

jn often shows nice

ition of lyric and music,

band builds up a slow

tempo, the flautist con-

he drone with a light solo

'^beautifully sets up his

"The Poet and the

Casting shadows on the

Ias the sun plays on the

f/
Returning from the

is the charter member,

rs this music isn't easy to

Often I don't feel like I'm

there" with the band's

ideas but here everything

place and Tull is in top

JO opens with 4 minutes

^oonds of music that is so

^1 that one is inclined to call

idulgent. After a short up-

[reprise of the first side's

tndemnation of sending

len off to war, the music

^ged down in a drum solo

rie Barlow (no match for

iker) and some obscure

croiking by Jeffrey

md: The—^chaos
ites to silence (which

ve been a logical point for

o to begin) and, from

listening is again

i. Most of this side is

with variations on earlier

melodies with slight

in the words for ironic

ition. "See here, a son is_

_ we pronounce him fit to

«*See here, a man is bom
pronounce him fit for

Again we are treated to

strumental innovation,

g Ian on violin and a etude

^pani and telephone— all of

show Tull at its pei^k of

sophistication and in-

^ursday, May 25, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 9

Mses- Warren, Dahlstrom & Cohen ^

For a starter, the fact that a lady singer/song-writer/performer in the,

music field is still distinguished as such shows just about how long a way

they've come, babied or not by Madison Avenue, Ms. Steinem & sundry

literati; and the court of the Carole King. The questionably Sentient

Seventies' upsurge of Female Solo Artists on the mellower side of the

rockter scale such as Carly Simon, Linda Ronstadt, Rita Coolidge, Sill,

Clayton, Raitt, and scores of accordant ladies-in-waiting might super-

ficially seem compensative for rock's lopsided history, but aside from a

few instances of Nyro or Mitchell cultism and the Slick/Joplin syndromje_

inappropriate for our folkish delving todaj, appreciation and real ex-

posure for up and coming ladies remaifw as disparate as always. Paula

Garvin in a Rock magazine expose on women in the biz reminds us that

publicists admit to having to work harder on their female artists, with

extra biographies and information just to get people to listen. So with

nothing short of female chauvinism in mind, proceed to the respective

cases of three ladies whose albums may npt be toUlly of their own sole

construction (in terms of back-up production) but uniquely of their own

expressive efforts.
'"

Jennifer Warreri of Jennifer (Reprise MS 2065) is most likely the best-

known, she being the little lady of the ingenue lead in the L.A. production

of Hair, assorted appearances on the old Smothers Brothers' television

show, two forgotten albums, and a reputation for coming off as a cross

between the snotty top-drawer horror in Auntie Mame and the weird kid

that everyboijiy avoided in pre-psychedelia high school. Today she is a

vocalist witH a strong and personably clear voice, not unlike Ronstadt's m
its assertion nor unlike MitcheU's in its seemingly efforUess falsetto

octave jumps. Best of all, she never stoops to the temptation of affectmg

a Southern accent even in the country-styled songs.

end we return full-cycle

Arson's opening polemic on

tadence of society that he

)w tolerates. "So you ride

^es over the fields/ And

ikes all your animal deals/

)ur wisemen don't know
feels/ To be thick as a

London's fish and chips,

comes wrapped in a

>r, not the Daily Mall but

Cleve Chronicle. The
Place print will keep

busy for hours con-

ting the columns of Prof.

and the Rabbit, Weekend
ion, and local gossip. All of

about as relevant to the

IS the group's name, which

[from the unrenowned 18th

agriculturist who in-

the seed drill from an old

I organ pedal. But, whether

lp is playing games with

newspaper, lyrical

rlature. or—rfroup
Jethro Tull is only

ig in creative and
itic eccentricity while it

to produce a music that

licates. Experience for

— listening to-TMck as a
fill be time well spent.

. — MasenL. Bock

The album consiste of her mannered interpretations of works by

various popular composers ranging, oddly enough, from the Bee Gees

Barry Gibb to Procol Harum's Keith Reid/ Gary Brooker team, Jennifer

is produced by ex-Velvet Underground's favorite European son, John

Cale, whose scratchy stringed influence can be particularly heard on his

own contribution, "Empty BotUes," but otherwise is sedately content to

get up with a well-produced but conventionally pleasant work in toto.

Favored selections are "Last Song," a viable enough composiUon of

"jiraflfePs own doing, a stlly tiut^iam catchy^iitty^^Jim Webb fondly

MAYFAIR (tji.)4si

^YFAtW TMU.,^PM "7tRID«SFO«T»aOTW»i _i A, »Aail I4i»-77S

' T FEUINI'S

g* i STAR *

i«.77S> Ott DAY -tu rn

ADM. (
Hum* at MIBNiaUT : rmPAV AMB «ATUHbA» m«y » » » ..!;

FtUINf
S "SATYWCON" T "THE T.A.M.I. SHOW 1 FEUINI'S "SATYtlCON

J^

ISAT -SUN MIDNIGHT FILMS $1-25

Tod RroL". ninf)

Horror (

26,27,]S

II

Tad BrowninQ* 1932 Horror Qank

T mm

No«t Week

The Boys

in the Band

^\^c Boys in th.

Bdrui (s t»ot n

rrniMCCjl

-^ENTWOOD TWIN THEATER WIISHIRE-. 26TH SANIA MONICA 829-3.T6ft

m^igjng over the fate of the P. F. Sloan and other reUcs of nostalgia, a

sUidly churchy and Bolero-esque recreation of Procol Harum's

"Magdalene (My Regal Zonophone)" (can't you hear execuUvea_

cackling "Ha, those highbrow reactionaries with the typewriters wUl eat

it up!"), and "Sand and Foam," a Donovan oldie so plalnUve and self-

consciously genUe, that one can't help but wonder what those, flower-

bestrewn, teary-eyed hopefuls of the mid-60's came up against to make

such a memory corrodedly embarrassing to us now.

Patti Dahlstrom of Fatti Dahlstrom (Uni 73127) is her own songwriter,

and as such composes a world of the more traditional view of romantic

love complete with weddings, lessons learned from grandparents,

waiting for errant lovers Uke a lady, and ""h^PPyj^*^j^^^
were <S>viously written for her own performance without being anemicly

dependent on the artist's timing and phrasing, and the «™n«f
"^^^^J^^

fulMwdied, with strings, horns, and a hotshot P'^^^y^^r^l^^l^ft
Handsome," an example of how potenUaUy accessible her ^«* ^ou^^ b^

in that it's catchy enough to be affably accepted and ^ndividuaUy sty^

enough to be original, is an uptempo P"^^^ P^^^!;?;;?^*;^^^

timent "I don't care if I'm first if there's hundreds behind^
^^^nla

will never receive the David Qrosby/Alice Cooper award for writtag

soniu of kinky love, she nonetheless does not sink to realms over over-

3luSS a confusing situation. Be«des thatjhe^got^
voice, probably the only one in the wqtM with>Ult-in sawtooth wave^

(meUllic-edge-sounding) fUtering.
(Continued on Page If)

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC plays

MUSIC BY
WOMEN
COMPOSERS

MIKK
raRiME

GERHARD SAMUEL conducts works by Grazyna
Bacewicz, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Elizabeth Lutyens,

Gladys Nordenstrom, Ruth Crawford Seeger, and
Elinor Remick Warren.

Tomorrow, 8:30 / Royce Hall, UCLA
Tickets Available NOW: $4 50, $3.S0. $2.50, $2 (students

with ID) at UCLA Central Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plaza (825-2953), Ticketron and Mutual Agencies.

* *

"T
{Paid Advertisement)

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW?

Sept 10th thru 17th

if your interested, or heea moreT

information, see Chris Zuber,

82iS-3871

I (Paid Advertisement)

f^ede^uusiiand' call'.

325-4¥t
\

Holiness is f

satutdl^,

June 10, i97Z

fruramsir hotel
5anta tnonlca

''\
'^W.
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Warren, Dahlstrom S Cohen ,..

(Continued from Page 9)
\

Leda (Poppy PYS 5702) by Linda Cohen is deceptively subtle in ap-

proach, but most definitly a valuabJe find. The cover, that of Leda,

Classical Greece's most famous cygnophilitac and the object of her af-

fections, should betray a cerUin indefinable offbeat nature, but you never

know who's going to pass up what could be merely another girl performer

just because bestiality offends him. What actually transpires is a

remarkable instrumental coUection of LindaCohen's own classical guiUr

compositions mixed with vai;u«^s friends' electronic music additives.

Exciting, no? Well, be warned t&t she rivals Kottke's Iss amphetamined

moments, updates Faheys Requia by light years, dead-thumb-finger-

picks the best of Jansch's note-bending wailings, dribbles flamenco

Sabicas, electrifies into Wes Montgomery, and if you don't know the

names just referred to, don't mess with it: you're too far behind to be

bothered with. This seems to be a family affair, with friends and

namesakes doing the honors in accompanying synthesized sound effects

and instrumentals, production, arrangement and engineering. Whether

or not Linda is solely responsible for the overall effect of the album, she

commands respect as an innovative musician and an ambitious com-

poser. Hopefully the Leda crew, whose technical competence is in-

contestable, will goose the sensibilities of wider audiences in the near

future with successive album flash, and at length appeal to more than

just those impressed with swan-fucking. — Heather Harris

Wishbone Ash
Wisht)one Ash is one of the only

groups that can match the total

group virtuosity of the Who. Each
member of Wishbone Ash is the

"master of his terrain, and the

band obviousiiiwMiM—lM-ihind itn

achieve the (frofessional. tightness

which disUKuijIke^tienl iSfd

forms theiriprinuri lla

fame. Andjl Po
Turher areVW^ grfflmfi dUfl QBlUME

take

classically influenced. Bass
player Martin Turner tunes his

bass to the same chunky sound

Entwistle uses, and when he plays

one realizes that he approaches

bass as a lead instrument. He
-'plays nearly as fast as the

flHiijyrliitff nnrli iMiti_r'""*' lil^^ the

pedals on a Bach fi^ue, filling in

e than the

One of rock's

shbone Ash's

s learned all

guitars, and although they taRe

two instruments to do what
Townshend does with one, at least

they do it. Their powerful playing

is always firmly under control,

reaching from staunchly electric,

fiery solos to precise unison

playing ^ which is somewhat

.,filifiYiiil.lntinn. whfl
The tricks of punctuation and

generally flash dnmiming. With

Upton failing about ferociously he

gives Keith Moon a run oc-

casionally, Wishbone Ash's

dedication to the more intellectual

aspects of rock and roll is shown
once again in their third

American LP, Argus (Decca DL7-

5347), a blockbuster which fares

on an equal level with their :

previous releases while revealing _

a new thing or two.

Wishbone Ash is primarily an

instrumenUl band, but Argus is

evidence on the new vocal con-

fidence of singers Powell, Turner

and Turner. Every song is gilded

with supeb harmonies and ex-

pressive performances. The
enthusisatic 'Time Was" which

leads the album off exhibits the

smooth vocals, wrenching all the

poignancy possible out of a run-of-

the-mill line like 'i've got to

rearrange my life/ I've got to

rearrange my world," as well as

showing the determined strong

rock sound in Andy Powell's

guitar solo. The slamming flQaie,

obviously influenced by the Who's

"Won't Get Fooled Again," is the

epitome of Wishbone Ash's

marvelous precision. The
crosscutting, heavily con-

trapuntal bass and guitar lines of

"Sometime World" are coupled

with some scat singing which

reminds one of "Vas Dis," Ash's

only AM "hit."

The album's real meat is found

during the last two joined tracks,

"Warrior/ Throw Down the

Sword," a tour complete with

distorto-guitar wailings, blasting

rhythm guitars, a rousing chorus

of "I'd have to be a warrior/ A
slave 1 couldn't be/ A soldier and

a conqueror/ Pining to be free"

and some clever unison guitar

thumpings. There are vague hints

of Procol Harum during the dual

guitar solos during the second

half, what with the organ slipping

through Brooker-type
progressions. Although Wishbone

Ash tends to run each cut on for

(Continued on Page 12)
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VM Lym
Well, this goddam war has been

over for years now and here I am
riding my pony through the sand
eating dust. Mr. Lee gave it all up
to that alcoholic bastard Grant

and left nothing for us poor devils

but our sorry old, tired horses. Not

much that a man can be sure of

these days but a bullet in the head

and a stick up the old ass, and not

the one with f^iiir legs. As I said,

I've got my horse and all of this

sand to eat, what more do I need?

Blam ! God all mighty, that was
a big son of a bitchen' snake. Good
thing that I got this Colt 45 by my
side or I'd have t)een a dead dude

in. the dust of this God foresaken

place. Hmmm, maybe that's

another thing that you can always

be sure of, those bloody reptiles.

Yep, snakes, lizards, alligators all

of the rest; makes no difference to

me, they're all the same. The
Devil made them and they're no

good for man nor beast. Me, I'm a

man and that means that those

slimy little things are no good for

me . —
Count Agoston Harazthy, he too

as I am, was a man, but those old

alligators ate him alive down
there in Central America. So
what, you say? But no, my friend.

Some people are hip and so are

others, but this dude was way
outside. Yea, I beseach unto you
he brought unto this land the

sacred Zinfandel. Where, this holy

grape hails from, no person

knows. However, it is certain that

the only place on this earth that it

•^1

A bibe baig that

will probably ouflast

1 -,1 .

your bike.

ti

V
.\_

..V r
'.

We feel this is the sturdiest

bike bag ever offered.

Tfs made of wat^r .repelfenr^

DuPont* Nylon, With extra wide

shoulder straps, waist band,

a two way nylon zippered top *

pouch, plus an extra zippered

side pouch.

This bag is perfect for the

day hiker or bike rider. It's size

is fifteen inches high, twelve

and a half inches wide, and

live inches deep.

Olympia Beer is offering this

bag for $7.50. ~':"'- .^'^;.

3Si9^

-*-'-*

OLYMPli^

Enclose check or money Order made pay-
able lo OLYMPIA BREWING CO. Caah can
not be accepted Return the completed
form and check to The Gift Shop. OLYMPIA
BREWING CO. P.O. BOX »47. Olymplt.
Washington 98507 UCLA 3

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

(First Name) (Last Name)

(Street Address)

(City)

(State) (Zip Code)

Indicate choice df color. Blue or Orange

VtaHora are always welcome at the Olympia Brewing Company. Tumwat«r. Waattington, • to 4:30 everyday. *01y*9

K'ows ,s this sunnyknown as California^
It IS by way of thb .„you are able to find tteH

person's soul. But surK^M
giftfromthegodl:;'^;,

wie least. For a mei^ dnii^^may obtain a quart of t^^'
from the ItalVswi^e"
Such a quantity is ennnoK
untold thousand onSl^'
which sounds bad, but tf

'

cept the ceU death S^'
learning then this is obv^l
path towards wisdom

This it'Swiss IS fine wine for the m
it captures the essence7
grape and is not overly \J\
bitter: a true bargain
However, for those dema«

more, the quintessence
o(

Zinfandel, the search
must!

farther. A good place to end
quest is in the hills above Staii

University. Here the pilgrim,

find Ridge Vineyards, the ma
of whatmany think to be the f

Zinfandel available tiL maj"]

gods. High in sugar, but

higher in acids, this winenoti

is the richest tasting, smel
and looking of its type but it j

has some of the greatest a.
altering capabilities. It's maj]
several different forms,

representing the prodtictei

different vineyards and

having subtle differences in I

color and aroma. Needless toi

these wonders of the vine

more than the gallon jug varii||

but to a starving rat in thedasl

with a wallet full of money, )i|

take what pleasures you can([|

- If Grant's army just ha|

to sieze your favorite high dil

wine cellar than you may havdl

settle for other less regal dil

However, despair not, there il

much truth to be found inm
lx)ttle6 and even more impoiti

there is also great physial

r pleasure to be found. Juice oil|

Zinfandel of such class

from such places as the winery^

Louis Martini and the Miras

Drink your guts out and rot

;

brain there by improving

functional capabilities. If

fails, you may try eating

pear cactus in hopes that youi

reach your mind through

stomach.—^Ah, but all such is fantasy,^

all that is real is this go"

rattle snake chewing on m?!

Oh that this were 1972 and I

sipping sauce and listeninji

Live-Evil (Columbia) by

Davis.

is Your Book

Buy

Southern Camp"^

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTlEI

WH01ESAIE& BELOW

ff'$ True ' Unb-^/ffvoH^

SEE

THE YARD

ofwestwc

VILLAGE

- fabric*

- trim*

_ fnocrom«

0tC

1006BroKton GR
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tonsville Nine'

All those faces talking, and the myriad issues raised, tend to start

running into each other, and after a while, it isn't easy to rememt>er who
said what, or even why. At one point, the judge asks one of the nine what it

is he really wants, and gets the reply, "I just want to let people live, that's

all." But after two hours of talk and admirable sentiments about con-

science, true Christianity, and the state of the modem world, it all seems
more complicated than that.

For a movie that deals with issues of such contemporary significance,

it is distressingly deadening. The basic problem may be that CatonsvUle

Nine doesn't overcome its own propanganda in any artistic way.

Polemics, even agreeable polemics, t)ecomes quickly unsympathetic

when they aren't tempered by aesthetics." " '

The most uneasy question posed by the film is its relation to Father

Berrigan and the other eight demonstrators at Catonsville. If the nine

were protesting anything, it was surely the way American society

manages to manipulate its citizens into positions where they can pose no

threat to the established order of things, nor make any effective outcry

against them. And the man who once burned draft files is now writing

screenplays for Hollywood protest movies. There is no doubt that Tlie

Trial of the Catonsville Nine can be efficiently absorbed by the country

without any harm to the mechanism.

lodding Polemics
by JEllen Keneshea

wiav 1968 Father Daniel Berrigan and eight companions entered the

rtive Services Offices in Catonsville, Maryland, and carried out the

btive Service files of all the men who were I-A at the time. Then they

d the files with home-made napalm. The Catonsville nine, as they

- to be called, were specifically protesting the war in Vietnam, and

rally protesting the destructiveness of society that makes both

jn and domestic policy as the United States does, without allowing

Itizens any effective voice in those policies.

niel Berrigan voiced all of these feelings in his play, The Trial of the

rtsville Nine, as he attempted to explain how each of the nine people

irrived at the decision to participate in the crime. Now, with the help

j\ Levitt, he has adapted his play for the screen. ^—.^__^

—

,nything what the CatonsvUle nine were protesting exists today to an

greater degree. Father Berrigan and his friends acted out of a sense

redible urgency that ought not to have abated in the light of the

5 of the subsequent four years. And yet, as the film of The Trial of

..atonsvillc Nine unfolds, one gets the uncomfortable feeling of

hing a period piece — a brief historical drama about a Ume long

by Because of some of the newsreel footage from Vietnam — who

ow hasn't seen that Buddhist monk burning alive?; homble as he

lys is he has become as much a part of our iconography as pictures

rid War II concentration camps — and despite the rest of the news

of napalm and mutilated Vietnamese children, there is no sense of

ediacy to the movie at all. -
. ui u ^

film begins with a recreation of the file-burning done in black and

newsreel fashion, complete with policemen politely asking the

is for their names, and helping them into the paddy wagon. The

event might have taken place yesterday, except that it's as dif-

y, to remember when police arrived on the scene of a peace demon-

jon by the pair and without clubs, as it is to remember when

nstrators used to fit their protests to their peaceful goals,

j when the movie switches from black and white to a full color view

ii[eTBerrigan (Ed Flanders) telling us that the trial we are about to^

true, but the chronological order has been changed to protect the

atic integrity, the story seems to jump about a hundred4ightjrears

director, Gordon Davidson, and all but two of the actors are

ating their roles from the stage version of the play. Davidson might

done weU to do more re-thinking his concept than recreating,

jh. Aside from intermittant shots of Vietnam atrocities shown over

^ue from the play, and once or twice panning his camera around an

ract courtroom that isn't meant to look real and doesn't, the director

;ts his actors stand in front of the camera and speak.

en people do move, they move in patterns. When they speak, they

ist that extra bit too soft-spoken and too iiincere — too slick.— to be

)le instead of actors. There are a lot of soul searching pauses in

^^^ches, but nobody every really fumbles for a word. The method

^ work very well on the stage, but it makes for a boring movie.

'Culpepper

Ou Al^C- TLWVrTftD "TO . . .

^LH© ViiJUei
^MD ^Ki^teii>l-

^y
^ex Ai

6 U'

» THe HoJOcfcA-BLC TbK"BnuileU *^}iJ- .

UM-THRFwriyWiW OA/ 5/(r.rMAyin)AT«<>o7^M.

<-^'t F/WA;L«y -Act fA^rncA/' O^e, Of*^

Killing for Cows
•*Our history and our l>eing, I

feel, really started with the

opening of the West, and I felt that

this culture should be told as it

really was," director Dick

Richards once said. And he

decided that in his first film he

would" tell it as it really was."

In brief passages, The
Culpepper Cattle Co. succeeds in

evoking the West as it must have

been — full of sunshine and end-

less clouds of dust, shaggy men
and shabby buildings. But if there

isn't any John Wayne in Richards'

West, neither are there any

characters that seem more true to

life.
^ c —^,

The Culpepper Cattle Co, is

about a typical cattle drive, the

men who take part in it, and the

men they meet. The incidents are

seen through the eyes of sixteen

year old Ben Mockridge, the

cook's helper, and on his first

drive. Gary Grimes, who last

came of age as Hermie in The

Summer of '42. plays the ef-

fortless role without much effort.

He isn't bad, and he. isn't_par-

ticularly interesting either.

jWide^ed young Ben wants to

as much trouble getting their

cattle to market as Ulysses did

getting home to Penelope after the

Trojan War. Cattle are stolen,

horses are stolen, men are in-

sulted, beaten, and killed. At the

rate that boss Frank Culpepper

goes tl^ugh cowhands— he loses

half of them on this drive — the

average cowlwy's life-span seems

to have been not much longer than

that given by soldiers for the point

man in an infantry platoon in Viet

Nam (two months). ^^

Culpepper's seedy cowlwys are

hardly comrades, or even com-

panionable, so all the deaths pasis

practically unremarked. These

aren't the kind of men who are

likely to pick up their wounded

after a fight. They are simply

doing a job in whatever Avay

seems easiest.

Frank Culpepper, played low

keyed and convincingly by Billy

"Green" Bush, consistently

reflects this view of the West. He

just wants to get his cattle to

ma_rket. He is a fair man, but

indifferent to moral judgments, or

even distinctions. In Richards'

After settmg up an atmosphere
*^

in which everyone acts out of self-
""

interest and indifference,

Richards has Ben deckle to cast

his lot with a sect of religious >

converis trespassing on the land

of a less than hospitable owner.

Culpepper's last remark as he

rides off with his cattle is merely, —
"That damn kid." But sur-

prisingly four of his cowhands

return to help Ben. knowing that_
they will be killed in killing the

landowner and his men. They are,

and the settlers decide to leave the

land after all. An enraged Ben
orders them at gunpoint to bury

his friends, then he throws down
his gun and rides off into the sun.

Ahh, the real West.

Richards' problem seerhs to be

that though he believes the men of

the West were neither romantic,

heroic, nor particularly

scrupulous, he can't admit that

Ben's coming of age would
logically make him a man like

everyone else. Ben kills, but he

finally rejects killing. Yet there is

nothing in the way he is portrayed

to suggest to us that he should

have the strength to do so. His

character certainly doesn'C
develop. He spends most of the

movie in open mouthed in-

nocence,^ kills his first man
without being especially shaken

by it, and then decides that "Some
things (other men) are more
important than cattle." It takes a

leap of faith to _believe his

decision.

•( I

. r

t|

be a cowboy, but as the cook •

warns him early on^ "cowboyin's

somethin' you do when you can't

do nuthin' etee.'-^-What Ben ex-

periences finally dampens his

ardour, which is not surprising

since these cowboys have almost

brutal West, there isn't any other

way to be. This is an acceptable

point of view, but Richards balks

at carrying it through, and ends

his story in a manner that is both

arbitrary and unjustified in terms

of the rest of the film.

Another Western out , The
Cowboys, IS also concerned with

the coming of age of boys in the

NVest. But in this film the boys

discover that being a man means
being able to kill, and enjoying it.

Sam PeCkinpah holds to the same
notion in Straw Dogs in which

Dustin Hoffman, who plays an

older innocent, is finally forced to

TRepoiht at which he kills. He does

it well; he becomes a man. This

f may be an extremely unpalatable

point of view, but it's hard to see

how Richards can duck out of it

' when the evidence for its being

true is all right there in his movie.

Ultimately, The Culpepper

Cattle Co, splits between dust and

documented detail, and telling it

" Tike^it was^ln an^thos^^er

-.! -.
'

.

Westerns Richards doe^^ not

reconcile the two modes, «nd he

fails to achieve either the heroic

proportions possible in the second,

or the flavor of the first. -
EK

WESTWOOO KLEENCO CENTER
IIOIGAYLEY (Corner of Kinroif&GoyUy)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
_ _ WHERE YOU HAVE AU THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

. PROFESSIONAL DUVCIEANING • FINISHEOjAUNOlY

. COIN OP 0«¥ aeANING . CO<N-OP UUNDRV

. BEAUTY SHOP • CAK WASH • HEAITH SPA • Km MADE

. HOPF&FOIOIAUNOHY SERVICE • SHOE «EP»'P

• COPPCESHOP . MiOX COPt $E«V1CE • PAaOWM

coupon* 9004I

ooly o«
incoming

or4«r«

m
.••>•

PKo«t«

477-5566

ifS^^^KlEENCG DRY CLEANING J

ONE COUPON PEt F«$ON

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE laccvr
>ir« *7-7a MM

55::

Of
HGUlAt nici$1.00

on any Su«de or leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

mm

i

KIEENCO COIN-OP lAUNDRY^^ gfi^KlEFNCG COIN-OP DRY CLEANW
ONE COUPON PER PERSON ^ |^: Thi( coupon •ntiMm b«ar«r to ak

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

CoirMip Dry Cl^oniofl

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

& $1,50 5a.

1101 OAVLEY AVE. j$:::::i>::XS::S:::w::^

This coupon •ntiH«« hmarmr to

1 WASH LOAD

FREE
(RIU 13 It WASHMI

^}\0} GAYLEY AVE.

Valu«
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EYE DEAL

.,^^

OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONIACI LtNSFS, SPtCIALLt:)

)
we spcciali/e in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

) LATEST IN WIRE 8. PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye D^a!

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

,;,: 1

-M

BENIN OF AFRICA
:l: IMPORTS t^

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

• FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI

• BEADS

GALABEYAH
DANSHIKI
RINGS

657-82561

1025 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood
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MAKE MHSIC YOUR THI6
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Visit us for your FREE Pigno Lesson
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and
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moke beautiful nnusic! - ,-^ \
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Learn to play the piano the fiost and modern way. Lessons pre^

sented by COMPUTER assisted by professional musicians. We
promise that by the end of, the summer you'll be playing popu-

lar music with both hands.

SPECTAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS^^

Roger Williams Mu^ic Center

2730 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, 828-4495
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let love try
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Meditation is a practide & powerful

alternative to street demonstrations

The Festival of

Humanity
A Community Meditative Effort

A Community Meditative Effort

8:00 pm, Saturday, May 27, 1972
Los Angeles Convention Center
1201 S. Figueroa St., Roon 214
Los Angeles, California 90015
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BUSS & BOTHWELL lOTB SEIVICE
Formerly Bliss &Paden Chevrolet

c

475-8651 ;

We have opened a new auto

repair facility staffed with

factory technicians.

Our new location Is at

1 0785 Santa AAonica Blvd.
(Just west of the Mormon Temple)

We ciccepi Bankomerkord & Moaterchorge

HourK 7:30.5:30 WeeUoyt, 7:S0-noon Sol.

DEUVERY SERVICE TO CAMPUS
A/UKY WE BE OF SERVICE TO YOU

'\.j
^••^ *»,.(Continued from Page !•)

over six minutes per outing, they

never get bored or boring. The

inventive shifts in time signature

and the constantly intriguing

harmonic and melodic ideas

always refresh, allowing lengthy

explorations that are packed with

only the prime ingredients.

The boys start their new
American tour soon, and they'll

not be something you'd want to

miss. Until then,- Argus should

keep the joint jumpin*.

_Mark Leviton

it retulU in the spotlighting of

their own involvement at the

expense of the song's message.

Clearly, the couple work best

together, when each keep the

necessary balance and equality

between them. Their best song, to

date, is another one previously

recorded by John Denver, "I

Guess He'd Rather Be in

Colorado."
Concern.^

man's hopeless drZ "^^
i

future, the sona H"^' ^ ^
future, the songiS ^* M
Eric Weissbe^rg's^tS^^

J

guitar. •Tallin' in a^^*
*•-'

and -Morning Go Av
excellent, with BiU

.—,—
. ''f '

Everly Brothers

guitar. "Fallin' i„ a"^' >l««|

and ••Morning Go Awa^«*
excellent, with BUi . ^'^I
singing harmony and otl'^•ync lines with preci^ir"^

_^ -Marsh,j^

T«U

Fat City
t <

•

Fat City is a folk singing duo

which combines the writing and

vocal talents of Bill Danoff and

Taffy Nivert. Like Ian and Sylvia

and Hedge and Donna, the

members of Fat City complement

each other, and yet still manage
successfully to maintain^ their

individuality and separate

strengths. The duo is perhaps best

Hnown because of their iden-

tification with John Denver, the

three having jointly written

Denver's hit, ''Take Me Home,

Country Road," an,d Fat City

having appeared as second act

along with Denver in various

cities. Welcome to^'^Fat City

(Paramount PAS-6028) is an

enthusiastic first offering and

enjoyable entertainment, its only

jninor fault being its tendency

toward too cute, too bubbly vocals

(Taffy's problem).
*

Daooff is a fine songwriter, his

lyrics often similar to the witty

humor of John Prine, as

evidenced in "0, Say Can You

See!," and '"Hie Jesus Says

Hello." He demonstrates a serious

dimension to his writing as well,

pafticuiarty in the powerful

"Readjustment Blues." An ex-

tremely difficult song to sing,

Danoff gives it a controlled

delivery, much superior to

Denver's own histrionic version of

the song. Taffy, too, shows
promise as a writer in "Baby,

What's^Wrong With You," but is

""Better when cowriting with BiU

and joining him vocally. She

reminds one of Mary Travers,

when Mary was still a member of

Peter, Paul, and Mary, for both

ladies often lose themselves in

their vocals to such a degree that

It's not so much that the Everly Brothers' Stories We Co iii

LSP-4620 ) is bad, so much as uninspired. The concept of the alh.

to have been one of those let's-aU-get-together-and-mak^I!!^H
type efforts, but it all comes off sounding like the produceiN ^!T'M
said, ''OK, what (and who) is selling this year?" Althoughm i
songs chosen are new or relativdy unfamiliar, the listener ceuIii'M
sense of deja vu; many of the songs sound like all the other •mln'^l
on country-rock albums this year. Happily, there are noUble ex
but nearly all the tracks suffer from the results of too man
playing too many instruments and too many singers joiniM L
they aren't needed. What this album re^y needs is a litUe more p l

input and a lot less help from their friends. *'HI

The first side features songs written by Delaney and Bomiie
ferson, Stewart, and others. Pretty songs, some of them, but biaS

most part. The exceptions to this are two Everly dZiIJ
always seemed to l)e at their best when c\,^Jl7rsinging

aJ
tired for the

The Everlys always

Kentucky and its environs and ("Green River" does nothing
to^swiii

precedent. "Up in Mabel's Room" is fun; a litUe honky-tonk iZ
which seems to be by Phil alone, it comes as a welcome respite in all
of sound-alike tracks and makes one hope that Phil's forthcoming

i

album is as good. :t-—

The second side is much k)etter than the first. Dennis Linde's

High" is a cheery tune— the kind you end up whistling all day and Jajl

figure out why. Another Linde song, "Christmas Eve Can Kill You "is,|

well-written hitchhiker's lament: "^^ ' '

"A car goes rollin' by, the man don't even turn his head/ Guess he's

busy bein' Santa Claus tonight/ The saddest part of all is knowin'if

I switched with him' I'd leave him stumblin', ragged by the road"

The Everlys' version of Jesse Winchester's "Brand New Tenneml

Waltz'' isnot too dissimilar to the^oneJaamBaez did on Blessed Are

but infinitely more believable. ,^,

The two best cuts on the album were written by Don Everly and Joh]

Sebastian. Don proved he could write mteresting songs on his soloaltxal

(Don Everly, Ode SP-77005) and "I'ni Tired of Singing My Song in 1

Vegas" is the best yet. Anyone who has been appalled by the whole "I4]

Wages" scene will identify with' his lyric#

"Turn the wheel and let it spin, >-,

Tip the gldss and save the bottle.

Can't You see you'll never win?"

Finally, the title song is musically and commercially the strong«tcQ(||

the album. Recorded in John Sebastian's living room, "Stories We Cmi

Tell" could potentially pipvide the hit the Everlys have been lookingfi|

since "Bowling Green.

All in all, the people who are just discovering the Everly Brothersd]

rediscovering them, as the case may be — the people to whose recni

buying tastes I assume this album was aimed— may well enjoy Storiti
|

Those who are long-time Everly devotees, well . after the creativiti I

and mellow beautyM Roots, and thejdtality andiliversity in Tlie Eveilj

Brothers Show . . . they'U be very disappointed. There ARE goodsoop

on Stories, but they sound so much better in TV and live appearanca

since there are no "friends" around to muddy the matchless Ev8ii|

harmony. In fact, that brings to mind probably the most sensiblea«
can give: Save the money you would have spent on the album and go«|

the Everly Brothers in the real the next time they appear locally.

^ ' -V.F.Na(M
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Wolfman .:
(Continued from Page 7)

-

stations surviving in this market without

significant change."

Wolfman, himself, finds KHJ's reaction

to KDAY's newest innovation highly

amusing. ^*Griginally I>rake wouldn't

touch me with a ten foot pole because I was
too crazy. I'd screw up his whole clean

image; I'd screw up the whole station and
all the old ladies would be calling up and
screaming get the freak off the air. And
now he's looking for a freak to put on o|^

posite me cause now he's shitting in his

pants. He's afraid we're gonna take all the

numbers away so he's searching all the

way from here to Chicago to find some big

d.j. to put on opposite me. Which is so
stupid. KHJ just is not an innovator. It's

plastic radio. I think we have the format at

KDAY. Because you can feel the vibes

from the public, and they can feel my
vibrations. They can feel how excited I am
and how happy I am. I enjoy doing my
program, and it's refreshing to them to

find something on the radio that's alive,

that you can really get behind. A lot of

people tag me a Fifties jock. I've been

around a long time. I'm obviously a

professional. I've been in the business

sixteen years — you can teach a bear to

dance in sixteen years. I know every

gimmick there is to attract an audience.

I've been through the sterile era. 1 was

doing personality when people were still

doing sterile radio because I split down to

Mexico where there were no strings on

programming, and I did my own thmg

was on a radio station you could hear all

over the world. The program directors and

other people in L.A. have made radio

sterile cause they're seguing records back

to back. Now anyone can segue records

who's got a record hst and a programming

steff to choke a horse like most of these

stations - they got fifty freaks who si

there and decide what record is gonna gei

played on the air, ya know. That's why

radio has become sterile - because they

don't let the d.j. come across."

Wolfman Jack comes across; there s no

way you could possibly shut him up ana

the fantastic thing is that KDAY doesn t

want to. The point is that whether you dig

Wolfman Jack's show or n6t, if you have

any love for radio at all, you
%^^^.f^

behind him - for the sake of the medium

and your own imagination.

(Pa 10 AdvtrtiMment)

V.
M.W,F 12r3

Room A3089 (CHS)

in

Student

Health

Service

r

RAP ROOM
~ Immediate counseling by students

— Referrals made for abortion, VD, health

car6, drug problems, birth control
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Essay 11 Nihillsi, Tkat GreaiJlriean liver Ikiiisdihy
imes just when I'm feeUng most like breaching is a

aste of time. I am reminded of those great evenings

the UCLA Steam Plant when one of the guys brings

of wine to pass around at the coffee break. Since the

ribly underpays us aU down there, we can't afford

this wine is real swill; I mean real Godawful shit,

Itep above Red Mountain, maybe, or three steps

1 if you're unfortunate
not to be able to get bombed

ickly. ^ "

rfiv come coffee break, we stop answering the

Tthis is usually at night, when I work, so the only

calling are those fools at the dorms always com-

i about too much heat or too Uttle heat and would we

I do something about it for Dykrick Hall? Our code of

(hah') requires that we reply civilly to these

jnsitive cretins and eschew violence in our

s elsewise we'd sure as hell show 'em Just how

1,0m temperature was. Such is the power of the

ilant that we can make a dorm room render a sauna

te a refrigerator. Dumb fuckers would sweat to

I'U teU you. ^ . *u w i^- -
toaroom down at the Gayley end of the buildmg

;ork a bottle and pass it around, making sure to keep

rown bag (just like the winos down at the beach near

I live) in case the Unicops drop by. During a ten

break (generally fifteen to twenty minutes by ac-

int) all five of us increase our reaction time by

fty percent per person. In other words, if anythhig

ong we wouldn't realize it or do anything about it

^as twice as wrong as it would be if we were sober.

I who can chug enough to throw up during the break

/e dollars from each man. Anyone who throws up

^ts two. Any fool who dares to call us after the break

plain gets his room temp raised twenty degrees

lately. Fry the fucker.
. ^ ^ ^ .

might think our on-the-job behavior pretty

bnsible and rightfully so (I say fuck you, man, cause

reclaimed a sense of responsibility. I'U fry your ass

Du get in my way), but if you look around you, you

lotice the increasing number of people under thirty

to the bottle. Hedonism has reached such heights

1967 dopers who were so hung-up on psychedelics

^ have added (not substituted) booze to their

ires Young businessmen get stoned on the job, and

iking man's lunch is bigger than ever. If they

, dope, nothing's gonna get done. Which may be our

in, admittedly, but theoretically it sounds ominous,

jtically, there are clearly peoirfe for whom the

^ed frontal lobotomy provided by inebriation or drug

rould be the best thing. Nixon, for example, would

nbing raids hard to carry on. He would probably

ting up to go toke a shit would be hard tpcarry on

too. Immobilization is a blessing. Here's to thinking like a

vegetable.

Since the Westwood Merchants Association has been

pushing to purchase UCLA and convert it to a full-time

parking lot for shoppers, moviegoers and businessmen, the

Campus Association on Cultural Affairs (CACA) has been

increasingly lax in its approach to concert programming on

campus. Remember last year, when three Vietnamese
children burned themselves to death with salad oil and a

blow torch4n the SU? WeU. clearly, no free noon concerts

have been nearly so exciting this year, and it appears that

the propaganda being sent out by the WMA (which states

that "the hum of auto engines and the beeping of their horns

should, in these modem times, truly be music to our ears")

is getting to CACA. They've announced a free noon concert

soon to feature three VW's and a Cadillac doing a medley of

hot rod songs froni the early and mid sixties. The Cadillac,

of course, will handle the bass lines with its big horn. I. for

one, hope to be home asleep. I hate music. And even if I

liked music, a Cadillac will never replace Cass Elliott.

Speaking of cars, however, I recently took a drive down
my favorite San Fernando Valley thoroughfare. Victory

Blvd. Victory Blvd. begins way over on the West Side, (or

way over on the East Side depending on how you view such

thin^) and runs in pretty much a straight line across the

iMisin. The LA City line-painters who have jurisdiction

throughout most of the boulevard's length did a pretty good

job, keeping the yellow and white lines essentially parallel

all the way If they failed, you could imagine what a mess it

would be. I was once in an accident in Papoon, N.M. whert^

a drunken line painter had not made the Unes parallel. By
following his crooked line, I ended up in the lobby of the

town's only hotel, facing the color TV watching a Mexican

horror film (it was Saturday afternoon). The hotel

manager and the Papoon police weren't too sympathetic,

since I was nearly as crowed as the line painter must have

been. I spent three days in the Black Hole of Papoon (their

one-half room jail) before I was joined by the sign painter

who was incacerated for the same offense. His old lady

eventually came to bail him out and she had mercy on me
as well. She was a Navajo Indian whose family had unex-

pectedly become rich on royalties from the pottery they

sold to hippies heading down to Mexico to pick up dope for

smuggUng back into the U.S. The dope-runners would put

the dope in the bottom of the vases, put another layer of

clay over the dope, thus creating a false bottom inside the

vase, and sneak it through customs unnoticed. It seems a

bit far-fetched that they should get by the guards so easUy,

but then it was indirectly responsible for springing me out

of that shithole of a jail, so whoam I to complain?
I (Pa id Advtrtistmtfnt) iBIM^^M^BBBi****

-< Farther on down Victory Is an endless chain of smaU
iMisiness and Thrifty drug type stores, all owned by Valley

residents who think that living in the Valley is better than

living in New Rochelle, NY. just because it never snows

and they're ckiser to Hawaii, which is American, instead of

Bermuda, which is not. The stores are crummy, the people

who run them are crummy and you'd best hurry to get Elasl

'

of Laurel Canyon Blvd., where Victory becomes a twenty-

four hour parking lot with occasional liquor stores scattered

around.

(I am quite convinced I will never say that again, but it

has lots to do with all this.)

Those who try to tell you hambu^ers are viable food

should be looked into, throat first, perhaps. Have you ever

really eaten a hamburger ctosely? The percentage but-

tertat and cornflakes is astounding. If you ate it too slowly,

you might think you were eating breakfast. The meat in-

dustry is being investigated by the authorities, you know,

because of the com flakes. Originally, when hamburger

was invented (in 1946, predating cows and hot dogs by at

least a dozen years), it was thought to be pure food and

drug, but when many people began complaining that eating

it made them feel like they had just awoken from a good

night's sleep, it was obvious something was amiss. Hence

thfe comflake-butterfat theory. Some theory.

A new hamburger stand on Victory Blvd. is developing a

new hamburger to meet upcoming authority standards. It

will be 93% food coloring and 6% water. The other 1% will

remain butierfat and cornflakes to form a continuity

between the new and the old. It is also expected to con-

tribute to the bulkiness of the burger, though not by much.

The stand, in order to avoid spies, refuses to divulge its

name or location prior to its grand opening sale, which will

no doubt be advertised

A Papal-blessed testimonial (he scattered holy water on

it during a recent visit; the water was gathered directly

from the new Greater Califomia Water System, and all

droplets in the first batches delivered Southward have been

declared holy by both Governor Reagan and the Holy

Highness himself): the Mayor of North HoUywood has

made the comment that few streets ip his municipality are

as well-travelled as the portion of Victory Blvd. lying within

ht» province. He also was privileged to attend a special

preview of the new hamburger which will soon become an

integral part of Victory Blvd. (from the asphalt up, say

some) and pronounced it equally well-travelled, and

therefore appropriate to its environs. ~ 7^^ 1

: jSince Victory is so far from the Stewn Plant, and coffee

break isn'4«long enough for any of us tp drive out there

before we're supposed to be back at our posts, none of the

Ruys know much about the street. They just come to work
(Continued on Page 18)
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^ast year only 2 of 50 stucJents kniaw what these initials stood for.

This year, UCLA's stuident government wqnts to reach those students

who don't know. j a .

In order to do this, students who ore willing to put time and ettort

.4^^ .serving on these university boards are urged to^^k up applj:

cations for these positions in Kerckhoff Hall 304.
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Explanations of the functions of each board are available in KH JU4.

Previous experience is not a prerequisite.
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Alumni Liaison

Board of Control

Communications Board

Finance Committee

Housing Board - Westwood

fnternational Program Connmission

Student Fund Board of Directors

Student Parking Review Board

University Policies Commission

Registration Fee Committee

Student Health Committee

Elections Board

Intercampus Athletic Advisory Board

Public Ceremonies

Stadium Executive Committee

Student Judicial Board

Teach In Symposium Program Chairman

University Athletic & Recreation Policy Commission

Westwood Community Committee

Vending Advisory Board

Housing Committee - Residence Halls

Committee to Reform Student Government
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IrililNll THE F«»ICH CONNECnOI*—
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COTTON COMES TO HARLEM

iriilfIII 11 HOSPrTAL
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8293366 829-3367
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FUZZ (RT
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yock Lsnwnon

Cllirill illl WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
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LIS FIIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
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NO 4-2169

r

Miylili^
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UNE FEMME DOUCE

THE BAKER'S WIFE
-• ^

CHATOS LAND

THE HONKERS
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1332 2nd Stroot

Sonto Monica
451-8686

T«M

THE LITTLE ARK
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FUGHT OF THE DOVES

MlllCI II
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451.8686
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vet Violence and
by Jim Martin

t f v5*

ri, -

! was more than appropriate, even a bit ironic, that the Velvet Un-

^f-rground 'Aas booked into Max s Kansas City Restaurant for a month m
'-.- -.rr^mer of 1970 They'd last played in the Big Apple three years

• - .-.hen theVd held forth at the now-defunct Gymnasium Not far

from Maxs are Warhols P'actory and the Electric Circus ne Dom
A here in l%o the Velvets played their very first gig — as the house band

:n a club co-ovi ned by the group and their patron Max s has long been the

ave rave ^^atenng place of New York s avant-garde, it 5 said that as

Tiany Warhol superstars were 'discovered here as Hollywood starlets

Aere dlsco^ered in Schwabb s

We VI anted to wait until ever>thing seemed right before we played in

lork again ' said a "spokesman for the group according to an

%iiantic Records press reiease rj> Uned Danny Fields Fields is said to be

he man responsible for signing the Velvets to the Cotillion label a

'iar> of Atco Atlantic In his press release. Fields promised a new

I

.t...ets album tjy July, i e . to coincide Aith the end of the VU s Max s

'=?ig but July canie and went, and by the time Loaded was finally shipped

o rtfcord stores in the tall . Velvet fans knew the scuttlebutt on Reeds

iisass^Kiation from the group - that hed retreated to Long Island and

A a- contributing poetry to Fusion etc Later Lou would tell .Melodx

Maker that Max s is dead, full of people who shouldn't be there

vjme nighf^ ^h^ magic starts again people do strange things But

t s over

There s ver> little magic, though, on the new Cotillion recordmg of the

.elvet s Live at Max s matenal. set for release soon SD 95rX)/ The tapes

jppear to have been recorded on a cheap cassette machine Made in

Japan the sound is uneven, splotchy distorted Since the selections

rnghlight all four Velvet Lp s. Cotillion might justify release of the

material as a kind of "Live Best Hits ' — but then the Velvets have never

had a hit single and the only perjpie likely to part v^ith their bucks for a

ropy of the aioum are diehard Reed Velvet fanatics

To them no doubt The Velvets Live at Max's is likely to become a

. oilector s item A dcKument Side one. the worst in terms of overall

recording <^uality and performance contains songs like i m Waitm' for

•he Man and U.nesome Cowboy Bill - both taken at the ^ame fast

'f-mpo. as inconceivable as that may seem Even though the Velvets

-eem much more relaxed and comfortable on their own home turf, their

playing of most of the songs is clumsy and helter-skelter Bill Yule

• :;laces Mtx.- Tucker on drums, not that it makes much difference ' On
.-,Af-et Jane one can t hearor distinguish 9<» percent of the lyrics, so it's

impf>ssible to compare this live version with the one on Loaded - im-

fXirtant if only because this track is one of two with "New Age that

;>iU insists were mutilated after he left the group "I m Beginning to See

•he Lichf !S such a total loss that when Lou awkwardly mumbles
hrough "Some people work very hard But still they never seem to get it

right ' one has cause to wonder if he's ending the set with an apology

Side two nas better sound, and it's here that SD 95rK) takes on the

' ^aracter of a document much in the same way that the tear out plastic

c of Lou rapping with Nico bound into copies of \nd> Warhol's Index

K«.ok . iorument In the latter, we hear the Velvet? discussing their

itribution to the Index Book while, in the background, comingied with

•tory small talk Reed can be heard on the phonograph, singing "Tni

»he .Man On side two of the Velvets at Max s Lp, we hear

li talk the tmkling of glasses and so on, plus the occasional

rigs sound of Lou rapping congenially with the audience

a pleasant change from the Lou Reed some of us saw at

ne or two, where Lou stood frozen behind the mike, his

bulging like soflhght bulbs, full of frigiit and uneasiness

come home when somelxxi> near the

-MMTiunir ,'U)ing vague and n.i7v about downers "

* lUJ.'i*.

sear .; Mirroi ^ij,. -a oack-to-back with

L ijiav I whicii 1 3 (^.-iieration of the early Velvet theme of

'• uui '>f friends or lovers, letting them read in your eyes the

-.*ir thoughts At one point some of the Max s customers
., , ,,^, .,> '» !ch Lou answer^. We don I do that anvmore

"

huiiph fares as well as the original version, and

, . . irrnlf hnlL'id that any high school band

r nf ; finally get to hoar !.''u ^

,n of ' nich h»* claims wa
ic Loadi'd album rtunalel;. ^w Age" sounds no

r\^(\ pn-viously, just a hit longer, with Lou's extended (and

ru•r^' tar worv 1 nn after the last verse It's

perhap

on of Loaded didn t hurt anything but Lou

ru'r^l

quail'

lo la:

k and

he album will be a w- le

mair - the

ivU I urn of

;t:f v<<»i .1, d. thi'v're

-'-'neru

'f>^ sad pr,

.^'^^ "catena .

'<^l^and.\,co.j.r^

^^ardedUtheK..
mor>e> for re

.

••'^>tieg tapes haw'.

=^>5iheyconiar
:

<^^ri> versions
oi',:

^f^'d Nice doing ;.

^'alemetup-A i

-tudlOS to cut sr

^^illesden.John
.; -

an interview ^;'K :

pace Weihouer"
^l5iO. wewerever,
It was a certair. .,

records made in ar.
knew we'd h>e

,s,oi,'

there s no secret pa^
The 'we" of ^nr-

Hobinson. whose rr.o

the Flamin Groovie.

following Uu and -

British rockers, int;

foot I, Steve Hou,
odgers. For the i.r^

Jtmm

complete control ot ':

RCA ends with thi

satisfaction."

\tter listening to I'

feeling itssomewha'

that It lacks directior

as IS usual with L"'

Reaction i:.yndr()n.'

vompcUyoutoreve;

other earlvVelvet.^'

discs m vour lil)rar'

fclive It another char

About in idwayin'f'

H
•

It suddenly da A

nasnt, at first, th^

poetrv sly. witty lit-

spats And. i'

.omehack/lt^^<'^'i

\(.lvetscultistto^'

heroine of a track o'

' cine to hate m\ »"

.rmpletely /
^ha^

wonders what it v|'^;

objective look at h^'

mind and body If

(me of these dav^

,n which all the th"

people in the mov"

Proust, lifeislik'"

^ •• !arlv.'*Lisa^';-;

...corded. -Steph;'

.'jr'^#'*'iarf«5'
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later, better Lou Reed

reunion there with John

IS event are being closely

I'he wants a great deal of

truly spectacular some

din New York', and Cale

and all the faves." plus

his new R^A solo album

ere both of them were in

ing at Morgan Studios.

1 a more urban setting In

We came for a change of

• the New York thing

certain English records

id we listened to a lot of

neard. Morgan fitted We-

es into the studio here.

ngarock n' roll album
"

RCA producer, Richard

.•er is an album or two by

v'e a small if loyal cultist

le exceptionally talented

1 John sessions and Hook-

Ves>. and bassist Brian

areer. Lou feels he had

Photo t), J.>mr . 9o,irh

i-written biography froi.i

RCA. solo album.

ne comes awav with the

s plodding if not tedious,

and uninspired, etc But.

material the old Delayed
wo heann^^s of Lou Rped

g for M . .Man or som«'

into the •
. arest stack of

er. pull It out again and

eningcuf i ' c.n't Stand
le fine fir.e music, but it

out; rather, it was the

e cats/a purple dog with

If Cand\ uould just

got to be an ardent Reed
you may recall was the

k;M) ("and>

Shed like to "know
ilk about " Finally, she

•om herself and take an

theme" (separation of

1 (1 IlKC

eet up '

I'.ailiL'i iim: iii»-

laracters in the novels of

e the strands of a rop^

Keed song that is, as • «

^

girl naniofi .Vla^kn

; j.< « . .if >>\ai\i -iiiipi> I'Xploded arui an ;iutops> revealed

:.,,.. to bf scribed, something like the /.i^ /ag patterns of an elec- i

•uephaioiirain But whereas Stephanie was a frigid, hopelessly
]

td and cynical cr(»ature, Lisa is happy and glib Honey . you must
think I m. some sorta California fool The way you treat me, just like

some kinda l(X)l But if you stick your tongue in her ear. things seen

round here will come mighty clear" She also says she's not going to be

anyone's "go<xi time Charlie '
I don t know why. but when I hear this

i

vong I keep thinking of Holly Woodlawn perhaps its because John Cale

once suggested that Lou might have had Candy Darling in mind when he

wrote "New .A^e. ' the Loaded track about a "has been fat blonde ac-

tres-

Not mat Lou l{e«-d is extraordinary only for its poetry, no, the music is

every bit as marvelous, particularly the guitar leads on songs like "I

( ant Stand It
' and Berlin ". the vocal harmonies through the choruses

nf several tracks thanks to Kay (iarner and Helene Francois).
,

Wakemans piano throughout and the lush, romantic acoustic guitar

work of Quaye and Paul Keogh on "1 Love You." reminiscent of the

Byrcis in its thickness and sm(K)thness of texture Once again. Lou

borrows from his roots from the tolky pop of the West Coast to the street

RiB of the East, nowhere more influential than on 'Walk and Talk it."

possibly derived from an old Reed fave. "Lickin' Stick" by George !

Torrance and the Naturals, an old Shout Records single) He gets a little
!

too cynical at times ' "Wild Child." with its references to Chuck Wein and

the West Coast, could put off Lous most devoted admirers in these parts

and it probably has. but in view of what's gone down in his life these

past tew months. I m surprised, r^^^''^ that Hp's m;^int;iinpd enough

objectivity and optimism to give us „ ._.

Us nod to "What G(X's (Jn " in the form of a repetition of the "upside

down" feeling one can get when hung up about things.

Lou Reed is not without its weaknesses - "Ride in the Sun" on side two.

tor example would be a dull sort of rtx-ker with puerile lyricism were it

not tor the brilliant guitar work therein, and "Ocean." the closing cut.

uses trite percussive effects to do an "effects" job that white sound or

(tther M«M»g or -\rp synthesizer techniques would much improve But 80

IKTcent of the grooves on this Lp are as vital, as exciting, fully as in-

ventive and hstenable as any rock and roll in the air these days. Thanks.

Lou
I only hope that one day John -Cale* will be recognized as the

Beethoven, or something, of his day." Lou has said. "He knows so much

afjout music he's such a great musician " Indeed he /s And if you doubt

It for a second pick up a copy of John's new Warner Brothers album
.

The

\tadem\ in »*eril. soon to be in the racks Its genesis is intriguing. Cale

told me a vear ago that he hopes of doing a very different, unique kind of

album, a "collatKjration with John Chamberlain, a New York sculptor-

filmmaker Chamberlain was to do a richly illustrated book, John, a

svm phonic Lp to be inserted therein and listened to as the "reader"

peruses the tome - a mixed-media project to be sure. John said it would

be put out in a limited special edition, perhaps even sent to various

libraries and museums for public perusal But Chamberlain never came

through \K ith his half of the project, so John decided he'd record the music

and put It out bv itself

He went to London to record the Lp. because •it's much cheaper there.

>v n-iphonv orchestras charge about GO percent less for sessions than those

m the U.S.. and thevre very good musicians, incredibly g(X)d to work

with verx responsive " not a bit uptight about doing a popular album in-

between classical sessions Originally, when Chamberlain was involved

in the project. John thought hed play every instrumental part himself,

overffubbmg the hell out of it But when he found musicians who were as

much at home with Cale as ( axaliera Rusiicana. he took the easy way

out. which meant contracting the Royal Philharmonic, one of the most

respected svmphonv orchestras in the world

Thr \cademN in Perilis unlike anything I've ever heard on vinyl, in the

air anvwhere It is a remarkable synthesis of all Johns musical

knowledge and sensibilities, a tour de force performance of eclectic

ulioms as disparate as calypso and concerto, and it's all the more

ingenious because it all molds together and emerges as a totality, a whole

thing m Itself Call it what you will an avant-garde symphony in 11

movements, or an anthology of tone poems - it's something to be

reckoned with it smacks of genius, that rarest commodity in the music

world todav _ ^„„»
The -Intro' to Academy has rippling piano-on piano, for a moment

reminiscent of something on ( ales Chur.h of Anthrax collaboration with

Terrv Rilev, hvpnotic and immediately entrancing, giving way to one of

((ontinuedonPagel9>

MISIC Hill

MOVIEGUIDE
Eadutfv* Engogam^fil

9036 Wilshir* Blvd.

B«verly Hills (at Doh«ny}
274-6869

LOOT
ftorring L*« R«midi& Rkhord AttanborowflK

Notional Oixmrdt

Hatloiil
10925 LindbrookDriv*

479-2866

Shocker of th« Y«ar

THE OTHER (PG)

2:15,4:15,6:15.8:15, 10:15

Fri., Sat., & Sun. midnight thow

Qrieilii
7425 Sunt««

876-0212

FRENCH CONNECTION

SICIUAN CLAN
% I (or on* pvrson «•/ this coupon pUia currant UCLA r«g card

Sorry not good Saturday night oHor 5 p.tr

MINNIE & MOSKOWI7Z

PLAY MISTY FOR ME
I'll PICIIIC
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«« Parking *' *'*'' **"• P*^»«" *•/ •*• coupon p<u« currant UCLA rag card.

Sorry not good Saturday night altar 5 p m.

PACIFIC'S

Piiiaies
Hollywood at Vine

469-7161

Starts Friday Hi» own ttory

MALCOLM X (PG)

Daily 12:30, 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 830, 10:30

plus midnight (how Friday. Saturday and Sunday

PACIFIC'S

ncwiod
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

start* Friday

From "Shah" Christophar St John

TOP OF THE HEAP (R)

Mon-Fri 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

Sat& Sun 12:30, 2:30, 4:30.6:30, 8:30, 10:30

IIIZI
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077
Fri

Academy Award Winner
Bast (oraign film

ViHorio da Sictf't

THE GARDEN OF THE

FINZI - CONTINIS
& Sat., Moy 26 & 27 midnight only "Putnay Swopa'

liieii
Winnar Spacid Jury Priia CoAnat FaCthrorf 1972

Kurt Vonneqot, Jr'$

iJ!fJS;:3°vX. SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
BR2-0501 Waakdayt 6:15. 8:15, 10:15

Sat Sun. & Mon. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

The top musical event of our time

George Harrison and his friendsmil
11523 Santa AAonico Blvd. CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH (G)

West Los Angeles

477-5581 Waakdayt 6:15, 8:00, 10:00

Sat , Sun i Mon. 2:15, 4:00. 6:00. 8:00. 10:00

"Graovia.tMovi«inTow'plus D.W. GrWith'. Mighty 1916 Mortarpiaca

ISIIlltMHll ,„, ""^O^W^^/S^E MARSH711^7 E -i— 30 Famous Stars including - MAE MAK5M,

oi«189 ERICH VON STROHEIM. CONSTANCE TALMADGE

trSi DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, LILUAN GISH, etc.
^'•^^

ChoHi* Chaplin ond Madi_SjK>naH Cgmadia*

Illl LI irii

La Breo at Ninth

WE 4-2342

BORN DANCER

THE NEW

VigaliORd

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

REDISCOVERING MARION BRANDO
End* Tuaaday

ON THE WATERFRONT
and

THE WILD ONE
N«tt: "Ona-avad Jacks" & "Tha Chosa"

r4otional Ganard's

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

Asiirivi

Morion Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

9:30, 1140, 3:50. 7:00, 10:10

Fri., S<if.& Sun. "rtro lot* *Uam 1:15 a.i»>

iCLUBGUIDE
Now through Sundoy:

JIM PULTE

8162M*trM* Av«. Mwin* S«<l«r*

O13-2070 .^i., „«, .dtoyio i».»«< CHRIS SMITHER

lizzirrl's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

TRAIN GROOVE COMPANY SWAY

Monday - L«d»« nJght, L»«Ut« •^'"^Ir**

nday « Oroov.n' Adm Uswn F W C « ^•o*^* P"*
>und«y'

PlZZinilCI BRAININ &LAMPERT
In The ViHoge
478-0788 'oU ¥tm9 mtf*\m & i^& nieM"

Iriililiir
9081 Sonto Monico Blvd.

LA
276-6168

Now tliroti9»i May at

MELANIE
with

JANEY& DENNIS

7?i5!»"K*''T^*^
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TV

%^'
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s^'

.v^

ASUCLA ^r

;y<a|uH - r-,.««{»*•

'
•

^"« *»»Hundreds of Records from .^9_

Hundreds of Topes from 3.98 • ./.

Complete Selection of Rock. Folk, Blues, Jazz, Classical, Import

THESE '
I

' ^ ._
*

J . ' "f

RCA RECORDS
^-

V-
'

,'U

^I'V'
*^- ^

-•>—
. I.

^

.. Il -

«-.-"*. »' >• •
•'

VICTOR
RC/I VfCTOR

guitar boogi* •ricclapton
iaffb«ck jimmy page

llC/1 VICTOR

Tr-\.

m-^f ^

•fint 4(cto«ti II' tt

IN THE MEGAN MANNER

\u-ym.^ .Vi \ H iii . i'r4 i

.:>• is
• t

USP-4641 LSP-4624(«) L8P-4623

WNS-1004
:--—— r— ^T-:*— :^a

.^.
•>>::•

nc/1 RED SEAL

Inlntiphona* Spfcticuia'

^JT^

^ Mjndei >, Gffa* Cho'uies ana *

Other fa»ofites, Nf«il» Scoted

tof Ooub'e Oichestia;o'

Wind.. Biass and Sttings

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
EUGENE ORMANDY

Popular 1. - -1^ -

-»^

.- I

And Classical
LQC-3226

1 ...-

LSC-324(^

First RtctriiRft

RED SEAL

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
EUGENE ORMANDY

WILLIAM SCHUMAN
SympiMRy No. 9

(The ArtestiM Cavts)

VWCENT POSICHETTI

. 180-3212

.^iT' .

.V-V «

KAUCHSTEIN
: ' HAYS

MENDELSSOHN
PtoM Concerto Nf.1

AiidriPrfvii

London Symphony

FartKyinF-SharfMinir

Viriatifiis Slrttnn

«: I

•
'Ti^

i,fc,l.,./,.!M

.
,

1

''• 1 I

»< 'S'

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Aclcerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

I
You must mention this od for tho Wilshiro stori

AAusk Odyssey
11910 Wilshlre Blvd.

phone: 477-2523
opon lofo ovory ntgKt

*r • i\
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rand Funk Reconsidered, ofjTve Been Working on the Railroad •n

^pite the vast amount ot

icity material released on

id Funk Railroad, the criUcs

tinue to misunderstand and

.iterpret the band. The rock

acations Insist on an allergic

•tion to the trio which sterns^
'

the fallacy that art which is

_Jar is ip»o facto substandard

[invalid amusement contrived

ressly for the heathen masses,

critical approach seems

myopic in view of many

jrical instances to the con-

•y Shakespeare, Mozart,

ipides- this trio of great men
the great entertainers of

ir day, yet, their work has

lined for generations,

closer look at Shakespeare

Id very well give us more

workiiig on the contracts, has
recently been fired by the
Railroad.) The lyrics reveal
subtle but unmistakable
references to the 19th century
novel on alienation and isolation.

**rm sitting here lonely like a

broken man/ Served my time
doin' the l)est I can/ Walls and
bars they surround me/ But I

don't want your sympathy/ No,
baby, no, baby/ All I need is some
tender lovinV Keep me sane in

this bumin' oven ... Ice cold

water runnin' through ma veins/

Tryin' to drag me back to work
again." It is almost uncanny how
the tormented rhyme would fit

into the libretto of the opera.

Dostoevsky's protagonist,
Raskolnikov, is a man who is

by Mason L Buck

--s^M

u if'

ight into Grand Funk Raih-oad.

Izabethan drama was the

imerical entertainment 6f its

and Shakespeare was con-

itly being denounced for his

>ncessions to his public". The

lue porter scene in Macbeth or

ribald scenes from tragi-

ledies like Measure For

^asu'-e — these sections were

(ticized as popular diversions.

ixtrapolating to the band in

stion, we can see the same
[isinterpretation in the

lilroad's oeuvre. Cries of

fimplistic lyrics, obtuse

isicianship, pretentious

licity" aU 411ustFate the pot-

irri of mindless rhetoric which

been inflicted on the group by

psetido-cognlscenti. Now the

|easp of GFR's Greatest Hite,

irk, Don and Mel — 19SS-71.

Id serve as a catalyst for the

^evaluation of the band's

Elective works.

It seems concurrently ironic

appropriate that I delve into

itorical, classical artists for a

Iter comprehension of the

airoad. Although the band is a

^ntrunner of the Now Sound, an

>onent of the avant-garde
me, they actually are more
ivative of classical forms^^

rticularly those of literature

music.

ID&M contains, as

^akespeare would say, an
^ermeasure" of fine material

space is limited so I will

:eed with an in-depth analysis^

several cuts which are by no
sans the best on the LP, but the

St highly indicative of the

id's covert, cryptic genius.

^'Inside Looking Out" manifests

i\( as the album's most in-

lal, reflective composition, one
ich could most accurately be
^scribed as Dostoevskian.
tumor has it, in fact, that

{otiations are now going on in

York for use of the piece in

new rock opera of Crime and
inishment. Unfortunately Terry
light, who is said to have been

shackled by his guilt of a murder

and, in view of this, I believe it is

imperative that we interpret the
*

'walls and bars" and the "bumin'

oven" symbolically.

However important the lyrics of

the Railroad, they are not the

raison d* etre of the music. On
•*Inside'' the instruments form an^

effective counterpoint which

serves here as subliminal com-

mentary on the drama invoked in

the lyrics. —-—— —
The opening music is

fragmented and indecisive —
Raskolnikov is unsure of his act of

murder and, after the act, even

more unsure of his confession.

During the solo Mark explores tfie"

man's psyche, drifting aimlessly

to portray the uncertainty of a

man with a tortured soul. Mel

builds up his bass framework,

laying down a loud, fulminating

foundation which alludes to a

powerful confidence, The break is

quite long, doing jiistice to the

length of the novel, and Mark

finally breaks from the Inside to

the Outside, celebrating the fact

that "I feel all right, yeah! ". The

trio has, at this point, structured

their music into a tight, strong

latticework of sound — the
existential man is now Whole, he
has made his decision and there is

a sense of purgation, of catharsis,

that is all-pervasive. Shallow-

witted critics will dismiss this as

blatantly obscured music, saying

it has no intrinsic value. Critics

also txx)ed Stravinsky's "Sacre du
Printemps*' premiere per-

formance in Paris in 1913.

Many will contend that this

analysis is an interpretation

rcductio ad absurdnm. that I am
'^reading too much into the work".

These people will note that the

Railroad themselves have never

stated these themes. But such

claims will be as ludicrous as they

are injudicious. The Railroad

doesn't have to interpret and
explain their own work, this is

why they refuse to hold press

conferences. (Some skeptics

insist, erroneously, that GFR does

this because of the consistently

bad press that they receive. ) W.H.

Auden was once asked what one of

his poems meant and he replied,

'*it means exactly what it says. If

1 had meant something else I

would have said it differently."

MnUtis muUndis. the same is

applicable to Grand Funk
Railroad.

Although ''Inside" stands as the

composition with the most depth,

I find *"Paranoid** the most
provocative cut on the album, as

its Kafkaesque subject matter

functions faultlessly in this con-

temporary context. The cut

..begins with a sound coUagc wl||c^„

many reviewers have discounted

as second-rate "Revohition #9" or,

worse yet, junk. This insensitive

judgment betrays the superficial^

extent of their research into the

prelude of the piece. The Railroad

has set the sUge for "Paranoid"

with a section of musique concrete

which reflects on the works of

Varese "oT^tockhausen. ^The
collage includes everything from

the 6 o'ctock news to Mozart's

Symphony No. 40. (The Mozart

addition is so profound that it

boggles the mind. Since it is the

first movement, I conjecture that

it was placed there to cleveriy

parallel Mozart's own doubt and

sorrow with the band's!) The

lyrics begin to unfold and we have

another potential libretto for the

German novelist's Tlie Trial.

(Whoicnows, maybe the Railroad

will become the Woodstock
Nation's Verdi or Puccini?) The
nerve-tingling fuzz and wah-wah
guitar set the tone of the precise

vision of Kafka's anxiety and
guilt. "Did you ever have the

feehng that someone was watch-

ing you?/ Someone's waiting just

outside the door/ To take you
away." * '

Here also the trio show a tour de

force display of form and content

simultaneity, bringing across the

fear and indecision of Joseph K.

with their instrumental solos.

While Mel works his way through

the cadenza playing a fun-

damental theme, Mark works his

way around that thenie, evincing

a second alternative and thu$

indecisiveness for the protagonist.

In the style of.Mozart and early

Beethoven, the cadenza is com-

pletely .Improvised and its

seeming directionlessness

reinforces the paranoid/doubt

leitmotif. Here, however, the

Railroad depart from the Kafka

text and move into a Brahms qi^

Bruckner-like coda which shows

great power and dominant im-

portance. Along with the in-

struments are the lyrics, which

repudiate the Kafka anxiety and

resolve for a position of greater

moral fiber. "Get yourself

together now, my friend/ and step

outside the pad/ If there's no one

outside watching you my Iri

I think you should be glad."

The composition ends on a

strange note which, I confess, I

find rather ambiguous. With the

decrescendo we are left with only

the sound of a baby crying, an

apparently disconnected sound

which raises questions on the

artist's intent.

1 . Is the baby a metaphor for the

protagonist's rebirth? Has his

decision transformed him, so to

speak, into a state of reincarnated

biody and soul? ' —
2. Is this a new-born child who

will, like the protagonist, also face

the same dilemma in another -

generation where the external

factors will be so much more
crucial and complex?

3. Or has the child t)een left on

the protagonist's doorstep by •

some woman on ADC? (This

would indicate that the "he" in the

first stanza refers to the baby and,

to the man's relief, the paranoia is

just a false alarm.) <

Cursory examination has led

many rock writers to regard

"Closer to Home" as an ex-

tremely amorphous composition.

Careful scrutiny bears out the -

crass ignorance of these pop

music Philistines. With this piece,

which was one of their top AM
chartbusters, the Railroad has

established themselves as the 20th

century musical interpreters of

19th century English literature. ^

When one peruses the text of

"Closer", the analogues between

it and Samuel Coleridge's The

Rime of the Ancient Mariner

become alarmingly apparent.

Could Coleridge possibly have

been destined to become, through

his mastery of the English

language, the precursor of the

Railroad?
^-^^-^—

^

Both poem and song are»con-.

structed-in seven parts, the

number having a certain

supernatural significance. (Three

of the sections of the GFR song^

are instrumental breaks whiclv-

when analyzed out of context from

the Mariner's fantasy, could be

called extraneous.) Both have

been penned in old English ballad

form with the four line stanza

the l)asis for the rhyme"

pattern. GFR: "Everybody listen

to me/ And return me my ship/

I'm your captain, I'm your
captain/And I'm feeling mighty

sick." Coleridge: "It is an ancient

Mariner/ And he stoppeth 'one of

three/ "By thy long grey beard

and glittering eye/ Now wherefore

'St thou^ meTl-lNote: Jhe
Mariner is telling his tale to three

gallants — Mark, Don and Mel?)

The symbolism of "Closers-

reaches the heights of the Rime as

both accounts of an old sea cap-

tain are narrative allegories on

the Christian faith. With the

voyage as a symbol of the struggle

of the artists with themselves,

both song and poem take on

Freudian implications which

(Continued on Page 18)
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EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD SEE IT . .

.

THE QUALITY OF ACTWO . . . MAKES MTEiTLY
RIDICULOUS THE CONTINUED MACTICE OF

CASTING NON-ORIENTALS IN ORIENTAL ROLES.**

GardMO Valley News

RESTAURANT GUIDE

THE DELPHI ROOM
10300 Wilthirt Blvd.

Beverly Com&tecli Hotel

7741311

f^eaturing Greek & Continental Cuisme Open

for i.«neHi V Omoer 7 0«vv-« «eek. Eft.

tertainmcnt -Thurs thru Sunday ^^/f,
PARKING Reservations Advised $3 Full

dinner lor UCLA students w/thls coupon.

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wostwood noor Pico

op*n 7onfv 1am

''Gourmel Soups like

mofher never made"

MAISON

LA CREPE
1004 Glendon Ave 478 0437

Open ; Days 11 K) 1 AM

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES

'

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11331 Santa Monica Blvd. '

West L A 479 9960
next doot- to "Papa Sachs"

. ^

A Natural Foods R«staurant

Live Music - on weekends

IE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch from $i.40fo$i90
lOtSS u«fcr-fc Or DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25
4744»48-WW Villoma

*^

MOMOKOIKOY

12010 W PICO BLVO
LOS ANG'

Warch

Pf^vNl. '
1 .M ,1

i
4 /

'< 'i

,

MractMl trt C BEfMARO JACKSON
%SSSK) «K1 NOBU »J^CA^

Thtre !• No PiBO* For A TlTBd Oli*«

INNER CITY THEATf« 735-1681

1015W Washir»gtooBivd <atVtrmont)

FrI Sun avts at 30 pm
Sun Mat. at 3 30 pm

UCLA Stutf««vt> SV» at all partormancw

WcDONAlO'S TOWN HOUSE
nitWaa
47a.9S43

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PANCHO'S FAMILY CAFE
formerly the "LocKy U"

NOW AT: 12344 1M PICO tiVD.

47t>f010

MEXICAN AND AMERICAN FOOO

BEER. SOFT DRINKS. ORDERS TO GO ALSO

OFEN 10 om to 2am CLOSED TUESDAY

12423 WilthiraMvd

LA S26.9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pixxa

Now opon daily for lunch

Tuoi. oHor 9 pm any pixxa $1.75

lAT

^ _ _ _-. 10». DISCOUNT W/THI5 AO

TWO WORLDS HEALTH FOOD K..har-N„»r»»io«..V.B.H.rian Racipa.

8022 Waal 3rd Straal O^on 1 1 om. to 1 1 ^ m. FrWort 1
1
o m to Svndown

4514112 S«»lnrdovs Swwdimw to Midn«»a

dine out fonight

,.<-<•
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URGE HOUSE AVAILABLE
- — ^r ioly l«l - on Hilgard & L»Cont«

Month to Month - No Laos* Raq'd

Con Accomodate 30 or more people

RENTAL - S 1 ,000, includir^ utilities

PHONE986.1610

1
^"

• *
-'*?

7

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.000FF
ANV SkHDM, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von Nuyt Blvd. 10912 Le Conte Ave.

Skermon Odtt, CA 91403 WetKM>od Village, CA 90024

i:^
1 3) 783-5690 (213)478-8588

(213) 872-2344 - • • ' (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

„..l-

...A*-^

!

i />
I

r
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' ( .^a id Advertisement)

ISUEL HON SUMMER 1972
Everything included: No extrasl

Summer in Kfcbute-8-13 weeks, $660
Departure dates: June 4, 1 1 , 25; July 2

broel Summer lnslilvte-7 weeks, $960
Departure dates-. June 18; July 2, 9

Foil Donee Worlcskbp-7 weeks, $999

Departure date: July 9

Theoire WoHtshop-7 weeks, $1,075 De-

parture dote: July 2

Universify Study Groups-8 weeks, $975
(Earn 6 credits) Departure dotes: June

2t; July 9 :
-r ^ y-r—r-

Ah Seminor-7 weeks, $960

I
, Departure date: July 2

Archaeology Dig^-)0 weeks, $799
(Earn 6 credits) Deporturedotes: June

18, 25; July 2

Individual detailed brochure and applications available on eoch program. Contact:

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION
515 Parii Avenue, New Yorfi, New Yorli 10022 (212) 751-6070

Funk* v.-
(Continued from Page 17)

could be the subject of a whole

separate dissertation. /:

However, association with

Coleridge is instructive from a far

more profound aspect. Dating

from his days at Cambridge,

Coleridge was known to take

laudanum (a liquid opiate) and,

under its influence, wrote his

famous Kubia Khan. Much of the

imagery conjured up by romantic

poets such as Coleridge and

Wordsworth possible can only be

appreciated by one who has taken

mescaline or other mind ex-

panding drugs. Most rock

audiences heighten the aesthetic

experience of listening to the

Railroad with a variety of drugs

ranging from marijuana to

Sominex and Seconal. Could these

astute listeners be seeking the

same levels of Consciousness
which Coleridge experienced
when he wrote of the "crystalline

splendor of the counterfeit in-

finity" in his Notebook of 1796?

One need only to see the euphoric

pandemonium of a Funk concert

to feel that history is indeed

repeating itself. - ^
1M this point many people will

reevaluate the Railroad but fail to

recognize them as separate,

unique entities; regarding them
as successful borrowers from
other sources. But, this response

labors under the illusion that all

art is autonomous and that

eclecticism is a sin. Stravinsky

admittedly lifted from Bach and
Pergolesi during his neoclassical

period of the 20's and today his

transposition' is heralded as
"masterly. It may* take the

Railroad 50 years to be recognized

a posteriori for their intuitive

transcriptions of classic material
into a relevant new form.

==^^lthough their lyrics are so very
important to a concrete un-
derstanding of their work, the

Railroad has never succumbed to

what they must obviously look

N

I

I

8
m

HenTy viu, u^,
«'»«"»,«. a coUaW H
J?hn Fletcher' T«?* •*
qt'estions remain un^" S•""ely because o",'"S

immediately
to rZ^\

dismissal of the MuL A
systematically placeJ^N
mysterious puzzi,^*"**
GFR-s body 7*1"'^'
Mark is cr'edited 5 ,N
P«^|tions. who re.r>J*
sible for the vA'^l
"ParanoidVsound

'C»Jthe mspiration of TemfVSand could the music^?.*?*
called the Fourth fck

• responsible for his owlTbass*
or does Mark show him vTCJput his fingers? ^*
In an age of media hvi»*Lwhere art is "anythingyoiS*

away with", it is most&
^^ Mark Don and MelsSto the forefront to redefin?S?
parameters. In an ek,Zt"!'
dress on the back of the g1^HiU album, Teiry Knight ^summarizes the trio's «I
tribution when he expounds «fcnature of Great Art. concSl
that art is great not wheii7i
good or bad, but when it canwil
.gnored."WhUe the prolific^
tno has become ubiquitous vm
of their recogniUon has bwm,
thoughtless animosity of crib
suffering from "Funkaphobii"

'

For the present, however, weia
take comfort in Sigmund Fr«|A
words to Carl Jung: m-
enemies, much honor!"

A-
_ _ ,

(Cootinued froii|Pag94S)

and go home again and then do exactly the same the not
iday. This goes on at least five days a week, maybe mon,
depending on the weather. And the truth of the matter

«

that the guys probably don't care what the fucii Victory it

like, they being so provincial and all. Most of them have

been at UCLA longer than even myself, and I've been hew

too long, so you can guess just how messed up they are

With me, you don't have to guess, eh? Just remember thati

don't give one spindly shit about any of you, so what yoy

think of me is only as relevant as the temperature in your

room. Be forewarned. Or forewarmed. I am tax-deductible

down upon — program music.
While other groups offer lyric

sheets and reems of printed

matter to '*help the listener in-

terpret their music". Grand Funk
Railroad has refrained from this

questionable convention. They
feel that their music is an art form
in itself and outlandish
associations through print will

only serve to weaken^ rather than

enhance their work. Their
response is an honest one as it is

cognizant of the trend in 19th

century program music which led

to a deplorable misinterpretation

of the underlying nature and
purpose of the music, prostituting

the art. One must commend the

Railroad for their integrity in an
age where honorable intentions

are not in overwhelming abun-

dance. ^

Rock music and most
specifically the music of the

Railroad is today considered
merely ' commerical en-

tertainment — pablum for the

public's mind. In the 16th and 17th

century people also regarded
Elizabethan-Jacobean drama in

the same light. Questions about

Shakespeare's plays today result

from the fact that no one took the

Bard seriously enough in his time
to criticize and study him. Did
Shakespeare really oidy write the

last three acts of his comedy
Pericles, Prince of Tyre? Is the

brutal nature of Titus Androciciis,

more compatible with con-
temporary Thomas Kyd, really

the work of Shakespeare? Is

,
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WHO'S GOING
TO PAY? •2..

JL

CLAREMONT COUEGES
Claromonl. Colifo. 91711
Tol. (714) 626^11 •1112220

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA
Santa Bari>ara, Cdif. 93106
Tol.|805|961<3042

'^M ArnvlKnC

College is expensive: —:—
But so are all the worthwhile things: :

'«

If you're curently facing the problem: Who's going to pay?
Here's the answer- Army ROTC

We've got scholarships for 4 years, 3 years, 2 years of co-

llege, which will:

_ -Pay you $100 tax free, per month (during, the school year)
—Buy all your textbooks

—Pay all your college tuition and fees
The Cost: 4 years active service as on Army Officer.

• If you don't need a scholarship, Army ROTC has this to offer:

f——Drof4 cMofment wKtle you'fo 4fl college -'--—

—

—$100 tax free, per month during your Junior and Senior
college years '-V '* »,

—Optional flight training while In college (which can give you
a civilian pilot's license)

^—Leadership training and experience while you're still In

college

—Commission as an Army Officer
* The Cost: 2 years active service as an Army Officer upon com-
pletion of your academic studies

ARMYR.O.T.C.
* Cross enrollment from Junior College to a college that offers
ROTC is possible

* Attend any college or university within the U.S.A. that offers
the ROTC program

>

for ffurthor information contoct:

U.S, ARMY INSTR. GP (SR. R.OJ.C)
Univ. of Colif.. Lof Af^olot
Lot Angotot, Cdif. 90024
825-7381 or 825-7382

iiiMi.» *
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Volunteers for the ASUCLA
<!••

Child Care Center

Summer prograni starts May 30
\».

The little kids at the Child Care Center

need you! If you con contribute

a MINIMUM OF FOUR UNINTER-

RUPT£D HOURS PER WEEK - you're,

guaranteed a fabulous experience

being with our kids. They're all

children of UCLA students, faculty

and staff.
,T,'

Who's eligible?

Everyone — from 15 years up — men

and women. (Are any grandmothers

listening?)

THE CHILD CARE CENTER REALLY

NEEDS YOU! Call 825-2283
between 9:00 and 4:00 - or come in.

We're located off Westwood Blvd.,

between Parking Lot I and the NPI

tennis courts.

r^-
/ • " I
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right and back — all punctuated by maniacally sinister laughter and an

insane voice threateningly insisting that King Harry is "a whisper of your

former self," that **your wives are all dead," and that he'll "sail away
... sail away," forcing the listener to shift his gestalt configuration

laetween words and music, musicand words. Cale's fascination with the

use of sounds traveling in space is in all likelihbod a result of the months

he spent, last year, remastering Columbia tapes for quadraphonic

release. (He worked on material by Santana, Chicago, Laura Nyro and

several other performefs; it's safe to say he's way ahead of most artists

corltemplating release of their material for quad : this and other tracks on

Ac{|demy appear to have been wrought with quad very much in mind,

and I, for one, can't wait to hear them on a four-channel setup.

)

The most compelling and efflorescent musical piece Cale has yet

composed is the "John Milton" track on Academy; it is a tone poem
introduced by pedal point piano, at first melancholic and forbidding, then

gradually optimistic and uplifting, the orchestra drifting distantly

behind the notes like a drone, sweet and graceful, quiet and lilting. The

unaccompanied piano notes which open the piece recall Stockhausen's

Klavierstucke in their pointiUist effect: Cale allows timbres and am-
biences to drift according to subtle variances of attack and duration.

When the orchestra suddenly surges to crescendi twice just before the

final, haunting notes, the effect is as powerful (if not quite so grandiose)

as Mahler's rush to climax at the culmination of the Resurrection

Symphony.
Mpre pointiUist piano (and some majestic chord progressions)

characterize "Brahms," and Ron Wood lends some funky bottleneck to

"The Philosopher," ^an engaging track which clunks along like a

mechanical man tiptoeing through a landscape of mainsprings and

servomechanisms, a trombone blaring here, a quirky violin whining

there. It's a kind of clockwork junkyard blues, this track. The title piece is

a work for solo piano, with some dazzling arpeggios and difficult

fingering. And on "Legs Larry in Television City," we hear the epitome

of John's bizarre, neo-Dadaist sense of humor. Over an essentailly

melancholic string work, Legs Larry Smith (of the Bonzo Dog Band)

gives "camera directions" to an imaginary TV crew taping the "per-

formance," warning a clumsy "cameraman" in an effete accent to

"watch the 'cello, watch the 'cello," and asking the percussionist for

"more rain, more rain, Vera," punctuating the monolog with a few

"bloody's" and "blimey's." All of which should have you in stitches, it's

so ironic and absurd a clash of deadly seriousness and mordant satire.

The new Lou Reed and John Cale albums seem to sum up and help

define these two artists' achievements and aspirations. Reed, dedicated

rocker and folk poet extraordinaire, continues in the main stream of

popular music, while Cale, despite his post-Velvets dabblings in pop

(Vintage Violence) and his expressed desire to have "a hit," remains an

avant-garde classicist at heart. But it is Cale who proves, more than

anyone now, that all of the threads of modern music are growmg

together, weaving a rich tapestry of sound that wUl be the vogue at all

tomorrow's parties.

ELO
1

SiAce 1966 the Move have en-

joyed tx>th popularity and critical .

acclami as the best Enghsh rock

band to he completely ignored in

America. Having evolved along

similar lines to the Who, the .

Move's latest album features

them as the Electric Light Or-

With The Electric Ught Orchestra

(United Artists UAS-5573), the

renamed Move have at least

partially realized Wood's classical

ambitions with Wood himself

providing various guitars,

stringed instruments, and

woodwinds; Jeff Lynne keyboards

and guitars; Bev Bevan the

drums; Bill Hunt the french horn;

and Steve Woolan the violin.

The album , whether considered

as a new Move work or as the ELO
debut Lp, is disappointing. The

songs clearly required more
thought than they are given, and

an aimless, cluttered sound is the

result. As in the Move's lx>oking

On, there are similar moments of

plodding, uninspired jamming.

Wood and company have not quite

mastered the purpose of their

additional instruments. At the
'

same time, the classical rock

approach from a strings/winds

emphasis instead of just another

keyboard focus (ELP,
Renaissance, and to a lesser

degree Procol Harum), is

original, and if the ELO can fulfill i

their promise, perhaps they will

come to epitomize classical rock.

In the past Wood and Lynne hav^j

revealed themselves to be worthy

composers, and it just remains for

them to better utilize the

possibilitresof their new medium.
— Harold Bronson

Phofo l>v James RMrk

ale and Reed . .

.'

mtinued from Page 15)
^ , . .

^ Lp's most accessible tracks, "Days of Steam," whose melody is

Srried by Cale's viola, an instrument he never plays anymore except m

le studio. Andy Warhol, who designed the cover art for the Lp, has asked

bhn for use of this cut for the background music behmd the "Ues for his

w film, Heat. John's **Three Orchestral Pieces" ^Faust, The

ilance" and "Captain Morgan's Lament") have a kind of Satican

nplicity that is both infectious and speU-binding, the Philharmonic

.-ing and horn sections lending them as much feeling as they njight

fevote to Bartok or Stravinsky. These pieces are uncluttered and un-

retentious, a refreshing change from similar attempts at neo-

issicism by the likes of Frank Zappa, John Lord and other would-be

ck "classicists."

pKing Harry" is ushered in by concret thunder which melU into a

jlightfully deUrious Calypso shuffle that should have you fairiy swaying

Jte a dervish, intoxicated by the interwoven fabric of organ, manmba,

lectric viola (shades of "Venus in Furs"!) and horn blasts traveling

rough space, crossing your room from stereo speaker left to speaker

,1

"We have chosen to say,

with the gift of our freedom,

that the violence ii tops here .;.

the death stops here ...

^he suppression of truth stops here ...

this war stops here!"

o
o

o

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

KTWCtN DOHtNY AND SfVCKLY DKIVl

278-5211 • 2721020
HOUKS: MON. THKU Fill. - » A.M. TO I tM.

SAT. » AM. TO 6 P.M. - SUN. 12 f.M. TO 4 tM.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
fAHTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

J

• I

i

1

«

piaymQ. Eiiciusiva Engagement
cwcpv nAY 2 00 4 00, 6:00. 8:00. 10:00 P.M.

wfoNITE SHOW "iDAY't SATURDAY AT 12:00

7^/^.s CREST
1M2 WE8TW0O0 BLVD. • \W18TWOO0

474-7eee » m-eere

mOTOKCYCLES «. Motor Scooters*
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478-7779

478-7770
/^ ^Wfe Hair Stylists

10966<A U Conta Av«. (Balw*«n Bnadon & Goylay)

W«*twood Villog* '
.,,

- - MEN & WOMEN HAIR STYLING

. UCLA DISCOUNT for

SHAMPOO, HAIRCUniNG & BLOW DRY

i' i

'^''
.:,•' ' ' •t^i."

.f

.*

_ >^-
:*

i

,,™ „_w.

\'

JO

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? 7 ?

Clje CtgtitI) ^ote
11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar -$3.25/Piano- $3.75 .

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
" See Us Last.. . To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us ... Or Call

477-3238.J

Hot-So-Cheap

.Thrills

CONCEirtTS -^

There are quite a few concerts

this weekend. Guess Who and

John Kay will be at the Anaheim

Convention Center at 8 tomorrow;

tickets, $6-4. Also tomorrow, It's a

Beautiful Day will be at the

Palladium with Spirit, Elvin

Bishop and Boone's Farm at 8;

and Linda Ronstadt will perform

with Tempske at Loyola.

Geronimo BUck will be at the Fox

at 8 tomorrow and Saturday.

Saturday at 8 George Carlin will

appear at the Santa Monica Civic

with Bull Angus and Malo; tickets

$6-4. June 9-11 are the local Stones

concerts, long sold out.

Coming up a little later, are

i _ 'l

TTT V^

h
. tf

^m^i-k -«»fa—^11 1 1 Ia II I t j».i-*

~ The birth of humanity being will be

our fondest dreams come true -^ ^

Hear Jim Robertsons—author of

"THE BIRTH OF
-.i

HUMAMIlXBEINGi
NOON FRIDAY AAAY 26

ROOM 2412 ACKERAAAN UNION

SPONSORED BY EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

with Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks

and Dan Cassidy; tickets, $5.50-

3.50. Then, Wednesday Captain

Beefheart, Daddy Cool and Little

Feat will be at the Santa Monica

Civic; you can maybe get free

tickets if there are any left by

wriUng KMET.
Next weekend, Lee Michaels

will be at the Forum June 3 with

_Jo Jo Gunne; tickets, $6.50-3.50.

Buffy Ste. Marie will be at

-Chandler Pavjlion June 4 tickets,

$6-4. Also on June 4 Black Oak
Arkansas will appear with

Freddie King at the Long Beach
Auditorium; tickets are $5 in

advance. June 6, Deep Purple will

be at Anaheim Convention Center

Cheech and Cheng at the Long
Beach Arena June 16. June 17

Smokey Robinson makes his

yearly L.A. appearance (and

maybe his last as a perfol^

Miracles, and \^T^'^
chick-groups around. Honeyed
Al Green and the JacksonlL^
at the Forum; tickets55
n. Led Zeppehn is at the ForZ
June 25 and at the Ung bSSAr^na June 27.

^^
CLUBS
Michael Nesmith is at the !»

House this week with Harrisi
and Tyler, a female comedy d^,

you might have heard when they

subbed for Hudson and LanS
awhile back on KGBS, and Jeffrw

Comanor. (Belland and Somff.
ville come in next week, to be

followed by the Cowsills and Carol

Kristy.) Melanie is at the Tr«*
currenUy with Janey and DeoK;

^ (Continued on Page a)
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MlKE SHAPIRO, a former UCLA student and legislative aide

to Senator Alan Cranston and at 24, the youngest Congre-

ssional candidate InJ^he nation, NliEDS YOUR HELP and

~YbUR VOTE June 6tfir" "~
""

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: All military aid should be imme-

diately v^ithdrawn from Southeast Asia. The Geneva confe-

rence should be convened to guarantee the release of

POWs.
" - > •'.. "^

.

(YcHjr current Congr«uman hot vot«d 24 tlm« to diracHy or Indlractly

continu* th« wor)

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: The oil, chemical, and other indus-

trial people have polluted our air, ravaged our land and

stagnated our waters long enough. Absolute, loop-hole free,

~ legislation Is immediately needed fo return our air, water,

f and land to our people.

a"

MnClE SHAPIRO IS WORKING to turn our war-producing In-

dustries from Vietnam to our Inner cities, from electrorvlc

battle-fields to pollution free transportation systems, from

weapon development to building heolth and education fa^

cilltles for our people.

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: The U.S. should have an all volun-

teer army wjth limitations of service to prevent milltacy pro-

fessionalism.
''^

(Your current CongrMsmon ho* constontly vetad to continu* th« droH)

(Your CongnRSfhon voted ogotngt cloon vroter ommendmonH in 1969

' ' and 1971)

MIKE SHAPIRO BELIEVES: All victimless crimes should be

free from criminal prosecution. Including the possession ot

marl|uana.
'

(Your Congr«Mmon oppo«M ony ottenipt to l«tolli« morlluono)

MIKE SHAPIRO has worked with Senator Bayh and the Ju-

diciary Committee to defeat Haynesworth and Carsweli.

MIKE SHAPIRO has worked with Senator AAcGovern on the

Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, inves-

tigating hunger In California.

SEND k PBBON 111 NISHmHW MTNHLIV PRINCIPLE JUD PEOPLE
MCGOVERN n«6dt th« h«lp ol people like MIKE SHAPIRO in CongtMt.

I( „^.. ^^.AA liL- tr, k-l„ rr.r.tr.rt
**ICHAEl SHAPIRO FOR CONGRESS COMMIHEE

If you would like to help contact. 43^ Levering. L.A. 90024, 472-3307

POLIUCS

'///S
lUnued from Page 2*^ :,

tins and Messina open next

Xtie New Scorpions of Death

ITreepy name if I ever tieard

\) and the Floating House Band

at McCabc*s this weekend.

last of the McCabe's con-

^ for awhUc.) , „ ^ ,

jyous Noise and Band of

jels wiU be at the Warehouse in

iheim this weekend. At the

lomino are Tom T. ^M
lorrow. and Jimmy Wakely

rday Jun« 1*"''^ Freddie

corner in. foUowed June 23

our favorite fiddler, Doug

irshaw. Knotts is hosting

ther country weekend — Rick

on is there tomorrow, Tom T.

Saturday, and Minnie Pearl

lose Allison Is at Shefly's right

Cal Tjader opens June 2.

[bor Szabo wiU be at Donte's

iorrow and Saturday. The Ray

irles Show just opened at the

jve Jwne 6 Lou Rawls, my all-

46 candidate for sexiest male

Ice in history (How's that for a

It bit of female chauvinism?),

at the Century Plaza. June

[Flash Cadillac wiU be at the

isky.

^

c
.ASSICAL
lere will be a free chamber

lie concert at the Long Beach

Museum at 8:15 tonight. The

. Phil will perform "Ms.

isic" in this week's installment

[the "Music for the 70*s" series

Royce at 8:30 Friday; tickets

$2 for studente. The UCLA
;ra Workshop presents

mtea. Queen of Egypt at 8:30

iorrow and Saturday in

loenberg. The L.A. Concert

id will give a free concert at 2

iday in MacArther Park. The

Itzelfelt Chorale will give a free

icert at 2:30 Sunday at the

ity Natural History Museum.
SanU Monica Symphony will

re a free concert at 7 Sunday at

SanU Monica Civic. Sounds of

will periorm at 9 June 3 at

li David.

FILMS ^^ ^^
Lots and lots of neato old movies

around town. Of Human Bondage
and The Thirty-Nine Steps are at

the Bijou. (On the Waterfront and
The Wild One screen next,
followed by Repulsion and The
Collector; the Batman serial

continues as well.) D.W. Griffith's

intolerance is at ttie Silent Movie.
The Bogie festival continues at the

Beverly Canon. Treasure of Sierra

Madre and Petrified Forest
screen through Saturday, Roaring
20*8 and Kid Galahad screen
Sunday through Tuesday.

Ttie Brando festival also con-

tinues at the New Vagabond with

On the Waterfront and The Wild

One this week, followed by One-

Eyed Jacks and The Chase. June 7

begins Mutiny on the Bounty and
Countess from Hong Kong,
followed by Julius Caesar and The
Young Lions.

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers

will be shown at 2 today at the

Mayfair. The midnight films

include: Satyricon at the Mayfair

and tlie Star, The T.A.M.L Show
and Yellow Submarine at the

Nuart, Putney Swope at the Plaza.

(Woman hi the Dunes screens at

tlie Plaza June 2-3, and The
Collector June 9-10, and Luminous
Procuress, with the Cookettes,

screens June 16-17.)

As for foreign films, Renoir's

Picnic on the Grass and Godard's

Pierrot Le Fou are at the Odyssey.

LeLouch's Smic, Smac, Smoc
screens with Marlus at the Los

Feliz. The History of American
Animation continues at the L.A.

County Art Museum with "Other

Uses of Animation" at 8:30

tomorrow; Saturday, "Cartoon

Concert" screens at 3:30 and

**Persuasion and Politics"

screens at 8:30.

Akran will be shown at The Egg
and The Eye at 3, 7, and 9:30

Wednesday. (Even Dwarfs

Started Small screens June 7, and

Tragic Diary of Zero the Fool

screens June 14. On campus this

. weekend, The Petrified Forest,

Black Legion, and The Big Sleep

will be shown Saturday night in

Dickson Auditorium ; donations

asked, (the 39 Steps, Notorlus,

and Dial M for Murder will screen

June 3, same time and place.)

Kate Millett's Three Lives will

screen tonight at 7 and 9 in Kinsey

SI; donation. Performance
screens at 7 and 9 tomorrow in

Social Welfare 147; admission $1.

THEATER
Cabaret opens tonight at the

Ralph Freud Playhouse, and
plays through June 4. Old Times
opens at the Mark Taper tonight,

and plays Tuesdays through
Saturdays at 8 and Sundays at

7:30. Pearls Over Shanghai.
featuring the many and only

Cockettes, runs at the Paris

Theater, 8163 Santa Monica,
tomorrow through Sunday at

midnight. Theater Now's
Steam bath plays at the Century

City Playhouse, Fridays through

Sundays at 8 : 30 and Saturdays at 8

and 10:30 beginning tomorrow.

Little Eyulf will be presented at

the Odyssey Theater, 5239

Hollywood, at 8:30 tomorro>^ and

Saturday and at 7:30 Sunday. The

Aquarium is at the New
Playwrights Theater, 6468 Santa

Monica, at 8:30 Fridays through

Sundays. Hair opens (again) at

the Aquarius Tuesday. Little

Mary Sunshbie opens at the Ox^

ford Theatre next Fri4ay. The

Company Theater will reprise its

James Joyce Memorial Liquid

Theater beginning June 4.

MISCELLANY
Dance: Dance and Music of

Eastern Europe will be featured

at 8:30 tomorrow at the Wilshire

Ebell. Raoul Appel and the

American Jazz Dance Co. per-

form at the Scottish Rite

Auditorium on Wilshire June 1.

Art: An exhibit of Original

Master Posters, featuring posters

by Bonnard, Toulouse-Lautrec

and others, opens June U at the

Long Beach Art Museum.
Note: I've been told the new

Mogan David and the Winos single

is at the Music Odyssey. So much
for dutiful phigs. By the way, this

is, as you may know, the last issue

of ICON until summer. Thus, as

you may suspect, this is the last of

th^ Thrills columns. For a while,

or maybe forever if no one gets

around to it after I'm gone. So,

happy concert-going, film-

viewing, and whatever . . .

Especially whatever.
—V.F.N.
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ILA, PRESS SALUTES MUSICAL COMEDY NiT

"KINGUBU"
Super enthusiasm! - A lot oJ theoterl - Greoi spirit -^ i

Bouncing! -Jimeless sotire! LA. TIMES

Delightful moments! ^.Superior pertormonces! - Vitolltyl -

Joyfulness! - Buoyancy! - King Ubu is on the '"'9^* *I?^i'y^«,^

Streamlined! - Richly mounted production! - Much more en-

ioyable than version in London's Royal Court Theatre! ^
rNAI B'RITH MESSENGER

Show never drags or strains! - Rare quality! - Strong music!

- Stunning delivery! DAILY BRUiN

Fri.. Sol.. Sun. 8:S0 Tidi^N SJ.50, FrI & $mi». 2 lor th# prkm ol 1.

Sol. SI oH rag. prk*. irine tMt odi

Santo .NAonJco Ployh^w. t2H 4th-at. (n»or Wilihlf ) T»l. 394-9779 ond All Mylyqlt

NOW IN THE VILLAGE
and tv^o other salon locations

TONY SASSOON and his international staff

extend their thanks to UCLA

students and staff v^ith a

SPECIAL HAIRFARE— FOR YOU =^-
Sets, Cuts Si Fanfosfic Hoircutting

By appointment : 925 Brcwton 477-4585 or 479-9634

Men's hoircutting tool

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEB( & LATE EVENINGS

r^sg ervice
S"-!

970 GAYLEY. WESTWOOD
(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

t— '.:^- -jj. '

.. I
.

. t . .! -J^. < ..1 1 - !., •. . - -- -
i J L I

„
i
.,

' COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE/ 478-911 5 ^

TUNE UP - electronic scope ^^
, ^ , ^.

BRAKE - conventional & disc

_A1R CONDITIONING - repairs & service "

COOLING SYSTEM - RADIATOR REPAIRS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- alternator, generator, starts & regulators

FULLY LICENSED BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL -—— -r-

FOR CERTIFICATION OF: smog devices, headlannps & broke

odiustments. '

ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS __ "_

> LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVrCEr__:^ . :^

"THE AUTO HOSPITAL"

lyiiuis tir Stiliits

• t«H«r OrodM • Sfnokin^

• SpMch FroblwM • TaiMien

• WvigKl Control • Portond Ooolt

UnivcrsMy •( WiftcoAftin Ph.D.. U ytart

tMChin« SpMch Ptycholevv and
Otntral Semantics

William L Ristow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

-^

dormKooj X
V d

N AFTERNOON
IF DESPERATE

DREAMS
In the form of on
autograph party to

celebrate (at last,

after five years In

preparation) the

publication of '• "^

AGAIN, DANGEROUS VISIONS

The brilliant new glonthology of speculative fiction

edited by HARLAN ailSON

Como and bonkrupl younolf porcho.lng Ihit cornortton. o» magic
|JfJ?"

«^
m.t Harlon EIH^hT Roy Brodbury, Kurt Vonnoflut. Jr.. Jam.. BII.K Dov d G.rro d^

KG. W,IU. Julo, V.rn.. Sophocl... Friodrich Niotxcho. Chong Too-Ling, B.nlfo

Bonal punch will bo .orvod o. Mr. BlUon outogroph. coplM o^ h •
^rT'"";:!!"

ring volum.. ln.ulfvl.ltor. lndl.crlmlnotdy. h^«»'**
i^"'*

•^.^•; * "^ "^h.^
so with th.lr laundry from th. Kl..nco Comply. <>f>A for fh. (ir.t Hm. onywh.r..

• Md. hi. Ia»..t unpublLhod .toryl Sur.ly th. .oclol .v.nt of th. d.coo.1

AT:Achong«olHobbH
1101 Ooyley Avenue .

on fhe^nliBanlne of the Woonco Bidg. Wo.Ki«>od

DAT& Solurdoy, 3 Juno

TIME 23 p.m., rooding a» 4:00 p.m.

\*

n'

We're afraid to admit that in the past dormitory

has for so long meant bad things...like gang

bathfoomf at the end oi^lorig hallways, bad food,

rules and hours to keep...things like that.

But meanings for words sometimes change

and dormitory is one of them. Now it means

U Mancha, You might even say we're

a dorm that isn't a dorm.

The Un-dorm.

D Coreducational

D Open hours and visitation

D Swimmingpool ^
• D Rooms in suites

-rrn Saunas -, ^--_^ ^ : , .

—_

—

D Game room ,. —.,

D Good food

n Physical fitness robm

D Close to campus

Come to the Un-dorm. Its got to be one of the

best around...besides which it is a nice place

to live...

9J0 HIICARD AVENUE • lOS ANGELES, CA 900i4 • (iU)47V-.8n

I A kAAK\r\AA Will BE OPEN FOR AiL SU/VAMER

SESs'ISKs'aPpTaT^InS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPfED.
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fF YOU TRAVEL TO EUROPE

ON AN ASUCLA CHARTER fLIGHT,

7^=Y0U WON'T BE SINGING

THE STRANDED BLUES!

Every ASUCLA Chortar Flight cqn show you

their license to land in Englartdl and the U.S. If

they couldn't, you stand about 75% chance of

being stranded at your point of origin, along
^^^ the way, or the way bact - .^.^^.-.^^^

Every ASUCLA Charter Flight is authorized

and approved for use by all campuses

of the University of California on all campuses.

It's the ONLY Charter Flight organization

with this endorsement. And if s the

ONLY one that can give you concrete evidence

of that endorsement.

Every ASUCLA Charter Flight uses either

BOAC or Caledonian Airlines-both properly'

licensed-and on ASUCLA Charter Flights,

you can rest assured of getting personal profe

ssional service at both LA. airport and in .

London. Get first class service-confidence in

your flight-and remarkably low prices. ASUCLA
Charters-the better way to fly.

(For you monolinguists-that Poor Soul up there

is asking in German, 'Ms anyone traveling

t^ California?' It should be obvious.)" '

_ _ ••

:.l
i ^ f {S

\'

Flight

V-k-i

/

3

5

6

Destination

tA-tondon/London-LA

LA-London/Londoh'-LA

LA-London/London-LA

t^A-London/London-LA

Depart Return

June 18 Aug. 28

Days

71

Price Carrier

•

June 21 Aug. 16
^^

56

June 26 "^ Sept. 6 ^ 72

June 25 Sept. 13 81

9

10

14

15

17

18

19

LA-London/London-LA June 28 Sept. 16

LA-London/London-LA June 29 Aug. 29

LA-London/London-LA July 8 Aug. 17

LA-London/London-LA July 11

LA-London/London-LA
t

LA-London/London-LA

LA-London

July 12

Aug. 12

Aug. 10

Aug. 31

Sept. 13

81

61

40

30

50

33

Sept. 12 One Way

$262

$262

$262

$275

5275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC
i!

Caledonian

Caledonian

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

BOAC

Caledonian

Come into Room 205D Kerckhoff Hdl - phone 825-1221

Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Karen Diamond, Beverly Townl^y, Coordinators.

• r
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hat's On:

rr.

,v.

lets:

I pus & Public

'Cabaret/' a theater arts

luctlon, 8:30 pm today,

rrow, Saturday, AAay 31,

1, 2, and 3; and 7:38 pnir

ly and June 4, Ralph Freud

rhouse, Macgowan Hall.

lets are $2.50 and $1

»nts), available from the

ral Ticket Office, 650 West-

Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

and AAacgowan Hall box

»«
'Opera Workshop*
iting a new English trans*

of "Orontea, Queen of

)t," 8:30 pm tomorrow and

'day. Schoenberg Halt

horlum. Tickets are $4

jrved seats), $3 (general

isslon), and $1.50 (students),

[able from the Central Ticket

650 Westwood Plaza.

'Music lor the 70s," Gerhard

luel conducting the Los

lies Philharmonic Orchestra,

!pin, tomorrow, Royce Hall

torium. Tickets are $4.50,

$2.50, and $2 (students),

ible at the Central Tlck^
650 WeshA^ood Plaza.

••A Capella Choir," directed

loger Wagner, presents

»n's "Creation," 8:30 pm,

lesday* : vRoyce Hall

Idrtum: Tickets are $3

sral) and $1.50 (students),

ible from the Central Ticket

650 Westwood Plaza.

Ceramits," by R.F. Bunshah,
professor of engineeHng, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500.

—"The Myth of 'Courtly Love',"

by Padk Carnes, graduate student

in German, 3 pm. Bunch 3175.

—"Symbolic Analysis of Linear

Vt6tworks" by Jacob Katzenetson,

professor of electrical engineering

and computer science, UC
Berkeley, 10 am, Boelter 8500.

—"Some Unsolved Problems in

Earthquake Engineering," by
George Housner, professor of civil

engineering and applied

mechanics, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, 3 pm,
Boelter 5264.

—"Study of Cellular and
Humoral Immunity with Enzyme
Indicators," by Stratis Auameas,
Centre National de la Recherche

Sclentiflque, Vlllejuif, France, 10

am, CHS 33-105.

—"Jan Erik Void," Norwegiarr

poet, will read and discuss his own
works both in Norwegian and

English, 3 pm, Royce 264.
^ ^^—"Precambrian Paleobiology"

by William J. Schopf, associate

professor of geology, 4 pm, CHS
33-105.

I, is.'^

J^tiGeology of Chfna" by Pow
Fan, visiting professor of

geological sciences, UC River-

side, 4 pm, Young 3656.

VITAM CELEBRARE — A celebration of

Mozart's "Mass in C" through dance will be

presented by choreographer Antoinette Marie as a

joint project of the dance department here and at

Loyola-Marymount College. It will be performed

at 7:30 pm June 3 and 4 at the Sacred Heart Chapel

of Loyola-Marymount. Donation requested.

lys
I'La Mandragola," by Nlccolo

liavelli will be presented in

in by the San Fernando

»y State College Italian

^ers, noon, Wednasday,
;owan 1330. Free.

"Anti-war productioiir"-

tnted by the Theater Action

icil, 4 pm, today and
row^ AAacGowan 1340. \

IS:

f' Beyond the Blue Horizon,"

Jeanette MacDonald and
Buchanan, 5 pm, Melnltz

Free.

f'Three Lives," 7 and 9 pm,
jy 51. Sponsored by Women's
» Program.

lina rs:

'sday. May 25 .

'High Rate Physical Vapor
(ition of Metals, Alloys, and

of Jerusalem, 4 pm, CHS 53-105.

—"Development of Software

Products,"t)y Fred Braddock, 3^^

pm: GSM 2270.

—"The Effects of Polymer
Additives on Fluid Friction," by

J.W. Hoyt, associate head, fleet

engineering department, Naval

Underseas Research and

Development Center, Pasadena, 4

pm, Boelter 5264. 'T^"^

—

"

^"Can You Hear the Shape of a

Drum," a filmed lecture by AAark

Kak. professor of mathematics,

Rockefeller University, New York

City, 4 pm, MS 4000.

E.C.: 1 ^^

Thiirsday, May 25

—"Astrological Open Group," 2-

4 pm. Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Beginning Meditation and

-^
I wasa w a . T y p

e

Decomposition for Riemannian

ft^nifolds" .by„ L.W. Green,

professor of matheniatrcf.

University of Minnesota, visiting

at UC San Diego, 4 pm, MS 4000.

—"The National Accelerator

Laboratory: Progress and

Prospects for Physics" by Ernest

Malamud, National Accelerator

Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois, 4

pm, Knudsen 1220B.

—"Stress and Adaption in

Man," by ^rr%Br6 Campbell,

visiting professor of anthropology,

7 pm, Rolfe 1200. Tickets are S4.50

and S2 (students).

—"Disposal of Nuclear Wastes"

by OR. Lunt, director.

Laboratory of Nuclear Medicine

and Radiation Biology, 7 pm, 2147.

Tickets are $4 and $1.75

(students).

Friday, May U
—"Thermal Contact to Liquid

He3 at Very Low Temperatures,"

by J. Bishop, UC San Diego, 2 pm,

Kinsey 346.

—"The Synthesis and

Properties pf Peptidyl-tRNA," by

Yehuda Lapldot, chairman

department of biological

chemlsh-)f,thf Hfffew University
^ARDON ME MISS, BUT YOU'RE STANO^NO --X::trwtllC^r

"" "^"^^ '"

A MY TOE" - The UCLA Social Dance Club refreshments win

III present a ballroom dandng party from7;00to

Raja Yoga," 8 pm, Architecture

1243C.

—"Parents and the College

Generation," 7-10 pm. Young 2276. :

—"Tai Chi Ch'uan," 7-10 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Psychi Development ESP

Intermediate Levelr^^^ pm^_.

Ackerman Union 2408.

—"German Conversation: Eine

Fahrt ins Blaue," 8 10 pm. Ar-

chitecture 1243B.

—"Hatha Yoga for Beginners,"

^^m, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

_''Auto Mechanics r," T-T pm,
"

Bunche 3150.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30 5 pm, GSM
2224.

'

.,^

—"How to Survive In Reality

Teaching," 7 10 pm, Bunche 3211.

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-

[

9 30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.-

—"The Dances of Universal!

Peace — Sufi Dancing," 7:30 9:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Kundalini Yoga," 5

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

pm,

Politics:
—"Bruin Young Democrats,"

noon, today, Kerckhoff 400. Larry

Hoffman, candidate for the

second supervisorial district will

speak.

Meetings:
Thursday, May 25

—"OverpopulatkNi Center," 10

am 2 pm. Ackerman Union 2412.

-"Christian Students," noon,

Ackerman Union 2408. i

(Continued on Page 8i

)
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Problems, changes, improvements of40 years .^-mnHTi^fcr^-^v •"rr

J. !:t.1a-.

Director of Student Health Services to retire
By AfiH Sofoiiidii

be Staff Writer
After 40 years with the Student

H^lth Service, Dr. Donald S.

MacKinnon, Director of Student
Health Services will retire June
30. Since his arrival here in July,

1932, MacKinnon has seen great
changes in the Studen^ Health
Services. '*When I was hired,
there were three separate ser-

vices: men's, women's and
athletic that were completely
autonomous.'* f '

In an interview with the Daily
Bruin, MacKinnon reflected on
the changes, problems and im-
provements he would like to see in

student health. ''It was right

around World War O that men's
and women's health services
combined and athletic was added
in the late 'SO's." Uniting the
services, said MacKinnon, "made
student health a real organization
that was able to offer very good
care. We don't get too many of the
very sick here, but those who
come get the best treatment
available."

Hired during the depth of the
Depression MacKinnon also
maintained a private practice in

Westwood for a time but has since
given up the practice. "I like it

here because suchyou get such a
variety of ideas. You don't get a
chance to get set in your ways
around here." One of the reasons
that MacKinnon and others choose
student health, he feels, is because
"It's much more interesting to

treat young people for one thing.

Here you also find so much
diversity among the students

themselves."

"In one day you can get

everything from a very wealthy
student who doesn't really need
SHS, he could just as well go to his

own doctor^ to a student^ from
Southern Nigeria who wouldn't
know how to find an American
doctor if we weren't here."

According to MacKinnon it is

becoming harder for student
heakh here to attract high quality

personnel because the salary
offered has become increasingly

less attractive over the past four

or five years. "We advertised in

county medical journals for a few
of our operTpositions and we got
about 65 really good people.

Several of the people were quite

frank and told us that our salary

simply is not competitive
anymore." MacKinnon feels that

the staff here is very good and the

specializations of the staff are

well distributed. "I try to get

people here that I'd send my own
family to."

MacKinnon feels that two of the

better innovations that he has

seen have been the nurses

primary clinic and the athletic

emergency station at Pauley
Pavilion. "Many of the people can

be cared for completely by the

nurses in the primary clinic, so

the doctors arc free locdncentralc"

on the more serious cases. The
advantage of the eniergency
station at Pauley is that the vast

majority of athletic injuries can
be much more successfully

treated if it is done immediately."

The best answer to the problem
of overcrowding at student health,

MacKinnon believes, is an in-

firmary separate from the
hospital on the model of Stanford

or Harvard. The infirmarv
offer all needed ^ZV'"^
proximately

80 per cent of sL!iiinjunes and would ^'^
cheaper than expand^nc""??
present facilities to adCtes^*

I would really like i^^''^
firmary comparable to^eM^r
campuses. I would hope f^^^place above ground that wouIh k!
welMit and accessible "8^^
funds just aren't there " ^

Dr. Donald S. Mac Kinnon DB photo by Dave Cislowtkj

HET mMIS
CARLMICIAK

DEMOCRAT
CANDIDATE

FORCONGRESS
i ". - tJ*"'

28th DISTRICT

DEMOCRATS

SUPPORT THIS

GOOD MAN.

flELP HIM WIN!

Resident 28fh Disfrkf since 1949 ^

UCLA Grad., 1955, Bus. Adm.
Combat Veteran Europe War 2
is^^ed POWIisted 'Kmed Til AdR^;^

OCCUPATION BACKGROUND:
TEENAGE ILLINOIS DAIRY J=ARMS ~
STEEL MILL PRODUCTION LINE
HEAVY MACH. OPER., DETROIT
FIELD SALES MANAGER '

.
' ;,<,v

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR. RADIO OPERATOR
CAREER AND GUIDANCE COUNSELLOR
ASS'T TRANSIT GUARD COORDINATOR, PANAMA CANAL
REAL ESTATE BROKER SINCE 1955 in 28th Dist.

PLATFORM:
rirmly oppose American Combat Forces In Indochina.

Would support legislation to withdraw all U.S. Combat Forces from all of

Asia in 1972 upon agreement of release of all POWs and lists of now
deceased. I would strongly urge Congress action to publicly without
stalling to reform all taxes of personal, corporate and property taxes.

Plus better, lasting medical and subsistence benefits for the elderly citi-

zens. Crash program to increase all benefits for veterons of all wars and
political *Pact Ajttions' the growing Inflation here is punsihing the dis-

abled veteran and his family.

I approve of of vast nationwide construction of technical and crafts schools
to teach willing future and present day workers, to help labor and indus-
try to rebuild our nation's peacetime economy. To stop making munitions
for profit and supporting military regimes.
I support the doctrines of Washington. Jefferson and Harry Truman.
Support Your Nation and Your Party. VOTE

^vante .^

where ifs at

lotsa layers . . . a great casual :^

look .. . 100% acrylic knit flare

pants In forest green or"'

deep wine ...

20.00

matched to a cotton voille ^

shirt in a forest green

.

print...

16.00- ^^™
topped off with polntelle

detailed shrink . . . cot-

ton/polyester blend
. in yellow, blua

or pink

10.00

4«^hat a wedge! . . . plat-

form sole, super hi heel
. . leather lined, leather

sole ... in beige, wine
or navy kid suede-rr-r

or white leather . .

;

imported . . . worth a
lot more than

15.99

iOMViTE^SHOES
C APRAREL

1067 broxton avenue
\A/estwood village, California

dally 1 to 7, monday and friday 1 to 9; Saturday ID to 6

hat's On off to Buffalo ...
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_"Brtfin Christian
illowshipr/' 1 pm. Ackernrian

Inion 2408.
'--—"'>

''- .''J -
—--

—"Commonlcations Board,

30-7 pm. Ackerman Union 3517.

-"Iranian Studtnt
ganixatlon/' 2 pm, Ackerman

inion 2408.

-"Astroioflical Optn Group/' 2

n Ackerman Union 3564.

-I'Xhess Club/' 3 pm, Kerck-

)ff Upstairs Loongo.

"Black Mesa Action Com-

ittee/' 4-6:30 pnn, Ackerman

Inion 2408.

-"Lighttd Way/' 4-6 pm, Soc.

—"SEPC*** 7-}0i)m« Aclcerman

Inion 2412. ' ^
-rr"Tai Chi Ch'uan/' 7:30-9:30

/Kerckhoff Upstairs Loungfe.

Persons seeking companions for

overseas travel thfs summer can
contact one another by posting

^-cards on tha bulletin board in front

of the EXPO Center (Kerckhoff

176).

—"Alpha Lambda Delta^"
(national women's undergraduate
honorary) certificates and pins

may be picked up In the Dean of

Students Office, 2224 Murphy Hall.

—"A Parent-Toddlar Group/'
summer session for children of

students will t>egin June 19 at the

Community Center of Married
Students Housing at 3327 South

Sepulveda, and continue for six
'^^ weeks, offering play and learning

experiences for children 18

months to three years old under
the guidance of a trained teacher

Faculty families may also par-

ticipate in the co-operative school.

Call Dee Dee Schurman at 391-

9155 for more infornvation. Fall

term enquiries also k>eing taken.

Exhibits:
—"Image and Identity: The

Role of the Mask in Various
Cultures/' designed to generate
an awareness of the extensive
utilization of masks and their

association with man's cultural

history, through June 3 in the

Museum of Cultural History
Galleries, noon to 5 pm, Tuesday
throu^ Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Sunday. ,,-

•

—"Medieval Manuscripts*
through June 18 in Special
Collections, t)nlversify Reseafinr
Library

Befitted by Experts

Bro ond Girdle

Sp«€ialtias

_^Gt 7-1773

BANKAMEtlCARD
MASTEI CHAIGC

VALIDATED PAMING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VillAGE

tt

IRA Clubs:

'hursday. May 25

—"Drama Club," 4 pm,

kckerman Union 2412.

—"Figure Skating Club/' 8 pm,

:ulver Ice Rink.
'

—"Hunting/Fishing Clubs/'

noon. Men's Gym 201.

—"Indoor Soccer Club/' 7-10

im, Women's Gym 200.

—"Women's Karate Club/' 5

»m, Women's Gym 200.

-"Air Rifle Pistol Club/' 4-6

)m, Rifle Range.
-"Mountaineers,*' noon,

Northwest Corner of AAoore Hall

^awn. j±. ^. . _
—"Photo Club/' 7- 10 pm,
:erckhoff 400.,

"Sounds of Joy" - known In

Hebrew as Boruch and the Kol

Sasone features left to right

Steve Puzorne, Ellen Starr,

Baruch Cohon and Ed Leddel.

Known fo[ their exciting per-

formances of ethnic and origi-

nal music of Jewish life, the

vgroupi&xippearing in concert

by arrangement with

CrosswifOtd By Eugene Sheffer

:t Cetera

^"VSEP Rap Session," a

» of ivation seminar, 3 pm, today,

:ampbell 1217.

__"the extramural Programs

ind Opportunities Center," an-

nounces a new service this week.

=or the use of students who want

)r need to attend summer school

his lummer, Ihe Center has

issembled a collection of 1972

lummer class offerings at more
fhan five hundred accredited four

rear colleges and universities

iround the country. The new
urn m^ef^ school catalogue

collection can ba consulted In

:XPO Center (Kerckhoff Hall

|76) weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm

.

—"Finals Exams Seminar/'
.15-5 pm, today, Social Welfare

^71. Prereglstratlon necessary,

:all ext. 57744.

—"Central City YMCA," needs

15 mate counselors to work in

summer camp session, from July

through July 15 with boys ages 9-

12 years; 90 pw cent Chlcanos.

Counselors must be 18 years or

)ver. Each will work with 7-8

)ys. Interested persons should

contact the EXPO Office (Kerck;^
noff 176) or call ext. 57041.

—"UCLA Political Science
lonor Society/' Is accepting
ippllcations for membership.

JForms available in Bunche 4252 or

14289.——^?Tra¥al-" cam pat^lonaF--

ACROSS
li Pierce
5. Fodder
8. Flat-bot-

tomed
J boat

12. Miss
Turner

13. Be in

debt
14. Bob,

for one
15. Above
16. Connecti-

cut city

18. Threatens
20. Auguries
21. Negative
22. Insect

23. George
-^M.—

—

26. Martyr-
dom

SO. Constella-

tion

31. Direction
32. Regret
33. Observed
36. Public
38. Assist
39. Pub

specialty

40. Drudge

43. Actor
Dana

47. Romantic
melody

49. Slide

50; Incite

.51. Shosho-
nean
Indian

52. Anglo-
Saxon
serf

53.—Parks
54. Sailor ,

55. Origin

DOWN
1. Ghetto
2. Record
3. Soon
4. Fruit
5. Sinipy

substance
6. Over-
whelms

7. Ever-
green tree

8. Disgraces
9. Inlet

10. Unob-
structed

Average time of •olulion: 22 min.

DIAIDIO
D I T

M6RI
Reen
PAC

MMAIDIDIA
RA

RAIN ARK
^NT
R£l
UNE

11. Sldn
tumors

17. Garden
tools

19. Metal ~

—

container
22. Howl at

23. Raven's
cry

24. Money of
account

25. Headwear
26. Cushion
27. Anger
28. Pronoun
29. Seine
31. Maftied -
34. Dick— '

35. Hastens
36.Aged?^
37.Poe<n4—

r

;*^ B'NAI DAVID MENS CLUB
8906 W. Pko Blvd. 27^9269

Admission - General Public $3.00 Students $1 00

-Juna 3. 197X 9 P.M.

®
PREPARATION FOR SUMMER .- r^'iwy

-fr
^QW^iJSROLLING

• Preparation for test* required for admission to

post graduate schools

• SiK session courses smaller groupt.^'^

-«_U«Utmtied tape lessons tor review

QDQg
CBPlELL
IK
NT

SALT

PT

[AIDID

SvEIS
CQALMH 1 GHBAL
E R I EBU T E

EA
Tt?

Answer to yesterday's puzzle.

39. Wrath
40. Thick

slice

41. Rounded
protuber-
ance^

42. Affirm
43. Pilaster
44. Otherwise
45. Beverage
46. Rushed
48. Absent

uu.,^ - .i. .mi

• Course material constantly updated

• Ho ne study mater-at prepared by experts In each field

STANLBYH. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

~^^-\n Los Angei^ A^f2T3) 273-T89(r

1736 Westwood Boulevard

Wirr IT'iEI-JM
I
~fl

Since 1938

12

15

td

13

16

19

21

23 24 25

30

33

-^o ^\ ^^

Al

50

34 35"

38

31

26

n

8

20

22

48

43

36 31

lO \\

32

39

5\

27 28 29

I TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!

- "-.Cheap Living This Summer at -

49

THE COOP-

44 AS 46

54

52

55

'^-ZST

One Summer Session _ COST^

(6/19 -7/28, or 7/31- 9/8) ^$125 -$130

Both Sessions (6/19- 9/8) $250- $260

Entire Summer t6/T4^^/in $270—$280
* plus 4 hours chores/week ^~t .~"

Includes room and 20 meals/week

HURRY . FIRST COMErFlRSJSMm

CALL: 479-1835

or write Monoger, UCHA, 488 LoncHair, LA 90024

f
NEED MONEY?
Try

{ i'
. BABYSiniNG
. TUTORING C

(If you're a Junior, Senior,

or Graduate Student)

. . TEMPORARY WORK
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

. . ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities in exchange for

work are also available.)

\ Come to the
-•e-^.m-u

PLACEMENT + CAREER PLANNING CENTER

BIdg. 1 G & place your name on these

files. (East of AAoore Hall)

Deadline for summer registration is Tuesday May 30th

Wildwood Recreational System

NEEDS HELP

STUDENTS-
Full or part time »alo$ opporhinitie*. . '

_ New concept of land use with private Recreational Parks.

_ SELL the great ideas of OPEN SPACES, streams, huge trees,

quiet & rolling hills. .

Sell memberships to recreation vehicle owners

Sell membersh^s to recreation vehicle owners and out-door

enthusiasts.

- No previous experience needed

- We train you and furnish oil soles moterioJ

- Work the hours that fit YOUR schedule
'

For Appt. - call 273-7780 this week and next week.

Wildwood Recreation System Inc.

9025 Wllshire Blvd.. Suite 40) .
Beverly Hills

^'

k
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^Help Wanted 8
'^For Sale • •••••• 15 yfServices Offered .

^ "
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THE Daily •rwin fflvM t«H iiipptrt t* Mm
University of CalHomia'* polky M iwi»-

tfiftcrimiiiatioii and tkaraUr* cl«s»ifi*tf
atfv«rti«inf Mrvic* wtM iwt bu matf*
•vailaM* to anyona who, in affordHif
liou«ii»9 to stwdawH or offforin« iobs.
tfiscriminatot on tho basis of raca. calar»

rolifion, national orifin or ancostry. Noittior
ttw Univorsity nor tho Daily Broin has in-

vtstifatod any of ttio sorvicos offorod horo.
For assistanct with hoosin* discrimination
proMoms, call: UCLA Homing Offico ns-
4491 ; Wostsido Fair Howsinf 47i-9949.

y Campus Services .... 3

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i

82506J1

REAL Estalo Liconsoo • part timo - to handio
roptals on campws to students and faculty
for a Iar9t property manapement company
in ttie \Mestwood »r9m. Commissions. Call Mil

botwoon 9 and S. Weohdays at (213) STt-tlCI..

M/F. (IMM)

CLERKSA Typists- immediate lonf A short
term temporary assifnmonts. Office-Aide
Inc., 3W7 Wilshire Blvd. (tM24)

MALE: Part time liquor store stock and
cleric, permanent position. Start: $2.40/l»our.

Tuesday, Thursday A Saturday, 4-11 PM;
Wednesday, Friday, ft Sunday, 4-11 PM.
Apply: Jerry's Liquor Stores, W33 Santa

Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica, Monday thru

Friday, I AM 4 PM. Prefer no lonf hair or

beards , m ustache OK

.

GIRL Pretty. 1i-22. $'7" $'10". long hair.

Summer iob /amusement park. $12S /wk.
Flaire Agency. 271-2292. (•M2S)

PSYCHOLOGY experiment, Earn Si. SO for

interesting half-hour session. Males only.

FraniHall 4537. {%fA2$)

FOR Sale Furnihire, misc.. Cheapo]^ JJO
MartM.S.M..$at.12 7.JH24#5. (I$M2*)
^----^-^

^

-_ _ _ _ -_ _, ,^
.

SONY tape recorder model TC 2$i and

microphoSe Asnew.SW. Eves. •74-9710. (1$

M 24)

MARTIN D10 1 yr. Old. EKcellent condition,

hard shell case, S290. best offer. Days, •"-

If 32
(l$M«ei

LARGE Navaja rug. Ryoa rug. ^o*t^tj4.

drafting table, etc. Reasonable. 47M24t. ( IS

M 24)

LEASE or leli. Junior estate in valley, after

S PM, 780 4349, days, 70$ 31S4. Broker. ( 1$ M
24)

..

SAMOYEO pups. AKC. shots, wormed,
ch'mpion sired. S7S. 474-4953. evenings. ( IS

M

y Personal .

S150 COMPLETE. Hospital ft physician, free
pregnancy exam. Women's Abortion
Referral. 934-7444. „ . (SM24)

>"'

•— ,il^te^«-'t- — -T*

_„J—

_

ACHILLES, you heel, keep your wooden
horse. Instead of tripping with Trojans, little
old Helen will be winging it in Greek 1.
Summer Session. 1240 Murphy. fS M2il)

PERSONAL to Don Quixote: Dont worry.
The doctor says attachments to windmills
don't last. Forget your hangup in Spanish Lit
130 or 725. Summer Session. 1241 Murphy. (5M 25)

LINDA D., please join me for lunch at the
Stew Kettle, any day at noon. f5 M 24)

GIRL night student to care for three year old
' tt^y Live in or out. Home in Westwood. Call

Linda, after 4 PM. 474-7231. (•M24)

DAY Camp male or female, $110 S12S (M-
F) per week. Station wagon required. 340-

^

2944. (IM24)

WANTED BAROQUE TRIO TO PLAY AT
HOUSE WEDDING SUNDAY AF-
TERNOON, JUNE IITH. VICKI SEGALL,
274 0440 DAYS. 174 2430 EVES. (|M24)^

TYPIST part-time transcription typist -

hours to suit. Brentwood Publishing offices,

S2.30/hour. Mrs. Beck, •24-S300. (• M 24H

MANAGEMENT Trainee. A unique op-
portunity to learn on part time basis while
still in school. Prudential Insurance Com-
pany part time/full time salarv SISO to S200
per week for those who qualify.T37-7570. (AM
24)

MATTRESSES Valley State marketing

-grad can save you 40-50% on all qualities^.all

sue sets. Also, access Spanish and modern
bedroom sets. Call me today. Richard Pratt.

•U-0400. (15QTR)

NEW car stereos, radios. TV's, stereo
systems, cassette rf.'orders - unbeatable
prices. 475-4049. (15M25)

PHOTO button machine; brand new - 2 1/2"

buttons; camera, buttons included; call 472-

7913. 399-3012 after 4 PM. (1SM2S)
'

-
' ,

KLH Model a tuner-amplifier. Model 13
stereo adapter ft twin speakers $120. Eves,
•74-9710. (ISM 24)

NIKON F 1.4 lens, nev^r used, t225 only, call
470-2700 late at night. (ISM 24)

- a-WAV •" speakers, amplifier. 34 rms, 4-i
cartridge tape, factory tape<. Offer. Eves,
477-1334. (ISM 24)

TEAC 350 Dolby cassette deck, brand now
with warranty. 275-3244. (ISM 24)

THESIS Covers whilo-u-wait; soft or hard-
bound, Si.50-S3.S0. Hamilton Keproductiont,
11904WHshire.477-7St1. (14M24)

AUTO Insurance, lowott raOos for atydawtl
or employees. Robert Rhoo, tlt-TlTt or •!••

9n3or4S4-2S44. <14QTR>

REDUCE - drop lbs. Palm Springs - groat
food exercise - yoga men women.
Monaco Villa. 37) Camino Monto Vista.
Palm Springs. (714) 32S-0912 (14M24)

'AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance fdr
students and employees. Call Allan Sobal.
7015527, 073 50)5. Eves. 7M-m». (I40TK)

POTTERY lessons at tfie potter's studio.
Ca:. 477 7757 between 1-4 Tues. thru Sat. (14
M 24)

ASK AROUND ABOUT
^ ^A B CHiVY SER¥U

Complete Auto Service
All American Automobiles
Most Credit Cards Accepted

Student Discounts

ATTRACTIVE young girl part time $2.00 per

hour Exclusive men's shop. Allan Ludwig
Ltd., §321 Santa Monica Blvd. (0 M 24)

FLUTE - all sterling silver. Recent complete
servicing, including new pads. Phone 475-

3344 after 6:00PM. (15M24)

PREGNANT? Need help? Call Lifeline. 911-
MELP. (5QTR)

-tcmT,- i j;r.

-J—4~- -,

DEAR Ralph: Need money? Have
came/a? Enter the Dirty Picture Ci
(ecologically obscene). For info. C.B.E.,
^054 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood.
Calif. (5M24)

<OCKtAIL Waitress, part-time. Beverly

Hills area $2 /hour plus tips. 271-4354. (• M
24)

MANAGEMENT Earn $1500 plus /mo.
Comm. men or women, part / full time
ishion. Mr. Hurlbert 271 4247. .Jl IfAML

STEREO Scott 40 w*"*' A^***.,-^
.

Receiver $120. Ampex tape *^*«' Vj^5^
bestoffer. Drafted! 399 $093. (15QTR)

TYPEWRITER $9.W

SERVICE SPECIAL
" "'—-'^ree Ribbon

,.J-

ti >

—i ~—

^

T'

BICYCLING companion(s) wanted to Palm
Springs!?! May 20 9. Slow pace, females
welcome. 174 2003 anytime. (5M2S)

ree .

KENTUCKY Sensual Free Life Insurance.
For information, call the Los Angeles
representative. Chip O'Rourke: 744-

9397 (FRM24)

FREE Puppies - beautiful German
Shephard/Terrier mix. One vthite, one black
one. Call 935-4431. (FRM24)i'

PUPPIES; Male ft Female cocker terrier
mix. Desperately need good homes.
Michelle. 473 7432. (FRM24)

GIRLS - Sales, no experience necessary but

should have plj^asant personality. 475-5550. (•

M 24) __^.

WORK for a change: National non-profit

envirpnmental organiiation needs students

to begin as fundraisers. Hours 2:00 PM -

10 00 PM. Part time paid positions now - full

time summer positions. Cttiiens for a Better

Environment. 9054 Santa Monica Blvd. Call

for appts. 9 5 PM. 274-9394. (BM24)

DESIGNERS, photographers, artists, print

production geniuses wanted for new weekly
newspaper. Freelance and full-time. 475-

8726. (•M24)

Cleaning. Lubrication, Adiustpionts

Abacus Business Equipment
US6S Santo Monica Blvd.

473-2424

WED0ING gown, site 1. $7S. WI^IOS
eves. (ISM 24)

BARGAIN furniture, toaster, iron, radio,

lamps, shelves, good books, free kitties.

Eve. 394-0948 (ISM 24)

".I

'Ci

y-^ >'

f^-

. ..^:

KITTENS, part-Siamese, two black, two
tiger stripe, one black with white feet. 444-

. <ya2cvcninos. (FflM24)

HAPPY, beautiful kittens - 3 males, yellow
and white; 1 female, calico. Call 874-
M*' (FRM24)

THREf long haired 6 week old kittens need
homes. Free. 824 1109.(FR M 25)

y Help Wanfed ....... 8

t t

TEMPORARY summer positions lor ex-

perienced secretaries and typists. Call 384-

3440. (8M26)

MANAGEMENT. Young International
company needs aggressive men and women
with management potential. Part/full time.
Mr.Genovese, (213) 780 75U. (•M24)

SUMMER jobs • move furniture $3.50 per
hour need 12 units of college. Services
JLJnIimited 475-9521^ (8M24)

HOUSE painter, $3 per hr.. ref.. summer
|Ob. 835 2474 Meecham. (8 M 24)

"

SERVICES Unlimited will be open all

summer with full-time and part-time jobs.

475 9521. (IM24)

y/iostSi Found 9

LOST Wed. 5/17/72. Man'» wallet. If found,
keep the $14 and call' Dave. .473-4924
evenings. (9M24)

VOdds&Ends . . . 10

DIAMOND Wedding Ring. Beautiful 7-dia.

ring on Uk white gold. Stones are very high

quality and total s74k. Written appraisal.

$450 value sell for $325. 322-0947. (15 M 24)

TV, RCA, portable, 15 inch B A W. Good.
condition, $40. Day, 825 1775 ; eve. 274-

8920. (1S^4 24)

20 FT. Travel trailer, rod and reel, with air-

conditioning. Self-contained. Excellent
condition. 473-9834. (15M24)

LIKE new! White ' Italian provincial

bedroom set - 7 pieces; $175, best offer.

Casual dineHe set. $40. 824 7480. ( 1$ M 2S)

STEREO - Brand new - H.K., BSR, 3-wav
speakers. Must sell, need bread. 477-74i4. (15

M 24)

DESIGNER wedding gown. Bullocks,

organza, sue 11, long train, blusher, Juliette

cap. Worn once - half price. Day: 743-7233;

eves, 714 7087. (t$M24>;

WANT to buy reviews on abortion and
marijuana for legal research? Leave
m(<ssage anytime. 393-2977. (10M24)

ENCOUNTER Aids. Bataca bats, dolls,

pillows, awareness disks. Uniquity. Box 990-

B.Venice, 90291. Phone 391 0933. (10QTR)

SMITH Corona 250 electric typewriter. Good
condition. $100 or best offer. 825-2547 or 39$-

3013. (ISM 24)

—r 4i£ED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

-—M
FLY UCLA learns for less at Santa Monica,

172. $15.95 and C ISO. $12.95. Call 825-1129,

47/.94i0. 39 PLARt: CnFMlIT

Earn up to $40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M

- ^ :\

^

': i

:1 ;lll.| j

I •<

V.

NEED driver, drive Oldsmobile, Detroit

area anytime before July 1. financial

arrangefnents open. Call Joel. 785-5400. (8 M
n)

EARN $50 - $75 $100 a week at home in

spare time. Send today for a list of places

that need mailers and addressers. Enclose
stamped self addressed envelope and $1.50

in check -money order. Send to Student
Services. P.O. Box 45103, Los Angeles, Calif.

90045 (8M24)

WITNESSES: Anyone who saw fight bet-

ween man and woman April 21st back of

Royce. Call: 299 2249. (8M24)

BABYSIT 8 1/2 yr. old girl, 1 1/2 hr. tSO-

month, brkfst. 5 days. Opposite campus. 473-

3274. (8M24)

SUMMER time is party time. Make money
while you party. 299-4344. Reginald Robin*,

son. (8M24I

01RL Needed part-time for fascinating iob
with stamp dealer. Typing nee. 47S8
Hollywood Blvd. Suite 207. 442-84t5. (8 M 24)

yPolifical II

"WAR Why? " Free leaflet. Write:
Socialist Labor Party, P.O. Box 200.

Brooklyn, N Y . 11 20t.- < M M 24)

WEDDING gown. Cahill original, never

worn. Siie 10. Must sell. $55 eves. Cost
magnifique! 788-9390. <tSM24)

Ricoh SLR w/1.8 lens. New Vivltar Auto-

Zoom. All Pristine condition. Call Lee

Ooldstem;479-90»2. 4*»M24)

SONY tape deck TC-125, used 3 months,
excellent condition, $130 retail - new, $70. 479-

5171. (15M24)

RN'S: Vacatlan • roMof - all thifH. Kaioer
Foundation Hos#ttal, MIS W. Mancliootor,
Inglevirood. 77t-Sldt o»t. 234$. C^wal Op-
portunity tntployor. (•M24

yfResearch Suhjecfs Needed

SUBJECTS needed /Psych. Bxporlmont.
Pay good. B271 Franz Hall. (RSNM24)

y/For Renf 12

STUDIO for summer. Balcony bdrm. patio,

skylight in large studio area. $19S mo; free

utllltlesJ47^03W^^^^^^^^(l2MJ4)

^ Rides Offered 13

GOING to N.Y./New England. Leaving Juno
19. Share driving. Call evenings, 4S4-24g4. ( 13
M 24)

GOING to Mexico • Matatlan/Ouadalahara.
Want to share ride/expenses i Leaving June
8. Call HO 4-5391. (UM24)

NEED riders to New York City. Dofhiito.

Leave 4 IS. drive straight through. $40. 399-

9514, Rich. (13M24)

COLOR TV like new. UHF, large screen.

Sacrifice $150. 274 8183. (15M24)

KLH Speakers. Bigh 3-way. 15 inch woofer.
Sound great..$125 pair.Oavid, 4S7 -4440. (.15M
26)

}/ Opporfunifies

SERIOUS f>tM>tographfrs - 10 day Wyoming
wilderness seminar at Darwin Ranch with
John Oldenkamp of Psychology Today.
Maximum 15 people. June 20-30. $47S.
Transportation and film not included. Ibol
Inc., 454 India St.. San Diego, Calif.
W103. (OPM24)

>/ Services Offered .... 16

HORSEBACK, backpacking adventures into
Colorado wilderness from $25. P.O. Box
10427, Denver, 8021A (14QTR)

VARIETY of

availaMo, girls or fvy«
^$-9Slt (•MSO)

^ Rides Wanfed

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

EEFUSED? TOO HIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3t4-222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

14

$2. SO. loss than 1 hr.
Males only. Involves mMd
Hall A349.

T O.

•par.
4- Front
(•M2S)

^Wli

ACTIVITY Directors for stodohtt,
fuys/gals. Work full and ar part time during
twrnmer ft school year. Wages 9a Mt/day for
tliose qualifiad In outdaar actlvltios. Mo
•alltng. 473-4401. (OMIO)

DRIVING East. Need student ridor. Juno 2t.

Call Helen. 390-4254. weohdays. ( 14 M 24)

LOOKING for leisurely ride up West Coast
into Canada this summer. No plans; no
obligations. Will share expenses. Oary 478-

1403. (14M2S)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing and v-csearch to your
requirements. 3i7i540 call anytime. (14M
24)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes, to enhanco
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUOISD
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. Daily, 474-
)>M- (14M24)

477-4551

11827 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles

est. since 195$

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Prt service. 24

hr. phone, 274-9119. (14 0TR)

THESIS Covers while-u-wait; soft pr hard-
bound, $1.50 - $3.50. Hamilton Reporductions,
1 1904 WilShire. 477-7S«l

.

( 14M 24)

^Travel . fT

f»l ^i '•^/DUBLIN
•JULY 9 LONOOH/LA

JUNE 17 LA/FRANK
^^ 17 LOHDON/LA

JUNE 21 LA/LOHOO(<
AUG 20 LONOOH/LA

^NE 25 LA/LON/AMST
SEPT 11 LONDON; LA

JUNE 28
AUG 17

JULY 9
AUG 27

LA/LO»<DON

LONOOH/LA

la; LONDON
LONDON/ 1

A

JULY 23 LA/LONDON
AUG 20 LONDON/ LA

AUG 9 LA/MADRIO
SEPT 18 AKST/LA

AUG 19
SEPT 16

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official^

—

1 —-^ .^

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of^v

California

on all campuses.

/"
^'

-<«-

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S-. .* •V • ': \V>

all first class^
1 ^'. »

service.
:

'
.7':. :. T - -•

LALONDON/LONOON.LA
i

Fit. Dtp. Rttt. Days Prica

2 «/ii 8/28 71 $282

3 6/2r 8/U S8 8262

5 6/76 9/4 72 S282

6 6/lS 9/13 80 S275

9 «/28 9/U 81 t27S

10 «/29 8/29 61 $262

14 7/1 8/17 40 S262

^15^ 7/U 8/10 30^ -i261

17 7/12 8/31 SO 8262

18 8/12 9/13 33 %iS2

19 9/12 one-way 813$

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LOHOON
SEPT 26 LONDOH/LA .

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK
OCT 18 FRANK/ LON/ LA

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON
OCT 9 _LONOO«/LA

J262.00

26 Dlyj

J262.00

62 Oly,

1262.00

-i) .04^.

J262.00

79 04yj

5252.00

51 0«ys

$252.00

SOOiys

$2W.OO

S272.00

41 Oiys

$252.00

29 Days

$252.00

30 Days

$239.00

21 Da^

$247.00

32 Days

$199.00

14 Days

ONE WAY fLIGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA
LA/ LONDON

LA/ FRANKFURT

LONOON/LA
DUEL IN/ LA

LA/LONDON

LA/LONDON

5148.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCLA

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IWCDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLO OH A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN. OWA AND

CAPITOL AIRWAYS UTILIZING

BOEING 707 AND SUPER DC8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELYi CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

aTION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS:
John and Susan

478-8286

Available only to boiiafidc mombM-t of tho
University of California includin* stud«it«,
*«C!f.l^Y' sf•f^ »n«tttMir immtdiata famUiM
(par#nf», tpoutc or dapondowt cliiMrm)
living in ttit same housaliokl.^—

—

^^^ --^

—.«•

uc
diartor fights

a KerctMfioff Hall MS O
Botwoan • a.m. A s p.m

•ts-mi

TRAVELING )n Italy tliis tummerr Want ta

fttay a wttila in Florence comfarfaMy A
inexpensively r Pensione Tamerici r in City
Center {n9»r Train Station) double room A
breakfast. 2«00-2t00 (4.M) per day. Via
Fiume, No. S. Tel. 241S4 Florence. ( 17 MMI

• NEW YORK
JUNE IS ONE-WAY SH

»HAWAII
JUNE 18- JULY 2 t17§
JULY 1 JULY 16 ptws tend

> TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUROPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT ID CARD*

. Car PurchsMAlso Studmttrail and Eurail

imurence. Owidabooh*

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERSA
I1H

AIS/EXITS
SOSd Santa Monive Wvd.

LA.tO0tt
274-t742

. twi of tente IM«nic*/OelMnvl

3C

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

SOUTH PACIFIC SAILING CRUISE on ISS
ft. flrand tliree matted sctiooner. Leaves this
summer for « weeks to Taltlti. Share tn-
penses. For info, call Grofory Cook, (21|)

(17 MIS)37i-12W

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD

Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC woscre

Oted by the Intcrnotionol

Student Trovel Confer-

ence ond «nioys world-

wide recognition. It •$

required for oil student

flights obrood.

D INTiA-EUtOPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS A^

to ond within Europe,

Isroel. East Africo, end

the For Eost-ot fontostic

sovings, enobling you

to trovel OS for OS pos

sible for OS little OS

\ possible. .

3^ouknowx»»«

iptes ¥«yw«N AVOW

TlLl: 477111'

^Iravel • • ^;» » • • • ? • • '^

^l-WAY CMA«T«« FLI«HTtl

^Typing 19 y/ Apis Unfurnished 22 ^p^r Sub-lease . . 24 Roomitoard

EDITH • lAM typliii. Tliasas, tarm
maiMMCflpH. ale. KKpartawcad^,.Pa«t> aaat.

.t»-17<7. (IfQTI)

Venice meadi. I bad. apt. Newer bulMHRi.
SliS. Otshwasber. stave, retriforatar,
sundeck. U HartMR. )f«-M». (llfMH)

M tllS
S11S

KUTN,
Call

(IfQTII)

3 EORM. 2 batb, Venice apt. 2 Mks baacb.
Cpts, dp*, stove, ftraplaca, balcany. Jane
tJis. ivf-mi. (a MM)

SUMMER suMat • RiW Ji
spaciaas savaa ifaam aparranant, Wastwaad.
RespansiMe parsan S20a/maiitb. 47S>lt3S. (MM M)

V Exchange for Help . . 30

IS

uc

TYPIST . IHaiat, diasarfatlaRt, ^^^„,
papers. Spaclaltv matb and tacbnical t«
Accarafa> ri

HI

N.V.

^RSB aditlwp. prammar /spatlbip. Electric.
BKpart typlRf, fast. Pick up /deliver law

Ml. ESEPUCLAmawibars.
QIQTmi

•cbaal. AUca. 2f7-3aa«. CItQTR)

KOUNT Ear<y*.»y*«*'. »•«•' .«2g

hJire»lvJLrLA«av47^H44 n7 0TR>

Europe"! mioolb bast chartcr
.IGHTS

Hmm Varb FMfbH uRdar Siei awa-way^^ SfydyTcaRiptPtTaars
ifTl Stadant 0<rtda Baab la Barapa

Studaat Rail-pdU 2 ma. SIJS

>NTACT : SOFA ABeirt VIC DEPT UCLA
iSSb* VaRtwra Blvd.

Sbarman Oabs. CalH. f14SI

|PHONE: Sr2-l2tJar7t4.|*n

r^^ ^T^_ —^-^--^—^—
IROPE, t»raal «»**^»»';;j5L |^

MriUHHIALiCTPLMNTB

IROFB: PBOMWf HOUMOTBIF

^pAil: FROMSMf ROONOTBIF

PLIGHT CHAIBMAH Wl-tm, Wl-l^tl

42440vanafldtl

TVPING-Edlting. Enplish grads. Term
papers, tbeses. resumes, letters. IBM
Salactric, Executive. Nancy. 472-4143; Kay.
tM-74n. lltOTR)

GOOD typlnp. papers t wbpfever. dene
^Icfcly. CallKatby. 3SMMS. (ltM2«)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 Macks sautbwast).
Dissertations, tbeses. papers. Fast, ac-

tarata.Tam, 473-aa»^. < ttOTR)

EXPERT typini, term papers,
manuscripts, tbeses, IBM. reliable, ac-
curate. 10 AM • It PM. Jaan, 3»2-Mlt. (ifM

EMERGENCY service/IBM quality typinf.
law rates - free editing papers, dissar-
tatiaws,baab»,etc. CaH •3t<444f . OfM 24)

BENEFIT from our typing. Neat paper
equals gaod grad. 24 br. pbone die-

latjaa/liaRdwrittaw (

y/\Nanled ......... . 2C

VW window van, combi, bus. '41 to '71, 11700.

Mike, 2024 Mandeville Canyon. 474-4143. (20

M 24)

RESPONSIBLE stvdants(s) ta drive '47

Camera to Boston or New Yerk, early June,
call Micbaal BattmapR after S:0OPM.,
213/S33-4S4S (SO MM)

WILL pay casb for cars running or not.

Wrecks taa. Free taw-aways. 391-9440, OSS-

1*43. (20M20)

CARS IN EUROPE_^ _„
RENTOR BUY "

"

SPECIAL REDOCTIOIISTO
TEACHERS* STUDENTS .- ...

IREE CATALOGUE - ALSO BURAILPASS

EURO^RS
9000 Sunset Blvd.. LaM04« 271-4IM

STUDEf«T traveling to Pittsburgh. Pa., la

cbeck in at airport w/3 children. Details, call

924-SU2. (J0M24)

LAUREL Canyan, Kirfcwaad Dr.. 1 bdrm
apt. w/2 bakanias. view, galat. S1«. OSl-
1MI. (SIMM)

$00. LARGE Single. Venice, kitcben. batb. 1

1/2 blocks fram beach. Skylight: can be
studio. 394-4404. (22 M 24)

UNFURN. ibdrm Brentwood. Take over far
summer. Pet ok. Immediate occupancy.
Leave message. 014-21S0. (22 MM)

SUS UNFURN. apt, util. inchidad, 1-bdrm.
center Westwood Village, new carpets,
paint. Call 271-2317 eves. (2SM2S)

V^pfsifo Shore . . . .t.' 23

FEMALE raommate for summer. Fairly
straigbt. 21 or over. Westwood area. Call 0-19

PM. 477-4990. (23M2*)

ROOMMATE - large 2-bdrm, 2-batb, dish-

washer. 2 mi. west - off WilShire; message,
Don, 02O-O0S7. (23 MM)

OWN room • 2-bdrm with UCLA senior.
starts 4-4, 3 months, 1 mile from UCLA, SS4-
2044. (23 M 24)

— II » «

ROOMMATES Needed - 433 Gayley.
-Pleasant singles, SOS. Kitchen, sun decks.
pool, garage, 473-4412. (23QTR)

WILL Share my great 2 badraam, 2 batb
apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom.
EX0-SS22. (23 MM)
SHARE 3-bdrm. 2 batb w/2. Built-in. air.

wast be neat, aver 21. 140. 019-S120. (23 MM)
SHARE for summer nice apt. S90 includes
everything with great girl. Near Pico,
LaCienega. 271-4011. (23gtr0

GRAD student needed to help manage
1-bdrm., ISO

<23MM)

S17S /mo.. 2
utensils etc., short walk ta beach.
Sept. IS (floKible), Same Monica, call
3H-01M. (MM10[
FURNISHED, one bedraam apartmafir
daorman. garage, pool, patia, view, dish-
washer. Available June • Septapiber. t230
mo. 470-7092. (24 MM)

•10S/MO. June - Aug; dates flexible. Large.
furnished, 1-bdrm. 397- ISM. Mamsar
oves. (MM M)

stvdeatt. M ex'

car. 4*4-3090

MALE
stady wHh bays 12 4 14. Raa». bJO^aaa^.
Start Jaly 1 er Sept. 10 lar VMT. tMHtadS

FURNISHED 2^bdrm, seven room with

character. Large. June 1$ - Sept. IS.

SlOS/month. 10 min/campus. OlO-OSM. (M M
M)

y/Room for RenI ...... 31

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm /furnished; utensils;

sundeck. Near ea«f»pus. Ja** »» * *^,
Kathy, 470-S393 after 4. »<*^»*'

AVAILABLE: Private r—m »• ••^'••f
far wavBldB IhBV unhiWestwood aparnnaat

car. SS3-129t. til MMI

LARGE 1-bdrm apt, furnished, slaaptS.

4/1S-9/1S. S mins. from campus. 10H7
n. 477-4037. (24M24)

^House for Renf 25

$440, UNFURIJIISHEO. Hilltop home, 1/1

acre. Pacific Palisades. Gardener, view,

quiet, no smog. 3 Mklrooms. 2 baths, built-ia

kitchen, family room, carpets "n^, *"•??»;

Many extras. 4S4-94S4. (MM 241

ARTY-FUNKY House. 3-bedrm. 2-bath,
S22S Option to buy. S.M. Beach. 140
Holiister. 399-7303. ((2SQTR)

SUMMER rooms
OpenAitchen. clean, coed.
474-9134.

SMt apw
ird.CaR
(SIMM!

(SIMSIL

SUMMER baasing
pa^, kitchen, large

mere. 479-9041

BEL Air room /bath in beautMvl
home. 10 min. UCLA. Graduate Si bbhh *

$100. 472 2919. 472 7S39. (SIMM)

MALE, undergraduate, r

large room, view, garage
priviiegas. SSO. Sammar. Near
47M. —

kiocha*

UlMli:

4 BDRM.. S bath. July-Aug; near UCLA,
beach. Responsible party. '••••'•"•? *^:
S197.

(2$m*ei

^ House for Sale .... . 26

ONE Mock from UCLA. Private
bath. Pvt. entrance. tSS /month
summer. S7S in lall. 474^ 7S43. (31 MM)

W.L.A. apt. Summer - fall,

/mo.. George. 473^S*4, 5-7 PM

•T/wi

fERLANO Expeditlan India. Laavlbg

^don June and July. »*M. •«chure:
icounter Overland, » Manar Hausa Oriva.

I N.w. 1. ^» BB» mimmu
iuMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIGHTS

.A./NBW YoHi (iway) S7t

May 3ist ft JuiM istti only

.A./London/L.A. SSOS
^./Brussels/L.A. SMf
./Tekya/L.A. S4»

.A./Tel Avfv/L.A.
A-V WORLD SCHOOLS 47S-M33

17M Wealwaad Blvd.

IROPE tills summer? \}n-r%^

rams 4 or weeks. Experlmaats la

raveling. 904-M11. (17 0TR>

S-WEEK TENT TREK
THRU WEST CANADA JUNE 4

for 14 yaang adain. AM taut/*

mp/transpoi^atlaa caeH hichidad excap«
._ A sleeping bag. Raata is ap caasf ta

Fancouver, meander thra British CahimMa
Rockies, Banff. Lake Laalsa. CahimMa

retara thra Idaha. Wild scaaary,
II trek. Tatal cast: Sift each. CaR:

LANDTRBK(ll3)«S4-ini. (17 MIS)

India is aar tpaclalltyi Far mast
lici iaras avar ta ohd Irawi ladlaiaN

llywaad. CawfMM. Phana(tlS)
CUMM)

URGENT./^pansor for conscientious
Salvadorian student L.A. now. Any wo/k.
020-0029 days/after 10:30 PM. (MM

UCLA graduate teaching assistant needs
private tennis court to give tennis lessonn
Call Bob. 034 1910 (MM

2 BDRM furnished June IS - August IS within
walking distance UCLA. f273-49M. 9 AM - 4

PM. (MM 24)

NEED garage for VW. July thru Sept. Call

193-4414/if no answer, keep trying. (20M24)

NEED garage for VW. July thru Sept. Call

392-4414/if no answer, keep trying. (MM 24)

^Apfs Furnished . .^^ . 21

1 BEDROOM S170; 2 bedroom. 2 bath. S2S0.
Shags, built-ins. Adults - 1017 Federal - 39S-

0340. (21M24)

1 BEDROOM S1SS. attractive, newly
decarated, shags - adults, no pats. 1517

Federal, 39S-0M0, Mrs. Hudson (21 M 24)

SIM LUXURIOUS batchelor with wet bar -

fireplace - huge closet and patio. Palms
area. CaH 010-20n. (21

M

WALK TO SCHOOL
' Spaclaus Madera Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Rasarvattant far Fall alsa accaptad.
Ranting Office: 514 Landfalr II

...

Alsa wNh l*aal

Glenfair Terrace^ 541 Landfalr f14
S40Olanracfc#11

OWN bedroom /bath. 1/2 bik campus. 1110

/mo. George, 02S-437S/ 4790144 eves. (23 M
2$)

WILL share my great 2 bedroom. 2 bath
apartment. Ideal for male student. Tom,
EX0-SS22. —^ ^ (23 M""

FEMALE student to share my S.M. apt.

$72. SO. Must love dog. Before S:00, LeAnn
451-0243. (23M2S)

FEMALE to sublet 1-bdrm apt. in Brent-
wood. June 1 - Sept. 1. SOS. Near UCLA, 472-

M34. (23M24)

2 GIRLS to Share 3 bdrm . apt. with 1. June IS

Sept. $70 each. 477-4143. (2aM34)

BEAUTIFUL Ocean View AAalibu apart
ment. 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom, separate
entrance, close to campus. 4S4-0S44. (23 M 24)

FEMALE share t bedroom apt. with same
StrathmoreVeteran. Pool, garage incl.

$07.50.479-1142. (23M24)

NEED someone to shrare 2-bedroom house in

Venice. $70 plus util. Call 021-9127. Ask (or

Rob. (23M24)

COME to 42S Landfalr. roommates are

there. Singles and one-bdrms j * POol« sun-

decks, garage. 479-5404. ^(23M24)

JUNE 1$ - Sept. 15 Mate. Ten mm. from

UCLA $92. so/month, air conditioning, pool,

garage, pool table. 479-7012 (23M24)

OWN room in 2 bdrm. $70.M. Six minutes
from campus. Start June first, almost. 470-

2479, Ed. ilMM24)

ISRAEL
IB way

laaxpaaoWo

EUROPE
EAST AFRICA

12 BEDROOM, Paol. Summer rates, S17S •

up. Fall laasM naw. 53M • up. 510 Glanrack.

4n-9M5. ^.- --- (21 MM)

^ LARGE COMFORTABLB ^^^ STUDENT APARTMBMTS t$L

FURNISHED BACHELORS A
1BEDR0OMC

Same rent Summer 4 Fall

Shawing NOW
Oapasit WIN bald
Acrass UCLA

705 Gayley 479-0500

FEMALE roommate to share clean,
beautifully furnished 2 bedroom in W.L.A.
Own room. $115. 024-9340. (UMM)

^For Sub-loose . . . . 24

BERKELEY: Lovely three-bedroom
apartment n—r tennis courts, campus, with
fall option. $210 /month. 540-9771. (24M24)

SUBLEASE: Walk to campus - hirnlshed,

spaclaus 2-bdrms. \ 1/2 bath. 4-iS 9-15.

SlM/mo. 533 1/2 Glaarock. 473-5505. (MM M)

APT • 3 people $45 each. Clase ta campusi
June 15 • Sept 15. 729 Levering. 473-1411.(MM
24)

MR FRANCE -747 last
t. retara anythne w'/raagrved seats.

rone. 12-lS. Fram SMI. •M>1M1, 0«S-
ri 41,M jj|.

%foring * . 13

LARGE 1-bdrm furnished apt.. SIN plus

utilities. July/August only, near campus,
call SS3 7140. (MMM)

I^RENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Bx-
Ualv. Pral. PaoMva raoalta any

'™"*** >^»w4"«*ohal malhad (trlall.
-••W. (itOTR).
IE exam, math - saccass can be f«a.

Professional mathematician, tan years
^perience. 413-43SS. ( 1iM Ml

tits. DELUXE single, 1/1 Waefc beach,"

baawtlfwily furnished, wet bar, buin-lns,

parking, 4 month lease. M ••^» Ave..

Venice. 3993509. <»»^>*>

LARGE attractive ona-bdrm apts in Santa
Mamca. SISS up. Paal. subtarranaan garage.

ch.elevatar. acaan view, walk ta baact
Santa Manka Fraaway. M45 Faurth St.. SM.
191-5554,592-9142. (S1QTR)

SINGLES, hachalars. 2 hdrm, styila^l 1/1

bath. paal. 3 Whs. campus. lOOM >-*hf*NnMk

(Hllgard). OR S-SSOO. (SI OTR

)

FRENCH: Exam praparaWan. intanslva
luage study, h-anslatlan. IHaratara. CaN

rmer UCLA teacher far raMtfts. tM-

IRE. LSAT. ether last preparatlan. In-
Mvidual and small graup insfractlan.
^cademic Guidance Svcs. OM Sa. Rahartian.
17 4390. 1 1> army

y/Typing 19

PROFESSIONAL IBM typing, theses, term
papers, reports, dittos. Emergency Service
available. Mrs. Louise Page, S.F.V. 705-

[4392 (19M24)

2 BEDROOM furnished June 15 - August 15

within walking distance UCLA m3-49M
9am-4pfn <**^

BEAUTIFUL claan refreshing ••"•;• f^J
one-bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.

Block UCLA. Air cond •^•' ^^'^gSJ;
Oarage. Reserve for summer - tan. •i»-^*

Landfalr. 4795404. (21M24)

IBM typist wanta term papers, ditsar-

tations, research. sclentWc. ate. Moderate
rates. 0L3 99M. (1^»^»»

[WILL IBM type OKm papers, ate.,

reasonable. Call Karen. Days: 274-5204, mte:
10574594. (19M2S)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,'

theses, dissertatians. Editing. Weekdays. 9

4 Barbie. 2O-2M5; Mae. 394-5102. (19ATf|)
.

= i I . **

SOI OAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

RtducBd SummBr RatBS

BachBlors-Singlos-OnB Bdrms.
JunB iStoSoptlS

OR 3-1718 - Mrs. Kay - OR 3.0S24

1 BDRM.. well furnished available 4/11-

9/lS. Faculty /grad or responsible person.

704-9701 eves. (24 m 24)

SUMMER- Huge 3 bedroom, 2 bath apt.

Balcony, farden, Westwood. $250 mo. June-

Sept. 477 44M. __.'** ^ '**

WALK UCLA. 1 bdrm/den ^••'..V"*.7/L
Lailt».p«fs, child welcome. 472-1155 (24**

24)

EXECUTIVE typawritar. Term papers,

letter*, resumes, statistical. Guaranteed
results. Eves after 5:Mr«mahands. Sharaa,
OMS407. .- (19 OTR 1

LARGE bachelors, $90 up »•"«'••' *}"
icross from Dykstra. $01 Gayley, <>•; J^';";

OR 3 0524, Mrs Kay (aiOTWi

FURNISHED Singles to •'••^•'
•'•I'J*****

pool, sun dech, parking. 433 Oayley. 473

44»f
(2»OTn»

FURNISHED > »>edroom apt. V1-9/15. Mar

Vista Large lenced yard $130 /•»»•
J^»J^

tft.lities Deposit. 390 0101. <»< '^ »*>

$150/mo 4^15/9 1$. Large «;"••"•'•,
WLA.Faculty/Grad preferred. •2*-4047. (24

M 24)

SUMMER rental Spacious J
5f.^'^®*L?

lurnishrd apt with pool. Beverly <>••" f

'

SJOO Call 47S 4004. (74 MM)

BRENTWOOD south of Sunset. 2 bdrm. &
cony- <**" Quiet Cut -de-Sac. $43,500. Sands

ftealtors, 474-4444.

FEMALE lovely large lu»nished ream B
1/2 bath with family. Kitchen privileges. $45.

3913317. (SIMM)

)/Aufos for Sale .33

(MOTRt TWTAPC).«2MW
iper

S2M -fiTMiir'

TRANS, architect owner in LA to sacrifice

exceptional, low-maint. Riviera view home
w/decks - orig. priced w/brkr in M's. now
40's • 2 sty. 2 bdrm. 2 Ig. bths. den w/wet bar.

indoor BBQ, bit In ktch all purp, conv.

Tsraae. Open House Sat, Sun A Men - 10-4.

S02 San Remo Dr., pac. Pal. '*»^- •™Y
may phone owner collect (Arli) *«a"^Wf*
tor details prior to Friday. No Brokes. (24M

WESTWOOD ne»r Siuhset. Choice 2-bdrm B
conv. den. Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.
IS9,000. Sands Reeltors. 474-4444. ( QTR)

PROFESSOR'S retreat. Serene country
living 3 bedrms. 2 baths. Peace/ A privacy -

immaculate condition. $49,500. Mrs. Martin.
024-4405/541 3042. (MM 25)

AUTHENTIC Spanish ...on Olendon Ave. 3

bedrooms, 1 3/4 bath, forced-air heat,

formal dinning room /breadfest room,
fireplace... a buy at $44,500. Wynn. 477-

7001. (34M25)

Y House fo Share 27

PRIVATE room. House near Westvirood

Blvd. Barbecue, patio, parking. 274-0103. 475-

2790. $14 /week. i
(27M24)

'44 VOLVO, model 544, $500. Origkial aemar.
0307017. • (33MM)

'71 PINTO. Big engine, low mileage, deluxa
interior. Royal Mue. $1000. 47904)1 after 4

PM. ^33 MM)

PERSONALITY plus. 1947 Musti
vertible. automatic, excellent con dition,

transmission. $1000 ar? Anita, 470-1035. (33M
14)

73 PINTO Runabout. R-H, »ir
w/extras. Mileage under Sm.
4392; $03-0944

$M00. 271-

«»MMI

'4S OLDS Cutlass 'Perfect' '41 Cbev vtm
custom 'twiine'. Must sell, sacrifice. Best
offers. 479-0714. ( 33 M Ml

TRANSPORTATION cars $99 and up-

American Kodiak m Santa Manica. 3W0
Santa Monica Blvd 030-7409. (J30TR)

ATTENTION StudanH. too beaaothd/law car

trade-ins and transportation specials.

Compacts pick-ups etc. Credit ofe'd By
phone. Call Mr . Rossi / Mr Asato. 03B-

3431. * (33MMI

'44 CHEVY II Mue statlanwi
new (tires, batteries, alternator

,

shack absarbers) $5M. 0M.7112. (SIMM)

ROOMMATE wanted to share six room
house in WLA. OOO^ach for three. Richard:
479-0740. (27M23)

BEACH house. Venice /S.M. 2 bedi aam
furnished. Parking. 17 minutes UCLA
Available. 4/0. $1I2.M. 394-0547.

WANT roommate who favors quietness and
nice place to live. $M own room. SM. 020-
»•'• (27 MM)

)-'44 fORVAIR for late
Dune Buggy. Best offer , caN ese-nii.
Randy. Apearna. (31MM)

'49 VOLKSWAGEN bagaatamatlc
stickshift. brand new radials. excaNaa*
condition. $1200. CaH Dr. Taahman, 94.
M33. (SIMM)

GIRL Share furnished Santa Monica house
with grad. Own room . $70. Sharan, 010-

(17 MM)

'49 TROT 4 plus. Xhit. cand. MJOO ML
Leaving country. Make e<4ar.471-lSM. (MM
14)

II.

FEMALE room mete --Spanish house. Own

'40 SAAB WJ
Radio. Pirelli tires. Best
evenings. (SIMM)

room . $03 /month. Call 474-4141. (17 MM)

FURNISHED, 1-badrm apt. daarman.
garage, pool, patia. view, dishwasher
available JuneSapt. $lM/me. 470-7091. ( SL
My M)

LARGE 1-bdrm duplax. June 1$ Sept. Ilth.

Negotiable. Hr. Pica La «••«•§••^'«/'"»
Prefer Graduate /respansible P«^o»-
Furnished. Appliances. 175-3314. (MMM)

ONE bedroom, furnished, ajipliancas,

utensils, pool, view. 4/15/71 • 11/11/71. S»S
/mo. 474-5004. (MMM)

BEAUTIFULLY furnished single, fireplace,

terrace, kitchen/dlning/dressing. 1-1

months negotiable. 11017 Strathmare. 479-

0301. (MMM)

JUNE IS- Sept. 15.^1}^. tapny, 1 bedroom,
furnished. Walk ta campus. 470-M17,
eves.

^ I
(24MM )

1 BEDROOM regularly $13$. now $20$.

Large; fireplace. $ min. to UCLA. DfV' •»»

4255 ; night. 477 50M. (24 M 2$)

MALE or female to share 2 brm. house m
Venice near beach, 4 months starting June 1.

Own room. $100 /month plus utilities. Daniel
or David. 399-M13. (27 MM)

SHARE 4 br. halfway to beach from UCLA.
9wn. $75. Summer or RtiTvoar too. 130- ~

mi. (17 MM)
NEATt Large house to share. Santa Monica.
Male /female. $M /month, own room.
ASAP (020-0041. (27 M 2$)

FEMALE grad share lovely furnished bomO
for summer. $M. Utilities paid. 5 min.
campus. 390-4004. (27 M 25)
- •

FRIENDLY folks needed to share S-bdrm
cooperative house on Mulholland near
Beverly Glen. 904-7443. ( 27 M 24)

/ Housing Needed 20>

HARVARD grad will house sit. do chores.

exchange for room . Dan Hirsch, 44 Linnaean

St., Cambridge, Mass. 021M. (MM 25)

PEACEFUL House wanted by 3 responsible
law students. Sept - June. References. Glen-
Brentwood preferred. 470-0993. (MMM)

'49 VW Fastback. Air AM/Fl
New tires. Extra clean. $14M. OH-TSSt airt.

3Mdays. (33 MOM)

'70 VW Bug. $147$.
Mictiefin X tkes. AM/FM,
excellent. Call 454-7242. (SIMM)

'99 VW. Very
Must setI by June 15. $2M. MS-oiil euae. (

M

M M)

TR» '70. Must sell by J
013 7001

Call MO-iMiar
fSlMM)

'44 VW Sguareback.
brakes, battery ; iust
S4S0/effer. Phil, 470-9907 (SIMM)

^Room & Board

SUMMER Housing: on campgs. ca-ed,
heated pool, barbogue* parking, roc. ream,
meals, cheap! I 479 9092. (RBMM)

APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
(ALL SESSIONS) AND FALL
NOW BEING ACCEPTED

FORLAMANCHA

'71 TRIUMPH SpiHire Mh. IV, whHe, Mack
upholstery, perfect csniitien. anfy 1700
miles. Must setl. Bargain at StOOO. CaN 499-
$107. (MMM)
'41 LINCOLN Continental class«c. ExceNonf
body, need mytrnt and tires. Mast seN - Al.
SS3S404 (MMM)

I

'47 CHEVROLET Caprice, auto. air. ps. vary
good cond. $11 SO. 393-1794. (33MM)

'49 FORD CORTINA 1400 OT (like a spar9y
batsua $10) Bxcellanl. radiala. $•». MO-
7473. IMMM)
'49 FORD. CORTINA I4a0 OT (LIK8 A
SPORTY OATSUN SIO)., EXCELLENT,
RAOIALS. 5025 190^7473 (S3MM)

1904 INDESTRUCTIBLE Volvo tlM. 4-«pd.
white, good condition. $300 firm Calt evas.
395-5212. (SIMM)

Lftj[MAM2HA

Singles. DeuMes,

Triples, suites

and Singles in

Suites Aveiiable

'57 FAIRLANE. Strang, eufo. excellent

transp.. $i2S/best offer 44) 0294 eves. Mvst
sefL (33 MM)

'44 VOL K 5WAGON trensportsr bus. HO
horstpower powerhouse. exceptionaMy
tanitary, gas heater SI3S0. 7$ 4S7 7$5t (MM

.241

$WtET eld 1951 Ford 2^r sedan. San v«
Clean, perfect transportation car 015-1M7
/47|f4)r (MMM)

Call La Mancha or Drop By
9M Hilgard Ave.

LA 90034
47$-$03)

71 MONOA sedan. Mbe new Law mitas. AM.
aesteffer Afters 00 PM. MO^TOlt (31MM)

'94 CADILLAC Beautiful body, <

tenor, gaadcandit»on.$tM t20-4iM.

74)

(MM

Confinudd dn f%^n^
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Optimistic on the future of earth science
iHW^BMi ' M** > « Sf**! .«-».

ErnstworkrM good teacmng-research balance
By Ann Solomon
DB Staff Writer

'it really doesn't matter what

we do in the future, we'll still need

, earth scientists." A man whose
career has included everything

from geologic mapping in Mon-

tana for the United States

Geological Survey to field geology

for commercial oil companies in

Oklahoma, W. Gary Ernst is

optimistic about the future of

earth science.

Ernst, chairman of the geology

"department, said in an interview

with the Daily Bruin, that his

"^otiginal'inteffest in eafth science

was paleontology rather than

geology. However while a student

at Carelton College in Minnesosta,

P^rnst switched his interest to

geology, 'i never really liked

cutting up animals anyway."
Having taught at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) for

a short time and at a school in

Switzerland, Ernst is very pleased

with the atmosphere here.

'Teaching is a very stimulating

life intellectually. I also have the

opportunity to think about things

that I want to think about, rather

than having someone telling me."
He feels that there is a good

^ balance of research and teaching

"here and he is still learning what
is worth teaching.

Concepts
- "When you teach an elementary

course, I feel the most important

thing is to avoid stifling questions,

even if you get sidetracked. I

make an effort to relate concepts

to things familiar to the average

student. Although I've never

taught the elementary course

before, I've never taught a class

where people just came in and

went to sleep either."

Ernst has done research on

various projects in such places as

the AJps, Japan and the Western

margin of California. He said that

the move into |ield work was

originally accidental. One of his

most enjoyable projects was
^geological mapping in Montana

for the U.S. Geological Survey. "It

was great. I spent JMot of time just

looking, if I found something that

interested me, I could work on it."

Progressiveness

Of the geology department here,

Ernst feels, "we have one of the

most progressive departments in

the country. Right now it is ranked

seventh, tied with Princeton. With

the program we offer, someone
who graduates with a bachelors'

degree is really qualified as a
physical aA^/or life scientist, and
the masters' program has an aim
Howard professional use."

This summer, Ernst will be

conducting a six week field camp
with a small group of geolofly

majors. The camp will be based

on the campus of California

Polytechnic College at San Luis

Obispo for five weeks, with the

sixth week to be spent in the are a long way from ^ning ac- advantage to contr i

Sierra Nevada Mountains. .tions and words. People won't do Of oil drilling he f^ ^"'^^^

Environment anything until it's too late, that's shoreline is not
^* 0*

Otthe environmental problems the danger. Industry wiU even- dangering even if w U?*^^ ^
of today, Ernst commented, "We tually realize thbt it is to their fuel." ^*needt^

D^^M^Xjary Ernst ^-—-.--

DB Photo by Gary Hom«.

Campus (Juestionhaire
—--/'
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Carnival to raise funds

for Jaycee programs
"I went to the EXPO Office ... and just got involved in it," said Sue

CuUison, a pretty freshman who plans to spend this summer working
with the YMCA ih Lima, Peru.
"In the past year they've worked with kids . . . and generally in the

slum areas," CulUson said, noting that the program has been in operation

for 10 yekrs. 'There will be seven of us going," she added, although the

program could expand beyond this number.
When asked what she expected to gain from the trip, Culfison

responded, "travel, see into the culture, help them." In the past, students

-have stayed in private homes, the YMCA Itself, and sometimes in

I
I
i

I

.# ^ ::

*
^k^
# This year's Daily, Bruin Campus Do y^ think the What's On heads}

S Section has been largely ex- (e.g. the little old What's On from!

# perimental to help us in evaluating Pasadena) are? clever, dumbrnof
# our experiments we ask you, gentle opinion (circle one). I

^ reader, to take a minute and fill out Do you do the crossword? everyday,
*

jt this form and drop it off at the DB usually, sometimes, never (circle f

office (Kerckhoff 110). one).
i# Do you read the campus section Do you read ttie feature stories

{

jl
everyday? usually, occasionally, everyday, usually, sometimes,*

i

t
and!

«

boarding schools

To help finance the trip, the West Los Angeles Junior Chamber of

Commerce will be sponsoring a carnival this weekend. Featuring booths Sl g^^g.\
and rides, the carnival will be from 10 am to midnight Saturday, Sunday ^ ^ ' *

^ never (circle one). never (circle one).
* Do you attend events you see listed Do you enfoy the trivia test

^ in Campus? often, occasionally, contests? Yes, No. m

# rarely, never (circle one).- —Do you feel there should be more oil

^ Do you read What's On everyday? them? Yes, No. ^

4. usually, sometimes, ne^er (circle General Comments:

and Monday, in the Federal Building West Parking Lot, at the comer of

Sepulveda and Wilshire. According to Ben Bess, a member of the
Jaycees, the revenue from this weekend's project will also be used for

other Jaycee program s in addition to helping send Cullison to Peru.
Cullison will s[)end six weeks in Peru, beginning June 21. The program

is sponsored by the University of Missouri at Colum bia.

^ Do you find What's On useful? Yes,
no (circle one). --^

Do you think What's On is? too long. Name,

«
I
«
f
«

i*i

too short, about right (circle one). Class or title

^fott^^it^itiHallc***^

DAILY
BRUIN

Continued )/Aufos for Sale 33 /Aufos for Sale 33 ^Aulas for Sale

^Aufos for Sale 33

'70 OPEL Kadett 109 hp engine, 17M milts.
$1300. U74 Mandcville Canyon. 474*143
anytime. 03M24)

'40 VW Bu9, FM. Sunroof, new fires, batf.
44,000 miles ong. owner. Best offer. 9M-
S4iS. (33M24)

•4f AUSTIN America 4 sp. Radio /heater,
very good condition. MM. Call 477-1100
evenings /mornings. 03M24)

DODGE yf»n. '4t VI. Auto. XInt. cond.
Travel equipped best offer takes. •37-3413
/•70 4347 (33M24)

'44 MUSTANG $«00. IfM Cov««r XR7
S229S. Call 47S-3974 ( aft«r 4 PM WMk-
<*«V»'- (ISMli)

VW Camper, lf7l pop top, AM-FM radio.
Many extras, excellent condition. 4S4-744S,
474 2454, $2«S0. (33M24)

•40 VW. AM/FM. Lo mi. New tires, ontiiit
excellent. $1000. Call evenings, Ui^SM. (33^ mm)

Cycles, Scoolers

V for Sale .

.

. • • • 34

'44 PONTIAC Grand Prix, immaciHato, 4-

speod. tach, radio, 44,000 milas, arlgiiMl
owner . %ni. 474-047t evM. (3)M 24

1

1^^^ Dart. Mags, glass pacs. Air
shodis. 4sp«td. Must soil. Leaving cowntrv
M.l.e.473 403$. (33M2I)

..>

'41 OPEL Kahett, turo^Mn, 47,0M mW%,
S700. After 4 PM, nO-SSlO. (13MU|

niles Bougtrt new. Excellent mechanical
ondition $3$oybest. Call,)9S.4374. (33 M24)

'43 v6lvo, 4-d»ir tan, 122S, Amann,
C0Nd.,S42S. evM,Sf9-lt12. (33 MM)

'4f PLYMOUTH GTX, oxtras. claan. t21S«.
•34-1113. (33M24)

^Bkycles for Sale .... 35

•4» NORTON 7S0. F11 A
^'^f^^'^*^^,

callMil condition, oHer. Days, *»^W I, •*«

417-—' **•

»»S» FOBO powor stooriMg,
powor brakos, aofomatic transmission,
radio, heater. Runt smooM. fits. 3»7-
'•*' (33M24)

FLEET Student, faculty discounts. Brand
new it72 Pintos, t1*4«. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asato, ^20 2431. Order now , credit ok'd by
P**on: (33M24)

VW '44 Wan. new '71 engine, now paint,
interior, clutch, brakes, etc. Must sell. ifSO
oroffer. After SPM, 39* S4S1. 03M24)

'70 VOLVO .2-door sedan, automatic, radio,
heator, Xint condition, teacher leaving

AINO'S '42 Volvo, very well worth $200,
radio, good transportatioi^, personalitv
Eves, 3«40«40. (33M24)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINO

4MeMilo
^^ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SCRVirB
°"a';"a'5?^?"i»-o""^

I across from G.M. Plant
5**' •!< 707 S - 24 Hours

"'*'^g?»'^T •*<VClo», solos, roRaIrs, low

Amorican, 1714 Wostwood, 47S-1S7I
QTR)

in

^M^oMcfiit, Contvrlon, oNior fine mokosi

Aunioriieddoalor 243f $. Robortson Mvd. 3

MM) **^'ca Frtoway. •lt.44U (3S

town. 273-t777, 277-4044. (33M24)

AH Sprite, 1944, excellent 1100 engine and
tires. H«rd and soft tops. Fiberglass fronts

Ml 4207. (33M24)
^.

'43 1/3 GALAXY XL, new tires, astros, 300
i4M/best oHer 399 $932 Jack. Must sell
Swell condition . ( 33 M 24

ATTENTION Students. Complote selection
of new and used Pintos and other compacts
£••' 2*f-Asa»oor Mr. Rossi, •30-2431. Credit
Ok d by phone. (33M24)

'44 CHEVROLET Caprice power brakos,
steering, hydrematic, air cond., radio, ex-
cellent condition, SlOOO/offer. SS4-4447. (33M
24) *

'71 MUSTANG hardtop 0000 miles • factory
warranty, VO, auto, lime green. $2400. 39t-
'471 (33M24)

CLASSIC 19S9 Austin Healey 3000. Excellent
condition. Call Nancy, 47«-^«^3. (33 M 24)

'U VW. Excollent cond.MTS. Call 4S7-794Sor
•77-419S(aftor9PM.) (33M34)

'49 VW Camper, pop top, AMFM, air con-
ditioning, rebuilt engine, $23$0. 245-1734. (33
AW 2ei

'44 VW fastback. Rebuilt engine, excellont
condition, bridgestones, FM stereo, Europe -

$000 4714341, 39$ UOO, 9. PM. (33M2S)

5.W .««,!!"* •»»«c««"ical condition. S«so.3ay, •2>0100, eves, »2>$0$3. (33 m j^j

'tM*C'^*-^ Convertible automatic, powersteering, now tires, glass r9»r window Verv
clean. Bost offer. 3*5-2104 (33'm 24)

70 VW Bus, red, AM/FM, now tires, osfroo,
|xcelient condition, mutt soil, t23St/offor:
'^*'****-

(33 MM)

fiM Iw S.1?""
•^•'•or. Good condition:

$•$0 V3t 5447. (33M24)

*4 VW Great trans. AM FM. Must soilmmed. Call eves., •2a^93$ (33M24)

'.Ycles, Scoohrs

For Sale. ^
;^cij:t%:"s'i,$«592"isrve::^*- rija»sj

••••#••••••«•••••

'72 HONDA CL17$, 2000 "••*'"/'%*SSi
cond, S4i$.«n-1 1*4 between J* JJ**"

HONDA CB140. Good condition. 'O^J^'^^^j

S2—.020.<1—

.

'45 HONDA 30$ recently rebo.lt
JJJJ"*^'

sWg. rtaity nice. 443^)29*.v«i. f^%^^
soil. __,_ -^

f. K-.NHA SL 350
'J^, jJl"'

//"' (Tm
Mil LctMikoBartlon Of *'"•'

24) -".^- .

HONDA 305, new battery. iu»» ""fiJSJ
condition, make offer. Jft-f***- '** —
19M HONDA 90 - citan. «i«P«'«**"»'j/7»l

»f5. Call 454-5479. ^.^^

yImAHA, 1949 30-c. txctllent rnKM-jj'

condition. Helim included. »J^^hI
9S3S<ovo«.) .^

V«- ^ lS«cc - like n'^"" ;*'"SiMJ*l
..< . ?all Melissa. 477 $401 ^^
•m

'43 CORVAIR. Runs perfect. Best offer. Uf-
V'* (33M24)

71 1/2 HONDA CLIN. Good CMidHfaM iik««

granuotHtt.4S1-943g. (MM 24)

wiiimU'iiSTJ^ 7* «••- conditionw/wofwot. S2t> /offer. 479-34g>. (MMM)

iVii"'!!^?** ••nneville 4S*cc 371 miles.
»»300. Mint cond. Domestic HelmetOioves CalH23-M12. ^ JIVM)

70 YAMAHA 100. Street and trail Never
oVj)*"

*'^' »»**^*"*' •^••. J^ 0M1 •m

LIKE now. 1972 Vospa
('^^.^e^^"'"

take over paymtnts. Low miltaoe "^^n,
4S00. -^

•4t YAMAHA 350. M"** »•"; '*^ 55ImMI
w/holmet. »350 /offor. 391-491I. ^^
it*iMBMi********7

2 DAYS LEFT TO ADVERTISE

^^ ^ y

-^r^ .••»

/

=^r« -.«

»

i

.V^p .ux ^. * V A.. .,_. I. -i '>-T •«.! 1,

t
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This is the last regular issue

of the Daily Bruin

for the year . . .

.
»

..T

•^I'U -^ —-'-r Sfc m^

^r

Thanks for reading.
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dent participatiorr-

[th faculty: where now?
ByDavcMcNary
DBSUff Writer

question of student participation in University governance has

^otly debated over the past years, yet there »« Wttl© ^^ **^ *^"

resolved.
' ~« "~ 7^^

lie subject of the faculty's Academic Senate here, the views are

r divergent. The Student Educational Policy Commission (SEPC)

—

jperienced what ft terms **minor successes" in this area during its

years of existence — mosUy through placing non-voUng student

Itants on Senate committees. .

much more obious have been the two defeats of mov« to give

Its voting rights on faculty bodies, once at the hands of the Senate

1969) and once by the stetewide faculty Academic Council (spnng

Defense iestimony close

as Davis triafnears end
-*

Commisskmer
..da Abrams, who has now completed her second term as SEPC

issioner, says, "It is pure irresponsibility on the part of the faculty

allow students to vote.

like to see the faculty givj that right to students, but it won t

i that way, because the facmty are negligent. If students are going

the right to participate fully in Univer^ governance, they re

to have to bypass the faculty,'* she said.

professor Benjamin Aaron, who will complete his second year as

chairman in September, said he would probably support giving

U full voting rights, although the faculty here overwhelmingly

1 that view in 1969. ,
-^:

Importance
I don't really care. I don't think that issue is one of

g"^^
J"}"

pie. I don't see how allowing the students to cast a vote would 4o

mg toward changing the balance of power," Aaron said. ^ ^
ams admits that at first, the student vote would be largely ^<*«> ?V
es that once students had esUblished themselves as responsiWe

ers of the Senate ("and I thtnk students have shown this), the

nee to increasing student represenUtion would be
*«f*®"^^

not implying that there wouldn't be some irresponsible students,

re are loads of irrespopsible faculty members now," she said.

Participation

. real issue, according to Aaron, is simply student participation

ir than rights. He said that greatest student input comes about as a

' of responsible, hard-working student consultants, saying that mosi

time, the committees do not vote but rather operate by consenaus.

ams agrees with Aaron to a large extent on the »mi»™"^ "
g responsible studente serving on Senate committees

However, sne

If there were a vote, committees that historically don tU^al

Its well, such as Committee on Educational Policy, would be forced

cognize students as equal members." i^«»;^n
.on and Abrams also agreed that the quality of student Pa';^J»^
ig the past year has been varied. Aaron says, "Some have b««i very

(Continued on Page 3)

By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer

A tabloid of intrigue, initiated by the Board of

Regents, unfolded in the Correctional Facility at

Soledad, and resulting in the issuance of criminal

charges against a former assistant professor of

philosophy here, is entering the final sUges next

week as both sides prepare final arguments in the

murder-conspiracy trial of Angela Davis.

The defense closed its case after only three day5 of

testimony against a case the prosecution took seven

weeks to construct. Over 100 witnesses from both

sides have Uken the oath of honesty upon which

Davis' fate will hang. Nearly 200 pieces of evidence

have been carefidly cataloged by the court Clert,

ranging from weapons used in the escape attempt, to

a blood-stained telephone number to a booth in San

Francisco's International Airport.

The reasoning behind such an abbreviated defense,

which at one time threatened to subpoena the entire

Board of RegenU induing Gov Ronald Reagan,

was best expressed by Leo Branton, the articulate

assistant defense counselor, who said last week,

•The prosecution case which took seven weeks to

construct and cost the taxpayers neariy $2 million, is

very convincing against Jonathon Jackson, but there

is no case against our client. If I were the jury. Mr.

Prosecutor, I would be forced to turn to you and say,

*Is that all you have?'
"

„»»^^^v
To this. Albert Harris, an assistant attorney

general, reinforced his beUef in the validity of the

state's contention that Davis was part of a well-

thought-out conspiracy which was motivated by

Davis' intense love for George Jackson, which

blinded her to the point of participating in the Marin

County Courthouse shootout which left a judge, two

convicts, and Jackson's brother, Jonathon, dead.

Judge Richard T. Arnason excused the jury for the

dav yttterdjy while Harris sought possible rebutUl

^Uiesses to i4fute defense testimony that Davis was

ncHwaTe of the guns being used by Jackson, that she

was not at the Marin County courthouse the day

before the abortive escape attempt, that eyew tneas

^Umo^ in terms of person identification is no^

l^iablc'and that the Soledad Brother. 1^^^
knowledge of any conspiracy to ««i" the^-^^ij^^

through ransom of Judge Richard T. Haley. Gary

Thomas, and three female jury members.

Th2 eikht weeks of prosecution testimony reached

a high point with the testimony of Thomas, an

assistant district attorney for Marin County, who

was paralyzed as a result of the shooting. Thomas

presented an fmpassioned description which in-

cluded the events of the kidnapping and the sub-

sequent shootout between sheriff's deputies. San

Quentin Prison guards and the convicts.

Branton challenged that testimony on the basis of

its validity because Thomas was wounded in the

shootout.

The case is expected to go to the jury next week,

after final arguments are presented by the

prosecution and defense.

Davis did not Uke Uie stand in her defense,

although she did present the opening statement at.

which time she told the jury of her disbelief over the

charges and her outrage at the chauvinist argument

that a woman could be blinded by passion for a man.

The state's case and the prosecution's rebuttal are

onfy part of the elements that comprise atrial of this

magnitude As much of a part of tiie legal fisticuff as

the participants are the jury, the press and the daily

specUtors who must now wait for a final judgement.

The jury one of the many surprises m the case,

was accepted on the second vote by the prosecution

and the defense. It was thought at one time, it might

take as much as six weeks to select a jury acceptable

to both sides. The defense accepted tiie second

seating, explaining that any jury could not be a jury

of Davis' peers because of the selection method used.

Jurors are selected from the list of voters in the

country. There are no Blacks on the panel, one

Chicano. and the youngest member is 22 years old

The press is an interesting conglomeration of local

national and international press corps memt>ei^

There is wide public interest in the trial in Eastern

Europe. The Eastern Europe correspondent. Klaus

Steiniger, from Neues Deutschland. had his visa

revoked by the State Department. Steimger was the

first East German correspondent to obtain a visa and

nearly a year of negotiations were required to

?S It. The State Department said it was not

revoked, but had merelyexpired.

The specUtors have been an interesting asswt

ment of d^ly visitors, friends of Davis, and mo^rs
«f hnfh thP accused and of witnessaa. On Tuesday.

^l^VB^Xr"FlecU Drumgo had ki«j^^»-^^

him on the witness stand from his mtiier in the

gallery.

t A ^»"
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Release of Goals Reports

postponed by Chancellor

No end to undergraduate courses
k:

.1
II liW I

.
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The final report of the UCLA Goals Committee still has not yet been

released.

Chancellor Charles E. Young said yesterday that the ineport, which was

submitted to him in February, would probably be released within a few

weeks. Earlier, Young had said he would release the report by April.

The report is expected to be quite critical Of undergraduate education

here, particularly in the area of undergraduate studies. v

The committee, which was formed in October, 1969, to evaluate the

purposes of UCLA over the next decade, completed its report late last

year.

The 19-member committee, which included faculty, students, alumni

and administrators, was given the charge by Young '*.
. . to evaluate

where we may be heading in the next 10 years and to recommend the best

way of getting there."

Young said yesterday that he had read the report and that he was in the

process of drafting either a response or a cover letter that would set forth

the essence of the committee's recommendations and his reactions.

As to why it has taken longer than expected to reply to and release the

report, Young said, "It was a combination of things: other pressures,

indecision as to how to respond and trying to decide how to make it as

positive a contribution as possible."

Young explained that he had some difficulty in ascertaining the goals:

"They are sometimes not as explicit as one would hope ... I believe that

the committee confused setting forth goals along with the adminstrative

procedures.'*— As to when the report would be released. Young said he would either do

so as soon as possible; or wait until fall quarter, to avoid speculation that

he was trying to withold the report until summer when reaction to it

would be minimal.

By Steve Rnbin

DBSUff Writer

"Th^re is no way we're going to get rid of all the

undergraduate business classes without telling

anyone," Alfred E. Hofflander, chairman of the

Graduate School of Management, said.

Hofflander's statement was in answer to a rumor

going around the Graduate School of Management

that after the 1972-73 school year, all undergraduate

business classes would be shelved.

Since 1968, when the undergraduate business

major was phased out, the number of undergraduate

business classes has been decreased.

"But it is not our intention to eliminate the classes;

that would be stupid," Hofflander continued.

"The undergraduate business classes serve two

purposes: first, students interested m getting ad^

,

to continuel
mitted to the Graduate School oi u
(GSM) can take these classS^ to „ "^
perience. Then when they are arimt*?.*^i
(then, .re no acUjjil reqLrenL^S^^Jl

^

expenence can help them pass the «,„^' I

given m the common JowTedS^C.*^.
exams «« be taken i,, heu of the cUssTS

,feeU quahned to paas them
« " »ei

Second the classes are taught in order to^"window" mto the type oT material a Z^confront when he comes to GSM ^^'
Students who would like tosee a stable i»mlundergraduate business classes and wouldZdsome research in order to find a way to pttvJphasmg out of any more of these cla^!J^

cor^ult Alan Cherry in GBA 5332 or call^ ij55825. This project may involve summer
woJk.

Announcements
The Associated Students'

Speakers Program lists the

following ' speakers for the

remainder of the quarter:

'^w

y

I

STRUNG OUT ON LENNY— SeH-proclaimed Lenny Bruce addict Frank-

Speiser will resurrect for an hour the late satirist and social critic, wtiose

cutting humor made him the subiect of controversy, in a show at noon

today in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. '

George Carlin, noted comedian,

will speak and do a short routine

at noon Wednesday in the

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Bill Russell, former basketball

center for the Boston Celtics, will

speak at 8 pm Wednesday in the

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Author Ray Bradbury will

speak and Fahrenheit 451 and

.another short movie preview will

screen at a program beginning at

6:45 pm Thursday in the Acker-

man Union Grand Ballroom.

., • • "A *
^

Approximately 200 tickets are

available for **Ca^ret," a

musical show to be presented this

Sunday at 7:30 pm in the

MacGowan theater.

If you gave a pint of blood in the

spring quarter blood drive, your

name wUl appear on a wiU-call

list.

Tickets should be picked up at

the MacGowan ticket office on

Sunday.

For more information, contact

Bob Bonds ext. 25-2021, ext. 28 or

25-7041.

Richard Wasserstrom and Leon
Letwin, two members of the Law
School faculty here, are

representing two students who
were an*ested oo panH>us on^Mi^y

11.

Harry Alexander was beaten by

police in front of the Law Schod
late in the afternoon on May Ity

according to Letwin.

Dwight Smith, a student in the

School of Architecture, was
arrested by police while he was
wiping blood from the face of an

injured red-haired student in the

Dickson Court, just east of the flag

pole.

— Anyone having witnessed either

of the above incidents, or anyone

who may have taken pictures

please call any of the follwoing

numbers: ext. 3238, 475-5207, ext.

3497, or 394-1053.

._, __*: ,*.I:.*- -

Three informatioiial meetings

regarding house advising in the

University dorms next year are

scheduled for the following times

and dates: 6:30 pm, iw"
Rieber Hall Fireside LoT
noon, Wednesday, Ackeri
Union Men's Lounge;
Thursday, Ackerman UnJ
Men's Lounge.

• * •
Undergraduate financial

offers may be picked u

Murphy Hall A129 from Thi
through June 15. Graduate
will be mailed to ai

during the summer.
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& SmRVWB DIRECTORY
AQUARIUMS-

AQUATIC IMPOdTS INC.

Custom Aquariums

Full line of

poflds supplies

Free Aquascaping

Repairs & Service .„

2008 Westwood Blvd.

47S9525

AUTO BODY RFPAII

COMPLETE PAINTING

& BODY WORK
-^ Domestic & Imported _.

Complete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

479 6103
PmERSONS STERLING

Automotive

2109Sawtelle\^.LA.

^UTO WRECKING & PAI

ECONOMY
Autosupply - Wreckers

Used - New - Rebuilt

Foreign and American

We buy wrecked—Ihused cars —
EX. 3^9956

1431 Colorado - Santa Monica

DOG KENNELS-

THE DOG HOUSE ;

*Grooming *Bathing '

*Boarding

A specialty large dogs.

Mon. thru Sat. 8-6pm~
-478M1I

~^~

2038S.SepulvedaW.L.A.

BOOKCASES-

BOOKCASES
25% to 50% OFF

Tor Office, Study or Dorin.

VANCO SALES

170 S. La Brea. L.A.

933-9127

AUTO DEALERS-

WEST¥KX)D MAZDA .

Sales & Service

Service while you Study"

Call 879^1953

2201 Westwood (At Olympic)

AUTO INSURANCE-
JAMES F. CAIRO

Auto Insurance Specialists

* Good Student Discounts
' * Renewal Discount

All Lines of Insurance

Call Day or Night

322 8170

Phone Quotation Welcome

AUTO RENTAL USEI
BUNDY

RENTACAR
(Me» models-

low Low Prices.

W^MfMonthly

Call 478 0676

12333 W. Pico. W.LA.

-BOOK STOR&-

COMPLET^
. BOOK STORE

New & Used

. . Text Books

BoughL&Sold

Mon. and Fri till'

9

. 477 8051

1002 Westwood Blvd., WW

FABRICS-

HOME SILK SHOP

Complete Fabcic Center -

Ftegister Now For Yottf

Student Discbunt Card

330 S. LaCienega Blvd.

655-7513

Los Angeles

>CAR WASH-

VILLAGE CAR WASH
Open 7 Days A Week

Polishing- Steam Cleaning

Complete Shell Service

4360 Westwood Blvd., WW
(3blks.So.ofWilshire)

474%36

COMPONENTS'

HI-FI A STEREO
COMPONENTS
(Check our

student discount prices.)

Trade ins, Sales A Service

Most Major Brands

8703059 or 398 6747

BARSHEL's

5512S.Sepulveda

.FORMAL WEAR-
RENTALS- SALES

Your weddingf party may

be served at any of our

Many locations

call 839-2464

CONTINENTAL TUX SHOP
3114S. SepulvedaBlvd.

FURNITURE RENTAL-

HUGE SELECTION

Furniture, Desia, TV & Refrig.

Low Monthly Payments

Use Student Body Card for Discount

Purchase option -

Free Instant Delivery

URENT FURNITURE

CALL NOW! 478 0856

1301 Westwood Blvd., West LA.

—HOTEL I MOTEL-
BEL AIR SANDS

Free TV

Dining Room, Cocktail Lounge,

Banquet Rooms
Special Rates to Students

CaU:47tl2U -
Sunset Blvd^ San Diegy FWY

INSURANCE

JAFFE INSURANCE AGENCY
All Types of Insurance

Auto - Fire - Life - Health, etc.

Convenient Monthly Payments

477 2553 or 879-0381

1171&W. Pico Blvd.. W LA.

MEN k WOMEN'S SH1RTS-
• THE SHIRT TALE ^

SHIRTS 14

Special Discounts to students

* Westwood Store
*

1244 Westwood Blvd.

475^1248

*BevfrtyHtfls Store*

9538 Santa Monica Blvd.

2715289

MOTORaCLE SALES I SERVICE

THRIFTY LAD HONDA

ijrgest Oeeter en tlit-

West Coast. Hundreds

of new and used Motorcycles.

Sales - Service - Insurance

Open7 0iys

2411 Uncoln Bhfd. SM
392-4105

HOBBIE SHOP

HOBBY HOW'S
Craft Material

Moitic Kits etc.

Discount to students

473^2021

11685NAional8lvd.

(at Barrington)

LEGAL SERVICES-
LASERS' REFERENCE
SERVICE OF THE WEST
HOLLYWOOD BAR ASSN.

If you need a lawyer

and do not have one, call

4626416
First Consultation

regulated by Assn.

MAIL Ir ANSWERING SERVICE

Stop Missing Important

Phone Calls!!

Be sure your mail remains

STRICTLY PRIVATE!!

Use our phone No. A
address. Excellent

personalized service.

Special student rates

Phone or visit our office

BEVERLY HILLS MAIL &
AN S SERVICE

265 S Itobertaon, Beverly Hills

6594210
MF9to5,Sa&Sul0to2

HONDA OaREY
sales- parts service

Insurance

open 8:30^6:00 M Sat

3916217
4421 Seputveda Blvd.

•MOVING & STORAGE—
HAMACK'S

Moving & Storaie

Min. Rates- 24Hr Service

Packing- Crating- Storage

Time Starts At Your Door

New & Used Fum- Appliances

AGENTS FOR

TEK VAN LINES. INC

2546 W Pico BtVd

DU. 9-8891- DU. 9^1214

—PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMUli

. BEL-AIR CAMERA 4 HI-FI

Cameras- ProjectoR

Custom Finishing

Rentals- Trade ins- 'ewJW
We specialize in Cinema Photnrvi

Student Discounts

For Advice call 477 956^-

927 Westwood Blvd

—SMAU APPUANCE REPWJ

CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC SERVICE

Sites; Portabif AppJiawn

Service on Small Appliance

For Service CALL 475 2532

231 4 Westwood Blvd.W

STEREO-RHAII

—OPTOMETRIST-
Contact lafnes

Eyes Examined

Prescriptions Filled

Mon. Sat. 930 to 5:30

Fri. Nite til 8:00

OR DONALDS. GOULD
Phone 451 4737

1301 Sinta Monica Mall

Santa Monica

BEL AIR CAMERAS* HI-FI

Custom Stereos & Componerrfii

Recorders- Speaters- Porti*

Radios* Tapes

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

For Expert Advice Call:

477 9569

927 Westwood Blvd.

,nPE«WITEIIS*)OIIIGWCHI«
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udent participatiori .::

iuedfroniP»^*> s*'?

and good representatives, but the majority have not — a lot of

.m to have lost interest."

Liaison Corpi

lis said the Liaison Corps (the group of students appointed by the

[commissioner to serve on Senate committees) probably had less

than any other SEPC project this year. "Part oC the problem,

is that we put extremely high standards on the people for Liaison

In addition to the committee work, he has to attend weekly

igs of Liaison Corps and do interviews with both faculty and

Us ''And a lot more is required of a student who sits on a com-

than a faculty member. He doesn't have the financial stability or

Friday. AAay 26, 1972 UCLA DAILY BRUirf 3

,

time
»» ,>

lere are difficulties for the faculty, according to Aaron, which also

1 a less-than-uniform performances. (Most faculty say that Aaron

le an excellent job as chairman.) "The faculty member's time is a

commodity," he said, adding that virtually no departmental

time" to allow committee members to do their work is being

^Aaron himself has none.

_^^^^^T:..^ Success ^._,. ./

,

Hilb head of Liaison Corps this year and the new SEPC com-

ler said a large amount of the success of a Senate committee

"on the people appointed to it, rather than its particular role,

ointments are the responsibility of the committee on committees,

ithe two major committees on which students are not allowed even

sultants (the personnel section of the Budget committee — which

recommendations on faculty promotions — is the other). Aaron

Some years they make excellent appointments, and some years

-e dreadful. We're trying very hard to change that."

[of the major criticisms of the Senate is that it is often slow to move

alters Aaron defends this, saying, "It's the nature of any

jratic organization. The procedures are not designed for speed or

icy but to protect faculty interests.'*

Protection

in the practice of protection of "faculty interests'* that Abrams

le Senate at fault. "The problem with tiie Senate is that the people

in the position of being responsible for most of the change on this

are a small group of people who stand to lose the most by those

^," Abrams said. ..

pointed out that meinbcrship of Senate committees and the

itive Assembly (the body of elected faculty representatives) are

made up of tenured faculty. Presentiy, 32 Assembly members

tenured and 95 are tenured.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Crime ami ninisM
University police report these

recent crimes, arrests and in-

cidei^ts on campus:

Officers arrested an l&-yeai*-old

Sproul Hall resident early

yesterday morning for possession

of marijuana. Police were first

called to Sproul about 4 am to

investigate a burglary. The
burglary victim told officers he
awoke to discover a man in his

room who said he was looking for

a band-aid and left.

As a result of this and other

information the victim supplied,

officers went to a room on the

same floor and after knocking,

entered with the house advisor's

pass key. After questioning the

occupant, they asked if they could

search the room. He consented,

and during the search, officers

found a box which they said

contained a green leafy substance

resembling marijuana. The
resident was placed under arrest

and transported to West Los

Angeles jail where he was booked.

* * • "

Police said an unknown suspect

fired at one of their cars a week
ago Monday. Officers said the car

was slowing down at the in-

tersection of Circle Drive West

and DeNeve Drive when the

driver heard a loud explosion. He
returned to find that a shot had hit

the pavement, further in-

vestigation revealed the bullet

was fired from the southeast.

A week ago Tuesday, an dTficer

observed a possible sniper in the

northeast comer of the upper level

of Parking Structure 8. He arrived

on the scene and observed a man
standing there with his pants

unzipped. The officer asked,

"What are you doing?" and the

man replied he was waiting for a

friend. When asked why his pants

were unzipped, fie replied that he

had just urinated. The officer says

he observed no evidence of recent

urination in the area. The suspect

was placed in custody and taken to

the University Police station. He
was later released.

-^^^--$^-^--^~ ^^^- ^

Police went to the Women's
Gym Saturday night during a

dance concert in response to an

indecent exposure report. Officers

were told a man had taken his

clothes off, jumped onto the stage

and then fled. Officers were then

led to an adjoining room where

they observed a nude man sitting

at a baby grand piano. Police said

he appeared to be under the in-

fluence of some drug and was
''howling and muttering" while he

played the piano. The suspect was
arrested and taken to the Los

Angeles County Jail Infirmary

where he was booked on charges

of being under the influence of

drugs. Bail was set at $50.

• • *
A parking kiosk attendant was

beaten Monday by two uniden-

tified suspects. The attendant at

kiosk 2, east of the inverted"

fountain, told officers he had

argued with a woman before the

assault. She left and returned

about 5 : 30 pm with two males who
attacked the attendant, beating

him around the head. They left the

area on foot. The attendant suf-

fered bruises about the face but he*

refused medical attention. Police

are searching for the pair.

if Ik •
Finally officers warn that

bicycle riders using the streets on

campus are subject to all rules of

the road. Police sav riders must

observe traffic lighw and rightKrf-^

way rules.

t-

.(Pald Advertisement)

UNDER 25?
If so, be patriotic ond,

1) refuse to pay your

federal income tax and

2) resist the draft

Fpr Proof and Rennedy, read

the pamphlet Giv« Young

P«opl« A Chanc*.

In the ASUCLA Bookstore, 49<t

ii

rUSEICES
Photographs by

LeIand D. Rice

"May 13- Jun«4

f f

X

HOURS:
Thursday 2 5 pm
Sat Sun 1 5 pm

and by appointment

defa imgatietff
1S39-1/2 Westwood Blvd.

477 S473 473-04»t
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Rom
ghetto hustler

to leader of

a revolution...

on the screen

as it really

happened.

Based upai his electrifying

test-selling atitobiognaplTy

^^^^HBr BHHBI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ .^,^- K„ ARKiDL D PfRL • Produced t>y MAHVIN WORTH
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PACIFIC'S^
PACIFIC*

PECK AT LIVE OAK
^CEMTURV^a"

r^nnirv West of Crenthew

447 8179
^

673 1824
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Marjorie Woo/man; Begent

secretary, knows Board best

I f

Uc- ^

'*/

' ^ wp»-->l*-.-^-.

By Cassy Mahoney Cohen ^

DBSUffWHier
'

"~ Marjorie J. Woolman is the lady

who works with and knows the

Regents best. This is no surprise

since she has been secretary to the

Board for the last 12 years.

Contrary to popular opinion, she

is not secretary to the President of

the University. Her office serves

the Board only, in matters

ranging from indexing of past

minutes to buying new chairs for

monthly Regent meetings.

"Woolman, 57, has worked for the

University for the last 35 years.

Last November, her service was

noted and commended l>y the

present Regents. . . ,

"It was a long process to get

here. In 1946, 1 was recommended
as assistant secretary of the

Board. After that, I became
associate secretary of it. Then,

secretary to the Board of

Regents," she said.

. Secretariat

The Office of the Secretary to

the Regents does not consist solely

of Woolman. She has many other

secretaries and office personnel

working under her. As Woolman

p:i:.-...^^»^
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^ •
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Medieval historian here

named research lecturer
-Lynn White Jr., history professor here, was appointed faculty

research lecturer for next year at Tuesday's meeting of the

Academic Senate.

White, a mediaeval historian, has taught the history of the

Middle Ages here since 1958 and founded the Center for Mediaeval

and Renaissance Studies, of which he was director from 1964 to

1970. • :--' >.;
'

• .'
.. , ,

-;
'^-^'-^--'

- In addition. White was responsible for bruliging togetiier several

dozen noted mediaeval authorities earlier this year for the first

symposium on the history and culture of the Middle Ages held here.

The appointment was made by the Faculty Research Lecturer

Committee owing to
*

'White's far-flung scholarly production,

many-faceted and intellectually challenging, which has made an

extraordinary impact on historical research and study in this

country and abroad," according to William Matthews, committee
chairman.

"

White will also serve as president of both the American
Historical Association and the Mediaeval Academy of America
next year. ^

""He was honored *^in particular recognition of his extensive and
far-ranging contributions to scholarship, which by virtue of their

brilliant creativeness have brought great prestige not only to

himself but to UCLA as well," Matthews said.

says, *'I work as sort of an

overseer or supervisor for

everything around me."

The Secretary and her helpers

are responsible for writing up the

minutes of Regents committee

and Board meetings, indexing

minutes, recommending changes

or additions (on various subjects)

to the^Board, acting as custodian

for valuable documents and
records of the University,

research for the Board, and in-

terpreting and preparing for

Regental decisions, among other

duties.

Woolman began to work for the

University upon the recom-
mendation of a former Secretary

of the University. She had just

ended a war-time service in the

Women's Marine Corps, and
immediately began taking

transcripts of the Rege^jts*

meetings. '"_ —^^~

First meeting

'•Bob Underbill, the Secretary,

went out of town at the time of my
first meeting and left me to fend

for myself and take my first

transcript alone," Woolman said.

Keeping an objectii^e attitude

during meetings was -^originally

difficult for her and Woolman said

she had to work to acquire aii^

impassive look during ^Regents^v

meetings. \

**ln the early years, ^anyone

could look at my face and tell you
exactly what I was thinking," she

said. '*I think I have curbed that

now. You must remain com-
pletely objective, especially in

regard to taking the minutes,

though you can take a real interest

in everything."

She says she enjoys every

minute of her work but said she

has no one particular interest in

regard to committees or pet

projects within the university^

OM records

However, Woolman is ex-

tremely interested in old records,

deeds, and documents of the

University of California.

As Secretary, it is of the utmost
importance, to her, to **sum-

marize our minutes in a way that

all will be able to understand now
and one hundred years from
now." She said, "The records are

with us, not only for ad-

ministrative value but for

historical value. They are the

story of the history of California."

Presently, her office is im-

mersed in compiling an overall

index of all the minutes of the

Board of Regents ever taken.

Woolman explained that they are

presently bound in separate
volumes. She estimates that it

•'will be a long time before the

task is completed, since the public

documents go back as far as the

1860's."

Unmarried
Woolman is unmarried, and

lives with her mother in the city of

Lafayette. She focuses most of her

interest on her University job, but

said she does play some golf. Her
greatest pleasure is the annual

trip to Coconut Island in Hawaii,

that she enjoys with Regent and
Mrs. Edwin Pauley, each sum^
mer.
Though Woolman keeps an^

objective attitude towards
Regental goings-on, she has some
opinions acquired over the years.

She (iommehted on the possibility

of a student Regent on the Board
and said, *'No, I wouldn't favor a

student Regent. Even the rotating

President of Student Body
Presidents' Council can not hope

to represent all his constituents."

Woolman chuckled softly and
added, "But it would be funny to

see how all the other Regents

would react to a student Regent.

And the Chancellors, too, since a

student Regent is one of a group of

their employers." •

<•' -^

Maiorie j. Woolman

Registration^aS

available here sou
Fall quarter 1972 registraii^l

packets will be available l\
pick up according to J
following _leUer groups at id
Murphy Hall.

'^'

AtoG
-^—

^

Jane 1, 2 to August 25

HtoR
'

^__ June 5, 6 to August 25

'v StoZ
June 7, 8 to August 25

First day to enroll or register

fby mail is noon, July a;.!

priority for enrollment is by

postmarked date.

Last day to enroll or register I

by ill all is ihidhight, August 25;

if fees are not paid by this daten

enrollment in classes will ke|

cancelled.

.'^. ''

HELPLm

825-7646

\
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^/VHY Yet^SHOULD BOYCOTT BANK OF AMERICA
.;.^_^;i.-

"•J

WAR
<.*'

iCOLOGY
V

:

Bank of America has bankrolled the war. It financed construction c^

mihtary roads and rails in Thailand, loaned money to military-con-^^-

trolled banks in Vietnam, served as depository for AID funds and as

fiscal agent for the Department of Defense in Vietnam, and financed

the five lorgest supplemental military, airlift contractors.

-rfci*wa---

Bank of America does use recycled paper. But it also promoted

and financed the California Water Project which would have killed

San Francisco Bay if the Sierra Club hadn't stopped it. BofA finances

some of California's major polluters: oil companies, steel mills,

airlines that still use "dirty" engines. B of A opposes ecology efforts-

"it invested $8,000 Irr^the campaign to defeat the Cleofv Environment

Act.

ECONOMIC IMPERIALISM

Ta$f~yeaT^a'sT^ehgd1 freed itself from the colonial status kfrce&xjpon-

It by the military-dominated West Pakistan. Bank of America suppor-

ted West Pakistan's policies. BofA was a founding member of the

W.Pakistan controlled Pakistan Industrial Crecjit and Investment Corp.

which masterminded the exploitation of East Bengal. Up to the time

of the war virtually all B of A loans went to West Pakistanis and

their enterprises. B pf A is an important lender to Greece, South

Africa, Rhodesia. This year B of A formed a new European Invest-

ment bank to finance programs with the repressive'regime in Bro-

zil.

.'<C^

MINORITY OPPORTUNITY

Bank of America's work force includes 77% women. b\it women hold

only 24.6% of the "official and manager" positions. Only 7% in this

category ore minorities. Despite Its status as world's biggest bank,

BofA last year did not lead California banks In Smoll Business Ad-

ministration loans for minority-owned small businesses. y' '*!^^^'

You can do something about Bank of Amoi'icci

One-third of BofA's Westwood
activity is with students. Don't act unless you feel

you have a reason. But if you do: Deny them your

business, deny them the use of your money for war
and exploitation. Withdraw your account and sdy

why. Write or phone A.W. Clausen, President of

Bank of America and Bank of America Center, San

Francisco 94120, tel. (415) 622-3456. For further

information contact: Bank of America Boycott Commi-

ttee tempoVdry address, 304 S. Ardmore Ave. *101

L.A.90020. tel. (213)381-2195.
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tch views 'straitened' btjdget$,studeiit input
... «

BySMieHaUgo ' .

DBSUff Writer

^ tkW i« Mm twenty Second and last in a imrin o* interviews witt»

. fw of Ca ifOfT..a Regents Only Regents Ronald Reagan and John

Jere unawailatoKWor .nterviews.) ^

it Ctiarles J. Hitcti is l)etter known under tils other

President of the University of CaJifomiJL

bil Quiet man, Hitch has been UC president since

hQ68 when he replaced Harry R. WeUman, acting

ideiit after Clark Kerr's dismissal by the Regents a

fore

L 62 is in the unenviable position of being suceptible

tism from aU sides - students, faculty, staff, other

the public and sUte government.

,e former assistant secretary of defense in the

administration has managed to present a cool,

and witty personality toward all parties. Most

say he is an articulate spokesman for the

5ity. no matter what the issue, r

Administrators

I
has been at the administrative helm of the

sity during its most serious financial crises.

straitened budgets have made it very difficult to

[in the range of programs we ought to maintain," he

/ere short on sup^ies and equipment, particularly

sciences," he added.

3sed budget cuts by Gov. Ronald Reagan and the

^gislatiire are complicating efforts to sustain Uie

r of UC education, according to Hitch, but he feels the

iDf Regents has been "fairly" successful so far.

Knk we've been fairly successful in holding Uie line on

so far but we are threatened," Uie former Rhodes

said during an interview in his University Hall

icross from UC Berkeley. —>™J.^^ ^
I

r Faculty

haven' t suffered seriously yet," he said ^eUy. He

Is a financial troublespot '*the inability, because of

'levels, to compete in the attaining and hiring of the

Mailable faculty members."

effect of the inabihty" may not show itself until ten

\e years 'down the line," according to Hitch.

Regents, in Hitch's estimation, have two "very

ant " roles. "One," he explained, "is to be the final

I on University policy. The second is to take an active

It in what is going oft in the University and ask

ms."
. c Important job

(of the most important jobs of Uie Regents, according

^h, "is to choose a (UC) president and let him run the

tion and not refuse to take his advice.

•- ——— -.- ». .•...1

"I hope that on most issues the Regents will take the

recommendations of the president. I think that ia true in

most universities and it*s right that that should be so," he
added.

A key decision of the Regents since Hitch has been

president is to permit "the Academic Council members
and the student body presidents to participate in

discussions at Board committee and Board meetings."

"I know that many students don't feel this has gone far

enough, but it was a very major step," Hitch said, giving

his idiosyncratic amused smile.

Student body

"I think the participation of the student body presidents

has turned out to be quite important, particularly in

committee meetings and that they have influenced the

Board on several occasions," he maintained.

^ ..-'• 'w' -f'''. '.
','•

\
.

DB photo by Susie Hatago

Charles J. Hitch

UPaid Advertisement)

The Academic Council, apart from its chairman, has not

availed itself of the opportunities to participate in Board

discussions, Hitch said.
~

Gov. Ronald Reagan has some degree of influence on the
.

Board, according to Hitch. "Tlie governor has participated

actively in debates and has taken positions. I'm sure this

has some influence on some Regents," he' claimed. ^ .

"On the other hand, I think the Regents are pretty strong

and independent people and the extent to which any one

person can influence them is limited.

Active governor .

"But the governor has taken a much more active role In

the Regents than I think any previous governor," Hitch

said. ^ .

When asked whether the governor's active participation

is either good or bad for the University, Hitch smiled and

answered, "No comment."
Tuition, or what the Regents poorly disguised under the

title "educational fee," was opposed by the professor

economics when it was first introduced.

"I wish it were possible to get rid of it altogether," Hitch

said, adding, "I do not think that at the present that is a

practical possibility." ^

Ed fee

His advocacy of using ed fee monies for capital outlay

(construction) has raised the ire and indignation of student

leaders and some Regents. (One Regent said, "We have an_
edifice complex")

Hitch answers his critics with: "My views on this are

very pragmatic. The ed fee should be used for whatever the

greatest need of the University is for funds."

He pointed out the University has been unable in recent

years to obtain funding for capital outlay projects.
-

"If we can arrange to get capital outlay funds from the

state government, 1 would be dehghted to use the ed fee for

something else or do away with it," Hitch said.——
.

^.— ' - ' 'Publish or perish* ^

He unhesitatingly affirms the existence of a "publish or

perish" tradition for assistant professors in the UC. "It's in

all major universities," he smiled. "It is very important

that the faculty conduct good research. It is abo imporUnt

that they publish it," he added.

Teaching and research are "so inextricably joined you

can't separate them," according to the ex-chairman of Uie

Research Council of the RAND Corporation in SanU

Monica.

At Regents' meetings, Hitch is often viewed tiu-ough a

mist of smoke from one of his cigars, which a few Regents

from time to time borrow. He is married and has one grown

daughter.
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Last year only 2 of 50 students knew what these initials stood for.

This year, UCLA's stgdent government wants tp reach those students

who don't know.—T f-'
^ j"

tt^,i

In order to do this, students who are willing to put time and- effort

into s ei ving-^n these umvefsity boards are urged to pick up appli-^

cations for these positions in Kerckhoff Hall 304. . „-
Explanations of the functions of each board are available m KH JU4.

Previous experience is not fa prerequisite.

J)f

' •C'*'

Alumni Liaison

Board of Control

Communications Board

Finance Committee

Housing Board - Westwood

International Program Commission

Student Fund Board of Directors

Student Parking Review Board

University Policies Commission

Registration Fee Committee

Student Health Committee

Elections Board

Intercampus Athletic Advisory Board

Public Ceremonies

Stadium Executive Committee

Student Judicial Board

Teach In Symposium Program Chairman

University Athletic & Recreation Policy Commission

Westwood Community Committee

Vending Advisory Board

Housing Committee - Residence Halls

Committee to Reform Student Government

Tl
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(Coatinued from Page 3)

(Tenure is security of em-
ployment. This means that once a

faculty member has been
promoted to the level of associate

professor, he cannot be dismissed

except for age or violation of

ethics.) - -

Faculty

**The tenured faculty has the

most to lose by changes because

it's obvious that they are the ones

succeeding the most under the

present system. Yet they have

most power, so the Senate has not

really been looking at fun-

damentally changing itself,"

Abrams saWF. —
Yet Aaron believes that the

Senate has undergone "profound

changes" through a

reorganization of the Assembly

that went into effect in February,

and a reorganization of the

committee system that is nearing

completion. **The representation

within the Assembly is infinitely

better than >^ ^^^ before," he

said. Previously, members were

elected from groups of depart-

ments, and now individual

departments do the electing. The

percentage of attendance is up

considerably over last year.

But Abrams said, "All you've

done is this reorganization is

make things more efficient for the

most powerful people. The time

has come for faculty to look at the

entire system of governance but I

seriously doubt that they'll do

much."
Pressure

Already, the UC faculty is under

some public pressure, as the

Governor and State Legislature

felt they had a sufficient mandate
deny salary increases for last

year and this year to them. More
recently, the Governor's office

has been attempting to impose
standards for faculty workloads—
how much time per week a

professor should spend in the

classroom — which has un-

derstandably been >*ith iri-

dignancy on the part of faculty

members.— ~

—

-— — , ^
Abrams said, *'I don't want to

see a faculty workload, but I can

undersUnd why it's being brought

up. No one is willing to make any

kind of real change.''
""^"'•""^^

She cited the fact that it took

nearly four years to change the

foreign language requirement in

the College of Letters and Science,

despite strong student support for

the change. ^ .*

University

Aaron feels the problem is time,

"'it's becoming increasingly

important to re-examine our goals

and examine what the University

ought to become. But we're so

used to dealing with crises and

putting out fires that we really

lack sufficient time to think

through where we're going."

There is no disagreement that

the Academic Senate is the proper

body to do this. Abrams merely

believes that it is being done in-

correctly.

"You can't really pinpoint

where the problem is. You can't

really fault the committee on

committees, because they were

elected by the people interested in

the Senate. Those people are in-^

terested because the opportunity

for power is there. So how do they

get that power? Through the

Committee on Committees," he

said.
"I suppose if you could find one

thing on which to blame the

Senate's problems, it would be the

question of tenure. About all it

does is maintain the status quo
and the faculty have to deal with
this question," he added.

Because of the pressure on non-

tenured professors to become
tenured, Abrams believes that

this hinders their participation in

faculty governance. "An assistant

professor's life depends on
whether the people in his

department like him or not.

You're also just starting to teach,

and you probably have to teach

large classes of undergraduates.

It's essential that you compile the

sort of publishing record that will

give the department 4 good
reputation," she said.

"Now if you get involved with

something like the Senate and
work actively for change, you're

really putting yourself out on a
limb because faculty in your
department are going to won<ler if

you're spending enough time on
research.

Trouble

"If you make trouble — and by
that I mean working for some
kind of academic refoirm or

spending lots of time with your

students— you'U never make it to

associate professor," she said.

Abrams
feels tj^ ., I

for reform in thi.^^ i^

[ocometromiSr^
the faculty or AH N
**'^^»«'-e are no f^''^

substantiate whan H
assistant profe.L ^%
Chancellorfsnt

'
l^^

[acuity decisioifxSr
the negative sense.M

I

<
The Chancellor tpou I

the power to o^S":^
ment's rernr*, **rf
regarding .r.^Z'^A
rarely uses it.) ^^'*i|

^'•ganized

**But the students n
organized and begin to (2,

they re the ones who su^ferJbad decisions are made AiIpublic outcry about ftbecomes louder, more andor the students'
demani'

seem reasonable."

She was not nearly as opua
about what faculty could dT
professor wanted to get sornei
done, he should concentJ
research for about 20 yearsm
conservative

educationally

active in the Senate
i

becoming a tenured
profe
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SIX BIG
SHOWS

Fri.7:30-11PM; Sat.1 :30-5PM; Sat.7: 30-1 1PM; Sun.T:30-5PM; Sun.7:30-11PM; Mon.2-10PM

TICKET PRICES: . . ,

FR I DAY-SUNDAY: $3 per Show; MONDAY: $5 per Show; ALL SIX SHOWS: $15.

-C AT THE FREER FESTIVAL GROUNDS
(Which is really our huge parking lot, located behind the Free Press office at 6013 Holly-

wood Blvd., just East of Gower). CAPACITY IS 5,000 PER SHOW.

Because of concert commitments, we can not mention the names of many of the big acts
that will be appearing. But some of those that we can mention are: MURRAY ROMAN
(MC), ALEX RICHMAN, SPARKS, HIGH VOLTAGE, GERONIMO BLACK, "THE MAR-
TIAN SPACE PARTY" {first LA. showing of the new film by the Firesign Theatre),
ALBERT COLLINS, JEFF THOMAS, TIM ROSE, BONES, CHRIS SMITHER, JIMMY
WITHERSPOON, ENGLAND DAN & JOHN FORD COLEY, SPIDER, LAMBERT &
NUTTYCOMB, GYPSY BOOTS plus more names being added every day! For complete
schedule of performances and performers, see the ad in Friday morning's TIMES or" listen
to radio stations KPFK, KMET, KNAC or KLOS
|Tickets available NOW at the Free Press office, or at the Box Office:

5959 Hollywood Blvd. (just East of Gower).

• Uw-cttt loans

• Saving facilities

• Abtve average dividend

• CiRvenience

• pravan ufety

• Caafidantial service

• Private ceunseliag

• Lean Pratectien InteriflW

• Ufa Savings intariw*

• Oamacratic contrel
^

Do theae services

"ring a bell" with your

financial needs? If w.

a credit union can bed

valuable service to

your security now and

in the years to come.

Let us help you get the

^ht numbers for your

future. jPall or write.

.M«nb«r.Wpop.n»«>
UClA

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNK

t^
t

ed editorials fepresent o mojorWy opinion of the Doily

i Editorial Board. The Doily Bruin Sounding Board columns

nen to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

inion contrary to a Doily Bruin Editorial position. All other

cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

J not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boord
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Editorial

The Counselors Corner
By Theodore L. McEvoy and Don B . Schroeder

LiL,^

McGovern
jrge McGovern should be President of the

sjd States. He should be President because he has

ified himself as a leader with courage in, the

^te as a thorough administrator >yith the Food

^eace Program , and as a man capable of pulling

country together in a positive direction by his

OTents during the capipaign. ^ -

id, happily, McGovern has been picking up un-

jvable support from diverse sections of the

Jrican electorate. But the fact that he should be

wdent doesn't meap he will be. He has main-

>d his courage against crushing odds, and now

time to put out for him ; and invest energy not

in one candidate but in his vision of America.

jGovern: vote for him, and work for himr^

le country you 3ave may be your own.

e following is the Daily Bruin position on the

5 Measures

:

^ " ^

;s on Proposition 2. The act speaks for itself in

iding three hundred fifty million dollars for

instruction of the statr school buildings. They

it.

' •---,
,

- '--.

, on Proposition 3: It looks all right at first that

y defendant in a felony case be compelled to seek

isel, but operationally, we feel that such a

sure holds the danger of encouraging deals and

copping. .

s on Proposition 5: Yes, we think Regents should

pproved by themajority of the State Senate

.

irry , there's just too much stuff in Proposition 9 to

it either a **yes" or *'no".

te early; vote often.

(Editor's ftote questiwts to b« answered eittter privately or in tite

O.iiiy Brum ShowM be sent to the SttNlent Counseling Center, 3334
MurpHy Hall.) :•

*

Loneliness and Solitude

The following article is divided into two parts

dealing with some of the issues involved in

distinguishing t>etween loneliness and solitude. In

the first part Dr. McEvoy offers a subjective view

of his own musing on the issue of loneliness, while

in the second part Mr. Schroeder speaks to man's
need for solitude.

Loneliness

. _2_ On the mountain I stood^ '
^

• .At one with the stars, '

-

And utterly alone

Sometimes when I am by myself, making
grimaces before a mirror or reading graffiti on

bathroom walls, I think about other people and

wonder if they too makes faces at themselves or

read and write these secret lines in solitude.

Surely they must, I tell myself. In dense freeway

traffic I glimpse a well dressed lady wincing at

herself in the car mirror, not knowing the

presence of my eyes. As for graffiti, I do not

witness the reading or the writing of others, but

find, in hidden corridors of the Basilica San Pietro

or on the rotting columns at Sounion, evidence that

these very urges know neither time nor place. Still

there is a solitary silence that engulfs such deeds;

rare reference to them is jocular rather than

candid, intimate rather than public, diso\yning

rather than self-expressive^ v^ '

\Nha t sup?

I wonder at the smalfchildren who are initiated

into this silent language of personal vanity, of

sexual longing or courseness, of wit, and even

rhyme, and sometimes hostile prejudice, all

cryptically revealed. And the code of silence is

also 9<ftnehow sensed and quickly mastered. I

wonder that I too ponder all these things silently,

rarely mentioning them, and never offhandedly.

From early on we each begin to sense our fate as

humans. One of the most pervasive conditions of

this fate is aloneness; being alone in many ways:

alone gloriously to dissolve in the hnes of a Mahler

symphony; alone humorously to make funny

faces at ourselves in mirrors; or alone painfully to

die. flicked in stiffering or gasping fqr breath,

perhaps even unloved and unwanted.

And we would not be alone. We would rage

against aloneness. We would surround ourselves

with friends, a lover, bright lights, or happy times.

We would rush into social groups or to an analyst's

couch. We would give ourselves unto a frenzy of

activity, or would lose ourselves, momentarily, in

orgasm. We would rail against loneliness — ex-

plain it. analyze it, deny it; we wOuld call it

neurotic and search for a cure. Patiently, quietly,

loneliness would wait for its time to come again

into our lives.

Some are fated to be"mbr§' SToliiFIhSH dth^fsr;

the isolates or outcasts, the forgotten or ignored,

the deformed or ugly, the unimportant and the

losers. And all of us are lonelier sometimes than at

other times; in old age, in the death of a loved one,

in a failure, surprisingly, even in moments of

great joy. It is in intensity that we most sense our

separateness, the seemingly unbridgeable gap

between ourselves and any other person, a gap

only rarely, and for an instant, spanned.

How are we to understand this fate? And how
best do we live with it? Lincoln once said, **!

destroy my ^enemies by making them my
friends." Loneliness has its virtues, can we not

make of these a silent friend? Alone we are free to

run rampant in fantasy, to imagine, to invent, to

dare, indeed to be, just as surely as to escape.

Alone we have the time to do small things, to

wander aimlessly, to laugh easily at private jokes.

Alone we can find refreshment in quiet, free from

the press of obligations or the expectations of

others, unfettered by excess stimulation. Alone we

have, the luxury of undistracted time to be

creative. And too. only when we are alone, can we

truly know ourselves without pretense, deceit, or

prejudice. ^

What unexpected joy to walk alone through

silent forests and sense intensely the presence of

strangers who have passed before, to rest alone in

Gothic churches and to share the pride of work-

n)en who labored long before, to know the thrill o^

too much happiness, and feel at one with every

^"^
(Continued on Page 10)

lOOMOOOOOOOOOOl
•^r

lat has happened to the Goals Committee

)rt? Most of you probably won't find out until next

Lember, because Chaiicellor Young managed to

Letters to the Editor:

from releasing the final report as we put out our^

issue of this academic yjear.

le report— the result of a two-year examination

University's goals by a 19-member committee

iculty, student, administrators, and alumni — is

really that big a deal to students, because its

iply one more affirmation of something they're

aware of— that the education they get here isn't

it could be. •

/e can appreciate the Chancellor wanting enough

le to soft-pedal the report — the public image of

.A it presents is not all that pleasing. Never-

less, the idea behind the report is not just to state

lis, but to provide parameters for the University's

•e operation. ' Within that context, it seems

itless to withhold the report any longer, _. „

education here isn't what is ought to be here, then

lorough re-exam inatioti of priorities and solutions

essential — right now. The report of the Goals

mittee should be released immediately.

Letter to the reader.^
Well. Kiddies, it's time for us to quit fooling around with dunri-

Ues in the DB office. Summer's here and we must rambl6 off in

wrch of our pots of gold.

We can even get serious for a moment and hope that you've

njoyed our section. To our readers, over the last year we have

rted to present material that was interesting and informative. We
Iso ran your letters. For those writers that we pissed off either

firough ineptitude, insensitivity, or downright obnoxiousness:

^e're not going to worry about it so why should you.

Kudos to J.M , R V B., R.A., C.C, D.O'H. O.D., O.Z., J.R.. and

J.W. for the fun times we've had. And a special thanks to Allan

lemingway for generating so many letters during a slack period.

We dcfn't need to brag but the rest of the staff down here at the DB
ffice all agrees: we're primo, definitely out of the ordinary. And

I'e feel that's true for our section too.

Have a nice summer; good luck in the A-8. And in the great

radition of our courageous letter writers the editors of this section

proudly sign off . . . ^miu%.u^\aNames WHhheld

l^iirrapped for
Editor:

1 find the ad '*Tit for Tat", West

LA. Music, particularly of-

fensive, and several other have

concurred. (As a matter of fact, I

arbitrarily consulted with six

people, all of whom were offended

by it.) 1 would have hoped to

credit the Bruin with the ability to

discriminate from so-called

"liberated" ads and downright,

"gross, male chauvinism" Would

the Bruin's format resort to racist

ads?
Linda Reitman

School of Public tiealth

Eleetions -».

Editor:

Yesterday, Moris Davidovitoz,

one of the candidates in the UAC
elections, raised objectives to the

manner in which those elections

were run. Specifically, he accused

election officials of biasing the

elections in favor of his opponent

1 would like to respond to his

charges. t

A complaint was brought to nriy

attention Monday morning that in

two instances election officials

advised voters of their preference

when asked for advice. This is in

violation of elections regulations

and 1 immediately took steps to

correct this misUke Notices were

posted for the elections officials at

all polling places instructing them

to stop this practice or any other

practices which might prejudice

the election ^
These notices were posted by

11:30 Monday morning and I

heard no more complaints for the

rest of the election. I also had

scouts going from booth to booth

to make sure there were no more

violations.

After the polls closed Tuesday I

calletj a j(neeting of the UAC
executivcT board. We discussed

whether the two small instances

Monday morning invalidated the

Political Science election. We
decided that since Craig Streit

won by more than a two-to-one

margin that the two complaints

could not possibly have affected

the outcome of the election

On the whole, 1 received nothing

but compliments about the way

the election officials handled their

job 1 will recommend asking ZBT

-JrAternity to handle the election^

'again next year! They dTd a

competent and admirable job

The only other complaints 1

received about the election were

repeated objections to the elec-

tioneering practices of Mr.

Davidovitz. I investigated these

myself and found Davidovitz

literature posted and distributed

inside buildings, classrooms, and

bathrooms in direct violation of

election rules.

I found somebody passing out

literature for Mr. Davidovitz

while a class was in seiteion, and

upon telling this person he wajj

violating election rules he

responded with "Yeah? Who says

so?" I enjoyed answering his

question.

1 realized how important the

validity of the elections was to the

stature of UAC F'or this reason I

handled the election myself. After

very careful consideration 1 am
firmly convinced that these

elections wefe run fairly and

honestly.

If Mr. Davidovitz is still not

satisfied that he lost fair and

square. 1 will be happy to

cooperate fully in any in-

vestigation in which all the facts

will be brought out. 1 am sure the.

result of the election will not

change. -^
;

.

'^-—— ~

—
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• JeffLevine

UAC Coordinator

Survival

Kditor:

I wish to bring to the attention of

all Jew4sh students here on

-leampusv -Senatoiv—George

McGovem's stance on Israel.

McGovern's people here on

campus have attempted to attract

the Jewish student vote by passing

out bulletins revealing McGovern

as a Senator who has been first to

vote in favor of Israel's interests.

,Arhis may be true in this election

year, but McGovern's past

records on Israel reveals an

erratic change in his views.

Several Jewish Youth Leaders

undersigned an article in the May

19th issue of the B'Nal B'RIth

Messenger attempting to bring to

the attention of the Jewish

(^ommunity just how negative

(Jeorge McGovern has voted in the

past on Israel. I suggest you all

read this article or review his

congressional record to see how

negatively he spoke on the issue as

recently as March 1971! We should

all keep in mind how important

Israel's survival is to us all.

Nell S. Jasper

Freshman. Political Sciewe

h
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fhe Forest Lawn freeway?
\

Daily Bruin editorial ol

contends that the most

^ solution to Westwood's 5

4ffic tie-ups lies in a widened

fay through the Veteran's

Itary Not only is this

[sal an affront to the

ins of our nation, but it is an

dictical solution to the

Una of our crowded streets,

streets in and around

,ood are increasingly

ling more crowded,

/er the solution does not lie

gilding new streets or

ling existing ones. There

fbe a concerted effort on the

bf LosAngeles
commuters to

be the number of cars that

this city's streets and

^ays during rush hours,

are two ways in which this

accomplished.

6t of the cars that Une

.lire Blvd. during the rush

[contain only one occupant. A

il step for reUeving traffic

-estion would, be for com-

[es to form carpools. A

puter network could easily

jve half of the cars clogging

ihoroughifares.

tother alternative to rush hour

fie lies in the increased use of

lie transportation. Coun-

lan Ernani Bernardi has

jed a free public trans-

ation system for Los

ales. This, like the carpools,

Id reduce not only the number

ars on the roads but also the

itaiits contaminating our air.

r their very nature, people will

use the free public trans-

ation or form 'carpools if it

jes them a great deal of ii^

lenience. Some incentives^

,3fore, are obviously needed to

tivate them to change their

rent habits.'

le city could easily convert

or two lanes on L-A^^i

ways and major streets for

icles with two or more oc-

nts. Those automobiles that

, only one occupant will be

ed to travel bumper to

CLASS
NOTES
>$ 00 PLUS TAX
PCR SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C Plog
Anthropology W - Mitler

Art S4 Kaplan
Art I06B Pedretti
Astronomy 3 Riegel

-Bt^ctertology HO - P»ck«M

bumper on streets and freeways

from work or school to his home.

Bus^ lines would be redrawn so

that^ people aren't forced to walk
long distances after the free bus

ride.

As in the past, we build our Uves

around the automobile. More
automobiles necessitate more
streets, less unpaved land, more
air pollution. More automobiles

financially aid oil companies,

automobile makers, and highway

builders. There comes a time,

however, when we must turn our

attention to urban problems, air

pollution, and parks and
playgrounds. That time is now.

Ross M. Klein

Column
Editor:

Two responses to my comments
upon the Nixon bombing decision

appeared recently in the Daily

Bruin. Both were somewhat less

than literate. From what I was
able to decipher, it appears that

Mr. Cohen is implying that I

somehow wished for the attack on

Governor Wallace. The truth is

completely to the contrary. I,

unlike most conservatives in this

country, deplore the use of

violence. If I had had even the

slightest premonition of the

assasination attempt I would have
immediately endeavored to

supress my article.

Regardless, it should have been
obvious to any intelligent reader
that the purpose of the article was
to express my bitter frustration

and deep horror at being forced by
our very conservative leaders to

consider their deaths as one of the

few solutions left open to us. In

fact, this thought was terribly

shocking to me. It is shocking that

we have reached the point where
even men who love peace and
brotherhood are forced to con-

sider extreme measures in order

to stop the President and his

advisors from destroying this

country.

To me it is extremely sad, that,

in spite of everything that has

happened, nothing will change. In

spite of the fact that George

Wallace, an ultraconservative,

has been attacked, the Congress of

the United States will not pass an

effective gun control law. In spite

of everything, the silent majority

will continue to vote for death over

life, hate over love, and war over

peace. Would anyone who is sane

remain unfrustrated and un-

depressed in Such an ^bsurd

situation?

Richard Baker
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But there is pain in kMietineas. and there is little cheer in

that, except that it may enhance joy in its absence. There is

the hurt of t>eing misunderstood, the anxiety of facing the

UpIuwwii unshared with others There is the terror of

rejection, ostracism or persecution. There is the awful

truth of man's cruelty to his feDow being. There is the utter

hetpleaniess of being not able to spare a loved one pain,

misery, fright or death. And we cannot undo these things

Life is a circle of paradoxes. As conscious creatures we
experience and bear each of them alone. In this we are

comforted that aloneness, both a gift and a burden, is, in all

living things, unique in man; likewise we are consoled in

the universality of this most human of experiences.

Loneliness expresses the anguish of being alone, solitude

conv^s its positive side— the peace and joy of being alone.

Man's nature has its inward as weQ a$ its outward side

This inward side is manifested most pointedly, perhaps, in

the ascetic, the solitary spirit, the hermit; and, while these

may be healthy expressions of roan's dialogue with biro-

self, few of us have the courage or inclination to follow these

models. Yet the seeker of solitude need feel neither

apologetic nor stigmatized for responding to this aspect of

his inner nature.

I am reminded that Frank Lloyd Wright, is designing

^private residences for clients, often included dark, almost

cave-like, rooms in his plans, wherein man's introverted

side could more easily find expression, places where one

could retreat momentarily from the world to experience a

rest6rative solitude.

It is regretable that our own campus dormitory designers

were less provident of man's need for solitude. Students

sometimes seek me out to reveal privately their need to get

away from others, presenting it as though it were a kind of

blight in them to be eradicated. 1 have been struck by their

sense of guilt in this and by their fearfulness that this need

for privacy, for solitude, might possibly indicate there is

something essentially wrong with them. I view this simply

as an unfortunate but perhaps ineluctable consequence of

-our hving in an oversocialized age

?'*«JL-

r-t

tdntmues t
V*

-Oife

I

An unrelenting wish for interaction and involvement with

others may be motivated by a fear of encountering one's

_own real self. Nietsche wrote that our "neighbor love" is

our bad love of ourselves, that we seek our neighbor to find

ourselves or to lose ourselves. This is perhaps too narrow

and cynical a view of man's gregarious needs. I present it

because it is such a striking and polar opposite to the plight

of those students whose need to be alone is viewed by

themselves as selfish, anti-social, a falling from grace, a

question perhaps of their very sanity.

I would rage against that society which makes us feel

guilty for expressing or wishing to express our very human

need to be alone It is untrue, of course, that society forces

this guilt upon us. We are ultimately responsible for our

own feelings. We experience guilt as a response in our-

selves; and sometimes it is a false guilt. False guilt may be

experienced whenever we fail to meet the expectations of

others. We experience true guilt when we fail to live up to

ourselves^ I know how difficult it is to renounce the

demands of friends, of family, of lovers, of neighbors, of

acquaintances and even of strangers upon our time. In not

responding to their need^, they sometimes insinuate in-

directly our callousness; ^t other times we are accused

and condemned more dpenly . At such moments we may be

flooded with false guilt. How painful to have to choose

between our own needs and those of others, especially when

those others are ones for whom we deeply care. We question

ourselves. We examine our motives. We may feel that we

are expected to be everything to everyone else and nothing

to ourselves. And yet we must surely respect our own needs

in the same measure as we care for those of another.

Caring nothing for ourselves, we find little, to share with

others except resentment, bitterness, anger, self-doubt,

alienation and guilt. Perhaps we have a primary obligation

to ourselves, to recognize and honor our own needs, in-

cluding our need for solitude. We must remember,

however, to respect those same needs in others, even when
we are unable or unwilling to fulfill them.

Solitude is the condition of being alone and not feeling

lonely. It implies a comfort in inhabiting one's own raw
^ frame, of finding oneself a fit and enjoyable companion to

oneself "Solitude," writes Clark Moustakas, "is a return to

==- one's own self when the world has grown coid and
meaningless, when life has become filled with people and

too much a response to others." In this sense, solitude may
"^Nrfbe a road to self-renewal; it may also be an avenue to

authenticity. In freeing us from the burden nf
others, in allowing us to experience ourselviT ,
pressure of outside influence, we mav S^'^i
sharply aware of who. what and how we tru

"^^

enables us to discover the mysterious nln.^^-
creative being who dwells within. John Donn?

^^
thou thine own home and in thyself dwell " r

^'^

us that opportunity

.

^"^"^
aflj

I would disUnguish three aspects of beino k
loneliness, solitude, and aloneness In lonei^

^

to me, one would prefer to be with others if^***'
*^

It is generally an unpleasant condition We arl"
^^*

being lonely only in relation to other times inr. f?
^'

we were not alone. To be lonely is to experienceVh. I
of others in our psychological space; it is beingTwI^!
no one is psychologically with us.

'S'^warei

--SelHiide is a choice made by theindividualto h^ .i
is, as Mr. Schroeder points out, the positiv! ^'
loneliness. It is a chance for the person tTmeditl

'

renew himself. It is the time for getting in^^
oneself, with ones thoughts and feelings In soS'
does not want to be with others. Rather he wishes te k!
himself. He may achieve this through psycholnpw?o!1
physical withdrawal. In either case it iTacS T^^ \
Aloneness is an existential condition; it is anontolnDiJ

given. That is, man is ulUmately alone. He is "thrown^
the worid with out knowing why. He is alone in the unkiZ
He remains alone and dies alone, taking no one J^\
him. In the Ume between birth and death he can eiZ
accept his aloneness or he can try to negate it If he chZ
the former he remains in touch with his own center andS
choose to be in solitude. He can experience solitude witlw
fear. If he chooses the latter he then has difficulty eniovZ
solitude. He finds loneliness extremely painful fork^l
cannot fully be with others or with himself His quest k

continuously for others to fiU the loneliness, but he oevs
succeeds since the aloneness cannot be removed by othea

Man is apart from his world and is at the same time J
part of it. He is alone together with others He is at oneai^

the same time a herd animal and a lone hunter. In shdul

loneliness is a social condition, solitude is a choice m
perhaps a need, and aloneness is an existential conditidl

indiginous to man. v . Edward A. Dreyfi
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eaningless polemics
(is unfortunate that Steve

^ig was quick to rccognhse

ict that a sentence had been

by Bmin editors from his

VMay3: this bit of editing.

\tever reason it was done,

led Mr. Gushing an op-

lity to engage in more

lingless polemics in his

to-the-Editor of May 8.

the latter article, Gushing

Its a paragraph from his first

|e ("Stop War Recruiting"),

^ein he decries so-called

ral poliUcians" who have

us along with pledges to

e Vietnam war and have

repeated failure to act with

;t to those promises. Ad-

Uy, the gist of his criticism

be- aptly applied to

Idents Kennedy and Johnson,

acUons in regard to Vict-

certainly plague us today,

as Mr. Nixon continues to

te a sham of American

ility. But Gushing succeeds in

iding my sensibilities by

irking (in the sentence

from his first article):

year it's McGovem who's

us the same old line and we

sure that he'll pull the

old switch once he gets into

{ides doing Senator

)vem an injustice. Gushing

lines his own position, for it

jre that he reveals super-

ity in his thinking whUe

lying a peculiar manner «l-

iptuousness. In response, I

It suggest to Mr. Gushing that

It aside his rigid biases and

line the record of George

)vem more careftilly.

iider, for example, the fact

George McGovern was
as a Democrat to the

of Representatives, and

to the Senate, in a state

rty populated by conservative

iblicans. One does not suc-

ceed in getting elected and re-

elected under these cir-

cumstances by deceiving or by
making false promises to tiw
people he represents. ^^-

tJonsider the fact that George
McGovem first spoke out against

the Vietnam war before most of us
even considered it a war. In

September of 1963, after serving

just 9 1/2 months as a Senator,

McGovem denounced our policy

there as a '^policy of moral
debacle and military defeat." He
remained resolute in his op-

position to American involvement

in Southeast Asia and, with this

.conviction, was again elected to

the Senate by an overwhelming
vote in 1968.

Gonsider the fact that during

these last three years, George
McGovem has shown continued

leadership in putting pressure on
Richard Nixon to end this war, as
evidenced by the McGovern-
Hatfield Amendment, which
would have been as binding upon
the President as any piece of

Congressional legislation can be.

Gonsider also the fact that

during these last three years, the

War, as an issue, has fluctuated

with respect to the importance

people have attached to it. Of

course, recent develo|wnents have

suddenly caUpulted the Vietnam

situation to the top of the news

again, but six months ago, and

more recently than that, most

--people didn't even consider that it

would be a factor in the

Presidential race. In marked

contrast to wha^ seemed to be a

dying sentiment toward the War,

George McGovem persisted in his

relentless efforts, even at the risk

of being labeled a '^one-issue"

candidate.

So you see> Mr. Gushing, it is not

his Presidential aspirations that

have l^ George McGovem to

promise an immediate end to this

American folly; rather, it is the
the man's unwavering com-
mitment to peace, humanitarian
ideals, and his own individual

conscience that allows him to

make such a promise. George
McGovem is a man whom I have
come to respect and believe in,

and I think I have substantiated a
few good reasons for feeling this

way.

In conclusion, Mr. Gushing, if

you are presumptuous enough to

tell me that I cannot believe

George McGovem, as you seem to

do in your letter, then perhaps you

can give me sufficient reason to

believe ^you? — ^
•
—

Buddy Fennlngton

History
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Parting shots: the dorm
)

s
r^

A Marine Corps Officer informofion team will be on campus

June 2 from 9 A.M to 2 P.M. They will be located in the

Placement Center.

K-v

--!-»...^-v^ ; V.

-t-x.

NEED
Trrv. BABYSiniNG

., TUTORING
(If ypu're a Junior, Senior,

'TT--

r"* >*»^»

or Graduate Student)

TEMPORARY WORK^^^"^
(Houseworkers, Gen'l Laborers,

Chauffeurs, Bartenders, Private

Party Helpers, Gardeners, etc.)

ROOM & BOARD
(Opportunities in exchange for

work are also available.) .

-; :. Come to the

PLACEMENT + CAREER PLANNING CENTER
BIdg. I G & place your name on thfese

files. (East of Moore Hall)
"1

»

~ if- !i_-u

t
Oeqdiine for summer registration is Tuesday May 30th
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1 live at La Mancha dorm .
When

I moved in in the fall, I was

looking forward to a groovy ex-

perience. La Mancha has got to be

the worst place to live in this fair

city of LA. I'm a transfer student

and lived in a college dorm before.

In that dorm efforts were made to

bring about activities, meet one

another, and the management
cared about us and so did our floor

counselors. At La Mancha none of

this holds. On the contrary, floor

counselors (also known as

"house** counselors) don*t

generally ( with the e)(ception of a

few) give a damn about either

their residents or the others in the

dorm. 1 have made efforts to say

helio to passing counselors only to

be snubbed. My house counselor

lias ever eaten a meal with me
t)ecause he is busy with the other

counselors. Counselor is a queer

word to use at La Mancha. There

are a few wtio are not students. In

fact, they may work as far as 30 or

40 miles away and offer neither

counseling assistance nor help

finding the vacuum cleaner which

I realize is too big a responsibility

for my counselor to take care of.

And hopefully, when the light

burns outin your very, very dimly

lit cell, he will be around in a few

d2^ys to give you another one.

La Mancha uses little if any

discretion in selecting their house

counselors because many of them

are very, very wealthy. One's

financial status should nbt be a

hindrance to becoming a coun-

selor but a lot of these peopTe

really have the money to spend—
and it does take money to live in

La Mancha. Letme document this

further, hopefully for the benefit

of potential La Mancha can-

didates willing to sacrifice their

savings (or their parents') for this

great experience. ...
House counselors get a large

. privage room and bath. They do

''not pay even one cenkfor it. They

don't have to pay $15 for activities

(of which I have seen very, very

ntrn
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MANeHA
• carpeting air conditioning heated swimming poo!

saunas recreation lounge exercise room co-ed floors

suites with living rooms refrigerators open visitation

excellent food (all you can eat) meetiru' facilities study

areas activity program color TV adjacent to campus

930 Hilgard Avenue
(213)475-5831

*^tf see to^

LA AAANCHA WILL BE OPEN FOR ALL SUMMER SESSIONS.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.

few and poor ) . They do i)0t have to

pay $45 a quarter for a parking

space, which they get on request

and we are considered lucky to

have. They do not have to put

down a $50 deposit which I have
heard may take months to be
refunded and may not be at all.

And finally, they do not have to

make room payments. ^

' ^ If you cannot afford to pay for

your room in one cash payment
(and how many of us can?) then

you can pay quarterly or monthly.

Let me quote you a few prices —
but don't bother writing them
down because I heard they're

going to be raised for next year! A
single which is about 8x20* in

dimension, costs $1,800 a year
(academic year) with no meals or
linens or anything on quarter
breaks. But, if you can't find

eighteen hundred dollars (not

including parking, deposit, and
activities) then you can pay by the

quarter — but it's going to cost
you more. And finally, if you want
to pay by the month, your $1,800

room becomes your $1,962 dollar

room not including parking,
deposit, or activity fee. And
remember, not everyone is lucky
enough to get parking! And if you
can't pay your payment on time
they'll charge you five dollars

more. '. AZ-L^/'^i
' Now for activities at La Man-
cha. There is a swiniming pool,

but it is surrounded by flfteen

stories of concrete on three sides.

Once in a while you'll get to see a

movie, but it's shown on a broken-

down projector and half the time

it sounds like the actors are

speaking a foreign language and
most of the time the picture is

flickering. And on big nights

they'41 even put on a high school

beer bash in the dining room
where you can dance, if you don't

mind dancing on a rug. And La
Mancha gives you a maid, too. If

you want to call her that. She
doesn't do a lot.

.La Mancha calls itself a
'^community of students'*. For

that they shoul be n^ .

false advertising As^^.
don't have to be a St J ''''^ J
house couhsebr TZ^^
expect you to be a sL^'?
resident. There's n^'"^^>
either. If La Mancha'/^'
hy UCLA, thenf:^
must have been paid offt'L'who owns La Mancha sl^anyone whb" isn't inforn^^.^
big, exploitative andbS
company. I think myS
backed by others too ?^ots more about U Manc^j

This place just isn't what i

I

I m sure others)
expected!

NameWn

. • • •
Editor:

Why is Joe Bruin running
to

residence halls?

Because he knows that if

doesn't make it by 6:30 sharp
will miss dinner again

._:^"DhweU," says Joe* "the
at the dorm is so fine that 1

need one meal per week (then
of the week he's in convulsion)

Joe loves living in the resii

halls because he was an m
child. He's always wanted to

packed close to others like

dines in a can. Besides, hisi

^ Moe served 10 years in a I

prison and Jbe feels cuii

deprived. Joe feels that thei

very closely resembles

P^ederal Prison with rows

rows of tiny cubicles, each

stuffed with two roommatal

(inmates).

Now for a personal interviev

Q: **Joe, doesn't it bother yoo

night when thei*e is noise cr-

from all around you, hai

above, be4ow, and both ad;

rooms?"
JOE: "You forgot to mention

«

cars and motorcycles outsidti

Q: "Yes, well do all the distv

bances bother yoii?" 1

JOE: "Only when I sleep."

I Mike Wick

u Hedrickl

•aiiaadiiiaSKer
freiCf9 b€tg9f hair goodieM^ $andal$

New Imaece9Bibh LocaiUmH!

11la Cttjley Ave,
W«§two«4 Vill«9«

::^: 473^549 .

Paramount Pictures salut#« the

Grand Opening of the new and t)eautifui

Avco Center CINEMA # 1 In Westwood
and extends heartiest congratulations

''FRESH, DELIGHTFUL AND

GLORIOUSLY AMUSING!

lie laughs are organic not

artlllcial. A field day for

established Woody

Allen fans, and a

welcome revelation

ifor someone lilce

me who is just

becoming one

^ ^ReuR^
N.Y. Daily Newi

f"

•^•MoyM r<cM<w mttmm An Artftwr P Jacob* Production m ••tocialion

wMh RolN*«-Jotft Pro<lucl»ont

•^riAT IT Ae/ilN« *AM^^
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NOW SHO^^INOI
M TteM faneiitt imecm TkMtrt

t

\^\x^rtx4x\

Mly 2iOO • 4:00 • 6:00 • ItOO • 10:00
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GOING TO EUROPE
WHY CROSS THE CHANNEL TWICE

' It

ArR FRANCE

{*

•.«:.4«...«« m A *^t "—• — r-^-

LANDSINPARTS^AND PICKSYOU UP F,ROM
AUVIOST ANYWHERE, INCLUDING LONDON.
FROM $342 ANYONE 12-25.

747 TO PARIS WITH NO HASSLES.

STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT,

UP TO ONE YEAR.

AIR

-^ . . ... '

Trackmen hope for rebound

at NCAA meet next weekend
By Clark Conard
DB Sports Writer

'>?

I

le bon voyage.
625-7171

Rand Marlis

Campus Rep.

826-1201

1 (

'^
It.

A:

S

I

t-1

.- I-::

If you are (i) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably; don't drive this kind of car. Being
o college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable
driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35% belov>/ stan-

dard prices.

And in cas« you don't fit this description, coll our local office

^^ony way., We just spent six years vvorking writh the auto insurance
industry pn behalf of college students. We think vve'can help.

i

riiie: 4SiM
coiieiie siiiileii ipsuraice Service

726 Santo Monica Blvd. (*202) Sonfa Monica Calif. 90401

SP

J

North Carolina Central's mile relay team told

Sports Illustrated it was looking forward to meeting

UCLA this week in Modesto fqr the California Relays

but it will have to be eligible for the NCAA cham-
pionships next week in Eugene before it gets that

privilege. .

UCLA coach Jim Bush, whose mile relay teams

have won three consecutive national titles and own
the standing American record time of 3:03.4 set in

1969. says, "Anybody that runs this Saturday is crazy

when they have three days of competition next

week." That means UCLA won't be in Modesto this

week with the possible exception of hurdler Duane
Johnson who won't be enteretfTh the NCAA's.

NCC set the pending national record April 30 at

3:03.1 and feels 2:58 isn't out of the question for their

quartet. The world record is Trinidad-Tobage's

3:02.8 set in 1966. Besides questioning NCC's sanity

for suggesting a 2:58 time ("They're crazy."), Bush
doubts the team's legality to compete.

"I still say the Kenyans (Robert Ouku and Julius

Sang) are ineligible," he argues. He believes that as

foreign athletes both are over the allowable age for

college competition in the U.S. In the record mile,

Ouku ran a 46.2 lap and Sang a 45.6 leg. Mel Bassett

contributed a 47.5 and Larry Black a record-breaking

43.8 440.
' ,.,.-;

**The NCAA always seems to rule against UCLA,"
Bush remarks. "Maybe it's about time it penalized

someone else." Last year, of course, JameSr
McAlister was declared ineligible for the nationals

.

just prior to the team's departure to Seattle. It didn't,

cost UCLA because the Bruins took the team title

anyway but Bush claims another ruling in 19G9

ruined his team.
That year pole vaulter Dick Railsback was con-

sidered ineligible for the meet although Bush felt he

T-xas at El Paso, Oregon, Southern
CalifsUCLA, are in contention for the oh»^i *^ H

thinks. "El Paso by far has theUroT'^"'"** %
those foreign athletes and athlete-! .hj"?*"**
from the E«t. They have^ ma„*'^,>."
ridiculous," he mutters ^ ""^ i^

UCLAwillsend20compeUtorsalthoughth^.
limit for qualifymg entrants in the NCAA- **

clarifies. "Ifwe could get 10 of them to
be great."

The Bruin 20 wiU include Finn Benrii
jump), Benny Brown (400 and mile vlZT}^
Butts (triple jump), Jean Pierre Coi^''
termediate hurdles), Reggie Echols (mileV^.i
440 relay). Warren Edmonson (loo mm^^
Fletcher (high jump), Roger Freb2rg^i3?*
Harry Freeman (triple jump) Dale rS:
(discus). Ron Gaddis (440 and m'ile relav) p
Kotinek (decathalon), Gordon PeoDars cml 7^
relay). Jeff Sakala (pole vault), SesSh!!
hurdles and 440 relay), John Smith (440 2!?
relay), Dwight Stones (high jump), Milan Tiff (tS
jump), Francois Traiianelli (pole vault) and Rah?
Welch (440 relay)

.

"^ *^
After the 440 relay squad dropped the baton for th,

umpteenth Ume last week, Bush had talked aboutm
taking its niembers for fear another poor pass couW
discoiirage the rest of the team. "They talked m!
into it," he relates. "We have nothing to lose and th«
could score w^U with a litUe. luck. It would just^
frosting on the cake."
Edmonson has been dropped from the mile relay

"It was asking too much of Warren to run boft

sprints and the relay," says Bush. Reggie Echols

who has recovered from a pulled muscle, will take

his place after runninga 46.2 leg on the winning Pac-l

nuartet. Bush then outlined a world record, 3:02.5

.^ile, with Echols doing 46.5, Gaddis 46.0, Brown (51

and SmitlM5.0. Gaddis may also go in the 400 meters.

Meters will be used in all running events io
wasn't. Railsback had been injured after vaulting in
what Bush termed a non-S£Uictioned, eiirTy-seasonT deference to the Olympics.

meet the previous year and therefore Bush believed* As for freshman Kotinek's chances in the

he still deserved another full year, decathalon. Bush figures, "He hasn't worked enough

This year Bush feels only four teams. University ot^ on his speed so he'U be lucky to place.

Baseballers hold awarcls dinner
UCLA's basebal! team hekl Its

annual awards banquet Wed-
nesday evening and seven players

were awarded trophies for their

play this season.

, ^^jU Susa, with two wins and one

I X'V B'WW « ' »U *' < TSn'~'^
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We're afraid to admit that in ttie past dormitory ^

has for so long meant l>ad things...like gang

bathrooms at the end of long hallways, bad food,

rules and hours to keep...things like that.

But meanings for words sometimes change

jand dormitQfyi3i,ir\e.of.th©m, Now itjroaaraL ^

La Mancha. You might even say we're

a dorm that isn't a dorm. _Li:C

The Un-dorm.

n Co-educational

n Open hours and visitation

D Swimming pool

P Rooms in suites

G Saunas ^

D Game room
D Good food

D f^ysical fitness room
Q Close to campus

Come to the Un-dorm. Its got to be one of the

best around...besides which it is a nk:e place

to live...

A-

m i MftNGHA
9 JO HitGARD AVENUE • lOS ANCEtES, CA 90024 • (213)475-5831

LA MANCHA WILL BE OPEN FOR ALL SUAAMER
SESSIONS. APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED. •('

loss in the Pacific 8, was named
the outstanding league pitcher.

His earned nm average was a
lofty 7.20, but his pair of victories-

represented half the Bruins' team
total.

.

Earl Altshuler, who established

a UCLA record for most hits in a
season en route to a .379 overall

average in 65 games, was judged
the outstanding Pac-8 hitter.

Altshuler batted .344 in 17 con-

ference gamos. —

Third baseman Mike Gerakos,
whose mid-season loss to an ankle

sprain cost his team dearly in the

Pac-«, received two awards, one
for outstanding senior, the second

for being UCLA's most com

player.

. Tim Doerr and Mark Swedlw

shared the rookie-of-the-year

award.'Both played in all 18 Pac-8

games, Doerr batting .238 and

Swedlow .291 with a pair of home

runs. Overall, they stood at .239

and .280. ^

The outstanding freshman was

Ken Egusa. After Gerakos' injury,

Egusa came on at third base and

led the Bruins in Pac-8 batUng

with a .379 figure in 15 gam^s. He

played in 21 games all year.

The comeback player-of-the

year was pitcher Bruce Baranick.

1-2 in the Pac-8 with a 1.50 for 18

innings pitched.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Of THEATRE OWNERS

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RECOMMENDS

<<SILCNT RUNNING'
AS THE

MOVIE OF THE WONTH

"'SILENT RUNNING'...
an •xtraordlnary, sensitive and

Intelligent movie. - Rex neca. N.y.Dm ne*^

4'

Wttt>

"siLEDT Running
«».,«,Bruce Dern and

Cliff Potts • Ron Rifkin • «psse Vint-The Drones
ZX:.^ JOAN BA62 . :L'

-- PETER SCHICKELE— * OCfVC WASHBURN A MIKt CJMINO and STEVENBCCMCU
...««...00U0LA8 TRUMBULL • ^^-« MICHAEL ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^

pXiSlSSS=5raBB1 A MtCNACL ONUMOF^ / OOUOiAt TMiMSUtl P«OOOCTK>N grTTIV*^
i '*"«r5Si:aSr* j a uvNVtnsM. mkasc * rtchnic<^om-

NOW PLAYING.^^
AT THEATRES ft DRIYEMS ALL OVER THE SOUTHLAND^

Itshuler ends diamond

-1-
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Strong
By Saul Shapiro

DBSportB Writer

„ the UCLA baseball season

^n just a while longer, Earl

.luler might have had twice as

Jy hits this year as he had at-

last season. ... .

lite an accomplishment

licularly when the batting

ige is raised from a fairly

:table .256 to a very for-

ible .375 and Bruin records

[broken in the process.

iry Samserine's mark of 75

in one season was the main

record to fall under the

jhuler onslaught that

itered 89 hits, including six

ie runs.

Jl this was not achieved by an

Irnight sensation. Altshuler

\e to UCLA with bonafide

lentials. He was a three-time

:IF third base selection at San

JOS Crawford High, the last

times on the honor roll as a

\i team choice. Upon

luation he was drafted by the

Diego Padres,

kaseball wasn't Earl's sole

:cupation at Crawford. He

senior class president and

quarterbacked the football

On the baseball team he

one of several allrStars on a

championship squad that sent

tr half its starting lineup to

legiate ball. ^. ~-^-

kltshuler came to UCLA
!ause "UCLA was in the Pac-8

I didn't want to go to SC.

•I also understood that there

Id be a new baseball field here

my sophomore year and that

ided pretty good to ni^.*^^

NofieW .r "^ "

/hile Earl made it to UCLA, the

)posed field neveiF ^d. As he

es about it now, the lack of

)per facilities was almost as

ich of a disappointment as his

bk of playing time during his

)homores and junior years —
seasons which would seem to

of peak frustration,

f*As a sophomore," Earl

counts, ••! hit .393, but it was

it playing part-time. I had

;tty close to 100 at-bats. My
)homore year was as good as

fe ever felt."

The main reason he spent so

jch time on the bench was the

>ence of Jake Melina, a senior

tiirnee from the Bmiiw*

Although he is reluctant to talk

about it now, it was no secret to

Earl's friends that he was slightly

chagrined at the lack of op-

portunity he was getting. He and

coach Art Riechle were not seeing

eye-to-eye, but that might have

been symptomatic of a team
problem which eventually found

its way to the pages of the Los

Angeles Times.

"There were some things I

agreed with and some things I

didn't," he says of the letter that

instigated the controversy. "One

thing that I agreed with was that a

lot of improvement was
^necessary. The main thing is that

there has been some im-

provement."

It was a matter of players and

coaches working together to iron

out their differences.

"This year the player-coach

relationships were excellent. This

year the program was also given

more attention lay the athletic

department than in the other

years I have been here."

(Yet, he finds it necessary to

footnote the last remark by

commenting that "the lact that

we don't have a field shows that

there is a lot jnore work to be

don^.") - : m

eyes pro offer
The entente k)etween player and

coaches was ireached before the

season started.

"After my junior year I was
quite frustrated. I had thoughts

about quitting.
'

"Last year was the first sum-
mer that I didn't play ball" he

said referring to the summer
leagues. "I came back and talked

to the coaches! We let a lot of

things out. They told me to come
out and that this year I'd get a

shot.

**Two days before practice I

decided to go out. Quitting

wouldn't have proved anything. It

would have shown them they were

right about my competitive at-

titude. •

"This year I don't have any

gripes at all with the coaches.

They've been pretty good to me."

More power
Besides the refinements that

took place in that relationship,

Earl also did some adapting at the

plate which brought out his power.

"Before this year I had been

mostly a singles hitter — I based

my hitting on bat control. I could

hit the ball any place I wanted to

hit it.

~^~~
( Continued on Page 18)
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Send for your Student Identification Card and get a

big break on rates at 75 Hilton Hotels and Inns coast

to coast (Grad STuaents and facultv, too:) iust mart

this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corp . Travel Dept .

National Sales Div . 9880 Wilshire Blvd . Beverly Hills.

Calif. 90210, Then come visit the Hiltons X CM

CM

Name. J.T

Address _

CitY_. State -Zip

College Class of 19„-.

HILTOn HOTELS

I

I

§
I

I

I
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I

I

I
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I
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impionship squad of 1968 and

le of the Pac 8's top batters that

ison. Melina, however, was in a

imp that season which he never

look.

I Earl had to fit in the lineup

lere he could, most often second

ise, and after a poor league

?ner against USC, he saw little

!tion the remainder of the year.

"My junior year I figured I

lid get a real good chance

)mewhere." Earl remarked. "I

jgan the year as the starting

Mrd baseman and after the first

games I was hitting .357

[However, Earl's main obstacle

IS not opposing pitchers as

^uch as another talented third-

tcker, Mike Gerakes, who later

liled down the position as Earl

IS relegated to a pinch-hitter's

Me and only came to the plate 48

»es.

LEARN

he^ottery

THE POHER'S CRAFT
A friendly, n«wiy aquippsd studio

iH«ring Les»ont, MembersKipt, Gall«ry

n4iK)TTMV
itM ^arry Or.

Oliver CMy

Starring ^r-rM r-\y

1 ucPRFRT KERR Jr • LANA WOOD • CHER! CAFFARO • RICHARD SMEDLEY

Oflk«Sa6-8MS
NDm«M7.00M

A Derlo Production. Inc An Avco Embassy

STARTS WEDNESDAY, JM^E 7
FOX Theatre, Hollywood • VERMONT Drlve-ln. Gardena
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tARGE HOUSEAVAILABLE
July I St • on Htlgord & L«Cont«

Month to Month - No Leas* R«q'd

Con Accomodat« 30 or nr>or« people

RENTAL -$1,000. inckding utilities

PHONE 986-1610
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"We hmw9 chosen to amj, with the gift of our freedom,

that the violence stops here ••• 1 jj^ .iitf

the death stops here ...

the suppression of truth stops here . .

.

this war stops here!"

NM naiM. EMCMlMt EnoaioiMiit

3^^^v CREST

' EvEAy OAV 2 00 4 00 too 8 00 lOOOPM
MiONtTE SHOW rniDAV S SATURDAY AT \2 00

onversat
^n't playir
iwi andhel

f'T

Produceo Dy Gregory Peck • From the play by Daniel Berngan A Cmema 5 Presentation

J.:^

T—

'^

FRIDAYS, SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES

May 26 & 27

PUTNEY SWOPE
June 2& 3

WOMIN jl llie DVNES

]067GLENDON AVE.

477-0098 «79-9077
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NEED A JOB?

ART GREENBER
Candidate for 57th Assembly District NEEDS VOLUNTEERS!
Greenberg, 21, (A.B.- UCLA V/72) is free from Political,

Financial, & Personal Connnnitments and'is connmitted to change.

bo YOU JUST WANT TO TALK ABOUT
IT OR CHANGE IT? CALl^346-7525
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FOOD TO GO - 47a-0123

ML _ 1

REST A U~ RANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

A 'spaghetti & LASAGNA
"-7---":;

CocV{a\\ Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— \l am. 'M 2 a.m.

VI
7 !''
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*
*
*
*
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*
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I0NI6HT: 8:00^

ENCINO
16342 A^enlura Blvd.

Encino

A MAJOR STUDIO PREVIEW
starring

ROBERT REOFORD
a film about

^ political candidate

CHCCCH &CHONG
WITN theICMUABIOMI

AND

DAVID 1. WALKER
[IIIN6 BEACH AUB. Fri. JUNE 16 8 pm.

TICKETS: |5 IN ABVANCE. S5.50 AT BOOB
PAIUUIIUM STYLE SEATIN6 (NO CNAIBS)

TIchett available at all TICKCTRON OUTLETS tncludlnc all

IT ^r.^' Montfomenf Waid. Sears Store* and Long Beach Arena
BOX Office, and by mail drder. For inforniatlon call (213) 437-22SS

rriKju( f.| hv ( (>\< I K I Nss( )(

T

ie ballpari^

jther to go <

jceives) or

'actlce.

Sight year veterans

category don't usually do \\

probaWy the finest all-arou:

game, a soUdlyestabllshec!

hitting, sometimes wttti only

field. A Golden Glove winner fi .es/ nes p.

professionaUy since 19<S3 and moved to thr -

leaguj^ for good a year later.

There ts nothing average about the man.
That also includes his background, Parker grew i

ina welMo do family, an image he finds distaste*

not for its fact, but for the tnnuendos whlC

-M ch txjy" image off the field has not helped

him on it. He tiad to literally beg the Dodgers for

trybut and was signed to a contract which catted t

S300 a month. No bonus. "It was the realizatior

dream," he says

That was almosi a aetauti «*ao. rur^ver liuw e<3f Hi d

salary in excess of $60,000. His advancements In pay
have been modest, much in keeping With his ou*'»-^^

on the Dodgers, baseball — and himsetf

.

Totting Back on a swivel chair tn the Stadium press

boxr Parker, a bachelor looks tar younger than his 32

^ars. Tt^eface is one you might have seen in any one

^ a dozen advertisements, handsome and matur
Hts hair resen^bles that of a weekend surfer, sandy
blonde with a slight wave in the front. The eyes, blue

in color, are thoughtful and searching

.

As mentioned before, there's nothing average
about Wes Parker, Wifeh partially explains how he
spends his off*s«lisons.

While some players take Jobi In flelcj$ they hope to

enter futltime later and others tour ttve banquet and
lolf circuit; Parkef"remains m tos Angeles and
lays just as busy 8$ during the season.

He Is a cO'dlrector ot Athletes for Youth, a nonprofit

organization whose aim Is to discourage youngsters
from taking drugs. Parker explained ttie concept.

"Ttie program was organized by three of us, Jim
^ef<rt>vre (Dodger inflelder), D»vi« Hull CKGBS disc

)ck€y) and myself. It was a spontaneous thing,

limmy dctually came up with the idea that ttie three
^f us would go around to sctKWis talking about drugs,

jot ttre Idea from so many r* ^'^ kids at the twill

|»^M

--up to US asking V^ who were on ^^
f>eclfic purpose in

*pt, ^M was gettiru

being written

3S. The Ball

»9S atf out <^^^
and tell the truth'

<i5 very receptiyt^
le and iefebvre were i

^^med about drugs
sensitivity to the diffi

bout drugs In the newi
ie was a serious pre

• athletes, we were ina

mother reason for thf
think kids today r«dl|i

ty,"hesays. ''They^

achers or the S^if^

unate or unfortum^fl^
p to profess«)ndl atiSJT

. .ntroducedinthe

^adetherhselves

anlor high and
sponse was fanj

iped with phone can
ent to use ani

ves about drugs."

Lefeb\(re and Hull

, oirector of the medical

drug patients at

m sp^t a lot of time

owed us all of the

>he let us handle thtiri,

d like."

iboUf two hours!

)r. McCarran recalled, "«Kf ltri«41

tormation in all fields of dru9 abuse. •

ch drug and discussed the effects, i

Jim were both very bright individuals, arKitf

'*«ught on gulckly
."

To ob^ dTistlcal Information, thethreji

'•^^ ' ^ lyeles Police Department for he^"

..„,.. ..^ , ,. tind out how the stuff gets into the

at least as far as they know,*'. Parker said. '

«

" ^-r^d f>«,jt how many pushers there were rnj

ck up the 'o«'»9if^' P*'^^

^

ff It c«i be cut, bxs^ cut

We wanted to find the pwfli

drugs."

used \f\ the program, 9vt

We don't harangue th«fm^

m. We don't tell them

very truthful and,we let

UwlHon 4K^/y) what to do.

:)0nue your

ob say
tes

ibdone."
*0 and

.rograrr.

.eiec t^ i i I Ia V I.:

ant me 90v»

r state furuJ

^-mostfri
v-jout. athl«

i other spc

;)n arrtong \-

jttviferisthdts

3f
very small rr

3&it,*' \^^t\^ surmises.

people.

asurer (.Parker is

-' '*"- program
Y^ . x,0*irt wan*

, ._^^ ' hAt+pr ourselves.

^^estioi - - Parker

Oo thw take drugs?" Bai

ite drug-takifKj
1*1 km hm I

nemdo. I UkatothtnK
i vk ould say less tt^an

I know of only about

h In the entire National League w^o are

IS, but it'!i hard tof "^^ *o give a really

swer because ' 'tn'" "'*-' every olayer

^1 answer to that type of que

_hletes do take drugs, but th^

(detriment and those who do a- legooo,

\, They a ^»y ^«
ones, ones tr j gei oy, ana wno would

. baseball. \ uiw one player who got Into

I who was out of the gamt In oneyaar."

athletes tor Youth seek? ttf keeo voung

/ay from all drugs, Paf -here

jnts of differino danoer, and the program is

accord!nqi ^e that
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es Farker 'Bit 0' Scotland

FISH &
CHIPS
SHRIMP
CHfCKEN-
DfNNERS

If involved In

>letes for Youth. He was one of the focal

isefcwill players' 15^y strike ovw
His stand on the Issue differed from
major league players and t>e bore

;na(\ rus of criticism for It,

e AAajor Le. - -eball Players Assn. sought a
increase ... . .^ i>layers' pension fund, the

on Ing behind the demand tt» belief that the

Dtavers had lost 17% of the buying power that the

money earned In 1W», when the original

agreement was reached. The losses due to Inflation

and the increased cost of living were to be n^ade up
by the owners^ or sott^ players, reasoned.

The owners' response was a very positive negative.

When accord ctwid not be reached by the last stages

of spring training, the players walked out, and did

not return uiitil most teams tiad missed seven or

eight regularly-scheduled games.
Parker's role In the controversy centered atomi

the fact that he was the Dodgers' player represent

tative, a position to which he was elected In 1970.

Together with a duly-elected alternate, his job

ostensibly was to r<ipresent his h&ammates In

negotiations with AAaryln AAltler, executive directcw

of the Players Assn., and the owners.

Despite the overwhelming Oodger team vote to

strike, Parker nonetheless was the only repot a total

•7 to vote agalrvst It His decision, he said, was based

on his own personal philosophy more than anything

I'm a tlttte more what you might call Idealistic. I

v^we a little bit moreof v»rtiat you^Tnlght call a special

feeling for the game. The most basic reason I was

against the stdke in the first place was sheer

gratitwre to the Oodgers and to baseball for the

opportunities I'ye had In this game/'
Parker^s detractors^tlalm ttiat he doesn't need the

pension benefits t>ecause of the wealth on both sides

of his tamlly. It is there, but he> never drawn on It.

Parker UveS' entirely on his own earnings*

"I may be unpopular, with the otjher players

because of how Ifeel," he says, "but my main

purpose Is what's good for baseball. I think all

players love the game, but I think a lot of It has come

down to dollars and Cents now. You don't have as

many players with a special feeling for baseball.

They're m<re conterrwid with the money they hava to

make from^t and I Hav^ to admit It's hard to blame

them." ^ ^

Lefebvre. Wes's road roommate and his closest

friend; admits his views on the dispute weren't akin

to Parker's, but he admires hljui nonetheless. "He

took a stand and stood by It," he says, ^' It wasn't

popular, but he stood by It." Then he adds, "The

strike's over now. If» a forgotten issue."

In going against the wishea of his teammates,

Parker placed his own philosophy first. Charac-

teristlcally, his reasons dealt with his great fondness

for the game along with the upt>rlnglng he's had.

(CoiitinaedonPagelB)
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LUNCHEON & OINNER SERVICE
to Private Groups

Open Tues through Sun — 4 pm till 9 pm
Friday n )0 am till 9 30 pm

CLOSH) MONDAY
193S WESTWOOD BLVD. W.LA.

WE00IN6

BANDS
lOO's of WwJding Band tdeas

ina Moor location insures low prices

- University Mfg. Jewelerr
1007 BroKton Suite 34

I GRII377

,(Paid Auvc. tisement)

SOPHOMORES $1000 up a year. SELL MUSIC,

STEREO, SPORTS, etc. equip, at a LARGE DIS-

COUNT. For details and interview write:

T.W. MORGENTHALER

213)8 Davey Ave.. Newhall, Cal.

Send resume and phone number before May 27.

SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY

KPaid Adv/ertisementli

HILLEL COUNCIL AT UCLA
Announces A Special Dinner for all members

AWARDS NIGHT
Wednesday evening. May 31, 1972

at 5:30 in the URC auditorium

RSVP- 474-1531

879-2100

i

BENEFIT BimCE
Sponsored by the Southern California

Dental Clinic at 8:30 pm on Saturday May 27th, at the

INIERNIITIONtL S1UDENT CEHTER

1023 HILGARD AVE. (477-4587)

l,ive bands and entertainment. Tickets available qt ISC $2 before

dance, $3.50 at door

(Paid Advertisement)

UniveKity Catholrc Center

MASS: SUNDAY at 9 & 1 1 a.m.

6:15 & 7:30 p.m.

and at 5 p.m. at the Lutheran Chapel

Strathmore & Gayley

The Center is open daily from 9 to 5 and 7 to 10 pm

840 HILGARD 474-5015

"Sounds of Joy" known in

Hebrew as Baruch and the Kol

Sasone features left to right

Steve Puzarne, Ellen Starr,

Barucfi Cohon and Ed Leddel.

Known for their exciting per

fotmances of ethnic and origi

nal music of Jewish life, the

group is appooring in concert

by arrangement with

B'NAI DAVID MENS CLUB

8906 W. Pico Blvd. 276-9269

Admission General Public S3.00 Students $1 00

June 3, 1972 9 P.M.

^^CiK-C ASSOCMrg

./; '.

DB nhftfi^ fay Dale Samoker

fSPCCIAL

GUIST

STAR

VUMUgB
inns REICH JIIID SUN. JUNE 4 730 pm

• -*^>.£^."°^'r:L'(,';?;ii^^•.•r'a':;.^'gc.•:?'»3)«^7»«

M)M IKI \sM)(,IA!»s

iiiii«i
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Altshuler's chance pdidoff
XConUniied from Page IS) ^ Still. Altshuler traces the crux i^.^^u

-,»

Hr

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC plays

MUSIC BY
WOMEN
COMPOSERS

MUSK
roRTHE

GERHARD SAMUEL conducts works by Grazyna
Bacevyicz, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. EIJzat)eth Lutyens,
Gladys Nordenstrom, Ruth Crawford Seeger, and
Elinor Remick Warren.

Tonight, 8:30 / Royce Hall, UClA
Tickets Available NOW; $4.5Q. $3.50. $2.50, $2 (students
with ID) at UCLA Central Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plaza (825-2953). Ticketron and Mutual Agencies.

. ( Pa Id Advertisement)

4CoiiUniied from Page IS)

'But the coaches here want you
to hit the long ball. So I lowered

my hands to hit the long ha\\ and I

hit six home runs.

Even with the outstanding year

that he had, the team did not do so

well. The Bruins finished at the

bottom of the Pac-8's Southern

Division. Earl pointed to the fact

that the pitching wasn't there

during most of the year and when
it was, the hitting slacked off. But
there were other reasons, too.

"We played a lot of games this

season," Earl said concerning the

Bruins' 68-game schedule. "We
played on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday and then had league

games Friday and a double-

header Saturday.

'*SC played one game during the

week aiid used the rest of the week
to work on things.

"At the Riverside Tournament
we had already played 30 games
while some of the other teams had
played only 10 games. After the

Riverside Tourney, a lot of us
were already tired."

Still. Altshuler traces the crux
of the team's problems to the
treatment it rates on this campus.

BatelMill m inor here
"It's very diasppointing to see

how a sport which is treated as a
majoiT sport at most major
universities is belittled and
treated as a minor sport. Because
of the fact that the field is so far
away, it is difficult to organize
practices. -

"I thought that I would really

have been proud to come here, but
after seeing the way the athletic

department treats the baseball
program, it's very embarrassing.
"For instance, the football and

basketbalt teams can go to a nice
restaurants for their banquets. We
go to Rieber Hall.

"One of the things that the
athletic department tries for is

balance. They try to have as many
sports as possible and that's why
baseball probably isn't given as
much attention.

Tlie dark, S'-IO" Bruin spark-
plug, alternately intense and
relaxed, hopes for a professional

switched from T,-'**^ Util

.don't have aTS"*'^
I've played almwuvJT^
^«Wh. that mLM'^?»Hmight

third base, whirhu*""-

MEN'S INSTITUTE
OF JEWISH STUDIES

SUIVIIVIER PROGRAM
2 - 4 week sessions

July 1 -August 1 i

August 1 - Sept. 1

Classes in all major fields of Jewish
""'•'

,
_ ^^ '

.
.

. ^
'>?•'

learning, pnroll how!
/^

1

1

CHABAD HOUSE
741 Gayley Ave., 479-9282 272-7113 ^

••>

position While r^e'Ch'^
^

I d like to play nrTk

^ «•'' a questionl"^seen me and if ih^ f."^*
they've seen. iTl^ "^l
don't look at stats'^
n>ight base theiMmpi^
*»y When they may fa^Z"'
strike out three times ^^

but it isn't an end-allpZ£
APoliUcalsciencemaRtl
ambrtionstoworkonsuchtS
as city planning, possibly^city managers office ia7
Di^o Earl has abandoned Z
ambition and would rather purs,
a ]ob as a buyer with a mak,
department store -
school entailed there

.•.".T"*''
y"" 8et the ..^

that this IS one male who aft*
avoiding one draft list for fog
years would like to find his naoe
on another one come June

no gm

Prof Hosmer set

new national IM

-mile mark.4:20.9

';a,

.
•

'1

-J f

-i^yf

Why Is Joe Bruin Running To

Tlie UClA Residence Halls?
tst Place -$75

'

\

: i;

r R -.Av

JUDY SHROADS KNOWS WHY: •
. . .because he is like Goldilocks.

Explanation? He tried commuting, but Jh© freeway traffic wasn't too
cool. He tried an apartment, but his cooking wasn't too hot. Then he
tried the Residence Halls . . . and they were JUST RIGHT!!"

,

2nd Place -$50 * - >

LINDA MORRIS KNOWS WHY: '.. .^because Josephine Brl^in has
a single." - .

3rd Place -$25 .

—
ELLEN.BLOOM KNOWS WHY: -

. . .because he's tired of running
m the Rat Race-of commuting, freeway traffic and the parking pro-
blem; of high apartment rents, dilapidated conditions, chores, and
having your one party busted; the lonllness-all part of a race you
can't win. Sooo . . Joe Is taking several steps forward (ie running)
toward secui^ity and well-being UCLA DORMS

DavU ITosmer, assistant

professor of bio-statistics, led the

Scholars, a team of faculty

members and graduate students,

to first place in the All-U track and

field championships. Hosmer

broke the school and national

intramural record in the mile with

a time of 4:20.9. The former

national record, held by a student

at the University of Colorado, was

4:22. Half an hour later, Hosmer

came back to capture second

place in the half mile. Three mile

relay teams, Power, the High

Steppers and the Scholars broke

the school record in that event by

-five seconds- Professor H. V,

Nelson of the liistory department

won the high hurdles, placed

fourth in the 440 and ran on the

Scholars' third-place mile relay

team. The Scholars collected 385

points to the High Steppers 22

Xoaching the team and also

running a leg on the milerelay

team was history professor

Stanley Coben. Members on the

victorious team were Mike

Mahler, Richard Vigel, Richard

ilomp, Henry^jChisQlm„inlJohn

Thornton.

.LTD

• •

Congratulations to these three winners

12010 W PICO BLva^

LOS ANGELES CALIF 90064

PM ^NF T'-DAY (213)479 1-?^^

NEED HELP

ON FINALS?
Come to o Christian Science

finals Inspiration meeting m

Schoenberg Quad on Thursday.

June 1 at 12:10 p.m.

All

'ost Dodgers
•«;-^Jm0 f

k

^Friday, AAay 26. l^W UCLA DAILY BRUIN If
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Bued from Page 17) -

does not favor unions, and believes labor

have a ruinous effect In the United States,

must share a large measure of responsibility

inflation in this country," he says.

also opposed to strikes of any kind. "I think

.you strike, every other avenue should be

red. And even then, I'm not sure I would want to

ker would never strike over a maffer like a

bn fund It is his belief that If players Invested

money wisely, there would be no need for a

J?ey p^y me a good salary," he says. "I work for

[oo you know how much the players contribute

b pension fund? Nothing,

rdon't want their pension fund. Pay me my

V and I'll take care of myself."

I teammates, naturally, weren't enthralled with

10 strike' vote. "I can understand their point of

I was their team representative and to that

it. I wasn't representing their feelings because

ias in <i difjficult position where I

trying to represent the team's

fs as well as my own.'

of our players were In sympathy with the

To that extent, they were upset and I can't

ie them."
. . ^ al. a

kn Parker am pi Ifled the entire Issue at least that

in occupying him personally. "I was In a dlf-

,
position where I was trying to represent the

IS views as well as my own. That got pretty

jsing at tlmes.^^-^i-^; ^^^

—

rwiL^
Dodger player rep, Parker worked closely with

f\n Miller, who took over the directorship of the

igllng Players Assn. In 1966, Most players

fve In him, some owners despise him but all

ect him. While Parker does not fully agree with

^r, he, too, finds himself In the latter category.

irvin's a brilliant man and a brilliant

llator. He's dope an outstanding job for the

)layers. In the period before the strike, he helped

players with little grievances and tried every

he could to bring the pension fund up to what It

In 1969. ^

t's lust my opinion that he went a little too far

, this strike, almost like the pendulum swinging

iar to the other side. But I have to repeat: That's

[my opinion. Most of the players think AAarvlndId

utstanding lob and he did do an outstanding |ol>

what he had. It's just that I wasn't In sympathy

It (the strike). I admire the guy, and I think he's

a great job, but In my opinion, he went just ^

too far with the strike."

-ow would Wes Parker have dealt with the

lation? "You've just got to slj people down and

i You've got to talk and be sensible ^nd

fsonable. That's the only way t know how to do It."

mat If the players continued playing while

jtiatlons proceeded? Well, that's one sensible

_tlon, but there's certainly another side to It. If

fd played while we tried to negotiate, we may

fer have come to any solution."

/hile some clubs brought the strike Issue Into the

n. the Dodgers adopts a low-key approach. "Th*

It there, and It was a good one that I was In

iplete agreement with, came down from the

..Valleys: The less said about it, the better, because

Ih Peter and Walter realized, as did the players,

It sooner or later we were going to have a baseball

Ison," Parker said.

long girls chosen
ifter 64 candidates and three

rs of judging, the 1972-73 song

rls were chosen ttiis week.

foining returnees Martie
ktem, Diane Winslow, Meg
iger and Nancy Gtian are

ty ' Henderson, Nancy Ohlson

Rosie Shiroma. Betty, Nancy
Rosie replace the outgoing

ly Hammond, Cathy Crandall

Joanne Ishimine.

^inslow was elected head song

rl.
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"If they started taking definite stands as Mr.
Busch (Cardinals owner August) did. It would do
nothing but confuse and antagonize the fans once the
season started. I think this has shown Itself here
where our attendance has been outstanding and we
haven't really been kx>oed."—Through eight years with the Dodgers, Parker has
,t>een to the heights — and the depths as well. He's
played in two World Series, followed In rapid suc-

cession by an eighth place team and then a seventh-
place finisher. From the old Dodger teams that

stressed pitching and defense, Parker now finds

himself on a team that can hit for a living as well.

"Baseball hasn't changed much for me In the time
I've been here," he says. "The only real change has
t>een the Dodgers as a team. We're known so much
more now as a hitting ballclub. We still have ex-

cellent pitching and defense, but we've got the hitting

we've never had k>efore. That's why we're con-

tending."

Parker Is justifiably proud of his fielding prowess,

and over the past couple of seasons has asserted

himself more with the bat. It Is ttw Improvement In

hitting ttiat has made him a complete player.

"Fielding has Always come easy to me," he says.

Even so. It Is a talent that was developed early and
perfection came only with endless practice. ^

Is enough attention given to fielding?
"

I 'd be a bad person to answer that . 1 would say no,

but I'd be prejudiced. A lot of guys can hit tike hell

but have a hard time fielding. I just don't,know."
Parker's .266 lifetime average Is deceiving

because he's bettered that figure In each oj the past

two years and Is well above It again this season. His

best year by far was 1970. In addition to a .319

average. Wes drove in 111 runs while hitting but 10

homers. .
,

.

*I heard Ted Williams say once that it

takes a hitter five years to find

himself and it's taken me six.*

HIS emergence as a tirtter has been a combination

of different things, he says. "Experience, for one,

that and knowing the pitchers. Second, good hitting

Instructlorl from Dixie Walker (Dodger coach). It's

really a whole lot of thing coming together,

-maturing, knowing the different parks, shortening

up on my stroke and not swinging for the long t>alls. I

Jieard Ted Williams say once that It takes a hitter

five years to find himself and It's taken me six."

Lefebvre sees a different reason. "Confidence," he

, says. "Wes has all the ability In the world and always

has had It. He finally began to believe In himself,

believe he really could be a good hitter."

Lefebvre knows Parker better than anyone else.

"Few people know Wes as a person," he says. "They

know him because he plays for the Dodgers. Very

few people know how hard Wes has worked to be a

good ballplayer. He's not good because his father's

rich, or he's good looking or because he's single, he's

good because he worked hard. There's no better first

baseman In k>asek>alL ~ -^

"He knows me and knows that I know him,"

Lefebvre went on. "He's a very Intelligent, charming

guy with a lot of personality and a good sense of

humor. We have« lot of the same Interests."

One of which Is women. Lefebvre Is married, but

herein lies the secret to their friendship. "
I know Wes

well enough," Jim says, "that If I called him up and

recommended a date, he'd go out with her."

U

ILISS t MTHWEIL llll SERVICE
Formerly Bliss &Paden Chevrolet

475-8651
"'

~~W€rfiiavo opened a new auto "'-r^^-^

repair facility staffed with *

factory technicians.
r"

Our new location is at

1 0785 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Just wast of th« Mormon T*mpl«)

W« occ«pt SofAamwrkord & Mail«rcKorg«

Hours: 7:30-5:30 yN^ti^Oft. 7:30-noon Sot.

DEUVERY SERVICE TO CAMPUS
M»Y WE BE OF SERVICE TO YOU

»»,

No effort less than that required

to bring about the birth of humanity

being will save us from extinction.

Hear Jim Robertson - author of

'THE BIRTH OF
HUMANITY BEING"

NOON FRIDAY^AY 26

ROOM 2412 ACKERMAN UNION

SPONSORED BY EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!

. Cheap Living This Summer at

$130
$260
$280

One Summer Session COST

(6/19 -7/28, or 7/31 -9/8) $125-

Both Sessions (6/19- 9/8)- $250 -

Entire Summer (6/14 -9/17) $270-
• plus 4 hours chores/week

~*~

Includes room and 20 meals/week

HURRV -FJRST COME F/RST SERVED!

CALU 479- 1835_ -

or writs Manager, UCHA, 488 Landfair, LA 90024

THIS YEAR CROSBY. NASH,

.CauCHAtU.

PROCOL, COUNTRY JOE,

AND ROBERTA FLACK

WERE BROUGHT TO UCLA.

NEXT YEAR JONI MITCHELL

LEORJ^USSELL, AND CAT

STEVENS COULD BE THE

ONES. HELP DECIDE.

APPLICATIONS FOR THE

STUDENT COMMinEE FOR

THE ARTS ARE AVAILABLE

IN KERCK^OFF HALL 312.

XiOC
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Ruggers to tour New Zealand
By Craig Andrew*

DB Sport* Writer

U will be a busy siSTmer for UCIA
"Jg*^^,^*^

Dennis Storer and nine members of the national

"i^^hf^uest of New Zealand Rugby Union of-

""^icIalsltoTwm be caching a California state AH-

SU? si«^Xh will be the first suchj,j«jrd ever to

bTinvited on a New Zealand nat'O"""^ ^„ .

The fact that, of the 23 ptayers selected, over a

GrantS Sweeney. Rob Scrihner. DaveSugden.

John Williams and SWp Neiba«r
i_t_rn,i„gled

The tour will consist of nine games
'"'f™!'*^.

with the usual visiting of New Zealand tounst at

tractions and leisure tune. \,^,^. ..i»iu be
•The main problem." reasons Storer, wm ne

keeJTngS^ noL to the training grindstone m sp.te

of the incredible hospitality we will be experienr
In New ZeaUnd, rugby capture* the enthusirf

"*

football, basketball and baseball all rolled int!
"

and for the players it will be a trem^iil!!:

educational and social experience just bei^**
nationak visitor." ^ >

Playing before crowds of 40-50,000 enthusiasts rL
California team will be hard-pressed to break e^
over the nine games. **The officials have rated

performance high enough to give us a iriahtp^

schedule," says Storer.
^'"^

Frightening may not be strong enough tv,,

Califomians must duel two national teams J'
Maori's and New Zealand University (twice), itS

I

are among the very best in the entire world.

Between them, the teams contain nine of the /a I

Blacks, New Zealand's national team, and reputahh

the best in rugby. ^
As Storer sees it: "If we can go 5-4, we will ha*

done outstandingly well. Of course we're aiming
(d

the whole thing, but realistically I don't give us muck

of a chance of beating those two teams and one othtr

university team.**

m sNKnK BfFEttin

JHE STEW KETTLE

KellfsKQrner

-30-

£
DougKeU

' " RESTAURANT lAKE-OUl CATERING

ELEVEN UNIQUE VARIETIES OF THE -^
"

WORLD'S MOST POPULAR FOOD $1J5:2.2^
'

LUNCH: MON-FRI DINNER^AON^S^_^-_ -
~

"
101 9 BROXTON-WESTWOOD- CALL 473-0707

Tv

^*- /(.- ^...-

f-

those elegant pieces of crystallized carbon that we call

diamonds! Today, this precious gem is primarily ^

associated with romance. It is the symtx)l of eternal^ __

love - the traditional choice for the k)etrothal ring. -.^.^

Much of a bride-to-k)e's radiant happiness traces directly

to the beam of light on her third finger, left hand.

And that happiness will turn into lasting satisfaction and

pride if your diamond is chosen wisely. Let us help you to

choose yours so that you will be proud of it all your life

and proud to pass on to your children, too. •

Engagement Ring $625.

Wedding Ring $57.50 .

f^

I.

I auess you could s^y It's been a hell of a year. .

As I write my final column for the DB, \ can't help but look backwi

"four vears, most of which have been spent working oathls newsp»p,l

AAost of the memories, fortunately, are happy ones. Some are not. By||

• t^_A/* life
"• *' ' - -

—

—.->--'-
'-.jl—

^

When I think of the DB I saw as a freshman and leave as a senior.

rirow a little sad. I don't really know what It Is, I can't put my finger onl

but the paper's changed from what It used to be. And the change I

^31^1? w^tSfyou want. There was an Internal breakdown this yey

mostly the fault of top management. To city side, I leave this messagr

ITkwi most of you and got along with even more. There s talent .ny«i

^rxA novi vear Make the most of It. -

'^ommgCk Xough the hallowed hall, good-bye Vicki and SU.,

wastTcomparinfloHJIwirlvla . Icon w^astrong point th.s year. H«i

**VK\.'hHn« me back to the place I know best: my office. NornJ
«n out <^t'a n^Sp^ eH^vely. It takes a team. The DBW,

Ulent^^rts t^ this year, «»d that Is something I will ,l*,y,J

IhLnkful tor I've been damn lucky to have had a bunch of wJ
tafent^ and dedicated as those » had the privilege of working w**

Jfr^.Ti Clark Ed Craig, Flash, Tommy, Charlie thanks so midill

fdAMh^K^^orTr'^^'ru?S« ^^^ Y-r outstan.n, *,.

*'ToTrI a^/all the shop crew, thank you for P^-^^-^l^^*

wish y«^ thTvery best. I haven't always ^^r^
^'^l^^J^J

7Z^^ you. . c^OuW only
-f

^^^«Tv^n a s?c a^ e^^jS
for a reversal of the 71 record. To Coach Wooden a s^oa

-and best wishes for continued success to the greatest coa

basketball has ever known. y^UI

To my many friends all over campus, • « l^" SJ*';' ^| h' yo«l

been a tremendous learning experience over four years. I hope y«.

'trwTd:.^;^ B.X '«"b-- «og'
?
-v"*-"' ^-^^ *""

''rveP?r:ti::^rSrng1o1h°ro«toBu,fa,o.

o

o

EngogemenI Ring $1,595

Wedding Ring $450

Available from

$195 lo $2,500

v-^ I OHIO prJeujelers

1 055 w»»twood bl vd .

groAit* 9.675«5

Graduate G«moloo««t», G.I.A.

* OP IN MONDAY IVi MINOS

wettwood vlllog*
brodihaw 2-3?43

MOTORCYCLE EMPOR
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L. A. 90035

KTWKN DOHINY AND «V£«tV W'^^

278-5211 . 272.1020

HOUW: MON. THRU F«l. - » *^J°
*
, pM.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO » P.M. - SUN. 11 rM. TO «
PM

SAIES . SERVICE • INSURANCE

PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WKR

iRrOHCYCUsTMotor
ScoSfrt*

i ^tprs to the Editor:
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Straightening things gays
If one is to believe that the fall of

the Roman Empire was l)ecause

homosexuals in that society had

made it weak and effeminate,

then one must conclude that

homosexuals are weak and ef-

feminate. Nonesense — yet,

Robert Arledge in his letter to the

Daily Bruin would have us so

believe. 1 am a homosexual and I

don't consider myself either weak

or effeminate and if Mr. Arledge

would like to argue the point with

me personally I am quite wiUing.

A group of friends

(heterosexuals) and Uwere
[discussing Mr. Arledge's letter

land one person remarked that I'd

look awfully funny as a girl —
hairy legs, broad shoulders, and

musUche! My belief is that Mr.

Arledge has no knowledge of what

[homosexuals are like except for

^hat he has seen in movies or

television — the stereotyped
>flaming queen.** I am not

lenying that . effeminate

Homosexuals exist; yes, some

lomosexual males are ef-

teminate, but then some
leterosexual males are ef-

feminate.

Likewise, super-masculine

Individuals exist in both

leterosexual and homosexual

lales. If Mr. Arledge cares to

lispute that statement, then I

lallenge him to go to any one of

A.'s western, leather, or bike

^pe gay bars and call the men
lere effeminate. Mr. Ariedge*s

jic is of the kind which would

lable a bigot to proclaim that all

licano students wear sandals,

irapes, and ride to school on a

)nkey, or that all blacks are

loeshine boys and sing

lammy" for an encore.

Perhaps, if Mr. Arledge were to

a little unbiased reading of

frreek and Roman history, he

light discover that homosexual

(lationships amongst the men of

troops of these nations often

lyed a very important cohesive

lie. One is more willing to fight

id die foi* one's lover than for a

I pie acquaintance. "

Ls a side comment on human
Iture, I have noticed that those

)ple who most viciously attack

losexuality are those who fear

in themselves and therefore

to draw attention away from
(mselves and project it on

jrs Perhaps Mr. Arledge has

ie fears, perhaps not, but I

he would do well to seriously

ilyze why he fears us.

>ne point in Mr. Arledge's letter

find very amusing, however,

[equates the ability to produce
>ring with the strength of a

)n. I find that statement
izing in today's world where
nation surrounds us. More
)le today are becoming aware
a nation^s ability to prosper in

future may depend on its

Ity to limit its population

^th. Wouldn't it be ^ nasty

of fate if someday Mr.

fdge's heterosexual nature
outlawed and homosexuality
It as the ideal. Impossible
[say? Stranger things have
jned!

Lawrence Rodriguez, Jr.

Graduate. Meteorology

11 May, 1972, for if you had simply
ignored the demonstrators and
not given them any reinforcement

for their socially inappropriate

behavior, (calling in the tact

squad was a highly provacative

deed which only made things

worse) the demonstrators would
have sqon t>ecome bored and
dispersed on their own accord.

Instead you chose a highly

provocative and malicious action

in that you sent Los Angeles of-

ficers on campus who themselves

violated the law and committed
tortious actions against the

students of UCLA. The crimes and
tortious actions committed by you

and your storm troopers consisted

among other things of:

. 1. False arrest and malicious

criminal prosecution, without

probable cause against the

students of UCLA.
2. Willfull and malicious assault

with deadly weapons upon our

persons.

3. Willfull and malicKHis assault

and battery by said police officers

on our persons.

4. Conspiracy to deprive us of

our civil rights under Title II, Civil

Rights Act (il964), 78 Stat. 241, 243,

and in addition thereto actual

deprivation of aforesaid civil

rights.

We were also denied peaceful

enjoyment of the university in

that as a direct and proximate

result of Thursday's melee we
were in fear of our lives and had to

miss class the next day.

We hold you personally liable

for damages incurred by the

above mentioned happenings.

We can no longer tolerate

abuses of discretion on your part,

the part of the university, or on the

part of any bureaucracy. Such

abu&es of discretion and tortious

actions, as herein mentioned, will

be met now and at any future time

with determination and ap-

propriate legal remedies.

We wish to remain anonymous

at present, you shall know us well,

however, within the next hundred

days when you are served with our

claim for damages.

_^ The Student Civil

Liberties Association

for you if you watch out for me.
Incidently, 1 have an

autographed copy of The
Fashionable Cyclist by Harold
Mogan Chic. It's yours if you can
provide a reason why many
cyclists at UCSB prefer the
sidewalks to the separate parallel

bikeways. Could it be that they

have a need for adventure, such as
that provided here by the
"bikeway" running through
Parking Lot I?

RemlTreveri
Undecided

fie/ish

Protest
>rs* note: the following Is an
letter to Chancellor Young:
Ed Davit; the city of Los

ties: and the state of

»rnia.

are neither activists, nor

mstrators; we believe
[onstrations are coun-

luctive. We wish only the

ful pursuit ol our studies at

as k>efits peaceful and nonr

It students,

(cannot, however, condone or

ite your actions of Thursday

Editor:

1 recently read a letter in the

Bruin denouncing a psych class as

being misrepresented in the

general catalog. Boy, have I got a
class for you!

It's catalog name is Psych 70,

Psychology of Human Relations;

tHit I'm sure they meant to say

Faber 70, Philosophy of One Man.
See, you don't have to go to any

lectures, and the paper on which

your entire grade is based deals

explicitly with a question of

philosophy. Why, you ask, is this

class in the psych department?

Got me, folks.

The writer of the previously

mentioned letter suggested the

psych department get a better

course-description author. Good

idea, but let's also try and get

someone to put classes in their

proper departments to k)egin with.

Kelly Fogarty

Math-Computer Sci.

*•»

Reality

Editor:

To Mr. Ray Van Buskirk,

It was very shrewd of you, dear

sir, to have your letter published

on May 22, thus not allowing me
enough time to refute your silly

little fables. You may rest assured

however, for over the summer
vacation I shall cook up a nrce

essay and have it published in the

DB in October. Hope you'll be

around to relish it.

John Marot

_1 Battered __

Editor:

-A few words for the Battered

Bicyclist (Daily Bruin, May ?)

and various others of the wheeled

persuasion: %j^ .

I too have suffered. On my 70

pound Varsity, I was forced into a

parked car by a vindicUvely

driven '59 Chevy. (A vacuum

behind that steering wheel . . . . )

With no uncertain pride at my
ability to empathize, then, I agree

to watch out for Battered

Bicyclists when I open my car

door.

Now that you have my word,

B.B.. can I ask a favor in return?

The next time you are ripping

down a campus walk, could you

watch out for the guy madly

sprinting for the bushes? It is I (he

is me?) . . . WeU, anyway, I am

now orthonoid thanks to the ef-

forts of a few wheel people who

seem to be bent on flattening me.

These latter-day saracens seem to

lurk behind buildings, waiUng for

hapless p^estrains to terrorize.

Battered Biker, I'll watch out

Editor:

I would like to reply to the

bastardization of reality that **A

Four Year Dorm Resident"

presented in the Daily Bruin on

May 22. If you would only look

around you instead of sticking

your head in the ground, you

would realize that the dorms

aren't so bad after all. If you live

at home (as 1 did for three

quarters), you get twenty meals

(?) a week and a headache. If you

live in an apartment, you might

get a kitchen, but you also realize

higher rates for all the other crap

you must have — such as food,

utilities, transportation costs, etc.

In addition, living in an apartment

(as I did for two quarters) can be

extremely lonely and isolated.

The dorms are convenient and

believe it or not — very cheap. If

you have lived in the residence

halls for four years, you obviously

haven't tasted some of the more

ruder facts of life such as monthly"

rental payments, high food costs,

and boredom. It's a pity that

students can maintain such a

stunted view of reality until they

graduate.
~—r know The derm fwms Tire

small, and that once in a while a

crummy meal comes along, but

over the long run the residence

-halls are a pretty nice and com-

fortable place to live. Happiness

and contentment are not a func-

tion of where one lives, but of

outlook on life. It's sad that yours

is so stunted and distorted as to

attack a building.

^SUnGreiUeiff

Medical Student

would be easier to teach fish and

birds democracy than it would be

to teach Mexicans." to "Mexicans

are genetically the most cruel, the

most barbaric peoples in the

world."

The implications of statements

such as the above, of course, are

that Chicanos are innately stupid

and barbaric ; that on the one hand
they should be educated or trained

for jobs not requiring too much
intelligence; since they are so

dumb, and on the other, that they

should not be given the freedom of

the regular Anglo citizen. He
cannot be given liberty and he

cannot be free to pursue happiness

for happiness for him entails

harming others; since he is ^o

k>arbafic.

The end result of these

misconceptions throughout the

years has t>een negligent

education for Chicanos, which has

led to the inevitable result of lower

than Anglo performance in I.Q.

tests. Another result of these

strongly held misconceptions has

been pohce harrassment of

Chicanos since childhpod, which

has led also to the inevitable:

Chicano mistrust and sometimes

hatred of police and other symbols

of authority.

Why do I teU you all this? WeU,
Mr. Frohman, so that perhaps,

just maybe, you will understand

why Gil Beanes arid many other

Chicanos feel insulted when one

Chicano is insulted. Perhaps we
could joke about ourselves if we
were not striving for survival. You
see, the only way for us to succeed

is by destroying stereotypes and

misconceptions. Every day, and

every minute we have to be on our

guard. We have to show the

positive side of ourselves and our

race all the time. We need to

emphasize our good points

because they, for so lon^, have

been ignored. Yes, Mr. Frohman,

"every little bit hurts." When
you're running away from a

hungry lion any wrong step you

take may bring you closer to your

death. That is why each arid every

one of us, the ChitkJ^osV whenever

and wherever we are insulted,

right on the spot, we have to chew,

and swallow the insult, and if

found to be indigestible, vomit it!

Chicano dancers and, therefore,

the Chicano people.

If a Chicano had said what Mark
Wright said, he would deserve

more censure than Wright, for he,

as a Chicano, owes even more
respect to the Chicano culture

than an Anglo does and being a

Chicano he should be more aware

of the consequences a statement

like that would have. It is not a

matter of who says what but of

what is said. 1 better stop and let

you digest what I said (or vomit

it) I don't want to put undue strain

on your "poor little brain."

About the possibility of you

being "an adopted Caucasian of

Spanish decent," I couldn't care

less, after all, Judas was Jew and

he k)etrayed Jesus ...

Ms. Guadalupe V. Trelles

Psychology

ISC

No, Mr. Frohman, *'Dirty

Johnny" does not equal "Dirty

Mexican Johnny." When Mark

Wright insulted the MEChA
dancers he was not just insulting

any dancers, he was insulting

Presidential column

Editor:

To: Michael Wang
In r^ponse to your letter of May

19, I would like to bring to your

attention certain crucial matters.

It is understood that you have
certain vested interests with the

ISC, ife so directly or indirectly,

that has motivated'you to address

yourself to the foreign students

through the Bruin. r~^
As stated in your letter you have

taken a position stating that the

foreign students are complaining
even though too much is done for

them. Indeed, that may be true if

you take into consideration the

superficial events that you have
stated to counter the charges

made by foreign students. On the

other hand, you have failed to

perceive the role of the Board of

Director! and the ISC operation as

well as the F.S.O. vis-a-vis the

sheepish, shy, forejgn students.

You go on to state that the foreign

students are manifesting racism.

I feel that you fail to understand

the meaning of the word, and at

the same time it is sad that

something like this shoufd come
from an Oriental-American like

you ^lYoU' should know better.)

Similarly, your infantile,

Johnny-come-lately argument
makes you look as if you hav^ a

long way to go before you cduld

present a mature and intelligent

remark.

If you want to know more facts

and get educated about the

matter, we invite you to come to

our sessions.

Samuel Manna
Graduate in English

—^-jtf' i»

Voting in thie primary
Ry Mark Bookman

111

.».«'.» v^

Racism
Editor

:

-•fjii^"^««i&^« ••
-~

In response to the DB Editorial

of May 9 (Racism). Where have

you been Mr. Frohman? I'm

surprised that you, a Political

Science major, does not seem to

have any awareness of the

problems of minorities in the U.S.,

in particular, of the Chicanes. Do

you not realize, for insUnce, that

since Anglos sUrted coming to the

southwest the Chicanos have had

to put up with insults from, "It

--Bndingthe Indo^ChhtaWarisa destreshared by most of us. Just a few

short weeks ago we were out in mass-protest against Nixon s lat^t

escalation of his Vietnam ization Policy. Our latest efforts against the

War gave us the same results as earlier protesU- it is still going on. As 1

see it there are now two direct ways to force Nixon to stop the War: (1)

Congress can cut-off all funds, or (2) Richard Nixon can be defeated in his

bid for re-election. •
•

, ., . j j ui«u

On June 6th, California wiU have a primary election to aecidewhich

candidate will get our votes at the Democratic Convention^ The 12

million students in this sUte are a key. I believe that with our help both

in canvassing and voting. George McGovem can win the^e^delegat^^^

say George McGovem for one specific reason: Of the viable candidates,

he is the only one whom I believe will end the War. If you agreejvith me

come out this weekend and canvass for McGovem, for only by getUng to

the California electorate will we win. ^ . «
As long as I am discussing the election, please let me remind you to

vote in the State Assembly and ,State Senate races, as well as on the

pmpcL^^ those of you who live in this Senate Djstnct to vote for

CathTo'Neill Next year the Califomia Legislature will ^e a^^";^?" »

new Master Plan for Higher Education In order to get t^e^"^'
changes that we feel are necessary in "•g^^rfjlucation. we will ne^

many friends in Sacramento. My discussions with Ms. Neill lead me to

believe that she will be such a person

I truly hope that all of us do involve ourselves in the remaining pnmary

efforts SitUng out the presidential election next November is something

that I want to avoid. To me, this means not having another Nij^on-

Humphrey etection.
Mark Bookman
GSA Presklent
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Quickie Quiz you
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I
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for your protection before you go

to Europe on a Charter

* ; .
J

-U

.-i:.:

:
r y'f

•
. .

.* 8 '- »

' r"

4.

'.14:-

—
1 . Con the Ckortor Flighl you seiectod show you o license fo lond

in the country oi your desiinoKon? Such o license is required for

Woch and every Alight, or it moy be stopped at tfve point of origin

or olong the way.
V --^i

FLIGHTS
-/__. r^'-

-hrr .i , ^

2. CcMi your Charter Right show you evidence of having receive^

approval or outfiorization from the University of Colifomid? — '^ .-*-'

-t^

« .
-.jr=

ASUCLA CHAItfER FLIGHTS CAN

3. Did you biow that if you ore on d Charter Flight that does not

hove proper licensing and autlK>rization, you «tand about a 75%

^honce of being stranded? At this writing, only BOAC and Cale-

donian airlines have such buthorizotion—ttirough ASUCLA Char-

ter Flights.

ASUCLA CHARTER FLIGHTS GO

k'- '
*

FLIGHT

3

5

6

4
9

10

44

+*

15

17

LA. TO

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

Lo ndon

14 London July 8

London

London

DEPART

June 18

June 21

June 22

June 26

June 26

June 27

June 28

Juj^e 29

July r
tMy^

July 11

3
tM^

RETURN

f r 28

Aug. 16

Aug. 15

Sept. 6

Sept. 13

Aug. 25

Sept. 16

Aug. 29

Aug. 27

ftf^

Aug 17

Aug^^O

Aug. 31

FROM

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

London— I.

London I Aug. 12 I §ept. 13

London

Lond a n

London

DAYS

TT

56

M
72

80

^
-^

82

61

4^

40

PRICE

$262

$262

$262

$275

526»
436^
$275

$262

^2^

CARRIER

BOAC

BOAC

«eA&
BOAC
Caledonian

BOAC

«9A&
Caledonian

B^C
BOAC

$262

30

33

$262

BOAC

BOAC

-BeA&

BOAC

<e>

It's not too late to switch to the best — the official one.

Come into Room 205D KordihoH Hall - phone 825-1 221

Open Mondoy through Fridoy 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Kdren Diamond, Beverly Townley, Coordinators.

TkU IS \\\m oKkiqI ChaH«r Flights op^rofion authorized ond approved fcr use by all campusM of the University ol

T •
Friday, May 26, 1V72 ufcLAbAIL^bRUlM' ^
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Clean air competition between e/evenscJiodls

'UCLA car' winner in rally
A UCLA car took first place in a statewide cleap air carbuerator put on to increase the performance of

car rally sponsored by UC Davis. The car, a modified the engine.

Chevrolet Malibu, was developed and driven by But it was the modifications of the muffler system
Larry Lachner and Jerry Houser, seniors in the which resulted in the low emissions A platinum

School of Engineering here. The winning car was one catalytic muffler was fitted to the exhaust system of

of 11 entries from such schools as Cal Tech, Stanford, the car. This catalytic afterburner causes a reaction

which changes the combustion products into water

vapor and carlx>n dioxide. .

Especially impressive were the nitrogen

oxides emissions. The results of the 11 entries

winner being determined by his placing in each of the averaged out to .45 grams per mile. The 1976 Federal

catagories. For the rally, the contestants were given emission standards call for these emissions to be

a course to follow and told to drive at the maximum below .40 grams per mile. The strong point of

legal speeds. This was included in the contest to Lachner and Houser's design is that this was
determine the dependability and general reliability achieved using a standard gasohne engine, using

of the cars.
. ^ currently available unleaded gas ^

Rally eqitry

-
Competition

The UCLA entry took first place in acceleration Presently the two engineering students are con-

sidering putting up some entry for National com-

petition to be held later this year This is contingent

upon getting the proper car and sponsorship.

It is in this national competition that they will face

much stronger opposition, and meet some of the

more unusual and radical designs for environmental

vehicles. However they both l)elieve that their ideas

will prove best both from an economic and tec^hnical

X

use and Oregon State.

The competition was divided into four catagories,

(enriissiohs, acceleration, fuel consumption, and the

rally from San Francisco to Los Angeles) with the

LKY DIVING— a movie, introduction and sign ups for sky diving will b«

(l 5 pm, Wednesday, in Math Sciences 3809. The cost is $30 for the first

imp. The instruction will be given in North Hollywood from « pm to 12

June 14,. „ Z ^
-

and the rally, second on overall emissions, and
fourth on fuel consumption.

Lachner and Houser, who did the project as part of

an Engineering 199 course, received financing from

the School of Engineering which supplied the car and

the money for its modification. Primarily they

wanted to show that emissions could be reduced to a

low level in a car by a process of minor modifications

which still leaves the car a practical one to own and standpoint

drive. While other systems, such as electric cars and

The only changes made in the car were in the propane vehicles have low emissions, they do not

engine manifold, carbuerator, distributor and already have an established industry behind them,

muffler. A high rise manifold was fitted, and a large unlike the gasoline car. - n-

r
.:x.
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By Eugene Sheffer
What's On:

ACROSS
1. Impartial
5. Common

value
8. Search

thor-
oughly

It, Talent
14. Samoan

seaport
15. Renews
16. Country

path
17. Employ
18. Higher

. 2«.

—

Mamer
23. Aromatic
_ herb

24. Elliptical

25. Served
food

28. Water
barrier

29. Adored
30. Sorrow
32. Nullified

34. Hardy
j^ heroine
85. Strikes

38. Heals
37. Type

of
cigar

40. Distiress

signal
41. Exclanla-

tion
42. Destruc-

tion

of
- —

*

race
47. Coin

money
48. ImiUtor
49. Cooking

utensils

50. Floor
covering

51. BCysical

sound

Average lime of eolulion: 25 miii.^

iQlTlAlRMwlAlYMSKnoR
mwssB mm cissi
II ilPiniNHMlEnA/ H A V E N

,

- ~*y^-

DOWN
1. Distant
2. Monkey
5. Pronoun
4. Ceremony

^ 5. Chaste
6. Citrus

drink
7. Repeated
8. Visitor
9. Semi-

precious
stone

10. Excavate
11. Former

prize-

fighter

IS. Throw

rk^w A^N TASS I kJN
m^f^ ssjiqh oqqs

DMAIL
^nQin[^ r^^siogriSd^a
UnK/ F cr otfMGMS L P

•r »V6

Answer te yesterday's puazle.

19. Old
20. Earth
21. Russian

name
22. Rich

fabric

23. Accumu-
lates

25. Summer
resident

2iB:Wide-
mouthed
jar

27. Medicinal
quantity

29. Reclined
31. Letter
33. Spirits

34. Type of
- architec-

ture ,

36. Com- _^
posed

37. Summer
retreat

38. Medley
39. Rave
40. Comfort-

able
43. Austra-

lian bird
44. Japanese

name
45. Speck
46. Before

Friday, Way 26
Concerts:

—"Opera Workshop," presenting

a new English translation of

"Orontea, Queen of Egypt," 8:30

pm, Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3

(general admission), and $1.50

(students), available at the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

,wood Plaza.

—"Music for the 70s," Gerhard

Samuel conducting the Los

Angeles Philharmonic Ochestra,

8:30 pm, Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $4.50, $3.50, $2.50, and

$2 (students), available at the

Central Ticket bfflce, 650 West-

wood Plaza.

Plays:
—"Anti-w^r production/'
presented by the Theater Action

Council, 4 pm, AAacGowan 1340.

—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, «:30pmr Ralph Freud-

Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

office.

E.C.:
—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-9:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"The Dances of Universal

Peace-Sufi Dpncing," 7:30 10 pm,

Unity by the Sea, 1245 4th St.,

Santa Monica.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course/' 3:30 5 pm, GSM
2224.—"Kundallnl Yoga," 5. pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

—"Christian Students," noon,

Ackerman Union 3517. "^

—"Muslim Students," 12-3 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Administrative Intern," 1-6

pm, Kerckhoff 400. ^— "Iranian Stu oTn f
Organization," 3-6 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Board of Control," 46 pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30 9:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

URA Clubs:
—"Hatha Yoga Club," noon.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Tennis Club," 2-4 pni. South

Courts. ^*

—"Karate Club," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club," n.3:30 pm,
Macgowan B 146.

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.

Women's Gym 200.

—"Mountaineers," noon. North-

west Corner of Moore Hall Lawn.

sored by Experimental College

and United Group Meditation.

Meetings:

— "Iranian Student
Organization," 11:30 am-2 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Black Theater," 12 2 pm,

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"Gesfalt Workshop," 7-11 pm,

Ackerman Unipn 3517.

URA Clubs:

—"Team Handball Club," 2-4:30

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—"Organic Garden Club," .10-4

pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera: ^

—"Army ROTC annual battatton

*••--

7 prr\,

Women's

Answer on page 29.

Meetings:

—"Social Dance,'

Ackerman Union

Lounge. '^

—"Bruin Young Democrats,

noon, Ackerman Union 2408.

Warren SoloskI, candidate for the

State Senate will speak. „

—"Office of Academic Ser-

vices," 8am 4pm, Ackerman

Union Men's Lounge.

—"Administrative Intern," 10

am 12 pm, Kerckhoff 400.
.

—"Experimental College, 12-

T 30 pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

Saturdayr ITaT^
Concert

:

—"Opera Workshop," presenting

a new English translation of

-'.'Orontea. Queen of Egypt," 8:30

pm, Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $4 (reserved seats), $3

(general admission), and $1.50

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West

wood Plaza.

Play:
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, Ralph Freud

Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and Macgowan Hall box

office.

Seminar:
—"Nitrous Oxide-Oxygen
Nation In Dentristry," by Ralph

Carnow. from 9 am to 5 pm. In

School of Dentristry here. Fee

required. Sponsored by Ex

tension.

E.C.:

—"Meditation for World

Brotherhood," featuring Murl El,

at 7:30 pm, Janss Steps, spon

^' -nawardscerenwrny and review

am. Spaulding Fleldt:

Sunday, May 28
Play:
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 7:30 pm, Ralph Freud

Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office. 650 West

wood Plaza; Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and Macgowan Hall box

(Dfflce.
—-

Meeting:
—

—"MECHA," 1-6 pm, Kerckhoff

Upstairs Lounge.

URA Clubs:
—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2 10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—"Indoor Soccer Club," 10 am,

Women's Gym 200.

—"Karate Club," 10 am, AAen's

Gym 200.

—"Soccer Club," 10 am, Sunday,

on the Soccer Field.

—"Cricket Club," 10 arr\. Sun

day. on the Cricket Pitch.

Monday, May 29
—"Academic and ad-

ministrative holiday," Hospital

and Clinics will operate on a

holiday schedule The College

Library will be open from 9 &m to

10 pm and the University

Research Library from 9 am to 11

pm All other University offices

will be closed, and no classes will

be held
< Conlinurd on Page 24
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AGADEMYAWARDWINNER!
BEST Art D»r«ct»on • BEST Costume Des.gn
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Nicholas
and

Alexandra

Miz Scarlett, I don't know

»ui

PMAMSt M«::f«s!ef 77M96
EKMEiiPMO- 7144233

TTTMI f^term f71S515

»AC» C 3*-^ •^

« TvTSKC ITMOl
V9 9lH9S-76>55!:

Moncaar
SliTWMT»2

IMS MMD03
Bndk 37M3K

MLATlNffS MOST THfATlf

S

aKMA «2 MoiCdir 625-3534 PsiiMiMSnKS 7»>71I1%1

TMsday, May 30
Concert:

~"Sf«d«iitt/' of Stanlty

PHimmer's string classes will

perform Casfelnuovo-Todesco's

Owwlstts , Opifs l43for Gvilar and
'^

StFNif QMTlat, George Pacfcer's

Strwig Quartet Movement (first

performance), anil Debussy's
Quartet in G Minor, Opus H, noon,

Schoenberg Auditorium. Free.

Film:
—"The Lady Eve/' at 5 pm, in

AAeinrtz 1409. Free.

Seminars:
—"Transport Phenomena in

Catalytic Porous Media" by
Robert Wong, doctoral candidate,

department of energy and
kinetics, at 3 pm, Boelter 8500.—''DIspersien and Uptake off

Aerosol Lead" by Michael
Rabinowitz, postgraduate
research chemist. In-

terdepartmental Curriculum in

Geoctiemistry, 4 pm, Slichter

3853.

—"The Military Tradition off ttie

Mossi off Upper Volta" by Elliot

Wildwood Recreational System
NEEDS HELP

T" rf-r

'<

'-^M^

-t.;-*—*-i---^' »

rX

=
,
i ;

••

'^ ;
I

STUDENTS-
FuH or part time sales opportunities.

^— New concept of land use with private Recreational Porks,
"'~ ^

— SELL the great Ideas of OPEN SPACES, streams, hOge trees,

qi»iet& rolling hills.

Sell memberships to recreation vehicle owners

Sell memberships lo recreation vehicle owners and out-d6or

enthusiasts^ _.^ ^^ ^^.^. ^ ^ ". ^

— No previous experience needed,
'"

— We train you and furnish all soles material ^
-Work the hours thpt fit YOUR schedule

For Appt. - call 273-7780 this week and next week.
«*

Wildwood Recreation System, Inc.

9025 Wilihjre Bjyd., Suit* 401 . Beverly Hills

•> • • '

•1*

'. \

*'T^'

mM-rn
.1- '•,'-'

for (ufltier informoKon, call the Compus Studio 8254>61 1 est. 271

Skinner, professor of an-
ttwopology, Columbia University,
New Yort( Qty, and 'HTlM Zmr.

Mleiwa^ by Richard Sktjr>
tyffessor off poHtfcai sciofiot, 7
y. Murphy 2121.

nothln I

Trivia contest winneR
Wen Gang, here at long last are the winners of

campus trivia contest Sorry about the deUy butonTJ^^Py
was stricken with catarrh and then were a few o?k.?

^''^
ficulties. twt better late than never.

°^^ ^^^oco djf

.

We expected more entries in sports since this U suDon.*-*

»

campus off sports buffs. Tlie Winner was MarkriTSZl. ***

-What was the name of the pitcher who threW the biuT^
fouled into the stands striking his mother on Mother sn^i^.

**•

Runners-up were SCevea Deskay with ^ ^
''Who was on the 1964 Iq^^' '*Dodger Rookies
along with Wes Parkcr?"r
Steve Ckndy for

'*What is the longest distance anyone has ever hit a k^,*^
shuttlecock?";

;
and Bob Argel's "Who was on decit wKlJ

Thompson hit his famous homer in the game of the c,^J^
playoff against the Dodgers?" ^" ^*l

Movies were the most coirteste^ category, but Jordan Ptrtu .
ith his excellent question: **What brand of cigarettes didNornT

Desmond (Gloria Swanson) smoke in 'Sunset Boulevard''"

baseball
eard

with his excellent question: '"What brand of cigarettes didTJl
Desmond (Gloria Swanson) smoke in

-.*5^^"? ^^ ^onna

Runners up were Kerry John Redfeaa for

"Who pUyed Princess Ananka in all the "Mummy" movi« ^^
what does she do today?"; *f * *™

David R. GfaMberg for "What phrase did Michael Rennic instnirt
Pat Neal to say to the giant robot in *The Day the Earth Stood Sti?
and what was the robot's name?";
Beirtoa Grees for "What was the fictional river that Humplirev
Bogart and Katherine Hepburn sailed down in The Afrim
Queen?"; :

and SheUy Clieniey for "In 'Dracula*, the Count s young male
victim was put in the mental home; when asked why he ate Hies
what was his reply?"

DeaaU Ames won the TV category with his excellently trivial

question:

'*What was Betty Rubble's of 'The Flintstones* maiden name?"
Runners up were: ^ ;^ .

Becky Ressner for "What dbes THRUSH stand for? ';

Steve Cliiidy*8 '*What is Zorro's name, when not Zorro?"
iaa Rae Hark's "The came with the sun / There was a job to

be done / So they sent for the badge and the gun of the

Joe Palmer et al. "What did Sgt. Preston say at the end of each

show?" SheUy Cox's "Where did Bfaid Marion Uve on the Robin

Hood series?"; and Martin Meskowiu for his 'What was Mrs.

Emma Peel's maiden name?"
We were disappointed by the poor turnout in the olde rock sec-

tion; really, people, don't any of you still do the Bristol Stomp? The

coveted $2.50 prize went to Karen Greenberg for ' ^^Tiat former

Vice-president of the U.S^ wrote the big hit of 1968?' Karen also

received honorable mention for "What time did Little Susie and the

Everly Brothers wake up?" Other honorable mentions go to Rindy

Taylor for "Jerry Keller sang 'When we kiss she makes my flattop

curl* in what song?" ; Steve Chtidy for "Tom and Jerry sang about

a schoolgiri; where in the classroom did she sit?'*; and Fred

Dalske for "Name three female singers, each of whom has had a

hit with Marvin Gaye. Name the records."

The winners can collect their fabulous $2.59 prizes at the Bruin

office (Kerckhoff 110). To all who submitted entries, thanks for

helping make our contest a success and remember to keep cam-

ping it up.
.'-- —M.A.AC.H.S.

•H
Answers on page 27
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lued from Page 24)

|,P3^
— Computer Science

irtment and Department of

lematlcs, at 4 pm In Boelter

•'.. f.

"Astrology/' 2-^ P"^*

lerman Union- 3564.-

/'Death and Dying/' 3 pm,

lerman Union 3517.

."Experiments In Personal

,wth/' 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman

1 Closed to new meml)ers.

Hatha Yoga for Beginners/'

,, Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

"Women's Role in a Changing

ijgly
— Affirmation for

en/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman

on 2408. Closed to new

nbers. ^ ,,

"Reaching Your Higher Self

Lighted Way/' 8-10 pm, Social

Ifare 50.

."Textile Printing and

iign," 7:30 pm. Architecture

lA.

-"Eckankar/' 7:30-9:30 pm,

rckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

ry other Tuesday.

"Ananda Marga * Yoga

iety,"5 pm, Ackerman Union.

"Philosophy of Meher Baba/'

10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Auto Mechanics I/' 79 pm,
Bunche 1265. i

—"Cosmic Meditation," 7-9 pm,
MS 6201.—"Beggining Ptiotography and
Darkroom/' 7-9 pm, Architecture
1224.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
Mind Course/' 3:30-5 pm, GSM
224.—"Kundalini Yoga," 's am,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Self-Hypnosis/' 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243A.

—"Integral Yoga Lifestyle," 8-

10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

Meetings:

—"Campus Comics Society,"

7:30 pm, MS 5203.

—"Sailing Club," final quarter

meeting, at 7 pm, in the Men's
Lounge.

^ —"Skydivers," at 5 pm, in

Boelter 3809.

URA Clubs:
—"The Sports Car Club," 7 pm,

Kerckhoff Hail 400.

—"The Kenpo Club," 5:30-6:30

pm, Memorial Activities Center B
146.

—"The Ice Hockey Club," 10:X
pm, Santa Monica Ice Capades
Chalet.

—"The Karate Club," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.—"Ttie Mountaineers," noon,

Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

Lawn.

Et cetera:'

—"Campus Tour," a one-hour
walking tour of the Che.-nistry

Department, featuring the In-

strumentation facility and the
giassblowing shop, with com-
mentary by a staff member. At 1

p.m. from lobby of Schoenberg
Hall.

Wednesday, May 31
Concerts

:

—"Conceri Band, under the

direction of Clarence Sawhill, In

an outdoor concert, including

Suite for Band by Alan
Hovhaness, Mini-Suite by Morton
Gould, Burnished Brass by John
Cacavas, Galop by Shostakovich /

Hunsk>erger, Departure One by
Jbhn M. Higgins, Chaplin Band
Portrait (arranged by Floyd E.

Werie), and Psalm for Band by
Vincent Persichetti, noon,

Schoent>erg Quadrange. Free.

—"A Capella Choir," directed

by Roger Wagner, presents

. (ConthiuedonPaRe26)

IliDBE THE

IMEIMPLOYMENT 6AP
«

Acquire Typing & Shorthand ^

.
Skills in Accelerated Program

for Liberal Arts Majors

826-0977
MTI WESTSIDE BUSINESS COLLEGE

12215 Santa MonkaBoulavard W.LA.

FREi PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE TERMS

FREE PARKING DAY OR EVENING CLASSES

hirty boxes mean fareweiU-
^eii friends, if you're travelling don't go

, an apple from a snake.

you do, I tell you true ypu niake a big

*^^
Robin Williamson

1972

__L _ _.._ ^__..^ ..__, . —Lees

never was any good at leads. I tiereby

fclude a short and dubious career and in

an inappropriately brief list of credits.

and Nina ... my gratitude for knowing

both IS quite inexpressable. ("Tt>at

Sans on the phone again") (I'm glad we
kbed those stairs in Paris) And I must also

lure up Little Linda and Evejyn as good

irades, and TC, not so muchirom the past,

falive anrf working on Wil^e Blvd. How
resist? You can't make Wf* out of this

y you know . . great livinj^rama. With a

[trips to the lounge each day, it's bearable

uside joke. But, I'll spare you the MAJOR
DOWN, for sure. This isn't a suicide note.

»y, Ken, Jill, Steve, Joyce, McNary and all

ril miss you. — Todd

all but one quarter of my four years here

.C L A I have been writing reviews for

Daily Bruin's "Index^ and "Icon'! sec

and it has indeed been a worthwhile and
irding experience. My sincere thanks are

»by extended to my editors, past and
lent, for their guidance and devotion to the

hon John Mendelsohn ('69), Joseph
»son ('70), Jim Bickhart ('71) and Stan

^kowitz ('72).

—Andy LInsky

three years at the Bruin has proved

itively valuable if economically
/arding. I ended up meeting many

fthy and sincere indi^viduals, but at the

le time many people whose passing will

be a relief. I want to thank all those who
>rted mt band, you know, Mogan David
his Winos. My orily regret is tt>at I didn't

[enough fan maiM^
—Harold Branson,

Four years ago I really didn't eptpect to stick

firound, I did. I got a safe for it (by the way
there isn't a combination to it, really you just

have to know how to talk to it) . Sue can tell you
that Unicolor and fotorites don't mix. Bob did.

Jerry, thanks for getting me started. Bob it's

still working great, nice choice. Terry,

wherever you've gotten at this point keep
moving. Todd, tbe Garden Apartments were
really a good start, good people come from
that area. Wes, where were you this spring, or

did you catch on? Remember to tread lightly

on grave yards or else write your numbers on
. your wrists. Hey, I'm not saying to stay out of

em, though, just watch out. Steve and Irwin, a

note to you; feature pics don't just hang on

frees or lie on the grass, sorry. Next year just

learn to think white space. Buckshit that, pic

really wasn't that good. Next year let the

people know everything. It'll be better all

around even if it can bring a lot of people

together it really shouldn't have to be that

way. It really has been nice, terry, mark,
dennis, dale, all those who fell by the wavside,

Phil and paul remember to turn everything ott

and lock the doors Susie you helped are

proofsheets almost everyone. Dave, David,

Tom, Steve, Ken, Dan Cassey, Saul, Heidi,

Rose, Doug, Stan, icon, Margaret, Charles,

Joyce, ^ohn, and all those i can't remember at

5 45 am. Yeah it was one of those nights. It's

due at 12:45. Art tell the shop that round cor

ners are really worth it, there's this guy A! who
disagrees. KH 116 and friends- It's been nice.

— Dornlas

six years, off and on, more or less, dbuclalife

all the same, part time.'strange trip, part of a

stranger trip, good and bad. some schmucks: I

shine them on. lots of good people, believe it or

no, i truly do love you.

to those that stay: db is not a business, what

yowfdo is not a job. see it clearlv> make it grow.

very, very special thoughts to Rose.

i hope you all find your peaceful center, i hope i

find mine. "'^^_j,„y

Valley kid turns thirtled staffer and Sarah

says that I am what I appear and then again

I'm not. I've come to regret but one thing in

three years: a lost friendship with a Zappa
freak from Fairfax. The rest is either good or

unimportant. Rose, l will not forget you.

McNary, I respect you more than you think.

CassY, Jill, fhe answer's there and it will come
though very slowly. Ken, the trip isn't worth it.

For the staff i can only ask that you try to be
more than what your are. Power warps if the

ganrve is played by the rules. Fuck the rules.

Stick together - that's your real power.

Remember that everyone is lonely and afraid

(yeah, even me) and that you only win when
everyone does.
One thing I've learned which I'd like to pass

on; if you make up your mind that you won't

take the shit anymore people back off. They'll

push you till you refuse to be pushed. The key

is to refuse to be pushed at all (even if you do

end up leaning a bit).

I wanted this to be clever, something to

inspire all, I guess I'm just not cut out to be a

journalist Oh well. Don't think. Dream easy
—Sue

(Continued on Page 28)

fake a break - enjoy Brechf live on stage

TONITEI TOMORROWl AND SUNDAY
LIVE! ON STAGE! WITH MUSIC!

BERTOLT BRECHT'S
The Caucasian Chalk Circle

M

t« one of tllfiLJnpMJtxs;Jli.na.Pi®ces.

of Epic dramo ever written!"

porformod by tho Wottwood EntombU of 25

"^^^^^PECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT!!
'^—

- $ 1 .00 at the door (reg. $ 1 .50)

FRIDAY & SAT. NITES AT 8:00

.3 - SUNDAY matinee at 2:00..

Ho^mon Holl/Wottwood Prwhy. Church j

10822 Wilihiroljoftooit of Ship' f) -A

(discount v^ith this add.)

Sponsored by UMHE at the URC

I

I

I

J

ADM. S1.50
I
FILM6 AT MlbNlGHT: F F^tbAV ANb SATURDAY May it to ^T^onl?;

FtUINrS "SATYRICON" T "THE T.A.M.I. SHOW' j f ELLINI'S "SATYRICON"

MAYFAIR 7».g;a^'' 1 NUARt
MAYFAIR

CTAD SS4t NOILYWOOO BLVD. JO I Ml\ (NO .) 4>y2t71 J11271 SANTA MONICA
^m. LA.) 47t-t37t

ROILING STONES ARE HERE!

ASUCLA

^ CAL JET CHARTERS

• EUROPE 1972 •
Don't be misled by lower price.. Invettlfiate firjtl Fly

^•^.•"'^iJi^'i* fi?tSi'
group. Know vour loctt on your charter carrier bolore you ti«n yoor eppllcotlon.

£K)n't take a charici wfWi an unkown eK«rtiralrllnt.

CHARTERS ALSO TO AFRICA,
JAPAN, SPAIN & EAST COAST
— Round Trip Europe Flights *-

wtkland Of hAJto Londofi^— - »4ow as S249 (round tripl

P kland or LA to Amsterdam- - is low as $289 (round trip

^akland or LA to Brussels •• low as $279 (round tnpj

^ One Way Flights < ^

u •

Oakland or LA **^/% / ...-.A
^

to Undon & Bru«el» - - - W low at $149 (one way)

10 Oakland or LA-- - - •» low as $149 (one way)

Holiday Clearance sale

1 •i»-

f-

^ Inter-U.S.A. Flights

flctl Coaat to East Coast (Jimc) -as low as J^^&Jone wayj

l^ast Coast to Wc«t Coast (Sept) -as low a^ yYO^ono wa.A.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

SCHEDULE & APPLICATION
NOW

spact is limited

All tare* lncl»«e US ^otforal Ta« and Departure Tan Tj^T* •»»;""J?J;',,*Sar!
•dminittrative fee of t4.M oor frutn. Th^e »••••» •[••^^f^J^iX^imr^^
of the total cott and are tublect to an incroato •f,i^^***Z^VSS!^\!^
tual numbor of Mrtklpantt on each indlvldoal «Hf*«J*t^^S!^doXi the
available onlv tottudent.. employoo*. »taM. '•'"•VJ»< •^•;;»2*SSJ .re MO
Unlvertlty of California and membort of thoir Immodlato famlWot. There are mt

MEMBtllSHlP FIIS. _ ^—.-ii«.«fit«rw moaU and
AM fiivhtft via certlflad airline* flylnt lot oqolpment. Complimentary moan an.

bevera«o« served In flifhf*

for Application ft further information write:

31S0 Green Street
San Francisco, California 94122

CMJfTCHAirT«S

RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
FERRANTEANDTEICHER .

ASTRUD GILBERTO

SAAAMY DAVIS & COUNT BASIE

BURL IVES

WILLIE BOBO
S.T. DR. DOLimE
ROBBIE BASHO
ST. STAR

SUPREMES
HAIR

JACK BRUCE
TEMPTATIONS
STEVIE WONDER
T. REX
KATE TAYLOR ^

MIRACLES
JOHN MAYALL

HUGHMASEKELA
CHER
MARVIN GAYE "i -

HOUR GLASS(Wlth Duane.

Greg & Allmon)

VANILLA FUDGE
BOOKER T& THE MGS
LOVE
HELLO DOLLY (ST)

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Mutk Odytt^y

AcUimon Union - Uvol A
phono: 825-0623

Mutk Odyttoy
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

opon lolo ovory nigKt

or call (4IS)9n 1434

must mention thi. od for the WiUhire Store
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The Free Jewish U., Hillel and the Jewish Rodical Community
invite you o join them tonight for Shabbos Simcho with good
food and song, ot 6:30 at 900 Hilgard Ave. Donation $1 .00
For more information call 474-1531

byFrMi

"j? ''"' i

I

»*: — ^
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'(PaiO Aoverf.4«frt«f»t)

THE GHANIAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION OF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
wnl observe

Sunday, May 28, 1972
OS o "Doy 0^ ^^ML^'TO" ood will pay

tribute to Osogyfo Dr/ Ky^mV Nkrumah, at the iDter-

notionol Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave. from 1 pm
to 10 pm. Fellow Africons, people of African descent
and' friends of Africa are invited to join. A Register of
Condolences will be placed at the ISCuntiflO pm Sun-
day, AAoy 28, 1972 for signature.

—
'

"

^^-—^ -V'^^:

—

(CMiCiMwifrMi Page 2S)

Concerts:

Hayden's "Creation/' 8:» pen,

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets

are S3 (general) and $1.50

(students), available from ttie

Central Ticket Office, dSO West-

wood Plaza.

Plays: *" s"

~"La Mandragota/' by NIccoio

AAactiiavelli will be presented in

Italian by ttie San Fernando
Valley State College Italian

Players, noon^ Macgowan 1330.

Free.

—"Cabaret," a ttieater arts

production, 8:30 pm, today,

Saturday and AAay 31, June 1, 2,

and 3; and 7:30 pm, Sunday and
June 4, Ralpt) Freud Playttouse,

Macgowan Hall. Tickets are S2.50

and $1 (students), available from
ttie Central Ticket Office, 650

Westwood Plaza, Kercktioff

Ticket Office and Macgow^ Hall

box office.

Films:
—"La Cucaracha," and

"Charlie Ctian in Reno," at 5 pm.

of Brussels, Belgium, 2 pm, CHS
73-105. ^ ;—"EfUmating Mw Paraiii«ftri

of a Mixture of Two Normal
Distributiofis," DavM W. Hosmer,
assistant professor of biostatics, 3

pm, CHS AV 138.

—"Screw Cakolus as Applied to

Rigid Body Dynamics" by An Tzu
Yang, professor of mectianical

^^•noering,
. Boelter 5264

UC. Da ^'i^.
3 ^

—"Herpes^
^H^^ ^v«ru$ Dij.
Structure,

Synt^jsis HZ ^

professor of ^'^ '^^^C

pm, CHS 43-105. '**''^.<

"^Continued
*P»|ei^

Announcements
Student Committee for the Arts

Applications arc now available for next year's mprnK^^u
Student Committee for ttic Arts in Kerchoff Hall 312 Ut "^'^

Committee was responsible for brin^infl David Croshv ri ^^ ^
and Procol Hanim.

^^ ^'^oy, G^ahani ^^

- Individual Majors
It was erroneoi^y reported in Wednesday's DB that stucfents^lquestions about individual majors should conUct D^n i,"'*

Trueblood in the College of Letters and Science Stutote whT*
^' '

terested in an mdividual major should prepare a curriculum and 1*1
- It to an advisdr m the appropriate field.

^*'^

Students with questions on this process should conUct adminict^^
interns Ben RediliU at ext. 51761 or Bruce Nelson at ext 52531

^ ^^ _ P Picn ic

—•The Padishah*8 PIciidc** of the Near East Brown Bag GrouDand
Faculty — Student Medieval Group; Sponsored by the Near Eastel^
Center: 4-8 pm, tomorrow in the Recreation Onter (upper level)GoiI

ntribution of $1.50 per person; children under 12 years old, ibt Contact tiJ

vanced research fellow, depart- Near Eastern Center Bunche 10286, or Near Eastern Languages^
mentof pharmacology, noon, CHS o*^»»~» ono t^^ ^^^r,^^,^* /..«w..ww,*.»^ ;« -j . _ , .*'"!'»

in AAelnitz 1409.

Seminars:

Free.

—"Denervation Super-
sensitivity in BkMMl Vessels.^ —
Implications on Vascular Effector
Function" by Bengt Ljiiing, ad^

^.

23-105. ^—"Ultrastructural Ob-
servations on the Paraventricular
Mucleus of the Rat" by J.

Flament-Durand, lecturer In

neuropathology, Free University

Royce 302 for payment (requested in advance)
formatioD.^

or for further
in.

UCLA Dames

axS A<fvertisem«nt)

TRY SOMETHiNG DIFFERENT
- BEEF BURGUNDY

THE STEWKEHLE- 1019 BROXTON - 473-6707

The following have^been elected for tlie 1972-73 Board of the UCU
Dames: *

President: Angela Ormond
1st Vice President: MicheUe South^ ,

2nd Vice President: Kay Cal)e

3rd Vice-President: Michelle Kirby^
Corresponding Secretary: Linda Marlow
Recording Secretary: Gilia Gardner ^

"^ Treasurer: Bartxara Schleising«r^'y~

La Mandragola
p^
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lAfHO'S GOING
TO PAY?

•i
College is expensive: ....

But so are oil the worthwhile things:

K you're curently focing the problem: Who's going to pay?
Here's the answer— Army ROTC

CUREMONT college;
Cloromonf, Colifo. 91711
Tol. (714) 626-8511 oxt2220

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93106
Td. (805) 961-3042

tSr AnnyBOTC

We've got scholarships for 4 years, 3 years, 2 years of co-

llege, which will:

—foy yotr $ H)0 tax free; per month (do rfng Th^ sehoof yea r)
—Buy all your textbooks

—Pay all your college tuition and fees
The Cost: 4 years active service as an Army Officer.

If you don't n^eed a scholarship, Army ROTC hos this to offer:

—Uroff cfeferment while you're in college
—$100 tax free, per month during your Junior and Senior
college years

—OptionOl flight training while in college (which can give you
a civilian pilot's license) j ^ .^

—Leadership training and experience while you're still In

college

—Commission as an Army Officer

The Cost: 2 years active service as an Army Officer upon com-
pletion of your academic studies

ARMYR.O.T.C.
Cross enrollment from Junior College to a college that offers

ROTC is possible

Attend any college or university within the U.S.A. that offers

the ROTC program

for further information contact:

U.S. ARMY INSTR. GP (SR. R.OJ.C)
Univ. of Calif., lot Angolot '^

Lot Angolot, Cdif. 90024
825-7381 or 825-7382

"La Mandragola," a comedy by Niccolo Machiavelli, will be per

formed in Italian here at noon Wednesday, May 31, at noon in Macgowan

1330 by the San Fernando Valley State College Italian Players in a

production directed by Dr. Anna Seldis.

The play is called by Dr. Fredi Chiapelli, UCLA professor of Italian and

a renowned authority on Machiavelli, "the best comedy of the entin

Renaissance." He describes it further as being coAiparable "to a fran-

tically fast chess game. It revolves on the intrigues of a young man to

obtain the love of the ctiaste wife of an old merchant, with the help of a

rogue and of a corrupted monk :.:..-

"Through the wittiness of the text and a very free— not to say frankly

lil)ertine — plot, it is easy to perceive the depth of human knowledge and

the complexity of the author's thinking. It is understandable that some

modem critics4iave interpreted ttie play as a political allegory, in which

the power-greedy (the Medici) would be symbolized in the lusty lover, the

city of Florence in the desirable Luciezia, and so on. But the play is

splendid in itself, and its relevance lies in its intrinsic value.
'

'

The title derives from the mandrake root, "an herb ... formerly

supposed to have aphrodiasiac properties . . .
." (Merriam -Webster

Unabridged Dictionary). The performance is co-sponsored by the

Department of Italian and the Committee on Public Lectures and is open

loihe public witliout charge. .-^ , -

<t.

Paramount Ptetures salutes the
Grand Opening of ttie new and beautiful

Avco Center CINEMA #3 In Westwood
and extends heartiest congratulations

^youb9U9V0,
fw ejyiamilflon ia nece«««>V*

Ifyou don't believe,

no oxplmruition

io poMsibU*

italic PrMcbv

SHIRLEY
MacLAINE

"THE POSSESSION
OFJOELOELANEY

Mon. thru Fri. 6:30 • SiSO • 10:90 PM
Sat, Sw. t Holidays 2i30 • 4i30

tiSO • IsJO • lOtSOm
PAUCI Downtown 624^71
U3CWS THCA-mn
neUT HollvwMtf 416-3491
SOtrm lAY #1 Radondo 371-0600

^P^WM^W^^B^V^V ^P^^^Vv t^V^^H %^V^oe '^^^^WAA ^^^W^V^^^B^b

UNTTSO 0^-nmT% TM«ATW««

iJL Twin A Carritoa MJ-iaiJ ^594
UJL CINOU #1 SP«tt» Coaat Piaxt 540 u^*'

tMI ¥M. rfvo-la BurtMnk S42-3171

^
1

jr:t. I
*

ly the shining bliie sea What's Oh
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lUnued from PageW
^minars:
"Oor Mexican Neighbor:

^a CalMornia" by Roger A.E.

ss. graduate student, depart-

jnt of geography, 7 pm. Bunch

Tickets are $4.

I—"Where It's At Now" with ^

Itch Greenhlll and A^yne Smith

the group, "Frontier Con-

ibolary." 7 pm, Rolfe 1200.

Icicets are $4.25 and $2

ktudents). y ,^

[—"Applications of Genetics to

Improvement of the Horse"

Oean C. Lindley, former

fcsociate professor of zoology,

ilifornia State Polytechnic

)llege. Pomona, 7 pm, LS 2147.

^Icicets are $3.40 and $2

itudents). ^^ ^ .

i

—"Implications of a Tlieory of

lifid" by Roger Sperry,

,iychologlst and member of

iational Academy of Sciences, 7

Dicicsoo Art Center 2160.

hckets are $4.75 and $2

students).

;.C. : •
—.—^^---^.-=:^— :

-

I—"The Impact of Drugs on

luman Values and Human
jiture," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

—"Backpacking," 7 pm, Rolfe_

—"Cataclysmology/' 7:30-9:30

.., Royce 264.

—"Astro-Yoga Astrological

ction- Awareness/' 8-10 pmr
inctie A 170.

—"The System of Sheikh Al-

ahshi Dervishes (Sufi)," 7:30

Architecture 1243A.-.. --, -
—"Beginning Ballet," 6 pm,

niverslty YMCA, 574 Hilgard.

—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5 pm,

ercktioff Upstairs Lounge.

—"The Anatomy of the Human
ind Course/' 3:30-5 pm, GSAA

—"Games Played In Las Vegaf

md Reno, Their Odds, BEP
iturlty and Systems/" noon.2

Ackerman Union 2414.

-^"Anatomy of a WASP/' 7 pm,

)7 AAalcolm Ave,x Los Angeles

IBetilnd URC).
"Cooperatives/' 7:30 pm, Co-

^p Center, 2021 Barrlngton Ave.,

.OS Angeles.r ^;^ ;
' '

^"Exploring New Lift

Vocations/' 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Fundamentals of Tropical

Astrotogy," 7:30-9:30 pm, Ar-

chitecture 1243C.—"ff*tioto Communications/' 7-9

pm. Architecture 1224. '

—"Klhisan/' 7-9 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-

vival," 7 pm, Bunctie 3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche
3157.

—"Study of Wagner's 'Der Ring

des Nibelungen,' " 7:30 pm, 4211

Arch Drive. North Hollywood.

—"Hand and Needle/' 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243B.

—"Intermediate Self-
Hypnosis," 7:30-10 pm, Kerckhoft

400.

—"Poetry Seminar," 2-3: 30 pm,
Kerckhoft Upstairs Lounge.

—"Health Free University/'

7:30-9:30 pm. Public Health 16-

071.

— "Introductory Sport
Parachuting/' 5-8 pm, sign up In

Boelter 3809.

—"Poetry and the' Short Story,

6:45-9:30 pm. Rolfe 3131.

Meetings:
—"Water Ski Club," at 3:X pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

Dances" by Kodaly, featuring

Roberto Burclaga. organist; and
selected popular tunes arranged
for the chorus by UCLA music
students, noon, Schoenberg
Auditorium. Free.

Play:
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production. 8:30 pm, Ralph Freud
Playt)ouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West
wood Plaza, Kerckhoft Ticket

C^flce and Macgowan Hall box

office.

Seminars:
—"Computer Restoration of

Images and Sounds/' by Thomas
Stockham. Jr.. engineering
profe^or at the University of

(Continued on Page 29)

REA Phone: TOLL FREE
394-2761

OR TAKE TO: 1726 Colo.

Santa Monica, CA

tt

VRA Clubsr
—"The Judo Club," 3:30-5 pm.

Memorlaf Activities Center B 146.

. —"The Hatha Yoga Club/' 5J^
pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"The Kung Fu Clu^/' 1 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"The Radio Club," noon,

Southwest Penthouse of Boelter

Hall, 8761.

—"The Organic Garden Ctul»?«=^

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

—"The Mountaineers," noon.

ttorthwest Corner of AAoore Hall

Lawn. _

Thursday, June 1

Concert;
—"University Chorus 11/' Glenn

Flck, director, presents Hassler's

"Laudate Dominum/' Purcell's

"Jehova, Quam Multi Sunt

Hostes" featuring Irma

Valleclllo. pianist; "Kalto Folk

Trivial

Answers„' "^

Sports: r-*-

1 Bob Feller

2. John Werhas
3. Frank Rugani (79 feet 9 1/2

inches)
——

1. Willie Mays —^

Movies:

1. Abdullahs ,.

2. Virginia Christine; she's the

^olgers coffee girl, Mrs. Olsen.

3. "Klatu barada nikto"; (Jort.

4. The The Ulanga Bora

5. He couldn't find any spiders.

1*elevision:

::1. Petty McBricker ^
2. Technological Hierarchy for

the Removal of Undesirables

3. Don Alejandro de la Vega

^. Lawman
^i^r^^Well King, this ease is

closed." V
6. Fitzwalter Hall

7. Miss Emma Knight

Olde Rock
1. Charles Dawes ("It's All in

the Game") ,

2. Four o'clock -^ ,

3. '*Here Comes Summer'

4. In the second row.

AIR EXPRESS
• Direct AIR EXPRESS service

to over 22,000 cities.

• 50< free valuation per

pound shipped.
For you and your friends'

convenience, consolidate your

shipments together and we'll

f)ick them all up at once.

n major cities,

only REA provides

FREE pickup
and delivery.

To th^victor belongs the loser!

JAOKUmmON-BMliMAIMfMi

AlCN A
ACIN€MACfNTHNMS«fSfNTAtlOM
AriAIlONAlGfNKIAtftCIUWSKieASt lECHNlCCHO*'

-

WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT NOW
Ssfyt'*> CINERAMA DOMEPACIFIC'S

uu simscT tm. iu «m()Munnm • m^mi

I
12:30 • 2.30 • 4:30 • 6:30 • «:30 •10.30 PM Plus MIDNIGHT SHOW F«l.. SAT.. SUN.

PHOTO TAPE

CENTER
r*.'

© 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee and other great cities

GEMINI.
t^Y 21-JUr4E 20.

FREE

PHOTO DRIVE THRU

FREE

PHOTO ALBUM
$4.00 VALUE (See Below)

' CONVENIENCE
SHOP FROM YOUR CAR

^DISCOUNT/FAST

DAY

SniDB^T DtSCOUNTS

s:?!r^« COLOR prints
FOt VACATIONINO
ITUDB4TS.
pot lAtOE PUtCHASINO

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Film Delivery
(Most rlHtlei

/FREE PHOTO

ALBUM (S4.00

Value)

or $1.00 off on

developing chor||Ot

wHon 1 roll of Kock»>

color oro loft.

SJAf^'S

MM
THKK

9H0TO 1^P6

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J
I

PHOTO TAPE CENTER ^'"-^^'J^

NOW KAYINQ At A ftnmtmlt9kntm Tlwitft MtarYm!^
I^^^V. 2415 WESTWOOD BLVD.TBoWndSmo^

S€hlitz Mah Liquor
-'

is I»raw0ci itoid for you, Gominie

Both off youe

, , Qemlnl. there's no denying the two diverse sides

r-« of your personality. SonDetlmes It's difficult

to tell where reality ends and illusion begins.

, rr Whatever your mood, you recoil from monotony.

VSmich^s Why you get along so well with Schlitz Malt Liquor,

"s threull. S?hlit2 Malt Liquor is the distinctive drink

with a boldness that never lets you down.

Taurus the Bull is good company for both of you. Because

Schlitz Malt Li<»uor is never routine.

Itob^y mmk.nmM U^^llk. UMlfm.M^r

,.*
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Parting is such sweet sorrow so I will say goodnight'

.

<GnliBM4 fTMB Pbs« 2S)

, <
3t from ttie B«ck

of lA »s Tne S««op.
m«nli of rou'

» <r»» tf«e fKwifii ae

slid by «. S on
•tte extra ^ours C«M»

fttntmbtf wfk#t ws

Cotny 2 B e«pcc.«»v.
•or 9«tt«tg it All

EspcciOllv for aU

S«« M«Pr«««.

and "Anybatfy t to
- ill.m mm

' *'

„i_, ..--:-

\^i

To C^ro< N»f. Sue 'tf

M»che«l«. ^ater'^e. L'li Art,
'^ o«st^n M>v« rOM* (Ov
onfy'" and irs
qe to tt>« Coop"*;
A«ar<H trom tttc pMties «o ttte pasties,

cause no one else would 9<ve ws the time of
nigrit to crvariene, wtio rs vofod an oHoai.
fionorary pa^ty and ttt* best damned copy
*'»ader ttits sxitontmwH. one x acto blade as
A token o« r»er new oHke. to Norma,
most truks done s<n9letiandedly by a
oasty. on me end table wittt a little

'•er friends, a rvatfui of copy all of wtticti fitv
•<nd TS.paQes *f>t^ no recrops _
To Morph. a cop of sand from Newport, a

•-ound tr.p t.cket from L^guna to Palos Verdes
comphnnentary street map mctudcd). arKt a
Mey* That s fonny«" with muctt gratitude for

owtfiog up Mrith tt»e nigfttty gross out. To
Linda, lust for laughmg, one "Weff, ttvafii be
loK of fun' and a tre* gag for ttiat mouth
Your secret -s still safe)
To Jeff, an autograpfted pftoto and spacial

dn/Me album of lATaiiy Cok, to practice
elocution, yoice and size by. to Lit one back
taratroi ano a can of '' vercoar' to repair ttie
fjuq's uTKlercoat overcoat to Tim. #pr
obviAn reasorvs. especially cause tie's ieav«y.
Ill me bullet notes he can carry, a field of
grass, artd luck in Japan.
To K er. anotner bye, this o»» final (riglif

wonrs mean much ta anyone ipicapf a vary
iMv la the fMO fnanrts 1 thefw good enemiosi
<Maio Mnn't be left lo moid awwy ft

KN to ttie oftter BrutnBflch- you don't
*r ends, you lust be one. to ftymg down sand
durtes at midnight and to ttte millions of

"natchcs «Wve lit togc«tcr, lor the warmth
stronggt from many and lor iaadinp me

nm at wiordness To ice sli^mg,
muncfiiM. San PrancHco. Sunday

brunches, bowies of vina all the crary plansm^ neyt9r saw reality and to patfitma ttte OB
orange* green and yellow — our tmmortaiity
ThankirOuMr Howard for your support and to
^ose for bemg Rose and to lt»« great coffee
rcbe4i<on tnat backfired mno- r9^9mH to ttte

t«jnge for a m .nd break \M^e ail go m ddferettt
dtrect«ns and we find new peopla and ways
'*na pattn and yet. one nev9r forgets because
An^t *« sre una will be is contingent on our
past and) wouMrV t have done -tan y ott>er May
Those of you who are spect«i to me don't need
'o be told to my new frtends, for ttte good
Aiekome and to m y old fnandi lor b«>ng tttere
In the beginning you always wwMar fust wtiat
you It wr>te m ttte end - and somehow it

doesn t seem to come off r.ght and you want to
play it super detact>ed and cool, but it isn't

«, . > i -

-f..

=^=^

^

-' *'

Art')
To Mead Pasty Benii, with all due

disrespect seven hairy, all purpose
//obonias s.* round comers, compiimeftfs of
Oornias. all the S S type >n the world, a 4 mch
•de oTHJer me eddy, a mree y9»r non^
negotiable contract with Big John, tf»e 2 inche»

eft over " *ihen and if -
, and one broken

v.;»n>ootzer nave fun next year
So many n.ght editors Should get awards for

'heir lost desserts too, Rubm for agility in
' andiirtg pages Berfcowti for fmdmg every
mick correction n the wyorid, Keily for legible
dumm.es ar>d accurate.4nch counts, Joycie for^
ptc recrops. Guernsey for his skill wim \Mhars
On. and Sue for 'Yeah go ahead!"-

—

^"^ as^ usual , to itie tioss ynan. A^: . fu>
protecting me morals of me place, for givirig
lis an rtiose extra hours, for having our type
fome n as *eii as possible, and for remaining
^ rascibie Ur>c»e Art." as always fv tt»e
targe paydhecks »<sa the kind worlds, the etv
<-ouragement and tt>e one beer Weioveyou.
S<r. «n sp>te of Afhat *e may say
City sKSe treat me pasties well You need us

VI tot. for OURS <s me power
^ rom r<eg ssue to 30 boxes,, a fond "Peace,

love and (K>wers"
"^ ::—--: ---....*--_^.™^----^—_-,^j^ Pasfie*''"

If peOQie could only read between the pagM
of each • OB an ttie hassles, tftsanity.

backstabb<ng and love — the 4) hour weeks m
Kerckhoff Hall's illustrious basement a«td all
tr»e siinsets /oo m.ss because of some sort of
b.tarre dedcaton For tttOse of us wtnyve
spent more time playing journalist thaitj
"sfiSdervT tfte DB transcends being a coilagit

"

newspaper, t s a way of life, it is UCLA. And
«v«n »f you leave the womb early. ?rs stai
'»ome Four years is a long time, a lot of
grow.ng and ctianges and irs hard to remet>er
*f>€.e% freak wt>o each am put flowers on an
eir social chick'sotypewriter But yesterday's
movei is finished ar>d ton>orrow rs now and just

Aicu, they saem to be rigttt —' "All beauty
pass and every song must end" Rose, my
how you intimidated me ttte first time I

came to the oHice but ttten i became a
gunky and nom we're yOung and m love — even
<f the Egg and the Eye don't approve There
followed ttte idyll of Satyr and Socam and
Stephen G and Krrsta Progress isn't always
linear
Then tt»ere were all those things tt»at rtever

Quife got dor»e somehow — tiie f>tomaine Ptour
of campus, the guide »o LA bookstores. tt>e
rev.ew of 'I Sing ttte Body Electric." tt»e
literary trivia test To »y nothing of me
things that did get done, how many hundred
brums and rabbits (m every section of me
paperi. ^ii the lAfhat's On iump fieads and me
thousands of irKhes dummied — hopefully
artistically ^

Last but not least, ttte miscellaneous
memories Sftangtiai Lil, Shangtvai Vic atxl
Megala <iiat the same person). Beauregarde.
'^reebies of divers sortv "Just a momettt, sir,
pfctures for your newpaper".' Cratchett. the

r—Overworked factotum, seeur. Dirty taooks!^
"Weinheer. and countless tMurs; "Wttat a
jdumi

'all tt99eafm^tom i bffctiedt you
i

'ved it or Will 00 something to deserve it

some time rw> one understands us crabby
people anyway To anyor>e else (is tttere
anyone else'') sorry i misaed you. it has
fun an least some of tt»e time, n'est ce pas?
iSncerest hopes tttat someday a select few will
take on form and solidity and arise from my

cupoftea "and that I'M ar tse from yours -
Cm^'^^s SoioctiOfi

..^ Mavmg reached t»«e rrpe but not Old age ofn
and having read and tolerated four years of
maudlin and esoteric X boxes, l M^onder how I

have the gall to sit here m semidarkness and
type m^ own on an electric typewriter yet! •

The answer .s, af^er almost five years of me
B.g u and four and a haH of me DB, i got a
***'"" l^tof t^all But enough of mis foiderol
...J-lttrttSH^ig-M fife as a green freshwbman"
from ttie smog capital of the San Gabriel
yalley. In those days i tttought it was The
Valley. FoikMred Jerry into tt>e DB and met
^'»;»fna*ose. Atan. Brian. Rozzie. Mike, Jon.
and Chuck Was hooked On the DB lifestyle of

bullshit artd mte editing (m those
editors' assistants worked for

dirty copy,
days nite
nommq)

Brougtft dorm ce««na«e Lrlfie Linda tnio Itte

office We wound up on ttie copy desk (wttere

they put people that can punctuate and spell

but don't know whether they can write yet)
' Oh weft Forget summa cum laude. Settle

tor fantastic people and events and all th^oop
tood your stomach can take in tttote days
den>onstrations almost seemed real

Escaped to the Campus desk tor huro years,

^.^eeting more than my share of campus
rraiies af«d fanatics wilha causa — any causa.
Then a year with my "profenional

husband" working on ttte eddy desk, in many
*ays my most satisfying year I ttad lots ol

(problems but Rose. Todd, and Sue iielped me
Out and made it t>etter

We did so many mmgs Stealing supplies
from sports and arguing with tt>em over
mmrscuie Space, tttose unspeakable times in

the lounge, munchie runs, arguing with Rose
Over wt>o was taller and sexier, pulling all

nighters in ttie Office ttte day before a term
oaper was due and writing it on AP copy
paper. Crazy Erme and ttie Couch Fire. Lot*s.
:>MUTting with Todd and friettds, crazy
parties m scattered apartments, freebies. Jon
K copfronting a Playboy Bunny, John P in

Nina's bra, the summer m Reno and Phoenix,
piayiftg hearts and canasta, and all tt>ose
birttmay parties, and tt>e observation deck of
Bunctte, the Bot Gardens, and Straw Valley,
f ree Truman now*
^ore people Mark, vivfci, Todd. Susie F.,

Scott. Sue. Debbie A , Dave M , John P..

^Arttara. Susie H . Ketm. Ken the Leo, Art,

Gassy. Beniy. John L . t>ow many more? Ah,
yes can't forget Meg and Charles As tor ttie

r>thers here and gone you know «yt>o you
'ire You »re forgotten only temporarily. I

wouldn't ct^nge anythir>g, but I wouldn't go
back even if i could, for this is not our fate

Tiny Qiarlotte

30 boxes are mings which sttouHJ be written
late at night, when one is suitably stoned ar\

dor drunk and/or eimer bitter or maudlin.
Alas, none of ttie above apply at the moment,
/et certain scenes, and especially people,

-

come to mind. Yes. Debbie. I'M be sentimental
too

i walked \n one day looking for a temporary
part time job and Toni hired me for the
copydesk,' vyho would have guessed I'd stay
four /ears'* Mark kept telling me I could be
replaced, but i never was. Flashes from ttiat

-year poor Little Littda af>d her ctieese sand
wiches. no, Todd. I won't bleach my hair,

^JUjoa helping me avoid roommates; r.f.'ing
Jon's desk after the cubby issue. Wtio could
forget our Oykstra refugee dinners and
Melva? And poor Mr Howard — wtiat DID you
do wim me rat tail?
And ttien there was nursing sctwol to contetxl

With, not to mention tfie basketball games
Rose. Sylvia. Bud and Joe. I missed you mis
year T C , >M*\a\ you had to put up with ! Martin
and Shelly were SO stingy, (he chirps) And
Megala <no one ever had a better
Ooublemenf Twin But wtiat did McNary mean
About impugning our honor? Ah, Charles', tap^
dancing our way down the steps of Dickson.
Aater. water everywhere and not a drop to
drink And how we used to tear people apart
after Ruby movies! Munchies for everyone,
especially Movin' AAarv me Chocolate King.
What ever happened to Carrie Campus?

S»ie threatened to qmt, of course. Thank God.
~rwas persuaded to stay, it only to learn how
wrong I'd been about artsy types. Marsha. I

ne>f^ got to do your radio show. Wasn't it

amazing to find out how much we liad in
commonr Andy. Mark. Harold, Bitl and the
rest— luck to you ail. You know, I would have
refused to play secretary for any ottier editor,
but then i wouldn't have stayed here for any
other editor eittier.

ly am leavaigl
I'd

It too.

io. after all tttase years, I r%
There are those who tttought I

like to think tttere were tante
I'M misa my favorite pastM
Scofty. Johrylon and Beniy. You toa Art. Love
to ttie best cubby claaa ever — Cratchit. Ann,
Cassy and Dennis aapaclaNy. But most of all.

love to Mama - no o««e ufMlorstanda a revorae
orao like you do i may leave. Mama, but >'m
one daughter you'll fiever Mte.

—ViCMi
' All who would admit relatkMsliiiia
perversion and or licontionanaM a aMtitory for
each frat celler dope mild blend-nmnfcip along
'th floor dorm window mitalng fire ex
tinquishers eating ioints for fear of uni-caps-
Neii Young lines (stupor and craMnoaa).r by
10* speakerstieil pit m Pauley of Grateful ~ a
P ebozo run to land of Vcfwsian waitresaes an^
dog dong tacos Adovma ttow couM know; C.W.
was ttie one poor sleepless McNary- a lid in a
night; just close two cars in year shrimp
smelling camper again two cars in

•^''Okon bike to a<vi'i.
*«» »»ash don't r^ **<»» at th«_
wtSs^^- '^-"r.si''^^^

moutwessn^wspaoe^'* '^
^'^'^'v iNcame <«own^rTn?r '*^^ ^^^\^^

the student bojy *^ ^^P'^etn^*'^''*

The best wav « .
^•^ k

UCLA^ .rCT "" '^^ fttperw^
P-^-SOpher? M^ BTr^r?,;^7'C

EAT BITE ""
GOKBLE, NIBBLE 'rv.c

P'NGER •••• YOU
~«OCEBwiEsiH)s^,

: I

(

!'>( ''' ih;.

.-t
>

U X i » I

I-
'^

3C-i.

PREMIERE
h-ylft » aVk ft»* K k-4» k >!«»•«%•>» >^ ^V" >'»k«ta«Bai>Va»>» K*iMIV*'^

'Memorios de Un Mexicano, una pelicuta sin-

gular por su documentacion del periodo turbu-

lento de 1897-1930, traza el ascenso de Porfi-

rio Diaz y las Implicaciones de su derrocamien-
to en la historia de Mexico. Contiene los suce-

sos filmados, durante las batallas de la Revolu-

cion, dando enfasis al papel que desempenaron
4o5 Ikiefes efel <:^>frfftcfo7 VHki, Zopata y^^€^

en el drama nacional.

UN MEXICANO
Esta pelicula es una* composicion interesante y

rica en detalles autenticos narrada por el Inge-

niero Toscano, uno de los politicos del periodo.

Ld^eleccion del material y de los comentarlos;

por el Ingeniero Toscano, hacen de esta pelicula

un material interesante para el Mexicano que

desee revivir el pasado o recrear un periodo

-ton signtficante «n la historio dct: Mexico.
r'-i:-.^

^.

•*-'.;

^ ^,

PRESENTED BY: CHICANO RESEARCH LIBRARY, CHICANO STUDIES CENTER

DATES: A^Y 26 3:00

AAAY 27 7:00 pm
PLACE: SOCIAL WELFARE 147

A film rare in its authentic documentation of the tumultuous period
1897-1930, Memorios 6m Un Mmicanb traces the rise of Porfirio

Diaz and the implications of his downfall in the history of Mexico.
It is composed of actual films taken during battles fought during
the, revolution, giving emphasis to the roles w^hich the leaders of

,
the conflict such as Villa, Zapata, and Carranza played In the na-

'''

tlonal drama.

' r

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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hat's, what's, your on gently down the stream .

.

^rrnmPacen) ^^ .^
—"Mountaineerv" noon, Hor- C«ft4i.r«l«u limj^ —"Organic Garden Club," 10^4 Central Tldcet <

imedtrom » ! :\: Itiwttt Corner If AAoore Hall OdlUiadJ, JUlIt: pm. Horticultural Gardens. wood Plaza, K
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Salt Lake City, 1 pm. In

r 8500. Contact ext. 52520 for

lation.

usic and Poetry/' byJanr,^

ngale,3pm,lnBunche3175.

Sponsored by the Depart-

of Germanic Languages,

iscusslon of Proposition f —
indCons."3pm, Rolfeim

Roaer Diamond, autfior of

bill, and Jim Seller*,

nting the opposing

fient. Diamond and Sellers

ISO Democratic candidates

,e Assembly In the 60th

joilangenase Studies of

Irophilic Leukocytes and

s of the Periodontia/' by

d M Fullmer, professor of

logy and dentistry, and

or, Dental Research In-

Unlverslty of Alabama,

,.ingham, noon, CHS 63-045.

Chemical Approaches to the

tor Problem in the Immune

lem," by Leon Wofsy,

sor of immunology, UC

;eley, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

!Use of Logits In Constructing

enetic Trees from Gene

oencles," by James N.

ler, professor of
^f"" .^^^^|„-....

logy. University of New "jSemlnarS:
LS 214L

le,

—"Mountaineers,
^Itiwtst Corner of

Lawn.

Friday, June 2

Concert:
"^

—"Student organists," of

Thomas Harmon, University
Organist, will perform works of

Bach, Clerambault, Handel, and

Hudson, including organ con-

certos of Bach and Handel, noon,

Schoenberg Auditorium. Free.

Play:
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 8:30 pm, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and AAacgowan Hall box

office.

Films: ^

—"A Man's Castle/' 7 pm. Social

Welfare 147.

—"Little Man What Now?" 8:45

pm. Social Welfare 147.

—"Lazy Bones," 10:30 pm.
Social Welfare 147.

Saturday, June 3
Play:
—"Cabaret," a theater arts

production, 8:X pm, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket

Office and Macgowan Hall box
office.

Films:
—"The 39 Steps," 8:30 pm,
Dickson Auditorium. Donation
Requested.

—"Notorious," 6: 30 pm, Dickson

Auditorium. Donation Requested.

—"Dial M for Murder," 10 pm,
Dickson Auditorium. Donation

requested.

Seminars:
—"Advanced Oral Im-

plantotogy," by Norman Cranin,

from 9 am to 5 pm, at the School of

Dentristy. Sponsored by th*

Extension. Fee required.

—"The Drug Culture Today,"

8:30am-3:Mpm,7601 E. Imperial

Highway, Downey, $5.

-"Organic Garden Club,'

pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera:

—"Folk Festival," 8:30 pm.
University Religious Conference

Auditorium. 900 Hilgard.

Donations at door.

Sunday, June 4
Play:
—"Cabaret/' a theater arts

production, 7:30 pm, Ralph Freud
Playhouse, Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students), available from the

Central Tidcet Office, 650 West
wood Plaza, Kercktwff Ticket

Office and AAacgowan Hall box

office.

URA Clubs:
^^"Aman Folk Ensemble/' 2 10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—"Indoor Soccer Club," 10 am.
Women's Gum 200.

—"Karate Club," 10 am. Men's
Gym 200.

—"Soccer Club/' 10 am. Soccer

Field.

—"Cricket Club," 10 am.
Cricket Pitch.

(CootiBsed ea Page 32)

i(PaU1 Adwi>rti«#mM>t)

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVEIfNO . 2 IIKS. WEST OF DOtMS
Rtd«$ from dorm circl«t 8:20 o.m. 49:50 o.m.

SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 8:30 - WORSHIP 10:00 A.M.

"Com* OS you or*. God lov« yoC^ do we\"

479-3645 For mof Jirfoc Jod feb«r. Chaplain 121.4aa

I (Pa id Advertisement)

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW?

FALL
Ico, 4 pm,

. _-» ..

$0 2.4fAstroteglcalOpen Oroiip

Ackerman Union 2412.

Beginning Meditation and

Yoga," 8 pm, Ai^^ltecture

IC.

^'Parents and the College

ieration,"7-10pm. Young 2276.

'Psychic Devetepment ESP
^rmediate Level," 8-10 pm,

bhitecture 1243B.

yeoman Conversafldn ; Effie

liVt Ins Blaue," 8 10 pm, Ar-

fecture 12438.

k' Hatha Yoga for Beginners," 5

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

i>"Auto Mechanics 1/' 7-9 pm,
Khe 3150.

k'The Anatomy of the Humafi
id Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM

^av

"How to Survive In Reality

khing," 7-10 pm, Bunche 3211.

pm
[A Clubs:
"Drama Club/' 4

terman Union 2412.

^'Figure Skating Club,*^ pnri,

^er Ice Rink.

"Hunting & Fishing Clubs/'

AAen's Gym 201.

p'lndoor Soccer Clulit/' 7-10 pm,
ien's Gym 200.'

^"Women's Karate Club," 5-6

Women's Gym 200.

"Air Rifle-Pistol Club,"

Rifle Ranae.

^6

,
—"The Validity of Agricultural

Innovation in Contemporary
China," by Christopher Salter,

^assistant professor of geography,

3:30 pm, Bunche 1209B.

—"The Pade Table/' by W. B.

Gragg, associate professor of

mathematics, UC San Diego, 4

pm, MS 6627.

EX.:
- —"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-9:30

pm, Ackerman Unlort 2408.

—"The Dances of Universal

Peace-Sufi Dancing," 7:30-10 pm,

Unity by the Sea, 1245 4th St.,

Santa Monica.
—"The Anatomy^ of the Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224.—"Kundalini Yoga," 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstair^ Lounge.

URA Clubs:
—"Hatha Yoga Club," noon.

Women's Gym 200.

^"Tennis Club/' 2-4 pm. South

Courts.

—"Karate Club/' 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club/' 1-1:30 pm,

AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am,

Women's Gym 200.

—"Mountaineers," noort? Nor-

^thwest Corner of AAoore Hall

Lawn. *-

URA Clubs:
~^

—"Team Handball Club," 2-4:30

pnri. Women's Gym 200.

Answer to today's

crossword

ff_J

1,

. ^ '.Jir .

• :

I» '.|

:-**-

Sept 10th thru 17th

If your interested, or need more
information, see Chris Zuber,

825-3871

ftEA.«TlFlPkhY{l

^M9 41 ttfjLi^B'VcCK

T0 aiTEAb Mk ri;4pcl|

D

iD

D

D
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Some speaker systems, not

necessarily the biggest, are so

beautifully balanced they con-

vey a naturalness that critics call

^•transparency" - meaning you

hear the music, not the speaker.

Quadraflex Q55's are like

that. Their ten-inch acoustic sus-

pension woofer, 4%-inch mid-

range, and three-inch tweeter

blend inconspicuously into the

very lnf>age of reality.

STEAL A TRADE
Evert though you nr>ay feel

_

\atisfied with the speakers you

now have, 4lsten'^to ^e QSS's. Then, if you want to trade,

¥ve'll allow you 120% of the top HALB Blue Book trade-in

value of your old speakers. Bring this ad with you to get this

"The Place to Buy A Music System
PO»/»ONA SANTA MONICA TORRANCE

LAHAIRA NORTH MOLLYWOOD C08TA M6SA

OTHER STORCi IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

ALL AMERICAN MEAL

• •?
^ FRENCH FRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT

^99.1>

e^tA^^

\zm
% w>

MORN/I S '

WESTWOOD : 7 DAYS
e/«vs-t c)'^

it, 9PMtill1AM

•»•
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AOVCttTlSiM« OFFICES
K«rcMMNM«ll n]

^i^/ iiin>ii»(

0CA04.INC M.Ji^

TMC O^OT BrVM »WI\ Mi Mpparf t» fk»
Ui»<««rvtv •« C^Maraaa'% paficy •• aa^
tfiscrtai»iMt>«« alM t»*r#««r* cl«Sft«l*««

a#r«rtrw4P« »trT<« «•«M aat te Ma^t
JyJiUXt ts ••TWM «HM. •• aMar4h«9
Maiim •• «•VtftNtl w •NarMf lata.
*«crj«lMWK« •m mm tiMn •« rfc*. caaar.
rt«t9Mii, rij«i»aMmt^m •r anc»iiy> Mc^iMr
MM IMvvcrury •r IM
••ftifSlM WV

ii kairsjA9 tfvK'MnMM'iWi
priMiwv ca« OCLA iiiK ! ONic* ns-
«4«t. omni^ Pmrnmrn'Miif *rymm

yf wMp WonfBu 8

EAL Es*«f«L><*i»M« M*^^

••••' <H . . -

I Area ClWIWrtt i— t C*M G«l

M/F. ltM»>

CLE»KS*Tv»i>m •<•

}/for tent

^SYCMOLOGT »>9*r>M««« Car* SI »
FraM Nan «S17 (• M l*>

STUDIO lar t««im
>fc|li^t •• larfr si

•Mlttat. 477-tjn

•atconv Mrnt.
araa SttS «n«, fra*

tnmm

w Campus Announcemenfs 1

GigL •^iPtt »»<«»>• care lar «rM-T«ar aM
»»r L.** « ar awt Ma<»« • mntmm* Can
i.KiA» afr«< * ^«> 474 nsf (tMUi

- ^ - — y

OAV Cama ma*«ar««<iia«c. Sl»« S17S<M
F per fM«Hi StatfaM wa«a« rc«v*r»tf }4«

4tMM>

V Sk'^ Offered ...... 13

Vte$aorc/i Suhjeds Neeaed
SUBJECTS 0te*^*^ /^vcfl

NEED < car driv«« la Ma«»»»a*. 3rd w—lt al

Jv«e Ga* MKlwtfctf Or Paral. ntatW
eves . 47t-}7n en im. iiJMJ*»

y Services Offered 16

THE «rrstwaatf Free
•amarraw. i« AM
t^m g%ttm caM 474^ »STI

»t*1« A
(1

V Campus Services ,

complete
copying

,
service xerox

kerckhoff ]2i

82 506J]

jtCjhurch Services ^

«rA«*TEO B*«OOUE TfflO TO ^LAV AT
MOUSE REDOING SUNOAV AF-
TERNOOM. JUNE I TH VICKI SEGALL.
774 M4«OAYS.t74-2«M EVES (tMM)

TYPIST »an fime traMs<riptMwi hr^Kit-
ftowrs la Mil >rtwn>aa< PwWtsiiiin aHices.
S2 M/Nowr Mrs Beck. n^^AJM (tMMI

GOING la N Y./New CwfiawJ LeavMif ii

i« snare drivMi«. Call rve«M«s, 4S4-34M. (13
M 2*> .

GOING la fM*»C9
^»tit ta snare r«^/e
• CallH0 4-SJV1.

SCLF HYPNOSIS ctatMs, fa ankaaca
CONCCNTKATION. MCMOKV. CON-FIDENCE. ORAL PKCSCNTATIONS.
Leara fa KCLCASC MATEKIAL STUOICD
arid ELIMINATl CKAJMMIifG. OMy. 4?4.

fUMM)

! Leavflif Jwia
THESIS Cavers «»fiile

fea«Mtf. ti.s« S3.s« Ham
lt«M MTiKlNre. 477 7MI.

MANAGEMENT Tr«iae« A iMii^ae a^
poriuntff fo i«^arn ow pari time basis MrtNic

stfii tn scnoai Pr«fde«Hiai invara<*ee Ca<n-
pairv ^arl «»air/fvM fM»e salary SiM ta S3tt
p^ «««* far riMsewliaqwalifv 537 7S7t (tM

NEED risers ta New Yarn CifY Oefimle.
rave * IS. drive Ura««lif mraafh. S40. J99-
SU R.cn (13 MM)

saff ar

(UMM)

I
;^l^^^!L^*»^^*^ *«Y«tw^a» imtmcaiarade wilderness tram fj$. ^n Bav
1*427. Denver. W2I1. (UOrS)

ATTRACTIVE #aw«»« ftfi part time S2.M |»er

liawr EscHrwve men's siMp. Allan L
Ltd . mi Saivta Monica Btird. (tMU)

COCKTAIL Waitress, ^art time Beven>
H.usarra S}/kavral«s ftps 271 ^3S* (tM
}*

^ Rides Wanted M
>NTANA - need ride, leaving arownd June
Wtllsliarecosfs. CaM Pat at 391-544*. (14

M 2*)

THESIS Covers wHile-n-wait; saft 9i- „
bound. 51 s«^s3 sa. HamtMM Re^adwcfi
n«0« WilslHre. 477-7Stl. flAMM)

AUTO IntoraiKe. lowest rates lor __, . .

•r employees Reten Rkoe. n9.rm or tlB^
m3or4S*^2$44 (UQTII)

DRIVING East. Need stodenf r

Call Helen. 3««-«2Sa. weekdays.
. J«ne3».
(I4MM)

-^' MESTMrOOP Fr.«f«as
'S«le*f «ars«teo. S«n . n
S74Hiigard vis«tars

:Oi»att«rs>v'

UMtv YWCiL
472 7*54

}/Personal . ^ . ^^^ ^. ,.^X^

itSaCOMPLETE Hasottai A p«Tys«cian. free
pr^^^nancr f^m. Wamen's Abortion
Rrfrrr*! *34 74*4 (SM2*i

MANAGEMENT Earn S1SM plos /ma
Camm mea or nnometi. paft / Ml fimo
l^ibian.«£r>Martbert 371 4247 (tMHl

^URLS S;al*s, na espenence necessary bot
tbaoid nave pleasant oersonality 47S-SSS*. (•

M 2*>

WORK for a ctiange National nonprofit
«><»v»ranmt niat argan^iation needs students
to bc^m as t—driners. Howrt 2 M PM -

M M PM. Part-t»me paid posittons now fwH
time summer pos«f(ons. Cftitens for a Better
environment. «tS4 Santa Momca Btvd. CaN

*5PM 274-yjH. (•M2«)

ptos /ma. ^ for Sate . .Ji

REDUCE drop IBs
food • eiercise -

Monaca Villa, 371 Camino
Palm Springs. (714) ttS-«912

Vista,
(UM1«)

^OR Sate: FhtmAmv. misc., Cliedpa! 14B
Haof St. %Mt.. Sat. n-7. )t424«5. (ISM l*)

LJ^OA o please io«n ma 4or
Sfew Kettle, any day at

at fbe
(SM24>

J ' '

p»EGNANrv*«e«iin«4p« Can Lifeime. n\(HELP llOTR)

•r;

t^^-t

6EAP R«<pn Ht^ maiiey? Have a
camera' Enter tbe Dtrty Picluce CanHil
<e«a*ogtca»ly obscene) fm mtm. C B.C.yM $a«f/ Mm.«a Bf^.^ »,„ HoRywoL:
^**" (SM2«)

SONY tape recarder model TC 29« and
micropfione. As new, SW. Eves, t?*.??!^. (IS
M 24)

SAMOYEO pvps. AKC. Shots, wormed;
Cham Qton sired. S7J, 474-4953, avcnin«s. ( 1$M
MARTIN Oit 1 yr old. Excellent condition,
nard shell case, S29«, best offer. Days, ns-

^,._...™..,,.^__.^_^...-.^^. .....
. (lSM2a)

f.'il?. '"^^ Motorcycle in>vr«BCd ffpr
, Students and employcos. CsU Aiia« SoBoi,
ytl-5527. JTO-StlS. Eves. 7»X.Hm. fU OTR

I

POTTERY lessons at the potter's studio
CaN 477 7757 between 1-4 Tues. thru Sat. (UM 2ft|

ASK AROUND ABOUT
AABCHEVYSJRVICE

CamPlata Auto Sorvico
Ail American .

MosfCrc^ti

t::

LARGE Navaio tvq. Ryca ri»9. couch-bctf,
draftinf taMo, ctv^oAMnaMe. 47t-424t. ( IS
M 24)

Unlimifc4 47V9S2l.

HOUSE pamtcr. S3 per br.. re«^
rob ns 3474 Meecham d m aft)

53 S« par
Servtces
(•MM)

mcr

^
lltI7 Santa
— West Los

Btytf.

•St. Since ifSi

^y!5lI«IILlLlGHTS

^^"1 9 LONOWi/LA

JJ^ 1 7 LA/FR/.Sic

JJ^ II LA/LONOON

^E25 LA/LO.;i>.ST

J|2^ 28 LA/LO^XN'

JJLY 9 la;losdcs
WC 27 LCN0O»</LA

JULY 23 LA/LOf«-r,f<

W6 20 LCVDOH/LA

fi« 9 LA/HAOffID
$£PT 18 AMST/LA

^W6 19 LA/L»,XN
S£PT 16 LO^a^/LA

*l* W LA./LO^OCA
S€Pf 26, LONOON/LA

5EFT 5 LA/LOHOC'N

J£PT 26 LONOOH/U

Sm 17 LA/LOH/FRANK
OCT 18 FRAN)C/LOf,/LA

S£PT 26 LA/LWOON
OCT 9 LONOdVLA

"J

J.

» -'

. ..t

-i :.r

/v

JOHN Like to know rM >etter Let's start

^aTpn/ ''^ ^"""^ ^*^Sjy
CJJEO to Pierre Wiiy cant you have a caid.drafty garret trfce 9l%tr oomtars** rli
swnburned from posmg an jMi^MhMM-rnaf^Trr A/T^^^^^ Sossmn. iMt
^*^f^ (5MM)

y^ Social Events .„ 7

/free

KENTUCKY Sensual Free Life li.
for n«ormatiOn callJJie Laa..
r'^^prf \enl*l,»e. ChipORaurke 744
'^" (FRMM)

GlRLS^Salos; na
s*naf(ty
A

475-4211

necessary.
Pbota Drive thru.
PKO a Wiitmad.

(•M24)

LEASE or sell. Junior estate jn valley, after
5 PM, 7tb-43a9. days, 7t5-3i54.Breliar. (15M
24) '

MATTRESSfS^^ Valley State marketing
grad can save you 4dM«, en all qualities, all
site seti^. Also, access Spanish and modem

sets. Call ma today. ku»tar4 Pratt.
(ISQTIi)

FILM Makers. taNJited camera operators.
savnd men, gaffors, grips needed to work
iwdtundent . lootare productwn tins sum-
mer 474-»2B4,^ fftM24)

HOME earaiap iddraninj maH. DetaiK
send stamped. s«H-addressad envelope and
2SC handling OEECa3l7. Bai 93tt. Narth

Ca (•M24)

EARN M* 575 - SIM a we«k at heme in

spare time. Send today for a list of places
that need matlars and addressers. Endoso
stamped seff addressed envelope and 51.59

•o check-money order Send to Stuttcht

Services, P.O Box 45i«3, Los Ange les. Calif.- .....K....:- ftMM) '

GIRL Segued part time for (ascinating iob
Nr>*n '.timp deafer Typing nee. «75t
Hollywood Blvd Suite 207. 443 MtS. (IM24)

3 INSTRUMENTALISTS: Sax/trumpet,
IS. string bass, group playing ballroom

music, private clubs. Over 31. t24-

2097. 124^
239f.

_ -_ - - (•M24)

SERVICES Unlimited will be open allwmmer with fun^time and part time |Obs.
(•M24)475 9521

SUMMER time is party time Makj^ ^nahey
' you party 299-4344. RegmaM Rabin-

(•M24)

KLM Model I tuner-amplifier. Model 13

«rr?.^^*' * ***" »Pe»i««rs S12«. Evos,
El:?!!!: (15M24)

m^iUL^J* !r»*•J!^*' "»««' Sns only. caU<W-270» late at night. (15M24)

I'HL^^^" *«»**''**'*• »mpHfier, 34 rm%, 44
4^ /itr *•**• *^^^ '•^ O"*' Cve«.

<^»MM)
TEAC 350 Dolby cassette deck, brand new

'

with warranty. 27S-32M. (ISM 14)

FLUTE all sterling silver. Recent complete
servicing, including new pads. Ptione 475-
3344 after 4 :00 PM. (15M24)

STEREO ScaH M waHi, AMf»^i(A .'

Receiver $120 Ampev tape deck, SIM or
best offer. Drafted' 199 S993. (1>QTR)

TYPEWRITER S9.99

SERVICE SPECIAL.
Free Ribbon

Cleaning, Lubrication, Adiustments

Abacus Business Equipment
ns«5 Santa Monica Blvd.

473-2424

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ._„
RCA models. Free delivery. Free sorvicc. M
hr. phon^,jp4.9ll9. (14 OTR)

ABORTION HELP! 5154 complote. HospitalA physic»on FREE pregnoncv esaorIROMEN'S ABORTION RlEfSRRAi 151
[^ (HMH)
*>ROFE$SlONAL documentation servicos.
Writing, editing and research to
requirements. 3t7 I54t call anytime.
2*)

"^ OWE MAr' FLIGHTS

S262.00

5262.00

$262.00

61 D«^

J262.00

79Diys

5252.00

51 Oly^

S252.00

50Dj,j

S252.00

29 0iy$

5272.00

S252.00

29 0in

$252.00

30C4ys

S239.00

21 Oiys

S247.00

32 Days

$199.00

14 Diyj

(UM

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

*"

REFUSED?... TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOWMONtNLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS -
*•*-»** ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

JUN£ 14

Mm 28
JULY 26
AUG 9
AUG 30
AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LWDON
lOf<DOH/if^

LA/LONOON
LA/FJWNKF'JRT

LONDON/ LA
OUBLIK/LA

LA/LONOON
LA/LONDON

5148.00

$138.00

$138.00

S138.00

$138.00

$138.00

$124.00

$124.00

THrSE PRO-RATA CHARTtR FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE OflLV TO UCLA
STUOEIfTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
PIUS THEIR I^fCDIATE FAMILIES
LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-
MOLD. ALL SLATS APE SOLO ON A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SEPVEO BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN. CSA AMD
CAPITOL AIRWAYS UT ILIZIN6

/Trove/,^,v. a 17

FLIOm^®"^ * MIDDLE EAST CHARTER

New York Flights under 5100 one-way
Study A Camping Tours

1973 Sttfdent Guide Book to Europe
Student Rail pass 2 mo. 5130

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DEPT UCLA
. 13509 \^fniur» Blvd

''MONE: •7mnor784-U?7

BOEING 7G7 AND SUPER DC8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT ' US FOR

FURTHER DCTAILS ANC APPilr.

CATION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS:
John artd Susan

478-8286

r»^L. /t****"* baautilul German
Sn*p^*r(i/T»rr,er mi> One wtiite. tm Mack
'*"' ^*"*»**^' iTiZui
PUPPIE5 M«i« A Female cocker terrierni'» Or^perately need good hemes

1^ -ll^*^ •f*ress«»e men and women
^J^^^^*^ potential Part/lull timeMr Go«louese.(ai3>yo».750*.

( • MM)
RN'S^ vacation retiot an skifts Kaisar

WEDDING gown, sue •. 575. ni-7l05
P*<** (ISM3A)

BARGAIN furniture, toaster, iron, radio,
lamps, shelves, good books, tree kitties.
Eve 3«4.0e4« (15M34)

DIAMOND Wedding Ring. Beautiful 7-dia.
ring on Uk white gold. Stones ar* very high
quality and total 74k. Written appraisal
SASOvalue sell for $335,372-0947. (ISMIi)

•» ;

• I

KITTENS, part Siamese, two Mack, two
tigrr ifripr, one Mack with white leet 404.
4<i?i'vrn.ngs (PRMJ4I

< have a beautiful kitten (four weeks old) for
anyone wtoo will give her love. AiH, tsa-"" <PRM24)

avaiiaM., g^. ^ •oyTTliui;;;" ul^.mSS
(IMU)

LOST Wad 5/17/72 Man's wallet, if found.
keep the S14 and call Dave. 473-49)4
evenmgs (tMiat

TVrifCA, porlalil*: ' JV inch B * W .' Good
:ond(t(On, S4i. Diy, 0)5 1775 ; eve. 27*-
**^

( 15M 24)

i

20 FT Travel trailer, rod and reel. wHK air-
conditioning Self contained. Excellent
condition 473 9034. ( 15 M 24)

i

PUPPIES. Mack. CoiiieMk. AiganLab.
Intelligent, healthy. Call Hermann, 454-50)4
eves. 425 4001 days. (FRM24 )

^HelpWanted....... 8 :[2^^±l!±

-STEREO Brand
speakers. Must sell,

M 24)

M.K.. BSR, 3-wav
bread. 477 7404. (is

\0

DESIGNER wedding gown. Bullocks,
sue 11, long tram, Musher, iuiiotto
n nnr* half price. Day: 7*3 7233;

(ISM 24)

organic. .

.

cap Worn once
eves. 704 70B7

TEMPORARy summer positions for ex-
perienced secretaries and typists. Call 504-
***• (•M2/)

nitfi DCTRA DOUGH?

Help yaursalf while helping otbors.

Earn up to 540. a montli
on our piMina program.

Pbone 470-005) botwoon 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

WANT to buy reviews an abortion and
marifuana far legal research? Leave
message anytime 2»32977. '(1«M2A).

ENCOUNTER Aids Bataca bats, dofit
pillows, awareness disks Unigwity, Box 99*!
B. Venice. 90291. Phdfte 391 0933. (lOQTRi

^L Y UCLA learns lor less at Santa Monica.
C 172, 515.95 and C 150. 512.95. Call 025 1129.
477 -9440. 39-PLANE. <IOM&
TWO tickets to Rolling Stone Concert at
Forum seats on floor. Best offer, 124
»»•»• (10M24)

SMITH Corona 250 electirictypewrlor Good
condition 5100 or bost offer. I2S-3SA7 or 395-^" (1SM2«)

WEDDING gown CahiH orifiiial. neverworn Sue 10 Must soil. SSS - eves Cost
magnifique! 700 9390. (1SM24)

AIR FRANCE 747 to Eurpoc. Not a c>iaeOa>Xcave. return anytime w/rosdrvodsoatTAnyone. 12 25. From 5342 •20-1201. S$-

wao (»7Ma»)

TENT TRE.C THRU EASTERN CANADAROOM FOR ONLY 14 PEOPLE
.:^.

...''•C»-"*>«*«W«REC FOR SOLAR
ECLIPSE
tty.f*. •?*fii.,ltBliML IrclL-llum
.anada loavos l:a. by vm Jwm 4.
by au July 23. All tontinf/cMlikM stwN
supplied except food and umMm
Route is N.E. thru U.S. lo ManMgfeoiiMn
^*^^IJ^1T1*T* •'••• »^»««* •" Ontario
«#e. Slratford^Nj^Mra. Toroni*, Ottawame c»P^I' Mantroai. tHo $1. Lawronco
River to Quebec City. Cap Cliat for tbe i«ly
10 total eclipse of sun and thru Canatfinn
Maritimes to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Froa-
whooling vacation is co-operative thing lor
young adults. Unusual exporionco, mind-
Mowing scenery. Total cost includNiB kirfaro

LANDTREK. (213) 4S4.«22 or writo laftt:
2557 Laurel Pats. Lm Antilo fc, 90M0. « I?M

Alore
UNI
Student

WITNESSES Anyone wt«o saw light bet-
looon man and women April 21st back of
Royce Call 299 7249. (0M24)

•^?I.*'^ • »^5 V old girl. 1 1/2 hr 550-
month, brkfst. 5 days. Opposite campus 473-"*: (•M24)II III
ACTIVITY Directors lor studentft
guys/gals Work f uii «no or pert time d^^Lsummer A school ytar Wades ta 540/dav fe!
tjjj. QjMi^ed .n outdNTa^tKmi*" Sisatimg 47J.4401. (0M24)

y/Politkal ... ... n

HELPMcGOVERN
Housing needed for out-of-state students

w^ia^
• California to canvi: liTSSl

f!ZXS^'JS'l!^ kvailaMa. contact torah^raoiand at McOovern Heodguartort.

Ricoh SLR w/1.1 lens. New Vivltar Auto-Zoom AM Pristine condition. Call Loo
Goldstein. 4799002. (15M24)
SONY tape deck TC-12S. used 3 months
•jcaiiont condition, 5130 r^tairSai. Srl!}:
*^^^-

._
(ISM 20)

COLOR TV like new. UHF, large screen
Sacrifice S150. 274-0103.

'^'^
iVJJJS,'

J>
H »Pe»k*rs Bigh 3-way, 15 inch wool^Sound greet S125 pair. Oav.d,457^0!%

EUROPE. Israel this summer
unregimentod program, 4 wks Europe, 7
wks Israel. Dfg Kibbuti. plenty free time.
Err m Travelling. 9B« 2411. (UOTR)

SUMMER GROUP/CHARTER FLIONTS
L,A./Ntw York (l^ay) $7t

May 3Ut ft Juhr IStti only
L A /London/L.A
L.A./BfussolS/L.A
L.A./Tokyo/L.A.
L.A./Tel Aviv/L.A

*^s?ak?^Jga««w.«••»»

SMS
5M9
5413
SSM

GOLF clubs, mens 13 4 imia^ m^.
P^'W.r.hag. Exce..«»t UVpe^SToii' '(TTft

12 FOOT Sailboat, two sails A trnlinr aI^
ready for' summer SIM 774.4»t i£*^ ***
'"• (1SM24)

EUROPE
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

IrV^y.r? »»tKflt CAINBlAb toW»tnrauchoot Wo«t and Iptt vrono. taat^i^

SMI
*'»«9J-

^Ivd^ 2T*to #4, tA. C«MI.. ftbOl.

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your possporf to the

world of student dis-

counts'. The ISIC was ere

oted by the Intcrnotionol

Student Trovel Confer-

ence end enjoys world

wide recognition. It is

required for oil student

flights obrood

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS
fo ond within Europe,

Isroel, Eost Africo, and

the For Eost-ot fontostic

sovings, enobling you

to trovel OS for as pos-

sible for OS little OS

possible.

youlcnowviRl
^Wnor©o

UNI
lOMt WIYIURN AVENUE

TfLi: 4n.1111

r-*}

fovei ...••• 1/

twAYCHARTRR FLIGHTS:

V Trovat.>••••••••••••••••••••••••* T^^^T""''nr VApb. to Shore 23 V House ta Shore ^ xQ
y/Aph Furnished ..... ZL_h^-~:'-:--^z:iirrz^> ^^^ ., .cm.,. « ^iKi-^? •.-

Irid/Frankfurt

hs

Auffust 10

August 27
S13S
S12S

Contact:

, onivtrsity Offico-Educatton

Abroad Pragram
OC Santa Bar^^r*

941-3t23 ^
also NY.

»PE Fl.9»«t» W depyirures. -
-^

'"**"' f 9W EASC.323N Beverh

sver ^^^__

ESEP UCLA members. (17QTIU

owe WAYFLlGHfS
-.1 *«ats available on one way basis.

KUlet Loniin, June24and July n.

one way London Los Angeles. Sept. *

ept. 13

$13»

TRAVELING m Italy this summerT Want to

stay a wttile in Florence comfortably A
inexpensively? Pensione Tamcrici in City

Cente/(near Train Station) double room A
breakfast. 3400-2100 (4.10) per day. Via

Fiume. No. 5. Tel. 24154 Florence. (17M24)

EUROPE this summer? Un regimented

programs 6 or 8 weeks Experiments in

Traveling, 944 2411. (17 OTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India*. Leaving
London June and July. S43S. Brochure:
Encounter Overland, 23 Manor House Drive,

London N.W. 3. (17M24)^

^Tutoring 18

STATISTICS tutoring by PhD. candidate in

statistics. Cal) 394-9405. ( 10M 24)

FRENCH Exam preparation, intensive

lanquaqc study, translation, literature. Call
former UCLA teacher foi results. 138-

6344. (18QTR)

sns DELUXE single, 1/3 block beach,
beautifully (urmshed, wet bar, builtins,
parking; t month lease. 34 Brooks Ave.

2 0»HLS to share a.bdrm. apt. with 1 June |5

S<«pt f70oaeh 47i4U3 (ISM 34)

Venice 399 3509. (31M24)

LARGE attractive one bdrm apts in Santa
Monica, S185 up Pool, subterranean garage,
elevator, ocean view, walk to beach, near
Santa Momca Freeway, 204i Fourth St., SM.
39} SSS4, S92 9143 (31 OTR)

SINGLES, bachelors. 3 bdrm, studio, 1 1/2

bath, pool, 3 blks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
(Hilgard).GR5 55t4. (21QTR)

|b LARGE COMFORTABLE ^.

-^ ••• STUDENT APARTMENTS 1||W FURNISHED BACHELORSA
1 BEDROOMS JA

FEMALE share i bedroom apt with same

Strathmore Veteran Pool, «»^««^ '"*';

S8T 50 479 1142.
{l^NSJ^t

NEED someone to Share 2-bedroom house in

Von.cfc WO plus ut.(. call 821 9127 A*k lor

Rob « 123 M Ml

MALE or (emaie to

Venice near be*'
Own room ^U
or David 399 7ko

< June 1.

ities. Daniel
(27M24)

PRIVATE room House near Westwood
Blvd Barbecue, patiO. parking 274 4183, 475-

2790 514 /week. (27M24)

COME to 42$ Landlair, roommates ere

there Singles and one bdrm s Pool, sun

decks, garage •»'' i*^*-
CI M24)

JUNE 15 Sept 5 Male Ten mm Irom

UCLA 592 50/monih air conditioning, pool,

garage, pool table 47 ^-7812 *li^.^

OVWN~r^om in 2 bdrm 578 25 Six •"•"»*•*

Irom campus. Start June lirst, a'")"'^*/'

2679 Ed - (23M24)

Same rent Summer A
Showing NOW
Deposit will hold
Across UCLA

Fall
FEMALE roommate to share clean,

bcautilully "["'^r,^?,?.*'*'*^*^'" '%?M2ti
Own room. 511 5. 826 9344. »•

BEACH house Venice /S M 2 bedroom
furnished Parking. 17 minutes u<'l A
Available. 6/8. 5112 50 394 0547

WANT roommate who (avors quietness and
nicr place to live 556 own room SM 828-

2867 (27M24)
~ —.

1 w
GIRL share furnished Santa Momca house
With grad Own room 570 Sharon. 828
4004 (27M24)

FEMALE roommate Spanish house Own
room. 583 /month Call 474 6242 (27M24)

NEAT* Large house lo share Santa Monica.
Male/fe'male, 580 /m'onth, own room ASAP!
828 0061. (27M24)

705G.iylev 479 8580

MMnvaiBaiBaaiMBa / For Sub-leose . . . 24
SHARE 4 br halfway to beach Irom UCLA.
Own, S75 Summer or next year too 120

2282 (27M26)

ASUCLA Charter Flights

Kerckhoff Hall 205

825 1221 )17M24)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prol. Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. t'^Q^R)

CARS IN EUROPE
RENT OR BUY

CPFCIAL REDUCTIONS TO
tIaCHERS* STUDENTS

iEE CATtLolui ALSO EURAILPASS

EUROCARS
! 9000 Sunset Blvd.. LA 90049 271-4344

GRE exam, math success can be fun.

Professional mathematician, ten years

e X

p

eriencc. 623 4355. ( ltM24)

GRE, LSAT, other tetft^ preparation. In-

dividual and small group instruction.

Academic Guidance Svcs. 820 So. Robertsuv
457 1190. (18 0TK)

BEAUTIFUL clean refreshing single and

one-bedroom apts. Temp, or permanent.

Block UCLA. Air cond. Pool, sundecks.

Garage. Reserve lor summer - fall. 425-441

Landlair. 479 5404. (2' f^ ">

*, »

APT 3 people 545 each. Close to campus!

June 15 Sept 15 729 Levering, 473 162^(24 M
26)

-

LARGE 1 bdrm furnished apt., 5150 plus

utilities, July/August only, near "mpus,

call 553 7168.
(24M26)

)/ Housing Needed . 28

HARVARD qrad will house sit, do chores,

exchange lor robrh Dan Hirsch. 64 Lmnaean
St Cambridge, Mass 02138 (28M25)

y/Typing 19

501CAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-SinglesOne Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 • Mrs. Kay • GR 30524

-:OUNT Europe. l»raol. •"*•'.«*?
fca. Orient Contact M.C.C, 1204

JSire Blvd, LA 9002$. 470-0444. (17QTR)

EDITH IBM typing. Theses, term papers,

manuscripts, etc Experienced. Fast. neat,

accurate, dependable. 933-1747. (19 OTR)

9Hl ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS ^

IrOPE: FROMS229 ROUND TRIF ^

ipAN: FROMS349 ROONOTRIF

.IGHT CHAIRMAN 271-0932. 139-2401 —
4244 0verlandl, Dept.A. . ^__^
Culver CWy.Ca.9«23» . JUOTR)

RUTH, theses, dissertations, term papers,

maituscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

121-1142. (19 OTR)

I NEW YORK

I

JUNE150NE-WAV
•Hawaii

JUNE 18 JULY 2

JULY 1 JULY 16

# TOKYO/ORIENT
JUNE 17 SEPT 1

SOFA STUDENT CHARTERS
EUBOPE/AFRICA/ISRAEL/ASIA
OFFICIAL STUDENT Ip CARDS

Also Studentreil and Eurailpwm, Car Furchaw

Inturanc*. Guidebook* •

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

^^^ AIS/EXITS
'""mW^ 0066 Santa MonicaM^^ LA. 90069^ ^^ 274 8742

^^% bik. aatt of Sanu Mooica/Doheny)

TYPIST -theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math and technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 7801074 n9f>To.

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up /deliver law
SChoOl.Alice. 397 3304. (19QTR)

TYPING Editing. English grads. Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters. IBM
Selectric, Executive. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay,
824-7472. (19QTR)

GOOD typing, papers or whatever, done
qMickly . Call Kathy. 311-1918. ( 19 M 24)

LARGE bachelors, 590 up. S«»»9»t». 5>M.

across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley, 0« J"''"'

GR 3-0524, Mrs. Kay. (21QTR)

FURNISHED Singles to share, S70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking, 633 Gayley 473-

4412. (21 OTR)

1-2 BEDROOM, Pool. Sijmmer rates, 5175 -

up. Fall leases now. 5200 up. 518 Glenrock.
473 9245. -tat M 24)

SUMMER or longer 2 bdrm/bath. Studio-

duplex. Near all. L>ke a house. Reasonable!
177 4439/825 3593. ( 21 M 24)

FURNISHED, 1 bedrm apt doorman,

garage pool, pat.o, view, dishwasher

available June Sept 5230/mo. 478 7892. (SL

My 26) :

'

LARGE 2 bdrm duplex .^June 15 Sept^ JSJh

Neootiable Nr Pico La Clenega. 5145 /r^o

Pr;?er Graduate /responsible per^on^

Furnished Appliances. 275 3314. (24 nk j^i

ON-E bediojom. furnished appitances^^^

utensils, pool, view. 6/15/72 13/31/72. 522f=-

/mo. 474 5804. (24 Niaai

PEACEFUL House wanted by 3 responsible

law students Sept June References Glen

Brentwood preferred. 478 8993 (28 M 24)
7^\

2 BDRM furnished June 15 August 15 within
walking distance UCLA *273 4930, 9 AM 4

PM (20M24>
I

^Room & Board

BEAUTIFULLY furnished single, fireplace,

terrace, kitchen/dming/dressing 2 3

months negotiable 11037 ^•'•»'"»9'« *".

8383
I «9 "V *•_'

SUMMER Housing on campUs, coed,
hiMtod pool, barbeque, parking, rec room,
meals, cheap!! 479 9092. (RBM24)

Jl/NE 15 Sipt 15 Large, sunny, 1 bedroom,
furnished Walk to campus. 478 8817,

ives. - .
(MM 24)A^'l'

ONE bdrm, furnished. Security. Walk to

UCLA. 10970 Ashton #212. 479 4371 . (21 M 24)

CAMPUS vicinity (2 blocks southwest).

Dissertations, theses, papers. Fast, ac

curate. Tam. 473 0031. -^—-~ (»90TW>

EXPERT typing, ter; papers,
manuscripts, thesas, IBM, eliable, ac-
curate. 10 AM - 10 PM. Joan, 393-1420. ( 19 M
»t \

EMERGENCY service/IBM quality typing,
low rates - free editing paperiu disser-
tations, books, etc. Call 838-4449. K9 M 24)

BENEFIT from. our tyj»«ng. Neat 1)apor^

equals good grad. 24 lir. '
phone dic-

tation/handwrittendf^fr392-41^^

ACCURATE typing. Rush jobs welcome.
40e/page; editing extra. Larry, 472-9341,

leave message. (19M24)

5140. Walk UCLA. Quiet. Secluded. Garden -

single. Fireplace. Suitable 1 or 2 persons.

473 0201. (21M24)
—Tt:^

.

> J ' !

1 BEDROOM 5170; 2 be<froom, 3 bath. $250
Shags, builtins. Adults 1817 Federal - 395

0340. (31M24)

1 BEDROOM 5155, attractive, newly
decorated, shags adults, no pets. 1517

Federal, 395-0340, Mrs. Hudson (21 M 24)

WALK TO SCHOOL

1 BDRM , well furnished available 6/12-

9/15. Faculty /qrad or respo"*'**'* P*"?":
,

784 9781 evos .

<«4M24»

WALK UCLA. 1 «><»'^m /den 5150, summer
Laiies, pets, child welcome. 472 1155 (24 M
26)

FURNISHED 2-bedroom apt. 7/1 9/15. Mar

v/sta Large fenced yard. 5130 /mo with

utilities Deposit. 398 0101.

APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
—^ (ALL SESSIONS) AND FALL .-.

NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR LAMANCHA

Singles, Doubles.'

Triples, Su»t»s

and Singles in

Suites AvailableMANSHR

(24M24)

Call La Mancha or Drop By
- 930 Hilgard Ave.

LA 90024
47S-SU1

5150/mo. 6 15/9 -IS.. Large lurn sjhfllj-

WLA. Faculty/Grad preferred. 826 4847 (24

M 24) __^ -

SUMMER rental Spacious 2 bedroom

furnished apt with pool Beverly Glen Bl.

S200 Call 475 4004. (24M24)

Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations for Fall also accepted.
Renting Office: S14 Landfair II

5175 /mo , 2 bedroom, large furnished,

utensils etc , short walk to beach. June 1$ -

S«^ I54ll«4ublci. Santa Momca, call eves.

394 0124.
(24M24)

uca
HARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation—-—
authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on altcampuses;

PROFESSIONAL IBM typing, theses, term

papers, reports, dittos. Emergency^ Service

.available Mrs. Lou.»e Page, SF.V. 785-^^^^

•FUST, aeturatt ^^Pj^r- _T*J,7,.i?*r}:
theses, dissertations^

^*'i?'c,2 M9 ATR)
4: Barbie, 828-2345; Mae. 394-5182. (19Atwi

EXECUTIVE typewriter. Terhi papers,

feSfrsr.»ume;, statistical. G«arantiHKl

results. Eves after 5:30;weekends Sharon,

830S407.
{n»*nt

Theses.
( M24)

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
543 Landfair #14

540 Glenrock mil

FURNISHED, one bedroom apartment,

doorman, garage, pool, patio, view, dish^

washer Available June September 5330

mo.-478 7892. (24M24)

Room & BoardVKOOm Oi www w

Exchange for Help . . 30

ROOM and board, 515 plus. •^•*\'j°\^.
"tudent, m exchange ««»^

«»«»>*•"•"•' i*Sd
housekeeping. Ouie1,::4.nvate room^ Nwd

car. 454 3090. _:____

IlJu^iy^.th boys 12 A 14. ^oo"™' V.!^;;*"';;?^

Star? July l or Sept 10 for vear Stud t with

position will help interview *" ^®"
J^'^ j^,

PM

5105/MO June Aug; dates flexible Large,

furnished, 1 bdrm. 397 1336. Morns or

eves.
(24M24)

L
2 BEDROOM furnished June IS - August IS

within walking distance UCLA «273-4930

9am - 4pm (20M

EOlTOR-typist, experienced,
dissertations, preferred. 393-9109.

^Wanled 20

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

LAUREL Canyon, Kirkwood Dr., 1 bdrm

apt. w/2 balconies, view, quiet, »'»• *"•
1 j4| (22 M 24)

24)
,

LARGE 5 bdrm apt. lurnished, »•••»>!';

4/ir?/i5, 5'^n.ns. from campus^ ijjj

Roebling #1.477 4837. (24M24)
1-7-

SUMMER sublet mid June. Furnished

spacious seven room •P«'^«'"«"»' ,^" «*??a
Responsible person 5200/month. 478 1835. (24

M 24)

EXCELLENT opportunity, single or couple

Room board salary lovely V"TJl.Tr 5 I.
UCLA Light housekeeping A ceoking tor 2 10

$ 472 1944 or 826 3545. (30MMI

^ Room tor Rent 3»

Z)jViLA6LB Private room in •©vely

westwood apartment for working l.dy^v..th

car 553 1231. __

SUMMER rooms Single.
^J'^^f^J'^'^'',*^:

Oprn kitchen, cl*an, coed On MiloardJ!*!

474 9134.
(31M34)

580 LARGE single Venice, kitchen, bath. 1

1/2 blocks Irom, beach. S'^vitQ*" ««" ,»•

studio 396 6404 (22M26)

VW window van, combi, bus. '48 to '71, S1700.

Mike, 2824 Mandeville Canyon. 474-4143. ( 20

M 24)

RESPONlliLE students(s) to drive H7
Camaro to Boston or New York, early June,

call Michael Bettmann after S :00PM.,

213/813 454S (20M24)

3 BDRM, 2 bath, Venice apt 2 blks beach.

Cp"s dps, stove, fireplace, «»-'"ny^ J«n«

S300. 399 80t0.
[2JN\w

VENICE Beach 2 bed apt Ne^^^^'J;:?'
5185 Dishwasher, stove, refrigeraior

sundeck, 34 Hernon 394 8432

BERKELEY Lovely three bedroom

apartment near »•""•»
""/^V,"'"?^!^!';

fall option 5210 /month 548 9771 (24^4^6)

SUBLEASE VVallOft^aafjj^^
spacious 2bdrmri 1/2 ^•?»V *

\i4 m 24)
»245/mo. 533 1/2 GlenroCk. 473 5585 (24 M 241

SUMMER housing for o'^'*',^'"!;;;;;!

pool, kitchen, large rooms. »0924 Strath

more 479 9041
(31M24)

BEL Air room /bath in beautiful private

home 10 mm UCLA Graduate student

S100 472 2919,472 7539 (31M24)

WILL pay cash far cars running or not.

Wrecks too Free tow aways, 3»' *;»0' •"
1443.

(20M24)

UNFURN 1 bdrm Brentwood Take over lor

summer Pel oft Immediate occupancy.

Leave message 834 2150 '^^M24)

-STiiOEMT icaveliiiB io Wttife«.^h«. F*- •

.

Chock in at airport w/3 children. D«»0"»'
*S»

924-5142. (li«*14)

1 BtDROOM
car>(ted. dra

mtng unfurnished, large.

. campus, no un-

|b0AC & Caledonlar
|707's-

all first class

service. - •

LALONDON/LONDON-LA

URGENT. Sponsor lor conscientious

Salvadorian student LA. now. Any work.

828 0029 days/after 10:30 PM. IMt/

UCLA graduate teaching assistant needs

private tennis court to give tennis ••»»«"•

Call Bob, 824 1910. <WM

'jVmi*) ^ House for Rent 25

',17.,. :.\m«, ?»o"l.. > »»m,
......J.

''"""'
!'.r',v»» ""(MM?.',

Many extras 454 ?•»>•

((25QTR)

MALE, undergraduate, '•*»»"*"»'••
,'Vhtl;

large room, view, garage, H'J*"*"
priv'ileges. 550 Summer Near c.mpus^lM

ONE block Irom UCLA Private room and

bath Pvt inlrance 555 /month during

summ.r.575inlall 474 7543 <J' M24)

5225 "5ption"~To'
Hollister, 399 7382.

¥uV"TM"

FEMALE lovely large furnished room A

1/2 bath with lamtly Kitchen privileges. 545

j»1 1317 (31M34)

I

.1

i

1

--4

f

-T^-^

V Apts h Share

FEMALE, over 21, to share partly lurnished

two bedroom apt in WLA 587 50 /moJ24.
9709.

(23mae>

4 BDRM , 5 bath. J««V.A"«'
"VI„i'*^47l'

beach Responsible party ^-^^"1^1^*11^

QUIET, comfortable room for medical,

dental, or grad student 393 9109 ( M24)

LOVELY room Private bath, of! patio for

responsible female grad student or »ta«f.

Women designers bom. K pnv »*>
•JJj

NEED garage lor VW. July thro SfPj Ca'l

392 4414/if no answer, keep trying. ( 20 M 34)

Fit. Dep Rtt. Days PrIcR

i 4/18 8/28 71 $242

«/31 8/14 S4 $242

«/2« f/4 72 $242

4/2S f/13 80 $27S

4/28 »/14 81 $27S

4/29 8/29 41 $242

7/8 8/17 48 $242

7/n 8/H) 30 $242

7/12 8/31 SO $242

8/12 9/13 33 $2S2

f/12 on«-way $135

FEMALE roommate for ^»r^**^y.^*^^\l
straight 21 or over Westwood ••'•• C*«« *•'«

PM. 477 4998.
'"'^'*'

ROOMMATE large 2 bdrm. ' »>»V^' «*;»;

washer 2 m.. west - otl Wilsh.re, •«•»»•••'

Don, 828 8857, ' (23M24)

^ House for Sale .^ . . . 26

BRENTWOOD south Of Sunset. 2 bdrm. A

conv den Ouiet Cul de Sac. 543,500 Sands

Realtors. 474 4444 (24 OTR)

_ ^^y/Autos for Sale 33

Available only to bonafido mombort of the
University of California Including ttudofita,
faculty staff, and tlioir Immodiato familiot
(parents, spouse or dep4wdowt chlMron)
living in the same 'tovMRoM.

/

oliRrtBf fNghlB

WANTED

TV contestants for

ABC'S (Password).

Requirements - must be

outgoing and enjoy word

games. Call 278-7500 for

Information. Office

closed Monday.

OWN room 2 bdrm with UCLA senior,

starts 4 4. 3 months. 1 mile from "CLA, 554-

•a4k ( iJ rA 2*1

ROOMMATES Needtd 433 OOV'^V'

Pleasant singles, 54$. Kitchen, »«"
<J«^»'

aool. garage. 473 4412. {UQiT^)

WILL share my great 2 bedroom, 2 bath

apartJnent. ideal for malt »"<»••;•
i*!?,'

EX0-8S22. '"^"'

SHARE 3-bdrm. 3 bath w/3. Built in, air,

m u
s"

najrrv;r21,548.839 5120.(33Ma4)

SHARE for summer nice apt 590 includes

everything with great «lrl. Near Pico,

LaCienega 371 4013 m^trO

TRANS architect owner in LA to sacrllice

exceptional, low maint. Riviera view home

w/decks orig priced w/brkr in OO's, now

40's a sty, a bdrm. 2 ig bths. den w/wet bar,

indoor BBO, bit in ktch all purp, conv.

oarage Open House Sat, Sun A Mon 10 4,

";02 San Remo Or , P-c /•!. Prin. only

may phone owner collect (Aril) *•» "',V^
lor details prior to Friday. No Brokes. (a4M

241 _^^_
WESTWOOD near Sunset. Choice 2-bdrm A
conv den Charming yard. Cul-de-Sac.

559,000. Sands Realtors. 474 4444. ( QTR)

to VW Camper. Xint. condition. Must selL

(841 APC) 452 8019 (33M24I

T4 VOLVO, model 544, 5500. ©•^'••"•' •r^^jf,

1118 7827
''"^'*'

'71 PINTO Big engine, low mileage, deluxe

interior Royaf blue 51800 «'•«) »•:

72 PINTO Runabout, R H. air and loaded

w/extras Mileage under 5m. 53400. 271

4393.583 8944 (33M24)

TRANSPORTATION cars 599 and up

American Kodiak in Santa "^n'"- *»
JJntaManKaBlvd.i2I74W. (MOTR)

CHARMING, eccentric two-story house In

rustic canyon 3 bdrm A den/workshop. 2

baths Short walk to beach 5S4,J00 4$4-

u<Ai iia ivi *•)

1944 INDESTRUCTJBLf Volvo 13H. 4spd.

white, good condition. $200 firm. Coll aves.

395 5222 (33M24>

WILL Share my |reat 2 •>^'^<»«'" ' •»*?

apartment. Ideal for male »»"«lant. Tom,

EX0 5S22. (23M24)

PBMALS to sublot 1-bdrm apt. in •»"•"•

uc© Korctikhoff HatI MS D
ofwoon • a.m. ft s p.m.

•2S-I221

BEAUTif^UL Ocean View Maiibo apart-

mont 2 bedroom. 2 •>*»h[^^.'J\' ^l^'*^*
entrance, close to campus. 454-8544. ( 23 M 24)

FRIINOLY folks needed to share Sbdrm
cooperative house on '«»»"»»ol»«n^ ""^
Beverly Glen. 914 7443. <3' ^ ">

VENICE, NEAR MACM SHARE MUOB
6lO 2 story SPANISH HOUSE WITH

?hSeE 4TH YEAR
'>^«JJ,Vi*- » . V"

KiRN*;rHE0'^'.D'RM"''/Ni>'' .Vt'h

S^''c5!D%OMMA.NHOUS15JO^.O
392 5515 8 PM MIDNIGHT (27M24)

'53 WILLYS Jeep. Warn, hubs, new brakes,

battery Rebuilt generator. Good condition.

S850 939 5447 —
- il3 M U»

A H Sprite. 1944, excellent 1100 engine and

tiros Hard and soft taps ^^^'^^*^\J^!;*^l,
^814387 (33M34)

Continued on ntxt pagt
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r What's On gets ridden but of town on a rail

.

f*f y^» t-~.-^ -%-•* -

URA Clubs:

--.-v

I/' party «t 7 pm«
Vista Room off the Recreation

to all in-

Monday, June 5
Conceit:
—"Frank

•*i

Mwsical

TT"
4 * ff

V

• t

Siaatra
Awards

presenting tt»e eight winners off tt»e

1972 Frank Sinatra competition In

public peHormance, followed kjy

ttie presentation of awards by Mr.
Sinatra personally, totalling
$10,000. 8:30 pm, Royce Hall
Auditorium. Fre^. ^

Film: ^
—"islands off the Mediterra-
nean/' 7:15 pm, 1730 Westwood
Blvd. \.

E.C.:

., ..^-1..

7:30 pm
v- •«*

\

J I J
-'

—"Calligraphy,"
Arctiltectore 1234B.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 5

Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
-"Office Culture and

Secretary/' 6-7:30 pm,
chitecture t234C.—"Phitesophy and Yoga/' 2-

3:30prnr.Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs
4=ounge

Can Uad fo Inner Security/' 7: 30-

10:30 r>m. Bunctte 3143.

—"Behind the Mafia/' 7 pm,
Kinsey Hall 184.

Tuesday, June 6
Seminars:
—"Developing Consulting

Skills," by Frank Jasinski, from 9
am to 4 pm, at Santa Ynez Inn,

17310 Sunset Blvd., Pacific
Palisades. Fee, call 454-1385.

—"Soldiers and Politics in

Modern Ghana," by Richard
Kranzdorf, department of
political science, California State
Polytechnic College at San Luis
Obispo, with discussion by Robert
Price, professor of political

-science, UC Berkeley, and" Pre-
cokNiial Military Tradition off the
Ashanti off Modern Ghana," by
Boniface Obichere, associate
professor of history, and Robert
Addo-Penning, visiting professor
of history, 7 pm. Murphy 2121.

EX.:
pm,

the
Ar-

pm.

pm,

-r

^ —"Producing. |p- yy
Documentary, Tfie Roles Lawyers,

JPMy«"_7i94»iu.Ackerman Union
3564.

"^ ^"Exploring Emotions in
AAodern Marketing," 8-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517. ^^

-
—"Elohim (GOO) The Original

-Pattern off the Universe/^ 7^30^

pm. Architecture 1243A.

»

-"The Anatomy off tlie Human
Mind Course," 3:» pm, GSM 2224.

—"Games Played in Las Vega\
and Reno, Their Odds, B.E.P.
MatuHty and Systems," 12-2 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408. ^ "^^''—

—"Everyday Practical Ap-
plication off the 'Ancient VTisdom'

—"Astrology," 2-4

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Death and Dying/' 3

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Experiments in Personal
Growth," 7:30-10 pm, Ackerman
Union . Closed to new rnembers^

^ —

"

Hatha Yoga for B^
5 pm,. Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.

. —"Women's Role in a Cfianging
Society *^ Affffirmation ffor

Women/' 7:30 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408. Closed to new
members.
—"Reaching Your Higher Sell

"The Lighted Way/' 8-10 pm. Social
;^elfare 50.

-^^— ^^^ --^--

„

,_jr-"Textile Printing and Design/'
I.IO pm. Architecture 1243A.—"Eckankar," 7:30-9:30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
Every other Tuesday.

_ —"^nanda Marga Yoga
Society," 5 pm, Ackerman Union.—"Phitosophy off Meher Baba/'
7:30 10:30 pm, MS 5138.

—"Aiffo Mechanics I/' 7-9 pm,
Bunche 1265.

—"Cosmic Meditation/' 79 pm,
MS 6201.

—"Beginning Ptiotography and
Darkroon,"; 7-9 pm. Architecture

12?4. .

—"The Anatomy off ttie Human
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
224.—"Kundalini Yoga," 8 am,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.—"Selff-Hypnosis," 7:30 ppn.

Architecture 1243A.

—"Integral Yoga Liffestyle/' 8-

10 pm. Architecture 1243C.

Wednesday, June 7

Seminars: L^ . J :

—"Nonlinear Consolidation of

Soils," by R. A. Westmann,
associate professor of

engineering, 3 pm, Boelter 5264.—"Bdeltovibrio Bacteriovorus:
A Study off the Molecular Biology
off Predation," by S. C. Rlt-

tenberg, professor of bac-
teriology, 4 pm, CHS 43-105.

-p"The Colorful PUteaus/' by
Richard F. Logan, professor oip

geography, 7 pm, Bunche 2209.

Tickets are $4.

—"The Nature and Scope off

Awareness// Jiy^ -David -Nowlis^..

author of articles on EEG
training, hypnosis, internal en-

vironment and altered states of

consciousness, 7 pm, Dickson Arf~
Center 2160. Tickets are $4.75 and
$2 (students). V •

E
^- .^-.. .. ~ .'..' .. -- ,. - ...

* —"The Impact of Drugs on
Human Values and Human
Culture," 3 pm, Kerckhoff 400.

-"backpacking," 7 pm, Rolfe
3134.—"Cataclysmotegy," 7:30-9:30
pm, Royce 264. ^^^^^ -

—"Astro-Yoga Astrological
Action Awareness," 8-10 pm,
Bunche A 170.

-"The Systam of Sheikh
AlWahshi Otrvishat (Sufi)/' 7:3o
pm. Architecture 1243A.—"Beginning Ballet/' 6 pm
University YMCA, 574 Hllgard
-^"Kunilalini Yoga/' 5 pm

^ Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge.
—"The Anatomy of the Human

Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GSM
2224. . '

—"Games Playtd in Lit Vegas
and Reno, Their Odds, BEP
Maturity and Systems," nooh-2
pm, Ackerman Union 2414.

—"Anatomy off a WASP/' 7 pm,
907 AAalcolm Ave. Los Angeles
(Behind URC).
—"Cooperatives/' 7:30 pm. Co-
op Center, 2021 Barrington Ave.,
Los Ajigeles.

—"Exploring New Life
Vocations," 2 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

-"Fundamentals of Tropical
Astrology," 7:30-9:30 pm. Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

—"Ptwto Communications," 7-9

pm. Architecture 1224. •—"Kilusan/' 79 pm, Ackerman
Union 3564.

—"Poverty Community Sur-
vival," 7 pm, Bunche 3150.

—"I Am," 7:30 pm, Bunche

^> iune 8

—"Study of Wagner^ 'Ow Ring
des Nibelungen/ " 7:M pm, 4211
Ar^ Drivg, North Hollywood^_l

—"Hand and Needle," 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243B.

--"Intermediate Self-Hypnosis,"
7:30 10 pm, Kerckhoff 400.,-

*-^"Po^try Seminar," 2-3: 30 pm,
Kerckhoff Upstairs Lounge. ,:

—"Health Free University,"
7:30-9:30 pm. Public Health 16-

— "Introductory -Sport
Parachuting," 5-8^ pm, sign kip In

Boelter 3809.—"Poehnr and the Short Story,
6:45-9:30 pm, Rolfe 3131.

tt

Thursd

E.C.:

~""AstroloQic*ir^ '

^P"i, Acke7manir^»«P/'2
-"Beginnjr^/^^onj.j"'^-

•**!« Yoga"? ^'^»tion ^Ji
1243C.

^'
' ^' Cc;

<^neration/'7.,o:^*'»« Coiu

Intermediate
Uvel

'''"^^ ^^J
Architecture

12433 ^° P"

chitecture 12436 """ *1

-"Auto Mechanic 7.W
Bunche 3150 ^'P"l

Friday, June 9

Seminar:

—"Normal and OelMti.
Repair of Human ONA L
plications for Carcinogenesis/'y
James D. Regan, xesear,

R'dge National Laborator,
Tennessee, 3 pm, in Life Scienca!
Building 2142.

E.C.:

—"The Dances of Univers)
Peace-Sufi Dancing," 7:30-10J
Unity by tlie Sea, 1245 4th St;

Santa AAopica. 1

—"The Anatomy of the HumJ
Mind Course," 3:30-5 pm, GS*
2224.

Monday, June 12

Film:
—"Turkey: Past and Present/'

7:15 pm, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

J4u ^^..^:

T-i.
' ''.

' '' f

.

.-«

....jf,.

BRUIN
......MMaaa^a /Aufos for Sale . . . . . .33 VAufos lor Sale 33 yT^^^T^

r^.. ^ /Aufos for Sole

^f

Continue

)/Aulas lor Sale . .... .33

-70 OPEL Katfetl 101 hp tn^ittr. 17M miles.
SI TOO 2f}4 MUfMleVill«r Cmyon. 474-4143
xnvtiine. 03M34)

44 vw Bw9. FM Sunroof, new tires, batt.
M.OOO mtlesorif. owriMr. Best oHer. 9M
S4i$ C J3 M 24)

4« AUSTIN Amer*c« 4 sp flatfio /fteater,
vrry «eod condHiOfi MSC. C«ll 477.11M
rytentm^i/morntm^i. (33 MM)

-^

f

: i

:'
<

OOOGE Van,
Tr;iyH equi
/•70 4M7.

49 V • Auto Xlnt. con^.
best o««er takes. •37-3413

(33M24)

FLEET Student, faculty discounts. Brand
new )977 p.ntes. SiMO. Call Mr. Rossi/Mr.
Asate, 030 2431. Order now , credit ok'd by

(JSMM)

71 GMIA (VM). Excellent condHion. S2IM.
:all 024 $124 Alan. (33M24)

•44 MUSTANG V40Q. It4t COUBAT XR7
S229S Call 47S 3974 (after 4 PM week-
<**V«' ()3M24:

VW Canr«per, 1V1 pop top. AM-FM radio.
*A!^n>f pxtras. excellent condition. 454-744S.
474 24M. »2»?pi, .

- U3M24)
u

'446los. ¥-is: rtons Bfeaf . Mu<ri*lir»4jo or

best offer. Elie. 472-70»3. (33 M 24)

p

-'? F

^4 -l \

'70 VOLVO 3-door sedan, awtwnatic, u
beater, Xlnt condtfion. teoctier leavina
town. 273-»777, r774d44 (UM24)

'70 VW Beetle. Ldw miieoBe, excellent, AM-
FM stereo radio, molprcvcle A MCyicfe rock.
472 3404. 477-OOOt (33M24)
^i«—— ...I- ,. . II, I .— . I I II,» , „ I I,..

'44 PLYMOUTH Fury III Coupe Vt -

automatic power-radio-heater. Low
milea«e, clean. 024 3002 tS7S. ,(33M24)

'70 DATSUN 14M roadster Two tops. Ex-
cellent. S13t$. Days. 025-4133 (ask for Mike).
Eves, "Ml -4047. (33M24)

71 HONDA vedan, like new. Low miles, AM,
best offer. Alter S 00 PM, 344-7021. (33M?4)

•71 MUSTANG hardtop 0000 miles factory
warranty. VO, auto, lime 9re«n. S2400. JH-
7473 _. 1 33 M 24)

7URIY REED

DISCOUNT
(means)

Stimmer Fun
Sav4n«s

All 72 Models

'43 CORVAlR. Runs perlect. Best oHer. •3t

4214. (33M24

CLASSIC 1VS9 Austin Healey 3000. Excellefr
condition. Call Nancy, 47t-tn3. (33M24

'41 LINCOLN Continental classic. ExcHlen
body, need muffler and tires. Must sell - Al
>S3 5404 (33M2«:

'49 TRGT 4 plus. Xlnt. cond. 14,000 mi
Leaving country. Make offer. 472-3330. (13 A/

24)

'a OPEL Kakett, European. 47JM milot
$700. AHer 4 PM, 020 3S20. ( 33M 24

I

'49 VW Fastback. Air-AM/FM-automattc.
New tires. Extra dean. $1450. 477-7S31 est.
304 days. (33M34)

'49 FORD CORTINA 1400 GT. (LIKE A
SPORTY OATSUN $10). EXCELLENT.
RAOIALS S02S. 390 7473. (33M24)

ATTENTION Students. i9Sbe«tftilvl new car
trade-ins and transportation specials.
Compacts pick-ups etc. Credit ok'd By
phone. Call Mr. Rossi / Mr. Asato, tM-
3431. * (13MM)
'49 VOLKSWAGEN bu« automatic
stickshiH, brand new radials, excellent
condition. $1200. Call Dr.Tuchman, 274-
•033. (11 MM)

^Bkycles lor Sale .... 35

UCLA students* S^e off Peugeot,

>Aotobecane, Centurion, other fine makes!
Expert repairs! Lee's Cyctorama Sctiwmn

Awthorlied dealer. 2639 S Robertson Blvd. 3

>lks. N. Santa Monica Freeway 839 44M (3S

M 24)

ATTENTION StudenH. Complete selection
of new and used PintM and ottier compacts.
^^H^'^ ^***" "' ^*'- "•»*•' •»-l*H. Credit
okdbyphone. (IIMM)

40 vw AM/FM Lo ml. New tires, en«inc
rxcellent. S1000. Calf evenin«s, a4-71M. (11M 24)

Michelin X tires. AM/FM. body /ennine
excellent Call 4S4-7242. (33 M 24)

4$ DODGE Dart. Mags, glass pdcs. Air
shocks, 4 speed. Must sell. Leaving country.
Mike, 473403$ (33M24)

$4 CHEVROLET Wagon. 4S,000 original
miles Bought new. Excellent mechanical
condition S3$0 /best. Call, 39V««74 (33MM)

•43 1/2 GALAXY JCL, new tires, astros, 390
$4$o/be»t oiler. 399 S932 Jack. Must sell
Swell condition. (33 MM)

i7JS»'^^ ."* *f****' * »»»•«« transmission.

Phone. 391 4000 (33M24)

transp., $12S/best offer. 443 0)91 eves Must**"•
(33M24)

'44 VOLKSWAGON transporter bus nohorsepower powerhouse eKf.B«V««.i,
;jnita.

. gas heater. $l2"$;'7V'4;7.??5?rS';X

FIAT
Overseas Orders

Taken here

LARRY REED
SPORTS CARS

3 LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES 774-1444

S3N Centinela at La Cienega
Between Slauson A Florence

BEVERLY HILLS 274-«nS
9032 Wiishire Blvd. at Wetherly

TORRANCE 722.H04, 37f.$4l3
19019 Hawthorne Bl. at lOttli St. >^

I.V,II^
Mus^sell by June. Call 394-12M or"^••' (33M24)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

ItMMile
-" Warranty

i*.i.*r
^"•'^•»»*««'' •'•«»«"t ••tBine, new

.f!^?\; ***^^'i- i»»»» tuned, AM stereo,
>4S0/offer. Phil, 470 99|7. < 33 ^ 24

)

•40 SAAB wagon. Good shape, 30,000 mi.
Radio. Pirelli tires. Best over $400. 399 44SS
evenings. (33 MM)

BABE the Blue Ox> my great 'SI Ford 1/1

1

>anel truck is lor sale. 7t9-43SS. ( 33M M)

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SCRVICKOUR PRICES ARE LOWCRI

A
A 1 AUTO SERVICE

I 7*$7 Van Nuys Blvd.
I across from G.M. Plant

Call 094 707$ 24 Hours

'44 TRIUMPH TR4A. Wire wheels, Michelin
X's. Excellent mechanical condition. k9S0.
Day, 02$-0100. eves, tlO-SOSl. (U M 34)

47 CHEVROLET Caprice, auto, air, ps, very
K>odcond.$n$o. 393 1794. (33 MM)
'49 vw Camper, pop-top, AM-FM, air con
ditioning, rebuiMengine, $23$0. 24$-l734. (33M 24)

49 FORD CORTINA 1400 GT
Datsun SIO) Exc
7473

NA 1400 GTjIike a sporty
ellent, r^tnUt. $02$ 390.

/ (33M24)

MGTD. '$2, rod, exctllent conditiM r^,.^.
overhauled, tonn.au. VxtrrnrJT'XtSL^9v«sandweekends

_

"^
,*J;*^;

iiiL'^t*.?^^*^ steerin7
ss: ..".trRi^-roo-t^isM

(13M24)

44 PONTIAC Grand PrI*. immaculate, 4-
speed, tach. radio, 44,000 miles, oridinal
owner. $99$. 4749470 eves. (33M24)

'44 CHEVY II blue stationwagon, everytfMng
new (tires, batteries, alternator, plugs,
shock absorbers) $SSO. OM-7312. ( 33 M M)

;44 CORVAIR for sale, engine usaMe lorDune Buggy Best oHer, call 454-2121
R»»>dy, Apearna. CMMM)

'44 IMPALA Convertible - automatic, power
steeriiM, new tires, glass r—r window. Very
clean. Best oHor . 19S-tlM.

, (UM M)

'70 VW Bus, red, AM/FM, new tiros, oklras,
excellent condition, must sell, $21S0/offer.
394-S0$4. (11 MM)

'44 VW Great trans. AM-PM. Must sell

immed. Call eves, 120 093$. (33M24)

SWEET eld 1951 Ford 3 dr. sedan. Sun visor.
Clean, perfect transportation car. 025-2547
/470 94$7. (33M24)

«!!

'44 CHEVROLET Capric* b«w^ %SZ
—

string, hydrematic "Ir coST^J?"**'cellent condition. $1000/offer^i:o;;4^*» ji'm

71 TRIUMPH Spitfire Mk IV. white. Mack
upholstery, perfect condition, only 1700miles Must sell. Bargain at $1900. Call 4$7
VzL (33M24)

'**?*P****-'''^Y P»"* 1947 Mustang con
vertible. automattc, excellent condition, new
transmission. $1000 or? Anita, 470-1035. (33 M

'54 CADILLAC Beautiful body, clean In
terior, good condition, $)$0. 120-4150. (33

M

•Of

*) Muu^iiXf'X «»9P*ndoble. Leaving country.— IJ ,i.^ ' *^ •'*'" "• ***• W3-42I3 eves. ( 31

69 PLYMOUTH OTX, extras. Clean. $31M.
024 1153. (11M34)

'43 VOLVO, 4-do<«r tan, IDS, Amaion, good
cond., 5435. Eves. 599-1013. (HMM)

'44 VW. Excellont cond. S47S. CAII 4S7-794t or
077.«19t4aftor9^M.) (33MM)

'49 VW. 14.000 miles, clean rod. tl.100. Call
eves, 390-1027. (13 MM)

VW '44 Van, new '71 engine, new paint,
intenor, clutch, brakes, etc. Must sen^950

(33M24)

^ Bkycles for Sale 35
or o««er. After 5 PM, 394 $4$1

AINO'S '42 Volvo, very well worth SMO.
radio, good transportation, personaltty.
fives, 394-0940. (33M24)

UNIVERSITY Bicycles, sales, repairs, low
prices, lO-spd Irom $77. French. Austrian.
American, 1714 Westwood, 475-3370. (IS
QTR)

BICYCLE - 10 speed Raleiflh in good con

dition. Asking $4$. Call Mike, 447 9244

Tuesday or later (35M2*)

Cycles, Scooiers

For Sale -J^
•72 HONDA CL17S, 2000 '"''"/''"/JmiI')
cond., $40$. 128 1194 between sj .

(3>w»'

HONDA CB»*0.G^^d7^.on 'OWO ";;'"

sioooioiiM
n<^Nw»)^

•4$ HONDA 30$ recc^iHu-lt Scrambler

Strong, really nice. 463 07»8 eves '^ost^

^ ^^^

sell.

•70 HONDA SL 3$C, 7,000 Tt'lej, «» MosJ

sell , contact Mike Bartleti at 479 9U5 ( 34 M

U) —
HONDA 30$. new battery, ju^t

'""fj' 9<?J[
condition, make offer. 391 9IS4 (3»M"'

I9U HONDA 90 clean, dependable, cheap

t95. CaM 4$4$479.
(34MW<

YAMAHA, 1949 30$cc. excellent •"echanical

condition. Helmet iftcioded.
»f°

^'7:

9$33(eves.) _____J^^^iIi^

VESPA 1$0CC like n^v«,^^'t"9*^
^'il

and Chain. Call Melissa 47M40l__f34WrM

LIKE new. 1972 V^'",j;P:''i„""
"'

take over payments. Low miie*g« y^ ^y^^

4$00. :___———— T"

.4, YAMAHA 3$0. M«*» «";,'^ "ImS
w/helmet. $3$ /offer. 39i-49li^^^^_____

.47 HONDA 30$. Rebuilt engine, ejcellent

condition S32$, 292-«3>*
'^;^^___1!L

'71 1/2 HONDA CL100, Good cofljityn^jf*'

tuned. 4700 mi. $240 /offer W«
»,^Xm)

graduating . 4$l-9430.

'47 LAMBRETTA 12$. Good C.n-m."

w/helmet. $200 /offer. t7̂ ^ytW^^_JJlZ-^

•71 TRIUMPH B0""*^'A'* "SiV HelW^
$1300. Mint cond. Domestic "j^^y„,

Gloves. Call 123 0412.

,0 YAMAHA '00 Street •"-^'i;,,.^^
used on dirt. $240/offer. Eve»

QTW) ^^^.
'70 HONDA P W, low rniltJJJ;^j ,,41*

ditian, only $12$, call M*'*^"*

M) ^___——

^

"lalaot, per***^

'70 TR lUMPM 4$0 Tiger UJ '"•y'Jw »»*

conirtton w/holmtt. Good WW ,„m1»)

4704. 034- $15t. ^-

*iX
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Commencement- 'Biggest
53rd commmeenient "bland'

dayofmyparents'lives' 7,891 receive degrees here
ByLeeSolow
DB SUfff WHter

-T
-

Year after Year, proud

relatives, friends and parents

make their way in droves to the

UCLA campus to witness the

usual pomp and circumstance

that takes place here each June. A
bright sunny <tey, a cool breeze

rustling through the trees, and the

sound of bells echoing through

Royce Quad set the academic

atmosphere that lived up to

everyone's expectations.

Black robes were everywhere,

with occasional touches of gold,

red; and white. The quiet whirr of

movie cameras in the air, or

taking that Polaroid picture for

grandmother back east set the

scene quite well. Everyone was all

smiles, busy straightening the

grad's tie or cap. They were all

there, and yet, the ceremony

would no doubt be a bore to

everyone.

Still, time and again, they'll be

here. Some say it's the tradition

and splendor, others don't know.

It's exciting, fantastic, and I'm

happy to be a part of such a great

ceremony," remarked one par-

ticipant. "I've worked hard here

for the past four years and

deserve some recognition.'*' Most

graduates appeared to be at-

tending con^mencement for

someone other than themselves,

though a few were there because

they wanted to be. *'My parents

have finished my entire education

here," said one girl, "and I look at

this as kind of a return on their

investment." Another graduate

mentioned that this was "the

biggest day of my parents' lives."

Wives, girlfriends, and other

acquaintances also proved to be

reasons for attending.

—Crraduation, for one reason or

another, brings the family

together, which may or may not

be trying for the graduate. Proud

parents were loitering about
everywhere, stopping to chat with

Aunt Sadie about how their boy

had already been accepted to

graduate school. "This is my third

child graduating from here,"

bragged one father, "and I'll be

back again next year."

The University graduatioii may
be a status symbol for the family,

dragging everyone to graduation

from all over the country. "The

whole family's here," said one

mother. "They flew all the way
out from Indiana." Handshakes,

pats on the back, and a few gifts

were commonplace for most

grads.

Graduations at UCLA have

practically been the same for the

past several decades and

probably will be the same in

decades to come. Tradition just

doesn't make it with everybody.

•The hair may get a little longer,

and the kids a little smarter but

nothing, else really changes,"

remarked one visitor. One
graduate mentioned he wasn't

attending because the ceremony

was "too impersonal" and that

"the pomp and circumstance is

just not worth the bother."

Students want to see more
meaning put into the ceremony

and less tradition. One graduate

was standing by the student union

dressed for graduation but ob-

viously not intending to par-

ticipate. Upon questioning he

replied, "I come here to flip my
tassle and then split."

In a rather bland ceremony
Wednesday, 27 different kinds ii

degrees were conferred upon 7^1 *

students at UCLA's 53rd com-
mencement ceremonies in the

track stadium before ap-

proximately 11,500 spectators.

UC President Charles J. Hitch

delivered the day's keynote ad-

dress, ''Malthus, Models, Politics,

Pollution: Where Do We Go From
Here?" Hitch^ terming his speech

as possibly bordering "on heresy"

in an attempt "to actually saying

something," called for population

control.

Hitch quoted, a speech by

Jacques Cousteau, saying, "there

is only one problem . . . that of

survival . . . (we are in a) race

against time for the very life of

our grandchildren . . .we can and

we must win it.'*

The President palled the Cla^
of '72 "the hope . . for wholeness

of body and spirit, for societal

well-being, for the preservation of

the planet."

Highlight

The highlight of the day's ev^its

came with the presentation by

outgoing Undergraduate Student

Body President Lamar Lyons of a

class gift.

In presenting a bronze placque

listing war dead to the University,

Lyons said, "this is in recognition

of those of us killed in the War
overseas as well as here at home

".
. . to the special interest

students (black, chicano, asian,

indian) who are high in the

medical and legal professions of

whom certain administrators said

it couldn't be done . . . and

especially to the brothers and

sisters who helped in the struggle

so I could be here."

Class registration

for f irst sumnrier session

*•*• 4

l/.'

The first part of summer session begins here next

Monday. Approximately 5,500 students are expected

to enroll in the first session and 3,000 in the second,

according to Marjorie Johansen, assistant to the

director of summer sessions.

Registrajtion for classes runs from 8:30 this

morning to 3 pm, in 1248 Murphy Hall. Registration

wia continue at these same hours on Monday, when

instruction begins.

The last day to file study lists with the registrar

without a late fee ($10.00), is Tuesday, June 27. The

late filing of study lists by students previously

enrolled in the College of Letters and Science here

during a regular session must be approved by the

Dean o^ the College.

Holiday

July 4 is an academic and administrative holiday.

July 5 is the last day to add a course to the study list,

by petition to the registrar.

July 7 is the last day to drop a course from the

study list or withdraw from summer session without

the penalty of an F (failure). The registrar mu^t be

petitioned with the proper form, available from his

officC;^

Fhial examinations will be held in most courtet on

the last day of summer session, July 28.

Application for admission to the second simimer

session (both are six weeks long) is due on July 7.

Registration is from 8:30 am to 3:00 pm on July 28 at

H ie sunimernwiDWi uffiii i

HATS OFF— 7,891 students received degrees Wednesday at UCLA's 53rd

commencement exercises in the track stadium b^ore 1L500 spectators.

Principal speaker was UC President Charles J. Hitch.

Lyons decried sexism and
racism which he claimed the

University helps breed and

complained of job scarcity.

'*There are no real alternatives to

our lives,' he said, "Our ideiis

challege the status quo.-**

Respect

Chancellor Charles E. Young

accepted the gift and mentioned

that before the ceremony Lyons

hs^d handed him "a last memo"
"Which stated, 'We have not

always agreed this past year but 1

still have respect for you as an

administrator and a politician."

Young turned to Lyons and

respond^ "I have respect for

you as well."

An horibrary Doctor of Laws

degree was conferred upon Dr.

William G. Young, vice chancellor

emeritus. He was in charge of

Appeals probable

physical planning and con-

struction frdm 1957 to his

retiren»ent i^ 1970. In this

capacity he supervised a building '

prograjn whic^h saw the con-

struction of 36 major buildings,

half the permanent structures

here. i^
.

Tribute

A special tribute was paid to the

late Ralph Cornell, longtime

UCLA consulting landscape ar-

chitect whose death in April

prevented his acdljHance of an

honorary degree authorized by the

regents.

Siudent commencement
speeches were dehvered by John

S. Hendricks who received his

Master of Science in Nuclear

Engineering and by Daniel

William Schaefer who received

( C ontinued on Page 4

)

Campus groups banned

Instruction for the session begins July 31, the

Monday after the first session ends. Registration will

also continue on that day, on the same hours as

anove. 4--—^- •
,

,

: <^^ - . ,^ -T-.-i-^
—

- r-^ - -r--*—^^-— -««

August 8 is the last day to file a studyW with the

registrar without the $10.00 late fee. CoUege of

letters and Sciences student^ must have the late

filing of study lists approved by the Dean of the

College.

August 16 is the last day to add a course to the

study list by obtaining a petition form from the

registrar. August 18 is the last day to drop a course

from a study list or withA-aw from the second

Mssion. Petition the registrar for either of these two

actions.

Finals

Labor Day, Sept. 4 is an academic and ad-

ministrative holiday. Final examinations and the

last day of the seaaion is Sept. 8. '

Fees for only one of the two sessions, either first or

second, are $160.00, including the $10.00 filing fee.

Enrollment in both aoikms costs $280.00.

Summer school has been held here since 1918. Full

lO-week summer quarters were done away in Sept.

1960, when enroUmenU failed to reach projected

levels. According to Johanaen, the two summer

sessions are- contpletely self-supporting. Summer

J>ave Mei^ry
Iff Writer

Three^tudent organizations

here— Be^ Sar Shalom, Students

for a Democratic Society (SDS),

and Students for McGovem —
have been suspended by the

Campus and Programs Activities

Office (CPAO) recently.

The suspensions, which prohibit

use of University facilities,

distribution and posting of

literature, and other privileges of

registered campus groups for a

prescribed amount of time, can

and probably will be appealed to

the Campus Advocate.

According to Robert Ringler,

assistant dean for CPAO, the

three suspensions are separate

from each other, and in each case

there was counseling with the

group by the CPAO office prior to

Lyle timmerman, assistant

dean for CPAO who worked with

Beth Sar Shalom this year, said

that the group's name is "ob-

viously Jewish," and that its

appeal is directed toward the

Jewish community. "To the exr

tent that people want to get their

point across, we regard it the

same as any other group. But the

Jewish community feels that Beth

Sar Shalom is exploiting them,"

adding that he received a number

of complaints from individuals

and organizations.

(Continued on Page 5)

Jesus is Messiah «

Beth Sar Shalom, which is a

national organization of Jewish

people who believe that Jesus of

Nazareth is the Messiah, was

wtpended until the end of fall

quarter, 1972.

Summer schedule
Hi. For the next three months,

we'll be publishing the Summer
Bruin, with issues on Tuesday

and Friday for the first summer

session. During the second

session we'll come out on

Thursdays only, with the last

issue September 7. The fall

registration issue will appear

September 19, and we'll begin

regular daily publication

September 25.

Have a good summer . . .
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DBSUrr Writer

Tlie finance cofnmittee of the

UC Regents again postponed

voting yesterday on a proposal to

establish a public interest

research center at UC Berkeley.

The student-proposed center

tias appeared before the finance

committee at three previous

meetings, each time without a

verdict. They instead have
brought up a number of questions

concerning the center.

Ttie source of funding for the

center, a $1.50 fee each quarter

from Berkeley students, was
criticized by several Regents.

Other Regents l)alked at the idea

of using student fees to support a

non-profit corporation which is not

under ttie immediate jurisdiction

of ttie Board.
" Yesterday's presentation of tlie

proposal was different ttian a

v-^.--
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Keep your
student-ffaculties

yoM wyhile aU

r-*»

around you are
losing theirs.

^i

, !

In a never-ending
effort to give you '

something for nothing,

we would once again like

to make you aware of our
free rental service. It is

available to all students
and faculty of UCLA with-
out any cost or obligation.

No hype, no hidden
charges, no lease, no
kidding. Moss & Company
owns and manages.over ,_
40 apartment buildings in X /̂

I

the Westwood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur-

nished and unfurnished
- fa-om $130 to $450. We
will find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-
where in the greater Los
Angeles area. Free. So,

drop by our office or
call and take your choice.
Well give you the earth
and everything that's in
it, and—which is more

—youTl be a man, my son.
M. ' J

,i--
>- r.

Rental Siervice
MOSS &COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213) 879-9031/474-3555
t^,^ ..,,„/:,.:,„J „^/^j^55 gf^gg.

mmI iioiiv«*«tMs

r.

L_

625 41 LANDFAIR AVENUE
Phone: 479-5404

swimming pool/sundeck/himished apartments/singles/one bedroom.
no Iamb required

Ask about our low summer rentalsl r

month ago. Berkely law students

Ray and Barbara Bourhis and

Phil Decker, originators of the

research center idea, presented a

proposal modified almost exactly

as the Regen^ had suggested a

month ago.

Unfortunately, the Regents still

had questions about the center,

and after postponing action on it,

they suggested more questions for

the three to answer.

In a press conference following

the finance committee meeting,

Ray Bourhis said the action to

postpone a decision on the center

was "taken in good faith by the

Regents."

Bourhis said ''most'* of the

Regents support the law center,

but had 'iegitimate" questions

alxHit the operation of it. Hei

confidently predicted the proposal

''will be overwhelmingly ap-

proved" by the Regents next

month.

Calling the center a "beautiful

program," Bourhis said it was a

"legitimate alternative to bricks

and bats" in eff^ting change in

society.

Before the finance committee
met, Bourhis, commenting on how
much work was involved in

presenting a |modified proposal

each month, said, "Now I know
what working within the system is
like and I know why more DeonU
don't do it." ^ ^

In other acUon, the finance
committee heard a report on the
labor strike at Berkeley, UC San
Francisco, and the Lawrence
Berkeley and Lawrence Liver
more Laboratories.

Labor representatives last
month disrupted a Regents
meeting in San Francisco, asking
to speak before the Board. The
Board refused to hear the
representatives speak, citing the
strike as a matter which UC
President Charles J. Hitch should
resolve.

The report informed the
Regents of the negotiations with
the unions and the University
"final position" on the strike
settlement. In a letter sent to

strike leaders, UC management
representatives told them a
response to the position is

"necessary" by 5 pm today.
Asked about the chance for a

settlement today, UC Vice
President John Perkins answered,
**I hope that it's great."
The Regents will conclude their

two-day meeting today at the UC
Extension Center, 11th and Grand
in Los Angeles.

YOU RE BEING

RIPPED OF^F
_ ;

BY HIGH PRICES

BUY FACTORY DIRECT + SAVE
10%-60%

Stereo comp.-T.V.s —Appliances-Furniture and Much Morel

^ Fo^ Any Pricing Cgll N.M.B. Bol> CoIimi

659-4881

Live (ntertaiDment
;-. k=,'.!S

Enn fri t sal Mie

Pizza Palace
in the Village

8Q7ft«

r*^-fc*^ » '•*-••^^^f^ .?-

..-—4.
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Antiwar convention scheduled
over I 000 anUwar "activists" will converge on

this campus July 21-23 for the second annual con-

vention of the National Peace AcUon Coalition

^

According to NPAC organizers, the idea of the

ronvention wiU be to formulate further anUwar

strategy and discuss and plan activities in other

areas of concern, such as the problems of ethnic

minorities, women, the ecology crisis, and

repression by the government. The convention is

ooen to everyone.

Carl Fii>amore of NPAC said, *'We'U be gomg into

all kinds of issues. The central thing is to get together

these 1,000 people." He described NPAC as a

collection of local antiwar groups which were formed

following the 1970 American invasion of Cambodia.

He pointed out that this will be the first time a

major antiwar convention has been held on the West

Coast

The convention will begin with a rally, followed by

strategy sessions and workshops.

The NPAC convention received the approval of the

undergraduate Student Legislative Council (SLC)

Wednesday night as a part ot its Teach-in Sym-

posium Program, following assurances by Finamore

Sat all expenses wiU be paid by NPAC, and that his

y

group will assume complete responsibility for the

convention. "We want to give you 100 per cent

cooperation," he said.

F6r further information, call the NPAC office at

487-3535. Most of the group's activities will be held in

the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom.

History prof in suit

against LAPD chief
History professor Hayden V. White filed a tax-

payer's suit earlier this week in Los Angeles Superipr

Court against Los Angeles Police Chief Edward M.

Davis to prevent him from paying police agents to

act as students.

The suit claims Davis now employs **secret in-

formers and undercover agents" to register as

students, attend classes and join campus

organizations. He claimed informers con>pile

dossiers on students, faculty and organizations.

The suit also claims that such activity is an illegal

expenditure of public funds and unconstitutional.

Hhi m

JWii

Wh,.r, 1 lecture at teacher framing colleges and universities 1 am

often shocbod at the ungrownupness of these lads and lassies ''"//"i ^''^

useless bnouledge. They know a lot: they shine in d.alect.cs; they can

quote the class.cs- but in their outlooh on life, many of them are infant.

lor the, have been taught to fenow. but have not "-^^ '""""'^^
'"/f

'

the emol.onal /actor, the power to subordinate th.nfemg "> feelmg.

talked to these of a world they have missed and go °'' /"'"'"S^/^^'^

textbooks do not deal w,th human character, or w.th love or w^h

freedom, or with sel/determmotion. And so the system 8°" °"; "^^^^
only at the standards of boofe learning - goes on separating the head

/rom (he heart.'
_A.S. Neill, 'Summerhill"

We're concerned.

^
The'summer Bruin publishes twice a week for the

first summer session and once a week for the second.

Writers (of all sorts) and experienced Phot«g/aph^'-s

are welcome. Come by our office in Kerckhoff 1 10 and

have some coffee if youre interested.

Daily Bruin. Kerckhoff 110.

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
„ ^ ^ PACIFIC-KING

Let us ship your personal eHecIs home We ore

sis in internolional packaging and shipspec

ping We also sell appliances for 220 volts

1215 W. 6*h SI.

Lot Ane«l« 17

482-9662

ponERvmm lessons
- Beginning & Intermediate

6-10 IN • 69700 tJCl!i^.c
CLASS ^^' SESSIONS \
'
25 LBS. CLAY, GLAZES & FIRING INCLUDED -
COME IN AND VISIT OUR COMPLETE POHERY WORKSHOP

THE POT FARM -. ^^irMo°nica

''^'-

828-7071 Across ronn BOB'S BIG BOY, JR

NOW IN THE VILLAGE
and two other salon locations

TONY SASSOON and his international staff

extend their thanks to UCLA

students and staff with a

^ FOR YOU
Sets, ^ufsS. Fonfasflc Haircutting

By appointment : 925 Broxton 477-4585 or 479-9634

Men's haircutting tool

OPEN 6 jDAYSi A WEEK & LATE EVENINGS

c
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HELBWANfED
Dixieland Combo

Piano, banjo, bass or—
820-1424 or 339-6223

— Phone
t^^tr

" also
4^

Femate Beer + V\«ne Bartenders ^

Over 21, no experience necessary ,^

-

Must apply in person' ,, ^
, —-£

THE EED VEST
PIZZA PARLOR

1 1980 Santo AAonica Blvd. West Los Angeles

%••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tw

8:S0

Wwin
8K)0pm

, SUMMER ACTIVITIES

Iittriiiiiiii Shlut enter

OtmIi DcMcing.

InlTnaHood Film $«rl*.. Fr.«
<^':"'"J2';,^^5

Jun. 2J: From Franc.. TruHaulfs 400 BLOWS

Jon. 28: From Ru.iio, El..ntt«ln'. AlBCANDtE NEV5KT.

h >!

|0«r. Wln« orul ch««i« ond n«w frlerxlt.

TYPEWRITER CITY :4^'y y

.'': '• t

5-6 pm
8-11 pm rolidmicing.

LANOUAOI ClASStS (Ftm.)

/-

A7ft-7M7 vy^STWQQD
ROYAL PORTABLE w/case

.SMITH-CORONA ELEC. PORT.

SMITH-CORONA ELEC. 120

SMITH-CORONA CORONET AUT.

SMITH-CORONA 250 (260.00 vol)

SMITH-CORONA 300 (289.00 vol)

IBM - MODEL "C" - Reconditioned

IBM - MODEL "C" - Exec. Recond.

48.88

114.88

149.88

159.88

189.88

229.88

289.88

349.88

IBM SEIECTRIC; Factory Reconditioned

English convertotton

Fr«nch convvriotlon

Maodctrln conv«rMtion

Conton«t« convvrtotlon

Jopon«»« conv«r«otion

SponisK conveftotlon

Tu»»day: 7:30 pm
W«dr»«»day: 7:30 pm

Frkkiy: 8:00 pm
W»dn«tdoy: 7-8:30 pm

Wedn»wloy: 8-9:30 pm

Thor»doy:6:J5-7:30pm

Thursday: 7-8 pm

Thursday: 8pm

PORTABLE ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

SALES
tANKAMERlCARD

RENTALS
1089 Goylvy Av«.

REPAIRS
MASTiRCHAtOE
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Campus discipline proceedings

begin for14 students here
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Campus disciplinary proceedings have begun for

14 students who allegedly violated student conduct

rules during the Miiy 11 antiwar demonstration and

. student strike here. ,

The first stage of the process is a private interview

with Etean of Students Byron H. Atkinson. Atkinson

would not disclose any names, but according to a

partial list compiled by the Students for a

Democratic Society (SDS) here, Atkinson has

requested interviews of the following: Bill Walton,

All American basketbafl center, and former fresh-

man basketball pla^r Hank Babcock; SDS mem-
bers Steven Gushing, Kathleen Dahlgren and Steven

Lippman ; and Paul Ilger.

According to Atkinson, most of the students have
replied to the letter, sent June 5, and he has met with

some of them in confidential session.

Atkinson can recommend a warning (notice that

continuation or repetition may be cause for other

action), censure (written reprimand), or probation

( exclusion from participation in privileges or extra-

curricular University activities, which, in the case of

Walton and Babcock, would include intercollegiate

athletics)., along with financial reimbursement for

damages (estimated at $1,658 for Murphy Hall,

according to Vice Chancellor James Hobson.
If the matter is resolved at this level, it retains its

confidential status. However, the student must agree
to the punishment for the matter to be resolved.

If this does not happen or if the student did not

answer the letter five 'days aftei^ it was sent, the

matter, will be transferred to Campus Advocate,
Charle;s McClure, who will present the evidence in

each case to the Student Conduct Committee, which
is composed of students and faculty.

They will conduct ^^ public hearing, and can
* ^^^M M

Fall reg packs available
Fall quarter registration packets are available

to continuing students for pick up at 1134 Murphy
Hall until August 25. . ..,-., .., ^

"First day to enroUor regfster by mail Is noon,
July 21. Priority for enrollment is by postmarked
date.

Last day to enroll or register by mail is mid-
night. August 25. if fees are not paid by this date,
enrollment in classes will be cancelled. '

THEREVOLTOFTHEAPES
1ME MOST ftWESOMI SKCTXeiE INm9mm op ssiEHfiE FieTHNu

•^•x-::*.:.m*

recommend to the Chancellor punishmentis ranging

from warning to suspension (exclusion from the

University for a definite period of time, with rein-

statement possible), dismissal (termination of

student status indefinitely and exclusion for not more

than a year), and expulsion (permanent exclusion).

The students allegedly violated some or all of

sections 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 and 11, which are, respectively:

obstruction of University activities; physical abuse

or conduct threatening the health or safety of any

person on campus; theft, destruction of or damage to

property; violation ol University policies or of

campus regulations; disorderly conduct or lewd,

indecent, or obscene conduct or expression on

campus; and participation in mass disorder,

disturbance of the peace, or unlawful assembly.

At the May 11 demonstration, the Los Angeles

Police arrested 54 persons for failure to disperse

following declaration of an unlawful assembly.

Protesters had barricaded the entrances to Murphy
Hall and spilled gas on the barricades. Atkinson said

evidence in the campus proceedings was gathered

"from any practical source," with most of it coming
from photographs taken by the Uhiversity Police.

He also said additional students might become
subject to campus discipline.

~
' :

7"^-^^^=^- y—
Kathleen Dahlgren of SDS said, 'There were

thousands of people involved in the strike activities.

They're obviously picking us up as scapegoats in

order to intimidate other students." <^

Steven Cushing of SDS, who is scheduled to meet
with Atkinson July 6, pointed to the recent suspension

of SDS from campus, saying, **They really want SDS
badly — us and anyone who^ were active in the

strike." He also said the alleged violations were
'pretty ludicrous; the only one that makes sense is

taking part in a massive demonstration (section

ID",
Dahlgren also said,

*

'They're doing this at a time
when we're most vulnerable — in the middle of

summer."
Atkinson said the summer might delay some of the

proceedings, but added proceedings should be over
"in a matter of weeks."
-^>The SDS has requested that anyone having any
information regarding the 14 students involved in the
campus disciplinary proceedings call 474-4831, 391-

5165, or 826-2290.

(The current legal situation of the 54 persons
arrested by the Los Angeles Police May 11 will be
reviewed in Tuesday's Bruin.)

Commencement
( Continued from Page 1)

"~^

his Bachelor of Arts degree in

Economics. They both spoke of

the University not as a training

ground for jobs, but rather a place
which produces people who can
express ideas precisely and
eloquently. They also alluded to

the University as "the foundations
on which new dreams are laid."

For the second year in a row,
the candidates for doctor of

medicine were conferred degrees
in abstentia, because com-
mencement ceremonies were held
on the same day as the state
medical board exams.
Of the total number of

graduates, an estimated 4,764
received bachelors' degrees, 2609
received masters' or doctoral
degrees and 518 received
professional degrees.

DB Photo by Dennis Fried

20th Century-Fox presents

an ARTHUR P JACOBS Production

DONOUEST OF THE PIMT OF THE APES"

Starring ROOOY McOOI^ALL »Kl DON MURRAY
and RICAROO MONTALBAN as Armando.

ProAiced by APJAC Productions. DiTBCted l)y J. (^
\^WIw by PAIOEHN. Based on Characters CrealBdljyPBK80^
TOOO-AO 35*C0L0R BY DE LUXE*

^ ^^•

NOW PLAYING
MWESTW

"A NICE PLACE TO VISIT" — Students SMking refuge from the hassles
of academic life will find the sculpture garden, located north of Bunche
Hall/ a refreshing change. The garden is an ideal spot for mid-day siestas.

— t _ . »

Shelley Pressernamed
newDB editor-in-chief
Shelley Presser, a third year law student here, has been named th^new

editor-in-chief of the UCLA Daily Bruin by the Communications Board.

A DB Sports editor during 1968-70, Presser said he based his campaign
on the feeling the DB's quality had declined in the last three years, had
become "too politicized."

His term began officially June 1st and ends May 31, 1973. The only other
Daily Bruin position chosen by Comm Board is business manager. Cathy
Worthington, a senior majoring in theatre arts, was re-elected to the
position for this next school year.

The summer editorial board staff of the DB includes, besides Presser,:

—Managing editor Kenn Guernsey, a junior math major here. Guern-
sey was science editor and reporter of student government this last

school year. ^^

—Editorial director Ken Peterson, a junior majoring in English.
Peterson was also editorial director last year and formerly covered
student government.

—News Editor Daye McNary, a senior history major. McNary is a
veteran DB writer; his specialty is academic affairs.

—City editor Susie Hatago, a junior majoring in Japanese. The only
female editorial board member, Hatago covers the UC Regents.

The Summer Bruin will come out twice a week during the first summer
session, on Tuesdays and Fridays, beginning with this issue. During the
second summer session, the Bruin will come out on Thursdays. The last

issue of the summer will be September 7. / V

The Bruin will resume publication of its regular school year issues on
Sept. 25, with the DB registration issue running on Sept. 19.

r-

order your CUSTOM MADE

SANDALS
in th9 Students' St0r«

today and Monday/ 1 to 21

meet
UCLA students

Steve Brier and Joe Kibre^
«

professional sandal makers» bring your
feet -they' II moke your sandals.

Sandals- $ 1 8; bogs- $20;
Pouches- $8; belts- $9.

b level, ockermon union, 825-771 1; open fri 8:30-5:30; sot 10-3 Students' store

Qarramento roundu|

~\-
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Drinking age may be lowered
* By Dave McNary

DB Staff Writer

Eighteen year old tipplers in California may not

have to worry in the future about getting arrested for

huving and consuming alcoholic beverages. The

state Assembly approved Monday a constitutional

mendment to be submitted to voters in November

which would lower the drinking age from 21 to 18.

The ballot measure, introduced by Assemblyman

John Knox (D. — Richmond) ,
passed by a 54-12 vote,

the exact two-thirds majority needed for passage.

However, the proposal must still be approved by the

SUte Senate before
July 1 to appear on the ballot.

The State Senate killed similar legislation last

^Tn March the age of majority was lowered from 21

to 18 in California, in accordance with the 26th

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Knox said

lowering the legal drinking age was a ''logical ex-

tension" of the new adulthood liaw.

No problems

Knox pointed out that New York has permitted 18

year olds to drink alcoholic beverages for many

years, with no particular problems resulting.

Opponents of the measure, ACA 25, are attempting

to force reconsideration of it, but the measure Will

probably go to the Senate shortly. Observers in

Sacramento believe the chances of Senate approval

are somewhat better than last year.
"

EOP

San

Several other student-oriented bills were passed

out of various legislative committees this week. Most

notable was the approval by the Asembly Education

committee of AB 1703, which would provide state aid

of about $3 million. for the Universit> *s Economic

Opportunity Program (EOP). It also increases EOP
funds for the state colleges and community colleges.

The bill now goes to the Assembly Ways and Means

committee where it is virtually sure of approval, as

Three groups sus

its author, Aseemblyman Willie Brown (D. —
Francisco) is chairman of the conunittee.

Gov. Ronald Reagan has previously vetoed all

state funding for EOP programs at the UC. However,
according to the UC Student Lobby, several
Republican legislators have urged that Reagan not
veto the bill, because of the wide support in their

districts for it, and he may either reverse or com-
promise his position within a few days. Capitol ob-

servers have indicated that, should the Governor
veto the bill, there is a chance that the Legislature

could overide it, an action which has not occurred
since 1947.

Tuition '
"

Senate Bill 50, which would provide the University

with the additional funds — $26 million — necessary

to eliminate tuition, was approved Wednesday by a

joint ccpfe^pce committee, following passage by
both hoUsesflt must again go before both houses.

However, Reagan announced last month that he
would veto the bill if it reached him, and an attempt
will probably be made to override on this bill, too.

. At this point the UC Student Lobby is undecided

about which bill it should attempt to lobby on for an
override. -

The Senate Government committee approved SB

921 Tuesday which would establish a collective

community services district by Senator Robert

Lagomarsino (R. — Santa Barbara) for Isla Vista.

The bill provides that the town, which is populated

largely by UC Santa Barbara students, would include

UCSB within its boundaries, and thus shift the

responsibility for operation from the county to the

University. It also provides for changes in city

governance.

The University opposes the bill, and the Student

Lobby supports it Paul Gassaway of the Lobby said,

**We're amazed that the bill went through."

SEPI'S
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(Continued from Page 1

)

Timmerman cited the violations of regulations:

forcible intervention of ideas; invasion of privacy

and false advertising. The first violation allegedly

occurred on November 16,. 1971, when the group

sponsored a lecture by Dr. Arthur Katz, who was

advertised as having ''returned from Soviet Jewry,"

with the words ''Radical Jewishness" on the ad-

vertisements. -.

Soviet Jewry

"He did not talk at all about Soviet Jewry. At that

point I told the group that for their literature in the

future they would have tp state their belief in Jesus

as the Messiah."

The next violation was the r^ult of an ad-

vertisement for a speech by Dr. Vera Schlamm on

April 17, which had the question, "A believer in Jesus

Christ as the Messiah? ' The ad also conUined a

quote, 'Having survived Bergen-Belsen, I wanted to

be a better Jew ..." Schlamm spoke on

Christianity.

Timmerman pointed out that this was done the

week before the Jewish Holocaust is commemorated.

He spoke with the group and said, "They were

travelling a course that led to exploitation and

capitalizing on the emotional aspects of the

Holocaust. They knew what they were doing."

Last Violation

The last violation was over an advertisement for a

lecture by Dr. Zimmerman that showed what

Timmerman called, "a classical painting of a rab-

binical student." Zimmerman spoke on his con-

version from a rabbinical student to a Christian.

Timmerman said, "Beth Sar Shalom just wasn't

operating in good faith."

He sent them a letter asking them to see him, but

received no reply. The suspension followed.

A spokeswoman for the Los Angeles group said

that they had already asked Campus Advocate

Charles McClure for an appeal.

Third suspension for SDS
The SDS has now received three suspensions in

four years, except that in this instance, the group has

been suspended indefinitely.

The previous suspensions came in 1969 and spnng

.of 1971.

The group did not register until January 24 this

year, and it didn't Uke long for it to accumulate a list

of violations.

According to Ringler,|the first violation took place

on or before March 1 b;|r advertising a rally through

illegal posters on campus (regulations state that the

only posters that can be put up must be 8 1/2 by 11

inches and that they must be put up only on the 19

approved bulletin boards. This does not include

department's bulletin boards).

" Ringler said that further violations took place on.

April 17 with posters to protest "barbarous" treat-

ment of Ethiopian students, on May 4, with posters

and leaflets for the rally on the anniversary of the

Kent State jullings; on May 19, the use of a

megaphone in an unspecified area (Murphy Hall),

and exceeding the time limit for a speech with a

microphone for Vietnam Veterans against the War;

and on May 26 and June 1, illegal postings for the

appearance of William Shockley.
.

. ^ ' ••Totally uncooperative"

Except for the May 4 incident, Ringler said he had

'

sent the group a letter to come talk to him each time.

"They've been notified more than any other group,

and they've been totally uncooperative," he said.

4 Ringler also said that no acUon was Uken for any

violations during the student strike, saying, "We

weren't in a business-as-usual situation."

Alan Gilbert of the SDS said that the group an-

swered every letter, and added, "I don't see how they

can distinguish us, every group on campus violates

those regulations."

He said SDS would appeal the ruling.

Students for McGovcm
Students for McGovem were suspended for fall

quarter on May 29 for violations in the regulations

regarding posters. Ringler said, "They kept putting

up posters illegally after we'd notified them

numerous times." Two letters and a letter of

suspension were sent. There wras no reply to the fmal^

letter.

, Ron Sufrin, Southern California college coor-

dinator for McGovem, said the suspension was

"expected," and added, "A lot of posting of si^

came from people who weren't UCLA students. He

indicated ihe group would appeal to McClure.

Ringler expects that McGovem supporters will

still be on campus as Young Democrats this fall

should McGovem be the Democratic nommee for

President. «

Jun« 16,

17, 18&19

GAZZARRrS ^^
DISCOTHEQUE ON THE STRIP-NOW HAPPENING

9039 SUNSET BtVD. -273-4*06

CORDOVA ROCK • SWAY • PRODIGY

FOOD-FUN-DANCING-ENTERTAINMENT-FOR ALL AGES

•COCKTAILS-21 and over only ••

MONDAY LADIES' NIGHT-LADIES ADMinroF^^^^^

PLUS -DANCE CONTEST- $300.00 GRAND PRIZE

THutsoy ,y_y-AUPmoNt f«y Na>,o.oor« Xi^'^'^'^^^^^^^kiL.'L^. thur.. jun. 29..

more than 11000
eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

^
^ by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by^

Californfa Casualty.) . - . .

loinThem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^CalfomJa Casualty

Sherman Oaltt^

981-4000

T.OS Angefes
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186

fF*Y IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!

Cheap Living This Summer at

THE COOP
One Summer Sessidn COST

(6/19-7/28, or 7/31 -9/8)

Both Sessions (6/19 -9/8) '

Entire Summer (6/14 -9/17)

* plus 4 hours chores/week

Includes room and 20 meals/week

lURRY - ?mi COME, FIRS! SERVEDt^

JCALL 479-1835

or write Mnnoner. UCHA. 488 Landfoir. LA 90024

$.125 - $130
$250 - $260
$270 - $280

»».

WELCOME
SUMMER STUDENTS I

We are OPEN FCjR LUNCH and we
have the BEST PIZZA in town

I

^nKura

1
LittleCaesars Pizza

* 10974 Le Conte (al Gayley)

This COUPON saves you

50* on all roediiim or

larger pizzas I MUST
HAVE COUPON TO SAVE I I

Call: 477-
good June 16-23)

^^

}NkhntDi \m • v^

I

1

I

I

I

I

.-* ^^ • * • «r <
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Sony Model TC-160
Advanced-Design Stereo Cassette

Deck

.hliflhliSMod.. by many unique professional-quality

features^ the sophisticated TC-160 can honestly rival

the true high-fidelity performance of many reel-to-

reel recorders. Closed-Loop Dual Capstan Tape Drive

virtually eliminates wow and flutter and modulation

distortion. And Sony's exclusive Ferrite ^nd Ferrite

Head lasts up to 200 times longer than the

|y used o^xnMUcy ^a<i»ty , Jn addi tion

providing wider frequency response and better signal

to noise ratio!

KATURES:
• Straight-Line Record Level Controls
• Low-Noise FET Circuitry
• Built-in Peak Limiter for distortion-free

recording
__ Jf -Tape Select Switch for standard and ne\»

Chromium Dioxide cassettes _
• Long-Wearing Ferrite and Ferrite Heads

for Ultra-High Performance .

-"';

""'"
• Stereo Headphone Jack with Two-Positioff

Headphone Level Switch
• Three-Digit Tape Counter .

-

• Calibrated, muminated VU Meters

SONY ^Trn:lTiffjM
You never heard it so good*

SALE
160-—

-

woi $219.95

BEUAIR
Special

^C165- '

WQ$ $259!.9$^

BEUAIR
Special

Sony Model TC-1 65 Automatic

Reverse Stereo Cassette Deck

This exciting model doubles the convenience of

cassettes! The TC-165's Automatic Reverse provides

continuous recording and playback in both direc-

tions. Which means you don't have to flip over a

cassette to hear what's on the other side.

FEATURES: ^

• Automatic and Manual Reverse in recording
and playback modes——•—Closed-Loop Dual Capstan Tape Drive fof^^ -

"

lowest wow and flutter

• ^Automatic Shut-Off at. end of each cycle or
"Continuous Play '

-" l _.
• Straight-Line Record Level Controls '^
• Built-in Peak Limiter for distortion-free

recording
• Tape Select Switch for Standard and new

Chromium Dioxide Cassettes
• Stereo Headphone Jack with Two-Potition

Headphone Level Switch ^

-•

: -;•-
•—- —:-

• Three-Digit Tape Counter *^sir-
• Calibrated. Illuminated VU Meters I )*fr-

r/^> 7
'..

,

STEREO
HEADPHONES
Re^. List 14.95

with coupon '-—

-

The Pother's Doy Gift DodH never foi

A SON^Rodio^ -

$4.00

\ 1

•'« ir

MR-9300WA. Give Dad the most natural
stereo ever in an FM stereo/ FAA-AAA portable.
Sony Matrix Sound System has 3 speakers in

one radio. Handsome modern cabinet.

TFAA-7100W. For Dad's
next fishing trip—

a

lean and lively FM/AAA
portable Sony. Great
reception anywhere.
Works on AC too.

TFM-7400WB. Pop gets
police, fire, weather
and other hot news on
thisFM/AM/Public
Service Band portable.

It all comes in loud
and clear.

'LJIkiJi

\

.

•^ < > -sj v"!

79.95

REMOTE
SPEAKERS
59.95 VALUE

$27.5

34.95

TFM-690W. Put Dad
in a good light —
Sony's Digimotic

Mifetjme' clock radio.

Clock light makes
easy-reading numbers
glow. Also wakes
him to FM or AM.

CtslSSi

71.50

59.95

niRCTIMBtn cr HI-FI
927 WESTWOOD BIVD. '/<, Bloch S. of UCIA

477-9549 292-5214

90MIN.
SCREWSEALED
NORELCO BOX

CASSEHES
:u

.'i

.990

MASTERCHARGE
BANKAMERICARD

LAYAWAYS
EASY FINANCING

V '^T.

What's
On:
Concerts:
Saturday, June 24

—"Young Musicians Foun
dation 1972 National Competition"
In which finalists from
prellnfilnary auditions will
compete for awards In ttie
categories of strings, piano, and
voice. Prizes to be awarded will be
the Gregor Platlgorsky Award for
Cello and the Arthur Rubinstein
Piano Award, 8:30 pm, In Royce
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $3
and $1 (students).

Suniday, June 25

—"The Twelfth Annual
Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest/'
with continuous performances on
the green by contestants, with
awards and prizes for soloists and
groups, to am to 6 pm, at Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center. Ad-
mission for adults Is $2; teenagers
from 12-17, $1; children under 12

free (with parent); senior citizens

-(over 65), $t;

Films:
—"The Pickwick Papers," from

stories by Charles Dickens.
Directed by Noel Langley.
featuring Janies Hayter and Nigel

Patrick, 6:30 and 9:30 pm, today,

1730 W^stwood Blvd.

—"Yugoslavia: Reyjsited,"
7:15 pm, AAonday, June 19, 1730

Westwood Blvd.

Seminars:
Friday, June 16

"^
—"Technological Problems in

Fusion/' by Professor Robert
Conn, University of Wisconsin, 11

am, Boelter 5252.

jSunday, June 18

•• —"Government Secrecy and
Deceit/' by Daniel Ellsberg and
Anthony Russo, on trial for

espionage, theft and conspiracy in

the Pentagon Papers case, 7 pm,
Sunday, Beverly HItIs High

School, 241 Moreno Drive, Beverly

Hills. Admission $2.50 at the door.

All proceeds to be shared by the

American Civil Liberties Union

and the Pentagon Papers Defense

Fund.

Tuesday, June 20

—"Equal Rights for Women?"
by Bette Gallo, attorney and

chairman of the American Civil

Liberties Union Committee on

Women's Rights, Susan Dunn,

Women's Studies teacher at

UCLA, and RIane Elsler, attorney

and teacher of family law, UCLA,
8 pm, Westdale Savings and Loan

Association, 2920 S. Sepulveda

(West Los Angeles). No charge.

Wednesday, June 2} ,

—"The Homosexual in

America/' a one-day program

with Betty Berzon, a psychologist

and human relations training

consultant, and guest lecturer,

9:15am-4:30pm, Leo Baeck

Temple, 1300 N. Sepulveda Blvd.

$15.

—"The 19th Century Esthetic:

Historicism and Romanticism,"

with Peter Slusarskl, film and art

historian, utilizing films and color

slides of famous paintings to

explore the relationship of

painting and film In the 20th

century. The Babylon sequence of

'Intolerance,' and excerpts from

'Birth of a Nation,' both D.W.

Griffith films will be shown and

slides of famous paintings by

Delacroix; Gerlcault; Gros, and

Thomas Cole. First in a UCLA
Extension series on "Rescued
from the Eagle's Nest by an

Andaluslan Dog," 7-10 pm,
auditorium, Dickson Art Center.

Tickets on sale at the door.

E.C.:

-"E.G. classes" start the week
of June 26th.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Davis trial: no cause for celebration
The three-month trial of Angela Davis

ended two weeks ago with the acquittal of

the former UCLA philosophy instructor on

murder, ki()!nap and conspiracy charges

stemming from the shootout at the Marin

County courthouse in August, 1970.

The trial seemed to be handled with an
admirable degree of fairness and decorum,

but we find it doubtful that the conduct of

the trail means, in the words of the

presiding judge, **all of us who walk the

streets of our socieity can hold our heads a

little higher."

All the outcome means is that Angela

Davis got a fair trial after being linked only

by circumstantial evidence to those

crimes. However, some people have
concluded the trial indicates that the

American system of justice is unflawed

and unflinchingly fair to all.

Angela's trial was not a trial of the basic

American system of justice, and it proved

little besides the fact that charges with

substantial political overtones rarely result

in convictions (witness the Chicago Seven

Shelley Presser

Editor-in-Chief

Kenn Guernsey
Managing Editor

Ken Peterson

Editorial Director

Dave McNary
News Editor

Susie Hatago
City Editor

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the

Summer Daily Bruin Elditorial Board. All other columns,

cartoons and letters represent the opinion of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board.

[

and several leaders of the Black Panther
Party).

While the trial was well-conducted and
the verdict was a vindication of Davis, it

does not mean that the atmosphere of

political repression in this country has

changed. -^

It doesn't mean the average person

whose case does not receive intense media

coverage, and whose reputation can't _

provide for a team of skilled attorneys, will

receive fairer treatment in the future. And
it doesn't mean the government won't

continue to prosecute those whose politics

it sees as threatening, because even if the

chances are good that a conviction won't

result, those trials clearly have a

damagning effect on political movements

and their leaders. Angela may be free, but

her 16 months in prison without bail must

have had an intimidating effect on her

thoughts. ^

We should not allow the acquittal to take

our attention away from the problems of a

lumbering and often discriminatory

system of justice which continues to fill

prisons with people who may be the victims

of prejudice and politics. The acquittal of

Angela Davis is not a cause for celebration,

as she is only one person, but calls for a

close examination and thorou^ reform-of

the American system of justice.

I Rtters to the Editor

^.v'^'v.vi' ^.^^...w. J....ff^: ..... ;1'^....
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untair causes SDS
- j^ . v-.:.*va-«t3.-w.«r7rr'rtM.~.<«~
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On June 1 the UCLA ad-

ministration banned SDS
(Students for a Democratic

Society) ''until further notice"

from campus. It took this ex-

tretnely repressive step without

even granting a hearing

beforehand.

In a letter dated June 1, 1972, the

administrators stated that we had

been 'in continuing violations of

campus regulations". But not a

single specific infraction was

cited! Banning an organization

"until further notice" is an ex-

tremely serious attack. It means

that the organization cannot hold

"legal" rallies or meetings on

campus or even "legally"

distribute leaflets. More im-

portant, it means the

organization's ideas are banned

from campus, and is therefore a

much more severe attack than

any punishment of members.

The administration waited until

the weekend before exams when

everyone is busy-and-whenthe

Daily Bruin had stopped

publishing to mlike this attack.

The ban has been announced in a

sneaky, arbitrary fashion.

Academic - "freedom equals

Freedom for War and Racism.

Though no specific reasons were

given for the ban, weeks before

the strike we did receive a war-

ning about hanging posters

without following CASO's
(UCLA's poster approving office)

procedures Jtotally. ,, ~-

Is this the charge?

Many other organizations have

postered "Illegally" without being

-banned frxwiL campus nor should

they have k)een banned. For in-

stance, the Student Mobilization

Committee, the Lindsay and

McGovem campaigns postered

everywhere. Why single out SDS?

Not just for hanging a few

posters. (Incidentally, CASO often

gave SDS the runaround when we
did try to follow their procedures.

)

SDS has been a recognized

organization on campus for the

last two terms. It helped lead

fights against racist professors

like Arthur Jensen of Berkeley

and William Shockley of Stanford.

Both men push the view that

blacks are "genetically inferior"

(Continued on Page ^\^

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS:

ANOTHER GREAT AMERICAN LAST.
Time really flies.

After 4 short years, this

album marks the end of The

Flying Burrito Brothers.

Originally a 5man group

featuring ex-Byrds Gram Par-

sons and Chris Hillman, this

album consists of seven Bur-

ritos led by Hillman and Rick

Roberts. With Michael Clarke

on drums.AI Perkins on pedal

steel guitar, Kenny Wertz on

acoustic guitar and banjo,

and spotlighting Byron Ber-

line.three times National Fid-

dle Champion and Roger

Bush, acoustic bass from the

Country Gazette.

It's a "live" album, re-

agrded during the final Bur-

rito tour of Eastern colleges

in 1971.

Listen to "Last of the Red

Hot Burritos" and find out

what Gram farsons meant

when he said of the group:

"...the idea will keep on

going." In spite of the fact

that The Flying Burrito

Brothers have flown.
f

y

"Last of th« ll«d Hot Burritoa"

Produced by Jim Dickson

O9 A4M Rocerds

N

^f
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Letters to the Editor

More opinions on the banning ofSDS
(Continued from Page 7)

to whites, advocating educational

and governmental policies based

on this. SDS has opposed racist

textbooks like Elements of

Psycholog>' (taught in Psych 10)

and Banfield's The Unheavenly

City (taught in Soc 124). It has

participated with CASA and

MEChA in opposing cafeteria

managers who tried to lay off a

militant Mexican worker. SDS
actively opposed ROTC and

military recruiters, and helped

I^ad the strike. It called the rally

that started the strike — and

advocated shutting down the

school until demands were met.

UCLA administration opposed

all these fights. Chancellor Young
and company would never ban

"until further notice" the prac-

tices or ideas of Shockley for

pushing the sterilization of

welfare mothers or Jensen for

advocating a segregated cast^*

system in the schools (unequal

facilities for those only capable of

"rote learning"). The UCLA
administration would certainly

not ban marine recruiters who
came last June 2 to secure more
pilots for helicopters in Southeast

Asia. The administration would

not ban ROTC which turns out new
Captain Medinas for Vietnam. But

the administration does seek to

b€m "until further notice" the

practices and ideas of SDS — for

the high (but not unique) crime of

unauthorized postering, (if that is,

in fact, the charge.)

UCLA administration talks a

great deal about ^'academic

freedom". But as SDS has said

throughout the term, they mean
freedom for racists to push
sterilization and imperialists to

recruit for the war in Southeast

Asis — but no freedom for those

opposing these atrocities.

.>s^.^%^^

L^G^
^ î^^
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SALE PRICE
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ONE WEEK ONLY

ELTON JOHN
Honky Chateau

MCA Records he

Banning SDS from campus is a
Fascist act.

This ban is part of a citywide
attack on the organization. The
reactionary Junior College Board
of Trustees has persistently
sought to keep SDS off the junior
college campuses. There, too, the
banning was for the crime of
leafleting against a racist teacher
and writing pamphlets exposing
the racist practices of the ad-
ministration of the L.A. Trade
Tech College. Now the liberal

UCLA administration has joined
the attack.

The real reason for this citywide
attack is that we helped organize
fights against the war and racism
here and all over the country.
SDS cannot and will not accept

this total censorship which the
UCLA administration seeks to

impose.

We demand an immediate and
public hearing.

We'll fight this ban until it's

defeated; because if it isn't

defeated, the administration here
and on other campuses will be
able to blunt the antiwar and anti-

racist movements. Also the ban
will serve to intimidate other
individuals and organizations that

want to fight injustices at these

schools. _|^^___._^_'
We invite all other organizations

and individuals on campus to help

us defeat this attack.

U.S. OUT OF SOUTHEAST
ASIA.
BAN RACISM, NOT SDS.

^_ Humberto Bracho
'^^ ~"

for Students for a

.1^ T^—'Democratic Society

AX/liat's on

yourmind?

Write us

a letter*
.-;>, / ;

••'..•
'

'"
'

triple-

spaced,

10-65 margins

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Music Odyssey
Ackerman Union — Level A
phone: 825-0623

You must mention this ad
foHhe Wilshire store

Music Odyssey
•) 1910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523
open late every night

PANTS-SHIRTSACCESSORIES
TODAY'S STYLES AT POPUUR PRICES

FOR
SnHNT - WOmiE* - IMFE*
MSMESSWU) - PNFESSIDNAL

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

LO-RISE
GOOD FIT FOR
OUYS OR GALS

Will Kiown Drantf

Yti Will RecifRize

MTItimLV KNMm IMNIS YOU CAN TWST!

LEVI HARRIS A-1 HO. LEE

SWANK VAN HEUSEN BUXTON
LANCER WEMBLY KENNINGTON
HUSH PUPPIES . . JOCKEY . . . HANES
PARIS INTERWOVEN HOLMAN
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hioela Davis
:S

i

Her three-year
T***^*-'^ '*,

•TO

i

II iiii
]
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Angela Davis arrested in New York " (

<&

S
Wtl

Fonncr L'CLA phU<j»>»>h) InJrurtor Angria IV
vl* w«. taken inlocu«lody by the FBI in New York

laal nl«hl. climaxing u iwo-monlh-old »»«rrh lof h«r

by rtalc and federal law erJ»Mt«tiwril aguKtaa

FBI agenta Makad oul a mtd-Manha(lun moMl

nav Ihe Hudaon River ail duy Tuaaday bdor* <u

raalli^ Mlaa Davia and David Rudulpti PotadvUr,

who la chargad whh harboriniC h« _^
'

Accwdliv to wire awvlce rcpurta. Mkaa DavIa «aa

unarmed and ollcrad no raatalance al Ihe time of her

She had been loughl wore ahortJy alar •own-
room kidnapping and •hooting Aug. 7 in Sm R»
(aci Ihal look llw Uvea of a )u^ and llvat olhtra.

Aulhoriltaa aakl all lour guna lavoivad In Uw
^ thooOng •«« Irand lo Miaa Davta.

8luda«, facwtty and adminlauailon l enrttow IvIlH

new* a» Mlaa Davia' arra* wa* caulioua.

CiianceUor Chartaa B. Younc «*» uinatf^il ly

hMl apdiw io^ld to iMwaMiaa DM^ia rauinad aa an

,. inalruclor l»err altar Ihc Board ol B^ccnla vo«ad lo

• diamte her. laid IIm Dally Bruin: "I don I know vary

'ijnucti abogi It .1 )«al hear afeoul H. and I'm gitid

no one wna hurl" _
Young dadlnad to cuMaaam iurthar. aaylag r«»

noi In a poaltton to mnkc any Hlwutda abuil ».

Froleaaor Muntgomary Furth. rtwtrman i* Ihe

rMloaopky dapartmani, iaauad arhal amuum^ lo a

^Tv* oaty bawd wtial the Aaaociatad Flcaa

lit... If

yet Site* bcm charged with a icriuu} crime
"

Fhiluauph) Prufexaur Dunuid Kajnli, who wa*
Cfcairman u( llv de|>anmenl when Maw Davl* waa
Itirad liere. aaid:

"AllliepraanltlnMldon'lh^veanytlilniito aay. .

.

I )ual dont know enough about il. Sun Rafdcl wa*
u iraga^ anih a lot of ii«crpr«aiiona.

"

According to on* plitlaa«>phy prufeaaur. (he (acuity

In Im* departmeni are rductani lo commem bacauac,

Iw laid. "We're ^^*d uf alicku^ our hcad> up and

gaUlag ahot 4.
"

Udic Maddoa. lurmcr chairman uf ihc Black

BhidanU' Union here, aald:

"h't anilrdy unfurlunale I'm very much Mr
priaad thai Ihey didn'l kiU her She has abaoiuMy
no chaac* v^ • fra* trial aaywiicre m liiis coutdry. .

.

tbm't kaai pf«|a4Bid."

idllor of rMNOlO, Mack

An admitted CommunM, 1 wuman u( academic
briilancc Mi** DavU b«came an acting aaatalani

prolcaaor of phiioaophy here laM year

A* a dodorai candidate the had b«en a protege

o( Harben Marcuac. * Marvi*) prgfcaHX ul C'C San

On llw baate of her CommunlH party mcmberthip,

Miaa Davl* had barn diacharged from UCLA a year

ago by UC Board of Ragcnt*. led by Gov. Ronald

Be«gan
Otnant

i

ahappy to kcw about Ihe arraai <rf Aagria

Davk. IWre la no poaa'lliilliy lor a lair trial lor har.

AUKmgh kW guli* IM* <tot been proved (he madta

have trtid aad coiKlctad her I'm concerned lor kv
l^My la tiM kaitda irf the govemmeia It'* lime lor

Hw aid to Mack buUahil and lor blackato gd baMnd

rtulad by a auperior court judge. Ihe regent*
*

ainwalid lo Ihe CaMornIa Supreme Court Bui mean-

wWlc. they voiad not i<> reappoint Ml*i DavIa, cUing .

not her Communial membervhlp but her aUa cur-

rtndar aeMvitle* in iupporl <jf luch mililaM group*

aa the BUck Panlhert

Maaaahili during (he tummer vacaiton, *he cm-

brand Ihe cauae of the to-railed Soledad Brother*.

Tlw "^rtiltan," not actually raiaMd. are thra*

btock coavict* awailk« trial on chargca of mur-

AertM a Soladad Priaon guard iaal Jan. 18.

On* of them. Gaorge lackaon. 28. U Ihc brother

of IniMlkir Jackaon. Ik* aicape ahootoul aocoen-,

L/ V- ;? - ^r y'. |TV - .*:..«,""J*..., .T.aA.-i'vi- sv." j^^^p^^i^^"'*
' "*T-

/

-.•r-»^.j^_~

ktlag out. . .1 caitataly < I 'I wwM to MMaayaU«»

akwtli«* ki San Rafadt Miaa Davta

had haai iipiiiliid ki varluu* part* of Ihe coaaBy

aad awi akcoad.
HaMvar. Ihe FBI tracad her to New Yuck CRy

mtmtk daya ago, Ihroagh a car beioagkig loa Mia
loa. Both wan nickad ap la a Howard

I awMl on VgWh Awaaua.

1 .

Mlea Davk pickded Soladad. about ISO mlla*

MMik.<rfJh Frandan. made hind-raiaing vl*M* la ,

MMV ylicia aad daaiaadad, fa vain, to vlailthc con-

vtc** aa a Maii t kivaligaUir.

b tiK liiilnfaf- bAicttheAag 7*hooting. *he wa*

aam oAa wMiJaoalhan Jackaon. but wa# not known

to hav« oa* with hhn to San ()uantin Priaun, whdre

h* vMadl^ bralhv each o< thctour day* brfore Ihe

blank.
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ANGELA YVONNE DAVIS ;

Born

Biirmingham, Alabama, January 26, 1944.

*

February 12, 1970

Young appoints an ad hoc committee to review Davis*

performance as a professor.

, April 17, 1970

Ad hoc committee report is given tQ the Board ot^

Regents but no action is taken. ' v ' >-
. t.

May 15. 1970

Actihgupon a report from the Philosophy Department^

and the ad hoc committee, Young recommends to the

Board of Regents that Davis be rehired for the upcoming

academic year. Regents relieve him of his responsibihty

in making faculty recommendations, and votes not to

renew Davis' contract. ^ ,^,^
June 19, 1970

The UC Board of Regents fire Angela Davis from her

teaching position at UCLA on the grounds that she had

made "extrme" speeches which were "antithetical to

the protections of academic freedom."

August 7, 1970

Davis is linked to the shoot-out at the Marin County

Courthouse in San Rafael which left aJ"dge, two con-

victs and the brother of George Jackson, Jonathan,

dead. A warrant for her arrest is issued on murder-

kidnap charges. She is alledged to have supplied the

ffuns for the aborUve escape attempt.
•

August 10, 1970
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Spring 1969

Davis is hired by the UCLA Philosophy Department

for a two year appointment as acting assistant professor

while completing her doctoral thesis.

July 1. 1969

A paid FBI informer, William Divale, discloses in a

Daily Bruin column that the PhUosophy Department has

hired a member of the communist party as a protesscr

for the upcoming year. An investigation by the Chan-

cellor's office reveals that Davis had joined the Che-

Lumumba Club, an all-black collective of the CPUSA, in

June of that year.

September 19. 1969

The UC Board of Regents dismisses Davis for her

membership in the Communist Party.

October 3. 1969

Davis is barred from teaching a^ course for credit by

the UC Board ol Regents by a vote of 14-6. UCLA

Professors Kenneth Karst, David Kaplan, and Douglas

Glasgow, and students Webster Moore and Harry

Deutch file a taxpayers' suit against the university for

using tax money to conduct dismissal proceedings

against Davis.
'

October 6. 1969 K
.

Before a class of 2000 students in Royce Hall, DIvis

begins' teaching Philosophy 99, ^'Recurring

Philosophical Themes in Black Literature."

October 20, 1969 u
""

Superior Court Judge Jerry Pacht rules that Davis has

a legal right to teach at UCLA despite her membership

in the Communist Party.

October 21, 1969

A court injunction is served to the Board of R^«"«
and ChanceUor Charles E. Young to uphold Pacni s

ruling.

October 22. 1969
, / , v -

Young restores full academic credit to students Uking

Philosophy 99.

November 21, 1969

The Board of Regents requests that Young report to

them on Davis status.

December 22. 1969

Board of Regente receive a favorable rulii^ in inc

District Court of Appeals for a change of venue from Los

Angeles County to Alameda County, the corporate seat

of the university. Pacht's decision is overruled,

s Jaauary 22. 1970

Davis files an appeal with the SUte Supreme Court

requesting rev^ersal of the change of venue and rein-

^
sutement of the Pacht decision.

,
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FBI Agents enter Davis' residence inltos Angeles with

a warrant for her arrest and a search warrant. They do

not fl^Davis, but take with them a box of letters ^rom

Soledad Brother George Jackson.

August 18, 1970

FBI issues a warrant for Davis' arr^t on charges of

interstate flight to avoid prosecution. They place her on

the ten most wanted list.

October 13, 1970

FBI Agents in New York City arrest pa^js ^fter a two

mnnth search in a Howard Johnson's Motel in m d-

Zhat ^ Ari^ested with her is Davis Rudolph Poin-

Slx"er He is charged with harboring a federal fugitive.

October, 14, 1970

Davis begins a three month period of internment in

New York city jail

November 18, 1?70

Davis is arraigned in New York before SUte Supreme

Court Justice Thomas Dickens on an extradition

warrant signed by Governor Nelson Rockefeller.

January 5, 1971

Davis is arraigned in San Rafael before Superior Court

Judge Harold Wilson.

Spring 1971

Through a series of intense legal manuevers Davis'

defense team, headed by noted civil rights attorney,

Howard Moore and assisted by Lea Branton, Doris

Walker, and Michael Tigar, a change of venue is

granted, moving the trial from San Rafael to San Jose.

Judge Wilson disqualifies himself and Judge Richard T.

Arnason takes the case. Lawyers are granted a

separation of cases request after a series of courtroom

disturbances by surviving shoot-out convict, Ruchael

MaGee, endanger Davis chances for a fair trial. All

requests for bail are denied. ^ ^^
January 26, 1972

The Regente' policy that any membef of the Com-

munist Party be barred from employment in the UC

system declared unconstitutional by the California Court

of Appeals.
i

,

February 22, 1972

State Supreme Court rules the death penalty un-

constitutional and opens possibility of Arnason granting

bail for Davis on the grounds that the case no longer a

capital trial.

February 23. 1972

Davis is granted release on bail after 16 months in jail.

The $102,500 bail bond is posted by a central valley

farmer, Roger Magafee. I ,

February 28. 1972

1
.4" •n

I I if

s

The trial opens with jury selections. After only two

panels, the defense accepte the jury intect.

February— Jun*. 1972

As the trial progresses, the state alleges that Davis

was motivated in supplying the guns for the shoot-out by

an unabiding love for Soledad Brother George Jackson,

whose release she sought. After carefully reconstructing

the shoot-out, Chief prosecutor, Albert Harris, attempte

to link Davis through a series of letters Uken from Davis

and Jackson. The prosecution reste after calling over

one hundred witness and submitting over two hundred

pieces of evidence. The defense reste after three days of

testimony in which they challenge the credibihty of

prosecution eyewitnesses who placed Davis at the shoot-

out scene two days before. Davis never takes the stand in

her own defense.
Mays, 1972

The American Association of University Professors

censure UC for the dismissal of Angela Davis.

June 4. 1972

After 18 hours of deliberation the jury acquitte Davis

on all three charges of conspiracy, kidnapping and

murder.
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CLUBGUIDE

islirire
8162 Mdrose Ave.

013.2070

Now through Sondoy:

J(BB Mon

JOHN KLEAAMER
Coming N«ict Juno 22.25

Bluo. Mon ALBERT KING

lizzirri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

CORDOVA ROCK SWAY PRODIGY

Monday — Ladies night. Ladies adn>itted free

DANCE CONTEST $300 GRAND PRIZE
Wiwr appears on Real Don Steel's KHJ TV show (Ch »)

Thursday nightaudition — NEW GROUPS
Sunday's Groovin' Admission FREE before Spm

rizza Palace
In The Village

478-0788

On Stage:

BRAININ & LAMPERT
"oW tymo nnoviot & cortooni doy & night"

Triiiadoir
9081 Santa Monica

LA
276^168

Now thru Juno 18th

JACKIE DESHANNON
Blvd. &

J

JOHN PRINCE
N«Kh Tho Association

MOVIEGUIDt

Iliil'VISIil Fri.& Sot 7:00pm $1.50

Mipii AN EVENING OF 1920's FILM CLASSICS
11 y I I kidwding "METROPOLIS" & "THE LOST WORLD"

1730 Westwood Blvd. Mon. 7:15 pm $1.25

(V^ bilL N. of SM Blvd.) YUGOSLAVIA: PAST & PRESENT-
475-3033 Documontory Film Sorios Mod, by Dondd N. Klippor

leverlir Canon
—

205 North Conon Drive

Beverly Hills (at WilsKif4)

275-5244 ^^==^_^

BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL:

' =»""v'^-

Call Theater for daily

change of program

.fAQFICS ,

leflriyNllls
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr.

1 bik East of Beverly Dr.

271.H21 -

Your last chancel

GONE WITH THE WIND
Mon thru Fri 8:00 pm.

Sot & Sun 12:00, 4:30, 8:30 .

iriii
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

Burt Reynolds in

FUZZ (PG)

DoHy 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Sat& Sun 2:15, 4:15. 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Clieraia Doie
Sunset Near Vine ;

Hollywood
466-3401

r.
-':-'...--:' Jack Lemmon

WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
doily 1 2:30, 2:30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 1 0:30

pkfS midnight show Friday & Saturday

lei Mar
5036 W. Pko
WE 5-6424

"Now Cinomoscopo Wido Scroon"

THE LAST PiaURE SHOW
&

MINNIE & MOSKOWITZ
LodiM Night - Wodnosdoys $1.00

$1 .00 por parson on this od. good on ono tickot only

Anqela looks backmreeY^ats ofher life

Friday, June 16, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 1

1

iorilii
loBraa at Malroia
WE 4.2944

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS

&

THE FRENCH CONNEOION

li.ll.StlllO iinh FRENCH CONNEaiON

389-4746 ALWAYS HONKER

liiifwiiod Paciiic
Hollywood Blvd.

Neor Cohuenga A
466-5211

X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

IZ'30. 3:00, S:30, S:00, )0:30

LIS FIIIZ
1822 N.Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

StoHs Wod.

Notdio Dolon in a booutlful, romontic film

THE TENDER MOMENT
' Raknu in Pognofs dossic

FANNY
Joon Ronior's 'Tho Tottamont of Dr. Cordolior'

Maylair
214 Sonta Monica Blvd.

Sonfo Monico
451-4625

Brwco Dorn & Qll PdtH

SILENT RUNNING
Arthur HHI & Jomos Olson

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

/

It is really a wonderful feeUng to be back among the people. To be

back among all of you who fought so long and so hard, among all of you

Who actually achieved my freedom. I really wish you could have be«i

there in the courtroom at the moment when those three not guUty verdicts

were announced. Because that victory was just as much yours as it was

mine As we laughed and cried these were expressions of our joy as we

witnessed what was a real people's victory. In spirit you were aU there at

that moment. ' „ v , j .4U

Over the last few days I have been literally overwhelmed wiUi

congratulations and expressions of solidarity whether it's been in

meetings or on the street, in restaurants, in the black and brown com-

munities of Northern California where I have been greeted with hugs and

kisses. It has really been beautiful, even in a city like San Jose, among the

white population, many, many people have come out and congratulated

me and have told me actually they were behind us all the time.

During these last few days I have sensed a real feeling of unity and

togetherness, and a kind of collective enthusiasm which I have rarely

experienced on such a massive scale. In the«nidst of all of this it is sort of

difficult for me to grasp that I am the person toward whom all this en-

thusiasm is directed. Because of it, I feel I have a special responsibUity to

you who have stood with me in struggle. Sometimes I have to admit I

wonder whether I will be able to meet the role history has put out for me.

But 1 promise I am going to try— that I promise.

When it all started and I experienced the first rumblings of the struggle

for freedom, I had no visions of myself as a figiire known to great num-

bers of people. At that time I was simply aspiring to do everything I could

to give my meagre talents and energy to the cause of my people. History

doesn't always conform to what my own personal desires might be. It

doesn't conform to the blueprint we set up for our hves. My life and the

Tiivcs of my family and friends have been drastically transformed in the

^ »'
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last two years. For what happened is that in our movement, and par
^,

ticularly our movement to free political prisonerSi as it began to grow and

become stronger, it just so happens I was one of the ones singled out by

the government's finger of repression. It just so happened I was destined

7. . I feel I have a special responsibility to you
r^whahave stood with me in struggle. Sometimes I

_^have to admit Lwonder whether I will be able to

meet the role history has put out for me. But I

"^[promise I am ^oing to try— that Ipromise.
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to become yet another symbol for what the government intends to do to

those who refuse to be its passive, submissive subjects.

Then came concern for a massive, popular resistance; Then came
thousands and thousands and hundreds of thousands of people who
arrived to help save me as we had tried to rise up and save the Soledad
Brothers and other political prisoners. What happened was the goy<^Ti-

ment planned project of oppression fell apart. The government has not

through me paralized those who would protest and resist against racism,
war, poverty and oppression. On the contrary, people let it be known they
would not be manipulated by terror, that they would stand behind all the

sisters and brothers who had been caught in the government's web of

repression.
"^

I was one of those who was entrapped in that web, and the people saved
me from the fate the government had planned as an example of all of you
who were disposed to resist. You intervened and saved my life. Now I am
back among you. And as I was rested away from you in struggle, so
likewise I returned to struggle again. I return in struggle with a very
simple message: We have just begun our fight. While we celebrate the
victory of my own acquittal and also on release on appeal of others, we
must also be about the business of transforming our joy, our enthusiasm
to an even deeper committment to all our sisters and brothers whodo not
yet have cause to celebrate.

As I say this, I remember very vividly the hundreds of women wlio
were with me in the New York Women's House of Detention, all of them
from the poorest stratem of society, I also remember very vividly the
hundreds of prisoners in the Marin County Jail who are victims of this
society. There is still the savage inhumanity of Soledad Prison. One
Soledad Brother, our Brother, George, has been murdered. The two who
survived were recently acquitted. Hundreds more are waiting our aid and
solidarity. There are hundreds of thousands of Soledad Brothers and San
Quentin Brothers, of Folsom Brothers of CIW Sisters; all of whom arc
prisoners of an insanely criminal social order. Let us celebrate in the only
way humanly possible, with all the pain and suffering of so many of our
brothers and sistfers as they await the opening and closing of heavy iron
doors at the push of a button, as they awake each morning to the
inevitable jangling of the keeper's keys which are a constant reminder
that freedom is so near and, yet, so far away.
Let us celebrate in the only way which is fitting. Let the joy of victory

be the foundation of an undying vow, a renewed committment to the
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It has been said many times that one can learn a
great deal about a society by looking towards its

prisons. Look towards its dungeons and there
you will see in concentrated form the sickness of
the entire system.

cause of freedom, for we know now that victories are possible. Let our
elation merge with a pledge to carry on this fight to a Ume when all the
antiquated ugliness and brutality of jails and prisons linger on only as a
mere memory of a nightmare. Our vow will be fulfilled only when we
have succeeded in seizing the reigns of history, in determining the desUny
of mankind in a society where prisons are unheard of, and the end of a
repressive economic system creates want for the many and wealth for
the few are part of a past era.

It has been said many times that one can learn a grealf deal about a
society by looking toward its prisons. Look towards its dungeons and
there you will see in concentrated form the sickness of the antlre system
Today m the United States of America, 1972, there is'^BMlhinfl pw-
ticularly revealing about the analogy between the prison and the larger
^\.iy U wi„c„ u IB . iwKuon. in a painfully r^l sense, we are all moiteis society lies very near Mm^ u ig Boiu\J^^ytmJ^

prisoners in a society whose boi

justice for all are nothing but m<

accumulated wealth is swallows

capitolists and by their projects of'

We are imprisoned in a society ij

technological skills that anyone
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people. On that day, freedom will

then can we be free to live and love]

In this society, today, we are si

tific achievement which holds the

in New York City, I could look do^

VilUge almost UsUng the freedom]

taken from me and all my sister

holding the keys that would open t

Our condition here and now and i

brown and working class, bears a

th» pria^wMNT Th> a/»hiAvements

^proclamations of freedom and
»s rhetoric. For this society's
the avarice of a few greedy
•other national ventures.
'there is so much scienUfic and
JJjttle common sense can see
|«e ghettos and barrios. When
^ and the B-52'8 raining death

•
*e know something is wrong.

;«>ve to do is to redirect that
^8ry, clothes for the needy,
" and all the material things

«> lead decent, ccynforUble
*ures of racism and male

laf^"^"^ to manipulate the

C "^e'y human meaning. Only
^creative human beings.

^
by the very wealth of scien-

J^reedom. From my jail ceil
^wded streets of Greenwich

?^t and space that had been
,^y becduse somebody was

'<>[ all of us who are black,
^t>lance to the condition of

someone is holding the keys and that someone refuses to open the gates of
freedom. Like the prisoner we are locked up with the ugliness of racism
poverty, war and all the attendent mental frustrations. We are als<)
locked up with the visions of freedom and the knowledge that if we only
had the key, if we could only seize them from the keepers- Standard OU
General Motors and all the big corporate interests. If we could only get
our hands on those keys we could transform these visions and dreams into
realities.

Our situation bears a very excrutiating similarity in the prisons. We
must never forget this, for if we do we will lose our desire for freedom and

We know something is wrong and all we have to
do is to redirect that wealth and energy into food
for the hungry, clothes fbr the needy, hospitals
for the sick, schools, and housing and all the
material things that are necessary in order for
human beings to lead decent, comfortable lives.

justice. As people involved in the struggle we know our own agony. We
are locked into that struggle. The parallels to the Kves of the prisoners
and our own lives is very clear, yet there is a terrifying difference bet-

ween life on this side of the bars and life on the other side. And just as we
must learn from the similarities and acquire an awareness to all the

forces that oppress us out here, we must understand the plight of the

prisoner as it unfolds. Our sisters and brothers down there need our help

and solidarity in the collective drive for freedom in the same way in

which we all need fresh air and noui'sihment. When I say this I mean it to

be taken quite literally, because I recall too well the silence and bleak

solitude of the Marin County Jail. You, the people, were my only hope, my
only promise for life.

-

Martin Luther King told us what he saw when he went to the mountain

top. He told us of a vision of a new world of freedom, harmony built upon

the sisterhood and brotherhood of mankind. Dr. King described it far

more eloquently then I could ever attempt to do. But there is also the foot

of the mountain and the region beneath the crest. I am returning from the

ugly depths of society and I want to try and tell you a little something

about the depths of those regions. I want to attempt to persuade you to

join in the struggle to give life and breath to those who lived sealed away

from every thing bearing semblance to human decency.

Listen to a moment of George Jackson's description of life in Soledad

Prison. '*This place destroys the logical processes of the mind. A man
locked up becomes completely disorganized. Madness streams from

every muscle of his throat bouncing off the metalic walls and the iron bed

bolted to the wall. The smells of unwashed bodies, the rotten food, and one

can understand the meaning of repression."

In October 1970, a prisoner who had taken part in the Tombs rebellion

gave IheToIIowingariswelrelo^^ hhnr I am aTevolutionarj^.-

I was bom black, that is my crime. I have had trouble since the day I was

bom. Once our Sisters and Brothers are entrapped inside these massive

medieval fortresses whether for crimes to escape their misery through

petty property crimes to prostitution, they are caught in a vicious circle.

If on the other side of the walls they begin to demand respect as men and

women the brutality they face increases with mounting speed. I

remember very weU the women in the house of detention vowing to leave

the heroin alone that was destroying their lives, women who had vowed to

sUnd up against the society which had forced them to seek illusory

escape through drugs, women who began to exhibit outwardly their new

devoted transformation, and these were the women who the matrons

sought out to punish thdm and to put them in the hole.
-

None of America's repression has emerged out of nothing, rather they

all crysUllize and atest to a profound social infirmity^ ^'"^^"5^*^:*^

govemment has been exposed and has been caught ^ed handed They

have been asked to jusUfy their inhumanity. Perhaps this »n itself has

pulled greater numbers of people from socially inflicted slumber. Many

have already expressed outrage, but outrage is not enough. Governments

and prison bureaucracies must be protested for their harsh and mur-

derous oppression. But even this is not enough for it is not at the root of

Martin Luther King told us what he saw when he

went to the mountain top. He told us of a vision of

a new world offreedom, harmony built upon the

sisterhood and brotherhood of mankind. Dr

King described it far more eloquently than I

could ever attempt to do.^-.

tho mpffpr PeoDle must toke a forthright stand in active support of

the matter, heopie musi w*"^ « ^^ ^^ comprehend the
prisoners and ^^eir gnevanc^.

\^^^^^
eminenUy human content of the pnsoner s smigRw?- « J

'Uany of us can already envision a world unblemished by poverty and

under the control of insensiUve. Z7'T^nfe.^TaSS1^y^^

fttirnesi? nnri f^*- '^'" to think and live humanly.

Tliank you.

MOVIEGUIDE

Moiica I

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451.8686

*A iMt and «im«ly ttvWoH r* o I

bi mtmrf •«M«r' Artlwr KnipM

CltaHalon Ho^on & YvoHa mmimm

SKYJACKED
CoMl SMfioy Ppmm

THE ORGANIZATION

Monica li

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

William HoMmi & Emoat Borpnina

THE REVENGERS
Poul Nowmaw & Imm Marvin

POCKET MONEY
Slori. Wad. "Mkad. For Each OllNr"

-.4'

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny)
274-6869

BAHLE OF ALGIERS

&
z

Naiioial
10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866 \

Shocker of the Year

THE OTHER (PG)

DoHy 2:15. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

V Fri & Sol midnighl show 12:15

HllPt ThPSltKP
AAACBETH (Roman Polandu)

[272 Santa Arnica Blvcl7 "••*^»" «><»^»« * ^•^^ H«fcman^-^-^^

^^t.. I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
478-6379

Qrieital
7425 Sunset

876-0212 _J

j__
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW

T THE BOYFRIEND

'
I- L

,...»*.'
:r.iH.ai-

^1 lor on* parson w/thit coupon plus currant UCLA rag cord

Sorry no4 good Sohirdoy nighl oftor 5 p.m.

Pat Pacillc
MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS

wU'r/r''
"^^' THEBOYWIEND

"
Free Parking $1 lor ono parson wf^hit coupon plus currant UCLA rag cord

Sorry not good Scrturdoy nigl# ^or 5 p.m.

A

PACIFIC'S

Paitages
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

.-• - - 1. Lee A^rvin & Gene Hackmon

PRIME CUT(R)
",...#. . _

Doily 12:30. 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10:3g_

plus midnight show Fri & Sot
nadUlB*

PACIFIC'S Victor Mahire in

PlCWOOd EVERY LiniE CROOK & NANNY (PG)

ol??ii^
Westwood - ^^— ^^ ^^ ,^3^ ,^„

171-^J^^ Sat& Sun 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10.30

<, .•

Plaza

'

Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Academv Award Winner
8««t foraign film

VHforio da sici^s

THE GARDEN OF THE
FINZI - CONTINIS

Ir- -

Fri&SatJun*l«&17 midnigMonly lUMINOUS FtOCUttSS

leieii
1045 BroxTon

WeshMood Village

BR 2-0501

Winnor Spacid Jury Prisa Connot Foctivai 1972

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr's

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Woohdoys 6:30. 8: 1 5. 1 0: 1

5

Sat& Sun 2:30, 4:15. 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

Royal
1 1 523 Santa Monica

West Los Angeles

477-5581

Tommy Smothors Orson Wallas

GET TO KNOWYOUR RABBIT

Blvd. Sophio Loron & Morcollo Mostroionni

THE PRIESTS WIFE
Slort, W*d. Oiratin HoRman in THE GRAOUATF'

Siiaat Movie
611 N. FoirfoK

OL 3-2389

$1.00

Ronald Coleman - Alice Joyce

Nooh b—ry - William Powell

Victor McLoglen - AAary Brian

HaifcaH Sranon's 1926 Mastovpioco

BEAU GESTE
dMrliaClMvlln "THE MUSICAITMMP"

Tolo La iroa
Lo Braa of Ninth

WE 4-2342

THp WOLVES
&

SAMURI REBELUON

THE NEW

vagalioiiil

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

Brando Ends Tuesl

JUUUS CAESAR
&

THE YOUNG LIONS
tImH Wad. Th* Iwcilo/PlalW P«<»»»

viiiaoo
961 Broxton

WoflhMood
4784)576

Marlon Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R)

D«ay 12t40, 3:50, 7KK>. 10:10 Sot. Lola Shaw ItIS

^^
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ALL STUDENTS OVER 18,

if sincerely interested in part for full time, unusually

rewarding self employment opportunity, please call

(213)989-1578. '

Traveling? Going Home? Vacation?

Store Your VVInter Clothes with Us NOW
Pay Later

Always a Student Discount

CAMPUS CLEANERS
10936 Weyburn Ave. / Westwood Village

; Frf^fick Up and Delivery GR8-8724

li.--

-*-'^-

PRELAW STUDENTS
- REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QR OCTOBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE
Instruction ^Kclus.vely m exam taking techniques used successfully by Californio pre-

luw student s. Touqt^t in Lo6 Angol as by p roc t ici ng Inwyars Cost : $75 . < :
r .

'/

Course for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OCTOBER

21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY -AND OC-

TOBER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

u^„ .„ ,

,1 - ..

K. ( ^'^ r

.^

J Bob's ervicc
970.GAYLEY. WESTWOOD

"^ "^ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)
"

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE / 478-91 1

5

• TUNE UP - electronic scope

• BRAKE - conventionar& disc ~ '^
" -

• AIR CONDITIONING - repairs & service

• COOLING SYSTEM - RADIATOR REPAIRS

• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- alternator, generator, starts & regulators

i^ULLY LICENSED BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL
• FOR -CERTIFICATION OF: smog devices, headlamps & brake

adjustments. ,^

• ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY \
GUARANTEE0AGA1NSU)£FE-CTS.^^^-^ —

.

• LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

"THE AUTO HOSPITAL"

Fun, gam^s^ucation too!

u ••IP"

m.

OL HaRUfll
SffCIAL 6UCST SIM

sacLCf
SUN. JULZipmMON. JULSbpm

SANTA MONICA CIVIC
All Mats rturvtd at $«.50. $9JO, $490

Tickets available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS including all

May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and
Santa Monica Civic Box Office (393-9961)

fmmm t»i amxftr AmmAXts ^ *''^--*^ ^-'-^-

Summer should be fun and

relaxation. Alas,if youare reading

this you are probably destined to

be here at the Big U these next few

lifionths as a student or an em-

ployee— Don't despair ! There are

a number of events planned to

'enliven yoUr off-hours and ta

enhance the sense of community

that seems so distant during the

crowded days of regular session.

Here is a sampling of some of the

things already in the works. Keep
your eye on these pages for detaite

and other activities. The In-

ternational Students' Center Tour

Series ( ISC ) is designed to provide

an opportunity for both new and

continuing students — as Well as

other members of the UCLA
community — to travel to

;

locations like San Francisco^

Catalina, and Big Sur and to

partake of summer attractions

such as the Laguna Art Festival,

the Hollywood Bowl and other

local amusements and en-

—tertainments.
^ Music and Dance

Musical fare will be similarly

varied. The Conunittee on Fine

Arts Productions (CFAP) will

sponsor the * 'Twelfth Annual

Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest/*

the ''Young Musicians Foundatioii

National Competition,'* and a
"Choral Workshop Concert**

featuring Roger Wagner. CFAP
will also host free Sunday- ttf-

temoon concerts ranging from

Baroque to Jazz and including

several widely acclaimed solo

artists. Additionally, the Student

Committee for the Arts has plans

for three free noon guitar concerts

in Schoenberg Quad, while music

department is also sponsoring

some noon offerings.

Activities

For those who wish more active

participation, or need to get t>ack

in shape, a variety of organized

sports are available. The In-

tramural Sports Program offers

basketball, handball, tennis, and
Softball for men and
coeducational volleyball, tennis

and badminton. Several
University Recreation
Association (URA) clubs will also

provide opportunities ranging
from soccer and sailing to ice

hockey and yoga. The Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center
(SCRC) will hold scuba diving and
swimming classes. The Center

also has special summer
children's classes in swimming,
dance, and art. Remember, the

pools, gyms^ and playing fields

are for you to Use and en}oy.

Dance enthisiasts can look

forward to a particularly in-

teresting summer. The Anna
Sokolow Dance Company is

scheduled to perform on July 21.

As part of its ''Something for

Everyone** film series, the

ASUCLA Film Conunission is

presenting "Red Shoes**. "La
Boheme**, and "The Loves of

Isadora**. Finally, there will be

dance classes for children and
adults at the Recreation Center

and at ISC.

Languages
The ISC will also have classes in

languages and in cooking. Ex-

perimental College is offering

over a dozen subjects ranging

from €a!ligraphy~-to~Gestatr
Workshop. Workshops are also

planned by the music department.

The department of theatre arts

is sponsoring four plays in

MacGowan Hall. Speakers will be

hosted by the ASUCLA Speakers

Program. Besides the Film

Commissmn Series, ISC is hosting

a free Wednesday evening film

series.

Although this is only a brief

overview of the possibilities that

have already been scheduled on

campus for this sunmier, more

detailed information can be had

by keeping track of the bulletin

lx>ards around campus and by

reading the Daly Bruin. For

further information— or guidance

in creating your own summer
projects— talk to the people in the

Campus~^rugraiiis ^uid Activities

Office, Kerckhoff Hall 161, ex-

tension 57041.

Premier screening

of Viva U Muerte'

The UCLA Film Commission

will screen the Los Angeles

PREMIER of **Viva La Muerte,"

along with "Sweet ^weetback's

Baddass Song,** and two short

subjects at 7:30 pm, Friday, June

23, in Royce Hall. Admission $1.50

per person at the door.

The premier of this exciting new

film, having received rave

reviews in New York City, wiU

kick off UCLA Film Conunission's

Summer Film Series.

kino MSIRUiCE FOR COUfOE SMNTS
;i

6elto, bag$y hair goodtet^ tamdaU ^,, t«\f ^
New InaceeuihU Loeatumlt!

I In Hm oMoy b^Mwd iMiiitWttt ft Cowlomp* )

1110 Gayley Ave.
Wotfw*«4 Villoi«

473-9549

Crossword answer

IdQOejy Bar:) QQiQ

If you ore ( I ) at least 21, and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably doh't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reas6nable

driving record. Put these happ.y coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35"'; belov^ stan

dard prices.

And in cos* you don't fit this description, call our local office

onyvMiy. We just spent six years working with the duto insurance

industry on behalf of college students. We think we can help.

Phoiie: 45M383

coileoe studeiii insuraace service
726 Santa Monica Blvd. (-202) Santa Monica. Calif. 90401

FRISAT MIDNIGHT FILMS $1.25
JUNE 16 -17

If!™
1

WHO'S IFHIO
OF

VIRGINU WOLFE?
with Richard Burlon & BbobothToylor

Next Week:

June23, 24 25,30

July 1 •• 2

King of

Hearts

• '-."' ' ' *

New library hours scheduled
Friday. June 16> 1972
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VFRSITY RESEARCH LIBRARY

^"^iln Desk. Ref., Per., GRS, Stocks) Mon.-

ilTrs 7 45am-9pm; Fri. 7:45am-5pm; Sat.

awn'^nm Sun. Closed

^^^eept ''July 4, Tuesday; Qosed Sept. 4.

Monday: 9am-5pm)

.VvrRSITY RESEARCH LIBRARY

Microform Service) Mon.-Thurs. 9am-9pm;

Fri 9am-5pm; Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun. closed

(Except: Muly 4, Tuesday: Closed •Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm)

ml LEGE LIBRARY
(Circ Ref., & Reserve) Mon.-Thurs. 8:45am-

9pm: Fri. 8:45am-5pm; Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun.

Closed

(Except 'July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm)

roLLEGE LIBRARY
(Audio Room) Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat.

9am-5pm; Sun. Oosed

(Except 'July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm)

COLLEGE LIBRARY
*^

(Reading Rooms, 1st and 2nd floors, PoweU

Lib) Mon.-Fri. 7am-12midnight; Sat. 9am-

5pm; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm)

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(Except July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)

-ART

LAW
From June 12, Mon., through July 26, Wed.:
Mon.-Fri. Bam-lOpm; Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun.
Closed

From July 27, Thurs., through Sept. 24, Sun.:

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun.
Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: 9am-5pm Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)

MANAGEMENT '

(formerly Business Administration)

From June 19, Mon., through Aug. 26, Sat.:

Mon.-Thurs. 8am-8pm; Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat.

9am-5pm; Sun. Closed
From Aug. 28, Mon., through Sept. 17, Sun.:

Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat.-Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept 4,

Monday: Gosed) i

MAP
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)

MAP LIBRARY ANNEX (Powell 34)

Mon.. Wed., Fri. 9am-llam; Tues. & Thurs.

lpm-3pm; Sat.-Sun. (Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)

MUSIC
Mon.-Thurs. 8am-9pm; Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat.

9am-5pm; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm)
NEWSPAPER STACKS (Powell 81)

-«(t<*

^ . DB Photo by Terry Colvin

SAILING CLUB— First meeting of summer, signups for sailing lessons,

7 boats available for summer use, 7 pm, Tuesday, June 20, Ackerman

Union Grand Ballroom.

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)
'

BIOMEDICAL* -
t

Mon.-Thurs. 7:45am-10pm; Fri. 7:45am-6pm;

Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun. Ipm-lOpm ___ _i _

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-10pm) —- - — - --

CHEMISTRY t ^ ^

Mon.-Fri. 8am-9pm; Sat. 9am-5pm; Sun.

Closed ^ _ »
-:' — -,

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm) . ^,

CLARK LIBRARY -^ „.___ —___„__ L__
Mon.-Sat. 8am-5pm; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed) r _

EDI CATION & PSYCHOLOGY
1st Summer Session Mon.-Thurs. 8am-8pm;

.Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat. ^m-5pm; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed)

2nd Summer Session: Mon.-Fri, 9anii5pm ; Sat.

Closed Sun. Closed: Sept. 4, Monday: Closed

ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICA|. SCIENCES
Mon.-Thurs. 8am-9pm; Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat.

9am-5pm; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm) -^

EN(iLISH READING ROOM
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

GEOLOGY-GEOPHYSICS
^

Mon.-Thurs. 8am-9pm; Fri^ 8am-5pm; Sat.

9am-5pm; Sun. Closed
~

(Except: July 4,: Closed Sept. 4: 9am-5pm)

—

^

.-J

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. Closed; 1Srun.Ctosed~

(Except- July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed) _ .
^

ORIENTAL .^ „'.

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: CloBied) .- .
•

PHOTOGRAPHIC 4_. 7
"

, ^
Mon.-Fri. 9am-4pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(ExceptL^July 4^ Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)
^

PHYSICS
Mon.-Thurs. 8am-9pm; FrL 8am-5pm; Sat.

9am-^pm; Sun. Closed
,

; (Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed iSept. 4,

'Monday: 9am-5pm)

PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICE
Mon.-Thurs. 9am-8pm; Fri. 9am-5pm; Sat.

9am-lpm; Sun. Closed

(Except: *July 4, iniesday: Closed July 29,

Saturday: Closed Sept. 4._Monday: 9am-5pm)

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS —— ..

Mon-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat ^am-5pmr Sunr

Closed J r, >.

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: 9am-5pm;)

THEATER ARTS READING ROOM
Mon.-Fri. 9am5pm; Sat. Closed; Sun. Closed

(Except: July 4, Tuesday: Closed Sept. 4,

Monday: Closed)

UNIVERSITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Mon.-Fri. 8am-4:30pm; Sat. Closed; Sun.

Closed %:

Academic and Administrative Holiday _ ,

What's On Deadlines
In the interest of a cool summer for all/ the Whafs

On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday nopn for the following Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday's noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication ill

Thursday's paper.
* ,^ ^c

All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted by telephone.

C RESTAURANT GUIDE
X II fT

" **

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wostwood near Pko
open 7anv 1am

**6ourmef Soups like

mofher never made

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11321 Santa Monica Blvd.

West LA 479 9968
next door to "Papa Bactis"

A Natural Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch from $i.40 to $i.90

i(»58 Liodb^ooi' Dr ^_ DINNER $3.25. S3.50 & $4.25
474 -0948 -WW V illaq •

McDonald's town house
1118 Wadwood Blvd.

478-9343

12423 WiltKir* Blvd.

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Fomoof For Our Pizio

Now open doily for lunch

Tues. alter 9 pm any pizza $1.75

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

'

OURS
conducted by the

International Student Center

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
"~^:

IIOIGAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

coupon* good

only on

incoming

ordart

this offor

good for

limitod

tim* only

June 24 CATAUNA ISLAND. $10. Includes transportation (to

Saturday Long Beach and to Catalina Island) & a lunch. De-

^^
parts 8 am - returns 7 pm. Deadline for signup:

June 25 ORANGE COUNTY FAIR. $2.50. Includes transpor

Sunday tation and admission fee. Departs 8 am -

Returns 6 pm. Deadline: 6/22^

July 1, 2. SAN FRANCISCO $30.00. Includes three

3. 4 nights' accomodation & transportation.

(Holiday) Departs 7 am Sat - Returns 1
1
pm

Sol-Tuo Tuesday. Deadline: 6/28.

for more information &
signup, call ISC: 477-4587

1023 Hllgord Ave.
2 blocks south of La Mancha.

RPFMTWnrkn t\a/im
^*-» I »-i\ l'i\KJ\^\K^t\

^ ^ 00 M /% / n

WHERE YOU HAVE AIL THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

. PROFESSIONAL DRV CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY

. COIN OP DRY CLEANING • COIN-OP LAUNDRY

. BEAUIY SHOP . CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE

. "off & FOLD UUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE REPAIR

. COFFEE SHW • XBOXCOfY $E«VICE . FAOOTOM
,_,:.„.,:,,,

.;:::i;g^^ KLEENCO DRY CLEANING llij^ plii^* KLEENCO DRYOmmOmm
ONt COUPON PWPRSON «> ^ ONE COUPON PER PE.SON ,^„.

25% OFf
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

Phone
:?">: 477-5566
I • • • '

m m
ONE COUPON PER PEtSON

This Coupon Good for

20%"

t • 4 • •_•.*.
• ••••• •

P»K>n«

477-5566

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE (except

TMt CoopoK >"»•• accompony in-coming on).'

i^^ KLEENCO COIN-OP LAUNDRY

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Tliis coupon entitles bearer to

m
m
m

I

Phen*

478-9060

1 WASH LOAD

FREE
(FULL 12 LI WASHER)

mpirm 6-29-72

.••v.

REGULAR PRICE

' on any Suede or Leother

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

•ipirai 6.29.72

Thit coupon mvtH oiccompony in-<oming ordor

ULEFNCO COIN-OP DRY CLEAN i
This coupon entitles bearer to

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Cleaning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

.'.•+
I

m
Xc'

For

Only

PKon»

47S-9060

$1.50
«i|»lr« 6-29.72

Fro* tloom (inithing

Rog.

$2.50

Value

I
•I

v.*.

:^:;:.^^g 1 101 GAYIEY AVE,j^.•.•.•.•.V.V.W.!v«;Ai>:>
Wmmmm 1 1 of gXVley ave.^
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CAMPUS CHAPEL
666 IEVEWNG.AT STtATHMORE 2 BLKS WOF DORMS

"A house erf prayer for oil »he nations"

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 MA, BRUNCH 1 1 AM
For rid«« pho«« 479-3645 or 823^248

JACK TABER Univ«rtity Bopfict Chaploin

-,. ..* a >wkmM

OB Photo by Geoff Manasse

Banjo Fiddle Contest

University Catholic Center

MASS: SUNDAY AT 9 & 11 am

7 '7:30 pm
^ ^ ^^^^ f2:05^ftKS Days

The Center is open daily from 9 to 2 and

7:30 to 10 pm

^ 840 HILGAftD 474-5015

**»"* fc'-w.i-
;

.

The 12th Annual Topanga Banjo

Fiddle Contest will be held from 10

am to 6 pm, Sunday, June 25 in the

beautiful outdoor setting of the

University's Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center, 111 De Neve

Circle.

Continuous "performances on

the green" by contestants will be

judged by jurors Ron Bacon, Bob

Baxter, Mel^^urhana^—Tom
Faigin, Scott Hambley, Harold

Hensley, Allan Hjerpe, Bill

Jackson, Ed Pearl, William Smith

and Don Parmalee. Separate

awards and prizes will be

presented for soloist and group,

classifications '

''

The annual Topanga Banjo
Fiddle Contest was inaugurated in

the summer of 1960 by Peg BeneQ^
and Margot Slocum, withv/

proceeds going to build the

Quaker Meeting House in Santa ^
Monica. It was carefully pat-

terned on old-time community
get-togther contests held in the

Appalachians, when people came
from miles around to spend the _ _

day listening to the "best pickin'

and fiddlin' in the country."

Since then, the contest has

developed into a focal point for

lovers of traditional and blue

grass music in California, with

many contesjantsJromSan_Diego

•M

.i-

'/ ft

A

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS j, J:2^__j

READ 3 X FASTER

>i..

WirfTBETTER^COMPREHENSION
A- ^iif^

These UCLA Students Took The Course. They Know It Works!
i'* . ^. .

. ^sk Thenn/ / I_^

t*.

Ask Andy Ask Peggy AskAl

^r'*rA
*

ANDY KEENE, UCLA 73
Beginning speed 196 wpm
Ending speed 1253wpnn

PEGGY JEROME. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 299 wpm
Ending speed 950 wpnn

AL LYONS. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 184 wpm
Ending speed 1450 wpm

and Berkeley in addition to local
performers. Two of the winners
last year were visitors from
Montana and Oklahoma, and one
contestant was from the
Netherlands.:

Under the contest's category
system » anyone may enter and
"play his best tune." Performers
may compete even if they just
started playing, by entering as a
beginner and playing a simple
tune perfectly. Players may enter
Bluegrass Banjo, Traditional
Banjo, Bluegrass Fiddle or
Traditional Fiddle, and judges are
inclined to re-classify players who
underestimate themselves. Last
year, over 100 groups and in-

dividual players competed.
Spectators bring blankets and

sit on the grass, or patio chairs
and sit at the edges of the lawns
and under trees. They may buy
lunch or bring their own.
Although not presented as a

benefit, the contest is not a
commercial venture since the
organizers, Dorian Keyser and
Mary EHlen Clark, have
customarily donated any proceeds
to the American Friends*^ervice
Corhftiiltee, for work with young
people, and to . the folk music
archive housed at UCLA, the John
Edwards Memorial Foundation.

For full information on entering

the competition, phone McCabe's
in Santa Monica at 828-4497. Entry
blanks may also be obtained at the

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza in Westwood. For
general ticket information, phone
at 825-2953.

Guitar Class
4

Music 60F. Students planning

to lake the Classical Guitar

class. Music 60F, which is open

to all University students, are

requested to bring their guitars

to the first class session.

i ^

I

Ask Julie Ask Jay

c .

/JSe*i»<ltit.,x.^flB^/

w. • ..t-

Hatha Yoga class

offered forsummer
The University Recreation

' Association's Hatha Yoga club is

one of several sources of yoga

instruction on campus. The club's

instructor, Ruth Taylor, has been

teaching yoga to students and

staff here for more than ten years,

"Tir^t at the International Student

Center and, later, through the

Experimental College.

Ms. Taylor emphasizes the

importance of breathing exercises

(Pranayama) both by them-

selves, and in conjunction with the

physical exercises (Asanas).

Ms. Taylor has noted the recent

increase of interest in yoga and

comments, "There is a movement

throughout our land; a movement

in which individuals are trying to

work out their personal salvation

- and find a way to live their lives in

harmony and peace. We have now

a generation of seekers, and yoga

is a means of finding fulfillment

and peace."

Class meets 5-7 pm, Wed-

nesdays and noon to 2 pm Fridays

in Women's Gym 200. All in-

terested students and staff

members are invited to attend

JULIE SCHUMER. UCLA 74
Beginning speed

, 164 wpm
Ending speed r 1013 wpm

JAY GOLDEN. UCLA GRAD
Beginning speed 226 wpm
Ending speed 1642 wpm

^ Money Back

Guarantee

FREE LESSON at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood

For further information, coll READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933-9171

"HALF THE PRICES, TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

Got a news tip?

Call 825-2493

^fB^
^ tli« QUALITY hamburg•r «
^ 1K00 iwitMMonri hivd. ^

More and more What's On
Friday, June 16, 1977 UCLA Summer Bruin 15

^C^^tinued from Page*)

Meetings:

Friday. Junt 16 ^

—"CED Planning Committee,"

9 iT am, Ackerman Union 3517.

\-"CPAO/' 9am-12pm,
Ackerman Union 3564.

^-"Vocational Education,"

9am-5pm. Kerckhoff Hall 400

—"Housing Office/' 10ann-6pm,
Ackernrian Union 2408.

Saturday, June 17

—"Housing Office/' 10ann-2pm,
Ackernnan Union 2408.

Monday, June 19
1

1

CPAO," 9anr).12pnr),

Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Housing Office/' 10ann-2pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

7 pm,
Grand
sailing

for use

Crosswotd By Eugi

ACROSS
1. Fruit

refuse

5. Support
9. Shinto
temple

12. Medley
13. Strong

cord
14. Metal

container

40. Swiss
river

41. Wa^te
cloths

44. Vehicle
46. Stop
50.— Le

Gallienne
51. Sport

52. On the
ocean

15. Masculine 53. Negative

ns^e
16. Augury
17. Pub

specialty

18. Permits
19. Marsh
20. Forehead
21. Greek

letter

23. Female
sheep

54. Russian
sea

55. Exist

56. Undivided
57. Lairis

58. Become
bankrupt

Averafe time of Bolution: 21 min.

DOWN
1. Gangster's

mistress
2. On the

sheltered
side

3. Tumult
4. Drafts
5. Benefit
6. Italian

city

7. Disclosed
8. Female
swan

9. Blemish
10. Nimbus
11. Again
20. One's wife
22. Pronoun

25. Tower
28. Prevents

by fear

32. Russian
mountain
range

33. Woody
plant w-i^

^4. Syna- r *

gogue ^

37. Brie,

for one
39. Weight

t—

-

Answer

on

Page 12

'em bfoejjer

24. Lind-
bergh
book

25. Make lace

edging
26. Rubber

tree
27. ^ale

sheep
29. Before
30. Thing

(law)
31. Perceive
35. Behold!
36. Repeti-

tion

37. Christmas
songs

38. Exclama-
tion

41. City in

Nevada
42. English

river

43. Movable
^ frame-
work

45.— King
47. Continent
48. Son

of

Jacob ^^

49. Asian
unit of

weight
51. Cushion

—"Housing Office/' 10am
6.30pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Tuesday, June 20

—"Sailing Club/'
Ackerman Union
Ballroom, sign-up for

lessons. Seven boats
during the summer.
—"Scuba Club/' 5 pm. Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center, Vista

Room. Class orientation meeting
for summer scuba class.

—"Summer tours" of the
campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
beginning June 20 and continuing

through September 7 except
University holidays. The one-and-

one-haif-hour tours start at 1:30

pm from the Visitors Center, 1215

Murphy Hall and are open to the

public. (Parking on campus is $1

per day).

aiSBERfi & misso
SUNDAY • JUNE 18 * 7 P.M.

'

1st Los Angeles appearance

since opening of Pentagon Papers trial.

BEVERLY HILLS HIGH SCHOOL
241 S. Moreno Pr. Tickets: $2.50

A B*v*rly Hills ACLU Public Forum

\

Etcetera:
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—"Catalina Island Tour/'
sponsored by ISC, will depart at 8

am and return at 7 pm, Saturday,

June 24. $10 fee includes trans-

portation to Long Beach,
Catalina Island, and lunch.

Deajdllne^for signups: today. Call

477-4587.

—"Orange County Fair Tour/'

sponsored by ISC, will depart at 8

am and return at 6 pm, Sunday
June 25. $2.50 fee includes trans-

portation and admission fee.

Deadline for slgn-up: Thursday,

June 22. Call 477-4587.

—"Reading Seminars/' The
Learning Skills Center is offering

three Reading Seminars for

students who want to develop their

reading skills. The seminars will

be held June 20, 21, and 22 from

1:15 to 4:15 pm. Students should

sign-up for just one of these times

as this is a one-time overview

experience. Additional follow-up

work In groups or Individually will

be arranged. Pre-reglstratlon Is

necessary. Come to Social

Welfare 271 or Phone 825-7744.

Free to all re9uJarly enrolled

students.—«^Casey Foundation ¥\t%\

Voter Self Starter Challenge/'

grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KM 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due

August 15.

I

I

I

I

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
AH"^ SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Van Nuyt Blvd. 10912 U Com* Av».

Sh«rmonOdu.CA 91408 W.«lwoo<l Vlllao.. CA90024

• (213)783-5690 (213)478-8588

(213) 872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

^

R,

FINAL
WEEK-
END

MISS PAT COLLINS
THE HIP HYPHOTIST

SNOWTIMI 9:30 A 11:30

mURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY
PAT COLLINS'

CELEBRITY CLUB
9X03 SUNSET AT DOHENY

'^hT 2754596 stiSSt

mWH ALSO AVAIIABI-E FOR BANQUETS - VALET PARKlNQ

- TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY QUEST ENTERTAINMEWTl

OR CHADASH PRESENTS

f^4Mi

¥ •

The Soul Stirring Hasidic Minstrel

(h concent
SUNDAY, JUNE 25-8:00 P.M.

FoJrfoi High School AudHorium

• Tickets o\ all Liberty and Mutual Tkk«t Ag«nc|Mr,

_._ |v4opty', R»cord« ond ot tho.Ooor-^trom-6iOQ_p.nL. _— \-^

Exhibits:

e

Clay Young, a graphic artist In the

University Extension art

department. Is having a one-man

show In Kerckhoff Hall. The show

will run for the month of June. The

mixed media first-time showing of

Mr. Young's work on this campus

includes recent oil paintings,

block prints, silk-screen prints

and omni-chrome prints.

BENIN OF AFRICA
^: IMPORTS ^

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

if FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• QALABEYAH
• DAN8HIKI
• RINGS

— •».,

.'f

657-8256

1025 Palm Ave, W. Hollywood

O
O

ALL AMERICAN I^IEAL

nrwait^l-
.MMMlMaMli^MMMMMMMMMM*

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM^
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

UTWCIN DOHCNY AND BCVCRLY DMVt

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS. MON. THRU FRI. - 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

SAT.9 A.M. TO 6 f.M. - SUN. 12 P.M. TO 4 P.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

^ FRENCH FRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT

r:iS»

g^^

NlORN/l S e^A^

WESTWOOD : 7 DAYS
Of= SEPL)L-VED><<

A 9PMtill1AM
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Free play and

s?

June 19— September 1 .

« (Pauley Pavlllonl64 Extension 54548)

J^i The use of facilities is contingent on other University commltnnents. Recreation facilities

"
are normally available for "free-play" as noted below.

ALL SCHEDULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Summer Eligibility: The following persons are eligible for recreation ^ervl^s and

.... facilities. Summer session students who purchase recreation Privilege cards ©S3.00.

:$ continuing students who purchase a summer receation privilege card ©$3.00 no charge

i§ for student family if spouse holds card) ; faculty and staff with recreation privilege card.
•'"

Recreation privilege cards may be obtained at AAen's Gym 118 or at Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center, payable by check or money order only.
_

Clothing and Lockers: Gym clothing, swimsult and towel are provided and laundered

by the University. Clothing and locker may be obtained at the stockroom In the AAen's or

Women's Gym. Faculty and staff must have their recreation privilege card, and students

must have their registration card and an official UCLA lock in order to obtain a locker.

UCLA locks are available at the Cashier's office in AAurphy Hall for $1.25.

Equipment: The stockrooms at the Men's and Women's Gymnasia will check out such

equ<pment as basketballs; foot^)alls, handballs, gloves and badminton rackets. No golf,

ski or tennis equipment is available for recreationaluse.

BODY 12 noon - 1 pm ; 2

CONDITIONING** 1pm 10 pm
12 noon 10 pm

6 pm

i.'

(Coed) 10 am -5 pm
12 noon- 1 pm

g:

i

i

8- 9am . . .

9- 10am

8am*- 10 pm
10 am - 5 pm

Reservations at Aden's Gym Stockroom

GOLF

HANDBALL

AAen's Gym l6ii

AAAC"B"115
AAAC"B"n5
AAAC"B"115
AAAC'B'MIS

North Field

North Field

MAC'SII

AAonthruFri
AAon, Wed, FrI

Tues-Thurs
Sat & Sun

Men, Wed, Fri
'^women)

AAon thru Fri

Sat 8. Sun

AAon thru Fri

Sat 8i Sun

JOGGING*

SQUASH

8 am
10am

dusk
-5 pm

8 dm -10 pm
10 am -5 pm

Reservations at Men's Gym Stockroom

SWIMMING

.BADMINTON'

BASKETBALL'

11:30 am -

7-9: 30 pm
1 pm

I

Ham 3 pm; 6:30 9 pm
1 9 pm
10am - 5pm
10am 5pm
12 noon -5 pm

i

AAen's Gym 200

Women's Gym 200

Pauley Pavilion

AAen's Gym 200

Pauley Pavilion

AAen's Gym 200

Men's Gym 200

•:.!.!.!.SSVi!.S
•>;•:•:•.•..;.,•.>wss-;r&^K::!:!%;!:::!%W:W::p^ ::?ft::::::::::<%::::::::%::%::::::::%:i

AAon thru Fri

Tues

AAon thru Fri

AAon thru Fri

Sat 8i Sun
Sat

Sun

crilryiWiWrWrWiW

12 noon -2 pm
12 noon - 1 pm women only

11 am - 1 pm (coed)

10 am -8 pm

Track
. Track

AAen's Gym
AAen's Gym

Women's Pool

>

AAonthruFri
Sat 8. Sun

AAon thru Fri

Sat 8i Sun

VOLLEYBALL*

AAen's Pool

Sunset Canyon Rec Center

Park 8. Family Pool

8 am dusk Sand Courts

7 9: 30 pm Women's Gym 200

1 1 am 3 pm; 6: 30 - 9:00 pm Pauley Pavilion

I0am-5pm Pauley Pavilion

i:-SS:r:-S«-:!::%y:::W:VA¥^^

-'- AAon thru Fri

AAonthruFri
Daily^ Junel/Sept. 4

^ Dally

AAon

AAon thru Fri

Sat 8i Sun

•KV.V.V >••••• a,*:*:*:*

jottings

from the mailbag
^ tt*s very nearly summertime,
calendar-wise, and football season

is right around the comer. Just

can't seem to wait for fall. The
Pacific Eight Sports Information

Directors celebrated its coming at

their annual ''Kiss of Death"

banquet last week and offered

these prognostications.

. Washington will be the Pac-8

representative at Pasadena but.

will have to fight off SC to get

there. Defending champion
Stanford is considred a dark horse

possibility.andxates third, wiiile^

Cal figures to finish fourth along

with Oregon State. .

U(iLA is forecast for the sixth

position. The SID's feel the Bruins

will reign suprenie over Oregon

and Washington State.

*
Sixkiller selected

,
Washington's Sonny Sixkiller

has been tabbed as the out-

standing offensive back. USC
tackle and Cal's wide receiver

Steve Sweeney were the choices

as top offensive linemen.

The Trojans' John Grant was

the top vote-getting on the

defensive line, while UCLA's
Allan ElUs and OSU's Steve

Brown loom as the best in the

defensive backfield. Cal's rookie

Steve Bratkowski, quarterback

was voted the outstanding

sophomore. "

Weekend in St. Louis

Meet me in St. Louis ... on

Saturday and Monday, not

Thursday and Saturday. Although

the bids have not been sent out to

the 1972-73 UCLA Basketball

Invitational (alias NCAA
championships), the contestants

should be forewarned ttiat the

event will be a Saturday-Monday

affair.

It is part of a television package

the NCAA has signed with NBC.

The reason given for the shift is

that both semifinal games would

be available for telecasting.

Elsewhere in the world of the

roundball, the NCAA has an-

nounced its Academic All-

(Coniinued on Pa^e 17)

Nyiiisis Fir siiiiiis

•r Grod«| • Smoking

K Probl«mt • fe«laialieN

• ParMool Ooob
• V

University of Wiscen«in Ph.D., 14 years
teaching Sp«*ch Sciences and

GerMrral Semantics

William L Ristow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

A7di'2'm FOB »PPOINTMErfT

0!^

I

:::>:::::Wftft-:*^^
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. summer schedule

€*'

FIELD SPORTS

TENNIS

Recreation fields may be used by the University family only, subject to
such dally activities that may be scheduled by Recreation Services.

Sunset and South Courts are available for Recreation Play during
daylight hours with the following exceptions:
Sunset Courts: r^

1. First Summer Session: all courts reserved Mon thru Thurs 10 & 11

am and 1 & 2 pm for Physical Education classes

2. Second Summer Session: all courts reserved Mon thru Thurs n am &
1 pm for Physical Education classes

3. Intramural tournaments as posted

South Courts

1. URA Tennis Club, F^ri 2-4 pm, all courts reserved
2. Recreation Classes 9 am - 3 pm & 5 - 7 pm on courts /I/8, 9 & 10 (next to

Westwood Plaza) reservi^ as posted

n

i
K

i.-

•>

FOOD TO GO* - 478-0123

ESTAURANT

S

S

i

^\

11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. M 2 a.m.

(/

1

i
!••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••• • •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••

* Pauley Pavilion will be unavailable August 14/15, 16 & 17 during the Kennedy Foundation

Special Olympics and CLOSED August 21 to September 20 tor floor maintenance. Further

details on volleyball/ badminton and basketball schedules will be published in mid-August.

Men's Gym 200 will be closed for floor renovation, date to be determined.

** AAAC "6" 115 will be closed August 14-21 for maintenance. During this period AAen's

Gym 105 will be available until 9:30 pm on weekdays and 10:00 am - 4:45 pm on Sat & Sun.

• Kennedy Foundation Special Olympics August 14-18

NCAA Summer Youth Sports Program July 31 - September 1

^

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, all subjects. Browsable—buyable.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS _
11613 San Vicente Blvd. 826-6533

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bik§ or beachwagon

—

'.%

g

BUILDING RECREATION AREAS MUST BE CLEARED FIFTEEN MINUTES PRIOR
TOCLOSINGi - ^.:-. '

-JF*.

.J
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More scribbles
(Continued from Page 16)

, America team and UCLA has

become the first school ever to

place three men on the first squad.

Bill Walton (3.46, Political

Science) was the leading vote-

getter. Keith Wilkes (3.01,

Economics) and Greg Lee (3.40,

Letters and Sciences) are the

other Bruin sophomore honorees.

The squad also includes Tom.
McMillen, Maryland (3.98, Pre-

Med); Dennis Wuycik, North
Carolina; Bob Morse, Penn-
sylvania; Bob Ford, Purdue;
Steve Previs, North Carolina;

Mike D'Antoni, Marshall; and
Kermit Washington, American.

IRA title . .

(Continued from Page 18)

It was a matter of considerable

individual talent failing to collect

any dividends as a large unit.

Therefore a split was necessary.

The eight was not sent

basically because we were six

seconds behind Washington at the

Western Sprints and I felt that was
as fast as we were going to row,"

Johnsen toid.

i felt we had good people but

we weren't going to meld as a unit.

Four were easier to meld."

Three of those four, Firasco,

Dykstra, and Coster, are

sophomores and are expected

back next year. Salyer, the

captain, however, is a senior.

In the aftermath of the victory,

Frasco was invited to work out

with the national Olympic team,
while Salyer received a bid to

compete with the Vesper fours,

^ut turned it down because of

NROTC commitments.

Students

Teachers
want summer work ...•I.

students and teachers with clerical, secretarial, typing and office skills are needed now for summer jobs. Many of the

area's leading companies are cainng on TASKTORCE to supply summer replacement for ImportantJobs. .

Yoirwill work for TASK FORCE . .. nearyoor home . . . receive a wafkly paycheck . . .m fees to pay . . .
and you ii

work at a variety of firms and meet many Interesting people.

For an exciting summer of work and fun, please call or visit the TASK FORCE office nearest you.

- work this summer for

*, -t

Force
TEMPORARY HELP SERVICE

« I

1.

LOS ANGELES
Pierce National Building

3807WllshireBI.Jl010 •

Los Angeles, California 90005

(213) 387-3212

LONG BEACH-DOWNEY
9900 Lakewood Blvd., Suite 106

Downey, California 90240

(213) 869-3033 _-

SAN FERNANDOVALLEY
14044 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, California 91403

(213)783-1156 ..-*•

ORANGE COUNTY
12344 Harbor Blvd. Suite 4

Garden Grove, California 92640

- ^ (714)636-1050 ,

(Paid Advertisement)

TORAH IS ALIVE AND WELL AT
The Free Jewish University provides on opportunity for in-

formal Judaic study in a friendly atmosphere. Classes are

followed by refreshments and socializing.

ISITY

OVER20YRS.'CXPEtlENCE

PERA^NENT .^
HAIR REMOVAL ^WITH AIR 1
DESENSITIZER

M&4& WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
^^f^mti ElKt Assoc.
'^on Sal Evts by Appt. «•

474-7171

SARA L. WANNE RE
AUNEWANNERNARE

''Wlii WIU WWlU ltl l

^rof BIdg.)

MONDAY NIGHTS (starts June 19)

HEBREWni 8:00-9:30 Rena Felgin

A continuation of Hebrew II, which met during the Spring

quarter on Tuesday nights with Rena.

HEBREW IV 7:00-8:W Rena Felgin

A continuation of Hebrew III, which met with Rena on

AAonday nights during the Spring quarter.

TUESDAY NIGHTS (starts June 20)

HEBREW! 7:30-9:0a David Jacobson

An Introduction to Hebrew reading and conversation. No

Hebrew background required.

CONFLICTS AND CHALLENGES FROM THE TIME OF

EZRA TO THE TIME OF THE MISHNAH

7 M 900 «•"»* ^"^^ "^'"•''

'a study of key sources on the development of post-Blbllcal

Judaism. We will examine the clash between Greek and

Jewish cultures and Its reflection on our own times.

JEWISH PHOPLHHOOO: A CRITICALJNTRODUCT.ON

An evaluation of the ideas of ttie "Ct)o»en People".

^

4 TUESDAY NIGHTS (cont'd)

Jewish laws and human freedom, relations with non-Jews,

the nature of the American Jewish community, and

prospects for a revitalized Jewish life.

,_. ,
- .-.,., .. .,. ; ,- »• '7

I .
, ., .

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS (starts June 21

)

AN INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM
7 : 00-9 : 30 Rabbis David Berner and Richard Levy

A systematic Introduction ^nto the beliefs, practices, and

history of the Jewish people with emphasis on the con-

temporary practices of Judaism, Including one or more

Shabbat celebrations.

THE STORIES OF REB NACHMAN OF BRATZLAV
7:309:00 David Jacobson

An exploration of the spiritual struggles, teachings, and

vision of this major Hasldlc figure by means of his stories (In

English translation), which deal with such themes as faith In

God and denial of God's existence, philosophy vs. tradition,

the possibility of eliminating evil In the world, the

relationship of the Rebbe to his community of Hasldlm, and

the role of joy In Hasldlsm.

Register lor Free J«w U coorset of 900 Hilgord, lower loungo,

on the night of the firft meeting of ela«« (June 19, 20 or 21).

^ .11 z. A^ o ^^mLm ^iimmer coordinotor: David Jacobson,
CoU f Ses wiM run e le e we—i nummm wwviifi'^^'v

, i^i^mi^

;

.V ni'k.
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BOXOFRCEHOW OPEN ^^

^HUBERT THEATRE
lOCATEO omECTLY •CHOSS fIIO«l THC CiHTW«V HMA HOTEL

CENTURY CITY

MOM. TNftU SAT.

AMT0 9HWPM

OPENS SATURDAY. JULY 22

FOLLIES
BE$TMUSICAL-1971

N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS AWARD

MAIL ORDERS NOW
Make check
payable to

'

Shubert Theatre
& mail to

P.O. Box 67800
Century City, Calif.

90067, enclosing
self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

FOR INFORMATION AND GROUP
SALES PHONE (213) 553-9000

•f

^Mi^i

M

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
AT NEW -—-^- ^_^ ^i^

CENTURY CITY HOSPITAL
"

,

We are now interviewing for Stewards and Stewardesses

to work in our Food Service Department, a minimunn of

four |4) hours per dd'yaftef 3 P'.MT ddrfy;^^^™

Duties will irrclude serving patients late afi^rnoon nourish-

ments andevening meals. Successful candidates must be

at least 21 years of age, well groomed, personable and be

empathetic. Attractive uniforms wlH be furnished. Excellent-

storting salary.

Interviews by appointment only. Please coll: —
(213)553-6211 Ext. 468

CENTURY CITY .
'

HOSPITAL '

;

'^2Q70 Century Park East

LoSyAngeles, California 90067

LOOK OF A WINNER — The UCLA varsity fours

shell captured the IRAtitleat LakeOnodongoin New
York two weeks ago, UCLA's first national crew title.

From left to right are: Joel Coster, Tom Foliosco,

Bruihsn/p

Warren Dylcstra, Alex Frasco, Jack Sawyer, and
rigger Paul Herrick. The Bruins eclged Yale by a full

second.

asecoffd.

winIRA varsL rs crown

an equal bpporfunity employer

r

"AN ELEGANT PUZZLE...
'OLD TIMES' EMERGES AS PINTER'S

MOST ENTERTAINING PLAY,
-;] IF NOT HIS MOST PROFOUND ONE."

" y-^ .t . — Oan SwINvan, L.A, T1MM

"A MARVELOUSLY COMIC AND
PROVOCATIVELY PINTERESQUE PRODUCTION."

— David Sh*«h«n. CBS-TV NEWS

"GRIPPING... A WELL-STAGED, INTELLIGENT
ENTERTAINMENT."

— Chuck Wal«h. KNBC-TV NEWS

"A SUPERB CAST...TOGETHER THEY ARE
DYNAMIC, INSPIRED, BRILLIANTI"

— Dal« Munro*. ENTERTAINMENT TODAY

By Saul Shapiro ..
„. ^ ^ j^g Sports Editor ~ --"=— r~—
UCLA became the first Southern Califorfata school

to win an Intercollegiate Rowing Association

championship June 3 when the Bruins edged Yale by

a second to gain the varsity fours crown at the Lake

Onandaga, New York competition.
^ The Bruins' victory must be considered somethings

of an upset since Navy and Penn were the pre-race

favorites. However/ positions changed on the

Thursday when trial heats were held and the Mid-

shipmen and Quakers failed to qualify, while the

Bruins outlasted rough waters and a stiff wind for an

impressive eleven second win.

—In the finals the Bruin shell, which consisted of

Jack Salyer, Alex Fransco, Warren Dykstra, and
Joel Coster with Tom Follosco as coxwain, was
challenged by Yale, Colubia, Lowell Tech, Pacific

Lutheran, and Oregon State.

Backs to the wall

The Bruins started out with their backs to the wall

as they were given lane six on the outside, which had

already taken its toll Saturday. Among the victims of

the placing was the UCLA frosh four, the favorite in

its race, that took third — the highest finish,

however, of any Bruin shell in the nationals ever to

that juncture.

The varsity four seemed destined to succumb to

the jinx at the outset of its race, too. At 500 meters

UCLA was back in the pack rowing fifth and doing it

at a moderate 32 strokes per minute. Yale and

Columbia were fighting for the early lead..

But at 1,000 meters coach Merry Johnson's oar-

smen had doggedly pushed their way into the lead.

The Bruii^held the stroke at 32 while the other shells

were rowing higher at 36.

The reasoning behind the lower rate, Johnson says,*

was the lane. ''It was rough water and >ye had to row

low to keep the shell balanced."^

Keep steady pace

The Bruins stuck to the 32 count throughout and it

paid off. Building up the margin to a boat length over

Yale at one point, the Bruins, without a sprint, Were

able to hold off the Elis at the finish although the New
Haven boat came on strong, only six seats back.

And it was a two-shell race as they crossed the line

as third place Oregon State was 14 seconds behind

the winning time of 7:21.1 registered by UCLA. The

remaining fours in order of finish were Pacific

Lutheran; Lowell Tech and early leader Columbia.

Thus the Bruins finished the season on a high, bfit

somewhat ironic note. The varsity eight had never

jelled and although Johnsen maintains that "I felt up

until the end that it would fall together," it still was

"an awful expense to take them back there on the

chance that they would pull together."

(Continued on Page 17)
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ARE YOU INTERESTED

IN INCREASING YOUR READING SKILLS?

Sign Up for one of the

r

Reading Efficiency Seminars

June20,21&22, 1:15-4:30 pm

NOWTHRUJUiy9
CINfUTHtATUOIOUfMJSIC CENItR

GOtOON DAVIDSON
A'l.mc Dircdor

^ ^ .
A NOTE TO OUR PATRONS:

r?-y[?"0'y "'^* y^" *Q experience this play from the beginning
TUtt. TNMU TNOM. IVIt. AT I HI. |t.0». M.4t / MM.. SAT. IVI«. AT • PM 17 «• MM
urn, mr at im m, mis, mm / iat . sum. mkvmuVi rm w?.' mm SSo

.4 w— ^-^- . •n»«yf TICKITt AT ta.MH kMT Mm* OMftatn ft all ftfHtmmtmt (mAImI i* avallaMNly) l.O rM|ulr«4
mmt ^ f»ur*tm»4 t» Itork Uf^m ^•ntm. MuHmI TtekM ONIcm. TIctiMrM euilvi*.

Following this diagnostic-instructional experience students may opt for
further skill development programs held: ^W>nclciy & WednMclay 10:00 - 12:00 am
or Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 — 1 am

10 Enroll, call:

(82)5-7744 or inquire at fh#

Learning Skills Center, 271 Social Welfare BIdg.

V

This is UCLA Student Service available without charge to all regularly enrolled students

UCLA —j-^

SUMMER BRUIN

CLASSIFIED ADS
KerckhorfHaUlia

- r- Vftmt: 93S-t22l .,

I5words$1.50day.5consecutlve

^ Payalslf in advance

DEADLINE It:»«.in.

No telephone order* '

y Campus Services '.
. > . 3

1OO ^^^^'"^^

82-50611
^^*

kercl<hoff 12-

y Church Services . .

for Sale |5

AQUARIUS IV spcakert 12 * J-way. BSR
SlOX turntable like new, tSO.W. 721-0207. ( 15
Jn 30)

)/Jravel 17 V Social Eveiifs ..... /House for Rent 25

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
t*rad. can save you 4050% on any brand,
any siie mattress set. Sensational values,
don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt 34».81 18. g86^M00. (15QTR).

100 Watt Harman Kardon Am/Fm Stereo
Receiver with tow 12" 3-way speakers. Need
money. Sacrifice 1200.00 Like new 723-

Europe
Flights
1972

ACTIVE Thursday evening Encounter
Group for fun and growth. Free. Also river

hikes and wine parties. Near Westwood. 478-

7588. ( Jn30)

5C35. (15 JnM).

DESK and assorted chairs etc.. suitable (or

office or den, very reasonable. Call: 277-

2186. (15Jn30)

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

JUNE 14 LA/DUBLIN
JULY 9 LONDON/ LA

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers)/

Silent worship, Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
$74 Hilgard, visitors welco'ne. 4727950.

.MOVING. Many house plants |S4< each.
Free 14 mo. black male cat. 476-409T. (15 Jn

FRAMUS Electric guitar. Three pick up.
Case. Never used. Il49.00/offer. Rick
Bringham 395-3461 (15Jn30).
^ »

^Services Offered .... 16

WE have carefully screened, bonded and
insured housekeepers, University
Housekeeping. 828-1300. (16Jyl8).^ ^_l

• »,.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance, for a rate

quotation call Alan Sobel at 781-5527 or 873-

5815. (16Jn30).

^Personal

GOODBYE. Columbus, It's been fun. Gonna

freak out in the sun. Scrape up enough for the

fee, and join me tripping in Anthro 5C.

Summer Session. 1248 Murphy. (5 Jn 1».

ABORTION Help! $150 complete. Hospital A
physician. Free pregnancy exam.Women's
Abortion Referral 936-7466. (5 Jn 20).

JANE: You're so cerebral. Can't I interest

you in Therapeutic Exercises, Phys. 134,

starting June 19. John. Summer Session. 1248

Murphy. (SJn 16)

y Hefp Wonfed ;
—

";T;-r;=^

WANTED - girl live in paifT time or live out -

Babysitting • ( 7 moi old and 6 yr . old ) Salary

to be discussed. Days, hours - flexible. Near

transportation, references. Mrs. RIsMn. 270-

H454 ( Jn30)

VARIETY of full time and part-time

Hummer Jobs. Services Unlimited. 475-9521 (8

Jn 30).

FORMING Oassical. Flamenco. Electrical

guitar classes. Private instruction.

Reasonable. Instructor Joseph Serratore

.542-2997. (16Jn20).

AUTO insurance cancelled? 'Refused? *Too
high? 'Too young? •Motorcycle. Wm. An-

derson GR7-6140 VE8-3786. <l6Jn30).

EXPERIENCED Oxford, Columbia.
Stanford students will edit papers, disser-

tations: tutor humanities. Call 479-0350 or

H20-4051. Jn30).

Pl.ANO lessons by doctoral candidate.

Reasonable and talented - 783-4145. (16 Jn 30).

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.

475-8631. (16QTR).

CSIS has lowest auto Insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Monica - :

4.51-1393. (i«QTR).

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 457.'7573. ( 16 QTR

)

HiU-'SEKEEPING, cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed,

student-owned company. 92.20/hr. 828-1300.

8jyl8). ^
REAL Estate Licensee - part-time - handle

rentals on campus to students/faculty.

Large property management company.
Westwood area. Commissions. 9-5 weekdays

(213) 879-9101 Call GUI - (8Jn20)

GUITAR Lessons - summer rates. Mal<:olm

Kigar: 474-4924/659-2802. (16Jn30)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone, 274-9119. -« (UQTR)

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing, and research to your
requirements. 387-1548 call anytime.

GIRL: clean and Iron for 2 adults. 3 hour

rs/weeWy. fXr^nioiu-. Summer only. -47#-

57k;i. (8JnU).

HOME earnings addressing mall. Send

stamped, self-addressed envelope and 25e

handling . DEECO-317. Box KM8. North

Hollywood, Ca. (8JnlS). .

— ^Travel 17

HELP Wanted. Mother's helper. Full or part

time. Live in preferred. 474-3273. (8Jn30)

SALES -Automotive products. SUrt now

part-time, have good iob during »ttm»n«»" ^o

experience. 781-««g5. <* •»> »*'•

AUTO INSURANCE -

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO MtOMT-
CANCELLED?

. LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39*.22as ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

GIRL part time receptionist - ladles flfuipe

salon ll.65/hr. Will train. See Malale 5470 W.

Pico Blvd. (SJn 30).

BABYSITTER — mon.-wed.-frl.

and some evenings. 273-4473

9-1 or 1-f*

(8Jn2e)

BEVERLY Hills business executive desires

to learn the Danish language. If you are from

Denmark and would like to tutor me in this

subject one evening per week, my home
please telephone: Mr. David Bowers 4«ft-45t5

(office). 271-2215 (home)

QS
uca

--------—• CHARTER FLIGHTS

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Hoip yoursolf while holpinfi others.

Earn up to S40. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 47»-tOSi botwaon II P.M. and 7 P.M.

SUMMER Job on 58-foot diesel auxUary.

Experience: Marllnsplke, varnishing,

cruising. Send resume to J. Truett. Con-

stellation Marine. 18744 S.R^yes. Compton

CA 90221 /jj!^-

V Rides Offered 13

UCLA employee In Santa Monica looking for

riders to chmpns. 3t5-«W3 •tw « •^
weekends. (l3JnU^

y Rides Wanled t4

RIDE Wanted - Detroit area. Share driving,

expenses. Leave June 19, 20, 21. Hube. 3i2-

«tm. (UJnii)

For Sale 15

STEREOS?
Sony.Hifachi-Garrard

BS^. Pioneer- Panasonic
Sansui-KLH

Kenwood- Merrantz

Why Pay More?

Buy factory direct A save.

NO ONE BEATS MY PRICES!

factory Fresh Fully Guaranteed
CallN.M.B. Jack "Hi-Fi" Cohen

JUNE 17

AUG 17

JUNE 21

AUG 20

JUNE 25
SEPT 11

JUNE 28

AUG 17

JULY 9

AUG 27

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

^AUG 19

SEPT 16

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

2 6/18 8/28 71 $262

J 6/21 8/16 56 $262

5 6/2* 9/6 n $262

6 6/25 9/13 80 $275

10 6/29 8/29 61 $262

14 7/8 8/17 40 $262

1$ 7/n 8/10 30 $262

17 7/12 8/31 50 $262

18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

1? . 9/12 one-way $135

Ayaiiaoie only to bonafidc nit«cnb«rs o« the

University of California including students,

faculty, staff, and their immediate familias

(parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same ftousehold.

chaiivr fHohtt

una Ktrcnanoff Haii los o
Betvyeen I a.m. A S p.m.

I2S 1221

LA/FRANK
L0ND0f4/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LON/AMST
LONDON; LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOOH/LA

LA/MADRID
AMST/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONOON

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

$262.00
26 Days

$262.00
62 Days

$262.00
61 Days

$262.00
79 Days

$252.00
51 Days

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$272,00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

DAWN . papers, dissertations proposals.

letters, manuscripts. Experienced.
Weeknights O-IO, weekend mornings, call

399-0414. (19Jy28).

SINGLE. One room back house. ta»««<' ^
slight repair. Kitchen. Bath. Half block

beach. Santa Monica. One quiet Person only,

lis. 399-3193 after 3:00 p.m. (ISJnJt)

3 Bedroom house. London. England. I^nr-

nished. Moderate rent. Suitable sabbatical

or research leave or long vacation. Phone
734-4673 between 8 and 4 mornings or 10

and 11 evenings. (2SJn20).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Ele^jj:

Expert typing, fast. Alke. 397-3306. (19 QTR)

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation speclaltots.
Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QTR

)

RCTH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

H28-1162. (19 QTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9-

6: Barbie: 670-1982. Mae: 396-5182. (19 QTR)

VWonfed 20

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not.

Wrecks too. Free tow-aways - 391-9640. 835-

»(U3. (20 QTR)

^ House for Sale . . . . . 26

BRENTWOOD Glen: Charming con-

temporary - 3 bedrooms - 1-3/4 baths • lovely

brick terrace - beautiful private gardens -

corner lot - many extras - $67,500 GR2-
9208 (26Jn'dO).

SP.ACIOt'S Spanish Stucco high-celling,

near Westwood. schools. Bring paint brush.

3-bedroom. full dining-room, breakfast-

room. I 3/4 bath. 846,500. WYNN. 477-7001.

SOUTH of Sunset -Spacious 3-bdrm. 2-bath.

fireplace, carpeting, garden - covered patio.

$49,000,476-4894. (26Jn30)

ART Buver. On commission, sculpting,

emphasis' nietal work. Send back ground to

Box 886. Santa Monica, CA 90406. Attn: G.F.

MATURE responsible girl 27 with one child

wants to house-sit this summer. Care lor

garden and pets. Susan. 663-2508. (20 Jn 16)

^Apfs Furnished ..... 21

SOPHISTICATED seclusion. Deluxe

prestige environment. Striking 270 deg.

mountian & valley views. Italian ceramic

decor. Gas air conditioning. Roman style

enclosed pool. Built for comfortable living.

Reduced to $89,950. Easy terms. 788-2416. (2t

NEAR Pico - Westwood Blvds. Sharp 3

bedrm. I 3/4 baths. $44,950. Nelson. Realtor.

II316 National. 478-1273. (26Jn30)

SEPT 17

OCT 18

LA/LON/FRANK
FRANIC/LON/LA

SEPT 26 LA/LONOON

OCT 9 LONOON/LA

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

JUNE 14

JUNE 28

JULY 26
AUG 9

AUG 30

AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

LA/ LONDON

LA/ FRANKFURT

LONDON/ LA

DUBLIN/LA
LA/LOHDON
LA/ LONDON

$247.00
32 Days

$199.00
14 Days

$148.00
$138.00
$138 .'00

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

For July & August, nicely furnished 2

bedrms apt. in duplex. Lovely yard. Near

Fairfax. $ir.0/mo. 934-5037. (21 Jn 20)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. 1-1/2

bath. pool. 3 biks. campus. 10824 Llndbrook

(Hilgard). GR5-5584. (ZtQTR).

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and

one-l)edrm apts. Some alr-cond. Block

t'CLA-Village. Elevator, Pool, Sundecks.

Garage 625-641 Landfair. 479-5404. (21 QTR)

t'NL'St'AL spacious frame 2 story in woodsy

canyon setting. 3 beds. 2 baths, modern
kitchen. %1 S. Wellesley Ave. (nr. Bundy &
WilShire ) . $54 .000 . by owner . 826-6000 or 395^

1.S55. 26Jnl6).

y House h Share 27

SHARE house with two. own room. S.M.
$100. 21/older. Alive person, non-smoker.
393-4270. H2 1 -3444. (27Jn30)

TREE shaded cottage. Own room.
$90/month. Females only please. Kathy. 474-

7fi70eves or weekends. <27Jnl6)

LARGE Bachelors. $90 up. Singles. $125.

across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley. GR 3-1788.

GR 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. ,- (21 QTR)

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO UCLA

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IlfCOIATE FAMILIES

LIVING WITHIN THE SAME HOUSE-

HOLD. ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A

FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA. SATURN, ONA AND

"CAP rrOT' AIRWAYS- -tfHL-HING^-

BOEING 707 AND SUPER DC8 JETS

EXCLUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS AND APPLI-

CATION FORMS.

FLIGHT COORDINATORS: >*

John and Susan

478-8286

Dm STUOtNT TRAVEL
10956 weyburnAw.
ne^d*^ -31 FLAVORS

-

W&STWOOD
^7ft-ft2a6

BACHELOR Apt. $73.00 All utilities paid.

1665 Selby Ave. Call evenings after 6:30, 474-

0981. (2lJn30)

260.00. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. 1 bedroom 175.00 .

.Spacious, bulltlns. Adults. 1817 Federal 395-

0360. (21 Jn30).

SPACIOIS 2 bedroom. S.M. home (10th &
Montana ) l^rge yard, pet oJi. 394-"J©04 late

evenings. (27Jn30).

Sll'XRE 4-bed. Topanga House . Grad couple
or sinKle preferred. About $70 person. 4SS-

IHHMeves. (27Jn30).

155.00 1 bedroom, furnished/unfurnished.

Attractive. Convenient WLA location.

Adults. 1517 Federal, 395-0360. (21 Jn 30).

ONE minute to ULCA.Spacious bachelors,

singles, one bedrooms available Now! Mgr.

6.10 Landfair 473-5571. (2lJyl8).

Across From Dykstra

:iTi.^.

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

WITH Students - Venice beach - Garden -

Private room - Share kitchen $90 per ihonth

- includes utilities - 392-1679. ( 27 Jn 20

)

^Research Suhjecfs Neeaed^

WANTED. INFANTS 4 to 7 1/2 MONTHS
FOR STl'DIES IN THE EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL
INFANT STL'DIES PROJECT - (EXCEPT
TUESDAYS). (RSJy30)^

J
Room & Board

^ Exchange for Hel|^1^^ 30

EXCELLENT opportRnity. Single /couple.

Salary - lovely surroundings. Close. Ugnt-

housekeeping. cooking for 2-5. 472-1944. 826-

S-M.S
(30Jn2O)

FEMALE - Aid mother with children,

housework - exchange for room and board.

Close to campus. 475-2360. (30Jn30)

FURNISHED singles to share $70 Heated

pool, sun deck, parking. 633 Gayley 473-

6412 (21 QTR)

PRIVATE room and bath i" •"hange for

babysitting. Short walk ,to ^CLA.^476^W»

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments

in Santa Monica. ..$185 up... pool, sub-

terranean garage, elevator, ocean^lew,
walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.

2311 Fourth St. SM 392-5686. 2045 Fourth St.

SM 39?-5556. (21qtr)

FEMALE with car - nexlble
»«»'«J|''«

®'

sitting, light housework. Room • Board -

Salary. Pacific Palisades - 454-1915.

65 00 private room. bath, own entrance.

Includes board. Do dinner dishes. 395-0360

Mrs. Hudson. (3lJn30).

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian

707's--

all first class

EUROPE A MIDDLE LAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ticketing

.Student Rail-Pass 2 mo. $130-

.Olympic games & Hotel space avail

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Shermai^ Oaks. Cal. 91403

Phone: 872-2283/784-1677

$165 gorgeous I bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson. 8850CatUrougus. 836-3426 ^ RoOfTl fof Rcof .
31

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.

Israel. India, Africa. 50% off. Student

rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 323 N.

BeveHy Dr.. Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-6293.

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from $219.00

SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL, AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL, 90SC

SANTA MONICA. L.A. 9006i. 274-8742.

$175.00 Verv Attractively Furn. Large Apt. 2-

bedrms - 5 closets - separate garage .

Equivalent to a house. Couple or 2 girls. 1953

1/2 So. Corning Ave. L.A. $55-3360 ap-

pointment. <21 Jn 30)

^ Apfs Unfurnished .... 22

SH !M week large pleasant room near Santa

Mimica Freeway. Use of television. 938-9246.

FURN. room private bath. Private en-

trance - suitable 1 or 2 - Sunset. Doheny.

II 10.00 mo. 276-5748. (3lJn30)

FEMALE, furnished room, refrigerator, hot

plate, short walk campus, private entrance,

private bath. GR 4-4881, 279-3511. (31 Jn 30)

VPolifical

SPACIOUS bachelor & 2 bedroom. 2 bath

apartments. Near Barrlngton •"<! bus. 645-

60^^^^^^^^^<gJ^
^ Apts lo Share ...... 23

PSYCH grad. share 2-bed. 2-bath beach

apartment - Santa Monica. $112 (including

utiliteis) Herb 392-3874 8252531. (23JnM).

FURNISHED room Abath with breakfast

facilities. Quiet. In pvt. home, Brentwood.

Refs. $80. 472-0042. (3lJn20).

"SOCIALISM: Questions and Answers" is

available for 2S(from the Uague for Econ.

Democracy P O. Box 1858, San Pedro. Ca.

9073,1. < Jn3«>

^ForRenf

(ilRL. over 21. to share partly furnished two

bedroom apt. in W .L.A. $87.50/ mo. 826-

5,709. ^ (23Jn20).

ROOMMATES needed In large single and

one-bedrm apts. Block campus Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. 625 Landfair. 479-5404.

$60. Man over 21. neat, nonsmoker.

Telephone. walking distance, no

housekeeping. 801 Malcolm 474-5147

yAulas for Sale . . . .33

1

...*-:^v»

,.^

'6.1 VW Bug. new tlres^englne, sunroof, radio

Must sell. $450. Vickl. eves: 654-4613/trade. •

(33Jn3t)

KENSINGTON. Central l^ndon. England.
Beautiful, top-floor, sunny, large studio,

kitchen-diningroom. two double-bedrooms,
and bathroom. Available July, August, and
September. $400/month. Photos and par-
ticulars: William Wilson. 17 Elvaston Place,

l^ndonS.W.7. ( Jn30).

PIANO Tuner has several rentals, all

rebuilt. $10. no minimum. 660-4514. ( Jn30)

REVT-A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/Hlfl. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 475-3570. ^53

Westwood. - < MlDh

^Juloring '8

GRE. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instructkin. Academic

Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. •57-4WO.
( 18 QTR)

ROOMMATES needed - f33 Gayley.

Pleasant singles $65 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool, garage 473^12 (nQTR)

SHARE your apartment by 1 August. Walk

tocampus Gaymale. Box31. Cardiff

92007. (23Jn30).

^House)or Renf 25

P.\CiFlC Palisades . Cute 2 bedroom home.

Fireplace, patio. >ard, dishwasher, range,

carpets and drapes. 454-6317. 25 Jn 18).

MOVING. $3 CHEVY Nova, runs great.

Xutomatic. power steering, radio, heater.

$250. Body bruised. 476-4091. (33Jnl$)

'68 ROVER T.C. 2tM, 4-speed. air. mag
wheels, excellent condition $1250. 474-

527 1

.

(33Jn30).

•62 CHEVROLET NOVA. BRAND NEW
TIRES, LOW MILEAGE, GOOD CON-

DITION, LEAVING COUNTRY, 472.5t70

$4.15.
(33Jn20).

'«« VOLVO 1 door sdean AmFm radio, clean.

K04MI condition, light gray. Best offer, call

151-0378. (33Jn30).

f-r t i»f f

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive resuHs any

exam. Easv conversational mKhod (trial).

i?i.yia? ' (1 8 QTR).

FURNISHED one bedroom house. $135.00

month, no pets. WLA. on Federal Ave. 471-

1086. (25Jn30'

LOVELY M/2 room house. Utilities Incl.

$100.00 month. 2837 Westwood Blvd. 474-

."Mai (2$Jn23)

FURNISHED 2-bedrm house. Summer
students. $183.00 mo. no pets. W.L.A. on

Federal .Xve. 451-4086. ,
(25Jn3»

BEAUTIFUL, antique furnished guest
house. Utilities included. Five minutes
UCLA/Beach. Girls. $125 mo. 454-T605. ( 25 Jn

•65 M(iB. Red convertible. Uke n«^ Lo;*

mileage Best offer. David Lachoff WS^SSIO

ar 6.11 5346 (33Jnll).

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

AOOOMile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVIC^
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

across Irnm G.M. Plant
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Bruin spikers blitz NCAA
take second straight

''

~"i.
1

.•

By Clark Conard

Associate Sports Editor
^.

UCLA track coach Jim Bush startled reporters by

talking about one of his pet ideas - abolishing the

team title at the NCAA track meet - just after his

Bruins had overwhelmed the rest of the country for

their second straight national title. Another' rout like

this year's, and the rest of the college coaches may

grant him his wish.
•

The 82 points UCLA scored in winning (USC was

second at 49) even topped Bush's 1966 titleholders

(81 ) despite the fact that the competition during this

Olympic year*was much better.
„ „ u

"I'm glad we lost the Pac-8 meet now, Bush

confided. That loss to USC obviously gave the

Bruins more motivation ruining their unbeaten

season ( including a dual-meet victory over Southern

CAD John Smith, world record holder in the 440 said

as-much after losing to Trojan EdeSel Garrison in the

Pac-8. . ^
Running meters instead of yards at^ Eugene in

deference to the Olympics, Smith broke 1968 gold

medal winner Lee Evans' meet mark of 45.0 in a 44.5

lap that ignited UCLA's final day thrust. He also

capped the onslaught (and showed his own complete

recovery from hepatitis in the process), with a 44.9

leg on the winning mile relay,

^^id you see me pour itDn the last 1 10 yards,"

Smith asked. "All I could think of was how tired I

was. Five tough quarters in three days. I just wanted

to get it over with."

The graduating Smith thus wound up running on an

Corval bad thaiastfist triallime the first day but

barely qualified for the finals and then ran a dista^

sixth However, he was moved up to third after three

men in front of him were disqualified for dragging

their trail leg around the hurdles.

Bendixen is already^ the Norwegian national long

jump record holder at 26^ and his third place effort

of 25 10 was indicative of his consistency in pressure

meets. His 26-0 came during this season's USC m^t

breaking his previous best of 25-10 (in the 1971 USC

meet). He also finished third nationally last year.

Francois TracaneUi, a countryman of Corva^'f

»

who once cleared 17-8 1/2 in the pole vault, failed to

clear 16-6 at Eugene. He has not been able to recQver

psychologically yet from a back ailment and thus

remains a question mark for the 1972 Games.

Although he didn't win in the high jump, freshman

Dwight Stones also showed Olympic potential as he

snapped the school record with a 7-2 leap that was

good for third place. He has since gone higher (7-?

1/4) in winning at the Kennedy Games.

The two men who, along with Butts, gave UCLA an

incredible 20 points in the triple jump, also cannot be

counted out for the Olympics. Both Harry Freeman

and Milan Tiff had had trouble with their form on

Stanford's runway in the Pac-8 meet but were back to

normal at Eugene.

unprecedented four winning NCAA mile relay teams.

Just last year he and teammate Wayne Collett had

become the first to run on three winners as UCLA
became the first school to win the event three con-

secutive years.

Two other Bruins proved .themselves prime con-

tenders for American' Olympic team berths by

winning their events. James Butts soared 53-2 1/4 to

wm the triple jump — the Bruins' most productive

event of the meet — and Warren Edmonson beat a

fast 100 meter field in 10.1 after a 10.0 flat trial.

Butts has since won over AAU stars Art Walker

and Robert Reader (53-3 3/4) in the Kennedy Games

in Berkeley while Warren is trying to recover from a

pulled muscle in time for the Olympic trials. Ed-

monson, after qualifying second in the 200 (20.7),

pulled up in the curve during th* finals.

Two Bruin foreign athletes, Jean Pierre Corval of

France and Finn Bendixen of Norway also looked

like good bets to make their respective teams in

Munich. Corval showed he needs much more work

after'recovering from a sore le^g as he ran out of

strength after a fine first heat victory in,the 400

meter intermediate hurdles. _ .

Freeman finished third att52=tO 1/2 and-Tiff fourth

at 52-9 1/4. '

Charles Rich is yet another non-winning Bruin with

an outside shot at making it to Munich. After winning

the Pac-8 high hurdles, he finished third to UCS's

Jerry Wilson. Ricb^has since beaten Wilson and had

twice whipped him before the NCAA. However, his

chielf competition wasn't in the NCAAs.

Looking a bit farther ahead — to the 1976 Olympics

— Bruin freshmen Benny Brown and Rory Kotinek

made impressive debuts in the 400 meters and

decathalon. Brown nipped Troy's heralded Garrison

for third place at 45.3. "^

Significantly, quarter-mile world record holiJc;r

John Smith never even scored as a freshman and was

fourth as a sophomore.

Kotinek didn't really have much running work this

year but still managed to socre in his first try in the

grueling ten-event championships. —

It's guys like Brown and Kotinek that are going to

convince coaches to support Bush's idea of

abolishing the team title in the NCAA.

"It's not fair to the little schools who have someone

do well and then not get recognized," Bush argues. "I

wouldn't mind if they didn't have a team title at all,

but as long as they do, we'll keep trying to win it."

HOP—UCLA's Jean-Pierre Corval was one of the contributors as the

Bruins scored 82 points to win the NCAA track championship. Corval

placed third in 400 meter hurdles.
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NCAA Track Results —X
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TEAM SCORES
UCLA 82, USC 49, Texas El Paso 45, Oregon 32, Kansas 25, Kent

Stifle, Rice rtnd Washington 18, Kansas State 17, Purdue and
Tennessee 16, Oklahoma State and Villanova 12, Bowling Green,
Connecticut, Georgetown, Ohio U , Oregon State and Pennsylvania
10, Southern Illinois 9 12, Illinois 9, Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas
Slate, Cincinnati, Duke, Michigan, Oklahoma, Penn State, Rich
mond. Southwestern Louisiana, Wisconsin 8, North Carolina and
Pittsburgh 6, Bngham Young 5, Colgate, Fresno State, Louisiana
Tech, Manhattan, Northwestern, Southern Methodist 4, Arizona
State, Colorado, Fordham, Lamar Tech, Nevada, NYU, Virginia 2,

Washington State 1 1/2, Baylor, East Tennessee State, Marylar>d,
Michigan State, Minnesota, New AAexico, Texas 1.

JAVELIN THROW
1 Dowswell (Ohio U), 265 11, 2. Quitslund (Washington), 2614, 3.

Colson (Krinsas), 255 5, 4. Morland (Kansas State), 2518; 5.

Strickland (Arizona), 245 11, 6, Pere (Lamar Tech), 242 8. Others
included 9 Tobin (UC Santa Barbara), 227 9; 11. Ram (USC), 216
9

3,000 METER STEEPLECHASE
1 Lucas (Georgetown), 8 30, 2, (NCAA meet record, old record,

8 3V(*, Sid Sink, Bowling Green, 1971), 2. Johnson (Washington),
8 32.4, 3 Brown (Tennessee), 833.6, 4. Larson (Wisconsin),
8 35.0, 5 Beardmore(Duke),8 38 0; 6. Gross (Illinois), 8:4J^^8^^.

440 YARD RELAY •

1 USC (Williams, GArrison, Brown, DecKard), 39.4; 2. South-
western Louisiana, 39 9, 3 Purdue, 40.0, 4. Kansas, 40.0; S. Texas
El Paso, 40 3; 6. Oregon, 40 4 , V,.;

1500 METERS f-*>
1 Wottle (Bowling Green), 339.7, 2. Howe (Kansas State),

Z 398; 3 B Wheeler (DuKe), 3:409; 4. Eashman (Cal State
Mayward), 341,0, 5. Savage (Manhattan), 3.41.6; 6. Popelov
(Michigan State), 3 41.9. McAfee (North Carolina), disqualified
alter finishing fourth.

I

i

:*

1

I

i

HIGH JUMP
1 Woods (Oregon State), 7 3 1/4 (NCAA meet record, old record

7 3, Weynaldo Brown, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, 1971); 2. Schur
(Kansas), 7 2; 3 Stones (UCLA), 7 2; 4. Dunn (Colgate), 7 0; 5. Tie
Between Bernard (Southern Illinois) and Niehl (Washington
State), 6 10 Also included 7 Fletcher (UCLA), 6 10.

400 METER HURDLES
"1 Collins (Pennsylvania), 49.1; 2. Wood (Richmond), 50.3; 3.

Corval (UCLA), 51.1; 4. Lee (Kansas State), 51.9; 5. Rondeau
(Texas El Paso), 51 9 No sixth pl^ce. Following disqualified for

dragging the trailing leg around the side of the hurdle: Bolding
(Oklahoma State), 49 8, Cassleman (Michigan State), 49.9; Adsit
(Colorado State), 50 6

•00 METERS
I. Thomas I Tennessee), 1 47.1; 2 Phillips (Illinois), 1:47.2,- 3.

Wrtldrop (North Carolina), 147 4; 4. Bach (Northwestern), 1:47.4;

5 Piiilippe (fordham), 1 47 5; 6 Bence (Oregon), 1 47.7.

DISCUS THROW
1 De Bernardi (Texas El Paso), 196 5, 2 Stadel (Rice), 191 0; 3.

Gunzel (Arizona), 189 4, 4 Wilkins (Oregon), 183-7; 5. Gordon
(UCLA), 183 2, 6. Pecar (Brigham Young), 180 6.

5,000 METERS
1. Preforrtaine (Oregon), 13 31.4 (NCAA nneet record, old record

1357 2, Gerry Lmdqren, Washington State, 1968); 2. Fredericks
(Penn State), 13 34 0, 3. Hartnett (Villanova), 13:43.4; 4. Herold
(Wisconsin), 13 45 8, 5 Keogh (Manhattan), 13:48.4, 6. Hitchcock
(KaiSsas State), 1349 6

aOOMEtERS
\ Burton (Purdue), 20 5 (wind: 5 98mph); 2. Tie between Lyti

(Kansas) and Hardware (Adelphi), 20 5; 4 Brown (USC), 20 5; 5

Deckard (OSC), 20 6, 6. Walker (Adelphi), 20 7. Also included:
I dmonson (UCLA), did not finish.

^

TRIPLE JUMP
1 Butts (UCLA), 53 2 1/4 (wind: 7.4 mph); 2. McClure (Middle

Tennessee State), 52 11 1/2; (wind: 3.6 mph); 3. Freeman (UCLA),
S2 10 1/4 (wind: nil), 4. Tiff (UCLA), 52-9 1/4 (wind: 11.4 mph); 5.

Witherspoon (Virginia), 51 9 1/2 (wind: 6.6 mph); 6. Steffes (New
Mexico), 50 11 1/4 (wind: adverse). Also included: 7. Jackson
(USC), 509 1/2 (wind: nil).

400 METERS
\ Smith (UCLA), 44.5 (NCAA meet record. Old record 45.0, Lee

Evans, San Jose State, 1968); 2. Jones (Northeast Missouri State),

45 1, 3 Brown (UCLA), 45.3; 4. Garrison (USC), 45.5; 5. Peoples
(Arizona State), 45.8; 6 Jordan (Kentucky State), 45.9. Also in H
eluded 8 Richardson (USC), 469.

POLE VAULT
1 Roberts (Rice), 17 3, 7^ Johnson (Alabama), 17 0; 3. Curnow

(Texas El Paso), 17 0; 4. Hamer (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo), 16 9;

5 Bryde (Washington), 169; 6. Strode (William & Mary), 16-6.

Others included; 7. Pullard (USC), 16 0; TracaneUi (UCLA), failed

three times at 16-6.

ONE MILE RELAY
Run in Two Sections

With Paceings Determined
On Time

1. UCLA (Echols 47.1, Gaddis 46.7, Brown 46.5, Smith 45.0),

3 05 3; 2 Oregon, 3 06.4; 3. Michigan, 3:07.8; 4. Southern Illinois,

3 09 8; 5. Oklahoma State, 3 10 0; 6. USC, 3:10.3.

100METERS
\ Edmonson (UCLA) 10.1 (wind: 5.4 mph); 2. Amerlson (Lin

coin), 10 1; 3. Stewart (Texas El Paso), 10.1; 4. Crockett (Southern
Illinois). 10.1, 5 Branch (Colorado), 10.1; 6. Jackson (Texas-El
Paso), 10.2. Others included: Quarrie (USC), did not finish.

110 METER HURDLES
1 Wilmn (USC), U.4 (wind: 0.33 mph); 2. Hill (Arkansas State),

13 5, 3 Rich (UCLA), 13.5; 4. Stubbs (Louisiana Tech), 13.5; 5.

Murray (Michigan), 13. r; 6. Lightfoot (Texas), 13.8.

HAMMER THROW
1 Schoterman ( Kent State), 231 3 (-NCAA meetrecord, old record

227 10, Jacques Accambray, Kent State, 1971); 2. Accambray (Kent
State), 227 1; 3. Farmer (TexasEI Paso), 221-11; 4. Bredice
(Southern Connecticut), 204.5; 5. McDermott (NYU), 203-1; 6.

Parrott (CW Post), 199 I.

LONG JUMP
1 Williams (USC), 268 1/4 (wind: 4.6 mph) (Williams also

jumped ?6 3 1/2 with legal 3.3 mph wind); 2. Lanier (Cincinnati),
26 2 3/4 (wind 8.0 mph); 3. Rea (Pittsburgh), 26 1 1/4 (wind: 7.3
mph), 4 Bendixen (UCLA), 26 1/2 (wind: 6.5 mph); 5. Jackson
(USC), 25 8 1/4 (wind: 7.2 mph); 6. Brabham (Baylor), 25 7 1/2
(Wind 5 2 mph) Others included: 8 Metcalfe (Cal State Lor>g
Beac^), 25 2 (wind: 2.1 mph)

10.000 METERS
1 Halberstadt (Oklahoma State), 28 50 4 (meet record, old

record 29 37 8, Danny Murphy, San Jose State, 1964); 2 Minty
(Eastern Michigan), 28 51.4; 3. Walsh (Villanova), 28:53.6, 4. Reid
(Brigham Young), 2902.6; 5. Duffy (Nevada State), 29.08.8; 6.
Cusack (East Tennessee State), 2909. 8. Ofhers included: Pryor

- (Cal State Long Beach ) and Wallace (Cal State Long Beach), did
not finish

SHOT PUT
1 De Bernardi (Texas El Paso), 66 6 1/2; 2. Smock (Oregon), 64

10 1/4, 3 Lane (USC), 64 6; 4. Walker (Southern Methodist), 64 4
3 4, 5 Hogiund Uexas El Paso), «9 3/4; 6. Anderson (Min
nesota), 62 1 3/4.

DECATHLON
* INAL SCORES 1. Evans, 7571 (meet record; old mark 7456,

Ray Hupp, Ohio State, 1971), 2 Pettes, 7461; 3 Albritton, 7328; 4
George, 7302; 5 Kotinek, 7298, 6 Whitson, 7161; 7 Harx, 7077; 8
Hanson, 6998, 9 Devries, 6927 , 10 Harison, 6873, 11. Wash, 6825; 12
Wrilly, 6766, Wedman withdrew after eight events; Monohan wlft»
drew after. seven events

STE P— As usual, ttiere was no stopping the evar-swift Jotm Smith. Smith

won the 400 meters and anchored tha mile relay taam's winning effort.
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Hitch attacks Legislature on UC budget
By Susie HaUgo
DB surf Writer

t:c President Charles J. Hitch reported on the proposed"

1^2 73 University budget Friday, calling parts of it "a

deplorable Legislative intrusion into academic policy

decision-making.*? .

Speaking at a Regents meeting in the UC Downtown

Extension Center, Hitch said the proposed budget is *'a

little
worse" than the current one, but directed his ire at the'

Legislature instead d at Gov. Ronald Reagan, who was

sitting two seats awa^ from him. .

A Legislative augmenUtion of $4.8 million to the

Governor's proposed University budget of $355.8 million

included $75,000 specifically earmarked for the department

of demography at UC Berkeley. Earlier this year, Berkeley

Chancellor Albert Bowker had decided to phase out the

department. >--
' \ .t

Funding shift

Hitch said the action of the Legislature to shift $75,000

from the University's appropriation to the demography

department represented "the mandating of academic

help fully qualified community coUege transfer students to

attend the University.

If approved by Reagan, this will be the ftrst time state

funds are used for EOF Federal, Regents and student

funds have been used for the program in the past! •

Hitch also reported that the University's budget will be

augmented by the state to replace $26 million from the

educational fee of $100 per quarter. Reagan already has

programs by the Legislature in direct conflict with the
constitutional responsibilities of the Regents.'*
The joint Legislative conference committee report which

recommended the $4.8 million augmentation which was
approved by both houses Thursday, also shifted ap-
proximately $550,000 from the University's appropriation to -

the Berkeley Institute of Transportation and Traffic
Engineering, operated by the University.
— Thi$r-«eeerding to^ Hitch, was another intrusion of—satdhe would veto it.Hniddition. eveii^ if -it were appraved^
Regental responsibility and authority.

Faculty salaries would receive a 12.5 per cent increase
and staff salaries a 7 5 per cent increase, under the
Legislature's version of the University's budget. Their
version must still be approved by Reagan, who indlAited he
would not okay the 12.5 per cent figure.

Proposed increases
In January in his State of the State message, Reagan

proposed a 7.5 per cent increase for the faculty of the UC
and state college systems.

A bright note among the Legislative augmentations is $1.5

million for the Educational Opportunity Programs (EOP).
Hitch said the major part of the funds will be committed to

the Regents would have to ebminate the fee for the money

to be allocated.

Further concern

Also of concern to Hitch and the other Regents was a lack

of state funds to replace an estimated $946,000 loss in non-

resident tuition income, caused primarily by a lowering of

the age of majority to 18. Now 18 year olds can claim

residency in California, under certain conditions.

Instead the conference committee report suggested the

Regents generate revenue by eliminating about two-thirds

of present non-resident tuition waivers, usually those of top

non-California and foreign students.

(Continued on Page 13)
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two students here expelled

JUMP—Freshmen Dwight Stones Fosbury-flopp^d hli way ^"^^^^^^^

w
feVrivX^XrXvWxIiIlIlWftVftW^^

at 7-2 to pick up third place points. It was part of tha Saturday surge

enabled UCLA to register a 3S point victory.

action
* .

for six arrestees
::j Six of the 54 persons arrested by the Los Angeles Police in an

;•: anti-war demonstration here May 11 have been placed on probation

!:• and fined, while the others have entered pleas and had trial dates

•:• set for the summer, according to the Legal Defense Comnuttee

v: here.

!:!: The 54 defendants have all been charged with six violations of ttie

!:!: California penal code: participation in a riot, unlawful assembly,

g failure to disperse from an unlawful assembly, disturbmg the

g peace, disturbing the peace on a University campus, and

% remaining on a University campus after the Chancellor had with-

:'•: drawn permission to remain. *^ ^ .

'^ The'six were placed on probaUon M^ • y«wr to two yeirt^
i fined amounts ranging from $100 to $»0. according to Ann HasWns

!? of the Legal Defense Commlttto, AU ilx caaes were setUed with the

i office of the city prosecutor. WlUiam Ryder, In these cases the

:!:! defendant agreed to plead guilty to one charge and the prosecuUon

:g agreed to ask that the other five charges be dropped. ,, ^ „.,,
iS In addition, the lawyer for All-Ameriqan basketball center Bill

I Walton pleaded "no contest" to the charges against Walton. Walton

^A was placed on one year probation and fined $50.

I Haskins said the committee has been able to locate attorneys for

x the other 48 defendants. "Eight to 10 have asked to be defended hy

J: the Public Defender, five have court-appointed attorneys, and the

% rest are represented by private lawyers,'^ Hastens said.

% She said the committee is sUU in the procett of compihng m-

S formation on the arrests and getting witnesses to tesUfy for

i defendants. "We're trying to help people who are being dumped

I
into a legal situation they don*t understand," Raskins said.

% She asked that anyone who has photographs of arrests, saw

% arreste, or knows of someone who has photographs of arrests to

•:•: contact the Legal Defense Committee at (82) 55400.

i In other developments, four students here were arrested at their

i homes on warrants for violations of the California Penal Code

% stemming from protests against the escalation of the Vietnam War

% on and off campus during May 9-11.

(Continued on Page 2)
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' By John Sandbrook
V '^ DB Staff Writer ^^^ :

Disciplinary action against

students who turned in custom-

made term papers purchased

from term paper "mills" has been

reported here and at the

University of Wisconsin.

"Two students, both of whom
would have been graduating

seniors, were dismissed here late

last quarter upon the recom-

mendation of the Student Conduct

Committee.
Chancellor Charles E. Young

announced the action at the June 5

Academic Senate meeting. The

dismissal was retroactive to April

14. '
— '

'

• - "--v" :

Under the terms of the

dismissal, the students, who
University officials refused to

identify, may be readmitted at a

later date, but only with the

permission of the Chancellor.

(The same officials indicated,

however, that the students, if they

reapply, would probably be

readmitted in a year.)

Winter quarter

The case dates back to the end

of winter quarter in Political

Science HI, Ancient and Medieval

Political Theory, taught by

assistant professor Blair Camp-

bell.

In a letter to Dean of Students

Byron H. Atkinson dated March

20] Campbell revealed he and his

graduate reader, Steve Salm, had

become suspicious of one

student's take-home final exam

paper "because it differed so

markedly in quality and style

from his midterm performance."

Salm, posing as an un-

dergraduate from Cal State Long

Beach, then went to three West-

wood term paper companies,

asking for a paper on the same

topic. At the Paper Mill, 1355

Westwood Blvd., Salm found a

paper identical to the one the

student handed in, according to

Campbell.

Upon visiting another store.

Term Paper Arsenal at 519

Glenrock, Salm learned another

student had commissioned a

paper for PS HI,' and, with the

assistance of DonCaylor, a T.A. in

political science here, purchased

a copy of that paper also. It

proved identical to the paper the

second student had submitted for

his t^ke-home exam.^ ^_^^^„ _
' Dismissal from school

Campbell, after giving the two

students F's. referred the case to

Atkinson, recommending
dismissal from school. Atkinson

usually handles cheating Cases,

but since his disciphnary^powers

—

are restricted to warning, cen-

sure, and probation, he turned the

case over to Campus Advocate

Charles McClure.

McClure presented the evidence

to sec composed of three students

and three faculty. At the April 7

hearing, three faculty and two

students were present.

The vote was 4-1 for dismissal,

with one student. Bill Prahl,

dissenting.

University of Wisconsin

Meanwhile, at the Univeristy of

Wisconsin, some 600 students are

facing lower grades and other

forms of academic punishment in

the aftermath of an investigation

by the Wisconsin attorney

general's office of the term paper

con[ipanies in Madison.

Charging that the term paper

companies "constitute a fraud

upon the University and the

taxpayers who support it," the

attorney general, Robert W.

Warren, subpoenaed the customer

files of three companies, turning

the records of one company over

to University of Wisconsin of-

ficials.

To date administration officials

at Wisconsin have noCdecided to

take disciplinary action, such as

dismissal, against the students.

Instead, Wisconsin faculty are

reviewing the customer files of the

company to see which students

purchased term papers from the

company this past year.

Those students who are found to

have purchased term papers will

then have to show to his or her

professor that the material the

student handed in for class credit

was not the same material pur-

chased from the company.

Inability to demonstrate that

fact may result in the professor

lowering the grade or demanding

an additional paper from the

student.

Sent to Reagan

In Sacramento, Assemblyman

Jim Keysors (D—Granada Hills)

bill to outlaw term paper com-

panies in California has passed

both the SUte Assembly and

Senate and has l)een sent to Gov.

Ronald Reagan.

Dr. Alex Sheriffs, Reagan's

advisor on education, said

yesterday. *i have no idea on

what thegovernor will do with this ~
bill. The last day for signing the

bill is Juhe 26 But there has been

pretty uniform support for the

measure from all sides."

Student discipline

recommended for

ex president here
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Student disciplinary proceeding

against former undergraduate

student body president LaMar
Lyons have been recommended to

Chancellor Charles E. Young as

the result of an investigation by

law professor Reginald Alleyne

into an alleged confrontation

between Lyons and former Daily

Bruin editor David Lees.

Young has submitted the report

to Campus Advocate Charles

McChnre, who said yesterday he

would have to talk to all parties

involved before presenting a case.

- '
"Scuffle**

The incident in question oc-

curred on Thursday, May 11, when

Lyons, Cheryl Dearmon, Paul

Williams, and at least one other

person entered the Daily Bruin

office and engaged in what Lees

termed a "scuffle" with Lees, city

editor Steve Ainsworth and

photographer Jerry Morris.

•Pigs is Pigs"

Lyons was apparently angered

by a Bruin editorial that appeared

that day entitiled "Pigs Is Pigs"

which was critical of leaders of

the student strike taking place at

that time.

Although the editorial did not

refer to Lyons by name, it said

"the present student body

president" and others were using

the strike "for the advancement of

..their own egos." The next day, a

front-page to that editorial ap-

peared, signed by Lees.

( Continued on Page n
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UC fttiident fees to be used

' r

By Susie llaiago ^
'

I>ft Staff Wrlier
—

Student educational fee income,

instead of state funds, will be used

by the UC Kegents to update fire

protection systems at several UC
campuses.
UC President Charles J. Hitch

had asked for $4.5 million in state

funds for fire protection in letters

to the Governor, Assembly

Speaker and President Pro Tem of

the Senate. He said the letters

were not answered.

Hitch told the Board of Regents

last week the Legislature wants

the University to fund the major

fire protection items with income

from the ed fee, earmarked for

capital outlay purposes for 1972-

73. Therefore, he proposed that

$2.9 million of ed fee revenue be

used for the projects.

Regent William E Forbes, a

i.os Angeles businessman,
. , tctM\tv^

TH?tri7ed-ttie4ael»^ state fun- >u.rlh apprg»«nately $600,000,

ding. 'It seems most unfortunate

wc have to generate our own in-

come for these purposes.

"We find ourselves un-

derwriting more and more," he

said.

Hitch replied, 'We are un-

derfunded everywhere. We have

:to pi6k and choose the projects we

think are most important and

urgent." He indicated the fire

protection systems fitted this

criteria.

In other action, the Board of

Regents approved a measure

allowing Hitch to spend up to

$180,000 during the next three

years to bolster alumni activities

at UQ Irvine, San Diego and SanU
Cruz.

Financing of the activities will

come from the philanthropic

, Compiaints about the selecUon process for the Bruin Bear mascots, yeU
Searles Fund, which currenUy is

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ girls have resulted m an mvestigation into the

^"^ThTc^plaints were brought up at last week's undergraduate Student

legislative CouncU (SLC) meeting, in which it was alleged 'that there is

a built-in incestuous cycle in selection for these positions."

ucia
summer
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AlumiUfunding

Regent ChristidnJI-Markey Jr

was responsible for suggestmg

that the Board finance alumni

(organizations at the three cam-

puses. This was the last Regents

meeting for Markey as UC alumni

president and ex officio Regent.

His seat on the Board will be taken

over next month by Bert Smith,

alumni president at UC Davis.

Mai-key also introduced the next

Berkeley alumni president and

Regent Designate, George Link, a

lawyer in the San Francisco firm

of Brobeck. Phleger and Harrison.

Link will be an one-year voUng

Regent in 1974, following Judge

William B Keene, alumni

president here and Regent

Designate. ,

Regent Designates serve two

>ears on the Board of Regents

without voting privileges The

third year, as president of the UC^

^Alumni Association, they are"

given one-year as a voting Regent.

Commendations

The Regents passed a resolution

commending Markey's service as

a Regent, saying "he has brought

to the deliberations of the Board a

contagious enthusiasm and

personal dynamism which ''Iwive

enlivened our discussions.
>i

a DUIli-inim:t:aiuuua^jx,.^ .
. 1

** The group also proposed the establishment of a new spirit group "as a

sub-unit of yell leaders to provide choreographed support for the yeU

leaders and generate the kind of enthusiasm that UCLA teams deserve."

SLC unanimously approved resolutions asking for an investig^

asking that a 'fair and equitable selection processes" be instituted; and

that the new 'sub-unif be established.

However all funding for spirit groups is administered through Stadium

Executive Committee, an athletic policy board composed of students,

faculty, and administrators, so any changes will have to be approved by

Members ofIhe sub-unit for next year have already been ehosen, a

spokeswoman explained, because athleUc events already have begun by

thetime a new group could be chosen. However, she emphasized, "Our

main purpose is to create a selecUon process that's fair."

The main purpose of the sub-unit would be to provide for "audience

involvement ' through cheers and routines. SLC president Steve Halpem

said The b6st comparison I could give is what the Los Angeles City

College cheerieaders do when they come here."

The spokeswoman said, "We feel there's not too much spirit and unity

under the present set-up. The athletes don't feel any rapport with the

crowd." . .

* ^f^ According to community services commissioner Clinton Burch, a

member of the investigating committee, there is no set policy for any of

the selections, although SLC approved a policy this year going into effect

next year for yell leader selections. The song girls were selected this year

at several tryouts before a board of students and alumni selected by

assisUnt programs dean Lyle Timmerman. « #

Burch said the investigating committee is trying to contact Tim-

merman, this year's head song, girl; and assistant athletic director

Ro^rt Fischer; and will report at the SLC meeting next week.
^
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Also commended were Robert

J. Kvans, assistant vice president

and acting vice president of the

University; and the UCLA tracks

and field team.

Kvans is retiring after 34 years

"of extraordinary service" to the

University, according to the

resolution adopted by the

Regents.

The track and field team here

was congratulated on jts second

consecutive NCAA championship.

The Regents lauded the team and

coach Jim Bush "for the atWetic

recognition that each has brought

to the University." Last month,

the Regents commended the

Bruin basketball team.

UCLA 54
;_ .. - . - *._ ^^ -'w -V 'Vr-.

—

'- r»;.i

^
~r-^

(Continued from Page 1)
"^

Steven Cushing and Ira Sohn

were arrested Tuesday evening by

the Los Angeles Police on charges

*of begging (section 647C),

disturbing the peace (section 415),

and maintaining or committing a

public nuisance (section 372).

They were released on $500 bail.

Jim Dumont and Robert Kneisel

were arrested on Thursday
evening on the same charges and
later were released on the same
bail The arraignment for the four

is scheduled for today at 8 am in

bic banana, 29<

i:^-:'-'T'..,.J:7^.

Instead of buying a bunch of markers,

buv a bunch of banamas! (Or, how to become
the too banana in your class.) Bic Banana --

is a different way to write. It's a smooth

wrifinq fine lin'^^arker beauty —that wifl %
make everymie's writing smooth and distinctive

It has high-density ink that stays strong

and bright, comes in six colors

and costs only 29C Just think... *

only yesterday,

you were buying mere markers.'

<>

schoor'supplles, b level, ockerman union, 823-771

1

^*

open monday-friday 7:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturday 10-3 Students' store

Division 81 of Los Angeles court.

Dumont said the arresting of-

ficer was "pretty friendly" to

him, "he told me he didn't un-

derstand why the warrants were

being served four weeks after the

event."L_l. . ^
Both Dumont and Cushing said

there was "a big- stack" of

warrants along with theirs at the

West Los Angeles police station,

where they were booked.

However, no further arrests in

this area have taken place since

then.

Free kittens

1.^ '•'•- *'

V Found at the

east end of Murphy Hal

There are

two gray and white

and

two calico.

Call Sunny Ashe

at (82)53051.
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By Susie Hatago
DB Staff Writer

UC President Charles J. Hitch said Friday "undergraduate instruction

is better
than many of our external critics recognize, and more has been

done in recent years to improve it than has been generally realized."

f>ointing out that "change occurs very slowly in large and complex

institutions," Hitch said a stronger emphasis on undergraduate in-

struction will occur at the same pace.

One of the problems involved with improving undergraduate education,

according to the report, was up-grading undergrad education at the

expense of graduate education.

Hitch called this a question of priorities. "The issue is complex and will

require some hard decisions and some painful compromises while the

period of harsh budget stringencies continues," he said.

Financial limitations is another problem involved with improving the

education of undergrads, according to the Hitch report.

Hitch indicated that small class sizes are extremely expensive, since

more instructors or professors are required. Also, innovative classes at

times have to be deleted for lack of funds.

Despite these problems and others. Hitch claimed "substantial

progress is being made in a number of areas of undergraduate

education." He mentioned academic reforms in the history, physics and

music departments here as examples.

After Hitch's presentation, Raymond L. Orbach, assistant vice

chancellor of academic change and curriculum development and

professor of physics here, addressed the Board of Regents on reforms in

progress qn this campus.

Orbach said "the small seminar principle" is being used as a focus for

lower division students. Many social science departments here, ac-

cording to Orbach, are using a "core" program, which allows freedom in

class selections while still affording the student a basic education.

Teaching evaluations are now required of every departmentTicre,

Orbach added.

Heidi Hilb, undergraduate student and commissioner of student

educational policy here, also spoke before the nine-campus UC governing

"feqard.

She explained "the joint major" used in the linguistics department^ in

conjunction with the French, Spanish and psychology departments,

among others. Hilb also spoke of the geography department here which

has initiated a program whereby a student could take either a progranT

involving more mathematics or more readings. -1_-. ji_^^.„ „.

- Hitch stressed that the presentation by Orbach, Hilb and other

professors, were "only the highlights" of innovation in undergraduate

education. .

- ' ^

Regent William E. Forbes asked Hitch what amount of support was in

this year's budget for innovative programs.

Hitch replied that approximately $500,000 from Regents* funds are

being used. "This is scheduled to continue for next year," he sai<jl. Hitch

added that no funds were received from the state. —r^in!^
—
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- A Benefit Performahce ; - ;^v: /^,

The LORX) loveth a cheerful giver, BUT--
".;,; „;.- He also accepteth from a grouch!

^^

material courtesy Wit's End, Atlanta
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COLOR

- THE Film which makes Dali-Bunuel's "Un Chien Andalou" look like a nursery rhyme -

SWEET SWEETBACkTbUDIISSSSS SONB

t

Directed by Melvin Van Peebles - In Color
•

>
\
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"\ . ••

ONE NIGHT ONLY!
*

FRIDAY, JUNE 23 • 7:30 P.M. • ROYCEHALL -$1.50

*i M««U«ai«>HEr./4M«)
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WATCH FOR THESE OTHER EXCITING UCLA FIIM COMMISSION SUAAMER SCREENINGS:

July 8 -Dickson 2160 -7:30

Comedy NigKt

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man
Monkey Business

Sons of the Desert

July 15 -Dickson 2160 -7:00

Marcello Mastroianni in

Visconti's The Stronger by Cqmus

and Skolimowski's Deep End

July 29 -Dickson 2160

Vanessa Redgrave in

The Loves of Isadora

and La Boheme

-7:30
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PENTAGON PAPERS — Anthony Russo, shown here during *h April

appearance on this campus, will speak at 8 pm Friday in Moore Hall 100

on the relevance of the actions of Russo and Daniel Ellsberg to the

scientific and technical community. Russo and Ellsburg are currently

under federal indictment for their part in releasing the "Pentagon

Papers" to the public.

(Continued from Pa>?el)
u ^««

Alleynes report was gathered through co^

versatlons with two Daily Bruin staff members, the

Br^n ech^ advisor, and two student members of

( rmunications Board, the Bruin's pubhsher. He

was unable to talk to Lees or Lyons - .

According to the report Lyons entered the Bnim

office 'yelling obscenities and ^emandrng
^^

who wrote the Daily Brum editorial of that

^fy^
I vons the report continues, confronted Le^ and

asked who wrote the editorial. Lees told him and said

ft had b^n approved by the other editorial board

membe^ The report says, "At this, Lyons either

punTh^ or pushXes in the chest," and goes on to

sav The most detailed statement of the event in-

dicates that Lees was pushed onto a
f^^

^y Ly^^^^^^

(hat Lees temple hit the carriage of a typewriter,

ha h^lasses were knocked off; and that Lees on

geUing up, was' grabbed by the shirt lapels and

pushed against a file cabinet."

Alleyne also reported that a student arriving on the

scene afterwards 'encountered Lees sitting on the

floor, and holding his stomach as if it hurt him^

According to the report, Lyons then asked Moms,

•'Am 1 a pig-'" Morris allegedly replied he was not,

but that what he did ( in the editorial ) was wrong. The

report says. "Lyons then pushed Morris, who fell

backwards, stumbled over a corner of a desk, and

fell to the floor. Lyons then turned to Lees, punched

Lees in the side, grabbed his shirt lapels and beat,

him against a desk."— —-—- . v ui^
Alleyne said that Lyons asked a photographer if

he had taken any pictures during the last few

minutes. The photographer indicated that he had not.

Lyons then told him to expose his film. The

photographer complied."

In an interview Sunday, Lyons claimed the report

was "inaccurate ' and "exaggerated."

READING DEVEL0PMENI3YiIEMS

READ 3 XFASTER
WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
These yCLA^^^ Theyl<now It Works!

'^~
' ^ ^ Ask Them. '

—^—

—

Ask Andy Ask Peggy AskAl

i'

\

-r^~

<
'

0! the apology, Alleyne reported that no person

interviewed stated that Lyons had demanded it. One
student, however, is quoted as saying he was told

someone he refused to identify that "unless there

was an apology, Lyons would be back." Another said

that Clinton Burch, community services com-

missioner, said that if the Bruin ran a news story

about the incident, "half the Bruin staff would end up

in the hospital. It was stressed that Burch's

statement was not a threat, but a statement of

opinion."

A story on the incident was not published until May
23.

Lees said Sunday that he was not intimidated into

printing the apology. He said there were a number of

reasons for printing it: as a student leader at-

tempting to lessen as many tensions as possible, and

as journalist, '^Freedom of the press is involved only

to the extent that one doesn't resort to attacking

personalities."
"

"The incident was a combination of personal'^

feelings and tension of the strike," he said. Lees also

said that he and Lyons met several times after the

incident and, "We resolved it without the Univer-

sity's help. The administration is trying to unsolve

it." ,'. -'
.
'i

Alleyne wfote of this, "There was substantial

student sentiment for ending the investigation of the

entire incident and dropping the entire matter,

principally because of the wishes of both Lees and

Lyons, the absence of injuries, and tensions arising

out of campus demonstrations. These sentiments of

"course ignore overriding interests of the University

community."
Lyons said Alleyne had made the report "in a

subjective light," and said (Lyons) has received

assurances from administrators that the report

would not be of that nature. • ^, .

^Nine delegates^

liamed hefa
Nine UCLA students and faculty

~niave been named to California

Presidential delegations to the

national party conventiofis this

summer in Miami Beach.

Seven are Democratic delegates

pledged to Senator George

McGovem (D — South Dakota )1

students Paul Brindze, Mark

Gunn, Barbara Learner, Marco

Reyes,^ James Richardson, Ron

Sufrin; and instructor Moctezuma

PZsperaza. Paula Essex, another

student, is an alternate.

Republican delegates pledged to

President Richard Nixon are

students Linda Gosden and Cathy

Swajian. James Straw, president

of statewide college Young

Republicans, is the alternate for

Regent William French Smith, the

outgoing chairman of the Board of

Regents, and counsel for the

delegation.

ANDYKEENE. UCLA 73
Beginning speed 196 wpm
Ending speed 1 253 wpm

PECGY^EROME, UCLA 74
Beginning speed 299 wpm
Ending speed 950 wpm

AL LYONS. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 184 wpm
Ending speed 1450 wpm

High

graduati

schoolaJiold

ions here

Ask Julie Ask Jay

t' •.

v'.-^ , V

JULIE SCHUMER. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wom

JAY GOLDEN. UCLA GRAD
Beginning speed 226 wpm
Ending speed 1642 wpm
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^ AAoney Back

Guarantee

FREE LESSON at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gayley — Westwood

For further information, call F(EADING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
(213)933.9171

''HALF THE PRICES. TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"

In addition to UCLA's own 53rd

annual commencement exercises

last Wednesday in the Track

Stadium, four Los Angeles high

schools held graduation

ceremonies in Pauley Pavilion

last week.
Manual Arts, Hamilton, and

University High Schools heia

commencement exercises on

Thursday and Crenshaw Hign

School held exercises on ^"^^^^
Pauley is now reopened lor

recreation basketball: 11 am to 5

pm and 6 : 30 to 9 pm weekdays ana

10 am t0L,5 pro weekends

SAT SUN MIDNIGHT

f II MS il 25

June 23 24. 2S

Juno 30 July 1 &2

Dc-Broca's Classic

THE KING

f Wl

/
'

HEARTS

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Summer
Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns, cartoons and
l^^rs represent the opinion of the author and doHU>t necessarily

reflect the views of the editorial board.
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This here United States'

nR Editorial

Term papers

"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, this is John
Chancetaker, welcoming you to another edition of
M^A on the Street Interviews. Tonight, I'm in

Uniontown, Massacrechusetts. In a recent poll here,
100% of all Uniontowners announced their support of
American intervention in the Vietnam War.
Uniontown recently voted General Westmoreland the
key to the city. Lieutenant Calley the key to the ar-
mory, and Rudy Vallee any key he can stay on for
three notes. ^
"Tonight's question is: Why do you support the

American presence in Vietnam? And let's get our
first response from this man, over here — you, sir."

"Well, it's simple, John. Like all true blue
Americans, I'm a football fan. I've been to the Rose
Bowl, the Orange Bowl, and the Hula Bowl. But I

hear they've got a really sup©r bowl over in Vietnam,
something called the Rice Bowl. If we let the Com-

By Howard Serbin

Every student knows he's not supposed to cheat on
exams. He also knows that some form of punishment
will be levied against him if he's caught cheating.

Nevertheless, there are traditional forms of in-

stitutionalized cheating that seem to flourish
"^^^^jin in Vietnam they'U probably cancel this

., !_• i£ 4 -4. > r-1 i. \ -Li i_ *
v*"*^"

here Rice Bowl, and I'll never get to see it."

(cribbmg, fraternity files, etc.), partly because the "Thank you for one mans opinion, weii, folks, now
system places a premium on those who excel, and lets ask this handsome lady over here — why do you

oartly because some professors never bother to ^"pp?^ °"^ presence in Vietnam?" -
i_ w^ ^^^^^ ^.«^c<f;^«%r« ^^ «>r««v^^ 4.^^:^^ ^3*^ J^st a minute, let me ask you a question
change exam questions or paper topics.

first, buddy, why do you can this show Man on the

Two UCLA students have recently been dismissed street, you chauvinist peacock! women have just as

from school and action is being taken against some "^"^^ ^° ^^^^^ ^^ "^^" Besides, there are more

fion llniversitv of Wisconsin students who havP ^omenthanmenwalking the streets of this town!
"

bOU Univerbliy Ol VVlbCOnbin SlUUeniS wno nave -say, you've got a couple of good points there."

reverted to a relatively new form of cheating : buying "Another sexist remark "

term papers from companies that are trying to make 'Okay, okay, so NBC really stands for the National

a profit on the weaknesses in the University system. Ju'esUon'S^^^^^
couid^ you answer the

. There have always been few safeguards to. insure

that students were doing their own work on papers

and take-home exams. However, because the system
contains defects is no reason to condone students and Letters tO tho Editor

companies who seek to take advantage of those

defects, thereby causing further decay in the system.

(A bill (AB 230) has recently passed both houses oi

the California legislature which, in effect, outlaws

term paper companies. The Governor has yet to

"Certainly. I do not want my generation to go down
in history as the first Americans to surrender to the

enemy . We must keep our promises to our little Asian

friends, so that our more important friends will have

faith in our word. Someday, I hope to have grand-

children. And when those youngsters look at my
family tree, I want them to be able to point to my
branch with pride."

"Being from Uniontown, I assume your children

feel this way?"
"That's right. I had two children, and both of them

were proud to die for their country! I tell you, our

family tree is secure for all time."

"Thank you. And now — well, look who's here,

ladies and gentlemen! It's Tru Badour, the famous
protest singer! What are you doing in Uniontown?"

"Hey, man, this is where my olcj lady first laid it all

on the line. This is where I first saw the light.
'

'

"Tru, does that mean that you favor the war in

Vietnam?"
"Well, John, let's put it this way. If there were no

war, nobody would listen to my big hit, 'Stick Some
Peace Down Your Pipe, America' — right? And if

nobody listened, I wouldn't get any royalties,

correct? And if I didn't get any royalties, I wouldn't

kje able to travel around the country, giving free

concerts and protesting the war — you read my
ticker? And if I don't protest, we might never get this^

war over with!

"Care to hear a few bars of my new release on

RMN Records,^'Let's Commit the Uncommitted'?"

"Sorry, Tru, we don't have the time."

"Well, then, I'd better be off. Gotta loosen up the

folks here, spread some weed among the grass roots,

you know?"
"That was a nice thrill for all you teeny-boppers

and wheelchair-hoppers out there, huh? Now, let's

ask anothef Uniontowner why he supports the war—
you, sir. (Continued on Page 6)

prices ressing
Editor:

During a day off frbni work T

decide whether or not to veto the bill, but if it does Sr^uc^^ion^'^K^f^^^^
become effective, it certainly will have to withstand a Multicopy work, i was surprised

court fight from thecompanies involved .) to discover their prices were the

Complaints from the academic world have been 'vTay^onTen'nTttTac^hat
levelled at those who run the term paper companies, the campus shop paid no taxes,

Those criticisms as to the detriment^d effects on the

educational processes at the University are justified.

At the same time, society isn't getting any less

competitive, so the academicians cannot remain

removed from the society that leads "to such cynical

endeavors, but must try to develop teaching methods
that will consider such schemes. (Even holding short

oral exams on ideas that may be further developed purchased «„ ^ajj^dwich and a

- ,, . ... •', . .V carton of milk. The price of the
from the papers is a possible deterrent.) - sandwich was 20 f)fer cem higher
' As to those students who have been punished, every and the miik 25 per cent higher

student knows . . . ,

———^——^—

^

rent or utilities fOr the space

utilized I made an inquiry.. The
student beind the counter told me
that the shop was barely breaking

even with the prices they charged.

I was to return in two hours for my
small order.

I then drifted down to the food

vending machine room where I

than prices required by the

vending machines at the

establishment where I work. My
first impulse was to begin making
inquiries about who grabbed the

lucrative contract to install and

operate the vending machines but

decided it mattered little whether

the tiger that had bitten me was
spotted or striped. I did feel a little

shafted since the space was most

probably furnished free to the

organization operating the.

machines as well as the utilities

such as water ind electricity.

(Actually pafid by the taxpayers).

It occurred to me that the studets

were getting it where it hurts the

most: his pocketbook!

Returning to the repro shop I

waited five minutes for someone

to wait on me. Finally a student

appeared and delivered my small

order. The work was so crummy it

looked like something a chicken

with muddy feet had walked

across a few times. The girl said

they would do it over again if I

would wait ten minutes. Strolling

through the student lx>ok store in

the union the prices struck my
eye. All items seemed to be fair-

traded. Nothing was discounted

such as razor blades, chapstick. I

may have overlooked some items

but everyone I saw bore the

manufacturer's suggested list

price.
*

Back at the repro shop my ^Y^
was delivered to me. Crappyas
before. I refused to pay and took

my original down to the village

where a Multicopy shop ran off a

I (Continued on Page 6)
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APARTMENIS
We represent owners of over
80,000 units between our
two offices.

We^can find a place for you to

live by mokhing your require-
ments to out unlfs by computer.
The fee In our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.
The service In our Valley office

is FREE.

n»41 WILSHIPIE BOULEVAMD
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TELEPHONE (219> 4r7.1?11
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Student rip-offcont
Uniontown,Mass... I SOS speak

(Conllnued from Pajje 5)

beautiful set of copies in 5 1/2

minutes flat. Same price as that

charged at Kerckhoff Hall.

What conclusions could one

draw from my experiences on the

campus*^ There is a rip off hap-

peing and the student is getting a

raw deal and it isn't a result of

someone lining their pockets. It is

probably a simple case of

government bureaucracy.

Nothing that an effective boycott

wouldn't correct. Students should

remember, however, that there is

a limit as to how far prices can be

reduced. And that price is the

prevailing price in surrounding

stores. Merchants have a perhaps

legitimate gripe when they must

compete with government-

operated or sponsored endeavors

that undercut private enterprise

pricing. '

Jack B. Hood

SDS
Kditor:

SDS has been forbidden to exist

on campus. The reason for this

harsh step, according to AssisUnt

Deans Ringler andTimmerman of

the Stuc^ent Activities Office, is

that SDS has been in violation of a

"petty" (quote Mr. Ringler)

regulation requiring postering in

only specified areas. The notice of

suspension was dated June 1. At a

meeting on June 13 attended by 30

people, including SDS members,

representatives from other

organizations, and individuals,

neither dean was able to produce a

written list of charges or verbalize

just exactly which codes within

the regulations had been violated.

Mr. Timmerman apologized most

sincerely for this inconsistency

and stated that he would begin to

work on the problem im-

mediately." He promised to

produce a fist of charges within

the next couple of days. Come on

tellas
- you can do better than

that Your mask of liberal im-

partiality is disintegrating before

our very eyes. . -

In fact, these same deans

defended the "rights" of William

Shockley and Arthur Jensen, the

racist theorists, to the hilt. They

prevented SDS from passing out a

leaflet at Shockley's speech. At

the June 13 meeting, Timmerman

admitted that his job is "to defend

HOTC, Marine recruiters and

Shockley, but I would defend your

right, too. if anyone attacked you

(SDS) , . . Oh, 1 guess you think

we're attacking you." In other

words, they defend the rights of

racists and imperialists, but feel

(Continued on Page 7)

keep your
stuclent^iieuLtles-
about you whiieall
around you are
losing theirs.

(CortlliiufcdfromPageS)

-riadlv You see, I am a professor of semantics at the university here,

and I h^ve been studying the history of th^ war very carefully, word for

inrd I erant vou that perhaps President Eisenhower was wrong to send

rdvisors into Vietnam. But if he was, then President Kennedy was also

wrongto send in more men. Perhaps Johnson was wrong (morally,

roSally etc), in escalating the war. but if so. Nixon negated that

wrong by ordering new bombings. As you know, two negatives makes a

mstive Therefore, our intervenUon is correct, semantically speaking.

A^d as any sematiticist will tell you, words speak louder than actions."

"'But sir doesn't that mean that if our next President continues the

war our intervention will again be wrong?"

-No you are not listening! It would not be wrong; it would be not right.

And therein lies all the difference."

-Thank vou sir. for a scholarly, objective look at this sometimes

confusing war.^And now, you, sir. why are you a Hawk?"

"I'll tell ya why, mac. Ya see. war is like a banana, the longer it is, the

more it binds a country together." .

"Could you explain this?" u^ u 4u •

"Sure. Ya see, when there's a war. everybody shares their misery.

You're one great, big family."
. ,^ , ,. . .. ,

"Excuse me, but I got the impression that this particular war is more

like prune juice, tearing America apart."

"Naw there's still a lot of people doing for each other lathe name of

God and country all sorts of things they wouldn't do otherwise.

"Like let me tell ya about World War 2. Before Pearl Harbor, I had the

darndes't time getting women. But after I got drafted, and I put on that

uniform all the women in town wanted to do their part to help the war

effort Ya see wai^ is important, it pulls people real close together. I don't

care whether it Korea, Vietnam, or Jupiter, war makes a man out of ya!

"

"Thank you Let's get the war views of another female, this lady here."

"I'm glad you asked me, because I've made it my busings to look into

our reasons for being in Vietnam." ^. -

"RealW" '
-"»-.»-.

—

"Really You 'see, I have studied the domino theory for many years

now Working under a government grant, I have played 485,000 games of

.

dominoes in 6 years- 75 of them while blindfolded."

"And do you believe in the theory now?"

XiliL^s it's true. One game leads to another. Come on^let me show you

In a never-ending

effort to give you

something for nothing,

we would once again hke

to make you aware of our

free rental service. It is

available to all students

and faculty of UCLA with-

out any cost or obligation.

No hype, no hidden

charges, no lease, no
kidding. Moss & Company
owns and manages over

40 apartment buildings in /^'

r*-

the Westwood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur^

nished and unfurnished

-from $130 to $450. We
will find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-

where in the greater Los
Angeles area. Free. So,

drop by our office or

call and take your choice.

We'll give you the earth

and everything that's in

it, and —which is more
—you'll be a man, my son.

— bet you can't play just one!
, * «„

"No, we don't have the time. Would you please let go of me? ^
"Aw, come on, just one little game?"

». „ ^ ^
"Somebody get her off of me! Take her away to the Rand Corporation.

Sheeze Let's get one more Uniontowner to give us his war views."

"I'd be glad to, John. I believe we must win this war. It's like some^

great man once said: Don't give up the ship. Don't change horses in the

middle of the stream. When somebody loves yoi^t's no good unless she

loves you, all the way."

"By the way, I'm sure the folks would like to know what you think of

those senators who oppose the war effort?" ^
"John, I truly feel that they should ask not what their country can do for

them but what they can do for their country. Inotherwords, if they can't

stand the heat, they should get out of the kitchen. Have I made myself

p^fectly clear?"
. \,. a , a

'"I'm sure all your fellow Americans listening tomght understand

exactly what you are. Thank you. Well ladies and genUemen, the top

official of Uniontown, Mayor Complex, has given me a poem by his

children, Millie and terry, that perhaps best sums up the sentiments in

Uniontown."

We must help out the Thieu regimfe,

We must not lose our Hue;

We must convice the Red Machine

Aggression does not pay.

jr_: Defoliate the trees and ferns, ^ „. ; •

*

And fiU the fields with lead; ^

But just be sure Vietnam learns .

It's better dead than Red."

"Well, ladies and gentlemen, I see by my watch that our time has run

out, so this is John Chancetaker reminding you to tune in next time. And

remember the motto of Uniontown High School: 'Once yoii've seen one

Vietcong lying dead atyour feet, you've seen 'em all.' Goodnight."

Free Rental Service

n.

o

MOSS & COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213) 879-9031/474-3555 QmMnHiTY

Ami iMNW.e.tMs summer^s bargalnsi

625-41 LANDFAIR AVENUE
Phpne: 479-5404

swimming pool/sundeck/furnished apartments/singles/one bedrooms
no lease required L -

Ask about our low summer rentals!

\^

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM"!
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

BETWEEN DOHENY AND BEVERLY DRIVE

278-5211 • 2721020
HOURS: MON. THRU FRI. - 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. - SUN. 12 P.M. TO 4 P.M.

f SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

(Continued from Page S)

free to summarily ban a group

which opposes them.

It was made very clear during

this meeting that the suspension is

not merely the work of a couple of

niental incompetents whose

responsibilities are to enforce

"petty" regulations. The ban on

SDS is an attempt to harrass and

intimidate a political group whose

philosophies and actions the

administration finds intolerable.

And it is to this issue that we must

always address ourselves.

SDS members have said that

they are not content to view ideas

as mere abstractions, that they

are not content to respond to

racism with only understanding

and awareness, that they are not

content to simply acknowledge the

war as an evil. SDS expresses

ideas with the ultimate goal of

convincing people to embrace and

act upon them. The group believes

that an understanding of racism is

necessary so that it can be suc-

cessfully attacked and destroyed.

People will cry out for academic

freedom, for free speech, and for a

fair trial, but in fact, academic

freedom is just an excuse the

administration uses to defend

ideas it agrees with. People will

fight this attack on the basis that if

the powers that be can ban the

ideas and actions of one group,

they can certainly ban those of

others. Thi?, of course, is true and

is a very valid reason for opposing

this action. But even more crucial

is the fact that SDS says to people,

you have power, you can control

your lives by acting together. Do
it. Act — Maybe not as a member
of SDS, but act. Don't sit in en-

dless debates; abstract in-

tellectualizing is nonsense. The

administration can tolerate ab-

stract discussion, as long as it

doesn't lead to action. SDS would

be allowed to poster anything that

wasntmoving— if postering is all

they did. But that is not all they

do, nor should it l)e.

Amy Hollander

Socialism
Editor:

Some students claiming to be

radicals have recently attacked

the Soviet Union and China for

supposedly limiting freedom of

political expression and
developing bureaucracies. Let us

examine this charge.

In America, the majority of

people work for a minority who
owa corporations. Corporations
are protected by law from the

level of ownership (all rights

related to ownership) to ihe level

of strikes, and no matter what
administration is in power we /
have the same situtaion of a few/
rich people getting most of the

profit and doing the least work. In

socialist natigns, this profit

system has been eliminated. The
majority do not 'work for a

minority of rich people who keep
the profits for themselvte.

The liberals and some of the

radicals are hoping that people
like McGovem or perhaps the

SAT SUNMIDNIGHT
FILMS SI 25

June 23, 24, 2S

June 30, July i & 2

force of public demand, will
eventually change the American
profit system. In order to do this,

McGovem for example would
have to change the entire
Democratic Party structure
which is in the hands of wealthy
Democrats. That is almost as
hard as changing the nature of

capitalism. Why is the party
structure in the hands of wealthy
and wealth oriented Democrats?
Because the old generation was
brought up to believe in

capitalism, although the painless

type so-called, and they do not

allow young radicals to rise to

power in this party structure.

They want people who support

medium size and small
businesses, they want people who
will not cut off support from the

rich corporations in which many
of the party officials own stock.

Perhaps this is only for the sake of

their own necks and their own
wealth, since it is this wealth

which enabled them to get into

politics in the first place and to

campaign in leisure for the party

while the majority of the public

had to work. Whatever the reason,

the young radical, and the truly

reform-minded liberal, will not be

allowed to dominate the party

bierarcfiy.

In other words, the chance that

America will soon eliminate

economic domination by the large

corporations is extremely small.

It will probably thake hundreds of

years, and more likely a

thousand. In the socialist nations,

this gigantic task has already

been accomplished. It is therefore

absurd to equate the two systems.

It is like saying that if one nation

has accomplished something and

another nation will take a

thousand years to accomplish it,

then the two nations are similar.

The final argument of the anti-

Soviet and anti-Chinese students

is that freedom of the press is

absent in those nations. I have

^ already pointed out previously

that the large city press in

America does not print anti-

capitalist letters. The campus

press, like the Daily Bruin, does

occasionally print an anti-

capitalist letter, so that a small

and powerless minority of the

population occasionally reads an

anti-capitalist letter. Most of the
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Recipe of the week ,t*

University Upside-down Cake
By Edmon Rodman

Ingredients

3,000 egg heads
A whole lot of Cain (sugar)
Some buttering up
1/2 cup holy recycled water
Overflowing cups of flower power .

5 million square feet stone-ground
brick-a-brac buildings

Jesus Freaks' Baking Soda and
Gemara

A long Thyme (hashed)
1/100 teaspoon allminorlty

Assorted salted profs and TA's
1 cup animal cracker bits

Gayley colored fruits, grated or

finely chopped
3 tons San Fernando Valley Vanilla

.J

Directions

Beat egg heads together. Butter up assorted

profs and TA's, add teaspoon allminorlty, and

pour Into stone-ground brick-a-brac buildings.

Agitate slightly.

Sprinkle in calrv. Pour mixture Into well greased

pan theism. Lower in Jesus Freaks' Baking Soda

and Gemara by means of heaven-suspended angel

hairs. Sprinkle in holy recycled water.

Chop animal crackers, or just plain crackers, if

you happen to have them, and drop into batter.

Add thyme factor with flower power. Hash thyme
as much as you like (but be careful; too much
hashing causes batter to rise dangerously.)

Bake in macro-school oven as long as it takes.

When done sprinkle generously with gayley

golored fruits.

Makes: one cake.
-• Serve: lukewarm, with k>ad beer.

Try also my Drop-class Biscuits, Collectivized

cookies, and Fudge Exam Brownies.
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people who read such letters are

instantly convinced that America
has a free press, which keeps

them loyal 4o the system. If they

were to try to write such a letter to

a large city newspaper, they

would proba|ply receive the shock

of their lives. And if they were to

try to act on any of the - ideas

presented in such letters, they

would be immediately subject to

the repressive legal apparatus

and investigative apparatus of

America. They wouldn't be free

very long.
""" ~~

Perhaps the Daily Bruin is

ahead of many newspapers in

socialist nations. But the question

is whether it is more likely that

tolerance of differences of opinion

will develop in socialist nations, or

whether it is more likely that

capitalist monopolies will give up

their entrenched legal powei'^in a

thousand years or less. I believe

that it is easier to develop

tolerance of opinions than to give

up legal power. Think about it.

Osher Doctorow

ROTC
Kdiior: ^ '

In an article entitled •ROTC
defended by members" (DB —

May 24), ROTC students attempt

to refule the radical attack on the .

program. They argue that ROTC
officers are more lil)eral than

other officers, that almost

everyone admits that we need a

military, and that the abolition of

ROTC would only mean the ex-

pansion of the academies.

The myth of the liberal ROTC
officer should.be refuted by the

example of Captain' Medina (My
Lai criminal). But the real ob-

jection to ROTC does not lie in-

isolated psychopaths who exceed

-

Nixon's orders, but precisely in

the professional execution of those

orders. The anti-war movement in

the military does not stem, from

ROTC, but from enlisted men,

particularly conscripts. The
ROTC officer tends to develop an

elitist attitude toward his working

class troops; he is socially and

ideologically isolated from their

concerns. The result is a fierce

and often violent conflict t)etween

the radical enlisted man and the

ROTC officer, a conflict

characterized by murder of of-

ficers and by the most barbarous

methods of punishment in the

stockades.

ROTC is not essential to our

national defense (nuclear

weapons are) and was first -

.organized in its present form, in _
l%4 in order to give the U.S. the

.

capability of waging Vietnam-

type wars, a capability which few '

Americans want. Its atx>lition

would seriously injure the _
capability to -wage such wars,

particularly in the short run and in

conibination with the Gr_
resistance. Whether or not

adequate substitutes could be^
found for ROTC, with its college-

education lure, is debatable; at

any rate that is not our problem at—
this campus and at the present

time.

The best argument against the

program was voiced by a ROTC
colonel. "What we do is carry out

policy established by our

superiors, who, by the way, are

civilians." It is this genocidal

policy of civilian politicians,

businessmen, and establishment

academics and bureaucrats which

places ROTC in an irreconciliable

contradiction with the Third

World and the working-class GI.

Ron Kovic, an enlisted maA» and

not the professional and perhaps

liberal ROTC officer, is the hero of

the American military.

'•-•s^

—TV «•

Daniel O'Hearn
X '.

KPaid Advertisement)

TORAH IS ALIVE AND WELL AT
The Free Jewish University provides an opportunity for in-

formal Judaic study in a friendly atmosphere. Classes are

followed by refreshments and socializing.

MIWEISITY

DeBroca s Classic

THE KING

HEARTS

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

MONDAY NIGHTS (starts June 19)

HEBREW III 8:00-?:30 ''fr* f**!llll

A continuation of Hebrew M, which met during the Spring

quarter on Tuesday nights with Rena.

HEBREW IV 7:008:30 ,?•"„''**'''"

A continuation of Hebrew III, which met with Rena on

AAonday nights during the Spring quafter.

TUESDAY NIGHTS (starts June 20)

HEBREW I 7:J0-?:00 .
^"'^^

^^^^!^^r.
An Introduction to Hebrew reading and conversation. No

Hebrew background required.

CONFLICTS AND CHALLENGES FROM THE TIME OF

EZRA TO THE TIME OF THE MISHNAH

'a study of key sources on the development of post-Blbllcal

Judaism We will examine the clash between Greek and

Jewish cultures and Its reflection on our own times.

JEWISH PEOPLEHOOD: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION

7 1^9 00 Rabbi Richard Levy

An evaluation of the ideas of the "Chosen Peopled

TUESDAY NIGHTS (cont'd)

Jewish laws and human freedom, relations with non-Jews,

the nature of the American Jewish community, and

prospects for a revitalized Jewish life.

- , ', •
. . / :..v ... . . <, •

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS (starts June 21)

AN INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM
7 : 00-9 : 30 Rabbis David Berner and Richard Levy

A systematic introduction Into the beliefs, practices, and

history of the Jewish people with emphasis on the con-

temporary practices of Judaism, Including one or more

Shabt>at celebrations.

THE STORIES OF REB NACHMAN OF BRATZLAV
7:30-9:00 Divid Jacobson

An exploration of the spiritual struggles, teachings, and

vision of this major Hasidic figure by means of his stories (In

English translation), which deal with such themes as faith In

God and denial of God's existence, philosophy vs. tradition,

the possibility of eliminating evil In the world, the

relationship of the Rebbe to his community of HasldIm, and

the role of joy In Hasidism. 1

I K

1-.

h

Register for Free Jew U courses at

on the night of the first meeting of

Course! will run 6 to 8 weeks. Summer

900 Hilgard, lower lounge,

class (Juhe 19, 20 or 21).

coordinotor: David Jocobson.

MOTOKCYCLESAMolor
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• B«H«r GrodM
• Sp««ch Problwm
• Bar biam

• Smoking
• Raioialion

• P«r»ond Goals

Univrrsity ol WiSCOOMn Ph D .
M vears

teachmq Speech Sc lencei and
Grnrral Semantics

William i Risfow, Ph.D.

1225 WESTWOOD BLVD.

473-2944 FOR APPOINTMENT

LEASING
SUITES • OFFICES • STORES

PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

{D«ntl»t», M D.'», C.P.A.'t, Attorneys)

Two Eicerient Locations:

1) 8560 WILSHIRE BLVD

Near La Cienega, Beverly Hills

2) 710 WILSHIRE BLVD

Santa Monica
(

Priced at approx. 40c sq -t.

659-5400

OR CHADASH PRESENTS

;?4^<r

S^C04HO^
The Soul Stirring Hasidic Minstrel

ut co«tcent
SUNDAY. JUNE 25-8:00 P.M.

*

FoiHcK High School Auditorium

Tickets at all Liberty and Mutual Ticket Agencies,

Norfys Records and at the Door -from 6:00 p.m.

YOURE BEING

RIPPED OFF --,v

BY HIGH PRICES^ "

' V^^
'

- •

BUY FACTORY DIRECT + SAVE

^: jj_;_" ;;";_ v^ J ,io|-6o%
.',••_>..•.-;.

^

Stereo tomp.-T.V.s— Appllonces-Furniture and Much More!

For Any Pricing Call N.M.B. Bob Cohan

659-4881 -

PRE-LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QE OCTOBER
LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

'

LSAT SCORE r

tiiMmrtinn exclusively rn gxqm tailing tectin iq ue3mwi-»««:-e5*fttUy4>y€oMormO:
pre

low students Taught m Los Angeles by practicing lawyers Cost: $75. ^^^^^^

Coursefor JULY 29 LSAT Starts JULY 12. Course for OCTOBER
21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC
TOBER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

I Bobs ervice
970 GAYLEY. WESTWOOD

(ACROSS FROM THE PIZZA PALACE)

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE/ 478-91 15 -—
• TUNE UP - electronic scope
• BRAKE - conventional & disc

• AIR CONDITIONING - repairs & service

• COOLING SYSTEM - RADIATOR REPAIRS
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM- alternptor, generator, starts & regulators

. FULLY LICENSED BY THE CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL
• FOR CERTIFICATION OF-, smog devices, headlamps & brake

adjustments.

• ALL PARTS & WORKMANSHIP UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS '^^^ .^

• LOCAL PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

"THE AUTO HOSPITAL"

\t
»

more than llOOO
clij$iblc employees of

University' of Calltbrnla

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California ^Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty
Shtrman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach

981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

T'
'

:
-v-

Summer June 21, 1972
\r !,• '..^-.r^\
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Dennis Fried lark Rubin
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ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
l«t us ship your p«rsonal effects ftome. We ore

specialists in international packaging and ship-

ping We also sell appliances for 220 volts.

PACIFICKING
12l5W.6«liS«.

Loe Angeles 17

482-9662

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

Be fitted by Experts

Brd and Girdle

Specialties

OR 7-1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF ^
I

I ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPdN PER ITEM) I

I 4419 Von Nuyt Blvd.
, 10912 Le Come Ave. I

I ;. . ShermonOeiis.CA 91403 WeaKnood Village. CA 90024

I .... (213)783-5690 V :•-— (213)478-8588

I
"

•
' (213) 872-2344

'

"
'' (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

.H

iri ^i

iVISTA/PEACE CORPS
InterVIEWis

Job openings for Libierol Arts,

Business, Nursing and Architecture
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UCLA EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE-

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES-SUMMER SESSION

Classes will begin th« week of June 26fh. For information call

X 57041 or X 52727 or come see OS in Kerckhoff Hall 407 or 161.

THE UCLA EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE WILL START ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP ON THE BOARD JULY lOTH.

YOU MAY PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN KERCKHOFF HALL 161

.

UJ

* NOTE: There will be no E.C. Classes July 4th.
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^_ MONDAY

BODY AWARENESS THROUGH
JUGGLING ...^ -^ ,

1..^-::"-

Carlo -
'

3 00 S 00 PM. Upstairs Loun9e
. I hts course ''fip* '^^ student become
.V^Areof tt»e internal energies and tensions

of his body wttile learning to juggle

^^<lterlal covered includes si/T>ple ball

luqqting. wariat»o*>s. partr^er work, t>oops.

c tubs, club passing and performing Other

ttrcus arts, such as twiiancmg and stilt

work also included Participant is en

ouraged to bring 3 nard" rubber balls or
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ASTROYOGA ECOLOGY OF
ASTROLOGICAL ACTION AWARENESS
Sir Lance
• 00 10 00 PM. Bunclte Hall 32M
Aquarian,^Qe Astrology is the ancient

Wisdom of life cycles and bio rhythms as .

.applied- in dynamic action aimed to

.rchiewe enlightened harmony with the

cosmic order Learn the language of the

stars Planets, geometric aspects,- houses.

Signs (AiH be explained along with special

cjjnsideration in the tieWs Of astroiogic

U.^]a .»nd Karma Yooa. astrological:

f ompatab'ility analysis, transit in

lerpretation. destiny navigati<in, ^^^
thquake prediction, and the mechanics of

extra terreslna' and mter galactic
astrology I

KUNDALINIYOGA
Jean Paul Singh ( Class I)e9rtts July 3rdr

7 00 9 00 PM. Upstairs Lounge
lessons in hwing for the A<^arian age
Through exercises, meditations, chanting

r>d tood consciousness. Kundaimi Yoga
(an .tilow you to l^rtd inner peace and
contentment, physical, mental and
spiritual' lullillment Success in life need
have only one reqoirenr>ent balance,
harmony and ^appmess Through this

Yoga of awarer>ess. learn to awaken and
( hannei your potential energy ^nto higher
consciousness

1.

"TNC ANCIENT WISDOM" THE
ULTIMATE PHILOSOPHY f^
Abraham Endicter
7 30 10 30 PM. AU }40t
The Ancient Wtsdom ' has always been
.available to those seek it The benefits to

the individual are rewarding and
moaninqful The Ancient Wisdom ' is the
•out.».n head of all philosophy scier^ce

.>nd universal constants Evolution of man
s the evolution of the sOul of man m
rpMtioo to the e\*iution of the solar
system .^nti our island universe There iS

no separation tietween man and natural
law Trouble develops when man deviates
from natural law and upsets the harmonic
t>,^iance It>e Ancient Wisdom en
compasses natural law original life.

reifKarnaiion karma death Practical
•tpplicatton of this krwwiedge can inr>prove

one s sense of belonging security and
iiiir»mi/e tear

:ii|iYiSPOKEN KlljlYARWANDA
Sylvestre Gasana
I 30 PM. AU 2412
Basic spoken Kmyarwanda You learn to

speak a Bantu language from a r^ative

speaker K myarwanda is or>e of the oldest
languages lust in the hear of Africa
During the course, you will be introduced
to Rwarxlan people, geography, history,
really typical Alncan customs
-.:<.., .':'..:. • ,,

' ;-.'-,iX. , «<!.

TUESDAY

DEATH. DYING. AND LIFESTYLES
Luther Olmon
3 00 4 00 PM, AU 3$17
A study ol the medical, social.
psyctK>logical and spiritual aspects of

dyirH) . my own death arm that of someone I

love What are the fears and anxieties that
we encounter"* Opportunity to observe
contemporary respof>ses to death, such as
the right to die. suicide, prdongation of

life, the memory of the dc«d and funerals
.^na the affect of death on the quality of life

Ar>d the living

HATHA YOGA
Govmda
S 00 TOO PM, Upstairs L«yf»«t
Simple basic physical postiires. ctvanting,
breathing eiierciese. relaxation period,
brief meditation The integral yoga
method as taught by^ Swami Sat
chidanarHla Designed to bring peace and
t>arn>ony to body. mind, and spirit

BHAKTI YOGA - THE YOGA OF
TRANSCENDEMTAL LOVE
Sukadeva Oas
3 00 SM PM. Upstairs Lo«fi«e
This is a post graduate study m spiritual
perfection as taught mthe Bhagavad Gita

1, li^nd tt«?'Srrmad iBhagavitam (The creanrt

of the vedas) Othef features include:"

KIP IAN congregational chanting^

PMASADAM Preparing and feasting
-=— from Vedic foodstuffs, ANCIENT VEQIC

INSTRUMENTS leaving to play the

mndunqa (drum). Kartaw (hand cym
_„ bals) and Harmonium (hand organ),

jAPA mantra meditation on beads. Ptys

,iny other facet of the Vedu culture not

iTientioned depending on the interests of

the class.

^ GURDJIEFF ANDOUSPENSKY STUDY
. GROUP

..- Alan Francis

To study the ideas of the system of G I.

Gurdjiefl prinfarily as elucidated by P.O.

Ouspensky To provicie a time and place

lor the sharing of observations subsequent
questions concerning one's life in light of

this system To open to those who wish to

continue elucidating for themselves
certain cardinal questions, an avenue of

possibilities

ANANDA MARGA YOGA
Vishvarup (Classes begin July 11th)

::^- S 00*00 PM, AU 3544

Perfection of Body, expansion of mir>d and
realization of the Self iS'Trrt aim of yoga.-trr-

this course we will put theory into practice
throuqh yoga postures, deep relaxation

.ind mantra rneditation The yogic system
of nutrition and other important aspects of

ysqa philosophy will be explored All

students will be eligible for "personal in

struction in meditation given by an ad r

vance disciple of the Indian Master, Shrii'

Anandamurtii.

BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY AND
.' DARKROOM

Larry Meresman •

7 00 9 00 PM, Architecture 1224

Beqmnmq photography Types Of cameras
.ind their uses. Exposure and exposure
Mteters f ilms and their uses. Com
position. Action photography. Portrait
photoqraphy",T liters and flash, Analyzing

"^ your pictures, and Questions & Answers.
Beqmninq Darkroom F ilm development,

,"• Contact printing, and pi^^Otrt sheets,
rnlarqmq. Types and uses of darkroom
equipment. Types and uses of chemicals,
Driymq, cuttmq & analysis of prints, and
Questions & Answers

SELF HYPNOSIS
Terry Ballard
7 30 10 00 PM, Architecture 1102
A straiqht forward, loqical and rational
c^pplication of hypnosis Past popular ideas
.ire now backward and outdated Modern
concepts have revealed hypnosis to be a
tool which fallows qreater use of the brain
Self hypnosis requires an understanding of

theories (ind personal application
Techniques for sell improvement and
personal enjoyment will be covered in

detail How hypnosis relates to other
i)henomena such as ESP will also l>e

demonstrated This class will involve
instrt/ttion. application and practice.

DESIGN AND DRAWING FOR NON ART
MAJORS
Maggie Hayes
7 30 9 30 PM,
C.ill s;04l or come to Kerckhoff Hall 161 for

information on enrollment Possibly we
A ill cover figure drawing, basic design
principles, rendering still life, and por
trature How deeply each subject will be
covered and what other subjects might be
covered, will depend on the interests of the
class members Needed for the class will

be a newsprint drawing tablet either 18" x
12" or 18" X 24". and a heavy dark lead

-that expansion of awareness,
'Total Consciousness". .,

\

leading to

• -rr,,-*^-
• -"-*-

JAINISM AND AHIMSA
Leo Alkana

"'"

3:00-S.00 PM, Architecture 1243B

,
Jainism is an ancient Indian religion. It's

chief concern is with Ahimsa (Har-

miessness) We will explore this and otnef

«ispects of Jainism as it applies in In^ia

and the United States.

— WEDNESDAY

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION'
Dr. Chan Thomas
7:00 8:30 PM, Bunche Hall 2221

E

The logic, physiology, and physics of ESP.
Training and practice in ESP utilization,

employing fundamentals of com-
munications theory. Not a course in the

occuM For those who pursue within the

course, a concrete means of developing
factual communications through ESP. If

attendance and student interest warrant,

there will be advanced sessions In the

utilization of ESP in crime detection,

analysis, and p^pv'ention; security and
-^ounfef-s©€«*f+ty measu r<s..T^irth death ;-

the scientific aspects of time travel;

rnediums and midiumship. .

contentment, physical, mental and
spiritual fulfillment. Success in life need
have only one requirement: balance,

harmony and happiness. Through this

Yoga of awareness, learn to awaken and
channel your potential energy into higher

consciousness.

SPECIAL LIVING . ,

' 3 .

Henry Rutgers
'

7:30 PM, Architecture 1243C
Facilitating the reliable revelation,
ccwrdination and actualization of one's

optimum potential in the evolving context

of one's real situation. If the key to staying

fully alive is learning what's important to

life and putting this knowledge to work,
with the stimulating cooperation of

friends, how can we get there? Where is

the central focus of wholesome develop

ment and what is the best understanding of

'service'? How can we absorb something
'valuable' from each 'thing' we're at

traded to and still keep it together? These
and other vital questions will be more than

intellectually answered ... A series for

those who care!

ECKANKAR
r'Arnold CtMilfant

KUNDALINI YOGA
Jean-Paul Singh
7:009:00 PM, Upstisirs Lounge
Lessons in living for the Aquarian Age.
Through exercises, meditations, chanting
and food consciousness Kundalini Yoga
jan allow you to find inner peace and
contentment, physical, mental and
spiritual fulfillment Success in life need
have only one reqUiremejijli balance,

harmony and happiness. Through this

Yoga of awareness, learn to awaken and
channel your potential energy into higher
consciousness

"'

ltX^\ *v-

pencil

"LOVE - THE GREATEST POWER IN
THE UNIVERSE"
Muri el

8 00 PM, Social Welfare 147

The true understanding of Love comes into

its full flowering in the Aquarian Age.
I ove as a Cosmic Principle relating to the
Laws of Polarity, Magnetism, Cohesi6n
and Attraction will be discussed.
(Emotional) Emotional and Spiritual
Love. Personal and Divine Love will be

'

related, revealing the common bond or
energy of the two How does Love relate to
I iqht'> What IS Brotherly Love, Universal
I ove"* How can the power of Love create a
World Brotherhood amongst all mankind?
HOW does Love relate to the stars, the
planets, the Sun'> How did they use this
energy to create qreat civilizations? How
does love lead tojZosmic Consciousness?
These and other questions will be an
swered This is a class of meditafion, light
radiation, dream analysis, group sharing
ol experiences Personal problesm will be
discussed, and lesson material is provided
1 he purpose IS to Iree the "psyche or soul

"

of mental and emotional blocks to have

THE System of sufi
Carol Kandell -—

-

7 30 PM, AU 3517 '^.

An introduction to ideas of the spiritual

system of self development of the con-

troversial sufi. Sheikh Al Wahshi Al

wahshi considered the modern day gurd
lieff, insists he doesn't know what his

disciples are talking about or what a Sufi

IS

NEWER WAYS WITH CHILDREN
Samuel Marcus
7 30 PM, Royce Hall 1S2

How to avoid harming the child. How to

benefit the child.

COOPERATIVES
George Tucker
7:30 PM, Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op
Market, 2021 Barrington, L.A.
History, significance, and philosophy of

cooperatives, ranging from the local to the
international scene Types of

cooperatives, including extensive
discussion of direct charge operation. How
to organize

THURSDAY

BHAKTI YOGA - THE YOGA OF
TRANSCENDENTAL LOVE
Sukadeva Das
3:00 S 00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
This IS a post graduate study in spiritual
perfection as taught in the Bhagavad Gita
tind the Srimad (Shagavatam (The cream
ol the Vedas) Other features include:
KIRIAN congregational chanting
PRASDAM preparing and feasting from
Vedic foodstuffs, ANCIENT VEDIC IN
STRUMENTS learning to play the
nindunga (drum), Martaw (hand cym
bAls.) and the Harmonium (hand organ),
JAPA

I
mantra meditation on beads. Plus

any other facet of the Vedu culture not
mentlbned depending on the inttrests of
the tliss't

HATHA YOGA
Govmda
S: 00 7:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Simple basic physical postures, changing,
beeathing exercises, relaxation period,
brief meditation. The integral yoga
method as taught by Swami Sat
chidananda Designed to bring peace and
hArmo»<y to body, mind and spirit

KUNDALINI YOGA
Jean Paul Singh
7 00 9:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Lessons in living for the Aquarian age.
Through exercises, meditations, chanting
nnd lood consciousness Kundalini Y09«
can allow you to find inner peace and

JLJ0»:30 PM, AU.ISlf:
. „^

Dates Held; June », JuTy H, July 27, Aug.

10, Aug 24, and Sepr 7

Eckankar is the source of knowledge to

bring us freectom in this world, a way of

expanding our awareness beyond
limitations Once more, the knowledge of

the Vairagi Adepts is available to give

individuals a chance to experience an-

swers for the eternal questions: what is

life all about, have I lived before, can I see

beyond death here and now?

WRITING FOR PAY
' O.W. Gledhill
7:30 PM, AU 2412, June 29th only. Meeting

time and place will be arranged then for

future meetings.
A*S*US*A (Associated Students USA)
needs writers who need money, will write

for bread We are setting up this EC class

to help find and train such writers. Our
basic approach is a writers "sweatshop"

hard work at actual writing,

publication, selling. Class totally "project

oriented", with cash earnings for par

licipant writers the objective

THEATER GAMES
Robert Martin
7:30 10:00 PM, Moore Hall 130

This class willdeal in improvisational

theater techniques using the Viola Spolm
Method I worked with Miss Spolin as an

assistant for eleven years.

FRIDAY

AWARENESS
Maurice Diepeveen and Shari Secof

7:00 10:00 PM, AU 3S17
Exception July 21st only, class will be

held in Upstairs Lounge.
This concerns with teaching development
awareness m all areas of the personality,

behavior and interpersonal interaction.

THE NATURE OF THE SOUL
Ida Urso
7:309:30 PM, AU 2408
Exception July 21st only, the class will be

field in KH 400
This meditation class is for: 1. Those who
nre making stxift from an enrwtional

evaluation of life (solar plexus) into a

mental one (mind), 2. Those who are

Shifting from sensation and glamour into

reason and wisdom, 3 Those who are

shifting from an unconscious evolution into

a conscious self initiated growth and
development. This class is closed to new
participants.

SATURDAY

GESTALT WORKSHOP
Cathy Lewis
7:00 10:30 PM, AU 3SU
E xception July 22nd only, the clau will be
held in KH 400
I wish. to Announce a completely new
workshop using NOW techniquts, utiliiino

principles of Gestalt Psychotogy body
awareness, bio energetics and hyp
notherapy The feature of this workshop
will be color films, that I would like to have
of Dr Fritz Perls actually doing therapy
Each film will be followed by workshops
With volunteers from those in atttr»dance
We Will then have a brief encounter
oriented around the experience. I expect to

work With three to live persons each night.
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Chinatown,'discotheques and galleries

ISC Tour to San Francisco planned
The International Student Center < ISC) is spon-

soring its annual four-day tour of San Francisco for

all students, staff, and faculty of this campus from

July first through fourth.

The tour will provide accommodations at the

Regent Hotel for 3 nights, as well as all bus and other

transportation fees. The tour has been planned to

include a complete sampling of the great variety of

cultural movements that have formed San Fran-

cisco, and yet leave time for relaxation and in-

dividual exploration.

The tour leaves from the ISC, 1023 Hilgard Avenue

at 8 am and from Westwood Plaza at 8: 15 am on July

first. There )vill be a stop for sightseeing and lunch at

Solvang, and a stop for wine-sampling near San Jose.

Things to do

The tour will arrive in San Francisco at roughly

7:30 pm. Dinner will be in Chinatown at your choice

of either Jo Jung's, Sun Nang Heung, Nan Yuen, or

Matsuya, (Japanese) restaurants. After dinner there

will be time to try the Rickshaw Discotheque or the

Bistro nearby. ^-.—

There will be a walking tour of San Francisco

beginifring at 9:30 am on July second. It will start at

Union Square and will be highlighted by visits to

Reese Palley Gallery, designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright in 1949, Podesta Baldocchi, the famous flower
shop, Chinatown, the North Beach area, Grant
Avenue Artist's colony, and Coit Tower at the top of
Telegraph Hill.

From there, the tour will continue to Fisherman's
Wharf, followed by a Bay Cruise. The remainder of
the afternoon will be spent touring Ghirardelli
Square, the Cable Car Power House and Museum,
down Nob Hilland back to Union Square. Dinner will

be at Tommy's Joynt, and the rest of the night is free.

Culture and fun

On the third day, visits are planned to the San
Francisco Museum of Art, (a principal center for

modem art), then Golden Gate Park, including the
Hall of Flowers arboretum, conservatory, art

museum and Japanese Tea Garden. The tour will

then dtive over the famous Golden Gate Bridge to

^usalito, originally a refuge for artists and the beat

community, and now a quaint shopping village.
*

'.

The cost of the tour will be $30.00 (tickets are

available at the Kerckhoff Ticket Office (KH 140)

and the deadline for signing up is June 28. For sign-

ups and/or furtfier information, contact Yuki Kasai

at ISC, 825-3384 or 477-4587.
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Crossword Answer

[p] 1 TlS M [A r1cl "P]E R
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TOL D AC A R A^
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L A R PER 1 S U A R
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What's On Deadlines
In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whafs

On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday's noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's |>aper— — -:__^___^,—J~i.__:
- Aft copTTS to sufitiiitted-i^rtth^m«^

tri||)le spaced. No copy Will be accepted by telephone.

SWEET ^WEETBACK'S BAADASSSSS — will screen with th« Los

Angeles Premiere of Femailo Arrabal's Viva La Muerte (French dialog,

English subtitles), plus two short subjects. This is an X-rated showing —
I.D. required. 7;30 pm, Friday, Royce Hall. Admissiori: $150 at the door^

Sponsored by the UCLA Film Commission.

A-:.

Work for the DB
(

'

'M,.»^h«*

(Paid Advwmement)

Junior World Statesman

LET US COMPETE WITH QUISELVES

M ACHIEVING TOf PE»f0«-

MANCE IN THE AREA OF OUR

uNnuE AMurr stwmjlatino

RECOONinON AND COMPENSA-

TK>N. TH04 ICT USWO« WITH

OUR CONTi«dPORARIES IN OAIN-

W4a A UNIVERSAL COMPREHBM-

SIVE UNOaSTANDINO IMPELUNO

WORU> COOPERATION AND

PEACE

ARE YOU INTERESTED

IN INCREASING YOUR READING SKILLS?

V. Sign, up for one of the

Reading Efficiency Seminars :^.^

'

June 20, 21 & 22, 1:15-4:30 pm

«

dno gAvsydnp 3AVS'>dnD gAvs-gdnp 3Av$-ydn3 ^Avs-gnn-) 3avs 'gdn::^ :iAv<;'9Hn-i :iAVQ'9<4n-i ^AVQ-R^n-t gAvq-gHni gAVS'gdno

•iOROI N. NOLMES
SINIOt WOtlO STATESMAN

Fodlilotor

f.O. BOX 24301

WESTWOOD. CAllFOiNIA f00J4

9

Following this diagnostic-instructional experience students may opt for

further skill development ^(agrams held: Monday & Wodnesday 10:00

or Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 - 12:00 am

- 12:00 am

\ *

o Enroll, call:

P^g;4r^jfei^r)/&^^^

(82)5-7744 or inquire at the

Looming Skiflt Contor, 271 Social Wolforo BIdg.

This is a UCLA Student Service available without charge to all regularly enrolled students.
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12 UCLA Summer Bruin Tuesday, June 20. 1972

What's On: f- . -t*

Concerts:
Saturday, June 24

—"Young Musicians Foun-

dation 1972 National Competition"

in which finalists from

preliminary auditions will

compete for awards ; in,, the

categories of strings, piano, and

voice. Prizes to be awarded will be

the Gregor Piatigorsky Award for

Cello and the Arthur Rubinstein

Piano Award, 8:30 pm, in Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets 2H'e $3

and SI (students).

Sunday, June 25

—"The Twelfth Annual

Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest/'

with continuous performances on

the green by contestants, with

awards and prizes for soloists and

groups, 10 am to 6 pm, at Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center. Ad

mission for adults is $2; teenagers

from 12 17, $1; children under 12

free (with parent); senior citizens

(over 65), $1. •

Wednesday, June 21

Seminars:
Friday, June 23

—"Community Arts: New
Survival Techniques/' a UCLA
Extension summary of the First

National Conference on "Com-

munity Arts and Community
Survival," 9:30am 1:30 pm, Bing

Theater, Los Angeles County

Museum of Art, 5095 Wilshire

Blvd. $3.50 at the door.

E.C.:

—"The Jodo Club/' 3: 30 5 pm,

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

—"The Kung Fu Club/' 13 pm,

the Women's Gym 200.

—"The Team Handball Club/'

7-9; 30 pm. Women's Gym 200.

Thursday, June 22

—"The Air Rifle- Pistol Club/' 4-

6 pm. Rifle Range.

—"The Fishing/Huntliifl

Clubs," noon, AAen's Gym 102.

—"The Indoor Soccer Club/' 7-

10 p„ Women's Gym 200.

—"The Women's Karate Club/'

5 6 pm. Women's Gym 200.

—"The Kenpo Club/' 5:30 6:M

pm. Memorial Activities Center B

146.

—"The Organic Garden Club/'

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

. ... .'
\

V

—"The 19th Century Esthetic:

Historicism and Romanticism,"

with Peter Slusarski, film and art

historian, utilizing films and color

slides of famous paintings to

explore the relationship of

painting and film in the 20th

century. T^ie Babylon sequence of

'Intolerat^ce,' and excerpts from^

'Birth of a Natiop,' both D.W.

Griffith films will' be shown and

slides of fiamous paintings by

Delacroix; Gericault; Gros, and

Thomas Cole. First in a UCLA
Extension series on "Rescued

from the Eagle's Nest by an

Andalusian Dog," 7 10 pm,

auditorium, Dickson Art Center.

^Tickets on sale at the door.

—"E.C. classes" start the week

of June 26th.

Meetings:
Tuesday, June 20

—"Scuba Club," 5 pm, Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center, Vista

Room. Class orientation meeting

for summer scuba class.

—"Summer tours" of the

campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays

beginning June 20 and continuing

through September 7 except

^University holidays. The one-and-

on'e half-hour tours start at 1:30

pm from the Visitors Center, 1215

Murphy Hall arid Bxe open to the

public. (Parking on campus is $1

per day). .

'^"^

' ' ' ^ *

URA Clubs:
Tuesday, June 20
^^'*The Kenpo Club/' 5:30-6i30

Etcetera:
—"Orange County Fair Tour/'

sponsored by ISC, will depart at 8

am and return at 6 pm, Sunday.

$2.50 fee includes transportation

and admission fee. Deadline for

sign-up: Thursday, call 47^-4587.

—"Reading Seminars/' The

Learning Skills Center is offering

three Reading Seminars for

students who want to develop their

reading skills. The seminars will

be held today, tomorrow and

Thursday from 1:15 to 4:15 pm.

Students should sign-up for just

one of these times as this is a one-

time overview experience. Ad-

ditional follow-up work in groups

or individually will biB arranged.

Pre registration is necessary.

Social Welfare 271 or phone 825-

7744. Free to all regularly enrolled

students. *
' -

SAILING CLUB-
7 boats available for summer
Ballroom.

First meeting of summer, sign-ups for sailing lessons,

vc summer use, 7 pm« today,>fickerman Union Grand

Exhibits:
pm, Memorial Activities Center B

146. —
—"The Karate Club/' 5 7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—"The Organic Garden Club/'

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Wednesday, June 21

—"The Hatha Yoga Club/' 5-7

pm. Women's Gym 200.- j>

—"1972 UCLA Student Art

Exhibition" featuring works in all

media by graduate art students,

candidates for MA and MFA
degrees, plus some un-

dergraduate work, thru June 30.

UCLA Art Galleries, open Sun-

days, 15 pm; Monday thru

Thursday, llam-5 pm; closed

Friday and Saturday.
-'

STARTS TODAY

..,<ii

''\Always the Unusual for Men''

^i^A^^AA A A AAAAAA

,. ,, <«. _- J ^

Semi-Annual

CLEARANCE

ACROSS
1. Abysses
5. Refuse

of
grapes

9. Through
12. Grand-

parental
13. Musical

prince
14. Commo-

tion
15. An

advocate
17. Soak
18. Narrated
19. Nest-

building
fish

oi 'Do/»orrled

24. Particle

25. Jewish
month

26. Solitary

30. Malay
gibbon

31. Persian
fairies

32. Repub.
in
Africa

33. Parlor
games

35. Sacred
vessels

36. Ibsen
heroine

37. Thing of
' value

38. Crushing
^nake

40. Smart
42. Japanese

porgy
43. Chief
48. Mountain

oa Crete
49. Always
50. Peter,

for one
51. Dry
52. Abound
53. Bristle -

DOWN
1. Invalid's

food
2. Yellow

bugle
3.«Sailor

4. Sow bug
5. Stamping
machine

6. Old
7. Decay
8. Brings

into being
9. Lovers

10. European
river

11. Roster
16.Fiih

20. Lettuce
2LSoft

mineral
22. BibUcal

name
23. Mentally

disturbed

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31.

AT«race itnie of soluttovrl? aria.

one
Cuckoos
Spartan
queen
Crude
metal
Create
Formerly
(archaic)

Breast-
work

husband
Ties
Goal
Aconite
Com-
manded
Indian
Injure
SaluU-
tion
Employ
Burmese
demon
Pewter
ccdnin
AsU

VALUES TO $70.00

BOOTS, SHOES
and SANDALS t

$9.90 to

• SAN REMO
• ROSSI

• FANtASIA

T-

• 8106 SANTA
MONICA BLVD.

LA.-656-2153

• i055BROXTON
AVE., WESTNMDOD

VILLAGE-879-b501

$24.90
• RENEGADE
• VERDI

• MANY OTHERS

STU GILLIAM'S

RICHARD'S SHOES
4041 MARLTON
AVE.-299-1204

::i^ sioiuM '\vo 'uK s s.-^oi»\\i'si i. noooIos'Oihmi s.^or\^

fiiewgroup to aid

axedorganizations

Tuesday, June20« IW^ UCLA Summer Bruin \1 )

-•-- 1 -—Tt*-1-'

A new campus group, Coalition for the Right to Organize (CRO), was
formed last week in response to the suspensions of three campus
organizations earlier this month.

The three organizations— Beth Sar Shalom, Students for a Democratic
Society and Students for McGovem — were suspended by the Campus
Programs and Activities Office (CPAO) here for violations of the campus
Time, Place and Manner'^regulations on literature distribution, posting

and rallies.

Jim Dumont, spokesman for CRO, said the group has been organized to

help the suspended groups, which have indicated they will appeal to

Campus Adovocate, Charles McClure. McClure, however, said he has not

been contacted by any of the groups. .
,

Dumont said. ''We feel the *Time, Place and Manner' regulations are
'

unfairly written, and in addition, they are probably illegal."

Robert Ringler, assistant dean for CPAO, pointed out the groups were
suspended only after numerous violations and consultations with the

rPAO office. He said the office had not been '*out to get" the suspended

groups, pointing out that 33 other groups had received notices of

violatit)ns during spring quarter.

Dumont said the group will also attempt to aid students who have
recently been arrested on warrants (see front page story on the ''UCLA
54") or are being called in to the Dean of Students' office for campus
disciplinary proceedings surrounding the May 11 demonstrations here.

The first meeting is Thursday at 7 pm in the Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge, with another next Tuesday, same time and place.

' .

.-,-'
.

,

.

"
'

Watkins newRegents chairman;
committee members announced
The new chairman qf the UC Board of Regents is Dean A. Watkins, w^ho

will replace William French Smith at the July Regents' meeting. Smith

served two years ar^chairman. Both men are Reagan appointees to the

Regents. ""'^ r~~^
"

' ':

Watkins nair-slh^ed this last year as chairman of the Regents'

educational policy committee. He is a former professor of electrical

engineering at Stanford University.

The new vice chairman of the Regents is Edward W. Carter, former

chairman of the finance committee. Carter, chairman of the board of

Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc., replaces Elinor R. Heller of Atherton.

The UC Regents also announced their committee structures for the

1972 73 year commencing July 1 . They are as follows

:

Audit — Allan Grant, William K. Coblentz, Catherine Hearst, Robert O.

Reynolds, Joseph A. Moore and Bert Sjiiith.

Educational Policy — John Canaday, Wilson Riles, William E. Forbes,

William M. Roth, Elinor R. Heller, Frederick Dutton, DeWitt A. Higgs,

GlennjCampbelU Moore, Joho LajATence and B^JSmith. „_ _ _
Finance — Reynolds, Higgs, Carter, Hearst, Canaday, Roth, Coblentz,

Carnpbell and William A. Wilson.
'^

Grounds and Buildings -7 Forbes, Heller, Coblentz, Grant, Edwin

Reinecke, Robert Moretti, B. Smith.

Investments — William French Smith, Moore, Carter, Roth, Dutton,

Reynolds and Wilson. ^ ..

Special Research Projects — Caippbell, Reinecke, Hearst, Canaday,

Higgs, Grant, Lawrence, Riles and Wilson.

The first name on the committee listing indicates the chairman. The

second name is that of the vice chairman.
In related action, UC President Charles J. Hitch and Moore were again

appointed representative and alternate representative, respectively, to

the Coordinating Council for Higher Education for 1972-73.

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

wG speciahze in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

) LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

mmm

^m P- »-- ^.'^i I — »«^»Hi^i»<.^»<w»i»%i^M*K"<-'
-rrrr

TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!

Cbeip Living This Summer at

THE COOP
One Summer Session COST
(6/19 - 7/28, or 7/31 - 9/8) $125 - $130
Both Sessions (6/19- 9/8) $250 - $260

Entire Summer (6/14 - 9/1 7) $270 - $280

plus 4 hours chores/week

Includes room and 20 meals/week

Um - mSlcom FIRST SERyEDl\

CALL 479-1835
writ* AAanag«r. UCHA, 488 Londloir, LA 90024

Un iversity budget . .

.

( Continued from Page 1

)

Another ire-raiser was the Legislature's deletion of

$6.3 million fpr the construction of an engineering
building at UC Santa Barbara. Hitch pointed out that

$218,000 has been invested to date for the plannitig of
the building. i

State planning funds were also eliminated for on-

campus teaching hospitals at UC Davis and Irvine.

Hitch said the losa of these facilities will set back
development of medical schools at the two cam-
puses.

After Hkch completed his report, many Regents
denounced the Legislature's actions.

Regental Reaction
'i'd like to urge two actions," Edward W. Carter,

chairman of the Regents' finance committee, said.

"One is to urge the restoration of out-of-state

funds." He s£lid the cancellation of non-resident

tuition waivers would "seriously interfere with the

continuing eminence of this University."

"Two" was urging the restoration of funds for the

UCSB engineering building. Carter called the action

of the conference committee to eliminate funds for

the project "cavalier." "That campus is badly in

need of that building," he said.

Regent Christian E. Markey Jr. "urged" that the

University adopt a 10 year program for the establish-

ment of law schools in California. "The University

has lost its leadership role in the development of law

schools," Markey said, referring to the fact the

Legislature ignored the University's request to fund

a UCSB law school.
^—

—

'-

Appalling document
Another Regent, William M. Roth, called the

proposed budget "an appalling document," and
asked Hitch what atmosphere in Sacramento had

created it. ^ "*,
^ .^

"This is a much different University situation,"

Roth said. "The budgets shrink and the Regents sit

around this table nodding their heads and

powerless."

Hitch said he applauded the salary increases, but

"why these two to three aberrations came out of the

J

conference committee" was unknown to him.

House Speaker Robert Moretti, an ex officio

Regent, told the Board he would meet with con-

ference committee members and "try to respond as

intelligently as possible" to why the committee made
the specific appropriations ^nd deletions. Moretti

said he would report his findings at the July Regents

meeting in San Francisco.

Regent Elinor Heller asked Reagan to veto the

appropriations to the demography department and

traffic institute. She said the "autonomy" of the

University was at stake.

Reagan did not comment while the Regents spoke

and did not indicate whether he would veto the

specific appropriations.

Changes made
inASUCIA staff
Tim Bayley has been named acting ASUCLA

general store manager following the transfer of

Gerald Mathews, previous general store manager

here, to the student store at UC Davis, ASUCLA
executive director Don Findley has announced.

Bayley, 25, was hired by ASUCLA in January

following his graduation from the UCLA Graduate

School of Management. '

— In a related move, I>6n Walden. former ASUCLA
services and operations msinager here, has an-

nounced his resignation, effeptive September 1, as

executive director of the Associated Students at UC
Berkeley. Walden served as ASUCLA business

manager from 1967 to 1969 and Ackerman Union

manager from 1969 to 1970 before assuming the

ASUC position in July, 1970.

Walden, who did not wntion any future plans,

cited "basic differences 'between myself and the

ASUC Senate" as the reason for his resignation. A
successor has yet to be named.

^n

>«

we now have Velo-Bind: _

:__^,^^. inexpensive 'Mnstant publishing''

no minimum — 10% discount on 10 or more orders

. ir '

.-rV

'•»
. •>,. ,

-

V«lo-Bind hard cov*rt

3.50

Profettlonol-looking hard co<^er books

of fraction of the usuol cost.

;. .. »

Gold embossed cover imprints available -ask for estimate.

121 kerdhoH hall; 825 06 11, x. 258

open monday-frldoy 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. as
UC

printing & duplicating
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerchhoff Mall "I
Phone 125 2}})

CU%si*i«<l advertisinfl rate*

iSwordsSi SOday.Sconsecutivt
insertions *5 0|P

Payable in advance
DEADLINE 10 30a.

m

No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives tuH support to the

Ln.ve?s*»y' PI c-'r?:* ^,'j';;''cia"rs.r.e"d
discrimination and then^tore c'»»»^'^e

advertising service ^'•k "<>
,„ord.n9

^•u^ilable to anyone who, m *'""^"'"*

4491 ; Westside Fair Mousing 473 0949.

y Campus Services .... 3

•tfA^I COPIES

82-50611
^^*

kerckhoff 12-

y Personal . . , . 5

DKSK and -^sorted chain, etc.. »•«"•"« '"^

office or d^-n. ver> f""""***'*
*^*";,Yj„ »).

ToiAHil'S IV sueaker* 12" 3-wiy. BSR

s^Txtu^n\i»le Ukr^Iv: . I30.IIO. 721^207 (

U

.In MM

MATTRESSES Valley Stale >»>r»;rt[««

(irad can save you 40-V.% «h any brand,

anv si,e mallress *el. ^"-."ilP"-' ^''^^j

don I pay relall. Call me »«»•> ^
R^^.-^^

KKVMIS Electric Ruitar. Three pIck up

KrintthamlW.-vmi (IdJpJO*.

V Services Offered '^

WE have carefully screened. »x>"<»f''„
""J

nsured housekeepers, cleaners and party

servers I niverslty
»«»"»'»'*'*''»'"f.g ,Jp

i;UHi
.

-

TELEVISION rental. Special LCLA rates.

H( A n.odels Eree delivery Eree ^^r^\ct^*

hr phone. 274-91 !».
n6QTR»

SEI.E-MVPNOSI.S classes to enh^nc^e

(t)\(E\TRATI()N. >i»^:>yj!";j;TIO\S
EII)EN( E ORAL PK^'"*^^^^ATr.iFry
r " rn to RELEASE >1ATERI At STL DIEE^^

and ELIMINATE CRAMMLNC,.

Daily

474-3350

(l6Jy3).

ABORTION Help: $ I.'Ml complete. """P'tJ*'

*

physician Eree pregnancy «''<a»".^?'^_*^II„*

Abortion Referral ^»:Mi-7tt>fi.

Hl^'NT-A-TV 110 mo. Stereo/Hlfi. Student

discounts Delivery to »:00. "S-3570^
2J53

Westwood. < *'™*-

(5Jn20).

^ Help Wanfed ...... .8

I'SVC IIOLO(;V student, no special skills, to

he companion to woman - full time. days. Mr

V\anderM2l-37H7 anytime. (8Jy3).

AITO and motorcycle Insurance, for a rate

quiitation call Alan Sobel at 781-5527 or 873-

.-.HI5.
_n6JliM).

EORMlNt; ( lassical. Elamenco. Electrical

Kuitar classes. Private instruction.

Reasonable. Instructor Joseph Serralore

.-,42-L'»«7.
(16Jn20>.

ALTO insurance cancelled? 'Refused? •Too

high? *Too young? 'Motorcycle. Wm. An-

derson (iR7-6l 40 VEH-3786. (16Jn30).

WANTED girl live In part time or Uve out -

' Bahvsitting - ( 7 mo. old and 6 yr old )
Salary

lo he discussed. Days, hours - flexible. Near

transportation, references. Mrs. RIskln. 270-

VARIETY of full time and ParUlme

suminer jobs. Services Unlimited. 475-9521 (8

.Jn :mii.

EXPERIENCED Oxford. Columbia.

Stanford students will edit papers, dlsser-

uJillns: tutor humanities. Call 47»^350 or

H2fl->»r.i.,
^"^-

PIANO ' lessons by doctoral candidate

Reasonable and talented - 783-4145. (16 Jn 30).

ilOL'SEKEEPING. cleaning with local

families. Elexible hours with relaxed,

studfnt-owned company. 12.20/hr. 828-1300.

H Jv 18).

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finder*.

47.',-Hfi.1l. *(16QTR».

REAL Estate licensee - part-time - handle

rentals on campus to students/faculty,

l-arge property management company.

Weslw(»od area Commissions. 9-5 weekdays

(2i:n87»-!M0i(all(illl (8Jn20).

CSIS has lowest auto Insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Mo")"
;

451-1393. (I6QTR).

Al'TO Insurance, lowest rates for studel..^

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 4.57-7573. <16QTR)

HELP Wanted. Mother's helper. Full or part

time. Live in preferred. 474-327J. (8 Jn 30

»

(il'ITAR Lessons - summer rates. Malcdm

Kigar : 474-4924/659-2802. (16 Jn 30)

SALES -Automotive products. Start now

part-time, have good job during summer. No

experience 781-8665. (8Jy 18).

PROEESvSlONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing, and research lo your

requirements. 387-1548 call anytime.

(iIRL - part time receptionist - ladles figure

salon $1 li.'./hr. Will train. See Malsfce 5470 W.

PicoBlvd (8jn39).

BABYSITTER — mon.-wed.-frl. - 9-1 or 1-5.

and some evenings. 273-4473 (8 Jn 20)

BEVERLY Hills business executive desires

lo learn tlie Danish language. If you are from
,

Denmark and would like lo tutor me in this

subject one evening per week, my honw
please telephone Mr. David IViwers 466-4595

(office I. 271 221.'> (home)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? . ... TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396.232S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

NEED tXtftA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping othtrs. "^ -

Earn up to i40. a month
on our plasma program,

^hone: 478 0OS1 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

SI MMER job on 38-fcM)l diesel auxllary.

t-:xperience : -Marlinspike, varnishing,

«ruising. Send resume lo J. Truett, Con-

stellation Marine, 18744 S.Reyes. ( ompton
(A 181221 (8Jn30).

asi
uca

---------r-" CHARTER FLIGHTSWORK FOR
A CHANGE

J

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER
ENVIRONMENT

Non-profit Environmental Organltation
9056 Santa Monica Blvd.

Cal.ttMt
Call (213) 274-93M9-S p.m.

Paid Positions for Fund Raising
'

Hours: 2 p.m. to 10p.m.

^ for Sale .15

KRAKAIR grand piano S'S" mahogany
tSM. Call 829-3089 after 2:99 p.m. private

party. (lSJn29).

ELITE, solid silver, (;emeinhardt, 2 months
old. sells new 1325. will take 1219. 7U-43S5.
Wayne.

^
(l5Jn20).

109 Watt Harman Kardon Am/Fm Sitrco
Receiver with tow 12" 3-way speakers. Need
money. Sacrifice 1290.09 Like new 723-

'•6:t.'i (IS Jn30).

STEREOS?
Sony-Hitachi-Garrard

BSR- Pioneer- Panasonic
Sansui KLH

Kenwood- Merrantz

Why Pay /Wore?

Buy factory direct A savt.

NOONEBEATSMYPRICESI

Factory Fresh Fully Guaranteed

Call N.MB. Jack "Hi Fi" Cotten

ELROPE a MIDDLE LAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate tickrting

Student Rail-Pass 2 mo tl»-

0I\ mpic games & Hotel space a» ail

. »!»72 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT : SOFA Agent VIC Dept LCLA
I35<W Ventura Blvd. - J

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

Phone :g72-22a3/7M-l677

El ROPE Flights^ 50 <leP«rtur«.
•»UJ[J[-

i<r!i»l India. Africa. 30% off. aiuaew*

Hiw/cards Since 1959. EASC. 323 N-

S."rl?S »«^^>rK Hills. 90210. 276^293.

^Polifical .

•SIKTALISM: Questions and Answeni* l»

axai^ble for 2S*from the League for Econ.

fimocrao P.O Box 1858. San P«»ro.^^-;

90733.

tl65 gorgeous I bedroom. Quiet adult
building - pool. Ntar SM freeway at
Robertson. 8850 Cattarougus. 83S-342C

^ Apfs to Share 23

Kl ROPF ROIND TRIP »rom 1219.09

\l SO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRIt A

\ND \SI V AIS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL. 90>«

S,\NTA MONICA. LA. 900(69. 274.8742

^ForRenf .

M.ALE to share one-bedroom apartment

with one other. Next to campus, 473-4717.

472-6 1 19. 82I-SI85.
. ^ .

(23Jy3).

(lOOMMATE to share large woodsy single,

fireplace and garden, near UCLA.
t85.00/nio. David 479-7821 . 473-0201 . ( 23 Jn
29).

(I

EUROPE

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

JULY 9 LA/LONDON

AUG 27 LONDON/LA

JULY 23 LA/LONOON

AUG 20 LONDON/ LA

AUG 9 LA/MADRID

SEPT 18 AMST/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONOON

SEPT 16 LONDON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONOON

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONOON

SEJ>T 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT 5

OCT ^t
LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

T252T0O
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

KENSINCiTON. Central London. Engl«i»<*-

Beautiful lop floor, sunny,
»f8«'

.*»"^"-

kitchen-diningroom. two double-bedrooms,

and bathro«.m. Available July. August, and

Siptember 1400/month. Photos and par-

ticulars; William Wilson. 17 EUaston Place.

Umdon S.\V.7. * Jn30'^

PI.XNO Tuner has several rentals, all

rebuilt. tlO.no minimum. 660-4514. ( Jn30)

^Juhring , . ,
lo

(;RF LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group in«»':"^;'«" ,^.S»'»„^''

Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 6o'^;»J^

SHARE apt. - female, new. ftu-nithed. dish-

washer, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, no lease

required. W. L. A. 478-336S. (23Jn23).

1 or 2 GIRLS: share Irg.. lux.. 2-bdrm.

Brentwd. apt., pool, view - summer /longer?

Sharon 476-6050. (23Jn23).

FEMALE - share spacious 3-bedr. apt. w/2

girls. S.i5/month. Santa Monica. 399-0131

after 6:00 p.m. (23Jn20).

FEMALE to share

Santa Monica. Walk
1308, 392-6010. Janis.

1-bedroom furnished.

to beach. 192.50. 825-

(23Jy3)

PSYCH grad. share 2-bed. 2-bath beach

apartment - Santa Monica. Si 12 (including

utilities) Herb 392-3874. 825-2531. (23Jn 30).

SEPT 17 LA/LON/ FRANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 2€ LA/LONDON $199.00

OCT 9 LONDON/ LA 14 Days

OWE-WAY FLIGHTS

U

JUNE 28 LONDON/LA

JULY 26 LA/LONOON

AUG 2 LA/ LONDON

AUG 27 LONDON/LA
AUG 31 DUBLIN/LA

SEPT 6 LA/LONOON

SEPT 19 LA/LONOON

$138.00
$r38.00
$138.00

-4138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.^

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD. ON A. FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John and Susan

Cliarter
Flints

10956 Weyburn Avenue
Uestwood Village 90024
Telephone: 478-8286

an
official

charter flight

operation ^
authorized and
approved by the

University of

California _^
on all campuses.

BOAC„ & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

service.

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

-It. oep. Ret. Days Price

2 4/11 8/28 71 $242

3 «/21 8/14 54 1242

5 4/24 9/4 72 $242

6 4/25 f/13 80 $275

10 4/29 ' 8/29 41 $242

14 7/8 8/17 40 $242

IS 7/n 8/10 30 $242

17 7/12 8/31 SO $242

18 s/12 9/13 33 $252

1? 9/12 one-way $135

Available only to bonafida members of the
University ol California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

chart^ Ili9hta

k,^,,.
uc

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC wos cre-

ated by the International

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-
wide recognition. It 1$

requirea for oil student
flights abroad. ~ '

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
fo oM within Europe,
Israel, East Africa, and '

the For Eost-ot fantastic

sovings, enabling you
to travel OS far as pos-

sible for as little OS
possible

youknoivusi
^V^©jr© • • • •

UNI
a Kercnkhoff Hall lOS O

Between lA.m. a Sp.m
•n 1121

'^ loose WCYBURN AVENUE

IS II Flavor1*4 Iter leifteat IB

TELE 477-1111

FRENCH/SPAMSH/ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Lnlv. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational m*»»»od (trial

173-2492.
<18QTR).

y Social Events .

ACTIVE Thursday evening Encounter

Group for fun and growth. Free. Also river

hikes and wine parties. Near Westwood. 478-

-^g^ ( Jn30)

MALE to share one-bedroom apartment

with one other. Next to campusa473-4717.

472-61 ltt.^21-5185. (23Jy3).

ROOMMATES needed In large single and

one-bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. 625 Landfalr. 479-5404.

ROOMMATES needed - 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles S65 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool, garage 473-6412 <23QTR)

y Typing 19

SHARE ypUr apartment by 1 August. Walk

to campus. Gay male. Box 31, Cardiff

92007. —

^

: , ->- -.(23*»30)

Vot' tan. We type. Handwritten 4ran». 24-

hr. answer dktaUon. Fast and Neat. EXAM-
^ForSub-Leaie. 24

DAWN - papers, dissertations proposals,

letters, manuscripts. Experienced.

Weeknlghts 6-10. weekend mornings, call

Mwm4, ^ <i»Jy»>
^ji -2 —
FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric

Expert typing, fast. Alice. 397-3306. 1 19 QTR)

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. (19 QTR)

NOW - 9/20 Beautifully furnished l-bdr. apt.

carpet, fireplace, roomy, quiet. Wllshire*.

Fairfax area. |115/mo. 936-8048. (24Jy 3).

- /House for Rent

.

25

BEAUTIFUL, antique furnished guest

house. Utilities Included. Five minutes

UCLA/Beach - Girls $125 mo. 454-7605. (25 Jy

3).

RUTH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

828-1162. (19 QTR)

FURNISHED one bedroom house. 1135.00

monthrno pets. W.L.A^on Federal Ave. 451-

4086. • (25Jy3).

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays. 9-

6: Barbie: 670-1982. Mae: 396-5182. (19QTR)

LOVELY I-I/2 room house. Utilities Incl.

1 100.00 month . 2837 Westwood Blvd 474-

5631
(25Jn23)

V (Vanned . 20

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not.

Wrecks too. Free tow-aways - 391-9640, 835-

IW3. (20QTR)

ART Buyer. On commission, sculpting,

emphasis metal work. Send back ground to

Box 886. Santa Monica. CA 90406, Attn: G.F.

FURNISHED 2-bedrm house. Summer
students. $185.00 mo. no pets. W.L.A. on

Federal Ave. 451-4086. (25Jn30>

SINGLE. One room back house. In need of.

slight repair. Kitchen. Bath. Half block

beach. Santa Monica. One quiet person only.

$75. 399-3193 after 3:00 p.m. (25Jn30>

21^Apts Furnished ....

$125.00 PRIVATE suite in doctor's home.
Garden, view, mature professional, faculty

member, refer, netr University. OL2-5276,

HO3-5505. (2lJn20)..

3 Bedroom house. London. England, fur-

nished. Moderate rent. Suitable sabbatical

or research leave or long vacation. Phone

734-4673 between 8 and 4 mornings orJO
andll evenings. (25Jn20).

^ House for Sale 26

$140.00 WALK UCLA. Quiet, secluded,

single, fireplace, sulUMe 1-2 persons. 473-

0201. No lease required. (2lJn20).

BRENTWOOD^ Glen: Charming con

temporary - 3 bedrooms - 1-3/4 baths - lovely

brick terrace - beautiful private gardens -

corner lot - many extras - $67,500 GR2-

9208
(26Jn30).

For July & August, nicely furnished 2

bedrms apt. in duplex. lively yard. Near
Fairfax. $160/mo. 934-5037. (21 Jn 20)

SINGLES, bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. 1-1/2

bath. pool. 3 Mks. campus. 10824 Undbrook
(Hllgard>.GR5-5584. (21 QTR).

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and
one-bedrm apts. Some alr<ond. Block
UCLA-Vlllage. Elevator. Pool, Sundecks,
Garage. 625-641 Landfalr. 479-5404. ( 21 QTR

)

LARGE Bachelors. 100 up. Singles. $125.

across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley. GR 3-1788,

GR 34524. Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

BACHELOR Apt. $75.00 All utilities paM.
1665 Selby Ave. Call evenings after 6:20. 474-

0981. (21Jb30)

2rrf).no. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. 1 bedroom 175.00 .

.Spacious, builtins. AdulU. 1817 Federal 3tS>

0300. (2lJnM).

155.00 1 bedroom, furnlshed/imfambhed.
Attractive. Convenient WLA location.
Adnlts. 1517 Federal. 395-0360. (21 Jn^).

I

ONE minirte to ULCA.S^aclom bKkdort.
singles, one bedrooms available Now! Mgr.
6.Vlljindfalr 473-5571. (21Jyl8).

SPACIOUS
apertmcMt*

SPACIOUS Spanish Stucco high-celling,

near Westwood. schools. Bring paint brush.

3-bedroom. full dining-room, breakfast

room. 13/4-bath. $46.500. WYNN. 477-7001.

.SOUTH of Sunset - Spacious 3-bdrm. 2-bath.

flreplace^carpellng. garden - covered patio^

$49,000. <W«N. (26JnJ0)

NEAR Pico - Westwood
bedrm. I 3/4 baths. $44,950

1 1316 National. 478-1273.

Blvds. Sharp 3

Nelson. Realtor

<26Jn30)

y House to Share ..... 27

TREE-shaded cottage Own room.

$90/month. Females only please. Kathy^ 474

7670 eves.
'"•*"

.SHARE house with two.

$100. 2 1 /older. Alive person
393-4270.821-3444.

own room. S.M
non-smoker.

(27Jn30)

...... MAU*J>AM'.^*«^**«^*^« '•'-^•<*^V<»«J^« 'Ml.* MM*/. ^^^^^ _
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Recreation classes ... summer schedule

SPACIOUS 2 bedrown. S.M. »»"»«
!iff

*

Montana) Large yard, pet o.k. »*^^'"V
evenings-

<WJn30'

SHARE 4-bed. Topanga House . Grad roaple

or single preferred. About $70 person. 45^-

l88Heves. (27Jn30>.

A t bedroom, 2 baUi
Near Harrington and bus. 041-

*n30).

$175.00 Very Attractively Fum. Large Apt. I-

bedrms • S cloactt • aeparate garage .

E>iulvalent to a bouse. Couple or 2 girls. ltS3
1/2 .So. Coming Avr. L.A. 6SS-3300 ap-
pointment. (21 Jn 30)

FURNISHED singles to share $70 Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 633 Gayley 473-

6412 (2IQTR)

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments
in Santa Monica. ..$185 up... pool, sub-
terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,
walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.
2311 Fourth St. 8M 392-5086, 2045 Fourth St.

SM 392-5556. (21qtr)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Ratts
Bachelors-Singles-Ohe Bdrmt.

Junt 15toSept 15

GR 3-1781 • Mrs. Kay - GR 30524

WITH Students - Venke beach - fl«'^<*'"
'

Private room Share kitchen - $90 P« '?**i

.

-tacledei utilities -302-1070. (27Jnw»

J Room & Board

^ Exchange for Help . •
^^^

LIVE-IN GUEST HOUSE 4 BOARD- CARE

FOR 3 VR. OLD BOY SWIM ' ERR^.^Py
SMALL SALARY. EXPECTING

f^J.);)^;
R.H. 275-4139. '

^^^ J
$.V'» up singles to 3 bedroom ! Furnished? IIW

- single. 11921 Goshen. $225 up 2 bedrdom.

UU Uellesley. $300 HP 3 bedroom. »•»'•

(rfishen $:mk» up. house. MS-lMl - 310-

:m»04.
(30jnj2)

EXCELLENT opportunity. Single /couple.

Salary - lovely surroundings. Clos«-]'»»^'

housekeeping, cooking for 2-5.
*'*-J»^,„

^

3S4S. mitSJ

STUDEM i«u|4e for light duties. 4»;']^'j;

•.ome child care. MustenM •'hool M* "^ .

V>alk to UCLA. Private room * »•«•» "*\.2.

>ai A. tHMi/nu. Prefer non-smo*""* .:',t>

-mr.
^ ^" "^

I

^

I

I
I

-. (Pauley Pavilion 144-Extension 54548)
uiitural and Recreational Affairs offers certain recreation instruction to Summer
bession students, continuing students, and faculty and staff. Eorollment is limited. ALL
enrollees must purchase a Recreation Privilege Card which may be obtained at Men's
Gym 118 or at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, payable by checit or money order
only. Spouses with membership cards may be accommodated when space permits;
however, no other dependent members are eligible (except for those Art, Dance and

i^n'^J^^^^^^^
^^'^^ ^^^ offered for children at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

(SCRC). No academic credit is given for these classes.

ENROLLMENT:
First Session (SSI) — Wednesday, June 21, at 12 noon — 1:00 pm — Women's Gym
200

Second Session (SSI I) — Wednesday, Aug. 2. at 12 noon — 1:00 pm — Women's
Gym 200

Except Art, Dance, and Scuba leSsons offered at SCRC; come to first class.
INSTRUCTION BEGINS week of June 26 for SSI and August 7 for SSM: ENDS July 28
and Sept. 8.

AQUATICS
Basic Strokes (SSI)

Basic Strokes (SSI I)

Senior Lifesaving (SSI)

Water Safety Instr. (SSII)

Adult Informal beg. 6/21

MTWTh 10-11 am
MTWThl-2pm
MTWTh 2-3 pm

—MTWTh 2-3 pm
Wed 5: 30-6: 30 pm

Men'sG^ Pdol

Men's Gym Pool

Women's Gym Pool

Women'sGym Poot"

SCRC Pool

Sharon AAcAlexander
Diana Dann

Sharon McAlexander
Diana Dann/AI Chavez

Staff

:?
\f'

i

1
1

- •$

i
§

.. ,-u - . ¥:
V.
V.

r .. ^- v.

1
S*'

s
•.V

s•
i¥

m

*•%

!&

:?

:¥
, $

r S
>

"

-'- "il*S

kV

Children's Swim, $6.00 fee; for details and enrollment dates call Sunset Canyon RC ext.

53471.

Scubat $20.00 Equipment fee. Enrollment and orientation at SCRC, Tuesday/ June 20, 5

fix

«

I

I

S

»

Sec;. I

Sec. IL

TuTh 4-7 pm
TuTh 6-9 pm

ART Two 6-week sessions beginning) June 20

Adults

Children, 4-7 yrs.

Children, 8 yrs. 8* up
'-

SCRC Park Pool

SCRC Park Pool

SCRC

Staff

Staff

. _. , JacquieRuby
TuTh 10 am-12 noon

WedlO-11anrv,ll:15am-12:15pm, 12:45-U45pm
,,^ Thl2:30-l:30,l:45-fU5pm-.

BODY CONDITIONING, i^Aen^ (SSI 8i

dec. 1

Sec. II

SSII)

TuTh 12-1 pm
TuTh 1-2 pm

•y

DANCE One 6-week session beginning June 21

Adults

Children

DUFFERSGOLF— *Staff only (SSI«i II) MTWTh 12-1 pm

II)

MAC "B" 115

SCRC

South Field

Bill Cormier

Judith Davles
Wed2:30-3:30andFrl 1-2: 30 pm

Wed3:X-4:30pm

Norm Duncan/ Ken AAoore

^•!'

MTWThFllam-12n
MTWTh 12 n-lpm

AAen'sGym 105

Women's Gym 200

South Courts,

Sharon.McAlexander
Sharon McAlexander

Staff

EXERCISE FOR WOMEN (SSI 8i

• Body Conditioning
- SlimV Trim

^ _ , TENNIS
SSI: MWTh9am-3pm8.5-7pm

% Frl9am-lpm

SSII' TWTh9am-3pm«.5-7pm
iv

,

- • __ Fri9am-1 pm
Both Sessions: 5-7 pm classes for faculty/staff only ^

1:^:::::::%::%:^^^

none out in the fifth. McQueen

^

Janqt Webber seventh

in golf championships -

A final round 83 cost UCLA*s
Janet Webber any chance of

securing the Women's In-

tercollegiate Golf championship
after she had lead the field on the

second and third days of play.

Webber grabbed the lead after

32 holes with 77-75 rounds and held
it after 54 holes despite an 82 on
the third ^lay. She eventually
wound up, aj 317, seven strokes
behind Ann LaughUn of Miami, in

eighth place.

As a team UCLA finished
seventh at 662. Miami won the
event with a total team score of
639.

use takes NCAA
baseball at Omaha
use won its third straight

NCAA baseball championship and

eighth in the 26 years of the event

by upsetting favored Arizona

State, 1-0, in Omaha Friday night.

Ttie Trojans came back from

the loser's bracket to register a

pair of wins over the Sun Devils,

which netted them the title.

Thursday night they topped ASU

by a 3-1 count.

Sophomore Russ McQueen

rescued USC in the finale as he did

all through the tourney. The

Lakewood reliever won three

games and saved four in the nine

game series. He didn't allow a run

in 14 innings and struck out 14.

McQueen, named the out-

standing player in College World

Series, bested ASU's Jim Brad-

shaw, who had sent SC into the

loser's bracket Monday with^a 3^_
whitewashing.

Mark Sogge started for Troy but

left with the bases loaded and

retired the side on five pitches.

The only run was scored in the

third inning on Tim Steele's

single, a walk, a fielder's choice,

and Bradshaw's wild pitch.

Arizona Stade came into the

tournament billed as the greatest

collegiate baseball team in

history. The Sun Devils had

compiled a 60-4 mark going into

the tourney which included 40 of

their last 41.

However, ASU never scored

more than three runs in any series

game.

Southern Cal, the third-ranked

school in the nation (behind

Mississippi), finished the year

with a 50-13 mark overall.

Intramurals
1. Basketball managers' meeting

Wednesday, June 21, at 3 p.m. in
'

Men's Gym 201. Must attend to

have a team. -

2. Sign-up for handball singles

June 19-23, Men's Gym 118. Play

begins June 27.

3. Tennis singles, July 3-7. Sign-up

in Men^s Gym 118. Bring new can

of balls when signing up.

4. Coed badminton signups begin

Monday June 19 and end Friday,

June 23. Play starts June 26.

5. Coedf volleyball signups run

from June 19-30. Play begins

Monday, July 3 in Pauley

Pavilion.

x^.

BRUIN
J Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

J
^ MM.K . \i^ mollier wHk rhiklrrn.

J-osPwork rxchaime fiir ro«Mn aad bMrd.
"••^•'tocamiMW. I75-23MI. <MJll3t)

rr

y Ponm for Rent 31 VAutos for Sale 33 >/Autos for Sale .33
Y KOOm JOr Keni, oi w

^ ^^ .^^ kovkR T ( . vm. 4-sp«.fd. air. ma

tH .'lU Mrrk lamr pirasant room nrar Sanla

M«mira Krerwa> . I »e of trif \ Islon. 93H-»24fi.

KlHV-room - pri\alf balh. vrhatt en-

irancr ^uitahlr I or :' - Sunsrt. I»h'n>

fim.Wlmo. 27«H.'»74H.

•7» VU camper. \m/Fm rebuilt eng. clutch,

rlr excellent condition. Must sell, leaving

countrx . 12. .»».'». W.V.il.': <ZZM9I5) (33J> 3»

CtlJnM)

••'h>MUmn. Sk«rt walk !• LCLA. 47»-4S»
<MJaM).

'[M\|.|.; Hlih («r nmiMc schedHlc •*
;"•"»< IlKht iMMisrwork. KMim BMrd
N-liirx |.., ific i*alKad«-> l.-,l-l!il.V

KKM XI-K. furnUhed room, refrigerator. hOI

nlaie. «khort *»alk campu%. private entrance,

prlxatebalh CiRI-4»«l.27»-35ll. (3lJnM»

•fif, \\\ fastback with «T engine, good con-

dSlon. neu empl exhaust ««'^,'!^ ./« '

Robert l7:'.fiNl7.
<MJn23..

y Room for Rent ...31

KIKM.SIIKD room «bath nllh breakfast

facilities gulrt. In p\|. home. Brentwood.

K(4ft. tm. I72-4W42. ' 31 .In 20 >•

^"^\l»n *>Mr 21. neal. non»m..«

Vrlephone. walking distance. •.'.

iHMiM-krrping. HIH Malcolm 474-514.

•«» VOI.VO .'^44. good condition My»t tell.

Ifi7.^. (all Vina H2.V2«I.i <day*) 477-

7«MU(eve»>. <33Jn2«).

M RONKR T.C. 2(NW. t-speed. air. maf

'

wheels, excellent condition tl2.Vi. 171-

.'.27 1

.

<33Jn 30>.

«i.*» \ \\ Butf. nev tires engine, sunroof, radio

Must srll.lt.Vt. Vickl.'eves: R.i4-4ftl3/trade

(33Jn30)

wiVOJAO idm)r sdean AmFm radio, clean,

K<NKt ccmcUtlon. light grav. Best olfer. call

i.'tHt:i7N. (:i3Jn30).

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale ........ 36

HONDX (BXVI. It70 model, perfect con-

dition, crash bar. oxerslie tire*, other e«-

t r •« * « I2."S 173-1 Vr: « 3« Jn 20

'

•«» ( xnil I XC ambulance/hearte. V^hlte.

air conditioning front/back, new Iran-

emission batterx Kxcell. cond. ««».*;•-

7277.<IW»IHK>. <33J>3).

t7V l'RIVATI>: nwM. iMtht-nlf. kHchm
ijiivilegi-s, linens IMIN Hinhestrr walklnic
'i'^tMn(eafterZI7t-!Mlt2. illlnlt).

# *
0iM^^0^^^

»,j (IIKXROI.KT NOVA, BRAND NEW
TIRKS. I.OXX MII.EA(iE. t.OOD CON-

DITION, LE.XVIN(i COINTRV. 472-St70

|i:i.V
(SSJniei.

A-t

^PEE LOAN CAPS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICESARE LOWER*

A I AUTOSERVICE
79S7 Van Nuyt Blvd

across frnm G.M. Plant
CiH IW4-*«7.» ? •'">"

6257^116

3J. U51111

.* -m . r* • « « ••' #«-##'#•
'<«f

'** *••» .V

^m^^
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Trinity takes NCAA
UCLA in third behind

^
•Hr*f- JJ*

By Saul Shapiro

DB Sports Editor

Although it lost the doubles title. Trinity (Texas)

had more than enough firepower to claim the NCAA

tennis championship and establish a record pomt

total in the process^

Stanford's doubles team of Roscoe Tanner and

Alex Mayer thwarted Trinity's hope for a sweep of

the final competition after the Texans' Dick Stockton

had turned back teammate Brian Gottfried, 4-€, 6-4,

6-3, 6-2 in the singles finale.

Even though Tanner-Mayer were able to outduel

Trinity's Gottfried and Paul Gerkin, the team

championship had been decided weU in advance.

Trinity had taken the lead from the outset and had

actually clinched the team championship on Friday.

Trinity finished with 36 points, while runner-up

Stanford had 30. UCLA and USC trailed with 22 and

19, respectively. ,

Break local stranglehold

This was the first time since 1960 that one of the

Southern California schools had not claimed the

championship. Over that twelve-year span, USC had

won the national title seven times and the Bruins had

captured it on five occasions.

UCLA had been the defending champion, but lost

any real possibility of a title defense with the loss of

Haroom Rahini and Jimmy Connors to the pro ranks

before the season began.

Trinity, on the other hand, entered an all senior

team that had been frustrated the past three years by

the USC-UCLA axis.

This year the best UCLA could do was some
quarterfinal showings. Jeff Austin, the Bruins' sixth

man a year ago, reached the "round of eight" before

bowing to Stockton, 6-4, 6-4.

Bob and Mike Kriess were stopped by SC's Marcelo

Lara and Raul Ramirez and Austin and Ron Cornell

were beaten by Trinity's Bob McKinley and

Stockton, both matches in quarterfinal play.

Previously, Cornell was sidelined in the **round of

64" in singles competition. Mike Kriess f^U in the

next bracket, while his brother Bob made it one more

step along the way but was defeated by Gottfried, 4-6,

6-1, 6-2.

Bassett not unhappy

Nevertheless, Bruin coach Glenn Bassett was not

disappointed with his squad's showing.

"At the start of the year we were picked fifth," he

remarked, "and before the tourney we were picked

fourth, but we still managed to beat out SC for third

"I think we got as much out of the boys as we

thoujght we could."

' i

TOPPLED BY TRINITY — UCLA'S Bob Kriess made it to the "round of

16" at the NCAA tennis tourney, but was a victim of Trinity's title march

and Brian Gottfried. -

Women's net crown toASU

as UCLA Dolls outdistanced

/-^, ..^^

'
I .

Arizona State won the National Intercollegiate

Women's Tennis chanvpionship Saturday ^ Auburn,

Alabaffia by outdistancing a pack of contenders that

included Pacific Eight titlist UCLA^_
The Dolls finished a faraway eighth, gaining four

points in both the singles and the doubles com-

petition Sandwiched between the Dolls and the Sun

Devils m 1/2 points) were Odessa (Texas) J.C. (17

1/2), J(an Diego (11), Lamar Tech (Texas) and USC
(10). and Trinity and Vanderbilt (9 1/2).

The D0II3' point-getters in singles were Lark_

Walters Pifferini and Karen Dawson.

Pifferini had a first round bye and thflb whipped

Mary Prager of North Carolina, 6-0 and 6-0 to earn

two points. However, Pifferini faced the tour-

nament's number two seed and eventual champion,

Janice Metcalf of Redlands, in the third round and

lost 6-2. 6-2. r-- -
j^

;' r — ^-
falls to third-seed ^

Dawson got her two points by defeating Keppy
Payne of San Jacinto College, 6-3, 6-3. She then

bested Nancy Weigel of Trinity, 6-0, 6-1, in the second

round In the third round, Jane Slratton, the third-

seed, proved too tough to overcome and Dawson fell,

6-3, 6-1

The other UCLA singles entries were Lea Trumball

and Jennifer Louis. Trumball, the top-ranked Doll,

had a first round bye and lost to Linda Wert of Rollins

College in the second round. Louis was a first round

victim of San Die^o State's Ann Lebedoff , 6-2, 6-L

The Dolls team^ their top players, Trumball and

Pifferini, in the doubles competition and that proved

their most successful item.

After drawing a first round bye, they defeated a

San Diego State duo, 6-1, 6-1, and then proceeded to

score an upset win over Vanderbilt's third-seeded

Kraft-McCloskey. However, an SC tandem dispensed

UCLA's duo in the third round.

blow lead and match
Dawson and Louis registered the final Dolls' point

when they defeated an entry from Cal State Los

Angeles, 7-5, 5-7, and 6-2. They sucumbed in the next

round to a pair from Missouri State College for

Women, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2, although they led in the second

set at 4-2. —
:

Ironically, two of the teams that finished ahead of

UCLA were schools that had fallen before the

Southern California Women's Intercollegiate

champion Dolls during regular season play, when the

polls were 5-0.

UCLA coach Bill Zaima pointed out the seedings as

contributing part to the Dolls' failure to finish higher.

He noted that the UCLA singles entries would have

had to meet the top four seeds by the third round.

"After actually studying the draw, I can honestly

say that UCLA got the worst draw of any of the teams
participating," Zaima said.

"I feel we could have finished in a tie with San
Diego State for third instead of our eighth place

finish."

SETBACK — Lea Trumball didn't manage any points in singles at

women's intercollegiate tourney, but teamed with Lark Pifferini for three

in doubles.

\
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WED.
THU.
JUNE
28-29

INAGAKI: CHUSHINGURA (1962)
(OR. "THE 47 RONIN")

The celebrated »«murai clasiic that is, after ail, the story of Japan.
I, 3 hours plus tJncut.

(• PROfilRAMS • 18nUNt • t PitUlliltEti

TrV'
KUROSAWA: RED BEARD (1965)

,.., y His most outspoken demand for compassion. The story of a humani-
VV tarian doctor who continues to do good in the faca of indifference

{

arm death itself.

..r

FRI.

SAT.
^ JUN 30

JULY 1

SUN.
MON.

»J»1j JULY

_!:'

TUE.
WED.
JULY
45

YOJIMBO
AND

SANJURO

KUROSAWA: ('61 & '62)
Toshiro Mifuna. super samurai, in comic and
trotesque action classic
equel with Mifune, more bloody duels and

high comedy, that is, most of all, fun!

KUROSAWA SEVEN SAMURAI ISJfS'V^T
"The finest Japanese film ever made "-Donald Richif

AND THRONE OF BLOOD (i957>
Shakespeare't Macbeth transplanted to the Middle Ages of Japan.

KIBAYASHI: KWAIDAN (1965)
Complete tetralogy of startingly beautiful Japanese horror stories

AND. SHINDO: ONIBABA (1963)
The best Japanese horror film ever made."-Villa£e Voice

SAT.
ONLY
JULY
8

INAGAKI: SAMURAI: PARTS I. II I III (1954 1960)
"The Legend of Musashi " (Academy Award winner 1955): "Duel At

Ichijoii Temple": and "Duel On Ganryu IslarHf."
Toshiro Mifune stars for 5 »K)urs.

' SERIES DISCOUNT
|i Any 5 programs in each

Ij series for $5.00

I! Save up to $7.50 over

11
regular adm. prices

ll YOU MAY USE 1 TICK^

SUN.
MON.
TUC.
JULY
911

(PREMIERE) HANI: A FULL LIFE (1962)
Superb example of traditional Japanese "woman's picture."

AND. MIZOQUCHI: UTAMARO ft HIS FIVE WOMEN (1946)

FOR EACH OF 5 PflOGRAMS

OR ALL 5 TICKETS FOR
THE SAME PROGRAM OR ANY

COMBINATION THEREOF. ^

The women wf>o inspired the painter's blasphenrwus mastarworfcs. li ersirr TITirrfS AVAHABLE

BY MAIL OR AT

BOX OFFICE

ONE
WEEJC
JULY
1218

(PREMIERE) ozu: THEEND OF SUMMER ( 6i)|!
The disintetration of a close knit family 4s Oni's next to last film
It becomes at once a masterpiece and remains among tha (reatast

works of modern cinema.

i
WED. (1955)

TMur MR.ARKADIN
19-20 TAMIROFF PAXINOU

NIGHTS OFORSON WEUl
(1952)

OTHELLO
tuzANNi Roatai
CLOUTICi COOTI

*Nt. K

^^

FRI.
SAT.
JULY
21-22

THU.
FRI.
JULY
27-28

(1946)

THE STRANGER
EDWARD S. LORETTA
ROtlMtON YOUM

0960)

CRACK IN THE MIRROR
iRADFORD lUllETTE
OILLMAN CRECO

(1958)

TOUCH OF EVIL
CNARITON JANET
MitTOti LEItN

SUN.
MON
JULY
23-24

(1956)

MOBY DICK
fiREfiORY RICNARD
fECR iASENART

SAT.
SUN.
JULY
29 30

(1949)

BLACK MAGIC
NANCY MYMONO
tUILB INM

TUE.
WED.
JULY
25-26

(1948)

MACBETH
lEANETTI DAN
NOIAM O'NERLINY

(1944)

JANE EYRE
lOAN ARNEt

fOWTAIWE MOOREWEAD
(1958)

COMPULSION
DRADFORD DEAN
DILLMAN STOCRWEll

(1950)

THE THIRD MAN
lOSEFN AIWA
GOTTEN VAllI

(1948)

UUIY FROM SHANGHAI
RITA CVCRin

NAYWtWN UUtjl

MID.
SAT.
Jul 29

GOOD EVERY DAY (Eve.)

AT ALL TIMES EXCEPT
FRI ft SAT. AFTER 5 P M

Please send chRck or

money order to:

MAYFAIR
214 SANTA MONICA BLVD

SANTA MONICA. CALlf 90401

Enclosed is $

THREE FROM/WITH/OF MR. WELLES |l for set(s) or series tickets
I

tEMRATE AORMSSION NECESSAflY

BEQIN8 AUG. 2: EARLY HITCHCOCK / BEGINS

kilAVEAID NiMmTonY

MON. (1964)

TUE FALSTAFF
JUL 31 lONN JEANNE
AUO 1 RIELRUD NIOREAU

(1968)

THE IMMORTAL STORY

NAME

JEANNE
MO«EA«

lYFAIR
AUG IS: A CHARLES LAUQHTON RETROSPFCTIVE

ItNLtV

21< [ONI
I

ADDRESS

CITY ZIP

PLEASE CHECK SERIES

n JAPANESE D WELLES

r

Arrests continue
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

i
.

Kight students have been arrested on warrants by the Los

Angeles Police Department within the last 10 days as a

result of demonstrations here May 9-11.

m addition, according to David Perez of the city at-

torney's office, ••about 40" complaints have been filed with

that office in connection with the demonstrations here. He

was unable to state how many of these would be personal

appearances and how many would be warrants.

34 persons — students and non-students — were arrested

iviay 11 when the LAPD came onto campus.
Investigation

Since then, police have been investigating the three days

of demonstrations
following the escalation of the Vietnam

War. using motion pictures, still photographs and

statements by eyewitnesses, according to a police

spokesman.

Steven Gushing and Ira Sohn were arrested Tuesday,

June 13, David Shulman was arrested the next day, and

Jim DeMaegt and Robert Kneisel were arrested June 15.

All were arrested on charges of violating the California

Penal Code: obstructing traffic (section 647c), disturbing

wake of May demonstrations
the peace (section 415), and maintaining or committing a
public nuisance (section 372). All were arrested at their
homes Bail was set at $500 and all were bailed out.
Dan Hopsicker was charged with 19 counts on two

warrants when arrested Tuesday on campus by University
Police. On one warrant, he was charged with the same
three counts as the previous five arrestees. On the other, he
was charged with four counts of participation in a riot
(section 404); four counts of encouraging a riot (section
404.6); four more charges of obstructing traffic (section
647c); one charge of failure to disperse from an unlawful
assembly (section 409); one charge of remaining on
campus after the Chancellor has withdrawn permission to
remain (section 626.4d); another charge of disturbing the
peace (section 415); and two counts of malicious mischief
(section 594). Bail was set at $1,500 and he was Ut«r bailed
out.

"Intimidation"
Hopsicker said yesterday he believes he was arrested

because he had been a member of the strike steering
conrimittee, and thus fairly visible during strike activities.
"It's also being done for purposes of intimidation because of
the number of counts."

Finally, David Gabriel and Steven Ludmerer were

arrested Wednesday on charges of participation in a riot,

unlawful assembly, failure to disperse from an unlawful

assembly, loitering and disturbing the peace. Gabriel was

also arrested for remaining on campus after the Chancellor

had withdrawn permission to remain, and on an out-

standing traffic warrant.

Sergeant Dan Cooke, LAPD press relations officer, said

most of the other warrants had five or six counts on them.

He could not disclose how many warrants had been issued,

adding, "We're still working on this."

Identification difficult

Cooke said, •It's been very difficult to identify people,

because we've been relying largely on stills and movies.

This is why there's been such a delay."

Several of those who have been arrested recently,

however, believe the arrests were timed to give them the

least opportunity to "mobilize" the campus on this issue.

Cooke also reported that the department has received

"extensive" cooperation with the University Police

Department, which was also involved in police action

during the May demonstrations.
( Continued on Page 4

)
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Regents hit Proposition 5
By Susie Hatago -<

DB Staff Writer

Hegental reaction to the

passage of Proposition 5,

requiring two-thirds majority of

the State Senate for approval of

new UC Regent appointees, is for

ihe most part negative and ap^^

prehensive that senate approval

might "politicize" the University

of California. ,

The proposition, which passed

overwhelmingly earlier this

month, requires senate approval

of whomever the governor in

office wishes to appoint to the

nine-campus UC governing
Board.

"My own reaction is that it

should not have passed," Regent
DeWit A. Higgs said. 'The
University would inevitably
become involved in partisan
politics." - - -

.

Higgs, a San Diego lawyer, said
he could "foresee a time" when
potential appointees are not ap-
proved "for reasons other than
their qualifications" for their job
as Regents.

Partisan politics

Wilson Riles, superintendent of

public instruction and an ex-
officio Regent, said he voted
against the proposition to "keep
ine Board of Regents as far away
from partisan politics as
possible."

Hiles said he does not have any

strong feelings against the

proposition now that it has been
approved, but stressed, "It is

important that we lean over back-

ward to pick good and
repfesentative Regents."

Regent Dean A. Watkins, the

new chairman of the Regents and
a Reagan appointee to the Board,

said his reaction was one Of

"disappointment," and refused to

comment any further. -

"Regret"
"Regret" was Regent William

E. Forbes' reaction. "I thought

the present system had been

functioning well. For 102 years we
have had a system that produced

a good result. I'm sorry to see it

changed.

"I hope the University will keep

as much distance as possible from

the political arena," Forbes, a Los

Angeles businessman and an

Edmund G. Brown-appointee,

said.

"I didn't give it any real

thought," Regent Catherine

Hearst commented, after asking

what the proposition was. She said

she was agreeable with

"whatever the people of

California want."

Regent Robert 0. Reynolds,

president of the California Angels

and vice president of the Los

Angeles Rams, said passage of the

proposition came as "no great

shock to me."

"1 was opposed to it, but no

wildly," Reynolds said. He
thought State Senate approval

could "very likely" make the

process "more political" than it is

now. Reynolds was appointed by

Reagan in 1%9. ,

The newest Regent, and now the

last one to be appointed without

State Senate approval, William A.

Wilson, said he voted against the

proposition and was "sorry to see

it passed."

DB Photb by Terry Colvin

PENTAGON PAPERS AND TECHNOLOGY — Anthony Russo, co-

defendant with Daniel Ellsberg in the "Pentagon Papers" case, will

speak at 8 pm today in Moore Hall 100 oi^ the relevance of the Papers to

iContinued on Page la) the scientific and technical community.

Changes in 'Incomplete 'grade

rules are i

Changes in the regulations for

the "incomplete" grade will go

into effect for fall quarter,

following final approval two

weeks ago by the Statewide

Academic Senate.

The changes, approved in May
by the faculty Academic Senate

here, are: ^v_/

— Cours^ in which the ** in-

complete" is given will not be

counted in computing a student's

grade point average. Presently,

"incompletes" are given the same

credit as an "F ". Proponents of

Tests mistaken for trash

by an overzeaJi
About 75 first-year law students are being greeted

"y an unexpected message from Dean Murray Sch-
wartz when they check the board where final grades
3re usually posted. A letter, addressed to section one
"'the first-year class explains that there wiU be no
""al grades for that group in Torts, a two-quarter,
pght unit course, because a janitor threw away the
'"jal examinations before the grades were recorded.
"By the time I got to my office at about 9:30 am,

"H»e tests were half way to Haiti," Professor Ian
Kennedy, who Ui^ht the course, explained. "I never

^ such an experience. I walked in an thought
something was wrong; my office looked empty."
The stack of tesU which occupied a comer of

Kennedy's office floor a week ago was about two feet

"'gn The test had been a three-hour affair and
^ojjnted for the entire grade in the course.^ first I feared that they might have been pin-

^"^ that io. iitelen," i ic saiU. clarifying ths British

term "so I began scrambling about with the dean

and John Bauman (assistant dean) looking for

them."

As it turned out, a janitor "acting in a moment of

excess of duty" simply thought the tesU were gar-

bage "Actually, they were quite a good batch of

tests
" Kennedy said. "All of them were marked, but

five and since I'm going back to England I was

careful to write a lot of comments on them so

students could see how they did," he said.

Instead, students will be allowed "Credit" for the

class or will be afforded the option of taking another

test on October 16 during fall quarter. ^•

-The Janitor was a Korean genUeman and he felt

like committing hari kari, but we didn't require that

of him," Kennedy said. "I only wish that if he was

going to throw them out, he would have done it before

I spent two weeks grading the bloody things.

this change said treating the

grade as an "F" was unfair, as an

"incomplete" is given only if the

student's work is of passing

quality, but incomplete.

— Once the grade is made up,

grade points are assigned

automatically by the professor,

instead of the present system of

having them assigned through

petition to the dean of the college.

— A student will be

automatically given an "F" or a

"Not Pass" if he has not made up

the "incomplete" within one

quarter as a regularly enrolled

student. Proponents argued that

such a rule would keep students

from accumulating unlimited

numbers of "incompletes" over

their academic careers, as is

presently allowable.

Transfer students

In other business, the Statewide

Senate approved a four-year

suspension of i regulations for

admission of previously inehgible

transfer ("advanced standing")

students to the University. 1

Beginning in fall of 1973, all

qualified advanced standing

students will be admitted without

reference to their high school

transcript. Presently, a student

can l)e ineligible on the basis of

high school work if he has not

made up some of it and has less

than a 2.4 grade point average in

college.

In addition, the basis for ad-

mission for advanced standing

students who were ineligible as

freshmen will be a 2.0 grade point

average, rather than a 2.4, with a

minimum of 56 units. (All other

transfers simply need a 2.0 grade

point average).

••Artificial barrier**

Community colleges had argued

that the higher grades required of

students inadmissable as fresh-

man was "an artificial barrier"

imposed upon those who had

performed successfully in college.

They also claimed that after two

years of college work, a student's

high school record " is

"irrelevant."
The original rules of the 2.4

average for students ineligible as

freshmen was imposed in 1%1

because of the poor performance

by such students. (According to

Vern Robinson of the Office of

Relations with Schools, over half

were flunking out of the

University.)

Paul Farrington, member of the

committee that proposed the

changes, said the four-year^

suspension of rules should be

classed as an "experiment in

order to be able to assess the

program."

Study list deadlines
The last day for summer

session students to file study

lists for the first session without

a late fee ($10.00) is Tuesday.

July 5 is the last day to add a

course to the study list by

petition to the registrar, and

July 7 is the last day to drop a

course or withdraw from

summer session without

penalty of an F (failure).

?
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CAMPUS CHAPEL
666 LEVEWNG-AT STRATHMORE 2 BLKS WOF DORMS

••A house dl prayer for oil the notions

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 AM. BRUNCH 1
1
AM

JACK TABER Univfity >op«ttt Choplotn

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see* us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

1U13 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 82»-4$33

BENIN OF AFRICA
:!: IMPORTS -V^

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

• FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES *

• BUBA
J •BATAKIRI

" •BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

657-82 "s^
eANxAMERiCARO

1 025 Palm Ave.. W. Hollywood j u^h^4^

(Paid Advertisement)

INFORMAL
SHABBAT
SERVICES

8:30Tonig1it

900 Hilgard Ave. URC Auditorium

Sponsored by Free Jew U & Hillel Council

.^-X-

"AWE-INSPIRING! SUPERIOR WORK!
MAY WLLL BE TH[ BEST SINCE PLANET OF THE APES THOROUGHLY

DEVELOPED WITH A GOOD BALANCE BETWEEN DIALOG AND ACTION BY

DEHN AND SPLENDIDLY DIRECTED BY J LEE THOMPSON

A handsome »et unpretentious production (1ynamic<»ily photogfciphed tiy Bruce Surtees

Once again John Chambers simian makeup design is remarkably convincmR contributing

the essential ingredient to the Apes credibility the performances are superior

H«>»in thomas los Any.ples limes

LOTS OF ACTION SHARP WIT' Nice sense ot comic timing.

Roddy McDowall. as Caesar, is chief ape and the amazing make

up once again allows tor the touching mixture ot spunk and

pathos which seems to account for much of the success of the

series. BRiOGtt BYRN{ los »n(|eles Mprjld tummf

.^

THE REVOLT

The newest and

TOOOA0 35* -SClPG,
CaOR BY DELUXE

UA
DAILY It M, 7 M 4 JO

• M •» A 10MPIM

NOW PLAYING it tmm sficMuy SHfcm mumt

' (V«MV MV I U. 4 II. • It. • l» « 1* II M
MONiaMT aMOW fMMV I tATUMOAV AT It 11 AM' CMi rMi«i*f tm tNowTMK

Crime aiid Punlslmieiil

University police report the

lollowing crimes on campus

during the past two weeks:

An attempted murder occurred

in Rieber Hall on June 11, ac-

cording to police.

That afternoon, Tomislav

Josivic allegedly entered, without

knocking, the room of a girl he had

previously known. in East

Chicago, Ind. He began talking to

her and reportedly said, "Relax,

calm down, I won't hurt you." He

then told the girl he had all the

papers to get married and asked

her to call her parents to get

consent, reportedly adding, "Or

we can end it all here. I have a

gun; I'm not fooling around."

He reportedly asked her to leave

the room to talk, but she refused.

The girl said Josivic showed her

"a black object" and told her not

to make any moves. Two of the

girl's friends came by at this point

to help her move out of the dor-

mitory, and they managed to get

the suspect out of the room, ac-

cording to police. The girl tried to

close the door, but the suspect

prevented her and came back into

the room. The victim screamed

and her friends tried to pull the

suspect aWay. He left, and the girl

locked herself in the room.

Two or three minutes af-,

terwards, the girl reported

hearing a "loud banging" on the

door and at the same time feeling

a "stinging." The reporting of-

ficex later found two expended

buliet cartridges, and the girl was

treated at the UCLA Medical

Center for minor injuries from a

bullet having grazed her left

buttock and was later released.

It was also reported that in

March, the suspect had called the

victim from East Chicago and

threatened her life. She did not

report this to the police.

The next day, the police

received information as to

Josivic's whereabouts. He was

arrested at 3:30 pm that day and

booked in West Los Angeles on a

charge of attempted murder.

Recreation Center. The victim

was swimming and reportedly

saw a man spitting into the pool.

He asked the suspect to stop, and

swam over to get out of the pool.

The suspect then reportedly hit

him and kicked him into the pool.

The victim was treated at the

Medical Center for a . laceration.

The suspected was not ap-

prehended.
* * *

* * *

A battery was reported last

Sunday at Sunset Canyon

According to a report filed by

the driver of a University car

bearing UC Regent Catherine

Hearst, an unknown object was

thrown into her car on June 14,

commencement day here. It

grazed the rear of the driver's

head and caused a loud noise when

it struck, according to police. The

incident apparently caused

Hearst "great uncomfort and

worry." The driver stopped and

searched without results. Later, a

-more thorough search was made,

and a lead ballbearing was found

wedged in the rear seat.
• •

An indecent exposure incident

in the Research Library was

reported last week. A coed

rep6rted observing a 30-38 year-

old male with his trousers down

exposing his private parts in the

periodicals room. She left the
.

room to get help and the suspect

reportedly did not leave, approach

her or say anthing. .
-

She reported that the suspect

appeared to be masturbating. The

suspect soon left the library, and a

library guard chased him through

the Sculpture Garden, but was

unable to catch him, police said.

• • •

Another indecent exposure was

reported two weeks ago. The

suspect allegedly asked a coed in

frotii of the Westwood Plaza bus

stop if she wanted a ride in his car.

She reportedly said she was
waiting for het boyfriend. The^

suspeclthen, reportedly asked her

if her boyfriend was "big and

strong," and she refused to an-

swer, after which she said the

suspect became *ioud and
hostile." The victim told him

Yes, ' and he allegedly exposed

S^ligor
«0~190

AUTOZOOMUNS
FOR ONLY $119

A FREE 2XAUTO
TELE'EXTENOER

The 90-190 is ai iKtrtiiely liflit*

wfiiM. ciMMct, HIM itsi|Rti ti

five yiM a briai raigi if civtraft

frim lierata ti line telepktti at a

mtitrate prici. Offers civcraie frtRi

27'' 13° with 1.8 ta 3.1 times the

mafRificatiee ef a Nrmal SOrihi Iers.

Perfect fer the traveler as a light,

easy-te-carry. easy to ese, all pirpese

telepbeto lens. Felly gvaranteei Ur 3

years, ui a real valve at its sitfest-

H $170 list price.

Aei te make the effer eveR mere
attractive, we'll threw ir a %Z\ neter-

cevplei tele exteaier, givieg yee a

very cempact 180-310 znri.

TOTAL VALUE $202.00.
OUR PRICE $119.

106S RROXTON AVE.
WESTWOOD

I

4n.«S«3 KS.171.34M
B ! 4 m%

himself and drove away, honking
the car horn.

The victim then went to parking
lot 14 to get her friend's car, but,

she reported, the suspect was
already there in his own car, and
he allegedly propositioned her.

She fled, and got on the campus
shuttle bus. and remained on it for

three round trips while the suspect

followed the bus, until she found

an acquaintance on the bus. The
two then went to lot 14 and drove

around Brentwood and Westwood,
followed by the suspect. He
reportedly would pull up alongside

the car at stop lights and stare.

The victim was finally able to lose

the suspect in heavy traffic in

West Los Angeles.

• *.j>

Richard Irving Howland, 20,

charged last February with a

$270,000 theft of films and
equipment from Macgowan Hall,

was sentenced two weeks ago in

Superior Court to one year and

nine monts in County jail and

placed on five years probation.

• mm

4- A 17-ycar-old male was arrested

Saturday morning for evading

arrest when an officer observed

the subject*s vehicle moving in

"an erratic manner" on De Neve

Circle. A 25-minute car chase

through Westwood followed, in

which four University and three

West Los Angeles police units

participated. The subject was

finally stopped on a dead-end

street in Bel Air and the reporting

officer said the subject at this

time was attempting to swallow a

leafy green sut)stance resembling

marijuana. He was booked and

released to the custody of his

grandmother. The case was

referred to juvenile court.

.- ... • * •
'

'

-

A car was reported stolen from

Lot 4 last week, but it was

recovered the next day on Har-

vard Boulevard, minus tires,

seats, tail-lights, steering wheel

and sun visors. Police said it was

the se<;ond such incident in recjnt

weeks

.
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ill he or won't he?
/

Reagan views budget
' V,

.
ByDaveMcNary

, V-- DBStaff Writer
'

Will he or won't he?

That's the question with the University of California budget that the

State Legislature sent last week to Gov. Ronald Reagan. It was $4,8

million over the governor's proposed UC budget of $355.8 million in stote

funding for next year. .

Reagan has a consistent record of having vetoed Legislative increases

to the UC budget since he became governor in 1967

.

In the past, though, the state's financial crisis has served as Reagan's

reason for reducing UC budget requests. However, for the next fiscal

year, which begins July 1, there are surplus tax revenues that were not

expected earlier. -

Pessimism

Nevertheless, Sacramento observers are pessimistic. All of them ex-

pect most of the augmentation to be vetoed. 'The chances just don't look

too good," Paul Gassaway, of the UC Student Lobby, said.

Lobbyist Jay Michael, special assistant to UC President Charles J.

Hitch said Wednesday, *'We've discussed each augmentation with the

people in the department of finance and they've listened to us. J can't say

I've been able to determine what their views are."

Reagan's office said his final state budget will probably be released

next week. ,

One of the increases almost certain to be vetoed is the proposed 12.5 per

cent increase in faculty salaries, and 7.5 per cent in staff salaries, despite

the fact that this would be the first increase in salaries in three years.

Reagan's budget calls for 7.5 and 5 per cent increases, respectively.

^ . Walkout

UC faculty were, of course, perturbed, but no exodus of any real size

has yet developed. On the other hand, should Reagan veto the staff salary

increases, there is a good chance it would increase the chances of some of

the employees of the physical plant here staging either a strike or a

walkout beginning July 1. »..

Reagan is also fairly certain to veto the $1.5 million appropriation to the

Educational Opportunity Program (EOP). No state funds have ever been

used to fund the UC EOP programs. At the same time, there is an outside

chance, observers believe, that Reagan will change his position on this

appropriation or on Assemblyman Willie Brown's (D — San Francisco)

AB 1703 (passed by the Assembly, now in the Senate), which would ap-

propriate about $3 million to EOP programs at the University, because of

the threat of a legislative override— that is^ approval of a vetoed item by

two-thirds of both houses. - -

~.' Override

Although this has not been done since 1947, Kati Perry of the Student

Lobby said, **EOP is an issue that hits a lot of Central Valley Republican

legislators very hard, since their districts depend heavily on EOP to

provide funds for people to go tox^oUege. About 10 of them have talked to

Reagan to try to get him to change his position, saying it's essential that

they be allowed to support it."

Other increases include: $1 million in instructionalsupport (mostly for

departmental teaching equipment), $550,000 for additional library steff,

$500,000 for increases in utilities costs and $1.5 million for unemployment

insurance.

One UC official said, in light of the University's original $391 million

budget from the state,
'

'What's being haggled over now is just chicken

feed, really."

^IHi^lB^HIHilHBHHBtPdtd Advertisement) l^^^^HHHH^iHIHM

University Catholic Center

MASS: SUNDAY AT 9 & 1 1 am
7:30 pm

1 2:05 Class Days

Thm C«nt«r it opmn daily from 9 to 2 and

7:30 to 10 om

840 HILGARD 474-5015
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Deletes some marijuana laws
K

Â̂
^u-

-V

ByLeeSolow • _^

DBSIaff Writer ^

After months of intensive
campaigning, proponents of the
California Marijuana Initiative'

(CMI) announced Monday they
have collected enough signatures
to qualify for the November
ballot. The Los Angeles office for
CMI reports that over 300,000
signatures have been filed, more
than one third of them from L.A.
County.

According to the CMI initiative,

if approved, would remove all

criminal penalties and civil

liabilities from personal use of

marijuana in all of its aspects
from planting to consumption.

They state the initiative is not
an endorsement of marijuana,
rather it is a recognition that the
use of marijuana is a personal
choice and that the welfare of the
user, his family and friends, and
the society as a whole, users-

should not be treated as criminals.

Personal use would be defined

broadly enough to accord the

same non-commercial freedoms
to marijuana users as are enjoyed
by alcohol and tobacco users, such
as freedom jo prepare quantities

ualifies
for personal use and share it at

parties or among friends.
ii

However, the initiative would
not effect existing statutes

regarding sale, possession for sale

and other activities associated

with sale, which remain criminal

under both state and federal law.

John Harbeson, one of the

coordinators of CMI for the Los
Angeles area said a campaign for

the initiative will probably not

t>egin until the end of sumnner.

'We don't know who our op-

position is right now, and want to

wait to see what we're up

against." V- _^
He said most of CMI's workers

are relaxing right now and will

soon begin a registration drive for

voters, and assist in appointing

deputy registrars. "This is going

to be the largest election in

history," Hart>eson predicted.

"Many voters will be at the polls

to vote for specific measures they

are for or against."

As to the sucess of the initiative

in the fall, Harbeson said, "We are

as optimistic as we can he for a

political campaign." He feels the

stronghold of voters will be those

who have not supported
marijuana in public but smoked it

privately in their homes.

"Perhaps behind the security of

the closed ballot lx>oth curtain

people will he less afraid to

support something as con-

troversial
^
as "the decrim-

inalization of marijuana."

o

.Fall reg packs available

Fall quarter registration packets are available to continuing

students for pick up at 1 134 Murphy Hall until August 25.

First day to enroll or register by mail is noon. July 21. Priority for

enrollment is by postmarked date. ^ •

,

Last day to enroll or register by mail is midnight, August 25. If

fees are not paid by this date, enrollment in classes will l»e can-

celled. ^ '
~
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So Eof The Finest

Dine Out Every

_, At La Moncho
Put a little life In your spice with La Mancha's nev/ 20 meals for $35.00

good for the v/hole summer. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinrver or all

three if you like, any day of the v/eek.

'et a friend use your meal card, bring him with you ^ahd both use it,

but better yet, keep it all for yourself. ^

It works out to about $1.75 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, aiid La

Mancha has the biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra at the door.

You can pick them up fromjhe La Mancha business office, Room 206.

i
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Antiwar convention a

scheduled for July 21-23 here
/>

DB Photo by Terry Colvin

PRETTY SOON - Security Pacific Bank's new ten-story office building

at Westwood Blvd. and Le Conte Ave. is "virtually completed/ a c-

cording to John Nettleship of Grubb and Ellis, leasing agent. Wtiile an

elevator operator's strike has postponed the grand opening, a number of

retail stores, including Pickwick Books, Florsheim Shoes, and men s and

women's clothing stores, will be opening soon on the ground floor. An

underground parking lot will have space for 356 cars.

A potential campus controversy

was averted Tuesday as the

convention of the National Peace

Action Coalition (NPAC),

sctieduled here for July 21-23,

received official approval.

The Campus Facilities Coor-

dinating Committee, a group of

administrators, faculty and

students which regulates all use of

campus facilities by off-campus

groups, gave a conditional ap-

proval to the convention, con-

tingent upon the final program

approval by facilities

management and the Campus

Programs and Activities Office

(CPAO).
Backers for the antiwar con-

vention, the first of its sort on the

West Coast, organized a telephone

campaign for Tuesday that

reportedly deluged the office of

Chancellor Charles E. Young

phone calls in support, of the

convention, including calls from

the offices of several state

legislators and Sen. John Tunney.

According to Carl Finamore of

NPAC, the group had "en-

countered obstacles" in its

negotiations with the Ad-

ministration here, and received

word that Young was against

holding the convention here.

However, this opinion was

apparently misinterpreted as the

Chancellor's office reportedly

received phone calls asking why

he had cancelled the convention

and why he would not allow a

demonstration on this campus.

As a result, there was some

apprehension that the telephone

campaign would backfire since

Young, who does not usually at-

tend these meetings, went into the

meeting room and left after about

two minutes, looking somewhat

perturbed.

Committee chairman Norman

Millier, vice chancellor of student

and campus affairs, announced

the decision and told Finamore,

it's now on you guys to come up

with something." He also said it

was unfortunate that the regular

process of approval for facilities

use had become a ''cause

celebre."

The undergraduate Student

Legislative Council (SLC), which

endorsed the convention Wed-

nesday, passed a resolution

Wednesday saying final approval

of a plan would also be contingent

upon:
— SLC sponsorship of the

convention; that SLC collect

registration fees at the convention

'««V

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

READ 3 XFASTER —
WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
These UCLA Students fookThe Course. They Know It Works!

Ask Them. • T^ :L^.—1--—
^-

"' "' -

Ask Andy : Ask Peggy
1:-.. ^.i :

Ask Al

r».A«f«. J.^g^^*»^^^•v,• • i

>

ANDYKEENE. UCLA 73
Beginning speed 196 wpm
Ending speed 1253 wpm

PEGGY JEROME. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 299 wpm
Ending speed 950 wpm

Al LYONS. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 184 wpm
Ending speed 1450 wpm

(probably $6) and pay for all

expenses with money from
registration fees, but not more
than the amount collected.

— A guarantee by NPAC to

underwrite all expenses not
covered by registration fees and
posting of a $1,200 bond by NPAC
'Mo insure good faith."

— An agreement that, if fee

revenue exceeds the maximum
budget, all extra monies will be
retained by SLC.

Arrests. ..
(Continued from Page 1

)

Joe Burks, spokesman for the

Committee for the Right to

Organize (CRO), said there was
undoubtedly complicity between

the LAPD and the Administration

here in identifying demonstrators.

Cooke admitted that, "We always

have to work with the Ad-

ministration, but I can't get any

more specific than that."

Cooke also said the department

has received cooperation from

UCLA students in this area.

"There are a great many students

against the war who weren't in-

volved in any violation of the

law," he said.

DeMaegt ~ said the Ad-

ministration here "probably

knows who they want arrested,"

but added, "How do you prove

that there's selective en-

forcement? We didn't organize to

do anything illegalT^^--

Cooke noted in an article for the

Los Angeles Times all the

estimated 400 persons par-

ticipating in the May 9 march to

Wilshire Boulevard from campus

were* violating one or more

statutes or ordinances, but he

added that it would be

"unrealistic" to expect all 400 to

be arrested.

Hopsicker said the people for

whom warrants haye been issued

"are the 30 or so that the LAPD
and the Administration really

want," and added that most of

those arrested would ask for jury

trials, rather than deal with the

city attorney's office.

Burks said, "I think the main

point is to terrorize the

movement, with people not

knowing if they'll be arrested or

not." .

CRO has requested that other

students arrested or with further

information come to their meeting

Tuesday at 7:00 in the Women's

Lounge of Ackerman Union.

Ask Julie
.
i>-'

Ask Jay

> U" 1.

»

\ .

JULIE SCHUMER. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wpm

JAY GOLDEN, UCLA GRAD
Beginning speed 226 wpm
Ending speed 1642 wpm

^ Money Bock

Guarantee

•F*-

NEXT WEEK IS THE LAST WEEK

FREE LESSON at 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood
Fpr further information, call READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

(213)933-9171

"HALF THE PRICE&, TWICE THE QUALITY OF THE COMPETITION"
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Developing universalinsults

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Summer
Daily Bruio Editorial Board. All other columns, cartoons and

letters represent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the editorial board.
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Editor:

Yes, its finally here!

After light-years of painstaking
bloodletting and hapless testing,

' High Entropy Associates present
(ta-da) the Mutual Insult Scale*.

Using this creation of modem
technology, the just-plain joe or

. Josephine can rate casual
acquaintances and ordinary
nobodies on their significance as
people. A rating of 1 (for brittle)

on the seven point Insult Sclae,

earns the ratee the title of

••baker'\ A rating of 7 (for hard-
bitten) earns the title of "mark-
man". -

.

Once the unlucky ratee i*igceives

any one of the seven socres,

further labels may be heaped on
him/her until he/she collapses

under the weight of ego-burden.

The dynamics of the Mutual
Insult Scale permit the use of such
remarks as "dry your tears and
wash ypjLir face, little boy . . ."in
reference to male ratees because
insults are not sexist and basically

flattering. Belitthng remarks are

not allowed when they refer to

female ratees, on the other hand,

because they reveal deep-rooted
'-, prejudice and outright piggy

reasoning on the part of the rater.

High Entropy Associates assure

the consumer that the sample
personality profiles included with

the Scale beiar ho resemblance to

those of Lori Markman (DB May
.22) or Richard Baker (DB May
15). Such resemblances are seen

as potentially gruesome figlets of

an overworked immagination . . .

--^
. .

• ' —^-Renw Treveri^

always has to take issue with the

department, slanting the subject

matter to the point of ridicule. If

students would take the time to

open their eyes and ears and
research a little first, questions

would be answered and things

might get accomplished. Possibly

we are so used to bullshitting term
papers in classes that we think we
can just bullshit in the paper and
the administration will come
around to our side. IT WONT
WORK. You've got to researah a

little before flying off at the

mouth.

It's hard to figure out whether

you'v<t been co-opted by the

establishment when you've been

working in a department for a

year. As I leave the University, I

look over what has been ac-

sitting down with people and
hashinjg it out. IT TAKES
TRYING EVERY AVENUE
POSSIBLE to get something
accomplished.

Some people have refused to

accept the fact that student in-

terns even existed thl^year. We
do and did exist and will exist next

year. If we are to be effective, we
need the students' support as the

support from the department we
are working for. We need to hear

specific cases. We need to get

data. We need to get support^ so

When we say something in

meetings and someone challenges

us, we c«m back up what we are

saying. ' •*

Undecided

Interns
o#

\tuup M^ Vfe^ wu-teR;
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AMO T>un THi WAV Ifii-

(Editor's note The following letter was
directed to Les Rosen by Joe Mendelsohn, a

student intern in the Planning OfVce this past

year.)

Lesi '

"Damned if you do, and damned
if you don't." This one sentence

probably explains a student in-

tern's position better than any

other one sentence. After working

in an office which ,has some
controversial departments under

it, I have often felt like I'm in the

middle of a vise. A student intern

in my office will always find

himself questioning his loyalties

to his office or to his fellow

students. It's a fine line. One side

will rarely understand if the in-

tern agrees with the other side. If

your achieve a partial victory,

someone will always ask why you

didn't accomplish more.

Trying to get a department to

speak out is an uphill battle. There

are usually two things going

against it. Firsts bureaucrats are

normally against divulging

anything. Second, some student

At the same time, I hope that

students realize that just yelling

doesn't accomplish anything. It

won't end the war, it won't stop

pollution, and Jt won't stop a

University policy. It takes paper

work, it takes time, and it takes

energy. I became a student intern

because I recognized this fact. I'm

not suggesting that everyone

become involved as a student

intern or as a student government

official. I do suggest, however,

more advertisement on your part

next year explaining who is

available in the intern program

and in SLC so students will know
who they can go to for help. Then
maybe they will go instead of just

writing to the Bruin and expecting

something to be done.

Peace
Joe

Vietnam

Editor:

From my particular, personal

frame of reference the war in

Vietnam, regardless of political,

economical, strategical, etc.

considerations, is a moral sin. I

base this statement not on

inherited dogmatic religious

values, but on my personiiJ

judgement and convictions about

the purpose of human life and the

way this purpose is fulfilled.

I realize this has little meaning

unless r give ypu at least some
idea what these convictions are

so, I'll try . I believe the purpose of

human life includes attaining

within oneself a state of peace. I

can't define this state for every

individual, I can only say that for

myself, it is a feeling of closeness

to God. The way this state of peace

is attained involves I think, in

every case, striving to relate to

each moment of your life aware of

the potential for good available to

you in the form of love — not the

physical or psychological love

that is necessarily restricted to a

particular situation, but a

spiritual love that can become a

part of every moment. This

awareness must lead to ex-

pressions of love in all human
relationships regardless of their

form.

Of course , this description of my
beliefs is very short and in many

.

ways vague but even so, it _

becomes clear that these ideas

are in no way compatible with the ^
hatred, self-pride and brutal

physical confrontation that are a

part of war. # ; .

My convictions^ have not been

built on historical references and

teachings, thought by some to be

of questionable value, but have

grown out of a contemporary

_^relationsbip with God in the form
of the Holy Spirit. Such a

relationship is also certainly

subject to question; but those who
question it might realize that I am
striving for honesty and sincerity

in my beliefs, not because I am
motivated by a desire to exert any

influence over other people, but

because I am seeking a state of

peace within myself and a feeling

of self-fulfillment. If, at some
time in my search, I discover

something that brings me closer

to my goal I am faced with the

responsibility of making this

discovery available to someone
who, by chance, is engaged in a^

similar search. In this case, I say,

"I believe the war is a moral sin"

and I attempt to make it clear

how, in my personal experience, I

happened to make such a

judgement. I am in no way at-

tempting to tell another individual

why he should make a similar

judgement. It is up to each person

who is interested to objectively

evaluate the experiences of those

around him and ask himself if he

can relate these experiences to his

own life in a beneficial way.

Dave Baker
Sophomore, Math

» , T0NI6HT-7:30 P.M.-IOYCE HALL-USO
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FOOD TO GO - 478-0123
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RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRI BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI ALASAGNA

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Roan)

DAYS— 11 a.m. 'U 2 a.m.

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

' 10912 L« Cont* Av«.

W«itwood Villa9». CA 900244419 Von Nuyi Blvd.

Sh«rmonO<A»,CA 91403

kUIO MSIIUIKE FOR COlW SIUKNTS

Science with a conscieni

^bv Peter Cohen and Amy Hollander

(Kdilors note: Cohen is a lecturer and Hollander

a graduate student in the zoology department

here.) •

il you ore (il of least 21 and (2i have had aufo, insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a colle<ie student you, also probably have (3, a reasonable

-driving recoM. Put these'happy coincidences together and its-

I'lkely that you qualify , for rates that average .35 below ^tan-

dord^prTce s.
-— "~"~7. r i u-

And in case you don't fit this description/ call oor local oHice

any^tay. We just spent six years working with the auto insurance

industry on behalf of college students. We think we can help.

i^V Pkone: 451-1393

.

^^/cmiege Student insurance service

726 Sonta Monica Blvd. ('202) Santo Monica, ColH. 90401

Anthony Russo will address the scienUfic and

technical community today at 8:00 pm in Moore

Hall 100 Along with Daniel Ellsberg, Russo has

been charged with conspiracy to defraud the

United States government, espionage, and theft oi

government property - all because of the release

to the public of the Pentagon Papers.

It is appropriate that Russo address the

scientific community for at least three reasons.

First, Russo holds a bachelors and a masters

degree in aeronautical engineering. He worked for

NASA before going to the Rand Corporation and

has had several papers published in the scientific

literature.

Second, the war in Indochina is the clearest and

most barbaric example of the abuse of science and

technology. The Pentagon Papers describe the

U S government's deliberate sabotaging of the

Geneva agreements of 1954, and the subsequent

attack on the Vietnamese people. The carefuHy

calculated violence and destruction is presently

being carried out in Indochina because the world's

most advanced scienlific and technological ideas

and institutions have been harnessed and em-

ployed in a criminal war.

The Pentagon Papers also paint a clear portrait

of the manipulation and deception of the American

people by their government. The dupHcity and

criminality revealed in the Papers are common to

the governments, corporations, and special in-

terest groups which control and abuse knowledge

to implement selfish policies or to mainUin power.

Scientists and many others have been taught

Inhat science, being wholly objective, cannot be

used as an instrument of one or another political

philosophy. Individual scientists claim they are

objective and apohtical and thus are not

responsible for the way their discoveries are used.

\^ these notions are rationalizations and avenues

of escape. The technology created and the data

collected by scientists are used by the U.S.

government to sustain its position as the head of

an economic empire and the supporter of dic-

tatorial client governments. Studies by social

scientists on foreign cultures are used to un-

derstand how the U.S. government can better

manipulate and control these cultures. For

example, in an article in Ramparts, April, 1972,

Russo describes how the Rand Corporation was

i contracted by the Department of Defense to do a

E classified study called the Vietcong Motivation

and Morale Project. The study was "... to

provide ideas for the Department of Defense

psychological warfare program in Vietnam and

generally upgrade understanding of just what the

National Liberation Front was all about." An
anthropologist studying the Vietnamese should not

and cannot claim ignorance about the ultimate

uses of such research.

The same may be said for an educational

psychologist like Arthur Jensen, whose unproven

but widely publicized hypotheses on I.Q. dif-

ferences between blacks and whites is providing

fuel for those inside and outside of government

who wish to promote racism. Similarly workers at

the Honeywell Corporation must understand that

their designs for anti-personnel weapons will be

used. These designs will not remain as objective,

neutral ideas on drawing board.

The life sciences are no different. Chemists,

biochemists, and botanists must realize that plant

hormone analogues developed for peaceful uses

have been employed as herbicides and used to

destroy the Vietnamese ecology. Research in

molecular genetics has increased our un-

derstanding at the molecular level of cellular

mechanisms. Control of these mechanisms could

be used to correct diseases arising from genetic

defects. Such knowledge could also lead to

disaster if used to design strains of deadly viruses

as biological weapons or as a means of selecting

for the "proper" genetic makeup as determined

by certain political factions*

.'

This is not to suggest that research should stop.

The political environment will determine the uses

of science and technology. If we as scientists want

to (eel satisfaction in our scientific work and know

that our work will not be turned against us or

against others, then we must become aware of our

political environment and begin to control it. A

first step i^o break down the barriers between the

Accumulation of data and the presentation of

results in an understandable way to the public.

The public must be aware of our work so they can

control it and use it in their interests. The release

of the Pentagon Papers is a precedent for making
|

information available to the public.

The third reason for Anthony Russo to address

the scientific community is that his acts of con-

science are an example. The actiqps of Anthony

Russo and Daniel Ellsberg show that people can

become aware of the consequences of their work

and can act because they believe they are

responsible for these consequences. We need to

understand this example fully and be prepared to

follow it by acting ourselves.

^^^s^

Be an intellectual . ..

Quote the Daily Bruin

^ CAL JET CHARTERS

SUMMEH EUHOPE FLI6HTS

ONE DfiHN IHfNQ AflBZ ANOWefi,

Don't be misled by lower prices. Invwtlgate lirst! Fly wIMi OMr '••»•«•
f»'»^;'«^

qroup Know your facts on your charter carrier before you sign your application
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By Suzanne Roady

It gets harder every year to be a dedicated Stones fan; At"^

one point or another, you end up having to choose between

sanity and self-respect or the Rolling Stones. If this

statement seems a little strong, bear in mind the hours and

energy wasted by thousands in the futile attempt to get

tickets for any one of their concerts.

Imagine (or recall) the coagulated people assembled

helter-skelter in front of the Forum, the Long Beach Arena,

or any local Ticketron. Those arriving by 10:00 p.m the

night the tickets went on sale found, at Long Beach at least,

over 2,000 people already in line!

Imagine crawling down the length of the line, stumbhng

over wine bottles as you carry your sleeping bag, sack of

fruit, and thermos high over your head. Let It Bleed is

blasting from parked cars all over the lot; the small tape

systems wafting sounds from rolled down windows and the

big guys sporting four three-foot speakers balanced

precariously on the hood and trunk of a convertable.

Finding the end of the line, some 75 yards down the lot,

you settle in and light up a number as a gesture of frien-

dliness for the strangers around. Suddenly it dawns on you;

these aren't teeny hoppers or red freaks, these are mature

looking college types discussing the political and

philosophical implications of this street party you're all

immersed in.

Once inside the Arena, it wasn't unusual to have your leg

side-swiped by a guard doing defense maneuvers with a

chair, or to be bonked on the noggen with a lead-weighted

frisbee. The crowd seemed semi-adult and well-mannered

as you sized it up during the break. You look in vain for

those nice people you met at the all night ticket party ...

To grok the Stones in concert, at least this time around, it

is imperative to visualize the unique lighting set up.

Suspended from the ceiling, perhaps fifteen yards in front

of the stage, was a large framework holding a row of

mirrors that faced the stage at a 45 degree angle. The

lights, six of them of the small searchlight variety, were

evenly spaced across the back of the platform. These spot

lights were shot up into the mirrors forming a background

of wide columns of color, which reflected back on the sUge
for perfectly even lighting. Every bit as responsive in

following each performer as a direct spot, these lights

added a new color dimension that took on somewhat

symbolic implications.
Pink, being innocent and "feminine," created a feelmg of

warm, mild pulsation, oranges and golds dripped with a

sun like vitality and brassy glitter, blues simplified and

soothed, and the violets and reds pendulated between the

macabre and violent sexual intensities. An un-distorting

platinum-white light was added for applause, which let the

Stones glitter in all their outrageous plumage.
Mick was wearing a pink lame jacket trimmed and bound

•n black. Under that was a platinum-white lame jersey

jumpsuit which caught and glistened every color that

played over it. Under the jumpsuit was a mystenous

protrusion that was too jiggley to »>e a codpiece but too

pronounced to be a cock. Maybe it was a new English m-
— vention for pop stars to invest in instead of stuffing socks

Jagger accentuated this curvy slip cover with a gold

•^k scarf, a pale violet sash, and a gold leather cum-

*>erbund/belt, which appeared to be encrusted with s^ts and

.
shiny stonea

Even if Jagger has aged, he hasn't grown up. When he

waltzes out on stage, throws his head back, his codpiece

forward, places one hand on a quivering hip and the other

around thef mike, you know that you*^d better hang on to your

crotch because his music is going to tickle you silly. All his

agility and grace makes one wonder why Mick never

became a fandancer. By the time»he'd worked through

"Brown Sugar," "Bitch," "Rocks Off," and "Gimme
Shelter. " his pink lame jacket had been peeled off and hung

on a finger for effect. Mick cast his eyes about for a valet or

an automatic clothes hanger to come to his aid. On beat, he

rakishly dropped and dragged the coat, did a mannequin's

comer turn, and kicked and stomped on it.

After he'd warmed to the audience and begun to get

limber. Mick treated his devotees to the 53rd instollment of

the Mick Jagger dancing lesson. He's still just as agile as

hell Does he box or just ride? He boogied from the monkey

(!) to the breakdown and pirouetted and kicked out jams all

down the line.
,

Jagger captured and maintained most of the audience s

attention, of course, but, to some extent, only because he

was the only one moving. When Kteith Richards, dressed in

orchid and white, joined Mick at the mike, their arching

bodies formed a striking, almost arabesque configuration

of a curving porUl, a beckoning entrance to the best rock

and roll that ever rumbled out of an amp.

Unfortunately, Keith's voice was too weak to carry all the

lead of his marvelous "Happy," and Mick had to join in. It

makes you wonder if Keith ever gets tired of Mick bomng m
on the spotlight ... j i*.. #•

Mick Taylor astounded and deUghted the crowd with fine

acoustic solo work at the conclusion of "Love in Vain." As a

matter of fact, both in concert and on the new album, his

"ride-outs" make perfect conclusions for many songs.

Bobby Keys' saxaphone in "Rip This Joint" worked like a

vitamin B soak on the old roots of rock and roll. Recap-

turing, updating, and surpassiiig the "wailing sax" of '55-

'59 fame his addition was a pleasing necessity. The audial

balance at Long Beach was as perfect as could never be

expected, allowing, every instrument, even Nicky Hopkins

piano, to coalesce with utter clarity.

Its hard to explain the impact of all this, other than to say

that the sensual gratification of the sights and sounds and

smells and all were tasty to the point of salivation. The only

thing that remains to be done is to list the songs and their

light colors in the hopes that your imagination can re-

construct the steaming scene:

"Brown Sugar" — pink

"Bitch' — red and orange

"Rocks Off" — red and orange

"Gimme Shelter " - red and orange

"Happy" — red, white and blue

"Tumbling Dice" - pink and blue

"Love in Vain" — blue
^ u,

"Sweet Virginia" - pink, purple, and blue

"You Can't Always Get What You Want" - pink, purple

and blue

"All down the Line "
- orange and white

"Midnight Rambler" - orange, gold and blue into red

into red and gold, into pure gold

"Turd on the ^un " - orange and platinum

^ip Ibis Jbinr* - orange and platinum \
.

—

"Jumpin Jack Flash" - platinum

"Street Fighting Man" - lights up

Once ever year or so, those of us hooked on the btones

begin to go into withdrawals due to the dearth of new Stones

material. It's possible to go a year between releases

because it takes a year to decipher the lyrics on any given

album. Do the Stones enjoy being enigmatic for the sheer

perversity of making their fans (and reviewers and cen

sors) suffer, or do they just realize that the easiest way to

keep us hooked is to always leave us craving for more?

This time out, the boys have over-amped us on ambiguity

and quantity, and thereby may have cheapened their

product through overkill. It's probably impractical to make

a three sided album but it would have been more in keeping

with the Stones' sense of bizarre and with the quality of

Exile on Main St. ( Rolling Stones Records, COC 2-2900) as a

whole. ^
'

. - '
,

Basically, there isn't a ''bad song on the album; a couple

may be a little dull (such as the repetitious "Torn and

Frayed " and "Hipshake") but with four sides and a

reputation to sustain, we probably expect too much. The

strong points, especially Keith Richards "Happy," (and

praise God he's still with us) "Rocks off," "Casino Boogie"

(which left off where the Parachute Woman got off).

"Black Angel," and "Loving Cup," extend the excitement

throughout the package.

Several elements have been combined to revise and

extend what is commonly refered to as "Stones music."

The hard-core rockers and Chuck Berry-style hoppers are

still present, although they are often more tediously or-

chestrated than the "originals" of this genre, (i.e. "Loving

Cup").
The elements of sex and vice, so omnipresent in the past,

have been included in Exile, but they are counterbalanced

by a new spiritual or hymn-like inclusion that is as bizarre

(for the Stones) as it is effective. These "spirituals" Uke

three forms; "Sweet Virginia" is an overdone planUtion

sing-along — I mean who needs a chorus to sing "got to

scrape that shit right off your shoes"? — "Shine a Light"

would make great roller-rink music (love that Billy

Preston), and "Just Want to See His Face" combines a

calypso rhythm with Christian sentiments, dosing it

liberally with wailing that could come from an East Indian

funeral procession. This is a most extraordinary departure

for the Stones, and it represents the most valid in-

corporation of a chorus of any song included.

Strange sound effects had been forgotten since 67's Their

Satanic Majesties Request, but eerie, cauldron bubbling,

underwater noises found their way into "Rocks Off"

. nonetheless.

The Stones are "playing with" their music more and

more with each new offering. This is probably because

they're bored with playing with themselves and have

decided to liven things up with new voices and instruments.

This is understandable after nine years of recording, but

it's too bad that in the process they've lost the simple,

straightforward style that gave the Stones their vitality.

Their new polished and precise approach has overcome

the tawdry remnants of yesteryear. While assuming the

pose of the ultimate superstar, Mick, for one, has ex-

changed his hellcat impudence for relative sophistication

and politesse.
,

The Stones can still be raunchy, as "Ventilator Blues'

and "Stop Breaking Down" illustrate. But sponUneity has

given way toshowmanship of the first order, which isn'tjo

say the Stones have copped out They've just matured, and

it wouldn't be a bit surprising to watch them bring down the

house ... in Las Vegas ...
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SILENT RUNNING

&

MAROONED

our society values Youth above i^t^P'thing^b^^^'^:^
current usual rock concjtaud^nce.sb««d^^^ ^^ ^
why Youth today .s »^e g/^t <W«^J^^ ^^^
responsibility ""^K'f"*• „^'"V^V^te, for the most part, ar«

than an extension of infancy, ^oimg peopic
.

hli^fully --a^/^,^%rh^/nrmrTo « f-^^ scope
McGovem

«"f. ^'^J^'^^^-ve^oTBach next to Black Sabbath in your
expenence in the arts

','/
Z™^^;* f' „„ucjsm is a foregone conclusion.

,«* around the ^"^'^^^^j^^i^XSla^rHfovie as much

l's\h" mlXnt'i^'r^o m!tJ^^^^^ Chafles Reich say^ running

heiSfone awayTom^r parente' hangups does not d«troy them, but

onfy c-atrfTaXant ^terns of .l-havior which reOect our own m-

securities and uneasiness with our "hipness." Maybe it s tins wan»n

Son ttat is admired in Youth today, but one doesn't have to look too

far for something better to admire.

Anyone who just watches a contemporary ^r=«^ »"^?*=^^'^2
them stoned (mandatory peer pressure)

'»,|^. PT' "^XfJ^l
pouallv to all performances (they love 'em all), is bound to deciae,.inai

Zs aeneratKfar from crawling out from the self-indulgence which

LasfS mn ^oS to ?un this glrt« in any more producUve manner

So^ieW cTte^ to this mania by doing things like giving away record

aS and ascounts at pants stores to '"duce eighteen year ol^ to

Register to vote. aU even with the overt bnb«; only 30% ^w fU to

reeister for the primary. "We can save the world"? Baloney. The beUef

Shis generation is^uperior to the last is one of the grandest self-

'
TOsTdmiuXranting'tirade is merely a preface to^«jying: Rang

Newman writes songs about subjects that have been neglected ^the

"Pepsi Generation in their incredible egoinvolvement, son^ which reflecL

the hidden problems which still exist without acknowledgement inthe

psyches of speed and downer freaks everywhere songs which reflect a

Lnse of histoo' and value of the past (and what Youth wants to be

reminded of the past in such a hip Now?).

You have the sociological setting, then, for the 1969 appearance of

Randy Newman (Reprise RS 6286), co-produced by feUow avant-gardist

(or should I say neo-classicist) Van Dyke Parks, whose miraculous Song

Cycle saw light within a few months of Randy Newman Newman s

preoccupation with the problems of old age is evidenced by the very first

cut "Love Story," Newman's most lasting composition. Love^Stoiy, in

its witty analysis of marriage, middle age and old age at breakneck

speed, indicates the rapidity of life, grinding to a quick and devastating

end with the last veree "When our kids are grown/ with kids of their owa^

They'll send us away/ TO a litUe home in Florida/ We'll ptay checkers all

day/ Until we pass away." The song affirms the value of a couple s life

together but brings up that startling point that each generation pushes the

next one out of their lives. Old people represent our own mortaUty,

sometimes our failures, but Newman recognizes their value as human

-4)einBs, if only for the sheer accumulation of varied expenence. So Loi^

Holiywomi Pacillc
X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

Nt!.i:":^h1.!l:go a clockwork orange (X)

466-5211 lft:30. 3:00. 5:30, 8:00, 10:30

LosFellz
1822 N. Vernrtont

hlollywood

NO 4-2169

4-

Joan-Lowis BarrauH in Joan Ronoir's

THE TESTAMENT OF DR. CORDELIER
&

Roinw in Pagnol't Qossic

CESAR
starts Wad. Mar«uarif« Dvras' "to Mwsica"

Dad" portrays the gen^ation gap in a slighUy more opUmistic mood,

telling through dramatic moifologue (Newman's usual device) the story

of a man revisiting his father after a long absence to tell him of lus

marriage There is an initial uneasiness ("Do you sUll work, at the

drugstore?/ Is that true?" ) which yields to a wry acceptance/rejecUon m
the last verse ( Newman's usual place of most impact) .

*'Come and see us

poppa when you can/ There'll always be a place for my old man/ Just

drop by when it's convenient to/ Be sure and call before you do/ So long.

Randy Newman both emphasizes and reduces the rift between father and

son by having the music, which accompanies the son's speech, be a funny

honky-tonk piano plunking, which might be meant to show the in-

•congruity of adapting one age to another or show the intrinsic sameness

of the generations. Newman never needs to make it crystal clear; part of

his game is to cultivate ironies that will resonate after years of listening.

Newman's tunes and words endure as well as those of any musician today

because of his unflinching inability to write down to the listener and be

overly obvious. •

Other noteworthy songs on Randy Newman which show three other

major Newman themes are "I Think He's Hiding." a melancholic and

clever religious/philosophic statement about ''the Big Boy" (God) who

isn't dead but just hiding, "Cowboy," "Davy the Fat Boy" and "I Think

It's Going to Rain Today," which explore the sphere of lonliness and

friendlessness, and "Linda" and "Living Without You," two love songs

with some of Randy's most evocative images ("The milk truck hauls the

sun up/ the paper hits the door/ The subway shakes my floor/ And I think

about you").

J Newman worked on 12 Songs (Reprise 6373) with a considerably

changed mind. First, the piano/voice or piano/voice/ orchestra

arrangements of the first LP were replaced by a small rockin' band of

various ace musicians including Gene Parsons, Ry Cooder, Clarence

White and Jim Gordon which augmented Newman's vocals and piano in a

more lively manner. This was only possible because the songs themselves

had changed in overall character. They were funnier, lighter, more up-

beat and designed with a deliberate rock and blues feel. Newman himself

developed a stronger vocal delivery, abandoning most of the moaning
drawl of Randy Newman for the new faster numbers, and proving

himself an extraordinary modern blues singer.

Most of the deeper wondering about God and the Universe of the first

album is supplanted by songs dealing with sexual insecurity and shyness^
As usual, every Newman lyric is first-person, Which enables him, like

Robert Browning (finally got my literary reference in), to produce irony

by allowing the listener to see past the speaker's inability to know himself

adequately.

Newman's shy young man has love on his mind but can't quite ap-

proach it honestly. His attitude is best exemplified in "Suzanne" and
"Lover's Prayer," two tunes which show the dual ways he can tackle

encounters with tfhe elusive female. "Suzanne" takes the form of a phone
call which begins "I saw your name, baby/ In a telephone booth/ And it

lold all about you, mama/ Boy, I hope it was the truth" and proceeds into
n thrPAtpnino qaHpc of honoioman imaaoc riohi mif mf ITvnArlmAn* Im

Maytaif 4HE LAST PICTURE SHOW
214 Santo Monica Blvd.

Sonta Monico
451-4625

Goorgo <!!. ScoM in

HOSPITAL

inunicaiion leaas lo a similarly singie-minaea appraocn in Lover s

Prayer " Nvhich involves an actual encounter between Our Hero and She.
After the incantation to God ("Don't send me no hand-holdin' baby/ I've

been with babies before") we hear of the contemporary results of a past
encounter ( "She started to Ulk to me about the wir. Lord/ I said '1 don't
wanna talk about the War "'). Apparently nothing came of that previous

^i

'Burnt On^
I '

By MaAviton

> >

attempted seducUon. becau^'

simple plea "Don't send rnei

above me/ Don't send me now

to love me." Two out and oui

obscene "If You Need Oi

similar undertones, and ay^

especially appropriate, expr^

that Woody Allen strives for

12 Songs also conUinsinei

"Yellow Man" which P^P®^.

joes with values like us even «

with its "inside Chinese rnus^^

-have sung with Tommy Dors^

the album is the genuine oonm-

Moon." the only "outside

undersUnd Newman s an

tur^sque (biased) viewpi

to show that one can a^"^'/^
i

derogatev or "camp ^^
AmenUr and Newman is

returns to his prayer with the
glasses/ Don't want no one
H classes/ Send me somebody

'Lucinda" and the vaguely
.^Piore other situations with

the nonsensical lyrics are
|»ne sort of absurdity about sex

[political Randy Newman song,

^ the Chinese are just plain
« nee all day." '^Yellow Man,"
;«e something Sinatra might
the most old-timey number on
^'^r Underneath the Harlem
"as ever recorded. One can
tune, with Its quainUy pic
bom '

' .1 suppose the point ir
'or ite innocence without being
^i^ the Harlem Moon" is

n^encan, not just made up of

a

s

*

current culture like most of his peers but steeped in America's history.
Therefore, Randy is a spokesman with a particularly good ear for all ofAmenca s facets, boUi the positive and the negative
The cover of 12 Songs is a black and white photo of a portable TV, ,

rocking chair and a baby chair, and the photo on the back of the album'
lyric sheet shows Newman carrying a bag of groceries out of a super-
market with his suburban wife and child. Ellen Willis, writing in The New
Yorker accurately assesses Newman's place in American music: "His
sensibility owes as much to George Gel^hwin and Bruce Jay Friedman as
to Lennon-McCartney or Dylan. Often he seems to be acUng out a favorite
myth of the Silent Generation - that beneath each button down shirt
beate a heart of an individualist who knew that his society and life in
general were absurd, who believed that rebellion was useless but enjoyed
ironically contemplating the disparity between his conformist facade and
the anarchist within. Newman shows an intricate familiarity with, and
affection for, all the nuances of American life — the settings and
characters, the family relationships, the romantic fantasies, the
euphemisms — as well as an unsparing awareness of our oppression of
old people, fat people and other non-mainstream types. Newman sees
himself as both a perpetrator of the culture and its victim, and is

philosophical about it — one of the traits shared by the Silent and Pop
generations is cool."

Originally, Randy Newman/Live (Reprise RS 6459) was released only
to radio stations to stimulate interest in Newman in preparation for the
release of his third album. The reaction was so good Warner/Reprise
decided to release it to the public to fill in the space which was gaping
after 12 Songs as it took Randy an additional year to get his sudio LP
ready. The "live" recording is mostly interesting because the spotlight

stays so unflinchingly on Newman's jazzy piano stylings without any
'

other accompaniment, and the opportunity for appreciation of his control

of idioms and technique is enlightening. The album's longest cut weighs
in at 2:48, and seven tunes are under two minutes, which indicates just

how trim and powerful Newman's lines are. unavailable on other discs

are "Tickle Me," "I'll Be Home" (available by Harry Nilsson on the

altogether excellent Nilsson sings Newman. RCA LSP-4289 ) , and "Maybe
- I'm Doing It Wrong," the latter being an outrageous expression of the

frustrated fellow we met on 12 Songs, who has finally gotten his girl,

creating new sexual problems.

The two years after 12 Songs have finally yielded Sail Away (I^eprise

MS 2064), Newman's newest opus. The major themes are God, Politics

and Old Age, the most profound temion of Newman's repetoire. As

always, Randy gives no easy answers. We are confronted with thoughts

still being worked out to some extent, coming to grips with the duality of

himself. The most striking instance of this is shown in the three songs

about mankind's relationship to God, "He Gives Us All His Love," "Old

Man" and "God's Song." The flrst is an instance of Newman'spuzzling

simplicity, a bare praise for a benevolent father-figure God who's

"smiling down on us/ from up above." If there were a hint of sarcasm in

any lir)e the song could be flt into "God's Song," a particularly

pessimistic tune about the Lord's contempt for the human race. But "He

Gives Us All His Love" is perfecUy devout; it might be considered a song

of hope rather than belief, but that assertion is rather shaky in vi^ of

' Newman's rather traditional values. "Old Man" takes things into darker

territory, describing a death without hope because there "won't be no

God to comfort you/ YouiaughtmejioLtQ believe that lie." The slow,

dirge-like melody with only piano, voice and orchestra is appropriate to

the melancholy theme that "everybody dies," a tiieme all the more

pathetic without God. "Od Man" ends on a chord from ttie orchestra tiiat

has an extra note that de^stabilizes the chord, indicating musically the

non-resolution of Life itielf. Newman juxtaposes these two pleas for

mankind's need for God with his most bitter attack on belief in "God s

Song" which ends the album and is therefore in some ways its sum-

mation "Man means nothing, he means less to me/ Than Uie lowli^t

cactiis flower/ or the humblest Yucca tree" is the Lord's attitude, and Uie

destruction of the world is in actuality senseless - "I bum down your

cSr^ hoVblind you must be/ I TAKE FROM YOU YOUR CHILDREN

AND YOU SAY HOW BLESSED ARE WE? You all must be crazy to put

your faith in me/ That's why I love mankind/ You really ne«l me " The

song is, to say the least, unsetUing, and complicates considerably any

coniposite picture of Newman's religious attitude, since it indicates that

believers are suckers and masochists. ,..,„.
Neman's political views in "Sail Away" and "PoliUcal Science" are

pro^tions ofthe tone and outlook of "Yellow Man." The f«« tune js m

Ihe form of a come-on delivered by a "recniiter" for the American slave

trade of the 19th century, and wraps up prejudice to throw back intoS faces. "In America you'll get food to eat/ Won't ha.^e to run

Sh the jungle and scuff up your feet/ You'll just sing about Jesus amiS wineall dly/ Its great to be an American/' The mi«.c .? r<^ ng,

sly andas convincing as the pitch of a carny barker so that t soun<^ ''"e

a real adventure to "cross the mighty ocean into Charleston Bay

Newman ch<«ses a more modem setting for "PoliUcal Science." which is

a trri^r ta^m of an Agnew-type who's fed up with trying to deal with

otteT^iom fairly make moral decisions or adapt to someone else s

op^ o^- Til th«e things that complicate foreign policy so much. The

aUernative is simple enough: "We give them nioney but are they

BratTfuP/ No they're spitefll and they're hateful/ They don't r«»P^tt«^

fotet's surprise them/ We'll drop the big one and pulverize Ujem." "The

plan includWi saving Australia for "an all-Amer.can amusementpart

b«^,^ "we don't wanna hurt nokangaroo " but doing away wiU. the rest

SFarth because "Asia's too crowded and Europe's too old/ Africa is

hrto hJt/ a^d^^ada's too cold/ And South America stole "ir nameT

Tlle^?fhand bouncy rhythm and melody make the lyncs all the more

"tnSis not all Sturm and dr.ng though. There are shots in all

f^^^inn "^he arranaements on Sail Aw.y strike a compromise bet-

we^n\he heavilyoXsSR-ndy Newman and the !«-/""« band of

r,^„«! .^nc one stvle or the other when it seems most appropriate.

^.ISyTeSi^^e yields more v^^^^^

:Sa?e!!!^;:c^«:,?nSXr''fL,V.prob.ems^

•^A^rthlTh trrn^intntS^'ral-t the album all the ^gs
Aiinougn uKi^ i^

because they all come from the same

—her teveb. past and present, general and specific.
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MOVIEGUIDE

ThSlCdy New^^r^'oi;;^ a supersUr is the day I cross out U«

u.1ltCraoh8 of this arUcle, and I'm looking forward to both oc-

initial paragraphs

currences

1332 2nd Stroot

Santo Monico "
'^^

451-8686

'*A tawf and tim«ly flr««H rt o iip«d«cwlar

in vvary .••n««l" Arthur Kniyhl

"'' CkaH«»on HMlon & Yv«il« mmimm

SKYJACKED
J Cekit Sidney PoMiar

' THE ORGANIZATION
. ——

.

Moiica II

1332 2nd Stroot

Santo Monica
451-8686

R«n«« Taylor. Jotoph Bologna

MADE FOR EACH OTHER
^ -toboHRodlord. Goorgo Sogd ->

THE HOT ROCK
SlorH Wod. "^Mbr Bolwoon Mon ond Womon"

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills <at Doheny)
274-6869

Chorlio Chaplin in

THE GREAT DiaATOR

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Naiioial
10925 lindbrook Drive

479-2866

Shocker of the Year

THE OTHER (PG)

Doily 2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Fri& Sal midnight show 12:15

/

Niiri meiier
1 127i Santo Monica Blvd,

WLA,
478-6379

SURFING PREMIER:

5 SUAAMER STORIES

William Holdan

orieiiai
7425 Sunset

876^212

THE REVENGERS
& Tommy Smoihors

GET TO KNOWYOUR RABBIT
$1 for ono porton w/fhit coupon plut curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry no* good Salurd<iy nigh* ohor 5 p.m.

ran Paciilc
7554 Bavarly Blvd

WE 8-7070

LIVING TREE

&
GETTO KNOW YOUR RABBIT

Free Parking $1 lor ono porton w/»hi« coupon pliM cwrront UCLA rag cord

Sorry not good Sahirdoy night crftw 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

Piitiies -
Hollywood at Vine

469-7161

Lee Marvin & Gene Hockmon

— PRIME CUT (W—

^

Doily 12:'90, 2:iio. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 10:3dL-

plut midnight show Fri & Sot

PACIFIC'S

PICWOII
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

Victor Mature in

EVERY liniE CROOK 4 NANNY (PG]

Mon thru Fri 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

Sat & Sun 1 2:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30. 8:30. 1 0:30

Plaza
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

leieit
1045 Broadon

Westvtfood Villag<

BR 2-0501 .

Acodemy Award Winner
8«l (oroign fHm

V Viltorio do •ico't ' •

THE GARDEN OF THE

FINZI - CONTINIS
Fri. & Sot. Juno 23 & 24 midnight only SArTKICON

Winn«r Spocid Jury Priio Connot Fottivd 1972

KuHVonnegut, Jr*!

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE

Wo«hday« 6.30, 8:15, 10:15

Sal& Sun 2:30, 4:15. 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

1 1 523 Sonto Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles

477-5581

Duatin HoUmon. Anno Boncroft. Kathorlno Rom

in Miko Nichol'i

THE GRADUATE
plut short

BACH TO BACH

siiiii Mime
611 N. Foirfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

CHAPUN BROTHERS COMEPY SHOW

CHARUE CHAPLIN- TAWN SHOr
SYD CHAPLIN-"MAN ON BOX"

• Sennott Comtdy- "Hutch'* Sorld -Thriller

• . „ ;•
,

I
.P .

1111 LI ITJI
La Br«a at Ninth

WE 4-2342
"^

THE WOLVES
&

SAMURI REBELLION

THE NEW

vaoaiioni

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

Boccaccio- Potolini

DECAMERON
T«n Bawdy Talet o» lov* ;.-ofn the Uth Century Glottic

NATIONAL GENERAL'S j^^on Brando in

mime THE GODFATHER
961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

Dely1i00.4i1S.7J0.10i]

N^

-^
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ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
PACIFIC-KING

let u« ihtp four personol effects home We ore

speciolisis in infernot«onal pockqgmg ond ship

p.ng We qlso jell opphoncev for 220 vol»s

1215 W:6**iS*

Lo« Ang«<M 17

4a2-9M2

CWIlD CAHE
CENTER

latH

TH^ kick Wiil ruoJ

and ^\\ 9vA a^

TT^tfru «irTe. ^tirnrwer tt^orl^

5fu<^y posi4\0f\S 9iJjilaU^ it

fU (\n4cr. Cflni3<rt- ^

Murphy fiall AiZ^.

\^

• I '

,W- y*

raocoL HaRUffl
a:? SPICIAl 6UI8T ST/W

SUN. JUL28PMM0N JUL38PM
SANTA MONICA CIUIC

All seats reservtd at $6.50, $5.50, $4.50

Tickets available at all TICKETRON OUTLETS including all

May Co., Montgomery Ward, Sears Stores and

Santa Monica Civic Box 'Office {393-9961)

iL

more than 1M)00
elij$ible employees of

University ot California

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

.

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

. «

loin Them!

i .,.

>>,

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

California Casualty

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles
981-4000 625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186

I

^i:

Summer Programs at the

learning Skills ceniei^
• In

READING

STUDYING

WRITING

. MATH-SCIENCE

D«v«lop your l«orning tkillt in group or individual programs
for all majors.

For information and sign-up come to Social' Witllaro 271

T (
8qm-5pm^^or ctrH {82)5-7744^-^^

One ot'your Shidont SorvicM.

Free to all students attending U.C.L.A. in regular sessions.

-•r-

Liiioois Pmiress

dookettesinaCoDie-iiack
t.t

Among other factors to be doted for posterity, 1971

was a drag. Meaning, of course, that not only was it

no longer necessary to pretend to be hush-hush about

one's intra-sexual preferences and outer

manifestations thereof, but it also meant attention-

grabbing brownie-points to come off as a middle-of-

the-road gender compromise, androgynously ac-

coutered accordingly. Witnessed in the eyes of public

acclaim were the rise and ascendant acceptance of

Alice Cooper as commercial property, the outrage of

David Bowie selling the world in his evening dresses,

and the emergence of the Cockettes, a troupe of San

Fraiicisco-based drag queens and fruit-flies (female

camp-followers) — who enact their erotic fantasies

for fun and profit.

Whiist^ejbi^al origins of the Cockettes and their

staged reviews Cwith such titular come-ons as

'Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Cpma" or "Cockettes iii

Clapland") can be traced to a North Beach debut in

1970, the filmic produce inevitable from any

congregation of raging exhibitionists did not appear

until the following year with Tricia's Wedding, billed

as even more tasteless than the original, and
Luminous Procuress, which has finally trickled down
to Los Angeles via Harriet Diamond and her Plaza

Theatre midnight series. With the L.A. Vice Squad
determined to prevent the live performances, the

latter offering seems to be the only public access to

prolonged Cockette-watching, minus the random
Paradise Ballroom Opening for two.

Luminous Procuress, directed by Steven Arnold of

the loyal order of Cockette founding fathers and
backed by Sebastian of same, concerns itself with the

guided missile tour of two chummy young bucks
through a fun-house of gay, straight, sci-fi and
bizarro freak-shows by the procuress Pandora, a
seemingly hermaphroditic creature with a
turkeybeak profile, the entire Maybelline line of

cosmetics, and a propeller-tipped baby-pink coif. She
speaks only in fluent garble, Russian taped back-

wards to some, over a soundtrack of Gothic organ
music reminiscent of Iron Butterfly, who sounded the

same forwards or t)ackwards anyvtray. 'Twixt odd

light effects and various scenes of orgiastic display

the threesome wander inertly, pausing occasionally

to join in the more participatory sports activities to

the extent that an X-rating would be assigned.

Problem is, all this wandering pointlessly and

special effects pre-occupation makes L.P. not only a

very passive film, but a dull one as well. Granted, the

aims of the filmmaker may be solely to create a

network of, visual imagery to dazzle the eye and not

the brain, but expressionless faces, however

exotically made-up, staring blankly to the shadows

gi^ow tiresome after a while. The notion sprung from

middle-60's psychedelia that the quality of

*'freakiness" is ample justification for anything

under the cosmos seems the primary dictum at hand,

disregarding the rapid aging factor of effective Art

For Art's Sake statement over any extended period

of the Art community's creative output.

The film's flxation with the static image is also

reminiscent of that amphibious stage of growth when

young fllmmakers switch from photography to

cinematography and the pictorial image is not yet

fully activated, hence the reliance upon the subject

matter's innate photogeneity to carry the sequences.

Whether or not Arnold is capable of presenting a

more mature understanding of his zoo is unclear.

Yes, there may be a delightful fish-market

murkiness to his screenful of bodies piled and

writhing, later to be fisheye-lens-condensed into a

helpless ball of indiscemable humanity. However,

are the Cockettes really content to just stand there,

staged and made-up, and merely shake their wang-

dang-doodles (an act entirely unsatisfactory for any

seasoned voyeur or voy^use, seeing that the likes of

Johnny Cockette would barely inspire peanut-envy)?

Are we content to accept a saucerful of space-

monkeys in search of an art fiUn to glower in? Would

we have been better off to have luminously procured

a cameraman of similarly lyrical image expertise,

rounded up the most adventurous of our token weirdo

friends, set them in the most factitious of situations,

and made our own lickerish pizzza?
— Heather Harris

\^

RESTAURANT GUIDE
I

r\ II I n 1 1 n

A La Crepe Brefonne
1458 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
S M 451 4302

CrapM-. cooked tho oM^otkionod
way — ovaryHMng frosh

'

Dinnort up lo $2.75 Qotod Sunday

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wostwood noor Pico
opon 7anv1am

^^Gourmof Soups litre

mofher nwer made"

Got a news tip?

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1 1 371 S.inia /v\oniL«t uivd
W< M I A 479 99M
MOKt Uoor fo "Papa Bachs"

A Nohirol F6odt Rotfaurant

Uve Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
10658 bndbrook Dr

474.094«.WWVillan«

—Can—
825-2493

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
1118 WMiwood Blvd.

478-9343

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90
DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25
i——J '

I

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

* *

12423 WiUhiroMvd.
.

I A. 836.f2tO
-^

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizzo
Nowf opon daily for lunch

TrTqi.,lrfff9pmony pizzo $1.75 ^91^
. dine out tonight

^ tli« QUALITY haiiilNirg«r ^

^ 1S00 w«ftwood blvd. .^

Horenstein conducting Schoenberg
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Verklaerte Nacht (Transfigured Night), Schoenberg's

most popular work, appeared in its original string sextet

form in 1899, but Schoenberg subsequenUy rescored it

wice in 1917 and again in 1943, for string orchestra; it is in

this form that it is almost always heard nowadays, and that

is the case on this recording. Both of the string orchestra

versions have a double bass part to reinforce the celli, but

the differences between them are fairly extensive in that

the later one has many performance directions added and

some changes in the orchestration as well. The prime ad-

vantage in using the larger forces is the greater dynamic

range it allows in performance.

Schoenberg was rooted in the Austro-CJerman Roman-

ticism of the nineteenth century. The fUvor of this work is

indeed strongly romantic; that is why it strikes me as being

so accessible to most anyone who can appreciate Wagner

(especially Wagner from Tristan und Isolde onward) or

Richard Strauss. It does have the sort of flow that one ex-

pects of. say, the prelude to Tristan, it does have

recognizable melodies (in the traditional sense) , it is as rich

as cream, amazingly lush, really super-romantic, in fact.

The distance in time between the two works on this record

is only seven years, but included in those seven years- is a

change of century, and it is fitting that the distance in sound

is such that the earlier work is firmly nineteenth century

and the later already firmly twentieth century.

Schoenberg completed the Chamber Symphony, a one

movement work for fifteen instrumentalists of about twenty

seven minutes' duration, in 1906 and called it
**.

. .the last

work of the first period; " Verklaerte Nacht was one of the

first It is still pre-twelve tone method music, but we are

dealing with a much tougher nut to crack than anything

before. The rich, lush feeling of Op. 4 is gone; in its place is
a much more severe and compact mode of expression,
almost tight-lipped, a much harsher dissonance — and a
more rewarding piece of music. After having heard this
recording about twenty times this music is still new to me;
there is always some fresh upwelling of sounds, some
juxtaposition I haven't heard before. It is all the more in-

teresting that this is done with only fifteen players.

As for the performance||,^^|um^^n^itj^
possible to do any bett^^orTrecorJn^Heasni
ducting standpoint. Jasc
known in the United s

solutely first rank. Ther
about him, butthethr
work are his ability to

are inevitable rather tha

not fftftllv

rom a con-

we

|ke tempo changes sound like they

a solid temp, and ultimately his ability to make the music
sound like it comes directly from the score into sound; only
the very best conductors can make music sound as unforced
as Horenstein is able to. \

This Verklaerte Nacht simply leaps from the score into

life as a result of his great sense for where the music should
be heavy and rich and where it should be more severe. If

one tries to go too consistently in the lugubrious direction,

for example the Zubin Mehta recording, it loses its tension

and much of the dissonant detailing seems softened. On the

other hand, a too consistently severe approach such as one
hears on Robert Craft's performance makes th^ music
sound edgier and more astringent than is really the case;

there is no point in obscuring the fact that this is a firmly

Romantic piece of music. In addition, neither of thosfe

performances achieves quite the same fluidity of tempo

changes (which are both fairly frequent and very im-

portant) that Horenstein manages and which results in a

spellbinding twenty nine minutes.

_ The Chamber Symphony is a score with lots of changes in

tempo (e.g. five in the first thirty-three bars) and requiring

virtuoso instrumentalists. Once again I am quite thrilled

with Horonstein's leadership of this piece of music after

going over the recording and the score together. The

playing is never less than adec|uate in either work. The

Orchestra of the Southwest German Radio at Baden-Baden

is not especially renowned but it is certainly a protean unit,

having many recordings to its credit under a great number

>ral I have found it to play with a

)me roughness on occasion in the

jpper strings, and this holds pretty

course makes use of strings only,

I'ly lean sound, but I find it a decent

le fatness of the Mehta recording

> of the Craft recording. Side two has

ley are quite good, again, I think,

with some fairly raw tone production from the upper winc^

here and there.

. The recordings themselves are npl stereo, not especially

recent (the recordings were first issued on Vox several

years ago), but they are by no means degrading. Turnabout

discs are well known to be of variable quality on an in-

dividual basis, but my copy was unwarped and decently

quiet. *

Overall then, this is a highly recommended recording,

one that would be very valuable to those who would like to

get into the twentieth century repertoire in a logical and

relatively easy way as well as to Horenstein discographers.

The conducting is very accomplished, the playing more

than acceptable, and the recording unspectacular but very

serviceable. —Terry Barron

-...I,-,

u Old Times
From the moment the lights

come up and two characters begin

to drop words upon the silence, we
know that this is a Pinter evening.

Old Times, playing through July 9

at the Mark Taper Forum, con-

tains all of the elements most
suggestive of the enigmatic
British playwright. As always, the

characters themselves are less

important than the strange
geometry of their in-

terrelationship — the eternal

I'interean triangle is peculiarly

isoceles. And as always words are

subordinate to the long silences

between them. Language is an
attempt to pierce someone else's

isolation, to recapture the ellusive

past two people once shared. But
such an attempt is doomed always
to failure.

This production of the London
and New York hit is in general
quite satisfying. The three per-

formances are on a consistently
high level: W.B. Bry(()n and
Verna Bloom contribute a great
deal, he as the bluff, apparently
sensible husband, and she as the

pneumatic, sphinx-like child-wife.
l^ut it is Faye Dunaway, as the
guest who comes into their lives

after twenty years, who best

captures the particularly haunted

tone of the evening. A spectre in

black chiffon, she gracefully

drapes herself across divans,

looking for all the world like a

beautiful but underfed vampire.

The plays of Harold Pinter are

horro stories in which the source

of the horror is never made

completely clear. Miss Dunaway

provides a stunning focus for the

underlying horror of the situation.

—Beverly Gray

I

,

about goings on in film, theatre,

music, art, or anything else which you

consider to be of aesthetic va lue, why

don't you come see us kWin KM 113?

Bring along a sample of your writing.

We might not like it, but then again,

we might • • . -; \^ [-: ^:^.^^.^^^.^

Lutheran Campus Ministry ALC-LCA

Lutheran Student Movement

University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard. 475-5926

Sunday Worship 10:30 am

Villogo Luthoran Church, 343 Church Lano

(neor Sepulvedo ond Montana)

•*j < '< t(

¥ttO.
TMU.

WMOAKI: CHUSHINQUflA (19M) THU. KUMMWA: RED BEARD (1965)

Ht% meal oulMoMn <tww< tor cam^atolen. TtM ttery o« • hwrncf*! I

•n4 <««lh W—W
I

SAT SUN MIDNIGHT
FILMS i1 25

June 23. 24, 2b

Juno 30 July 1 & 2

DeBrocu s Clusbic

THE KING

Fm. YOJIMBO
SAT. AMD

lar,"? 8AMJUR0

ijETSi*i«r
TMMrv MifiMW. •Mf*' I

In

^>f--.'^'M d*

iifiSm^

um KUMOMWA: S^EN SAMURAI

iSTr AND THRONE OF BLOOD dW)

lui K«AtAtMI: KWAIDAN (»9W) ^ ,^,^

iUt» AND. tMIHOD: ONIBABA <''^> „,

ifiAOARh SAMURAI: nun f. It tmn9M^i«m
Tho LMon« 0« MuMOhl" (Aco«»omy Aw«r< .rlno^ 1»5»); 'Ouol M

IcMMt InmmU". "n^ "Ouol On Oonryu flmnc
TooWro Mtfuoo rtor» ^oc » *>»vn.

•UN.
MOM.

WEEN
JUIT

(PRKMIERC) HAMI: A PULL LIFE (1962)

Bup#rfe omompto o« lfa«Mlonal JoponMO -wtun»n% ptctur*
'

AND. aaooucHiUTAMAM&NIS FIVE WOMEN (i946)

TKo mom^ who H»p«fO< tM potwtofo blooghowww m—tOfworti*

(PftEMicfTE) ozu THE END OF SUMMER < ei)

Tho *l«»«t««r.tton o« • etooo hnH f.mlly \m Of«• "^ .'L'V^.'lIiTi

"fSS: MR.ARKADIN
JUIV MHH MTIM
lf.20 Jtmmm ^»—

otI^eLo

HEARTS

BRENTWOOD ?WlN THEATER

oantti fv

St THES^RiblQER O m<

^" TOUcttoFEVIL
JULY

blacITAagic

11-2?

At <IMO)

SSm the third man
iSfM mam inm

LAOY FniM SHAN6NAI

urmmn
tnmn

SERIES DISCOUNT
Any S frar«M * •*'*>

MftM fof tS.OO

SaM up lo I7.M WW ^ ._

rtgHiar adm prtCM

YOU MAY USE 1 TICKH
fOniMMOummmi
0«Ml5TICKnSFO«

. TNESAMEPMOUMOIIANY
F. COMBINATION mERfOT

SEMES TICKETS AVA&AHE
,-IYIMH.MAT
Jj MX orricE

|l GOOO EVERY DAY (tvt

)

AT ALL TIMES fXCEfT

FRi « SAT AfTlR 5 R M.

I! Rltatt Mud dMcfc or

< moMyordof to

MAVFMi
714 SANTA MONKAIIVD
SANTA MONICA. CALIE 10401

II fnctoMd la I

COMPULSION I n

/ .

iwcSSeth O, CO

»; l^Y Mi^CMCOCIC /
^

JVill

THREE FROM/WTTH/OF MR. WELLES
MMMMTI AOMIflOM MiCMM«»

.

JNEIMMOtrksTOtY

mASm 'BSSff

ll lot

li „.
mMi) or mm tickoti

ITAFt
ll

CITT

Aiia. 168 A CMAiilt tAmKTOII
-ll

II

flEASSCKCR SEMES

fGM'MIESE GV^LLKS
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UCLA EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE-

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES-SUMMER SESSION

CI0.W will b.gir. Ih.«.rt o( June 26IK. For inlormolion coll

.5704Iorx52r27orcoo..s..»sinKwdiho«Holl407orltl. •

THE UCLA EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE WILL START ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP ON THE BOARD JULY 10TH.

YOU MAY PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN KERCKHOFF HALL 161 .

* NOTE: There will be no E.C. Classes July 4th.
\'

MONDAY
I- \

BODY AWARENESS THROUGH
JUGGLING
Carlo " 1
3 00 S 00 PM, Upstairs Lounqe
This course helps the student become
fi.wflre of the internal energies and tensions

of his body while learning to luggle.

A/aterial covered includes simple ball'

luqglmg. variation^, partner work, t>oops,

ctubs, club passtog and performing Other

Circus arts, sucH as balancing and stilt

worK <ilso included Participant is en

courag^d »o bring 3 hard rubber balls or

b<^seb^i\^

ASTROYOtA ECOLOGY OF
ASTROLOGICAL ACTION AWARENESS
Sir Lance
« 00 10 00 PM. Bunctie Hall 32U
Aquarian Aqe Astrology is the ancient

Aisdom of hfle cycles and bio rhythms as

f^ppiied in dynamic action aimed to

achieve enlightened harmony with the

cosmic order Learn the language of the

stars Planets, geometric aspects, houses.

Signs AiH be explained along with special

ronsideration m the fields of asJrologic

Paia. and Karma Yoga, astrological

r o mpatatojttty an/rtysrs, transtt tfv

terpretation, destiny navigation, ear
thquake prediction, and the mechanics of

extraterrestrial and inter galactic

astrology

KUNOALINI YOGA
Jean Paul Smqh ( Class begins July 3rd) "

7 00 9 00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Lessons m living for the Aquanan age
TnrooQh#jt*rciS^S, meditations, chanting 4 -
.ind food consciousness, Kundalini Yoga
(an allow you to find inner peace and
( ontentment, . physical, mental and
spiritual fulfillment Success m life need
tiave only one requirement balance,
harmony flnd happiness Through this .

Yoga of awareness, learn to awaken and »

channel your potential energy info higher -»~-

(onsciousness 4.

"THE ANCIENT WISDOM" THE
ULTIMATE PHILOSOPHY
Abraham Endicter
7 10 10 30 PM, AU 2401
The Ancient Wisdom" has always been
.wailable to those seek it The benefits to

the individual are rewarding and
meaningful The "Ancient Wisdom" is the
toutam head of all philosophy science
.^nd universal constants Evolution of man
is the evolution of the soul of man m
relation to \he evolut»on of the solar
system and our island universe There is '

no separation between man and natural
law Trouble develops when man deviates
from natural law and upsets the harmonic
balance The Ancient Wisdom" en
fompasses natural law, onqinal life,

reincarnation Karma death Practical
'Application of this knowledqe can improve
'one's sense of belonging security and
itiimmi/e fear.

SPOKEN KINYARWANDA
Sylvestrc Oasana -*.

• 30 PM, AU ]412
Hasic spoken Kmyarwanda You learn to
speak a Bantu language from a native
speaker Kmyarwanda is one of the oldest
languages lust in the hear of Africa.
During the course, you will be introduced
to Mwandan people, geography, history,
really typical African customs.

v..

TUESDAY

DEATH, DYING, AND LIFESTYLES
Luther Olmon
3:00 4 00 PM, AU 3SW

-A Study Of the /metttcat, soct«tr-
psychological and spiritual aspects of
dying . my own death and that of someone I

. love What are the fears and anxieties that
-we encounter"* Opportunity to observe
contemporary responses to death, s4jct> a^
the right to die, suicide, prolongation of

life, the memory of the dead and funerals
and the affect of death on ttie quality of life

and the living.

HATHA YOGA
Oovinda
SM 7:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Simple basic physical postures, chanting,
breathing exerciese, relaxation period,
brief meditation The integral yoga
method as taught by Swami Sat
chidananda Designed to bring pileace and
harmony to body, mind, and spirit

•HAKTI YOGA - TH^ YOGA OF
' TRANSCENDENTAL LOVE

Sukadeva Das
3 00 SOO PM, Upstairs Lown«e
This IS a post graduate study m spiritual
perfection as taught in the Bha9avad Gita

and the Snmad Bhagavatam (The creanri

of the vedas) Other features, include:

L. KIR IAN congregational chanting
PRASADAM Preparing and feasting

from Vedic foodstuffs, ANCIENT VEDIC
INSTRUMENTS leaving to play the

. mridunga (drum), Kartaw (hand cym-
. bals) and Harmonium (hand organ),
jAPA mantra meditation on beads. Plus

any other facet of the Vedu culture not

mentioned depending on the interests of

the class.
^

GURDJIEFF ANDOUSPENSKY STUDY
GROUP
Alan Francis
« 009 30 PM, AU 2412

To study the ideas of the system of G.I.

Gurdiieff primarily as elucidated by P D.

Ouspensky To provide a time and place

for the sharing of observations subsequent
-questions concerning one's life in light of

this system To open to those who wish to

..^continue elucidating for themselves
certain cardinal questions, an avenue of

possibilities

ANANDA MARGA YOGA
Vishvarup (Classes begin July ntlt)

S 00 6 00 PM, AU 3S«4

_ Perfection of Body, expansion of mind and
reali/atronoflhe Self is the aim of yoga. In

this course we will put theory into practice
through yoga postures, deep relaxation

',ind mantra meditation The yogic system
of nutrition and other important aspects of

yoga philosophy will be explored All

students will be eTigible for personal in

struction m meditation given by an ad
vance disciple of the Indian Master, Shrii

Anandamurtii.
,

BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY AND
DARKROOM

~" Larry Meresman '

7 00 9:00 PM.,ArcttiteCture 4434
Beginning photography Types of cameras
and their use;&, "Exposure and exposure
in«^lers F iims and their uses, Com
position, Action photography, Portrait
photography. Filters and flash, Analyzing
your pictures, and Questions & Answers.
Beginning Darkroom Film development.
Contact printing and proof sheets.
Enlarging, Types and uses of darkroom
equipment, Types and uses of chemicals,
Driyinq. cutting & analysis of prints, and
Questions 4 Answers.

SELF HYPNOSIS
Terry Ballard
7 30 to 00 PM, Architectyre 1102
A Straight forward, logical 'and rational
application of hypnosis Past popular ideas
-ire now backward and outdated Modern
( oncepts have revealed hypnosis to be a
tool which allows greater use of the brain
Self hypnosis requires an understanding of

theories and personal application
Techniques for self improvement and
personal enioyment will be covered in

detail How hypnosis relates to other
phenomena such as ESP will also be
demonstrated This class will involve
instruction, application and practice.

DESIGN AND DRAWING FOR NON ART
MAJORS
Maggie Hayes
7:309 30 PM,
Call s;04i or come to Kerckhoff Hall 161 for
Information on enrollment Possibly we
Will cover figure drawing, basic design
principles, rendering still life, and por
trature How deeply *ach subject will be
covered and what other subjects might be
coveired, will depend on the interests of the
class mehnbers Needed for the class will
be a newsprint drawing tablet either 18" x
12" or 18" X 24" and a heavy dark lead
pencil

,...^.-

that expansion of awareness, leading to

•Total Consciousness".

JAINISM AND AHIMSA
Leo Alkana
3:00-S:00 PM, Architecture 1243B

Jainism is an ancient Indian religion. It's

chief concern is with Ahimsa (Har-

mlessness) We will explore this and other

aspects of Jainism as it applies in India

and the. United States,

WEDNESDAY

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION
Dr. Chan Thonvas
7:00 8:30 PM, Bunche Hall 2221E
The logic, physiology, and physics of ESP.
Training and practice in ESP utilization,

employing fundamentals of com-
munications theory. Not a course in the

occult. For those who, pursue within the

course, a concrete means of developing
factual communications through ESP. If

attendance and student interest warrant,
there will be advanced sessions in the

utHization of ESP in crime detection,

analysiis, and prevention; security and
^ount^ security measures; birth d«ath,v^

the scientific aspects of time travel;

mediums and midiumship.

"contentment; physical, mental ai^d

spiritual fulfillment. Success in life need
have only one requirement: balance,
harmony and happiness. Through this

Yoga of awareness, learn to awaken and
channel your potential energy into hiq^her

consciousness.

KUNDALINI YOGA y
Jean Paul Singh
7:0<)9:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Lessons 11 r^ living for the Aquarian Age.
Through ei(ercises, meditations, chanting-
and food consciousness Kundalini Yoga
(an allow you to find inner peace and
contentment, physical, mental and
spiritual fulfillment Success in life need
have only one requirement; balance, ^

harmony and happiness. Through this

Yoga of awareness, learn to awaken and
channel your potential energy into higher
consciousness

THE SYSTEM OF SUFI '.-^^- --^^ -'..

Carol Kandell " -*._-^
7:30 PM, AU 3S17
An introduction to ideas of the spiritual

system of self development of the con-

troversial sufi. Sheikh Al WahsHi. Al-

wahshj considered the modern day gurd-
iieff, insists he doesn't know what his

disciples are talking about or what a Sufi

IS

NEWER WAYS WITH CHILDREN
Samuel Marcus «

7 30 PM, Royce Hall 1S2
How to avoid harming the child. How to

benefit the child.

COOPERATIVES ^

George Tucker
7:30 PM, Upstairs mc'vYing room at Co-Op
Market, 2021 Barrington, L.A.
History, significance, and philosophy of

cooperatives, ranging from the local to the
international scene. "types of

cooperatives, including extensive
discussion of direct charge operation. How
to organize.

THURSDAY

.4

OF

"LOVE -^mc Gf^EATEST POWEW IW
THE UNIVERSE"
Muri el

8:00 PM, Social Welfare 147
The true understanding of Love comes into
its full flowering m the Aquarian Age
Love as a Cosmic Principle relating to the
Laws of Polarity, Magnetisrtrr, Cohesion
and Attraction will be discussed.
(Emotional) Emotional and Spiritual
love. Personal and Divine Love will be
related, revealing the common tx>nd or
energy of the two How does Love relate to
Light' What IS Brotherly Love, Universal
L ove' How can the power of Love create a
World Brotherhood amongst all mankind?
How does Love relate to the stars, the
planets, the Sun? How did they use this
energy to create great civilizations? How
does love lead to Cosmic Consciousness?
These and other questions will be an
swered This is a class of meditation, light
radiation, dream analysis, group sharing
of experiences Personal prpblesm will be
discussed, and lesson material is provided
The purpose is to free the "psyche or soul

"

of mental and emotional blocks to have

BHAKTI YOGA — tHE YOGA
TRANSCENDENTAL LOVE
Sukadeva Das ^
3:00 s 00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
This IS a post graduate study in spiritual
perfection as taught in the Bhagavad Gita
and the Srimad Ghaflavatam (The cream
of the Vedas) Other features include
KJ,RIAN congregational chanting
PRASbAM preparingapd feasting from
Vedic foodstuffs, ANCIENT VEDIC IN
STRUMENTS learning to play the
mridunga (drum), Kartaw (hand cym
bals) and the Harmonium (hand organ),
JAPA mantra meditation on baadt. Plus
any other facet of the Vedu culture nof ,

mentioned depending on the interests of
the class

HATHA YOGA
Govinda
S: 00 7:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
.Simple basic physical postures, changing,
beeathing exercises, relaxation period,
brief meditation. The integral yoga
method as taught by Swami Sat
chidananda. Designed to bring peace and
harmony to body, mmd and spirit.

KUNDALINI YOGA
Joan Paul Singh
7:009:00 PM, Upstairs Lounge
Lessons in living for the Aquarian age
Through exercises, meditations, chantipg
rtOd food consciousness Kundalini Yoga
can -allow you to find inner p—ce and

SPECIAL LIVING "

Henry Rutgers '

J^.l^. .. .„
7:30 PM. Architecture I243C
Facilitating the j-eTSable revelation^
coordination ^and actualization of one's

optimum potential in the evolving context

of one's real situation. If the key to staying

fully alive is learning what's important to

life and putting this knowledge to work,
with the stimulating cooperation of

friends, how can we get there? Where is

the central focus of wholesome develop
ment and what is the best understanding of

service'? How can we absorb something
valuable' fronv each thing' we're at

iracted to and still keep it together? These
and other vital questions will be more than

intellectually answered ... A series lor

those who care!

ECKANKAR
JVrnold Chalfant -~—r-^-

.7:308:30 PM. AU 3517
^

Dates Held: June 29, July 13, July 27, Aug.

10, Aug. 24, and Sept. 7

Eckankar is the source of knowledge to

bring us freedom in this world, a way of

expanding our awareness beyond
limitations. Once more, the knowledge of

the Vairagi Adepts is available to give

individuals a chance to experience an

swers for the eternal questions: what is

life all about, have I lived before, can I see

beyond death here and now?

WRITING FOR PAY ' '^

R.W. Gledhill
7:30 PM, AU 2412, June a9th only. Meeting

time and place will be arranged then for

future meetings.
A-S*US*A (Associated Students USA)
needs writers who need money, will write

for bread We are setting up this E C. class

to help find and train such writers. Our

basic approach is a writers "sweatshop"
hard work at actual writing.

• publication, selling. Class totally "project

oriented", with cash earnings for par

ticipant writers the objectiv*.

THEATER GAMES
Robert Martin
7:30 10:00 PM. Moore Hall 130

This class will deal in improvisational

theater techniques using the Viola Spohn

Method I worked with Miss Spolin as an

assistant for eleven years.

FRIDAY

AWARENESS
Maurice Diepeveen and Shari Secof

7:00 10:00 PM. AU 3517

Exception July 21st only, class will be

iield in Upstairs Lounge.
This concerns with teaching development

awareness m ^11 areas of the personality,

behavior and interpersonal interaction.

THE NATURE OF THE SOUL
Ida Urso
7:309:30 PM, AU 2408
Exception July 21st only, the class will be

held in kVi 400. .

This meditation class is for: 1. Those who
are making shift from an enrwtional

evaluation of life (solar plexus) into a

mental one (mind), 2. Those who are

shifting from sensation and glamour into

reason and wisdom, 3 Those who are

shifting from an unconscious evolution into

a conscious self initiated growth and

development This class is closed to new
participants.

SATURDAY

GESTALT WORKSHOP
Cathy Lewis
7:00-10:30 PM. AU 35»T
E xception : July 52nd only, the claw will be

held m KH 400
I Wish to announce a completely new
workshop using NOW techniques, utiliiing

principle? of Gestalt Psychology body
awareness, bio energetics and hyp
notherapy The feature of this workshop
will be color films, that I v»(Ould like to have
of Of Fritz Perls actually doing therapy
Fact) film will be followed by workshops
with volunteers from thote in attendance.

We will then have a brief encounter ,

oriented around ttie experience. I expect to

-jiAdai^wxth three laliMjtjMCsans each night
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into term paper
companies notplanned

By John Sandbrook
DB Staff Writer "^ —

^

The California attorney general's office is not planning to follow the

lead of the Wisconsin attorney general's office and investigate the so-

called "term paper mills" here, according to an official in Attorney

General Evelle Younger's Los Angeles office.

At the University of Wisconsin, 600 students face lowered grades and

other possible punitive measures following the attorney general's office

there subpoenaeing the customer files of the term paper companies in

Madison. v .

•

Wisconsin Attorney General Robert W. Warren has turned those

records over to university officials there who are reviewing the files to

see which students handed in purchased term papers for class credit.

According to Michael Bottwin, in Younger's consumer protection office

here, "We're not even looking into this. I have no personal knowledge of

any problem of this kind in the Los Angeles area." ', ._.

No investigation

Loii Traeger of the district attorney's consumer protection office here

said his office is also not investigating local term paper companies.

Since we do not have the power of subpoena, like the attorney

general's office in Wisconsin, we could not conduct an analogous in-

vestigation," he said.

"From the civil standpoint, I don't think there is anything you can

prosecute these cbmpanies on for consumer fraud because the consumers

are happy. The University might complain, but we haven't received any

complaints from UCLA so far."

Charles McClure, campus advocate here, said "I know of no pending

request from UCLA asking for an investigation."

. -.^i **Wait and see"

According to Don Reidhaar in UC's general counsel office, "the

University and the state colleges have continuously supported proposed

legislation affecting the term paper companies, but right now, it is my
assumption, we have adopted a 'wait and see' attitude before we take any

action. w *^
"Based on some preliminary research, we see real difficulty advancing

in this area without the benefit of legislation," Reidhaar said.

^ Assemblyman Jim Keysor's bill outlawing term paper companies in

California has passed both houses of the state legislature and has been

sent to Gov. ,Reagan for his signature, Reagan has imtil June 26 to act

upon the measure. _--: ; ., ,;

«-' *'

Friday, June 23, 1972

fl.tjttt '**»*T|."»1UC A^^U i^'

UCLA Summer Bruin 13

Proposition 5 . .

.

(Continued from Page 1)

"The proposition actually introduces pelitics into the selection of the

Regents," Wilson, a Century City businessman, said.

Regent William K. Coblentz, Brown-appointed and a San Franeisco

lawyer, was one Regent to express approval of the proposition.

"I thought it was a favorable judigment by the people of California. I

think the judgment of the State Senate is exercised sensibly. This is just

one more part of the checks and balances system in government,"

Coblentz, a Board liberal, said. _ , >-

V

student
committee
for the art*

WHATS HAPPENING. . .

a weekly look at SI tickets on ~

sale to UCLA students only at

Ihe Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

$1 TICKETS ON SALE TODAY

Help Celebrate! _,

FESTIVAL CONCERT with the

LOS ANGELES AAASTER CHORALE &

SINFONIA ORCHESTRA

ROGER WAGNER, Dirador

Paul SdomunavIeK S»l««on» Wredor

^ HOWARD SWAN -ROBERT SHAW, Guest Conds.
s

Haydn's TE DEUM, J.S. Bach's CANTATA No. 4,

Brahms' SONG OF DESTINY, Durufle's REQUIEM

SATURDAY, JULY 1 -8:30 PM-ROYCE HAU

dno 3AVS "gdnp aAVstdnp aAvstdno aAvs-ydnp 3Avstdnb aAvs'gdnp aAvs-gdinp aAvs^dnp aAVs-gdnp aAvs-gdnp aAvs'^dnp aAVS-gdiiJ

ANNA SOKOLOW'S PLAYERS PROJECT
"no» to b« mlMad by ooyon. Int«r««t«d In •Ith.r th«it«r or done*" (Cl»v« Born«»)

Ad Without Wordi No. 1 by Backet, with electronic music.

J#lly Roll, a Domonttrotion on tho Evolution ol Rogtimo; and

Mogritto, Mogritto- dance, poetry & drama Inspired

by Magrltte's paintings, accompanied by works by Scrlabin,

Uszt, Satle. Some Blend!

FRIDAYJUIY 21-8:30 PM-ROYCE HAtt

OIW lMl«lt ai $4.75. 4.00, 1.25. 150 {ttydmiH 11.75) mMim mtm m

C«Mral Tyi«t Offk«^ «50 WwHnmmI
/^\.

This is

a trivia QUESriON: What do Nobel laureate

Ralph Bunche. L.A. Times book

editor Di^by Diehl, UC Regent

William E. Forbes, McGovern
campaign manager Frank
Mankiewicz and ''Rolling Stone"

rock critic John Mcndelshon all

have in common?

ANSWER: They all worked for the Daily Bruin. How
about you"? The DB publishes twice a week during

the first summer session and once a week during

the second. Come see us in Kerckhoff Hall (That's

the Gothic castle right off Bruin Walk for you new
people), room 110 and let us know if you're in-

terested in writing, photographing or reviewing.

Daily Bruin. Kerckhoff 110

OVER 20 YRS.' EXPERIENC

E

PERMANENT ^
HAIR REMOVAL

WITH AIR
OESENSITIZER

MM & WOMEN
1?EC BY PHYSICIANS
Momb ElPCt Assoc.

Mon Sat Eves by Appt. j|V

474-7171

SARA L. WANNE RE
ALINEWANNE RN 4 RE
l!245Glen<lonW.L.A.
( Westwood Medical

Prot BIdg.)

frellf, bag^f hair goodi€§f Bondab

New InaeceBBihle LocaiUmUl
{ ki 1li« sMsy Wliiii^ J»«n«WMt ft CwiHmy )

'lU
//

1110 Gaylcy Ave.

473*9549

i^'
>•

Richard 's Shoes
''Always the Unusual for Men"

Semi-Annual

CLEARANCE
.1 "

VALUES TO $70.00

BOOTS, SHOES
^nd SANDALS

-$9.90 -$24
• SAN REMO
• ROSSI

• FANTASIA

• 8 1 06 SANTA
^*«3NICA BIVO-

L.A.-656-2I53

• 1055BROXTON

AVE, WEST¥«X)ll

VILLAGE-879-0501

. .!

• RENEGADE
• VERDI

• MANY OTHERS
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
KercKhoff Hall 113

PHott* •7^777}

CUstift«tf •tfv»nisin9 rates

IS words 1 1 M day, S cens«<uttvt

ifiMTtiens - S5.00

PayaM* in advanct
DEADLINE 10:Ma.ni.

NO telephon* orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tr»e

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be rn»ot

available to anyone wIk), in affording

Itousinf to students or offering |Obs,

discriminates on tt»e basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier

ttie University nor tt»e Dally Brum t»as in-

vestigated any of tlie services offered »»ere.

For assistance wittt ttousing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office MS-

44f I . Westside F*lr Housing 473-0t4t.

V Campus Services .... 3

8250611
^**

kerckhoff 12

j^Xhurch Services ^^.^

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),

Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
574 Hilqard. visitors welcome. 472 7950.

Y Personal ..•.*.. r • • '
. . . y .

',

PRKCiNANT? Wart help? Call Bon profit

oriianiiatlon.24lirs. •S4-I3I3. <5Jy25).

^ Help }Nanfed , ... .. .8

DRIVKfft needed Monday. Wednesday.
Friday. West Im Angeles area for 10 year

oM Mwst have car. Generous hourly wage.

47»*-22«». (8Jy7).

MALK Student, part time
flexible hours, car. 7M-4I8S.

Haady work
8Jn23)

SITTER witk flexible schedule and car for S-

l/Zyear girl. 5 afternoons /week: 4:M • 7:M
approx..3»H-3MC.after7. (8Jy7).

BK.ACH-sun-work-ruH. (You're finished by

one). Deliver sandwiches in esUbllthed

areas 10 Mam. - IZMp.m. MS - 155 weekly.

Guaranteed 12.50 per hour. 83»-90»l before

11:00-821-3034 after S:Ot p.m. (8Jy7).

tmiVER with car to transport child to

valley. 5:00 a.m. Every weekday. $4.00 per

trip. n3-0CS5. ^ (8Jn23>.

FEMALE help care for C week oM twins, do
light housekeeping. F^xperlence w /Infants.

.Personal references a must. Hours to be
arranged but must woi'k through 7:00 p.m.
Near MHrosip - 1ji nenega.ft57-2Mt.<8 Jy 7).

WORKIf^; mother needs babysitter for

small boy 3 days per wk. Rancho Park area
83ft-29g4. „ p (8JnZ3).

l; 'J.

PSYCIIOUM^Y student, no special skills, to

be companion to woman - full time, days. Mr
Wander K2 1-3787 anytime. (8Jy3,.

VARIETY of full time and part-time

summer jobs. Services Inllmlted. 47S-»S21 (8

Jn 30).

HOtSEKEEPING. cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed,
student -owned company. 12.20/hr. 82S-13tO.

N Jy IH).

m

HELP Wanted. Mother's helper. Full or part

lime Uve in preferred 474-3273. (8Jn30)

KALES -AutonMtive products. Start now
part-time, have good )ob during summer. No
experience. 781 -Mtt. (SJy 18).

(;1RL - part time receptionist - ladies figure

salon tl.65/hr. Will train. See Malsle 5470 W.
Pico Blvd. <8Jn30).

BEVERLY Hills business executive desires

to learn the Danish language. If you are from
Denmark and would like to tutor me In this

subject one evening per week, my home
please telephoiie:Mr. DavM Bowers 4M-4SM
(office), 271-ai) (home)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Hrip yourself while helpbig oChcrt.

Earn up to 140. a month
Ml nw plasma program

.

^PiM^KTMtSl Wtwecn 12 P.M. an^nrM:

V Services Offered '*

WE have carefully screened, bonded ouj

insured housekeepers, cleaners and party

•ervers. University "•»'••»'•*»»*"*,
jy Jft

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rate*-

RCA models. Free delivery. Free Mfvlce^J^

hr. phone. 274 01 1».
(10QTK>

AUTO and motorcycle Insurance, for a rate

quotation call Alan Sobel at 781-5527 or 873-

^12 (16Jn30)-

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes, to enhance

CONCENTRATION. MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Uarn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. 474-3350

Dally. iltjyjy^

PIANO Insons by doctoral candidate.

Reasonable and talented - 783-1145. (16 Jn 30).

AUTO Insurance cancelled? "Refused? 'Too

high? 'Too young? •Motorcycle, Wm. An-

dersonGH7-6l40 VE8-3786. (16Jn30).

EXPERIENCED Oxford, Columbia.
SUnford students will edit papers, disser-

tations; tutor humanities. Call 479^)350 or

K20-40S1. Jn30).

-,
, 17 Jjravel . • • '7 ^Wanfed 20

^Travel ....•••••••" -^
- - 4--—i=====

FfROPF ROUND TRIP from Wlt.OO

IumSeR,fTl and winter FLICHm
AUSO TOKYO. INDIAJSRAEL.^RICA
AND ASIA AIS FLIGH-re* TRAVK^.,H5«

SANTA MONICA. LA. OOOW. 274-8742.

EUROPE

noUWD-TRlP FLIGHTS

GUITAR Lessons • summer rates. Malcolni

Kigar: 474-4924/659-2802. (16Jn3t)

CSIS has lowest auto Insurance rates for

college students Call us In Santa Monica

-

451-1393. (IStiTR).

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 457-7573. (lOQTR)

PROFESSIONAL documentatkm services.

Writing, editing, and research to your

requirements. 387-1548 call anytime.

--.f-

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE

>^ INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOMT
CANCELLED? [.. ,v^.;

* LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

RENT-A-TV lie mo. Slereo/Hlfl. Student
discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 47S-3570. 23S3

Westwood . ( QTR).

^Travel ........... 17
—^ :

'

RETURN half of Pan Am ticket. N.Y. -

Amsterdam. Good until July 29. $90. 477-

7858. (I7jy7).

JULY 9 LVLONOOK
AUG 27 LONOON/LA

JULY 23 LVLONOOM
AUG 20 LONOON/LA

AUG 9 LA/»MDRID
SEPT 18 AMST/LA

AUG 19 LA/LONOON
SEPT 16 LONDON/LA

AUG 28 LA/LONDON
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT 5 LVLONDON
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an '
,.;^'-

official li'I__^.
charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's--

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

Fit.

2

3

i
4

10

14

15

SUMMER lob M 5S-foot diesel auxllary.
Experience: Marllnsplke. varnishing
cruising. Send resume to J. Truett. Con-
stellation Marine. 19744 S.Reyes. ( ompton
CA 90221 (8Jn30).

WANTED • giri live In paK time or live out •

BabyslUlng-<7nio.oMandOyr.old) Salary
to be discussed. Days, hours - flexible. Near
transpurtatlan. references. Mrs. RIskln. 270-

34S4 ( .In 301

18

19

Dep.

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/25

6/29

7/8

7/11

7/11

8/12

9/12

Ret.

8/28

8/16

9/6

9/13

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

Days

71

56

72

80

61

40

30

50

33

Price

$262

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California includipg students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

charter fll^ntt

uc a Kerchkheff Hall MS a
Between I a.m. 4 s p.rh.

lis 1231

Seniors T7Suates

The FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
HASOPPORTUNITIES

available lor nearly all, backgrounds and experience
levels, Many locations. Write today for details.

FEDERAL GOVERNMEWT
—

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Box 6065 Ar 1 1noton , Va . 2220^

M•^n^tflV'i^B^•^Mt>^At.4^^,41^.^^«

,

SEPT 5

XT 2

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

.._ ..i.-

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FllANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LVLONDON $199.00

OCT 9 LONOON/LA 14 Days

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG
AUG
AUG.

SEPT

2

27
31

6

SEPT 19

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

LONOOtVLA
LA/LONDON
LA/ LONDON
LONOON/L>
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONOON
LA/LONDON

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

^LUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXauSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
, John and Susan

ChBTter
10956 Meybum Avenue

:: . Westwood VllUoe 90024
Telephone: 478-8296

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

a THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD :

Your passport fo the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the International

Student Travel Confer-
ence and enjoys world-
wide recognition. It is

required for all Student
flights abroad.

d intra-european
Student charter
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far East-at fantastic

savings, enabling you
to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little at
possible.

*' •'
'

you kno^i^ us I

i^O'T© • • • •

UNI
10986 WCYMJAN AVENUE

TfLI: 4771111

; available to studeirt.. '^"fiLfilNOW

\ eiHure.CairUwda Kkker, S2S-3M1

7>.

prefetTe4. SIM
tajyT).

DISCOUNT Europe, i*''**' »?*•' S!
Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. laMi

.WnUi^e Blvd. L.A tW25. 47t^H44_(i7j|gr>.

EUROPE nighU. Sa **P«rtur"; **!? ^-ll
Israel. India. Africa. sa% oil

.
»«»

rate«/card.. Since ISSa. EA«CM N.

S?verly Dr.. Beverly HiUi. at2f .
msm. ^

EUROPE * MIDDLE LAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ticketing

.Student Rall-Paai 2 mo. |l3a-

.dympic game* A Hotel apace avail

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Ageirt VIC DepI UCLA
I35a9 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. ai^aa

Phone: g72-22g3/7»4-Hn

^Aph Furnished 21

tajylS).

II2S "saSSi
PfhnU ca.

tnjjrl).

l-BDRM fmn. Paiflu prca. suMeaae
J«iy.Ai«. Mary Am. eves. fl«MZn. < Jy
7).

}/ForRenf .

SINGLES.

SANTA Monica: Montana Ave. olflce.

700 sq. ft. Part or all. Reasonable. 451-

KENSINGTON. Central

Beautiful, top-floor, sunny, large

kitchen-diningroom, two douMe-bei
and bathroom. AvaUaMe July. Auguat. and

September. |400/month. Photo* aad par-

ticulars: William WUson, 17 Elvastoa Place.

UndonS.W.7. ( J» >•_>•

PIANO Tuner ha* several rcalate. al
rebuilt. $10. no mlalmum. aa»4SI4. ( .»i3a)

LARGE BadMlars. fH wm- Waglii. tizs.

acraw fro« Dirfcatra. Sai Gayley. GR MTtt.
GR%452*.Mn.Kmf. inqTR)

BACHELOR Apt. fTSJa AH
IfiSSciky Avc.CMI

11.

•:». 474-

(2lJB3i>

1,2 .2 Ibcdhaoai I7S

Ami Federal
tn Ja]i>

For Sale v-*

GARAGE sale. Infant to slxe 5 clallUs. tay*.

furniture, equipment. Maternity cMkcs siie

issja I

AUractlve. Caaveaicsl - WLA lacatloa.

ISIT Federal. 3»a9aa. (aJalD.

Large Apt. 2-

5. IKIO S. Stoner Ave. W.L.A. Jose 24.

Saturday, iea.m.-4p.m. (I5Jb23).

KLH STEREO Speakers. Big 3-way M Iba.

each. David Small S23- 4S4I. Leave
messiige. Sound great!. (I5Jb23>7

f175Ja Very Attractively 1

kc*vM - S tlMHn - 1 .

E«aivaleirtlaakMM.CM«leorZgiri*. 1K3

l/t 8a. Cm Blag A*«. I-A- 8K-118a ap-

(Zl Ja Jg)

IM5
8M freeway at

PANASONIC Stereo with GIrard chaager

ExcHlent cond. $75 or reMoaaMe o«er.

Gene. eves, at 654-0517. <l5Jy7)*

SPACIOVS * 2

PENTAX spotmatic sysUm with foar

and many extlii*. Like new. f45a. i2»-

7341 <15Jy7).

|3a.oa. FRENCH library. I2S

take complete. EX&4IU. (ISJaS).

AQUARIUS IV speakers 12* 3-way.

Sacrifice. Iiaa.ia for the pahr. B8R SiaX

tumUble. like aew. |5a.aa. 72l-a2a7. ( I51>

MASON Upright piaaa w/staol. Gaad €••'

IHion. 1200. 47»-7aoa. (IS Ja H).

2 both
a. C45-

JaJII.

Ml GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singlas-Oiie Bdrm s.

' ioiieiStoSei^iS

GR 3-17M - Mrs. My - GR 30524

ATTENTION teacher. LR./Ptych.
Private llbrary-collcctar* Ilea

UBU»ualchesa*eU. Greta, 3a4-577a <ISJy7).

100 Watt Harman Kardea Aai/Fai SUraa
Receiver with tow 12" 3-way speakers. Need

money. Sacrifice |2aaja Like aew 723-

SC3S (15 JaSa).

FURNISHED

•412'

laikHV na HcatH
OIGayley 473-

(21 QTR)

DESK aad aaaortcd chairs etc.

office or den. very reaoaaaMe. CaH: zn-
2180. c^ m*i3a).

MATTRESSES • VaBey Slate MarfcctiBf

Grad. can aave yoa 4a-sa% oa aay h
any slxe mattres* set. SwatlaaBl vi

dont pay reUll. Call mt taday. RAjU—

-

Pratt 34t-8i 18. laa oiaa. ( is qtiI).

* LARGE coairoirrABLE ^
STUOeNTAPAimiENTB W

^ FtMWMMEPRACMELORSA
.HIMOOM

^

FRAMUS Electric galtar. Three pick a».

Case. Never used. |14a.aa/affer. Rick
Briagham 3afr-34ai (iSAiia).

Act— OCLA ^

y/Jolorinq F8 '• --- --T -S^T.""
"

STATISTICS and Math tatorfag. Call Saa-

MaScveahigsaad moralags. (lSJy7).

GRE. LSAT. other test

dividual, small groap
Guidance Sves. 82a Sa

WALK TO SCHOOL

SPECIAL StMMMCR RATES.
Wesei watlawi for FaH •»*• accepted.

KaaNaeONica: SULaadfairfi

«7-
(lagpni)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Uaiv. Prof. PaaNhre resaRa aay
exam. Easy coaversatlsaal airthsi (trial).

473-2402. (laqtR).

Y Typing . . ^ 19

f«>

Torraca
#14
#11

IBM's new Selctric II typewriters «
ribbon)... Expericaced ... accaratc a
Please call 304-8215. (laqtR).

TYPIST - theses. dIsserUttalH.
papers. Specialty Math 4 techaical f) _ _

Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 (ia«lr>.

YOU taa. We type. HaadwrMea draRs, 24-
hr. aaswer dictatloa. Fast aad Neat. EXAM
ttS. (iaj|r»

^ Apfs Unfurnished .... 22

Siaaja - 3 BEDROOM

Beach.'ssa «li Ave. 288^15

Carpet*.

Near Venice

(22Ja27).

BACHELOR

FREE edUiag. gramaiar;.^
Expert typiag. fast. Allce.»7-aaa. (MOrni)

1

P4a

hat plate, fiao mo..

%e*aaa. privst*

EX44a»aRer<:3*
(22Jy7).

ENGLISH Gra4s: DIascrtattaa
Term papers, resaaie*. letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Naacy.S»>7«T2. (ia<rni>

RUTH: Theses, dliotrtotieai. term ,....^..
manuscripu. RcMaMc. E«perieaced. CaR
828-1182. (laOTR)

FAST, accarate typiag
theses, dissertatloas. EC'
•: Barbie. 070-1082. Mae

SINGLE Rartic
kllclwa aM
cniw.UA

aiM.

lie*.
^'*

(22Jy7).

UNFLUMSHED

_ Weekdays, 0-

2aa4i82. (laofTR)

^Wanted

WILL pay caak for cars. R
Wrecks taa. Free law-aways - 91
ia»- (»«ni>

ART Bayer. Om
emphasis metal a
Box HN8. Saata Moalea

Bead hack griMita
CAaa«aa.Atla:G.F.

1233 WeReitey. Ma m 2 ko^rMPi
r.asbea.t2aaae.lMaa». 8»-iaaf -laa-

fsua^

Ja2Z»

What's On:
Friday, June 23, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 15

Tickets:
—"2474 Miles OH Broadway/'

Thearter Arts Summer Season:

Two Farces by French playwright

Feydeau (July 6-9); The Serpent

by Jean Claude van Itallle (July

13-16 and 19-23); Celebration (July

20 23 and 26-30); and The Rimers

of Eldridge by Langford Wilson

(July 27-30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood

Plazd, Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825-2581.

Concerts:
Saturday, June 24

—"Young Musicians Foun-

dation 197^ National Competition"

in which finalists from
preliminary auditions will

compete for awards in the

categories of strings, piano, and

voice. Prizes to be awarded will be

the Gregor Piatlgorsky Award for

Cello and the Arthur Rubinstein

Piano Award, 8:30 pm. In Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $3

and $1 (students).

Sunday, June 25 :

—"The Twelfth Annual
Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest/:

with continijous performances on

the green by contestants, with

awards and prizes for soloists and

groups, 10 am to 6 pm, at Suns^i

Canyon Recreation Center. Ad-

mission for adults is $2; teenagers

from 12 17, $1; children under 12

free (with parent); senior citizens

(over 65), $1. .

Seminars:
Friday, June 23

—"Community Arts; New
Survival Techniques/' a UCLA
Extension summary of the First
National Conference on "Com
munlty^ Arts and Community
Survival," 9:30am-l:30 pm. Sing
Theater, Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, 5095 Wllshlre
Blvd. $3.50 at the door.

EC:
Monday, June 26
—"Body Awareness Through

Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff
Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness/'
8-10 pm, Bunche Hall 3288.—"Th^ Ancient Wisdom: The
Ultimate Philosophy," 7:30 10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

• *

Tuesday, June 27

—"Death, Dying and
Lifestyles/' 3-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Hatha Yoga/' 5-7 pm,
, Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

» —"Bhakti Yoga; The Yoga of

.1

Transcendental Love," 3-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Gurdjieff and Ouspensky
Study Group/' 8-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412^ Today
only.

—"Beginning Photography/'
7:30-9:30 pm, Architecture 1224.

—"Self Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm,
Architecture 1102.

—"Design and Drawing," 7:30

pm, call 57041 or come to Ker-

ckhoff Hall 161 for Info on

enrollment.

—"Love — The Greatest Power
in the Universe," 8 pm. Social
Welfare 167.—"Jainism and Ahimsa," 3-5

pm, Architecture 1243B.

Meetings:
Monday, June 26
— "Christian Science

Organization," 12:10 pm, 560
Hilgard Ave. All welcome. ,'•

—"United Group Meditation/' 8
pm, Janss Steps. Sponsored by
Experimental College.

URA Clubs:
Friday, June 23

—"Hatha Yoga Club," noon.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Judo Club," 1-3:30 pm,
Memorial Activities Center B 146.

—"Karate Club/' 5 7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Tennis Club/' 2 4 pm. South
Courts. „..

'

'

'
•

•

Saturday, June 24
~^"Organic Garden Club/' 10-4

pm, Horticultural Gardens.
—"Team Handball Club," 2:30 4

pm. Women's Gym 200. ,-

Sunday, June 25
—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2 10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—"Cricket Club/' 10 am.
Cricket Pitch. _^^ ^.

—"Indoor Soccer Club," 10 am.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Karate Club," 10 am, AAen's

Gym 200.
r

ISC Tours:
Tickets available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

SWEET SWEETBACK'S BAADASSSSS SONG— will screen with the Los

Angeles Premiere of VIVA LA MUERTE, 7:30 pm, Friday, Royce Hall.

Admission: $1.50, and I.D. Sponsored by the UCLA Film Commission.

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

July 1-4

—"San Francisco," $30 Includes

three nights accommodations ^nd
transportation, departs 7 am,
Saturday; returns 11 pm,
Tuesday. Deadline Wednesday.

Et cetera

:

Saturday, July 1
———

—"Japanese Deer Park and
Wax Museum," $6 includes

transportation, admission to Park
and Museum, departs 8 am,
returns 6 pm. Deadline: Wed-
nesday.

Sunday, July 2

-n"Los Angeles Tour," $1 In-

cludes transportation bnly — ride

J0- Music Center, China Town,
Olivera St.. Hollywood, Farmers
Market, Century City, Beach and

. . . ; departs 8 am, returns 7 pm.

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," today and every Friday,

ISC, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starer Challenge,"

grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KH176). 20 $500

grants are available to finance

projects aimed at voter education.

Applications are due August 15.

Crossword Answer

N0IclElRIElAlLBaaS I

Q!2)n l^OiUm DUBS

Deadline: Wednesday. L

^Apts h Share ....... 23 /House for Renf

.

25 • House h Share 27 /^utes for Sole ...... 33 /Autos for Sole .... I . 33

(;IKL to tbare two-bedroom Westwood
apartment. Pool /fireplace. |<8.75/month.

\Kr :!3-up. 474-4255. <23Jy70).

BKWTIFUL 2 bdrm.
rnlrance, ocean view,
H.>44.

2 bUirm. separate
near campus. 454-

<23Jy7).

(WKl. wanted to share nearby apt. in ex-
ihanKr for assisting handicapped lady. 475-
'^^^. (23Jy7).

- m I i_ I III I I

'

vol R own room for t85/mo. in 3-bedroom
apartment near campus. 478-I9M. (23Jn27).

KII.M grad (27) share lux furnished,
spacious one-bedm apt. w/one. (pool). 5

minutes campah.lMjIt. C5S-M56. 474-

LM72 (23Jn27).

KK\T too high? Share, save on housing
costs Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.
«*VHf,.1|. ( QTR).

^1 M.K to share one-bedroom apartment
«ilh one other. Next to campus. 473-4717,
t:2(ill<).K2l-318i. (23Jy3).

MlARK apt. - female, pew. furnished, dish-
>^aHher. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, no lease
rf'iuired. W.L.A. 478-33*5. (23Jn23>.

3 BEDROOM house. London. England,

furnished, moderate rent, suitable sab-

batical leave or long vacation. Phone 734-

4A73 between 8 and 9 mornings or 10 and 11

evenings (25Jn27).

BEAUTIFUL, antique furnished guest

house. Utilities included. Five minutes

UCLA/Beach -Girls 1125 mo. 454-7605. (25Jy

n.

FURNISHED one bedroom house. $135.00

month, no pets. W.L.A. on Federal Ave. 451-

4086. (25Jy3).

LOVELY I-I/2 room house. Utilities incl.

$100.00 month. 2837 Westwood Blvd. 474-

5C3I (25Jn23)

FURNISHED 2-bedrm house. Summer
students, $185.00 mo. no pets. W.L.A. on
Federal Ave. 451-4086. (25Jn30>

SHARE house, girl, with ty/o, own room. SM.
$100. 21 /older. Alive person, non-smoker.
393-4270.821-3444. (27Jn30).

FEMALE share house w/two others. Qose
to UCLA, own room, garden. $60 mo. 476-

4280 after 6:00 p.m. (27Jn23).

MCE 2 brm. house. Big yard (garden)
$100/mo. W.L.A. Rich. 477-8333. (27Jn27).

SINGLE. One room back house. In need of

slight repair. Kitchen. Bath. Half block

beach. Santa Monica. One quiet person only.

$75. 399-3193 after 3.00 p.m. (25Jn30)

FUNKY 2-bdrm. house by beach /park. Own
room. util. incl. $90. Santa Monica. 396-

7.718. (27JyA7).

SHARE house with two, own rdbm. S.M.

$100. 21/older. Alive person, non-smoker.

.T93-4270. 821-3444. (27Jn30)

.SPACIOUS 2 bedroom. S.M. home (16th &
Montana) Large yard, pet o.k. 394-3004 late

evenings. (27Jn30).

SHARE 1-bed. Topanga House . (irad couple

or single preferred. About $70 person. 455-

I888eves. (27Jn30;.

^ House for Sale 26 ^

> or 2 GIRLS: share Irg., lux., 2-bdrm.
Brentwd. apt., pool, view - summer /longer?
Sharon 476-6056 . (23Jn23).

KKMALE to share 1-bedroom furnished.
Santa Monica. Walk to beach. $92.50. 825-
i3<iH.:i»2M)io.janis. (23Jy3)

>'SY(|f grad. share 2-bed, Z-bath beach
apartment • Santa Monica. $112 (including
utilities > Herb 392.3174. 82S-tUl . ( 23Jn 31 )

.

— iai

^1'MK to share one-bedrQpm apartment
*ith one other. Next to campus. 473-4717.
»7:i-<iII».H21-5l85. (23Jy3).

H*M)MMATES needed in larile sihite and
nnr-hedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.
Sundecks, Garage. 625 Landfair. 479-5404. ^

FOR sale by owner: Beverly Hills (10 mins.

from campus). Beautiful secluded Benedict

Canyon home w/view. 3 bds, 2-1/2 bas.

$55,000,274-1060. (2«Jn23).

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

OWNER - SELLER. BEAUTIFUL 4-BED, 2-

B.XTH HOME. Lovely front, back gardens,

fireplace. PRIME RANCHO PACK
LOCATION 10747 ASIIBY AVE. eve. call

:t92-8.')4l. Open sat., sun. 11-6. $37,500. 2

MILES FROM CAMPUS. (2tJy7).

FEMALE with car - flexible schedule of

sitting, light housework. Room - Board -

Salary. Pacific Palisades - 454-1915.

MALE or female, car necessary, private

room, bath, board exchange light domestic

duties. Crestview 4-2164 (JtJn 27).

»
:

—

—

'71 TOYOTA Corona. 1999 4 door sedan,
!itick, excellent transportation, rear damage
-driveable.$l.060. 655-4535. anytime. (33 Jy
7).

'69 CHEVY Nova, warranty, 26,ttt miles,

radio, automatic, excellent condition. 6

cylinder. Sacrifice. 27»«t66l. 837-3933. (33Jn

27). _, ,

'68 PONTIAC Firebird, orange convertible,

all-power. ai». warranty. AmFm. private

party, sacrifice, 553-4411. (33Jn27).

'fin VOLVO < dftor sedan AmFm radio, clean.

f«iod condition, light gray. Best offer, call

l.'tl-0378. t^ (33Jn30).

'69 I)0[K;E Van. V-8. Auto. Ijo miles, xint,

must sell, travel equipped, best offer. 837-

3(13. (M.V7.'»A2. after 6 p.m. (33Jn23).

'67 A-HEALY MKIII 3000 RAH O.D. CrtM»d

mechanical condition. $1400.00 offer. Tom
Kerg. 9:1:1-1737. (33Jy7).

•fi7 TONOTA (orona Delux. excellent con-

dition. $7iNt. K:M»-M72a. ^^y7^

'U LINCOLN Continental fully equipped
(windows, air. etc.) ' New brakes, tuned,
excellent. $ri.V). leaving Ui\A. 65C-HS6, 474-

2472. (33Jn27).

BMW R-27. 12,«00 actual miles. Excellent

mechanical condition. Priced for quick cask

sale.$30t».(Hl. ;i9:i5777. (33Jn27>.

'69 FIAT Spider. 17000 miles. New top, new
clutch, sharp. $1100/ offer. 478-4165, after S

pm. (33Jn27>.

'68 ROVER T.C. 2M6, 4-speed, air, mag
wheehi, excellent condition $1250. 474-

S271. (33Jn30).

'65 VW Bug. new tires^engine. sunroof, radio.

Must sell. $450. Vicki, eves: 654-4613/trade.

(33Jn301

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

SCIIWINN (ontinental. 10 speed, luggage
rack, lights, excellent, gum wall tiro«r

$6.-|.IN». 47:>-0651.47.VIM77.Ekrle. (3SJn23).

Cycles, Scdofers

For Sale 36

HONDA 69 SL.1S0. Rebuilt engine, new paint.

$imi. I7H-6642. < Jy7)

'70 VW camper. Am/Fm rebuilt eng. clutch,

etc. excellent condition. Must sell, leaving

country. $2.295. 395-5127 (ZZM915) (33Jy3).

«;.» cc HONDA, automatic, good condition,

$NM. (all Mario: 825-2235 (day). 474-3147

(fve) (36Jn23).

.SPACIOITS Spanish Stucco high-ceiling,

near Westwood. schools. Bring paint brush.

:i-bedroom, full dining-room, breakfast-

room. 1 3/4 bath. $46,500. WYNN. 477-7001.

KOOM.MATES needed - 633 Gayley.
'•j-^ant singles $65 Kitchen, sundecks.
!»«»«• garage 473-6412 (23QTR)

^MARE your apartment by 1 Ai«ust Walk
^Vampus Gay male. Box 31. Cardiff
•"" (23Jn30).

BRKNTWOOD Glen: Charming eoir-

lemiqrarv - 3 bedrooms - 1-3/4 baths - lovely

brici terrace - beautiful private gardens -

corner lot many extras - $67,560 GR2-

n2(W (26Jn36).

FEMALE • Aid mother with children,

housework - exchange for room and board.

Close to campus. 475-2360. (30Jn3»)

STl DENT couple for light duties, driving,

some child care. Must enjoy »«ho«> •«• ^^^*:

Walk to U( LA. Private room & bath, use of

car & $l(W/mo. Prefer non-smokers. GRZ-
].',. Jn23).i
l>8n.

•62 CADILLAC ambulance/hearse. White,

air conditioning front/back, new tran-

smission, battery. ETxcell. cond. $500. 479-

7277.(160IH-K). (33Jy3).

•67 YAMAHA 2.'iO cc. up-swept pipes, engine

recently overhauled, John, 825-7601. $200 or

best offer. (36Jn27).

'71 TOYOTA Corona: excellent condition;

must sell this month: Price: $1750. call 982-

0I7> (33Jn27i.

•7S YAMAHA 100 L5T-A. Street/dirt. Ix)w

mileage, exceptionally fine condition. $235.

evenings. 399^1301. (3*Jy7).

/Room for Renf

SOUTH of Sunset Spacious .i-bdrm. 2-bath,

fireplace, carpeting, garden - covered palto.

$49,000,476-4894. '
(Z9JWaa*

NEAR Pico - Westwood
bedrm, I 3/4 baths. $44,950

11316 National. 478-1273.

Blvds. Sharp j

Nelson, Realtor.

(26Jn30)

R(M)MS $125/summer. Quiet, friendly, near

Tampus 720 Hilgard. 47WI136, Ask for

Barry. \

<3'Jy^>

$H [M> week large pleasant room near Santa

Monica Freeway. Use of television. 938-9244.

/for Sublease 24 ^Research Subjecfs Needed

room - private bath, private en-

suitable 1 or 2 Sunset, Dojeny.
(3lJn3l)

FURN
trance

U I0.O0 mo. 276-5748.

•67 SVNBEAM Alpine roadster. $590. Also

1966 N.SU Sport Prfnj, S^m.p.g. $290, 474-

172M. I
(33Jy7).

S.U RIFK E 1966 Volkswagen fastback. New
engine^ clutch and more. $600.00. Call 396-

7IW0. <33Jy -7).

60 IMPALA. Good condition. $200/best offer.

64 1-9042 or 277-9231. (33Jn27).
r

'70 VW Squareback. 38.000 miles. $1500 and
VW Camper $."100. Rebuilt motor. 828-

7311 (3iJry7>.

'68 HONDA 90: motor Just overhauled;

excellent condition : call 982-0372, pr|ce

$l|.'>. (36Jn27).

5UZUKI 50 ^71) 3500 miles. like new, need
bucks. $150. riding instruction Incl. John 474-

9i:W.

\ E.SPA - like new • 250 cc - really excellent
cimdition - only 1600 • owned by teacher.
(;reta, 394-5779. (36 Jy 7).

VE.SPA 15«cc, like new, no mileage, blue,
tll.VinnCall Melissa. 477-5401. <36Jy7>.

^.!!I^. V.** ***»«"'"»> furnished 1-bdr. apt.

i" ,
"•'•'P««ce, roomy, quiet. Wilshire-

'•'rfax.rea.$H5/mo.93»-8»48. (24Jy3).

>^ Rides Wanfed

INFANTS 4 to 7 1/2 MONTHS FOR
.STUDIES IN THE EARLY pEVELOP-
MENT OF LANGUAGE CALL INFANT
STUblES PROJECT - 8254551 <|XCEPT
TUESDAYS). (R8JY7).

FEMALE, furnished room, refrigerator, hot

Diate. short walk campus, private '"tr'nce.

Private bath. GR 4-4881, 279-3511. (31 Jn 30 )

t60 Man over 21. neat, nonsmoker.

Telephone. walking distance, no

housekeeping. 801 Malcolm 474-S147

'(>.'> CtlMET. excellent, clean 4-door. full-

power, air condition. $525. 82S^>630. (33Jn
23).

-r

wliii^ii** *• ^C'-A ''«»" Sherman Oaks

]J»^«y- Thursday. Will pay. 78INMM. '-

STl'TTEHEHS needed for staff '*''»*»//'|

project. Contact Dr. Soderberg
«»?7^'*!f

Franiliall. 825-5976. Payment. (R5Jn27».
^Polilical .

FflCE LOAN CAMS
PREETOWINO

MOO Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGENCAR SERVICfc
OUR PRICES ARE LOWERI i

A-1 AUTO SERVICE

(14

SUBJECTS needed for psycholofy ex-

periment, tiood pay. Call 82S4M6 «[«•«•««
FraiitllallB27l. <R8Jy28)

•smi'ALISM: Questions and Ans^»"* *»

available for 25efrom the League for Fxon.

Kimwrracy P.O. Bo. !•». Ban ^^'^'^*-

99733. ' •~*'

A
4 79S7 Van Nuyt Blvd.

I across from G M. Plant

Ads

cc:

'. .' 1C

Myi -r-.-^'i
,!

'

••1-

.
i-»,

Call HM-TtTS i* Hour*
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ga/TO/' planning, emplwment search

Placement Center aids job seeicers

By Lee Solow
• DB Staff Writer

vyith students scanning through cards and files,

and secretaries busy typing and telephoning, the

Placement and Career Planning Center here is a

busy place this time of year What with graduation

just a few days past, and summer only a few days

old. the run on the job market is just beginning.
. .

The placement center provides University of

California students with numerous and varied ser-

vices A staff of placement counselors and assistants

offers information and assistance in job search

techniques and career planning through both in-

dividual and group counsehng.— -z - ^ore opportunities

^This summer, there are more jobs 4han there

were last year." Chuck Sundberg, an associate

manager at the center said. "But there are also

many, many more applicants to fill these jobs."

He encourages students who have just graduated

not to give up hope, that jobs are available. The job

outlook this year is better, but still not up to where it

should be. he says. rr-t^

Summer job leads, though, tend to be very

promising Sundberg said Many dif^^erent types of

jobs are available, some only through the placement

center Sundberg said many employers tend not to

publicize openings for fe^r that their office will be

overrun with applicants. With this in mmd, the

center has a program which if^onUcts many local

employers and finds these jobs. Clerical jobs are the

most in number, as well as delivery work.

Part time jobs

Jobs for veterans and minority students are also

coming into the center.

Students can combine several part time jobs and

end up with the same arftount of work as a full time

one There has also been an. influx of jobs that will

continue into the fall. "If you want a job bad enough,

you'll find one," remarked Connie Krennan.

-Finding a job is hard work. But if you present

vourself well, and really make a go of it, you're

bound to find work. Stick it out, and you'll be

rewarded." Sundberg said,

out. and you'll be rewarded," Sundberg said.

If a student fails t6 find a job, he can put his name

with qualifications in the office, and when something

comes in. placement officials will call.

The placement center offices are located in the

temporary buildings east of Moore Hall and south of

the Powell Library and are open between 8 am and 5

pmi Monday through Friday. T- r^

Cros^word By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
L Barter
5. U.S. "

statesman
9. Crow's

cry
12. Tropical

plant

13. Cavity
14. Monkey
15. Seaweed

product
16. Employs
17. Thing

(law)
18. Encir-

cling

leather

strip ,^:,
19. King
20. Nearest
21. Vase
23.— Jima
25. Military

attacks
28. Cuts
32. Beige

color

33. Wings
34. Breakfast

food
37. Trigo-

: nometry ...

term ^^

^9. The urial

40. Part of

circle

4L Italian "DOWN 20. Province
magis- 1. Pierce of Canada
trate 2. Salary 22. Note

44. Deface 3. Russian in

46.— sea ^scale
Khayyam 4. Language 24. Pronoun

50. Friend of Lisbon 25. Dry,
(Fr.) 5. Stirs. as

51. Unclothed

—

.^ vigor- wine
52. Story ously "

-26. Chill

53. Males 6. Mislay -^«7.Trans-
54. Goddess 7. Former gress

of czar of 29. Hebrew
discord Russia priest

55. Press 8. Affirma- 30. Operated
56. Being tive 31. Perceive
57. Epochs 9. Concern 35. Exclama-
58. On the 10. Peak tion

sheltered 11. The 36. Actress:

side Occident Hedy

Ui*rtiK<' lime of rioliilioii: 22 iniiiiitfii 37. Fondle
'^ 38. Conjunc-
' tion

41. English

•• ' 1 , .
title

\-
•-•*•

>; • 42. Augury
-- '. 43. Alcoholic

Answer^ liquors

45. Operatic
on melody

page 15 47. Crumbly
deposit

•i . 48 Mpdipinsl

plaiit

49.

—

/ Descartes
/ v . . 51. Insect

ROBBIE BASHO — on the 6 and 12sttel stringed

guitars, playing original compositions based on
Hindu, Middle Eastern, Western Classical and
American folk musics,— will perform in ttie first of a

tliree-concert series, to be held at noon on Wed-
nesdays, commencing June 28, in the Kerckhoff Hall

Patio (outside, between Moore and Kerckhoff Halls). ^^^^^^>»>^^>^>»>»>^^«.i^iJ.s

!

I DON'T SAY ''NEVER ON SUNDAY"
TRY BEVERLY HILLS COMMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

SOS N. Rod«o Drive, Beverly Hills
Sundays, church school and adult discussion, 9 30a.m.

worship and patio fellowship, U 00a.m.
Rev David Recs, associate 271S194

"^

h-.
(:

SUNSHINE MUSIC
A 3-Concerf Series of Acoustic Guitar Music

FREE-WEDNESDAYS, 12 NOON

ALL AMERICAN MEAL

KALL PATIO

t

(outside, between Moore & Kerckhoff Halls)

from JOHN FAHEY's Tacoma Records ~

Jun«28-ROBBiEBASHO, on the6& 12-steel stringed guitars,
playing original compositions based on Hindu, Middle Eastern,
Western Classical, and American folk musics

July 5 — PETER LANG, on the 6-steel stringed guitar, playing
original compositions based on traditional American-primftive
influences

July 12-FRED GERLACH, on a 12-string guitar built by his own
_hands. playing original composUioo^. wHk^v con 't be tied cfown
to any bag!

Prasentad by Iha UCLA Sludanl Commiltae for the Arts

^ FRENCH FRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT
-*-

1/

H,Jli?

rOli?^ NORN/l'S e'UAs

BA.SX Ot= S6PULVE.D/V

mss.
••9PMfill1AM

.-- •
• ... •
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UC budget - What you see is what you get
By Dave McNary

_ DBSUff Writer

What the University saw last January is almost exactly

what it got from the state of California Friday for next

year's budget, as Gov. Ronald Reagan announced vetoes

totalling approximately $43.3 million that brought the UC
budget into line with the Governor's original January

budget.

The $43.3 million in augmentations was presented by the

Legislature to the Governor a week and a half ago, but few

observers fels there was any chance of the Governor ap-

proving them.

As a result, the vetoes came as no surprise to anyone in

Sacramento or on this campus, and the reactions were

largely unemotional. The general state funds for next year

are $355.8 million, $35.6 million below the amount requested

by the UC Board of Regents.

The largest chunk of the vetoed funds came from $26

million offered by the Legislature as an inducement to the

Regents to eliminate tuition of $100 per quarter, which they

instituted two years ago.

Other vetoes included $1.5 million for the E^ducational

Opportunities Program (EOP), $1 million in inStrucUonal
support, $550,000 for additional library staff and $500,000 for
increases in utilities costs.

Finally, $12.5 million of a proposed $33.2 million in salary
increases for UC faculty and staff was vetoed. Despite
being far below requests, they were the first UC salary
increases in three years: 7.5 per cent for faculty and 5 per
cent for staff.

In his veto message Reagan said, '*The funds provided by
the state to the University in 1972-1973 are being increased
by $18.2 million over the current year's support level, plus
$2a^ million for faculty salary increases. The ad-
ministration has allocated sufficient funds for the operation
of the University.

Asis usual, UC President Charles J. Hitch's office said
they will not have a statement until later this week.
However, last January, Hitch said the same budget
promised "a continuation of austerity." *"

He said the $18.7 million increase
*

'sounds like a lot of

money, but in terms of what it will buy for the Univeristy, it

is a little less than is needed for pirce increases and other

financial adjustments.^^^ ^- _ ....... '^^ _^

Later, Legislative Analyst A. Allan Post called Reagan's

version of the budget "slightly less than the amount needed

to mainUin the (current) level." He recommended
augmentation totalling $71 million, much of it for salary

increases and other educational needs. .

Reagan's message also said, "l am opposed to the

elimination of tuition. It is a necessity for the financing of

higher education. The Regents of the Univeristy (of which

Reagan is an ex-officio member) have themselves im-

plemented a tuition program. It exists and it is increasing in

importance at every major univeristy in the United

States."

Kati Perry of the UC Student Lobby said the group will

push for a Legislative override — approval of a vetoed item

by two-thirds of both houses — on the tuition bill.
*'We've

talked to the leadership and they say there is hope for an

override on tuition. It's got a good chance in the Senate, but

we'll probably have some problems with the Assembly."

*An override would involve 10-15 Republicans in each

house voting against Reagan.

" (Continued on Page 2)
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'Serves secn^cy, criminals'
. 1 r—

-

Russo

Anthony Russo db piH»to by $«. sp.rnn.

Campus viofence 'passe

'

commission report says
'Violence is passe" on the nation's coUege campuses, according to a

recently released report by the Carnegie Conmiission on Higher

Education. .

Clark Kerr, chairman of the commission and former University of

California president, said, "Students have found that violence is coun-

terproducUve " Kerr was UC president from 1958 to 1967, and was one of

the first college presidents to have to cope with student protest, in the

form of the Free Speech Movement. «*, ^ *

The report, cntiUed **Reform on Campus: Changing Students

Changing Academic Programs/* reportedly showed thai students and

faculty generally are satisfied with the campus despite a few specitic

complaints during the late 19Ws. ^^ . .

The report is k>ased on a poU of 70,000 undergraduates, 30,000 graduates

and (io.ooo faculty membere in 196^-70. It calls on colleges and universiUes

to 'humanize" higher education.
. , , ,u

Kerr, in a press conference, said, "The dissent and disruption (of the

>ate i960's) was caused by awareness of great national issues ... not

^^lief) that the campus was deteriorating."
The former UC president has said previously that dissent on campus

tends to go in cycles, but he adds, "I do not have any feeling that young

P^ple became more happy with society after 1970. It U a clear and cosUy

deceit to think that student unrest is over."
u *,

Kerr said a quiet campus does not mean students are apathetic but tnai

there is more a retreat into privatism on their part."
. u- u—

The report is the commission's 14th since 1967 and It warned higher

^ucation to adjust itself to the individual desires and interests oi

students. It said any reform should broaden the students' opportunities to

f»nd an academic environment and curriculum that improve the quality

of thair liycs .
'

,

Anthony Russo, co-defendant with Daniel EHsberg

in the Pentagon Papers case, presented a bleak

picture of the role of science in America today in a

speech here Friday night.

"There is no doubt in my mind. Science in this

country has sold out. It serves secrecy and the cause

of criminals," he told an audience of 200 in Moore

Hall.

It is scientific research and the secrecy surround-

i ing its applications, Russo believes, that makes it

possible for the government and corporations to

engage in unethical activities.

"The system can't run without scientists. If they

refused to cooperate with organizations involved in

ecocide, genocide, it would come to a halt," he said.

Infiltrate

Russo admitted it was difficult for scientists to

»eave their jobs, but said he did not recommend the

idea of "infiltrating the establishment" much as he

and EHsberg allegedly did in compiling the Pentogon

Papers. "It's very easy to sell out to the corporations

and become co-opted and get a house and swimming

pool in the suburbs."

He cited crop-spraying in Vietnam as an example

of using science toward genocidal ends. "The idea

apparently was to sUrve out the Viet Cong, but it was

found out that the Army was spraying 100 times the

amount of food needed to feed the Viet Cong."

^3 RANDflles *

]
- ^'

/

Russo said somewhere at RAND Corporation

(where he and EHsberg allegedly gathered together

the PenUgon Papers) are filed 40,000 pages of in-

terviews With the Vietnamese people. "The in-

terviews would just blow your mind. There's

imssciende
something very special about the Vietnamese people

— they have a vitality that's explosive."

"They're not pawns and not controlled by any

outside force. They are controHed by one thing —
their desire for self-determination." .

^ Russo spent time in Vietnam as a consultant to

RAND prior to releasing the Papers. He said his

observations had shown him that the war was a

people's war with guerillas living with the aid of the

people. "The Americans never found out how to fight

that kind of war, so they began to kill off the people."

—T— Applying science -- -^n r
:

—

Yet, Russo also said, "There are useful things for

scientists to be doing. If we can just apply science

and not sell it out . . . the potential of what 50

scientists could do if they were organized is just

amazing."
"We can expose the profiteers, the warmakers,

and the environmental ripoff artists." Given the

"information explosion," Russo said the material is

available, but to get that together is quite difficult.

Take risks

"We have all go to learn to take risks. For scien-

tists, this may mean not being on the government's

dple anymore."
Russo also spoke about his trial, scheduled to begin

in Los Angeles around July 10. He and EHsberg are

. currently under federal indictment, charged with

Conspiracy to defraud the U.S. of its lawful function

of dissemination of information; espionage and theft

of government property. ,

"^

According to a member of the defense committee,

EHsberg faces up to 115 years in jail on these charges

and Russo faces 35.

(Continued on Page 3)

Announcements
Fall quarter registration

packets are available to con-

tinuing studentj for pick up at 1134

Murphy Hall until August 25.

First day to enrol or register by

mail is noon, July 21 Priority for

enrollment is by postmarked date.

Last day to enroU or egister bjL

mail is midnight, August 25. If

fees are not paid by this date,

enrollment in classes wiH be

cancelled.

The Committee for the Right to

Organize will hold a special

meeting tonight at 7 pm in the

Women's Lounge of Ackerman

Union.

Students who have been

arrested recently on warrants

(XQP the Los Angeles Police

Department on charges stemming

from the May demonstrations

here are urged to attend. Others

who either have information about

further arrests or wish to help out

in the legal defense are invited.

Today is the last day for summer
session students to file study lists

for the first session without a late

fee ($10) July 5 is the last day to

add a course to the study list by

petition to the registrar, and July

7 is the last day to drop a course or

withdraw from summer session

without penalty of an F (failure).

Applicalion Tor admission to the

second six-week summer session

(July 31 — September 8) is also

July 7.

I""
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"^l!^^-"- UC budget vetoes . . .
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^J GHANA
CULTURAL EVENING

SAT. JULY IST.

6.*OOpivi.

DINNER & dance'

...TALKING DRUMS •AFRICAN SOULi^

.GHANA HIGH-LIFE

$1X* SINGLE

ADM ^SZO" COUPLE

!>.,

T

( Continued from Page X) ^
Lobbyist Jay Michael, special

assistant to Hitch, pointed out that

there has been no override since

1946, and said, "Its chances are

practically zero. Most of the

Republicans will go along with

Keagan whether they believe in.

tuition or not."

But Michael said an attempt to

override would not be a waste of

time. "You don't always have to

win to make an effort worth-

while," he said.

Of EOP, Reagan said, "The

Regents have provided for an

appropriate and vigorous EOP
program from total funds

available to the Regents;

therefore, it is not necessary to

augment this program at this

time." The state has yet to con-

tribute funds for University EOP.

Mason Anderson, Reagan's

program analyst for the UC, said

the administration's position was

that support of UC financial aid

programs had increased from $51

million to $66 million in two years.

He said, "The Governor's position

is that that amount will take care

of EOP. If the University wants to

increase money for that program,

they can go ahead."

John Mockler, aide for

Assemblyman Willie Brown (D.—

> i»

HAIR& SKIN PROBLEMS
FREE MEDICAL FACTS -

\-\ HAIR TRANSPLANTATION
I ; HAIR REMOVAL _.
ijACNE v.- ^
LI HIVES i *

G FUNGUS INFECTION

D HAIR LOSS & DANDRUFF
G DERMABRASION
D SKIN CANCER & SUN EXPOSURE

D PSORIASIS
d OTHER

D WARTS
D MOLES
D ALLERGY
a ECZEMA
D CYSTS

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGY CLINICS' HEALTH SERVICE

t.A City
774 5000

'^
L. A. county: 531 7420

5203 Lakewood Blvd.J^

Xakewood, Calif. 90717

Orange County: 540 6805

17612 Beach Blvd.

Huntington Beacti 92647

Sand KX For Each Selection For Mailing & Cost.

NAME --^_UC

ADDRESS
-Cslr^eU. IcitxJ (zip)

Sr

f-:!'.

.»ut>-

/

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS---^-i—--

READ 3 X FASTER
."V-

WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION
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PEGGY JfROME. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 299 wpm
Ending speed 950 wpm

AL LYONS, UCLA 74
Beginning speed 184 wpm
Ending speed 1450 wpm
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JULIE SCHUMER. UCLA 74
Beginning speed 164 wpm
Ending speed 1013 wpm

JAYCqLDEN. UCLAGRAD
Beginning speed 226 wpm
Ending speed 1642 wpm

-)( Money Bock

Guarantee

THIS IS THE LAST WEEK

FREE LESSON at 4:00 p.m.

^ MONDAY thru FRIDAY

1067 Gay ley — Westwood
i
i
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\
-for further informQtlon, call READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

(213)933-9171

, ''HALF THEI PRICES. TWICE THE QUAUTY OF THE COMPBITION"

San Francisco) said Reagan's
EOP veto, given that surplus tax
revenues were available "shows
that Reagan is as big a shit as we
thought he was."
Reagan's message also said he

was maintaining the same support
as last January "despite the fact

that enrollments are failing to
come up to projected levels."

Anderson said an audit by the
department of finance on
enrollment projections for fa\l

showed a "bleak picture" — 2,000

to 4,000 below projections made in

February, although he said, "We
could be wrong on this."

Michael said, "We simply don't

know how many students will be
enrolled in October until Oc-

tober. . . It's a very convoluted

and somewhat speculative
process." *

Reagan did not veto ap-

proximately $1.7 million in what
Kati Perry called "motherhood
projects:"

$1.5 million in unemployment
^ insurance for UC employees, and

the rest for a mosquito research

project. _, .^^*:-^ .^

About $450,000 for the UC
Berkeley demography depart-

ment was vetoed at Hitch's

request as a "legislative in-

trusion" into University affairs

Anderson said, "The Univeristy

has a lot of resources and they

should be doing a lot of self-

appraising before they start

bellyaching about the ad-

ministration in Sacramento."

(For an in-depth view of faculty

salaries and current status, see

page 5) -
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Contraception clinic here Russo . .

.

raises yearly student fees

ifr
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The Contraception Counseling and EDUCATION Clinic (CCEC), a
service open to students who want to learn about contraception and ob-

tain contraceptives, has raised its yearly fees from $22 {0 125.

Mary Williams of CCEC said, "TTiis has occurred because expenditures

for service consistently outweigh the income from the program. In ad-

dition personnel costs have increased." .. •

Williams also said summer se;ssion students can use the CCEC services.

Free classes in contraceptive methods and devices are held every

Wednesday (including this summer) at 6:30 pm in Health Sciences 13-126.

The classes last about 45 minutes and CCEC encourages both men and
women to attend. Ail students who wish to enroll must attend one class.

The fee includes examination, Pap smear, a year's supply of con-

traceptive pills or devices and all necessary foUowup visits for one year.

The clinic is located in the Student Health Service Gynecology suite.

In addition, Williams said summer session students may use the climic,

if they pay the full $25 fee. They must enroll by August 15 and their ser-

vice will be terminated September 17, 1972.

"All students who enroll will have at least one foUowup visit after the

initial examination and dispensation of method. They will also receive an

outline of the services provided them to carry to a followup physician,"

Willisams said. The reason for limiting the service to September, she

said, was the cost of accounting procedures.

The CCEC program is a joint effort of the Student Health Service and the

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology in the School of Medicine.

.- >, ,.._....
J

.

Llason Corps students

work for reform here
"Students interested in helping to govern jtjte University should get

involved with Liaison Corps," according to its organizer, Heidi Hilb.

Liaison Corps is the organization of student consultants who serve on^

over 30 faculty committees, hero, Hilb said. ''Although the committees

cover a large number of interest, the organization can be very effective,

first through representing the student viewpoint in that area, and second

by lobbying for particular reforms of interest to students." ^.

The group is trying to organize for fall quarter. The issues on^>which it

will concentrate include: establishment of a special "University College"

for undergraduates with undecided or interdisciplinary majors, securing

voting rights for students at departmental and campus levels, easing the

grading requirements to include more pass/fail grading, and improving

the evaluation of teaching.

Both student and faculty leaders admitted this year that the quality of

student participation in faculty committees has been "uneven." Hilb

said, "The last time Liaison Corps was a really visible campus body was

at the time (last fall) that the faculty abolished the foreign language

requirement in the College of Letters and Science. Since then, the group

has kind of stagneted. We want to make it a real force again.',' •

Information and signups are available in Kerckhoff 309.

Be fitted by Experts

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
,,

,
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

GR7.1773

UCLA Committee On Fine Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLA's Design for Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (opposite Sclioenlierg Haii)

from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

1

July 9 LOS ANGELES BRASS SOCIETY DOUBLE QUARTET
heralds thi beginning of "Summer Sundayt" with trump«tt, tromlwnei and

lubat in Renaissance and contemporary music by Qabrielli, HIndemlth, RoDen
Jacobs, Arttiur Colin, Dakar B6tim, Gordoh Jacobs. .. ,\. .i

July 16 THE BAROQUE JAZZ ENSEMBLE, baroque In name only as

this unusual group composed of woodwinds, piano, bass and P«fCu»f*o" P^''

form a wide range of literature from Telemann, yiyaldi, Mozart, Vllla-Lobos,

Faure to Herbie Hancock and Charlie Parker.
-" " --^.—*-*

July 23 WESTWIND, a group of fiflewi dancers, folksingers and musicians

"•ing such instruments es flauto, banjo; guitar, accordion, mandolin and bag-

pipes in music end dance. »

July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST It totally Improvised theater including

mime, music, scenes, games, dance and come-what-may. Pjc^ *»»•»"• "T y®""
trigger a response that's almost too real to be true. Not just theater, but ine

life-force, projected.

August 6 ANTONIN HODEK, mime, a glM of unlcbm, a pHmpje of beauty

— gentle poetry of man In nation and In silent communication with you, me
audience, accompanied by the sounds of a sole guitar.

August 13 THE RIGHTEOUS BLUEGRASS BAND or. as Doc W"*»«'"

calls them, "bluegrass plus"— a funky-fun jug band, happy sounds, with banjo,

guitar, fiddle, bats and drums. You won't want to sit still . .

.

August 20 PACIFIC WOODWIND QUINTET with the warm iKjunds of

«ute. oboe, clarinet, french horn and bassoon In works ranging from the Baroque
to modern jazz with the likes of Bach, HIndemlth, Anton Reicha, Qunmer
Schuller and Bozza.

August 27 PAUL SPERRY, twofr. In an afternoon of Romantic ^oc«' '""•j^

by Qermah, French and English composers, accompanied by IrmaValieciiio

Gray, pianief. Note: this one program only will be held In Schoenberg Aud.

(Continued from Page 1)

Russo told the audience, "There
is no law against you leaking
information." According to him,
the only prohibition in this area
comes from an executive order
issued in 1953 on security systems,
and Congress has yet to pass a law
to back that up.

He believes that the government
is trying to use the espionage act
("which has to do with helping
foreign powers") without the
issue of intent on his and
Ellsberg's part. "It's something
that the judge has to decide upqn,
but if he decides that intent is not
an issue, we're in for some bad
times.

"This entire administration is

paranoid about the issue of
secrecy. They've got a. lot to

hide," Russo said.

For now, he said, it 4s important
for scientists to learn to liye with
each other. "We should get into

small groups and live together,

work together and depend on each
other. If we can leai*n to do that, I

>think there's hope," Russo said.

His appearance here was
sponsored by the Los Angeles
chapter of the Federation of

American Scientists, the Scien-

^orkers for Social Action,

le Pentagon Papers Campus
Project.
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TEE-SHIRT

YELLOW FACE
QUALITY WHITE SHIRT

tCO^yPJIGMT 197? NEON PARK

NEON PARK, P.O. Box 4488, PASADENA. CA. 91106
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So Eof The Finest
^^

Dine Out Every Night

At Lo Moncho
^ Put a little life in your spice with La Mancha's nev^ 20 meals for $35.00

good for the whole summer. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three if you like, any day of the week.

/ * Let a friend use your meal card, bring him with you and both use it,

-: but better yet, keep it all for yourself.

It works out to about $1.75 a me.al, not bad for all you can eat, and La

-— Mancha has the biggest choice of the firmest foodJimuod. -

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 50(t extra at the door.

You can pick them up from the La Mancha business office, Room 206.
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Summer

Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns, cartoons and

letters represent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the editorial t)oard.
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Osher's letter on the mark

j^'. Vetoes
In his message announcing vetoes of $43.3 million

to the University of California budget for next year,

Gov Ronald Reagan said, among other things, **The

administration has allocated sufficient funds for the

operation of the University/'

But the University's general fund from the state

has been increased by only $18.8 million out of $355.8

million in two years. This is an augmentation which

Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post has said is not even

sufficient to cover cost increases

.

Additionally, faculty and staff salary increases

were slashed to 7.5 and 5 per cent respectively,

despite recommendations of increases of 19 and 10.4

per cent by both the UC Regents and the Coordinating

Council for Higher Education — hardly the most

liberal minded educational groups. With a 7.5 per

cent increase — the first in three years for faculty —
one can hardly expect bright, young faculty tp flock

to the University.

Reagan also said, **Tuition is a necessity for

financing higher education'' and vetoed $26 million

earmarked to eliminate it. This veto explicity shows

Reagan's disregard not only for students within the

University but also for students who are qualified but

cannot afford to come. ., ._

The attitude of the Reagan administration toward

the University seems to be that you can cure all its

ills by not giving it any more money, even while there

is inflation and an expanding number of programs

and students. The long range effects of the attitude

may harm the University irreparably.

Editor:

Osher Doctorow's letter, under

the heading "Socialism", con-

tained several valid points, in

particular his assertion that

freedom of speech and of the press

in this country is far more an

abstraction than a reality than is

commonly acknowledged. (This

widespread misconception is in

itself a sympton of the invisible

but comprehensive repression.)

It is also worth noting that in-

sidious cendorship of this sort is

far more dangerous than blatant

fascism to a democracy which is

founded upon the availability of

all the facts to its citizens,

allowing them to make free

choices.

To mix a metaphor, it attacks the

very roots of this democracy,

eroding its firm rock foundations

into sand.

At least when dissenters are

openly dragged off to Siberia,

instead of being merely tailed,

harrassed, and threatened in quiet

cormers, or subjected to wearing

and unwarranted examples of

"fair American justice,"

everyone knows what they're

fighting against, not just those

already actively in struggle.

However, oppression must not be

excused or condoned under any

circumstances, and to attempt to

do so in the cases of Russia or

China is to detract from Socialism

itself, for it implies that the latter

must always be accompanied by

the unjust and undesirable con-

ditions which prevail in these two

countries. On the contrary, these

repressive conditions are not

necessary to Socialism, but

harmful to it; they are

manifestations not of its presence

but of its absence, for Com-

munism is a philosophy and

political systen which reaffirms

the precious value of every human

being, and therefore insists on the

right of all men and women to

participate fully in forming and

implementing the laws and

policies which affect ththeir lives,

and to benefit equally frgm them.

We must not belittle the ac-

complishments of these two great

revolutions, but we and Socialism

can, and will do better.

Leone Cherksey

Parties
Editor:

The claim is frequently made
that the existence of a one-party

system in socialist nations means
the absence of opposition. If this

were the case, how could there be

different factions contending for

power, which the capitalist press

often claims? Tlje simple ex-

planation of the Establishment is

that contending factions work in

secret against each other. But

there is no reason to conclude this.

It is just as plausible to believe

that the members of a socialist

party argue out their differences,

criticize each other, and offer

suggestions for improvement.

In fact, each party in a

capitalist two-party system
claims that it does the same thing

internally. The Democrats, for

example, claim that their party
has (or desires to have) internal
democracy and freedom, and that
its members do not merely follow
the dictates of a few rich
bureaucrats but actually debate
and criticize and help shape party
decisions. Regardless of whether
their claim happens to be true or
false (and considerable doubt has
been shed on it from many
quarters), if it is possible to have

. internal democracy inside a single

party within the two-party
system, then it should be possible

to have internal democracy inside

a single party within the one-party
system.

The usual counter-claim to this

is that the two party system
'-prevents either party from
developing an internal

bureaucracy, since the opposite

party will presumably expose
such a bureaucracy. But if each
party has a bureaucracy, then

why should one party's
bureaucracy expose the other

party's bureaucracy? Indeed, it

would probably be to its detriment

to do so, since the same corruption

exists in its own back yard.

One way to prevent such a

bureaucracy would be to make the

welfare of the public rather than a

small minority tlie' legal

obligation of the party. This is

what the socialist nations have

done. The socialist nations make
the party legally obliged to place

the interests of the workers and

the public above the interests of a

single minority faction or group.

Osher Doctorow
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PRELAW STUDENTS
^ REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QB OaOBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR—
LSAT SCORE

Instruction •xcfosively in warn taking techniques used successfully by California pre^

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by practicing lawyers. Cost; $75.

Course for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OaOBER
21 LSAT stprts OaOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC
TOBER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

,-«~^ *,

Soligor

art department, a level, ackerman union, 825-771 1

op%r\ mondoy-fridoy Q'OO-StOO; closed soWfday—
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A FREE 2XAUTO
TEU*EXTENDER
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maiarata prica. Offars cavarafa fram

27°-13° with 1.1 ta 3.1 tinas tba

MagRificatiaa af a aaraiat 5Iriri laas.

Parfact far tlia%atri ar as a li|ht.
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attractiva. wall tliraw ia a $32 RMtar-
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TOTAL VALUE $202.00.

OUR PRICE $119.

CAMPUS CAMERA
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Where does the UC faculty stand now?
UC faculty got pushed a bit further l)ack last week as Gov.

Ronald Reagan vetoed the Legislature's proposed salary

increase for next year for faculty of 12.5 per cent and put in

tiis own of 7.5 per cent.

The new figure is 2.5 per cent more than any other group

of state employees, but at the same time, it will be the first

salary increase of any sort for faculty since the 1969-70

fiscal year. Two years ago, following campus demon-

strations against America's move into Cambodia, the

Legislature had a fit over the conduct of the UC faculty and

refused them (and no other state employees) an increase

for last year; no one working for the state got an increase

this year.

Alex Sherriffs, chief educational aide for Gov. Ronald

Reagan, said last January when Reagan proposed his

budget that the administration's point of view was that the

faculty were only actually denied an increase two years

ago. "We'd like to have given them a 10 per cent increase to

make it up, and we feel we've made up half the denial
.

"

Kati Perry of the UC Student Lobby saw the situation

differently: "Reagan was really smart on this one. By

liaving the faculty's increase be more than any other

group's, he effectively undercut the position of those who
felt the increase should be higher."

In addition, what the Legislature proposed (Perry called

it "token") fell far short of recommendations by the UC
Board of Regents and the conservative Coordinating

Council for Higher Education, an advisory body consisting

mostly of Reagan-appointed businessmen: 19 per cent —
broken down into 13.1 for salary increases and 5.9 for fringe

^benefits.

A widely used argument for salary increases over the

past years has been that the average compensation for UC
faculty has dropped dreadfully in comparison with other

institutions (see chart). But there is little concern that

faculty are going to leave. Mason Anderson, program

analyst for the University in the department of finance said

the department has l^een auditing that area, and that no

such trend has yet developed. Sherriffs says, 'There will

always be a few who throw temper tantrums." He also said

that most of the faculty are reasonable and "whether they

like the Governor or not, thejpcan see that what's being

done is not unfair." ^
The point neither of the aides make is that faculty ap-

parently don't have a hell of a lot of choice: the job market

for faculty, along with other aspects of the economy, is not

too good now. Robert Scott, chairman of the C:hemistry

department here said the department had not lost any top

people to other institutions. He said, "The problem would be

far more serious if lots of universities weren't having the

same problems." This condition probably had a bit to do

with the statement by Academic Senate Chairman Ben-

jamin Aaron: "This faculty has been extremely loyal toihe

institution so far." ^
But that loyalty may be starting to get taxed. In addition

to the problem with salaries, the Reagan administration

has been attempting to impose, a standard "faculty

news analysis by Dave McNary
workload" — that is, a given number of hours that the
average professor would have to spend in the classroom.
For this year, audits performed by the department of

finance showed this to be a 6.4 hours per week, and Sherriffs
had indicated that this figure should be increased each year
to nine hours per week in four years. He qualified this by
saying in February, "If teaching does not occur in the
classroom anymore and new methods of teaching are being
used, let the University prove that to us and we'll be more
than happy to reassess our figures. Thus far, they haven't."
By March, the statewide Academic Council for the UC

faculty, was sufficiently upset to have formulated a "white
paper" saying that the 6.4 figure was incorrect, and
pleading with both the Regents and the Legislature to in-

sure that workload standards not be imposed, saying that
the classroom contact hours tended to be "a misleading
measure which reveals little about the magnitude and
nothing about the effectiveness of instruction ..."
Regental reaction was somewhat mixed, and since then

the issue has been in Sacramento. Sherriffs said in April

that the defensive reaction may have been indicative that

the faculty "is getting to work on this."

Yet more than a few faculty and administrators will tell

you that Sherriffs has a personal axe to grind against the
faculty, stemming from Roger Heyn's resignation last year
a^ Chancellor at UC Berkeley, Sherriffs, a pleasant, mild-

mannered man, was rumored to have been involved in

pushing for firing Heyns, who had to endure perhaps the

most concentrated example of campus rebellion in the

nation from 1967 to 1970, and also reportedly wanted the job

himself. He is a psychology professor, a University vice

president prior to becoming Heagan's advisor, and pushed
for a hardline against Free SpeechJ4ovement in 1964. The
Regents, however, reportedly elimir&ted Sherriffs from
consideration when large-scale resistance from the

Berkeley faculty to such a move surfaced.

Given these considerations, it's not surprising that som£
facility doubt they'll receive that other 2.5 per cent pay
increase for the 1973-74 budget.

Perhaps, a more serious result of the conflict befween
Sacramento and the University has been the smaller in-

creases in general funds (only $18.8 million in two years).

Because the smaller, newer campuses (Irvine,. San Diego,

»-.

UC compensation scales

1967-68

1968 69

1969 70,

1970-71-

Average
compensation

$12,047

$12,892

$13,974.

T$.r4;792

—

:

Average
UC compensation

$14,750,

$15,600

$16,666
— $17,273—

National
rankof UC

30

41

: 43
•'

53
-".—

The American Association of University Professors

(AA|L)P) has not yet compiled figures for the 1971-72

current y«ar. The rank will probably drop.

Santa Cruz) are still growing, reductions in allocations to

the larger campuses ( Berkeley and Los Angeles) are made.

The result has been a reduction of 247 Full Time
Equivalents (an FTEis the amount of salary needed to pay

one assistant professor to teach full time), with 28 more
being taken away for next year. Usually, ttiis does not

necessitate firing faculty, but rather cutting back on

visiting professors and lecturers and not filling positions

when professors leave. '
^

-
.

So, UCLA and Berkeley, in addition to having salaries

drop Mow the competition, often cannot hire any new
faculty anyhow. And for the other campuses, the salary

increase will probably do little to restore them to a com-

petitive level in attracting new faculty meml)ers. Mason
Anderson admits, "In recruiting, the University now gets

the third or fourth best in the fieki instead of the top per-

son."

Legislators, as demonstrated when they witheld in-

creases can be every bit as anti-faculty as the Governor's

office. Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D. — Campbell)

argues that it is not entirely Reagan iHit also large amounts

of the California population who are interested in less

funding emphasis on the University, saying, "If there

weren't something wrong with the University, the Governor

couldn't get to first base with some of the things he says

about it."

Steve Williamson, reseracher for the UC Student Body
Presidents Countil, believes that the lack of influence that

both faculty and administrators have is due to their con-

servative nature and reluctance to face the people in state

government. "People in the Student Lobby have no qualms

at>out going into a legislator's office and teUing him what

they think. But faculty and administrators don't seem to be

very anxious to confront them," he said.

Williamson's opinion suggests that the public image ol

radical faculty members may be somewhat off k>ase, oi^

perhaps that it only apphes to off-campus politics. Former
UC President Clark Kerr once called the faculty "the group

of people most lik)eral atxmt other peoples politics and most

conservative alx)ut their own."^ The American Federation

of Teachers (AFT), which is attempting to unionize the

faculty for collective bargaining, has less than 75 active

memlxers, according to its memk)ership chairman,

linguistics professor Joe Emonds.

Jo Rhonda Abrams, Student Educational Policies

Commissioner here for two years, faculty conservatism

boils down mostly to one issuer the tenure system by which

faculty rewards (advancements) and punishments
(dismissals) are meted out.

(The system is complicated, but it operates on the faculty

of a department providing the substantial judgement as to

" whether a colleague should be promoted or not. Once, a

"faculty member receives "tenure" -^achieved by

promotion to the position of associate professor — hfe has

security of employment and cannot be dismissed except for

a violation of ethics).

I ,
.:.:. ((oniinued on Page 8)
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Depending on how you do, you moy win more than
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$1 .50 of your pay (guaranteed minimum pay is $3.75
for 2 ]/2 to 3 hours work).
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/
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I
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you can't come Thursday, watch for ads next week.)
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This day begins at 6:30 a.m. for David Evans, when the 3i-year^ld

chlmistr/pr^essor commutes by motorcycle
^^Xr^Y'^^ H^^^^

UCLA; Fifteen minutes later, at his office m William G Young Hall,

Professor Evans is absorbed in preparations for an 8 o clock lecture.

This hour is a splendidly quiet time to review his notes and a set of

problems for the 200 undergraduates in his organic chemistry course It is

the only time today when Professor Evans can work alone, without

constant interactions with students and other scienUsts inseparably part

of his life as teacher and researcher.
. ,^ . ,

In addition to his own research, David Evans supervises the work of a

dozen doctoral candidates in organic chemistry. One of them can be

heard at 7:20 in ah adjacent lab/ checking progress on a new syntheUc

method for constructing carbon-carbon bonds. Turning from his lecture

preparation, Evans inquires: "How does it look today?"

Time cannot be compartmentalized, not even in this early-morning

hour Reality does not fit the tidy categories of time-study experts. Even

at 7, a m , David Evans' world isn't altogether without student-teacher

interaction. In real life there are no neatly-defined times for teaching or

research or student consultation. There is only a process in which one

function constantly flows into another. .. ri j
It is 7:45 and on the north side of campus Proffessor David Rodes

unlocks his office in Rolfe Hall (more familiarly, the Humanities

Building). In hand is a James Merrill paperback, reread overnight in

anticipation of an English department seminar on Merrill's poems.

Rodes intends the next hour for preparation of his 9 o'clock

Shakespeare lecture, but three students drop in with quesUons and

problems. Other doorways down the corridor open onto similar faculty-

student conferences.

David Rodes never turns students away. This makes his office an

improbable place for scholarly work, which must be carried home or

done elsewhere. But Rodes reasons that students need someone to talk

with; tholigh he won't play surrogate psychologist, he is perfectly willing

to talk. - ^\

In the chebistry building, David Evans is several minutes early

meeting his 8 o'clock class, and a cluster of students seizes this op-

portunity for ^ help with lab problems. Latecomers in this largest

chemistry lecture hall are finding their places on the floor.

Professor Evans writes a blackboard reference to a current magazine

article on chemistry and cancer, explaining the body's reaction to sodium

nitrate, a chemical that seems innocuous, but which in human chemistry

becomes toxic. Sodium nitrate continues in use as a preservative in

American meat processing, though other countries have laws against its

use. J J

With that note on the everyday relevance of orgainic chemistry, Evans

moves into an l^our of rapid, crisp explanations of unsaturation. and angle

strain effects in relation to carbonyl stretching and infrared spec-

troscopy. The* lecture is punctuated by energetic arm movements,

erasing blackboards with one hand while reaching a chart with the other

to answer a question.

The 8:50 buzzer sounds. Evans wants to stress at least one final point.

•'I'm laying it on you today, let me.get this across before we end. .
.*' A

custodian enters to clean the blackboards, but Evans refills two with

more diagrams., 'This molecule is trying like crazy to keep itself

I neutral. .
." ' ' ^ r' . ^_, ^

Most of his 200 students have drifted to other commitments, but more
than a dozen linger with questions. Evans holds out a piece of chalk to

,one: "Now, let's do this problem. . . Now, let me ask you another

question. . . Frank, try your hand at this one. . . Have you seen this

table? It's about the most compact piece of information you could find

It is 9:14, there is one remaining student, aqd Evans takes this op-

portunity to answer one more question before that last student must
leave.

In his Bunche Hall office. Professor Richard Baum is hearing distress

rather than pleasure from a political science graduate student,

dissatisfied with a grade and disillusioned in his prospects for a teaching

career. Baum listens, then offers what he can: *'I hope you're not totally

turned off. There are people here who care."
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the Chinese experience. He encourages his students to question critically
the excesses in both America and China. He invites them to a two-hour
film and discussion session informally scheduled one afternoon later in
the week.

At 1 o'clock four students follow to Baum's office, where another five
already have arrived. Since 144 undergraduates are enrolled in a course
intended for 75, Baum has individualized the course requirements to
create more student involvement. His plan is an apparent success.
"Can 1 borrow this book," one asks, browsing Baum's shelves, "I can't

find it in the library."

"If you sign a note in blood, yes, but I need it back soon; How can people
do research when the library doesn't have money to reshelve the books?"
At 1:35 Baum takes a five-minute lunch, borrows a dollar and heads

toward the vending machines. With half-eaten sandwich, he stops at his
mail-drop and opens yet another new book on China's Cultural
Revolution. Skimming it on his way to the office, Baum finds a graduate
student waiting to confer on speakers for a forthcoming two-day China
conference which Baum vsdll emcee.
The conference plans continue while walking to a 2 p.m. appointment at

the Daily Bruin, which is interviewing Baum and other China scholars on
Sino-American relations. The interview rambles an hour, but it is a
chance for Baum to compare scholarly opinions. It is further an
educational experience for the Bruin's reporter and readers. Baum ex-

cuses himself at 2 : 50, nOtquite in time for thfe 3 o'clock meeting of another
faculty committee across campus.
As a mid-day respite from grading termpapers, David Rodes has

lunched with a colleague who also teaches Shakespeare and their con-

versation inevitably turns to theater. They speculate the prospect 6f

attending a dress rehearsal to see Richard Chamberlain as Richard II,

since students inevitably will expect their judgments on the role.

The half-hour following lunch is filled with duties from Rodes' own role

as secretary to Phi Beta Kappa.
' .- -;
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Finding his car in a parking labyrinth, Rodes drives to his second office

at the William Andrews Qark Library on Adams Blvd., headquarters for

the University's presUgious Augustan Reprint Society, which issues with

fresh introductions facsimilies of rare works from the Restoration and

18th Century. ^ . ^

A general editor of the series, Rodes works two afternoons each week at

the Clark library, a rich storehouse of English culture from the 17th and

18th Centuries. (William Andrews Clark, Jr., bequethed his library to

UCLA and a $1 .5 million endowment provides its continuing support.

)

At 2 p.m. Rodes confers with an editorial assisUnt on manuscript

proofs, he consults a librarian on another manuscript, then works alone

the remainder of the afternoon on a reprint of Evan Lloyd's The

Methodist. « . ^ i.i lw
More than 800 scholars subscribe to the AugusUn Repnnts, making this

project an immeasurable contribution by the University of California to

advancement of learning in this area of the humanities. Califorma

scholars and students benefit in turn from similar scholarship at other

universities. , . ,#i i. mu
The afternoon begins for David Evans with a 1 o'clock office hour. The

schedule lists one hour, but today the consulUtions with undergraduates

stretch to two hours, then three, while intermittenUy Evans reads

research papers drafted by his graduate studente.

"My experiment boiled over while I was out of the bmldmg, laments

one undergraduate, "which is a shame since it was going so well. Thoje

problems are real toughies." Evans agrees with her: "They are tough,

but you're really getting into them."

Professor Evans devotes a full hour until 4 p.m. with one especially

gifted student, a psychology major who drops in to rap about the

photochemistry of visual pigments. Neither teacher nor student seems

aware of the passing time as they Ulk about retinals, a new book of

readings in biochemistry, the ways drugs affect the brain. This student is

convinced that major psychological breakthroughs now will come from

biochemical research; Evans asks whether he has thought of graduate

study in that field.
.. * u —

Though Evans does find time to resume his reading of research papers,

before 5 o'clock he also confers with another physical scientist on a

prospecUve chemical sensor that would detect hard drugs on airplanes,

thereby policing the international traffic in narcotics.

Conferences also occupy Richard Baum in this day's late afternoon

_ hours first, an interdepartmenUl OrienUl studies committee toconslder

applicants for National Defense Education scholarships; second, a

subcommittee meeting of the University Policies Commission, on which

Baum serves as a faculty representative.

(Continued on Page 9)
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(Continued from Page 5)

A look at the faculty's Academic

Senate here shows most of the

representatives and nearly all

committee chairman to be

tenured faculty. Obviously, that

group is in the best position to

push for change, but Abrams

says "The tenured faculty has the

most to lose by any change

because it's obvious that they re

the ones succeeding the most

under the present system." 7

In addition, Abrams contends

that the tenure system deters non-

tenured professors from engaging

in any other activity besides that

which will impress their

colleagues (hence, a heavy em-

phasis on research results).

"Participating in something like

the AFT or pushing for academic

reform isn't going to do a heU of a

lot for your job security if you're

an assistant professor," she said.

The treatment of faculty at the

hands of the Governor would seem

to indicate that the time has come

for faculty to make a searching re-

appraisal of their position and

function. They are hardly in a

position to appeal to students,

having denied them voting rights

both at local and statev/ide levels.

In addition, there is documented

neglect of undergraduates

documented neglect of that group,

which was first brought up by

President Hitch in 1970 and was

pinpointed on this campus in a

report of the UCLA Goals Com-

mittee. The report charges that

there are "serious deficiencies" in

the way the University carries out

its educational responsibilities to

undergraduates (Chancellor

Young has witheld it^ release for

five months and some believe the

report is so embarrassing to the

University that the ChanceUor

wants to withold it as long as
possible).

One may wonder if the faculty

are going to be able to keep
serious and creative intellectual

endeavor above institutional and
political considerations. It will

assuredly depend on the
willingness of the faculty to

examine itself; yet one is left with

the impression that there may not

be too much time. left for them.
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(Continued from Page 7)

In Rolfe Hall, David Rodes and

15 Shakespearean students (his 7

to 10 p.m. voluntary seminar) are

examining personnae of The

Tempest. Perhaps he is some

future playwright, this student

who now asks if the others know

the origin of the name Miranda. It

comes, he says, from a root word

for both amazement and wonder.

Who is Qualified to measiire a

professor's work, and what is the

standard for such measurement? '

The most frequently-applied

standard, the one used wherever

the "low" faculty workload is

discussed, measures "classroom

contact hours."

By this standard, David Evans

has worked one hour today, the

recorded time spent in lecture.

(He himself regards lectures as

the "trivial" part of any course.)

In reality, Evans has worked at

least 12 1/2 hours on this fairly-

typical day:
- By the same standard, David

OP^^fWDOOC
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Rodes also has worked one hour

(his voluntary class is not a

matter of record), and Richard

Baum has worked two hours

(adult education in the evening is

not an official duty). Actually,

both Rodes and Baum have
worked some 10 1/2 hours each.

The faculty believes, for con-

vincing reasons, that the.

University itself — most
especially academic departments
— can best judge the quantity and

quality of their work. They are

constantly engaged in such
judgments; faculty who do hot

meet standards do not remain iq

the University.—^^ - • '' *

Highly-publicized, non-

professional judgments on faculty

workload have confused this issue

by starting from the erroneous

premise that teaching somehow is

separate from the University's

research and public service. -

•In fiact, and in the words of

Graduate Division Dean H. W.

Magoun, "all that the University

ever does.is teach."
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Haydn's TE DEUM, J.S. Bach's CANTATA No. 4,

Brahms' SONG OF DESTINY, Durufle's REQUIEM

SATURDAY, JULY 1 -8:30 PM-ROYCE HALL

ANNA SOKOLOW'S PU\YERS PROJECT
"not to b« mitted by anyone interested in either theater or darKe" ((Cllve arn

Ad Without Wordi No. 1 by Becket. with electronic musit;

J*lly Roll, o D*monttration oh tho Evolution ol Ragtim«; ana

Mogritt*, Mogritt*- dance, poetry & dronna inspired

by Magritte's paintings, accompanied by works by Scriobm,

Liszt, Satie. Some Blend! *

FRIDAY, iUU 21 -8:30 PM-ROYCE HALL

Olhw HckeH ol $4.7S, 4.00. 1.2S. 2.50 (Hvdenta $1.75) ovotldsU new ol

Central Tidfel Office, 650 Weetwood PI«o.

, —"Writing for Pay/' 7:30 pm, Tuesday, June 27, 1972

Ackerman Union 2412. Toiday

Only.

UCLA Summer Bruin 9

Friday, June 30

—"Awareness/*' 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of tt»e Soul/' 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Wednesday, June 28

—"Union for Peace and
Justice/' noon-2 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

Friday, June 30

WED. THRU SAT. JUNE 28 -JULY 22

BAND OF ANGELS

/ / » I n ,n

—"Mwtlim Students/' 1-3 pm.
Ackerman Union 3517.

URA Clubs:
—"URA Clubs/' will be listed In

the Sports section from today. oh.

ISC Tours:
Tickets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kercktioff Hall

Ticket Office, (kVl 140). No
refunds.

July, 1-4

/ im /. »

::i4 Si.MUM Vvt'-^iK SS>OI-\U'si k>s \iu:clos-Opon S SO f' \1

ROBBIE BASHO— onttie6and 12-steel stringed guitars, playing original

compositions based on Hindu, Middle Eastern, Western Classical and

American folic musics, — will perform in ttie first of » three-concert

series, to be tield at noon, tomorrow, in tlie Kerckhoff Hall Patio (outside,

between Moore and Kerckhoff Halls).

Philosophy rtment

to offer 'thinking' class
The department of philosophy will offer a course on the topic of Thinking

to be given in the second session of summer school by Professor C. Wade
Savage of the University of Mirtnesota. .

"

Philosophy 192 (The Philosophy of Mind) will cover such subjects as

behaviorism,, unconscious thought, wheter thought cai^ be attributed to

machines, animals, etc., the relationship of thought «id language, the

nature of thinking and other related issues.

Savage wad foi;, several years prior to going to the University of Min-

nesota a popular teacher at this campus. He is also the author of TTie

Measurement of Sensations.

Savage's appointment was arranged too late for inclusion in the summer
sessions announcements.

July 7 is the deadline for application for admission to the second summer

—"San Francisco," $30 includes

three nights accommodations and
transportation, departs 7 am,
Saturday; returns 11 pm,
Tuesday. Deadline tomorrow.

Saturday, July 1

—"Japanese Deer Park and
Wax Museum," $6 includes

transportation, admission to Park
and Museum, departs 8 am,
returns 6 pm. Deadline:

tomorrow.

Sunday, July#2

—"Los Angeles Tour," $1 In

eludes transportation only — ride

to Music Center, China Town,
Olivera St., Hollywood, Farmers
Market, Century City, Beach and
. . .; departs 8 am, returns 7 pm.
Deadline: tomorrow.

Tuesday, July 4

—"Disneyland," $5 Includes

transportation, admission fee and

10 ride tickets, departs 8 am,
returns 8 pm. Deadline: Saturday.

more than 11,000

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

>

/-

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten

California Casualty.)

loin Them!
r-^"^ For a "no obligation" rate quotatlonr 7"

call the office nearest you. collect.

g> Calrfbmia Casualty

by

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles
- 9fl1-4000 ^ 625-7272

Long Beach
„ 426-2186

»

.

.jf

-at

> CAL JET CHARTERS ^

session. Et cetera i

Lange

.

( Conthiued from P«ge 12)

Commenting on trends in the

creation of music, Lange said, "A
lot of people are starting to open

up the music field. People like Leo
Kottke and John Fahey. You see

more intricate work, more
technically complex and in-

novative things. For instance

John McGlothlin in jazz guitar. Of

course this trend is not just with

guitarists." Smiling, he went on to

remark of the listening public

nowadays "People are looking for

something more than immediate
musical gratification."

More What's

On ... ^

pm,
(Continued from Page 12)

—"Special Living," 7:30

Architecture 1243C.
—"Eckankar," 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starer Challenge,"

grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due

August 15.

SUMMER EOHOPE FLIGHTS
Don't be misled by lower price*. Investigate first! Fly with our reliable charter

group. Know your facts on your charTer carrier before you sign your application.

Don't take a chance with an unkown charter airlint.

FLIGHTS STilL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE
J ,.- ,^. _ . (one way or round trip) ^ :, • ..

^~~" ~~ JULY, AUG., AND SEPT.

— Round Trip Europe Fliglits —
Ojikland or LIA to London as low « $259 (round trip

Oakland or LA to Amsterdam-"- as low as $289 (round trii

Oakland or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trii

One Way Flights <— -
Oakland o^ LA • ^ \

to London & Brussels as low as $149 (one way)

London & Brussels '^
^

lo Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)
^^HMa^M^^^iHM^BM«ii^Sp«ciol Aug. hawoii Flight -»»^—^^^^—^—

LH816 Round Trip LA -Honolulu >^ua. 16-30 $149 Honolulu-LA Pan Am
' '^ (Also departure from Son Francisco $159)

— r

—

^ Now Available ' <-

Crossword Answer
."??-: :.i..

lllQILIAHFlAlDHPI I iTISSQQ SBQ QiaraQ
C O N C E R T aHS T O

P

^ miaaia caHS
GIAIZIE
b

TOWE

What's On Deadlines
V

In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whars

On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper.

All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted by telephone.

• CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE •
(Flights to Europe, NY, Hawaii, und Mexico) ^_

• FALL 1972, WINTER & SPRING 1973
~^

CHARTER FLIGHT SCHEDULE • "

WRITE OR CALL

FOR SCHEDULE & APPLICATION
All fares include US Fedtral Tax and Departure Tax whtrt applicable, and an
administrative fee of 14.00 per person. Tttese fares are based on a pro-rate st«are

of the total cost and are subject to an increase or decrease depending on the ac-

tual number of participants on each individual flight. Tttese Charter Flights are
available only to students, employees, staff, faculty, and extension students of ttie

University ot California and members of their immediate families. There are NO
MEMBERSHIP FEES.
All flights via certified airlines flying jet equipment. Complimentary mofit and
beverages served in flight.

for Application A further Information write:

CAL JET CHARTERS
2150 Green Street •

San Francisco, California 94123

cMrcatt

(415) 92M434

BQO SOB SBSS
aSBO Odd QSSB

wco.
TNU.

MAQAKI: CHUSHINQURA (1962)

VOm. •THt 47 MNNin
Th« e«»«br»««« t»m«r«l cltMic tfwt »•, •!»•» ••«. IM %\nvi o« J«e«n

3 howf Xm. Uwcvt.

•AT.
iUMSO
JULY I

fUAl

^^ «>.»^ KUHOeAWA: ('61 * 62)YOJIMPU TmMf* MtfufM. MWar Mmwr*l. t« cofntc •n4

AND arM—»i« •«tlo*i ctaMlc

_^MwyR0_^5S3SjsSM;
KUINMAWA: ftEVCN SAMURAI SvSn, 1M4)

•Th« fl««« JaeMMM fill" •*•* «•<••• -0o««W *»eM.

AND THRONE OF BLOOD (i9S7)

l>«l.-0»»r« » M>cb>th Ifn—!•«.«•< » ttx MM<I. A«- o« -fP*"

KMAVASHI: KWAIDAN (IMS)

C««np«M« l.tr«l««» »f %SmrO0^ fc««iHlfvl JaM«MM horf«f •lerl..

AfM>.SNINDO: OWBABA (1963)

TNy KUMMAWA: RED BEARD (1965)

Cyi M»« "n^' o»iH#^«" *••»»•"* »•» eOfn>««»lb«. Th. .tory o< • ho"**"*
|*^ tarlan doctor who oonttnwot to do Mod I" t»»o foeo o« twdtWofOoco I

§•7 owd dootl> w»oH.
I

•AT. INAOAKI: SAMURAI: ^«nt I. II t III (19M-1M0)

9J1*-J -tho Liaond •» MMMlM" (Acodowiy *»»*«• wttmor WW); "0»o« At I

JW-V IctilMl ToMtato"; and "0u«< On Oanryu lalaftd."

• Toatiitro MWwto atara for » »•«"

•UN. (PREMIERE) HANI: A FULL LIFE (1962)

^yXm- Suporb •iiampl* of traditional i*p*n*f -wontan'i ptcturo
'

^ ANDMIZOOUCHlUTAMiMIOINISnVIWOIKN (1946)
****

T>»a woman w»>o Inaptfd tho patntor-a Maaphowioua maatofwofta

OM (PREMIERE) OZU: THE END OF SUMMER ( 61)|

•[Jif? T»»a dMnta«ratton ot a etoao tinH tomMy »a 0»«'a «ort to loai film,
f''^^^

(t booomoa at one* a maatafplaca a«td ramalna amofit ttia arootoat

SEMES DtSCOUNT
My S pfefltNM ia MM
aeriM Nr |ft.00

S«MM»tit7.S0twM
regular aiM. pricaa -^

19-20

(l«W>

MR. ARKADIN
MM MfMA

f^
MILT
21-22

THE 8TRANQER

(IM2)

OTHELLO
vamm tmun

CRACK MTNli

THU.
rm.
JULY
27-2i

TOUCiil*SV EVIL
MMI
una

•••Mt. Miimi
"ica

MO^'vlblCK

^^H9^
JANE £yRE

faHtMM NaaawMa

^

SS MACBin-H COMPULSION
aaMraw
MtMtfe

etM

•AT. (IMO)

•UN. THE THIRD MAN
»iSo SXHiM ttui

BLAcfc*MAQIC

UlYFuiMSilAlfaiAl
itA_ nmn

iSr THREE FROM/WITH/OF MR. WELLES

YOU MAY UK 1 TKlin
FOiEACNOrSniOSMM
ORALLSTICXITSFOt
TNC SAME riNWMM (MANY
COMtlNATKW TNCtCOr

Sa«STICXEn«VMUMU
T MM. NAT

0000 CnitY DAY (E«a

)

AT All TIMES oxirr
FRI » SAT Amu 5 f M

ll
Naaaa MHd cfcack m

' MS^Sy OfBSf IBt

IMVFMI
li 714 SANTA MONICA KVD
' SANTA MONltA. CAIH 10401

titcleaai it >

far MMt) or Mrits ticktts

Jul 29 •CMIMTt AOItflttlON NCCIMAaY

iULSl

(IM4)

FALSTAFF
#MftBHB

TNCIMMMrfknORY

* »
* theQUAUTYhainkMrcer ^
)f 1600 wtttwood blvd. ^—* »^^4P ¥ ¥ ¥¥>*
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ADV€RTI$lMC0rFlC6$
K»fChhoMM«M IIJ

,- Phon« «* ""

1$ word* S 1 JO d*v. 5 con»«<«t«»«

t4is«rtient tJ 00

Pay«lM« m advance
DEADLINE 10 10 a m
No »e»«p*»on« order*

TME Oa.lv »rw.n 9<v** .»" '"^'^'J^
Un.vers.tv o« Cal.lorn.a * .«»•••« y,,??.,?^^
d.scr.m.nal.on and thertfort c»«"'*'^

««a.lab4« to anyone wl»o. •" al«ord.ri9

^*.i? to student* or off.r.n9 .ob«,

rel.«.ofl. natKK.*! or.s^ or •"cestry Ne.th«r

tf^ Un.ver*.tv nor tl»e Oa.ly »^,";" J^erl
vesf.9«ted any ot tl»e serv.ce* «»"*'*<'^^*;*_

For ais.sfance w.th hou*.n9 «»'»"''"'''*V*''

problem* call WC«-A Mo«*.n9 Oft.ce M$-

44f I . We*t*.de Fair Mou*in9 «n 0f4r

y/ Services Offered ... . H> A^^e^

•\

-s^-

y Campus Services .... 3

complete

.

copying
service xerox

kerckhoff }2\

8250611

^Personal .....•••
———-—

PRF.(.NANT- V^ant helpr Call
'^J^f^

V Help Wanted .
8

WE h.^e "^''-»'>
«^^rini;,^r!ir*iMi!S

insured housekeepers. «»«•"*"•""
gjg.

;::;**« l»iversU> H««.ekeeptar^ M^

I300
\ ,

:

hr phone. 2«<->'l»
.

Al TO and motorcycle
'»*»'"f' • i?'i "J?

quotatioa call Alan Sobel al '"'-"".r^S;
^^ —«r

PKOFKSSI4)NAL documenlation services.

WritinK Siting and research »» >|»y[

reguirrmenls. 3H7 IS48 call anytime <I>J>

and ELIMINATE ^RA.^^*^^
^.Vly'^L

Daily^

PI wo lessons by doctoral candidate.

!;Us:;^al!l?aTd laleiited • 7^145. .16 Jn 30).

^rtTt» hisuranee canceUed? •Refm«l?^M^
high- 'Too young- •>'«*»f'^>"^>»^y^";„ ^'
derson ( .K:-«H0 VEH-37»6 <l6Jn30)

VPFRIFNCED Oxford. Columbia.

J^in'ford's'udents will .dH
P^^J^'^^J^^^^

tations tutor humanities. Call *^^^y^
H20-t05l. !•

Gl IT.AR Lessons summer rates. >*«kolm

Kigar:.474-l»24/&5»-2802.
(ItJnM)

CSl))Ji«s lowest auto insurance rales for

collegf students. Call us in SanU ^Jonjca

« I -1393^
*'***'"

MTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee. 8»-7270^
9743 or 457-7573. , .,

(1«*|TR>

SANTA MONICA. L.A. mf. 2.4^74Z.

EUROPE

pnown.TRIP FLIGHTS

JULY 9

AUG 27

JULt 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 19

SEPT 16

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/MAORI

D

AMST/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/ LA

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

FLYING to Europe? t»bellev.bly low

r.te»! LA to Lonikjn »»•
•^TL^^' it

one way Tliame. TY.vel. tW4 SujM^^g*;

5827. -

DIStX)lNT Europe. ]*^»'^-^^^ ,^*}

yApfs Furnished 21

tIZS.M PRIVATE tuite In doctor's home.
Garden, view, mature professional, faculty

member, refer, near University. 0L2-527«.

H03-S5«5. <21Jn20).

FURNISHED singles to share |7f. Heated

pool, sun deck, parking. C33 Gayley. 4734412

(21QTR).

^:.:r:r:r:!:-:!:S:S$^^
• •

'•1

.V

EUROPE ^T^„,cA
ISRAEL '

:.«-«-

One way and rowd trip student fJUJUs

Sofa )Uenl for Inter-European Student

Charter Flights.

Coouct: ISCA. IIM7 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

483 GAYLEY: Large furnished 1 bedrm.
Utilities included. Walk/campus. Summer
ratellM.OO/mo. 477-4«3t. (21Jyn).

ONE minute to UCLA. Spacious bachelors,
singles, one bedrooms available Now! Mgr
(UiOLandfair 473-5571.

^
(2IJyl8).~

AUG 28
SEPT 26

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

. f

~». -.—

1

RFCFPTIOMSTSecretary. Typing M
•pm ^orthand SO wpm. R'«L^«.
KNHopmenl Company . salary »"• P^uj

WI-H59I Non-smoker. '*•'"*'•

BABYSITTER for 3 year old. '">»'»'"'•

Siinta Monica, own car; ««"*">"»';>»•

.eveninns.H/hour;393-«0>io
t8Jn3t).

M \I.K or female needed to sell sandwiches

InterMew mon Iri 9 30 am. ^^ *"" ^^
Fountain A*e Ash lor Mr Buck <8JylU.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCL€
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOMIGH?
CANCELLED?

-LOW MONTHLY— PAYMENTS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS^'

3n 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

SEPT
OCT

5

2

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

SEPT 17

OCT 18

SEPT 26

OCT 9

LA/LONOON
LONDON/ LA

LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

RETURN half of Pan

Amsterdam. Good until

7858.

Am Ucket. N.Y.-
July 29. tW. 477.

(l7Jy7).

NOW available to students, facultj

The UCLA Alumni Association Tal

venture. Call I '»"*» Kicker. K5-3>aL < 'J •»*

altu/Ad-

7).

LVLONDON
LONDON/LA

$199.00
14 Days

-
EUROPE & MIDDLE LAST

CHARTER FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing

.Student Rail-Pass 2 mo. I13i-

Olympic games & Hotel space avail

1*72 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT : SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
> 13509 Ventura Blvd.

T^"TT^ Sherman Oaks. Cal.»14a3

Phone. »72-2at3/784-U77

-4

^ForRenf i-0' * • ;•-•

I.IRUS for Telephone Answering - OK.

rtween 8AM 8 PM Playa Del Rey
.
8»

:WM <8Jn3«).

RENT A T\ 110 mo. Stereo /Hlfi Stu^
Delivery to 9.00 ^'^^'•^j^discounts.

Westwood

nwF-WAY FLIGHTS

L0N00f</LA

LA/LONDON
LA/ LONDON
LONOON/LA
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONOON
LA/LONDON

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

DRIVER needed Monday. Wednesday.

Fridav. West Los Angeles area for 10 year

eld Must ha>e car (Venerous hourly^age.

^lH-i2*» <8Jy7'.

^Travel . . • •<••• •'

FITTER with flexible schedule and car for »•

1/2 >ear girl. 5 afternoons /week. 4:30 - 7;0I

approx . :WH-3Mfi6. after 7. - (8Jy7>

BFACII-^un-wwh-fun. (Voure finished by

one) Deliver sandwiches in established

areas lo Mia m 12 :30pm $45- $55 weekly,

(.uaranteed $2 M per hour. 834-9091 before

1 1 :IMI- 821-3034 after 6:00 p.m. (8Jy7).

FEMALE help care lor fi week old twins, do

light housekeeping Experience w/lnfanls.

Prrsonal reference* a must Hours to be

r arranged but must work through 7 00 p.m.

-: Near Melrose U Clenega.657-29»9.(8 Jy 7).

|»SV( II0L(M;Y student, no special skills, lo

be companion lo woman full time, days Mr

Wander H2I-3787 anytime (8Jy3».

VARIETY of full time and part-time

summer jobs. Services Lnlimlted. 47S-9521 (8

Jn :un

IH»l SEKEEPINC;. cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed,

sludenUiwned company. $2.20/hr. 828-1300.

N .Iv IH).

HFI.I' Wanted Mother's helper. Full or Par^j^

time live in preferred 474-3273. (8Jn30»

uca
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official ^^1..^^=-^.^^

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

JUNE 28

JUL^ 26

AUG 2

AUG 27

AUG 31

SEPT 6

SEPT 19
-'HI,

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO U.C. L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER 0C8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELV. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John And Susan

Cliarter
Fliglits

10956 Weybum Avenue

Westwood Village 90024

Tel ephone: 478-8286

SANTA Monica: Montana Ave. office. Appr.

700 w|. ft Part or all. Reasonable. 451-

KENSINGTON. Central London. En***?^-

Beautiful, top-floor, sunny, large studio,

kitchen-diningreom.^twtt douWe-bedroomB.

and bathroom. AvaUaWe July. August, and

September. 1400/month. Photo* »»«»»•«'

tkuiars. William Wilson. 17 Elvaston Ptare.

London S.W.7. < J"30).

PIANO Tuner has several renUli, all

rebuilt. $10. no minimum. iiMSU. ( Jn3a)

/rumoring . . . .
18

-^ - • T—^^^

1-BDRM furn. Palms area, sublease

July.Aug. Mary Ann. eves. 82S-0287. ( Jy
7).'

SINGtfes. bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. M/2
bath. pool. 3 blks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook

(Hilgard).GRS-S&84. (21QTR)
p- — .

LARGE Bachelorii. 190 up. Singles, $125.

across from Dykstra. SOI Gayley. GR 3-1788.

GR3-0.'>24. Mrs.Kay. ' (21QTR)

BACHELOR Apt. 975.00 All utilities paid
l«65 Selby Ave. Call evenlnts after 6.30. 474-

•Ml. -—^ — (21Jn30)

260.00. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. 1 bedroom 175.00 .

Spacious, builtins. Adults. 1817 Federal 39S-

0360. (21Jn3n).

155.00 1 bedroom, furnished/unfurnished.

Attractive. Convenient WLA location.

Adults. ISIT Federal. 395-0360. (21 Jn 30)

1175.00 Very Attractively Furn. Large Apt. 2-

bedrms • 5 closets - separate garage .

Equivalent to a house. Couple or 2 girls. 1953

1/2 So. Corning Ave. L.A. 655-3360 ap-

pointment. (21 Jn 30)

tlSS gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson . 8850 Cattarottgus . 836-3426

SPACIOUS bachelor & 2 bedroom. 2 bath

apartments. Near Barrlngton and bus. 645-

6630. Jn30).

501 GAYLEY
AcrosrFrom Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept IS

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3 0524

* •

*

* •

.V
a •

•.V

Assorted notes
A possible duel between UCLA-bound quarterbacks iri the North-

South High School Shrine Games, July 27, is no longer.

Jerry Manuel, a pre-college All America signal caller from
Cordqva High, signed a reputed $60,000 contract with the Detroit

Tigers. He was the fourth player selected in the recent semi-annual

draft.

His opposing number for the South squad would have been John

Sciarra of Bishop Amat, the Southern California CIF Player-of-the-

Year. Ironically, Sciarra was a second round pick of tiie Cleveland

Indians. He won't make a final decision on college or Cleveland

until after tbe Shrine game.

Finally, the third high school All-America quarterback in that

game, Jamie Quirk of St. Paul's was a third round choice of the

Kansas City Royals. Quirk, supposedly, is Notre Dame-bound.

All three are shortstops.

Washingtorr State's new basketball coach, George Raveling, is

out in hot pursuit of talent. Raveling, the former assistant at

Maryland and labelled by Terrapin coach Lefty Driesell as the best

recruiter in college basketball, has enlisted seven hotshots from

across the nation. Included on the Cougar roll is Calvin Murphy's

brother Sam Miller.

Miller, who Raveling feels could start next year, is from Nor-

walk, Conn. When Marv Harshman coaehedthd Cougars (before

Bob Greenwood single season last year) he would go after the less-

pursued athletes along the coast.

Not so with Raveling. Besides Miller, the other out-of-staters

include basketeers from Plainsview, N.Y.; Miami; Youngstown,

Ohio; Winston-Salem, North Carolina; and, of course, South Gate

^nd Pinole, California. -:"; ~ - ;

^ Raveling bemoans the fact that he has no center, yet. Time may
take care of that. Leon Douglas (6-9, 235, from Leighton, Alabama),

"who could start for us tomorrow" (in the middle of the summer?

)

has narrowed his choices to Alabama and WSU. .
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URA Clubs
TUESDAY, JUNE 27

The Kenpo Club will meet from
5.30 6:30 pm, Tuesday, in AAac B
146.

The Karate Club will meet from 5-

7 pm, Tuesday, in the Women's
Gym 200. :^r' ,''

The Organic Garden Ctub will

meet from 14 pm, Tuesday, in the
Horticultural Gardens.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet
from 5 7 pm. Wed., in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from
3:30 5 pm, Wed., Mac B 146.

The Kung Fu Club will meet from
1-3 pm, Wed., in the Women's
Gym 200.

The Team Handball Club will

meet from 7 9:30 pm. Wed., in the

Women's Gym 200.

THURSpAY, JUNE2?
The Air Rifle Pistol Club will meet
from 4-6 pm, Thur'S., on the Rifle

Range. ' ,

The Fishing/Hunting Club will

meet at noon, Thurs., in the AAen's

Gym 102.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet'

from 7 10 pm, Thurs., in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from $-6 pm, Thurs., in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club will meet 5:30-

6:30 pm, Thurs., in AAac B I46.

Intramurms
1. Tennis singles, July 3-7. Sign-up

in AAen's Gym 118. Bring new can
of balls when signing xip^'^— ^

2. Coed bol leyball signups now
until June 30. Play begins Mon
day, July 3 in Pauley Pavilion.

Tuesday, June 27, wn UCLA Summer Bruin 1

1

»,*

;*«v~

I'LL KICK YOU — A women's S^LF-DEFENSE class will be offered

during the summer session. Tt»e class will be taught by a black belt in

Karate and will combine techniques of Karate, Judo and Ju-futsu. All

women are invited to participate and learn the vital and basic

movements for selff^efense from walking, standing, sitting, and lying

positions. The class will meet every Thursday from 4-5:00 P.M. in MAC
Room 146.

STATISTICS and Math tutoring. Call 3«-

»4ft5 evenings and mornings. (18Jy7).

LARGE 1 bedroom. Pool, summer II50.N

up. No lease. Nine month fall leases. Sll

Gleorocki 4T3-92SS. (21QTR).

>^ tKp\s\o Share 'i-'i /House for Renf .... .25 yfFor Sale . )/ Room for Renf

.

31 /Autos for Sale . .

GRE. LSAT. other test preparatfcNi. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic

Guidance Sves. 82t So. Robertson. 657-4»t.
(I8QTR)

FRENCH/SPTINISH/ITALIAN: E%-

perienced Univ. Prof. P^alUve resulU any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

47J.24f2. (I8<|TR).

y Typing. 19

SAI.KS Automotivr products. Start now

part-time. havi" Rood job during summer. No

rxperirnce 7HI-H665. (»Jyl8).

(ilRI, part time recrptlonlst ladles flgurf

siilon II fi.'i/hr. Will train. .See Malsle 5470 W.

I'icoBlvd <8Jn30).

BK.VERI.Y Mills business executive desires

to learn the Danish languaR^ If you are from

Denmark and would lilie to tutor me in this

«iubjet-t one evening per week, my home
plea<(e telephone Mr. David Bowers 46ft-4S9S

(office*. 271 221."ii home)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH? /

Help yourself while helping qihcrs.

^ Earn up to t4Q. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone : 478-MSI between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

BOAC & Caledonian
|

707's.-

all first class

service.

LALONDON/LONDON-LA |

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

2 6/18 8/28 71 $262

3 «/21 8/16 56 S262

r
1 6/26 9/6 72 $262

i -6/^5 »/13 80 $275

10 6/29 8/29 61 $262

14 7/8 8/17 40 $262

15 7/11 8/10 30 ' $262

17 7/12 8/31 50 $262

18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

19 9/12 one-way $135

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

1

TYPING - IBM Selectrlc. Fast, accurate,

complete service for papers, theses, letters,

etc. Mike. 477-tt02- evenings. (HJyH)-

-DAWN - Papers. DissertaMon propoaato.

Letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.

Weeknights 6-10. Weekend Mornings, call

m-4Mi4. <i>Jy»>-

Part-Time Secretary, Shorthand. Typing
required. 4 hours/day. flexible. Call Renee
ftS.<>-!MM. (l»Jn27).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math A technical typing.

.Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 qtr).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electri^.

Expert typing, fast. Alice, 397-a30«. (19 QTR)

FURNISHED singles to share |70 Healed

Bool,;sun deck, parking. 833 Gayley 473-

g4l2 (21 QTR)

"T^ LARGE COMFORTABLE j-

^F STUDENT APARTMENTS lr

. FURNISHED BACHELORS &
ak I BEDROOMS

Same rent Summer & Fall

Showing NOW
ik Deposltwillhold^ AcroiTuCLA ^

ENJOY Summer in large clean *»"««*
"J

one-bedrm apts. Some •"^^o-'J^ .^
UCLA-VIIIage. Elevator. PaoL ^°^:
Garage. «25-«lLaiMM«»r<W-*<®^ <2lQTR)

*" "walk TO SCHOOL
spacious Modern Apartm cnts

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES^

Reservations for Fall also acc^ted

Renting Office JULandlairH
• ft •

Also with Pool

Glcnfair Terrace

$43 Landlair#1«
S40Glenrock*H «••

C.IRL: share luxury 2-bedr. furnished

apartment in Brentwood 'fl30/month) M.

Rudoff. 8:00 - 1:00. 781-lWO. after 1:00 47^

5M>.T8. (23Jyll).

IM GAYLEY: Girl share with 1 girl large

furnished I bedrm. 180.00/ mo. Manager;
177-4939. <23Jyll).

I

^^—^^^.^^-^—^^w^^™^*^^

FEMALE roommate to share great 2

bedroom. 2 bath with 2. Evenings 392-1026.

Carole. ' <23'Jy 11).

IMMEDIATK Lease. Professors house.

Man> bookshehes. Two bedrooms plus

stud> . Rose garden. Ciardener. South of

campus off Westwood Boulexard. S265. No
dogs. 475-2171 or H3(>-4 135. e\enings. *25Jn
27>.

BEAITIFIL. antique furnished guest

house, ttilities included. Five minutes

LCLA/Beach- Girls 1125 mo. 434-7605. (23 Jy

CAMERA.S Penlax spotmatic. Fl4 SMC.
lens and Canon FT6 F.14 Brand new. low

prices. 397-5571. (15Jn27>.

R(N)MS S I.>S. summer, i^iiet. friendh . near

canuius. ZJN. ililgard; 474-913C. \%k for

Barr*. <3IJ>7».

»;M\tU.\o tdmir sedan XmFm radio, clean.

tiiMid condition, light 4ira>.. !*«•'»» offer, call

r,|i«l7H. «33Jn30».

31.
-4-

TYPEWRITER. II . 115. Tvpewriter. 2f.
125. Monroe calculator. 830. Mahogan> card-

letter file. 130. Both new condition: Olivetti

D-24 printing calculator. Memory. 1185.

Olxmpia 35 electric tvpewriter. Extra-

characters attachment, 1150. 473^321. 3f4-.

2898. -^MiJnV,)

FIR\ room - priv^tr bath, private en-

trance - suitable I or 2 .. iMMlset. Dohenv

.

Ilio w«m» -•:»->7l«. 'JUnSOt

FEMALE, furnished room, refrigerator, hot

^plate. short walk campus, private entrance.

pri\ ate bath GR t-4Mil. 279-351 1 . 1 3lJn 30 •

:« \ \\ camper. Am/Fin rebuilt eng. clutch,

etc excellent condition Must sell, leading

countrv 11295.395-5127 .ZZM915) t33Jy 3».

GIRL to share two-bedroom Westwood
apartment. Pool /fireplace. 168.75/monlh.

Xne 23-up. 474-4255. (23Jy70).

BKAITIFLL 2 bdrm.
entrance, ocean view.
v->U.

2 bthrm. separate
near campus. 434-^

(23Jy7).

3 BEDROOM house. London. England,

furnished. moderate rent, suitable sab-

batical leave or long vacation. Phone 734-

4673 between h and 9 mornings or 10 and II

evenings <25Jn27).

FLRMSHED 2-bedrm house. Summer
students. SlH5.t>0 mo. no pets. W.L..\. on

Federal Ave. 451-4086. (23Jn30)

PENTAX spotmatic system with four lenses

andmanv extras. Like new. 1450. 828-

7311, <I5Jy7».

over M. neat.S*M) Man
Telephone. walking distance
housekeeping. Mftl Malcolm 174-3147

nonsmoker.'
no

62 ( \I)II.L\(" ambulance/hearse. White.

air conditioning front/back, new tran-

smission, battery. Excell cond 1500. 479-

7277.«l6<lIKK». (33Jy3).

\iil\RIlS IV speakers 12- 3-way.

Sacrifice. 1130.00 for the pair BSR jIOX

turntable, like new. I50.00r. 721-0207. v>5Jy
/Aufos for Sale . 33

:i TOVOT\ ( nron
must sell this month
H.ITJ

a: excellent cjMii'itlon;

1 Price: 11730. ca 9Mi-

I33J i27>.

SIMMER iob on S8-foot dlesel auxllary.

Experience: Marllnspike. varnishing,

(Tuising. Send resume to J. Truett. Con-

Htellatlon Marine. 18744 S.Reyes. Compton

CA 90221 (*Jn30).

WANTED - girl live in part time or live out

RahvsittlnK ' 7 mo old and 6 yr old ) Salary

to be dis< ussed Days, hours flexible. Near

transportation, references. Mrs. RIskln. 270-

Available only to bonaftde members o< the
University of Calilornia including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent childrtn)
living in the same household.

chartar tligntt

UC8 Kerchkhoff Hall iOS O
BetwKtn • a.m. A s p.m.

•as U]l

u

Seniors - (iraduatest
The FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

•rf HAS OPPORTUNITIES
available for ntarly #11 backgrounds and Experience

Jewels. Many locations. Write today for details. /
'

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

/

a THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis- j;-*

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the Internalionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. If is

required for all student

flights abroad.,

Til INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far Eost-at fantastic"

savings, enabling you
to travel OS far as pos-

sible for as little as

possible

you kno^v us
iv^© i^© • • • •

ENCUISH (irads: Dissertation specialbtt.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewHters. Kay-Nancy. 82S-7472. (It VfTR)

RITH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,
manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Ca*.l

H2H-11(U. (ItQTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. I<:diting. Weekdays. 9-

6: Barbie: 670-1982. Mae. 396-5182. (19 QTR)

IBM's new Selectrlc II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work ...

Please call 3M-8295. < 19 QTR )

.

YOU tan. We type. Handwritten drafts. M-
hr. answer dictation. Fast and Neat. EXAM-
llS.

'
(19Jy3).

yWonJeT • •••aaoa m
. WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not.

Wrecks too. Free tow-aways - 391-tMO. 835-

lM3. (29 QTR)

ART Buyer. On commission, sculpting,
emphasis metal work. Send back ground to

Box 886. Santa Monica, CA^fMM. Attn: G.P.

I

UNI
Box ^5 Arlinoton, va.2220*

109S6 WEYBURN AVENUE

W^ttwood Village 90QR4
nwl lo

TELE: 4771111

l( LA physician desires lease small rustic
house beg. July I with fireplace. Canyon
preferred. 1200 4300. Dr. t'pton, 825-OS7S
da>s. 476-.iiS4eves. (20Jy7).

SINtiER - songwriter wants drummer.
oVganist. lead guiUriat. bass guitarist for
working Band. Call Paul -396-6961. (20jy7).

VRWesWanfed

LARGE attractive one l^room »^"''^.
in Santa Monlca...lI*5 up... •>««'• f"

erranean garage, elevator, ocean ^ie*-

walk to beach, near S-n^J Monica Freew.^

2311 Fourth St. SM 392-5686. 2045 FourW »

SM 392-5556.

/Apts Unlurnlshed • • • •
22

1210 ^XTRA large
J "v,%;7t?8".i^!?

decorated, carpets, drapes
^'«^
J *

» qK
Serv porch. Garage. Adults, ^"""/jjjy „).

8:W-05.'>9 - 275-8735. >—

tiKo.oo - 3 BEDROOM •p;;^'";!j,/'v£
drapes, ^ove. Refrigerator.

>«^22Jn27).
Beach. 356 4th Ave. 396-2215.

.

I, x( IIKLOR apartment. »«?jPjj;;„'7rJ^'

Santa Monica. Large »jj^^.,ier SM
entrance. Santa Monica. EX4-H0« a^^^^^

p.m. —
SINGLE - Rustic garage. ^^J,%,'^Sr
kitchen and bath In front house

^^j^^,

«77lW.L.A^ — ^

•clous 3 bed 2 ^-^
s^epirVte dining., service Porch, .-"P-

(ilKL uanted to share nearb> apt. in ex-

( hange for assist Injg handicapped lady. 475'

'>(Hi:;. (23Jy;).

VfilR own room for t8o/mo. In 3-bedroom
apartment near campus. 478-1990. (23Jn27).

KILM grad <27) share lux furnished,
spacious one-bedm apt. w/one. (pool). 5

minutes campus. $70.00. 656-9056, 474-

ir.l. (23Jn27).

KK\T loo high? Share, save on housing
costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.
»7.>-W»3l. ( QTR).

M AI.K to share one-bedroom apartment
^ith one other. Next to campus. 473-4717,

172-61 1». 821-3183. (23Jy3).

FLRMSHED one bedroom house. 1135.00

month, no pets. W.L.A. on Federal Ave. 451-^

40H6. <25Jy3).

MXSDN Ipright piano w /stool, (iood ca»>

dition.1200. 476-7009. (|3Jn27).

/House for Sale . 26

OWNER SELLER BEALTIFLL 4-BED, 2-

BXTII HOME Lo\el> front, back gardens,

fireplace PRIME RANCHO PACK
LOCATION 10747 ASHBY AVE. eve. call

;W2-H34I. Open sat., sun. 11-6. 137.500. 2

MILES FROM CAMPtS. <26 Jy 7).

ATTENTION teacher. Lit /Ps>ch. majors:

Private llbrar><ollectors Items.^ .\iso

unusual chess sets. Cireta. 394-5779 1 15 Jy 7).

100 Watt Harman Kardon Am/Fm Stereo

Recei\er with tow I2" 3-way speakers. Need
mone\ . Sacrifice 1200.00 Like new 720-

.>635. <15 Jn3i>.

DESK and assorted chairs etc.. suitable far

office or den. \er> reasonable. Call 277-

2186. ' '^ J" ^''

'6« \ \^ Rug sedan. f>ood bod> . good running
condition. 32.000 miles Must sell as soon as

possible \n> offer from Itaa. 825-4243 office

hours. 433Jn27).

6:> Bl !( K Sk\lark con\ertible \ -8. CWM»d

condition. RAH. 83ft-48M. Keep try lag. (33 Jn
27).

«• MLSTANG. 6 cv^v aalo Dwr. Ur.. new
tires, gd cond t65a. 82i-4439/473-9535 <33Jn
27».

<;7 SINBE\M Xlpine roadster. 1390. Also

I'M* NSl Sport Prim. .».'.m.p.g. 1290. 474-

i;2x. <i3J>7>.
*

87 T<»VOT\ (orona l)elu\. excellent coite,

rtition f 7tN» H Mj-HT.'J. 33J> 7Y.

71 CHEVY Impala Beaut> Power steering

• brakes. Low mileage. Factor> air. Vinyl

top. 13.099. .333-9538. <33Jn27 ).

' ' ____^-__^—^—^—^^^—^^^^—
f.3 \ W Bug. neu tires^englne. sunroof, radio.

Must sell II3«» Vkkl.eses: 634-4613/trade.
(33Jn30)

'67 SINBE\M \lpine 9473
neau. LiMier 3a.aat mi Call
7842.

Ski rack ton-

evca. 479-

(SJyii).

SPACIOLS Spanish Stucco high-celling,

near Westwood. schools. Bring paint brush.

3-bedroom. full dining-room, breakfast-

room 1 3/4 bath. 146.300. W VNN, 477-7001.

PS^CH grad. share 2-bed. 2-bath beach
apartment - Santa Monica. tll2 (including
utilities) Herb 392-3874. 825-2531. (23Jn30>.

BRENTWOOD Glen: Charming con-

temporary - 3 bedrooms - 1-3/4 baths - lovely

brick terrace - beautiful private gardens -

corner lot - many extras - 167,300 GR2-
9208 (26Jn30).

« >

M.^LE to share one-bedroom apartment
with one other. Next to campus. 473-4717.
•72-6119,821-5185. <23Jy3).

SOLTH of Sunset • Spacious 3-bdrm. 2-bath.

fireplace, carpeting, garden - covered patio.

149.000.476-4894. (26Jn3«)

ROOMMATES needed In large single and
one bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.
Sundeck»;Caitage. 625 Undfair. 479-5404.

ROOMMATES* needed - 633 Gayley.
Pleasant stngles 9«5 Kitchen, sundecki.
pool. garage 473-4112 (23QTR)

NEXR Pico - Westwood Bivds. Sharp 3

bedrm, 1 3/4 baths. 144.950. Nelson. Realtor.

11316 Natianal. 178-1273. (26Jn30)

/House to Sf)are 27

MATTRESSES - Valle> State MarkHing
(irad. can sa\e >ou 40-30% on any brand

an\ siie mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pas rHail. Call me today. Richard

Pratt 349-81 18.886-04— . 'IS QTR) .

FRAMIS Electric guitar Three pkk up.

Case. Neser used. tl49.0«/offer. Rick
Bringham 39.3-3461 (15Jn3t)

/For Sublease 24

SIBLETTING Apt. July 1 - August 31. 1

bedroom. Partl> furnished. 19M 14th St.

S.M.I143/mo. No pets. Nanc>. Jlrol 39S-M27,

472-2472.134-8689. <24JyJ6).

'71 CHALLENGER R/T 383-4SPD. A«/Fm,
Lo miles. 63a-a828/e\es. (SJaZl).

Cycles, Scooters

^ For Sale . . . . 36

'71 TOVOT\ (orona. I9aa 4 daar
slick, excellent transportation, rear daaiage
• driseable II noo 633-43.13. an> time. <33 J>

HONI)\69SI.:i.30. Rebuilt engine, new paint

BMW R-27 12.«HMi actual miles Excellent

mnhanlcal condition. Priced for quick cash

oale. I.Mio.iMi. :w:i-3777. ( Jn27).

60 IMPALA. (;«»d caMlllloa. I2tt/be*t offer.

(Ul-9i42 or 277-9231. «33Jn27).

69 (HEW No\a. warranty. 26.000 miles,

radio, automatic, excellent condition. 6

cs Under Sacrifice. 276-4661. 837-3933. i33|n

VESP\ I.30CC. like new. no mileage, blue.

11.30 one all Melissa. 477 .3401. (36Jy7).

27».

ibie.

70 V\M\IIA l00 4»*rA. Street/dirt. Ix)w

mileage, exceptlonalls llhe condition. 1235.

evenings. 3«»9^:MH. (36J>7).

HOLSE: Large, 1 bedrm, furnished. 7/1 -

9/1. Large fenced yard. Pets OK. 392-1147

after 8 pm. (24Jn39).

7NEED ride t^ I'CLA from Sherman Oaks
W^Wtdbliff area. My class 7;00 - 9:30 p.m.
Monday -Thursday. Will pay. 788-8495. (14
Jn 27).

" 7 \Ja2 bathi.

UNFURNISHED spaclou» 3 pea.
^^^

separate dining.. •«!;:j'%.'^' 22Jy7>^

closets. Miracle Mile. 933^4^3«^_^

t)N Sand Marina Del R^ "TJ^Mmo
»*'

2 bedroom, fireplace, pallo. I3is
,22jn27)

9673.

* * * WtJiiW ft^^-^f •

•^^^^•^92T(i" «
It II-IIS9 Angles. •••f'/^,wood.

' •liup.l-3l«drm..4l9lngk^'^

'__ 9300 up 3 bedrm l »»2»^\"
Houfel300«p.-W;^:,5X—

^

,0-room. Guest House Near tCL/»
^

SHARE your apartment by 1 Ai«ust. Walk
locampus Gay male Box 31. Cardiff
^2007. (23Jn30).

FEMALE to share 1-bcdroom furalahed.
Santa Monica. Walk to beach. 992.M. 82S-

i308.392-6ti6,Janto. itUy^)

^Researcti Subjeds Needed

INFANTS 4 ta 7 1/2 ,MON'THS FOR
STUDIES IN THE EARLY DEVELOP-
MENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL INFANT
STUDIES PROJECT - 82S-«UI (EXCEPT
TUESDAYS ). (RSJY7).

STUTTERERS needed lor staff research
project. Contact Dr. Soderberg. Room 7906

J>ani Hall. 83»-M76. Payment. ttlftJn 27).

TREE-shaded cottage. Own room. Female.

190/month. Call Kathy. 474-7670 after

j^
(27Jn27).

BEACH hou#e. Venlce/S.M. Furnished.

Parking. Need one person. M/F Own
bedroom. 9 112.50/month. 396-0547. (27 Jn 39).

SHARE house, girl, with two. own room. SM.

flOO. 21 /older. .Alive person, non-smoker.

393-4270.821-3444. (27Jn3i).

NOW - 9/20 Beautifully furnished t-bdr. apt.

carpet, fireplace, roomy, quiet. Wilshire-

Fairfax area. 91 l5/mo.936-8»M. (24Jy3>.

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

•68PONT1AC Firebird. orange> com enil

all-power, air. warrant>. \mFm. prisate

parts, sarririce. 353-4411. <33Jn27).

67 A-HEALY MKIII 3iit RAH O.D. (^Md
mechanical conditioa. 9llM.it offer. Tom
Berg 933-4737 <33JV7>

M HONOX W: motor just oserhauled;

excellent condition.: call 982-0372. price

9115. .36Jn2Tl.,

SIZIKI .30 ••71) 3500 miles, like new. need

bucks. 91.30. riding Instruction Incl. John 474-

9i:i6,

S \CRIFICE IM6 Volkswagen faftbaek. New
engine, clutch and more. 9<ii.it. Call JO*-

«33Jy 7).

'70 VW Squareback 38.000 miles. 91300 and
VW Camper 9500. RebuiHmotar. 8^
7341. (J3Jy7».

\ ESPA - like new - 250 cc - really excellent

condition onls 1600 - owned by teacher.

(;rrt a. 394.3779. j36Jy 7>.

-67 Y VM \ll \ 2.30 cc.MP-sMept pipes, engine

recentis oserhauled:' John. 825-7601. 9200 or

l»est offer. (36 Jn27).

NICE 2 brm. house. Big yard (garden)

fioo/mo. W.L.A. Rick, 477-9333. > (rJnn).

SHARE house wHh two. own room. ».M.

1100. 2 1 /older. Alive peraan. non-amoker.

393-4270,821-3444. (27Jn30)

4PACIOUS 2 bedroom. SM. home (I6tk A
Montana) Large yard, pet ok. 394-39M late

evenings. (27J«JI>.

SUBJECTS needed for psyckolo«y
P»rlmenl. (;ood pay. Call
FraniliallB27l.

ex-

m twmt 4a
(R8Jyt9).

FUNKY 2-bdrm. house by beach/park. Own

ro«mi.utH.ine4. 9i». «•»»•>»»»"•
»J:^

7718.
^*'''^ *

SHARE 4-bed. topanga House . Grad canple

tM- single preferred. About 970 peraaa. 4I»-

XV ANTED: live in Engltoh speaking female.

Housework and child care. Private room

Call935-«W. <3»Jy"'

FEM \LE. Room-board-salary-riexlble

schedule of bab> sitting, light housework.

Easy bus UCLA. 82ft-9338 evenings. (n Jy

ID.
'

(.IRL for light housekeepi* and teby^M-

flag. Room, board and 925.fi a week (all

4n.t23g - Near bus. <J>J> "*•

FEMALE wltk car - flexible schedale of

sitting, lltht ka«»ework. Room •

Salary. Paclfk Palisades 434-191$.

•68 ROVER T.C
wkeeto.excettcnl
5271.

j^

air. mag
tl2Si. 474-

(33Jn)i>. }/ Political .

•63 LINCOLN Ca«ltaenUl fnlly equipped

'Windows, air. rtc.» New brakes, tuned.

excHlenI 955i. leaskig USA. «Si-9i54. 474-

•H',2 (33Jn27).

•sot I XI. ISM Questions and Answers' is

asailable for 23cfrom the League for Econ.

Democracy P.O. Box liSS. San Pedro. Ca.

90733. ( J«»>

IRRieves. (27J«30).

FEMALE - AM mother wHfc children,

housework exchange for room and kaard.

aaaetocamp«M.47S-2aM. (MJnSH

M

FREE tOAN CARS
PRSE TOWING

MOO Mil*
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVI^t
OUR PRICES ARE LOWtRL^__

At AUTO SERVICE
7fS7 VanN.,fSEIvd

across from O M Plant
Call i»4-7i7S t" Hours

BT2UIM
CLASS IT^IED
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Tickets:
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Peter Lange
DB Photo by Terry Colvin

Guitarist for July 5
Guitarist Peter Lange will present a free concert at noon, Wednesday

July 5, in the Kerkhoff Hall Patio. Lange's appearance is the second such

concert sponsored by the Student Committee for the Arts.

Lange will perform instrumental selections from his soon to be

published album Peter Lange, as well as other original ^nd traditional

'

material. In describing his style, the 24-year old musician said "It is a

combination of traditional elements, like hill oi* co|untry music, or blues,

and elements from other very different types of guitar music. Recently it

has gotten closed t<>^;classical stuff, in the sense that it flows more, con-

tains dissonance, and is more intricate."

-Early interest

Lange grew up in Minneapolis. He first got interested in playing the

guitar when he was 10 or 11. "I started with a ukelele my folks gave me. I

had wanted a guitar tQ begin with. After about a year of playing songs like

'F'ineapple Princess! tjrtey bought me a guitar. They were pretty heavy
into Arthur Godfrey then." «

.

^

Affable and low-keyed, Lange went on to discuss his development.
* There- were some very fine coffeehouses in Minneapolis where local

people played. Some of the people were quite good, like Spider John
Kerner and Dave Ray. They were a really big influence on me."

Blew area
He first visited Los Angeles in 1%7, then came to live permanently in

1969 "4 was selling vacuum cleaners in Minneapolis. It didn't seem like

the best thing for my career. I had been to the University of Minnesota
twice and I kept venturing away from Minneapolis to play a little in

different cities When I came here I wasn't performing. Then a friend got
me to play behind him at a concert at California State, Fullerton. I really
blew it that time, but after that I felt all right and did much better."

After remarking that he felt he had since become much more ac-
complished, he said **Los Angeles is a tough city. Of course there is the
advantage of the recording industry here. But there aren't too many
clubs that pay to play in, and of course there are a great many fine ar-
tists." The impending publication of Lange's album should be a real aid
in this respect. "For a musician it's a little like a professor — 'publish or
perish'. If you have an album, it's like a calling card into clubs.

(Continued on Page 9)

—"2474 Miles OH Broadway,

Theater Arts Summer Season:

Two Farces by French playwright

Feydeau (July 6-9); The Serpent

by JeanClaude van Itallie (July

13 16 and 19-23); Celebration (July

20 23 and 26-30) ; and The Rimers

of Eldridge by Langford Wilson

(July 27 30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and
Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.
Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westv^^od
Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and AAacgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825 2581.

Saturday, July 1

—"Festival Concert/' directed

by Roger Wagner, with Paul

Salamunovich, assistant director,

and Robert Shaw and Howard
Swan,--r_guest . :^conductors.

Culmination of a week- long choral

workshop, with the participants,

members of the Los Angeles

Master Chorale, and outstanding

soloists, supported by the

Professional Sinfonia Orchestra.

Program Tncfudes works by
Haydn, Brach, Brahms and
Durufle, 8:30 pm Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $4.75, $4,

$3.25, $2.50, and $1.75 (students).

Tuesday, June 27

—''Death/ *^ Dying and
Lifestyles," 3-4 pm , Ackerman
JJnion 3517.'

—"Hatha Yoga," 5 7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hail, Upstairs Lounge.
'—"Bhakti Yoga; The Yoga of

Transcendental Love," 3-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.
^"Gurdjieff and Ouspensky

Study Group," 8-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 24T2.' Today
only.
^^^"Beginning Ptiotography/'

7:30 9:30 pm. Architecture 1224.

—"Self Hypnosis," 7:30 10 pm.
Architecture 1102. -^_ - •.—

.

—"Design and Dfawing,"^ 7:30
prh, call 57041 or come to Ker-
ckhoff Hall 161 for info on
enrollment.—"lu)ve — The Greatest Power
in the Universe," 8 pm. Social

Welfare 167.

'
—"Jainism and Ahimsa," 3-5

pm. Architecture 1243 B.

E.C.:

Wednesday, June 28
—"Extra Sensory Rtrcefition/'

7 8:30 pm, Buche Hall 2221E.
—"The System of Sufi/' 7:»-10

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

APARTMENTS
We represent owners of over
80,000 units between our
two offices.

We con find a place for ybu to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.
The fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

' WttSHIWf BOUt^VKI
LQS ANGELE8 CALIF 90021
TfLCPMDNE (Jill 4r7-1?2i

.for VolUy Informotion

call 986-6406

SUNSHINE IVIUSIC
A 3-Concert Series of Acoustic Guitar Music

IREE-WEDNESDAYS. t2 NOON^^
KERCKHOFF HALL PATIO

(outside, between Moore SiKerckhoH Holls)

from JOHN FAHEY's Tacoma Records-
June 28 -ROBBIE BASHO, on the 6 & 12-steel stringed guitars
playing original compositions based on Hindu, Middle Eastern
Western Classical, and American folk musics

July Sl-PETER LANG, on the 6-steel stringed guitar, playing
orlglnar compositions based on traditional American-prjmitive
influences

^
-

July 12-FRED GERLACH,on a T2:$tring guitar buUlby His ovCn
hands, playing original compositions which cdn't be tied down
to any bag!

Pr«$«nf«d by rh^UCLA Stud.nt CommiM.. for Ihf Arit

—"Newer Ways With

Children/' 7:30 pm, Royce Hall

152.

,
—"Cooperatives/' 7:30 pm/

ypst^irs meeting room at Co-Op
Market, 2021 Barrington Ave.

^3S lllllllMKg

Thursday, June 29
-"Bhakti Yoga/' 3-5 pm, Kerl(-

chott Hall Upstairs Lounge
-"Hatha Yoga/' 5 7 pm,

Kerckhott Hall Upstairs Lounge.
(Continued oh Pace 9)
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By Eugene Sheffer
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5. Craze
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month
13. Money of
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14. Wild ox
15. Musical

recitals

17. Halt
18. Entertain
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2L American

poet
24. Deface
25. Stare
28. Large

volume
St. By way of
33. Eggs
34. Serious—

'

35. Perform
38. Lair
37. Asian

country
38. Escape

,

39. Menag-
erie

4L f-r^-

43. Soup-
flavoring
plants

48. Mountain
range

59. Ear part
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54. Winglike

55. Pronoun
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Gaelic

57. Bold
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path
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29. Natural
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Chancellor releases Goals report

Undergraduate teaching hit

May 11, 1972
•r-

ByDaveMcNary
DB Staff Writer

The University is not doing the job it should be in

undergraduate education, according to the report of

the UCLA Goals Committee, released Wednesday by
Chancellor Charles E. Young.
The 19-memt)er committee, consisting of faculty,

students, administrators and alumhi, charged ttiat

there are "serious deficiencies in the way the

University carries out its responsibihties, especially

to undergraduates."

The committee, which was foilmed in October,

l%9, to evaluate the purposes of the University over
the next decade, completed its report last year.

U-.--.:^-—~^^^r=^--r...---• Reputation —-^——^r~-.r^

,j The report stated UCLA's •*well-deserved
worldwide reputation as a fine university," is based
primarily on its graduate program and the research

^ excellence of the faculty.

However, the report says undergraduate education

here is not of the quality that is claimed. "Either the

University must restate its public posture, or

changes must be made to give undergraduates their

' fair ^hare of the University effort," the report said.

The committee criticized departments for

assigning "the most expendable faculty memt)ers"
to lower division courses acid condemned emphasis
placed on research.in recent years at the expense of

teaching. "Professors' reputations are created more
ofTcampus than on it. Rewards follow reputations,

thus the incentive structure of the University en-

courages the trend toward identification with a

discipline," the committee wrote.

Faculty members "can no longer in good con-

science be allowed to submerge his loyalty and
obligation to the University and his students."

The committee has suggested that the faculty

incentive system be revised so that only faculty

members "who demonstrate real care for students

and for teaching" are promoted.
,

Little exposure
The report also said, "The University justifies its

budget by maintaining that students, both un-

dergraduate and graduate, benefit strongly from
their association with talented research faculty. The
undergraduates, however, enjoy little or no exposure

of this kind." Moreover, it continues, the'specialized

concerns of departments, while providing excellent

education and training for graduates, are not helpful

to undergraduates who are undecided or have
general interests. -—^^=51-

Protest damages set;

tpg feie fund ing asked
damages incurred during student protest May 9-16 against the Vietnam

War have l)een placed at $11,517.75, according to figures released from
the office of James W. Hobson, vice-chancellor for administration here.

The majority of the costs — $6,274.59 — comes from overtime pay for

the University Police Department, most of which was incurred during the

student occupation of Murphy Hall all night May 10 and while the

University and Los Angeles police swept the campus, arresting 54 per-

sons.

The balance in divided up into a charge by the Physical Plant for clean-

up and repiars of $3,134 ^$l,658 of which Murphy Hall suffered from
broken windows and furniture damage); grounds clean-up of $678; and

property losses of $1,431.16, resulting from the theft of four typewriters

and one adding machine from Murphy Hall.

On June 16, Hobson charged Norman P. Miller, vice chancellor of

student and campus affairs, with the damages, to come out of the

registration and fee acount, which Miller adminsters.

(Student registration fees of $108^ per quarter are used fund over 40

University activities and services; yearly revenues total close to

$8,000,000.)

However, in a meeting Tuesday, members of the registration fee

subcommittee (an advisory committee to the University PoHcies Com-
mission) unanimously turned down Hobson's request to fund the damges
out of registration fees. (Continued on Page 4)

Students here cite reasons for

spending the summer in school

One of the reports broadest criticisms was leveled

at the departmental structure because of its failure

to meet the needs of students with general interests.

"Students who are not specializing in ttie discipline

(of a department) are neglected," it said.

The committee suggested that a new college,

called the "University College," be organized with

its own dean and faculty to offer general courses for

students with undecided or individual majors.

According to the report, the new college would

strengthen existing departments by freeing them of

the responsibility for "service" courses, lower

division introductory courses offered mainly to meet
the breadth requirements of other departments.

At the sametune, it said, the "University College*^

would be "primary basis for renewal of un-

dergraduate education" here.

Young's release of the report Wednesday was a

surprise, since he had said Monday tliat he would

withold release of it until the start of fall quarter.

(Continued on Page 3)

New law toughens standards

for student financial aidhere
By'Mison Cross

DB Staff Writer «

Middle-class students who need

financial aid face a possible

crunch now that the federal

Higher Education Act has been

signed into law.

"It would appear that the bill

could prevent a student from a

• -»-

By Lee Solow

DB Staff Writer
Summer school -- as a youngster, hearing your

parents even mention it would drive you into weeks
of sleepless nights. Still, more than 5,000 students are
hpre, taking classes like physics and abnormal
psychology instead of working or heading for the

beach.

What is it about UCLA that draws these people
l^ere in the summer? Does the campus have some
irresistible magnetism, or are the students just

crazy?

"California is a l)eautiful place and I couldn't think
of anything easier to do here than go to school," said

^ne student fron) Pennsylvania. Many out of state

students are here and feel UCLA is the best way to

impend a summer in California. "I'm from Ohio and I

thought a big campus like this would be the best

place to meet people," said one student. "And the

weather is just beautiful."
—— -"

—

But some students are not here of their own free
will.

My parents are making me go, I hate it," said a
student. Another said, "It's the only way I 4an get

financial support from my parents and I certainly

don't want to work."

Many are here to make up requirements or in-

completes. "I took off spring quarter," said one

student. "Now I have to pay for it." Other students

want to graduate on time. "I need to take 24 units in

the fall to graduate, I'd rather take eight now," said

one senior.

Then there are the ambitious students who want to

get ahead, graduate early, or take special classes in

the fall. "I'm here so I can graduate in 3 years," sad

one student. Another student said she thought

"graduate schools are more willing to accept you if

yon go to summer school."

"I'm working and didn't want to waste the sum-

mer, I wanted to get something out of it," answered

one student. There are students here who actually

want to learn something, setting aside credits and

summer activities. "I'm here to Uke some courses in

my field, " said one junior high school teacher. "I

think it will really help me in the fall," he said. "I'm

here for my own knowledge," said a math major.

( Continued on Page 4

)

$15,000-$20,000 background from
receiving any aid anywhere," Don
Brusha, financial aids director

here, said. "This new bill seems to

be telling us we have to verify how
much parents should l>e able to

contribute before a student can

get a Federally Insured Student

Loan (FISL)."

FISL was initially designed to

aid students whose parental in-

come was too high to qualify them
for other funds. However, the new
federal guidelines are much more
stringent than those in effect until

July 1.

. Interest
^

Until the new act was passed,

family income was only used to

determine the loan interest

schedule. If parental income was
high, interest accrued while the

yvith federal agencies is that

they're very inexact," Brusha

said. "We won't l)e getting the

exact rules on FISL eUgibility for

two months, but the supplements

to the application will arrive in a

couple of days." The supplements

will cover parental income.

Brusha added ttiat "they've got

us over a barrel. But what we're

going to do is fill in the supplement

to the best of our knowledge when
we get it. The information may be

wrong, but 'it'll be in."

Default «

He suggested that the loan

requirements may have l)een

tightened up because of the

number of students who default on

the federally insured bank loans.

Undergraduate financial

support commissioner Jeanette C.

student was in school. Otherwise, " Sylvester said, "Another reason

migl^t be we have no way of

determining what students are

doing with the money. They could

be going to Europe or putting it in

a savings account and earning

interest on it."

the interest rate did not go into

effect vintil graduation.

Under the new guidelines family

income will he used to decide if the

student actually needs a loan

since family contribution is now
expected.

Application

The loan application form n^ust

now be supplemented by the

Washington Health, Education
and Welfare Office before any
more apphcations can be con-

sidered. Consequently, loan

processing for Fall quarter will l>e^

held up. It may now take 9-14

weeks for a student to get FISL
money.
. "One thing you learn dealing

July 4th schedule

Tuesday Is the Fourth of July,

an administrative holiday. No
classes are scheduled. The
Summer Bruin will publish

Monday, July—»,-Taiher ihaA^

Tuesday, with a regular issue

next Friday.

^^M>l" WllHWIk'l'
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crime and Punishmenl

University police report the

following recent crimes and

'Tmale wa. arrested Fnday

afternoon about 4:30 pm for being

under the influence of narcotics.

The reporting officer observed tne

subject on Gayley Ave., between

Kinross and Weyburn, walking

"in an erratic manner,

staggering from side to side on the

sidewalk. The officer approached

the subject, identified himself,

and observed that the subject s

eyes were dialated, his face was

flushed and his speech was

"slurred and incoherent."

He was booked and admitted to

the UCLA hospital.
,

A Hawthorne woman placed ner

husband under private arrest for

battery following an incident ^
the UCLA Medical Center on June

22

According to the woman's ac-

count, she and a male friend had

taken her son to the Medical

Center for treatment. They were
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FOREIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF

BAGGAGE '
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HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK

Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
Insurance Docunnentation
Estimates given without obligation
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A REGISTERED AGENQ

in a waiting room when the

husband appeared, and demanded

that the woman go with hun. ^ne

refused and a sUff physician

asked the husband tp leave.
^

He

refused and the physician called

the building security guards.

The husband again demanded

that the woman go with him, and

she refused. He thail allegedly

grabbed her by the throat, pushed

her into a chair, grabbed her by

the throat again, ripped off her

necklace, and told the friend to

leave.'

The security guards arrived and

called the Univeristy police. They

arrived and took the suspect and

the woman to the police depart-

ment here, and the private arrest

was made.
The woman then informed

police that her husband might

possess firearms, so police asked

for and were given permission to

search his car. Police found and

took away a rifle, a pistol and 4

boxes of ammunition, and the

reporting officer subsequently

filed a complaint against the

suspect with the district at-

torney's office for possession 6f

firearms on a college campus, a

violation of the penal code.

• • if

Police responded last Friday ta

a report of a shooting incident in

the outpatient lobby of the

Medical Center. No injuries were

reported.

Witnesses stated that the

subject, a female, drew a weapon

from her purse and fired it in a

"sporadic manner" around the

lobby. The reporting officer found

the suspect sitting on a couch with

a revolver next to her. He ap-

proached cautiously, recovered

the weapon, which he noted was

"still warm;' and arrested the

—suspect. She was later booked on a

charge of possession of firearms

on a Univeristy campus. The
officer reportedly discovered six

expended cartridges in the area

• * •
The glass in the right hand door

to Ackerman Union was reported

smashed on the night of June 22.

Pdlice said there was no evidence

of the means used and said the

probable motive was a prank

• # •
Police reported arresting five

students between June 21-26 on

warrants for various violations of

the California Penal Code: par-

ticipation in a riot; encouraging a

riot, unlawful assembly, ob-

structing traffic, failure to

disperse, remaining on campus
following withdrawal of per-

mission to remain, disturbing the

peace and disturbing the peace on

a college campus. Each student

had different charges against

him.

Los Angeles police ^aid the

charges arose from demon-
strations here May 9-11. Of the

five, one was arrested on campus,

one at home and three surren-

dered themselves at the

University Police department

following notification that

warrants had been issued. They

were all booked in West Los

Angeles and bail for one was set at

$1,500 and at $500 for the others.

All have been released.

, • • •
A 1972 MGB was reported stolen

from Lot 2 last week.

* * •
, Finally, petty theft during the

•past week netted $1,455 in 16

separate incidents. Included were

an IBM typewriter, a $200

Honeywell camera, a hand-carved

table, two purses, a passport, and

a Lot 1 parking permit. In ad-

dition, four bicycles, all locked,

were reported stolen.

I

I

I

WESTWOOO DRUG
951 Westwood Blvd. ^,

(477-2027 272-3994)
'
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WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

^ CAL JET CHARTERS

coupon* good

only on

incoming

ordon

^^

WHERE YOU HAVE ALL THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

. PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY
• COIN OP DRY CLEANING • COIN-OP LAUNDRY
• BEAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE
. FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE REPAID

. COFFEE SHO? • XBIOX COfV SERVICE • FAOOTUM

this offer

good for

lini>it«d

timo only

Phona

4775566

«••••••

:i:i!^i KLEENCO DRY CLEANING ^^i llti^i^S KLEENCO DRY CLEANINGifiia
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

-^-PROFESSIONAL DRY—

• • •-•

• • •-•

• • •*

.".'.".

•!•!•!•

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SEftVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE ,except

M^ifM M3.72 SAT)

Tllit Coupon mwtf occonnpony in-comrng ordor

• .

.

• • • •
• • •

• • •

-:-h

• • •

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

This Coupon Good for

20% -^\^ '^ REGULAR PRICf

oircmy Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

mpirm 7-13-72

TlMt coupon mutt occompony in-coming ordor

Phone
477-5566

SUMMER EUROPE FLI6H1S
Don't be misled by lower prices. Investigate first! Fly

^»»^2n^nurVDDlkaCn'
group. Know your facts on your cl»arter carrier before you sign your apphcaiion

Don't take a ctiance witt» an unkown charter airline.

FLIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE
(oneway or round trip)

JULY, AUG., AND SEPT.

— Round Trip Europe Flights --^

Onkland or LA to Uindon as low as $259 (round trip

bakluna or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $289 (rouna ir P

[Oakland ox LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round m
> One Way Flights < —

—

Oakland o^ LA _, ._ ,^^ ^„»\|

to London & Brussels as low as $149 (one way;|

London & Brussels '

^:>w / . ^^vW
.lo Oakland or LA , ^ ^ is low at $149 (one waW

-Spodol Aug. >4cmaii Flight

'

LH«ei6 Round Trip LA -Honolulu Aua. 16-30 S149 Hooolulu-LA Pan Am

(Also deoorture from Son Francisco $1 59)

^ Now Availa^»ie

• ••.•-•-•_•-•-'

)••«••. h>«**&*A«*fe A ft A • W « m m W W 9 m « V W 9 9 9 9 9 W m w W
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^^ KLEENCO COIN-OP LAUNDRYm
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

T'.tis coupon entitles beorer to

u'-yy.-i-'*'.•••.•••.•

:i&:

1 WASH LOAD

fR EE
(FUU n La WASHER)

MpirM 7.1^72

I
i
f

^^KIEFNCO COIN-OP DRY GLEAN li
This coupon entitles bearer to

ONE 8 LB. LpAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Cleaning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

•.v.
• • • «

ignOl GAYLEY AVE. giiiiigmS;

I
•:•-•:

For

Only $1.50
?«?

478-9060

W^r^^y^yiryy

mplrm

iiiiiiiiiiit »

'.•.•.•.« • ' 1101 GAYIEY AVE.^^m

• CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE •
(Flights to Europe, NY, Hawaii, and Mawlco)

if FALL 1972, WINTER & SPRING 1973

CHARTER FLIGHT SCHEDULE ir

WRITE OR CALL
FOR SCHEDULE & APPUCATION

All fare* include US Federal T»% and D|epartur« Tax wh«r« "PP""***' '"J-re
. dministrative lee ol $4 00 per person. These larat are based on a P'^''*** 'r.c
o« the total cost and are subject to an increase or decrease f^pending «" *"*

"^^
twal number of participants on eactt individual flight. Thes^ Charter ^"9W\ZLl
av.iiMbIc only to students, employees, staff, faculty, and extension students o» n*

•;niv. rsity ol California and memlMr»ol ttieir *m mediate famIHe*. TH«»'e are r*

Ml ^ERSHIP FEES. _ ' nd
All iiiqhts via certified airlines flying let equipment .Tomplim'tHliPff m«t» •"
beverages served m flight.

for Application A further Information writer

CAL JET CHARTERS
2150 Green Street

'ranmec, ui iifftrm* y4 iH— :
^

orca

Vietnamese student to fight

Berkeley deportation order

Friday, June ». 1972
\^

11^ UCLA Sunnnr^er Bruin 3

-^ »

ByLeeSolow
DB Staff Writer

Nguyen Tang Huyen, a South

Vietnamese exchange student at

UC Berkeley, received a one-way

ticket to Saigon by special

delivery mail Wednesday from

the Agency for International

Development (AID).

Huyen is currently fighting for

political asylum in the U.S. He is

one of four South Vietnamese

students who received letters

from Washington D.C. June 6:

"The purpose of this letter is to

inform you that the Government

of the Republic of South Vietnam

has requested that the Govern-

ment of the United States ter-

minate your training program

under the sponsorship of the

Agency for International

Development. In compliance with

this request, your program has

been terminated effective June

1st, 1972."

Huyen, a psychology student,

has hired a lawyer and has

already been given $1,000 in legal

aid by the Associated Students

and sees his cdse as having

"obvious international im-

plications."

"A return to Saigon," Huyen

said, "would mean that I would go

to jail or even possibly be

executed."

"The government of Vietnam

was advised that these students

had / demonstrated," AID
spokesman Sam Belk explained.

"Under the circumstances we had
no alternative but to comply with
the Vietnamese government's
request to * terminate their
training. We have no control over
them in a situation like this."

Huyen began his AID program
back in 1968^t San Jose State, But
it was not until his transfer to

Berkeley when he became active
in the antiwar movement. Huyen
said he felt he had "definitely

been singled out" as ther^ are
close to 1,000 South Vietnamese
students in the U.S. under similar

programs.
He has spoken at "countless

rallies" since the Cambodian
invasion and has been working
with protest groups. In February
of this year, he was among a
group of Vietnamese students who
sat in at the South Vietnamese
Consulate in New York to protest

American bolstering of the Thieu
regime.

Huyen recently spoke with other

Vietnamese students at a huge
April 22nd rally in San Francisco

supporting the seven-point peace
proposal of the Provisional
'Revolutionary Government.
Huyen said he felt Senator
McGovem would be the best man
to help carry out this plan and end
the war.

"I support the seven-point

program of the PRG," Huyen
said, "I do hot support the

revolutionary government itself, I

support a coalition government

«aiiAaima¥err^
frelli, biig$^ hair goodies, BondaU ± , \M ^^

fievD Inacce9$ihle LoeationiU
( In Yli« sNey beliifi^ iMiiit West t Ciifiwy )

Wettwee^ Villos*

I (Pa id Advertisemer\|)

•'-•.•
1 ,_

9.--- -•
.

University Catholic Center

AAASS: SUNDAY AT 9 & 1 1 am
7:30 pm

12:05 Class Days

Th« Center is op«n daily from 9 to 2 and
" 7:30 to 10 pm

840HILGARD 474-5015

June 30
July 1

tlUQ shoiu 8:00 pm

3.00 l^g^
3.50 <^«oor

DOME mnnficfliflUMfK

^S^

coming July 8 . . .

WAR
Edwin Sfdrr

TOWW OF POWER

such as the seven points suggest,
but mostly I support an end to the
repression of the Thieu dic-
tatorship." -

Huyen is currently trying to

gather support in his plight for

asylum. "Already more than one-
third of the United SUtes Senators
are behind me," he said. He also
mentioned that Ramsey Clark,
former Attorney General, had
spoken to him and said, "you will

eventually get political asylum,
but it will be a long, drawn-out
battle."

Report. ..
(Continued from Page D'

"People are misunderstanding
what we're trying to do with the

report," he said, in apparent
response to charges that he had
been witholding release of the

report since February because it

was embarrassing to the

University.

"It's embarrassing to the

writers of the report," he said,

and added that tiie Ad-
ministration's reponse to the

report would still come around the

beginning of fall quarter.

BENIN OF AFRICA
-1: IMPORTS :l:

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

it FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES ir
Ji

BUBA
BATAKIRI
BEADS

GALABEYAH
DANSHIKI
RINGS

657-8256
1025 Palm Ave.. W. Hollywood

:

e

f

HELP WANTED
Female Beer + VAne Bartenders

*
'

Over 21, no experience necessary

Must apply in person V /

THE RED VEST
Z -PIZZA PARLOR

1 1 980 Santa Monita PIvd. West Los Angeles I
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are what yoti eat

r~

So Eof The Finest

Dine Out Even/ Nigh

At Lo Moncho .

Put a little life in your spice with La Mahcha's nev^ 20 meals for $35.00

good for the whole summer. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three if you like, any day of the week. i ^
•

Let a friend use your meal carpi, bring him with you and both use it,

--j^ut better yet, keep it all for yourself. ^

# It works out to about $1.75 a meal, not bad for all you con eat, and La

Moncho ht3ft th« biggest choice of the finest food around.

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 504 extra at the door.

You can pick them up from the La Moncho business office, Room 206.

-«5

MRNeHA
A COMMUNITY OF STUDENTS

475-5831

<T

.< i

,
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Summer Programs at the

Learning Skills Genler

J'

I,

in

READING

STUDYING

WRITING

AAATH-SCIENCE

Develop your leorning skills in group or individual programs

, for all majors.

For information and sign-up come to Social Welfare 271

- (8am-5pm*) or call (82)5-7744. r.
,

One of your Student Services.

Free to all student'^ attending U.C.LA. in regular sessions.

Term over

on UC Board of Regents

'
(

-. t^'

SUNSHINE MUSIC
-A3-Concer^ Series of Acoustic Cuitor Music ^

FREE-WEDNESDAYS, 12 NOON
KERCKHOFF HALL PATIO

.,,•.- . (outside, between Moore & Kerckhoff Halls) .. ;

from JOHN FAHEY's Takoma Records -

July 5 -PETER LANG, on the 6-steel stringed guitar,

playing original compositions based on traditional

American-primitive influences

July 12 -FRED GERLACH, on a 12-string guitar built by

his own hands/playing original compositions which

^ati>e tied downJpjanyJaqQi

. By Si^ie Hatago

DB Staff Writer -;

At midnight tonight Christian E
.

Mark^^'
f.^^^^^

officially cease to be a University of Cahfomia

'^Sey as president of the Alumni Association of

the University of California, has served three years

In the Boar/of Regents, with only this year as a

't"'an''?nCiew, Markey, a partner in the U)s

"^Angeles law firm of Munger, Tolles, Hills and

Rickershauser, discussed Governor Reagan s recent

vetoes in the UC budget for 1972-73 .,.^
The governor's veto of a State Legislature-

proposed $26 million augmentation to the UC budget

ian inducement to the Regents to eliminate the

educational fee of $100 per quarter) was predic-

table," according to Markey

"It's a shame we Cthe Regents) couldn t get the $26

million. That figure is half the total we spend an-

'^rtually on student financial ^ds," Markey said. He

has been a continual advocate of state financing of

student financial aids.
, ,« c

Markey also criticized Reagan's veto of $12.5

million from the proposed $33.2 million in faculty and

staff salary increases. \ u^
"It (the veto) is extremely sad. We re going to De

in big trouble unless we start paying our faculty

better," he said. "I don't think they're overpaid, and

• the statistics bear that out."

The 42-year old Markey said "there is some

diabolical scheme" currently going on which has

made the UC lose some of its "prestige and at-

tractiveness" in favor of the state college and

university system.

"This will continue if we don't keep pushing for

professional schools at our campuses. People lose

sight of the fact that the maturity of campuses

demands professional schools."

Markey said he was surprised about some of the

vetoing done by the governor and the Legislature.

"Our relations with the Legislature, executive

branch and the tax-paying public have improved

substantially. -

"There was a surplus anticipated in the state. The

Regents were justified in thinking they would get a

better break in the budget than they got. This is

unfortunate for everyone," Markey said.

;

According to Markey, his duties as UC alumni

association president include occupying the seat on

the Board of Regents and acting as the presiding

officer of the association with over 380,000 alumni

from all nine campuses.

He considers the alumni an untapped financial

source and points out that UC undergraduates
are

not made aware they will be alumni someday
»»A« CtanfnrH stllripnt<$ Arf» inoiAnaitiA ...:At Stanford, students are inculcated with a
linrt 'Thic i« vmir sohnnl ^vf»'rp going tO Ca

ft.' Sadly e

going to maintain a

feeling This is your school, we're going to call on you

in the future after you have left.' Sadly enough
it

appears that if the University is going to maintain a

level of excellence, new money sources will have to

be found, i.e., probably the alumni," Markey said

His seat on the Board will be filled by Bert Smith

president of the alumni association at UC Davis.

Smith will in turn be succeeded by Judge William

Keene, alumni president hej^

"We had alot of laughs together/' Markey smiled

He called Smith "really a character" and Keene

"very University-minded."

DB Photo by Dennis Fried

Christian E. Marlcey, Jr.

Markey considers the three years he spent as a

Regent "too short." "By the time you know the

people, personalities and box scores, you're out."

A graduate of UC Berkeley in 1951, Markey says he

intends to help recruit student athletes for his alma

mater. He was a quarterback for the Cal Bears

during his undergraduate days,
i

"Litigation' ' is Markey's speciaiity as a lawyer. He

said he "put over cases and Avoided prolonged

litigation" while he was a voting Regent.

"Now I can get back into the swing of things,

'

Markey said.

-r

May protest damages

'-i-r^"' more than IU)00
' eligible employees of

Universirv of Calitbrnia

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.)

loin Them!
«

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you. collect.

: ^ California Casualty — ^
"

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach
981-4000 625-7272 426-2186

(Continued from Page 1)

Bill Prahl, subcommittee
member and law student, said

using the registration fees would

be "guilt by association." "It

would impose on students who did

not participate in the demon-
strations."

Prahl also pointed out that a

great number of non-stud^ts had

participated in the demon-
strations. "There is no respon-

OVER20YRS' EXPERIENCE

PERMANENT ^
HAIR REMOVAL

WITH AIR-
DESENSITIZER

MEN & WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
Mrmh Flpr.1 Assoc.

Mon Sat Eves by Appt. «v

474-7171

SARAL.WANNERE
ALINK WANNR RN & RE
124}Glendon W.L.A.
(Westwood Medical

Prof Bidg )

sibility clearly assigned to the

registration fee for the activities

of non-students and a limited

number of students."

Registration fees have not been

used to pay for damages in the

past when police have been called

on campus because of distur-

bances. Eugene Wilhelm,

executive secretary to UPC,
reported that UPC had decided

earlier this year not to recharge

groups for damages incurred

during a campus disturbance.

The reason was based largely on

the fact that, in a disturbance

requiring police action, it would
be impossible to identify the

groups responsible.

Other members of the sub^

committee said that having the

damages paid for by reg fees

would set a bad precedent for its

use. One suggested that^ii Hob-
son's recharge was legitimate, the

subcommittee would be obligated

to set up a contingency account for

riots. Hobson qan still appeal the

decision to UPC.

Miller said the damages could

be ftfoded out of the physical

plant's repair budget, next year s

police budget or other contingency

accounts available to the Chan-

cellor.

Summer .

.

(CoBtinued from Page 1)

There are also students who

don't know why they are here.

"Why I'm here, I'm not sure.

Taking it easy I guess, more l\B

than working." said a student

Another said he "loves school, and

the whole feeling of doing

something."

Several students mentioned that

they were attending the summe

session for fun. When asked wha^

classes he was Uking, one of tnese

students answered, "physics an

anthro." "THat's fun? sa>d a

bystander in response. 'i'm going

to the beach."

.-la*

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Pitcher of BEEIV $1.00
*

Pizza— Chicken— Spaghetti ~ Salad

_THE RED YES'T PIZZA PARLOR

ABOUT A 801WIRDilW»•«, f.^ « v r ««

A UNtVf•*»*»• „LfA«t . TfCHH^CO*^

t

1 1980 Santa Monica Blvd., Wbst Los Angeles
Santa Monica Blvd at Bundy

U'.'.v.*.'.;; Movi/ Pi.J»riM(i
m^t'%m%t^*m. DAILY 1230 • ><^ _

"^^ tWHSCT MM VM NMLYWMO 4M-M«1 MidMitM Slmw Frt. > »>«i,

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Summer
Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns, cartodns and
letters represent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily

rpflect the views of the editorial board. :^^

pR Fditorial

Goals report
Chancellor Charles Young has finally released the

report of the UCLA Goals Committee after having it

for nearly five months. '

The picture of UCLA that the report presents is not

Ipleasing. The report— the result of two years work—
charges **there are serious deficiencies in the way
the University carries out its educational respon-

Isibilities, especially to undergraduates.''

However, thie primary concern is not^that the

Chancellor has at last released the report— after all,

its findings probably aren't new to most un-

dergraduates — but that along with the findings are

Specific reConunendations on what might be (tone in

these areas. Unfortunately, recommendations, even

if they are good ones, often remain nothing more.

The Chancellor has said he will not officiaUy

respond to the report until September or October,

even though the committee's work was completed

last November. His response will probably point to

the academic reforms that have been initiated while

the report was being made.
But, as thousands of students can attest, there has

been little significant change in undergraduate

education since 1969. The Chancellor should not

spend so much time soft-pedalling the report, but

rather he should spend it trying to alleviate the

problems it points out. One can only hope the

questions and recommendations in the report are not

dismissed in trying to establish the validity of the

Chancellor's own program of academic reform.

sportswear, b level

ackerman union, 825-771 I

open m-f 8:30-$; closed sat
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The menace of McGovern
by Richard Baker.

As incredible as it may seem, George McGovem
is well on his way to becoming the Democratic
nominee for the Presidency of the United States.

Like ostriches who have just taken their heads out

of the sand, conservatives and reactionaries are
scurrying about bemoaning the fact that finally

the people of this country are beginning to b^
heard. '

'. ^u

Pick up a copy of Business Week or Hie WaA
street Journal at any time during the last month.
Chances are you will read an article filled with

vicious expletives directed against the McGovem
candidacy. The invectives emanate from the plush

offices of corporate board rooms across the

country.

Business executives are running scared. They
are terrified because McGovem threatens to take

away their cherished prerogative of making ex-

traordinary amounts of money while millions of

other Americans walk around under-fed, poorly

housed, and shamefully under-educated. They are

afraid that McGovem will actually end the war in

Vietnam and thus end the vulgar flow of profits

which derive from the manufacture of bombs,

napalm and other advanced weaponry.

The business executives decry the proposed

negative income tax as a hand-out to freeloader^.

They fail to include the fact that corporate

America is by far the world's largest freeloader

through its reliance on government defense

contracts, agricultural support payments, and

numerous tax incentives. McGovem threatens to

bring justice, equality, and dignity to America and

•the business executives are afraid he might do it.

The ironic thing is that even if McGovern is

elected he probably will not be able to defeat the

entrenched Congressional seniority system, nor

will he be able to overcome the idiocy of the

federal bureaucracy without a great deal of effort.

Consider, for instance, the powerful Defense

department. Already, linder a super-hawk like

Nixon, generals have begun rebelling and taking

matters into their own hands. An Air Force

General, John Lavelle, is on the verge of being

court martialled for ordering extracurricular

bombing runs over North Vietnam. The well

established viciousness of the Joiht Chiefs of Staff

could become extremely dangerous unless

McGovem can check their power.

If elected, McGovem will have another problem

with the defense establishment, the problem of

sheer size. In the years since World War II the

officer corps of the United States has grown to

cancerous proportions. This parochial cadre of

militarists should have been disbanded years ago.

The venal nexus between the military, the Armed
Forces Committee of the Congress, and the

defense contractors should have been severed.

Unfortunately it wasn't, and now we are faced

with spectre of business executives and military

leaders banding together to support Nixon and to

defeat McGovern. These forces realize that they

will no longer be able to carry on their dance of

death if McGovern is elected.

In order for McGovem to actually be elected

there will have to be a strong counter movement
against the wealthy and well organized forces of

conservatism in this country. Citizens who would

like to see justice and equality finally instituted in

America after so many years will have to work

and strive together in order to push back the Nixon

supporters. Otherwise we will face the unhappy

prospect of four more years of deceit, war, and

economic upheaval.

ASUCLA

SIMON ANDGARFUNKEL^
GREATEST HITS

(ocluding

Bridge Over Troubted Water Mrs Robinson

The Sound 01 Silence The Boxer Feelm Groovy

Scarborough Fair I Am A Rock

CARLOS SANTANA
& BUDDY MILES! LIVE!

including,

^il Ways Them Changes Marbles Lava

Fatth Interlude Free Form Funkatide Filth

'KG 31350

OOLUMBIA

KG 31308*

Carlos Santana. Buddy Miles and other

rock heavies get it on live in Hawaii. Un-

relenting, unbelievable, meaty rock and
roll.

*U

New Columbia Albums

Nov^ Available for only

TWO STORE SALE
ASUCLA Motk Odyn«y
Adi«rman Union - Uv^ A
<pHon«: 825-0623

^ i; ...-.I . . 1 .. gg=:-- i

J

I

Mutk Odytt«y
,

1 1910 Wilshire Blvd.

phone: 477-2523

opan latA-SVAryjiighf

You muf* mention this od for the Wilshire Store
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SANTA MONICA CIVIC
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_ ^ UCLA Cofnmmee on Fine Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLA's Design for Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
r OUTSIDEJN THE SUN &JHApE

Quad (opposite Schoenberg Hall)

Iron 3:00 p-in. to 4:00 p.in.
-— —

COME GET YOURS!
July 9 LOS ANGELES BRASS SOCIETY DOUBLE QUARTET
herakfs ftm beginning of Summer Sundays with tfumpets, tromt>one« and

tubas in Renaissance and contemporary music by Gabrielii. Hindemith, Rooeri

Jacobs, Anhur Cohn. Oskar Bbhm. Gordon Jacobs.

Juify 16 THE BAROQUE JAZZ ENSEMBLE, baroque In name only as

tt»i$ unusual yoop composed of woodwinds, piano, bass and percussion per-

form a ynde range of literature from Telemann, Vivaldi, Mozart, Villa-Lobos,

Faurelo Itafbie Hancock and Charlie Parker.
.

July 23 WEStWINb, a group of^een dancers, folksingers and musTcTahlb

using suctt instruments as flaulo. banjo, guitar, accordion, mandolin and bag-

pipes in music and dance.

July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST is totally improvised theater Including

rmme music, scenes, ^ames. dance and come-what-may. Pick a theme -- you'll

trigger, a response Ihaf's almost too real to be true. Not iust theater, but the

life-force, protected ^^^^^^

Kditor:
' One of the most prolific writers

of the letters to the Editor has

recently been Osher Doctorow,

who bombarded this paper with a

multitude of letters, both signed

and unsigned (''Name withheld"),

all of them praising the beautiful

idea of socialism, as realized in

the Soviet Union and China. The

sad thing is that Mr. Doctorow has

no idea whatsoever what he is

talking about. It is clear that he

has. no first-hand experience

gained from prolonged living in

these countries (or any other

socialist country). If he had, he

wouldn't have written: "It is as

plausible to believe that the

members of a' socialist party

argue out their differences,

criticize each other, and offer

suggestions -for improvement".

The facts tend to contradict Mr.

Doctorow. Hasn't he ever heard

about rehabilitation, a special

way of treating the members of

the party who dare to criticize?

This means first shooting (or

torturing, or beating to death etc.)

the critic, then establishing his

innocence posthumously.

This method has been perfected

in the Soviet Union between 1936

and 1956 and used with con-

siderable success in other

socialist countries until quite

recently, when it was finally

abandoned, giving way to a non-

person method. This particular

method consists of deleting the

name of a party functionary from

existence, without doing the same
to him.

The power struggles within the

communist parties are always

well hidden not only from the eyes

of general population, but from

the party membership as well.

There is not a trace of democracy

in yjej)arty life. The members are

never consulted about any
^decisions of policy, whether im-

portant or not. The first secretary

of the party is as powerful as kings

of past centuries, much more

powerful than for example the

president o| the United States. He

is an absolute ruler for life, or at

least until he gets assasinated by

his colleagues (quietly) or

deposed in a coup d'etat. That

happened to Krushchev in the

Soviet Union, Novotny in

Czechoslovakia, Bierut and

Gomulka in Poland, Dymitrov in

Bulgaria. This list is much longer

and could hardly be used as a

proof of an internal democracy of

socialist and workers parties.

*'The socialist nations make the

party legally obliged to place the

interests of the workers and the

public above the interests of a

single minority faction or group"

(end of quote), but unfortunately

the nations have no power to

control the parties, so the party

functionaries work for the benefit

of one and only one mif^ority —
themselves. This has been ex-

posed by Djilas many years ago

(and he knew what he was writing

about — he himself was the

meml)er of highest circles of the

Yugoslavia Communist Party),

and it is as true today as ever. The
benefits to the ruling class are

both economical and political and

they therefore have no intentions

of ending them.

It is one thing to criticize the ills

of the American two-party

system, but to believe that the

one-party system as presently

practiced in the socialist countries

offers any better alternatives is

foolish. Try to praise the two-

party system over there, Mr.

Doctorow, and best luck to you.

With luck you might even survive

the attempt and be able to tell us

about it later!
^

Alexander Wlodawer
Qrad, Molecular Biology

i^

Silence
Editor: .

According to President Nixon,

the silence of the majority is tacit

consent to his policies; hence the
name ''silent majority."
Thus, to persuade him that we

do not approve of his actions we
would have to get a majority d
the nation's people into the streets
to protest the war. Thus, even
900,000 people in a parade in a
country of 200 million will do little

to persuade him to change his

policies. Thus, the only real
recourse (aside from violent
overthrow) is to vote him out of

'

office, voting in someone who is

anti-war to show him that we are
really the majority.

The anti-war marches around
the country have been led, in part
by the SDS, a group bent on "the

violent overthrow of the govern-

ment" of this country. Marching
with them and participating in

their rallies puts you in support of

their philosophy in "guilt by^
association." Riots in the streets

can only serve to alienate thosp,

who cannot decide whether the

war is right.

These people want to protect

what they have, and do not want to

subject themselves to the anarchy

which threatens in violence/Thus,

these people will throw their

support to Nixon so that he may
protect their property, (You can't

really blame them since their

generation fought for it in World

War ID.

In conclusion, writing letters

and rounding upx votes for the

coming elections is the most ef-

fective mea,ns of ending the war.

If the newly elected anti-war

majority in Congress keeps the

war going, then alternatives may

be considered ie. violence. (At

least give this system a chance

since it is all we have; I'm afraid

, of the unknown).
If the majority does vote-in the

_ hawks, then we had better find

another country. Violence leads to

violence. Vietnam is already too

much.
Bruce Frohman

Political Science

i-tj

THE DATE IS: July 2. 1972
•

. TJ^ TIME: 6-11 pm :

The INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

CENTER

^ cordially invites

all

to the opening of

Let us ship yo\jr personal effects home. We ore

specialists in international packoging and ship-

ping. We also sell appliances for 220 volts.

rH

Prices geared towards

student budget

THE miEimilTIQIIU

CBFFEE SHOP

— Various flavors of coffee

— Soft drinks.

— Juices. -•'^

— Pastries'.
''"

— Salads.

— Sandwiches.

Prizes will be given for best name (or this coffee shop

The Place: ISC

1023 Hilgard Ave.

2 blocks south of

lo MorKho.

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
PACIFICKING
1215 W. 6th St.

IM AngalM 17

4<y.9f62

NOW
*-

"AN ELEGANT PUZZLE...

'OLD TIMES' EMERGES AS PtNTER'S

MOST ENTERTAINING PLAY,

IF NOT HIS MOST PROFOUND ONE."
— Dm StfWvan, >~A. TlHeS

HAROLD PINTER'S

OToflKfe^
WITH A MSTMGUHHCO CAST
(IN ALPHABEl tCAL OROCR)

BmfDON DUNSBUy

Cf NtH TMf AT»( GIOurNAJSJC GENTER

Or)tfXJN OAVIUSON

tA, . .
A NOTE TO OUR PATRONS: ^ .,^aWejstrpngly urge you to experience this play from the^eginn[[l«

jj

—

^

STUDENT TICKETS $2.50

HOLIDAY WEEKEND RUSH

:j

1'..
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If the films of Alfred Hitchcock represent the visual

fulfillment of the 19th Century Romantic Tradition (in both

its "transcendence through love" and also in its more

fantastic, Blakian senses), it is because in the film medium
Hitchcock can make explicit the relationship between the

ordinary and extra-ordinary, the hatefulness of modern

reality versus the freedom of the imagination, which

remains implicit in Romantic painting. Where Turner's

Burning of the Houses of Parliament may be a frighteningly

apocalyptic romantic fantasy in its own right, implicit to its

appreciation is its juxtaposition in the mind with the image

of Parliament in reality, placidly overlooking the Thames

m all of its symbolically complacent grandeur. Hitchcock ?

can hyperbolize the excursion inft) chaos-fantasy by fijst

carefully supplying the complacent imagery himself — i.e.

the four presidents serenely overlooking the arrival at

Mount Rushmore in North by Northwest — so that the

conveyance of the "real" into the "unreal" in the climax of

the film (up on the presidents' heads) becomes a much
more fantastic and hence deeper emotional experience for

the audience.

Interestingly, this dichotonwus relationship between the

flights into fantasy or emotion (on the wings of the birds, as

it were) and the descents into the horrors and repressions of

modem civilization (swirling down the shower drain)

seems to exist in Hitchcock's own personality. His work is

divided between the detached, cynical and deeply misan-

thropic films such as Rope, Strangers on a Train, LConfess,

The Wrong Man. Psycho, Topaz, and the films of con-

summate Romanticism such as Notorious. Vertigo. North

by Northwest. The Birds and Marnie. It is as though Turner

had spend half his life painting Romantic landscapes and

the other half cold, sometimes admiring studies of the new

British industrial urbanization which his landscapes

reacted against. In Hitchcock's major films, this

dichotomous relationship is contained within the same
mbvie, with misanthropy acting as foil to heighten the ef-

fect of the transcending Romanticism (or vice yersa) . Thus

the glib cynicism and misogyny (qualities |vhtch the

audience is encouraged to embrace) in the Gary Grant

character at the beginnings of Notorious and North by

Northwest make his tand the audience's) final tran-

scendence through emotional commitment all the more

moving in each film. And on the other side of the coin, the

gloomy stiffness of Montgomery Cliff as priest in I Confess

becomes the more relentlessly inhuman following Anne

Baxter's deliriously contrapuntal flashbacks to their soft-

focus -idealized romance. ^

The Fifties was the American cinema's glorious Age of

Romanticism, and the sudden ushering in of the sterile

Sixties brought the ends of many of the careers of its most

impassioned artists. Hitchcock rode into this decade on the

crest of Psycho, his most powerful box-office success, and

immediately created his epochal Romantic works. The

Birds and Marnie. in which he for thefirst time laid bare his

Romantic heart for a callous audience to see and then reject

as "old-fashioned." Stunned by the relative commercial

failure of these two films, the director spent eight confused

years thrashing about, trying to come to terms with the

new" audience.

With his new nH>vie, Frenzy. Hitchcock has apparently

^ 'judging from the advance reviews: "His best since North

by Northwest!", "The Master of Suspence returns in

triumph!", blah blah blah) given the modem audience

exactly what it both wants and deserves: a cold-blooded

film utterly devoid of a vestige of feeling, a film demon-

strating such complete contempt for humanity that seen by

one unacquainted with Hitchcock the notion of the director

as a Romantic would seem inconceivable.

The plight of Frenzy's ostensible hero Blaney (Jon Finch)

parallels that of Hitchcock himself: a one-time hero in the

romantic days of the R.A.F. ("the shining knight of the

skies") finds himself adrift in the modem Age of Unfeeling,

in which "if you can't make love, sell it." But while we
"light empathize with Blaney's (and Hitchcock's)

alienation from such a culture, there has never been a

character in any Hitchcock movie (not even Leo G. Carroll

•n North by Northwest or John SUfford in Topaz) more
execrably callous than Blaney, who when he hears of the

ghastly rape-strangling of his girlfriend Babs (Anna

Massey) can think only of the alibi that such an act

establishes for him. The duality theme of the Granger/-

^alker characters in Strangers on a Train is echoed here,

^here the acts of the rapist/murderer release Blaney's own
alienated tension. Thus after carefully building Blaney's

<and the audience's) frustration — his being fired by the

*»«rdencd pub-owner, the image of the grapes ahgrily

crushed under his foot, the fight with his wife (Barbara

^l^
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Hitchcock
...... ^.

as

Jaded Romantic

By

Lowell Peterson

Leigh-Hunt) and the unnerving breaking of the wine-glass

in Blaney's hand — the first rape comes as an exciting

release in which the audience (through the killer's point-of-

view shots following the victim around the room) is made to

participate.

Furtner audience-participation techniques are employed

in the mad struggle to extract the tie-pin from the rigor-

mortised fist of the nude body in the potato truck, in which

the audience joins in the suspence of the situation and hopes

for the murderer's success so that the tension of the

suspence will be released. This audience-participation with

the killer, coupled with his charming demeanor in a movie

peopled by cold, callous men and pathetic, stupid women, .

makes him easily the most likable, positive character in the ,,

film. It is he araongf^^ the characters who comes closest to

what might be called a Romantic experience in an un-

Romantic world. The Gaughin Tahitian women on the wall

of the killer's apartment hint at the ideal of the exotic, of the \

extra-ordinary sexual experience as an escape from the —
sterility of prefabricated sex (as in the "Cupid Room" of a

barren hotel). Indeed, Hitchcock's heroes have frequently

pursued the most anomolous of sexual relationships, from

the forced marriage and rape of a frigid kleptomaniac _
(Marnie) to involvement with political whores (Notorious. .

North by Northwest), from necrophilia (Vertigo) to sym-

bolic 4ape by stabbing (Psycho). But where such

relationships in previous films have often wraught their

therapeutic effect on characters who are pushed into

emotional commitments and growth, in Frenzy there is no

such character development. In fact, with Bab's death half-

way into the film, our interest in the characters grinds to a

halt, with Blaney degenerating in straight-forward linear

^fashion a la 1 Was ji Fugitive from a Chain Gang into the —
societally-created criminal stripped of his humanity. All

that remains is the working out of the gimmicky plot twists,

and the awful "comic interlude" sequences of the one- _
dimensional inspector and his ridiculous wife.

The inhumanity of Frenzy is most apparent in the

director's use of women, for while many of his films have

anti-feminine overtones (most notably Strangers on a

Train), the hatred, contempt and sheer humiliation of the

, women in Frenzy surpass Stanley Kubrick in unmitigated

misogyny. Like the Kubrick of The Killing. LoliU and A
Clockwork Orange. Hitchcock employs women generally as

r either sexually-repressed stereotypes — the sexually

leering, dominating bitch (the fat woman observed hauling

~\ off the little man in the marriage bureau, the desk clerk at

':. k the hotel, the fat bar-maid at the pub) and the prim and
^ shockably prudish spinster (the marriage bureau

secretary) — or as the naked sexual object to be raped and

strangled and then dumped in the Thames, thrown in a

potato sack ^the crash as the sack containing the body is

tossed on the floor of the truck is noted with disgusting

relish by the audience), or packed into a trunk. However,

the sexism of Frenzy is more insidious than that of even

arch woman-hater Kubrick, for with his control of audience

participation and involvement, Hitchcock, particularly in

his use of nudity, subtly plays upon the most sexist of his

audience's societally-based feelings.

The Frenzy characters for whom we feel the mostf

compassion are the two women, Brenda Blaney and Babs.

But this compassion is developed through the contrived

playing-on of our most chauvinistic feelings. The tender

vulnerability we feel for Babs as she accompanies the killer

up to his apartment is carefully established by the shot of

Babs getting out of the hotel bed and going into the

bathroom. The camera is at eye-level looking down, so that

as Babs emerges naked from under the sheets we see her

from waist down, her little legs, derriere and gentle

gestures instilling us with that chauvinistically protective

feeling towards the delicate and vulnerable "female form."

' Our concern is not for Babs; it does not grow out of her

character, her intelligence, her emotional commitment to

Blaney, but out of this shot in which Hitchcock restricts our

view of her to a sexual one. Likewise, our compassion for

Brenda as the lonely, sexually-repressed ex-wife does not

come organically out of the actions of her character, but

from the way she moves her body, protectively, her breasts

tightly bound under her sweater, and from her wet,

pleading eyes, passively entreating our protection, our pity.

The huge close-up of Brenda carefully pushing her breast

back inside her bra as she is being ravaged by the killer is

perhaps the most moving moment in the film. But it is

moving in a revolting, dehumanizing way, for we are

moved not by the vulnerability of a feeling, human soul, but

by the vulnerability of this delicately soft-focussed

woman's breast with which Hitchcock fills the frame.

(Continued on PagellT
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CLUBGUIDE

Now through Sondoy:

W-J- llSllOrO»e ^ CHARLIE MUSSLEWHITE

1'

.

8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-2070
CLAIRE HAMILL

SWAY PRODIGY KITE

f-
\i 9039 S

CR3-6606

Monday Ladiei night. Ladies admitted treeGazzarrl's a

Ch9)
Dancers

pm

Pizza Palace
In The Village

478-0788

On Stage:

BRAIIMIN & LAMPERT
old tym* movia* & cortoont doy & night"

Troimadoiir .

9081 Santo Monico Blvd.

LA

2766168
r.

. Now thru July 2

BLUES PROJECT

& ALEX RICHMOND
cofning "art: ANN MURRAV

MOVIEGUIDE.

'•^^1^

. -j .. ,

mmo visual

.=woriii :..
1730 Westwood Blvd.

('/2bllc. N. ofSMBIvd.)

475-3033

")Fridoy & Sohirdoy 7:00 pm $1.50& $2.

'
FOREIGN FILM FESTIVAL

Footurlng THE BLUE ANGEL" IFri&Sot)

"THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET" (Fri

and
"~

"THE SEVENTH SEAL" (Sat)«

(

(

Beterly Canon

205 North Canon Drive V

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

-i ' —

BEST OF BRITISH FILMS

Coll Theater lor Schedule

ends July 2

PACIFIC'S

Beverly Hills

Witshire Blvd. at Canon Dr.

1 bik East of Beverly Dr.

271-1121

Dustin Hoffman & Anne Bancroft

THE GRADUATE (PG)

Mon.-Fri.j6:30, 8:30, 10:30._..

Sot. & Sun. 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Brolii
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

Burt Reynolds in

FUZZ (PG)

-<»1^'

Ddily 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Sat& Sun 2:15. 4:15. 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

Cinerama Done
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

Only Southorn California Showing

Alfred Hitchcock's New Masterpi<

FRENZY (R)

Daily al 12:30. 3:00. 5:30, 8:00, 10:30

Plus Fri & Sol. & Mon midnight thowt

"Now CinomoKopo Wido Scroon"

THE FRENCH CONNEOION
ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER

SV.OO DOT porton por coupon

Wodn«doy Lodiot night $1.00

Acodamy Award Winnor

THE LAST PiaURE SHOW
Molvin Douglas

ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER
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Pr?#ie Cut
#,; V¥' ^%r r.
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Lee Marvin and Gene Hackman. Put them together and you might

expect to achieve a combination of Point Blank and The French Coi^

necUon. Unfortunately, Prime Cut shows that the whole can often be -

considerably less than the sum of its parts.

The reason that Prime Cut is so disappointing is the simplemindedness ..

of its Script. Lee Marvin plays a hood who's been hired to straighten out a

rebellious member of the syndicate (Gene Hackman), and that s about

all that really happens, save that the straightening out process develops
|^

into more of a flattening than anything else. There's also a white slavery

subplot which allows director Michael Ritchie to throw m lots of nubile

nesh and to make some shallow and obvious comments about the nrien-

tality which sees people as pieces of meat. One of these ''pieces is~

rescued from her worse-than-deatl^ fate by Marvin, but whaft no one in-

volved with making the film seemed to realize is that the only difference

between Marvin's character and the leering, fniddleaged buyers is that^

the former refuses to pay for his chattel. And the girl could hardly be-

worse off, for she becomes nothing but a possession, albeit a willing one,

of a hired killer for the syndicate. All that Marvin's relationship to the girl

shows is that he has a faint glimmer of humanity, while his enemies don't.

Thus, the conflict between Marvin and ifackman becomes one between

the bestial and the less bestial, the vicious ^nd the less vicious.

There's relatively little character development: Hackman and his

oafish brother are shown roughousing a la Clyde and Buck Barrow, Hack-

man's wife (an ex-nymphomaniac, if such is possible) tries to seduce

Marvin, and Marvin's new girlfriend reminisces about her horrible

treatment in the orphanage. People don't change, except for those who

become corpses, and no one has to make any important moral decisions.

Marvin's basic motivation is the money he's been paid by the syndicate

arai^nyone who thinks that a guy like that would risk his neck for a poor

defenseless virgin out of sheer compassion would do well to recall that the

actrtess who plays the girl, Sissy Spacek, was one of Mr. Hefner's monthly

slices of prime rib a few issues back. This may all be the way of the real <

world, but there's nothing dramatic about any of it.

Moral ambiguity and meaningless violence figured in The French

Connection too, but while that film was saved by superior action

sequences, Prime Cut offers nothing comparable. The best scene is one in

which a Cadillac limousine is driven through the blades of a reaper,

resulting in an interesting combination of hay and hubcaps being ex-

creted from the machine. As much fun as it is to watch from the back seat

as the blades smash through the windshield, there remains a feeling that

the whole thing is rather gratuitous, and certainly derivative, as anyone

who has seen the similar seqence in Goldflnger can attest. The gunfights

are strictly television league, the one slightly unexpected aspect about

them being that the audience is put in a position where it's supposed to

cheer the city punks and hiss the country punks. Punks is punks, whether

they're wearing overalls or three hundred dollar suits. And if you've got a

hollow film, two top actors aren't going to conceal the emptiness.
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Duck, You Sue

111*'

Duck, You Sucker doesn't have much more going for it on the story
level — Rod Steiger and James Coburn as a Mexican and an Irishman
respectively, going through a series of literally explosive adventures
during the Mexcian revolution. But while Michael Ritchie shows only

competence in his direction of Prime Cut, Sergio Leone just happens to be
one of the outstanding visual stylists now active in motion picture

directio|i. That's what makes most of the difference between the two
films. V-

f-r
At first, Steiger's character seems to be just another mercenary, but he

is eventually given much more depth than either of the two similarly

mercenary criminals in Prime Cut. His amoral stance might be used for

humor, as in the scene in which he declares that even though he has

inadvertantly become a hero to the masses, all he really wants to do is go

to America an|i rob banks. But by the end of the film the character has

gone through such a variety of emotional situations that it's quite clear

that there's more to him than simple lust for money. Coburn's Irish

revolutionary would seem to be motivated by a pathological love for

explosions, but he too is fleshed out in several scenes, some of which
attempt, by a rather uncomfortable use of flashbacks, to show an incident

of political informing and betrayal of a friendship in his past.

The fact that Duck, You Sucker is two hours and eighteen minutes long

may have something to do with the success of the characterizations. By
the time the last apocalyptic explosion rolls around, it seems like we've

known Steiger and Coburn for years, and in comparison to other shorter

films, we have indeed known them for a very long time. Length, however,

can sometimes work against a film, and here it leads to more than a little

squirming on the part of the audience during certain portions of the film.

Adding to this slight problem is the fact that Leone has always liked to

take his time in putting scenes on film. If someone is supposed to be

sickened by the eating habits of the upper class, there will be shot after

shot of giant mouths in the act of eating, almost twice as many as are

necessary to establish the story point. Or if someone is about to be killed,

there will be an effort to build tension by cutting from closeup to sweaty

closeup until the actual shooting seems almost an afterthought on the

part of the killers. And if the protagonists have just slaughtered a troop of

soldiers crossing a bridge, why not have them blow up the bridge while

they're at at?
i

*
If &ny of this §lows down the pace of the film, there is more than fair

compensation in Leone's visuals. Beside the fact that he is quite simply

the dean of widescreen composition, he also has an amazing talent for

making even closeups of faces seem like the greatestspectacle.lt is here

that his deliberate, slow-building pacing is valuable, tor it gives ad-

ditional weight and importance to the story. Perhaps the plot doesn't

really deserve to be enhanced in that way, but It's hard to argue with

what's on the sctefen.
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A LAEMMLE THEATER

Monica I

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

MQVIEGUIDE

'A HmI ond Nmoly thriilarl Wt a «poc«ocwlor

in ovary tonsol" Arthur Knight

^ Chorloton Ha#on & YvoM* Mimioui
.

SKYJACKED
Cohit Sidnoy Poitior

THE ORGANIZATION
: t

A LAEAAMLE THEATER Jodi Lommon & Bari>ara Horrit

Monica II THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

Jomot Gornor & Dabbio Roynolds

HOW SWEET IT IS

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny)
274-6869

Charlie ClKiplin in

THE GREAT DICTATOR

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

National
10925 Li ndbrool(Driv(

4792866

Shocker of the Year

THE OTHER (PG)

Doily 2:15, 4:15. 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Fri & Sal midnight tltow 12:15 1.

Nnarllhoater
1 1272 Santo Arnica Blvd.

WLA.- .

478-6379 i";

SURFING PREMIER:

5 SUMMER STORIES

*-- r-'WJWT#

Oriental
7425 Sufuet

876-0212

Julio Chriftio

THE GO-BETWEEN^^. & -
'

CLAIRE'S KNEE^
$1 lor ono porton w/this coupon plus curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry not good Saturday night ahor 5 p.m.

Acodomy Winnor

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW

wIl'rTO "
"'"''

I WANT W*HAT I WANT
Free Parking $1 lor ono porto«"w/thjt coupon plut current UCLA rog cord

Sorry not gooct Saturday night oftor 5 p.fn.

PACIFIC'S

Pantaoes -
Hollywood at Vine

469-71M -^

Lee Marvin & Gene Hackman

PRIME CUT (R)

Daily 12:30, 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

plut midnight show Fri &Si4 '<i

)

PACIFIC'S

Plcwood

Shaft it back

SHAFT'S BIG SCORE (R)

Pico Near Westwood Mon thru Fri 6:30, 8:30. 10:30 ^ '

272-8239 Sat.. Sun. & Tuot. 1 2:30, 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

plut midnigl^ thowt Fri., Sot., Sun., & Mon.
1

' t * fi
— ,;.: J

- fr

Academy Award Winner
Boot loroign lilm

VHforio do tico't

THE GARDEN OF THE

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Plazi '

Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077
Fri. & Sot. Juno 30 & July 1 midnight o^y THE BOYS IN THE 8AND

•*

-». •

M

A LAEMMLE THEATER Winnor Spocid Jury Priio Cannot Fottivcri 1972

lllSlI Kurt Vonnegut, Vs

i045Bra«on SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Westwood Village

BR 2-0501
Wookdoyt 6:30, 8:15, 10:15

Sol., Sun.. Mon & Tuot. 2:30,4:15,6:15.8:15,10:15

A LAEMMLE THEATER Duttin Hoffman, Anno Bcmcrolt, KdhorFno Rott

H ,
.

^-
' \n MHio Nkhol't

liyil THE GRADUATE
1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd. ' - ^'•^ •*«^ ^ —

*

West Los Angeles

'i
-

477-5581

Miko Nicholt & Botno Moy

BACH TO BACH

Slinnt Movio
6U N.Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

««

D.W. OrMHh't Amoricon Film Clattk

THE BIRTH OF A NATION"
Lillian Gish- Henry WbHhatl - Moe Marsh

CHAPUN -LAUREL- HARDY -JEAN HARLOW

Tolo La irea
Lo Brma at Ninth

WE 4-2342

MRS. CANARY
&

ODE TO AN OLD TEACHER

THE NEW

vagabonil

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

CALL THEATRE FOR PROGRAM

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Ullliie
961 Broxlon

W«thM>od
478-0576 '

Marlon Brando in

THE GODFATHER (R^^

Ddly liOO. 4ill 7-JO. lOiM

• »• «•••' •.•.•''•«%•••' *••' • < 1 •
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The Wit & Wisdom of,Ozzy Osborne

For the'Best Coke Call Black Sabbath

By Harold Bronson

Cosmic pzzy
ma

^miUar stance

"For the best coke, just ring

three-eight-nine-one-oli-nine-
^^

eight, only one hundred dollars!'

exclaimed a very stoned Ozzy

Osbourne as he grinned stupidly

frbm behind a microphone in

studio "B" at Hollywood's Record

Plant, where BJack Sabbath were

finishing up their fourth Lp. "I'm

so stoned," Ozzy moans while

gesturing like Frank Sinatra.

Aside from Ozzy's ridiculous

presence, the studio was more an

avant garde artist's view of a

room than a musician's. A
smokey-burned American flag

hung on one wall while parachutes

were draped on the opposite wall.

The room as a whole was com-

posed of gentle combinations of

orange and red, including red tie-

dyed baffles surrounding the

drums. . . •

"Look at em," Geezer refers to

the way the earphones squeeze

Ozzy's brassy head. **He looks like

he's in the guards." Ozzy takes out

this hard bound book and starts to

chant lyrics in the customarily

determined Sabbath style. His

v^jce is fiat ~ though he doesn't

seem to notice— and the track has

to be recorded again until he gets

it right. The first verse is finished

and Ozzy sings again along with

the first take in order to give the

^doubletrackedJ vocal more

strength. Ozzy has trouble singing

the next verse and the band

agrees to take a break.

That afternoon a gregarious Mr.

Osbourne took time off after

swimming to discuss his life as a

rock star. ^^ _^. _.__„^

Q: Who were some of your in-

fluences and what kind of music

were you into before Black Sab-

bath? -. .

OZZY: I used to like what

everybody else did: the Beatles

^nd Rolling Stones. Geezer was

into heavier things like the

Mothers. We just started playing

twelve-bar blues and twelve-bar

jazz about Tour years ago.

Q: Those influences are quite a bit

different than Black Sabbath's

sound. ,

OZZY: Well, I used to like

anything that was heavy. The

Kinks' "You Really Got Me" did

something to me, and I use to dig

the early Who and Led Zeppelin. I

dig anythin&that makes the hairs

in the middle of my spine stand

up We just started writing our

own stuff and our sound just

evolved into >yhat it is today — it

wasn't planned.

1 suppose we are similar to

Grand t'unk Railroad, but I hadn't

- heard of them until our third tour

here. N'ok)ody knew who Grand

THE ONION CO. PRESENTS

Who V Afraid of Virginia Wootf?

OPENING SATURDAY JUNE 17

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 8:30 & SUNDAY, 5.00

HORSESHOE THEATRE
" ~ 7458 MELROSE. HOLLYV^OOD

RESERVATIONS: 653-9093 OR 655-2306

. STUDENTS $2.60 .

- - ^:"

FUnk were in England. We didn't

realize how big they really were

until we played the Forum with

them and they just packed the

place — two nights! They turned

the crowd on, but musically they

didn't do anything for me. I'm not

saying they're a bum group,

because they've gotta be a good

group for people to dig them.

Personally, I Hke to hear music

which is considerably different^

than what we play.
-

Q: Do you think that if you

changed your music considerably

you'd lose the majority of your

fans?

OZZY: I think everybody peaks.

Not only does the crowd get pissed

off of hearing the band, but the

band gets tired of gigging. It's not

like we're juke boxes or records

that can play for ever. When
you're a new band it's like you get

a tinge of sferdust sprinkled on

you. It's born, then accepted, and

after leveling off it dies.

Anything's like that.

Our new album still has the

Black Sabbath soiind, but it's

more melodic. Instead o( me
singing the guitar riff like on

"Iron Man," I'm singing different

melodic things and it's all building

up. Tony just composed a guitar

piece with strings. It's a nice piece

of music, and we wanted to write a

happy song.

People call us "Downer Roek":

you take the reds, man, and drink

the wine and blow out, get high on

the decibles; all that's a lot of

rubbish. Whatever people do at

our concerts is none of our

business as long as they enjoy it.

I'm just out to entertain people —
a good old show business trip.

Yeah, so they'll be a lot of gentle

things on the new album. One
' song, "Changes," about a guy —

whether he's with a band or not

I'm not gonna say — who quits

with his woman, is the ultimate in

the way I feel about things. It's

more of a song rather than a

frustration-reliever screamer. It's

just a pretty, slow ballad. - ^
Q: I find one of the most appealing

and consistent things about your

music is the lyrical commentary.

OZZY: When we started writing

things we didn't want to present

bullshit like "I'm gonna see my
chick and we're gonna get it on.'-

It's all hypocritical. Let's face it,

you orlly remember the good

times because you don't wanna

remember the bad. You can have

a whole month of downer and only

one good liight and you'll

remember the good night. If you

feel positive, that's fine, but we

wanted to write things the way

they really were. Geezer furnishes

most of the lyrics.

This love trip is so grossly

distorted. One week you fall in

love, the next week you fall out

and start doing dope and blow

your mind out. I don't believe

there's anyone in this world who is

100 per cent in love. I don't think

anyone is totally happy; you can't
' really wake up in the morning free

of hassles and do what you^ant as

long as you don't harm anybody

else. If you wanna stick needles

into your arm it's your own life.

Like, I'm not into taking heavy

dope although I have taken dope.

People who take it just have

hangups that they can't deal with.

If you haven't got your own
mind and can't do what you want,

you're not an individual, just part

of a mass. The society trip in

England is that you go to school,

then get a job, and at the age of

twenty-one you get married. You
work the rest of yoiy life in a

factory and when you retire at the

age of sixty-five you get a gold

watch; forty-five years in a

factory with stinking oil, polluting

the land. I used to work in a fac-

tory and I used to see these blokes

dying on their machines. That just ^

blew my mind. *

They're saying you should cut

your hair and get a good job — for

what? So people can suck off you? „

They're picking your ''bones,

getting all that energy out of you,

when it could be put to' so much

better use. • t^ ^
But I'll tell you one thing, I've

got children, and if such a day

ever came, I'd dig holes to feed

them. I believe in giving your

children a good start and a lot of

love.

Q: Rodger Bain produced you on

the albums, but now you're

producing yourselves.

OZZY: He was someone the

record company gave us when we

signed with the company. It was

really a clash of egos. He got it

into his head that he was more

responsible for our hit status than

we were. He wanted, to a

moderate extent, to control our

music.

Q: Contrary to the downer aspect

of your music, on stage you exude

a feeling of joy.

OZZY: When someone identifies^

with the downer song that Itir

singing, they're able to put their

energies into the music and

relieve their frustrations. It's

good therapy. If I make people

feel good, -I feel good. The band

and the crowd gets off on each

other and it's a tremendous trip:

Peace Power. I don't wanna see

people get busted on the head. I've

been through that whole trip, been

knifed a couple times, and it's not

mdch fun.

* * *

1
RESTAURANT GUIDE

longJohnBRLMU

pycmnMiye (MGEM
VJlXU^LX J'OLJnO

A La Crepe Bretonne
\4S8 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
S M 151 4302

Cr«p«t-cook«d th* old-lothion«d

way — •varything trash

Dinners up to $2.75 Qm«I Swndoy

JUNIOR'S RE;5TAURANT
Westwood near f^ico

open 7anv1am

'*Gournief Soups Wke

mofher never mode"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1 1 1? I S.mta ^/^l)nl<;a Bly<l •

W.'sf I A j;9 W^""
>\rn\ door to "P.ipa Bachs "

A Natural Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
lOeSS LindbrookDr

474 094a-WWVilloR«

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

McDONALD^S TOWN HOUSE
1118 WMt
478.9343

81vd.
YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

12423 Wil«hir«8W4, -
LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizxa

Now open doily for lunch

, Tues. after 9 pm any pizza $1.75

^ the QUALITY hemlMirf«r *

^ .1500 w«st*yood ^^y ^*

^MMMa(PHtU Advertisement)

'^M^

DDN'T 60

WILKHIG

dine out tonight mi

Dear Alice:

^First of all. let me wish you lots ol luck for the

yfars aheadADlLhopc that my riass has beauaLsome

help to you in preparing you to face the challenges of

our busy world! The graduation was certainly in-

spiring, don't you think? We were all very proud of

As you know, for the last three semesters I've

allowed you and your four ftiends to turn in as your

combined project for my nausic class those record

albums wliich you have b^~making at intervals

I never quite ap-

dressed in class or the

nd I hope vou don't

are unnecessary — do you think I played too much
Sousa in class? And even though you've integrated
my favorite musicaUnto^your record ("West Side
Story') I just can't Uke those string parts on the
"Grande Finale." You boys are opting for flacidity

when you need the same okl punch! Shame on you!
And what about all the stoaling from the Doors and

over

mind my nicknaming you **A1"!) I've found the last

two records very enjoyable, even though I don't feel

they're necessarily good for immature pre-teens to

ttstai to. But here at Cortermgh we fanc7 ourselves

to be a progressive group of faculty, and I'm glad

,y^4 been able to grade a solid "A" for each of your

last two term projects. Love it to Death and Killer.

However, rm sorry^ say I'U have to grade your

new School's 0«t somewhat lower. The concept

seems to be alright, but did you tiave a lack of ideas,

young man? It cccms to me that you've padded this

album too much, and it deserves no more than a "B-"

and at that I'm being charitable. Your singing is not

as controlled this time don't you think? I realize the

sci caiiiiiig vucdls aie ainiiupiiate lijtu Uie general

even yourselves! I will not stand plagiarism, and
although you've stolen the middle section of "Gutter
Cat' from your own "Black Ju-Ju" I 'll have to grade
you down on that! I do like the finger snapping,
though.

I'm sorry if I'm being overly critical, but I grade
on imnrnvement too Fm not tntally nnr<*flsnnahle,

boys, but I can't grade on effort alone.

I must admit that your lyrics are as good as ever,

especially the quaint pun in the title song where you
say "We've got no class/ and we've got no prin-

cipals." And that song about reform school called

"Public Animal ^" has a nice line that goes "She
wanted an Einstein but she got a Frankenstein." I

hope that song wasn't written trom personal ex-

perience! Neil's song "Alma Mater" almost brought
tears to my tired old eyes.

Well, 1 guess I've explained my grade woll enough.
I'm sorry it couldn't be higher. I'll be in my office for

consultation during summer school if you want to

come in and discuss your grade. I hope you'll show

wild abandon of the record, kmt I like the melodious

Love It to Death style of two semesters ago better.

XhcJnstnnnental work is finft (I especially like the

moog) but those added horn and woodwind parts

this letter tu the oUier boys. Have a nice summer and
good luck at your new job. I'll come out to see your
group as soon as I can.

Sincerely,

PtMto by Htathtr Harris

Write On!
»',«i«;.r' <
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FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA , V
tail Lounge & Dining Room

DAYS'— n ^a.m. 'M 2 a.m.

FOR YOUR BEST BUY II^BOGKS
,

Closest to campus of any out-of print store, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, all subjects. Browsable—buyable.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

11613 San Vicente Blvd. 8W-4533

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon—

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL. PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

«:'4419 Von Nuy» Blvd. _ r 10912 U Com. Av«. ^^_.
Sh«rmonOdu.CA 91403 ^ )Mmtlwood\/Magm. CA9WH
(213)783-5690

' (213)478-8588

(213)872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

IRISH NORTHERN AID COMMIHEE INVITES YOU TO

A RECEPTION AND DANCE
\./'' IN HONOR OF •

-" -

SEAN KEENAN OF BELFAST /

OF THE PROVISIONAL I.R.A.

RECENTLY RELEASED FROM LONG KESH INTERNMENT CAMP

Friday June 30-9 pm-1am
4315 Melrose Ave -Hollywood

DONATION $3.00 ALL PROCEEDS TO NORTHERN IRELAND

V'»

Hef^fi:^
\

TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Sales

Formal Wear
11919Wilfhir«Blvd.
W.LA. 477^588

•r-1

'< W
"^ ""*^

WLD IMAOAKI: CHUSNINQUfU (1962)
TMU. ((M,''TMt47MWWr) ^.
iW*l* Tha catabralad ttmufi ctMttc that ta, tUf •II. IIm ttenr <H Japan

vnillilin KUHOtAWA: ('61 * 62) ^ _
r«laa«Ma aallon claaatc ^ ^ ^
iMwal with MIftma. mof* Woo^ *»•• •"*^^

I • all, hiol

r«laa«Ma action cUaalc
Baowal wNh MIftma, mo« -

»iah cofw#<y. that l>. mo»\

MARAT-SADE
or

1000 CLOWNS
NEXT WEEK

Inqmdr Btrqnian s

THE RITUAL

RO^P''APV S BABY

BRENfv'.oUL-' iWiiNi THEATER

lirnn^

AND

KUIKMAWA: SEVEN SAMUfffAl iiviH^ iim)
Tha ftnaal iapanaaa «ln» mtf ma*a."-OaoaW MIcMa

AND THRONE OF BLOOD (i997)

»haliai>aara > MacMth iranaplanta* to tha MKMf A«aa X Japan

KIBAVASHI: KWAIDAN (19^5)

C«M«pU»« tatraioty o« it.rtin«ly baautWul JapanaM horror ator.aa

AfM>. SHINOa ONIBABA (1963)
-villaaa Vqii

TNU. KMNMAWA: RED BEARD (1965)

•S^i Ml» moal Oirtapolian tfantand lor compaaalen Tha ttory o« • how»an4
f^l^^ tartan doctor wtto eontlnuoa to do aeed In th« face of tntflffararxa I

#•7 and daath Itaalf

tAT. iNAOAKi: SAMURAI: Mm I. II a in {\9A-\9m

9fmj "Tha Laaand of MuMahl" (Acadomy Award wtrtr«or IW8); "Oual At
|

JVtT lcM)dtl Tampla"; and "Owal On Oanryu laland."

8 ToaWro MIfurta atar* »0f i howra. ^
MIN. (PMCMIERC) HANI: A FULL LIFE (1962)
*!!%} Suparb aaampla of IradHlonal Japanaaa "weman't pictura

^v AND. MizooucHiUTAMAM I NIS FIVE WOMEN (i946)

THo woman who intplrad tha patntar* WaaphawKoua maatarwortt

OMC (PREMIERE) ozu: THE END OF BUMMER ( 6i)|

'Trrl: Tha dl«inta(rallon of a cleaa knit faulty la Orui nail to !••« film

It haeomaa at onaa a ntaatarptaca »na ramaint among tha fraaiMt
|

>rt>t

SEMES DISCOUNT
Any S pfvysM M Mcli

MfiM tw 15.00

SMt # to $7M war
rtfHlar wtm prictt

rOU IMV use 1 TlCKH
FOI CACN or 5 PWOMMS
0« All S TICKnS FOR
TNESAMErMCMMORMY
COMtlNATION TTKRfOr

TS5: MR. arKadin
JOt»
l»-20 Mmmm MTNM

MIMM

OTHELLO
tlOMMi MMR1

THU
n»i TOUCti*OF EVIL P BLACK MAGIC
27-2t *8itW WM

SS thestrAnqer O ciiAciiii'TBiiiwioi

SoS MOBvlblCK
iS«.V MMMrr IICNMN
29-24 WW u»mm
fOf
WEO
iutt luMm
2»-M MUM

JANE EYRE
MM Hill ,.

fWTMM UMHKIUm
""

Tmi)
COMPULSION

tAT. OMO)
•UN THE THIRD MAN
2f-3Q ttniw fill

UUIYFliMSIIAIlCNAI
num

li

SfMESTCXETSAVMUlit
. lYMMlNAT

ij

MX orrKE

|l G(X)0 EVERY OAV t(»f

)

AT All TIMf S EXCErr

FRI I SAT AFTER S f M

WSOT J^^^W ••^^^W ^n

Msesy Ofesf ib:

MAVEAB
li ?U SANTA MONICA RIVO

SANTA MONICA. CAlf 90401

EnclOMtf i»$

THREE FROM/WITH/OF MR. WELLES
MPAHATI AOMtMWN NtCIMA«V '

fl»4»)

MACBETH

mm AUO. t: lAlltV WTCNCOCK /Hi

(IM4)

FALSTAFF^
tMUiM MMM

mkTHE IMMOtTM. STORY
eirr

mMs) w Mfits tidMti

t»

AUO. 16: A I

|l

PlEASfCIKCRSEnn

li nMfMBHUV<U.ES
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Continuing the Romantic

Tradition with Hitchcock . .

.

*^.

> — -t

"»« 1

^...

(Continued from Page 7)

As if their dehuinanizatioii'were

not complete in acting the role of

sex object both as the instruments

for the killer's perversions and as

the means of deceiving the

audience into emotional in-

volvement in the rapings, the

-vmmen^ in Frenzy must also

function to siphon off .the

audience's (and Hitchcock's)

horror and shame in enjoying

these t
vicarious sexual ex-

periences. In the sequence in

which the marriage bureau

secretary describes the repulisve

sexual deviation of the killer to

SCotlahd Yard, she assumes afr

the same and degredation on

herself, and the killer (and

through him, the audience) is thus

freed from the guilt. We laugh at

how shocked and embarrassed

this woman becomes and at the

-same time laugh -away our Qwn

participation in the acts by

transferring the sharpe onto her.

-Similar is the scene in the lobby of

the hotel where Blaney proudly

laughs off the leering

-suggestiveness of the clerk at tne

expense of Babs, who becomes

embarrassed.
"Hitchcock triumphantly

returns with his full ppwers,"

proclaim the critics, as though his

technical prowess had ever lap-

sed. And vet Frenzy, though

studded with extraordinarily

directed shots and sequences —
Blaney's strolls arund the market,

the dinner with Brenda, the shot of

the killer revealed behind Babs's

head outside the pub, and of

course the "set-pieces" in the

potato truck and the rape/murder

in the marriage bureau —
nevertheless contains shots which

are gratuitous in that their effect

is not rooted in the characters, but

simply in the mechanics of the

shots themselves. Most glaring is

the shot which follows Babs and

the killer into his apartment, then

tracks down the empty staircase

and otitside to the street, for me
one of Hi tchcock ' s "niosl Itt-

conceived shots. The intended

effect may have been to heighten

our involvement with Babs, to

heighten the shock of t\^e sudden

Grok with Groce
Larry Groce
Crescentville (Daybreak DR 2010)

l^st vear a songwriter named Larry Groce

released his debut album. The Wheat Ues Urn

i Daybreak DR 2000) . Although excellent it was all

but ignored (with the exception of a favorable

Rolling Stone review). This year, it is Crescent-

ville (Daybreak DR 2010), and it. too, presents

someone of versatility, enthusiasm, and strong

musical direction.
. j *u«

Groce's deep interest in the past and the

struggling of individuals and nature against the

inevitability of change, progress, and destruction

provides a central theme in Crescentville. In tne

title cut, Groce's hautin^y fragUe vocal captures

the spirit of a city in 1849 and its present ghost

town existence. (''Another life was sold to the wind

and the sand/Sometimes a ghost tpWh is all that

can stand/In the heart of a land") In "Where Are

the Wide Open Spaces," Groce voices the modem

suburbanite's plea, with one eye bewailing the

present, the other yearning for the times gone by.

("When the sun sets on the land of the free/You

hardly can hear a man sing/Where are the wide

open spaces/Where are the wide open men/I need

to find them again"). The vision of the pioneer

traveling to find a place to is movingly pictured in

'Just Another American Dream" ("But all he'd

ever dreamed of/Was all he had never known/It's

a long way to that hillside/lt*s a long way home").

"1933." highlighted by Bferke McKelvey on piano,

provides a fitting conclusion to thoughts of the

past. Memories and reminiscences separate and

for a moment still fragments of the past congeal in

one's mind, and in this way, the past is able to

survive regardless of change. Groce's vocal is

sensitive and revealing in the introspective lyrics.

("Am I the only one who remembers when/Your

life was riding up above the morning wind/Years

and years ago, I guess it^ mqst have been/But

that's the way I still see yo^Even if those days

can not come back again.")

In a different mood and with less serious con-

tent. Groce adeptly creates good-time gluegrass

and banjo-picking country euphoria, as evidenced

in "Bumper Sticker Song" and "Muddy Boggy

Banjo Man." "Bumper Sticker Song" may well be

the natural sequence to Jolwx Prine's "Your Flag

Decal Won't Get You Into Heaven Anymore," with

Doug Dillard's banjo magic and Groce's lyrics

playfully listing our ridiculous literary

achievements of the seventies. ("If you hate cops

when you're in trouble call a hippie/Up with

people/Down with poison/Curb you're dog").

"Muddy Boggy Banjo Man" is Mr. Bojangles

minus the worn-out shoes, for he's "a grey haired

man with his fast fingers flying so free/Traveling

around in a grey frocked coat/Singing country

melodies."

demise of this likable girl. Un-

fortunately, since our emotional

IIHI.Mlrfl I —.—A—

_

-1- ,A

involvement with Babs has been

artificially engendered and is

superficial at best, the shot itself

is so powerful simply on a

technical level that it easily

distracts us from the characters.

Hitchcock's bravura boom-ins in

Notorious (from high-angle long-

shot of party to extreme close-up

of the key in Ingrid Bergman's

hand) and Marnie (high-angle

long-shot to close-up of Strutt's

face as he walks in the door) are

powerful because they reveal the

tiny key and the one man which

are more important to the

characters of the films (and to the

audience) than the huge rooms

full of people. E;ach shot itself

« serves the characters, it adds to

our understanding of what they

are feeling and by its power

makes us feel with them.

By contrast, the shot in Frenzy

detracts from the characters by

calling our attention to a

"masterful shot" at a time when
all our thoughts should be with a

doomed girl. (The boom shot up

the stairs in Psycho in which

Batqs carries his mother down-

stairs ^Iso distracts us and en-

distances us from the action, but

for a very particular reason!).

The neutral-angle medium-long

shot«of the inspector and his wife

U.C.L.A. SPONSORED TOURS

CONDUCTED BY I.S.C.

*<W5!.4jftP'

.1

July 1 JoponMs D««r Pari & V^ Mutaum
Soturdoy S6.00 Includes transportation, odmis-

sion (•«. dspartt 8:00 am - retOrns 6 pm

July 2 lot AngalM Tour. $ 1 .00 Includes

SufMloy transportation only to Music Center,

Chinatown, OliVero St., Hollywood,

Farmers' Market, Century City,

"6 each, etc . . . Deports 8 am- r^
turns 7 pm

July 4 DiineylcNHl $5.00 Includes transpor-

HolMay tation, admission lee & 10 ride tickets.

Deports ft om - returns 8 pm.

July 1 1 Jeeus Chri^ Superttor ol Univerpd
Tu««^ Studio City S5.25 Includes transpor

totlon ond one ticket for the ploy.

40 people maximum. Deports 7 pm
-returns 1 1 pm

':>•< '

f:«^

fc»>

:*»*

.-or more inlormotion and rotervotiotS, ploose coll

477^4587 or drop by:

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

1023 Hilgord Ave. LA., Calif. 90024

tr^

.hc^ona

sitting at the dinner table, a lamp

carefully composed between

them, recalls the shot of Paul

Newman and Julie Andrews at

opposite sides of the East German
hotel room in Torn Curtain. But

where the Newman/Andrews shot

expresses formally the distance

between the characters which we

feel from them, the shot in Frenzy

cannot enrich our emotional in-

volvement with two characters

alienated from each other,

because those characters exist

only*^ as absurd caricatures of

feeling people. (There is a

moment after her marguerita has

been spurned that this wife

threatens to come alive in a

Wilderesque turnabout on a

callous audience that has ac-

cepted her as a laughable female

stereotype rather than a human

being; but alas, she merely rolls

her eyes and walks back into her

kitchen babbling her inanities.)

With Frenzy, a jaded Romantic

has found his audience, much as

he has done in the past, as with

Strangers on a Train, following a

string of box-office failures. And

we should not forget that

Strangers, too, had its stereotyped

women, ite gratuitous sequences

(notably the merry-go- round

finale), its reliance upon devices

rather than involvement with

character. Perhaps the new five-

picture contract signed with

Universal on the strength of

Frenzy will once again stir the

heart of our greatest Romantic.

CLASS
NOTES

Azy
R^^^tVI

CHOSEN BY THESE LEADING THEATRES AND
DRIVE-INS FOR YOUR HOLIDAY ENTERTAINMENTNOW SHOWING

!

$5.00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Art 54 — Kaplan
Economics lOlA — Murphy
Economics W — Morpr^y
Education 112 — Kiasiar
History 174B — WtISS
Political Scalnct 140 - Baen^ald

Psychology 41 — Wickant
Psychology 110 — Cardar
Psychology 130 — Faw

PICWOOO West Los Angeles 272 8239 p^r.F.c o«.vt .^n
NIIWPIX Hollywood 4646113 OlYMPfC OtlVtlM Los Angeles 4779817

^.51L*?i^^"^''"*'*^T'°*'"
^^^^^^^ COMPTOH DRIVE IN Compton 6388557

ACADEMY InglewOOd 7515151 uroMnyT naiut ly r A -i-y-, ,r.Lc

fSOUIKPasad..a 684 1774 Trwr,... ' J „
°"

" •

CAU THIATRIS

FOR SHOWTIMES!
STADIUM DRIVE IN #2 Orange 639 8850

HARBOR CINEMA #2 Costa Mesa 646 0573

"We have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes

nnd Monarch Notes".

for addiHonal coursm call or

coma to

Tuaa. Wad. Thurs. 10-2

10851 UNDMOOK DR.

—
1 Btii N. >^tt*Ttra- -

1-1/2 Blli.E.Wath*«>od

^ 478.52tf
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"THE BLUE ANGEL" — Von Sternberg discovers Marlene who
discovers sex; plus The Shop on Main Street — Award winning Ciech

classic; 7 pm today at UCLA Audio-Visual World Schools, 1730 Westwood
Blvd. The Seventh Seal 7 pm Saturday replaces Shop on AAaIn St.

I
Ecology courses directory available
In what booklet would you find the following courses offered?

"Technology and Environment," *'Man and the Earth Ecosystem," •'The

World's Population and Feed."

Answer: In the Directory of Undergraduate Environmental Courses.

According to Professor Charles Bennett, chairman of the Letters and

Science Committee on Environmental Education, he tried to include all

undergraduate courses "whose instructors made significant efforts to

relate their subjects to the interaction between man and his en-

vironment." — ^-

—

The directory includes 50 courses from 14 disciplines, ranging from

anthropology and engineering to philosophy and public health, and a

synopsis of the "Analysis and Conservation of Ecosystems" major of-

fered by the geography department.

- Copies of the directory are available from Bennett, at Bunche 1255 or by

writing to him, care of the geography department, Los Angeles, CA,

90024.

A Ivarez appointed

as new director

of Chicano center

•Rodolfo Alvarez has been ap-

pointed director of the Chicano
Studies Institute and associate

professor of sociology, it was
announced Monday by Chancellor
Charles E. Young.

:
i

Alvarez, whose appointment
begins tomorrow, comes here
from Yale University, where he
has been a faculty member since

1966.

He succeeds Simon Gonzalez,

who has been acting director for

the Center during the one year
search for a new director. Gon-
zalez, a member of the search

committee, said Tuesday that he
was "very pleased" with the

appointment.

Gonzalez will continue as an

assistant to the Chancellor and as

an associate professor in the

Graduate School of Education.

Alvarez received his MA and
PhD degrees from the University

of Washingibn. He has specialized

4n the area of social deviance, with

enfphasis on criminal behavior,

and has also written extensively

on Mexican American culture and
history. His studies have dealt

with the economic and social

issues confronting the Chicano

community in the United States.
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In the good orwhat's On time
(Continued from Page 15)

transportation, admission to Parlt

and Museum, departs 8 am,
returns 6 pm.

Sunday, July 2

—"Los Angel^ Tour/' $1 in-

cludes tra^yMpPion only — ride

to MusiclRnter, China Town,
01 ivera St., Hollywood, Farmers
AAarket, Century City, Beach and
. . .; departs 8 am, returns 7 pm.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starer Challenge/'

grant applications are available In

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due

August 15.

a a

UCLA Art Galleries, open Sun-

days, 1-5 pm; Monday thru

Thursday, 11 am-5 pm; closed

Friday and Saturday.

-^"Drawings by Mike Shaw/' In

Conference Room Gallery at

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

thru July 2.

Exhibits:
,;

Tuesday, July 4

—"Disneyland/' $5 includes
transportation, admission fee and
10 ride tickets, departs 8 am,
returns 8 pm. Deadline: Saturday.

Etcetera:

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Clay Young/' a graphfc

artist in the Unlverlsty Extension

art department, is having a one

man show in Kerkchoff Hall thru

to day. The mixed media first-

time showing of Mr. Young's work

on this campus includes recent oil

paintings, block prints, silk-

screen prints and omni-chrome

prints.

—"1972 UCLA Student Art

Exhibition" featuring works In all

media by graduate art students,

candidates tor MA and MFA
degrees, plus some un-,

dergraduate work, thru today.
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i(Paid Advertisement)

DON'T 60

WALKINO ^'^'

GHANA
CULTURAL EVENING

^ SAX JULY Ist-^

MARAT-SADE

1000 CLOWNS
NF XT WFtK

Inqm.ir Brrqni.m s

THE RITUAL

ROSEMARY S BABY

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

DINNER & dance'
CARIBBEAN BAND and the BILL RILEY ENTERTAINERS

. •TALKING DRUMS •AFRICAN SOUL

•GHANA HIGIH.IFE

$T>0 SINGLE

ADMJ$20«coupu
Inl^maHonol Slud^n* Cm^m

plMH«c: 477-4587 ^^^f HILGARD AVE

• OPPICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: Office of the Registrar

Effective July 1, 1972 by directive from tlie Office of tlie Presidciit,

the traiiAcript fee will be increased to $2.00 for the first copy and $1.00
for each additional copy REQUESTED AT THE SAME TIME.^

FROM: Work-Study Office

WORK-STUDY JOBS NEEDED
Departments which have summer Jobs available for students are

urged to notify the Work-Study Office at once. The Work-Study pro-
gram pays 80% of an eligible student's salary, with the remaining 20%
provided by the department This is an excellent opportunity to assist

students as weU as to provide your department with additional man-
power for the summer. For further information call extension 5-4531.

STEPHEN STILLS
%

MANASSAS
HllilIMN
Run

SAMUELS

OAUAS

TAYLOR

HARRIS
Al

PERKINS LALff

HolyvyoocI
^ry

SUNDAY JULY 16 spm
ALL SEATS RISERVED: $7.50>.S0, S.SO, 4.50,

TICKETS AVAILABJ^E AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL, 2301 N. HIGHLAND AVE.

AND SO. CALIF. MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL AGENCIES,

ALL TICKETRON LOCATIONS, WALLICH'S MUSIC CITY STORES AND
BY MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD BOWL, P O BOX 1951,

ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

'., FOR INFORMATION DIAL 87-M-U-S-l-C

rrodncrd hv(.<)N(JKI A^SCMIMls

ALSO APPEARING AT : SWING AUOITORIUM JULY 28

_i

.'[

: ENTERTAINMENT FROM^^th
• •••••••••••••••••••••• CENTURY*FOX

20
'"I

'"APES'-FINE FARE THAT WILL TURN YOU ON!'*

- Joyce Haber, LOS ANGELES TIMES

COLOR BY DE LUXE

*i3S^ PG

NOW PUYIN6 EXCLUSIVELY AT TNESE TNEATRES

• . EGYPTIAM Hollywood 467-6167 UMITED ARTISTS - Westwood - 4770575

CENTINELA DRIN Los AnReles - 670-8677

-*-

'«li#»>>IMl>>iMt»i«i| (||«i««».i.»i»ti*»»»*«-«- •»'•'••*•'

"ONE OF THE FINEST FILMS
- ROLLING STONE

i»»

TolcCOMMODATE PUTlIC RESPONSf IMIY THE TOO! .
WllYWOOl IS

PROVD TO JOIN THE NATIONAL IN SHOWINfi THIS 0UTSTANBIN6 AHRACTION!

VOGUE Hollywood 462 6621 • NATIONAL Westwood ^ 479-2866
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AOVERTISINOOFFICES
Ktrckholl Hall lU - -
Phone US 2J2I

Classified advertiiiny rates

IS *ords »1 M day, i consecutive

insertions »$.00

Payable in adv-ance v

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.

No telephone orders
'

THE Daily Brum gives full »"P«>o''*JV«n
university of California's ^PO"«V »" .";»-"j

discrimination and therefore «'•»»•''•;

advertisin, service will not »>•,. "V*;«
available to anyone who, m •'o'^J'"*

housing to students or offering |Obs,

;?»cr.mi«ates on the basis of r«e color

religion, national origin or ancestry Neither

the university nor the Daily Brum has in

vestigated any of the services o"*'^*'*^^?;*,

For assistance with housing ««'»"''" '"*'?"

problems, call: UCLA Mousing Office M$

449) , Westside Fair Housing 473 0949.

y Campus Services .... 3

wedding
announcements

kerkhoff 12^^.

82-5O61I ^

V Help Wanted . .

KKCEPTIONIST-Secrelary

8 y/ Services Offered .... '* y/Travel,
fravel .

Typing M
wpm. Shorthand 80 wpm R«Jj"^»*V*
I)fvelopmenl ( ompany. salary 1550 pluj.

fl24-859l Non-«moker. (»jnju».

( OMPUTER tutor with
Jf"'"'"

background wanted - Fortran. 82«-J74«. (8 Jy

I4>.

FKMALK help care for 6 week old twin*, do

light housekeeping. Kxperlence w/lnfanU.

Personal references a must. "©""J;® "^
arranged but must work through 7:00 p.m.

Near .Melrose - La Cienega.657.2999.<8 Jy 7)-

Full or part

(8Jn30)

TELFVISION rental. Special UCLA ratej.

SAmJllel. Free delivery. Free .«jrke^J4

hr. phone. 274.»ll». (IW^l-

AUTO and motorcycle insurance, for a rate

quotation call Alan Sobel at '"'W" or 873-

SHI5.
(lejnjr^

PROFKSSiONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your

387-1548 call anytime. (l«Jy

EUROPE ROUND ™P 'IE"!..VJilre
SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHm
ALSO TOKYO. INDJA^SRAEL AFRICA

AND ASIA. AISFLIGH-rej TRAVEL. fiSf

SANTA MONICA. LA. tOMt. 274^742.

requirements.

EUROPE

IIKLP Wanted. Mother's helper

time. Live in preferred. 474-3273,

SEI F-HYPNOSIS ciaties. to enhance

CONCFNTRATION. MEMORY. CON-

FIDFNCE ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
UarnJ^RKl EASE MATERIAL STUDIED

and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. 474-3350

StartSALES -Automotive products,

part-time, have good job during summer

experience. 7HI-K665. ^'^''y'*^:

now
No

Daily.
<l6Jy3).

PIANO lessons by doctoral candidate.

Reasonable and talented - 783-4145. (16 Jn 30)-

(ilRL part time receptionist-
«f<!|"

"«"/;,*

salon $l.6r./hr. Will train. See
^»^^^*^}*l^^;

Pico Blvd.
\

BEVERLY Hills business executive desires

to learn the Danish language. If you are from

Denmark and would like to tutor me In this

subject one evening 9er v^eek, n»y home

please telephone: Mr. David Bowers 466-4595

(office). 271-2215 (home)

AUTO Insurance cancelled? "Refused? 'Too

high" 'Too young? Motorcycle. Wm. An-

derson GR7-6140 VE8-3786. (16Jn30)-

EXPERIENCED Oxford. Columbia,

Stanford students will edit papers, disser-

tations; tutor humanities. Call 479-0350 or

820-4051. Jn3«).

PfMlwn-TRlP FLIGHTS

/ Church Services . . 4 CA

SIMMER job on .W-foot dlesel auxllary.

Experience: Marlinsplke. varnishing,

cruising. Send resume to J. Truett. Con-

stellation Marine, 18744 S.Reyes. Compton

90221 (8Jn30).

WESTWOOO Friends meeting (Quakers),

Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM, Univ YWCA,
$74 Milqard, visitors welcome. 473 7950.

WANTED - girl live In part time or live out -

Babysitting - ( 7 mo. old and 6 yr . old) Salary

to b^ discussed. Days, hours - nexlble. Near

transportatton. references. Mrs. Rlskln. 270-_

3454 ( Jn30)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 4577573. (liQTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHtV^
PAYMENTS

^Personal .

HOLMES. George N. Fond friend of many.

Private services were held, (iates, Kingsley

"4 Gales, Westwood. Directors. (5 Jn 30).

PSYCIIOLOtiY student, no special skills, to

be companion to woman - full time. days. Mr

Wander 821-3787 anytime. (8Jy3).

^EED EXTRA DOUGH?

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39A 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

JULY
AUG

JULY
AUG

AUG
SEPT

AUG
SEPT

AUG
SEPT

SEPT
SEPT

SEPT
OCT

9 LA/LONDON

27 LONOON/LA

23 LA/LONDON

20 LONOON/LA

9 LA/HADRID
18 AMST/LA

19 LA/LONOON
16 LONOON/LA

28 LA/LONDON

26 LONOON/LA

5 LA/LONOON
26 LONDON/LA

5 LA/LONOON
^LOHOON/LA_

$252.00
50 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

RENT-A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/Hlfl. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 475-3570^053

Westwood. :
— < QTR).

PHWiNANT? Want help? Call non profit

organizatk)n.24hr8.(2l3) 654-4313. (5Jy25>.

HEY UCLA WOMEN: THE
UCLA WOMEN'S RESOURCE
CENTER IS YOURS! VISIT

POWELL LIBRARY ROQM 90.

CALL 825 3945. USE YOUR

y Social Events .

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone : 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

^Travel
!* •»-'.—

•
'•' rr 17

VARIETY of full time and part-time

summer jobs. vServlces Unlimited. 475-9521 (8

Jn 30).

SEPT
OCT

SEPT
OCT

17
18

26
9

LA/LON/ FRANK
FRANK/LON/LA

LVLONDON
LONOON/LA

$247.00
32 Days

$199.00
14 Days

llorSEKEEPlNG, cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed,

student -owned company. |2.20/hr. 8281300.

H Jy 18).

ATTENTION Earthdweller. You are a

person who renounced mediocrity, no longer

Kubs(rib<- to authoritarian concepts, and

wish lu work in true creative energy, -

you're right (all us at 392-7787. (7 Jy 14).

/Po/fficaf n
"SOCIALISM: Questions and Answers" Is

available for ZSeffom the league for Econ.

Democracy P.O. Box 1858. San Pedro. Ca.

!M)7:u. ( Jn30)

y^ Help Wanted 8 >/ Ear Sale 15

MAIrit^ or female needed to sell sandwiches.

Excetl. part-time income. 6.'>4-O021. 462-2050.

.
V-*' (HJy 11).

(•IHI.S (or Telephone Answering - OK.
Kelween HAM • H I'M. Playa Del Key. 823-

:it(ii. (NJn30).

BOARD of boards
board, bright red,

I76-70H2. Nell.

6-1/2 foot Philips Surf-

excellent condition, 180,

(15Jn30).

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel. India. Ea»t

Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041—

t

Wilshlre Blvd. L.A. 90025. 478-0644. ( 17 qtr)

eIjropi
ISRAEL EASTAFRICA
One way and round trip student flights.

S<>FA Agent for Inter European Studei.

Charter Flights. «;

Contact: ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

H. CA Calif. 90049.

Tf I
:
J 2J 3 i 826-5669. 8264|955.^ .

'FLEXIBLE Dates to Europc-Israel-Orlent.

*New Student Airfares. *Eurall Pass.

*Tours *llotels-Car Rental-Ships. *Call 475-

3033. Audio-Visual World Schools - 1726

Westwood Bl. L.A. 90024 (1/2 Bl. No. S.M.
Blvd.). (I7jyl4).

EUROPE Jet Flight. LA. - Amsterdam -

L.A. 9279. August 2 - September 3. Some one-
ways available. W.A.C. - Fllte Chairman -

838-9329. 839-24 18. ( 17 A 3 )

.

-— ONE-WAY FLIGHTS --—

JUNE 28 LONOON/LA JIS'SS
JULY 26 LA/LONOON

JHS'SS
AUG ^ LA/LONDON $138.00

im-^1 LONDON/LA $138.00

AUG 31 DUBLIN/LA \\l^'^
SEPT 6 LA/LONOON $ 24.00

«;EPT 19 LA/LONDON $124.00

I

OPEMN(;s for ambitious working girls -

Vivian WiMKlward Tosmetics. Fast growing
subsidarv of (;eneral Foods Corporation.

Training- full/part-time. H2K-6642. (8Jy 14).

. BABYSITTER for 3 year old; my home,
Santa Monit^a; own car: occasional days,

evenings : $1 /hour : 3«)3-(N)ri5. (H Jn 30).

MOTHKK'K helper. Experienced with infant

and small child. Light housework. Own
transportation and references. 651-2710. (8 Jn
:ui).

DONORS NEEDED
FOR SPERM BANK

INFERTILITY RESEARCH CLINIC

(To be reimbursed adequately).

Medical Students, Interns and (Graduate

Science Students

Caucasian. Negroe, Oriental, Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut individuals only

Please send description, phone number and

enclose current photo to P O Box #24221,

L.A_y)()24 for further information

BEACII-sun-work-fun. (You're finished by
one). Deliver sandwiches In established

areas. I» ::M)a.m.- 12:30p.m. 145 - 1.'>5 weekly,
(iuaranteed 12.50 per hour. 836-9091 before
ll:mi-H21-:UI34 after 6:00p.m. (8Jy7).

SITTER with flexible schedule and car for •
1/2 year girl. 5 afternoons /week; 4:30-7:00
approx.,39K-:W66, after7. (8Jy7).

(iAiUtARD 5.VB turntable w/shure cart,

base & cover. $40. Jon 472-4264. eves. (ISJy
3).

SASSMAN Harpsichord - hand built German
harpsichord, figured w&lnut case, perfect

condition, length .'>'
1 manual. $1,495.00. 456-

8761. .(15A3).

100 Watt Harman Kardon Am/Fm Stereo

Receiver with tow 12" 3-way speakers. Need
monev . Sacrifice $200.00 Like new 723-

r,6.35. nS Jn30).

as
uca

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John and Susan

Cliarter
Fligbts

10^56 Weybum Avenue
Mestwood Village 90024 .

Telephone;
' 478-8286

EESI

DESK and assorted chairs etc., suitable for

office or den, very reasonable. Call : 277-

.'l)Mi. (l5Jn30).

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
(•rad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any slie mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt 34»-8l 18. 886-0400 . (15QTR) .

FRAMl S Electi^ic guitar. Three pick up.

Case. Never used. $149.00 /offer. Rick
Bringham 395-3461 ( 15 Jn 30 )

.

VOX Bass w/case treble booster , fun.
teardrop body. Excellent condition. $125.

Marty 478-6206. (15Jyl4).

MARTIN-copy guHar. Steel-string, classical
Ventura w/case. Four months old.
$85.00/offer.656-«802. (15Jn30).

ROYAL 'Safari" Manual typewriter.
Rarely used. $45 or best offer. 477-9972. ~

( 15
Jn 30).

PENTAX spotmutic system with four lenses
and many extras. Like new. $450. 828-

7341. , (15Jy7).

AQUARIITS IV speakers 12" 3-way.
Sacrifice. $130.00 for the pair. BSR SlOX
turntable, like new. $50.00. 721-0207. (ISJy

L

CHARTER FLIGHTS
I

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses. ^

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-. -
all first class

service*^-

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

Fit. ^ Dep.

BESULTS *

ATTENTION teacher. Lit. /Psych majors:
Private library-collectors Items. Also
unusual chess sets. Greta. 394-5779 ( 15 Jy 7).

V Services Offered .... 16

BELLY Dancing - for fun and profit. Girls •

learn the fine art of Belly Dancing this
summer - 474-6743. (ItJyU).

GUITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS. 716."" (ItJyU).

WE have carefully screened, bonded and
insured housekeepers, cleaners and party
servers. UnlversHy Housekeeping. S2^

2

3

5

6

10

14

15

17

18

1?

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/25

6/29

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

9/12

Rtt.

6/28

8/16

9/6

9/13

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

Days

71

56

72

80

61

40

30

50

33

Price

$262

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

K <i«Jy2i).

^HrtTAR Lcvmni - lunnncr niet. Malcolm
Klgar

: 474-4124/•S9-2M2. ( IC Jn 36)

Available only to bonafide members of the
Univertity of California includin« students
faculty, staff, and their immediate lamillts
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

ch«n«r ntgnti

t'SIS has lowest
college ktudents.
45I-I3S3.

auto Insurance rates for
Call us In Santa Monica •

(WQTR).

uc a Kerchkhoff Hall 20S O
Between lam. 4 Sp.nf.

$25-1221

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport tb the „ • ,*mr—

world of stucient dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

afed by the Internationpl

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It Is

required for all student
'

flights abroad.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far East-at fantastic

savings, enabling you
to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little as

possible.

you kno^iv us I

^V^OTr®» • • •

UNI
lOMe WfVBURN AVENUt

TiLt: 477.nu

lEtROPE nights. i» departure*, also N.Y
.Israel. India. Africa. S«% ott. Student
rates/cards. Since 195t. EASC. 323 N
Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills. M21«. 27M2»3.

RETURN hair of Pan Am ticket. N.Y. -

Amsterdam. Good until July 2t. |M. 477-

7J15M. (I7jy7).

NOW available to ttudcnU. faculty. sUff
The t'CLA Alumni Asiociatlon Tahiti Ad-
venture. Call Linda Kicker. 82S-3M1. (17 Jy
7).

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ticlieting

.Student Rail-Pats 2 mo. |13l-

.Olympic games & Hotel apace avail

. 1972 Student Guide Booli to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. tl4t3

Phone; 872-22g3/Tg4-U77

y For Rent

SANTA Monica: Montana Ave. office. Appr.
700 SQ. ft. Part or all. Reasonable. 451-

0164. ( Jy7).

KENSINGTON. Central London. England.
Beautiful, top-lloor. sunny, large studio,

kitchen-diningroom. t%vo double-bedrooms,
and bathroom. Available July. August, and
September. |400/month. Photos and par-
ticulars: William Wilson. 17 Elvaston Plate.

London S.W.7. ( Ja30).

PIANO Tuner hat aevcral rentals, all-

rebuilt. $10. no minimum. iM-4514. ( Jn30)

^lutoring . • • • . 18

GRADUATE record exams, other admission

tests. Prepare with recent Harvard

University admissions director. 478-2141. ( 18

Jy 14).

MATH Ph.D. with extensive teaching ex-

perience will tutor all math courses.

t8.00/hr. Satisfaction guaranteed. 47M323
(18Jyl4).

STATISTICS and Math tutoring. Call 398-

9405 evenings and mornings. (18Jy7).

GRE. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic

Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18 QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. (18 QTR).

^Typing ...*... .^ •• '°

TYPING - 75* per page. Draft. PosUge &

Materials included. Day»/532-5010 X3I7

Everfangs/379-0161. (I9Jyl4l.

TYPING - IBM Selectric. Fast, accurate,

complete service for papers, theses, letters,

etc. Mike. 477-4602 - evenings. ( 19 Jy 1 1 )

•

DAWN - Papers, DIsaertation proposals.

Letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.

Weeknights 6-10. Weekend Mornings, ca 1

399-0414. <'^Jy^*'-

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 qtr).

i.. :

~~^

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electrlci

Expert typing, faat. Alice. 397-3306. ( 19 QTR

)

ENGLISH Grads: DIsaerUtion specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QTR

)

RUTH: These*. di»*ertations. term P"P«";

ihanuscrlpls. Reliable. ExP««-ienced. Cal

82H-1162.
<'»QTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, 9

6: Barbie: 670-1982. Mae: 396-5182. (19 QTR)

IBM's new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate worjk^

Please call 394-8295.
(19QTR)

YOU tan. We type. Handwritten <ir«Jl»;
2*"

hr. an*wer dictation. Faat and Neat. EXAM-

US (i9Jy3).

^Wanted 20

WILL pay cash for car*. R«n"J"«?!; ^
Wrecks too. Free tow -aways -

^''JJJqtR)

ART Buyer. On commission, sculpting^

emphasis metal work. Send back ground w
Box 886. SanU Monica. CA »0406. Attn: (*.r

UCLA physician desire* lca*e small rustic

house beg. July I with fireplace. Canyon

preferred. t2M -$306. Dr. Upton. 825-0575

days. 476-5154 eve*. (20Jy7).

SINGER - songwriter wants drummer,

organist, lead guiUrlat. bass guiUrist for

working Band. Call Paul -SIMIil. (20Jy7).

I

y/Apfs Furnished . . . . »
2'

LARGE Bachetors. m up. Siaglw.
JlJJ'

acroas from Dykatra. Ml Gayley. GR 3-17m.

GR 3-0524. Mr*. Kay. <»*'^"'

BACHELOR Apt. ITS.OO All «*«*»*« ^J*-
1665 Selby Ave. Call evening* after 6:31. «74-

0981. (llJn39)

M0.6t, t bedroom. 2 bath. 1 bedroom l^f** •.

SpaclMM. builtins. AdulU. Ill7 rederal 19^
osaa. (2lJn39>0366

IS5.00 I bedroom, fumlahed/unfurnlshed.

Altractlve.rconvealent WLA l»«j"*"

Adult*. ISI7 Federal. 3l»-«llt. mM^'

^''2474 Miles OH Broadway/'

Theater Arts SufTifner Season:

Two Farces by French playwright

Feydeau (July 6-9); The Serpent

by Jean-Claude van Itallie (July

13-I6and 19-23); Celebration (July

20 23 and 26-30); and The Rimers

of Eldridge by Langford Wilson

(July 27-30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays ahd
Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.
Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plazs/ Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825-2581.

Concerts:
Saturday, July 1

—"Festival Concert," directed

by Roger Wagner, with Paul

Salamunovlch, assistant director,
and Robert Shaw and Howard
Swan, guest conductors.
Clumlnation of a week-long choral
workshop, with the participants,
members of the Los Angeles
Master Chorale, and outstanding
soloists, supported by the
Professional Slnfonla Orchestra.
Program Includes works by
Haydn, Brach, Brahms and
Durufle, 8:30 pm Royce Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $4.75, $4,
$3.25, $2.50, and $1.75 (students).

E.C.:

Friday, June 30
—"Awareness," 7-10 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-
9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday,. July 1

—"Gesalt Workshop," 7-10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, July 2

—"Body Awareness Through
Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff
Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Aslroyoga: Ecology of
Astrological Action Awareness,"
8-10 pm, Bunche Hall 3288.

—"The Ancient Wisdom: The
Ultimate Philosophy," 7: 30-10:

M

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8:30
pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-9 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Meetings:
Friday, June 30

"Muslim Students," 1-3 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Saturday, July 8

—"UCLA Astronomical
Society,"observation trip to

Lucerne Dry Lake. Sign-up and
information, contact Barbara
McColgan at 472-3578.

URA Clubs:
—"URA Clubs," that are sports

orientated will be carried in the

sports section from now on. All

other URA Clubs will continue to

appear in What's ON.

Friday, June 28

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.
Women's Gym 200.

Saturday, July 1

—"Organic Garden Club," 10-4

pm, Horticultural Garden.

Sunday, July 2

—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2 io

pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

ISC Tours:
Tickets are available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

July 1-4

—"San Francisco," $30 includes

three nights accommodations and
transportation, departs 7 am,
Saturday; returns 11 pm,
Tuesday.

. I

^< 7j-

Saturday, July 1

—"Japanese Deer Park and
Wax Museum," $6 includes

(Continued on Page 13)

^Apts Furnished 2? ^ Apts Unfurnished 22 ^For Sub-Lease 24

4H3 GAYLEY: Large furnished I bedrm.
I'tllltles Included. Walk/campus. Summer
ratellCO.OO/mo. 477-4t3t.\ (ZlJyll).

-^
ONE minute to UCLA. Spacious bachelors,

singles, one bedrooms available Now! Mgr.
dM Landfair 473-5571. <21 Jy 18).

l-BDRM furn. Palms area, sublease
July.Aug. Mary Ann. eve*. 82^^)287. ( Jy
7).

FURNISHED single* to share |70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 833 Gayley. 473-4412

(21 QTR).

SINGLES, bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio, 1-1/2

bath, pool. 3 Mks. campus. 18624 Llndbrook
(llllgard)rGR5-5584. < (21 QTR).

$175.00 Very Attractively Furn. Large Apt. 2-

bedrms - 5 closets - separate garage .

KqMlvalent to a house. Couple or 2 girls. ltS3

1/2 So. Corning Ave. L.A. 855-3380 ap-

pointment. (21 Jn 38)

$165 gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson. 8858 CatUrougus. 838-3428

SPACIOUS bachelor * 2 bedroom. 2 bath

apartments. Near Barrington and bus. 845-

6638. ^
.JnJ8>.

••••••••••••••••••••I

501 GAYLEY
Across Prom Dykstra -

Reduced Summer Rates
Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15

GR 31788 - Mrs. Kay • GR 30524

LARGE 1 bedroom. Pool, summer $158.88

up. No lease. Nine month fall leases. 518

(ilenrock. 473-8285. (21 QTR).

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE ^.^ STUDENT APARTMENTS ft
FURNISHED BACHELORS*

1 BEDROOMS

Same rent Summer A Fall ^^

. Showing NOW
)|C DeposK win hold

Across UCLA ^

ENJOY Summer hi large clean single and
one4>edrm apts. Some alr-cond. Blocli

r( LAVlllagc. Elevator. Pool. Sundecks.
Garage. 825-841 Undfalr. 471-5484. (21 QTR)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments '

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.
Reservations lor Fall also accepted.

Renting Office: SU Landfair II
.t •••

Also with Pool

Clenfair Terrace
$43 Landfair 114
S40Glenrocl(«n

I.ARtiE attractive one bedroom apartmcnU
in Santa Monlca..JI85 up... pool, sub-
terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,
walk to beach, near SanU Monica Freeway.
ai I Fourth HI. RM M2-S888, 1845 Fourth St.

SM M2-5558. (2l«ir)

yf Apts Unfurnished .... 22

t2l8 • XTRA large 2 M..
<Woratcd. carpets, drapes
•^rv. porch. Garage
H;»-a55#. n5-«735.

newly
Cloaets galore.

Small pet OK.
(txJyin-

_ l^^bedrms!
tl35 Rachdar* IZ33 Wrilcsly

II 154158 angle*. 11821 Go*hen
1155 up. 1-3 bedrin*. 4118 Inglewood.
1225 up. 2-3 bedrms . 1 233 Welleoly

.

l388up.SWdrm. 11821 Goshen.

I8«oom, Guc«l llo«ae! Near UCLA.
8458 Mallbu Homo. Law A>«« t

k!JM-ll

BACHELOR apartment, hot plate. 1100 mo..
Santa Monica. Large bedroom, private
entrance, Santa Monica. EX4-8e49 after 5:30

P.m: . (22Jy7).
^- -- — -r : --,- -

SINGLE • Rustic garage. Wood stove. Share
kitchen and bath in front house. |95. 82<^

6771W.L.A. (22Jy7).

UNFURNISHED spacious 3 bed. 2 baths,

separate dining., service porch, ample
closets. Miracle Mile. 933-4737. ( 22Jy 7 )

.

y/ Apts to Share 23

GIRL: Share Irg.. lux., 2-bdrm. Brentwd.
apt., pool, view, balcony - summer/longer?
Sharon 478-8850. (23Jn30).

SHARE large 2 bedroom Apt. with three

students, walk campus, 167.58..' available

now . Fireplace . 478-5 1 44

.

( 23 Jy 14 )

.

(iiRL needed td share 2 bedroom. 2 bath apt.

near Century City. tl30. Call 852-8570. (23 Jy

14)..

TWO blocks from UCLA. 888 Levering #1.

Share bedroom. $55. Own room. $110. Call

478-9583. (23Jyl4).

SHARE apartment - female. New - Huge
Furnished - 2 bedrooms - 2 Baths - Dish-

washer -No Lease. 478-3385,473^71. (23 Jy

3).

GIRL: share luxury 2-bedr. furnished

Apartment in Brentwood (|138/month) M.
Rudoff. 8:80 - 1:00. 781-1848. after 1:88 472-

98.18. (23Jyll).

483 GAYLEY: Girl share with 1 girl large

furnished 1 bedrm. $88.88/ mo. Manager:
477-4939. (23Jyll).

FEMALE iHwmmate to share great 2

bedroom, 2 bath with 2. Evenings 382-1828.

Carole. <23Jyll).

(;|RL to share two-bedroom Westwood

apartment. Pool /fireplace. |88.75/month.

Age 23-up. 474-4255. <23Jy70).

2 bthrm, separate

near campus. 454-

(23Jy7).

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm,
entrance, ocean view.

)(.S44.

GIRL wanted to share nearby apt. hi ex-

change for asslstbig handicapped lady. 475-

.sor.!.
<»Jy7).

RENT too high? Share, save on housbig

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate F»«MJ^»

475-8831. < ''^^'

MALE to share one-bedroom •^Ij^^'f
with one other. Next to, eampus.

*^J^^\]'
472-8119.821-5185.

(23Jy3).

PSYCH grad. share 2-bed. 2-bath beach

apartment Santa Monica. 1112 <tafludtog

uUlities) Herb 382-3874. 825-2531. (23Jn 38).

ROOMMATES needed In large single and

one bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool

Sundecks. Carage. 825 Landfair. 479-5484.

ROOMMATES needed - 833 Gayley.

Pleasant singles 185 Kitchen. ••wfccJU;^

pool, garage 473-8412 (23QTR)

SHARE your apartment by » August Walk

tocamput.Gaymale Box31. Cardiff

amffffj
(ZSJnW).

FEMALE to share

Santa Monica. Walk to keach.

1388. 382-8818. Janls.

furnished.

<23Jy3)

FILM grad (27) share lux '""["tohed.

Hpactous one-bedm apt.
'•/J^- <f^>

'

mlnute.campi». 178.88. 85M888. 474-

2472.
<*""

^For Sublease . 24

NUBLET
Santa Monica
7J4I.

furnished apt. 1188^
July 18- Aug. 38. Call «

(14Jyl4)

C;UI':STIK>U8E - I person - 8/1 -9/18 |IS8

total Piano, garden. *•»»« .^•'^••- *V^/
(evei>).82.V4ll8l (message). Jndy. (24Jy 14).

1110.00. I BEDROOM
Furn /unfurn. Quiet.
iViontana. 394-2107.

6 mo. July-Dec.
SM - near 19th it

(24Jn30).

SUBLETTING Apt. July 1 • August 31. 1

bedroom. Partly furnished. 1054 14th St.

S.M.|l45/mo. No pets. Nancy. Jim! 395-9427.

472-2472.454-8889. (24Jy30|.

HOUSE: Large, 1 bedrm, furnished. 7/1 -

»/l. Large fenced yard. Pets OK. 392-ll4r

after Hpm. (24Jn30).

NOW - 9/20 Beautifully furnished 1-bdr. apt.

carpet, fireplace, roomy, quiet. Wllshire-

Falrfax area. |115/mo. 938-8048. (24Jy3).

^ House for Rent : . ... 25

THREE bedroom house. London, England.

Furnished, moderate rent. SulUble sab-

batical or research leave or long vacation.

Phone 734-4673. Between 8 and 9 morning or

10 and 11 evening. (25Jy3).

ARTIST'S studio, beautiful living quarters;

potter's wheel, patio, two bedrooms. 1125.

477-0392. (25Jn38).

BEAUTIFUL, antique furnished guest
house. Utilities Included. Five minutes
UCLA/Beach - Girls $125 mo. 4S4-7805. ( 25 Jy
2). _^ '

FURNISHED 2-bedrm house. Summer
students. 8185.00 mo. no pcU. W.L.A. oA
Federal Ave. 451-4888. (25Jn38)

FURNISHED one bedroom house. 8135.00

month, no pets. W.L.A. on Federal Ave. 451-

40M6. (25Jy3).

^ House for Sale . 26

HOl'SE for sale. 10% down. 14,500. Attention

Professors. I^rge lot - privacy - completely

enclosed - New kitchen, bath, forced alr

hardwood floors throughout. Must sec.

845.000. Call 839-7882. ( 28 Jy 14 )

.

FOR sale by owner: Beverly Hills (10 mlns

from campus) Beautiful secluded Benedict

Canvon home w/vlew. 3 bds. 2 1/2 has.

SS5,M0. 274-1080. (28Jn38).

OWNER - SELLER. BEAUTIFUL 4.BED, 2-

BATII HOME. l>ovely front, back gardens,

fireplace. PRIME RANCHO PACK
LCKATION 10747 A8HBY AVE. eve. call

:I92-K:14I. Open sat., sun. 11-8. 137.588. 2

MILES FROM CAMPUS. (28Jy7).

SPACIOUS Spanish Stucco hlgh-cellhig,

near Westwood, schools. Bring paint bf»»n

n-bedroom. full dining-room, breakfast-

room I 3/4 bath. 848.588. WYNN. 477-7881.

BRENTWOOD Glen: Charming con-

temporary - 3 bedrooms - 1-3/4 baths - lovely

brick terrace - beautiful private gardens -

corner lot -many extras -187.588 GR2- .
,

9288 (28J«J8).

SOITII of Sunset - Spacious 3-bdrm. 2-bath.

fireplace, carpeting, garden - covered patio.

149.888. 478-I884. (28Jn38)

NEAR Pico - Westwood
bedrm, I 3/4 baths. 144,958

11318 National. 478-1273.

Blvds. Sharp 3

Nelson, Realtor
(28Jn]8)

FEMALE roomate to share 2 bedroom house

with psychiatric social worker, 28. West-

wood. II 12, 473-1788. (27Jyl4).

y House to Share 27

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bedroom
house in the Glen. Lynn • 279-2392-nltes. 451-

8781-days. (27Jyl4).
-

BEACH house. Venlce/S.M. Furnished

Parking. Need one person. M/F Own
bedroom 81 12.S8/nionth. 38*4847. (HJn 38).

SHARK house, girl, with two. own room. SM.
lias. 2i/older. /\llve person, non-smoker
39.1-4278.821-3444. (27Jn38)

SPACIOUS 2 bedroom, S.M. home (I8th A
Montana) Large yard, get o.k. 3H-38M late

evenings. (27Jn38).

SHARE 4-bed. Tspanga Ho«ise . Grad couple

or single preferred. About 178 person. 455-

INHNeves. (27Jna8).

Room & Board —
.

Exchange for Help . . 30

DISCOUNT. Single room /bath /board • La
Mancha through August II. Call 273-4884. 3 • \
5pm. (38jyl4). ^

WANTED: live In English speaking female.

Housework and child care. Private room.
Call 935-6509. (38Jy II).

FEMALE. Room-board-salary-nexlble
schedule of babysitting, light housework.
Easy bus UCLA. M28-9338 evenhig*. (38 Jy
II).

(;iRk for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting. Room, board and 125.00 a week. Call

477-9238 -Near bus. (38Jyll).

^ Autos for Sale ...... 33

SA( RIFU'K I9C6 Volkswagen fastback. New
engine, clutch and more HOO.OO. CaU 38«t.

7990. (33 Jy 7).

'70 VW Squareback. 38,088 miles. 11500 and
VW Camper ISO*. Rebuilt motor . 828-

7341. * (33Jy7>

•6M ROVER T C. 20*0. 44peed. air, mag
wheels, excellent condition 11258. 474-

5271. (33Jn30).

88 VW. XLNT cond. 1595. (RQT 838) 857-

7948:eve 877-8198. (33Jn3*).

'7* VW camper. Am/Fm rebulK eng. clutch.

He. excellent condition. Must sell, leavbig

country. 12.295. 395-5127 (ZZM9I5) (33Jy 3)

FEMALE with car - flexible schedule of

sitting, light housework. Room - Board -

Salary . Pacific Palisades - 454-1915.

FEMALE • Aid mother with children.

housework - exchange for room and board.

Close to campus. 475-2380. (38Jn30)

y/ Room for Rent ...... 31

FEMALE - grad. student, faculty - Klngsixe

bedroom - bath • kitchen privilege* - opp
campus, view - 175. eve*. 473-3274. (31 Jy 3)

FURN. room - private bath, private en-

trance - suitable 1 or 2 • Sunset, Doheny.
|ll0.00mo.276-57a. (3lJn38)

•82 CADILLAC ambulance /hearse. White,

air conditioning front/back, new tran-

smi**lon. battery. Excell. cond. 15*8. 47*-

7277.(I88DCK). <33Jy3).

•fi7 SUNBEAM Alpine roadster. 1588. Also

KNMi NSU Sport Prim. SSm.p.g. 1290. 474-

I72K. (33Jy7).

•«7 TOYOTA Corona DHux. excellent con-

dition. 1700. H36-K723. 33Jy7>;

•65 VW Bug. new tlres^engine. sunroof, radio.

Must sell. 1450. Vlckl. eve*: 854-461 3/trade.

(33Jn38>

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

ROOMS 1125/summer. Quiet, friendly, near
campus. 720 llllgard. 474-9138. Ask for

Barry. (3lJy7).

FEMALE, furnished room, refrigerator, hot

plate, short walk campus, private entrance,

private bath. GR 4-4881. 279-3511. (3lJn38)

tea. Man over 21, neat, nonsmoker.
Telephone, walking distance. no
housekeeping. H8I Malcolm 474-5147

yAutos for Sale 33

'88 FIAT 124 conv YX(i 407. 888-4498 days.

388-S880 after 8 pm. Must sell. (33Jyl4).

GIRL'S SchwInn 3 speed bike - excellent

mech. cond. - new tires, brake*. 135/offer

479-8383,553-8575. (35Jn38).

NISHIKI American Eagle girl'* 5-»peed

wHk extras. Excellent. Must sell. |85/be*t

offer. 478-215*. ' Jn3»>.

BRUINS! 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. A
Centurian bicycles. Authorised Schwinn

dealer. Expert repairs. Lee's Cyclorama

2839 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 Mks. No. SanU

Monica Freeway 839-1488. ( 35 S7

)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sole . . . . 36
•83 PEI'C;E0T - excellent condition bumper
to bumper - leaving country August - 1500.08

Call Elaine 291-8888. (33Jyl4>.

•82 CHEVROLET NOVA. BRAND NEW
TIRES AND BRAKES. GOOD CONDITION.
LEAVING COUNTRY. 472-5970. 1465. (33Jn

38). ^
•6K VW Bug excellent running condition • new
radial*. Beige. 1850.00. 479-88M. (33 Jy 14).

•67 YAMAHA 25*; engine Just overhauled;

120* or best offer: John. 825-7881 days. (38 J>

3).

liOVDA 69 SI.35*. Rebuilt engine, new paint

ItMI. l7M-6*42. < Jy7)

VESPA iSOcc. like new. no mileage. Mue.
la.'Mimtall Melissa. 477-5401. (3*Jy7).

-f-

'71 VW Bug - good condMion. Make offer. Call

• - 8pm. Frl- Sat- Sun. 473-1929. (33Jn38).

•63 Bl'K K Skylark - power steerbig.

Automatic, radio/heater, good mechanical
condition. 1450. Call after 8 PM. 381-4132. (33

Jn 30).

•60 VOLVO Idoor sedan AmFm radto. dean,

good condition, light gra>. Best offer, call

451-0378. (33Jy7).

•87 SUNBEAM Alpine 1875. Ski rack ton-

neau. Under 58.8*8 ml Call Beth. eves. 47*.

7842. . mJyiu.

•71 TOYOTA Corona. 19*8 4 door sedan,

fttkk. excellent transportation, rear damage
- drlveable. II ,000. 655-453$. anytime. (33 Jy

7>.

•70 VAMAIliV 100 LST-A. Street/dirt. Ix»w

mileage, exceptionally fine condition. 1235.

evenings. 399-0301. (3*Jy7).

i '
'

SU7A'KI .SO ('71 > 35*8 miles, like new, need

bucks. 1150. riding Instruction Incl. John 474-

9136.

VESPA • like new • 25* cc ^ really excellent

rondltlon • only 1600 - owned by teacher.

Greta. 391-5779. .,.- (38Jy 7).

^Research Subjects Needed

•67 A-HEALY MKIII 3*8* RAH O.D. Good
mechanical condition. 114*8.88 offer. Tom
Berg.9:i;M737. (33Jy7).

12.00 FOR I hour Psychology experiment,

an)tlme lOam. to 4pm.. July 3.5.8.7. 4528A

Franillall. (R8Jn38).

II.S* FOR 38 minute psychalaty experiment,

sign up at 45?7 Frant Hall. (R8 Ja 38 )
^

'88 VW Fastback. Low miles. Am/Fm.
rebuilt engine, new brakes, excellent con-

dition. 1875. 93»-4848. •3»-3288. (33 Jn 38).

5r-(^

M

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

MOO Milt
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVlCft
-OUR W»t€eS AR€ LOWiat

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7fS7 Van N.fS Blvd

across from O M. Plant

Call 8*4-7875 i-* Hours

^^•

.-r-

y.Y-^--=r.

*t

INFANTS 4 to 7 1/2 MONTHS FOR
.STIDIES IN THE EARLY DEVELOP-
MENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL INFANT
STUDIES PROJECT - 82MM1 (EXCEPT
TUESDAYS). (R8JY7).

SUBJECTS needed for psychology ex-

periment, (ktod pay. Call 82548*8 or come U
FranillallB27l (RSJytt).

••fl»S««M«MMMftM««0««tf ^

*u)V^era \\h* ^

Kwm
•««*MM»••••••••

f

i
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THERE'S MY VACCINATION — scene from

Georges Feydeau's Don't Go Wall<ing Around

Naked, presented by the theater arts department at

8:30 pm,, July 6-9, in the Freud Playhouse of

Macgowan Hall. Shown in picture from left to right:

Rachel Malkin, Angela Brown and Paul Cinco.

New American
r JBy Richard Baker

'

___
l)B Staff Writer

How does an American Indian living in the west

side area of Los Angeles maintain his ties with a

unique ethnic culture? John Dawson and his

associates are attempting to answer this question.

Dawson is the director of the new Culver City

branch of The Indian Center, Inc., a non-profit

organization that has been serving the Indian

community of I^s Angeles for over 35 years.

There arb approximately 60,000 Indians of

merican heritage living in Los Angeles County.

Until now there has not been a place tor Indians who
live in the Venice, West Los Angeles, and Santa

Monica areas to, meet and share their ethnic

background.

According to sources at the Indian Center, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs places Indians who have
recently arrived from reservations into suburban
communities in the hope that these new arrivals will

more readily assimilate into the American culture.

Dawson and his assistant. Gene Herrod, history

student here, hope to overcome this trend towards
cultural extinction by providing programs that will

help Indians become more aware of their

background and traditions.

opens
tri addition, the two community leaders hope to

give assistance to needy Indian families, primarily

in the areas of job training and referral, housing, and

day care for children of working parents. " '

Availability of Center

The new branch bf the Cenjpr is located at 4836 S,

Sepulveda Blvd., across from McDonald Ham-
burgers in Culver City.

For the moment, furnishings are sparse because as

likely as not, as soon as a recently donated chair or

couch arrives at tne Center the Director will re-

donate it to a newly arrived family struggling tQset
up a household. —

Planned activities

A list of programs planned for this summer in-

cludes a series of summer camps in the local

mountain areas for youths and young adults, in-

struction for persons who would like to learn

traditional Indian crafts and handiwork, rennovation

and redecoration of the new facility, and preparation

for a nursery school which will open in the early fall.

Dawson said a number of community people, both

Indian and non-Indian, have been working hard to

get the new Center into operating condition, but he
added that more help is needed.

Dawson and Herrod can be contacted at 391-6067.

SIX SSBX *j

CROSSWORD --By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Obligation

5. Tastct

8. Soft
mixture

12. Affirm

13. American
author

14. On the shel

tered side

15. Experi-
enced mili-

tary men
17. Judgment
18. Composi-

tion

19. Clan
symbols

21. Examina-
tion

24. Truck
25. Buffalo Bill

28. Citrus fruit

30. Affirmative

33. Fuss
34. Coming

from the
sun

35. Beverage
36. Hebrew

letter

37. Relate
38. Back

39. Sense
organ

•

41. Withered

43. Resources

46. Incites ^

50. Roster
,

51. Primitive

54. Goddess of

strife

55. Pronoun
56. Italian coin

57. Denomina-
tion

58. Golf mound

59. A hard
blow

DOWN
1.— Gar-
roway -

2. Twilights

3. Wagers
4. Agreement
5. Health

resort

6. Electrified

particle

. 7. Nuisance

Avcrugo lime of itolution: 2.3 min.

Answer
on

page 13 ^'

8. Mediter-
ranean
island)

9. Estrange
10. Appear
11. Chicken.s
16. Grain
20. Above
22. Wild plum
2S. Cultivates
25. Machine

part
26. Lyric poem
27. Maid
29. Masculine
31. Affirmative
32. Auditory

organ
34. Printer's

mark
38. Resists

authority
40. A leaven
42.. Male sheep
43. God of war
44. Painful
45. Speck
47. Wicked
48. Tropical

plant
49. Dross
52. Repent
53. Anger

f

» .

I

What's On Deadlines
In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whafs

On column deadlines are as followsr First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's editioir.

Wednesday noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper.
All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted by telephone.

DON'T SAY "NEVER ON SUNDAY"
TRY BEVERLY HILLS COMMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

SOS N. Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills

Sundays: church school and adult discussion, 9:30 a.m.
worship and pat lo fellowship, 11 ;00a.m.
Rev. David Rees, associate 371-S1M

The Theater Arts Department in cooperation with the

Summer Session and the Department of Fine Arts Productions presents

i-.

•..•: \

\ /

^

J..1....i^i^^

Two Hilarious Farcos

DON'T GO WALKMO AIOONO UKEO
and

MADAM'S LATE MOTHER

The Avant-Garde Theater Piece

THE SERPENT
by Jean-Cfaude van Itallie

July 13,through 16

and 19 through 23

by Georges Feydeou

July 6 through 9

The Musical Production

CELEBRATION
by Tom Jones

and Harvey Schmidt

July 20 through 23

and 26 through 30

The Award-Winning Drama

THE RIMEHS

OF ELDHITCH
by Lohford Wilson

July 27 through 30

Tickets available at Central Ticket OfCice, Kerckhoff Ticket Office and

Macgowan Hall Box Office.

Gill 825-2581 for rot^rvationi and information

Z
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May protesters

-Reidder

When the glass is at ninety a man is a fool/ who dircfcts not his

y efforts to l>e cool — Joseph Ashby-Sterry.

ByDaveMcNary
^

DB Staff Writer
'

There may be more warrants
for UCLA students issued Jby the
City Attorney's office as a result

of antiwar demonstrations here
May 9-11 if more evidence
l)ecomes available.

William Reidder, City Attorney
said Wednesday, "We will

prosecute anyone we can identify

as violating the criminal code."
Thus far, approximately 40
warrants for the arrest of

protesters have been issued from
his office. 10 have been arrested so
far.

Potential defendant

"Frankly, everyone who can be
identified is good potential as a
defendant in this instance,"
Reidder said, in light of thb fact

that several hundred people were
involved in each day's demon*
strations, and that many of them
violated statutes.

He also said the largest problem

Orientation '72 to open fiere

, new students
ByRonRawson
DB Staff Writer

''Get my classes from a com^
puter? But I don't even know how
to use a computer!". **How many
terms are in one quarter?" Do
these questions seem irrelevant or
out of place? Put yourself in the

position of a freshman entering
this University for the first time
and answer again.

For the next seven weeks it will

not be unusual to see small groups
of freshmen being led on campus
tours as a part of the Orientotion
'72 program being offered this

year, beginning July 5, and
continuing through Aug. 27. The
program offers 20 two-day
sessions for incoming students,
three of which are specifically
designed for transfer students.
The program also offers 11 one-
day sessions for the parents of
incoming students so that a better
'ine of communication may be
developed between parent and
child, concerning University life

styles and so on.

Counseling sessions
During the two-day sessions

new students will be able to meet
'n small counseling sessions and
group discussions, with other
incoming studenU, upper division
and graduate student counselors.
The students in the program as
^ell as gaining the chance to be
pre enrolled for fall quarter, will
also be exposed to information on
general University requirements,
different types of majors, and
innovative classes. These wiU all
he mixed with a few tips on how to
'"lake it" through the system.

Personal experience
-Sen Hodilltz, student director of
the program, said, "Just as im-
portant as offering new students a
chance for pre-enroUment. we

hope to offer a very personal

experience where the student may
make some new acquaintances

and friends, > as well as giving

academic counseling."

Rodilitz continued, "We feel we
are giving new students the

chance to gain answers to

questions concerning certain

situations that might never be

given again. We also would like to

allay some of the fears that new
students might have about

securing the proper classes. In

fact I suppose you could say that if

we can change some of the

students' priorities from coming

simply to get classes, to that of

getting something from their

classes, we will have been suc-

cessful."

The Orientation Program is

being housed in Sproul Hall this

summer due to the increased

numbers of both students and

parents expected to attend. As of

now predictions for total at-

tendance expect to exceed 2,000

students, 200 of which will be

transfer students. Approximately

200-300 parents are exj)ected to

attend the sessions.

Information

As well as academic counseling,

students will have the opportunity

to attend informational meetings

concerning the counseling center,

parking services, concerts/flims,

the placement center, and student

health service. Workshops in the

areas of "Current Issues", "The

Roles of Men and Women,"
"Survival in the University" and

•*A General Rap" will also be

offered to student.

The entire program is run by 18

counselors and Director Bruce

Barbee, and is a self-supporting

program with no budgetary

allocations from the University.

After having attended one of the

orientation sessions, it^is hoped

new students will be able to an-

swer such questions as, "Who is

the Computer", or "Murphy
who?" for themselves.

.y,.

his office has en<5ountered in this

case has been the identification of

demonstrators in photographs.

"It's impossible to make all the

identifications. We have to take

what we can get," Reidder said.

Surrender

Two students were arrested on
warrants last week, in addition to

the eight who had been arrested in

the two previous Weeks. The two
surrendered themselves at the

University Police Department
;
last Monday following notification

that warrants for them had been
issued. They were both charged
with the following violations of the

California P^nal Code: par-

ticipating in a riot, disturbing the

peace, unlawful assembly, failure

to disperse. ot)strueting traffic

and remaining on campus
following withdrawal of per-

mission by the Chancellor.

One had an additional charge of

disturbing the peace ' at a

University. The charges were
similar to those of the other eight.

Physical arrests

Reidder explained that when a

disturbance occurs, there are

never enough police officers
' available to inake all the physical

arrests of persons violating the

law. He said that as City Attorney,

"My job is to prosecute those

identifiable persons who have
violated the law within the City of

Los Angeles." i>^

One student who was arrested

said at a meeting of the Coalition

for the Right to Organize (CRO)
here last week that some of the

motive behind issuing the

warrants was probably to pay for

the police to come onto campus.
"That riot squad costs a lot of

money," he said. However,
Reidder said generally there is no
provision for restitution of police

at disturbances.

Identify

Reidder said there is a "blanket

offer" for anyone to come into his

office and identify people in

photographs taken at the

demonstrations, but he would not

disclose any sources his office is

using in these cases. Last Mon-
day, however. Chancellor Charles

E. Young admitted that some
evidence had been put together by
the University Police and his

staff

Young explained that evidence
— photographs taken by
University Police and ASUCLA
photographers — and information

had been gathered following the

demonstrations to ascertain*

"those who were very heavily

engaged in violating campus
regulations."

Seven unident ified—
Of those, 14 students were

identified, while seven other

persons remained unidentified.

According to Young, the

University PoHce submitted this

evidence and information to the

Los Angeles Police. He said the

Administration has not k>een

engaged in any work beyond that.

4Mowever, campus disciplinary

proceedings against the 14

students are currently at the stage

(Continued on Page :i)

Eighteen get probation, fines

for activities during May protest
Eighteen of the 54 persons arrested here by the Los

Angeles Police May 11 in an antiwar demonstration

have been placed on probation and fined, according

to the Legal Defense Committee here.

The 54 defendants were all charged with six

violations of the^alifomia Penal Code: participation

in a riot, unlawful assembly, failure to disperse from

an unlawful assembly, disturbing the peace,

disturbing the peace on a college campus and

remaining on a university campus following with-

drawal of permission to remain by the chief ad-

ministrator (the Chancellor).

In the 18 cases that have been settled, each of the

defendants merely "copped" a plea — that is, en-

tered a plea of guilty to the lesser charge of ok>-

structing traffic and the city attorney asked that the

other charges be dropped. The 18 have been placed

on probation, with terms ranging from one to tliree

years, and fined $100 to $250

According to Paul Hubbard of the Legal Defeme
committee, the requirements of the probation are

,"K ".

I.J tLLI_ __J
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that the defendant pay the fine; that he violate no

laws during the probation term and that he not take

part in any demonstrations on or off campus in Los

Angeles County during the term.

However, one judge has said it is permissible for

the persons on probation to engage in "legitimate

political activity" such as working in the presidential

campaigns this fall.

None of the 54 defendants has yet gone to trial.

In addition, Hubbard said there are seven or eight

defendants who have signed a stipulation of probable

cause. He said this is a statement by the person to the

effect that he had been in the wrong place and that

the police at the time were justified in l)elieving that

the person was committing a crime. "There is no

guilt attributed in these statements," Hubbard said.

As a result of these statements, these persons are

unable to bring suit against the police. These cases

liave been continued until September, at which time

a disposition will take place.

( Continued on Page 4

)
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Announcements
Tomorrow is an academic and

administrative holiday. No
classes will be held and nearly all

campus facilities will be closed.

it if if

Wednesday is the last day for

summer session studento to add a

course to their study list by

petition to the r^gi^trar, and

Friday is the last day to drop a

course or withdraw from summer
Msaion by petition without penalty

of a F. A $10 late fee will be

asMiMd for any change. Ap-

plications for the second summer
session (July 31- September 8) are

also due Fridayr~r- ,

if if if

Coalition for the Right to

Organize will hold a meeting

Wednesday
Ackerman
Lounge.

at 6 pm in the

Union Women's

if if ..

Andrew Pulley, Socialist

Workers Party vice presidential

candidate, will speak at noon July

11 in the Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.
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PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QR OCTOBER

LSATREVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR .

LSAT SCORE ^^

^—^-
Ins.ruct.on exclus.vely .n exam ,|,k.ng .echn.qoes used successloHy by Col.forn.o pre-

low^udents Tought m Los Angeles by proct.cmg lawyers Cost: M^-
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TOBER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046. ^
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Pauley views
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h1- . ,Reagan. UC
By Susie Hatago

DB Staff Writer

A big man with a quiet, subtle $ense of humor

Edwin W. Pauley retired fr.om the University of

California Regents after serving 32 years

Pauley the multimillionaire founder of Pauley

Petroleum, Inc., has served on the Board durmg the

tenure of five governors, beginning with Democratic

Governor Culbert Olson in 1940.

During an interview in his office in Century Ci|y,

Pauley discussed Gov. Ronald Reagan's dealings

with the Board of Regents compared to his

predecessors. ^
. j 4*u

"He's more austere in dealing with our budget than

other governors," Pauley said. **He's been consistent

on one thing — he's been austere with dealing with

the University budget." ^ _

Flexible

He said former Governors Goodwin Knight and

Edmund G. Brown "were at least somewhat flexible

when it came to budgetary considerations."

But Pauley hastened to add, "I'm not critical of

any one governor. I'm only interpreting their at-

titude toward the University.

"I've consistently wanted more money from each

administration, but we (the Regents) have had more

success from other governors," Pauley, a graduate

from UC Berkeley in 1923, said. ^^

Pauley considers the loyalty oath during the early

'50s the greatest crisis in the University and between

the Regents while he was on the Board. He said he

was originally opposed to the anti-communist pledge,

but went along with the oath approved by the

Regents and later declared unconstitutional.

Anti-communist
"^

Strongly anti-communist, the major donor of

Pauley Pavilion here voted against the retention of

Angela Davis, self-avowed communist and former

philosophy instructor here.

"I did not think she had the moral or intellectual

turpitude to guide the youth of America," P^iuley

said quietly.

Pauley is unsure whether the quality of UC
education is declining, but said, "every dollar we
lose from the budget is bound to reflect on the

quantity andjjuality of the educational process."

OB Photo by Mork RHbM

Edwin W. Pauley —
An adversary of the educational fee (tuition) for

students, Pauley said he was "fundamentally op.

posed to it." But now that the Regents have imposed

tuition, Pauley said his attitude is letting "a sleeping

dog sleep."

Pauley said he was opposed to the amendmeirt

which requires State Senate approval of Regental

appointees. "I don't think you can have a great

University when politics come into play," the former

Democratic national committeeman said. .

Johnson impressed

"(Former) President Johnson was so impressed

with the University of California he wanted me to

come down to the University of Texas and advise him

on how to bring about excellence in Texas," Pauley

recalled.

"I told him that I wouldn't have to go to Texas to

bring about excellence. The way is to try to bring

about change in the number of years of Regental

appointments," Pauley said. The 16-year term of UC

Regents, according to Pauley, is one of the reasons

why the University is, great.
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CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
optometrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9.2111

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONIACl IfiNSES, SPtCJACLf-b

we Specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 t)r service on lost contact lenses

\ call for service

\ LATEST IN WIRE 8. PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

FOREIGN SnJDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIAUSTS OF

BAGGAGE
X HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
^ COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUa
PicK Up & Dolivory
Packing & Crating
Insurance Docunr>entafion

Estimates given wittwot obiigatioo

ANYWHEREANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENa
a tradition

of personal

service in

freight

forwarding

Martinlewin Transcargo, Inc

2240 N. Figu«rooS«.

Los AngdM, Cdif. 90065

(213) 225 2341

SINCK Its*

COMEDY FILM NIGHT

W.C. HELDS-MARX DROS-UUREL & HARDY
fYOU CAN'1 CHEAT AN HONEST MAN" "MONKEY DUSINESS" "SONS OF THE DESERT

Plus added short subject: Merrie Melodies Cartoon 'Xoo Coo Nut Grove"

DICKSONART CENTER SATURDAY, JULY 8 7:30 pm^
UCU FILM COMMISSION ADMISSION $1.50

ff
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Paper sales banned ?*?«?v People's Park
^'^

IS back with the peopleByDaveMcNary
^ DBSUff Writer

The sale and advertising of termpapers was officially outlawed last

Monday, as Gov. Ronald Reagan^signed Assembly Bill 230 into law.

The Governor signed the bill on the last possible day (otherwise, it

would have died and been considered a veto). Originally, when the

author, Assemblyman James Keysor (D. — Granada Hills) presented the

bill to the Assembly in March, it fell one vote short of passage. However,

Keysor forced a reconsideration of the bill, and it passed the Assembly in

April and the State Senate last month.

The bill makes it a misdemeanor to sell and advertise for sale term-

papers intended to be used by a student as his own work.

Keysor authored the bill in response to the proliferation and success of

termpaper companies in California during this past year.

The Paper Mill, Termpaper Arsenal, and Termpapers Unlimited, all

which cater mainly to students here, were contacted, but had no
response. The bill will take effect 61 days after the adjournment of the

Legislature's veto session, on either July 28 or sometime in November
after the elections.

The law may be challenged in court on the grounds that it is a violation

of civil liberties.

The UC Student Lobby has announced that it plans to push for a

Legislative override (two-thirds of each house) of the Governor's veto of

$26 million of the University budget for next year which the Legislature

had earmarked for tuition.

The session will either adjourn Friday to be continued in November or

permanently on July 28*Kati Perry of the Lobby said, "We don't have a

lot of time for this," and urged UCLA students to call Senator Robert

Stevens (R. — Los Angeles) at (916) 445-6747 and Assemblyman Paul

PriQlo (R. — Pacific Palisades) at (916) 445-8366 as both have UCLA
within their districts and are considered key votes for the override. Both

numbers can be reac|i^ on the University tieline.

Finally, a constitutional amendment to lower the legal drinking age in

California from 21 to 18, originally defeated by a 5-5 vote in the Senate

judiciary committee, will be reconsidered by that committee tomorrow.

The committee voted Friday to reconsider the proposed amendment.

The ballot measure, introduced by Assemblyman John Knox (D. —
Richmond) , would place the question on the November ballot if^approved

by the Senate. The Assembly approved the measure last month.

Knox expressed optimism Friday at the bill's chances for approval at

tomorrow's hearing.

M ay protest prosecutions . .

.

By Lee Solow
|

DBSUff Writer
,

People's Park, the controversial block of University-owned land, near
the Berkeley campus, still lives.

Since May, the Park has been taken over by Berkeley students and
street people, and negotiations are currently taking place between the

University and the city of Berkeley to have the city either lease or buy
back the land.

The park first became an issue in the spring of 1969, when a group of

students and street people attempted to build a "people's park" without

University sanction on a vacant University-owned lot south of the

Berkeley campus.

Fence
The University closed off the park and ordered a chain link fence built

around the land. A series of bloody clashes with police and the National

Guard ensued. Later, the UC Board of Regents voted to build an asphalt

parking lot and basketball court rather than lease the land to the city.

Until last May, students largely avoided using the area. But following

the mining of Haiphong Harbor several hundred students tore down the

fence and dug up the asphalt. A week later, 400 people dedicated the park

to the North Vietnamese people.

Task force

Shortly afterward, a task force committee was appointed to negotiate

over the park. It consists of Berkeley Chancellor Albert Bowker, three

vice chancellors, Mayor Warren Widener and three city coimcil mem-
bers.

According to sources at the Daily Califomian, the student newspaper at

UC Berkeley, negotiations are now at a standstill over the proposed

leasing. One plan was presented in late May, but University officials

turned it down as not being "detailed enough." — -— — .—
Meanwhile, flowers and plants have replaced the asphalt, but the mood

they are supposed to set does not seem to exist, according to the Daily

Cal. -^ : ,

Several rapes and frequent fistfights have plagued the park recently,

and several student meetings have been held to discuss this problem.

University and city police have reportedly avoided the area, fearing

confrontation with students and possible violence. The Daily Cal said

student are still using the park and feel that it need to be patrolled.

At the-same time, Berkeley sources report that the outlook for the park

in generalfcs good. At the May Board of Regents meeting, Gov. Ronald

Reagan, an ex-officio regent, hinted that he might not oppose a proposal

to lease! the park to the city of Berkeley, as long as the transaction

represents " a plain business thing."

APARTMENTS
We represent owners of over
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.
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ments to our units by computer.
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(Continued from Page 1)

of private interviews with the

Dean of Students, to see if the

-Bean and studentxan agree on^
punishment.)

Young emphasized that the

campus investigation did not deal

in rules or technicalities, such as

using bullhorns or occupying
Murphy Hall. As to where the line

was drawn between subjecting

and not subjecting a student to

discipline, he said, "We've always
taken the position that we should

deal only with substantial

violations."

He said the idea of trying to

i4entify everyone involved in

breaking campus regulations was
"abhorrent; but so was storming

the building from the outside." He
denied the Administration had
engaged in ''selective

prosecution" of so-called radical

leaders, calling such an action

"reprehensible."

Young also said the level of

investigation by the City Attorney

was probably much higher in this

case than two years ago in a

similar instance when police

arrested 74 here. He attributed it

to the fact that the 1970 demon-

strations were much less

prolonged and gave police less

time to prepare for them than

those of two months ago.
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Capital improvements on campus

+n rnmmence here this summer

longJohnBRLDfiy

-»,._/

nftiyf miC£jp£tlflUMnii:j-ouino

A number of minor capital improvements in

camrs f^ litt will begin within a .nonU, or so.

acSg to Vice-ChanceUor Norman MUer.

The projecU, ranging from the
•'«'f''fX ex-

roadway lo the Rec Center amphitheatre to «
pension of the Campus

,f<«^r^ ?L^ from
Office in Kerckhoff Hall, wiU be funded irom

"^^etv"e £"n able to generate a »180.000 surplus

in our operating departments that are funded by reg

"eesKarV'MiUer explained. "No money will be

taken from reg fees plant •eserv«_ account .

The UPC Subcommittee on the Use of the

Recistration Fee approved a list of projects sub-S by Milllr last Tuesday. During the spnng

carter Mmer had chaired a UPC Task Force oj.

Capital outlay, which had drawn up a pnonty list of

desired projects.

Tlie projects, in priority order, are:

Resurfacing the south tennis c^-rt* <»1'««?>„^^

Expansion of the intramural office in Men s Gym

"AufraTons it, the housing office in Campbell Hall'

Expansion of the Campus Programs and Activities

Office (60,000). , ^ ^ . -~-

Installation of a roadway to the Rec Center am-

nhitheatre (5,000). .
.

Install four backboards at tfie south tennis courts

(10 000)
*

'
- -^

Expansion of the UCLA boathouse (30,000).

Lighting the Track Stadium (60,000).

Remodeling of two handball courts (12,000).

Returning field lot 4 to field space (20,000). -£^

ToUl cost of the project is $253,200. .

Miller said the Track Stadium project and the

restoration of field lot4 to field space will not ^e done

this year but will be re-submitted on the 1973-74 list.

The UPC Reg Fee subcommittee declined to ap-

prove another project, the installation of a vending

li

.V

Summer Programs at th^

Skills center
•t. in

READING

STUDYING

WRITING

AAATH-SCIENCE

Develop your learning skills in group or individual prog

for all majors.

rams

For information and sign-up come to Social Welfare 271

(8am-5pm) or call (82)5-7744.

One of your Student Services.

Free to all students attending U.C.L.A. in regular sessions.

\:y^-
ALL AMERICAN MEAL

FRENCH FRIES
12 Oz. MALT

N.> »-,,>. I

machine area in north campus. Accprding to sub-

committee chairman Steve Halpem, that project will

be funded from vending machine profits and not

registration fees.

Additionally, a proposal to alter the small shower

room in the Women's Gym into a body conditioning

room for women has been placed on the state of

minor capital improvement list, to be financed by

'

state funds.

According to Phil Martino in the Planning Office,

that project will probably be funded for 1973-74.

Probation...
(Continued from Page 1)

According to Hubbard, there are another seven or

eight defendants for whom the City Attorney's office

has amended the original complaint, with an ad-

ditional charge Sf violating section 148 of the Penal

Code — resisting arrest. In all these cases, a con-

tinuance has been granted.

Hubbard said trial dates have been set throughout

the rest of the summer for the other 20 or so defen-

dants. He also said the first trial for any of the

defendants will almost certainly take place a week

from today, since the defendant's charges have

already been amended and his case, continued once.

Hubbard said the defense committee, which

^ located attorneys for the defendants, is still in the

process of compiling information on the arrests. He

said,
*'There are a lot of loose ends and a lot of

- questions we haven't been able to answer. What

^ we're really interested in right now is movie films,

but we need any information aboUt people getting

arrested, specifically about arrests during the late

afternoon (of May 11) in Royce Quad."

He said the Legal Defense Committee could be

reached at 825-5400, 399-3539 or 837-2283.

Suspension of student

gtoups

* ^^(R0^

^ the QUALITY liamburger

- 1500 w«»twood blvd.

BB^BMad-aia MoverTisement)

DON'1 60

WkLKlNG

student Conduct Committee hearings on Wie su^nsions of BethSar

Shalom and Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) will probably begin

late this week, according to Campus Advocate Charles McClure.

Both groups were suspended early last month by the Camp^

Programs and Activities Office (CPAO) for alleged violations of the

campus Time, Place and Manner" rules governing the conduct of

ThrtwTgrSri^ve appealed the ruling to McClure, w^ ^
represent the Administration at the conduct committee heann^^ The

committee consists of three studenU and three faculty, and they can

uphold or modify CPAO's decision. .' , u-k^ilvb
Beth Sar Shalom, a national organization of Je^«'iP««P'f.

^'^'^'^^^'S
that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, was suspended "".f>

H'tHvPrtllni
quarter, 1972, for various incidents involving "misleading advertising

^fe^wa's susS^ until further notice for Several violations rf^

poster regulations during winter and spring quarters, using a megapfM'

ilTan unspecified area and exceeding the time hmit for a rally, ine

suspension is the group's third in four years.
c,,,.^.„t, fnr

McClure also said la^t Aionth's suspension of the UCLA SUidente to

McGovem for fall quarter would probably be resolved without having »

hold a hearing.

:T]jr7yr?fTTTr^
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Protester arrests: Time well spent?
Warrants have been issued by the City

Attorney's office for the arrest of over 40

people involved in the May Demonstrations

here. So far, 10 of these people have been
arrested by the police.

Most of those arrested have been
charged with three to six violations of the

California Penal Code: obstructing traffic,

disturbing the peace, creating or main-

taining a public nuisance, participatingm a

riot, failure to disperse or other similar

charges.

A police spokesman admitted that there

were approximately 400 people in violation

of statutes during the May 9 march to

Wilshire Boulevard.

In addition, by our own estimate, at least

1,000 demonstrators remained on campus
two days later, after police had given the

order to disperse.

The City Attorney, William Reidder, has

said that if he has the evidence to prosecute

anyone he will do so. He admits the im-

possibility of arresting everyone, but adds,

'We'll take what we can get."

Although 1,000 people are available, the

so-called campus activists are a good bet to

DAity
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ever participated actively in campus
politics. " ^ '.',,

It is not right to single out those 40-50

individuals (who have most probably been

singled out as a consequence of previous

political activity) unless they were in-

volved in law-breaking above and beyond
merely being at the demonstrations.

Reidder points out that he has an
obligation to prosecute these people if they

were breaking the law. There is no line, as

far as he is concerned, between the

behavior of one demonstrator and the next

:

if a denaonstrator can be identified, he will

be prosecuted.

It is dismaying that anyone could con-

sider people who were demonstrating (in a

largely non-violent manner) their feelings

about the Vietnam war, at a time of great

national concern, criminals worthy of large

amounts of time (the investigation has

gone on for a month).

-_/

be the best known and, thus, the most
easily identified and arrested.

In other words, the City Attorney is in a
good position td intimidate anyone who has

Reidder should not push such a hard line

against the demonstrators ; after all, isn't it

possible that there are far more serious

crimes against the people of Los Angeles

which deserve his time and effort?

s^
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before you hit the road —check out our

comprehensive collection of bike books
X

Cycling: the ecologically sound transportation. Also, it's fun,

and good for you. If you don't have a bike — you'll find the

right kind for you In one of our books. If you do — you'll find

maintenance methods, great trip ideas, and good reading!

^ . : . , / ';'• : 5

The Bicycle Book-published by the UCLA Alumni Assn. -404 . ;

Cycling -by Roy Aid, forward by Dudley NMiite, M.D.- 1.25

Bicycle Trails of Southern California— 1 .95

Bike Tripping -from the Ten Speed Press, Berkeley -3.00

Anybody's Bike Book-Tom Cuthbertson, Rick Morrall- 3.00

Bikes — a how-to-do-it guide for bike fun— 4.95

The Bicycle M^5Njal-all about maintenance and repairs-9^95

The Complete Book on Bicycling -everything about Mes-9.95

•Jf^ . OJ*

books, b level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

closed fuesday juty 4^ open weekdays 8:30-5
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HKTIRN half of Pan

Amsterdam. <iood until

78.V*.

NOW available to students, /•'^""y' f"'I /
The ICLA Alumni Association Tahiti Ad-#

xenlure C all Linda Kicker. 825-3901. ( 17 j/
7».

V For Sali
ti

SONY- 255 deck, mint co"<»«^'«";
*AVW*

Tassettecorder built-in mic. b.U/AC.^^I80.^

174-5690.
(l5Jy 18).

roMPi FTE Fisher stereo systenn 3

r-^'S"? '"its'
''' '"'"^y

5^;
New in boxes. 723-5633 ' -^

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FUGHTS

TTiWmediate ticketing ~
..Student Rail-Pass 2 mo. f 130-

•

.Olvmpic games & Hotel space avail

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept L'CLA

13.S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

piione : 872-2283/784-1677

JULY 9

AUG 27

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 19

SEPT 16

AUG 28
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

^EPT 26

SEPT 5

OCT 2

SEPT .17

OCT 18

lA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/MADRID
AMST/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/ LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

$252.00
50 Days

^$252.00
. 29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$2^2.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

1239.00
26 Days

STATISTICS and Math tutoring. Call 398-

9405 evenings and mornings. (18Jy7).

GRE. LS.AT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 657-4390

<18QTR)

FHKVCH/SFAXISH/ITALIAX;. Ex-
perienced Lniv. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

173-2492. (18QTR).

y Typing 19

TYPING - 75« per page. Draft. Postage &
Materials included. Days/532-5010 X317

Evenings /379-01 61. (19Jyl4).

LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

rt-^

y Personal . • • •
^

PRECiNANT? Want lielp? Call fton profit

orKaniiatton. 24hrs.(213) 654-1313. (5Jy25).

y Social Evenfs . .

ATTENTION Karthdweller. you are a

person who renounced mediocrity, no longer

subsxrlbe lo authoritarian concepts, and

wish lo work in true creative energy. -

-you re right. Call us at 392-77«7. (7Jyl4).

^ Help Wanied 8

FEMALE help care for 6 week old twins, do

light housekeeping. Experience w/infants.

J>ersonaT Tefer*flC#S a WUst. Itour*- hr-*e--"

arranxed but must work through 7:00 p.m.

Near Melrose La Cienega. 657-2999.(8 Jy 7).

OPENlNfiS for ambitious working girls -

Vivian Woodward Cosmetics. Fast growing

subsidary of (ieneral Foods Corporation.

Training- full/part-time. 828-6642. (8Jyl4).

5 PIECE stereo system : Am/Fm receiver 2

speakers, tape player, record changer and

head set SAC 11 50.00. 721-0207. ( 15 Jy 18).

GARRARD 55-B turntable w/shore cart,

base* cover. 140. Jon 472-4264, eves. (15 Jy

3).

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel. India. East

Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 1204>

Wilshire Blvd. LA. 90025. 478-0644. (17qtr).

SASSMAN Harpsichord hand built German

harpsichord, figured *«'""* ^/"' ';*'*''5:

condition, length 5' 1 manual. $1,495.00 456-

8761.
(15A3J.

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing

Grad. can save you 40-50% on any brand.

anv siie mattress set. Sensational values,

dont pav retail. Call me today. Wcjj"™

Pratt 349-8118.886-0400. (15QTR).

VOX Bass w/case treble booster. fu«.

teardrop body. Excellent condltlcai. 1125.

Marty 478-6206. (15Jyl4).

tl ROPE Flights. 50 departures, alw NJJ.
Israel. India. Africa 50% off. Student

rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 3Z3 rs.

Beverlv Dr.. Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-6293.

»*****VuW?^******
ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

One way and round trip student nW|t..

SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student

Charter Flights.

Contact. ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. C^. Calif. 96049.

SEPT 26 LVLONDON
OCT 9 LONDON/ LA

$199.00
14 Days

TYPINC; • IBM Selectric. Fast, accurate.

complete service for papers, theses, letters,

etc. Mike. 477-4602 -evenings. (19 Jy m.

D.\WN - Papers. Dissertation proposals.

Letters. Manuscripts. F^xperienced.

Weeknights 6- 10. Weekend Mornings, call

V.W-0414. tl9Jy28).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 qir).

Tel. (2i
fs^et^s^eih,***

J^ENTXX spotmatic system with four lenses

and many exfras.^ Llire new. $450. 8»-_-

7341.
-x*<..

, (15Jy7).

•FLEXIBLE Dates to Europe-Israel-Orlent.

•New Student Airfares. 'EuraU Pass.

•Tours "Hotels-Car Rental-Ships. •Cnll 475-

-^031 AMdio:Visy»l WofW S«|i??|? \ *"•

Westwood BL L.A. 90024 (T/Sf Bl. NO. S.M.

Blvd.). (I7jyl4).

JUNE 28
JU^Y 26

AUG 2

AUG 27

AUG
SEPT

31

6

SEPT 19

nwF.WAY FLIGHTS

LONDON/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONDON^
LA/LONDON

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

ft

mi>

HOCSEKEEHINCi. cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed.

St udent .owned company . $2.20/hr. 828-1300.

8 Jy IK».

^^»^» ^A»Ai»^»j(
iA^*A^

DONORS NEEDED
^ FOR SPERM BANK

INFERTILITY RESEARCH CLINIC y
<

(To be reimbursed adequately).

Medical Students. Interns and Graduate

Science Students

Caucasian: Negroe. Oriental, Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut individuals only

Please send description, phone number and

enclose current photo" ta P.O Box </24221.

!urther information. . ^_.

AO^ARItS IV speakers
»2'

J-^'y-
sfirifice lllMl.Ofl for the pair. BSR 510X

iurnlable. like new. $50.00. 721-0207. (15 Jy

XTTENTION teacher. Lit. /Psych, majors:

Private library-collectors items. Also

unusual chess sets. Greta. 394-5T79 (ISJyJT) .

V Services Offered .... 16
.^^i^^-^i^i^—^^"—.^."^^—•^^•.^^^'^^^^''^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^"^"^"^^"^^^

PIANO tuner has 3 to rent. Two uprighU @
$10.& studio® $12. No minimum. 6t0-

4514. (16Jyl8).

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. - Amsterdam -

L.A. $279. August 2 - September 3. Some one-

ways available. W.A.C. - Flite Chairman -

838-9329.839-2418. (17 A3).

BELLY Dancing - for fun and profit. Girls -

learn the fine art of Belly Dancing this

summer -474-6743. (16Jyl4).

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTERJL I GHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO U.C L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING^ -M^MlfcS ARE

BSiriSSlA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER 008 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John <ind Susan

Cliarter
Flights

10956 Weybum Avenue

Westwood Village 90024

Telephone: 478-8286

Gt'ITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS, 7»-

2273. (iejyi4).

r furtherin

MALE or female needed to sell sandwiches.

Excell.part4ime income. 654-0021. 462-2050.

(H jy III.

WE have carefully screened, bonded and

insured housekeepers, cleaners and paeiy

servers. Iniversity Housekeeping. 828-

1300 (l6Jy21).

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Monica -

4.M-i:»3. (I6QTR).

Male uiidiirgrails

[am $5.25

l-or .ittondinq Communication
Chfinnrlinq Fxporimont

TELEVISION rental. Special L'CLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-9119. (I6QTR) .

rilOFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your

requirements. 3871548 call anytime. ( 16 Jy

MTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or emplovees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270. 870-

n7!»3or 4.'V7.7573. (I6QTR)

RENT-A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/Hlfl. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 475-3570. 2353

Westwood. ( QTR)

<lll \i*t\\ \ ••!! *!)•

Iiist ll|t III }l ill III M
Itlllllllllllll 11. IN Is S i I

II I |I.IN I h \ «)ll « <Mll<

nil |t.l\ < t'.ll.ll ••nil' <l

I lot .' I /.' Ill I lllllll

< tiMl

(»\l 111 till SI IIMI St>\l N

Win .iiiiv .'•

IU.;tO;i.in <ir J |i in.

Mil KS lul\ «;

I0.:i«i;iin or 1 p. in

I Kl IiiIn 7

1U::;m ii in or L' |i in

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED?...'..TOO HIOM? f*r"—fc«jj«||-

CANCILLEDf '^"*

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 3121 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California 7
on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S--

all first class
^

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA

Dep

1 More
UNI
Student
Stuff

i,n \in \ 11 hi siMss
M \\ \t.lMI \ I lu ix.

,tv\\ I liiilN |»fii|»l» .il .1 (iinr

ti i)« iiiltilM oil Mill

••>».i»cr

...... 1 ^^ III II \ oil I I iml lllf 11

SELFHYPVOSIS classes, to enhance
CONCENTRATION, MEMORY. CON-
FIDENCE. ORAL PRESENTATIONS.
Learn to RELEASE MATERIAL STUDIED
and ELIMINATE CRAMMING. 474-3350

Dall^^^^^^^^^^^^(16Jy3).

yfResearch Sub/ecfs Needed

FEDERALLY authoriied marijuana
research project. Healthy males over 21. All

patterns of use needed. Call 625-0094. Mon -

Thurs. I -1. (RSJylS).

INFANTS 4 to 7 1/2 MONTHS FOR
STl DIES IN THE EARLY DEVELOP-
MENT OF LANC.CAGE. CALL INFANT
STUDIES PROJECT - 825-6SSI (EXCEPT
TIESDAYS). (R8JY7).

Sl'HJECTS needed for psychology ex-
periment. (;ood pay. Call 1125-6006 or come to

Franf llallB27l. (RSJyZS).

2

3

S

6

10

14

IS

U
\9

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/25

6/29

7/8

7/n
7/12

8/12

9/12

Ret.

8/28

8/16

9/6

9/13

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

Days

71
^

S6

72

80

61

40

30

50

33

Price

$262

$262

$262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$252

$135

Available only to bonafide members of the
University o< Calilornia including students,
faculty, staff, and thtir immediate famiiias
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

Charter fUgnts

Kercnkhoff Hall lOS D
tfftw«enla.m.4 Sp.m.

I2S-1231

n THE INTERNATIONAL V
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the .V
worlcijof stucjenf dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for all student

flights abroad

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and withifvturope,

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far East—of fantastic

savings, enabling you
to travel as for as pos-

sible for OS little as

possible.

yoru know uat
^^©Tfc © • • • •

L

UNI
10956 WEYIURN AVENUE

rt«gi 10 31 Fuverri Mtrlei

TELE: 477-1111

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Alice. 397-3306. ( 19 QTR)

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QTR)

RUTH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced, Call

H2H-1 162^
08QTR)

FAST, accurate ityping. Term papers,

heses. dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, »•

»: Barbie : 670-1982. Mae : 396-5182. ( 19 QTR)

WM's new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced .^ accurate work ...

Please call 394-8295. (19QTR).

YOU tan. We type. Handwritten drafts. 24-

hr answer dictation. Fast and Neat. EXAM-

115
(19Jy3).

^Apfs Furnisf^ed 21

LARGE Bachelors. $9(9 up. Singles;"il257

across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley. OR 3-1788,

GR 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

483 GAYLEY: Large furnished 1 bedrm.

Utilities included. Walk/campus. Summer^

i^ate|l«0.00/mo. 477-4939. (2lJyllT.

ONE minute to UCLA. Spacious bachelors,

singles, one bedrooms available No\*
:
Mgr

6.V)Landfair 473-5571. (2lJyl8).

1-BDRM furn. Palms area, •> sublease

Julv.Aug. Mary Ann. eves. 826-0287. ( Jy

7).

FURNISHED singles to share ro Heated

pool, sun deck, parking. "^ Gayley .^47^;<4I2

SINGLES, bachelors. 2.bdrm. sludioM/2

bath. pool. 3 blks. campus. 10824 I>«ndbrook

( Hilgard ) . GR5-5S84. (2IQTRK

tl65 gorgeous I bedroom
^^^l^^,

building - pool. Near SM freeway

Robertson. 8HS0 Cattarougus. 836-3426

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788- Mrs. Kay -GR 3 0524

LARGE 1 bedroom. Pool. »7"[;iJfsfs

up. No lease. Nine month fall
'"'"ttj,.

_t;ienrock.473-9»5,___^__
•2'**

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE ^
H^ STUDENT APARTJUATS IT

FURNISHED BACHfcLORS&
I 1 BEDROOMS

game rent Summer A Fall

Showing NOW
Sk Deposit will hold

i^jOY Summer in Urge ^1""
^J'^'^pi^k

M.e-bedrm apts^ Some «»^7"J^dKk..
UCLA-VlUage P^fl'^'.^T^ (21 QTR'

Gara|c. «5-*4I Landlalr. 479-M04^^^^
L.ARGE attractive one bedroom •^''^

ocean view.

Preewsy
St

in Santa
terranean
w
2

SM 392-SSM.

Monica
garage

1185 up.,

elevator.erranean Raras^:. '^\'—̂
;,„,-a Freew

lalk to beach, near S«nU Monica r

!311 Fourth 81. SM 392-5«86. 2»^-^
^",j,qtr)

M 392-SSM. ^ ,

" "wArKTO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartment*

Reservations tor Fall •»» •"? H
Renting 0«lice:$l*»-andla.r»'

• ••

Also With pool

Olanfair Terrace

»43 tandlair nH :

S40 OltnrOCk * '
' ^ gp •
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More What'g On . .

.

(Continued from Page 8)

E.C.: *

Wednesday, July 5

—"Extra Sensory Percaption/'
7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E.—"Tlia System of Sull/' 7:30-10
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
CtiiMren/' 7:30 pm, Royce Hall
152.

-"Cooperatives," 7:30: pm.
Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op
AAarket, 2021 Barrington Ave.—"Kundalini Yoga/' 7-9 pm,
Kercktioff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Thursday, July 6 •

—"Bliakti Yoga/' 3-5 pm,
Kercktioff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
^"Hatha Yoga/' 5-7 pm,

Kercktioff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—''Special Living/' 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243C.—"Eckankar," 7:30 pm.
Ackerman Union 3517.
—"Kundalini Yoga/' 7-9 pm,

Kerckhotf Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Etcetera:
—"UCLA Astronomical

Society," observation trip to

Lucerne Dry Lake, Saturday. For
Information and sicjri ups call

Barbara AAcColgan, 472-3578.

—"Wone and Cheese Happy
Hour," every Friday, ISC, 1023

Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starter Challenge,"

grant applications are available In

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due
Atigust 15.

Crossword Answer
6 L A DHS H EHR 1 [PI1]
R V eIt a RHE N I D
1 D E aHa M I HA T E N
M E R LmN CIAIM E R A

[iiaS QSQ
B O A RHA L D E R M A Nl

DiaC] QQS DDS
ID EG R A DESHA X ED

QDS OQS
1 N A L
D O R A
E R A S
S A I- T

^
y What's On Deadlines

In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whafs

Ofi column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper. ^

All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced; No copy will be accepted by telephone.

PETER LANG — on the «-stringed guitar, playing original com-

positions based on traditional American-primitive influences,

noon, Wednesday, Kerckhoff Hall Patio (outside, between AAoore

and Kerckhoff Halls).

/
.,-,--- ~^ -^

a ry—m

good summer ..

.

theDB
—>»"•

^ApH Unfurnished.... 22 ^AptsloShare ...... 23 / House for SoJe .TTT 26 /Aotes for Sole.
.

,

TTTlT-VAutes for Sole

RACIIKLOR apartment, hot plate. tlM mo.,
Sania IMonlca. Large bedroom, private
rnlrance. Santa Monka. EX4<M4» after 5:31
p.m. (22Jy7).

SINGLE - Rustic garage. Wood ttovc. Share
kitchen and bath in front hMiac. IK. 82g-

«77IW.L.A. (22Jy7).

INKURNISHED tpacioM 3 bed. 2 batht.
separate dining., tervlce porch, ample
closets. Miracle Mile. »33-4737.- (I2jy7).

(;|RL to share two-bedroom Westwood
apartment. Pool /fireplace. M8.7S/moath.
Age 23-up. 474-42S5. (23Jy7 ).

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm. 2 blhrm. separate

entrance, ocean view, near campus. 4S4*

K544. (23Jy7).

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. RoomMate Fbidcrs.

47S-M3I. ( QTR).

HOUSE for sale. !•% down. M.SM. AUmUImi
Professors. Large lot - privacy - completely
enclosed - New kMchen. bath, forced air •

hardwood floors throughout. Muat too.

MS.Mt. CaU 83»-7SS2. <» Jy 14).

1210 XTRA large 2 bd.. dta. rwn aewly
decorated. carpeU. drapes. ClaacU galore.
Serv. porch. Garage. AduKi. SmaU pat OK.
H:1»-0559 - 27S-873S. (S Jy 11 ).

|S5 up Singles 1 .'2.3. badrms

!

II3S Bachelors 1233 Wellesly
Ins-IIM Singles. 11*21 Goahen

liS5up. l-3bedrms.4ll*lnglewood.
t22S up. 2-3 bedrms. 1233 WeUesly

.

1300 up. 3bedrm. 11121 Goshen.
House I3N up. • Option?

Id-room. Guest House! Near UCLA."
1450 Mallbu Houae. Uw down

!

•U

MALE to share one-bedroom apartment

with one other. Next to campus. 473-4717,

472-«IH. 821-5185. <23Jy3).

ROOMMATES needed in large single and
one-bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. 825 Landfair. 47».5484.

ROOMMATES needed • 833 Gayley.

Pleasant singles 185 KKchen. sundecks.

pool. garage 473-8412 (230TR)

FEMALE to share Ibedroom furnished.

.Santa Monica. Walk to beach. tt2.S8. 825-

I30H. 392-8818. Janls. (23Jy3)

OWNER SELLER. BEAUTIFUL 4-BED. 2-

BATH HOME. Lovely front, back gardens.

fireplace. PRIME RANCHO PACK
L(K'ATION 1*747 A.SHBY AVE. eve. call

:t92-X.'Vtl. Open sat., sun. 11-8. 137.58*. 2

MILES FROM CAMPUS. (28Jy7).

y House to Share 27

FRIENDLY folks necdH to share small
cooperative house on Mulhdland near
Beverly Glen. •88-7483. (27Jy7).

H(M)MMATE wanted to share 2 bedroom
house in the Glen. Lynn - 27f-l3»2-nlles. 451-

KTOl-days. : ;^^-^ (HJyUJ^

**• FIAT 124 sports convertible. wbHe. 5

spncda. 4 wheels brake. 2*** miles. 121**.

478-5*17. (33Jyli*.

'83 PONTIAC Catolhia • 4 door, power
steering/brakes, factory air. $45*. Call

Vtaicent. evenings. 47*-*131. <33Jyl8).

'8* FIAT 124 conv. YXG 4*7. 888-44*8 days.
I after 8 pm. Must sell. (33Jyl4).

87 SUNBEAM Alpine roadUer. 1590. Also

\m»i NSU Sport Prim. 55m.p.g. $2*0. 474-

I72M. (33Jy7).

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

(;|RL wanted to share nearby apt. in ex-

change for assisting handicapped lady. 475-

VApfste Shore 23
mi. <23Jy7).

FEMALE roomate to share 2 bedroom bouac

with psychiatric social worker. 28. West-

wood, tl 12. 473-478*. (27 Jy

<'IRL needed to share 2 bedroom. 2 bath apt.
njar Century City. ||3*. Call 8S2-*57*. (23 Jy

^For Sublease 24 V
Room & Board

Exchange for Hefp . . 30

TJ^O blocks from UCLA. 888 Levering #1.

j?.IL, '*^ •**• O^ '^••m •»»• Call
"*-*^-

(23Jyl4).

SHARE large 2 bedroom A»t. wUh three
»tud«^ts. walk campus. 187.88.. avaUable
now. Fireplace. 478-8144. (23 Jy 14).

Jw ? u
P«rtmenl - female. New - Hi«c •

^u^nlshed - 2 b«<^ooms - 2 Balks - Dlah-
wasner - No Lease. 478-1388. 473-*57 1 . ( 23 Jy

SUBLET 2-bedroom. furnished •»*••*•*••••

Santo Monica. July 15 Aug. »•£•»«»-
7341.

JWjyisi.

DISCOUNT. Sbigle room /bath/board - La
Mancha through August 1 1 . Call 273-48S4. 3 •

5pm. (3*Jyl4).

GUPSTHOUSE - 1 peraan - 8/1 * »/;»•
i**}

total - Piano, garden, walk ^•"- *»*.//
(eves). 825-48*1 (message). Jndy. (24 Jy 14).

WANTED, live in EngHsh speaking female.

Housework and child care. Private room.

Call 935-85**. (MJyll).

:i)

NOW - */2* Beautifully furnished 1-bdr. apt.

carpet, nreplace. roomy, quiet. Wj;»»'^-

Falrfax area. 11 15/mo. *38^*48. (24Jy J).

t.

FEMALE. Room-board-salary-flexibic
schedule of babysitting, light housework.

Eas> bus I'CLA. 828-9338 evenings ( 30 Jy

ID.

'83 PEUGEOT - excellent condition bumper
to bumper • leaving country August • IS**.**

Call Elaine 2*1-88*8. (33Jyl4>.

'88 VW Bug excellent running condition • new
radlals. Beige. 1850.00. 479-8800. (33 Jy 14).

'80 VOLVO 4 door sedan AmFm radto. clean.

Rood condition, light gray. Best offer, call

I.SI-037K. <33Jy7).

'87 SUNBEAM Alpine 1875. Ski rack ton-

neau. Under 50.000 mi Call Beth. eves. 47*-

7842. (33Jyll).

S.\( RIFK E 19M Volkswagen fastback. New
engine, clutch and more. IfiOO.OO. Call 396-

7(Wa.
..

' (33Jy 7) .

•71 TOYOTA Corona. 1900 I dooi^'fcedan.

stick, excellent transportation, rear damage
- driveable. tl.OOO. 855-4535. anytime. (33 Jy
7).

82 ( ADILLAC ambulance/hearse. Whito.

air conditioning front/back, new l,ran-

smlsskNi. battery. e:xcell <fond. 158*. 47*-

7277. (I88DCK). (33Jy3).
I -I'll I -I I - M I iii-i I

-87 A-IIEALY MKIll 30*0 R4H O D ChmnI

mechanical condition. $1400.00 offer. Tom
Berg. 9:1:1.4737. (33Jy7).

-711 VW Squarebark. 3H.noo miles. $1500 and
VW Camper t.V)0. Rebuilt motor. 828-

7341. (33Jy7).

10 SPEED, yellow varsity Schwinn bicycle,

excellent condition, comes with book rack.

Call 828-8487. (^Jy3>

bruins: 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. 4
Centurian bicycles. Authoriied Schwinn
dealer. Expert repairs, l^ee's Cyclorama
28:i9 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 blks. No. Santa

Monka Freeway. K39-4488. (35S7).

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale • 000 3$

'89 si'ZUKI. TSOO. 78*0 actual miles, fast,

beautiful, fully equipped, 1525. 888^23 or

988-4919. (38Jyl8).

'87 YAMAHA 250; engine just overhauled:

1200 or best offer: John. 825-7801 days. (38Jy

:»t

HONDA 89 SiaV). Rebuilt engine, new paint.
' Jy7)tl«NI. t7N-4Mit2.

VE.SPA I50CC. like new. no mileage, blue.

t:i.V).n« ( all Melissa. 477-5401. (38Jy7).

InaJ
»*'"«' luxury 2-bedr. furnished

HnlnTl'' 8»^«»»wood (tl38/monthJ M.
«»J»ff. 8:88 . 1:8*. 781-1*4*. after I:** 472-

^1!!L__ (23Jyll).

Kh)dfbedrm'' li'S/'^*' ' i?"
'"•'

niM-tm^ B«orm. 188.88/ mo. Manager:
»7M»39.

^ (23Jyll).

Si^w.!}**^ •••"« ^ ••"• »• ••»•'•

si2 t,t*;."^*»*» apartment. Aug. ar
'^P* t75.**. 478.531*. (23Jyl8) .

J^MALE roommate to shar« great ^,
»>«iroom. 2 bath with 2. Evenings 3*2-1*28.
'*">** ' (23Jv 11).

^ House for Ret)f . 25 GIRL for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting. Room, board and 125 00 a week. Call

177.*2:w - Near bus. (30Jy 11).

IlKAUTIFUL. antique furnished guest

house. Utilities included. Five minutes

UCLA/Beach Girls tl25 mo. 454-78*5. < 25 Jy

3).

'70 VW camper. Am/Fm rebuilt eng. clutch.

etc. excellent condition. Must sell, leaving

country. 12.2*5. 3*5-5127 (ZZM*15> (33Jy3).

•87 TOYOTA Corona De|ux, excellent con-

fditlon 1700 H.-)«-N723 33Jy7).

•70 YAMAHA 100 L5T-A. .SUeH/dirt. Low
mileage, exceptionally fine condition. 1235.

e\enings.:i9{»-o:)OI. <38Jy7).

SUZUKI .y) I '71) 3500 miles, like new. ne*d
)uck\. tISU. riding instruction Ind. John 474-

• 138.

VESPA - like new • 25* cc - really excellent

condition - only 1800 - owned by teacher.

(;reta..'M4-S779. (38 Jy 7).

y Room for Rent . 31
5r-<^

THREE bedroom house. London. ^8»»nJ
Furnished, moderate rent. Suitable sab-

batical or research le«*e or long vacation.

Phone 7.'M-4873. Between 8 and 9 morning or

I* and 1 1 evenHig .
(25Jy3).

FV HNISIIKD one hedroom house. 1135.**

month, no pets W 1. A on Federal Ave 451-

FEM \LE - grad student, faculty • Klngsite

bedroom bath - kitchen privileges - opp.

campus, view -875. eves. 473-3274. (31 Jy3).

KOOM.s tl.'.'i/summer. tjulet. friendly . near

.•« Hilgard. 174-9136, .Uk for
« ainpiiH

Itjin*

FREC LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINC

*000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER'

A 1 AUTO SERVICE

At 74$7 Van N«r»aivd.
• | acrost from G M. Plant

Cjlll 8*4^7*75 *-* Hours

<3I Jv*>.

625-7106

ansstFiED

/3m1 us nil

'r

^

-:.-'•
• »«
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What's
On:

I

Ticket^:

•T-\ ^.

Two Feydean farces

scheduled this
The department of theater arts here will present two farces by Georg^

Fcydeau nightly from Thursday through Sunday, in the Ralph Freud

^-Playh<>use MacGowan Hall. John Cauble will direct new translations by

_ ^v

Michael Langinieux and Stanley Glenn of the French artist's plays DonH

Go Walking Around Naked and Madam's Late Mother.

All facets of execution of this first show in a series of summer

productions is thework of students in the Summer Theater Workshop.

Feydeau created ttiese specific plays in the first years of this century.

They are.best described as "bedroom farces", in that they have simple

plots, they are funny and absurd, and they satirize the sexual mores of

"
tKeTr*age!*^^

° ' ——- ^ - .^.^^^..^ ^^^ „

Generally light theater of this variety does not survive, but Feydeau

was particularly gifted at writing comedy. His> work has received

renewed attention from repertory companies here and in England in the

. last twenty years.

Both plays are set at the turn-of-the century, in apartments in Paris.

Don't (io Walking Around Naked is about a woman who sees nothing

. wrong with walking around in her lingerie in front of guests, servants,

and family. Madam's Late Mother is basically a situation comedy cen-

tering around news of a death. The casts are small in both farces, and

pacing and the precise turn of a phrase is critical. - —1^_
Comedy always presents special problems of translation; of showing

nuances and double meanings. Yet Feydeau and his modem translators

have succeeded in producing consistently humorous theater.

—"2474 Miles Off Broadway,"

Theater Arts Summer Season:

Two Farces by French playwright

Feydeau, Thursday thru Sunday;

The Serpent by Jean-Claude van

Itallie (July 13-16 and 19-23);

Celebration (July 20-23 and 26-30)

;

and The Rimers of EWridye by

Ungford Wilson (July 27-30).
~^

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood

Plaza, Kerekhbff Ticket Qfflce

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825-2581. __'

•.-•
I

»

Seminars: >^ ^
Wednesday, July 5

—"The Politics of Teaching

English/' by Paul Lauter, co-

editor, with Louis Kampf, of The

Politics of Literature: Dissenting

Essays on^ he Teaching of

English, 8 pm, Sunset Canyon,

Vista Room.
—"New Modes of Perception:

Cubisnr—^ and-—- Related

Discoveries/' with Peter

Slusarskl, filqi and art historian,

-tjttHzlrig 414ms- and-<-o!of -slktes- of -^

famous paintings to explore the

relationship of paintings and film

in the 20th century, 7-10 pm,

Dickson Art Center, tickets on

sale at the door.

Thursday, July 6
—"No Jobs — Whani I Do

Now?" by Larry Smith, associate

dean, educational career services,

2-4 pm. Engineering Penthouse,

Boelter 8500.

< Continued on Page 7)

Crossword By Eugem Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Happy
5. PronouE
8. Mature

12. Ramble ~

13. Sailbr

14. Feminine
name

15. Concept
16. Friend

(Fr.)

17. Solar disk

18. Arthurian
magician

20. Photo-
graphic
device

22. Finish ..

23. Through
24. Wild hog
27. English

councilman
32. Tavern
33. Whiskey
34. Japanese

name ^ ^
35. Corrupts
38. Chopped
39. Horse and

carriage
40. Flap
Xt. Gleams

45. Nasal
49. Digits

50. Commotion
52. Feminine

name
531 Otherwise
54. Feminine

name
55. Epochs
56. Moistens
57. Abstract

being
58. Seasoning

.
DOWN

1. Ghastly
2. Vein of

metallic

-

ore

3. Al&rm
4. Buyer and

seller

5. Criterion

6. Noah's son

7. Scandina-
vian name

Average time of solationi 22 min.

Answer

w..„,_ •on.-',;.

Page?

S. Scraping
implement

9.Bfix

together
10. Bridge

support
11.'— Ferber
19. At
21. Imitate
24. Offer
25. Single unit
26. Most

wrathful
28. Lixivium
29. Demolishes
30. Goddess of

retribution
31. Doze
36. Washes

lightly

37. Mature
38. Dwells
41. Exclama-

tion
42. Simmer
43. Cavity
44. Secure
46. Ibsen

heroine
47. Inland sea
48. Final
51.— Dailey

^ CAL JET CHARTERS ^

_!«:

•

1

SUMMER EURIIEE KUM
Don't be misled by lower prices Investigate first! Fly witti oor reliable charter

qroup Know yoor tacts on your ct»arter carrier before you sign your application.

Don I taho a chance with an unkown charter airline.

FLIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE
(one way or round trip)

JULY. AUG.. AND SEPT.

— Round Trip Europe Fligiits --

|;);ikland or l.A to London as lo^ as $25«) (rouml trip

yjkl.md or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $2«9 (round trip

>aklnnd or LA to brusscls as low as $27*) (round tri|

-> One Way Flights < —

•

lO.ikland o^ LA
to London & lirusscU - - - as low as $1^49 (one way)

London & Brussels

to Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)

LH8I6 Round Trip LA - Honolulu Aua 16 30 Si 49 Honolulu-LA Pan Am
(Also departure from Son Fropcisco $1 5,9)

y Now Available < *

The Theater Arts Department in cooperation with the

Summer Session and the Department of Fine Arts Productions presents

Two Hilarious Farc<

ran 61 wiLKifi IIUED
and

MADAM'S LATE MOTHER
*

' » .

,

• CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE •
(Flights to Europe, NY, Hawon, and Mexico)

* FALl i972,WINrER8. SPRING 19/3

CHARTER FLIGHT SCHEDULE *

WRITE OR CALL
FOR SCHEDULE & APPLICATION

All Urrs include US Federal T*« «nd Ooparture I** where applicable, and an
.idmmistrativc tee ol V4 00 per person These fares are based on a pro raft share
of thi- total cost and »rK subiect to an increase or decrease depending on the ac-
tiiAl lUimbor ol participants on each individual flight Thesi Ch.trter Flights »r*
.iv.>ii.ibli only to students emptoyres. staff, faculty, and eiitension students of the
' ;mv> r-ity ot California and meftibers of their immediate families There »f NO
Ml lERSHIP FEES
^•1 ii.iihts via c< 'tified Airtmis flying let LMuipm* oi Complimentary meals and
hi veraqt-s served m llight

for Applic«<it«M4k liHth«>t ttttt>rmatt0HTWTiTf7

CAL JET CHARTERS
21S0Gre«nStrt«t
San Francisco, California 94123

or call

(41S)f22-1434

The Avont-Garde Theater Piece

THE SERPENT
by Jean-Claude van Itallie

July 13 through 16

and 19 through 23

by Georges Feydeau

July 6 through 9

The Musical Production

CELBRATION
by Tonn Jones

and Harvey Schmidt

July 20 through 23

and 26 through 30

The Award-Winning Drama

THE RIMEIIS

OF ELDinCH
by Lanford Wilson

July 27 through 30

Tickets ovailQble ot Centrol Ticket Office. Kerckhoff Ticket Qfflce and

Macgowan Hall Box Office.

Call 825-2581 lor ratorvationt and information

U CSB
By Dave McNary • - '

, ; DBSUff Writer

The Nexus, student newspaper at UC Santa Barbara, was
published Wednesday by the campus administration.

Ttie action, which was reportedly taken only for this

week's edition ol the Nexus, came as a result of the refusal

of the paper's student editors to print a retraction to

potentially libelous material which appeared June 2.

In that issue, a story was printed covering charges

published in an Isla Vista "investigative" newspaper, the

Probe, that the Santa Barbara City Attorney, District At-

torney, and a local candidate for supervisor were involved

in allegedly fraudulent real estate deals.

Last month, all three issued demands for retraction —
precursors to a possible libel suit against the Nexus —
saying they were not linked with the others or anyone else in

fraudulent real estate schepies. The demands (which had to

be met by Wednesday) on the part of the City Attorney

(Barry Capello) and the District Attorney (David Minier)

were filed through the law firm of Melvin Belli. The same
demands were made to the Probe and the Santa Barbara

News and Press, which also printed an article about the

accusations. Both have refused to run retractions.

takes over campus paper
A libel suit against the Nexus would have included the UC

Board of Regents as a defendant, and the Regents General
Counsel for Santa Barbara, George Marchand told the
Nexus the article would have to be retracted.
Last week, in compliance with Marchand's opinion,

Chancellor Vernon Cheadle asked for a retraction. In
response, the Nexus ran an editorial on June 28, saying
Probe's accuracy had always been "exceptionally high,"
that the Nexus* story was fair, objective and in no way
malicious; and that they had discussed the situation with at

least six l9cal attorneys and had received the response:
"Minier, Capello and (James) Worthen (the candidate)
haven't got a snowball's chance in hell of beating you (on

the libel case)."

The editorial also charged that the University was
uninformed about the issue and had shown it was "scared."
Its first sentence read, "The University of California hasn't

got any balls."

Stephen Goodspeed, UCSB Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministration, said, "Cheadle hit the ceiling when he read
thaTaftd I had to spend the rest of the week trying to calm
him down."
Nevertheless Gordon, Cheadle and various ad-

ministrators met several times last week to draft a

statement in response to the demands for retraction. A
compromise was made and sent to the General Counsel's

office, but it was not acceptable, so, according to Good-

speed. "We were left with no alternative in this situation but

to make the correction.'* '^

Marchand refused to coniment about the situation.

The retraction, to which the Nexus editorial board's name
was not ascribed, said the Nexus tiad no knowledge of the

truth or falsity of the charges brought against Minier,

Capella ai^d Worthen, nor did they have knowledgeof any

fraudulence of real estate schemes involving these men;
nor had they corrupted the machinery of justice in Santa

Barbara.

George Obren of the UCSB Pubhc Information Office

found himself faced with the task of publishing the Nexus on

July 4. Besides the retraction, he printed mostly releases

out of his office : the lead stories in the paper were about a

music performance and nocturnal sea study.

Obren said there was "no malice" that he could detect on

the part of the Nexus, and Gordon said, "We're trying to

keep the image of being calm and reasonable.'*

~^i_ (Continued on Page 4)
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STRIPPED — Dense bushes around the bicycle

racks by tlie men's gym have been removed by order

of the Univeristy Police Department. Too many
thefts of bicycles and bicycle "strippings" had oc-

Enrollment in s

DB Photo by Mark Rubin

curred there, according to a police spokesman. The

area from which the bushes were removed will be re-

planted with low-growing junipers, which will keep

the racks visible to passers by.

declines nine per centin year
Enrollment at the first summer

session here is down nine per cent
from last year, according to

Marjorie B. Johansen, assistant to
the director of summer sessions.

"This has been the general
trend all over the United SUtes, at
least from the universities we
have polled," Johansen said.
As^of June 21, the total

enrollment of the first session
here is 2,900 students. Of this
figure, there are 1,619 men and
1.281 women.
The following is 'the breakdown

tor undergraduates: Of 1,074
continuing UCLA students, 583 are
"len and 491 are women. Transfer
students from other UC campuses
"^ake up 233 of the total, 130 men
and 103 women, and transfers

fom other universities, 7« toUl
include 351 men and 427 women.
Total: 2,085 undergraduates (1.064
"^en. 1,021 women).
For graduates the totals are:

665 continuing UCLA students (470

men, 195 women), 30 transfer

students from other UC campuses

(13 men, 17 women) and 120

transfers from other universities

(72 men, 48 women). Total: 815

graduates (555 men, 260 women).

Students from other UC cam-

puses total 263 There are 143 men

and 120 women attending the first

session.

The number of studenU from

QUt-of-state, including foreign

countries, is 898. This figure in-

cludes 423 men and 475 women.

"The largest number of ap-

plicants that we receive come

from New York, Illinois and

Texas, " Johansen said. "The

majority of foreign students come

from Japan and Canada."

According to Johansen, the five

Psychology S127, Sociology of

Deviant Behavior, S145, and

Sociology of Intergroup Conflict

and Prejudice S155.

/ Johansen anticipates the

enrollment of second session to

"be about 2,500 students."

Orbach quits post in

academic reform liere
By John Sandbrook .

DB Staff Writer

Raymond L. Orbach, professor of physics here, has resigned as

assistant vice-chancellor for academic change and curriculum

development. ^ J -.

The resignation, which became effective July 1, was termed a "sudden

surprise" by Executive Vice-Chancellor David Saxon^ ^ -^ ^
"^'Ray had been doing two'^tliings at once, '^ Saixon said, ^'servifig a^li ""

full-time member of the physics departmentand doing his administrative

work here. We had been trying to work out arrangements to make his

work easier here. 1 am somewhat surprised."

Orbach announced his resignation as he was leaving for a physics

conference in Europe. He is not due back until July 17. Likewise, Vice-

Chancellor for Academic Programs Charles Z. Wilson, Orbach's im-

mediate superior, is on vacation and could not be reached for comment.

Ray did tell me he has stated to Vice-Chancellor Wilson that he will do

what is necessary to work out the transition with his successor," Saxon

said.

How Orbach's resignation will affect the administration's program of

academic innovation and response to the controversial Goals Committee

Report is unclear. As late as last week. Chancellor Charles E. Young had

state "Dr. Orbach is preparing our response to the Goals Report."

Saxon declined to speculate who might replace Orbach. "This has all

been a little sudden, " he said. "We'll have to think this through."

Reaction to Orbach's resignation was swift.

Student Legislative Council (SLC), during its retreat at Big Bear over

the weekend, unanimously passed a resolution urging Young to "do

everything in his power to persuade Dr. Orbach to remain in the position

of assistant Vice chancellor for academic change and curriculum

development."

The resolution stated, "the presence of Dr. Orbach ... is imperative to

academic progress on this campus and throughout the University of

California."

Stu Needmdn, SLC general representative who co-sponsored the

resolution, said, "Some professors have felt that Orbach has done too

much. Some students feel he hasn't done enough. He's'been getting flack

from both sides, and that's hard to take."

Rhonda Abrams, former student educational policy commissioner,

speculated "friction in the administration over accountability, under

whose jurisdiction Orbach belonged" could have been a factor in Or-

bach's decision. ';' *
-

"I would suggest that they make Orbach a vice-chancellor, not an

assistant vice-chancellor. That would be a move in the right direction,"

she said.
*

An
Today is the last day to drop a

course or withdraw from summer
session without penalty of an F. by

petition to the registrar with a $10

late fee.

Today is also the last day for

apfflications to the second sum-

mer session (July 31-September

8).

* * *

mwt popuUr courses in the first ^Student Packing Tetitions f_

^ssion are Psychology of fall quarter must be received by

Women S 165, Development of Campus Parking Service no later

Jazz S132A and S132B, Abnormal than July 18.

July 21 is the first day for

continuing students to enroll and

register by mail for fall quarter.

Registration packets are

available in Murphy Hall 1134

until August 25. August 25 is also

the last day to enroll or register by

mail.

• • •
Andrew Pulley, Socialist

orkers Party vice presidential

candidate, will speak at noon July

11 in the Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.

• • •
UCLA's Brain Research In-

stitute ( BRI ) will hold its alumni

reunion here today and tomorrow.

Approximately 600 scientists

from all over the world are ex-

pected to attend the reunion, in

commemoration of the 10th an-

niversary of the BRI here.

—There will be a series of eight

symposia in Ackerman Union on

brain research. The symposia are

open to the public.

y Ik.^
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1 0968 LeConte. Westwood

with this coupon

lub SUBMARINE

good thru 1972

^

UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLA's Design for Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (opposite Sciioenberg Hall)

from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p-in.

I . .

Julv 9 LOS ANGELES BRASS SOCIETY DOUBLE QUARTET

haraw! the beginning of Summer Sundays"
IJ^'l •'"!"[?r»l.JSS;;^^^^^^^

ti^as In Renaissance and contemporary music by Gabrlelll, HIndemlth, RoDen

Jacobs, Arthur Cohn, Oskar Bohm. Gordon Jacobs.

July 16 THE BAROQUE JAZZ ENSEMBLE, baroque in name only as

this unusual group composed of wootJwmd*, Rj«»»^: bass and PJ^cusslon per-

form a wide range of literature from Telemann. Vivaldi. Mozart, Villa-Lobos,

Faure to Herbie Hancock and Charlie Parker.

July 23 WESTWIND a group of fifteen dancers, folksingers and musicians

using such Instruments as flauto, banjo, guitar, accordion, mandolin and bag-

pipes in music and dance. —
July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST Is totally Improvlsad theater Including

mime, music, scenes, games, dance and come-what-may. Pick a therne- you H

tVigger a response that s almost loo real to be true. Not just theater, but the

'
r-'-

-^-f

avante
has got it together..

i

starting friday,

July 7...

a select group of

shoes 'n bags
up to50% Off

summer
apparel
xlouble knit pant suits

max! dresses
mini dresses
knit tops
blouses
body suits

upto50% off

iOMAmE''SHOES
€ APPAPtEL

10B7 broxton avenue
NA/estwood village. California

^^v daily 10 to 7, monday and friday 10 to 9. Saturday 10 to 6

crime and Punishment
University police report the

following recent crimes and

arrests: ^ ^ _^.
A man in a vehicle was stopped

Sunday by police because the

man's toplight was not working.

Th6 reporting officer put a check

through the Los Angeles Police

Department's Automated Wants

and Warrants System and found

the man had a total of 19 warrants

for past traffic violations. He was

booked and bail was set at $240.

• • *-

A man was arrested on the

charge of being drunk in a public

place last Saturday at about 2:30

am in Sproul Hall.

The reporting officer responded

to a call, and on arrival he ob-

served the suspect lying down on

the floor of a men's restroom.

According to the officer, the

suspect was unable to care for

himself and for the property and

safety of others.

• • •"
The self-service postal station at

the base of Bruin Walk was

damaged by an unknown suspect

some time between 11 pm June 16

and 6 am June 17.

Police report that a three to four

foot area of the metal portion of

the coin slot was torn off; the glass

part of the push selector device

was broken; the plastic below the

coin slot was broken, the selection

device was pulled back, the

aluminum molding was removed

and an unknown quantity of

stamped envelopes and books of

stamps was taken.

Police believe the suspect used

a steel pipe to break the material.

• • ••

Police received a complaint last

week from a women employee in

Powell library who reported

observing a male suspect in the

women's restroom of the library

She left to call the police, and

when she returned, the suspect

was gone. She told the reporting

officer she had had prior en-

counters with the suspect. The

officer conducted a search, but

could not locate the suspect.

The Emergency Room of the

Center for Health Sciences

(Medical Center) told police they

received a call two weeks ago

threatening to "blQW the place

up."

The call was traced by police to

a phone booth on South Broadway.

Four officers searched the

premises and were unable to

locate a bomb. The physician in

charge decided not to evacuate

the building.., .
'

'

'

^ •
Seven males were arrested

Saturday morning at Sproul Hall

for illegally lodging on staW

property..

The reporting officer responded

to a call and was met by a house

adviser, who informed the officer

that the subjects were in three

rooms and that their presence was

not authorized.. They were

arrested in the rooms and booked

at West Los Angeles Police

sUtion. Two said they were from

the State University of New York,

two from Ohio State Univeristy,

one from Wayne State, one from

Cleveland SUte, and two said they

had no occupation.

A University policeman, while

conducting a routine pre-booking

search of one of these, reportedly

found a plastic bag containing a

green, leafy substance resembling

marijuana. He was administered
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a test to determine if he was under
the influence of narcotics and
registered a positive result. He
was subsequently booked at West
Los Angeles for possession of
marijuana.

The other seven were booked for

lodging on state property without
authorization.

if it it

A UCLA student was arrested at

his home at about 10 pm June 24

by West Los Angeles police on the

charge of possession of narcotics

for sale.

The police received information

on June 24 that the subject was
selling hashish. According to the

police report, the informant
volunteered to make a purchase,

and was given a marked $10 bill to

do so by the investigating officer.

The informant remained inside

the suspect's residence on Gayley

Ave. for approximately lo

minutes and allegedly purchased

two cubes of a brown, resinous

substance resembling hashish.

The officer then reportedly went

to the suspect's door, knocked and

identified himself when the

suspect opened the door, upon

which the suspect attempted to

close the door. The officer pushed

the door open and placed the

suspect under arrest. He said in

his report he observed "in plain

view" a bag with a substance

resembling marijuana; and as he

retrieved the bag, he observed a

small open botUe^ with cubes

resembling hashish in it.
^

^ He asked the i«|t)ect'fot iris

wallet, was given it, and noted

there was a bill matching the

serial number of that given the

informant.

The suspect was transported to

West Los Angeles, informed of his

rights and refused to answer

questions. He was then booked for

possessioii of marijuana for sale.

Petty thett in the past week

netted $1,280 in 11 separate in-

cidents. Included in the total are:

^ a night bag and purse, valued at

$85, reported stolen in the

sculpture garden, one case of

Ambassador Scotch whiskey

reported stolen from an office in

the Center for Health Sciences,

and four bicycles. In addition, a

rear bumper was reported stolen

last week from a car parked in Lot

13

* • •
Finally, police request that

anyone who witnessed or has

information about an incident at

10 pm March 13, 1971, involving a

13 year old girl falling from a

seventh floor balcony on the nortn

side of Sproul Hall contact

Sergeant Doran of the University

Police at (82) 54406.
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JULY SPECIAL

LO-RISE

GOOD FIT FOR

6UYS OR GALS

Well KMWR BraRi

Yii Will RecigNi»

If you are (i) at leasl.2l qnd (2) hove had auto insurance for

tfie last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable
driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35*^. belovw stan-

dard prices.

And in cas* you don't fH this dMcription, coll our local oHico
anyway. Wo just tpont tix yoors working with tho auto inturonco
industry on bolKilf ol collogo studontt. Wo ttiink wo con hm\p.

'^

BUXTON

LANCER WEMBLY KfNNINO
^^^

HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY

PARIS INTERWOVEN
HOlAAAN

riiie: 451 1313
j^

College stifleit lisiraice seriice
726 Sonto Monica fMvd. ('202) Sonto Monica. Cottf. 90401

S&NIAMUNILh

MENS
APPARJl

iBLVO 4^8 959^
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Three antiwar demonstratoi's

surrender to police warrants

Friday. July?, 1972 UCLA Sumnr>er Bruin 3

Three more students were arrested yesterday as a

result of alleged violations stemming from antiwar

demonstrations here May 9-11.

Carl Finamore, Peter Herreshoff and Mike
McGraw surrendered themselves to the Los Angeles

Police yesterday morning. All three were charged

with violating the California Penal code: obstructing

traffic (section 647C); disturbing the peace (section

415) and creating or maintaining a public nuisance

(section 372).

13 arrested

These arrests bring to 13 the total of those arrested

on warrants from the City Attorney's office on

similar charges stemming from the May demon-

strations. About 40 warrants have been issued so far.

A *statement of solidarity" was read at the

surrender. Finamore is coordinator for the con-

vention of the National Peace Action Coalition,

scheduled for this campus on July 21-23.

A press release -from the Univeristy Civil Liberties

Antiwar Defense said these particular alleged

violations took place on May 10, which was the date

of a second
*'march to Westwood" by students here in

protest over the escalation of the Vietnam War and

the mining of Haiphong Harbor.

The release said the march was "a peaceful

protest" and charged that ''the LAPD did not notify

marchers that they were in violation of the law and,

in fact, blocked traffic for the marchers at various

intersections/

In addition, Steven Gushing, who had already been

arrested at his home last month on the same charges,

was arrested again last Friday on campus by

University Police on two more warrants. One
charged him with penal code violations for: par-

ticipation in a riot, unlawful assembly, failure to
disperse, disturbing the peace on a college campus,
obstructing taffic and failure to disperse from
campus following withdrawal of permission to
remain by the Chancellor. The other charged him
with malicious mischief and two violations of the
municipal code: defacing public property and
defacing private property.

Bail was set at $500 for each warrant
Besides Cushing's arrest, the only recent arrests

on warrants have been made as a result of the .

suspect surrendering himself to the police. No
females have yet been arrested on warrants.
According to Sergeant Dan Cooke, LAPD press

relations officer, the two West Los Angeles police
officers who were involved in personally serving
warrants have ceased to do so.

"It's hardly worth the effort on our part to tie up
men on serving warrants on this," Cooke said. He
also pointed oot that many of th^ people cited in the
warrants are now unavailable because regular^
school sessions are not in operation.

Automated warrants
However, Cooke indicated that this move would not

reduce the likelihood of people being arrested on
these warrants, since the information has now been
fed into the police Automated Wants and Warrants
System computer, which maintains records of all

outstanding warrants in the state.

__^"It probably increases the chances of the warrant _

being served," Cooke said. He pointed out that any
officer who stops a person for a traffic violation or a
"suspicious act'' is able to find out in a few seconds
whether that person has any warrants for his arrest

or not.

"'FREMZr
is the

first good

movie

about

a sex

murderer

since

'PSYCHO'."
- Vincent Canby,
N.Y. Times. f
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S FRENZY"
,,.,„...^ ., ION f INCH AUC »fkCOW(N • BARRY fOSIfR

BlUKtVNlUlAW AMflAMASS(Y BARBARA L[lCH HUNT BERNARD CRlBBlNS-VIVI[N MERCHANT

2nd RECORD-BREAKING WEEK!,
V , COME EARLY I

MATINEES 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 PM
EVENINGS 8:00 • 10:30 PM

Special Midnight Show Friday and Saturday

PACIFIC'S [in?Tiyvnriri dome
SUNSET nmar VINE • HOLLYWOOD • 446-3401
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Smith becomes Regent
Bert L. Smith, agriculturalist, retired bank executive and president of

the UC Davis alumni association, is now an ex-officio member of the UC
Board of Regents.

Smith, as president of the Alumni Association of the University of

California, will serve one year as a voting Regent. Smith, 69, replaces

Christian E. Markey Jr. as ex-officio Regent and statewide alumni

president.

QfFIClALNOnCESA
FROM: OIQce of the Rc«iatrar
- IVedive July 1, 1972 by directhre from the Office of the President,

the traiMcript fee will be tncreaaed to $2.00 for the first copy and $1.00

for each additional copy REQUESTED AT THE SAME TIME.

FROM: Work-Study Office

WORK-STUDY JOBS NEEDED
Departments which have summer Jobs available for students are

urged to notify the Work-Study Office at once. The Work-Study pro-

gram pays 80% of an eligible student's salary, with the remainins 20%
provided by the department This Is an excellent opportunity to assist

students as wdl as to provkle your department with additional man-

power for the summer. For further information call extension 5-4531.

you aft wKltfpit cat

' -ior.i^sBr'^T .•••^— «» --W

->> CAL JET CHARTERS -^

SUMMER EUROPE FLIGHIS
Don't be misled by lower price*. Investigate first! Fly with oor reliable ct»arter

qroop Know yoor facts on your cftarter carrier before yoo sifln yoor application.

Don't fane a cttance with an unkown charter airline.

FLIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE
(one way or round trip)

JULY. AUG., AND SEPT.

-^ Round Trip Europe Fliglits —
bkland or LA to LVndon as lo^ as $259 (round tri|

^>jkl;iiid or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $289 (round trip

Oakland or LA to Brussels as low as $'279 (round trip

One Way Fllghrs <
Oakland o( LA

to London Sl Brussels if low as $149 (ohe way)

Undon & Brussels

lo Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)

Sp»ciol A«g. Howoii FligM.

LH8I6 Round Trip LA- Honolulu AuQ. 16-30 $149 Honolulu-LA Pen Am
(Also d«porturo from Son Francisco $159)

X Now Available <-

• CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE •
(FlJghts to Europe, NY, Hawaii, and Mexico)

it FAU 1972« WINTER & SPRING 1973

CHARTER FUGHT SCHEDULE •

WRITE OR CALL ^

FOR SCHEDULE & APPLICATION
AM fares include US FoWal Tfcji and Departure Tax where applicable, tnd an
'cimin,»trative tee of S4.M per person Ttiese fares tr* based on a pro-rate sfiare
Of fw total cost and trt sutoiect to an increase or decrease depending on tf»e ac
luai mimbcr of participants on eactt individual flifltt. Thest Charter Fligfits are
.^vfl.ii,btc only to students. empiorMt, staff, faculty, and eitensien students of tf»e

!n.v. rMty ol California and members of their immediate families There tf NO
''» ^PRSMip FEei« /; V
^•1 «h«hts via cirtifiod airlines ffvHii Ml Mi«hHi(«nt, campiimentary meals and
b«vera«es served in flifht

^"^ ^"^7^ *"
,

for Applir.iti«n * fuitl«6r thiermatWn write:

•i -.

'ISOOrttfiStrMt
^n Francisco. California f4l23

CALJETCHAflTERS
or call

(415)fW-1434

So Eof The Finest

Dine Out Every Night

At Lo Monchio

Put a little life in youT spice with La Mancha's new 20 meals for $35.00

good for the whole summer. Choose breakfast, lunch or dinner or all

three if you like, any day of the week.
^

•
• •, I- ; r .

'.
. , .

•.,•,.. ...
. \ .. . : ,

,' -.., .y .

Let a friend use your meal carcf, bring him with you and both use it,

but better yet, keep it all for yourself. ^

It works out to about $1.75 a meal, not bad for all you can eat, and Lq

Mancha has the biggest chbic^ of the finest food around.

Saturday night steaks will cost you only 50<t extra at fhe door. \

You can pick them up from the La Mancha business office, Room 206.

n
«i

lAlMANeHa
A COMMUNITY OF STUOCNTS

475-5831
J

11, .iiiiiajl
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Eclipse to take piace| Committee OK's drinking bill

.!•

g

Monday afternoon

This will be the last toUl eclipse until 19r79

^nnkpsman ^
,„ LOS Angeles, --d^ '-^^liC^l^SS I

I s^^man for the ob^rvatory said, 'It is q"««''»'«^
^'Tr^'.^J i

i

i nit the eclipse can be seen from U>s Angeles
*"]^f.^PJ'^' g

f the sun will be covered by the moon "If It can be seen It will appear
g;

;? as darkened area on the north-western rim of tte sun . |
I Similar in path to the ecUpse of July 20, 1963.^ "«!"^^^« |
i path of toUHty will cross Northern Alaska and ^orth-w^tem

^
I Canada continuing through Hudson Bay into south-eastern Canada

^
i? and then southeastward across the Maritime Provinces and o«t

^
?: over the AUantic Ocean. It wiU Uke slighUy le«^^^^^ g
ig the total eclipse to complete this path, according to a Gnmtn

^

I occur near Baker Lake just northwest « »^^" ?^ TJj %
» maximum duration of the partial echpse wiU last 2 1/2 hours and

g
iii: will be visible throughout central Saskatchewan. _,..,. g
•ii: One way to protect eyes from damage is to buy a No. 7 weldCT s

g
?i glass which is a very dense filter that can protect yoMr eyes. This

g
S class can be purchased at most hardware stores. ^:

^ The safest method is to punch a small hole in a f^t piece of
^

iiii cardboard. By holding this piece perpendicular to the direcUort of
g

^ the sun. the sun's rays pass through the hole and form an image on
g

?i another flat surface below (such as the sidewalk)^By moving the
g

§i piece of cardboard closer or farther away from the sidewalk one j
jx can focus the image of the sun on the sidewalk below. g
|>x.:.:.:.x.:.:.:.:.:.:w:%r:%^^

The question of lowering the c^nj^n age^o 18 now

nP*Hls onlv the approval of the SUte ^"^^^ Jr "T

p^ JH me Nove'mber ballot, - U was^-«« o"t

/ »K« <;i.natp's iudiciary committee Tuesday.

ZpmS b^'ot mLsure. which would take the

for^oTa'^stitutional amendment, would need

IppTovIl of the majority of voU«;s'n November^ m

order to change from 21 to 18 the age at which

alcZhc beverages can be bought and consumed

The udidary committee defeated the amendm«.t

by aVs vote last Friday, but it was reconsidered

""^n^Ltr a'p^;^ by the Senate;re rated fair.

• * *

The Assembly narrowly approved le«ifl""«"

Wednesday thaJ would reduce the Pe"a"yJor
possession of marijuana from a felony to a

"^eXpUed by a 41-35 vote, would not reduce

the oenalties for sale of marijuna.

The measure, authored by Assemblyman Alan

Sieroty (D. - Los Angeles), would make possession

punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for a
period of not more than six months and/or by a fine

of not more than $500.

A felony conviction for possession now carries with

it a one-to-ten year prison term. However, California

judges already have the option to reduce the penalty

for possession on the first offense to a misdemeanor

and according to statistics from the state Attorney

General's office, they do so in 83 per cent of the^ ^ ^
Finally, the University of California was amended
It of Assemblyman Willie Brown's (D. — San

aid

s

out

Frdncisco) bill to increase state aid to the

Educational Opportunities Program (EOP) when the

bill — AB 1703 — was passed out of the Assembly^

Ways and Means committee to the Assembly floor.

The bill would have provided the first state aid to

the University's EOP program, along with increased

aid for programs at state and community colleges.

However, having the University in the bill would

have required a two-thirds approval by both houses.

While in its present form, it will require a simple

majority.

Osborne namednew
ofStudent Health Services

Hair Stylists

t:'.-

478-7770
. 1 0966'/? Le Conte Av#, {Behyefi Broxton & Goyley)

Wsh^ood viiioga
ZI^j^ienYwOMENHAIR STYLING

UCLA DISCOUNT SHAMPOO, HAIRCUniNG 4BL0WDRY
'o^ RAZOR CUTSTaISO

^'

more than IliMM)

engiDle em^yeen of —
Univer8it> of California

pay their auto insurance

y hy payroll deduction _

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.) ..;
•

;...
' ;_,./. ;..i. v- -

..... \., -t^- .-

loinlhem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation, T ^

call the office nearest you, collect.

Maurice M. Osborne Jr., MD
has been named director of

Student Health Services here,

succeeding Donald MacKinnon,

MD who is retiring. ; -^,

Osborne has been director of

health services at Tufts

University Schools of Medicine

and Dental Medicine in Boston

-since 1967. He will assunie his new

duties here Aug. 1.

**We regret losing the^edicated

services of MacKinnon, who has

served UCLA sq well, but we are

fortunate to find such a capable

and experienced replacement,"

Chancellor Charles E. Young said

m
Maurice M. Osborne Jr.

in announcing the appointment of

Osborne.
MacKinnon is retiring after 40

years of University service.

Osborne, 48, will report to

Norman P. Miller, vice chancellor

of student and campus affairs,

and will be responsible for the

organization and operation of the

Student Health Services here.

He attended Harvard from 1941

to 1943, earning his degree from

Columbia in 1947. Osborne in-

terned at New York's Bellevue

Hospital and spent his residency

at the Boston Children's Hospital.

He earned a Master of Public

Health degree from Harvard.

mm »^ —

REVIEW exus

Calrtbrnia Casualty

Sherman Oaks
981-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186

Oan \()U read this.-

Good for you.

The UCLA Daily Bruin Book Review

Section is looking for people who enjoy

reading and can express an opinion in

the form of a review.

The Daily Bruin is located in 110

Kerckhoff Hall. The books are there

also, so drop by - any time.

Coupon

VITAMIN C

SUMMER SPECIALS

I

(Continued from Page 1

)

However, he said next Wed-

nesday's Nexus will attempt to

present all the facts of the

situation. He also said, "We're

going to roast Cheadle

editorially." Some leaflets

describing the situation have

already been distributed.

Goodspeed expressed doubt

that the Nexus would let the

issue disappear, and said he did

not know what the legal effect

would be if the Nexus tried to

**undo" the retraction.

•i can appreciate what the

editors are trying to do, but it's

the business of our attorneys

(the Regents' Counsel) to keep

the University out of court and

to reduce its liability."

He also said the UCSB ad-

ministration was sorry the issue

had come up, saying, ' "Hus »«

the last thing in the world >*^e

wanted to handle."

" with this ad

Regular Price

100mg2/100's ^ .49

250mg2/100's' 2.98

500 mg 2/50's 2.98

25,0 mg Candylike 2.29

(Orange Flavor)

Special

1.09

1.99

1.99

1.39

/*'-••**:"'—
i_
i

y^cgi^^ t~ *- i"
1

Candy like

t. (and> Ilk*" \

1

i

WESTWOOD DRUG
95 1 Westwood Blvd.

(477-2Q27 272-3994)

V
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Student press: Where does it stand?
The student newspaper at UC Santa

Barbara, the Nexus, discovered last

Wednesday where the student press really

stands— the administration took control of

the paper.

The action was in response to a
threatened libel lawsuit against the Nexus
for reprinting an articlie from another

Santa Barbara newspaper. The article was
/^bout an alleged real estate scandal in-

volving public officials there.

In the opinion of the UC General Coun-

sel's office, the article was sufficiently

libelous to warrant a retraction, which the

administration published. The fact that

several local attorneys felt the Nexus could

easily defend itself from a libel suit ap-

parently did not influence the General

Counsers ojiinion.

It is doubtful that the opinion (or the

administration's action) was based on the

belief that the Nexus might not be telling

the truth, but on the simple fear that the

University might lose a libel suit.

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of

the Summer Daily Bruin Editorial BoanL All other
columns, cartoons and letters represent the opinibn of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
editorial board.

It points up the fact that the General
Counsel's function is apparently not to

defent the University, but to keep it from
being sued, even at the cost of censorship of

a supposedly independent publication.

Even with the retraction, however, it is

doubtful that \the issue is resolved. The
students have the newspaper back again
(temporarily, anyway), and they are
hardly amicable toward the ad-
ministration. Chances seem good that they

will attempt not only to "roast" (in their

words) the administration, but also to

retract the retraction.

The administration will then have to

retract the retraction's retraction, and the

newspaper staff will certainly want to

retract that. Won't that be fun?

The administration can spend the entire

summer taking the newspaper away,
saying the newspaper didn't really mean
what it said, then returning it so the editors

can come back and say they really did

mean it after all.

Santa Barbara administrators should be

asking themselves if the function of the

student press is to ptint what it sees as

facts, or if it is just one more item to which

student iees can be funnelled to keep
students entertained, even if not fully in-^

formed.
If the answer is the latter, as this incident

seems to indicate, then not only the Nexus
but the Daily Bruin as well should seriously

consider the possibilities of becoming in-

dependent, off-campus publications.

""^^^^^-^ t / OFF TO LONDON AND ISRAEL

u e uue I ers worldwide showcase

IN LONDON . . .

^**^^***

Son, Don, »how» collogst mad* up of part* of watch«», tKoir movomont, dial*.

wh*«U, goon, crystal*, •!€. Finished in gold loaf covorod woodon frorno* in

tizo* from 5'/2" x 4" to 24" x 16".

WORLD FAMOUS ORIGINAL H0R0L06ICAL COLLAGES by L. KERSN

priced from $17.9S f« $1tO.

'y

<*9> ' n

iosf y«ai^as CHAIRMEN of

IFORfjrA JEWEiERS

we conducted a

4 buying mission at the

DIAMOND EXCHANGE
IN raaaAt GAN.

The results were

a huge success. .

.

Created by Hand with Parts from Timepieces. Exhibited and acclaimed throughout the

U S.A.. CANADA, BRAZIL, PARIS. ROME, STOCKHOIM, ZURICH,

,rmerly $3,450. BRUSSELS, MADRID, TOKYO, etc.

•aU$2,59S

formerly $29,95 to $195
tale $26.95 to $165,

Storewide

JULY 7th

JULYlz7th
ONLY

ONI OF A

FANTASTK VALUE ITEMS
Somo of tKo itomt aro diKontinu*d •tylo*. domogod or

Mtoto pioco* Of thoy'vo iu«t b—n in «tock too long!

All Itomt Swbiocf fo Prior Solo

.EXAimrLES
F6rin*rly

S«orling an4 GoW FiH»d Chorim :
3.«)

Motol Wotch Bandt. [>iKontin«»od SlylM 12 95

Loom Imporfoct Diamond, .23 ct 4S.00

Rigid iodo BrocoUt. Smoll Writt Siio .. 15.00

Lody> UK Vollow Gold Brocolot Watek.

17 Jowolt, Ettoto fioco

14K Gold Diamond and Gonwino

SpppHiro Hn 2V3.U0

Lady* UK Gold lop«l Wotch wHti 31

Rubiot end 87 DiowMndt. E»toto fioco 1000.00

Platinum All Arownd Wodding Ring with

Rownd, Boguotto, and Sqwaro Cut - a-*» aa
OiamondT 2750 00 1 950.00

Platinum and UK Whito Gold Br«coUt

WotcK, Approxi

Ettoto Pioco .

.

plus mony itoim |1.00 TO $1000. not littod Koro

200 00

itoly d.75 ?t». Diofltondt, ^^^^ ^^
5500 00 3900.00

^u m/ ^ff/

formerly $49.50 to $195.
Mie $39.50 to $159.

10S5 w«tfw«o4l blvd. wotfwood villago

ronifo 9^7$S br«diN«w 2-3943
Grodwoto Gomotogitt*, G.I. A.

pFfN MONDAY IVININOS

formerly $375
Mio $299.
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shakeTiands with the mach
'f

The ottier evening I was

stumbling ^down Hollywood

Boulevard with this madman

friend of mine who'd just gotten

back into town from his upstate

New York farm and we had plenty

to discuss cause he'd been gone

for ten months and those long

winter nights with nothing to do

but get drunk or gaze off into the

cosmos had really sapped the

juice from his circuts and he was

ready to go brainstorming down

the street like an atomic zoot-suit.

So we were sitting in the

alley in back of Shelly's Man-

nehole drinking blackberry

brandy and Coors trying to kill

some time before a movie and

when we had put the stulf away we

got up and undertook a diabolical

perambulation. Simply one foot in

front of the other.

"Let's go shoot some pinball," I

said.

'Yeah." he said

There was this hotdog stand

1

down the way which boasted a

miraculous electronic device

known as The Fireball that's got

to be the most mind boggling

pinball machine ever invented.

And manning the flippers was The

Bad Ass Virtuoso from Bordeaux.

No kidding This cat was the most

radical pinball genius I have ever

seen in action. There he stood, a

consummate artist, racking up

points like they were going out of

style .
.'. 84,000 . . .

90,000

100.000 ... I saw him go up to

15o!oOO points, which rated him

three replays off of his first bout.

His method was impeccable^

The ball would go shooting toward

the gutter like an insane flaming

gorilla and he would slap the

machine on the side or adeptly

rock it forward, and the ball would

reroute, as if by magic.

Now when 1 say The Fireball is

a swingin' machine, I really mean

it. It's the only one around on

which you can get as many as four

by Jake Reis
or five balls into play at once, and

when that happens, all heU breaks

loose. Bells ring,* lights flash

wildly, and the baUs rebound

around the table so fast that they

blur into each other. It's enough to

drive your run-of-the-mill pinball

player to utter distraction. But

this lanky Frenchman was not

even mildly phased. He kept nght

up with the dizzying flow. When he
,

really got excited, he would emit

bebop noises that comingled with

the haywire sounds of the

machine: " - liggout stuupid!

Ohmygod zoweee!" All with a

French accent, of course. And he

\spoke to the machine, too. He

called it anything from "girl" to

'damn bitch" to "red hot

mamma,"
I was astounded. It really got

me thinking. Here I was, just

truckin' down this immortal ?tar-

studded sidewalk past hundreds of

weirdos, and I happened on a way-

out phenomenon. Until that

moment I had never fully reahzed

what potential pinball had as a

sport and art form. I mean it took

Duchamp to make the people see

that a toilet bowl could be an art

object. Thus it took this amazing

fellow to wise me up to the fact

that pinball is a highly evolved

medium involving a great deal of

personal style and technique.

Yes, pinball fever is rapidly

spreading. To your broker I would

say: "Invest!" You betcha. Visit

the recreation room of any dor-

mitory, and you'U find people

lined up waiting to play their

favorite machines. ChecH out any

bowling alley, peek into any beer

parlour or dive, and you're bound

tp find some talented person

plugging away at the silver ball

with the flippers, delicately

rocking his fragile baby, trying

ever so hard not to tilt h^r. And

just exacUy what is it that attracts

all of these people to this strange

pastime?

k.

-^

' A WILDWOOO RITCHIE PRODUCTION

ROBERT REDFORO irfTHE CANDIDATE" Starring PETER BOYLE and MELVYN DOUGLAS as John J McKay Directed by MICHAEL RITCHIE,

Written by JEREMY LARNER Produced by WALTER COBLE^^ TECHNICOLOR* From WARNER BROS AWARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

NOW SHOWING
PG MMIHTM ONtMCI MKUITII

%tm mmtovi w; ««< N xmtmi t» pt timm it

Aiid IN bhANGE COUNTY:
HARBOR CINEMA 2. Costa Mesa 714 / 646^0573 STADIUM DRIVE-IN 1. Orange 714 / 639-8770

Thit adverti«ement has been paid for byWarner Bros.>who would tovelhe Candidal to ba a v^finniir

I have always thought that on a
metaphorical level pinball is

representative of the game of life.

Most people are aware of the fact

that 20th century man is an ex-

tremely alienated creature, and
that he owes a good deal of this

alienation to technology, and its

increasing influence on the values

of our mindless society. Pinball

offers a person the chance to

transcend the machine by beating

it on ita own ground.

Each episode in our daily lives

is like a round of pinball. We have
only so much free will and control

over the conditions that affect us,

and the rest is random com-

bination and technological

authoritarianism. Likewise in a

game of pinball there is a certain

amount of skill involved, and an

almost equal amount of chance or

machine benevolence and
machine disdain. You could

almost say that a hardcore pinball

player is cultivating a machine

aesthetic in himself, and a more

.up-to-date sense of spirituality. As

opposed to completely rejecting

machines as dehumanizing and

effacing, he merges his con-

sciousness with the machine, and

achieves oneness with his en-

vironment, which is alarmingly

machine oriented. Ask any pinball

~ player about the exhilarating

effect of winning replay after

replay, and the kinetic forces that

are activated within him while

following that little silver ball

over the myriad pathways of the

table. Many's the time I've played

out my blues on a pinball

machine. ^
So next time you see some

college student or punk kid or

. stumble bum spasmodically

dancing in front of a screaming,

buzzing pinball machine, realize

that there is more going on than

meets the eye. Search the bombed

out ruins of generosity in your 20th

century soul, shake hands with the

machine, and come out fighting.
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By Mark Leviton

George Papoon has been nominated for President by the

National Surrealist Light People's Party, and his platform

("recycled pine, about six inches off the ground so no one

can fall off and get hurt") is impressive: "One Organism—
t)ne Vote," •*One Man — One Channel" and "The

Guaranteed Annual Year" are his goals. Papoon's name
-was placed into nomination during the Party convention on

the 30th>)f March this year by the Rev. Bob Tackle (of the

Karate Bull Chapel) and was seconded by General D.C.

Blame (late of the Veteran's Tap-Dance Administration).

Papoon's campaign slogan is "Not Insane."

Or so the Firesign Theatre would have us believe. For the

past few months George Papoon has been the major subject

of interest in Firesign territory, and their latest venture is a

half-hour film documenting the Surrealist convention which

took place during the Martian Space Party heW at KPFK on

that fateful March evening. "The Martian Space Party"

film is edited from the original hour-plus show, arid is a

compact thirty minutes, produced and directed by the

Firesign Theatre (Phil Austin, Peter Bergman, Phil

Proctor and David Ossman) and Stephen "Orson" Gillmor.

Just what the film will be used for is somewhat up in the air

at the moment, but you should be strongly advised to view

the little dear if it does manage to surface at a cinema or

campus near you. It has been suggested that the film may
make ^n acceptable pilot for a series. If so, it'd be the

avant-garde TV show of the century ...

As Philip Proctor says, "The editing of the KPFK show

has yielded a film that tells a single story now." The

original show had many subplots and interruptions, as well

as several excellent songs, but the new movie is admirably

cut, allowing just enough of the crazy commercials and
coming attractions (being broadcast on UTV from Monster
Island) to preserve the "not-insane" insanity. With half the

original show edited out, the result becomes more clear

rather than more confusing. ^

Hamlet, which features a marvelous performance by

Proctor complete with elaborate puns, sword waving and

rolled "r's." Although the speech is riddled with non

sequitors at first hearing, we do get the emotional idea.

While the KPFK show was more confusing, the film is

tighter and more single-minded (and more commercial at^
that),

The nomination of Papoon is seen through television

coverage of the event by some of the most confused

newsmen imaginable. A befuddled Phil Austin stutters

"Well, yes . . . uh, apparently not, Walter . . . actually, I

wasn't listening" when asked if he agrees with himself, and

in one deUghtful sequence toward the film's finale, Phil

Proctor's newsman gets so caught up in the excitement of

the convention he is caught on camera cheering Papoon and

is forced to awkwardly assume his serious demeanor.

Taped interviews are run incorrectly, wires get crossed and

reporters kill time by saying things like "When there's

news there's never enough ..." while tributes, speeches

and songs from the convention floor are shown in generous

hunks. ,.'' • -

The Firesigners show themselves to be as visually en-

tertaining on film as the^ are audially on their usual album
territory. They have a masterful ability to reconstruct the

sound and sights of television reporting, church services,

testimonial dinners, and even Shakespearian drama. The
Firesign Theatre goes along with Lewis Carroll's "Jab-

berwocky" philosophy ("take care of the sound and the

sense will take care of itself") during their version of

Cinematically the film is kept lively by imagmative

cutting and perspectives, which allow certain characters to

be seemingly "in two places at once." When Phil Proctor

comments (as a reporter) on his speech (as a convention
^

speaker) one gets a definite feeling of people swarming all
'

over the place. Each Firesign member creates two or three

unique characters and keeps them separate enough to

make a complete change between identities. The per-

formances are convincing enough to produce many good

solid characterizations, and the constant shifts in camera

angle helps emphasize the talent. Working in a confined

space the camera crew manages to keep the visual picture

constantly inventive. The addition of newly-filmed

sequences of a miniature village ("Monster Island," filled

with wind-up toys and plastic models that make a hilarious

non-attempt at realism) help break up any possible

monotony as well.

Although everyone who attended the KPFK show had to

bear having some of their favorite sequences chopped out of

the originally maniacal proceedings, there's plenty left for

original Space Partygoers, and more than enough for

anyone seeing Papoon's Victory for the first time. The only

question is, will you ever get to see it?

• • • OH Christ! All This andHeaven Too? • • •
1

%•

By D. Gobble

Cj:.

\..

1

"Jesus Christ Superstar" the stage production is

entertaining. There are flashing lights, a bizarre set,

nice bodies, good voices and, in the midst of the

passion, there beyond the cross beam the celestial

lights of the San Fernando Valley. The atmosphere at

the Universal City Amphitheater is a combination of

Fourth of July at San Clemente and "Hair" at the

Hollywood Bowl (which might not be that much of a

contrast) and the outdoor sportiness of it all creates a

pagan festival of the sort some fanatic a while back

said we shalt not do, let alone enjoy. There we all are,

at Universal City mind you, where many a myth has

lived and died, been resurrected and crucified,

gazing at this huge structure that stands for suf-

fering, sin, martyrdom, and Moby Dick.

There it all is, for the sake of Man's need to

Believe. If you've been nurturing the notion that

seeing this production is going to help you get off on

I

Jesus, weH, go ahead. iThe interpretation of events

does embrace the frenzy and frustration as well as

some of the beauty of the story. But for those who

aren't too familiar with the book, as it were,

"Superstar" offers some excellent music and some

pleasing visual effects, a more coherent "Hair"

amidst the plasticity of Universal, a veriUble

spectacle in itself.

The choreography is barely stimulating. The entire

cast uses hand microphones (there is no overhanging

shell at this open theater), and the logistics of

passing the cords around complicates the movement.

Some of the loving gestures of Jesus' outspread

hands get a bit hokey, but in order to sit through even

one number, belief must be either engendered or

suspended. Hopefully the cast won't try quite so hard

at their writhings and weepings in subsequent per-

formances: it might be a bit too Hollywood for

Hollywood.

The principals arc without exception talented and

and Heather Mac Rae, as Jesus and Mary
Magdalene the whore respectively, both emerge

from their roles in "Hair" with straightforward,

simplistic vocal styles that are quite beautiful. Their

performances seem a bit lyric, but that's the

graceful goody-goody ideal of the whole saga, with its

super-WASP hero shinging through. Carl Anderson,

who plays Judas Iscariot, manages not to over-do a

role which oozes melodrama ( I mean, how do you cry

with a mike in your hand? ) Bruce Scott is a suitably

dastardly Pontius Pilate, and Allan NichoUs as

Herod in a white si^t and vaudeville demeanor is a

welcome comedy to the proceedings which, at that

point in the opera, take themselves a bit to seriously.

I can't say whether or not the whole thing is sup-

posed to be too much — are you meant to go home
saying, "Oh, Christ, is this what most of America has

been using for spiritual sustinence all this time?" I

don't think anybody needs to do much more than sit

back and enjoy the music.

The music is, after all, the real saviour of the whole

production. There are some beautiful melodies, such

as "Everything's Alright," and "Gethsemane." The

use of 5/4 and 7/4 rhythm for chorus numbers gives

an added dynamic. The only ^problem is the songs,

which come through in a weak*way, especially at the

end. The theme from the title song, promotionally

over-used to the point where most A.M. listeners now

salivate in dread when they hear it, also is heard a bit

too often in the show, the most annoying moment
being right at the beginning where Jesus rises from

below the stage and hark, the orchestra breaks into

— is it "Love in Bloom?" Shades of "Peter and the

Wolf."

The music means more than the words. What the

words mean is not my responsibility. But if you bring

a bottle of wine along and it's a nice night out, the

whole thing can be a feast for the

Heeeerrrrrrrre's Jesus!
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CLUBGUIDE.

islirive
8162 Mdros* Ave.

OL3-2070

Sizzirrl's
9039 Sunset

CRa^6606

Now throwgK S«ndar-

GERRY RIOPEaE

JUDYA^YHAN

tHE JOHNNY OTIS REVUE

SWAY PRODIGY WILKEN STREET

Thw
S«nd*7»G?oov.n Adm.ssKK, FREE before • pm

Pizza Palace
In The Village

478-0788
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'old tyme movies and cartoons

day and nig K»"

Now through July 9

ANNE MURRAY
and

So You Wanna Ian Art Collector
Norton Simon Collection fte LA County An Museum

Friday, July M972 UCLA Summer Bruin 9
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By CharlMlomon
. I

Trovliailour

9081 Santa Monico Blvd.

^-.^.^.Afl ENGLAND DAN ond JOHN FORD COL^
^

2/6-OIOO ^^^
' coming n«t: DAN HICKS ^ HIS HOT LICKS

currently displaying wojta
'^^"^^ „^3'^'^ir^^Son Inc.. Museum

collections of his
""^^^'^^.^^ncc^nty Museum of Art. An impressive

IntheAhmansonGalleyoftheL.A.i-oumyinua^ noorlv

exhibit conUining many w"'^^,
"^^^l^onS Wn^ tavfTusfSen

arranged, the viewer receive^ '^^ '^P^g ST s oXhelmid by the
stuck wherever they would f^ Upon entenngn

Gi^cometU

S:r t"mg«^.ISbyXm^Ss as forlorn as Twig«- amid

thre^S Lo4ns.) A late 15th century Upestry ha^f .b***^" "*

and laVh cenlu^ portraits; a figure by 20th century Bntish sculptor

HenrvM(^re reclines amid 17th century Dutch landscapes. But the ad-

dition o^Uve pCs and flowers is a pleasant touch that the Museum

'^Tnau^st"ion^iy the "star" of the show is the album of sixty drawings

by SeLorrain formerly known as the Wildenstein Album, which

-.-i

— MOViEGUIDE

Jiliiiovisiai

Friday & Sotordoy 7:00 pm $150

FJFTY YEARS OF LAUGHTER

HI n P I d including com«*i». o« Chaplin, K.aton, Lourd & Hardy. S«nn«t

;,on!:" l^Rlurl ' Piu« ANIAAATION CLASSICS —
1730 Westwcx)d B vd ^^^^ ,^ ,^^
4^ bik. N. of SM Blvd.) : ^_,.^,^^.^ .H. pr-ont. ^^

475-3033
'

- —
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Beverly Canon

205 North Canon ClHve

Beverly Hills iot Wllshire)

275 5244

PAHON

MASH ^ -Jt^ ' J
1

J^^.'% •4'

PACIFIC'S

leyerly Hills

Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr.

(1
bIk East of Beverly Dr.

^ 271-1121

Dustin Hoffman & Anne Bancroft

THE GRADUATE (PG)

Mon..Fri. 6:30, 8:30, 10:3p

Sol. & Sun. 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

(

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Bmli
Westwood Villoge

GR 7-2487

Robert Redford

THE CANDIDATE

Doily2 15.4:15.6:15.8:15. 10:15.

' Fri.> Sot. Midnight 12:15' . .

Clierama Dome
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

^'*-v

Only Southern California Showing

Alfred Hitchcock's New Masterpiece

~ .^ FRENZY (R)

. Doily at 12:30. 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:30

Pfut Fri & Sat. & Mon midnight shows

Del Mar
5036 W. Pko
WE 5-6424

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS
Roman Polonski's

MACBETH
$1.00 par porson por coupon

WodnMdoy Lodios night $1.00

Simon acquired in 1968 C
(1600-1682) ranks as oneof'th^
are famous for the manner in

nature and for the marvelous

,

naturalistic, vivid "baroque'
century landscape painting

,

formal scenes of Poussin and
The drawings on display,

\\

reflect the same qualities of

,

examples of the drawing as a

and pen and wash combined
Sunlight (number three), a si

capture the essence of its sub

Chinese ideal of providing

nature.

The seventeenth century b

ilubens' David and Goliath,

,

completely executed by Rubei

paintings was done by assis

like Meleager and the Calee.

the master supervising and au

example of Rubens' version o(|

predominantly red and blue

which are built up out of color

Two other 17th century woi

portrait, done at age thirty

perception of character and

and a series of tapestry cari

.^woven) on the tragic love of

^ cartoons ( and one of the finisL

small room; as they are about

whelming.

^A different sort qf^romance

tapestries, woven in Tournay

Although ostensibly telling th

Illiad, but or^ the 12th century
{

the tapestri^ actually repres

Anne of Brittany, providing a i

court in the 1590'

s

Simon has chosen to displal

collection of Impressionist andf

pictures by Degas (three pasti

. Madame Dietz-Monin - tbe p*^

caused his ability to capture
i

neglected by the general pi

eluding a bold, brightly-color

of a frightened girl, a picture flfj

by Pissaro, Courbet, Boudin,

The most impressive woA

«

large SUnding Figure (Knife

'ifirama and power, it derives I

surface, mass and space. Itisi

ever tires of it, I'll be happy tor

The objects on display wiU

exhibitions at various univere_^

quoted as saying 'it is gratifyij

program start in Los Angeles

Museum here.'* But Simons^

several years; it seems odd tW

direct appears as a site for parti

Also on display at the Countyl

one Navaho blankets spanningj

which can be enjoyed throu^

must be seen to be appreciate*

dignity which is so readily <

better known as Claude Lorrain

Idscape artists ever. His painUngs

L capture the mood and feeling of

flight that suffuses them. Claude's

represent one tradition of 17th

to carefully arranged, more

Carrachi.

which are studies for ^intings,

id light: They are also exceUent

particularly in the media of wash

\\ favorite is A Group of Trees in

ly, filled with light, that seems to

drawing, Claude approaches the

with a vicarious experience of

., .••*•..

idition is further represented by

le experts believe to have been

J (Most of the work on Ruben3'

^tudio. working from oil sketches

[ which is also on display — with

tie finishing touches. ) It is a fine

rfxjue with its dramatic poses, its

Pand its muscular, yirile forms

n light and shadow.

:ular note are a Rembrandt self-

,1 already displays the depth of

[humanity for which he is noted^

ures from which tapestries are

Aeneas by Romanelli. These 5

hes) are all displayed in a rather

;t high, the effect is a bit over-

;d in the famed Helen of Troy

1st decades of the 15th century.

•n'

wanders about the display, certain individual blankets do stand out,
particularly the one based in the American flag (number 60), the **eye
dazzler" (number 69), the sampler (81), and a few others (numbers 8, 12,
and 59 respecUvely). What is more important however is the overall
impression the viewer receives from these vividly-colored, boldly-
patterned works, which is one of noble warmth and unpretentious,
timeless dignity, not only of the blankets themselves, but of the people
who wove them as well.

The Claude Lorrain Album will be on display for approximately three
months; the rest of the Simon collection; until next June (no admission).
The Navaho blankets will remain on exhibit through August 27 (ad-
mission- adults-$l, students and children $.50) . The County Musuem (5095
Wilshire Blvd. ) is open Tuesday through Friday, 10 am to 5 pm; Saturday
10 am to 6 pm; and Sunday noon to 6 pm. This unusual combination of
exhibits offers students of diverse cultures arff opportimity to Y.iew works
of interest to them. \

Helen (based not on Homer's

Destruction of Troy the Gfeat)

VHl of France and his bride,

|the splendor of the French royal

few examples from his great

)ressionist works. There are four

icers and the vivid Portrait of

)pularity of Degas' dancers has

in a few bold lines to be largely

5y Renoir, two Cezannes — in-

)lor still life, and a grey Picasso

/er and tension, as well as works
iogh. v^
\em the show is Henry Moore's
1961. A work of extraordinary

from juxtaposition of edge and
)iece of sculpture. If Mr. Simon
>me.

under a plan of simulataneous
ther museums. Simon has been
the first exhibition in our new

)f the long association with the

^gent of U.C. and has been for

ion of the university he helps to

)gram of exhibitions,

in the Hammer wing are eighty-

itiiry. Unlike many forms of art

reproductions, these blankets
iphs fail to capture their simple
the first-hand viewer. As one

60J1I0B
LoAreo at Melrose

WE 4-2944

THE LAST PiaURE SHOW
' Molvin Douglas

ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER
The Candidate': Redford/llay and the Art of Winning

N.II. SlHIllO
2139 Sunset

LA.

389-4746

49C
ONIY

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
8.

SITTING TARGET
U-

Hollywood Paclllc
Hollywood Blvd.

Neor Cahuengo
466-5211

X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (A)

12:30, 3.00, 5:30, 8 00, 10 30

A LAEMMLE THEATER

los Fellz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-2169

Morguorito Duros'

DESTROY, SHE SAID
plus Farnandal in

THE HARVEST
Coming Aug. 2: Janus Clossics Film Festival

Maylair
214 SoMa Monka Blvd.

Sonto Monko

Japan«i« Film Fotthrol

Fri. July 7 RED BEARD
Sol July 8 SAMURAI

Sun.-Tuos A FULL LIFE

July 911 UTAMARO +

"The Candidate" might aptly be subtitled, "The Art of Winning
— Part Two".
'Seems that director Michael Ritchie and Robert Redford made a

film several years back about the international ski circuit. Redford

w^s the skier and Ritchie took him from his early days as an im-

seeded farm boy to an Olympic Gold Mjedal with aU the throat

cutting pit stops in between.

Now the two have focused on a game of even higher stakes —
politics. Redford is the son of the former governor, a member of the

Mayor Daley school of government. But his boy is of The New
Breed — a poverty lawyer who speaks his mind on the issues and
doesn't mind offending political heavies if called upon.

Redford, as Bill McKay, is taken under the wings of an adroit,

unflappable campaign manager (Peter Boyle) and prodded into

running for the senate under the assumption he has no chance of

winning. His opposition (Don Porter) is a three-term conservative

of immeasurable charm and cunning, but is undone by McKay's
team of slick media experts.

The chronology of McKay's surge is a step by step account of

political image making. His is the politics of saturation television

spots, sloganeering, pohtical jet-setting to make bland speeches to

prearranged crowds of "voters", and above all, CHARISMA.
What is remarkable about "The Candidate" is its unswerving

vividness. McKay is a mod, liberal Democrat running against an
aging, flag-waving Republican in California, strongly reminiscent
of the Tunney-Murphy campaign. (The technical advisor of the film

ran Tunney's media campaign.) Political commentators from the
three networks make appearances, as do the real candidates of this

poiiiicai season through stock shots.
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There are minor shortcomings to this otherwise rich fim. While

4 portraying the candidate as an item to be merchandised to the

^Sasses, Ritchie completely glosses over the "back room" aspects

"of politics. And today, more than ever, that element of political life

is very much present.

In other respects, the film falls down when screenwnter Jeremy

Lamer, a former McCarthy speechwriter, strays from politics and

constructs a sub- plot involving McKay's ambition-laden wife. Also,

scenes with McKay'^ father never fully illuminate the strained

relationship that is only suggested.
. , u

But these minor problems are more than compensated for by

scenes such as McKay riding in a limosine to deliver The Speech for

the millionth time. His platitudes become scrambled in a moment

of euphoric exhaustion and he spews out warnings against dividing

"black against poor, young against white, old against rich."

As supporting actors, Boyle and Melvin Douglas (as McKay 8

father) are particularly effectve. Boyle, thoughtful, tolerant,

almost mechanical in his planning is the mastermind; Redford a

mere utensil in his political construction company. Douglas eyes

the goings on as a bemused veteran who never really tires of the

^^Redford as McKay is frightening. His boyish charm and hand-

some profile, whether rapping with blacks, coat slung over his

shoulder, or throwing a football at the beach, is indistinguishable

from the "real " thing. If Redford were to announce his candidacy

tomorrow following the McKay ground-rules, he'd be better than an

even bet to Uke any office he sought, short of the presidency. We

*^«P^ -CUck

MOVIEGUIDE

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

MOiICa I .
1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

WiiMior of 2 Acodomy Awards

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA
.-• . •

Doily 1:00, 4:00, 7:00. t 10:00

^.. y. ..»

A LAEA/(MLE THEATER JodlUnxwn&BoriMnHarri,

MORiCa II THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
1332 2nd Street Jomos Oornor & D«bbio RoynoMs

Sonto Monica HOWSWEETITIS
Starts WM.: PtIME CUT plus SHIAW DOGS

4518686

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at DohenVT
274-6869

Charlie Chaplin in

THE GREAT DOATOR

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Naiioaal
10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

Shocker off the Year

THE OTHER (PG)

Daily 2:15. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15. 10:15

Fri & Sot midnight show 12:15

Nuari Iheaier
1 )272 Santa Monica Blvd.

WLA.
478-6379

SURFING PREMIER:

5 SUMMER STORIES

Orleiiai
7425 Sunsat

876-0212

^VtARY QUEEN OF SCOTS

ONE IS A LONELY NUAABER

$1 for ono porsoo w/this coupon plus currant UCLA rog card
Sorry not good Saturday night oftor 5 p.m.

Pan Paclllc
7554 Bavarly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

MADE FOR EACH OTHER
&

PUPPET ON A CHAIN
Free Parking $1 for on* porson w/this coupon plus curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry not good Saturday night aftor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

Pantaoes
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

Lee Marvin & Gene Hackman

PRIME CUT(R)

Doily 12:30. X-30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30, 10.30

plus midnight show Fri & Sal

PACIFIC'S

Plcwood
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

Shaft is bock

SHAFTS BIG SCORE (R)

Man thru Fri 6:30. 8.30. 10:30

Sot & Sun 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

plus midnight shows Fri.. Sal.
^

A LAEMMLE THEATER c
Plaza
Westwood Village

GR 70097
TR 9-9077

Frod Williamson

THE LEGEND OF NIGGER CHARLEY

Fri. + Sot. July 7 + 8

A THOUSAND CLOVES '

^

-;--r^

A LAEMMLE THEATER Winnor Spocid Jury Priio Connos Fosth^d 1972

ISDSlI ' Kurt Vonnegut, Jr's

i045Bro«ton SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Wesh¥oodVinaige
BR 2-0501

WodHloyt6:30. 8:15. 10:15

Sd& Sun 2:30. 4:15. 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

A LAEMMLE THEATEl^ ^•*''* Holhnan. Ann* Bancroft. Kdhorlno Ross

HI in MUko Nichol's

lOmi THE GRADUATE
1 1 523 Sonto Monica Blvd. pKi. short

West Los Angeles '^^'^Ji'^^ii^i"; !!?L
4775581 BACH TO BACH

Slieii MIVII
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

504

THIS AD ADMITS 2 FOR $1.00

-i'
--.;'-'.''• "^

''~

OiontLaff Show ''

CHARUE CHAPLIN-W. C. FIELDS

LAUREL+ HARDY-BEN TURPIN

CHARLEY CHASE^ HUTCH SERIAL THRIUER

Toho La Brea
La Brea at Ninth

WE 4-2342

THE NEW

vaoahomi
2S09 Wilshire

OU 7-2171

LAKE OF DRACULA
&

ONIBABA

CAU THEATRE FOR PROGRAM

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

viiiaie
-

961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

Marlon Braixlo in

THE GODFATHER (R)

IMIy 1:00. 4slS. 7i0. lOtM

^
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Tlie Fillmore is Dead
^ - —

I

^k

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

10912 L«Cont«Av«.

WAfhwood Villog*. CA 900244419 Van Nuyt Blvd.

Sherman Odu,CA 91403

(2! 3) 783-5690

(213)872 2344

(213) 478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

An evening of

mm STORIES & S0N6S
Presented by the Free Jevyish University

TONIGHT -Friday -8:00 p.m.

65r/2 Midvole Ave (between Levering and Strathmore)

__: Shabbcrt Sholoml ^:___

v^ r

'
I

(S) TWO HORROR HITS
,
,in9<;Jro'°

Now
SHOWING

UQ; grabs audrence's attention
|

^•5j holds on to the last frame

m' .-l. a. Times V^^-^

OHO LA BREA THEATRE • ^- «"* -' --^^ * ^' *
''*'

•!•

^^Jir

SlfPlliNSHUS
TT77

Holywood
- t

SUNDAY JULY 16 spm
All SEATS RESUVEO: %7M,^M,iM,4M,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL. 2301 N. HIGHLAND AVE.

AND SO CALIF. MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL AGENCIES,

ALL TICKETRON LOCATIONS. WALLICH'S MUSIC CITY STORES AND
•Y MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD BOWL, P O BOX 19S1,

ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

'

FOR INFORMATION QJAL 87-M-U-S-l-C

|)g I ' l\( \->s( M

V

Long Live

Bill Graham

By Stan Berkowitz

Lately, live rock music, especiaUy the kind which

is characterized by long instrumental jams, has

begun to remind me of a friend who always wears out

his welcome by about two hours. Everyone knows

people like that, the relics of outgrown friendships.

Usually they either call you or djrop by your home,

and then for the next two or thtee hours or so they

ramble on and on, totally oblivious to your obvious

and growing discomfort. The pitheUc part of it is not

the time you waste, but rather, the person's con-

suming need to have someone towhom he can deliver

his monologue. •

Seeing SanUna in FUlmore, I actually began to feel

sorry for Carlos and his cohorts. Poor Carlos, there

he was standing up there, in absolute ecstasy over

every note he could pick, so into his music. And his

audience at the Fillmore West was eating it up too.

Unfortunately, the theater audience had less en-

thusiasm. So little in fact, that when the film came to

its blessedly quiet ending and someone yelled out,

"Thank God!", there was more than scattered

sympathetic applause.

If Fillmore is any indication, the San Francisco

Sound, which in the middle and late sixties^ generated

so much excitement in acid heads everywhere, has

degenerated to the point where persistent yawns are

the order of the evening. Let me hurriedly insert

here-, in order to placate a most vocal and in-

comprehensibly fanatical minority, the Grateful

Dead freaks, that Mr. Garcia and company are seen

performing exactly two songs and rehearsing part of

another. No portion of any of their famous jams is

presented, but thanks to their otherwise extensive

coverage and some nice words by Bill Graham, they

come out on top of the heap. Beneath them are such

stellar attractions as Lamb, Hot Tuna, Cold Blood,

Boz Scaggs, and too many others. It's a Beautiful

Day does "White Bird", a fine song rendered by an

7^

ecjually fine lead singer who's wearing an outfit that

makes most cocktail waitresses look overdressed.

When the best part of the program is some of the

musicians' costumes and corresponding physical

attributes, you know there's something drastically

wrong with the music.

And now for the good part of the show. I know a

reviewer who hasn't seen this film, but if he had, he

would say — straightfaced — that the music was

supposed to be boring, so that the audience would

learn in audiovisual terms why Bill Graham closed

the Fillmores. Well, no one tries to make a boring

movie, and if they did, they could have made

Fillmore a lot duller than it is. But someone con-

nected with the fam must have known how the music

would be received an*«o, to alleviate that problem,

Bill Graham is shown wheeling and dealing between

acts. He's simply great, whether he's throwing a

semi-articulate musician out of his office, cursing

into the telephone or just talking. Graham is a classic

ringmaster-entrepreneur, totally convinced of the

basic fairness and morality of tbe way he conducte

his business. . .

One of the reasons he comes out smelung so niwiy

is that for the most part, only he is seen and heard in

his telephone dealings with others. These "others

all seem to be eccentrks at best and greedy swine at

worst, judging from Graham's side of the con-

versation. They aU want things thich they apparent^

don't deserve, and Graham has an uncanny way ot

making all their demands sound totally unreasonable

and absurd. When Graham fmally breaks down and

yells, "What about me? What about me?", he soun^

exactly like a parent who has bent over too far twcK-

ward for his children and now is fed up with the iitue

brats. A perfect simile, if I do say so myself, but wna^i

about the people who have to sit through this movie.

What about us. Bill?

RESTAURANT GUIDE

A La Crepe Bretonne
\4S8 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
<; M 4S1 4107

Cr«pM- cooked fho okMoshionod

woy - ovarvlWnQ hrmh

Diftnws up fo (2.75 Oosad Sunday

r-f-jl* CHAN'S GARDEN
10855 Lindbrook Dr. 4797785 ^

Mandorin & Cantonottt Cuitino

. f Food to go — Family Banquet
~*^ - Catering bervice

Lunch & Dinner 1 1 om-V pvn Dolly

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«stwood n«ar Pico
open 7any 1am

''Gourmef Soups like

mofher never made'
I
Z
-<

THE HEALTHrDEPARTMENT
ill?i S.inta Monica Bivd
Wost L A 479 9968
next door to "Papa Bachs"

A Natural Foods Rotlaurant

Live Music - on weelcends X

CLASS
NOTES

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anttiropologv 5C — Plofl

Art $4 - Kaplan
Economics lOlA - '^"nj^
Economics ItO - AAurphV .

Education 112 — Kleslar

History 174B - Weiss
,,,

Political Scelnce 1«0 - Baerwai«

Psychology 41 — Wlckens

Psychology 110 — Carder

Psychology 130 — F«^

<

u

I
e

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch from $i.40 to $i.90

r4'^"^;^\";,^.
DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25 9

>

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
nit Weetwoodllvd.
478-SI343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

124MWilihiretlvd.

LA. 936-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza

Nowr opon daily for lunch

Tuos. aHor 9 pm any pizza $1.75

r

"We have q complete

^ line of curs Notes ; ?

I and Monarch Nptes
g

I ForaiUlHonalcouneicaUorii^

a *MM Tl II ll^A

dine out tonight

come in

Tm«. Wed. Hun*. 10-2

10851 UNDMOOKW
lBlkN.>Mlthlr«-

47MMt

UOA. Ca»«ATING OUR TENTH H
=1
3:

u

i
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Time Warp With Godfrey Daniel -
-Ever since the Hollywood Strings rearranged Lennon-McCartney rock

songs in presenting Tlic Beatles Song Book, it was not uncommon to find

numerous pop and even jazz rearrangements of current rock favorites.

Now, at the tail end of the I950*s rock revival, an artist named Godfrey

Daniel is responsible for Take a Sad Song . . . (Atlantic SD 7219), an Lp

iargely-composed of modem rock tunes brilliantly rearranged into 1950's

style. I mean, could you imagine "Purple Haze" with shoo-de bop bops

and saxophones running wild? Jimi Hendrix, were he alive, would never

play the guitar again.
*'Godfrey Daniel" is probably a pseudonym for

either a group or person, that phrase being W.C. Fields term for "God

damn it!"

Typical is "Honky Tonk Woman" which commences with a doo-do-do

bass (vocal) -and then leaps into a Coasters-like flying 4/4 rhythm com-

plete with authentic 4-part street singing (that reminds one of the Per-

suasions on a few other cuts). Expectedly, Godfrey Daniel makes use of

the yakety, screeching sax and piano triplets that were characteristic of

that era. "Let It Be" in its new incarnation smacks undeniably of "In the

Still of the Night." Then there's "Mercy Mercy Mercy," the 1963 sax

dominated surf instrumental marked with a twangy guitar, drum solo of

sorts, and waves, all kinds of waves.

A sure favorite is '^Proud Mary" which parodies Tina Turner's intro (in

a really lame, stoned black voice) : "Y'know, ever now and then we get to

thinkin' you people would like to have us sing something a little more

contemporary, heavy
,^

or funky ... But you see, we just don't never do

anything heavy and funky 'cause we like to do everything old. So we're

gonna do the start of it oW, but then we're gonna do the finish really oW."

There are some musical diversions too. One rendition Of "Hey Jude"

has a subdued, echoey atmosphere that recalls Phil Spector's,production

of "You've Lost that Lovin' Feeling." Buddy Miles' "Tehm Changes"

reapers in Benny Goodman's Big Band, complete with the arms-out-

stretched lead smger and a licorice (clarinet) solo. The Rascals

Groovin" Ukes on Vaudeville shades, while "Woodstock" becomes

vintage Del Shannon.
Really, it's as if the 1950's have never been away, like the guys who

made this record were hiding away in some Bronx cellar waiting for the

old days to reappear. Although an album that is eminently listenable,

superbly produced, and imaginatively conceived. Take a Sad Song is

most recommended to those Fifties Freaks who still walk around in

greased back duckUils endlessly mumbling, "See I told you, that old

music is really the best, man— it's comin' back."
—Harold Bronson

/..
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^i)e Summer tS^t)ttU£( Column
By Marsha Necheles
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MUSIC
Variety abounds in the audial

arts this week, ranging from a lot

of blues, a little country fare, a
Gilbert and Sullivan ex-

travag£^nza, and JeaBe Dixon and
her Band of Renown. Stick
krOund, it ain't that bad.

Appearing at the Troubadour
through Sunday are Anne Murray
and a fine duo, England Dan and
John Ford Coley. The Palomino in

Hollywood will have the ever-

exciting Everly Brothers on
Friday night only, with Charlie

Musselwhite following suit with a
one night stand at the Lighthouse.

The Ice House in Pasadena
features Hello People, a music-

comedy-pantomime act through
July 16. The small, informal club

is making it extra attractive to

visit, with only $1.50 admission on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
and Sunday evenings. The Fox
West Coast Theatre in Long Beach
presents War, Tower of Power.
and Edwin Star on July 8. Earth
Quake and Jade Warrior visit the

Whisky through • Sunday, with

John Mayall and Chico Hamilton
recording live on Monday
evening. At the Ash Grove July 11-

16 is the Johnny Otis Show. The
Golden Bear features a strong

t^rest include Randy Newman at

theS.M. Civic, lovely Alice Cooper

at the Bowl, Emerson. Lake and

Palmer at Long Beach Arena, and
journey bluesmen Brownie
McGhee and Sonny Terry at the

Ash Grove.

The classical music calendar at

the Hollywood Bowl has on tap a

Verdi Gala on July 11, Watts and

Levine with a program of Chopin,

Debussy, and Schubert on the

13th, and on July 15, GUbert and

Sullivan Thrive, a special encore

of The World of G and S. The
Claremont Music Festival con-

tinues through the end of July, and

The Unpredictable Jeane Dixon

double bill, Taj Mahal and folk

singer Steve Gillette, followed by

John Hammond on July 11. Mc-

Cabe's Guitar Store on Pico Blvd.

is remodeling and enlarging for

concerts, and is soon to reopen.

On the concert circuit, Dave

Mason and John David Souther

appear at Santa Monica Civic on

Friday. At the Greek Theatre,

Johnny Mathis and Michel

Legrand entertain out-of-doors

through Sunday. The Bowl
presents An Evening of Stars for

Nosotros on July 11, and sui>erstar

Stephen Stills and his Manassas

entourage visit on July 16. Up-

coming concerts of special in-

<
.

Correction

Our sincere apologies for the
omission of Marsha Necheles'
Rood name from her Larry
(iroce review last week. Only
you know and I know.

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
,.

• „ PACIFIC-KING
Le4 us ship your personal etfects home We ore

tju wm a|I| c*

speciolisis in internofionol pockoging and ship
. \^J^ tj

We olso sell opplionces for 220 volts l«e Angeiee 1/

?

/

Vhranian Kicks

low priced student tickets can'ibe

obtained. Admission is free every

Sunday for chamber music
concerts in Barnsdall Park for

those inclined.
"^

DRAMA AND DANCE
The world-acclaimed Ukrainian

Dance Company, headed by Pavel

Don Minus Phil

Virsky performs nightly at the

Greek Theatre, now through July

16. Stage events at the "Big

Three" theatres of the Music
Center present "No, No Nanette"

at the Ahmansen through Sep-

tember 2, "Old Times" ending

Sunday at the Mark Taper Forum,
and "The Rothschilds" at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavillion. The
Ebony Showcase theatre gaily

-holds forth with "Norman, IsThat"

You? ' and "Jesus Christ

Superstar" can be found at the

Universal City Amphitheater. On
the lighter side. The Committee,

the improvisational-satirical

group appears after a long ab-

sense at the Tiffany Theatre. And
the one you've all been waiting for

— Jeane Dixon's "A Look Into the

Future" at the Bowl on July 9.

Perhaps she can predict what

you'll read in this column next

week. Only the Shadow knows for

sure.

,••^^—

^

'

>V, .. - —
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Hello, People?

s^-

NELL FIND a!MY

ping. 482-9862

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1U13 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) t2«4S33

SPECIAL
MIDNITE SHOWI

Academy Aword Winner:

, Best Foreign Film

Slorring Jeon-Loult Trlntlgnont

SI.25 FRI.JULY7

U.A. THEATRE
Weefwood
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Preview

L.A Brass Society to play Sunday

Tickets:
—"2474 Miles Off Broadway/'

theater Arts Summer Season:

^ Two Farces by French playwright

Feydeau. thru Sunday; The

Serpent by Jean-Claude van

Itallle (July 13-16 and 19-23);

Celebration (July 20-23 and 26-30);

and The Rimers of EMridge by

Langford Wilson (July 27-30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood

Plaza, Kerckhpff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and A/Vacgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

Infor call 825-2581.

"Anna Sokolow D^nce

ny/' 8:30 pm, July 21,

ce-^Hall. Tickets: $4.75, $4,

$3.25, $2.50 and $1.75 (students).

8:30
f.. ^"Spoken Kinyarwanda,
pm. Ackerman Union 2412
-"Kumtolinl ^oga," 7-8 pn)

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge!

Meetings:
Friday, July 7
^v"Muslim Students/' 1.3

Ackerman Union 3517.
pm,

Monday, July 10

— "Christian Science
Organization/' 12:10 pm, 560
Hilgard Ave.

URA Clubs:
—"URA Clubs/' that are sports

orientated will be carried in the
sports section from now on. Ail

other URA Clubs will continue to

appear In What's On.

Concerts:
I

Friday, July 7
* --"Social Dance, Club/'

Women's Gym 200. ,

11 am,

Los Angeles Brass Society

The Los Angeles Brass Society will present the

first in a series of one hour concerts free at 3 pm,

Sunday, in the Architecture Quad (opposite

Schoenberg HalDo , ^
=^ A brass octet under the direction of Lester Remsen

will offer a predominantly 20^ century program,

with works by Gordon Jacob, Robert Simpson, Ar-

thur Cohn. Hans Ludwig Schilling and Paul Hin-

demith.

There will also be Renaissance pieces composed,by

Di Lassus, Bartolini, and Gabrielli.

This program of brass music leads off an eight

week series of "Free Summer Sundays" sponsored

by the Committee on Fine Arts Productions (CFAP)

here. - '
.

Following concerts will offer a wide sampling of

musical forms, including jazz, bluegrass, and

romantic works, as well as mime and im-

provisational theater.

The visiting octet, composed of four trumpets and

four trombones, typically features contemporary

composers. As part of the parent Brass Society, it

has toured the western United States and performed

with Roger Wagner at ttie Los Angeles Music Center.

The Brass Society also performed last summer at

the Hollywood Bowl, and Will give another per-

formance My 26th.
--'-

\. 7.
The Los Angeles Brass Society, played the

premiere of Roy Harris' beautiful
*'Symphony

Abraham Lincoln" at Royce Hall in April, 1965.

This conci^rt should provide a pleasant afternoon's

entertainment in an outdoor setting.

—"Fred Gerlach/? <t>n

stringed guitar i)ullt by hlnrtself,

playing original compositions,

noon, Wednesday, Kerckhoff

Patio (outside, between AAoore

and Kerckhoff Halls.) --

Seminars:
Monday, July 10 „ __=„^
— "Morphology and

Pathogenesis of Atherosclerosis,^'

by J. Waisman, AA.D., department

of pathology, 4 pm, CHS 33-105. ^

EC:
Friday, July 7 Jii

Saturday, July 8 _ c„
—"Organic Garden Club," 10-4

pm. Horticultural Garden.

Sunday, July 9
—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2 10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

ISC Tours:
* *

Tickets are available for ail ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No

refunds^t
tr^.

pnri,

What's On Deadlines
In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whafs

On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday noon for the following Friday's edition.

Second Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper. -...
' .- '

.

—-—

All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted by telephone.

Crossword Answer
amrs s\siuam mam

WPIR
lisIaIi
tfiSQ] SSBS

ESraH SSQ DSISS^

SDBlSiZa [ilDQ SSS
a@B[£l !Z!Q@

iMlOIRirsllEITHRODENT

IHIEIRIOI l ICBA BPPiEiS^

1
T

OMM
NBA
ISOMETMIMESMOySEjEWE

aInIdIeIsByIe[t

—
''Awa reness/*" riO

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman , Union 2408.

—"Kundalini Yoga," 78 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstair Lounge.

Saturday, July 8
—"Gestalt Workshop," 7-10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, July 10

—"Body Awareness Through

Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff

Hall, Upstairs Lounge.
—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness/"
8-10 pm, Bunche Hall 3288.^^"^

—

—"The Ancient Wisdom: The
Ultimate Philosophy," 7:30-10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

July IS, 16
»"San Diego, Sea World, San

iuan Capistrano, Balboa Park,

Shakespeare Festival and lun-

cheon on a ship with Naval Of-

ficers," $25 includes all tran-

sportation, admission fees, one

night accommodations at the

Padre Trails Inn and one lunch.

Departs ISC J: 45 am, student

store 8 am, Saturday, returns 11

pm, Sunday. Deadline TODAY.

Saturday, July 15
—"Marinel^nd," $4 includes

transportation, admission fee and

all show tickets. Depart ISC 9am,

student store 9:15 am,^ returns 6

,pm. Deadline Monday.
—"Marlneland," $4 includes

transportation, admission fee and

all show tickets. Depart ISC 9 am.

student store 9:15 am, returns 6

pm. Deadline Monday.

C
.»#"

A
.:#=

cP^^^^l^^*^^ A.

'•:^

Grand Opening
'<?i--

\

of the ISC

(

Coffeehouse
J . ... .' .'.;'"

Friday, July 7, 5:00 p.in.

COME AND SHARE
AN INTERNATIONAL
EXPERIENCE WITH trS!

EXPRESSO
EXOTIC FRUIT DRINKS

ENTERTAINMENT

I

The Isaac Hayes
Movement

ISAAC HAYES
9paci«l 0»*«l

HOT. BUTTER a SOUL

Holywood

1023 Hilgard Avenue

Westwood

Ail

FRI.JULY28s3,p.
ALL SEATS RESfRVtD: $7JO, 6.S0, SJO, 4.50 SJO, 2.S0

Tkket* Available at Hollywood Bowl, 2301 N. Mlihland Ava.

and So. Calif. Music and All Mutual Atancles.

TIckttron Outlets Including: Broadway, Seart, Montfomery waroi,

May Co., Dolphins, Wailich'a Music City Stores and

By Mall Order to Hollywood Bowl, P.O. Box 1951,

Enclose Stamped Self Addressod Envelope.

fOR iNFonMATioN DIAL 87-M-U-S-l-C

Furniture

Co-op for

Lx)oking for a twenties floor

lamp to complete the chi-chi

Hollywood apartment you just

moved into? Or how about that

kitchen table the landlord

promised you but never

delivered? Why not try the UCLA
Students' Furniture Association?

The Association is an

'

organization serving the

household heeds of its meml)ers.

According to Alex Ballard,

manager of the co-op, the purpose

of the association is to "enable our

student members to set up and

maintain a proper household, well

equipped, at a minimal cost." -^

Membership is open to all

currently enrolled regular and

visiting students. ^~^—,™-^

The fee for membership is $1.00,

good for as long as the student is

on campus, plus two pledged five

hour work periods for the co-op

over a period of two years. - -

Member Responsibility

When joining, a deposit must be

submitted to assure the work will

be done; the deposit will be

returned upon completion of the

work. Work for the cb^op entails

traveling with drivers to pick up

merchandise and helping to stock

and maintain the warehouse. ' v
Just about every household item

- from furniturl to televisions to

kitchen utensils — are offered at

substantial savings to the

members. All merchandise is

loaned at a flat rate for the period

of membership. -- \ ^

'

The prices are REASONABLE!
According to Ballard, the average

price of a refrigerator is ap-

proximately $16-18. Desks and

tables run from $2-6. Mattresses

are about $4-6, and such things as

pots, pans and dishes may be

obtained for a small amount.

Donate that pot

All merchandise is donated to

the co-op, and donations are in-

leasing as demand is up. Even if

you are one of those fortunates

who have a house crammed with

furniture, you may find that

perfect complement to your pad
here.

The co-op operates in a

warehouse located at 3327 South
Sepulveda Blvd.

,
just off National.

The entrance is off the alley

behind the buildings on the west
side of Sepulveda.

Business hours are Tuesdays
from noon-3 pm, and Saturdays
from U am to3 pm. Non-members
are welcome to come and browse
before deciding whether or not to

join:

For further information, call the
warehouse direct at 397-7734, or , if

you receive no answer, call fiieir

answering service at 391-7204 and
leave your name and number.
Bargain hunters, unite!

Preview

•/.
-

— -•

Friday, July 7. 1972

" t

Feydeau plays open
The Theater Arts department here is presenting two one-act farces by

French playwright Georges Feydeau. Madame's Late Mother and Don't
Goj^Walking Around Naked are typical Feydeau blends of wit, slapstick,
and nbaldry A light, deft touch is essential to the successful production
of these plays; overacting or any hint on the actor's part that he is aware
of the humor of his situation is disastrous. ...

" ^ <
Don't Go Walking Around Naked is Feydeau as he ought to be

presented, well-timed and restrained with hilarious resulte. Special
praise should be given to Rachel Malkin (who displays a properly well-
turned ankle et al. ) for her fine performance as Feydeau's empty-headed
ingenue. The rest of the cast is uniformly good.

Robert Corrigan's sets have a properly elegant turn-of-the-century feel
to them. As do Jack Grebinger's costumes.

Madame's Late Mother was somewhat less successful when I saw it

(which was a dress rehearsal). With some toning down of the per-
formances and an audience it may come off somewhat better.

Don't Go Around Naked and Madame's Late Mother will continue
through Sunday in the Ralph Freude Playhouse, Macgowan Hall. For
ticket information consult the What's On column.

—Charles Solomon

J(JA.W » K XBB aBE^soaacnBi

Crosswotd By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS 41. Coura- 57. Sunburn 10. Salutation
L King of geous 58. Mountain 1 11. Club
Judah 43. Dwellings range 16. Celestial

4. Watched 45. Former 59. Still body
secretly „ Russian ^ DOWN . 20. Lyric .

9. Vehicle ruler ^^ LExclama- poems
1%. By what 4& Fairy tion^.^ ; ^jl 21. Rough

means
1

queen 2. Sun 22. Egg-
13. Opposed 47. Hawaiian 3. Pointed shaped

to supine -"
food ^ - ' — tool — ^— 23. A turning

14. Eggs 49. Occasion- 4. Treats back
15. Church ally mercifully 25. To hang

fest^al
'

54. Inter- 5. Published 26. Snares
day national 6. Electrified 29. VenUlate

17. Seine v-^ , language particle^^. 32. God of

18. Vase 55. Rodent 7. Penetrate love

19. Epic 56. Over- 8. Tyrant . 34. Thai
poetry whelm 9. Agreed 37. Unwhole-

21. Insect Average lime of M»lution : 22 min. some at-

24. Rabbit. mosphere
for one 39. Dimin-

27. SaluUtion ishes

2g. Black or . ' ^
~~^ " '

'

42. Hum
Coral . .

30. Voice Answer
gently

44. Kimono
31. Price

• • sash

33. God of
«

47. Excava-

lower OH: tion

world
t

48. Room 'in

35^ Portico » harem
36. Rage
38. Inlet

Page 12
50. Mire
5L Month ^

40. Psychic
-• ' t' 52. Female

term
" sheep

(abbr.) 53. Harden

UCLA Summel^ Bruin 13

'^

YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN — with W.C. Fields; the Marx
Brothers in Monkey Business and Laurel and Hardy in Sons of the Desert,

7:30 pm^ Saturday, Dickson Art Center. Admission Sl.SO. Sponsored by

the UCLA Film Commission.

Bull Pitciiers 75C
(after 9 p.m.)

11(45 San Viceate Blvd. Brentwood 826-3565

iiii

/^

L^

CAMPUS CHAPEL
666 LEVERING-AT STRATHMORE 2 BUS WOF DORMS

"A house ct prayer for oil the nations"

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 AAA. BRUNCH 1 1 AAA
,., . xfor ^ides phone 479-3645 or 823^248

".'•!,. lACK TABER Univertity Bofytbt Chaplain " •

1'
" '—

->'

BENIN OF AFRICA
'I-

.fjIMPORTS
AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

it FINE iTHNIC COSTUMES if

• BUBA
• BATAKIRi
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

657-8256

1 025 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood

',/

h ".

»X

/^.

^ (ida-^

'^

%\

AWARENESS GROUP
A personol examination of your American experiences

through dialogue, psychodrama, gestalt techniques,

and yoga. Facilitated by Marjan Schnetz, a Dwkh
Psychologist. Saturday, July 8th 1:00-6:00 p.n^. at the

International Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

Please make reservations by calling 825-3384.

Ŝ̂ ^ J<ir^^^

m
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Part-time degree program to start

VCampus Announcements i^

y Campus Services .... 3

THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

IS YOURS!

VISITPOWELL LIBRARY ROO^ ••

ding,
announcements

kerckhoff i2^ 5;

82-5O61I

^ Church Services , .... 4

WEST^OOD Fr.endv meeting (Quakers),

S.lent *0fvh.p Sun n AM, UnivrJ>WCA,
S74 Miigard visitors welcome 47J-7»50

.*.. ~f

—u..-««. »

•»-•'

'-^4

V y'VL

S -'

il

t >

.If

t^

^ Educaflon

RCNAISSASCE Leamiog C«iler. Open
FxiucatkMi K thru filh grade Parent In-

(ormalMtoal Meeting Ji»J> 12. 7.M pm. at

I inzi Venire Blvd. . Mar V4»U. ta-4Ml. (E*

J% IP

}/ Personal r

PREGNANT? Want help* Call non proft

ofKaniiatiMi S4hrt <213* (S4-43I3. (SJyZS).

^ Social Evenfs

ATTKNTIOS harthdwHler You are a

prr*Mn» bo renounced mediocrity, no longer

bHbMribe to authorturi^ concepii. and

«i»h to work in true creative energy. •

>«i re right Call u» at 3t2-77r7 '7 Jy UK

y Help Wanted . 8

GENERAL Office. Monday. Wednesday.
- Friday. 24 pm.. or 44 pm.. S day week.

T>ping \horthand. adding machine. Liberal

<yf diMounl on cloibet 272-7107. (gjy21).

PIANO Player: Canimprovlae. act: To )o4n

(%>med> theater group opening in L.A. 277-

Kentucky Fried Theater

.

( 8 Jy 1 1\)

.

ni
SECRETARY Receptionist. Need alert.

non-«moker attractive front " offke girl

¥k/good secretarial skilU Nice company.
Salary tS7S «24^1MI. (8Jy7>.

WANTED: RegiUered Nurac for 3 weeka at

overnight camp August l*-3t wages
negotiable 104-IK&4 W»-«3St. «8Jy2S).

C(K KTAIL WaUrest • Sunday day Monday
nighl Beverly HiUs area. l2.Mkr /tips. 271

43M. (8Jy2l)

FEMALE help care for 6 vteek old twins, do
light h<»usekeeping. Flxperience w /infants.

Personal references a must. Hours to be
arranged but must work through 7:M p.m.
Near Melrr*i»e 1^ ( ienega (S72tM.(K Jy 7).

^Help Wanted

SALES Ai*«ia«Uve prjdiicts SUrt

ime . ha V e gnnd jnb ««1«i

8 y Services Offered . .

781

snaimer. N«
part-ti

enperience

MALE T fe-i^k net^"V^"^^
Fscell nart-Ume income. «S«-*i2L ««-"5«-
biceii pan<u»

(gjy II>.
i

BELLY Dancing for funand ^^^^i,
lean, the fine art of Belly ^'^f^^
summer - I74-074J.

(A ITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS^ T»-

2273.

VARIETY' of full lime and part-time s^"""

mer iahi Services Lnlimited 47i-»i2L <8

QTR> *

MTTER with flesiWe schedule and car for ^

i/2>eargirl. S afiemoons/week; 4:3« - .:»

appro* .»*-»«• -ftw^ • <8Jy7»

FOR SPER'^ BANK
INFERTILITY RESEAPtbl CLINIC

• To be reimbursed adequately.).

Medical Students. Interns and Graduate

Science Student* ,^ . , cn^n.ci,
raiicasian Negroe. OnentaJ. Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut individuals only

r^reTu;rriirrp%'r,'72V^

OPENINGS for ambitious working glrlt

Vivian Woodward Cosmetics. Fast growing

subsidar> of Gener^ Foods Corporatton.

TYaining full/partnUe. 8284M2. (8Jyl4>.

VOdds&Ends ....... 10

SIPER 8 movie outfit. Camera, tripod,

_jeditor. projector. ||75. 478-2M1. (!• Jy 7).

)/ For Rent ..... . . 12

SANTA Monica: Montana Ave. office. Appr.

7Mt sq.ft. Part or all. Reasonable. 451-

0164. L_jyll-

~Y For Sale , , ** *.»». . .13

STEREO: AR Ampliner, PE Changer.

Stanton cart. Rogersound spkrs <12") ex-

cellent condition. l3«/best offer 27»-»40«.(15

J*.2i).

REFRIGERATOR - 1« cu. ft., no-frost.

Excellent condition. tlM. Jan 82S-6739 or

H3fr-2448.eves. (15Jy7).

STEREO - 1125. Exec, desk It chair - 175.

Couch - 125. Chair _-, IS. Formica UUc - 12.

g3»-«l8». (l5Jy7).

PANASONIC Am/Fm receiver model
RE77M>. Garrard changer. 2 spcakert.

tlOO/offer. 820-4888. (15Jy7).

NIKON FTN 1971 Black body - I25«. with 28

mm lens $300. Oliver 874-3877 Messages «5»-

2882.
* (lSJy7).

KENW(M>D TK50 tuner and speakers.

(>rrard lab 80 turntable. 1125.00 821-8432-

after 6:00pm. (15Jyll>.

SONY- 2S5 deck, mint condition. ItS. TC 88

casaettccorder built-in mic. bait/AC. 188.

474.5tM. (15Jyl8).

MALE UNDERGRADS
EARN $5.25

For attending Communication
channeling experiment

Depending on how you do, you nay win more
than (he IS 25 attendance pay. Or you could
lose up to tl 50 of your pay (guaranteed
minimum pay Is 83.75 for 2-1/2 to 3 hours
wdrlri.

COME ONE OF THESE TIMES ONLY

:

FRL. JULY 7 at 10:30am or 2 pm.
TtES.. JULY 11 at 10:30am. or 2 pm.

ORAD BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BLDG
ROOM 2284

Come one time only. Ililrty people at a lime.
Lasts 2-1/2-3 hours, depending on you.

WHAT IT IS -

An experiment to see how well you can send
messages through a communlcalioa
channel... when you're not the only one using
the channel. IT'S EASY. 4 PROFITABLE!
Questions? Call 82S-S274.

COMPUTER tutor with butlncti
backgromid wanted - Fortran, tlt-na. (I J>
141.

HOUSEKEEPING, cleaning with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxtd.

student-owned company. |2.2i/hr. 82t-1388.

8 Jy 18).

NEED EXTRA D^UGH?

Help yourMlf while helping others.

Earn «i» to 840. a month

f
«i oar plasma program

.

: 4Tg4NI bciwocn 12 P.M. Mid 7 P.M.

PROFESSIONAL documenUtton "^^^f*
Writing editing and •^:**«'^^^„, ^

, JLT
requirements 3M7 IS48 call anytime. <»<J2

RENT A-n tit mo Sl«««^i,*"S
discounts DeHvery U %:-.

*'*-f'•^y^
Westwood < ''^'

^Research Subjects Needed

NOW avaUaWe M «*«*»• i^f^A^fit
The UCLA Alnmni ^i;?^SSai^l7^
venture. Call Linda Kicher. gZS-3Wl. < 17 JJ

EUROPE Jet "?^^^„w_,
LA. tzn. A»«»»« 2 -September J.

nays available. W.A.C. - FMte

838-8328. 838-2418.
(17A1).

12 FOR I hour psychology '"^'^^J^^'J^J^
up AM, 4528A Frani Hall. (RSJyzi>-

SUBJECTS WANTED FOR »NFANT
STUDY OF CURIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5

MONTHS CALL INFANT STUDIES
PROJECT- 825-«S5

1.
(RSJya>-

FEDERALLY ,
authoriied in«riJu«o«

research project. Healthy males over 21. All

paUems of u»e needed. Call 82*-*»»<- ™/
Thurs. 1-"^. (RSJylB). .

INFANTS 4 to 7 1/2 MONTHS FOR
STUDIES IN THE EARLY DEVELOP-
MENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL INFANT
STUDIES PROJECT 825^551 < EXCEPT
TUESDAYS). •

's

<RaJY7).

SUBJECTS needed for psychology t»-

periment. Good pay. Call 82S-8008 or come to

Franz Hall B27 1. (RSJy25).

EUROPE

pm^n-TRlP FLIGHTS

^Travel . «. • ..• J. /7

RETl'R.N half of Pan Am tlckrt. N.Y. -

Amsterdam. Good until July 28. $88. 477-

7858. ^ J~. ^--^ (17Jy7).

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

JULY 9 LA/LOHDON

AUG 27 LONOON/LA

JULY 23 LA/LOKOOH

AUG 20 LONDOM/LA

AUG 9 LA/^VkDRID

SEPT 18 /^T/LA
r-

AUG 19 LA/LOHOOH
SEPT 16 LOHOOH/LA

AUG 28 LVIONDOH
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

SEPT S LA/LONOON

SEPT 26 LOHDOH/LA

SEPT
"
5 LVLOKOOH

OCT Z LONDON/U

^jf

$252.00
SO Days

$2S2.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 0$y%

EUROPE ROUND TRIP Inm tzioaa
SUMMERJ'ALL AND WINTER PUGH-nt
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA, ISRAEL. AFRICA
ANDA8IA.AUFLICIIT8A TRAVEL aasa
\%NTA MONICA. L.A.WtW . n4^42. '

EUROPE: Far
(MMtap) *
Yo« dMMe
tM2. Rcglriar
S7.tZS-7171.

U. LA-Ptri,
irMi My najor cHy.

t« Imvc. rctnm. From"*-"-- Air Prance. 828.

<17Jy2l).

One way and round trip student flights.

SOFA Agent for Inter-Europeair- Student

Charter Rights.

ConUct: ISCA. 11887 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. C.A. Calif. 90048.

Tel:.(2J31

CASH paid! to couple over 2S to spend af-

ternoon at mountain resort. Booking fast!

478-5822. (17Jyll).

LOWEST FARES-
OftOUP CHARTER FLIGHTS

'Flexible Dates to Europe-Iortd-Orlent

*New Student Airfares *EuraU Pass *T4Mirs

•Hotels-Car Rental-Ships *Call 47S-3833

Audio-Visual World Schools - 1728 Westwood
Bl. LA. 80024 (1/2 Bl. No. S.M. Bl.>.

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel. India. East
Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12841

Wilshlre Blvd. L.A. 80025. 478-0844. ( 17 qtr ).

SEPT 17 LA/LOH/FRAHK $247.00

OCT 18 FRAMK/LOW/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 Ih/lOMXHr ^1^.00
OCT 9 LOHOON/LA 14 Days

OWE-tTAY RIGHTS ' -—-^^:

LOHDOfVLA $138.00

LVLONOOH $138.00

LA/LOHDON $138.00

LONDOH/LA $138.00

OUSLIN/LA $138.00

LA/LOHOON $124.00

LVLOHDON $124,00

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 2

AUG 27
AUG 31

SEPT 6
SEPT 19

COMPLETE: Fisher stereo system »<

speakers and tumUMe. SAC |2M.00/oRC^
New in boxes. 723-5835 (15Jy^).

5 PIECE stereo system; Am/Fm receiver 2

speakers, tape player, record changer and
head set SAC 1150.00. 721-0207. (15Jyl8).

SASS.MAN Harpsichord • hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect

condition, length 5' 1 manual. 11.495.00. 454-

8781. > (15 A 3).

.MATTRF:sSE8 • Valley SUte Marketing
Grad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail, (all me today. Richard
Pratt 349-HI 18. 886-0400. (15 QTR).

VOX Bass w/case treble booster, fun.
teardrop body. Excellent condition. |12S.

Marty 478-«206 (15Jy 14).

PENTAX spotmatic system with four lenses

and many extras. Ukenew.$450. 828-

7341. (15Jy7).

AQUARIUS IV speakers 12" 3-way.
Sacrifice. 1 1 30.00 for the pair. BSR 510X
turntable, like new. 850.00. 721-0207. (ISJy

ATTENTION teacher. Lit. /Psych, majors:
Private library-collectors Hems. Also
unusual chess sets. Greta, 384-5778 ( 15 Jy 7 ).

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IHMEDIATE FIWLIES
LIVING IN THE SANE HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLC ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVED 8ASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER 0C8 /MD BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FON

FURTHER DETAILS.

FH^i Coonlln^tors:
John aitd Susan

"4-

Charter
Flints

109S6 Meybum A¥«nue
WestMOod vniaoe 90024

-^r' Telephone: 478-8286

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S- — :

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

y Services Offered .... 16

PIANO tuner has 3 to rent. Two uprighU 9 all flrSt ClaSS
I18.A studio® $12. No minimum. 8t8- ^

«»< (iijyi8). service.

CONGA DRUM LESSONS Latin Jatt Rock.
Call 828-3185. (18Jy7).

LA-LONOON/LONDON-LA

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSEDt TOOHIGHT
CANCELLEOr
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
'»* "" ASK FOR ABB OR KEN

WE have carefully screened, bonded and
insured housekeepers, cleaners and party
servers. University Housekeeping. 128-

I3M (UJytl)
-

At'TO Insurance, lowest rates for stndenti
or employees. Robert Rhee. 898-7278; 878
8783or 4&7-7573. (18QTR)

Fit.

2

3

S

4

10

14

IS

17

18

If

DBP.

4/ia

6/21

4/24

4/25

4/29

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

Rtt.

a/28

8/14

9/4

9/13

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

9/12 on«-vifay

Days Price

7,1 4242

S4 $242

72 S242

80 I27S

41 1242
40 S242
30 $242
SO $242
33 $252

$135

KKAC'll-sun -work fun (You're finished by
one). Driiver sandwiches in esUblishod
areas. l»:48a.m 12 :38p.m. I4SISS weekly,
(iuarantced 82.S8 per bo«r. 838-8881 htfart
II :«IN2|.J8M after 8:8t p.m. (8Jy7)

CSIS has lowest auto insurance ratos for
colleKe students. Call ns in SnnU Monica •

45l-lW3^ (MQTR).

Availabit only to bonafido mtmbors e« the
Untvtrsity of ^alilornia tncludtnf students
faculty, staff, and thoir immtdtato famllios
(parents, spouse or dopondonf chiWroA)
llvtnf in tht same household.

Charier fHflitt

TKLKVISION rental. Special UCLA ratoa.
KCA models. FrecdeMvcry. Free aorvkt. U
hr. phone. 274-8118. (UOTR),

uca Ktrchkholf Hall MS D
BetweonSa.m. A Sp.m.

81S-1221

D THE IKTEtNATiONAL
STUDfNT IDENTITYCARD
Your possport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The IS1C wos ere- "

oted by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-
ence and enjoys world-
wide recognition. It \i

required for ail student

flights abroad.

D INTtA-EUROfEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS
to ond within Europe,
Israel, East Africa, ond
the For Eost-ot fantastic

savings, enabling you
to trovel OS for as pos-

sible for OS little as
possible

youknow us!

UNI
10888 WfY«J^ M>mHM

j
Tin; 4n.in i

EUROPE* MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER PUGHTS

.lMnc4ialeficfcc(ii«
AmitM RaB-PM8 2 rm. tl38-
.CNyMpic gaiiw* A Itoicl apnce avail
. 1872 atiidnil G«Me Book to Europe
CONTACT: SOFA Agcat VIC Dept tCLA

. l3SMVc«l«raBlvd.
Ml Onka.Cal. 91403

BT2-2283/784-1877

El'ROPE FUfhU. Se departures, also N Y
IsrsH. ladte. Africa. S8% off. Student
rates/cards. SfaMe IK*. EASC. 323 n
Beverly Dr.. Beveriy Hills. 88218. 276-6293

)/Tuforing . /. . . . . : f8
'

,

STATISTICS, calcnins. trigonometry.
dMpiiatry. physics, ncchanlcs. geometry.
•Igehra. arttiiMetlc. slide rule. etc.
Prepare! ! 3».MJt EXT 38. ( I8 Jy 7).

ENGLISH later for nen-natlve Eng.
speakers. Master. Teacklag English as

secsadlaagaage. Call days 828^29. (isjy

21).

MATH telariMg fw classes or GRE.
ilcaioaahir rates far eClidcal. easy lessons.

»l-33l7ar»B-4S22, (18 A 17).

GRADUATE record exams, other admission

tests. Prepare wHh recent Harvard

University admtosioBS director. 478-2141. (18

Jy 14)
'

MATH Ph.D. wMh extcasive teaching ex-

perieace will tatar all math courses. ^
|8.8t/hr. SatisfactlMi guaranteed. 478-1323 ^

(18JyU).

STATISTICS aad Math tutoring. Call 388-

»I86 eveaiags aad maraings. ( 18 Jy 7|^,

GRE. LSAT.
dividaal. small
Gaidaace Sves.

test preparation. In-

iastruction. Academic
So. Robertson. 6S7-4380.

(18 QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-

pcrlcaced Ualv. Praf. Positive resuHs any

exaaa. Easy caaversatiaaal method (trial).

ATi-Zm. (18 QTR).

Y Typing . . ...':. ..... ff

EXPERIENCED typist. Papers, theses and

disacrtatloas. Accurate aad Dependable.

477-*727. <»Jy»>

TYPING - 75* per page. Draft. PosUge A

Materiato hidaded. Day8/S32-S0io X317

Evcaiiigs/37»eitl. <19JyU).

TVPING - IBM SHeetric. Fast, accurate.

campIHe service far papers, theses, letters.

etc. Mike. 4n-48>2- eveaiags. (19Jyll).

DAWN - Papers. Dissertation proposals.

Letters. Maaascrlpts. Experienced.

Weeltalghts g-lt. Weekead Mornings call

„4. (l9Jy28).

TYIMST - tbcMS. dissertations, books, term

papers. SpcciaUy Math k technical typing.

Accvate. rapid service. 788-1074 qtr)

FREE tdHiag graMoaar /spelling. ElecUk.

^iSkiySS,K. Alice. 3i7-J38« ( 19 QTO)

1

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation •P*<'»«"J?:

Term papers, resames. letters. IBM

typewriters. Kay-Naacy.828-7472. (19QTR)

RtTH: llMses. disscrUtions. term papers.

maaascripts. RHiaMe. E^P''^"'*^^ Jji"
B2»-I1C2.

(19Vin'

FAST, accurate typiag. Term papers.

theses, dissertatiaes. EdiUag- ^^^^^'^Jj*.
•: Barbie: BTe-ltBl. Mae: 188-SlU < 19 QTR)

IBM's aew Seicctric II typewriters (carbon

ribbaa) ... Experieaced ... •««"'«»r,r'"S,,
Please can 3»4-B2tS.

(19QTR)

^Wanted.. '_^^
WANTED: Place to rent •»*«'""'"«

JfJ:

tembcr - Have dag. aeeds '*n<^« ,fJjV'.f
odciu.7M-«tii.

(WJyti'-

WILL pay cash far cars. R"""*"*?; "gj
wrecks tea. Free taw-aways * »''rr^S^
leo. ____!_—

UCLA physiciaa desires »•"«.•"'•''
;!!t2

hause kMi J«iy I wMh Hreplace ( «nyM

7!!^rrSj9m 4m. Dr. Upton. l^5«
dPys.47g4iS4eves.

*""'

SINGER - saMwritT Z'^^JlZTZ^
.lead gulUrist. ^ms i-Har1»c 'or

•and. Call Paal'-»^^» •^^'

^ApH furnished . . . ciJh
FUNKY pad for f '^^i^J^'^
furaishcd. free uOHties. I****""^, j«fi).
ai27 eveakigs. [f^j^i^

4S1 GAYLEY: Large famished 1 IjjJJJ

Utimias tocludad. Walk/campas. »•""„,

ratelHi.t/ma. 4n.dMI- ---^
ENJOY SMimar la large ^^^J^^tUck
aas bsiri apto. lame •J^guaiKks.
UCLA.VMaS». f^^^'.SSuitiSn)
Cmnmm. ttMil Laadfalr. in^^^^^Z^

eves. MM*''-

^„ra»». CM4I Laadfalr. tn^m-J^^Z^

IBDRM fara. Palms •:5i-,•"^'"JJ
lidy.Aag. Mary Aaa, eves.S»'»W^-
T» —

-

-w

\dalU. ad pets.

PteiiMMllli (2iJy»'

T:^*i
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By Dianne Gordon

DB Staff Reporter

Beginning this fall students will

begin studies in part-time degree

programs, according to the

Univeristy of California (UC).

Students enrolling in part-time

degree programs are expected to

be those who, due to work or

family responsibilities, simply

cannot attend classes on a regular

basis.

Two years In the offing, the pilot

programs in UC's ''Extended

University" program will be

initiated at six campuses — UC
Berkeley (UCB), UC Davis

(IJCD), UC Riverside (UCR), UC
SanU Barbara (UCSB), UC Santa

Cruz (UCSC) and UC San Diego

|UCSD).—^—.^— .

UCB's Graduate School of

. Business Administration will

enroll fifty part-time students in a

three-year off-campus program.

Kegular faculty members will

provide the instruction.

UCD expects to admit two

hundred students as an ex-

perimental group leading to five

bachelor's and five master's

degrees.

At UCR the Graduate School of

Administration plans to enroll

twenty-five students -in a part-

time program leading to a Master

of Administration degree. "

One hundred and fifteen

students will also be admitted in

three masters programs and one

bachelor program. The campus
hopes to gain experience with the

problems associated with the

extension of the University's

degree programs to older students

studying part-time.

UCSB will offer its new in-

terdepartment^ major in law and
society to part-time students.
A master's degree in Electrical

Engineering will also be offered to
part-time studi^qts of UCSB
campus. An audio-video hookup
will enable students at Point Mugu
to ask questions of professors on
campus.
At UCSC a pilot program

leading to a bachelor's degree in

Community Studies will be offered
to part-time students.

Approximately forty students
will divide their time between
.classroom activity and work in

community agencies.

UCSD will enroll fifty part-time
students in degree programs at
the campus' three undergraduate
colleges.

The medical centers, both here
and at San Francisco are also

planning part-time degree
programs but will probably not be
operational until the winter or
spring quarter of next year.

Coordinator of the UC's part-

time activities, David P. Gardner
believes the • "Extended
University" program will show
that "many of the racial and
economic barriers to higher
education will disappear,"
through the higher mobility of

both students and faculty.

The University Academic
Assembly, which represents
faculty members on the nine

campuses, formally endorses the

plan for an Extended University,

according to Paul E. Zinner,

chairman of the University

Academic Council.

"The council applauds the

establishment of the Extended
Univeristy as an integral part of

the University structure," he said.

Grants from the University

Regent's funds and foundation
grants will be used to implement
the part-time degree program but
the state is expected to support the
program beginning in 1973-74.

"These will be regular,
matriculated students, working
towards degrees. They will not be
extension or summer session or in

any way different from regular
students," Garnder said.

"It's not a matter of whether the
state will be interested in sup-
porting this. Rather, we are
assuming the state will regard
this as part of the regular

program."

The University system is

following a different path than the

California State Univeristy and
Colleges System, which expects
its part-time programs to be self-

supporting.

"We have no intention of giving

life to two classes of students —
those who pay tuition and those

who do not," Gardner said,

Gardner expressed ap-

prehension that budget makers in-

Sacramento will assume that il^^^

some professors teach fifteen

class contact hours a week, in-

stead of the usual twelve, then all

the others can follow suit.
^

"These are the very first steps

the University is taking toward an
entirely new kind of higher
education," Gardner said. "We
hope to learn from the experiment

so we can move on to the next step

with some confidence."

THAT WAS A SNEEZE? — an original compilation of the best comedy
films of the past 50 years will screen at 7 pm, today and tomorrow. Audio

Visual World Theatre, 1730 Westwood Blvd. Sponsored by the UCLA —
Westwood Film Society.

i>=

r}L-

Womens Resource Center

seeks interested participants
^hf-»-.»r,--i'

f • -
.

- jr.-

'^'^

^Apts Furnished 21 ^ Apts Unfurnished . . . . 22 /House for Rent ,

l.AKGE attractive one hedropm apartments

in Santa Monica...! 185 up... pool, sub-

terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,

walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.
2:11 1 Fourth St. SM 392-5686. 2045 Fourth St.

SM :J92-.'>556. (21 qtr)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations for Fail also accepted.
Renting Olfice : SULandfairiri

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfair«t4 -.

S40Glenrockiifl1

/

nL'NFt'RNISHED spacious 3 bed. 2 baths,

separate dining., service porch, ample

closets. Miracle Mile. 933-4737. (22Jy 7).

1210 - \tH\ large 2 bd.. din. room newly

decorated, carpets, drapes. Closets galore.

Serv. porch. Garage. Adults. Small pet OK.
839-0559 - 275-8735. <22Jy">-

SINGLE - Rustic garage. Wood stove. Share

kitchen and bath in front house. I»5. 8^6-

6771W.L.A. (22Jy7).

y Apts to Share 23

PSYCH Grad share 2-bed. 2-bath bench

apartment - Santa Monica. 1112 (Including

utilities). Herb 825-2531 (day). (23Jy21).

SINGLES, bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. 1-1/2

bath. pool. 3 blks. campus. 10824 Llndbrook
(llilgard).GR5-5584. (21 QTR) .

Fl RNISIIED singles to share 170. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 633 Gayley. 473-6412

(21 QTR).

MATURE female grad student /working girl

share large 1 bdrm.. Santa Monica - 180 mo.

- 451-0848/G97-3526. (23Jy21).

SHARE 3 bdr.. 2 bath with 2. own room, air

cond.bullt-lns.tlOO. WLA. 839-5120. (23 Jy

i21).

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 30524

(iIRL to share two-bedroom Westwood

apartment. Pool /fireplace. $68.75/month.

Age 23.UP. 474-4255. <23Jy7 >.

LEASE. Professor's house. Many
bookshelves. South of campus off Westwood
Boulevard. Rose garden. Couple preferred.

No dogs. $265 including gardener. 836-4135

evenings. __^_^ iJSJyU).

2-BEDR(H)M house. Completely furnished.

$185.00 a month. No pets. GLl-4086. Federal

Ave. West Ixis Angeles. (25 Jy21 ).

$600 - PACIFIC PaUsades. Hill top. 1/2 acre.

Modern. Secluded. Panoramic view. 3-

bedroom. 2-bath, built-in kitchen. Family
room. Fireplace. Carpet. Drapes. Gardener.

Newly remodeled. No smog. 454-9456. ( 25 Jy

21).

/House for Sale . .^j^^,. /6

LOVELY Custon-Biiilt home on cul-de-sac In

Cheviot Hills. 3 Bedrooms, den and Laiial-

room. Fireplace. Open beam
ceilings.. ..$48,000 Wynn... 477-7001. (26Jy

21).

HOUSE for sale. 10% down. $4,500. Attention

Professors. Large lot - privacy - completely

enclosed - New kitchen, bath, forced air -

hiirdwood floors throughout. Must see.

$43,000. Call 839-7882. (26 Jy 14).

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm. 2 bthrmu separate

entrance, ocean view, near canipus. 454-

H.S44.
-- (23Jy7).

1190.00. 2 BEDROOM. 2 bath, carpet, drapct.
hullt-ins. 1316 Carmellna «*. W.L.A. 826-

(^ifto. (2lJy21).

LAR(;E Bachelors. Ite up. Singlet. $12S.

across from Dykstra. 561 Gayley. GR 3-1786.

(;H:)-0.'>24. Mrs.Kay. (21 QTR)

$165 gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Kobertson. 8850Cattaroiigut. 836-3426

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE ^.^ STUDENT APARTMENTS TT
FURNISHED BACHELORSA

1 BEDftOOMS ^

Same rent Summer it Fall ^^
Showing NOW

S|C Deposit will hold
Across UCLA ^^

m Jmi&'iit^^M 47M580. J
> \

\.\m.V: I bedroom. Pool, summer $150.06
up No lease. Nine month fall leatc*. S18
(•lenrock. 473-926S. (21 QTR).
—

I I

ONE minute to UCLA. Spacious bachelora.
singles, one bedrooms available Now! Mgr.
'tVHandfair I73-SS7I. (21 Jy 18).

y/ Apts Unfurnished ... .'22

H \< IIELtm apartment, hot plate. $100 mo..
Santa Monka. Large bedroom, private

•France. 8anu Monica. EX44649 after 5:30

P.m. (ZXJy7).

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate PtoJ*?"*

47.'>-863l. < QTR).

R(M)MMATES needed in large single and

one-bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.

Sundfcks. Garage. 625 Landfalr. 479-5404.

ROOMMATES needed • 633 Gayley.

Pleasant singles $65 Kitchen. »«"<*««»•;

pool, garage 473-6412 (23QTR)

(;IRL wanted to share nearby apt. In ex-

change for assisting handicapped lady. 475-

.=iOo:j. (23Jy7).

OWNER - SELLER. BEAUTIFUL 4-BED, 2-

HXTII HOME, liovely front, back gardens,

fireplace PHIME RANCHO PACK
LOCATION l«:47 A8HBY AVE. eve. call

:(«)2-k:III. Open sat., sun. 11-6. $37,500. 2

MILISKROMCAMPUS. (26Jy7).

y House to Share ..... 27

RESPONSIBLE female grad student to

share lovely 2-bdrm S.M. home. Rent $110.

39SOI73 evenings. (27 Jy 21) .

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom house. 15 mln.

from UCLA. 172.50 per mo. 478-5881 eves. (27

Jy21). I ___^

GIRL needed to share 2 bedroom. 2 bath apt.

near Century City. $130. Call 652-0570. (23 Jy

14). .

HELP! Need roommate. 12 biks. Santa

Monica beach, garden. $72.50/ utilities.

slgn.LeoVlrgo.age27. 3937650. (27Jy7).

TWO blocks from UCLA. 680 Levering «!.

Share bedroom. $55. Own room. $110. Call

478-9563.
(23Jyl4).

VENICE Beach House. Near SM. Furnished

one person needed to share. Own br. $112.50.

,m-a:yV>. <27Jy21).

SHARE large 2 bedroom Apt. with three

students, walk campus. $67.50.. •v«»«7«

now. Fireplace. 478-5144. (23Jyl4).

GIRL: share luxury 2-bedr. furnished

apartment in Brentwood ($130/month) M.

Rudoff. 8:00 - 1:00. 781-1040. after 1:00 472-

9638. iZUyll).

183 GAYLEY: Girl share with 1 girl lorge

furnished 1 bedrm. $86.00/ mo. W-naiW";

477-4Wf.
<»Jy">-

<^.
' '

^RAD student looking for same to share

furnished, spacious apartment. Aug. or

Sept. $75.00. 475-5310. (O Jy ••>•

FRIENDLY folks needed to share small

cooperative house on Mulholland near

Beverly Glen . 986-7463. {ZlJyD.

R(M)MMATE wanted to share 2 bedroom

house in the Glen. Lynn - 279-2392-nUes. 451-

KTOi-days. (27JyU).

FEMALE roomate to share 2 bedroom house

with psychiatric social worker. 28. West-

wikhI. $112. 473-4769. <27Jy

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . .30

FEMALt: roommate to share $[•* *

bedroom. 2 bath with 2. Evenings »2-1026.

Carole.
(23Jyll).

DISCOUNT. Single room /bath /board - La

Mancha through August 11. Call ":»-40»4 3 •

J
(30Jyl4).

^ _^ 1.2,3. fc««rm8!
Im fcadwiwrs 1233 Wellesly
$1154150 Singles. 11921 Goshen

$155 up. l-3bedrms.4ll0lnglewood.
$m MP. 2-3 bedrms. 1233 Wellesly.
t366u^.3bcdrm. 11921 GMhen.

House $366 up. - Option?
lO-room, Guest House! Near UCLA.

$450 MaUktt House. Low down!

/For Sublease . 24

KFM \LE. Room-board-salary-flexlble

schedule of babysitting, light housework.

Easy bus ICLA. 828-9338 evenings. < 30 Jy

II).

SUBLET. 2-bedroom. furntehed "P*- •!**•••

Santa Monka. July U Aug. »•
f»

'

Jf"
7«l.

(24Jyl4).

GIRL for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting. Room, board and $25.00 a week. Call

177-92:18 - Near bus. (30 Jy 11 ).

GUESTHOUSE - I Pwson -i/1 -
t/JJ {»*•

total Piano, garden.
**«'>',i**''';

**'
liV

(rves». 825-1881 (message). Jtrfy. ("J* ><>•

WANTED: live In English speakkig female.

Housework and child care. Private rpom.

Call93S48M. (SOJyllK

A conscious-raising group for interested women met yesterday in

Povi^ell Library. The group plans on meeting weelily for personal

t^jiT^i sessions and political seminars on feminism. Each week a new
topic will be discussed in depth, with emphasis on education and

"consciousness-raising" rather than on catharsis or therapy..

Women interested in participating should come to the next

meeting from 7-9 pm. Thursday, in PowelL Library 90, or leave

name and phone number at the Womens Resource Center. 825-3945.

All women welcome. ^

r:I:

i..^r

25 V Room for Rent . . . . ..31 utos for Sale \33

IN Honte. Nke area - W.L.A. $75.00 - kitchen
privileges - back entrance. Prefer boy
student. Esther Schafer 391-2149. (31 Jy 7).

KOO.MS $ir>/summer. Quiet, friendly, near
campus. 720 lliigard. 474-9136. Ask for

Barrv. -- (3lJy7).

/Aulas for Sale 33

'49 (iMC 1/2 ton pickup new retreads, new
brakes, no rust. $325 or offer. jl73wl380. (33 Jy

-

'66 MGB convertible. Pink. Good condition,

wire wheels - overdrive • low mileage. $956

or best offer. Phone 463-5865. (33Jy7).
11 I ^>^^^^^ i <m pi —^-^^

'68 VOLKSWAGEN Must sell quick. New
tune-up. muffler 4 front wheel allenment.
379-1056. (33Jy21).

'69 VW. Excellent condition. Beautiful

shape, low mileage, new brakes, new bat-

tery. Must see. $1290.00. 829-1043., (33Jy7).

'69 CAMARO 350 convertible. Stkk. Disk
brakes. Power steering. Low miles. Clean!

Best offer. 789-5010. (33Jyll).

07 Sl'NREAM Alpine roadster. 1590. Also
I'HMi N^il Sport Prim. S5m.p.g. J290. 474-

iUH.
,

<33jy7).
- — JU—. rj,

52 MGTD. Excellent condition. $1,250. Call

{98-9295 after 7 pm. (33Jy21).

69 FIAT 124 conv. YXC 407. 688-4496<days.

199-5080 after 8 pm . Must sell. (33 Jy 14).

'65 MGB. Hard & soft tops, wires, radio, low

mileage. $950. 82»-l678eves. (33Jy2l>.

'70 VW .Squareback. 38.000 miles. $1500 and
VW Camper $^. Rebuilt motor. 828-

7341. (33Jy7>.

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TQWING

'MOO Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER! ;

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7?$7 Van Nuys Blvd '_

across rom C M Plant •

""

C«ll 894-7075 t- Moors

,1
•

"--1. ' >

k I

•63 PONTIAC CaUlbia - 4 door, power
steering/brakes, factory air. $450. Call

Vincent, evenings. 479-9131. (33 Jy 18).

'67 MUSTANG Convertible. Automatic. V-8.

Am/Fm. console, radlals. original owner.
$K.50. 374-6018. (33Jy 21).

'70 TOYOTA (orolla 1200 Wagon Excellent
condition, new tires. $975. Call 938-28M. No
calls fridaynlte a Saturday. (33Jy21>.

'6:t CHEVY, good transportation, looks good,
now brakes, power st. Mtist lease. $425. best
offer. 276-8920. (33Jy2l).

'66 MGB; three tops; radial tires; wire

wheels: luggage rack: engine, transmission

good. $950. 472-6614. (33Jy21).

67 SUNBEAM Alpine 1675. Shi rack t«i-

leau. Under 50.000 ml Call Beth. eves. 479-

fM2. (JJJyin..

SACRIFICE 1966 Volkswagen fastback. New
rngine. clutch and more. $660.00. Call 396-

7090. «MJy 7>-

/Bicycles for Sale .... 35

BIKE - 10 speed. 1 month old. Includes lock

and chain. $85/offer. Mike 479-9186. 478-

9919. (J5Jy7).

•63 PEUtiEOT - excellent condition bumper
to bumper - leaving country August - $500.00

Call Elaine 291-6666. (33Jy 14).

•70 RENAULT. 26.000 miles, excellent

condition. Air. radio. 4 speed. Moving - must

sell (all 753-6927; 5-7 pm. (33Jy21).

ROSS 10-speed Pro model bicycle with car

rack. $80. 478-2801. (38Jy7).

BRUINS! 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. t
Centurian bicycles. Authorised Schwlnn
dealer. Expert repairs. l>ee's Cyclorama
2639 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 Mks. No. SanU
Monka Freeway. 839-4466. (3SS7).

i-»

•66 FIAT 124 sports convertible, white. S

speeds. 4 wheels brake. 2900 miles. $2190.

478-5117. (33Jyao.

Cycles, Scooters

For ^/e . . . . 36

-or. RUCK Le Sabre 4 dr. power steering and
brakes. $700.00 Low mileage. 653-0716.(33 Jy

7).

69 AU.STIN America. Excellent condition.

Must sell $700. Phone 876^M0I. Day time or

week-ends. (33Jy7).

'69 CHEVROLET Nova. 26.666 mllcs.

automatk. excellent condition. 6 cylinder,

sacrifice. 276-4661 or ^7-3933. (33Jyll).

'68 VW Bug excelknt running condition • new
radlals. Beige. $856.00. 479-M66. (33 Jy 14).

•71 HSI YAMAHA. Dirt, street, extras, ea-

cellent condition, low mlkage. $320 or beat

offer . 839-0259. (36Jy2l) .

•71 VESPA 150. No mileage. Lkense. lock.

t hain. helmet. Cost $506. sacrlfke $356. 473-

l.VW. (36Jy21).

•69 HONDA CB3S6. $356.66. Law miteage.

excellent coilditlon. Rack - helmH - tarn*.

Phone 475-3801. (36Jy7).

•66 SUZUKI, TS66. 7866 actwl mllao. fail.

beautiful, fully enulppcd*. tSXS. H64ta or

986-4919. 06Jylt).

'6«» VOLVO 4 door sedan AmFm radio, clean.

HoiMl condition, light gray. Bast offer, call

i.->i «:J7H. (33Jy7).

||(»\DA 69 S1.350. Rebuilt engine, lu-w paint.

$100,478-6642. < Jy 7>

'71 TOYOTA Corona. 1906 4 door sedan,

stick, excellent transportation, rear damage
-drlveaMe. $1.000. 655-4535. anytime. (33 Jy

•70 YAMAHA 100 UT-A. StreH/dlrt. L«w
mileage, exceptionally fine condition. $>»•

rsenings. 399 01101. <36Jy7).

•«7 \-IIEALY MKIII 3060 RAH O.D. Good
iiMihankal c^dltlon. $1466.66 offer. Tarn

SUZUKI $6 c?! » 1500 miks. tike new. n««d

bucks. $150. riding histructlon Incl. John 474-

9i:i6.

Berg. 933-1737.^ (33Jy7)

•62 VW Bug. Good shape, new starter, bat

tri\ Urgent sale. $425 473-4509. (33Jy2l)

VESPA • like new • 2S6 cc • rcnily aacoMant
condition • only 1666 • owned by teacber.

(.rela W»-.%:79. (36Jy 7).

>.
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Jabberwocky Revisited

Bill Walton a summer of reflection andjudgment

M
Saul Shapiro

this Is going to be a very eventful summer for Bill

Walton. Probably more wearying and contemplative ttian

basketball season or spring quarter when he was also

making headlines. • •

It is likely that Walton's status as a student for the 1972-73

school year will be decided within the n^i^\ v^eek or ten

. days. He will take the first step in the disciplinary

proceedings and appear before Dean of Students Byron H.

Atkinson to discuss the severity of the penalty, If any, to be

meted out to Walton resulting from his participation in the

AAay 1 1 demonstrations and subsequent alleged violations bf

the student conduct code.

The meeting betwwen Walton and Atkinson is to be

confidential. Atkinson will consult with Walton, as he has

done or will do with 13 other demonstrators (Including

basketball redshirt Hank Babcock), charged with

violations and will recommend one of three punishments:

warning, censure, or probSltion. Atkinson cannot suspend,

dismiss, or expel a student.

Walton vyas supposedly set to appear before Atkinson In

late June, but at that time was being hospitalized at the

medical center with an undisclosed ailment. Atkinson went

on vacation an^ has only recently returned to resume

hearings. \

It Walton accepts the penalty that Atkinson decides uport,

his case will end there. If Walton does not agree with

Atkinson, the process advances to the Student Conduct

Committee, which can recommend suspension, dismissal,

or expulsion. These hearings are not confidential and the

rf-ecommendation of the committee, which consists of three

students and three faculty representatives, goes to the

chancellor. „ " \.

"If Atkinson feels tttat Walton's actions were flagrant

Enough to merit probation, then it is possible that Walton

would miss part or all of the '72-73 basketball season.

Probation carries with it exclusion from all extracurricular

activities and thrft includes intercollegiate athletics. It is up
to Atkinson to set the length of the probationary period.

However, if Atkinson decides thaft Walton is, perhaps,

sufficiently contrite and his actions regretted, Walton may
"receive only warning or censure. That would be tantamount

Bill Walton — a touch of Solomon needed

to the penalty the NCAA slapped on the UCLA Athletic

Oepartcpent following the McAlister controversy.

On top of all that came a report from KABC sportscaster

Stu Nahan Wednesday that several of Walton's teammates,

black and white, were drafting a letter to the effect that

Walton should not be allowed to-partlclpate on next year's

basketball team. Nahan's "Informed source" said that

Walton's teammates felt that he had gone too far In making

his protests known. * ••

This seems to be fallry ludicrous on the surface. Last

year's national champions were a close knit entourage and

Walton was not the only player seen amidst the demon-

strations, although when you're 6-11 you'll be seen first.

People close to nje^basketball team deny that there' is any

such proceedings.

Blackballing one of your teammates for what may have
been bad publicity In Orange County seems totally absurd

and the UCLA basketball team was composed of bright,

tnature student/athletes who you would not imagine in-

dulging in such an action. .
'

When the offical verdict is handed down in the Walton
case, it will hopefully have a touch of Solomon in it. Walton
should not be treated any different than any other student
Supposedly, he is here as a student and not an ex^
tracurricular activity performer.

It's just regrettable that Walton pursued his admirable
goals by dead-end means. Yet, it seems to be a carryover
from the late '60's, and Cambodia -- Kent State, 1970, that
part of a student's college experience is to vent his

frustration over the immorality of the government by at-

tacking the first institution in sight—the university.

While that has never accomplished anything, ttie

idealistic hope that stopping one gear in the machinery will

bring the whole mechanism to a halt can easily prompt an
action that may later be regretted. Whether those ensuing
actions should be an albatross to hang around somebody's
neck is another question. Whettier it will be hung around
Bill Walton's neck, we will soon know.

This being designated as "Pass Judgement on Bill Walton
Month" there have been any number of commentaries on
Walton's decision to pass up the Olympic Games.
Obviously, he had his own reasons, whether they be

physical or philosophical. The question Is why Is everybody

so upset — "disappointed" to use the feeling expressed by

one commentator (Charlie Jones of KNBC).
- Were these people letdown because the world would not

get to see a great artist perform or were they concerned

that the United States mighty not win a gold medal at the

Olympics in a sport that it has never suffered a single

defeat?

Undoubtedly, it is the latter. For all those Walter Mitty's

who could vicariously identify with Walton defending his

country's honor against the Yugoslavs, Brazilians, and

Russians, it, indeed, had to be a disappointment.

Ironically, had Walton not participated In the AAay 11

demonstrations and then led the U.S. to an Olympic victory,

there might have Iseen a call from the president offering

congratulations. ^j

And then, Walton might Have madiBhtsf^ known.

Storer readies California Rugby
squad for "U^rNewZealand''tour

Announcements
UCLA's Sven Nateir has been selected to play for the United States

Olympic basketball team. The announcement was made last week after

the two week-long Olympic trials, held at the Air Force Academy.

Nater, who will be a senior center for John Wooden's defending national

chan)pions next season, was the leading scorer in the camp. Previously

teammates Bill Walton and Keith Wilkes had turned down inviUtions to

try out for the squad.
^~

•

By Craig Andrews
DB Sports Writer

Dennis Storer's California State Rugby Squad has
concluded its week-long warm-up in New Zealand
and will soon be embarking from Dunedin for a
scheduled exhibition tour in that country.

Storer, coach of the national champion UCLA side,

had his hopes for a successful tour unexpectedly
marred recently when he learned that two of his

biggest names, Pat Preston of Stanford and Daivd
Sugden of UCLA had been forced to forego the tour,

the former by knee surgery and the latter having
accepted a teaching position in England.
The loss of either one would have been regret-

table, and now both of them. But 1 can take con-
solation in the fact that their replacements (un-

determined as yet) will still be fine players."
Storer's may be considered the best group of

American players ever assembled, as its recent 26-16

thrashing of an All-Cal select club attests. The State
team also showed no mercy to the San Francisco
Club in a recent exhibition game 31-3, but it was a
matter of "they l)eing even more out of practice than
we were," according to Storer.

-That lack of practice hopefully should have been
rectified by the week-long warm-up before the first

game which pits the Califomians against Hatago.
The weather is expected to be a wet 36 degrees since

it is winter in the Southern Hemisphere. This poses
no problem to the optimistic Bruin coach, however,
who says the cold will be "balanced by the warmth of

New Zealand hospitality."

The tour, to end July 23, is somwhat of a milestone

in American rugby. The first all-California team
ever to be invited to the country, it is pitted against

seven outstanding clubs and schools. Since California

has a stronghold on American rugby, this New
Zealand tour has far-reaching national implications

during this Olympic year. Many will see the tour as
New Zealand hosting the U.S.

Storer explains: "This tour is very similar to the
one given the Japanese national side a few years ago.
The Japanese were reasonably successful and have
since been admitted to the world rugby circle. If

we're successful in this tour, it might therefore very
well set the trend for American rugby for the
future."

PQfJ'T SAY "NEVER ON SUNDAY"
TRY BEVERLY HILLS COMMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

SOS N. Rod»o Drive, Beverly Hilli

Sundayc church sch(H>l and adult discussion, 9:30a.m.
worship and patio fellowship, W :00 a.m.
Rev. David Rees, associate insiM

Others making the team included: _ .^
>•

Centers: Tom Burleson, North Carolina SUte, and Dwight Jones,

Houston.

Forwards: Mike Bantom, St. Joseph's; JohiTBrewcr, Minnesota; John

Brown, Missouri, and Bobby Jones, North Carolina.

Guards: Doug Collins, Illinois State; Ken Davis, Marathon Oil; Tom

Henderson, Hawaii; Kevin Joyce, South Carolina; and Ed Ratleff, Cal

State Long Beach.

Among the casualties at the camp were such All-America honorees as

Tom McMillen, Maryland; Luke Witte, Ohio Stote; Marvin Barnes,

Providence; and Chuck Terry, Cal State Long Beach.
• •••#

Harold J . ( Hal ) Harkness has been named the new UCLA cross country

coach. Harkness succeeds Jim Bush, who will concentrate on his duties

as track coach. . .

Harkness is a former Occidental distance runner who has been

teaching and coaching for the past 12 years on the high school level, most

recently at University High School in Irvine.

In addition to his cross country chores, Harkness win assist Bush with

the track team. He will be handling the distance runners. ,

• •••# '

' '
•

Coed Tennis sign-ups end today in MG 118.

University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 11 AM, 7:30PAA

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

THI CV4TER1S OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY
FROM 9om »e 2pm and from 7:90 »o 10pm
fpr ilwdy, comrMTtolion, rdoRotlon.

840HILGARD 474-5015

'% /L

THE REAL CHINESE FOOD COMES TO THE VILLAGE

CHAN'S GARDEN
CHINESE RESTAURANT

l^r\6Qr\r\^CQrk\one%e Cuisine

10855 Lindbrook Dr., Westwood Tel. 479-7785

1 1 am-9 pm dally

Food to Go

NOW OPEN
Lunch & Dinner

Dlem-Sun available on Sat. & Sun.

B—r & Win«

Family Banquet

Catering Service

Qualify Food-Good Service -Reasonable Prices

summer
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UpwardBound: a chance Besianations, promottens told

at success for the poor Murphv Hall personnel shift
By Amy Yanaeihara I ^By Amy Yanagihara
DB Staff Reporter

About 100 students from three Los Angeles high schools — Jordan
(predominantly Black), Roosevelt (Chicano) and Venice (ethnically

mixed) — are studying, working and living on campus for six weeks this

summer.
"UCLA Project Upward Bound is a federally funded college preparatory

program for high school students from low income neighborhoods, ac-

cording to Bobbie Smith, director of the project.

Citing preparation for college as a goal of the program. Smith said,

'Gt)ing to college is a step toward improving poor neighborhoods. Once
you've completed college, you have options you otherwise wouldn't

have."
.,,. .:.... _.l ; Success .•..•

,; .

.

Thus far, eighty five per cent of the graduates from the Upward Bound
program here have entered college. "The ultimate success of the

program will be measured by the number graduating," Smith said.

In the morning students attend four hours of classes taught by certified

high school teachers, and they work in the afternoon if they desire.

Counseling, recreational and social-cultural activities are also included

in the program.
- Problems

• "The most diffictUt problems faced by students are growing up to be

mature individuals, complaining about their jobs, and difficulty with

classes," Smith stfid. »

Developing dependency on the program was cited by some staff

members as another of the program's problems. "For example, some
students feel that if they don't get their college applications in on time,

Upward Bound will bail them out," Kathy Ramsden, Upward Bound
program coordinator said.

'

A follow-up program during the school year includes Upward Bound
staff visits at to high schools and with parents. Also tutorial help and

classes on Saturdays here are provided for students in the program.
J Constant fight ,

Students who enter the program as a high school sophomore usually

remain for the three years until they graduate.

Some students say the program is too hard, some too easy. It's almost

a constant fight between Upward Bound and the schools," Ramsden said.

*"The students come here on Saturdays but go back to schools where
they're not motivated to succeed."

*- - (Continued on Page 4)

By John Sandbrook
-_ . DB Staff Writer

The new fiscal year has brought several

resignations and reorganizations in Chancellor
Charles E. Young's administration here.

There have been no new developments in the

surprise resignation of Raymond L. Orbach as
assistant vice-chancellor for academic change and
curriculum development. Orbach, one of the more
popular members of the administration, resigned

,

July 1 in what Executive Vice-Chancellor David
Saxon termed a "sudden surprise."

Orbach is not due back from an international

physics conference in Europe until July 17. Student

Legislative Council, undergraduate student
government, has passed a resolution urging Young to

ask the 39 year-old physics professor who l)ecame an
assistant vice-chancellor in July, 1970, to reconsider

when he returns.

Meanwhile, C.Z. Wilson, vice-chancellor for

academic programs, has named his executive

assistant, Frank A. Work, coordinator of academic
services ( financial aids, admissions, registrar, etc.).

Work is tempqrarily replacing Robert S. Kinsman,
recently named acting dean of the graduate division.

Kinsman will retain the title of dean of academic
services, leaving the door open for him to return to

that position if and when a permanent dean is

selected for the Graduate Division. Work also retains

his title of executive assistant to Wilson.

Charles McClure, campus advocate here since

July, 1970, has announced his resignation, effective

July 1. McClure, who had reported to James Hobson,

vice-chancellor for administration, is presently

serving as a "part-time consultant" to Norman P.

Miller, vice-chancellor for student and campus af-

fairs. McClure's present work for Miller includes

rewriting the student conduct code for this campus.

Although no longer campus advocate, McClure

^ said he will continue to handle discipline proceedings
* against l^Mar Lyons, former student body president

here. Lyons is alleged to have violated several

conduct regulations during a May 11 confrontation in

the Daily Bruin office with former editor-in-chief

David Lees over a Daily Bruin editorial.

McClure said, however, he will not handle any

other student discipline proceedings, including the

two which have so far been referred to the campus
advocate relating to the May 11 anti-war demon-
•strations here.

Hobson stated that Fred Slaughter, associate

campus advocate and assistant dean of the law

school here, will serve as campus advocate in the >

interim and will handle the student discipline cases

which arise. Hobson expects to name a permanent
campus advocate by July 15.

^

Hobson also announced that Robert A. Rogers,

previously assistant vice-chancellor for business and

finance, has been named assistant vice-chancellor

for administration. Rogers' new duties will include

offering "administrative, financial, and business

support to tbe academic departments, schools, and

colleges,.'.' Hol^on said.

Harlaj^d jf. Thompson, Hobson's executive

assistant, has assumed Rogers' previous respon-

sibilities, including the accounting and finance of-

fices.

Miller also suffered a resignation. Special

Assistant Sandra Clark resigned last month to

become the dean of student services at Florida In-

ternational University.

Likewise, Miller has yet to act upon the findings of

a special Search committee which screened can-

^ did^tes for the position of dean of the newly-created

Campus Activities Office (CAO).

.

The search committee, headed by Gerald Gardner

of the physical education department here, named
four finalists for the position: Thomas Reeve, dean of

CPAO, James Klain, dean of CASO; Benjamin

McKendall, from the State University of New York at

Stonybrook; and Bill Sommeryille, from UC
Berkeley.

Comm Board ends 71-72

year with deficit off6,377
the Communications Board, in

charge of all student publications
here, is entering the 1972-73 fiscal

.vear with a deficit of $6,377, ac-

cording to figures released Friday
hy Comm Board chairman
Mickey Henschel.

In 1971-72, Comm Board
realized income of $403,305 while
spending $450,950, its highest
budget ever. The resulting $47,645
loss for last year was partially
offset by Comm Board's ac-

cumulated surplus of $41,268,
leaving an accumulated deficit of

$6,377.

Comm Board, which received a
$128,377 subsidy from registration
f?es last year and is expecting a
$150,000 subsidy this year, funded
the Daily Bruin, the Summer
Bruin, KLA Radio, the yearbook
Sotjthem Campus, the special-
interest newspapers Nommo,
l-aGente, and Ha'am, the campus
television sUtion UC-TV-LA, the
literary magazine Westwind, the
I'rofessor Evaluation Book, the
Chicano Law Review, and a
special FM research project in

1971-72.

Southern Campus deficit
'The $6,377 deficit is primarily

due to Southern Campus," Hen-
schel said. "It has sold only about
1.000 books this year, compared to
about 1,500 last year.
"We had budgeted a $8,344 loss

•or the yearbook and right now it

|s showing a $23,0M loss. We just
took it in the shorts," he jMiid.

Individually, no publication was
self-supporting in 71-72. Only the

Daily Bruin and the Summer
Bruin, of the major publications,

ended with a smaller deficit than

had been projected.

Henschel said a number of

changes have already been made
in next year's budget.

"We cut drastically stipend

budgets in all the publications

except the Daily Bruin," t^e said.

"Also, we have cut the Southern

Campus printing budget by $6,000.

Next year, we will be returning to

the traditional, one-book format."

Expertise

Henschel stated that Comm
Board will no longer fund UC-TV-

LA. "We felt it needed more ex-

pectise to function as a competent

publication body," he said. Ac-

cording to Alison Cross, general

manager of the station last year,

the theater arts department will

fund UC-TV-LA next year.

"Additionally, after the 1972-73

Professor Evaluation Book is

completed this summer," Hen-

schel said, "funding for that

publication will be transferred to

the administration, specifically

the assistant vice-chancellor for

academic change and curriculum

development.

"He will pay for most of it,

especially the gathering and

compilation of data. Comm Board

will continue to pay for the

prinUng of the book."

Other 1972-73 cutbacks, ac-

cording to Henschel, will come in

the budgets of KLA and the

special-interest publications.

"The board will only subsidize

KLA $3,000 next year, instead of

the $12,400 this year. We have

stripped them of almost all

stipends, making it a volunteer

staff."

Henschel said the three special-

interest publications, Nommo,
LaGente, and Ha'am, will receive

only "$5,700 each approximately"

in 1972-73. The^ Chicano Law
Review, a "one-time deal," is

presently at the printer and will

not be funded again. The
gathering of the data in the FM
project is completed, Henschel

said
J

and wilk soon be compiled

and an application for a FM
license sent to the UC Board of

Regents by the end of 1972.

Finally, Westwind, the literary

magazine, will receive $2,400 for

three issues next year.

(Continued on Page 2;

OB Photo by Mark Rubin

A LOT OF BRAINS — Rafael Elul of the Brain Research Institute here

lectures at one of the eight symposia held last weekend during the 10th

annual BR( reunion in Ackerman Union. Over 600 scientists attended the

three-day event.

JL

Announcements
Andrew Pulley, Vice

presidential candidate for the

Socialist Workers Party, will

speak at noon today in the

Women's Lounge of Ackerman

Union.

Pulley, 21, one of the fursti;!

antiwar organizers, h#i served

time in an army stockade as one of

the "Fort Jackson Eight." His

appearance here is sponsored by

the Young Socialist Alliance.

^ July 21 is the first day for

continuing students to enroll and

register by mail for fall quarter.

Registration packets are

available in Mun^y Hall 1134

until Aug. 25. Aug. 25 is also the

last day to enroll or register by

mail.

Student Parking petitions for

fall quarter must be received by

the Campus Parking Service no

later than July 18.

.: V
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Legislation.to have Impact
rr /

Comm Board ...
(Continued from Page 1) u.;^„ /.f titw) 000

. on covering Ihe deficit, Henschel said the reg '^
^"^^y^'J^'^i^

which he expecU to receive will be used to ^''^^''^

'^f^*^V ^ndl^
•Kssentially. we will have only $143,623 in reg fees for next year, ana no

reseh'e to fall back on, " he said

Book shelving improved Ion financial aids, research

^

Communications Board

1971-72 Financial Report

Daily Bruin

Summer Bruin

Southern Campus
KLA Kadio

UC TV LA
Nommo
LaGente

Self-generated

Income Expenses

$2.32.577 $295,039

21,201 21,342

14.432 37.518

5,320

254

964

iO

17.720

11,452

18.996

12,690

Pr(ifit/(Loss)

$(62,462)

( 141)

(23.086)

(12.400)

(11.198)

(18,032)

(12.680)

Ha'am
Professor EvaJ Book

Westwind
Chicano Law Review

^Ai Project
'

-*T-

130

JSL

1,658

22,303

634

( 1,528)

(22,303)

( 594)

SUBTOTAL
Non-recurrent projects

Comm Board

Accumulated Surplus

TOTAL ^

$274,928

128,377

41,268

$444,573

4.26&
450^

$444,067

1,136

5,247

,-4

(

4,265)

450)

$(169,139)

t-i,136)

123,130

41,268

$450,950 $( 6.377)

The projected deficit for each publication reflects the amount of

the Comm Board registration fee subsidy to be diverted to that

publication. ^ ^

By Alison Cross

DB Staff Writer

Pay no attention to the book-

filled carts scattered around the

stacks in the University Research

Library (URL). Those books W.1

be back on the shelves m short

order, thanks to a new reshelvmg

system, according to library of-

ficials. .

"We're right on top ot me

shelving problem now," Everett

Moore, assistant University

librarian said. "We haven't heard

of any problems."

The new system was inititatea

at the start of winter quarter.

"Decembter and January were the

wbrst for us. Then there were

always about 90 carts lined up and

we had no one to shelve them,"

Francis Rose, acting head of

circulation, said.

Funding cut

The book pile-up was caused by

a cut in the funding for the cir-

culation department. At the same

time student usage was on the

increase.

However, earlier this year, it

was reported that budget cuts^

would result in fewer book pur-

chases, unfilled employee

vacancies and shorter hours for

libraries here. —

—

According to the report of the

Academic . Senate library com-

mittee, 16 Full Time Equivalents

were cut from the University's

libraries. As a result, there were

less personnel availabfe to shelve

books than in previous years, and

the library began receiving

complaints that piled up books

were causing difficulties for

students trying to find books.

Strong Measures

Toward the end of the fall

quarter we knew we had to take

some strong measures to get back

on the shelving schedule, Moore

said "We got more funds from

other areas in the library, and we

had a regrouping of our staff and

assistance from volunteers."

All of this seemed to help our

efficiency a lot," he said "Sinpp
Februrary, we've always feh
everything is completely

uncfer
control."

If a student can't find a book on
the shelf and is told that it hasn't
been checked out, he should check
the shelf again the next day, and if

the book still isn't there, he should
request a search on it. Rose said
"We are in a better position now

to help people who can't find the
book they want before they get too

discouraged," Moore said.

VIlJLJuA
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Orientation '72-a taste

of CO/lege, minus classes
By Lee Solow

DB Staff Writer

"It's big. I mean it's really big," one of the incoming freshmen

remarked about this campus. Last week marked the initiation of new

students who are visiting the campus for a two-day orientation program

focusing on guidance, counseling, and creating personal experiences.

Most of the freshmen are held in awe of the size and overall beauty of

the Westwood campus. "I find the campus much bigger that I thought it

would be," one student from San Jose said. "The location is just great."

Another student said "The campus has sort of a European look, belonging

to a different era and not fitting in with LA. '

*

The new freshmen are staying in Sproul Hall, trying to get a taste of

college life, minus classes. "The food's okay but the rooms are too small

and noisy," one freshman said. —^—

—

"I think I'll live in a fraternity next year."

Most students expressed dislike for both the food and the dorms. U'»

great now, but I just can't see this place full to the brim with people," a

freshman from the San Fernando valley said. "And my room at home is

twice the size of the ones here."

"I'm excited I could get to meet so many people," one student said

about the orientation program. "The counselors are really friendly and

helpful"A young-looking girl said she was * 'totally lost' '
until she was led

on the four hour tour which is part of the program.

Many students were worried about the "diploma factory" and being

just "a number.'*

t The computer and pre-enroUment were the main worries of the

majority of the freshmen. "I was really blind as to what classes I should

take," one student said. "There's too much freedom here. I have to do my

own planning." One out-of-state student said. "At first I was afraid, but

then I saw there were people here to lend a helping hand."

Students generally left the campus with a feeling that they would be

looking forward to going here in the fall.

"I just can't believe the number of things there are to do around here,

a student said. Another remarked how surprised he was that the campus

was kept^o clean. "Orientation is great," a girl from Palo Alto said, i

don'^ee how anybody could get along without it.'*
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MOVEMENT WORKSHOP

Four sessiorr-on movement as a

means of communication and

expression. .

Share Ideas, feelings,

techniques of movement

with people of dif-

ferent cultures.

No dance back-

Kround nccessi

Free'. Led hy/

Judy

Warren, / /' V_^

Dance

Inst\

>ur Krld/

frninKs. hon/nnlna/ July 21-'

^

L

^uKust llth,Mfl:On noon,

«t the I.S.C.

Space llmltpt

|021 HlUard

4t<.i«c call 477" W
for rescrvnt

By Alisoii Cross

DB SUff Writer

The impact here of the recently passed federal Higher Education Bill is

still uncerUin, according to assistant Chancellor Elwin Svenson.

"The appropriations bill will not equal the requested funds of the

authorization bill," Svenson said. "ExacUy what its going to be and

exactly when it's going to be passed, nobody knows." However, he ex-

pects the appropriatioiis bill to go through in approximately three

months.

The financial aids provision in the bill has caused the most worry on

this campus. Financial Aids Director Don Brusha believes the new,

tighter eligibility requirements for Federally Insured Student Loans

( FISL) maymean that middle income students will be unable to get any

financial aid. Svenson is more optimistic. "I suspect we may get an

amendment on,that," he said. "The total dollars of student aid on this

campus wiU piM)ably increase." ,;

Svenson regards the Higher CIducation Bill as beneficial, despite the

problems it poses. "This is the first major comprehensive act on

education since 1965," he noted "It provides a new look at education as a

whole."

Part of this "new look" is the National Institute of Education (NIE).

The purpose of NIE is to provide federal leadership "in the conduct and

support of scientific inquiry into the educational prdcess," according to

the Senate Committee on Education and Labor.

The Higher Education Bill also provides a lengthy fomiula for in-

stitutional aid. However, Svenson said, "The institutional aid formula is

dependent on high enough appropriations to get to this point. My own
prediction is that it'll take two or three years to get to this level to see any

institutional aid."

The new bill also authorizes project grants for ethnic heritage

programs. A National Advisory Council on Ethnic Heritage Studies is to

be established to coordinate the grants. "Within a year or two this is

going to change the whole method of financing programs like the Latin

American Studies Center and the African Studies Center," Svenson said.

•This is ^ing to create some problems."

Other programs authorized by the bill are state scholarship incentive

grants, community college assistance, occupational education,

emergency school assistance, Indian education, education research,

consumer education and law school clinical experience. The bill also

expands the funding authorizations for college library resources.

This bill has a little bit of something for everybody," Svenson said.

"Higher Education Bill is really a misnomer. What this is is a com-

prehensive education bill that is a compromise, and any compromise

legislation has problems."

Svenson emphasized that the major focus of the bill is on social issues

and opportunities. "That's all the way from busing to sex discrimination

to the financial aids package to the focus on post-secondary education

instead of higher education," he said. _
it is clear to nie that funds are going to go into all of these activites

which will lower the percentage of dollars going into more traditional

academic areas like graduate research," he added.

The bill will also provide a financial nudge for universities to work

more actively in the areas of minority enrollment and women's rights at

the university level, according to Svenson.

Corrections
We wish to correct several errors in the article about summer

session which appeared last Friday. .^
^

The enrollment in summer session has declined by nine per cent

over last year. However, the total number of continuing students as

of June 21 was 4.897 rather than the reported 2,900. As of July 8. this

figure was 5,621.

The 2,900 figure represents only the number of continuing UCLA
students attending summer session.

In addition, we also wish to correct a detail in the Friday story

titled "UCSB administration Ukes over campus paper." The other

two newspapers asked to run retractions were Probe and Santa

Barbara News and Review, not the Santa Barbara News and Press.

o
o
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MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L. A. 90035

MTWtlN DOHCNY AND BlVfKLY MlVt

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS: MON. THIIU FRI. - » AM. TO ( P.M.

SAT. »'A.M. TO 6 r.M. - SUN. 12 r.M. TO 4 f.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

MOTOWCVCLES * Motor ScoWW
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UeSF strikers schedule demonstration
" By John Sandbrook ^

DB Staff Writer

Strike leaders of the 88-day old building tradesmen strike

at UC San Francisco have planned a mass demonstration

outside the hospital there, beginning 7 am tomorrow.

San Francisco Labor Coundl Secretary John F. Crowley,

speaking on behalf of the esUmated 200 strikers at UCSF,

announced last Friday the unions' plans to "completely

shut down" the hospiUl.
,,

While admitting the planned action to be drastic,

Crowley said the demonstration was necessary "to make

VC and state officials realize" that this strike could not be

settled by the same methods used to settle a similar strike

at UC Berkeley on June 23.

•^*MoraIly indefensible"

Dr Phillip Lee. UCSF chancellor, immediately called the

unions' threat "morally and medically indefensible." Lee

claimed that at least 150 of the 481 patients at UCSF could

not be moved without endangering their lives.

Barney Speckman, assistant secretary of the Labor

Council, said yesterday. "1000 demonstrators^ are expected

from all the San Francisco construcUon trades and the city

emoloyee trades."

.

. ... l » *

Speckman said it is^not the unions' intentions to obstruct

anything We don't intend to block the entrances, he said.

That could very Well happen because of our picketing, but

we're not planning to block the entrances."

Speckman declined to speculate on just how long this

mass demonstration would conUnue. "It could end quickly

or continue at an accelerated rate," he said.

Superior court injunction

Since April 17, the beginning of the strike, the unions have

staged "informational picket lines" outside the hospital

entrances However, a superior court injunction has

prohibited mass picketing in the dispute.

Speckman's answer to the injuncUon was "yes, we'll be m
violation of the injunction, but so what?" As to the

possibility of Lee. asking the San Francisco Police

Department to take action against the demonstrators,

Speckman said, "clearing the entrances would be pretty

difficult because of the sheer weight of numbers involved."

Jim Crawford, public information officer at UCSF, said

yesterday the hospital has cancelled "elective admissions"

for the next three days. "That means we will accept nothing

but emergencies," he said. * •' -^

Crawford said no decision had yet been made on tran-

sferring patients to other hospitals. He also refused to

speculate on San Francisco Police involvement.

A Sunday afternoon negotiating session failed to bring the

two sides together. .i

UCempfoyees
UC officials argue that since UC employees are hired

year-long they should be paid the lower "maintenance"

scale rather than the "construction" scale paid to outside

tradesmen whose work opportunities fluctuate seasonally.

Union officials, on the other hand, arg^e that UC has a

"30-year history" of paying prevafTihg oi^tside rates to its

employees, and consequently the unions are striking for the

"construction" scale.

A last-minute negotiating session was scheduled for 5 pm
yesterday. Speckman was skeptical that any progress

would be made, however, saying, ">ye have had a history of

negotiating with nothing."

Sacramento roundup

-TuitiDn. salary bills delayed
Two bills providing additional funding for the 1972-73 University of

California budget will be held up this week because three key voters

needed tooverride Gov Reagan's veto will be at the Democratic National

Convention in Miami
Senators Mervyn Dymally (D. — Los Angeles), Arlen Gregorio (D. —

San Mateoiand George Moscone tP. — San Francisco) are attending the

convention as delecatPK

UpWard Bound . ..
(Continued from Page 1)

Staff analysis of growth ranges from "so slow you can hardly see it" to

"complete transformation from negative and hostile. to positive" and

from "shy to socially at ease."

"It's gradual but you can just see it," Twilla Stewart, academic

coordinator, said. j
».

. .

Better off ' '

"Some of the students have gone from being really poor students to

•good students. They're better off than their non-Upward Bound peers,"

Ramsden said

The first bill. SB. 50 sponsored by Walter Stiem (D.::— Bakersfield)

provides $26 6 million as an inducement to the UC Board of Regents to

elirninate the educational fee of $100 per quarter. The legislature passed a

similar bill earlier this year.^^ut Reagan vetoed themeasure. 1^ _
In order to override any veto, two-thirds of both houses must approve it.

The second bill. A B 262 sponsored by Richard Barnes (R. — San

Diego ) is an appropriation of about $12 million for faculty salary in-

creases Reagan approved a 7 5 per cent increase for next year, the first

mcrease m three years. The Legislature had approved a 12.5 per cent

mcrease earlier, and this appropriation would bring the total increase to

that level.

Last week. Barnes' bill received 26 votes on the Senate floor, one short

of the needed two-thirds Because of Dymally's absence the bill will not

be reconsidered until next week. Six Republicans, excluding Los Angeles

Senator Robert Sfevens, who represents West LA. voted fpr the override.

Negotiations are continuing with Assemblynian Willie Brown (D. —
San Francisco) to reintroduce UC in AB 1703, Brown's bill to increase

state appropriations to the Educational Opportunities Program (EOP).

UC's slice of the appropriation would have been $2.5 million before Brown

deleted UC from the bill.

Brown was reportedly angry at the University administration for its

handling of the workers' strike at UC Berkeley; cutbacks in the ethnic

studies departments at UC Berkeley; and UC President Charles Hitch's

recent charge of Legislative * 'meddling" with the UC budget.

Smith is in his first year as director of the program here. He replaced

Winston Doby, now assistant to the Chancellor. Smith attended this

campus on a football scholarship.

Transiency in staff personnel has been another problem since the

program's start in 1966. Smith is the fifth director of the program here.

"Staff turnover is high. It's an extremely demanding job and a great

responsibility to look after a hundred students. You have to be really

dedicated. The pressure is too much. That's why there's a constant

changeover," Ramsden said.

Cut back

"People can't give and give and give," she added. "We need more

money to get good people. But we've been cut back so much."

Upward Bound students receive meals and lodging at Sproul Hall.

Ramsden said, "The trouble with taking people out of poverty and

bringing them to a place like West LA is that they can't enjoy what's

around them because they have no money.
"But they love to come out here in the summer. It's kind of like a

vacation," Ramsden said. _^

Dean oMenta/ school succumbs ^
Dr. Robert C. Caldwell, 44, dean of the UCLA school of dentistry,

died Thursday evening in Birmingham, Alabama, following an

acute attack of leukemia. Caldwell and his family were visiting

friends when he was stricken.

Caldwell was appointed dean of the dental school here in 1970.

Previously, he served as an associate dean of the University of

Alabama dental school.

Local services are pending.

Chem student commits suicide
Steven Emil Wohlstatter, a UCLA senior, committed suicide here

Sunday by a fatal intake of carbon monoxide gas, according to

University Police.

The body was found by another student who had been called by

Wohlstatter's father when he failed to show up Saturday night.

Wohlstatter, a straight A chemistry major, kKked himself in a

room in the Geology buikling where he tied himself in a ch#ir with

string. Then, according to University Police, he attached a teflon

tube to a tank of carl>on monoxide gas, stuffed the tube up his shirt

and turned on the gas.

University police say he left a note on the door stating "Do not

enter under any circumstances. Extreme danger. CO." He was
pronounced dead on arrival at the UCLA medical center.

SLC votes to

support FSA
Student Legislative Council

(SLC) voted unaninH>us support

for the recently-formed Foreign

Students Association and adopted

a tentative budget for the 1972-73

fiscal year last Thursday.

Sam Manna, an Ethiopian

graduate student in English

"representing the' Executive
Committee of the FSA, made a

five-minute presentation, asking

for "funding, office space ^nd

supplies, a secretary, campus
facilities, and the cooperation of

SLC and GSA."
Upon a motion by ad-

ministration representative
Everett Wells, SLC voted to af-

filiate itself with the Foreign

Students Association.

The extent of the affiliation is

unclear at present, according to

-iA^ells, but Student Facilities

Commissioner Suz Rosen has

offered to find office space for

FSA.
President Steve Halpem then

presented his budget recom-

mendations for 1972-73, an austere
^

budget that drew immediate

criticism from several com-

missioners:

SLC commissioners iiad

requested a tot^ of $298,239 for

their programs next year.

Halpem, with only $185,850

projected as income next year, cut

back many requests by over 50%,

including Student Educational

Policies, Community Services,

Campus Events, Student Welfare,

Student Facilities, First Vice-

President, and the President's

Office.

iSC Coffee Haus
Now Open to the Public

T

Enjoy the hot summer
indoors sipping our.

cool '

tropical
drinks.

ESPRESSO FRENCH PASTRIES
AND OTHER EDIBLES

10:30 a.m.
1023 Hilgard Ave. Westwood

477-4587
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HB Editorial

Top Secret
The trial of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo,

charged with conspiracy, espionage, and theft of

government property in connection with the public

release of documents classified as ''top-secret" by
the government, beg^ yesterday in Los Angeles.

The documents in question refer to the develop-

ment of American participation in Indochina from
the 1950's up to mid-1968— approximately foiir years
ago. ~ "^

The major issue, as we see it, is not whether or not

the documents were stolen, but rather a broader
issue: toivhat extent can the government keep in-

formation it deems important from the public.

Secrecy in government has always existed, and
always will exist to some extent. To a degree, some
secrecy is needed to run any organization. The
problem with allowing secrecy in government,
however, is that too often there are no restraints on
the government as to the amount of secrecy to be
employed. It seems only natural that when one is

allowed to decide the importance of an issue in which
he or she is involved, one may tend to overestimate
its importance or try to protect his or her own in-

terests. The damage done when the government
makes the judgment that documents are to be secret

is that those the government supposedly is serving

are left without a clear understanding of exactly how
the government is serving them.

It is in the interest of the American people that they

be presented with a history of decision-making at the

highest levels of government on one of the most
critical issues of our time — an issue of which, as it

turned out, nearly everyone was curtained off from
the truth.

The question is not so much that the rules may Have
been violated; even granting that fact, the real issue

is the propriety of toe rules.

What is needed is not so much a trial of whether the

defendants are guilty or innoc«it of the charges, but

a preliminary interpretation of what rules should

govern the keeping of "secret" documents.

The quality of ice cream is rapidly declining. Most
ice creams sold in supermarkets are full of artificial

flavors. They are full of laboratory-concocted salts
made from anti-freeze chemicals.
This is just another step in the continuing "syn-

thetic revolution" 1 spoke of in my last article. One
manufacturer has even gone so far as to add for-

maldehyde to the contents of his pineapple sherbet. If

you don't know, formaldehyde is used in the em-
balming of dead bodies.

Good ice cream should include heavy custards,
salt, fresh eggs, fresh cream, gelatin and cooked
syrups. Flavorings should include such things as
pure chocolate, vanilla beans and fresh fruits.

Another principal ingredient is air. Air alters the ice

^ream's size and taste. Premium ice cream contains
anywhere from 40 per cent to 60 per cent air.

Manufacturers do not have to divulge the amount of
air they put in their respective ice creams.

Ice cream can contain 20 per cent butterfat. The
federal minimum is 10 per cent butterfat. The
"standard of identity" for ice cream took full effect

in 1966. After a quarter century the ice cream in-

dustry finally agreed to these standards. In my
estimation, the quality of ice cream dechned 100-fold

in those 25 years.

The "standard of identity" for frozen desserts

stipulates the following regulations. Besides
stipulating the amount of t)utterfat ice cream must
contain, the standard puts a maximum on the

amount of air it can contain. According to the federal

definition, a gallon of ice cream must weigh at least

4.5 pounds; it may have 100 per cent Air, meaning a

manufacturer can inflate a gallon of mix into two
gallons of ice cream. ;

Ice cream may include any of the following natural

ingredients: agar-agar, algin, carrageenan (all

seaweed products), gum acacia, guar seed gum,
gum karaya, locust-bean gum, and oat gum (all from
plants). It may also include any of the following

chemical additives: propylene glycol (the antifreeze

constituent), glycerine, sodium carboxy
metholycellulose ( a celluose), formaldehyde,
monoglycerides, diglycerides, disodium phosphate,

tetrasodium pyrophosphate, polysorbate 80, dioctyl

^odiMtn sulfosuccinate, and vanillin.

Most of these chemicals are used as stabilizers and
emulsifiers. Stabilizers make ice cream smooth,

while emulsifiers make it still so it can retain air.

The^ chemicals help to cut the costs of ice cream
manufacturers. .

Ice cream packages do not have to yield in-

formation on the product's ingredients (other than

flavoring) or about its weight. This is just another

example of the hypocrisy of the "standardized food"

law. The American tfSftsumers should have the right

to know what's in their ice cream. It is a sad state of

affairs when the majority of ice cream manufac-

turers have to stoop to such low depths of hiding facts

about ice cream from the American consume?:. ^^

SJR'^ Ratings of ice Cream
(in order of preference) listed by brand name

1. Gilbert H. Brockmeyer's Natural Ice Cream is

available in most Southern California supermarkets

and health food stores. This is the only company

which does not hide its list of ingredients from its

customers. Mr. Brockmeyer should be proud of his

product.

It contains only natural ingredients. Raw sugar

and honey are used for sweeteners. Gelatin is sub-

stituted for carboxymethyl celluose as a stabilizer.

All of Brockmeyer's flavorings are real fruit. He uses

real vanilla beans, raspberries, carob, etc. This ice

cream comes in six flavors.

This ice cream has caught on in this area. Other

manufacturers should take heed of what Mr. Brock-

meyer has done. By taking the natural food route he

is making money too. Gilbert Brockmeyer should be

commended for spreading the word against ctiemical

I I

—'—-—By Stephen J. Rothman
additives and artificialities in ice cream. This anti-

chemical stance plays a large part in his ad-

vertisements. You can write to Mr. Brockmeyer at

the following address: P.O. Box 2223, Terminal
Annex, Los Angeles, California 90051. Ttie cost for

this delicious, natural dessert is 80 cents for a quart.

2. Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream is available at BR's
franchises. Their stores are clean, old-fashioned ice

cream places. Baskin-Robbins does not use any
chemicals in its icecream (you can taste it). Some of

their ice creams contain as much as 20 per cent

butterfat (double the federal minimum
requirement). All ice cream is made with fresh

cream and eggs.

Their ice cream is very rich and yummy, yummy!
My favorite ice cream flavors are Bananas 'n

Strawberries and Apricot Marmalade. My favorite

sherbet is their Mandarin Chocolate flavor, wtiich is

truly delectable! My favorite ice is their Pink
Lemonade flavor which is really tangy. Robert J.

Hudecek, president of t^iis firm, should be com-
mended for producing such quality ice cream. Write

to him c/o: Baskin-Robbins, 1201 South Victory

Blvd., Burbank, California 91502.

~\

The cost for this quality product is 75 cents for

twelve ounces of handpacked ice cream. Shert>ets

and ices are 65 cents for 12 ounces. One-scoop cones

are 20 cents.

3. Knudsen Ice Cream is the best of all other com- ,

mercial brands. Knudsen Company is the last of-^the'*
"^

progressive dairy companies left in the Southern

California area. All their products represent a

—

r-

uniformity of quality which is not inherent in

products produced by other dairies. The Knudsen
name still stands for quality!

Their Rocky Road Ice Cream is truly delicious and —
rich. It has real marshmallows and nuts. Knudsen
tends to put a lot of fresh cream in their products.

Approximate cost: 30 cents for a pint (a better buy '

than the above two products). Knudsen should be

commended for producing quality dairy products.

Write to: Mr. Robert Baughan, President, c/o:

Knudsen Products, 231 East 23rd ;^ Los Angeles,

California 90011. __

Those are the only three brands I can recommend j
to you. All other major commercial manufacturers

have failed in their responsibility to their customers.

This includes the major dairies (including super-

market dairies). These dairies have a great _^
preoccupation with artificialities. These dairies are

cheating themselves and their customers. Ttjey are

truly phonies!

If you really want to get excited about ice cream,

why not make your own? You can buy a good manual
or electric ice cream freezer for around $25 The Last

Whole Earth CaUlogue recommends The White

Mountain Freezer Company; Winchendon,
Massachusetts 01475 for manufacturing good home-

cranked ice cream freezers. Write to them for in-

formation and prices.

Linda McDonald has written a super book <>f ice

cream recipes, entitled. Ice Cream, Sherbet & Ices,

( AS. Barnes, Inc. ) . The cost is a steep $10 for a very

informative book. Rombauer's Joy of Cooking ($6.96,

Boobs-Merrill) includes some ice cream recipes.

Most ice cream freezers come with instruction

booklets.

The approximate storage life fbr ice cream is nine

months at zero degrees or below in a freezer.

Emperor Nero, who is credited with the invention

of ice cream, would turn over in his grave if he knew
what was happening to ice cream in America. Every

day it becomes more and more adulterated! The per

capita consumption is up to 30 pints a year. The
quality of ice cream is way down (with the exception

of a few companies I mentioned above) . I urge you to

write to those companies who are not living up to

their commitment to their American customers.

/.
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ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
-^- PACIFIC-KING
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties
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OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specia Hie in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION ^

„ FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
=^-- Ask us about our Eye-Deal ^^^

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613
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WED. THRU SAT. July 12- Augusts

'band of angels

[" HiCL-BENT for LEATHER

I
$1.00 OFF

1 ' AUy SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von NuyaBlvd.

Shermon Oda. CA 91403

(2 "a) 783 5690 *
.

{213)872 2344'

10912 LvConte Ave.

Wettwood Villoge, CA 90024

(213) 478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE JULY QB OCTOBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE
Ins.rud.on e«lus.vely m exam tak.ng techn.ques used successfully by Cal.»orn.o pre

law students Taught m Los Angeles by pracf.cmg lowyers Cost: S/5

Course for JULY 29 LSAT starts JULY 12. Course for OCTOBER

21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5. FOR COMPLETE JULY AND OC
TOBER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (213) 655 8046.

kino MSUMIKE FOR CQIU6E SMN1S
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If you are (i) at least 21 and (2) have had aulo insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probobty have (3i a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35" belov^ ston

dard prices.

And in cose you don't fit this description, coll our locd office

onyway. Wo just sponi six yoors working with the outo insuronce

industry on boholf of collage students. We think we con help.

Ilm4»l3l3

SHStthei'unding hassle

AS is SO Often the case in student services, it is

bifmore grim in recent years. NevertheKss tlvere

are several possible new choices confronting SHS

thit nl^ay hl7e direct consequences for student

pocketbooks.

RK(;iSTRATION FEE
allocated ap-

At the present time, SHS is aUocatea ap^

oroiimately $2 million of the roughly $8 million

?eSt^^n fee annual budget. A full-tmrie Bruin

navs roughly $75 per year out of the $200-odd quar-

terly fee fa ngure, incidentally, that is about average

l:rstudent h'ealth services on "C^^^rneeds
unhappily, $2 million is inadequate ^^r theirn^

SHS has run a deficit averaging roughly $200,000

s"ce r4^. m the "good old days'' th^edef,c,u

were covered by money floating around Murphy Hall

or up at the President's Office in Berkeley, but the

extra money is no longer there. This deficit persists

even with service charges that are in some cases

undesirable. • «.. ;« o
-Furthermore, several important services ma

complete program of primary heath care are

missing, notbaly extended hospitalization. And

perhaps most important, SHS is short-handed which

limits follow-up on cases and makes for unpleasant

waits . . . Obviously, greater funding is required.

What are the possibilities?
'

We might raise registration fees, were it not for the

fact that they must be in conformity statewide.

Therefore, we will probably have to wait at least a

couple of years before any relief is available from

that source. The other alternative is to budget a

larger percenUge of the present registration fee to

SHS This was recommended by the Student Heaiin

Committee, in May, 1971. However, it is esUniated

that a complete program of health care, absent

iervice charges, would require a 50 per cent increase

of the present SHS registration fee allocation, or $3

million. . ^^
At present, there are diffenng views as to the

feasibility of directing that much more registration

fee money to SHS. Such a move would require a great

reduction in the funding of other registration fee

programs. To put it simply, the students and staff

who are benefited by allocations for E.O.Pm. .

laboratory fees, the Athletic Department, the

Counseling Center, Campus Programs and Activities

Office, etc., are not likely to Uke such a reduction

lying down even if one makes the questionable

assumption that the needs of Student Health have a

higher priority than the needs of some of these other

registration fee-funded programs. In aify event, you

should be thinking of whether better health care is

worth some increase in registration fees, or worth

some sacrifice in other services.

INSURANCE
. ^. ^.

Recently SHS decreased the free hospitalizations

period from ten days to three days. This is an

economy measure, designed to get insurance

companies to pay for the extra days rather than SHS.

As it stands now, about 45 per cent of the student

body has insurance for this purpose which they must

pay for in any event.

For those who don't have outside insurance, a

policy is available through SHS costing $25 effective.

July I, 1972, which pays the'first $300 of hospital

expenses past the three day limit, and 80 per cent of

the next $5000. There are, of course, drawbacks. In

the first place, such policies do not cover several

categories of injuries such as pregnancy-related

illness and injuries sustained in intercollegiate

athletics. Insurance companies will inevitably be

less liberal than SHS in paying for care which in-

volves ailments that developed before entrance to

UCLA or that develop during vacation breaks. Also,

that first $300 will cover little more than two days of

hospitalization at the current rate, so a student will

have to start dipping into personal funds after five

days. Finally, there is the emotional issue of what to

do with those who need to be hospitalized for more

than three days, but have not purchased insurance. It

is lawful for the University to require the purchase of

some sort of hospitalization insurance as a condition

of entrance; however, for the year 1972-73 the Ad-

ministration has decided to make this decision

voluntary.
*'

It is possible that the insurance approach will be

extended to other areas (the most likely would be

emergency room care). But since there are

recognized defects in insurance funding presently, it

is unlikely that greater use of this type of system

would be made in the near future.

WAYS OF SAVING MONEY
While increased funds either from registration fee

or insurace payments are l)eing considered, the other

side of the balance sheet, expenditures, is also

receiving careful scrutiny.

One major cost to SHS is the fee paid from SHS to

the UCLA Hopsital for hospitalization: averaging

$139 per student per day. The present system is

undesirable for two main reasons: 1) Many

hospitalized students do not require such elaborate

facilities, and their use of a hospital bed consitutes a

waste of precious Medical Center facilities, 2) The

expense toSHS is quite high, since UCLA HospiUl is

primarily a research and teaching facihty. For

example, the interest of providing good training to

medical students requires that they be allowed to run

as many lab tests as necessary — sometimes more

tlian a regular physician would require.
,

Consequently, SHS is looking for ways to reduce

hospital expense. One way would be for the UCLA

Hospital to allow students a discount, this could be

justified since student fees were used to pay for one

entire wing of the hospital when it was constructed in

I9&l-J9i55. During 1955-57 a 20 per cent discount for

student patients was allowed (in effect a rent paid by

the Hospital for the use of the wing) but the return to

registration fee budget for the investment in the wing

has not been recouped. Alternatively, UCLA Hospital

might allow the same rate of discount on all bills to

SHS that, due to unpaid bills, is lost on accounts

receivable from the community at large.

The other method of reducing hospital costs would

be to provide hospitalization at some other facility.

Studies are underway to determine the feasibility of

hospitalizing UCLA students at St. Johns Hospital,

for example, where the cost per day is somewhat less

than at UCLA Hospital. Last, but certainly not least,

SHS is recommending constructing an intermediate

bed care faciltiy or infirmary which would serve

roughly 80 per cent of those students presently

hospitalized perfectly weU, at a savings (since an

infirmary is not so expensive to operate) of between

$69 and $99 per student per day. However, the use of

an infirmary would probably not curtail over-all

expense as dramatically as this figure indicates,

since greater services would doubtless be extended

at an infirmary.

A major intangible benefit of this arrangement

would be the ability of general clinic physicians to

follow-up on their patients who require bed-care,

something which is possible only for special con-

sultants under the present system of hospitalization

in UCLA HospiUl which is administered separately

from SHS. The special electrical and plumbing needs

of an infirmary suggest that a new building on

campus would be necessary. Plans for such a facility

are presently being drawn up, but it is too early to teii

what the cost might be.

The other major area where the expenses of ^)H^

might be reduced is in expenses for personnel a

change to nine-month appointments for staii

physicians, similar to present methods m tne

academic community, could be instituted. Howe^f;

one consequence of such a step would be to add to ine

present difficulty of recruiUng qualified sUff due lo

salary scales. , ..

In summary, there is general recogmtion of uie

need to vasUy improve the financial position of bH^

and we may look forward to the implementation ot ai

least some of the alternatives listed above.

If you have managed to read all of this and siiu

thirst for more knowledge about financ^ and tne

Student Health Service, contact Campus Programs

and Activities Office, Center for Health Sciences,

Room 13-089, Ext. 55612.
^^,, , _.^

-sufomltted by Bill LoskoU

Cilieie siideit lisuraice Service

77h Sonfo ^onico Blvd. ('2021 Sonto Monico. ColH. 90401

4th Production. 1972 Seoson, MARK TAPER FORUM
C«nter Th«otr« Group, MUSIC CENTER

"Don't Bother Me

i Can't Cope"
a new musical entertainment

UCLA STUDENT PREVIEWS,

August 4 & 6 al 8:00 p.m.

$2 TICKETS ON SALE JULY 11. KERCKHOFF HALL TICKET OFFICE

By Arronfl»m«nl dl th« UCLA Slud«nt CommW— for lh« Art*

I Ptters to the Editor

Kditor:

I read with interest the "Woes of

foreign Students" article (May

8). written by foreign student

representatives'* Kakkar,

Tchokokan, and Barros. I was

amused with their reference to the

commercial enterprise that ran

the International Student Center

restaurant as "outsiders",

thinking how their perception

might be analysed under the

territorial imperitive theory. But I

was not amused when I read this:

"We make the following

demands: ... 50 per cent of the

staff of ISC and FSO will be

foreign whilst the remainder will

preferably be from minority

groups who are more sensitive

and sympathetic to our needs. All

student employment will be

restricted to foreign students."

It is a fact that for hundreds of

years too many people in this

country have, and still do, l)elieve

that employment should not be

parceled out free from
discrimination on the basis of sex,

race, creed, color, and national

origin. But I, and so many others,

have too great an investment in

fighting prejudice to allow such a

racist statement as that to go

unchallenged.

That the "representatives'

statem^t is pure racism make no

mistake. If a corporation were

interviewing at the Placement

Center and made an an-

nouncement that "Our policy is

not to hire foreign students or

minorities because they are not

sufficiently 'sensitive and sym-
pathetic' to our customers or

personel", there would be no end

to the charges of racism and
demands to have them barred

from campus. And for

generations, Americans have
in one form or

the differences in

and sympathies"
"races" makes

»>

been ' saying,

another, that

"sensitivities

between the

segregation^ not only right but

imperative. The three
"representatives" posses the

same racist mentality as George
Wallace; the only difference
between them is the race to which
they belong.

How could anylxKiy embrace an
ISC hiring policy that looks at an
application and says "We have
considered your skin color, shape
of your eyes, chin and cheek, your
blood quantum, passport and birth

certificate, and conclude you are
not qualified"? I believe there is

only one thing worse than this

vicious racism, and that is when
the good people" of this world sit

back and let such trashy thinking
and sentiments order ourlives and
deprive people of the right to be
treated on the individual basis of

their needs and talents.

Careful scrutiny must be given
to the "representatives'

"

argument that since "minority
groups

. . are more sensitive
and sympathetic to our needs

'

employment should be racially

restricted. Do they mean:
1 Minority students are
inherently superior in in-

Tuesday. July 11, 1972
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racism in foreign students claims
terpersonal skills with foreign
students, and impliedly, that
whites are inherently inferior?
2. That while it may be the en-
vironment that makes the whites
inferior, it is a waste of our time
and of no social importance to
help them develop these skills?
3. There are a lot of "sensitive and
sympathetic" whites but we are
incompetent to pick them, so we
will rely upon a rule of thumb
about racial attributes that we
developed during our limited stay
here?

4. That there are some qualified
whites, but we just don't like to
work with them?
5. We are not really interested in

finding sensitive, imaginative,
hard-working people who have
had, or are interested in, cross-

cultural experiences. We are
really interested in a political

struggle for position and
"lucrative" jobs at the ISC and
FSO, and our understanding is

that when you want attention, and
action, in American society, you
mustcfry "discrimination" and tie

your cause with the minorities

(especially if you can promise
them jobs)? -

No matter, how their argument
Ts to be construed, it comes out

shameful and ugly.

One of the major criticisms of

the "representatives" is that the

ISC and FSO are "insensitive",

yet they unhesitatingly divide the

world between foreign and non-

foreign students (with a minority

contingent lined up on the side line

for staff jobs) ,-without any special

mention of the needy foreign

student. Some foreign students I

know are driving nice cars, living

in nice apartments, wearing fine

clothes, taking exciting vacations,

and enhancing their lives With the

full range of electronic goddies.

Others I know are living a

nightmare existence trying to

make tuition and keep up with

their studies. What makes the

difference? Some come from
countries whose native tongue

makes it more difficult to learn

English, and some have not have

adequate opportunities to learn it,

yet ability to speak English can be

important in getting a job. Some
come from countries that

drastically limit the amount of

money their families can send

them (if they happen to be lucky

enough to have the money), while

other countries are so tardy in

sending their support money that

it's criminal. Others are in highly

competitive departments, so that

even if the student is highly

talented, the odds may still be

against their getting a lifesaving

fellowship of TAship. Fur-

thermore, while some come from

middle-calss or well-to-do

families, others are disad-

vantaged minorities (or
majorities) within their own
country. And others cannot get
visas that permit them to work
here. And the list goes on.

Yet I seriously doubt if racially
tr nationalistically restricting
employment at the ISC and FSO is

a final answer, since the jobs
there are few, anyway. And ac-
cording to the Foreign Student.
Dean, of the nearly 30 student
employees there already, only one
is nonforeign. Not only does this

raise questions of the legality of

the present hiring practices, but it

creates suspicion about the
"demands" of the "represen-
tatives".

Furthermore, I question the
long range wisdom, and morality,
of the restricted^hiring practices. I

strongly believe that if the public

here, especially those that do the
hiring here on campus, really

knew of the special financial

problems of the foreign student,

and if all financial aid decisions

were made on an individual basis

of need and talent, there would be
a much fairer distribution of aid

than there is now, or would be
under the "representatives'

"

world vision of discrimination.

The "representatives" also

talked about scholarships, but

nowhere did they appear to be
sensitive about the over-riding

question of who has the best ctaim

to the limited monies. Once again,

the world can not be divided up
between foreign and nonforeign

students, t)ecause there is a lot of

difference between the foreign

student who is here to learn skills

desperately needed in his country

,

and those who are here to cash in

on the "good life".

In a recent UN study, it was
estimated that of the 140,000

foreign studfents in the U.S., 70 per

cent are from developing coun-

tries, and of those, two-thirds will

remain. This has real con-

sequences for the U.S., as it af-

fects our own unemployment rate

and efforts to provide jobs to

American minorities. But the

greatest consequences are for

those developing countries. For

instance, the report states that

there are more physicians here

from developing countries than

there are medical doctors of all

kinds serving the 300 million

people of Africa. And the loss of

professionals from foreign

business and universities has

retarded development in parts of

the world for at least a decade.

The gain to the U.S. is clear. We
get the best trained, most
brilliant, and most aggressive

people to serve our industries, and

at a nominal cost. From 1953 to

present, it has cost the developing

countries $1 billion to train the

professionals now here, while it

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9.2111
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THE REAL CHINESE FOOD COMES TO THE VILLAGE

CHAN'S GARDEN
CHINESE RESTAURANT

hAandarin & Cantonese Cuisine

1 0855 Mndbrook Dr.. Westwood Tel. 479-7785

1 1 am-9 pm daily

Food to Go

NOW OPEN

Lunch & Dinner

Diem-Sun available on Sat. & Sunr

B—r & Win*

Family Banquet

-Cotaring Service

Xiuality Food-Good Service -Reasonable Prices

would have cost the U.S. $3 billion.

It is easy to say that this is just

another (racist) ( imperialistic

>

exploitive trick of the U.S., but it

takes a lot of "sensitivity" to the

problem, and guts, to admit that

part of the blame for this

misallocation of human resources

lies with us: "us" meaning the

world community of govern-
ments, "us" meaning the foreign

students and professionals casting

their lot with the U.S., and "us"
meaning the university people

who make the critical decision of

who gets the money.
Furthermore, it is one thing to

tolerate rs^ial and nationalistic

discrimination in the name of the

"higher good" of providing
professionals who are desperately

needed in other countries. It is

something else again to

discriminate in order to favor

people whose prime goal is to

become another grasping and
clutching American.

I am not suggesting that all

foreign students tiave a duty to

return home, nor that American
wealth nor citizenship should be
"restricted". (In fact, one of my
pet causes is an international

income tax on the GNP of the

affluent countries.) But I am
suggesting that as long as the

question of who gets the money is

so closely tied to the question o0^
what areas of the world are^
benefited, then when one starts

making "demands" for money or

jobs, it becomes essential for that

person to attempt to articulate the

legal, moral, and ethical con-

siderations that make his demand
just. _ r
There are other financial aid

problems the "representatives"

did not go into. Las^ year, whien I

was in financial aids office —
waiting in line — I heard a foreign

student being told that foreign

students were not eligible for

work-study. Yet the following day,

I heard that about a dozen foreign

students were put on work-study

for the summer. Talk about ar-

bitrariness and discrimination!

Furthermore, federal law
prohibits anyone but U.S. citizens

and foreign students who intend to

become permanent residents

from receiving work-study. Yet
my understanding is that there

are a fair number of foreign

students who do not fit this

category who are pocketing this

money. Whether this is a result of

inadvertance or fraud, I don't

know, but if we are going to have
an investigation of the FSO, let's

not stop at the "arbitrary" and
"insensitive", let's go after any
liars and thieves (Or is the law is

the culprit, then change the law

and legitimate the whole thing).

Some of the "representatives'
"

charges no doubt have merit; but

questions are raised by the way
they have l)een made, particularly

by the capitalizing on
t
the

emotional aspects of the rare ISC
'

blunder at Palm Springs and by
bringing up at this late date the-^
issue of the restaurant, that could

have been brought up long ago if

one were truely concerned about ii^

for its own sake. These facts, plus.-^

th^ racist orientation of ths^;-

"representatives", leads me to

ask them for a complete and

—

candid disclosure of their past
.

affiliation .with the ISC and FSO
and their ciifi'ent ambitions there.

If I am Wrong "in my ap-

prehensions, I would truly

welcome correction, since I would
feel much more at ease if my fears

at)out racism and self-serving

"spokesmen" turned out to be

false alarms.
^— Namewitheld
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ucla. celebrating our tenth year ^

SUNSHINE MUSIC
A 3-Concert Series of Acoustic Guitar Music

FREE-WEDNESDAYS, 12 NOON
KERCKHOFF HALL PATIO

(outside, between Moore & Kerckhoff Halls)

from JOHN FAHEY's Takomo Records-
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July 12 -FRED GERLACH. on a 12-string guitar

built by his own hands, playing original composi-

tions which can't be tied down to any bag!

Uuf concert of the series.

PrM«nt«d by th« UCLA Student Committ** for th« Arts
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The question of changing the University's calendar back

to the semester system from the quarter system is still

unresolved. .. . . _

According to Frank Kidner. University vice president for

educational relations, the question most cer1^»nly wiH not

come before the UC Board of Regents until September or

October. j *• «o
At that time, the Regents will receive recommendations

of a UC presidential task force headed by Kidner to

examine the economic feasibility of changing over to a

syst^ of two 15 week semesters a year from the present

three 10 week quarters a year. >

~ Task force

The recommendations of the Usk force will be based on

Whether tbe.?avings.of the semester system (since many

functions such as enrollment will have to be paid for twice

rather than three times) N^i 11 offset the costs of converting

the University back to that system.

If the results of the task force show the difference to be

negligible, the Regents will probably recommend to UC

President Charles Hitch that the academic calendar go

back to a semester system. However, Hitch's approval of a

new calendar will probably only come about after lengthy

consultation with other Univeristy officials and the UC

faculty, so chances for a calendar change in the 1973-74

calendar are sligbtv^v^~ " "
_j,—__ ^Quarters

News analysis
>

by DaveiVlcNary

• jrt&r

The quarter system, originally planned to allow the

University to shift to year-round operation, was instituted

in 1966. Summer quarters were tried here in 1968 and 1969,

and removed in favor of the present separate, self-

supporting summer sessions.

UC faculty appear to be leaning toward a return to the

^

v Semester system, as the Academic Senates at Berkeley and

r UCLA strpnglyendorsed it last year. Lateir, however, in a

^,^:;,^ faculty:^^ was shown that faculty sentiment was

A^.A.i not as clear cut.
-

w.'
r"

^,^^ Out of 756 faculty members, a total of 460 (jor 61'per cent)

listed a preference for one of two semester systems: an

"early" system of August-December and January-May or a

"late
" system of October-February and March-June, with

an obvious preference for the *iate" system. The present

quarter system was rated above the ''early" system.

Arguments

In making arguments for the semester system, faculty

pointed out that it is simply more convenient to have to

make arrangements for enrollment and grading twice a

year. :, .

Some of the advantages of the quarter system too are that

it is easier for students to transfer to UC from institutions

^n the semester system; and that it is easier to take

vacations, especially since the fall or spring quarters can

be run together with the summer quarters.

Chancellor Charles E. Young also has indicated that he

would prefer the semester system, calling the quarter

system "a little too intensive." — —
An official poll of students was never taken this year,

although the Student Legislative Council commissioned one

to be done. An unofficial poll taken by the Daily Bruin

showed a heavy student preference for retention of th^

quarter system. ___^_
Kidner said, "There's b^n a good deal of pressure to

return to the semester systein. Personally, I think it would

be a good idea." ^ Sr .

Young said earlier this yeair that if students^ere of-

ficially polled, they would be h^vily opposed to a change,

and said there a similar reaction occurred in changing to

the quarter system six years ago.

However, the issue will probably be decided mostly on

financial considerations. Economy was the explanation

given when the University shifted from semesters to

quarters in the fall of 1966. Under the new system, it was
possible to institute summer quarters intended to be

exactly like other terms.

Since 1957, educational, legislative and public groups had

urged greater utilization of UC facilities by having it

operate on a year-round basis.

Savings

In 1965, envisioning a savings of $55 million over 10 years,

the Regents reasoned that by having students attend school

year-round, they could make better use of facilities. To

treat the summer as integral, the entire system had to

convert from two 4 1/2 month semesters to four three-

month quarters.

So in 1967, summer quarters were instituted at UC
Berkeley, and a year later at UCLA. However, in

November, 1%9, the Regents decided to eliminate the

summer quarters, and the two campuses went back to

having summer sessions. The reason? Economy.

The decision dismayed many people, including faculty

members who had had to restructiire their courses to fit

into the new system. ^ --- -^ «

What went wrong? "

Enrollmeni

In a word, enrollment. Summer enrollment here and at

Berkeley was not high enough in the opinion of the Regents

to justify the extra of running the campuses on a regular

basis for three extra months. __^_.

Both campuses experienced shortfalls lii enrollment of

the projected target of 40 percent of the total student body

from 1%7 to 1969. EnroUment here increased the following

year, but this was not enough for the Administration or the

Regents.
"" *^~""^ ^ (Continued on Page U)
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one week only! July 10-14

20%
ALL JEANS

Yourfavorite fabrics: denim Innavy or light

blue — plush corduroy, norrovyz-vs^ale corduroy,

Italian corduroy, sueded denim, twill,

Nuvo, pol/ester, herringbone!

Your favorite styles: bush jeans, lo-rise,

super lo-rise, button front, patch pockets,

slash pockets, flare legs!

J«ans, now on sole at 5.99-6.99
(orig. 9.50-1 1.50) — during this

weolc, also oro 20% off!

SALE OF T-SHIRTS

UP TO 25% OFF

Long dntf short sleeves, Wally Beery
shirts, crew f»eck, fancy arrd so l id

colors. Reg. 5.50-1 1 .00-4.29-8.49

sportswear, b leve< ockerman union, 825-771

1

open monday-frlday 8:30-5:00

F*

vis?

more than IKO(M)

eligible employees of

University of California

pay tlieir auto insurance

by payroll deduction
K -Ax^ , —

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.) --
.r'

loinTllem! '

For a "no obligation" rate quotation^

call the office nearest you, collect.

W California Casualty

Stierman Oaks
dei-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beacti

426-2186

a f:)Lace of our avJr:i . .

.

.H^- \

•%

Tlie Women's Resource Center

at UCLA

is open every day

in Powell Library, Room 90

Advisement and referral will be available Mon-Fri, 9-5

on a great variety of subjects important to all UCLA women:

Medkd Coreer Choke
Legol Acodemk Choke*

Employment Women'* Activitiet

Ue-Style Orgonixoliont

Whatever you want to talk about

ask or do - drop in -

this is your place

Powell Librory. Room 90 (Bottom floor off Bruin Walk. 2 doors in)

825-3945

o •

What's On:
t»

Tickets:
—"2474 Miles OH Broadway

Theater Arts Summer Season:

The Serpent by Jean-Claude van

Itallie (Thursday thru Sunday and

19 23); Celebration (July 20-23 and

26 30); and The Rimers of

Eldridge by Langford Wilson

(July 27-30).

Performances nightly at ^8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

1 Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood

Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825-2581.

—"Anna Sokolow Dance

Company," 8:30 pm, July 21,

Royce Hall. Tickets: $4.75, $4,

$3.25, $2.50 and $1.75 (students),

on sale at the Central Ticket Of-

~TTce, 650 Westwood Plaza and-

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"Hollywood Bowl" new
student ticket policy: $1. tickets

available at the Bowl up to 48

tiours prior to the concert; for- "Cooperatives/' 7:30 pmr
Tuesday and Thursday concerts Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op

only: Thursday, Andre Watts_^-Market, 2021 Barring^n Ave*-.^
piaHist; James Levlne, con- —"Kundalini Yoga," 7-9 pm,
ductor; music by Schuber4, Kerkchoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Ctioprn, and Debussy.

Transcendental Love," 3-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Gurdjieff and Ouspensky
Study Group," 8-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412. Cancelled.
—"Beginning Pictography/'

7:30-9:30 pm, Architecture 1224.

—"Sell Hypnosis/' 7:30-10 pm.
Architecture 1102.

—"Design and Drawing/' 7:30
pm, call 57041 or come to Ker-
ckhoff Hall 161 for info on
enrollment.

—"Love — The Greatest Power
in the Universe/' 8 pm. Social
Welfare 167.

rL^Jainism and Ahimsa/' 3-5

pm. Architecture 1243B.—"Anand^ Marga Yoga/' 5-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564, starts
today. ...-.

Wednesday, July 12

—''Extra Sensory Perception/'
7-8:30 pm, BuncHe Hall 2221 E.

——"The System of Sufi/' 7:M-10~
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
Children/' 7:30 pm, Royce Hall

152. •' ' • ' -

•

Concerts:
—"Fred Gerlach," on 12-

stringed guitar built by himself,

playing original compositions,

noon, tomorrow, Kerckhoff Patio

^outside between Kerckhoff and

Moor^ Halls). Free ,

—"The baroque Jazz En-
semble," compo§ed of woodwinds,
piano, bass and percussk>n will

perform a wide range of literature

from Telemann, Vivaldi, AAozart,

Villa Lobos, Faure to Herble
Hancock and Charlie Parker, 3

pnn, Sunday, Architecture Quad
(opposite Schoenbei'g Hall). Free.

.<'''.

Films:

Thursday, July 13 :
-^

—"Bhakti Yoga/' 3 5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall (Jpstairs Lounge.

^"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living," 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243C. . ^^

^"Kundalini Yoga," 7-9 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Writing for Pay," 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

Meetings:
Tuesday, July IT

—"Young Socialists for Jeness,"

noon-2 pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Iranian Students," 7-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

//-"The Stranger," "Deep End
and "Two Grilled Fish," 7:30 pm,
Saturday, Dickson Art Center.

Admission: $1.50. Sponsored by
the UCLA Film Commission.

Seminars:
Thursday, July 13
—"Job Opportunities Outside of

Education for Educators," with
Charles Sundberg, associate
manager. Placement and Career
Center, 2-4 pm. Engineering
Penthouse. Boelter 8500.

E.C.: V

Tuesday, July 11

Dying and
pm, Ackerman

-"Death,
Lifestyles," 3-4

Union 3517.

-"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.
-"Bhakti Yoga; Th« Yoga of

Wednesday, July 12

— "Graduate Christian
Fellowship," 6-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

Thursday, July 13
—"Tai Chi Chaun," 7 9:30 pm,

Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

URA Clubs:

Tuesday, July 11

—"The Organic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Thursday, July 13

—"The Organic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm, Hprtlcultural Gardens.

ISC Tours: .

Tickets available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

—"Dodgers v$ New York ball
game," $3 includes transportation
and reserved seat ticket. Departs:
ISC 7 pm, student store 7:15 pm,
returns: 11:30 pm (or later).

Deadline: Thursdays.—"Busch Garden," $2.50 in-

cludes transportation and ad-
mission and boat ride ticket.

Departs: ISC 9 am, student store
9:15 am, returns 5 pm. Deadline:
July 19.—

'^'Laguna Art Festival," $4
includes transportation and ad-
mission fee to festival and ticket
to "Pageant of the AAaster."
Departs: ISC 1 pm, student store
1:15 pm, returns 11 pm. Deadline
July 20.

Etcetera:
- —"Student Workshop leaders,"
wanted for "Youth Leadership
and the Law" Conference at

Stanford University, August 24-27,

.sponsored by the California
Department of Justice. Ap-
plications are due by July 19 and
are available at the EXPO Center,
Kerckhoff Hall 176, 825-7041.

—"Summer tours" of the
campus will be conducted once a
day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through September 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

^f 1:30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are
open to the public. (Parking on
campus is $1 per day).

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Sell Starter Challenge,"

grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance proiects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due
August 15.

—"The UCLA Women's
Resource Center," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825-3945.

iK

What's on

your mind?
-*

Write us

a letter.

triple- '

spaced,

10-65 margins

Tuesday, Juiy^l1,T972.'l^ UCLA Summer Bruin 9

CROSSWORD By Eugene Sheffer

HOEIZONTAL
1. Ovum
4. Philippine

timber

8. EZnifroesed
12. Deface
IS. Banker's

' concern
14. European

river
15. Cervantes,

for
one

17. Merchan-
dise

18. Rind
19. Sports
20. Irish play-

wright
22. Dutch

South
African

24. Redact
25. Kind of

hucnn
29. Small ^

child

50. Detecting
device

51. Pedal
digit

52. Kind ^,.

- of cheese
34. Containers

55. Inland
56. Gem facet
57. Refinement
40. Island east

of Java
41. Lariat
42. Land o'

Cakes
46. Affirm

*^47. Skin opening
48. Education

group
49. Disorder
50. Period

of time
51. Oriental

coin

VERTICAL
1. Printer's
measures
Breach
Used for
pencils
Strange
KtoA
Malay
gibbon

7. Conclude
8.Rec<Hn-

2.

S.

4
5
6

11. Very (Fr.)

16. "Hdy
19. Equipment
aO. Greek

letter

21. BibUcal
country

22. Trite
2S.Manin

Genesis
25. Imogene

I

9. Man in

Genesis
10. Pierre's

father

26. Dante and
Savonarola

27. First-rate

28. Cosy place

SO. Father
3S. Black

snakes
34. To pick out
56. Provide

food
57. Odin's

sword
38. Wander
39. Imitates
40. AdriaUc

' wind
42. SInemy

scout
43. Disease of

Aeep
44. Bom
45. Hebrew

tribe

Live free!

Men and wpmen
who want to k)ok great

naturally coll

Mike for a

really good figircut

9641 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills

k
276-3109 /^

ftPMITMEIITS
We represent owners of over

80,000 units between our

two offices.

We can find a |!)1ace for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer:

The fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

: Atsi^ \

^ —- ^

'i^ the QUALITY iMMbwrger ^
M 1600 westwood blvd. ^

11f41 WILSHIRE SOULEVAnO
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 0OO2S
TELEPHONE (213) 477-1221

for Vall»y information

coll 986-6406
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Pitcher of BEER $1.00
Pizza- Chkli«n - SpogheHl- Salad

Now Playing W«el.- Fri. - Sa«.

THE FINK STREET FIVE JAZZ BAND

THE RED VEST PIZZA PARLOR
1 1 980 Santa Monica Blvd., Wwt Los Angel**

Santo Monlco Blvd at bundy

SEPI'S

6IIINI SUBMUIIIE

'*.

10968 LeConte, Westwood

: I

I :

: I

: !

: I

: !

: I

U
with this coupon

diKount on any Giant Sopi

SUBMARINE

good thru 1972
'I'
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AOVERTISINQ OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall na
phofM nsiiii

Cl*»»i»«»tf »tfv«rti»in9 rates

IS words SI SO day. S consccutivt
insertions »5.*0

Payable m advance
DEADLINE lOMa.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

University of Cahfornia's policy on non-

discrimination anrf therefore
<"«»»'««»f

advertising service ^''' "•» '•^..^TJ'r!
available to anyone who, m

.

•"o'a«"«

housing to students or offering lObs.

discriminates on the basis of »"•«•' «»!®''

religion, national origin or ancestry. Ijeither

the University nor the Daily Brum has in

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discnminaiion

problems, call UCLA Mousing Office MS
44«l ; Westside Fair Housing 473 OW.

y Campus Services .... 3

THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

IS YOURS!

VISIT POWELL LIBRARY ROOM W.

complete

.

copying
service xerox

kerckhoff i2i

8250611

y Help Wanled 8 V Services Offered '^ •rrove/. :.:....::. '7 ^(l^
BELLY Dapctag for fiw and Pf**"*- ^''ttta
San. U.e flue -rt of Belly I>»"^»"« "^^

SALES .Automotive pr^«ct». Start

part-tJme. have good job diiring •'""f • ?•
experience 78|.««gS. fgJyUK

NEED EXTRA DOUGH? ^Opporfunifies

Help yourself wkUe lielpiHg oUer*.

Earn up to Ht. a month

on our plasma program

.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

MALE or female needed to sell sandwiches.

Excell. part-time income. «54-«t2 1. 4«2-»5g.

FOR SPERM BANK
INFERTILITY RESEARCH CLINIC

(To be reimbursed adenuatHy).

Medical Students. Interns and Graduate

Science Students

Caucasian. Negroe. Oriental. Spanish

Well groomed, clean cut individuals only

Please send description, phone •>"n»*»*;r and

enclose current photo to P O. Box #24221.

iii^'*'WTSAlkMi^k* * *
VARIETY of full time and part4lni« sum-

mer jobs. Services Lnllmited. 475-»521. (8

QTR).

FOR those who are scrlMis. ambitious wH»

initiative and drive to get ahead
;
yo«

f*"
make e«tra money on part Ume/fUI time

basis. eT-2Wt. Ask for Mr. Canauaggio •:••

Mm .I2:iga«. Monday-Friday. (OpJy2$).

^Research Subjecfs Needed

( O.MPL'TER tutor with business

background wanted • Fortran. 826-1748. (8 Jy
111.

y/for Sale .
15

Educafion

Al TO Insurance ToO' High?
^^'^^'f-

Dec lined" Budget quote Bill Anderson 477-

bllOor LPO-7275. (15Jy25).

RENAISSANCE learning Center. Opei

Education K thru 6th grade. Parent In

formatibStai Meeting. July Vi, 7:30 pm. a

^IK27 Venice Blvd.. Mar VisU. 823-4541

Film "Infants Sarool" — MEdJy ID

HEATHKIT FM tuner comb amplifier. Best

offer. Call after V. 47»-»007. (ISJyll).

PIONEER 120 Watt amp, tuner. BSR
w/shure turntable. 12" 3-way speakers. Call

Mark 825-5387. 837-6349. (15 Jy 1 1 )

.

SEMINARS in Hmnanistlc Education

utilizinK some Ostalt techniques - con

tinuous workshops in August - information

Kairos »:Mlk95. (lJy21)

VPersonal...........^

(iARACiE Sale: Van Keppel custom-made

set: melal-frmae. upholstered 2 seater.

arm-chair, two-tiered glass UWe. ideal

covered patio. porch, family-room,
professional waiting-room: box spring and

mattresl. drapes, odds and ends. 477-7*73.

(15Jy 14).

PREtiNANT? Want help? (all non profit

organizatk)n..'thrs. (213) 634^313. (5 Jy;25>.

LES" Bicycles. Newly opened. Iah^ prices. It

ap European. Student discount. IMOS

Washington Bl. 836-2017. (I5S7).

y Social Events . .

NIKON FTN 71 Black body. tZS* with 28 mm
lens: 1300 Oliver 874-3877. messages 65»-

2802. (15Jyl4).

ATTENTION Earthdweller. You are a

person who renounced mediocrity, no longer

subscribe to authoritarian concepts, and

wish to work in true creative energy. -

v«u re right, (all us at 392-7787. (7 Jy 14).

y Help Wanfed ....... 8

MANAfiER Need a mature, capable
graduate student to manage a duplex in

W.L.A. area housing college-oriented young
adult men Salary plus living quarters.

Position available immediately if qualified,

(all Mr Paul ( hikahisa at 836-1223 for

application and details. (8Jyl4).

FABRIC table for block print, silk screen (45

X75in.)|35. 395-7315. (i5Jy2S).

STEREO: AR Amplifier. PE Oianger.

Stanton cart, Rogersound spkrs (12") ex-

^cfllent condition. 1365/best offer 276-94M. ( 15

Jy 21).

KENW(M)D TK50 tuner and speakers.

(;fTrard lab 80 turntable. 1125.00 821-8412 -

arter6:00pnw (l5Jyll).

PERMANENT* part-time file clerk with

other secretarial duties-- ( entury (Ity CPA,
Firm. 1-5:30 pm. Auto req'd. l2.25/hr, 553-

R24I. (8Jy25).

'MANA(;F.R Wanted. I bedroom apartment
available. tM off regular rent of tl7S. Nine
units. W.L.A. 277-1854. ' (8Jy25).

ONLY 32 MORE
MALEUNDERGRADS

CAN EARN $5.25
By attending Communication

Channeling experiment
DcpenilinK on how you do. you may win more
than the 13.25 attendance pay. Or you could

lose up to tl.50 of your pay (guaranteed

minimum pay is $3.75 for 2-1/2 to 3 hours

work).

amU ONE OF THESE TIMES ONLY

:

TUES.JtLY 11 at 10:30 am. or 2pm.

tiRAI) BUSINESS MANA(iEMENT BLDG.
R(M)M 2284

Come one time only. Up to twenty people at a

time. I^sts 2-1/2 to 3 hours, depending on
how long it takes you. Only the flrst^ 32 men
can take part. Last chance!

WIIAT IT 18 -^
An experiment to see how well you can send

messages through a communication
channel... when you're not the only one using

the channel. ITS EASY. A PROFITABLE!
Questions? Call 825-5274.

SONY- 255 deck, mint condition. 195. TC 81

cassrttecorder built-in mic. batt/AC. 188.

474-5690. (ISJyIg).

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system 3

speakers and tumUMe. SAC |29S.tt/«ffer.

.New in boxes. 723-5635 (I5jyl8).

5 PIECE stereo system: Am /Fm receiver 2

speakers, tape player, record changer and
head set SAC SI SO .99. 721-92t7. (ISJyiS).

SASSMAN Harpsichord • hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect

condition, length 5' 1 manual. $1,495.99. 456-

K7SI. (15A3).

MATTRESSES • Valley State Marketing
(•rad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any siie mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt .149-81 18, 886-9499. (15 QTR).

VOX Bass w/case treble booster, fuit.

teardrop body. Excellent condition. tl25.

Marty 478-620A. (15Jyl4).

y Services Offered .... 16

PIANO tuner has 3 to rent. Two uprighU @
110. & studio® tl2. No minimum. 999-

4514. (I6jyl8).

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3f«.222S ASK POR A»K OR KEN

(GENERAL OfHce. Mondty. Wednesday.
Friday. 2-6 pm.. or 4-6 pm.. 5 day week.
Tvping, khorthand, adding machine, liberal

discount on clothes. 272-7197. (8 Jy 21).

$2. FOR I hour psychology experiment ;
si^

upAM.4528AFraniHalL (RSJy^D-

PIANO Player: Can Improvise, net: T9 lata

comedy theater group opening In L.A. 277*

-.Vim Kentucky Fried Theater

.

( 8 J y 1 1 )

.

WANTED: Regblcred Nurse for 3 weeks at

overnight camp. August 19-39 wages
negotiable. 93418S4.9i9-63S9. (SJylS).

SUBJECTS WANTED FOR INFANT
STUDY OF CURIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5

MONTHS. CALL INFANT STUDIES
PROJECT- 825-6551. (RSJyZS).

FEDERALLY authorised marijuana

research project. Healthy males over 21. All

patterns of use needed. Call 825-0094. Mon •

Tliurs. 1-4. (RSJylS).

SUBJECTS needed for psychology ex-

periment. Good pay. Call 825-6006 or come to

FranillallB271. (RSJy25).

y Trave^ . . * * i » > » 17

El ROPE nights. 50 departures, also N.Y.

Israel. India. Africa. 50% off. Student

rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 323 N.

Beverlv Dr.. Beverty Hills. 90210. 276-6293.

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights.

SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student

Charter Flights.

ConUct: ISCA. 1 1687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. C.A. Calif. 99949.

Ti 1. 126;9^?5^^ ^ ^A

EUROPE

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 1219.00

SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
AUSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL. 9054

SANTA MONICA. L.A. 90069. 274-8742.

LOWEST FARES-
GROUP CHARTER FLIGHTS

'Flexible Dates to Europe-israel-Orient

'New Student Airfares *Eurail Pats *Tours
*Hotels-Car Rental-Ships *Call 475-3033

Audio-Visual World Schools • 1726 Westwood
Bl. LA. 90024 (1/2 Bl. No. S.M. Bl.).

EUROPE! For anyonf under 26. LA-ParIt

(nonstop) & return from any major city,

You choose when to leave, return. From
$342. Regular schedules Air France. 828-

8857.625-7171. (17Jy21).

uca
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707V.
all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/XONDON-LA

Fit. Dtp.

\

Rtt. Days Price

HOUSEKEEPING, cleaning with local

famine*. Flexible hours with rcUx«d.
student -owned company . |2.29/kr. tn>13lt.

8 Jy 18). ^
(»PENIN(;s fnr ambitious working girts -

Vivian Woodward Cosmetics. Fast growing
%ubsidary of Oneral Foods Corporation.

Training- full/part-time. 8284842. <8Jyl4).

( (M KTAII. Waitress Sunday day Monday
NiKht IW\rrlv IlilU i*ri-a t^ M» hr/Up\ ill

43.V*. <NJ>2I»

WE have carefully screened, bonded and
insured houselieepers. cleaners and party
servers. University HousckccplAg. 828-

1390 (16Jy21).

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for stndents

or rmplo>eeii. Robert Rhee. 8J9-7279; 879-

979a or 157-7573. (16 QTR)

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates for
college students. Call us in Santa Monica •

451-1393. (MtlTR).

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.
RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24
hr. phone. 274-9119. (16 QTR).

RENT A-TV tl9 mo. Stereo/Hlfl. Stadent
discounts. Delivery to 9:99. 47S-3S79. 2353
Westwood

.

( QTR).

pKOFKS.SiONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to ymmh
rr<|uiremenls.3N7-1548 call anytime. (IfJy

2

3

S

10

14

IS

17

II

19

6/11 8/28

4/21 t/U
6/26 9/6

6/2S 9/13

6/29 8/29

7/8 8/17

7/11 8/10

7/12 8/31

8/12 9/13

9/12 one-way

71 $262

56 S262

72 $262

80 $275

61 $262
40 $262
30 $262
SO $262
33 $252

$135

Available only to bonafide members of ttie
University Of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate fam^ilics
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

charlar tUgntg

(iUlTAR LESSONS FOR REfilNNERS. 786.
2273 (Itjyl4)

; UCa
Korcniihoff Hall IDS D
Between I a.m. A S p.m.

•2S 1221

JULY 9

AUG 27

WHJWD-TRIP FLIGHTS

LA/LONDON $252.00

LONOON/LA 50 Days

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9
SEPT 18

AUG 19
SEPT 16

AUG 28
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

SEPT 26

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/HADRID
AMST/LA

LA/LONDON"
LONDON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDON/ LA

SEPT 5

OCT 2

SEPT 17
OCT 18

SEPT 26
OCT 9

JUNE 28
JULY 26

AUG 2

AUG 27
AUG 31

SEPT 6

SEPT 19

LA/LONOON
LONDON/LA

LA/LON/FRANK
FRANK/LON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONOON/LA

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

$247.00
32 Days

$199.00
14 Days

CASH paM! to c6u0lc over 2S to spend af-
temoon at mptmtatai resort. Booking fast!
478-5822. <l7Jyin.

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS '

LONOON/LA $138.00

LA/LONOON
LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON

$138.00
$138>00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C. L.A.

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER 0C8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

FHght Coordinators:
> John and Susan

Cliarter
Flights

10956 Meybum Avenue
Westwood Village 90024
Tel ephone : 478-8286

EUROPE h MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate CIclictlBg

Student RaU-PsM 2 mn. |1».
Olympic games * Hotel space avail
. 1872 Student Guide Book to Europe
CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC DepI UCLA

13SM Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks. Cal. 81403

Phone. 872-22aa/7a4^l877

^luhring .......... 18

ENGLISH tutor tor non-native Eng.
speakers. Master. Teaching English as
second language. Call days 828-0029. (18 Jy
21).

MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
ReasonaMe rates for efnclcnt. easy lessons.

39 1 -33 1 7 or 398-4522. (18 A 17).

GRADUATE record exams, other admission
tests. Prepare with recent Harvard
University admissions director. 478-2141. ( 18
Jy 14)

MATH Ph.D. wUh extensive teaching ex-

>erience will tutor all math courses.

18.00/hr. Satisfaction guaranteed. 478-4323

(18Jyl4).

GRE, LSAT, other test preparation. In^
dividual, small group instruetbn. Academic
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18 QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492^ (18 QTR).

y Typing 19

EXPERIENCED ty0lst. Papers, theses and
dissertations. Accurate and Dependable.
477-0727. (19Jy21).

TVPING - 75( per page. Draft, Postage &
Materials included. Days/532-5010 X317

Evenings/379-0181. (19Jyl4).

TYPING • IBM Selectrlc. Fast, accurate;

complete service for papers, theses, letters,

etc. Mike. 477-4(i02 - evenings. ( 19 Jy II ).

DAWN - Paiiers, Dissertation proposals.

Letters^ Manuscripts. Experienced.
VVeeknights G-tO. Weekend Mornings, call <

399-0414. (19Jy28).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. .Specialty Math & technical typing.

.Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 qtr).

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. - Amsterdam -

L.A. 1279. August 2 - September 3. Some one-

ways available. W.A.C. - Elite Chairman -

838-9329.839-2418. (17 A3).

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Alke. 397-3306. ( 19 QTR

)

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QTR)

RUTH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripto. Reliable. Experienced. Call

82H-1162. (19 QTR)

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays. 9-

«: Barbie: G70-I982, Mae: 398-5182. (19 QTR)

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israel, India. East

Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

Wilshire Blvd. LA. 90025. 478-0644. (17 qtr).

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

IBM's new Selectrlc 11 typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work ...

Please call 394-829S. < 1» QTR'-

y/ Wanted ^0

WANTED: Place to rent beginning Sep-

tember - Have dog. needs fence. Contact

Odette. 794-6081. (20Jy2l).

WILL pay cash for cars. Running or not.

Wrecks too. Free tow-aways - 391-9640. 835-

im. (20 QTR)

^Apts Furnished 21

FUNKY pad for 2 students near UCLA,

furnished, free utilities. Il30.00/month 475-

3127 evenings. (2lJy21i.

II

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

, ^y.

world of sfudenl cJis- ^ «
,

counts. The ISIC wos cre-

ated by the International

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for all student

flights abrood.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and

the Far East—at fantastic

savings, enabling you

to travel as far as pos-

sible for OS little OS

possible.

youknow ust
iV©T^© • • • •

501GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept IS^

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. K«y - GR 3-0524

UNI
10956 WCYBURN AVENUE

^••twtwd Vlllagt 10084
tm\ 10 ti ?i«vofi A Meriet

TCLtr 477-1111

4R3 C;AYLFY: Large f«nilBhed Ij**^");

Utilities included. Walk/campus, ^u'"'",*;

ratetl«0.00/mo. 477-49?». ^"•'y '"•

ENJOY Summer In large clean
»«''«'^,""J

onf^4)edrm apts. Some alr-cond. BiocK

UCLA Village. Elevator. Pool, Sundecks

Garage. 625-41 1 Landfair 479-S404. (2lQTR>

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartmtnts
SPECIAL SUMMCU HATES.

Reservations lor Fall alsoacceptad

Rentinf Office: SUL«ndfair«l
*••

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfair«l4
S40Glenro€l('l* ^

I ai Ml § ^ •• ^ ^ _

II.VVOO I HEDROOM. attractive, we"
Jj^'

nished Adults, no pets. Also »P"^'*^*,

hedroom unfurnished llSAJt. >**^ ^r,' 5 )

31I5-03M. (21 Jy"

TOesday, July 11, 1972 UCLA SurVwner Bruin 1
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Semesters, quarters .

.

(Continued from PaKe 8)

(During the first summer quarter at Berkeley in
1%7. enrollment was 26 per cent of that of the
preceding fall quarter. Enrollment increased alx)ut
five per cent the next year, and durftig the 1969
summer quarters, the enrollment reached about 36
per cent of the total student Ixxiy.)
A 1970 report from UC President Hitch's office

stated, "While it might be argued that the upward
trend suggested eventually reaching the 40 per cent
target, the available evidence, inconclusive as it

was, indicated that only a fraction of the summer
quarter students represented enollment demand that
would otherwise have to be accomodated in the three
regular quarters."

Blame
The report blamed most of the problems with

summer quarter on tight budgets, a cornm^n source
of complaints by the UC administration. It explains
that summer quarters were tightly budgeted to avoid
the higher operating costs that generally afflict

programs with reduced entoUments. The lower
budget narrowed the range of course offerings

compared to regidar quarters, and thus, lessened the

enrollment response. -.r- <

In addition, UC analysts reported earlier that

unless students were forced to enroll in summer
quarter, 40 per cent might well be the maximum
achievable enrollment. They also stated that the first

studies on year-round operation had overlooked the

point that summer sessions might be able to do the

same things summer quarter was intended to do,

such as meeting students' programs needs and
improving overall physical plant organization. -

Abandonment
The abandonment of year-round operations

became official in January, 1970, when Gov. Reagan
presented his 1970-71 UC budget. Hitch declared that

at the level of funding provided for that year, the
University would be forced to abandon year-round
operations for the time being.

At the time, a Cal State professor who headed the

year-round study committee at that campus, said,

"We feel we've been involved in a great comic
tragedy."

FRED GERLACH— a 12-stnng€d guitarist performing on a guHarof his
own making and playing original compositions, noon, tomorrow, Ker-
ckhoff Patio (outside, between Moore and Kerckhoff Halls.) This will be
the last off a. three-concert series presented by the UCLA Student Com-
mittee ffor the Arts. . _uliv _ .:^,^__ - j^.^^^^^^

u -
*• *TH
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What's On Deadlines
In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whafs

On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —
Friday noon for the following Tuesday's edition^
Wednesday noon for the following Friday's edition.

Secom Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper.
All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-657

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted by telephone.
'-ri

Southern Campus still on sale KH 112

^Apts Fvrnisbed ..... 21

FURNISHED lingles to share |7t. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. <33<iayley. 473-M12

(21 QTR).

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments
in Santa IVIonica...|185 up... pool, sub-
terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,
walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.
2:MI Fourth St. SM 392-5«M. 2MS Fourth St.

SM 392-S556. (21 qtr)

L.ARGE Bachelors. 190 up. Singles. fl2S.
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley. GR J-178g.
(;R3-o.S24.Mr8.Kay. (21 QTR)

^Apts fo Share . . . ... 23 ^House for Sale 26 ^Autos for Sale 33 )/Autos for Sale 33

SHAR
cond..
21).

. 2 bath wUh 2. own room, ata-

tlOO. WLA. n»^120. (23Jy

SINGLES, bachelors. 24tdrm. studio. 1-1/2
bath. pool. 3 biks. campus. 10824 Undbrook
<Hilgard).GR5-5584. (21 QTR).

SI6.') gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet aduH
building • pool. Near SM freeway at
Robertson. 8850 CatUrougus. 830-342t

^ LARGE CX)MFORTABLE ^
•»* STUDENT APARTMENTS fr

^ FURNISHED BACHELORS*^
1 BEDROOMS

Same rent Summer* Fall ^
Showing NOW

afC Deposit wiU hold
Across UCLA ^m

•m^^^«JL^ 47M5ai. 2

MATURE femal^ grad rtudnrt/working giri

share large 1 bdrm.. SanU Monica • tao mo.
- 451-0g4g/G97-3S2|. (23Jy21).

RENT too high? Share, save on boushig
costs. Screened cUcirts. Room-Matc Fhiders.
47S-«t3l. ( QTR).

ROOMMATES needed in Urge single and
one-bedrih apts. Block campus. Pool.
Sundecks. Garage. C2S Landfair. 479-5404.

ROOMMATES needed • 033 Gayley.
Pleasant sfaigles 1^ Kitchen, sundecks.
pool, garage 47>«4li'' (tSQTR)

PSYCH Grad share 2-bed. 2-bnlh beach
apartment • SanU Monica. $112 (hKludhig
utilities). Herb 82S-2S3I (day). (23Jy21).

483 GAYLEY: Giri share with I girl large

fumiriMd 1 bedrm. $90.00/ mo. Manager;
477-1909. (23Jyll).

HOUSE for sale. 10% down. $4,500. Attention
Professors. Large lot - ^vacy - completely
enclosed - New kitchen, bath, forced air •

hardwood floors throughout. Must see.
$45,000. Call 839-7882. (2tJy 14).

HOUSE FOR SALK 2 bdrm. bath 1/2. Path>.

Pool. Formal dining. carpet, drapes
throughout. Formal gardens front * back,
fireplace. Beam ceiling, 20-mins from
campus: $38,000. 15142 Weddington. Van
Nuvs. 987- 1000 to see. (2fJy2S)

01 PONTIAC: Chrome wheels, mufflers,
stereo-setup, good rubber, automatic, runs
beautifully, looks nice. $400. 880-1551. (33 Jy
••>

ii

'«3 CHEVY Nova. Good, clean and running.
Must sell. Call Kick and make an offer. 393-

M23. (33Jyll).

''66 DATSUN Roadster 1600. 2 tops, radio.
|good cond. Leaving country. $550/offer. 821-
19827,870-1407. (33Jy25).

yf House to Share
-V,

27

GIRL needed to share 2 bedroom. 2 bath apt.

near Century aty. $130. CaU 052-0570. (23 Jy
14).

TWO Mocks from UCLA. 080 Levering #1.

.Share bedroom. $SS. Own room. $110. CaU
478-9503. (ajyl4).

I;^"i'^. ' *^'''»»n- Pool, summer $150.00up No lease. Nine month fall leases. SIS
Glcnrock. 473-9285. (21 Q^)
0\K minute to UCLA. Spacious bachelors.
Mngles. one bedrooms available Now! Mgr.
•»>() Landfair 473-5571

>/Apts Unfurnished 22

SHARE large 2 b t irssm Apt. wMh three

stadenu. walk campus. I87J8.. available

now. Fireplace. 4784144. (23 Jy 14).

yFor Sub-Lease 24

4 BEDROOM
Culver CMy. 3 week

19/14

At
Available
(24Jy2S).

built.in8.l3l6 Carmelinal9.W.L.A.828.
< Jyii).

' up flinglis 1.2,3, nMrms!
$135 Bachelors 1233 WHIcsly

. 1 1 IM150 Singles. 1 1921 Goohcn
1155 up. i-3bcdrmo.4llo Inglcwood.
I22SUP. 2^bcdrms. 1233Well«tly.
•300 up. 3 bedrm. 11921 Goshen.

House $390 up. -Opthm?
>»H-oom. Guest Hmwo! Near UCLA.

t450 Malibu House. Low dawn!

SUBLET. 2-bedroom. funitahed apt. $118.08.

SanU Monica. Jnly IS - Aag. 39. CaU $28-

7341.
- (MJyH).

GUESTHOUSE - I peraan - 8/1 - 9/18. $1S8

toUl - Piano, garden, walk bench. 4Sl-n47

(eves). 82S488I (message). Jndy. (24Jyl4).

VENICE beach - private room, study-
garden-Available August 1st- $90.00 per
month, includes utUttlcs- 392-1679. (27Jy 14).

QUAINT 2 bedroom house to share w/one.

Female. $90/month. Kathy 474-7070. (27 Jy

ID.

HOUSE - own room. girl. 23 to 30. non-

smoker. $100. S.M.. 393-4270 night, 821-3444

day. (27Jy25).

RF.SPONSIBLE female grad student to

share lovely 2-bdrm S.M. home. Rent $110.

395-0173 evenings. (27Jy21).

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom house, 15 min.

from UCLA. $72,90 per mo. 478-5881 eves. (27

Jy 21).

VENICE Beach House. Near SM. Furnished
one person needed to share. Own br. $112.50.

3984S47. (27Jy21)
pi

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bedroom
house in the Glen. Lynn - 279-2392-nites. 451-

8791-days. (27Jyl4).

FEMALE roomate la share 2 bedroom house
with psychiatric social worker. 28. West-
wiK>d. $112. 473-4708. (27 Jy

Room & Boafih

Exchange, fat Help . . 30

•70 DATSUN 510 sedan. Vtayl top. AM/FM
Radio. Excellent condition. 31.000 miles •

11.500. 372-1242. (33Jy 11).

•85 VOLVO P1800. Fine eng.. body, paint,
brks. tires. Runs well. Oean. Best offer. 399-
2130. (33Jy41).

5i
" ^V^^ ^rut 2 bd.. din. room newly

w?^" •** .'^'T***- *«"«P««. Closeu galore.
Jjjv^porch. Garage. AduHs. Small pet OK.
H:KM)559._27S^73S. (ajyll).

>/ Apts fo Share 23

^House for Rent 25—
$899 - PAaFIC PaMaades. Hill tap. 1/2 acre.

Modem. Secluded. Pnnoramie vtew, 3-

ba^aam. 2-bath. b«Ut-ta kitchen. Family

room. Fireplace. Carpet. Drapes. Gardener.

Newly remsdsled. No amag. 4S4-K98. (28 Jy

21).

2-BEDROOM house. Completely furnished.

$188.00 a month. !^ pcU. GLl-4888. Federal

Ave. West Las Angeles. (2SJy2l).

DISCOUNT. Single room/bnth/bonrd - Lo

Mancha through August 11. Call 273-4084. 3

Spm. miyli)

FEMALE. Room-board-salary-flexible

schedule of babysitting, light housework.

Easy bus UCLA. 828-9338 evenings. (30 Jy

II).

'70 VW Bug. Must sell, excellent conditktn.
new radials. light blue. $1250. 474-0197. (33
Jy 25).

'65 GTO 2-dr hardtop. Fully equipped. Good
looking. Immaculate. Original owner.
iW.OOO. $600 down. 641-2696. (33Jy2S).

'68 PONT, station wag. Very clean, has
everything, leaving country. $1000/offer.
476-6685. eves. (33Jy25).

'68 VOLKSWAGEN Must sell quick. New
tune-upi muffler & front wheel alienment.
379-1050. (33Jy21).

'69 CAMARO 350 ronveriible. Stick. Disk
lirakes. Power steering. Low miles. Clean!
Best offer. 789-5010, (33Jyll).

•62 VW Bug. Good shape, new starter, bat-
tery. Urgent sale. $425. 473-4509. (33Jy2l).

'83 PONTIAC CaUltaia - 4 door, power
steering/brakes, factory air. $450. Call
Vincent, evenings. 479-9131. (33Jyl8).

•87 MUSTANG Convertible. Automatic. V-8.
Am/Fm. console, radials. original owner.

<^4850. 374-6018. (33Jy2l).

•70 TOYOTA Corolla 1200 Wagon Excellent
condition, new tires. $975. Call 938-2880. No
calls friday nite tt Saturday. (33 Jy 21 ).

'68 VW Bug excellent running condition • new
radials. Beige. $850.00. 479-8000. (33Jyl4>.

'67 SUNBEAM Alpine $675. Ski rack ton-

neau. t'nder 50.000 ml Call Beth. eves. 479-

7842. (33Jyll).

'52 MGTD. Excellent condition. $1,250. Call
398-9295 after 7 pm. (33Jy2l).

'69 FIAT 124 conv. YXG 407. 688-4496 days.

399-5080 after 8pm. Mustsell. (33Jyl4).

'65 MGB. Hard & soft tops, wires, radio, low
mileage, $950. 829-l678eves. (33Jy2l).

'63 CHEVY, good transportation, looks good,
now brakes, power st. Must leave. $425. best
offer. 276-H920. (33Jy21).

'63 PEU<;EnT - excellent condition bumper
to bumper - leaving country August - $500.00

Call Elaine 291-6608. (33Jyl4>.

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

BRUINS! 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. 4
Centurian bicycles. Authoriied SchwInlT*
dealer. Expert repairs. Lee's Cyclorama
2639 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 bIks. No. Santa
Monica Freeway. 839-4466. (3587).

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 36

LEAVIN(i for Europe. Must sell: 1971 Honda
Scrambler. Flawless condition. $525. Phone
Craig (y> 766-3228. ( 30 Jy 14 )

.

I

- - - - J

'67 YAMAHA lOO-twIn. Excellent cond. and
Helmet 1130.00. Call Tom. 474-9207 after 6;00

pm. (38Jy2S).

'71 HSI YAMAHA. Dirt, street, extras, ex-

cellent condition, low mileage. $320 or best

offer. H39-0259. (38Jy21).

*7I VESPA 150. No mileage. License, lock,

chain. helmH. Cost $500. sacrifice $350. 473-

4.'i09. (38Jy21).

'60 SUZUKI, TSOO, 7800 actual miles, fast,

beautiful, fully equipped*. $525. 888-4923 or
986-1919. (38Jyl$).

i •

k.1

• ' ,' I

GIRL for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting. Room, board and $2S.H a week. Call

477-923* ^ Near bM. ( 39 Jy 1 1 )

.

"Partm*^? i!*»'"»"''' *-^^' fumlahod
HudofTTJ" ^•^"'•^ ($139/morth) M.^udoff 8:99 ^ 1:88. 781-1848. after 1:88 471-

(ttiyll).

LEASE. Professor's house. Many
boaksbHvea.Saulk of campus alf Westw«»d
Boulevard. Rose garden. Couple preferred.

No dags. 8108 hKtadinc gardener. 83Mi3S
evenhigs. (25JjL!ili

WANTED: live In English speaUng female.

Hausework and child care. Private room
Call93S-8888. (18Jyll). M

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mil*
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICK
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7fS7 Van Ni,r> Blvd.

«cro«t from O M. Plant
Call 894-7075 i-» Hours

PESULTS *

iJlhi"*^ ^?'*« lor M»e I. riiare

^
^75.88. 47S-S310. laj? 18)

flWlT^ '

^ ^""""'^ T il Ml 188$ ,

(ttJyll).

^ House for Sale 26

^Room for Rent 3\

ROOM and bath • quiet residence fiear

iHrrland/Plce for responsible female

student : Kitchen prIvUeges. 838-7887. (31 Jy

2S>.

LOVELY C
(lieviot Hills. 3

M rui'de-soc hi

don and I^aai-

'm.: CTT, .. rsr? h""""^ '

ROOM Pr, bath, Pr entrance 4 privileges.

$iia per month - also meals available 270-

, (II l> 7i)

'66 M(iR: three tops: radial tires; wire
wheels; luggage rack; engine, transmission
good. $950. 472-8814. (33Jy21).

'70 RENAULT. 28.000 miles, excell- .t^

condition. Air. radio. 4 speed. Moving • lAust

sell. Call 753-8827; 5-7 pm. (33Jy21).

-69 CHEVROLET Nbva. 28.888 miles,
automatic, excellent condition, 8 cylinder,

lorrlflro TTiiUJInrmiTm i

IVi J
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Verdict in after Olympic trials:

Munich

TT-

Dwight Stones. John Smith, and Wayne Collett will

be going to Munich in August. Warren Edmondson

Charles Rich, James McAlister, James ButU, and

Harry Freeman will stay home. .

That was the verdict rendered after the two-week

long Olympic track and field trials held in Eugene^

Until Sunday, there had been only disappomtment

for the Bruins, past and present, attempting to make

the United States team But on the final day, UCLA

athletes turned in stellar performances.

Stones and collet turned in upsets of
sorts Sunday

to gain their travel-fare to Germany, although Collett

was expected to makq the team. Smith, seemingly,

never could be denied his berth.

Stones had finished third in NCAA competition Jast

month in Eugene and with world record holder Pat

Mazdorf and Olympian Reynaldo Brown joinmg the

field. Stones was expected iQ Jje hard pressed for a

J^

spot on the team

Instead, he won the event. Stones clearecJ 7-3,

which turned out to be a popular height as Chris

Dunn of Colgate and Ron Jourdan of the Florida

Track Club also cleared it. Stones, however, had

fewer misses.'

__Stones. who two years ago hiad set the national prep

record with his 'Fosbury flop" of 7-1 1/2 to win the

California high school championship, set a new

record for 18 year-olds with his jump.

Collett was given a good chance to finish second in

the 4()0 meters, because that is something that Wayne

had done consistently during his career most often to

former Bruin teammate Smith.

Smith had set his world record jat Eugene last

summer in the AAU nationals with GeUett trailing in

the old world record time.

This time around, though, it was Collett who was

wearing the laurels as he posted the fastest sea-level

time in the event.

Collett kept with the sizzling, 20.6, pace set by Fred

NeJUfouse over the first 200 and then passed him and

SmUhT the final turn. Smith fought back to gain

second with Vince Matthews finishing third_ The

world record holder in the 440 meters. Lee Evans

(43 8). placed fourth and will go as a member of the

relav team
Warren Edmondson, the NCAA 100 meter cham-

pion, won his preliminary heat in the century com-

petition earlier in the week but then fell before some

blazing feet in the finals.

Although Edmondson's 10.1 clocking was only two-

tenth's of a second off the world record, he found

himself in fifth place. Eddie Hart, formerly of Cal,

won the event in a record-tying 9.9. Had Edmondson

finished fourth he would have qualified for the 400

meter relay team. His time was equal to the fourth

place finishers. " '
, .

To end a frustrating week for the former Brum

"^arlvP failed to qualify in the 200 meters later in the

week I. '

Bruin triple jumpers James Butts and Harry

Freeman also missed qualifying for the team. Butts

turned in a 54-8 jump for fourth while Freeman

travelled 54-1 3/4 and gained fifth place. The winning

jump was 56-2, while the leap Butts needed to beat

was Art Walker 55-1 for third place. "

—
James McAlister, competing unattached, placed

eleventh in the long jump. McAUster's best was 24-1.

He had been the twelfth qualifier Friday with a leap

of 24-10.
-—-- " -—'-

7^ '

Finally, there was hurdler Charles -Rich who

almost completed a banner day for UCLA Sunday in

the 110 highs.
.

Turning on the sp^ed toward the finish Rich almost

earned an Olympic spot in his event, but instead was

edged by world record holder Rod Milburn, both at

13.6, for the crucial third spot. Tom Hill won the

event in
i3.5,

which wa§ equalled by Willie Daven-

Port " ._ .
... .

TH4S IS THE WAY TO MUNICH -- Dwight Stones cleared 7-1 to break

Valdry Brumel's record for 18-year olds as he won the Olympic trials

competition at Eugene and became the youngest member of the U.S.

men's track team. ^ ^ -^

Intramural coed volleyball doubles were won by Mike Madden and Rae

Obie. They defeated a team consisting of Dave Schakel, a member of Ball

State's third place* NCAA squad, and Hilary Johnson, who was on the

UCLA Dolls national intercollegiate women's championship sextet, by a

score of 11-7, 11-13, and 13-11.

The South squad for the High School Shrine game will be practicing

here starting July 14. UCLA-bound quarterback John Sciarra, Bishop

Amat, heads the team which will compete against a North squad that is

preparing at USC in the Coliseum on July 27.

The women's self defense club annouces that their meetings will be

every Thursday at 4 in MAC 146.

UCLA's 1972 football press guide is due some time this week. It will be

on sale in Ackerman Union.
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^ CAL JET CHARTERS <
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SUMMER EUROPE FLI6HTS
Don I be misled by lower prtce* Investiqate first' Fly with our reUable charter

qroup Know your tacts on your ct^arter carrier betore yoo sign voor application.

Don t take n chance with an unkown charter airline.

FLIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE ._-__._

(one way or round trip)

JULY, AUG., AND SEPT.

— Round Trip Europe Fligiits —
;):ikiaiKl or LA to London as Ionv as $259 (round trip

[Mkhmd or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $289 (round triv

Oakland or LA to fjrusscls as low as $279 (round tri|

> One Way Flights < —
Oakland o^ LA . ,. . ^ / v

lo London & Brussfh as low as $H9 (one way)

lx)ndon & Biusscls

lo Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)
I

'

Sp«ciol Aug. Howoii FligM '

LH 816 Round Tno LA Honolulu Aoo. 16 30 Si 49 HonoluluLA Pan Am
(Also deporture from Son FroPCisco $159)

•^ Now Available •<-

Those
'COTTON
COMESTO

HARLEM"
cops

are at it

again

* CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE •
(Flights to Europe. NY, Hawaii, and M«ico)

• FALL 1972. WINTER & SPRING 1973

CHARTER FUGHT SCHEDULE •

WRITE OR CALL

FOR SCHEDULE & APPLICATION
AM laret mclvtfc US Federal Taa and Departure Tan where applicable, and an
idmmislrativr Ipe of $4 M ppr person These fares are based on a pro rate share
o( thp total cost artd are sub|pct to an increase or decrpasp deppndin9 on the ac
tiial number of participants on each individual flight Thesf Ch.irter Flights »rt
.iv.iiUbii- only to students, pmpioyrps, staff, faculty, and eKtension students of the
• ;niv«'rMfy ut California and mrmbersof their immediatt familiet. There »r9 NO
Mf tFRSHIP FEES
AM tiightt via certified airlines flying let i'<iuipmviil Complimentary meals and
beverages served in flight

for Applir.ition* fui ther Information write

:

• «

CAL JET CHARTERS
21S0GrMnStrMt
S«n Francisco, California 94123

or call

(41S) 92M434
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Introducing XHMELLE ALLENMusic Composed and Conducted by Donny Hathaway- Supervised by Qu.ncy Jones

ScreenpJay by Bontche Schvweig and P^ggy Elliott • Based upon "The Heats On" by Chester Himes^-
^

Produced by Samuel GoWwyn. Jr • Directed by Mark Warren • TECHNICOLOR*

From Wamer Bros . A Wafr)er Communications Company iowoiw*t sound w>»ct>**»i«»oin
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Runaway bus jumps curb
slams into sorority house

^ ,r
.ki'

By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

A Rapid Transit District (RTD) bus crashed into

the side of a sorority house at 886 Hilgard Ave., after

damaging two unoccupied parked cars and uprooting

a tree, at about 10:55 am Wednesday.

No person was involved except for the driver of the

bus. who reportedly was able to walk away from the

accident. Nevertheless, he was taken away by an

ambulance. >f

Accordiij|Vto eyewitness reports, the bus was
proceeding^outh on Hilgard toward Le Conte Ave.

Dan Wishnetski, a student here, said the bus slid on a

water puddle in the street and hit a sewer drain on

that side of the street.

He said it then veered across to the other side of the

street, and that he heard the crash, but did not see it.

Veered

Will Clark, another student, claims to have seen

the accident in the rear view mirror of his car while it

was also proceeding south on Hilgard. He said the

bus veered out of control to the left side, hit the right

rear portion of a 1968 Ford, grazed a lightpost, and

hit the front of a 1969 Impala and apparently spun the

car half-way around. The front end of the car was

completely demolished.
'

A tree about 20 feet tall in front of the sorority —
Alpha Xi Delta — was knocked over and uprooted. It

punched a hole in the sororityhoiise wall about a foot

deep and five feet in diameter No one was in the
house, since it was closed, as are many others, for
the summer. (A Los Angeles Police officer on the^
scene said that if the house were being torn down "it
certainly has^ a head start.")
Only the front end of the bus and its windows were

damaged, and it was abl^ to beiiriven away. Neither
^^^ ^APD nor RTD officials would make a statement
about the incident.

The owner of the Impala, Rabbi Isaac Soibelman,
returned to his car about 30 minutes after the ac-
cident. Hfe had been on campus to see a dentist, and
said he had owned the car for three months. He also
said his children occasionally wait for him in the car.

•Eee, Jesus Christ"
The owner of the Ford, Bob Schermer, a student

here, arrived from classes about an hour after the
accident and said, "Eee, Jesus Christ," when he saw
his car.

Wishnetski said the bus was travelling 40-45 miles
per hous when it hit th^ water puddle. He said, "The
buses going down Hilgard always go too fast. You
can never get across the street at Le Conte."
Two girls in cars who apparently were also

eyewitnesses were unavailable for comment.
* Small crowds gathered to look at the bus and cars.
They noted that buses coming down Hilgard during
the time after the accident seemed to be going much
slower than usual. '
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ON THE BLOCK — Two adioining fraternity houses
~ Alpha Epsiton Pi, 565 Gayley Ave. and Sigma
Alpha Mu, S59 Gayley Ave. will be sold at auction
Sunday. Both houses have lost money in decent

I

OB ptiotos by Sue $p«rhi»«

years, due to low occupancy rates. The property's

new owners are expected to demolish both structures

and erect high-rise apartments.

-OB photo by Sue SpaHing

RIDE T»^E EXTRACAR — A Rapid Transit District bus travelling south

on Hilgard Ave. went out of control Wednesday, damaging two parked
cars before careening into a vacant sorority house. Only the bus driver

was injured, not seriously.

Failing frat fjouses to be

piacedon auction bioc/c
Two adjoining fraternity houses here go on the auction block at 2 pm __

Sunday at 565 Gayley Ave. — to be sold as one parcel to the highest bid-

der

Whoever that is will probably raze both houses — Alpha Epsilon Phi

and Sigma Alpha Mu— and build apartments instead.

Each house is being sold by its national board of trustees through

Coldwell and Banker, realtors. The property (approximately 160 by 132

feet) is being advertised as "two prime lots with excellent redevelopment

potential and use for immediate income." ^^

-

And there are indications that if, somehow, the new owner allows the

two fraternities to remain as such, he will not receive much jh^e way of

"immediate income." ^
~

The University has given no indication that it will buy the property,

because of the difficulty of having such a project approved. _ ^

Not feasible

Lou Falsenthal, regional governor for Alpha Epsilon Pi, said, -

"Financially, it just isn't feasible to keep^ the fraternity any more,"

sayfng the house had been built to accomodate about 35, but during the

last few years, less than 20 had been living there. He pointed out that

nationally the fraternity has now stretched its resources in financing

houses that are losing money. ^-

AccOrding to Bill Fried, past chapter president, the number of those

living in the house this year has fluctuated between 12 and 17, although

about 28 residents were needed for the house to break financially even.

"The house is accruing debts close to $10,000 a year. With that kind of

payment, the national just can't make it." He estimated the houses total ^>

debt at somewhere near $60,000. . -^
''

Boarders

The fraternity has tried in recent years to take in boarders (residents

who are not members of the fraternity), but according to Marty Smith,

current president, the results were poor, with some either damaging the

property or refusing to pay rent. "The problem with boarders is that they

don't take an interest in the house. To them, it's just like a motel."

Falsenthal said most of the problems began about three years ago,

when the money fbr expenses wasn't given to the national. "There was a ^

group in there that just said. To hell with the national'. The boys who are

there now are suffering for it," he said.

••aose-knit"

Both Smith and Fried said all the "deadweight " from those years has

left and characterized the present fraternity (about 12 members) as a

"close-knit group," but added they needed a smaller house than the

present one. Smith said, "We hate failing all the time, but this house is

really a white elephant."

They blamed bad publicity for the difficulty in operating the house,

saying the Administration here is largely in favor of stud^ts being in

(Continued on Page :i)
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UC to support health facilities bonci ."

f

7 By John Sandbrook ^ *

DB Staff Writer r ^

A massive publicity campaign is being readied by \JC

officials and outside sources to support th6 $156 million

health sciences facilities bond proposition which will ap-.

Poar on the November ballot.

Kach of the nine UC campuses has formed a campus
committee to assist the statewide Citizens' Committee for

Health Sciente Facilities. The UCLA committee, headed by

Hhcba de Tornyay, dean of the nursing school het-e, will

liold its first meeting at noon Tuesday in the Faculty

('enter.

Tornyay expressed optimism that this proposition, as yet

unnumbered, will fare better than Proposition 1, a similar

health sciences facilities construction bond, which was
soundly defeated in the June 2, 1970. elecUons, 2,368,056 to

1.940,964.

Less money
Since this proposition is calling for less money than

Proposition 1 (a $246 million bond issue), we are hopeful it

^«1I be received in a much more favorable light," she said.

Tornyay was an active member of the UC San Francisco

committee as a faculty member there in 1970.

"Some of the wnrrfing nf thiit propniiition may have hurt

it." she said. "The projwsilion appeared soon after the

campus demonstrations relating to Cambodia and Kent

State. There was even a demonstration at UCSF and the

public may well have reacted against seeing medical

students in their white coats marching."

The 1970 proposition was entitled "Bonds to Provide the

University of California Health Science Facilities." Some

observers speculated the words "University of California"

contributed to the defeat of the measure.

More hopeful

"We think the University was held in lower esteem then

than now, " sl?e said, "so we are a bit more hopeful this

Nevertheless, the words "University of California nave

been deleted from the title of the proposition and all cam-

paign material printed so far. The title of this year's

proposition is "Bonds to Provide Health Science

Facilities
'

If passed in November, the measure also will provide

$*r7 7 million and $71.3 million in matching federal and other

non-sUte funds, respecUvely

Seven VC cartipuses are scheduled to receive funds from

the initial $156 million: Davis ($47.3 milUon), San Francisco

($39 3 miltton), Irvine ($37 million). San Diego ($11.5

million), Berkeley ($105 million), Los Angeles ($9.5

million), and Riverside (.$800,000).

Improvements
This campus' share provides for a new School of Nursing

Building, completion of the School of Denistry building,

alterations to the School of Medicine, and removal of safety

deficiencies in the Center for Health Sciences.

Tornyay said her campus committee will concentrate on

the informational aspect of the campaign, while the

Citizens' Committee will handle the campaign urging the

voters to approve the measure.

The publicity campaign already has suffered one

drawback, however Former regent Edwin W. Pauley has

resigned as co-chairman of the Citizens' Committee for

Southern California? Pauley reportedly plans to become

involved in statewide Democratic politics this year and

feels his political activity might harm the non-partisan

bond measure.

A successor has yet to be named.

Also. Gov. Ronald Reagan has yet to express his approval

of the proposition. Tornyay explained that while Reagan did

endorse Proposition l in 1970, his endorsement was "late

and not enthusiastic.**

/'U
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University police report the

following recent crimes and in-

''^^"nlale UCLA student was

arrested early Monday morning

near Sproul Hall on charges of

battery of a police officer and

interference with the duty of a

police officer.

Three University police officers

were involved in stopping a

subject in order to issue a traffic
^

citation on De Neve Circle and

Circle West. The suspect ap-

proached the a^ea and asked,

'What's the trouble here?" He

reportedly did not know the other -

subject.

One of the officers told him the

process was of a police nature and

the officer advised him to remove

himself from the area. The

suspect reportedly stated he was

not prepared to comply, and the

officer advised him to leave a

second time. The officer also told

him that if he did not leave h^

would be placed under arrest for

interference with the duty of a

police officer.
-^

The reporting officers said the

suspec^t appeared to comply with

this, because he began leaving the

area. However, he then turned

around, circumvented the police

Mficers, and approached within

six inches of the subject to whom
the- citation was being issued, in

an apparent effort to com-

municate with him.

The reporting officers said they

tried to apprehend the suspect and

he "became combative." During

the struggle, he reportedly struck

m
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one of the officers several times

and muttered an obscenity at the

officer. The reporting officers

were of the opinion that he was

trying to c^use bodily harm to the

officer with whom he struggled.

That officer sustained a contusion

on the jaw.

The suspect was arrested and

later booked in West Los Angeles.

ir i€ if

Police received a call last week

regarding a disturbance in a

Haines Hall classroom.

The reporting officer said in-

terviews with the subject revealed

the subject to be "incoherent and

irrational in speech." The officer

also said the subject was

repeatedly shouting, "Peace for

our c>iildren, all I want is peace.

Peace, brother."

The reporting officer placed the

subject under protective custody

and transported him to the police

station. Further evaluation of the

subject reportedly showed he was

in a state of mental schizophrenia.

He was later transported to a Los

Angeles County mental health

unit. - ^ '.

if it it ^

A bicycle which was stolen June

24 was recovered last week by its

owner outside Powell Library.

The owner, a student here,

called the police following his

discovery of the bike chained to a

tree outside the library. The of-

ficer checked the frame number

against that of the stolen bike, and

the reportedly matched ^^^^^^

The officer, the owner and a

witness then waited for the person

who had chained the bike, and
when a male suspect unlocked the

bicycle he was placed under
arrest.

The suspect waived his rights

and told the officer that the week
before he had met a male at the

corner of Barrington Ave. and
Wilshire Blvd. who offered to sell

him the bicycle for $20. The
suspect then paid him that

amount. He also told the officer

that he was certain the bike was
stolen.

'k it it

A UCLA student was arrested

last week at his residence by

University police with a total of 31

outstanding warrants: 25 for

violations of the vehicle code, four

for violation of the Santa Monica
Municipal Code, and two for

violations of the Los Angeles

Municipal. He was booked in West

Los Angeles and total bail was set

at $340.
~

'

„

' ' • • *-

, FinaUyv petty theft during the

last week netted $1,118 in 12

, separate incidents. Included

were: two unattended purses,

three fire extinguishers from Lot

2, a television from a Hedrick Hall

room,.' a battery that was ap-

parently taken out of a car in the

Sproul Hall parking lot, a UCLA
master key, six plastic syringes

from the Medical Center, and an

S.E.B. citizen^s band radio,

valued at $451, taken out oh a

locked car in Lot 8.

No bicycles were reported

stolen.
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Antivyar protester found guilty;

Young testifies for the defense

^ . -«*
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^ ByDaveMcNary
DBSUff Writer

Marie Ciccone, one of the 54

persons arrested here by the Los

Angeles Police May 11 in an an-

tiwar demonstration, was found

guilty of violations of the

California Penal Code in a jury

trial last week.

Sentencing will take place later

this month.

She is the first of the 54 to have

her case decided by a jury trial.

Others have pleaded guilty to a

minor charge, had their caSes

dismissed or continued or have

not yet come to trial.

The 54 defendants were all

charged with at least six

violations of the Penal Code, m-

cluding participation in a riot,

disturbing the peace, obstructing

traffic and failure to disperse.

Young testifies

Chancellor Charles E. Young
was called as a defense witness in

the case in order to testify

whether he had told the demon-

strators, upon arrival of the

LAPD, to disperse from the area

around Murphy Hall or from the

. campus. . __

Charges dropped

^Young told the crowd of about

l.doo demonstrators he had l)een

advised by the state fire marshall

that a ".severe fire hazard"
existed as a result of the

barricades on the entrance to

Murphy Hall and that unless the

LAF^D werie called, the fire

department would not provide fire

protection for the building.)

Ann Haskins oT the Legal
Defense Committee testified to
that effect and said the dispersal
order had only applied to the
Murphy Hall area. The
prosecutor, City Attorney William
Reidder, reportedly did not wish
Young to testify, and Haskins said
the charges of violating sections
415.5 (disturbing th^ peace on a
state college or university cam-
pus) and 626.4D (remaining on
campus following the withdrawal
of permission to remain by the
chief administrator) were
dropped by Reidder as a result of
Youngs testimony.

As a result, she said, those

charges will be dropped in the
remaining cases. n

In 19 other cases, the defendants
"copped" a plea — a process by
which the defendant enters a
guilty plea to the lesser charge of
obstructing traffic and ,the City
Attorney asks that the other
charges be dropped. They have all
been placed on probation, with
terms ranging from one to three
years, and/or fined $100 to $250.
Fifteen others have had their

cases dismissed outright or
continued until the fall at which
time the cases will be disposed of.

Nineteen other cases are still set
for trial throughout the summer.

DID YOUR MECHANIC DO THE JOB YOU P/ViD FOR ''''

AUTO- MASTER *-

AT OUR PRICES.
WE CAN AFFORD TO BE HONtST.

•FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
•ELECTR6niC DIAGNOSIS
• 12 MO.- 1 2 OOOMI. WARRANTY
• 24 HR. TOWING SERVICE
-STATE LICENSE

•ONE DAY SERVICE ON MOST CARS
•FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

•$15.95 TUNE UP SPECIAL FOR
VW& 4CYL. PORSCHE

(PARTS AND LABOR)

JDDD A- HEAD IN MANY WAYS

398-9000
BY APPOINTMENT

AUTO- MASTER
4523 CENTINELA AVE.

LOS ANGELES. CALlfORWlA 90066

Fraternities, \ .

(Continued from Page 1)
,

dorms rather than fraternities, along with the image students have of
Greeks as "frat rats."

Members are hoping the buyer will allow them to remain at the house,
but admit that the chances are remote. Nevertheless, they plan to remain
as a fraternity here, hopefully, with a smaller house.
Falsenthal called them "a grand group," and said, *They deserve the

best, and with the help of the national, they'll get it."

The light-blue Sigma Alpha Mu clapboard building (better known as the
"Sammy House) is nothing more than a boarding house. The fraternity
folded in 1969, and remained vacant for a year.

" "^Then, in spring of 1970, nine members of Himalaya House in Hedrick
Hall secured a two-year lease from the national fraternity, contingent on
repairing damages that had occurred during the vacancy, and merely
paying taxes of $2,400 a year. Many of the group are still there.

Roy Campbell, who originally conceived the idea, said the group will

continue to pay the rent as long as someone will take it.

HoMjever, he added, given the high taxes on the property, 'The only
person who's going to want to buy it is going to want to put in a high rise

apartment."

Although a new oWner would have to give only a 30-day eviction notice

to get everyone out, both groups hope they will be allowed to remain in the

houses for the rest of the summer.

UCLA Committ^ on Fln« Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLA's Dosign for Sharing prtiffits

SUMMBR SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (oppostte Schoeuberg Hall)

JroM 3:00 p.111. to 4:00 lun.

July 16 THE BAROQUE JAZZ ENSEMBLE, baroqu* In imrm only m
this unusual grpup compos«d of i»oodwHnd». ptono, boss and porcuuion par-
form a wida ranga of litaratura from l^^ummnn, Vhraldi, Mozart, Villa-Loboa,

Faura to Harbia Hancock and Charlia Parkar.

r^
July 23 WESTW1ND,i group of fiflian dancart.
using such instrumants as flauto, banio, guitar, accc
pipas in music and danca.

July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST is lolaly hnproviaad
mima, music, scanas, gamas, danca and coma-wtiat-may. Fldi a
triggar a rasponsa that's almost loo raal to ba trua. Not jiiat

lifa-forca, projac^.

August 6 ANTONIN HODEK, mfma. a gift of unlcom. a gtMpaa of baauty
— gantia poatry of mmn in moHon and in silanl communication «Mi you, tha,

audianca, accompaniad l>y tt«a sounds of a sola guitar.

including
— you'n
but tha

Demonsiration avoided

as UCSfstrike ends
A planned mass demonstratioa by striking building tradesmen at UC

San Francisco, scheduled for last Wednesday morning, was averted

Tuesday night. \
' .

Chancellor Phillip H. Lee announced the settlement at 6 pm Tuesday,

ending the 82-day old strike of approximately 150 workers at the UCSF
hospitals.

Details of the settlement were not available. The unions, represented

by John F. Crowley of the San Francisco L^bor Council, were demanding
"construction-scale" wages, rather than the lower "maintenance-scale"
wages currently paid by the University.

Crowley entered the hospital soon after negotiations ended and could

not be reached for comment. A spokesmen for UCSF said the settlement

was "a compromise on both sides. We (UCSF) didn't gyve in 100 per cent

and neither did the unions," he said.

The hospitals immediately ended its ban on "elective" admissions,

begun Monday, when UCSF officials feared the planned demonstration
might endanger patients inside the hospital.

j

The UCSF spokesman said the strinking workers had five days in which
to report to work, but that "many of them came to work on Wednesday."

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •
FROM: Offce of Special Scrvkea

:LAln the Sorlns Quarter, 1972, ma
scMlon
hiMon

- your rcsutraaon lecs is avauaoie ana must'be
repaid as soon as your G.IiBil] check is received. The application
[2^nil« available fai tbe Office of Special Services, A.255 Murphy HaU,
ort. 51501.

FROM LOCIINO VISCONIl DIIECIOI OF "THE MMNED" ild lElTH IN VENICE"

ALBERT
CAMUS' THE S1IMNGER

• AND •

J ERZY SKOLOMOWSKI'

S

DEEP END

WITH
MARCELLO
MASTROIANNI

• i I

An Outstanding Tale of Young LOVE . . . AND DEATH

Starring John Moulder-Brown, Jane Asher, and Diana Dors. Music by Cat Stevens

SAT. JULY 15 7:30 PM DICKSON ART CENTER 2160 $1.50
DEEP END will screen at 7:30 P.M. and 1 1 :00 P.M.; THE STRANGER will screen at 9: 1 5 P.M.

• Presented by the UCLA Film Commlstlon •
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BENIN OF AFRICA
i^B ^m •

.

. IMPORTS
AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWEt*Y

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

1, flME ETHNIC COSTUMEi * .

Socialist candidate criticizes

Mc Govern; 'capitalist parties

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI

• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

|657-8256|

1 025 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood

RESTAURANT GUIDE
;H:

A La Crepe Brefonne

1458 Eucl.d (corner uf Broadway)

Q. /\A 451 4307

Cr«p««-cooli«d tU ofcMaiWo««d

way - •v«rylWng lr««l»

Dinners up to %2J5 Cl«»«d Sun &

ff-jL CHAN'S GARDEN
10855 Lindbrook Dr. 4797785

Mondorin & Con»oo«t» Gibio*

Food »o go-Fomily Bonquet

Caterir>g Service

LurKh& Dinner I I om-9 pm Doily

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood nmir Pico _
open 7anfvlam

'Vourmef Soups like

mother never made

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT" a Noturo^ Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekendsll.l?l S.mfa Monica Blvd
--A^J79 99W

"Tin.T floor »o "Papa: Bactre"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
10658 Lindbrook Dr.

474-094«-WWVillaqe

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25. $3.50 & $4.25

AAcDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
1118 WMtwood Blvd.

478-9343

12423 WiUl^.eMvd.

I A 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pino

Now open doily for lumh
' Tues. after .9 pm any piixo $1.75

dine out tonight

Jt:

Andrew Pulley, Vice-

PresidenUal candidate for the

Socialist Workers Party, said here

Tuesday he doesn't expect

•significant numbers" of people

to vote for him and his running

mate, Linda Jenness _
•But we're not naive," he said.

•We're running precisely because

We want to counterpose our

programs to the candidates of the

capitalist parties." He said

another aim of cami)aigning was

to •'popularize" socialism.

Speaking to a group of 20 in

Ackerman Union on the day after

Senator George McGovem locked

up the Democratic Presidential

nomination. Pulley said

McGovern and Nixon would

produce basically the^ same
results if elected.

"The ruling class is not so stupid

as to present us with two Nixons,

and McGpvem would carry out a

policy stfmewhat different from

Nixon's. But the aim is the same
— to keep the capitalists alive and

in power."

Pulley also said the McGoveffl

campaign was "more dangerous"

to the socialist movement
•'because he's fooling everyone."

He likened the campaigtt^tir

Franklin Roosevelt's, because he

felt they both made an attempt to

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY MCAT -DAT

Home Study Review

and Tvting Program
* ^

For information write:

Graduate Studies Center

P.O. Box 386. N.Y.. N.Y. 10011

....

"s

Those
"COTTON
COMES TO

HARL£M

COME
BACK

CHARLESTON BLUE
'

7

-COME BACK CHARLESTON BLUE' A Samuel (kMUf^, Jr- Producto ^

Stamng GODFREY CAMBRIDGE as Gravediner Jones RAYMOND ST JACQUES as Coffin Ed Johnson

Introducing JONELLE ALLEN Musk: Composed and Conducted by Donoy Hatha>«y -Supefvised by Quincy Jones

Screenplay b/ Bontche Sc^Aieto and Peggy Elicit Based upon "The Heats On' by Chester Himes

Produced by Sanr>uel GoWwyn Jr Directed by MarV Warren • TECHNICOLOR*

From Warner Bros.. A Warner CcmrTUjncations CorrxMny \v»o^%aPt>mM^mmmt9,iKomcam»\

F«>« Ktimf IIJfat

.1

/^«^^,s- CREST

NOW PLAYING

/ciMiuiry'Tiy*\

co-opt the radicalism of disaf-

fected groups and then move to

the right.

**We know v^hat McGovem will

do. It won't surprise us to see him

intervene to save capitalism in a

country. We'd be surprised if he

didn't." He also hit McGovem's

positions on defense, the CIA and

labor. ^ -

He urged people not to vote for

traditional party candidates.

"When you vote for a Democrat or

a Republican, you're not

organizing the power of your own

group; you're organizing the

power of the oppressor."

Action by the masses, Pulley

said, is the dnly means for social

change. He attributed the

reduction of U.S. troop strength in

Vietnam from 500,000 to its

present level to the antiwar

movement, **not some c;apitalist

hype." ^

He added, **If it hadn't been for^

the antiwar movement, the United
States would have won the war
years ago."
Pulley is on tour through

Southern California to urge at-

tendance, especially by Blacks, at

the National Peace Action
Coalition convention here next
weekend.
Pulley admitted that there has

been a lack of Black antiwar

activism, due to a "crisis in

leadership." However, he believes

the success of African Liberation

Day, held in three cities May 27,

was an indication of real op-

position by Blacks toU.S. poHcy in

Vietnam. **The sentiment was
that we will not let Africa become
the next Vietnam," he said.

The Jenness-Pulley ticket will

be on 31 state ballots in Novem-
ber. In California, the issue is stiU

in the courts.

Andrew Pulley
DB photo by Sue Sparlin«

> more than IIOOO

eligible employees of

University of California

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deductton
m

(The University-sponsored plan gnderwritten by

California Casualty.)

loin Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

California Casualty

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach

981-4000 625-7272 426-2186 ,

the

UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY

is cordially invited to

A Discussion with

Anna Sokolow
her philosophy of donee

A^nday. July 17 - 8:00 PM ^
^hoenberg Hall

Unsigned editanals represent a majority opinion of the Summer
Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other cohimnB, cartoons and
letters represent the ofanion of the author and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the edUorial board.
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pB Editorial This Is the Army, Mr, Jones

Foresight
The 1971-72 fiscal statem^it of the Communications

Board, released last Friday, is not a pleasant one.

Comm Board, in one year, lost $47,645 and is entering

1972-72 $6,377 in the red.

Comm Board oversees 10 student publications.

Only the Daily Bruin, Ha'am, and the Summer Bruin
finished 1971-72 with a smaller loss than had been
projected for them in their original budgets. The
remaining sev«i — Southern Campds, KLA, UC-TV-
LA, Nommo, La Gente, the Professor Evaluation

Book and Westwind — all ran over budget.

In theory, Conmi Board is the epitome of studiTnt

power on this campus : a student-majority committee
with administrative power to manage its own affairs.

In reality, Conun Board has inadequately exer-

cised its administrative respcmsibility (exemplified

by permitting seven of the 10 publications to operate

beyond their {Nrojected budgets) and, in the instances

when Comm Board has acted, it too often has acted

without sufficient foresight (transferring the

-Professor Evaluation Book — the students' own
evaluation of the faculty here — to the ad-

ministration).

While ^ICb^ budgetary decision may or may not ^^^ ^^^t that you have a shaved and shorn, "clean

solve the inimediate finmidal crisis, it reflects ¥ ^"*"*^^^' '^
'

. .- «.»«u.«^_ u»»

failure to evalua(te and pn^>erly oversee publications

which serve the entire UCLA community.
Comm Board is one of the few places in the

University where students have been ^ven a chance

to demonstrate req;)onsibility, with little or no in-

terference from the faculty and Administration.

It's about time Comm Board do just that.

By Richard Baker
Every summer, -An untold number of UCLA

students march offCtO defend their country for two
weeks at military reserve training camps. These
men enjoy participating In many diverting sports

and games provided to them free of charge by the

military. Among the amusements these men enjoy at

their summer homes away from home are assaults

on beaches, assaults on bunkers, assaults on WACs,
close order typewriter drill, and search and acquire
missions to the nearest post exchange.
Most reservists today were reeled into the military

during the Vietnam build up. The reserves was one of

the few legal ways to avoid being sent to Vietnam by
the friendly neighborhood draft l)oard. Now that the

War has been wound down (Nixon's terminology)
and the draft is no longer a threat, the Government
cannot even pay people to join the program. No one is

that dumb. Increased benefits and incentive

programs have been tried with little success. The
main problem is that, no matter what the facade, the

program is basically still the Army.
-For example, envision a paunch-encrusted part-

tinie officer of a reserve unit. He is a man who
persists in believing that he is a lineal descendent of

John Wayne. He insists that reservists must have
short hair, shorter even than the regular Army. This

is embarassing for the student reservists, and most
of them are students. When most of your fellow

students and most of your professors have long hair,

long side-burns, mustaches, and t}eards it is ex-

tremely embarassing to walk around broadcasting

act that you have a shaved and shorn, "clean

^eut'*liook. Some military expert in Washington has

obviously decided that it is best to be bald while

defending the country on a part time basis. And then,

of co^rse, t^ere are the lovely uniforms. Remember
the scene in any one of a hundred World War II

movies where Richard Widmark or Gregory Peck
walks into a room and the heroine falls faint at the

sight of his bulging chest full of campaign ribbons.

Today the reservist finds himself stripping out of his

uniform as fast as he can after a dusty day of

defending. If he were to walk into the local night spot

wearing his Khaki clown suit he would be shunned

like the plague. Uniforms don't turn girls on any

more, and neither do they turn the reservist on. They

are baggy, hot, uncomfortable, and those are the

good qualities.

Speaking of local night spots, since the reservist is

ordinarily away from home during summer camp he

ordinarily l)ehaves like a Shriner at a convention.

Skirt chasing is the favorite passtime of the summer
soldier The Army discourages this kind of activity

by strategically placing its summer camps in the

middle of deserts and on the edge of swamps.

The logistical planning for training is amazing to

behold. For example, Californians train in Virginia,

New Yorkers train in Arizona, and Floridians train in

Maine. These logistical decisions were made in order

to cut the costs of annual training. We would love to

know what an increase in costs would have meant.

Ah, yes, but it's all worth it. Besides the fact that

it's only the taxpayers' money, we must also, think of

the defense of the country. Reservists defend us.

They have managed to defend us from unarmed
students at Kent and Jackson State. They have also

managed to be the first soldiers slaughtered in any^

foreign war. It is easy, you see, for the President to

call up the reserves, presume that they are well

trained, and send them off to be shock forces until the

regulars arrive. This strategy results in 80^90 per

cent casualties to the untrained reserve units, but it

is worth it in order to defend the country.

So let's all wave our red, white, and blue himd-

kerchiefs when the reserves march by this summer*
Remember, they may look sloppy, Init better them
than you.

She Crucified The Reople,

And AnylxxJy Else In Her Wayc

^

SOW StCOSD BIG WHh.K !

2:15,4:15.8:15.8:15.10:15 p.m.

Midfiifht Show Fri/Sat 12:15 a.m.

^isoiN HARtOR aMEMA 2 STADIUM DRIVE IN 1

oRANGt: COUNTY Costa Mesa 714/646-0573 Orange 714/639 8770•**»*« ^-^^^^***'*' ********
Th« advertisement ha« bee« paid for by Warner Bros.,

who would love n»e CandidMe to be a winner

1^* **#*»#«' «**^* ***********
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'Xittle Mother
starring Christiaiie Kruger Siegfried Rauch and Mark Damon
in Eaatmanootor , , .

,

Directed biy Radley Metzger

Refeaaed by /^N Audubon Films
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DON'T SAY "NEVER ON SUNDAY"

TRY BEVERLY HILLS COAAMUNfTY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCK
SOS N. Rod«) Orivt, Beverly Mills _

SufMUys: church school and adult discussion, 9 30 a.m.

^lorsh.p and pafio fellowship, l^OOf^"^

Rev. David Rees, associate 27I-5IM

tF-«'

\

Program coordinator blasts DB

Le Hair Stylists^ ^^,^_ 478-7779

\WWh UcTnl. Av«. (Brtw«, Broxlonls. Goyl.yK 4787770

w..»wood viiiog.
^g^ ^ WOMEN HAIR STYLING

UCIA DISCOUNT SHAMPOO, HAIRCUniNG & BLOW DRY

for RAZOR CUTS, ALSO

«

"
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LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS DO THE WORK

• NEW IN TOWN?

• APT TOO SMALL?

• RENTS TOO HIGH? "j^

• LOSING A ROOMMATE? -t.-—.- --_

• ON YOUR OWN?

ROO/V\/UATEFINDERS
2288 Westwood Blvd.,

475^631

SX. WED. THRU SAT JULY 12- AUG 5
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Kditor:

The Upward Bound program

presented iR-tfiS^ article on Up-

ward BounU (July 11) has nothing

in commoA with the actual Up-

ward Bound program here at

UCLA. The article gave a com-

pletely distorted picture of the

program. Even the title of the

article, "Upward Bound: a

chance at success for the poor," is

demeaning to the students, who

are very intelligent and successful

in their own right.

The fact that NONE of the

words of the students who were

interviewed were included in this

article further distorts the pic-

ture. The student's views about

the program are extremely

necessary to present a balanced

picture of how the program really

is. .

I myself was misquoted and

quoted out of all context numerous

times throughout the article. I

cannot even recognize my words

and the ideas they convey as ideas

of mine. Moreover, my job is the

management of mainly budgetary

and staff personnel affairs, and

therefore I can hardly be

representative of either the staff

or the student body.

May I also add that the program

director, Bobby L. Smith, who was

described as having attended

UCLA on a football scholarship,

also received his JD Degree from

the UCLA School of Law in 197L

The fact that "Miss Yanagihara

is herself opposed to programs

such as Upward Bound, since she

"made it" on her own, without any

assistance, combined with the

Daily Bruin's traditional policy of

insensitivity toward Third World

groups, presented the UCLA
community with a very poor

picture of Upward Bound, when in

fact it is an excellent program

CLASS
NOTES

with an outstanding staff and

student body.

Upward Bound staff members

have several times submitted

articles about Upward Bound,

which were never considered

worthy of printing by the Daily

Bruin. One suspects that the

reason they so quickly printed an

article written by an outsider, an

article thoroughly distorting the

program and its members, was

because they are more in

agreement with her vi^w than

with the truth.

Kathy Ramsden
Upward Bound Coordinator

^ Collaboration
Editor:

Militant protest against U.S.

involvement in Indochina and

racism has forced the Ad-

ministration to drop its liberal

cover. The administration has

collaborated with and is con-

tinuing to collaborate with the

police, in an attempt to bring to

(in)justice those who would force

an end to the war, and combat

racism, through taking militant

action.

In a Daily Bruin article last

week. Chancellor Young admitted

that he and his staff were aiding

the police in t^e identification of

student pictures. Dean Atkinson

told one student during her initial

disciplinary interview that his

evidence and the police^s evidence

were "identical." "It's a two-way

street, you know," he said.

These admissions show that the

earlier indications of possible

administration-police collusion

were exactly what they seemed:

Dean Ringler's threat the evening

of the earlier student-police

confrontation that several

students would be arrested not

PANTS SHIRTS- ACCESSORIES

TODAY'S STYLES AT POPULAR PRICES

FOR
STUOEMT - WORKER - LOAFER

BUSINESSMAN - PROFESSIONAL

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

). KiNNYwmm
m AMJPINA

MAIIK V8UUII/INIIIAIW KAYUN
"THE PHIORESCENT LEECH AND EOOIE"

1

M̂ SUNDAY, AUGUST 6 7 3o pm
ALL SEATS KESEIVED: $7.S0, (.50, S30, 4JO,

TICKITS AVAILABLE AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL, 2301 N. HIGHLAND AVT.

AND SO CALIF. MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL AGENCIES,

ALL TICKETRON LOCATIONS WALLICH'S MUSIC CITY STORES AND
BY MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD BOWL, P.O. BOX 1951,

INCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVElOff

.

FOR INFORMATION DIAL 87-M-U-S-l-C
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IS 00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C - Plog
Art 54 Kaplan
Economics lOlA Murphy
Economics 180 Murphy
Education 112 Kieslar
History 174B Weiss
Political Sceince 140 Baerwald
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 Carder
Psychology 130 Faw

JULY SPECIAL

LO-RISE

"We' have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes

nnd Monarch Notes"

frw addilional courses call or

come in

TuM W«d Thurt. 10-2

1085UINDBROOKDR
1 BIkN. Wilshire-

\\/2 BIk. E. Westwood .

478-5289
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GOOD FIT FOR
GUYS OR GALS

Well Kriwr Brand

Ym Will Ricasnize
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NATIWULLV mm IMMS TBIt CM TRUST!

LWI HARRIS A 1 , H D LEE

SWANK VAN HEUSEN' BUXTON

LANCER WEMBLY. KENNINGTON

HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY HANES

PARIS INTERWOVEN . . HOLMAN

MEN'S
APPAREL

11911 SANTft MONICA BLVD 4]8 9595

2 Blk^ Ecist o* Bundy 0^.'

f'ARK Fp[E I^J PICKS lOI
OPfN SUNDAVS n 1

ju^t disciplined if "anything
happened the next day"; Chan-
cellor Young's threat that same
night that the Tac Squad would be
called in if there were any
"gatherings'* of people; campus
police asking student parking
attendants and departmental
secretaries to identify student
pictures for possible prosecution;

Dean Ringler's continued iden-

tification of pictures for the

LAPD; students being arrested

both on campus and at home by
University police accompanied by
LAPD on off-campus charges
Apparently, ,the collusion which
Chancellor Young now admits to

has been going on for a long time.

.^^Chancellor Young must have
some very strong reasons for

abandoning his liberal facade.

The administration is very con-

cerned that the theory of student

apathy that they have been
pushing lor two years has bjeen

shown to be a myth. They now
have to resort to intimidation in

their attempt to destroy the anti-

war and anti-racism movement at

UCLA. " •

By using the threat of

University discipline and arrest^

they hope to stifle militant

political action. The barring of

SDS without, a hearing or

statement of charges is part of

this strategy: by denying the right

to organize to an anti-war anti-

racism organization like SDS,

they make clear that this right is

to be accorded only to those

groups that do not seriously

challenge the status quo This

shows the importance the ad-

ministrfiion attaches to

repressing anti-war anti-racist

ideas. — -i^-^•_ . _
By banning SDS, the ad-

ministration places itself even

further to the right than Nixon's_
Supreme Court. Even this court,

which ruled that blacks can be

barred as guests in private clubs,

and that a reporter has to reveal

confidential information if asked

by a grand jury, nevertheless did

not go so far in encroaching upon

civil liberties as to rule that an

organization like SDS could be

banned by a uniyersity unless a

very strong case could be made

that it had violated reasonable

campus rules. The UCLA ad-

ministration has taken this fur-

ther step, in blatant violation of

the court's ruling.

The administration hopes that

sanctions against some student

strikers, collusion with LAPD,

and the peremptory, banning of

SDS will instiU fear and "respect"

. among students. But in fact most

students have reacted to the

measures with anger and outrage

This anger and outrage must be

channelled into constructive

action. We must show the ad-

ministration that students will no

stand for such repression. Fignt

the banning of SDS and demon-

strate your support for those who

are being persecuted by the

university and the courts.

Bill Grecnberg. Grad. Linguistics

Steve Cushlng, Grad. Linguistics

Ruth Kennedy. Grad. History

Fri Self Midnight

rilmsSl.25

July W & 15

Elliot Gould
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Son 01 Butlirle Meets THE HOBO!

.'• '-'^
• ^

It is difficult to view Arlo Guthrie's Hobo's Lullaby

(Reprise MS 2060) as an individual effort, since the

great balance of the album depends on the abilities of

others. These others' participatory efforts include, in

part, the musical virtuosity of Byron Berline, Ry
Cooder, Doug Dillard, GibGuilbeau, Linda Ronstadt,

and the songwriting of Hoyt Axton, Woody Guthrie,

Bob Dylan, Steve Goodman, and, oh yes, Arlo

himself. Arlo has written only two songs this time

around, quite a departure from his last release.

WashiiigtonCountry was a joy, one of those

irresistable albums that sustains its initial impact

regardless of how many times it is heard. Hobo's

Lullaby is something else again, for although it

captures the lively spirit of Arlo, it fails to present

the many facets Arlo has to offer.

Steve Goodman's ''City of New Orleans,'' a song

John Prine captioned "the best damn train sonjg I

ever heard," has proven to be a Top 40 hit for Arlo.

'Good morning America how are you/Don't you

know me I'm your native son/I'm the train they call

the city of New Orleans/I'll be gone five hundred

miles when the day is gone," sings Arlo, but he

doesn't quite match Goodman's original version.

Arlo's own songs, "Mapleview (20%) Rag" and
"Days Are Short" are only adequate, providing a

bluegrass instrumental and a cliche ridden ballad —
very disappointing. '

The strongest songs on the album are those written

long ago. Arlo's performances of "Ukulele L.ady"

and "Anytime", both hailing from the 30's, are pure
fun, "Ukulele Lady" complete with a chanting male
chorus and, of course, ukulele, and "Anytime" with a
superb dobro and guitar arrangement. Arlo and his
chorus of friends succeed well with Hoyt Axton's
"Lightning Bar Blues" and "Somebody Turned On
the Light", but Dylan's "When the Ship Comes In" is

lackluster and sadly out of place.

Clearly, Woody Guthrie's "Hobo's Lullaby" is the
high point of the entire record. The song is a
masterpiece, Arlo's sensitive and restrained
delivery and the beautiful violin/guitar ac-

companiment adding the perfect touch. ( "Go to sleep
you weary hobo/Let the towns drift slowly by/Can't
you hear the steel rails humming/That's the hobo's
lullaby'''). The relative simplicity of the
arrangement substantiates the theory that a' Igood

song needs little external improvement "Hobo's
Lullaby" is an eternal testimony to the legendary
talents of Woody Guthrie.

And what of the son, what of Arlo himself? Hobo's
Lullaby is a strong indication of Arlo's attitute at the

present, his preferen9e to rely on other talented

people rather than stand alone. The album is cer-

tainly uneven, a confused collection of songs and
influences, but there are moments when Arlo does
stand alone. Arlo Guthrie at his best is worth the

price of admission. Let's hope that next time he
realizes this.

' — Marsha Necheles

r ,,/ ' '

,.*H_ .'

Life is Just a Hollywood Bowl of Cherries

The Hollywood Bowl has come a long way since it was
known as Daisy Dell, "that enchanting outdoor theatre,"

and L.A.'s culture moguls envisioned concerts there for 25f

aieat. In the last fifty years the prices have changed, but

the Bowl has weathered financial deficits and Los Angeles'

lapses of artistic conscience, retaining its reputation as a

relaxing place to enjoy good music and let the kiddies run

wild with trees and stars included in the price of admission.

While most would agree that the programming at the

Bowl is getting better all the time — this summer's
programs include Beverly Sills, Misha Dichter, Norman
'Treigle in the cast of thousands not to mention an overdose
of Beethoven, — one persistent gripe is the acoustics in the

17,000-seat amphitheatre. When Daisy Dell was first

discovered, the reverberation level was about zero, no echo.

It wag an ideal place for concerts as long as the surrounding

noise level didn't change but, as such things tend to happen
in Los Angeles, one bouncing baby Hollywood Freeway was
built and the traffic load on Highland Avenue increased

r

from 100 cars an hour to over 3000. Decibels later, the Bowl

management claims the problem has been solved with the

installation of cardboard "sonotubes," tall cardboard

tiparillo-type cylinders on the sides of the stage.

The Bowl's size and informality do offer an opportunity

for most economic groups to hear fine music inexpensively,

as many tickets for this summer's performances will be

available for only $2 or $3 (price not including the nec-

cessary telescope for sections x through z.) Three mini-

marathons — Baroque, Beethoven and Stravinsky — and a

workshop of new music on July 26 will be available to

concertgoers at $1.50 a seat.

In the more rustic days of the Bowl, hazards to per-

formances were not airplanes or traffic noise. Robert

Sevems, now chief administrator of the Musci Center

Operating Company, who did everything at the Bowl but

'dig it out of the hill ', tells one story about the "black and

white striped animals who were annoyed with the 2-legged

ones who ran them out of their hollows. One night, one of

them decided to walk through the box of one of the biggest

backers during a concert. He caused quite a sensation, but

not as big a^ some smart-alec maintenance man who
burned some creosote to cover the smell and really drove

everybody out."

This year's fiftieth birthday celebration marks the fact

that, despite some opinions, there's been art in Los Angeles

for at least fifty years, and, more important, that this fcity

can support a cultural attraction. Even the Los Angeles

Times, which usually goes out of its way to prove it's not in

Dorothy Chandler's pocket, editorialized a Happy Birthday

for the Hollywood Bowl. As a chapter in the California Myth

(serving as the site for episodes of Charlie Chan, Frank

Sinatra and Gene Kelly in "Anchors Aweigh," and even

'Mannix " and "The F B.I."), an arena for all kinds of

talent, and a way to enjoy summer nights, the Hollywood

Bowl has a past and a future.

— Heidi Yorkshire
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Now rtirough Sunday

THE JOHNNY OTIS SHOW
Coming N-rf July 1»-22

THE PURE FOOD & DRUG ACT
with DON "SUGARCANF' HARtiS

& MAKVEYMANDEL

Acl<les* Art Songs I American Gothic

X

eazzarri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

SWAY PRODIGY RAIN FOREST

Monday - Lad.es n.ght, L*d*es admitted free

AawVp CONTEST S300 GRAND PRIZE

^'^^
Sunday^ Groov.n' Adm.ss.on FREE before 8 pm

Pizza Palace branin&lampert
In The Village

478-0783
L

"old tyme movies and cartoons

day and nigh*'

Trouhadoiir
9081 Son to Monica Blvd.

LA ' - *

276-6168

Now thru July 16

DAN HICKS & HIS HOT LICKS

<ONEEBLAKLEY
Coming Nod SEALS & CROFT

MOVIEGUIDE

AidieVlsial
Fri. & Sot. 7:00 & 9:30 pm $1 50

HAROLD LLOYD FILM FESTIVAL

FEATURING "NEVER WEAKEN",

1730 Westwood Blvd.

('72 bik. N. ol SM Blvd.)

475-3033 ^ ^

-^GET OUT AND GET UNDER". "SAFETY LAST'.

>ior« fhorH and a dottic Uoyd looturo o( tho

I92at.

Beverlii canon

205 North Canon Drive

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244 -,

Stanley Kubrik't

DR. STRANGELOVE

David Ackles' AmericaB Golhic (Elektra

75632) is one of the greatest albums of

decade, and hopefully will become as imi

the seventies as 9gt. Pepper's was to the sixti

overall quality of the record is so inspiring

influence it may have on subsequent rect

bound to breathe some new life into contemr

music. American Gothic is Ackles* third all _

other two being The Road to Cairo and Subway
i

Country, which were received well critically
(|

compared in some circles to Leonard Cc

Randy Newman) but never made much of dent^

commercial market. But American Gothic is

unique, refreshing concept today that it is

being called the album oif the year.

American Gothic is a concept album

Ackles over a two year period while he ii^

England, getting a perspective on Ameri(

which comes across in this disc as vitally as i

of other great American composers such as <

Gershwin and Ives. Ackles has assimilat

brilliant tonal theories of Copland (which

few bars of music to portray, without a doubt, aj

swept prairie or an emotional confrontaton

Man and Nature) along with the Tin Pan AUe

jazz and Broadway traditions of the

thirties. His progressive chord voicings

unpredictable resolutions and harmonic excii

that makes the orchestral portions shine]

exuberance and depth. Ackles' lyrics

sentimental probings with unforced rhymes

attention to . craftmanship that one expects
|

our best songwriters. He has written

reflect many aspects of American life with a

cynicism that does not accept injustice, but kc

measure of faith in the American way of life.

writes straightforward powerful songs on

necessary levels, and contributes large amc

stunning piano work along with his deep-i

resonant vocals.

American Gothic," which leads the album off, is

an immediate indication of the unique methods

\ckles uses in constructing his musical textures —
many times he will fill out a tonic chord at the end of

a strain by singing either the third or fifth note in the

chord rather than the first, filling out the chord

vocally in an unorthodox way, since usually singers

take the easy way out and sing 9 "c" on a "c chord"

rather than an "e" or "g." The song on a lyrical basis

reminds one of the bizarre character in "Candy

Man" from the last album — Mr. and Mrs. Horace

Jenkins of Ackles' "American Gothic" are drunks,

materialists and sexual deviants. Ackles' resounding

conclusion is far from a condemnation, though:

They suffer least who suffer what they choose."

TWO love songs, "Love's Enough" and "One Night

Stand" are amazingly tender withoift becoming

maudlin. "One Night Stand," which concerns the

speaker's involvement with an overnight lady friend,

contains many lines which give an interesting

psychological study of the narrator as he attempts to

reconcile the relationship to his usual life. "Well, it's

sure been nice — I might even miss you/ Hey,

whatsyourname! come here, Tm gonna kiss you/ Oh
I^ish it wasn't a one night stand" is his confused

parting line.

Ackles proves himself a match for Randy NeWman
when it comes to satire during "Oh, California! " and

Blues For Billy Whitecloud." The former is a tin

pan alley salute to the golden state where "concrete

aod chromium adorn ya/ home of MacDonald's and

the Ice Capades/ think of all the blond braids/ We'll

be happy behind our rose-colored shades" and "the

road to tomorrow is a dead end doubt." As for the

music, Ackles says he visualizes a line of Rockettes

doing high kicks behind him for this one. "Blues for

Billy Whitecloud" utilizes a swing/boogie-woogie

Paul Whitemanish arrangement to emphasize the

persecution of one particular American Indian who

suffers abuse while the clal-iqets rock out behind
him. "£;»

Although every tune has quite a bit to offer, one
real standout is "Ballad of the Ship of State," wrjtten
about the Vietnam veterans: "Is this ship going
home?/ Will you take some old young men for crew?/
We left our flag in Utters/ where it feU along the
shore/ You say the flag's what matters/ But nothing
matters anymore/ Cause you're ten years overdue/
Ten years! " The poignancy of the lyrics are helped
by the divided melodic material, the whimsical
portion going to the officers and the agonized tearful
soldiers' cries being juxtaposed to that. When Ackles
sings "Do you have some room within your hold/ For
some friends of our who won't be growing old?" the
emotion is at an unbearably intense level.

The album's epic is "Montana Song," which begins
with a passage similar to something in Copland's
"Appalachian Spring" and proceeds for ten glorious
minutes through some of the most brilliant or-
chestral writing available on a "pop" record. The
sharp horns, the strong cellos,, the jumpy piano and
clarinet parts and the heroic lyrics create perhaps
the album's flnest ihoment. Using the story line of a
man returning to his ancestor's home in order to get
in touch with history, (and himself), Ackles creates
an optimistic, vitality-filled view of America's
potential as succeeding generations gain from the
previous. The unusual musical backings give clear
images and emotional frames, building up the im^
pactso that lines such as "March 1st, 1921 : last night
papa died/ left one horse, a plow, a gun, this bible
and his bride" gain even additional power. —
-There is more to say, but not more than can be

conveyed by listening to American Gothic at one
sitting and taking in all th^ marvelously un-

pretentious "art songs" for yourself. David Ackles
has produced his music^ which I hope soon will more
universally "ours."

Mark Leviton

THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE / Qnr Classical Corner

PACIFIC'S

Beverly Hills

Jtodlvy Mttigmr'A,

UHLE MOTHER (R)

Wilshire Blvd. al Canon Dr. ^i-- —
1 L.IL C«.* ^1 R*w«rlv Dr Mon.-Fri. 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

271 n 21 ^ * ^" ^^^°' ^'^^' *^®' *'^°' *^^°' ^^^^

Mahler's Fourth Symphonj the

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Brill
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487
L1>»

^oboH Rvdford

THE CANDIDATE

Doily2 15.4:15,6:15,8:15. 10:15

Fri. + Sat. MidniglitlZIS

Clierama Bone
Sunset Near Vine —

-

Hollywood
466-3401

'

. Only Soutttorn California SItowing

Alfred Hitchcoo.'t New Masterpiece

FRENZY (R)

Doily al 12:30, 3:00. 5:30, 8:00, 10:30

Plus Fri & Sal. midnigtil show*

Bel Mar
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

JcKk Lommon

THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
& Ron** Taylor

MADE FOR EACH OTHER
$1.00 par porton par coupon

W«dnM<lay Lodiot night $1.00

fiorijoi
LoBrea at Melrose

WE 4.2944

Goorgo C. Scott

HOSPITAL
&

SUCH GOOD FRIENDS

Nig>4iy at 7 pm Saturday & Sundoy m«*ino

Mahler's Fourth Symphony brings to a close the first penod of that

composer's cycle of symphonies. It is the last of these works untU the vast

Eighth to make use of the voice, and the first of them to be a four

movement work from its inception, (the First started hfe as a five

movement work) a format he wa? to use for the Fifth and Sixth as weU

However, the Fourth is much more inUmately related to the Second and

Third Symphonies than to the later ones due largely to its final

movement. '

. , ^.^ jji r toAi
The Fourth was completed in full score sometime in the middle of iwi

and first performed later that November in Munich with Mahler con-

ducting. However, the fourth movement was written nearly ten years

earlier, in March of 1892, as an orchestral setting of one of the poems from

"Des knaben Wunderhom ", an anthology of German folk poetry which

supplied Mahler with texts for both the Second and Third Symphomes.

Thus the Fourth actually began life some two years before the completion

of the Second.
^ ...'._, u j •

But the story is still more comphcated. Mahler had in-

tended to use the song setting as the final movement of the Third Sym-

phony as late as August 1896, but decided against this someUme before

that work was published in 1898. Nevertheless, there are musical men-

tions of the finale of the Fourth in the existing body of the Third which

almost result in making the Third and Fourth a ten movement unit.

"Almost " because, although the first three movements were written to

accommodate the finale, the Fourth is much more sparsely orchestrated

than anything else Mahler ever did. It calls for an orchesfra of only four

flutes, three oboes, three clarinets, three bassoons, four horns, three

trumpets, harp, strings, percussion and a soprano. The general volimie

level is very low ( Mahler even reorchestrated several sections to reduce

the level) and there is a feeling of i

of its duration that is unique in his|

Our featured r^ording iOz-"

Jascha Horenstein conducting

Margaret Price in the last move

formances by the same forces I

but this is not a tape of a live perfo

may Uke a bit of hunting to find a f

George Szell's recording has
"

this work for me. Of the seven i

always had the best combinati

proach, fluency of performance

comparing the present performa

with Szell's. The Horenstein vr^

a revelation of this score.

The first movement, an odd

combined with the initial glimm«

finale, is realized here with a

consistency never heard before^

solutely right for each section,
-

properly where required

The second movement (

features a violin soloist who at

whole tone. The writing for^be f

in a spectral but not very men

present recording one might noU

movement at too fast a clip ev»i

pace. Without haste." The air 6ft

and restraint throughout most
lie output.

Pleasure CFP 45ft^ offering

>n Philharmonic with soprano

fs made following concert per-

*re was plenty of preparation.

It is an English import, and it

illy that has a copy.

the yardstick performance of

I own of the symphony, it has
^lity to the score, logic of ap-

ty of orchestral playing. After
Szell's I was disappointed ~

ly not a performance at all, but

je in cheek look into the past
' heaven we are to enter in the
a humor, an elegance and a
ymphony. The tempi are ab-

^ well maintained and repeated

led it "Death Strikes Up")
|ys his instrument timed up a
fell as for the orchestra results

However, until hearing the
|t most everyone else takes the

is marked "At a comforUble
vastly heightened here over

anything I have heard previously, either on record or in live per-

formance. The violin soloist, Rodney Friend, is excellent.

The third movement is the toughest. The temptations to take liberties

with the score for immediate effect are great and too many conductors let

parts of it get away from them. Even Szell seems to put in an accelerando

here and there, even failing to repeat a tempo just right in a couple of

spots. Horenstein, however, does a great job with this movement. At first

listening it may sound a bit restrained, but it is both a better reading and

. a more logical part of the whole than any other. Especially praiseworthy

is the portion from about bar 314 to the end of the movement and the way
he builds up to this point; it is here that the celestial gates begin to open in

preparation for the finale.

Margaret Price has become a well known name only very recently, but

her singing here is extraordinary. The Price voice conveys the required

innocence and delicacy outstandingly well. In addition, she uses her in-

strument intelligently, precisely and expressively, and Horenstein's

accompaniment is paced so that the singer never sounds either rushed or

retarded. This movement is the finest accomplishment on this recording.

To the unaccustomed ear this record may seem to have been recorded

at a very low level, but that is not the case; it is simply the nature of the

music and the fact that the engineers chose to allow a wide dynamic

range. The sound is well suited to the music, very well integrated and

balanced, but still sharp and well detailed.

This recording, then, is a new standard for this symphony. It is difficult

to review such a recording since there are no caveats to be spoken about

it. On the other hand it is because of performances like this that one

listens to new records. This is simply a brilliant work on the part of

everyone involved. — Terry Barron
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BED KNOBS & BROOMSTICKS

&
SON OF FLUBBER

Beginner's Luck \l Patton Pending

Hollywood Paclllc VoZV-t'^;'/

Uii!:':^''^ A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

466-5211 1130. 3:00. 5 30. 8 00. 10 30

A LAEMMLE THEATER

LOSNIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

GoorgM Froiu'l

THOMAS, THE IMPOSTER

& Morcol Pagnol't

LEHERS FROM MY WINDMILL

Coming Aug. 2: Jonut QoMict Film Fostrvd

Miylilr
214 Sonta Monka Blvd.

ScMifo Monko
451-4625

Jopanwo Film Fortival

July 14-18 Fri.-Tuw.

THE END OF SUMMER &
CHUSHINGURA ~

David Patton's album, Buckeye,
(Wooden Nickel WNS 1005) is, for the most
part, a lightweight album of fluff folk

ballads and fluffler flolk-rockers, attuned

to the country tradition and sensitive to the

rock and roll genre.

Buckeye is, however, recognizably a

beginner's album — not because it lacks

professional polish (the work is com-"

petently produced by Wooden Nickel

president Jim Golden) , but because Patton

lacks the consistent lyric maturity to

sustain a total work.

The potential is there. Patton's tune,

"Like Tonight " (Side Two, Track Two) is

a serious and sensitively drawn look at his

own situation as an individual and a poet. ^

"Some people think of me as a machine
Crank him up and he'll turn 'em out

Oh so neat and clean

But sometimes you know it don't

turn out that way
wno am i to tninR someone would

listen anyway?
I don't know anymore
And I don't think I care

Sometimes } think it's good

At times it just ain't fair— like tonight"

While many of Patton's tunes seems to

obscure his lyrics (which is annoying even

though he isn't Neil Young), the roetody

which frames "Like Tonight" draws at-

tention to the poignant lyric content, and

the track, as a whole, displays musical and
'

pontic competence not evident in the

remainder of the album.

It is to Patton's credit that, in choosing

material for Buckeye, he inchided two

good old HearU and Flowers Larry

Murray songs — "Dakoto" and "Lookin

Good " — which are, with the exception of

"Like Tonight ", the tastiest pleoes on the

Ip. Larry has a talent for writing whim-

sical, unpretentious lyrics. "Dakota" !•

the story of a dancing Dear f

in a rural gas stal

Murray's lyncan

is a brief, but^

the possibility «

all of hfe s puzi'

It is by contn

material that pal

than adequate ^

Got Hair". ;'He^

Swamp River"

related to John

Bayou" inanity

expenenced cooi

Buckeye IS noia

not the least bit «

competing
wiUi

Gordon Ligh^^^^

composers who
?^

articulate
their^

•ess reliant ^
techniques to em

ordinary
music**

ly example of

in' Good"
reflection on
answet^ to

Murray's
>nes seem less

>Je in Dallas
le Blow" and
n^ore closely

")wn By the
Murray's

'in fact, it's

put Patton is

Penvers and
pic world —
fitter able to

"^ Patton, and
production

Ml that is only
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MOVIEGUIDE
1 ^

*.. >*

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

MOiICa I

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

WMMor of 2 Acatfomy

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA

0^ 1:00. 4c00, 7:00. lOKK)

' StaHi Wad: Pint CoiNNHMl in "Joo KM"

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Moiica II

1 332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686- .

Loa Marvin, Gono

PRIME CUT
pl«M Kris KrisloffOTMn in

Cisco PIKE

MUSIC Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Dohenyl
274-6869

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Naiioial
10925 Lindbrook Drive

4792866

Charlie Chaplin in v^
i

THE GREAT DICTATOR

Shockar of Ih* Yaar

THE OTHER (PC)

Ddly 2:15. 4:13. 6:15, «:IS. 10:15

man Iieaiar
1 1272 Santo Monka Bhrd.

WLA. -

478^79 i

Sal. July 15

KING KONG & PSYCHO
Sun. July 16 & TuM. July 18.

FRANKENSTEIN &DRACULA
. A-^'

Brieaiai

CtwrtlOi Haiton & Jaw*— Brolln

SKYJACKED
~ & JamOTCobum

7425 SunteT
876^212

- THE CARE^ TREATMENT^
$1 for ono porton w/llii» coiifMiajpki* Curronl UCLA rag card

Serfy no* good Sahirdoy nigKl oftor 5 p.m. ;r,

^ ^.

_. — .- ^—-J . i.

—

Jodi Lommon & Borbara Harris

Pll PlClllC r
7554 BeveHy Blvd. WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
WE 8-7070

Free Parking SI lor ono porMn «»/«• coupon plus currom UCLA r«B cord

. - Sorry no! good Solurdeynlghldlor 5 p.m.

^.

PACIFIC'S

faitairs
Hollywood ol Vine

Alan ArUn & SoNy KoNormon

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS (PG)
->| . . .. LL^- — -

4697161
Dotfy 12:90. 2^30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10.30

PACIFIC'^- •

ncwiid
Pico Near Westwood
2728239

--^ -

SlMhisbadi

SHAFTS BIG SCORE (R)

plos

SnriNG TARGET IR)

Mon. thru ^ri. Q^on 6 pm
Sot. & Sun. Oppn 12 noon

4--—"-- "-1—=
A LAEAAMLE THEATER loquol w.kh in

PIIZI
' HANNIE CAULDER

Westwood Villoge pH*t SWdoyMacLoin

Gk 74M7 jHE POSSESSION OF JOEL DELANEY

PH. 4 Sol. July 14 i 15 Midnight Only: lOlO OF THE FLIES
TR 9-9077

A LAEMMLE THEATER

llilil
1045 BroKton

WesHvood Villoge

BR 2-0501

Winnor Spocid Jury Prito Connos Fostivd 1972

Kurt Vonnegut, it's

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Woddoys6:30. 8:15. 10:15

Sol& S«Hi 2:30. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

DusHn HoWmon, Arnio ioncrolt. Kathorino Ross

k« MMio NichoTs

THE GRADUATE
1 1 523 Sonto Mssiica Blvd. piy. Woody Allon in

West Los Angeles

477-5581

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

iiyai

BANANAS

p^*" ''.••«'

Sliait Miiii
611 N. FoirfcR

Ol 3-2389

.04

Ilia LI irii
La Breo ot Ninth

WE 4-2342

Tl^ AD ADMITS 2 FOR SI .00

CHARUE CHAPLIN- "THE TRAMP"

RIN TIN TIN-JASON ROBARDS

7HE NIGHT CRY' -SERIAL

LAKE OF DRACULA

ONIBABA

THE NEW

vaiaiioiil

2S09 Wilthirc

DU7.2)7)

WNBTTO ROUBUNI FESTIVAl

PAISAN
&

VOYAGE TO rTALY

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

V II III a PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)

961 BrOXton iMIy 2:1S. 4(15. i:lS. 8:15, 10:15

Westwood FrLl Set. Midoiehl SHOW 12:15

478^576

« • • •
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i ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!

Let us ship your personol eHects home ^« «'•

speciolists in internafionol pockogmg ond ship-

p.ng We also sell oppl.onces for 220 volts.

PACIFICKING
l215W.«NiS«.

432-9662

trtje Summer CljriUsf C
^ By Marsha Necheles and Vicki Nadsady

;» *
I

HEll-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

...^ ^O'^^UComeAy.^ I

W*«»wood VilloQ.. CA 900244419 Von NuytBlvd

ShermortOcA..CA 91403

(213) 733 5690

(213)872-2344

(213)478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

fr

BIGGEST RECYCLERS
IN TOWN

We hav* 3000 recycled books Borgains, all o» therr. And _
thmkof the paper sovir^',

NEEDHAIVI BOOK^FINDERS

11613 San Vicente Blvd.

-Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon-

•26-6533

S^
Outrageously hilarious . .

.

wild and crazy. . . go see itr

-Army Archerd. Daily Vanety Colummst

KABC EnlerlainmenI Editor

HowardWKoch -w
'

m.r-'X'

•<i, .'r'l

Red Hot Lovers^

&dly KeHerman
Paula Prentiss
ReneeTavlor--

^^'1^

MUSIC
If you're feeling -Jfipecially

distraught about David Cassidy's

concert cancellation, have faith^

There's lots of good music around

town guaranteed to concole your

floundering ^irits.

Three Dog Night arrives at the

Fab Forum tonight. (Now, don't

ya feel better? ) . Stephen Stills and

his Manassas friends come forth

Sunday evening at the HoUywood

Bowl, and it should prove in-

teresting to see just what Mr.

Stills is up to this time Randy

Newman, the Unique, InimiUble

Genius, performs with Judee Sill

and Jim Croce on July 21 at the

Santa Monica Civic. Upcoming

Bowl dates to remember are July

23 with Alice Cooper and Jo Jo

(;unne, and July 28, with Issac

Hayes and Hot. Butter & Soul. A
freebie of note is T.S. Henry Webb

Thursday at 8:00 at Schoenberg.

Clubbing it next week may
prove profiUble. Appearing at the

Four Muses in San Clemente

Saturday and Sunday are Hedge

and Donna, followed by John

Hammond on July 22 and 23. John

JIammond is a busy man and can

also be found at the Golden Bear

now through Sunday. The Johnny

Ottis Show is at the Ash Grove

until Sunday, the Pure Food and

Drug Act beginning July 18. The

Troubadour presents Dan Hicks

and Hit Hot Licks and Ronce

Blakley. followed on July 18 by

Seals and Crofts and Pamela

Live free!

Men.and women
who want to look great

naturally call

Mike for a

really good haircut

NOW PLAYING! Op§
PACtflCS^ VICTORY

a» -746l
, ^^^^ THEATRE 0« D«IVE IN FO« SHOW TIMES

^MlTAiB£^
AWCX)CtKTl»

^WTLSHIREBLVD

»».iO«'IO 01V.OON' > »«»i»K. Qi- -'"• '
9641 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills

k
276-3109* i^

Polland. ( IncidenUlly, Seals and

Crofts rate five sUrs in the live

performance category.) Merry

Clayton and Parrlsh and Gurviti

end their engagement at the

Whiskey on Saturday, Arthur Lee

and Chico Hamilton jiving July 16-

18. Pasadena's Ice House presents

Hello People through Sunday.

John Stewart and a new/;omedy

group. Moon Dogg and Mule Deer

Medicine Show dropping by July

, a8-23.

A fine new clut) in Glendale

called The Whole features in-

formal concerts on Friday and

Saturday evenings beginning at

8:30, and best of all, admission is

only $1. Mary McCaslin, one of the

best, relatively undiscovered

female vocalists, and Ralph and

Holly Barr perform this weekend.

And Disneyland, of all places,

presents one of the best, if not the

best bluegrass groups. Country

Gazette, with beautiful Byron

Berline on fiddle. The group wiU

perform there all summer at

various hours, afternoons and

evenings., The group can also be

seen at the 1st Annual La Puente

Bluegrass Expo on Jtd^ 29— more

on this later.

- jatr flourisfies^'^at"^ tfie"

Lighthouse, wherfe Charles Lloyd

entertains through July 23. John

Lee Hooker makes a special

appearance on July 17 only. At

Donte's, you'll discover Carmen

McRae this weekend.

— Classical music fares well, with

the UCLA Summer Series

presenting the Baroque Jaiz

Fnsemble Sunday afternoon from

3-4. The concert takes place in the

Architecture Quad, located op-

posite Schoenberg, and admission

is free. The following Sunday,

same time, same price, Westwind

shares international music and

dance. Gilbert and Sullivan

Thrive, presents excerpts from

the musicals at the Bowl on

Saturday evening.

At

y

4th Productior^, 1972 Season, MARK TAPER FORUM

Center Theatre Group, MUSIC CENTER .

"Don't Bother Me-
i Can't Cope"
a new musical enferfainmenf

UCU^IrUDENT PREVIEWS,

August 4 & 6 of 8:00 p.m.

$2 TICKETS ON SM£ JULY 1

1

. KEROCHOFF HAU TICKET OFFICE

By Arrflng«m«nl of »h« UCLA Slod«nt Committee for the Arts

.^ ,'

It

attention ucia students, faculty & staff!

you're invited to a Warner Bros.-Reprise Records concert

T S HENRY WEBB with

24 PIECE ORCHESTRA

a new artist - composer - story teller - singer - pianis!

THURSDAY, JULY 20-8:30 PM-SCHOENBERG HALL

No Admission Charge

Priority seating for UCLA students only, but faculty and staff invited.

(ID required.) Limited seating. Tickets distributed, at 7:30 PM, on first

come basis.

Presented by the UCLA Student CommiMee for the Aris

On the radio frequency of

events, an acclaimed two hour
documentary on the life of Woody
(iuthrie will be rebroadcast on
KPFK 90.7 FM this evening from
7-9. .Ttie program includes music
and interviews with those who
knew Woody best, and is produced

by Howard and Roz Larman, the

hosts of Sunday night Folkscene at
'

9:30 on KPFK.

Until next time, keep those

thrills coming and do not despair
— David Cassidy may make a

come back yet.

e • e

FILMS
The Nuart has begun a horror

festival this week with the

original, un-cut King Kong and

Psycho. Future programs include

Frankenstein, Dracula, Invasion

of the Body Snatchers. The Cat

People and others.

For those who will (or must)

remain near Westwoo^ this

weekend, the midnight show at the

Plaza is Lord of the Flies and

Westwood Film Society is

screening films of Harold Lloyd at

7 and 9:30 today and tomorrow.

Ottier flicks nearby (more or

less) include My Man Godfrey and

Palm Beach Story at the Bijou;

Franju's Thomas the Imposter

and Pagnol's Letters From My

Windmill at the Los Feliz; and Les

Biches. screening at 3, 7, and 9:30

Wednesday at uie Egg and the

Eye. If Chaplin films are your

thing, (and well they should be)

The Tramp is screening this week

at the Silent Movie and The Great

Dictator continues at the Beverly

Hills Music Hall.

The summer months are the

time of the year dreaded most by

movie buffs, pseudo-intellectual

esthetes, and just plain film

freaks. The major studios hold

back all their hot box office

releases after Easter and dump

-P^ IContinucd on Page 11

)

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

H's True - Unb^lievab/e

Prices

SEE

"THE YARD
SCHTICK"
OF WESTWOOD
VILLAGE

For Ht« most unwtvd

- fabrics

- trims

- mocrome
- supple

etc

1006 Broxton OR 70880

diagonally across from
I ox Westwood Theatre

SNmeEIS BUI
plus

"Mr. ond Mist Sensuality"

PagMmt
ond

EXOTIC PRODUCTS TRADE SHOW|
(o supermorket of sensuality)

I806EI YQUII6 CENIEI
936 W. Wottiington Blvd

July 28 & 29 • 8pm to 2am

feolwrii^: Ihm M<r«|«iM dm Sod*

. the freakiest group around . . .

DANCING • SENSUAUIY ROOM
UTE SHOWS • BCDYPAINTING

Tickets at ALL tidiet agencies (advance)

GUYS: $6. GALS: $3.

GH YOUk IKXETS NOWl
Tickets ore $1 additional at the door -

18 and over

DON'T MI^S mi

Roy Engel 769-2200

Fri — Sat Midnight

FilmsSl.25

July u & 15

Elliot Gould

UIILE MURDERS

Jhf: Beatles

YELLOW SUBMARIliE

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire & 26th

Santa Monica 829 3368

LOW PRICED «!«IW'S

PaiiMGS
BEST MUSICAL- 1971

N.Y. DRAMA
CRITICS' AWARD

^

•^ sese. ^•••i*! IT* 'J^ito M*T 0'*: *ZS

M*li S«S«
$«.M M*i*

TICUTt AVAtlftMl •» •*' mvm »•—

laCATf*

SMtlBEJTTM^liS.-. tt^l

\

MoreThrills .

.

(Continued fnim Page It)

them all in the neighborhood

theatres in the first three weeks of

the summer. After this surge, no

major pictures are released all

summer, and the drive-ins and

weekday matinees grind the same
films over and over for the next

three months. At the same time

the TV stations, in a bafflingly

annual move, cull their vaults for

all of their *€' westerns, and

Mexican monster movies and

broadcast three mqnths of

unrelieved drek.

This Slimmer, the buffs,

esthetes and freaks alike can take

heart, because three theatres in

town are mounting film series that

will appeal to all segments of film-

junkiedom. Oldest and most
reliable is the ENCORE on
Melrose in Hollywood. Between
excursions into the world of third

runs and revivals of art-house fare

< double bills such as

Safyricon/Women In L4>ve, or the

-'rarely'^ shown Juliet of the

Spirits/Red Desert), the Encore
features the absolute l)est revivals

of American and occasionally

foreign films, their annual
•Rediscovering the American
Cinema" series a gold-mine both

of classics and of the most esoteric

never-seen titles from the Fox and
MGM .vaults. Currently, the

Encore is winding up a Peckinpan

series with The Deadly Com^
panions and Hie Wild Bunch
playing through Tuesday. (Rumor
-hasit that the print of Major
Dundee last week was 16mm flat,

so I would reconunend a call

inquiring whether Deadly Com-
panions is 35mm before venturing

down there this week.)

Fast gaining in interest and
reliability is Franklin Urbach's
VAGABOND on Wilshire towards

Downtown L.A. (if the fascinating'

Inverse Square Law of Revival

theatres — quality of projection:

quality of movies — really ap-

plies, then the Vagabond has
probably surpassed the EIncore).

Beginning this week is a three-

program series of Rossellini
pictures that features films of all

three of the director's "periods"
- the 'Classic" Neo-realist, the

"Cosmic," and the Modern
Documentary periods. Recom-
mended particularly is the middle

group, represented by Voyage To^
Italy and Stromboli. Her? is the
complete schedule:

^

July 12-18 Paisan and Voyage To
Italy

July 19-25 The Miracle and
Stromboli

July 26-Aug. 1 Socrates and The
Rise of Louis XIV

The newest to jump on the
revival bandwagon is the
MAVFAIR in Santa Monica.
Recently the theatre opened with
a series of mainly standard
Japanese fare (Kurosawa,
Inagaki "classics," etc.) except
for the remarkable offerings of

Mizoguchi's Five Women Around
Utamaro and Ozu's The End of
Summer (the latter currently
showing). The series following

Woody Guthrie
t\

this fare, featuring Orson Welles,

is scheduled as:

July 21-22 The Stranger
(Welles) and Crack in the Mirror

(Richard Fleischer).

July 23-24 Moby Dick (John

Huston) and Jane Eyre (Robert

Stevenson).

July 25-26 Macbeth (Welles) and
Compulsion (Fleischer).

July 27-28 Touch of Evil

(Welles) and Black Magic
(Gregory Ratoff). *"

July 29-30 The Third Man (Carol

Reed) and Lady from Shanghai

(Welles).

July 31-Aug. 1 Falstaff and The
Immortal Story (both Welles).

THEATRE
For theatre-goers of legitimate

bent, there are many suitable
offerings about town (and cam-
pus, as it happens). To begin
things, The Serpent is running
tonight and tomorrow, and again
Wednesday through July 23 at
Macgowan.
New Theatre for Now is

presenting The Mind With the
Dirty Man at the Mark Taper
Wednesdays through Sundays ^t 8
and at 2:30 (Sundays). The
Committee continues its brilliant

satirical goings-on at the Tiffany
Theater at 8 : 30 and 10 : 30 Sundays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, and
at 9 and 1 1 Fridays and Saturdays.
(Student discount with I.D.)

The Venice Free Theatre U will

present Misa Del Mar at the
Venice Pavilion tonight and
tomoroow at 8. The Burbage
Theatre company is currently
presenting Circas of the Left Hand
at the Odyssey Theatre, 5230

Hollywood, at 8 Fridays through
Sundays.

Dracula is presented* at the
Three Arts Theater, 7233 1/2 Santa
Monica, at 8 Fridays and Satur-

days. 6 Actores presents La Mama
dt Teatro Pro Arte, 1715 N.

Cahuenga, at 8:30 Fridays
through Sundays.

-
,

,

.^ ART '';;

At use is a photo-essay on
L.A. 's Farmer John Pig murals»_:

For those of less esoteric taste,

Huntington Gallery has on display

"The Hodman Collection: 400

Years of Fine Prints" including

works by Rembrandt, Manet and
others.

"Months of Waiting,** art

produced in Japanese-American
detention campus of World War II,

is on view at Chandler Pavilion

(except during showtimes).
Works by 19th century Americans
is on exhibit at Zeitlin and Ver
Brugge, 815 N. La Cienega.

Pasadena Art Museum has on

exhibit photographs using mixed
media by Robert Heinecken, one

of our very own profs.

DANCE

The Ukranian Dance Company
continues at the Greek, and there

will be a Fiesta de Danza at Santa .

Monica College Open-Air Theatre

at 8:30 tonight and it's free.
'
Finally, tomorrow at 8 there will

be an International Folk Dance
Festival at the Civic Center Mall

-^ so all you folk better start

practicing.

. u —V.F.N.

V ^.\ * ti '
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> CAL JET CHARTERS ^

SUMMER EinQPE FLI6HTS
Don't be misletf »t lewcr pHces. Investi9«tc first! Fly witli our reliable ctierter

qroup. Know your facts on your charter carrier before you sign your application.

Don't take a ctiance witti an unkow^n citarter airline.

FLIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE TO EUROPE
(one way or round trip)

JULY, AUG., AND SEPT.

— Round Trip Europe Flights —
):ikland or LA to London as low as $259 (round trip

vjkland or LA to Amsterdam- - as low as $289 (round trip

tJakland or LA to Brussels as low as $279 (round trip

~ > One Way Flights -* —

—

O.ikland o^ LA
to London & Brussels - - - is low as $149 (one way)

lx)ndon & Bru.ssels

to Oakland or LA - - - as low as $149 (one way)

Spedd A«»g. Howoii FligKt

lH8l6Rour¥i Trip LA -Honolulu Aoa. 16 30 $149 Honolulu LA Pan Am
(Alto deporture from Son Francisco $159)

y Now Avoiloblo^ <-

• CHRISTMAS BREAK CHARTER SCHEDULE ^
^flights fo Europe, NY, Hawaii, and Mexico)

it FAU 1972, WINTER & SPRING 1973

CHARTER FUGHT SCHEDULE ir

WRITE OR CALL
, FOR SCHEDULE & APPUCATION

AM fares tnclu<le US Federal Tan antf Departure Tai wf»ere applicable, and an

I im""**^**'** *•• •* ** •• f**'^ per*on, These fares are based on a pro rate share
n» int- total cost »na art subiect to an increase or decrease depending on the ac-
luai number of participants on each individual flifht. Thest Ch.irter Flights •r*
•>v.iiMbl< only to students, employees, staff, faculty, and extension students of the
••w. rs.ty o« California and members of their immediate families. There af NO

/» ^ <FRSHIP FEES.
• ) •••Mhts via c« rtified airlines flying let LHiuipmvnt C

•»' verates served m MigM
for Applir.ition 4L lui thor Information write:

CAL JET CHARTERS
21S0 Green Sfr««t
^n Francisco, California 94123

flying let LHiuipmvnt Complimentary meals and

or call

(4lS)m-l434

v^

CAMPUS CHAPEL
666 LEVEIHNG-AT STRATHMORE 2 BUS WOF OOffMS

"A house d prayer for oil lf>e notiorts" .

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 AM. BRUNCH 11 AM.
For ridM pKone 479-3645 or 823-624<
JACK TABBI UniverMty B^iel ClM^loin ' u

*1. -».

Vr-¥

TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Sales

Formal Wear
11919 Wilshire Blvd.

^ W.LA. 477-0588

impo'® TWO HORROR HITS ..„,.>

COLOR
i^-.-Jt'i

grabs audience's attention!

holds on to the last frame

• I. A. Times

Now
SHOWING

PLUS

* '/OnjJ^Al^
OHO lA BREA THEATRE • * -"^^ *^ ^-^^ • -^ - ^^-^

' •^- li-nTii^ -i. ' »r '«>*»** <

PRELAW STUD£NTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction exclusively in exom taking techniques used successfully by California pre-

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by procticing lavi^yers. Cost: (75. '

Course for OaOB^ 21 LSAT starts OaOBER 5. DECEMBER In-

'

structjon olso ovollabie. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DEGEM- -"

BERINFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213)655-8046. --•DAY. (2

III.

-=*-

MW PlAVmfi EICllfSIVflT IT TMSI niMTtfS

NATIONAL Westwood 4/9?866 • VOfiUi Hollywood 462 6621

UA CINEMA 1 Sooth Coast P\M b4aOS94

•fi*.

>•:{

o ^

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101 GAYLEY (Cornar of Kinross & Gayley)

L^T^ PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

coupon* good

only on

incoming

orders

WHERE YOU HAVE AU THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

• PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY
e COIN-OP DRY CLEANING • COIN-OP LAUNDRY
• BEAUTf SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE
• FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE REPAIR

. COFFEE SHO^ • X«OX COPY SRVICE • FAOOTUM

this offer

good for

ImMtod

time only

r

•_•-•-• • • •

•..•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.v.

•:•:•:•:«:.:

xW::;:::::^!?:

Phone
>>:: 477.5S66
.•.V.

v.v

I*.'.'.'

• • •

m

KLEENCO DRY CLEANING
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE iixcept

flipiros 7.27-72 SAT.)

TIms Coupon mvt* occompony in-coming order

%:•

. • • • •.•.•••

• • • •-• • 'I*.*.*.'>•••••••.•.•.•••:•:•:
,..•.....•.:.::::::::::•:::::•
,•.•.•.•.•.•..•.•.•.•. .•.••

'..•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•..•.•.•.:.••:.!.:.!•

Wmm KLEENCO DRY CLEANING i^i^v-

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

This Coupon Good for

20%

PKone
477-5566

OFF
OF
REGULAR PRlCi^^

• • •

1,
• • M

• • • •

>••••««. '.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.-.-.-

on any Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

«^«e 7.27.72

This co0|fbn must occompony in-coming ordor

Wmmmmmmmmmmm^mm

' (

• • e

,S^ KLEENCO COIN.O(^ LAUNDRY e?i^ ^S^KLEFNCO COIN-OP DRY CLEAN ij^
II ONE COUPON PER PERSON g: ^' '"

jhis coupon entiHes beorer to ||
i; TSis coupon entiHes bearer to M 1^ DNF A IB LOAD ^il

Phone

47t-9040

ipon

1 WASH LOAD

FREE
(FULL 13 LB WASHER}

eKpiroe 7-27./2

m

%g^^ 1 101 GAVIEY AVE.m^^m ^^<£<ia^"01 OAYIEY AVE.

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Cleoning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

For

Only

Phone mmkm 7-27'72
478-9060 _ ^ ....

Free aloom iMMehing

$1.50 ;;

';
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Culmination of week-long dance residenc\

!'>-_

Friday, July U, 1972

./
-
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Anna Sokolow Players to perform
Anna Sokolow's Players Project

will present an evening of modem
dance and theater on Friday, at

8 30 pm in the Royce Hall

Auditorium. The program will

include Act Without Words No. 1

by Sai^uel Beckett and Jelly Roll.

a Demonstration of the Evolution

of Ragtime based on a piece

created by Jelly Roll Morton

himself.

Also programmed is Magritte,

Magritte, featuring dance poetry,

and drama performed to the

music of Scriabin, Liszt, and

Satie, and inspired by various

Magritte paintings such as The

(ireat War and The Lovers.

Anna Sokolow is considered to

be one of the greatest leaders in

American modem dance. Her

choreography is marked by

dramatic and sometimes
disturbing images that are ex-

pressive of the social awareness of

the times.

Just as experimental theater

has become more and more in-

volved with the use of movement

and dance, so dance has been
expanded into the field of drama.
One product of this ex-
perimentation is Anna Sokolow's
Players Project
The Players Project is a

company of eight, extensively
trained in both choreographic and
dramatic technique.

Sokolow grew up on the Lower
East Side of New York. She is an
artist with an instinctive com-
passion for the \inderdog and the
dispossessed.

Her early work in the '30's
reflected a left-wing philosophy.
In more recent times this em-
phasis has been broadened to a
sociological orientation that
focuses on dilemnas of the human
condition.

The appearance of the Players
Project here will culminate a
week-long dance residency. The
residency will open with a
discussion with Sokolow at 8 pm,
Monday, Schoenberg Hall
Auditorium, in which she will

discuss her philosophy of dance.

For schedules for special
discussions and classes for dance
teachers and students consult the
What's On column (Seminars.)
For further information

regarding ticket information also

consult the What's On column
(Tickete.) ;

OVEt 20 YRS.' EXPERtENC E ^
PERMANENT ^ |H^

HAIR REMOVAL ^ /^WITH AIR M/yfl
DESENSmZER (/f /^
MEN & WOMEN I JVKEC BY PHYSICIANS V^fe
Momh Elect Assoc t( ^
Mon Sat Ew«s by Appt. jar \ jy\

474-7171 [' \\
SARA L. WANNE RE \

ALINE WANNERN ARE \

124SGI*fN*onW.L.A. /
(Westwood Medical •*

Prof. Bidg.)

w^

1IIN6II JtMIIU'
An internationally recognized

Indian movie. Winner of several

awards including 'Best Picture'

at Chicago filnr) festival at

New Vagabond Theater

2509 Wilshire

Sat&SunJulyI5&l6
1 p.m.&4p-m.

•aiiaaimiACer'^
belU^ hag9^ hair goodieM^ $andah

New InaeceBMihle LoeatUm!!!
{ In Hw •Heir beliifi^ jMintWmI ft CenfmM 1

1110 Gayley Ave
W*t*w*»4 Villaa*

ft

473-9549

Red hot and What's On ::.
(Continued from Page 15)

Saturday, July 15
—"Organic Garden Club/' 10-4

pm, Horticultural Garden.

Sunday, July U -
—''Aman Folk Ensemble/' 2-}0

pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

ISC Tours:

Meetings:
Friday, July 14

-"Muslim Students/' 1-3 pm,
Ackermah Union 35V. -.

Saturday, July 15 ^
—"Iranian Students," 11 am-1
prti, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, July 17
— "Christian Science
Organization/' 12:10 pm, 560
Milgard Ave.

Tickets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.
—"Buscti Garden," $2.50 In^

eludes transportation and ad-
mission and boat rfde ticket.

Departs: ISC 9 am, student store

9:15 am, returns 5 pm. Deadline:
Wednesday. ^

—"Laguna Art Festival," $4

includes transportation and ad-

mission fee to festival and ticket

to "Pageant of the AAaster."

'Departs: ISC 1 pm, student store

1:15 pm, returns 11 pm. Deadline

Thursday. *

Etcetera:
—"Student Workshop leaders.

wanted for "Youth Leadership
and the Law" Conference at

Stanford University, August 24-27,

sponsored by the California
Department of Justice. Ap-
plications are due by July 19 and
are available at the EXPO Center,

Kerckhoff Hall 176, 825-7041.

Crossword Answer

University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AAA. 7:30PM

-= ^^ . WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

THECIMTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY
FROM 9am to 2pm and from 7:30 to 10pm

for itwdy, convortotion, roifvotion.
i*iJ

840HILGARD 474-5015

it

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

•t X ^ SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

ON*^ CockXaW Lounge A 0\r\\ng Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 am 'til 2 am.

I (Paid Advertisement)

TISHA B'AV ••»"

Each year we gather to commemorate tragedies that our people

have suffered. We will read the book of Aycha (Lamentation) by

candlelight. Experience Tisha B'av with us Wednesday, July 19

at 8:30.
; ^^ AUDITORIUM

" r
/

900Hilgard
HilUI Council/Fr«« J«wish University

^co^^^''"'^^''^>^Teff^

/if

^^9t:

»C)

ridAy book

^^Jf today only: Friday, July 14

K«n K»$*y'« "One FUw Over The Cuckoo's Ne«t"

Regularly 1 .25 paperback

750
books, b level, ockermon union, 825 -771

1

open monday-frlday 8:30-5:00

-4—-—

^

snniiiisHus

t lUIUSSAS
HolywoocI
• •

SUNDAY JULY 16 8PM
AUSiATf RISERVfO: %7M,^M,SM,AM,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL, 2301 N HIGHLAND AVE.

AND so. CALIF. MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL ACfNCIES,

ALL TICKITRON LOCATIONS, WALLICH'S MUSIC CITY STORES AND

BY MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD BOWL, P O BOX 1951,

ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

FOR INFORMATION DIAL 87-M-U-S-l-C

• •(I hv IK! \ss(M

ALSO APKARM6 AT : SWWfi AUDITORIUM JULY 21

'^

M

.1

^.-Au^

J., 'iA,

f

4.

/O

! : ! I If n 1 1

1

> • Ml
"*^ ^^^T̂*^T"
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Sink the What's Orv was the battle cry .

.

AOVERTISINO OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 112

Phone MS 2321

Classifieil advertising rates

l$¥Mord» $1 SOday, iconsecutiwt

insertions -SS.00

Payable m advance
DEADLINE 10:30a.ni.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives lull support to tno

university ol California's .P«"«y *""*?,
discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service ^.H not be made

available to anyone who, m affording

S^Jsin, to students or offering ,obs.

discriminates on the basis of ^»«, color

religion, national origin or ancestry^ Neither

the university nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance v»ith housing <»'»"'"""•'•«

problems, call UCLA Housing Office «$-

4491 ; Westside Fair Mousing 473-094*.

^HelpWanfed 8

SALES -Automotive producU. Start now

part-time, have good Job during »«"""»«"'•'.,

*xp««rlence. 78I-8665. (8JyI8).

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping other*.

Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 47H-«05I between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

^For Sale..... .7 .;. • ^S ^TravOT. . ... . . ; . . W y/Jravel.....inf.,..17

FABRIC table for Week print, silk »«re«» (45

X 75 in > 135. 3»»-73l». (I5J>2S).

IRISH Setter puppies - 1 weeks oW- »»••«.';

Call 828-7701.
(15J>H'

STEREO: AR Amplifier. PE Changer,

Stanton cart. Rogersound ^krs (
12*') e«-

rellentcondlt»o«jU5/be.» offer 27e-MOg,(l3

Jy 21).

5 PIECE stereo system: Am/Fm receiver 2

speakers, tape player, record changer and

head set SAC 1150.90, 721-0207. (15Jyl8).

y Campus Services

***l!fa5?lt»Et***
..JEUCLA

i^OMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
IS YOURS!

VISIT POWEIX LIBRARY ROOM 90.

wedding
announcements

kerckhoff ]2^%
82-506|l ^>j

COMPUTER tutor with business

background wanted - Fortran. 828-1748. (8 J>

r<ir<i i^ ^ ^ ^WWWWWWW
DONORS NEEDED
FOR SPERM BANK

INFERTILITY RESEARCH CLINIC

<To be reimbursed adequately).

Medical Students. Interns and Graduate

Srience Students

Caucasian. Negroe, Oriental, Spanish

Well groomed, clean cat individuals only

Please send description, phone number and

enclose current photo to P.O. Box ^24221.

L.V^ 90024 for further information

SASSMAN Harpsichord - hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect

condition, length 5' 1 manual. 11.495.00. 45g-

8761. (15 A 3).

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing

Grad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,

anv siie mattress set. Sensational values

don't pav retail. CaU me today. Richard

Pratt 349-81 lg, 8M<Mi> . ^^ (15QTR).

LES* Bicycles. Newly opened. Low Prlces. !•

sp European. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bi. 836-2017. (1587).

4'

( 1

;'i

1.,

in-
I

/Cfe^h Services

WESTWOOO Friends meeting (Quakers),

SilQnt worship, Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
S74 Hilgard, visifors welcome. 472 7950.

VARIETY of full time and part-time sum^

mer jobs. Services Unlimited. 475-9521. i*

QTR)

ONLY 32 MORE
MALEUNDERGRADS^ CAN EARN $5.25

By attending Communication

Channeling experiment

Depending on how you do. you may win more

than the $5.25 attendance pay. Or you could

lose up to $1.50 of your pay (guaranteed

minimum pay is 13.75 forJ^:^t/2 to 3 hours

work).

NIKON FTN 71 Black body. $250.with 28 mm
iens: $300 Oliver 874-3977. messages 859-

2))02
(15Jyl4).

V Services Offered .... 16

TENNIS Lessons: Private court, ex-

perience instructor. Call: 454-5973 for

appointment. (l8 Jy 28).

V£BY Patient guHar tewcher .^reasonable

too: Classical, folk. Bossa-Nova. Malcolm

Kigar 659-2802. ^ (l€Jy28).

NEED HELP MOVING? CALL STUDENT
SERVICES. EXPERIENCED RELIABLE
GRADS. REASONABLE RATES. TEL 3»8-

6318or 455- 2246. (18QTR).

PIANO tuner has 3 to rent. Two uprlghU @
1 10.& studio @JI12. No mlnimam .

MO-

4SI4. .s (llJyl8).

y Educafior^

SE.MINARS In Humanistic Education

utilizinR some (iestalt techniques - con

tinuous workshops In August • information

Kairos 9:ti-lK95. (lJy21)

^Personal .

PREGNANT? Want help? Call non profH

orKanization. 24 hrs. ( 213) 654-4313. (5 Jy 25)

^ Enterfainmenf .... 1 . 6

COME FRIDAY. JULV 14

at 10:30 am. or 2 pm.

GRAD BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BLDG.

ROOM 2284

iome one time only. A limited number ol

people may take part. Lasts 2-1/2 or 3 hours,

depending on how long It takes you.

-WHAT IT IS -

An experiment to see how weU you can send

messages through a communication

channel when youre not the only one using

fhe channel. IT'S EASY. & PROFITABLE!
Questions? Call 825-5274.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE

. INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39A-222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

i

WE have carefully screened, bonded an<)

Insured housekeepers, cleaners and party

servers. University Houaekeeping. 828-<

1300 (16Jy21).>

( RESTLINE vacatk>n cabin rental: Also blgi

modern dormllor> mountain lodge for large

Kroups/lamily commune. (213) 221-6849. (6 A

:m).

FREE COUPON
DELI XE HOUSE OF BILLIARDS
Serving Delicious Lunches All Day

HOUSEKEEPING, cleaiting with local

families. Flexible hours with relaxed,

student-owned company. 12.20/hr. 828-1300.

8 Jy 18).

OPENINCiS for ambitious working girls •

Vivian Woodward Cosmetics. Fast growing

subsldary of General Foods Corporation.

Training- full/partHlme. 828-6642. (8Jyl4).

AUTO Insurance; H>Wett rates for studenU

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 457-7573. (18QTR)
J

Beer ("hampaineWint Soft drinks O
'' _ 1091 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica— m
R IV free play ^
e bet^.j(en hrs. 2pm. & 6pm. " P
^

' IVltistbe IR&over qE Ladles Welcome r*

Grand Opening Jul> 15th N

MANAGER Wanted. 1 bedroom apartment

available. $50 off regular rent of $175. Nine

units. W.L.A. 277-1854. <8Jy»>.

GENERAL Office. Monday. Wedneaday.

Friday. 2-6 pro., or 4-6 pm.. 5 ^ay week.

Typing, shorthand, adding machine. Liberal

discount on clothes. 272-7107. (8 Jy «).

y Socio/ Events

ATTKNTION Karthdweller. You are a

person who renounced mediocrity, no longer

suhscrib*' to authoritarian concepts, and

wish (n work in true creative energy. •

viiu re right, t all us at :W-77H7. (7 Jy 14).

Y Help Wanfed ....... 8

(;IHI.. Fond of children to babysit occasional

evenings for 3 yr. old. Own transportation

preferred. 933-2079. Jy 28).

WANTED: Registered Nurse for 3 weeks at

overnight camp. August lOJO wages

negotiable. 934-1854. 980-6350. (8Jy28).

CO( KTAIL Waitress - Sunday day Monday
night Beverly Hills area. $2.00 hr/tips. 271

4356. (8Jy21)

y^ Rides Offered 13

DRIVE my car to Amherst. Mass. around

Aug. 1. 1 pay gas. tolls. 825-1041. 474-2705. ( 13

Jv 18).

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Monica -

451-1393. <»«QTR).

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. U
hr . phone. 2749119. Uf OTR).

RENT-A-TV 110 mo. Stereo/Hlfi. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 47S-3570. 2353

Westwood
.

< QTR).

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your

requirements. 387-1548 call anytime. ( 18 Jy

(iUITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS. 788-

2273. (16Jyl4).

BELLY Dancing • for fun and profit. Ghrls -

learn the fine art of Belly Dancing this

summer -474-<743. (Itjyl4).

^Opportunities

For Sale
FEMALE Commercial Art graduate to be
(rained as architectural & engineering

draflswoman. Some typing re<iulred. Start

$2.00/hr. Call BUI 933-9323 morns. <8 Jy 28).

YOUNG family would like girl to live In for 1

wk. to ten days to help care for newborn and
3 vr. old sometime between Aug. 25 and
Sept. 15. Salary open. 9332079. (8Jy28).

MALE Student - part time, handy work, car

nexible hours. 788-4185, (8Jyl4).

WANTED • Slave labor help finish 40 ft

ocean going sailboat. Crew possibilities.

17:1-0366. Bob evening. <« Jy »*>

WANTED occasional babyslUer for infan

< davs or evenigs ) . Transportation required

39.VI6I4. (8Jyl8)

TYPEWRITER. 11" carriage. $15.

Typewriter. 20" carriage. |2S. Monroe
calculator. $30. Olympia 35 electric

typewriter, extra characters attachment,

new condition. $150. Olivetti D-24 prbitbig

calculator. Memory, new condition. $185.

473-0321/ (15Jyl4).
i

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system 3

speakers and turntable. SAC |295.00/ofrcr.

New In boxes. 723-5835 (ISJyU).

TWO Dynaco A-2S 10" speakers, new k
cartons with warranty cards. 145 each, Mik«
994-4520. (15Jyl4)

LIVE-IN mature female student Wll

discnts details. Call t54-«3Sl. <8Jy2g)

•f

AM looking for beginner attorney with

modest fees to handle few cases. Call Blsno

morning or evening 857-4828. (8Jyl4).

MAID - 4 hrs - $10. every 2iid Satwriay

wanted by Santa Monica bachelor. SM-

8341 (8Jyl4).

WILL pay $25 A dl«ner far

der /renaissance group or balalaika »l«y««"

lor wedding. Phil Kllgman 372-4W0 or 823-

4541.
(8Jyl8).

MANAGER. Need a mature, capable

graduate student to manage a duplex m
W.L.A. area iMtMlng college-oriented youag

•i«H men. telary plus living quarters.

PMkkan avaUaMe Immediately if qvallfled.

(aU Mr. Paul dilkahisa at 83A-1223 for

application and details (8Jy 14)

PERMANENT part-time fUc clarh with

ittlier secretarial duties- Century City CPA
Firm. I-S:at pm. Auto raq'd. |2.25/hr. 583-

KtM (8jv25).

1^

SAILBOAT - 15" snipe. Varalyay nberglasf

w /North sails & trailer. Good condition

Must sell. $900/offcr. 472-8825. eves. ( 15 Jy

18).

VOX Bass w/case treble booster, luii,

teardrop body. Excellent conditloii. |12S.

Marty 478-f2t8. (llJy 14).

ROYAL portable electric typewriter. $50.

Frosted. 100% human hair deml-wlg. $40.

30H-376T.eves. (lSJyl4).

PATIO Sale: bookshelf, bricks, household

Items. Sat. Sun. M. 3325 Sepulveda 4(3. 398-

3767. (15Jyl4).

AUTO Insurance Too High? Canc'd?
Declined? BiNlgei quote BUI Anderson 477-

•l48orUPO-7275. (llJy2S).

GARAGE Sale: Van Keppel custom-made
set: metal-frmae. upholstered 2 seater,

arm-chair, two-tiered glass table, ideal

covered patio. porch, family-room,
professional waiting-room: box spring and
mattress, drapes, odds and ends. 477-7873.

(15Jyl4).

SONY ,255 deck, mint coiiilU«i. Ht. TC II
casscttecorder bulH-ln mic. baU/AC. IM.
474.S8M. (UJyU).

FOR those who are serious, ambitious with
Initiative and drive to get ahead - you can
make extra money on part time/full time
basis. 627-2039. Ask for Mr. Canauagglo 9:M
am. -12:00 am. Monday- Friday. (OpJy2S).

^Research Sub'iecls Needed

$2. FOR 1 hour psychology experiment : sign
up AM. 4528A Franz Hall. (il8Jy2l).

SUBJECTS WANTED- FOR INFANT
STVDY OF CURIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5
MONTHS. CALL INFANT STUDIES
PROJECT- 825-8551. (R8Jy28).

FEDERALLY authorised marijuana
research project. Healtky males over 21. All
patterns of use needed. Call 825-OOM. Mon •

Tburs. 1-4. (R8Jyl8).

-SUBJECTS needed for psychoicer ex-
periment. Good pay. CaU 8254M8 or come to

Franc HaUB271. (R8Jy2S).

^Travel 17

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
/•

One way and round trip student flights.

SOFA .Agent for Intcr-Eifropean Student

Charter Flights.

Contact: ISCA. II8S7 Saa Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. C.A. Calif, tm-
Tffl..(213)

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 1219.80
SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL, AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS* TRAVEL. 1056
SANTA .MONICA, L.A. MllM. 274-8742.

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the International

Student Trovel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for all student

flights abroad. -v
. •

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and

the Far Easf-at fantastic

savings, enabling you

to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little as • - -,--

possible.
^

youknbivY
•wefre.... — \

EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ficketing
Student Rail-Pass 2 mo. Iiai-
Olympic games k Hotel space avaU

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Euro|>e
CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

Phone. 872-2283/784-1677
— .- -

^

DISCOUNT - Europe. IsraH. India. East
\frlca. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

A ilshlre Blvd. L.A. 90025. 478-0644. (17 qtr )

.

asp
CHARTER FLIGHTS^'

UNI =
109Se WEVeURN AVENUE

Wtttwood VlUtgt ,•0084
le>i Fl4vor8 A Marl«ln«gt 10

TELE 477-1111 —

an- -
'

___r;.-.:;„

official ki:i__
charter flight

operation -^

authorized and
approved by the

University of

(Continued from Page 1«)
- t —

Seminars:
Friday. July 14

—"Distributive Justice/' wltti

Robert Nozlcit, Fellow, Center for

Advanced Study In ttie Behavioral

Science, Stanford, 3 pm. Social

Welfare 170. Sponsored by

departnr^ent of philosophy.

Monday/ July 17

—"High Blood Cholesterol, High

Blood Lipid and Atherosclerosis/'

vvith S. Dayton, MD, Chief of

/V\edlcine, Wadsworth Veterans

Administration Hospital and Vice

Chairman, School of Medicine.

July 18/ 19. 20

—''Master Dance Classes with

Anna Sokolow/' 10 am-noon,

limited to dance department

students only. , ^ -

»• -
t.

L.U*: ,

Friday/ July 14

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,

.Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Awareness/' 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of the Soul/' 7:30-

9.30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday, July 15
—"Gesalt Workshop," 11 pm.

Ackerman Union 3517.

Mohday, July 17

—"Body Awareness Through
Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerkchoff

a iiliiiii

eI'ROPE Flights. 50 departures, »lu> N.Y.

Israel. India. Africa, 50% off. fitodwit

rales/cards. Since 1W8. EASC. 323 N.

Beverlv Dr.. Beverly Hills. OOilO. 27»-€2t3.

RETURN half of TWA ticket LA to London
Good til Sept. 1.180. 39(M1245. (ITJvTS)

EUROPE

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

JULY 9 LA/LONDON $252.00

AUG 27 LONDON/LA 50 Days

JULY 23 LA/LONDON $252.00

AUG 20 LONDON/LA 29 Days

AUG 9 LA/MADRID $272.00

SEPT 18 AMST/LA 41 Days

AUG 19 LA/LONDON $252.00

SEPT 16 LONDON/LA 29 Days

AUG 28 LA/LOHOOli $252.00

SEPT 26 LOHOON/LA 30 Days

I SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA 21 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00

OCT 2 LONDON/LA 26 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LA/LONDON $199.00

OCT 9 LONDON/LA 14 Days

Call

on a

forma
II campuses

—t-

-

BOAC & Caledonian

7a7's-

all first class t""-

service. •«

f *"
.

' •-
,

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

2 6/18 8/28 71 $262

3 6/21 8/16 56 $262

5 6/26 9/6 72 $262

6 6/25 9/13 80 $275

10 6/29 8/29 61 $262

14 7/8 8/17 40 $262

IS 7/11 8/10 30 $262

17 7/12 8/31 SO $262

18 8/12 9/13 33 $252

19 9/12 one-way $135

Available only to bonafidc members of the

University ot California inclodinfl students,

lacultv, »». ond their immediate «";'''"

(parent*' iP*"** »'' <*•»>«"<•*"« children)

living in tt»e same l»oo»el»old.

dtartor fUgnt*—
'\ J^ IX^ Kerci»ici»off Mall 205

I Ir^l/^ Between • a m * 5 P «"

JUNE 28
JULY 26
AUG 2,

AUG 27
AUG 31

SEPT 6
<iEPT 19

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

LONOOrVLA
LVLONOON
LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA
DUBLIN/LA
LA/LONOON
LA/LONOON

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$124.00

/fuforlng . . .
'o

ENGLISH tutor for non-native Enr

speakers. Master. Teaching English "
second language. Call days 82^002». (18 Jy

i\y.

MATH tutoring for ctasses <*
^Sf

Reasonable rates for efficient. «•»>
'"J?,*;

3f1-3317 or SM-ISa. ^^ <"^"'

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. - Amsterdam •

L.A. 1279. August 2 - September 3. Some one-
ways availaMe. W.A.C. • Flltc Chairman •

g38-»329. 83f-241B. ( 17 A 3 )

.

LOWEST FARES-
GROUP CHARTER FLIGHTS

•Flexible Dates to Europe-lsrad-Orlaal
•New Student Airfares *Eurall Pass *1^«n
•Hotels-Car Rental-Ships *Call 47S-1033
Audio-Visual World Schools • 172t Westwood
Bl. LA. 90024 (1/2 HI. No. 8.M. M.).

Kl'ROPE! For anyone iMdcr 20. LA-Parls
(nonstop) & return from any major city.

You choose when to leave, return. From
t:i42. Regular schedules Air France. 82g-

Wl57.<12i-717l. (17Jy21).

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.
STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THC SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST^SERVED BASIS. THE
PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER 0C8 MD BOEING 707 JETS
EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John and Susan

Charter
Flints

10956 Ncybum Avenue
Mest>K>od VllUoe 90024
Ttltphone: 478-8286

GRADUATE T*tmr4 exams, olber o^in'"'®;

tests. Prepnre with recen* "!;^'

{

University admlsitaM dlrcctM^. 470-2141 n?

Jy 14)
,

MATH Ph.D. wHh extenoWc
'••*^'|!"f

"*

oerlence will tiKor all math ««fJ2
tg.^/1u-. SntlafacUoo •"^•'••^;„ jy hT

ORE, LSAT. other test PW^^^Jfc
dividual, small group »"«lr"<^**!

'^^^'JS^
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. W'^JIf,^

,

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITAUAN: Ex^

perienced Univ. Prof. Po»Hlve result* ">

^m. Easy conversational »«*»'«>,J":S
473-2402.

(IS Win

y Typing

EXPERIENCED - all hii- ^^^r^^
bMie-reasoMblc prices - » •^* ,„ 28).

campus. Mrs, C.Huber-4T7-7tH. (l»Jy«»

EXPERIENCED ..

dissertations. Accurate
477-07274

TYPING 75« p«r Mie. D^'f •

JJ!J**X3I7
Materials included. Dnys/MI-i«»f. .?'/;,

curate and «>«^2„.

EvenUigt/37»4ttl.
(IOJyl<>

^Jl

ACROSS
L Small

rugs "^

5. Health
* resort
8. Founda-

tion
12. Musical

instru-

ment
IS. Male

turkey
14. Charles

Lamb
15. Roadster
17. Cooling

devices
18. Swine's

pen
19. Insect

' M. Dark -

tl. False-
hood

" tZ. Insane
23. Pardon
26. Manipu-

lates

38. Neglect
SI. Bark

. 22. Affection
SS. Dinner

*' jackets
25.— Fonda

Hall, Upstairs Lounge. —
—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness/'
8 10 pm, Bunche Hall 3288.

—"The Ancient Wisdom: The
Ultimate Philosophy/' 7:30-10:30

pnn, Ackerman Union 2408.

AkftSiK iflUK Ei

-i-"Spoken Kinyarwanda/' 8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Kundalini Yoga/' 7-9 prrx,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

URA Clubs:—"URA Clubs/' that are sports

orientated will be carried in the

sports section from now on. All

other URA Clubs will continue to^

appear in What's ON.

Friday, July 14

—"Social Dance Club/' 11 am.
Women's Gym 200.

(Continued on Page 13)

2B2Q2 i^KS^j^^^ggiAaj

S8. Beam i;

57. Youth
58. PhiUp-

pine
Island

41. Arabian
bird

42. Crone
45. Wicked
46. Free
48. Vend
49. High card
50. Press
51. Playing

card
52. Affirma-

tive

5S. Precious
jewels

DOWN
1. Death, as

a deity
2. Border on
2.

—

Randall
4. Ocean
5. Rock
6. Sulk
7. Danish

county
8. Confused
9. Winglike^

10. Submerge

11. Effortless
16. Torment
20. Male
21. Word by

* word
22. Month
23. Decay
24. Austral-

ian bird
25.SUr
26. Possesses
27. Fate
28. TwiUght
29. Indian

unit
of
weight

31. Youth
34. Doris—
35. Step
37. Ear parts

38. Nuisance
39. Affirm
40. Egyptian

river
41. Cereal
42. Rabbit
43. Tiny

particle

44.— du
monde

46. Place
47. Equip

By Eugene Sheffter

^Typing T :".r^i rTTTrirW- y/Apfs Furnished . . . r. :2T ^ House for Rent . . . . -^ JZ^
DAWN - Papers. Dissertation prof>osals.

letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.
Wcrknights 6-10. Weekend Mornings, ^all

.{•HMUI4. (l»Jy28J.

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, (ast.^ke. 3»7.33a«. ( 1« QTR

)

ENGLLSH Grads: DisserUtlon specialists.

Term papers, resumes, lettera. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 82$-7472. (It QTR)

KLTII: Theses, dissertations, term papers

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

H2H-II62. (It QTR;

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays, t-

r.: Barbie: 6:o-lt82. Mae: 3ta-5182. (It QTR)

IBM's new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work ...

Please call 3»4-82t5. . (It QTR).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty Math St technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 7W-lf74 qtr)

>/ Wanfed . . . ^,20
i"

—

'

WANTED. Place to rent beginning Sep-
tember • Have dog. needs fence. Coatact-
CMHte.TM-tWl. (2iJy21).

}/Apts Furnished 21

vow • t/2e Fumlsked l-bdr. apt. S mbi. to

cartnpus. Pool-Spaclo«s. ll4a/mo. Call 474-

\»2i). (2lJyl4).

t2U) SI MMER rates. Spacious 2 bedroom. 2

hath apt. Near bus. Accomodate 4 students.
>Mt-«(i:io. (21Jy2S>.

L.\RGE 1 bedroom. Pool, summer tlSO.OO

up. No lease. Nine month fall leases. 518

Glenroci(. 473-9265. (21 QTR).

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and
one-bedrm apts. Some air-cond. Block
I'CLA-Village. Elevator, Pool. Sundecks.
Garage. 625-641 Landfair. 479-5404. (21 QTR)

LARGE COMFORTABLE ^^
STUDENT APARTMENTS ft

.^ FL'RNISHED BACHELORS &^ I BEDROOMS

Same rent Summer & Fall ^^

, Showing NOW
)|C Deposit will hold

Across UCLA ^
70.-> Gayley 479-8580.

SINGLES, bachelors. Z-bdrm. studio, 1-1/2

bath, pool. 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook

(Hilgard). GR5-5584. (21 QTR).

'|lSS.oa 1 BEDROOM, attractive, well fur-

nished. Adults, no pets. Also spacious 1

bedroom unfurnished tlSS.OO. 1517 Federal.

395-03M. (2lJy21).

^ Apts Unfurnished .... 22

1600 - PACIFIC Palisades. Hill top. 1/2 acre.
Modern. Secluded. Panoramic view. 3-

bedroom, 2-bath. built-in kitchen. Family
room.' Fireplace. Carpet. Drapes. Gardener.
Newly remodeled. No smog. 454-9456. (25 Jy
21).

2-BEI)IUK)M house. Completely furnished.

$185.00 a month. No pets. GLl-4086. Federal

Ave. West l^s Angeles* -- (25 Jy21).

Roan) & Board ——^-^-

Exchangefor Help . . 30
^Autos for Sale .^V.T7

CNMAKKIKD man with two teenagt
children in Beverly Hills home with poo
needs li\e-in female student for part tim<

housekeeping. Salary, room and board. Mr
HiMtin (office) 271-6296 (home ) 27l'&426. (31

J> 14).

FACILTY/Staff. Home
campu«. 2 bdrms., l-l/aba.

Owner - Phone 477-0818.

for rent/near
, stove, washer.

(2SJy28).

MV\( lOl S single and 1 bed. Bullt-lns. dish
Hasher, patio. Sec. bulMfaig. 1711 Corinth.
r.\-H»'. (21 QTR)

FINKY pad for 2 studento near UCLA.
furnished, free HtlUOcs. tlSt.ft/month. 475-

1127 evenings. (2lJy21).

1190.00. 2 BEDROOM. 2 bath, carpet, drapes,

built -ins. 1316 Carmellna 19. W.L.A. 82«-

6160. < Jy«>-

^ Apts to Share 23

GRAD student looking for same to share

furnished, spacious apartment. Aug. or

Sept. 175.00. 475-5310. (23Jyl8).

SHARE 3 bdr.. 2 bath with 2. own room, air

cond.built-ins.llOO. WLA. 839-5120. (23 .ly

21).

MATURE female grad student /working girl

share large I bdrm., Santa Monica • 180 mo.

-45I-0848/G97-3526. (23Jy21).

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singl«s-One Bdrms.
June IS to Sept IS

GR 3-1788 • Mrs. Kay • GR 3-0S24

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-.Mate Finders.

I7.V8631. .
< QTR).

^ House for Sale 26

BRENTWOOD-Owner- Charming 3

Bedroom or 2 an'd Large convertible den
with Beams, Dining, 1-3/4 baths. Walk to

everything. t49..'>00. 826-1420. (2I1/Jy28)

lIUGE Workshop. Custom-built. Brentwood.
2400 sq. ft. 3 huge Bd., 2 Ba., Family, 2

fireplaces. Beam ceilings^ Canyon view

patio. 7 min. to campus. 170,000. 472-5817. (2C

Jy 28 ».

LOVELY Custon-Built home on cul-de-sac In

Cheviot Hills. 3 Bedrooms, den and Lanai-

room. Fireplace. Open beam
ceilings...148.000 Wynn ... 477-7901. (2tJy

HOUSE for sale. 10% down. t4,500. Attention

Professors. Large lot • privacy - completely

enclosed - New kitchen, bath, forced air -

hardwood floors throughout. Must see.

145.000. Call 839-7882. (28 Jy 14).

HOUSE FOR SALE. 2-bdrm. bath 1/2, Patio.

Pool. Formal dining. carpet, drapes

throughout. Formal gardens front & back,

fireplace. Beam ceiling. 20-mins from

'campus. 138,000. 15142 Weddington, Van
Nuys, 987-1000 to see. (2«Jy25)

^ House to Share 27

QUANT 2 bedroom house share w/one. 2

miles South of campus. Female. |90/month.

Kalhv 474-7670. (27Jyl4).

DISCOUNT. Shrgie room /bath /board - La

Mancha through August 11. Call 273-4084. 3 -

5pm (30Jyl4).

)/ Roonn for Rent 31

R(M)M an(| bath - quirt residence near

Overland/Pico for responsible female

student ; Kitchen privileges. 8.16-7687. (31 Jy

25).

R(M>M l»r. bath, Pr. entrance & privileges.

tlio per month - also meals available 276-

.5748 non smoker. (31 J) 25).

/Autos for Sale 33

'72 N W ( amper pop-top. Like new. 6.500

miles. 081 FBV 820-2452. (33Jyl4).

'64 \\\ Bug • radio - 70M - best offer - see to

belie\e.Days: 825-3725. eves: 395-8377. (33

Jv 28).
ft

-66 TOYOTA Corona. 4 speed. 42,000 miles,

good shape. $175. 825-3947 days. 390-2870

evenings. <MJ-V2»' -

M.G.A. 59 Very cherry. 1300. Desperate. 393-

:i.V»l. (33Jyl8).

'63 PONTl.AC Catalina - 4 door, power
iteering /brakes., factory air. 1450. Call

Vincent, evenings. 479-9131

.

(33 Jy 18).

6« FIAT 124 con\. YX(i 407. 688-4496 days.

199-5080 after 8pm. Mustsell. (33Jyi4).

RK VW Rug excellent running condition - new
adials. Beige. Sh.'iimni. 179-8600. (33Jyl4).

•68 PONT, station wag. Ver> clean, hat
everything. Iea\ing countr> . llOOO/offer. '

476-6«H.5.eves. (33Jy25l. ,
f

•65 MCiB. Hard & soft lops, wires, radio, low ^^

mileage, 1950. 829-1678 eves. (33Jy2l).

'^'^ FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
4 7«S7 Van Nuys Blvd

I

I
across Irom C M. Plant

cm 894-7075 ** Moors

^

~. J

66 .M(;B: three tops: radial tires: wire
wheels: luggage rack: engine, transmission
(ood, 19.50. 472-6611. (33Jy2l).

( ,,

•70 CAMAHO, automatic, air. power
steering, brakes, console, \inyl top, xlnt.

Best offer. 988-2303, 883-4583. (33Jy28).

70 RENAULT, 26.000 mile*, excellent

ond^tion. Air. radio. 1 speed. .Moving - niust

iell.t all 7.13-6927: 5-7 pm. (33Jy2l).

'(;; VW. iMNi or best, needs eng. work. 392

7197 'Mark*. '»<3:iJ>2H»

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

•6.'. FORD Econoline supervan equipped for

camping. Good conditkMi. Offer. 325 ETR.
:t<Ni-l46«. « (33Jyl4).

<

'67 VW Bug. Ekcellenl condition throughout.
Xi.mm miles. Pr/pty. 1900 (VFR IIO) 828-

7251. (33Jyl4).

'ti6 M(;B: Three tops: radial tires: wire

wheels: luggage rack: engine, transmission

gofMl. $9.50. 473-7834. (33Jy21).

BHl ins: .5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. &
( enturian biocies. Authoriied Schwinn
ieaier. Expert repairs. l.ee's Cyclorama
i«i:w S. Robertson Blvd. 3 bIks. No. Santa

Monica Freeway. 839-4466. (35S7).

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 36

ROOMMATES needed in large single and

one hedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. «25 Landfair. 479-5404.

SPACIOUS 12 room Santa Monicii S^*^^
house, own room. 1100. 395-5284. (27J'yJ4)

•64 DODtiE Dart - Running condition. $200

Call 8364*918. (33J>28)

•71 KAWASAKI 3.50 Xlnt condition. l>ow

mileage. .5<W5 Laurent 394-3575 (e\es). (36 Jy

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartmcntii
in Santa Monica. .Jl85 up... pool, sub-,
lerranean garage, elevator, ocean slew.
walk to beach, near SanU Monica Freeway.
pM Fourth 91. 8M 312-Stlt. SMS FMrth St,
SM .T92-555«, (21 qtr)

ROOMMATES heeded - 833 Gayley.

Pleasant singles l«5 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool. garage 473-W12 mQfTK)

PSYCH Grad sWire 2.bed. 2-bath beach

apartment - Santa Monica 1112 < Including

utilities ). Herb R5-2S3I (day). (23Jy21).

(;IHL needed to share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt.

nearCentur> ( ity. $130. Call 652-0570. (23 Jy

14).

NEED others to share 3 bedroom^ house

Hent-t265 split equal parts - Palws • Larr>

838-.5391.
- (27Jy28)

T
•«r. NSU SPOHTPHINZ (;erman sports car

.55 miles per gallon. Ver> reliable. t300. 474

1728. (33Jy28)

KAWASAKI Mach 111 69-1/2 - Outstanding

condition - Fast road bike • t6.yi

X57HH.'i.

MAN to share house in W.L.A. Beginning

Sept. 1.175.00 month. 479-7103. (27 A3)

VENICE beich - prisate room, study

garden Available August 1st- HO.OO per

month. Includes utilities -392- 1679. (27 Jy 14).

WALK TO SCHOOL
.yP*«»au* Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

•<eserv«tions for Fall also accepted.
Renting Office: SU Landfair f1

• ••

Also With Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S4] Landfair #14
S40Olenro<k«n

.—
^VO blocks frwii UCLA. 680 Levering H^

Share bedroom 155. Own room. $110. Ca 1

478-9.563.
(23Jyl4).

SHARE large 2 bedroom Apt. ^^ f^;*^
students, walk campus. $«7.50.. •i«"*^'*
now. rirolMace. 478-5144. (23Jyl4)

«« Mooienro<k#n / For Sublease . . . . .

BURNISHED slaglM to aliarc 179. Heated
P^. «un deck, parkteg. OS Gayky. 473-4412

(21 QTR).

24

SI BLKT I -bedroom fur.

Hr«-n(wuodCa..\ugl -Sept. I.

J\ 181. %

apt. $145.00

H20-4S42. (24

I ARGK Bachelors. IM Mp. ItoglM. I12S,
across from Dykstra. Mt Gaytay. GR 9-1711.

('R:MiU4..Mni.Kay. (21 QTR)

<|M-: minute ta L'CI^. HpaelaMs bacbelars.
^•nides. one hrdrwHils avallaMc Now! .Mgr.
"" landfuir 17*4-2471. dlJy l»>.

l^u. «w«M»as I bedfiKNn. t|til«4 ad«M
gilding . pMri. .\aar K.\l freeway at
""niiN ^aHM^m^ ii.ii uM^mm

4 BEDR<M)M furnished house. At loss.

( ulver City. 3 week minimum. AvaUablc

unm9/l4. I08-1IM8. I'^-'y"''

SUBLET 2.bedroom. '"«?*^ •'•pllf*^
N.ntaMo.1... J-^ » * A"* ^^j" ?^
• •Ml • ^.^.^.^^i^^

GUESTHOUSE } P*'''^ " •'IA*'!!^}?

HOUSE - own room. girl. 23 to %. non-

smoker. $100. S.M.. 393-4270 night, 821-3444

day.
' (27J»25).

RESPONSIBLE female grad student to

share lovely 2-bdrm 8.M. home. Rent $110.

39.5-0 1 73 e\ enings. (27 Jy 21).

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom house. 15 min.

from UCLA. $72.50 per mo. 478-58»l eves. (27

Jy 21).

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bedroom

bouse in the Glen. Ljnn - 27M3»2-nHes. 451-

870|.da)s^^ (27Jyl4).

FEM \LE roomate to share 2 bedroom house

with psxchiatrk social worker, n. WtU-

w 112. 47'J-47«9. <"J>

/ Housing Needed . ... 28

\\ \NTED : Quick • Guest house to rent*. 1 or 2

bdrm./furn./unf. - Vhlan 479-7520: 825-2410.

(28 Jy ID.

•63 BIHK (onxertibie. 4-speed. bucke
seats, radio, must sell. $l75/best offer. K3f

3962. <43,Jy 28

»

r* VW. Excellent rondittonsun re>of-Ne\

tires, brakes, upholstering- Tel: 393-6335 o

45i-(».*>MN. <33Jy 18

66 DATSUN Roadster 1600. 2 topi, radio.

g(Mid cond. I<ea\ ing country . $550/offer .
821-

9827.8711-1107. (33Jy 25).

676-4249 or

(.16Jy28)
- .—~—i «

I nil Ml'll •i.'Ki "Tiger ". 1970. 5.(MH» miles

Mini (uudition: Never raced. W /helmet

H.WM»^-KMl-.-.l.'i»*. 776-I7HI. <36Jy 28)

^ w>^ •

LEAVING lor Europe. Must sell: 1971 Honda
Scrambler. Flawless .ionditton. $.525. Phone
( raig tl 766-:i2'28. ^

(36J> 14).

•67.YA.MAHA lOO-twin. Excellent cond. and
Helmet tllMi.OO. Call Tomt 474-9207 after 6:00

pm (36J>2S).

'70 VW Bug. Must sell, excellant condition,

new radials. light blur. $1250. 474-6197. (33

Jv 25).

71 IISI YVMAHADirt. street, extras, ex-

cellent condition, low mileage. $320 or best

offer. 839-0259. (36Jy21).

'65 GTO 2-dr hardtop. Fully equipped. Good

looking Immaculate. Original owner.

8.M.(NMJ.$6(M> down. 641-2696. (33Jy25).

•70 TOYOTA (orolla 1200 Wagon Excellent

condition, new tires. $975. Call 938-286«. No
calls friday nite ^ Saturday. (33 Jy 21 ).

•71 VESPA 1.50. No mileage. License, lock

chain, helmet tost $.y)0, sacrifice $350. 473

».--.•. (36 J) 21).

*«» SUZUKI. T500. 7800 actual miles, fast.

beautiful, fully equipped*. $525. 8M-4I23 or

986-4919. *. OOJylS).

•63 CHEVY, good transportation, looks good,

now brakes, power st. Must leave. $425. best

offer. 276-8920. <33Jy 21).

'63 PEUGEOT • excellent condition bumper
to bumper - lea\ Ing country August - $500.00

Call Elaine 2tl-0«08. (33 Jy II). It is
•«: W. Bug. Good shape, new starter, bat-

tery. Urgent sale. $425. 473-45I0. l33Jy21).

LINIKINfi for own room In Westwood oi

summer place In Venke. Call 3I5-819(

rviningDan. (2iJy 14)

•«« VOLKSWAGEN Must sell qukk New
tune-up. muffler li front wheel alienment.

379.|a.'». (33Jy21).

FriiftY
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16 UCLA Summer Brulo
Friday. July 1V|972

Whafs On:
^,. -J

-•

Tickets:
/#

—"2474 Miles Off Broadway,

Theater Arts Summer Seaspn:

The Serpent by Jean Claude van

Itallie (today ttiru Sunday and

Wednesday 23rd, Macgowan Hall

1340); Celebration (Thursday thru

23rd and 26 30 in Little Theatre

Macgowan Hall); and The Rimers

of Eldridge by Langford Wilson

(July 27 30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

Tickets available at Central

Ticket Officje, 650 Westwood

Plaza, KerckSg^- Ticket Office

(KH 140) and AAacgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825 2581.

—"Anna Sokolow Dance

Company," 8:30 pm, Ji^y 21,

Royce Hall. Tickets: $4.75. $4,

$3.25, $2.50 and $1.75 (students),

©n sale at the Central Ticket Of-

'fice, 650 Westwood Plaza and

Kerckhoff Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"Dbnt Bother Me, j
cant

cope," special $2 student tickets

for performances at 8 pm, Friday,

August 4 and -Sunday, August 6 in

the AAark Taper Forum, featuring

the Center Theatre Group. Tickets

are available at the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office ( KH 140) with

student ID.

—"Hollywood Bowl": $1 student'

tickets available up to fourty-eight

hours before the concert (Tuesday

and Thursday concerts only)

Tuesday: Hans Schmldtv.

Isserstedt, conductor; Beethoven:

Leonore Overture #3, Symphony

*4, Piano Concerto #$ ("Em-

peror"), Rudolf FIrkusny, soloist.

Thursday, July 20: Beethoven:

Egmont Overture, Symphony #5,

Violin Concerto, Gyor^y Pauk,

soloist. . S r^__

Concerts:
Sunday, July U
—"The Baroque Jan En-

semble," composed of woodwinds,

piano, bass and percussion will

perform a wide range of literature

from Telemann, Vivaldi, Mozart,

Villa Lobos, Faure to Herbie

Handock and Charlie Parker, 3

pm. Architecture Quad (opposite

Schoenberg Hall). Free.

Thursday, July 20

—"Warner Bros. — Reprise

Record Concert," featuring T.S.

Henry Webb with a 24 piece or-

chestra, .8:30 pm, Schoenberg

Hall. Free with student ID-

Presented by the UCLA Student

Committee for the Arts.

Films:^—-—
Saturday, July 15

i:—"The Stranger/' "Deep End"
and "Two Grilled Fish," 7:30 pa\^

Dickson Art Center. Admissloh:

$i.50. Sponsored by the UCLA
Film Commission. T

f^

t

.

OB Photo by Tfrry Colvin

Exoffe food, drink, entertainment

ISC opens
Combining an informal and creative mood along

with an exotic menu of food and drink, the In-

ternational Student Center opened their Coffeehouse

ly^^rtin McCarthy, director of international

programs, said. "The center opened this project as a

not for-profit organization to be cowdinated by

students Anyone can visit though the crowd is

mostly students."

(Continued on Pag«? 15)

The menu includes the usual coffees and salads

along with some sandwiches and pastries. They also

try to serve unusual entrees from different parts of

the worW each week The prices are very reasonable

ranging^rom 25 cents for a 12 ounce glass of an exotic

juice to 60 cents for a giant submarine sandwich.

On Friday and Saturday nights, the place is lively

with entertainment. Jazz groups, belly dancers, and

anyone else who wants to be, are on stage. The house

is looking for entertainers who want experience, but

not a lot of money.
The coffeehouse is nameless as yet, and is offering

2 weeks of Cappucino for the name chosen The

center is located at 1023 Hilgard and is open the

following hours: Monday — 10:30 am-5:30 pm
Tuesday-Thursday ~ 11:30 am-5:30 pm Friday -
10:30 am-ll:00 pm Saturday & Sunday — 2:00 pm-

midnight.

Ji

m

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

W^t Cisfttj) Bote
11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

;- HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy-

< Our Prices Are Lower.Than Anyone
^- . ^ See Us Last ... To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC. ,

Also Complete Repairs

Conne In and See Us . . . Or Call

477 3238

(^S^^

I

•

I .

July 22, Saturday

^ UCLA Summer Tours

conducted by I.S.C.

July 20, Thursday Major L*agu« Basabdl Gam*:
Dodgers vs N.Y. $3.00 includes

transportation & reserved seat

ticl^et Departs I.S.C. 7:00 p.m.

f... Returns i 1:30 p.m. or loter?Dead-

[ ' . line 7/13 Student Store 7:15 p.m.

Busch Gard«n $2.50 Includes trans-

portation, admission fc^e ond boat

ride ticket Depart I.S.C. 9:00 a.m.

t Returns 5:00 p.m. Deadline 7/19

Student Store 9: 1 5 a.m.,

Laguna Art F«ttival $4.00 Includes

tran"Sportation, admission to the fest-

ivat and ticket to the Pageant of the

Master Depart I.S.C. 1:00 p.m. Stu-

dent Store 1:15 p.m. Returns 1 1:00

p.m. Deadline 7/20

July 26, W«dnMday Gr««li Th«afr«, Th« 5«h Dimension
$5.50 Includes transportation & a

ticket 48 Maximum people Departs

I.S.C. 7:00 p.m. Student Store 7:15

p.m. Returns 1 1:00 p.m. Deadline

7/24

oiie week only! July 10-14

20%
ALL JEANS

Your favorite fabrics: denim In navy or light

blue— plush corduroy, narrow-wale corduroy,
Italian corduroy, sueded denim, twill,

' Nuvo, polyester, herringbone!

Your favorite styles: bush jeans, lo-rise,

super lo-rise, button front,* patch pockets,

slash pockets, flare legs!

Iman%, now on sole of 5.99-6«99
(orig. 9.50-1 1 .SO)- during this

wook, olso oro 20% off!

July 23, Sunday

I

SALE OF T-SHIRTS

f UP TO 25% OFF

Long and short^leeves, Wally Beery
shirts, crew neck, fancy and solid

colors. Reg. 5.50- 11.00 -4.29-8.49

I

'

i«*<

IMPORTANT: No parking is available at the I.S.C.

Reservations are accepted only upon receipt of full

payment. Tickets are available at the I.S.C. and the

Ticket office in Kerckhoff hall.

JfL^^g-^Z^

sportswear, b level ackermon union, 825-771

1

open morxiay-friday 8:30-5:00

summer
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Tuesday, July 18, 1972

University property theft
Lower admission standards set

reaches all time high level Regents OK transfer changes
Thefts of University-owned property totalled $151,700 in 1971-72, ac-

cording to figures released yesterday by Gilbert Goodman of the

Business Services office here.

This all-time high figure represents a sizeable increase from previous

years' totals: $115,000 in 1970-71, $80,550 in 1969-70, and $37,500 in 1968-69.

While expressing concern about the security problem on the campus,

Goodman said the $151,700 figure for the past year is somewhat decep-

tive. ^ '
.

'
:

"We had two special losses this year," he said, "thatif substracted

Irem the $151,700 show that we held thefts down to last year's figure.

"Physical plant had over $33,000 in sprinkler heads stolen from the

warehouse this past year, and one of the academic departments found

$10,000 loss during an inventory check in April. Substract those two losses

($43,000) and we have less than last year in thefts," he said.

Goodman also pointed to the introduction of walking patrols by the

University Police Department last November 1 as instrumental in

4:ampus security. CT:
-^^-^^--^ „_ ,_.„..^-.^^^..---_.^^._

"From July to October last year, our losses totalled $62,000. After that

the monthly totals were $12,600 in November, $11,900 in E>ecember,

$10,700 in January, $6,300 in February, $5,600 in March, $19,600 in April

( including the special $10,000 inventory loss) , $10,400 in May, and $10,OpO

in June, i « .
~

"Since the Introduction of the patrols, we have reduced our monthly

average loss from $12,000 to under $10,000,"he said. _^^^_ .

"^Goodman did not break the $151,700 loss down into categories, but he

did say "most of our losses come in the academic departments." He
declined to name the department which experienced the special^ $10,000

loss in inventory. ^

As he did last year, Goodman plans to circulate a campus-wide memo,
emphasizing the security problem.

"We just want people to get with it and be careful," he said. "Leaving

offices unlocked, purses on desks and the like are open invitations."

By Susie HaUgo
DBSUff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO — With a minimum of discussion,

the University of California Regents have approved
an experimental program lowering admission

standards for upper division students transfering to

the UC.
Beginning next fall, 1973 advanced standing

students will be admitted to UC campuses on the

basis of work completed in junior or community
colleges, without the present regulation requiring

review of high school transcripts.

Included in this four year experiment is the

lowering of the grade point admission standard for

transfer students who were inadmissible when they

-were freshmen. The presently required 2.4 GPA will,

be replaced by 2.0, in work completed in college. A
minimum of 56 transferable (to the UC) units, will

determine the GPA. . —~—-

Top 12 1/2 per cent

This program will apply to students who did not

graduate in the top 12 1/2 per cent of their high school

class; a figure prescribed by the state's Master Plan

for Higher Education.

Students who were admissible to pte Univeristy for

freshman standing, but instead elected to attend

another collegiate institution needed only a 2.0 to be

eligible for UC admission, under present

requirements.

However, students who were not in the top 12 1/2

per cent were required to have a 2.4 GPA from their

junior colleges. This experimental program, ac-

cording to UC statewide adminstrators, will make
current admission standards more equitable.

'^ Academic Senate

The UC Academic Senate approved the above

revisions in the admission requirements at their

meeting last month. Faculty representatives of all

nine UC campuses are seated in the senate.

The man who presented the, proposal before the

Regents meeting at the UC Extension Center here,

Frank Kidner, vice president for educational

relations, estimated the change in admission stan-

dards during the four year program will '*at

maximum* bring in an additional 2,000 students per

annum.
^-.^^—^— »~ -Flocking —^ - —
— Transfer students are presently flocking to the

state colleges and universities rather than to the UC.

-Approximately 9,000 transfer students enroll at UC
campuses, compared to more than 50,000 who are

admitted to the state colleges and universities. This

can be explained in part by the fact the Regents have

imposed a $100auition/per quarter while the state

college trustees have not.

Kidner said the changes in admission

^i^iiiii^nents have been considered by the UC
statewide administration for over two years. He
stressed that the experiment **i8 not a formal

change; it only suspends the present standard for

four years."
'

s .1

(( outinued on Page 2)

Antiwar convention

COOL FUN IN THE SUMMERTIME — For instant

relief from summer heat, the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center swimming pool is just the thing.

The Rec Center is open 10 am to 8 pm during the

summer months, and features an ohfnipic-siit pool,

sun decks, picnic and barbecue areas and an outdoor

amphitheater. Free for students during tlit school

year. It costs $3 for summer priviloget.

Auctioned fraternity tiouses

saysto remain 'as is
Two adjoining fraternity houses here — Alpha

Epsilon Pi and Sigma Alpha Mu — were sold at an
auction Sunday as one parcel for $185,000.

The new owner, Rexley DeGeorge, outbid five

other prospective owners for the two houses at 565

and 559 Gayley Ave., which were bing sold by the

national board of trustees of each house through
Toldwell and Banker, Realtors.
According to the auctioneers, David Weiss Com-

pany, each house has some unpaid back taxes, bUt

these arc "not substantial."
Most of those present Sunday expected the new

owner to raze both houses and erect a high-rise

apartment building, as the property (approximately
160 by 132 feet) with two-story houses about the same
size was advertised as "two prime lots with excellent

redevelopment potenUal."

Arrangement
However, DeGeorge, a lawyer, said he will let the

tWo houMt remain as is, althoi^h he said he "really

didnt know yet" what sort of arrangement would be

worked out with the current occupante of the

buildings.

Alpha Epsilon Pi is a fairly modem brick and

stucco building and is still an active fraternity here,

with about 12 members However, due to low oc-

cupancy and problems with rent collection, it has

been losing sufficient amounts of nuMiey for the

national fraternity to get rid of it.

Sigma Alpha Mu (also known as the "Sammy

house"), an older light-blue clapboard house, has

been a boarding house for about 10 former Hednck

Hall residents since 1970, when they obtained a lease

from the national fraternity.

**Good rent"

DeGeorge said a giri living in the Alpha Epsilon Pi

house had told him she and her boyfriend were

paying $40 each a month for a room. He said, "I think

$80 a month for a double room is good rent."

(Continued on Pages)

may attract over 800
By Dave McNary ... ~ v—

.

. / DBStaffWriter :- v\

Over 800 antiwar "activists" will converge here from Friday to Sunday

for the second annual convention of the National Peace Action Coalition

(NPAC) ,

Sponsored by the Tcach-In Symposium Program of the undergraduate

Student Legislative Council (SLC), the three day convention will feature

speakers, workshops and plenary sessions, all with the idea of planning

"massive actions" to help end the Indochina War this fall.

Friday's session begins at 7:30 pm with an antiwar rally in the

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. Featured speakers include Bobby

Scale, chairman of the Black Panther Party; Bert Corona of CASA, a

Cliicano community group; Katherine Sojourner, NPAC coordinator;

Dalton Trumbo, screenwriter of "Johnny Got His Gim" ; representatives

from the Student Mobilization Committee; Steve Halpem, SLC president

and various entertainers.

Saturday's sessions will feature workshops on the war and its relation

to various groups: blacks, Chicanos, Asians, women, gays, and students.

Organizers hope these groups will formulate resolutions to be considered

by the entire body of delegates. (Any person attending the convention will

have full voting rights.) ^_1
Sunday*s sessions will include further discussion and debate, with the

entire convention program concluding around 4 pm, Fred Lovgren of

NPAC said the convention is the first major antiwar convention held on

the West Coast and estimated that between 800 and 1,000 people would

•attend.

Registration fees for the entire convention are $6 for adults, $3 for

college students and $2 for high school students. Most of the activities will

take place in Ackerman Union.

Jerry Gordon of NPAC said, "We want there to be maximum par-

ticipation by UCLA students."

Gordon said the convention is taking place at a crucial time, with an

intensified US bombing effort as part of Nixon's "frantic" effort to win

the war. "We think we've reached the showdown stage of the War: the

whole world is watching to see what the United States people do.

"What we're trying to do with this convention is build a day-in, day-out

movement to end the war now. We don't want to wait for the election.

"

He also said there was little danger of the convention getting out of

hand. "In past conventions, the people who come are usually very serioui

about what is taking place, and the proceedings have tended to go for-

ward in a serious and ordered way."

NPAC, a collection of antiwar groups which came together during the

1970 Cambodia invasion, has signed a contract accepting full respon-

sibility for all convention expenses, with all excess revenues from

registration going to ^LC.

-^L
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Requirements ...
(r^ntiaued from Page I

)

The experimental program was approved by /he Regents by a voice

vote RegenU^Cathering Hearst. Glenn Campbell and Edward W. Carter

asked to be put on the record as votmg against It. '

l^w suit

In other action. Thomas J. Cunningham, general counsel to the

Regents reported on the final disposition of a case brought against the

Board by a former Berkeley student. Peter John Andersen Jr

Andersen brought suit against the Regents, seeking damages of

$150 000 after he was dismissed from the Berkeley campus for allegedly

altering Univeristy grade records and submitting forged petitions for

withdrawal from courses. .... u-* i „«^
In his litigation. Andersen claimed he was dismissed arbitrarily and

without good cause and was not afforded due process of law in Uie

University proceedings. His dismissal had been based upon findings of a

student conduct committee at Berkeley.

University's favor

The Alameda County Superior Court's action on the case resulted in

favor of the University. It's decision was affirmed by the California Cour

of Appeal Andersen attempted to have the California Supreme Court

hear his case, but it was turned down.
, ^ , ,. ^ v,;„

As a last resort, Andersen, a recent law school graduate acting as his

own attorney, sought review by the United States Supreme Court. His

case was never heard.
,

Cunningham's report to the Regents on the final disposition of An-

dersen vs. the Regents of the Univeristy of California" called the decision

of the Court of Appeal "important."
». ,, •

According to Cunningham, the decision recognizes "that University

disciplinary proceedings may be conducted without the formalities of

court proceedings provided that fundamental fairness is afforded the

student.*' " *>_-,
_

.

AtTENTIOlM FOREIGIM STUDENTS!
let irs"stn^p"yoUT^per sonhl eff ec f s horh 6 -We^re~

specialists m internfjlional parkdyiny (ind sljip

(MiHj We also sell appliances lor 220 volts

J>ACIFIC-KING
1215 W 6th St.

Lot Ang«l«« 17

'482-9662 ——r-«-*-~

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR, ALFRED R. BECKER
^ ' Optometrist "

,

10959 Weyburn Ave. ^

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girjdil*

Sp«cialties

GR 7- 1 773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTERSHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

A t.' '^^i K SS>Ol-\U-st U-^ \iu,:l'Ii's- OfHM! S>Of^\l

CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING
GROUP FOR WOMEN

f v

Women's Resource Center

Powell Library-Room 90

Thursday Evenings, 7-9 pm
V
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To be used for building construction

Student fees to pay bohd interest

By Susie HffUgo

DB Staff Writer

Student fees" will be used by the University of

California to pay off the debt of $131 million worth of

revenue bonds for academic facilities, the Regente

decided last week.
, ^ ^ j »

The use of student fees to pay off the bonds set a

precedent for the Regents. This fs thfe first time the

Kegents have had to float its own bond issue and it is

also the first time the Regents have committed

student fees to a long term agreement.

These precedents may demonstrate the Board s

frustrations and despair in trying to obtoin stole

funds for capitol outlay.

30 years

The bonds are to be paid off over a 30 year period.

They will be used to pay for three buildings; a $5

million life sciences unit here, a $4.8 million marine

biology building at UC San Diego and a $3.3 million

learning resources center at UC Santo Barbara.

UC student leaders voiced their opposition to the

funding of the buildings with students fees. They

claimed the use of student fees to pay for the bonds

would institutionalize tuition at the Univeristy and

make it difficult, if not impossible, to rescind tuition.

But UC President Charles J. Hitch said the three

buildings are desperately needed and that other

sources of funding have been searched for to no

avail. J .

'

'"^. .-'- Chancellor .

Chancellor Charles E. Young told the Regents the

bonds are needed urgently and recommended using

student fees to fund them.

"The capitol needs of this University are ex-

tremely ^great," Young said. *Tor the last several

years we have ground to a halt. We have lo6t the

ability to plan."

Young said the life sciences unit here is needed

~^*nbw . .

' and is extremely importont."

Interest on the bonds will be approximately $1

million per year, or akoiU $104>er student The $100

per quarter education fee will be used to pay off the
bonds.

,

The UC Student Body Presidents' Council, made up
of student leaders, told the Regents they opposed the

use of the education fee to pay off the bonds would
commit the fee "for thiry years."

Steve Halpern, undergraduate student body
president here, addressed the Board, ^ying funds

were available from other sources. Hiteh^nied this

was true. .' ^ "

\ Although thecommitment of student fees to pay for

the bonds was a precedent for the Regents, Berkeley
Chancellor Albert H. Bowker told the Board "this

method was used" at the stote university and city

college of New York.

,
'Widely used*

Hitch joined Bowker in saying the method is

"widely used throughout the country; I could think of

at least 13 stotes."

But several other Regents were not impre^ssed. In a

surprise move, Lt. Gov Ed Reinecke, an ex officio

Regent, said he was opposed to the use of student fees

to pay for the bonds.

"This is the classic case of the camel's nose under

tent," Reinecke said. "The gates are now wide open

to commit student fees for all the time."

Regent Edward W. Carter, chairman of the board

of Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc., said he was
"lukewarm" to the idea of usi;ig student fees for the

bonds.
"I continue to believe the right way to support

capitol outlay is the Legislature's funds," Carter

said.

Carter also warned the Board that it should be

continually aware of "the amount of debt we're in-

curring." However, when a roll call vote came,

Carter voted in the affirmative (to use student fees).

Only five Regents voted against the proposal to use

student fees. They were Williarn K. Coblentz,

William E. Forbes, Joseph A. Moore Jr., William M.

Roth and Reinecke. "
' '

*' -

Pfopsed student resea^r^^^^

ccliiter ddfeated by Regents
A student proposal to create a

public interest research center at

UC Berkeley was killed by the UC
Regents last week in San Fran-

cisco.

According to advocates of the

center, it would have conducted

research and published reports on

current issues; from drug ad-

diction to environmentol con-

cerns;

Originally called Citizens Action

Law (CAD Advocates a year ago,

Berkeley students approved in a

referendum last year a $1.50 in-

crease in their student fees to fund

the center. The center had the

approval of Berkeley Chancellor

Albert H. Bowker and UC
President Charles J. Hitch.

The Board of Regents, who must
approve any increase in student

fees, have delayed voting on the

proposal for half year. Several

Regents have instead asked
proponents of the center to answer
questions and modify the struc-

ture of the center to their liking.

However, the proposal was
defeated by a 10-8 vote. Regents

Hitch, John E. Canaday, William

K. Coblentz, William E. Forbes,

Elinor Heller, DeWitt A. Higgs,

William Roth and Bert L. Smith

voted in favor of the center.

A conservative bloc of Regents

defeated the proposal. They were
Lt. Gov. Ed Reinecke, Dean A.

Watkihs, Glenn Campbell, Allan

Grant, Catherine Hearst, John H.

Lawrence, Joseph A. Moore Jr.,

Robert O Reynolds, William
French Smith and William A.

Wilson. /

Coblentz told the Board he will

put the proposal on the agenda for

the meeting in September, despite

the fact the advocates of the

center said a two-month delay

would spell dissolution of it. It is

currently operating on private

donations and the finances of the

students involved with its

establishment.

After defeat of the proposal,

Ray Bourhis, one of the initiators

of the center, said he would at-

tempt to estoblish the center with

dotiations from California

citizens. He also called the

Regents who voted against the

center "Reagan's Raiders."

An attempt was made to start a

CAL advocates branch here last

fall but died out. No revival is in

sight.
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4th Production, 1972 Seoton, MARK TAPER FQRUM
C«nt«r Th«atr« Group, MUSIC CENTER

"Don't Bother Me

i Can't Cope"
o new musical entertainment

UCLA STUDENT PREVIEWS,
August 4 & 6 at 8:00 p.m.

$2 TICKETS ON SALE JULY 1 L KERCKHOFF HALL TICKET OFFICE

By Arrongem«nt oi »h« UCLA Student Comml««« for th« Artt

Our third salon

NOW IN THE VILLAGE
TONY SASSOON'and his International staff

extend their thanks to UCLA

students and staff with a

SPECIAL HAIRFARE
tFOR YOU

Sets, Cuts S. Fantastic Hoircutting
{

By appointment : 925 BroKtcn 477-4585 or 479-9634

Men's hoircutting tool

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 4 :>TE EVENINGS

;+^ '

Unknown future remains

forUCSB studentpaper
Who's going to put out the Nexus, the student newspaper at UC Santa

Barbara?
The question remains unanswered at this point. Two weeks ago the

UCSB administration put out the weekly edition of the paper because of
the student editors refusal to retract potenUally libelous iQaterial which
appeared June 2.

^

-..^
,

.- w^ *

(In that issue, A story was printed covering allegedly fraudulent real
estate deals made by the Santa Barbara City attorney, district attorney
and a candidate for county supervisor.

)

In two successive papers, the Nexus published further details of the
incidents, and as a result has now received nine more demands for
retraction through the law firm of Melvin Belli, who is representing the
city attorney three officials.

Mike Gordon, editor of the Nexus, called the demands —precursor to a
libel suit against the Nexus — "really ridiculous" saying that many of
them cove^ed events that are a matter of public record. "Local attorneys
have told us none of it was libelous," he said.

A libel suit against the Nexus would include the UC Board of Regents as
a defendant. The takeover was based on the opinion of the Regents
General Counselor, Thomas Cunningham. His office refused comment on
the present situation.'

In last week's Nexus, UCSB Chancellor Vernon Cheadle was lambasted
in an editorial for having sanctioned the takeover. The paper also said
they had "no intention" of retracting the latest round of "libelous"
statements it made in its reporting of the situation.

Stephen Goodspeed, vice chancellor for administration said the
original retroaction may have become illegitimate because of last week's
edition. He also said, "If the demands have to be retracted and the editors

refuse to, we'll have to put out another issue again."

As to the criticism by the Nexus, he said, "We're used to it'"

The Nexus only has two more issues this summer, so the issue may be
carried over until fall. However, Santa Barbara sources said the Ad-
ministration would probably be reluctant to do so, because of fear of

confronting the radical community which is apparently not in force on
campus now. '•

- k

TKlPee here designated

AssistentXhancellors^
Chancellor Charles E. Young has torinatly subdivided the Chancellor's

office into three new branches with the appointment of three department
• heads to the positions of assistant chancellor.

Adrian H. Harris, director of the planning office here, Beverly R. Liss,

coordinator for academic affairs, and Donald M. Bowman, executive

director of the alumni association, now join Assistant Ctiancellor-

Executive Assistant Elvin W. Swenson in the Chancellor's office.

The appointments involve few new responsibilities for all three.

Harris, named assistant chancellor-planning, will continue to be
responsible for the coordinati<m of academic, fiscal, physical, com-
munity, manpower, and organizational planning and institutionsil

research.

Liss, named assistant chancellor-academic procedures, has respon-

sibility for the coordination of academic affairs and supervision of the

Academic Personnel Office. She also will consult with Young and
Kxecutive Vice Chancellor David S. Saxon in all academic-
administrative areas including policy development, procedural im-

plementation, and budgetary and allocation processes.

Bowman, named Assistant Chancellor-Alumni and Development, will

bear responsibility for the overall planning, supervision, and
management of the Development Program here, in addition to working
with the UCLA Foundation and Alumni Associa^on.

Correction
We wish to correct misinformation in a story which appeared in

Friday's Bruin dealing with the legal defense for those arrested on

campus during the May II antiwar protests here.

As a result of a proofreading error, the story said that a member
of the Legal Defense committee had testified regarding Chancellor

Charles E. Young's dispersal order to students that day. This is

incorrect— the Chancellor himself was the defense witness, and he

testified that his order had applied only to the Murphy Hall area.

student
committee
for the arts

WHArS HAPPENING. .

a weekly look at SI tickets on

sole to UCLA students only at

the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

MORE $1 TICKETS ON SALE TODAY

ANNA SOKOLOW'S PLAYERS PROJECT
not to be mitssd by onyon* lnt*r«tt«d in either theoter or donee" (Cllve Barne$)

Act Without Word* No. 1 by Backet, with electronic musk;
J*lly Rdl, d D«monstration on th« Evolution of Rogtim*; and

Mogriff*, Magnify- dance, poetry & drnrr^o inspired

by Magrltte's paintings, accompanied by works by Scriabin,

Liszt, Satle. Some Blend! .

^
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BONNt BELL 1006 LOTION
Now It th« ONCE* A* YEAH TIME TO SAVE BIG on Iko
PINT til* Bonn* ft«l| TEN* O* SIX Ten O Sii Lotion it

Hto on* cloonting and corroctiv* cotmotic tKat holpt
yowr tkin to complot* notural boouty. It kolpt cUor
tkin blomithot with immaculot* doop cUonting and
Kooling medication Why not'ordor two pint* at our
»p«c«al. annual laio prico?

Jttg.

$5.50
Pint

Sii«
$0953

LANVIN NATURAL SPRAY COLOGNI

HALF PRICE SALE
ARPEGE OR MY SIN • iVi oz.

$050Reg. $7.00 Your Choice

PROMISE THEM ANYTHING... BUT AT THIS W tack

PRICE GIVE THEM ONE OF EACHI

DOROTHY GRAY
DRY SKIN LOTION

DOES BEAUTIFUL

THINGS FOR

ALL-OF-YOU T

-$]oo

DRY SKIN CLIANSIt SALON COLO CRIAM

Time to compare and save on

V\ Dorothy Gray cleansing creqms

$350

6 Oi.. only

12 oi only

Ye« ewe it te yeurtelfl Mte4 deily

. . . Deretliv Grey Cleentiiifl Creems
ere the befllnninfl ef e beewtifvlly

cereil-fer. tilkee cemplesiea.

—ij

81 RITE DRUGS

SHAMPOO

Alberto Balsam

Shampoo
3 Formulot for all

types of hair

7.0,

$1.58
Value

"% f •• -

77
DISCOUNT COUPON

July 18 73 ' ,, imni

81 RITE DRUGS

VO' Hair

Spray

1

.»—>»
I All Formulas

16 0..

$2.35
Value M 33

DISCOUNT COUPON July 18 32

i
,

81 RITE DRUGS

COPPERTONE
SUNTAN
LOTION
OR OIL

,V79 OttC
Value 99
k.HIIT2 DISCOUNT COUPO

81 RITE DRUGS *% r

Sweet&Low
Sugar Substitute

Box of 100
Pockettes

$1.09
Value

81 RITE DRUGS 81 RUE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPON
July 18 23

GELUSIL

ANTIACID
TABLETS
BoHit of 165

C7cli$3i8$188Jt ; lvalue I

BUFFEMNE
.iJfeottltof
^»PlOO
Fost Pain

Rtliof

lien?

81 RITE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPON

81 RITE DRUGS

July 18 33
J iiMTl

$1.75
Value 99

DIAL

SPRAY

Deodorant

57'
4- ot.

$1.09
Volue

$4.95
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON
IMIIT}

t»* • • 81 RITE DRUGS

409 SPKIALS
Sproy Cleoner 32-Oz.

or Sproy Foom
Bothroom Cleoner

20-Oz.

$1.29
Volue 66'
DISCOUNT COUPON

81 RITE DRUGS

1*^
CCS}

BUCK FLAG
SPECIALS

Roach & Ant Sproy

?SLI II-O1. Con or Moust * "WK
Garden Spray 12-0i.MMItli

98c
Value

ti tmi 4
I• •••'*
I

69
DISCOUNT COUPON

DISCOUNT COUPOI

81 RITE DRUGS

July 18 33

SHY
Feminint
Syringo

Modern hygenic
method for the fas-

tidious woman.

$2
DISCOUNT COUPON

81 RITE DRUGS

July 18

Mr. Clean
All Purpose
Cleaner

2B0i.
Giant Siie

79c
Volue 49

July II 22 f

DISCOUNT (UUPON

81 RITE DRUGS

COMET
CLEANSER

\ 140z.

20c OiOCc
jValue^RA^
k iMMt;

DISCOUNT COUPON July
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Campaign '72

What ha, /W Miami-a reflection

No matter what happened in Miami last week during the

Democratic National Convention. California was always

^' Bv the luck of a draw. California's 271 delegates pledged

to George McGovem as a result of the June 6 primary, were

the first to vote in evefyroU call. It was a big start, giving

McGovem the nomination and platform planks he wanted

in i\ Cakewalk

•We were the flagship delegation," said Jim Richardson,

an 18 year-old sophomore history major here who was one

of several UCLA students serving as delegates.

"When we voted, the other delegates knew how

McGovem wanted it." * «,

But the California "plainfolk" delegation, 52% women,

19% black, 19% Chicano, 30% under 30, was not 271 votes in

McGovern's backpocket every time. /r ^

Less than 200 for Eagleton

For instance, Senator Thomas Eagleton, McGovem s

choice for vice-president, received less than 200 votes from

the California delegation. .j^„«„
"Our votes for the other candidates in the vice-presidency

Were protest votes," said Paul Brindze, a 27 year-old second

year law student here. ;'We had never heard anything about

Eagleton before. .
, . ^ • *

"Some of us vot^Jl^aiiist Eagleton not to vote against

McGovem, but against^me of his staff people who thought

of Califomia ar271 sure votes no matter what the roll call.

Others saw this "independence" as healthy.
"

"It's a good sign," said Mark Gunn, a 19 year-old

sophomore in political science here. "There was a Jack of

strong-arming The people voted the way they wanted to

vote It was no revolt against McGovem/' ^^^'

"The independence was essentially healthy," remarked

Richardson i think we all just got sick and tired of Gary

Hart (McGovern's campaign manager) calling us and

telling us This would embarass George,' etc."
"

-Barbara Learner, a 20-year old junior in sociology,

describe^ how the McGovem staff organized their delegate

votes.

Suggest a certain way

By

John Sandbrook

*•

"Willie Brown, our stale chairman, would receive a

phone call from headquarters, asking 'Is it possible for

Califomia to vote this way? ' They would suggest we vote a

certain way, for instance no on the ab6rtion plank," she j

said.

What was it like on the convention floor?

"Nothing like it seemed like on television," re§|Jonded

Brindze. a Vietnam veteran. "Sometimes it seemed like an

exercise that didn't have much meaning. I had this feeling

^'Sometimes it seemed like an exercise that

didn't have any meaning, I had this feeling

of unreality, that the convention was just a

TV program in which we were all actors."

— Paul Brindze, 27, second year law

jstudent -

¥:::y::::::::::::::::::ft%::W^^

of unreality, that the convention was just a TV program in

which we were all actors."

"The TV people didn't quite know what was going on,"

said Richardson. "This stuff about the sophisticated

McGovem organization is all bullshit.

"I have to protest what the newsmen were saying,"

remarked Gunn. "There was no tremendously organized

floor machine, no tremendous amount of pressure."

'People wanted us to win'

"We won because the people wanted us to win, not

because of the McGovem machine," added Richardson.

ALL SMILES — Sen. George McGovem had a lot to

srrtMe about last week, winning the Democratic

presidential nomination at Miami Beach along with

establishing firm control of the Democratic Party.

The trip to Miami was not all that pleasant. The

California delegation stayed at the Doral Country Club, 20

miles from the convention hall. According to Learner, it

rained everyday. .

As a topper, since only 120 of McGovem's 271 delegates

could be seated Monday night (dtie to the credentials fight),

many of the so-called "Uberated 151," including Learner,

Gunn, and Brindze, had trouble getting into the convention.

Yet, everyone agreed the journey to Miami was suc-

cessful and of immense importance. ^
.

"We accomplished what we went there for," said Brind-

ze, "We nominated McGovem."
^

,

Gunn credited fellow delegate Brindze with^much of the

success.
. V-

Not token d'elegates

"We did not just sit and vote. Paul, for instance, was

instrumental in putting three people under 30 on each of the

credentials, platforms, and rules committee. And he made

sure they were qualified and not token delegates," Gunn

said.

What about a unified Democratic party?

"We had a successful convention," Richardson ex-

plained. "We now have some semblance of unity, especially

compared to 1968.

"There are some disgruntled people, but Wallace hasn't

started a third party. The left didn't fly. The center, Muskie

and Humphrey, sUyed with us. As for George Meany, no

one gives a damn about him."

"The convention was not totally together," Learner

noted. "But it was really something to see a Wallace

delegate wear a McGovem button. What Alabama did

Thursday night (completely backing McGovem's choice of

Eagleton for vice-president) set the mood."
^

Brindze was a bit more skeptical.

Following Wallace*s orders

"The Alabama move wasn't so much an act of unity as it

was the Alabama delegation following Wallace's orders,"

%:::::::A;Ay:y:;:%%ift%%J:y^^

**The TV people didn't quite fenow what was

going on. This stuff about the sophisticated

McGovern organization is all bullshit.'* —
Jim Richardson, 18, sophomore, history

he said. "Wallace called the delegation to tell thfem to back

Eagleton because he believed that the party's presidential

nominee had the right to pick his own running mate. . \

"It wasn't so much a matter of unity as it was Wallace

believing what was right."

Gunn, having already returned home to San Bemardino,

discovered some interesting reactions to the Democratic

convention there.

"Some people have told me that, based on the convention,

they think the Democrats are wild people. I think some of

the platform planks that were discussed during prime time

TV may have offended some people — the gay plank, the

lettuce boycott, etc. . • , _1 . .

_ *Good thing*

"But it was a good thing they got aired in the convention,"

he said. '
. ^

And wliat now?
— All four said they would continue to campaign hard for

McGovem.
But Brindze has a long-range view.

I "It was the election of the national conmiittee that ac-

cj)mplished total revolution in the Democratic party, for

example, a woman as chairman, a black as vice-chairman.

"That was the important step. Now, even if McGovem >

loses in the fall, there won*t be any backsliding on party

reform. That very well could have happened, but it won't

happen now."

Gunn agreed.
» j »*

"All the reforms — I was glad to see them occur. I don i

think they represented too big a step. If we lose m

November, though, people will probably say the defeat

came because of the reforms."

What do they think of the convention system?

Learner says she "is looking forward to her next con-

vention." .

'

*Siitiiiner Camp'
^ "It was almost like going to summer camp," Richardson

reflected. "Willie Brown was like a den mother, teUing us to

get on the bus, do this, do that.

"The presence of the underprivUeged people had a Dig

effect," said Gunn. "They made us a litUe more aware

Look at the plank on the lettuce boycott.

"What was especially satisfying was that most ot me

issues affecUng the nation were discussed in the con-

vention."

A slight sense of history prevailed too.

"We had these televisions in the lobby. It was interesting

to be the newmakers one minute and then go out and watcn

the same event the next minute," Gunn said.
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If you ore (i) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of cor. Being

o college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidences togei^her and its

likely that you qualify for rates that average 35*^ belov^ stan-

dard prices

And in cas« you don't (H thit d«scription, call our local offk*

anyway. W« just sp*n« six y«art working with th« auto inturanc*

industry on b«half ol collog* ttudcnts. W« think wa can halp.

mie: 451-1313

college stydeni lisuraice service

726 Santa Monica Blvd. (-202) Santa Monica. Calif. 90401
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CLASS
NOTES

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — P'ofl

Art S4 Kaplan
Economic* 10IA - Morphy
Economic* \tO - Murphy
Education 112 - Kieslar

History 174B - WajM -.-_^„d
Political Sceinct 1«0 - Baenwa.u

Psyct>ologv 41 - Wicken*

Psyct^ology 110 Cara«r

P*yct>ology 130 P«^
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"We have a complete

line of CliH's Notes

nnd Monarch Notes

For aiUilional courses coll or

^
come in 5
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Students design hydrogen car

for urban vehicle competition

Tuesday/July 18. 1972 UCLA Sunr^mer Bruin f

^ A car fueled with hydrogen

rather than gasoline will carry

UCLA*s hopes in the national

Urban Vehicle Design Com-
petition, scheduled for next month

, in Detroit. 'f""^ ~"^

—

~ Lab tests indicate that the car

will not only conform to the 1976

pollution control standards, but

will actually emit slightly cleaner

3ir that it takes in.

Joe Finegold, one of the

students working on the car, said,

"It's the simplest combustion

reaction you could imagine.

Hydrogen is burned in the

presence of oxygen from the air,

releasing water ^por."
Since hydrogen contains no

carbon, the engine emits no

carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons, and nitric oxide,

another smog ingredient, has been

reduced to about one-hundredth

the amount put out by gasoline-

fueled engines. •

Five engineering students here

have been working on the car for

the past y^r and a half: Ned
Baker, Joe Finegold, John Lu,

Frank Lynch, and Bob Takahashi."*"
vlS ' -

Fraternities . ..
(Continued from Pagel) r ,,

He also said, "In my opinion, there's- nothing wrong with a high-rise

apartment house if it impraves the existing farilit^ps and hlpnri.*; |p wpII

with the surroundings." .

Gesturing with his hand at the bare floor of the Alpha Epsilon Pi house,

^""he said, "A moderate high-rise is better than this filthy dump." But he

again said he would not raze the buildings, saying, "I'm an investor, not a

philosopher." *-

Showdown /
About 40 people attended the auction, with bidding beginning at $50,000

and moving up quickly to $160,000, where it became a showdown between

DeGeorge and another bidder, who made his last bit at $182,000.

Observors expressed surprise at the final figure, which was $3,000 short

of the price the Zeta Psi house was sold^ for in a similar auction last

spring. Zeta Psi is located next to the Sammy house, and is ap-

proximately the same size as one of the other two houses.

Tops f
Soon after the auction, DeGeorge was beseiged by real estate

developers and salesmen, along with a man who gave him a card for a

plumbing firm. He said to one of them, "The property has many
problems, but size-wise and physical-wise, for the price, it's tops."

He also said he had been looking for land in which to invest for a long

time. As for his interest in the area around this campus, he said his only

real affiliation was that he lived in the defunct Delto Sigma Phi house for

45 days when he first arrived in Los Angeles a few years ago, paying $1 a

day.
.
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According to Lynch, getting
together the materials for the car
has been "fairly easy." American
Motors donated a 1972 Gremlin
body and Ford Motors donated a
"Boss" 351 cubic inch engine.

"Right now, we're just doing
body work, and finishing up the
plumbing," Lynch said. He ex-

plained that the contest would not
only include consideration of

exhaust emissions, but safety,

performance, handling and
economy. There are 53 entries.

Will any offers be forthcoming
from the contest? "I'll be damned
if 1 know," Lynch said. "Actually,
if a company wanted to build this,

it would just be a matter of bolting

down the right things in the right

places."

The group plans to use com-
pressed hydrogen gas as a fuel.

Engineers have been ex-
perimenting with hydrogen cars
since T920, but have yet to come up
with one that didn't knock or

backfire. Lynch said they have
overcome this problem by
designing an exhaust. gas recir-

culation system that routes a

portion of the exhaust gases ino
the engine's intake.

TJie hydrogen storage system at
the present time consists of two
300-pound tanks that will last for

HO miles. 'It's a stop-gap thing
right now," Lynch said. "We have
something on paper that will store

200 miles of hydrogen and weigh
about 400 pounds, but we haven't
yet had time to develop it."

Lynch emphasized that the
group, under the sponsorship of

engineering professor Albert
Bush, would continue to work on
the project after the contest.

Eventually, the group hopes to use
a solid metal hydride fuel to

propel the car. Previously, there

had been problems in the ther-

modynamics of burning hydrides
and liberating the hydrogen, but

Lynch said the group has the

problem licked "on paper."

Announcerrients
Today is the last day Student Parking petitions for fall quarter can be

receiveid. The campus parking service is on level 2 of Lot 8.

« * *

Friday (at noon) is the first day for continuing students to enroll and

register by mail for fall quarter. Priority for enrollment is by postmarked

date.

Registration packets are available in Murphy Hall U34 until August 25.

August 25 is also the last day to enroll or register by mail.
« • «

~—

-

Summer Softball is being played each Tuesday and Thursday evening

on the main Intramural Field from 5: 30 to 8: 00.

Teams are chosen at the start of each game and latecomers are

welcome. If you can bring a glove, bat or ball, do so. The games are

strictly "for fun."
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GOING MOBILE — UCLA's entry in the national Urban Vehicle Design

competition, designed by five engineering students here, stands just

about ready for the contest next month. The car runs on compressed
hydrogen gas, emitting water vapor. '
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Keep your
stiident-fdciilties
attoiit yoiLwhilejH
arouiid you are
losing tlieirs.

'i:=*

In a never-ending

effort to give you
,

something for nothing,

we would once again like

to make you aware of our

free rental service. It is

available to all students

and faculty of UCLA with-

out any cost or obligation.

No hype, no hidden

charges, no lease, no
kidding. Moss & Company
owns and manages over

40 apartment buildings in

« \
';

the Westwood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur-

nished and unfurnished

-from $130 to $450. We
will find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-

where in the greater Los

Angeles area. Free. So,

drop by our office or

call and take your choice.

We'll give you the earth

and everything that's in

it, emd —which is more
—you'll be a man, my son.

'•fr*^ >"

Free Rental Service
i'^r

!

MOSS & COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213) 879-9031/474-3555 QFfQRTtMnT

AiMl noweeettoto siHiiiiier^ bargalns:

625-41 LANDFAIR AVENUE
Phone:479-5404

swimming pool/sundeck/furnished apartments/singles/one bedrooms

no lease required

Ask about our low summer rentalsl

s

i
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The Board of Regents decided last week to float

about $13 million worth of bonds to finance new

academic buildings for the UC system. At the same

time, the Regents committed student fees to pay the

interest on the bonds untiktheyjexpire — up to 30

years from now.

The bond proposal was approved over objections

by student leaders who said the long-term com-

mitment of student fees would prevent any future

attempts to eliminate the education fee (i.e., tuition)

at the University.

vr

-f-

#*-;•

While the bond decision will create a new barrier to

anti-tuition moves, such as the one Governor Reagan
vetoed this year, it will not be an insurmountable one.

A far more serious objection to the Regents* action is

it is one more example of the subtle shift the

University is undergoing from a state-supported to a

studerit-supported system.

As many Regents argued last year, when faced

with student demands that some of the education fee

be used for student financial aids, there isji direct

correlation between the amount of student money
spent in the University and the amount of state

money withdrawn. This extended commitment of

student fees to academic building construction can
only encourage future governors and legislators to

rely on students to keep on paying. ^ , ^ - >

:

The Regents' willingness to spend student fees in

this manner shows future governors and Legislators

they can reduce state funding of the University by a

simple circular process. They need only cut back
state support slightly, wait for the Regents to replace

it with student fees, then eliminate a corresponding

amount of state funds permanently on the basis that

those student fees are adequate.

It is unfortunate that the Regents have been
finessed into making this move, but they can not be
blamed for falling into Governor Reagan's well-laid

trap. They are finding themselves, as the students

have found themselves many times before, helpless

victims of the governor's scheme to turn the

University into a pay-as-you-go institution.

9

Lgttfirs to the Editor

The Doctorow papers continue
Kditor:

A letter in the Dally Brum

recently accused me of having

•bombarded this paper with a

multitude of letters, both signed

and unsigned ( "Name withheld"),

all of them praising the beautiful

idea of socialism .. .". I had

written two letters to the Bruin up

to that time during the summer

session, and no letters during the

Spring Quarter. The verb
,

•bombarded" is therefore

inapplicable to my letters to the

Bruin, and is more appropriately

to be used in connection with the

napalm bombing of the women
and children in Vietnam

However, it is a sad fact that the

Daily Bruin is virtually the only

newspaper in Southern California

which prints anti-capitalist let-

ters In fact. I tried to have letters

published in the large city

newspapers of America for many
years, on the subject of socialism,

and out of hundreds of letters not

one was published. The large city

newspapers reTuse fo^ven print

letters attacking large cor-

porations, which even the reform-

minded Democrats sometimes do.

This curious fact is a very direct

consequence of the fact that large

city newspapers are themselves

large corporations, owned and

operated for the exclusive benefit

t)f a few rich people who are often

themselves heirs to family wealth.

I know rgany people who have had

the same^el^eriences, and whose

letters to large city newspapers

are always rejected, even when
the newspapers have only gar-

bage collection or the weather as

alternative topics. The only letters

that usually get by are anti-war

letters or vague letters whose
meanings can be interpreted any

way the reader wants to. Even
these letters have a quota in most
cases, and are proportionately far

too few (the anti-war letters, I

mean).
' Another curious fact is that

right-wingers seem to have no

idea how popular socialism and
socialist countries are among the

young generation. It is true that

few students write letters about

socialist nations to the Daily

Bruin, but that is because few

students want to have their names
publicly displayed for the FIB and
the various Internal Security

investigators. The fact that I am
writing such letters is in many
ways a sacrifice of my future

career and my freedom from
investigation and /or
harrassment. I do not urge most
students to do so unless they hate

the system more than they hate

punishment. But students have

recourse to other activities and

projects, and not all of them would

be good at letter writing. I have

the highest praise for many

students who engage in other

types of projects for socialism

(besides letter writing). One day,

perhaps their activities will have

a greater effect on Apnerican

society than letters do^

Osher Doctorow

Rebuttal
Kditor:

As Alexander Wlodawer pointed

out in his perceptive letter of June

.30, this guy Osher Doctorow has

been deluging the Bruin for

months with signed and ''Name

Witheld" letters attacking

American "democracy" and
capitalism and cynically ap-

plauding "socialism" in the

"Soviet" Union and China.

Wlodawer does a good job in

taking this^ guy apart for his

blindness as to democracy under

the one-party dictatorships, but

doesn't take if far enough. So^ a

few words more:

Indeed, the heart of the problem

with Doctorow is that he has no

idea what socialism is — and I'm

not just judging from his letter. I

had a long political conversalion

with him last winter. Whatever we
got is bad and oppressive and

unjust, ^nd they got something

that they call "socialism" and

they're the enemy of my eneym.

Ergo, they must be my friend.

This kind of stupidity has infected

liberals like Doctorow long before

Doctorow was bom.

Socialism is the collective

ownership of the means of

production by the creators of that

wealth: the working class. "State

ownership" of the means of

production, as in the so-called

"Communist" countries is

meaningless when you get the

answer to the crucial question:

who owns the state? The
Bolshevik Revolution smashed the

dictatorship of private profit and
exploitative class rule in Russia
and raised the working clas9 to

power for the first time in history.

Because the Revolution was
defeated in Germany and the West
in the years following the First

World War, t\\e Soviet regime
degenerated into the totalitarian

barbarism of Stalin and the rise to

power of a new ruling class from
layers of the Party and the

bureaucracy. This ruling class

has almost exactly the same
relationship to the people of

Russia (and China's ruling class
to the people of China) as the
capitalist ruling class has to the
people in the West. Meaningful
dissent cannot be tolerated in

either. Popular struggles will be
crushed in either — or in cither's

imperialist "sphere of interest

"

(e.g. Hungary, Vietnam).
Sometimes the agents of the one
will help the other put down a
popular rising that neither can
control (eg. the actions of the
French Communist Party in 1968).

Nevertheless the class struggle

goes on in both and the kettle can
withstand only $o much pressure.

Socialism is not the negation of

democracy — it is the elimination

of class exploitation and class

dictatorship. "Democracy" is

very real for the exploiters,

capitalist and "Communist",
circumscribed and limited to

"safe dissent" for the people in

the West, and non-existent for the

masses in the '^Communist
countries." (No, " Osher,
^arantecd fttH-employment and^
medical and social services and
"state ownership" do not make
"democracy."

' The mass of people;^ in the

"Communist" societies are

getting themselves together and

will again gain control, over their

lives. The Working classes of

those countries, long fed

—

propaganda on how they are the

ruling class will seek to make it

so. ^anwhile it is for the creators

of wealth and (others') privilege

in the West to ck) likewise That

cannot be done by wishing it so, or -

applauding "democracy" or

"socialism" in the "Communist'

countries, "Osher". That can only

be done through struggle.

Ultimately, it can only be done by

the working class liberating itself

and gaining ownership of the

state. Students can't do it
—

though our efforts can and have

helped weaken the American and

other capitalist ruling classes. ,

McGovem can't and certainly

wouldn't want - to do it. The

working class itself is doing it
—

despite what the bourgeois press

tells Us — blue and white collar,

men and women, black, brown,

yellow, and white.

That my dear Osterow is what

socialism is. If you or anyone else

wants to know how this process

can be aided, come see us ( 1910 S.

Vermont, LA., or Bruin Walk in

the fall) or read our newspaper,

Workers Power (write above or in

periodicals section of the research

library).

Jerry Habush

Grad, History

International Socialists

Be an intellectual Quote the Bruin

. i
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attention ucia students, faculty & staff!

you're invited to a Warner Bros.-Reprise Records concert

TS HENRY WEBB with

24 PIECE ORCHESTRA
a new artist — composer — story teller — singer — pianist

THURSDAY, JULY 20 8:30 PM-SCHOENBERG HALL

No Admission Cl^arge

Priority seating for UCLA students only, but faculty and staff invited.

I ID required. Limited seating. Tickets distributed, at 7:30 PM, on first

come basis.

Presented by the UCLA Student Committee (or the Arls

#
more than llOiN) "

ellj$ible employees ot'

University of California

pay tlielr auto insurance

liy payroil deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.)

loinTliem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty
Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach

961-4000 625-7272 426-2186
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Where 'sAndrew Pulley,
Editor:

If I correctly understand the

platform of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP), and specifically

that of Andrew Pulley (see last

Friday's Bruin) there is a stress

on people engaging in liberation

and revolutionary struggles.

However, on reading the article

and SWP literature, it is apparent

that the SWP is far more in-

terested in making Senator

George McGovem look as bad as

possible. Pulley said in the article

that McGovem was more
dangerous than Nixon because he

was "fooling everyone."

The SWP is also spending its

time and money on anti-

McGovem literature, specifically
a pamphlet entitled "Everything
you always wanted to know about
George McGovem." The writing
is somewhat slanted, and large
amounts of the publication are
taken up with speculation and
innuendos.

In addition, I notice that Andrew
Pulley wants us to attend the
NPAC convention here this

weekend — an excellent idea, but
where is he going to be? I suspect
both he and Linda Jenness will t>e

off somehwere putting down on
George McGovern, rather than
doing something like attending an
antiwar convention. -

If these two candidates' are as

concemed abou^; liberation and
revolutionary, struggle as they
contend to be, I cannot possibly
justify the attempt on their part to
flack their own personalities. It is

especially strange when ap-
parently the principal way of

doing this is not by explaining
what is worthwhile about
socialism (which is something
that a lot of people ought to be
doing), but by blasting away at

George McGovern which is

something Nixon is going to spend
several million dollars doing
within the next few months).
Andrew Pulley, if that's where

your "socialism" is at, you can
shove it up your ass.

Name witheld

Dr ScMTinambuJist
^ •-

Drifting through memories

Before me is a leather and amber plastic picture

holder, about an indh by an inch and a half, perhaps

twenty years old. The reason I say twenty is that the

pictures , four of children around two or three and one

of a woman around forty, have the cast and scent of

photographs from the late forties and early fifties.

They are not crystal clear, as more recent photos

tend to be, nor is the lighting quite right, in so^ie

spots faint, in others overly shadowed. Of course if

may be that time has seen to that.

But all this is sally, a perimetry joust with the thing

that is really on my mind, the reason I am noting any
of this at all. I picked the holder out of one of several

old and rotting trunks some friends and I found in a

trash heap last summer, found and carted home to

my backyard where we pored over the contents of

each piece by piece. Tliey were filled with the

memorabilia and incunabula of a lifetime, stacks

and bundles of letters and postcards in a musty,

.^ elegant script which told more by its appearance
than its content.

There were envelopes rimmed in black, marking
funerals or deaths unt)elmownst to me, books

crawling with tiny creatures someone said were
bookworms, which astonished me, for how many
times had I used and heard the word, bookworms,
without any inkling that yes, there were such things

after all? * ^ V-
That was last summer. Earlier today, while at a

loss for something to do, I was looking through

drawers and cabinets, and behind a red plastic

-——by Bob Stirt
batting helmet with a white "W" on it came upon the

little picture holder once again. U has two little doors
that swing open, each containing two baby pictures,

and in the center, at the back, a very compelling
ohoto of a woman, no doubt their mother.

She is smiling, smiling so that it appears she was
caught in the midst of a laugh, ecstatic. The corners

wf her eyes are seamed, partly by her expression,

partly by her age, but the man who Once carried this

picture didn't see the lines as I do. No, the crooked

teeth, the small, gold earrings,, the thin link

necklace, the bobbed hatr, none of these things

registered in the chill of the Pacific night or the

searing sun of Italy. What did register was the lilt of

her voice, the smell of that hair, the feel of that skin

that only her lover could fmd there in that small

square of paper.

Who knows where she is now, or if she is even

alive? Not me, certainly; not you. She does, and

perhaps her husband too, if he ever made it back,

along with his little picture case. Certainly the

children in the pictures know, twenty or so years

later. But it strikes me as odd nontheless that for a

few moments at least there is yet another, an out-

sider, who is interested, whose interest, granted, is

fleeting, but there. Does it matter to her? Not in the

concrete sense of someone encountering her, talking,

laughing, crying with her, but in a more subtle,

unseen, and therefore more crucial way. Because

that which is ill-defined at its source is ever more so

at its destination. And that is the point of all this.

The Israeli argument
by Osha Doctorow

One of the greatest psychological battlegrounds between radicals and
the Establishment centers around Jewish students. A large proportion of

Jewish students supports the radical position, but a large proportion is

lured away by the Establishment through the issues of Israel and Soviet

Jewry. The Establishment has succeeded in painting a picture of radicals

as genocideal Hitlers who wish to see the massacre of Israel and Soviet

Jews. I do not know of any radical who has this position in America, and I

doubt that it is applicable to any region of the world except perhaps a

small segment of the Arab population in very unfavorable enviroments
(and their related suicide squads).

Radicals vary in their viewpoints toward Israel. The basic radical

position is that if Israel cannot survive without basic dependence upon
American arms ( Phantom jets, etc. ) and without territorial occupation of

Arab regions, then its citizens should emigrate to other nations of the

world and participate in the workers' struggle in each nation to which
they move. If Israel can survive without dependence upon American
arms and without territorial occupation of Arab regions, then I think that

most radicals would view Israel like any other nation, in terms of the

degree to which its workers determine its economic and political policies.

Why is it so important that Israel not be dependent upon Aptierican

arms? Mainly because arms for Israel have become a political tool of the

Nixon Administration. In Israel and in the American Jewish community,
leading figures continually praise Nixon and support Nixon because of his

deliveries of phantom jets and other vital weapons to Israel. Close

dependence exists on the economic and political and military levels.

What may have started as a purely military decision has expanded into

the realm of basic human values and affected all levels of human life. The
issue of arms for Israel has become a basic weapon in the psychological 1

arsenal of the Establishment. '.

In its dependence upon America and upon the Nixon Administration,

Israel has chosen to sacrifice its basic human valuei^ for the sake of the

arms which can guaranlee its national survival. For the Nixon Ad-

ministration is completely opposed to the workers who constitute the

majority of every nation. It is opposed to education for the majority, to

social progress, to the civil rights of individuals and groups, to the in-

terests of most minorities. It supports the rich, the owners of giant cor-

porations, the military dictators who get rich from the black market and
dope traffic and the work of others.

'

Can a nation be condemned for sacrificing its basic human values for

the sake of what it regards as national survival? If, indeed, its national

survival is at stake, then we must ask what it means to survive as a nation

deprived of human values. We must ask whether the citizens of such a

nation would not contribute more to human progress by emigrating to

other nations and participating in the workers' struggle for human rights

in those nations. We must ask whether the people of such a natioh are

aware of the choices facing them, and whether they should be aware of -

those choices. We must ask whether a citizen of such a nation who refuses

to sacrifice his basic human values is right or wrong, knowing that it
-

means his possible destruction. And we must ask whether a citizen who
accepts the sacrifice of his human values for the sake of the preservation

of his nation is right or wrong.

I hope that Israel need not make the choice, and that it can survive

without dependence upon American arms and the occupation of Arab
territories. I hope that it can survive without dependence upon the Nixon

Administration. But if it should turn out that Israel must make the choice,

then American radicals need feel no shanie. For workers of the world

have not had a nation of their own for most of human history, yet they

have chosen to struggle in each nation for basic human values, without

titles, without national power, and without many weapons. And I think

they will win.

Have a y

good summer

,

• ornciAL Noricts •
FROM: Ofllce of Special Serviccp r-

AU veterans who attended UCLA in the Spring Quarter, 1972, may
apply for a Tuition Loan Deferment for tlie second eummor ecMion
tfiat ie repayable as soon as your G.L Bill check arrives. The tuition

loan In the amount of your rcsistratlon fees is available and must be
rcpaki as soon as your G.L Bill check is received. The appUc^on
form Is available in tbe Office of Special Services, A.255 Murphy Hall,

ect 51501.
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TISHA B'AV
Each yeai we gather to commemorate tragedies that our people

have suffered. We will read the book of Aycha (Lamentation) by

candlelight. Experience Tisha B'av with us Wednesday, July 19

°*8=30.
;^ URCf AUDITORIUM ^ ^^
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Pitcher of BEER $1.00
Pizza- Chicken- SpagheHi- Salad

Now toying W«d. - Fri.- Sol.

THE FINK STREET FIVE JAZZ BAND

THE RED VEST PIZZA PARLOR
1 1980 Santa Monica Blvd., Wwt Los Angeles

Santa Monica Blvd at Bundy

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

BiTWeEN DOHCNY AND BEVIRLY DRIVC

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS: MON. THRU FRI. - 9 A.M. TO 8 f M.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. SUN. 12 P.M. TO 4 P.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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New Indian campgrounds openjo public
o»Mtntiin0 In iQfift. students in Robc^rts' on_

'
,
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Discount for new

\

Afumni members
by becoming a member of the UCLA Alumni Association

, .

^Described as a move ".o provide more tangible benehts to students by

T«am„r-Association membership «.ordmator^Po.^W

discount benefit applies to student* who were grated advanc^ d^rees

liiis June or who will receive advanced degrees befo^ J""!,"«"' ^'^^''^

well as students fitting the Bachelor's degree terms of the offer^

Trotter explained further that the discount can be applied at any one

time ovCT a twoyear period from date of graduation, and that each

membership category is offering the Extension discount feature.

Sare g lot of courses offered by Extension, courses that maybe a

student realty hasn't had time for while he or she was concerned with

eetirng unUcredi Also, we know that a lot of graduating students don't

fant to BO neTr any classroom for a while after they get out. So we re

Xrilig theTscJnt on any Extension class, and giving graduating

Students two years to use it."
;

.'

By John Chellman

OB Staff Reporter ^ .

DonH make reservations^ive on one. That s^^^^^^

five California Indian tnbes seem to be saying as

hey announce the opening of new campground^^^^

their reservations this summer,
^f^^^f^^^^^^^

the state, the campsites will have facilities tor

ramners trailers and tents.
. «'t:'Sed by the National Park Service .m San ^

Fran^^co and built by the trills thems^v^. Uie

first of the campgrounds opened June 10 on the

Hoopa Indian reservation in^ Humboldt County in

northern California.

Additional ground

Later this summer or early in the fall additional

campgrounds will open on the Los Coyotes reser-

vaUon near Warner Hot Springs in San Diego County

on the Tule River reservation near PorterviUe in

tulare County, on the Chemehuevi reservation on

Lake Havasu in San Bernardino County, and on the

Fort Independence reservation in Mono County.

Donald M. Roberts, lecturer in envu;onnriental

design department of art here, conceived the idea of

Indian campgrounds in the late 1960's while working

with the Mojave Indians on possible land use pat-

terns for their reservation.

Potential value

The curious thing about Indian poverty is that it is

often surrounded by holdings of great potentia

value: land, land rights, water rights - assets that

should be the source of individual and community

prosperity," Roberts says.
, ^ , ,

These assets have seldom paid dividends, largely

for two reasons: (1) conventional industrial pr

residential development is often ruled out by the

location and nature of Indian land, and (2) many

types of development would be in sharp conflict with

the basic Indian tradition that land is a heritage

which is something more than a commodity to be

used and abused, exploited and then abandoned, he

explains.
,

** ^ -

Feasibility studies

The idea of campgrounds, however, offered a way

to realize benefits without disturbing the land and

even contained the possibility of later abandonment

ifjthe tribes should change their mind about the

project's advisability.

Beginning in 1968, students in Roberts' en

vironmental design classes conducted a series of

feasibility studies on the possibility of creating

campsites on the Los Coyotes, Rincon, Tule River,

and Santa Ynez Indian reservations, among others.

The results favored a chain of Indian campgrounds

to reduce the individual tribal costs of design, con-

struction, and maintenance.

^ Intertribal action

in December of 1969 the idea was presented to the

Inter-Tribal Council of California by Roberts and by

Ernie Stevens, then executive director of the council.

The idea met with almost immediate approval, and

the council voted to authorize Roberts to visit various

tribes in California to discuss the proposal. In May,

1970, tribal heads met in Sacramento, and on the I6th

of that month Indian Campgrounds, Incorporated,

was founded, with Roberts as project coordinator for

the first six months while on sabbatical from UCLA.

The corporation, whose headquarters are in

Sacramento, consists of a member-owned chain of

reservation campgrounds described by Roberts as

"fully competitive with public or private facilities."

Workers and management

Construction of the grounds is being carried out

entirely by Indians, and operations and management

functions will also be performed by members of the

tribes involved. A training program for Indian

personnel, is in progress at the Albright Training

Center of the National Park Service at Grand

Canyon, Arizona.

In addition to the economic and social effects of

increased Indian employment, the project will have

cultural aspects as well. Plans call for erection of an

Indian museum or exhibit or the inclusion of an

activity connected with each campground reflecting

the tribe's traditions, culture, and way of life.

Roberts believes that this phase of the project will

not only increase public understanding of Indian

interests but will be an'added attraction to the public.

In spite of the many advantages seen by the ad-

vocates of the project, they are concerned about one

aspect of the campgrounds — the possibly cultural

collision between Indian attitudes and traditions and

those of the camping public. To avoid negative

results an "early warning system" to spot dif-

ficulties of this nature is being devised, Roberts says.
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Prices

SEE

THE YARD
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. trims
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APARIMENIS
We represent owners of over

80,000 units between our

two offices. ^

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee irJ our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

AVIEWFROMTHE_
14 foot walk-through

? — view seen through the

free standing statuary,

presently on \bSt\ to the University from the Norton

DB Photo by SoeSparliW

Simon collection. If you wish to see the same scenej

try the change of class-break any day, while standing

in the Sculpture Garden, behind Bunche Han.

f Live free!

Men and women
who want to look great

naturally call

Mike for a

really good haircut
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Celebration' ,1

-«.

Third play of series to open
The Summer Theater Arts Workshop will present

the musical Celebration in its first week of produc-

tion here from Thursday through Sunday, and July
26-30, in the Little Theater in MacGowan Hall.

C elebration is the work of Tom Jones and Harvey
Schmidt, creators of the long-running hit The Fan-
tasticks.

John Jones will direct the production. Doug Herro,

who was the musical director of Cabaret here, will be
in charge of music for Celebration as well. All

aspects of design and performance are the work of

students in the Summer Workshop.

Simplistic

The musical's plot is a simple and modem study of

the age-old story of boy meets girl. Issues of youth
versus age, and the cycle of death and rebirth are
raised. The answer to these dilemnas becomes a
celebration, an affirmation of life itself.

(elebration, unlike many examples of its genre,

utilize? a relatively small cast of twelve, and a mini-

orchestra consisting only of piano, bass, and per-

1%.
cussion. Part of the audience will be seated on stage,
and the actors will move freely among the audience.
Jones, the director, likened Celebration, in terms

of story line and technical aspects of production, to
Rogers and Hammerstein's Allegro. This work was
not successful, but Jones ''attributed this to the
original producer's attempt to produce Allegro as a
full-scale musical.

Rapport
Both this work and Celebration are better suited to

smaller productions that allow for greater rapport
between audience and players.

Inevitably a comparison is made between the
quality of the music in Celebration and that of The
Fantasticks. Jones indicated that he felt the music of
Celebration, overall, is actually superioiv
Celebration may also be described as a ritual

drama. There are four main characters and a chorus
of eight persons: a structure which is reminiscient of

ancient theater. By illustrating a clash between age-
old ideals. Celebration offers a story of universal
interest.

FSO-ISC seek counselors Alumni wins
By Tran Thanh Dang
DB Staff Reporter

Interprep, the orientation program for UCLA's newly entering foreign

students, needs continuing foreign and American students to be coun-

selors in the program, according to Marsha Lewis, Rakesh Sarin and
Iran Thanh Dang, co-directors of Interprep.

Interprep will be held September 12-15 on campus and 16-17 at a
mountain camp. The program is free of charge to the students. The
program is followed by sessions, parties, etc which will continue

throughout the fall quarter.

ISC and camp
Thi;5 year Interprep will be held at the International Student Center for

the three-day on-campus program and the week-end at a reti*eat in

Idylwild.

Sarin, student co-director said, "Our philosophy this year revolves

around three points. One, most of Interprep sessions will t)e carried in

heterogeneous groups consisting of students from different coimtries. We
feel that this would give new students an opporttmity to meet other

students from all parts of the world in addition to those of the same
nationality. _

^ ^ . 4\ ~

Two, we will try to introduce each new foreign student to a continiiin^

student in the same department so that he has somebody to discuss any
academic questions he may have. ^ ' i

Finally, we would like to continue the relationship of Interprep week
throughout the school-year by a series of follow-up sessions and get-

togethers."

"Each student counselor will be given the names of approximately five

incoming students," Tran Thanh Dang said. "He or she will be given the

address of each of the students so that they can be sent a letter,

welcoming them to campus and introducing the counselor. "
"""^

During the orientation program the counselor will have a chance to

meet his new friends for the first time and help them settle into the

University. « _
Responsibilities *"

,

"Student counselors will be responsible for imparting needed in-

formation to the new students, in the form of information on health care

for student and family, and cultural and recreational opportunities. New
foreign students will have, what is, to someone who takes this en-

vironment for granted, an amazing variety of questions concerning

leases, student health, free clinics ete.

Basic requirements for student counselors are the practical knowledge

of the campus, and an interest in helping international students adjust to

academic and American life. "We are looking for an equal number of

continuing foreign and American students to be counselors who will work
during part of the program in pairs of one foreign student and one

American student, said Sarin.

We feel each will have unique contributions to make to the program —
the familiarity with things an American might have, and the ability to

identify with a new comer he added.

Commitment
Counselor positions are voluntary and entail a commitment of ap-

proximately four training sessions, the three day on-campus program, an

option to participate in the two-day mountain retreat and three meetings

with the group of new students whom they help during Interprep in the

fall quarter.

"From past experiences with the program, students who act as peer

counselors find lasting rewards in the relationships formed during the

program and in the richness of intercultural experiences," Lewis said.

Interested students can contact Lewis, at the Foreign Student Office,

Social Welfare 297 Or the International Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.,

Jipr an interview.
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service award
The UCLA Alumni Association

has been awarded the Ernest T.

Stewart Alumni Service Award,
the top honor bestowed by the

American Alumni Council. -

The Stewart award (only given
when there is deemed to be a
deserving recipient) went to the

25,000-member group here "for

outstanding service rendered to

an . institution and the cause of

education by organized alumni
effort." _.=^
' The Council commended the

UCLA group for "its ever ex-

panding programs of relevant

community involvement — ac-

tivities far removed from the

stereo-typed 'old grad at a football

homecoming' image."

Specific achievement con-

sidered by the Council in making
the award were the Associations

scholarship program; their

legislative relations program
(liason with Sacramento officials;

campus visitation (tours for

—opinion makers and community
leaders"); regional cpnferences;

and programs for urban progress

(such as volunteer tutoring by

alumni)-.

The other top awards were
presented to the UCLA group:

Newspaper of the Year (for the

UCLA Monthly) and the Time-Life

award for Direct Mail Effort.

This is the second year in a row
the Monthly has won the title The
Time-Life award was based on

mail efforts and singled out the

program here, which reaches

around 100,000 alumni.

The Council cited the fact that

the mailing pieces and helped

bring in 9,900 new members
during 1971-1972, at a time when
membership in many alumni
groups is declining.

FOREIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPING! SPECIAIISTS OF
BAGGAGE
HOUScMOlO ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & D«livtry
Packing fc Crating
Insurance Documentation
E»tin^tat givan without obligation

ANYWHEREANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENQ

SINCI 19M

a tradition

of parsonal
sarv ico in

frtlght
forwarding

Martin Lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figu«roa St.

Lot Ang«lM , Colif. 90065
?13) 226 334.7

r TIRED OF QETTINQ RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

'^t €tgl)t^ Bote
11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HASH!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

^ FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE ^

We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone

See Us Last ... to Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs

Conr>e Irvand See Us ... Or Call

477-3238

E»*^

i

LOVE IN BOBBIE SIX — a picture from a scene In The Serpent by
Jean-Claude van Itallie being presented by the theater arts

department this week. For ticket information see the What's On
column. •

|plas«lilowing & StaiHeil IpI

a»4-«SSf classes

-AII«IISTIillG «LASSSi WUKKSi

/^ C^^ Hair Stylists
478-7779

4787770

10966*/^ U Cont« Av«. ^B«lw««n Broxton & GayUy)

w«H«o<i ViiK,^ MEN & WOMEN HAIR STYLING

LET ROOM-MATE RNOEBS 00 THE VyORK
• NEW IN TOWN?

• APT TOO SMALL?

• RENTS TOO HIGH?

• LOSING A ROOMMATE?

• ON YOUR OWN? '

ROOA\/VVATE FINDERS
2268 Waatwood Blvd..

475-8631

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.000FF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von r4uyi Mvd. 10912 lo Corn* Avo.

Shormon Odn, CA 91403 Wo^wood VIMoo^. CA 90024

(2l3)7S3-5690 .

' (2>3) 47B-8588

2 1 3 872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

^
I

I

I

I

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
'

V COrJIACI LFNSEb, SPtCIACLt S

)
we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

, LATEST IN WIRE H. PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CON SI DERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

— J" ^

DID YOUR MECHANIC DO THE JOB VOU PAID FOR '^'^

AUTO -MASTER *-

AT OUR PRICES. .r
WE CAN A^PP^O TO Bl^! HONEST.

'FACTORY TRAINep Te(>INlCIANS
•ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS
•12 MO.- 12 OOOMI. WARRANTY
•24HR. TOWING SERVICE
•STATE LICENSE

ONE DAY SERVICE ON MOST CARS
•FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

•$15.95 TUNE UP SPECIAL FOR

VW4 4CYL. PORSCHE
(PARTS AND LABOR)

Mm A-HEAD IN MANY WAYS

398-9000
BY APPOINTMENT

AUTO- MASTER
4523 CENTINELA AVE.

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90066

9n^f
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H<t4^
ADVERTISING OFFICES

KvrckhoH Hall 113

Phone: I2S 3331

Classified advertising rates

ISwords-Si SO day, 5 consecutive
insertions »$.00

PayatHe m advance
DEADLINE tOMa.m.
No telephone order*

THE Daily Broth gives lull support to the

University of California's policy on non_

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be «»•<••

available to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or oHering jobs,

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the Daily Bruin has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call. UCLA Housing Office »3$-

4491 ; Wdstside Fair Housing 473 0»«f

.

y/Help Wanled . . ..... 8 y^Research Subjecfs Needed
/fuforing .......... 18

LIVE-IN mxtiiire female
discuss details?t%ll SS4-0351

student Wil
(8Jy28)

WANTED
overnight
nrgotiable

Registered Nurse for 3 weeks at

camp. August 10-30 wage*

934-1854. 980-6350. (8Jy28>-

SALES- -Automotive products. Start now

part-time, have good Job during summer. >»

experience. 781-8665. (8Jy m'

y^ Rides Offered . ..... 13

DKIVE my car to Amherst. ^V"- »^«»7,^

Aug. 1.1 pay gas. tolls. 825-1041.474-2705. <13

Jy 18).

12 FOR 1 hour psychology "i»*^'"JjVv*2?r
up A.M. 4528A Frani HalL (RSJyzi^

SUBJECTS WANTED ^OR >NFANT

STIDY OF CURIOSITY. ACE * *?_*

MONTHS CALL INFANT STUDIES

PROJECT- 825-6551. (RSJyZB'^

FEDERALLY authorlied niarljuana

research project. Healthy males over 21^i
pattern, if use needed. Call M*^- JJe;/
Thurs. 1-4. (R8JylB>-

EUROPE

g^iluTftlP ai6HT5

SUBJECTS needed for psychology tx-

pirimenl.Ooodpay. Call 8254i006 or come to

Franz Hall B27L (RS.Jy25).

y Campus Services

complete

.

copying
service xerox

kerckhoff ]2]
8250611

y Educafion

^Travel . .
17

ELECTRIC (iuitar. Gibson solid delux. like

new w/hard case. 1250 (ilbsoo GA-25 amp.

160. Cry baby pedal 135. 545-7326. (15Jy21).

SACRIFKE Sale. New S^WO «t«'^«?.5|»™'

ponent (IIP-2I0» under warranty. 1160.00.

(all : 475-2408. afternoons. evenings. < 15 /%»<•

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. • Amsterdam

LA. 1279. August 2 - September 3. Some one*

ways available. W.A.C. - Elite Chairman -

838-9329.839-2418. (17 A 3).

SEMINARS i|i Humanistic Education

utilizing some Gestalt techniques - con

linuous worl(shops in August - information

Kairos 93I-1H95. (1 Jy 21)

TYPEWRITER. II* ""'?«*
.f'J;

Tvpewrlter. 2« ' carriage. 125. Olympla 35

electric typewriter, fxi^a-characlers at-

tachment, cost $335. New condition. 1145.

Olivetti D-24 printing calculator. IM emory.

cost.l5.iO. new condition. $185. 473-0321. ( 15 Jy

18).
,

SELMER MKVI Tenor Sax with trl-pak

case. All in beautiful condition. $500.00 Call

Neil 984-0087. (15 A 3).

EUROPE: For anyone under 26. LA-P«rl»

(nonstop) & return from any major city.

You choose when to leave, return. From

$;J42. Regular schedules Air France. 828-

8857.625-7171. inJy2\).

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.

Israel. India. Africa. 50% off. Student

rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 323 N.

Beverlv Dr.. Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-6293.

^Personal

.

. x'=^

ADORABLE Irish Setter puppies. 8 weeks

old. $(M). Call 828-7701. (15JyI8).

PREGNANT? Want help? Call non profit

organization. 24 hrs. (213) 654-1313. (5jy25).

COMPLETE Fisher stereo system 3

speakers and ttimtable. SAC $295.00/offer.

New in boxes. 723-5635 (15 Jy 18).

ifTnferfo/nmenf

.

•A DAY without wine is like a day without

sunshine." San Antonio Tasting Room- 12221

S.M Blvd.. W.L.A. J120-1212 Open daily. (6Jy

18).

SAILBOAT - 15* snipe. Varalyay fiberglass

H /North sails & trailer. Good condition

Must sell. $90()/of(er. 472-8625. eves. (15Jy

18).

AUTO Insurance Too High? Caned?
Declined? Budget quote Bill Anderson

.HI40orUP0-7275.

RETURN half of TWA ticket LA to London

(;oodtUSept.l.$80. 396^1245. (17jyi8)

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

One way and round trip student nWit»-

SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student

Charter Flights. -

Contact: ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. CA. Calif. 99049.

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 9l\9M
SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.

-^ ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
•rson iV—^^ND ASIA. AiS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL. 9056

( IS Jy 25). ^NTA MONICA. LA. 99069. 274:»742.

CRESTLINE \acatlon cabin rental: Also bis

modern dormitor> mountain k>dge for large

Rroups /family commune. (213) 221-6849. (6 A

:iii.

FREE COUPON
DELUXE HOUSE OF BILLIARDS -
Serving Delicious Lunches All Day *-

Beer Champaine Wine Soft drinks O
_ 1091 Wilshire Blvd.. Santa Monica —

y

Ihr. frlreplay ^
betweehhrs. 2pm.&6pm. P

.Must be 18 & over q
N

SONY- 255 deck, mint condition. 195 TCM
cassettecorder built-in mtc. hatt/AC. 180^
474-5690.

(I5jyi»».

EVR^jk'E & MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

STEREO: AR Amplifier. PE Changer,

Stanton cart. Rogersound spkrs (12") ex-

cellent condition. $365/best offer 276-9406. ( IS

Jy2i).

F
R
E
E

5 PIECE stereo system: Am/Fm receiver^

speakers, tape player, record changer and

head set SAC $150.00. 721-0207. (15Jyl8).

. Immediate ticketing

Student Ilaril-Pass 2 mo. $139-

.Olympk games & Hotel space avail

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

Phone: 872-2283/784-1677

JULY
AUG

AUG
SEPT

AUG
SEPT

AUG
SEPT

SEPT
SEPT

SEPT
OCT

.SEPT
OCT

SEPT
OCT

23
20

9
18

19
16

28
H
S

26

5

2

17
18

26
9

LVLONOON
LONOON/LA

LVMORID
msi/ih

LA/LONOOM
LONDOM/LA

LVIONOOH
LONOON/LA

LA/LONOON
LONDpN/LA

LA/LONOON
LONOON/LA

$2S2.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

GR.ADUATE school admission tests
Prepare with a recent Har\ard Unlverslt>

<18A3).admissions director. 478-2141

.

Eng.
EnglWi'^as"'^'

I

ENGLISH tutor for non-native
speakers. Matter. Teaching
second language. Call daya 828 9929. (18Jy
21).

MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
Reasonable rates for efficient, easy lessons
391-3317 or 398-4S22. (18AJ7).

ORE. LS.AT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex
pericnced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easv conversational method (trial).

473-2492. (18QTR).

^Typing 19

DISSERTATIONS, theses, and manuscripts
for publication. Experienced editor-typist.

393-9109. (19S7).

LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

JULY
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT

LVLONDON $199.00

LONOON/LA li Days

«IE-W*Y aiGHTS

one-way:
3LONDON

EXPERIENCED • all kinds of typing at

home-reasonable prices • 3 blocks from

campus. Mrs. C. Huber - 477-7609. ( 19 Jy 28).

EXPERIENCED typist. Papers, theses and

dissertations. Accurate and Dependable.

477-0727. (19Jy21).

•DAWN - Papers. Dissertation proposals,

Letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.
Weeknighls 6-10. Weekend Mornings, call

399^HI^- (19Jy28).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Alice. 397-3306. ( 19 QTR)

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBIVI

typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QTR)

26
2

9

vr
30

6

18
19

LVLONOON
LA/LONOON
LA/FRANK
LONDON/LA
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONDON
AMST/LA

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$138.00
$124.00

Ladies Welcome
(;rand Opening July ISth

SASSMAN Harpsichord - hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect

condition, length 5" 1 manual. $1,495.00. 456-

8761.
' (»5A3).

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel. India. East

Africa. . Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

Wilshire Blvd. L.A. 90025. 478-0644. (17qtr).

SAN FRANdSCOS Victoria Station

Restauraiit i&ppening soon in Los Angeles

Positions available for cocktail girls, bar

tenders.
uashers. ...
Fri., 9 - 4. Telephone 477-5057. (8 A 3).

^'waiters, cooks, busboys. dish-

Apply 2001 SepuKeda Blvd. Mon. •

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing

(;rad. can save you 40-50% on ahy brand,

anv siie mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard

Pratt 349-81 18,886-0400. (I5QTR).

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. Low prices. 10

sp. European. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bl. 836-2017. (15S7).

MANAGER wanted. 2-bedroom apartment
available. $M off regular rent of $245. Nine

units. W.LA. 277-18W. (8Jy25).

ENTERTAINMENT wanted. Blue grass!

JuK band! Dixieland! Folk-rock! Auditions

at Pixia Palace! Gayley /Weyburn. 6 • 9 pm.
Daily. (8 A 3).

(;|RL. Fond of children to babysit occasional

evenings for 3 yr. oW. Own transportation

preferred. 933-2079. Jy28).

FEMALE Commercial Art graduate to be

trained as architectural & engineering

draftswoman. Some typing required. Start

$2 00 /hr. Caimill 933-9323 morns. (8 Jy 28),

FABRIC table for block print, silk screen (45

X 75 in. » $35. 395-7315. (15Jy25).

V Services Offered . . . ?6

PIANO tuner has 3 uprights to rent at $10. No
minimum period. 660-4514. ( 16 A 3).

TENNIS Lessons: Private court, ex-

perienced instructor. Call: 454-5973 for

appointment. (I6jy28).

Vt^RY Patient guitar teacher, reasonable

too! Classical, folk, Bossa-Nova. Malcolm
Kigar 659-2802. (16Jy28).

LA/LONDON

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED 8ASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 mo BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS. .

RUTH: Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

82H-1162. -_- - - (19*QTR!

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays. 9-

6: Barbie: 670-1982. Mae: 396-5182. ( 19 QTR)

IBM's new Selectrk II typm»Tlters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... atcurale work ...

Please call 394-8295. (19 QTR).

YOUN(; family would like girl to live In for 1

wk. to ten days to help care for newborn and

:i yr. old sometime between Aug. 25 and

Sept. 15. Salary open. 933-2079 . (8Jy28).
'

' ' '

WANTED occasional babysitter for infan

tdavsor evenlgs).Transportatkin r^ulred

NEED HELP MOVIN<;? CALL STUDENT
SERVICES EXPERIENCED RELIABLE
(;RADS. REASONABLE RATES. TEL 398-

63l8or 45.5- 2246. (18 QTR).

PIANO tuner has 3 to rent. Two uprifhU @)

$10.&studlo(@)$12. No minimum. 660-

4514. (l9Jyl8).

C(K KTAIL Waltr^t - Sunday day Monday
night. Beveriy HIHs area. $2.90 hr/tlpt. 271-

43S6 (8Jy21).

WILL pay $25 k dinner lor recor-

der/renaissance grpup or balalaika player

for wedding. Phil KUgmad 372-4890 or 823-

4541. (8Jyl8).

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
^4-n3S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

uca
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and ^ .. ^

approved by the

University of

CaJifornia

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's--

all first class

service.

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA
. I'

Dep

Flight Coordlftitor^:
%)ohn and Susan

Chuarter

10956 Mtybum Awnue
Utsta^ood vnUoe 90024
Ttltphone: 478-8286

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

.Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 atr).

^Wanfed . . . . 20

WANTED: Place to rent beginning Sep-

tember - Have dog. needs fence. Contact

Odette. 794-6081. (20Jy21).

^Apfs Furnished .... . 21

$240. SUMMER rates. Spacious 2 bedroom. 2

bath apt. Near bus. Accomodate 4 students.

6.54-6630.
(2lJy2«).

SPACIOUS single and 1 bed. Built-ins, dish-

washer, patio. Sec. building, l^n <^^«""'*!;

473-7697. (21 QTR).

FUNKY pad for 2 students near UCLA,

furnished, free utilities. $130.00/month 475-

3127evenll»g8. (2lJy21)

More
TJNI
Student
Stuff

501GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

June 15 to Sept IS

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3 0524

PERMANENT part-time file clerk with

other secrHariaL duties - Century City CPA
Firm. 1-5:30 pm. Autft rcq'd. $2.2S/hr. SS3-

_«-62H. (8Jy2$).

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yonrseir while helping others.

Phone

Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

47g-MSI between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

VARIETY of full time aad part-time

mer|obs.8crvk«»UiUinll«4. 47KMtl.
QTR).

(•

HOUHEKEEPING, cleaning i

families. FleklMe >«»• with

ttndent•owned eompanir. %tM/hr
K Jy I8»

vlth local
relaiod.

-13

Typing, shorthaiidi adding'machine. Uboral

jhicamH— clothf . ztt»7itff. (IJytn.

WE have carefully screened, bonded and
insured housekeepers, cleaners and party

servers. University Hovsekceptoig. 82S-

1306 (16Jy2l).

AITO Insurance, lowesC rates for students

or cmplovees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 87*.

fitUor t57-7S73. (16 QTR)

CStIt has lowest auto Insurance rates for

rnllege students. Call us In Santa Monica -

l.»li;W3. (16QTR).

TELE^SION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-91 !•. (IIQTR).

RENT A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/Hlfi. Student
discounts. Delivery to 9:96. 47S-357#^nS3
Westwo^. < QTR).
-^ »

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. 387-1&48 call anytime. ( 16 Jy

}/ Opporfunifies

FOR those who are serious, ambitious witk
mllkativr and drive to get ahead - you caa
make extra money on part time /full time
basis 62T-2(I39 Ask for Mr. Canauaggio 9:09
am. I2;00am. Monday- Friday. (Op Jy 2S ),

Fit.

2

3

S

6

10

14

IS

17

18

1?

6/18

6/21

6/26

6/2S

6/29

7/8

7/11

7/12

8/12

9/12

Rftt.

8/28

8/16

9/6

9/13

8/29

8/17

8/10

8/31

9/13

one-way

Days

71

S6

72

80

61

40

30

SO

33

Price

$262

$262

S262

$275

$262

$262

$262

$262

$2S2

$135

Available only to tKtnatide members of ttto

Untversity of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate fan\ilies
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
livmq in the same household.

clwrtor tllgnig

ucia
KerchKhotf Hall MS
Between I a.m. 4 S p.m.

82S-1221

O THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the International

Student TroveLGonfer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for all student

flights abroad.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and

the Far East-at fantastic

savings, enabling you

to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little as

possible

you know \
^'Wr© jT© • • • •

LARGE attractive one bedroom »P»rtmfnls

in Santa Monlca...$l8$ up... P^o"- f"°

terranean garage, elevator. »;"";;**
walk to beach, near SanU Monica freeway.

2.111 Fourth St. SM 392-5686. 2045 four h M

SM 392-S356.
''"'"

" WALK TO SCHOOL
*

Spacious Modern Apartments

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES^
Reservations for Fall also accepted.

Renting Office: $U Landfair #i

•••

Also with Pool

Olenfair Terrace
543 Landfair #14

$40Glenrock*n ^^m*

FIRMSHED singles to share
JJ» "ijSjfj

pool, sun deck, parking. 633 G«y«*y
^J QTR >

BEDROOM, nttractlve. >«''"/"';

Also spacious i

ISI7 Federal.

(2iJy2»>

1155.00 I

nished. Adults, no pets

bedroom unfurnished flSS.M

39.<»-0360.

^ LARGE COMFORTABLE jm
Hf STl DENT APARTMENTS W

. FURNISHED BACHELORS*
I 1 BEDROaMS

Same rent Summer * Fall

Showing NOW
3k Deposit Witt hpld^ AcroMVCLA i|^

t.f

Review of Snakes and Sex, man alive! Tuesday, July 18, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 1

1

.^v

7«:» Ga

F
i

1

* cohere
CL+ »

• «

UNI
M*

lOfS6 WEYIU^ AVENUE

WtttwM4VIU«o« MQt4
nt^il »¥ Fuver»*& Marl«t

TELE: 477-1111

LARGE Bachelors,

across from Dykstra
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'SERPENT' a
Who is Orson Bean? Who is Cyndi Turtledove? What do

they have in common? Orson Bean is a Broadway actor. A
few years ago he wrote a book called Me and the Orgoae.

Bean's book concerned his experiences in orgone therapy, a
psychoanalytic technique invented by the psychiatrist,

Wilhelm Reich. The essence of orgone thereapy is that in

order to have a happy and fulfilling life you must be able to

achieve the perfect orgasm.

Cyndi Turtledove is an MFA candidate in Theater Arts

here. This week she and her close knit troop of actors are

giving nightly performances of a play called The Serpent in

Macgowan Hall 1340.

The Serpent was originally produced by the Open
Theater,* a famous Off-Broadway acting commune. The

play has also been presented by the Company Theater here

in Los Angeles. The Serpent was created in an im-

provisational manner by the actors of the Open Theater

with the assistance of Jean-Claude van Italie, a playwright.

In three short weeks of rehearsal Turtledove and com-

pany have nurtured the van Italie ceremony into a fine

piece of theater. Impressions' of the performance linger

long after one has left the playhouse.

with a message
%•'

The Serpent is concerned with the book of Genesis. In the
production notes Turtledove philosophizes that the term
knowledge, as used in the Bible, is symbolic of carnal
knowledge. Adam and Eve were kicked out of the Garden
because of their discovery of carnal knowledge. In his book,
J)rson Bean makes very much the same observation. ^ ^

•

Sensual awareness
The sense of the carnal permeates the play. In fact, the

acute sensual awareness of4he actors as they touch, feel,

and love one another tends to force the audience to the edge
of their seats.

The strength of the play lies in its reliance on the sensual
in its progression through the Mosaic myth of Genesis.
Some scenes which digress away from the Bible into

Pirandello-like obscurity detract somewhat from ' this

thematic progression. However, one strobe-lit scene
depicting the assasination of President Kennedy is

horrifyingly excellent.

This production is different every night because the roles

of Adam and Even and the Serpeift ate rotated. There are,^

in fact, three different casts. Perhaps the most interesting

role is that of the Serpent The Serpent is played by 3 actors

and 2 actresses who slide together on their bellies in a sort

of menage a cinq. Their writhing movemepts intrigingly

heighten the sensuality of the snake.

New techniques

An interesting directing technique takes place in the

scene of the Garden of Eden. The supporting actors create a

hynpnotic melange of jungle-like onomotopoeia while doing

pantomimes of monkies, owls, and peacocks. This is very

effective.

There is a great deal of begetting in the Book of Genesis.

This aspect is not neglected in the Macgowan production.

The most popular forms of begetting are demonstrated by

the actors with arresting clarity. The audience did more
than a little murmuring over these demonstrations.

This brings us back once again to Orson Bean. What Bean
discovered in his plunge into orgonomy is that social

morays severely armor us against any free expression of

sexuality and love. This has made for a lot of sick humaa
beings. Turtledove and her cast perform the allegory of

creation with an admirable degree of armor |>iercing

sensuality. It is well worth going to see. —Richard Baker

• »

In the good ole What's On
(( .intinued from Page 12)

—"The Lighted Way," 4-6 pm,
-Social Welfare 48.

ISC Tours:

—"Board of Control/' nodn-3

pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Child Care Center/' 7:30 11

pm, Ackerman Union 3517. ^

"Tickets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

URA Clubs:
—"URA Clubs," that are sports

orientated will be carried In the

sports section from now on. All

other URA Clubs will continue to

appear in What's ON, ' ,.

Tuesday, July 18 ;;

—"The Organic Garden Club,"

1 4 pm, Horticultural Gardens. ;

^. Saturday, July 22

Wednesday, July 26 _.

—"The Fifth Dimension," $5.50

includes transportation to the

Greek Theatre and a ticket.

Departs: ISC 7 pm, student store,

7:15 pm, returns 11 pm. Deadline

Monday.

Thursday, July 19

—"The Organic Garden Club,"

14 pm. Horticultural Garcffens.

—"Busch Garden," $2.50 in

eludes transportation and ^d
misston and tx>at ride 'ticket.

Departs: ISC 9 am, student store

9: 15 am, returns 5 pm. Deadline:

tomorrow.

Sunday, July 23

—"Laguna Art Festival," $4

includes transportation and ad-

mission fee to festival and ticket

to "Pageant of the AAast^F*"

Departs ISC 1 pm, student sto^e

1:15 pm, returns 11 pm. Deadline

Thursday.

Et cetera :

_^"The UCLA Wandering
Minstrels," will participate in the

Renaissance A Fair sponsored by
tt>e state department of recreation

and parks at the Poinsetta

Recreation Center (7341. Wi I lough

by, l}etween Fairfax and La

Brea.), Noon-9pm Saturday and
Sunday. Admission: free to

grounds, $1.50 for Shakespeare

plays.

—"Student Workshop leaders,"

wanted for "Youth Leadership

and the Law" Conference at

Stanford University, August 24-27,

sponsored by the California

Department —of- Justice. Ap-
plications are due by July 19 and
are available at the EXPO Center,

Kerckhoff Hall 176, 825-7041.

—"Summer tours" of the

campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through Septemk)er 7

except University holidays. The
one and One-half-hour tours start

at 1:30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are

open to the public. (Parking on

campus is $1 per day).

—"Wine and Cheese» Happy
Nous," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Fouiidation. First

Voter Self Starter Challenge,'^

gr^nt applications are available in

ihe EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education.

August 15

-^ "The

Applications are due

UCLA Women's
Resource Center," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825 3945.

•* _ .''^.
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yApfs Furnished 2] ^^^^ Sublease 24 y/ House fo Share .,..". 27 )/Aufos for Sale . . . . .-. 23 )/Aufos for Sale .... . .33

SINGLES, bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. M/2
hath, pool, 3 Mlu. campus. 10824 UiMlbrook
(llilKard).(;ilS-S584. (21 QTR).

lift.') gorgrous 1 bedroom. Quiet adall

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson. 88M CaUarougus. S3S-342f

I..^R(iE I bedroom. Pool, summer flM.M
up. No lease. Mac month fall leaae*. SIS

(;ienrock. 473-92tt. (21 QTR).

yf Apts Unfurnished .... 22

St'BtKT I -bedroom far. apt. I14S.M
Brentwood (a. Aug I -Sept. 1. S2»'«M2. (24

Jy 18).

4 BEDROOM fumisbed boMe. Al laaa.

Culver Cky. 3 week mbiimnm. AvalaMe
Mitil»/I4. S3S-M4S. (24Jy2S).

^House for RenI ..... 25

tZi.'i. VERY large 2 bd.. diu
pletely decorated. Carpets, drapes. cloacCs
galore, scrv. parch. Garage, faifaat or pd
OK. Near B.H. t3»4U*. 275-g735. (22 A3).

llM.M. 2 BEDROOM. 2 balk, carpel, drapes,
built-ins. I3M Carmeltaw It. W.L.A. Ot-
KIM. ( Jy21).

»3S«/mo. FACULTY /Staff. Hoaie for rcM/
near campas. 2 b#mi.. 1-1/2 ba.. slave,

washer. Owaer-nMac4n-«lt. (2SJy2i).

MN - PACIFIC PaUaadcs. Mitap. 1/2 acre.

Bcdadcd. Paaafaauc view, 3-

2-bath. baHMa Mlchra. Faasly
Fireplace. Carpd. Drapes . Cardeaer.

Newly rcmadHcd . Na saw. 4S4 •4M. (2SJy
21).

MAN to share bouse tai W.L.A. Beginning
Sept. I. I7S.M month. 47»-7 1*3. (27 A3)

NEED oilier* to share 3 bedroom house

Re«t42CS spin e^ual parU - Palms - Larry

S3R-S3tl. (27Jy28)

FE.MALE roomate to share 2 bedroom house

with psychiatric social worker. 28. West-

m. :il2. 47>47t». (27 Jy
' '

I

HOUSE - own roam. glri. 23 to 3t. aoa-

SBMfcer. tlM. 8.M.. 3t3-4rt night. 821-3444

•day. (27Jy2S).

RESPONSIBLE female grad stadent to

share lovHy 2-bdnB S.M. bame. Rent 111*.

H73eveahifs. (nJy21)

FEMALE U share 2

from UCLA. 172JO per
Jy 21).

house. IS min.
BM. 47g-Sltl eves. (27

2-BEDROOM
|lgS.M a aMMlh. Na pcU. GLI
Ave. West Las AagHcs (SJjrSI).

y/Apfs fo Share ...... 23 facul
'^

caaspaa
FACULTY/Slaff. Hame far real/ae«r

2 bdraM.. l-i/2 ba.. ^•^.'•J^-

OIRL - 2 bedroom apt. Owa
campus Itt - aMve la aaw/
Judy.

.473-f7tl-
<»JyltK

LOOKING far

saaiaMT place bi

evealagDaa^

FEMALE atedad ahare large
wKh same. Claac. Own
H2M287.

y House for Sofe . . . n . 26

(SAS).

GRAD
furaiahcd
Sept. I7S.M. 47S-nif

far aanc I*

AiV> OT
(BJjr'lt).

SHARE 3 bdr.. 2 bath with 2. awa
c«ad..bailt-lBa.|IM. WLA. n»-M»
21).

MATURE feaMlc grad Ha^Ml/warkiag girt

»hare large 1 bira.. Saala Maaica - |M bm.
4S14M8/G97.39lt. (23Jyn).

HOUSE far sale. lt% dawa. t4.47SJtt. Al-

teatiaa Ftofessars. Large M • pHvacjr -

complelely eac^aed - New MIdMMi.
>j|>|^

Mast see. •44.7St. OiHt3i-7Ht. <»A1).

BRENTWOOD-Owaer- Cbarmiag 3

Btdrsam tr 2 aad Large ioa» trfde dca

wllh Beams. DIahit. l-J/4 balha. Wa» la

everylMag. MO.SM. »-l42t. <2iJy2i).

RENT tao high? Share, save oa
cosu. Screened cHeala. RaaM-MaU Fladcn.
t7Smt3l. (/- QTR).

ROOMMATES aeadcd hi large single aad
one-hedrm apis. Black campas. Paal.
Sundccks. Garage. OS Laadfalr. 47»-MM.

HUGEWorl ^ „ ^ ,
24M sa. ft. 3 hage Bd.. 2 Ba.. FamMy. 1

rireplacfa. Beam ceWaga. ^aay^jrkj
palia. 7 mla. to campaa. |W.iOi. ITMilT. (»
Jy 211).

^ Housing Needed .... 28

la Westwaod or

CaU »S-8IW__^ (2SJyl8)..

WANTED: QaIck - Gaest house to real: 1 ar 2

i./fara./aaf. • VIvlaa 47»-7SII: 82S-24I*.

(2tJy II).

y/Room for RenI ...... 31

FEMALE Grad or faculty. Klagslse
^bedroom, bath, kttrben privileges. Opposite

campaa. Gargcaas% lew -I7S.M. 473-3274. (31

Jy 21).

ROOM aad bath - aalcl residence near
Overlaad/Ptco for respoaslble female
sladcnt: KMcbcn privileges. I3I-7M7. (31 Jy
2S).

ROOM l*r. bath. Pr. entrance k privileges.

Ilia per msalh - alto meals available 27ft-

i748aaasaMker. <3lJy2S>.

'!» VW Sedan. Excellent running condition
1200. K2C-3987. Must sell. (33Jy28>.

'fi7 BONNEVILLE Convertible . Power
HleerinK & brakes, new paint job, new
motor. WM^-ft.'iOI. (33Jy21).

MSUVHEAM" IMP"|4«S. 22.000 miles: 30
mpg: exceptionally clean; adorable baby
blue.(»l-4€37. (33Jy21).

-04 PONT1AC Tempest blue. 3-speed. 1300 or

best offer. 82g-9S38 after Ipm. <33Jy2l).

•7 PONT1AC 1950.00. Spent 1300.00 to bring
into top condition. Air conditioning, tape
deck. 474-8357. (33 A 3).

'«« FIAT .Spyder red convertible. Super-

excellent condition. II 195. 825-0315 (days)
472-0845 (evenings). (S^JylS).

•«3 PONTIAC Catolina 4 door, power
steering/brakes, factory air. l4Si. Call

Vincent, evenings. 479-0131. (33Jyll).

88 PONT, station wag. Very clean, has

everything, leavtaig country. llOOO/offer.

47g'MSS.evet. (33Jy2S).

85 MGB. Hard & soft tops, wires, radio, low

mileage. 1950. 829-1878 eves. (33Jy21).

'(^> MGB: three tops: radial tires: wire
wheels: luggage rack; engine, transmission
good.$9r>0. 472-6614. (33Jy2n. '

-^

70 RENAULT. 28.000 miles, excellent
ondition. Aii*. radio. 4 speed. Moving - must
iell. Call 753-8927; 5-7 pm. (33Jy21).

'^

'88 VOLKSWAGEN Must sell qukk. New
tune-up. muffler & front wheel allenment.

:i7»-io.'i6. (33Jy2l).

'«:)CIIEVY, good transportation, looks good.
now brakes, power St. Must leave. I42S. best
offrr. 276-K920. (33Jy21).

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

BRUINS! 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. k
(enlurian bicycles. Authorised Schwinn
dealer. Expert repairs. Lee's Cyclorama
28:t9 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 biks. No. Santo
Monica Freeway. R39-4488. (3SS7).

(
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Cycles, Scooters

For Sale . . . . 36

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

MOO Milt
Warranty

VOLKSWA<^ENCAR SERVICK *

OUR PRICES ARE LOWERI
A) AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuyi Blvd
cro»» Irom G M. Plant

Call 894-7075 i" Hours
A-1'

'88 DATSLN Roadster 1800. 2 tops, radio,

good cond. leaving country. ISSO/offer. 821-

9827.870-1407. (33Jy2Sl.

LOVELY Cl
CWvlot HIMa. 3

roam. Fireplace. Opea beam
ceiitag8...J4i.flO Wynn ..4n-70il. mJy

ROOMMATES needed - 033 Gaylcy.
Pieasani shigleo US Kitchen, suadccfca.
pool. garage 473-M12 tZJOmi)

HOUSE FOR SALE. 2.Mnn. balbl/X. ^alla.

Paal. Formal dlalag. carpet, /rapca
tbraa^Mirt. Fannal aardcna fMM k back.

}/Auios for Sale .... . . 33

'70 CAMARO. automatic, air. power
ueerlag. brakes, console, vinyl tap. xtot.

Be»t offer. 900-2303. 803-4583. (33Jy2l).

J^YCH Grad __
apartment • Santa Monica. II 12 (I

utilHles). Herb H2&-2S31 (day). (SJyll).

campaa. gVJtO. ISI42

Nays. 9i7-IO00tosee.

Vaa
(IfJjpS).

01 MGB: Ihrt tops: radial Ures; wke
wheels; laggagerack; engine, transmission

good.MSO. 473-7SM. (33Jy21).

'84 D0IN;E Dart • Running condition. 1200

1011830^18. (33Jy»)

/ForSubleose 24
^ House lo Share ..... 27 ^

^^^ tW be*aam. FamMied. |l40.00/i
W«^lwf»a. Aug. 1 - Kept, or Oct. I Toal 470-
'**2. ,24 J, ).

NSU SPORTPRINZ Gerntan sports car

IS mHes per gallon. Ver> reliable. 1300. 474

1728. (33Jy28)

QUAINT 2

mHes Soalb of ra
Kathy 174-7070. inJyIt).

-OZ \W Bag. Good shap^. new starter, bat-

tery. Urgeal sale. I42S. 473-IStl. (33Jy2ll.

'85 GTO 2-dr hardtop. Fully equipped. Good
looking. Immaculate. Original owner.

N».(MN).tfiO() down. 841.2000. (33Jy2S).

'87 VW. I.VK) or best, needs eng. work. 392

7497 I Mark >. (33Jy28)

'70 TOYOTA Corolla 1200 Wagon Excellent

condition, new tires. I97S. Call 938-2800. No
calls friday nite k Saturday. (33 Jy 21 ).

M.G.A. 59 Very cherry. 1300. Desperate. 393-

:r>9i. (33Jy 18>.

'g4 VW Bug • radio - 70M • best offer - see to

believe. Days: 825-372S. eves: 39S-8377. (33

Jy 28).

'm VW. Excellent condition-sun roof-Nev

Ures. brakes, upholstering- Tel: 3034355 &
451-O.MW. (33Jyl8l

-8:) BUCK Convertible. 4-speed. bucke
heats, radio, must sell. ll7S/best offer. 834

3982. (33Jy28>

HONDA 305. Runs great, new battery, tires, r

Moving East - 1300 firm. Call Jerry 470-

4:1^:1. (30Jy2l).

'71 KAWASAKI 350 XInt condHion. Low
mileage. .5005 Laurent 394-3575 (eves). (38 Jy
28).

KAWASAKI Mach III 89-1/2 - Outstanding
condition • Fast road bike • MSO - 879-4249 or

X.i7KM5. (38 Jy^).
t
—

•

TRIlMPir «.V» "Tiger ". 1970. 5.000 miles

Mint condition: \e\er raced. W/helme(
SI.INNI. K:t6-.>).>M. 778-4784. (38Jy28}

•67 YAMAHA lOO-twin. Excellent cond. and
Helmet II.KI 00 (all Tom. 474-9207 after 8:00

'

pm. (38Jy2S)

, 71 HSI YAMAHA. IMrt. street, extras, ex-

cellent rondition. low mileage. 1320 or best

offer. 839-0259. (38Jy21).

'71 VESPA 150. No mileage. License, lock.

( huin. helmet (o«l 1500. sacrifice I3S0. 473^

l.-MHI. (38Jy21>

09 SUZUKI. TSOO. 7800 actual miles, fail,

beautiful, fully equipped*. IS2S. n0^23 or

90g-49l9. (38Jyll).
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Pretty/!^ as pretty does, little maid

Lifeguarding is not ju^t

By Steve Balberg

DB Staff Reporter
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Hilary Johnson
DB Photo by John Chellman

When a couple used to go to the beach, or he

nearest swimming pool, it was the female of U^

species of that couple which was treated to the

n'mscular, sun ripened body of the local lifeguard:

Take note however all males, there is a new trend

to female lifeguards. One of whonij is Hilary Johnson,

a lifeguard at the Sunset Canyon Repreation Center

here. ',

Dressed irvgrey sweat pants with a matching sweat

shirt Johnson, when asked if being a female girl type

presented any problems, as a guard, replied ''it^oes

not."

She feels that at the Recreation Center there is a

"select group unlike a public pool or beach, and this

eliminates many rude or snide remarks that might

be directed towards me."

No discrimination

She feels that there is no evidence of any biases

against her or any of the three other female guards at

the Center by the male lifeguards. .

- The one thing that Johnson objecte to, when asked

if she had any personal gripes about being a

lifeguard, is the wayward questions that are thrown

at her by some males trying desperately to strike up

a conversation with a pretty lifeguard.

The qualifications for being a girl lifeguard are no

less rigorous than for a male. Johnson had to com-

plete the Senior Life Saving course which specializes

in first aid training, as do all apphcants seeking

positions as lifeguards in the state of California. _:_

An addition she completedWater Safety Instruction

which teaches young children proper swimming
habits, and perhaps will make the lifeguard's job

easier in the future.

The question of being a qualified lifeguard is of

course never fully decided until a pressure situation

occurs. When asked if she had ever participated in a

rescue operation Johnson answered with a sigh of

gratitude and relief, "not yet"*

Questioned on the possibility of a person freezing

mentally in such a do-or-die situation. Hilary

strongly strewed that with the proper training the

possibility of a mental lapse was slight.

Enjoyment of job

Even though Johnson's hours are quite lenghthy,

( thirty hours per week and sometimes 10 hours a

day.) she feels that being outdoors so frequently

makes up for any monotony that she might suffer

from.

This monotony is somewhat lessened when she

works the smaller pool whi<?h is filled with "noisy and

sometimes bratty kids."

She said, "the kids must constantly Be told not to

dive onto other kids' heads. They very rarely listen

the first time, or even the second time they are told."

Johnson added that she feels it shows misguided

upbringing but declined to evaluate parents or
" children further. 7. ^^ ' -

For this and other reasons Hilary prefers to work

the larger pool where there are no kids, but regar-

dless of where she is guarding she thoroughly enjoys

her work. Drop in any time, and if you can swim,

that's all the better.

What's On:
Tickets:

1 i

4

—"2474 Miles Off Broadway,"
Theater Arts Summer Season:

The Serpent by Jean Claude van

Itallie (Thursday thru Sunday,

Macgowan Hall 1340);

Celebration (Thursday thru

Sunday and July 26-X in Little

Theatre AAacgowan Hall); and

The Rimers of Eldridge by

Langford Wilson (July 27 30).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and
Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.
Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plaza. Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.S0,~

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825 258 T.

—"Anna Sokolow Dance
Company/' 8:30 pm, Friday,

Royce Hall. Tickets: $4.75, $4,

$3.25, $2.50 and $1.75 (students),

on sale at the Central Ticket Of-

fice. 650 Westwood Plaza and
Kerckhoff Ticket Office (KH 140).

—"Don't Bother Me, I Can't

Cope," special $2 student tickets

for performances at 8 pm, Friday,

August 4 and Sunday, August 6 in

the Mark Taper Forum, featuring

the Center Theatre Group. Tickets

are available at the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140) with

student ID.

—"Hollywood Bowl": $1 student .

tickets available up to rourty-elght

tKKirs before the concert ( Tuesday
and Thursday concerts ortly)

today: Hans Schmidt- 1sserstedt.

conductor; Beethoven: Lenore
Overture #3, Symphony #4, Piano

Concerto #5 ("Emperor"), Rudolf

Firkunsy, soloist. Thursday:
Beethoven: Egmont Overture,
Symphony #S, Violin Concerto,

Gyorgy Pauk, soloist.

Concerts:

Thursday, July 20

—"Warner Bros, -r Reprise

Record Concert," featuring T.S.

Henry Webb with a 24 piece or

ctwttra, 8:30 pm. Schoenberg

HaJI. Free with student ID.

Presented by the UCLA Student

Committee for the Arts.

Sunday, July 23 -^

—"Westwind," a group of 15

dancers, folkslngers and
musicians using such instruments

as flauto, banjo, guitar, ac-

cordian, mandolin and bagpipes in

music and dance. 3-4 pm, Ar»

chitecture Quad (opposite

Schoenberg Hall), free. ^

Films:

Saturday, July 22

—"The Queen," and short

subjects including: Ego, Por-

nografollies and Bananas, 7:30

and 10 pm, Dickson Art Center.

Admission $1.50 at the door.

Sponsored by UCLA Film Com
mission.

Seminars:
Tuesday, July 18

—"Automated Air War Slide

Show," prepared by the American
Friends Service Committee,
hourly 9 am 2 pm, (30 min.V

English Graduate Lounge, 1301

Rolfe. Free. . :. ,.

July 18, 19, 20

—"Master Dance Classes with

Anna Sokolow," 10 am noon,

limited to dance department
students only.

ti«w«:

Tuesday, July 18

—"Death, Dying and
Lifestyles," 3-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

—"Hatha Yoga," 57 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Bhakti Yoga; The Yoga of

Transcendental Love," 3-5 pm.
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Gurdjieff and Ouspensky
Study Group," 8 9:30 pm«^
Ackerman Union 2412. Cancelled.

—"Beginning PtMtography,"
7:30 9:30 pm, Architecture 1224.

—"Self Hypnosis," 7:30 10 pm.
Architecture 1102.

—"Design and Drawing," 7:30

pm, acll 57041 or come to Ker-

ckhoff Hall 161 for info on

enrollment. .

—"Love — The Greatest Power

in the Universe," 8 pm, Social

Welfare 167.
—"Jainism and Ahimsa," 3-5

pm, Architecture 1243B.
—"Ananda Marga Yoga," 5-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564, starts

today.

—"Raja Yoga," 7:30 pm, Ar-

chitecture 1243C.

Wednesday, July 19

—"Extra Sensory Perception,"

7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E.

—"The System of Sufi," >:30 10

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
Children," 7:30 pm, Royce Hall

152.

—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm.
Upstairs meetlpg room at Co-Op
AAarket, 2021 Barrlngton Ave.
—"Kundalini Yoia," 78 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Thursday, July 20

^—"Bhakti Yoga," 35 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living," 7:M pm^
Architecture 1243C.

—"Writing for Pay," 7.30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

Meetings:
Tuesday, July 18

—"Iranian Students," 6-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

< —"California State Employees
Association," 6-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Wednesday, July 19

— "Graduate Christian
Fellowship," 6-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

—"Alpha Phi Omega," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Student Legislative Coun-
cil," 7-10 pm, Ackerman Union
3564.

Thursday, July 20

—"Tal Chi Chaun," 7-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

( ( «Mitinucd on Page 1 1

)

By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Applaud
5. Sailor

8. Tanks
12. Sunk

fence
13. Regret
14. On

the
Ocean

15. Affirm
16. Anger
17. Fine

ravelings
18. Claim
20. Recount
22. Large

bird
24. Exist
25. European

shark
28. Moved

clumsily
33.

—

Gershwin
34. Greek

letter

35. Be in

debt
'6. Reveler
i9. Sharp
:0. Exists
41. Ascend
43. Heavy -

ropes

f'T
!

47. New
York
City

51. Medicinal
plant

52. Past
54. Ancient-

Irish

capital

55. Prophet
56. Sun
57. Charge

against
property

58. Pronoun
59. Sorrowful
60. Scottish

Gaelic

Average time ol

DOWN
1. African

lake
2. Bathe
3. Exclama-

tion

4. March j
•

5. MeUl -
plates

6. Pronoun
7. Beverage
8. Rudy—
9. Continent

19. Camping
need

11. Glut
19. Negative
21. Recede

Answer

on

Page 11

23. External
25. Twitching
26. Money of

account
27. Common

value
29. Flower
29. Fish eggs

31. Female
sheep

32. Lair

37. Tankers
38. Employ
39. MeUl

container

42. There-
fore

43. Currency
44. On the

sheltered

side

45. Dutch
South
African

46. Impudent
Ulk
(colloq )

48. Hit
musical

49. God
of war

59. Horse's
hair

53. Tibetan
gazelle
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ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Rally, speeches planned tonight
.'>'-

Antiwar
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

A^^three-<lay antiwar convention

of the National Peace Action

Coalition (NPAC) begins at 7:30

tonight with a rally in the

Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Speakers include Bobby Seale,

chairman of the Black Panther
Party, Bert Corona of CASA, a
Chicane community group,
Katherine Sojourner, NPAC
coordinator, Dalton Trumt>o,
screenwriter of "Johnny Got His
Gun*' and other films, Harold
Gibbons and John T. Williams of

the Teamsters Union, Stevf
Halpem, undergraduate student
body president here, represen-
tatives of the Student Mobilization

Committee and. various en-

tertainers.

TISP
The NPAC convention, spon-

sored by the Teacthin Symposium
Program (TISP) of the un-
dergraduate Student Legislative

Council, will also feature
workshops and plenary sessions,

all with the idea of planning
"massive actions" for this fall on
^th a local and national level to

end the Indochina War.
Any person attending the

convention will have full speaking
and voting privileges.

NPAC organizers expect at-

tendance to be 800 to 1,000

delegates from all over the
country. In addition, represen-
tatives of the French Front for

Solidarity in Indochina and the
Canadian Vietnam Mobilization

committee have announced they
will attend the convenlion.

Registration fees for the entire

convention are $6 for adults, $3 for
c oUege studenU and $2 for high
school students. The fee for at-

tending only the rally tonight is $1.

Most activities wiU take place ih

Ackerman Union.

f.'

The following agenda for

Saturday and Sunday has been

announced: ^
Saturday

9:30 am — welcoming remarks

by Jerry Gordon, national coor-

dinator of NPAC.
9:40 am — election of con-

vention secretaries and chair-

people; election of platform

committee and approval of

agenda.

10:30 am — pre^ntation of

major resolutions.

noon-1 :30 pm — lunch (ASUCLA
food facilities will be operating as

usual )

.

1:30-3:15 pm — general

workshops, consisting of small

group, informal discussion.

3:30-5:30 pm — constituency

workshops. These will include

groups on women. Blacks,

Chicanes, Asians, trade unions,

gay men, gay women, labor

support, legal defense, nuclear

warfare, college students, high

school students, the draft, the

seven-point peace plan, GI's and

veterans, handicapped people and

others.

(Organizers said anyone in-

terested in holding a workshop,

should come to the NPAC office in

Kerckhoff 325).

5:45-7 pm — dinner.

7:15-10:30 pm — plenary

sesston: discussion and debate on

resolutions.

'

Sunday
9-11 am — orglanizational

workshops. These will include

groups on media and publicity,

monitoring, how to organize a

Peace Action Coalition, how to

organize a Student Mobilization

Committee, education, fund-

raising, how to prepare leaflets

and others.

11:15-11:30 am — resolution on

structure and election of national

coordinators^

11:30 am'-nrlS pm — in-

ternational 6all and greetings

from foreign guests. ..

' ':..-.

12:15-2 pm — constituency
workshop reports.

2-4 pm — other resolutions. ^

4 pm — adjournment. * ;^ .

Past NPAC conventions have
drawn between 1,500 and 2,500

participants. However, organizers

point out that this convention is

the first major antiwar convention

on the West Coast, and as a result

will not draw as^ell.

Jerry Gordon of NPAC said,

"The whole point of this con-

vention is to try to decide what the

antiwar mov.ement should do

next. We're going to do our very

best to promote and build a

movement to end the war before

the elections."

NPAC, a collection of antiwar

"non-partisan" groups first

formed after the U.S. invasion of

Cambodia in 1970, has signed a

contract accepting full respon-

sibili^ for all convention ex-

penses, and has posted a $1,200

bond in case it cannot meet ex-

penses However, if there are

excess revenues, they will go to

SLC.

Student enrollmentatUC

qampuses projected lower
This campus is expected to grow to around 28,000 students by 1981,

compared to the present 25,356, according to a new "Growth Plan" ap-

proved by the UC Board of Regents last week

.

^The new plan predicts a much smaller UC student population in the

next decade than was originally estimated in 1966. At ttiat time the Board
approved a plan which estimated enrollment for the nine-campus UC
system at over 150,000.

Now, University administrators expect UC students to number 128,000-

137,000 in 1981. The plan was drawn up by a task force appointed two

years ago. Task force memt)ers came from all ov^r the UC system, in-

cluding a former student here, Matt Mazer.

Graduate and professional school enrollment at campuses will also be

lower than was originally expected, the plan suggests. Also several

campuses with smaller enrollments, such as Riverside, Santa Barbara

and Santa Cruz, will have fewer graduate departments and professional

schools than were planned.

No new campuses are planned within 10 years. This lays to rest

speculation that a campus may be built in the Petaluma-Santa Rosa area,

where land has been offered to the University.

The estimated increase on this campus is smaller in proportion than at

UC Irvine, San Diego and Santa Cruz, whose enrollments are expected to

double by 1981.

*This plan merely represents the likely enrollment in 1981," Chancellor

Charles E. Young told Regents, who were meeting in San Francisco.

"This is not a change in specific plans.'*

UC President Charles J. Hitch called the new figures "targets for

realistic planning on the campuses."

"This plan must be accepted with the spirit of flexibility," Regent

William E. Forbes said. "It's really impossible to predict the condition in

1981-82 This is a working plan."

The plan does not include the anticipated enrollment for the health

sciences at each campus.

'•<- *ji

-.. I.

Announcements
Noon today is the first day for

continuing students to enroll and

register by mail for fall quarter.

Priority for enrollment is by

postmarked date.

Registration packets for con-

tinuing students are available in

Murphy 1134 until August 25.

August 25 is also the last day to

enroll or register by mail.

if it ik

Parking tickets tiere have been

raised from $2 to $5 effective

yesterday. Parking citations in

the rest of the city changed to $5 in

1970.

The increase was voted "by the

bail committee of the Municipal

Court judges of Los Angeles

County, and specifically affects

Vehicle Code section 21113-A,

which governs city, county and

state properties, including those

of the University.

The action was taken as a result

of a revision in the state's uniform

Traffic Bail Schedule, which is a

set of recommendations on the

amounts of traffic bail (including

parking fines) judges should charge.

Accordmg to the West Los

Angeles Municipal Court, the

higher bail charges reflect

"general inflationary trends,"

such as rising administrative

costs in the court system.

Parking fines (bail) will con-

tinue to be paid to the Clerk of the

Municipal Court. At present the

city gets the revenue rather than,

the University. A bill which would

divide the revenues between the

University and the city has pMMd
the State Senate and has been sent

to the Assembly for action
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1^—^ MISS PAT COLLINS
^ THE HIP HYPNOTIST

Appearing 1 show nighMy 8 30 PM
w. "fi^ ^^^^^ THURSDAY. FRIDAY • SATURDAY
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GELEBRITT CLUB
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Also Appeanna- Special 2 Week Engagemenl-Tues. thru S«t
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-V FALKENSTEIN
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Actors needed for International Theatre

_J: ' j„L African Student (20 yrs.J^

2. A Student (20-25 yrs.)

3. Officer (40-45 yrs.) .
^

4. Three Soldiers (25-30 yrs.)

5. Judge. (40-50 yrs.)

-^- 6. A Girl (18-20 yrs.)—-— -7. A Woman (40-45 yr^.) «

'--^.,.

For three-act comedy "The Ant- Hill" by Obi Egbuna

Audition: Tyesday, July 25, 7:30-9:00 p.m.

I

of the ISC. 1023 Hilgord AVenue

or coll 477-4587 for more information

.!.
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SPECIAL GUEST STAR *•

KiNNY MfifilNS MNB
win JIM ISSINA
MUK NUUII/IMWIUII KAYIIN

"THE PHLORESCENT LEECH AND EDDIE

'

Holywood

SUNDAY. AUGUST 6 7 3o pivi

AUSfATIRisCRVfD: %7M. iM, %M, 4M.
TICKtTS AVAILAiLt AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL, 2301 N HICHIAND AVI.

AND SO. CALIF MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL AGENCIES.

ALL TICK!TtON LOCATIONS, WALLICM'S MUSIC CITY STORCS AND
iY MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD iOWL, P O fOX 1951,

ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

FOR INFORMATION D| Aj. 87-M-U-S-l-C

Crime and Punislinient

University police report the

following recent crimes and-m-_

cidents:

Police recovered a large

amount of University property

last week from a 25-year old male.

A guard at the Medical Center

called the police on the evening of

July 12, saying he had a suspect m
custody

.

When police arrived, they

reported seeing the suspect hand

the guard a key that turned out to

be a UCLA master key. Police

asked him if the suspect was

employed here and he told them

no He was then arrested for

unauthorized possession of the

ke^, and taken to the UCLA police

station.

When asked if he had any

University property, the suspect

told police he did, in his room.

Police asked for permission to

search the room, and the suspect

said, "Sure you can."

Police reported o\^er 330 items

in the susepct's residence. In-

cluded were a radio, chemical

equipment and chemicals, wood

and plastic i)uilding materials, a

guitar case, a tool box and 40

UCLA keys, some of them

masters, to various buildings on

campus. * ^ ^.^.. __ , .....

. - • it ^ -'—"/

'

' Police received a report last

"week from a physical education

instructor there was a manrift-the

Women's Gym locker room im-

-personating a woman.
According to the instructor, the

Fri Sat Midnight

Films — SI. 25

rtmn was dressed as a woman,

with a long, black curly wig, and

proceeding from cubicle to cubicle

in the shower room. The in-

structor,, said she ordered the

suspect oiU; whereuppn he picked

up a brown paper bag, left by the

east door, and ran towards the

Mens Gym, removing the wig,

revealing close-cropped hair on

his head".

When the instructor went to the

police station to make a com-

plaint, she observed that the

suspect was already there, and

she subsequently placed him

under citizen's arrest for

loitering, a misdemeanor,

'•' • • *

July21 22

Marlon Brando

VIVA ZAPAU

Peter Brooks

IH[ DEVILS

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wils^ir(> 8. ?6th

Santa Monica 829 3368

One l«-year old and 20-year old

non-students were arrested July

11 for investigation of burglary.

Police received a call from a

parking kiosk attendant that there

was suspicious activity in Parking

Structure 2. He said two females

had told him they had observed

one man sitting in a car on level 2,

with two others going from car to

car.

Police arrived, confronted the

three suspects, and asked them

what they were doing on campus.

They reportedly said they had

come to look around. - Wi|j

The reporting officer said he

was shown the car and observed a -

license plate and a "shde puller."

Due to the fact they were not

students, had no explanation for

being on campus, and the large

number of burglaries in the

parking lots, they were placed
,

under arrest for investigation of

burglary. •

^ it it

Fourteen coin-operated Duncan

parking meters were removed

from their posts in Lot 32

sometime between Monday at 9:00

am^and Tuesday at 7:45 am.

Police said pipe cutters were

possibly used to cut the meters off
the poles, and set the value of the
meters at $900.

Also, between Saturday and
Monday two two-headed Duncan
parking meters were removed
from their posts in the Ackermafl
Union parking lot. Police set the
value of these at $250, along with
"an undetermined amount of

United States coins."

;-• it • *; ,..

A .38-year old transient was
arrested Tuesday at 10: 30 in Lot 32

for violating section 626.6 of the

California Penal Code — in-

terfering with the peaceful con-

duct of the campus.
Police receiveil a call that the

suspect was loitering and they

found him in Lot 32. He was
questioned and reportedly gave
hfs name and tried to run. Police

apprehended him and checked

with statistical records.

According to the police report,

the suspect had been advised of

the penal code violation earlier

that day and advised not to return

to campus for 72 hours! In ad-

dition, police said they had

received numerous calls about the

suspect in different parts of the

campus, and said they had ad-

vised him numerous times to

Write us
^•;i.

•

leave.

He was placed under arrest and

taken to W^st Los Angeles and

booked there.

Poi\^ report two burglaries

causing $325 dam^ge,.^Jinany,

petty theft netted i2^i^25"iii 19 in-

cidents. These included an

electric calculator valued at $475,

a vacuum pump valued at $239, a

slide projector, a stereo tape deck,

and 13 fire extinguishers from'

parking lots 8, 9, and MV, valued

at $221.

Four locked bikes were also

reported stolen. ?
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Chicano task force here

rec&ves federalfunding | Student legal aid bodltj

receives funding for fallj

UCLA Summer Bruin 3

If

Better education for Chicanos is the aim of a $275,000 grant from the
U.S. Office of Education (OEO) to the National Education Task Force de
la Raza here.

^ .

The grant covers a period of 15 months andwill enable the Task Force
to establish regional organizations in parts of the country with large
Chicano populations.

The Task Force, described as "a group of Chicano faculty, students and
community leaders functioning like a mobile Chicano university," has
among its goals identification of Chicanos trained in the . field of

education, encouragement of Chicanos to obtain advanced degrees in the
field, and a wider understanding of the needs and problems of Chicanos in

the educational system. , .

In announcing the grant, Simon Gonzales, assistant to Chancellor
Charles E, Young, said, "We are trying to remedy such situations as bi-

lingual projects headed by Anglos who are not themselves bilingual and
who may not understand the problems. ^

. .

"We often hear such statements as 'We can't find qualified Mexican
Americaas for these positions' or 'Mexican-Americans never apply,' and
we hope to encourage qualified individuals to seek these opportunities,"

he said.

Another aim of the Task Force is to acquaint teachers and ad-

ministrators with the particular needs of Chicano students, according to

Gonzales.

*in the past, students were often prohibited from speaking Spanish at

school, thus cutting them off from their,only means of communication,"
he said.

The Task force offers conferences, seminars and workshops for

teachers and administrators. Topics include development of pride in

Chicano children, historical and sociolog^l development of Chicanos

^nd bi-lingual and bi-cultural programs for Chicano students.

Gonzales said teachers often use such statements as 'They don't want
to come to school," or "They don't want to learn English" to transfer

responsibility for poor teaching results from themselves to Chicano
students. The Task Force will attempt to sensitize teachers to the varying

learning patterns of Chicano students, he said.

Chicanos trained in education will be sought for two purposes: to find

qualified officials for positions in OEO, and to provide visible models of

successful Chicanos for both the Chicano community and the general

public, Gonzales said.

"We have had so few pfidfessionals in higher education that most
Mexican-American students don't realize the field is open to them," he

said. "We want to raise their level of aspiration and show them by
'«^x^jTiple they.(^aii goto, the university and can achieve advanced positions

irf'ioci^ijt" 7-'"'^'
" ^'^'^'-'"^^'^^m£^.-'-. .. ."^'*"

Increased education for Chic^iflo girls is anSm^r goal of fhe Task Force,

according to Gonzales. "Actually, girls traditionally do better in the

lower grades^ than boys, but Mexican-American parents have been

reluctant to allow yoimg^vomen to leave home and go to college," he said.
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morethanlMNN)
eligible employees of

Unlversit}' of Callfbrnia

pay tijeir auto insurance

by payroll deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten

California Casualty.)

Join Them!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

-- <^ Calrfbrnia Casualty

Sherman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach
981-4000 625-7272 ,

426-2186

by

UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLA's Design (or Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (opposite Sciioenberg Hail)

from 3:00 p.in. to 4:00 p.m.

July 23 WE8TWIND, a group of fifteen dancers, folktlngert arwl mueiclant

using such Instruments as flauto, ben|o, guitar, accordion, mandolin and bag-

pipes in music and dance.

July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST l« totally improvised theater Including

mime, music, scenes, games, dance and c<>^-'^»^««-'"»y.''i«^J*^!;*•T.);^"h^
trigger a response tf»ets almost too real to be true. Not just theater, but the

life-force, prdiected.

August 6 ANTONIN HODEK, mime, a gift of unicorn, a glimpse of beauly

— Qontle poetry of man In motion and In silent communication with you, me
audience, accompanied by the sounds of a sole guitar.

August 13

WILD OATS,

o rollicking fun blu«grot« bond looping in turn from Iroditional

•tuH to contemporary rnotk lik« John D«nver'« "Country Roods.

s
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Funding of $10,950 for a legal information booklet to be
distributed to students this fall was approved last week by the
registration fee subcommittee of the University Policies Com-
mission (UPC).
The proposal, called the Legal Information Project, was ap-

proved following a presentation by Ann Haskins, director of the

project. She emphasized the need for information about the

problems of legal aid, as well as listing legal resources available on
and off-campus to students.

,

Haskins said the legal aid available on campus (provided
through the undergraduate student government) is "admittedly
inadequate for the legal needs of 30,000 students."

"Most students don't seek out legal aid until they're one step out

of court," she said.. She said the group, made up of law student^,

would try and present as realistic a picture of the legal aid situation

as possible. 'What exists on paper and in reality are two different

things," Haskins said.

The only funds made available to the group so far are for

researching and writing the book over the next ten weeks. The
subcommittee will then examine the book and decide whether to

release the rest of the funds for publishing the book.

Haskins said the group would have to take some "administrative

sensibilities" into account, such as giving advice that would allow

students to sue the University.

Areas that the booklet will probably cover include arrests,

housing contracts, the draft and drugs. If approved this fall, it will

probably be distributed through winter quarter registration

packets to students, wijth about 30,000 copies distributed.
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OVEt20YtS.' EXPEtlENCE

PERMANENT ^
HAIR REMOVAL ^WITH AIM t
DESENSITIZE^

MBM.'. WOMEN
WtC BY PHYSICIANS
•^fiMti Floft Assoc

Mon Sat Eves by Appt. «*

474-7171
JK

S.XKA I.. WANNE RE
AI.INK WANNE RN & RE
1}4SGIendon W.L A.

(WcslwiKxJ Mt'dical
Pro! BIdg )

^fat^amm

'
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MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

If5 True - Unbelievable

Prices
SEB

"TH€ YARD
SCHTICK"
OF W^TWOOD
VILLAGE

r

for tlva moat unuMd
— fabrics

— trims

— macram* ».

-^ =-^ suppHw
oic

1006 Broxton OR 70880

clirtqonrtliy .»< loss from
I ox Westwood Theatre

'J\
V.

SIERRA^LUB HIKE
___' (International Division) ..

,*:-.-.

',>..

through Santa Monica Mtns

from Point Magoo

Meet afOO a.m. at ISC

1023 Hilgord Avenue

I:
7 '

I

$2 -bring lunch Of«d «i(gt«r

RECORD
SALE

ALU ^S.^8
L»ST
AV.BU/AS-

• lOO'S OF
NEVJ & USED

5^-*l.*1S

TAKE BOTH FOR

call for particulars

CAMPUS CAMERA
10M MOXTON AVE.

INWESTWOOD
Down from Regent Theater

Free Parking Across Street

DAar
473-6583 v:S> 272-3406

t tl *—M/t—MTUT CMOrr W/lffnn4 N. MCMT (MS

FIELD
OF ZAAD

Sant/^
A^oNlCA

WE Buy ^
ALBu'^S ^
COL^ECTlOt^S

\'

<i.SONDAW

juuv as*- 30
NOON - 1 p/A Jl

FREE
Posters
FREE
RECORD L

«itt»i»»t>i»»i»>'>>»i»t<i>'>>i**i*
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CAMPUS CHAPEL
6M LEVEtlNO-AT $TIUT»«(IO«E 2 BlK$ WOF DOtMS

"A house o< prayer for oil the na»ion$"

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 AA^ BRUNCH U AM.

For ride, phpne 4794445 or 823-6246
"~ JACK TABEB Un»»er»»y Bopttot Choploin

' ;•

.K— •£*!

An experience in psychodrama At the LA Psychodrarna Center^ Pub k

d.dacnc purposes at 8 30 pm Fridays. Admis$ton S3. '

"^'^f
"*"?'* r^f^P*'^*!^^^^^** *

IS
or Simply observe Directing staff includes: Ira \Ji'*^,^\^,^^-''^^X^\
psychologist . Gordon Gumpertz, adverfismg •0«"<^y ^"^^'/^r* /^^^'^^jy^n^Jr o
counselor^, and Coleman Mullin, AA A., engineer and co""»«'0'^,

'-°"*!°".,/']2J^
Cemer for Creative Studies. 3304 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica. For mfo, Phone 475 4444.

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANV SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Van Noyi Blvd. 10912 LW Conte Ave.

Sherman Odu. CA 91403 WertwoAd Villoge.^CA 90024

(2 '3) 783-5690 (213)478X8588

(213)872-2344 (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

rx^

^
! I

500 New Behavioral Science Books

fist

We have iust gotten in ImportarV new titles In Psychology, Urban

Studies, Sociology and Political Science with many, many more In

Blatk History, Literature and Americana. ITwITPpaY you To drop In

and browse. *

Needham Book Shop
1 1613^ San Vicente near Barrlngton '

826 6533 ;
~

•

open Monday-Saturday 10A.M. -6P.M.

.^
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FRIDAYS. SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES

July21'&22

ELVIU IIIUIII6IIN

V July 28 & 29

CIITCH22

1067GLENDON AVE.

477-0098 b79-9077

Iill

!
>"
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PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction exclusively m e«am lokmg techniques used successfully by California pre^

low students Taught m Los Angeles by procticmg lawyers Cost; $75,

Course for OOOBER 21 LSAT starts OOOBER 5. DECEMBER in-

struction also available. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-
BER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (2 1 3) 655-8046. ^-

V'

mk^mmmm
Jwifc^

muLYZiBni

ii

siNTii Momck cmc
RESERVED SEATS S5.50, $4.50, S3.50

TICKETS: TmiHON, MUTUAL. IIBIRTY. WAILICHS I SANTA MONICA BOX OfflCE (393-99S1)

Woman named to succeed

Vesperas head libratian
By Jim Steblnger

DB Staff Reporter

"

Page Ackerman, associate

librarian here, has been named to

succeed Robert Vosper as head

librarian effective July 1, 1973.

The promotion was announced

yesterday by UC President

Charles J. Hitch and Chancellor

Charles E. Young. Vosper, who

will resign at the end of this

academic year, will teach in the

School of Library Service.

Ackerman will become one of

the few women to occupy the head

librarianship at a major

university.

"Primarily we will be con-

cerned with maintaining UCLA's

, standing as one of the top 15

campus libraries in the nation,"

Ackerman said.

Opportunities

\ "I think that the library system

has tremendous opportunities in

three major areas, and I will try to

achieve success in those areas.

"Most important is the main-

tenance of the basic excellence of

the library system. We will try to

continue the usefulness and

distinction- of the libraries' §er-

vice, and to Increase its im-

portance and effectiveness," she

said. I.-. •^^-- --::_r
T"**One factor In tHat iitt

provement will be the im-

provement of library service

through technological advances.

Even at a time when we need

additional support it will still be

possible to improve our ability to

Water project
By Arlen E. Wolkov

,
DB Staff Reporter

A. National Science Foundation grant of $1,284,000

for a two year investigation of water management
concerning Indian rights and international relations

of the American Southwest has been given to a group

headed by a geophysicist here.

The study concerns the 120 mile Lake Powell,

created in 1963 by the construction of the Glenn
Canyon Dam on the Colorado River in North central

Arizona. Lake Powell was chosen as a result of its

relatively young age and unstablized social effects on

the surrounding environment.

Specific goal

"Our specific goal is to measure the impact on the

surrounding area and ];>eople of creating a lake in a

semi-primitive desert setting by pulling together the

expertise of people in the natural, health and social

sciences, law and environment," Professor Orson L.

Anderson, geophysicist here, said.

He heads a group of some 40 senior researchers
and graduate students from various universities and
institutes They will be supported by several legal

and environmental consultants also working on the

project.

Some of the problems which will be investigated

include the social effect of Navajo Indians in the

area, environmental change from the desert to arid

country, and water loss due to evaporation

receive new books and place them

on the shelf rapidly.

Efficient service

"This will of course aid in

providing fast and efficient ser-

vice. We also envision as part of

this long range program a

mechanized library system
featuring machines capable of

reading library cards, which will

eliminate the need for call slips,"

Ackerman siad. ^

"The third opportunity lies in

using the computer system we will

develop to mechanize the library

system to help us make decisions

dealing with library management.
A computer system can help us to

decide what books shoiUd be

placed where, and how to do a
better circulation job."
Ackerman will head the entire

library complex comprising
3,000,000 volumes, 18 branch^
and 500 employees. The system at
present is expanding by 130,000 to
150,000 volumes a year. "And that
does not include the non-book
materials we receive each year
an equal amount," she said.

< The future head librarian
graudated from the University of
North Carolina and worked in the
Columbia Theological Seminary,
the Aberdeen Proving Ground,
and the Union Theological
Seminary before coming here in

1949 as a reference librarian.

Page Ackerman

NSF grant
(estimated at approximately 500,000 acre-feet an-

nually).

Water supply

Research will determine the influence of lowering

the water supply available for use while improving

quality, use of the area for recreation purposes, and

environmental harm of the roads cutting through the

Indian reservations. -^- -
^

Efforts are being made to keep close coritact with

the Indians of the neighboring areas. Regular radio

dispatches in the Navajo language are being brad-

cast to the Indians. Professor Jerrold E. Levy of the

University of Arizona will be the leader in main-

taining Indian relations.

California is among seven American states which

draw water from the Colorado Rover. The water i^

used for irrigation which leaches minerals and salts

from the soil and returns them to the river.

UCLA participants

UCLA participants on this project include

Professors Monroe E. Price and David Gary

Weatherford of the School of Law; and geophysicist

Gordon Jacoby.

Institutions involved in this project are the

Univeristy of Arizona, Univeristy of New Mexico,

Dartmouth College, Univeristy of Rochester,

Univeristy of Santa Clara, West Washington State

College, Northern Arizona Society of Science and

Art, arid the John Muir Institute.

(^-^^. '^'^^^(^^

International Atmosphere

Live Entertainment

Low-Cost Food

The New ISC Coffeehouse
1023 Hilgard Avonuo

Open Friday 10:30 a.m.-]

2

Saturday 2:00 p.m.- 12

. THIS WEEKEND
Frl.-from 9:00 p.m.

JIM CARTER, Ballad singer Recording Artist for UA

Write On!

A MM Wmmi (MGMH/A1I0N

Sdt.-from 9:00 p.m.

MALCOMB KIGAR, from Brazil

Folk Guitarist.
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Letters to the Editor
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herself

NPAQ
The National Peace Action Coalition is holding its

national conference here this weekend, with the aim
of planning national antiwar activities for this fall.

Past NPAC conventions have attracted about 1,500

participants, but organizers here say they expect
only about 800.

This may be because the convention is on the West
Coast, for the first time, but it probably has more to

do with the fact that no issue has been more
thoroujghly worked over for the past eight years by
politicians, newsmen and student leaders than the

Vietnam war.
It is apparent that people are tired of the same

debate^, the same cliches and the same dire war-
nings day after day, year after year. Many who used
to actively oppose the waf have dropped out of the

fight from sheer boredom.
Many who used to stay informed on the subject of

our involvement now ignore any news dealing with

Vietnam.
North Vietnani is now being subjected to saturation

bombing, with virtually no target off limits. The
mining of North Vietnamese ports is an example of

the lengths to which the Nixon Administration will go
to gain a strategic advantage.
So we cannot afford to drop out of the fight against

the war because of boredom or fatijgue. Try to attend

the convention. -. ^^

(Etfitor't iMtt — Ms. Yana«ihara is a |c
iialiMn stw«tfit hart this summar. Dwrin« tha
schaoi yaar sha taachas iowrnalism at Waipahu
Hi«h School in Walpahu, Hawaii.)

Editor:

As writer of the article on Up-
ward Bound, which UB coor-
dinator Kathy Ramsden described
in her letter to the editor as
"completely distorted," I feel it

necessary to inform readers of

problems facing journalists. .

A writer learns that a word or
sentence does not necessarily

convey the message he intends but
conveys a variety of meanings
depending on each reader's
background of experiences and on
word connotations.

An educated reader learns this

same lesson.

Some readers said the UB ar-

ticle gave much credit to the staff

and students. Others said it was
informative and objective. Ms.
Ramsden said it gave "a very
poor picture of Upward Bound."
Ms. Ramsden's response is

understandable. Deeply involved

with the program, she may view
the mention of its problems
(although she herself mentions
some) as a negative reflection on
the people in it.'

Not only Ms. Ramsden but other

UB staff and students interviewed

seemed concerned that others

view the program positively. I

was repeatedly urged by UB staff

members to show them the article

before it was printed in the DB. If

a journalist had to gain his in-*

lorniants' approval before
printing an article, where would
freedom of the press l)e?

Much as I would liked to have
had my article printed in its en-

tirety, through a process called

editing, my article was cut (e.g.,

UB students' comments) and
rewritten for clarity and con-

ciseness.

I do not recall ever indicating

during my interview with Ms.

Ramsden "the fact" that I was
"opposed to programs such as

Upward Bound."
I did, however, ask Ms. Ram-

sden and other staff members

about justifying the UB program
— questions such as, why other
minority groups (besides Asians,

Blacks. Chicanos) do not have UB-
like programs but often "make it

on their own." Such "hard
questions" might lead an in-

terviewee to believe that the
journalist is against him.
An alert reader will not confuse

conjecture about one's attitudes
with fact.

I am most disappointed that an
intelligent person like Ms.
Ramsden cannot recognize when
an "outsider" is admiring "an
excellent program with an out-

standing staff and student body."

Amy Yanagihara

Ripoff
Editor: .

Two weeks ago the Organizing
Committee of AFT /II1781,

representing TA's, RA's, and
Readers at UCLA, wrote letters to

Dean Lyle Timmerman and
Campus Advocate Charles Mc-
Clure protesting the expulsion of

SDS from the UCLA campus. In

those letters we expressed our

opposition to the arbitrary nature
of the proceedings, especially to

the fact that the expulsion was
effected before the hearing,
thereby making any action on
campus by SDS to defend them-
selves illegal. .-*^'

We also objected to the facf^that

the action was taken after the

Daily Bruin had ceased
publication, which minimized
public awareness of the univer-

sity's action.

We objected to the fact thA no
evidence was initially presented

by the administration to justii

the suspension. And finally, we
objected to the political nature of

the university's action, in which
SDS was singled out for allegedly

violating unclear and potentially

discriminatory, not to mention

petty, regulations which prac-

tically every campus organization

violates at one time or another.

Moreover, individuals^ have

been singled out for disciplinary

action by the UCLA ad-
ministration and for arrest by the

LAPD for their activities during
the May strike. Many of these

actions have taken place weeks
after the events themselves. We
would therefore also like to

publically express our opposition

to these tactics by both the UCLA
administration and by the LAPD,
since they clearly imply that one's

mere presence at a political

demonstration can be criminal,

and therefore seriously com-
promise the right to organize
[politically at UCLA. We will do
everything in our power to insure

that the right to organize is

maintained and extended.

Organizing Committee
AFT Local 1781

Protest
Editor:

The Daily Bruin has — in-

nocently; I am sure — libeled the

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity in

quoting Mr. Rexley DeGeorge
(purchaser of/ the A.E. Pi and
Sigma Alpha Mu houses) as
saying that "his only real af-

filiation was that he lived in the

defunct Delta Sigma Phi house for

45 days when he first arrived in

Los Angeles a few years ago,

paying $1 a day."
Delta Sigma Phi js not, nor has

it ever l)een, defunct at UCLA. It

has an unbroken record at UCLA
since its chartering in 1929, and it

will operate this fall as usual in its

chapter home at 620 Landfair

Avenue.

It is possible that the Bruin

reporter, or Mr. DeGeorge, has
confused Delta Sigma Phi with

Phi Sigma Delta, which mereged
few years ago with Zeta Beta

Tau. Or, perhaps, Mr. DeGeorge
lived in our house during the

sunrimer. when it is open to

roomers.

In any event, the story has given

an entirely erroneous impression,

and we are sure that the Bruin will

wish to correct it by timely use of

this letter. Bob Ramirez

/? Co^ Hair Stylists A7^-7770

10966*^ U Cento Avo. |B«*w«on Broxton & Gayfity)

w..h«.6d vniog.
MEN & WOMEN HAIRSmiNG

^ctR-^ Assoc^y^-

(•()ni|)l(*t(* copy

S(T\ IC(*

\rr<)\ iK (>ffs(4

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

fDCaR
UilflTCR

•xtra added attraction

cacLCf
FRIDAY, AUGUST 4 spm

All aMta rttarvad at M.M. fI.M. M.50, $J.M
Tickttt available at all TICKETROfI OUTLETS

iWalllch'i Music City Storei and all Mutual A|encle». Loni Beach Arena

Box Office, and by mail order. For information call (213) 437-2255

rit f,u M)\( f Wl \'>'^<»l

(•oi]i|)lrl(* \ rio-hind

l)iii(liri«i srr\i((^

121 kerckhoff hall. 825-0611
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WELCOME STUDENTS
LITTLE CAESARS PIZZA TREAT
WANTS YOU TO TRY OUR GREAT

-^ PIZZA
USE THIS VALUABLE COUPON
AND SAVE AN EXTRA 509 ^'__

"""'^""""'"""^irget SOfoff on any

medium or larger size

Pizza.

I Little Caesars Pizza

IC 10974 Le Conte Ave.

477.2006
Expires: 7-31-72 (we deliver)
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Disregard
(Kdilors' note: Because of P«^

™;*J"-
terprelations. we label the following a satire )

Ignore all striking workers this week students

-

if you wish to keep your jobs. This has been a most

unpleasant year for the University. The workers

do not seem to appreciate the fact that they are

lucky to have^any jobs at all. They want higher

wages, more benefits, and better working con-

ditions. . , ^^^ IMIU^^
We cannot tolerate dissatisfactibn. When

students strike we call the police. When workers

strike they get fired. Nowdays, we are asking the

students to help us stop a general Umversity

strike

Here is what to do to help stop the strike: Cross

the picket lines. Apply for jobs during the strike.

You will probably get one. For every full tune

worker we lay off, we can hire two students at haU

the salary. You the student get a job, and we the

Big U save money. Of course you will do the same

work as the full timer with no sick leave, no

vacation, no shift time differential, no holiday pay.

and if you complain about anything you are fired.

What about breaks? Don't worry. You get none.

Your split shift will stop that. And don't you dare

join the union. If you do, it will not be very

strikers
•V
•y
•y

pleasant for you. You are tudcy to get work at all.

So keep your F — n' mouth shut. We do not want

rabble rousers around here. If you work well and

do not complain, we'll give you a good recom-

mendation which wiU help you move up in the Big

U when you graduate.

No, pay no attention to those strikers. They are

just peasants. But you are the 'creme de la

creme'. Don't waste your time on those.

Why do we hire students? Don't you know? We
save money and help students at the same time

We cut financial aid for demonstrators, cut aid to

minorities, and let them work at part time jobs

where we phased out full timers. This way the

University runs more efficiently, workers do not

strike because they aren't here long enough to

care, and students do not strike or they will lose

their financial aid. Pretty good, huh?

Now remember, ignore striking workers. Don't

join the union. Keep your chin up, work hard, and

success will be yours. If we can stop this coming

strike, we can hire more students than ever

before. Right on. Power to the people and god

bless our noble governor without whose en-

couragement and ideas, this would never work.

BillFerman
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RetroGpective

Dance in the

Randy Newman. His slightly-frayed voice

breathes life into a dozen original songs.

Unlikelihoods all, wry but oddly warm.

MxiCame
Throwmg Colors

WhataFiriend
\buAm

Tom Paxton. A mild-mannered rebel, so-

cial critic, satirist and doubter, Tom Pax-
ton plays to the world with an intriguing

array of songs about the human condition.

PANTS SNIRTS- ACCESSORIES

TODAYS STYLES AT POPUUR PRICES

STURENT - WORKER - LOAFER l

BUSINESSMAN - PROFESSIONAL!FOR
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JULY SPECIAL

LO-RISE
GOOD FIT FOR

GUYS OR GALS

Well Mown Brand

YiH Will Recognize

'•^$588

JOHNRENBOURN
FARO ANNIE

lncludes:White House Blues Kokomo Blues

Shake Shake Mama Come on in My Kitchen

\X ^

.. ^v T

GEOFF&MARIA
RMUtDAUR

SWEET POTATOES
Inckidee-.KnMin'Me Lazy Bones
Havana Moon Blue Railroad

John Renbourn. The Pentangle guitarist

eases into the mind with a subtle solo al-

bum of folk songs, emphasizing blues.

MFC'S LIST

PRICE 5558

$Q09

Qeott and Maria Muldaur. The good-hu-
mor blues of the dear departed Kweskin
Jug Band lives on in this second Reprise
album by two of that group's most color-

ful personalities and finest singers.

Avwiable to the Discriminatin3,(romWMiier/Reprts^ albums and tapes.

•»

DO RE Ml
10665 West Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif.
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MINMLLV KMWM ORANtS YOU CAN TRUST'

LEVI, HARRIS A 1 HD LEt

SWA^K VAN HEUSEN BUXTON

LANCER . WEMBLY KENNINGTON

HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY HANES

PARIS INTERWOVEN HOLMAN

MEN'S
APPAREl

11911 SANTA MONICA BLVO 478 9595

2 B»s Eos' o» Bjndy Dn.e

PAPf FPEE IN PICK S LOT

OPEN SUNDAYS 113

CLASS
NOTES

SS.tO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Art S4 Kaplan
Economics 101A — Murp^V
Economics ISO - Murpf^V
Education 112 - Kieslar
History 174B - WeiS»
Potitical Sceince 140 - Baerwaid

Psychology 41 - Wickeos
Psych^rtogy »M> — Cf4fr
Psychology 130 - Faw

/ "We hove o complele

line of CIlH's Notes

ond Monarch Notes"
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Reviewers jiist keep on raving about David Bowie,

trying to relate his mastery of lyric, his to-the-point

arrangements; his emotional musical sense, his

unique vocal quality, but he still isn't selling that

many records. Bowie's albums haven't really shown

a steady improvement — his last three albums are

remarkable for how different they can be from each

other rather than theway they've grown out of one

another — they are all masterpieces, but separate

segments in the Bowie opus. His latest offering turns

more decisively toward rock and roll than his

previous "pop" Hunky Dory, ^nd it is provocatively

titled The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the

Spiders From Mars (RCA LSP-4702).

Side one is ample evidence of Bowie's mastery of

arranging— no one can get as much clean power out

of acoustic guitars (which are supplemented on a

different energy level by the electric variety) or

filter in string orchestras with as much ease. He
manipulates rhythms to the point that in '*Soul Love"

he is able to tack on an extra half beat in the verses

and still keep the track of the time. He stomps, he

soothes, he screams, he runs genres into each other

until he obliterates the lines. His voice may sound

gfade-school cute at one moment and assertively

masculine at another. He filters in th^nies which

remind one of his earlier "Space Oddity" from his

second album : "Five Years" is an apocalyptic vision

of the future, where th^ population is informed they

have five years left on Earth (causing various

psychological problems) and "Starman" is a syn-

thesis of Arthur Clarke's "star child" done in a

catchy melodic mode.
Bowie's lyrics are again the most intriguing part.

He delivers seemingly unsingable lines like they

were born to music, and projects his sometimes
strange psychological visions into nearly im-

pressionistic words — "Came back like a slow voice

on a wave of phase/That weren't no D.J. that was
cosmic jive." And when was the last time you heard

a love lyric like "Keep your 'lectric eye on me
babe/Put your ray gun to my head/ Press your space

face close to mine, love/Freak out in a moonage
daydream oh! yeah!"? '

-

The second side of the album is a concept work
which allows the songs to suggest the next rather

than force each other. The story has gaps and is a

little hazy, allowing for interpretation and the en-

joyment of trying to figure out the actual events

being discussed. With a little effort one recognizes

the age-old tale of the boy who wants to be a rock and
roll star, makes it, and then feels like killing himself.

The six song cycle begins with the stunning Ray
Davies-type tune "Lady Stardust," which chronicles

i
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the feeling of the narrator for an effeminate boy

singer in some of Bowie's best lyrics and music.

When the impassioned vocal reaches "I smiled sadly

for a love I could not obey" one recognizes sincerity.

The description of "Lady Stardust" is well done too:

"People stared at the makeup on his face/Laughed

at his long black hair, his animal grace/The boy in

the bright blue jeans/Jumped up on the stage/And
lady Stardust sang his songs/of darkness and

digrace."

Moving through the narrator'^ statement of am- -

bition which takes the form of a "David Watts"-type

hope for recognition and success, we get the grinding

"Hang On To Yourself," which combines narration

and mock-rock in a three chord quickie that should

have the Stooges running for cover. The lyrics nm--

like "We can't dance, don't talk much, just ball and

play/But then we move around like tigers on

vaseline/The bitter comes out better on a stolen

guitar/You're the blessed, we're the spiders from *

Mars." With "Ziggy Stardust" we realize that "the
"

spiders from Mars "is the name of a back-up band

for Ziggy ( Bowie's named his band the same — some
indication of. the autobiographical nature of the

observations? ) and the band is considerably jealous

of Ziggy s prowess with the ladies and his messianic,

1 egocentric personality. The narrator comments "So

we bitched about his fans and should we crush his

sweet hands? " Finally comes the shocker, in a

somewhat ambiguous "When the kids had killed the

man I had to break up the band," leaving us some
doubt as to what actually happened to Ziggy. The

next thing we encounter is "Suffragette City," a sort
'
of T. Rex fundamental rock version of "Surf City"

where, you'll recall, there were "two girls for every

boy." Bowie does some Elvis vocal maneuvers as he

croons "Hey man I gotta straighten my face/This

mellow thighed chick just put my spine out of place."

Apparently the back up band, or at least our

narrator, has reached stardom after Ziggy 's demise,

but it only brings him to "Rock 'N' Roll Suicide,"

which utilizes the fifties "In the Still of the Night"

kind of chord progression until Our Hero is told

"you're not alone" and is brought out of his

depression. And we are brought to the album's close.

It isn't often you find an album you don't think

needs revision anywhere, but Bowie has such utter

control over all the necessary areas of production,

right down to the exquisitely clear surface sound and

the luscious cover photos, that I'm just about wiUing

to grant him perfection. Certainly one of the year's

superior records, Ziggy Stardust should reaffirm

your hope for the seventies' music and give you the

dancing jitlers too. ':v3^~^
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Get a Hold of Yourself, Portnoy
By Stan Berkowitz

Wait a minute. Portnoy*8 Complaint
isn't that bad. Forget about all those

complaints about it being "not as good as

the book," or that Richard Benjamin has

played the same role in too many other

movies,. Critics who could go on for pages

championing the uniqueness of the film

medium have leapt at the chance to use the

book as the standard for judging the film.

Some have even said that it was just im-

possible to make a movie out of the book.

As for Benjamin's so-called over-

exposure, shouldn't his performance be

judged on its own merits within the film?

And for that matter; shouldn't the whole
film be judged on its own merits?

Alexander Portnoy is the recipient —
better make that the victim — of an only

slightly exaggerated Jewish upbringing:

overbearing mother, ineffectual father,

and enough "ethnic pride" to make most
white supremacists look positively

ecumenical. While Alex's mother worries
about her teenage son's bowell habits,

Alex rebels by taking things into his own
hands (so to speak). As a young civil

servant, Portnoy's sexual maladjustment
leads him into an affair with the nym-
phomaniacal Monkey (Karen Black), a

girl who would no doubt apoplex Mrs.

Portnoy and instantly relieve Portnoy-

per^'s constipation. Needless to say, The

Monkey isn't Jewish.

Portnoy's Complaint is at its best when

its screenwriter-director, Ernest Lehman,

is mocking certain aspects of the Jewish-

American upbringing and the neuroses it

causes. The humor is often savage, as

when Alex imagines himself deUvering a

bar-mitzvah speech in which he hilariously

berates his audience for being so con-

temptuous of gentiles . . . and then in the

spirit of such ceremonies, the

congregation responds with mindless
enthusiasm. J^-

After Portnoy meets The Monkey, who is

the embodiment of his fantasies, the film

loses most of its satirical edge, and it

begins to border on pathos, like the Jack
Nicholson-Ann-Margret sequences in

Carnal Knowledge. Perhaps Lehnum is

trying to suggest that one person's ethnic

joke is often another's one-way ticket to

the psychiatrist's couch, but there's no

getting around the fact that towards the

end, the film bogs down in a swamp of

overly idyllic landscapes, inexplicably

romantic music, and uninteresting

visuals. And even though Benjamin turns

in a fine, natural performance, the fact of

the matter is that the mature Portnoy is

wallowing in self-pity and neuroses, and

all that can very easily alienate an

audience.

Still, the film has more than its fair

share of humor in the first half, and the

closer you've been to that lifestyje, the

more you'll appreciate Portnoy's early

adventures. If you go to see Portnoy's

Complaint, try to keep your mind open, if

not your fly.
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. .CLUBGUIDE

Asiorove
8162 Melrose Ave.V

OL3-2070

Now through Sunday-

THE PURE FOOD & DRUG ACT
footuring

DON 'SUGARCANP' HARRIS

& HARVCYMANDU

Coming n«rt July 25-31

JIMMY WrTHERSPOON

eazzarri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

SWAY PRODIGY WILKEN STREET

Monday-Ladies Dance Contest $50 C«»h Prtie

Winner appears on Real Don Steels KHJ TV Show (Chf

)

Thursday—Audition Night

Sunday—Jack * Jill Dance Contest $$0 Cash Priie
.

Pizza Palace
in The Village

478-0788

JTHETRIO)
**old tyme movies and cartoons

day and nigKt"

Trouliailoor

9081 Santo Monica Blvd.

LA
276-6168

•X
Now thru July 23

SEALS & CROFT
and

\-
PAMELA POLLAND

Coming N«xt JOY OF COOKING

MOVIEGUIDE--

mnio-Visiai

world
1730 Westwood Blvd.

C/j bik. N. ol SM Blvd.)

'475^033

Friday & Soturdoy 7:00 pm $1.50

- ^

'A NIGHT AT THE OPERA"
Tho 1935 Marx Brothors Closii*; plus ._"

onothor gr^ Mar* Bros, looturo

nnd totoctod shorts of tho poriod.

Toshigohoro's odorod doasic

Beverly caiion ~ woaaan in the dunes
205 North Canon Drive ^

•»
*****

i j i- laI i -

Beverly Hills lot Wilshire)
Jean Reno.r . delighrful

275-5244 A DAY>IN THE COUNTRY
u».

(

PACIFIC'S

Beverm Hills
Wilshire Blvd at Canon Dr.

1 bIk East of Beverly Dr.

271-1 12V

EndtWMl. "

-I
. RadlcryMelzger's

LIHLE MOTHER (R)

Mon.-Fri. 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

Sal. & Sun. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

^'4^IONAL GENERAL'S

Bryii
Westwood Village

GR 72487

Robert Redford

THE CANDIDATE

Da»y 2 15,4:15,6:15,8:15, 10:15

Fri. + Sat. Midnig til 12:15 \

clBerana Bone
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood "^" ~~^

466-3401 .

k Only Southorn Cdlfornia Showing

Alfred Hitchcock's New Masterpiece

FRENZY (R)

~ Deny ol li:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:30

Plus Fri & Sat. midnight show*

Bel Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA
0( Shirlov MocLaino

THE POSSESSION OF JOEl DEIANEY

$1.00 par porson por coupon

Wodnaaday Lodios night $1.00

fioriloii

LoBrea at Melrose
WE 4-2944

WdtDisnoy's

NOmOU SEE HIM, NOWYOU DON'T

&
THE MILLION DOLLAR DUCK i,. —

3 James Bond Pictures

HI Studio HM Dr.NO
2i39iun..t l|Jlg GOLDFINGER

389-4746 ONLY FHOM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

- '•

A'

' Friday, July 2 1. 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 9

Art with Security:

- Go Getty
L Bj Charles Solomon

c~1

-ft-
•rJ

Hollywood Paclllc
X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

;itir(tfu!n9o A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

466-5211 12:30. 3:00. 5:30. 8:00. 10:30

A LAEMMLE THEATER

US Fellz
1822 N. Vermont
Holly¥vood

NO 4-2169

Miylilr
214 Santa Monica Blvd.

Sonta Monica
451-4625

Coming Sun. &

2 Swp«ri> Fronch Ttirillort

Chobrol's

THE BUTCHERS
CohM Jooit-Louis Trintingnant

WITHOUT APPARANT MOTIVE
Coming Aug. 2: Janus Claasics Film Faalhral

Fri.&S«I.Jwly21&22

THE STRANGER
Edword O. lobinaon & Lorolta Young

&CRACK IN THE MIRROR
Bradford Dillmon & JulioMo Oroco

July 28 & 24 AAoby Dick & Jone

9\Cf^

If you've been, feeling nervous
about going tOkthe Getty Museu
bank. A guard jots down your li(_

coiiple of dogs (caged during
visii

Baskervilles look like Mickey
ubiquitous (when my friend ge>,

told to keep his hands away ft

guards, but I've never felt so watc
Getty's collection of I8th centi

has two rooms^ of it on display.

example of what might be termed]

virtuoso displays of marquetry,
[

Pompadour's favorite painter), ar

crystal. The only inferior note in i\,

century) of the famous Rigaud por

The Louis XVI (Seize) is also ir

Boucher. The tables, set with plaq^

lovely. The influence of Neo-clasi

lines and simpler ornamentation.'

room, it has a simpler elegance

^ There are a number of antiquit

scattered about the museum (thei

but the periods don't seem to bei

were two great white marble li(

irridescent Roman glass. Thegl
floor which causes the visitor to^

just look at it". Apparently they

one does so comfortably and th(

peer in through the doorway.

There are a number of Italian

artists, several 17th century Dutck

insecure lately you might think

"u feel safer there than at your

humber as you enter. There are a

Urs) that make the hound of the

frPluto and the attendants are

Vowards'a painting he was curUy

L pictures). All museums have

'niylife.
''

'

'

liture is justly celebrated, and he

Its XV (Quinze) room is a dazzling

[h rococo". Small graceful curves.

stries by Boucher (Madame de

magnificent chandelier of cut rock

U is the copy (albeit from the 18th

I of Louis XIV.

Bsive The Upestnes are again by

f
Sevres porcelain are particularly

1 is clearly felt in the straighter

{h less opulant than the Louis XV

1 some ways more satisfying.

om Getty's well-known collection

; are grouped according to period,
'

particular order). My favorites

,,1 the Helenistic period and some

displayed in a room with a mosaic

I
'Is it all right to walk on it or do I

Bed for people to walk on it but no

always a timorous few who just

Issance paintings by lesser known

[scapes (including one by Salomon

van Ruysdael), a still life by Kalf, filled with his characteristic dark
opulence, and a late Gainesborough portrait. The Jlubens and Tintoretto
pictures on display are considered by many experts to be of dubious
authenticity, so observe them with a grain of salt.

Some critics have complained that Norton Simon's exhibit at the
County Museum of Art contains nothing really contemporary; this
criticism is even more applicable to the Getty collection. The most
modern works displayed are a few Impressionist paintings (including a
lovely Monet Landscape), which are stuck away in a room hardly bigger
than a closet, directly across from the ladies' room. (The door to the
ladies' room is always left open ; as a result, visitors of both sexes wander
into Its anteroom — which lioasts elaborate wallpaper based on 18th
century Neapolitan porcelain — thinking that its part of the exhibit.)
Apparently our modern merchant-princes, unlike their earlier coun-
terparts, prefer to invest in established Art, rather than patronize con-
temporary artists and experimenters.

The Getty Collection is currently displayed in a converted house; the
visitor strolls beneath crystal chandeliers and upon persian rugs and
marble floors, which would be very pleasant if the atmosphere were a
little more relaxed. Late next year the collection will be moved to the
now-under-construction museum, which will be a cement copy of a
Roman villa (and a rather unattractive copy, at that). Why this style was
chosen, I don't know; it strikes me as rather inappropriate for a collec-

tion of such diverse make-up. If a "period piece" building were desir^, a
late I8th century style would be more in keeping with the general tone;

the objects in the collection (excepting the few Impressionist works)
might well have been displayed by an Enlightenment connoisseur. , t

The Getty Museum is located at 17985 West Pacific Coast Highway (not

far from the end of Sunset Blvd. ) ; hours are Tuesday through Friday,
noon to 4 : 30 pm, and Saturday , 9 am to 4 : 30 pm.

By Jeanne Grandilli

Despite some rather serious flaws. The Public Eye

is nonetheless an appe^ing light coniedy that makes

no pretensions to sociat relevance. The aim of the

film is sheer entertainment and in this it more than

succeeds. The Public Eye has a slight yet novelly

inverted plot which leads naturally to fun. A stuffy

young English accountant (Michael Jayston, late of

Nicholas and Alexandra) meets and marries a kooky

latter-day flower child (Mia Farrow). After several

months of wedded distress and hopeless in-

compatibility, Behnda (Miss Farrow) begins to

disappear from the house on the flimsiest of excuses

causing her husband to think she has a lover.

Stricken, he engages a private detective, i.e. ''public

eye " (Topol of late of Fiddler) to check up on her.

Topol as Julian Christoforou, the public eye, is a

delight to watch and the best reason for seeing the

film. The public eye is a wonderfully eccentric chap

who goes about perpetually clad in a white cap and
1

raincoat. He eats and talks in a peculiar non-stop,

simultaneous manner and alternately reminds one of

. the Cheshire Cat, the White Rabbit and the Mad

Hatter in Alice, in Wonderland. Belinda in her coff

tinuous wanderings about London also strongly

reminds one of the ingenuous Alice. Because of these

resemblances the film has a certain element of

fantasy — an element here largely composed of

sheer silliness and never quite rwfolved with reality.

' The first serious flaw is encountered in the

characterization of Topol's public eye. After por

traying him throughout the film as an apparently

light-hearted, devil-may-care clown, the film sud-

denly turns around and tries to tell us that he is really

a hopeless neurotic given to constant activity,!

because he can't stand to be alone with himself. He

tells Belinda ^hat before he began to follow her he

didn't know what emotion was and that she has given

him "the gift of enjoying life." This is absurd and

just the other way around. It is Topol's character

who is full of life and who makes Belinda smile again,

not vice-cersa. Topol's character begins happy and

despite his alleged existential despair, his character

undergoes no visible change in personality. Belinda,

however, goes from happy to sad and back to happy.

(It should be noted that Miss Farrow rarely

generates enough emotion to give any impression

one way or the other, and that generally she transits

through the film in the same mood of vapid,

lackluster waiffiness.)

A second serious flaw in the film is that it does not

end the way the audience hopes it will — which in

comedy is a must. The problem lies in the unresolved

romantic development between Miss Farrow's and

Topol's characters. In trailing each other around

London, a close albeit mute relationship springs up

between the two aTid from all observances they seem
to be falling in love. Sadly, the script almost totally

ignores this development — mostly for the reason

that a romantic interest was never intended. On
paper the character of the public eye is described -as

"a goofy little man" — hardly a romantic possibility

— but on screen in the person of Topol "the goofy

little man" is tranformed into a wholly attractive

and appealing personality, thus creating a strong,

though unforseen romantic interest which throws a

large monkey-wrench in the satisfactory resolution

of the plot as it now stands.

Paradoxically, despite being so good in the film,

jTopol is simply too attractive for the role as written

-and someone'like Michael J. Pollard might have

beeni better casting along with a more personable

husband than Jayston.

AH things considered. The Public Eye is stiH a

pleasant evening's entertainment.

^ Kim Fowley Play
Time for a few words of admonishment to the wary on yet another

album'by Hollywood's most formidable fixture. Consider the foUowing

qualifications: 1) a growing resemblance to horrordom's Zacherly that

could ultimately prove fatal; 2) his everpresent fullness in the past

decade's almanac of social scenery, from the ghastliest of Southern

California's doomed lineage of pop festivals to the hottest of local club-

opening night fiascos; 3) autobiographical liner-notes in the third-

person neurotic complete with direct quotations from King Kong, Jackie

de Shannon, Rodney Bingenheimer and other such creatures of the night;

4) an intimate association with the Nutrocker, Alley Oop and other

droppable names; 5) his feeble attempt to pick up/impress the author

(see ^2) by claiming first to be "one of the Box Top^" and then his own
brother; and 6) his vocal stylings which, aside from qualifying him as the

only singer in existence who sounds as if he were pronouncing each

syllable forwards and backwards simultaneously, are not so much
reminiscent of several young wildcats puking as symptomatic of severe

mental deterioration. Despite it all, when Kiki Fowley (who else?) cuts a

record entitled Vm Bad (Capitol ST 11075), by aH means welcome this

heaven-sent warning as gospel truth.

He is.

And wretchedly so. First off the bat, I'm sure no one forced him to

round up a back-up band so sparsely inadequate as to embarrass the

living daylights out of any selif-respecting junior high school/beginner

band. And Fowley was not exactly held at gunpoint to come up with lyrics

so formulaic in construction as to resemble a .cross between Betty

Crocker's cookbook and Alegebra I, now was he? By the by, this formula

consists of serializing contradictory monosyllabic imperatives, all

delivered in growl dialect. Samples: "You say yot want my aah/ You say

you want my ooh/ You say you want my ooh, yeah, baby/ Girl, I can't love

you". Next song: "I'm a man of dark/ I'm a man of here/ I'm a man, I'm
sure/ I'm pure, I'm here". And in the next song: "It's weird to be a

parent/ It's feared to be a child/ It's rare to be a patriot/ It's old to be on
trial". And that last ditty was even contrued with the assistance of Skip

Battin, Byrd, Esq., fresh from prior collaborations concerning one oi

America's favorite national pasttimes, if you recaH. What a shame. And
the teeth-gnashing bit is best left unheralded.

All in all with a Fowley taste in our mouths, we are reminded of another

bisected Byrd work of a few years past that so vividly de8crit)e8 the

syndrome. It's title? "Bad Night at the Whisky."

England Dan anlohn Ford Coley
Fables (A & M SP 4350) is the

John Ford Coley, two conte

ihedieval flavor to their songs

predominate throughout, dem

music that is not old fashioned,

minstrels once upon a time ag

Dan on guitar and John's Ulen

when most interst centers ar(W

that Dan and John are able soni

well. Their voices are sweet,

gracefully or standing a^o"^.

Many of the ballads of FabWi

loneliness, insensitivity, inT

dominated by John's increoi

looked over my shoulder/And

know what I'm doin today '
.

slowly returning to the mm

"Tomorrow" has a note oi

( "Tomorrows' such a long way

somehow/And I know the mor

thenight").'*Simone"and ^
in distress with more sepous

knights in shining armor

*¥

offering from England Dan and
troubadours with a mocUfied

melodies and flowing harmonies
ng their ability to make pretty
or obsolete. The lute and pipe of
iven way to the musicianship of
'no, banjo, and guitar. In an era
»sts it is doubly nice to discover
^ho, coincidehUUy, can sing as
and strong, blending together

fairly modem predieaments —
and a lyrically simple song
prowess, "yesterday, no one
wasn't that far away/But I don't

r ^"'^<ls in intensity and tempo,
D solo which began the piece.

or perhaps only blind faith.
Pow/But I pray I'U see tomorrow
^na be all right/If I last through
Character portraits of two Udies

js to resolve than trapping their
«« River" is a change in nrtood,

Elementary Doc Watson
Elementary Doctor Watson (Poppy PYS 5703) is an exceUent assort-

ment of acoustic "back porch" music, ranging from the traditional

"Freight Train Boogie" to Tom Paxton's "The Last Thing On My Mind".

Doc Watson, the 49-year-old blind musician with seven albums to his

credit on the old Vanguard Folk label, plays guitar and sings, with son

Merle playing pretty hot accompaniment via guitar and banjo. The two of

them trade licks throughout each song with both flat and finger-picking

styles, and with help from bass, drums, piano and fiddle, produce a tight,

uncluttered satisfying sound. Recording is very clean and natural — no

strings, horns or other embellishments — just Doc on your left. Merle on

your right and the rhythm section cooking down under.

Watson's singing is relaxed, authentic and unpretenUous. His voice is

deep and rich, like a big ol' country cowboy singing phrases like "Yo'

sweet lips", "pretty little thing", "Oh, Lawd", and "Yes, I did".

All the elements of the music slide into place smooth and easy
;
sound is

always loose and casual, but never sloppy. Watson and his NashvUle

friends are very weH-rehearsed and timing is perfect throughout.

The whole album sounds as though it was recorded live in the studio or

maybe the back porch. On "Going Down The Road Feeling Bad", Watson

ends his first vocal refrain with a litUe question, "How do you feel about it

Merle? ", caHing attention to the younger Watson's instrumental work,

which is fine indeed. ... ^u u-^u
On "Freight Train Boogie", a lively harmonica introduces the high-

energy movement of the song, with a superfast walking lead guiUr

throughout the twelve-bar progression. It's all acoustic, and there are no

special effects. None are needed, as the technique comes across as ar-

tistically convincing in itself. Such apparently simple music is actually

more intricate and complex than a lot of the multi-track electric rock

coaling out all over today Both guiUrists show fast precision picking

with an impressive range.

One of the strongest cuts on the album is the opener for side two,

"Summertime". The bluesy, prowling, sassy sound of Merle s guitar

creeps into the melody, and Doc's handling of the vocals is subtle and

restrained The sound is really clean and bright - superbly recorded.

Jim Isbell's high-hat symbol work through the last few bars makes you

shuffle right along to the end. An altogether excellent cut.
^. ,. ^

"IntersUte Rag "

is a superfast guiUr/banjo instrumenUl, which gives

both Watsons a chance for flash, and Merle Travis' "Three Tim«i Seven

is as good-time as they come: "I'm three times seven and I do as I

doggone please/There's no purty thing this side of heaven gonna get me

on my knees."
• * •* u^«4

Elementary Doctor WaUon: wooden music at ite best.
^^^^

^^ ^^

MOVJEGUIDE

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

MOBiCa i

1332 2f>d Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Monica ll-^r
1 332 2nd Street

Santa Monica-
4518686

Qinl

JOE KIDD

Pmii NavvmcNi & Honry FommIo

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION

t— JXtorvtn. Gono

I.

PRIME CUT
plus John Wayno

BIG JAKE
>l«1t Wad. -71m Had Sun"

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire BTvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny)
2746869

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Natioial
10925 Lindbrook Drive

4792866

Charlie Chaplin in

THE GREAT DICTATOR

Shocker of the Year

THE OTHER (PG)

Daily XIS. 4s1$. fcIS, *tM. lOtIS

mart meaier
1 1272 Sonta Monica Blvd.

WLA.

^ Sol July 13

WEST OF ZANZIBAR

UNHOLY THI^EE
478-6379

Jock Lonrunon

Oriental
7425 Suns«t

8764)212

THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
-;--••--••«•. •

.-------/

SKYJACKED
$1 for on* pmrton w/lhi« coupon plus curront UCLA r«g cord

--- Sorry not good Saturday night aftor 5 p.m.

Loo Marvin, Gono Hocbnon

fan Paclllc
PRIME CUT

~-^ ' & Rod Stiogor

DUCK YOU SUCKER
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Free Parking $1 for ono porson w/this coupon plus curront UCLA r«g cord

Sorry not good Soturdoy night aftor 5 p.m. 4

PACIFIC'S

Paniaoes
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

Alon ArUn & Sally Kollormon

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS (PG)

Daily 12:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

PACIFIC'S

ricwood r

Pico Near Westwood

Mid Farrow and Topol

PUBUC EYE (G)
.^_>

272-8239 i'S.'

''
' Mon-Pri: 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

Sal. & Swn: 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

n
y*

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Plaza
Wettvifood Village r

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Winnor of 2 Acadomy Avword*

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA

". ~ ~'
Wookdays 5:30 & 8:30 ^^ - -

Sal. & Sun. 2:30. 5:30. 8:30

Fri. & Sat. July 21 & 22 Midnight Only: Bviro Madigon

A LAEMMLE THEATER Winnor Spocid Jury Priio Cannot Fostivd 1972

Dinpil Kurt Vonnegut, Jr's

1045 BroKton

Wettv«rood Village

BR 2-0501

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Woohdayt 6:30. 8:15, 10:15

Sat & Sun 2:30, 4: 15. 6: 15, 8: 15, 10:15

Duttin Hofhnan. Anno Bancroft, Kathorino ao«f

in MAo Nichols

^___THE GRADUATE .

1 1 523 Santa AAonico Blvd. pi^ Woody Alton in

West Los Angeles

477-5581

A LAEMMLE THEATER

loyal

BANANAS

SllOit MIVIO
611 N. Foirfox

OL 3-2389

5(H

NAZIMOVA:!.OSCAR WILOrS "SALOME"
Soltingt & Coohfmo* aftor Aubrey Boardsloy

Thomas Ince't '7HE BUSHER"
Starring CHARLES RAY-COLEEN MORRE-JOHN GILBBTT

Chaplin Comedy and Serial

i.: -.,^ Ji_^ I

lilo La iroa
La Breo of Ninth

WE 4-2342

THE SIGN IS V

starts Wed. THE RED SUN

-T' .«--'

THE NEW '

vaiahoiii

2509 Wilshir©

DU 7-2171

The Films off Robetio Rotsellini

Anno Mognoni in

THEMIRAaE
Ingrid Rovvman in

STROMBOU
1-

NATIONAL GENERAfS

Vlllaifi
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)

961 Broxton

Westwood
476-0576

Daily 2:15, 4:15. 6:15. 8:15, 10:15

fri & M. MMtUfhl Show 12:15

' . .

.

• . I •
•nr ^«*«a
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Suit Eclipsed
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, By Janey Place

The Red Sun. opening at the Toho LaBrea and city-wide simultaneously

Wednesday, is a French-Italian production with an international cast and

ererMc^t interesting to any Japanese or Western "Inj^en^sMs the

combination of their elements : a Japanese Samurai in the Amencan wes^

of 1870 is trying to save his own and his country s ^onc^Jhe stoi7 is

based on an actual event, but it is the meeting of ^^^ern Bushido

(Samurai code) and western lawlessness in ^^e persons of U^e lead

characters that should provide the dramatic tension in the filni. I say

houfd LJ^al^e the pron^sing plot and character elemenU are
^^^^^^^^

by inept direction and an unsuitable, musica score, which combineto

create a boring, self-conscious, moralizing film out of some of the b^t

ingredients a director has ever been faced with. -
-^ui^],,^

Those ingredients are Charles Bronson. playing an outlaw with his own

code of honesty, Alain Delon, his partner whose lack of similar code leads

him to betray Bronson, and Toshiro Mifune, a samurai whc«e Bush do

code of absolute fidelity to duty and honor gives him a strength and drive

equal to Bronson's greed. United by a desire to regain what Gauche

( Delon ) has stolen - a golden sword representing Japan s honor and the

gold that Link ( Bronson) feels is rightfully his since he led the hold-ujx-

Kuroda (Mifune) and Link set off after Gauche.
^ ,^ ^ .

Through the misadventures they suffer because of each other, Gauche,

"and a small Italian-looking band of Comanches, Link and Kuroda grow to

respect and love each other to the extent that when one dies, the other

carries out his intentions. j. . u^^Xr ;
Had this story been directed by a Japanese director, even a hack Jt

would have had a visual energy to match the *iarrative s potential. The

^ slopbiness and just plain bad direction of Terrence Young not onlydo not

enhance the picture, they destroy it. The audience is often confused as to

what is happening: to make the narrative clear is the very least one

should expect of a director, and of a commercially successful one like

Young ( Dr No, From Rnssia With Love. Thunderball) one should expect

much more There is not even the. barest level of directorial competence

exhibited in this film. The musical score, by Maurice Jarre and sounding

suspiciously like the theme from Magnificent Seven, intrudes Self-

consciously and further serves to take the viewer out of the film.

The most impressive element of The Red Sun is Toshiro Mifune whose

performance seems all the more staggering in view of the one given by

Ursula Andress. Mifune brought his own crew from Japan for the filming

and his character is always marked by a control and expertise absent

from the rest of the film. A Japanese director, sensitive to the moral

tension poised by the script and ite visual expression would have raised

the film to the level Mifune alone exists on throughout the picture.

^

By Stan Berkowitz

"For meifs not cynical enough.

Even if it's a shock, it should have

been more cynical " It's not easy

to imagine actress Christiane

Kruger's new film. Little Mother,

much more cynical than it already

is. Written and directed by Brian

Phelan and Radley Metzger

respectively. Little Mother is a

fictionalized account of the rise

and fall of Eva Perron. As the

film's central figure, Ms. Kruger

is called upon to play a woman

who was a bastard, a party girl, a

mistress of assorted generals and

TV personalities, and a mur-

deress. The woman ji Marina

Pinares, is also the wife of the

president of her country, and she's

the head of a highly respected

charity organization, and a

contender for high political office,

and a candidate for sainthood in

the Catholic Church. See what I

meant about the cynicism?

*-:. I

. JL t

- -<

In his past sexploitation films,

Radley Metzger has shown a flair

for the portrayal of decadence. In

Little Mother, he's dealing with

the political equivalent, cynical

corruption. That's not to say

there's no sex though. In fact,

sexual exploitation and corrupt

politics are shown io go together

hand in hand. Ms. Kruger even

found some of the material too

graphic: "I had lots of fights with

him (Metzger) on those scenes

during the shooting .— rH)h boyi"

She refers to the content of "those

scenes" as "the commercial

thing." Maybe so. but as I said

before, Metzger has flair. In one

scene, Marina is brought to

writhing ecstasy when her

newsman boyfriend slithers down :

her body — even though she is on

one side of a glass shower door

and he is on the other. "It was a

technical, unerotic scene for me
.- . . Because I know how
ridiculous it was to do it, I can't

really judge it," says Ms. Kruger.

If the conclusion of The Can-

didate was designed to show the

corruption and emptiness of

politics as aided and abetted by

the media. Little Mother takes

those things for granted right at

the outset. When an attack of her

ever-worsening disease prevents

Marina from giving a speech, her

audience is told that she's suf-

fering Tirom laryngitis. Later,

they're Wd she's recovering.

Earlier, Marina had used an

epidemic of cholera to gain TV
exposure, and even though she did

little to comfort the victims, she

became a national celebrity. At

the end of the film, an

assassination interrupts a

presidential message, and the

viewers are told only of ."technical

difficulties"

-^^

"Icouid
loveyou
ifyou'd

let me."

n
AWE-INSPIRIN6! SUPERIOR WORKl
,• Kevin Thomas,

LOS ANGELES TIMES

>T

OfTHE

i
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?Oti Ceniurv Foi presents an ARTHUR P JACOeS Produdon

COHOUfSI Of IHE PlAKl Of M A«S starrng ROOOY McOOWAll and DON MURRAY

«K) RCAROO MONIAIBAM as Armando Produced by APJAC Product«ns

Dvected bv J lEnHOMr>SON WnflenbyPAU OfHN BasedonCh«aciersCreiledtivP€RKBOU.U

1000 AO 35'CaOR BY K LUtf* -^S^trel

NOW PLAYING
AT A THEATRE OR DRIVC<IN IffAR YOUl

- Vtt^
all Its humor and att «» "^""^

A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION

BUTTERFLIES
ARE FREE

oi>H inicodtK'ng

GOLDie \M\-em\mm- e^iiei
^'-"'tLEONARD G[;RSHE?-.T^rV'"-^uM J. FRANKOVICH

c-<jK MILTON KATSELA5/«-o« coiu/a:A pcturis |goL»ga53Sgg
0»ec*

"~
^

^^•»«lO»«l tltlf**! I NOWBrum
WItTWOOO • 477-OMt

2:15 4:1S 6:15 8:15 10:15

Fri. & Sat Midnight Shorn 12:15 am

\
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

NOW SHOWir4G

!

DAILY . 2 • 4 • 6 • 8 • 10 PM
MIDNIOHT SHOW FRI. & SAT.

AVCO CINTIR

ON WIlSHItl tlVD

ALSO IN ORANGE COUNTY
HARBOR CINEMA 2 STADIUM DRIVE IN 1

Costa Mesa 714/646 0573 Orang« 714/639 8770

This advertisement has been paid for by Warner Bros
,

who would love The Candidate to be a winner.

~^^his cold, black humor is rarely

relieved by human interest. Most

of the characters are drawn
sketchily, and Metzger seems to

have had little desire to flesh them

out; he'd rather spend his time

devising off-beat visuals.

Marina's twisted psyche is ex-

plained in only a brief flashback,

which shows her being rejected

because of her illegitimacy. Aside

from that, the characters are

never really explored. A lot of

viewers might think themselves

put off by this lack of develop-

ment, but what they're really

objecting to is the fact that none of

the characters are sympathetic —
and, of course, none were intended

to be. In a story like this in which

the totally immoral pursuit of

political power goes unpunished

and indeed, actually rewarded,

the viewer must be the one to

apply a moral viewpoint to the

otherwise repellant story.

This is a particularly effective

thing for a fllmmaker to have his

audience do when he's telling a

story about politics. In regard to

national politics, most of us must

remain helpless spectators who

can only wonder about what lies a

politician wouldn't tell in order to

achieve power or to hold on to it.

And on those rare occasions when

the electorate has more than "a

choice of^ cancer or polio," we

. speculate as to what is obscured

by the White Knight's armor In

the same way, the audience for

Little Mother is unable to do

anything about the corruption that

is on the screen. But in the

theater, at least — if not in the

conventional hall or on television

— all the immorality of ^wwer

politics is made— dare I say it?
-

perfectly clear, instead of being

hidden between the lines of

newspaper stories. And it's not all

that farfetched either, since it's

based real lives.

This film should have been

released around the end of Oc-

tober.

I*
A/ffgi^
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When the weekend concerts ^'

offer forth such diverse per-

formers as Randy Newman. Alice

Cooper, and Burt Bacharach. you

must admit there is something for

everyone. Randy, Judee Sill, and

Jim Croce appear tonight at the

Santa Monica Civic. Don't miss it.

Alice and friends Jo Jo Giuine

cavort at the Bowl on Sunday,

while Mr. Raindrops (as in falling-

on-your head) performs tonight at

the Bowl —warming up the

audience for Alice, no doubt.

Next Friday, Isaac Hayes and

Hot, Butter and Soul come to the

Bowl, and Emerson, Lake, and

Palmer come to the Long Beach

Arena. Upcoming concerts to jot

down in your datebook for August:

(iuess Who on the 2nd at the S.M.

Civic, on the 6th, the Allman

Brothers and Loggins & Messina

at the Bowl, Jeff Beck and Argent

at the Bowl on the 13th, and Rod

Stewart and Faces at the Bowl on

the 25th.

At the clubs, the multi-faceted

Seals and Crofts, and Pamela
Holland appear at the Troubadour

through Sunday. Joy of Cooking .

and (.oose Creek Symphony follow

beginning July 26. Under the Ice

House in Glendale, you'll find

Fugman Electrical Band and

Trials and Tribulations (hope the

groups are as intriguing as their

names imply). From July 26

through the 30th, Geronimo Black

visits the club.

i^rAt the WhisHji^ through

Saturday are Ramatam and Little

Feat, followed by Flash Cadillac

and Kric Quincey Tate. Sugar

Cane Harris. Harvey Mandel, and
the Pure Food and Drug Act

continue at the Ash Grove, Jimmy
Wilherspoon arriving next

Tuesday. John Stewart is at the

Ice House in Pasadena, with an

excellent triple bill. Biff Rose, Bob
(Mbson. and Toni Lamb beginning

July 26. Bob Gibson can also be
seen Saturday and Sunday
evenings at the Four Muses in San
(Memente. The Lee Konitz Quintet

performs at Donte's this weekend,
and at Shelly's Manne-Hole,
lames Moody holds forth through
luly 30. i,

The avant garde should be out in

force this week at the L.A.

I*hilharmonic's "D3y of New
Music" on Wednesday the 26th at

the Pilgrimage Theatre. The eight

hour marathon conducted by
(Jerhard Samuel will include
works since 1921 by Boulez,
Hindemith, William Kraft, and
Wind Song," a concerto for cello

and orchestra by UCLA faculty

niember Paul Chihara. Jeffrey
Solow, cellist, who graduated
ICLA this year, will solo in

Chihara's work, which was
premiered earlier this year at

Boston's Town Hall.

A number of improvisatory
works for electronic synthesizer
and tape will be performed by a
group from Cal Arts under the

direction of well-known avant-
garde synthesist Morton Subot-
nick. And "composition scored for

the body, including all vocal
sounds capable of being
sustained" entitled "Intersections
Vll" has also been scheduled.

If any event could ever give a
student or dilletante an inkling of

where music is going, it is this

kind of marathon, but who know*
where those students are, because
Philharmonic spokesmen say that
their most forward-looking
programs have the most back-
ward-looking ticket sales. Only $3
huys a day's parking, admission
to the Pilgrimage (across ffom
the Bowl), and free popcorn. S

by Mareha Necheles

Cavort, cavort
Ethnic food from all over the
world will also be sold as part of
the festivities, which start at three
p.m. and should continue until 11.

Continuing in the classical
category. The Barber of Seville

will be performed at the Greek
through Sunday. Saturday
evening at the Bowl, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic presents
Beethoven's 8th and 9th Sym-
phonies. ($1 student tickets for

Tuesday and Thursday are
available 48 hours in advance).
Free Sunday afternoon concerts
continue on campus in the Ar-

chitectural Quad area. This
Sunday at 3 will be Westwind. next

Sunday. Synergy Trust. In

Plumper Park Sunday at 4 will be
^a kie Early Music Laboratory,
featuring Medieval and
Renaissance dance music. At It"

p.m. at the Hollywood YMCA
Opera Theater, "Aida" will be
presented — and that free too.

Art and Dance
Of Pigs and Swans . . ,v

Continuing at the Huntington

Art Gallery through September is

"The Bodman Collection: 400

Years of Fine Prints." Artwork
from Japanese-American
detention camps during World
War II is being displayed at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion
through Sunday. Ambitious Kathy
Endfield exhibits her trippy
acrylics at KFAC's domain on
Wilshire Blvd. And for devotees of
true aesthetic beauty, USC
proudly presents a photo essay on
LA s Farmer Pig Murals.
Anna Sokolow's Players Project

appear this evening at Royce Hall
at 8:30. At 10 tonight, KCET
Channel 28 broadcasts Erik
Bruhn's interpretation of "Swan
Lake."

Film

Fetischists alert: for you who
revere both the ultradecadence of

Aubrey Beardsley and severed
heads. The Silent Movie on
Fairfax is showing Salome, the

classic, complete with set designs
based on A.B.'s wicked art-

nouveau fantasies. At the
Mayfair, the Orson Welles
Festival continues*- -this weekend
presenting The Granger, Crack Iii

the Mirror, Moby Dick, and Jane
Eyre. Rossellini films are being
shown at the Vagabond, The
Miracle and ^tromboli screening

until Tuesday, followed by
Socrates and The Rise of Louis

XIV from July 26 — August L
Horror never ceases at the Nuart
Theatre, with films including

Frankenstein, Dracula, Invasion

of the Body Snatchers, and The
Cat People. The midnight show at

the Plaza this weekend is Elvira

Madigan. with Catch 22 coming in

next weekend. Upcoming August 4

and 5 at the Plaza is a program of

bizarre films, including Betty

Boop's Bamboo Isle. Boop Oopee
Doo! -

E. Darr9n(t:^.f. Coteyr; . r^
(Continued from Page 9)

'

proving, that Dan's many years in a Texas rock group have not gone to

waste.

Fables is a highly satisfying album, proof that the best traditions of the

past, if adapted with style and thought, can succeed well today. England

Dan and John Ford Coley are Texas Tjoubadours, and they are welcon^e

to do some lute pickin' and flute floutirt at my house anyday. ^

V .- ~"<'*T- — Marsha Necheles

i;hisslil«win<| & Stained IpIhss

:iM-0.ir>f classes

AiuaisTiKi: i;lass \voki:s

DON'T SAY "NEVER ON SUNDAY"

TRY BEVERLY HILLS COAAMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
SOS N. Rotf«o Drive, Beverly Hills

Sundays; church school and adult discussion, 9 30 a m
worship and patio fellowship, 11 00a. nn

Rev. David Rees, associate 27I-Sif4

t09S8 Ashton

Free Jewish University presents:

Is Israel Becoming

Militaristic? -
Yosi Gordon

. *
*

alto: r«fr««hm«nft ond tinging

Tonight- Friday-8:30 p.m.

(ohe blocK South of Wilshire, between Veteran and Midvale)
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Hollies GO Lightly
(have a plan that will enable you to get all those chores done, the ones

you've been avoiding but need to do. Sit down in front of your stereo

system and scatter your work around you — those lists of Spanish verbs,

the Anthro notes that must be turned into a paper, the papers that need

filing ( in those drawers you'd better clean out). Once you've got all th^se

distasteful projects within reach, take out your copy of the Hollies'

Distant Light (Epic KE 30958) and put it on your turntable. In no time at

all your attention will start wandering. You'll idly pick up a pencil and
make some chicken scratches on the page of verbs, than slowly you'll find

yourself ignoring the recprd and attending to your work. Before you know
it you've got a good portion of your chore done and you've missed
listening to an absolutely boring, lifeless album. Now turn Uie record over

and take a study break by listening intently to "Long Cool Woman In A
Black Dress," the album's only truly worthwhile tune. You'll be amazed
how quickly your s^n of attention shrinks once that song is over, though.

In this manner, some forty minutes after you've started you can make
some headway in your stacks of paper and eventually be able to have
some free time to dig out a good album from your collection. Yes, Distant

Light is a must for the busy student— get one today.

—Mark Leviton

it-

I

If you possess the slightest Inclination towards creating brilliantly

inspirational treatises on the arts, film, music, theatre, etc., or

perhaps, you are merely possessed, ICON wants you. Write?
~ _„ K. _.

»

ryi m
PREPARATION FOR FAII

MCAT DAT

-.__.. >.L... -.:

NOW ENROLLING

STANLEY H. KAPLAN --^-^ ^ ,„^
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^^Mm Stnce 1938

In Los Angeles Area(213) 474 2531

1 736 Westwood Boulevard^

CHEATING
MATES

EXPOSED!
WHAT YOU
WILL SEE

HAS NEVER BEEN SEEN

ON ANY SCREEN BEFORE!

@
Orson W«IIm Smr'tm

Fri.

Sol.

July 21.22

(If44) <»•*•>

THE STRANGER & CRACK IN THE AAIRROR

Edwartf O.
Robinson

Lortn*
Youn«

BradftMrd
Dillman Orcce

Sun.

Mon.
July 23-24

(1fS4)

MOBY DICK &
Orefory Richard Joan
ffttck Batenart Fonfain*

(If44)

JANE EYRE
A«no«
Moo'chead

MAYFAIR ft*.y.^^ 214 SANTA MONICA BLVD. • 451^23

FIRST SHOWING M THE UNITED STATES-

ONE THEATRE ONLY!

SHOWING NOW!
AY 12:30 • 2:30 - 4:30 • 6:30 - 8:30
A I 10:30 PM • 12:30 and 2:30 AM

UyanyiyAi no one under is admitted
ft Rll 11 1 nil : PROOF OF AGE WILL BE REOUIRtD

^'
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Orientation dates set
-* - -

for new
'\r

.1 -^

"—-^

By Arlen E. Wolkov
DB Staff Reporter \'

Entering students to the School of Medicine here

will be welcomed by an orientation program on

September 21 that will conclude the following day.

The entering freshmen will start instruction on

September 25. ' ' >-^^

- As of Monday all 144 students accepted for the

freshmen class are beheved to be conimitted in their

decision to attend. The credentials of the class of 1976

are impressive; including a 3.5 grade point average

(GPA ) and an average of 600 of 800 possible points on

the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) in the

Science and Quantitative tests. The GPA of the class

of 1^5 ranged from 3.3 to 3.4

^ Selections

,?

he 144 accepted students are those of the 3,850

who applied for entrance Acceptance letters were
;

sent to 240 persons; many declined because of

•geographical location and the Los Angeles smog."

This class size is a bit smaller than admitted last

year It is not likely the class size will increase due to

any help which may arise from the recently passed

National Education Bill It is doubtful the stringent

admission policies of the school will decline. The

admission office of the School of Medicine is ex-

pecting up to 4.000 applicants for 1973. ;
**

Fees for the freshmen year average $3,567 for a

resident of California for three quarters of m-

struction Fees include parking, registration,

equipment and materials, books, room and board,

and any other needed living expenses. The total does

not include the non-resident fee for tuition which is

$527 I per quarter) versus $227 (per quarter) for a

resident. . "

Bodies vs space

Present enrollment in the MD program is ap-

proximately 540.

In a summer program 19 medical students are

participating in an apprentice program where

students observe and help a sponsoring doctor.

At the present there is no outlook for new buildings

of the Medical Center. Even if the Health Sciences

bond issue on the November ballot passes, it will be

some time before new buildings could reach th^

planning stages, according to Al Hicks, healthy

•^ sciences public information officer.

There seem to be more and more qualified un-

dergraduates who 9re able to go to medical school in

the United SUtes but due to a lack of space and funds

they are denied admission. Hicks said. Some
students are looking to foreign medical schools in

such places as Guadalajara and in Europe. An
alternative solution is to press the Federal Govern-

ment for aid to the nation's medical schools.^ ':~T'
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50%OOFF
TUESDAY JULY 25-FRIDAY JULY 28
100's of books— all subjects— oil from

regular stock! Please come
early for the best selectibn..^

DB Photo by Terry Colvin

Donn Wiss — director of the University Summer Chorus, will present a

concert of varied choral worKS/ noon, Wednesday, Schoenberg Hall.

On:
A

y "
.

' " "i
;

Tickets:
—''2474 Miles Off Broadway,"

Theater Arts Summer Season:

The Serpent by Jean Claude van
Itallie (thru Sunday, Macgowan
Hall 1340); Celebration (thru

Sunday and July 2630 in Little

Theatre Macgowan Hall); and
The Rimers of Eldridge by
Langford Wilson (July 27-30). _
Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.
Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plaza; Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info^call 825-2581.

;''Anna( Sokolbw Danct
Comt»any,"B:30 pm, today, Royce

Hall. Tidceti: $4.75, $4, $3.25, $2.50

and $1.7ristudents), on sale at the

.r ^i.W^ (Continued on Page 13)

Our finewine is inuwtted

V

Californiant can still enjoy
fine wines pfoduoed in the (Dity

of Angela. Here a traditioQ that

began 66 years ago is being
carried on by San Antonio
Winery. One taste will make
you proud tiiat you come from
that fine wina-maUng district

...Los Angeles, ^stt us today.

WINERY
12221 Sonfo Monica Blvd. (PImni*) 820-1212

^
Between Bundy & Centin«lla

OPEM 7 tfayt

T*—i—:— A*-Th n 7, Fri Si Sat }}%. Sun 12 4 '"^ ^

^*^ =^/

'^%;:.

•%:

I

'i

books, b level, ockermon union, 825-7711

open mondoy-fridoy 8:30-5:00

The Isaac Hayes
i -^ Movement

ISAAC HAYES

•t

i«Mai**A<

>

S»*c.*l GwMI

NOT. BUHER & SOUL

HplyiMoocI

FRI. JULY 28
AUSIATSIBCIVIO: $7JO 4J0 SJi^4Ji SJt, l.ff

TIcktU Avtiitbit at Hollywood Bowl, 2M1 N. Hlthland Awo.

All

''"•*2J^<'«J[^
rj udlnj: Broadway. SoarMMonttomary Ward*,

IVlore What's On
*?"• T^

^i-- «.

((onlinued from Page 12)

Central Ticket Office, 650 West-

wood Plaza and Kercktioff Ticket

Office (KHO40).
—"Don't Bother Me, I Can't

Cope/' special $2 students tickets

for performances at 8 pm, Friday,

August 4 and Sunday, August 6 In

the AAark Taper Forum, featuring

the Center Theatre Group. Tickets

are available at the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140) with

student ID.

—"Hollywood Bowl": $1 student

tickets available up to forty-eight

hours before the concert (Tuesday

and Thursday concerts only).

Concerts: —
Thursday. July 27

— "University Summer
Chorus," Donn Weiss, director. In

a program of varied choral works

noon,

free.

Sunday, July 23.—"Westwind," a group of 15
dancers, folkslngers and
musicians using such Instruments
as flauto, banjo, guitar, ac-
cordian, mandolin and bagpipes in
music and dance. 3-4 pm. Ar-
chitecture Quad (opposite
Schoenberg Hall), free.

Saturday, July 22

—"The Queen," and short
subjects Including: Ego, Por-
nografollles and Bananas, 7:30
and 10 pm, Dickson Art Center.
Admission $1.50 at the door.
Sponsored by UCLA Film Com-
mission.

Seminars:"
Monday, July 24

Schoenberg Auditorium, —"Physical Training and
Cornonary Heart Disease," with

:

CROSSWORD By Eugene Sbeffer

I

^AOROSS
1. Seagull

(var.)

5. Mountain
8. Fish

12. Verbal
13. Fish
14. Nimbus
15. Turtle

8heU
17. Formerly

Persia
18. British

-:^Revolu-
tionary spy

19. Northerner
21. The

Orient
24. Bird's bill

25, Go by
^

28. Call

_ for ^ /

silence
30. Ukely
33. Shade tree
34. North and

South _
35. Dove's cry
36. Sailor
37. Unsealed
38. Pass over
39. Interna-

tional

language

^1. Printer's
mark

'43. Guides
46. Rants
50. Michigan,

ior
^ one
51. Endure
54. Mimicked
55. Overwhelm
56. Sea eagle
57. Marries
58.StiU
59. Coal-

mining
region

3

DOWN
1. South
American
shrub

2. Algerian
city

3. Poet •

4. Loud "-

brassy
sounds

5. -Khan
6. Resinous

substance
7. Ravage
8. Gleam -

9. Revert

Av«ntse time of telaUoB : tl mim.

10. Wings
11. Finished
16. Legume
20. Insects
22. Market
23. Roof

cover-
ings

25. Caress
26. King of

Judah
27. Screamed
29. Dispatched
31. Hawaiiaa ^

food
32. Summit
34. Impover-

ished
38. Gazes
40. Exploits
42. Before
43. Cabbage -^

salad
44. Record
451 Remain <

47. Spanish
unit
of
measure

48. Sicilian
^ mountain
49. Prophet
52. Be in debt
53. Permit

- J

A. Kattus, MD, Chief, division of

cardiology. School of AAedicine, 4

pm, CHS 33105.

Wednesday, July iC,
—"Cell Mediated Reactions

Against Cultured Burkitt Lym-
phoma Cells," with Sidney Golub,
MD, department of surgery.
School of Medicine, 4 pm, CHS 43-

105. Sponsored by the depart-
ments of medical microbiology
and immunology and bac-
teriology.

,

E.C.:

Friday, July 21
—"Kundalini Yoga," 78 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Awareness," 7-10 pm,

Kerckhoff Hail Upstairs Lounge,
today only. '

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Kerckhoff Hail 400, today
only.

Saturday, July 22
—"Gestalt Workshop," 11 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall 400, today only.

Monday, July 24 _^
—"^dy Awareness Through

Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff
Hall, Upstairs Lounge.—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness,"
8-10 pm, BunChe 3288.

.•—"*?•

—"The Ancient Wisdom: The
Ultimate Philosophy," 7:30 10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoff Hail Upstairs Lounge.

Friday, July 21, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 13
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES i
FROM: Office ol Special Servicer ^:

AU veterans who attended UCLA in the Spring Quarter, 1972. may
apply for a TuitioD Loan I>«'«ra^* 'o' ,lK*^®"£u"™'S'7-!!!Ii!iSS
thai to repayable as »oon a» your G.L BlU check arrives. The tuttion

loan in the amount of your rcgtotratioii feee to ayaUable and mutt be

rJSSid as toon a. voir CL^Bfll check !• received. The apoUc^on
f^ to avaUdble in the Office of Special Scrvicei, A.255 Murphy Hall,

ext 51501. ) -.'

«\
«•*•

"A VITAL EXPERIENCE." -new york post

imn,

u

'".>. -,.

NOW PLAYING EXCLUSIVELY AT THESE THEATRES

IGYPTIAN Hollywood 467 6167 UNITED ARTlStS Westwood 477 0575

S0UTH6ATE DRIVE IN Southgate 564 1137

WHEN DOES THE GAME END
AND THE TERROR BEGIN ?

Please don't reveal the

secret of

Politics: ^
Friday, July 21

—"An Inside View of the

Democratic Convention/" by
^athy Duggan, a McGovern
delegate, noon, Rolfe 1200.

Sponsored by the Undergraduate
English Association.

\

Meetings: -
Friday, July 21
—"AAuslim Students/' 1-3 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

Saturday, July 22

r-" Iranian Students/' 11 ami
* pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, July 24
— "Christian Science

Organization/' 12:10 pm, 560

Hilgard Ave. -
:
^ * -c r^'

URA Clubs:
—"URA CLUBS/' that are

sports oriented will be carried In

the sports section from now on. All

other URA Clubs will continue to

appear in What's ON.

Friday, July 21

—"Social Dance Club/' 11 am.

Women's Gym 200.

Saturday, July 22

—"Organic Garden Club/' 10-4

pm, Horticultural Garden.

Sunday, July 23 ^ "

—"Aman Folk Ensemble/' 2 10

pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

ISC Tours:
Tickets are available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No

refunds. (Continued on Page ll^i

'^ ^1

Fn S.it Midnight
Filnr, •>1.25

July ?1 ?2

M.irlon Brnndo

VIVA ZAPATA

"FULL OF LAUGHS!
-Ann BMriM.N.Y.OaHy Newt

>•

Pct.l arf,r^l,

TH[ DEVILS

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

l%«ril

P«r«moviol Pictuftt pr»«tnlt

**DLAy IT

PG y> Technicolor* 0^S(ij
A Paramount Picture J

Oth RECORD WEEK
At TlMtf fvMwm Skvwcaif TNatrtt

Dally 2:00 • 4:00 • 6:00 • SiOO • lOtOO PM

IDWARD'S

HARBOR #1
Costa Mtsa • 646-0573

The
Olher
P§^1^ 20)" Century -Foi

NATIONAL MestMOod 479 2866 • VOGUE Hollywood 462 6621

UA CINEMA 1 South Coast Plaza 540 0594

.• >

V

-.i-

.-.<^-
'**mmf^.

J.": — >'-

University CatholiG Center

MASS SCHEDULE;
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AM, 7:30PM

WEEKDAYS of 12:05PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY

FROM 9am to 2pm and from 7:30 to yOpm-

for ttudy, convoraation, rolcKOtion.

840 HILGARD 474-5015

"'r^ .' iK.>j,A -J -

^^

^aTT

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURANT.
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

^ WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

P^ SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA '

Cockta/T lounge & D\r\\r\g Room ;•

"OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. "til 2 a.m.

BENIN OF AFRICA

I

IMPORTS
AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

i( FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •*

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

..' f.

1
I
-

1
19

,

1- -'i.

:S ^ • 1
1 Bl
II1

1

657-82561
'?

1025 Palm Ave.. W. Hollywood

•Ml

DID YOUR MECHANIC DO THE JOB YOU PAID FOft,.^,|jti,

-w rJ'i

398-9000
BY APPOINTMENT

AUTO- MASTER"^
AT OUR PRICES,

WE CAN AFFORD TO BE HONEST.

•FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
•ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS
12MO.-12 000MI. WARRANTY
24 HR. TOWING SERVICE

STATE LICENSE

PNE DAY SERVICE ON MOST CARS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

$15.95 TUNE UP SPECIAL FOR

VW& 4CYU. PORSCHE
(PARTS AND LABOR)

iyLUjlJA-HEAD IN MANY WAYS

AUTO- MASTER
4523 CE-NTINELA AVE."

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90066

r«»^-

»}t*«
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j^ c . Q JHcId Wanted 8 ^Services Offered . . . .

V Campus Services . .. . 3 neiprmiu^uj^
^

16

'S''»..V,

complete
copying

service xerox
kerckhoff i2i

8250611

/ Church Services . .

WANTED:
overnight
nll'ROtiable

•.,> 1

'.•»' ,.1

WESTWOOO Friends meeting ^Quakers),

S.lent worship, Sun., 11 AM, Univ YWCA,
S74 Hilgard, visitors welcome. 47J 7950.

- V ^ducafion

SKMINARS in Humanistic Education

utiiizinK some (iestalt lechnijiues - con

linuous workshops in August - information

Kairos 9:ii-lH»5. (iJyZn

-}^' ^Personal

.

nl

It

I»HE(;>|;ANT? want help? Call non prol)|4
^

organization. 24 hrs. (213) 654-4313. (5Jy25).

^ Enferfalnmeni ...... 6

"WIIKRE there is no wine, there is no love."

-Euripides. San /Vntonio Tasting Room 12221

S.M.Blvd..VV.L.A.K20-1212 Open daily. <6Jy

21).

F

R
E
E

FREE COUPON
DELl'XE HOUSE OF BILLIARDS
Serving Delirious Lun<*hes All Day
Beer ( hampaine Wine Soft drinks

1091 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica
1 hr. freepla>'

between hrs. '2pm. & 6pm.
Must be l«& over -,

Ladies Welcome v' :'

firand Opening July 15th

c
o
u
p
Q
N

-i^^L

^vif-iy

(RKSTLI\E\acation cabin rental: Also big

iiioderadormilor> mountain lodge for large

Uroups/family commune. (213)221-6849. (6 A

^ Help Wanfed . . . . 8——i—;»-

FKMAl.K Commercial Art graduate to be

trained as architectural * engineering

draftswoman. S<»me typing required. Start

S2.(M)/hr.( all Bill 933-9323 morns. (8Jy 28).

VOl'Nt; family w^tuld like girl to live in for 1

wk. to ten days to help care for newborn and

3 \r. old sometime between Aug. 25 and
Sept. ir>. Salary open. 933-2079. (8 Jy 28).

SITTER for girls 3.4.5 yr„ at 5<)1 - 20th St..

S.M. 2-3d/week. 6:45 am. to 2:3« pm. 394-

-.M) »(i after .^pm. (8A10).

SERVK ES I Mlin^ited has changed it's name
to 'The .lob Kaclorv". (all for a job'. 475-

1l.-i21. (8A31).

MOTHER'S helper neede^^^^ekday af-

lerHwHis Studio < ity. Must drive, (all 656-

:»i.'i.'.e\ev. or weekends. References. (8 AlO).

IKAIE earnings addressing ma^. Send
stamped, self-addressed envelope & 25#

handling I)EE(()-317. Box 9308. North

llollvv^(K>d. (a. <8Jy 21).

;»•*

.

'

K-

SECRETAm -Bookkeeper. Professional
(onsultingFirm.fttOO. Wertwd. 478-7971. (8

.\1U).
— - —— — ' 11 I

- 1 ^

TYIMST, (emporar> . My office. Must be fast

& accurate. Call 177-.'>493 between 10 am. - 4

pm

.

(8 A 10) .

PERMANENT part-time file clerk with

other secretarial duties- Century (1ty CPA
Firm. I-.'»::M» pm. Auto req'd. $2.25/hr. 553-

«244. (8Jy25).

i.:

il

"i..(_

v.... "••k

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to t40. a month
on our plasma program.

Pnone : 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

Registered Nurse for 3 weeks at

camp. August 10-30 wagei

934-1854.980-6350. (8Jy28).

PI \NO Tuning and repair - Expert, low cost

service - Call Jeff Lob 837-6294 after 5. ( 16

AIO-.

(iENERAL Office. Monday. Wednesday.

Fridav. 2-6 pm. * 4-« pm.. 5 day week.

Txping. shorthand, adding machine. Liberal

discount on clothes. 272-7107. (8Jy21).

^Research Subjeds Needed

EXPERIFNt ED "psychedelic" drug users

iHided for Federally authorized research.

( onfldentiaMrtquiries on Wednesdays only.

H « in -
.i pm . . N2.-.-0.^fi2

.

( RS A 1 )

.

VERY Patient guitar teacher. reasonabU

too! Classical, folk. Bossa-N6\a. Malcolm

Kigar 6.19-2802. (I6jy28)

EUBOPE

I EMAI.E student to aid Mom with light

duties, child care & driving. Must like school

age kids, not smoke & be good driver. Walk
CCL A. Private room. bath. Salar> from $100

month depending on time available for

work : also free use of car for own use. (•K2-

6MI7. (8Jy25).

SAN FRAN(IS(()S Victoria Station
Restaurant is opening soon in lx>s /Xngeles.

Positions available for cocktail girls, bar-

tenders, waiters, cooks, busboys. dlsh-
''"

washer's. Apply 2001 Sepuixeda Blvd. Mon.

-

Frl., 9 - 4. Telephone 477-50.'>7. (8 A 3).

^Travel 17

El rope: For anyone w/k&tr 26. LA-Paris
(nonstop) & return from any major city.

You choose when to leave, return. From
1342. itegular schedules Air France, 828-

8857. 625-7rtf; - •
. ; ^ -^-«*-Jy 21 ).

WFRXfiK S2 for hour social psychology

experiment. Sign up 289 Haines Hall. 9 J

i^lti
'"^^^"_

sFfoR 1 hour psychology experiment rsign

up AM. t.^28AFrani Hall. (RSJy21).

(SIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Monica -

».->l-l393.
(I6QTR).

TFI FMSION rental. Special ICLA rates.

R( A MKKlels. Free delivery. Free service. 2^
,

hr. phone. 274-9119. (^16 QTR) -

RENT-A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/HMi. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 475-3570. 2353

Westwood. < QTRJ.

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA

WMHO-TRIP FLIGHTS I

SCBJE(TS WANTED f^R JNFANT
STl DY OF CIRIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5

MONTHS. CALL INFANT STLDIES
PROJECT- 825-6551. (RSJy^»'-

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOMIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396 2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

JULY 23
AUG 20

AUG 9

SEPT 18

AUG 19

SEPT 16

AUG 28
SEPT 26

SEPT 5

SEPT 26

LA/LONDON
LONOQN/LA

LA/MADRID
AMST/LA

LA/LOHijON
LONDON/LA

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

LA/LOHOON
LONOON/LA

WANTFD. INFANTS 4 to 7-1/2 MONTHS
FOR STLDIKS IN THE EARLY
rDEVELOPMENT OF LAN(;iACiE. CALL
IVFANT STl DIES PROJECT - 825-6551

(EX( FPTTIESDAYS). (RS

PIANO tuner has 3 uprights to rent at SlO. No
minimum period. 660-4514. (16 A 3).

Sl'BJECTS needed for psychology ex-

periment. (;<H>d pay. Call 825-6006 or come to

Fran/ Hall B271. (RSJy25).

Al TO Insurance, lowest rates for students

4)r -mplovees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

97«.:,r ..-.7-7.-.73. (ISQTR)

^LosfSi Found .

LOST - 7/14. 1st noor Bunche Hall sliver wire

frame glasses left-eye bi-focal Valenda 737-

M»2. (9Jy21).

y/Odds & Ends.^^\:^^: 10

SAVE-ALL New textbooks. Free In-

formation. Send stamped, self- addressed

-tyivelope to SBC, Suite 616-tI. 1800 N.

Highland. Hollywood 90028. < 10 AlO).

yf Rides Offered 13
^':.

I-r '
-V

WE have carefully screened, bonded and

insured housekeepers, cleaners and party

servi^s. Iniversity Housekeeping. 828-

i:m)o
• <'«Jy2i).

TENNIS Lessons. Private court, ex-

perienced Instructor. Call: 454-5973 for

appointment. '"
^

(I6Jy28).

SEPT 5 LA/LONOON

OCT 2 LONOOW/LA

$252.00
29 Days

$272.00
41 Days

$252.00
29 Days

$252.00
30 Days

$239.00
21 Days

$239.00
26 Days

One way and round trip student flights.

.SOF.A .Agent for inter-European Student

Charter Flights.

Contact: ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

M. C.A. Calif. 90049.

Still Whafs On

^ * :^:v..f,:., _Vrf.. -^^ . .,

Friday, July 21, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin IS

< Continued from Page 13)

Wednesday, July 26

—"The Fifth Dimension/' $5.50

includes transportation to the

Greek Theatre and a ticicet.

Departs: ISC 7 pm, student store,

7:15 pm, returns 11 pm. (Deadline

Monday. .., . . ^

Et cetera :

Tel: (21318

FCROPE ROIND TRIP from $219.00

SCMMKR.FAIX AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
ALSO TOKYO. INr>lA. ISRAEL. AFRIC%
AM) .\SIA. AIS FLl(;iITS& TRAVEL. 9056

S.XNTA MONICA. L.A. 90069. 274-8742.

VKEI) HELP MOVING? CALL STUDENT
SKRVICES. KXI'ERIENCED RELIABLE
(;HAI)S. REASONABLE RATES. TEL 398-

«31Hor4r,.V2246. (16QTR).

^ Opporfunifies . .

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRAHK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LVLONDON $199.00

OCT 9 LONOON/LA 14 Days

.; ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

I
next one-way: -

iLAtoLONEKDN
26-One\A&y
$138XX>

1i3ieo

WORK on ai-chaeologlcal excavation:

prehistoric pur^blo on 7.000 foot Arizona

plateau;. 2 - 3 weelis starting August 1; pay

own expensed. Contact Glen DeGarmo.
(;rology3«37.Jiily 21 or 21. call 391-9656. (Op

.ly 21).

.^
>JULY 26

1 HIDEH waht^d to share driving & ex-

penses all or part way to N. Carolina about

Aug. 1. Call Helen* 473-5150 or leave

message K2.V433I. (13Jy25).

\ Y. NKED two responsible males, drive my
car New Ywk. References: C all: 784-9807 or

:;(in-3.vvv (l3Jy25).

V For Sale . ... . . » « » ^5

NEW Stereo Systems at low prices. Need

bread must moonlight. 477-7684. ( 15 AlO).

FOR those who are serious, ambitious with.

Initiative and drive to get ahead - yoju cm!
make extra mpney on part time /full time

basis. 627-2039. Ask for Mr. Canduagglo 9:00

am.- J2:m» am. Monday- Friday. (Op Jy 25 )

AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT 18

SEPT 19

2

9

17

30

6

LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON
LA/FRANK
LONDON/LA
LONDON/ LA
LA/LONOON
AMST/LA
LA/LONOON

$13^.00..
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$124.00
$138.00
$124.00

^Travel . . U

Fl HNITl RE. 3 couches, 2 coffee tables, 2

end tahles, lamps, bookcase, refrigerator.

Very reasonable. K39-5120. <15A10).

<;i TT-AR-New-tiulld l)-25. with Martin

\ ictoria case. Must sell 1275, or make offer.

X2«-<»20.-». . (15Jy25).
'^—

' I
'

'n

( ANNON r.l.K reflex 35 mm- camera. Wide
angle lens included. 1140. 474-7248. (15 Jy

2I>.

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. - Amsterdam -

L.A. $279. August 2 - September 3. Some one-

wavs available. W.A.C. - Elite Chairman -

H3K-9329, 839-2418. (17 A3).
.

- '

+:CROPE Flights. ."iO departures, also N.Y,
IsiuiM. India, Africa. 50% off. Student

ralrs/cards. Since 19.i9. EASC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-8293.

ENTERTAINMENT wanted. Blue grass!

Jug band! Dixieland! Folk-rmk! Auditions

at I'lzza Palace! (iayley/Weyburn. 6 - 9 pm.
Dally.

'

(8A3).

-rj
•

LIVE-IN mature female student Wil
discuss details, (all 6.54-0351

.

(8 Jy 28)

MANA<;ER wanted. 2-bedroom apartment
available. t50 off regular rent of $245. Nine

units. W.LA. 277-18.54. (8jy 25).

( 0< KTAll. Waitress Sunda> day Monday
night Beverly Hills area 12 (Ml hr/tlps. 271

13.56 (8Jy2l).

SHORT Hours - (hkmI money. Sell sand-

wiches In grmivy places. Nice appearance.
f;irK/b«iys. 93i-5i»7. (8 A 10).

VAItlFTY of full time and part-tlnw sum-
mrriobs SrrvWrslnllmlted. 475-9521. (8

gTR).

(;|RL. Fond of children to babysit occasional

rVenings for 3 yr old. Own tran«nort8tlon

preferr»-d «33 2079 Jy28l.

SONY cassette tape recorder, model TCIOO-

A. $.5(t/offer. Sony portable TV, 150/offer.

(ias sto\e. Sio, (ias refrigerator .125. S55 for

b<»lh.X2»-lKW». , (15Jy25).

BEACTIFI I. Spanish type dresser with

mirror, night stand, king siie bed. head
iHiard Sl.Vt. Italian dining room table, four

tarre back chairs $95. Zenith 23" color TV
$l7r>. Kathy 837-7132. (l5Jy21).

FLFtTRK (iultar, (ilbson solid delux. like

new w/hard case. $2.50. (ilbson (•A-25 amp.
$60. ( ry bab> pedal $35. .545-7326. ( 15 Jy 21 >.

SACRIFICE Sale. New Sony stereo com-
imnent (HP-210) under warranty. $160.00.

(>ll: t7.V2t08. afternoons, evenings. (15 A 3).

SELMER MKVI Tenor Sax with tripak
case. All In beautiful condltk>n. $500.00 Call

Nell»K4-(HtK7. (15 A 3).

ACTO Insurance Too High? Caned?
Declined? Budget quote BUI Anderson 477-

RNOor CP()-7275. (15Jy25).

STEREO: AR Amplifier. PE Changer.

Stanton cart. Rogersound spkrs (12") ex-

cellent condition. $365/be8t offer 276-9406. ( 15

Jy 21).

Ml

SASSMAN llarpsichord - hand built German
harpsichord, figored walnut case, perfect

condUjwn.lengtli 5' l manual. Il.495.00. 456-

8761. .i, .
(15 A 3).,

MATTRESSES Valley State Marketing
*^(irad. can save you 40.50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt 349-81 18, HH6-0400. (15QTR).

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. liOW prices. 10

sp. Kuropean. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bl. 836-2017. (15S7).

FABRIC table for block print, silk screen (45

X 75 in.) $35. 3d.5-7315. (15Jy25).

y Servxces Offered .... 16
' ' ' — « — - ! !> I

PRIMAL Therap>. Turn on and feel. In-

formation call: Mike McLane 254-4141/254-

III I or after 7 pm. 392.5680. ( 16 AlO).

PHOFFSSIONAL documentation services.
Writing, editing ant) research to your
requirements. 387-1548 call an>time. (IC

AK1).

SIPPRESSED, 90 minute, color, feature
motion picture on fraternity hazing
iixitiliible for no cost private showings to

uca

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD; ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:-

.

John and Susan

I

10956 Meybum Av«nue
WtstMOod Village 90024
Ttlaphone: 478-8286

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official

charter flight

operation
}

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's--

all first class

service.

LA LONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

2

5

6

10

18

19

8/12

9/12

8/28 one-way $131

9/6 one-way $131

9/13 one-wAy $137

9/14 one-way $131

9/13 33 $252
oneway $135

Available only to bonalide members of tht
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate familits
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in ttte same ttou^ehold.

iixitiliihlr for no cost private showinRS to i l/"^
srriouH sotioloRy Ktudrnts and psychology I If
classes, (all ( l':»-.%44l for information. ( 16 V-^ ^-^
MlM. AAAAAI

ch«rt«r fligntt

Kerchkhoff Hall 20S O
Between I a.m. a S p.m.

I3S-1221a

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the / •

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the International

Dtudent Travel Confer-

ence and en|oys world-

wide recognition. It is

required for oil student

flights abroad.

n INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far East-at fantastic

savings, enabling you

to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little as

possible.

you know ui
^^•cJ X ©• • • •

UNI
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

vy«ttwood Vlliagt 90004

TELE: 4771111

KH;..r: A MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ticketing

.Student K^il-Pass 2 mo. tl30>

.Olympic games & Hotel space avail

. VM2 Student (^uide Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept I'CLA
lil.'ton Ventura Blvd.~ Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

Phone: H72-22K3/7H4-I677

^^—^—^^— I
——I - -— - M« ^

DISCOl'NT - Europe. Israel. India, Fast

Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

Wilshire Blvd. L.A. 90025. 4iH-0644. (I7qtr).

)/^Tuforing Iff

FRF:nCII: Exam preparation, translations,

interpreter service. French for travel. Call

former L'CLA teacher. Results ! 828-6366. ( 18

S7).

CaRADUATE school admission tests.

Prepare with a recent Harvard Utiiversity

admissions director. 478-2141. (18A3).

EN<SlISH tutor for non-native Eng.

speakers. Master. Teaching English as

second language. Call days 828-0029. ( 18 Jy

21).

MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
Reasonable rates for efficient, easy lessons.

391-33I7 or 398-4522, .^ .(18A17).

—"The UCLA Wandering

MinstrelS/" will participate in the

RenaTSisance-Affair sponsored by

the state department ot recreation

and parks at the Poinsetta

Recreation Center (7341 Willough-

by, between Fairfax and La

Brea.)/ Noon-9pnn tomorrow and

Sunday. Admission: free to

grounds, $1.50 for Shakespeare

plays.

—"Summer tours" of the

campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays

continuing through September 7

except University holidays. The

one and-one-half-hour tours start
at 1:30 pm from the Visitors
Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are
open to the public.

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour/' 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,
1023 Hilgard Ave.
—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starter Challenge/'
grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KH 176).

$500 grants are available jto

finance projects aimed at voter
education. Applications are due
August 15.

—"The UCLA Women's
Resource Center," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825-3945.

Exhibits:
—"The World 0f Science

Fantasy," an exhibitioln on the
literature of fantasy and science
fiction, and on the world of af-

ficlonados of the genre, is on
display in the Research Library
thru September 5. * ,,

tT.-V

New psych class offered for fall
—

The . Department of Psychology is offering a new class for fall

quarter entitled ''Seminar and Practicum in Teaching Statistics",

(Psych. 195D), open to undergrads who have completed

Psychology 41 with a grade of B or better. This class will provide
'

for the training of peer-proctors who will assist in teaching and

evaluating Psychology 41 students fall quarter. Those qualified will

be instrumental in developing a programmed self-study course at

the undeipgraduate level.^For further information contact Gary

Beckman. Graduate Student Coordinator, at Franz Hall 2567B or

I74-:1282. Psychology 195D I.D. /^75640, M-F 12:00 noon — Friedman.

Prerequisite: Psychology 41 and consentj>f instructor.

MY HOW YOU'VE GROWN — scene from
Celebration, playing this week and next in the Little

Theater of Macgowan Hall. For information on time

and tickets see What's On column. Shown in picture

from left to right: Mark Wicke (orphan), Paul Clinco

(Potemkin) and Clark Bennett (Mr. Rich.) .

Crossword Answer
What's On Deadlines

In the interest of a cool summer for all, the Whaf*s-
On column deadlines are as follows: First Session —

^

Friday noon for the follov/ing Tuesday's edition.

Wednesday noon for the following Friday's^dition.

SeconcJ Session — Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paperr — ^ . „^
All copy is to submitted with margins at 10-65,

triple spaced. No copy will be accepted bytelephone.i

4

4»-

(JRK. LSAT. other lest preparation. In'

dividual, small group instruction. Academic
Guidance Sves. K2U So. Robertson. 6S7-4:;90.

(IMQTR)

' *-~ri- ^Apfs Furnished ..... 21 ^ Apfs fo Share 23 ^ House lor Sale ..... 26 )/ Room for Rent . 2 /
yAutos for Sale . ..... 33

FRKNCII/SPAMSn/ITALIAN. Ex-

perienced tniv. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Kasv conversational method (trial).

47V2492. ' (18QTR>

y/Typiing 19

NOW available beautiful antique furnished
private Kuest cottage. Quiet - utilities in-

cluded. Art studio adjacent. 3 min.
IClX/beach. Sl30mo. 454-7603 • female. (21

AHit.

S1\(.I.KS. bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. M/2
hi^th. pool, 3 biks. campus. 10824 Lindbrook
<llilKard).GR.v5584. *' (21QTR).

ROOMATK Wanted. Single apartment,
fireplace, garden, woodsy. Share. 185.00.

r)a\ id. home 479-7K2I work 474-4511. (23Jy
211.

PAPKRS typed by experienced typist. Free

pickup and delivery. 40(/page. t all Trina at

«MU-4«7l. (19 AlO).

GOOD term papers typed free by ex-

secretary and college student. 347-5070. ( 19

AlO).

TIIKSIS Tvping, dissertations, term papers,

done promptly. carefully. Selectnc

tvpewriter (Pica-tourler ). Mrs. Rita

Sokolow - 39H-98H0.
^

-. ^'jlAl*"'

l)IS.SKRTATIONS, theses, and manuscripts

for publication. Kxpcrimced editor -typist

:h»:i-9h». .*.-•».:.. (i9S7).

*i>

KXPKRIKNCKI) - all ki^ds of typing at

home-reasonable prices - 3 blocks from

campus. Mrs. C. Iluber - 477-7609 .
(19Jy<2H).

KXPFRIF/sCKD typist. Papers, theses and

dissertations. Accurate and Dependab ".

477-0727. (19Jy2l'

'*^'*;i®:.

Si6.i gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson. 8H30Cattarougus. 836-3426

* LARGE COMFORTABLE ^-
STUDENT APARTMENTS If^T

^ FIRN1SHFDB.ACHELORS&W 1 BEDROOMS
*Same rent Summer & Fall ^

.^ Showing NOW
;, V )|C Deposit will hold
"' ~ Across L'CLA

HAVE own room in 3 bedroom apartment

ft\e minutes from campus - 170. 826-7735

afterfi. (23A10).

(;|RL 21 - 30 yrs. to share 2 bedr. apt. in

W.L.A.w/same. $92. .50 mo. 478-6332. (23

AlO).—. -. —

—

—
FEM.ALt needed share large two-bedroom
with same. Close. Own room. t85/mo. eves.

H26-0287. (23 A 3).

SHARE :j bdr,. 2 bath with 2, own room, air

cond..built-ins.$100. WLA. 839-5120. (22ijl

21).

DAWN - I'apers, Dissertation proposals.

Letters, Manuscripts. Experienced.

Weeknights »;-IO. Weekend Mornings, call

;59«M» 114. .

<'9Jy28).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Alke. 397-3306. ( 19 QTR

)

/Across CCl^^ m^
70.-.Gayley 47^580-

LARGE I bedroom. Pool, summer $150.00

up. No lease. .Nine month fall leases. 518

(ilenrock. 473-92CS. (21 QTR )

.

tl.55.00 I BEDROOM, attractive, well fur-
nished. Adults, no pets. Also spacious 1

bedroom unfurnished $155.00. 1517 Federal.
.19.5-0360. <2lJy21>.

LARGE Bachelors. $M up. Singles. $12S,

across from Dykstra. SOI Gayley. OR 3-1788,

GR :i-0.i24, Mrs. Kay. (21 QTR)

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and
one-bedrm apts. Some air-cond. Block

V ICLA-Village. Elevator. Pool. Sundecks.
Garage. 625-641 Undfair. 479-5404. (21 QTR)

MATl'RE female grad student /working girl

»hare large 1 bdrm., Santa Monica • $80 mo.
- 451-0848/G97-3526. (23Jy21).

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.

47.5-8631. < QTR).

ROOMMATES needed in large single anc

one-bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool

.Sundecks. Carage. 625 Landfair . 479-5404.

ROOMMATES needed - 633 Gayley.

Pleasant singles $65 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool, garage 473-W 12 (23QTR)

: ;

HOISK for sale. 10% down. $4,475,000. At-

tention Professors. Large lot privacy

conipleteiN enclosed - New kitchen, bath,

forced air. hardwood floors throughout.

•Must see. S11.7.V). (all Ma9-7882. (26A3U

LOVELY Custon-Built home on cul-de-sac in

Cheviot Hills. 3 Bedr(M)ms, den and Lartai-

room. FIreplac'e, Open beam
ceilings. ...$48.(M)0 Wynn ... 477-7001. ,(26Jy

BRENTWOOD-Owner- Charming 3

Bedroom or 2 and Large convertible den
with Beams. fHning. l-:i/4 baths. Walk to

everything $49. .500. K26-1420. (2fiJ> 28)

HOI SE FOR SALE. 2.bdrm, bath 1/2. Patio,

Pool. Formal dining. carpet, drapes
throughout. Formal gardens front & back,

fireplace. Beam ceiling, 20-mins frpm
campus. $38,000. I514;2 Weddington. Van
Nuns. «»87-I0(K) to see. (26Jy25).

yf House to Share ..... 27

BEALTIFIL. Gardens, sun deck. Own
•room. M. or F. Near campus. $94.00. 345-

1380 evenings. (27Jy25).

NEED others share 3 bedroom furnished.

$235.00 split equally. Palms. Start Sept 1.

Norm 8.19-3138. (27Jy25).

FEMALE (irad or facult>. Klngsiie
hf>dr<H»m. bath, kitchen privileges. Opposite

campus. Gorgeous \ lew -$75.00. 473-3271. (31

.Iv .'II.

ROOM and bath - quiet residence nea^
'oVerland/Pico for responsible female
student ; Kitchen privileges. K3fi-78M7. (3lJ>

K« MGB; three tops; radial tires: wire

wheels; luggage rack; engine, transmission

K«kk1.$9.'»0. »7J ««!«. _ (33Jy2l).
^3 '—

•70 RENAl l.T. 2fi.(MM) miles, excellent

condition. Air; radio. 4 speed. Moving - must^
sell, (all 7.5:»-W»27; .5-7 pm. <33 Jy 21).

^Autos for Sale

•W NOLKSW AGEN Must sell quick New
tune-up. muffler. & front wheel alienment.

;17!» 10.5K. (33Jy2l).

33

'69 VW Bug. Automatic transmission. 41.000

miles, l^rfect ctmdition. Radio & Heater.

Private party. 151-2068. * 33Jy28).

•64 VOLKSWAtiON 1.500 s Ghia. Excellent

condition Rebuilt engine with 18.000 miles.

im:u Man> extras. 396-:i086/39«-3669. (33

A 10),^ ___

6;U HF\ Y. good transportation, looks good,

low brakes, power st. Must leave. $425. best

iffer. .'7H-H9'JO. (33J>21).

'lU DOIMiE Dart • Running condition. $200

( allH:j«-(»91H. • (33Jy2«)

•Wi NSl SPORTPRINZ (;erman sports car

5.5 miles per gallon Ver> reliable. $300. 174

1728. (:i3Jy2g>

'-^:. -r

PSYCH Grad share 2-bed. 2-bath beach

apartment - Santa Monica. 1112 (Including

utilities). Herb 825-2531 (day). (23Jy21).

Ql'AlNT 2 bedroom house to share w/one. 5

minutes drive to campus. $90. Kathy. 474

7670 eves. (27 AlO)

^For Sub-Lease . . 24

2 INTERNS seek third grad. professional

share 3-1/2 bedroom, 3 bhth huge, old

Spanish house. 5 minutes L'CLA. 474-8646.

nights- Keep trying. (27Jy21).

'66 VW Bus. (;ood mechanical condition $995.

8'29-2752 or 349-39,58. (33 A

'64 VW Bug. Excellent condition, new tires,

must sell. July :iO. $390.00. .545-2560. (33 Jr

SKIERS! 66 VW fastback. .Ski rack, chains,

luggage front-rear, great mileage. $950 or ?

H28-3922. (33 AlO).
a_. .

•65 BELVEDERE H. 2dr. R/H, air. V-8 auto.

l>o. ml. xint. cond. $525/offer. 399.5866. (33

Jv 21).

'71 MERCl RY ( omet GT, V-8, 3 speed. New
tires, leaving countr> . $2195 or best offer.

983-1779.877-9264. (33 AIO>.

•fi« FORD Fairlane. 2 dr V-8. Original owner.

19. (MN) miles. Power/air. Top condition.

$700.00 after 5:00 398-9-294. (33 AlO).

•.59 VW Sedan. Excellent running condition

$2(M». 8'26-3987. Must sell. (33Jy28). r

;

•K7 BONNEVILLE Convertible Power
steering & brakes, neW' iHaint job, new
motor, 886-6,501. (33Jy21).

•68SI NBEAM ' IMP " $465 22.000 miles; 30

mpg; exceptionally clean; adorable baby
blue. 651-4637.

'

(33Jy21).

r.

'R4 PONTlAt Tempest blue, 3-speed. $300 or

best offer . N26-9538 a ft er 6 pm . ( 33 J y 2 1 )

.

y Bicycles for Sale . . r . 35

.\M. Eaglesemi-pro"23in. Brn

or 828-6233.

$150, 825-2003

(35Jy 21).

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists^

Term papers, resumes, letters. 'tB^

typewriters. Kay-Nancy. g26-747 2. (19 QTR )

RCTH: Theses, dissertations, term PaP*"-

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced, tall

828-1162. <»»<iTR>

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations EdHlng. Weekdays. «

6: Barbie: 670-1982, Mae: J96-5182. (19 QTR)

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singies-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 31788 Mrs. Kay • GR 3-0524

APT One bedroom. Furnished. $140.00/mo.-

Westwood. Aug. I Sept. or Oct. 1 Ton I 476-

7062.
'^^''y '•

NEED others to share 3 bedroom house

Renl-$265 split equal parts - Palms - Larrj

K38-.5391.
(27Jy28)

•68 PONT, station wag. Very clean, has

evervthlng. leaving country. $1000/offer.

476-6685, eves. (33Jy25).

. SIBLET - August. Large bachelor. Cheap

^g«0 1/2 regular price. Glenrock. Pool.

furnished, utilities. Kathy. 477^)936. (24 Jy

25).

IIOL'SE - own room, girl. 23 to 30, non-

smoker. $100. S.M.. 393-4270 night, 82K1444

day. (27Jy25).

•65 M(iB. Hard li soft tops, wires, radio, low

mileage. $9.50 829-1678 eves. (33Jy21).

IBM s new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... •<^<^"''»**r^i'
Please call 394-8295. (lOQiw

TO SIBLET. for 6 wks. Ope room. $100.00.

Nice house In Santa Monica. Call: 395-

,110, (24 AlO).

TYPLST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical lypmg.

.Ucurale. rapid service. 780-1074 «tr>

^Wanted .
20

WANTED: Place to rent beginning Sep-

tember - Have dog, needs fence, (ontaci

Odrtte, 794-6081. (20Jy2i»

^Apts Furnished 21

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments
in Santa Monica. ..$185 up... pool, sub-

terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,
walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.
2311 Fourth St. SM 392-5M6. 2045 FoilrtKSI.
SM 392-555«. (21qtr)

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Reservations for Fall also accepted.
Renting Olfict : SULondfairivl

'^

* * *

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43 Landfair «14

S40Gltnrock«n

4 BEDROOM furnished house. At loss.

Culver City. 3 week minimum. Available

until 9/14. 838-8048. (24Jy25).

^ House for Rent . 25

$:i.50/mo. FACULTY /Starr Home for rent/

near cairipus 2 bdrms., 1-1/2 ba.. stove,

washer. Owner-Phone 477-0818. (25Jy28>.

RESPONSIBLE female grad student to

share lovely 2-bdrm SM. home. Rent $110.

395-0173 evenings. (27Jy21).

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom house, 15 mln.

from I'CLA. $72.50 per mo. 478-5881 eves. (27

Jv 21).

V^ Housing Needed .... 28

* LOOKINti for own room In Westwood oi

summer place in Venice. Call 395-8100

evening Dan. (28Jy21).

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 M 1 1«

Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE VOWER!

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
4 79S7 Van Nuys Blvd

I

I
across rem G M Plant

C.vll 894-7075 *•* Hours

BRl INS! 5% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. &
( enturian bicvcles. .Authorlied Schwlnn
dealer. Expert repairs. I>ee's Cyclorama
2639 S. Robertson Blvd 3 bIks. No. Santa

Monica Freew a V. 8.19-4466. (35S7),

Cycles, Scooters

^ For Sale 36

YAMAHA '68 'J05 Scrambler. $275/best offer.

820 2919. (36J>25).

m HONDA S90 New elec system, minor

engine work needed $150 or best. Ken 392- -^

7497. . (3«J>25). ^ ,

_:^_^^. :..._.

' »

'66 DATSl N Roadster 1600. 2 tops, radio.

g(N»d 4 ond. leaving country. $5.50/offer. 821

9827,870-1407.
.«-.»..

•69 K.XWASAKI 2.50 cc sidewinder. Mint

condition. 3800 miles. Many extras. 392-8216,

151-5718. $350. 00 or offer. (36 A

(.33 J v 25).

$600 - PACIFIC Palisades, Hill top. 1/2 acre.

Modern. .Secluded. Panoramic view. 3-

bedroom. 2-bath, built in kitchen. Family

room. Fireplace. ( arpet. Drapes. Gardener.

Newly remodeled. No smog. 454-»45«. (25 Jy

21).

LARCiE one h.droom. Pool. I-"" '"!^^
(Nine month or longer). •>»« OO/up^^^"

(ilenrock. 173-9265. (21 QTR)

li.vi NEWER Large 1-bedroom. view, air-

condition. Near Melroae/ La Brea. «;""'"

M79-3783. 933-91.52. (21 Jy

$210. SI M.MWt rates. Spacious 2 bedroom^^

bath apt. NearlH^s Accomodate *
*J|"]^"28)

651-66:10.
(2iJy2»'-

FINKY pad for 1 students near JJCLA.

furnished, free utUttles. $130.00/month. «
'"

M27 evenings.^ (2lJy2l>

"fm. ^m

Fl'RNlSHED singfes to share 170. Healed
pool, sun deck, parking. S33 Gayley. 473-MlZ

(21 QTR).

SPA( lots single and I bed. Bullt-lns. dish

washer, patio. Sec. building. 1711 Corinth.
173-7697. (21 QTR).

>f Apts Unfurnished .... 22

•'•5. VERY large 2 hd . din room, com
Oletely dpt orated, t arpfts, drapes, closets
Kalore. serv. porch. Garage. Infant or pel
'»K Near B. II. 83^15,59, 275-8735. (22 A3)
— »

J'xt (HI s HKDIKHtM. 2 hath. I'ai'iM I. drapes.

2BEDRCM)M house. Completely furnished.

1185.00 a month. No pets. (;l I -4086 Federal

Ave. West Los Angeles. <25 Jy2l ).

WANTED to rent : Small, furnished house or

apartment bv a faculty family of three on

sabaltical leave from Sept. 1972 through

Januarv 1973. Needed are two bedrooms,

use of washer, dryer, and cleaning equip-

ment, garage or parking space. Ix>cal

references can be furnished. Contact by

mail or telephone F.C. Goodrich. 47 Elm St..

Potsdam. NY. 13676: 315-205-»«2 or 315-2S8-

•M68 (28 Jy 21).

FAtCLTY/Staff. Home
campus. 2 bdrms.. 1-1/2 ba

Owner - Phone 477-0818.

^ House for Sale

for rent/near

, stove, washer.
(25Jy28).

^Room for Rent . 31

'65 (iTO 2-dr hardtop. Full> equipped. Good
looking Immaculate Original owner.

K9,(MN>. t64HI dow n 64 1 -2696. ( 33 J> 25 >

.

'70 TOYOTA ( orolla 1200 Wagon Excellent

condition, new tires, $975. Call 938-2806. No
calls friday nlte A Saturday. (33 Jy 21 ).

'64 VW Bug • radio - 70M • best offer - see to

believe. Days: 825-3725, eves: 395-8377. (33

Jv 28).

•63 BUCK Convertible, l-speed. bucke
seals, radio, must sell. $175/best offer 83€

3M12. (33Jy28)

HONDA 305. Runs great, new battery, tires.

Mov ing East - $300 firm, (all Jerry 476-

i:i9:i, (3«Jy21).

'71 K.XW.VSAKI 3.50 XInl condition. Ix>w

mileage. 500^ Laurent 394-3575 (eves). (3C Jy
28 ».

KXWASAKI Mach ill 69-1/2 - Outstanding

cnndHion Fast road bike - $050 • «7«-4249 or

X57885. <3«Jy28> .

TItll MPII «.5<» -Tlger^. 1970. 5.000 miles

Mint condition; Never raced. W/helme
tl.lNMl H;16-.V158. 776-1784. (36jya

26

RtM>M for rent. $108.00 monthly. Nice house

in Santa Monica Big back yard. Call: 3I$-

•1140 (31 AlO).

1 BEDR<M>MS. 3 full baths, Nor^^rldge. Ref.

air. Wishes trade with smaller In W.L.A, 8li»-

lO.'Ml.

BEALTIFIL bedroom • Private home $85

month Kitchen priv and linen. References

required 5,53 9 1 55 Adjacent BH. (31 AlO)

•62 VW Bug. (iood shape, new starter, bat-

tery. I rgenl sale. $425. 473-4509. (33Jy2l).

'

' ' 1* '

I

h6 M(;B Three tlqps; r«ld»«l Hr"- ^^*
A'

•67 YXMXIIA 100-twln. Excellent cond. and

Helmet $i:mkm» (all Tom. 474-9207 after 6:00

pm (3«Jy25).

wheels. luggag^.ilKf
good. $950. 173-7834.

engine, transmission
(33Jy2l).

(20A10).

HLt.E Workshop. < ujlo*"
J""i V^L^T^i

7IINI su ft. 3 huge Bd.. 2 Ba.. ramiiy.

rpuce" Be-tS
-"';s J'r/;:s,i7'r5

pallo 7 mln. to campus. $70,000 472-Mn '«

RtMLM for rent. Beautiful view home. Tennis

courts it swimming pool available. Harry

Evenings 271-3124. (31 AlO).

'70 CAMARO. automatic, air. power
steering, brakes, console, vinyl top. xlnt.

B» St offer . 988-2;MI3, 8H3-4.583. ( 33 Jy 28 )

.

•71 IISI YXMAIIA. Dirt, street, extras, ex-

cellent condition, low mileage. I;j20 or best

offer H39^)-2.59. O0Jy21).

•71 VESPX I.V). No mileage. License, lock.

«huin. helmet ( ost $Vhi shc riflce $350 473-

\m (36Jy21).

R<M>M Pr hath. Pr entrance & privileges

$110 per month
5718 non smoker.

'also meals available 276-

t3lJy2S).

•67 PONT! XC $9.50.00. Spent $300.00 to brim

Into lop condition. Air conditioning, lapi

derk. I74-M3.57. (33 A 3),

nsr
( Jy2l). ^ •RT
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Jabherwoclry Revisited

Friday, July ?1. W72

When chess was king

SaulShapiro

When chess dominates the summer sports scene, just about everythmg

has to be at a standstill And so it has been this season with most

aficiandos bracing for the Olympic competition m late August _ .

This doesn't seem too far out of place this sununer that things dicta t

happen should have direct bearing on things that might occur durmg the

J' oil " m^*-*^ -^

First of all there is'the failure of James McAlister to make the United

States Olympic track and field team Fifteen months ago that might have

seemed an absurdity, but it has come to pass. Another major disap-

pointment in McAlister's life, which was so confused by things beyond his

control last year.
. . . • i ^. i;«;„« im

Many UCLA football fans will find the obvious silver limng in^

McAlister's failure to go to Munich. He will be around to g^^e s«me punc^

to the Brtrin offense as it tries to do something it couldn t do very weU last

•

Towards that goal, McAlister's presence in the Coliseum ^aml not at

Munich) when football season opens September 8 against defending

national champion will doubtlessly be appreciated
w^AH«for

The question is: What has a year's layoff done to James McAlister

physically and psychologically? .... « ««^ i^
Physically he has kept in shape to compete in the long jump and he

probably is in good condition. Yet, when he cannot clear :^
feet a year

after he set a Bruin record of 26^ and had a 27-10 jump nulWied by a fouU-

it would seem that those forces that played havoc with McAlister s

psyche last year might have taken an immeasurable toll.

-^
In athletics, as in most anything, where believing in oneself goes pwl

and parcel with talent, the consUnt furor and "exposes" that surrounded

the NCAA's decision to deprive James McAlister of a year s ehgibdity

might have beleagured the "super-athlete" to the point that he is not as

sharp as he was when he entered UCLA.
„ i_ «^

This is all a matter of conjecture, but most certainly all eyes will be on

McAlister when the Bruins take the field against Nebraska and people

will be reflecting on the effects of the year's layoff.

McAlister and mates will be honing their talents beginning August 19 as

the Bruins begin fall practice. Hopefully top^flight lines c^n be developed

to complement an excellent corps of ball-carriers. Then we can reaUy see

"
Tt'sTrfnVfootball game featuring last year's California high school H/^QS tO

stars turns up July 27 in the Coliseum. For those interested in UCLA |^
recruits, it again is a matter of Someone who won't be there.

^

We have no idea how good Jerry Manuel of Cordova High in Northern

California was He Was expected to enroll at UCLA with a high school AU-

America rating to his credit. Instead he enrolled with the Detroit Tigers

as a shortstop

W

H
t

;V

HOMECOMING — Sidney Wicks and Curtis Rowe jwiilteam up once again along wIWi othtr Bruin

alums to tackle the Elgin Baylor All-Stars on August 11. Tickets to the benefit cage tilt in Pauley

Pavilion are on sale at the Pavilionand at Ticketron outlets. . 1^

'U dream come tmeZ-alums,

Jamie Quirk, the St. Paul quarterback, is another absentee from that

game. He signed with the Kansas City Royals. Quirk was ticketed for

Notre Dame-. ^ ^^™~^ v,.

The fact that professional baseball is hiring so many talented athletes

away from the colleges can be likened to the ABA 's raid of coUegiate

i-jocirpfKail talent

It is all very hypothetical, but Manuel's new allegiance to Detroit

brings to mind some past "might have beens" involving a Long Beach

Wilson High quarterback named Bob Grich.

Grich was rated as nothing less than a "great" quarterback talent. He

was scheduled to make UCLA fans forget Gary Beban. He might have.

but he signed with the Baltimore Orioles.

It hasn't hurt him any financially. Last year he was Minor League

Player-of-the-Year and he was one of the reasons that Frank Robinson is

now with the Dodgers. Grich is doing quite well with the Orioles in his

stead. -

." '-
*

'
'-.-/.•-

, :,
.

-*''-,

What UCLA football would have been With him as quarterback win

never be known. What we do know is that the Bruins had some pretty fair

years under the guidance of a signal-caller who was forced to sit on the

bench when Grich was directing the Long Beach Wilson offense. That

second string quarterback was Dennis Dummit. ^^^

Summer basketball benefit

games being as common as a

sunburn this time of year, it was

only appropriate that such a

«=thftrity extravaganza be staged

here.

But then PIRATES (Public

Interest Radio and Television

Educational Society) managed to

come up with a twist that should

j)rove very popular. It's not a new
idea, it's just one of those dreams

that haven't quite ever come true.

The contestants will be a UCLA
Alumni team and a squad known

. as the Elgin Baylor All-Stars,

which features some outstanding

NBA/ABA talent The game
might answer some of those

questions that have arisen over

the years as to how well a team of

ex-Bruins might fare as a pro

entry

The alums who have indicated

they will be playing include Abdul

Rahman (a.k.a. Walter Hazzard),

Gail Goodrich^ Fred Slaughter,

Keith Erickson, Sidney Wicks,

Curtis Rowe, Steve Patterson,

Lucius Allen, Terry Schofield and

Henry Bibby. Kenny Booker will

be player-coach.

The alums are also seeking the

services of Harvard grad student

Kareem Abdul Jabbar. •

PIRATES has put together a

team of professionals that should

be a goo(l yardstick as to the

caliber of this UCLA "dream"
contingent. The Elgin Baylor All-

Stars include four present

members of the NBA champion

Los Angeles Lakers plus one and a

host of other stars.

The competing Lakers are Jim
McMillan, Happy Hairston, Pat

Riley, and Flynn Robinson. The
other Laker is Elgin Baylor who
has indicated he will play in ad-

dition to coaching the squad.

The rest of the Bruiiis' for-

midable foes are such notewor-

thies as Bob Rule, 76ers; Eric

McWilliams, Rockets; Lee

Winfield, Supersonics; Ron

Knight, Trailblazers; and Mack

Calvin, Cougars.

Proceeds from the game will

benefit the Ralph Bunche

Scholarship Fund.

Announcements
Intramural results:

Grasstiopper defeated Sweeney's Revenge,

56 51, »or basketball ctiampionship.

Art. Eddy tooK t^andball singles defeating

Keitti Olwin 2118, 12 21, and 21 0.

Nils Leffler is IM tennis ctiamp by a 6-3

decision over Bob Weinberg.
URA:

. ,^ „
Ttie Men's Gym will be closed for basketban

to allow the sanding and resurfacing of the

courts from July 24 to August 7. Pauley will be

refinistied in mid-August.
Ttie soutti tennis courts will also be getting a

facelifting beginning July 30 ttirough August

Sailing club meets August 1 at 7 in ttie Grand

Baltf^ocm for an organiiational session. at

lesson sign ups.

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
Let us ship your personol effects home We are

speciollsts in mternotional pockaging arxl ship

ping We also sell opplionces for 220 volts

^ PACIFICKING
1215W.6MiS«.
Lo«AngelMl7
482-9862

r
^^

RESTAURANT GUIDE J

^^

A La Crepe Bretonne
I4S8 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
-; M 4Sl 4307

ff-lii CHAN'S GARDEf^
10855 Linoorook Dr. 479 7715

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«ttwood n«or Pko
open 7aim- 1 am

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11171 s.inta Monica Blvd
W" '.t I A I7V 9968
Ml Kt door to "Pc«p« Bactis"

Cr«pM-cooliad tK« ol(MaaliMn«l

wmf — •varvttanp fraak -

Difwi«rs up lo $1.75 CtoMd Swn & Mon

Mandarin & ConlonM* Cwiatn*

Food to go — Family Bonquef

Catering Service

Lunch & Dinner I \ am-9 pm Dqlly

mofhor n^yer made"

A Natural Foods R«ttauront

Live Music - on weekends

RIDAY BOOK
URPRJSE

today only: Friday, July 21 .

Believe: every book in our Science Fiction section—

• •

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
lOeSa Uhdbreoli Dr.

474-0948 -WW Villaiie

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25. $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
1118
478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

25%°"

nBE6PiiiA
12423 Wibhtr«ilvd.

LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pino
Nowr opon doily for lunch

Tui. oltor 9 pm any pino $1.75

4
dine out tonight

books, b leve l, ockerman union, 825-771

1

open monday-friday 8:30-5:00

summer
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Tuesday, July 25, 1972
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Three key administrativel
"'"'"''"""""'"'"

posts remain empty '|'^ Journalism phase out due

I

Three key administraUve positioos — assistant vice chancellor
for academic change and curricular development, campus ad-
vocate, and campus activities officer — remain unfilled and
probably will remain so for at least the duration of the summer.
The resignation of Raymond L. Orbach, professor of physics,

from his post as assistant vice-chancellor appears final. Orbach
returned to Europe early last week, after submitting his
resignation effective July 1.

"As far as I'm concerned, my resignation is fmal,** Orbach said
yesterday. He declined to give any reason for his resignation.

S

s

•V

:r^

• «

c v.
• *

Orbach emphasized, however, 'Hhe resignation does ifdt^^ean
rm not interested in academic innovation here.'^ He said he will

assist Chancellor Charles E. Young in responding to the Goals
Report, in addition to serving on a^-man ad hoc task force Vice-
Chancellor C.Z. Wilson is organinfii^'to review Orbach's old office.

Wilson said yesterday "ho successor win be named in the
foreseeable future, that is, the next six months. We are putting
together this task force to look at Ray's office^nd its future to see if

we should expand what Ray has t>een doing." " t

Wilson declined to name the task force members since at least

one of the prospective members has yet to be contacted. ^

_ James W. Hobson, vice chancellor — administration, announced
he has not yet named a new campus advocate. Charles T. McClure
advocate since 1970, resigned July 1.

'i am interviewing some candidates,** Hobson said, "and expect
to fill the position by September 1."

In the interim, four student discipline cases arising from the May
11 demonstrations have temporarily been halted. Dean of students
Byron H. ^tkinson, unable to resolve the cases with the students
involved; has referred them to the Campus Advocates* office.

Both McClure and Fred Slaughter, assi^mt dean of the law
school and previously associate advocate

V.

V.

By John Sandbrook
DBSUff Writer

The future of the journalism department here has
suddenly taken a turn towards extinction.

Executive Vice-Chancellor David Saxon last

Wednesday informed journalism Chairman Walter
Wilcox of his intentions to petition the Graduate
Council of the Academic Senate in October to phase
out journalism during the 1972-73 year.
^=^axon*s announcement came as a surprise sincea"
special ad hoc committee, chaired by former
assistant vice chancellor for academic change and
curricular development Raymond L. Orbach, is still

meeting to develop a professional journalism school.

'-Saxon told us that there would be no school in the
near future," Wilcox said yesterday. "He said it

wasn't ready to go yet." —-—r.-

announcement with Young yesterday morning and
the two of them agreed to continue with the

development of the (^ofessional school.

, Phase out

John G. Burke, College of Letters and Science dean
for social sciences, explained yesterday the decision

to phase out journalism is "not phasing out the

department but only the graduate degree program."

-The department currently offers master in }our>-

-*>

•*•
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McClure, have
declined to hancDe the cases, according to Atkinson.

Atkinson said Hobson andhe hope to locate someone by the end of

.the week to process the four cases for bearings before the Student
Conduct Committee. "^

Norman P. Miller, vice chancellor for student and campus af-

fairs, has decided not to fill the newly-created position of Campus
Activities Officer.

" / '

')

ft-

.•••

S

The CAO position would have administrative responsibility for

the Campus Activities and Services Office, the Campus Programs
and Activities Office, the Committee for Fine Arts Productions,
and the Office of Cultural and Recreational Affairs.

A search conmiittee, headed by Gerald Gardner of the

kinesiology (formerly physical education) department here, had
named four finalists, inchiding James Klain, head of CASO, and
Thomas Reeve, head of CPAO. «
Miller said, "After reviewing the finalists, I have decided to let

the position remain unfilled. I may, however, move one of my
departmental deans up to my staff for a year.**

Miller declined to speculate on which departmental dean he had
in mind for the promotion.

V.
• •
.V

s

t

Transformation

The transformation of the journalism department
into a professional school originated last summer
after Chancellor Charles E. Young had announced
the previous spring plans to phase out the jour-

nalism, speech, and physical education departments.
Young reconsidered the phase-out of journalism, in

papt because of ^^ong pressure from alumni and
Jpcal media representatives.

Last summer Orbach was appointed chairman of a
special five-man committee to oversee development
of a new professional school of journalism, which
would offer master's degrees in pring and electronic,

media and possibly Ph.D.'s in communications.
Young, in the midst of a two-.week vacation, could

not be reached for comment on Saxon's decision.

Saxon, also could not be reached, having left for

South America until August 14.

,,:'<ti^.
,4- f.

g

•N!-
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Surprise

Orbach, however, expressed his surprise at the

announcement. "The last time I talked with Young
and Saxon about this, eight weeks ago, we Had
decided at that time to committ 3/4 of an FTE for the

coming year to assist the committee," he said.

Orbach, who returned from a long European trip

last week, said he would proceed with the develop-

ment of the professional school. "The committee and
I have worked hard for a full year on our proposals,"

he said, "I don't intend to let this thing drop now.'*

Even though he has resigned as assistant vice-

chancellor for academic change and curricular

development, Orbach explained he would continue to

work with the ad hoc committee.

Orbach also mentioned he had discussed Saxon*8

nalism and master of arts degree.

"There are only three permanent FTE in the

department," Burke explained, "Wilcox, James
Howard, and Jack Lyle. In recent years, in order to

maintain the graduate program in journalism, it's

been necessary to give the department temporary
FTE. This past year we gave them four.

"After the College received notice in June of the

amount of permanent and temporary FTE it could

expect in 1973-74, the deanS made up a list of

priorities and it became quite apparent that jour>-

nalism had to take quite a low priority."
~~"~

Graduate program
Burke emphasized the department was not being

phased out, only the graduate program. "The
department offers quite a few lower and upper
division classes," he said.

As for the development of a professional school,

Burke added such a school would be independent of

the college and-"would have its own FTE.'*

^Burke was skeptical, however, about the

development of the professional school.

"It does not now appear a plan can be put together

in the near future for such a school."

' Orbach, also said the professional school would not

be immediately forthcoming. "It's at least two years
away," he said.

Students

The 60 students who have been accepted to the 1972-

73 graduate degree program will be allowed to finish

the one-year program.

Wilcox and Howard feel the journalism depart-

ment is being shortchanged. Howard has labelled

Orbach's committee work "a shambles" while

Wilcox has written a strong letter of protest to Young
and Saxon, criticizing not only Saxon's an-

nouncement but also the selection and conduct of

Orbach's committee.

"We were told it was to be a blue-ribbon,

nationally-represented group," Wilcox charged,

"Instead, we got five members of the faculty here.**

As Exedutive Director of ASUCLA

BOG reappoints Findley
The ASUCLA Board of Control (BOC) renewed last

Thursday the contract of Executive Directm: Donald
E. Findley through June 30, 1975. -• "^*^-

BOC chairman Steve Halpem, undergraduate
student body president here, announced the action

Friday following the executive session held at the
dose of Thursday's BOC meeting.

Halpem declined to disck)se the terms of the new
contract, other than the "renewal was in line with
past precedent"

"Don was hired in SeptemSS-Tl^Won a three-year

contract due to expire next summer,** Halpem said.

"As is customary, a year before its expiration, we
gave him a new three-year contract**

During the regular meeting Thursday, Findley
presented the Board with a preliminary financial
report for 1971-72. Since the report was not final. BOC
decided not to make the sUtement available to the
public.

Halpem indicated afterwards, however, that 1971-

72 was an "extremely productive year** for ASUCLA.
"U looks like we are back on our feet again finan-
cially." he said.

Findley, while making the presenUtion, said, **TYm

results are gratifying to the staff of the AiMciatioo
and I hope to you."

BOC also authorized Findley to request the Bureau
« Compensatory Preschool Educational l>rograms
01 the State Department of Education for a $47,000

grant to help operate the 16-month old ASUCLA Child

Care Center located next to the South Tennis courts.

Findley explained this grant would "bring us oufof

the woods on financing the Child Care Center.**

He noted the operating deficit for the center this

past year amounted to over $8,000 and such

"stringent financial circumstances have forced us to

take a conservative approach to staffing and other

expenditures."

Acquisition of the grant, Findley said, would mean

the center need receive only $9,000 annually in

donations to operate on a break-even basis.

BOC also moved to grant all present ASULCA
employees a 6% cost-of-hving increase, effective

July 1. 1972.

However,. the board did not accept Findley's

recommendation insituting an employee discount

sysfeiTi. ranging from 10% to 20%, in the ASUCLA
Student Store for all ASUCLA sUff.

Findley had received approval from BOC on April

5, 1971 to implement such a 20% discount system but

had never done so **for various reasons". In asking

for ''reaffirmation'' of that approval, the executive

director encountered objections from several

members of the board ,? .

Undergraduate representative Mitch Gooce sjiid,

"The students might take this in the wrong way,

since rt is a student store which is non-profit. The

employees are not underpaid there. If we forego the REHIRED— Board of Control last Thursday txtandad ttit contract off

discount we're not being unfair." ASUCLA exacutiva director DonaM E. Findley through June M, 197S.

(ContimicdonPagel) Flndlty came to UCLA in September, If70«tuccteding A.T. trugger.

.?
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN
BDUCATIONAL CENTER
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Since 1938

In Los Angeles ArMl213) 474 2531

1736 Westwood Bou^ard

A bill exempting theASUCLA
'»<*^»«f

f™."^'*

inventory Uxes was signed into law last Wednesday

by Lt. Gov. Ed Reinecke. •

»„„™
The measure - AB 1133 - authored by Assein-

bljman Paul Priok, (R. - Pacific Palisa^K w.11

save the ASUCLA here approximately »».«»»

yearly Uxes, according to Gary Wehrle. ASUCLA

••Trb^'sTof^^hen. and at UC Berkeley were the

only ones at sUte-funded schooU having to pay the

tax so the bill merely brings the language regardmg

property used "exclusively by a student orgf"'^ !°"

authorized by the Regents of the University mto Ime

with that regarding operat'o-^/'
°**f^^*)"rh«rt

Wehrle said he was pleased that the bUl had

passed, but added that it had been expected. It Ukes

effect 90 days after it was signed into law.

The UC Studeot Lobby helped onginate the

proposal. ' '

a
Time is growing short in the Capitol for an bverrid^

of Gov. Reagan's legislative vetoes, as the

Legislature now plans to adjourn late Friday.

According to Sacramento sources, the bill with

best chance of securing a legislative ovel-ride— two-

thirds approval of both houses — is Senator George

Moscone's (D. — San Francisco) bill to appropriate

the 7 1/2 per cent salary increase proposed by the

Legislature for all sUte employees for next year. The

Governor vetoed the proposal last month, and cut

back the salary increase to five per cent. (No state

employee received a salary incr^se this year).

Moscone believes he has the bare majority of 27 of

40 Senate votes, and sources indicate that the vote

will be extremely close should it go to th^ Assembly.

If it passes both houses it will be the firs't time since

1947 that a veto has been overridden.

The UC Student Lobby has abandoned its plan of

trying to override Reagan's veto of a Legislative

allocation that would have given the Board of

Regents the power to eliminate the $100 tuition.

Kevin Bacon of the Lobby said, **We could simply

never getmore than 25 votes. Reagan has a lot of the

people over a barrel because of his power to veto and

the need for the Republicans to stick together."

Keep yeur ^^
stiident-ffaculties

about you while all

raround you are
lining theirs.

u-y • 1-

I

•-f

1. - **

In a never-ending

effort to give you

something for nothing,

we would once again like

to make you aware of our

free rental service. It is

available to all students

and faculty of UCLA with-

out any cost or obligation.

No hype, no hidden

charges, no lease, no

kidding. Moss & Company
owns and manages over ^ ^

40 apartment buildings in /^

')

J*'
-•

.f

the Westvvood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur-

nished and unfurnished

-from $130 to $450. We
will find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-

where in the greater Los

Angeles area. Free. So;

drop by our office or

call and take your choice.

We'll give you the earth
' and everything that's in

it, ^uld—which is more
—you'll be a man, my son.

Free Rental Service

I

MOSS & COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213) 879-9031/474-3555
t£l

And iMMifes.tMs summer's bamainss
625-41 LANDFAIR AVENUE

Phone. 479-5404

sv^imming pool/sundeck/furnished apartments/singles/one bedrooms

no lease required

Ask about our low summer rentals!

v»

Nobel winner named

to physics faculty
Nobel Prize winner JOlian Schwinger was appointed professor of

physics here earlier this month, it was announced by President Charles J.

Hitch and Chancellor Charles E. Young.
.

"^
. . . „ .

The excitement of the physics department and all who know of Sch-

winger's appointment to the faculty here was summed up by Young who

said *'We are very. happy that Dr. Schwinger has accepted appointment

to the physics faculty." *

.. ^ ; n

Young went on to describe Schwinger as "not only an unusually

Ulented researcher and theoretician but a gifted teacher and lucid lec-

turer whose former students are fiUing professorships at major

universities in this country and abroad."

Physics prize

^

Schwinger was awarded the Nobel prize in physics in 1965 with Richard

P Feynman of the California Institute of Technology and Japanese

Dhvsicist Sin-itiro Tomonaga for research in quantum electrodynamics

Contributing to the understanding of
«1«'«^"^7^J^I{;^^^-^, Columbia

Schwinger was 21 when he was awarded the Ph.D. at Colimibia

University and only 29 when he became a full professor at Harvard^is

first scientific paper was published when he was 17. and has ^
foUowed by more than 100 others, including one jointiy prepared by Sch-

winger and physicist David S. Saxon, who is presentiy executive vice

chancellor at UCLA. '

... ' - ^
NobelistLibby

The 54-year old Schwinger is the second Nobelist on the faculty here;

the first is Willard F. Ubby. who became professor of chemistry and

director of the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary P^ysi^ there m

1959, winning the Nobel prize in chemistry the following year for his

discovery of carbon-dating techniques.
, ^ . u^^^ A,„ina \\i^

^ Schwinger served as a visiting professor of physics here during the

1971-72 school year. -^

ucia
summer
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kPUTMEHTS
We represent owners ot over

80,000 units between our

two offices.

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of bur referrals.

The service In our Valley offlc^

is FREE.

11t41 WILSHIRC BOUtEVAMO
LOS ANQCLES. CALIP •0021
TELEPHONE (2111 477-1221

for VQil«y information
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EXOTIC PRODUaS TRADE SHOW

(a tuparmorket of »en$uo1ity)

R0D6ER YQUII6 CENUIl

936 W. Wothlngton Blvd

July 28 & 29 • 8pm to 2am

f«olurin0: Th« Mcrqui. 6* Sod.

. . . th« freoklett group around

DANCING . SENSUAIITY ROOM

UTE SHOWS • BODYPAINTING
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18 ond over
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CASO head iseeks to

bah outdoor rock events
.
^ By John Sandbrook

DBSUff Writer

James Klain, director of the Camous Activites and Services Office
(CASO) here, is seeking to prohibit rock musical events with amplified
instruments at the bottom of Janss Steps and other outdoor areas on
campus.

Klain has petitioned the University jPolicies Cbmmission (UPC) to

effect such a change in the UCLA Activity Guidelines governing use of

campus facilities.

The request has been forwarded to UPC's Judicial Subcommittee.
Associate dean of student activities Lyle Timmerman, serving as interim
chairman of the subcommittee, said the group will meet ''tomorrow or
Ttiursday" to discuss the proposal.

Last Wednesday, although having no jurisdiction over the matter.
Student Legislative Council denied its approval of Klain's proposal.

During the spring quarter

Klain forinulated the proposal during the spring quarter. "By far the

majority if not the only negative reactions we have ever had from
members of the campus community concerning difficulties with Copifig

with programs in out-of-doors areas (i.e., Women's Physical Education,

Men's Gymnasium, Moore Hall, Kinsey Hall, Powell Library, etc. ) have
been to programs presenting 'rock' bands with amplified instruments,"

he said.

He pointed out his recommendation does not prohibit music events

outdoors, only those using amplified instruments. Additionally, amplified

instruments would still be allowed inside campus facilities.^

Klain listed three criticisms of amplified instruments in outdoor areas:
— ''it is technically impossible to control the volume of amplifed in-

struments.:V/__^:^
Style

— 'the style of 'rock* bands requires a decibel level olF sound pressure

that, in some cases, exceeds minimal acceptable standards for noise

pollution and possible physical damage.'*

— "it becomes aesthetically impossible to apply our current rule

prohibiting the use of non-UCLA amplification systems on campus."

A supporting document revealed amplified music events here have
been measured over the past two years. •

Within 100 feet of such events, the report claims an average sound

pressure level of 110 decibels. One rock group reportedly registered 140

decibels.

A jet plane at 1000 feet registers only 103 db's, the report said. Normal
conversation is just 60 db's.

Under federal regulations, according to th^ report, the allowable ex-

posure time for 115 db's is fifteen minutes or less. Exposure to 110 db's for

90 minutes requires two weeks of recovery for teikiporary ear damage.

GOING, GOING, GONE — Outdoor musical concerts using amplilM
instrtiments may be a thing of tt»e past. James KlaIn, head of the Campus

Activities and Services OHIce here, has asktd ftie University Policies

Commission to prohibit such events.
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FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICES
• SANTA MONICA

1401 SANTA MONICA MALI
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SOAP
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45c Value
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Spirit re-livniits racommendeil

I**

/9/I5 A/f

. ; By Dave Mcl^ary

DB Staff Writer

Re-tryouts for this year's song
^^^^}l^''\^^

recommended by a sP«<^i«» s"^°"™":;"fJ^
*""

vestigate complaints about the selection process.

According to Clinton Burch, who headed the

subcommittee, the -re-tryout" recommendation was

based on various irregularities that occurred in the

iudcing procedures last spring.

The complaints were first brought up a a meeting

of the Student Legislative Council (SLC) last month

which then established the subcommitt^. Last

week, SLC accepted Burch's oral report. Burch is

SLC's community service ommissioner.

Committee
'

^ Normally the recommendation would go to the

Stadium Executive Committee, ^^^^^^i^ oversees

spirit groups, but since it does not meet during the

sSmm!r. the recommendation will be considered by

the University Policies Commission (UPC). _
Burch said the subcommittee, is made up of first

Tvice president Greet Zohar and general represen-

tative Art Goff and himsetf . Part of the problem with

the selection according to Burch, there were no

codified procedures.

A<; a result when various cmplaints were received

seven positions were only seen once by the new

ludg^.'ThUe the seven new finalists were seen twice

and judged differently.

Private clinics

Another complaint was that some of the old song

airls held private ^chnics" for their fnends, but

Butch saV 'There's nothing that can be done to

orevent that from taking place."

•^IlC contributed $1,250 to the SUdium Exeortive

Committee for spirit support last yf-^hich go^ to

fund song girls, mascots and cheerleaders. The SIX

budget for next year has not yet been determmed.

One UPC member said he beUeved the recom-

mendations were simply a matter of fo"". f «

would be impractical to call aU the girls for re-

"^

UPC has not yet set a date for ite next meeting, but

it will probably take place sometime next week.

r^nitftSong aJiuments panted by Flndley and Student Store

M Xr T?m Bay"ey BOC UbledSe request unUl September.

"•TtlndTrgr^plhis together with our study of r^^instituting the book

Ju plan in the store," Vice ChanceUor James W. Hobsonsa.d

r^ze however said he was unsure whether the board should consider

a ^ri^rspTan for the student body in the book store. "A validated

^ridng system for the metered lots in front of Ackerman Umon may bt

"^In* rther Sness, Flndley announced the imtallation of ceiling

sorinklers in Ackerman Union, a project ordered by the L.A. fire mar-

Xm has been postponed until late next spring.

"If we sU^edW^^we would run into fall registration." Findley ex-

**

ThrRegents have already appropriated $375,000 for the project.

Findley also announced the UC Regents at their meeUng two weeks

aco had approved the choice of Wayne WiUiams as architect for the

nroixKed North Campus Student Facility (NCSF)^According to Findley,

wnuTms was the architect for the Sunset Canyon Recreatwn Center here

and Lawry's restaurant in the San Fernando val ey. Williams was also

the architect of the acclaimed outdoor amphitheatre at Universal

^'p-t^ty representative Harold Kassarjian remarked "It appears the

University has finally done something right for once

Hobson explained WiUiams understands "his imtial approach to the

building is to construct it for less than $600,000," the amount allocated by

BOC to the controversial project.
^ u « j .

Last fall BOC had planned on a $900,000 facility, but was rebuffed in its

attempt to acquire $300,000 of student registration fees.

Sards, however, BOC decided to maintain the all^t.on
^Z^- . _. TT»;o.*i focorvA fiinris honrnfl a revised NCSF

SIS, BOOM, BAH -UCLA song girls may have to re- ^/
--^VrJIirissr^^^^

'"* ''"''''*''"

tryout this summer because of complaints about the Pol.c.es Commission (UPC).

judging procedures used. The^flecision will probably

V|

t

complete copy

servu;e '..^.t..^ ._^_

\(T()\ cK offset

—Afterwards, now^ver, ov^ m^.v-^« *- ..—--— .,

$600,000 from Ackerman Union reserve funds, hoping a revised NCSF

could be built for that amount.

Federal Pay Board stalls

wage increases for faculty
'

Even though the final UC budget for 1972-73 approved by the State

Legislature and Gov. Ronald Reagan provided for a seven and one-haU

percent pay increase for all faculty, the August 1 paychecks to be

distributed next week will not reflect such an increase. v

Due to the Federal Pay Board's ruling that all pay increases be imited

to five and one-half percent, the State Department of Fina^f« « ;«
^f

^"8

funds to the University amounting to an increase of just that amount^

UC President Charles J. Hitch's office is in the process of seeking Pay

Board approval for the full seven and one-half percent increase. When

and if approval is granted, retroactive adjustmente wiU be made, in-

chidngSie extra twb percent increase for all faculty and the additionalS provided in the budget for inequity adjustments of certain

^'SlSofS'hS that Pay Board approval c.n be obtained for

the ietJ^cLve adjusSnents to be included in the Septemb^^^^

Since UC faculty have not received a pay
"«=rf»^

'" "^^ y^^'^' '^

proval of the full seven and one-half percent by the Pay Board is ex

•^'Sriwhae, the August 1 paychecks for most UC staff ^oyees will

reflect a six percent pay increase, the amount they were to receive.

UC does nrt have to seek Pay Board approvid fo^, th»s 'ncrease ac

cording to James W. Hobson, vice chanceUor tor the afminMon here

Hobson explained the amount of overall '""^s/eleased by l*e Depart

ment of Finance amounted to a five and one-half P^T -^fn^lf^Ken
amount, which met the Pay Board limitation, but .*» ,th«»e

J""^ ""l*"

averag^l over all staff employee classifications will allow a six per cent

increase for almost all staff employees.
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The

Communication
Eighteen months ago, Chancellor Charles E.

Young decided to phase out UCLA's departments of
journalism, speech, and physical education.

Pressure from the faculty saved physical
education, but not speech. Journalism, too, was
saved. The graduate department was to be phased
out and replaced by professional school. UCLA was to

become the •^Columbia of the West.*'

Now journalism is getting the ax — permanently.
Executive Vice Chancellor David Saxon has an-
nounced plans to drop the professional school and to

phase out the department.

The argument of the necessity of having a jour-

nalism department serving UCLA and Los Angeles
has t)een advanced before. The same argument,
assuredly, will be advanced again when Saxon
presents his plan to the Graduate Council in October.
Probably no one disputes the value of a journalism

department. The ability to communicate, via the
print and electronic media, is obviously important.
Yet, Young and Saxon have decided that a

department serving the^'needs of a modern society is

less important than reducing the size of some other

more **traditional" departments on campus.
The journalism department decision may be in-

dicative of what's wrong with higher education

today. Our system of higher education remains intent

on avoiding the requirements of society and staying

irrelevant to the needs of a modern world!

l^ Come October, Saxon and Young will justify their

decision about the journalism department by crying

there is a shortage of funds.

Hopefully the faculty will realize that what they are
really short on is the knowledge of what this

University is all about.

on papers' defense
FMitor:

I am writing to inform your
readers that the downtown Peace
Action Office needs volunteers to
work in preparing the defense for
Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony
Russo. The volunteers will be
using the official copy o^.:: the
Pentagon Papers, published by
the Government Printing Office,
because it has an index which
none of the other copies contain.
This will be compared to articles
in such sources as the New York
Times, the Congressional
Quarterly, etc., to determine how
much of the information contained
in the Pentagon Papers was public
domain at least one day before
they were initially published.
They very much need the help of
any person interested in the cause
of justice. If you are interested,

please phone Mr. Adam Bennion
at 489-4250.

Harry M. Scoble
-.

Professor

Dogs
Editor:

As a graduate of UCLA and
currently a staff member who is

on campus every day, I would like

to voice as loudly as possible my
objection to the increasing
numbers of dogs which ac-

company their owners to campus
and are allied to run free, an-

noying (at best) and terrifying

those of us who are not dog lovers.

There is a leash law for the city of

Los Angeles as well as an ob-

viously ignored campus
regulation concerning leashes
which should be strictly enforced
for the safety and peace of mind of

others. I have had dogs run up to

me and nearly tear my lunch from
my hands while their owners
watched without concern.
Trembling all the way, I was
recently followed from the
sculpture garden to the door of my
car by a huge dog whose owner
was nowhere in sight.

It seems to me that any com-
munity which places a higher
value on the rights of dogs than

those of human beings is sick

indeed. I know of many people

who feel this way, and urge
campus officials to enforce the

leash laws and owners of canines

to be more considerate of the

members of this community.
Students and other people should

be able to walk on this campus in

safety and without fear. In the

meantime, I have purchased a
protective device which will be
most unpleasant to any dog who
approaches me, and urge others to

do the same.
i- Staff member

Heads
Editorf" ^~ ~^

Altough this is a problem on a

different level of importance than

the political repression that is

presently going on at UCLA, it is-

still a problem that we feel should

be brought into public light and
resolved. Out of the ap-

proximately 215 women's
bathrooms on campus (excluding

the medical center, student union

and residence halls, which have a

separate physical plant) only two
bathrooms have tampons. These
two are in the Research Library

(Level A) and MacGowan Hall;

and these, which have t>een there

for two years, are on an ex-

perimental basis 5nly. The rest of

the bathrooms carry sanitary

napkins only. It seems that much
inconvenience and discomfort
could be avoided by putting

tampon dispensers in niost of the

women's bathrooms.
Because of requests made by

the women of the law school, a

new tampon machine is going to

be installed soon. Since most of

the UCLA women are unaware
that their requests for tampon
dispensers could result in action,

we feel it important to inform
women of this possibility.

. The two University officials we
spoke with were very willing to

discuss the matter and to give us

further information regarding the

installment of tampons in

women's bathrooms. We ap-~

preciate their help and con-

jsideratibn and hope that in the

future the University will be
equally as open to requests for this

change. - iiiT . -

Faye Haines— Catherine Mann
Seniors. Anthropology

t
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Quote the Daily Bruin

Tua.

W«d.
Jyly 25-26

(1»4t) (IfSS)

MACBETH & COMPULSION

Orson W«IUt Series

Jeanett« Dan
Nolan O'Herlihy

Bradford Dean
Dillman Stockwell

Thu.

Fri.

July 27-28

I
(1958)

TOUCH OF EVIL

( l»4»)

BLACK AAAGIC

Charlton
Heston

Janet
Leigli

Nancy
Guild

Raymond
Burr

MAYFAIR Repertory
Cinema 214 SANTA MONICA BLVD. • 451-4625

New! THE RAYCOHOWteR. Catch

the bike thief in the act—scare hinn I

off. Solid state electronic lock & I

alarm lets out a loud howl if 5 ft. I

cable is cut. Built-in test feature. I

$14.95 each including four batteries. I

All postage paid and tax included. I

Unconditional 30-day guarantee. I

MORSE SIGNAL DEVICES

6601 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90038

Enclosed please find my

Check Money Order

moRse

For

Name

Address

Bicycle Alarms

State

I

I

I

NOTHING BUT THE BESTAT
t

Phone

PIZZA PALACE
IN THE VILLAGE 4780788
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CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist . __.

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

National Peace Action Coaton: Where do we g
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•
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:;94-05»f classes

aim;iishki: «i,asswokks
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Befitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

I Specialties

-f— . ' GRM773'M
931 WKTWOOD BIVD., WESTWOOD yiUAGE^
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BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
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LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS DO THE WORK

• NEW IN TOWN? -
;

• APTTOO SMALL?

• RENTS TOO HIGH?

• LOSING A ROOMMATE

'

.

• ON YOUR OV/fi? *
. —

IT ]-ROOM-A^Tp^f"^P^*^S
2288 Westwood Blvd.,

475-8631

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer ^ u j

Ahnnf qoo afitiwar 'activists" converged on UCLA this past weekend

fortt ifSve"^^^^

colt^ • consisUng of hundredsof local anUwar groups. Formed after

the CamJdia invasion in May, 1970, it has been mainly responsible for

mass demonstrations, most notably the April, 1971 demonstrat.os m San

Franclsroand Washington D.C. - the largest anUwar demonstrations

^"^t'evl Halpern undergraduate student body president here, gave fte

welcomingaas,ap?arenUy because the coyentio^^^^

student UiBislative Council. (One ought to take note that Halpern s

sS^e^h andflfeS^ission to use the Ackerman Union facility were about

tCent of student government's involvement with the convention)

.

hX^ began by mentioning UCLA as being "well known for its

aj^^r'^an^rying'that his offL had received "numerous" telephone

threats throughout the week. ,

' news analysis

WED. THRU SAT. JULY 12- AUG 5
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1361 WESTWOOD BLVD.

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACtiS

we specialize in contact lenses

i. made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FdR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

r 477-0613

i

Opens August 15
Limited 4 Week Engagement

Sandy Baron

-Now more than ever we need unity. Our differences seem quite small

when we consider the needs of the Vietoamese people . .
unity is the

key. Keeping that in mind will determine the success of this conventi^,

"
BlTck Panther Party leader Bobby Seale followed in his first UCLA-

appearance. His apeech wis similar to those at other anUwar rallies:

-We believe that the various conflicts around the world have been

brought on against the poor oppressed peoples of the world by the gre«l of

the United States ruling circle and it's the right of those people to defend

themselves by any means necessary." '

„ u« L:^
"National antiwar conventions have got to focus on umty. he saia.

-Because Avhen you get down to the nitty gritty of it there's one ttiing

we've got to do and that's stop the racist, imperialist polluters of the

world " -
•-' *

Seale also took the first swipe at the Presidential candidacy of Senator

George McGoyern. "Don't find yourself in a trick bag by what our friwid

McGovem is going to say. We've got to make sure to not go just for

promises . . . every election Blacks, Chicanos get promised the same

things by politicians. We have to organize to organize a consistent

movement right up to election day, and if that doesn't work, right on past

it

"

He warned, "Vote for whoever you want to but don't let yourself be

sidestepp«i by promises, because our real purpose is to get every troop

out/every plane out, every gun out of Vietiiam. All power to the people!

The audience responded to Seale with a standing ovation.

Katherine Sojourner of NPAC gave a relatively mild speech, saying,

"""Our movement is beautiful because we are united," and promising the

"largest " demonstrations ever in an election year. She said, "Our plans

for making America beautiful are to fill the streets of America with tens'

of millions of people asking for 'Out Now.' " It was a Uieme that NPAC
people were to repeat throughout the convention.

Screenwriter Dalton Trumbo ("Johnny Got His Gun"), a small white-

haired man who was blacklisted from Hollywood during the 1950's for his

leftist leanings, gave a short, eloquent speech that received nearly as

AS

LENNY
BASED ON THE LIFE AND WORDS OF LENNY BRUCE

A NEW PLAY BY

Julian Barry
MUSIC BY

Tom O'Horgan
WITH

Joe Silver
DIRECTED BY

Tom O'Horgan

ALL F>tRFORMANCES $7.50. $6.50. $5.50

PREVIEWS 10th. 11th. 12th & 14th. $1.00 LESS

Liberal Student Discounts Available

for Groups of as few as 16

f§r Group RiSirvations and Information

Contact Shirlay Kannady at 461 3712

Bobby Seale
OB pholos by Dave Clfttowtlit

.L ..

6230 SUNSET BLVD . LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90028 • 461 3241

I ,111

good a response as Seale's. He said, "This country is the greatest im-

perialist power on earth and as such, it cannot fail to be the greatest

racist power, and the most sexist power."

He called on the convention to work for peace at home. "Peace in

Vietnam — yes, of course, but if we are to have it evermore, we must

have it in the United States."

Based on audience response, the rally went downhill from there. An
NPAC speaker got little reaction, followed by a feminist comedy team,

Harrison and Tyler, that got very few laughs. A girl from Berkeley

commented, "These people are all pretty serious about this. They're just

not in the mood to laugh."

She was right — they were serious to the point of l)eing almost

humorless. Part of this was probably due to the $6 registration fee ($3 for

college students), but it may have been more because of the makeup of

the group. Most of them were organizers or leaders, and some of them
could count an involvement with politics going back beyond the Selma
"marches.

Outside, arguments were ^eating up, particularly among two groups:

the Spartacist League-Revolutionary Communist Youth (better known to

aeifegaiw &s tng "spara.") ana supfMyters « McGcivern.

»

^ %

\

if0f-

-a^r.

I.-.*
,'

t .

' *•

— Thte Sparts were engaging wit

about ideologies, and Uie debat

**Stalinist betrayal," "non-exclr

"class collaboration."

The McGovem people, on the i

"pragmatism" of the antiwar im

defending themselves as not havij

"We're only behind McGovem br^

Marching in the streets just isn'ti

It wasn't until the Saturday ti

with the presentation of 10 major

by one of the principal grc—

'

sideration: a proposal to sup|

demonstrations, one by StudentsI

the attention of NPAC on the-

from the Sparts.

It took two hours simply to p«j

hours of floor debate before a

was approved, all others lost

The McGovem forces (about!

partly on pragmatism: if our

i

best hope. This war can be

"

changing America."

The usual denouncements «

Harvey Rang of the Socialist Wo-

of confidence to a candidate oil

But this was a minor issues, Uiei

ought to be supported by NPAtj

"The most Important thing fo^

number of people before and

»

porter. (Part of NPAC's prop

r demonstrate against leading

. ministration, but "not as an

speakers pointed out that i^r

organization in order to inciiKK;

the war.

One McGovern supporter

self-righteous the movemen s

support the end of the war only ^\

every issue, stop it? End the

movement within America.

"

the war is secondary to you "«

long are you going to wait
wniie

Later on in the evening in«

|J,

supporting "the antiwar spin j

support of the convention, du n

the Teamsters. It was not tne

The SDS Propo^l.;;^,^^^^^^^^

strations stress the ^^^i!!^,

convention endorse the i^us
^

and that the convention er^^

But various speakers po"

"draw-off" NPAC's stre^^"^^—
Simply q^0 'wt k iw^ ""^

S»

— M

DB piMto by S«ifr Snarling

everyone.in shouting matches
sprinkled with phrases like

)f the bourgeois ideology" and

were trying to get across the

^t working for McGovem, and
out to the Democratic Party.

.

It's the best way to end the war.
it," one supporter said,

showdown came. It started \

)ns most of which were put up
four were given serious con-

NPAC's proposal for three
locratic Society (SD$) to focus
:ism, and hard-line proposals "^

|the proposals, and three more
(en Only the NPAC proposal

tial margins.

Mr appeal for an endorsement
is out now, McGovem is our

months. Then we'll work on

as a whole were put forth.

said, "I can't give one ounce
arty responsible for the war."
being whether any candidate

I is to mobilize the maximiun
l«cUon," said one NPAC si^
»t the movement continue to

Itatives of the present ad-
>n partisan poliUcs.") Many
stablished as a non-partisan
^ts of society who are against

^mark "indicative of just how
[Are we so spoiled that we'll

>le, who we feel are right on
»y way we can, then build a
Sree then you must admit that
Viet Cong are waiting. How

amended to go on record as
?ram McGovem had sent in
»s withdrawn by a member of
)ue would come up.

[length It asked that demon-
nature of the war; that the

'^1 the Republican convention;
[anti racism" bill,

Horsing the proposal would
^ces. while oUiers said they
'-^onstration

The NPAC and Spartacist proposals were argued more; the issues
beiiig whether NPAC should exclude "bourgeois elements " and whetherNPACs activities should be limited to "massive, peaceful, legal"
marches.
One heard NPAC's line again and again: "The way to stop the war is to

move masses of people to act in unison in a powerful, broadlybased
aintiwar movement."
Although tiiere were only about 40 Sparts, one heard their line often-

Smash NPAC. v*It is in the interests of the bourgeoisie to oppose this war
and tiiat's why NPAC's ranks have swelled," Victor Rononowski of the
Spartacists said.

The Spartacists proposal called for unconditional exclusion of the
bourgeosie from the movement; unconditional witiidrawal from
Southeast Asia; unconditional military support ("All Indochina must go
Communist"); labor stirikes; and a labor party. "Seven years of mar-
ching hasn't done a damn thing," Leslie Cohen said.
There were two lighter moments : one speaker screamed at the Sparts,

saying, "The more you hate me, the more I know I'm on the right road."
In addition, GeneralHershey Bar showed up-

All votes took place Saturday night at 11, with many people not entirely
sure what tiiey were voting on. It gave rise to criticism that NPAC had -

managed to "rig" the convention. When national coordinators were
chosen the next day, the election of six NPAC persons gave further rise to

this criticism.

The Sparts didn^t retum Sunday and one veteran convention-goer
observed, "They always act like that." When asked about the "Smash
NPAC" element at the convention Jerry Gordon of NPAC sidestepped the
question, saying that the convention had been orderly and everyone had
been given their democratic rights.

All of the delegates managed to squeeze in constituency workshops on
Saturday afternoon, with 32 different topics being covered, ranging from
gays to high school students to the ecology of Vietnam. Most of these
consisted of idea-sharing, some of them with experts brought in for the
convention with some of them formulating "minor" resolutions to be
submitted Sunday. . .

- >l • /

Again, most of these resolutions (endorsements) were defeated, with
the same sort of reasons offered— either that the proposal would draw off

energy and resources, or that they lacked sufficient understanding of the

proposal. ^ •
' '

^

Some were approved :_ .
*

— the convention went oh record as being in support of unconditional

amnesty for draft resisters and deserters.

— the convention agreed to have NPAC provide information to the

entire movement about the draft, the airwar in Indochina, and the lettuce

boycott.

— the convention went on record in support of an SDS proposal that

opposed the arrests and on-cdinpus discipline of UCLA students for their

par^cipation in antiwar denvonstrations here in May.

~ an endorsement of a war crimes tribunal for acts commited against

the people of Vietnam.

The McGovem people now brought up a resolution condemning Nixon,

and calling on NPAC to work for his defeat.

E>onald Kalish, philosophy professor here, said, "Marching raises

consciousness, voting changes policy."
,

But delegate Fred Halstead delivered an impassioned tirade against

,

any association by NPAC with political parties, saying it had been the

antiwar movement that had forced the parties to change their stance on

the war. The resolution was defeated. '

Sunday afternoon, the McGovem forces tried to bring up the resolution

again in a different form. They were ruled out of order and at that point

about 50 people walked out of the ballroom. "Well, they can't deny we did

it. And we did it right on," one supporter said.

In the meantime, people in the hall were trying to comment on the

walkout. Lee Smollin from Massachusetts made two accusations: that

Jerry Gordon had called up the Associated Tress and told them the

convention had adopted the NPAC proposal before it actually had hap-

pened; and that Gordon appeared at the McGovem caucaus and said he

supported McGovem, but that he couldn't propose such a tiling. About 25

more people walked out and Gordon categorically denied tiie accusations.

Later, NPAC publicity director Bonnie Garvin, said, "No one did an in-

terview unless it went through me. Jerry never talked to the AP." The

AP, of course, was unable to comment.

At that point. Reverend Norman Leach, a member of the NPAC

steering committee, announced his resignation from the committee,

saying NPAC did not understand tiie need for "dfrect political action"

and because of NPAC's refusal to recognize tiie electoral process.

The conference broke up soon afterwards, with a strange mix of

vibrations, with people either pleased at getting NPAC's program, or

discouraged that everything seemed to have been decided beforehand.

Everyone wanted to go home and get some sleep. Smollin had said a day

earlier, "I couldn't believe tiie power politics, ego-tiipping and

theoretical bullshit I've seen here. The people in the streets are not into

that." Gordon was being non-commiUl and telling newsmen that the

success of the upcoming demonstrations would depend on "the masses of

the American people and the military situation."

(Jiven tiiat it is an election year, he said, "We've got a very Mber

outlook towards the demonstrations." What he seemed to be saying is

that perhaps no one really has too clear an idea of exactiy what effect one

^th Dakota senator is going to have on the antiwar movement.

HELL-BENT for LEATHER
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DID YOUR MECHANIC DO THE JOB YOU PAID FOR ?''

-AUTO -MASTER
AT OUR PRICES. "

.

WE CAN AFFORD TO BE HONEST.

•FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
•ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS
•12 MO.-12 000MI. WARRANTY
•24HR. TOWING SERVICE
•STATE LICENSE

•ONE DAY SERVICE ON MOST CARS

•FOREIGN* DOMESTIC

.$15.95 TUNE UP SPECIAL FOR

VW& 4CYL. PORSCHE
(PARTS AND LABOR)
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bofivCXd LosAngeles
Califoraians can still enjojF
fine wines produced in the City
of Angels. Here a traditioD that

began 56 yefur^ ago is being
carried on by San Antonio
Winery. One taste will make^
you proud that you come from
that fine wine-making distrid

Los Angeles. Visit us today.

WINERY
i -. 12221 Santo Monko Blvd. (Phono) 820-1212

Between Bundy & Centinella

OPEN 7 days

M Th 11 7. Fri & Sat 118, Sun 12 4
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Actors needed for International Theatre

1. African Student (20 yrs.) -

2. A Student (20-25 yrs.) '^

3. Officer (40-45 yrs.) ~ " r V"
*

4. Three Soldiers (25-30 yrs.)

' 5. Jiiclge(40-50yrs.)

6. A Girl (18-20 yrs.)

7. A Woman (40-45 yrs.)

For three-act comedy "Th« Anf-Hill" by Obi Egbonq

Audition: TuMdoy, July 25, 7'r30=^W p.tn.

attha iSC. 1023 Hilgard Avenua

or call 477-4587 for mora informotlon
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mor^ than 11.000

eligible employees of

University o( Calitiwnla

pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deduction ,

(The University-sponsored p|an underwritten by

California Casualty.)

lointhem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ California Casualty

.-ft.

Sherman Oaks
961-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186
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Entertainments on campus
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Dance
'

Performers from Anna
Sokolow's players project danced,

recited and satired the dance at

Royce Hall Saturday night. The

New York based troop performed

here as part of a national tour

sponsored by a grant from the

National Endowment for the Arts

in Washington, DC.
Seated in the filled hall to watch

as her company performed,

Sokolow watched as Samuel

Beckett's Act WiChout Words was

portrayed in total dance

movement by Henry Smith to the

futuristic and eerie sounds and

music of Joel Thome. The symbols

of life, a tree and water, were

suspended out of reach above the

desert scene as Smith agonized in

a futile survival for life.

Jazz

The multitalented Henry Smith

demonstrated the history of jazz

at the piano as Lorry and James
May danced the sequences in a

satiric evolution of quadrilles to

waltzes, to two-four time to jazz as

originated in New Orleans.

Charles Sumner Hayward
comically narrated The Evolution

of Ragtime as Presented by Jelly

Roil Morton.

In a tribute te Rene Magritte's

surrealistic paintings the player-

dancers depicted The Lovers,

Discover, The Ideas of the

Acrobat and Threatened

Assassins. The slow motion grace

of James May in The Troubled

Sleeper was marred by the

technical difficulties in

positioning the sets on the large

Royce Hall Stage. A smaller stage

or a theater in the round would

have been better suited to

Saturday night's performance.
*- Red Model

Lighting designer, William

Otterson, recited poems by John

White, The Great Wary, and the

Red Model also Edgar Allan Poe's

The Month of Harvest.

Beginning her career with the

Martha Graham Company, the

American born choreographer,

teacher, and Modern dancer

Sokolow, was invited to Mexico by

the Ministry of Fine Arts where

she formed the firstmddem dance

group in Mexico. —r^
Recently the ijiternational

teacher and her company
returned from a two month tour of

Europe under the joint spon-

sorship of the Cultural Affairs

Program of the United States

State Department. Sokolow is a

member of the dance faculty at

the Juilliard School of Music in

New York.^
— MaryGunn

pray

Celebration, the current

Macgowan Hall Little Theater

production, isn't one.

The Fantastiks. a like musical

play, also written by Tom Jones

and Harvey Schmidt, was
originally presented Off-

Broadway. The UCLA productioa

is directed by John Jones.

Celebration has four major

character: the boy, the girl, the

rich old man, and the narrator.

Only Potemkin, the narrator,

played by Paul Clinco, has a voice

adequate to the production.

Harvey Schmidt's jazz-like score

is generally sung somewhat off-

key by the rest of the cast. The set,

the lighting, and the jazz combo
accompaniment are all th^ft make
the evening worthwhile.

Allegorical ~

The Macgowan Hall Little

Theater is well suited to this type

of musical theater where the plot

is allegorical and the setting

surreal.

I i

r
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— dll subj ects— al I from100'sol

regular stockl Please come
early for the best selection.

books, b level, ockerman union, 82^-771

1

open nnonday-fridqy 8:30-5:00 book store

.r-i ; :/

CELEBRATION — 8:30 pm. This Thursday through Sunday, in

Macgowan Halt Little Theater. Last weak of run. For ticktt Information

see What's On column.

As you enter the theater the

cyclorama is tinted to a dark

sunset orange. Parts of the

audience are seated upstage to the

right and to the left. Center stage

is occupied by a raked wooden
platform surmounted with a mock
orange bonfire made of silk blown

by a hidden fan. From the light

grid hangs a smiling Acapulco

sunburst.: £^___ ^ l ^

Fallen Angel' .
•

Potemkin enters, cynical,

Fagin-like, dressed in shabby top

hat and tails. He leads a pure and
innocent orphan boy (Oliver) into

encounters with: a fallen angel,

who will do anything in order to be

somebody, and a dyspeptic, im-

potent, fat, old man, named Edgar
Allan Rich.

The only problem with this plot

is that half-way through it you

start pulhng for the rich old man
because the orphan boy is such a

sacchrin idiot. In the end the

orphan gets the girl and we all go
out of the theater together dancing

the carioca. What does the carioca

have to do with the plot? No one
seems to know, but it fits so why
not leave it. ? v^. r

Chorus —^ V.

__The chorus of Celebration, is

interesting in that it is comprised

of 6 actors and 6 actresses who all

wear masks througjfiout the

production. The masks are
changed to suit the mood of the

scene. This is effective.

As a whole the play is fun and

worth seeing. We just had the

feeling that more cerebrating was

going on than celebrating and this

detracted froni the perfbrmance.

— Richard Baker

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTSf
. . Let. U&..S hip., your. t^ersoaaL fiff.ec|s .home, .W• .or*

specialists in international pockoging and ship-

ping. We also sell appliances for 220 volts.

PACIFICKING
1215W.6tliSt.

Lot Afio«l«t 17

482-9862

Yivitar
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• Fomoo* Vlvitor 85-205 zoom which
oHers vertotiiity ol 121 different focal

lengths, close focusir>g and fost f3.5

lens speed.

• Allows exoct froming of the moment
of exposure for total creoHve exprtt-

slon.

• Duol thru-the-lens meters - one for

"spot", one for "averog«."
• Universal thread mount (or complete

lens Interchor^geobility.

• Shutter speeds to 1/500 sec. plus B.
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TAKE BOTH FOR ^275
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Down from Regent Theater
Free Parking Across Street
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What'sOn:
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Tickets: .

—"2474 Mites OH Broadway/'

Theater Arts Summer Season:

Celebration (thru Sunday, Little

Theatre AAacgowan Hall); and

The Rimers of Eldridge by
Langford Wilson (Thursday thru

Sunday).
'^^

Performances nightly at

pm except Mondays
8:30

and
Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.
Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood
Plaza, Kerckhoff Ticket Office

(KH 140) and Macgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825-2581.

—"Don't Bother Me, I Can't

Cope," special $2 students tickets

for performances at 8 pm, Friday,

August 4 and Sunday, August 6 in

the Mark Taper Forum, featuring

the Center Theatre Group. Tickets
are available at the Kerckhoff
Ticket Office (KH 140) with
student ID.

—"Hollywood Bowl": $1 student
tickets available up to forty-eight
hours before the concert (Tuesday
and Thursday concerts only).
Tuesday, July 25: James de
Preist, conductor; Smetana:
"Bartered Bride" Overture;
Chopin: Piano Concerto /Hi (Jakob
Gimpel, soloist); Shostakovich;
Symphony #5. Thursday, July 27:
Richard Strauss: Don Juan;
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto
(Daniel Helfetz, soloist); Brah-
ms: Symphony H.

Concerts:
Ttiursday, July 27
— "University Summer

Chorus/' D^nn Weiss, director, in

SIX Al.l.l**<^l.H^l.»^>>lHi>>m>«^

CROSSWORD—By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Moved ^::rt-=

rapidly.
5. Knock ,

,

8. Ego
12. Rabbit
13. Australian

bird
14. Region
15. Operatie

melody
16. Cooking

utensU
17h Linen AuoB
18. Sprinkle

with flour
20. Vestiges
22. Long'

periods
24. Exist
25. Cry in pain

28. Of the
third rank

33. Awny
34. Twilight
35. Insect
36. 3erves as

chairman
39. Headwear
40. Conjunc-

tion
41. Roman

emperor
43. Precipi-

Ute

47. Nullify
61. Barren *

52. Choose
54. Lohen-

grin's bride
55. Title
56. Woo—
57. Closeby
58. Secluded

valley
59. Conclusion
60. Sea bird

DOWN
1. Fish
2. Young
', salmon

S.Lake
4. Muffle

• 5. Regetted
6. Candlenut

tree
7. Football

kick —T^

8. Sausage
O.Scandi-
navian
name

10. Smooth
11. Butter,

lard, etc.

19. Proceed
21. Rodent
23. Number

Av«raire time of lolntioD : 2S min.

25. Swab
26. Pronoun
27. Goddess of

retribution
29. Took

umbrage
30. Arabian

garment
31. Corded

fabric
32. Affirma-
=^x tive .

37. Soaked
through

38. Wrath
39. Compelling
42. Note in

scale
43. Warbled
44. Russian

mountain
range

45. Coin
46. Facial

feature
48. On the

sheltered
side

49. Former
Russian
emperor

50. Merit
53. Play

dh
words ,

«««>>».. 1.1.

(PaJd Advert1»«m«nt)
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HiLia COUNCIL
'"'

"Sir-"'
-

BEACH PARTY
Come and swim with us at the beach, July 30.

Meet at the Upper Parking Lot at the U.R.C. at

1:30. We will provide transportation and an

early dinner. See you there.

7»<
S0(.

* - ltS.V.F.

•79.2100/477-1531

Mt-9t07

Tuesday, July 2^. 1972

'N. X
/-

a program of varied choral works
noon, Schoenberg Auditorium,
free.

in the Universe/'* 8 pm. Social

Welfare 167. .

HiCLA Summer Bruin 9
< »^ > —

'V

;-•

Sunday, July 30

—"The Synergy Trust/' im
provlsed theater Including mime,
music, games, dance and come-
what-may, 3-4 pm. Architecture
Quad (opposite Schoenberg Hall),
tree.

rs:

Wednesday, July 26
—"eell Mediated Reactions

Against Cultured Burkitt Lym-
phoma Cells," with Sidney Golub,
AAD, department of surgery.
School of Medicine, 4 pm, CHS 43-

105. Sponsored by the depart-
ments of medical microbiology
and immunology and bac-
teriology.

-'»,•

Thursday, July 27

—"Opportunities in College
Student Affairs," with William

Thomas, dean, educational career
services, 2-4 pm. Engineering
Penthouse, Boelter 8500.

E.C.:

Tuesday, July 25 ZII1_
—*'Death, Dying ^-^^^nd

Lifestyles," 3-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517. .. ^-^ /

—"Hatha Yoga," 5 7 pm, Kerk
choff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Ananda Marga Yoga/' 5-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564, starts

today.

-"Raja Yoga," 7:30 pm. Ar-

chitecture 1243C.

Wednesday, July 26

—"Extra Sensory Perception,
7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E.

-^"The System of Sufi," 7,-30 10

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
Children," 7:30 pm, Royce Hall

152. „

—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm.
Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op
Market, 2021 Barrington Av^-

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm;
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Thursday, July 27

—"Katha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Ypstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living/' 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243C.

-"Writing for Pay/' 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

nsr

~^^^/n^^
it

th« QUAUTY hamburger ^
1600 w«ttwood blvd. ^

'I*e'

<Iki

"Eckankar," 7:30-8:30 pm.
Ackerman Union 3517.

T

o
c
JO

m
Z

>
30

t
I
c

i

CLASS
NOTES

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C — Plog
Art 54 Kaplan
Economics lOlA - Murphy
Economics 180 Murphy
Education 112 — Kieslar ,

History 174B - Weiss '

Political Sceince 160— Baerwalct
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psycholo9*V 110 Carder r

130 Faw - n-

ec

ffi

-r>T

i;'

•-'*:ii^"'

_.<
*'!

T

-^

—"Bhaktl Yoga; The Yoga of

Transcendental Love," 3-5 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Beginning Photography,"
7:30-9:30 pm. Architecture 1224.

—"Self Hypnosis," 7:30 10 pm.
Architecture 1102.

—"Love — The Greatest Power

Meetings:
Tuesday, July 25

—"Iranian Students," 6-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408. : -r

Ik^dnesday, July 2i

— "Graduate Christian
Fellowship," 6 7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

t
"We hove a complete

line of Cliff's Notes
^* . nnd Monarch Not«s"

For addifional courses call or

X
Z

come in

Ju«t. W«l. Thurt. lO-i''

10851 LINDBROOK
.-

I BIkN. Wilshire-

hl/2Blk. E Westwood

478-5289

<
oc

s
Ui
O

5
X

(Continued on Page 11) jCla. CELEBRATING OUR tenth year ^

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

bitchier of BEER $1.00

.1,

f

rftfiff^ .yr''y^.'

Pizza— Chicken — Spaghetti — Salad
Now Ploying Wod. — Fri. — Sot.

-T**-? ..THE FINK STREET FIVE JAZZ BAND

-^-t-

A

THE RED VEST PIZZA PARLOR

v

1 1980 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles
Santo Monica Blvd at Bundy

^•*.
j:~-j.e;i4* ifc" »- I

london welcomes youl

one-way flight

to London Sept. 12

$135.00
Wb have other flights, tool

Come in and see us.

.! .'•i
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AOVERTISINCOFFICES ,

Kerckhoff HalMU
. Phone M$32J1

Classified advertising rates

ISwordsJl $Oday,$consecoti.ve
. -5 insertions tS.OO

r- Payable m advance
DEADLINE 10 30a.m.
No telepttone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the

University of California's polic/ on non

discrimination and therefo»e Classifier*

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, m affording

housing to students or offering lObs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither,

the University nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Mousing Office 825

4491 , Westside Fair Mousing 473 0949

^Campus Services .... 3

wedding
announcements
kerckhoff i2^^

82-5O61I -^^

^ Personal

I»KK(;NANT? Want help? (all non profU

orKanualion.Mhrs.(2l3) 654-4313. (5Jy25».

yEnferhinmenf . . . ^ . . f
—^ r » I « -

F
H
E
E

FREE COUPON
I)KLl XK IIUl'SK OF BILLIARDS
S«TvinK l>eliciou!i Lunches All Day
Beer Champaine Wine Soft drinks

1091 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

I hr. free play

between hrs. 2pm. & 6pin.

Must bf Ml & over ^

Ladies Welcome ' ^^ v.

Grand Opening July ISUi

c
o
u
p
o
N

CHKSTLINK sacalion cabin rental: Also big

nimlern dorniilor\ mountain lodge for large

uroups/faniiiy commune. (213) 221-6849. (6 A
31).

^ Help Wanted ....... 8

t2.2.'i/hr. (;irl to clean small apt. 4 hrs. Semi-
monthly. Mrs. Sullivan - 61 1 Kelton Ave., Los
Angeles <MMI24. 473-5762. (8 Jy 2S>

STlDKNT wanted to "live-in" and help with

child care and dishes, meals, or yard. Hours
and Mages flexible. Near San Vicente Blvd.,

Santa .Monica, short bike ride to beach. 393-

i3.Vl. (8jy25).

I'AKT-TIMK .-secretary. Shorthand. Typing
ri>(|uired. 4 hours/day. Fle)(ible. Call Renee
u:iMiim. ' (8Jy25).

KKMALK Commercial Art graduMe to be
trained as architectural & engineering
draftswoman. Some typing required. Sliirt

t2.INI /hr. (all Bill 933-^323 morns. (H Jy 2H).

vol \<. family would like girl to live in for I

Mk. to ten days to help care for newborn and
:( yr. old sometime between Aug. 25 and
Sept. 15. Salary open. 933-207». (8Jy28).

'SITTKH for girls 3,4,5 yr., at 501 - 29lh St..

S M. 2- 3d/week. 6:45 am. t0"2:^ pm. 394-

:wi to after .-.pm. * i^t. <8AI0).
A'.

SKHVICKS I'niimited has changed it's name
to "The Job Factory", Call for a job! 475-

(8A3I).

MOTIIKH'S helper needed. Weekday af-

tern<Hins. Studio City. Must drive. Call 656-

7t».'i.'>eves. or weekends. References. (8 AlO).

SKIHKTAUV -Bookkeeper. Professional
Om-siritingFirtn.lfiOO. Westwd. 478-7971. (8

A 10).

IM.HMANKNT part-time file clerk with

«ilhii secretarial duties- ( entury City CPA
Firm. I-.'»::m» pm. Auto req'd. $2.25/hr. 553-

«i244. (8Jy25).

y^Help Wanted 8 y^ Serykes Offered , ..^^l^^ y/Travel. ;. . . . > » » >
'7

EUROPE
^Travel

More What's Qii

.

_, WK

}7
4-

W ANTKD: Registered Nurse for 3 weeks at

"veriyight camp. August ^O-WJ*^
negotiable. 934-1854,980-6350.

(BJyZSL

TYIMST, temporal > . My 9f.fice Must be fast

tk Mccurate. (all 477-5493 between 10 am. - *

vm. <«A10).

PIANO Tuning and repair - Expert, low cost

service - (all Jeff l.ob 837-6294 after 5. ^ < I«

All^

\KRV Patient guitar teacher, reasonabh

t(K»: (lassical, folk. Bossa-No\a. Malcolm

Kigar 6.-|»-2802. (iSJy 28)

EIROPE Jet Flight. LA. - AmstefUhm -

•^L.A. 1279. .\uRiut 2 - September 3. Some one-
ways available. \V..\.C. - Flite Chairman -

R;W-9321I. 839-2 1 18. U7A3)

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Karn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

(SIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students Call us in Santa Monica -

4.-, I - 1 393^
<l6gTRK

TFI FVISION rental. Special L'CLA ratef-

RCA models. Free delivery. Free service. M
hr. phone. 2749 1 19. <'^<>TRt

EAST AFRICA

DIVORCE

LIVK-IN mature female student WH
discuss details, (all H.54-0351

.

<» Jy 2«)

M\N\(;KR wanted. 2-bedroom apartinent

al;.ilable. $.V) off regular rent of 1245 Mne

its. W.L.A. 277-18.54. <gJy25).

Complete instructions and procedures on

how to do your own divorce, written by a

well known trial lawyer. For information

call 980-2987.

un

KNTKRTAIN.MKNT wanted. Blue grass!

Jug band! Dixieland! Folk-rock! Auditions

at l'i/./a Palace! (iayley/Weyburn. 6 - 9 pm.

Daily.
<8A3).

RE.NT-A-TV $10 mo. Stereo/Hifi. ikudent

discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 475-3J70. 2353

WestWQod

.

< QTR).

SHORT Hours - (kmhI money. Sell sand-

wiches in groovy places. Nice appearance,

(iirls/bovs. 931-5107. (8 A 10).

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your

requirements. 387-1548 call anytime. ( 16

Aior.

VARIETY of full time and part-time sum-

mer jobs. Services t'niimited. 475-9521. (8

(JTR).

(;IRL. Fond of children to babysit occasional

evenings for 3 yr. old. Own transoortatlon

preferred. »3.l-2i»79. Jy28).

^Research Subjects Needed

PRIMAL Therapy. Turn on and feel. In-

formation cal|: Mike McLane 254-4141/254-

411! or after 7 pm. 392-5680. < 16 AlO).

SUPPRESSED. 90 minute^ color, feature

motion picture on fratehiity haiing

available for no cost private showings to

serious sociology students and psychology

classes. Call CU3-544I for information. ( 16

AlO).

MUMO-THIP FLI6HTS

JULY 23 LVLONDON $252.00

AU6 20 LOHOOH/LA 29 Dtys

AUG 9 LV^^DRIO $272.00

SEPT 18 /WST/LA 41 0«yt

AUG 19 LA/LOHOON !"^^
SEPT 16 LOWDOH/LA 29 D«ys

AUG 28 LA/LOWOOH $252.00

SEPt 26 LONDON/LA
.

30 0«ys

SEPT 5 LVLONOOH S239.00

SEPT 26 LOHOOH/LA 21 0«ys

SEPT 5 LA/LOHOON $239.00

OCT 2 LOHOOH/LA 26 0«y$

SEPT 17 LVLON/FRAHK $247.00

OCT 18 FRAHK/LQH/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LVLOHOOH $199.00

OCT 9 LOHOOH/LA 14 Otys

' One way and round trip student flights
i SOFA .\gent for Inter-European f Student
! Cliarter Flights.

ConUct : ISCA. 1 1687 San Vicente Blvd Suitt
#4. C.A. Calif. 90049.

rAn A A AA
El ROPE FIlRhtt. 50 departures, also N.V.
Isrurl. India. Africa. 50% off. Student

, rali>s/curds. Since 1939. EASC. 323 N
i
Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-6293.

•J't!»

OHE-WAY FLUSWrS

EXPERIENCED "psychedelic" drug users

needed for Federally authorized research.

Confidential inquiries on Wednesdays only,

H am . - .'> pm . . 825-0.^2

.

( RS A 10 )

.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

AVERAtiE $2 for hour social psychology

experiment. Sign up 289 Haines Hall. 9 - 3

pm 1- (RSAIO).

Sl'BJECTS WANTED FOR INFANT
.STIDY OF CLRIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5

MONTHS. CALL INFANT STUblES
PROJECT- 825-6551. (RSJy28).

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED? '.

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT 016.COUNTS
396-222S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Al'TO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or .. )lovees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

*mi 457-7.'i73. (16 QTR)

WANTED. LNFANTS 4 to 7-1/2 MONTHS
for stl dies in the early
development of lanc.t'age. call
jnfant studies project - 825-6551

(EX(eptti'f:sdays). (RS

Sl'BJECTS needed for psychology ex-

periment, (iood pay. Call 825-60e6'or come to

Fran/ Hall B271. (RSJy2S).

TENNIS Lessons: Private court, ex-

perienced instructor. Call: 4S4-S973 for

appointment. (Ifjy28).

next one-way: :*

LAtoIiONDON
July 26-OneVNfey

$13800- ft.

JULY 26 LVLOHOOH
AUG 2 LA/LOHOOH
AUG 9 LA/FRANK
AUG 17 LOHDON/LA
AUG 30 LOHDOH/LA
SEPT 6 LA/LOHOOH
SEPT 18 f¥Sl/lA
SEPT- 19 U/LOHOOH

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
138.00
138.00
$124.00
$138.00
$124.00

EL .::& .MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

. Immediate ticketing

..Student Rail-Pass 2 mo. $130-

.Olympic games & Hotel space avail

. 1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
CpXTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept L'CLA

I3.'i09 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403

IMwrne: 872-2283/784-1677

DISi'OlNT - Europe. Israel. India. East

Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

W ilshire Blvd. L.A. 90025. 478-0644. (17 qtr )

.

^Tutoring . .... ". 18

FRENCH: Exam preparation, translations,

interpreter service, French for travel. Call

former IX LA teacher . ResulU ! 828-6366. ( is

sn.;-

GRADL'ATE school admission tests.

Prepare with a recent Harvard University

admissions director. 478-2141. (18 A3).

(Continued from Page f

)

—"Alpha Phi Omega/' 7-10 pm.
Ackerman Union 2408.

ThursdfiTf; July 27 -
—"Tai Chi

Ackerman
Lounge.

Chaun/'
Union

7-9:30 pm,
Women's

—"The Lighted Way/' 4-6 pm.
Social Welfare 48.r

URA Clubs:
—"URA Clubs/' that are sports

orientated will be carried in the
sports section from now on. All

other URA Clubs will continue to

appear in What's ON.

Tuesday, July 25

—"The Organic Garden Club,
1-4 pm, l-iorticulturai Gardens.

»*

are available afthe EXPO Center.

Kerckhoff Hall 1^6, 825-7041.

—"Summer Tours" of the

campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through September 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

at 1:30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are

open to the public. (Parking on

campus is $1 per day).

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour/' 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starter Challenge/'

grant applications are available in

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education. Applications are due
August IS.

—"The UCLA Women's
Resource Center/' now open. Visit

Powell Library 90. or call 825-3945.

Exhibits-.
—"Th^ World of Science

Fantasy/' an exhibition on the

literature of fantasy and science

fiction, and on the world of af-

ficionados of the genre, is on
display in the. Research Library

thru Septirht>er 5^^ ^
-

Thursday, July 27
—"The Organic Garden Club/'

1-4 pnr). Horticultural Gardens.

Et cetera

:

classes br ORE.
Reasonable rates fof efficient, easy lessons.._

(isAlTir

MATH tutoring for

3J11-33I7 or 398-4522. n.

I

NKKD HELP MOVING? CALL STUDENT
SEKVK ES. EXPERIENCED REUABLE
(UlADS. REASONABLE RATES. TEL JKW-

«3I8or4.'>.'>-2246. (16 QTR)

VOdds & Ends. JO ^Travel U

Kl-.MALK Miidrnl to aid Mom with light

«lti(i«'s.thildcar«>& driving. Must like school

age kids, not smokr & br good drivrr. Walk
I (LA Privatr rrnnn. bath. Salar> from llOO

month drpending on time available for

work : also free use of car for own use. (fR2-

fi8l7. (8J>2S).

SAN FRANCISCO'S Victoria Station
Restaurant is opening soon in IA» /\nttele4.

Positions available for cocktail girls, bar-

tenders, waiters, cooks, busboys, dish-

wushrrs. Apt)lv 20A1 Sepulveda Blvd. Mon. -

Frt.. » - 4. Telephone 477-Stt&7. (gA3).

MOUNTAIN RESORT
POSITIONS

SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK

Job opportunities in food service/

housekeeping, sales and other
operations in beautiful Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Parks
until the last week of September.

A cash wage is paid, plus board
and lodging. Unskilled lobs pay
$216 per average month, full boiird

and room. Higher pay for 4ii>

perienced workers.
Apply at Placement Office for

interview with Bob Churley of

O.S.I, on Wednesday morning,
July 24.

f«.K.I. Ih and e<iual opportunity employer.

SAVE-ALL New textbooks. Free in-

formation. Send stamped, self- addressed
(Mtv<>lop<> to SBC, Suite 616-U, ' 1800 N^
Highland. Ilollyv(rood90028. (IOAKTV.

V Wc/es Offered . ..... 13

I RIDF'.R wanted to share driving & «x-

ucnses all or part way to N. Carolina about
Aug. I. Call llelene 473-5150 or leave
message 825-4331. (I3jy25).

N.V. NF:KD two responsible males, drive my
car New York. References: Call: 7M-9807 or

:MW-3.'i.'i.i

.

(13Jy 25 )

.

/For Sale 15
Ti

l.Ml

13* Refrigerator l^rge bottom freezer.

Fxcpllent condition. Must sell immediately.

S7.'^.(N) or best offer. 477-8732. (15Jy25).

KLII STEREO & Speakers. Model-11. Used
only 20-25 times. Must sell; offer over
tl2.'i.(M». t74-4H>.'>4. .' (15Jy28).

N'KW Stereo systems at low prices. Need
bread must miNtnlight. 477-7684. (15 AlO).

Fl RMTCRE. 3 couches, 2 coffee tables. 2

cud tables, lamps, bookcase, refrigerator.

Very reasonable. 839-5120. < 15 AlO).

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 1219.00

SUM.MER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL. MS6
SANTA MONICA. L.A. 90069. 274-8742.

uea
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an ^-

official

charter flight

operation

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO U.C. L.A.

STUOEMTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IHMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLO OH A FIRST^

COHE, FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER oca MID BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTAa US FOR
4 FURTHER DETAILS.V

]
Flight Coordinators: ^

>i John and Susan

Cliarter
Fli^its

10956 Mcybum Avenue
Htstwood vniaoe 90024
Ttltpttone: 47B-8286

GRE. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. G57-43UA.

<18QTR)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

47:^2492. (18QTPt

UNIVERSITY SUMMER CHORS — directed by Donn Weiss, noon,

Schoenberg Hall. Free. The program will include works by Verdi, Brah-

ms/ Britten and Purcell with soloists: Susan Strick and Judy Moore

(sopranos), Christiana Wilcox and Susan Fink (contraltos), Douglas

Herro (tenor), Adolphus W. Wells (baritone) and Lee Broshears (bass).

—"Student Workshop leaders,"

wanted for "Youth Leadership
and the Law" Conference at

Stanford University, At^ust 24-27,

sponsored by the "California

Departnnent of Justice. Ap-
plications are due by July 19 ahd

Crossword Answer
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Conversation class

needs group leader
Fre« English conversation

groups are offered to foreign

students here and other persons

interested in improving their

conversational skills in English.

These small groups are led by

volunteer, native English

speakers from the campus and
surrouding community, ac-

cording to Betty Marble,
English c1>nversation coor-

dinator. Persons interested in

attending the groups should call

the International Student

Center at 825-3384 for schedule

information.

.During the next two month
period, additional volunteers

are needed to lead these English

conversation groups. Students,

staff or faculty whi would be

available to lead a two-hour

session at least one day a week,

should contact Ruth Mason at

82.5-3384 for an interview.

r—.~. ^

^Typing . i . . . 19

THESES, dissertations, term papers: math.

languages. Expert editing and typing.

Virginia - 828-4664. (19 Jy 25)

.

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertationf. Editing. Weekdays.
IBM SHcctric. Barbie: 838-6012. Mae: 396-

:ilH2. (19 QTR).

*^
I

. V.

>/Apts Furnished .... . 21 ^ Apis to Share .... . . 23 V House to Share 27 /Aulas for Sale ...... 33 VBkycles hr Sale ..... 35

l^Xli^l*: one bedroom. Pool. Fall leases

(.Nine month or longer). IIM.OO/up. 518

(;ienroek. 473-9265. <2lQTR).

HAVE own room in 3 bedroom apartment
five minutes from campus • 170. 826-7735

after 6. (23 AlO).

PAPERS typed by experienced typist. Free

pickup and delivery. 40f/page. Call Trina at

6<U~I67I. "»AIO).

G4M)D term papers typed free by ex-

secretary and college student. 347««I70. ( 19

Al«).^

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers.,

done promptly. carefully. Seleclnc

tvpewrlter (Pica-Courier). Mrs. Hita

Sokolow - 398-9880.

,J

(19 AlO).

DISSEHTATIONS. theses, and manuscripts

lor publication. Experienced editor-typist.

:t»:i-«tii»9.
(19S7).

|«—Mi*'»iW^WI I Mil I »

< More

(;i'ITAK-\ew-f^ulld D-25. with Martin
Victoria case. Must sell 1275, or make offer.

H2U-4l2(l.'). (l.'iJy25).

SONY cassette tape recorder, model TCIOO-
A. tMi/offer. Sony portable TV. t5U/offer.

(ias stove. 140. (ias refrigerator .125. 155 for

both.K20-4KH». (15Jy25).

SACKIFICE Sale. New Sbny stereo com-
lK>nent (IIP-210) under warranty. SI60.U0.

Call. 4';.V24UH, afternoons. evenings. (15 A 3).

SKI.MKIt MKVI Tenor Sax with tri-pak

case. All in beautiful condition. 1500.00 Call

NellW(4-4NW7. (15 A 3).

ACTO Insurance Too High? Canc'd?
Declined? Budget quote Bill Anderson 477-

B140orl'P0-7275. (ISJy 25).

SA.SSMAN Harpsichord -hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect
condition, length 5' 1 manual, $1,495.00. 456-

K7(il. (IS A 3).

MATTKE.SSES - Valley State Marketing
(irad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,
don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt :l4»-811H,HMi-O4O0. (15 QTR).

I.ES' Hicxcles. Newly opened. I^w prices. 10

sp. European. Student discount. 10838

WHshingtonfll. H:I6-2VI7. (1S87).

FAHHU talile for block print, silk screen (45
X7.'iin.)t:t.'t. 395-7il.>. (15Jy2S).

y Services Offered .... 16

PIANtMuner has :t uprights to rent at $10. No
minimum p4>riod. <i(iO-45l4. (16 A3).

duthorizedand
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-- .

all first clasSy^:

service.

LA LOND^/LONDON-LA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

Student
Stuff

EXPERIENCED - all khids of typmK at

home-reasonable prices - 3 blocks from

campus. Mr*. C. Iluber - 477-7609. ti9Jy28).

DAWN - Papers. Dissertation proposals.

Letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.

Wreknights 6-10. Weekend MorninKs ca I

:ttWMMt4 . ,

(i9JyitH^

FREE editing, gramlnar/spelling. ¥]^^S}^-
Expert typing, fast. Alice. 397-3306. < 19 QTR >

2 8/28 one-way S131
5 9/6 one-way $131
6 9/13 one-way $137
10 9/14 one-way $131

18 8/12 9/13 33 $2S2
If ?/12 one-way $135

Availabit only to bonafidc members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same hOwftehold.

clMTler fHgntt

uc

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC wos cre-

ated by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition, it is

requi'red for oil student

flights abroad.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS
to and within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, bnd
the Far East— at fantastic

sovings, enabling you
to travel as far as pos-

sible for as little as
possible

youkno^vust
yfW^ A~0 • • • •

EN(;MSH Grads. Dissertation sP«^c«»''s*s,

Term papers, resumes, letters. IB>1

typewriters. Kay-Nancy. H2<;-7472. ( 19 QTR )

RCTII: Theses, dissertations, term P»P*''^*;

manuscripts Reliable. K«P«''ie»«c«^- !L*"

K2K.II62. (19 QTR)

IB.M's new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work •

Please call l!M-it2tS. ., (19 QTR).

.SIN(;i,E.S. bachelors. 2-bdrm. studio. 1-1/2

hath. pool. 3 biks. campus. 10824 LIndbrook

(|lilKurd>.GR5-S584. (21 QTR).

l\r^ gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Uoberison . 8HS0 Cattarougus. 836-3426

B ^B SB HB flB IB SB I^B IB SB IB IB fll«i

LARGE COMFORTABLE ^^
.STl'DENT APARTMENTS it
KCR.MKHED BACIIELORS&

1 BEDROOMS

Same rent Summer & Fall ^^
SliowingNOW

)|( Deposit w ill hold
Acrotis UCLA ^«

.(•.'. Ciijyiey 47H-fl580. ^
I.AK(;E I bedroom. Pool, summer $1^.00
up. No lease. Nine month fall leases. 518
( >lenrock. 473-9265. (21 QTR )

.

Sr.!.V PRIVATE suite In doctor's home.
t:arden.Vlew.MalureproreiSlonal. Faculty
member • refs. Near University. OL2-5276.
1103-5505. (2lJy28).

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and
onp-bedrm apts. Some alr-cond. Block
CCLA-Village. Elevator, Pool. Sundecks.
(•arage. 625-641 Landfalr. 479S404. (21 QTR)

RENT too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.

475-8631. < OTR).

ROO.M.MATES needed in large single and
one-iK'drni apis. Block campus. Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. 625 Landfalr. 479-5404.

ROOMMATES needed - 633 Gayley.

Pleasant singles |fi5 Kitchen, sundecks.,

p«Mil. garage 473-6112 (23QTR)

(iIRL 21 - 30 yrs. to share 2 bedr. apt. In

W.L.A.w/same. $92.50 moi 478-6332. (23

AlO).

FEMALE Roommate to share house with 2

girls. Reasonable rent. Call 763-1383 eve. No.

Hollywood. (27 A 17)

FEMALE needed Immed. to s^are great old

house near Westwood. Own room. t83. 474-

6242. (27Jy28>.

FRIENDLY Folks needed to share 5 rm.
house atop Beverly Glen. Coop, living. 986-

7463; Peace. (27Jy28).

BEAUTIFUL. Gardens, sun deck. Own
room. M. or F. Near campus. $94.00. 345-

4iUMi evenings. (27Jy2S).

NEED others share 3 bedroom furnisheil.

$2r>.(Ni split equally. Palms. Start Sept 1.

Norm K:t9-3 138. . ,.(27Jy25).

^For Sub-lease 24

AUGUST. 1 bedroom. Santa Monica beach

apartment. 5 rooms total. $180. 396-1381

before 10 am. 4 (24Jy28).

Ql AINT 2 bedroom house to share wTone. 5

minutes drive to campus. $90. Kathy. 474-

767«eveti ^-- 1.^^-^ (27 AlO).

NEED «ithers to share 3 bedroom house

Rent-$2f>.') split .equal parts - Palms • lJirr>

k:IH-.VWI. (27J>28)

|i:hi. LAR(;E furnished single walking

distance from UCL^V. August - September.

4779231. (24Jy25).

SUBLET I bedroom fur. apt. 4 - 5 weeks. $150

mo. BrentwjHMi. Aug. 1 - Sept. 8.

Adults. M2(»-4542. ( 24 Jy 28),

SUBLET - August, l-arge bachelor. Cheap

SiMi 1/2 rcKular price. (ilenrock. Pool,

furnished . utilities . Kathy . 477-0936. ( 24 Jy

IIOl SK own room. girl. 23 to 30. non-

Miioker. iiUO. S-M., 393-4270 night. H2 1-3444

day.
* (27Jy25).

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

'65 VALIANT. $300. Runs, needs rings. Auto.

R& II. safety eqpt. Bob S. 474-9136. (33A17).

tm VW Bug. Sunroof. $7(N)/offer . 820-4889. ( 33

J> 28).

•W5PONT. GTOconv. Auto. PS/PB. Am/Fm.
radial tires, xint. $595. 473-712^/47(>-6092. (33

Jy 28). >

'6:1 CHEVY Nota. Runs good. Standard shift

4 door. Must sell soon. $225. 399-.S466. (33Jy
28).'

'69 VW Bug. .Automatic transmission. 41.000

miles. Perfect condition. Radio & Heater.

Private party. 451-2068. 33Jy28).

—
' '

1
'

'•6 NSU SPORTPRINZ <;erman spi>rf« car
."> miles per gallon. Ver> reliable. $:hmi. 171

1728. <:UJ>28<

'«i« VW Bus. f^ood mechanical condition $995.

K29-27S2 or 349-3M8. ( 33 A

SKIERS! m; VW fastbuck. Ski rack, chains.

luKMag<' frtMit-rear. great mileaKc $9.^10 or ?

H2K-:t!l22. » (33 AlO).

71 MKHCl RV ( onut tiT. V-8, 3 speed. New
lirci, lea\ing tountr> . $219.'> or best offer.

••h:1 l77«l.«77-»2«4. . CW.AlO),

•WKMtfJFalrtane. 2dr V-«. Original owner.
l«».«MW miles. PoMcr/air. Top condition.
t7iNl.tNI after .>:INI39N-9294. (33 AlO).'

RAI.KK.IIRecordlo speed • Like new. $90.

Must sell, (all Aletn 786-2323 after 7 pm. (35

J\ 2.'i».

:t SPEED biocle (^ood condition. Light

Mcighl. Itcst offer. 174-0654 e\rs. (35jy28).
: u

Utl INs: .'*% off on Peugeot. Motobecane. &
'nituiian hiotles.^ Authorized Schwinn
le;iler. L\|M'it repairs. Lee's :( yclorama
ti:i1t S. Rob«-rtson HKd. :t hiks. No. Santa,
.ItMiicu Freeu,i>,H:i«»-nMi. <.I.>.S7).

' Cycles, Scooters

For Sale , ;*.'./. . 36

IIDNDA :i.'iO 1970 Esc. condition. Mo%ing
Kiist tl«N» or best offer. Contact dlenn 465

Stroul. <:t6Jy2N).

I AM All \ HM ;«».'• Scriiinhlfr. $J7."i/best offer."

Cll-Jlll'l. ;
r.vi Jy 25).

'Wi IIONDX S'Mi New «lec sxstem. minor

nigin«- Hork needed $l.*><i or best Ken .192-

7197. <:I6J> 25).

UNI

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

.Vcurate. rapid service. 780-1074 (i«r

'

^Opportunities . . . .*

FOR those who are serious, ambitious with

Initiative and drive to get ahead - >,<|"
,<^*"

make extra money on part tlme/ful lime

basis. 627-2039. Ask for Mr. Canauaggjo 9^00

am. - 12 00 am. Monday- Frid^y_<OpJyj^

^Apfs Furnished ^J^

FURNISHED singles to share $70. }^^»}^
pool, sun deck, parking. 6:|3

G«y««y^Jj^*:JJ,^

WALK TO SCHOOL
spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER "AXES.

Rvservations lor Fall also acceptofl-^

Rentin« Office: SULandfair«i
• ••

Also with Pool

Olenfair Terrace
S43Lamltair«14
S40Olenre€lc«11 ^

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Suinmer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June 15 to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

•j.'>
>

.

a Kercnuholf Hall MS O
Between • am . ft S p.m.

$}) 1221

109M WCY&JRN AVENUE

WMtwood Vllligo rag4
AMI !• 11 Fldvori*4 Iteflit

TELE: 477-1111
V-*-

L \R(.K attractive one bedroom •P»r*'"*'![,*

In Santa M(mica..$i8S up... pool. •«•"

ten-anean garage, elevator, ocean *»ew.

walk to beach, near Santa Monica
J'"'''!' i"

^r.»n KomthSl.HM 392-S6i6. 2^5 Fourth »•

SPACIOUS single and 1 bed. Bullt-lns. dish
v^asher. patio. Sec. building. 1711 Corinth.
»7;i-76»7. (21 QTR).

LAKCE Bachelors. $90 up. Singles. $125.
across from Dykstra. 501 Gayley. GR 3-1788.
('R 3-0524. Mrs. Kay. rWtJTR)

1240. SCMMER rates. Spacious Z bedroom. 2

hath apt. Near btts. Accomodate 4 students.
<i.M-Wi;M). "^ (2iJy28).

NOW available beautiful antique furnished
imvate guest cottage. Quiet - utilities In-

cluded. Art studio adjacent. 5 min.
^ Cl.A/beach. $130 mo. 454-7605 -female. (21
AlO).

yf Apts Unfurnished . . . . 22

l:il.'». VKRY lane 2 bd.. din room, com-
nlHely decorated. Carpets, drapes, closets
Kalore. serv. porch, (iarage. lyifant or pet
OK. Near B.ll. gaMlSMI, 27S-8735. • (22 A3).

Ilir>. I HDRM. clean. bulH-lns. refrlg. crpts.
nrps. Mir condition. 20 min. UCLA • Van
Nuys. 7H2..V»4.'i. (22Jy28).

TO SCBLKT. for 6 wks. One room. $IOO.uu.

Nice house in Santa Monica. Call: 39S-

9^40. (24 AlO).

$:w.'>.00 FURNISHKD. Fac/Staff. 6 weeks

only. Bel- Air. 5 minutes L'CLA. 3 baths.

Pool. Magnificent \iew. Also private room.

Snx.OO. 789-.'i065. l A 17).

^ House for Rent 25

$:i.-,4)/nM». FACl'LTY /Staff. Home for rent/

near campus. 2 bdrms.. 1-1/2 ba.. stove,

washer. Owner-Phone 477-0818. <25J> 28)

FF.MALK - room /bath /salar>. Walk to

lainpus. Light housekeeping. bab>slttlng.

famil> of I children. .Start now. continu*

Fall.L'79-l«il.'>.

FKM.\LK. room. bath. Mainly sluing. (Mber

help. Walking distance. Ask operator for

Miss l.\nn • IT.'-TH.V). (30 AI7).

W* |M)NT. station wag. Very clean, has

e\er\thing. leaving country. $IOOO/o|Irr.

17li-ti«iH.*>. e\ es. '33 Jv"25)

.

•«» KAWAS.XKI 2:^t n sidewinder. Mint

condititMi. WMM) miles Man> ertras. ;»92-li2l6.

J.'il -.'»7 IK. S.l.V). (HI or <»ffer

.

< 36 A

'71 K\W\S\KI I'lO XInt condition. Utw
mile.iKe. 'iiHi.'i Laurent :WI-;i')7.'i (eves). CWJy
_'Mi

K\W\S\KI Mach 111 iini/2 Outstanding

condition Fast road bike - $n.'tO 1176-1219 or

X.-.7HM.-.. (:i6Jy28).

«l VtH.KSW \(;«»N l.VMi s (;hla. Kxcellent

condition. Rebuilt engine with IK.WK) miles.

$«i«).-.. Mahv extras. :RMi-:M»H6/399-:M>69. ( 33

AIM)

^Rdoiom for Rent . , , . . ,31

ntll MPII •i.'io •Tiger" l«»7«. .l.iMMi miles

Mint condition. Never raced. W /helmet

SI.IMM). H;Mi-.*il.'.M. 77»i'l7)«l. CWiJv 2H1

•;7 YAM.\IIA MM)-twin. Kxcellent cond. and
Helmet $130.U0. Call Tom. 474-9207 after 6;00

RtM>M foi^ rent In house - Beautiful room

with shower\and back entrance. •7*yj>{,»"^:

:WI-2I19.
(31 Jy25)

$12 SHARK :lneat manover 21. non-smoker,
walking distance, no housekeeping. 801

Malcolm. 171-.il 47. <31 Al^).

A-t

FREE LOAN CARS
.FREE TOWING
I , 4000 Mile

Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
r9$7 Van Nur* Blvd

i»c*ross trom G M Plant

C.ill H94-707.> /-• Hours .

V-

" :.
'

I i' .^

^ House for Sale . . 26

ill GK Workshop. ( ustom-bullt. Br5n»^<»*^„

"(M»sn. ft. :ihuKe Bd.. 2 Ba.. Family. 2

nreplaces. Beam ceilings. <^an>oo view

paOo. 7 mm. to campus. $70.1)00. 472-581.. (2f

Jy 28).
« I

HOUSE for sale l«% down. $4.47i.t»60. /At-

tention Professors. Large lot prlvjicy -

coriSitely enclosed -New i^'tchen^ bath.

forced air. hardwood floors throughout.

Musrsee.$44.7.V. Call 838-7882. (26 A 3).

HtMlM for fttufifnt. Private home. Private

bath Kitchen privileges Quiet Pool. Ten

minutes drive from campus. $50. (31 Jy 28).

Wl UNTSl N Roadster I«mi j lop'* radio.

KimmI < ond Leaving couiitrv |."».Vi /offer. H2I-

•»Hj:.s7«ni»7. (3:iJy25).
%25-l'^' o

LOVFI.Y rm Private bath - Off patio - For

responsible female grad student or staff -

Women Designers home • K. Prtv. $80.00.

M70-3668. (3lJy2S).

BRFNTWfM>0-Owner. <'»»»"7'"* ^J
Bedr.HMn or 2 and I-arge f««\^^*~*

,
**;

with Beams. Olnlng. 1-3/4 «»«t»»s Ualk to

evervthlng.$49..'i4)0 826-1420. (26J> 28)

HOOM and bath - quiet residence near

Overland/Pico for responsible female

student : Kitchen privileges. »i36-7687. (31 Jy

v>y. __
R(K>M for rent. $108.00 monthly. Nice house

in Santa Monica Big back yard. Call: 395-

<II40.
(3IAI6).

-^S (;T0 2-dr hardtop. Fullv equipped. Ctood

looking Immaculate. (»rlginal owner.

K«M8Nl.$«i(N) down. 641-2696. (33Jy25).

•6:» Bl It K (onvertible, l-speed, bucke
seats, radio, must sell. $l7.'>/best olfer. HiiC

:R«62. (33jy28)

•7B < \MARt». automatic, air. power

steering, brakes, console, vinyl top. xInt.

H4>s| differ. 988-2:H)3. 883-4583. (33 Jy 28).

VApfs to Shore . 23

lloCSK FOR SAI.K. 2-bdrm. bath 1/2. Patio.

Pool Formal dining. carpet. draP^

throughout. Formal gardens front A back,

fireplace. Beam celling. 20.mins from

camVu* » »•«» '"«
^''^•'"•*,^jv 2?)"

iXmvs. 9871000 to see. (26J> Z4).

BF \l TIFl L bedroom Private home $ftS .

mimth. Kitchen prlv. and linen. References

required. 553^9 1.>5 Adjacent B.ll. (31 Alt).

t;7 PONTI \C $9.V4>.00. Spent $300.00 to bring

into top condition. Air conditioning, tape

deck. 474-83.17. (33A3).

'til DOlMiK Dart - Running condition. $1M
(all 836^18. (33Jy28)

I I - '

iai^''^''*' "r'<*'*<* '**>*r»" l«rge two-bedr«iom
.Mil. s«„„. <|^^ ,j ^ $K.Vmo. eves.
H^...»,7.

<23A3).

I BFI)|t<H)MS. 3 full baths. Northrldge. Ref.

:iir Wishes trade with smaller '« *^ •;;^i JJ*"
|«.-i<).

(26 Alt).

RIMIM lor rent. Beautiful view home. Tennis

ciMirts ft swimming pool available. Harry

Kvenings 271-3124. (31 Alt)

R<M»'r Pr bath. I*r. entrance ft privileges.

$il| (;»• ui,*nlh • also meals available 276-

\' 18 non smoker. (31 Jy U).

311 \ W Sedan. Excellent running condition

$200. 826.aW7. Must sell. (33Jy28).

•64 \ W Bug • radio 7oM - best oiler • see to

believe. Davs: 82.V372S. eves: 39S-8:i77. (.33

Jy 281.
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12 UCLA Summer Bruin Tuesday, July 25. 1972

Jabberwocky Revisited

John Hall

* - -.

1' --

f 1 '

-SaulShapiro

• »

I am a Frosted Flakes addict.
^ ^ ,- ^^^ ci.w^

Ever since I was but a vyee child I have munched my P''Of*e<JJ=la^es

with the same unbounded enthusiasm that was displayed during the first

devouring. ' a -j •* i u»v,a
Friday, though, they turned soggy. I should have expected it. I have

never been able to stomach Frosted Flakes while regarding John Hall s

column in the Times. I almost swore off the morning paper rather than

risk my habitual diet, but I have decided to just wear blinders instead^

Perhaps I can stymie this masochistic tendency to mix Hall and Frosted

'^Thumbs down," Hall wrote con'^rnlng Swen Nater's decision to

forego the Olympic Games. "Here we go again," I said to myself

realizing that Hall was going to deliver another one of his Innocuous

sermonettes. .... x ai. i «* «
"Refusal by UCLA basketball centers to give a little of themselves to

the general public which has paid their way to the top of the mountain has

become one of the not-so-grand traditions of our time," Hall wrlteth^

Somehow I had never seen tt>lngs In that distorted way. How much does

Hall think your basketball playing college student owes John Q. Public?

The words "must play in Olympic Games" have not yet b^n In-

corporated into the Constitution and we have no information that any

House committee is investigating UCLA centers Bill Walton and Nater.

There simply is no ^ogic to Hall's argument that an individual athlete

owes the public anything, particularly if he is an amateur. If the public

needs to get their thrills watching athletic competition, that's all well and

good. But that shouldn't be carried to the point where the athlete becomes

a public servant""" " '
\ TT^ ~T

Hall's outlook on the Olympic competition Is similar to that expressed

by other media commentators lately. He apparently feels the nation has a

lot at stake at this quadriennial ritual and it borders on subversion not to

participate if capable. And that's just the spirit that wiJI be the ilownfall

of the Olympic Games. '" -~ - -—^—

The Olympics, as we understand them, are dedicated to brotherhood —

.

not nationalism. The more we read people of Hall's Ilk, the more the

Olympics seem repugnant. They are placing their own rampant

patriotism aboye individual prerogative. /

Finally, Hall concluded his article with this soon-fo-be^forgotfen

passage: "The indifference by his athlete is unlike John (Wooden) and

hardly a tribute to the great UCLA basketball coach."

How Wooden came to be involved in Nater's quitting the Olympic squad

isa puzzle we have yet to solve. The F 61 Vs pursuing the investigation.

' Was Wooden supposed to fly to Hawaii and tell Swen that for the future

of "truth, justice, and the American Way," he must clout the Russians a

mighty blow? J .

. The assumption that Wooden should have any direct Involvement Is

absgrd. Not only does Hall take the individual -national hypothesis to an

irrational conclusion, he also has a rather warped outlook on the coach-

player relationship. To paraphrase an Elaine May line, Hall Is trying to

keep alive traditions that we dead before he.\6«S Jafifxi, v .

So much for my Frosted Flakes.

• ifc •
On the other side of the ledger Is the announcement by the UCLA

Alumni Association that a cast of thousands has volunteered for the

Ralph Bunche Scholarship Funddoubleheader August 11 fn Pauley.

The opener has the Johnny Brown (of Laugh- In) All-Stars against

everybody's favorite, LAPD (wouldn't It be wonderful to whistle thejouls

in that contest). ^«^-»r*

Among the participants of the feature game will be Abdul Rahman
iWalt^Hazzard), Gail Goodrich, Lucius Allen, Keith Erickson, Sidney

V\ricks, Curtis Rowe, Steve Patterson, Andy Hill, John Vallely, Terry

Schof ield, and Fred Slaughter on the UCLA side of the court.

The NBA/ABA contingent which has been dubbed the Elgin Baylor All-

Stars in honor of their player-coach includes the likes of Happy Halrston,

Pat Riley, Jim AAcMillan, and Flynn Robinson the Lakers; Bob Rule,

76ers; Ron Riley and AAack Calvin, ex-SC stars; Lee WInfleld, Super-

sonics; Eric McWilliams, Houston; Ansley Trultt; Stan Love; Mike

Reed, and others.

-•-/'*"r^-r~'4~~''

START DIGGING^— The unused ornamental hor-

ticulture area at the comer of Gayley and Veteran

Aves. is being studies for development of

recreational field space. Intended as a multipurpose

/.- OB photo by Sue Sparling

facility for intramural sports, soccer, rugby, and

lacrosse, ttie area may alsd liouse a temporary

baseball field by 1974.

OUr apologies to the UCLA Alumni Association for erroneously at-

tributlng the sponsorship of the contest to another group In last Friday's

DB.

O
O

o

^
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MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM

9320 W. PICO BLVD., L. A. 90035
KTHllH DOHINY AND BIVIRLY DRIVl

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS: MON. THRU FRI. - 9 A.M. TO < P.M.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. - SUN. 12 P.M. TO 4 P.M.

SALES • SIRVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

At Gayley-Veteran loGatlon ; /. *

rz^^sefiall on-xampus by 1974-Miller
By John Sandbrook

"^ DB Staff Writer

The UCLA baseball team may
hav^ an on-campus field as early

as 1974.

A six-man committee, chaired

by associate dean of cultural and

recreational affairs James
Milhorn, has been appointed by

the Planning Office here to plan

the redevelopment of the or-

namental horticultural area at the

corner of Gayley and Veteran

Aves.

The project originated with

Vice-chancellor Miller's capital

outlay task force of the University

Policies Committee (UPC)
subcommittee on the use of the

registration fee last spring.
'

'A permanent baseball stadium

will not be built there," Miller

said. "The idea is to make the

area multipurpose for intramural

sports, soccer, lacrosse, rugby,

etc. But it will be possible for the

varsity baseball team to have a

temporary field there." • \*f

The baseball team currently

,

plays all home games on Sawtelle

Field, located in the Veterans

Administration's grounds on the

w6st side of the San Diego

Freeway. The baseball team
moved there in the mid-1960's

when Pauley Pavilion was built on

the side of the previous basebaU

diamond, Joe E.Bniwn Field.

Unhappiness with the conditions*,

at Sawtelle, where UCLA does nott

enjoy first priority to the field, has

prompted efforts in recent years

to develop an on-campus baseball

field. ^ /

In 1969, however, a student

referendum rejected plans to

construct a baseball diamond at

thie site of Parking Lot 1, at the

corner of Westwood and Le Conte.

Other members of the Planning

Office conunittee include Art

Reichle and Glenn Mickens,

varsity baseball coaches; Les

Eaby of architects and engineers;

Mike Sienko of the Planning Of-

fice; and Art Goff, student

government.

The committee is expected to

have a project planning guide

finished for presentation to the

Facihties Planning Conunissjon

XFPC) by mid-September. The

I^PC isjncharge of overseeing all

campus facility development.

If FPC approves the project in

September, Miller said the area

might be available for use by next

spring. "That will depend on

whether we sod the areE^ t>r plant
,

it. Planting it will take longer a^i^
.

is more expensive. L v^Kry
j

"But I don't expect^th^area to

be available for baseball uziti) the

1974 season," he said.

Funding for the project would

come completely from student

registration fees. The preliminary

estimate which Miller's task force

tagged on the project was $200,000.

Miller termed this price

"realistic" because of a retaining

wall which will have to be built to

insure a permanent level area.

Intramral Sports Comer
Managers' meeting to be held Toeulay, August 1. at 3 p.m. inM6 »1. All t^ms wishing to eowr

must have a representative present.
Coed Tennis Results — ., -» * x i a i
Marge Salznnan and Stuart Heller defeated Bob Schoenntan and Garrie Taagua, l-h.h-\. ^i

Hole- in-One contest — ,'-,., -^ ^ -
Assistant football coacftHomer Smittvcame wittiln *'7" of ttta cwpon ttta 125 yard course

Men's Gym 300 will be closed from July 31 tftrougti apprcsclmataly August 14 for floor
''•^•'•Ji

The South Tennis Courts will have only five courts availaMt from July 31 tbrough Augusi i« w.

resurfacing.

ALL AMERICAN MEAL

^ FRENCH FRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT

J

\.Wi NORN/l'S • ^W^^
WESTVyOOD : 7 DAYS

I^AvST- OM •
i(. 9PM+.1'. 1AM

• /
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Department phaseout raises doubt

Journalism school plan alive?
By John Sandbrook
DB Staff Writer

Executive Vice Chancellor David S. Saxon's
proposal to eliminate the journalism department's
graduate program here has raised the question of
-whether a professional School of Journalism will

ever be created.

On June 15, 1971, Chancellor Charles E. Young, in a
letter to the dean of the College of Letters and
Science (L&S>, Kenneth Trueblood, announced
because of "evidence of societal need and active

LIcS divisional dean, wrote to Walter Wilcox,

chairman of the journalism department, to explain

UrS' expected allocation of Pull-Time-Equivalents
(FTE's) for 1973-74, which Burke later termed "a
substantial cut." '—

—

,™„.-4._.„^^ ^— Tliree FTE's

GOOD LUCK

-

might keep in

point average
and runs thru

- Before taking that final step, students studying for finals

mind that they'll have a chance to bring up ttieir grade
during tlie second summer session, which starts Monday
September 8. '

,

news analysis

:%%::::::W:%?ftW:W:¥:^

professional demand," the formation of a committee
of "both campus and extramural members" to form
a new professional School of Journalism, to be
"operative in the fall of 1973 or sooner."

Should continue

"In the interim," the letter reads, **the current

program of the Department of Journalism should be
continued ... no commitment should be made wtiich

will reduce the flexibility with which we design the

future program. Steps will be taken to assure that

disestablishment of the current department is

coordinated appropriately with the (Academic)
Senate and administrative review process leading to

the establishment of the new school."

A year later, June 16 of this year, John G. Burke,

-~ The journalism department has three permanent
FTE: Wikox, James H. Howard and Jack Lyle. In

1972-73, journalism will also receive four temporary
FTE's from L&S to maintain the one-year graduate
program for 60 students. _^

'

Although some undergraduate courses are offered

annually here, there is no undergraduate journalism

major.

Burke said L&S would be "unable to match its

current allocation" to journalism in 1973-74. "Given
the situation, I believe you should consider making a

sharp reduction in the admission of students to your
Master's program next spring and possibly think in

terms of curtainling admissions entirely," he wrote.

Action protested

Two weeks later, Wilcox protested this action in a

letter to Young and Saxon. "I pinpointed out to them
only the Graduate Council of the Senate could phase
out a graduate program," Wilcox said.

On July 19, Wilcox met with Saxon and Burke.

According to Wilcox, Saxon agreed any phase-out of

the graduate program would have to be approved by
the Graduate council.

**He also told me there would be no professional

school in the near future." Wilcox said. "He told me

(ContinuMi on Page 4)

Campusgroup nowon probation

BethSar
'".

'[l ByDaveMcNary
DB Staff Writer .

Beth Sar Shalom, the national organization of Jews
who believe that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah,

had their suspension rescinded last Tuesday.

Lyle Timmerman, assistant dean for the Campus
Programs and Activities Office (CPAO), said he and

members of group had discussed the situation ex-

tensively and come up with a decision "acceptable to

both sides." •

That decision was to rescind the suspension for fall

quarter given the group last month as a result of

complaints that the group was operating in bad faith

through false advertising, forcible intervention of

ideas and invasion of privacy.

In place of suspension, which prohibits a group use

of facilities, distribution and posting of literature and

other privileges enjoyed by registered campus
organizations, Beth Sar Shalom will be placed on

probation for fall quarter. ,

Timmerman said the only restriction probation

has is that suspension may result if violations take

place.

"There were some problems' that arose out of the

ambiguity of a Jewish name and the group's ac-

tivities, but I think they'll be operating in good faith

now," Timmerman said. Part of the understanding

with the group is that it must state in its literature

that they are "Messianic Jews," he added.

Another suspended group, Students for McGovem,

has yet 10 officially consult with CPAO. The group

was suspended last month for fall quarter for

allegedly violating posting regulations on numerous

occasions.

Timmerman said there are plans to register a new

group here - McGovem for President - and he said

such a move might "skirt the spirit" of the

regulations on groups.

Finally, the appeal of the suspension of Students

for a Democratic Society (SDS) appears to have

come to a standstill. An informal hearing was

scheduled for July 11, with CPAO deans and the

Campus Advocate, but the SDS refused to par-

ticipate because of objections to the procedure for

selecting a hearing officer, not being able to summon
witnesses and not being not being guaranteed a free

transcript of the hearing.

Campus Advocate Charles McClure resigned July

1 and a replacement has not yet been named, so

progress in the case will probably be slow.

Second summer session—^

registration begins today
Registration for the second summer session will begin today from 8 : 30

am-3 pm at the smnmer sessions office. -*^,

Instruction for the second k>egins Monday. Registration will also be held

then during the same hours as alxnre.

August 8 is the last day to file a study list with the registrar without the

$10 late fee. College oi Letters and Science students must have the late

filing of study lists approved by the dean of the college.

August 16 is the last day to add a course to the study list by obtaining a

petition form for the registrar. August 18 is the last day to drop a course

from a study list or withdraw from the second session. Students must

petition the registrar for either of these two actions. ^
September 4, Labor Day, is an academic and administrative holiday.

Final examinations will be held September 8, which is the last day of the

Fees for the second suminer seaskm are $160 including the $10 filing fee.

For students enrolled in the first summer session, the fee is $120 for the

second summer ition. -"-"^

Projected enroDment for the second simimer session is expected to be

lower than the enrollment in the second session in 1971. 2,200 students are

expected to enroO this year as opposed to the 2,400 students that enrolled

last year.

Summer school has been held here since 1918. Full 10-week summer
quarters were ebminated in September, 1969, when enrollment failed to

reach projected levels. According to Marjorie Johansen, assistant to the

director of summer sessions, the two summer sessions are completely

self-supporting. Summer quarters were formerly funded by the state.
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Marijuana tests s/iow

possible glaucoma cure
Test results just released by UCLA doctors suggest that smoking

marijuana can relieve glaucoma. The disease, characterized by high

fluid pressure in the eye, is one of the leading causes of blindness

• This previously unknown benefit derived from marijuana was

discovered during research upon marijuana use on drivers. During these

tesU completed last November, it was noticed that the subjects «c-

oerienced a loss of fluid eye pressure. A 42-year-old woman who swiered

from glaucoma was then introduced into the tests. Her normal fluid

pressure was 56 millimeters of mercury. Eye drops brought this ^ovmvo

29mm. She was then told to "smoke a couple of joints" which brought the

pressure down to I7mm, just about normal.

Associate Professor Ira Frank, co^author of the report given before the

National Institute of MenUl Health pharmacology conference in ^an

F'rancisco, said the problem now is to develop a non-intoxicatmg

derivitive for use as regular medicine.

Announcements
For the second summer

which starts next week, the Bruin

will publish only on Thursday. The

final summer issue will be Sept. 7,

with the registration issue for fall

quarter on Sept. 18 Regular daily

publication of the Bruin will t>egin

on Monday, Sept. 25.

Keith Stabe, president of

University Credit Union here,

announced that a five and one-half

per cent per annum semi-annual

dividend was declared by the

Board of Directors July 7. AD

amounts will be credited to

members' share accounts as of

July 1, 1972.

Stabe reports that loans have

increased in the second quarter of

this year, but not in proportion

with the deposits. He invites all

staff and faculty who are kraking

for financial assistance to visit,the

University Credit Unkm office

located on Lot 1. est. 51241.

SANTA CRUZ - The UC Miller

Redwood Campground has been

forced to close for the rest of the

summer due to a lack of water.

'•Since the San Lorenzo Valley

Water District has reported that

the water condition will probably

become more severe as the

summer progresses, we have

reluctantly decided to close the

campground for the remainder of

the season,*' Harry Zenner,

assistant business manager at UC
Santa Cruz, said.

The 423-Acre preserve was
donated to the University in 1942

as a recreational resource for all

members of the UC family.
-'.i
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ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
^ PACIFIC-KING

Lei us ship your pefsonal effects home We are
1215 W 6rti Si

specialists .n inter nol.or>r,l pcjckaying ond ship
, •-. Ano«l«« 17

ping We also sell appliances (or" 220 volts
^5298^2

"
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University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9&n AAA, 7:30PM

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY

FROM 9am to 2pm and from 7:30 to 10pm

lor ftMdy, convortotion, r«l»iation.

840HILGARD 474-5015
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heU*^ bagt, hair goodte$, MandaU

New Inaeeeuible LotmtimdV.
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. 1110 Gayley Ave
W*ttw**4 Villa**

473-9549
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PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE \

;^Uoc..on exclusively m exom tohng techniques used successfully by California pre-

lav^ students Taught in Los Angeles by practicing lawyers Lost >/D

Course for OaOB^R 21 ISAT starts OCTOBER 5 DEC
E^^^^^^

struction also available. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

"'The Other' is a high- tension shocker!"
Wwtfa Hat N«w T»rk %»*i Ntwt

%

%

(mi
iPGj*^^ 20'" Century f 01

UNITED ARTIST - We»twood - 477-0575

UA CINEMA 1 - Sootti Coast Plaia - 540-0594

WED. THRU SAT. JULY 12- AUG 5

^^ BAND OF ANGELS
'

r
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]-:' WAREHOUSE / </ » // f/ ,ff
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more than 11000 '

ellj^lMe employees ot

University ot' CalltiM-nla

pay their auto Insurance

by payrolt deductkm

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.)

loinThem!
For a "n6 obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, collect.

^ CalHbmia Casualty

8h«rman Oaks Los Angeles Long Beach
901-4000 625-7272 ' 426-2t«6

.1 -•<

Crie and
University police report the

following recent crimes and

arrests:
i

• ^/

Police received a complaint of

malicious mischief Monday from

a female at Sproul Hall.

She reported that an unknown

male, about 22 years old, had

come to the cashier's office and

asked her and another person to

move their vehicles in the parking

lot. as they were blocking the

University car he was drivmg.

They went to the service area,

where the suspect exchanged

"heated" words with both per-

sons. While the victim went to call

the police, the other person moved

her own car. She and another

witness then reported observmg

the suspect use a white pen to

release air from the victim's tire

and when the victim returned, the

suspect denied having done so.

About an hour later, the victim

went to her car and observed two

long gouges in the hood that were

fresh and through the finish into

the base metal.

The reporting officer said m-

vestigation revealed that the

gouges were caused by a sharp

pointed object.

• • •
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A Van Nuys man found five fire

extinguishers last week that had

been stolen earlier this month

from parking lots here. He found

them in the brush of the service

yard of the Department of Water

and Power on Tower Grove Drive.

Sixteen fire extinguishers have-

been reported stolen from parking

lots here this month., . ^ __'

.

• • • •

A male student reported being

attacked by a weapon making a

noise like a pellet gun on his way

to Rieber Hall Sunday evening.

He told police he was struck

once in the left shoulder and once

in the center of his back. His skin

was not broken, but police tran-

sported him to the Medical Center

here, where a sUff physician told

him he would have to wait for four

hours for an examination. He

reportedly refused to sUy and

said he would see his own doctor.

Hollywood police last week

recovered three credit cards that

had been stolen from a locker in

the Men's Gym here. /

The property was recovered

after police had stppped a car for

faulty taillights, questioned IMe

five men in the car, all who had

conflicting stories about its

ownership.

They: were then taken to the

Hollywood sUtion. While in the

detention tank, one of the men

threw the cards on the floor and
later said another of the men had
asked him to hold the cards as the

police car was pulling up.

-''^'".-^' • • • .

' A man filed a burglary com---
plaint with the police last week,

dating back to the period from
April 13 to May 9 when he was a

patient at the Neuropsychiatric

institute here.

According to the complaint, the

person who occupied the room at

the same time as he did took

several credit cards from his

wallet in the desk drawer.

. • • •
Approximately $25 in coins were

taken from a pinball machine in

the Ackerman Union bowling

alley. Police said a screwdriver

was used to pry the machine open

and set the damage at $25.

A 1970 Honda 450 valued <cit $600

was stolen from the subterranean

parking lot at Sproul Hall last

week.
Three bicycles were reported

stolen last week.

Finally, petty theft totalled $437

in 10 incidents last week. Included

were two cassette tape recorders,

$120 worth of chemicals and

equipment, a tree-pruning device

and pole valued at $30, and a pair

of shoes valued at $10.

On/y9 antiwar arrestees here

fmeyet to revive theircases
ByDaveMcNary "

DB Staff Writer

Only 9 of the 54 persons arrested

here by the Los Angeles police

officers in antiwar demonstration

have not yet had their cases

resolved.

According to Paul Hubbard of

the Legal Defense Committee

here, these nine are set for trials

at various dates through the next

two months. ; .,- - -v

The 54 defendants were all

charged with at least six

violations of the California Penal

Code: participation in a riot,

disturbing the peace, disturbing

the peace on a college campus,

obstructing traffic, failure to

disperse and remainiffg on

campus following withdrawal of

permission by the Chancellor to do

so.

In 21 of the other cases, the

defendants "copped " a plea — a

process by which the defendant

enters a guilty plea to the lesser

charge of obstructing traffic and

the city attorney requests that the

remaining charges be dropped.

All these defendants were placed

on probation of one to three years

and/or fined $100-250.

Another 21 have had their cases

dismissed outright or continued

until later this summer at which

time the cases will be disposed of.

In each of these cases, the

defendant must sign-a "statement

of probable cause" which states

that the arresting officer had good

cause to believe the defendant was

violating the law. There is no guilt

ascribed and the defendant, as a

result, cannot bring suit against

the police.

Hubbard said most of the cases

recently are being continued for

disposition. "This includes most of

the females and those who were

arrested in the Royce Quad area

later in the afternoon." He
predicted most of the 54 would be

disposed.

Two defendants — Harry

Alexander and All-American

basketball center Bill Walton —
have pleaded "no contest," placed

on one year probation and fined

$50, and the one defendant who
has gone to trial — Marie Ciccone

— was found guilty three weeks

ago.

Among the 14 students arrested

last month on warrants for alleged

Penal Code violations during the

May 9-11 demonstrations, six have

had their cases resolved.

Five have pleaded "guilty" to

one of the lesser charges (either

obstructing traffic or failure to

disperse) and been sentenced to

probation terms of one to two

years and fined $100-200. The

sixth, David Shulman, had his

case dismissed outright "in the

interest of justice."

Despite the fact that more than

40 warrants were issued by the

city attorney stemming from the

demonstrations, the last reported

arrest took place June 30.
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Ghildren given ajiand
By Lee Solow
DB Staff Writer . '

Have you ever tried to teach a child to read while
chasing a hamster? Or breaking up a fight? This is

the task that several UCLA students are undertaking

this summer. These students are trying to put some
mearting into the summer for 85 four-year-olds as

part of the Venice Pre-School Program.
Three years ago, through the ASUCLA Tutorial

Project, se\^ral students decided part of the problem
of starting sbhool was that children were afraid and
forced into something they really didn't want. They
began a pre-school program which emphasized a
program centerejl around the kids. -^

Donations from several large corporations (in-

cluding the Bank of America) as well as from in-

dividuals are the primary source of income for the

project. Supplies are donated by the local community
as well as the volunteer help. This summer, the staff

consists of eight UCLA graduates, six members of

the neighborhood youth corps and several tieachers

who are currently working part-time.

Recruitment

Most of the children in the program were recruited

through door-to-door sdiciting and through the

school itself, Broadway Elementary.

Cliff Judd, program coordinator, said the major
goal is to prepare the children for school in the fall

and to show them that the school is a happy, friendly

learning environment. He said the program has been
Successful so far in reaching this goal. *'This is an
impressionable age for kids, and we are always on

our toes to show them the right direction to go," he
. said.

The children begin school at 10 am with an hour of
mathematics and reading skills. Most of the teaching
[s presented to the children by means of games and
letting the children choose what they want to do.

Electives .^ , •

Their first activity period begins at 11 am when
science, Spanish and other electives are taught.
Cooking is a popular class where the children make
foods such as chocolate pudding or salad and then get
to eat the results. They review the ingredients in both
Spanish and English, which includes the Mexican-
American students as would a kindergarten in a
regular school.

Lunch begins at noon and the food is provided by
the school as well as Use of the buildings. The
•children are lined up, marched over to the cafeteria,
and handed a paper plate with a salad, a piece of
bread and an international entree. Usually they arenr--
given a brownie or cookie and milk for dessert. Most
of the kids eat only the dessert as the quality of the
food is usually bad.

The children conclude their day with a second
activity period. Small groups are emphasized here
which helps the child see himself as an individual.
Learning to write your name or count to ten is not

an easy thing to do. Teaching someone else to do it is

even harder. The students who are teaching find the
job trying but at the same time rewarding. "Playing
big brother gets you pretty well attached to your kids
after a few weeks," one student said, "ru be sorry
when I have to leave."

-1 ^
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NOW ENROLLING^—

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIQNAL CENTER ^SMMk Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2T3| 474-253
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From 1 5<t To $ 1 .50 July 30.th .

Through August 4tn. '
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_ Thrift Shop. -
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.ir» Venice Pre-School activities
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Faculty asked to prohibit students

from smoking in auditoriums, rooms
The administration has requested all faculty here

lo comply with regulations governing smoking inside

classrooms, laboratories, and auditoriums.

Vice Chancellor James W. Hobson has issued a

campus-wide memo stating it is "absolutely

necessary smoking be prohibited in all high fire-risk

areas, i.e., auditoriums, laboratories, and temporary
wood buildings." .,

Additionally, the faculty are asked "where it is

possible" to provide an area free from smoke
pollution for non-smokers by seating smokers in a

restricted area within the classroom.

When classrooms are too small or are so arranged
to prevent satisfactory separated seating, Hobson

has requested faculty to prohibit smoking com-

pletely. ' ^ X
"We are requesting compliance with this

regulation not as an arbitrary edict," Hobson said,

"but out of consideration for all students, faculty,

and staff."

Smoking, however, will continue to be permitted in

Pauley Pavilion. A recent Superior Court suit, asking

that smoking be prohibited in the seven year-old

arena, was brought against the University by Chan

P Thomas, an "ardent Bruin fan," who had attended

all of the Bruin basketball team's seventeen home

games last season.

Judge Roger Wenke ruled against Thomas in a

decision issued last week..

WEll FIND A MY BOOK!— 7 -^
. ... .We'll hel^youflr

our huge stock, or througl

find those elusive titles, either from

luge STOCK, 0r through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-6S33

" '
: <
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FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

Fri Scit Midnight
Films S1 ?*»

July 28 >. 29

Paul Newmon

THE HUSILER

BLOWUP

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

MHMi^aHMa(Paid Advertisement)

HILLEL CCU^CiL
</<M) Hil^'ar<i Avenm*

BEACH PARTY
Come and swim v^ith us at the beach, July 30.

Meet at the Upper Parking Lot at the U.R.C. at

1:30. We will provide transportation and an

early dinner. See you th.ere.

794 ~- nowmMnbflTS

S0< —miiAf>

mvp.
879-2100/477-1581

» • 888.9807

%

4R E S T A U R A N T
11813 WILSHIRE BOUUVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

-t X '^ SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA ' : '
. >,

^\ •^ Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. til 2 ^.m.

A tf

"FULL OF LAUGHS!"
-Am Citarma. N. T. Oatly Nawi

ParAmouol Pirlo>«» pfr»»>ot#

**DLAy IT

^tSA/H"

fPGl^^ Technicolor* |:jj(P^:i

A Pai amount Picture L li

Dally 2i30 • 4>30 • SiM • »i30 • 10?30 PM ^ Show Starts at Dusk

lOth
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AMERICAN INDIAN
ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

Always th« unutud - Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 1984 Wilshir. Blvd.. W. LA. EX4-7922_

PSYCHODRAMA
An i.,peri«nce in psychoOrama^ At

''T;-*,Xnjri?dfvTdl»"m»'vpa"rti!:ip«le actively

dldac.K purposes a. e » P'^,f;'<''i;?„""tdS Ira a'° oreenbirg, Ph.D. c.h,«l
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FRIDAYS SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES

July 28 & 29

CIITCH22

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

«tlr

y
t
1-1-

August 4 & 5

FUR OUT FILMS

1067GLENDON AVE.

477-0098 679-9077

i.y,:..
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NIN OF AFRICA
:!: IMPORTS :!:

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

-. V CURJOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

^ fINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

BUBA
BATAKIRI
BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

fi57-82 W
HftNuiMi- :ftRC

1 025 Paini Ave., W. Hollywood [ .^^r^
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AlanArkin
IS "hP
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Red Hot Loversr*

Sally KeHernian
Paula Prentiss
ReneeTaiilor
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VmiltfitfX 3"* FUN-FILLED WEEK!
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Daily 12 30 • 2 30 • 4 30
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Grange county
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t

Edwards CINEMA Costa Mesa 546 3102

ABC CITY THEATRE #1 Orange 997 0832
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I
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Animation Film Festival
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Journalism school controversy . .

:

(Continued from Page I)
. ^ '

i, wasn't ready to go yet. So he said he would^«««

the Council in October to approve his proposal,

""saton left on July 21 for South America and is not

exS^ to return intil August 14. Young's tw<^week

TcoXg'to B°u?R meeting has bee1."an-ang«i

inTate Aulust concerning the journahsm de^rt-

ment Expected to attend are Young, baxon,

Trueblood Burlce and Raymond L. Orbach, former

Sr^iice chanceUor for academic change and

curricular development, who .s chairmg the com

mittee formulating the professional School of

Journalism. :^>

In the interim, two questions remain:

- Can L&S propose the elimination of a program to

which Young, in his June 15. 1971. letter {.ad given

his guarantee it would be continued until the new

school was ready? ^«„.«
_ How does the proposed elimination of the program

affect Orbachs committee? Does termination of the

program mean termination of the proposed school

.

Or will planning continue ii^ the hopes i>f instituting

the school perhaps a few yiars after termination of

the program? . . „
Burke caUed the first question "a good one.^^

The Chancellor has made that statement, he

said ''Sut, on the other liiahd, the colleges and

schools have a certain degree of autonomy, we

couldn't go along with it."-^—^-, --

According to Burke. Young was not involved in any

of the discussions leading up to the proposed

elimination of the journalism program. : ;—̂ -

Burke said Monday "It became quite apparent that

journalism had to Uke quite a low pnonty."

'In L&S," he said Wednesday, "we have to look at

the academic rather than the professional programs.

The Masters in Journalism is a professional

program. We have to think in terms of PhD's and

-MA's.

Professional degrees are not our first priority.

Journalisiri just happens to be in L&S. In L&S,

professional degrees automatically get low priority.

That does not mean, though, that we are against

degrees in medicine, la^ business ^admimstra^ion,

journalism or fine arte. It*S just the fact that this

department is within the college^^Burke said.

Wilcox, however, disagreed with Burlce. "In his

June 16 letter, he was asking us to commit siacide,*'

he charged. ''I refuse to believe the FTE cutback ba^i^

be the basis for cutting our journalism program. It is

not a valid reason."

'We have already received over 150 written

-inquiries from studente thinking about applying for

our 1973-73 program," Wilcox said.

Wilcox will receive the opportunity to air his views

in October before th(B Academic Senate.

Burke also raised another possibility. "The
Chancellor could give us additional FTE," he said

The second question, the future of Orbach's

committee and the professional school, will remain

unanswered until the August meeting.

Orbach, having just returned from Europe earlier

this week, expressed surprise at Saxon's proposal.

The last time I talked with Young and Saxon about

eight weeks ago, we had decided to commit 3/4 of an

FTE for the coming year to assist the committee,"

he said Monday.

Unable to talk to Saxon. Orbach did say, after

meeting with Young Monday, the committee would

continue with ite work.
"

Such a prospect does not please Wilcox and jour-

nalism lecturer Howard. Howard has already

labelled the committee's work "a shambles."

Wilcox, in his July letter to Saxon and Young, also

protested the composition and work of the com-

mittee.

'Young's letter stated there would be extramural

representatives on the committee," he said. "We had

been told it would be a blue-ribbon committee with

national representation.

"The committee turned out to be five members of

the faculty here," he added.

Wilcox also has reservations about the drafts of the

new school prepared by Orl^ach and committee

member Monroe E. Price, professor of law.

Orbach explained the committee has^taken a novel

approach to formulating the school.

We did not thing the current concept of jour-

nalism schools, as they have^at Columbia, Nor-

thwestern dnd Missouri, for example, would be

approved by the Senate here," he said.

"In those programs, there is relatively little in-

volvement by the faculty running the professional

program in the kind of research that belongs on a

university campus," he added.

Orbach's idea is to establish a program where the

faculty, heavily emphasizing on research in com-

munication and media problems, might also par-

ticipate in the professional training program.

"This might lead to an interdisciplinary research

institute." he said, "with faculty in political science,

economics, law, etc. also involved in the research
'

Wilcox termed this concept of interdisciplinary

research "a luxury. As it is now, we have a hard time

with research trying to analyze the newspackage

Y that goes out to the American public. That should be

N the primary emphasis of research, not a lofty, in-

tellectual type of research."

Orbach said the school is "at least two years off."

Burke is skeptical the school will ever be developed.

It does not now appear a plan can be put together m

- the near future for such a school," he said Monday.

"/ ./.;
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Sacramento roundup

Salary increase veto defeated

Friday, July 28

Saturday, July 29~

Sunday, July 30

8:00 p.m. at Hedrick Hall Lounge

FREEH

Outstanding conf«mporary cortoon films produced by

American ond foreign onimalion film artists. Includes

LOVE
LITTLE ISLAND
THE BOX
All

THEWAU
LABYRINTH

A measure to override Gov.

Ronald Reagan's legislative veto

was defeated Wednesday as the

State Senate voted down a portion

of a bill to augment the 1972-73

salary increase of all state em-

ployees from 5 to 7.5 percent.

The measure — which needed a

two-thirds majority approval by

kx)th houses — fell one vote short

in a 26-13 vote. All 13 "no" votes

were cast by Republicans.

Senator George Moscone CD-

San Francisco) sponsored the

measure which was regarded as

the measure with the k)est chance

of securing an override on the

governor's Veto.

The measure was defeated by a

26-13 vote Tuesday, but Moscone

managed to have it reconsidered

Wednesday.
The measure to override the

governor's veto of a $26 million

budget item to abolish UC tuition

was also defeated, falling 2 votes

short of the required two-thirds

majority.

A position as codirector of the

University of California Student

Lobby is now open for recent or

prospective UC graduates.

The position e^ntails being

responsible for !the overall

operation of the Lobby, which is

now in ite second year ; developing

legislation; coordinating UC
student interns working in the

Lobby; providing UC campus
annexes and informaton to

campus media; and ascertainmg

student opinion on the multitude of

issues in state government.

The director must also have a

working knowledge of the

University. Salary starte at $600

per month on or after September

1 . The decision will be made by the

UC Student Body Presidents

Council and their selection wiU

join Kevin Bacon as new directors

of the Lobby replacing Paul

Gassaway and Kati Perry,

directors since last summer.

. Interesting persons should send

a resume immediately to tne

Lobby, 926 J St ,
Sacramento.

95814. or call (916) 442-3827 or 852-

128-20206 on the UC tieline.
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GAMES OF ANGELS
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THE RED AND MEfLACK
MOON BIRD

THE VIOLINIST

SONG OF THE PRAIRIE

Sponsorad by ISC

TIRED OF GETTING RtPI^D OFF ? 7 ?

11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.
HAS III

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Ttian Anyone
See Us Last ... To Save $

' On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Ut . . . Or Call

4/7-3238

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WjiOlESAlEA BELOW

h'slrueUnbellevchle

Prices

SEE

THE YARD

SCHTia" ^ .

OF WESTWOOD

VILUGE
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Summer
Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns, cartoons and
letters represent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily

reflect the views of thie editorial tx)ard.

DR Editorial

Follies
The ^tate Legislature will probably recess late

tonight until after the November elections.

One can't say too much about this legislative

session. The Legislature made several augmen-
tations to the Univeristy budget for next year. It

didn't override Gov. Reagan after he vetoed the

additions — $26 niillion for the abolition of tuition,

increases for staff and faculty salaries, and the first

state funding for the UC Educational Opportunities

Program.
Why? An override requires two-thirds approval of

both houses, and as such, ordinarily requires bi-

partisan support. As a result, no override of a

Governor's veto has been approved since 1947.

So the budget augmentation gives legislators a fine

chance to show their support of ttie University

without paying the price because they know Reagan
will use his veto power.

Since the Governor presented the UC budget last

January, the Legislature has been involved in a

Parliamentary game of budget hearings, debates,

introduction of bills, and committee proceedings.

Nevertheless, most of the blame must be placed on

Reagan. He has vetoed every Legislature addition td

the UC budget since 1968.

This general UC budget for next year represents a

.5.3 per cent increase over two years, while there has

been enrollment increases, inflation, and new
programs. In the past two years, this campus has lost

257 Full-Time Equivalents (an FTE represents the

amount of money needed to pay one assistant

professor to teach full-time).

On this campus, entire departments are being

eliminated and those departments remaining can no

longer afford to hire the best new, young professors;

additionally, many faculty members are dissatisfied

and looking for better jobs.

Unmet student financial need for the fentire UC
system is $3.9 million, tuition is on its way to

becoming permanent, and the University is risking

becoming less accessible to qualified but poor

students.

It's too bad the men in Sacramento see the

University as little more than a political football.

hell' BEiilT for LEATHER !

$1.00 off;
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

j

4419 Von N«yt Blvd. 10912 L« Co«t« Av«.

Sli«rmonOaht.CA9140S

(213) 783-5690

(213)872-2344

WMtwood ymagm, CA 90034

(213)478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)
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Upward Bound on vacation
Kditort -

In the article "Upward Bound:
A Chance at Success for the Poor"
(Daily Bruin. July 11), it was
stated that, 'The most difficult

problems faced by students are
growing up to be mature in-

dividuals, complaining about their

jobs, and difficulty with classes."

I strongly disagree with these

statements. It is unfair to say that

just t)ecause we complain ' about
opr jobs and have miftoi^ dif-

ficulties with classes that we are
immature; and just because we
expect some help from the staff at

times that we have developed
total dependency.

One of the primary purposes of

Upward Bound is helping students

to get into college; therefore,

many students look to the Upward
Bound staff, as they did to fheir

high school counselors, to help

them fill out their college forms
correctly, and to help them decide

which school is best for their

particular niiajor. In the article it

stated that the students were
looking for Upward Bound to bail

them out if they got their ap-

plications in late, I certainly don't

feel that anyone in the program
has developed such a dependency
either on the program or on the

staff.

Everyone, at some time or

another, has complained about his

job, or had some minor difficulty

with his classes; however, it does

not necessarily follow that these

problems are caused by im-

maturity. Consequently, the

statements which categorize

Upward Bound students as being

immature on the basis of job

complaints or class difficulties

are unfair and erroneous.

In addition to the erroneous

statements about maturity^ and
dependency, there was a

statement made that the Upward
Bound students lack motivation

because they did not get any

reinforcement at their home
schools. This statement is wrong,

particularly since it goes on to say

that the only motivation we
receive is from Upward Bound,

which is a jpke.

Finally, in spite of the insulting

nature of the remarks about

immaturity, dependency,
academic difficulties, and job

complaints, by far the most in-

sulting statement implied that the

Upward Bound Summer Sessions

were a vacation for the poor. If the

writer's concept of a vacation for

the poor is coming to a white

neighborhood; living on a

predominately whtte campus;
going to classes for two to four

hours a day; going to work for

four to five hours a day ; and then

having to go to a Enrichment for

two hours twice a week, then it's a

vacation. However, we, in Up-
ward Bound, have a totally dif-

ferent concept of what comprises

a vacation, and it's nothing like

the writer's concept. We think

we're right, so who's the tool?

Pat Miles

. Upward Bound student

Editor:

The article in the July 11, 1,972.

edition of the Daily Bruhi about

Upward Bound was a completely

negative and biased article. The
indication was^made that Upward
Bound students are immature,

totally dependent on Upward
Bound to get them into college,

and that Upward Bound students

are all poor students. ^

The assumption was made that

Upward Bound students are

immature because they

sometimes have minor problems

with work assignments and
classes. However, judging Up-

ward Bound students on the b^sis

of minor problems witi), ^vork

assignments and classes is unfair

since almost every student oc-

casionally has difficulties in these

areas, yet they are not classified

as immature.
Upward Bound students are not

totally dependent on Upward
Bound to get them into college.

While Upward Bound does provide

some incentive and help them into

college by checking applications

for correctness, the real work is

done by the students. Half of the

Upward Bound students would

enter college without help from

anybody, but it is true that for the

other half, Upward Bound is a

necessary way station which helps

them to make/ a choice about

college.

The implication was also made
that Upward Bound students were

poor students. The fact is that half

of the Upward Bound students

have a 3.0, or better, and the

remainder have a 2.0 or better, so

it is obvious that we are not poor

students. In, addition to being good

students. Upward Bound students

are often the leaders in their home
school in student government and

honors. It would seem that,

contrary to what was alleged in

the article. Upward Bound
students are first rate students,

not third rate. They are mature,

concerned adults, and request

that the article in the July 11, 1972,

edition of the Daily Bruin be

revised. Furthermore, as an
Upward Bound student, I feel an

apology should be made to the

Upward Bound staff and the

students.

Lance Hammonds
Upward Bound Student

SHS
Editor:

Which of the following in-

stitutions is unjust, inhumane, and

deserving of immediate banish-

ment from campus?
a) ROTC --^ _ __
b) UPD
c) ARA food services

d) KH copying service

The correct answer is e) SHS.

This summer the Student Health

Service is unsurpassed at swin?

dling the students.

My experiences with SHS serves

as illustration. I am a continuing

UCLAn enrolled in Summer
Session (double lightning bolts,

reminiscent of a less benign SS
^vould be appropriate for the cover

design of the Summer Bulletin),

and I aip supposedly covered by

the $22 supptemental health in-

surance plan "

None of this exempts me from

the eight dollar fee charged for-

each visit to the heaUh. service.

Who is exempt? Anyone who paid

the $l8-per-session special

summer fee, I am smugly in-

formed by SHS. -:
.

But don't all you hypoction-

driads rush out with $18 and

demand coverage, because you

won't get it. You missed your

chance several weeks ag^, when
for a four day period this ^special

bargain was available.

I can't believe that anybody

actually paid the special summer
fee, since there was no mention of

it in the DB, the Bulletin, or

anywhere else. As it stands,

summer coverage is a sham, and

the Student Health Service is a (I

cringe to use the word) rip-off.

Robert Spero

Graduate, Undecided
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RIDAY BOOK
URPRISE

today only: Friday, July 28 . . .

Kurt Vonnegof« "Slaughferhoose Five", reg. 95<t paperback
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Editor:

On July 18, an article appeared

in the Daily Bruin on The Israeli

Argument," written by socialist

Osher Doctorow He claims that,

in her dependence on America and

the Nixon Admiaistration for

arms and support, Israel has

"chosen to sacrifice her l)asic

human values for the sake of her

national survival." He contends

that if the choice shORld ever be

forced upon the Israelis, they

should not tVy to survive as a

nation devoid^ tiurttan Values but

should rather emigrate to other

nations and contribute to human

progress by participating in the

"workers" struggle, for human

rights" in those nations.' I feel

compelled to point out the

fallacies and dangers inherent in

this socialist's position, specially

l)ecause his views were expressed

not in a l^ter but in a regular

column of the Daily Bruin, and my

people knows only too painfully

the high price of silence, even

toward fallacies.

I will not^go into a detailed list of

the betrayals and persecutions, by

non Jews of all nations and

classes, of those Jews who tried

Osher's solution of abandoning

Jewish national identity and

turning towards a concern with

human problems. Suffice it to say

that it was in large measure the

exclusion of Jewish socialists

from the movements they played

so great a part in founding which

turned many of them to a Zionist-

Socialist philosophy.

However, Osher's most

dangerous fallacy is one from
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DON'T SAY ''NEVER ON SUNDAY"

TRY BEVERLY HILLS COMMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
S05 N. Rod«o Drive- Beverly Hl|H[

* SuiHUys; church school and adult discussion, 9 30 am. .

worship and patio fellowship, ll;OOBrn. -i

>_ Rev. David Rees, associate 2>i-S^M

^.CAMPUS
666 LEVEtlNaAT STRATHMO»E 1 BLKS WOf DORMS

"A house o* prayer for all the notions"

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10 AM, BRUNCH U AM.
For ridot phono 479-3645 or 823^248 ^

JACK TABEl Uniwortily BapHrtCh^ploin
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LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS

• NEW IN TOWN?

DO THE WORK

• APT TOO SMALL '^

• RENTS TOO HIGH'

• LOSING A ROOMMATE'

• ONYOUBOV/N'

R00iV\/V\ATE
2288 Westwood Blvd..
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which Israel herself only emerged

at Warsaw in 1943. It was then that

Israel realized that, for two

thousand years, she has allowed

herself to be duped into this

deadly misconception, partly as a

consequence of her own moral law

and its implications, and partly as

a consequence of the use to which

those implications have been

cunningly put by both her outright

enemies and by well-meaning

men of reason (of which, I must

assume, Osher considers himself

one).

The fallacy is that absolute

morality implies a necessary

renunciation of the basic right to

defend one's self, since in this

process one may do injury to

others. It does not matter whether

one speaks of physical self-

defense in a direct sense, which

would involve the question of the

merits of pacifism as opposed to

the use of arms; or whether one

speaks of accepting support —
economic, political and miliUry

— necessary and basic to national

and therefore, in the case of the

I

I

I

I

The necessity of life

by Richard Baker

Walk along Sunset Boulevard north of UCLA and west towf^
, the Bel Aire Gate. The first thing you notice if you are at aU ob-

I servant is that the pine trees there are dry and brown. These lovely

! trpps arp slowlv but surelv dying from' the overabundance of smog

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

trees are slowly but surely dying from the overabundance of smog

in their environment. ^—
'j^''^^'^''^'V^'l^^^

How many of us are also slowly but surely dying from an

overabundance of smog in our environment? The truthful answer

to this question would undoubtably be shocking. But, would it serve

to move the major poUuters of this country to stop profitting from

their pollution? I don't think so. -;- • , ^_
The annual sale of automobiles alone produces nearly a tnUion

dollars worth of goods and services in this country and throughout

the world. That is a lot of jobs and a lot of profits.

Profitting by death seems to be an American national pastime.

To coin a phrase, it is as American as apple pie. Unfortimately,

what most people fail to realize is that the fragile nature of the eco-

system makes it imperative to stop this headlong phingc towards

an environmental Apocalypse before it is too late.We need to do an

econoitiic abput face.

The difficulty is that this about face wUl take a dedicated com-

mitmeiit on the part of every citizen, a commitment not to buy

thini^which will contribute to the mutual destruction. For in-

stanceS\ will be necessary to give up the petty comfort of owning a

luxuriou^\nd powerful automobile. This is a ridiculous ex-

travaganfc^A^one which was designed principally to overcfwne

sexual ina<|equacy and which has virtually no other practical use. -

Persons Vho continue to purchase Mustangs with air scoops,

slicks, and ^pur barrel carburators are indirectly murdering trees

and human beings. The internal combustion engine is bad, to say

the least, but persons who use automobiles to enhance their egos

have got to be considered afs sick people.

It is time to realize thk powerglide and electric windows are not

inalienable rights. The right of the general public to breathe clean

air once in a while must supercede the personal right to tail fins. It

is time now in our society to move on to electric cars, bicycles, and

rapid transit, and leave behind us the foul air, noxious fumes, and

chrome plating of a primitive age. '

Already, in places like Riverside County, people are recognizing

the seriousness of the situation. The City of Riverside has decided

to ban all automobiles from its streets during smog alerts. Los

Angeles could certainly be next. This action on the part of River-

side serves as a warning to both citizen and car manufacturer

alike. No longer is this a game of pass the buck. It has come down to

life against death. Unless we choose soon we will all be dead or

dying like the pine trees on Sunset Boulevard.

Write us a letter.

r
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Jews, to individual
physical

survival from a source tainted bvimmoral acts and motivated
;5plely by pragmatic self-interest
even when this source is the onlv
one which offers aid. The principle
is still the same, says Osher
defending one's self, when thi^

leads to immoral acts or unsavory
associations, is unjustifiable, and
it is therefore better to be
defenseless (for a Jew, this means
dead) than to be the persecutor

Israel, as I have said, realized
this position is fallacious at
Warsaw in 1943. At that time, she
adopted the position which she
holds today: all morality is

conditional on people being alive

to practice it, and if the choice
offered is between life and death,

the commandment is clear -
choose life! Israel will therefore

accept help from anyone, and-
support from anywhere, as she did

even from West Germany after

World War II, to ensure her own
physical survival. Israel claims

the inalienable and moral right to

defend herself like any other

nation. Anyone who >ft^ould deny

this one group of p^le, out of all

others, that basic right to

physically exist, must be suspect

as to his own morality.

To be sure, no one knows better

than the people of Israel about the

unreliability of governments, the

spectre of sellout. Israel must not

and; I hope, never will lose her

Jewish moral and historical

perspective to such a degree that

she would tie herself, her fate, her

support and her good name to any

government or nation un-

conditionally. And clearly,. Israel

still adheres strongly to the

,

practice of mora^ justice, even at

the risk of being herself per-

secuted; witness the humane

treatment of terrorists in her

courts ^nd prisons, and her great

forel>earance in retaliating

against daily and repeated at-

tacks from neighboring states on

the lives of her civilian population.

Israel certainly retains both her

independence and her moral

judgement, and remains ac-

countiible for all her acUons

wher^ life itself is not at stake to

humai^ity and especially to the

Jewish people. But when the case

becomes one of the very life of her

people, Israel rejects the fallacy

which has caused her so much

agony in the past. And all people

with moral consciences, radical or

not, must support her in this

position.

Fred Landau

Junior, Bacteriology
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Stand up and Be connted: Maironizina woien's Lih

A girl perhaps first becomes

aware of sexual inequality when
she notices the apparent
preferability of boy babies to girl

babies. Appropriately then, Stand

Up and Be Counted, a fihn dealing

with Women's Lib, opens in the

delivery room with the birth of a

girl. When mama hears the

"good" news she is obviously less

than delighted. This pungent little

scene not only establishes the

premise for the film, but for the

entire Women's Lib movement.
Because of this demonstrated
"blue" bias on the part of parents

and society it slowly sinks into the

young female psyche that she is

not as "important" as a boy.

Women's Lib is determined to

dispel this myth of female in-

feriority and establish the fact

once and for all that women are as

important as men. .

Jiy June eriifljiir

There are a number of pitfalls

inherent in making a film alxmt so

controversial and inflammable an
issue as Women's Lib. The first is

a dangerous tendency to be too

talky and didactic — to merely
have alot of disgruntled women
get up on soap-boxes and sound
off, clobbering the audience with

their serious and sincere com-
plaints while simultaneously
boring them silly. A film on n—

Women's Lib obviously wants to

get a few points across to the

audience — as it should — but in

order to do so effectively it must
first solve the large problem of

incorporating these points into a

k)elievable and interesting film

vehicle. This, however, is nol at

2dl an easy thing to accomplish ,

and the film still runs the grave

risk of looking like a thinly

disguised Women's Lib sym-
iposium. 1

{In light oTthe (fiffkulties to be
surmounted, SUad Up ani Be
Counted is a lietter than average

.effort. Despite having alot on its

mind and a rather shaky begin-

ning, the film emerges on the

i whole as appealing and en-

\ tertaining On the negative, if

\underst^ndat>le side, the film is

contrived to t considerable

degree, does feature alot of

talking and is often cliche.

Nonetheless, the film manages to

present a worthwhile and through-

provoking look at the condition,

position and role ol contemporary

women.

Another danger inherent in a
Women's Lib film is presenting it

too one-sidedly from the woman's
point of view. SUiid Up and Be
Counted avoids this complaint by

wisely pitting the woman's point

of view against the man's point ol

view. Moreover, (perhaps

k)ecause the film was written by a

man) the masculine arguments

are a good match for the feminine

ones and neither sex emerges as

the obvious winner.

The contrivance is mostly in the

film's framework. A younjj;,

sophisticated female journalist

named Sheila Hammond
(Jacqueline Bisset) is com-.-

missioned by her woman's
magazine to do an incisive article

on Women's Lib. To gather in-

formation she returns to her

hometown of Denver where she

fmds her mother and sister hotly

engaged in Women's Lib. On the

plane home Sheila also happens to

run into an old twyfriend (Gary

Lockwood) — the pilot— and they

resume their relationship. The
pilot not only supplies the

romantic interest, but most of the

intelligent male dialogue. The .

attempt here is to examine a

relationship between a liberated

woman and a non-liberated but

typical man. It's handled only

fairly well, but certainly pinpoints

a major source of conjugal con-

flict.

.Back in Denver under the ruse

of Sheila's article, the film focuses

on a representational cross-

scetion of women and their at-

titudes towards Women's Lib.

There is Sheila and her confusion,

her out-spoken mother, her Jane-

Fonda-militant sister, a "dumb
tHmny" blonde wife who likes it

that way, and a terribly frustrated

young wife hopelessly saddled

with four small children, a dog

and a non-understanding husl>and.

(Continued on Page 10)

Tippecanoe and Zappa too
"^

t'

The Phlorescent Leech and Eddie
by Mark Leviton

w OINOATS 1 ' -1

Frank Zappa runs a tight ship No other member of the

Mothers of Invention is allowed to produce solo albums or

work with other musicians except Zappa. While you're in

Frank's band, you're only in Frank's band.

Until now. When Zappa absorbed the TurUes into his

group (Mark Volman, Howard Kaylan and Jim Pons) he

gained members who had quite a bit of experience in music

already, and in the hit-making department. (Jim Pons was

even in the "Hey Joe" Leaves!). Although Aynsley (Dr.)

Dunbar had led a band, he never packed the commercial

potential or ability to upsUge Zappa that Volman and

Kaylan had. Although everyone knew that Ian Underwood

was at least as talented as Zappa, he never really had a

threat until the Turtles joined. And now. Volman and

Kaylan, known as Flo and Eddie half of the time, have

produced The Phlorescent Leech and Eddie (Reprise MS
2099), an Lp utilizing the Mothers minus Zappa an^^Uj"

derwood which easily tops Zappa's newest solos effort,

Waka/Jawaka (Bizarre-Reprise MS 2094).

The Volman and Kaylan Lp is a delightful pop record

which re-enforces the thought that they are being essen-

tially wasted in the Mothers and should go back to making

slick commercial fare, which they do with a great amount

of skill. The album is filled with exhubcrance, buoyant

energy and smoothly produced tunes which allows one to

overlook the derivative melodic content. Nearly all the

songs suggest another song, just as all good catchy AM
material oughta. AU the tunes save one are written by Flo

and Eddie, in collaboration or separately and the boys

cerUinly know how to turn out effective, concise victoriaa.

The musical backings are forceful and usuaUy inventive

within the commercial framework. The vocals are con-

sistently magnificient, and the wizardry of ^ ?^*'~j

arrangements is sometimes astonishing. Lots cf good

bumor, smoothly fitUng lyrics about love •«* the same
• "*—

• ^" *— years fill the

disc with deliciously spirited songs. The musical melodies

betray the obvious influence of the Who, RoUing Stones and

of course, the Turtles. "Thoughts Have Turned," which

leads off the album, is an homage ol sorts to "Street

Fighting Man" in its tough rhythmic essence and the

opening guitar figure. "It Never Happened" is full ol

smashing cymbals, syncopated drumming and Don

Preston's cute piano tinkling. The hit-wriUng team ol

Bonner and Gordon^ (who penned "Happy Together")

deliver "Goodbye Surprise," a spunky ode which the Grass

Roots should cover in a hurry. I'd suggest putting out every

tune on the album as a single if I were working over there at

Warner/Reprise, just like they did with Moby Grape's first

album over at Columbia. There are definitely plenty ol top

10-ers in here. If you like good music that you can dance to,

fall in, love to, and break up to, get The Phlorescent Leech

and Eddie and write a letter to Zappa telling him to let his

people go!
.

Mr. Zappa's own aggregation for Waka/Jawaka is called

Hot Rats, but bears virtually no resemblance to the earlier

group under that name. But newcomers like Sal Marques

(trumpet) and Tony Duran (shde guiUr) are promisiBg,

and the seventeen minute plus "Big Swifty" is actually

quite successful. One can hear ace drummer Dunbar

nudging small changes in tempo while Marques and Zappa

control the melodic and harmonic action on this rambling*

jazzy number Frank has obviously been listening to hn

Miles Davis records, and someone should tell him that his

own original ideas (much more evidenced on the first Hoi

Rats outing) make Davis' new bag look sick. At any rate.

Zappa forces "Big Swifty" to work, ev« though there is a

definite reluctonce on the part ol the players to take the

forefront. Therefore, much ol the jam consists ol paaugca

which sound like filler until they decide who soloanert when

nobody wants to Zappa's writing abiliticB toople for ttie

second side, though, and the vocals on "Your Ua^" and

. \

i»;

t ,:

"It Just Might Be A One-shot Deal" are delivered without

much attention to annunciation when the words are ob-

viously the BMSt important part ol the tunes. The melodies

are awpriiii«ly iMocky even for the new Zapfia. The title

cot to another loi« jam which doesn't quite make it as well

as broam shoes do.

TiHie in next week when our 200 Motels panel explores the

question Is Fraiyt Zappa being overthrown by the members

ol Ms own group?

^ i^
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Ksmrove
8162 M«lrose Ave.

OL3-2070

Now through Sundoy-

JIMMY WITHERSPOON
" AAICHAEL WHITE

Comir»gN«rt Aug. 4-13

BROWNIE MCGHEE & SONNY TERRY

eazzarrl's
9039 Sunset /

CR3-6606 /

PRODIGY THIRTEENTH HOUR KITE

Mond*v-L«dies Dance Contest $50 C»»J
^»*i» y

inner appears on Real OonSteel's KM J TV $t»ov»iq»i»)
*pp*

Thorsday—Audition Hight *-<
.

i'undair^j^ck A Jill Dance Contest $$0 C#»»» *»•'•«•

./''••^

Pizza PaiacB
In The Village

478-0788

On Stag*: ---

BRAININ & LAMPERT

"old fyme movies and cartoons

'
fj day and nigh#'

. . . Now thru July 30 _

TrOiliiailOlir joy of cooking
,08, San.0 Monica B.vd

^^^^^ ^^^^^ SYMPHONY
276-6168 ^. ^ ^^.

Coming Next Donny Hathaway
,;

MOVIEGUIDE^..

AudioVisuai

world
1 730 Westwood Blvd.

('72 bik. N. of SM Blvd.)

4753033

Fridav&Soturdoy 7:00 & 9:30 pnn $1.50 -

DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL

"SONG OF CEYLON", ,„

. "PRELUDE TO WAR",
.

"LISTEN TO BRITAIN" ,t\."^

and othor elastic film* ct poopU and plocM.
i

Beverly caflon

205 North Canon Drive

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

EndtTuM.

WOMAN IN THE DUNES
.Starft W.d.

AUGUST BEtONGS^TO
MARILYN MONROE

' Gano Hodunon, Julio Androws,

PACIFIC'S '. Carrol O'Connor. ChorHon Hofton

Beveriir mils "''^z'T^^u"'"^
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr. ^ MAWAII
1 bIk East of Beverly Dr. Mon.-Fri. PoH 1 7:00 Part II 9:45

271-1121 Sat.&Sun. Port I 2:30 8. 7:30 Port II 5:15 & 10:15

NATIONAL GENERAL'S; NAMur

( Iruli
\ Wesfvy<Wesfvyood Village

GR 7-2487..

' Robert Redlord

THE CANDIDATE

Doily 2 15.4:15.6:15, 8:15, 10:15

Fri. + Sot. Mklniglil 12:15

Clieriia Doie
Sunset Near Vine ,

Hollywood
466^3401

Only Sowthorn Colifomio Showing

Alfred Hitchcock's New Matterpiei

FRENZY (R) r^

Doily ol 12:30, 3:00, 5:30. 8:00, 10:30

PtuaFri&Sol. ntidnighl skowt

Del Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

Now CinomoKopo Wido Scroon

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA
& SWHn MocUin*

THE P'^''SESSION OF JOEL DEUVNEY

$1.00 por porton por coupon

WodnoMloy Lodiot night $1.00

eorilOR
LaBrea at Melrose

WE 4-2944
I

SKYJACKED
^ & RoquolWolch

HANNIE CAULDER
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H.II. StHIIII

2139 Sunset

LA.
,

389-4746

49C
ONLY
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&

THE CAREY TREATMENT
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Hollywood Blvd. .

Near Cahuenga '^

466-5211

A LAEMMLE THEATER

LOS Fellz
1822 N. Vermont
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by Jeanne Graiidilli

. .•-"«

If you like very appealing,

entertaining and funny movies I

recommend that you see But-

ternies are Free. I guarantee that

this is one film that will not curdle

your dinner, depress your psyche,

assault your sensibilities or make

you pant in keen anticipation of

the closing credit. A reviewer gets

tired of using such tritely ef-

fervescent words as "delightful,"

"refreshing" and "bubbly," but in

describing Butterf)ies arc Fr^e.

one feels compelled to use them.

Perhaps the most outstanding

and commendable achievement of

Butterflies is that it manages to

treat the potentially high-risk

subject of blindness with just the

right touch — neither too light nor

too heavy and never becoming

maudlin or unduly sentimental.

Along with not getting stuck in its

own sap. Butterflies is also «
blessedly unselfconscious film. By

"unselfconscious" I mean that we

are not constantly battered with

the fact that the hero is blind and

that we should pay attention

because there is a lesson to be

learned. In short, and for a

change. Butterflies is not one of

those
* 'heavy" self-important

"message" films designed to be a

"meaningful experience" as

opposerd to ah evening's en-

tertainment.

The blindness of the young

protagonist played by Edward
Albert (son of Eddie) is acceptec|

with such natural, matter- of-fact

good grace by the boy himself that

^fter a while one almost forgets
that he is blind - or at least his
blindness is not always foremost
in one's mind. Partly

this
is because Albert is an extremely
personable screen presence, who
blind or pot. elicits more ad-
miration than pity and who in his

debut performance is nothing less

than first-rate. _^
Trying to prove that he can

make it on his own away from his

over-protective mother (Eileen

Heckart). Don (Albert) moves
into a ramshackle San Fransisco

apartment. A kooky young blonde

(Goldie Hawn) moves into the

apartment next door and it is soon

discovered only a locked door

separates the two apartments.

Before you know it the door is

Kped and the two young oc-

fpants are illegally albeit

iriously involved.
• r* -

because Albert is so good GblcTiev

Un is prevented from stealing

L show, but she comes very

kse to it. Pldying an out-spoken,

Lppy but adorable nut (Editor's

te: hasn't she always?) with a

ofound case of "committment"

iters. Miss Hawn is given the

Jrfect opportunity to display her

lents as a comedienne.

lileen Heckart as th^ boy's

jther gives a third strong

Irformance as the overbearing,

[rewish mother who after many
[nfrontations with her son and

roommate finally gets the

iht focus on things.

in order to preserve a *PG'

[ting there is nothing in the film

It would shock a mature 6-year-

— which is perhaps too bad.

imor and pathos make an ap-

faling blend, but a dash more of

lice would have made it un-

latable.

Without being at all preachy or

3ralistic, Butterflies is, in its

m unambitious way, an in-

[iratipnal movie. The inspiration

derived from the fact that

litterflies is suffused with a

fally positive attitude toward

Unlike most films which

lalify as "alienation flicks" i.e.

Ive Easy Pieces, Sunday Bloody

Inday, Desperate Characters,

\e Last Picture Show, etc.,

jitterflies and its heroes are well-

vare that the odds are stacked

jainst them, but who are
[netheless still in there trying,

lere is no foolish prognosis for a

[ppily-ever-after future, but the

sling is that they are more likely

Iwin out than sink into perdition.

«<•.

or Waterbeds in \nidad

Mlfllir TOUCH OF EVIL & BLACK MAGIC
214 Sania Monka Blvd. M.&Vm. MvM&M
Santo Monica THE THIRD MAN & LADY FROM SHANGHAI
-4it.4«2S

^ Nostalgia is very much a part of the 1970*s musical mystique. In fact, in

the last analysis (which no doubt will offlcially occur during some

eloquent speech at the 1980 Grammy Awards) it may well appear that the

1970's were in no way musically or creatively independent, but relied

wholly upon remembrances of a past era. So far, however, the nostalgia

of this decade seems to have been centered on the rock and roll essentials

of the I950's, and those of us who weren't really musically aware until the

Sixties were exposed to the Fifties as novelty rather than as nostalgia.

Three weeks ago, when the Association opened at The Troubadour, it

was time for us youngsters to look back on the music of an era closer to

our frame of artistic reference — remember that guy who was holding

your hand when the Association played "Cherish" at the Greek,

remember that long haired blond fox who danced to "Windy" with you?

The Association haven't changed much over the years since "Along

Comes Mary" and "Along Comes the Association" (Valiant Records,

1966). There are two new faces — Richard Thompson replaced Russ
Giguere two years ago, and a new bassist has been added — Wolfgang
something. Ted Bleuchel, who used to sound like Mickey Mouse, is now -

classified as a baritone, and Brian Cole, who has always appeared
somewhat uncomfortable with himself as a performer, is now wielding a

tambourine and providing vocal fill and an impressive solo or two
(privately, ^rian claims that he is an asset to the group only because of

his ability to imitate any one of the rest of the band's vocalists.) But they

are still a fine band— an incurably crazy group for incurable romantics.

Anyway, having digressed enough by reason of lingering affection, the

Association have always put on a damn good live show, and last month at

the Troubadour was no exception. After a six year absence from Doug
Weston's stage, the Association proved once again their ability to com-
mand any audience, to change with each new performing situation. To
this end they've dropped many of their own standards in favor of Elton
John's "Take Me To The Pilot", John Sebastion's "Darlin Be Home
Soon" and Carole King and (ierry Goffln's "Snow Queen". Peppered with
the well timed, but spontaneous wit (and there is a difference) of nine
musicians of professional calibre, the set is wholly entertaining, and
continuous in its fresh approach to the small club routine.

By contrast, "Waterbeds in Trinidad", the Association's first Columbia
release (KC 31348). lacks both artistic continuity and emotional impact.
While the Association are obviously sensitive to the demands of 1970 live

audiences, it would seem that they've lost their studio awarenew.
The title "Waterbeds in Trinidad" and its relationship (or non-
relationship, however you see it) to the cover photo — the t>and shivering

*~ among the ice flows of a winterized lake ~ is really quite appropriate. I

mean that's the level of the Association's insanity. One can easily
iniagine Terry Kirkman looking at the photo and immediately dubbing
the album "Waterbeds in Trinidad" It folkiws. But it also follows that an
aliNim 80 UUed would, most naturally, be equally r«pr«Miikative of thaT

by Leslie Millenson 1
. .D»

'

unique, inconpnious sense of bur

significant ballads and lightweigl

tune remotely related to that kindi

"Waterbeds" is not a bad!

arrangements are very strong,

to release anything of which one (

beds" simply does not ignite thci

— like "Birthday", for example^

only really exceptional tune inchr

Stone to Roll", a Brian Cole soloi

as it was live at the Troubadour.

idea — if they've hit a dry spotr

them, inclusion of material penfl

they need more and stronger mrt

was a teenybopper sort; but the

and personalities, and they arei

adolescence. I may have hit ^^»m

sad it is a collection of less than
'Round the Bend" is the only

ilwit.

— the performances and
nation are simply too skilled

^isciously critical, but "Water-
ccitement their earlier albums
Jven the briefest hearing. The
m Stewart's "Little Road and a
is memorable in recorded form
[the Association have the right

il the times changing around
ier hands is just the thing. But
illy hope they find it— I never
pon are exceptional musicians
joyful part of a long painful

Ireally don't want to lose them..

L^PWw* *
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Salome: A Girl's

Got to Get Ahead
by Charles Solomon

In 1922 the silent film of Salome, with sets and costumes based on

Aubrey Beardsley's drawings, was created amid strange rumors of

perversion and debauchery. It remains an object of curiosity; a strange,

mannered piece of film making that evokes, yet fails to capture, the

original play. Salome is more effective when seen only from still

photographs, when the viewer receives the full impact of the players'

stilted poses; the movements from one pose to the next are often slightly

ludicrous. .t^ *'

The title role is played by the Russian actress Alia Nazimova. With her

bee-stung lips and flashing eyes beneath hairline brows, Nazimova is a

striking creature, indeed. There is an icy, almost reptilian quality to her

beauty that suited the role of the cruel princess; it is particularly striking

in the final scene when she wraps herself and the severed head of

Jokanaan (John the Baptist) in a great black and white cape, like a

terrible insect going into a cacoon. But in her short skirts and bangs, she

always remains a woman of the Twenties never actually becoming the

* exotic princess in flowing robes and elaborate coiffures of Wilde and

Beardsley. • j„ j.

The most successfully adapted characters are Jokanaan and Herodias,

-Salome's mother. Jokanaan, with his emaciated form and gaunt visage,

is played with an extraordinary intensity. He is truly a man possessed by

his vision of God; perhaps the only man who can spurn Salome's ad-

vances. Herodias, the savage Princess of Judea, has the proper air of

cruelty. With her leonine mane of hair, she is the closest in appearance to

^ Beardsley's drawings. Herod the Tetrarch is curiously touching; not the

aging lecher of Wilde's play, but a broken, frightened man, cowenng

amid the Jews (whose robes look as if ihey may have been the inspiration

for Randy Barcelo's Jesus Christ Superstar costumes).

But if Salome succeeds in capturing the stilted, mannered quality of the

original play, it utterly fails to capture extravagant opulence the

voluptous overripeness of Wilde's arch-Decadent prose. The difficulty

lies in nature of the silent film, in which the lines must be given in a

sparse, almost telegraphic style that ineviUbly clashes with Wildes

convoluted glittering prose. "Take instead my beautifW white peacocks

^instead of the head of Jokanaan)" - even when accompanied by a

glimpse of an Art Noveau fantasy - does not present the almost suf-

focating richness of the original speech:

Salome, thou knowest my white peacocks, my beautiful white

peacocks, that walk in the garden between the myrUes and the Ull

^press trees Their beaks are gilded gold and the grains they eat

are smeared with gold, and their feet are stained with purpte. Wlicp

they cry out the rains come and the moon shows herself m tne

heavens when they spread their tails ...
, ^ ^ j ^ n

This fascination with sumptous descripUons ,«nd ftaborat^ detoils

( Herod has nearly fifty lines caUloguing the Jewels which he later offers

to Salome) is an eMntial feature of the Decadent styte of wriUng. of

which Wilde's Salome is an excellent example: there is simply no way to

capture it in a silent film. It would be interesting to see what a modern

film makT coiUd rtn with thi« highly BtYltoff^ material.

i ..->
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MOVIEGUIDE

A lAEMMLE THEATER

Moiica \

1332 2nd Street

Sonfo Monica
451-8686

Clint

JOE KIDD

PcmI N«wmon & Hm%ty Fonda

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOnON

A lAEMMLE THEATER

Monica II

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

Two^on FiHad WMt«ms
Charles Branson & Toshiro Mifune

RED SUN
Burt Lancaster & Lee AAarvin

THE PROFESSIONALS

Music Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny)
274-6869

Charlie Chaplin in

THE GREAT DiaATOR

NATIONAL GENERAL'S *

National
^^'^^^ ^^ ^"^^ ^^ counted (pg)

10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

Doily 2:15. 4:15, 6:15, 8:15. 10:15

Frl.&S(i.Midnifthl 12:15
•"!'

Niprt TliaalCr ^ morning of the earth
11272 Santa Monica Blvd.

WLA. .

'
' \ Surfing Film

478-6379 > ^

•r"

Jock Lammon

Orieitai
7425 Sun»««

876.0212

rHE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
&

. SKYJACKED
$1 for on* porton w/fhit coupon plua curront UCLA r«g cord

Sorry not good Solurdoy night oftor 5 p.m. 1^

faa Paclllc
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Loo Marvin. Oono Hocbnon

^ T>RIME CUT
1

DUCK YOU SUCKER
Fre# Parking $1 for on* porton w/thi« coupon plus curront UCLA r«g cord

Sorry not good Saturday night (dtor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

Pillages
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

Alan AHiin & Sdly Koliorman

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS (PG)

' Doily 1 2:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 1 0.30
'^.H •

PACIFIC'S

ricwooii
Pico Near Westwood
272^239

Mio Farrow cmd Topol

PUBUC EYE (G) ^

Mon.-Fri: 6:30. 8:30. 10-JO

Sat. & Sun: 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Plaza t I

Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

PotorSogdanovich't

TARGETS _

Co-hit Haikol Waclor't

, MEDIUM COOL
Fri. & Sat. July 28 & 29 Midnight Only: "Calch 22"

A LAEMMLE THEATER

llllll
1045 BroKTon

WesHvood Village

BR 2-^501

Winnor Spocid Jury Prito Cannot Fwtivd 1972
<

Kuri Vonnegut, JKs

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
Woohdoya 6.30. 8:15. 10:15

Sot & Sun 2:30, 4:15, 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

A LAEMMLE THEATER

1 1 523 Santo Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles

477-5581

Duitin Hoffmon, Anna Soncroft. Kathorino Ro«t

in Miho Nichol's

THE GRADUATE
plus Woody Allon in

BANANAS
Starft Wod: Oiu'> "Tohyo Story"

'^ Thitadadmito2for$1.00

Slim Movie ' GIANT LAFF SHOW
61 1 N. Fairfax CHARLIE CHAPLIN- LAUREL & HARDY
OL 3-2389 HAROLD UOYD - UOYD HAMILTON- SERIAL

50<t with ad MACK SENNEH GIRLS- HUTCH" SERIAL

• r-

Till LI Irii
lo Br*a at Ninth

WE 4-2342

RED SUN
&

BAND OF ASSASSINS

THE NEW

vioamiii
2509 Wilshire

DU 72171

West Coost Premier
Roborto Rottdlini'i

SOCRATES

FEAR
Starring bigrid iorgman

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Wethfiood

47S4)576

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)

DaMy 2:25. 4:25. 6:25. 8(25. 10:25

Pri. & M. MMnlght Show 12:25

>t$**' ''•••! :: f • • • •

V>rrt
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^S^etling to^iRabbiLWilh Me

G«tJe bewtnskemi fauna, pii* of eye a^mn^
of ASTcavort and frolic joyously wi^ th«r ^»^
uiS^buddies ol field and |^^^^^
""^^ ^^JL^^ OMimper-footed

lTml::;^^^S^ thTgrassy terrain^
scampeiw f^^lf^^u^^^ hutchward to the
defecate freeiy. and skeoaooie nuw-

inissus and dozens of wee bunnitans.

What if one were bJoodUy gnawing your leg off? _
"^ and scores of other UUllal^J^l^^

constitutes the major presmise of Night of tfce L«r».

fhewly reteased^ci^^ ^chlockorama which.

^Itl^h a rudimentary deciphering of the la^e

adding and a healthy ^^^P™^ P^™fi."^^
Save foreJTamed you, is all about rabbite. Let » see^

there was WUlard with the rats, SU-ley wUh ^
s^e. Frogs (best df the lot) with th« ad«ble

slithers, Be« (Son of Mickey) and . *> you see a

pattern forming? Do we deserve such an onsla^t^

Probably yes. Anyrodent, Night of the LefHW has to

inflate the dear litUe creatures to rhmoceros-size -
vicUms aU of the eternal ^^'''^''^.j;^^Z
before the vaguest credibility to any enunent feroci^

cTn^ assumed and it stiU doesn't wort^ Carnal

knowledge all bunnies niay possess, but car-

nivorosity no; good science fictiMiboukl challenge

the imagination, not insult it.

Plot-wise, our pivot is ecologically focused. Having

successfully offed the local coyote populus, a rancher

sees his land soon totally overrun with a resulunt

rapid rabbit overpopulation. Rabbits eat aU

available foilage, cattle die, a hare-y situation.

Fearing further disasters from repeated eco-

imbalance impropriety, the rancher employs two

freelance scientists to remedy said hairy situation,

who 3ftcr ardent tube testing succeed in inad-

vertenUy unleashing a bigger threat, quite Uterally,

with the new, improved, giant rabbit. Breeding right

along, our friends the lepus cuniculi immediately

crave human flesh, naturally, and proceed to ravage

the countryside in the ensuing unquenchable

bloodlust, photographically portrayed with fairly

decent miniature sets, in slofw motion to simulate

ponderous size, and with catsup on their lips The

human stare, in turn, arc Rory Calhoun, Janet Leigh

and Stuart Whitman, who must have needed work

badly.

Night of the Lepus will fare far better late at night

on a ten inch screen being constantly interrupted by

commercials, as is iU destiny. Today the hutch,

tomorrow the world?

Glorioski, It's Them
^ -

»-

byMaik Leviton
;.:\
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It may hot be so hard for you, a

sophisticated college student to

remember 1965, but just think of the

current rock audience of ages 14-17. They

were about nine years old when the British

Invasion stormed through, and every

transistor vibrated with the likes of the

Yardbirds. Rolling Stones, Beatles,

Animals, DCS. Hermits, Zombies and

admit it, don't you feel that being in high

school heightened the thrill of heanng

those tunes'* Those were the make-out

tunes, the rock-out tunes - we used to live

according to that beat, and for my money

that beat was more energetic and creative

than any combination of all the Elton

Johns, Rod StewarU and Carole Kings in

the world today The music was tied in

with high school much more than things

are today — do they still have dances

where every band plays "Gloria?"

Which brings us to the subject at hand,

namely the repackaging of the first two

Them albums into Them /Featuring Van

.MorriMMi ( Parrot/BP 71053^) First of aU,

it should be noted that buying this double-

LP set entitles you to four less tunes than

were contained on the original two

releases, the worst exclusion being "Call

My Name," which was featured

prominenUy in red ink on the cover of

Them Again and is an exceUent close

flpusin to the Animals' "Don't Let Me Be

Misunderstood." There is, thank goodness,

plenty more her^ to attract your ears.

Them was a working class r&b band like

the Stones or Animals, and they were able

to clout, in their best moments, as weU as

any of their more successful competitors.

Van Morrison's vocals are magnificient,

and show evidences of the kind of vocal

emulation of Chuck Berry and Ray

Charles that most other singers were going

in for at the same time. "One Two Brown

Eyes " and "Route 66 " conjure up images

of Mick Jagger and Jim Morrison, with all

their sinister earnestness. "One More

Time" would fit wisily into the current Van

Morrison repetoire both in vocal deUvery

and the general feel of the tune, which one

could expect to hear sandwiched into

Astral Weeks. (Lester Bangs' extensive

liner notes suggest perhaps that the

psychedelic "One Two Brown Eyes"

would be the one to fit into AsUl Weeks.)

The albums wander back and forth bet-

ween loose blues, jumping r&b, not-too

interesting 4ove ballads, psychedelic

diabolics, Dylan ("It's All Over Now Baby

Blue" must lOB h«rd) and half-jazz

hintings.
'

. ^^
Side three has to win out as far as

compact power. Start off with "Gloria,

that filthy song which had thousands of

teeners sniggling and giggling in the halls

until "Try It ' came along to take its place.

'Gloria " sounds great, far better than aU

the intermediate versions which have

clogged your mind out of remembering

just how powerful and clear those vocals

were Follow it up with the smasheroo

'Here Comes the Night," with the kicky

verses set next to the dark chorus, with its

resounding, short guitar riff. Morrison is

dynamite. Before the audience can

breathe, knock in a song that's still ahead

of its Ume, "Mystic Eyes," which seems to

sUrt in the middle and carries some of the

strangest guitar phmking this side of In-

dia."Mystic Eyes" also has an insistent,

thumping bass drum, which refuses to

slow down even when everything else does.

Take a rest with the slow "Don't Look

Back" and then cream 'em with "Little

Girl," another Morrison original which

sounds like Eric Burdon for sure. The

l^tener shoidd fall on the floor exhausted.

r You get the idea. Van was and is a clever

Vocalist and songwriter, but his work with

Them is still probably his best in a lot of

ways. There is more guts, an un-

pretentious attenapt to entertain at the

original 60's elemental level. Before they

. start offering those four-record sets on TV

with forty great hits of the sixties on them,

pick up Them/Featuring Van Morrison

and i)lay it for yoiir younger sibling who

thinks the world began with Moondance.

You might ferf old, but you'U feel happy!

li
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Opens August 15

Limited 4 Week Engagement

Sandy Baron
AS

M-

-*/ M' '

LENNY
BASED ON THE UFE AND WORDS Of LENNY BRUCE

A NEW PLAY BY

Julian Bariy
MUSIC BY

ilf

TomO'Horgan
WITH

Joe Silver
DIRECTED BY

Tom O'Horgan

AU PERFORMANCES 17.50. $6.50. $5.50

PREVIEWS 10th, 11th. 12th & 14th. $1 OO.LESS

Liberal Student Oifcounti Available

for Groups of as few as 16

f#f Sntip R§$§rv»tions m^ Infermttien

Conttct ShirliY K§Mt^ »t 4$1$?12

WM.

Fri Sat Midnigh*

Films-Si 2S

July 28 '. 29

IHE HUSlLtR
35 rrtm

BLOWUP

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

'StapdUp andBe Counted'
(Cootinned from Page 7)

In telling the story (rf each pf

these women the film often seems

rather fragmented — leaving you

hanging just when you'd gotten

interested in one story to switch to

another. Fortunately, all of the

stories are interesting So you don't

really mind too much. Even so,

there are things that are never

explained because there just isn't

time and the stories necessarily

stop short of their fullest

development.

Whatever ^^his" views on

Women's Lib the average viewer

should not be offended or ruffled

by thfe fihn as there is no attempt

to stitff anything down his throat

All sides are presented but no

answers are tendered. Women

Lib advocates should basical^

approve of SUnd Up and »

Counted as it has obviously tned

its best to present Women s Ub as

objectively, impartially ana

hOnesUy as possible - earning an

•A' at least for effort if not for

.
achievement. _—

-

',irt,i V -.29 3368

Got a news tip? Call 825-2493

ezao auNtrr slvo . u>t /Miacut. cskk» tooaa • 4«i)24i

i

4th ProductJoo. 1972 S«i«on, MARK TAPER FORUM
Center Th«qtr« Group. MUSIC CENTER

"Don't Bother Me

i Can't Cope"
\ Q new musical en\erMnmen\

FiClltl III Still iHltIi 1>

UCIA STUDENT PREVIEWS,

Augutt 4 & 6 ol 8:00 pxn.

%1 TICKBTS ON SA16 NOW . KHKXHOFF "^ ^°^^ °^

(y Arrang«m*nl o» lh» UCIA Shid«» ConwnlH** Kk in» *'''
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by Marsha Necheles

Music ^
July is rapidly coming to a

close, but while you're busy or-

dering tickets to see Leon and

Rod. there are still events worthy

of some attention this weekend.

Tonight at the Bowl, Isaac Hayes

and Hoi. Butter and Soul perform.

At the Swing Auditorium tonight,

Stephen Stills and his Manassas

continue to inspire nostalgic, fond

thoughts for the old Buffalo

Springfield days gone by.

Emerson. Lake and Palmer and

Malo rock at the Long Beach

Arena, and at the Fox West Coast

Theater, Grass Roots and the Five

Man Electrical Band.

Through July 30, the Fifth

Dimension and Bill Withers ap-

pear at the Greek, foUowed by

Tom Jones, the Mick Jagger of the

40 set. August 2, the Santa Monica

Civic hosts the Guess Who and

Spilcat. On the 4th, the Ike and

Tina Turner Review swing at

Swing, and Yes. Edgar Winter.

and Eagles fly at the Long Beach

Arena. The Allman Brothers.

Loggins and Messina, and Marc
Volman and Howard Kaylan
appear at the Bowl' on the 6th,

while the Crusaders. Hugh
Masakela. and Jawbone come to

the Hollywood Palladium on the

san^e day. Jeff Beck and Argent

visit the Palladium on August 13.

In the future: Leon Russell at

Swing Auditorium on on August

25, at the Anaheim Convention

Center on the 26th, and at the

Forum on the 27th, the Faces at

the Bowl on August 25, and Three

Dog Night and John Kay at Long
Beach on the 27th. And the one

we've all been waiting for, the one

sure to bring August down and

out, Tony Bennett and Zubin

Mehta and the L.A. Philharmonic

at the Bowl on August 30.

Highlighting the chib acts this

we^end is Jackson Browne, an

exceptional songwriter and
guitarist. He*ll be at the Four

Muses in San Clemente tonight,

tomorrow, and Sunday. Coming in

next, Johii Stewart. At the

Whiskey through Sunday, Flash

Cadillac and Eric Quincy Tate, at

the Palomino through Sati^rday,

Ray Sander. Billy Armstrong, and

Doug Wilson. Joy of Cooking and

(ioose Creek Symphony are ap-

pearing at the Troubadour,
foUowed by Donny Hathaway and

Valerie Simpson. At the Ash
Grove through July 30 are Jimmy

ALICE DROPS PANTS — At a
recent appearayice at the world

famouM Hollywood Bowl, Alice

Cooper, a well-known pop group,

dropped thousands of ladies'

panties via helicopter onto the

unsuspecting audtencea in the

box-seats. Mass orgasm followed

shortly thereafter.

Witherspoon and Michael White.

Coming to the club on August 4 are

tWo great journey bluesmen,
Brownie McGhee and Sonny
Terry, with a second act con-

sisting of different winners from

the Topanga Banjo and Fiddle

Contest. Sounds like a fine show.

Through August 1, Geronimo
Black and Trials and Tribulations

appear at the Glendale Club,

Under the Ice House. The Golden

Bear is closed through July 31,

with special events planned

throughout the month of August,

including performances by the

Dillards. England Dan and John

Ford Coley. Brownie and Sonny,

Hoyt Axton. and Mary McCaslin.

The Ice House in Pasadena has

a full evening of entertainment

this week, with the incomparable

Biff Rose, folk great Bob Gibson,

and newcomer Ton! Lamb. If

you've never seen Biff, you're in

for some surprises, for his humor,

spontaneity, and rollicking piano

playing and songs are delightfully

different. If Randy Newman can

make it. can the genius of Biff

Rose be far behind? Find out at

the Ice House. _ - -^_

At the clubs specializing in jazz,

Walter Wanderley is appearing at

Donte's this weekend, and Cannon

CiaMbiowhifl & Slalned Class

394-«381 classes

A«C«IITI«e CLASSiS W«KK$

RESTAURANT GUIDE

A La Crepe Brelonne
1458 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
SM 4M 4303

^f<j^CHAN'^6ARDEN
10655 Lindbrook Dr. 4797715

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wottwood noor Pico
opon Jonvlam

CripM-cooliad th* oM4mlMon«d

way — •varyiWng Iraah

up lo $2.75 Cloaad Stfn & Mon

Moitdarifi & Conlona** Cwitina

, Food togo-Fomily Bonquel

Catering Service

. Lonch& Dinner 1 1 om-9 pm Dolly w

"Gourrflef Soups /fte

mother never made'

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
n3?1 s^nta Monica Blvd
Wrsf 1. A 479 99M
"•'xt tJoor »o 'Papm Bachs"

A Nfihiral Foodt Rottourant

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
108M UfiArooli Or

LUNCH from S 1 .40 »o $1 .90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE

47t.fMa

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

SINCE 1949 Famous fA Our Pizio

Now opon doily for lunch

Tuoi. flflor 9 pm ony.pino $1.75

dine out tonight

Ball Adderly performs at the

Lighthouse through August 6. At
Shelly's Manne-Hole, James
Moody continues, his stay until

Kenny Burrell comes in August 1.

On the classical side of things,
*

the L.A. Philharmonic performs
music of J. Strauss Jr., Benatzky,
and Stoetz Saturday night at the
Bowl. Also that evening is a free

concert in Fiesta Hall in Plummer
Part, featuring music of Mozart,
Mussorgsky. Beethoven, and
others. Sunday afternoon.

Synergy Trust performs freely on

campus in the Architectural Quad
area.

The Feld Quartet can be seen at

2:30 Sunday at the County
Museum of Natural History for no
admission. At Barnsdall Park, the

Goldsmith Duo entertain at 4:30,

and at 7:00, the Rosina Thevinne
Master Class Recital takes place

at Hancock Auditorium on the

use campus.

Film
Transylvania is transported to

the Nuart in its continued festiyal

of horror and terror film classics,

this week presenting The Unin-

vited and Invasion i^f the ^ody
Snatchefs. Next Week, Freaks

and The Beast With Five Fingers

creep into town. Rossellini'a

Socrates and Fear screen at the

New Vagabond. Tonight at the

Mayfair, you'll find Touch of Evil

and Black Magic (horror often

spreads a» it creeps), and
Saturday, the Orson Welles films.

Third Man and Lady From
Shanghai. Catch-22 is the mid-

night movie at the Plaza, and at

the Encore, Zorba the Greek and

A Thousand Cl6wns.

The Film Society in 1730

Westwood -Blvd. features a

Documentary Film Festival,

Saturday night with American

and European films screening.

Chaplin's The Great Dictator

continues its run at the Music

Hall, and coming August 2 to the

Los FeUz Theater is a Janus

Classics Film Festival.

» There's some old time comedy
about. Laugh Show screens at The

Silent Movie Theater — it's a

collection of Chaplin, Laurel and

Hardy, Sennett, etc. Love Parade

(advertised as Mamoulian, but it

was Lubitsch, wasn't it?) with

Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette

MacDonald (who's a comedy of

errors all by herself in this one) is

at the Mayfair Repertory Cinema.
Then there's 42nd Street, Busby
Berkeley's depression days film

with Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell
,

— that's tonight at 8 pm —
Hashinger Hall Science Center,

Chapman College in Orange. It's a
ways away, but if you dig

Berkeley enough you can
probably tap dance your way over
there.

Stage

In keeping with the current Kurt

Vonnegut rage. South Coast
Repertory, at 1327 Newport
Boulevard, Costa M^a, is

presenting, a Kurt Vonnegut
comedy of sorts — Happy Bir-

thday Wanda June, apparently (or

inapparently, as the case may be)

vaguely related to Homer's
Odyssey. It plays Wednesday
through Sunday at 8:00, now, until

August 20.

Locally, the Melrose Theater

Association (7420 Melrose) is

doing The Imaginary Invalid

nightly at 8:30 through August 5,

and The Masquers (1765 N.

Sycamore) Live a Little Thursday
through Sunday at 8:30, from now
until August 19.

-'-

If you're quick, you can catch

some nice things playing their last

weekend. Arthur Miller's After

the Fall (at the Mermaid Theater,

800 North El Centro) will run

tonight and tomorrow and Beyond
the Fringe, the pritish satirical

revue which first introduced the

comedy of Peter Cooke and
Dudley Moore to American
audiences (and which includes the .

now classic discussion comparing
the rigors of being a coal miner

with the rigors of being a judge).

Beyond is all the way out at the

Cassius Carter Cenfer Stage
(Balboa Park, San Diego) and

closes Sunday.

Also, Mother of Pearl (Com-
pany Theater, 1024 S. Robertson)

meets its fate after this weekend
in the style to which regular

Company Theater-goers are, no

doubt, by now accustomed.

On campus. Celebration ends its

engagement on Sunday at the

Little Theater in Macgowan Hall^

as does The Rimers of Eldritch at

^he Ralph Freud Playhouse. Night

Watch andl Action are performed

at the Mermaid Theater in

Hollywood, with one act avant-

guard plays Saturdays at mid-

night. The Ebony Theater con-

tinues Norman. Is That You?,

Misa Del Mar ends Saturday at

the Venice Free Theater, and La

Mama continues through August 6

at 6 Actores Teatro Pro Arte.

Friday and , Saturday, the

Theatercraft Playhouse on Sunset

shows The Curious Savage. \The

Neophyte Theater, located near

theUSC campus, features through

Saturday, The Life and Death of

Sneaky Fitch. The End of the Last

Day ends its last day on Saturday

at the Watts Writer's Theater on

103rd Street, and at the Santa

Monica Playhouse, Monsieur Ubu.

King of the Pollacks.

The outstanding satirical group.

The Committee continues at the

Tiffany, and at the new Shubert

Theater in Century City, Follies.

At the Aquarius beginning August

15 for a four week, run, is Lenny

starring Sandy Baron.

Pick of the week in the Unusual

Plot Category: Steambath at the

Theater Now Century City

Playhouse. The story — a farce

fantasy copcerning some people

locked in a — you guessed it — and

the attendant is in power.

Specialties

Saturday, the Annual La Puente

Bluegrass Expo tcikes place at the

La Puente Handball Courts.

Admission is $3 for a day of banjo

and fiddle festivities, and the

Country Gazette will be per-

forming their magic in the

evening. Take along a picnic and

enjoy.

On July 31 , the Showdown of the

Year — Raquel Welch versus

Randy Newman, both tentatively

guesting on th^ Dick Cavett show.

Tune in to see who leaves whose
hat on, and who is really lonely at

the top.

The Straight and Swingers
Summer Ball takes place tonight

and tomorrow evening at the

Rodger Young Center, 836 W.
Washington Blvd. Included in this

extravaganza is the Miss Sen-

suality Pageant plus the Exotic

and Erotic Products Trade Show.

Tickets are available at

Ticketron, guys $6 and ladies $3.

Spiffy Biffy

"••** HIGHEST RATING!"
- N.Y. DAILY NEWS

"A HILARIOUS

MOVIE!"
-l.>*. HERALD EXAMINER

" CLASSIC

ENTERTAINMENT!"
- LA. TIMES

"A MIRACLE OF

A MOVIE!"
- AFTER DARK

"THE SPARKS
FLY, SO DO
THE LAUGHS!"
- READER'S DIGEST

A FRANKOVICH PROOUCTION

BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE
GODIG mWI- GoHeCKhRT • G^/UGRT

s<,.,.p.ovbvLEONARDGERSHE ^,.H.p..K.p.„v Aod^....MJ FRANKOVICH

o„ec..db, MILTON KATSEIAS »rom COIUMBIA RCTURtS

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!

2nd SMASH
WEEK!

47$ 071 1

AVCO CENTEH

ON WIISHIRI BlVD
DAILY . 2 • 4 • 6 • 8 • 10 PM

MIDNIGHT SHOW FRI. & SAT.

i*4Ma
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WhafsOn:

Hi;-

Tickets:

<. 'r

—"2474 Miles 0« Broadway/'

Theater Arts Summer Season:

The Rimers of Eldridge by

Langtord Wilson (thru Sunday).

Performances nightly at 8:30

pm except Mondays and

Tuesdays; 7:30 pm Sundays.

Tickets available at Central

Ticket Office, 650 Westwood

Plaza. Kerckhoff Ticket Ottice

(KH 140) and AAacgowan Hall.

General admission: $2.50,

students $1. For reservations or

info call 825 2581.

—"Don't Bottler Me, I Can't

Cope," special $2 students tickets

for performances at 8 pm, Friday,

August 4 and Sunday. August 6 In

the Mark Taper Forum^ featuring

the Center Theatre Group. Tickets

are available at the Kerckhoff

Ticket Office (KH 140) with

student ID.

—"Hollywood Bowl/' : $1

student tickets available up to

forty-eight hours before the

concert (Tuesday and Thursday

concerts only.)

Tuesday, August 1

Tuesday, August 1: Ldwrence

Foster, conductor; Mozart:

Symphony #35 (Haffner); Piano

Concerto #25 (Alfred Brendel,

soloist); Horn Concerto #4 (Barry

Tuckwell, soloist); German
Dances. Thursday, August 3:

Foster, conduc:tor; Itzhak

P^rlman, violinist; Vivaldi:

Summer (Four Seasons);

Paganini: Violin Concerto #1;

Rossini: Ballet ' muiic from

Vril|iam Tell; Verdi: Stabat Mater

and Te Deum. - -

Seminars: ^ ^
Monday, July 31

—"Atherosclerosis: Dietary

Components," By R. Alfin-Slater,

MD, division of nutritional

science. School of Public Health, 4

pm, CHS 33-105. Sponsored by the

of biologicaldepartment
chemistry.

Wednesday, August 2

—"Non-specific Modulation of

Immunological Function," by

David Weiss, MD, professor and

chairman, Lautenberg Center for

General and Tumor Immunology,

Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 11

am. CHS 43-105. Sponsored by

departments of medical

microbiology and immunology,

and surgery, division of oncology.

Thursday, August 3

—"Are there Jobs with In-

dependent Schools?" by Jane

Piermaul, aesoclate dean,

educational Career Services, 2-4

pm. Engineering Penthouse,

Boelter 8500.

Friday, July 28

—"Kundalinl Yoga," 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Awareness," 7-iav^pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackermaji Union 2408.

Saturday, July 29
—"Gestalt Workshop," 11 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

AAonday, July 31

—"Body Awareness Through

Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff

Hall, Upstairs Lounge.
—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness/'

8 10 pm, Bunche 3288.

>—̂ 'The Ancient Wisdom: The

Ultimate Philosophy," 7:30 10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

-^"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

( Continued on Page 13

)

Mime, music, scenes and games -J-:

Synergy Trust to perform Sunday
' ^ ' ^* 4u^ r»»» *k»* {fe rtf»rfnmiAnrf» IS tfltAlW imDrovised

The Syneity Trust will present a program of

improvisional theater at 3:30 pm, July 30 in the

Architecture Quad. This is the fourth program in the

Committee on Fine Arts Production's series of free

"Summer Sundays" and will include mime, music,

games and whatever else the experimental group

creates at the time. ;
_

.

The Synergy Trust (Synergy: a force whose

combined energy is greater than the sum of its parts)

has developed a wide following since its beginning as

an off-shoot of the improvisational revue company,

The Committer ^
-J

."^^Expansion

iFrom this sUrt in 1%9, the Synergy Trust went on

to play long runs at the Ash Grove, a coffeehouse,

and the Sal Ponti Theater. The group then expanded

into other areas: benefits, underground radio,

cinema and college concerts,^ including several

appearances here.

The unique approach of the company is based on

the fact that its performance is totally improvised-

No piece of work is ever repeated, planned or set up.

The entire performance is created on the spot from

questions, problems or suggestions posed by the

audience. ConsequenUy, there are no props or

special effects; instead, an issue is explored entirely

through the imagination oC the players and the

images they act out.

Interesting

This method of theater can be exceedingly difficult

to make consistenUy interesting. There is always the

problem of avoiding trite responses to an issue, of

keeping the action moving forward toward insight

into that issue. Too often improvisaUon will quickly

wear out a good idea right before the viewer's eyes or

lead to a trivial dead end. ,

Fortunately, the members of the Synergy TnBi

have demonstrated the ability to sidestep tHese

pitfalls. With hard work and the talent to create

continually on stage, they have polished an arttonn

that is in the forefront of modem theater.

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CENTER
1101 GAYLEY (Corner o\ Kinross & Goyley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

^o^ctRrAssoc^,^^

,y ^6»

cowpontgeod

only o«
incoming

ord«r»

WHERE YOU HAVE ALL THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

. PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY

. COIN-OP DRY CLEANING • COIN-OP LAUNDRY

• BEAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA • KEYS MADE

. FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE RFPAl»

COFFEE SMW • XeiOXCOfY SERVICE • FAOOTUM

this off«r

good for

limitod

tim* only

•>

0^
/.

• • • •
• •••

• •••• I

W»on«

477-SS66

«
4V

iiiSi KIEENCO DRY CLEANING
ONI COUPON pel PERSON '.

i

25% OFF
ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE ,cxcept

«^b>« 1-9.72 SAT

)

icompony in-coming ordor

• • • •

-^ Phon*

477-5546

.V.

<>.

Wmim KIEENCO DRY ClEANINGi^^ij
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

T^is Coupon Good (or

i -20%
on any Suede or Leather

I GARMENT CLEANED AND
1 REFINISHED
I • • •

UUUUI
OFF
OF
REOULAR PRICE

• • •

:v::

.•.•..

?<•-•

.•.••:•

mp\rm 8-9.72

TtM CoMWon WHitI occompony in-coming ordor •:-.•;.•. This coupon mutt occompony in-coming ordor

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

r.iis coupon entiHes bearer to

1 WASH LOAD

. * • •

1

^??^KlEFNCO COIN-OP DRY CLEANiM
'•*•!•- _| . v.v

This coupon entitles bearer to

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WEARING APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Cleaning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Value
«pir« S.9.72

S«ClALGUtSTST«

KiNNYMfimMW
win.flMljaM
MMW WMM/MiUI, KfflUI

"THE PHLORESCENT LEECN AND EDDIE"

Hdywood

12 Ul WASHER)

••M.72

m
m PKon.
•»* 47ft-9060

1

- f

SUNDAY. AUGUST 6 730?m
ALL SEATS tiSiRVEO: f7J8^ ^3$, $M, €M,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HOLIYWOOO BOWL. 2301 N. MICMlAHD AVI.

AND SO. CALIF. MUSIC AND ALL MUTUAL ACfMOIJ*

ALL TICKHRON LOCATIONS. WALLICH-S MUSIC CITY STORES AND

BY MAIL ORDER TO HOLLYWOOD BOWL, P.O. tOK 195%

ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVElOW.

FOR INFORMATION DIAL 87-M-U-S-l-C

hv ' ' 'N' I K I

r f

*k

Good to the last What's On . .

.

fConiimicd from Page 12) . .

Tuesday, August 1

—"Death* Dying and
Lifestyles/' 3-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.
—"Jatha Yoga," 57 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall/ Upstairs Lounge.
—"Beginning Photography,"

7:30-9:30 pm. Architecture 1224.

"Self Hypnosis/' 7:X-10 pm.
Architecture 1102.

—"Love — The Greatest Power

in ttie Universe," 8 pm. Social

Welfare 167. .,

—"Ananda Marga Yoga," 5-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564.—
'•'Raia Yoga/' 7:30 pm, Ar-

chitecture 1243C.

Wednesday, August 2

—"Extra Sensory Perception/"

7 8:^ pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E.

—"The System of Sufi/' 7:30-10

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
Children/' 7:30 pm, Royce i^all

152.

—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm.
Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op
AAarket, 2021 Barrington Ave.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Meetings:
Friday, July 28
'—"Muslim Students," 13 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517_

Saturday, July 29
—"Iranian Students," 11 ami

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, July 31
— "Christian Science

Organization," 12:10 pm, 560
Hilgard Ave. _, .

Tuesday, August 1

—"Iranian Students," 6-9 pm,
Ackernian Union 2408.

Wednesday, August 2
— "Graduate Christian

Fellowship," 6-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408:

—"Alpha Phi Omega," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408.

Thursday, August 3
~

.

—"Tai Chi Chaun," 7-9:30 pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

—"The Lighted Way," 4-6 pm.
Social Welfare 48.

Sunday, July 30
—"Aman Polk Ensemble," 2-10

pa^ Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

TUESDAY AUGUST 1

—"The Organic Garden Club,"
1-4 pm, Horticultural Gardens.

WED AUG 2

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Women'^ Gym 200.

Thursdajy, August 3
—"ThpWd^nic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm, HbrtTciiltural Gardens.

ISC Tours:

URA Clubs:
THURSDAY, August 3 Friday, July 28

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living/' 7:30 pm.
Architecture 1243C. ' .'

^"Writing for Pay/' 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Social Dance Club,'' 11 am,
Women's Gym 200. __„____

Saturday, July 29: r^"'-

—"Organic Garden Club," 10-4

pm. Horticultural Garden. .

»>>>iL^^^«^^«^IIL^^Ii^^ll^>>«>«^L^^^>^^*>»

By Eugene Sheffer

ACROSS
1. Former

Secretary
of SUte

5. Father
(slang)

S. Network
12. Continent
IS. Regret
14.

—

Ludwig
15. Plant
IS. Shosho-

nean ^

Indian
17. Valley
18. Enter-

tains

2t. Spanish
priests

22. Measure
in

IndU
23.— and

Magog;
24. Fluid

rock
27. Ion-

pro-

ducing

\
sub-
stances

32.— Baba
S3. Fuss
34. Pinch

35. Made 56. Loiters . 9. Devel-
more 57. Young oping
profound fish 10. Floor

38. Feminine 58. Perceives covering
name f 11. Cloth

39. Sailor DOWN measures
4«. Paddle 1. Float 19. Toward
42. Holy ' of 21. Past
45. Plastic logs 24. Youth

tubes 2. Employer 25. Pub
49. God 3. Father specialty

-

of 4. A 26. Ally of

Love Hawaiian Hanoi

59. Kimono ;; 5. German 28. Lyric

sash dialect poem
52. Medley 6. Absent 29. A swelling

53. String 7. Chirp 30. Insect egg

54. Obese 8. Card 31. Health

55. Lease game resort
36. Analyzes

Averace lime of solution : 22 min. gram-
matically

37. Before4--'

..
.. ..-c ••• 38. Mistakes

1 . i . ' '.T - .
. •'. '.- v :

'

: 41. In

Answer |

42. Vend
43. Operatic

J melody
44. Discard

on 46. On the
sheltered
side

P^15 1

47. Beverage
48. Habitual

* drunkards
51. Hinder

Tickets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall
Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

Saturday, August 5

—"Los Angeles Tour," $2 In

eludes transportation, only ride to

the Music Center, China Town,
Olivera Street, Hollywood,
Farmers AAarket, Century City

and beach, departs ISC 4 pm,
student store 4:15 pm. Deadline:
Tuesday. .

Sunday, August 6

—"Beaches and Scenic Sites

Tour," $2.50 transportation only

from Point Mugu to AAanhattan

Beach with visits to Topanga
Canyon, AAalibu Canyon and other

scenic sites, departs ISC 9 am,
student store 9:15 am. Deadline:

Thursday.
J—"Laguna Art Festival," $4

transportaton and admission
tickets to Art Festival and
Pageant of the AAaster, departs

ISC 1 pm, student store 1:15 pm.
Deadline: Thursday.

Thursd^, August 10

—"Hollywood Bowl, Tops in

Pops," $2 includes transportaton

only and special student tickets,

departs ISC 7 pm, student store

7:15 pm, returns Tl:30 pm.
Deadline: AAonday, August 7.

Et cetera

:

> .
\

Friday, July 28, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 13

ENNIS FRUHAUF — music faculty member and University carilloneur

at UC^ Santa Barbara, will perform works especially selacttd to

demonstrate the tremendous range of the great romantic organ at noon in

Royce Hall Auditorium, Royce Hall. Free. The program will include^

Vierne's Symphonie No. 2, Opus 20; Widor's Symphonle Gothique, Opus
70; and Symphonie No. 5, Opus 42; and Franck's Cantabile and Choral

No. 3 Jn A AAlnor. _ ^
. _ _

_ >

Zli-

—"Summer Tours," of the

campus will t}e conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through Septemk>er 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

at 1:30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 AAurphy Hall and are

open to the public. (Parking on

Campus is $1 per day).

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"Casey Foundation First

Voter Self Starter Challenge,"

grant applications are available In

the EXPO Center (KH 176). 20

$500 grants are available to

finance projects aimed at voter

education.

CLASS
NOTES

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Anthropology 5C. - Plog -
Art S4 Kaplan
Economic* lOlA — Murphy
Economics 180 Murphy
Education lilt- Kieslar
History 174B — W«i»$
Political Sctince 140 — Baerwald
Psychology 41 — Wicktns
Psychology 110 — Cardtr
Psychology 130 — Faw

i

"We have o complete

line of Cliff's Notes

ond Monarch Notes"

fw additional courses call or

1 coma in t
Tw«. W«i. Tlwr«. 10-2 ^

1085UINOBROOKDR g
I BIkN. Wllshira- ^

M/2Blk. E. Waitwood <

47S-52a9 3.

CaEBRATING OUR TENTH YEAR f

OV ER 20 YRS.' EXPERIENC E ^k^
PERA/IANENT ^ |Iv^

•- • - ^'

HAIR REMOVAL ^ yi
WITH AIR ^H^/Jm

DESENSITIZER (/\
m%

MB^& WOMEN A 2
i^ ^

REC BY PHYSICIANS 1^4
Mrmb Elpct Assoc. 1^

J

it

Mt>n Sat Eves by Appt. «v \ j\\ «

474-7171 [• \\
SARAL.WANNE RE \

ALINE WANNE RNARE ]

124SGI«ndonW.L.A. L
(Westwood Medical

w^
Prof. BIdg ),

^fR^
the QUALITY hamburger
1600 w«ttwoo(t blvd.

1^

*
.

«. « ^ «. « 4F ^ ^ if

Vivitar
r

mamiya/sekor
;i

•

• y%'

OR MOOTl ri

Utt $216.4S
INCLUDING
Cata

• Famous Vivitar 85-205 zoom which

offers varsatllity of 121 diffarant focal

lengths, close fcKusing and fast f3.5

lens speed.

* Allows exoct framing at the moment
of exposure for total creative expres-

sion.

• Dual thru-the-lens meters — one for

"spot", one for "average."
• Universal thread mount for complete

lens interchongeobility.

• ShuHer speeds to 1/500 sec. plus B.

..il

•>•

Orson WallM Sariae

The. TOUCH OF EVIL 4 BLACK MAOIC

^ 2^-2t CHer iteii Jenet
0«HM

Reymend

U0.
Smm.

J«ily2940

(ItM) HMS)

THE THIRD MAN & LADY FROM SHANGHAI

JesepA
Cetten

Alltfe

Vein
Rita

Meywerth
Everett

I^A <^KITA MONICA BIVD. • 451-4615

TAKE BOTH FOR ^275""

call for particulars

1068 BROXTON AVE.
WESTWOOD

Down from Regent Theater

Fr«« Parking Across Slr««t

473-65S3^ 272-3406
t el A—H/t—MnMIT W/i

"1 n n aBMB B i-t- i>i[f i « «i« - -f T 'IT f ~r -—"-^-'Ti-r-r^^—v-rr- k«k4
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1 ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerclihoft HAll 112

Phone 135 332)
""

Classified «dvertiiin9 rate*

!$words»»W day, 5 consecutive
insertions Si 00

Payable m advance
DEADLINE 10 30a m.
No teleptione orders

THE Daily Brum gives lull support to the

University ol California's policy on' non_

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, m affording

housing to students or offering |Obs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry Neither

the University nor the Daily Brum has m
vestigated any of the services offered here

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call UCLA Mousing Office S35

4491 , Wcstside Fair Housing 473 094»

/He/p Wanted ,8 V Servkei Offered . .

.
'. U

WWTED: Re«l«t*red'SUir*e for 3 weeks at

ov^rniKhl camp. August ••-3« *»«7
negotiaMe. 1W-1HS4. XW-4350. <» Jy 2»>j

KNTKKTAINMKNT Hanlrd Blue j^-
Jug band- Dixieland! Folk-rock: AudWon*

at fi/va I'alaie: <,a.vlry/Weyburn « 9pn™

I)ail>
"'*'^^

PKOFKSSIONAL documentation *"-slces^

UritinK. editing and reseajrfh ^« >our

M-Muirements. 3«7l548call anytline.

MiM.

<«B

^futonng

y/ Typing 19

SIHHtT Hours - <.ood money. Sell sand-

niches in RroiAV places. Nice »PP«'»"ny,*^

t.irls/tMAs !t.;i-.-.l«:.
(H.MOi.

KF\I)IN(.. MATH. LANOLAGE ARTS
((iKS 2-M> IK <Ki hour. 13 yrs teaching ex-

perience. K36-4:'M3 after 2:00pm. <IHS7).

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

AUG 9

SEPT 20

LA/MAORIO
AMST/LA

I IVK l\ mature female student Wil

disi uss details (alH.5*-035I (8Jy;2»»

(.IK I. Kond of children to babysit occasional

evenings for :i >r old. (»»n iranjoortation

pr.ferred •l.U .•«7«»

(11: Kxam preparation, translations,

leter ser\ice. French for travel. Call

. I « Ato^xhor itesults! H2H-6366. (18

FHFV(

Jormer I (T,A teacher. Results! 828-6366.

Sit.

AUG 9 LA/FRANK

SEPT 26 LONOON/LA

Jy28).

y Campus Services

wedding
announCements

kerckhoff i2^^^v

82-506|l

/ Church Services ..... 4

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers)

Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YW^A,
574 Htlga rd, visitors welcome. 473 7?$0.

^ Enferfainmenf . . ... ^.

^Research Subjects Needed

FXFKKIK\( Kl) "psychedelic- drug users

meded for Federally »"<^»r"«^. '''**''l^,;
( onfidential inquiries on V^ednesday^s only.

Mam. .-.pm. 825-41.162.
(RSAIO).

(;K M)l ATK school admission tests.

Prepare with a recent Harvard Iniverslty

admissions director. 478-2141. <'<*A3).

AUG 19

SEPT 16

LA/ LONDON
LONOON/LA

MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
Reasonable rales for efficient, easy lessons.

:WI-33l7oiNpt-l522. ^(18 A 17).

AUG 30 LA/ LONDON

SEPT ?6 LONDON/LA

S272.00
41 Oa-ys

S252.00
49 Days

$252.00
29 Days

J252.00
30 Days

WFK \(iK <2 for hour social psychology

experiment. Sign up 289 Haines HaH. » - 3

pm.

(;RK. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic

Guidance Sves.82U So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(I8QTR)

SEPT S LA/LONDON 1239.00

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA 21 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON

OCT 2 LONDON/IA

S239.00
.r 26 Days

EDITH - IBM typing. Term papers, theses.'
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, ac-
curate, reliable. •33-1747. (1>S7).

FAST, accurate typins. Term papers
theses, dissertations. Editing. \Veekda\s'
IBM Selectric. Barbie: g38-«0i2. .Mae: aW
:'"*-•

. (19 QTR )

.

P.VPKRS typed by experienced typist. Free
pickup and delivery

. 40c/page. Call Trina at
(>»»4-4fi7l. (19A10».

<;(M)D term papers typfd free by ex-
secretary and college student. 347-S070. ( 19

Al»».

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers,
done promptly. Carefully. Selectric
l\pe«^riter (Pica-Courier). .Mrs. Rita
SokoloM - :i««8-9WU». ( 19 A 10 )

.

DI.SSKRTATH)\S. theses, and manuscripts
for publication. Experienced editor-typist

im-lfllW. (I9S7).

EXPERIENCED - all kinds of typing at
home-reasonable prices • 3 blocks from
campus. Mrs. C. linker • 477-ilM. ( 19 Jy 28).

(RSAlO).

SUBJECTS WANTED FOR INFANT
-*STtDY OF CURIOSITY. AGE 2 to 5

MONTHS. CALL INFANt STUDIES
PROJECT- 82S-4S5L (RSJy28)

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive resuHs any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. (18CJTP)

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK S247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

FREE COUPOL

DELUXE HOUSE
OF BILLIARDS

SI HM\(.

iU i IM il\MI'\INK\MNK

SOKTDKINKS

i-Kil W II SMIHF Bi AD . SANT \ MONK A
I IIH KBKKIM \^

BITWKKN lilts lOam AiBpm
Ml STBF IKiOVKB
I \I)IKS\\KI.((»MK

WANTED. INFANTS 4 to 7-1/2 MONTHS
FOR STUDIES IN THE EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL
INFANT STUDIES PROJECT - 82S4S5I

fEX(EI»T TUESDAYS). (RS

^Odds&Ends . .• 10

S.WE-AI.I. New textbooks. Free In-

formation. Send stamped, self- addressed

envelope t^ SBU. Suite 616-U. 18M N.

Highland. Hollywood tM28. (i«AI«).

— ^^Travel W
EUROPE ROUND TRIP from I2lt.<lt

SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
AUSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS It TRAVEL, •W*
SANTA MONICA. L.A. WM». 274-8742.

V For Sale J5

EUROPE 4 MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

.Immediate tickeiiiig

.STUDENT Rall-Pa»s 2 mo. $130-

Olympic garnet & Hotel space avaU

.1972 Student GuMe Book to Europe

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
13599 Ventura Blvd. . .

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403
' Phone: 872-2283/784-IS77

SEPT
OCT

26

9

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

$199.00
14 Days

OCT
OCT

1

15

LA/LOHDOH
LONOON/LA

$223.00
15 Days

* ONE-

-II

09

WAY FLIGHTS
mifrmmr

'.•' ' '

'

. n rt one-way: 7

NEW 12-string Yamaha with case and strap.

$ 1 40 - Call Cecl 825-2251 days. 390-7520
(15A10).eves.

( HKSTLINK xatatwn cabin rental! Also big

modern dormitory mountain lodge for large

groups/family commune. (2I1H 22l-(>849. (6 A
:ti».

7^ Help Vfanted . . : 8

HOME earnings addressing mail. Send

stamped, self-addressed envelope & 25e

handling. DKt^XO-Dl?. Box 9308. North

Hollywood. Ca. (8Jy2M).

6 STRING D-35 Martin Acoustical Guitar -

w/case - 1400.00. 994-OMl. (15A3).

KI.H STEREO & Speakers. Model-ll. Used
only 20-25 limes. .Must sell; offer over
SlJ.'i.lMt. 474-4Nk>4. (I5jy28).
—. , I .

NEW Stereo systems at low prices. Need
bread must moonlight . 477-76g4. ( 15 A10 )

.

Fl RNITURE. 3 couches. 2 coffee tables. 2
end tables, lamps, book^case. refrigerator.

VervTeasonable. 839-5120. (15A10).

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel, India, East

Africa. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

Wilshire Blvd. LA. 90025. 478-0044. (17qtr).

EUROPE Jet Flight. L.A. - Amsterdam •

L.A. |279."Augu8t 2 - September 3. Some one-

wavs avaihibre. W.A.C. - Fllte Chairman -

83»^9329. 839-2418. (17 A3).

ISRAEL
EUROPI

EAST AFRICA

WOKK/Fun - Finished by one. Work now and

in Kail delivering sandwiches in established

areas. 10:00 am. - 1 :00 pm. $40 - $35 for 10-12

hours work. 83(>-909I before 11:00 am. 821-

:i034eves. Car necessary

.

(8S7).

EASY MONEY
earn money the easy way.
participate in one of
Our expf:riments.

We need males. 21 and older for one day per
week. Number of weeks vary with par-

ticular study. No payment for partial

completion. For further information call

Boh at K25-24%

S.XCHIFK F. Sale. New Sony stereo com-
ponent (IIP-2I0> under warranty. $160.00.

(all: 475-2408. afternoons, evenings. (15 A 3).

SKLMEH MKVI Tenor Sax with tri-pak

case All in beautiful condition. $500.00 Call

Neil«iK4-4Nt87. (15 A 3).

: 1

SASSM \\ Harpsichord - hand built German
harpsichord, figured walnut case, perfect

condition, length 5' 1 manual. $1,495.00. 450-

H761. * (15 A 3).

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
(irad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any site 'mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt 349-81 18. K86-0400. (15 QTR).

I.ES" Bicycles. Newly opened, l^ow prices. 10

sp. F.uropean. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bl 836-2017. (15S7).

One way and round trip student flights.

SOFA .\gent for Inter-European Student

(liarter Flights.

Contact: ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite

#4. CA. Calif. 90049.

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.
Israel. India. Africa. 50% off. Student
rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 323 N.
Beverly Dr. .Beverly HiUs. 90210. 270-

6293. (17 QTR).

LA to Frankfurt
Aue9 -- $138XK)

AUG 9 LA/FRANKFURT SI 38. 00

AUG 30 LA/ LONDON $138.00

SEPT 6 LA/LONOON $124.00

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS . , \

'auG 17 TRANKFURT/LA $138.00

AUG' ?1 LONDON/LA $138.00

AUG 30 LONDON/LA $138.00

SEFT 16 LONDON/LA $138.00v

SLTT 26 L0ND0»«/LA $138.00

*many Jther flights availjjMg .

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD OH A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DC8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR —
FURTHER DETAILS.

FHqht Coordinators: . '

John and Susan

CliajTter
Fli^its -

D.AWN - Papers. Dissertation proposals.

Letters. Manuscripts. Experienced.
Weeknights 0-10. Weekend Mornings, call

3MMM14. (19Jy28).

FREE edHliig. grammar/tpelllng. Electric.

Expert typing, foot. Alice. SI7-3300. ( 19

QTR).

ENGLISH Grads: DtoserUtlon specialisU.

Term paper*, rctumea. iMtcrs. IBM
typewHtert. Kay-Nancy. S2i-7m. ( 19 QTR)
,fc_

—

—

»

RirfH: These*. dtMcrtntinns. term papers.

maniMcripta. ReliaMe. Experienced. Call

S2S-1I02. (19QTR)

IBM's new Selcctrk II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accnrate work ...

Please call 3M-«2t5. (19 QTR).

TYPIST • tlieses. dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 qtr).

*

^Wanted .7TT.... . .20

BERKELEY student seeks other (s) to live

with at Berkeley in Fall. Steven 553-3717. (20

A24).

^Apfs Furnished ..... 21

I BEDROOM 1170.00 New BIdg. Built-ins,

adulU. 1817 Federal; 395^300. (21 A24).

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Aparlments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations lor Fall also accepted.

Renting Office; SULandtair«1
,. •*•—— Also with Pool

J

.

-- Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfair«)4
S40Glenrock«n

rt«»h al 82.1-24%. V *• • r\tt I l /
j-^ — — ™™ —™™™*™^ y Services Onerea .... 16

uea
CHARTER FLIGHTS

r

PAID Volunteers for Consumer Product

Trsling • Valley Residents call S59-1 110. 10-5

MW.Th. (8Jy28).

|2.2.'»/hr. (ilrl to clean small apt. 4 hrs. Seml-

nionthlv. Mrs. Sullivan -«n Kelton Ave.. lx»s

Xngelps '.MM)2» 17:»-.i762. (» Jy 25)

KKMAl.K, ( ommercial Art graduate to be
(rained as arehitectural & engineering

draftswoman. Some typing required. Start

t2.(Ni/hr.( all Bill 9:i3-9:(23 morns. (RJy28).

PIANO Tuning and Repair • Expert. low<ost
service. CallJeff l4>b-3M0-2222 anytime. (16

AlO).

PIWO tuner has 3 uprights to rent at IIO. No
minimum period. MMM31 4. (16A3).

VOl'Ntf family would like girl to live in for 1

>«k. to ten days to help care for newlxirn and
:t vr. old sometime between Aug. 25 and
Sept. LS. Salary open. 933-2079. (RJy28).

SITTER for girls 3.1.5 yr.. at 501 - 2mh St..

S.M. 2 - :id/week, «:45 am. to 2:3() pm. 394-

:Hi Ml after .'>pm. (8 AlO).

'I.IW KKS Unlimited has changed it's name
ti. I he lob Factory", (all for a Job! 475-

•i.i] (8 A3I).

MOTHERS helper needed. Weekday af-

(erniMms. Studio t'ity. Must drive, (all OSO-

"»i.V>eves. or weekends. References. (8 AlO).

SK(HKTAUV- Professional
( onsiilting Firm. 1600. Westwd. 478-7971. <8

AMI).

S\\ FHANtlsros Victoria Station
Restaurant is opening soon in lx>s Angeles.
Positions a\ailable for cocktail girls, bar-
tenders, waiters, cooks, busboys. dlsh-

Mushers. Api>l> 20<ll Sepulveda Blvd. Mon. •

Fri.l*- I.T-elephone 477-.'i«57. (HA 3).

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: t7M-ao5l between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIGH? -

CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

,

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394 2i2S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

AL'TO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

9793 or 457-7573. ( 16 QTR )

.

TELEVISION rental. .Special ITLA rates
RCA models. Free delivery . Free service. 24
hr. phone. 274-9119. (16 QTR)

RENT ATV $10 mo. Stereo/lllfl. Student
discounts. I>elivery to 9:00. 475-3.570. 2353

Westwood . ( QTR).
.

'

IMtlM.M. Th«-rHp\. Turn on and feel. In-

fiM illation «hII Mike McLane 254-4141/2S4-
II 1 1 Or after 7 pm. 392-5680. (16 AlO).

VF.ItV Patient guitar teacher, reasonable
Um' ( lassiral. folk. Itossa-Nova. Malcolm
Kigar K.'>!)-2N02. (I6jy28).

an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses. „.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's--

all first class

service.

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA
\

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

109S6 Meybum Avenue
Westwood Village 90024
Te1ep^one: 478-8286

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

FURNISHED singles to share $70. Heated

pool, sun deck, parking. 633 Gayley. 473-6412

(21 QTR).

U. LARGE COMFORTABLE ^^V STUDENT APARTMENTS W
^-a. Fl'RNISIIED BAC IIEmRS A
-fP I BEDR(K)MS

' Same rent Summer A Fall

Showing NOW
||C Deposit will hold

Across UCLA ^
7o:i Gayley _ —/2L'2f•£m

I^B gB IB HB BB MB ^B ^B ^B ^w ^* ^*^^

LARtiK attractive one bedroom apartments

in Santa Monica. ..IIK5 up... pool, sub-

terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,

walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.

2311 Fourth St. SM 392-5686. 2045 Fourth St.

SM 392-.5SS6.
<2lqtr>

\F.l;i) IIFI.r MOVINt." ( AI.l. STIOFNT
SFHVU FS FXPFRIFNtLI) HKLIABLE
(;RAI)S
Kill K or

(SIS has loHest auto insurance rates for
'college studenlK. (all us In Santa Monica •

H hN FXI'KHlKNt Kl) KKLIABLE
S. RFASONAHLK RATES. TEL 398-
»5.V.'JMi. (16 QTR).

5

6

10

18

19

8/12

9/12

8/28 one-way $131

9/6 one-way $131

9/13 one-way $137

9/14 one-way $131

9/13 33 $2S2
one-way $135

451-1393. < 16 QTR).

VARIETY of full time and part-time »um-
mer i«»b« Services Unlimited. 47S-tUl. (|

QTR).

IVIMSI 4eiii4M»iur> MV oil i«i- Must be fast
Al MM III Mtiv 4 all I77..'>t;i:i iM-twei'n iw am. - 4

Pii> (8 A It).

TENNIS Lessons: Prhate court. >*•
perienced instructor. Call: 4S4-5973 for
appointment. (l(Jy2S).

SI PPHE.SSKn. 9(1 minute, color, feature
motion picture en fraternity hating
available for no cost prhate showings to
serious sm iology students and psychology
claMses. (ail Cl'.l-.V44l for information. ( I6
Al»>

Available only to bonfftde members ol the
Univertity of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

L] THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the Internationol

Student Travel Confer-

eoce and en|oys world
wf^e recognition. It is

required for oil student

flights abroad

Ti INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,'

Israel, East Africa, and
the Far East-at fantastic

sayirigs, enobling you

to travel as far as pos-

sible for os little as

possible

you knoiv U0l
1^© A^© • • • •

501 GAYLEY
Across Frowi Oykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.

. June IS to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

SI\(>LES. bachelors

hath. pool. ;j Wks. campus
iHMnardt.GiU'UM.

1/2
2-bdrm. studio. I

10H24 Lindbrook

(21 QTR)

Sl» \CIOl S single and 1 bed.

wa>her. patio. .Sec. building

l7:»-7«i«7.

Built-ins. dish

1711 Corinth.

(2I(JTR).

LARtiE Bachelors. 190 up. «"«'"•!"
across from Oykstra. 501 C.ayley. ('R.^./J.Jf;

(;R;|-o.-»24. .Mrs.Kay.
(2l(iTR»

$•.»!» SI M.MER rates. Spacious 2 bedroom. 2

bath apt. Near bus. Accomodate 4 ^t"*^*"""

•m|.«;:i«.
iiijy*^

vmT available beautiful «nl»<^"^'"';^j*^n\

private guest cottage. Quiet "»»"'«';,
J

^

eluded Art studio adjafent. ^ "»'"

C( I A/beach. 1130 mo. 4.^4-T«05 - female

Aiu».
;

p,m\ Fall l'«*"

|I90,M/UP •>"

(21QTK)

LAItftF one iMdriNMii.

(Vine month oi longer),

(ilenrmk. t7U-U2(>.'i.

(^iet

UNI
III., gorgeous 1 bedroom,
building pool. Near ^^ Jreeway
Robertson . S850 CaUarougus. M»-34Zi

dult

uc
charter fll«ntg

KerchkhoH Hall MS D
Between • a.m. A S p.m.

|}Sn2la
10956 WEYBURN AVENUE

WMtwood VMlagt 90QR4
le SI ruvori*A Mar Itsnagi la

TELE: 477111]

lAHiaK 1 bedroom. Pool, summer $!>«"«

up No lease Nine rnonili fall •«•»*'*»,„,

(.lenrwh. 1711-9263 (
2ljTtU

EN. 1 ^um met i« large clean single
»•'

J

one-Mdrm apts S.ime •'^^""^.X^h
1(1 A Village. Elevator. P«i, *^"''qtr;
(.arage.«2&^lUndtalr.47t.»4M.

<2»<'^'*

-T

• ' "

a '
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Nordland named as new
artgalleries director here

Gerald Nordland, director of tbe San Francisco Museum of Art, has

been appointed director of the Frederick S. Wight Art Galleries here
effective Jan. 1, 1973, it was announced today by Chancellor Charles E.

Young.

He will succeed Wight, in whose honor the galleries were named last

February and wHo will retire at the end of £>ecember after nearly 20

years of service

't^f

New classes

in Extension

IMPORTANT: students
enrolled in regular session here
must secure written approval
from the appropriate dean or
study-list officer prior to

enrollment in UCLA extension.
Provided such approval is secured
for each couse taken in Extension,
credit toward the Bachelor's

M _ Nordland, who has been the director a( San Fcanc|sco since ig^L- degree may be earned via many

\ M previously served as dir^tiHr^ the Washington Gan&y ()f Modem Art in\^UCLA extension courses. Students

WfW Washingtpiv. PC,^^, //^ planning to transfer Extension

Friday. July 28, 1972
v.

UCLA Sumyier Bruin 15

^
Earlier, he had held a number of positions in the Los Angeles area. He

was associate editor of Artforum Magazine from 1963 to 196# Los Angeles
correspondent for Arts Magazine from 1961 to 1963 and art critic of the

Los Angeles Mirror from 1960 to 1962. He served as dean of Chouinard Art

School from 1960 to 1964 and as art critic of Frontier Magazine from 1955

to 1964.

A graduate of the University of Southern California in 1948 and of its

Law School in 1950, he has held a number of administrative positions in

addition to his work in the art world.

planning to transfer Extension
credit to UCLA regular sejsSion

are urged to confer with the
Extension Information and
Program Advisory Service (in the
Extension Registrar's Office,
10995 Le Conte Ave.) for in-

formation on the many op-
portunities open to them. Any
student enrolling in an extension

. 1 -n 4 1 ui- 4.- r 1...... ..^ course merely for his own interest
He has also prepared nearly SO catalog publications for exhibitions with q^ a non-credit basis is of course

which he has peen associated, including '*Gaston Lachaise. Sculpture and fr^g to do so
Drawings" for the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the Whitney

Museum of American Arts in 1963, •*The Washington Color Painters'* for —"Business Economics." XL
the Washington Gallery of Modem Art in 1965, and "Paul Jenkins", a 1^ (Bus.) Plank, T-R, 6:45-9:45

retrospective catalog, for the Houston Museum of Fine Arts in 1971. P"™. Downtown Center, 1100 S.

'*Nordland's broad general experience and his close association with Grand Ave., Aug. l-Sept. 7. $70.

twentieth century art have eminently qualified him for :lhis kind of ^^^ ^^S- ^r^ ^—— ^

leadership," Young said. —•Economic Principles and
'We are pleased that he has elected to carry forward our galleries' problems." XL 100 (Econ) Chen,

growth, which has been so ably shaped by our retinng director. We are ^j^ y.^Q p^ Bunche Aug 1-Sept
sure that under Mr. Nordland's guidance the galleries will fulfill the 7 ^^q p^^,.' ^^^^ »

"*•

needs of our students and faculty and will continue to draw on the

generous support of the community," he added. ^

The Chancellor also paid tribute to retiring Wight, whom he charac-

terized as **not only a distinguished artist in his own right but an inspiring

and imaginative administrator who has built a remarkable reputation for

the UCLA galleries."

Under Wight*&jdirectipn, the galleries have organized many nationally

important exhibitions, including the 1%9 Gerhard Marcks Retrospective

and memorial exhibitions of Alexander Archipenko and Jean Arp and, in

cooperation with the UCLA Art Council, "Bonne Fete, Monsieur Picasso"

(1961), "Master Prints of Japan. Ukiyo-e lianga (1969) and the Henri

Matisse Retrospective (1966).

^

'L-

THE SKIN YOU LOVE TO TOUCH— Orphan (Mark Wicks) mMts Ang«l

(Angela Brown) in scene from the musical Celebration running through

Sunday in the Little Theater off Macgowan Hall. For furtlitr information

see the Wihat's On column.

Royce 2210, begins July 31. $60.

Four units.

1

—"The American Presidency,"

(XL 144), Gerber, TR, 7-10 pm,
Bunche, Aug. 1-Sept. 7. $60. Four
units.

—''Pathology of Family
Relationships^" (X 426), Alkire,

MW, 7-10 pm, July 31-Sept. 11. $60.

Four units. ju.^

—"Elementary Romanian," (X
10), Barsan, MWR, 7-9:15 pm.

-^"Classical Guitar." (XL 60F),

Kraus, MW, 7-9:15 pm, Schoen-

berg 1343, July 31-Aug. 23. $40.

Two units.

—"Ancient Drama," (XL S142),

Austin, MTWRF, 1-2 pm, Bunch6
3178, July 31-Sept.Xj80. Three
units.

.
' _

For further information, call

ext. 52401.
•p" ' •"

TR — Tuesday-Thursday

Crossword Answer

Q^DQ SOS SC^DIl
HREia ffloa ranHH
oBaBOH anassH

QBQ QSS [SnQ

t

W.*1''

^.

1

^ Apts Unfurnished ... 22 V for Sublease , . 24 / Housing Needed .:,. 28 )/Autos for Sale 33 J
Cycles, Scooters

For Sale . . . .

1 BEDROOM tlU • Large, airy. carpeU.
drapes, stove, refrigerator. 1517 Federal
near .S.M. Blvd. 39S-03C0. 22A24

1213. VKRY large 2 bd.. din room, com-
pletely decorated. Carpets, drapes, closets

galore, serv. porch. Garage. Infant or pet

OK.\earB.H.83»-0&59.275-873S. (22 A3).

111.5. 1 RDRM. clean, built-lns. refrlg. crptt.

drps. air condUlon. 20 min. UCLA • Van
NU.VS.7H2-544S. (22Jy28).

1395.00 FURNISHED. Fac/Staff. 6 weeks
only. Bel-Air. 5 minutes UCLA. 3 baths.

Pool. Magnificent view. Also private room.
$98.00. 789-5065. ( AI7).

TO SUBLET, for 6 wks. One roOm. IIOO.OO.

Nice house in Santa Monica . Call : 395-

9140. (24Al0r?

SUBLET I bedroom fur. apt. 4 • 5 weeks. $150

mo. Brentwood. Aug. I • Sept. £.

Adults. 820-4542. (24Jy28).

• Apfs to S/iore ...... 23 )/ House for Rent

.

»*

25

FKM.ALE needed share large two-bedroom
Hith same. Close. Own room. $85/mo. evet.
»»:-'ft-"2M7. (23 A 3).

HAVE own room in 3 bedroom apartment
five minutes from campus - |70. 82g-773S
after fi. (23 AlO).

KKNT too high? Share, save on housing
costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.
n."»-8ft3l. ( QTR).

OWN Room - I2M8 Barry. 4 bedroom, un-
furnished, w/appliances, 5 min. campus.
IKI. Dave, Chris 47lk8S51. (23 A3).

$3.i0/mo. FACULTY/Staff. Home for rent/

near campus. 2 bdrms., 1-1/2 ba., stove,

washer. Owner-Phone 477-0818. (25Jy28).

^ House for Sale 26

BRENTWOOD. Owner. Charming 3

bedroom or two and large convertible den

with beams, dining 1-3/4 bath. Walk to

everthlng. $49,500. 82(i-1420. (26A24).

NEAR Pico: 2 Bedrm. convert, den. Cape

Cod. 60 ft. front. Splendid cond. $32,950.

Broker, 478-1273. (26A24).

LOOKING for apart, to share. Own room in

Westwood Village. 395-8190 eve. Dan. (28 J>
28).

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

FEMALE - room /bath /salary. Walk to

campus. Light housekeeping, babysitting,

family of 4 children. Start now. continue

Fall. 279-1615.

FEMALE, room. bath. Mainly sitting. Other
help. Walking distance. Ask operator for

Miss Lynn - t72-795(l. (30 A17).

yRoom for Rent ..*... 3J

ROOM for student. Private home. Private

bath. Kitchen privileges. Quiet. Pool. Ten
minutes drive from campus. $50. 472-

7751. <3lJy28).

ROO.M fur rent. Beautiful view home. Tennis
courts & swimming pool available. Harry
Evenings 27I-:M24. <3I AlO).

'69 VW Bug, Automatic transmission. 41.000

miles. Perfect condition. Radio it Heater.
Private party. 451-2068. 33Jy28).

'66 NSU SPORTPRINZ (German tports car
.S5 miles per gallon. Very reliable. $300. 474

1728. ' (33Jy28)

SKIERS! 66 VW fastback. Ski rack, chains,

luggage front^ear. great mileage. $950 or **

36
r

'68 HONDA 350 - Runs Inspiring^ well - only

1 1 .000 miles - $300/best offer • Eric - 392- ;

3389. (3€A3).

BSA '69. 650 CC. ExcllllL Cond. $750.00 471-

4874after6pm. (36A10).

82N-3922. (33AI0).

'71 MERCURY Comet GT, V-S. 3 speed. New
tires, leaving country. $2195 or best offer.

»H:1- 1 779. 877-9264. (33 AlO).

'64 VOLKSWAGON fSOO s Ghla. Excellent

condition. Rebuilt engine with 18.000 miles.

$995. Many extras. 396-3086/399-366g. (33

AI0>

•63 BUICK Con\ertible, 4-«peed. bucke
stats, radio, must sell, $175/best offer. 83<

:t962. (33Jy28

"iV CAMARO. automatic, air. power
steering, brakes, console, vinyl top. xint.

Best offer, 988-2303. 883-4583. (33Jy28).

HONDA '71 450 • Beautiful condition. Needs
new home. With xtras, must sell cheap.

Bruce 839-4969. (3«Jy28).

72 HONDA 350 XInt cond. 1400 mi. Sissy bar.

«2S-7487orat Roycellall2. (3«Jy28).
-

HONDA 350 1970 Exc. condition. Moving
East. $400 or best offer. Contact (;ienn 465

Sproul. (36Jy28).

'69 KAWASAKI 2.V) cc sidewinder. Mint
condition. :t8lNl miles. Many extras. 392-8216

l.'il-.'t74H. tSM. 00 or offer. (36 A

'71 KAWASAKI .l.'>0 XInt condition. l.ow
mileage. .)(N).5 Laurent 394-3575 < eves > . <36Jy
28).

SHARE 2 bedroom apartment near Santa
Monica Blvd./Westwood. |€7.50 mo. plus
utilities. 473-552S. 837-4788. (23Jy28).

PROFESSIONAL man 25. has furnished two
bedroom apartment 2 blocks campus.
$lM/Mo.Norm«27-M21.473-«0MI. (23 A3).

5 BEDR(H)MS. 3 baths, family, dining, pool,

air. 3000' plus. So. Blvd., Sherman Oaks. 7

min. UCLA. $59,950. 393-0411, X650 day. 788-

2874eves. (2tA24).

$42. SHARE; neat man over 21. non-smoker,

walking distance, no housekeeping. 801

Malcolm. 174-5147. (31 A17).

SPACIOUS 2-bedr. apt. Ooae campus. Large
«undeck. $50 for August - $«5 in September.
501 Gayley Ave. #8. 477-4822 anytime. (23
A3).

WANTED: Mature, male graduate student,
7/28 - 9/12. Own raMn. One nllc UCLA.
$90/month. 474-73M. (nAS).

Rf>OMMATE wanted: abare apartment till

Sept 16 Furniabed. UCLA S mtautca. $75
P«r month. SS8.2848.83M828. (ZSJylS).

ROOMMATES nc«4ad bi large single and
on«-bedrm apta. Mnck campus. Pool
Swndecks. Garage. OS Undfalr. 47t-54g4. (

ROOMMATES needed • 833 Gayky.
Pleasant singlet 885 KUcben. snndeckt.
pool, garage 4734412 (23QTR)

4 BEI)R(H)MS. 3 full baths, Northridge. Ref.

air. Wishes trade with smaller in W.L.A. 888-

1830. (26AI0).

BRENTWOOD-Owner- Charming 3

Bedroom or 'J and Large convertible den

with Beams. Dining. 1-3/4 baths. Walk to

everything. $49,500. 826-1420. (28Jy28).

LOVELY rm. - Private bath - Off patio - For

responsible female grad student or staff -

Women Designers home - K. Priv. $80.00.

870-.T668. (3lJy28).

R(M)M for ront. $108.00 monthly. Nice house

in Santa Monica. Big back yard. Call: 395-

<IIMI (3IAI8)

A-1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

AOOOMtle
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTOSERVlCe
79S7 Van NuysBtvd

acrois from G M. Plant

Call 894-7075 i* Hours

KXWASAKl Mach 111 69 1/2 Outstanding

condition - Ka«4 road bike $630 - 676 1219 or

X.-.7H8.V (:i6J.v28».

THIl MI'll tiM Tiger". 1970. .'i.OOO miles

Mint coiHlition: \e\er raced. W/helmel
tl.INN). K;Ui.M.',K. 776-4784. (36J>28/

HUGE Workshop. Custom-built. Brentwood

2400 sq. ft. 3 huge Bd., 2 Ba., Family. 2

fireplaces. Beam ceUlngs, Canyon view

patio. 7 min. to campus. $78,888. 472-5817.(21

.Iv 28 ».

^ House to Share 27

BEAUTIFl'L bedroom - Private home $85

month. Kitchen priv. and linen. References

required. 553-9155 Adjacent B.H. (31 AlO).

^Autos for Sale , 33
'65 MGB. Red convertible. Uke New. Lbw
mileage. Best offer. David LachoH. 472-

:M79or853-S3S8. (33Jy28).

['IRL 21 - 38 yrs. to abare 2 bedr. apt. In
W.L.A. w/same. |t2.S8 mo. 478-8332. (23
AIOK

FRIENDLY bwiae near beach.
y«f*. I*''-

den. own room. $82.58. SUrt Aug. IS. Mark.

398-4297 evenbigs. (27 A3).

'61 VW - Rebuilt engine, new tires/brake

linings, good condition. 818 8888 $3S8/best

offer. (33Jy24).

/For Sub-lease 24

HOUSE g/|.t/|. I

v^-«rge fenced yard. pdnk. Vi
tvenlng*. ^^

furnished.

C. 388-8285 -

(24 A3).

HOUSE- Own room, two otbers. Girl 23-38.

nan smoker, $188. Santa *•«»<••
J':*"*

Nlibt 821-3444. ^^
iZJ M*).

MAN to share house In W.L.A. BeginnlM

Mept. I. $75.88 month. 479-7183. (27 A 3)

FEMALE Roommate to share bnuae wHb 2

girls. Reasonable rent Call '0-«M3 fve. No.

Hollywood. (Z7AI7>

'58 VW Bus. New transaxle. Hlgb«st offer by

Sept. 1st. evenings 838-2188 Karot (33A31>.

'70 COUGAR. Blue. 3 speed. 28888 nHea.
Am/Fm stereo radio. $1858. 870-233S. (33

A3).

'6.i VALIANT. $300. Runs, needs rings. Auto.

RAH.safHyenpt. Bob S. 474-9138. (33AI7).

AUGUST. I

•partmenl. 8
•»*'J«rei8am

. flnnin Monica beach
total. 1188. 388-1381

<24Jy2i).

C)M Finals &

FEMALE needed Immed. to share peat oM
house near Westwood. Own ronm. $83. «7*"

6242. (27Jy»L

FRIENDLY Folks needed te share 8 rii.

bowse atop Beverly (ilen. €••». "/tog.
JJJ-

74«:». Peace. <nJir»».

'86 VW Bug. Sunroof. $7H/offer. 81848W. (33

Jy 28).

•67 PONTIAC $950.00. .Spent 1300.00 to brlnj

into top condition. Air conditioning, tap*

deck. 474-8357. (33 A 3)

'64 DOfMiE Dart - Running condition. $20(

Call 8:16-0918. (3)Jy28:

•y» VW Sedan. Excellent running condition
$2tN). 826-3887. Must sell. (33Jy28).

'64 VW Bug - radio - 70.M - best ofTfV • see to

believe. Days: 825-3725. eves: 395-8377. (33

Jv 28).

^Bicycles for Sale .... 35

RALEIGH Record • 10 speed. $80. Like new.
Must sell. Call Aleen 780-2323 • Keep trying

anytime. (3SJy28).

3 SPEED bicycle. Good condition. Ught
weight. Best offer. 474-8884 eves. (35Jy28).

f.; i INS! 5% off on Peugeot, Motobecane. 4
tenturian bkycles. Authoriied S^winn
dealer. Expert repairs, l^e's Cyclorama
2838 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 Mks. No. Snnto
Menka Freeway. 838-4488. (3887).

,t

« I

NEED others to share J - -
Hrni I2K.-. split equal parts - P»i"«» *

J^"7
8:i8-5:»i.

(27Jy28)

•88 PONT. GTOcoov. Auto. PS/PB, Am/Fm.'
radial tires. xInt. $585. 473-7123/478-8882. (33

Jy 28)^

'6:1 CHEVY Nova. Runs good. Stondard shift

- 4 doM-. Must sell soon. $228. 388-84U. (33 Jy
28).— ^ r

'86 VW Bus. Good mechanical condition $985.

829-27.>2 or 318 3888 . ( 33 A

J
Cycles, Scooters

For Sale . . . . 36

'88 KAWASAKI Mach HI. S88cc, metol ftake
paint, excellent condition. 8888/offer. Call

Dave:388-78S2. 08A24).

H PUG (X Hi ICC
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Recreation Glassies

C.,L, and Recreationa, A,,a.rs o"ers ceH-ln rec^^^^^ ^:;':?urS a

continuing students, and taculty and stafT Enro''^^^'S Gym 118 or at the Sunset Canyon

(SCRC) . No academic credit is given for these classes.

ENROLLMENT:

Second Session - Wednesday, Aug. 2, at 12 noon - 1:00 pn.

Chtttft^en's Swim lessons: enroll a*^^^^_ .,_- - . -

INSTRUCTION BEGINS week ot August 7; ENDS Sept. 8.

1
r

iW'

AQUATICS
Basic Strokes MTWTH 1-2 pm

Water Safety Instr. MTWTH 2-3 pm

Adult Informal Wpd 5: 30-6: 20 pm
orovt cu7i

Children's Swim. S6.00 fee; for details and enrollment dates call Sunset Canyon RC ext. 53671

AAen's Gym Pool

Women's Gym Pool

SCRC Pool

« 1

]]
fit

A^T (Enrollment Aug. Istfr

Adults

Children, 4-7 yrs.

Children, 8 yrs.8. up

SCRC JacquleRuby

jyj^
"^^— I0am-I2noon

Wed 10-11 am, ll:15am-12:45pm,12:45-l:45pm

jh 12:30-1:30, 1:45-2: 45 pm

i
BODY CONDITIONING, Men
Seel r"^' '^^ TuTh 12-1 pm)

Sec! 1

1

:

'-'- TuTh 1-2 pm)

"^

- Women's Gym 200 EKcejpt Art

Diana Dann

Diana Dann/AI Chavez
Staff

MAC "B" 115 Bill Cormier

i
g:

«

i-

I t-A^

t
DUFFERSGOLF-^Staffonly MTWTh 12-1 pm South Field Norman Duncan/ Ken Moore

THE DYNAMIC DUO — Posing III' one of ttioir many fashionable

disguises, UCLA's two All-American forwards, CMrtls Rowe (ir and

Sidney Wicks, will make an encore apptaranca August n in Pauley

Pavilion. \

^^

I'

I
EXERCISE FOR WOMEN
Body Conditioning MTWThF 11 aiTi-12n

Slim 'n' Trim , .

MTWTh 12nM

TENNIS**

-^n'sGyfnl05
pm Women*s Gym 200

i1

TWJh9anv;3pm8i5-7pm )

Fr]9am-lpm i

5-7 pm classes for faculty/staff only

Sharon AAcAlexander

Sharon McAlexander

South Courts, Staff

8

::i

?

*Golf* instruction is offered to registered students by the Department of Ptiyslc^^
A^'ifnllTee will be

**Each personam sign up for one (1) weekly twenty-five minute dual lesson. A $2.00 fee will be

charged payable at enrollment for the purchase of tennis balls.

:
».

«
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- - / Be an intellectual ?r..

Quote the Daily Bruin

The UCLA Alumni Association, in conjunction with the UCLA Down-

town Forum, UCLA Programs for Urban Progress, and the UCLA

Alumni Scholarship Program, is sponsoring a basketbaU doubleheader

August 11 in Pauley Pavilion. ^ ^ ^\ i.

Net proceeds for the event wUl go to tlie Ralph Eunche Scholarship

The 7 p m preUminary game pits the Johnny Brown All-Sters, com

posed of many HoUywood cetebriUes, against the Los Angeles Police

Department. - ^ , , *

The 8-30 feature pits a Bruin alumni team, composed of almost every

past Bruin ster of recent years against the Elgin BaylorPto-Stars.

Tickets, priced from $2.00 to $7.00 are available at the AthleUc Ticket

Office and all Ticketron locations.

Intramural Sports Comer
T:;*niS?r?m;;tings to be he.d Tuesday. August 1..,^^?^^ '^.'^r^^N.^'^'^r^S^'^^"

enter must t>ave a representative pr«»«nt. Ganr>es will b€ h«W 3 5 p.nri.. Monoay inrwia

sday.
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YOUR MECWANIC DO THE JOB YOU PAID FOR '"^
. ^ .

'AUTO -MASTER*^ •

-r

AT OUR PRICES,

WE CAN AFFORD TO BE HONEST.

•FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS

•ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS

•12MO.-12 000MI. WARRANTY
• 24 HR. TOWING SERVICE- r, -

'•STATE LICENSE
• ONE DAY SERVICE ON MOST CARS

•FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

•$15.95 TUNE UPSPECfAL FOR ^

VW& 4CYL. PORSCHE " '

(PARTS AND LABOR)

m\

Help bicycle theft

IN MANY WAYS

1

398-9000

BY APPOINTMENT

A-HEAD

AUTO- MASTER
4523 CENTINELA AVE.

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90066

V. UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productlont,

In cooperatiQn with UCLA's Design for Sharing presentt

.SUMMER SUNDAYS
I OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE
Architecture Quad (opposite Schoenberg Hall)

from 3:00 p.in. to 4:00 p.m.

—t-

July 30 THE SYNERGY TRUST It lolnlly lmprovl««d th««t«r including

mime, music, teen**, Q«m«», dance and come-what-may. Pick «tham« --- you'll

Iriggar a rasponte that'a alnK>tt too real to t>a trua. Not lutt thaatar. but tha

lifa-forca. nrni^clad.

Augutt 6 ANTONIN HODEK, mime, « gift of unicorn, a glimpaa of baauty
— gantia poatry of man in mqtion and in •iiant communication witti you, tl«a

audlanca, accompanied l>y tt«e aounds of a sole guitar.

I Augutt 1 3 WILD OATS • roiitdiiiv fun biuaorot* band loopini^in turn from

Iraditivnd iHfft to conl«mpor«ry mvtic liio John Donvor't "Cowi|lry Roodt."

Augutt 20 PACIFIC WOODWIND QUINTS with the warm •M>undt of

flute, ol>oe, clarirtet, trench f«orn and battoon in workt ranging from the Baroque
to nMKlern iazi with the liket of Bach, Mindamith, Anton Reictia, Qunthf
BChuiiar and bona.

New! THE RAYCO HOWLER. Catch

the bike thief in the act—scare him

off. Solid state electronic lock &
alarm lets out a loud howl if 5 ft.

cable is cut. Built-in test feature.

$14.95 each including four batteries.

All postage paid and tax included.

Unconditional 30-day guarantee.

I

I

I

I

MORSE SIGNAL DEVICES

6601 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90038

Enclosed please find my

Check Money Order

r

niORS€

For

Name.

Bicycle Alarms

Address.

City Stat«.

I Zip .Phone

-

,t
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250 Japanese visit

campus. So. Calif.
Over 250 Japanese stiidents and young workers are taking in the sights

of Southern California while staying in Hedrick Hall, the residence hall

above the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center here.

The young people are scheduled to leave for Hawaii this Saturday^ after

a two-week sUy on campus, according to Yuki Kasai of the In^mational
Students Center (ISC) here.

Kasai said the purpose of the visit *'is to meet Americans, know how
people here live and learn English." She said most of the group speak
some English which they learned in Japan and their average age *'is

about 21.'*

So far the group has toured Disneyland and San Francisco, taken in a
Dodgers baseball game (they lost) , seenTom Jones perform at the Greek
Theater and a production of "Jesus Christ Superstar" at the Universal
City amphitheater last night.

Most of the Japanese 'iike to go to nightclubs" during their leisure

time, Kasai said. She is coordinating their tour activities In California for

ISC
The trip to California and Hawaii is being paid for the group by the

Tokyo Press, a Japanese news company. ISC is sponsoring their stay on
campus and planning their sight-seeing.

^According to Kasai, six chaperones are traveling with the group, in-

cluding Japanese press people.

-»,*

>*•
- rf

TOURISTS — Over 250 Japanese students and young
workers are visiting So. Calif, while lodged at

Hedrick Hall on campus. The young people will leave
Saturday for Hawaii, after a two week stay in

u oa plwto toy 0««« Cisiawslu

California. Tomorrow ttte gfoup will tour San Diego.

The Tokyo Press, a Japanese news company, is

paying for the trip.

/'
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Campus enroljment

to increase is fail^
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Thursday, August 3, 1972

Big increase in textbooKsales

ASUCLA
By John Sandbrook

DBSUff Writer

ASUCLA, bolstered by a

$150,000 increase in textbook

sales, showed a net income of

$262,991 for the past fiscai year,

according to the 1971-72 financial

statement released Tuesday by

executive director Donald E.

Findley.

Findley has also sent his 1972-73

budget to the Board of Control

(HOC) for approval at its August

24 meeting. A $211,731 net income
is projected for next year.

This represents an amazing
change in the financial picture of

ASUCLA. For the last three years,

ASUCLA's commercial services

and programs have accumulated
a deficit of $114,599, inchiding last

year's loss of $61,915..

Surplus

The deficit has now been
completely wiped out, leaving,

after a $36,977 sales tax ad-

justment, $111,015 surplus in

ASUCLA coffers.

"For the first time in recent

years, we're strong enough now
not to have to worry about the

basic financial strength of the

Association," Findley said.

Gross income, coming mostly
from sales in the student store and
food services, was $7,554,620 in 71-

72. up $217,161. Gross expenses
were $7,292,029, down $107,345.

Despite last fall's low
enrollment here, textbook sales

By Clark Duval
DB Staff Reporter

increased by $150,000, from
$2,426,725 to $2,577,413; The sale of

general books, however, dropped
over $100,000, from $581,845 to

$481,366.

Findley called general books

and food service "our two
disappointing areas."

The ASUCLA food service

department, comprised of all

general campus food facilities

outside of the residence halls,

faculty center and vending
machines, had been budgeted for

$10,482 in net income for 1971-72

but finished $74,269 in the red.

Renovations - -
-

**Until major renovations in

food service facilities are ac-

complished, this service area is

not expected to show dramatic

improvement next year," Findley

said.

'•We did not raise food prices in

71-72 even though our costs of

purchasing raw food went up.

"Within the next few months,

we can expect to see some price

increases here on a 'selective'

basis," he said.

The Child Care Center, in its

first full year of operation, ran

$8,504 in the hole. Findley

reported that the request for a

$47,000 grant from the State

Department of Education to assist

the Center has been forwarded,

with no response as yet.

All the other ASUCLA services

and programs — vending, Pauley

Pavilion concessions,
publications, printing and
duplicating, photpgraphy, caps

and gowns, charter flights, barber

shop, bowliiig and billiards, the

service center and Ackerman
Union service office — either met
their budget or did better than

expected in 1971-72.

Findley 's 72-73 budget varies

little from the 71-72 budget.

"Major sales gains are not ex-

pected again this year, the

primary cause being decreasing

campus population," he said.

Along with considering Fin-

dley 's recommended budget on

August 24, HOC will also discuss

the alternatives uses of the

$111,015 surplus.

Five possible uses are the re-

institution of a book bonus

program in the student store,

instituting a travel agency, and

remodeling the Coop, the student

store and the Women's Lounge in

Ackerman Union.

/
M

Total campus enrollment here for Fall 1972 is projected to be 29,200,

according to figures released yesterday by Dee Cuenod of the Planning
Office.

This will be the second largest enrollment ever here, topped only by the

Fall 1969 enrollment of 30,660. Since 1969, enrollment has (feen hekl below

28,o6o in an attempt to reduce the overload the 1969 enrollment created.

Fall quarter enrollment figures since 1967.

1967— 29,100

1968— 28,997
^ 1960— 30,660 V
.

*" 1970— 27,540 __

1971 — 27,900 ;

Cuenod said the campus will experience its largest entering class this

fall. New freshmen are expected to total 3,500. New advanced ttaading v

students — those transferring from junior colleges, state <;oUeges and

universities, other UC campuses or other institutions— will be 3,200. she

said.

This fall's entering class of 6,700 compares with 5,345 new students in

Fall 1971 and just 4,400 new students in Fall 1970.

General campus enrollment here— excluding the Centerior the Health

Sciences — will be 27,000. An enrollment of 2,900 is projected for the

medical, dental and nursing schools.

General campus enrollment here will again be less than at the Berkeley

campus. The Berkeley campus had 26,800 "general " students enrolled

last year, compared to UCLA's 25,400. The addition of the health science

student enrollment here, however, makes the two campuses a|>-

proximately equal in total enrollment.

In Fall 1971, this campus enrolled 17.470 undergraduates and 7.a»D

graduates. Cuenod projects 18,900 undergraduates and 7,300 graduates

for Fail 1972.

Cuenod said, in addition, none of the projected increase can be at-

tributed to the recent change in grade requirements for transfer students.

Beginning in fall, 1973 only a 2.0 grade point average (GPA) will be

required of transfer students for admission instead of the previous 2.4

GPA requirement.

y
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Eleven antiwar cases dismissed

P.E. department here

renamed 'kinesiology'
The physical education department here has beeh renamed the

department of kinesiology by Ur President Charles J Hitch.

The action, announced last week, comes only a year after plans had

been announced for the possible phase-out of the department over a three-

year period. „ _. ,

In March, 1971, a programatic review initiated by Chancellor Charles

E Young proposed that the departments of physical education, speech,

and journalism be eliminated.

Young, however, reconsidered eliminating physical education.

"Shortly thereafter," department chahman Donald T. Handy said, a

letter came down from Murphy Hall suggesting the name change. Ac-

tually, we ourselvea had suggested the name change three yean ago, Dui

Had been turned down."
.. u- .* «*.„

Handy explained the change reflected the shift in the department s

emphasis over the years, as reflected in its curriculum

We are concerned now with much more than the teaching of games,

and ito dev^lopmpnt,

Eleven of the 54 persons arrested by members of

the Los Angeles Police Department in a May 11

antiwar demonstration here had their cases

dismissed this week.

All 11 were dismissed on the same motion by City

Attorney William Reidder — "in the interest of

justice." Except for 3 juveniles, they are the first of

the defendants to have their cases dismissed.

On Monday, John Rittmeyer was dismissed; on

Tuesday, Julian Bailey, Toni Kim, Frank Klett, Eric

Lagin, Nick Miscione, Marilyn Murray, Janice Reed,

Robert Salcido, Adolfo Vargas and Steve Wiener

were dismissed.

All 54 defendants were charged with at least six

violations of the California Penal Code: participation

in a riot, disturbing the peace, disturbing the peace

on a college campus, obstructing traffic, failure to

disperse and remaining on campus following with-

drawal of permission by the Chancellor to remain. ^

In each of the 11 cases, the defendant signed a

stipulation of probable cause, which states the

arresting officer had good cause to beheve the

defendant was violating the law at the time of arrest,

and then had his case continued for disposition.

There is no guilt ascribed through the stipulation.

Of the remaining defendants, 24 have had their

cases resolved, mostly by pleading to one of the

lesser charges; eight have had their cases continued

for disposition : and eight have yet to go to trial.

None of these will go to couri before August », but

several cases of the 14 students arreste<f>in June on

warrants for similar Penal Code violations are

scheduled for this month.

Announcements
Even though the Federal Pay

Board last Wecinesday approved

7.4% pay increase for UC staff

employees, the first pay increase

in two years, the September 1

paychecks of most staff here will

still reflect only the 6.0% increase

which the August 1 paychecks

reflected. The additional 1.4% wUl

be used for inequtty adjustments

in certain employee class-

ifications.

• • •
Coalition for the Right to

Organize (CRO) will hold a forum

today at noon in Ackerman Union

2408 on the May strike here and

the Administration's response to

it. The banning of the Students for

a Democt-atic Society (SD5)

group liere from campus will also

be discussed.
* •

Next Tuesday is the last day for

summer session students to file a

study list without a $10 late fee.

August 16 is the last day to add a

course to the study list by ob-

taining a petition from the

register.
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• SANTA MONICA
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CARRY-ALL UTILITY BAG
^^V Full siie, rubber lined, heavy doty iip-

y\ per, a$$'td. patterns A colors. Ideal for

^.
' travel, beach or baby. g^y>^

5.95 ^"Sove

2.18
VALUE

"THE PROFESSIONAL"

HAIR DRYER
$30 VALUE

195

the stylists use.

Powerful 850 watts

4-speed Airjet con-

trol. 2-year war-

ranty. 19
FLUORESCENT

DESK-TABLE LAJMP
16" tube, white shade, gray and

black base. On-off switch. U.L

approved. Model BE 100

16.95 VALUE
Sove 8.9

Save
10.05

the Original

MICKEY MOUSE WATCHES!
the One, the Only, the Greatest!

95with $wl»i m«»tin«in * "• y
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Bi-RITE FAMOUS COUPONS • SAVE BIG! SAVE NOW!
Bl RITE DRUGS » ' ' 1 1

BAYER

100% Pure Aspir-

in. World's most
popular pain re-

liever. 100's

BAYER

ASPIRIN
$1.17 Vahie

66'
. INHU DISCOUNT COUPON

jyyjjjm

MC ) MK 1

Bl RITE DRUGS

SECRET
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

SPRAY
DEODORANT

4-Ox.

$1.09
Value

Bl RITE DRUGS

LIMIT 2 DISCOUNT COUPON i^jJ u

10* CANDY BARS
'^•^'^ 10c CC-ALMOND Value ^^

CRUNCH ^
DISCOUNT COUPON

VTBHNE

USTERINE

ANTISEPTIC

MOUtHWASH

*W\|.M**<

\ 20-Ox.
. INMtl

The kiitrf y«u

iMtt - bwt

«»• twict

• day.

$1.69 Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

88c

• »•»» Bl RITE DRUGS

LAQONA
TOOTHBRUSH
3 and 4 row - notural or

nylon bristlt. Medium or

Value

It. meaiuni

39

» • • • Bl RITE DRUGS • • —

'

ultra brite

Rtgulor orMliiit-5-Oz.

" 44'
DISCOUNT COUPON

JONNSON & JONNSON

conoN
SWABS

77

i» • •

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

MR ^«R if

Bl RITE DRUGS

JONNSON 8. JOHNSON

NO MORE
TANGLES
CRIME RINSE

66'
7-Ox.

$1.39
Value

NEW
PLAYTEX

DEODORANT
TAMPONS

Regular or Super

Box
of 30

$1.93
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

ft
VL-

Bl RITE DRUGS

V

$1.29 Value

27-Ox.

» • • I
DISCOUNT COUPON

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

!»••••

89c
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON
IM.S4N. t

# • * <

Bl RITE DRUGS

JOHNSON A JONNSON

NO MORE TEARS

SHAMPOO

66'

1

7-0i.

$1.29
Valuo

JERGEN'S
LOTION

Improved Formwlo
Dispenser Bottle

13.3-Ox.

$1.19
Value 66

MM VMM I

TRVLON

BUBBLING

BATH OIL

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

SELSUN BLUE

DANDRUFF
SHAMPOO

99'

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITf DRUGS

I > • • »

MWfUM*M 120x.
$1.25
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

4-Ox.

$1.98
Value

A BALSAM HAIR

m CONDITIONER
BY NEUNI CURTIS

59',
MK. MM. it

TYUNOL TABLETS
Safe Pain Relief

Without Aspirin

Battle af 100

67
INMI} DISCOUNT COUPON m i^m •

.<•>»•• Bl RITE DRUGS

U-iW

PUSTIC COATED t^B
PUYING
CARDS

IC

Bl RITE DRUGS

PHILLIP'S

MILK
MAGNESIA

•fvlar ar Flav- $1.49 Vuluo
•TMI. e««fl0 l«l- MB^^
tivt aad Miiti- ^m mm^
a<M.

26-Ox. 79

$2.85
Value 1

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

SQUIBB

THERAGRAN M
Tbora^atk

Malti-Vitamia

$7.89
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RIT{ ORUr/)

5U5uJL

Famiala
100 wltk
SO ftll 388

DISCOUNT COUPON
I an Mn • i

sourcaineII^
SUNBURN and t tl 1

FIRST AID SPRAY {

Soathes the hurt, t

Rl RITf DRUGS

Unt/a

DOfYK
Suntan
Lotion

4-01.

$2.19
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

t«nu.

2-Ox.

$1.35
cfVirtuo 79

DISCOUNT COUPON
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Crime anl PHnislnnent

University pqlice report the

following recent crimes and

arrests:
'

^, j w
two complaints were filed by

female food service workers m
Rieber Hall last month against a

male student here.

According to the complaints, the

suspect engaged one of the

workers at the cafetena in a

conversation about the various

foods available. She said he

became irate and beUigerent.

acting in a disorderly manner

engaging in violent threats and

curses.. The first worker repor-

tedly retreated to the kitchen, and

later returned, upon which the

suspect approached her, and she

retreated to the end of the serving

line.

The complaint said thie suspect

continued to harass her, and that

he threw the contents of a six

ounce glass of prune juice at her,

striking her blouse front and

staining it.

The second complaint said he

then called the second worker a

'bitch" and said, **rm not going

to be treated like this, while

pointing his right index finger at

her. The complaint said he then

deliberately jabbed her in the left

eye with his finger.

There was a delay of five days in

filing the complaint, allegedly

k>ecause of fear of reprisals.

The same suspect was. named
earlier in a complaint by a student

living at Rieber in which it was:

.

alleged that the suspeM attacked

the student when he refused to

give the suspect change for a dime

with a metal stool.

A 1965 Volkswagen was stolen

two weekends ago from the

parking lot at the School of
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Medicine, and recovered the same
weekend by Pasadena police. The
car was found in stripped con-

dition, with its engine missing

* ¥ *
A 25 year old man was booked

on 21 outstanding traffic warrants

last week, after he walked into the

University police station "in a

staggering manner" and, upon
questioning, stated he had found

the books he had with him The
reporting officer checked the

'

books and found the subject's

name written in several. He said

the subject spoke several

irrational phrases '

'without ap-

parent meaning," and that his

eyes were bloodshot and his

clothing soiled He was then

checked for warrants.

Following that, the subject was
taken to Medical Center

eihergency room and a staff

physician said he was not in-

toxicated, but could be suffering

from a possiMe brain disorder.

Later he was taken to West Los

Angeles and booked on the

warrants.

Two other men were arrested

last week by police on outstanding

warrants after being stopped for

traffic, violations.

* * ¥^

^ Two traffic accidents took place

last week, one in Lot i in which

four cars were damaged slightly,

and the other a* fiit and run in the

Medical Center packing lot. -

A student reported being hit by

.

an unidentified juvenile last week

near the Math Sciences building.

According to the report, the

student was approached by two

juveniles after leaving the

building and told by one, "Hey

man, give me a dollar." The

student said he did not pay at-

tention and was struck by one of

the suspects on the face. He then

said he did not have any hioney,

and one of the suspects said,

"Let*s sec if you have any

money." The student fled the

scene and the suspects did not

pursue him.

Pour locked bikes were reported

stolen last week.

Finally, petty theft netted $500

in three incidents last week, which

inchideda ckick, a purse, and $355

worth of medical equipment from

a locker in the Medical Center.

^ avante ... has

and the sale goes on . .

.

a select group of new

shoes *n bags
and new

summer apparel
(maxis, minis, pantsuits, body suits, tops)

iBiynrrTE^SHOES
CM>RAREL

106*7 broxton avenue
\A/est\A/ood village, California

dally 16 to 7. monday and frklay 10 to 9. Saturday 10 to 6
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Engineerijig professor named
to FDAxionsumer committee

By David J. SchieHng
^

DB Staff Reporter

The School of Engineering here

has announced that Alan S.

Tetelman, chairman of the

jnaterials department, has been

appointed to the National Ad-

visory Committee on Consumer

Product Safety of the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) by

Elliot Li Richardson, secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare

(HEW). .^ r.
'»r*

Tetelman will be one of 16

members that compose the Ad-

visory Council, chaired by Charles

Edwards, commissioner of the

FDA. The members of the Council

are appointed by the secretary for

overlapping terms of four years

and represent such areas as

engineering, medicine, law,

economics, consumer education,

manufacturing and product

associations.
^ . .r
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Safety of products

The council advises Edwards on

policy matters of national

significance as they relate to

assuring the safety of consumer

products. The members also

review and make recom-
mendations on applications for

grants-in-aid for research and

research-training projects
relevant to the mission of the FDA
on program direction and ef-

fectiveness.

Although the council has yet to
meet, Tetelman will probably
focus his attention on structural
fracture (breakage), his area of
expertise. "My main field is in

material failure and accident
analysis," Tetelman said. "I
investigate the failure or fracture
of materials in an attempt to
understand how and why
materials break." he added.

Advise the FDA

**The council will look at
problems in the area of consumer
safety, determine how much and
what kind of research will be
necessary, advise the FDA on its

research, look at the results and
make recommendations," he
said. _^

_ Tetelman emphasized, "There
are only two technical people on
the council, only myself and
another engineer who is now a

lawyer, most of the people on the

Council are the people that do the

shopping, the consumers, and
women are also represented. One
of my jobs will be to keep things

Alan S. Tetelman DB Dhoto by Sut Sp«rling

a place of ouu oixyn

.

.

.

The Women's Resource Center
" *

at UCLA ^1
,j

is open every day

in Powell Library, Room 90
a t

Advisement ond referral will be available AAon-Fri, 9-5

on a great variety of subjects important to all UCLA women:

M«dical Car»«r Choke

L«gcil Acodemk CKokm
Employment Women't ActivHiet

Uf*-SfyU Orgonitations

Whatever you want to talk about

ask or do - drop in •

this is your place

Powell Library. Room 90 (Bottom floor off Bruin Walk, 2 doors in)

825-3945

within the bounds of technical
reason." '

Tetelman views the Advisory
Council as an outgrowth of the
concern expressed in the last few
years with product safety. He sees
the criticism in this area by such
advocates as Ralph Nader as an
extremely positive force.

"Because of Ralph Nader, we're
more safety-minded than ever
before. I believe his impact on
American society in the last

decade has been greater than
anyone else's," Tetelman said.

However, Tetelman also stressed

that Nader's effectiveness can
only be maintained if he does not

spread himself too thing and
maintains close coordination with

associates who often act in his

name.
Need for engineers

He stressed the need for good
engineers to meet the consumer
safety and natural resource
problems society faces in the

future. He said the need for good
people in engineering is crucial

but that the recent drop in

engineering enrollment causes
him some concern.

''Engineers |pve a bad
reputation," Tetelman said, "but
engineers do much more than just

build military systems. The
success with which we meet the

problems depends largely on the

quality of people working on
technical problems. Few people

appreciate how socially relevant

engineering is and can l>e. Unless
we get more bright kids we're not

going to be able to solve these

problems.".

PANTS - SHIRTS • ACCESSORIES

TODAY'S STYLES AT POPUUR PRICES

FOR
STUDENT - WORKER - LOAFER

BUSINESSMAN - PROFESSIONAL

AUGUST SPECIALS
S9 Jeans Flares ' ' > SS.M
113 Slacks Flares UM
S25 Polyester Flartft . . . S1I.M
S20 Polyester Flares : $12.M
$9 Fr. Cuff Shirts SS.M
13 Narrow Ties 11.00
iASti. Sleeve Mocks . .S3.00

i H

NATIONALLY KN0W| lUNOS YOU CAN TRUST!

LEVI HARRIS A 1 HD LEE

SWANK VAN HEUSEN BUXTON
LANCER . WEMBLY KENNINGTON
HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY HANES
PARIS INTERWOVEK HOLMAN

MEN'S
APPAREL

11911 SANIA MONICA BLVD 478 959b

2 Bllis Ecist o* ButiHy Dn.H
PARK FREe IN PICK S lOT

OPfN SUNDAYS 1 1 3
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FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out of print s.jre, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, all subjects. Browsable—buyable.
^

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
, I

1U13 San Vicente Blvd. .. 824-^3)

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon—

BENIN OF AFRICA
^' IMPORTS ^:

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

f • FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •
BUBA
BATAKIRI
BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

657-8256
1025 Palm Ave.. W.41oilywood

U ,^*.-f^^*V»»»a-'tr-i,W -»lrHHf.m~

SEPI'S

GMNT SUBMUINE'
10968 LeConte, Westwood

witl;i this coupon ^
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discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
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good thru 1972
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ALL AMERicAN MEAL .*. '
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JL FRENCH PRIES^ 12 Oz. MALT
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•V Mindlessness taste

.-*.-^' •

T-r-W

Just when you think one former prejudice has b^n

accepted as alright by the American pubhc, an m-

cWent pops up tothow how Wrong that assmnption is^

siKh 1?^ the^ase with Sen. Thomas Eagletons

disclosures about his psychiatric treatment.

Despite the widespread use of Psyfhiatric treat-

ment people still view someone who has recognwed

Ss n^ld for treatment as a weak or sick per«)n

slXw not normal. In Eagleton's case Public and

party opinion was against havmg such an indiv dual

as Vice President and he was therefore lopped off the

Democratic ticket. u*i«co T^niinnc nt
The irony is that there are

.<^o"bt^f.«^"^Sellton
individuals considerably more

''^^f . "^^" ^^^!^*°2

and in far greater need of psychiatric care ^M&re

presently leading "normal" "ves some m hi^

positions, and whose opinions aboirt the ^tness
J

^meone who has received psychiatric reatment

probably contributed to Eagleton's removal from the

*' Eaeleton is a sane man for recognizing his

Droblems and seeking a solution for them; he is a

sISe man for not considering a six-year-old medical

rrSblSTworthy of current political consider^ion^

The insane people are the ones who see weakness

where real strength exists. ;«__
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.000FF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von Nuyt Blvd

Sh«rmanOdtt.CA9U03

(2! 3) 783-5690

(213)872-2344

10912 UCont«Av«.
W«ttwo«d ViJlM*. CA 90024

(213)478-8588

(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)
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TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?
1 . . ^.^

11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HAS IT!

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75 ;.

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL ;.

T , TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone

See Us Last ... To Save $ --.

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs

Come In and See Us . . . Or Call

477-3238

5r<

While at a party not too long

ago. a friend of mine was teUing

me how he noticed that it was m
to like Bob Dylan. I agreed and

told him that I noUced it was also

"in" to like Stones and the Who.

Acknowledging such phenomena

only makes one realize that people

can be "sh^p" in musical taste,

just like in politics. ^^ .

While at a family gathering

recently, some of the over-40

generation objected to hearing

some -crap" on the stero By the

digust in ttieir voices, you d think

it was the Jefferson Airplane or

some other noisy acid-rock group^

Actually, it was Petter, Paul, and

Mary singing "Leaving' on a Jet

Plane " When I asked them what

kind oif music this "crap" vjas,

none of them could seem to find an

answer. It certainly seems ap-

parent that prejudice and

biggotry of music runs in all age

groups for equally ignorant

reasons.

If Andy Williams or some other

middle-of-the-road singer were

singing it, I doubt if it would have

received such a protest. This leads

me to beheve th^t whether the

song is loud or soft, wild or sub-

dued, many of these musically

prejudiced people will be

automatically turned off if there

are lyrics, sounds, or harmony

which they associate with young

people. It seems to be a case of

either lack of identification or

negative Identification.

This problem of identification

also plays an important role in the

musical prejudices of young

people. There is no question that

Dylan, the Stones, and.The Whor

have a certain amount of talent.

_Uow.ey.er. I feel that people who

always rave about each concert

and new song by these ^Hists

show a great need of group

identification with their friends. I

have to believe that it took more

than musical appreciation to

motivate people to pay $100 per

ticket to scalpers to see the Stones

in concert. This "Stone-mania"

can also give the general publip a

false impression. One news

commentator referred to the

Stones as possibly the greatst rock

roup of all time. Ridiculous! I

don't think the Stones could shine

the Beatles shoes. And if they

could, I -doubt if they could fiU

them. .' ~~i

Of course there is also a

problem of negative identification

among the younger set TeUing

someone you like Chuck Berry

Little Richard, and Danny and the

Juniors might get you some pretty

strange looks. But tell someone

you like the Stones new song HJP

the Joint", and they will probaWy

agrre The irony here is that
'
Kip

the Joint" is copied from \*\®

styles of the above mentioned old-

time rock stars.

There is an even greater

prejudice now which exists

against so-called "bubble gum"

music. Not only are many younger

people (over 15) automatically

turned off when hearing the

Osmond Brothere, David Cassidy,

or Bobby Sherman, they often feel

compelled to say how lousy these

"bubble gum ' songs are. Though

nobody doubts how much these

artists appeal to the pre-teeners,

does this mean that if an older

person likes some of their songs

that they are devoid of all musical

taste and are probably immature?

Of course not?

The people who knock such

groups would probably like many

of these songs if the "in" groups

were doing them. It's really kind

of sad when you realize that many

younger people are following the

lead of many of the older

generation wifti thoughtless

musical prejudice. It's really

about tii^e that people begin

listening to music for what it is

instead of what identification

group it seems to represent.

Ron B. Fineman

What makes you think you are

somehow superior as an animal to

a dog? Before you commit any

atrocity toward dogs, consider the

atrocities that humans have
already committed toward them

Dogs on the other hand, for the

most part, are wonderful, friendly

animals and a joy to be around

As I said before, lay so much of

a finger on a dog, and you'll be

sorry.

Name\^^el(J

Snobs

Dogs

Editor:

As an out-of-state student I must

protest the image and reality of

the UCLA girl.

For all my teen years, I have

been spoonfed the image of the

UCLA-surfer girl — beautiful and

friendly. Six weeks on this campus

have shown me how . badly the

media can distort the true picture

Firstly, the girls are not

especially good looking -
basically, they look about the

Same as girls everywhere else,

That's not my main complaint.

They all are first-rate snobs,

every damn one of them. Now I'll

be the first to admit I'm not

particularly good looking, but

Christ, I've never been quite as

actively put down as I bave since I

came out to UCLA. , It's as if

saying hello was a capital crime,

Hell, I realW don't have to ball

every girl i meet — I really

wouldn't mind just talking, but

somehow I get the impression thai

it's not worth their time.

Maybe my experience is unique

— but I'd submit that the girls

here are damn near the un-

friendliest lOf any I've ever met.

Mike Hayes

. Summer session student

Editor:

This is for the "staff member
who says he has brought a

protective device to ward off

attacking dogs (Daily Bruin, July

25): - •"
•

If I see you so much as lay a

finger in anger toward any dog on

canipus I promise to sic my Great

Dane on you with orders to maim.

^_^-^, Be fitted by Experts

Bra and GirdI*

Sp«cialti«s

GR 7-1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WnH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VjUAGE

UCLA FILM COMMISSION PRESENTS

Vanessa RcdgpavG in

li8¥B
£>'

^RBBRa

o
o

CANICS FILM FESTIVAL: BEST AaRESS

The story o! Hic bizarre, exciting, and

extravaganr "high priestess ol modern dance."

Isadora Duncan

o

I

LA CCHCHE
Dii^eted t»y francc ZeffIrel

PROBABLY THE BEST OPERA FILMING TO DATE"

7,30 pm Saturday. August 5

UCLA Dickson Ai t Center

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L. A. 90035

UTWllN DOHlNr AND BCVCRLY DRIVl

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOUItS: MON THRU FRI 9 A.M. TO I P.M.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 tM. - SUN. 12 tM. TO 4 r.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
^ PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

7 Admission $1.50

^ Cats^
Editor:

1 must object to all the furor

over dogs on campus. Dogs simply

aren't worth the newsprint

Anyone who has any brains knows

cats are the only pet worth

mentioning.

Besides being uncoutlTanfl

noisy, dogs have a proclivity to

leave their remains where one is

about to step. Disturbing. Cats are

not this inconsiderate. They

always bury their excrement

Class

Another thing. Dogs are, for the

most part, terribly stupid. No cat

would ever run around, barK j

pick up the evening paper Diuno

dogs. Cats have class. Amen
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Taken from a best seller written by a policeman, about

policemen of the same title, The New Centurions suffers

from the script problems most films in this category must
contend with. In the transition of a fat book to a 100 minute
move, something in the way of characters or plots must go

or the whole movie will suffer. In the case of The New
Centurions, the latter course was followed.

Now having read the book, I'm not sure if any paring

down was done, but if it,was, the job was not ambitious

enough. The story ce^ters around Roy, beginning with his

graduation from the pl|ice academy, his rookie assign-

ment, going through his decision to quit school, his divorce,

his affair with a pretty black nurse, and finally his death.

There is no feeling for the impact these events have on him
because he passes through his own real time in so little

screen time. , .
.

'%

Gus, the Scott Wilson character, is the most lacking in

development and continuity. He goes from an over anxious

and slightly obsessed (with pain and violence) rookie to a

probably sargent. The consequences of his first act — ac-

cidently killing an innocent black man— on his career or on

his personality are never seen. He just wanders in and out

*of the story, often intriguingly, and is nevergiven an op-

portunity to develop. * *

tKilvinsky (played b/ George C. Scott) is the most in-

teresting character, but his tragedy is rushed through and
we are never given a chance to digest it. Its effect on Roy is

probably the turning point in his life, but we can't feel it

because it gets just one shot: Roy slumped over his steering

wheel crying. Other good characters, like Dorothy (Roy's

wife, played by Jane Alexander) and Sergio (a Chicane

policeman played by Erik Estrada) jump in and out of the

story with no real integration. .

The effect of this is to make the 100 minutes seem more
like ISO as the picture jumps from one episode to another.

Sterling Silliphant's script seems more responsive to the

book than to the needs of a film, although within episodes

his mark is clearly seen in good Unes, like the prostitute

who tells the policeman: "Your wife is a whore — but slie

screws for peanuts!"

That statement shows a political consciousness that

operates in a very confused manner in The New Centurkms.

It is followed by the same character stating that she and her

sisters in work are not tramps: "We're motherfucking

LADIES!" The two statements simply wduld not come

from the same consciousness, and this dichotomy is seen

even in the major characters. Kilvinsky and Roy are seen

saving a battered child from its obviously unfit mother,

roughing up a slum landlord for leaning on poor, friendly

wetbacks, and serving their paddywagon load of whores
whiskey and milk as they drive them around town and then

let them go.

The policemen of The New Centurions occupy a place in

society of protecting the oppressed poor from the op-

pressing rich, yet Kilvinsky who stands for everything that

is good about policemen'kills himself and Roy who givl^ up
college and family because he loves it out in the streets

becomes a drunk and finally dies senselessly in the line of

duty. This death on old stairs is contrasted with Roy as a

Rookie gazing at portraits of policemen who have died in

the line of duty with awe in his gaze. By the end of the film,

the naive vision of policemen as friends, and helpers of the

poor, who are such good guys that they can even make an

up-tight black man laugh on the way to jail, has definitely

soured. There is an earlier discussion between Kilvinsky

and Roy about their role, comparing it with the centurions

in the Roman days and what finally happened when they

( Continued Qt.Page 8)

Eric^Anderson: Lullabye as Dirge
by Marsha Necheles

The surface beauty of a flowing,

sparkling river often deceptively

masks its turbulence and keeps its

multitudes of struggling creatures

hidden from view. Eri^' An-
dersen's Blue River (Columbia
KC 31062) is such a river and,

mixing metaphors somewhat,
Blue River is such an album. Its

lovely, soothing melodies fall

sweetly, enclosing one in^ji

peaceful euphoria. Andersen's
lyrics prevent one from
frequenting heaven for too long,

however, for they yield a glimps of

an often troubled artist, a man
whose growth had deepened his

awareness and strengthed his

ability to share and re-evaluate

his suffering through music.

Eric has come a long way from
the simple "Thirsty Boots" days.

His newest release is tastefully

graced with the best musicians
NShvilfe has to offer, wisely

setting up the proper balance

between vocalist and background

accompaniment. Basically,
Andersen's songs can be classified

in two areas — sad love spngs and
sad life songs. "Is It Really Lov^
At All," UWUIIUWI Uy EilL, lg a

comment on the incomplete love

between two strangers who meet,

those whose loneliness drive them

to singles bars and the like. The

question of whether aloneness is

superior to a superficial encounter

is posed in the closing stanza:

•*Then sundown comes around

again/ You find yourself alone/

Wander through a sea of eyes but/

Always on your own/ Was it really

all you thought that/ It was

supposed to be/ Or are you just

another face/ In someone's fading

memory." The answer is left for

the listener, but Andersen seems

to have come to his own con-

clusion in the refrain sung in

harmony with Eric's wife,

Deborah Green Andersen. ("Love

— is it really love at all/ Or

something that I heard love

called")

"Faithful" is a modern view of a

relationship, but one based on

intelligent and realistic thinking.

("You said lovin' you and leavin'

you's/ The hardest thing to do/ To

give my foot another chance/ To

try another shoe/ But every time I

see someone/J m always seeing

jfuu/ Though i 'iift»'c n^ atway^

been faithful/ I always have been

true")

•Torentine" and "Sheila'*

transcend the women as love

partner image, for these ladies

offer a spiritual salvation for the

soul. Florentine leaves a memory
of hope ("You know she holds the

key/ And you follow her to

mysteries") and Sheila remains

to comfort the tormented.

In the second category of songs,

"Wind the Sand ' and "Round the

Bend" view the difficulty of

coping with a painful existence.

"Wind and Sand" comes forth

with an optimistic answer of love

as a cure all. "Round the Bend" is

a desperate prayer for help,

directed at God or man, for a

friend, someone to order the in-

comprehensible chaos one must
submit^to or be destroyed. In the

words, "Like a bird on a lonely

wind" looking for a home and a

prisoner "so unfree/ That all the

beauty locked inside his soul/ He
never could t)elieve,'^ Andersen is

saying that man's alienation

stems from his own inability to

respond to help. The refrain, ("Oh

.,lfsih; i;f]njf»l l ,iw^ ( ,^
flpasf stif

where I an(i/ Help me to get

around the next bend/ Someone
who's been there/ And come back

again") is a pitiful cry for un-

derstanding from someone who
has reached the limit of en-

durance.

"Blue River" is a fairy tale

.^ending compared to the tone and

icontent of "Round the Bend "

Andersen has a bit of optimism in

this haunting ballad, ("Blue river

keep right on rollin'/ All along the

;

shore line/ Keep us safe from the

deep and the dark/ Cause we don^t

want to stray too far"). Jorii

Mitchells distant and echoing

harmony floats like a hazy mist,

seeming (o answer Andersen's

words with a positive and
sustaining life force.

Eric Andersen's Blue River is,

an engrossing album, sperb ifT

every area. Certainly, it is also a

dichotomy — it produced a lulling

peace of mind with its melodies

and at the same time, jolts one's

consciousness with some of the

, most depressing statements ever

set to music. Perhaps, a lullabye

atid a funeral dirge are notso very

far apart after all.

.(*•
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CLUBGUIDE

Ham through Awgwit 13

ISkOrOVe brownie mcgheea sonny terry

8162 Melrose A
O13-2070

ve.
Wmn^ d fh« Topongo Conyon Bonio & Fiddl«^•^

Coming N«Bt August 16-20

BIG MAMA THOINTON

eazzarri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

PRODIGY THIRTEENTH HOUR RAINFOREST

Mond#y-Ladiei Dance Contest **«C»sh Pnie

Winner appears on Real Don Steel's KM J TV Show (Ch»)

Tttursday—Audition Ni9lit

Sunday—Jack A Jill Dance Contest S50 Cash Prlie

'

'
-"

.'
• ^ \

Pizza Palace
In The Village

478-0788

On Stogo:

BRAININ & OAKEY

"old fyme movies and cartoons

day and nigh*'

TromaiiDar
9081 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA
276.6168

DONNY HATHAWAY
&

VALERIE SIMPSON
Coming N«cf DAVID ACKLES

MOVIEGUIDE'^ T

Friday ASohirdoy 7:00 & 9:30 pm $1.50 I

CHARLIE CHAPLIN FILM FESTIVAL II

)
Foohiring somo ol Chepim* grm^mt short films indoding

^ ^, ^ "THE CURE", "ONE A.A^",

n^l^L^.!**i;'SS^ ^a\ '^HE CHAMPION". -THE RINK", and
(72 bHu N. ol SM Blvd.)

other surpri»«l
475-3033 ___ ^ *^ •—.^^

miiivisiai

wiriii

Beverlir Ganon

205 North Conon Drive

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

AUGUST BELONGS TO
AAARILYN MONROE

N^ SOME UKE IT HOT
thru

T«- CLASH BY NIGHT

G«no Hocfcmoiv Julio Andr«

PACIFIC 5 Carrol CComtor. Chorhon Horto«

leverly Hills
..^^^^.o,^

Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr. nAWAIi
1 blk East ol BeveHy Dr. Mo«..Frf. Part 1 7:00 Poh II 9-.45

Sol. & Sun. PoH I ^30& 7:30 PoH N 5:15 & 10:15

/ 1 blk East

I *271.n21

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Iriii
Westwood Village

OR 72487 —

Clieraia Baie
Sunset Near Vine __.

Hollywood
4^6-3401

Robert Redford

THE CANDIDATE

Doily 2 15, 4:15. fc15. »:15. 10:15

Fri.^ Sal. Midnight 12:15

^
—

Only Southom CoiSomio Show*f«

Allred Hitchcock's New Mosterpi

FRENZY (R)

Doily ol 12:30. 3K)0, 5:30. 8:00. 10:30

Plus Fri & Sal. midnight show*

. V
-ki» 'i'

Del Mar
5036 W. Pko
WE 5-6424

Sorlii
LoBreo at Melrose
WE 4-2944

Now CinomoKopo Wido Scr

PRIME CUT
&

Glondo Jackson

SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY
$1 .00 P«r porson por coupon

Wodnosdoy iodios nighl SI 00

NICHOUVS AND ALEXANDRA

&
THE BOYFRIEND

H.K. Slllll
2139 Sunset

LA.

389-4746

49C
ONLY

NOWYOU SEE HIM,

NOWYOU DON'T

&
PERRY

Hillfffiil Paclllc lz^zi!Z^\'

^rriJIri A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

466-5211 12:30. 3:00, 5:30, 8:00. 1D.30

A LAEMMLE THEATER - Jam.s ci««k. Ffcn F-*».i

lllf Fill? Aug. 2.5 JULES & JIM

iSn vl •
pf. BLACK ORPHEUS

JkJivwLd ^ " Bergman's THEIdAGICIAN

Na4.2i69 plus SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT,
A«f. «.12 "400 MdWr' piM "Slioal Hw

*f-

Miililr
214Sonto
Santo Monico
451-4625

THE LODGER & BUCKMAIL
/WS.4&5

THE39ST9S & SABOTAGE
Ams. «> 7 .

RPECCA JAMAICA INN

DtfstmyMeta/
No two ways about it, friends, Dust is the all-Ume best new heavy-metal

hard rock band. The title of their second Lp shows where their heads are

at Hard Attack (Kama Sutra KSBS 2059). bust furiously attack their

instruments in the most energetic fashion, and their arrangements are

promising and planned, at least. • ,.
.

.' i X
As far as I can see, Richie Wise is the star of the trio. He can rip those

guiUr licks off with the best of 'em and he sings an a consistenUy

vehement delivery that is weU suited to Dust's hard rock consciousness.

Marc BeU is an interesting drummer, and Kenny Aaronson fills in well at

bass.
'"'"*''''''*''"

^'.''"r--y--^Ji'''V
:•'''

l-':.-'-» ,

Lyrically, as their Sabbath mentors, Dust have presented many

palatable ideas. They, like the men in Black, are also concerned with

negative trips, more specifically, with the inevitability of death.

"Suicide" contains a particularly swell stanza : "I thought of hangin but I

knew it was wrong/then thought of poison but what I had wasn't

strong/electricution 1 thought would make me a star/I stood in the rain

with my electric guitar."

To top things off, the record is especially well produced, the sound is

clear and well balanced. No kiddin', if you like heavy-metal rock in any

form, you'd better rush right out and get Dust. ^

> ' — Harold Bronson

No More Fleeing
No More Fleeing, a 1956 German surrealist film made by Herbert

Vesely, is intended to be an allegory of nuclear destruction — among
~

other things. Unfortunately, Vesely's concern is for only the allegorical

level, and the literal aspects of the film — the story, the characters, etc.

— are left almost toUlly undeveloped. The two protagonists are refugees

from somewhere who escape to a desert ghost town. The time they spend

in the town (the length of the film) is characterized by random action,

oblique relationships, and a total lack of motivation. This wprldview is

reflected in the way the ffltn is edited, for Vesely will do thing^like show a

truck coming to a stop, then intercut several shots of the truck from

different angles, and finally, seemingly minutes later, he'll show the

driver stepping out of the cab. On other occasions, he'll cut away to

unrelated footage at the height of a comparatively involving sequence.

- Even if Vesely has seen the ultimate absurdity of it all, he suceeds in

conveying only enormous ennui to his audience. No More Fleeing Is un-

bearably static, and it's almost impossible to concentrate on it through all

of its sixty minutes. Vesely's style is reminiscent of Bunuel's, but Vesely,

unlike Bunuel, doesn't have the wit or sense of humor to translate his

j>hilosophy into a palatable film.

No More Fleeing will be screened at 3:00, 7:00 and 9:00 PM this Wed-
nesday at The Egg and the Eye. This gallery-restaurant has a 16 mm
screening room which seats sixty or so people. Of late, the programming

( Continued on Page 7
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has distinguished itself by the presentation of a number of 1960's foreignand expennriental films which never had regular bookings in Los Angel^.

tu^f ^?l!^lJ^^ undertaking, and someUmes the audience can getstung quite badly. For the most part, however. The Egg and the Eye's
recent and current series have managed to be both highly eclectic and
highly rewarding, a rare combination. A few weeks ago, the acclaimedGerman surrealist film. Even Dwarves SUrted Small had its only LA.showmg at the gallery. Ust week. Hunger, a brillianUy acted and un-
comfortably relevant Swedish film was premiered. And yesterday. King.
Murray, an hilarious semi-cinema verite look at a hotshot insurance
salesman, had its first local screening. Later in the current series there
wiu be such things as a collecUon of Japanese underground films, a
recent film by Satyajit Ray. and Franju's Judex, a 1964 adaptation of a
silent movie serial.

'!.. — SUnBerkowiti

FOF,SRO,RTD,THC
However substantially equitable the motivations may be, the potpourri

approach to film packaging nonetheless encourages a wide spectrum of
unevenness proportionately relative to the tastes of the audience. Such is
the case with a packet of shorts and short-comings dubbed "Far Out
Films" to be screened at the Plaza's midnight rambhngs this weekend.
While opportunites to view non-feature selections at the local cinema are
to be welcomed with open arms, most folks should bear in mind that the
FOF compilation, much as with life in general, has its ups and downs.

In line with the basic premise that these films were selected for innate
exotica, we find many of the lot to be student projects of recent years
past. Hence, some rough gems are delightfully exposed, as with a spacy
oddity entitled "Black Pudding," a cerebral pornographic animation
ditty that traces the rakish progress of various scatologically inclined
creatures bom of a giant vagina, which fornicate with and excrete upon
everything in sight. Enchanting. Conversely, student films often betray a
naive limitation of scope that extends only as far as the filmmaker's
particular >attitudes or consciousness at the time of the project, and as
encouraged by the pitfalls of academic isolation. These sort of efforts can
become pretty dated, as well as pretty boring. A primary example,
"Virgo I" has been synopsized as depicting ".

. .a serene young man
leaving the noise and Confusion of the city to meditate at the beach in Big
Sur. California, and in so doing becoming one with the universe." Sounds
like something straight from National Lampoon, eh? .

Luckily, less vacuous buffers are offered. "The Tempest" is probably
one of the few special effects/optics-type works that remains rigorously
engrossing. The beauty of the galloping horses and the mastery of

technical execution render this a poetic masterpiece. Of the larger studio

fare in the overall program, snippets of two old favorites' stellar per-

formances appear, in which a portly red-nosed gent (not Santa) fond of

chickadees finds his auto to be running away with him, and a vampy
young minx who shall remain nameless, but is known in certain
Hollywood circles for her "Boop-oop-a-doo" (not Tina Turner), is found
shamelessly dancing topless hulas on a tropical isle, much to the delight
of hei^campanion. With these gamuts of extremes thus deUneated, go

'

unto this world forewamed^^ , ., . -
*

_ ^, ...-r-- - —Hfather Harris

'^ tlThe ^ummerlrtUs; Column
-f!'

MUSIC
If you're planning to go out of

town for the weekend, this might
k)e a nice time to leave L.A., as
concert scheduling is somewhat
slow and uneventful. But, coming
up later in the montl) are some
genuine goodies.

Shaking his torso at the Greek
until Sunday is Tom Jones, and
coming August 18-27, the Everly
Brothers and Neil Diamond. You
might have seen Diamond
mentioned as the star of the gig,

but the Everlys deserve top billing

wherever they play. The Long
Beach Arena presents Yes. Edgar
Winter, and Eagles Friday night.

On Sunday at the Bowl, a big

packaged show with the AUman
Brothers. Loggins and Messina,
and Marc Bolman and Howard
KayIan. The Crusaders. Hugh
Masadela. and Jawbone cruise

into the Hollywood Palladium on
the 6th, with Jeff Beck and Argent
beckoned in on the 13th of thhis

month.

Bob Itofe and Henry Fonda

head an all celeb Uneup at the

Bowl on August* 11, with An
Evening of Stars for Nosotros. On
the 18th, the Bowl hosts two
fantastic pertormers, and its got

to be one of the summers best —
Pete Seeger and Arlo Guthrie. If

you're not planning to go, why
not?

Rod and his many Faces appear
at the Bowl on the 25th, followed

closely on the 30th by Tony
Bennett, Zubin Mehta, and the
L.A. Philharmonic (often
nicknames Tony and his Faces).
XjtQti Russell lands in town near
the end of the month, playing

almost every auditorium that can
handle a piano: Swing
Auditorium, August 25, Anaheim
Convention Center, on the 26th,

and the Forum on August 27.

A tentative booking at the Santa
Monica Civic on the 29th are the
Kinks, one of the best groups
around, and on the 10th of Sep-
tember

,j
the Doors appear at the

same Place.

recommend two of the best

formers in any musici

classification — Sonny Terry

Wownie McGhee at the

Grove, August 4 thru 13. They aw

journey Wuesmen, have piay^

together for 32 years, Brow«"

effortlessly fluid on 8"^^^'
.

Sonny a harmonic wizard in*

sing the blues with energy

passion and truth, because »•

Brownie has said, you don sw

about the blues, you live twg

Appearing with them are

various winners from the lopw

«

Canyon Banjo and Fiddle Conio

At the Troubadour tnroui

Sunday are Donny Hathaway

''alerie Simpson, and at the
'alomino Friday, Johnny
Vestern. Through Sunday at the
t^hiskey are Stoneground and
tastus, followed by Seatrain. On
[he 13th only, the chib features
luddy Miles.

The Golden Bear has Honk and
lark Turnbull through the 6th,
»nd coming in on the 8th are the
')iliiards and England Dan and
lohn Ford Coley (a better mat-
ched bill would be difficult to

find) John Stewart and a very
|0od new group, Hiomas and
Suianne, appear Saturday and
^^day at the Four Muses. Folk
ingwriter Steve GUIcttc is at the

At the clubs, I enthusiastically

Ice House, followed by Belland

and Somerville. Kenny Burrell

performs at Shelly's Manne-Hole,

and closing Sunday at the

Lighthouse, Cannon Ball Adderly.

Donte's hosts the Louis Bellson

Band tonight, WaKer Wanderley

coming in during the weekend.

Classically speaking, a program

of music by Vivaldi conducted by

Lawrence Foster will be

presented tonight at the Bowl.

Under the Hollywood stars on

Saturday is Arthur Fiedler

PresenU Pops At the Bowl, with

music of Dvorak. Tchaikovsky,

Gershwin, and Burt Bacharach

(I'm convinced Randy Newman's

works are next).

Friday evening on the Santa

Monic City College campus,

Moiart's **Bastien and

Bastienne" and "The Im-

presario" are performed for no

admission charge. Sunday at 3,

Anionin Uodek*s pantimime

program can be found on campus

in the Architecture Quad — for

TRmmr

On second thought, there's too

much going on in our swinging

city to leave town. Maybe next

week.
• • •

Film
For all this column's earlier

insistence that film-wise, summer
is a dry spell, there's some damn
good film around — granted, most

of it oldies, but still worth while

viewing.

The heavies include a Fellini

double at the New Vagabond

Theater — "La Dolce ViU" and

"La Strada." ,
The Mayfair

Repertory Cinema offers "The

Thirty Nine Steps," Hitchcock's

1935 suspense film starring Robert

Donat and Madeleine Carroll.

"Thirty Nine Steps" is co-billed

with a second Hitchcockian

masterpiece. "Sabotage."

The Bijou Theater in Hollywood

is playing "To Have and Have

Not;' the Howard Hawks* fihn

loosely adapted from

Hemingway's novel of the same

Thursday, August 3« 1972
' • i^>
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MOVIEGUIDE

A LAEMMLE THEATfR

Moijca I

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

Woo<ly AHan't HUariowt Com«dy

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
'Ali McGraa & »yan Ottmi

LOVE STORY

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Monica ll v
1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

'^

Two Action Fillod Wotlorm

Charlos Bronson & Toshiro Mifuno

RED SUN
Buri Loncosfor & Loo Marvin

THE PROFESSIONALS

Music Hall

^•r

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny}
274-6869

Charlie Chaplin in

THE GREAT DiaATOR '

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Natioial
10925 Lindbrook Drive

4792866

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED (PG)

Doily 2:15. 4:15. 6:15, 8:15. 10:15

Fri. &S<rf.MidnigKl 12:15

Niirl Tkeaier ^^^
11272 Santa Monica Blvd. ^
WLA. ,, BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
478-6379

orieiiai
7425 Sunset

876-0212

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA

THE POSSESSION OF JOEL DELANCY

$1 for ono porson w/IMs coupon plot cwrronl UCLA rog

Sorry net good Saturday night aftor 5 p.m.~~~
aint

•f >

Pai Pacllic
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Free Parking $1 for ono por

Sorry

JOE KIDD _
& Cnartfon Hoston '*"

SKYJACKED
w/lki* coupon plus curront UCLA r«

good Saturday night dior 5 p.m.
n

PACIFIC'S

Paiiaies
Hollywood at Vino
469-716} ^C^ ~ ^

FOUR FLIES ON GREY VELVET

,
"*' ".

• '

, botfy 12:90, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

PACIFIC'S

PICWOOII

Mia Farrow and Topol

PUBLIC EYE (G) ./—

Pico Near Wostwood
272^239

-
TT"

Mon.-Frfe 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
"^^

Sat. & Sun: 12:30, 2:30, 4.3q,,6:30, 8:30, 10:30

.'?

A LAEMMLE THEATER A Susponso Thrillor

PIIZI ^ u^ r ^ FOUR FLIES ON GREY VELVET

Wotl¥»K>od ViMpgo .^ ,-
.

GR 74X)97 ^"' ^ ^^- ^^- ^ ^ ' Midnight Only:

TR 9-9077 "for <M Fam."

A LAEMMLE THEATER Winnor Spocid Jury Priio Cannot Foctivd 1972

llllll Kurt Vonnpgut, Vf

i045BroKton SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE

M^JVMU
^'"*^* Woddoy. 6.J0. 8:15. 10:15

BR 2-050A,
Sat& Sun 2:30. 4:1^, 6e15,8c15,IOt15

».»..

Om't

iTOKYO STORY
A LAEMMLE THEATER

pfin CIvte MUHior'*
11523 Santa Monica Blvd. ^_ __, .^^.....^^ .«w«^r-nw
Wot Los Angoiof THE KOUMIKO MYSTERY
477-5581

TM«adodma>2for$1.00

Slllll lllVll 19a8Cocil8.DoMMonirilloH

6,
'"

F "JL STAND AND DELIVER

Ol 3-2389 Ro^* LoRocquo— Lupo Voloi-Wamor Oland

50<t with od CHARUE CHAPLIN - **MUTCK' SERIAL

III! La irii
La Brao at Ninth .

WE 4-2342

RED SUN
&

BAND OF ASSASSINS

THE NEVy

vaialHiii!

2509 Wilshire

DU 7-2171

THE FILMS OF FEDERRICO FELLINI

Starts N«t Wod. wMi

LA DOLCE VrTA
&

LASTRADA

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

VIIIIIB PORTNOY'S COMPlAlfJT (It)

961 Broxlon

Woitwood
47S^576

Dotty 2:25. 4c2S. 6i2S. 8c25. 10:25

FrL & Sot. MIdidght SKow 12:25
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• OfflCIAL NOTICiS • -

Serviccii, A-255 Murphy HaU.' ext. 51501. —_

UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productions,

in cooperation with UCLAs Design (or Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (opposite Schoenberg Haii)

from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

> • e AUTOMIN HOOEK mime, a gill ol unicotn, a glimpta ol beauty

iTnteVetryTm^^^^ *" «'-/ communication wl.h you. the

•udlSnce. Tcompamed by the sounds of a sole gu.tar.

August 1 3 WILD OATS - r<^^''<'-'^.'Z^'^^ ^JlllJ;!^

frodi»ional.»u« to conl.mpororymu.Kl.lie
John Denver, uou y

. on DAriPir wonnWIND QUINTET with the warm «40unds ol

Schuller and Bozza. —

Aogosf 27 PAUL SPERRY, ,^. m an a(.«-n«,n rf it«wk
r;^;^,';i!;i §;;,,

^^M Nrf« thi. on« prograni only will b» hoM « xnoano g

(Continued from Page 7)

name "To Have and Have Not

stars Humphrey Bo^"""*
J"°

Lauren Bacall as the cal^et

singer comme mysterious woman

comme Marlene Dietrich It was

Miss Bacall's first film. Sharing

the bill is Harold Youngs The

Scarlet Pimpernel" with Leslie

Howard and Merle Oberon. for

those of you who are^adventurous

enough to stay. f ^,,„jr.

And if your t. v. doesn t get UHt

,

or if you just want to renew the

faith "Jules and Jim" opens

again at the Los Feliz Theater,

probably along with a few of the

lovely shorts the Los Feliz has a

habit of adding.
.

There's even something about

for John Ford fans, in fact, one of

his best. "T(}e Searchers" will

i

\
• » —

screenlfiis week at the Encore

Theater (near Melrose and

Western) If you're mt««sted in

Ford's work at all. 'The Sear-

chers ' is significant viewing, and

with the exception of one or two

abrupt and disturbing cuts, it s a

classic in terms of Ford's film

making abilities.

The week's selection from the

Beverly Hills Music Hall's con-

tinuing program of Charlie

Chaplin films is 'The Great

Dictator". Chaplin's notorious

satire on Hitler in the 40's.

In films of later vintage, "Play

It Again Sam' opens city-wide

this week, as does '^Sometimes A

Great NoUon ", a film vaguely

related to the Ken Kesey novel

including excellent performances

by Hemry Fenda and Lee Remick
Paul Newman plays, Pimj
Newman (for a change?) and
tieyond the two aforementioned
performances, there's nothing
much to see except the scenery,

which is really rather nice.

Specialties

For those interested in satirical

theater performance, Sherwood
Oaks Experimental College (6671

Sunset/Ho 2-0669) is offering a

seven week seminar satire with

George Carlin, Firesign Theater,

The Committee and the

Credibility Gap (among others)

which should provide an op-

portunity to really explore the

problems and challenges of

creating satirical humor.

— Leslie Millenson

t ..

(Continued from Page 5)

were not able to control things any

longer. The thinking behind these

confused views of policemen and

their role in modern society is

sloppy and romantic. The last

impression we have is that of

policemen as victims yet there are

^foments that hint at Roy's

growing self consciousness over

the true nature of his job he loves

so much, like when he yells after

Dorothy and his face is bathed in

harsh yellow light.

So many elements of a good film

are present in The New Cen-

turions that it is more than boring

when they fail to come together—
it is frustrating. The acting is

outsUnding, even by actors who

have almost no opportunity to

make their characters multi-

dimensional. Many of the action

sequences are powerful, unex-

pectedly tough, and highly ex-

citing, but without a framework

against which to be meaningful

they cannot have the impact they

should. It is the script and the

confused political thinking behind

it that destroys The New Cen-

turions.

-^

more than 11,000

eligible employee^ of

University of Calitbrnia

. pay their auto Insurance

by payroll deductton

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by

California Casualty.) '

^

loinThem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation, _——-^
call the office nearest you, Collect. . f

^ (California Casualty

^' CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist

10959 Wteyburn Ave. - •

ADJUSTED
POLISHED
.GR9-2111

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
Let us ship youf "pemonal effects homo. We ore

specialists in international pockoging and ship-

ping. We also sell appliances for 220 volts.

1215 W. AMI SI.

Lm Am9«I« 17
482.9862

PACIFICKINC

Sherman Oaks
981-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186 -.

PRELAW STUDENTS
if'-. ..." •

REGISTER isiOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE

Instruction exclusively in exom taking techniques used succeirfohy by ColiJofnio pre-

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by proctking lawyers. Cost: $75.

IPIRTMENTS
We represent owners of over

80.000 units betweien our

two offices.

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by conrjputer.

The fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

Course for OaOBER 21 LSAT starts baOBEt 5. DECEMBER In-

struction also avoiloble. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (2 1 3) 655-8046.

11 §41 WILSHIMC •OULEVARO
LOS ANOELE8.CAUF SOOtS
TELEP»«0NE (213) 477. 1221

for Voll«r InJormotloo

coll 966^06

f^

Opens Aljgust 15
Limited 4 Week Engagement

Sandy Baron

r-

AS

LENNY
BASED ON THE LIFE AND WORDS OF LENNY BRUCE

ANEW PLAY BY
'^

Julian Barry -^

MUSIC BY

Tom O'Horgan
WITH

Joe«Silver
DIRECTED BY

Tom O'Horgan

ALL PERFORMANCES $7.50. $6.50. $5.50

PREVIEWS 10th. 11th. 12th & 14th. $1.00 LESS

Liberal Student Discounts Available

for Groups of as few as 16
^

for Group Rourvjttions and Informatm

Contact Shirlay Kannady at 4613712

n-

RIDAY BOOK
URPRISE "HSKT

tomorrow only, Friday, August 4 . • •

The Last Whole Earth Catalog, reg. $5

$3
books, b level, ackerman union, 825 771

1

open mondoy-friday 8:30-5:00

»230 SUt^ftgT BLVP . LOS AWUliJl. LAUf fOOlB <ei 3K I
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What's On
-*-' Thursday, August 3, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 9

Wednesday, August 9 ~ Friday, August 4

Tickets:
—"Hollywood Bowl;"$1 student

tickets available up to 48 hours
- before Tuesday and Thursday
concerts. Tuesday, August 8:

Franck: The Accursed Hunt-
sman; Saint-Saens: Piano Con-

certo M; Stravincky: The
Firebird. Thursday, August 10:

Lawrence Foster, conductor;
Rafael Ovozco, piano: Verdi:

Overture, Ttie Force of Destiny;

Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto

/If2; Tchaikovsky: Romeo and
Juliet; Respighl: The Pines ^off

Rome.

Concerts:' '

—"Antonion Hodek," mime. In

the Art of Pantomime, 3-4 pm,
Sunday, Architecture Quad. Free.

«ii:>.
•

Permaul, associate *dean,
educational career services, 2-4

pm, Engineering Penthouse,
Boelter 8500.

*,

Friday, August 4
—"Some Effects of Quan-

tization and '^ikler Overflow on
the Forced Response of Digital
Filters," by Alan N. Wlllson, Jr.,

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,

Murray Hill, New Jersey, 2 pm,
Boelter 8500. Sponsored by the
department of electrical sciences
and engineering.

Monday, August 7
— " E pidemioFogy of

Atherosclerosis," with J. Chap-
man, MD, department of

preventive and social medicine, 4

pm, CHS 33-105. Sponsored by the
graduate students of the depart-
ment of biological chemistry.

—"Origin, Direction and
Mechanism of Chain Growth of

SV4 DMA Replication," by George
C. Fareed, MD, National Institute

of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 4

pm, CHS 43-105. Sponsored by the
department of medical
microbiology and immunology.

'J

Ttiursday, August 10

—"Careers in Special
Education," with Barbara Keogh,
professor of education, 2-4 pm.
Engineering Penthouse, Boelter
8500.

Meetings:
Ttiursday, August 3
—"Tai Chi Chaun," 7-9:30 pm,

Ackep-man Union Women's
Lounge.

—"The Lighted Way," 4-6 pm,
Social Welfare 48. .

•-"Muslim Students/" 1-3 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Saturday, August 5

—"Iranian Students/' 11 am 1

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 7

— "Christian Science
Organization," 12:10 pm, 560
Hilgard Ave.

Tuesday, Augjj^^
—"Iranian Studems," 6-9 pm,

Ackerman Union 2408.

Wednesday, August 9
• —"Graduate "Christian
Fellowship," 6-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

(Continued on Page 11

)

Films:
—"The Loves of Isadora," and

"La Boheme," 7:30 pm, Saturday,

Dickson Art Ceiiter. Admission at

the door: $1.50;

Correction

Seminars:
Thursday, August 3

—"Are there Jobs with In-

dependent Schools?" by Jane

it was erroneously implied in last Friday's Daily Bruin that the
organ concert featuring Ennis Fruhauf was scheduled for that day.
We are pleased to report that the concert has not yet taken place,

but will be held at noon, today, in Royce Hall AudftJbrium, free.

Fruhauf, music faculty member and Univerlsty carilloneur at

U€ Santa Barabara, will perform Vierne's Smphonie No. 2, Opus
20; Widor's Symphonie Gothique, Opus 70; and Symphonie No. 5,

Opus 42 ; and Franck's Cantabile and Choral No. 3 in A Minor.

PSYCHODRAMA
An experience fn psychodrama. Af the L.A. Psychodrama Center. Public sessions for
didactic purposes at 8:30 pm Fridays. Admission $3. Individuals may participate actively
or simply observe. Directing staff includes: Ira A. Greenberg, Ph. p., clinical
psychologist, Gordon Gumpertz, advertising agency head; Kurt Jorgensen, M.A.,
counselor, and Coleman Mullin, M.A., engineer and counselor. Location: 2nd floor of
Center for Creafive Studies, 3304 Pico Blvd., Santa Moniia. For info, Phone 475-4666.

EQi
EEl

^. PREPARATION FOR FAII

LSAT
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

$
Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 474-2531

1736 Westwood Boulevard _ ^ ^

AUTO MSniMKE FOR C0LLE8E SliKNTS

If you ore (i) at least 21 and (2) have hod auto insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably hove (3) o reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rates that overage 35^. below stan-

dard prices.

And in cote you don't fH this description, coll our local oHice

onyway. We just spent six yeori working with the auto insurance

industry on behalf of college students. We think we can help.

rime: 45M3I3

College SiideDl lisuraice service

r>A <«»« M«nir« Blvd I-702) Son«o Mooico. Colit. 90401

Crossword Answer

faraHisiwiz] rawmwM^
rii:^n:< yri:iirii=

»r
TAKE YOUR LEaURE NOTES ON
A MEMO CASSETTE RECORDER

Complete line of cassette recorders, blank tope, and accessories.

Also, vye GGKry stereo and quod systems. Optical goods and

microscopes available. SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES -348-0229. '

Moil orders available.

\w -oK SS>OI-\\c^si lo> •\iu:cl«.'>-Opcn S.>^M^\1

VINTAGE ALFRED HITCHOCK

MAYFAIR

R«p«rfory

Cin«mo

214"

SANTA
MONICA
BLVD.

451^4625

WED.
THU.
AU<^
2-3

ivor'nKeuo the lodger (Silent. 1926)
Killer in London fog Hat Jach the Ripper returhcd?

i'oV.\*iiSKIl BLACKMAIL (1929)
Girl purtued by in»»ne bUchmailer, Britt^h Muteum chase clima

»

FKI.
SAT.
AUG.
4-5

THE 39 STEPS (1935)
MAOtLCINI CAKRML

ROtERT KONAT
ipec

ISS,':SS& SABOTAGE (1936)
PIpt to blow up London. Boy hat bomb on bu*

SUN.
MON.
AUG.
6-7

MANfeWTAtfM
LAURINCE MIVIER REBECCA (1940)

Girl marnea Corniah landowner, diacovcri hit terrifying tecret

c'^^^litSSSL JAMAICA INN (1 939)
Smuggling. Cornith piratet. ttormt. thipwrecht. Laughton in full cry

TUE.
WED.
AUG.
89

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT (1940)LARAINC DAT
lOCL NkCREA

Spy plot; attatsination in Amsterdam; tinitttr windmiilt: clipper crash

RjiWiiS?5Ji:?RT MR. AND MRS. SMITH (i94i)
Hitchcocft only comady; love tcana on a Farria Wheel.

RESTAURANT GUIDE
^ti

A La Crepe Bretonne .

US8 Euclid (corner uf Broadway) .'

S A/» iS 14302

CrapM-coekad lh« okMwhtonad
way — avarylMnp fr«h

Dinnart up lo $l75 Cloaad Sun & M

rf-j(i CHAN'S 6AR0EN
Mondorin & Contenata Cuitina

Food In go — Family Banquet

10855 Lindbrook Dr. 479 7785
Catering Sarvica Lunch & Dinner ) I om-9 pm Doily

Opantill 11 pmFri. &Sot. '

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wethvood near Pico

open 7anfv1am

^'Gourm9l Soups like

jnofhsr nm/er made'

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11371 S^nta AAonica Blvd.
West LA 479 9968
iioxf door to "Papa Bactis"

A Natural Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekends

IE FOYER DE FRANCE
lOtSa Ufvdbrooli Or

474-OMa-WWVillaiia

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

AAcDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
nil
478.9149

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

l242JWilgh«ratM.

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza

Now o|^en daily for lunch

Toes. oHer 9 pm any pizza $1.75

dine out tonight

M Mi M Hi

.V:J* * * »

^/ff^
^ th« QUALITY hamburs«r ^
^ 1500 wGttwood blvd. ^

^i.

FOREIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF
BAGGAGE
HOLTSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating,
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given wittioot obligation

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENQ

SINCe 19S«

a tradition
of personal
service in

freigt>t

forwarding

Martin Lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroa St.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065
(213) 225 2347

i\.
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MARATHONS
ARE BACH!
In the Summer Home of the

L.A. Philharmonic.

So are Vivaldi

and Handel. The
Bowl is going
forbaroquelAnd
Renaissance
fare. too.

5 hours of 17th and 18th cenlury

concertos, sonatas, brass

music, choral and orchestral

pieces. Over 100 performers

playing and singing music by

18 composers, including

Gabrleli. Monteverdi, Lully.

Purcell. Rameau. Scarlatti,

plus Vivaldi's "Gloria' and

Bach s Magnificent.' Directed

by the Bowl's own Marathon

Hero. LUKAS FOSS.

WED.AUa9/6-11^M

^ :

I
1

^^H 1
1^^^H

^^^H^^H 1 1 i

t
AM

seatsISO
Box seats

reserved

first come
first served

Tickets now available at Hollywood Bowl

Box Office (10 am-9 pm. Mon -Sat .
12-5

pm. Sun )

i^mrHr

l»»lB*»«««*»«J^«**«» ^••W*^>
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AOVCtTISINGO^^iCCl

K»rclihe«« H«n 113 ... .

•«*«ft«»o» tS 00

P«y«Mt m cdvance
DEADLINE 10 JO « »n

No «elepnon« ord«r»

THE Oa.lr »'"'n «'^«* •»" *"•'****''*
"nSl

d.iCf.m.nJi.on and fh*r*«ort «••*''«
Idvert.vn, ierv.c* «*." "ot •>,. "T***

howv.n, to vtud«oti or 0^»»r.n9 |0b*.

rH.9.00 nat.on«l OfQ'" or •'^^'^ \ *M^
t»»* Un.y«^*.ty nor t»»t D«.ly •'!""

J** rl
vest.aated any of the %erv.ce* olf«rtd hert^

problems- call UCLA Hou^mq Olt.ce «>•

44ti , Wevtudt fair Mou^.ng 47J 0»4t

^ Help Wanted . . « » -
*

SflHX l( KS I nlimaed ha* changed
»JJ^?*'**

»52l -

|rrn.-.n. siudio ( it* \I"V **"*' ?A!J^

TYPIST li-in|H.rar% M> offkr MuM be (»»«

l»m

t \Tl-irr \INMKM Hantfd Blur f***'
uK»Mnl IMx'rIand: F oik rcKk' Audition*

iiri'i//- i'-i»«»-: <'->•«•> /^^••>'*""' *

l>;iil\

y Services Offered . . .

C ALL STt DENT

'bK U.N U.I.I; KATKS. TEL^
It:: I H or l'>'»-

;WJ.5MU. «li *i"iof million tall

nil or i«lt«'r Tpm

\|0i.

ROUND- TRIP FLIGHTS

AUG
sepT

9 la/madrio

20 AMST/LA -

«» pm
«KA3'-

feature
hazing

•Ji.

I
; I

I

y Campus Services

complete

.

copying
service xerox

kerckhoff }2]

8250611

SIIOHT lloiirv <HH>d rn.»nfx Sell sand

; hV,: J.n .r.-.. V Pl-c-v N.ce appearance,

(.irls/bov '•;l'.H".
<n \ i«'

SlPPKKSSKn. W minute color.

Tulsis (all ( I :».-.411 lor information. <
!•

XIM.

for

^Research Subjects Needed

(SIS has lowest auto insurance ra«et

lolleKe studenU. Call u* in Sania Moni«^

IVPKHIKN* Kl» psMhedeli( druK user*
'^' '^"'^

I .dlrallv .ulhoriied research

Wednesdax* onl>.

K...„ .^pm.H....^....
-^.HSA.0..

iM-<*d«-d (<•!

I onlidriHial irwiuiries on
>*^"^

^Juhring .

wkhxm:
4'\|irriNi«'nt

p.n

f lor hour s<Kia! ps.%cholog>

,'M«» Haines Hall. » • •»

(KKAIO).
SiKii up

KKXDING. MATH. LANCLACE^ ARTS

.<iHS. 2K» IH 00 hour 13 yn »•«»»««"'
perience.H:Mi-*2H:i after 2:00pm. <1KS7».

/ Churcf) Services

U XNTKI) INK XV rs • to 7 1/2 MONTHS

KOK STIDIKS IN Tl K KARL]

nf XKI.OI'MKNT OK " XM.l X(.K^ C AU
nVxNT STl IHKS I'HOJKCT • MS^SI— "i;x< r.riTi Ksi)xvs». (RS^'

;>'

'

i,

4i

WEiTVWOOD Friend* meeting <0w*»««^*''

S.l.nt worship. Sun . n AM, Un.v YWCA,

S7J Milqard, visitor* wflcom^ 473 7»>o.

y Personal . . . . * v *-%"•» .!^.:X

4c 4c4c4K)|(*4c4K4c4(4c4K9|c3|e)|c
HEY UCLA WOMEN: ;

THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

ISYOURSI

^Odds & Ends W

S XX KALI. New textbook*.

(ormalioM Send stamped. »elf

iMurlope to SBl .
Suite 616-L.

IliKhland. Holl\wood»0«2K.

Free In-

addrfsted
1800 N.

<ieA*iO).

KKKNdl; Kxam preparation. tran»lalion».

interpreter sersice
^^^J^'^ ,,[rJ^^ ^iJ

former l( LA teacher . ResulU t H2»-«3M. < I»

S7>. __>___ ^

(;K XDt ATE school ^^«d(nil»»lon tesU.

Prepare with a recent Harvard tnhertUy

admissions director. 4782141. (18 A3).

MXTH tutoring for clatftet or GRE.

Reasonable rate* for efficient. '«»>• »<^!<7«;

:i«u:i:»l7 or 398-4522. (18 A 17).

AUG 9~ LA/FRANK

SEPT 26 LOWJON/LA

AUG 19 LA/ LONDON

SEPT 16 LONDON/ LA

AUG 30 I A/ LONDON

SEPT ?6 lONDON/LA

SEPT S LA/ LONDON

SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

SEPT S LA/LONDON

OCT 2 LONDON/ LA

SEPT 17 4 A/ L ON/ FRANK

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA

'

SEPT ?6 LA/ LONDON

OCT 9. LONDON/ LA

OCT 1 LA/ LONDON

OCT 1^ LONDON/ LA

S272.00
41 Ody^

$252.00
49 Days

S2S2.00
29 Days

S2S2.00
30 Days

S23O.00
21 Day*.

S239.no
26 Days

S247.00
32 Days

S199.00
14 Days

$223.00
16 Days

HKttPE ROIND TRIP trmm 121%M
SIXIMKR F\LL \\DU INTER FLICHTS.

XI s4» TtlKYtl. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA

XM) xil\ AWFLU.IITS4 TRAVEL. »3«
SANTA>IOXKA.L.A.»i<» :!7«^742.

'kIROPE Flight*. St 4*9»num. alM N.V.

Urael. India. Airkra. S«% •». Student

rates/card*. Store It5§. EA8C. 323 \.

Beserly Dr.. Be*erl>HM*.»i2l». 27*-

«2»3. (I7<ITR».

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One «ay and round trip atudeni

S4>FA Agent f«r Intrr-Eurup t an
(liarter Flights.

Contart: ISCA. IICttTSan Vicente Blvd

.4. C.A. fallf. mM9.
Tfl.j2J3

nights.

Student

Suite

ElltOPK Jrt Flight. L..A. - Amsterdam -

I.. X. I27*». XuguM 2 - September 3. Some one-

was*, asailable. XV.A.C. - Flite Chairman -

K?ji.%\TI». k:»-2 418. • 1 7 X .n

.

V Typing • 19

PROFESSIONAL term papers, these*.

manuM-ripts. Pirk-up and delivery. lK:<t

Electric. l>oui»r (lay I*n«72-Mlt5. (ltA3l).

EDITII - IBM typing. Term papers, theses,

manuscripts. He. Exprrirnced. Fast, ac-

curate. rell«hle.f3J-l747. ' 4I»S7X.

(.KK. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

disidual. small group instruction. Acadeihlc

(;uidanteSv#s.820So. Robertson. 657-4M0.
• r'~ (III t|TK

)

^ tn\er\a\nmen\ ...... 6

^ Rides Wanfed . . . . ,. . M
( Ol PLK needs ride to ChicaRo or N.Y.. en|l

of XuKusl w "I drlse or share expense*. 477-

VForSale...i. 15 ^^^

FUKNdl/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Iniv. Prof. Positive results any

exam. I-:as> conversational method (trial)

47:i-24«2. ~ " (18QTR»

'^.NE-WAY KLJGHTS,: ..tu

IpOPir"BOU|©^
'

next one-way:
LA to Frankfurt
AugQ -- $138.0C

AUG. 9 LA/ FRANKFURT $138.00

AUG 30 LA/LONDON

SEPT 6 LA/LONOON

F.YKT^ accurate typing. Term papers.

tbe«e«. dissertations. i-Uiiting. Weekdays.

IflUll SHectric. Barbie. 83K-iOl2 Mae: 39«.

.MJC. .
<1»QTR).

PXPERStvped by experienced typist. Free

pickup and delivery. 4fe/page. (all Trina at

m;»-4«71 (19 AID).

S138.00 ;-

$124.O0ti'

(;(M»D term papers typed Ire* by

K^crHary and college student. 347-5*70.

.\l«>.

ex-

(19

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

THESIS Tvping. dissertations, term papers,

done promptly. carefully. Selectric

tspewriter (Pica-Courier). Mrs. Rita

SokoloH - .WIH-4H84I. ( 1» AID).

U

FREE COUPON

DELUXE HOUSFOF BILLIARDS

I-

Fl HNISHIN(;S. House-hold items, art

supplies. draftinK table, plant*. Saturday^ 10-

.',. i:.>U7th St. Santa Monica. <'>^'-

M XMIVA Sekor ^2H T\. camera XNide angle

A. lelephoto l>eatber case. 1 year old. tW (X*.

»7»-»|(tH.

1

1 ( H XHTKH ticket. LA/London/LA. Aug. 9 -

Sept. 6. Pd 1268. Must sell. L'rgpnt. WIH take

best offer. 279-2104. - (17 A3).

(1SA3).

OVER 23? Have a day of fun - Expenses paid

plus thM. Enjoy our mountain •''•ort. Tills

v*eek-end my treat'. 478-5822. <»^^3"-

S13fl.00

SI 38. 00
$138.00-^

SI 38.00
SI 38.00

available

k W

I MR FRFE PLAY
between hrs 10.im. & 6pm.

SIRVINGOHICIOUS LUNCHES All DAY

BUR CHAMPAINI WINE SOU DRINKS

MUST BE 18 & OVER

lADIES WELCOME

1901 WILSHIRE BLVO ,
SANTA MONICA

(.IILI)
tl75..INi.

F-» Uowstital («uiur

:{k^-029».

with case.

I1SA3I).

I)IS(<)INT Europe. Israel MUi, East

Xfrica. Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041

\\ ilshire Blvd. LA. »O025. »78^>M4. ( I7qtr).

SIDFXX XLK Sale Furniture, everything.

Saturday Sunday 'l»-S. Moving to

hngland i^r. Dunn Dri*e. Palm* 837-

T 432 ^J^5AJK

SlRFBOxltD Jeff - Ho. 7i Like new.
(IS A3).

T« X XX Bug • automatic tran.mlsslon sun

roof 1 1 MM yj^-WM (15AJ).

ELKOPE& MIDDLE EAST :

CHARTER FLIGHTS ^

Immediate ticketing _^
STl DENT Rail-Pass 2 mo. $no-

OlymDic games & Hotel space avail

:i972 iS'udent <'"»de Book to Europe ^
CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA

13S09 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403 .V -: •

-

Phtfhe: 872-2283/784-1677

-W.4

MINK Jacket llOt Ok Really nice

after 7 pm threat gift:

Call 477-

(15A3)-

t HKSTl.lNF. vacation tabin rental Also big

iiiodUi n dormitorx mountain lodge for large

Kioii|is/lamil\ commune. '213/ 221.4849. (§A

:;i>.i-

^ Help Wanted . ..... . 8

NE>* 12^rlng Yamaha .»lth ca.e and .trap.

|140.CallCecl82S-22Sl da>». 394-7520

eves.
(isAia).

6 STRINt. D 35 Martin ,\coustlcal (i«Jt«r

w/case-1400 00. 994-0841^ JliM)

NFXX Stereo systems

bread must moonlight
at low prici

477-7684.

SFtRKTARV; English /Journalism Mator.

ivpe .V«» w.p m.. Accurate. 20 hour* week.

Ij Ml hour . Susan H25-652I (lASIi.

XXAVTKD fieology/Math major to Pr«"ct

.-arthnuake^ 12 *«» hour TWee «4«Mir .hWls

'i:ii i;i:Mi^^
*n/\n>.

.1 XMTOH wkda>ft 6-9 pm. 12.35 1st month.

ll lO alter. Sim*. Hlir,G«yley. 478-1549. (S

Fl RNITl RK .\ couches. 2 coffee tables. 2

md laMes. lamps, bookcase, relrigerator.

Ver> reasonable 839.M20. "^AlO).

SXt RIFIO: Sale. New Sony "^'^eo com-

,MH»ent tt1P21«' under ^•"•»»>- »'*??^-

I all : 475-2408. afternoons, evening*. (15/\.t).

HELMEU MKVI Tenor Sax with Irl-pak

case. All in beautiful condition. 1500.00 (all

NeilW 4-18187. ^'* (15 A3).

!\UG 17 'RANKFURT/LA

AUG Z\ LONDON/ LA

AUG 30 LONDON/ LA

SEFT K Lf^fiOON/LA

SEPT 26 LONDON/ LA

•*man^v Jther flights

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ON^TO U.C L.A.

STUDENTS. FACULPy AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVEO BASrr.--THE

PARTICIPATING ''AIW-I'*^^ ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER 0C8 AND BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

flight Coordinators:
John and Susan — , •

DISSERTATIONS, theses, and manuscripts

for puWlcation.-^Experienced editor-typist.

:W3-»I»9. ' (19S7).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. AHce. 397-3304. ( 19

QTR).

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 824-7472. ( 19 QTR

)

RITII. Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced, (alt"

828-1162. i\9iiW^

IB.Ms new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work

Please call 394-8295. (19 QTR).

TYPIST - these*, disserlatloos. books, term

papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

.Xccurate. rapid service. 7I»-1074 qtr )

.

t)y ,»y Wanted .
20

109S6 Iteyburn Avenue

Westwood Village 90024

Ttlephone: 4 78-8286

XVILL pav cash lor cars running or not.

XVrecks too. Free tow-aways. 835-1643. 391-

9640.
'»>^^'-

BERKELEY student seeks other(s) to live

with at BerkHey In Fall. Steven 553-3717. (20

A24).

CHARTER FLIGHTS
rMo

HOME earning* addressing mail.

stamped self addressed '"^'l^P*
v-Sh

handling l)EE( t» 317. Box t3W. North

IMUwmid.ta '•^''

K.XSSMAN Harpsichord hand built (ierman

han^ichord. figured walnut case, perfect

(onditioii. length .'i* 1 manual. U. 495.00. 456-

8761. <»SA3).

WORK/Fun Finished by one Work now and

»n Fall delivering
•••T'^'^'ril'Vj':"';!.,,

areas lOOOam . l:iipm. 140 -155 for 10-IZ

hours »*orh. kKUKWI before

14)34 eve*. Car nece*«ar>

11.00 am 821-

<8M7l.

XIATTH ESSES - Valley Stale Marketing

(irad. can sa\e >ou IO-r»«% on any brand.

an% siite mattress set. Sensational vjilues.

d<ml pav rAoii. < all me todpy. Richard

Pratt .09-81 18.886-04(8). ^ (15 QTR).

EASY MONEY '

FARN MONEY THE EASY XVAY.

PARTU IPATE IN ONE OF
OUR Experiments.

We need males. 21 and older for one day per

week. Number of week* vsry with par-

ticular sTudy. No payment for partial

completion For furll»er Information call

Bob at 8Z.V2I*6^_...^^^^^^M

I.EH" Blcxcles. Newly opened. Ix)w prices. 10

%p. F.uropean Student discount. 10838

XXashingtonBI. 836.2017. (15S7).

V Servicer Offered

,

slTTI.H l«H girl* .1.4..X >r,. at .V»l - ZOth St..

h.XI 2 Id/week. 8. t.'i am. to 2.:i« pm »4-

:m» mi after .*» pm

.

'*^'*''-

VOLH house, apartment or ol'flce. I'll clean

Ubrtter. Best piMce 664-8570. (16 A3).

PI ANO Tuning and Repair - Expert, low -cost

*er\ Ice. (all Jeff l>ob :t8()-2222an>time. (16

AlO). "

an "^^
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

Universityof

California . •

on all campuses. V

BOAC & Caledonian
707'S--

all first class

service.

LA LONDON/LONDON-LA

UNI ::

student
Stuff

-T*!**

^Apfs furnished 21

LARCiE 2-Bdrm.. den. like house. Yard.

Walk I CLA. No lease. 1422 MMvale. 1300.00

478-1182.474-8337. (21 A3).

Buiitins.

(21 A24I.

si;t UFTARV•
4 Musiiltlng Firm
XIU).

|«MM)

Professional
We»t«»d.47i*T?7l. (»

IMXNoiuner has :» uprights to rent atlio. No
inininunn p«'i'lod. w;(t-r>)». i|fi.X3>.

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

sXN FH XN( fS( 0> Victoria Station

Iteslaurant i* opening uwn in 1-os Angele*.

I'lH^ition* iMallable lor ««•<»'»» '^'•J»"
„.„rters. waiters. «

«'"V J****^];*\f
'!''

v^ashers Xppl> 2IMM HepuUeda Blvd. Mon -

Frl #» » Telephone 477 .W57. <•» A 3).

1
VARIETY of full

V'"AJ^?i.'*'i?\iSr ""Tb
mer jobs Sersice* I nrtmnted 475-9521. («

QUO

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yiMirself while helping other*.

Earn up to t4«. a month •

ofi our plawma program.
«TtMMI between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIOI^?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 233S ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

2

5

6

10

18

19

8/12

9/12

8/28

9/6

9/13

9/14

9/13

one-way
one-way
one-way
one-way

33

one-way

$131

S131

$137

$131

$252

$135.

XITO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or emplo>ers. Robert Rhee. 839-7270; 870-

97«:i or 4.'»7-7573. Jf-— ( 16 QTR )

.

TFLFNI ION rental. Special CCLA rates.
R( X modrls. Free delivery . Free service. 24
hi*nhone.27l-'m». (16 QTR).

Available only to bonadde members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate familit*
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living m the same household.

chartpr flight

•

^
REN. XTV tio mo. Stereo/lllfl. Student
discount> Detiverv to 9:00. 475'>3570. 2.1.X3

Stwood. ( QTR).

uca Kcrchkhoff Hall lOS D
Between • a m. A S p.m

MS 1231

W

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARD'
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was ere- #

ated by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence and en;cys world-

wide recognition. W is

required for oi' student

flights obrood

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Egrope,

Israel, East Africa, and

the For Eost-ot fontostic

savings; enabling you

to travel as for as i^os-

sible for OS little os

possible

you know" usi
iV^©T^© • • • •

UNI
109S6 WEYBURN AVENUE

W«ttwood Vinagt 90084
AMI lo 91 FUvori*4 Maria

•

TELE: 4771 Ul

'T^*%i14t

1 BKI)R<M>M 1170.00 New BIdg.

adults. IKI7 Federal. 395-0360.

' " "wAUC TO SCHOOL
'

Spacious Modern Apartments

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
Reservations tor Fait also accepted

Renting Ottice: $UL«ndlair«i

Also with Pool

Glentair Terrace
543Landtair»l4

.V S40Glenrock»l1

FIRNISIIEI) singles to share »"» ""I'l'j^j

p<K>l. sun deck, parking. 633
^y^'y^J'tixR)

^ I
XR(.E(<>MFORTABLK j-

^F STLDENT APARTMENTSJPr
. FIRNISIIEI) BAdlELORSA

9|C I BEI>R(M).MS

Same rent Summer & Fall

Showing NOXX

3k DeiMtsit will hold

Across ICLA ^

SiNt.I.ES. bachelors, ^^drm.
f
"d'jj,;^^^

baih iMH,l. 3 blks. campus. IOK24
»-["^°Jj.pn,.

(|lilgi4ut).GR.V5!>lt4

501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Sunn mer Rates

Bachelors SinglesOneBdrms.

June 1$ to Sept 15

GR 3-1788 -Mrs. Kay -OR 3 052^

L XRtiE attractive one bedroom apart
^^^

In Santa Monica. ..$165 ""^
^^'Jfn view,

terranean garage, elevator.
Z***^.. ^vva>-

walk to beach, near Santa >^^\l ^^^.^^ St.

23U Fourth ^^ SM 392-56H6. 2045 Fourin_

SM .l9i-.VVXft.

(2lQif

n^

JTbursday, August 3, 1972 UCLA Summer Bruin 11

l.C^ard
iarm

6. Ooarae
hominy

9. Hinder
12. Mlchlg^an.

for one
18. Cailal
14- Pub

apecialty
15. Neglect
16. Penny
17. PJt>'8

companion
18. Airlcan

river

19. Sunburn
20. Outdoor

shelter
21. Not ah

amateur
23. Single

unit
25. Thin slice

of bacon
28. Wild

animals
32. Exchange

premium
33. Trans-

portation
fee

34. Masculine
name

|37. Nun

89. Writing
fhild

40. Tiny child
41.^h sauce
44. Simian
46. Affirma-

tive votes
50. Obtain
51. HeaverSIy

body
52. Ravelings
53. Conjunc-

tion

54. At thla^

place
55
56.

Sea eagle
Afflrma-
Uve

57. Ood of war
58. Prpfound

DOWN
1. Small

aperture
2. Tibetan

, prleat

3. Similar
4. Of a
compressed
simile

5. Section

J8. Region
7. Very small

fish

8. Household
animal

Averace time .f tolutUa: IS Mia.

Answer

on

Page 9

9.Cknnaa
eompoMr

10. Medicinal
plant

ll.TMur
20. CaUed by

oneself
22. Note In

scale
24. Negative
25. Male

sheep
26. Past
27.TlUe
29. Large tank
30. Before
31. Indian

unit
of weight

35. At home
36. Water

strider

37. Cubic
•meters

38. Large
hawk

41. Absent
42. Cord
43. Concludes
45. Peel
47. Emerald

Isle

48. Princess

CROSSWORD.. -By Eugene She/for

49, Pace
51. The urial

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTIET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

H's True r Ifnbe/ievob/e

Prkes
SEE

"THE YARD
SCHTICK"
OF WESTWOOD
VILLAGE

For the ntost unusual

— fabrics.

— trims

— mocrome s ,- •

— supplies

etc

1006 Broxton GR 70880

rli.iqpndliv .across fronrj

t ox Westwood Theatre

r

WhafsOn . . . Etcetera: Exhibits:

(Continued from Page 9)

—"Alpha Plii Omega/' 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 2^8.

ISC Tours:

—"Observing Trip to Anza-
Borrego/' sponsored by the UCLA
Astronomical Society, Saturday,
August 12. To signup and for

further information call Karen
Halberg, 374-1957.

—"Sculpture and Drawings/'
by Ron Hart and Don Richard
Smith, political science graduate
students here, will be open from
noon to 4 pm, tomorrow through
August 31, Kerckhoff Art Gallery
(second floor of Kerckhoff Hall).

HHC&$1.«)

SABRA JEWISH YOUNG ADULTS
& JERICHO COH> UNIT JOINTLY HOST A:

SUAAMER PARTY
AUGUST 51:00 FM 4S23 W. ITth PLACE, L.A.

For Info or Directions, Call ; Pst 77S-^41 or Sandy I34-339T

Tickets are available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds. -

Sunday/ August 6 ._.
—"Beaches and Scenic Sites

Tour/" $2.50 transportation only

frdhri Point Mugu to^^fAanhatten

Beach with visits to Topanga
Canyon, AAaiibu Canyon and other

scenic sites, departs ISC 9 am,
student store 9:15 am. Deadline:

Today.

EYE DEAL

i

OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONTACl LENSES, SPECTACLES
)

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

) LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

•n9

k
Y
^

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST tOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA : .^^^

Cocktail Lounged Dining Room-

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. til 2 a.m.

V ^'-

'1.. - ^ -'-/'

t

^Aph Furnished ..... 21 ^ Ap's 'o Share . . . . . 23 /House for Sa\e^ . ... 26 ^Room for Ren> ...... 31 >/ Bicycles lor Sale . . . . 35

1 -

SPACIOUS single and I bed. BuUt-lns, disk-

washer, patio. Sec. building. 1711 CMrlnlli.

473-7(97. (21 QTR).

LARGE Bacbdon. |M «p. SImIm. |12S

across from Dykstra. Ml Gaylcy. GR 3^1788,

GR 34524. Mr«. Kay. (21 QTR)

NOW avaliaMo kcovtifid anthne fnmbbed
private guest cottage. Quiet - utilities hi-

eluded. Art studio adjacent. S mki.

UCLA/keack. |13»mo. 4M-7tM - female, (r
Al>)^

SHBY Summer in large cloan slagle and

iliii apU. Some alr-co«d. Block

UCLA-Village. Elavatar. Pool. Sandecks.

Garage. C2S44lUlNMr.47f44M. (21 QTR),

SPACIOUS 2-bedr. apt. Close campus. Large

sundeck. IM for August - MS In September.

.Ml Gayley Ave. It. 477-4422 anytime. (23

A3).
,

WANTED: Mature, male graduate student.

7/28 • f/12. Own room. One mile UCLA.
iM/montb. 474-7Mt. <» A3).

NEAR Mulholland. Minutes UCLA. 3
bedrooms, huge LR. 2 baths, buUtins. bc«m
ceilings, pool. Valley view. 274-481*. (M A31)

ROOM for rent. Beautiful view home. Tennis
courts 4 swimming pool available. Harry
Evenings 271-3124. (31 Alt).

-^2 SCHWINN ContinenUl - 24". Yellow •

Excellent condition. VE9*73ia. n7-8t7S. (3S
A3).

4 BEDROOMS, 3 full baths, Northrldge. Ref
air. Wishes trade with smaller ki W.L.A
lOM. (MAlt).

nvi.

Sh ^Aufos for Sale ...... 33

ROOMMATES needed hi large single and

one-bedrm apU. Block campus. Pool

Sundecks. Garage. 821 Landfalr.47f44M. (

ROOMMATES needed - 833 Gayley.

Pleasant singles M8 iOtcken,
•'-J^S*;^

pool, garage 4734412 (23QTR)

yf House fo Shore 27]

FHIENDLY kouse near beack. yard, gar-

den, own room. I82.M. Start Aug. IS. Mark.
'38«-«2i7 evenkigs. (HAS).

LARGE one bedroom. Pool. Fall leases

(Nine montk or longer). llM.M/up. S18

Glenrock. 473428S. (21 QTR).

t>65 gorgeous 1 bedroom. Quiet adult
building - pool. N«ar SM freeway at

Robertson. 88M Gattarongna. 83g-34M

y Ap/s Unfurnisf)ed .... 22

LARGE 2-Bdrm. ^Batb. New caf^, pahit.

BuiUins. rcfrig. No leaoe. ISM Butler.

1225.00. 478-118^474-8337. (22 A3).

1 BEDROOM IIU • Large, airy, carpeto,

drapes, stove. refrlgeratoK«« 151V Federal
near S.M. Blvd. 38»43M. & A24

GIRL 21 - M yrs. to *•'« iiSJf* •'^/S
W.L.A.w/same. M2.M mo. 4784332. (O

AlO).

^For Sub-Lease 24

FREE! 2 bdrm house. Topanga. Aug. 15 -

Sept. 15. Exchange for light maintenance.

Responsible adult/couple pref . 455-1028. (24

AlO).

HOUSE- Own room, two otbers. Girl 2S-M.

non smoker, |1M. SanU Manka. 3^4278
Night 821-3444. (rA24).

MAN to share bouse tai W.L.A. Beglaninf

Sept. I. I75.M month. 470-7103. (nA3)

'72 COUGAR Convertible. XR7. ata-. electric

windows, tape. 8.8M miles. I43M. 382-

47M. (33A17).

*83 CORVAIR "A aassic". Esquire
Magaitaic. Good condition. |3M or best offer.

Uavlag LA In Sept. Call Jim or Mike. 828-

87M. (33A31).

LEAVING for Europe. Must sell VW '71

Super Bug. Am-Fm. Excellent condition.

477-]M (33 AM).

SCHWINN • VarsHy 10-specd
ditlon. |« or best offer. Call Harry • 472
34M. (38 A3)

BRUINS! 5% off on Peugeot, Motobccanc, *
Centurlan bicycles. Authorised Schwtni
dealer. Expert repairs. l:»e*S CfdoTama
2830 S. Robertson Blvd. 3 blks. No. SonU
VIonica Freeway. 838-44M. (3887).'

J
Cycles, Scooters

for Sale ........ J6

I

^1.: 1^

HOUSE - 8/l-f/l. 1 bedroom, furnished.

Large fenced yard, pet ok. Venice. 308-02M -

evenings. (24 A3).

2 BR. HOUSE In S.M. beach area. Aug. thru

Nov.|12S/mo. Furnished. M2-5884. 278-

0587. (24A31).

1215. VERY large 2 bd.. din room, com-
pletely decorated. CarpcU, drapes. cloocU

Ralore. serv. porch. Garage. Infant or pet

OK. Near B.H.89MSM. 275-8735. (22 A3).^

yf Apts to Share 23

FKMALE Teacher - (VA Broitwood). Share
with same - yours or fkid. 478-3711. ext S2»
days 7884437 nRe. (OA31).

TWO girls for one bedroom in two bedroom.
Furnished. I75.M mo. each kMl. utllHles. 5
mln. campus. 478-7487 between Mpm. Pool.

(SA3).

$305.00 FURNISHED. Fac/Staff. 8 weeks

only. Bel-Air. 5 minutes UCLA. 3 batks.

Pool, Magnificent view. Also private room.

IM.M. 7M58M. ^ ^17).

TO SUBLET, for 8 wks. One room, flM.M.

Nice house in Santa Monica. Call. 385-

9140. (14 AlO).

^House for Rent 25

FEMALE Roommate to share kouse wHk 2

firls. Reasonable rent. Call 783-1383 eve. No.

Hollywood. (27 A 17)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

GRAD student couple desires live-In In

exchange for p/t work. Separate fadUtles

preferred. After 5 472-27M. (» A10>.

Roan) & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30'

FEMALE...Room/Bath/8alary. Babysit-

ing. light housekeeptaig, 3 children In

/amily. Short walk to campus. 4754781. (M
A31). _-

FEMALE • room /bath /salary. Walk to

campus. Light housekeeping, babysitting,

.famllv of 4 children. Start now. continue

Fall. 270-1815.

'84 l*OR8CHE C Coupe. Immaculate cond

Sun roof. New paint. Low mileage. Must see

to appreciate. VE8-7310. 277-M75. (33 A3).

'83 MGB convertible hard top. Xlnt cond
Sacraflce. Moving to snow. |«M. 858-

37^-^ (33 AlO)

'70 VW. automatic, radio, new tires, low

mileage, excellent condHlon. Yellow. Must

sell. 11380. 478-Ml 7. (33A3)

(U VW Ghia
81IS.(eves).

for sale. $8M.M. 473

(33 A3)

'70 TOYOTA Corona. 4 door. R/H
automatic, 33.000 miles. Original owner
11375. Weekdays 828-4Mf. (33 10)

KAWASAKI 2M cc • New tires 4 clutch,
cond.. 1200.00 or best offer. 47»4474. Ask for,

Kurt. <MA3).

'M KAWASAKI Mach 111. SM cc. akolal fUkc
paint, excellent condition. tOM/offcr. Call
Dave: 308-7052. (MAM).

'88 HONDA 3M - Runs Inspirlngly well - only

1 1 .OM miles - |3M/best offer • Erk - 382-

33M. (MA3).

SSA '80. 850 cc. Excllnt. cond. I7M.M «1t-

174 after «pm. (MAlt).

•ft» KAWASAKI 250 cc sidewinder. Miat
condition. 3M00 miles. Many extras. M2-8218.

45I-574H. 1350. 00 or offer. (MA

'70 COUGAR. Blue, 3 speed. 200M miles.
Am /Fm stereo radto.flOM. 870-2335. (33

\3).

'85 VALIANT. 1300. Runs, needs rings. Auto,

^R4JI. safety eqpt. BobS.474-0IM. (33A17).

MALK to share large furnished one bedroom
apt. with one. 5 minutes campus. 885.M. 474-

4042. (23 A3).

WANTED -Male roommate lo share apt. I

blocks fropn campus. |48.M/month. 47S-

5440. (23 A3).

FEMALE needed share large two-bedroom
W'lth same. Close. Own room. |85/mo. eves.
M2i;-0287. tnAS).

C0NDIMINIUM...2 bedroom *^*«.
,*->J?

bath. Pool 4 Sauna. •4M/month. Call 823-

»t8.^ mAi9) .

TWO bedroom house - '«n»»«'»«'\JJ»
Federal Ave.. WLA. Near tr'^PfJl 'ST^
Available now. 4734844. <» A31

)

WE own rooas In 3
flWiminutes fro« campus • |70. 828-77M
after 8. (23A18).

KKNT too high? Skarc, save on housing
««Mts. Screened cHonU. RoomMate Finders.
47r».)«3i. ( QTR).

^ House for Sale 26

5 LEVEL Lu« Tswnhse Cmdomi^,
Marina del Rey. 2 bd (one hi «•«»«»£••

study ). den. M/2ba. fkepi, ''••^V^TTm
pnol, saunas. •M,fM by owner. 823-18M. (M

-A3). _____^____

BRENTWOOD. ^T^f- ^I^S!!*J!

FEMALE, room, bath. Mainly sitting. Other

help. Walking distance. Ask operator fm
Miss Lynn - 472-70M. (M A17)

y/Room for Rent 31

LOVELY Room • Priv. both - off patio •

Responsible female grad student. Woman
designers home. K. Priv. MO.M. 87048M. (31

A3).
^

FURNISHED room - Television, air con-

dition, garage, kitchen privUeges. Near bus

.-hi Beverly Hills. 274-7010. (31 A3).

142. SHARE: neat man over 21. non-smoker,

walking disunce. no housekeeping. Ml
Malcolm. 4744147. (31 Al7).

.SKIERS! M VW fastback. Ski ra^k. chains,

luggage front-rear, great mileage. $050 or 7

K2N-3922. (33Am.

•71 MERCURY Comet GT, V4. 3 speed. New
tires, leaving country. best offer.

08.1-1770. R7--02M. (33 AlO).

'(M VOLKSWAGON 1500 s Ghia. Excellent
condition. Rebuilt engine with 18.000 miles.
IM5. Many extras. 388-30M/3M MM. (33
AlO)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

v6lkswagcn car servick
our prices are lowcrl

a 1 auto service

A\ 79S7 VanNuyt tlvd.
o

I across from G M. Plant
Call 8M-7075 i* Hours

>WN Room - lai Barry. 4
furalthcd. w/appMoMoa. 8 mM. c^i
^1 I>sve.ClirlB«1MUI. <nA3>.

everthkig. 840.SM . 8M-I4M. (MA24).

ivert. den. Cspe
cond. •12.SM.

(MAM).

FURN. room private home • private balk •

private entrance. flM.M. Suitable for one or

two. GR8-5748. < (31A31).

i)|.yjmM>MAi »« i.^- f..>,uk^ two

apnrtmoNi 2 blocks campas.
)/NM. Norm 8tl4ttl. 47»48M. CnA3).

NEAR Pico: 2

Cod. M n. front.

Broker. 47»-l273.

ROOM for rent. IIM.M montMy. Nke
In Santa Monica. Big back yard. Call

01 M (31 Alt)

2N74evcs.

H.X8M dny.TM.Hi -rfF—-rarnfT

BEAUTIFUL bedre9m - Private konsc IM
nontk. KHchen priv. and Ikien. Ref>rtncos

•«7 PONTIAC I8M.M. Spent t3M.M to kring

into top condition. Air conditioning, tape
dj^, 474-83t7- (33 A 3).

*M VW Bus. New transaxle. HIgkost oHer by

Sept. 1st. eventags 83t-2lM Kami (33 A31).

\\\ Bus. (iood mechankal condition tOM.

W2»-r82 or M8-MM. < 33 A

BE sure to

drown all fires.

.— .*)..
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By Clark Conard

. DB Sports Writer

A sports curriculum and enrichment program has

added 375 underprivileged minority students on

campus this week and will contmue to do so until

12 : 45 p. m. each day for the next four weeks

Called the National Summer Youl^h Sports

Program the NCAA-and-Presidenfs-Council-on-

Physical-Fitness-sponsored-eventis
now in its fourth

vear at UCLA. •• * -

According to Dennis Storer, the program director

here it is limited to between 250 and 400 persons frorn

seven different areas pf Los Angeles because of a

limited amount of funds^ and seven buses. Mainly

between the ages of 10 and 15, the Participant come

from Venice, Crenshaw, Mar Vista and the Baldwin

Hills areas and arrive at UCLA at 8:45 a.m.

Once here they become involved in a host of ac-

tivities focused around sport curriculum. Football,

basketball, swimming, volleyball, judo, karate

weight training, soccer, track and gymnastics are all

bffered along with coaching.

Star track triple jumper James Butts and foot-

baller Eugene Clark are among the coaches for their

ged students
sS!s Bob Bonds, assistant dean of students ac-

tS is the assistant director of the program.

^!M^t of these coaches," says Storer, "are not only

outsunding in their sports buf are also physical

education majors besides.
'

Included in the program are three-hour seminar

sessions on drug research, hygiene and various oUier

tonics With the students often on a one-to-one basis

with their counselors, this part of the prograni,

Storer says, is designed to expose the youngsters to

what the university has to offer beyond s^rte-

-A luncheon everyday in the residence halls with

the students maybe the highUght of their day, ac-

cording to Storer. ''I imagine many of them have

never eaten so well before."

- Last year UCLA received a near perfect rating

regarding its program staff
^^^^^^'^^''l^^!^'^

looking forward to continuing the Program s ex-

cellence "We have an intensive sports and ennch-

ment operation here," he says, "because we draw

and coordinate a lot on outside sources.

use Cal-SUte Long Beach, and Pepperdine are

oth* local schools participating in the nationwide

program: *^ ^ -
. ~'Jr~~

!;?>;».. a.
'
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RETURN OF THE NATIVES — The front line of Curtis Rowe OoT,

Sidney Wicks (35) and Steve Patterson (32) returns to Pauley Pavilion

Auoust 11 when these three join many other former UCLA basketball

starts in a benefit game against the Elgin Baylor All-Stars.

OVER 20 YftS ' EXPERIENCE

PERAAANENT

HAIR REMOVAL .

WITH AIR J

DESENSITIZED

MErl& WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
Mrgih Fleet Assoc.

Mon Sat Evev by Appt.^
4747171'

SARAL.WANNE RE
ALINE WANNE RN * RE"
l24SGIendon vy.L.A.

(Westwood Medical
Prof Bidig.)

?fli, hag$9 hair goodies^ WandaU

New Inacce$$ihle LocaiUm!!!
( ill Hie eHey b«liii»4 Jmi"« West « C

*

1110 GayIcy Ave
West w*e4 -linage

473-9549

' L-..J-

UniveFsity Catholic Center
'^5

MASS SCHEDULE:

^m

SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AM, 7;30PM

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

THE C^TER IS OPEN EVEfTY CLASS DAY

FROM 9am to 2pm and from 7:30 to 10pm

for iKidy, conv«r«a»ioii« rolcKoHon. .

840HILGARD 474-5015

*^*^*>#*«^

MR.C's

Semi annual

CLEARANCE
SALE ^

Starts Today

WASH SUCKS
Famous Brands

Kills 111 ieaos

1/2 OFF
Original Price

Permanent Press

SPORT SHIRTS
From

5.88

KNIT SHIRTS
ALLSTYLES-T0 1/2 0FF

Skinny Ribs. Turtles. Velours (etc)

?§«{

^TIES ?
^ $4.88 ^
^ 2 for ^
S $8.00 ^

JUKETS
Famous Brands

Leathers, Suedes, Cords

(etc.)

OPJfl ]/2|ll

SHOES
20% OFF

Long Sleeve -_, $3.88 EACH

ORESS SHIRTS^?"-*""

SUITS AND
SPORT COATS

All with wide lapel

and flair bottom slacks f

REDUCED DRASTICALLY

\"A

SWEATERS
V-nocks. Crow nocks. Turtlos. Cardigans

UP TO 1/2 OFF

10955 WEYBURN AVENUE
(next fo Fox Village Theater)

WESTWOOD 477-4254

DRESS SLACKS
/

All Knits

Solids and Patterns

25% off

"»<«*«*''*^*«^^

Open Every Day 9:30 to 9:30

Sat. 9:30 to 6.00

Charges lnvi»«d - AH Mai«f

Crwiit Cords Honored

•
\

?f
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For disabled youngsters

Special Olympics planned

BOLD ONES — Actor David

Hartman of TV's doctor series,

Ttie Bold Ones, is stiown tiere

during a break fronn stiooting an

episode in Knudsen ttall 2200

OB pliote by S«c Soarliii«

Monday. "A Nation of Human
Pincustiions." involving an actual

acupuncture demonstration in ttie

Medical Center liere. stars Carl

Reiner and will be aired ttiis fall.

By John Sandbrook and Jim Slebinger

DBSUff Writers

It won't be anything like the Olympiad at Munich,

Germany later this month, but UCLA and Santa

Monica City College are ho6t next week to a Special

Olympics for over 3,000 mentally retarded and

handicapped youngsters.

The week-long event liegins Sunday as the

youngsters, ages 10 through 19, will be arriving from

throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico, and France.

During their stay here, they will be housed in the

UCLA residence halls and La Mancha.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday competition

in over 40 different events will be heW at the Track

Stadium. Pauley Pavilion, the Women's Gym, and

Santa Monica CC. Track and fiekl, gymnastics,

basketball, volleyball, and swimming are all

scheduled. '. .;

Free Admission

Santa Monica CC will host the swimming events.

All remaining competition will be held here. Ad-

mission is free to all events.

The Special Olympics is being co-sponsored by the

Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation and Western Special

Olympics, Inc. of Long Beach.^ Eunice Kennedy

Shriver, wife of Democratic vice-presidential

hopeful Sargent Shriver, and television ^tar Lome
Greene are national co-chairmen.

A number of local celebrities will be on hand to

assist in the opening ceremonies 6 pm Mopday«^

Regular competition will begin 8 am Tuesday and

Wednesday. A Thursday tour of Disneyland will

highlight the week, with departure set for Friday.

Former Olympic decathlon champion and UCLA
student body president Raf^r Johnson will act as

head coach for the meet. Johnson has also recruited

several other famous athletes to assist the

youngsters during the competition..

Local event

The Special Olympics competition began as a local

event in Chicago in 1968. Since then, it has

mushroomed into a nation-wide program. The 3,000

young athletes here next week represent the best of

over 200,000 mentally retarded youngsters who have

participated in other local, state and regional

athletic competition this year.
"*~

Last August, UCLA hosted the Western Rtegionals

of the Special Olympic Program. —'•
,./—

7 Three years ago r^^^ --—
•The kids who will be competing next week will be

demonstrating physical skills that were considered

beyond their capability even three years ago,"

Gregg Mason, associate director of Western Special

Olympics, said,^ _i •

'These Olympics help to demonstrate the retarxied

are not dangerous and not so helpless as many
segments of the public might believe.

'Unfortunately, these youngsters lead very

sheltered lives from the time they're bom and school

usually does not change the pattem. They are not

able to compete mentally, but they can compete

quite well athletically if given the chance," he said.

The Office of Cultural and Recreational Affairs

here is serving as on-campus .sponsor for the

program. Westem Special Olympics' temporary

headquarters are in Reiber Hall, extension 5-0705.

For UC faculty and staff

Salary increases approved
' _. .-. ByDaveMcNary

'

DBSUff Writer

For the second time this year, the State

Legislature has voted salary increases for Univer-

sity and State College employees above Gov. Ronald

Reagan's budget.

Last week, legislators approved appropriation bills

with increases of 13 per cent for academic employees

(faculty) and 5.6 per cent for non-academic (staff).

Two months ago, after the Legislature proposed

increases of 12.5 per cent for faculty and 7.5 per cent

for staff, the governor vetoed funding beyond the

levels in his own budget, which were 7.5 and 5 per

cent, respectively.

The faculty bill, authored by Assemblyman

Richard Barnes (R.-San Diego) was approved 60^

in the Assembly and 29-7 in the Senate and received

wide bi-partisan support. The salary increase would

be the first forUC faculty in three years.

Observers believe chances are slight that Reagan

will approve any of the appropriations. Kevin Bacon

of the UC Student Lobby said, "What this turns out to

be is a good chance for legislators to go on record as

supporting the University without suffering for it,

because they know Reagan will veto the ap-

propriation."

The staff salary bill, authored by Senator Donald

Grunsky (R.—Watsonville) was approved 62-0 in the

Assembly and 29-8 in the Senate. Proponents of the

bill contend that staff members are being payed on a

lower scale than workers with comparable jobs

outside the schools. Large monbers of staff at UC
Berkeley staged a strike last spring on that basis.

The same observers give this bill a much better

chance of receiving approval by the Govemor.

Reagan must take action ori the staff bill by August

18 and on the faculty bill on August 21. The

Legislature recessed last Friday and .will not

reconvene until after tlic November electioos.

In other action last week, the Senate killed B 1778

iJy ^ 17-20 vote, which would have reduced all

penalties for possession of marijuana to a

misdemeanor. Assmblyman Alan Sieroty

(D.—Beveriy Hills) authored the bill.

Earlier, the Senate killed Assembly Constitutional

Amendment 37, which would have placed the

question of lowering the legal drinking age from 21 to

18 on the November ballot.

Assembly Bill 1703, authored by Willie Brown

(D.—San Francisco), which would provkic the

University Educational Opportunities Program

(EOP) with $2.5 million, will be considered in

November by the Senate's finance committee. The

University was amended back into the bill last week,

after it had been deleted while being approved in the

Assembly.

Also waiting for approval by the Senate finance

committee is AB 1599, authored by Kenneth Maddy

(D—Fresno) , which would provkle $5 million for the

establishment of a state work-study program.

•••"— """^
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Announcements
Augui^t 25 is the last day for

continuing students to register

and enroll by mail for fall quarter.

Registration packets are
available until August 25 in

Murphy Hall 1134.

• ^ •
Next Wednesday is the last day

for summer session students to

add a course to the study list by
obtaining a p*>tiUi>ti from the

registrar. Friday. Aagast 18 is the

last day to drop a Lswic or with-

draw without penalty of an "F."

The summer sewioaB office

(Murphy Hall 1248) will be ckwed

from noon to 1 pm every day for

the rest of the session.

• * *
Cathy O'Neill, Democratic

candidate for SUte Senator, 25th

District (in which UCLA reskles).

will be present at the meeting of^

the Executive Board of UCLA
Chapter 44, California State

Employees Association, Tuesday

evening, August 15, at 6 pm. Room
3517, Ackcrman Union.

All interested in meeting O'Neill

are wekronie. (Incumbent State

Senator Robert S. Stevens, also

invited to attend, has not yet

responded.)

MAN'S BfeST FRIEND — Ac- except when secured on a leash or

cording to the UCLA policy confined to a vehicle ... and they

relating to dogs on campus, dogs may not be tethered,

may not be brought on campus

Registration drives set
The campaign staffs for President Richard M. Nixon and Senator

George McGovem are planning registration drives on campus during the

coming months. /
Tom Hayden, state chairman of Young Voters for Nixon at 2013

Wilshire Blvd. (484-9920), said his plans are to emphasize Mr. Nixon's

record.

"Our organization believes young people should support Nixon because

he has visited both Russia and China, created the EnvironmenUl

Protection Agency, supported the 18 year-old vote, reduced Vietnam

casualties by 95% and removed 500,000 troops while winding down the

war," Hayden said.

Robert Gach, ^t McGovem headquarters in Beverly Hills (435 N.

Beverly Dr., 275-4454), said, "We are campaigning on a Come Home

America' theme. Nixon's foreign policy is popular and seems successful

— but he is weak back here at home
Our technology is good enough to get us to the moon, it can help us solve

our basic problems at home. We intend to show the differences between

the President and Sen. McGovem," Gach said.
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University\ police report t|ie

iollowing recent crimes and

arrests:

A 2^year oW female told police

last week she had been receiving

threatening phone calls from her

ex-boyfriend. She said that in the

past he had struck her and

threatened her with a pistol, and

in the last phone call he allegedly

said he was going to kill her,

<^also toM police she had in

lierpo^^Siontwo suitcases and a

duffel bag bettonging to the

suspect. Her \-esidence was put

under surveillance by UCLA
detectives.

• • *
Three males were arrested and

later booked by an officer working

a special vice detail for allegedly

loitering in a Math-Sciences

building restroom.

In his report, the officer said the

restroom is **a known hangout for

homosexuals." <

'..,.,
-' '^-- '

A female resident of Sproul Hall

told police last week that, while

standing on the fifth floor balcony,

she was struck on the head by a

glass bottle dropped from above

by an unknown suspect (Tliere

are seven floors in Sproul Hall.)

She reported the incident to the

front desk and was taken to the

UCLA Emergency Room. The

extent of her injuries was not

known.

A worker at the Steam Plant

here fell 35 feet off a scaffbkl onto

the ground and suffered a

dislocated right shoulder and

various abrasions. Police report

that he fell after trying to get to

the other side of the scaffokl while

it was being moved.

Six locked bikes were reported

stolen last week, the highest one

week toll this summer. In each

case, the location was different:

Sproul Hall, Franz Hall, Life

Sciences, School of Dentistry,

Powell library an^^Cbemistry.

FinaUy, petty theft netted $442

in 11 incidents last week. Included

were five wallets (three from
Men*s Gym lockers), a number of

plaques and a clock from the

UCLA Alumni Center offices in

Kerckhoff Hall and USD cash from

a desk in the Medical Center.

A man reported losing $108

worth of goods, mostly food

stamps, in a dental school phone

booth. ,

:

Presidentialliopefuls invited

'0 'l\/leettliePress'-typestiow

j2 f

- f

-

more than llWr
eligible empkn'ees ot

L'nlvcf8lt>;ol California*

pay their auto Insurance

b>' pa\'n)ll deduction

(the University-sponsored pjan underwritten^by
California' Casualty.)

For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the office nearest you, 6ollect.

r ^ California Casualty
~

All presidential candidates have

been invited to gather in a neutral

location "on or about October 16"

to participate in a "Meet the

Press" type program with 250

students from Southern California

Schools.
"^^

The project is sponsored by the

heads of several California

-»i* ,-. -i-.

PANTS • SNIITS ACCCSSOtilS

TNAY'S STYLES AT POPtlUI PRICES

SntlNT - iratKER - LOAFER

liSillESSIiAII - PtOfESStWOl

AUGUST SPECIALS
tt Jeans Flares • • -

St3SlacksFlarM •

S3S Polyester Flares
S20 Polyeftef' Flares
S9Fr.Cuf1 Shirts -

53 Hmrrvm Ties -

u Sli. Sleeve Mecks.

colleges and universities, in-

cluding UCLA Chancellor Charles

E. Young. According to the format

proposed, each candidate would

have one hour to talk with

students and answer questions.

Norman P. Miller, vice chan-

cellor for student and campus
affairs, who is cgordinating the

proposal for Young, mentioned

.^_ihe_..Mark Taper Forum as a

possible location for the program.

He added that either local or

network television stations might

broadcast the program.

use, Cal State Fullerton,

Pepperdinc, Redlands, Occidental

and Claremont are other tocal

schools sponsoring the project.

The campaign staffs for

President Richard Nixon and

Senator George McGovem have

yet to respond to the proposal,

Miller said.

In a related development, both

student body president Steve.

Halpem and Daily Bruin editor-in-

chief Shelley Presser have written

Mr. Nixon inviting him to the

campus this fall.

Last week, Tom Hayden,

California chairman of Youth for

Nixon, said the President would

speak at one or noore California

colleges this fall. Hayden said he

was favoring Stanford or UCLA.
Halpem and Presser said they

would also write McGovem in the

near future, inviting him to the

campus. McGovem spoke at

UCLA last October, drawing an

audience of 3,000 at Janss steps.

S^•rman Oaks
"981 -4000 -';

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
42S-2186
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Julian Barry
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KlEfNCO COIN-OP DRY ClEANi^
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WEARING APPAREL

Coiivop Dry Cloaning
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Tom O'Horgan
WITH

Joe Silver
DIRECTED BY

Tom O'Horgan

ALL PERFORMANCES $7.50. 16.6a $5.50
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Retryouts for song girls?

The corttroversy continues
The question of retryouts for this year's UCLA song girl squad is still

undecided. ... ^ ..

The "retryout recommendation was passed on to the SUdium
Executive Committee (SEC) Tuesday by the University Policies Com-
mission (UPC) after a number of complaints about the selection

procedures had been heard. No other action was taken on the matter.

The question of ethnic involvement in the spirit support program was
also discussed Tuesday. Everett Wells, assistant dean in the Campus
Programs and Activities Office, said many students were concerned
there is no ethnic involven^nt in the program despite UCLA having some
of the top black athletes in the country.

He said the whole problem was not merely a matter of procedure but of
concern over the image UCLA presents through its song girls. Of the
seven song girls on this year's squad, only one, an Asian, represents an
ethnic minority.

;

SEC, an advisory unit to the athletic department, has jurisdiction over
the spirit groups and will probably^consider the recommendation within a

few days.

Complaints about selection procedures originated last spring after 20

finalists were chosen out of 67 applicants. Thirty of the girls not chosen
signed a petition asking for new judges and tryouts.

There are no codified procedures for the selection of song girls and yell

leaders on this campus.

At a June meeting of the Student Legislative Council (SLC), various

complaints were heard on the subject.. SLC subsequently appointed a
subcommittee to study the problem.

SLC, in July, endorsed the subcommittee's recommendation that

retryouts be held. Since SEC does not meet during the sqmmer, the

recommendation was forwarded to UPC.
However, Norman P. Miller, vice chancellor for student and campus

affairs, pointed out Tuesday SEC would k)egin meeting soon since the

football season begins in less than a month.

Consequently, UPC instructed Miller to inform SEC of the recom-
mendation and the surrounding circumstances. Miller later admitted he

did know if there was enough time to resolve the situation before the fu-st

football game September 9.

UCLA employee/wife
arrested for narcotics
A University employee and his wife were arrested Monday night on

suspicion of dealing in narcotics, according to the University police.

Glenn George Stober, 29, a truck driver in the Central Warehouse here

for eight years, and his wife Margaret, 23, were arrested at their

residence in Palms by seven University police officers and detectives.

Stober was l)ooke.d at West L.A. Police Station,, his wife at Valley

Services. The arrest climaxed a three and one half month investigation

by camjjus pdlice. ^^^^, . .. ...
Police report finding on the premises marijuana estimated to be worth

$5000 at street value, an undisclosed amount of pills believed to be a
combination of amphetamines and barbiturates, narcotic paraphaneUa,
and $800-$900 in cash.

Stober was reported to have been dealing in narcotics for some time.

An undercover agent allegedly had purchased narcotics from Stober.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

August 11 & 12

JOE-

August 18 & 19

210 MOTELS
1067GLENDON AVE.

477-0098 879-9077
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BIKES

GEI A SPORT 10 SPEED

AOSTRIAN RACING BIKE

• Simplex Derailleur

• Ehershacher Rdcincj

Brakes

• Liyhtweicjtit Frame

• Chrome Spoke

Protector

• In shimmery Red or

Sporty lime.

• Precision Assemhleil

ONLY

INSTANT CREDIT • NO MONEY DOWN
WITH ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD

' 7935 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
1 Block West ot Fairfax • West Hollywood
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,
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"Feel Good" is Ike & Tina's newest
remedy for lack of toving, fading thi^ebs,

lead feet, and laying back. .
";:':}

Contains: "Chopper", "Kay Got Laid

. (Joe Got Paid)". "She Canne In Through
The Bathroonr^ Window",.

"If You Can Hully Gully (I Can
Hully Gully ToQ)"..^ •

and other vitalizing ingredients.
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MAYFAIR

R«p«nory

Cn«4

r; VINTAGE

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

214

SANTA
MONICA
BIVD.

451^25

THU.
FRI.
AUO.
1011

SABOTEUR (1942)MIIKILU lANC

l^llt '^SiZ SHADOW OF A DOUBT (i943

LIFEBOAT (1944)TALLULAN •ANRNf AD

IN6RI0 [(I6MAN SPELLBOUND (1945)

SAT.
SUN.
AUG. eafsiMV PICK
12-13 R,,""wy nut cu.*d bv inmofoui Pivch.ttust D«l. d.e«m sfqu>-ncf

^— iSgjS^Sir NOTORIOUS (1946)

Tlic' SD.eVVn "o Grant Bergm.n. .cre.n » .onResI h.ss.oR »c»oe

*"' Vi«^L • THE PARADINE CASE (1947)

14-15 old beauty murd.r blind man' The part Garlx, tu rned clnw

termpaper companies await

on sales
. ,, :«„- "Most oeople in the industry feel that the bUl was

Local termpaper companies
are ^•^""y

«*"j^«i^ ^^ bV7exe»i deal of pressure." another local

ntpmretation of Assembly Bill 230, wnicn vui^^ k" «„,„or u;hn Hid riot want to be identifi^H

1361 WESTWOOP BLVD.

OPTICAL CO MPA1MY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own oflice

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

.LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

477-0«13

effect 6. 'days after the adjournment of the

'"Xe't^rrch miril a milSemeanor to seU or

advertS'for -le termpapers -tended for us^y a

student as his own work, was authored "V /^"^
Wyman James Keysor (D-«ranada Hills) m

reswr^e to the proliferatlOT and success of term-

MtS^om^nies in California during the past year.

^orRorw Reagan signed the bill into >«* June
^^

'ifeel the bill is uncortsUtutional and «'" ^8^1 .Us

best 1 can." Barton Lowe._pr^_.dent of^lhejerm

termpaper owner who did not want to be identified

said "We'll all be waiting for an interpretation and

are hoping it will be a fair operation," he added.

So far, in Westwood, three termpaper companies

have gone out of business. Whether or not this is due

tb^pressure from the outside is questionable.

"Business has been slowing down lately," Lowe said.

"It usually does though in the summer," he added.

Lowe said he considers the termpaper business

fSiiiiisih the News1^
s
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00
q t'.'v
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ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von NOyt Blvd. 10912 U Conf» Av«.

.. Sh«rman 0«A.. CA 91403 -—7 W.rt.*ood Villog*. CA 90024
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NIN OF AFRICA
:•: IMPORTS :I:

AFRiCAK FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS
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• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI ,

• RINGS

\

657-8256

1025 Pqlm Ave.. W. Hollywood
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J3 facu
Thirteen faculty members

here ended their active teachmg

careers at the University last

month: 2^. •

'

John M. Adams, pediatncs;

Clara Amdt. nursing service

administration; Morris

Asimov. engineering and ap-

plied science, Andrew H,

Dowdy, radiology, Burdette

Fitzgerald, theater arts; Joseph

A. Gengereili. psychology; Carl

W. Hagge. German, William

Mathews. English; Arthur F.

Pillsbury, engineering and

applied science; Svend Rlemer.

sociology; Clarence A. Sawhill.

music; John P. Seward,

psychology; Pauline V. Turrill. ^

music; Marlon A. Wenter.

psychology Sally

Meisenholder. the first and only

head of the Parking Service

here, left the University July 31

after 22 years. She and her

artist husband have moved to

Fallbrook, California. Ms. Mary

Hooks has taken over most of

Ms. Meisenholder' s duties. . . .

Elsie M. Beard, director of

nursing service at the hospital

here, has been named associate

director of hospital and cUnics

— director of nursing. The

position, only recenUy approved

by the Regents, contains

ultimate authority in decision-

making and administration of

nursing services, according to

Baldwin G. Lamson. director of

hospitals and clinics. . . .
Eliot

Corday. clinical professor of

medicine here, has received the

Peruvian government's highest

science award for his research

of the circulation of the heart,

kidney, brain and gastroin-

testinal tract. . .
.Robert

Evald. head of the Office xrf

Extramural Support here, will

serve as acting Campus Ad-

vocate until a permanent

successor to Charles McClure,

who resigned July 1, is ap-

pointed by Vice-chancellor

James Hobson. Evald will

handle the student discipline

cases forwarded to the Camptte

Advocate by Dean of Students

Byron H. Atkinson. . Alfonso

F. Cardenas. assistant

professor of engineering and

applied science h^re, has

rs ret/re
Engineering from San Diego

State. . . . John N. Vincent. Jr.,

emeritus professor of music

here, has received the award of

merit from the National

Association for American
Composers and Conductors for

"outstanding service to

American music." . . . Edgar

Retzler. assistant dean of

business and finance here, has

been appointed assistant dean-

administration of UCLA Ex-

tension. . . . VACATIONS:
Chancellor Charles E. Young

leaves September 1 and will

return September^ 11. Included

in his plans is a'lrip to Chile.

Executive Vice-Chancellor

David Saxon returns from a

three-week vacation next

Monday, August 1^ Vice-

chancellor C.Z. Wilson is

leaving Monday for three weeks

and will not return until Sep-

tember 5. Vtee-Chancellor

James Hobson is in the midst of

a month-long vacation and will

not return until September 5,

also. Vlce-Chanccllor Norman

P. Miller will leave August 28

and return September 13

i

«
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They took
a vow-

till death
do us part-

so did

the rival.

'

'
•''.

here, tas been named associate ^^^^^^ ^Iwd ofth^S^C.™:^^
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JosMh E Levlne Presents An Avco Embassy Film -1x110111121 011311 S'

"RIVALS"
An N. h4orman Muller-Bertr^m M. Ostrau-Muttontown Pictures. IrK. Production

"•^Joan Hackett Robert Klein,
Introducing SCOtt JaCOby as "Jamie Music -Peter Matz Produced by Wlllard W. Goodman

Whtten, Directed arvd Co-Produced by Krishna Shah In Color - An Avco Embassy Release ^:
z:}i-

Starts
WEDNESDAY!

Aia-COMOmONID
PACIFIC^

WllSNI*|ilOUliVAaO«« CANOM

axuiiai

TITAN

871 551S_

NUTWOOD AT COMMONWEAITH

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM^
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

BCTWtlN OOHINY AND UVfRLY DRIVC

278-521 !• 2721020
HOURS: MON THRU FRI. - 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. SUN. 12 P.M. TO 4 P.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Schulert Theitn Sli9w$ Its **F^llies

By Beverlydray
Harold Prince is known as a man who has

revolutionized the Broadway musical theatre. In

producing such hits as West Side Story, Cabaret,

Company, and Fiddler on the Roof, he has made it

clear that the word "musical" need not be followed

by "comedy". A Harold Price show may be about

gang warfare in New York, anti-semitlsm in Berlin,

or the peculiar state of American Marriage— in any

case it is intellectually challenging and does not shy

away from unpleasant issues. The happily-ever-after

finale in which the deserving cowhand marries the

sweet young thing amidst waving wheat and com
that's as high as an elephant's eye is definitely passe

in Prince's sophisticated world. /

And so one goes to see Follies, the Prince hit which

is inaugurating Century City's new Schubert

Theatre, with more than a- little anticipation. The

evening augurs well. Follies has been showered with

awards; its performers have been loudly acclaimed;

the prospect of seeing old Ziegfeld Follies stars thirty

years after is certainly enticing. The additional

delicious irony that the first play in a brand-new

theatre is set in th^rumbling hulk of a theatre about

to be torn down should add the final exquisite torch.

: Unfortunately, somewhere along the hne Follies

falls flat on its face. Local critics have raved about

the show, praising its unsparing view of the

disillusionment that comes to us all as we look back

on our youthful aspirations and forward to the sight

of life passing us by. And truly. Follies does sustain a

sort of bittersweet tone in place of the naive op-

timism of most musicals. It can also boast some
stunning theatrical effects. Enormously tall,

magnificently plumed chorines in stark black and

white loom motionless behind the actors in every

scene. These living statues, more like gorgeous birds

than human beings, represent the overwhelming
grandeur of the past which lies always out of reach of

Chewing The Fat

the banal presenjt. And ghost-figures show us what
the main characters were once like in their own days
of innocent fame on the Great White Way.

Follies involves a reunion on the stage of a famous
old showplace, shortly to give way to a parking lot.

Old vaudevillians and seedy Broadway Babies
gather to relive their days of glory. Some have
learned to cope with the here-and-now ; others are
still looking for the knight in shining tuxedo who will

carry them off to a Manhattan love-nest. Marriages
have gone sour, and booze, broads, and bitchiness

seem the only alternatives left.

This could be a great show, except for several

small details. The songs, by the usually redoubtable
Stephen Sondheim, are either unrelated to the main
plot or hopelessly, tunelessly sentimental. The plot

itself is disjointed and too loi^g, especially since it is

performed without intermission. The main
characters are either heels or idiots. And the con-

clusion, in which shattered marriages are patched up
wifh a song and a long embrace, is as hollow as the

empty old theatre building we see on stage.

Follies is essentially a dressed-up memory play.

Without question, its most memorable sequence is

that which suddenly bursts into technicolor

vaudeville fantasy. And its most memorable per-

former is the very much technicolor Alexis Smith
who demonstrates beyond a shadow of a doubt that

Forty is Beautiful. Her long-legged dancing and
throaty voice give Follies* musical numbers a much-
needed shot in the arm. But a Harold Prince musical

is supposed to be more than one star lighting up the

stage. It is tupposed to be a unified blend of

challenging content and dazzling execution. In this

case, the material is so thin that it is simply over-

whelmed by the spectacular costumes, lighting, and
set design. Definitely, the Follies needs (to put it in

Shakespearean terms) is more matter and less art.
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About Joy of
Theaire III The wax: 2 Sisters

'^j

II Mami saiiiers

MOTOHCyC^sTMotorScootprT

What makes Joy of Cooking one of the

best recording/performing groups around
today is their ability to play their own
smooth, loosely-constructed, informal
compositions in a style that is well-

rehearsed, superbly polished and
refreshingly professional. Their recent

appearance at the Troubadour (which
^somewhat coincided with the release of

their third album, Castles (Capitol ST
U050)), showed them desirous of holding
onto that top spot.

At the Troubadour, Joy of Cooking of-

fered an exciting and diversified set which
included their now-classic cooker "Going
To Brownsville-Mockingbird" as well as
several selections from Castles. The en-
thusiastic audience (among which were
Elton John and Bemie Taupin) brough the
group back for an unexpected encore and
another ovation.
The strength of the group lies in Toni

Brown's "celebration of love" com-
positions coupled with her marvelously
fluid piano playing, and Terry Gar-
thwaite's guitar and lead vocals. Although
the three accompanying musicians are

"'S^^y.,profifipm. thp witllghf falls nn

Miss Brown's smooth harmonies, which

have proven to be the perfect complement

for Miss Garthwaite's emotional, soulful

^nd growling melodies.

Recorded in Berkeley, Castles is

straight from the Joy of Cooking mold: A
harmonious melding of blues, country and

rock, all carried by Toni's piano and

Terry's vocals.

Besides the propensity to brim? a smile

to the face with their up-tempo numbers,

Joy of Cooking also performs their own

style of sensitive balladry ("Waiting For

The Last Plane," "Beginning Tomorrow")

with a conviction that precludes mor-

bidity. It's kind of like Ulking over your

loss with a good friend, which always

makes it easier to take.

If Castles is your first introduction to Joy

of Cooking, their first two albums also

come highly recommended (Joy of

Cooking and Closer To The Ground), as

they offer the same high quality material

and performance. With so many groups

striving to be the best, it must be a real trip

for Cooking to know that they are that

much closer.

. —AndyLlnsky

Located amidst residential stucco

dweUings, the Mermaid Theatre assumes

a rather unimposing atmosphere.

However, upon entering the theatre, one is

greeted at the door by smiling young men
and a sizable display of erotic sketches.

There is even a self portriat amongst the

drawings, and if any stranger is ad-

venturous enough, he might find the artist

standing directly behind him, trying to

pick up an earful of criticism. The most

important reason for being at the Mermaid
Theatre this summer is to catch a variety

of one act plays. The evening of August

second presented one such play entitled.

THE TWO SISTERS (From Springfield,

Illinois), written by Tom Eyen and

directed by Kim LaCasse. The play was

divided into two companion pieces, the

first being Why Hanna's Skirt Won*t SUy
Down and Who Killed My Sister Sophie.

The entire play takes place in what is,

referred to as a Coney Island Wax-Fun

House. Here the word wax is especially

significant because the three characters

are wax representations of the hideous

fantasies they assumed while living. In

these three figures are contained the heart

and soul of very strong, very dominant

character types which existed in our very

own unique and at the same time very

distressing evolutionary and morally

decadent American Society.

The story deals with the characters'

discussions, both in monologue and in

interaction with each other of their in-

dividual pasts and presents. One always

forgets that the figures are merely wax

and that we only watch and listen to the

thoughts of dead souls. Vet Tom Eyen's

craft allows thenUe talk directly to us and

they reach us so completely that the

audience must put away its own fantasies

and dreams, and once again take up the

reality that the wretched of the earth are

here and here they must stay. The
characters' dialogues give the impression

that they are perhaps hidden away as

perversions of a modem-day society gone

amuck. However, as the audience clearly

represents the multitudes of people who
pour in nightly to gawk, gape and forget

their own troubles in exchange for a few

moments of fleeting subconscious revenge

upon an unjust and onmipotent world, the

audience must nevertheless stay glued to

its seat in order to understand fully the

chronology of events which have brought

the three characters to this pitiful place.

In the first place, there is Hanna who
hates. She hates the world and she hates

people who hate. Quite r.aturally after

three illegitimate children are given up for

adoption and she conjures up a fourth

grown son, Hanna searches in vain for

love. The weekend-night bar circuit search

for companionship syndrome are the

ingrediants of which her life is made. Soon

the conversations she has with other

people become shorter and she must resort

to the physical level of communication for

mere human contact and survival. Lea

Gould who portrayed Hanna has played in

community theatre from coast to coast

and deservedly so, for her acting ability is

worthy of high merit. Miss CkMild remains

foremost in my mind as the most com-

petent and most believeable member of

the cast in terms of her constant deter-

mination to come to terms with the innards

of the mind of the character. Hanna.
(Continued on Page 8)
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• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

FKOM: Office of Special Services

AU veteran, wbo alte>ided UCLA In the Sprto« Q«arta^
"JJ^^W^^

for a TuWon Loan Merment between Augufi U ^^^ '"''^^^'^7

25, 1972 for the FaU Quarter that i. ^^y^^^J^J^^^,^JL^^o\,
Bill check arrives. The tuition loan in the amount «* y^^.^^ST^"
fees is available and murt be r^««<«„«?/^° " ^^ S SoeciL
recchred. The application form is available In the Office of hpecial

Servicer A.255 Murphy HaU, ext. 51501.

i:iic Summer Cfjr illjS Column

L-

PSYCHODRAMA
^^,.«,^ At th» L A Psvchodrama Center Public sessions for

An experience m PSVC^odrama^ At the L.A^ Ksycnuoro
^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^^,y

didact.c purposes at 8 30 pm P•''<l^y*„^*^"^"•J;", '^ 'a Gre^ P*<^ clinical

or Simply observe D.rect.ng staff
'"<^'"^f 'J_* /^ead.^urt Jorgenseo, MA.

psycr>ologist. Gordon Gumpert2,adveM...no agency
^^^^^^^ 2nd floor of

^l^Tl^cX.^;:?;;^.^:^^^^^^
^or .nfo. P.one475 4*^.

;t-^

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OaOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
CAT ^r*ORE

Instructpn exclusively .n exam tok.ng techniques used successfully by Coliforn.o pre-

law students. Taught in Los Angeles by pracf.cmg lawyers Cost: >/D

r ^^r nrroRFD Ol tSAlf starts OCTOBER 5. DECEMBER in

Sa-on°;,s°?S,lVofCyPlETE OCTOBER AND DECEM. .

BER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

Last weekend, the acclaimed

Mogan David and His Winos made

their farewell appearance m Los

Angeles for the present, as group

members will soon be scattered

throughout Europe. Livmg up to

their legendary reputation for

dynamic versatility and sparklmg

repartee, the group dazzled their

small, but enthusiasUc fans at a

secluded Laurel Cany9n abode.

We'll miss you, Winos. And for

those unfortunate folks who

missed the concert, there are

some interesting tidbits to pick up

on this weekend.

A Rock Liberation Festival is

scheduled this Sunday, beginning

at 10 a.m. at the Balboa Stadium

in San Diego. Included in the list of

performers are Kris Kristof-

ferson. Rita "Magic Fingers'*

Coolidge. th^ Doors, Canned Heat.

Cold Blood, and the Elvin Bishop

Group. Tickets are available from

the usual places, and for an added

incentive, frisbees will be

provided at the event.

On August 20, the Wattstax *72

benefit concert in support of the

Watts Sunim^r Festival and

A DOOZEY
—BobSaimaggi Westmghouse Radio

^'

\j^

This surprising movie really swings.

A SP6ll|)ind6r. Chanos auinn,i,n U,^ 4nr;.WPS limes

A wonderful work. I left Marjoe

grateful for an absorbing film

and convinced, ironically, that

I had been in the presence

of a truly amazing grace,

a wonder, and a mystery. .C-
—Richard Schickel Ute Magazine^^^

A terrific movie, a *
fantastic film, Marjoe is a cjiansmatic

I
real-life young man--a kiiul of Mick

Jagger- Rudolph NurevM.
-Lt/Sm»Ih Cosmwolitan

Watch the large screm burst into

glittering reality. A stf^ing

example of intelligent

cinema verite. It is NOW. \d.m'C' s> a/sc rv

Not since Spencer Tracy has

screen presented such a spellbiml-

ing Jekyll and Hyde. Marjoe is

dlr€9dy S SUpCrStSr. -Paul Zimmermah News\feek

Marjoe is both electrifying pop art

and savage sociology. -

A razzle-dazzle feature.
—Bruce Williamson Playtmy

I

I love it! Absolutely spellbindinjt

A fSSCHlStiny pipi Stewan Kiemj^tromedia TV

One of the most extraonpiry

and compelling non-fictii

movies ever made. .K».nsan\rs asc rv

'*«>.

m
y'

.;i:'

'^;

Produced and Dir«ci«d by Howard Smith and Sarah Kernochan

Eaacutive Ptoducar Ma« Paiaviiiy • A Cmema 5 Reteata

'<. NOW, CRE$T CINEMA, WESTWOOD
1262 Westwood Blvd . Westwood • 474-7866 • 2, 4. 6, 6, 10 P M • Fri & Sat. 12

by Marsha Necheies

celebrating the arrival of Stox

Records to LA. wiU be held at the

Bowl beginning at 3 p.m.

Donations are just $1 , and it is weU

worth the cause and the show.

Musicians include Issac Hayes.

Albert King, the Staple Singers.

j:£\\etz could b« those DiWardz

Carta Thomas, the Emotions,

Billy Eckstine, Eddie Floyd, and

others.

^-he Charismatic Carpenters

continue their stint at the Greek

through August 15. the Everly

Brothers and Neil Diamond

beginning the 18th. Jeff Beck is in

town, where he and his newest
group can be found at Swing
Auditorium with Edgar Winter on
Friday, and at the Palladium with

Argent on Sunday. At the Bowl, An
Evening of Stars for Nosotros is

set for tomorrow night,, and don't

forget about Tony Bennett and his

side-kick Zubin Mehta coining in

on August 30. '

On August 18, the incomparable

Pete Seeger and that special

Gurthrie kid, Arlo. perform at the

Bowl. Both draw incredibly large

and loyal audiences, so be sure to

get tickets early. This is sure to be

one of the summer's best. Leon

Russell breezes into L.A. later this

month, playing at Bakersfield

Civic Auditorium on the 19th,

.

Swing Auditorium on the 25th,

Anaheim Convention Center the

26th, and the Forum on the 27th.

Rod Stewart and Faces rock at

the Bowl on August 25, and at

Long Beach, Three Dog Night and

John Kay carouse on the 27th. At

the Santa Monica Civic on August

29 will be the Kinks and Taj

"—rr-——-
- (Continued on Page 7)
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. Uast year United Artists

announced that it had purchased

Dr. David Reuben's bcst-scUing book

"Everything You Alwj^ys Wanted

To Know About Sex, But Were
Afraid To Ask" and presented it

to Woody Allen in the hopes that

he would be the ideal person

to make it into a movie. ^r

The book, a question and answer

manual dealing with all aspects of

sexuality such as impotence,

homosexuality, frigidity, prostituUon,

and the various perversions,

interested Mr. Allen, whose hobbies

include many of the above.

,

Using the book as inspiration,

Mr. Allen allowed his imagination

to run rampant and wrote a

screenplay (if you can call it that)

that gave vent to certain bizarre

sexual concepts he hitherto had 7^ -

only seen his parents do.
^

(Thfcrc is a sheep in the film, ^^
a hippopotamus, one thousand

rabbits and a six foot rye bread.)

He then cast the Ifilm with a

great many gifted comic performers

(in addition to Woody Allen tl^cre

are John Carradine, Lou Jacobi,

Louise Lasser, Anthony Quaylc,

Tony Randall, Lynn Redgrave,

Burt Reynolds and Gene Wilder) i

and directed the picture with his

usual surrealistic, flamboyant style

that combines early American

belly laugh comedy with his own
personal sexual proclivities.

(The sheep in the movie wears

a black garter belt.)

Consequently, we believe

"Everything You Always Wanted
To Know About Sex, But Were
Afraid To Ask" is a unique and

hilarious comedy that could only

have been made by one person.

And a not very well adjusted one

at that.

"Everything You Alwdys Wanted
To Know About Sex, But Were
Afraid To Ask" opens August 16th

at the National Theatre, Westwood
and to quote Mr. Allen,

"This picture contains every

funny idea I've ever had about

sex, including several that led to

my dh/orce."

A.....
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NIore Thrills
(Continued from Page »)

Mahal. Hope nothing happens to

cancel this one this time. Three

September concerts to note are

Humble Pie at Long Beach on the

4th, Aretha Franklin and Ray

Charles at the Forum the 8th. and

the Doors at the Santa Monic Civic

on the 10th.

Continuing through Sunday at

the Ash Grove are Sonny Terry

and Brownie McGhee, and the

Banjo and Fiddle Contest winners.

It's a fantastic show, and Brownie

and Sonny are better every night

you go — so go often. They will

also be appearing at the Golden

Bear beginning August 15-20^ so

you have plenty of opportunity to

enjoy their masterful blues of-

ferings. At the Golden Bear this

week through the 13th are the

Dillards and- England Dan and

John Ford Coley. This double bill

is well worth the ride to Hun-

tington Beach, if just to see who
are in the Dillards now. ^._3

On the 14th, those very same
Dillards can be found making a

one night appearance in Pasadena

at the Ice House. Belland and

Somerville are at the Ice House

until Sunday. Hello People

returning once again the following

week. At the Troubadour, you'll

find David Ackles (whose

American Gothic Lp. has received

rave reviews in these pages and

elsewhere) and Chi Cottrane, and

coming next, John Hammond.
Seatrain perform at the Whisky

through Saturday, and Buddy

Miles makes a special appearance

Sunday night only. At the

Palomino. Dave Dadlcy oil

Friday, and Jimmy Wakely on

Saturday. Band of Angeto and

Trials and Tribulations entertain

at the Glendale club, Under the

Ice House. At Donte's, the Loeis

Bellson Orchestra jazzes it up

tonight, and over the wl^ekend,

Jimmy Witherspoon performs.

Yusef Lateef can be found at the

Lighthouse, and Kemiy Bnrrell

continues at Shelly's Manne-Hole

. until August 15, when Ray Brown
and Milt Jackson visit the chib.

the Los Angeles PhUharmonk
presents Topes of the Classkal

Pops this evening at the Bowl.

featuring music of Verdi, Rach-

maninoff, and Tchaikovsky.
Saturday at the Bowl, Percy Faith

and Oscar Peterson perform.

Bovard Auditorium on the USC
campus hosts the Congress of

Strings tomorrow evening at 8

p m. and for no admission, yet.

UCLA's Sunday afternoon con-

certs on the Architecture Quad
continue, this Sunday presenting

Wild Oats, a bluegrass ensemble.

Film

Lots of good old flicks this

weekend. Friday and Saturday.

v-» These are nttt the Dillards

OVa20YtS.'EXPEII»ICt

PERMANENT ^ ^91^
HAIR REMOVAL ^ A

WITH AIR Tk/jd
DESENSITI2ER /XlWJ%
M»l&WOMfN \ J

^HKREC BY PHYSICIANS \^J^
Meg^b Elwct Assoc. iT
Mon $af Evas toy Appf. j^ A N \

474-7171 V \\
SARAL.WANNfT ftE \

ALINE WANNE RN^RE \

(WnNvodd Medical •
Prof. Bidg.)

t

the Wesb^od Film Society
presents an evening of Buster
KeaUm's silent comedies. Temple
Isiah, of all places, screens a W,C.
Fields FUm Festival Saturday
evening. Hitchcock's Saboteur
and The Great Victor Herbert can
be seen at the Mayfair tonight,

and Saturday and Sunday,
Spellbound and Lifeboat will be
shown.

Defin^ely not DUlards, but

ICOSographers Bill, Mark and
Harold dleverly disguised as

Winos.

The Plaza midnight show
tonight and tomorrow is the film

Joe. The Egg and the Eye
presents No More Fleeing, and
beginning August 16, an avant

garde program of imdergrond

films from Japan is scheduled. At

the Eficore Theater, you'U find

The Genesis Children, and at the

New Vagabond through Tuesday,

La Dolce VHa and La Strada.

August 16-22. Jnliet of the SplriU

and Nights of Cablria screen.

That Mfos no Dillard, 0tat was
my metermaid

The Nu-art Theater presents a
"sophisticated surf" film, Pacific

Vibrations.now through the ISth,

and part two of the Films of Japan
begins August 1th The Marilyn
Monroe retrospect occuring at the
the Beverly Canon is apparently
causing quite a stir with the

Hollywood transvestite crowd,
throngs of whom attended the
opening night commemorating
the death of the blonde bombshell.
Her The Misifts and Asphalt
Jungle continue through Tuesday,
with 7 Year Itch and All About
Eve next week. Beginning this

week at the Crest Cinema Theater
is Marjoe. h documentary con-

cerned with the evangelical life of

Marjoe Gortner, and it sounds
fascinating.

Stage *
. x.„

The play with the intriguing

title. Don't Bother Me. I Can't

Cope opens this week at the Mark
Taper Forum. At the Music
Center complex, you can still see

No, No Nanette and The
Rothschilds. J.C. Superstar
continues at Universal, and
Follies continues at the Shubert
Theater in Century City. The
satirical Committee performs at

the Tiffany Theater on Sunset, and
Lenny t)egins its engagement at

the Aquarius on the 15th for a four

week run.

The Ebony Showcase continues

with Norman. Is That You? and at

the Mermaid, Nightwatch, Action.

and The Two Sisters (Wednesdays
and Sundays). The Scorpio Rising

Theater presents Canvas
(Saturday and Sunday) and
Christopher Columbus and Rats
only on Sundays. Willard and
Ben make a special appearance in

Rats, of course.

What's on
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• —
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APIRTMENTS
We represent owners ot over

80,000 units between our >

two offides.

We con find a ploce for you to

live by matching your require-

nnents to our units by computer.

The fee in our westside office

is $10, $5 refurtded when you

i^ent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

11941 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 8002S
TELEPHONE (213) 477-1221

for Valley Informotlon

• coll 986-^06 ^ .

The Muskul ScnsjtMNi (4 ttte Sc^iitk.'s!

JESUS
CHRIST

SUPERSTAR
Heiv at last.,

the hilly sta^k] productkm...

Uyv at the Amphithcatvr,

Universal Studios!

SPECIAL

STUDENT RUSH
On sale 1 hour before showtime Fri-

day and Saturday, 11:30 pm shows

only. I. D. card required-Price $3.60

(Subject to ticket availability)

r

tJieJIfinphitheatcp

P.O. Box 8679. Universal City

Hollywood Fwy. at Lankershim offramp

Ample Parking

For information, phone (213) 980-9421

Original cast album on Oecca Records fpf
c 1972 Universal City Studios, Inc.

Take full advantage of the deliglitfui

summer evenings.

I

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

GR7.1773
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOODBLVa^WESTWOODJnUAGE

WE'LL F A MY BOW!

. . V . . We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today. ^^

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
lUirSAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-4533

FOOD TO GO - 47 8-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

Cocktail Lounge A Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. til 2 a.m.

University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AA^, 7:30PM

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

tHE CBSITER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY

PROM 9fNn fo 2pm and from 7:30 to 10pm

lor ittMiy, convortolion, rolcKolion.

840 HILGARD 474-50 1

5

Whips

•equias

Merieo

t^ini

LaDoleeVita
La Strada

Alif.»*

Juliet OfIte 9piritt
WighUoiCaMrIa

rtmtmml^UHm;
J^VMHptaCiMi

downs
Satyrlcon

AufTust 5 Will mark the tenth-
anniveraary of the unf6rtunate|'"^'^^
death of M.M. therefore tves

9- IS

M 33

TO

wcw vAti<\bi>ntl

MONRi
beverlv < anon

Some Like
SuSTDy Nitfht

Misfits

T^r Itchm
AlTAboiitEve nm

Bus Stop mm

mr

icntlemen Prefer

.-^
i«T« »
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Asiiriie
8162Mdros« Av«.

Old-2070

CLUBGUIDE

Now Ihro Sundoy

BROWNIE MCGHEE 4 SONNY TERRY

Coming N««t Aoflut* 16-20

PIG "MAMA" THORNTON

jj
j. PRODIGY THIRTEENTH HOUR BEAUDRY

"" M«ndav-Ladies oince Contest $50 Cash PriM

. WnnT'lJJe'ar^Jn Real Don Steel's KM J TV Show ( Ch »)
wmne -mi/^

yhursday-Audition Night
^ „ . ^

SMnday-Jack & J.ll Dance Contest $50 Cash Pr.ie
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

Pizzi Palace
In The Village

478-0788

On Stag*:

BRAININ & OAKEY

'old fyme moy'tes and cartoons

day and nigKt

Traiiadoir
9081 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA
276-61^8

Aug. 8 -Aug. 13

DAVID ACKLES
&

CHI COLTRANE
Coming Ne^t JOHN HAMMOND

. MOVIEGUIDE

Ulil-linai AN EVENING WITH BUSTER KEATON

Virll '^ ••l«etipn of roroly thowp comodiot indwding

i730wiLoodBlvd. "BALLOONATICS", "COPS",

C/i bit N. ol SM Blvd.) -THE PALEFACE", "NEIGHBORS"
475-3033 - ••

leverly canon

205 Norfh Canon Drive

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

AUGUST BELONGS TO

MARILYN MONROE
Now MISFITS
thru

T-- ASPHALT JUNGLE

PACIFIC'S

leiirly lliis

Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr

1 4 blk Eost of Beverly Dr.

27M121

G an* Hockmon. Julio Androwt.

Cori'bl O'Connor. Chorhon Hoston

in Jomot Michonor't Clottic

HAWAII
Moo.-Fri. Port 1 7:00 Port II 9:45

Sal.& Son. Port I2:30&7:30 Port II 5:15 & 10:15

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

irili
Westwood Villoge

GR 72487

Robert Redford

THE CANDIDATE

Doilyl 15,4:15. 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

Fxj. + Sol. Midnighl 12:15

Cliiriia iiie
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401 '

Only Southorn Coiifornio Showing

Alfred Hitchcock's New Mosterpii

'

: FRENZY (R)

Doily ol 12:30. 3:00. 5:30. 8:00. 10:30

Plus Fri& Sol. midnighl show*

1(1 Mar
5036 W Pko
WE 5-6424

'Now Cinomoaeopo Wido Scroon"

Burt Roynoldt

FUZZ
Jomaa Coburn (^

THE HONKERS
$1 .00 par poraon por coupon

Wodnoadoy Lodio* night $100

Lpx]gJohnBaldry MeltsMdd Mark LeVito^

lirlii
LoBrco at M«lro(«

WE 4-2944 .

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA

& -

J^iggy

THE BOYFRIEND ,

I.K. Slim
2139 Suntel

LA.
389-4746 ONLY

liiiiwiil Pacliic VoXVut'^-?
Hoiiy«ood Blvd. ^ CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

4^^521 1 "=*<>• '<*• '*••• ••**• '***

first white electnc D ues oan
^^^^ ^,^^ Jagger).

xtn»o^^^^ beThe bS^^^^^^^ «^ohn, who ran groups (Hoochie

Me MeT Steam Pac^^ Bluesology) featuring his own fcov^nes

S^ Stewart Mick Waller and Reg Dwight (who later changed his

n^mP^EItoTjohr the first name of Bluesology saxophonist

housew^vt^O^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^' ''"^^ "**" Heartaches Begin/' was

numbTr o^e for weeks (until dislodged by "Lady Madomia ') and was

"haTj^rsUtest-s^^^^ single. And standing next to these four Baldry

Imagr would be the current Warner Brothers recording artist, who

would calmly smoke cigarettes and blow smoke into the idenUcal visages

of his doubles, like one of Hitchcock's cold, calculating murders, per-

fectly in control and unflustered. .-r

-

My fantasizing ended once the door opened and I met a single Long

John Baldry, very definitely six foot seven, very definitely British, and

very definitely wearing a see-through cheesecloth caftan made out of

enough material for a good set of curUins. .

He sat down with his cigarettes and his two tall glasses of - chocolate

milk (see photo) - and immediately said by way of caution, You renot

going to ask me those silly questions about my ^history are you? It s been

so well gone over already in the press." His accent made me want to drop

to my knees and humbly reply "No, your grace."

~

Assuringhim that I had already read the biographies, I plunged into

one of my world-reknowned, expertly probing interviews, pressing the

advantage, stalling for time, feinting with obviously pat questions in

order to surprise him with a challenging blockbuster; i.e. employing aU

the techniques I've learned from my course with the Famous Writer s

School. Leviton's the name, delving's the game. The revolving pomt c^

my queries was the strange schizophrenia I had noticed m Baldry s 1972

musical appearance: his LPs were quite enjoyable blends of blues, folk

and rock (especially the most recent Everything Stops For Tea,

chronicled by this writer in a Spring Quarter issue of the Daily Brum

Icon) but his concert appearances gave all the indications of being un-

salvagable trash, long useless boogie-woogie riffs, awful backups and

embarrasing musical chOd's-play. How somebody could so totally

abandon his studio wizardry for such a performance travesty was ^)eyond

even my keen intellect. Actually, the question was how Baldry could

exercise such good and rotten taste at the same time, and what it was

about one medium that so radically separated it from the other.

Long John handled it cool. But so did your ace reporter. We chatted

initially abo^he recent change in Baldry's backup group. Baldry has

been touring the U.S. since March, but a few months ago he had to teke a

few weeks ^f( to recruit a new band, after having fired the other one

(except for long-time friend, pianist lam Armitt) for being "plain

avaricious." He mentioned how his last two albums were produced on a

one-side, one-man basis by "Rod and Elton," and that most decisions are

reached mutually although "Elton has more to say usually. It was his

idea, for instance, for me to record 'Iko Iko.' " Baldry summed up

Everything Stops for Tea as "a good album, but not a great album. It's

still my ambition to make a great album."

1 dove in. "Why don't you do some of the slower folk things on stage." I

questioned, "instead of depending almost entirely on the boogie/blues

route?"

Baldry's eyes registered the shock. In my business w? get to know when

we ha^the interview by the balls. He didn't twitch, or fall onto the floor

in a fit, or drop his chocolate milk, or gulp guiltily ;
just an impercepUble

(to anyone but me) change in the eyes. He recovered quickly, trying to

fool me into thinking he was still at the wheel. My eyes laughed at his

naivete. Didn't he know who he was dealing with? And if not, why not?

"Well, I'm a very extroverted person on stage. Very much larger than

life. On a lot of concerts they want loud and raucous noise. There'd be no

point in doing folk stuff. You can't ram it down their throats if they don't

want it. When they're 16 or 17 years old you can't employ any subtleties or

anything— it's just got to go on and on." _ ; ,

A LAEMMLE THEATER 'H'fSitl'nJ^it'*
lit Itii? Aug. 9-12 400 BLOWS
Lli niU ^ SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
JW2NJ/.rmont ^^ ,3.,; ALEXANDER NEVSKY
USHTw "«• POTEMKIN

A«0. 10 8. 11 SABOTEUR & SHADOW OF A DOUBT

Ifllir A»0. 12 8. 13 UFEBOAT ^ SPEUBOUND
214 Santo Monko Blvd

yiSr^Ze. 14 8. IS NOTORIOUS, & THE PARADINE CASE,

Two Sisters ..

.

(Continued from Page 5)

The second character and the only man in the play deserves mentibn at

this point, for he is the link in the unfolding story that the two sisters have
to tell. Not only is he responsible in the flash-back^scenes for re^to^esenting

nearly all of the men in the lives of both sisters, but also he is represeo-

tative of the one thing for which Hanna has always bee|i a sucker — a
smile. One would have thought he had been named Smiley except for the

fact that the character he portrays as the wax figure in the fun house
comes from Arizona. Leaving Arizona for him was a necessity, because
he "didn't have asthma".

The last character and truly the most unique in the way of the bizarre is

older sister, Sophie. Her appearance in the play is not until the second
companion-piece is already underway. Some of the dialogue in the first

piece is the same as that of the second, but this is merely to clarify and
reinforce certain psychological elements which deserve and need that
special reinforcement. The birth and maturation of the relationship of

j >
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in order that the audience*^,

final catastrophic and vw^l

together inan eternal uniona^

self-waste.
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almost totol lack of success^
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[eals itself in flashback dialogue
^ deafeningly prepared for the
»ch ties the three characters

I

morbid realization of their own

rring theme of loneliness and
lied with hatred, apathy and an
|teractions. The theme may get
"»t»nually hear the characters
wince themselves to stop ex-

[tly weU they will go on wanting
F when death snatches them
l^ir seemingly insurmountable
[With the mess we have made of
are constantly trying to save

pn the end it seems we always

til^l T •f^^*''"
^^"*^ ^^^ ^^^^"^ *s «'^i<* ru spring the old "ar-

tistic integnty '• rap on him. But he makes a brilliant mi^y shifting theconversation before I can move in for the kiU. while I'm taking a haVd

work Hh""! ? T^
conscious of theatre I think comes across in my

AhrP r^JLr P^S ^ I "^ interested in on the rock scene use theatre. Like

fhinw th!^^
(although I'm not especially keen on them musicaUy: I

think they ve made some of the worst albums I've ever heard but thev'reenjoyabl| on stage), the Cockettes. and the Faces - they employ
theatre. All the great performers had this. Marlena Dietrich. Ekiith Piaf
Being an extrovert rather than an introvert. But then you have these
other people like NeU Young. James Taylor and Joni MitcheU whosealbums I love but wouldn't go see them perform. They're really just bores
-there s nothing there. People do say Taylor has an aura about him but I
don t feel it. / . -

.
•

Baldry's working on his second glass of chocolate milk. I can teU I'm
losing control. How did we get onto James Taylor? I'm asking myself.
After a few throwaway quesUons allowing me to gather my wits (in-
cluding two tactical maneuvers you wouldn't believe) I guide the con-
versation back to his touring.

"Alol of groups make the mistake of releasing an album, touring here
for SIX weeks (and you can't go anywhere in America in six weeks) and
expecting that'U bring them instant stardom. You've got to cover
everywhere. Just because someone played the Whiskey a Go Go — what
does that mean to someone in Chicago or Texas? My fees have now
reached the same level as Fleetwood Mac, not because I'm any better
than them but because I've come in and worked so bloody hard here.'?^^

Even so, Baldry tells me he's still in the hole, mon^y-wise. I inquire
about his success in England.

"I've sold no records in England for the last four years now. Since I was
into cabaret singing in '68 and '69 the kids in England are very naturally
suspicious of what I do. There's very much the feeling that I'm jumping
on the rock bandwagon — but many don't realize it is a wagon that for
actual fact many years ago I helped to create."

By this tinie things have cleared up a bit. I'm exhausted from the in-
tensity, but I ve got some ideas. Baldry is not very successful in America
or Britain, even though the albums are pretty good and involve help from
superstars Stewart and John. Maybe his less-than-inspiring live act has
something to do with that, but he claims he gives the crowd what it wants.
Perhaps Rod and Elton should be given more credit for the good albums
than they're getting. Baldry doesn't feel he can change his stage act
because of the public taste, but it seems to me that since his live routine is

so disappointing next to the recordings he ought to. Or else cater his
records to the same audience. At least make up his mind. And I'm back
where I started from.

I ask him some standard questions. He went to art school but quit soon.
Nfother wanted him to go to drama school. He feels he's "destined for
movies " He was approached last year to star in the London version of
"Jesus Christ Superstar," but turned it down when he wasn't adequately
assured of a good shot at the film role, which he claims was at that time
leaning toward— you'll never guess— Peter Fonda

!

His future plans show promise or pretension, depending on how you
look at it. He's going to play the part of Woody Guthrie in a
tribute/biography called "The Big Rock Candy Mountain" which will be
staged at Christmas time at the Royal Stratford East in London. He's
working on a musical version of the story of Samson and Delilah with
Jimmy Horowitz, which he plans to record later this year. "I might get
some singer like Richard Harris to do it" Baldry muses. Draining his

glass of'chocolate milk he explains the music is heavily influenced by
Carl Orff. Baldry also says he'll start work soon on another regular
Warner Brothers album and will return in October for another U.S. tour.

He hasn't been working in England for 18 months, but he's not quite

looking forward to going back. He likes it here. He may move here. Or
possibly Vancouver, B.C. where "the tax structures are very sym-
pathetic."

Our interview is interrupted when Elton John himself shows up and
John and he go through a delightful Lily Tomlin routine. (If you think I'm
making this up, you're welcome to hear the tape.

)

I- exit.

The next day I cruise out to Long Beach and listen to Long John sing

and watch him wiggle, warniing up the crowd for Uriah Heep. He's a bit

unstuck l)ecause his wardrobe hadn't arrived and he's forced to perform
sans his familiar hat and coat. He looks awkward. His new band is

terrible. The act is terrible. The audience reaction is less than en-

thusiastic, and they come to see Uriah Heep. who are very "loud and
raucous." I don't go back stage to say hello. I go home and play one of his

records. It doesn't cheer me up. , ^^

'I f ':i<V.r- 7

V

^%
prefer life as it suggests will and deter^nination rather than failure and
apathy. Death as the final release for diese character^ from the mor-

bidity of infinite suffering contrasted against the vast shallow wasteland

of temporary human insanity — life — makes for a pretty devastating

picture. However, Mr. Tom Eyen's dialogue is never repetitious. It is this

depressing theme pervading mood which palb on one's masochistic

capacities. After a while, the audience becomes immune to suffering and

less and less sympathetic when it is apparent that the source of despair is

elf-imposed and self-created. Maybe that is what Mr. Eyen is forcing us

to see. Perhaps the all-too-vulnerable human lives out his life as a con-

tinual fugitive from the ceU of violence and despair. I commend writer

Tom Eyen's effort at leading this audience to water and I believe in the

viewer's mind a significant connection was miade.

The Mermaid Theatre is located Hollywood and has a variety of

summer performances including Mark Tremayne's NIGHTWATCH and

ACTION and coming soon, N. Richards Nash's. THE RAINMAKER.

I-
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A LAEMMLE THEATER

Moiica I

1332 2nd Str««t

Santa Monica
451-8686

' Woody AMon'i Hilorimit Comorfy

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
' All McGrow& Ryan O*Nod

lOVE STORY

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

Monica li

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

Two FoHnily Fun FUm*

SNOOPY, COME HOME
- pkit Dick Von Dyho in

CHUTY CHITTY BANG BANG
Coming S<pt. 6-26 Sudor Koolon FMtivo*

I ,

MUSIC Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at DoKeny)
274-6869

The AAarx Bros.

A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA
I

pUn

COPACABANA

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Natioaal
10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

T^E GRADUATE

Doily 2: 15. 4: 15, 6: 15. 8: 15. 10:15

martllieaier
1 1272 Sania Monica Blvd.

PACIFIC VIBRATIONS
Classic Surfing Hit

WLA.
478-6379

f.

Qrieitai
7425 Sunset

876-0212

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA
&

- THE POSSESSION OF JOEL DELANEY

$1 for ono porton w/lhtt coupon piut curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry not good SoKirday night oftor 5 p.m.

Clint

Pai PaclllG JOE KIDD

7554 Bavarly Blvd. —' & Chorihw Hmioi.

WE 8-7070 SKYJACKED.
Free Parking ' , $1 (or ono porton w/thi« coupon plus curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry not good Solurdoy nigKt oftor. 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

Paiiaies
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

FOUR FLIES ON GREY VELVET

Doily 1 2:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30. 1 0:30

~^\tr

PACIFIC'S

ricwoeii
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239 ^.

Mio Forrow and Topol

PUBLIC EYE (G)

Mon.-Fri: 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

Sat.4 Sun: 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

A LAEAAMLE THEATER ,-"

P I M J e A Suspense Thriller

Westwood Village FOUR FLIES^N GREY VELVET
GR 70097
TR 9-9077 ^'''' ^ ^' ^ II & 12 Midnight Only: "JOP'

A LAEMMLE THEATER "An oipiom^o thriilor ol tkill ond intolligonco"

lt|lll ^ George Peppard

1045 BroKfon

Westwood Village 'GROUNDSTAK CONSPIRACY
BR 2-0501

A LAEMMLE THEATER Oiu't Moitorworfc'

TOKYO STORY

plus Chris Morlior't

11523 Santa Monica Blvd. ,^,.....,^ ..w«^.-.«w
West Los Angeles THE KOUMIKO MYSTERY
477^581 _ : .,

Aug. 30 Gordon of tho Fimi-ConHni*

Thkododmit«2for$1.00

Silllt lllVll Al ChritHo's 1926 Lough Mo*

illill MlWIi ,^p 11^ MABa'S ROOM"
McHo hrmfoUI-Phftth Hovor-ttorry My«rt

CHARUE CHAPLIN -THE ADVENTURER
MAIV PKXFOKD-MACK SB«4En-D.W OmmTH HIT

\ r i

»

.

61 1 N. Fairfcm

013-2389
50<t with ad

Till La irii
La Brao at Ninth

WE 4-2342

RED SUN
&

BAND OF ASSASSINS

THE NEW

vaiaiioiii r
2509 Wilshire Urn.

DU 7-2171

tfio wMp« and toqukM of

Fodorioo FoMini

LA DOLCE VrTA

LASTRADA

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

VIIIIIC PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)

961 Broxlon

Westwood
478-0576

DoHy 2:23. 4c2S. 4(2S. 8121. 10t2S

Fri. & Sol. MlMeht Show 12i2S

U.
*• 111 T^
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MUSIC MAKERS— The Meiji University Band from

Tokyo, Japan will give a free noon concert on

Monday, Aug. 21. The band is on tour of the United

States, presenting concerts at colleges and univer-

Whafs On

sities. According to a publicist, one of the purposes of

the trip is to "contribute to a better international

understanding through music."

.^..jiv.:----

•. .6

Tickets: Concerts:
ii\'Hollywood Bowl": $1 student

tickets available up to forty-eight

hours before Tuesday and

Thursday Concerts. Tonight:

Lawrence Foster, Conductor;

Verdi: "Force of Destiny Over-

ture"; Rachnnanlnoff : "Piano

Concerto n" (Rafael Orozco,

Soloist); Tchaicovsky: "Romeo
and Juliet"; Respighl: "The
Pines pf Rome." Tuesday August

15: Vaughn Williams: "TaMis
Fantasy"; Lalo: "Synriphony

Espagnol"; Mussorgsky: "Pic-

tures at an Exhibition."

^"The Righteous Bluegrass
Band," a funkyfun jug band with

banjo, guitar, fiddle, bass and
drums, 3-4 pm, Sunday/Ar-
chitecture Quad (opposite

Schoenberg Hall). Free.

Films:
--';jhe Film Commission

Series," scheduled for Saturday

nights during the summer, has

been cancelled.

CONTACT LENSES
^^

FITTED
REFtTTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optometrist ^ig-tj

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

IHlKt IS ALWAYS
SOiMETHING GOING
ON AT THE . .

flTUk

IN THE VILLAGE

478-0788

• *.•'

pm.CHS 33-105. Sponsored by the

graduate students of the depart-

ment of biological chemlsh^y.
• »

"

Thursday, August 17

—"1$ Tfiere a Future In Drug

Education?" with Sandra Clark,

special assistant, vice chancellor

of student and campus affairs, 2-4

pm, Engineering Penthouse,

Boelter 8500. ^

E.C.:
Thursday, August 10

—"Hatha Yoga/' 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff >lall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243C.

—"Writing for Pay/' 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

—"Kundalini Yoga^" 6:M pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"EcKanar," 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

Friday, August 11

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Awareness," 7 10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

.-"Nature of the Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday, August 12

-r';Gestalt Workshop," 11pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 14 '

—"Body Awareness Through

'Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff

Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Astroyoga: Ecology ^
Astrological Action Awartisij!
8-10 pm, Bunche 3288.—"Tho Anciant Wisdom m.
Ultimata Philosophy/' 7:3oiooJ
pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8 30
pm, Ackerman Union 2412
-"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 om

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge'

Tuesday, August is
-"Death, Dying .^^

Lifestyles," 3-4 pm, Ackerman
Union 3517.

-"Hatha Yoga," 57 pm
Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge'
—"beginning Photography^

7:30-9:30 pm. Architecture 12J4—"StH Hypnosis," 7:30-io pm
Architecture 1102.

—"Love — The Greatest Power
In the Universe," 8 pm, Social
Welfare 167.—"Ananda Marga Yoga," 5^
pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Raja Yoga," 7:30 pm, Ar-
chitecture 1243C.

Wednesday, August u
—"Extra Sensory Perception,"

7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E.

—"The System of Suit," 7:30-io

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Newer Ways With
Children," 7:30 pm, Royce Mall

152.

—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm,
Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op
A/Varket, 2021 Barrington Ave.

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

<ConUniied 00 Page U)

Seminars: _ ^
Thursday, August 10

—"Careers in Special

Education," with Barbara Keogh,

professor of education, 2-4 pm.
Engineering Penthouse, Boelter

8500. .

-—

Monday, August 14

—"Biochemical Basis for

Treatment of Atherosclerosis with

Hypolipidemic Agents," with G.

Popjak, MD, professor, depart-

ment of psychiatry and depart-

ment of biological chemistry, 4

New What's On deadlines

In the interest of a continuing cool summer for all,

the What's On column deadline for tlie second

summer session is Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper.-^^— —---,^

All copy for the Registration Issue is Noon,

Tuesday September 12. This includes an-

nouncements, meetings, unscheduled classes and

special activities.

All copy must be submitted typed, triple-spaced,

with margins at 10-65. No copy will be ajccepted by

phone. "";.;,'
.

'.,
.

.
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^}v'^\'.:^,,^-^:"-':'^:/-^^"-
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'

k^fiour Flteson CrcirWhrer
rim-«oimnoiinT I A film directed b/ Dono Argento

/^2^<^!1L*1>5^ Ei Technicolor'

^^ Techoiscopef

A Pororrxxjnt Picture

HMftiBii
'161

Dally 12:30 • 2t30 • 4:30

0:30 • 1:30 • 10:30 PM 2nd BIO WEEK!

* ummt TNtAiii

ioi;aiEi«M

47T-0O©7
•7©-©077

Dally 6:15 • 1:10 • 10:10
Sat. » Sun. 2:15 • 410
6:10 « »:10 » 10:10 PM

"Baio.

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
Le» us ship yuoi persondl effects homo. We ore
specialists in international packaging and ship-

ping. We olsp sell appliances for 220 volts.

PACIFICKING
1215W.6HiSt.
loiAno«lMl7
482.9862

Crossword Answer

iiriHAlMlElMHJiUINlfl

aiding QH^a^

ftiil^u tilHlMldUB

RIDAYBOOK
.'f..^.

Surprise \ .. . r-

tomorrow only, Friday, August 11 • • •

J.R.R. Tolkien's *7he Hobbit", paperback, reg. 954

57<t
books, b level, ackerman union, 825-771

1

open monday-friday 8:30-5:00

'^-f "f

'
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JOIN
THE
BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE!

IN SUPPORT
OF THE

WATTS
SUMMER
FESTIVAL

SCHLUZ
BREWING CO.

STAX RECORDS
PRESENT

BENBFfT
OONCBCT

FEATURING

. r f:

THE BAR-KAYS-EMOTIONS-ISAAC HAYES-
LUTHER INGRAM-ALBERT KING-MEL AND TIM-

DAVID PORTER-RANCE ALLEN GROUP
SOUL CHILDREN-STAPLE SINGERS

TOMMY TATE-JOHNNIE TAYLOR-CARLA THOMAS
RUFUS THOMAS -EDDIE FLOYD -BILUT ECKSTINE

m AND OTHERS

LOS ANGELES COLISEUM -AUGUST 20-3:00 P.M. DONATION $1.00
Tickets available at WALLICHS MUSIC CITY- MUTUAL TICKET AGENCIES -COLIStUM BOX OFFICE -TARGET DISCOUNT RECORD CENTERS
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IbMoMfcne QwrteBionson AbnDdon

IhubAndrass oedeo by terence young

Now Showing

OHO lA BREA THEATRE

•^ tli^aUAUTY
two«4 fclv4.

^ 1600 w««twQ»« -—
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FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICES

BANKAMERICARO

• SANTA MONICA
1401 SANTA MONICA MALL

Carnar »»iH« •»•"•<• •••*•

Daily •:JO-*;»0-««a» * »'* •ilO-f

Sua lO-S fraa farhiai

MIRACLt Mlir
'5471 WIISMIM BIVD.

tatwaaa Dva.m.ir » Ca.hraa

Daily iBcayt Saa^ay -»-*;»•

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1 000 WiSTWOOO ftLVD.

Caraar 'M,»>m»^ • *'*''^!:'" .
D«Hy :3»-*,»0-«toa. « »ri. f .J0-«

Cl..a< »«"*•» V.l.4«*.< >.rli.at

• HOLLYWOOD
*340 MOLLYWOOO ttVO.

HallywaMi ••»< •• •••» .. . .-
Daily •:»•-• - ft. *:»»-*=»0 -»"«'••»»*

• CULVaCITT
3t3« CUiVtl CINTf

D«i«y ••• - »•"
rarkMi* master charge

• LOS ANOELES
4a« MOtTM fAI«»AX

Maa* ta Ca«»a«

-RITE FAMOUS COUPONS • SAVE BIG! SAVE NOW!

Bl RITE DRUGS .>»••«» •••! aaaaaa*** Bl RITE DRUGS •••*

'sK»^«a»S?V 1^:-^=^

.1
• :.. ;

-r
•

.if

'^v

i L uMii;

MUMINUM^

49cVolue |OC|B!^^J ^
-^ fc > 1 « * *

25 foot roll 12 inches

wide-Cutter Box

McKESSON NATURAL
VITAMIN E SALE PRICE

OTTLE OF 1 0O CAFSIHfS

100 Unito

$4.9t V«I«M

lOtMain
$4.9tV«lM

47 3*7 5'

VmH
$Tt.9e¥alM X

47

DISCOUNT COUPON
DISCOUNT COUPON MiJ

< • »' Bl RITE DRUGS > « a •• • •

.i'A, I.

INSTANT BLUE
BOWL

I a a « a « I Bl RITE DRUGS

I LIMIT I

Long Lottino

iBowl Dtederani
90b.

69c Valv* 33
DISCOUNT COUPON Ml( K Mfi II

>r<lriil

• . . •• - a#-*- •• «

20'i

75c Value
LNMT2

efferdent

tablets
For Sparkling
Frosk Donturos

33'

Bl RITE DRUGS <•
GELUSIL ANTACID

TABIETS

DISCOUNT COUPON

• •f 145

V«i«0
B^«
flit

DISCOUNT COUPON I » > • »

Bl RITE DRUGS

i

4

J

DIsponsor

$1.75 Value

^
Bl RITE DRUGS

!••*
DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

99«jL®
Mouthwash

$1.59 Value

i80t: 66
DISCOUNT COUPON

r

COnON SWABS
Johnson & lohnson

Th« Ittm of 1001 U<*f

tS Count Box

»aaaa>* Bl RITE DRUGS

65c

Value 29

BABY POWDER
lohnson & lohnson

Pamptr Yourstif and

Baby Tool! - 24-0i.

$1.95
Value

^
DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

iiMin
DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

Bi RITE DI^UGS •

DR. WEST
_ DELUXE

1 TOOTHBRUSir
/ Mod. er Hard Bristio

15*69c
Valvo

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

.«
I • • • *

99

iwaaaaaa«

aABYOIL

Koop Skia S«ft

ondTaaTaa!!

4-0i.

89c Volvt

DISCOUNT COUPON

NEW MENNEN
VITAMIN E

DEODORANT SPRAY
Natural Mttkod for

Portpiration Control

77'40i.
$1.29
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

MK IIMK II '

SEBULEX
DoiNlruH Skompoo

Witk Frto

Alpka Kori Oil

^'-^?i I 4-oi. m 1
$2.10 I '

Value I
DISCOUNT COUPON

^ m » m » • » •

( I f X R SN H I
' t

Bl RITE DRUGS

ITCHt SCMf
,

•AWMUFF

Sebulex-

Dm Eyelask

EYELASH
ADHESIVE

H^i.T«^hi

9B€ Value

47'
DISCOUNT COUPON

TYfjU'ml^^ aaa«aa»%

PRISTEEN
Ftminint Nvgiono Spray

Effoctivo but Gontly

. Froflrant - 2Vi-0i.

$1.49 Value

77

m-

'*

itiun

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

1 miss breck

t] hair spray
13-Oi. .

$1.09 Value'

Bl RITE DRUGS

Neil Politli RtfiMvcr

S««t •« Hm L«rfctt StIliaf

P*U«li RtiiMvtr - fr-ei.

69c
Value 37

»«>>>% a a a i • a

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

MK IIMK II
\
\ i*W

\
wela

Bl RITE DRUGS

WOUIALSAM
HMRCONDmONU
Got lifo Md SkooM B«Mt

ki Yevr llikr.

$2.79

Value 99
DISCOUNT COUPON

B 49 4-01.

lUtSJJ iM*/' rviiKT ( OIIPON MM If «W *l

1 :

Mm
bl RITE DRUGS

SEA & SKI

SUNTAN LOTION
Plastic Bottit or Tubo

$1.BO Value

•m i»iM III i(M 1

•

0*^^
Shell

No Pest Strip

Utto

$1.9B
Value 1

33
pj^.im,!llHll.lll!l.l!L A

,j^n,- #

Ncwipsych class offered for fall

The Dewurimtmi 9i Fwydbtim^

,«arter eirtilledl "SeuUMT au^ "^

(Psych. H5Q). e»e« ^
PsydMlKy ^> ""^ • «^** •• *

for the traiuhiB of peer-frectore

evaluaihig Psychdegy 41 ituieuU

be utftnune^Ul iu devdepteg a -

the UBdergra^uate level. For '

Bcckmaa. Pruject Cuer«Mter

ru; chilfQ- 1B5D i.D. f75B40,

Prerequisite: Psychology 41
"

It effcrfaig a uew class for fall

PracUcum iu Teachtaig SUtlsties",

who have completed

•r hcltcr. This class wUl provide

who will assist la teaching and
fan quarter. Those qualified will

programniedl self-study course at

rther iuforuiatiea contact Gary
at Franz HaU 2St7B or 4Yt328e.

M-F 12:BB nqpn — Friedman.

couseni of instructor.

I

miiii

ACBOSS
1. Bounder
4. So be it

B. Month
12. Pindar

item
IS. Peel
14. Solar disk

(var.)

15.Left
17. Dispatch
IB. Large

lake
19.C3iurcb

parts

Bf. Trite
tt. Theatei'—

box
24. Frees
25. Kept back
29. Wrath
30. Spanish

title

31. An age
32. To drug
34. Sour sub-

stance
35.PhiUp-

pine
Moslem

3B. Make holy
37. Stalk of

grain

By Eugene Sbeffer

40. Portland
arrowroot

41.Afruit
42.Month
4B.P<^er

stake
47. Black
4S. High note
49. Printer's

word
5t.Atinge
SI. To equip

DOWN
l.Fish
2. American

__ humorist
.

'

A^

'^

3.ReUed
4aMonth
S.PanigiiBy

tea
BaBefore .

I.Man's
nickname

B. Green
chalced-
ony

9. Indinns
IB. Not any
11. Goals
IB. Macaws
19. Culture

medium
2B.Edge

•f aohitioii: 24 mia.

Answer

Page 10

21. French
river

22. Slow
(Music)

23. An Indian
25. Opposite

of van
2B. Month
27. Sister of

Ares
28. Fathers
30. Flat-bot-

^
tomed
boat—

33. Turkish
inn

34. An astrin-

gent -

36. Actor
George

37. Resorts
38. Camper's

need
39. Appraise
40. English

river

42. Seine
43. Broad

~ sash
44. Hebrew

priest

45. Roofing
slate

2 |3

18

16

13

29

32

31

41

58

Ah

49

59

35

50

22 25

25

55

8

14

19

17

10

A2 43

2b

II

40

3iS

34

51

27 28

44 AS

aOBB SI

FLESH CRAIIIfiSI>

A

Color

DR. PHIBES RISES AGAIIK
^JIII^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^T AMERICAN INTERNATIUNAL •v^j.^ ^0|

VINCENT PRICE ROBERT QUARRYjg
flATUnC ( nwal TNCATnSt wm4 OOlVt-aWI

NOW! "BLOOD FROM THE MUMMYSJTOMgl

IDS M«LE$ IWatrt Oowtown 624 6271 nCWOOO West L * 272 8239 474 2669

•XATtCMAL Q^lMLMkL THIATRIS

HBUnVBBB HolYywood 4639371

5TN AVENUE ln(le«ood 7S9^9149

IMMI Manhattan Beacti 37? 8500

HNMBI BBMEM Gardena 324-5127
OSMCWAl. ClNCMA TmCATRCS
PCFMBCBKIM losAnceles 93S6296
CROHN Pasadena /963131

CWBM Chatsnofth 8863600

NKNUND I OS Angeles 2559648
AlCAZM Bell 581^306

39Me i5

»'AC»FiC DW'vt "N?"
. , ^ 4770817

DITMPN: MNn-IN Los Angeles 47 98

SOUTKWTE OWVEIN Southgate 564 I M'

BW S«Y OBIVE-NI guartr 358 2^b

SAN VAl OHVE-IN Burbank W2f/,\,
WMiniEl OWVE-IH Whitt.er ^^.'Jli^o

CWCIE DWIVE IN lonEJegc^^^^^

en OUT TO A. MOVH TOMIOMT' _^,

5TN AVENUE Rowland Heights %44848

0RAN(EMAU3 Orange ^637 0340

luarh a:^6-3973

'^
•
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project
Vietnam film hen

sponsored by SLC
An elementary school in Chinatown this summer is the setting for work

in art through a student government sponsored project. Emphasis is

placed on surviving t|ie community and creating a new direction in art
workshops. ' ' •

*

Betty Chen, a graduate student here, is directing the project through
funds received from the undergraduate Student Legislative Council
(SLC). Six hundred dollars have been budgeted for the three-month
project.

Children from the conununity, ages 14-18, come in each day to the

school from 3:00 to 6:00 pm. They are tutored by UCLA students and
members of the neighborhood youth corps, who rotate their jobs.

**We try to make art functional to the students," Chen said. Posters,

flyers, and announcements for the Chinese community are made by the
children to help both the community and,themselves.

The Automated Air War in

Vietnam, a film strip with taped
commentary, will be shown at
12:15 pm in the Architecture
Building, Room 1224 on both
Wednesday, August 16, and
Thursday, August 17,

'^

This presentation oocuments'
the reliance on increasingly
automatic* and depersonalized
methods of killing in the fighting
in Vietnam during the past two
years and the increasing em-
phasis on antipersonnel devices
which maim rather than kill, .

The film was put together by the
'National Action/Research on the
"Military Industrial Complex.

All interested persons are in-

vited to both showings.

Yes, sir, that's my what's on . .

.

(Conthiued from Page 10)

Meetings:
Thursday, August 10

_^"Tai Chi Chaun/' 7-9:M pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.
—"The Lighted Way/' 4-6 pm.

Social Welfare 48.

Saturday, August 12

—"Iranian Students," 11 ami
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 14

— "Christian Science
Organization/' 12:10 pm, 560

Hllgard Avje.

Tuesday, August 15

—"Iranian Students/' 6-9 pm,
Ackerman Union 2408. ^

Expo:
Volunteers Needed
—"The Infant Studies Research

Proiect/' n)eeds a student to be
involved in devising infant ac-

tivities. Education pr psychology
major preferred.

—"Student," who will meet with
personnel managers are needed to

develop iobs for community
people in El AAonte area.
—"Student" interested In doing

field work in the areas of crime
prevention and consumer
protection are needed.
-"Writers" for a crime

prevention bulletin.

—"Students" needed to assist

blind, elderly, and disabled in

their relationships with welfare
agencies.

Friday, August 18
—"Dodgers vs Chicago

Baseball," S4 Includes tran-
sportation and reserved seat
ticket. Departs ISC 7 pm, student
store 7:17 pm, returns 11:30 pm.
Deadline: Monday.

Saturday, August 19
—"Japan American Dance

Party/' Biltmore Hotel. $3.50 per
ticket. 9:30 pm-2:30 am. Tickets:

ISC .

^

Etcetera:

Wednesday, August 16 Applications Available—"Graduate. Christian
Fellowship/' 6-7 pm, Ackerman
Union 2408.

URA Ckibs:
Thursday, August IQ

—"The Organic Garden Club,"
1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Friday, August 11

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Hatha Yoga," noon.
Women's Gym 200, will continue

to meet as a club thru instructors

vacation. r

Saturday, August 12^
—"Organic Garden Club," 10-4

pm. Horticultural Garden.

Sunday, August 13
—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2-10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

Tuesday, August 15
—"The Organic Gordon Club,"

14 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Wednesday, August 16

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm.
Women's Gym 200.

CLASS
NOTES

—"Casey Foundation First
Voter Self Starter Challenge
Grants," up to $500 for selected

proiect. Deadline Tuesday.- _—"KABC Radio Ombudsman
Internship," Deadline October
1st. .

For information or applications,

contact the EXPO Office (825-

7041),

—"Observing Trip to Anza-
Borrego," sponsored by the UCLA
Astronomical Society, Saturday,
Augusi 12. To signup and for

further information call Karen
Halberg, 374-1957.

—"-Summer tours" of the
campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through September 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

at 1 : 30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are

open to the public.

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,

1023 Hilgard Ave. - .

—"The UCLA Women's
Resource Center," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825-3945.

ISC Tours: Exhibits:

Tickets are available for all ISC

sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

'

Sundays, Aug13, 20 & 27
—"Laguna Art Festival," $4

includes transportation, ad-

mission to the festival and ticket

to the Pageant of the AAaster.

Departs ISC 4 pm, student .store

4:15 pm, returns 11:30 pm.
Deadlines: Friday before trip.

Monday, August 14

—"Carpenters," $6 includes

transportation and ticket to the

Greek Theatre. Departs ISC 7 pm,
student store 7:15 pm, returns

11:30 pm. Deallne: tomorrow.

—"Sculpture and Drawings,"

by Ron Hart and Don Richard

Smith, political science graduate

students here, will be open from
noon to 4 pm, tomorrow through

August 31, Kerckhoff Art Gallery

(second floor Of Kerckhoff Hall).

—"The World of Science
Fantasy," an exhibition on the

literature of fantasy and science

fiction, and on the world of af-

flclonados of the genre, Is on
display in the Research Library

thru September 5.

Volunteer counselors for Uni-,

Camp's Boys' Session, Aug. 22-

Sept. 1. For info, call Mickey
645-7276.

.. .I"
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Qlassblowinq §
Stained Qlass Classes

394-0581
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»$ 00 PLUS TAX
»»C« SET PSR QUARTER

Economics 100 — Baird
H (Story «A — N«sh
History 174C — YarncH
Psyctiolooy 41 — Wickens
Psyct>ology no — Carder

"We hove a complete
line of Cliff's Notes
ond Monarch Notes"

for additional coursm call or

como in

T««. Wed. 10.2
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SEPI'S

6HNI SUBMUINE
10968 LeConte, Westwood
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with this coupon

4

discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
»

good thru 1972
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FOREIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF
BAGGAGE
HOOSEHOLD AHTICLES . n
COMAAERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick up & Delivery
PacKing & Crating
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given wittiout obligation

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENQ

\

SINCE 1VM

a tradition
nf personal
service in

treigt>t

forwarding

Martin Lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroa St.

Los Angeles. Calif. 90065

(213) 225 2347

UCLA Committoo on Fine Arts Productions,

in cooporation with UCLA's Design for Sharing presonts

SUMMBR SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

Architecture Quad (opposite Sclioenberg Haii)
from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

t

August 13 PACIFIC WOODWIND QUINTET with the warm nounds of
flute, oooe, clarinet, trench horn and bassoon in works ranging from the Baroqua
to modern jaiz with the likes of Bach. Hindemith. Anton Reicha, Gunther
Schuller and Bozza. —^-'

,
.

;-.,.
. • '. „; , ^

'
..._ ^. .. : _

August 20 WILD OATS a rdlidiing fun bluagroM boiMl iaoping in l«rn fr^
traditional tfuff to confamporary music lika John Danvar's "Country Roods."

August 27 PAUL SPERRY, tonor. in qn dftornoon of Romantic vocal music by Gar-
mon, Franch and Englifit compoaars occomponiad by Irmo Vollacillo Gray,
pianist. Notae this ona program only will ba hold in Schoanbarg Aud.

^

„: ,.

%, '•4*J.

'1^

^au

iMND RE-0PENIII6 T0NI6HT
The Granada Theatre

Takes Pleasure in Presenting -„:'sr

THE COMPLETE 7-HOUR VERSION

THE TWO PART PRODUCTION Of LEO TOLSTOY SWAR-
and

IC- PEACT^^ INC0t.0M ^
You Won't Go Hungry or Thirsty,.

The low admission price of $4.00 includes

a Complimonfary Champogno Suppar and coff**.

EXTRA SPECIAL! Spend the Night with "War & Peace"

Saturday, August 12th. Show Starts at Midnight
^^

and is out at 7:00 A.M. Low admission price

includes Champagne Breokfast and plenty of coffee.

w rraMaoaa MOOSLMUT . 3 7:

7Vrf««t.V MN.LS

Moo^cNM! . 2 73 aaea

Fraa Parking in Building Goroga

StorH 7 p.m. nightly wcapt
5 p.m. on SoKirdoy ond Sundoy

.:. .;..^v

» 1

f

» I

»

^P :M=

RESTAURANT GUIDE
sK ^C:

A La Crepe Bretonne
1458 Euclid (corner ol Broadway)
<; AA JS1 i307

Criipoa-cooliad tha old-foshionad

way - avarythmp fraah

Dinnart up to $2.75 Clotad Sun & Mon

A. k Mondorin & Contonato Cuitina

tj^fU CHAN'S GARDEN Food to go Fam.ly Banquet

Catering Service Lunch & Dinner II am-9 pm Daily

Open till » I pm Fri. & Sot.
10855 Lindbrook Dr. 479 7785

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«stwood near Pico
open 7anv1om

''Gourmef Soups like

mother never made"

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11171 S^nta Monica Blvd
W< St I A «79 9968 f
iMxt door fo "Papa Bach»"

A Natural Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE
1M50 Lindbroeli Or

474.094a->WWVillaaa

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

AkDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
1118
47S.9t4J

Ivd.
YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

11423 Wibhirollvd.

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizxo

NoMT Open daily for lunch

Tuet. after 9 pm any pina $1.75

dine out tonight

n • • f*
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Kerckhoff Hall 113

Phone I3S 2231
'

' Classified advertising ratts

IS words-Si SO day, S consecutiv*
insertions - SS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE 10:30a.m.
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives full support to the

University of California's, policy on non
discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wt»o, in affording

housing to students or offering |Obs,

disci iminates on the basis bf race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the Daily Brum has in

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call UCLA Housing Office 82S-

4491 Westside Fair Housing 473 0»4».

^Help Wanfed « y/ Services OHered 16 Travel U ^Travel 17

WANTED INFANTS 4 to :-l/2
^l?>JJ*v

FOR STUDIES IN THE EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGtAGE. CALL

INFANT STIDIES PROJECT 82V»5SI

«EX(EI»TTIESDAYS>. <RS

SITTER tor Rirls 3.4.5 yr.. at SOI 20th «-
uXneek. 6:45 am. to 2:30 pmSM-

S.M. J-lJd/wec
:ui HI after .'ilun

SECl'RE! I will stay In your ho*ne whik

vodre away. Conservative and •"'•P***™*-

References. MDK 6S0-2W2. (I0S7).

PROFESSIONAL documentptlon lervlcw.

Writing, editing and research to >«ur

requirements. 387-1548 caU Mjtlme. ( !•

VIO).

OVER 2S* Have a day af f«a . Expentet paM
plus tS.M. Enjoy our moaaUiii resort. Thh
week-end my treat ! 478-5822. ( 17 A3i ).

ECROPE ROUND TRIP frMB |2l«00
SI M.MER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS* TRAVEL. MSC
SANTA MONICA. L.A. tIMi. Z74-in42

W \NTF:D: (*eolog> /Math major to predict

earthquakes. 12.40 hour. Three 8-hour shifts.

•t:ii-4:i:Mt. - <8A3i).

y/ Campus Announcements I

C ROSS-Cultural Leadership Training Group
- Beginning Tues.. Aug. 15 - 7:30 pm. ISC -

l02:HliUard. 477-4587. (1AI«>.

SECRETARY '*'^®'!!*)*"?i
timNuUing Firm. $600. Westwd. 478-7971. «»

\H>'.

SERVICES I nlimited has changed It's name

to -The Job Factory". Call for a job! 475-

,,-., (8A3r).

MUTIIEKS helper nej^ded. Wee»ida> sf-

lernmms Studio Cit> Must drive. («"«*«-

7Ji.-,-,eves.or weeltends. References. (8 AID).

Al'TO Insurance, lowest rates for »l«»denU

or employees. Robert Rhee. 93»-irj9\m-

97S3or4577573. tUQTRK

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

R( \ models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-9119. <»<QTR).

NEED HELP MOVING? CALL STUDENT
SERVICES. EXPERIENCED RELIABLE
(.RADS. REASONABLE RATES- TEL 398-

KlIHor 455. 2246. <1«QTR),

PRIMXL Therap>. Turn on and feel. In-

formation call: Mike McLahe 2i4-4I41/254-

41 1 1 or after 7 pm. 392-5680. (I6A10).

INICAMP Counselors needed: Younger

b«>s session. Aug. 22 - Sept. 1. For info. Call

Mickev.M5-7276. Soon, please. (8A19)

VARIETY of full time and part-time sum-

mer jobs. Services Lnlimited. 475-9521. (8

QTR).

RENT-A-TV 110 mo. Stereo/Hlfi. Student

discounts. Delivery to 9:90. 475-3570. 2353

Westwood . < QTR).

SHORT Hours - (iood money. Sell sand-

wiches in groovy places. Nice appearance.

c;irls/boys. 931-^107. <»^'*'-

PIANO Tuner has 3 uprights for rent at HO.

Reconditioned : No minimum , 660-4514. ( 18

S7).

ROUND- TRIP FLIGHTS *

AUG 9

SEPT 20

LA/NAORIO
AMST/LA

t272.00
41 Days

AUG . 9
SEPT 26

LA/ FRANK
LONDON/ LA

$252. 00*"*^

49 Days

AUG 19

SEPT 16

LA/ LONDON -

LONDON/ LA

$252.00
29 Days

AUG 30
SEPT 26

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/ LA

$252.00
30 Days

SEPT 5

SEPT 26

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

$239.00
21 Day«i

SEPT 5

OCT 2

LA/LONDON
LONDON/ LA

S239.00
26 Days

EUROPE Flights. 58 departures, also N y
Israel. India. Africa. S8% off. student"
rates/cards. Since l»S». EASC m
Beverly Dr.. Beverly HlUs. 88218. 278-
6293.

(17 QTR).

N.

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip s(^1ent flights
SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student
Charier Flights.

"

Contact: IScA. 11687 SanA^icente Blvd Suite
14. C.A. Calif. 90049.

^-

Tel: (2J3I

^Tuhring . 18

/ /- r • O i50 PER week to re-type 150 double space

yf LampUS berVICeS .... O pages Must own typewriter. 825-5242

wedding,
announcements
kerckhoff i2,

82-5O61I

^ Church Services ..... 4

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),
Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM. Univ. YWCA,
574 Hilgard, visitors welcome. 472-7»$0.

pages. Must own typewriter. 825-5242

Days. (SM9).

SECRETARY in Beveriy Hills law ofllce^

Must type min. 65 wpm and h«ve excellent

spelling. Stenorette work. « 50/hr M-F

1 :30-6:00. Ileoe 659-2619. <» AlO)

^Research Subjecfs Needed

FXPERIENCED 'psychedelic" drug users

needed for Federally authorlied research.

( onfidential inquiries on Wednesdays only.

8am. -5pm.. 825-0562. (RSAIO).

AVERAGE 12 for hour social psychology

experiment. Sign up 289 Haines Hall. 9 • 3

piiP (RSAIO).

PIANO Tuning and Repair - Expert. low<09t

service. Call Jeff Lob - 380-2222 anytime. ( 18

AlO)

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26

OCT 9

LA/ LONDON
LONDON/LA

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY

.: [ l»AYMENTS
STUDENT DtSCOUNTS

394-2225 ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

OCT \ LA/ LONDON

OCT 15 LONDON/ LA

ONE-WAY FL IGHTS

"tUWPf -BOUND"

$199.00
14 Days

$223.^
15 Days

V Personal 5 )/Odds& Ends . . . 10

ARK you a liberated, together woman. 21-29.

who likes mountains (camping, skiing),

sports, travel, children? Be adventurous!

Write Richard. Box 17. 4196 Holly Knoll. LA
•MI027. (5A17).

HEY UCLA WOMEN:
,, ^ THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

^^IS YOURS!

.VISITROWELL LIBRARY ROOM 90.

( ALL 825-3M5. USE YOL'R PLACE!

yf Enterfainmenf 6

FREE COUPON

DELUXE HOUSE OF HI I LIARDS

1 HR FREE PLAY
bPtwci'M hrs lOcim ii6pm

S[RVING DtUClOUS LUNCHES AIL DAY

B[LR CHAMPAIN[ WINE SOfT DRINKS

MUSTBE 18iOVtR
LADILSMLCOME

1901 WILSHIRE BLVD SANTA MONICA

4 ltl-:sTl.l\K\aratk>ncabin rental. Also big

nutdern dormitor> mountain lodge lor large

KroUiis/family commune. (213) 221-4W49. (6 A

^ Help Wanted . 8

WANT an interesting summer Job? Call Job
Factory. You will be surprised. 47S-9S21. (g
S7).

COCKTAIL waitress. Tliursday, Saturday
days. Sunday nights. Beverly Hills area.
t2.aahour plus tips. 271 -43.SS. <«S7).

ATTORNEY student wanted. Either senior

or graduate for light research worli tem^
porary at times convenient for both. 12.59 to

t3.00 per hour. Call (57-4828 early or late or

write P.O. Box 35924. L.A. 3S. (887).

-TYPIST, temporary. My office. Mtwt be fast

4 accurate. Call 477-S493 between 10 am. • 4

pm. (8 A 19).

PART-TIME SecrcUry. strong backgra—

d

technical typing. SuSmit brief resume to

.•vystems Applicatloas. Inc., 9418 Wilshire

Blvd.. Beverb Hills. 99212. Attn : Kaye. (8

S7).

SECRETARY. English /Journalism Major,
tvpe .1O w.p.m.. Accurate. 20 hours week,
82. J« hour. Susan X2.V<iS21. <8A31).

WOKK/Kun - Finished h> one Work now and

in Fall delivering sandwiches in established

areas. la-.OOam. - I :U0 pm. 140 -855 for 19-12

hours work. H.if»-1MI9I before ll:«9 am. 821-

3a:M eves, tar n«-ifs>;«r\ . <8S7).

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yonrsHf while helping others.V
Earn ap to $40. a month
on o«r Hasma program

.

Phone: 478-4MI between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

SAVE-ALL New textbooks. Free in-

formation. Send stamped, "self- addressed

envelope to SBl , Suite 616-U. 1800 N.

Highland. Hollywood 90028. (lOAlO).

VPolUical ..;.. 1/

COLLECTOR'S item - Buttons "McGovem-
Eagleton in '72". Send 11.00. Campaign Box
523. Malibu, California 90285. ( 11S7).

>/ Rides Offered 13

DRIV£: my car to Boston about Sept. 1. I'll

pay gas, etc. Call 396-8016. (13A10).

DRIVING to New York Sept. 5 or 6. Need
someone to help drive arid finance. Call

Robin : 372-9706. (13A24).

V Rides Wanted 14
, _

COCPLE needs ride to Chicago or N.Y.. end
uf .\ugust - will drive or share expenses. 477-

^tW.
**

(14A17).

VforSale,, .f 15

LEICA M-4 with 50 mm. .Summicron, 28 mm
Klmarit lenses • excellent condition - 1450.00,
477-7025. Doug. (15S7).

FCRNITt'RE Cheap - Twin bed ( Hollywood

)

excellent condition. $25.00. Also couch,
chairs, bookcase - your offer. 391-1962. ( 15

AlO).

MOVING, Must sell living room, double
bedroom set with desk, washer, dresser,

baby furniture, love-seat. Reasonable. 8538
Horner < upper). 659-4819. (15 AlO).

MOVING • Garage Sale - King bed, kitchen
things, sheets, miscellaneous. Sat.-Sun. 10-5.

S50Landfair. (15 AlO).

IBM Typewriter, electric, 20" carriage,
needs platen, cleaning. 175 firm. 478-1949
(eves). (IS AlO).

MARTIN Guitar 0017. Honeywell 600 strobe
flash. Rough suede coat. Shag rug. Must
sell. 451-2197. (15S7)

GlILD F-30' Acoustical GuiUr with case.
|175.(HI. :)95-0295. (1SA31).

NEW 12-string Yamaha with case and strap.

tl40- Call Cecl 825-2251 days. 396-7526

eves. (15A19).

NEW' Stereo s>Mem4 at low prices. Need
bread must moonlight, 477-7684. « 15 AlO).

FlRNITl RE. :i couches. 2 coffee tables. 2

end tables, lamps, bookcase, refrigerator.
Very reasonable K:tn-.>i20. (IS AlO).

.MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
Grad. can sa\e you 40-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values.
d«>n't pa.\ retail, (all me today. Richard

- Pratt :u»-Ki im, HNft4»4O0. ( is QTR )

.

LES' Hlcxcles. \ewl> opened. l>ow prices. 10
sp. European Student discount. 10838
WuKliington HI H.;h-2yi7. <I5S7).

V Services Offered .... 16

I. ROBERT /\lan House, announce that I am
doing business under tbeassumed fictitious
name Sensory Graphics. I 416 AlO).

TKdIMt Al. WRITING. COPYWRITING.
FDITINt.. ILI.ISTRATION/ARTWORK.
PUINTI\(; PRODCCTION TO
SI'F.CIFK ATltlNS. 455-2144 (Pref. early
'^»n' (1687).

.SUPPRESSED, 90 minute, color, feature

motion picture on fraternity hating

available for no cost private showings to

serious sociology students and psychology

cUsses. Call CU3-5441 for inforiiiatlon. ( 16

AlO). / ..,..- '...K ..,..-^z

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students. Call us in Santa Monica •

451-1393. (16QTIU.

^Travel ..... .^ .t . . 17

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israel. India. East
Africa, Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12041
Wilshire Blvd. L.A. 90925. 478-0644. ( 17 qtr ).

CHARTER ticket. LA/London. Sept. 28 - Oct.

10. Must sell. Paid $212. Best offer. 838-

9585. ^ (17 Alt).

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST
^ CHARTER FLIGHTS .

.Immediate ticketing
t .7—

—

STUDENT Rail-Pass 2 mo. 1139- - _
.Olympic games & Hotel space avail -

.1972 Student Guide Book to Europe
CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd.

. . Sherman Oaks. C»L 91403
' Phone: 872-2283/784-1677

next one-way:
LAto Frankfurt
Aug - - $138.00

AUG 9 LA/FRANKFURT $138.00

AUG 30 LA/LONDON $138.00 '

. SEPT 6 LA/LONOON $124.00

READING. MATH. LANGUAGE ARTS
(GRS. 2-8) 18.00 hour. 13 yrs teaching ex-
perience. 836-4283 after 2:00pm. (1887).

FRENCH: Exam preparation, translations,

interpreter service, French for travel. Call

former UCLA teacher. Results ! 828-6366. ( 18

S7). ^__
MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
Reasonable rates for efficient, easy lessons.

391-3317 or 398-4522. (18 A 17).

GRE. LSAT. other taat preparation. In-

dividual, small group instruction. Academic
Guidance Sves. 820 So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18 QTR )

FRENCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy converaatlanai method (trial).

473-2492. (18 QTR >

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS -

hOHCWAU)-BOUND

AUG 17 TRANKFURT/LA $138.00

AUG 21 LONDON/ LA $138.00
AUG 30 LONDON/ LA $138.00

SEPT 16 LONDON/LA $138.00

SEPT 26 LONDON/ LA $138.00

V Typ«ng 19

EXPERT help, thetea. term papers, books,

Mss on IBM. experienced all fields. Joan
392-8620. (19S7).

**iMny Jther flights available

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO U.C.L.A.
STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEWLO.'
ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, f I RST-SERVEO BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

MtTANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER oca AND BOEING 707 JETS
EXauSIVELV CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Fll9ht Coordlngtors:
_. John and Suson

Charter*.
Flights

10956 Meybum Avenue
Westwood Village 90024
Telephone: 478-B286

PROFCSSIONAL term papers, theses,

flianuscripts. Pick-up and delivery. IBM
Electric. Louise Gaylen 472-8485. (19A31).

EDITH - IBM typing. Term papers, theses,

manuscrlpta^ etc. Experienced. Fast, ac-

curate, reliable. 033-1747. ( 19 S7).

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,

theses, dissertations. Editing. Weelcdays.

IBM Selectrk. Barbie: 838-6012. Mae: 396-

5182. ^ (19 QTR).

PAPERS typed by experienced typist. Free

pickup and delivery. 40t/page. Call Trina at

604-4671. (19 AlO).

GOOD term papers typed ^free by ex-

secrHary and college student. 347-5070. ( 19

AlO). • V

THESIS Typing, dissertations, term papers,

done promptly. carefully. Selectric

tvpewriter (Pica-Courier). Mrs. Rita

Sokolow - 3M4M0. (19 AlO).

CHARTER FLIGHTS

an
official ''

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's--

all first class

service. »

LALONDCMi/LONDON-LA

I
More
UNI
Student
Stuff

DISSERTATIONS, theses, and manuscripts

for publication. Experienced editoi;4ypist.

393-9109. (19 S 7).

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric

Expert typing, fast. Alice. 307-3306. (

H

QTR). ^^^
ENGLISH Grada: DIsserution specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. (19 QTR)

RCTH: Theses. dbserUtlons, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

828-1162. (19 QTR)

IBM's new Selectric II typewriters (carbon

ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work .
.

Please call 394-8205. (19 QTR)

Fit.

2

5

6

10

19

Ojpp.

9/17 one-way

Ret. Days Price
---

8/28 one-way $131

9/4 one-way $131

9/13 one-way $137

9/14 one-way $i}i

S135

Avatlable onfy to bonalide members ol the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and their immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children)
living in the same household.

Charter fllgriti

G THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC Wos cre-

ated by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world-

wide recognition. It is

required foe all student

flights abroad.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER

'

RIGHTS
to ond within Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
the For Eost—at fantostic

SOvings, enobliog you
fo travel as for as pos-

sible for as little as

possible.

you know ual

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, boolis. term

papers. Specialty Math A technical typing.

.Accurate, rapid service. 789-1974^_^_qtr^

^Wanted . . .
20

MICROSCOPE in good condttlon. Irv Brown

82S-7193. or eve. 792-9671. in AW-

1st HAND Info on '64 FSM? cont. Jim Bur

nHttWUbry t'CB. 642-7395. (20 AlO).

WILL pay cash for cars running or not.

Wreck* too. Free tow-aways. 83S-1643. wi-

mm. (20 S7).

r

BERKELEY student seeks other (s) to live

Hith at Berkeley In Fall. Steven 553-3717. (20

A24).

^Apts Furnished . . .

II

.

NOW available beautiful anllqiw /«rnjshed

private guest cottage. <*okl -

»^"t*»« J
eluded. Art studio adjacent. 5

"""

I ( LA/beach. 1136 mo. 4M-7805- female. ''«

.Vl«' __- M«^**
WALK TO SCHOOL
spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES '

Reservations for Fall also accepted.

Renting Office: SULandfa»r«l

uca Kerchktioff Hallm
Between I a.m. ^ Spm.

I2sn}l

UNI
1099e WEYBUBN AVENUE

WMtwood Vlllagt
Aeil le 31 FUvor9 &

TELE: 477-1111

AlSOWitIt

Olenfair Terrace
S43 1^ndfair#l4
S40Olenrock«n»*W \»I«»H WVO " • ' ^^ ^^ ^_ m

4
•net

L.\Kbk attractive ooe bedroom •P"';»'"*'"i

in Smita Monica. ..tl8S up... P«>*'
J**""

terranean garage, elevator, ocean *•'»;•

walk to beach, near Santa Monica F*"**^"'

2m Fourth St. SM att-MM. «H8 Fourtt" »
8M :W»2.»M6.

<*"""

)

.^- ^st--

'-v ::v^-.

"
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Jabbar leads Bruin alumni
against Baylor Pro-Stars

ByDaveMcNary
DBSUff Writer

The best players from UCLA's eight national

basketball championship teams, including Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, return to Pauley Pavilion tomorrow

night in a benefit gam^.

Playing as the UCLA Alumni team, they will face

the Elgin Baylor Pro-Stars, a collection of basketball

professionals. Tipoff is at 8:30 pm.

The Bruins will have outstanding performers at

every position: Curtis Rowe (Detroit Pistons) and

Sidney Wicks (Portland Trailblazers) at forward;

Jabbar (Milwaukee Bucks) and Steve Patterson

(Cleveland Cavaliers) at center; Abdul Rahman
(Walt Hazzard of Buffalo Braves), Henry Bibby

(New York Knicks), Gail Good^ch (Los Angeles

Lakers) aiid Jo^m Vallely (Houston Rockets).

However, Baylor is predicting his team wiU win. "I

think we can match these guys position for position/'

The task of stopping (or at least slowing down) the
7'2" Jabbar, two time winner of the NCAA most
valuable player award and All Pro center, goes to

Bob Rule (6*8") of the Philadelphia 76ers and
Marquette All-American Jim Chones (6' 11 1/2") who
signed last season with the New York Nets.

The Pro Stars are weU stocked at forward, with

starting Lakers, Happy Hairston and Jim McMillan,

along with Bill Hewitt (Detroit), Stan Love

(Baltimore Bullets) and Ainsley Truitt (Dallas
Chaparrels). ' ^ -

The probable starting guards for the Pro Stars are
Flynn Robinson (Lakers), Mack Calvin (Carolina
Cougars) and Lee Winfield (Seattle Supersonics).
Kenny Washington, a forward on the first two

Bruin championship teams, will be making his debut
as coach of the Alumni team. Other former UCLA
players are guard-forward Kenny Booker, guard
Terry Schofield and center Fred Slaughter, now
associate dean in the law school here.

Baylor's team is made up of players in the summer
basketball leagues here but many of the Bruins are

coming from all 6ver the country. Jabbar will be
attending classes at Harvard University tomorrow
afternoon until 2:30, Eastern time, and Rahman is

planning to pick him up outside class, drive to the

Boston Airport, fly to Los Angeles and arrive at

Pauley 30 minutes before the 8:30 tipoff.

The UCLA-Pro Star game will be preceded by' a 7

pm contest matching the Johnny Brown All Stars, a

team of show business personalities, against the Los
Angeles Police Department.

All players are donating their services for the

game, which will benefit the Dr. Ralph Bunche
Memorial Scholarship Fund, which aids financially

disadvantaged students. Bunche, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize, was a guard on the 1927 Bruin team.

On campus baseball field -

at Gayley-Veteran vetoed
By John Sandbrook and Ed Burgart

DB Staff Writers

The UCLA baseball team apparently will not have an on-campus field

at the Gayley/Veteran comer.
Twp weeks ago, Chancellor Charles E. Young appointed a five-man

'

committee, headed by James Milhom, associate dean of the Office of

Cultural and Recreational Affairs here, to plan the redevelopment of the

unused ornamental horitculture area into a multipurpose recreational

sports field. -
. _,

Included in the redevelopment plans was the possibility of an tem-

porary baseball field. Home Bruin baseball games are currently played

at Sawtelle Field at the Veterans Administration property west of the San
Diego Freeway.

Not interested

At the committee's first meeting early last week, assistant baseball

coach Glenn Mickens said neither he nor head coach Art Reichle were
interested in sharing a multipurpose field with the other activities.

''Baseball with us is almost a year-round thing," Mickens said. "It is

not conducive for us to go out to a ball diamond if it's being used (for

something else). If it is to be an intramural type of thing, make it so.

Baseball can't be a temporary thing. We should get a ball-diamond for

year-round use."

Subsequent discussions between Athletic Director J.D. Morgan and
Vice Chancellor for Student and Campus Affairs Norman P. MiUer led to

the same conclusion. " *

Certain problems
"There are certain problems with having a full-sized field at that

location," Miller explained. He mentioned foul balls flying into the street

and the location of home plate directly facing the afternoon sun.

The committee's work will continue, according to Milhom.-Miller has

added varsity soccer and rugby coach Dennis Storer to the committee,

which must prepare a project planning guide by September 15 for sub-'

mission to the Facilties Planning Commission. A baseball field ^ill no

longer be included in the plans, Milhom said.

Miller mentioned an on-campus field may still be a reality. "Qnce the

Gayley-Veteran area is developed and part of Parking Lot 4 is returned to

field space (a project that has already been approved by the UPC sub-

( Continued on Page 16)

^Apts Furnished . 21 ^ Apts to Share ...... 23 >/ House to Share ...'.. 27 }/Room for Rent , . * . ; . 31 )/Autos for Sale 33

FURNISHED aingles to ihare |70. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. C33 Gayley. 473^12

(21 QTR).

I BEDROOM llTe.M New BIdg. Bnllt-lna.

adulU, 1817 Federal. 3K-43M. (21 A24).

SOI GAYLEY <

Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summer Rates _

Bachelorr-Singles-One Bdrms.
June IS to Sept 15

GR 3.1781 - Mrs. Kay - GR 30S24

SINGLES, backetort. tMrm. studio. M/2
\>ath. pool. 3 Mka. campus. If824 Llndbrook
(llilgard).GR&-M84. (21 QTR).

SPACIOUS single and 1 bed. BuUt-lns. diali-

washer, patio. See. bnUdtoig. 1711 Carintli.
47»-7«7. (21 QTR).

LARGE I >!» apt. 1 Mock caaipM.
Parking. |17S/nM. 4T7-4tl2 (477-Ma). (21

AI7).

LARGE Bachelora. IM np. Singlet. |12i,

across from Dykslra. 911 Gayley. GR 3-1711,

GR 34524. Mra. Kay. (21 QTR)
^«^

ENJOY SuniMcr In large clean ategle and
one-bedrm apto. Same alr-oond. IHack
UCLAViUage. Elevator. PmI. Smidecka.
Garage. t25.g4i L—dfalr. 47^54N. (21 QTH)

LARGE one kedraam . PmI. Fall leases
(Nine mantk or longer). llMJt/ap. lit
(ilenrock. 473495. (21 QfR).

I

HAVE own room In 3 bedroom apartment
.five minutes from campus • |70. 826-7735

after •. (23 Alt).

ROOMMATES needed In large single and
one-bedrm apts. Block campus. Pool.

Sundecks. Garage. 825 Undfalr. 479.54M. (

MALE • own room, apacl^na 2 bedroom.
. WLA. IK your share. Steven: 47ft-8Nl daya:

,!^ 820.3248 eves. (23A2f).
.. - 1.

-

FEMALE Teacher • (VA Brentwood), flkare

with same • yours or fbid. 478-3711. ext 5228

daya 780-9437 nite. (23A31).

yFor Sub-Lease ..,.*. 24

FREE 2.bdrm house. West L.A. Aug. 28 -

Sept. 14. Ught maintenance. Grad/conpie
preferred. 820-2858 after Spm. (24 AlO).

$385.00 FURNISHED. Fac /Staff. 8 weeks
only. Bel-Air. 5 mbintes UCLA. 3 baths.

Pool. Magnificent view. Alao private room.
108.00. 780-1085. ( . All).

TO SUBLET, for 8 wka. One room. $100.00.

Nke bonae ki SanU Moaka. Call : 305-

0140. V (24 AN).

^House for Rent ..... 25

FEMALE grad or faculty. Klagalte
bedroom, bath. kUckoB prIvllaflM. Opp
camp«s.G«rge««8vlew.|7». 473-3274. (28

A17). —

t

OWN room. 4 BR house. Share with 2m k If.

$75/mo. Near Barrlngton Plaia. Mellow
atmosphere. 470-8023. (27 AlO).

GREAT houae. Enclno. 12 mi. campua.
Share w/2. Fncd. yd., den, frpl.. fum.
$85/mo. 344-0015. (27 AlO).

HOUSE • Own room . two others . Ghrl 23-30.

non smoker. $100. SanU Monica. 303-4270
Night 821-3444. (27A24).
•

RENT own bedroom in beautiful houae witk
front porch right on a Venice canal. $75/mo.
Male or female ok. 823-1708. (27 AlO).

FEMALE Roommate to share honse wUk 2

girls. ReasonaMe rent. CaU 763-1383 eve. No.
Hollywood. ^ (27 A 17)

^ Housing Needed .... 28

GUEST houae wanted to rent. Senior male
student. PotalMe each, for work. Exp.
yardwork/chUd care. 378-S624. (28 AlO).

LOOKING for apart. U skare. Own room, la

Weatwood VWage. 3054100 eve. Dan. (28 87).

GRAD
wants live-In. watch/care yoor apt/baaie

while yon are on leave/sakbatlcal/ ex-

tended vacathM. Referencea. 478-1040. (28,

AlO).

FEMALE. needs female roommate. Find,

share apartment near campus, under

$85/mo. Karen 801-0431 anytime. (28 AlO).

CONDIMINIUM...2 bedr«om A dm. M/2
botk. Pool A Sauna. MSO/montk. Call 823-

3818. (21 AM).
$165 gorgoMN 1 kedroom . Qnlct adnll
bulMlng • pool. Near SM freeway al

Robertson. 8nt Cattarongiia. 838-3418

TWO bedroom houae • fumlabed. $188.

Federal Ave.. WLA. Near tranaportatlan.

Available now . 4734844. ( 25 A31 )

.

• Apts Unfurnished .... 22 ^^„„ ,„, Sale . . . . . 26
I BEDROOM $185 - Large, airy. carpeU,
drapes. sUve. rcfrlgemtar. 1817 Fadornl
near 8.^. Blvd. 188 0M8. nA24

y Apts to Share ^^ 23

WANTED - fM*nlc grad. U 2

studio apt. wllb •mm: 3 nski. cai .

$87.50. 474.2383. (nSI).

ROOMMATE waatoi. Pa«al«. Fnmlaked.
«»acla«B apt. Redraama npatalra. Banaed
c«<Hi«. Oaragt. pMla porck. 1118 per
month. CaU ni-Otl. (OAIT).

GRACIOUS large SpanMi an Glmdan Ave.
3-Bedr.. full dining- raoM. large kMcken
w/breakfaat room. 1-9/4 koOk. Ibrcad ak
kanl. Wynn 477-7001. (18f7).

I
, . , |-r

- - '- - -

BRENTWOOD. Owner. Charming 3

kedroom or two and large convertlUe #aa
with beams, dlnkig 14/4 batk. WaUi la

evertklng. $40,500. 818-1418. (28A24).

NEAR Pico: 2 Bedrm. convert, den. Cape
Cod. 80 ft. front. Splondid cwid. $32J80.

Broker. 478-1273. (18A24).

GRAD student couple desires live-in in

exchange for p/t work. Separate facllttles

preferred. After 5 472-2755. (28 AlO).

Room & Board

Exchange for Help r. $0

GIRL. Part-time child care - exchange room
and hoard. S.M. Salary. CaU Mlas Moare
r3-3313. 85S-I8k2. (18A17).

, >

FEMALE...Ranm/Batk/8alary. BakyaR-
ling, ligkt housekeeping. 3 children In

family. Short walk to campua. 4754761. (30

A3I).

FEMALE • room/bath/salary. WaUi U
campus. Light housekeeping, babysitting.

famUy of 4 children. Start now, conUnuo

Fan. 270-1615.

ROOM for rent. Beautiful view home. Tennis
courts & swimming pool available. Harry
Evenings 271-3124. (31 AlO).

BEAUTIFUL bedroom - Private home $85
month. Kitchen priv. and linen. Referencea
required. 553-9155 Adjacent B.H. (31 AlO).

$42. SHARE: neat man over 21. non-smoker,
walking distance, no bonaebeeplng. 881

Malcolm. 4744147.
,

"
(31 A17).

ROOM for rent. $108.00 monthly. Nke house
In Santa Monka. Big back yard. Call: 305-

<)140. (31 AlO).

}/Autos for Sale 33

'64 PONTIAC Tempest. Operable six
cylinder. Ideal for amateur mechanics •

rebuilders. Beat offer. CaU 3064135. (33 AlO).

*64 RAMBLER American. Good condition.
Everythhig works. Must sell. Make offer -

1225.3004130/306-7685. (33A17).

'68 VW. StickshUt. Excelknt condMan.
Radk heater, under 45.000 miles. CaU
Susan. 301-4062. (33A17).

>71 DAT8UN • Excellent condition. 0600
miles. Stkkshlft. radk, carpeting. CaU
AlvinSchnurr. 301-1062. (33A17).

'65 CARAVELLE convertible w/hardtop.
Mkhelki tyres. 4-speed. good paint.

$600/best. 478-1040 (evea). (33 AlO).

'70 DODGE ChaUenger. low miles, sharp. ;

speed, vinyl tap. $1,775. 7844817. (33 AlO).

,'71 VW Superbeatk • Wash, plates: radio
$1.880. Can 301-8372. (33S72

'70 VW Bug. Perfect mechanical condition

Extras. $1450. 836-3372 eves. (33 AlO)

'67 MUSTANG stk shift. V4. radio, heater

$800/ nearest offer. Leavlag country. 473

2050.653-0046. (Sam). (33A10)

SKIERS! aa VW fastback. Ski rack, chains.
luRRiiKe front-rear, great mikage. $950 or ?
M2H-:W22. (33 AlO).

'72 COUGAR Convertible. XR7. ak. electric

windows, tape, 8,000 miles. $4350. 392-

4726. (33A17).

•71 MERCURY Comet GT. V4. 3 speed. New
tires, kaving country. best offer.

9N3-I779. 8774264. (33AI0K

M VOLKSWAGON 1500 s Ghia. Excelknt
condition. Rebuilt engine with 18.000 miles.

$995. Many extras, 306-3086/300-3660. (33

A10> "<'
•

r

7

laflt'57 TB. Vbiyl porthole hai^top, new tkes
battery. rebuUt engine, tune-up. Must sell

$1500.00. 451-2107. (33 87)

WALK UCLA spackw aercpe '

Beantifnl " bacfcator pikl. Gonial jwmm
,Profeaslanal Ivy gmd. $l». 47S-1111. (1387).

M or F ROOMMATE waiHad U skare 3

I apt. 1/1 Mk. frwM Beack. »^
(11 AIT).

5 BEDROOMS. 3 batks. family, dlntaig. pool,

ak. 1000' pkH. So. Blvd., Skerman Ortr 1

mki. UCLA. $50,050. 3814411. X680 fay. no-

2874eves. (28A14).

NEAR Mulholland. Minutes UCLA. 3

kedroams. huge LR. 2 katks. buUtkis. beam
iceUtags. pool. Valley vkw. 2744810. (26 All ).

^ -)

ROOMMATES needed - 633 Gayley./
Pkasant sbiglaa m KMcben. sundecto.
Pnnl. garage 473-Mll (aQfTR)

I'lUL 21 • 30 yra. to share 1 bedr. apt. ki

W.L.A.w/sarae. $K.S0Nio.47S4ni. <»
Aia>.

HF.NT too high? Skare. save on hniMing
coHts. ScraoMdeilanU. RoomMate Finders.

4754KII. ( QTR).

4 BEDROOMS. 3 full baths. Nortbridge. Ref

.

ak. Wishes trade with smaller ki W.L.A. 886-

1080. <»AI0).

y/ House to Share ..... 27

RESPONSIBLE roommate. Han^ near

beach. $48.10/nianth A utUHks. Over 2.

preferred. 3804045 anytime. (27 AlO).

female!, room. bath. Mainly sitting. Other

help. Walking disUnce. Aak operatar for

Mks Lynn - 472-7050. (18 A17).

y/koom for Rent 3f

$75.00. ROOM. Bath, private entrance •

kitchen ki skeltered patk. Laundry facttHtoe

• Pool.Femak-2704S]0.Ex.467-7ir. (II

AlO). _,

FREE room, own katk. pool for male stndani

In return far mkilmai ckores and drivtag

.

276-1S20 after Op*. (31 AlO).

FREE LOAN CARS
:^REE TOWINO
'^* MOO Mile

Warranty

VOLKSWAOEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWERf

A-1 AUTO SERVICE

Af 79S7 Van Nuys Blvd.
• I across from O M. Plant

Call 804-7075 • f* Hours

'58 VW Bus. New transaxle. Highest offer by

Sept. 1st. evenings 836-2168 Karol (33A31).

'W> VW Bus. Good mechankal condition $005.

K29-2752 or 349-3058. ( 33 A

. Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 36

'68 HONDA" 180". Electric sUrter $250.00.
4742748 after Spm. (36A17).

1970 HONDA CB 350. ExceUent conditkw.
Can Mike 470-4261. Ext. 38 (days). 274-4727

(nights). (36A10).

06 TRI BONNE 650 cc. 1 .200 miles on engine.
Great cond. Fast. Make offer. 474-1 153. (36
AlO).

KAWASAKI 250 cc. Good cond. Must sell •

desperate. $200.00 or offer. 470-0474 ask for
Kuri. (36 AlO).

'70 YAMAHA 125 Endure w/deaeri Unk.
$300. evenings 478-4480. (36 AlO).

'66 HONDA 305 Scrambler (Superhawk).
New battery, ak filters. Very nice. About
$260. 478-1949. (36 AlO).

'68 HONDA 90. N«w brakes, tkea. $100 or
best offer. Can 8484872 eves. (36AI7).

'71 SS 380 cc HARLEV streetMke. Custom
kandlobars. seat, backreat. 4880 miles. Xlnt.
$550 sacrifke . 670-6303. ( 36 S7 )

.

'08 KAWASAKI Mach III. 500 CC meUl flake
paint, excellent condition. $000/offer. CaU
Dave:306-7052. (38 AM).

* --f t

r;

'^,

BSA '60. 650 CC. Exclhit.
4874 after 6 pm.

^i-
$750.00 476-

,„ (16A10>.
-?¥-

•80 KAWASAKI 250 cc sMewtaider. Mkl
condition. 3800 miles. .Many extras. 302-8216,

451-5748. $390. 00 Or offer. (MA

FURN. room /private kome - private katk •

private entrance. $100.00. 8nftakk for one or

IWO.CR64748. (31 A^).
-4-

BEAUTIFULLY fnmlaked spaclona

avalUMe ki palattol esUte. Privtteges. 8

mtautes UCLA/Beack. SnHaMe far two. $25

week. 454.78M^ (II AIT).

'63 CORVAIR "A Classic". Esquire
.%lagatine. Good rondMion. $300 or best offoa.

Uavlng LA In Sept. Call Jim or Mike. 818-

0756. (33A31).

LEAVING for Europe. Muat sell VW '71

Super Bug. Am-Fm. ExceUent condition.
477-2276. (11 AlO). ^

'63 MGB converiibk hard top. Xtat caiid

Sacrafke. Moving to snow. $650. 856-

3761. (33 AlO)

'70 TOYOTA Corona, 4 door. R/H
automatk. 33.000 miles. OrighMl owner
$i:i7S. Weekdays 816-4081. (11 10)

'6.^ VALIA.NT. $300. Runs, needs rings. AnU.
K4II. safety ewl. Bob 8. 47441M. (33AI7).

SUBJECTS heeded lar payckakgy fi-
perlment. Good pay! CaU 825 88M ar eame
loFraniHaUBni. (R887).

HEALTHY twks needed far UCLA aspkki
metakoUam study. Monetary compansatkn
for volnnteers. CaU Nirao. 825-6438. (R887).

^Room and Board

ROOM 4 Board for mak student. 3 meato
^y. Brunch an Sal. Sun. i*rlvale entrance,

private katk. T>' romn. Poal. Parktef. Walk
|«tCl'A. 4704801. (MS 7).

*i»i
ii
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By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer
"^

'

Rob Scribner, a UCLA senior, had been in

Auckland, New Zealand for the first time only a few

days before he stopped through again. The headline

on the front page of the city's newspaper screamed

'SCRIBNER IS BACK."
The reason? Rob has a talent that is widely ap-

preciated in that area but goes virtually unnoticed

back here. In fact, it is not even a widely known fact

at UCLA that Rob Scribner is right behind Mark

Harmon for the starting Bruin quarterback spot in

football. From there, it is probably even less widely

known that he plays rugby.

New Zealand is another story. Ask Bruin soccer

and rugby mentor Dennis Storer, who ofgamzed a

recent five-week summer tour to New Zealand, the

top rugby nation in the world, for Scribner and 22

other California college and club players. The team

was dubbed the "Grizzlies." •

The Grizzlies managed a relatively successful 2-6-1

record on the tour. "I think we would have been 5-4

without some illnesses we contracted but the

closeness of the scores andthe neacUon of the fans

made it a success," Storer said.

A 13-6 win over the New Zealand National

University team in Gisboms more than made up for

the discomfort and overall record. "It was possibly

the most memorable win ever for an American

team," judged Storer. "Next to the All-Blacks this

( NZNU ) was one of the top teams in the world. It was

the stuff dreams are made of," he said. More than

17,000 viewed the game.

A tough 28-21 loss on national television to the

iviarri's Side was the second "biggest" game of the

tour, according to Storer That match attracted

^P^haps the most extraordinary part of the tour

revolved around the fans' enchantment with the

Americans' style of play. The visitors, who b^ito

Scribner, included Bruins Tim Desmond.^ Steve

Auerbach, John Williams, Skip Niebauer, Gordon

Bosserman, Craig Sweeney and Jamie Grant,

electrified the audiences with a tyle of play more

wide-open than the style usually seen by New

Zealanders. .

'The fans went absolutely crazy over the Griz-

zlies
" Storer said. "It was almost embarrassing

because it was as though we were the home team.

They so love the sport and enjoy seeing it played by

another country in a different style. It was amazing

— even in the championship games the crowds

roared for the Grizzlies."

Storer described the difference bfetw^n the

American version of play and New ZealaM's>*They

are utteriy efficient with a relentless style of play,

he said, "whereas we play a more wide-open style

with the American gridiron technique of passing.

Long runs by strong individual players like Scribner

led to interest in the particular players. New Zealand

fans usually are 'team' fans."

"I think this is the most important tour Tve taken a

team on," Storer, who had toured New Zealand three

of the past four years, said **We hope this is the

beginning not only of a state team but maybe a

national side." -**^ ^^V-

New Zealand, Storer reported, will send a team to

tour California in 1974 The UCLA coach predicted a

California or perhaps U.S. national side will be back

in New Zealand in summer, 1974 or 1975.

(Continued from Page 15) ^ -- a. *>*; ^ .- *

commTtteg^on the use of r^gistraUon fees) we may devote part of the

existing intramural fields north of Pauley PavfHon to a basebaU

*Peter T Dalis, dean of coltural and recreational affairs, who

jurisdiction over this field, pointed out the University Athletic and

Recreation Policies Commission, on February 23, had voiced a negative

opinion on putting a baseball diamond on the north athletic fields.

Young echoed the same thought at a Daily Bruin press conference last

Thursdav
"There are only' two logical places on this campus for a baseball

diamond," he said, "Gayley-Veteran or at Lot 1."

Parking Lot 1 was the proposed site of a baseball diamond/tennis court

coYnplex in 1%9. That project, costing $475,000 in student registration

fees, was voted down in a studentreferendum during Fall, 1969.

The present project to redevelop the Gayley-Veteran area has been

estimated at $200,000, also from student registration fees. -
_ _ . .... . «t «» . iJ i(I_ A.l._ A.'

"What I would like to see," Young said, "is the resurrection of the plans

put a baseball diamond in Parking Lot 1."

- AnnouOGements ]
The following facilities have been reserved for next week's National

Special Olympics and will not be available from August 13 through

August 18: Pauley Pavilion, Track SUdium, Women's Gym 200. Men's

Gym 200, Founder's Room, the intramural fields.

• •««4i**«

The 1OT2-73 UCLA varsity basketball schedule was released this weeit

by the athletic department. Due to space limitations, the schedule will be

run in toto next week. The season opener for the eight-time NCAA

champions is November 25 against Wisconsin in Pauley Pavilion.

Two members of the 1972 UCLA varsity swim team qualified for the

U.S. Olympic men's team last weekend in Chicago: breaststroker Tom

Bruce, sophomore, and freestyler Steve Genter, junior. Karen Moe, a

sophomore here, qualified for the women's swim team. Another Bruin

freestyler, Paul Becskehazy, qualified for the Olympics on the team of his

home country, Brazil.

Former Bruin great and defending Olympic gold medalist Mike Burtott

also qualified for the U.S. men's team in the 1500 meter race.

.i;i ..:;
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D a good alternative to dorms and apartments

n three bedrooms, full bath, living room,
refrigerator

P carpeted, air conditioned, maid service

D all meals prepared
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'^ To advise minority students

Dorm counselors funded

DB plMto by Sue Sparling

SARGE SMILES— Sargent Shriver^ the Democratic vice-presidential

candidate, opened tlie National Special Olympics for 3,000 mentally

retarded and handicapped children Monday evening at the Track
Stadium. Shriver's wife, Eunice Kennedy Shriver, is national co-

chairwoman of ttie program. See page 4 for story on ttie Special Olym-
pics. *

By Dave McNary.
DB Staff Writer ^

Some of last year's unrest in the

campus dorms may be alleviated

this year through the reestablish-

ment of positions for four
*

'special

residence counselors."
Alan Hanson^ associate dean of

housing here, said, **I think some
of the misunderstandings that

erupted last year were the result

of there not t)eing enough staff to

deal with it."

Advise minority students

The special counselor program,
whose main function will be to

advise minority dorm residents,

received an "in concept" funding

approval of approximately $12,000

Friday by th^ registration fee

subcommittee of the University

Policies Commission (UPC).
There will be one special

residence counselor for each
dorm.
Although the counselor program

was in operation in 19G9-70 and
1970-71, it was deleted last year,

according to Hanson, because of

financial cutbacks.

This past year racial tensions in

the dorms were reportedly high.

Clinton Burch, who presented the

proposal to the fee committee,

said, "The trouble last year was
more than just idle talk. There
were glaring examples of it, and
all those things arose because of

the difference in

blacks and whites.'

lifestyles of

Tight living situation

Hanson said, **When you put

people from different cultures in a

tight living situation such as the

dorms, you've got to have a lot of

resources available to deal with

the problems that result."

He said the time of the house

advisers on each dorm floor and
the housing deans is consumed by
other duties. He added that there

is an obvious need for skilled staff

to help minority students relate to

an environment dominated by

white students. . .

"I'm sorry that we had to go
through a year like last year to

make known the need for this

program." Hanson said.

Insufficient abilities

Burch, a house adviser for two
years, said, "The abilities of a

house adviser aren't sufficient to

deal with racial and cultural

problems that come up."

Applications for the positions

are available in the Housing Of-

fice, B103 Campbell Hall, with

interviews scheduled from August
23 to September 1. Hanson said

that, despite the late date, "I don't

think we'll have any problems

getting qualified applicants."

m
session willnearprojection

By Clark Duval
DBSUfff Reporter

Although the 2,093 students
enrolle<^ in the second sunmier
session is 197 below its projected

2,200, total enrollment will

probably come within SO of the

approximation due to many late

enrollments, according to Mar-
jorie B. Johansen, assistant to

director of the Summer Sessions

Office.

There are 1,608 undergraduates
enrolled, of which 919 are men and
770 are women. The total

enrollment of graduate students

numbers 404, comprised of 209

men and 195 women.
The total number of un-

dergraduate and graduate
students here is 1,296 (707 men, 591

women), Of the 1,298. 1,093 (592

men, 501 women) are un-
dergraduate students here, while
205 (115 men, 90 women) are

graduate students.

There is a total of 148 students
from other UC campuses, 124 (74

men, 50 women) of which are

imdergraduates, and 14 (6 men, 8

women) of which are graduate

students. "The majority of the

graduate students here are doing

independent research," Johansen

said. Johansen said further that

the classes offered therefore "are

of not much use to students from

other campuses" which explains

the low graduate student

enrollment level here.

There is a total of 382 students

from other institutions of higher

learning. The undergraduate
enrollment numbers 332 ( 182 men,

150 women) while 50 are graduate

students.
Fifty graduate students is

"rather surprising" according to

Johansen, not only because it is

many more than the total number
of graduate students from other

UC campuses (14). but because

the majority of graduate courses

given during the summer are

independent study courses, which

tend to be geared towards con-

tinuing UCLA students.

Of the total of 404 graduate

students, 269 are directly ac-

countable for: UCLA students,

students from other UC campuses
and students from other in-

stitutions of higher learning.

(Continued on Page 2)

Pay Board approves

UC faculty pay hike
The federal pay board has approved a wage increase for all 13.189

faculty of 7.5%, not an increase of 8.5% as reported in Tuesday's Los

Angeles Times. .

^
• .

'

According to Milt vonDamm of the UC Budget Office in Berkeley, the

wage increase will be augmented by state funds to correct certain pay-

scale inequities. "Most of this money will also go across the board," he

said, "and will be about 1.1% to 12%.

"The overall increase for most faculty then will beabout 8.7%," he

said.

VonDamm said the state department of finance has already certified

and released ihe appropriate amount of funds for the pay hike. "We are

going to try to get the increase on the September 1 paychecks." he said,

"but I don't know if we can get the payroll updated in time. It's just a

matter of logistics?^

UC faculty received only a 5.5% pay increase on their August 1

Ijaychecks, the maximum increase allowed by the Pay Board without a

special hearing. VonDamm said the additional wage hike will be

retroactive to July 1.

UC officials had been confident the Pay Board would eventually ap-

prove the 7.5% wage hike since UC faculty had not received a pay hike in

three years. "It did take a while to get pay board approval," VbnDamm
said, "a couple of weeks, instead of the few days we had hoped for. It was

a matter of fulfilling the board's request for additional information."

Legislation that would augment the 7.5 per cent increase to 13 per cent

is on the Governor's desk, and he must take action on it by Monday.

\

Announcements
Tpmorrow is the last day for

summer session students to drop a

course or withdraw from summer
session without penalty of an "F."
A $10 late fee is required.

• • *-

August 25 is the last day fu
continuing studsnts to rsgislsr
and enroll bv mail for Fall

Quarter. Registration packets are

available until August 25 in

Murphy Hall 1134.

• * *
Summer SMSion will end Sep-

tember 8. Registration in person

for fall quarter and on-line

enrollment begin September 18

and classes sUrt on SeptenfQer 25.

T

r*. ' .

NO MORE — Two of the three temporary btfiklings

on Westwood Bhrd. |y«t north of Strathmore Drive

are being demolished this month. The huildings,

which date back h» World War II, will be replaced by

a small surface parking area and landscaping, ac-

cording to Phil Martino of the Planning OHice. The

arctiaelogical survey team, which previoushf ac-

cused the buildings, has moved to KInsey Hall.

;
'
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Medical Center

plans revealed
__. , „ By John Sandbrook *

,

DBSUff Writer 4
Dan DWorksy and Associates, the architects who devel^ the Track

Stadium here, were appointed Tuesday by the FacilUes PJa"""^ ^om-

mission (FPC) to plan the $12.8 million Entrance Master Plan.jouth of

^he^^ro*^ project, to be constructed on the site of Pa^Wng lot MV

includ^ a iTe miUion parking s^icture for 1,100 cars and an $5 million

auditorium/forum.

Parking Lot MV presently has space for 530 cars. ^^«*^
The parking structure and an accompanying $340,000 redevelopment (A

vehicular and pedestrian traffic ways would be funded by net revenue

earned by the Parking Service.
-" No parking raise

Chancellor Charles E. Young said after the meeting parldng rat^

would not have to be raised to earn the $5 million required for the project

•We think we can fund the package without raising parking fees, ne

said. Parking fees are currently $108 per year.
^

The proposed auditorium/forum would be the gift of Dr. and Mrs. Jules

Stein andWned the Doris Stein Forum. The Jules Stem Eye InsUtute

was a previous gift by the Stein family.
_ . ^* u:.

According to Young, Stein will make the final commitment of »us

pledge after the fall elections. The Chancellor wante to have the detailed

plans for the auditorium and surrounding projects ready for presentation

at that time. . '
" -

Remodeling ;
'

Dworsky Will also be asked to plan other smaller projects in the

hospital area, including additional building space for the medical center

and some remodeling of the plaza area west of the eye institute.

According to Ed Krause, head campus architect, Dworsky's work will

take 10-12 weeks.

The FPC approved four other projects Tuesday, including a ^5,000

plan to construct three new operating rooms in the hospital and a $29,000

outlay for a vending machine/patio/art display area between the Dickson

Art Center and Melnitz/MacGowan Halls.

merit
(Continued from Page 1> ,

Although the second summer-session enrollment will come fairly close

to its projected number, it is still below the 2,477 enrolled in the second

summer session last year. Johansen said low summer session enrollment

is the "trend throughout the nation" and some schools are experiencing

as much as a 10 per cent drop in summer session enrollment from the

previous year. ' =--. _ .
• _---i..>-=^ -

In some schools, sueh as USC, which charge by the unit, enrollment has

not dropped too significantly, however, the number of units being taken

has made a significant drop.

Johansen speculated that the possible cause of the drop ih enrollment

can be attributed to the economic picture and also that the increased

awareness that students can obfain a good job in many instances, without

having to engage in a sizeable amount of time and money in a college

education.

i. ..^

Crime aid Puiishpnt
University

following recent

arrests: ^ ^ _,
A 28-year old man was arrested

last week for possessuMi of

marijuana. The reporting officer

first came in contact with the

suspect when he observed him ina

Powell Library rcstroom stall

masturbating ( the door to the stall

had been renwved).

The officer placed the man
under arrest for lewd conduct and

transported him to the UCLA
police station. He was th«i

^_ searched and the officer repor-

tedly found two hand-rolled

cigarettes containing a substance

resembling marijuana in a white

unmarked envelope.

, The subject was then arrested

for possession and advised of his

right which he waived. He was

asked if he had any more

marijuana and told officers he had

one-half iid" at his apartment

Two officers accompanied him

to his apartment. The subject

showed them a container in his

kitchen with approadmately eight

grams of substance resembling

marijuana. He was booked in

West Los Angeles.

A^1962 Pontiac station wagon

was* impounded Friday after it

had been parked ih parlong lot

here without a valid permit since

August 1. The license number is

SZE 666. Police report the left rear

tire is flat.

A 1970 Porsche sedan was
reported stolen from Lot 4 Friday.

Police recovered the car Sunday

in a metered staU south of the

Credit llnioti.

We wish to correct information

in last week's **Crime and Punish-

ment:" Of the three males
arrested last week by an officer

working a special vice detail in a

Math Sciences restroom, only one

was arrested for loitering, not the

three, as reported The other two.

imtead, were arrested for lewd

conduct *
^

In his report the officer termed

the restroom **a hangout for

homosexuals.*'

Two separate arrests for lewd

conduct were made by officers on

^lecial vice details late last week

in the same restroom. According

to police, the officers were

assigned the details due to

numerous complaints registered

by members of the general public

attending events here.

In both cases, the officers ob-

served the suspects, one a 29-year

M male and the other a 35-year

okl male, masturbating with their

trousers down and the stall doors

open.' '•'..'
• * •

George and Margaret Stober,

University employees who were

arrested at their home last week

on suspicion of dealing narcotics,

have each been charged with one

count for possession of marijuana

for sale and one for sale of

marijuana. Their trail has been

set for September 20.

Police reported finding 2,543

grams of marijuana and about a

*'lid*' (approximately 100) of pills,

mostly amphetamines. ^

The Stobers' arrest climaxed a

two and one half month in-

vestigation by campus police^

during which time George Stober

allegedly made several sales of

narcotics while working ^t Cen-

tral Receiving as a truck driver.

/ According to UCLA detectives,

information was received prior to

the arrest that a "buy" from

Stot>er of a large amount of

narcotics was to take place. Police

staked out the house and, after the

purchase allegedly was made.

apprehended the buyer, gained
entry to the house and arrested
the Stobers.

Through the Investigation
detectives discovered six other
UCLA employees allegedly in-

volved with narcotics. They will
not be prosecuted, but will be
caUed as state witnesses

• • •
Two traffic accidents were

reported last week. A I96i Falcon
rearended a 1967 Minibus near the
Medical Center. The Falcon's
driver was cited for failing to

maintain the car's brakes in good
working order. A hit-and-run
occurred in Lot 8, in which a 1972

Ford Bronco struck a parked 1971

Capri, damaging its front left

fender. The incident was observed
'

by the Capri's driver and two
passengers. They said the driver

of the Bronco refused to exchange
information with them

Police report that Chancellor

Charles E. Young was the victim

of a theft from his 1969 Mercury
while it was parked unattended on

an Encino street.

According to the police report,

the thief removed the car's

vehicle registration and Sears

automatic garage door opener

valued at $25 from the unlocked

car.

Other petty theft netted $1,120 in

six incidents. Included were a

^ Dentsply Cavitron Ultrasonic

teeth cleaner, valued at $576, from

the School of Dentistry; an IBM
tape recorder^yalued at $350, from

the Neuropsychiatric Institute;

two UCLA shirts from the

Ackennan Union pool room, two

more typewriters, a wallet, and a

purse. , -

"
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We're afraid to admit that in the past dormitory

has for so long meant bad things.. .like gang

bathrooms at the end of long hallways, bad food,

rules and hours to keep.. .things like that.

But meanings for words sometimes change

and dormitory is on^ of them. Now It means

La Mancha. You might even say we're

a dorm that isn't a dorm. .

"^ ^

VINTAGE ALFRED HITCHCOCK

w«rf. • PSYCHO :

lony fmkkf Jan«* L««k
^9. 16 I

HI color 33IIMII

22

THE BIRDS
Rod Taylor JoMko Tondy

Smmmmo PImK^Mo

in colpr 35tnnfi

MAYFAIR
214 SANTA MONICA WVD

451^4625

. -i_^_*„-,_-

)
-

The Un-dorm.
__ .

' >
•

U Co-educational '

D Open hours and visitation

D Swimming pool

n Rooms in suites -'r^pr'^

D Saunas

D Game room
D Good food

D Physical fitness room

D Close to campus

Come to the Un<lofm. Its got to be one of Ifie

best around...besides which K is a nice place

to live...

Un millKE FM COUfSE SHUNTS

MKNean
930 HILGARD AVENUE * LOS ANGELES, CA 90024 • (213)47S-5a31

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTH).
p^

If you qU (1) at least 21 and (2) have had auto insurance for

the last year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidence^ together and
1^

likely that yoq qualify for rotes that overage 35% below stan

dord prices. ...

And in €mm you don't fit this dotcription, cdl our locol otrK*

onywoy. Wo iutt tpont six yoort woHting with tho outo mtorancw

•nduHry on bohoH of collog^ ttudontt. Wo think wo con hoip

run: 451 1313

Ciiiiii siiliit iuiriici servici

^^i.^ M^A {"OM) <»^« Mnnico, Coli<. ^0^

UCLA's second medical
emergency heliport opened this

month at the southwest comer -of

the Marion Davies Children's

Cltn^^C^.. according to Paul C.

Haniiiim, director of facilities

development and management at

the health center.

The heliport joins the original

field built in 1968, north of the

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.

The original nest was ap-
parently never used as a landing

zone, but as a haven for a few
party-goers and sunbathers.

The Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center was found to be too far

wcyheliport built
from the medical center and fire

and police units are required at
any landing, which added to the

inconvenience. UCLA-bound
emergency helicopters landed at
the Veteran's Administration or at

the Kirkeby Center.

The new Davies Center will

have a staff of emergency per-

sonnel trained in helicopter
delivery techniques and will be
available to handle emergency
cases.

The original helipad
represented an outlay of about

$50, which >yas used to purchase a

windsock and some fire ex-
tinguishers. A circle was painted
on the ground to serve as a landing
target.

With the development of the new
center and the inconvenience of

the old, it seems that the circle

will only serve to target the sun's

rays onto those who have found a
different use for the area.

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closesl>to campus of any out -of print store, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, all sub'iects. Browsable—buyable.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1U13 San Vicente Blvdr * 826-6533

•4

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or t>eachwagon

—

usage
The arrival of summer not only means beach weather, but a huge in-

crease in the electrical requirements placed on a critically strained

Department of Water and Power (DWP), according to Burt Cowman,
Physical Plant Administrator here.

In view of the stress load, the University has been asked to '*tum off the

lights".

James Hobson, vice chancellor of administration, in an August 1

memo, requested faculty and students to turn off lights in offices,

classrooms, laboratories and corridors.

Hobson's memo is ainied specifically at lights or electrical equipment
left standing for periocfa of time.

"We are having a serious area-wide problem because of problems in

electrical supply. The February 9, 1971 earthquake broke an inter-tie that

left this areh at 50 per cent power <:apacity. This has t)een repaired but an
explosion at the Playa del Rey power generator destroyed a generator

that will not he repaired until spring, " Cowman said.

"UCLA's annual electrical bill is over one million dollars so the DWP
asked us to conserve.**

"At the moment, we are operating at 90 per cent capacity so the chance
of a brown-out is less than 1 in 50 ,but cooperation is appreciated,**

Cowman added.

VcU \4E.STVlO(yp

l; (v

mm Uffl§)K^S^
HL'tiK

PBDgyQgir

;*-

:}

920 WESTWOOD BLVD. 879-9002
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

479-5775

"nr
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Special Olympics:

3,000 athletes hosted
3,000 youngsters^ aged 10 to 19, descended on 1>CLA this week for the

Special Olympics for handicapped and retarded children.

Competition went on all day yesterday and Tuesday, with over 40 dif-

ferent events scheduled. Medals were awarded for the top three fmishers

in age groups, but all participants received participation medals, whicn

most were quite proud to show off to anyone.
r-

• u
One volunteer worker explained. 'The philosophy here is if you fmish

and you've done you're best, you^re a winner, so you get a medal. Along

with chaperones for contingents from each state, there were oyer l.ooo

Red Cross volunteers (mostly high school and college students from the

Los Angelas area) who had been screened and oriented earlier this

summer " <

For many of the volunteers, their work involved helping out for many

hours in the competitions, but no one complained. Invariably, they told

anyone who asked that they were having a good time.

The 3,000 young athletes here represented the best of over 200,ooo

mentally retarded youngsters who have participated in local, sUte and

regional competition this year. The even is sponsored by the Joseph P.

Kennedy Foundation and Western Special Olympics Incorporated of

Long Beach.
. , ^. , . * i

Eunice Kennedy Shriver, wife of Democratic vice-presidential hopeful

Sargent Shriver, and Lome Greene are national co-chairmen. Ms.

Shriver who was instrumental in starting the Kennedy Foundation, said

at opening ceremonies Monday night, called the athletes "true cham-

bjons," and said, ''Nowhere do young athletes show their bravery as in,

tifie Special Olympics. You have proved to us what the human spirit can

do when encouraged."
'

,/, . ^ _, ^ ^ .

A tour of Disneyland is scheduled for today, with departure set for

tomorrow

THANKS, COACH — Eunice Kenntdy Shriver, co-

chairman of the Special Olympics, offers

congratulations to one of ttie winners in ttie track

competition yesterday. Over 3,000 mentally retarded

DB Photo by Yerry Colvin

and liandicapped youngsters, tlie best of over 200,000

wtio participated in meets earlier tliis year, toolt

part in ttie Special Plyrtipics.

OPENING CEREMONIES — Jerry Poe, regional

director of the Special Olympics, speaks at opening

ceremonies at the Track Stadium AAonday evening.

In back of Poe i^ meet head coach and former UCLA
track star Refer Johnson, while to the right are a

Secret Service man, vice-presidential candidate

Sargent. Shriver, his wife Eunice Kennedy Shriver,

Lorne Greene, Arte Johnson (in back of Greene) and
Jan Sarnoff.

• v<'' .M*^*>"-:-'-t<."l*.'lv
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If you want to know
how this man

made a movie

out of this book

...youMI have to see the movie!

A JACK ROLLINS CHARLES H JOfFE and BROOSKV/GOULO Product!^

WOODY ALLEN'S
'EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOWABOUT SEX'

*BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK"
cesiarnng (in alpAaMlic«) ertfer)

WOODY ALLEN • JOHN CARRAOINE • LOU JACOBI • LOUISE LASSER • ANTHONY QUAYLE • TONY RANDALL- LYNN REDGRAVE
BURT REYNOLDS • GENE WILDER Productd Oy CHARLES H JOFFE Uku\^ Producer JACK BROOSKY Attocaie Producr JACK GR0SS8ERG
Scfw«p«iy and Ofwior WOOOY ALLEN Bastd upwi Oit boM Oy DR OAVIO REUBEN Music Compo»«<i and Condufltd by MUHOtLL lOm

|||||tM| UtImIB

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
NO^V PLAYING !

I2il5 2 15. 4 15* 6:15 • 8:15 • 10:15 PM
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRI. k SAT. 12 15 AM

MKialmaiKer'^
belUf haggf hair goodie$9 $at%dah
New Ina€ce9§ihh LocaiianUI

I In Hia allar Ulfttei4 iMfitWatt a CMilMi^

)

1110 Gmjley Ave
W*»twa«4 VilUta

473-9549

A

NATIONAL OtNERAL t

Mional
IBlOCKNOfWiLSHiRE ON CAVLtV

47f-2M«

a place of uuu auJn

.

.
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Alhe Women's Resource Center

at UCLA

is open every day

in Powell Library, Room 90

Advisement and referral will be avoiloble Mon-Fri, 9-5

on a greet variety of subjects important to oil UCLA women:

Mwiicol Cor—rChokm
Acod^mk ChokM
Womwi't Activitiee

Orgonixattone

'i-

EmploymenI
Life-Slyle

Whatever you want to talk iabout,

aak or do - drop in -

this it your place

Pdwell Library. Room 90 (BoHom floor off Bruin Walk. 2 doors in)

825-3945
- V _

:'l
:i

O'Neill optimistic oi>

chances in senate race
*'I think Tve got a good shot of winning this.**

That's how Cathy O'Neill described her chances of wrestling away the

state senate seat this Noveml>er election from Republican incumbent
Robert Stevens in the 25th district, which includes UCLA.
In an interview Tuesday, O'Neill said the main issues in her campaign

will center on the environment (particularly the coastline), education
and tax reforrii. "Stevens has sat back and ignored the problems," she
said. O'Neill also spoke here Tuesday at a meeting of the California State
Employees Association here.

O'Neill said she had been campaigning in the district— which takes in

Malibu, Pacific Palisades, Westwood, Santa Monica, El Segundo,
Westchester, Torrance and Palos Verdes— all summer long. She is a 30-

year old mother of two, with a long list of community involvement.

Her literature refers to Stevens only as **the do-nothing incumbent"
and she said, "I've found out that a lot of people in Jhis district don't even
know who Stevens is."

She pointed out that he had not supported coastline protection

legislation in the Legislature; that he has continually favored increasing

property and income taxes; and that he has consistently supported Gov.
Reagan's positions toward the University of California.

— '

O'Neill said the district has approximately 10,000 more Democrats than

Republicans, along with a large number of voters declining to list a party.

Several Sacramento sources have said that in the state senate races this

fall in Southern California, O'Neill hast^^lhe best chance of unseating an
incumbent.

"I'm sure that Stevens is worried, because he hasn't put together a

very good voting record," she said. ''He spent $25,000 campaigning last

election."

If elected, she would become the first woman in the senate, but she does

not see that issue as toeing crucial. ''I don't think too many people will

vote for against me because I'm a woman."
Between now and November, O'Neill plans to spend "as much time as

possible" walking precincts and speaking. "I believe it's important that

people get a sense of feeling about the people they'll be voting for.

"

.....ji

A DOOZEY,
HALLELUJAH!

\Mf::

;:: A'. '.'::

Bob Salmaggi. Westinghouse Radio

ink

This surprising movie^

reaiiyswings. A
spelbinder. -

^
" v^«

—Charles Champhn.
Los Angfles Times

Watdi tlie large

iNirst into giittnUfg reaiity.

A strilting exalniile of ^
intelHgont cinrnia verite.

It is WlBPHt-Judflh\isi NBC-TV

Marjoe Is iNrtii

electrifying pop artli^nil

savage sociology. A
razzle-dazzle featui

—Bfuce Wilhamson. Picyl

Om of the most
extraonHnary

compelling non^fictioii

movios over
-Kevin Saflders. ABC-TV

^

ws

NOW,CmST ^NBMA,WISTWOOO

THE TOPANGA CENTER

FOR HUAAAN DEVELOPMEMT
preeenlt two grcm^h <>oHahope;

Aug. 20 MAKING FRIENDS WITH THE OPPO-
SiTE SEX. with Emily Coleman

10 a.m. An opportunity to help

to improve relationships

6 p.m. S'5.(X)

Aug. 27 GESTALT AND ENCOUNTER with

Henry Levy and Tom Mostor

10 a.m. Body Awareness, non-verbal

to expression, dreams, fantasies

6 p.m. $15.00

2247 N. Topof^a Cyn. Mvd.. Toponge

Per retervoliem c«H: 455.1142

Brochuret

»m0m4 *• ••^» •••<%

. . . -4- J^
^ ]
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^fB^
.,. tb« QUALITY kMwbavier ^
^ 1S00 westwood blvd. ^

University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AM. 7:30PM

WEBCDAYS at 12:05PM

THE CENTEI IS OPEN EVERY CLA^S DAY
FROM 9am to 2pm and from 7:S0 to 10pm

"for ilvdy, convortoliofi. rofoiaHon.

840HILGARD 474-5015

Bl RITE DRUGS Bl RITE DRUGS

TOOTHBRUSH
Mediwm or Hard Bristle

49c
Valve

>»>»•»! DISCOUNT COUPON
i7«jr

GLEEIM II

TOOTHPASTE
Flworide It Brifhteners

in one. $1.00
Cask ref«ii4.^ mm^
offer by mfg.KwC

5-Ox.

89c Volue

1

52
•••••• Bl RITE DRUGS

NO MORE
TANGUS
CREME RINSr

Untonsles &
coMiitions boir

7-01.

$1.39 VoIm

DISCOUNT COUPON

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

MM 17 MC 23

BRECK
CONCENTRATE
SHAMPOO

Leaves Hair
SoH &

Gleaming
4-Ox. Tube
$1.09 Value55

Bl RITE DRUGS

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH

FAMILY SIZE
Once in the morning
does it _ __^
180.. j^ac

f Value
MK 1DISCOUNT COUPOl

69
iMts nt

Bl RITE DRUGS

HEAD&
SHOULDERS^
SHAMPOO
Sui^orSixe

DISCOUNT COUPON

c
1 $2.45

t
Value

MW WMit w
I 1 m»ii

:

7-Ox. Tube
or

11 -Ox.

Lotion n 17

61 RITE DRUGS

t^l BRECK BASIC
I PROTEINIZED

HAIR SPRAY
NoM yMK sot

&caiidMtie«
tee!

13^1.
$1.49 Valeo

I •

«

Bl RITE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

MS UMN n

SHICK
DRY SnUNG

ICIOCK HAIR SPRAY

66'li
>••• DISCOUNT COUPON

pm n » » » » Bl RITE DRUGS

cfal

DIAL
Aati-fer«firaat

Sce«to4 er Uosceatod
Tiiat Releaso Femiela

$1^
Valvt
44>x.

»• • • DISCOUNT COUPON am i)«i n t- »

55

For the soft

natural look

7-Ox.

$1.49 VaM
DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPOl

Bl RITE DRUGS

VISINE
EYEDROI>S
Get tko rod out

Seotkingli
Rofreskinf

VW)x.
$1.50
Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

*<»>>• Bl RITE DRUGS

COPPERTONE
SUNTAN LOTION

OR OIL
4-0l. LMMT2

Plastic M^^^^
Bottle OOC
$1.80 ^Tf
Value ^ '

m \ym n\

ALKA
SELTZER
Rolitf fer tkot

stuffy feeling-

36's ^^#%^

88
DISCOUNT COUPON

n

Bl RITE DRUGS

LPHAKERI
BATH OIL
witk free Keri

Lotion

8-Ox.

noNKERI LOTION
DISPEilSER BOTTLE

$2.2S

ValM 1

R' BITE DRUGS

IVORY LIQUID

LOTION
MIIO DETCRSfNT

32-Ox. 66
DISCOUNT COUPON M ir«i n

ITE DRUGS

SYLVANIA
FUSHCUBES

Pock of 3 Cubes
for 12 PoHoct
Sbott

$1.80

Value 77
DISCOUNT COUPON IM iiee n

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

33
INNTI

Pack of 5

WILKINSON
Double U%%

Stainlof• Steel

BUKS

33
iMnf

DISCOUNT COUPO ni n

BEACON
MOP & GLOW
Now 48-Ox. Economy Slxe

Cleans A Sblnes

OS you
Dami^ Mop

$1.98

Value

f

DISCOUNT COUPON

99*1

Bl RITE DRUGS

I t

as

LYSOL
TOILET BOWL

CLEANER

V«hM 33
DISCOUNT COUPO.
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Journalism school postponed indefinitely-Saxon
Plans to develop a professional school of journalism here

have been postponed indefinitely but not dropped com-

pletely, Executive ViceChanceUor David S. Saxon said

Tuesday. But plans to eliminate the current graduate

program in journalism will continue.

Saxon also said nothing would immediately take the place

of the deposed graduate program, referring to a

professional journalism school that had been proposed to

begin here in 1973.

That announcement was the climax of an uncertain

eighteen months for the journalism department and its

chairman, Walter Wilcox.
*

'

Review initiated

In March, 1971, a programmatic review committee

initiated by Chanq^lor Charles E. Young recommended the

elimination of th^ journalism department, along with

physical education and speech.

^r:!y*:!:::::!y:::::::W::!%%^

Ray Orbach: **I don't intend to let this

thing drop." •

%::::::::::::%::::::%::::V:V:yx^^^

^^in June, 1971, after substantial pressure from local media

representatives, Young announced the department would

not be eliminated but replaced at a later date by a

professional school.

The 1971-72 year was devoted to an ad hoc committee to

develop the school, chaired by Raymond L. Orbach, former

assistant vice-chancellor for academic change and

curricular developmenttTounjg's announcement of June 15,

1971 stated the new school should be "operative in the fall of .

1973 or sooner."

Orbach, last fall, had said he hoped the new school would

be operative by fall, 1972. In early winter, however, he had

pushed back the starting date to fall, 1973, after ex-

periencing varying reactions from the committee members
on the structure of the new school.

New school future

In late May, Orbach met with Young and Saxon to discuss

the future of the new school. Orbach's recollection of the

meeting was a decision to "conimit 3/4 of an FTE (Full-

Time Equivalent) this coming year to assist the committee
in its work." Saxon saidTuesday this was not true. "Orbach
had requested the FTE, but it had never been approved by
me," he said. ' -

On June 16, Wilcox received a letter from John G. Burke,

dean in the College of Letters and Sciences for the social

sciences, recommending the cur^ilment of the graduate
program in journalism in 1973-74 bjecause of a cutback in

overall FTE for L&S. ,

Wilco)^ then protested this action in a letter to Young and
Saxon, claiming only the Graduate Council of the Academic
Senate could phase out a graduate program.

Grad Council petition'

On July 19. Wilcox met with Saxon and Burke. According
to Wilcox, Saxon agreed to petition the Graduate Council in

if-'

I

By

John

Sandbrook

October to consider the proposed phase-out. "He also told

me there would be no professional school in the near

future," Wilcox said.
'

*
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Orbach's reaction to that annoqncement was surprise. i0fii:f$^^iii^i^^^

Yet at least two representatives of the local media hav
been active in the discussions about the proposed schoof
Frank P. Haven, managing editor of the Los Angeles

Tinies, said Tuesday he had met with Saxon and other
UCLA officials three times on the development of
professional school of journalism.

"I helped them gather information about the schools at
Missouri and Syracuse,** he said. "The discussions cen-

tered around whether there was any need for a school at

•UCLA. The consensus among those at the meeting
(in.

eluding Norman Chemiss of the Riverside Press-
Enterprise and Robert Abemathy of KNBC) said it was a
damn good idea for UCLA to have such a school.

"We pointed out the difficulty of hiring people, but we
didn't give any indication we were not interested. The
matter of/if^ncial support never came up," Haven said^ Caught by surprise

The postponement of the school caught Haven by Surprise

also. "One morning, I read in my paper UCLA has given up
the idea," he said. .-__^_

—

Chemiss, executive editor of the Riverside paper, said

yesterdayjie had attended two meetings in spring, 1971, one

with Saxbn and the other with Saxon and Young.
"The consensus among the media ' representatives

present with UCLA should have a new school of jour-

malism," he said.—' - :-
.
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Chemiss said he had also discussed the proposed school a

number of times this past year with Orbach, "but that dealt

only with the professional aspects of the school.

"The committee and I have worked hard for a full year on

our proposals," he said. "I don't intend to let this thing drop^

how." He said he and the committee would continue to work
on the development of a professional school of journalism.

Tuesday, Saxon explained "two things are getting mixed
up here, the current graduate program and the new schooL

"It was never intended that the current graduate
program would serve as the base on which the new program
would be built. It was always intended to start the new
program from scratch," Saxon said.

j^ . Plans in abeyance
But the development of that new program — the

professional school— now seems in doubt. At a recent Daily

Bruin press conference. Young said the plans for the school

"are in abeyance."
This statement is markedly different from the chan-

cellor's letter of June 15, 1971 :
**

. . .no conmiitment should

be made which will reduce the flexibility with which we
design the future program. Steps will be taken to assure

that the disestablishnoent of the current department is<.

coordinated appropriately with the Academic Senate and
administrative review process leading to the establishment
of the new school.'*

Budgetary limitations, he explained, were the primary
reason. \r

•' • •

' " *'.)"'
Professional support ^

"Also, there has not been any helpful expression of

support from the profession itself for the school, either, in

real interest in the products or in dollar support," he said.

Norman Cherniss: '*Saxon made it clear he

wi^snot in love with academic journalism.^

"No one asked me for any money, and as far as I know,

the matter of financial support never came up. Young gave

us every indication that the money foi' such a school was

assured. I didn't feel it was incumbent upon me to ask him

to prove it," he said. ,

No love lost ./^~

Chemiss revealed, **Saxon made it clear he was not in

love with academic journalism." The Riverside editor said

he also found Saxon's conunents about financial support for

the school coming from the media "curious."

"UCLA is a ppblic university, supported by the state. Any

dollar support from private sources should be sup-

plementary money."
Abemathy of KNBC w£is on vacation and could not b^

r^ched.
Saxon emphasized the decision about the school was "not

a negative one. We just have to postpone it. I don't know

when we will be able to get back to it.
**

Saxon defended the proposed phase-out of the present

/graduate program in journalism. "There has been an at-

' trition in the department to thci point where it now has only

three members and one of those is thinking of leaving. It no

longer is a viable program," he said.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Joseph E Levine Presents

An AVco Embassy Filni
-

Krishna Shah's

"RIVALS"
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An N Norman Muler— Bertram M Ostrau -
Muttorttowfn Pictures. Inc Production

"^^Joan Hackett
Robert Klein

m^oducmg Scott JaCOby as Jamis

Music PMer M«tz Produced by Wiitard W Goodman
-^ Written. Directed and Cof^oduced by Krishna Shah
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EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ CONTACT LENSES. SPECTACLES

J
we specialize in contact lenses

made at our own off ice

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

\ LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAbj:ONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

World Premiere Engagement NOW PLAYING

tttru fH. 6:30 • 8:30 • 10:30

Sat. A Sun. 12.30 • 2:30* 4:30

6:30 « 1:30 » 10:30 fli

starts at Du»k

Daily 2:00 • 400 • 600
8:00 • 10:00 P.M.

If

more than IKO(M)

eligible empi(^yees ot'

University of California

pily tiieir auto insurance

liy payroii deduction

(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
California Casualty.)

loinTfiem!
For a "no obligation" rate quotation,

call the officenearest you, eollect.

^ California Casualty
St)erman Oaks

961-4000
Los Angeles
•25-7272

Long Beach
426-2166
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I have to say that \\\v droundstar ( onspiracv is basically a

schl()ck\ melodrama hut no prejudice is mtended by the use of

that label 11 you think that Ingmar Bergman exclusively

lepresents the peak ot the art ol the cinema, you'll be totally

contemptuous ot this film If. on the other hand, you dont happen to

he a pretentious asshole, you should find The (.roundstar ("on-

spiracv an engrossing combination of traditional and new varieties

mI suspense

l.ike a lot ot its forties and early fifties forebearers. Thr

(.rtuuidsiar (onspirac>s story deals with an amnesiac (Michael

Sarrazin who may be guilty of a heinous crime In the attempt to

retrace his lite, the amnesiac has to unravel not one. but two

mysterious conspiracies which surround the crime The twist is

>upplied by a sociopathic government security agent ( George

Pcppard whose Big Brotherlv technology makes him a dead

linger tor the Old Testament's god. As it turns out. the loss of

memory is not as innocent as a simple plot expedient ;
it's also used

to pose questions about the effect of modern technology on people's

identities.

Melodrama that it is. (.roundstar does have a few problems

occasionalU trite dialogue, and a romantic interlude which is

-appy ven tor this kind of film But the biggest challenge in a

suspense melodrama, the plot, is handled with admirable skill and

urace by screenwriter Matthew Howard and director Lamont

.Johnson The clues are slowly and thoughtfully revealed, and the

suspense t)uilds \Mth hardly a misstep, all of which means that the

nu stery is easy to follow but impossible tv- predict The only red

herring is one which gives an interplanetary flavor to the

proceedings it is unneccessary. for the outcome of the film shows

hat there is still plenty of suspense left on this old planet

—Stall BiMkovsil/

Van Morrison's lyrics and song

stylizations were very big with the

twelve of us who ditched French
everyday to smolce dope l)ehind

the handball courts on cold and
wet days at my suburban high

school. Van Morrison went nicely

with the gray day, the concrete

cold of the court backboards and
the knowledge that we'd all

graduate and go to college,

French class or no French class.

We liked him and turned up his

songs on parent-bought car radios

because we figured Van Morrison

to be an ambassador from Out

There, encapsulating within his

Belfast baritone and ii^istent

musical phrasing both the

arrogance and despair of being

different. We knew about
*

'Gloria", having heard it at in-

numerable smelly sock hops, but

we liked Van Morrison^ anyway.
Now, Van Morrison has

mellowed, as they say. He has a

wife, Janet Planet by name, a

home and horse in Marine County,

and is busily acquiring a paunch.

And his newest for .Warner
Brothers, Saint Dominic's
Preview (WES 2633) i$, as a friend

of mine is wont to say, sickeningly

mellow, shorn even of the on-

target teen social commentary of

'Wild Night" on his last; album
Tupelo Honey. —^ —

.

The question therefore crops up,

music minutiae fans, whether Van
Morrison can be happy and ballsy

at the same time, or if alienation

of spirit was the key to his earlier

artistic success. One clue to the

answer can be found in his con-

certizing: once sloppy and boring,

now his sets are absolutely in-

tegrated, perfectly projected^and

fun to see (although he still

displays the requisite coun-

tenance for success in the

>-,- i ,

National Poker Championships).

The final affirmative to the

above loaded query comes from

Saint Dominic's. Morrison, who
could once pull chancy lyrics and
even more doubtful arrangements

off through vocal dynamics alone

has now . matched his music,

musicians and moods in the latest

release. There's one clinker in

amongst the grooves, a repetitious

little number called "Listen to the

Lion" wherein Van Morrison
repeats his intro phrases un-

countable times and growls un-

convinceingly for minutes on end

as well. And, the lyrics of most of

the songs on the album are not on

a par with some previous L.P.

, efforts, ootably the legendary

Astral Weeks or the commercially

dazzling Tupelo Honey.

Listening to the album, you get

a sense of everything being

exactly where it should be, from

the blaringly brassy 'Jackie

Wilson Said (I'm in Heaven When
You Smile)" to the im-

pressionistic eleven minutes of

"Almost Independanc* Day," to,

the Gershwin swingstyle of "I Will

Be There." Van Morrison's feel

for vocal spontanaiety is very

much there, too, and although

some of his lyrics are either in-

tensely personal and/or opaque —
the sunny side of Van Morrison is

OK, too.

If there is a sign^on the door of

' Van Morrisonis studio

proclaiming the difference bet-

ween Van the man and Van the

name, that's too bad, for, while his

lyrics lose a little in. the

mellowing, his musical command
is getting so much bettah all the

time. ^—Elton WAtney

No Bother With Copious Musical
«-,•.• ,ii.«;,5'««.vs!*Sfv««i:.V.'«i'.

•"x-'r: '-.•

This summer season at the Mark Taper

Forum Theatre presents another brash,

topical musical play, Doa*t Bother Me, I

Can't Cope, but this play is uiilike other

topical musicals. Don't Boiher Me seeks to

cope with the problems of our society —
racism, war, hatred and poverty — in a

way that is as fresh and untouched by

pragmatic lyrics and dance as they are

viUl and significant. Directed and created

by Vinnette Carroll of Raisin In the Smi
fame, the play seeks to create the at-

mosphere of peace, love, and brotherhood

etc. in a way that is still both exciting and
in the affirmative sense, heartwarming.

The play may be referred to as a black,

soul, rock, gospel, light operatic treatise

on today's current political mishaps, yet

the music and lyrics tell of a great deal

more. Set on a stage nearly empty except

for a design which sUghtly suggests Ull

tenement building frames cut in black,

the dancers move swiftly through the

songs and dances with an ease that sur-

prises even the most avid of West Side

Story fans. One song tells of the analyst's

couch, in the title tune
* 'Don't Bother Me, I

Can't Cope", in which various characters

attack certain elements of our society in a

Hghthearted, comic, yet thoroughly

poignant manner. The hard driving

calypso beat and the brown, bare-

shouldered dresses of the women suggest

an Afro-Jamaican-West-Indian feel, but

the topics in the songs are distinct

socio/political themes. There is even a

women's lib number entitled "Show Me
That Special Gene", whoch would never

offend even the most docile housewife.

Included in the highlights of the evening

was an especially somber Amanda Am-
brose whn aung of BilLv Hohday.

^mm^^^^mmmm^mJi

Depression of women in love is seen fur-

ther in '*So LitHe Time", sung by Emily

Yancy, another outstanding member of

the cast. In it she attempts to confirm the

idea that we should stop hating and start

loving simply because human life is so

precious and short. As the play moves on

into its most social atmosphere, the dances

become livelier and the songs more con-

temporary. "You Think I Got Rhythm"
contains the complaints of most blacks

when confronted by their ever-present

stereo-typing by whites. But this is done is

a purely tongue and cheek manner as each

character anecdotes his or her own per-

sonal experience when confronted by such

racial stereotyping. "They Keep Coming"

points toward a more militaristic theme of

togetherness and determination of the

black American.

The curtain opens on the second act to a

'much tighter, more integrated period of

actor/audience participation and

gradually the viewer is drawn much closer

to the naturalness of the singers. With the

audience guided into a semi-satirical

revival, the singers ask forgiveness from a

much more together hip God than the

Christian Church has ever known. The

typical relationship between repentant

prayerful-sinner to his unseen omnipotent

overseer is thrown to the common

everyday man for careful re-evaluation,

then replaced by newfound sense of pride

and accomplishment in living rather than

the shame and sorrow of sin and doubt.

This song, "Storefront Church" allowed

the audience to hoW hands and realize the

actual substance of the song which

suggests the downfall of"commercialized

religion. The play enited on a high note

indeed with the cast running throughout

ML

the audience singing and dancing their

way to the finale, "Good Vibrations"

which had everybody up on their feet

dancing clapping, and carrying on, ob-

viously being primed to give a standing

ovation to the excellently choreographed

and unbelievably delightful musical. Both

Paula Kelly's sprite-like dancing and

^^
• «r«« v<r««' ,,,, .•.••••••r»«*

•»*•>•'- ''**************'*******^'

Winston Dewitt Hemsley's aerial

acrobatics lent finesse and expert

professionalism to an already totally

enjoyable listempg and visual experience.

I have already hung the "Don't Bother Me,

I Can't Cope" doorhandle sig^'on my door

in hopes that someone may remember.
—Maggi Saunders

iI.. .HH gyW^^F^^*^*^^*^***'*'***^*^
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imlill UiCIISir Aug. 18 & 19 Friday & Saturday 7:00 & 9:30 pm $1.5C

RIDIU-IISOdI LAUREL AND HARDY FILM FESTIVAL

.

Hfjirlll
Featuring BRATS", "HELPMATES",

1730 Weifwood Blvd. ^ "ANOTHER FINE MESS",

(Vi bIL N. of SM Blvd.) "THE MUSIC BOX",

475-3033 ond oth*r dottics of th« gr*at comedy f«am.

AUGUST BELONGS TO

. MARILYN MONROE
,'f"

Billy WMtrt

Beverly Hills (of Wilshire) ^« SEVEN YEAR ITCH

"' "'^ '"" ALL ABOUT EVE

Beverly Canon
205 North Canon Drive

•World Pr«mi«r« Engogamonf

Kri.hnoShah. RIVALS (R)

PACIRIC'S

Beverly Hiirs
Wilshire Blvd. ol Canon Dr.

1 blk East of Beverly Dr. Mon-FH. 6:30, 8:30. 10:30

271-1121
Sat. & Sun. 12:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30

^Hr

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

iriii
Westwood Villiitge^
GR 72487-

Robert Redford

' THE CANDIDATE

Doily 12:15, 2:15.4:15,6:15,8:15. 10:15

Sol. Midnight 12:15 -^

It had always been my contention that Badfii^r^

have^n a s^ond wave BeatlesJhey have been togeU^

six actual years, scoring on the charts with Mayoc

Tomorrow" as the Ivys in l%9. with the |;f
xt year bnm^

their first big hit, "Come and Get It as Badfinger.

m^«ine n^e heat of the Beatle break-up rumors, alongS th s band, sounding exacUy like the Beatles and

prXed by Paul McCartney! Second best or even second

wave is better than nothing at all - maybe there was hope

vet in the waning rock scene yet.

But Badfinger didn't flood the charts with foUow-up

singles, didn't immediately arrive on our shores to the

adoration of thousands of screaming girls, and definitely

didn't capitalize on their unique circumstances. We re just

ordinary " Welsh drummer Mike Gibbons commented,

underestimating things somewhat, "We have no front man

like Joe Cocker or Jagger, and no great guitarist like

Hendrix or Clapton."
.

•

•It's very hard not to be similar to the Beatles, observed

guitarist Pete Ham. "We write our own songs and we Uke

simplicity and rock and roll, and we're basically a three

guitars/drums lineup." On top of all that, two of the Bad-

fingers were raised in Liverpool, and theu* accents

resemble ^hat of their Beatle mentors.

But the band isn't going out of its way to encourage Beatle

comparisons. One notes that on stage they conceivably

could render socko renditions of old Beatle songs, but in-

stead they've preferred things like Dave Mason's "Only

You Know and I Know" and LitUe Richard's "LuciUe," all

of which have been vastly overdone and are performed only

to a so-what satisfactory degree. Instead of jumping around

the stage and exuding a personality befitting Beatle, they

are for the most part sedate.

Humble chaps these, the Fingers apparently weren't

disturbed with their underplayed and overlooked role in the

Bangla Desh concert consisting of merely filler rhythm

guitar and extraneous added vocals (except for Ham's

acoustic accompaniment to Harrison's "Here Comes the

Sun "). Leon Russell, and even Billy Preston were given

solo spots, so how 'bout Badfinger? Surely their "No

Matter What" or some (jrf their other compositions would

have fit in very well.

Wh6n the Ivys started out, they were more or less a soft

rock group not unlike the Bee Gees. They wrote their own

songs back then as well as now, and recorded them in a

home studio. The quartet knew Mai Evans, Beatle roadie

extraordinaire, and soon their manager became acquainted

with Paul McCartney who eventually signed them to Apple.

"Paul wrote 'Come and Get It' when he was asked to

write the score for The Magic Christian." explained bassist

Tom Evans. "He only wrote the one song, though, and he

brought it to us. After we recorded it, we took it to the

people from the film company who liked our sound and told

us to write a couple of more tunes for the flick. Since then

we were offered to compose some songs for another movie,

but we turned it down because it was a bad film.
'*

As undoubtedly with most groups, Badfinger considers

the business side of things to be truly a bummer. On the

strength of "Day After Day," a second single, "Baby

v^
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Lot* Show Fri. & Sol. Midnight

Bel Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

Dwsfin Hoffmon

TH^GRADUATE
&

Condico Borgan
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$1.00 par p«r»on par coupon
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eorijoi
LaBrea at Melrose
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NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA

Twiogy

THE BOYFRIEND
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2139 Sunset

LA.
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John Woyn*

THE COWBOYS
&

/ Clint Eoatwood
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Bhie." was released. (Previously each of the three singles

had failed to see a follofw-up.) "We really have no say,"
explained Pete. "Alan Klein or the Apple h^d in New York
picks the singles and they apparently felt that there wasn't
anything good enough to be released as a single." When
Badfinger were on tour here last year they were disturbed
over the advertising which billed them as "Paul Mc-
Cartney's group." Some DJ's even erroneously reported
that Paul was going to play piano with the band in concert.
Sporting their first gold record, "Day. After Day,"

Badfinger are at the height of their career, and although the
members appear content and happy enought, fortune

leaves much to be desired. For instance, while in the LA
area the group played three nights at the Whisky. "We don't

like playing clubs much," said Joe Molland, guitarist and
McCartney look-a-like. "At the Whisky no one claps their

hands and you wonder if they're into the music. Besides, it's

two sets a night." From there Badfinger played the Valley

^Music Theater where they voiced more than minimal
discomfori over the revolving stag^ and "shitty" sound
system. Their final gig in Southern California was at the

Anaheim Convention Center where the group expressed
reservations about being sandwiched between essentially

two R & B groups, Rare Earth and War.
"We can't really play the kind of set we'd like," said

Ham. "At the Whisky each set was only about thirty

minutes. We'd really like to play a lot longer, doing more
acoustic numbers." It has been suggested that Badfinger
themselves have written better songs than such unoriginals

as "Feelin' Alright" which the t>and incorporates into its

live set. "We'd really like to do more of our own songs, but

the sound is important to us. We need an expensive sound

system that we can't afford at the moment. Qiliat's why we
don't do such things as 'Without You.'"

In addition to these matters, the group had an unpleasant

experience with producer Todd Rundgren. "George
(Harrispn) produced a few tracks for us," said Evans, "but

then he had to leave for six weeks to mix the Bangla Desh
thing and he recommended Todd to us. Rundgren is a very

demanding person who wants to do things his way; con-

sequently some of us went out and some of him went in. We
worked okay enough with him — he especially got a real

nice drum sound — but eith^ he or his managers wanted
something like four times the amount of money we would

get from the Lp. He even wanted to get credit for the tracks

George produced just because he mixed them. We won't be

working with him again, and although we'll eventually

produce ourselves, I don't think we're ready at ihe

jnoment."
When Badfinger's concert at the Valley Music Theater

had concluded, Pete Ham, obviously frazzled, stormed into

the dressing room and spouted "It was fucked," referring

to the performance of the group. From an outsider's point of

. view, it made me question whiat rock and roll is all about.

Here we have a talented and aspiring rock personage with

two gold records to his credit (also Nillson's "Without You"
which he and Evans wrote), moderate size audiences

flocking to see his group, {daying in a band with his friends,

dejectedly depressed because so much wasn't going right.

"It was fucked." In an unintentional way, he could be right.

A LAEMMLE THEATER

LOS Fellz *^
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood Aug.

NO 4-21 69

Jomis QoMict Film FMlivd

. i6.i» THE SEVENTH SEAL
pi" WILD STRAWBERRIES

20-22 L'AVVENTURA
P*- KNIFE IN THE WATER

M-afllAUTY ANO THE iiASf PUIS "0»H6US"

Miyiair
214 Sonio Monica Blvd

Soitfo MoniCQ
451-4625

VINTAGE ALFRED HITCHCOCK

PSYCHO
Toinr ^•ik\m Jon«l Loigh

THE BIRDS
tod Toyt«r. J«-k, T.

Encouraged by the success of last year's

Bach marathon and the increasing
popularity of baroque music, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic (with the help of

other assorted groups and soloists) opened
its mini-marathon season at the Hollywood
Bowl with a six-hour program dedicated to

the baroque. Nearly 11,000 people were
attracted by the music and the reduced
prices (all seats $1.50). A classical

Woodstock? No. A pleasant evening?
Definitely. Although designed for rococo

it rifhiwlrala, harttgur

music retains its ability to charm the

listener, even in the Bowl's teis-than-

intimafe atmosphere.

Th€J^) program wa? rather heavily

weighted towards Handel and the Italians,

with the emphasia on joyous moods and

allegros, rather than andantes. There

were some excellent momenta: Charles

Zukovsky's dazzzling display of recorder

virtuosity in Sammartini's rather in-

substantial concerto; the five Monteverdi

madrigals; a crisply-played Chacomic

from Rampflii't l#t lidn fialiBtgtL

f>urceirs

Mary; ^d

#1.

There

moments,

4 Violins

Magniflc**'

program),

relaxed aj

indefatig*'^

aenerally .

tinuo for »J'

Program

[he Funeral of Qucefl
(^ornonatkMi March

^e less satisfactory
' Vivaldi Concerto for

^ parts of Bach's
Ny Bach work on the
overall effect was
% The apparently

• Shapiro provided a
y harpsichord con-
entire six hows,

[(as opposed to a

program list) would have been a nice

addition. So would five or ten-minute in-

termissions at sUted intervals, whk:h

would have allowed the listeners to get a

drink or a snack.
,

The Bowf is offering two more mmi-

marathons this summer: August 23, whkih

will be an all-Beethoven program (con-

cluding with entire Symphony 19, not Just

the flnale as previously announced), and

September 6, a salute to the Ute Igor

Stravinsiiyt an editorial favorite. .~^
— Charlfs

SNOOPY, COME HOME

l/i—

plus Didi Von Dyk* in ^

CHUTY CHITTY BANG BANG
Coming Sapl. 6-26 Buttor KMlon Fwlivo'

The Marx Bros.

A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA

COPACABANA

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS

WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX

'Doily 12:15, 2:15.4:15. 6:15, 8:15; 10:15

Fri. & Sot. Midnight 12:15 :

I'ma

Swinging Stewardesses ac-

complishes the near-impossible:

it makes sex look, really unin-

teresting. One old guy in the film

even falls asleep, it's that dull. I

always figured that the bed-

hopping stewardess image was a

bit exaggerated, but this film is

intent on proving just the opposite.

At the end, a guy comes out of the

theater after seeing the stewar-

desses' exploits, and he is im-

mediately propositioned by one of

the actresses he's just seen on the

screen. She tells him that she is a

stewardess in real life, and all she

wants to do is make it with men
she's just met. All stewardesses

are like that, didn't you know?
Reality then rears its ugly head,

and the girl turns out to be, alas,

an illusion. But just as well. These

stewardesses lead singularly dull

lives, even if they are fairly

promiscuous. For every minute

they spend '

in bed,- they spend

about two minutes sightseeing.

That's right, sightseeing. They
take in the Coliseum in Rome, the

mermaid in Copenhagen, and a

bunch of other chunks of stone and

metal. If they're going to make a

geography lesson, the least they

ci^n do is make it anatomical

geography.
—Stan Berkowitz

Niarl Iheiter
1 1272 Santo Monica Blvd.

WLA.
478-6379

BUSHIDO SAMURAI SAGA
&

— BLACK MAGIC SEX

>.,

Orieiiai
7425 Sunset

876-0212

PII PlClliC

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
JomM Coburn' '- -•^±^'~^—
HONKERS

$1 for ono parson w/this coupon plus curront UCLA rog cord

Sorry not good S<rturdoy night crftor 5 p.m.

AKrod Hilchcodi'f

FRENZY
&

RED SUN
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Freo Parking $1 for ono porson w/this coupon plus currant UCLA rag cord

Sorry not good Sohirdoy night oftor 5 p.nti

>

PACIFIC'S

riitiies
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

World Pramiar* Engogamant

Richard Burton, Rbqual Walch, Joay Hootharfon

BLUE BEARD tR)

Doily 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00. 10:30

Lota Show Fri. & Sot. Midnight' - __ ^

''J

PACIFIC'S

PICWOII
Pico Near Westvvood

272-8239 . .

World Pramiara Engcipamont

Richard Burton, Roquol WakK Jooy Hootharton ^

BLUE BEARD (R)

Mon.-Fri. 6:00. 8:15, 10:30 -—
Sot. & Sun. 12:30, 3:00. 5:30, 6:00. 10:30^ ^
Lata Show Fri. & Sat. Midnight

M

-.
,^:

A LAEMMLE THEATER

PllZf
Westwood Village,"

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Stova McQu4

JUNIOR BONNER
Wohar MaMhau i,

^ KOTCH r^
Fri. & Sot. Aug. 18 & 19 Midnight Only: "*200 MOTELS"

A LAEMMLE THEATER "A" a^>ionc«a thrJIar of Aill and intalliganca"

I III! George Pei^ard

1045 BroBcton

WesN^d Village GROUNDSTAR CONSPIRACY
BR 2-0501

A LAEMMLE THEATER

mil
1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles
il77-5581

AHrad HMrhrodi

FRENZY
phis

WedrSot. MARNIE
Sun..TuM. TORN CURTAIN
B. 30 Gordan of tha Finsi-Continis

Slllll MlVil
61 1 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

504 with ad

ThisadadnUts2for$1.00
•UV

GIANT LAFF SHOW K
CHARUE CHAPLIN -^*BV the Seo"
LAUREL & HARDY- ^Tlying Bephants"
HARRY LANGDON.^^Soldier Man"
EDGAR KENfSIEDY- JMMY ftNLAYSON-MACK

fill LI ini
La Breo ot Ninth

WE 4-2342

RED SUN

&

BAND OF ASSASSINS

Now

THE NEW

IIIIIUmI ih,^

2509 Wilshirl^ Tuos.

DU 72171

tho whips and saquins af

Fadarlco FaHini

JULIET OF THE SPIRITS
&

NIGHTS OF THE CABIRIA

NATIONAt GENERAL'S

V lllill PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)

961 BroMlon

Westwood
4784)576

Doiy 12tSS, 2t29 AM. «t2S, 8i2S. 10i2S

m\
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Cliliren's TIeatre As Frietirei

Blacula
Blacula is yet another American International Picture's (Beach Party

Werewolves on Wheels, etc.) exploitational monument of mans

inhumanity to vampire. '
.

^

The story is an old one. Blacula ^who is actually an African pnnce.

Mamuwalde) falls in love with Tina, a nubile y<>""g
*^J^^"J!^" bi^otrv

Unfortunately, though. Blacula is a vampire and
^JY^^l^^^^^^

against vampires these days. Tina's family does not approve of her

'"^^F^Tem^t among the bigots is Tina's sister's fiance, a police surgeon

nam^ Gordon Thomas. He too is black, which proves that not everyone

with black skin is a blood brother.
«,.„. tj«o ntru}^

Thomas' campaign against the lovers eventually kills Tina. Blacula^

heartbroken, but still a noble figure, commits suicide by stepping out of

his hiding place in an underground Los Angeles factory into the daylight^

The sunshine and smog quickly reduce him to a smoldering pile of special

effects. All in all, it's enough to make Bela Lugosi turn over in his grave.

Blacula sucks. - ' - ^ a ^ ««

-Va-roosh! You have just been sprinkled with

magic bean dust!" said the mosUy human, guitar

sTumm'Tg bean sUlk. The
^-J^^^^^yfJ^

Evelyn Rudee, told her young audience that plants

us^ to walk around and help people out before

^ople decided they were more important toanS (minor ecological pitch), whereupon Uiey

b^ameVo depressed that they rooted themselves.M to the ground. Some plants like the bean

sulk retained their magic and still helped Pf^«
who liked adventure. One got the feehng that TTie

Real Jack and the Beanstalk wasn't going to be quite

the expected fare.
, . , .u u^a

Under Miss Rudee's direction, Jack s mother had

been replaced by a dog named Daffy actually a

bearded looneyman in a Sheepskin and floppy ears.

Jack and Daffy's adventures bear little resemblence

to the folk tale from this point forward, for the Real

Jack " had been ''fractured" a la Rocky and

BullWinkle.
.., ^

Cowardly Jack and his more cowardly dog set upon

adventure by climbing up the beanstalk, only to find

an undersized, cowardly Green Giant named George.

As they help him overcome his inferiority complex,

the wicked Black Giant is slain, and George marries

the giantess Marjorine who turns out to be smaller

than he! (George's parents had done a PR. job on

him relating Marjorine's height in the 30's of feet ^
it's a relief when they realize that it was only hype

that had almost kept them apart.)

The townspeople congratulate George on his heroic

deed, saying they are going to name their vegetables

in his honor. Marjorine thereupon melts all over the

into song^

in Small

Green Giant and the entire cast breaks

singing that "Good Things Come
Packages."
The production was for the most part well staged

with liberal portions of simplicity and imaginaUon
both so necessary for children's theatre. The major
flaw in the play was an overdose of one particular

slapstick gag The ''cowardly" sneeking around done
by the main characters inevitably ended up with two

or more of them backing into each other, jumping

ping back, and screaming. It's an O.K. gag the first

two times through, but it gets too hackneyed even for

the youngest.

The cast is made up of actors in their early 20s
with the exception of siich characters as the milk

maid and the chicken lady who were girls from the

community. The playhouse itself seats 75 andis easy

to find oh Forth St. just south of Wilshire.

Miss Rudee, who was a child star, believes that

there is a need locally for children's theatre. This is

her second fairy tale play to be staged, the first being

the "Real Cinderella." More should be coming from

her pen soon.

That will be nice, because Evelyn Rudee combines

the best of the thematic content of the old tale with

expressions and concepts fresh from Saturday

morning cartoons and commercials, and so the

humor is drawn from the child's own experience. The

result is an enraptured young audience who can

relate to this hybrid humor as easily ^s the first

youngsters who giggled over the original]^ hundreds

of years ago. -^ .

' _^^^__ _- .p-Suzanne Roady

i -'-s^

Ipre-law students
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE
InsTuCion exclusively ip

exam .oking .echn.ques used successfully by Coliformpj5re-

law students Taughf in tos Angeles by procticing lawyers. Cost: >/3.

Courseior OaOBER 21 LSAT starts OaOBER 5. DECEMBER in-

struction also available. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (^13) 665-8046.
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FOOD TO GO - 47^-0123

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room
.

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. til 2 a.m.

HELL BENT for LiATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE' BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von NOy* Uvd. 10912 U Com* Av«.

SKormon Od». CA 91403 WoiN»ood VMIogo. CA 90024

, (213)783-5690 - (213)478-8588
' (213)872-2344 ' (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE)

From the pinnacle of mannered lyrical com-

position found in his Taproot Manuscript. Neil

Diamond has tumbled dramatically to a new low

with his latest release, Moods (Uni 93136).

If indeed Diamond is attempting to explore these

different moods, he has mistakenly limited himself

by utilizing only a nonsensical up-beat format to be

contrasted with the heavily dramatized ballad

compositions. ' - —
Side oi^e opens with that camp-side sing-along

song, "Song Sung Blue" (howzatt again?) and then

moves into "Porcupine Pie." This juvenile number
appears to be totally without the proverbial socially

redeeming value, as is witnessed by the lyrics,
* 'Porcupine pie/Vanilla soup/A double scoop,

please." Rest assured that the above words made no

more sense when read in context with the rest of the

lyrics.

"High Rolling Man" tolkms (the third light, up^

tempo song in a row), and while it deals with the

element of chance, as does the Stones' "Tumbling

Pice," Diamond's song has none of the attraction and

excitement of the Stones', obviously.

Then, as if for pure shock vahie, Diamond's foreign

language offerikig, "^Canto Ubre" is haU spoken half

sung in the aforementioDed "dramatic" style. In

contrast to the preceding triad o^ songs, *Canta

Libre" is lai«hable. Diamond hasn't changed

moods, he has started his audience on a bummer.

The remainder of the album foUows,f% similar

pattern : quick paced songs that arc all too often cute,

alternating with spaced out ballads. At »ts best

Moods is noiHrffewive backgnxind music At itt

worst (which comes, by the way, when yo^J^
listen to the album), MMds is an overproduced,

repetitious, hoUow work. , . .

RESTAURANT GUIDE

A La Crepe Brefonne
USatuclid (corner of Broadway)

^ AA 4514307

Cripot-cookod ttio oM4a*hionod

way — ov^rythinp froth

Dinnort up to $2.75 Cloaod Sun & Mon

t^-fi

Mofxlarin & Confonoto Cuitino

TMAN'^ GARDEN Food to go -Family Banquet
V.nMI^ ^ wni%*^*.i

^^^^^j^g Service' Lunch & Dinner 11 am-9pm. Doily

Open till II pmFri. &Sot.lOeSS Lindbrook Or 479 7785

PSYCHODRAMAi
An experience In psycho0rama. At the L.A. Psychodrama Center. Putrtic sessions tor

didactic purposes at 8; 30 pm Fridays. Admission $3. individuals may porticlpote actively

or simply observe Directing statt includes: Ira A. Greenberg, Ph.D., clinical

psychftlogist, Gordon Gumperti, adverti.>ing agency head; Kurt Jorgensan, M.A.,

counselor, and Coleman MulUn, MA, engineer and counselor. Location: 2nd tloor of

Center for Creative Studies, 3304 Pico Blvd., Santa AAonica. For Info, PtH»ne 47$-44«4.

When in

doubt-

don't

''Gavrmel Soups like

molher never made
JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«ttwood n«ar Pko
open 7am- 1am

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT a Natural Foods Restaurant

Live Music - on weekends
11371 Santa Monica Blvd.

Wrst L A 479 9968
next door to "Papa Bachs"

*ar(, ItE FOYER DE FRANCE
lOeSS Undbrook Dr.

4744>94S-WWVillane

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25

NlcDCJNALD'S TOWN HOUSE
mSWeetwoodSlvd.
47t.n4t

12423 WilsKirailvd.

t A. •a6-f210

dine out tonight

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza

Now open daily for lunch

Toes, dhmr 9 pm any pizza $1 .75

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ? ? ?

W)t Cta^tl) Bote
^11511 PICO BLVD. W. LA.

HAS ITl

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ;CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE
We Are Not Greedy

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone
See Us Last ... To Save $

On New Or Used—
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Connplete Repairs

Come In and See Us . . . Or Call

477-3238

HER!

^M

I i

Enjoy a well shaped long

hair style without

struggling with it every

Wiorning to look civilized.

Atter your first natural

look (only $8)

Hairstyle by ,

/w for men omy

YourVair will fall Into

place easily. This Is

because of the European

secrets of hair health

and hair blending that

you receive from AAery.

Call for appointment

826-9916

Cavalier's

1164? San Vicente Blvd

BrenhA/ood, (validated

parking)

:^^^p*'*"->-"^>j^
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Music

A weekend that features such

outstanding performers as Pete

Seeger. Arlo Guthrie, the Everly

Brothers, and Neil Diamond has

got to be tailor made for the

country-folk enthusiasts. Rock

fans have their turn soon, so hang

on.

Tomorrow night at the Bowl, the

aforementioned Pete Seeger and

Arolo Guthrie exhibit their unique

blends of songwriting and en-

tertaining skills. (See Specialties

for added info on the duo).

Another magical evening under

the stars (and with them, too) can

be spent at the Greek Theater with

(he remarkable Everly Brothers

and Neil Diamond. The ten con-

certs (through the 27th) are said

to be sold out, but perhaps per-

WmHU Fauit

sistance and imagination will

prevail.

At the L.A. Coliseiun on Sunday

is WattsUx *72, a special event

celebrating the upcomiiig Watts

Summer Festival and the Stax

Records transfer to our town.

Donations are just $1, and
beginning at 3 p.m., you'll see

such people as Isaac Hayes,

Albert King, the Staple Singers,

the Emotions, and more.

Rod Stewart's Faces and Ballfai*

Jack rock out at the Bowl August

25, and this one will probably sell

out quickly too. Leon Russell

comes to town and makes a killing

at every arena in the L.A. basin

and surrounding communities.
Lovely Leon will be at Swing
Auditorium on August 25,

Anaheim Convention Center on

the 26th, the Forum on the 27th,

and Long Beach on the 28th. If you
miss'^ seeing Mr. Russell, it's

certainly his fault

The Kinks and Taj Mahal ap-

pear at the Santa Monica Civic on
August 29 — the Kinks one of the

most respected groups around,

and deservedly so. Coming
^September 10 are three biggies,

and if you travel fast and live

clean, you might see them all.

Prank Zappa and the Mothers will

be at the Bowl, the Doors appear
at the S.M. Civic, and at the

Palladium, the Grateful Dead
Dance concert. •'

Other events to note are Three

by Marsha Necheles r.

Dog Night and ^ohn Kay at Long
Beach on August 27, Humble Pie
September 4 at Long Beach,
Aretha and Ray Charles at the
Forum on the 8th, and the teeny's
delight, the Osmdnds at the
Anaheim Convention Center the
same evening. Take your pick.

At the Troubadour through the
20th are John Hammond and
newcomer Sam Neely. At the Ice
House Hello People visit again.
One of the greatest living female
blues singers. Big Mama Thorn-
ton, will be appearing at the Ash
Grove through Sunday, followed
by Jo Wilkinson. August 25-27.

Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry
will be performinl^t the Golden
Bear through August 20. Coming
next, loyt Axton and talented

Mary McCaslin. Hoyt writes big

hits for everyone else, and
deserves more attention for his

own performing style.

At the Palomino tomorrow is

Bobby Bare, and on Saturday,

Eddie Dean, Jerry Naylor, and
Johnny Roberts. Shelly's Manne-
Hole features Milt Jackson, and
the Lighthouse continues with

Yusef Lateef. Donte's has
Monique and Louie Aldebert
tonight, and Jimmy Witherspoon
comes in over the weekend. The
Whisky presents Flash and Elijah

through Sunday, and coming in

the 21stv>Fog Hat and UCLA alUms
Christopher Milk (neMrly signed

by Warner Brothers). David
Ackles, who displayed an
engaging stage personality at the

Troubadour last week, can be
found at the Four Muses on

August 26 and 27.

In the classical area, the Bowl
hosts the Dynamic Dieters —
Misha and Cipa Dieter tonight.^

Saturday, Norman IVeigle per-

forms selections from the operas

program entitled **Midnight
Special," broadcast on NBC
August 19 at 1:00 A.M. (that's

right, 1:00 A.M.). Hosted by
songwriter John Denver, the show
is the first in the history of the
network ever to be aired in that

timeslot, and is aimed to promote
18-21 year old voter registration.

To sweeten the progi^m will be
the Everly Brothers. Cass Elliott,

Linda Ronstadt. Mary Travers,
and David Clayton Thomas. If this

one does well, insomniacs can
rejoice in the future with similar

extravaganzas. -y*-

* • •

Jeff Beck unleashed his new
band on Los Angeles at the

Hollywood Palladium last Sunday
evening, s6rt of. Although former
Vanilla Fudge/Cactus members
Tim Bogart and Carmine Apice
were in attendance along with

pianist Max Middleton and
guitarist Beck, the band's new
lead singer, Kim Milford, had
apparently been sacked
somewhere between NeW York
(where the tour began) and here,

during one of Beck's well-

chronicled temper tantrums. In

Milford's place was Bob(s) Tench,
the man Milford was supposed to

be replacing, tench made himself

nearly as obnoxious as he is on
record, dashing biir hopes for a

new improved Beck band. Car-

mine Apice's stirring lead vocal

on the Vanilla Fudge standard
*

'People Get Ready" was the set's

high point vocally, and we fund

Mr. Beck's guitar work still in the

skilled territory to which his

compatriots are, alas, strangers.

The end.

—Mark Levlton

Big Mama Mia

and arias of Mozart, Verdi, and

Moussorgsky.

Spfcialties

Pete and Arlo can be found on

the Tonight Show tonight, the

evening before their concert at the

Bowl. Watching Mr. Guthrie is

always interesting viewing. Pete's

presence may stabilize the in-

terview somewhat, so watch and

see what happens.

More music can be found on

T.V. in a very special 90 minute

S-:.

HELI OVEI IT ririllll lEIUIID

^. THE COMPLETE 7-HOUR VERSION
(

tM momin moniciicw or LEO TOLSTOV'S 'VX7A'^9

You Won't Go Hungry or Thirsty

The low admission price of $4.00 Includes

a Complimentary Chompogne Supper nod coffee.

EXTRA SPECIAL! Spend the Night with "War & Peace"

Saturday, August i9th. Show Starts at Midnight

and is out at 7.00 A.M. Low admission prJce

includes Champagne Breakfast and plenty of coffee.

I ar-.tM^ur I

jl
Slorfi 7 |^4n. imwiy

9 p.tm. on Sdhtrdmf <

jMMae-A«B«iA.

stage

A play about the life of Lenny
Bruce has opened at the Aquarius

for a four week run. It's entitled

Lenny and it stars Sandy Baron.

The Pleasure of His Company is

performed at the Huntington
Hartford, and Norman. Is That

You? continues at the Ebony. T[he

Morgan Theater on Pico Blvd.

presents East Lynne Fridays and
Saturdays, while Canvas is per-

formed at the Scorpio Rising

Theater, u . ;. •

The Rainmaker is at the Mer-

maid Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays, and The Two Sisters is

presented on Wednesdays, and
Sundays. Don't Bother Me. I Can't

Cope is at the Mark Taper and at

the Horseshoe Stage on Melrose

you'll find Pinter's Tea Party,

^Thls Is "Kill Speaking and Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf. The
Curious Savage ends Saturday at

the Theatercraft Playhouse, and

the satirical Committee continue

at the Tiffany.

Film
Film . festivals are prevalent

around town. The New Vagabond
continues the Federico Fellini

festival with Juliet of the Spirits

and Nights of Cabiria through

August 22, followed by 8 1/2.

Marilyn Monroe films are
screening at the Beverly Canon,

Seven Year Itch and All About

Eve, and beginning August 23-29,

Bus Stop and The Prince and the

Showgirl. ' ^-^

The Audio-Visual World on
Westwood presents a Laurel and
Hardy Festival Friday night, and
the Los Feliz continues the Janus
Classics Fest with the Seventh

The Denver Vote

Seal and Wild Strawberries thru

Saturday. Two W.C. Fields films

will screen at the Bijou through

the 22, Million Dollar Legs and Big

Broadcast of 1938. At the Egg and
the Eye, you'll see a program of

underground Japanese avant
garde films. Hitchcock's Birds

and Psycho will be presented at

the Mayfair through August 23,

and the Plaza midnight film is 200

Motels starring Zappa's gang.

The Encore has the classic The
T. A. M.I. Show at 1:30 pm
Saturday, and that one stars the

Beach Boys, Stones, Smokey
Robinson and countless other

legendaries. The Dpheny Plaiza

has been showing the Marx
Brothers films, and it might be

worth your while to check the

theater for info. Lastly, Marjoe, a

film that is receiving incredible

reviews and attention, is at the

Crest Cinema Center on Westwood
Blvd. Jesus Saves, or as David
Steinberg says, "Booga Boqga.

»t.

FOREION STUDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COAAAAERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given without obligation

ANYWHEREANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENQ

SINCE 1954

a tradition
nf personal
service in

freight

forwarding

Martin lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroo St.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065

(213) 225-2347

- /

UCLA Committee on Fine Arts Productions, ;

,

in cooperation with UCLA's Design for Sharing presents

SUMMER SUNDAYS
OUTSIDE IN THE SUN & SHADE

It

Architecture Quad (opposite Sciioenlierg Hail)

from 3:00 p.iii. to 4:00 p-m.

August 20 WILD OATS o rollidiing fun biuegrost bond
leaping in hirn froffi frbdifionoi fluff lo contemporory musk like

John Denver's ^*Counhy Roods."

August 27 PAUL ](PERRY tenor, in oi^ olifernoon of

Romantic vocol music by German, French and English composers

accon>panied by Irma Vallecillo Gray, pianist. Nali fiita ona

pro9ram only will be held in Schoenbem And.

IPmUMENTS
We represent owners ot over

80,000 units between our

two offices.

We con find o ploce for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer,

The fee in our westside-office

is $10, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.

The service in our Valley office

is FREE.

11941 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 9002S
TELEPHONE (213> 477-1221

tor Valley informotion

coll 986-6406

CLASS
NOTES

o
c
X)
—

«

m
Z
—i
X
-<
m

t
X
c
r
r-

w
TO
>

S5.00 PLUS TAX
PER SET PER QUARTER

Economics 100 — Baird
History 6A — Nash
History 174C — Yarnell
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology nO — Carder

"We have a complete

line of Cliff's Notes

and Monarch Notes"

Id
u

o
X

>

z

z
X
<

For (Mifional courses call or

come in

Tu«. Wwl. 10-2

10851 UND6R00KDR
1 BIkN. wilshire

-

M/2Blk. E. Westvw>od

478-5289

UClA. CaeSRATING OUR TENTH YEAR

Z)
O
o
z

S

X

t^

478-0788
i Ii1
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Whafs

S/ie//s. coral, coconuts and people .-*••>•

V - /

Three grad ^tudents art if open

,.d-M

Ron Hart, one of the artists is a candidate for a Ph-

D in political science and a teaching assistant here.

Recently, Hart made a series of Sculptures with

driftwood, bones, shells, coral, sponges, coconuts

and paper. He says that art, besides being aesthetic,

should also teach you something.

Many of his sculptures have political meanings.

One piece, titled "J' accuse," is a vertical piece of

driftwood portraying the Statue of Liberty in ruins.

Hart said his studies of political science in South

America inspired another sculpture, "Campesino,"

which represents the church^' treaynent of the

peasants. /

DB ptMto by Stff Sp«rlin«— %KattiyKflhn '

—

:

—
be staff Reporter

Combining old^driftwood with new political in-

sights is the ide$ behind a recently opened exhibit in

the old trophy nbom on the second floor of Kerpkhoff^

Hall
''

@

til"

PREPARATlbN FOR FAIl
/

MCAT DAT 5
, ^ ,NOW ENROLLING ^ ^^ v^--^V

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER Srnce 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2T3> 474-2531^

1736 Westwood Boulevard

S# •••••• 9 •

#

(

' (^ /I

There are also non-politifcal works. Two of these

are "Pterodactyl Ballet," a graceful, dancing piece

of wood and "Quixote Bird," a creature made of

.

whalebone.

Another of his sculptures, "SUlemate," appears to

be a reflective comment on family life, and is made

of papier mache.

/ Hart said that he started collecting the washed up

odds and ends because of their diverse shapes, but

then realized /how interesting they could look in

different way6, as well as express his own conunents

on today's wiety.
Hart added that his ability to take many forms and

make them a unit may have been helped along by his

father. /^ho was a contractor.

Tlirs exhibit marks Hart's first experience in art

sinc;^ fingerpainting in grammar school adding that,

"I feel art is another reality that shows itself in

evi^rything you do." - -

The exhibit is open from 8-4 pm, Monday through

priday for the rest of the month in the Kerckhoff Hall

^_i;allei;y. '
' ''• ""

'''^~^^'^-'

~ - — OVER 20 YRS. EXPERIENCE

PERMANENT

HAIM^MOVAL
WITH AIR

DESENSITI2ER

MEN & WOMEN
REC B¥ PHYSICIANS
AAppnb Elect ASSOC.

Mon Sat Ev«s by Appt.
jj^

474-7171

SARAL.WANNE «E
ALINE WANNE RMtk •<£

l24SOtcndon W.LJ^.
(Westwood Medical

Prof. BIdfi.)

-—f'—

m

I Iff,

!

/./

RIDAYBOOK
RPRISE »' > ">

U' m .\: -

p ; ,7

tomorrow only,

Friday, August 20

Tickets:

• •

all books in literature section

20%O off

books , b level, ockermon union,''825-77] 1

open mondoy-frlday 8:30-5:00

^"Hollywood Bowi": $1 student

tickets available up to forty-eight

hours before Tuesday and

Thursday Concerts. Tonight: Edo

de Waart, conductor: Kodaly:

Dances from Galanta; Mozart:

Concerto for Two Pianos in E flat,

K.365 (Misha and Cipa Dichter,

soloists); Bartok: Piano Concerto

ma; Ravel: Bolero. Tuesday,

August 22:, Aldo Ceccatio, con-

ductor: Stravinsky: Scheno a la

Russe, Fireworks; Wienia\yski:

Violin Concerto n (Ruggiero

RIccI, soloist); Tchaikovskyt-

Symphony 12 "Little Russian/'

Concerts:
—"The Meijl University Band/'

from Tokyo, Japan noon, A/Vonday,

free. The band is on tour of the

United States, presenting concerts

at colleges and universities.

L —"The Film Commission
Series/' scheduled for Saturday

nights during the summer, has

been cancelled.

, August 25

—"Herpesvirus and Malignant
Lymphomas in Monkeys/' witti

Ronald D. Huht, DVAA, associate

professor of comparative
pathology. Harvard Medical
School, Boston, AAass., 2 pm, CHS
43-105. Sponsored by tt>e depart-

ment of medical microbiology and
immunology.

E.C.:

Thursday, August 17

—"Hatha Yoga/^ 5-7 pm.
^^Kerckhoft Hall Upstairs Lounge.

V'Special Living/' 7:» pm.
Architecture 1243C.

^"Writing for Pay," 7:X pm.
Ackerman Union 2412.—"Kundalini Yoga," 6:» pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.—"EcKanar," 7:30 pm.
Ackerman Union 35,17.

Friday, August 18

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm.
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Awareness," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of the Soul/' 7:30

9:jp pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday, August 19

—"Gesta It Workshop," 11pm

.

Ackerman Union 3517.Seminars:
Thursday, August 17 ^^ Monday^^jigurtjl^

—"Is There a Future in Drug

Education?" with Fran Burnford,

director, drug education, NPI, 2-4

pm. Engineering Penthouse,

Boelter 8500. Sponsored by the

office of education career ser-

vices.—"Transamazonica and
Amazonia," an illustrated lecture

by Brazilian Milton Machade
Mourae, 8 pm, Bunche 1209jB.

Free. Sponsored by the l-atin

American Center Chalk Ta^k

series. -

.

-

Monday, August 21

—"Lipid Biochemistry and
Atherosclerosis," with J. Mead,

professor of biological chemistry

and associate director, laboratory

of nuclear medicine and radiation

biology, 4 pm, CHS 33-105.

Sponsored by the graduate
students of the department of

biological chemistry.

Thursday, August 24

—"Educational Opportunities in

Government," with Patrick

Weagraff, director. Public Ser-

vice Curricula Pro|eCt, Depart-

ment of Education, State of

,

California, 2-4 pm. Engineering

Penthouse, Boelter 8500. Spon-

sored by the office of educational

career services.

—"Body Awareness Through

Juggling," 3-5 pm, Kerckhoff

Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Astroyoga: Ecology of

Astrological Action Awareness,"

^10 pm, Bunche 3288.

'—"The Ancient yrisdom: The

Ultimate Phik>$optiy," 7:30 10:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

—"Spoken Kinyarwanda," 8: 30
-

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

--*"kundalini Yoga," 7 8 pm,

kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

Tuesday, August 22

—"Death. ^ Dylh^g^ and

Lifestyles," 3-4 pm, Ackerman

Union 3517. '

-*"Hatha Yoga," " 5-7 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge.

—"Beginning Photography,"

7:30-9:30 pm. Architecture 1224^

—"Self Hypnosli," 7:30-10 pm,

Architecture 1102.

—"Love — The Greatest Power

in tt»e Universe," 8 pm, Social

Welfare 167. ^

—"Ananda Marga Yoga," 5^4

pm, Ackerman Union 3564.

—"Raia Yoga," 7:30 pm, Ar

chitecture 1243C.

Wednesday, August 23

-"Extra Sensory Perception,"

7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221E.

(ConUnuedonPagelS)

i

-

m^.'

r jmOTOrtCYCLES 4 Motor Scooters"
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Good:tcrthe very last What's On . .

.

(ContlBiiearr«DPa«el2)

—"Tl»e System of Sufi/' 7:30-10

om, Ackerman Union 3517.

^^"Newer Ways With

ChikJren," 7:30 pm, Royce Hall

—"Cooperatives," 7:30 pm.

Upstairs meeting room at Co-Op

/^rket, 2021 Barrington Ave.

—"Kundalini Ypg*/' 7-8 pm,

Kerckhoft Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"MEChA," 9:30 am-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 21
— "Christian Science

Organization," 12:10 pm, 560
Hilgard Ave.

Tuesday, August 22
—"Iranian Students," 6-9 pm,

Ackerman Union 2408.

Sunday, August 20 Z'

—"Aman Folk Ensemble," 2-10

pm. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

Tuesdiiy, August 22
—"The Organic Garden Club,'j;^

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

Meetings: '

Thursday, August 17

—"Tai Chi Chaon," 7-9:30 pm,

Ackermaiv Union Women's
Lounge.
—"The Lighted Way/' 4-6 pm.

Social Welfare 48.

—"Child Care Center," 7:30-11

pm, Ackerman Union Men's

Lounge.

Saturday, August 19

—"Iranian Students/' 11 am-1

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.

CROSSWORD—By Eugene Sbeffer

E

URA Clubs:
Thursday, August 17
—"Ttie Organic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm, Horticultur-al Gardens.

Friday, August 18

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am.
Women's Gym 200.

—"Hatha Yoga," noon.
Women's Gym 200, last meeting
until fall quarter.

Saturday, August 19
—"Organic Garden Club," 10-4

pm. Horticultural Garden.

r

4. Chatter
9. Greek

letter

12. Crude
metal

13. Bird
14. Vandal
15. Lines

through
center of
circle

11. Copper_
money

18. Near
the
stem

19. New wine
21. Soft and

pale .

24. Type of
sofa

27. Mischie-
vous child

28. Conununist
30. Appears
31. Fasten
33. Knock
35. Con's com-

panions
36. Book of

maps

38. Existed
40. Greek

letter

41. Quartz
43. Carriage

t^l5.SmelL__
46.

Juana.
47. Bulgarian

coin
49. Formal

refutations
54. Undivided
te. Habituate
56. Dove's cry

57. Through
58. Wise men
59. Tiny child

DOWN
IwFish
2. Jackie's

spouse
3. Legunfe
4. Choose
5. Snake •

6. Salutation
7. Semesters
8. Follows
9. Foolish

talker

ATenae ti>M •! ••lattos : 21 mis.

10. Color
11. Those in .

power
16. Small rug
20. Degree
21. Pineapples
22. Italian

violin- .

maker
'

23. Overflow
25. Act theat-

rically

26. Composi-
tkm

29. Bird
32. Placed
34. Grazing

land
37. Keeps ai .

tally

39. Retinues
42. Contest

area
44. Rodent
47. Cut off

48. Compass
direction

50. Insect
51. Perform .

52. Card
game

53. Habitual
drunkard

Greelt Theatre. Departs: ISC 7
pm, student store 7: 15 pm, returns

11:30 pm. Deadline: tomorrow.

PANTS - SNItTC • ACCESSOIliS

TODAYS SmiS AT POPUUU PIICES

STVMNT - WMUI - LMfEli

•USINESSMAN - fWfISSWWAl|

~;-,v.*.-* n/-

Weekend, Aug. 25-27

AUGUST SPECIALS

$23
two
ac-

Expo:
For information or applications*

contact the EXPO Office (825-

7041).

Volunteers Needed
—"The Infant Studies Research

Project," needs a student to be
involved in devising^ infant ac-

tivities. Education or psychology
maior preferred.

—"Student," who will meet with
personnel managers are needed to

develop iobs for community
people in El A/Vonte area.

—"Student" interested in doing
field work in the areas of crime
prevention and consumer
protection are needed. ' '

'

-—

~

—"Writers" for a crime
(Prevention bulletin.

—"Students" needed to assist

blin^, elderly, and disabled in

their relationships with welfare

agencies.

. —"Students," needed to help in

evening immunization clinics for

children before they return to

school.

Applications Aval table
—"KABC Radio Ombudsman

Internship," Deadline October
1st. • ' ^

—"Ensenada, Mexico,"
includes transportation,

pinners, two nights

f^comodations and insurance.

Departs: 3 pm, student store, Zi, 10

pm ISC, Friday, returns: 11 pm,
Sunday. AAaximum 44. Deadline

Monday. Information for foreign

students wishing to attend see

Yukl, ISC regarding exit visas.

$9 Jtans FlarM • • *

t)3 Slacks FlarM
S3S Polyastvr Flares

,

S20 Polytstvr Flar*«
$9 Fr. Cuff Shirts
S3 NarroNM^Ties ' -

S*Sli. SiMvt Mocks.

Volunteer counselors for Uni-

Camp's Boys' Session, Aug. 22-

Sept. 1. For info, call Mickey
645-7276.

mtiomu.it kmwii mams tm can TMsr

LEVI HARRIS A 1 H D LEE

SWANK VAN HEUSEN BUXTON
LANCER ... WEMBLY KENNINGTON
HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY HANES
PARIS INTERWOVEN . HOLMAN

MEN S

APPARU

11911 SANia MONICA BlVD 478 9595

^ Biks Eost of Bundy Dri.r

papk fref in pick s lot
op!n sundays 113

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS!
, , K ,.« . h w . PACIFICKING
Let us snip your personal effects homo We are

specialists in inlernationo! pockaging and -.hip- l2i5W. 6m5t. .- ;' ..

ping. Vy/e also sell appliances for 220 volts. l«e Angel ee 17

482.9862 j'fA.

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED
REFITTED
Westwood Village

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
Optonnetrist

10959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9-2111

<\--.-^'

ISC Tours:
Ticlcets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kerclchoff Hall

Ticltet Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

Sundays, Aug 20 & 27
—"Laguna Art Festival/' V4

includes transportation, adr

mission to the festival and ticicet

to the Pageant of the AAaster.

Departs ISC 4 pm, student store

4:15 pm, returns 11:30 pm.
Deadlines: Friday before trip. ^

Friday, August 18

—"Dodgers vs Chicago
Baseball/' $4 includes tran-

sportation and reserved seat

ticket. Departs ISC 7 pm, student

store 7:17 pm, returns "11:30 pm.

Saturday, August 19

—"Japan^ American Dance
Party/' Blftmore Hotel. $3.50 per

ticlcet. 9:30 pm-2:30 am. Ticitets:

ISC

Sunday, August 20

—"Watts Summer Festival/' $2

includes transportation. Departs

ISC 11 am, student store 11: 15 am,
returns 5 pm. Deadline: today.

Wednesday, August 23

—"Neil Diamomi/' $6 includes

transportation and ticlcet to the

y

PREPARATION FOR FAIl

LSAT
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

t ^- *:"i*
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EB

Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (213) 474-2531

17:geys|.o^d guyr^
» » » ^§

•M'

BENIN OF AFRICA f)

^' IMPORTS ^^

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

if FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES ir
*•• -*

• BUBA • QALABEYAH
• BATAKIRI • DANSHIKI
• BEADS • RINGS f

J» *.:. \ 657-82561

1 025 Palm Ave, W. Hollywood

I K I

. MFGrS FABRIC OUTLET

T WHOLESALE&BaOW

P!JC9i

"IHEYAtD
SCHnOT'
OFWeSTWOOD
VIUA6E

— mocrom*
<» MippIlM

1006Bro«ton OR 70880

(i««90«w!)v ••• >ris-. from
» Ox WMtwood r(i«atr*

Demonstrate against Racism

and Genocide

First day of the Republican Convention

Mondoy August 21

Meet 4 p.m. MacArthur Pork

Wllshire and Alvarado

March to Nixon Re-election Headquarters

^ tturfintf lor o DomocroHc Sodoly (SOS)

IHio rWKm Fooo Co^itpJ^^cy

LA. *ii«.W«r l><<OTM Co«iiii*»»»

For inlormolion coll 376-9724, 479-«723, 223-5236

SEPI'S

6HNT SUIMUINE
10968 LeConte, Westwood

I
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ISC

with this coupon

discount on any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE

good thru 1971

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
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I
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Ktrckhotf Hall 112

Phone »S}}31
ClaMif 1*0 •dvcrtisin« ratts

ISwords Si.SOday. Sconstculivt
insertions iS.OO

Payable in advance
DEADLINE lOMa m.
No telephone orders

^HE Daily Brum gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be niade

available to anyone who, m affording

housing to students or offering |0bs.

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the Daily Brum has in-

vestigated any of the services offered here.

For assistance with housing discrimination

problems, call: UCLA Housing Office 825

44»l , Westsifle Fair Housing 473 0V49

y Campus Happenings . . 2

DA.NCK at Ijt Mancha. Friday. 8:30-12:30

Kefrrshmrnts - M€ door charge for non

residents. <2AI7 )

y Camous Services .... 3

edding
announcements

121 kerckhoff

825-0611

VWe/p Wanfed 8 .^Travel
ravel Research Sub/eds Needed

WANTKI): Oology /Math major to predict

<>arthguakeh.t2.40 hour. Three H-hour ahlfti.

«:il-4i:i«. (8A31).

DIM f)L NT - Europe.
J*"'"'

'?<"• j^*}
\frita f»rlent Contact M.C.C. IZWi

NUllhIre BUd. LA. tW25. 471H»I1. < H Qtr ).

(8

PART TIMK Secretary, strong background

technical typing Submit »»r»f' '•»??','««
Jj

Systems Applications. Inc.. 9418 WlUhlre

Blvd.. Beverly Hills. 90212. Attn: Kaye.

NEED EXTRA DOUGH?

Help yourself while helping others.

''""-'"
Earn up to 140. a month
on our plasma program.

Phone: 478-0051 between 12 P.M. and 7 P.M.

Kl'RfiPF ROUND TRIP 'rom t2l».00

.sl^ni^^.FALL AND WINTER FUGHT^-
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA. 'SRAEL AFRICA

AND \SIA. AIS FLKillTSA TRAVEL. »05§

SANTA MONICA. L.A. 90W9. 274-8742.

SKlU ICKS Inlimited has changed it's name
to "The Job Factory". Call for a job! 475-

11.121. ^
(H\2l).

VAHIKTY of full time and part-time sum-

mer jobs. S«'rvices Inlimited. 175-9521. (8

t^TK).

y/Po\\\ica\ • "

COLI.KCTORS item - Buttons "McGovern-

Kagleton in '72". Send $1.00. Campaign Box

wn, Malibu. California 90265. (1IS7).

y^ Rides Offered V 73

/ Churcf) Services . .
K.

WESTWOOO Friends meeting (Quakers),

Silent worship, Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
574 Hilqard.'visitors welcome. 472-7950.

SIIAKK driving N.Y. area and North.

leaving Sept. 3. Returnii>g by Sept. 30. 397-

3l(>4eves.
' <I3A17) .

DRIVING to New York Sept. 5 or 6. Need

iiomeone to help drive and rinan<;e. Call

1lobin>' 372-9706. (13A24).

^Personal 5 >/ Rides Wanfed ...irv. 14

ARE you a liberated, together woman, 21-29,

who likes mountains (camping, skiing),

sports, travel, children? Be adventurous!
' Write Richard. Box 17. 4196 Holly Knoll. LA

•MHI27. (5A17)

HEY UCLA WOMEN:
THE UCLA

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
IS YOURS!

COl'PLE needs ride to Chicago or N.Y.. end

of August - will drive or share expenses. 477-

.->«:w. ii/Al7).

>/ For Sale 15
: : :<«

HOME Stereo. 84rack tape deck unit w/2

speakers t30/Best offer. 479-6831 (15 A 17)

- VISIT POWELL LIBRARY ROOM 90.

!f Enferfainmenf 6

FREE COUPON

Beautiful floor,LOOM. Klentz handmade. 8

harness. 36". accessories. I3S0. Lee. 828-

3595. (ISAI7).

LEK A M-4 with 50 mm. Summicron. 28 mm.
Elmarit lenses - excellent condition • 1450.00.

477-7025. Doug. .<I5S7).

MARTIN <;uitar 00-17. Honeywell 800 strobe

nash. Rough «uede coat. Shag rug. Must

sell. 451-2197. (1SS7).

Gl'ILD F-30 Acoustical Guitar with case.

ll7.'i.lM». :W.'>-«2»5. (I5A31).

DELUXE HOUSE OF BILLIARDS

1 HR FREE PLAY
botv/ccnhrb lO.Tm.&6pm

SERVING OtLlClOUS LUNCHES ALL DAY

BKRCHAMPAINE WINE SOR DRINKS

MUST BE 18 &OVIR

LADIES VVELCOME

1901 MLSHIRE BLVO SANTA MONICA

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. Ix)w prices. 10

sp. European. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bl. 836-2017. (1587).

^ BRENTWOOD ESTATE SALE

Antiques. Rugs, Plants. Beds ^
and a lot more - ^

.,..-...r.- ^
Sat-Sun. Aug. 19-20.

^_ 2l6So.Westgate.

CHK.STI.INK \acatlon cabin rental. Also big

nitHtrrn dormitor> mountain lodge lor large

groups /family commune. (213) 221-6849. (6 A
:;it.

y/ Help Wanted 8

V. ARTIST needed to make one
drawing David Small. H23-454I.

name /phone. Call anytime.

simple
Leave

(8A17)

DRIVING -(liildcare. Weekends some eves.

Wilshire - Im Brea. Intelligent, responsible,

experience, car. Salary open. 933-9291/ 933-

11.VI. <«Qlr)

MATHEMATK AL game* and chess. One
hour /week. I'pper elem» Jr. high students.

Privateschool. West L.A. -47«-28tM. (8A3I)

STAINED CLASS/CERAMICS items

wanted for my shop in Ports 0'( all Village.

I^ave number /message for Gary at 831-

3648/831 -I2SI. (8 A 24)

KALF»S Automotive Products - Start now.

have good )ob while attending fall classes!

7NI-IMMS. <8Qlr)

MATTRE.SSES • Vall»-y State Marketing
(irad. can save you 10-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt :U!>-KI IH. HKr>-W400. ( 15 QTR).

V Services Offered .... 16

PIANO Tuner has 3 uprights for rent at IIO.

Reconditioned ; No minimum . 660-4514. ( 16

S7».

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Writing, editing and research to your
requirements. :U<7-l.>4Ncall anytime. (16 S7).

TECHNICAL WRITING, COPYWRITING.
KDlTlNti. ILLUSTRATION /ARTWORK.
PRINTINti PRODtTTION TO
SPECIFICATIONS. 453-2144 (Pref. early

Am). ,
(1687).

TFl.KVISION rental. Special CCLA rjtei.

RC,\ models. Free delivery. Free service. 24

hr. phone. '719119. (16 QTR).

SE( I'RE! I will stay In your house while
vou're away. Conservative and responsible.
References. MDK 659-2802. ( 16 S7).

ri

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee. 839-7270: 870-

9793 6r 457-7573. f (16Q1i9TR).

SHORT hours - Cniod money. Ml sandwIchM
at established routes. Appearance, per-

sonality A car important. 931-5107. (8S7).

SKI Chalet Manager, Mammoth Mt. Mld-

Nov to Mid May. contact Grindelwald. Bok

MlilTA. LA •••••. (SA24).

M r.I) HELP MOVlNt;? (ALL STUDENT
SI ItVIt F.S. KXPEHIENCED RELIABLE
tiRADS. RI.\S4)\ABLE RATES. TEL 398-
«:»IKor I.VV2246. (16QTR).

CSIS has lowest auto Insurance rates for
college students. Call us in Santa Monica .

451-1393. (16 QTR)

WANT an Intoreatlng summer Job? C«ll Job

Faitory . You will be surprised. 475-9SZ1. (8

S7>.

1 _
((MKTAIL waHress. Thursday. Saturday
days. Swidav nights. Beverly Hills area.
t2.Mh«Hir plus tips. i'X VXTA. (8S7).

ATTORNEY slMde^t wanted. Either acBlor

or graduate for light research work tem-

porary at times co««e«lc<it for both. I2.M to

tS.M per hour. Call tS7-482t eariy or lat« ar

write P.O. BPR3M24, LA. ». (§17).

W(»KK/Fttn - Finished by one. Work now and

In Fall delivering sandwiches in established

arras. lO.a* am. i a* pm. I4« • 155 for 10-12

rs work. H:i6'1»a9l before ll.M am. 821-

i eves. Car neress:ir\. (8S7).

RENT-A-T> $10 mo. Stereo/Hlfi. Student
discounts. Delivery to 9:00. 47S-3S70. 2353
WeslwiMMl

.

( QTR).

LIVE-IN. Watch/care your apt/home while
you are on leave/sabbatical. Management
grad. student, non-smoker, responsible.
References. 47H-I949. (16 A 17)

•m^ >••••••••••••••••«
AUTO INSURANCE

MOTORCVCLE
INSIT^mNCE

REFU'erO? TOOHIOH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
^«-»M ASK FOR ABE OR KEN

Di:

EUROPE* MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHXa.

Immediate ticketing
'

STUDENT Rail-Pass 2 mo. 1130-

.tMvmpic games 4 Hotel apace avail

.1972 Student Guide Booh to Europe

CONT.ACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept tCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. Cal. 914(KI

Phone 872-2283/784-1677

FEDERALLY Antkoriied Marijuana
Research. HeaHky males over 21. All pat
temtofute.825-M»4. l-4p.m. (RSQtr)

W.VNTED. INFANTS 4 to 7-1/2 MONTHS
FOR STl'DIES IN THE EARLY
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE. CALL
INFANT STlDIt:S PROJECT - 825-6551
(EXtEPTTUESD.XYS). (RS

*-•-

OVER 25? Have a day of fun - Expenses paid

plus l.>.(Mi. Enjov our mountain resort. This

week-end my treat: 478-5822. (I7A3I).

y/ Typing , 19

AUG
SEPT 16

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

19 LA/LONDON $252.00

LONDON/ LA 29 Days

AUG 30 LA/LONDON $252.00

SEPT 26 LONOON/LA 30 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00

SEPJ 25 LONDON/ LA 21 Days

SEPT S LA/LONDON $239.00

OCT '2 'LONDON/LA 26 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00'

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flight?.

SOFA .Agent for Intcr-European Student

Charter Flights.

Contact: LSCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. SmII*

0A. C.A. Calif. 9tkMf.

Tel: (2J3I83

EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y
Israel, India. Africa. 50% off. Student

rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC. 323 N.

Beverlv Dr., Beverly Hills. 90210. 276-

6293. (17 QTR).

SEPT
OCT

26 LA/LONDON
9 LONDON/LA

$199.00
14 Days

OCT
OCT

1 LA/ LONDON

15 LONDON/LA ,

-

$228.00
15 Days

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
. EUROPE-BOUND

^ , ... . ,. .

AUG
SEPT

30 LA/ FRANKFURT

G LA/LONDON

$138.00
$124.00

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

HOMl WARD- BOUND.
'

AUG-

AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT

17 LONDON/LA
?\ LONDON/LA
30 LONDON/LA
16 LONDON/LA
26 LONDON/LA

SI 38.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Hf^—

-

many other flights

THESE PHO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.U.A.

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER DCS AND BOE 11^707 JETS

EXaUSIVELY. CONT«rr\ US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS. \\^
Flight CoordlnatorsN -

John and Susan

Cliarter
Flints

10956 Weybum Avenue
Mestwood Village 90024
Telephone: 4 78-8286

an ^—_^-,^.^...=. ..,-.,..., ,-^^...

official
^^—^

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the "'"^i

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledfonian

707's--

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDON-LA ..

Fit. Dep Ret. Days Price

TYPING: Fast, accurate service «i
reasonable rates. • 474-52^. ( 19 A 17

)

IBM Executive. Term napers. reports.
letters, resumes. Guaranteed results. Days]
>ves.. weekends. Sharon 838-5687. <19Qtr>

KXPKRT help, theses, term papers, books.

\1ss on IBM. experienced all fields. Joan
nt2-H«20. <I9S7).

IMl<)Kt:SSU)N At. term papers, theses,
manuscripts. Pick-up and delivery. IH.M

Klectric. l>ouise (;aylen 472-8485. ( 19 A3l ).

EDITH - IBM typing. Term papers, theses,
manuscripts, etc. Experienced. Fast, ac-

curate, reliable. 933-1747. (19S2>.

FAST, accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. Editing. Weekdays
IBM Selectric. Barbie: 838-41012. Mae: 396-

5iM. (19 QTR )

.

DiSSEKfATIONS. theses, and manuscripts
for publication. Experienced editor-typist.
:»:i-«MW. (19 s 7).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Eftpert typing, fast. Alke. 3»7-33M. ( 19

QTR).

E.NGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. ( 19 QJR)

Rt'TII: Theses, dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

H2K-116:;. (19 QTR)

IBM's new Selectric II typewriters Tcarbon
ribbon) ... Experienced ... accurate work ...

Please call 3»4-82tS. (19 QTR).

fYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty Math & technical typing.

.Accurate, rapid service. 780-1074 atr).

^Wanted 20

DRIVER needed to drive '64 VW |o Florida
'

area in near future. Call 244-7271, 244-

3121. <20S7).

WILL pay cash for cars running or not. .

Wrecks too. Free tow-aways. 835-1643. 391-

!MV4«. (20S7).

2' 8/28 one-way $131

S 9/6 one-way $131

6 9/13 one-way $137

10 /. 9/14 one-way $131

19 9/17 one-way $135

•,*- K

More '

UNI
Student
Stuff

Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California including students,
faculty, staff, and th^ir immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent children),
living in the same household.

uc
r

charter INgnto

a Kerchkhoff Hall 20$ D
Between i a.m. A S p.m.

•2S-1221

BERKELEY student seeks other (s) to live

with at Berkeley in Fall. Steven 553-3717 (20

A24).

yApfs Furnished 2)

483GAYLEY: Bachelor. Furnished^ I'tlllUes

included. Walk to campus. Immediate oc-

cupancy. |90/mo. 477-4930. (21 S 7)

llfU gorgeous I bedroom. Quiet adult

building - pool. Near SM freeway at

Robertson. 8850 CaUarougus. 836-3426

WALK UCLA Hooray. Bachelor: .Singles; I

Br's from tll5 - 644. 630 Landfair near

Gayley. 479-5804.
*

(21 S7).

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Reservations for Fall also accepted

Renting Office: SU Landfair «1

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43 Landlair «M
S40Glenrock«n

a THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your passport to the - '•

:

world of student dis- i.

counts. The ISIC wos ere-

^ Qted by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer-

ence ond enjoys world-
wide'Vecognition. It'is

required for*all student
flights abroad.

G INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
PLIGHTS
to ond within Europe,
Israel, East Africa, ond
the Far Eost-at fantastic

savings, enabling you
to trovel as far as pos-

sible for as little as
possible '

3nou kno^w ust
iV^O A © t • • •

^ Free .

PERSIAN Pedigree cat free to a good home -

Phone 301-7888 after «:O0pm., (FRAI7>.

^fuforing ..... V. ... 18

ML'ITIVARIATE Statistics • ExcUing
lessons if you've had algebra. Professional

statistician, author, almost free. 623-4355. ( 18

READING. MATH. UANGtlAGE ARTS
(GRS. 2H) 18.00 hour. 13 yrs teachbig ex-
perience. 836-4283 after 2:00pm. (18S7).

KttKNCII: Kxam preparation, translations,
inieriMrter sen Ice. French for travel. Call
foi nier I CLA teacher. Results! 828-43M. ( 18

S7>.

MATH tutoring for classes or GRE.
Keasonable rates for efficient. eas> lessons.
:i1«l-:i:il7 or 398-4522. (18 A 17).

LAR(;E attractive one bedroom apartments

in Santa Monica. ..$185 up... pool, sub-

tterranean garage, elevator, ocean, view.

walk to beach, near Santa Monica Freeway.

2:11 1 Fourth St. SM 392-508*. 2045 Fourth St.

S.M :W2-3556. <2l qtr^

LAKfiK one bedroom. Pool. Fall leases

(Nini- month or longer). $190.00 /up. 51"

(;ienr«H-k. I7:i.»2«i.i. (21 QTR).

ENJOV Summer in large clean single and

one-hedrm apis Some alr-cond. Block

KLA-Viilage. Elevator. Pool. Sundecks.

(iarage. fi2.V*41 Landfair. 479-5404. (2lQTR^

483 GAYLEY: Large 1 bedrm. Furn.

lllllties paid. Summer Rate llSO/mo unU

Oct. 1. 477-4939.
(21«ir»

I.ARf.K Bathflors. $90 up. S*"*'"
, !1m

acroHs from l)>kstra. .lOl Gayley f'«/;Ji!f:

(;r 3^1.-124. Mrs. Kay.
<2IQTK»

^

SI Nt. I. KS. bachelors. 2-hdrm. *t"*"?-
'J^f'

haih. |MK>I. 3 biks. campus. 10824 Llndbroos

(|litgard).GR5-5584.
(2lQTR>

UNI
10986 WEYBURN AVENUE

WtttwoQd Vniagt 90QR4
10 91 PUvoriVMirltiAMI 10

TELE: 477-1111

(iKK. LSAT. other test preparation. In-

dlNidual. Hmati Krnup inslructkin. Academic
Guidance S\ es. WM So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18QTR)

FRENCII/SPANISII/ITALIAN: Ex'
perienced Inlv. Prof. Posithe results an>
exam Easy conversational method (trial)
473-2492. (|gQTR).

yfResearch Suhjecis Needed
SIBJECTS needed fw ptychdofy ex
periment. (.ood pay! Call glMtOf or come
toFranillallBri. (RSS7).

Sl»A< lots single and 1 bed Bullt-lns, d jh

washer, patio. Sec. building. I7>« (orlnW

I73-7IW7.
(^i^<^-

FVRNISIIED singles to share
•J^ "ji^j

pool, sun deck, parking. «33 Gaylejj.^J.^i^i

Buill-t"*'

(2IA24).I BEDR<M>M $170.00 New BIdg.

adults. 1817 Federal. 395-0300.

IIE.VLTIIV twins needed for I CI.A aspirin
metabolism study. .MonHary compensation
for >-olunteer«. CaU Nir«». R2S-«a9. ( R8 S7 )

.

501OAYLEY
Across From Dykstra

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Sinfllos-One Bdrms.

Junel$toStptl5
GR 3-17M - Mrs. Kjy - GR 3 052*

Used text books
needed in Africa

Books are sorely needed for libraries at African universities^ according

to Boniface Obichere,
director of the African Studies Center here.

Obichere, who recently completed a tour of universities in Nigeria,

.

Ghana, Dahomey, Togo, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia, said that he would
'

be attempthig to collect books to send to these libraries this year.

While in Africa, he said he was ''besieged with requests" to help out^the

libraries because of the difficulties they have in obtaining books, due to

tight budgets and restrictions on foreign exchange. In addition, he said

some of the libraries at Nigerian universities still are devastated from

the civil war two years ago.

Obichere said themost needed book^^would be standard college texts.

Students wishing to contribute books'^should go to the African Studies

Center in Bunche Hall 10244.

Journalism's future . .

.

(Continued from Page 6) >

Department chairman Wilcox could not be reached for comment.

Lecturer James H. Howard, one of the three tenured faculty in the

department, said ''the attrition in the department has been the ad-

ministration's fault. We have not been allowed to replace retiring and

departing personnel."

Howard said 40 students graduated from the one-year master's

program last June and 60 students have been accepted this fall. He said

the department received over 300 applications for 1972-73 and has already

had 150 written inquiries for the 1973-74 program.

'i disagree with Saxon about pr^jessional support too," Howard said.

"We have just three tenured members in the department, but outstanding

professional experts have been part of our program too~ Digby Diehl,

book editor for the Times: and Maury Green, television commentator."

Saxon said there had been no change in the plans for the graduate

program phase-out. "I have asked the dean (L&S dean Kenneth

Trueblood) to present the plan to the Graduate Council in October," he

said

.«. rvj
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WILD OATS— blutgrass plus country music, will be
presented by the Design for Sharing Free Sunday
series, outdoors in the sun and shade. Wild Oats is a

four-piece musical group using Bluegrass in-

strumentation, S-string banio« mandolin, guitar, bass

(all acoustic) and three-part hariiiony singing. The
membership includes: Ron LeOrand (MC), Evan
Anderson, Bert Patterson and Mel Durham. 3-4 pm,
Sunday, Architecture Quad (across from Schoenberg

Hall). Free.

New What's On deadlines r y
Iftihe interest of a continuing cool summer for all,

the What's On column deadline for the second

summer session is Tuesday noon for publication in

Thursday's paper. ^ " -

All copy for the Registration Issue is Npon,

Tuesday September 12. This includes an-

nouncements, meetings, unscheduled classes and
special activities. .^.^ .. .

^

.1

^ Apis UnfurnishedjTv^:^ ^ Apfs fo Share 23 ^ House fo Share 27 ^Room for Renf . . . . . . 31 V^ufos for Sale 33

APT. UNFURN. Split level - Fireplace. 1232.

:j bd. 2 ba. cpts. Mlrcle Mile area. 933-4737.

(22 Qtr)

BEACH APT. 4 bed. 3 batht. new Mdg
(pnlir^ top-second floor) Marina Del Rey
Peninsula. All conveniences. 1375. Also 3

bed. 2 baths. t285.00. 3004 Pacific Ave.

Phone:821-4625. (22 A 17)

ROOMMAtE Wanted: Two blocks from
tICLA • 680 Levering HI. Share bedroom •

S55. Own room -$110,478-9363. (23A31).

^For Sublease ...... 24
T»-

Sn& • 1 bedrm, clean, bullt-lns. refrig, crpts.

drps. air cond. 20 mln. UCLA - Van Nuys,

782-5445. (22 A 24)

Sl»0. $170. 2 Bedrm. 2 Bath. Carpets •

drapes - BItbis - Patio. No pets. 1316 Car-
melina 1119. 826-6160. (22 Qtr)

BL'NKER Hill Towers: Sublet one bedrm..

furn. or unfurn. as of Sept. 1st. Air cond.,

Pool. Tennis courti^^uM,JUh floor view

FEMALE Roommate to share house with 2

Kirls. Reasonable rent. Call 763-1383 eve. No.

Hollywood. (27 A 17)

)/ Housing Needed .... 28

UC Faculty and 3 resp. Viet, grads need
hou^e/apt. Close. 1 year. Lilnited funds.

Excel, refs. 474-1022. Nguyen So. (28 Qtr)

Call 628-1449 (24^a:z«
ri^

$:w.i.oo FURNISHED. Fac/Staff. 6 weeks

only. Bel- Air. 5 minutes UCLA. 3 baths.

Pool. Mag^Hcent view. Also private room.

198.00. 789«065. v A 17).

I BEDROOM 1155 - Large, airy, carpets,
drapes, stove, refrigerator. 1517 Federal
near S.M. Blvd. 395-0360. 22A24

>/ Apfs fo Share 23
I. r =^ >:

OWN Room, immediate occupancy. 4

bedrm. 3 baths. 181. 5 mln. campus. Dave
.•).>(»- 1760. eves. (23 A 24)

RECENT grad wants female to share 2

bedrm. Beverly Glen apt. Shirley, 6-7 p.m.
•»7!i-i>871. (23 A 17)

FEMALE wanted to share 2 bedrm. furn.
apt. Own room |240/mo. Call 826-2849 eves.

(23A17)

KOOMMATE wanted. Female. Furnished,
spacious apt. Bedrooms upatalrs. Beamed
ceiling. Garage, patio porch. 9120 per
month. Call 271-4597. (23A17).

FEMINIST grad student, looking for

roommate, close to campus. Own bedrm.
187.50. 479-6763. ^ (23 A 17)

MALE Roommate wanted: Start Fall. Super
apartment. 2 Mocks from campus. Fur-
nished. Pool. llOt. 9^-1333. < S7).

^
— • —

'

^RENT'too high? Share, save on housing

costs. Screened cllenti. Room-Mate Finders.

^ House for Renf . 25

'""LOCKING for apart, to share. Own room. In

Westwood Village. 395-8190 eve. Dan. (28 S7 ).

QUIEt. one bedrm apt. Furn. near UCLA.
Grad student, non-smoker. 1125 Start 9/28.

478-1949 eves. (28 A 17)

LOOKING for house or apartment to share.

Prefei own room. Westwood or W.L.A. 931-

2713. Anne. (28 A 17)

PRIVATE room off garage. Man only.

Refrigerator, no cooking. Walking distance
campus. 150.00, 476-2476. (31 A 17)

FURN. riNim /private home - private bath •

private entrance. IIOO.OO. Suitable for one or
two. CR6-5748. . (31A31).

BEAUTIFULLY furnished spacious room
available in palatial estate. Privileges. 5

min\ites UCLA/Beach. Suitable for two. 125
week. 454-7605. (31 A17).

FEMALE grad or faculty. Kingslie
bedroom, bath, kitchen privileges. Opp
campus, (Gorgeous view -t75- 473-3274.

/Aufos for Sale 33

TWO bedroom house • furnished. 1 1 85.

Federal Ave., WLA. Near transportation.

Available now . 473-6844. ( 25 A31 )

.

^Room and Hoard
7

^ House for Sale . 26

GRACIOUS large Spanish on Glendon Ave.

3-Bedr.. full dining- room, large kitchen

w/breakfast roont. 1-3/4 bath, forced air

heat. Wynn 477-7001. (26S7).

BRENTWOOD. Owner. Charming 3

bedroom or two and large convertible den

with beams, dining 1-3/4 bath. Walk to

everthlng. 949,500. 826-1420. (2«A24)»

ROOM & Board for male student. 3 meals

dav. Brunch on Sat. Sun. Private entrance,

private bath. TV room. Pool. Parking. Walk

to UCLA. 479-0501. (RBS7).

Room & board

Exchange for Help . . 30

PLEASANT private room. bath. 965.00. -

including board. Do dinner dishes. Only

fastidious, responsible tenant. 395-0360. (30

Qtr)

•68 FIAT 8.50 Spider. Hd tp. Xlnt cond. 9900.

Call 931-6922.
—— (33A24).

'61 VW Bus. *67 rebuilt engine. Good running

condition. 9700.00 or best offer. Call 391-

1024. (33A24).

'64 RAMBLER American. Good condition.

Everything works. Must sell. Make offer -

9225. 399-6139/396-7685. (33AI7).

#«•

'68 VW. Stickshlft. Excellent condition.

Radio heater, under 45.000 miles. Call

Susan. 391-1962. (33A17).

65 RENAULT Caravelle converTlble
w/hardtop. Michelin X tires. 4speed. great

cond. 9600. 478-1949 eves. ( 33 A 17)

1966 RAMBLER Hassle, std., radio, A.C.

lis, (MM) mi. (;ood cond. New tires and shocks.
780-7441. (33 A 17)

fi3 CIIEV. 4-door. V8. air. automatic, power
iteering. Good cond. 9450. 838-4612. (33 A 17)

' — *

I960 AUSTIN llealey Sprite - Bugeye. Needs
Morks. First 9150 takes - Call Mike. 479-9733

afters. (33 A 17)

71 VW Superbeatle • Wash, plates; radio.

11.850. Call 391-8372. <33S7K.

;(7 TOYOTA Corona - Delux. automatic,
radio, heater. 41,000 miles. Excellent cond.

1695.00. 343-1664.^,. (33 A 17)

'68 PLYMOUTH Belvedere. 4-dr sedan.

Excellent cond. 91051. 476-2417 or 825-3396.

(33 A 24)

63 CHEVROLET Nova station wagon.
Excel, cond. 9250. 476-2417 or 825-3396. (33 A

1963 PORSCHE- runs, drives, looks like new
- AM/FM. new tires, original, other ac-

cessories. 92375. 659-346^ ^33A17)

.64 CORVAIR. good cond. good body and

interior - automatic 9250. Call days. 474-2303.

(33A24)

7-" V^*

\

lUk^
,..^'

5 BEDROOMS. 3 baths, family, dining, pool,

air. 3000' plus. So. Blvd., Sherman Oaks. 7

mln. UCLA. 95t.950. 393-9411, X«50 day. 788-

2874 ev^. (2gA24).

47.V8631. ( QTR).

ROOMMATES needed - 633 Gayley.
Pleasant singles 9M Kltcken. sundecki.
pool, garage 473.411} <nQTR

)

FEMALE RMmmatc needed, mkl 2t's. Seek
2 bedroom near campus. Easy-going.
responsible. 8364213 (eves). <Z3A24).

ROOMMATES. Sliarc expensM and housing.
The home k companlMi of your choice.
House Mates. 4M-S143. (2387).

FEMALE Roommate wanted. Grad studcut
preferred - 2 hsdr—is • own room - Weal
t.A. 9g5/mo. SM-MM. (SAM).

ROOMMATES M««ad hi large ataigle and
one-bedrm apla. Btock campus. PmI.
SiMidecks. Garage. •SSLaMdfalr.47M4M. (

WALK UCLA spaciMM s«rcM "HMMt
Beautiful" bachelw- pad. Geulal ymmg
W-ofestiona i lyyy^ im 47s.mi. (ng7).

J«
ar F ROOMMATE wanted to share )

J;!*oom apt. 1/2 Uk. from Beach. 392-
••M. inAlT).

FEMALE Teacher - (VA Brentwood). Share
Hith name • yours or fhid. 478-3711, ext 1X28
dajs 7H»».»437 nM«. (23 A31).

NEAR Mulholland. Minutes UCLA', S

bedrooms, huge LR. 2 baths, builtins. beam
ceilings, pool. Valley view. 274-4810. (2t A31).

sHER^dVTJXRsT" "•"

SHERMAN Oaks foothills. Avoid leeway -

15 mhi. to Westwood over Bev. Glen. Bright,

cheerful, contemporary with lovHy views of

treetops, valley and mts. ^y^-^l^
ceilings In llv. rom.. sep, dining and Mtchcn

with bulH-lns. 2 bedrwrns and den. I-l/Z

baths. Excelleul coiUUtlM. Low upkeep

landsc. yard and redwoajdeck. aep. d^nw.
Central air. Ownw^Mt,7j^J»;145l^»£i>;

NEAR Pico: 2 Bedrm. covert. *•"•
5*J*

Cod. 80 ft. front. Splendid cond. 932,JI8.

Broker, 478-1273. __1!?^!!:
'

JHous0 fo Share* 27

HOUSEBOY. Prlv. rm. A board fii exch. for

assisting with housework, dishes and

errands. No salary. Prefer someone with full

school schedule or other Job. Car or

motorcvcle necessary for transportation to

school. 275-9403. <30S7).

FORMER Eng. Prof.. 27. wants live-In coed

to do light housework for free room. Rustic

house, tlose to campus, even. 473-3711. (30

AI7).

GIRL. Part4lme child care - exchange room
and board. S.M. Salary. Call Miss Moore
273-:i.-)13. 655-1852. "--<«• A17).

•71 DATSUN - Excellent condition. 9500

miles. Stickshlft. radio, carpeting. Call

Alyln Schnurr, 3911962. <33A17).

68 MGB. 91300 Yellow; Low mileage, wire

wheels, AM-FM radio. Good cond. 454-5092.

(33QtrO

VW I960. 9200, runs fine. Call Alan, 825-2998

davs, 476- 3908 eves. (33 A 17)

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

'57 TB, Vinyl porthole hardtop, new tires,

batterv, rebuilt engine, tune-up. Must sell.

91.500.()0. 451-2197. (33 S7).

S( IIWINN 3-speed in top condition wHh lock

945 or best offer. Call Ram. 4772293. (35 A
24>

DATSUN Sportscar. 1963. Excellent cond

Needs work on brakes. 9250 or best offer. W>
-3fi-5381. (33A24

FEM.\LE...Room /Bath /Salary. Bab> sit-

ting, light housekeeping, 3 chlMren In

ftimily. Short walk to campus. 475-0761. (39

a:u).
•

.

FEMALE • room /bath/salary. Walk to

campus. Light housekeeping. babyslUlng.

famllv of 4 children. Start now. contlnu*

Fall. 279-1615,

M.

NICE Private room, bath plus montly salary

exch for child care, light *«^»«-
.^J"

campus. 2'<9-24SS. (liAQtr)

FRIENDLY Folks "«^ *;"ril3i
secluded house atop Bev. Glen. Cou^
Ideal. 9g|-74«3. Peace.

Kzi/\Mmt

MALE share hMac. Oj- >*£S'J" ^i^'SlJ
Gkfi. %m per man. plus utUHles. CaM^^Jj

FEMALE, room. bath. Mainly sitting. Other

help. Walking distance. Ask operatar for

Miss Lynn • 472-7950. (31 AIT).

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINO

4000 Milt
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A-l AUTO SERVICE
7«S7 Van Nuys Blvd.

tcrott from G M. Plant
:all MM-7075 i* Moors

•—•»••••••••••••••
-63 CORVAIR "A Classic". Esquire
.Magailne. Good condith>n. 93tt or best offer.

Uavlng LA In Sept. Call Jim or Mike. 828-

0758. (33A31).

'65 VALIANT. 9399. Runs, needs rings. Auto,

RAH. safHy eqpt. Bbh 8. 474.9131. (33A17).

LADY'S Sch*lnn Bicycle 935. Excellent

condition. 392-0192 eves. (35 A 31)

Cycles, Scoofers

^ For Sale 36

i--.

/»«• -

'71 .SS 359 cc HARLEY streetMke. Custom
handlebars, seat, backrest. 4899 miles. Xlnt

9559 sacrifice. 679-093. (3687)

I

S»lARE .1 bdr./2 bath/ Bullt-lns. Oim
9l9.(hrer^l.Mualhoneat.tt39-»lM. (tSAti;

1 ADULTS. Male and Female, aod 3 small

children would llhe
•"••^T^ gT*** *I,!t!l*

large h«..e In Westw^jL Easy wj^Wjg

distance tocaropm.474-lt88.
(I7am>.

FEMALE 21-27 to ^^^9 •mnym^^^o^
983 month. 129-5124 evcutafa. ^'•^"VAS!
.Comila.

^"*^'-

IIOVSE Own room, two ethers Clrl 23 »•

non smoker. 9199. SanU >«^»««' »=^"*
Night 821-3444.

(Z7AM».

FEMALE with car. bahyalttllig '"ehange

prlv rown. board, bath (If laterested. 92tf

litk for housekeeping) - ni.977t. (19 A 14>

STUDE.NTWANTED

Brentwood home. Prtvate room, bath Four

boys 16. 14, 11. 6. Help If knowtodge of

Spanish - housekeeper >••»»«•" .j^"***!
able to accept total reaponslWllly If para«M

awav We wlW eMher pay by month arhmr
for extra duties. Athletk Interest and driving

important. Call 472-d978 betwewi 9 a.m. - •

a.m.

84 FALCON - Reliable IransportatlaR. Good
running order. Standard transmlaslan. 92TS>

or best offer. After 8. 388-2149. <»A17)

'72 COUGAR Convertible. XR7, air. electric

whidaws. tape. 8.999 miles. 94380. 392-

J7?8. (33AI»^. /

'58 \'W' Bus. New transaxic. Highest offer by

Sept, 1st. evenings 8M-2l89Karol (I3A31).

'Ml \ W Bus. (iood mechanical
829-27.52 or 349-3958. (»A

•69 KAW ASAKI Mach III. 599 cc, metal Hake

paint, excellent condition. 1899/ofrer. Call^

Dave: 396-7952. (36A14).

•68 HONDA"18i". Electric sUrter 9259.99. /

474-2748 after 5 pm. < 39^17).

smmrT'J

'

r FOIM/O

OK CHEVROLET Bel Air, 2-door. 8 ryltoder.

Vutomatk. Orlgbial owner. 398-9841 eve*, f 33

A 17)

•*-*
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lor the Ralph Bunche Schotorship P^'T^./^^.TV^* SchMI.W, Henry Bibby, Fr«d Slaughter,

- --»;;r„!*sr-ryS."n::'^^^^^^^^
left are Lucius Allen and Gail Goodrich. V-u >.,

The Bruins return to PauleY-and win again

*

4

'*

"

• • 1 '

It was an all-time classic night for name-dropping last

Friday the UCLA Alumni team, composed of players fronj

each of the Bruins' eight NCAA champion teams, defeated

an Elgin Baylor Pro-Star team 135-131 before 10,000 fans m

Pauley Pavilion.

It was a game in" which everyone went home happy,

especially since upwards of $20,000 from the receipts of the

game will be diverted to the Dr. Ralph Bunche Scholarship

Fund here.
.

i

, . o„.,i^«
On the court the Bruins won, as is usual in Pauley

Pavilion. While the final score was close, the
gf
me wasn t^

A 12-2 spurt at the beginning of the first half and a 22-8

runaway at the start of the second half proved too much to

overcome for the Pro-Stars.
. , r^ *u

"It was a funny game," one observer cracked after the

game "We would run the UCLA offense for a while and lead

by 20. Then we would play one-on-one and let them catch up.

Then go back to the UCLA offense, etc."

Professional rules were in effect, meaning four twelve-

minute quartersandmany, many dunks. Othef than those

small differences, the Bruins were the same as always,

hustling, shooting, fast-breaking, defending.

The game itself, though, was incidental. Just havmg all

the former Bruin greats in the^me locker room, on the

same team, on the same court all at one tithe w^s enough

excitement. / j ^._j i « u
Kareem Abdul Jabbar (Lew Alc|rrdor) and Abdul Rah-

man (Walt Hazzard), college basketball's players of the

year in l%7-69 and 1964, paraded before the stands as they

arrived after ^ cross-country flight from Boston. Their

greeting was a heart-warmi^ing standing ovation.

Lucius Allen came early.the 1968 AU-American, in a blue

and white tunic, looked like an African snake charmer. His

friendly handshake greeted many old friends in Pauley.

Sidney Wicks and Curtis Rowe, the fashion twins of the

1970-71 teams, paraded before the stands as usual too.

SFOFTTS
Thursday, August 17, 1972

The Dream (3ame
BAYLOR
PRO STARS

G F

UtLA AttlMS

Winffeld
Lov*
McWillms
McMillan
Calvin-
Robnsn
Price
Riley

-^eld
Knight
Chones
Jackson
Halrston
Rule
Trultt ~

2 0-2

2 0-0

3 4-a

2 4-4

6 3-5

9 3-4
4-5

0-1

0-0

2

i
2
6
2
1

7

0^
1-3
2-4

1-2

2-3

7 3-4

4 Wicks
4 Rahman

10 Jabbar
8 Goodrich
15 Allen
21* Rowe
8 Valleiy

Bibby
2 SchoflldJ
.4 Paterson
13 Booker
6 Slaughter
3 F.Warren

16 ;

17

G F T
7 14 15
1 2-2 4

1010-13 30
7 0-0 14

2 2-4 6
11 3-4 25
2 2-3 ,6
9 3-3 21

Tt 0-0
"1^^1-1

3-5
0-0

0^

8
3
3

I

Total* S2 27-4$ 131 Totalf 54 27-31 135

Baylor Pro Stars » » 3$ 34-131

UCLA Alumni 3) 35 34 33—135

John Valleiy came by. The "Moneymiiii," the nickname

his teammates gave him in 1969, had a tan nearly as dark as

his wife, Karen'«. ..^,
.

Henry Bibby, who surprised everyone by hustling for 21

points, was in a hurry before the game, refusing to pause

for autographs. Jerry West, only a spectator this time, had

a much harder fime avoiding the autograph hounds,

howevei^r '..'.>
^.:^:,:r:.. ^~.. .: ' .''.^ •

Gail Goodrich, now acclaimed as one of the best-dressed

men in the country as well as one of the best players, was

there, driving, cutting, shooting from the comer as he did in

1964-65.

Terry Scholfield (1969-71), Steve Patterson (1969 71),

Kenny Booker (^970-91), Fred Warren (1970), and the

amiable (and nituch larger) Blue Max, Fred Slaughter

(1964), all put in appearances also.

Mike Warren, the Bruins' other 1968 AU-Ameriqan guard,

played too but in a different game. Warren was a member

of the Johnny Brown All-Stars, which defeated the Los

Angeles Police Department in a preliminary game 68-65.

Appropriately, it was Warren's steal of an inbounds pass

with seconds left that sealed the win.

Watching the entire spectacle, but this time sitting

quietly in the stands, was the godfather himself, John

Wooden, the architect of college basketball's mightiest

teams. This was a game not of Wooden's doing — the

l^lumni Association can be credited with that honor — but it

was difficult for the five-time coach of the year to stay

away A short visit to the "UCLA" bench before the game

was a touching sight, Wooden talking to his former players

about and perhaps thanking them for many wonderful

years.

On the bench, in Woodeq's usual siJot, was Kenny

Washington, the star of the 1964 and 1965 NCAA title games.

The night proved him to be a winner too.

It was a night and a game many had dreamed about for a

long time. Now that it has occurred, everyone's wish is for a

repeat. And that may become reality too. The word is that

the game will be an annual event to benefit the scholarship

fund.

Dr. Bunche, a guard with the Bruins from 1925 to 1927,

would be glad to hear that.

Can UCLA bounce back? Tbat's the

question as 1972 football begins

t

The 1972 football year begins^t 9:30 am Saturday

on Spaulding Field as over 100 Bruin players and

coaches convene for the annual Photo Day. Satur-

day's two-hour picture session kicks off UCLA's 54th

year of intercollegiate football.

Three days of workouts without pads — a NCAA
rule— begins Monday and then it's three hard weeks

/ of work
'

'

The number one task during this fall practice will

be to polish the wishbone offense coach Pepper

Rodgers installed last spring. He won't have much

time to do so. The Bruins begin the 1972 year against

the nation's No. 1 team the past two years —
N^braska
And, in case anyone was out of the country last fall,

Nebraska stopped Oklahoma's famed Wishbone in

the Game of the Century onThanksgiving Day before

annihilating Alabama, l^r Bryant, Johimy Musro,

and their Wishbone la&t>€W Year's p^ay m the

Orange Bowl.
.

If you were a UCLA fan last year, it's just as well

you were out of the country. The Bruins, hit by in-

juries and ineligibilities, feU to a dismal 2-7-1 record,

saved only by a 7-7 tie with USC in the season finale.

1^2 is a new year, however, with many new faces

and talent.

James McAlister, the controversial and promising

running back of a year ago, returns from a year of

NCAA ineligibility to team with his high school

teammate Kcrmit Johnson in the backfield.

Mark Harmon, the sought-after JC quarterback

from Pierce JC, is the No. 1 candidate for the

quarterback's spot, although converted delfenseman

Rob Scribncr is a close No. 2.

Offfeiivrtyt UCLA prrtnisas to ba aood. Harmon,

Pac-8's best backfields. On the offensive line and on

defense, however, the Bruins are green. .
-

Bruce Walton, UCLA's senior tackle, will be the

key to the offensive line that lost an All-American

center, Dave Dalby. Randy Gaschler moves over to

center from guard, but his job does not hold much
glamor. The first time he snaps the ball this year, he

will be hit by the country's best defensive player,

Nebraska nose guard Rich Glover.

Of the eleven players currently No. 1 in their

defensive positions, only two are seniors — Allan

Ellis and Allan Lemmerman. The remaining nine

are either sophomores, juniors, or recent JC tran-

sfers.

There will be a great deal of pressure for UCLA to

have a good year for Rodgers. Some 80,000-85,000 are

expected to be in the Coliseum for the September 9

opener. 4f the Bruins fail to do well — even Rodgers

concedes UCLA is the underdog but he is hoping for

an impressive showing — the crowds could get

miserably smaller this year.

p Announcements
The songgirls have a penchant for staying in the news this sumilir^ The

recommeSation of Student LegisUtive CouncU that the 1972-73 song gii

squad haveVtryouts will be heard by Stadium Excecutive Commi tee at

its first meeting August 24, according to SEC chairman, assistant athleuc

director Robert Fischer said yesterday. Fischer gave no indication ot any

action to be Uken on the recommendation.
c^nooirls

In the September issue of Esquire, meanwhile, the UCLA song^in

have a two-page picture spread all to themselves, as part of a story on ui

college scene today.
• • •

The 1^2-73 UCLA varsity basketball schedule was released last week

by the athletic department

• • •

McAUiter, Johnson, and Co. should form one of the 3:30 pm

Playboy *s football "expert" Anson Mount has

already tabbed UCLA for a 5-6 season, his pigskin

preview in the September issue revealed. Since the

Bruins will be the Only Pac-8 team with the Wishbone
offense. Mount says UCLA coiud cause some
defensive problems in the conference this year.

Mount tabbed Washington, with Heisman trophy

candidate Sonny Sixkiller returning at quarterl>ack,

as the Pac^ champion with a 10-1 record.
» •

Students will be admitted to Spaulding Field to

view fall practice this year, Rodgers said, upon
prPs<*ntJition nf an ID P^d DrilU ^r«> at ft 30 am and

Friday

Saturday

Friday
Saturday

Saturday

Friday
Saturday
Friday—
Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Thursday
Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Monday
Friday

Saturday

Thursday
Saturday

Friday

Saturday

November 17

November 25

December 1

December 2

December 16

December.22
December 23

December 29-30

January 5

January 6

January 12

January 13

January 19

January 20

January 25

January 27

February 3

February 10

February 12

February 16

February 17

February 22

February 24

March 2

March 3

r>

Saturday March 10
•i*^"

Varsity Preview
•'

./, • Wisconsin

Bradley

Pacific

UC Santa Barbara

Pittsburgh

Notre Dame

Sugar Bpwrrournament

New Orleans, La

(UCLA vs. Drake)

(Ulinds vs. Temple)

Oregon

Oregon State

atSUnford

at California

USF

I>rovidencc

at Loyola
(Chicago)

at Notre
Dame

at use

at Washington
State

at Washington

Washington

Washington
SUte

at Oregon

at Oregon
SUj«

California

USL
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Against city for May 11th injuries

Student files $604,250 claim

DB Photo by S«M SpaiiiRf

TOUCHING UP ROYCE The work is complettd now, but the tntra

w

ee lo

Royce Hall was barricaded the last few weeks to altow artists to refurbish

the ceiling murals there. Apperson Bros., an outside contractor, per-

formed «tte work. _ -^

By Susie HaUgo
DB SUIT Writer

A student here has filed a $604,500 claim against

the City of Los Angeles for injuries allegedly inflicted

by Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officers

in front of the Law School during the May llth an-

tiwar protests. _ ^

Harry Wayne Alexander, 23-year old un-

dergraduate majoring in psychology, filed the claim

in Superior Court last week with his lawyer, Boyd S.

Lemon.
*

' The claim names five LAPD officers as allegedly

being responsible for head and body injuries on

Alexander. Named were Dennis L. Tipps, T. Mar-
shall, D.L. Marine, R. Douglass and P. Hollenbeck..

The claim aslcs in excess of $2,500 for medical
expenses to date, in excess of $2,000 for loss of income
to date, $200,000 "for pain and suffering and
emotional distress" from the injuries and $400,000 in

punitive damages.

Alexander claimed that he suffered "multiple

facial and skull fractures and lacerations, facial

scars, depressed nasal fracture, bridge of nose

crushed and deviated to left, maxillary fracture,

permanently damaged facial^nerves.'
»>

Program fornew students
-h

He also claimed "permanent loss of sense of smell

and taste, swollen eyes making it impossible to see

for several days after injury, headaches, severe pain

and suffering and emotional distress."

4'- . "^A .-

In a telephone interview with the Daily Bmin.
Alexander said he was not actively involved with the

antiwar protests on campus. Instead, he said he was
trying to get to his car parked off-campus. y-

Alexander said he was circling campus (parts

were closed by the police) and ended up near the Law
School at approximately 5 pm.

In front of the Law School, according to Alexander,

the police officers made a run at those persons

standing there. It was then that Alexander was

allegedly beaten by the five officers. , ._.

"They smashed me," he charged. "I completely

collapsed from the impact of a blow to the head. I

was lying down with my hands behind my back,

waiting for them to tie me up. Instead they smashed
me again."

Lemon said, "It's hard to tell hoMv permanent the

injuries are. He (Alexander) still has a substantial

loss of smell and this affects his sense of taste.

Several places on his face are severely damaged —
some are numb all the time." —''

He said it would be one to two years before the case

actually comes up for trial, given the backload of

cases.

Listed as witnesses to the officers' alleged actions

are several students. Law School lecturer Bruce

Fisher and Charles Z. Wilson, 'vice chancellor for

academic programs.

ff

^

The LAPD press relations office would not com-

ment on the Alexander case, pending review of the

clailh.

SLC budget for

ByDaveMcNary
DBSUff Writer

i don't understand UCLA."
Most entering students have

that thought in mind, so 2,964 of

them came here for one of 20 two-

day orientation sessions in Sproul
Hall the past two months.
This summer's program, which

concludes today, was termed
"surprisingly successful" by Ben
Rodilitz, student director. "Whtft
we wanted to do was give the new
students a feel for the University
so they can make it on their own
when they get here," he said.

During each two-day session,

new students were able to meet in

counseling sessions and group
discussions with counselors and
other incoming students. The

students were also provided the

opportunity to pre-enroU for the

fall quarter along with receiving

information on requirements,
majors, and classes.

Informational meetings

Informational meetings
supervised by representatives

from student government and
student service offices on c^pus
were also held.

The entire program was run by
18 student counselors and two

student directors, under the

supervision of Bruce Barbee,

assistant dean of students. ^

Art Goff, one of the student

counselors, said he had "enjoyed

every minute of the seven-week

program. I think we did a pretty

good job with the freshmen."

New foreign student

group demands input
The Foreign Studente Association, (FSA), the three month-oW

orgahization representing the approximately 2,000 students here, for-

warded to the University Policies Commission (UPC) last Thursday a

proposal calling for greater student input into the operations of the

Foreign Student Office (FSO).
The FSA is asking for the estoblishment of an advisory committee "to

examine important matters concerning the FSO." Four students, three

from FSA and one from UPC, would comprise the committee.

The FSA is also calling for four specialized "subcommittees" in FSO to

concentrate on fhiancial aid, counseling, job placement and acadenuc

problems of foreign students. Additionally, FSA "requests the

registration fee subcommittee (of UPC) to arrange a formal input olthe

FSA in matters concerning the allocation of funds to offices which deal

with foreign student affairs.

Sam Manna, a graduate student in English from Ethiopia servuig as

^§A vice-president, said the proposal was designed to P«^«)JJ™
members in th« Foreign Students Office from making "arbitrary

decisions on programs for foreign students.

MaxweU Epstein, dean of the foreign students office, said he agreed tn

principli!* with the FSA proposal, spying tMi is the direction the staff at

Rodilitz said, "The thing we
tried to emphasize to the students

was understanding how to do what

you want to— where to go, who to

see, etc.'* He also praised the

work of the student counsek>rs,

selected last spring from over 300

applicants.

Above prediciloBt

Freshmen attending the first 17

sessions totalled 1,864. Transfer

students totalled 450. Ttie totals,

Rodilitz said, were slightly above

predictions for both groups.
- In addition, 494 parents came to

eleven one-day sessions

established to develop a "better

line of communication between

parent and student." Rodilitz said

these sessions were basically

^informational.*'

Althoi^h UCLA has had some
form of orientation for incoming

studente since the early 1990*8, the

present system of multiple

sessions over the length of the

summer did not ^ome into being

until 1968. This year's program
was designed to be self-

supporting, with each student

paying $23.50 per session.

Rodilitz reported the program

would probably break even this

year, compared with the $17,000

loss incurred by last year's

orientation program.

Mail reg packs

Tomorrow is the last day for

continoiag stodcaU ta renter

aad enroiiy ky maU for fall

qearter. Tomorrow to also tl>e

last day lo pick «p fall

regislratlsa fM^^c^ ^ Murphy

itoH iiH. : "
.
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Student Legislative Council (SLC), the undergraduate student

government here, lost $21,096 in 1971-72, according to figures

released last week by Howard Brand, SLC finance committee

chairman. . ?

Income for the past year — each student's quarterly $3.50

membership fee, UC Regente' funds for community programs and

money earned from SLC-sponsored programs — totalled $226,424.

Expenses of the SLC president's offices and commissions

amounted to $247,520.

The unusually heavy deficit has almost depleted the SLC con-

tingency reserve, cutting it from $26,993 to $5,967, Brand said,

leaving little room for error in this year's budget, which totals

$185,500, exchiding Regente' funds.

Last year's enrollment drop, a smaller appropriation of Regente'

funds than expected and the decision to take $10,400 from the

reserve for program purposes^ere the three basic causes of the

deficit, according to Bran^.

Brand also listed SLC commissioners' use of telephones and their

stipends as the chief expenses which led to the overall loss. SLC's

bill for telephones in 1971-72 was $18,377, compared to the projected

$10,192. The stipend account was also overdrawn $1,340 from the

projected $7,960.
' Xtrr"

"Last year, the accounting procedure we used did not allocate

these expenses to each commission," Brand said. "Instead, the

money came from a general pot and everyone felt free to make use

of it.

"This year, each commission's telephone bill will be charged to

the commission's budget. It will be difficult to oveirdraw stipends

also since the Financial Aids Office has agreed to hold our money

and issue the regular stipend checks there," Brand said.

Brand said he informed SLC twice last spring, on April 5 and ll,

of the impending loss. Both times the council took no action.

Still, he insisted the deficit was not the result of poor

management, but rather of poor estimates provided SLC by the

S Planning Office. Brand pointed out that the individual commissions

I themselves kept within their budgete last year.

I Ste)(^ Halpem , undergraduate student body president, was out of

» town and unavailable for comment.

I Brand predicted the need for a close watch on SLC finances this

^i year. Earlier this summer, SLC had decided not to budget for a 12-

^j month period. iMtaad, the council voted to allocate only one-third

I of the budget — approximately $63,000 — and reevaluate ite

5 budgetary situation at the end of the fall quarter.

§ "The program capabilities of each commission are lower than

i last year's. " Brand said. "Since we wiU becharging telephones and

§ stipends to each commission's account, the pommlssions will have
'% less money for programming/ ' he added. _ '
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TYPING- EDITING

TYPING - Lightning typing of theses, dissertations, reports and term papers

plus editorial counseling service. Rough drafts and final typing.

Our unbelievable girls typing team will carry your paper through the maze

of academic blocking to an early degree touchdovifn at pre-season prices.

Well never "scalp" you.

We'll advise you in matters of organization, research, formating, layout,

editing, and revision, wf DON'T DO IT FOR YOU. We merely provide scholarly

advice. You complete your own paper with confidence.

Our counselors really care.

GIVE US THE BALL CALL: 388-3191 - HIKE!

University police report the

following recent crimes and

arrests r

A 30-year old student here was

arrested by West LA. narcoUcs

officers on four counts on forging

prescriptions.
''

* -^

The investigation officer

reported that the suspect altered

legal prescriptions by changing

the amounts of the drugs. A check

of the suspect's background

revealed a past federal narcotics

arrest for smuggling.

The suspect was booked at the

West LA. jail on forgery charges.

Bail was set at $1,000. ^

Math Sciences 4211, a restroom,

was the scene of another arrest for

lewd conduct. A 43-year old

teacher from Riverside was

arrested last week by an officer

assigned to a special vice detail in

"the known hangout for

homosexual activity.*'

TiM suspect was observed

masturbating with the stall door

open. Upon seeing the officer, the

suspect extended his cupped right

hand towards him.

When the officer identified

himself as a University

policeman, the suspect attempted

to lock himself in the stall. The

officer prevented the suspect from

closing the door, placed him under

arrest and advised him of his

rights. The suspect waived his

rights.

Bail was set at $500. The suspect

reportedly gave a false name
when first questioned

^ • • *r

A student was arrested by an

officer on special detail assisting

animal regulations in Lot J>

(behind Rolfe Hall). The suspect

reportedly chased away a dog the

officer was pursuing.

The officer reported that he was
interferred with by the student
while acting in the course of duties
as an Animal Regulations Officer
The student refused- to identify

himself at first and was arrested
for interference.

The reporting officer felt the
subject acted 'in the spur of the
moment" for moral reasons, and
that in the interest of justice, |he
subject be released. The student
was released after he was warned
against further interference.

• • •
Finally, petty theft last week

netted $1,911 in 15 separate in-

cidents. Several of the thefts

occurred in the Neuropsychiatric

Institute, with no sign of forced

entry .,_^

Included in the thefts were
clocks, tapie recorders, a purse,

wallets and a car radio.

U C-TV-LA faces cut ijs^bruiim
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PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR : .

LSAT SCORE
Instruction ewlusively in exam taking techniques used successfully by California pre-

low students. Tought in Los Angeles by procticing lawyers, Cost: $75.

Course for OaOBEft 21 LSAT starts OCTOBER 5..DECEMBER in-

stfuctJon also avaif&ble. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (2 1 3) 655-8046.

hcU$9 bagBf hair goodie$9 $andah

New lnaece$9ihle Loeaium!!!

1110 G«yley Ave.

473-95^

UC-TV-LA, the campus television sUtion, te !n danger of becoming

extinct this year.
. ^ _. * • ,*vto

The station was to be fmanced by the Theater Arts department m 1972-

73 after Communications Board, which had funded the station during its

first two years of operation, decided last spring to cease subsidizmg the

program. In 1971-72 UC-TV-LA received $11,198 fromComm Board.

Student director Richard Prince now reports, however, the Theater

Arts department will not be able to finance the staUon in 1972-73 since the

coming year's departmental budget had b(pen a^locat^d witjto^ including

funds for UC-TV-LA.
'

'
'

Prince requested $12,271 from the reg fee subcommittee of the

University Policies Commission last week to cover the cost of 42 one-hour

shows this year. The shows, as Ust year, would be shcfwn during noon at

television monitors located around the campus. ^

The subcommittee granted the station funds "not to exceed $1,500 m
order to begin operation in the fall. The question of funding the station

for a full year, however, was referred back toComm Board. Comm Board

is not scheduled to meet unfil late September, but Prince was hopeful a

special meeting could be arranged soon.
—-—^^-.

Clifford Locks, chairman of the reg fee subcommittee, said, "essen-

tially we are asking Conmi Board to provide us with an evaluation of the

station, whether it ought to be funded and where the money should come

from." . . \

If no money becomes available, Prince is uncertain of the station 8

future. Outside sponsorship is a possibility, he said, similar to tlie

arrangement the station had with General Telephone last spring. General

Telephone paid $35 in advertising for each one-hGur show the last half of

the spring quarter. Prince said. He added, however, he didn't want "to

become commercial." -"::
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America's fumueft comedy
team of the decade,.,

Richie and Spiro. . . in the

absurd, fast mooing
,

motion picture
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John A. McCone, former CIA head and now a

local businessman, was recently named to replace

Edwin Pauley as co-chairman of the Statewide

Citizen's Committee for the Health Sciences

Facilities Bond Issue on the November ballot . . .

Former Regent Christian E. Markey, Jr. lias been

named chairman of the regional L.A. County

committee for the same bond issue . . . UCLA's

hydrogen car entry in the Urban Vehicle Design

Competition in Detroit recently finished first in the

overall (internal comkHistion division and second

in the entire race behind the entry of the

University of British Columbia.) Students Joe

Finegoid, Frank Lynch, Ned Baker, John Lu, and

Frank TakahashI built the car under the direction

of Albert Bush, engineering professor . . . The

LaW School has received a two-year, $150,000

grant from the Markle Foundation of New York to

establish a training and research program in

communication poUcy. Slated to l>egin in the fall

quarter, the program will start with ten students

selected on a competitive basis. Geoffrey Cowan,

professor in law here, will direct the progratm . . .

Edward G. Wong. 22, a graduate in theater arts.

was recently named the recipient of a $10,133
grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities for liis work in collecting and
cataloguing photographs and other materials
documenting the history of Asian-American
people. Wong was one of 29 students across the
country receiving similar grants . . . Tlie in-

famous DB photograph of May 27, 1970 that
resulted in obscenity charges against former DB
editor John Parker and Intro editor Joseph
Hymson <the charges were later dropped) ap-
pears in the September issue of Playboy, in a
section entitled "Student Bodies." . . . Over 325
high school cheerleaders are attending a week-
long conference in Reil>er Hall this week, spon-
sored by the International Cheerieading Foun-
dation of Overland Park, Kansas. TVconference
ends tomorrow . . . Gov. Ronald Reagan last

Thursday vetoed the bill sponsored by assem-
blyman Richard Barnes (R—San Diego) to give
UC faculty a pay increase of 13% instead of the

7.5% that Reagan had approved in the 1972-73 state

budget. Barnes* bill had passed the Assemtdy GO-S

and the Senate 29-7 .
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OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we specia lilt in contact lenses

made at our own offict

3 hr. service on tost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE ft PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

^ FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye-Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 4770613

i

Nixon suspends new provisions

mLF

improves

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today. ^—
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By John Sandbrook
DBSUff Writer

Students will have an easier

time than expected in ot)taining

Federally Insured Student Loans

(FISL) this fall, but the maximum
amount of each loan will be

substantially lower than

previously thought.

President Nixon signed an
emergency J)iU last Saturday,,

suspending until March 1, 1973,

the provisions of the 1972 Higher

Education Act relating to such

guaranteed loans. The action was
prompted by confusion resulting

from the new regulations issued

by the I>epartment of Health,

Educafion, and Welfare (HEW).
According to Don Brusha,

financial aids director here, HEW
had interpreted the Higher
Education Act as meaning that a

"needs" tests, to determine the

individual student's financial

need, would l)e required of every

applicant in the future. This

policy, implemented July 1, had
already resulted in a heavy
amount of paperwork for the

staffs of financial aids offices and
subsequent delays in the issuance

of such loans by local banks and Education Act. Congress had not

other lenders.

Previously, Brusha said, the

student had only to sign a

notarized affidavit stating the

money he / she received from the

intended. Pell said, to change the

provision that no needs test is

required wtien the family income-

is less than $15,000.

While students may now find it

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1U13 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-A533

FISL. would be used for easier to acquire FISL loans, they

educational purposes. Nixon's

signature on the new emergency
bill means a return to that policy

until at least March 1, 1973.

Senator Claiborne Pell CD-

will also find less money coming

to them. The Higher Education

Act had raised the maximum
amount of an FISL from $1,500 to

$2,500. The emergency bill signed

we

Rhode Island), chairman of the by Nixon last week suspended that

Senate education committee, said new provision as well, meaning

HEW was wrong in its in- the maximimi limit for an FISL

terpretatioh of the Higher will still be only $1,500.

Foreign students . :\
(Continued from Page 1)

FSO had wanted to take. *'Prior to the existence of the FSA," he said, **w<

were in the position of asking a student here and there for advice."

Epstein said he was unsure of the details of the FSA proposal. **The key

point, however, is that what the students are asking and what the staff

wants to do are exactly the same," he said.

Last month the FSA was successful in establishing a quasi-

administrative
• 'Executive Committee," composed of C/majority of

foreign students, to formulate and implement policies at the off-campus

International Student Center (ISC). Previously, policies at ISC were set

by the ISC director, Epstein, along with the Board of Directors, a group of

40 representatives from the local community. ^

tkiivers ity Catholic Center

'Mass schedule
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AM, 7:30PM

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

THE CmtER IS OPEN EVEKV CLASS DAY-

FROM 9ain to 2pm and from 7:30 «o 10pm

^ iludy, oonvonolion, roloKolion.

840HILGARD 474-5015

-*'
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^
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^abra Jewish Young Adults
presents a

PARTY
Girls 50(

For info cal I : Dan 652-2205 or Rice 474-7905

August 26, 8,'00 pm
Price: Guys $1.00

10525 Lindbrook Dr.

Westwood

WESTWOOD KLEENCO CE
IIOIGAYLEY (Cornorol Kinross & Gayley)

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

%
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WHKE YOU HAVE AU THESE SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

• PtOFKSIOIMAL DRY CLEANING • FINISHED LAUNDRY

• C0»4^0f DRV aEANING • CCMN-OP LAUNDRY ^
• BEAUTY SHOP • CAR WASH • HEALTH SPA •, KiYS MADE
• FLUFF & FOLD LAUNDRY SERVICE • SHOE REPAIR 4

.COfFKSMOP •WROtCdrrS^iVICE .FAaOTUM

KlEtNCO DRY ClEANINGiiSiim^^^^
•_• • •

ON E COUPON PEK PERSON

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

UTWllN DOHINY AND UVlltLY OMVt

278-5211 • 2721020
HOUHS: MON. THRU FW. . t A.M. TO I r.M.

SAT. » AM. TO 6 t.M. SUN. 12 f.M TO 4 f.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

v.v

>> . •

v.'.

ON ANY SINGLE ORDER OF
PROFESSIONAL DRY^^

CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
1 DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE ,»cm

PKono

This Coupon Good for 4774566

OFF •

'- -

-

• ' :

OF > ts20%
• • • • *J
.V.V •!'

... A

tfOUUR PRICE

on ony Suede or Leather

i GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

v.v,
.v.*.

• • • •

m^

a

w.
.v.:

KIEENCO COIN-OP lAUNDRV^M^
ONE COUPON PEI PERSON

<

T!Ht coupon •nliHes bear«r fo

1 WASH LOAD

Ml KLEENCO COIN-OP DRY ClEANii^f
•;
^^ ^ Thi« coupon •ntiMet bmarmr to

^

'^
ONE 8 LB. LOAD

Pkon*

47S-9060

FREE
IFUU 12 !• WASHBQ

« a « • • •

••v." .v.*.
V.v .v.*.
• • • * .v**

•^J .W 478-9060

WEARING APPAREL
Coin-op Dry Clooning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

For < 1 CZ.f\ "•»•

- - Voluo
pxpir«»» *>-<>- • 2

Froo ttoom finithing« 47»-9060 Mpiw^M^.j mm Frooiloomlmithing ...^^,.... m
^m^mm 1 101 GAYLfY AVE.mmmm «ss^j^noi qayley ave. ^^iss^iiSigj^

WII-.-ll-« J. 1 1

.

_J i , 1 -t .> .L-- A.I ^- i 1 1 M

ynTft.,rvri «:<; A Motor Scootfrse
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Student nnvernment: no longer
Student Legislative Council (SLC) has

done it again. . ^
In recent years, SLC - supposedly the

elected student government for un-

dergraduates here — has become an m-

cMasingly useless and futUe mechanism

for students to participate in campus

governance.

Too often, the cookies and punch

distributed at SLC meetings,b^ve been of

primary interest. Or the commissionere

stipends, their telephones or IBM

typewriters.

Now SLC has shown itself incapable of

handling the money, some ^5,000 an^

Unsigned editorials represent a majon^ *?H"^jl
the Simimer Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All oO^
columns cartoons and letters represent the opinion of

tSKnd do not necessarily reOect the views of the

editorial board.

not occur again. But he has also said SLC

has borrowed $16,480 from ASUCLA t!^

summer- using the $5,897 left m n«erv^

as collateral- for on-gomg programs. This

fs exactiy the same step SLC took last year

that led to the deficit. ^^^
Whether this year's SLC « more

responsible than last year's re»na«.s
J^"®

seen: The annual three-ring circus billed as

student body elections each Apnl has

u ^H«« »hP monev some »zzo,uw «..- replaced optimism with skepUcism.
^

^^?^"«,J?lsSd S' it Tn 1971-72, SLC__ The unfortunate part of the story^o^

""!?y'J.'?rJf2.^„{ ts! 096 student government is that this campus

does have the iwtential for successfulended with a deficit of $21,096.

The time has come that SLC can no

longer be treated as a funny joke. Each

student contributes $3.50 per quarter to

SLC, a mandatory fee. The question must

be asked whether it is proper to charge a

mandatory fee when there is uncertainty as

to whether that money will be handled

"'"^SLC^fiiiance commisioner Howard Brand

says changes have been made in ac-

counting procedures so that such losses wiU

student participation in governance.

Ironically, however, in recent years it has

been students appointed to the Umversity

Policies Commission, the Liaison Corps,

the Administrative Intern Program and

other positions that have — to a lumtea

degree— permitted students to have a say

in the decisions that affect them: reg fee,

grading regulations, language require-

ments, etc. ... .,., -;....,^^^-... .:.-;.. ,'^..;--

SLC had better take notice of what's

happening. The students at UC San Diego

were disgusted enough with their student

government U> abolish it. At UC Riverside,

the students eliminated the position of

student body president.

Next month, a presentation is due before

the Board of Regents on the status of

student government. A report of a $21,096

..deficit is not exactly the best opener.

No one individual can be blamed for the

present decreet condition of student

government. The problem lies with the

overall structure of campus-wide com-

missioners, a system devised in the I960's

for the 1950's. Having campus-wide elec-

tiMis Is completely inconsistent with the

diversity of a modem university.

The solutiiOt is to localize rei^esentation

and, subsequently, responsibility. A
student / faculty / staff senate, with

representatives from the various academic

and administrative divisitmsi is one idea.

An expanded UPC is another.

Something has to be done. Otherwise,

student government at UCLA will continue

to |)e the joke most students feel it is.

...^ Qlass
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The theatriCHl event of thn your

LEE ORGEL and WILLIAM J. GRIFFITHS
present <>n rilphabeticul order)

BERNARD SHAW'S

II
.i.

1

HENREID

Ricardo

MONTALBAN

Edward

MULHARE

MOOREHEAD
iln her ongintt/

rote of Don.i An.i)

D.rected byJOHN HOUSEMAN

iicmiii iiLLis

still playing to Standing f^oom Only crowds

See you Saturday

RESTAURANT GUIDE

A La Crepe Bretonne
uM Euclid (corrver of Broadway)
SM 4S 14307 Diimwv wp lo $X75 Closed Sun & Mon

f> jo CHAN'S GARDEN Foodtooo-FomilvBonqut
Cotering Service lunch & DinrMr 1 1 am-9 pm. Daily

Op«n till 1 1 pm Fri. & Sol.
lOeSS LindbrooK Or 47977tS

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wtfttwood n«ar Pico
op«n 7am- lorn

''GourmM Soups like

mother never made'

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11331 S.inta Monica Biwd
West L A 479 9968
next door to "Papa Bachs"

A Natural Foods Rostauranf

Live AAusic - on weekends

!

IE FOYER DE FRANCE
' IMSa LifiArooli Dr

474.0948-WWVilkm*

LUNCH from $1.40 to $1.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $425
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CLASS
NOTES

SS.OO PLUS TAX
PEft SCr PCR QUARTER

Economics 100 — B«lrd

History *A — Nash
History 174C — Y»rn«l«

Psychology 41 — WIcktns

Psychology nO — Carder
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McDonalds town house
1 lis WMfwood Mvd.
478.9143

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

3 WMks OfMy tag . TUKS.. SIPT. S

TUE WED THUR SUN EVES (1:30 PM): $7.50, 6.40, 4.50, 3.50

FRI SAT EVES (1:30 PM) M.50, 7 50 5.50, 4.50.

THUR MATINEE (230 PM): t5,50, 4.50, 3.50, 2.50.

SAT MATINEE (2 30 PM): M 50, 5.50. 3.50, 2.50

Final p«rf. prasanttd Sun tvt, Sapt. 24. FOR THgATRE PARTIES CALL —

AHM/^NSON THEATRE (213) 442 Oil 1
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13^ NTrand. LA M012
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LA •26-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pino
Now open doily for lunch
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Taking care of UCLA employees
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I

by Local 2070, AFSCME
•V ...

.«
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(Editor's note: This is the first of several columns by L4>cal 2070,

AFSCME, on personnel problems at UCLA.)

Can yoii imagine being asked to help out in a position in your
department and finding out two months later that your regular job

has been abolished? Can you imagin^,y6ur department and Per-
sonnel looking for other jobs for you and turning them down for you
without ever telling you?

Impossible Not at UCLA.
Last October, Dr. GroUman asked one of his Radiology Depart-

ment nurses to help out "temporarily" in the Radiation Therapy
Division. Because she found the work conditions and the presence

ofterminal cancer patients too depressing and stressful, she soon
asked Dr. Grollman for permission to return to her usual job in

another section of the department
,

Dr. Grollman assured her that she could return as soon as
someone had been hired in Radiation Therapy. Since the employee
was given to understand that that would take place soon and wished

to cooperate with the department, she agreed to stay on a little

longer in the Therapy unit.

However, another month passed and the murse, her diabetes

severely aggravated by the work situation, had to take three

weeks' sick leave to bring her own medical condition under control.

She notified Drr Grollman of her illness and her need to return to

her usual job. Over two weeks later, she finally heard from Dr.

Grollman who then informed her that her old job, which she'd held

for five years, had been "administratively abolished." But, he
said, the jo)> in Radiation Therapy (which had exacerbated her

illness) was still waiting for her.

Personnel looked into the matter in its usual manner and located

jobs for which she qualified, but unilaterally decided that she
wouldn't like any of the jobs that were open! At no time did anyone
think to ask the employee herself nor did anyone feel it necessary to

inform her that she was, in fact, l>eing transferred. While all this

was going on, she was given the impression she could still go back
to her old job. j
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"Neglected*' -

At a subsequent meeting with Radiology Department ad-

niinistration, it became clear that even Dr. Grollman had not been

told by his superiors that the nurse's job had been cut out, although

he admitted he'd known about the possibility for some time and had

"neglected" to mention this possibility to the employee involved.

Her old job, it turned out, had in fact been abolished months before,

when she was asked to make the supposedly temporary move to

Radiation Therapy.

Moreover, it was revealed that the department had asked Per-

sonnel if there were other nursing jobs available for the employee.

Cfmcem '

Radiology and Personnel maintained that their actions were
motivated solely by their concern for the worker's "best interests."

From their point of view, what was clearly not in the worker's best

interests was to be honest from the beginning,, provide information

that would have enabled her to avoid becoming seriously ill, and
make it possible for her to have some say in her own job future.

Mrs. Lugo's reasons for deciding the nurse wouldn't like any of

the available jobs were interesting too. Before her five years in

Radiology, the employee had spent two years on a UCLA Hospital

ward. Since the schedule frequently involved working nights and a

10-day "week", the worker moved to Radiology when a regular day
job opened up. Now, when the employee was faced with a choice

between a job that literally made her ill and no job at all, Personnel

came to the conclusion that she wouldn't like the Hospital jobs'
. ^

schedule, despite the fact that she had worked under such a ^^

schedule for two years. This is not the first time the Union has

found employees damned for having obtained or trying to obtain a

better job.

Humanitarian ~* '
'

_ In their humanitarian concern to provide care for Hospital

'patients, the administration is willing to totally overlook the needs

of those human beings who happen to work for them. The Union has

seen too many cases illustrating the axiom that the Medical Center

Administration cares about those who pay them and NOT about

those whom they pay. The paternalism and monumental arrogance

shown by Radiology and Personnel in this case are not surprising to

people familiar with these departments — just continually ap-

palling. ..... J

Cliff Fried

United Workers Union

Local 2070. AFSCME
AFL-CIO
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4 OFFICIAL NOtlCES •T
FROM: Foreign Student Offlcc

ATTENTION ALL CONTINUING NON-IMMIGRANT FOREIGN STUDENTS
Applications are being accepted for the Regents' Tuition Increment Fund. Tlie

grants are not to exceed $100 per quarter, but may be granted for more than one
quarter. All nontimmig!rant foreign students who are continuing non-sponsored
students are urged to apfply as soon as possible in the Foreign Student Office. A
counselor appointment will be required. Students previously in the program must
reapply.

LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS DO THE WORK
• NEW IN TOWN? — ^^ :.

• APT TOO SMALL?

• RENTS TOO HIGH?

• LOSING A R06mMATE?

• ON YOUR OV/N?
J

^ ROOA\/VVATE FINDERS
'>288 Westwood Blvd.,

475-8631

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.000FF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von r4uy« Blvd. 10912 U Com* Aw •.

Sh«rmooOdi»,CA 91403

(213) 783-5690

(213)872-2344

WMlwood Villog*, CA 90024

(213)478-8588
(NEAR UCLA ENTRANCc,

i

oven eat L V.
•"

.

'

dinners daifyi7

Try a variety of dinners

at the UCLA Residence Halls

C^l 825-4271

MM MMMAAAAM

Gives you the look and feel you
want for your long hair style.

AAery knows the secret famous
European hair stylists use to

keep the length the same and
remove unsightly bulk only. The
result is easy to care for and
looks great! (only $8)

Aik for Mery —phone 826-9916

11649 San Vicente Blvd,

Brentwood Square (validated

parking)

fkWn ' SNIRTS •ACCESSORliS

TIMY'S STYLES AT POPttUUI PWCES

SniKNT - ViMEl - LMFEIj

MSMCSSmN - norBSItNM,

AUGUST SPECIALS
$9 Jeans Flares
S13 Slacks Flares • . .

$J5 Polyester Flares .
:^~

$20 Polyester Flares
S9 Fr. Cuff Shirts
$3 Narrow Ties
$4 Sh. Sleeve Mocks. . . .

tS.M

NimMLLT RHMM MIMS TM CM IWST

LEVI . . HARRIS . A-1 HO LEE

SWANK VAN HEUSEN ^BD^TON
LANCER . WEMBLY . : KENNINQTON
HUSH PUPPIES JOCKEY hANES
PARIS . . . INTERWOVEN HOLMAN

MENS
APPARE.

liqn SANTfiMONIC: BLVD 478 959b

^aP" fen N PICK s lc
OPEN SUNDAYS 1 1 3

'.-J. ill

SUPER
COLLEGE^ISSUE^

Sex Crisis Clinics

From Pot Parties

Back to Beer Busts

Revival of the

Fraternities
4

the Fre^)u>ve Blahs

Home Cobking—
Organic Style

David Halberstam,

Tennessee Williams,

Peter Bogdanovich, Nora
Ephron, Thomas Berger

and Tom Burke...

to name d few.

September
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STUDENTSyFACUUY, STAFF
SiMcial . . WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE 6MUP PURCHASE PLAN r^
special • • • WWn**";^^^^

,,^^^^^ ^,, ^^^ r;E;vE«^L p^Mic;

A.on.e.en. Hove been .ode wilh CAP.TOL T.RES SALES W.Re^^ -NC ;^-tv
;o"3^^^^^^^^^

on new tires, shocic obsorbers. outomot.ve bo ter.es
^^^^^^'^^^^^^^ ;, >His program. , . . v

fee or obligotion to ony compony or orgon.zot.on for the opportunity or p p y %omot/ooal sp^clalf."
'^

;

CAPITOL T,RE SALES/WAREHOUSES sell first j^-
^^or^y^^^^^^^^^^^^^

'

Lowest wholesale warehouse pr.ces, yes — but .t .sn done ^^^Jl^^^^ HAS YOUR SAFETY IN MIND.
- - ONLY. Retreads? Recaps? No! CAPITOL does not sell thern. CAPITOL CA^^^^^ . .

YOU MAY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER MERCHANDISE

Present Your University Identification Cord To Make Purchase At Any CAPITOL Warehouse

FIBERGLASS BELTEP - PYNACOR BELTED ond BELTED RADIAL TIRES
|

COMPACT AND MNfOtTfO CAi IHB

7t SERIES

M. mmk,; I-* -I..I.-.M-40 000 «•. ••»•< -••' •—* "•••'< •"* '•'»

7f SERIES

loT,.. ».«,..... .•'* -.-. •••- «>-•' -•"'T'*" *««» -'* •"•* '•*

•CAM* « OMi* **'

•CAIM • CMtt

1700 131

(d9J » 41 (402 W T )

I73S 141

(775 »4»

(87S 141—^^

IS35 141

(SI5 141

(775 1 SI

(125 151

(155 151

(900 151

(915 151

J

20 95

II 7«

1993

23111

20 90

21 19
'22 9*

2392
2i«91

Tw

200
2 37

2 37

2 54

2 95

3 05

\
2«2

-T*0
301
312
327

LARCE RADIAL PlY TIRES

(700 131

(T35 14)

(775 14)

(125 141

(•55 14)

(••5 141

(•25 15)

(•55 15)

(900 15)

(915 15)

WIDE 70 SRRIfS

(735 14)

(775 14) ., .

02S 14)

(•55 14)

(•23

20 92
21 90
22^5
2497
26^5
2R92

_ 25 90 -
26 95

- 2^90
. 29 95

1m
200
234
2V
2 69
2 95
305
-2J0-

R7R SERIES

A0<*1 kUliO 1

vaiM I ia>f«t> >»•

* »l, i»a4 M>.000

MI7« 13

n7^ 14

FR7^ 14

CR7» 14

HR7^ 14

•R7R 15

M7^ 15 _

Gt7^ 15'

HR7« 15

JR7^ 15

U(7^ 15

•sko I »'t »oI»«»»«> co«* bo^y »t»i * '••• '•»•" ^'•«

C7^ 13

E7^ 14

f7% 14

07^ 14

M7« 14

J7« 14

G7^ 15 ^—
H7^ 15

!?• 15

17^ 15
r--

E70 14

F70 14

"C70 '4

H70 14

G70 15

H70 13

flMteiAtS MlfH) « J ">• »•••"»••• ••••' •»•<•«••«•«'•< h» o«» •» •*•

•^W . I«.q»tt !.'• .lok.ri »— • -•<.••«•" * ««H »'» »•»"»•• '••* » •'••

9l«<t .Of* ¥t!»», • 'r •'•«*—SOOOO m-*» •»••< -••• '•^ »«oio.< o»< ••»»

151

(•55 15)

2395
24 96
2596
2^95
27 96
?^95

9 01
2 96
327

rsi
264
2J4
3 05
2 (7
3 11

550 12

600 12-

520 13

S60 13

600 13

560 IS

600 15

560-14

Z] AUTOMOTIVE BATTBIIES

1.44

1.94

l.4t

140
1.74

1.91

1.54

•CAM • CAMV

RADIAL PlV TIMS POR COMPAa
AND IMPOITf CARS

lAAADE RY INK WORLD S lARCiST RIPIACEmENT
RATTCRY MANUTACTURfR)

CAPITOL MiAVY DUTY—«2 i*6*»H» MrvK* gworoni** Tl»«»«

tiici fit meit 1 2 *ol< AntciKon oMd torvtgn cart

..\Ao TRADi RfOUMfO.

24C 42 Mon«*>«

22f I

24r

60 •
••

53 •
'i

••
. .

•
.

42.VW " ^*
^

~'~'
.

- : -

40.0PO-«>l«

ISSSR 13

16S$R 13

17SSR 13

16SSR 14

ISSSR IS

16SSR IS

\l

COMPACT Sins—WMITfWAll TURtLfSS

(560 131 MW
(590/600 ISr' MM
(640/6S0 13) ?•''
(590/600 14) a7.9S

(S60ISJ 27.M.,

(S90 IS) JiM

1 39
1.M
196
1.79

CI

IS9S
IS 95
IS9S
15 95
15 95
15 95
169S

CAflTOi SUPfR NIAVY DUTY—Fe« car* leodvd «•*»> Kigli

4>oin Mlrat 60 MONTH CUMANTH .%

24 60 MmMm 1995

29NP »

W

jjf •• " 19.95

24f
,;• <-r' ,..

.
•...•

^ 19 95

40 " . "' ' "-95

27 " " 21 95

17f
. -i;-<sv.

CAPtTOL NI^VY DLITY 6-VOLT. 36 iNQftih gwofoMM.

(700 13)

(733 14)

(775 14)

(•25 14)

(•55 14)

(600/735 15)

(775 15)

(•15/^25-15)

(•45/^55 15)

(900/^55 151

(915-15)

2694
27 90

29 90

31 96

33J5
2^92
29 90

31 96

33J5
35 90

37JS

J70 SERIES RADIAIS

AI70-13
0«70 14"

FB70 14

C»70 14

(630 13)

(733 14)

(773' 14/15)

(823 14/131

26 ^7
27 93
32^0
34 7^

1.9S

2.47

Ml
I.M

2.S2

2.69

2.15

321
344
3.S1

192
239
2J2
3.01

A7^ 13 (600 13) ' 20.«7

C 7« 14 (693 14) 22 ••

E7^ 14 (733 14)
-

24.^4

F7* 14 (773 14). 26 72

C7^ 14 .. (•23 14) 27 93

H7^ 14 (•53 14) 29JS
J7^ 14 (••5 14) .30 9^,
17^ 15 (735 15) 24 94

F7« 13 (775 15) 26 95

G7> 15 (^25 15) 27 93

M7^ IS . (•SS 151 29 90

179 15 (900 15) 30 93

17^ 15 . (915 151 31 ••

SUPfR WIDE 60 SIRIIS

i,f« .atari N«.»«i !••»—»•»•< —«• «0 »•"••

1 ^6
2 17

250
255
267
293
301
2 23
275
2 77
29*
30^
322

USSR 13

ISSSR- 1

3

16SSR 13

17SSR 13

USSR 14

ISSSR U
)6SSR U
17SSR 14

IISSRU
ISSSR IS

16fSR IS

NOTI:

COMPACT Sins—RLACKWAll TURflESS

ISSO 13)

1560-13)

(590/600 13)

1640/650 13)

(520 U)
(560 U)

(590/600 14)

(640/650-14)
(700-141

(560-15)

(590 IS)

21.95

22R9
24 9R
26.69
I3J9
2S.91
25.92
2693
27 90
2594
26.97

!«
2.02
1.63

1.92

1 U
I9L-VW "

2V9S

12.95

13.95

»'k«'tl«» ^l**4 mM«**'

UMOUSINf - AMtULANCE R-PLY M<AVY
DOTY WMITIWAIU-NYLON CORD

JETZON SUPER 79 STEEL RELTID n

E60 15

F60 14/15
G60 14/15
>60 15

160 15 /

(73$ 15)

(775 U/15)
(•25 14/15)

(900 1 5)

(915 15)

27R9
2^>6
29:91,

3291
34 79

2tR
2J1
2.93

353
3.76

190-15 Hiwoy

•90 IS Nktd/inomil

1

CUnroi'SMMCOMTE KPUCEIICNT MHEIT 6IIMMTCE

H boNvfy !• found dcf^tiv* ond wM not hold o cKofQ*^

(1) ma r«9loc«HMM wiMtifi 90 doy< of pwfcKoM.

(21 Afl« 9p dtfyt. CAPTTOL wiR ro^loco iKo bontry, cliorg

imrn 9 MO-fola ainewnt boMd on iHo ofiffiMol ptircfcoM

9^ and Itw mMi>b«r of mw^t «iMd EXAMPLE H o

42-«OMl»i bolHfy. co»»Mit $15.95. leiH in 20 •onrt.t,

ywf t^ • now boNory fw $760.

i;«« •• •rtftaal •««»w aa^ c»t» wMtf i« tt—mtt »MMa«af «•» ••«>«€• «••*!AW*

boowtifwl

^if9 for Pifhup*

3495
35.95

3.11

3.t1 E-Z RIDE SHOCK ABSORBBtt |

COMMitCIAL NIWAY TMICK NYLON CORO TUti TYPff

IF UK Mnrs uMDi

2 2

C70 14 . (•23- 141

4 2'
H7RI3 (•SS 15)

17* 13 (915 151

CONVtNTIONAl AND WIDI OVAL TIMS

•CAtMtCAOn

31 S0\

•

34 70

3^80

303
tlMTM MT AM >M (i»a«««a<h«a4 fc» aaa •• •«» wa»M . !««••• »ir« muk»n

tM» * ^v "»>•« <»'4 -•..••-att Writlai. 10.000 •>•!• •>••« -•* '—* *>•*•'*

en4 warliatantKi^ twarax'**

«

•»• •,

347
3 56 «•

65013
700 13
695-14
73514

' 775 14

•25 14

•55 14

••5- 14
735-15
775-15
•25-15
•55)5
900 15

600 16

•CAW • CAMV

-. -^
•^

HRl

U.9t
15.76
15.92

15 96
.16.R2
17.72

I •.•9
19.90

16 71
16.92

17 94
11.90

20 93
13.65

1.76

1.95

1.95

2.01

2.14

2.32

2.50

2.11

2r6
2.27

2.S4

2.19

1.S4

670 15
700-15
700-15
600 16

650 16

700 16

750 16

70017
700-17
750 17

700 II

4
6
•
4~

6
6
i

6
I
f

11.95

21.90

24J9
17.95

20 t4
23R5
30 91
26 7R
30 RS
33.90
37.73

2.42

2.17
3.17,

2.3f

2.61

3.01

^.72
3.34.

3.72

4.27

HJlRMli~ 4iRr|gm
tUlRRdi-4fRr

iRNIRRfMi

COMMiRaAL HIWAY TRUCK NYLON COM TUMUSS

• UMiMUiiiE reco «i Mi SNOdo.

• MMIME MM SNOaa M MMKIIOirT NEWNT Umn
•llRRI

•MM traATA-fmV a*

tmt%»f Ma ••4an twit * ph ptr***^ '—*-
I aw. k» CM •• *• ^m^'t
fcinaall M40»-a>M* ITMrf

700 13
700-13
700 14

700 14

6.70 15

7 17.5

• 17.5

• 19.5

m
.9
«

I

2019
23.16
20 ••
24.95
19.60

26.IS
32.95
37 iS

230
257
245
261
26R
3.27

4.00
4.65

•MAI CiAH TtAC-»IMKUASS MlTf»—«M
lifci >lm fcalH mtuf •> Wwk

ARTESIA (90701)

17115 SO. ALSURTIS AVE.

PH. (213) 924-3351

I

)1

C7i 13

E7i U
F7R U
C7R'l4
H78 14

J7« 14

F7» 15

C7R IS

M7^ 15

900 15

L7I 15

(700 13)

1735 14)

(775 14)

(•25 U)
(•55 U)
(900 U)
(775 15)

(•25 IS)

(•55 15)

(9)5 15)

19.45

19.95

20.M
2192
23.90

24R0
20 90

21 92

23.90

2410
2590

1.95

2.24

239
256
2.75

2.95

2.43

2.63

2.11

290
3.16

wm ymu-mnn vm-mim

100-165
•0016.5
• 75 16.5

950 165
10 165
10 165
10 1^5
12 16.5

12 165

6

*

10

10

30.9S
34.90
30JS
45.92
39 93
4SJS
S6M
50.95
65 ^4

330
357
3.95

4.4S
454
473
540
593
6.3t

C7« 14

I7^14
P7S 14

C7t 14

H7« 14

J7^-14

P7R-1S

C7t-1S

H7ri9
J7t-19

17S-1S

(695 14)

1735-14)

(775- 141

lia25-14)

M59-14)

(••5-141

1775- 1JI

(•25 15)

(•55 15)

(••5 1 SI

(91S-1SI

23 92

23.95

24.^3

25.90

34.S5

M.45
24.05

25.90

24.93

29.45

29.9f

2.15

2.37.

«J4
2.40

2.9S

3.0S

tM
rw
3.01

f.12

1.17

COMlMRaAL NYLON COOD IX TRACTION NMIO A SNOW

WNinS

mud HtlO«t Wiet im ««ai «a«»i»'>4 fcf a<ia •• *a
*y^ji,^kt* 4 Ml ^It pmlfmuf ia'«—AlMO WMItl linin

A70 13

070 14

fro 14

'C70 14

H70 14

C70 15

M70 15

(650 13)

(735 U)
(775 14)

1125 14)

(•55 14)

(•2! 151

(•55 IS)

20 ?•

22 90

^3«
24 91^
26 91

24 9«

26 91

1.74

224
255
2 72

2 92

2 14

2 ft

670 15 6
670 IS Twboktt 6
70015 4
600 16 4
650 16 4
700 16 *
750 16 •>
700 17 f
750 17 f

20.95
21 95
2395
2090
22 95
25 95
3510
3592
3S72

2J3
3 11

323
2.40

2.95

3 2«
41^
4.44
4 9S

Ovh..* »»a«a.<» C«»««*a »•••• W»«aU ' »••• —»*—'»•» "^

MM
14i6

Ui7
15*6

15.7

)eoie •r'^w t^f^^we

Solid tMft CKromo

Solid Dh»i CliroNio

9^^^V ^'^^ \»99^^^^'w

1590
17 90

17.90

19.95

^leftee twe^e
SfWid CKroM*

SloNod Owow
Sloftod CMdM

1715
11 OS

1995
20.95

OMMIX AMD OTNii WMMlS M

LOS ANGELES (SPMtliwMt) (90061)
1320t $0. nOUEROA $T.

PH. (213) 532-1671 '

TWIN SINCIE OUPia TYPC-NylM C«l IM I Sum TracdOR

WIMIUM HIAVY OUT< Alio* COaTIO Still DOU»ll
WRAMIO Manw*'ii i,'r.(i b/ 0<*t 0< •>>• wO'<d t lor9«|f

ifuHttf miilftt U>"''»'S(> 'rPf ••» mott AmfdfO" t«l»l

Co»*» JinJ Co'-y G'Owp P-'tc $9,9^

Unco>td<''Onol'f Cworonfrad C>/l*0«*«r $e>>«'oc*'o<t

•00 16 5

•00 16 5

10 165
10 165
12 165
12 165

.:i^*iF-

10

31 95
34J2
42 97
44 96
60 95
67 10

INDUSTRIAL - iOAT TRAILIR NYLON CORD

Eny fly M^litl Tmwi .

Upl9MllN*sT9Ny

9CASN AND CAMV hNtH—MtoiiiMMf, Iwclwi

400/4^0 •
•• 400/4^0 •

400/4^0 12

••40O/4^0 12

••370/500JL
530/450 n

••530/450 12
• •1

4
4

' 4
4

6
4

4

5 95
7 65
• 30
960
910
9 95
1065

LOS ANGELES (90039)
4623 tRAZIL STREET

PH. (213) 24<M350
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Deliverance

The River of Life

r Level
>v

By Jaiiey Place and Lowell Peterson

John Boorman's penchant for literary/thematic allegory

is the more frustrating given his talent for expressing ideas

visually. The all-permeating feeling of alienation in Point

Blank was created not with meaningful dialogue,

allegorical characters standing in for. Modem Man, or

similar elements of narrative (as opposed to visual)*

pretension, tmt rather through endistancing telephoto

lensing, coldly expressionistic compositions, and the darkly

suggestive use of architecture which was mirrored in the

low-key lighting of faces. Although Boorman's sul)sequent

descent into sophomoric allegories of wiar (Hell in the

Pacific) and modem urban poverty (Leo the Last) were not

at all without visual interest, it seemed that this talented

director would have to be written off as a one-shot sub-

sumed by the unfortunate sensibility of the Modem Liberal

Artist (cf. Stanley Kubrick, Arthur Penn, Joseph Losey). It

is thus with very contradictory feelings that these two

admirers of Point Blank must report that Deliverance is at

once both the least interesting of Boorman's fikns on a

visual level and yet, even given its subject matter — an

elaborate Biblical allegory in modem setting — it is also

remarkably free of ponderous pretension. .^

The setting is the wiMness of the river and one of the list

real wilderness areas of the South. This last stronghold of

nature is about tobe flooded by a "progressive" measure to

dam the river and put the entire area on the bottom of a

lake. In a last chance impulse, four city men decide to pit

themselves against the river and the wildemess. It is in the

subsequent action-filled account of the canoe trip down the

riv^r leading to rape and murder that the more

'significant" themes of James Dickey's novel are im-

plicitly developed.

•

Jon Voight plays a timid but curious city-dweUer who in

the first scenes is never without his pipe and would always

rather opt for going home than face even their first, in-

significant, difficulties. Burt Reynolds is the machismo-

driven leader of the group, who wants to pit himself against

nature but understands he will never conquer it. Ned Beatty

is the over-weight, whining insurance salesman whose

reaction to their first night camping out along the river is to

get drunk. And Ronny Ck>x is the gentle, guitar-playing.

good-natured soul who is least able to cope with the

severities of their odyssey. As they travel down the river

they are at first exhilarated by its rapids and their

maneuvering through them. Later when they are losing

their struggle to retain their civilized veneer in this en-

vironment,it threatens to overwhelm them. In the tradition

of Conrad and other "masculine" writers who deal with

man in nature, nature here would seem to reflect man's
inner state. It is in this context that the Old Testament
themes are developed. Boorman presents a primeval world

of savagery and degeneracy which must be cleansed

symbolically through the washing away of the river-land by
the man-made Second Flood which is to come, '

* The all-pervasive degenerate tone of the film is embodied
most obviously in the backwoods people that the four men
encounter. The boy with whom Ronny Cox plays a duet

;,^*&£**'^"
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appears deformed and sickly, as though inbreeding had

been going on for generations. He never speaks, perhaps an

indication that he has lost that capability. Cox later peers

into a house and sees a horribly deformed little girl being

watched by her grandmother, who is equally deformed by

age. The feeling of sickness about these people is broadened

into perversion and violent infection when Voight and

Beatty encounter two savages backwoodsmen when they

stop along the river.

This decay becomes more obviously representative of the

universal state of -modem civilization as the film

progresses. Cox and the deformed boy play a beautiful duet

together, and the increasingly rapid cuts between many
over-the-shoulder two-shots establish a visual, as weU as

musical and moral, relationship between the back-

woodsmen and the citymen. After this excellent early

sequence, the submersion of these "civilized" men into the

savagery of the main action of the film merely proves the

theorem. Finally, when the four men have arrived in the

town after having come down the river, they see a

civilization preparing for a boomsday. What people are left

are the old and unhealthy, and the malevolence we have felt

in the v&ilderaess during most of the picture is at least

balanced by the infectious decay of the town. The flood will

cover not a peaceful wildemess area, b|it a sick rottenness

that will benefit the moral world only in its drowning.

The problem with Deliverance is that apart from its

excellent action sequences on the river— whose excitement

was created in the difficult staging of action before the

immediacy of long-lens shots — Boorman's direction

consists largely of staging the significant action before his

camera. He seems satisfied in this movie with

photographing literary allegorical stetementj rather than

making points cinematically. An example is a shot of a

church on wheels being transported out of tlie doomed

town: an excellent literary allusion to the basic religious

allegory, but one which might just as well be described in a

book as recorded in wide-screen and color. With the added

hindrance of Vilmos Zigmund's dreary photography, it is

not surprising that once out of the action on the river the

film goes very flat. . " "
•

It is to Boorman's credit, however, that he so decisively

brings together the several threads of Voight's character—
particularly his latent homosexual attachment to Burt

Reynolds — in the last shoU. This implicit relationship is

present throughout the fikn, in Voight's silent emulation of

Reynolds* hunting, in the complex Freudian symbolism of

fire, water, canoes and weapons (at one point Voight shoots

himself with Reynolds' arrow); and it becomes almost

explicit in the scene around the campfire at night when,

Reynolds asks him "Why do you come on these trips iwth

me?", to which Voight has no reply. But its climactic ex-

pression is in the final stack-shots of Voight and his wife,

she behind him, impotently separated in space as she

always will be in Ijfe, he staring out beyond the camera, a

"civilized" meat who has seen his dark heart.
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The Passion Play of Lenny Bruce
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'By Maggi Saunders h
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"Lenny" opened a week ago last Tuesday night at

the Aquarius Theatre to a flourish of well-begotten

and hard-eamed fans, and those members of the

audience who were seeking to know who the real

Lenny Bruce was. WeU, they won't exactly find him

because he's been dead for six years now, but his

character is so totally captured by the stor of the

play, Sandy Baron, that a younger viewer may

regret that he or she was bom too late to catch Lenny

live. As a night-club comic and sexual satirist, Lenny

Bruce's humor was referred to as "sick, vulgar,

dirty and offensive." To others, however small a

minority they might have been at the time, Lenny's

wit and carnal cynicism surpassed brilliance. As we

all know, morality is relative to the time in which it is

practiced and such is necessarily the case for the

martyred Bruce. What may have been "dirty" ten

years ago is obviously so blaUntly commonplace

today that the senseless social and poUtical

crucifiction of a great comic suggesto nothing other

than Lenny's own description oT five years of a front

row seat in a judicial circus.

Brought to the stage, the first of thetwo acts

presents Lenny's earUer familial heritage en-

compassing various impressionable moments in his

life which may or may not have contributed to his

later doom: this is left for the viewer to figure out.

The various relatives and friends who lope through

the scenes with some irrelevancy detract from the

fullness of the play's impact hindering a possible

perfect execution of the play. The minor characters,

his mother, his aunt, and his wife are individu«%

stereotyped figures from Lenny's past, and inde^

they are flat, depth-less characters, mummies, wWo

move through the ptay in a most sUff and affectojl

manner. Their only salvation is Sandy Barons

consistent competence in being the one cento-al foca^

point around which all action is Involved, and •» «>ch

he keeps the play together as though he were also its

director Joe Silver'* multi-faceted performance as a

variety of characters is one of the saving graces of

the play's more or less second lead.

Anotherhindrance to the play's total success would

be its unseemly bulky props which receive only

minimal audience attention. The giant Jackie

Kennedy head and the nine-foot Hitler are not

amusing at all and one wonders why they are even

there until it becomes obvious that these over-

emphasized sets were fantasies and projections of

Lenny's vivd and colorful imagination. But better

they remain inside Mr. Bmce's Head for only him to

experience than taking up all that space in countless

unneeded sequences.

Basic criticism of what may be only minor faults of

the play leads to the notion that the work could very

well stand alone with its segments of the night club

scenes containing Lenny's actual a^rformances as

seen through the eyes of Sandy Baron. These show

Bruce's character better than could anything else,

for they are his very words spoken with almost as

great a significance as though their author were still

here. They portray his ability to take those areas of

taboo in our society, i.e., sexual mores, the Catholic

Church, past presidents, war. and even other

comedians, and strfp them finally down to a level

where they truly belong: into the bizarre and the

absurd. And for this Lenny was atUcked and

criticized, for this he was busted and railroaded into

endless trials and personal humiliations? Sandy

Baron is able to capture this Kafkaesque tone to a

point where one is led to believe in Lenny's innocence

beyond any questionable doubt, so pathetically does

Baron reach out to our hearts in the final grim

scenes. In a few monok>gues, Baron admonished that

it is not the "thing" that makes society and the police

so uptight, but the "word". But the word is Just a

symbol so where is the explanation? Do words loae

their meaning as they transcend the language and

culture gap. Baron reflects.

(Continued on Page 11)
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O13-2070

LI6HTNIN' HOPKINS
phis

N) VVILKIIISON

Alt 25-27

and
HARRISON I HLER

Jtet 25^S«pt 3 _*

lazzirri's
9039 Sun$«f

CR3.6606

THIRTEENTH HOUR ^ WIUEII STREET

RAYNE FOREST
Mi>d«y L*dt»s l>»iKt CMrtMt SM C»»h »»r»i»

Winner appMrs on Real Don $f««l'» KM J TV Show ( Ck>
Thwrsday—AtftfMiMi Hi^M

Sunday-JacK « JiM Danca CMrtMt SM Casli Pnia

On Stan*;

PiZZI PlllCfi BRAINIM& OAKEY
In The Village

478-0788 ,. **old fym« movies and coHoons

doy and nighl^'

Troililoir
-.V.

9081 Sontq AAonua Blvd.

LA
276-6168 ^

Closed h»t 22 27

Coming Aug. 29

BILLY PRESTON

. MOVIEGUIDE

IM J SCARFACE -T»? 1932 Owk tofiiii Paul Muni

|P|| *7h€ Shame of a Natioii"^

I1L kiL iJVrSu Wwd \
A wrpnse ftihire of t»t IMCs stuiwn Humphrey Bogart

47MM3
^^

(Mrtnpie - .HI. Udr.iilK.1)

leferlfCaiii
205 North Canon Drive

Beverly Hills (af Wilshire)

275-5244

AUGUST BELONGS TO

AAARILYN MONROE

Tuns.

BUSSTOP

THE PRINCE AND THE SHOVVGIRL

PACIFIC'S

leieriyllil:
Wilshire Blvd. al Canon Dr.

1 blk East of BeveHy Dr.

271-1121

WoHd Pr«M«rn BvogamOTl

<w.h««siH*. RIVALS (R)

i..Fn. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30 v
& Sun. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Irili
Westwood Village

OR 7-2487 -
.

• •

.
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RobeHRedford

- THE CANDIDATE

DoSy 12:15. 2:15. 4c15, «cl5, 8:15, 10:19

Sal. Midnighl 12:15

Clieriiriiii
Sunse* Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

bclutiva Eng«o •"••"*

ion Voighl Burt Reynolds

^.DELIVERANCE (R)

DoOy 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10-.30

Loin Show Fri. & Sol. MidnisKi

III Mir
5036 W Pko
WE 5-6424

iirm
LoBreo ot Melrose
WE 4-2944

lant Fonda

KLUTE
s

SUMMER OF '42

$1 .00 pnr pwYon p«r coMpon

Wndn-doy ladim nigtrf Si.00

Sttvt McQmm

JUNIOR BONNER
&

^^jm-.^j''-

PRIME CUT

II Stilll
2139 Sunset

LA.

389-4746 ONLY

2 WaH DisMy HH$!

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

101 MLMATIONS

lillywiil PICIIIC
X no one under 18

Stonley Kubrick's

Hollywood Bivd ^ CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)
Near Cohuengo
466-5211 12:3U, 3:00. 5:30. 8:00. 10:30

A LAEAAMLE THEATER _ _ ^JT!Z?^J^^tm^
I If Fill?

'^^^} ^ BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

\SiLi . •*- ORPHEUS

I24iy!!tod™27 2S SHADCmS OF FORfiOTTEH ARCESTORS

N04-2169 ^ WITCNCRRFT THROUGH THE RfiES

M. H-Stpi 2 '*Sll£RCr ft *lRRrER LWWT ft ''CUSS mMir

Miiliir
214

MRoniCtt

Tin.

Blvd lb» 21

^ VINTAGE ALFRED HTCHCOCK

STEPS (1935)

491-4629 LODGER (SILENt) (1928)

miiwi iiii IHH?
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Bah, Wack sheep have you any doubt that Woody. Allen is, m »ofnc

reality far more coherent than this^ooe, rwdly a sperm ccU. drased in

sterile white, reluctant to leave the tube with the other troopers because

•what if he's masturbating, rU end up on the ceiling. . ." -

Everything you wanted to knofw? Well, maybe not, but David Reubm

seemed to know all the wrong things, or at least not many of the good

ones and here is Woody, puffing smoke in subUtles, out o£ focus m a

Bertolucci-Uke sequence, lamenting that his wife can only achieve

orgasm in public. The lady in question is his ex-wife from reality even,

and they congregate under a toble at the local posh resUurant. on the

floor at an interior decorator's showing, behind a clattering chest at ye

olde antique store.

Are doctors' finding^accurate? The question gleams white on black,

like the laxative commercials on TV. whose parting message btgtts into

your latent vision. Now a lovely distortion of an old favorite horror film.

Chamber of Horrors, only Igor the disformed butler is in this case the

result of an experiment in which the ungoodly doctor kept him in orgasm

for upwards of three hours. He grunts a lot. "Posture!** admonishes

Woody. The erstwhile hero of his own extensive indulgence escorts

Heather MacRae (fresh-?-from her role as Mary BAagdalene in J.€.

SupersUr) to some other intriguing experiments. Such as transferring

the brain of a lesbian to the body of this telephone repairman. Such as

injecting silicone upon silicone into the mammaries of a sleeping sex

object. The doctor drools, the mansion explodes, and, . . . it's a "giant,

runaway tit, officer ' Woody, the director, the screenwriter, the

STRANGE PERSON of this affair steers his happenings into a Zap-

paesque remake of The Blob. The couple necking hy the lake are over-

taken by a giant breast, Helen oozes her thanks to Woody, as he saves the

catastrophe from reaching, uh, tragic proportions.

What is Sodomy?
Different things to different peo|^. To Gene Wilder and his Armenian

friend it's this demure sheep. Daisy, daisy, give me your answer . . .

Baaaa. AUen graces us with an image of the Other Woman seen as the

crafty fool she really is, and the poor infatuated Doctor tries to pull the

wool over everybody's eyes (inchiding his wife's). Exposed, ruhied. as

Oedipus, Comic Relief

n

;:j,

U:

and a Boy's Best

Friend Vie As 'Rivals'

By Jeanne (jrandilli

Rivals is the first feature-length film production of Krishna Shah, a former

UCLA Theatre Arts student from India. Anxious to have one of his scripts not only

sold, but actually made (out of every seven scripts sold only one gets made). Shah

wrote, directed and co-produced the film, himself. While I admire Shaw's movie in

getting his film made, I'm afraid I can't say the same for the fihn, itself

.

My overall impression of Rivals is that it is very amateurish. The main problem

is that Shah fails to mainUin his conceptual approach to the film. A writer will

often begin with one idea and end with another, but if he does it is imperative that

he rewrite his material in order to achieve a unified, well-integrated story. Shah,

unfortunately, seems unaware of the need for complete integrity in a creative

work. After beginning his fihn in one genre: light drama, he ends it most un-

settlingly in another: Hitchcockian horror.

Shah would Uke to argue that the shift in genres is naturally and evenly wrought

by a smooth buikl-up of suspense and events, but this is simply not the case. The

handling of the first half of the film does not lead us to anticipate or accept the

events of the second half. Shah recognized his own inconsistency in the editing

room when he deckled that what he really had was not a drama, but a "thriller."

The movie is plotted around an Oedipal triangle involving a precocious 10-year-

old boy (Scott Jacoby), his coveted, widofwed mother (Joan Hackett), and her

dippy boy-friend-lover-husband (Robert Klein). Shah describes the precocious

httle boy as a "man-child" and the immature boy-friend as a "child-man." The

two "rivals" vie for the woman's affections, forcing her to choose between them

until things are eventually brought to a very ugly showdown.

Talkingwith Shah after the screening, I asked him if the Oedipal complex wasn't

a rather trite subject for a film (can you thing of anything that dk»esn*t have an

Oedipal interpreUtion? ) . Shah corrects me, however, that the film i$ not about the

"Oedipal complex," but rather about the '"Oedipal myth." Not at once seeing the

distinction (Freud's Oedipal complex is, afterall, derived from Sophocles' Oedipus

Rex). I now divine that Shah was trying to create a sort of present-day Oedlpv

Rex — hence the conchidiiig horror.

Shah doesn't believe that fihn is a cerebral medium and advocates a completely

emotional approach, "Greek tragedmiised only two emotions, fear and pity, but I

also believe in himior because with Himor you can hook an audience and they win

pay attention to what you are saying." Thus, in order to make his film more ap-

pealing than the original Oedipas Rex. Shah decided to inject his high tragedty with

a little humor. This misbegotten idea undoubtedly «|cplains why Shah selected a

comedian (Klein) for the leading man in his tragedy. Klein is an excellent

comedian ( if not exactly a leading man) who, among other things, does a won-

derful impression of Shah'senthuMSsm for his film, "whell. eet es jost a vunderfol

feelm." Cast as a ding-a-ling who ghres bus tours of "New York for New Yorkers

only." Klein mi«s and improvises much of his way through this "tragic" film. In a

private interview Klein confened that he personally thinks the film is "very in-

comistent." Another actress in the film, Jeanne Tanqr. also confessed that she

was "pretty worried after ! saw the rough cut

"

Althoi«h Shah prefers to describe his film as bdng pattertiad after Greek

tragedy rather than Freud's Oedipal theory, it occurs to me that what Shah has

really tried to do is to preaent the Oedipal myth in terms of the Oedipal compla

.

ThiM, the film is hterally diwiched wttb psychological and Freudiki overtones --

could then be anythiiv more Freudian than cooatant flasUbacks to the boy on his

Shah also revives the boy's

flashbacks with the present

abruptly and briefly that I fi

only to look a little closer

father — a most puzzling

In what has to be the nadir

trying to seduce his older, bi

babysitter, (Jeanne Tanzy). If|

scene with a ten year old (i

dialogue) then I think you're

Ifather for sudden juxtaposed

lashbacks are presented so

thought I was watching Klein

lat it was actually the dead

}n.

film, Shah has the little boy

libly co-operative and naive

bn believe (or watch) a love

lied by some pretty ^tupid

for Rivals.
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Dear Abby has warned, unfaithfulness breeds misery at the least, and
poor Gene of the perpetual blue blanket ("Springtime for Hitler . . . ")
lies in the gutter, drowning his sorrows by guzzling Woolite. So much for
the ramifications and virgin wool. , -^-_

The logistical phantasamagoria brought on by "What happens during
ejaculation?" comes through as the most inspired of these mini-epics.
Burt Reynolds and Tony Randall at Missior> Control, along with the boys
tackling the Fetuccini down in the stomach, far outdo Raqual Welch in
Fantastic Voyage and JoAnne Worley as a virus.

Yes, we have more Bananas. There is a slight (but delicious) danger
that we may become saturated with this kind of humour. For a man who
dwells on impotence, Woody Allen is certainly a prolific personality. But
as Groucho Marx says, great. Everythhig You Always Wanted to Know
about Sex is perhaps his most indulgent piece so far. He doesn't deny
himself anything, the stoic guards turn away with grimaces and he aslis

with his pathetic eyebrows, "What's black and white and black and white
and black and white? " A Vegas Fool in the Renaissance, splurting out the

wrong jokes, ringing his bells, and trying to make the wrong woman.
Vignettes seldom build the momentum of a film to a passionate frenzy,

but if you're looking for romance, excitement, and high-minded
Namathian conquest, surely-by now you might have learned to avoid

Woody Allen. Especially Bananas and Sam. Laughter of self-recognition

can become painful after a bit, if you'r^ a human being, and you might
wish to relieve the tension by throwing some solidified Milk of Magnesia
at the screen. Everything is much less direct as a film, hence easier to

swallow.

The film is even less instructive than the book, but it is infinitely more
entertaining. Besides, if you took the book seriously, maybe you're not

quite ready fee the visuals. The colors are lively, and the perspective of

looking up your own nose is made more profound (or less profane) by the

vignette approach. Unstuck in time, as Billy Pilgrim might say.

Everything's relevant. '
.

^

What can I say about a size 4000, X-cup tit who deflated?

"What can I say about this elixer?"
r

"T.B. or not T.B. That is the congestion."
— '
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KeepOnMskin
Rockumentar/es

~ By Mark Levfton

D.A. Pennebaker's Keep On RocUn', currently at the National General Fine

Arts Theatre in Beverly Hills, is an example of a filmed rock and roll concert in

which the director can and does allow the performers to do his work for him. The

performers are exhuberant and fresh; the actual technical filming of it is not. But

the problems and failures of Pennebaker are overshadowed by the briUiance of his

subjects.
._ , . 1 J.

The 1^ Rock 'N' Roll Festival in Toronto was filmed by Pennebaker (already

known for his Monterey Pep and Don't Look Back) on a budget d($150,000, and

although such luminaries as Alice Cooper and the Plastic Ono BaSid made ap-

pearances Pennebaker has chosen to hold down the finished fihn to four of the

most important flgures of eariy rock history, Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry; UtUe

Richard and Jerry Lee Lewis. Pennebaker thinks that simple presentotion of these

performers without Woo^stock-y ediUng techniques and directorial phUosophy

shows an intensity and vitality which has no need of fancy devices or filnuc

flamboyance. In other words, Pennebaker is just the cameraman, not the m-

terpretor ' -,. j * -

But even with the eight camaramen crew Keep On Rockfai' fails to maintain an

interesting or sensible visual impact. There are too many worthless crowd shots

which ^how us nothing we couldn't meet on the street, and which sometimes take

the place of stage theatrics whkih would have been nicer to see. as m one mvisible

Jerry Lee Lewis piano solo sequence. The audience shots included are kept

mercifully away from the hack "dope-smoking/tit-shaking" viewpoint.

Another problem is the lack of adequate long camera shots. We get lots of tigit

close-ups but few establishing shots to give an accurate fuU view of the

proceedings. To break the monotony, a wider variety of distance shote would have

been in order instead of resorting to audience scans. And the close shots are often

cropped at the nose, allowing us to see one too many amateur home movie head-

chopping frames making the preponderance of eye-less and headless people

throughly annoying throughout the film.

But in Keep On RocWn' the music's the thing and if the visuals are occasionaUy

off base it's certainly no disaster. And after a poor start from thetalcnUess Bo

Diddley. the fun and energy never quits. Jerry Lee Lewis, in good, dry humor and

perhaps a bit drunk, wails through his tunes with the same power that diarac-

terizeTthe original Sun recordings. His piano style (complete with sheets of

glissandos and honky tonk pounding) is especially rffective since he PJfy^J^^^
upright microphone stand between his arms instead of using a boom. It rarety gets

iii tlM wav since Jerry confines himself to the piano's top and bottom ends. His

'^t^'S^IZ Elvis hiU and "Great Balls of Fire" and "Whole U,tU

''ctck'^i^ry^'S^rs alirtS^me occasionally during his portion of the

fiSutdSSTiv^eRock^^^^^^^^
the Toronto and movie audience in the palm of his hand The "^P*"?**.."?™

ImmorS Three Chords becomes a monument to elemental rock and roU wh«

B^Z^sZSh his paces, and the two tune, noted above form the musical and

S^lkStaaSr for the entire show - the opposition between having fun and

KSSoMs a subject which wiU "ever be,.ex|«"^ted. «J««^ .t may change

^
IfifuS^" dl*S; istl?K'or«;^*r'.^a«^ luckily enough. sin^J^

sp^^^£SZlL like rneon sign in the ••^'J«r- ««^«^^^»^

^ve row MrtUFnot ekacUy win him any p«.y •"•"^R^, J Sf J^*
Si^lTthe artis... and hU jump into the •'•«««2« •f**,.*^l^oS£
and jacket to the crowd are the m«t physical •»«»«^^^IfTSSS
Se«meramen to move, compouwtog*^::^^TZ,^^J^^SSyl

"If rocK ana rou ue uic ivw— -~'
-"T,"~il._«„ ••.mMi" tathat

o.iUK:kl»M«ippo.e,«wloiiec«ioiily«*l.«liMrty •»« toti«

MOVIEGUIDE

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

-^Woody ANan'a HMoriovt Comsrfy

PLAY IT AGAIN. SAM
All McGr«w& tyon aNad

LOVE STORY

>

Starts Aug. 30 "LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS"

A LAEAAMLE THEATER ^ "**'*^ •**»*"'" * lUiw Btock

MOlICi II
PORTNOrS COMPLAINT (R)

1332 2nd street ^
^ '

Rkhird^Hirris
' 4

Santa Momca j,^„ ||| j^g WILDERNESS
Cowim Stpt i2S "BUSTER KEAJOW FESTIVAL"

^
- I-

f

451-8686

Music Hall

9036 Wilshir* Blvd.

B«v«rly Hills (at Doheny)
274-6869

CALL THEATER FOR PROGRAM

Vrnr

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Nitioiar
10925 LindbrookDriv*

4792866 -
,

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS

WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX

Daily 12:15, 2:15.4:15. 6:15;1B:15^J0:15

Fri. & Sol. Midnig hi 12:15

Niirt lleiier ~
1 1272 Santa Monica Blvd.

V^LA.
478-6379

Now thru Sat.

• Shindo

^— KURONEKO,
plu6

Teshigahara

THE FACE OF ANOTHER

• ^,

.^'•i;

1
t

."

V :

drliitii
7425 Svnt«t

876^12

Woody Allen's

' PLAY IT AGAIN SAM

SHAFTS BIG SCORE
$1 for on* parson «r/*W* coupon plus currwif UCLA r«f cord

Sorry not good SoKirdcnr nljhl oHor 5 p.nii^

1 «

rii riciiic

ANrad HHchcodl'i
,

FRENZY

wcl'wo '"
"*"'*

THE POSSESSION OF JOEl DELANEY

Fr«« Parking $1 lor on* parson w/tWs coupon plus curronl UCLA rog cord

*- Sorry not good Soturdoy night oftor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

riiiaies
Hollywood at Vin«

4697161

World Pramioro Engogamont -

Richard Burton. Raqual Wakh. Joay Haotharton

BLUEBEARDJR)

Doily 12:30. 3:00. 5:30. 8:00, 10.30

Lota Show Fri. & Sot. Midnight

PACIFIC'S

ricwBoii

World Pramiara Engqgamant

Richord Burton. Raqual Walch. Joay npalj^on

BLUE BEARD (R)
, >

.^z

Pico Noor Wostwood
272-8239

Mon..Fri. 6:00. B:15, 10:30 "
Sat. & Sun. 12:30. 3:00, 5:30, 8:00. 10:30

Lata Show Fri. & Sot. Midnight
^

C A LAEMMLE THEATER

riizi
Wvttvvood Villago

RagutI Wakh

KANSAS CITY BOMBER
plus~ ON ANY SUNDAYGR 7-0097

IR 9-9077 '
Fri. & Sat Aut 25 ft 26 Midnifht Only: "MARAT/SADE"

Sapt 1 ft 2 lii4niiht Only. "WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOLFT^

A LAEMMLE THEATER "An aspionoga thrillar of Aill and intalliganca"

S

leisii
1045 BroKton

Wottwood Village

BR 2-0501

Goorgo Poppard

GROUNDSTAR CONSPIRACY
- - - plus

SILENT RUNNING

A LAEAAMLE THEMER

liyil
1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd.

Wost Lot AngolM
477-5581

AMrad HHchcoc*

FRENZY
plus

Qint Etitwood -- -

PLAY MISTY FOR ME
Aug. SO Oordan of tha Finai-Continis

Slim MIVII

Thisadodmita2for$1.00

2 RUDOLPH VALENTINO HITS

611 N. Faii4cK

OL 3-2389
50<t withod

atftnce Brown's "Th« EirIb" with Vilma Banky

and LoMist Drnstr and *7Iib Shaik's Phisiqua"

CHARLIE CHAPLIM and MACR SENNEH COMEDIES >

-^
. . BLIND SWORDMAN AT LARGE

TlllLllril c.

Lo Broa dt Ninth

WE 4.2342 NO SUNDAY FOR YOUTH

THE NEW

vaiaiioiid

2509 Wilshiirt:

DU 7-2171
Tuaa.

tha witips and saquins af

Padarico PaNini

8 1/2
piM

Tamptation of Dr. Antonio

Toby Pamwit

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Vlllill
961 BroKlon

Wa^wood
478^76

Richard Harris

THE HERO jPG)
DoBy y%». 2x2S . 4:29. fti9. Bc2S. 10-^

m ' Tn- *•" *•«!•»' '•«•••' "»»••• '»»•»' »»1 » '' «tVr*

I -
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WANT A NEW MAN IN YOUR LIFE?
Let us put the right one beside you. All varleM^ at The DATE

BOOK. Use the intelligent approach to nr»eetlng men thru our

personalized service, NO compufors. If you're not too shyto come

In to see us (or even If you are, grab your courage & come along

anyway. EVERYTHING is confidential). We'll send only the men

you okay. The DATE BOOK is NOT an escort bureau. This Is our

9th year of reliable introductions. Invest In your future at The

DATE BOOK with prices slashed thru ttie end ol sumn>er. For

membership 'n' other data call 427-4274.

Eagles
-X

r

PREPARATION FOR FAII

MCAT DAT

El

NOW ENROILING

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^SMlft Since 1938

In Los Angeles Area (2T3) 474-2531
^ 1736 Westwood Boulevard

It was the newly formed Asylum

Records that succeeded in

presenUng the elusive Jackson

Browne's first recording. Asylum,

which seems to have a magical

third eye in perceiving new talent,

has now signed Eagles, a group

whose firet venture resulted in

their hit, "Take it Easy," a

Browne composition, and their

first album, Eagles (Asylum SD-

5064). Eagles is primarily an

extremely tight and proficient

rock band, with members Bemie

Leadon (late of the Burritos and.

earlier,~0» Angeles' own

legendary Hearts and Flowers) on-

guiUr and banjo, Glenn Frey (late

of the Lx)ngbranch Pennywhistle)

on guitar. Randy Meisner (ex-

Poco man and Former Rick

Nelson sideman) on bass, and Don

Henley on drums. However,

Eagles has a definite flair for

countrified rock in the best Byrds

and Poco tradition, and it is in this

vein that they are the most en-

joyable. In a time >yhen so many
rock bands are prevalent. Eagles

is fortunate to have the capacity

for diversification in other

directions.

Two songs that are classic

examples of their country in-

clination are
*

'Train Leaves Here

This Morning" and ''Peaceful

P3

VINTAGE ALFRED HITCHCOCK
w«d.

Aug.23_

thru

Tmm.

Aug. 29

THE 39 STEPS (1935)

1_____, Madelane Cacroli .__
Robert Donat ^

THE LODGER (Silent) (1926)
June t

r-^ W— IwrNovello ,

MAYFAIR

^i^i^m.:

TOHO's NEW ZATOICHI FILM!

Stmr,m0ft

SNINTARO KATSN • RENTIM MUM • MSAU
— CO-HATMIf —

TOHO LA BREA THEATRE

. God Save the stereotypes

WeU Mary Gay lib seems to be getting somewhere. Businwmen have

apparenUy decided homosexuals are an acceptoble source <rf revenue,

even if they don't want their son to marry one: hence "God save the

Queens" (A&M SP 4355) a rather heavy-handed straight's view of gay

humor. (I notice Sandy Baron, who produced, directed, performed, and

helped write tiiis album is careful to point out tiiat he's married and an

outsider to tiie gay community" ; so much for being liberated.) -

The funniest piece is tiie first one, **It happened One Night", in which

Mr Middle America confesses to wifey tiiat he once made it with another

guy in his flaming youUi. It's generally downhiU from ttiere. The bit

about a gay marriage has a few good lines but Uie ending hits you witti alT

tiie subtlety of a falhng safe, as does ttie clincher of tiie skit about a

hustier and a job counselor.
* • * 4 „ «,

"Awe in the Family", about a mix-up when Sunny tries to teU Mumsy

and Daddums, and "T^at was your Life" (a la Ralph Edward) have

potential ; in more deft hands tiiey could become hilarious sketches.

In the tasteless-and-vulgar department, we have "Clockwork Pink", an

offensive skit about shock therapy, which isn't funny. Of course I didn't

*e anything funny about Nazis either, but some people just loved

**H6gan's Heros". "Buy Gay" boasts the most objectionable Jewish

merchant stereotype I've ever heard, and "The PoUticiaii" (who ad-

dresses a gay group ) sounds too much like a news film to be funny.

As a finale, tiie listener is treated to a sleazy littie fairytale (catch that)

about a "Prince Different" who came out of his closet after his Fairy

Godwhatevertaughthimthemagicword, "pride". Really now. -

I suppose "God Save the Queens" is a good sign, a healthy indication of

the growing acceptance of gays. As a laugh-getter, it's less than a big

success. When there's so much genuinely talented gay humor around

such as Charles Pierce) I can't help wondering why A&M didn't make use

of it, instead of putting out this rather feeble effort.

—BUlLoUer

Easy Feeling." »*Train Leaves
Here This Morning." not siT
prisingly. was written by Bemie
Leadon and Gene Clark and
originally done by Dillard and
Clark. The lyrics teU a story of a
loser, tiie sort of Kristofferson
pilgrim who takes "every wrong
direction on his lonely way back
home", -or Mickey Newbury's
rambler who sits in the Frisco
Depot aa$i lamentsrThe lead vocal
and the three part harmony to
complement the lovely melody —
a la Dillards completes the lazy
lonely story of the drifter. ("Host
ten points fjust Iot^ being in the
right place at exactiy the wrong
time / I looked right at tiie facts

there but I may as well have been
completely blind / So if you see
my walkin' all alone / Don't look

back I'm just on my way back
home / there's a train leaves here
this momin' / I don't know what I

might be on.")
* '^Peaceful Easy Feeling",
written by Jack Tempchin, is an
up beat, jaunty love tune with

background harmony and some
fine guitar work. The Eagles
overall performance on the song

sets this one in the category of

irresistibles with the Buffalo

Springfield's "On the Way Home"
and Poca's **Pickin' Up the

Pieces." —
After raving about two par-

ticular favorites, let me hasten to

add that the other songs,

especially V£arlybird," (with

Leadon's sharp banjo ac-i

companiment) "Most of Us Are

Sad," and the sing-a-long in the

car masterpiece, "Take it Easy",

deserve notice.

Eagles is an excellent debut

album and one which exhibits a

group with an interest in and a

talent for two different genres of

music and the blending of both. If

I had my druthers, though, I'd

wish Eagles could fly South for a

time and return with a littie more

hayseed and a dash of bluegrass m
their collective beaks.

Marsha Necheles
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Av\r

Da Kinks arc in town! With a

one night stint at tiieSanU Momca

Civic next Tuesday with Taj

Mahal, tiie one and only Klaks

make a very special stop m L.A.

You won't regret attending this

one at all.
^ „

Rod Stewart and Facet

highlight the rest of an otherwise

bleak and uneventful week.IUi

and Co. wiU be at tiie Bowl on

Rod the Bod

Friday evening, and at a special

added concert at the Palladium on

Sunday. This one is entitied "Hock

N' Roll Party Witii the Faces,"

and if tiie music doesn't grab you,

the free champagne and foQd

offerings will make it

gastronomically profitable. ^ ._ c

Leon Russell has come to town
— dare we control our excitement

— and will be doing whatever it is

he does best at Swing Auditorium

on Friday, Anaheim on Saturday,

the Forum on Sunday, and Long

b ^ach on Monday. For those more

ae;thetically bent, the Jackson

Five appear at the Forum on the

26th, and Three Dog NIglil and

John Kay at Long E^h on

Sunday. -
''

Neil Diamond continues at the

Greek through Sunday minuiTw^
pre-scheduled second act Everly

#1 f

by Marsha Necheles
Brothers. Beginning Monday at
tiie Greek is Chicago, and they'll

be around tiurough Sentember 3.

Remember the Grass RooU?
They will.be at Disneyland
through the 25th, and Doug
Kershaw, the good ole' Cajun
fiddler will be fiddlin' about at
Magic Mountain through Sunday.
The club view looms dark, with

the Troubadour dark and ckised
for remodeling, Billy Preston
arriving next week. McCabes, too,

is still closed, but is soon to reopen
and display its new beauty in

early September. The Golden
Bear has a fme show with Hoyt
Axton and Mary McCaslin.

At the Ash Grove, Ughtin*
HopClns begins on Friday and
continues through September 3.

White Trash and Jerry La CroU
rock at the Whisky through
Sunday, followed on the 31st by
Stevie Wonder. The Four Muses
stars David Ackles and Thomas
and Sttianne, and at tiie Ice

House, Belland and Somerville,

Sail, and Brnte Force. At the

Palomino on Saturday, you'll

delight to Molly Bee — remember
her — and Billy Armstrong, r
At Donte's, Monique and Lovie

Aldebert appear tonight, with

Willie Bobo coming inover the

,' weekend. The Lighthouse features

Elvin Jones, and at Shelly's

Manne-Hole, Ray Brown and Milt

Jackson. ^

At the Bowl this evening,

Beverly Sills sings up a storm, and
on Saturday, a Tchaikovsky
SpecUcular featuring the 1812

Overture, the Piano Concerto #1,

and the 5th Symphony.

m m •'' 4^'>pais on a f tighter,

"At Ust: a good old-fashioned
Professional show than

folk concert." That's how one ^^^^

(Continned from Page t)

Lenny lives on, as CBS NEWS
entertainment reporter, Dave
Sheehan showed two brief Him
cli^ a while back of actual Lenny
Bruce performances at the

Hungry Eye Cafe in San Fran-

cisco, back to back with Sandy
Baron's interpretation oif the same
comic se(|uence8. (T.V. is still

needlessly flaked by continual

beeps which rape Lenny's
speeches to a point of almost silly

incomprehensibility.) Never for a

moment would Baron lead anyone
to believe that he is merely
imitative. Rather, through in-

telligent interpretation of manner
and gestures he has captured the

sense and feeling of the Lenny
humor in a way that is neither

overbearing nor clownish. Maybe
because Baron is an actual night-

club performer himself can he
honestly conceptualize the life and
timesjrf that particular ^pe of

IPMIMENTS
We represent owners of over
80,000 units between our
two offices.

We con find g place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.
The fee in our westside office

<9 $10, $5 refunded when you
rent any of our referrals.

The service in our VaHoy office

is FREE. r

cos ANOimS. CALIf . tMN

for Voll«y (nformotion

•••«Mim»aa*a •«vi ^m -J. ^••••« 9%m%mm.m»«•
coll 966-6406

concert at the Bowl FYiday night,

and his summation is a valid one.

Seeger and Guthrie combined
slightly dissimilar but com-
plementary musical styles in a
series of individual and combined
numbers, well-chosen and well-

paced, One never knows what
Pete Seeger is going to sing — his

repetoire is that extensive — tHit

whatever it is, you know he'U get
the audience to sing along
somehow, although this time is

took nearly the whole concert to

get a decent response.

For Arlo's part, he claims to

record songs so that he'll never
have to sing them again; yet

Friday night he did most of the

best songs from Runnin Down the

Road and Washington County and
surprisingly few from his new
Hobo*s Lullaby. Even more
surprising was his new-found
coherence in between-song raps.

He's still a good story-teller but no
more the rambling, spaced-out,

and somewhat undisciplined Arlo
of old (lovable as he was) . Always
a competent musician, he now

The Kinha 'Ray of Sunshine

more
ever

member of the audience summed
up the Arlo Guthrie-Pete Seeger

entertainer which is completely

unique from any other. In its haste

to rush Lenny off to an early

grave, our judicial system has

forgott^ to cover up the image of

a man who refused to be

manipulated and prostituted for

the quick transparent reward of

success in exchange for self-

respect in one's fight for freedom

of speech. As the last scene

depicts the now-dead Lenny as a

human paradox, you have on the

one hand a pitiful death, self-

inflicted by the merciless needle

of circumstance, and on the other
nand, defiant taUibiUty of the

courageous soul.

— V.F.Nadsady
FILM
The Silent Movie Theater

celebrates the s5th anniversary of

the death of Rudolph Valentino

with a special program of the

star's films. The Marilyn Monrpe
deaUi cultists continue to enjoy a

retrospect of her films at the

Beverly Canon, this week with

Bus Stop and The Prince and the

Showgirl. 0^

At the Mayfair tonight. Up hi

Central Park, and during the

week, Rebecca and Spellbound,

two Hitchcock classics. The Plaza

midnight features Marat / Sade

tomorrow night and the next. A
Gangster FUm Festival continues

at the Westwood Fihn Society, and

at the Bijou, ImlUtlon of life and

Shanghai Express. The Egg and

the Eye screens Charlnata and the

Marx Brothers' A Night In

Casablanca is at the Music Hall.

Monfettori Institufe o( Los Angeles, Inc.

AMI
Primary Teacher Training

For InformaUon call - 839^232

3600 Motor Los Angeles

UCLA CommHtM on Rne Arts Productiona,
~

hi cooparation wHh UCLA's Daaign for Sharing praaanta

PAUL SPERRY -or
' in an afternoon of Ronnantic

vocal music by German, French

and English composers

accompanied by Irma Valleclllo Gray,

pianist.

Schoenberg Hall

August 27. 3:00 PM

final event in a series of

-f-

UNDJIY8

_!,--_HI.

GZlCD

PREPARATION FOR FAII

t
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
BDUCATIONAL CENTER SBMIk Since 1938

» In Los Angeles Area (213) 474-2531 -—

r

^' 1736 Westwood Boulevard '^ :1^«. i

BENIN OF AFRICA
AraiCAr<t FABRIC AND JEWELRY
CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

if FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

t -

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI
• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS .^

1'^

^:

657-8256
1 025 Palm Ave.. W. Hollyw^

•» t

A- \:

t
r--

i
i ,

»( <

'^•m

j-t

more than 1 1W)
^ ellj^lUe employees of

University of California

pay their auto insurance

by payroll deduction T
(The University-sponsored plan underwritten by
Calijorrwa Casualty.^ "

.
' '' - •

MnThemt ^^
,• " F^or a "no obligation*' rate quotation, ^

*. calMhe office neafSBt you, Collect.

^ California Casualty

Sherman Oaks
961-4000

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2166

i . A-

y':-

I

. »

^ I

HoUy WoodUwN
APPEARING IN PERSON

—- TO TURN YOU ON-—
(OR AROUND!

AUG. 30 thru SEPT. 12

Scarecrow In a
CarcIen of CuCUMbERS

IS:

fiRCATEi THAN "TNC SOOfATNOr -fr«tf McOarrah. V.H«i«Vo«ca

DOirr MISS IT! "ANDY WARHOL: - imtmfitw

NVSTItlCAiLV FUNNY CMNTCIICViTVtAi. ANTKWtTViAl. CNTEITMNMCNT
—CMAWfOAOOV

PREMIER WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30
DOHENEY PLAZA THEATRE
135 SOUTH DOHENEY DR.
BEVERLY HILLS 2782090
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—"P»«l $p«rry/' «»wr. In

afternoon of Ronnantic vocal

music by German, French and

English composers, accompanied

by Irma VallecMlo Gray, pianist.

5-4 pm, Sunday, Schoenberg Kail.

Free,

Seminars:
Thursday, August 24

—"EdvcatiaiMl Opportimitits in

Governinent/' with Patrlcic

Weagraff, -director, Publk Ser-

vice Curricula Project, Depart-

ment of Education, State of

California, 2-4 pm. Engineering

Penthouse, BoeHer SSOO. Spon-

sored by ttie office of educational

career services. ^

IM^W,.»»--».
^

>—

W

»-J |,...

Friday, August 25
'

—"Herpesvirvs and MaKgnant
Lymptiomas in Monkeys," with

Ronald D. Hunt, DVM, associate

professor of comparative
pathology. Harvard Medical
School, Boston, Mass., 2 pm, CHS
43-105. Sponsored by the depart-

c^ethers plaij-aloruis ma\\{ qi/

YOUNQ
INDIVIDUALISTS!

come where
the action is 1 : .

•-f-.

see the coa^lete

, fisliioi p«c-togethec

is Wesiwood's aewest,

ost innoyative store!

<» / *

." •'•v^
r^-

'.*.! ^ •' J . *..••« vJt-

' I

'.•• # '

*—

r

920 WESTWOQD BLVD. 879-9002
WCSTWOOD VILLAGE

479-5775

ment of medical microbiology and

immunology.

Monday, August 2t

—"OkKicMl Aapecto el Traat-

mant and PrepHylaxis off tke

Atkeroscltrotic Slate/' wHh AA.

Pearce, MD, professor division of

cardiology. School of Medicine, 4

pm, CHS 33-105,

JMeetings:

Tliursday, August 24

—"Tai Oii ChaMi/' 7.f:30 pm,
Aclcerman Union Women's
Ljounge.

''HThe Lighlad Way/' 4-« pm.
Social Welfare 48.

Saturday, August 26

—"Iranian Students/' 11 am-1
pm, Ackerman Union 3517.
—"MEChA/' 9:30 am-5 pm,

Aclcerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 28 ^.~

— "Christian Science
Organization," 12:10 pm, 560

Hilgard Ave.

Tuesday, Aut||ust 29

^^ iraman swisanvs, 4-9 ortx

Adierman Union 2408.

Uf^Oubs:^
Thursday, August 24

Club,"
1-4 pm, HortlcuHural Gardens.

Friday, August 2S

—"ladai Dance Glob," n am,
Womfn's Gym 200.

—"Mama Yaga/' cKib meeting

only, noon. Woman's Gym 200.

Saturday, August 24

—"Organic Ciriw Clab," 10.4

pm, Hortiailtural Garden.

Sunday, August 27

—"Aman Foft Ensemble,'' 2-lo

pm. Women's Gym 122, >105, 200.

Tuesday, August 29

—"The Organic Garden Club,

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens

X

it
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Live ina Suite
. - .

at LaMancha
i.»

.. %

D a good alternative to dorms and apartments
D three bedrooms, full bath, living room,

refrigerator

n carpeted, air conditioned, maid service

D all meals prepared

P privacy when you want it, recreation and
social activities

^i fcint »«im«uu ii w ini wil l, sj t>mtjtiin. gynf^lipt W Lit'

flW*. S^a 6f W»k\wAodVLvd.

Crosawirotd By Eugene Sheffer

ACB0S8
1. Needed
for

Ufbt
5. To dip

9. Danisb
Und
division

It. Jai—
IS. Above
14. And not

15. Porthos
17. Also
18. The rain-

bow
15. Friendli-

.

ness

21. Jargon
24. Unfore-

seen
obstacle

25. Opera
heroine

2€.Shadrach.
Meshach
and—

30. Large
bird

SLZodlae
sign

S2.SDOOie
3). Missis-

sippi
senator ^

S5. Quote
SCSins
n. Steps

SS. Bast aber
4^. Noldeman-
4 .Frost
4k. Perseus
- married ^

her
4S. Denary
40. Sand hill

St. Kind of
""'

eye? —

"

51. SkiU ^

52. AfRrma-
tives

5S. Storm

DOWN
1. Cheat
{.Elskimo

knife
S. Spanish

article

4. Famous *

^ atoU
5. French

writer
" t. The birds

7. Scotch
river

t. Ifesseh-
ger*s

business
9. Term in
immu-
nology

It. DebaUble
11. City in

New York
16. Work unit
2t. Chess

piece
21. Pintail

duck
i

of aohitioBt 27 mIb.

^¥^

Answer

on

Page fS

tt.Kindof
bean

2S. Recrea-
Uon

M. Origin
2€w Macaws
27. Storage

compart-
ment

28. Means,
of

entrance
2t. Opens

(poetic)
SLBythU
^^. time
S4. Thrice:

comb.
form

35. More
serene

37. Con's
com-
panion

38. Girl's

name
39. Maple

genus
44. Miss

Ferber
41. War

god
44. Bom
45. Girl's

name
46. Excavate
47. Beverage

UN IILT UY SEniCES

IIU ilUIUI JfPl 111!

TW lira - tiltnill
'.'^

CrMfiv* & IrddHional services conducted by

Rabbi Levy and Rabbi Berner

admission cards available to

students, faculty, and staff members
at Hillel Office, 900 Hilgdrd Avenue

Call Hillel Council 474-1531 for further information

lELI IVEI BY ririLIII lEIUND

THE COMPLETE 7-HOUR VERSION

TNc IBSLCABI w»ucTioN or tEO TOLSTOY S 'VKIjf^l}

'"^'^
' and

V^ Won't Go Hungry or Thirsty

The low admission price of $4.00 includes

n ComplimMlory Champagne Suppnr ond coff««.

BCTRA SPECIAL! Spend the Night with "War ^ Peace'

Saturday, August 26th. Show Starts at Midnight

and is out at 7:00 A.M. Low admission price

includes Champagne Breakfast and plenty of coffee.

T?^»lyf«LV MILLS"—"

•••• —— a7»-xa«*

^ PEACE

\

^T^^mM^\m

Slarta 7 p.m. nigMly m<9^
5 p.m. dn $«h»r*iiy md Swndoy

Thursday, August 24/ 1972 UCLA Sunrtmer Bruin 13 *

Be an intellectual
-^ Quote the Daily Bruin

4t«

FOREIGN STUDENTS
SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COAAMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating *

Insurance Docunnentation
Estinna*'^ given without obligaition

ANYWHEREANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENQ

a tradition

SINCE If$4 *** personal
service in

frtigt^t

forwarding

Martin lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroa Si.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065
(213) 225 2347

TKAtNSO racHMioAH v>*e tmc
cA-resT ovAAnosnc afparatos
TO *LMr VOUV-. AOTO l»J TOP
%Ht<r* t '^^'^ *^*^ Tuwe

Jill a-hea3^ 11 in many ways

iiiini-niAssTEit
4523 centinela avejos angeles 90066
by appointment 398-9000

ir-: Keep your ^
siudent-facultles

> ..-J.-

alNNit you while all

around you are
losing theirs.

t i

In a never-ending
r

effort to give you
something for nothing,

we woiild once again like

to make you aware of our

free rental service. It is

available to all students

and faculty of UCLA with-

out any coi^t or obligation.

No hype, no hidden

charges, no lease, no
kidding. Moss & Company
owns and manages over

40 apartment buildings in

» ''

.< ^ --l^.-

the Westwood vicinity

in all price ranges— fur-

nished and unfurnished

-from $130 to $450. We
will find you the apart-

ment you want . . . any-

where in the greater Los

Angeles area. Free. So,

drop by our office or

call and take your choice.

We'll give you the earth

and everything that's in

it, and— what is more,

—you'll be a mai>, my son.

n

-\ r

• ,.

, f

1 ,
...

A* -*

Free Rental Service
-'•Kr-^lpf'

MOSS & COMPANY
1850 Westwood Boulevard

(213) 879-9031/474-3555
(^

rr

T>

-i-i'

And nowf•••tMs I

625-41 LANDFAIR AVfiNUE
Phon^: 479-5404

swimming pool/sundeck/furnished apartments/singles/one bedrooms

no lease required

Ask about our low summer rentals!

} nam i wM «M—fimiifT
•••••••• ••«.«« »•»•"••••»••••«'»»^ kft<*«*.i^«**t.>'

'
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UCLA
SUMMER BRUIN
CLASSIFIED ADS

^Help 11/ «^ P J Servkes Offered 16 ^Travel • '^ ^Research Subjeds Needed
ffonteo . • *' ' - —.*—1^ 111

. ^ -' "*-•
I I

SERVICES Unlimited has changed M't

U» -nie Job Factory*. Call for a |ok! 47S-

•Ul. (SA31>.

Kerckhorr HaU 112

piMM.tts-zni

aatairkd advcrtlslac rate*

15 words - $1 SO day. S consecutive
lMcrtloMlS.M

Payable in advance

DEADLINE l«:)ta.n.

Ne telephone orders

Y Campus Services .... 3

edding
announcements

121 kerckhoff

825-061 1

^ Church Services ..... 4

WORK/Fan - Ftolskcd by one. Work now aa4

in Fall delivering saMwIcbes la esUbUshed
areas, if :•• am. . i :M pm. t4« •m for l»-ir^

bovrs work. SJMttl before 11 :M am. ttl-

StMeves. Car necessary. (MSI).

DRIVING -ChUdcare. Weekends some eves.

Wilshire • La Brea. Intelligent, responsible,

experience, car. Salary open. •33-t2fl/ §33^

TECHNICAL WRITING. COPYWRITING.
EDITING. ILLUSTRATION/ARTWORK.
PRINTING PRODUCTION TO

_^
SPECIFICATIONS. 4SS-2144 (Pref. enrljr

Am). <'y>;

lERI FOIIITOn
Stud«nt Discount -

.

LowatiS.OOwk.

1^'ISCOINT . Enrope. IsraH. India. EasJ

frlca. Orient. Contact MC.C. IIWI

Ushire Blvd L.A.IIMS. 4lMi4«. (U^rK

PART-TIME SecreUry. strong background

technical typing. Submit ""rtfJ/^J,"?
»•

Systems Applications. Inc.. Ul9 Wilshire

Blvd.. Beverly Hilto.ft2I2. Attn: Kaye. (8

S7).

.SKI Chalet Manager, Mammoth Mt. Mld-

Nov to Mid-May. cooUct GrindelwaM. Bos

MlOlTA.LA^eMO. (8A24).

WE STWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),
Silent worship. Sun , 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
S74 Hilgard, visitors welcome. 472-79S0.

)/ Personal

Sabra Jewish Young AdulU hosU PARTY
Aug. 2«. 8.00 pm. 10S25 Undbrook. Goys:

11.00. Girls: 50t. Dan 0S2-220S. <5 A24).

THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

IS YOURS!
VISIT POWELL LIBRARY ROOMiW.

V Enfertainmeni ...... 6

VPolifical M

COLLECTOR'S item - Buttons "McGovem-
Eagletowin'72". Send 1 1.00. Campaign Box
S23.Malibu. California 00205. (11S7).

Y For Rent 4^. • . ,.. 12

LARGE studltf - hardwood oak Hour - piano

included. SuiUble for dance, yoga

mcdiUtkm etc. Unique setting, i minutes

UCLA. 4S4-78e5. UIW).

ARTIST Studio - Imaglnltlve surrounding •

private entrance. S mlnotes UCLA. ISO

month. 4S4-7iOS. (1287).

^ Rides Offered . . 13

NEED someone to help drive to MlnneapoUs

or vicinity. Leave AMg.28.Bob:47».niO. (11

.A24). .
' -

DRIVE my car to N.Y. area before Sept. 1.

Call 470-2417 or 82S-33M. (13A24).

DRIVING to New York Sept. 5 or 0. Need

someone to help drive and finance. Call

Robin: 372-0700. (1JA24).

For Sale . 15

FREE COUPON

IBM electrk typewriter. Model B. Excellent

condition. True bargain. lOS. Firm.

Reconditioned in 1010. 300-2000. < IS A31 )

.

')i LUXt HOUSr OF ».il I lAWDS
KING slie Hollywood Bed • Hrm. ExceUeat

condMion. (New 1400). - llOO. 473-2820, S2S-

733S (1SA24).

I>' I ./.

MR P Rf E PLAY FURNITURE giveaway - Name yonr price

for Bed. chairs^ couch, shelves. Movtaig

overseas. Call Alvin 301-1002. (IS A24).

tl^^iNL DtHClO'JSlUNCHfS fll> DAY

bU» HSVPfl'Nt AlNf 4jn DRINKS

MUST Bi U4 U^N
laD'fSAKrOMf

.'U'. AU^H'Pl BIVD SANU MONICA

NEW GuUar/Cate. Still in box. Valne ISO.

Best offer. ConUct Mildred or Don. 232-

S328. (1587).
jiL

BEU8CHER Tenor Sax. Very Good Con-

dition. II SO. CaU 0304000. Eves. (1SA24).

LEICA M-4 wMh SO mm. Snmmkron. 20 mm.
Elmarit lenses • excellent condition - 1410.00.

477-702S. Doug. (ISS7).

CRESTLINE vacation cabin renUl: Afaw big

modem dormitor> mounUhi lodge for large

groups/family commune. (213) 221-0»40^ <0 A
31).

^ Help Wanfed . ^ . . . . . 8

I BLK. from campus. Uve-ta cblM care,

bousefceeper Own private apt., pool. Pwt-

time nigbt student ok., salary ac0itinMe.

470-3183 eves. (i^^I).

MARTIN GuiUr (io-17. Honeywell 000 strobe

nash. Rough suede coiit. Skag mg. Mj^
'sell.4Sl-2l07. - ^ (1587).

GUILD F-30 Acoustical Guitar wHh case.

$175.00. 306420S. (ISA31).

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. Low prices. 10

ap. European. Student discount. lOtlO

Washington Bl. S3O-2017. (1SS7).

MATTRESSES - Valley SUte Marketing
Grad. can save you 40-S0% on any brand,

any site mattress set. Sensational valneo,

dont pay rcUU. Call me today. Rkbard
iPraU 340-0118.WO OiOO. (ISQTR).

PIZZA ResUurant. Must like vi;«^ wMh
people. Over 21. Regular Jons. SSO-SSM. (0

A24). V Services Offered .... 16

TEACHER. Mathematical ga

One bow/week. Upper EtoM. Jr.

. Private acboal. West L.A. 47t-

PIANO TmUm. Very ran
Altshnler-4T

Me. Ellca
(lOASO).

<IST^.

WRITERS Mi
Write On Inc. 477-43n. (•AM).

AUTO and Mslwcycle

Yowig? CancdM? DecUMd? 1:3 Tanas
i4n-0140pm.Ve»lTtO. (1087).

•k*

MALE: Pnrt time mnor store stock aad

dark. Permancat position. Start: 12.00 per

bnw. Tneoday . ninrsday * Satordny • 4 to 1

1

PJi.; or We*ieodny. FrMny A Snniny . 4 to

II P.M. Apply: Jerry*! IMfmr flUrco ua
SnaU Monica Blvd.. 8ni«a Moaica. iMny
thmPrMay.iA.M.to4PJI. <tAM).

PIANO
Rci
87)

has 3
Nom

far rent al tlO.

14. (II

|>ROFE88IONAL docttascntatlon services.

Writing, editing and resenrch to y«ir

yeinlremesito. 3i7-lMtcall anytime. (1087).

VARIETY of fnU tiac and
mar labo. Services UnUnltod. OTMOl.
qTR).

(•

TELEVISION rentol

RCA models. Free
br.pbaM.n4-§110.

il UCLA ralaa.

Fr— ienrke. U
(10qui)

WANTED: Geolngy/MaCh
eariMinakoe. 12.40 hoi

031-4330.
•^-

SALES Atmnatln
have good Job mVU
Til

riMa.
(lASl).

SECURE! I win stoy in ynnr
, you're away. Conasrvattve nnd
Rcferencca. MDK

toS

»•

lltyAcarli tSl-il07. (087).

ATTORNEY

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTOKCYCLt
INSyRANCS

REFUSCOr TOOHiONT
CANCELLCDt
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMKNTS

STUDCNT DISCOUNTS
1H-222S ASK FOR ASS Oil KBN

porirymitotoocnnvairfMt lor bath. lUOto
UM per IMV. Gb« •ST-OMi Mrljr ar Into ar

wrlto P.O. Bwi«OM. LA. ». <8S7>.

AUTO
ar emptoyeea. Ranart
fT09artt7-nn.

IIENI FHIITUIE
1301 Westwood Bl.

Westwood
Call 47MSSS

14733 Oxnard St.

Van Nuys .

CaU 787-S310

Master Charge/BankAmericard

y Trove/ "
EUROPE * MIDDLE EAST

CHARTER FUGHTS
.Immediate ticketing

.STUDENT Rail-Pass 2 mo. IISO-

Olympic games & Hotel space svaB

.1072 Student Guide Book »• Ejf;?»«;^ ,

CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA
13500 Ventura Blvd.

^ Sherman Oaks. Cal. OljMKl

PIMMW: 872-2283/704-1077

BOUWD-TRIP FLIGHTS

AUG 19 LA/LONOON $252.00

SEPT 16 LOHOOM/LA 29 Ooy$^

AUG 30 LA/LONOOH $252.00

SEPT 26 LONOOH/LA 30 Oay$

SEPT 5 LA/LONOOH $239.00

SEPT 25 LOHOON/LA 21 Days

SEPT 6 LA/LONOOH $239.00

OCT 2 LOWOOH/LA 26 D«y$

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00

OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LA/LONOON $199.00

OCT 9 LONOON/LA * 14 Days

OCT 1 LA/LONDON $228.00

OCT 15 LONDON/LA 15 Days

^« :^ ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
T'^*- LUROPE -BOUND

AUG 30 LA/ FRANKFURT $138.00

SEPT 6 LA/LONDON $124.00

SUBJECTS needed for psycbalsg) »..
^erlment. CK>od pay! CaU 82S4000 ar co«V
toFramllallB27l. (RSS7)..

IIF^ALTIIV twins needed far UCLA sspirta
mriabolbm study. MoneUry compcnsstlM
for volunteers. CaU .Mroo.02S44S0. (RSStT

GRAD student needs snkiccts for UimIi
research. Earn tlO. If qualify. CaU «l.
*•!• (RSA24).

,

FEDERALLY Antkorlted Marljusis
Researcfc. lleaMo males over 21. All pat.
lemsof nse.g2S40SI. l-4pjn. (R8()tr)

MALE subiects required for psychology
experiment: 82 for one liour: sign up FH
^4U8d. (RSA24t.

MIGRAINE suffering students needed for

treatment related study %. Far informslioa

call H2S-800C or come to B27 Frani Hall . (RS
A30.

INFANTS 4 to l-m .MONTHS
F«)K STIDIF.S IN THE EARLY
WANTK.l).

THE v:\

DEVKI.OPMKNT OF 1,AN«;UA(;E. (ALL
INFANT STIIHKS PHOJKIT - K2S-«55J

JEXtEI»TTll-:SDAYS). (RS

^luforing .......... 18
- ii>* I »
MULTIVARIATE Statistics • Eicitlai

lessons if you've had algebra. Profestioaal

sUtistician. author, almost free. 823-43S5. ( ||

Qtr)

OVER 2S? Have a day of fun - Expenses paid

plus iS.oe. Enjoy our mountain resori. This

week-end my treat! 478-5822. (17 A31).

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights.

SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student

dwrter Fllghto.

Omtoct: ISCA. 11087 San Vicente Blvd. Snite

f4. C.A. CaUf.
Tel:(2J3]

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
HOMIWARD-BOUND

AUG 17 LONOON/LA
AUG 2 i LONOON/LA

AUG 30 LONOON/LA

SEPT 16 LONOON/LA
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA

**n«ny other fli9hts

w: _.';

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 1210.00

SUMMER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
, M^ TOKYO. INDIA. ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS A TRAVEL.

"

SANTA MONICA. L.A. 00000. 274-8742.

EUROPE nights. 50 depariores. also N.Y.
Israel. India. Africa. 50% off. Stndentj
rates/cards. Since IPSO. EASC. 323 N.
Beverly Dr.. Beveriy llitti«.80210. 270-

0203. (17<rrR).

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS

ARE AVAILABLE OHLYTOU.C.L. A.

STUOEMTS. FACULTY AND STAFF

PLUS THEIR IHMEDIATE FAMILIES

LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.

ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-

COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE

PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE

BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING

SUPER DCS mo BOEING 707 JETS

EXaUSIVELV. CONTACT US FOR

FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John ond Susan

READING. MATM. LANGUAGE ARTS
(GRS. 2-8) 18.00 hanr. 13 yrs teaching ex-

perience. 8304281 after 2:00pm. (I8S7).

FRENCH. Exam preparation, trantlstioos.

interpreter service. French for trsveL Csll

former UCI.A .encher . ResulU ! 828-€3fi6. ( I8

S7). ,f

i t .

GRK. USAt. other test preparation. Is-

dividual, small group instrudion. Academic
Guidance Sves. H2» So. Robertson. 657-4390.

(18 QTR)

FRKNCII/SPA.NISII/ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced L'niv. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

47-A-2492. (1 8 QTR)

^Typing 19

FAST, accurate typing at reasonable rates.

Near campus. 474- 5104. (ltA24).

THESES, dlsseriatlans. term papers; msth.

languages. Expert editing and typing.

Virginia -828-4004. <10A24).

EXPERIENCED - nil kinds typing -

reasonable prices • 3 blocks from campus.

Mrs.CHnber.477-TiOO. <t>S7).

EXPERT help, theses, term papers, books.

.Mss on IBM. experienced all fields. Josn

302-8020. <>«S7).

uca
CHARTER FLIGHTS

an t. ^
official J .^-

"^

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC 8^ Caledonian
707'$— •

'-' -- ""^ ' 'jp '-

all first class

service.

LA-LONDON/LONDONLA

Fit. Oep. R«t. Days Price

10956 Meybum Avvnue
WtstMOod vnU9e 90024
Teltphofie: 478-8286

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

IBM Executive. Term papers, reports,

letters, resumes. Guaranteed resulU. Dsyi.

eves.. weekends. Skaron 838-5087. (llQtr)

PROFESSIONAL term papers. Iheiei.

manuscripts. Pkk-up and delivery. IBM

Electric. Louise Gaylen 472-848$. (UA3I).

- EDITH • IBM typing. Term papers, theses.

mannscripU. etc. Experienced. F'**^. •«

c«>nte.rellnUe. 033-1747. (i«S7).

FAST, accurate typtaif. Term papers,

theses, disserutlons. EdMng. Weekdays.

IBM SHectric. BarMe: 838^12. Mse^MO-

SI82: (IIQTR).

DISSERTATIONS, theses, and msnuscrlpts

for publication. Experienced edUor-typist.

303-tieo. ««»S7).

2

S

6

10
)

8/28 one-way.. $131

9/6 one-way $i}|

9/13 one-way I137

8/29 one-way I131

Ttlt; 810-

(I««l1i)

WANT nn tatereoUng snm^ JJ»»2f^
Fndary . Yen wM beomprtooi. «I»eon. (O

87).

€818 has
college
4SI-I3g3

Cnll nsteSnaln Msnica
rataa far

Manka.
<i«Qfni).

19 9/17 one-way

Available only to bonafid* members el the
University of Calitornia inctadlng students,
faculty, staff, and fbeir immediate families
(parents, spouse or dependent chiMron)
tlivioo In file same tiousetiold.

cocktaIl -.„_
dnys. Bnndny nl#ln. Bevstty HMa
$SJOka«rpl«allpo. 27i-43ig. <tn>.

wnntod far my obnp In Pbrto OjOril Vllnjv
Unve nnmber/meoange ler Gnry at ttl-

3800/1131-4201. ttA»4>

NEED IICLP MOVING? CALL STUDENT
HERVIfES. EXPERIENCED REUABLE
•(•RADS. REASONABLE RATES. TEL 300-

8310 or 400- noo. (lOqTR)

RENT-A-TV $10 MO. Stereo/HMI. Sli

DoMvery U 0:00. 47M070. 2111
< QTRK

uc
digrtgr ngRlo

KercMinoff Hall MS O
getwsen a.m. 4 S p.m.

03S-mi

•feeeeeeeeeet

D THE INTKNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD
Your poisport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

qted by the Internotionol

Student Travel Confer* . . .

ence and enjoys world-

wide recognition. It ii '

—

'•

required for all student

flights abroad.

G INTtA-EUKOPEAN
nUDENT CHARTER
WOHTS -
to and wifhin Europe,

Israel, East Africa, and
thenar Eost-at fantastic

savings, enobting you
to travel as for as pos-

sible for as little OS
possible.

youknowuii!
l^fB^Twa s a o

UNI
10N8 Wiymj^ /IMENUt

Waelwood Vlllaot fOQHmm ig iTFidvgrrk Mtrieo

Till: 4nni1

FREE edMbig. grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fnst. Alke. 307-3300. (»

QTB).

ENGLISH tirads: DIeaertatlon speclslisU.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM

lypewTiters. Kay-Nancy. 0»0-7472. (ISQTR)

RITII : Tbeses. dIaaerUllons. term P«P*";

mani*scripts. RdUUc. E«P«^«"«»1 J^

,

020-1102. <«««™»

IBM's new Selectrk II typewriters (csibsa

ribban) ... Extcrlancad ... nccnrnte nerk •
•

PlensecnU300«M. lltOf^^

TiPlST - tbeses. diaaertatlans. ^« viol?
papers. Npeclnlty Matb * tecbnkal lyP»M

rcnrate. rapM oenrke. 11t-it?V - ^^

V Wanfed * —

^

DRIVER needed In drhre '^J[^iTj^^
srenlnncnrtaMve. <^»^?«>- "**,««)
U21.

'"'"

WILL pay casb for cnn ——r-.^ ^1-
Hrecba Inn. Free lew^wnys. •'*'**^5;.

BERKELBY siniwt onelio ••*«^*! "^
wUbnlBariMleylnPnB ItoeenlW^Tn. m
AM).

^ApH Furnished -jjjj^sl

TERRinC Wool LA
Aft. For UCLA

Ik In cdw

1100.
•*•

(2lW);

FnrnhSrS^

WALK t'CLA Hneray
Br*s froa lilt •

Gayley. 4TM»«.

a
LARGE attraeUve o«e
bl SnnIa Monlea..JlOO
lerranean gnmge.
•nalktnbencb.nenr
^llFanrtb ^^

(21 ^'^

17 ^ •.*r .' •
I »

Oh where has my What's On gone . .
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Expo: -y - '^

- ~-:^ —
For Information or applications,

contact the EXPO Office (825-

7041). ^ * V —
Volunteers Needed

^"The Infant Studies Research

Project/' needs a student to be

involved in devising Infant ac-

tivities. Education or psychology

major preferred.

—"Student/' who will meet with

personnel managers are needed to

develop jobs for community
people in El Monte area.

—"Student" interested In doing

field work in the areas of crime

prevention and consumer
protection are needed.

—"Writers" for a crime
prevention bulletin.

—"Students" needed to assist

blln^, elderly, and disabled In

their relationships with welfare

agencies.

—"Students/' needed to help In

evening immunization cnnics for

children before they return to

school.

-'—" Interpreter," Spanlstt-
Engllsh needed Thursdays 4-^ pm
In family planning clinic.

Applications Available

?r<
—"KABC Radio Ombudsman

Internship/' Deadline October
1st. .

ISC Tours:
Tickets are available for all ISC
sponsored Tours at Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, (KH 140). No
refunds.

Sunday, August 27
—"Laguna Art Festival/' U

Includes transportation, ad-

mission to the festival and ticket

to the Pageant of the AAaster.

Departs ISC 4 pm, student store

4:15 pm, returns 11:30 pm.
Deadlines: Friday before trip.

is invited to participate in this free

study, to be held at 10 am,
Tuesday, August 29, Medical
Center 52-121. Contact Ms. Presler

(826-4033) or Mr. NIazi (389-6773.)

—"Full Moon Meditation/'
outdoor United Group Meditation

for Brotherhood under the full

moon in Virgo 8 pm, today foot of

Janss Steps. There will be a short

universal message and Invocation

to k>ring all the groups into

oneness. All are invited to par-

ticipate. Sponsored by Ex-

perimental College. ^

—"Summer tours" of the
campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing through September 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

at 1:» pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are

open to the public.

—"Wine and Cheese Ha|>py

Ktour," 5 pm, every Friday, iSC,

1&3 Hilgard Ave.

Exhibits:
u

y

—"The UCLA Woman's
Resource Cei^ter," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825-3945.

—"Sculpture and Drawings,
by Ron Hart and Don Richard
Smith, political science graduate
students here, open from 8 am to 4

pm, through August 31, Kerckhoff ";"'

Art Gallery (second floor of

Kerckhoff Hall).

—"The World of Science'

Fantasy," an exhibition On the

literature of fantasy and science

fiction, and on the world of af-

flcionados of the genre, Is on
display in the Research Library

thru September 5.

"*'

Et cetera

:

.

—"National Psoriasis Foun-
dation/' — anyone with psoriasis

Got a news tip? Call 825-2493

New psych class offered for fall

The Department of Psychology is offering a new class for fall

quarter entitled **Seminar and Practicum in Teaching SUtistics**,

(Psych. 195D), open to undergrads who have completed

Psychology 41 with a grade of B or better. This class will provide

for the training of peer-proctors who will assist in teaching and

evaluating Psychology 41 students fall quarter. Hiose qualified will

be instrumental in developbig a programmed self-study course at

the undergraduate level. For further information contact Gary

Beckman. Project Coordinator, at Franz Hall 2567B or 474-3282.

Psychology 195D I.D. #75640. M-F 12:00 noon — Friedman.

Prerequisite: Psychology 41 and consent of instructor.

p
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ished . . . . . 21 VApk to Share . ..... 23 ^ House for Sale .
"7,

. . 26 ^
Room & Board

urnis

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern ApartmenH
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations for Fall also accepted.
Renting Office : SULandfairivr

• ••

Also with Pool

Glenfair Terrace
S43Landfair«M
S40Glenrock#ll

f

SHARE 3 bdr./2 bath/ Built-lns. Own room.

|7». Over 21. Mint Ue neat. 83»-S12«. (23 A 24)

ROOMMATE wanted. Own bcdrm.. Large 4-

Plex Nr. B. HUls. Female. llM/mo. 27S-7S2S

aft.C. (23A24).

XKAK Mulholland. Minutes UCLA. 3

bedroonts. huge LR. 2 baths, builthis. beam
ceilings, pool. Valley view. 274-4810. (26 A31).

Exchange /or Help . . 30

^Aulas for Sale .33

tlOO. ISM FORD Fairlane. Runs well.

KeliaMe. Nodealeri. 479-6124. (33 A24).
-4t-V

STUDENT WANTED

'^-.

LARGE Bachelors. Hi ap. Stagica. $12$.

across from Dykstra. 561 Gayley. GR 3-178t.

GR :i-0324. Mra. Kay. (21 QTR)

ROOMKtAtE Wanted: Two block* from

UCLA - nt Levering #1. Share bedroom -

9S5. Own room • 1116. 47S-»563. (23A3n.

GIRL, employed. 24 yn. oM seeks apart-

ment tmi roommate to share aame. CR3-
Slfll. (23A24).

NEAR Pico: 2 Bedrm. convert, den, Cape

Cod. 80 ft. front. Splendid cond. 132.950.

Broker, 47ft-l273. (2tA24).

LARCiE one bedroMi. Pod. FaU IcMC*

(Nine month or longer), •••••••("•i*"
Gienrock. 473-9265. (tiqTR).

ENJOY Summer la large cleaiitiafle aai

one-bedrm apt*. 8aa>e alr<««ad. Black

UCLA-VIHage. Elevatar. Paal, Aaiirn.
Garage. ttS^I Uadfalr. 47»44M. (21 QTR)

FEMALE waated to share furnished apt.

Walk to school (1-1/2 Mk) t65/mo. 479-7523

after 3:00. (23 S7).

GIRL aecded to share 2 hdrm. apt. with 2

•(hers startipg mid-Sep(. |72.S0.^77-«lt3.(23

A

Sl\(iLES. bachelers. 2b*m. stuila. 1-1/2

balh. pool. 3 hiks. campus. IOBt4 LlaArMk
<llUgard).GRS-«M. (XlOim)..

SPACIOUS single and 1 bed. BuM-lns. dlili-

washer, patla. Sec. bulMlng. 1711 Cerlnlh.

4i3-7M7. tnoniK

FURNISHED singles to share |70. Healei
pool, sua deck, parking. 633 Gayley. 473-6412

(21 QTR).

FEMALE roommate to share 2 bedroom
apartmem.Ownraoas.CaU S2t-S268eves.(23

S7). ._^_^

ROOMMATES aecded in large single and

ani hcdim apU. Stock campus. Pod.

Sundecks. Garage. 6BLandfair.479-M04. (

WALK UCLA spacious serene "Itouse

BeauMful" bachelor pad. Genial young
prdesslanal Ivy grad. 1110. 475-1311. (087).

FKMALE Teacher - (VA Brentwood). Share

with same - yours or Hnd. 478-3711. ext 5228

days 780^437 alto. (SA31).

GRACIOUS large Spanish on Glendon Ave.

3-lledr., full dining- room, large kitchen

w/breakfast room. 1-3/4 bath, forced air

heat. Wynn 477-7001. (26S7).

.' """"""""sHERWXWTJflcs"
""""""

SHERMAN Oaks foothills. Avoid »reew^ -

15 min. to Westwood over Bev. Glen. Bright,

cheerful, contomporary with lovely views of

treetops, valley and nits beyond. W^
ceilings In llv. rom.. sep. dining and kitchen

with bullt-lns. 2 bedrooms and den. 2-1/2

baths. Excellent condition. Low upkeep

landsc. yard and redwood deck. sep. dog nw.
Central air. Owner. $48,750. 78».2451.(2687).

Brentwood home. Private room, bath. Four

bovs 16. 14. II, 6. Help If knowledge of

Spanish - housekeeper Mexican. Must be

able to accept total responsibility If parents

awav. We will either pay by month or hour

for extra duties. Athletic Interest and driving

important. Call 472-6078 between 9 a.m. - 8

p.m.

70 MUST. - Mach 1 Cobra let A/C. p/s. p/b,

\uto.. Lw/m. Am /Fm. Pr/Pty. 839-7662. (39

Vll).
'

71 VW. Excellent condition. 23.000 miles,

liadlo. Fm/Am. new tires, sunroof. Call 392-

»4:i. (33A24>.

FEMALE with car, babysitting exchange

prlv. room, board, bath (If Intorestcd. 120

week for housekeeping) - 271-9776. (30 A 24)

ROOM and board for girl In exchange for

aiding mother. Must have own tran-

sportation. 656-SOOS. (30A31).

'58 VW Bus. New transaxle. Highest offer by

Sept. 1st. evenings 836-2169 Karol (33A31).

'66 VW Partial Camper, stove, cabldcts,

lunroof. New engine, tires, brakes. Best
offer. 399-0043. 274-0043. (33 A24),

'6.S \*W. Good transportation car. Runsi
1200.00. Call 273-5191. (a3A24).

•f i

^ House h Share . . . ; . 27

VENICE Beach - Privato raom. dndy -

Garden. Kitchen privileges - tlOO P«r month.

Includes utilities. 39M679. iZIAU).
"

LARGE, aln Venice h«ise; good neigh-

borhood: fireplace; '»«»:<»*?^ '*^,''

garden: femtalst preferred: 1112. Blue - 821-

478. (27A24).

483 GAYLEY: Large 1

UtlliUes paid. Summer Rato llM/aa.
Oct. I. 477-4198. (XlQhr)

' 501 GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra
Reduced Summ or Ratos

Bachelors-Singlos-Ono Bdrms.
JunelStoSoptIS

GR 3.17U . Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0S24

OWN Room. Immediate occupancy. 4

bedrm. 3 hnihs. $81. 5 min. campus. Dave
556-1768. eves. (nA24)

MALE Roommate wanted: Stort Fall. Super

. apartment. 2 blocks from campus. Fur-

alabed. Pool. |16t. 947-1333. ( 87).

FRIENDLY Folks needed. Share large,

secluded house atop Bev. Glen. S^^f^
Ideal. 986-7463. P^«CC. mAU)

MALE share home. Own bedrm. *» B«v«[b'

Glen, f 100 per mon. plus uUlitles. Call ro-

^fMA (27 A 24)

RENT too high? Share, save on houshig

costs. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.

475.8631. < QTR)

^ Apfs Unfurnished .... 22

ATTN: FkcuMy. ^Security • All Luxury Apto.

Minutes from UCLA. 2 B/R; 1 B/R * Dm.
10800 Hdman Ave. 474-6488. <tl 9lh

ROOMMATES needed • 633 Gayley.
'Pleasant shigles 165 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool. garage 473-6412 (23QTR)— .1 .^__—_^-^—

—

FEMALE Roommate needed, mid 20's. Seek

2 bedroom near campus. Easy-going,

responsible. 836-0213 (eves). (23A24).

BEACH apt. 4 bed. 3 baths. New kidg.

(Entire top -second floor.) Marina Dd Rey
Penhisda. All conveniences. 8375.88. Also 3

bed.. 2 baths. $288.60. Also bachdar fur-

nished. $125.86. 3804 Pacific Ave. Phone:
821-4625. (22A24).

1 BEDROOM. Center Westwood Village.

Btove/Refrig. New carpets. $176. uiiliUes

Included. 478-3228 days. 271-2317 eves. <>>

A24).

FEMALE Roommato wanted. Grad student

preferred - 2 bedrooms - own room • West
L.A. $85/mo. R26-2685. (23A24).

y For Sub-Lease .24^

BUNKER Hill Towers: Sublet one bedrnj..

fum. or unfurn. as of Sept. 1st. Air cond..

Pod. Tennis courts. Sauna. 1 1th floor view.

Call 628-1449. (24 A 24)

^ House for RenI 25

2 ADUlVs. Male and Female, and 3 smaU

children would like another person to share

large house In Westwood. Easy walking

distance to campus. 474-1968. (27 A24).

FEMALE 21-27 to share sunny WLA house.

183 month. 820-5124 evenings. 479-4101 days.

Connie. (2787).

HOUSE - Own room, two others. Girl 23-30.

non smoker. $100. Santa Monica. 393-4270

Mght 821-3444. (27A24).

^ Housing Needed .... 28

TRANSFER student. 24. desires own room In

quiet apt. short distance from campus for

Fall quarter. If you have such an apt. or

would like to look for one with me. write:

Uura Fllegelmah 3061 Avenue X. Brooklyn,

NY 11235. 212(SH-34495). (1887).

IT Faculty and 3 resp. Viet, grads need

house/apt. Hose. 1 year. Umlted funds.

Excel, refs. 474-1022. Nguyen So. (28Qtr)

APT. UNFURN. SpHi level - Flrepl«c-e W.
3hd.2bn.c»to.MkrcleMllenrea.933-4W7.

(22<|tr)

$115-1 bedrm. deaa. bnUI-lM, refrig. crpts.

drps. air cend. m mln. WLA - VnnNuya.
782-U48. (HA 14)

$I25J8 . GUEST House. 2-rooms. bath,

garden, view. Facdty. Grad. prdesslonal

maa. references. Ctose. H03-5565. 0L2.

sno. <»»'>•

LOOKING for apart, to share. O^" "»?• \"

Westwood Village 395-8190 eve Dan. (28 S7).

$198. - $178. 2 Bedrm. 2 Bnlh. Carpcto -

drapes - BRIns - Palto. N« pds.1318 Car-
mdfaia 19. SI»4I68. (n Qlr

)

y Apfs fa Share 23

FEMALE MM 28's (Prdeadonal/Oradnato)
UnfuHildwd 2 hs^kssm Wcdwnad. (Pad).
Apartment 1)18. GII2-3MI. Blan. (B AM).

ROOMMATE wantod. Male grad dnM
preforrtd. one bedraam apartment. WLA.
$75. CaM M8-815I evenhns. (P^'>-

claoeto
red bm
(BAM).

ROOMMATE
campus. $87.18. FemlnM
slhersOK.4f»«76i.

TWO bedroom house - furnished. $185

Federal Ave.. WLA. Near Iransportatton.

Available now . 4734844. <»^J» > •

y House for Sale 26

BRENTWOOD. Owaer.
<^>>«'""»I"« .

'

kedremn ar twa and iarge convertlWe den

«ith beams, dlnhign.3/4 bath. W** <•

everthlng. $49,900. 888-1428. (26A24).

FABU|.bU8 Modern, -architect Joha

LanUier. Glass and Beams. View, laner

Garden. Spaclans Uving Area. Lax*^
mmatmr kidfssm dus two additional

MMns. Hdlywaad Hills. Owner leaving

•town -$«.S88. 487-1888. ($8AM).

^ ^ftoom and Board

$2.% RWD: Need a Dorm Room. Take over

mv Dorm contract. Call (714) 776-9574. (RB
.%24).

ROOM a Board for male student. 3 meals
da v. Brunch on Sat. Sun. Private entrance,

private bath. TV room. Pod. Parking. Walk
to UCLA. 4784161. (RB87).

Room & Board

Exchange for Help . . 30

PERSONAL asat. - male • to paralytic

businessman. Live Ih privato WLA home.
Salary. Compatible with schod hours. Day.
277-3711 : nts. and wkends.. 836-6733. (30 A31).

FEMALE • private room /loard/salary in

exchange for sitting with 10 yr. oM on oc-

casion. Walkincdistancc. 476-3288 - caU after

UborDay.
;

mSI).

HOU8EBOY. Prlv. rm. 4 board In exch. for

assisting with housework, dishes and

errands. No salary. Prefer someone witli full

schod schedde or other job. car or

motorcycle necessary for transporUtlon to

school. 275-9403. JMSIK

PLEASANT private room. bath. $65.00. •

Including board. Do dinner dishes. Qnly

fastidious, responsible tenant. 3954380. (30

Qtr)
^

'-^

FEMALE...Room /Bath /Salary. Babysit-

ting, light housekeephig. 3 children In

family. Short \\iilk to campus. 475-0761. (30

a:h).

NICE Private room, bath plus montly salary
exch. for child care, light duties. Walk
campus. 279-2455. (SOAQtr)

y/Room for Renf 31

$60. MONTH. Private with bath. Near 9th St

and San Vicente. One person. Exbrooh
.WI53. (31A24)

$7.1i.eo Room. Bath, private entrance - kit-

chen in sheltered patio. Laundry facilities •

Pool. Female - 2792530. Ex. 467-7127. (31

A24).

BEVERLY Hills furnished room. bath. One
block Wilshire. $95.00. Female graduate
student, non smoker. 271-7048. (31 S7).

FURN. room/privi^te home • private bath •

private entrance. $100.00. .Suitable for one or

two. CR6-5748. (31A31).

FEMALE grad or faculty." KIngslie
bedroom, bath, kitchen privileges. Opp
campus, Cforgeous view - $75- 473-3274.

^Autos for Salq . . , , . ,33

'68 FORD Corilna 2 door GT. 34.888 miles.
Excellent condition. $788. 388-7873. (33 87 ).

67 TRIUMPH Herald sedan, clean, good

;ond. 39.000 mi., $400. 2700 Sdby. 839-1976,

leves) 653-8060 (days). . ^(33A24).

71 VW Superbeatle - Wash, dotes: radto.

11.850. Call 391-8372. (33 87).

*U> PLYMOUTH Belvedere. 4-dr sedan.

Excellent cond. $1051. 476-8417 or 825-3386.

(33A24)

rt ;
j

»i

•

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!

A 1 AUTO VERvice

A«
79S7 Van Nuys Brvd.

I across (rom G M. Plant ^
C9\\ 894-7075 i-* l""';!^^^^

:64 CORVAIR. good cond. good body and

Interior • automatic. $250. Call days. 474-2303.

(33 A 24)

•68 FIAT R.'iO Spider. Hd tp. JOnt cond. $988.

Call 931-6922. (33A28).

OH MGB. $1300 Yellow: Low mileage, wbre

wheels. AM-FM radio. Good cond. 454-5082.

(33QtrO

'y, TR, Vinyl porthole hardtop, new tires,

battery, rebuilt engine, tune-up. Must sell.

ll.Vm.OO. 451-2197. (3387).

PATSUN Sportscar. 1963. Excellent cond.
Needs work on brakes. $250 or best offer WX
-:t«M>-.'>:iHI. (33 A 24)

^Bicycles for Sale .... . . 35

K( flWINN 3speed in top condition with lock

$4.i or best offer. Calf Ram. 477-;;293. (35 A
24)

r
LADY'S Schwinn Bkyfle $35. Excellent

condition. 392-0192 eves. (;i5A3l)

Cycles, Scoofers

^ For Sale t\ .

.

36

'68 HONDA SL90. very few miles. Good
condition. $l70/beSt offer. Cdl eves. 836-

1730. (M87).

BAB%' dtthig. light housekeeplag: exchange

for rdpm, board, salary. Htmt flexible,

female student. 8184138 evenings. (3087).

ROOMM ATI-:m> Share expense* and houshig.

The ham I I MBipaaliB if iiaua-cliniaki

Howie Mates. 4064143.

}
(B8?).

5 BEDROOMS, 3 baths, family, **»*M. fo^;

air. 1888' plus. So. Blvd.. Shermaa OaksJ
i!cLr$a8.886. 3834411. X886 day.y

nev>s.

*I8 VOLVO Station Wagon. Automatic. Roof
Rack. A- 1. $2600. 8a844$8. (33A24>.

'65 VW. Sunroof. Excellent condition, low
mileage. $590. 473-2829, 825-7335. (33A24>.

'88 VW. Stkkshlfl. Excellent condltlen.
ROdlo. heater, under 45.8H miles. Call
Susan. 391-1962. (33 AM).

•71 DAT8UN • 4 door stkk shift, 9568 miles,
excellent handling. Superb condHlon. Call

AlvIn 391-1962. (BAM).

-63 CORVAIR -A (lassie". Esquire
Magatlne. (iood condition. $388 or best offer.

Lei\lng LA In Sept- Call Jim or Miite. 828-

97.M. •i3A3l).

GOOD condition. '70 Yamaho Enduro. Extra

'

Fork Brace. 4000 miles. $225.00. 475-5688. (18

'71 SS 350 cc HARLEY streetblke. Custam
handlebars, seat, backred. 4888 miles. XInt.

$550 sacrlfke. 670-6393. (1887).

-69 KAWASAKI Mach 111. 500 c^. metol flake

paint, excdient condltio«: lOOO/offer. Call

Dave: 396-7952. (36 AM).

'67 KAWASAKI 2S6 cc. Gaod candHian. Mud
sell. $175 ar bed dfer. CaU Kurt. 4784474.(18

A24).

YA.MAHA 188. Gaud condition. I>a. M-
'4128. (18AM>

-f 4.

FEMALE, room. bath, salary. Silting girl 9.

tfter 5 pm. Na hofMOwark. W-ZtH. Nights
27.V2504. (18 AM).

8 VW. $:

lys. 471 eves.

Can Alan 818-a88
(BAM). <^
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Bruins represifnt U.S.; other Olymp
A
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Compiled by the DB Sports SUff; - .^

UCLA is sending 22 former and current athletes, nineteen

men and three women, to compete for the U.S. and five

other national Olympic ^
teams at the 20th Olympiad,

beginning Saturday in Munich Germany.

It is not known if this represents an all-time record for an

American university. But certainly it ranks as one of the

highlights of UCLA's athletic heritege.

Swimming, water polo, and track and field have the most

Bruin representatives.

WATER POLO
One-half of the U.S. Olympic water polo team are former

or present Bruins: Bruce Bradley. Ston Cole, Jim

Ferguson, Eric Lindroth, Jim Slatton, and Russ Webb.

Andy DeGeus had made the 15-man training team but was

one of three athletes cut. -
'

Bradley, Cole, and Webb, 1968 Olympiians, all played

together on the 1967 Bruin varsity that eventually set a
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Past Bruins

jn theOlympics

I

Becskehazy will be competing in the 50 meter freestyle

for his home country, Brazil. J
Burton, who graduated in 1970, has been called the

greatest UCLA swimmer of all time. He won the Olympic

gold medal in the 400 and 1500 meters at Mexico City in 1968.

He will swim only the 1500 in Munich. ^^_ J
Moe, a sophomore, did not swim with the UCLA women's

team last year. Her specialty at Munich will be the lOo

meter backstroke. - "^

Schoefield, likewise a sophomore and a non-competitor

last year for the Bruins, will swim the 200 meter breastroke.

TRACK AND FIELD
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Olympic TV coverage -

dianiiel 7, ABC will begin telecasting of the Olympic

games f>om Munich, Germany at 10 am Saturday. The

schedule is: Saturday (10 am-noon; 8 pm-9 pm); Sunday

(3:30pm^pm;9pm-l0pm);Monday-Fr|day(tpm-llpm).
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— G«or«« Jefferson (pole va«lt)

1934

- Jame« LuVallc (400 m«t«r«). Bob Yoynf (1400 motor •'••oy)' Konny

Griffon («ymn«»tic»), Dixon Fitko (wotor nolo), Sjm ^^^' Corl

Knowlos, Frank Lubin, Don Pipor. and Corl Shy (all baskotball)

1940 (honorary team) ,
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winning streak of 50 games in a row. For three straight

years 1965-66-67, the trio ^went unbeaten and were

unanimous No. I picks.-— :^ ,.^

Slatton was the goalie of that 1967 team as well as the 1968

team that won the Pac-8 title but failed to repeat as national

champs.-——^
—^ —— -

Ferguson and Lindroth were teammates on the 1969

NCAA champion and 1970 NCAA runner-up teams.

Ferguson graduated in 1970, but Lindroth, who still has a

year of eligibility, guided the Bruins to the 1971 NCAA title.

SWIMMING

Six Bruins will be swinuning at .Munich: StevejGenter,

Tom Bruce, Paul Becskehazy, Dana Schoenfield, Karen

Moe, and defending Olympic gold medalist Mike Burtoa.

Center, who still has a year's eligibility, holds more

school records than any other Bruin swimmer in history.

His events at Munich are the 200 meter and 400 meter

freestyle. His best ever marks in the 200 yard freestyle afid

500 yeard freestyle are 1:40.6 and 4:29, respectively.

Bruce, who broke the American record in the 100 yeard

breaststroke at the 1971 NCAA meet (until Brian Job of

Stanford lowered it to :56.83 in the 1972 NCAA meet), will be

in the 100 meter breaststroke at Munich. His all-time best is

:36.87. He has two years of eligibility left^
.

-

— Carl McBain (hurdlos), Pat Tornor (broad iump), Jacliio RobinMA

(broad lump)

\ 1948 ----
^\j-.

'

— George Stanich (high lump), Craig Dixon (higb hurdles), Don Barksdalo

(basketball), Dixon Fiske. Eddie Knox. Dovero Christiansen, and Bob Br«y

(all water polo), Lloyd LaBeach (sprints).

.,,.... .. ,.,. 1952 .

:*

r-

•J^ _1 cy Young (iavelin), George Brown (broad lump), Monte Nitxkowskl,

:? Jack Sparge, and Pete Strange (all swimmint)^^
.

%. 1954^ ^_. _-..._... ..
_ _.

>::;
— Refer Johnson (decathlon), George Roubanis (polo vault)

W "
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• 1940

— Refer Johnson, C.K. Yang (both decathlon) * -'

1944
— Walt Hauard (basketball), Marilyn White (400 motor relay), C.K. Yang
(decathlon)

^^^^-1948 ,-,
--^ ---•

— Mike Burton and Zac lorn (both swimming), Armando Munit (boxing),

Larry Rundle and Rudy Suwara (both volleyball), Stan Colo, Bruce

Bradley, Dave Ashleigh, and Russ Webb (all watwr polo). Rick SkMn
(decathlon). Bob Day (SOOO meters), Konati Allen (gymnastics), Don
Oomansky (400 meters), TraugoH Oloocklor (shot put), Roger Johnson (400

IM hurdles), and Arnd Krueger (000 meters)
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Nine Bruins will be competing for the U.S. and four other

nations in track and field next week: John^Smith, Wayne
Collett, Dwight Stones, Finn Bendixen, Roger Johnson,

Arnd Kruegar, Traugott Gloeckler, Bruce Simpson, and

Marilyn White.

Smith, Collett, Stones, and White will represent the U.S.

team. Smith and Collett, of course, are favored, along with

Lee Evans, the 1968 champion, to finish 1-2-3 in the 400

meter dash. The two former Bruins hold history's fastest

times for that race.

Stones, only a freshmen this past year, is the youngest

member of the U.S. team. His all-time best ill the high jump

is 7-3, the best mark in the Olympic trials earlier this

summer at Eugene.

White represented the U.S. in the 400 meter relay at

Tokyo in 1964. Her events at Munich will be the sprints. , .

Bendixen (Norway) in the long jump, Johnson (New

Zealand) in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles, Kruegar

(West Germany) in the 800 meters, Gloeckler (West Ger-

; many) in the shot put, and Simpson (Canada) in the pole

: vault will represent othpr countries^

\ It is not known if Francois Tracanelli and Jean Pierre-

: corval made the French Olympic team in the pole vault an(i

• intermediate hurdles, respectively. ;. '^ .-

RIFLE. WRESTLING. GYMNASTICS

Vic Auer, a former Bruin from the 1950's, will represent

the U.S. in the small bore prone coinpetition in Munich.

Sergio Gonzalez, a 1968 graduate, will compete in the

1051b freestyle wrestling event. :

The question of retryouts for the 1972-73 UCLA song gu-1

squad will be taken up by Stadium Executive Committee

(SEC) at 3 p.m. today in tbe Foui^rs* Room in Pauley

Pavilion. Student Legislative Council, the undergraduate

student government here, earlier this summer, recom-

mended retryouts for the song girl squad after investigating

a series of complaints about the selection process.
o o o

The following facilities will be closed for floor remodelmg
and other repairs: Pauley Pavilion — August 24 through

September 19; Women's Gym 200 — September 11 through

September 17; the Men's and Women's Gym pools —
September 2 through September 25.

A 23rd **Bruin" at Munich will be gymnast Makato

Sakamoto, the former USC Ail-American who became a

UCLA graduate student in 1970 and assisted with the Bruin

varsity team. r '^
\

Amazingly, even more Bruins would have made the U.S.

Olympic team in volleyball had not the American entry

failed to qualify for the Games in a special tournament at

Paris, two weeks ago.

Tike ill Ills nikiil lir HtEMU
Join an international group for this Mexican Fiesta ... for only $23.

Price includes transpoitation, two dinner (one is

box dinner),

two nights accommodations at the Granada Cove

Beach Resort,

and insurance. Swimming, hunting, fishing and
J sightseeing are '; -
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available on your own. .., ' '

!

Departs Friday, August 25 at 3:00 p.m. (Student Store)

or 3:10 p.m. (ISC)

Returns Sunday, August 27 at 11:00 p.m. (Student Store)

11: 10 p.m. (ISC)

Maximum of 44 people (first come, first serve)

ReservatlonsJaken ONLY at ISC. 1023 Hilgard Avenue

* Foreign studMits pi—%k contact YukI at ISC {jUASVI)

information about obtaining a vita.

This is your last chance to see Laguno Art Festival's

rilEUl IF HE MUIEIS

$4 includes frcmsportoKon, •nfrance fee to the

Art Fetfival end Pageant of the AAattert show.

[Tickeu available atUCLA ticket office and ISC, 1023 Hilgard.

Bug leavcg from Student Store at 4:00 p.m. (ISO 4! 15 p.m.)

RIDAtBOOK
URPRISE

.•I

tomorrow only,

Friday, August 25

oil books in psychology sections

• • •

20%O off

books, b level, ackerman union, 825-771

1

Open mondoy-frldoy 8:30-5:00
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'But tragedy is a/ways the best humor'
' 'By

^ DBSUfr Writer

Have you ever been hit with a pre^cament that all ^

you can do is laugh at yourselH

To prove it isn't perfect, the administratioo here

found itself in a position last week that was both

tragic and funny, losing an opportunity for a poasible

$225,000 federal grant.
^ • V

s .—.*

The application for the grant from the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare had, liy accident,

been misplaced until shortly before the August 16

deadline in Washington, D.C. UCLA was competisg

against several other universities for the grant A
flurry of effort by officials here finished the 73-page

application by Monday, August 14.

Since even special delivery mail would not be fast

enough to meet the deadline, officials here decided to

hand-carry the application to the Capitol by plane.

San Francisco

Discussions with HEW officials in Washington

revealed, however, that a HEW official would be

leaving San FYancisco the next morning, Tuesday,
for Washington and would take the grant application

with him if it could be delivered to San Francisco.

An official here flew to San Francisco at 7 am the

next morning, with rendesvouz slated for 8:30 at the

Trans World Airline^ terminal there. The UCLA
official promptly arrived at TWA at 8:30.

By 8:55, wlien the last boarding call was heard, the

HEW official had yet to appear. Assuming he must
have boarded the plane before 8:30, the UCLA of-

ficial p^gpiaifMiH to a security guard the situation, i

AbMrdtheplaBe

He asked the guard to take the application package

aboard the plane, page the IffiW official, and hand

the package to him if he should appear.

The guard complied with the request but theUCLA
official did not accompany him. The guard returned

to iirform the UCLA official he had handed the

packafEe to a man answering the page.

Assuming the application was safely on its way to

tj--

Washington, the UCLA official returned to Lqb
Angeles. •

• v i

^ .Three days later

Three days later, the HEW official called the

UCLA official, inquiring what ever happened to the

package he was to deliver to Washington. He ex-

plained he had t>een delayed Tuesday morning and
had to take a later flight. '—

The UCLA official ("with my heart sinking to my
feet") immediately caUed HEW in Washington to

find out if the application had arrived there. It had

not, and the deadline was passed, he was told.

Inquiries

Inquiries withTWA have yet to determine who took

the package from the guard on the plane.

The end result was forfeiture of an opportunity to

• receive a $225,000 grant.

When a^ed his reaction to the incident, the UCLA
official laughed, with a tinge of sadness. '*It's a funny

story, a.tragic story," he said.

*But tragedy is always the best humor."«*i

Hdcia
summer

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Thursday, August 31, 1972

projects

Nevy faci I it ies proposed
Sixteen **student-relaeed" major capital projects

have been added to this campus' five-year capital

improvement program by the Capital Outlay T*ak

Force of the University Policies Commisaioo sub-

committee on the use of the registration fee.

Under the direction of Norman P. MiUer, vice

chancellor for student and campus affairs, the task

force met Monday to "rcprioritize" the projects at

the request of Chancellor Charles E. Young.

The projects and the priorities assigned to them

are listed on page six. Two additional projects weie

suggested but not included in the priority list: in-

creased storage space for Pauley Pavilion and the

purchase of the Masonic Lodge on Le Conte Ave.

Use of student registration fees for '*student-

related" buildings has long k>een a controvenial

issue here, dating back to the football stadium

proposal of 1965. That project, costing over $4.5

million in student fees, was voted down in student

referendums, as was the |1.9 million "replacement,"

the track stadium (which was built anyway).

Voted down

InlSOB, students here voted down a $475,0P0 project

for a baseball diamond/tennis court facility in

parking lot 1. Since 1969 no new projects have been

proposed for registration fee funding.

Miller explained that this new listing represents

the first long-range "shident-relatcd" building

program here in four years.

Suggestions for projects to be inckided in this

priority list were compiled by Miller's office last

spring, and received preliminary review by the

Planning Office.

these projects according to the new priority listing

will now be inckided in tl^campus' overall five-year

building program. <^

Monday's meeting was a stormy one, with

ASUCLA Executive Director Donald E. Findley

frequently raisii« objections to the committee's

**ground rules" and methods of priority selection.

'^Some of these projects are just twinkles in

people's eyes," hesaid. 'They don'tdeserve listing."

Findley's criticisnis subsided, however, when the

four projects fie had requested received priorities 2,

5, 6 and 10 by the mne-member task force, whkh
inchided five students and four adminiistratora.^ "^

Clifford Locks, a second year law student and

chairman of the UPC reg fee subcommitte,

questioned many of the projects also. Miller assured

him that the task force's function was only to list, in

preference, a number of projects which '*would

enhance the University" if a large sum of money

suddenly appeared.

The reg fee subcommittee. Miller said, would have

the responsibility for deckling ypon the funding ot
these projects.

Pliil Martino, thePlanning Office representative at

the meetii«, explained that this list inchides projects

wtuch coidd be funded not only from registration fees

but also from income reserves of departments like

ASUCLA, Auxiliary Services and Enterprises, and

the Hospital.

Cofsequently, he said, the reg fee subcommittee

woukl have to determine whkh projects could be

funded by regstration fees and which projects could

be better funded by other sources.

(Continued on Paf^e 6)

f^EMODELED BUT NOT BIGGER
remodeM ASUCLA ttMdtnt store in

Union is detigtied to provide easier cm

— The

OB Ptiot* by S«M SMrllN*

-reiocted for ASIKLA in Itn 73, as Board Of Control

Mlliervday adopM its operating budget for next

VMr. FOR STORY, SEE PAGE I.

OB Photo by Sue SporliiHl

Clinton Burch ,
^ '

Commissioner quits;

seen

i^

' By Kenn Guernsey vfi^"^

; DBSUffWrlter-JL-

A special campts-wide undergraduate election will be held in October

to fill a vacancy created on Student Legislative Council. (SLC), un-

dergraduate student government here, because of the resignation of one

of its members.
Clinton Burch, community service commissioner, submitted his

resignation last week to Undergraduate President Steve Halppm, citing

his '•inability i6 attend meetings and participate actively in the on-going

operation of the commission during the coming year" as the key reason

for his resignation.

Burch, who received a B.A. in political science here m June, fs

currently in Boston, where he will attend Harvard law school this fall.

He was elected last spring to a second term as community service

commissioner despite the fact that he was a graduating senior and he had

announced that he would serve only during the summer.

Burch's major opponent in that election, Wilo Nunez, challenged the

legality of Burch's candidacy before tiie undergraduate Judicial Board,

but Uie board could find no election code regulation prohibiting

graduating seniors from seeking undergraduate office.

At the time, Burch said he was seeking tiie abbreviated term because

he felt tiie other candidates (including Nunez) were not capable of

properly handling tiie commission's $90,000 budget. In a pre-election

interview, Burch said he planned to allocate most of tiie money durmg tiie

summer, putting it out of reach of his successor.
•

Burch has assigned his administrative assistant, graduate student

Barbara Huie, to serve as acting commissioner until the constitutionally-

required special election is held. The election must be completed by tiie

third week of October. Nunez is the only individual who has announced an

intention to run in the election. .,

The community service conunission administers programs which deal

witii tiie outside community, mainly tutorial-type projects in disad-

vantaged areas. It has tiie largest budget of all tiie SLC commissions.

Halpem said of purch's resignation, ''Clint has been one of tiie most

valuable and productive members of SLC during his tiiree^year

association with it botii as a commission worker and as a commissioner.

It will be hard to fiU the gap his departure leaves."

However, Halpem said tiie precedent Burch set by winning an un-

dergraduate office as a graduating senior "could cause some proWems.

He said he favors the addition to tiie election code of a clause prohibiting

such an occurrence in the futur^. « ,, , /^__
Burch was also serving as chairman of tiie University PoUcieo Com-

mission (UPC), an advisory body to ChanceUor Charles E. Young, at the

time of his departure. However UPC has no scheduled meetings until Uie

fall when Burch's term as chairman automatically expires.
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Little growth ptpjected in 72-73

BOC approves

/

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR D^CEMBr^

LSAT REVIEW COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR

LSAT SCORE
Instruction, exclusively in exam taking techniques used successfully by Coliforn.o pre

law students Taught in Los Angeles by procticing lawyers Cost. $75

Course for OaOBER 21 LSAT starts OaOBER 5. DECEMBER in-

struction also available. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046^
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HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE. BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von Nuys Blvd. : 10912 U Cont« Av«.

: Sh«rmonOda,CA914C0 • WmKmkmI Vaiag*, CA 90024

(213)783-5690 (213)478-8588
• 213)872-2344 - (NEAR UCLA ENTRANCE) \

' By John Sandbrook

\ ; DB Staff Writer ^

Little growth is projected for

ASUCLA in 1972-73 as the Board of

Control (BOC) adopted an"
operating budget of $7,333,385 last

Thursday for the upconiing year.

This compares with ASUCLA's
1971-72 budget of $7,307,082.

r BOC did not comment on the

proposed budget, accepting the

recommendation of its budget

subcommittee that the 119-page

document be adopted.

Executive Director Donald E.

Findley has projected an overall

net income of $211,731 for next

year, bas^ on $7,545,116 in ex-

pected sales in ASUCLA's 13

commercial departments and the

Child Care Center.

Profit ~ —
In 1971-72, ASUCLA showed a

profit of $262,591, but $151,576 went

to cover previous ASUCLA debts.

BOC has yet to determine how it

will distribute the $111,015 of

overall profit from 1971-72 and the

$211,731 profit projected for next

year. ".
•^••'

-

According to BOC chairman
Steve Halpem, both topics will be

considered at the annual BOC
retreat on September 14. Halpem
mentioned the re-institution of a

book bonus plan and capital im-

provements throughout Acker-
man Union and Kerckhoff Hall as

possible uses. ^^ : -

Findley also presented the <rf-

ficial statement from Vice

:f
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Exceptional selection from a special section in our used books department

• Paper Backs and Hard Bounds • A wide range of subjects • Texts •

Novels • Master works • One of a kind and few of a kind.

ANNUAL EVENT
Doors Open 9 am.

Tl QMFLE&I BOOESIOBE
4 1002 VHESTWOOO BL

'ST ins iMCiuy

Chanceltor Nomian P. Miller

s^itrating the Conununications

Board from ASUCLA. According

to Miller, Comm Board now
reports directly to Miller and,

ultimately, Chancellor Charles E.

Young.
Contract ASUCLA

In the future, Comm Board and

its seven publications, including

the Daily Bruin, will contract with

ASUCLA for use of its

publications, printing, ac-

counting, and other departments.

The question of ASUCLA's
liability for Conmi Board's debts,

such as the 1971-72 debt of $6,377,

prompted a sharp discussion

between Findley and ad-

ministration representative
Robert Rogers.

Findley explained ASUCLA had

covered the Comm Board debt but

Miller had arranged for ASUCLA
to be re-imbursed from
registration fees. Findley said he

assumed, this would continue to be

the policy in event of Comm Board
debts in the future.

Rogers cautioned, however, the

University ''does not have a pohcy

of granting University entities

unhmited use of funds." He said

he expected ASUCLA to keep

close tabs on Comm Board ex-

penditures. '*We do not un-

derwrite deficits as a matter of

policy," ihe said. ^
Findley responded that

ASUCLA does keep close tabs on
Comm Board, but Jason Reed,

ASUCLA comptroller, admitted

this was difficult since Comm
Board does much d its business

on credit.

In other business Thursday,

BOC accepted -Findley's
recommendations for changes in

the ASUCLA lease with Music

Odyssey, Inc. for its store on the
**A" level of Ackerman Union
Findley explained the summer
months had brought a severe drop
in income for the off-campus
company which had entered its

ASUCLA franchise only last April
"Our assessment was we were

in danger of losing Music Odyssey
without some concessions on our
part in the rent," Findley said
ASUCLA charges the company
$750 a month rent for the "A" level

store, but BOC reduced that

charge in half for the summer
months last Thursday.
Undergraduate member Mitch

Gooze, head of the BOC food

service subcommittee, called for

an off-the-record discussion of

food prices in the ASUCLA food

service departments. No action

was taken, other than to continue

the practice ttitat all price in-

creases suggested by Findley be

approved by the respective BOC
subcommittees,

ii£!8BHUIN
Thursday, August 31, 1972
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TALENTED FOIEIBN STUDENTS

TAKE NOTE ^
A 1/2 hour internatHNMl cultural profram is now

being arranged for the TV series ''Dinah's Place."

ISC is looking for students who would like to display

and discuss handicrafts, foods, customs or present a

musical or dance number on this show. ContKt

Ruta at 477-4587.

" .f»

rUY CHE^SI?

Intematiooal Chess Toumameirt to begin October

9th. No entrance fee; student participafits only.

Double elimination play-offs; 1st and 2nd plKO

winner will rKeive awards. Sign-up at the ISC

reception desk. 10^3 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood.
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heerleaderproposal
^ By John Sandbrook

DBSUff Writer.

The 1^72-73 song girls, it appears, will not have to

undergo retryouts. But another group, dubbed the

"UCLA Cheerleaders/' may join the song girls, yeU

leaders, and mascots at home football and basketball

games this year.

That action comes in the aftermath of Stadium

Executive Committee's (SEC) first meeting of the

year last Thursday. SEC, an advisory unit within the

athletic department with jurisdiction over all Bruin

athletic spirit groups, met to discuss the recom-

mendation for song girl retryouts passed earlier this

summer by Student Legislative Council (SLC), the

undergraduate student government here.

At Thursday's meeting, a group of students led by

Marilyn Joshua presented SEC chairman, assistant

athleUc director Robert Fischer, with a 42-page

proposal for a separate spirit group, distinct from

both the yeU leaders, led by Wally Uchida, and the

song girls, led by Diane Winslow.
—.—^ SLC iDvesUgatlon —

—

—
Earlier this summer, Joshua, among other

students, had prompted an SLC investigation into the

song girl selection process with charges of bias and

unfairness. The SLC investigation found six of the

seven song girls selected for next year were from

sororities and four of the s» were from one sorority,

Kappa Alpha Thcto.

SLC suiE>sequentIy recommended to SEC that

retryouts be hekL

Joshua's new proposal last Thursday caught SEC

by surprise and resulted in Fischer appointing a

special subcommittee of Tom Reeve, dean of

Campus Programs and Activities; Rich Horzog,

Bally Committee chairman; and Saul Shapiro, DB
Sports Editor.

Recommend today

Tuesday evening the subconmiittee viewed the

new group's routines and will reconrniend the SEC at

^

S-^- jrf>(>v*,

3 pm today whether SEC should recognize and fund
the new group.

'1

-""
.• -

While no charges of racism have been raised by
Joshua and her group, word^ like -^sorority-

dominated" and "built-in incestuous cycle" have
been used to describe some of the complaints. Joshua
presented to SEC a series of petitions signed by 46

athletes. Black and white, supporting **the

recognition of minority cheerleaders."

Head song girl Winslow, in a telephone interview

last week, defended the "sorority domination" as a
"freak thing. More girls from sororities get involved

in campus activities because they live near campus,

campus. -

Good ideas'

"I don't know how this new group will work out as a
separate body, but they seem to have good ideas. I

really don't know if they would have come up with

this idea of a separate squad, though, if some Blacks

had been chosen on next year's squad," she said, ^_

Asked if the UCLA Cheerleaders would have
existed if a black had been chosen a song girl, Joshua

responded, "Truthfully speaking, no. We would still

tiave had a strong argument since the song-girls are

sorority-dominated. But we might hav« let the whole

thing slide.

"In the past," Joshua charged, '*the song gh*ls

have used token Blacks to create a certain type of

image that they're trying to be fair."

The 1972-73 song girl squad has sue Caucasians and

one Asian-American. There have been two Black

song girls in recent years, Tony Cox in 1969-71 and

Marilyn McKinney in 1966-69. The latter was named
a song girl in May, 1968, after the Black Students

Union complained .of a lack of minority represen-

tation on the squad.

^^
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SIS-BOOM-BAH — TUt UCLA song girls havoxbeen

involved in a summer-long controversy. Charges of

unfair selection procedures have resulted in a

proposal by othar UCLA students for a com-

plimentary group, the UCLA Cheerleaders. Stadium

Executivtr Committee is expected to make a final

decision today on the new group.

Got a news tip? Call 825-2493
WW
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APPARE,

tPUTMENIS
We represent owners ol over

80.000 units between our

two offices.

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require-

ments to our units by computer.

The fee In our westside office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service In our Valley office

is FREE ^
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CLASS
NOTES
SS.M PLUS TAX
FEK SCT PKR QUARTCK

Economics 100 — Baird
History 6A — N«»h
History «74C — Varnell
Psyctiology 41 — Wicktnt
Psyct^ology HO — Cardtr
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After 37 Years in Beverly Hills
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NOW ALSO IN
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NISHIKI

MONDIA

GITANE

CILO

PEUGOT

BERTIN

DURA

LEJUENE
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EXPERT REPAIRS

1071 GAYLEY AVE.
473-2989

FIBM ISUEINITH LOll

First World Tour by members 9LM

UClA. caEBRATHMG our tenth year
' I
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isrul krv EitirtiliiHl Mil

Six exciting days of the music and dances of Israel today.

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium

Sat Sept 2 - Thun. Sept 7

,- Evenings 8:30 PM
,

Matinee Sept. 3 & 4 2:30 PM

TicHets $6.50. $5.50. $4.50
J'

Special student rate $3.00

I

TidMb at bn •Met at SMta KMca Oik Aid.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
FROM: Foreign Studenl Office

ATTENTION AU- CONTINUING NON-UvTmIGRANT FOREIGN STUDENTS
ApplicatkMit are being accepted for the Regents' Tuition Increment Fund. The

grants are not to exceed $100 per quarter, but may be granted for more than one

quarter. All non-Immigrant foreign students who are continuing non-sponsored

students are urged to apply as soon as possible in the Foreign Student Office. A
counselor appointment will be required. Students previously In the program must

reapply.
' LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTICE

Student lockers issued from Murphy Hall and Custodian Headquarters must be

cleared 1^ 5 p.m. Friday. September 8. 1172. FaUure to remove lock and/or

contents will result in a 16.M lervice fee.

Students may reclairo^ersoaal belongings after September IS. 1172. by paying

the service fee at the Cashier's Window in Murphy Hall (Administration

Building) and presenting the Cashier's receipt and proper Identification to the

Lost and Found Department in the Physical Pl«"* Building at fl Wettwood

'

t *ffn'

1 Wl.

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123 ,

I ~ -
'

1 •

RESTAURANT
11813 WILSHIRE 80ULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA
~^^

Cocktail Lounge & Dining Room

OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a.m. 'til 2 a.m. .

University Catholic Center

MASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 1 1 AAA, 7:30PAA

WEEKDAYS of 12:05PAA

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY

FROM 9om to 2pm ond from 7:30 to 10pm

for study, conv«rtation, rdototion.
,

840 HILGARD 474-^15

EYE DEAL OPTICAL COMPANY
\ COr-JTACI LEI ISES, SPECTACLES

I we specialize ir! contact lenses

made at our o^n office

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

^ ' call for service

J
LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Ask us about our Eye Deal

1361 WESTWOOD BLVD. 477-0613

belu^ hag$f hair goodiMf $andaU i,, \x\f ^^
New lnacce$$ihle LocaiUm!!!

1110 Gayley Ave.
. W*»fw*«4 Villflf*

473-9549

\-

STILL ALLOWED — Outdoor rock concerts with recommended by James Klain, heed of the Campus
amplified instruments will still be altowed on Activities and Services OHice, that such concerts be
campus. The Judicial Review Subcommittee of the banned because of higher-than^ltowable

decibel

University Policies Commission rejected ttit ^ levels.

CASO proposaldenied

Rock concerts ok'd
Outdoor rock concerts using amplified instruments

will still be allowed on campus, though rules

governing such concerts have been modified.

The Judicial Review Subcommitt^ of , the

University Policies Commission (UPC) has rejected

the recommendation of James Klain, head of the

Campus Activities and Services Office (CASO) here,

that all such concerts be banned.

The UPC subcommittee, reviewing the recom-
mendations of Klain and several other campus
departments, decided not to ban the concerts but to

specify that all instruments for future concerts must
either be provided or authorized by CASO.

Klain, who had prepared his recommendatfon as

part of the annual review of the activity guidelines by
the Chancellor's office, had based his opinion on data

indicating previous rock concerts here the past two
years have frequently exceeded maximum sound
levels set by federal regulations.

Klain had presented the subcommittee with a

supporting document indicating that within lOO feet

of rock concerts at Janss Steps, an average sound
pressure ievel of 110 decibels had resulted. One
group, Klain sa^d, registered 140 decibels.

in comparison, a jet plane at 1000 feet overhead
registers 103 decibels. Nornial conversation
registers.60 decibels.

The report went on to say federal regulations limit

exposure to sounds of 115 decibels to fifteen minutes.

Exposure to 110 decibels for 90 minutes or more
requires two weeks of recovery from temporary ear

damage that will result.

Klain said Monday "I am still opposed to such

concerts. I'm not sure it's feasible for us (CASO) to

devise some regulations to govern such concerts, but

I'd like to try."

The Klain proposal was the only major recom-

mended change in the activity guidelines. The UPC
sutKommittee report was approved by the (Chan-

cellor last Monday.

UC-TV-LA status still in doubt
-^0
T̂he status of UC-TV-LA, the two

year-old campus television

station, remains in doubt
following a special Com-
munications Board meeting
Friday.

Comm Board met to evaluate

the station for possible one-year

temporary funding at the request

of the yPC reg feesub-committee.

Richard Prince, student
director of the station, had"
presented the subcommittee with

RIDAYBOOK
Surprise

a $12, 134 budget request for 1972-

73 tNvo weeks ago following

disclosurie the theatre arts

department would not t)e able to

fund the station until 1973-74.

This May, Comm Board, which
had funded the station during its

fii:^t two years of existence,

decided to cease its subsuly.

Last Friday, with only three oC

its ten members in attendance,

Comm Board decided to support

the station's funding request for

1972-73 'in principle," Prince

said.

Coipm Board chairman Mickey

Henscl^ said there is some

confusion of the amount of the reg

fee subsidy to Conmi Board next

year, $128,000 or $150,000. "First,

we'll have to find how much we

are getting before we can say we

will fund it for next year," he said.

Prince has already received a

guarantee of $1,500 from the

subcommittee for eight shows in

October. His total request of

$12,134 provides for 42 shows in

1972-73 to be shown in three

locations around the campus.

Royce Hall quad, the AU Men's

Lounge, and the Sculpture Gar

den.

tomorrow only,

Friday, August 31 • • •

books in history sections

20%O off

books, b level, ackermon union, 825-771

1

open monday-fridoy 8:30-5:(X)

Montessori Institute of Los Angeles, Inc.

AMI
Primary Teacher Training

^ For Information call - 839-8232

' 3600 Motor Los Angeles

0^ -V
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Fleming explains new

rtis

ByDaveMtNary
DBSUff Writer

**Our root philosophy is to show what Los Angeles is all about. We want

to show people things that exist here that they don't know about."

The speakerwas not a member of the Chamber of Commerce, but Karl

Fleming, editor-in-chief of the new weekly newspaper Los Angeles.

In a talk before a journalism class recently, Fleming characterized his

newspaper as **an effort to explain the area's citizens to each other; the

Chinese, the Blacks in Watts, the electricians in the Valley, the con-

servatives in Pacific Palisades ..." __
Coverage

Now in its ninth issue, LA's coverage has included investigative news

reporting (abortion referral services, child adoption and street gangs),

entertainment and several how-to-do articles.

'

''The first few issues were largely entertainment-oriented," Fleming

admitted. '*We're trying to get coverage of political issues as rapidly as

we can." > •
-

<

Fleming is w^ known in mediii circles for his work as a reporter for

Newsweek, especially in covering the civil rights movement in the South.

*Clubbed* .

"I remenU)er countfess times shaking with rage as Southenncops

clubbed civil rights demonstrators on the head. It's hard to explain how

you feel — you want to kill someone. I tried to write the most eloquent

story I coukl," he said.

His main motivation behind starting Los Angeles was not to make

money, he said, but he denied that it was in anyway "underground."

"The success of something as bad as the Los Angeles Free Press is an

expression of theyearning people have to read an alternative view to the

LA Times and not because of any excellence of reporting or writing,"

Fleming said. ^
Publisher Palevsky i^ ^ >^

Max Palevsky, chairman of the board of Xerox Corp., is the publisher

of LA, and provides ite major funding. Fleming said Palevsky has given

him a free hand in running it. ,' >,^ v - ^

Although Fleming said part of the idea behind the newspaper was to

have '*a hell of a lot of furi", Palevsky's funding will last for only a year.

At that tinielhe paper will have to sell over 50,000 copies to break even.

Fleming said he is confident of success, but the latest issueshave sold

only around 20,000 copies. In addition, Fleming said he has been^_^

putting in 16-hour days, seven days a we^.
,
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Karl Fleming

Mm NNUNS Hn tOLlEfiE suknts

If you ore (i) at least 21 and (2) have had auto Insurance for

the lost year you probably don't drive this kind of car. Being

a college student you also probably have (3) a reasonable

driving record. Put these happy coincidences together and its

likely that you qualify for rotes that average 35% below ston-

dord prices. .. • • «•

And in cose you don't fit ihit detcripiion, coll our locol office

ony^iwy. We just spent sbi yeort worfcing with the outo msoronce

industry on boholf ol college sHidenH. Wo think we con help.

fine: 451 1313

. CIIIII8 Stileit lisiriics wmi
77h Sonto Monico Blvd. (-202) Sonto Mdnico. Cdil. 90401
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FAMOUS FOR DISCOUNT PRICES
>

NONOR SANTA MONICA
SANTA MONKA MAI

WESTWOOD VIUAGS
OiOWISTWOQOMVS.

CULVEt
CUlVltCINTIt

MIRACU I

172 WILSNIRI

•vHrViSMilt-

NOUYWOOD
I NOUYWPOO MV

.OS ANGELES
NOtTN fAWVAK

OPEN LABOR DAY 10-5: santamonka-houywood. culver city- Fairfax
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LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS DO THE WORK *'J

• NEW IN TOWN?
'

t

• AFTTOO SMALLf
'

; • RENTS TOO HK5H?

• LOSING A R06mMATE? ,- •

• oNYouRoyyN?,S^'

ROOA\yUATE FINDERS
?288 Wettwood Blvd..

475.8631

Be fitted by Experts
1

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

GR 7-1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VIllAGI

Campus
(Continued from Page 1)

For example, the North Campus

Student Facility has already

received approval for $660,000

from Ackerman Union indenture

funds. The new student health

facility would at least partially be

funded by the money earned from

the purchase by the UCLA
hospital of the present SHS
facilities in the Center for the

Health Sciences.

Reserve

Art Eddy, Miller's fiscal officer,

revealed after the meeting, that

$1,090,000 currently resides in the

registration fee plant reserve

account with an additional

ities

.

^
$740,000 in operating reserves.

H^dy added that the debt service

for Pauley Pavilion — $207,500

annually from student

registration fees — will end in

1972-73 and not in 1973-74, as ex-

pected, providing additional fqnds

for possible capital projects.

Last February, the UPC reg fee

subcommittee passed a resohition

that the $207,500 annual allocation

should continue for recreational

facility development here once the

Pauley debt was paid. -

Ed fee

Miller said transfers between

the educational fee and

; v,^^

..i
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FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN^OOKS

Closest to campus of any ouf bf prfnt store, we stock 50,000 titles,

new and old, all subjects. Browsable—buyable. __ 1

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

11613 San.Vicente Blvd. 826-6533

—Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon— -

y « Jv Five-year
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GMb SGE BxmkH
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HnVliilV IHranHI

EMmMttMiniiinn
High in Safety, Service & Savings and many extra features.

Get the facts now. —
For a "no Obligation*'

^~^

rate quotation, call the office nearest you, collect. '

Stierman Oaks
961-4000

,

Los Angeles
625-7272

Long Beach
426-2186

building priorities

(In priority orderV

1. North Campus Student Facility -

2. Student Center Lounges

3. Job Placement Center Alteration .
,

'

- -..,' --

4. Food Fad Ity at Rec Center

5. Remodeling of AU Terrace Room
6. RemodelingofAU Coop and KH Icecream parlor -

7. Lighting the tennis courts ^ •

8. Redevelopment of Gayley/Veteran'v
,

.

9. New Student Health facility ,'.J^..

10. Remodeling of the AU Student Store

1 1

.

Rec Center arts/crafts center •
•

,

'

12.MAC-C > :,:,.

13. Expansion of Rec Center pool -^ • .

14. Baseball Facility at Parking Lot r " _^ ^
15. Recreational Sports Complex
16. South Campus Student Facility

^ 660,000

100,000

375,000

80,000

150,000

50,000

200,000

200,000

4^70JOM
100,000

lOOXNX)

1,000,000

225,000

500,000

5.000,000

200,000,

registraUon fee funds might fn*
more mooey for capital DroiJh^
-There are some ^^TeSt
discussions of the educational fel
bearing the expenses

o^
laboratory fees and student aid
previously reg fee items,' he said

"If that happens, that means an
addiUonal $1.4 million would be
available. ^.

Findley expressed hope that
some of the ASUCLA projects for
which he has ah'eady suggested
funding from ASULCA profits or
Ackerman Union indenture funds
might instead be funded from
registration fees.

Peter Tolos. a BOC represent

tative on the task force, held
strong reservations about such a
move, saying he would not like to

see a **co-mingUng of ASUOji
and reg fee funds."

At the moment, only two of the

16 projects have advanced past

the disossion stage: the North

Campus Student Facility and the

redevelopment of the

Gayley/Veteran area.

Architect Wayne WUliams is

^already preparing plans for the

NCSF, with $660,000 already

assured by BOC. An ad-hoc

planning committee is also

preparing plans for the

Gayley/Veteran area, but funding

for that project has yet to be

approved by the UPC reg fee

sul>committee.

'

The latter project, along with

the 14 others, wiD be discussed at

a UPC : reg fee sukx:onunittee

sometime in the fall quarter,

pending an official report from

Miller.

I-

w> California CasOalty

Custodians demonstrate at

Murp/jy, presentpetition
The first sign of an activist movement by campus all UC staff receded. The Custodians, according to

workers came yesterday aftemoon as 35 custodians Lula Glasgow, one of the seven representatives, now

and members of AFSCME Local 2070 marched to receive $3.07/ hour.

Murphy Hall demanding a retroactive 11 per cent In meeting with the other marchers afterwards,

wage increase. > . > Cliff Fried, one of the march organizers and a lab

„- ., * * 4u^ I .^1^ ;« #-^4 ^ ^u^ technician in the Neuropsychiatric Institute, said, for
While most of the T^^ars culled mfi^rffte ..^^^ ^ we^^bSiled idoog « a string" in

two main entrance to the administration bulding.
^otiaUon session with the Physical Plant and

representatives asked ^d received per- p^„^ qj^^ ^ jheir ettorU to acWeve higherseven

mission to meet with Chancellor Charles E. Young
t)ehind closed doers

wages and better working conditioiis.

Asked if the march to Murp hy Hall might lead to a

Discussion lasted for 30 minutes as the workers strike by custodians, FYied responded, "We're going

presented a petitkm signed by 109 of the estimated to keep all our options open — a strike, work

175 custodians on the campus. The petition slowdown, etc.** He said a dosed meeting of all

demanded an 11 per cent wage increase retroactive custodians would be held at 2 : 30 next Wednesday in

to July 1 , 1972 instead of the 6 per cent wage increase the Geology building. > . Z.^--
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- Never a Dull

Mdmeiit, Bat • • •

By Heather ' Harris

It was probably the most successful complete

gangt>ang the Hollywood Palladium will know for

many moons to come. Sweating liappily, British-lx>m

ebullients the Faces with Rod Stewart titillated the

audience tp the same frenzied tizzy generated on-

stage with naught tnit the aid of such minor props as

a stuffed teddy bear, one gold lame te silver lame
wardrok>e change, a Dixieland combo as warm-up
band, and the various articles of clothing hurled

stageward including one Stetson hat, a lace shawl,

several wet understiirts and a long-sleeved knit

pullover. With the unique presences of ringmaster

Rod and his flying microphone gymnastics, Beck-

ishly devilish guitarist Ron Wood prancing hackney-

style atxHit, bassist Lane and keyboarder McLagen
swaying drunkenly to the furious l>attle of Kenny

Jones' drumming, and with a familiar repetoire

bolstered by Stewart's solo efforts, clearly Faces are

among the handful of rock artists inhabiting the

known world who are truly FM-most in quality and

AM-most in appeal. Yet the inevitable questions

arise: will Rod always be able to catch his kick-up-

mike-double-tailspin? How long must the Faces

continue their nonstop alcoholic binge without

developing chronic beer belly? And why do the Rod
Stewart solo albums and Faces albums seem at

times to l)e so inversely proportional?

The release of Never A Dull Moment (Mercury

SRM1646) by Stewart brings the last point sharply to

mind. If you'll kindly reminisce for a minute, do

recall that one of 1969's highest Richter scale jolts

was the excellence <)f Tlie Rod Stewart Album, a

tasty debut indeed; whereas the newly reshuffled
^

Faces' (three original Small ones with the addition of

Stewart and Wood fresh from Beck) First Step ap-

pearing^ shortly thereafter only presented a foun-

dering group thrashing helplessly in its inception.

Fortunately, everyone's luck improved, as did the

albums, but most people would agree that Rod's

works with his makeshift studio band remained the

classier. Now, in the wake of the fairly decent Faces'

A Nod Is As Good As A Wink, comes the Stewart

newie, which has a slight problem: bearing in mind

the folks Who made the record, it isn't very wonderful

at all. In fact, it sounds as though it were a bunch of

old Faces' out-takes, especially when the following

evidence is considered.

Despite the tempting accessibility of instant

singer-songwriter classification for Stewart, it

doesn't work that way, for he is as much a sopg-

stylist (interpreter) at heart, rendering choice of

material the all important factor in album-making.

Thus those who infer that the Stew is best when left

entirely to his own resources as in let sleeping Tim

Hardin dogs lie— must contend with the fact that out

of eight songs, Never's dullest moments are brought

to us courtesy of Rod's originals or collalwrations.

Lyrically where once every picture told a story, we

are now offered hazy, out ol focus (I shan't say

overexposed, quite yet) tialf-images. What do we
learn of Bella and her maserati in **Italian Girls" or

the recipient of the letter from Minnesota other than

**she wears it weU?" Even if tlie songs are nuunly

meant to portray the emotions of the singer, com-
pared to such precedent efforts as the weary con-

fession/ appraisal of the one-sided love affair in

Gasolhie Alley's ''Lady Day" — **I get scared when I

rememl)er too much . . .
," Stewart is capable of

supplying a much wider field of vision into his world,

or yours.

As far as cr^tive construction of the melodies or

bare bones arranging goes, forget it. The Iwisic

Stewart sound that's continued album to allHim

consisting of jangly acoustic guitar over electric,

bouncy organ-riffing and strongly pronounced 4/4

beat is in fact so well-defined relied upon as to l>e

positively formulaic. One can well imagine the same
drumming track being used for each cut, its that

repetitious. And the sparsity erf musical events, e.g.

lone voice, fiddle,^ arid drumbeat being called upon to

carry an already weak bridge, belies not so much
economy of arrangement but a serious lack of

creative ideas. When the opening pi^ "True Blue"

changes tempo so blatantly a la Faces' standard

"Stay With Me," you know someone back there cares

not a whit about such trifles as novelty.

Naturally, any dissadents to the old formula ap-

proach would tend to steal the show, and so three of

the four "cover" songs emerge as the highlights of

the album. And an odd trio they do comprise. There's

"Twistin' the Night Away," a golden moldie by Sam
Cooke, (much acknowledged idol of Rod's, as if he

thought he could deny it somehow) that makes for

the record's most energetic exhilarations. There's

"I'd Rather Go Blind " a soul-style ballad once

popularized by Chicken Shack And then there's the

most well-behaved song on the album, "Angel" by

Jimi Hendrix, a bit of a rarity for a cover choice.

Odder still, note that despite the persistence of the

lovely Hendrix chords and half-step progressions, it

is the bass that gently tugs the melody along, like a

powerful workhorse. A totally graceful rendition thus

goes to Rod's credit, while managing to salvage

Never's credibility concurrently. En masse, these

three numbers also qualified for performance, as

was delightfully demonsb-ated for recent audiences,

so perhaps good taste prevails, huzzah. Con-

summately,^ perhaps the healthiest perspecti^

would include the warning — don't be fooled there

are PLENTY of dull moments, but would also admit

this as only a temporary loss of momentum for Rod

Stewart, who was last seen to be carressing chum
Ron Woods's cheek and thigh, writhing on the floor,

twisting vigorously, and playing a frantic impromptu

game of slip-n-slide across the stage of the

Palladium, sure indication that there's life in the old

Rod yet.

Ptwto by H*ath«r Harris
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The Hero' Seen To Be Poor Sport
y

The Hero might be more aptly

enUUed "The Loser." Set in

Israel, the story presents us with

the pUght of Eitan (Richard

Harris), the world's greatest

washed-up "footballer." We meet
Eitan on what is perhaps the most

crucial day of his life: that night

he will play his last soccer game
and he must decide what he'll do

after he gives up the life of a

footl>aller. He has several op^ons:

he can throw the game for a piece

of the action, accept an honorary

(but not very honorable) expense

account for the rest of his life,

drive a tractor, live off his

girlfriend or look for a Job like

everyone else.

On this moBt important day,

Eitan is joined by Nimrod (Kim
Burfiekl), a lO-year-oM soccer

freak who idolizes EiUn. For the

rest of the day (and film) Eitan

and Nimrod wander around being

free and easy and irresponsible.

The aiMttence is obvioiMly sup-

posed to be imprened by Eitan's

irrepreasible joie de vivre even in

the face of impending criiis. One
feels, ii> fact, that if tl^ world

were to hkiw up tomorrow Eitan

would simply shrug it off with his

usual cockv grin and go merrily

00 hit way through the rubole.

B'' <eanne Grandilli

Not to be without romantic

entanglements, Eitan is also being

harassed by his l>eautiful,

sculptress girlfriend (Romy
Schneider) who wants him to

settle down, get a job and act

normal.

The Hero is Richard Harris's

filip. He is the director as well as

the star and it is obviously his

brainchild. As a director Harris

has very painstakingly mounted

his film. All of the shots are very

carefully framed — if not ob-

viously posed and postured. The

photography is also purposcfuUy

aesthetic, capturing wherever

possible a sunset, a seascape or an

Israelic landscape. Many of the

shots are in themselves admiaUe,

but the problem is that they tend

to call undue attention to tbem-

sel^. The audience is made

overly aware of Harris's direc-

torial technique and the result is a

very "self-conscious" film.

As for directing himself, Harris

jeems never to appear on screen

without first making a dramatic

entrance. Time and again we see

Harris — Eitan emerge from a

doorway and walk alone into a

room or k tHiWM itmMuin. lie

cheered, booed and assaulted, but

always he is a man alone "testing

his metal," and "braving the

world." in short, a "hero." When
Harris isn't making dramatic

entrances he is frolicking about in

a T-shirt, levis and bare-feet— the

very epitome of the free-spirit. All

these shenanigans seem very self-

indulgent and one wonders after a

while if by process of iden-

tification with the character of

Eitan, Harris isn't simply on a

long, thinly-disguised ego-trip.

The main structural deficiency

of the fihn is iU complete lack of

believable background and

emotional bidld-up. Because the

film encompasses only a rather

incredible 24-hour period, we are

alyruptly t>lunged into the middle

of things. Without utilizing flash-

backs, all of the exposition is

verbal. As the film opens we are

told that Eitiin is a great soccer

player, that he is facing a career

crisis and that his red-hot tove

affair is beginning to smoulder.

However, because we are only

toM of these things and do not

actually witness their dcvetop-

ment ourselves, it is very difficult

to become emotionally involved in

the film. We may know the facts

are nnl mnviiicttl

1

of them emotionally. It's hard to

believe Eittn is the world's

greatest soccer player when we
rarely see him on the field and it's

hard to mourn a love affair when

all we know of it are a few semi-

chaste kisses.

Emotionally, the film is very

inconsistent. JiiSt when things

appear to be buikUng towards an

emotional climax Eitan will in-

variably destroy it with one of his

indomitable grins. There are

poignant and serious moments

like rejection by a child or lover,

that simply demand to be played

straight

Kim Burfiekl as the lO^yearHild

boy does a good job of stealing the

show, but as in the case of most

fihns featuring children, The Hero

dotes to "precious " lengths upon

its child-star. A twilite mountain-

top scene of two 10-year-olds

bidding each other a

melodramatic farewell, prompts

nothing from the audience but an

exasperated, "oh brother!"

Like most films one sees today,

The Hero has what might be

tetemd io as ito "obligatory

k>athroom scene — the communal
scene wherein hero (and or

friends) tirinate on screen com-

plete with sound f/fects.

Cinematic freedom can certain^

be carried to ridiculous lengths. In

summary. The Hero is a multi-

flawed flick with a shortage of

redeeming characteristics.
.4,
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CLUBGUIDE

ishgrove
8162 M«lrose Ave.

OL3-2070

Now thru Sundoy

LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

HARRISON & TYLER

<.^.-v.

eazzirrl's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

THIRTEENTH HOUR EDEN

THE PRODIGY
Monday—Ladies Dance Contest $50 Cash P«'*"

Winner appears on Real Don Steel's KHJ TV Show (Chf

)

Thursday—Audition Night

Sunday—Jack * Jill Dance Contest S50 Cash Prlit

Pizza Pajace
In The Village

478-0738

On Slog*:'

BRAININ& OAKEY

''old tyme movies and cartoons

day and night"

irouhailoor
9081 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA
276-6168

Sept 5 through Sept 10

DAVID CLAYTON THOMAS

and SYREETA

coming next:

Jackson Browne

MOVIEGUIDE

AiiliB-llisiai

world
1730 \Yestwood Blvd.

(72 bik. N. of SM Blvd.)

475-3033

Aydio Visual World

Wishes You A

Happy Labor Day

Weekend

Beverlii Canon

205 North Canon Drive

Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

'\i—

.

Marilyn Monroe in

GENTLEMAN PREFER BLONDES
and '

" \

MONKEY BUSINESS

PACIFIC'S

leverir Hills
ire Blvd. at Cdnon Dr.

1 bIk East of Beverly Dr

2711121

< By Special Arrangement ;

AIRPORT (G)
^ plus

- ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Tues- FriopfnSpm. Sat Sun, Mm optn 12:00

NATIONAL GENEI^AL'S

iriii
Westwood Village

<:;R 72487

RobeH Radford

THE CANDIDATE

DoUy 12:15. 2:r, 4:15, 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

Sal. Midnighl 12:15
.

Clieriia laii
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood .

466-3401 A^-

;.?•*<>;.

biclutiva EngcmMiianl

Jon VoigKt Burf Reynolds

^ DELIVERANCE (R)

Doily 12:30. 2:30. 4:30, 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

^— . U|« Shew Fri. & Sol. Midnighl

\.

lei Mir
5036 W Pko
WE 5-6424

'<

ANrtd HitchcKk's

FRENZY
and Chaftlon Htston in

SKYJACKED
$1.00 par parson por coupon

Wodnaadoy Lodios nigKl $1.00

lordei
LoBrea at Melrose

*

WE 4-2944

Acadtmi Award Miwitr - lot Foreign Film

THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINIS

j

and GItnda Jackson in

. SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY
~

H.K. StilllO
2139 Suntat

LA.

389-4746 until 7:30

CONQUEST OF THE PLANET

OF THE APES
Mid

WHEN DINOSAURS RULED

THE EARTH

Hoimwooil Paclilc

Hurry LasT Two tNotks

X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

UtiriSktSlTgo A CLOCKWORK ORANCE (X)

466-5211 12:3U, 3:00. 5:30,8:00. 10:30

A LAEAAMLE THEATER

Los FKIIZ ^'^'^^^^^J-
''^^ SILENCr\ ^'WINTER LIGHF

1822 N.Vermont
~

«"<« "THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY"
Hollywood Sent 3- 5: "LE JOUR SE LEVE" t 'lES WISITEURSNO 4-21 69 PUSOIR*

So»i §- S: OTlgll CAWC i MlttlUFICEilT AMBtKSOIIS

^. TNe Magnificeiice of tiirSe

UlVtllP Wod. Aui 30 tkni Sat Stft 2

?,!?5L^ ei.^
ANNA CHRISTIE (c Bnmn. 1930)

214 Smj^MonKo BlVd m^ ^^^ q,,^ p,^^^

SkLm ''

GRAND HOTEL (L Gyldint ma)
loan Oiwtwd, WallKe Beny, Tin BartiiBiiit

\ "-^j^
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ExistentJalPI ighlLEmbQd ied

By Kansas
By Lowell Peterson

How many books or movies 'are there which

present existential heroines? It is always men who
are the lonely and alienated ones, who sit brooding in

their dingy rooms until the moment arrives when
ihey can throw themselves into the battle, the car-

race or the gunfight which will ultimately prove the

r* meaning and worth of their existence. Although

certainly a failure at the level of script and acting,

Kansas City Bomber nonetheless deserves serious

interest for director Jerrold Freedman's tran-

scendence of both the pedestrian material and the

unbearable acting of Raquel Welch and Kevin Mc-
Carthy, to explore visually the existential im-

phcations in the project.

Almost Antoniohiesque, Freedman wrenches
Welch, clearly in spite of herself, into an alienated

and ultimately existential heroine. Out of the Roller

Derby skating rink, he isolates her: either com-
positionally as in the shots in McCarthy's office when
Welch, her solitude already underscored by Fved
Koenekamp's contrasty side-lighting, talks on the

phone in the extreme foreground framing Mc-
Carthy's entrance in the background; or with long-

lenses or in the lonely, slow zoom-back to long-shot of

Welch wondering aimlessly around her
houseboat/apartment, and in the telephoto pan of

Welch, her arms folded tightly over her breasts,

walking along the street past a line of ugly, leering

men; or with both visual devices as in the

remarkable long-lens shot of Welch and McCarthy
walking together on the wharf, in which she moves

forward in the frame and he turns and walks out of

focus and out of frame, leaving her alone for the

remainder of the shot.

The film moves back and forth between this "real"

world of loneUness and alienation and the ''false"

world of the skating rink, until Welch finally com-

prehends the futility of the former and can then

liberate herself existentially through the exercise of

her free will in the latter. Freedman visually

correlates these two worlds for Welch in the first shot

of the film — an extreme ckse-up of Welch's flset,

booming back as the lights come on into a

tremendous high-angle long-shot of the huge arena.

For Welch, the two workb will become one.

Freedman denies such an existential relationship to

the hardened loser Helena Kallianiotes when he cuts

abruptly from her in th« bar, in drunken stupor

falling over chairs, to a shot of htt* skating forcefully

around the track. In the "match race" between these

two women, Kallianiotes skates to stay in PorUand,

to remain CapUin of the team, to keep playing and

winning according to the rules. For Welch, who can

**win according to McCarthy's rules only by losing

the race, these laws of the "real" worW have become

false, empty. She races finaUy for herself, to win

according to her own rules. And in the last trium-

phant shot — a telephoto close-up pan of Welch,

soaring around the circular track as if she were

flying, thcAvorld blurred into oWivion behind her -

she has won her greatest victory, slie has become a

free w$HiQ|di.

Another Fine Mess It Certainly Is

By Stan Berkowitz

\ don't get it. Here Bob Einstein lias an oppoiHuhity
torake Nixon and Agnew over the coals, and he turns
out an innocuous one-joke clunker called, ap-
propriately enough, Another Nice Mess. And the only
way I can finish this review is to give away that one
joke by telling you that Einstein has a team of Nixon
and Agnew look-alikes (Rich Little and Herb Voland,
respectively,) imitating not Nixon and Agnew, but
rather. Laurel and Hardy; irrespectively.

It might have been a good idea for a ten minute
sketch on a TV variety show — the humor isn't even
that controversial — but it gets too thin when it's

extended over a whole hour (One hour. Because of its

length, or lack thereof, Another Nke Mess is billed

with the world's longest short subject, another one-
joke wonder called Preludes, starring and written
and directed by John Austin) . It didn't have to be thin

though. Einstein stubbornly sticks to the original

premise and tak^s no time for diversity. So Nixon
and Agnew do a soft-shoe routine, a bathroom routine
(tame, to be sure), a brick thvowing brawl, a
disrupted dinner bit, and a bunch of other slapstick
gags, all directed ever so lackhsterly by Eimtein. boss "Dick

There is relatively -litUe political satire, equaUy

sparse personal assault aside, of course, from uw

central comparison of the president and vice-

president to a pair of clowns. Einstein even fails w

make use of all the rifch opportunities for satire tnax

Nixon's and Agnew's families offer: insipid wiv^

and children, sterile Middle American values, heao-

in-the-sand conservatism, et al. Instead Einstein

settles for the one visual joke of actors who ^^^"^^
important political figures but act like Ollie and bian.

And he doesn't even make creative use of tl«

Laurel and Hardy parallels. After all these years,

you'd think that someone would finally commeni.on

the quesbonaWe nature of the two comedians on-

screen relationship; in the context of Another Ni

Mess, such aspirations would be aA' outrage worwy

of The National Lampmi. Vm not suggesting inai

Einstein should have made a Pat Rocco par^

(altiwugh tiia^ might have made the film* a ^^^
tiresome), bU it's a sure sign of «*^l^j^
Dussvfooting When Snrio isn't even allowed to cau
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.. *Long about five years ago, the

Jefferson Airplane "took off' to

what seemed to be an inevitably

successful career both in terms of

their being an inherentiy vital

arm to translate to middle class

America the new language of

changing life styles'ahd values of

the youth culture,^and in providing

some mean and fancy rock 'n' roll.

As one of the leading rock bands to

emerge out (rf the exaggeratedly

acclaimed mid-sixties San

Francisco rock renaissance, the

Jefferson Airplane^ retained that

status as an incredibly stylized

and innovative group both with

outstanding new melodic

discoveries and lyrical fantasies

woven out of a quest for more

conscious understanding of the

deeply personalized struggle of

the youth-^hippie-drug-political

scene we all-xemember so well.

Indeed, the Airplane brought this

struggle to universal attention

musically as had few other

American rock bands previously.

Thus they continued to soar above

the heads of their competitors

with continued professionalism

and, wi^ each succeeding album,

an image of what they thought

' would continue to lead our youth

out of the hostile indifference of

I the '50's and into the realization

that all was not weU at home.

Eight albums later, the Jef-

ferson Airplane almost com-
pletely seem to topple off their

throne of success. Since 1969 and
Volunteers, the Airplane have

produced a series of albums,

Bark. Sunfighter. and Blows
Against The Empire with a

scarcity of the fresh melodic

material which so used to

characterize prior albums Bax-

ter's. Pointed Little Head, and
Creation. This lack of mekxiious

intrigue seems to be a pattern

which continues in their latest

album, Long John Silver,

(GRUNT FTR-1007). Their in-

cessant re-use of familiar guitar

riffs is a problem which causes

this aUbfum to be exceedingly

tedious in sections. However, the
Airplane have added a new
member to their Iwuid, ex-Turtie

John Barbata who accomplished
some expert drumming on Silver,

Lyrically the talents of Grace,
Paul and Jorma continue to be self

evident. It is a relief that the lyrics

sheet accompanies the album, for

without them, a listener is truly

lost in spite of the few clear words
which fight for coherence through
the wailing violin and wah
wahingly loud guitar. The lyrics

breeze competantiy but nearly

unnoticed through the screen of an

II Mini Sllilin
loving, paternal McCoyish
grandfather: "God loved the son
of Jesus, or God got off on the

sparklin' water too."

More religious farce leads the

album's second side with
"Easter", a song about anyone
who might enjoy Easter for all it's

worth in this day and age. "All I

did last Easter — All I did was
paint some eggs. It was a
resurrection holy day — no more
nails in the holy legs." On the

whole, this 'is an excellent satire

on the hypocrisy of the Catholic

Church taking money from
behevers all the while their eyes

closed to the genocide and war
which surrounds them. Here
again, the story/song is prac-

tically lost beneath the killing

overgrowth of screeching
disonent harmonies.

By far, the album's most well-

remembered and most moving
number both lyrically and
melodically is Jorma's "Trial By
Fire" in which he expounds on the

aimlessness of - the human salt

pillar, who attempts to lick

himself clean, but cannot ^stand

the stinging ta&te. Still he keeps

on:^i!Gonna move out on the high-

wayTmake this moment last. Till

it closes with the future, blending

with the past. Rollin' on and doing

fine, what do you think I see? That

bony hand comes a beckonin',

saying buddy come and go with

MOVIEGUIDE

A LAEAAMLL THEATER — -- .:

MOIICI i lAST OF THE rID HOT LOVERS
1332 2nd Stroot

Santa Monico ^^'^ ^oodf AN«i't mmriatf C«mWy

451-B686 PLAY rT AGAIN, SAAA

me »»

all-pervading raucous network of

trite and melodically uninspired

jams.

The first side of the album has

almost nothing noteworthy except

for a comic littie number, "The

Son of Jesus", in which our noble

hero, Christ's son, takes on a

Jesse James-or West charm,

riding through the land in search

of the men who "laid his father

down", with God deiucted as a

Clearly, this is a rather in-

nocuous albuhi for the type of

material the Airplane ar^ ob-

viously capable of producing. The
hype of sending a do-it-yourself

cardboard cigar box along with

the album does not help their

music any, but it sure gives you

something to play with while you

wonder what the Jefferson Air-

plane will dream up next. If their

"Surrealistic" image has forced

them to lay k>ack upon their

creative Pillow, then their current

off-shoot. Hot Tuna, may overtake

them and force them into plastic

fantastic oblivion.

We Dally with Holly and Tally
--^- -rr.

2001 billed itself as the ultimate

trip; Scarecrow In a Garden of

Cucumbers could bill itself as the

ultimate cainp — which it very

nearly is. "Scarecrow" is a

tongue-in-cheek retelling of the

old story of a young girl from
Kansas whocomes to New York Uf

become a Star. But there are a few

By Charles Solomon
new twists: the girl is played by a

man, and no Thirties heroine ever

had to cope with the freak show

the producers have corraled: twin

lesbian weighjtiifters, a squeaking

organic cheerleader-type, a cab-

driving nun, a tap-dancing

suicide, and a bargain ($5.95)

fellati-euse.

'^•

The central role of Eve
Harrington (all the names are

taken from other movies) is

played by female impersonator

Holly Woodlawn, who also woos

himself in male attire as producer

Rhett Butier. As Eve, HoUy

camps and klutzes his way
through a series of nutty

predicaments like a cross between

Barbra Streisand and Carol

Burnett, with a dash of Elaine

May thrown in.

Good as Holly is, he almost has

the film stolen from him by the

redoubtable Tally Brown (pic-

tured below left) as Mary Pop-

pins, a sort of occidental dragon

lady. As procuress-evangelist-

songstress, exotically clad and

attended by a Mae West-ian

retinue of musclemen, Ms. Brown

is a striking figure, indeed.

Scarecrow (the titie comes from

an uncited Biblical quotation) is

played for laughs, and with its

campy production numbers, its

deliberately cliched shots and

dialogue, its afl-out slapstick

scenes (including a splendidly

gooey ice cream fight) and its

photo montage of New York dives

and dumps that spoofs Butch

Cassidy, it's raUier successful.

There are also some oddly

touching moments, such as Tally

Brown's •'Dusty Rose Hotel"

number and especially the midget

wrestier's poignant farewell to the

girl he can never have.

Scarecrow opened last night at

the Doheny Plaza Theatine. It may

not be Ginger Rogers or Betty

Grable. but it's fun.

A LAEMMLE THEATER

MQiica II .
1332 2nd Stroot

Santa Monica
451-8686

nkkmi m i Raiw Hack

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (R)
*

SNOW JOB
Sapt S-2S "^WSTU lEMDN FESmfM."

.J '

iMt fmit I DmiM SatlMflaatf is

Misic Hall

9036 Wilshiro Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Qoheny}
274-6869

KLUTE

SUMMER OF '^2

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

lltlrill
10925 UndbrookOrivo
479-2866

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS

WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX

Doily 12:15, 2:15. 4:13, 6:15. •;1S; 10:15

Fri. & Sol. Midnalil 12:15

Niirt inner
1 1272 Santa Monka Blvd.

WLA.
478-63;i9

Wed. 8/30 thni Sat 9/2

OkMMAK

SINORD OF DOOM
i iMgihi:

KOJIRO

IrlHlil
7425 Sunsot

876-02U

THE LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS

- PRIME m^
$1 lor on* pwMMi «/tli* C0«»Mi piM c»rr«n« UaA.r^ «Ml

Sorry not 90o4 Solorrf^f ni|hl ^or 5 p.m. ...

pii riciiic
7554 9«voHy Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Froo Porlung SI lor

ClAIRrS KNEE

THE GO BETWEEN
iw/Mri* 4o>c»rr«N|U€tAr«i

niglil ^lor 5 p.m.

PACIFIC'S

rutins
Hollywood at Vino
469-7161

Urn awn- SWto

SLAUGHTER (R)

BOXCAR BERTHA (R)

DmI| fiM 12:30MM pin MMtilM 9»« Ffi..Sil. Sml

PACIFIC'S

riciiii
Pico Moor Wostwifood

272-823^' ^

A LAEA^LE THEATER

riizt
Wodwood Villogo

GR 7-0097

XH 9-9077

BefiM MM SMM

BLUE BEARD (R) ^

^-^CANOY (R)-
T—- fri»««MI>imSil.8ii«,ll«i»wl»

KANSAS aiY BOMBER

^.JL-i-4-

ON ANY SUNDAY

Stfl 1 4 2 Mi«M^ <Mf: *llNOr$ IflMO OF VIKINU NOLFT
-i-^'.

A LAEMMLE THEATER

liillt
1045 BroKton

Wottwood Villogo

BR 2^501

FRENZY
phM

Oiirt

PI AY MISTY FOR ME

A LAEMMLE THEATER

IITII
1 1 523 Sonto Monico Blvd.

WmNF — Mrt NIVt|i MM
SaMa VMMit it Ska's

Wost Los Angolot
ii77.5581

y^

THE GARDEN OF THE

FINZI CONTINIS

INVeSriaTMM OF « CITIZEN MOVE SUSPIOOII

n<MadadmiM2lor$I.OO

Silllt Mull MMKiAS FMRBiWRS - "MaiiintiM Madness

61 1 N. Fairfai ll«t PICKFOUD - SriUHIi'J liM » fiwM

Ol 3-2389 CHMUE CMPLIN - Dm|Ii ami DynamHt

50<t triih ad LIONEL BARRYMORE - «IHt Ti

. BUND SWORDMAN AT LARGE

liiiLiirn £.

.

Lo Broo of Ninth

WE 4-3342 NO SUNDAY FOR YOUTH

THE NEW

vmiiHi
2509 WlUhirc

DU 7-2171

FRED^RICO FELUNI'S

aowNS
aM

SATYRICON

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

lllllll
961 Broxlon

Wotlwood
4784)576

Urt B^ - Hcfcaitf NmIs li US NIM
Starts Ffi Sapt 1 - Ibms Itfott

ULYSSES

Atw IMS. 2:31. im, ^.3ll WM
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IN OF AFRICA
IMPORTS At

AFRICAN FABRIC AND JEWELRY

CURIOS • ARTS AND CRAFTS

if. FINE ETHNIC COSTUMES •

• BUBA
• BATAKIRI

• BEADS

• GALABEYAH
• DANSHIKI
• RINGS

ip«*

Summer CfjriUS
by Marsha Necheles

657-82561

1025 Polm Ave., W. Hollywood
I

?^
I

RESTAURANT GUIDE

A La Crepe Bretonne
1458 Euclid (corner of Broadway)
<; M-451 4302

CripM-cooked tho okMothionod

woy - ovorylhing troth

Dinnort up to $2.75 Clotod Sun & Mon

«
,V' ff-jii CHAN'S GAHJ^N

10855 L.ndbrook Dr. *79 7785

Mondorin & Contonoso Cunino

Food to go — Family Banquet

Catering Service Lunch& Dinner II am-9 pm Doily

Open till I I pm Fri. & Sot.

^^

;

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

open 7am- lam

''Gourm^ Soups like

mofher never made

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT a Natural Foods Restaurant
11321 Santa Monica Blvd
West L A 479 99^
next door to "Paba Bachs".

Live Music - on weekends

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch from $ i.40 to $i.90

DINNER $3.25, $3.50 & $4.25
• V

10658 UndbrookDr

4744)948 -WW Villano

McDonalds town house
1118 Wottwood Blvd.

478-9343

12423 WiltSiro Blvd

IK 826-9210

SINCE 1949 Famous For Our Pizza

Now open daily for lunch

Tues. after 9 pm any pizza $1.75

dine out tonight

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

.^^

Music .

Ttie best news tliis week arc two

previously unscheduled concerts

ttiat stwuld cause tremors of

uncontaitied excitement from ttie

loy^l fans of tlie Jefferson Air-

planK Poco. and Cat Slevens.

The jAirplane, together with

Poco. will be appearing at the

Bowl Oiis Sunday evening. Cat

Steveni arrives on his peace train

toward^ the end of the month, and

will be at Shrine Auditorium on

September 29 and 30. It would be

wise to start* worrying about

tickets for this one now.

Frank Zappa's Mothers,

together with the Doors and Urn
Buckley, can be found at the Bowl

on the JOth. The Doors* September

10 gig at the Santa Monica Civic

has evidentally been cancelled so

now you can see Frank and the

boys withoqt commuting between

Hollywood and Santa Monica.

On Monday night, Humble Pie

and Boz Scaggs rip it up at the

Long Beach Arena, and on the 15th

of this month, Black Sabbath does

the same at. the ^owl. .

' **When we're dancing and
you're dangerously near me"
Department: the Grateful Dead
Djince show appears at the

Palladium on September 9 and 10.

Chicago concludes its engagement
at the Greek this Sunday, making
way for Henry Mancini and Sergio

Mendes. The Supremes are at

Magic Mountain, and Helen
Reddy performs at Disneyland

through tomorrow night. A real

killer you won't want to miss - the

Osmonds at Anaheim Convention

Center on the 8th.

Good news for all - McCabeS
Guitar Store, located on^'Pico

Blvd., reopens its doors for con-

certs in a new room ttiat can now
seat 150. Gross Junction appears

on the 8th, and coming soon, The

Coantry Gazette. The
Troubadour, too, has reopened

and stars Billy Preston and

Gideon and Power through the

3rd. David Clayton Tlionias comes

in next.

Lightin' Hopkins continues at

th^ Ash Grove through Sunday,

and at the Four Muses this

weekend. Jennifer. At the Whisky,

Sievie Wonder and littte Feat

appear through Monday, followed

by Freddie King and SUveHiead.

Chuck MitcheU and Carol Kristy

are at tlie Ice House, and Hello

People begin on the 5th.

At the Palamino Saturday, Tex

Williams and Ray Sanders, and at

Shelly's Manne-Hole, Ray Brown
and Milt Jackson. Donte's

features Alan Broadbent tonight,

with Jimmy Witherspoon drop-

ping in Friday and Saturday. At

the Lighthouse, Elvin Jones

continues until Charles Earlands'

arrival.

Tonight at the Bowl, Martha

Argerich. pianist, and on Satur-

day, the Bowl tiosts an evening of

Rogers & Hammerstein music. In

the dance field, the Natkmal
Dance-Company of Mexico begins

an engagement at the Pilgrimage

Theater tonight and continues

through September 9. Cha Cha
Cha!

-^ • • • *
Films

Manhatten Madness and Lena

and the Geese (no this is not a

misprint! ) are among the classics

which bbgan yesterday at the

Silent Movie Theatre. Three
Bergman fliclLS are now featured

imtil Saturday at the Los Feliz in

their continuing Janue Classi(&

Festival, with The Silence (a

minor triumph in itself) ^ are

Winierlight and Through a Glass

Darkly. Fellini's The Clowns and
Satyricon continue to roll along at

the New Vagabond, whUe Hitck
cock's The Birds and Psycho a^
sUU scaring audiences at th!
Bijou. r^
Marx Brothers' fans will h*

pleaMd to note that in addiUon toGroucho's appearance later Ui^
month at the Music Center oS
own Music Hall has A Night ^
Casablanca and Copacahana

If
you prefer the more shanelv
creatures (though Groucho is said
to have the best legs in the
business) the last week of the
Beverly Canon's Marilyn Monroe
FesUval wraps up its memorial
tribute with GenUemen Prefer
Blondes and Monkey Business
The latter also stars Gary Grant
and Ginger Rogers (ta dah!!)

Another current film series is at
tho Mayfair with two of Greta
Garbo's most memorable per-
formances, Grand Hotel and Ann^
ChrisU. If you must miss those
delightful delicacies, don't fail to

vacuously view her great title

roles of Ninotchka and Mata Hari
which come up next week.

If your tantalizing taste buds
have not been tintilated as yet,

there is always the Nuart's Sword
of Doom and Samurai (AIYah!).
The Egg and the Eye will be
showing Symphonic Pastorale for

just one week followed by four

films on the East created by
Western filmakers.

And Qow for tlHjse cheapos out

ttiere who demand discounts, go

see Who's Afraid of Virghiia Wolf?
for the millionth time at tlie Plaza

Midnight's showing tomorrow and
Saturday. Student tickets are also

available for the International

Children's Film Festival at the

L.A. County Museum of Art, only

on the 2nd, 3rd, 9th and 10th.

Nothing has interested you yet,

huh? Well there's still Clint

Eastwood who stars in Play Misty

for Me, Joe Kidd, and Duty Harry

all around town. He is a former

ICON favorite, so go "dig his bod"

and tiis flicks . . . oi* else.

— Victoria B. Naidorf
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Supergroup Bonanza
DonH yod think the teirm

**supergroup" lias gotten out of

hand? Now, just about anybody

who drags a guitar on the stage of

a prestigious venue is acclaimed

one. The Guess Who have had as

many hits as anyone, yet, would

you refer to them as superstars?

A'What is a supergroup then?"

You well might inquire. A band of

(supposedly) proficient musicians

expatriated from well-known

^nxips- The Plastic Ono Band
were a supergroup, as were

Crosby, Stills,.and Nash. All of a

sudden, bursting on the scene we
find yet ttu*ee more brand new
supergroups to titilate your
hearts. : *

'
* '

Captain Beyond is composed of

ex-Deep Purple vocalist Rod_
Evans, ex-Iron Butterfly bassist

and guitarist, Lee Droman and

Rhino, respectively, and ex-

Johnny Winter And dnmimer
Bobby Caldwell. Despite some
catchy riffs. Captain Beyond just

don't appear to have the in-

telligence or direction to create

anything but marginal hard rock

music. Their debut Lp, Captain

Beyond (Capricorn CP 0105) is

^ better than their live act, but not

by much. ' • "^
.
- .

Ramatam (on Atlantic) are

another Iron Butterfly splinter

group, led by ex-member,
guitarist/lead vocalist Mike

' Pinera (wtio was also with the

Blues Image during their "Ride

Captain Ride" hit). Mitch Mit-

chell, formerly with Jimi Hendrix,

provides the drums, and Tony
Sullivan, ex-Brooklyn Bridge,

handles the keyboards. Rick

Gretch, formerly of fehnd Fluth,

Family, and Traffic was the

band's bassist for two days before

he quit, to be replaced by unknown
Cark)s Garcia. Topping off the

rock and roll show is April Lawton
~ oh lead guitar. She's absohitely

terrific, and makes the group as

far as I'm concerned. Mitchell,

sad to say, pales in comparison
with his former self, when he was
an Experience member and
Pinera's vocals border on op-

pressive. The band's main
problem, however, is their

repertoire of consummately lousy

songs.

Like the other two supergroups.

Pilot boasts both Anglo and
AmeriOan personnel: Leigh and
Bruce Stephens are ex-Blue
Cheer; Mick Waller, original Jeff

Beck Group member, joins Martin
(^ttenton in temporarily taking

leave of Rod Stewart's studio

band; Neville Whitehead has
played bass for Tony Bennett and
Liza Minelli. Impressed? Bruce
Steptiens manages to eschew all

forms of subtlety in com-
mandeering their PUot (RCA
LSP4730) album. His unremitting

shrieking is enough to plaster

even the sturdiest of us against the

wall. Sometimes, as on "Miss

Sandjy/' he reveals a rough but

emotive delivery that reminds one

of Barry McGuire, but that's

about all. Offering promising

arrangements and interesting

songs, Pilot, cohering reasonably

well, are a group whose first Lp,

like the other two supergroups

under discussion, is best ignored

in favor of the really splendid

releases of late, things like David
Ackles, Mike Nesmith, and David

Bowie. — Harold Bronson

AfB^
^ tlM QUALITY iMMbercer ^
\ 1600 wottwootf blvd. ^
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It'siVlike Nesmith
It is about time Mkhael Nesmith was accepted as the serious

nusician he is, and no longer thought of as a down in a green wool

hat trapped in slapstick and plastic. True, some have made a slight

concession to his talent in grudgingly admitting that he did, in fact,

write Linda Ronstadt's hit ^'Different Drum,*' and therefore, he

must have some degree of competanoe. Friends, Nesmith's got

more than competance going for him : he has gennne ahihty.

A man with deep roots in comCed country sounds, Nesmith has

tried his hand with an orchestrated effect for his compositions in

past albums. It worked well enough, but not nearly as well as the

new approach found on And the IfiU Jnrt Keep On Cemdn' (RCA
LSP—4695). It's as simple and country as can be, with the only

accompaniment being Michael's guitar picking (yes, unbelievers,

he really knows how to play the instrument) and the velvet pedal

steel guitar playing of O.J. "Red" Rhodes. The duo are loose and

relaxed, letting the nusic flow easily between ttiem, just as they

did wtien performing recently at the Ice Houne in Pasadena.

Michael sounds his best in this friendly atmosphere, and it is to his

credit that the production and arranging duties come under his

complete control. ^ " -

Nesmith's songs can best be descrihed as pldJosophic poetry. It is

rare to read song lyrics that can exist so independientally from the

music, and yet once the mdodMs are heard, they become an in-

tegral part of the poem. The thoughts, in themselves, are not new,

but Michael's unique viewpoint and choice of worfis dearly show

that we're dealing with an alert, questioning man. When is the last

Ume you heard lyrics like those found in "The Candidate", a song

concerned with the wortd's dangerous state of affairs~ "Half the

world concerned/ With a shghtly tarnished master peace/ Hoping

to return/ As the once forgotten culture thief/ Lying; on its side/

The sUtely vessel/ Now replete/ 16tt||arfaii|0m Tdling

lies." '- '
". ,_j-'-

'"" '
•'

- "Harmony Constant" speaks of love m a possible source of

salvation, while "Tomorrow & Me" retotn a similar theme,

although in this instance, it is the memory of kuve that can help

sustain. The lonely speaker watches his reflection "in a <iinp-J

pearing beer" and Michael deftly endoaes a metaphor — "If

seems/ That life's become a jewel that dimly gleams/ From its

perch atop a ring that's/ Slightly out of rooad/ Casting the

reflectioiK of a cryingdown." Theimage of the down and the loser

blend together with remarkable facility.

Michael's tongue-in-cheek sense of humflr is apparent ui his

rendition of "Different Drum", and oertainly m the album's title

and center photograph which features him surounded by four

elegant ladies and an embroidered tapestrjr hanging orcrtiead that

reads, "And the Hits Just Keep Oil Comin^.
Michael's own words best explain his position as an artist, and his

view of the album: "One of the great advantages of being an artist

artist is that I am able to utilize my craft periodically to write

messages to mysetf ... I have tried to nuke music as honest and

beautiful, as harmomous and graceful as I know how to . . .
But, I

am afraid that I must admit, and somewhat unabashedly, that I did

it for me ... I personally enjoy singing akng to it att . . . But then

it's very easy for me. I know all thewords." ^
The man has grown up, people. Open your ean and your minds

and give him a weU deserved chance.

ova» YIS ' EXPOiENC %
PERMANENT ^
HAIR REMOVAL

With air
oesensitizer

Md^& WOMEN
REC BV PHYSICIANS
Mp^rib Elect Assoc.

M»n,Sal EVM by Aiyt.

474-7171

SARAL.WANN^ IIE

AUNEWANNE Rl^aKE
msGlentfonW.L.AT
(Westwood Medical

Prof. BIdg )

POItEIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPINq SPECIALISTS OF
6AGGAGE
HOliSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
Insurance OocOmentation
Estima*"^ given without obligation

ANYWHEREANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENO
(S'^snarci

r$lNCE IfSA

a tradition
of personal
servka in

freight
*orwarding

Martin Lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figuaroo St.

Los Angolot, CdH. 90065

i2l3) 225 2^41

^

%r

MFGR'S FABRLClOUTLET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

If's Irue - Unbefievable

Prices

"THE YARD
SCKTICK"
OF WESTWOOD
VIUAGE

. For Hm meat vnuMfll

. -fabrics
.

• - trims

— mocroi^a

- suppUb*

•tc

1006Broadon OR 70880

diagondHy <^iioss from
f^ox Westwood Ttveatrb.,

Wash dishes?
....

^

t^-
t-'

, «i»tT;«i,

Mow the lawns?

Sit under a tree and

UCLA Residence Hal

for you.

Call 825-4271

let the

s do it

. /

478-0788

^wiiswlit^ii I I I ii ifgiff
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.(fu-

Concerts: .«

FSO-ISC seeking help for Interprep
Interprep, the orientation

program for UCLA's newly en-

tering foreign students, needs

continuing foreign and American

students to be counselors in the

program, according to Marsha

Lewis, Rakesh Sarin and Tran

Thanh Dang, co-directors of In-

terprep.

Interprep will be held Sep-

tember 12-14 on campus and 16*17

at a mountain camp. The program

is free of charge to the students.

The program is followed by

sessions, parties, etc., which will

continue throughout the fall

quarter.

This year, Interprep will be held

at the International Student

Center for the three-day on-

campus program and at Idylwild

for the week-end retreat.
S~f

nA
^V*?1f^

Sarin, student co-director said,

"Our philosophy this year

revolves around three points. One,

most of Interprep sessions will be

•carried on in heterogeneous

gfoups consisting of s^M^nts from

different countries. We feel that

this would give new students an

opportunity to meet other students

from all parts of the world in

addition to those of the same

nationality.

"Two. we will try to introduce

each new foreign student to a

continuing student and professor

in the same department so that he

has somebody with whom, to

discuss^ any academic questions

he may have.

"Finally, we would like to

continue the relationship of In-

terprep week throughout the

- ^ -V- i

• « * •*

'»#'*c ^^ '-^

'. t-*
^'«*'!
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OB Photo by Dave Dornl«»

school year by a series of follow-

up sessions and get-togethers."

i"Each student counselor can be

given the names of a number of

incoming students," Tran Thanh

Dang said. **He or she will be

given the address of each of the

students so that they can be sent a

letter welcoming them to campus

and introducing the counselor,"

he added. . -

During the orientation program,

the counselor will have a chance

to meet his new friends for the

first time and help them settle into

the University.

"Student counselors will be

responsible for imparting needed

information to the new students,

in the form of information on

health care for student and
family, cultural and recreational

opportunities, etc. New foreign

students will have an amazing

variety of questions concerning

leases, sUident health, student

services, etc," Jhe said.

Basic requirements for student

counselors are practical

knowledge of the campus and an

interest in helping international

students s^djust to academic and

American life. **We are looking

for an equal number of continuing

foreign and American students to

be counselors who will work
during part of the program in

pairs of one foreign student and

one American student," Sarin

said.

Counselor positions are

voluntary and entail a com-
mitment of approximately three

training sessions, the three-ddy

on-campus program, the option to

participate in the two-day
mountain retreat and three

meetings

.

.
, r-^ -

*'
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Interested students can contact

Lewis at the Foreign Students

Office, Social Welfare 297 or at the

International Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Avenue, for an interview.

->"Musfc afid Danct of Mexico"

directed by Daniel Sheehy
features instrumentalists,
singers, and dancers, noon

Thursday. September 7,

Schoenberg Quadrangle. Free.

Ep . .

••'.
-v ;.., '.

m\^»» -'— *r~-^ >. •--•'5.

Thursday, August 31

—"Hatha Yofla," 5-7 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

—"Special Living," 7:30 pm.

Architecture 1243C. .

—"Writing for Pay/' 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.
—"Kundalini Yoga," 6:30 pm,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"EcKanar," 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

Friday, September 1

—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

-"Awareness," 7-10 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature of t»ie Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday, September 2
—"Gestalt Workshop," 11pm,

Ackerman Union 3517. ^«^V

-

Monday, September 4

Holiday, no classes. , ,T

—"The System of Sufi/' 7 3010
pm, Ackerman Union 3517
-"Newer Ways with

ChiMren," 7:30 pm, Royce Hall
152. .

'

—"Cooperatives," 7: 30 p^
Upstairs meeting room at Codl
AAarket, 2021 Barrington Ave
—"Kundalini Yoga," 7 8 pm

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge'

Thursday, August 31
—"Tai Chi Chaun," 7-9:30 pm,

Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. '

.

'

-"The Lighted Way," 4-6 pm,
Social Welfare 48.

Saturday, September 2

—"Iranian Students," li am i

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.—'?MEChA," 9:30 am-5 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

URA Clubs:
Thursday, August 31

—"The Organic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.
- ^

Friday, September i

—"Social Dance Club," 11 am,
Women's Gym 200.

—"Hatha Yoga," club meeting

only, noon. Women's Gym 200.

Saturday, September 2

-"Organic Garden Club," 10-4Tuesday, September 5

-"Death, Dying ano pm. Horticultural Garden

Lifestyles," 3-4 pm, Ackern^an

Union 3517.

—"Hatha Yoga," 5-7 pm.
Sunday, September 3
—"Aman Folk Ensemble,'^ 210

Kerckhoff Hall, Upstairs Lounge, pnrr. Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—"Beginning Photography,"

7:30-9:30 pm. Architecture 1224-,.-TuesdaV7^ Septembef^^
—"Self Hypnosis," 7:30-10 pm. ,,^ '

t r^ m ,-. w
Architecture 1102

^ -^ —"The Organic Garden Club,

-"Love - The Greatest f»ower 1-* P"?/ Horticultural Gardens.

„

in the Universe," 8 pm. Social

Welfare 167.—"Ananda AAarga Yoga," 5-6

pm, Ackerman Union 3564.
—"Ra|a Yoga," 7:30 pm, Ar-

chitecture 1243C,

Wednesday, September 6

Expo:
For information or applications,

contact the EXPO Office (825-

7041) in 176 Kerckhoff Hall.^

VOLUriTEERS NEEDED
—"The Infant Studies Research

—"Extra Sensory Perception," Proiect," needs a student to be

7-8:30 pm, Bunche Hall 2221 E. (Continued on Page 15)

*--> .u*
We're afraid to admit t^at in the past dormitory

hds for so long meant bad things...like gang

batfirooms at the end of long hallways, bad food,

rules and hours to keep...things like that.

But meanings for words sometimes change

and dormitory it one of them, ^^ow it means
La Mancha. You might even say we're ^

a dorm that isn't a dorm.

r—

.

The Un-dorm.

D Co-educational

D Open hours and visitation ;*r

D Swimming pool -^

D Rooms in suites ^

D Saunas

D Game room
D Good food

D Physical fitness room
D Close to campus

Come to the Un-dorm. Its got to be one of the

best around...besides which it is a nice place

to live... ?,iJjr-v^'

'.- p

THE NEW

Is The West Side's Most Unique

Entertainment Center!

MftNGHA
930 MIIGARD AVCNUE • LOS ANGELES, CA* 90024 • (213)47S-S831

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED,

FromtheMasterolShochj
4CKi>^kinoMasterpicce_

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK'S

FRENZY
ItCMNlCOtOW*

rr

NEW BAY 1

pAiTOISWI-Y'J
i«** W WAIT DISNEY'S

limllS and I ''In Search of

jmSlldlS ! THE mmn"
nCKWCOLOU- 8®^^ MAURICE CH^AIIER

HALEY MIUS"Zamtmmmmtmut »* •'*"'

BOX OFFICE OPENS AT 6:15 P.M.

' •

I >i II

»«»«»i

M. DAY 2
J!!!*3!ll-=^ PHONE 454-6527
for program information at anytime

On Sunset Blvd. at Monument St.

In Pacific PaUsades . FREE PARKING

i^

V
•

' -J

>>•

.X

Reg Issue Deadline

All copy for the Registration Issue, which will

be published on Monday,'September 18, is due in

the Daily Bruin OHice (KH 110) at NOON,
Monday, September 11.

All copy is to be typed and triple spaced with

margins at 10-65. No copy will be accepted by

telephone. *

*"'*'""
CtOSiSytfOrd By Eugene Sheffer

I

ACROSS
1. Health

resort

4. Design
8. iDisplay

12. Possessed

IS. Fashion
14. Fish
15. Inciter

17. Solar disk

18. Involving
measure-
ment

19. Truck V
21.Shade__

tree
Zl. Com-

mands
26. Leaf of

pOint
29. Merely

. 30. Constella-

tion
31. Italian

city

32. Under*
world
god

33. Row
34. Salutation

35. Plead
36. Dis-

tributed

.i—

f

a7. Word in

grammar
89. Japanese

coin
40. Blackbird
41. Lyric

poems
45. Feminine

name
48. Worship
50. Rant
51. English

school
52. Regret -

53. Sense
organs

54. Chalced-
ony

55. Kipling
novel

DOWN '

1. Counter^
feit

2. Leaf of a

book
S.Bdne

entrance
4. Extol
5. Fastening

^ 6. Past
: 7. Appre-

hensive

Average time of solution: 26 min.

Answer

on

Page 15 yf^

8. Endure
9. Hovel

10. Smgle
unit

11. PalUd
16. Barter
20. Skill

28. Charles
Lamb

24. Rod's
com- "

panion
25. Classify

26. Boast
Zt, Affection
28. So be it

29. Immense
32. Obtains
33. Voice
J5,—-Frank-

lin

36. Rely
38. Stupefies

39. Spanish
title

42. Dusky
43. Toiletry

case
44. Appear
45. Wrath
46. Negative
47. Twilight
49. Greek

letter

J • • T'-f :=-"r
4.4.
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(jHarket

MB. DISCOUNT
FOODS

coPvniCHT
It77

J

> ' iiiiiiuu..i..Uw. V ^^:.

miH HOLY UiY SERVICES
^

V
*

ROSH HASHANAH-Sept 9&10

YOM KIPPUR - Sept. 17&18

Craotiv* & troditionol $«rvle«« conducted by

Rabbi Levy and Rabbi B«rn*r

admission cords ovoiloble to

students, faculty, and staff members

at Hillel Office, 900 Hilgard Avenue

Call Hillel Council 474-1531 for further information

PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., AUG. 31

THRU TUES., SEPT. 5, 1972 ONLY AT:

1 1766 WILSHIRi BLVD. at Barrington

MAMH lASIin'S OWN
COUNTIV CLHB MMKUSS

CANNED

AMS
tssss

5-LB.
CAN

tit • -i

;«<»

COCA
COLA

1

CANS

M.B. DISCOUNT BONUS COUPON 1

MARKET BASKET

SUGAR
5-LB.
BAG

LIMIT ONE 5LB BAG KR COUPON ONE
COUPON PfR ADULT CUSTOMER GOOD
THURS., AUG. 31 thro TUE$., SEPT. 5,

1972.
t Utslc/

1

1

766 WILSMIRB BLVD. ^^"^^^^
1
1

TO THE FIRST 500
ADULT CUSTOMERS EACH
DAY-.THURS. thru SATURDAY

FREE THURSDAY
12-OZ.PKC.

FREE FRIDAY
S-OZ. PKC.

FREE SATURDAY

DONUTS FISHSTICKS lEHUCE

BALLOONS
& SUCKiRS

ICE CREAM CONES
THURS. THRU SAT.

FROM 14 A.M. to 5 PJR. DAILY

CARRY OUT
SERVICE

.. V t

NEW HOURS
MON.-SAT.

9 A.M. to MIDNMHT

TILL.

IDNIGH
SUNDAY

9 AJH. to 9 P.M.

WE WILL iE OPEN
M0N.,SEn.4

LABOR DAY
^j.^_f A.li, !• ffJL » . . > .

^m
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4 UCLA
SUMIVIER BRUIN
CLASSIFIED ADS

KerckhSff Hall 112

Phone:82S-Z22l

<lMsiri«d advertising rates

15 words - $1 50 day , 5 consecutive
insertions - 15.00

Payable in advance

' DEADLINE 10 :3t a.m.

No telephone orders

VPolifical J1
^Services Offered . .. , 16 ^Travel 17 y/Juforing . . .

.
'; V 18

(OM.KCTOR'S item - Buttons 'IVIcGovern-

KiiKlrton in '72". Send tl.OO. Campaign Box

yi:i. .Mulibu. Caiifornia 902«S. ( IIS7).

^ForRenh. ....:... 12

Large studio - liardwood oal( floor - piano

included. Suitable for 4ance. yoga

meditation etc. t'niqiie setting. 5 minutes

UCLA. 454-7M5. (I2S7).

ARTIST Studio - Imaginitive surrounding -

private entrance. 5 minutes UCLA. ISO

month. 454^7605. (12S7).

>/ Campus Services . r. . f

edding
announcements

121 kerckhoff

825-061 1

^ Church Services . , ... 4

WE STWOOD Friends meeting (Oualcers),
Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YWCA,
S74 Hilgard, visitors welcome. 472-79$0.

H^Y UCLA WOMEN:
THE UCLA

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
IS YOURS!

VISIT POWELL LIBRARY ROOM M.

. .CALL 82S-3M5^USE YOUR PLACE!,

yf Enterfainment 6

(ltKSTLI\K\acation cabin rental: Also bie

nuHlrrn dormitor> mountain lodge for largf

Kroiiiis/raiiiily commune. (2X2) 22I-6M49. (6 A

POTTERS wheel combination kick, electric.

Sell or trade for looqi. «5-4»27 evs 483-

0323. (I$A3I).

8 X 48 MOBILE Home. Asking 13450. With

approved credit |7S0 down. 145 per month.

Space rental 177.50 per month. Located In

Santa Monica . Ph . g28-«889. ( 15 S7 )

.

IBM electric typewriter. Model B. Excellent

condition. True bargain. $85. Firm.

Reconditioned in !»<». 3»9<290S. ( 15 A31 )..

NEW Guitar/Case. Still in box. Value $80.

Best offer. Contact Mildred or Don. 232-

5328. (15 87).

LKICA M-4 with 50 mm. Summicron, 28 mm.
Elmarit lenses • excellent condition - $450.00,

477-7U25. Doug. (IS 87).

MARTIN Guitar 00-17. Honeywell MO strobe

nash. Rough suede coat. Shag rug. Must
sell. 451-2197. (1587).

:sii.

y Help Wanted . 8

KKMALK: Full-time secretary /receptionist
ri»r young growing company. Highly in-

teresting Horlt. Salary open. 27K-2033. (8

NKKI)F:I) stunning looking girls (Stewar
dess types) with brains. Forming an ex-
perimental business based on an idea we
believe will yield big money for you and us.

NeiMl vour'help. ideas, (all 2H3-2.S71 or 65»-

»i22 ior details. Tell us how much pay you'd
expect. (8S7).

2 FKM.M.F Xerox operators Wanted. Inquire
H.:Mtam.-H:50pm.Call 479-0490. (8A31).

FKMALK Babysitter: Private room/-
batb/TV. Walking distance campus. Older
children. Salary. 475-1120. <8A31^

I SIIKR at TV Studio. 12.67 /hr. Theatre ArU
Cinema. A Radio/TV major. 475-0521. Job
Factory. <6A3I).

VOl'N't; Frenchman to do odd Jobs private
Kel Air residence. %2 hour Saturdays. Call

472-l.'')4fi. (8A3I)."

I RI.K. from campus. Live-in child care,
houselteepor. Own private apt., pod. Part-
(im<> night studsjnt ok., salary negotiable.

t7l>-;»IHaeves. (8A3I>.

TFACHFR. Mathematical games and chess.

One hour/week. Upper Elem. Jr. High
students. Private school. West L.A. 470-

2N«8. (8 87).

VARIETY iif full time and part-time sun-
mer Jobs. Services Unlimited. 475-0521. (8

QTR).

WANTED: (;eolog> /Math major to predict

earthquakes. 12.40 hour. Three 8-hour shifts.

tt3l-4330. <8A31).

(il II.I) F-3U Acoustical Guitar with case.

$I7.-|.IMI. :W.i-«295. ^ (15A31).

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. Low prices. 10

«p. European. Student discount. 10838

Washington Bl. 836-2017. (1587).

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
Grad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,

don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt :m-8i IK. KKfi-WtOO. (15 QTR).

y Services Offered .... 16

"T'ONCEPTIONCONTROLTENfE^
Provides complete care

South Bay * L.A.

378-1033 288-0707

' rf'*i . Birth control services , _^

Problem pregnancy ;

, Pre Natal Care ^ " _
Vasectomy ' \

Psychiatric counseling ^^

» —>
—Vf"fff»|LDj*fase TreatnBent^^

WILL take care of house «vhile you are on
vacation, sabbatical. References. Call
Marie Jo. 477-7531. (16 87).

PIANOS for rent. flO^Rebuilt & tuned. No
minimum. 660-4514.

''

(I6S7).

PIANO Tuner has 3 uprights for rent at $10.
Reconditioned: No minimum. 660-4514. (18
S7».

AUTO and Motorcycle Insurance, Too
Young? Cancelled? Declined? EZ Terms
Anderson 477.61 40 pm.Ve8-3786. (16S7).

PROFI-ISSIONAL documentatton services.
Writing, editing and research to your
requircascMs. 387-1548 call anytime. (I6S7).

RENT FDRHIIHRE
Student Discount
Low as $S.OO wk.

SALES AutMnoUve ProducU • SUrt now.

have good Job while attending fall classes!

781-8885. (SQtr)

SHORT hours - Gootf money. Sell sandwtchci

at established routes. Appearance, per-

-Mnality & car Important. 031-8101. (887).

ATTORNEY stMdcMt wanted. Ettkcr tmkm
or gradvalc for Ugkt research work tc«|.

porary at timet cqnvcnlCMt for balli. 12.18 U
I3J8 per bovr, Cdtt 889-4828 OMrlr «r Into ar
write P.O. Box 3S824. LA. 38. (8t7).

yiEKT FIRNIIDIE
1301 Wettwood Bl

Westwood
Call 4784858

14733 Oxnard 81.

Van Nuys
Call 787-5338

(^ Master Charge/BankAmerlcard

WANT an IntereatlMg summer Jok? CaU J«k
Factory . You willW •rpriacd. 478-tS21. (8

87).

CtXCKTAIL waitress. Thursday. Saturday
Aityn. Sunday nights. Beverly Hills area.
|2.(M hour plus tips. 271 -4XW. (887).

HERVICES Unlimited has changed It's name
la "The Jab Factary". CaM far a Jab! 47».

•S21. (8A3I).

' WORK/Fun • FlnMMd b> one. Wark now and

la Fall dellverlag sandwiches la esUMtohed
areas. 10:00 am. - 1 :88 pm. 140 - 118 far 10-12

baars wark. 838 OWI before 11:88 am. Ml-
StMcvcs. Car necessary. (887).

iMtlVING •<'hlldeare. Weekends some Vve«.
Wllsbire U Brea. Intelligent, responsible,
experience^ car. Salary apen. 8834281/ 038.

IISS. (8 Or)

PAKTTIMR SecreUry. ttrang backgrawid
technical typing. Submit brief resame to
Kyaemt Applications. Inc.. 0418 Wllabire
nivd., Beverly lUlto. 88212, Attn: Kayo. (•
S7). I-

,« .
«• •' '

SECtHE! I wHl stay In your house whilai
you're away. Conservative and responsible.
References. MDK 858-2882. (1887>.n

TELF\ I8ION rental. Special UCLA rates
RCA models. Free d^lvcry. Free service. 24'

br. phonf. 274-0118. '*8QTR),

M I:D help MOVING? CALL STUDENTM IIXKKS. EXPERIENCED RELIABLE
tiHADS. REASONABLE RATES:' TEL 388s
Hill K or iAh' 2246. (|( qth )

..

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for itadrnti
or employees. Robert Rhee. 838-7n8; 878-
0703 or 457-7573.

(n ^fR).

BENT-A-TV tlO mo. Slerco/Hin. Siadent
discounts Delivery to OrOO. 475-3570. 2353
Westwood

.

< ()TR>.

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLK
INSURANCt

REFUSEOr TOO HIOHf
CANCILLCDT
LOW MONTHLY
^AYMINTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
M« Ills ASK FOR ABE OR KBN

TEtHNICAL WRITING. COPYWRITING.
EDITING, ILLUSTRATION/ARTWORK.
PRINTING PRODUCTION TO
SPECIFICATIONS. 455-2144 (Pref. eariy

Am). (»«87>-

' - - - •*

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates for

college students. Call us In Santa Monica •

451-1393. (18QTR)

^Research Subfecfs Needed

MALE subjects required for psychology
experiment: 12 for one hour; sign up FH
4528d. (RSA31).

El HOPE ROUND TRIP from 1210.88

SUM MER.F.\LL .AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
ALSO TOKYO. INDIA, ISRAEL. AFRICA
AND .\SIA. AIS FLIGHTS 4 TRAVEL. 0058

SANTA MONICA. L.A. 90888. 274-8742.

SUBJECTS needed for psychology ex-

periment. (.(mmI pay! Call 825-8006 or come
to Franz Hall B 271. (RSS7).

HEALTHY twins needed for UCLA atpirin

metabolism study. Monetary compensation
for volunteers. Call Niroo. 825-8438. (US 87).

FEDERALLY Authorlxed Marijuana
Research. Healthy males over 21. All pat-

terns of use. 825-0094. 1-4 p.m. (RSQtr)

MIGRAINE suffering students needed for

treatment reli^tetf study : For Informatloa.
call 825-6006 or come to B27 Frani Hall. (RS
A30.

WANTED. INFANTS 4 to 7-1/2 MONTHS
FOR STUDIES IN THE EARLY
DEVEI-OP.MKNT OF LANGUAGE. CALL
INFANT STUDIES PROJECT - 825-8551

(EXCEIT TUESDAYS). (R8

y/lrave\ ]7

OVER 25? Have a day of fun • Expenoec paid
plus 15.00. Enjoy our mouhtfin resort. This
week^end my treat! 478-5822. (17 A31).

DISCOUNT - Europe, Israel. IndU. EasI
Africa. Orient. ConUct M.C.C. 12841
Wilshlre Blvd. L.A. 98025. 478-8844. (I7qtr).

EUROPE * MIDDLE EAST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

.Immediate ticketing

.STUDENT Rail-Pass 2 mo. |I38-

.Olympic gi. .les & Hotel space avail

.lf)72 Studciii (;uide Book to Europe
CONTACT: SOFA Agent VIC Dept UCLA

1 3501* Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403
Phone: 872-2283/784-1677

ROUHD>TRIP FLIGHTS

AUG 19 LA/LONDON $2S2.00
SEPT 16 LONDON/ LA 29 Days

AUG 30 LA/LONDON $252.00
SEPT 26 LONDON/LA 30 Days

,
SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
SEPT 25 LONDON/LA 21 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
OCT 2 LONDON/LA 26 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

SEPT 26 LA/LONOON $199.00
OCT 9 LONDON/LA M Days

OCT 1 LA/LONDON $228.00
OCT 15 LONDON/LA 15^^0«V$

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
EUROPE-BOUND

AUG 30 LA/FRANKFURT $138.00
SEPT 6 LA/LONDON $124.00

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
HOMl WARD-BOUND

ISRAEL EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights.
SOFA Agent for Inter-European Student
Charter Flights.

Contact: ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd. Suite
#4. C.A. Calif. 90049.

——^^^—
EUROPE Flights. 50 departures, also N.Y.
Israel, India, Africa, 50% off. Student
rates/cards. Since 1959. EASC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr.. Beverly HIUs, 90210. 276^.
6293.

*
(17QTR).

AUG 1

7

AUG 21

AUG 30

SEPT 16

SEPT 26

LONDON/LA
LONDON/LA
LONDON/LA
LONDON/LA
LONOON/LA

$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00
$138.00

**many other flights

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE ONLYTO U.C.L.A.
STUKNTS. FACULTY AND STAFF
PLUS THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES
LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD.
ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-
COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. TXE
PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER DC8 ^D BOEING 707 JETS
EXauSIVELY. CONTACT US FOR
FURTHER DETAILS.

Flight Coordinators:
John and Susan

Cliarter ~

Flints ^•x

'

10956 Meybum Avenue
Westwood Village "90024
Telephone: 478-8286

> i.-CHARTER FLIGHTS
an
official

charter flight

operation

authorized and
approved by the.

University of

California

on all campuses.

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class

^rvice.

M
UNI "

Student
Stuff

~
\

TArLONDbN/LONDONLA

Fit. Dep. Ret. Days Price

S

6

1?

>/4 . one-way S131
" 9/13 one-way 1137

9/17 one-way Si)s

Available only to bonafidt mambvrt ol »ha
Onivtrsity of Caiifornia includina fttudantt
faculty, staff, ana thtir immadiata familiat
(oaranti, »poo»e or depandant childran)
living in ttta tarn a houtalMld.

as
uc

cKarter fNgntt

a Karchktioff H«(l its o
•atwaan I a.m. ft s p.m

IIS- 1111

a THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCAM) r.

Your passport to the

world of student dis-

counts. The ISIC was cre-

ated by the Internotic^Vr

Student Trovel Confer-
ence and enjoys world-
wide recognition. It is

required for all student
flights abroad

D INTRA-CUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to ond within Europe',

Israel, Eost Africa, ond
the Far Eost-ot fontostic

sovings, enabling you
to travel as for os pos-

sible for os little os
possible.

ycKi\a%oiw usl
^W* ©a a a a

UNI
10M« >NrfWjnn AVENUE

TILE: 477- II 11

.MILTIVARIATE SUIittici - ExcUln.
letiona If you've kad algebra. Profettional
tiatistlcian. author, almost free. «23-435s ( ii
Qtr»

READING. MATH. LANGUAG
(GRS. 2-8) M.M iMor. 13 yrs teac
perience. 83ft-i283 after 2:M pm. <

FRENCH: Exam preparation, tran&laliont
inlerprrler »er\lce. French for travel. Call'
former I CLA teac^. Reauita ! 828-C3CC ( i>
£7). if „

CRE. LS.\T. other teat preparation. In.
dividual, small group inatrurthm. Academic
Guidance Sves. H2ti So. Robertson. SS7-43M

,

(IgQTR)

FRKNCH/SPANISH/ITALIAN: Ex-
perieiued Inlv. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

(18 QTR)!473-24B2.

y/ Typing . .:.... ..." 19

EXPERIENCED - all Unda typing .

reasonable prices - 3 blocks from campus
Mrs. C Hnber . 477-7tM. ( II S7 )

!

TYPING: Fast, accurate service at
-easonablcratea. Near campus. 474-S2(4. (1|

S7).

EXPERT help, theses, term papers, books.
Mss on IBM. experienced all fields. Joan
3K-M2t. (lfS7). '

IBM Executive. Term papers, reports,
letters, resumes. Guaranteed results. Days,
eves., weekends. Sharon 83ft-S887. (ISQtr),

IMtOFESSIONAl. term papers, theses.
manuKcrlpCs. Pick-up and delivery. IBM
Electric, liouise Gaylen 472-IM8$. ( It A3I ).

EDITH - IBM typhig. Term papers, theses.
manuscrkpU. etc. Experienced. Fast, ac-
curaU. reliable. •3S-1747. (ItST^.

F/\8T. accurate typing. Term papers,
theses, dissertations. EdHhig. Weekdays.
IBM Selectrk. Barbie: 838-M12. Mae: 39«-

5IK2. (HQTR).

DIS.SEKTATI()NS. theses, and manuscripts
for puMicalion. Experienced editor-typist.

i3»3-»UHI, (19S7).

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Alice. 3»7-3306. ( 19

QTR).
^ ,

ENC;iJ.SII Grads: Dissertatkm specialists.

Term papers, resumes, letters. IBM
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 828-7472. ( 19 QTR)

:^ : \
Kl'Til: Thesesy dissertations, term papers,

manuscripts. Reliable. Experienced. Call

K2K-tiri2.
^

(19 QTR)

IBM'ii new Selectric II typewriters (carbon
ribbon) ... Experienced ... i^ccurate worl( ...

Please call 3»4-82t5. (19 QTR).

TYPIST - theses, dissertations, books, term
liuiMTs. Specialty Math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 789-1074 «tr).

^Wanted , .n..A
20

WANTED Immediately: Raleigh IO^«peed,

anv model. Jerry. 48S-3004 or 985^321, ex-

tension 16.54. (20A3I).
..tea.

DRIYER needed to drive '« YW to Florida

area in near future. Call 244-7271. 244-

3121. <20S7).

Wll.l. pay cash for cars running or not.

Urrcks'tou. Free tow-aways. 835-1643. 391-

'Nui). __insi)^

^Apfs Furnished ..... 21

BEACH Apt. Bachelor. New Mdg. Marina

Del Rey. Peninsula. 1125.90. 3004 Pacific

Ave. Phone: R21-4<2S. (21A31

BEACH Bachelor Apartment. New bidg.

tl2S.00. Marina Dri Rey. Peninsula. 3004

Pacific . Phone: S2t-«C2S. (21A31).

YENICE: 4t Brooks Ave. 1 rm. apt. t7S/mo.

2rm.apl.tlOO/mo. (310-0t7». (2IA31) .

TERRIFIC Weal LA localhm. Fumishe<:

Apt. For t'CLA students. From tlOO. 826-

•SS4. <»S7).

4K:iGAYLEY: Bachelor. Furnished. t'tiUUes.

included. Walk to campus. Immediate oc-

cupancy. iM/mo. 477-4939. (21 S 7)

ENJOY Summer hi large clean single and

one-t>edrm apis. Some air-cond- Bteck

ICI.A-Yillage. Elevator. P*ol. Sundecks.

Garage. ttS-Ml Undfair. 479-S404. (21 QTR|

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments

hi SOnta Monica. ..8185 up... pool, sub-

terranean garage, elevator, ocean view,

walk to beach, near SanU Monica Freeway-

2311 Fourth St. SM StZ-SfM. 1048 Fourth St.

8M 392.»M. <»<*«^

LAR(;K one bedroom. Pool. Fall le««f«

(Nine month or tonger). 8199.00/up. 518

GlenriKk. I7:i-92t5. (21 QTR).

;

I,

SOI GAYLEY
Across From Oykstra

Rtdt/cod Summer Rafts

Bacliolors-Siii9los-Ofio Mrms.
Junt iStoStptlS

GR 307ti . Mrs. Kay • GR 3-0524

/:

t
'^^^^'^m^

>.... gorgeous 1 hedroom. Quiet aduK

buiMing - paal. Near SM freeway •<

Robertooa. SiliCtteraugMO. P8-»4lt

WALK tCLA Hooray. Bachdar: Miilc*: 1

Br-s from tllS 844. MO luJi»lr near

l^yley t71»-'M04. <»S^ >-

sr hachetors. 2-bdrm. studio, l-l/I

baih iNipl, 3 Mks. campw. IM24 Undbrook
iiiiigirdi riimi. itiOHH.

t]

4

litjrstfay. Atjgtiit 31, i972t UCLA Summer Bruin 15

More What's On
(CoirtiBMib«M Pmc 12)

involved in devisir^ infant ac-

tivities. Education or psychology
^

major preferred.—"StudenT' wtK> will meet with

pe^*sonr^l managers are needed to

develop jobs for community
people in El Monte area.

^''Studtnt" interested in doing

field work intt^ areas of crime
prevention and consumer
protection are needed. „
—"Writers" for a crime

prevention bulletin.

—"Students" needed to assist

blind, elderly, and disabled in

their relationships with welfare

agencles

.

—"Students" needed to help in

evening immunization clinics for

children before they return to

school.^
^

—"interpretor," Spanish-
English needed Thursdays 4-6 pm
in family planning clinic.

—"Two Teen Centers" urgently

need student volunteers for two
weeks. Could stay on afterwards.

.APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
•—"KABC Radio Ombudsman

Internship," deadline October 1st.

—''Washington Journalism
Center Fellowship/' deadline
-November 1st. .

Et cetera

Crossword Answer

YOU CAN'T MISS IT — the new look of ttie 'Audio Room' on ttit second

floor of Powell Library. Project, in progress, is being completed by Gary

Handman and HaroM Francis Memmer (Skippy), two student emptoyees

of the library.

. —"UCLA Aifronomical
Society," observir^g trip to AAt.

Pinos, Saturday September 9.

Anyone interested contact Karen
Halberg, 374-1957.

—"Summer^^ourt" of the
campus will be conducted once a

day on Tuesdays and Thursdays
continuing- through September 7

except University holidays. The
one-and-one-half-hour tours start

at 1:30 pm from the Visitors

Center, 1215 Murphy Hall and are

open to the public.

New psych class offered for fall

The Department of Psychology is offering a new class for fall

quarter entitled **Seminar and Practicum in Teaching SUUstics**,

(Psych. l^D). open to undergrads who have completed

Psychology 41 with a grade of B or better. Hiis class will provide

for the training of peer-proctors who will assist in teaching and

evaluating Psychology 41 students fall quarter. Those qualified will

be instrumental in developing a programmed self-study course at

the undergraduate Jevel. For further information contact Gary

Beckman, Project Coordinator, at Franz Hall 2567B or 474-3282.

Psychology 195D I.D. #75640. M-F 12:00 noon — Redman.
Prerequisite: Psychology 41 and consent of instructor. ^^^

Room & Board

^Aph Furnished..... 21 >/AphhShare ...... 23 /House lor Sale .... 26 V £„,„^g fo/ne/p , . 30

OCEAN-VIEW APis
NEW Large FwnlalMd^Unfwralahcd

1 Bedroona-BadMlors I199-2M
(3Pcn«nsMax.)

Game Rooms. Pool. Wei Bar, Elevaton.
Balconies. Patio, Refrigerator. Stove.

RAMADA TOWERS APARTMENTS
IflM tth Street aad Pico Blvd.

Beach 3 walking Mocks
Santa Moaka

LIS _'

SHARE 3 bdr./2 kotk wiUi 2. BnBilng b
ItriMijfnew.ltlea.WLA. gag-Siat. <aAH).

GIRL - Share 2 ho*oo«. 2 haUi
lM.it aUlltlcs hMlnicd.. Own
3ll-«2t after S:M. (ns7).

NEAR Malhollan4. Minntes UCLA. 3
htdhoows. hage LR. 2 haths. haUdns. hcam
ceiHngs. pool. Valley view. 274-4g|t. (2i All).

T House h Share * * * . . 27

l/Aufos lor Sale .... ..33

IW MGB. I13M Yello*»; lAw mileage. wlr»

wKeels. AM-FM radio. Good cond. 454-50K.
<330tr«

4~^

ROOMMATE wanted - Own hodrm.. Ig. 4-

plexnearBev.HiUs.lllS/nM. MalcorFcsn.
275-7S2S. (OAJI).

LARGE airy .Venice
fireplace, hardwoo
preferred. 1112- Bine S21-447S (HASI)

LARGE Bachetors, |M up. Singles, |12S.

across from Dykstra. Stl Gayley. GR 3-17n.

GR.3-«.'>24.Mrs.Kay.* <21QTR)

GIRL 2i or over to share clean,

bedroom apartment. Fnmlahcd and
slls. UpsUIrs bedrooms. Call Jan 474-

(Z3A31)

483 GAYLEY: Large 1

Utilities paid. Summer Rato |lM/mo. until

Oct. 1. 477-4t3i. (2lQlr)

SPACIOUS sbigla and 1 bed. BuiH-ins. dish-

washer, patio. Sec. building. 1711 Corinth.
473-7(97.

_\
(21 QTR).

FURNISHED staiglcs to share |7t. Heated
pool, sun deck, parking. 433 Gayley. 473-4412

(21 QTR).

— WALKTOSCHOOL
Spacious AAodern Apartments
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

Reservations for Fall also accepted, v
Renting Office: SU Landfair Hfl

...

• ^' Also wilh-Rool

"—r GlenlalrTerraca .»""'
• ,•

S43 Landfair « 14

S40Glenrocl(#11

^ Apfs Unfurnished .... 22

LG. 2 bd.. 2 ba..- carpcU - drapes - bullthit -

patio - laundry - Fum. avail. lS2t Butler,

478-11S2. <22A31"

JBEACH Apt. 4 bed. 3 baUis. New bMg.
(Entire top-oecond floor). Marina Del Rey
Peninsua. All conveniences. $375.4i. Also 3

bed. 2 baUis I28S.M. 3M4 Paciflc Ave.

Phone: 821 -442$. (»A31).

BEACH Apt. 3 bed. 2 baths. New bMg.
Marina Del Rey PenhMula. All con-

veniences. I28S.M. 38g4 Pacific. Phone 821-

442S. (HAS!).

ATTN: FacuMy. ^Security - AU Laxury Apia.

Minutes from UCLA. 2 B/R: I B/R A Dca.
10800 Holman Ave. 474-«4M. (2287).

FEMALE Roommate
preferred; Leak for

chMC to campns. Evea <2SA31).

SHARE bonae wMh attorney. TemM tosnlL 7

Mhintesto campM. I3g> 4S1S Into evenhMls.
(27A3i).

MALE, female
like

West
1. 474-1

HOUSEBOY. Priv. rm. A board tai exch. for

assisttaig wUh housework. dishes and
errands. No salary. Prefer someone with full

school schedule or other Job. Car or

motorcycle necessary for transporUtlon to

school. 27S-04a3. <30S7).

PLEASANT private room. bath. fSS.ft. -

including board. Do dinner dishes. Only

fastidious, responsible tenant. 3fS-03l«. ( 30

Qtr)

•!»T TB. Vinyl porthdle hardtop, new thres.

battery, rebuilt engine, tiine-up. Must seU.

tl.Sim.OO. 451-2197. (33S7).

y Bicycles for Sale .... 35

3sBMdl chil*«n
to share large house In

walh to caaspw. Over 2S
(ns7).

ROOMMATE wanted. Male
preferred, one bedrooi
I7S. CaH 824-21S1 evenhigs

WLA.
(23A3f).

VENICE Bench - Pjrivato

garden - AvaBaUe Sept. 1st. - •!&.•• per
3K-1C79. (27A31).

ROOMMATES. Share expenses and I

The home it companion of yoi

House Mates. 4884143. (2387).

MALE share home. Own
Glen. $100 per moa. pha

in Beverly
CaU 278-

(27 87).

ROOMMAtE Wanted: Two blocka from

UCLA - 888 Levering II. Share btdiesm -

ISS. Own room- $118. 47SaSS3. (SASI).

FEMALE wanted to

Walk to school (1-1/2 Mk)
after 3:88.

OWN
71S7. tlS8.

Caayon. CaU
(HASI).

FEMALE...Room /Bath/Salary. BabysH-

ling, light h<iusrkeepbig. 3 children In

family. Short \\;ilk to campus. 47S-0741. (30

A3I).

MCE Private room, bath plus montly salary

exch. for child care, light duties. Walk
campus. 279-245S. ( 30 AQtr

)

" " GENEROUS salary"
FEMALE STUDENT: GENEROUS
SALARY. PRIVATE ROOM. BATH. WALK
UCLA. IDEAL STUDENT WOULD HAVE
AM CLASSES. MODERATE ACADEMIC
SCHEDULE AND ENJOY FAMILY WITH
FOUR YOUNG CHILDREN. BABYSIT-
TING. HOUSEKEEPING. 278-181S.

. 47»-7SIk

(a87).

FEMALE roommato to share 2

apartment. Own room. CaU (23

SHARE

3

ar leas. Over 21. Cal 481-13K. after 8.

A31).

28 YEAR Female
days, laokingfar
her hoBse. Il88/m

(27

teaches
female/ share

o./ntilltles. Pico-La
(rs7).

LADY'S Schwlnn Bicycle t3Si. Excellent

:ondltlon.:t92-0l92eves. .. (35 A 31)

Cycles, Scoofers

^ For Sale 36

'«M HONDA ITS re • Spare parts • 2 heUfets - tT

DIrt/StreH legal, good condition. t300/Mffer. f-
~

.192-9994. (38A31). .

49 TRIUMPH 450 Tiger - new paint, good
:bndltlon. 1825 or best offer. 821-5779. 'H
\31). —=-

60 IIONDA^Sl
condition. tl70/
1730.

D. %ery few mUes.
t%\ Ibffer. Call eves 83f-

' (34StTi-

WALK UCLA
Beautiful" bachelor pad. Gcnlnl

professional Ivy grad. 1128. 475-1311. (2387).

FIsM \LK Teacher - ( VA Brentwood).

Hilh same - yours or fhid. 478-3711, ext 5228

da.V8 780-9437 alto. (S A31 )

.

MALE Roommate wanted: Start FaU. Super
apartment. 2 blocks from campuo. Fur-

nished. Pool. $188. 847-1333. ( 87).

FEMALE 21-27 to share sunny WLA
883 month. 828-5124 evenings. 478-4181 days.

Connie. (n87).

^ Wousxnq Needed . ... 28

RENT too high? Share, save an

costs. Screened clients. Itoom-Mato
475-8831. < QTR).

TRANSFER student, 24. desires own room hi

quiet apt. short disfnce from campus for

FaU quarter, if you have such aa apt. ar

would llhe to look for one witk me, wrftc:

Laura FMegrtmaa 3881 Avenue X.Brooklyn.
NY 11235. 2I2(8H-3448S). (28S7).

ROOMMATES needed - 833 Gayley.
Pleasant staigles 185 Kitchen, sundecks.

pool, garage 4734412 (23qTR)

^House (or Renf ,
.". . . 25

uc Faculty and 3 reap. Vict, grads need
honse/ap«. Claoc. 1 year. Umited funds.

Excel, refs. 474-1822. Nguyen So. (28Qlr)

IXMrniNGCar apart, to share. Own room. In

WestwoodVUtoge. 385.8l88eve.Daa.(28S7).-

y/Room for Renf 31

188.00. PLEASANT room near Santa Monica
beach for non-smoking, non-drlnklng man.
Near transportation. 399-4444. ( 31 A31 )

.

BEVERLY HUls furnished room . bath . One
block Wilshlre. 195.00. Female graduate
student, non smoker. 271-7048. . (31 S7).

FURN. room /private home • private bath -

private entrance, f 100.00. Suitable for one or

two. CR4-5748. (31A31).

^Aulas for Sale 33

'47 VW. Great condition. 44.000 miles. Radio,
heater, stkkshlft. II.OOO. 399-1408 after 4

pm, (33 S7).

'48 BUICK Electra. air. hardtop, low
mileage. 4-door, 8-c>l.. maroon, power
steering. $1200. Days 825-2712. eves 733-

7832. (33 S7).

71 SS 350 cc IIARLEY streetMke. Custom
nandlebars. seat, backrest. 4888 miles. Xlnt.

1550 sacrifice. 470-4383. (3887). c 'J

APT. UNFURN. Split level - Fireplace. $232,

3 bd. 2 bu.cpts.Mlrcle Mile area. 833-4737.

(nobr)

$198. - $178. 2 Bedrm, 2 Batii. Carpets •

drapes - BIthis - Patto. No pcto.1318 Car-
niellna 18. 828-8188. (SQIr)

UNFURNISHED. 4 Bit. * Dtn. $888/nw..

Inclades water, gardner. Immedlato oc-

cupancy. 383-3858/478-5782. (2587).
/ffoom and ioard

I

y Apfs lo Share ...... 23

GIRL aoedcd to share 2 bdrm. apt. wllh 2

oUMrs. Start Sept. $72J8. 477-8183. (nA31).

$288 HOUSE Furnished. 3 bedrooms, 2 L.^
AdnlU near WeMwMd A NatknaL CaU 474-

8748. (»A31).

$128.88 . GUEST House . 2-rooms. bnlh.

garden, view. Faculty, Grad, profcaslonal

maa. references. Cloae. Il03-55ts. OU-
, ^

5278. (2$ 81).

ROOM A Board for

day. Brunch on 8nl.,

private bath. TV
UCLA. 472-5t3l-«l

male student. 3 meals
San. Private entraace,

Parhhtf. WaUi to

(RB878).

Room & Hoard

MALE or
$82.S8/i

Dept,

Female Grad. Own
. 4n-7888 ar M. ZcM. HMary

(nAsi).

6IRL grad shpre 2 bed. 2 balh apt. wBh
•ame. Nan-aioher . Pool, Inundry. 478-

1842. (»87).

FEMALE. 2 bedroom fumlahed. Graduate
student preforrad. $77.88, utttltles. Carport.
Near hua. Brwtwaad. 8M-2487. (O All ).

FEMALE roommato wanlad to oharc large,
laxurious 1 bedroom apartment. Pool, trcaa.
^Icony; dlshwash«-. dlspaaal. Watt to
IJCLA. $117.18. 47MSn. (»87).

TWO bedroom house furnished. $I».

Federal Ave.. WLA. Near transportatlan

Available now. 4734M4. (2$A31)

^ House for Sale 26——""•sherWTVTJXRs'""""""
SHERMAN Oahs fooUiW*- AvoJIfreeway -

15 mhi to Westwood
•^• ĴJj^/ SSr^EuTi

cheerful, contemporary with "^^^Jyjl*^*
treetopa. valley and mto. ^f*f\JS^
ceilings hi llv. rom . sep. ^•••f^"Jf;
wiUi b«ilt-his. 2 bedrooms and «"^*->''

baUis. Excellent candittsn. 1^ •^
landsc. yard and i tdnaad dark. oap. dag nm.

?«tral air. Owner. $4^7Si. TIWJ»IJI»8TK

Ii: J Koomoiouuiu

IT 7 Brchonge for Help . . 30

IpEMALE. mom. boord. bath, salary. Sllthig

gkl. 9. after 3:38. N* hoMCwark. 837-2288.

VIghU nS-2S»l. (3887).

'84 MERCURY ComH. Automatic power
steertag. rttns well. $128. Call Nell. 825-4588

or 478-7907. (33A31>.

'88 CORTINA GT AM/FM Sacrifice $875. '

747-731 7 or 828-8857 Evenings (ZVR 1 75 ) . ( 33
'

A31>. -

AUSTIN America. 1*78. Like new. low

mUeage. all extras. 1725.00. 820-3374. ( 33

A31).

'88 FORD Corilna 2 door GT. 34.000 miles.

Excellent condlthm. $700. 388-7873. (33 87),

'M COHVAIK "A (lassie". Esquire
Magailne. (kmmI condition. tJOM or h<-s( offer.

I^a%lng LA in Sept. (all Jim •>• ' .«•. M28-

07.VI. ..!\:)l>.

(TOP person only, private quariers. faad.

Driver aaoM house duties. Salary. 472-1488.

Trantpt. neoded. Bottom level Bel Ah-. (88

A3I).

'70 .MUST. • Mach I Cobra Jet A/C. p/s. p/ly

AUto.. Lw/m. Am /Fm. Pr/Pty. 838-7482. (fl

A31). ^

BE sure to

(drown all fires.

1£SI '

.'

Results *

\

BABY sttthig. light bousekeepfaig: •xch^fge

for room, board, salary. Hours ftexIMe.

female student. 82Ma38 evenhigs. (3887).

ROOM and board fOr giri hi exchange far

aldhig mother. Muil have •^jgyj;

'58 VW Bus. New transaxle. Highest offer by

Sept. 1st. evenings 838-2188 Karol (33A31).

'71 VW Superbeetle - Wash, plates; radio.

$I.K50. CaH 381-8372. (3387).

PEMALEtoshare2
aad couple. Now tlU J
S7).

wMi
478-SS48

NEAR Westwood - National Blvds. Charmer

2 bedrooms. 2 hatha. Surely a "-y SJ-J*
Broher 478-1273. (8887).

GRAD. Stud. Kwl gradnatod oaaks ..^
mate laak for/ahar* apt., to $188 each.
Beach area./Westwoad preferred. Boh 8I1-

l7IMn87)

GRACIOUS large »aiiHh •• ©•"*•
fjJJ;

i.Kr<lr fuU onlng- room, large kKcncn

(1887).w /breakfast
.^atWvnn 477 7881.

PERSONAL Mft - •!• : •jL.THlUlf
buahMOsmaa. Live Tn privato WLA home.

Salary CampatlMe with schaal hours. Day.

S!ril:S??ndwkends..88M733. (38A31).

FEMALE - Privato ream /board/salary In

exchaage for sitttag wlt% 10 yr. •«,••«-
SJEl Walhhig dhdaace. 4784188 • call a£^
Labor Day. «»•?»•

FRSE LOANCAnS
FR8ITOWINO

MOO Mil*
Warranty

VOLKSWAOIN CAR SlRVlCt
OUR PRlCfSARILOWIRt ^

A 1 AUTOSiRVICe

A«
7fS7yanNwrS8lvd.

o I across from M. Plant

Call 884-707S <- Hoori

U
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!6 UC^A Summer Bruin Thursday, August 31, l^H

Two-a-day drills end,

n opener nears
Peooer Rodeert' UCLA footbaU squad has ended its twcha^y

w^^ a^^l start concentrating on its opening game wth

Nebraska, September 9 in the Coliseum.

commenting on the progress made t^us^far. R«^ «"-
J^

B™««

«oro "fnUowine a oace you might expect after 8 or 9 days of pracuce.

^he«rtK^ ttXre Sential: practice, scnmmage and

rest^^irp-l^iblerS an thn*, but were^ing to do as much as

possible. We wiU try to ease up soon and get our e^M«. .

The pracUces had consisted of warm-ups, agUi^^dnUs, fundamenUb,

group workouts, passing, and comptete team woitouls. r

Concenuna oUyers that might have been impressive m the (biUs,

nSSthat "we are mosUy trying to fit pei^nnel into the picture^

W^Te to surt concentrating on th«e who will*^' «"f
"J-Jy

J^^

hard when youre deaUng with a number Sfyiexpenenced. young
pwye"-

•T^Ts^y Ws aboutZ practices," Rodgers addej "weWe had some

great woricouts, few poor *($l*outs, a nd nocomplete disasters.

The Bruins, he said, need to scrimmage a lot but that ta« b^
somewhat curUiled since "we are thin at a lot of positions that need

work. We have to teach a lot of players."

In a scrimmage held last Sunday, the Blues (varsity) defeated the

WMt^CTvareity), 31-14. Jan*s McAUster scored three touchdowns

for the winners on runs of 75, 2, and 3 yards.

McAlister, who went 50 >lards in an earlier ^"TV^^^e ^V^vU^^^
touched the ball and later added a 60 yarder. would up with 126 yards m 6

carries. He also had a non-scoring 37-yard run. .

His teammate from Pasadena's Blair High. Kennit Johnson, also

ripped off a 37-yaixier en route to 51 yards in 4 cam^. _

Mark Harmon was accurate on the four passes he threw for 70 yards

and picked up 29 more on the ground in sU carries.

Olympics announcements

.K

Released from the hospital

three days earlier after suffering

a coUasped lung, Steve Center

became the first UCLA athlete to

take a mtdal at Munich when he

finished behind Mark Spitz in the

2(I^meter freestyle Tuesday,

^om Bruce also garnered a

silver medal as he took secona

behind Japan's Nobutoka Tagiichi

in the 100-meter breastroke held

yesterday at the Swimhalle.

* * *
The Daily -Bruin's compilation

of UCLA athletes who have

participated in the Olympics

_jnanaged to overiook some Bruin

t^ompetiiors. ,

Among the missing were Jim

Kelvey in water polo and swim-

ming sensation Donna De Varona

at the 1960 Rome Olympics

( DeVarona enrolled here after the

Games).
Keith Erickson was a member

of the 1960 U.S. volleyball team at

Tokyo.

Debbie Meyer dominated

women's swimming at the 1968

Mexico City Games. She'll be

enrolUng here in the fall. Laurie

Lewis was a member of the

women's volleyball team.

Ai|d Jan Svendsen is a recent

addition to the women's track and

field team at Munich as a shot-

putter, t

^j5i*7;t5WJr<

TOHOs NEW ZATOICHI FILM!
.-hA".v«!K».y5>.v

S«Mr»«i
^j^T^Gcg

SMMTAIO MTSU • lENTAM MKINH • NISAYA MOimtt

TOHO lA BREA THEATRE

MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
.9320 W. PICO BLVD., L. A. 90035

BtTWeCN DOHINY AND BiVlKLY DRIVC

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS MON THIIU FRI. 9 A.M. TO 8 P M.

SAT 9 A.M TO 6 f.M. SON 12 f M TO 4 tM. '

SALES •SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

i^^J^Uc^pusiMAL — Rally CdminH«««'» during «ie farthcomiiig pigskin season. InterestM
* - I^TiJM^unhl»vebeenaimivfe«ndinttgr«l parties shouM contact Rick Henog at tti« R.iiy

^rt ^llXll^I^Wi»V S«l« OHnmitte. Committee oHice in KerckheH 1».

IT actively seeking new members to participate^,. . ~r''^-y,—:;-^—^-^

Raf/y Committee s^eks to bolster

ranks forupcominggridseason
RaDy Committee is a)so looking

for artists who can help design

future stunts.

^
-

.

,

<' '" .'-^

**The people who have been

around fbr years are helping us

out now/' Herzog commented.

'*We need new people especially

this year, because those people

won't be around in the future."

All told, though, Herzog hopes to

have 86 people on hand during

footbaD season.

f

RaDy Committee is seeking to

bolster its rank^anew in time for^

the 1972 football season.

Described by the group's

president Rick Herzog as "a spirit

organization, and a service

organization," Rally Committee

has a carry-over membership of

thirty at the present time.-Herzog

hopes to enlist at least 85-100 for

the footbaD sefason activities.

Elaborating on Rally Com-

mittee's activities, Herzog said

that the group is a spirit

organization in that they follow

UCLA sports and are responsibly

for the card and light stunts.

'*We've been doing the lighl

stunts for 19 years," Herzog sakL

"We're the only school that dpes

light stunts to my knowledge."

As a service organization,

Herzog sUted RaDy Committee

handles crowd control for

basketball and track on a

volunteer basis.

And then there is the social

aspect. "We have parties before.

through, and after the season,

Herzog said.

The game day activities

highlight Rally Committee's

"season."

•The day oC the game, people

come eariy to take instnictioo

cards to the seats and prepare the

equipment that is brought to the

Coliseum We supply lunches and

socialize until Uie lime of the

game," Herzog said.

"And after tlie game is a par-

ty." --^—

^
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By independent es/aluator
•v

SLC funds self-study

MOMENT OF ilLENCE — The athletic department has announced that

there will be a tnoment of silence at the UCLA-Nebraska football game

Saturday night at the Coliseum in respect for those persons killed this

week at the Olympic Games in Munich.

to wait

." ^ • _/ By Kenn Gncmsey ^ J
DBSUffWriter

Student Legislative Council (SLC), undergraduate

student government here, laid the groundwork

Tuesday for an independent study of its effectiveness

in meeting student needs.

The study, to be conducted by Judith A. Hemenway
of the Center for the Study of Evaluation here, was
given $250 in preliminary funding by SIX^. The money
is for the development of a detailed plan for the

proposed ''needs assessment evaluation."

If SLC approves the plan, scheduled for completion

.by Sept. 22, it will allocate $865 for the full study. The
aim of the study, according to a proposal prepared by

Hemenway, is ^-.•^. assessing student needs,

defining the relative importance of those needs, and

finally, developing a decision-making strategy which

will enable the Council to plan programs to fill those

needs.*'

Mandatory fees

The proposed study comes at a time wtien the

usefulness of student government is being questioned

throughout the UC systenL Many student leaders

have expressed fear that the UC Board of Regents

may soon eliminate the mandatory student fees

($3.50 per quarter here) whicl^ finance student

governments.

The evaluation, if approved, will span ap-

proximately four months, and will be conducted in

five stages: Needs Assessment: identifying and

prioritizing student needs; Program Planning:

devising plans to fill the high-priority needs iden-

tified in stage one; Implementation Evaluation:

testing to see whether recommended programs have

beem implemented as planned; Progress

Evaluation: determining the extent to which

programs are accomplishing what they are supposed

to accomplish; and Outcome Evaluation: judging the

overall worth and effectiveness of the programs.^^

* - Computer analysis ' ^
,
-^^

Student opinions will be gathered by the in- *

vestigators and will be evaluated with the aid of

computer analysis, according to the proposal.

Ross Arbiter, SLC administrative vice-president,

broi^ht th^ proposal before SLC. He originally asked -

that SLC give the entire study the go-ahead Tuesday,

,

but after questions were raised about the evaluators'

methods he withdrew the motion and suggested thei*^

preliminary funding.
^ Resignation

In other business, SLC accepted the resignation of

Clinton Burch as community services commissioner.

"

Burch, elected to a second term last spring, resigned

last month to attend Harvard law school.

Undergraduate President Steve Halpem an-

nounced that a special election will be held

''sometime in October" to fill the vacancy. The

Undergraduate Students Association Constitution

requires a special election within 15 days of a

resignation, but that requirement will be waived in

this case, since the constitutionally-mandated period

foils during summer. - *

PhiMus nationaldirectors

By Jolm Sandbrook
DBSUff Writer

Approximately 30 University custodians adopted a wait-and-see at-

titude towards ChanceUor Charles E. Young's response to recent

demands at an information meeting yesterday a^^enioon in the^Gertogy

Building. '
' ^ ^^

Last Wednesday, about 35 custodians and representaUves or iftc

American FederaUon of SUte, County and Municipal Employee (AF-

SCME), demonstrated at Murphy Hall, demanding an additional 5 per

cent pay hike and better working conditions. '
•

....
Seven representatives of the group met with Young fw one half-tiour

behind closed doors, after which the demonstration subsided.

Custodians at yestextiay's meeting heard the tope of last Wednesday s

conversation with Young. ^ *i * .«
Young assured th^ustodians he would meet with representatives from

both the Personnel Office and Physical Plant upon his return from a trip

this week
The custodians complained to Young that five months of negotiating

sessions had produced nothing, that decisions tentoUvely agreed to at one

meeting would be later overruled by superiors in Physical Plant. —r~t

"

Young responded, "I'U meet with the appropriate people mPhysical

Plant and the Persomiel Office to insure the negotiating sessiona are

being conducted properiy.'* t.,i^ , ». a^^u^
Custodians demanded a retroactive 11 per cent pay Wke. In^toad of tt^

6 per cent which most University employees received July Mf2j;<«^
said in his statement the stote department of finance had released only

enough funds for a 6 per cent pay increase. .^^^ .. .^
Yoing eicpUined to the custpdlans that AFSCME was not Uhj

recogniied bargaining unit for the custodians. The chanceUor did aay.

however, he hoped some type of coUective bargaining would become

possible.

(Continned on Page 3)

response
^«^,^g ^^ ^/^^^ house in Dec

'v-»-

Phi Mu, a women's fraternity on

campus, has leveled a charge of

racial discrimination against its

national directors, after the

fraternity was told that their

house on Hilgard Avenue would be

closed in Decemk)er.

Eto Delto, the local chapter of

Phi Mu, claims their house is

being closed t>ecause Of a rash

campaign ^oonducted by the

members last spring which

resulted in the pledging of three

Blackwomen.

Jan Hebeler, EU DelU'a
president said she was tokl of the

decision to ckse the house at Phi

Mu's national convention in New
Qrleans in July. "While the

National Council dsed financial

arguments and problems with

Panhellenic as the rational to

close the chaptor, I feel the action

really speaks for itMlf." Phi Mu's

home campus Is Wesylan College

located in Macon, Georgia.

The nati^onal council's decision

apparently prompted by

fourteen letters (written by

alumnae) received at the end of

spring quarter after the pledging

01 the three women.
A meeting was held last

Tuesday with members of

fraternity, alumni, and the

University's Panhellenic advisor,

Chris 2uber. A telegram was sent

at the conckision of the meeting to

the coundl demanding to^

know the specific reasons for the

action.

University policy strictly for-

bids discrimination on the basis of

-

race, religion or place of national

origin. Should the fratornity be

suspected of a violation of this

policy it would face an

"abeyance" from the campus
until a hearing on the charges is

held.

^tE^J^.
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This is the last issue of the

Summer Bruin. The fall

registration issue will be
published Monday, Sept. 18.

Regular daily publication of the

Bruin will commence a week
later, Sept. 25.

• • •
The aeoond summer session

ends tomorrow, with finals

scheduled for the day.

Student identification cards for

the 1972-73 academic year will be

issued beginning Sept. 25 and

continuing through Friday, Oct. 6.

in the Ackerman Union Women's

Lounge. The cards are free to

registered students.

• * •
The air raid sirens accidentally

sounded at 10:50 am yesterday,

according to Lt. Bill Jensen of the

University Police Department. He
called it "a minor malfunction," a

short-circuit in the alarm system,

which touched off the aurprtee

alarm for about five minutat.

* * •
On-line computer enroUmenl

begins Sept. 18, the first day of

Fall Quarter. (Instruction
"

Sept. 25.)

oa mmm bv >«• s»iM^*Mf

FUTURE-The Mmn of the four month^M Women's "••«*^5^J?^
Room ft in f"*well Library* remains up in the air after test week s UPC

Reg Fee subcommittee meeting. Jody Dantels, one of ttie twi-member

steering cMiimiltee for tbe center, requested $l2^for the cMwiing year,

teftneacften wasteken. SEE PAGE 3 FOR DETAIL^.
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New spirit group to Crime and

debut at football game
A new spirit squad will debut Saturday at the UCLA-Nebraska footbaU

game in the Coliseum.

The UCLA Cheerleaders, a five-woman group designed "to elicit spirit

from the crowd," was approved last Thursday as a recognized spirit

squad by Stadium Executive Committee (SEC Jit in charge of all spirit and

booster groups here.

The approval climaxed a summer-long controversy, beginning with a

complaint last June about the selection procedures for the song girl

squad. Both Student Legislative Council (SLC) and the University

Policies Commission (UPC) heard the complaints before passing on to

SEC the recommendation that the 1972-73 song girl squad have retryouts.

After a week's deliberation and a review of the new group by an ad hoc

'Subcommittee, SEC decided last Thursday to approve the UCLA
cheerleaders as a separate group.

Marilyn Joshua, spokeswoman for the new spirit group, explained her

group will be '

'drastically different' ' from the song girls.

"The song girls are performers who dance to music," she said. "Our
itiain function is not that but to elicit spirit from the crowd. We will do
choreographed routines, some gymnastics, some dancing, some verbal

cheers.

'There's a great variety of people at UCLA. We felt people on campus
were ready for spirit to be revitalized," she said.

Joshua said she does not expect her group to be just a oni^year
phenomenon. 'We plan to become part of the UCLA tradition," she said.

Presently, all five memt)ers of the new group are Black, Rhonda
Manning, Linda Toussant, Jackie Grier, Evelyn Lanit)ert, and Joshua.
Joshua said, "Our squad will not remain all Black." Future selection

processes will permit any female on campus to apply, she said.

*'What we wanted to avoid," she said, **was having a token person on
the song girls squad." This year's seven-woman song girls squad has six
Caucasians and one Asian-American. There have been only two Black
song girls in recent years. r^. - -

—

—

^—^

University police report the

following recent crimes and
farrf.*;ts:

A burgulary was reported by an

administrator in the basement of

Murphy Hall. Two men ap-

parently pried open a window to

gain entrance to an office and
departed with two IBM
typewriters, valued jointly at $703.

The administrator saw the two

men before they took the

typewriters. One asked him,
VHow are you doing?" to which he
replied, "How are you?" He left a

description of the two suspects

with University police.

The police took two sets of

fingerprints and a window latch at

the scene of forced entry. '

Two juveniles were arrested for

trespassing in the Sunset Canyon
Hecreation Center after waiving
his right to remain silent, one of

the suspects explained, "We found
the gate to the Canyon itecreation
Center open, so we decided to go
for a swim,"

whei'e. her injuries were
pronounced minor. A police of-

ficer examined the spikes and
reported that they were clearly

visible, with no leaves or other

material obstructing their view.

''..
if • •

Los Angeles police officers

arrested two youths in Los
Angeles charging them with
grand theft of a motorcycle. The
motorcycle was stolen from this

campus last summer.

• • *
A hit-run accident in the Rieber

Hall parking lot was reported by
the owner of a Chevrolet Camaro.
Six weeks after the accident, the

executive director of the Western
Special Olympics (held here last

month) acbnitted to, or assumed
responsibility fpir, damange to the

vehicle. — \--' ^^———-i

• A 77-year old woman tripped

over the exit spikes in Lot MV. She
was taken to the emergency room
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920 WESTWOOD BLVD. 879-9002
WESTWOOO VILLAGE
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479-5775
HOURS: yon.. Tuaa:. Wad.,
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An Ackerman Union food ser-

vice eitiployee wastransported by
ambulance to the Medical Center
emergency room after a piece of

food became caught in her throat.

Police report that her injury

was *'minor." ;. -

Someone topk a planter not \

tendent who reported the C
^^^^^^^^P^^te^wasepoxiedto*!

French Hybrid and Adianti^m
Pedatom) were valued at tn.
and $4.95 respectively.

In Separate incidents, two IBM
typewriters were stolen from
Hedrick Hall, Rooms 230 and 222
Both were rented from the Ye Old
Type Service and valued at $865

An off-duty officer spotted two
men taking a pair of 42-inch bolt

cutters out of the back of a half ton

truck. He called in for a backup
officer and proceeded to pursue
the two men. The backup officer

assisted in the arrest.

Finally, petty theft netted
$2,070.70 in 11 separate incidents.
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Increased funds for Women's

Resourcie are in doubt
.U

*'

By John Sandbrook .

ir DBSUffWriter : •
.

'

Should the Women's Resource Center continue td be a referral serviee

or should it be a separate full-scale programming unit?

That question remains unanswered after last week's meeting of the

University Policies Commission (UPC) subcommittee on the use of the

registration fee.

Jody Daniels, a UPC research assistant and one of the ten-member
steering committee for the center, requested $11,853 last Thursday for the

center's operation in 1972-73.

Last yearns budget for the center, located in Powell Library 90, totalled

only $1,200, Daniels said. The added expenses for the upcoming year she

attributed to the addition of a half-time professional director for the

center and a programming fund.

These additions prompted a long debate among the subcommittee

members as to the future of the center.

"Last year, the center was just a referral service," Daniels said. **We

want to expand it into more than that, hire a director to coordinate all the

volunteers that staff the center, and expand our programs.

"

The subcommittee questioned the us$..of registration fee funds for a
.^professional director.

'They seemed more in favor of a student director,** Daniels said. **We

want a professional director to lend continuity and credence to the cen-

ter."
''

The request for funds for programming also resulted in questions

whether or not the center would . be duplicating efforts of other

programming units on campus, such as the Film Commission. Daniels,

however, denied this, saying the programming of the center would be

oriented towards a specific campus group and not the general campus.

The funding request was postponed by the subcommittee pending a

review by an ad hoc group of Cliff Locks, Sarah Farkas, and Jerry

Givens, Daniels said the steering committee would meet Monday to

review,the future direction of the center. ,^ ^ .

(Continued from PageJ)

"Our position is clear. We and our employee^ would be better off with

legislation that provided for full collective bargaining," he said. Yoiing

mentioned he is currently working "within the University" on such

legislation. '--^^i.

After hearing the tape, the custodians decided to wait until Young has

had an opportunity to meet with Physical Plant and Personnel Office

representatives before taking any additional action.

Another information meeting is scheduled for next Wednesday.

Lula Glasgow, one of the seven to meet with Young last week, claimed

one of the primary grievances is the amount of v/oxjt assigned to each

custodian.
^

"We hsfve to clean 32,000 square feet of space each shift," she charged,

"instead of the 16,000-20,000 square footage of custodians in similar civil

service iobs-.'Ii*'' . .
*

Glasgow remained optimistic about Young's statements. "It's the first

time we have gotten anywhere in five months," she said.

Lovelace Coston, a custodian in the botany building ^pd a steward in

AFSCME, said, "everything is at a standstill because of what Young

said." .

Coston ruled out the possibility of a strike. "We tre aware of the law

that prohibits strikes by public employees," he said. "But there are other

methods just as effective."

He declined to specify the methods.

Cdston said there had been no repercussions since last Wednesday's

demonstration at Murphy Hall, the first sign of an activist movement by

campus workers.
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SKIN MACHINE
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SCHICK SnUNG DRYER

Style, dry & greom your hair

for tho soft naturot look.

Me4«133«
$21.91 Value?15

vr--:-v-_,

SCHICK WHIRLWIND

HAIR DRYER
Twico tho powor of most mini dryort.
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quickly.

Me4d330

$16.99 Value
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LADY SCHKK
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TN02 — - —•^
$16.99 Value
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Too coo itftmi oo H.
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MAGIC CUBES
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SUNIEAM EUCTRK
ALARM aOCK

RE6. «->^99
$3.99 $2
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^W^WWi ^^»o
KODAK

INSTAMATIC CAMERA

^99Tokos booutiful full sfio color

or block li whito picturos.

•uilt in flosh.

Other Kedkilc Intfamafic models at owr low
low rfitcowNt pricot.

Poloroid*t

Good TImo Comoro
iohorol

SQUARE
SHOOTER 2

• uses less exponsive
Typo as Cotof Fdm

• Sharp 3 ElomorH Lortt

• Electric Eye Expoture
CorHtoi

• Bu«>i-in Flash

CLAIROL INSTANT

HAIRSEHER
10 minutes from roll up to comb out. 20 controlli

rollers for comploto hoirstyiing.

Peckim«ef12

#2 Ue4

^?-^ . $T8.9S

^^%l# tUflKTI

K20
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HUER
PAPER
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33'
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-THEME
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PINT
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BOTTLE
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$^25
1^14* ^ SMI. ? MTT. I
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SCOTCH
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BIC PENS

MrT. II
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_ »art.ii^*
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FLAIR PENS

BY PAPERMATE
All poplar colors

2s49«
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SCMPTO -

FIBER TIP

WRITING PEN

11 lescieos colors.

tof. Qc
29c T
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MTT. IS UIOT4 MPT. 7-MPT. U

TIMEX

WATCHES
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20%
OFF

CMC MIM DRYER

•Ma *nU
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AITC TRANSISTOR

PORIABU RADIO
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Holhearii Hi letemHy

DESK LAMP
Witli •4i«tt«M« Mck.

Oe/OH twitcli. U.L approval.

4T. ^299

FlUORESCENT

DESK-TABLE LAMP
16" t«lM, wkita shade, gray aii«^

block bote. On-off switch. U.L

asprovad. Modal BE 100

u9, 799
VALUE #

BI-RITE FAMOUS COUPONS • SAVE BIG! SAVE NOW!

PANASONIO SPECIALS
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AM-FM

PORTABUj

RADIO
Built in antsnuHSi

Uornier tuning diilp

$24.95

Voba-Sait

PORTABLE
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PMtkbwHon •oiywo'K «»1

troh Sofvty lock retord
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4 ben«ri««

SR0224
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RADIO
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ANACIN
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$1.67
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HI «IT( OKU(.S

Bl HIT( DRUGS I . . •X ••

CEPACOL
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Rl Km DRUGS

CrestI? ar««

14.0I.

$1.29
Volvo 55

NEWULT
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Todmrtt*^
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DISCOUNT COUPON

HI Hill DRUGS
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c!
!?-

•-O1.
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AM CLOCK RADIO
.,'
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music. Unique design.
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^ S/7ent Reflection
At one time, the Olympic Games allowed people to

escape, escape from the din of battle that constantly

^..^'Seems to be resounding throughout the world.

Whether or not it was realistic, at one time the

Olympic Games allowed people to think how nice it

mi^t be if countries actually could do their battling

on athle

Howe^r, withlke Iffllings af^dDlympicB^es m
Mimicnthis weekJtie reality oiyrld conflAts once

agmhli^ WjiiflsllBHP usel^s, plans

for peaci

tinue.

Saturday nij

Olympic Gan
another popular form of escapism takes place, a

„ football game between UCLA and Nebraska. The
escape there, also will be only temporary.

Gestures alone can't change the world, conflicts

wiU still €(Hitinue throughout the world, but

somehow, a moment of silence before the game for

those who are victims of all those conflicts seems
appropriate, ,-

'

'

''','
• -.' '

'

gs con-
w

ite of the 1932

ampionships.

^j'

Editor: • .

You piss me off, you really piss

me off

.

--^^ '

When I first started to read your

.

review of American In-

temationars latest vampire flick,

Blacttia, I was ready to sue you for

plagiarism. Most of the best lines,

indeed whole paragraphs, had

been ripped-off from a review of

the movie that I had submitted (at

your request).

Then I noticed that you had

signed ifiy name to the article,

although the opinions you ex-

pressed in it do not rettect my
opinions of the film pr what I had

written in my review. To
reiterate, you piss me off. I would

sic my giant voracious genital-

devouring vampire bat on your

newspaper's staff were it not for

the painfully obvious fact that you

have no balls.

However cute you may think

phrases like "Blacula sucks" are,

you cannot just print them and

then claim that they reflect my
opinions of the film. You far ex-

ceed your editorial prerogatives

when you make up ideas of your

own and publish them as the

thoughts of another person. I

happen to like vampire movies

and I don't think that ''Blacula

sucks". However,' Dally Bruin, I

think that you do. It is obvious that

a certain student body president

was justr too good to you. Wherf?

are the McNamara brothers when
you need them?

Gregory Apodaca
Senior, Lycanthropy

Editor's reply: Were it not for the

dark verity that Blacula does

indeed and probab^ would in

most circumstances suck, one

would suppose that D. McNary
(not his real name) who requested

that his co-authorship remain

alleged and G. Apodaca have Just

composed^ the consummate
parody of all letters to the editor,

typically unfounded and
delightfully puerile. As you recall,

friends, decomposition was
gravely shallow.
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What we lack in balls, we make
up for In true clit.

Summer ICON machitma

^ Racism -

Editor:

Mrs. Maria Ortiz, an American

Indian student from UCLA who
lives in the Married Student

Housing (MSH), has been faced

with eviction from MSH on the

decision of Mrs. Farrington and

Miss Cardenas. In reading the

letters that these administrators

sent to Mrs. Ortiz, it became clear

that they wanted to get rid of her

using any excuse. But why did

they want to do that? The answer

is racism.

Some neighbors in MSH who
hold racist ideas have been
harassing Mrs. Ortiz since she

joined MSH, they complained

almost everyday about the

behavior of Mrs. Ortiz's children.

Mrs. Spitler, manager of MSH,
sided with the racist neighbors

and asked Mrs. Farrington and

Miss Cardenas to evict Mrs. Ortiz

with the excuse of her delay in the

payment of the rent Mrs. Ortiz

asked for help to the campus
community and Monday, August

14 four individuals, two of us

members of SDS-CRO, went to the

Housing Office demanding the

suspension of the administrative

action, which not only could evict

Mrs. Ortiz but also prohibit her

registration at UCLA. Dean
Hanson discussed this problem

with us, attempting at the

beginning of the discussion to

make Mrs. Ortiz appear to be

responsible for the atrocity

commited by the administration.

After some of us exposed the

racist nature of the action and
demanded immediate suspension

of it, the Dean realized the

seriousness of our confrontation

and as a result. Dean Hanson not

only stopped the eviction, but also

provided information to Mrs.
Ortiz so that she could obtain an
emergency fellowship to satisfy

part of her debt.

Two facts become evident from
this story: That the UCLA ad-

ministration IS racist oriented and
that we can fight back organizing

- a permanent struggle.

^ HumbortoBraclM>(SDS<iiO)

Dogs
Editor:

^

Perhaps UCLA really isn't
going to the dogs, after aU
Thursday at noon, the dogcatcher
actually did his duty, grabbing
one of the ubiquitous hounds at the
Gypsy Wagon. At the same Ume, a
campus policeman arrested a
student for interfering with an
officer in the performance of his

duties. The student seemed to

have been trying to chase the dog
away.
What mystijfles me is why dog-

owners and dog-lovers continue to

subject their canine buddies to the

trauma involved with a trip to the

pound in the dogcatcher's truck.

The reason couldn't possibly lie in

the lack of a Dog Law, or in the

failure of the Big U to publicize it.

Don't get me wrong — I'm a

dog-owner myself. But I don't

think he'd behave in class, and I

know he'd be a pest at the Gypsy,

so I don't bring him to schod. (Too

bad everybody doesn't see things

my way.)

So some people do bring their

Uttle darlings, and since I'm

afraid to express my un-

willingness to share my meager
lunch with some voracious

monster in terms which he'll

understand, for fear that some
anonymous caninophile will jump
on my case (it occurred to me to

get a .45, and deal summarily with

both of them.) (But that would

spoil lunch, too.), there's nothing

left but to call the dogcatcher.

I think that those of my fellow-

students who booed the dogcat-

cher really blew it If poochje is

registered, his owner will ger him

back. If not, the dog's chances of

finding a home aren't really

lessened. (Would YOU take

somebody else's dog home with

you?)
I say, **Dog8 off campus!"

Jim GordoD

Senior, Political Science

CONTACT LENSES
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DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
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APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.

^

- HUH HIIY IKY SEIVICES

ROSH HASHANAH-Sept 9&10

YOM KiPPUR - Sept. 17&18

CrMtive & Traditionat services conducted by

Rabbi Levy and Rabbi Bmmmr
..

/'

admission cards available to

students, facutty, and staff members
at Hlllel Office. 900 Hilgard Avenue

€aU Hillel Council 474-1531 for further information

— J' UCLA Somm^ Bruin ^

The news about Vietnam
by Larry Minter

-V t

Like everyone else, I get tired of hearing about Viet

Nam, the war, new bombings and invasions, and at

times suffer from a kind of numbness to the outrages

being committed by our government there. Un-

fortunately I also know that the suffering caused by

the w^ doesn't go^way just because I get tired of

thinking about it.

"^
< .

So as you read this, I would like to ask you to try to

shake off that tired apathy and resignation, and

relate to the fact that the horror the' United States is

inflicting on the people of Indochina is ongoing and

very real, right now.

Each cannister of napalm splashes on fresh vic-

tims, real men and women, and kids, and forces

them to suffer the most excruciating extremes of

pain imaginable. Think about what a really bad

sunburn feels like, or a Inim from a match, and then

try to imagine what it feels like to be burned alive, or

worse yet, to be burned crisp, and left living, as

many napalm victims are. I won't at this point dwell

long on the poison gases, anti-personnel bombs

( razor-like fiachettes that shred human flesh, plastic

particles that lodge undetectable in the victim's

stomachs, fiendish bomblets and mines that blow off

people's feet, put out eyes, deform faces and tear up

legs, genitals am abdomens) and other horror

weapons - they're all well described and documented

elsewhere. I'm sure beyond a certain point, the

human nightmare we are inflicting on the people of

Indochina just exceeds the limits of our imagination

or capacity for empathy— how can you conceive of

what it means to have eight million tons of bombs

dropped on you?

4 think the really critical thing ndW is that we must

(in our utmost to bring the truth about the Viet Nam
war — the whole horrible truth about what our

government is bringing down on the Indochinese

peoples— home to the American people between now

and November 6. We must refute, in detail, and

completely, the various lies, distortions and guises

Nixon is using to make the war palatable to the

American people. People have to be informed about

how the American slaughter of Vietnamese, Cam-

bodian ahd Laotian citizens haS actually increased

under Nixon, as he has extended the war into

Cambodia, Laos and the cities of NorOrVietnam,

introduced the viciously efficient and indiscriminate

methods of murder of the "automated air war" and

vastly increased the sheer bomb tonnages being

poured on the Indochinese. AU this while Mr. Nixon

was piously and perfidiously assuring us he was

"winding down the war!"
Crucial role

The role of the press — including even the DaUy

Bruin! — is crucial. The grisly facts about the war

must be kept on the first page, documented, brought

up to date, and administration lies countered by

competently researched reporting. Many excellent

sources on the mass American atrocities and deceit

are now available, including the Pentagon Papers,

the 1971 Senate report on the impact of the war

(which describes the millions of civilian casualties

and refugees produced by our bombing and shelling)

,

the Winter Soldier investigations (in which large

numbers of veterans testified to the crimes and

tortures they had witnessed and/ or participated in in

Viet Nam), Voices from the Plain of Jars (in which

the airborne genocide of the Laotian people is

documented) and fmally, the Ecology of Devastation

by John Lewallen, which documents in depth not only

the ecocide, but also the brutal means by which the

Saigon regime has nuuntained itself in power, the

use of often-lethal gases and sprays, and more. I

think it is the duty of any responsible reporter or

writer to help bring this information to the public's

attention, and to keep it there as long as the horror

continues.. „.,

w

The press has tended uncritically tb pass on the

administration version of the war as being essen-

tially a northern invasion of the south, when the

government's own documents indicate that the "war
began largely as a rebellion in the South against the

increasingly oppressive and corruptjregime of Ngo
Dihn Diem" (Pentagon Papers, p. 67). It seems that

the press should also be reminding people that

"South Vietnam", the supposedly sovereign nation

that invited us in to save it, was by our own ad-

mission, "essentially the creation of the United

States" (Pentagon Papers, p. 25). For people with

short memories, or memories easily confused by

government propaganda, I think the press has a duty

to bring out the fact that the series of corrupt Saigon

regimes have been maintained in power despite the

desparate efforts of the peoj^le living there, including

both NLF and non-communist elements, to get rid of

them, only by massive and brutal U.S. military in-

tervention and police state methods (eg: Operation

Phoenix, murder and jailing of political opponents,

persons voicing anti-war views, etc.). ^

Press fails

Again, it seems that the press fell down badly on

not challenging the manner in which the Saigon

Command and the U.S. government was reporting

the recent NVA-NLF offensive. The LA Times, for

example, carried reports that-an estimated 135,000

North Vietnamese soldiers were ''in country" in

South Vietnam at about the peak of that offensive.

Why didn't the media question how, if this was an

unwanted invasion being valiantly resisted by the

people of South Vietnam, these 135,000 troops were

kicking the ass^ off a South Vietnamese military

establishment riuiutering well over 1,000,000 men,

even under the most overwheUning saturation

bombing any army in histqry has been subjected to?

If a foreign power set up a puppet government in

New York, would it be an invasion if the people of

California joined the fight to get rid of it?

Or Why hasn't the press brought out the real

reason, the ghoulish truth about why all those"

civilians are/ always fleeing NVA-NLF held

territory? Why not inform people, in detail, about the

realities of cities being blasted and burned to

powder, free fire zones^systematic crop destruction

and forced ui^banization as a means of achieving

population control?
-^ Violence

At present, the level of violence Nixon is inflicting

on the people of Indochina is reaching a new peak.

One hundred twenty thousand tons of bombs per

month are being dropped on the people of North

Vietnam alone; Haiphong has been described as

looking like a luitar landscape and an attempt is

being made to cut off all supplies, including food and

medicien, to the North. -
.

I feel we all have a very serious moral obligation to

do everything in our power to stop the policy of mass

murder being carried put by a govemnlent that is,

after all, our own. I -feel we can do this most ef-

fectively by getting full and accurate information on

the history and barbarity of our conduct of the war to

the widest possible audience. In this, the press and

mass media have a special obligation and im-

portance, but there is no reason that everyone can't

have an impact both by directly informing himself/

herself and as many people as possible, and by

demanding of our press, at all levels, that it keep the

horrible truths about this war before the public and

counter government lies and palhative stetements

until this monstrosity is stopped. If we get tired,

apathetic and lazy within ear-shot of the screaming, I

think we are even more guilty than the Germans who

failed to stop Hitler, because we know about the

napalm and B-52's, whereas most Germans didn't

know about the gas chambers. f

^v^

SPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS from ISC
; V

"^fH^
^ tM QUALITY lMiiiibiirs«r ^
^ 1800 w«stwood blvd. ^1800 w«stwood blvd.

ova 20 YtS.' BmiB«C E.

PERAAANENT

HAIR REMOVAL
WITH AtR

DESENSITIZER

Mm&WOMm,
hEC BV PHYSICIANS
M^Vfib Elik:t Auoc.
Mon S«t CvM by *«»•• J^

474.7171

SAIIAL.WANNE RE
AUNKIVANNV MMARE
134SOIMMMW.I..M.
(Wmtwood M«<fic«l

Prof. Bida)

"^^AS^nternatlonal team is being organized to represent the In-

ternational Student Center In the Los Angeles Municipal League

Soccer Tournament. .

All Interested students must attend a meeting Thursday, Sept. 7

at 3:30 p.m. at ISC, 1023 Hilgard AVe. Details about practice time,

clothing, insurance, and transportation will be discussed at this

time.

Aninternatlonal chess tournament Is scheduled to begin October

9th. Anyone wishing to participate must sign up prior the op«iing

"^^sfgn-ups taken at ISC where the tournament will take place. No

entrance fee to participants. Stvdents only eligible Double

elimination play-offs. 1st and 2nd place winners will receive

awards. »

^'1^ '^'^^g
roxp excursion to the Atorlna with Intwnatlooal

frl^Ss bilng pUinn^id. Borrow a bike from a friend or from (SC (a

ATTENTION F0R_E16N STUDENT '^

^AaFICKING
L«t us ship your personal offsets home. W« -or*^-

spvcialUts in international pockaging and ship- lilSW. 6lfcSl.

ping. We also sell oppliorKes lor 220 volts. t«» A«felee 17

4t2.«84a

7i'2^*;^Wit<

TOHOs m ZATOICHI HIM!

SHINTARO KATSU • RENTARO MIKUNl • HISMA MORISIHtt

CO-FIATUlf —

TOHO LA BREA THEATRE

T36t WESTWOOD BLVD.

OPTICAL COMPANY
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES

we Specialize in contact lenses -—

-

—— made 9t our own offfice

3 hr. service on lost contact lenses

call for service

LATEST IN WIRE & PLASTIC FRAMES
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

^_^ Ask us about our Eye-

D

eal ^

477-0613

^.1511 P!CO BLVD. VV.Lm.

. HAS ITU l~f~' .

1/2 HOUR PRIVATE LESSONS
Guitar - $3.25/Piano - $3.75 .:

FOLK-ROCK-JAZZ-CLASSICAL

TAKE NOTICE

J

,

We Are Not Greedy ^ .^
^

Our Prices Are Lower Than Anyone

_ See Us Last ... To Save $

On New Or Used-
MARTIN-YAMAHA-GIBSON-VENTURA

FENDER-GUILD-SUN-FANTASIA
OVATION-ETC.

Also Complete Repairs •

_^

Come In and See Us . . i Or Call

477-3238

4
I"
A discount on any Giant Sepi

lUV- SUBMARINE

good thru 1972

I
I
I
I

I'

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

WHEN DOES T«E GAME END AND THE TERROR BEGIN ?

* :. -m"

The

Odier
POo

Color by Oe Luxe

2ot'' cwiwi f»'

-^-- -

2M rltTuai kT MMT TMATRU

ReneeTaylor-Joseph Bologna
If jV^OeF^TtprotJuCliOri

Made For Each Other

til HMCTMIII >•• MMM IM «•!••«

.^Z'

X

2Mi BIG Wfflll CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES

VOCUr Hollywood 462-6621

CMTERMm - S»nta Moroci 39S-9929

tlKYMiraCK Mile 931-1101

CI PWTAl No Hollywood 769 4041

. HWITIIIWMCNofthfidge 349-7585

lOYOU Westchester 77fr 1410

CINtli«itwood 67S-5778

UA CWCm CIIIT€« 4 Westwood 474 4198

UHITCOAITKTS Pasadena 681 5171

UWTCOAIimTS Torrartce 3254232

mClNO EncirK) 784-8233

H|LIOAYC«noci Park 346^50

€AmOi-GI«ndale 2434261

filUMtf-OlfVI Mlos Anceies 933^2211

CMCMA-WEST 1 Westminster 892^93 ^^^JJ^J^^^l,^Z
AMEMCAIU CINCMA #1 Pinorama City 893 6441 MANM MAlt 4 Oranfe

CCNTWT San Gabriel 282 5168 WISCOVf CWIMA #2 West Covina

COVMA rnim «1 Cofina 33i 5233 fASHItll MyAlf #4 La Habra

UWHAiAillWI-m La M.rada 9212666 HIMUHO 0«JWI^ Sunlaad

ESVAIO CINCMA HufltHifton Baaed 847 9608

8621122

637 0340

338^5577

691^)633

3521401
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FOREIGN STUDENTS

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS OF
BAGGAGE "

•

HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
In&urance Documentation
Estintates given wittuxjt obligation

ANYWHEREANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENQ

a tradition

SiM«Evl9S« '°* personal
siN«6viT>a service in

-^ ' freight
»—

^

forwarding

'f

. 1

Akirtin Lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N.Figueroa St.

Los Angeles, Calif 90065

(213) 225 2347

MFGR'S FABRIC OUTLET

WHOLESALE & BELOW

It's True - Unbelievable

Prices
SEE

"THE YARD .

SCHTICK"*
OF WESTWOOD
VILUCE

For th« moat unusud > ,

- fabrics

-'—>> — trims

- macromt . • ,

- supplies "*

otc '^

1006 Broxton GR 70880

Exploiting

diaqono. , frpm
( ox Westwoou leatre

U ' '; -.- •i'

».. . f

I

4

I

i

I

I

f

1^

HELL-BENT for LEATHER

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDAL, PURSE, BELT (ONE COUPON PER ITEM)

4419 Von Nuys Blvd. 10912 U Coma Av«.
Shimon Odu,CA 91403 Wastwood Villoga, CA90024
(213)733-5690 ^ (213)478-8588 .^' ^--

., i2l3) 872-2344 -^—

—
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I

I

I
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I

(NEAR UCLA ENTRAMCE)

"-pftlDAYJ. SATURDariWDNiOHr^OVtgS-
Sept 8 & 9

•'.-^ I

-^

I milUSJIND CLOWNS

Sept 15& J^ -

'/
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1067GLENDON AVE.
477-0098 ^79-9077

'~
( Editor's note: This and other columns in The Union

View series are prepared and submitted by the

United Workers Union, Local 2070, American
Federation of State, County, and Mjinicipal Em-
ployees, AFL-CIO.). * ^.- ^

Employees hired at less* (ban 50 per cent time

(called
*

'casual" employees by the University) are

. excluded from many of the benefits to which
"career" workers are entitled On0 of th^se benefits

is merit increases. Those with a 50 per cent time or

more appointment are automatically eligible for a
merit increase every year, depending on the per-

formanc^e evaluation.

That sounds like a simple enough rule, on tb^face
of it. But beware! A "casual" employee may in fact

work a full 40 hours a we^, instead of less than 20

hours as his emptoytnf^ifir''status imticates. And a
"career" employee may only be working'^21 hours a
week (slightly more than 50 per cent time). The point

is that your eligibility for a merit raise is determined
by what it says on your appointment form, not how
many hours you actually work.

But the;*e is a Personnel Rule which states that

special application can be made by a department to

get a 2 1/2 per cent increase for casual employees
after they've put in 1260 hours of service. The issue

was raised after a casual employee who'd worked in

Hospital Housekeeping, full time, for 18 months
asked the Union when he could expect to get a raise.

The Union met with Jerry Wright, the department
supervisor, and pointed out the provisions in the
Personnel Rules which allow for a raise.

Subsequently, Mr. Wright decided to go over the
records of all casual workers in his department and
apply for merit increases for all those eligible. We
would like to be able to conmiend Mr. Wright for his

efforts in this direction. However, three months after
telling the Union that he was going to do this, none of

the workers have heard a word about their merit
increases.";^'^;--:—---^-''^— .-__..--^,-,..-. ,. ,.

-

.

But, as always, there's a catch. The em|)loyees
may not get their money, despite Mr. Wright's ap-
plication (when and if he follows through on his
word). The decision to grant the raises is not up to
Mr. Wright but depends on persons higher up in the
Administration. The Union can easily imagine their
vetoing Mr. Wright's move because such raises
would set a dangerous precedent. It would mean that

—by Sandy Ri^
casual employees would be able to increase their m«
like other people. ^
, It is likely that many of the caBual employees ha«»
been eligible for these raises for quite a while^
the department never thought of trying to get sS
raises until the Union broii^t (sp the matter iv
only fair move would be to make tl^ casual enu
ployees' increases retroactive to the date on w^
they completed the required 1260 hours of ser^
There are other problems, however, with thk

Personnel Rule. The length of service required rf
casual employees is longer than for career em-
ployees. Career employees are eligible annually
which means after 1040 hours of service in the case of
someone working 50 per cent time. But the casual
employee has to wait until completiiig 1260 hoitts a
good deal longer than someone working 50 per cent
time. ^^

Also, career employees may receive 2 1/2 per cent
5 per cent or 7 1/2 per cent raises. But the highest the
casual employee can get is 2 1/2 per cent.

Moreover, the restrictions placed on raises for the
casual worker are contrary to the University's stated
purpose in granting merit increases (a concept that
the Union opposes in any case because of the

unabashed favoritism it allows supervisors^ to

practice). The University claims that merit raises

are given to reward job performance and the amount— to 7 1/2 per cent — is supposed to reflect the
quality of the employee's work. Obviously a casual
worker's job performance can be excellent,

satisfactory or imsatisfactory, just as a career
worker's. But the two and one half per cent limitation

on casual employees makes another unfair distinc-

tion and iir.plies that thdr qu«uity of wcri: is r^ver
worth more than two and one half per cent. This
restriction cannot be expected to encourage casual

eniployees to do more than the bare minimum
required of them.

Whether the men in Hospital Housekeeping get the

raises for which they're eligible remains to be seen.

But the point is that, in this instance as in many
others, the Union has had to educate managem^
about what their own rules say. The Union strives to

see that its members get the benefits and rights

provided for in the IJniversity's rules (however
meager) and to change the innumerable unfair'and

discriminatory provisions and practices that exist
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MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM
9320 W. PICO BLVD., L A. 90035

BirWiiN DOHfNY AND BiVlltLY OmVi^

278-5211 • 272-1020
HOURS: MON. THRU FRI. • 9 AM. TO t P.M.

SAT. 9 AM. TO 6 fM • SUN. 12 P.M TO 4 f.M.

SALES • SERVICE • INSURANCE
PARTS OPEN 7 DAYSi A WKK
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The Kiidu' double LP set Everybody's In Showbii (RCA
VPS-6065) is the second part of the saga which began with

Lola Versus Powerman and the Mooeygoround Part One
but continued with the vaudeville, dixieland and country

sounds of the intervening Mnswell Hillbillies. The new LP,

from the title down, is a group of non-rock songs which peer

into the music world which Raymond Douglas Davies

inhabits, and as usual Ray manages to produce several

tunes worthy of enshrinement in Kinkdom although sadly

faltering too nuich along the way.

' The inunediately noticeable flaw of Everybody's In

Showblx is in the lyrics, usually the Davies' strong point.

Memorable lines drift in occasionally and a few songs

maintain a thorough acuteness, but many of the lines

remain drab. Davies is beginning to write fUl-ins between

thoughts and it leads to no good. Face to Face began an

almost miracillous control of words which is slipping a bit

now— perhaps songwriting is becoming more difficult for a

man whose songbook stretches well past 100 tunes.

It is certain that ^'Supersonic Rocket Ship" and "Unreal

Reality" are especially inferior Kinks because of the

coupHng of flaccid lyrics to uninteresting melodies, but the

rest of the album manages to stay at a listenable if not

engrossing level. The opening cut of the studio disc, "Here

Comes Yet Another Day," is the first indication of the

showbiz themes, and also rocks the hardest of anything

herein contained, which isn't too hard at all. The Mike

Cotton Sound, used for backup on Mnswell HillMUIes, is

again here to fill in some rather good lines. As a kickoff for

the album "Here Comes Yet A/lbther Day" fares weU, and

carries the benediction "tune up and start to play/ just like

any other day." The lyrics are amusing but constructed

upon a single idea with variations in the "David Watts"

style but without the veri>al agility or wit of that classic.

After the ridiculous "Maxinuim Consumption" which is

interesting in an abaurd sort of way. the aforementioiied

"Unreal Reality" and the good working-class pictore of

"Hot Potatoes" we receive the album's best cut, a oarefully

constructed, agonized Davies ballad, **Sitting In My Hotel."

Employing a slow, dramatic, poignant delivery and ex-

cellent arrangement, * "Sitting In My Hotel" helps sum up
some of the doubts and fears Ray Davies lives with. He may
be a star, but the thing which links him up to his fans is the

naivete, the bewilderment, the non-control of his en-

vironment which brings sensitivity to his songs. Davies wiU

be insecure forever l)ecause he has that lack of sureness

which makes him so human, unlike the wind-up virility and
cocksureness of many male rock singers, annoying in their

arrogant control. Although the personal Ray may suffer,

his pain certainly yields some fine songs and this is one: "If

my friends could see me now . . . thejr would laugh/ they

would all be saying that it's not really me/ they would all be

asking who I'm trying to be." From his seventh floor hotel

suite Davies describes himself "writing songs for oki time

vaudeville reviews . . . / They wouldask me what on Elarth

I'm trying to prove/ All my friends would ask me what it's

all leading to." And the introspective verses are set against

a heroic sounding chorus which makes a stab at self-

assurance but finally fails against that final question

"Where is it all leading to?" "Sitting InMy Hotel" is for my
money the closestcousin to the power of "Waterloo Sunset"

in the last few alk)ums.

Side two glitters with more showbiz references, beginning

with a boozy hillbilly ditty called "Motorway" which is a

long complaint akxNit the travelling life, containing one

especially well-sung verse ("Motorway food is the worst in

the world/ stomach's upset and I don't feel well/ Gotta get

my head down, stop for a while/ At a motorway hotel").

The only refuge from one spot on the motorway is another

spot on the motorway. Dave Davies contributes an

enigmatic "You Don't Know My Name," and after the

Trinidad-inspired "Supersonk Rocket Ship" (a bomb of a

single if there ever was one) the album closes with a bright,

sarcastic Ray Davies original called "Look a Little On the

Sunny Side," a sort of muskral catalog of the Kinks and the

problems existii« between group, audience and critics, and

"CeUuloid Heroes." Raymond jinUy complainB during the

former: "You s|ng *em the blues and then they ask for

happy tunes/ When you start to smile Uiey say give me that

rhythm and blues/ And when you give 'em the rhythm and

bhies tiiey'U simply smile and say/ We didn't want to hear

you play/ We didn't like you anyway." The l^ouncy horn

accompaniment and the sweet ^elody may be enough to

make this the most hated cut among diehard Kinkrock fans.

They'll have to wait a bit before the Kinks start rocking in

the studio again.

"Celluloid Heroes," the closer, is a bit overdone and may
exhibit a sickening Davies nostagic trend which would be

best to phase out. The imagination involved in "Village

Green Preservation Society" is somewhat lacking here,

and one might cringe at Davies' lines about Marilyn

Monroe as he describes a walk down Hollywood Blvd.,

looking at the stars on the sidewalk: "Please don't tread on
^

dearest Marilyn/ She isn't very tough/ She should have

been made of iron or steH/ but she was made of flesh and

blood." The use of "tread" in the first line is an indication of

the steel poetics Davies dishes out sometimes in this album.

Ray's identification with the movie stars goes off the deep -

end into a six minute ramble but the music isn't too bad.

The "fantasy world" is a fine theme for a song but Ray

should have spent some additional time weeding out the

cliches.

The "live" recording which fomi^ the second part of

Everybody's In Showbiz is a fine romp which is en-

tertainment at its most fimdamental. Davies is a per-

sonality of no small wit and magnetism and although mosf^

of the tunes are drawn from the most recent Mnswell

Hillbillies disc, he transforms them in person. "Alcohol" is

the ultimate Davies vehicle on stage, and he is used to:

sloshing large amounts of canned beer around the stage

during his "spirited" rendition. The opening "Top of tiie

Pops" rocks hard, drummer Mick Avory pounding away

and Dave grinding out riffs. The machine gun tightness is

amazingly tough. And need one mention the raw cenrage of

a group that would dare inchide "Mr. Wonderful," "Banana

Boat Song," and "Baby Face" in concert and allow it all to

reach vinyl?!

Everybody's In Sbowbii is not the greatest album every

made, and the Kinks may never regain their former

brilliance on record, but there's no shame yet involved with

ending a review wiUi the by-now-ti*aditional ciy : God Save

the Kinks!
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Horning in on thie
. * ^ ^ by MasonL Buck

CWc«j« $ (KC 31102). the best LP from ChlcKo rince
. , ., . ..*.««.„*„.. ».n„ thi. ««v rf

their fim release, undilriines the arttetic cteevage in the and ecoooini«l and met <rf aU they doo t get in the way of

srouD's work that haa been in evidence stoce before the positive, happy music.

D™i^ tS h^ ifslin sta^uaSM between two After a dead weight, overiy pretentious mtroit. "Now

^ *!r .''"**^^'
. ..£?.^^^ . 1 ^ ^ is augmented by Dan Seraphine's innovative drum work.

o 5ive

i "5'

II

apparen
a W01

^' opens
>mark,

(ition andTever

» Anybody Reall

that Lamm h

Here he spea

LxqII world

1

Top'io rockers''— and "5" incorporates equal amounto of

both styles. Because their light rodt

heavy rock is l>ad, th^^|fl||B0L
However, by totalj^MiPS^pf^M and minuses of each

individual cut, il

moments, is in<

"A Hit By Van
with Chicago's

Robert Lamm c^

mannerisms on
Is?", It's been
exponent of the

members of the

in

since his Ceciriayibr and Pet

*?-*
starvation

you pay tree/ or

?/ the people

"Pass The Plate".

Thej2estcut
set'

thegn
Concei^^ _^^ . .

ter^Rai^RoUege student

steady 4iigh i^W ^vry. a^^X
cities." At fij

h a dynamic^Be wil

But Chicago fee!,,^ __ -^mm^m^^ ,

house is burning down, a frantic call for help uiUlliy works

JDiCLaidejyiDdadoMaL,

cappeTla. Tlie abri^ oit off may be there for some purpose

but it seems like a gimmick lifted from the Beatles' Abbey

Road "She's So Heavy".
. .. ,_u

Side Two opens wiUi a "South California Purples look

alike called "WhUe The City Sleeps". Chicago U-ades their

power for paranoia with Uie words. "While the City sleeps/

mep are scheming/ new ways to kill us/ and tell us dirty

lies
" Kath's solo and the tired horn backing almost give the

impretrion that the record ptoyer ha« heen "pP^^Mfd a"j

F^a Girt In Bihwii'' The love song lyrics are simple single to be carved from the album. Asm AU W.WtU...q».

lyrics and music are light and happy and C^hicago is at their

best. Maybe tiie band does have serious progressive

aspirations but until they cultivate them they're better off

playing this type of top notch Top 40.

The album isn't helped out much by "State of the Union",

another message song that predictably starts off slowly and

digresses from there. Busted at a concert for saying "a

nasty", Lamm has recurring flash-

of the darkness, saying tear

m •f

N
rfr...

blemenl

the group cl

[and the evei

free foi

Ikow) display

le shifts to 7/4

J the lyrics.

I never knew/J

Fately trum]

in three or agree ,. ^
need you/ a seed that will __,

problem with this cut is the problem of the a

players are losing their chops, at least on their solod

Compare Chicago's earlier solo work on cuts like

"Beginnings" and "Intiroduction" to the 6-bar trade-offs of

boredom in this bridge. The difference indicates that what
we have here is one very tired, worn-out ensemble.

•AH Is WeU " geU off to a good start, with the vocal

harmonies imiUting the sound of "Goin' Home" from the

M album's 'Travel Suite." The semi-unison horn riffs

licles their odyssey from

of the last three years.

{/4, the horns (probably

Imost creative work on the

id the floating rhythm is

iying high touch the sky/

goodbye/ and hello* long

rLee Loughnane brings the

his solo, appearing un-somewhat
(nature and blowing with an

„„ lat tone.

After twenty-one seconds of silence, a la Abbey Road's

"The End", we get the inside info on how Chicago had the

intestinal fortitude to stick it out on the road to success. I

wish 1 could call "Alma Ma^r" a light fun number but the

mood is Serious. It's the kind of song Chicago could sing by

themselves around the campfire but there is no imperative

for its presence here.

Adding up the leger that comes to six pluses and three

minuses. But, a miss by Chicago is usually much more
iV» fnp qimlitv sfaiff With

theabftveodd9.y.QM;ULfiD4i;iil$«li>.&a>SttU«rih^^
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CLUBGUIDE

Isiirive
8162M«lros« Av«.

OL3-2070 " •

-^

aosu nwu sumwt

Comini Next: Stpt 13-17:

THE PERSUASIONS

eazzarri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

TWRTEENTN HOUk PRODIGY

UNITEOEFRMTT
Monday—LadiM Dane* Contest %50 Casli ^iit

Winner appears on Real Don Steel's KH J TV Show (Ch t)

^ Thursday—Audition Nifht
Sunday—Jack ft Jill Daoce Contest SM Cash Priie

Pizzi raiace
In The Village

478-0788

OnStagf

BRAININ& pAKEY

**old tyme movies and corloons

day and nighl^'

Tromadoir
9081 Sanfo Monica Blvd.

LA
276-6168

HKOMCk StK 10

MVID CLAYTON THOMAS

and SYREETA

coming neit: Jadunn Browne
—#—^

—

^MOVIEGUIDE

Illlin.Vlf lal Sat Stot 9. 7:00 i 9:30: *7HE VVORLD WAR II YEARS:

'''"i FRANCE & GERMANY" (Part I) «ith documentaries

* Hi II pill ft\mt^ in tliesc two countries durini tke war.

nUMU Fri A Sat. Sept 15 i IS: FORBIDDEN GAMES
1730 Westwood Blvd. (JEUX INTERDITS) Classic Frenck antiwar film bf

. O/z bik N. of SM Blvd.) Rene Qement - 6:45 & 10:30 PIUS "AREII7 WE
'>i7c QOQQ WDNKllFULr A German Jook at Germany before,

dwrini and after WWII. 8:30 nw. Special Price: OWLY $2.00.
475-3033

Beverlycaiioii

205 North Canon Prive
Beverly Hills (at Wilshire)

275-5244

Two Warhol Films

LONESOME COWBOYS
^

and .

- FLESH
•

PACIFIQS--- V

Beverly mil:-
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr.

1 bik East of Beverly Dr

271-V121 _

By Special Arrangement

-T^AIRPORT (G):
plus

ANDROMEDA STRAIN (6)

Tms - Fri open pm. Sat, Sun, Hm opon 12:00

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

Irili
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

RobeH Redford

THE CANDIDATE

My 2:15.4:15. 6:15. 0:15. 10:15

Clieraia liie
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood ^^'

466-3401

httUnhtm Engqpomont

-Jon Voight Burl Reynolds

DEUVERANCE (R)

Doily 12:30. 2:30, 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10-J'

Lolo Slww Fri. & Sol. Midnighl

DeiMar
^036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

^ Alfred Hrtckcock's

FRENZY

SKYJACKED
Comini Soon: "Concert Bangtodosli'*

SI.00 par poroon por coupon
Wodnoadoy Lodios nigli $1.00

Sordoi
LoBreo at AAelrose

WE 4-2944 \a

Academi Award Winner -* Boil Forttfn Film

THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINIS

and Glenda iaciuon in • -^

^SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY

H.K. Slllll
2139 Sunset

LA.

389-4746 until 7:30

Qiiit Eastwood in

JOE KIDO

CHATO'S LAND

HalifWBoii Paclllc
Hollywood Blvd.

Neor Cahuenga
466-521

1

Niirri Ljit Two Woote

X no one under 18

Stanley Kubrick's

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (X)

12:30, U». S:M. t-M. 10:10

*
^^;f

J^^EATER ^^ ^ CITIZEN CANE &
Hi rail Z MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS

SJ!iJd*"~*"* **^ *"= RASHOMON plus UGETSU

NO 4-2149 |„i ,,.„. ,„^ jtB^^ 5 p,yj jjjpjij

Miflllr ^ ^^ ANNA KARENINA (1935)

214 S.n»o Monk. BM & CAMILLE (1937)

Sont. Monk, U^ mi: THE PAJNTFD MFII <HMi

i TWO FACED WOMAN (1941)

**"

KYiiiph<>"h' SimiihI

iiril'^S'^H Slllll fife Aiiisiiiiie

The Spirit of 'TZ has welcomed many a brigbl-eyed hopeful and well-

seasoned vet into the ranks of public acclaim, (leCtmg slide temporarily

the virtual centuries of artists' prior preparationB popularly dubbed

'dues-paying') but when oh when wiD the ladies' dtviskn of the rock

Olympics consistently provide offerings of a suitably Ugh^iuality nature

to re-enforce a faithfuT following? Probably not 'til the Twelfth of Never,

as could be said of any okl contingent in the peripheries of the arena, but

given the laws of give-and-take, gravity, and primogeniture, this sum-

mer's fare of newly released items comes off pretty spotty, citiien. As for

the coming appraisal, in the grandiose childhond tradition of finnicky

eaters, the goodies are saved for last. #
Which means our first frown is cast to Sprfaig (United Artists UAS

5571), the ladies in question being wife and sister-in-law of one Brian

Wilson, who, understandably enough, mustered up the gumption to

produce the albtan and arrange the vocals. Indisputably, his influence is

the only strength of the recording, for there's no getting around the rather

glaring fact that Marilyn and Diane have utterly bland, coloriess voices.

These are the girls who brought you the "Push 'em back, push 'em l>ack,

wa-aay back!" chorus in **Be True To Your School," and unfortunately

their vocal maturity remains seemingly stunted at that particular level,

regardless of any stated pretensions of formulating good-timey music.

Ya see, when you combine toothpaste-commercial-quality singing (a

breathy catch in the voice beginning each phrase being more or less the

only vocal embellishment, a la Patti Page) with choice of material that

outlines exclusively on]^ the real or imagined apprehensions of

adolescence, then the results tends to pass as the real commodity — that

horrible era of Frankie Avalon juvenile idiocy that Should lie and should

have been downright insult to any self-respecting teenaged consumer.

Shame oh you, girls, for being puppets of a clever, nepotistic but over-

zealous production team.

And shame on Hot Lips Houlihan and the kind of HoUjrwood-etitist-

masturbatory thinking that graced our existence with 3ally Kellerman—
Roll With the Feelin* (Decca DL7-5359), a singularly useless album.

Although columnist Joyce Haber out-scooped your normally diligent

Daily Bruin with her screaming headline annoimcement of "Sally

Kellerman Sings PeggyXipton! " such unconsciously absurdist reasoning

is useful in its indication of the lameness of the proceedings. Besides the

offerings of P. Lipton (who, incidentally, is shallow enough to subscrik)e

to the rm-a-big-bad-woman-and-you're-ju8t-a-little-l)oy school of naive

Music

-.• -r

TroMMed Rankin

Over-Watered
The best thing about Uke A Seed (Little David LD-1008) are the two

previous Kenny Rankin albums, Mind-Dwstcrs (Mercury SR-61141) and
FamUy (Mercury SR-61240). Kenny Rankin's interpreting ability was put
to fine effect in such different songs as George Harrison's "While My
Guitar GenUy Weeps," Carole King's "Up On the Roof," Stephen Stills'

"Four Days Gone," Fred Nett's "The Dolphin," Lightfoot's "Mountain
and Marianne,'' and Otis Reckhng's "Sittin' On the Dock of the Bay,"
among others. Rankin's soft, jazz phrasing and melodious voice Ixrought
a special dimension of freshness to the songs he chose.
Although he wrote a few compositions in the past, inrhirfing the minor

hit "Peaceful", and a few with his wife, Yvonne, Rankin was still

primarily an interpreter with originality and style. However, with the
release of Uke A Seed, Rankin seems to have Opted for the singer-
songwriter rote, and in this choice, he has been sadly mistaken. .

As a writer, Rankin vacillates between two themes: one the positive
virtues of love, chiMren, peace on earth, and mm^; the other, the pain of
living, coming off drugs, and surviving the bad times. Cliches abound in
repetitive melodies, and the.conviciton Rankin,sincerely exudes is not
enough. Sentimentality and over-emotionalism hmtd only sympathy, not
empathy.
The heavily orchestrated arrangements destroy Rankin's guitar work

and fragile vocal delivery. The "pain of living" numbers even manage to
upset Rankin's usual cool control vocally, and as he strains to compete
with the musicians, it is too apparent that Rairidn is realty competiiv
with his own worst enemy - himself. Only "PenoeM,** pravkRMly
recorded on the Mhid-DwicrB album, retains ita charm and the b«t
characteristics of Rankins writing - unexpected word usaflBS and a
cheery tune. ("I wake the Sun up/ By givii« him/ A Iraah air ftill cf the
wind cup/ . . . Shadows are callin me/ And the dew settles hi my mind/
And I think of friends in the yesterday/When my plans were giggled in
rhyme.")

It is a sad task for this writer to criticize a musician Uk^ admired and
enjoyed. I've waited a few years for Kemiy Rankhi to achieve recognitioo
for his considerable talente. Perhaps after Like A Seed slips quietly out of
sight, Kenny will return towhat he does best, regardleas of what is trendy
at the time. Until then, may I suggestlhe two early Rai*in albums tNit
you can probably fhMl for cheaply enough hi many sale biw. And may I
still recommend a remarkably fine artist, Keoqy Rankin.

Iiy Hi'jifhcr Hr
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Norton Simon, whose coUectij

of his twentieth century sculp|

while none of the objects can

they are at least the works of (

a decade old rather than the T

The earliest works in the si

include a voluptuous Renoir,

famous Thhiker. The Thinker
_

that some attempt to dismiss ij

original, poor copies and gags

its interne, brooding power Iti

even outoide) as it tends toov«

Onty two works by Henry m
the Rodin figure: theextrer^

intriguing, pelvic Two-Piece i

sculptures by Moore on dispii

bara Hepworth's Rock Form:

that balances negative space I

verticality.

Other notable works in the

Bather, his famous Figure.

Brancusls serenely elegant

Head of a Woman <1909)/W

Picasso sculpture should lo<«i

As is too often the case witn

onler (unlike the weU arrange

display) . A better arrangemeni

Moores together, allowing tnej

development.
,

The major part of the shoij'

some of the objects from thcpw

kian and wiU only be on

Muaeum is $1.

ims to be infinite, is exhibiting some
It the Pasadena Art Museum. And

bold or revolutionary any longer,

>rary sculptors; some are less than

1 creations of another age.

back to the turn of the century and
IS, and three Rodins,. including the

;n reproduced and spoofed so often

cliche; but when confronted by the

rgotten as the viewer is captured by
be displayed in a room by itself (or

the surrounding statues.

icceed in holding their own against

lal three Way Piece: Pointo and the-'

ig Figure #». There are several other-^

his influence is clearly felt in Bar^

kcusno. a massive, yM graceful piece

fnst solid mass and curves against

iclude Lipchitz' cubist sculpture the

intertwining, elephantine forms;

i; eight works by Picasso including

^itemizes everyone's idea of what a
id Backs by Matisse,

tows, the works are in no particular

llue Four" exhil>it, which is also on
it have grouped the Picassos and the

l^er to obaerve each artist's stylistic

.Btinue through next July 31 ; however
ISimon Foundation are on short-term

itil October 15. Admission to the

Far more encouraging evidence comes to US courtesy of Bfartka (ABC-

DunhiU DSX 50127), debut album of a fine all-XX chromoscHned

singing/instrumentalist group of th^ same name that's t>een kioung

around the greater Los Angeles area in various forms for many a year

now. Rather than point out that they are a raunchier version of Fanny,

suffice it to recall that we all know the precedent was already

established, and leave it at that. Therefore you won't see an array of

wide-eyed gurlish faces (or bottoms) splashed on the cover art, but it

might help understanding what you're in for by describing the line-up, if

not the syndrome. Picture this: a Leslie West-proportioned lead guitar

heavyweight who winces and strains those blues riffs along with the best

of em (she even wears overalls; she's that sincere), a deceptively in-

nocent-looking blonde left-handed bassist with throat-bursting vocal

capabilities that would more befit a bull elephant, an oddly placed Joni

Mitehell look-alike who occupies onstage time with as much dancing as

organ-playing, and a tiny dynamo of a drummer who tastefully,

demurely, flails the living hell out of her wonderwall of percussion. Ob-

viously this sort of visual appeal contributes heavily to their successful

presence on a performing level, but albums, in their 2D audio-innateness,

tend to let deficiencies, however camouflaged, creep up on one.

And so it is with Birtha. The album's opener, "Free Spirit." is a no-

nonsense hard rocker that hancGly enough happens to highlight their

strength as a band, with a tight unity of instrumental interaction and an

exciting vocal display professional enough to frighten any competition.

Unfortunately "Fine Talkiri' Man," their choice of second cut, exposes all

of their worst shortcomings you could ever hope to encounter, par-

ticularly repetition in both the cUche-frought lyrics of their compositions

and the arrangements, e.g. of both: "I can't stand it no mo* (instrumental

flourishing clunk) I did ever'thing I could do (clunk) . . .
" and soul on

and so on. Furthermore, in this day and aje there is no excuse for a "Got

to, got to, got to" chorus as any commodity but parody, which is obviously

not particularly their immediate concern. Still, their influfences eke out

nice touches here and there, as in "Feelin' Lonely'"s Motown-styled

back-up harmonizings If you're likely to be wary of four feverishly

crazed females hurhng Tina Turner's torrid lines like "I wanna be Loved,

not teased" at you with at least half the force of an atomic explosion, then

Jaack off little man, for Birtha, as has been clearly elucidated by their

ABC-DunhUl friends, has balls, and a whole lot i^ore than primary or

secondary sexual characteristics going for them ^s well,'
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MOVIEGUIDE

A tAEMMLt THEATER - '
'

MlllCI I UST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS

>>,,

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

•i4 Woe^ ANan't HUorioift Com«rfy

PLAV IT AGAIN, SAM
starts St^ 20: Bwky BMtMlty't 1HI MUG'S Mi NERT

Slaughter begins well enough with a tight, powerfully edited tiUes

sequence, backed by a gutsy song by Billy Preston. After that however

the film goes rapidly downhill toward predictability, triteness, and

general foolishness. The story has a Bondish flavor to it, ^or »t pits

superman Jim Brown against the whole South American branch of the

Mafia. Even if you're willing to accept the possibility that one par-

ticularly vengeful ex-Green Beret coulc^^angle the Mafia, the film s

other premises are even harder to accept: that the Treasury Department

is so short of agents that it would absolve Slaughter (Brown) of his

murders in order to enlist him into its service, that the Mafia is now

totally computerized, and that there even is a Mafia in South America.

James Bond never had to stand up to reality as a test of his en-

tertainment value, and I suppose Slaughter shouldn't have to either. But

the Bond films have huge budgets going for them, and that is the swce of

most of their interest - the gadgets, the sets, and the extraordinary

stunts. Slaughter has littie of those, just lots of bloody violence inchiding

knifings, bombings, shootings, a car chase (how could they have done

without that?), fist fights, a cremation, and a beating scene in which Rip

Tom stomps Stella Stevens (oof!). . L

Director Jack Starrett handles the violence tairly weU^ but the

characters involved in it just don't make it. Poorly developed and vic-

timized by insipid dialogue, most of the character seem distinctly ^

cartoonish, even during the relatively serious scenes. The acUng down t

help much either. The supporUng performances are uneven, rangng

frcSi™mparative sobriety to high camp. Wide-eyed Stelta Stevens tries

to bridge Uie two styles and winds up looking pretty silly. Jim Browrt acts

as a sOTt of anchor for the assemblage, and as Bond imitators go, he 3 not

too bad Though he's overly stoney and sometimes ill at ease, Brown does

ZZe to^t a bit of wry humor into his part. The ^l^.hun^^
perfonnance, the one that goes to all out parody, is Rip Tom sJWtoflori^

^Z first shown, Tom, with his long ^jraggUx grayJia^« a G«toU«^

lookalike. He embellishes the imitaUon '«*«^»^;,»"^"J^dl^ *'

mufttfing outrageously. Every slight bit of bad news the character

S« TWSt^ets With an overdone sneer or a WJ-^cwsj^^

S^tohave5^ theonly one involved withttofto

material virarranted only to be ptayed for Uughs, and as a result, he s one

of the few good things about Staaghter.
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A LAEAAMLE THEATER

Miiica It

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

Misic Hall

9036 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills (at Doheny)
274-6869

Now Tim Sa^ K
BUSTER KEATON FESTIVAL

10 Proframs Changinc Dailf

Ml new 35 mm prints

Starts Siyt 27: "A tXOfXmm OMWCT

lant fmik t OmmM S«1lMH«itf ia

KLUTE
•

SUMMER OF '42

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

miiiiii
10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS

WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX

Doilv 2:15.4:15.6:15.8:15.10:15

^ Fri. & Sol. Midnighl 12:15

iff.*

liirl TlHter

~
Scpl fr9: ZATOICHI MEETS YOJIMBO

^ & SAMURAI ASSASSIN

11272 Santa Monka Blvd. ScpL 10-12: SHARK ^

]I^k^79
&BUR6UR STORY

:. .1

Orleitil
7425 Sunset

876-0212

THE LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS
•

'^^~:
and Raquti Wtkli ii

KANSAS Cin BOMBER
SI for on* parson w/lhis coupon pluc OfrroHl UCtA rm§ vmrd

Sorry not good Saturday nighl oHor 5

--tr

Baritara Strtisand

WHAT'S UP DOC?

ON A CLEAR DAY
pan Paclllc
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Free Forking SI for on* ponon w/tim coupon pkM airroMi UOA rag

Sorrv not oood Solwrday nigid dlw 5 p.m.

»t'.*i *
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PACIFIC'S

Piitiies
Hollywood at Vine

469^7161

Jim Bften - Sttlla Sit!

SLAUGHTER (R)

BOX CAR BERTHA (R)

1Mb (mil 12:30 IMM flnliMiilMAmi Fri, S«

PACIFIC'S

PICIill
Fico Near Wettwood
272-8239

HOUSEWIVES REPORT (V'

SUCH GOOD FRIENDS (R)
Hm — Fri ipn % ps

Sat ft Sm ip« 12 MM :,"-r.

A LAEMMLE THEATER

Plaza
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

yt 9-9077 Stpt I ft 9 HidnifM (My: **«

^THE WRATH OF GOD

THE CAREY TREATMENT

A LAEMMLE THEATER

mail
1045 BroKton

Wettwood Villoge

BR2r0501

THE 4 HAM BMHICRS

IN TWO LAUGN HOTS

DUCK SOUP

HORSE FEATHERS

Starts SapL 2t: '*S«p« RT

AcadMRy Award IViiiMr - lol Fimp »
A LAEAAMLE THEATER DMiiM^ Sanda ii mum dt Skal

mil THE GARDEN OF THE

1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd. FIHZI CONTINIS
West Los Angeles INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN ABOVE SUSFICION

477-5581 Starts SapL 20: IHI %KiSkymir

1h ' I A

\ \

-«

siiaat uaiij
61 1 N. FoirfcK

(H 3-2389

SO^withod /

GIART LAFF SHOW
CI|ARUE CNAFUN

IJlUREl A HARDY

BENTURFIN- FATTY ARBUCKLE

MABEL NORMAND - MACXSENNEn

. ^ . . BLIND SWORDMAN AT LARGE

liliLilrii &
Lo Breo ot Ninth

WE 4.2342 NO SUNDAY FOR YOUTH
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Music

Frank Zappa and Bill Balance
are both in town thia weeicend.

Impossible, you say? No my
frientls, for many mothers talce

part in the Feminine Forum.
Frank, hot from his Stravinsky
gig last week, along with the

Doors and lini Buckley perform
at the Bowl on Sunday night. The

Denver. Dick Gregory. Fat City.

and Megan McDonough.

Cat Stevens will be teasing your
firecat at the Shrine Auditorium
on September 29 and 30, and the

inimitable Groucho Marx fires off

his brand of humor at the Dorothy
Chandler on the 24th. Groucho
should out sparkle the crystal

chandeliers.

Bill Balance Sock Hop, co-starring

Dick Oark. takes place at the

Hollywood Palladium tomorrow
night, so slick down your hair and
twist the night away.

A dance of a different color

occurs at the Palladium when the

Grateful Dead take over on
Saturday and Sunday. Coming up
at the Bowl are Black Sabbath and
Gentle Giant on the 15th and Pink
Floyd on the 22nd. The Greek
Theater ends its Mancini-Mendes
engagement on Sunday, with
Engelbert Humperdinck

Cat got his tongue?

At Magic Mountain, Mr. Hot
Stuff— Jerry Reed— does his act
through Sunday, and more
country can be heard at Knotts
Berry Farm with George Jones
and Tammy Wynette through the
15th. And lest we forget — the

Osmonds at Anaheim tomorrow
night. Who says Orange County
isn't progressing?

McCabes opens its friendly
doors on the 8th with Grosf
Junction, and coming the 15th and
16th, Country Gazette with
bluegrass extraordinaire. The

slithering in on September 11-17.
^ .guitar store's open house party is

September 21-24, you can see John'* on the 10th, and lete hope more

\CQh.

McCoy Tynen ^Sahara'
* - "

, •

'The first shall be last and the last shall be first," quoth Saint Matthew
For those of you who think that the oM Saint was jiving I refer you to the
most recent or for that matter any other Playboy jazz poU. Listen to the
music of the top placing piano players, then listen to the music of McCoy
Tyner and more particularly his most recent album Sahara (Milestone
MSP 9039). After you have become adequately impressed you may note
how far down the playboys put him on their (your) list.

Tyner, working with Sonny Fortune on soprano and alto sax, Calvin Hill
on bass, and Alphonze Muzon on drums and percussion, has produced
some of his finest music since his departure from John Coltrane. Tyner is
the complete pianist, both rhythmically and harmonically, both together
enough with his sidemen and proficient enough solo to transmit vast
depths of feeling to the Ustener.

The Highlight of the album is the title cut which starts off with the cry of
reeds, sounding not unlike the twilight crys of Sahara wildlife. Over this
comes the sound of McCoy's piano, an obviously human inflicted element,
yet nonetheless totally spiritual in tone. Drums and percussion force the
whole epic onward walking along with the bass. Adding another
dimension to the piece and floating an edge along in space is soprano sax.

Yes sirreee folks if your kharma is out of line, if your weather is a little
cloudy then trade in your old jazz polls for a copy of Sahara and before
you know it all will be well.

.
""^ — BobLynn
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High In Safety, Service & Savings and many extra features.
•i Get the facts now.

For a "no obligation"
rate quotation, call the office nearest you, collect

Sherman Oaks
961-4000

Los AngelM
«25»T272

Long Beach
426-2186

California Casualty

1

by Marsha Necheles ,

folks visit its larger, but still in-

timate, concert facility.

David Clayton Thomas and
Syreeta (Mrs. Stevie Wonder) are

at the Troubadour through Sunday
and coming next, Jackson Browne
and Bonnie Raitt — a dynamite
double bill Hello People are yet

again at the Ice House (I $uspect

they've rented rooms upstairs

with neighbors Tim Morgan and
Chuck Mitchell). At the Palomino
Friday is Johnny Bush, and next
weekend, Linda Ronstadt. She
can't play the fiddle like Gazetter

Byron Berline, but she sure can do
everything else. At the Whisky
through Sunday are Freddie Kind
and Silverhead, followed by Jerry
Williams.

Shelly's Manne-Hole has closed,

sad news for jazz enthusiasts, but
it may reopen at another location

later on. Until then, at Donte's you
can see the Lew Tabacken Trio
tonight, and tomorrow and
Saturday catch Willie Bobo. ElvUi
Jones continues at the Lighthouse,
until the 12th when Charles
Earland takes over. The Bowl
hosts pianist John Browning and
conductor James Levine tonight,

and Saturday, joy to an all star

Rigoletto concert performance.

'Si
\ ..

LflJve" and '*Every LitUe Thing**

are prime examples of his

straddling of the Detroit

generation gap, employing both

mini-moog and non-earth shaking

lyrics. Wonder remains an
original in a new wave which is

already spawning its own new set

of clisches, and you'd be advised

to see Stevie when he returns to

LA:
—Mark Leviton

• • *

Much has been written about the
new Motown sound, the modem
SQ^ally aware r&b records,
production techniques and songs.
This new sound is characterized
by an increased interest in lyrics
(most of which deal realistically

with ghetto and black life) and a
change to a funkier, undertow
type of rhythm, which churns
rather than pounds with the old
heavy 4/4 beat. The Supreme's
"Love Child" seemed to spark the
trend, which as transformed
contemporary soul music and
produced hits like ''Mercy Me (the
Ecology)." ''What's Goin' On"
and "Ball of Confusion."

Stevie Wonder, now a ripe oW 21
years old, has profited from this

new Motown sound but unlike the
others his music remains lyrically
linked to earlier Motown styles,
while his use of electronics and
advanced keyboard instruments
place his instrumental sound
definitely into the |iftt)gre8sive

bag. Wonder exhibited his
keyboard and vocal abilities
recenUy at the Whisky (his first
local gig since his stint with the
Stones tour) and produced some
excellent- tunes, all woven
together in a long, stretched^wt
set of continous sound His recent
hits like "Runnin' From My
on the Troubadour stage quite
adequately. Accompanied by

Religious festivities led the

evening's music at the Troubador
with a warmly received gospel-*

rock, storefront church-o-matic,
"Gideon and Power" who have
appeared locally. The evening's
main attraction, Billy Preston, fit

the stage began to sway with the
sheer weight of it all. Billy en-

thusiastic reception at the current
Aug. 29-Sept 3 Troubador Club
substantiates the rising
momentum of his fervered ac-

ceptance since "Bangladesh"
brought him universal attention.

With Preston's piano,-

acrobatics on such songs as,^

"Them Changes", "Slai«hter**,

"The Bus is Comin"', and his

encore number. "I Want To Take
You Higher", members of the

audience were forcing small
paper napkin ear plugs in their

delay. Ending Saturday at tw^
Hartford is The Pleasure of ^Company. At the Music Center
The Sound of Music continues at
the Dorothy Chandler, Don'
Bother Me.^ I Can't Cope at thp
Mark Taper, and Don Juan in Hell
at the Ahmanson. If your hurrv
it's not too late to catch Lenny ai
the Aquarius which close,
Saturday. Coming the istk
October 1, believe it or not. is Hair
making ite farewell engagement
y^t again in L.A. Some people
believe everything they read.

Follies frolicks at the Shubert
and the outstanding Committw
performs at the Tiffany for not toomuch longer. Mother of Pearl is at
the Company Theater and at the
Oxford Playhouse, The Glass
Menagerie. —
Film
International classics screen

this time around. Orson Welles'
Citizen Kane and The Magnificent
Ambersons pan be geen at the Los
Feliz through Sunday. Two by
Antonioni. Red Desert and Blow
Up are being shown at the N^
Vagabond until September 19. At
he Egg and Eye, four films
concerned with the philosophies of
the Orient are being presented in a
program entitled The Eastern
Outlook— The Western Filmaker.

LeV8 be
ears to cut the deafening roar
caused by too large a band in too
small a club. No longer will BUly's

current professionalism allow him
the freedom to do the obvious
imitations of Buddy Miles and
James Brown which were noticed
in his act. The flavor of some of his
other songs was God-inspired,
which gave way to an overall
religiously tainted evening.

—Maggi Sannders

SUge
Good news is the opening on

September 13 of The Three Penny
Opera. Bertolt Brecht and Knrt
WelU'g superb creation. It will beeight other equally large and most perfonned Uux)uiA U^ 3(Mii at t^impressive and LOUD musicians. HuntingtonTllSord! io doiS

Frank.
The Garbo festivities root on at

the Mayfair Theater this week
with Camllle and Anna Karenina,

while the Monica n features a

Buster KeaUn fest, films

changing daily. The Plaza

Theater's midnight showing of A
Thousand CWwnt is fine and

dandy. On a more serious note.

The Westwood Film Society

screens The World War 11 Years

~ France and Germany.
Do not despair, for the Nuart

offers two cutting thrillers,

Zatoichi Meets Yojimbo and

Samurai Assasfia. Rotsa Ruck,

and see ya in the brand new,

always improved The Autumn

Thrills Cduma. You'll have it

made in the shade.

PRESS/
'V

AN EVENING WITH

GROUCHO
SUN. SEPT. 24 830pn.

MUSIC aNTERO^PAviuON
Al( seats reserved: $9.50, 8.00, 6.50, 5.00

Avjilable at all Wallichs Music City Stores So Cal
Music Co., 637 So. Hill and all Mutual Agencies

*

andMusicCemer Box Office ^Calt 626-5781

IPIRTMENTS
^e represent owner's o^ over

80,000 units between our

two offices.

We con find a place for you to

live by matching your require

ments to our units by computer.

The fee In our westslde office

is $10, $5 refunded when you

rent any of our referrals.

The service In our Valley office

IsFltiE.-
--

I'rnriiK »rt hv fKI ^V^S(M

11t41 WILSHIRE BOOL£VAMb
LOS AN0FLE8. CALIF •099%
rCLEOHONE (21J) 477-nt^

lor Voll«y irWormotion
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Just doing theit thinp on any streetn going \

By Charles Kaufman
DBSUff Reporter

A crowd Of theater-goers has stopped to watch a
crew of shady-lookingchaj^cters drink beer aiffid an
array of musical instruihents and musical bedpans
on the stips of the Bank of America. They stand and
one of them, a debauched Colonel Saiiders in a
Wonder Warthog T-shirt, brings a comet to his lips

and leads the others in the Hallelujah Chorus from
Handel's Messiah, j . ^_ r :

'

One block away on Westwood Boulevard, a
guitarist and violinist play. The guitar player sings
and between verses asks for change. Passers-by,
some of whom don't even stop, toss coins into the
open violin case.

The arena is the crowded streets of Westwood
Village on a Friday night, when musicians play for

visiting hordes, riakiiig possible arrest for the lure of
handfuls of "spare chuige,".

According to the Los Angeles I^olice Department,
anyone playing music on the street with an open
receptacle for change is "begging." There is,

however, a relaxed attitude on the part of the police
to street entertainment. .. '

' '".

•'Strangely enougli, the cops don't really get mad
at you," Ray Lawrence, leader of the Oilyskarf Wino
Band, the brass-bedpan-washboard group which
often plays on the steps of the Bank of America at the
corrief of Westwood and Kinross, said.

"But," Lawrence added, "if they want us to leave,
we leave. If We don't create a disturbance though, it's

usually OK." .

4 Passing the iiat

A belly dancer, accompanied by two conga
drummers, passed a hat around her audience for
change. "Now that's what they bust you for (passing
the hat)," Lawrence said.

Up the street, the guitarist, calling himself Daniel
Wildflower, and the violinist, Espana Anihilis,

"Master of Change," were drawing a small crowd.
•> "If you have any change we'd really appreciate
it." Wildflower looked accusingly into the eyes of the
audience. "There's even a litUe excitement. Just

play on, and on
\ think ~ you're quarter might be the one that gets us

arrested."

When asked if they made enough to live on, he
laughed. "Well, it depends on how you want to live,"
he said. He would disck»e that "small fortunes" are
made, besides the benefits of groupies and
"droopies."
"The Comsiiks," a country trio wiUi banjo,

mandolin and guitar, leaves a baseball hat on the
sidewalk for change. "Don't be bashful folks," the
blond, banjo-playing leader drawls, "Step right up
and make a donation."

An alto saxophone player wanders the streets and
a mime also tries to elicit quarters from after-movie
crowds.

The Oilyskarf Wino Band probably ftas the most
unusual sound, however. Playing in the tradition of
New Orleans street "skiffle" bands, their unusual
line-up consists of cornet ol" mellophone lead, backed
up by tuba and sousaphone, with a rhythm section of
tuned bedpans, washlxiard and cymbals and_
marachas.'

-^-^

The reaction of audiences to the street bands is
almost unanimous. "Great," they say, or "I think it's

just great," or "It's really great."
"I live near here, but I come into the Village just to

hear the music." Many people comment that they
' come just to hear the bands play.

^ Music lovers may l)e delighted by Uie proliferation
of street bands, but it worries many band members.
Apparentiy, the police wait for complaints by in-
dividuals before they arrest bands. _; :

"I have a feeling the axe is going to fall soon," said
one Oilyskarf meihber, "this areas getting too well
known." Since an evening's take, according to
Oilyskarf leader Lawrence, ranges from 20 cents to
$90, selection of location is important to the Wino
Band.

The ragged sweaty members of the band finish a
break, and oompah their way into a version of "Flat
Foot Floosie With the Floy Floy." A police ccuiser
slowly creeps by. And the band plays on, quarters
plunking into- a waiting bedpan.

What's On:
Tickets;

v-J

~"Hollywood Bowl": S^student
tickets available up to forty-eight
hours before Tuesday and
Thursday Concerts. Tonight:
James Levine, conductor:
Mendelssohn: Fingal's Cave
Overture, Symphony H (Italian);
Prokofiev: Piano Concerto HI
(James Browning, soloist);
Ravel: DaplmtsarttfChtoe Suite
*2. Tuesday, September 12:

James Levine conductor and
soloist: Mozart: Marriage off

Figaro Overture, Piano Concerto
in B fflat, K.595; Mahler: Sym-
phony ^1. Thursday, September
14: Levine conducting: Berlioz:
Romeo and Juliet (complete).

Thursday, September 7

—"Hatha Yoga," 57 pm,
Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Special Living," 7:30 pm,

.Architecture 1243C.
"Writing ffor Pay/' 7:30 pm,

Ackerman Union 2412.

rrtf'Kundalini Yoga," 6:30 pm,
kerckhoff Haii Upstairs Leungs. _—"EcKanar," 7:30 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517. .^.—^~ ~

Friday, September 8
—"Kundalini Yoga," 7-8 pm*,,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
—"Awareness," 7-10 pm,

Ackerman Union 3517.

—"Nature off the Soul," 7:30-

9:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

Saturday, September 9
*—"Gestalt Workshop," 11pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Meetings:
Thursday, September 7
—"Tai Chi Chaun," 7-9:30 pifi,

Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

-"The Lighted Way," 4-6 pm.
Social Welfare 48.

Saturday, September 9
—"Iranian Students," 11 ami

pm, Ackerman Union 3517.—"MEChA," 9:30 am 5 pm,'
Ackerman Union 3517.

URA Clubs-
Thursday, September 7
—"The Organic Garden Club,"

1-4 pm. Horticultural Gardens.

priday, September 8
^^^^"Social Dance Club," 11 am^
Women'^i^ Gym 200. ' ^
—"Hatha Yoga," club meeting

only, noon. Women's Gym 200.

Saturday, September 9 ^
—"Organic Giirden Club," 10-4 .

'pm, Horticultural Garden. ." -

Sunday, September 10 7;

:
—"An^an Foix Ensemble," 2 io 3

Ipm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

Expo:

'(Paid Mdvertisement)

For information or applications,

contact the EXPO Office (825-

7Q4U in 176 Kerckhoff Hall.

VOLUNTEERS NCEOEO^ "^

—"The Inffant Studies Research
Project," needs a student to be
involved In devising Infant ac-
tivities. Education or psychology
major preferred.

(Continued on Page 15
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Foreign students face

pending financialcrisis
*The Foreign Student Association (FSA) wishes to bring to Students

attention that there has been a reduction in the number of available non-
resident fee waivers available to foreign students this academic year.
This represents an actual loss of approximately $123,000," said a
spokesman of the Executive Committee of the Foreign Students
Association after a meeting with the administration.
Each year a number of out-of-state tuition waivers ($500 per quarter)

have been available and awarded to foreign student undergraduates.
Many foreign graduate students have also received waivers in open
competition administered by the Fellowship and Assistantship Section of
the Graduate Division.

American students from other states can claim residency after one
year, only those foreign students with a permanent resident visa can do
likewise. This number is, however, very small and the majority of foreign
students on this campus will never be able to apply for residency. Each
year they pay $727 per quarter or almost $2,200 per year for tuition.

Permission from the VS. Immigration and Naturalization Service is

required for work during the school-year and opportunities for grants,
scholarships, loans, work-study are discouraging.
"The FSA is making a concerted effort to bring this matter to the at-

tention of Chancellor Charles E. Young. We also feel that the Chancellor
is strongly aware of the financial crisis foreign students will be facing as
a result of this financial aid reduction. FSA therefore urges all foreign
students to write a letter to the Chancellor detailing how this cutback will
affect you personally. We hope that this wiU prompt the University to
provide alternate sources to compensate this loss," urged the FSA
Representative. ' - ~

— Letters can be mailed directly to Chancellor Charles E. Young, 2147
Murphy Hall, 405 Hilgard Ave , L.A. 90024 or they can be mailed c/o
Foreign Student Association, Social Welfare Building 297, 405 HUgard
Ave.

,
LA 90024 so that they can be delivered together to the Chancellor for

greater impact. This will also enable us to make copies of your letters
which can be brought to the attention of the Foreign Student Office

GSM to present .

quarterly business

forecastseminar
Alternative economic predic-

tions for 1973 based on Nixon or

McGovem victories will be in-

cluded in the quarterly business

forecast of UCLA's School of

Management Thursday, Sep-
tember 14.

Presented by the school's
Business Forecasting Project, the

subjects to be discussed will in-

clude The Revised UCLA
Forecast for the Nation in 1973, by
Don Ratajczak; The Outlook for

Credit. Interest Rates and Stock
Prices, by John P. Shelton; Wages
and Industrial Relations, by Paul
Prasow; The Construction
Outlook Now, by Fred E. Case;
New International Economic
Developments, by R. Hal Mason
and Highlights From Forecasts
Presented at the Annual Meeting
of the National Association of
Business Economists. September
6-8, by Conrad Jamison.

Whafs Oil
"^;^' '

i/'-'y
." « -

'•

r^ -

Reg Issu^ Deadline
1 . -

All copy for the Registration Issue, which win
be published on Monday, September 18, is due n
the Daily Bruin OKice (KH 110) at NOON
AAonday, September 11.

^'

All copy is to be typed and triple spaced with
margins at 10^5. No copy will be accepted bv
telephone. ^

mlS^

LET ROOM-MATE FINDERS 00 THE WORK
• NEWINTOWN? ^^—
• APTTOOSMAU? "^

• REhfTS TOO HIGH?

,« LOSING A ROOMMATE?

• ONYOUROV/N7

ROOA\yVVATE ?288 W«stwood Blvd..

475.8631

PRELAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR THE OCTOBER OR DECEMBER

LSAT REVIEWCOURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
LSAT SCORE ^

Imfruchon exclusively in exom foking tech/^,ques us;d successfully by California pre-"low sfudenls. Taught in Los Angeles by practicing lowyers Cost: $75.

Course for OOOBER 21 LSAT starts CKTOBER 5. DECEMBER In-

DCD^.K?r^^°
ovallable. FOR COMPLETE OCTOBER AND DECEM-

BER INFORMATION, CALL TODAY. (213) 655-8046.

University Catholic Center

AAASS SCHEDULE:
SUNDAY 9 & 11 AA\ 7:30PM

WEEKDAYS at 12:05PM

TM€ CGNTEt IS OPEN EVHTY CUSS DAY
FtOM 9om to 2pfn and from 7:30 to 10pm
lor itwdy, convortotion, roloiation.

840 HILGARD 474-5015

Also included will be the revised
1973 economic forecast for the
state of California as projected by
the state's econometric model
operated by the project.

Following a luncheon, par-
ticipants will hear a talk on
McGovem's economic program
by Ray C. Fair of Princeton
Univerisiy, a mOGoveni ecuii-

4>mist. ———^_^,
The sessions,,which will be held

on the campus in Macgowan Hall,
will begin at 9 am and continue
until 2:15 pm.

The event is open to the public,
and the registration fee is $20;
inforniation may be obtained by
calling 825-1623.-- ~

—

Conversational

English offered
r

Free English conversation
groups are offered to foreign
students here and other persons
interested in improving their
conversational skills in English.

These small groups are led by
volunteer, native English
speakers from the campus and
surrounding community, ac-
cording to Betty Marble, English
conversation coordinator.

Persons interested in attending
the groups should call the In-
ternational Student Center at ext.
53384 for schedule information.

Students, staff or faculty who
would be available to lead a two-
hour session at least one day a
week, should contact Lillian
Semenov at ext. 53384 for an in-
terview.

pI ACROSS
I 1. American

social

reformer
5. Redact
9. Chatter

tl2.

Above
13. Spouse
14. King of

"

Judah
15. Golden

horses
17. Bone in

body

^««< JJJJJJL

'Ota By Eugem Sheffer

18.Kiner -

19. In the
^ present

—
time

21. Printer's

measure
22. Thin

fabric
24. Bulk
27. Cooking

utensil
28. Son of ~

Seth
31. Mature
32. Salutation
33. Female

sheep
34. Cram for

exams

37. Steep
38. Seizes
40. Conjunc-

tion
41. County in

Great
^ritai^

43. Occur-'' J

rences ,

47. Container
48. Height
51. Twilight
52. Skin
— mouth —
53. Large-

mouthed
jar

54. Lamprey

55. Water
bird

56.— tide
DOWN

1. Swabs
2. Elliptical
3. Tissue
4. French .„

dty
5. Arabian

ruler
6.— Dailey
7. Japanese
- name
8. Examina-

tions
S. HorticuP

turist

Average time of eolvlion! 23 mia.

36. Precious
jewel

Answer

on

Page 15

!•. Continent
11. Infant
16. Chess

pieces
20. Madrid

cheer
22. Adores
23. DeUil
24. Fairy

queen
25. Past
26. Guard
27. Attendant
29. Be in

debt
30. Stitch
35. Auditory
— organ
37. Native of

Brittany

*9, ACUUIIS
40. Eggs
41. German

admiral
42. Possess
43. Level
44. Egyptian

river
45. Indian

iinitof

weight
46. Fastener
49. Not high

50. Epoch

204 MINUTES OF NON-STOP Rnrif i
RESTAURANT GUIDE

f' t

20lh

firrWdloA^roductioA

flU4n©fti

A Lo Crepe Bretonne
MM Euclid (corner of Broadway) «t•iM 4514307 ^ "

Cr^M-cooliMlHiooMMaihiofiod •

Wi««^ MP lo >i75 OoaW Si»n & Moo

•JMKM

IctfMflW WTnMTMl SaWKTIlil]

opplt prtMfifs

THE
CONCERT

"•f-lii CHAN'S 6ARDEN. "'^^^'o'^rBo^t:^
1M55 Liwdbrook Dr 479 77«5

Cofartn9 Service Lunch* Dinner 1 1 am^ pm. Dolly

DESHBANGU
htimti by Gttrft NorritM ond Alltn KItin

Ttdrnkdor* C^fG
ppto/20tli ctwhify.faI rtl»ott

IH^!?*'? "ESTAURANT
WmHvoocI nsor Pico
op«n 7am-lam

Open MM M p^ FrI. & Sot.

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
11171 \jin«A AA<. _

.

''Gourm^ Soups (ike

mother never made'

11321 s,ln»a Monica Blvd
Wp^t LA 479 9968
next door to "Papa Sachs"

A Noturd Foodf RMtouront
Live Music - on weekends

nOTS IlilOIWW AT TIEATIES ANO DRIVE-INS IVMYWNEIIE
•IfWVIfW Hollywood 464 1 149 . . nCKWKK OttVCIN BurbanK - 84?.5723

CflinilCU MIVE-m Lo$ Ameles 670 8677'

CANOU PAM OmvC m Canoga PH 346 621

1

«A« UUHl MlVl-m San Gabriel 288 5502

ClllVllC«lw City 8383124

JTATlPasadwi 792 7139

JTIIIi Studio City 7694441

•'••W Santa Mohica 394^216

WITWAtTBTS Inflewood 6788977

4744)»4a-wwvaia,e DINNER $3.2$, $3.50 & $4.25

'!^PS2!iiiP;S^T0WN HOUSE
478.9341

z
c

CLASS
NOTES
M.tt PLUS TAX
PBR SET pen OUAKTER

Economics 100 — Ijieird'

History 6A - Nash
History 174C - Yarnell
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder

YOU DESBTVE
A BREAK TODAY

FWHSTMMifacIc Mile 9368211
IDS CCWITOS 3 Cerr itos 924-1211

J'

^ HuotinroH Pam 587 3442 iSSlZE^ p!l^*
r~"* ^^ ^

^

— "^CW«U#3 RedondoBMcti-372n09

iFUCEl^PIZZA
l242)Wi|«|iJre8lv<|

SINCE m9 Fomout For Our Pina
N<Mr opoti doily for lunch

Tu^«» q|»or 9 pm ony p«,o SI.7S

dine oyf tonight

2 "We have a complefe
S line of Cliff's Notes
zi ind Monarch Noles"

^ for atUHional OHfrsm call or

S come in

I 1065^1 UNOMOOK DR
> laikN. VMItMre-

M/2 Btk. E Weslwood

47»J9t9
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That's all folks . .

.

PftgclS)—"Studtnt" who will nr>eet with
personnel managers are needed to
develop jobs for community
people In EX Monte area.

—"Student" Interested In doing
field work In the areas of crime
prevention and consumer
orotection are needed.

—"Wrtters" for
prevention bulletin.

a crime

MUSIC OF THE MARIACHI — sonM, rancheras. Study Group. Jesus Sanctitz and Daniel Shaehv
corridos, polkas and more, presented by AAARIACHI directors. Noon, today, Sctioonberg Quad FreeUCLATLAN and members of the Mexican Music

N PI sponsors film series——

—"^

8:30pm

NOON

The Neuropsychiatric Institute here is offering a
special selection of films.
The films will be shown daily in the NPI

Auditorium, C8-183. Admission is. free and
everyone is welcome to attend.

Thursday, September 7

NOON BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM
COMES TRUE? — is a

' documentary about an upper class
family whose dreams of affluence
and social insularity are realized^

—

7:30pm THE RUNNER — is an episode
_________ from **Then Came Bronson** , .

. which concerns a distrubed child

and the events leading to eventual
cure.

REINFORCEMENT THERAPY
— shows the application of

reinforcement therapy techniques
in the treatment of psychotic and
retariied individuals.

Friday, September 8 ^v
TRIP TO,NOWHERE~ examines
young people's motivation for

turning to drugs and looks at

programs difsigned to stem the
increase of drug use.

THE FOAL — is an episode from
"Marcus Welby, M.D." which
deals with the problem faced by
the parents of an autistic child. ^

WHAT'S NEW AT SCHOOL? —
compares the traditional

classroom with the revolutionary

'*open classroom" method.
Monday, September 11

SOMEBODY WAITING ~
describes the condition and
therapeutic hancfling of severely

multiply handicapped retarded
children.

THE SELF-MANAGEMENT OF
BEHAVIOR — deals with

. ^ / —Treatment programs at UCLA in

which self-administered in-

/• ~ tervention and reinforcement
^j techniques are taught to children

'I
'*'

so that they may treat them-
-:«-' ^ selves.

" • Tuesday, September 12

NOON JANET IS A LITTLE GIRL —

12:30 pm

7:30 pm

NOON

I

7:30 pm

8:30pm

12:25 pm

12:40 pm

7.*^pm

NOON

NOON

12:25 pm
12:20pm

.1

7:30pm

•5 ^

Crossword Answer

yMi=i rjn(=i Wi7ii=i

yiaia(=iw wi:i

I

7:S(rpm

observes severely retarded
Down's syndrome children who
were part of an enrichment
program at a California State
mental hospital.

ENTERING THE ERA OF
HUMAN ECOLOGY — explores
the effects of environmental
conditions on the nature and
nurturing aspects of indigent
peoples.

TITTICUT FOLUES — is a
documentary which focuses on the
Massachusetts Mental Hopsital.
This film was banned in
Massachusetts. •

Wednesilay, September 13 ^

AUTISM'S LONELY CHILDREN
— ol>serves UCLA's Dr. Frank
Hewett as he works with autistic

children. ^ - ' •

HORIZON OF HOPE — observes
teachers at NPI using rein-
forcement learning techniques
with children in different learning
situations.

THE UCLA MENTAL RETAR-
DATION PROGRAM — gives an
overview of this program.
THE WILD CHILD— is an award
winning, controversial film
directed by Francis Truffaut.

Thursday, September 14

JAMIE: A BEHAVIORAL AP-
PROACH TO FAMILY IN-
TERVENTION — describes the

application of such an approach in

the treatment of a mild behavior
disorder in a preschool age child.

;THE SANTA MONICA PROJECT
— depicts the engineered
classroom for educationally
haifdicapped children, a program
pioneered by Dr. Frank Hewett of

. UCLA. ^ .r^^ ^ - f-' -^

rTHE IVHRaCLE WORKER ^
Stars Patty Duke in her Academy
Award winning portrayal of Helen
Keller. ' >

Friday, September 15

DAVID AND LISA — is the love

story of two young mental
patients.

—"Students" needed to assist
blind, elderly, and disabled In

their relationships with welfare
agencies.

- v.*i

—"Students" needed to help In

evening immunization clinics for
children before they return to
school.

• *

—"Jjlterpretor," Spanish-
English needed Thursdays 4-6 pm
in family planning clinic.

—"Two Teen Centers" urgently
need student volunteers for two
weeks. Could stay on afterwards.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
—"KABC Radio Ombudsman

Internship," deadline October 1st.

.

—"Washington Journalism
^Center Fellowship," deadline
November 1st.

Etcetera:
)"UCLA Astronomical
^letv," observing trip to Mt.

Plnos, Saturday September f.
Anyone interested contact Karen
Halberg, 374-1957. _^_ .,^, __,i

-"Summer tours" of the
campus will be conducted once a
d^Y on Tuesdays and Thursdays
ebntlnuing through today except
University holidays. The one-and-
one-half-hour tours start at 1:30
pm from the Visitors Center, 1215
Murphy Hall and are open to the
public.

—"Wine and Cheese Happy
Hour," 5 pm, every Friday, ISC,
1023 Hilgard Ave.

—"The UCLA Women's
Resource Center," now open. Visit

Powell Library 90, or call 825-3945.

Exhibits:

t*—"^ulpture and Drawings,
by Ron Hart and Don Richard
Smith, political science graduate
students here, open from 8 am to 4
pm, through tomorrow, Kerckhoff
Art Gallery (second floor " of

Kerckhoff Hall).

—"The World of Science
Fantasy," an exhibition on the
literature of fantasy and science
fiction, and on the world of af-

ficionados of the genre, is on
display in the Research Library
thru tomorrow.

• OfPICIAL NOTICES •
LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTICE

Ja»,^'\'a.'Tr^ri^».^*----*^'"-'-'' '"^

Slodcat loekcrt tetucd from Murphy Hall and Cutlodlan Headqaartcrt nwtW
cleared by S p.m. Friday. September 8. 1872. Failure to rcmeve leek aad/er
contenti will result la a IS.M service fee.

StudenU may reclaim pcrtenal beleuglagi after September 19, 1872, by peytaig
Ji« service fee at the Cashier*• Window In Murphy HaU (Admtadstratkn
BttlMIng) and prcMnttaig the Cashier's receipt and proper Identification to the
Lost and Found Department In the Physical Plant Bulldbig at 881 Westwood
Plasa. /

FROM: Office of Academic Services
*

/\ny students, who for reasons of religious conscience, are unable iortgi^u. ^^
thf Fall Quarter of 1972 on Monday September 18. 1872: may defer theb-
registration until Tuesday September 18. 1872. This does not affect enrollment In
classes as ei " " " -
1972.

enrollment in classes does not begin until Wednesday Sepleaiber 29.

:s7
• -f- J -f f-f*.

JEWISI SfllEIITS

FICinUfiFF

Apartments biWestwood

LIVE NEAR UOA AMD PARTICIPATE IN THE WESTWOOD !

JEWISH COMMUNin ^

Call Neil at 475-3666 if you are looking for a roommate or would like

aid in finding an apartment in the UCLA area.

CommittM for a Wsitwood inrlsh Communiti.

d

um^t^-f'^" INI 81 lum III Sim]
Avoid barbers who razor-cut or
use thinning shears I These
methods injure your hair health
and give your hair a frizzy or
bulky look In a couple weeks. A
hair style properly blended
without cheating can last a
month or nr>ore! Blending does
not reduce the length! Proper
blending makes your style fall

in place whan you shake your
hea^l
Try the Naturalook by Mery
(only 88) phone for appointment
826-4011

Cavalier's

11649 San VIcante Boulevard
Brentwood (validated parking)

'(Paid Advertisement)
r

TIED TO YOUR CAR?
^*V*'

The UCLA Residence

MoJ Is a re vs^ i th i n "*^

walking distantfe

to classes, the Village,

and the R.T.D. Bus Lines.

Call 825-4271

m^r'i'T-r-^'^-'-^T"'" •"•—*••'•'•"****"- i«»«««a«*«ir*f»M«*«<Mi
**
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. . .We'll help you find those elusive titles, either from

^r huge stock, or through our fast^ efficient search service.

Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1U13 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) MA-ASas ^

t-f-
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h i

., ^ -rJ .^

r

FOOD TO GO - 478-0123

RESTAURAN T
* 11t13 WILSHlRi BOULEVARD
WEST LOS ANGELES/ CALIF.

-f X^ SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA

0\^ -Cockfa// Lounge <& 0/n/ng Room
* *^ OPEN 7 DAYS— 11 a,m. 'til 2 a.m. _
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Garbo Magnificence

!

<v

NEa - SAT. SEPH M
ANNA kARENINJ^

(C Brown. 1935) /

^ CAMILLE
(G. Culnr. 1937)

SUN. - TUEl SEFT. 10-12

THE PAINTED VEIL
. (H Boltsla«rslu. 1934)

TWO FACED WOMAN
-—' (C Ciikor. 1941)

MAYfAIR
214 SMTA MONICA

4Sl-4i2S

¥

r

, »

mAtMto tcchnioan osc tmc

TO,¥JH» you*, AwTTO t»i TOP
SHAfC , Wl^ KlCA) TOf^S
Awy ^ ^VUiM^ei^ AUTO ^o

GET BETTER GRADES
Well Show You How

in ONE Session
Bring grades up, cut study
time!

Bornstein's methods will
enable you to master all text

material quickly, without
boring repetition.

Examinations will no lot^er
be a source ol tension and
anxiety. You will be relaxec)
and confident that you can
recall the facts as you need
them. -^

Spend just two hours in an
actual lesson in memory
training at the Bornstein

Memory School and take
home valuable tools which you
can use immediately.
No charge for the lesson, and
no obligation.

Be our guest at the Bornstein
Memory School, Ambassador
Hotel Thurs. eve., Sept. 7 at 8
PM or Fri. morn. Sept. 8 at 11
AM, or Sun.^eve., Sept. 10 at 8
PM. If unable to attend, call
386-6811 for information or
write to: Bornstein Memory
School, 3400 Wilshire, L.A.
^^^* ^1^2 iOHNSTtlN SCHOOL

I

Bruins at Summer
grai tenmedals; fou

By£dBurgart
DBSporto Writer

For the majority of athletes, the 20th Olympic

Games may be remembered for its turmoil and

disunity. But for UCLA entrants, past and present,

the 1972 Munich Games will be remembered for its

glory and success, t

For Mike Burton, it will be remembered as a

dream-come-true, a second consecutive gold medal
in the 1,500-meter freestyle in the world record time

of 15:52.58.

For Steve Genter, it will be remembered as a
miracle, a grueling and painstaking comeback from
a collapsed lung to finish second to Mark Spitz in the

200-meter freestyle.

For petite Karen Moe, it will be remembered as a
world's record in the 200-meter butterfly (2:15.56)

and a gold medal.

For all the Bruins through September 5, the
Olympics will be remembered as 10 medals— 4 gold,

4 silver and 2 bronze.

For those who believe that age is just a state of

.mind, they have a new hero in 25-year-old Burton.
A man who barely made the U.S. Olympic

swimming team - Mike finished the minimum third
in qualifying - Burton performed an incredulous feat.

Buzz Thayer, UCLA assistant swimming coach
who calls Burton 'the greatest UCLA swimmer of all

time,' takes great pride in Mike's performance.
"It was a great sacrifice on his part to train since

Mexico City," says Thayer. "It was hard for him to
hang in since the young guys have come in and
knocked him off in the nationals."

Rick DeMont was one r' the young guys who
defeated Burton prior to u. Olympics. DeMont,
however, was barred from the finals in Munich on
medical grounds.

Genter was truly the success story. Released from
the hospital three days before his second to ^pitz,

Steve also- won a goM medal in the 8d0-meter
freestyle and a bronze for the 400-meter freestyle.

Burton and Genter were not the only swimming
medalists for UCLA.' Junitiir Tom Bruce won a gold
medal for his part on the 400-meter medley relay
teanfi^tivon in the world record time of 3:48.16.
Tom also received a silver medal for his runner-up
performance to Nobutaki Toguchi in the lOD-meter
breastroke. ^ -

UajV coed Dana Schoenfieid, was second in ^omws 200-meter breastroke in 2:42.05.wom
^ Paul Becskehazy, performing for BrazU fail-rf

»

garner a medal, as his 400-freeBtyle reiav IL
finished fourth. ^^ ^^^

Munich will also be remembered as the home of Hi.
United States' first medal in water polo in 40 ye^

It was an All-California team that defeated Itak
5, to salvage the bronze medal after a 6^ tie with
medalist USSR. Six poloists were Bruins Bi
Bradley, Stan Cole, Jim FerguMn, Jim Slatton^
Webb and Eric Limkoth. Only Lindroth hai^
UCLA eligibility left. Bradley was instnmWtafbl
the Italian defeat, scoring two goals whUe sJZ
Slatton had at least six crucial saves.
So far. Bruin compeUtors haven't been quite as

adept on land as water. Francois TracaneUi
(France) arid Bruce Simpson (Canada) wo«
deprived of medals in the pole vault Simi»»
-vaulted 17^ 3/4, good for fifth, while Tracakriw
leaped 16^ 3/4, finishing eighth.^^^

^^
.
In the 400-metcr hurdles, Jean-F^erre Corval

(France) didn't survive thearatheat, nmning a 5o 75
to finish eighth and last Roger Johnson (New
Zealand) was fourth in the semis with a time of 50 58
As of this writing, the 40a-meter8. long jump and

Wgh jump have yet to be contested Bruins Job,
Sljiith and Wayne CoOeU both qualified for the finals
in the 400-meter8, although Smith was favoring his
right leg. John has competed with a bandage on his
right thigh through all the preliminaries. Smith and
Collett are among the favorites to win a gold medal

Ig-year-old Dwight Stones, who jumped 7-3 in the
Olympic trials in Eugene, is the only Bruin qualifier
in the high jump. Finn Bendixen (Norway) awaits
the long jump and TraugoU Gloeckler (West Ger-
many) the shot put.

JThe other Bruin medal was won in the rifle com-
petiUon when Vic Auer sAM>t a 596 but lost out to Ho
Jun Li of North Korea who blasted a near-perfect 599
hits of 600 shots to set a world record in the small
bore prone competition.

Sergio Gonzales was seventh in the paperweight
division of wrestling.

(Late npte: Rick DeMolt, the 400-meter freestyle

winner was disqualified becaine of medical reason.
UiXA's Genter, originally the bronze medalist in

the event, now gets the silver.)

••»

TAKING A TRIP , The Sailing Club Is sponsoring a
three-day cruise to Cataiina Islands September 15-17.

information and sign>u^ at flit SaWMg Cllfb mctliaf

September 12 at 7 pm in tlM AU Man's LoiNigt.

' - BI6 Syi NEEKENI

Friday, Sept 15 9:00 a.m. to Sunday, Sept 17 midnight

Limited # of ticliets avaiUble, deadline for sign-up

iS?i i? ; • ** *''• taternational Student Center,
1023 Hilgard .

$30 includes transportation, 2 niglits Kcommodations

entrance to Hearst Castle, misc, fees ind insurance.

SAM PECKINPAH'S

1st dMico

Tb8 wilv-ftftaMr

mill iiLis

NNTCH, USTEN. t FEEL

tiM Gfitks

4113 Vmni An.

JabberwdCkyRevisited
-^y^W '7ir^

> ^
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Can a Bruin be reincarnated?
T

Away on sabbof/co/ lost /•or. foofball
returns fo UCL^ Safurdoy n/gf>f. /
Although the Dally Bruin has been beselged

by callers who claim that there was a team
that represented UCLA last season, we have
not been able to gain any evidence to verify It.

We've engaged Chief Davis' crack crew of
detectives arid, as usual, after a thorough
investigation they report the charge to be
"totally unfounded."
Who are these poor deluded people who

claim to have seen this mysterious team?
One gentleman said fhof he paid over $30 to

see the UCLA football team last year. All right,

sir. describe their offense.

"Well." he replied, 'they really didn't have
one.

"

Uh, huh. And the defense . . . describe the
defense to the best of your know/edge.

"They did have a defense, I do remember a
defense," he ranted.

Fine, fine. And lust how did they go abqut
stopping people?

"Well, they didn't really stop anybody," our
caller said. "But they were there, I remember
seeing them on the fleUd . , .all the time.

"

It was not hard to feel sorry for the man.
Somebocfy hod obviously conned him Into
sitting In the Coliseum on several v^ekends
on the pretense of seelna a football game.
Apparently, the strorig lights In the Coliseum
fiad fried his brain.

So you say you saw a defense, but that It

didn't stop anybody. I ask you sir, can you still

say you' saw a defense.
"A defense would have to stop somebody,

"

he hesitatingly concurred. "Moyoe that wasn't
a defense I saw ... A marching bfwd, It must
have been a marching band that I saw. They
did have uniforms and they were all llned-up In

a formation.
"Maybe they were practicing for a Texaco

commercial," he sola glowingly, hoping for
agreement.

SaulShapiro
It mus*atkove been. sir. After all, we have

discerned that this football team that you say
you sow hod no offense and it had no defense.
You must admit that without an offense or a
defense, a football team just doesn't exist.

'You're right." he concluded. "I must see my
psychiatrist to cure thesb recurring visions."

It was understandable. He was suffering
from that malady known os "alumnus
fanaticus."

Before hanging up, he sighed and asked,
"Do you think they'll have a football team this
year ?"

The question troubled -me. Football - was
scheduled to return on Saturday night, but they
would be playing Nebraska. Perhaps it would
be best to tell him "no" and let him try to
forget last year's nightmares without having
any new ones to worry about.

But It Is true. There will be a UCLA football
team in 1972. They are currently allvf and
breathing on Spauldlng Field. Whether they
are "well" is a matter of conjecture. Several
told writers recently that Nebraska wasn't
superhuman; that they could possibly beat
Nebraska.

Oeorg^ McGoverh should be so optimistic^
It Is said that Pepper Rodgers will use the

Boris Spassky defense. He will send In the
€iefensive plays In an envelope and pray that
his opponent doesn't show.

There will be a new offense. Let's rephrase
that: There will be an offense this year. On
paper It looks good, but we're sure that Boris'
last move looked sensational to Boris,^r- at the
time. '. ^\ •.. ;';

^-
."' / -^f

The offense is called the Wlshb<ine. If the
defense breaks It, they get their wish. Will
Nebraska run out of wishes? Will Nebroskq<
need a wish?

No, fans, things aren't that bleak. Th& ff-
fense hos all the cogs to get th^ machine
rolling. And the defense will come around.
Wethlnks. It has no other way to go.

GOODBYE JOHNNY RODGCRS - The fleet Nebrasica senior proved
himself to be one of football's most dangerous brolcen-fiekl runners last
season with 11 touchdown receptions, six punt return touchdowns, and a
icidcoff return score. He's on display Saturday night against the Bruins.

Bruins debut Saturday
(Continued from Page 2t)

A transfer, Ed Kezirian, is at
left tackle; a reserve, Russ Leal,
is the left guard; and a non-
lettering junior, Steve Klosterman
is the right guard. ,

The defense? Three starters

return. The small, but quick,

junior ends, Fred McNeill (his

brother is USC's star halfback
Rod) and Cal Peterson. Allan
Ellis, a pre-season selection as
best defensive back on the coast,

is the other returnee.

Despite numerous short-

comings, Rodgers is looking
forward lb Nebraska, ''a real

obstacle," with a
*

'we've got
nothing to lose" attitude combined
with, a bit of optimism.

**We have a chfince to beat
anybody we play. We need con-

fidence and a few breaks and our
football team could be a good Pac-

8 football team," the Bruin
mentor says.

Will Nebraska give the inex-

perienced, but eager Bruins that

confidence? It hardly figures, but
as Pepper noted, "This time of

year coaches all are very positive

about their football teams.
They're all unbeaten."

,
Gates open at 6 : 30 for the giime,

big bad Huskers
(ContiBued from Page It)

Al Austin, one of three 6-5 right,

tackles, is the another ex-
perienced hand. He started the
Oklahoma game. Tight end Jerry
List, 23 catches, was honorable
mention Big 8.

The other three starters, left

guard Bob Wolfe, right guard
Mike Beran, and split end Frosty
Anderson, move up from reserve
roles last season.

: After"37 YearsTri Beverly Hills

'

HANS OHRT

BI(?i^LES. ^ ING:
NOW ALSO IN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
NISHIKI - • PEUGOT

MONDIA • BERTIN

GITANE •DURA
aio • LEJUENE

EXPERT REPAIRS

IflNirncxt
apsu*tineirt is
rated [PC
(Pr^-r^ntal guidance suggastatf)
* .«

J.

1071 GAYLEY AVE.
473 2989

ETHNIC HANDICRAFTS

ON DiSPlAY AND SALE
at the international Student Center

1023 Hilgard Avenue i3!
This month features -w

LATIN AMERICA

*HANDCARV£0 HERNS AND GOURDS

*wall hangings and loom

*shawls

* pillow cases

*butterflys and butterfly ashtrays

GHANA

•men's shirts

*dresses and blouses

carvings
'^"•^

*neclilaces -^

•purses *•

TANZANIA

•shirts merv^ and women's

•wood carvmgs

(

I

r f> •'>i'«»«r«><*i<«»tf'«t<«rtr>

purses

•necklaces
CrtH gift itfmll!

If you would be offended by the frank

and explicit waste of your time in finding

)ust the right apartment, give us a toll-free

call. Our free rental service will save you time,

save you money and save you from driving

all over town.
J --.

II,

You see, we own aiKl manage over 3,(XX)

apartment units in the Los Angeles area.

Who knows more about how to pamper

^
you and make you feel right at hom!t?

We've been doing it for over a decade, now

Wc will find you the apartment you
want, in the location you want, for

the price you want to pay. Anything
Anywhere. From $9.S bachelor

apartments to $45() two story

penthouses, furnished or "^

^unfurnished. And in betvycen.
'

/you'll find little comforts like .

p(N>ls, saunas, recreation rooms.

gymnasiums and lounges, and the

best, friendliest managers yoij'll

ever meet.
«

Who do yi)u want for neighbors? We've

KOt family buirdings, adult

buildings and singles building

...even security buildings.

Were constantly buying new
apartments. S<a if you come in

and wc don't have what su^ts your

needs, tell us what will. We
might just go out and
buy it for you.

rental
service

c-X

'•

.,

\'

MOSS A COMPANY / 1880 WmIwooiI Blvd.
Main Offflca: 474-3888 or 870-0031

Valley
994-6131

Office hours: 9-5/S«v«f) days a waak
South Bay I Wost Hollywood I West L.A. I

674-4241 676-5541 474-3555
Hollywood
876-1213
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UCLA
SUMMER BRUIN
CLASSIFIED ADS

KercUiorr Hall 112
Phone: 82$-2221 ,

*H1assiried advertising rales
15 words $1 .50 day, 5 consecutive

insertions - f5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:» a.m.

No telephone orders

J Campus Announcements 1

FEOPLE in their teens and twenties in-
terested in forming a group encounter club
call 47K-9IWi6-8pm. Mondays and 12.30-2:30
Thursdays, or come to 1093 Broxton Ave. at
7

:

:MI pm . Mondays. In suite 224 above record
stor*- (1S7).

/ Campus Seri/lces .... 3

'^Political . // y/ Services Offered . . .\ 16 ^Travel

WITNESSES to May 10 (Wed.) demon-
stration in Westwood badly needed for my
trial. Jim 82e-22M. (11 S7).

(COLLECTOR'S item • Buttons "McGovem-
Eagleton in '72 ". Send tl.OO. Campaign Box
523. Malibu. California M265. (llS»t

ARTIST Studio - Imaginitive surrounding -

private entrance. 5 minutes UCLA. ISO
month. 454-7605. (1287).

NEW stereo systems at low prices. Need
bread must moonlight. 477-7C84. < IS S7).

edding
announcements

121 kerckhoff

825-0611

V Church Services .!.... 4

N X 4N MOBILE Home. Asking $3450. With
approved credit 1750 down. |45 per month.
Space rental 177.50 per month. Located in

>..J$anta Monica. Ph. 828-6869. (IS S7 )

.

NEW Guitar/Case. Still in box. Value $80.
Best 6Mer. Contact Mildred or Don. 232-
5328. (15 S7).

LEICA M-4 with 50 mm. Sumlnicron. 28 mm.
Elmarit lenses - excellent conditioit - 1450.00,
477-7025. Doug. (1SS7).

MARTIN Guitar 00-17. Honeywell 600 strobe
flash. Rough siiede coat. Shag rug. Must
sell. 451-2197. (I$S7).

LES' Bicycles. Newly opened. Low prices. 10
sp. European. Student discount. 10838

1. . (1SS7).Washington Bl. 836-2017.

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),
Silent worship, Sun., II AM, Univ. YWCA,
$74 Hilfpard, visitors welcome. 472-7950

THE UCLA
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

IS YOURS!

>/ Help Wanted , , 8

NEED immediately reliable companion for
two boys (i- 1/2 and 8. Days 277-1886. (8S7).

MATTRESSES - Valley State Marketing
lj>.rad. can save you 40-50% on any brand,
any size mattress set. Sensational values,
don't pay retail. Call me today. Richard
Pratt :H9-81 18^886-0400. (ISQTR).

y/ Services Offered . . . . }6

CONCEPTIONCONTKOLCEN'fER7livcr'
Provides complete care

South Bay L.A. ']

378-1033
, 268-0707

Birth control services
Problem pregnancy
Pre Natal Care
Vasectomy

Psychiatric counseling

JlV^^tl^fu!*^'' ^" '>*'»'««' Billiard Parlor.mh & Wilshlre. S.M. aApply in person.
^^^""^

t
. . (887).

BACHELOR Father wants assistance of
female graduate student, interested and
ItnowledReabie in psychology, to help him
raise dauRhler. 15. Must be willing and
Mutable to assume role of friend , adviser
nbstitute mother and also prepared tohandle mectianics of getting daughter to andfrom school and afternooh acU>dUes
preparing her meals, shopping, etc. ^fei^

-live in. and can provide pleasant, private

t'o TlnV"
^••»«»-»" cannon. cJ^^'iSS

to UCLA, plus board and salary com-mensurate with extent of responsibUklea

'^ " '"^ (887).

WAN-TED: Ballsy girls to deal with
executive chauvinists. Miiat be aggressiveand attractive. Choose your oJiT himj-Daytime primarily. Make lots of money.

ci:ih;"S!i.275s.'""'"
^"'""^'

^.ygf;!

I; ull /Part-time. Age no factor. Work oU
hours. K70-6631 - 277-2448. (gg?)

WILL take care of house while you are onvacation, sabbatical. References cSMane Jo. 4777531.
"^'^^r..

^^^^Jii

^/^^*^^ '" *"* ••• R*»»u»t & tuned Ncminimum. 660-4514.
(1687)

PIANO Tuner has 3 uprights for rent at IffReconditioned; No minimum. 660-4514 (if

J .1"** Motorcycle Insurance. 1V>oYoung? Cancelled? Declined? E2 TermJ
'

Anderson 477^140 pm. Ve8.3786. (wS?)

WriuiT^il!.'?^*'
documentathm services"Writ ng. editing and research to yiSrrequirements. 387-1548 call anytime. (16sT

RENT FUmiTHIE
Student Discount
Low as $5.00 wk.

NEEDED stunning looking glris (Slewar-
dess types) with brains. Forming an ex-

^r.*^*""*?.'.
»»»•»'•»*»• based on an Idea webelieve will yield Mg money for you and m»Need your help, ideas. Call 283-2»71 or tsal

0422 for details. Tell us how much pay you^
"''*^*

(887).

TEACHER Mathematical games and chess.
()ne hour/week. Upper Elem. Jr. High
Mudents. Private school. West L.A. 476-
^^^-

(687).

VARlEp' of full time and pari-Clme sum-
U-RENf FURNITURE

.SALES Automotive Products - Start now
have good Job whUe attending fall claaaet!
7ii.aifs. ^^QHf^

1361 West«vood Bl
Westwood

Call 478-MS6 __
Master Charge/BankAmericard

14733 Oxnard St.
Van Nuys

Call 787-5330

SHORT hours - Good money. Sell sandwiches
at established routes. Appearance, per-
sonality 4 car ImporUnt. t31-5l67. (887)

ATTORNEY student wanted. EHher senhi

jararyal times convenient for both. |2.50u,
•' ? ^J*^' ^" W7.4«2» early or Ute l!write P.O. Box 35024. LA. 31. (187^

WANT an interesting summer Job? Call Job
Factory. You wiU be surprised. 47S-M21. (g

i!^*'!:^'!.
waitress. llpurMUy. Satur^y

|i.\M>h4»ur plus tips. 27I-43S6. (ggj,

WORK/Fun - Finished by one. Work now and
I* Fall delivering saMlwiches in esUMIshed
areas, if:M am. • I :M p«. 146 - |M for 16-12
kMirs wMli. 8M-Mtl before 11:66 am. 821-
J694eves. Car necessary. (8 87).

li«»^»Nti -CTilkicare. Weekends someTTiT
Wilshire - Im Brea. IntHligent. responsible
experience, car. Salary open. •33-0201/ 033

PART-TIME Secretary, strong background

L'*^
*
•' Mir* **"»• ^^^ resuWio.SyMems Applications. Inc.. MI8 Wilshlre

l«vd..BeverlyHllb.002i2.All.:Kaye
(J #

SKCIHE! I will stay in your house whli;you re away. Conservative and r«iS„SbuReferences. MDK 650-2802. ^JS!.
TELEVISION i^ntal SiM>rl>l irm a I

R« A n,.KlH.. Kr„ MI^'rr^'^i^.L'^.
ir.fhttnt.2U-tut.

(WQTi«"

•
• <HQTR).

i^'JI^J;;"'''"*'^- l»'^«* ^"t" 'or studenuor employees. Robert RhM <»«^t«-»«^^
•703 or 457-7573

^^" ™**« 830-7270; 870-

RENT-A-TV 110 mo.
discounts. Delivery t

Westwood. ,.';

Sttreo/Hifi. Student
I 1^00. 475-3^0. 2353^ < QTR).

CSIS has lowest auto insurance rates f.ilcollege students. Call us In HaSta Mo^iclT
(16QTR:

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

*^'="»":-...IOOMIOMT
CANCELLEOr
LOWiWONTHLy*

***""
.i»«f0« A»E OR KEN

TECHNICAL WRITING. COPYWRITING.
EDITING. ILLI'STRATION/ARTWORK.
PRINTING PRODUCTION TO
SPECIFICATIONS. 455-2144 (Pref. eariy
Am). (1687).

yTravel • *.••. If

V For Rent, l? 12 I

LARGE studio - hardwood oak floor - piano
included. Suitable f6r dance, yoga
meditation etc. Unique scStlng. 5 minutes
UCLA. 454-7605. (12S7).

ISRAEL EASTAFRICA

72\} ^St."*.'*^
Inter-European Student

Charter Flights.

Contact
:
ISCA. 1 1687 San Vlctnte BlvC 8i|lta

#4. C.A. Calif. 00640.
*

Tel;(2J3l

/7 ^Research Subjeck Needed

^ *"'DERALLY Authorlie^ UTTT
Research. Healthy mSrJsovtr 2?a i"^"*terns of use. g2S4t»|. 1-4 nir*" '

(^^^/;

y/ hping
19

PLI
ROUNI

Di:

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHTS

AUG 19 LA/LONDON $252.00
SEPT 16 LONDON/LA 29 Days

AUG 30 LA/LONDON $25?. 00
SEPT 26 LONOON/LA 30 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
SEPT 25 LONOON/LA 21 Days

SEPT 5 LA/LONDON $239.00
OCT 2 LONDON/LA 26 Days

SEPT 17 LA/LON/FRANK $247.00
OCT 18 FRANK/LON/LA 32 Days

EUROPE Flights, so departures, also N.Y.
Israel. India. Africa. 50% off. Student
rates/cards. Since 1059. EASC. 323 N.
Beveriy Dr.. Beverly HlUs. 00210. 276-
*^- _ (l7qTR).

EUROPE ROUND TRIP from 1219.00
Sl.M.MER.FALL AND WINTER FLIGHTS.
At?f\P*'^*^' "^"^'A. ISRAEL. AFRICAAND ASIA. AIS FLIGHTS & TRAVEL. 9056
SANTA MONICA. L.A. 90069. 274-8742.*^

'
*" '

' - - . - « ^-

DISCOUNT - Europe. Israel. India. East
Africa. « Orient. Contact M.C.C. 12641
Wilshire Blvd. L.A. 96025. 478-0644; (17Qtr).— — ^ ^

EXPERIENCED - a|| u^. , T"^'
reasonable prices - 3 Wocks KL. ^"'"^

Mrs.CHuber477-76aa^ '•'"'" "•"»«««.
<I9 S7).

FYPINC: Fast, accurate VrviTT^
nrisonable rales. Near campus. ^4-«M (?*

SEPT 26
OCT 9

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

OCT 1 LA/LONDON
OCT 15 LONDON/LA

$199.00
14 Days

$228.00
15 Days

EUROPE tt MIDDLE EAST
i CHARTERFLIGHTS

.Immediate ticketing

.STl DEN r Ifaii-Pass 2 mo. $130-

.Olympit ^ . ics & Hotel space avail

.K)72 .Studtn, (;uide 6ook to Europe
CONTAl J

: SOFA Agent VIC OepC UCLA*^W \ entura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks. Cal. 91403
Phine: 872-2283/784-1677

* : ONE-WAY FLIGHTS
'/ 1 ' EUROPE -BOUND

AUG 30 LA/FRANKFURT $138.00
SEPT 6 LA/LONmN $124.00

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS '^' L

^

HOMlWARD^BnUND

AUG"i7 LONOON/LA $138.00
AUG 21 LONOON/LA $138.00
AUG 30 LONOON/LA $138.00

' SEPT 16 LONOON/LA $138.00
SEPT 26 -LONOON/LA $138.00

**many other flights :

THESE PRO-RATA CHARTER FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE ONiyTO U.C.L.A.
STUOEHTS. FACULTY AND STAFF
PLUS THEIR. IMMEDIATE FAMILIES
LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEMOLO.
ALL SEATS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST-
COME. FIRST-SERVED BASIS. THE
PARTICIPATING AIRLINES ARE
BRITANNIA AND SATURN UTILIZING
SUPER oca AND BOEING 707 JCTS
.EXauSIVELY. CONTAa US FOR
FURTHER DETAILS.

^^<9*»t Coordinators:
John and Susan

EXPERT help, theses, term paDer« k«.v».
Mss on IBM. experienced all fSds^o*'
392-8620. ,•

''®*"
< 19S7).

IBM Executive. Term papers ^Zil^
iHteri. resunies. Guaranteed resilUD?;!'
eves.. weekends. Sharon 838-5687. (isqJ?,'

EDITH - IBM typing. Term papers^^Ji^^T
manuscriiMts. etc. Experienced Fast fl'curate, reliable. 933-1747.

(iVs7)"

^ FAST, accurate typing. Term pawn"theses, dissertations. Editing WJkH„. '
'

IBM. Selectrlc. Barbie: 83^512. M^e'"^
.

.

(19 QTR).

pi.SSERTATIONS. theses, and manuscriJI

m-C""**"- ''-^'^^^ «3i"t^3?L

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Elertrir
EjJ^rt typing, fast. Alice.S;-35«.

^"^^^j'fj

./^ I".*!—

CHARTER FLIGHTS
\—1-»- "li"

an
official

charter flight

operation .

—
authorized and
approved by the
University of

California

onallcampusesi
^

BOAC & Caledonian
707's-

all first class ^ -

service. - ;^ .:^

la-london/london-la

ENGLISH Grads: Dissertation specialistsTei;m papers, resumes. letteVT rm
typewriters. Kay-Nancy. 826-7472. (19 qto^

RUTH: peses dissertations, ierm papers

KTi'I^r"**'
'^'""* Experienced. cS*"*•'""

(l»(mi)

H^eVailSlSS'^"*
'"'"'n9';S?R,:

P!J"'^e **'?T'- «»*»»«rtat*o««. books, termpapem Specialty Math & technical lypin?
Accurate. rapTdservice. 786-101^ ^).

>/ Vtan\ed . . . . 20—'—>•

DRIVER needed to drive '64 VW to Florida
•area in near future. Call 244-7271. 244-

f^'^l- (20S7).

if-
' 1

JJwL **;'" *;?**•' '"' ^"^ "^"""'"S »f not.wretks too. Free tow-aways. 835-1643. 391-

y/ApH furnished 2/

LARGE - 2- bdrms.. dining room-den.
Fireplace. Bar-B-Q. Patio. Walk UCLA. 1428
Midvale. 478-1182 . No Lease. (21 S7).

LARGE - Single - Dinette. Built-ins. Uun
dry. Patio. Parking. 1146.66. No Uase. 1520
Butler. S.M. Blvd. 478-1182.

, (21 S7).

..'-•«

10956 Meybum Avenue
Wtstwood Vfllaoe 90024
Telephone: 478-8286

More
UNI
Student
Stuff

D THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITYCARD

.

Your possport to the '

world of student dis-
counts. The ISIC wos cre-
ofed by the Infernofionol
Studenr Trovej Confer-
^enceo^d enjoys world-
wide recognition. It Js'

required for oil student
flights obrood.

D INTRA-EUROPEAN
STUDENT CHARTER
FLIGHTS
to and within Europe,
Israel, East Africa, and
the Far Eost-at fantastic
savings, enabling you
to travel as far as pos-
sible for as little as
possible.

UNI
10956 WEVBURN AVENUE

TILI: 477-1111

f^lt. Dep. Rtt. bays Price

* •/• one-way $13i
* 9/n one-way $137

^19 9/17 one-way $135

Available only to bonaflde members of ttieUnivers.ty of California including students!
acuity, staff, and their immediate famllit;
parents, spouse or dependent children)

living in the same household.
"«rwn#

Charter fllgntt

KerchkhoH Hall 205 O
Between I a.m. 4 S p.m.

125-1221

,$1S0 - UTILITIES INCLUDED
FOR A VERY FINELY FURN.
SINGLE IN A QUIET ADULT
BLDG. WITH A POOL. 1833

WESTHOLME. CR1^14.

uca

V^^'g ......,,^j«
MIXTIVARIATE Statlttict '- F.rUi.l

2Jl»a»lcian. autW. alm^t free. •n-STTS

lll«. IfACHELOR. Nkely far. UUIMies. Lots

£?*r^; '^•'' »""»l»«rtatlan. I2il4 Wilshire
Blvd. WLA . 47»-Z2ll - g2»-2>t5. (21 S7).

TERRIFIC Wett LA location. Furnished
Apt. For UCLA atedenta. From 1100. 826-

^^ (21 S7).

4IWGAYLEY: Bachelor. Furnished. UtiliUes
included. Walk to campus. Immediate oc-
cupancy. t90/mo.477-493». (21 S 7)

'

' ' " I "^ ^n. II.-

ENJOY Summer in large clean single and
one-bedrm apts. Some air<ond. Bioclt
irCLA-Village. Elevator. Pw»l. Sundecks.
Garage. S2S-64I Landfalr. 471-5404. (21 QTR)

LARGE attractive one bedroom apartments
in Santa Monica...! 185 up... pool, sub-
terranean garage, eicvator, ocean view.
walk to l>each, near Santa Monica Freeway.
2311 Fourth St. SM 302-SMS. 2045 Fourth St.

8M 302-&55C. (2lqtr)

LARGE one bedroom. Pool. Fall leases
(Nine month or longer). IIM.OO/up. 518

Glenrock. 47:).92S5. (21 QTR).

^^,

»-
_£.

yytn^. z-«) fg.ae hour. 13 yra teaching
perience. 83^283 after 2:00 pm . < ifg^^i

l-RK\('ii: Kxam preparation trBnftU(i<u..

S")
^ teacher. ResniU I 828-C3C0. (ig

501GAYLEY
Across From Dykstra ~

Reduced Summer Rates

Bachelors-Singles-One Bdrms.
June IS to Sept 15

3R.3-1788 - Mrs. Kay - GR 3-0524

I

4
irloi

GRK [SAT. other test preparatkm 1.

S:;; e's":l' v^z rf^"^^^^umuance Me«. H20 So. Robertsan. 057-1300.

;
< 18 QTR )

FRENCII/SPAMSH/ITALIAV. ^
e'JInrS.V"'" '^•^ P^^HKeVeault. STyJ«nr Easy converaathmal method ilSl—^^.^^^^^ U8<mi) .

y^Research Subjects Needed

DEVEl.OIVMfeNT OF | A.\Gl^rF raV^

M>r »ai«nteer*. CaU Njroo. gZS^'ia. (R887).

.'<':'

i

SI BJFt TS
perlmeiH. i

lo Frail/ . ,

needed for
«•«• pay: CaN

I H27I.

P|»/ch«»l«f> ex-
***

' ar come
(RSS7).

tits gorgeow 1 bedroom. Quiet adult

building - paal. Near SM freeway all

Rabertaan. 8850 CatUrougua. 130-3428

WALK tCLA HoM-ay. Bachelor: Singlet; 1

Br'B from tll5 • 044. tfO Landfalr near,
Gayley. 470-5804. (21 87).

SINt;i.ES. bachelart. 2-bdrm. studio. 1-1/2

bath. pool. 3 Mka. campus. 10024 Undbrook
(Hilgard>.GR»4ta4. (21 QTR).

LARGE Bachelors. lOO up. Singles. tl25.

across from Dykstra. SOI Gaylay. GR 3-1788,

GR 3-0324. .Mrs. Kay. (2lQTR>

**^**
"oceanTiewaptb**"""^

NEW Large FiiniialMiPUafunilahed
lB«araom«-Bacbelara|ltO-2M .»

( 3 Peraam Max .

)

Game Rooms. Pool. Wet Bar. Elevatort.
Baleanlet. Patla. Refrtaeratar. Stove.

RAMADA TOWERS APARTMENTS
1000 Otk SIracC and Pk» Blvd.

Beacb 3 waiklag Maclu
flaiHa Manka

Glover, Harper, Rodqersreturn Thursday, September 7, 1972

K
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'•^ Big Red is strong again
The Nebraska team that invades the Coliseum

Saturday night is not the same Comhusker con-

tingent that ran amuk last year on its way to the

national championship. ^ .

Oh, there'll be some familiar faces on hand-some
all-too-familiar faces-but Nebraska is not as deep as

it was last season and the offense has some question

marks. .
—

.

For the most part, the legendary Nebraska
defense, which allowed one touchdown or less in nine

of its games last year, returns intact.

Rich Glover, of course, is back. The 6-1, 234 Glover ^

is everybody's pre-season choice as the top lineman
in the country. The Cornhusker middle guard's pre-

season choice as the top lineman in the country. The
Cornhusker middle guard's reputation is built on
such outstanding performances as the Okl^oma-
Nebraska game (in which he made 22 tackles) and
the play which netted him Orange Bowl *

'Defensive

Player-of-the-Game honors against Alabama.

He wpn'tt^ alone. 4ll-America right defensive end
Willie Harper (6-2, 2 ^) will be around. To make sure

nobody gets by the right side of the Nebraska line.

Coach Bob Devaney has 6-7, 248 John Dutton
stationed at right tackle. They call him "Lurch."
Whatever for?

Bill Janssen is another returnee along the line and
Bill Slooey is a veteran linebacker, but left end Steve
Manstedt (a non-scholarship player when he came to

Nebraska) is a rookie defender as is weakside
Tinebacker John Pitts, only 6-1, 196.

The Cornhusker secondary has two of the best

around returning: Dave Mason and Joe Blahak.

Mason, playing monster, led the squad in in-

terceptions last year and returned thre^ for touch-
downs. . \.\ . .

••"• y .

—
Blahak, an All-Big 8 choice last year, is a con-

sensus All-America selectee on the pre-season rolls.

He's 5-9, 179. . .

• George Kyros, 5-9, 155, is a hard-hitting sophomore
who came out of nowhere in spring drills to claim the
remaining' defensive backfield spot. ._

The Nebraska offense? Even without Jerry Tagge
and Jeff Kinney, it should be formidable. There's
Johnny Rodgers to start with. The elusive Rodgers
scored 18 touchdowns last season-11 from his split

end position and seven more when the opposition
reluctantly had to kickoff (1 TD) or punt, (6 TD's) to

him.

Bill Olds, a booming fullback, who carries a 7.1

average is the mainstay of the Big Red ballcarriers.

Gary Dixon from Oxnard figures to be the I-back. He
played behind Kinney last season but still netted 517
yards. .^ ,„..„., ^..^..^ .___

Dave Humm, they're saying, could be the best
quarterback in Nebraska history. He's touted as a
better passer than Tagge and broke all his frosh
records two years ago to prove it. Humm red-shirted
last season.

If Humm's sore leg is as bad as we're led to

believe, Steve Runty, who completed 69.5 per cent as
a freshman but didn't throw a pass last season, will

play in his stead. Runty has been excellent in spring
and pre-season drills.

' The Cornhusker line is anchored by All-America
candidates Darryl White, whom they compare to All-

Pro Bob Brown (an ex-Nebraska great) and Doug
Dummler, a two-year starter. ••" r • .

(Continued on Page 17)
*'

LONG-AWAITED DEBUTJames McAlister finally makes his first

varsity appearance in the Nebraska game Saturday. The heraMed
halfback from Blair High in Pasadena was second to Mickey Cureton.'.

statistically, as the greatest running back in Southern California pjrep
history with 4,380 career yards.

^Apts Furnished . , . . . 21 >/ ^P*^ ^o Share 23 V Housing Needed . , . . 28 /Room for Rent 31

483 GAVLEV: Large I bedrm. Furn.
L'tilities paid. Summer Rate tISO/mo.. until

Oct. 1. 477-4039. (2lQtr)

KFAC lOVS single and l bed. Bullt-ins. dish-
washer, patio. Sec. building. 1711 Corinth.
473-7S97. (21 QTR).

T "^

FURNISHED staglea to share t70. llv<ated
pool, sun deck, parkteg. t33 Gayley. 473-0412
-er«-^ .-^ ^— ——«~ (21 QTR).

WALK TO SCHOOL
Spacious Modern Apartments —

-

SPECIAL SUMAAER RATES.
Reservations for Fail also accepted.

Renting Office : SULandfairfl '

Also with Pool

Oientair Terrace
543 Landfair 0U >^ :

- -^"*

S4<l[GlenrocKiyn

y/Apts Unfurnished . . . , 22

ATTN: Faculty. ^Security - All Luxury ApCt.
Minutes from UCLA. 2 B/R; 1 B/R & Dea.
10800 llolman Ave. 474-4400. (22 S7).

APT. UNFURN. Spill level - Hreplace. t232.
3 bd. 2 ba. cpUrMlrck Mflle area. 033-4737.

(22Qtr)

FEMALE roommate to share 2 bedroom
apartment. Own room. Call 826-5268 eves. (23

MALE Roommate wanted: Start Fall. Super
apartment. 2 blocks from campus. Fur-
nished. Pool. tlOO. 047-1333. ( S7>.

'RENT too high? Share, save on housing
cost^. Screened clients. Room-Mate Finders.
I7.V-H(>:JI. ( QTR).

ROOMMATES needed - 033 Gayley.
^

pleasant singles t6S KKcKen. surtdecki.
*'

pool, garage 473-6412 (23QTR)

/ House for Rent 25

TRANSFER student. 24. desires own room in
quiet apt. short distance from campus for
Fall quarter. If you have such an apt. or
would like to look for one with me. write:
Laura Fliegelman 3061 Avenue X. Brooklyn.
NY 11235. 212(SH-34405). _. (28S7).

to Faculty and 3 resp. Viet, grads need
house/apt. Oose. 1 year. Limited funds.
Excel, refs. 474-1022. Nguyen So. (28Qtr)

LOOKING for apart, to share. Own room. In
Westwood Village. 395-8190 eve. Dan.(28S7).

'/Room and Board

1 1 25.00. Private Sui^ Doctor's Home. 2-

rooms, bath, garden. Faculty. grad.,
professional. References. Close. HO3-t505.
OL2-S8f6. (2587).

-UNFURNISHED. 4 BR. & Den. ttOO/mo..
includes water, gardner. Immediate oc-
cupancy. 393-3059/476-5782. (2SS7).

ROOM & Board for male student. 3 meals
day. Brunch on Sat. Sun. Private entrance
private bath. TV room. Parking. Walk tc
VCLA. 472-5931-appointment. (RBS70).

Room & Board

Kio.oo. SUNNY., off Santa Monica beach,
good transportation for non-smoking, non-
drinking male student. 399-4646. (31 S7).

LOVELY rm. Private bath. Off patio. For
responsible female grad. student or staff -

Woman designers home. K. Priv. tSO.OO. 870-

i>66H. (31 S7).

UNUSUALLY pleasant situation /Female.
Private entrance - Furnished Room/Bath -

W alking distance. t75.eo. 477-2879. (31 S7).

it73.00. PRIVATE Hdme Master Bd-R.
Kitchen privileges. Walking distance. Girts.

Call after 2. 474-9042. (31 S7).

PRIVATE Rooms - Quiet. Close to campus.
F'emale/Male. t88.50. 720 Hilgard. Barry or

Bill. 474-9136. (31S7>.

BEVERLY Hills furnished room. bath. One
block Wilshire. t95.00. Female gr/duate
student, non smoker. 271-7048. (31 S7).

utos for Sale , ... . .33

6H MGB. tl300 Yellow; Low mileage, wire
wheels. AM-FM radio. Good cond. 454-5092.

"
. (33QtrO

'67 VW. Must sell. Very clean. t795.00. 780- 4
1001. (33S7).

. Cycles, Scooters

For Sale . 36

Exchange for Help . . 30 ^4^^^^ fo, Sale ......33

tlOO. - tl70. 2 Bedrm. 2 Bath. CarpHs -

drapes - BItlas - Patio. No pets. 1310 Car-
meHwa»0.gag4IOO. (22Qlr)

y/Apts to Share 23

FEMALE, dealrn same. Neat aad
responsible to share apC. Westwood. Ages 21-

28. Call Unda. 3n-3200 Leave name and
number. (2387).

ROOMMATE needed - Young woman (17-

24) wanted to shai^e 1 bedroom apartment.
t85. Us* 47842S0. (23 87).

FEMALE roommate wanted. Two blocks
UCLA. Share bedraaMtSS. 478-0503. 2387

/ House for Sale 26

GRACIOUS large Spanish on Glendon Ave.
:t-K<>dr.. full dining- room, large kitchen
H /breakfast toom. 1-3/4 bath, forced air

h«>at. Wynn 477-7001. (2087).

GIRL grad share 2 bed. 2 bath apt. wMi
same. Non-amokcr. Paal. laundry. 478-
4d42. (2387).

. -^frhWMIjliH i^i"fM'..f.«ri-«i.(ii

GRAD. Stud. jMt graduated seeks raam-
mate look for/share apt., to tlOO each.
Beach area./Westwood pr*t«rraid. BoM21
9701.(087). _,. ;/.,.„.,,:.,..,..,.

SHARE 3 BDR/2 Bath with 2. built-te|^.air.
own room tOS. WLA. 030- 51». (087).

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom wtth 2. Qean
pleasant! Upstairs bedrooms. Utensils,
furniture, too. Cathy. 271-4507. (2387).

FEMALE roamnata wanted to share large,
luxurious 1 bedraam apartment. Pool, trees,
balcany: dishwasher, disposal. Walk to
UCLA. tl 17.50. 47S4503. (2387).

G^RL - Share 2 bcdroam. 2 bath apartment.
tOO.OO tKllHles Inchideil.. Own room. Karen.
30I.4M0 after 5 :00. .(2387)f.

ROOMMATES. Share expenses and bousing,w home A caiapaalaa af yaw choice.
House Mates. 0884101. (»87).

FEMALE waalad la ikarc fwwlahad apt.
Walk ta sebaal (l-l/l Uk) tOS/nsa. 47f-7S»
»fter3;00. tn ST).

WALK UCLA ipa cliM aaroM '

BMullfal" baciwiar pad. Gonial ,_
prafesslanallvygrad.|l20. 4ft*l3ii. tatt).

NEAR WestWood - Natianal ^vds. Charmer
2 bedrooms. 2 baths. Surely a Buy. t34.t50.
Broker 478-1273. i (2087).

""~
sflEirWT«JoAKs"

"""""*""

SHERMAN Oaks foothills. Avoid freeway -

15 mbi. t« Westwood over Bev. Glen. Brl^t.
cheerful, contemporary with tovely views of

treetops, valley and mts. bcyand. High
ceilings in llv. ram., sep. dining and kitchen
with built-ins. 2 bedrooms and den, 2-1/2

baths. Excellent conditlaii. Law upkeep
landac. yard and redwood deck, sep. dog run.

Central air. Owner. t48.790. 7»-2451.(2087).

)/ House to Share . i , \ ^W
MALEsharehome. Own bedroom In Beverly
Glen. tlOO per mon. plus utilities. Call 270-

800. (27 S7).

SHARE the good life w/2 male students.
Study. Den. Frplc. Fncd Yard. Non-
cigarette smoker. 344-0015. (2787).

RUSTIC, quiet 2-bedroom in Malibu Canyon.
Corral, dogs, no smog. tlSO. Gary 800-7157
anytime. (2787).

i-'KMALE 21-27 to share sunny WLA house.

tK:i ninnth. 820-5124 evenings. 470-4101 days.

Connie. (27 87).

LARGE airy Venice house. Good neigh-

borhood, hardwood floors, fireplace, garden
- feminist preferred. tll2. Blue. 821-4478. (H
S7).

'
' .

'—-«

HALF of 2-bdrm. laupe. Garden, trees,

chickens. Near Ca-op. easy bikbig UCLA.
VegHarlan.tlOO. 82M702 days. George. (27

87).

MALE, female aad 3 small chlldrea waaM
like another prnaa ta share large bauae la

Westwood. ahart walk ta campus. Over 2S

preferred. 474-1000. (n87).

NEED atkors la share 3

Palms area. 8plU t20t. Call Rex. Larry •!•-

->30l. « 87).

PERSONAL Asst. - male - to paralytic
businessman. Live In private WLA home.
Salary. Compatible with-schooi hours. Day
277-371 1 ; nts. and weekends. 830-6733. (30 S7)

ROOM & Board - Student or working girl -

babysit - Private room 4 bath. Brentwood
472-4165. (30S7).

FEMALE, room, board, bath, salary. Sitting

girl. 9. after 3:30. No housework. 937-2220.

Nights 275^)392. (30S7).

KC^LE with car, babysiUbg exchange
priv. room, board, bath (if interested, t20 'v

week for housekeeping ) - 27 1 -0770. ( 30 87 )

.

FEMALE babysitter: Private room/-
bath/TV; walking distance campus. Older
children. Salary. 475-1120. <?fS7).

FEMALE. Ro^nv and board^xchange for

child care <2 girj*), light kousekeeplMl.
Walk/campus. 475-2300. (30 87).

FEMALE, room, board, bath, salary. SUttaig
girl, 9, after 3:30. No housework. 037-2220.
Nights 275-2504. (30 87).

BABY sitting, light housekeeping : exchange
for room, board, salary. Hours flexible,

remale student. 028-0338 evenings. (3087).

FEMALE - private room /board/salary In

exchange for sitting with 10 yr. old on oc-

casion. Walking distance. 476-3200 - call after

UborDay. (3087).
' ' I 1 I I I

111! ipil -^ 11 I

PLEASANT private room. bath. tOS.OO. -

including board. [>o dinner dishes. Only
fastidious, responsible tenant. 395-0300. ( 30

Qtr)

HOUSEBOY. Priv. rm. & board in exch. for

assisting with housework, dishes and
errands. No salary. Prefer someone with full

MhmI schedule of other Jab. Car or

motorcycle necessary for transportation to

school. 275-9403. (30 87) .

NICK Private room, bath plus montly salary
exch. for child care, light duties. Walk
campus. 279-2435. (30AQtr)

FEMALE STUDENT: GENEROUS
SALARY. PRIVATE ROOM. BATH. WALK
UCLA. IDEAL STUDENT WOULD HAVE
AM CLASSES. MODERATE ACADEMIC
SCHEDULE AND ENJOY FAMILY WITH
FOUR YOUNG CHILDREN. BABYSIT-
TING. HOUSEKEEPING. <7»-l0lt.

'60 VW "Contempo Camper" very clean
023500. after 6. 379-5923. (33S7).

'07 VW. Great condition. 44.000 miles. Radio,
heater, stickshift. tOOO. 399-1608 after 0. (33
S7).

'69 VW Bug. low mileage, looks fantastic

like nfw.tl 100. Eves, 395-9295. (33 87)

404 PEUGEOT I9M - Very good condition

Rebuilt engine. New clutch starter. Tires
Battery. 42000 miles. Sun roof. Lfavlnt
country. 8575. 394-2397 or 392-5308. (33 87)

LEAVING country. Must sell '88 Chevellc

Malibu and'67 Camaro. Both excellent

condition. 478-4830. (33 87)

WANTED 1969 or 1970 Clievy Van 90 V8 &
Automatic preferred. Low mileage and good,

condition. 889-1259. (33 87)

0^ VW. Great condition. 44,000 miles. Radio
Mater, stickshift. tl.OOO. 390-1008 after (

pm. (3387)

'66 BUICK Electra, air, hardtop, low

mileage. 4-door, 8-c>l.. maroon, power
steering, 81200. Days 125-2712. eves 733-

7832. (3387)

'66 CHEVROLET (Bel-Air). Leaving
country. Automatic, p.s, air cond<t525. Tel
820-2030. ;''(33S7)

08 FORD Cortina 2 door GT. 34.000 miles
Excellent condition. t700. 308-7873. (33S7K

'7lA\V Superbeatle - Wash, plates; radfo.
tl.8So. Call 391-8372. (3387).

00 CORTINA GT AM/FM. Gfeat condHlon.
8925. 747-7317 or 828-8057 evenings (ZVR
I7S>. (3387).

MOTOR Scooter - like new. Starter,
generator, lights, etc. tl65. 762-1931. (30S7).,

'69 HONDA CB 160. Must sell, good cond.
tl50.00. 780-IQOI. (36S7).

'71 SS 350 cc HARLEY streetblke. Custom
handlebars, seat, backrest. 4800 miles. Xlnt.

8550 sacrifice. 670^6393. (36S7).

'69 VKSPA scooter rxrellenl rond.. 700
miles. IHI cc. Ver> good for trans portation.
479-2201. M28-2993. (3087).

LEAVING country. Must sell '00 Yamaha
350. Perfect condition. Helmet Saddlebags. :

1400.00. 478-4830. (3087).

'69 HONDA SL90, very few miles. Good
condition. tl70/best offer. Call eves. 830-
•730. (3087).

.- •

n»t\ D.O. "
cuvssimp
SEtf»6ir;

8&m

'37 TB, Vinyl porthole hardtop, new tires,
battery, rebuilt engine, tune-up.. Must sell.
ll.Vm.OO. 451-2197. (33 87)

A.1

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TGWINO-

AOOOMila
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWERl

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7fS7 Van Nuys tlvd.

across from G M. Plant
Call OM-7075 i<« Hourt

..J

• r

BE sure to

drown all fjres.
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Brad Lyman Senior *-1 190 Los Altos Split end
A 9.6 sprinter and a two-year letterman. Lyman

. was sidelined by preseason shoulder surgery last

year. He was able to claim the starting spot after his

impressive plaV in spring practice.

The Bruins are very deep at this position with

Terry Vernoy (83), last year's leading receiver, and
Reggie Echols (87), a 9.4 sprinter, waiting in the

wings.

Ed Kezirian(76) Junior 6-4 239 Fresno Left tackle

Obviously blessed with excellent size, Kezirian

also has good speed. He is a major addition to the

interior line that was nearly obliterated by
'-i^raduation. A transfer from Reedley JC, where he

was a two-year starter, Kezirian claimed the starting

spot in spring practice.

Sophomore Ron Simmons (77) of Beaumont, Texas
will give relief.

Russ Leal (67) Senior 6-2 234 Santa Cruz Left guard
A reserve at the right guard position the past two

years, Leal finally has claimed the starting spot. He
is quick and strong.

Spotting Leal will be another sophomore reserve,

Phil Klaus (69) from Mt. Carmel, Pa.

Randy Gaschler (65) Senior 6-0 226 Placerville

center

"They" are obviously trying to confuse poor
Gaschler. A fullback (5.3 avg.) as a freshman, a red-

shirt the next year, the substitute left guard his

sophomore season, and the starting right guard last

year, Gaschler is niw the starting cenfferT |

Sophomore Dan bflbert (55) will be around to

back-up the starter with Pat Kealey, a senior,
another reserve. '

Steve Klosterman (62) Junior 6-2 227 Laguna Beach
Right guard
A non lettering center behind Dave Dalby last

^ season, Klosterman has surprised with his strength
_ and aggressiveness to earn the starting spot.

Art Kuehn (61), the frosh co-captaIn last year/
backs him at 6-3 and 249.

Bruce Walton (^ Senior 6-6 254 La AAesa Right
tackle ^

Big, strong, quick, and aggressive, Walton Is the
- mainstay on the offensive line.

Size wise the Bruins won't be hurting when Al
Oliver (70) spells Walton. The junior college transfer
from Cergitos is 6-8, 260.

Jack Lassner (86) Senior 6-3 218 jS^ramento Tight
end "

It's nice to have depth and the Bruins are deep,
deep, deep at this spot. Lassner was a highly-
regarded recruit who has played linebacker and then
tight end behind Bob Christiansen during his two

- lettering seasons.

Gene Bleymaier (81 ) last season's frosh sensation is

waiting in the wings. Bleymaier is an excellent
receiver and a helluva runner. ^
Eugene Jones (88) Is located here, too. All 6-3 and

232 lbs. And he's fast. Injured last season after 4
minutes of play at defensive e^, he didn't play frosh
ball. ^^^—1^ - ./ -^—i^;_.^_.l.:,;,_,;^^, ".^•-- .... .i-,._-.w^,.-i^.-.^:,,s~. ^

Mark Harmon (7) Junior 60 184 Los Angeles
Quarterback

^

Pepper hopes he's In good hands with Harmon. A
better runner than passer, he has the necessary

"* leadership tools to run the Wishbone, we're told^ His
debut Is anxiously awaited. A Pierce JC transfer.
Rob Scribner is a good athlete. He played well at

defensive back last year and there Is no reason to
believe he won't be a capable quarterback, where his
rugby abilities come in handy In the Wishbone.
John Sciarra (15), the highly-touted former CIF

MVP, is one of two freshmen on varsity. He will be
good.

James McAlister (32) Junior 6-1 202 Pasadena Left
halfback

"Where have you been James McAlister, a lonely
Pepper Rodgers turns his longing eyes to you." Well,
now that that is gver, we finally get to see what this
exceptional athlete can do after the year's layoff.
Playing with'a sprained wrist. i „J
Bobby Ferrell (30) was on the non-playing varsity In
1971 but wHI see a great deal of action this year,
although he picked the wrong guy to play behind.
Ferrell averaged 4.9 yards as a freshman and Is
more than capable. As Is Mikt Ovvens (39), the
leading frosh back last season at 5.54 yaVds p«r
carry.

Randy Tyler (33) Senior 6-0 201 La Mirada
Fullback

-Oary Campbell(31) Senivr 6-1 312 Ennit^Taxas
Both Tyler dnd Campbell have been steady

dependable players the last two years. Both are gOod
blockers and good runners. Their understudy,
Charlie Schuhmann (36) is also very good. No
problems here.

/

Kermiif Johnson (37) Junior 6-1 190 Los Angelas
Right halflMck
Johnson didn't play frosh ball or have the benefit of

spring practice prior to the varsity season last year.
Nevertheless, the talent still managed to overcome
those adversities. Gaining more playing time as he
gained experience, Johnson had accumulated 414
yards on 80 carries when he was sidelined for the last
three games with a broken ankle.
Jimmie Jones (45) Is the first sub. Jones started

last season as a linebacker on the non-playing varlsty
and end It on the varsity as a running back. Jim
Farmer (34), whose brother Oorge It with the
Chicago Bears, Is a converted frosh defensive back
and was a red-shirt last year.

T/ie Big RedCometii
:„t:

'.\ ^ 'i By Saul Shapiro y-^

DB Sports Editor
A revamped UCLA football team returns to the gridiron wars

Saturday night at ^ againsU defending national champion
Nebraska.

'~^~~~

The key words this year are **hope" and apprehension*' as
Pepper Rodgers turns loose what should prove to be an exciting
offense. Then the Bruin mentor has to sit back and watch his green
defensive team ripen.

Experience is what that unit needs and playing big, tough
Nebraska will doubtlessly be an experience.
The hppe is that (he Bruins' offense, a la Oklahoma, will keep the

defenders from being on display for great lengths of time in the
opener. Like the Sooners, UCLA will be operating out of the Wish-
bone T. '

, - . .

It was the logical move. The Bruins have more backs than they
know what to do with. The featured pair are McAlister and John-
son-

,

' -L V /
.-^.

As ah entry afTasadena^s Blair High iSchool, the two led the
school to the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Federation championship. Johnson was "Mr. Outside," averaging
12 yards per carry, and McAlister played "Mr. Inside," whUe'
bolting for nine yards an effort.

The questions surrounding McAlister have centered around his
year's layoffdue toNCAA ineUgibility . The mental letdown? '

"Once I had the fear that I would never get back the right at-
titude. But once we play Nebraska, the nation's number one team
I'm sure I'll get the feeling," McAlister replied.
Physically ready? '

>

"Contact-wise, I think I'm pretty ready to go," he said.
But is he ready to tangle with Nebraska in his long-«waited

debut? >
-

"I prefer to play them now than in the middle of the season. If we
play them now, we might be able to knock them off. Personnel-
wise, I know they're good. We can't make any menttd mistakes."
Bothered by a hamstring and a sprained wrist, among various

maladies, this summer, McAlister, nevertheless, has shown some
of the talent for which he is so highly-touted in a recent scrimmage.

126 yards in 6 carries is either the measure of his abilities or the
strength of the UCLA defense. His running mate, Johnson,
scampered for 51 yards in 4 carries during the same outing.
Rodgers, for one, is cautious in assessing McAlister's chances qf

making an auspicious debut.
"A year takes a lot away from you. I certainly don't think it

helped him. James has had very fi^e fall scrimmages, but has been
Umited in pracUce time. The Wishbone has the need for practice
and James has been- out Vith the hamstring and the wrist"
Rodgers commented. i,,

Johnson, though, has been rolling. Before breaking an ankle last
season, he was marching along at a 5.1 clip aHhough he had no
practices at UCLA unUl the start of that campaign. • ^

Mark Harmon at quarterback is an unknown quantity The son of
Hall of Famer Tom Harmon, Mark is a capable passer and a good
runner. His main duty is running the triple option and, hopefully.
getUng his backfieW mates (or himself) into the clear

I r^ii'?^'" IJf""^ "y*^ McAlister, "is uncanny. The first time
I tned to hand hina the ball, I missed him by two yards
"Kermit and James both have speed to the outside and both can

run over people."

Like other Bruins Harmon thinks the Wishbone is virtuaUy
unstoppable.^ "^ ^^^

"I haven't seen a defense that can totally stop the Wishbone If
they take away one thing, they give you another. The defense has to
react to the quarterback's first step.
"Oklahonria," Harmon added, "opened up the passing, but reaUy

didn't Against Nebraska they passed only threctiiw^. buttwowent for touchdowns."
^^

* ®

*u^,!j^^f
"* McAlister, Johnson, Harmon, and Co. are able to move

the Wishh«ne through the Nebraska defense may largely depend ona .'new-look" offensive Une.
«v«««

The only returning starter is Walton, basketball star BiU's okler

hl?^w*1 ,il ^"T^^ mainsUy at Uckle. Ga«rhler. a former
halfback, fullback, and guard, is the new center.

(GiBtlBiied OB Page 17)

.
UCLA Defense

.

Cal Peterson (?0) Junior 4-4 214 Los Ahieies

Peterson Is small for this position but maLc
It with his speed and range. He was a starter ai^J?"

H^spot last year and the Bruins don't have an
abundance of experienced help on the defensi vi. .!!1[
He will be spelled by Fulton Ktykendaii Tol

another tall, but slim athlete (6-4, 196)) who w
running kwck on last year's frosh team

*

Rich Gunther (73) Sophpmomt 6^ 212 Moraoe ii»
tackle * > " "•'^

The Bruins are dealing with inexperlenrpH
players, but players with good potential. Gunther k
an indication. Up from the frosh team he has V
cellent speed and agility and is strong, too-he thrown
the discus.

Gerry Roberts (78) is a good-sized (65 237)
replacement. He's a transfer from College of the
Desert.

Greg Norffeet (63) Sophomore 5-11 225 San Dieao
Left guard ^
Despite his size, Norfleet Is reputed to be quick and

aggressive. But, of course, he is Inexperienced
Bill Sandifer (66) Is another San Diego County

product, at this position. He's from Oceanslde
Another huge transfer (Mira Costa), Sandlfe»(6-6
262) doesn't nr^erely tip the scales. He bends them!

Rick Baska t64) Junior 6-3 226 Torrance Right
guard ..^^—:,:^^-:^:-.

Baska, lo and behold, is a letterman, a rare unit
He might be a good one. Baska is rumored to be
much-improved over last year. He is said to be tough
and quick. He red-shlrted one year.

; Gerald Peeke (68) backs Baska up. He is a transfer
from Pierce JC and was tried at offensive guard
during the spring. ,„ _

Tom Waddell (72) Sophomore 6-4 219 Oceanside
Right tackle ^ ^'

A red-shirt last season, Waddell puts his Inex
perience on the line, too. He is backed by a smallish
soph Art Fry (79) and a highly-regarded frosh
prospect, Bob Crawford (75) (6-4, 214).

Fred McNeill (92) Junior 6-3 210 BaMwin Hills

Right end
Another returning starter, which is almost as rare

this year as Republican presidential hopefuls, Mc
Neill boasts many of ttie saime qualities of the before-
mentioned Peterson.

McNeill has an experienced hand behind him in

Paul Mbyneur (94). A^oyneur and Gaschler seem to

have this thing going about who Is going to play the

most positions. A/Voyneur was a frosh quarterback
and since has been at linebacker and safety

^

Greg Davenport (91) Is another reserve; quick but
small at 6 1, 191.

Steve Hookano (56) Junior 6-1 227 Honolulu Left

linebacker

Hookano is a letterman, but at defensive end where
he played 40 minutes.
Charles Herring (50) is behind him and breathing

heavily. Herring did not play frosh ball and was
inlured^ last year, but acquired a formidable

reputation in prep ranks and should see much
playing time.

Tom Daniels Is an excellent ballplayer, btit an
Injury prone one and that probably Is why he's listed

as third-string. But once he gets back into action,

expect him to stay wtiere the action is. A red-shirt

last year, Daniels lettered ttie seasoryprevlous.

Herschel Ramsay (53) Sophomore 5-11 203

Pasadena Right linebacker
Another starter from last year's surprisingly good

frosh team, Ramsey is a converted linebucker.

Gene Settles (51) is behind Ramsey, but at 6-2, 224,

he casts a bigger shadow. With the size of this

defensive unit, that's a definite asset. Vince Mok
(57;, a sometimes starter last season and a two -year

letterman, has fallen back to thlrd-sh^ing.

Allan Ellis (29) Senior 5-11 1M Los Angeles LeH
halfback

Ellis, some scribes say, could be the best defensive

'back on the coast. He Is a two-year starter and his

play will probably speak for itself. Alton McSween
(43), a Monterey JC product, and soph James Gaines

(25) are set.for reserve duty. --t-

Jimmy Allen (20) Junior 6-1 1f1 Clearwater, Fla.

Right halfback —^ -^

An Ail-American JC star as a defensive back 9l^

Pierce, Allen also doubled as an All-SoCal JC tight

end.

A big sophomore, Greg Williams (25) (6-3, 195) is

James Bright (38) Junior 6-2 204 Marion, La.

Safety

Bright, hooray, is another returning letterman ar\6

sometimes starter. Behind him is Alan Lemmerman
(27), a two-year letterman who Saw a lot of action

last year. Mike Fryer (22) Is In reserve and he's

another JC AIIAmerlcan transfer-from Santa

Barbara CC.
Bruce Barnes (44) Smiior 5-11 221 Sanger

Placekicker
The conference's leading punter the past two

yew-s, Barnes gets them high and deep. His 41.6

average was thirteenth nationally.
Effren Herrera (1) Junior 5-10 185 U Puonfe

Punter
Led the Bruins In scoring with 46 points (16 for 16

PAT'S and 10 of 21 field goals.) Those field goals that

W missed were from 52, 45, 60, 60, 60, 49, 30, 53, 47, S3,

and 58 yards away. j^^
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